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Jlotes and l[lippings.
T:aE building fund of the African Methodist
·church at Grand Rapids, Mich., was lost at
faro by two of the trustees.
A YOUNG woman has been expelled from a
·church in New York for saying that her pastor
had kissed her four times when she had only
'been kissed three times. New Yorkers can't
•stand wilful exaggeration.
A BROOKLYN young man is quite "gone" on
'"Hamlet." Reading it to the girl of his heart
IJ.ast week, he came to the passage, "Or if thou
'wilt needs marry, marry a fool." "Is that a
jproposal, dear?" she asked. "Yes, darli~g,"
he replied.. And they: settled it there and
'then.
DR. WooDRow having been removed from the
!faculty of the Presbyterian Theological Seminary at Columbia, S. C., for teaching that the
Bible can be reconciled with the theory of evolution, retorts upon the trustees that they may
take their places with those W esleyans who,
only a century ago, declared that anybody disbelieving in witchcraft discredited the scriptures.·
A Pious San Francisco man entered a saloon
not long ago, and to his infinit surprise and
unspeakable mortification discovered his only
son seated at a card table indulging in the
wicked game of eucher. He ejected the youth
unceremoniously; then looking at the vacant
chair at the table he noted that his heir had left
·8 very promising hand, and so he sat down and
!finished it and raked in the pot. Thus is virtue
o:e:wa:rded.

Ne-w York, Saturday, January 3,1885.

T:aE public baths of Vienna are said to be
the finest in the world. The building is situated in the heart of the city, and incloses a
basin 570 feet in length by 156 feet in width,
and varying in depth to twelve feet. The
enormous quantity of water contained in this
basin is renewed three times a day. The whole
establishment has accommodation for 1,500
persons, and is open from May 1st to Oct. 31st,
and from five in the morning until dusk. There
is also a bath restricted to ladies, open from 9
in the morning until 1; and the Vienna ladies
are especially good swimmers.
"I HAV a piece of good news for you," said
one of the deacons of the church to. the minister. "Yes?" queried the good man. "And
what is it?" "We think of tendering you a
donation, and advancing your salary two hundred dollars a year." The minister appeared
very uneasy for a moment, and then remarked:
"1-1 wish, deacon, that if the matter hasn't
·gone too far you would stop it if possible. To
tell the truth, deacon, the last donation about
ruined me, and as all my spare time is given
up to collecting my present salary, I am
afraid that the extra labor which would be entailed by the additional two hundred dollars
might break me down."
THE Washington Monument will not long
enjoy its pre-eminence-as the highest structure
in the world. An iron tower of the astonishing bight of 1,000 feet is to be erected in the
grounds of the French Exhibition in 1889. An
elevator, the safety of which is guaranteed,
will communicate with the summit, and visitors to the exhibition will be taken to the top
:ror a small fee. . Those who hav the courage
to make the ascent will enjoy an almost uninterrupted view for nearly a hundred miles all
round. The tower will also be utilized for astronomiclll and meteorological observations,
for experiments in optic ~signaling, for the investigation of certain problems in experimental
physics, and for various other scientific purposes.

T:aE Prince of Montenegro has closed the
Roman Catholic church at Cetigne. He has
also forbidden priests of that faith to leave
their residences without a written permit and
;prohibited the administration of the sacra·ments; so that the Roman Catholic residents
·of Cetigne are obliged to go to Cattaro, in Dalmatia, for baptism and marriage. The prince
UPON the land and Indian question in the
lis doing all this to ingratiate himself with the
·czar, who would be pleased to see the Greek West, Frank Wilkeson writes to the Bun:
"When the Western people talk of the desira!faith established in Montenegro.
bleness of opening the Indian territory to setIN northern Siberia, if a young nativ desires
tlement, the rights of the case do not enter
tto marry, he goes to the father of the girl of
inC.> the question. They frankly admit that
ibis choice, and a price is agreed upon, one-half
to deprive the Indians of the land secured to
•of which is then paid down. The prospectiv
them by solemn treaty in 1866 would be rank
:son-in-law at once takes up his residence with
injustice; but they are equally frank in their
•the family of his lady love, and resides with
outspoken declarations that the question is not
lthem a year. If at the end of a year he still
one of justice, but of expediency. In the past
•desires to marry the girl, he can pay the other
we hav never hesitated to wage a war of exihalf, and they are married on the next visit of
termination against any Indian tribe whose
•the priest. If he does not want to marry, he
lands we coveted, provided we could not cheat
•need not, and simply loses the half he paid at
them out of them. And, as we hav done in
<the start.
the past, so it is probable we will do in the
A:M:oNG the attractions of a church fair in a future. The fact that the Western people
·Montana town recently was a raffle for a fawn. want land for their children almost decides the
.At the conclusion of the fair the holder of the fate of the Indians who liv on the agricultural
winning ticket in .the raffle asked one of the lands of the Indian territory. The Western
lady managers for his fawn. She replied that· men are hungry for land. They firmly believe
•she had no fawn for him, but that there were that all good Indians are dead Indians, and
·plenty out on the hills and he could hav all that bad Indians hav no rights. They will say,
•he could catch. The man got wrathy, declar- in reply to the arguments of Eastern philan•ing ·that the whole thing was "a durned thropists: 'Our sons want farms, just as your
•swindle." For using this language he was greal;,.grandfathers did. You excessivlyproper
tpromptly suspended by the church, and the and conscientious descendants of the Puritans
:local paper declared that he was no gentleman in Congress and ho.me prayer-meetings assemfor talking in that way to the "fair" managers. bled, your ancestors wanted farms out of the
"T:aE American clergymen," remarks the lands owned by Indians under an unbroken
'Toronto Mail, "are evolving some novel theo- title as old as the continent itself. Yon shot
·ries nowadays. A Minneapolis pastor has de. the Indians off the ground, and took possession
voted his time and talents to proving that of what you wanted. You did that in what
·humor is one of the characteristics of the Bible. are now the states of Massachusetts, Rhode
The Rev. Brooke Hereford says people hav Island, Connecticut, Maine, and New Hamp.
lbeen' paying too much attention to the salva- shire. The Christians of the colonies of New
•tion of the soul, to the neglect of tile body, York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
·which is more sadly in need of salvation. The Virginia, North and South Carolina, and
iRev. Heber Newton discusses the word 're- Georgia drove the original owners of the soil
)pentance,' and holds that the command to from all the land they wanted to cultivate,
repent was merely an instruction to reform, to from tlie Connecticut River way down to Floradopt better sanitary arrangements, and so on. ida. All over the immense region between the
If ta.king care of one's body and improving the Atlantic and the Mississippi the history of the
·conditions of life are really religion, then re- Indian title has been almost wholly of forcible
ligion will come easy to many men who hav infraction by the whites, and the development
not experienced it yet." Ministers are oblig- of the country has been based on the expuling persons. If the public will not take what sion of a less civilized by a more civilized race.
they preach, they are willing to compromise And it was all right. The white man's conquest was legalized by God'a law of the strongand reach what the public will take.
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est, which is his law for the development of
civilization. The recession of the Indians was
under a divine law, established and operativ
through all nature, by which the strong supersede the weak, and the final prevalence of
strength and excellence is provided for in human society. So, 0 pious and exemplary folk,
don't snivel or 'cant; you i:md your ancestors
hav done precisely what we are going to do.
We will do it, and we giv you public notice
that we will do it."'

Jilews OJ the ff!eeh.
THERE hav been disastrous earthquakes in
Spain, attended with frightful loss of life.
A STRIKE of horsecar drivers at New Orleans
last Sunday caused a meager attendance at the
exposition.

JuDGE STECKr.F.n, of this city, gave turkeys on
Christmas day to all the poor people he couhl
find in his judicial district. Mr. Steckler is a
IN an interview with a Heral.d reporter last
Jew.
week Joseph Greenhut, city inspector of teneT:aE material of the .Kansas P1·ohibitionist,
ment houses for Chicago, makes some interesting statements on the labor question. St. John's Kansas organ, run by Martin Vnn
Being asked what were the chief causes tend- Duren Bennett, was sold by the sheri1I on
ing to keep people out of employment, he said: Tuesday last week.
"To begin with, there is always a large floatJuDGE BROWN, of the Supreme Court of New
ing population which comes here to secure York, has rendered a decision that a wife may
work. This is demonstrated by the fact that be the legal business partner of a person other
there are 25,000 more males than females in than her husband.
this city. Especially during the winter, after
THE Rev. J. R. Thompson, of Brooklyn, rethe close of navigation and the stopping of
work on the large farms and on the railroads, ported missing last week, has returned to his
tens of thousands flock to Chicago, where they home, but givs no account of himself. He is
can liv as cheaply as anywhere else and enjoy addicted to the use of chloral.
IN the municipal elections in Paris last week,
the pleasures of a large city. A large number
of persons of both sexes and of different ages Victor Hugo and M. Sohoeloher reoeivou the
hav for years been accustomed to be out of largest number of votes, while MM. Rochefort
employment for weeks and months because and Guyot were near the bottom of the list.
the produotivness of labor, aided by machinery
SPIES were engaged last Sunday in thi·: r:it.y
and steam power and foreign competition, fill buying small arlicl es from tho different shopthe markets. periodically to such a degree that keepers whose stores were open. 'l'ho arreHt;
a stoppage of further production of consider- of the shopkeepers fo1· breaking the Hnntlay
able intervals is necessary now and then. law will follow.
Vast numbers of immigrants persist in habit
CHmsTr.rA.B day was observed by the hlowin{:(
of cheap living, and thereby withhold employof horns in the streets and tho blowing of
ment from skilled and intellectual labor.
ministers in the pulpit, to which was ad<lnrl the
Many varieties of handicraft and commercial
ringing of bells in tho steeples. OtherwiKo t.ho
employment are underpaid, and in conseday passed quietly.
quence of the .inability of those engaged in
FRANOIB MouLTON, recently decel\sed, ball in
them to consume the articles of trade and commerce, the markets become glutted, and fac- his possession numer JUS letters relating to the
tories reduced in working forces and hours of Beecher-Tilton scandal. It is reporte<l that
labor." In answer to.the question, "What are Moulton's executor will hold these lottPrs as
the causes which reduce the price of labor?" assets and sell them for what they will h1~ng.
he replied: "The unit of wages is the actual Any honorable man would return them to tho
cost of human living, but the standard of liv- writers.
THE Rev. Alexander B. . Crawford, of an
ing v~ries according to the race and nationality. The Anglo-American rises to the highest, Episcopal chapel in Philndelphia, has resigned.
and the Italian falls to the lowest. Colored On a recent Sunday he appeared in the pulpit
people hav in many cases a leas costly style of in an intoxicated condition. He renil the
living than whites, and, therefore, work for prayers and prononncod the benediction, bnt
less wages than whites. They hav taken the omitted his sermon. He gave no explanation
places of Anglo-American waiters in hotels and of how he came so.
restaurants, and on steamboats.
Italians,
DEACON TERRY, of Riverhead, I ... I., who ran
Poles, Bohemians, Slavs, and Hungarians hav away with Pastor Downs's wife some time ll[.(O,
displaced Anglo-Americans in outdoor hard has returned home and been forgiven by his
work, because they are ready to submit to wife. Mrs. Downs does not fare so well. Hor
greater exertions for much less pay. Anglo- reverend husband refuses to see her, or to hav
Americans would starve and die out if com- his children visit her; and has begun proceed·
pelled to accept the low rate of wages on wbich ings for absolute divorce.
poor immigrants thrive and perpetuate their
PREVIOUS to the election Beecher said that
race. A trade affording employment all the were every m11.n who had broken tho Heventh
year, and requiring no particular skill or ex- commandment once, twice, or thrice to voto
perience, will fetch in the local labor market for Cleveland, he would hav 200,000 majority
on an average $1.20 a day. But large employ- in this state. Last Sunday Mr. Dee~her apolers of labor often attempt to displace high- ogized for making such a remark, and a1lirrmd
priced help by cheap immigrant labor, and that he in no wise undervalued the sanctity
often succeed in perm~nently reducing wages and chastity of the householrllife. 'l'hore is a
by ousting nativ labor, and replacing it by serious disruption in Mr. Beecher's church.
Canadian and European immigrants. As a
IT is proposed to erect at Home a statue of
matter of fact, the bulk of unHkilled labor and
a large proportion of skilled manual labor in Giordano Bruno, the Italian philosopher and
Chicago is un-American, while the Americans the father of Pantheism, who was hnrnt as a
are overcrowding-the commerci11.l and intel- heretic in 1600·. The pope is horrified nt tl1e
lectual occupations. Man;ual training schools proposition, and has expressed his rage in a
are one of the most pressing demands as an speech of unusual vehemence. His holinPss
extension of the system of free schools, in should confine himself to writing encydical
order to teach the rudiments of mechanical letters. Bruno's name will he fumons when
labor to the whole people, and enable persons Pope Leo XIII. has been dead 11 thousand years.
to chang!\ their avocations." Mr. Greenhut
holds that public policy should require high
wages and low protits, because the vast maRs
of the people will always remain wage-workers, or small self-employe<LahopkeeperH, or
farmers. The rich employel'l! 11.nd corporations are comparativly few, and are abundantly
able to take care of themselvs. But the proletarians, who liv from hand to mouth, comprise a large proportion of the whole population, and if their pttrchasing and consuming
ability is reduced by low wages, they cannot
buy manufactured goods and other products
in very large quantities.

SOMEBODY sent an alleged infcrun1 maehine
to the ofli.ce or the Amerirmn Tract Soeinty,
1fi0 Nassau street, last Saturday. It did not
explocle when opened. Anthony Comstock,
whose oflice is in the same building, was called
in, and the messenger who brought the box
was arrested, but as no one appeared in court
against him the next day, he was discharge(!.
The officers cf the court express the belief
that the whole thing is a fraud got up by
Comstock to advertise his society, whose annual meeting is soon to be held, and which is
reported as on its last legs unless immediate
support is extended.
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power of government is not esthetic, but always
repressiv, and oppressiv.
Passing prohibitory laws does not prevent the sale
and use of intoxicating drinks; for no sooner are such
Anti· Prohibition.
laws enacted than means are used to evade their
We advocate and practice temperance, but are op- execution. The history of prohibition in a dozen
posed to prohibition, as we regard it as an impractica- states proves this. Proh~bition has been a failur~ i?
ble and pernicious measure. Some of the more enthu- every state where it has become law. .A.nd why IS 1t
siastic and fanatical prohibitioniets most perversely not a success? Because the people at large do
persist in misunderstanding and misrepresenting our not dePire such a law. The Republican party has, on
purposes and principles. They insist that we anti- off elections, put the prohibition plank in its platform
prohibitionists are the allies and tools of the rum- to catch votes, but it by no :r:qeans follows that the
seller, j hat we are apologists for intemperance. In Republicans are all temperance men, and that only
too many cases the prohibitionist uses· the tactics of Democrats are rum-sellers and rum-drinkers. The
the church, which, when it opposes Infidelity, resorts Republican party has claimed to be the party of reto abuse rather than to argument and fact. We do form. It has undertaken no reform, however, which
not care to pay back in the same coin, but prefer to is so greatly needed as the reform of itself. On great
exercise reason and common sense, and thereby pos- occasions as the election of a president, this reform
sibly persuade our cold-water friends to rely a little party can'not trust the interests of the "dear people "
more hereafter than they hav heretofore on the same to a platform containing a prohibition plank. No
means.
one with less piety than a St. John can go before the
We hav not one word to say in defense of intem- people and solicit their votes on the merits of cold
perance, and it is chiefly because the temperance
people are so intemperate themselvs in their spirit water.
We see, then, that prohibition must of necessity be
and methods that I feel called upon to oppose and
a failure as long as the people do not desire it.
expose prohibition.
Intemperance is a widespread evil. It is a vice Hence, if by political manipulations one party can
practiced in all nations, by all cltlsses of people. It catch votes enough to win the election and pass a
is nothing new, for it is as old as the history of man. prohibitory law, which the people will not sustain, it
When confronted with a fact of such universal and immediately becomes a dead letter upon the statute
long-standing character, the student of his~ory be- book. For this very reason, nearly every state that
holds a problem whose solution is not readily ob- has tried prohibition has repealed its law. This is
tained. He perceives an evil which is the outgrowth certainly evidence enough of the impracticability of
of many causes, and he recognizes the necessity of such methods.
Let us glance at the working of this law. Whenmany causes 1miting to reduce it to a minimum.
For he regards the prevention of all intemperance as ever and wherever prohibitory laws are enacted means
an utter impossibility. He perceives that such long- are extemporized to evade them. In Maine and in
existing and universal evils can only be modified, not Massachusetts, during the time that most earnest
exterminated. On the othe:r hand, the enthusiastic efforts were made to execute the prohibitory law,
prohibitionist thinks that by passing a law against clubs were formed where any of its members could
the evil it can be wholly destroyed. Evils which go at any time during the day or night and get what
spring out of man's nature and conditions cannot be they wanted to drink. The officers of the law could
legislated out of existence. Legislating and preach- not touch either the members of the club who drank
ing are looked upon as the guides and saviors of the the liquors, or the janitor who served them up, as no
race, but we soon learn .better after once beginning liquors were ostensibly bought or sold. These clubs,
to use our reason. The evolution of manhood, the however, did not become very common, as the enelevation of the race, depend upon a totally different forcement of the law was seldom strict enough to
class of means and methods from those employed by
popes and politicians. Science is the schoolmaster
of this age, and literature-chiefly the newspap!Jr--:is the principal assistant. I mean by science, knowledge-a knowledge not merely of books, but also of
men and things. It is by this practical knowledge
of self and the world that man rises to higher conditions. .A.n objector starts up, declaring that "it is
not so mucb knowledge as it is better food, and more
of it, better homes, greater comfort, and fewer hours
of toil, that the poor people need; man's welfare depends upon his physical wellbeing, and not upon his
knowledge of science." Let us admit the necessity
of good physical conditions, as good homes, less toil,
etc., as necessary conditions to more rapid progress
in civilization; but inasmuch as the millions of the
laboring classes do not hav good homes, nor do they
get just pay for their toil, nor leisure for study and
recreation; inasmuch as the people suffer from oppression and superstition, what is it they need most
of all? I answer that they need to know more about
the wrongs they suffer. They know almost nothing
of the nature and influence of superstition, and are
equally blind in regard to the oppression whose lash
they feel but do not know how to escape. It is
knowledge-and knowledge is science-that the poor
oppressed and deluded masses need to raise themselva from the dust to which they are crushed. The
lower classes of society do not owe their moral and
intellectual enfranchisment to the wealthy and regnant classes above them; but it is alwaysin spite of
them that they acquire their rights, one by one.
The wage-class has two hard lessons to learnnamely, (1) what their rights are, and (2) how to secure them. They themselvs must wrench their rights
from the grip of the monopolist and tyrant. But
these two lessons of human rights, and how to secure
them, hav been the lesson of man for centuries. He
learns his lessons slowly. This old world is never
revolutionized; it moves slowly, but not always
directly, onward. The highest civilization ever
appears where the people are wise enough to know
their rights, and brave enough to fight for them, and
manly enough to preserve them. Salvation by atonement is a failure, after an experiment of eighteen
centuries; and salvation by legislation will prove a
failure, no matter how many centuries it may be tried.
Prohibition is nothing less than an attempt to govern
man in his moral conduct. It is an effort to manufacture morality by law. The day is not distant when
the people will see that government is the nightmare of human existence. All governments are
barbarous and brutal that do not inspire and aid
self-government in the individual. Society can be
reformed only by the reform of its individual members, and these individual members can be reformed
only by each rdorming himself. That is to say, the
moral development of humanity can be accomplished
only by moral influences. Force is not a moral
educator, any more than a policeman's club. The

9Jommuniljaiions.
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and breadstuffs, placed behind the bars ? Who are
the great criminals of a country? Its rulers. Its
lawmakers. Those who make laws to enrich themselva who are already rich, and to still further impoverish the already poor. Those who make one
law for the rich and another for the poor. Those
who make one kind of money for the soldier and
another kind for the banker. Our legislatures hav
becom6l the rookeries of rascality. Birds of prey
puild their nests of plunderings in state houses.
Monopoly of land, the exploitation of labor, and systematic taxation of the necessaries of life.
But what has this to do with intemperance? It
has everything to do with it. Poverty is the principal cause of habitual inebriety.
It is putting the
cart before the horse to say that intemperapce is the
cause of poverty. There is no doubt that it often
contributes to this end, bnt at worst it is only one
out of many causes; while the root of the evil lies
in the misery consequeni upon poverty. It is an exception to the rule when the well-fed man becomes a
whisky or rum drinker. The over-worked and under-fed body craves stimulant. Hence we find intoxication most cemmon among the hardest working
classes. Being poorly fed, having ill-ventilated rooms
to sleep in, with insufficient clothing, and being
poorly protected from the cold, it is natural that they,
more than other classes, should seek stimulants to
cheer the mind and comfort the body.
Lars Olsen Smith, once the brandy king of Sweden, is now devoting his energies toward the temperance reform of his people, and he recognizes the fact
that poorly cooked and insufficient food are the chief
causes in producing "physical degeneracy, and a
craving for stimulants." This reformer has traveled
through Europe to learn the prime causes of intemperance,, and is, therefore, some authority on this
point. He is now aevoting his energies to providing
better and more food for the wage classes; as the
first step toward temperance reform.
Dr. Evarts, superintendent of the Cincinnati Sanita.rium, in his "What Shall We Do for the Drunkard?"
says: "It is probable, also, from the clinical history
of drunkenness, that any cause of exhaustion of a
special character, especially such as affects the brain
and cord __ primarily; or a deprivation of nutricious
and palatable food, on account of insufficiency or bad
cooking; or an inability to digest and assimilate food
of a sufficiently stimulating character, becomes a
predisposing cause of drunkenness " (Thomann's
Statistical Sketch, p. 4).
Poverty is the parent curse. The amelioration of
the rnce is seenred in proportion "'" thi., blight i., destroyed. .A.nd poverty can be eradicated by guaranteeing the poor equal rights. The poor man is now
reputed to hav equal rights, but his rights are recognized only in political platforms and paper constitutions. He does not find equal rights in the courts,
or in legislatures. Capital and superstition are the
upper and nether millstones between which he is
~ crushed. There is no crime so great and so prevalent
as t-he robbing of the laborer of the fruits of his toil,
and as he has no friends at court the plundering goes
on. Here is where the greatest of' all reforms must
begin. But it can begin only when the laborer takes
the work into his own hands. It is allotted him and
all others, each to work out his own salvation. The
many complaints against capital, and the universal
discussion of the rights of man, are sure to be followed
by the mights of man. But I am opposed to prohibition on other grounds. It is a Christian effort
based upon sectarian interests. It is kindred to the
Gad-in-the-Constitution movement, the Comstock
laws against Infidelity, the laws enjoining or permit"' ting Bible reading in the public schools, and the Sunday laws. Let me cite a straw to show which way
the wind blows:
"NATIONAL PROHIBITION PARTY PLATFORM.

"The Prohibition party in national convention assembled,
acknowledge Almighty God as the rightful Bovereign of all
men, from whom the just powers of government are derived,
and to whose laws human enactments should confQrm as an
absolute condition of peace, prosperity, and happiness."

'

Dr. McDonald, the leader of the Prohibition Home

<~, Protection party of California, givs still further in-

sight into the purposes of the
) says:

Y

'·..;,:·

Prohibitio~ party.

He

"If 'Prohibitionist' is well informed about his party's plans

Y he will know that we will make a stand, not

only for prohibi\) tion, but also for the enactment and enforcement of an intelli' gent national Sunday law-believing that Sunday is an insti.,_, tution so beneficially connected with our social, business, and
'~ moral life tha~ we cannot dispense W!-th it without _sacrificing
(the very best mterest of the comroumty, and the highest welfare of the whole people."

1:2..
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In accepting the Prohibition nomination for
::;;: governor of Michigan, David Preston, of Detroit,
· said:

:R:.

=platforms
"The political party that will acknowledge God in all its
g
and in all its ways as the author and giver of every
good and perfect gift, that party shall be my party, and its
God shall be my God."

There is no uncertain sound about that declaration. It is in the very nature of Christianity to perpetuate itself by despotism. The Church has lost its
control of thoughtful people. The fires of hell hav
burnt to ashes, and the ashes hav ceased even to
smoke. .A.nd as wrongs remain to be redressed, the

church comes forward and offers its services, if it
can hav .the power of law in its hand as a policeman's
club. What a sight it would be in a Sunday-school
to see the classes of little children taught, by policemen, the beauties of the golden rule. .A.nd yet such
a sight would, in reality, be no more incongruous
than the attempt to enforce moral duties by law.
But this delusion has possessed the minds of the wist>
and unwise men in all ages. It has always been
supposed that if a man committed moral wrongs
something ought to be done to prevent such conduct.
Hence despotisms hav grown up only to crush the
people under the guise of making laws which would
compel men to be moral.
The people are beginning to think upon their
rights, and are demanding of synods and senates that
they produce their credentials. They are asking of
their preachers and lawmakers the question, "Where
do you get your authority for your law and your
gospel?"
_
Is it not derived from the people? Did not men
write the gospels, and did not our fathers write the
Constitution? .A.nd who made you priests and legislators but we, the people? .A.nd who sustains you
but we, the people? It will appear from this foundation that there can be no consensus of the competent. The people may select teachers. and executiv
officers to act for them, but after all the power of government is with the people, and rests in the individual. He can, however, never delegate his moral conduct to another any more than he could delegate his
moral nature. It is not only impossible for him to
divest himself of moral responsibility, but his moral
nature will not permit another to do so. Wherever
there is a high sense of morality, the individual will
fight for his rights-his right even to do wrong. It
is one of the oldest fights on record. It began in
the Garden of Eden, when the first prohibitory law
was enacted against eating apples and scientific
study. Mrs. Eve was too intensely human to submit
to prohibitions which were at war with her better
nature. Having a mind, she mast know good and
evil, and having an imperfect nature, and imperfect
surroundings, she must also do good and evil. In
fact, it is in the very nature of morality that conduct
should be moral and immoral. .A.nd should I say that
you hav a right to be immoral, you may question my
dictum. But this brings us to further definitions.
There are two kinds of evil acts; the one we call
crimes, and the other, vices. .A.nd there are two
kinds of rights, namely, legal rights and moral
rights. It is because these distinctions are not observed that prohibitory laws become possible. There
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rests in individualism. "W'hat! do you mean a goa_s-you-please morality?" Yes, it is a go-as-you-please
morality, for that is the only gait morality can go in.
When one goes as somebody else pleases, he does not
go as a free man, but as a slave; and it is immaterial
what kind of a lash it is which swings over one's
head, whether it is the slave-owner's, the czar's, or
simply the laws of the United States. Whatever
authority compels man to act so and thus, because it
is moral to so act, has robbed him of his liberty.
Without this mort.tl liberty, all other rights of the
citizen turn to ashes and dust. It is the l<aaven
which leavens all human rights.
I hope the distinction between legal rights and
moral rights will be kept constantly in view. I hav
a legal right to eat too much, but I hav no moml right
to do so. .A.nd it would be impossible to make any
law regulating the kind and quality of food that each
one should eat. I hav a legal right to smoke ten
cigars before breakfast if I wish to, but I hav no
moral right to injure my health or to become offensiv
to other members of the household. But laws cannot
be enacted limiting the number of cigars or the age
of the meerschaum one shall smoke.
I hav the legal right to be the father of twenty
children by one mother, if she is fruitful enough to
bear them, but I hav no moral right to such parentage.
The folly of prohibition is apparent when we make
a distinction between crime and vice, and observe
also the consequent discrimination between legal
rights and moral rights.
The necessity and righteousness of prohibition is
usually based upon the enormity of the evil of intemperance. But the greatness of an evil does not necessarily make it a question which can be affected by
legislation.
No one can estimate the evils growing out of matrimony. Who could measure the unhappiness and
misery consequent upon ill-assorted marriages? In
fact, the harmonious and happy marriages are the
exceptions, and the unhappy ones the rule.
Then again, in these mismated marriages there
are ill-begotten children who survive to curse the
world. What shall we say of the imbecile, luun.tics,
and idiots, or of those born inheriting disenAe?
Ought this world to run as it is now doing, peopling
the earth with diseased and mentally hligbted offspring? If not, what can we do about it? Can we
pass laws against idiots and those inheriting disease?
If not, shall we pass laws against improper marriages? Where shall we begin?
The truth is, we cannot touch these evils which
follow in the wake of marriage. If one lunatic (outside of the asylum) wishes to marry another, and it
is mutually agreeable, there is no law to prevent itthere can be none. If one consumptiv chooses to
marry another inheriting the same disease, there is,
and can be, no law based on justice to prevent it.
Laws against the vices of mankind can never be
executed, for the simple reason that they are unjust
and impracticable; and they are unjust and impracticable because they subvert individual liberty; they
attempt to govern and reform society, to manufacture
W. S. BELL.
morality, by the policeman's clu ~.

is no meaning in the word liberty if we make no distinction between crime and vice. .A. crime is a violation of the law of the land, and a vice is usually an
inordinate indulgence of the natural appetites which
are in themselvs innocent. Webster says, "Thus intemperance, unchastity, depravity, are vices." Vices
are, therefore, actions such as the individual must
decide upon for himself. To be a glutton is to be
intemperate in the use of food, but no one is insane
enough to think it possible to make laws respecting
the kind and quantity of food one shall eat. The
gormand must in the very nature of things be allowed
to eat all he wants to. .A.s a moral being, it is his legal
right to be immoral. Liberty implies the legal right
PROHIBITION.
to be moral or immoral. Lying is a vice, but a lie
I hav been amused and amazed with the persistent
which does no harm to the person or property of special pleading and sophistry of W. S. Bell on the
another is not actionable-is not a crime. I must subject of prohibition. I take your review of his
decide for myself on all questions of this kind. I can late address on "Anti-Prohibition "as a fair compand
in fact be moral only as I assume to decide what is of his position and defense.
right and wrong for myself. Suppose you use proHis three postulates, accepted without qualificafane language; it is no crime, because it injures no tion, are anarchical, false, and immoral, if not crimone in person or property. You must not observe inal. He virtually assumes contradictory positions
Sunday as a sacred day on which to fear and tremble, in his reasonings to decoy people into his vagaries.
but that is your own affair. Liberty grants you In attempting to make a distinction between crime
equal rights on Sunday. Perhaps you hav no relig- ·and vice, he tacitly acknowledges the rigH of governion whatever; the paper Constitution which protects ment to legislate to prohibit a crime, which was not
us, guarantees us equal rights on questions of relig- a crime, but simply a vice, before the legislation.
ion. If your neighbor wants a religion, he has a There was a time when a written law was not known;
right to hav it; and if you want none, you hav an then there was no crime, according to his theory.
equal right to dispense with all religions. But here What a happy period in human experience! For
we see how insidious the foe of liberty is. We hav centuries what are now esteemed virtues were by
a Gad-in-the-Constitution party which seeks to over- law condemned as crimes, and punished with the
throw the ancient charter of liberties. For when severest penalties.
God goes in the Constitution, liberty goes out. In
Most, if not all, of what we now c!l.ll crimes were
fact, wherever he goes, liberty departs. One beauti- at one time only vices, and would hav ever remaine~
ful consolation is left us, namely, that Jehovah has so if W. S. Bell could hav been ab:,ut to enforce hiS
from the first been a decided failure.
theory. He would never hav prohibited vices till
The Gad-in-the-Constitution movement, the Sun- they became ~rimes;. and he. could never permit .a
day enforcement party, and the prohibition crusade vice to be Jt:gr~lat~d mto a cru~e. Beca~se there IS
are a religious trinity, having one spirit and one such clear distiD:ctwn between VIC~ and crrme that. no
method, namely, the enforcement of laws upon moral wise man lik_e hi~ would_ ever thmk of confou::~dmg
questions. ~hey mean war upon the liberties of t~e ~hem by legislatmg on~ mto t_he other.. Oh,_ no, he
people. It IS an attempt to force man to the dis- IS too shre~d and sag~cwus to mvolvehimself m such
charge of his duties; an effort to manufacture moral an. absurdity. . He w~ll do what he cant~ expose the
conduct by the policeman's club; an eff~rt to make ?hn~ness and mconsi~ten~y ?f the past Ill .t~us le&man act temperately while he has an mtemperate ualatmg, and prevent, If possible, any repe_titwn. of It
nature
in the future. Let the ghastly and horrid rums of
It i~, therefore, nothing less than blindness and intoxica~ion remain nothing but vices; it will ~e a
folly to attempt to reform society. on anJ: moral ques- ~uch mild~r, more. gente~l, and refine~ ~ay of thmktion except by moral means. It Is nothmg less than mg, speakmg, of mdulgmg, and enJOYI~g the~ as
the dry-rot of degeneracy that can suggest the im- such, than if we were to ~av them legislated mto
provement of humanity by destroying individual crimes, and then hav to behave they were such.
liberty. I maintain that the saving power of society
(Continued on page 6.)
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Mr. King was called upon to say something about
in this vicinity that they would not attend the convention this year on account of the way Dr. T. L. reform in dress, but only replied briefly that he was
Brown treated them last year. Last. year at least glad enough to get any clothes at all.
Mrs. Whitehead could not criticise either Dr. Abone meeting was two-thirds Spiritualists. That made
The Salamanca Convention.-Why Sot a Success. a great difference. Truly yours, H. L. GREEN. bott or Mrs. King. She therefore had to differ with
Mrs. Leonard. She would ask that lady what she
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
k:Q.ew experimentally about wearing trousers. .A.s for
your notice of the Salamanca Convention I find the
'l'he
Liberal
Club.
herself, she preferred pants to skirts, and long skirts ~ .
following:
to short ones. Both, however, should be discarded
"There was really no demand, local or otherwise, for the
It was ladies' night at the Liberal Club last Friday in favor of the dual garment. The Liberal Club, the ·~·,.
meeting at this time. Brother H. L. Green's serio:ns sickness
incapacitated him for that vigorous and energetlC work by evening. The women had the floor.. Mr~. ~· M. speaker thought, shquld agitate the repeal of the laws
which he has sometimes secured success in the past, and pos- King secretary of the Rational Dress .A.ssomatwn of which prevented women from dressing in men's
\
sibly clouded his judgment, making 'the wish the father to the London, read a paper on~· Rational ?ress Reali~ed." clothes.
thought' in regard to people attending."
Th ere .Jiad
been
ar·
o
s
interruptions
during
the
Mrs. King was clad in a polka.·dot silk dress,
b ttWit~ a
·
v I u .
1
I think that statement calls for a word of explana- sort of cutaway jacket, lace- t nmme d • an d u omng evening by boisterous persons in the audience, who
tion. .A. year ago we held a convention at Salamanca only at the throat. Her skirts were short enough to had been several times called to order by the chairthat everybody admitted was a wonderful success, disclose below about six inches of trousers of the same man without avail. Dr. Lambert therefore related
and at that convention it was voted to hold another material as the dress. Her hair, which parted at an appropriate anecdote, the moral of which was that
a year from that time, or, at least, the next winter. the side was cut short and arranged in an attractiv a silk purse could not be constructed from the ear of
The first convention I called between Christmas and manner: She said that women now dressed as a pig. He then proceeded to discuss the relation of
New Year's, thinking that, as everybody would be at though they were formed below the waist like an up- dress to health. .A. voice shouted out an interrupleisure, it would be a good time to hold it. But at turned goblet, when such was not the case. Then tion. The chairman was about to rap for order, but
that convention many said it was a very poor time, their hats were not fitted to their heads, and were the doctor stopped him. "You can't," said he,
and that the next convention should be called earlier. supported by bunches of fa1se hair and hairpins, " make a silk purse out of a pig's ear, and you can't
Another reason is that the Opera House is a cold skewers and little daggers; besides being ornamented make these fellows behave like gentlemen." 2d
building, and many said it would be better to hav it with many varieties of bird and beast, and fruit and voice: ;, Say that again!" Dr. Lambert: "That's
before the very cold weather came on: Then at Cas- flower. .A. rational dress would conform to the out- another case." 1st voice: "You can't tell a silk purse
sadaga the matter was talked over, and it was sug- line of the w.earer, whether male or female. Women when you see it." Dr. Lambert: "But I can tell a
gested by some one that it be held the week before saw ne harm in a man's clothes fitting his person; if pig~s ear." This ended the dialog, to the great relief
or the week after the Toronto convention, and so I men could see any harm in women dressing the same of the listeners. The doctor continued by saying that
placed it before. .A,nd to guard against any financial way, let the men protect their eyes from the danger- expansion of the chest should be encouraged, because
trouble, the speakers agreed to attend for the receipts ous display by wearing blinkers. The reason women thereby more oxygen was admitted to the lungs, and
over and above the actual local expenses. So the objected to displaying their limbs·clothed in trousers, oxygen was health. When that fact was understood,
convention was called in accordance to this arrange- Mrs; King averred, was that they were so badly de- the question would not be, " How is your health?"
ment. .A.nd in all my experience in calling together formed, the result of abuse in dress. The speaker but " How do you oxydate ?"
Mrs. King, in her closing remarks, said she had
conventions, I never advertised one better. Circu- did not regard the matter of female suffrage as of
lars were printed and sent to every Freethinker great moment. When women realized of how little not been seriously disturbed by the interruptions of
within two or three hundred miles, and notices sent use the suffrage was to men, they would cease to ask the gentlemen present, and she was much gratified
to all the Liberal papers of the country and to all the for it and it would soon thereafter be offered them. by the courtesy displayed. The question of corsets
The question that overshadowed all others, Mrs. King was subsidiary; that of trousers was paramount; beSecular papers in the vicinity.
Our local arrangements were complete. Our Sal- believed was that of dress reform. She called atten- cause, when women's legs were emancipated from the
amanca ladies did splendidly. Then why did not tion to the fact that it was now becoming the correct thraldom of skirts, they would take such exercise as
thing among the dudes to wear corsets, pads, and would make the n:eeing of their lungs a matter of
more attend? These were the reasons:
·
1. Last year our audience was largely made up abdominal supports. If things went on in this way, necessity.
.A.t the next meeting Mr. John E. Remsburg will
of our Spiritual friends, who did not attend in any we might reasonably expect to see these effeminate
great numbers this year, owing to some attacks that men wearing skirts to conceal their misshapen ex- speak on "The Sabbath."
--------were made on them at Salamanca last year, and I tremities. The Nemesis of outraged nature would
think the Chainey and Watts discussion at Cassa- then hav completed her revenge. Mrs. King believed
Canadian Notes.
daga had a tendency to sour some of them. In Sal- that the human female must adopt the tclose-fitting
·
Yesterday afternoon Charles Watts lectured in .A.lamanca, very few Spiritualists attended or purchased bifurcated garment, or become an extinc spemes.
bert Hall on" Bible Saints." It is remarkable, the
tickets.
Mrs. Dr. Herrick was asked to contribute some- persistency of type which the Jews present, physi2. The Liberals in this vicinity very generally at- thing to the subject under discussion: In response cally and mentally. The modern Jewish dealers in
tended at Cassadaga, and the expense there was all the doctor said she was about t~ dehv:er an. address_ .secorubharuLclothes__ a.ruL.receU:er!LOf stol.en__goods __
they felt willing to bear.
before theScie~ce .of-I:.ife Club,·m:·whiCh sh~'!'ould bear a very close resemblance to their forefathers,
3. The Convention was held at the close of a very demonstrate sCientifically the natural superwnty of the saints, the patriarchs and first founders of the
hotly contested presidential election, a.nd many were the female sex.
.
race. In the evening Mr. Watts's theme was the
tired of attending meetings and listening to speeches.
Mrs. Leonard held that the most b~commg d.ress "Christian God," the " God of the Bible," in contra4 . .A.nd above all other reasons, the hard times for the. huma~ male was the Scotch kilt. She h~ed distinction to every other kind of god whatsoever.
kept people at home. The few persons who came colors m men s clothes, and depr?cated. the adoptwn The Christian God is copied from the Jewish God,
from neighboring towns would say to me, "There of t.rousers by women. Short skirts might be worn, the Jewish God was copied from the gods of precedwere many in our neighborhood who intended to be but there was no reason why the great works of nature ing theologies of the ancient world. The Christian
here, but they could not afford the money; they could should be concealed. As. a support for the figure, God is a survival of the gods of savage men when in
not get the money to come with, the times are so t~e corset wa:s a useful ~rbcl~, and worthy of preserva- a very low state of intelligence, their social and menhard."
t~on. She did not beheve m the complete suppres- tal condition being but little above that of the beasts
So that we see after all it was not my " clouded swn ~f dudes. The;r were ?leanly persons, . and of the field. Mrs. Watts recited a poem by a Freejudgment" on account of ill-health.
sometimes devel?ped mto creditable h~man bemgs. thought author. The bewitching declaimer made a
But I hav learned this lesson by the Cassadaga and
Mrs. Burnz said that sh? had at one time worn the magnificient display of the elocutionary art, and held
the late Salamanca conventions. Hereafter I shall bloo.mer dress and found It .an acceptable costume. her audience spell-bound to the finale, when she was
never take the responsibility upon myself that I here- It did not attract an undesirable amount of atten- greeted with an overwhelming burst of applaus.e
tofore hav done in getting up conventions. This tion. If any one desired to wear a corset, they
Salamanca Convention cost me much labor, and has should first inflate their lungs to the utmost, take
Mrs. Watts made her first essay in Toronto in a
left a small debt on my hands that it will be hard for the measure of the waist while the lungs were so ex- piece demanding an exhibition of tragic power on
me to pay. But I do not complain of that. The panded, and then procure a corset an inch larger Sunday last. In that fine poem by Lara, entitled,
convention was, after all, a success in some directions, than this measurement called for. They would thus "The God Horror," there are passages of great force
and I know has done good here. .A.t least some of obtain a corset that was comparativly innocuous.
and intensity. These were declaimed by the charm-:,,
us hav learned things that will be of value in the
Mr. Huhn next presented himself upon the plat- ing elocut.ionist with a vehemence that carried the
future.
form with his head surmounted by a woman's bonnet, audience away with its storm of passion. The music
P.S.-Since writing the above I notice a number to illustrate, as he said, how a man would lc.ok in of her voice was shown to good advantage in the
of other errors that should be corrected in justice to female attire. He requested the audience to imagin rhythm, the gentle rise and fall of tone, the sweet
Salamanca people. And first, as to Salamanca. It is him in short sleeves and a low-necked dress. With cadences required at some points of the poem. The
a new town, only some ten years old, and now has these additions to his costume he believed he would erect and elastic poise of the form, the threatening
about three thousand inhabitants, and is fast grow- be nothing less than a daisy.
crest and flashing eye of her outbursts of passion,
ing, and will, no doubt, soon be the county seat.
Lawyer Chamberlain was inclined to favor the raised a perfect furor and whirlwind of applause.
There are a very few church people here, and few Spanish cloak, which consisted of a square piece of
Prometheus is the same god· as the Christian deity
avowed Freethinkers; most of the people are inde- cloth with a slit cut from the edge to the center,
pendent of religious or non-religious sects or parties, where a hole was made large enough to admit the which we see emblazoned as an eye surrounded with
but I know them to be a generous people. With the head. This garment could be worn in various grace- rays of glory, and casting its beams of light upon the
aid of the few who came here they gave over one ful ways. He recommended that the ladies who affairs of our world. Indeed, under this designation
hundred dollar.s to support this convention. Mrs. wore trousers should hav them make with a slight of Providence, he continues to this day a more fashFitts, Mrs. Vreeland, and Mrs. Colgrave, raised spring at the instep.
ionable deity than the Christ or Logos of St. John.
money to get Mr. Wakeman to attend the convenDr. Abbott, of Brooklyn, said that nothing had We find acknowledgments of dependence upon dition.
proceeded from the pulpit or the platform or the vine "Providence," and the blessing of Providence
.A.nd there were other errors in the report that need press that was equal in importance to what Mrs. King or Prometheus by the sovereigns and parliaments
correcting. We read, "Beautiful pictures adorned had told us. He announced that medicin was a and governments all over Christendom, where the
the walls; some of the choicest gems were from the humbug, and that three-fourths of all the physicians introduction of the name of Jesus Christ in the place
pencil of Mrs. Seymour." Now, the truth is, not one lived on the folly of the rest of the world. His first of Prometheus or Providence would not sound right
of Mrs. Seymour's pictures was in the hall; they instructions to his female patients was to take off or proper. Prometheus was a god who united the
were all contributed by the other good citizens of their corsets, which had been followed with gratify- divine and human nature in one person, and was
Salamanca, and the ladies who arranged the stage ing results The corset compressed and hampered confessedly both god and man-perfec~ god and perwere Mrf. Fitts and Mrs. Colgrave. .A.nd the writer every one of the organs upon which life depended fect man-of a reasonable soul and human flesh subforgot to mention that Mrs. Seymour gave a dinner except the brain. The result .is that the average sisting-equal to the father as touching his godhead,
on Sunday to all the speakers, which was one of the woman is made up chiefly of a backache and a head- but inferior to the father as touching his manhood, .
most enjoyable occasions of the convention. Justice ache, and these are what a man marries. Parents who, although he was god and man, yet was he not
should be done to all and each.
who are rearing daughters under the pressure of two, but one Prometheus-one not by conversion of
I just had a conversation with a leading Spiritual- stays will one day be obliged to answer to deformed the godhead into flesh, but by taking the manhood
ist of this section, and he informed me that there and debilitated young women the question why they into god-one altogether not by confusion of subwas a general understanding among the Spiritualists were not properly instructed in their early youth.
stance, but by unity of person, for as the reasonable

g[ommnnications.
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soul 'and flesh is one man, so god and man is one
)Prometheus, who for us men and for our salvation
_came down from heaven, and was incarnate, and was
made man, and was crucified also for us; under force
· :, and strength he suffered and descended into hell,
~ " rose again from the dead; he ascended into heaven
and sitteth on the right hand of the father, God Al~
f ·· mighty. · Thus we see the Christian creed is a literal
f - copy of the pagan creed of Prometheus, and it is
I .more than a striking coincidence that the name
f
Prometheus is exactly synonymous with the Logos
t
or" Word," an epithet applied to St. John, the god. man-deity of the Christians.

Mr. Watts has done a good work here in laying the foundation for a Secular movement which, with the assistance of
Messrs. Littlehales, Maddox, and others, is destined to be a
success. Mr. Watts will lecture here on the 4th of January,
and Mrs. Watts will giv one of her admirable recitations.
Watts lectured in Toronto on Sunday, the 21st, afternoon
and evening. In the afternoon his subject was "Bible Saints,"
and those who hav heard our friend can imagin what kind of
a lecture he would giv on those uncertain fellows, who might
hav had some good qualities, but which were mixed also with
those which were by no means of any benefit to the world.
In the evening Mr. Watts lectured on "The Christian
Deity." His lecture was preceded by a brilliant recitation by
Mrs. Watts, "The God Horror," which was received with tre'
Situated near the head waters of the river Credit, mendous applause, and was such a poetical and artistic demoin the region of the hight of land that divides the lition of the "tyrant of the skies" that there seemed but very
little for Mr. Watts's glowing arguments and telling illustrastreams of Ontario which run north from those that tions to accomplish. However, between this man and woman
rup. south, surrounded by romantic scenery, is Alton. of modern times, the. monarch-or rather anarch-of ancient
To this favored spot, on Wednesday last, wended night was obliged to beat a precipitate retreat, and the glory
their way from the surrounding districts and the of Freethought flashed forth the heaven that will spring from
most distant parts of Canada the pilgrims of Free- our living humanity, and not from the blank spaces.
thought. The mission of this" Pilgrim's Progress" Mr. Watts will lecture at Toronto next Sunday afternoon
was to celebrate the opening of a "Secular Hall," and evening. Afternoon subject, "More Bible Saints;'' even· built and owned by the Freethinkers of Alton. A ing subject, "Orthodox Fictions. The Fall and the Atone. prominent object to strangers and visitors will be the ment." Our Canadian friends are pushing things with vigor.
Hall of the Freethinkers, over the door of which is -1 myself•go next Sunday to Alton to enjoy the glorious privilege
the inscription," Hall of Science." The Algie family of speaking in the first Freethought hall of Canada, a descrip(who are owners of various mill properties in the tion of which has already appeared in the columns of THE
neighborhood, and employ a number of Freethought TRUTH SEEKER;
families in their mills) erected the hall to a large ex• Mr. Watts and myself will be at the great celebration and
tent out of their own private pockets. There were Paine jubilee at Linesville, which is known throughout the
speechifying, and music, and play-acting during the Liberal public as being one of the livest places for Freethought
_ day, winding up with a luxurious ball at night. It in all the world. It is not a large place, but it sheds its beams
. was a grand triumphal day for Freethought in Can- over the country, and its influence is wide as humanity.
'Fraternally,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM .
. ada; may it be an earnest of good things to come,

when Freethought halls and Freethought ideas shall
Liberals to the Rescue !
cover the land as the waters cover the sea.
TO THE TENT ! TO THE TENT ! ENLIST FOR THE BUMMER CAMToronto, Dec. 27, 1884. ·
R. B. BuTLAND.
PAIGN-VOLUNTEERS WANTED.

The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged,
C. C. Fisk,
Wm. Courson,
Joseph Hirst,
Hamilton,
Canada,

$2,545.63
1.00
.50
1.00
10.00
35.00

Total,
$2,593.13
AMOUNTS PAID.
. C. C. Fisk, $1; Wm. Courson, 50 cents; Joseph Hirst, $1;
George Laird, $5; Toronto, $50; Alton, $20; Hamilton, $10;
·Canada, $35.

News and Notes ft;om the Field.
Sunday, Dec. 21st, I had the pleasure of spending with one
of Canada's stanch Freethinkers, Mr. Thomas Littlehales, of
· - Hamilton, Ont. He is superintendent of the ci~y gas works,
and is a man of prominence both in business and social circles,
but he is fearless in the expression of his views and convictions, and allies himself openly with the Secular movement.
In one thing he is quite fortunate and shows that Freethinking
and science ani by no means opposed to art and beauty. He
has the gift of music, and all his children, from four to fourteen years of age, hav the same endowment. He himself is
an excellent player upon the violoncello; his eldest daughter,
Miss Edith, touches the violin with exquisit skill, and two of
.-- his boys also play the violin, so he has a fine quartet in his
own family circle, and the material for a grand concert every
Sunday afternoon, to one of which I had the pleasure of listening, and it was a treat indeed. Hamilton is quite gifted
in the way of music. One of its young ladies is already a
scholar at Leipsic, and is ranked as one of the best players at
· that famous center of art. I listened to a young genius only
fourteen years old, George Fox, and his touch and rendering
were truly marvelous. Mr. Littlehales has a musical feHtival
at his house every Friday evening, and among his guests are a
dozen or more young ladies who can play the violin. So music
will not die out with Freethought, but will be more beautiful
and more welcome then ever.
Come to look over Hamilton, it is a. fine-looking and progres. siv city. It has more manufactures than any other place in
Canada. It has 40,000 inhabitants, English, Scotch, and Irish,
being about equal in m1mbers. It is constantly growing, although, just now, it is suffering from the ha.rd times; about
four hundred workmen having been discharged recently from
the shops, which, of course, affects the growth of our own
cause, for it is among the workingmen that we find our best
supporters.
Back of Hamilton, a mile, perhaps, from the sparkling lake,
is a huge bluff, which, at first, looks like a mountain, but is
really a table-land, on a level with the bosom of lake Erie,
and so as we look upon this towering bight we hav some vivid
conception of the vastness of those tumbling waters as they
rQ]l down from Lake Erie to L~tke Ontario.
In an elegant part of the city, fronting this cliff, is a splendid building, a Boys' Home, the gift of a munificent Freethinker, Mr. Bigelow, a noble contradiction of the atrocious
lie of Christians that Freethought never did anything for the
welfare of the world.
There is a good Secular society here, of which Mr. Littlehales is president, and Mr. George Maddox, an enthusiastic
worker, is secretary. It has fine material, and will no doubt
be a successful enterprise. I had the pleasure of speaking to
it on Sunday evening on " The New American or Secular
Church." The evening was stormy, but there was a fair at.
ten dance and appreciativ listeners.

We are in receipt of a very large number of letters from different parts of the field, that repeat the same pitiful refrain:
"Orthodox .. strong, and in full possession.-- Quite a large
Liberal element here, but most of them lack baclc-bone. Fear
to take a stand; clare not take part in Liberal organization;
afraid of loss of business or employment. Influential people,
those controling business interests, bend the servil knee to
Mother Church. Nothing can be done. No hall obtainable
for Liberal lectures."
Shall we passivly submit to this condition of things, and
make no effol't ?
Too long hav Liberals allowed themselvs to be misrepresented. maligned, and ostrswized. We owe it to ourselvs, our
children, our friends and neighbors, to make the Truth manifest and let the people realize how grossly they hav been deceived by their religious teachers.
Let us carry the war into Africa. They will not let us into
their halls in winter. We will pitch our tents in their midst
in summer, and popularize Liberalism, make known to the
people its teachings and principles, and the justice and need
of securing the Nine Demands and the secularization of our
government.
A tent campaign is ·the best possible means to accomplish
this. We need a sixty-foot diameter tent, with forty-foot
center-piece, so we can use it as circular tent (sixty feet), or
pavilion, 60x100; flags, banners, mottoes, etc.; comfortably
seated, cool and cheerful, brilliantly illuminated at night;
large, excellent, volunteer choir to giv brilliant concert of
humorous and sentimental songs; lectures (every afternoon
and evening, and Sunday mornings) that shall stir the people,
create interest, work up a force of excitement, set people
thi!Jking and reading. Lectures that shall make plain the
teachings and principles of Liberalism, convince all of the
justice of the Nine Demands, and that the Secularization of
our government will promote the best interests and welfare of
all the people. -Advertise with flaming billd on every Larn and available
place within- five miles of the tent. Bill the town and vicinity
thoroughly aH a circus does. Hav a tent company, independent of the choir, of from ten to twenty volunteers, discreet,
intelligent ladies and gentlemen, well versed in the truth.
Let the lecturer divide the country within a radius of five
miles into districts, and assign each volunteer a district. Let
them visit every house, and leave a program of the tent meetings. Hav a supply of leaflets on each of the Nine Demands.
Where an interview can be had, present a leaflet on the subject of that evening's lecture (leaflets written so as to awake
thought, but not arouse prejudice). Wherever kindly received
enter in your memorandum bo'ok name, residence, etc., and
subject especially interested in. Call again and loan publication on that subject. Next time leave copy of Liberal papers.
Next, solicit subscriptions, etc. When change of district is
made, post each other on peculiarities of the people, etc.
Endeavor to sell Liberal books, etc. You must be always kind,
cheerful, and patient listeners, sympathetic, genial, polite,
but persistent. At tent meetings, on the alert to greet and
welcome those visited. Seek to make acquaintance with
those in attendance who appear most interested.
The lecturer should, on every hand-bill and program, as
well as at every meeting, from the rostrum invite any minister
of repute, of good standing in his own denomination, to discuss the question of Secularism, or, if they prefer, offer free
use of the tent and sole occupancy of the rostrum, to present
the evidence of Christianity; either half, or all of any afternoon, or from eight to nine o'clock, the first hour, a.nd best
half of the evening.
Think how all this would, by its very novelty, draw immense
crowds, and impart courage to the weaklings; how it would
popularize Liberalism; make the people familiar with our
principles; the aims and objects ,of the National Libeml
League; and thus break the power of priestcraft and negativ
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the falsehood and abuse hurled upon us from the pulpit; how
it would insure the careful reading of an immense amount oi
the very best Liberal literature, and increase the circulation
of THE TRuTH SEEKER, Investigato1·, and our other be~t Liberal
periodicals; how the novelty and excitement would insure
long, full reports in all the newspapers, so that the good ac.
complished at the places where the tent was pitched would
be only half the real benefit obtained.
Now, the experience gained by all who eulist in the tent
company will render them most efficient workers and able
counselors in propaganclism in their own neighborhood. Who
will help in this great, grand, noble work? We should be
armed and equipped, ready to take the field by the first day of
May. Let all who favor a real, earnest effort to thus popularize Liberalism, and remedy the lamentable condition of
things referred to at the commencement of this article, send
contributions at once to Courtlanclt Palmer, treasurer of the
National Liberal League, 855 Broadway, New York. State
distinctly for Tent Fund. Send at once. 'rhe tent has to be
made to order, and we want to contract for it at once. We
must purchase for cash, so as to get rock-bottom price. Do
not delay. Decide at once how much you will giv to secure
the secularization of the government, and deliver from the
purgatory of fear, and restore to freedom, hope, and happiness those now shackled by superstition, slaves to the domineering power of priestcraft.
CHAS. B. REYNOLDs,
Ch'n Ex. Com. N. L. L.
VoLUNTEERS WANTED.-Ladies n.ncl gentlemen of intelligence
and ability, who can come well recommenclccl, and can afford
to devote one, two, three, or more weeks to the cause, willing
workers, young or old, who desire while having a jolly holiday, to do good to others and help themselvs mentally and
physically, instead of squandering money and health at fashionable summer resorts, are invited to enlist. Special inducements to first-class musicians and vocalists: Address, stating
date and number of weeks willing to duty, and inclose references, C. B. Reynolds, Box 104, No. Parma, Monroe Co., N.Y.

Mr. Charles Watts's Lecture Engagements.
1884
Dec. 4, Salamanca Convention.
" 14, Toronto, Canada (Conventi0111)
" 21,
,,
"

" 28

"

"

1885. '
Jan. 4, Hamilton, "
" 11, Toronto,
"
" 18
,,
"
" 22' to 25, Montreal, Canada.
During intervening week nights-various parts of Canada.
Jan. 29, Linesville, Pa.
" 30, Altoona,
" State meeting.
Feb. 1 and 3, Pittsburgh, Pa.
" 4, Wellsville, Ohio.
" 5, Alliance,
"
" 6, Akron,
"
" 7 and 8, Cleveland, Ohio.
" 9, Sandusky,
"
" 10 and 11, Toledo,"
" 12, Adrian, Mich.
" 13 to 15, Detroit, Mich.
" 16 and 17, Flint, "
" 18 and 19, Lansing, Mich.
" 20 to 22, Grand Rapids, Mich.
'' 23, Dig Rapids,
"
" 24, Saginaw City,
"
"
" 25, Day City,
During the month of March Mr. Watts will be in Toronto
and vicinity.

S. P. Putnam's Lecture Engagements.
Dec. 14, Toronto Convention.
" 21, Hamilton, Canada.
" 28 Alton
"
Jan.
Toro~to,
"
"
8, 9, anclll, Montreal, Canada.
" 25, Toronto, Canada.
" 30, Altoona, Pa., Convention; and during February
will accompany Mr. _Watts.
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"I hav just read Mr. Remsburg's pamphlet on 'Bible
Morals.' It is a valuable addition to Freethought literature.
It is cheap and should be bought and read by every Secularist
in America, and circulated among any of the orthodox who
are likely to be convinced by fair evidence.
"Decerriber, 1884.
W. McDONNELL."
" 'Bible Morals ' is one more guide-post toward Liberalism,
and a most plain and pointed one, too. I do not see how any
one can read a page of this little brochure and not feel that in
it the holy volume has found a foe that will strike it to the
heart. It points out passage, verse, and line as a license for
every crime in the calendar, not stopping at any, from redhanded murder to robbing a bird of its young. It condones
every sort of vice, crime, lust, rapine, and cruelty the brain of
man can conceive, or his hand perpetrate; and shows that
all is done in the name of the most high.' I hope every woman
in the land will send and get this little book, and read and
study it. Every mother's heart should quake and shudder at
the ' cruelty to children ' that this horrible book advises and
orders. 'Beat him with a rod;' 'stone kim, that he die;'
' they shall be dashed to pieces;' bears tare forty and two of
them; 'I will send wild beasts among you which shall rob you
of your children;' 'they may become vagabonds and beggars,'
'perish by famin,' etc., etc. All these things are done to help-,
less little ones, and generally as punishment to the parents.
'l'he injustice to woman herself iflso terrible thnt I wonder how
any modest and refined wife, mother, or maid can r!Jad it, nnd
not blush for shame to think a tender and loving futher could
thus doom his d~tughters to such a destiny. It is too bad and
vile to bear quoting, and were it put into common language
TnE TRUTH SEEKER would not dare publish it. Just read
pages 25 to 28, and see what this old book of condensed godliness condemns woman to, and then decide if you will longer
call it moral, chaste, pure, or holy. It teaches intemperance,
obscenity, cruelty to animals, theft, robbery, murder, and all
that is mean and degtacling to humanity, and 'Bible Morals'
classifies each list of crimeP, and givs chapters and verses
where each kind is indorsed and approved of by God and his
chosen people. It is a handy book for our folks when wishing
to show the superstitious ones what their God-book contains,
indorses, and teaches. I hope and believe it will hav an immense sale and do a great and good work.
"ELMINA D. SLENKER."
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He says "government has no moral function;"
that is, it has no right nor authority to restrain immorality. It cannot properly protect the good citizen
from the vices, crimes, and outrages of the scoundrel.
He means the government has no right to provide
schools, reformatories, or restraints for the outlaw,
the plunderer, the robber, or the murderer; and that
society should hav no security, no redress, from the
constituted authorities. If this is really the case,
will he please tell us what governments are for? If
governments cannot serve us, protect and save us,
then we evidently hav no longer any use for them.
Why, to restrain a thief is a moral function; yet he
says, virtually, government has no such right. If so,
then government has no right. How supremely ridiculous! Governments can declare war, force millions to battle-where hundreds of thousands are
slain; and spend billions of money; they can liberate
millions from the vice and immorality of slavery;
they can keep a standing army to protect themselvs
against the disloyal and immoral wrong-doer, yet
they hav no moral function. What hav they, then?
"Personal liberty is inviolable;" another vagary.
Was it so during the rebellion? A man has the liberty to pay his taxes and conform to the laws. Has
he the inviolable liberty to refuse to do either? If
he has the liberty to indulge in a vice, can he also
commit a crime with impunity? Does he mean to
say the government is violating personal liberty, and
guilty of a crime in restraining the thousands of the
criminal and vicious from their liberty to perpetrate
their depredations on society? Because the manufacturers, dealers, and consumers of intoxicants enjoy their personal liberty inviolate to inflict one of
the greatest wrongs and curses on society, should
every vicious person, therefore, hav his liberty ? Is
he longing to see, and is he in favor of, the exercise
of personal liberty, till it runs into unrestrained
brutality and barbarism ?
That the authority to restrict personal liberty
is somtimes abused is admitted; but to say that
"personal liberty is inviolable" belies all past experience, ignores history, and condemns the philosophy
of social and civilized life. Mr. Bell is opposed to
"any legislation which assumes to regulate the conduct of the individual, except in so far as it directly
and immediately affects the rights or interests of
others." There is a blind and a snare in the words
"directly" and" immediately." A multitude of crimes
are premeditated and are just as effectually perpetrated, mediately and indirectly, that hav produced
all the evils of crimes committed immediately and
directly. And the mediate, gradual poison of alcohol is one of them. People hav been starved to
death, harried to death,- and frightened to death.
Bad men often accomplish, mediately and indirectly,
by bribing the weak and impressible, the crimes
which they would not commit directly, and which
would not hav been committed at all but for their
own unscrupulous meanness and perfidy. Yet governments cannot legislate or meddle with such villainy, no matter how clear and positiv it may be, because it was not perpetrated directly. This may be
Liberalism, but it is not justice or humanity. Bad
men hav instigated riots, then stood back while their
dupes committed the overt act. Tens of thousands
of drunkards' wives and families hav been mediately,
gradually, and indirectly made to suffer from starvation, neglect, abuse, or maltreatment even unto
death.
·
Every crime or vice, however atrocious, if it be
committed mediately or indirectly, should be exempt
from all legal cognizance, is the beautiful and sublimely Liberal theory of Mr. Bell. In the face of
the indescribable abomination of the liquor traffic, is
it evidence of either wisdom or common sense for us
to stand and parley and split hairs over the question,
or about the distinction, as to whether we can do
anything strictly and technically within the bounds
of our moral or our civil rights? Hav the barriers
we hav set up in our imagination left us helpless and
defenseless in the presence and under the curse of
an implacable enemy?
He says, " The-re is no short cut to the welfare of
society." But there is a summary, short cut to selfdefense, and society will continue to use it even at
the risk of its occasional abuse.
There is a circumbendibus, never-ending, and
long-lingering cut or laceration that is in beautiful
harmony with the slow, the heartless, murderous
philosophy and abstract morality of Mr. Bell.
Is Mr. Bell's mental and moral vision so obfuscated and distorted that he can see nothing in the
line and order of cause and effect on this subject, as
they really exist, and as most unbiased people see
them? He says, "Prohibitionists do not see that it
is wretchedness and despair which plunge so many
men into intemperance." Whereas the facts are that
tippling, moderate drinking, and the drinking habit
contracted by youth and young single men degrades
and demoralizes them, destroys self-respect, and their
enslavement to the debauching habit is what drags
them and their families in later years into "wretchedness and despair." Nearly all drinkers contract
the habit while young, when without care or domes-

tic responsibility. But few men who never indulged sidered wealth to a greater extent than its V'!l.lue
in drink in early life, who grew up in total abstinence, would be if not used for money.
Is MONEY A MEASURE oF VALUE?
ever take to drunkenness in maturer years from
"wretchedness and despair," or from any other
The value of a thing depends upon its utility and
cause. And these few would not do it if the traffic its scarcity, and the whims, fancies, and fashions
was not legalized and defended by the plausible, in- of the purchasers. Value is not' a fixed quality of a
sinuating sophistry of its many apologists like thing, as length, weight, etc. It is an ideal thing,
Mr. Bell. It is very rarely indeed that a total absti- and cannot be measured. The value of a horse may
nent takes to drink from wretchedness and despair. depend upon its color or the existence or non-existWhy is Mr. Bell so blind to the facts in the case, and ence of a spot on his forehead. His value may
so lynx-eyed to see what is not true and what does change every day, and may double· in one hour, ac- ·
not exist? If there are some temperate people who cording to the whims of. some purchaser. We can
~oil the long, dreary hours, liv cheap and remain determin the length of any thing by applying the
poor, their helplessness and poverty in most cases yard measure to it; we can determin its weight·
may be traced to drunken ancestors, who transmitted by placing it on the scales; but we cannot determin
to them physical, mental, and moral imbecility, both its value by applying money to it. The Supreme
by heredity, example, and drunken domestic and Court of the United States has decided that money
business training. And, according to Mr. Bell, this is not a measure or standard of value, but that it
sad inheritance of the innocent is comparativly a vir- represents value.
·
tue. It is no crime, no wrong, compared to the one
MONEY REPRESENTS VALUE
the prohibitionists would commit in drying up the much on the same principle that x represents the
fountains, or cutting short the streP.m whence it nearly unknown quantity in an algebraic problem. We aimall flows. This flood of intoxication produces the ply agree, for the sake of convenience, to let it
feeble human material, directly or indirectly, on pass for value. The milkman sells tickets, and these
which the capitalist can depend, and by which he is tickets may be of almost no intrinsic value, but we
tempted to furnish them employment, not for their take them, and they represent a certain value or
own meager support, but for his own aggrandize- quantity of milk. No person imagins that the milk
ment.
tickets must be of the same value as the milk they
The rum traffic enables the capitalist to do much represent. It is simply a method of keeping tally, or
more in the way of oppression than could be done a crude method of bookkeeping. This is all that
without it, and the anti-prohibitionist is doing what money is, or that it need or should be. It is a great
he can to fav.>r the complicity.
national system of bookkeeping-only this and nothMr. Bell " clearly shows that the prohibition move- ing more. The less intrinsic value we put into
ment is a sentimental, rather than a logical one." money the better, for then, when it wears out,
That is, he shows all the horrid and appalling real- we lose so much the less. Any kind of money is
ities of intemperance that sends sixty thousand good that we can pass for as much as we gave for it,
drunkards, more or less, annually to untimely graves; and no kind of money is good unless we can do this.
the poverty, sorrow, and affiiction of sixty thousand
But we are told that paper money is not good unfamilies; that four-fifths of the crime, pauperism, and less it has a specie basis. How is it that the milk
insanity, and of the vast expenditure of supporting tickets are good without a metallic basis? Why canprisons, almshouses, and insane asylums, and the cost not national, general tickets be made as good as
of supporting criminal courts throughout the coun- milk tickets without any metallic basis? But if patry, and of the wretchedness and despair in society, per money is not good without a metallic basis, we
are only a sentiment, and not reality. Would it not must hav had, according to the above showing, $56,
be well if Mr. Bell could be prohibited from diffusing 736,94 7 of bad paper money in circulation in Decemsuch ideas of sentimentalism? Would prohibition ber, 1879; for we had that amount of pap13r money
make this vice of his a crime? If so, we will not ask more than of metallic in circulation.
it, for his new theories and logic and his conceptions
Money should be made of some light material, and
of sentimentalism can affect no one but with sur- should not be bulky. It should also be made of duprise and commiseration, save those who are already rable material. But the most important quality of
infatuated ol.' enslaved by rum. or with tha.tcapaciO.U...!t _Il!_OJ:l~Y is that
sense of liberty which justifies the commission or non· ·-iT.s!t"otJEn-BE OF UNIFORM vALUE•- ·
commission of crime at option.
Money should be made as near as possible to reIf Mr. Bell's Liberalism should rule, there would present the same amount of labor. Since labor
soon be no society to govern, and no need for govern- is the creator of all values, it is evident that it is the
ments to exercise either moral or civil function. true basis of money. If it requires as much labor to
There would be no crimes to distinguish from vices, produce one bushel of whe~?.t as three bushels of
and personal anarchy would be inviolable, sentiment- corn, we should be able to sell ~.hree bushels of corn
alism would rule the world, and there would be no for money that would buy one bushel of wheat; and
longer use for facts, logic, or common sense.
when we take this money we want to feel confident
A theory of morals, of civil government, of philos- that its value will not diminish whilst in our possesophy so abstract, sentimental, and transcendent that sian. A money whose_ value can be changed by
it disdains matter-of-fact experience, that in its su- money loanersis liable to be used by them as tricky
preme loftiness cannot. come down to the practical gamblers use cards to enrich themselvs at the exaffairs of life and men, as we find them, may do to pense of all others. And as there arA many different
amuse the logician or the sophist, the visionary and kinds of tricks in card playing, so there are many
speculativ, but it is of no use for any practical pur- tricks in money playing. But there is no trick so
poses of goo.d. Were it not for the evil they might profitable to the money kings as that one of changwork on the young, the doubtful, and undecided, and ing the value of money.
Hutchinson, Kan.
J. G. MALCOLM.
for the comfort and encouragement they offer to· the
tippler and toper, and the prestige they giv to the
-------traffic, such theories and special pleadings had better Does the Fear of Future Punishment Make Peoremain unnoticed.
pie Better~
The source whence they come, and the publicity
My attention was called to this subject recently by
they hav received among those whom they might af- a letter received from a lady friend, asking, " Is there
fect unfavorably, are the only reasons that these fal- not some restraining influence in th~ old beliefs?"
T. E. L.
lacies should be noticed and exposed.
Most orthodox Christians claim, and seem to believe,
that without such restraint we should be like a ship
Mf!ney.-No. 1.
without a rudder, and liable to go altogether to the
In 1879 we had in the United States $683,943,799 bad. My Catholic friends often say they know if it
of paper money, and $427,206,852 of specie or metal- were not for their belief in God and future punishlic money, making a total of $1,111,150,651 of money ment they would commit any or all crimes known to
in the country. This was equal to $23.64 per capita. the world, as they should hav opportunity or inclinaIS MONEY WEALTH?
tion. And a good Methodist lady said recently that
No one will contend that paper money is wealth, were it not for her religion, she would enjoy herself
or that it is wealth more than to the value of the pa- in all manner of excesses that the worst of her sex
per of which it is made and the cost of printing. No sometimes practice. Priestcraft, for its own selfish
one will contend that a $100 bill is more wealth ends, has so thoroughly indoctrinated its followers
than a $1 bill made the same size and of the same with such ideas that many of them do believe it.
material; for, if all the paper money in the country And the priests know it is necessary to keep them in
should be destroyed, it could be replaced at the cost that state, or their occupation is gone.
of the paper and printing. If an article of clothing
Has humanity fallen so low, is our sense of justice
or of furniture should be destroyed, it would take its and right so debased, that we cannot enjoy oursalvs
full value in labor to replace it; but it is not so with without doing wrong or committing crime? Is there
paper money. For this reason it is evident that it is then no enjoyment for mankind in the practice of
not wealth but to the extent of the cost of its pro- good deeds, and in the consciousness of doing and
duction.
saying that which will make us better in this life ?
The same principle of reasoning may be applied to That there is not seems to be the theory of orthodox
metallic money. It is only to be considered wealth Christianity.
to the extent of the cost of its production, but the
This doctrin, that our only restraining influence is
cost of its production is much nearer its money fear, is pernicious, and when coupled with its kinvalue than is that of paper money. But, if all the dred dogma, that through priest or prayer all crimes
nations of the earth should cease to use gold for may be forgiven, is only a license to do wrong.
Let us see how this beautiful restraining Christian
money, it is quite probable that its market value
would be very considerably reduced, and it is a fine theory works in practice. The good Catholic is requestion to decide whether gold should be con- quired periodically to go to the confessional, where,
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through the instrumentality of the priest, sins are
pardoned and the person confessing is absolved from
all penalties incurred on account of sins committed.
And so it may be from week to week, and year to
year, through a long life of iniquity and crime. .A.
person may liv a life as bad as the worst, and go
straight to heaven at death, if the priest is only present to perform the necessary rites. And should it
happen that a Catholic is cut off without the services
of a priest, he may only go to purgatory for a time,
for priests and angels hav power by their intercessions to place the soul of the person who dies in sin
in all the glories of paradise. So we see a Catholic
goes to ..heaven, notwithstanding his life may hav
been as bad as the worst. But mind ,YOu, priestcraft
says, he must hav been a Catholic. But our Protestant Christians will say, "That is popery. We take
no stock in any such mummery as that, and do not
believe that kind of religion will save anybody."
Well, let us see how our Protestant Christians
stand in this matter. They hav even an easier and
cheaper way than Catholics. They may do all the
wrong, commit any crime, theft, arson, murder, any
or all known in the code, and all they hav to do is, at
any time wherever they may be, to penitently ask
God by prayer to forgiv them through the merits of
the atoning blood of Christ, and it is done-God always forgivs the penitent sinner. The old hymn
says,
" While the lamp holds out to burn,
The vilest sinner may return."

Past and Future.

Kansas Corn.

The old, old question of questions-if a man die
will he liv again.? remains still unsolved-still a
mystery-a hidden mystery, men say, yet who does
the hiding? Those who do not believe in myths and
phantoms must look to other causes for the hidingto our ignorance and lack of development, instead
of imaginary beings.
Why we fail in obtaining the much desired solution of this all-important subject is mainly because
What do they hold-these walls of corn,
light has always been sought from a single point of
Whose banners toss on the breeze of morn?
view-having a basis in the idea that by some mysHe who questions may soon be told.
A great state's wealth these walls enfold.
terious overruling power we are, against our will and
No sentinels guard these walls of corn,
protest, brought into a world which we hav no part
Never is sounded the warder's horn;
in making or fashioning, but in which we willingly
Yet the pillars are hung with gleaming gold,
liv a brief time, and are then ruthlessly, and against
Left all unbarred, though thieves are bold.
Clothes and food for the toiling poor,
our will and protest, unceremoniously thrust out and
Wealth to heap at the rich man's door;
never again seen, with no word of explanation or reaMeat for the healthy, and balm for him
son for sach terrible outrageous actions.
Who moans and tosses in chamber dim;
This is the statement of apparent facts, and if they
Shoes for the barefooted, pearls to twine
are facts the enigma will never be solved; and the
In the scented tresses of ladies fine;
Things of use for the lowly cot,
conclusion inevitable in favor of the clay and boss
Where-bless the corn !-want cometh not;
potter theory.
Luxuries rare for the mansion grand,
This question looks differently if viewed in the
Gifts of a rich and fertil landAll these things, and so many more
light of modern science and philosophy. The wellIt would fill a book to name them o'er,
known principle of the non-destructibility of matter,
Are hid and held in these walls of corn,
coupled with the equsJly logical one of its non-proWhose banners toss on the breeze of morn.
duction in any of its form or manifestations, will form
Where do they stand, these walls of corn,
the basis of a new view of the subject.
Whose banners toss on the breeze of morn?
Nature or creation (one and the same) is, and alOpen the atlas, conned by rule
ways has been, complete; either an atom added or an
In the olden days of the district school,
atom destroyed would indicate a fault-a mistakePoint to the rich and bounteous land,
That yields such fruits to the toiler's hand.
hence life is co-incident with creation, and as inde" Treeless desert, ·• they called it then,
structible as any part of it. Life, then, is natural;
Haunted by beasts and forsook by men.
and death, being intensely antagonistic, the antipodes
Little they knew what wealth untold
of life, is logically unnatural. In the organization of
Lay hid where the desolate prairies rolled.
Who would hav dared, with brush or pen,
all animal life from man down, the principle of free·As this land is now, to paint it then?
dom
of action to the extent which each organization
And how would the wise ones hav laughed in scorn,
will admit is in perfect development. Whatever else
Had prophet foretold th(jse walls of corn,
of imperfections there may be, this remains through
Whose banners toss in the breeze of morn !
-Ellen P. Allerton.
all changes unchanged, and without this important
characteristic, individuality would be impossible.
The Drunkard's Wife.
In the free exercise of this characteristic, in conIn a hospital ward a woman lay
tact with nature's elements, we hav whatever of
Painfully gasping her life away;
health, comfort, or happiness we obtain, being highSo bruised and beaten you scarce could trace
est when our actions harmonize mo~:~t, and lowest
·womanhood's semblance in form or face,
when in greatest antagonism with nature. It is not
Yet the hair that over the pillow rolled
In a tangled mass, was like threads of gold;
a rationally supposable case that nature ever antagAnd never a sculptor in any land
onized itself at all, or was always warred against by
Molded a daintier foot or hand.
intelligent beings whose happiness depended on harSaid one who ministered to her need:
monious surroundings, hence it is rationally pre"None but a coward could do this deed;
sumable that, in the vast, illimitable past, there was
'And what bitter hate must hav nerved the arm
a time of entire harmony on the earth.
That a helpless creature like this could harm."
Then the dim eyes, hazy with death's eclipse,
This, then, would be the natural condition of
Slowly unlocked, and the swollen lips
things-a world without a disturbing cause-conseMurmured faintly: "He loves me wellquently, perfect days, perfect health, perfect happiMy husband-'twas drink-be sure you tell
ness-with neither sorrow, pain, or death.
When he comes to himself-that I forgiv;
Poor fellow-for him--1 would like to liv."
This conclusion is logically inevitable; and from
A shudder, a moan, as the words were said
that natural and happy condition of things down to
And a drunkard's wife on the couch lay dead.
the present the principle of freedom of action will
0 fathers who hold your daughters dear,
account for each step.
Somebody's daughter is lying here.
That this natural state of existence and of nature
0 brothers of sisters, come and see
is again attainable cannot reasonably be doubted, if
What the fate of your precious ones may be;
the desired end is kept in view and our actions
0 man, however you love your home!
Be it palace or cottage, 'neath heaven's blue dome,
made to harmonize with nature.
This demon of drink can enter in,
What may be, may hav been; that which does not
For law strikes hands and bargains with sin,
exist, or never has, cannot be .attained. A future
You hav legalized crime, you hav the gold.
possibility is constructiv proof of a past probability.
Now hand them over, the sons you soldThe earth, and every constituent of its development
Keep pushing them forward, Drink, boys, drink !
to-day, or of its possible future development, may
Your fathers are paid for your souls, they think.
And in the great mart where mammon strives,
hav been reduced to vapor in the long ago; but even
Cheapest of all things are human lives.
that would hardly be conclusiv of its being then in a
-B'. V. Wilson in the Inter-Ocean.
state of nature, but rather in a condition lacking
everything natural. This is self-evident.
"Take Heed, Ye Unwise Among the People." nearly
Unnatural actions caused the first and every sub"Take heed, ye unwise among the people;
sequent death, and, as a consequence, the first and
0 ye fools, when will ye understand?"
every subsequent birth-the last being the logical
From pulpit or choir beneath the steeple,
outcome of the first. Hence our horrors are of our
Though the words be fierce, the tones are bland •.
By a louder than the church's echo thunders
own invention and production.
In the ears of men who may not choose but hear;
There is not an ill that affects humanity or the
And the heart in him that hears it leaps and wonders,
world which man is not accountable for-not a
With triumphant hope astonished, or with fear.
For the names whose sound was power awaken
twinge of pain; not a blast of cold or heat; not a
Neither love nor reverence now nor dread;
storm, flood, or famin; nor a fleck of cloud that hides
Their strongholds and shrines are stormed and taken,
the sun, but has a human origin.
Their kingdom and all its works are dead.
Man is his own destroyer, and, a priori, his own
Take heed, for the tide of time is risen;
redeemer.
L.
It is full not yet, though now so high
Smiling and beautiful, heaven's dome
Bends softly over our prairie home.
But the wide, wide lands that stretched away
Before my eyes in the days of May,
The rolling prairie's billowy swell,
Breezy upland and the timbered dell,
Stately mansion and hut forlorn,
All are hidden by walls of corn.
All the wide world is narrowed down
To walls of corn, now sere and brown.

•

While I think some of the teachings of these religions result in good, I am constrained to believe
that they may and should be replaced by something
better. Let us illustrate this Christian doctrin of
pardon on confession, or for the asking, by comparison with the practice of the same principle in matters
pertainil'lg to this life.
.A. notorious criminal is arraigned before a court
for a heinous crime; according to law he has forfeited
all right to liberty or life. But if he will plead guilty,
and promis not to do wrong in future, the judge will
absolve him from all punishment, and let him go free
to commit the same or any other acts in the future,
and he, or any number of others, may continue to do
the same, and be pardoned for the asking.
Will our Christian friends claim that. such a state
of things would exercise a restraining influence for
good? No; they would scout the bare idea, and
claim, with reason, that such Jaws would do more
harm than good.
According to the conclusions to which the foregoing leads it seems evident that the doctrins and dogmas of Christianity hav been and are productiv of
more harm than good. But we should not claim
that all its teachings and practices are bad.
Many of our charitable institutions originated
with, and are sustained by, Christian organizations.
They are a benefit to humanity in the world at large,
and Christians may ask with much pertinence what
Liberals and Freethinkers propose to do or giv the
world in exchange if they succeed in convincing people that these old creeds are false. Liberals should
not be mere iconoclasts; they should not try to tear
down unless they can build up. The mass of religious people honestly believe their religion to be not
only true, but productiv of good. It is dear to them,
and we should not ask them to renounce it unless we
can formulate, teach, and practic~ a better way.
I believe we can, but it cannot be done all at once;
it must grow. .A.nd it will require the best and most
persevering efforts of talented, wise, and good men
and women to accomplish it.
Let us teach and practice that it is better to use
our best endeavors to teach the people how to shun
that which will produce misery, and seek for and do
everything that will enhance the comforts and enjoyments of this life, that is real and tangible, rather
than in an imaginary existence of which all experience and common sense teach us we cannot lcnow,
however much we may believe.
It is well to cultivate a hope that there is a future
life, for it can do no harm and to most people it givs
pleasure. Then let us teach the very just and reasonable theory that should there prove to be another
and immortal state of existence, we shall be likely to
start there just as much better as good conduct,
That spirits and hopes long pent in prison
Feel round them a sense of freedom nigh,
while here, entitles us to receive.
Then, in place of what I hav endeavored to show And a savor keen and sweet of brine and billow,
And a murmur deep and strong of deepening strength.
is the false doctrin of forgivness for the mere asking Though
the watchman dream, with sloth or pride for pillow,
of all sine or wrong doings, let us teach that punish- And the night be long, not endless is its-length.
From the springs of dawn, from clouds that sever,
ment will inevitably follow transgression whether of
From the equal heavens and the eastward sea,
the civil law or the law of nature.
The witness comes that endures for ever.
Let our theological colleges, our cathedrals and
Till men be brethren and thralls be free.
churches, be turned into places where everything
pertaining to our dutias to ourselves and each other
How long-for haply not now much longershall be taught; let us strive to learn everything perShall fear put faith in a faithless creed,
And shapes and shadows of truths be stronger
taining to this world, that mankind may more and
In strong men's eyes than the truth indeed?
more seek for that knowledge that will enable us to
If freedom be not a word that dies when spoken,
liv longer, better, and more enjoyable lives.
If justice be not a dream whence men must wake,
Let our men and women of talent, education, and How shall not the bonds of the thralldom of old be broken,
And right put might in the hands of them that break?
ability to instruct be heard, if they will only lay aside
For clear as a tocsin from the steeple
all doctrine, dogmas, and creeds pertaining to imagIs the cry gone forth along the land,
inary life in some unknown and unknowable future
Take heed, ye unwise among the people;
existence, and giv us their best thoughts of how to liv
0 ye fools, when will ye understand?
-&winburne.
instead o/ how to die.
C. CLOsE.

.A. CERTAIN Mr. Cole, who has for many years been
the superintendent of a Church of England Sundayschool in the north of London, recently married his
deceased wife's sister. The local c:ergy thereupon
refused to admit him to the holy communion on the
ground, probably, that he was a "notorious ~vil
liver;" and the bishop of Bedford, "with great pam,"
lias indorsed the action of the clergy. Mr. Cole has
replied to the letter by joining a Nonconfor:.nist congregation.
IN the eighth chapter of Matthew we find Jesus
complaining that the Son of man-that is, himselfhad not where to lay his head; while in the fi~st
chapter of John he takes two disciples of the Bapt1~t
home with him and entertains them for a day. It IS
evident that the testimony of ei.ther Matt~ew or
John is here capable of being construed as maconrate.
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is not so according to the best authorities. Neither several other children of David. However, he answered the
is it tru~ that either "St. Luke" or •• St. Matthew'! "'Purpo~e as ~ell as any, a~d af~er him it was not a difficult
'

.

operatiOn to mvent a plaus1ble hst of names to fill up the gap
between him and Joseph. The compiler of the list in Matthew had the advantage in so far that he did not require to
draw on his imagination except for nine names between Zerub·
] l n[, niAODONALD,
Editor.
babel and Joseph, while the compiler of the list in l•uke had
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Business Manager.
to supply the whole period from Nathan downwards with fore.
fathers. But the second compiler had the advantage over the
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posure by reference to its sources, and it was, on the whole, a
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safer course t? dese~t history altogether than to falsify it in
favor of an anthmet1eal fancy.
"Another discrepancy between the two writers.remains to
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be noted; it is th!l enormous disproportion in the number of
generations between David and Joseph. Matthew has twentyfive generations, and Luke forty, excluding Joseph himself.
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mzmg. To which 1t may be added that the two Evangehsts,
the ~eek will stand that constructiOn. Luke (I, ~7, by assigning to Joseph different fathers, clearly inform us that
and u, 4,) declares Joseph to be of the house of David, his true father was unknown."

wrote at all. The books ascribed to them are now
known to be anonymous, but that of St. Luke
is given the precedence. Luke's reference (i, 1)
was not to any of the four gospels (see Davidson
W t tt W •t
d th
h
t · '
es co '
ai e, ~ 0 ers, W ose commen arieS
are too long to mtroduce here). Luke had no
reason for differing from Matthew other than that he
knew no more of Matthew than .lEsop knew of Swift
and his "Gulliver's Travels."
al . · th t
.
f th t
Th e fi. rst expl an~t Ion
o
e wo gene ogieS IS . a
Luke givS the pedigree of Mary, and not of Joseph.
This is an assumption with no scriptural authority,
for Luke m~ntions Joseph and not Mary, and Greek
grammarians assure us that no possible rendering of
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Was Jesus of the Rouse of David 1
We fancied this was a pretty well settled query,
but here comes a Catholic priest from Canada, who,
having a little controversy with a friend of ours,
sends him this "explanation " of the apparent discrepancy between Matthew and Luke, which our friend
forwards to us and wishes explained:
"DEAR Mn. MAnnEN: In reply to your inquiry how the following objection against the gospels is to be answered, I submit the following:
"The objection is thus mude by Colonel Ingersoll: 'Is it
not wonderful that Luke and Mattthew do not agree on a
single name of Christ's ancestors for thirty-seven generations?'
"This objection is old, having been made by .Julian the
Apostate in the fourth century, and it was answered by St.
Augustine. Of course, as there is no other contemporary
work on Christ's life than the gospels, these are the only witnesses we can absolutely call upon. If, however, there is a
way to account for the difference of the names, the difficulty
will be nnswered, ancl the gospels will be vindicated.
"St. Luke wrote after St. Matthew, and knew of St. Matthew's goflpel. Undoubtedly he refers to it in Luke i, 1:
'Many hav set forth a narration of the things that hav been
. h ..
h
.t
,
accomp11s
tJ« among us, w o were w1 nesses.
"He could hav no reason to giv a different genealogy from
St. Matthew, unless both were true, and readily understood to
be so by his readers. Those who do not know the law of Jewish genealogies might be confused by the apparent discrepancy, but those who knew the law would find no discrepancy
at all.
" The occurrence of two true genealogies quite distinct
might happen in either of the following ways:
" 1. By the law in Num. xxxvi, 8, every daughter with an
inheritanae should be wife to one of the family of the father's
tribe; so the daughters of Zelophadad married their father's
brothers' sons (verse 11 ).
"For the same reason Mary married her mother's brother's
son. Mary's mother was Anna, the aunt of Joseph. Mathan
was grandfather to both Joseph and Mary, and the genealogy
of Joseph, given by St. Matthew, was, therefore, also the
genealogy of Mary and of Christ, through Mathan to Solomon
and David.
"Heli was the father of Mary (elsewhere called Joachim).
Heli's genealogy is, therefore, the genealogy of Mary derived
through Nathan from David.
"Christ is thus proved to be the son of David either through
his grandfather Heli or his grandmother Anna; that is, through
his great-grandfather Mathat given by St. I;uke, or MathaB
named by St. Matthew. Thus the names of the ancestors
naturally differ.
"It may be objected that Joseph is called the 'son of Heli'
in the Protestant version. Notice that the words 'the son'
are in italics. This means that they are not in the original.
In the original Greek we hav only 'of Heli,' as in the Catholic
version.
· "Nevertheless, by his marri!tge with Mary, Joseph was.
adopted into the family of Heli, being his son-in-law. He is
therefore said to be 'of Heli,' and both genealogies are correct. Heli is thus brought in to make the genealogy that of
Christ through his grandfather.
" 2. A different explanation is given by other authorities.
"By Deuteronomy xxv, 5, 6, when a man dies childless the
widow marries his brother .in the name of the dead brother,
and the children are in law reckoned as the children of the
dead brother.
"Thus Heli died, and his wife married Jacob. Joseph was
born of this marriage. Jacob and Heli were brothers from one
mother, but of different fathers, Mathan and Mathat. Hence
Jacob was the natural father of Joseph, Heli the legal father.
St. Matthew givs the genealogy of Jacob, St. Luke that of Heli,
and in both cases Christ is seen to be truly the son of David.
"Either genealogy shows the genealogy of Christ, since
Mary's· mother Anna was sister to Jacob.
" Either of these hyp0theses shows that there is no discrepancy in the two genealogies, like cases to both having, no
doubt, frequently occurred."

These explanations of Augustine hav also been
adopted by some Protestant commentators. But no
weight whatever can be attached to them, for the
reason that other priests and commentators, equally
distinguished, and some of the very highest church
authorities, reject them.
This priest says Luke wrote after Matthew.

That

while he nowhere says the same of Mary, or that she
was the daughter of Heli. According to the epistles of
James, or the Protevangelion (an apocryphal book),
Mary's father was Joachim, who, our priest assures
us, was identical with Heli. This is not so, and even
if it were, it would not re!_lOncile Matthew and Luke,
for tl!ey both assert that they are giving the genealogy of Joseph. And if Christ's own words are of
any weight, he did not believe himself to be of the
house of David (see Matthew xxii, 41-46; Mark xii,
35-37; Luke xx, 41-44). The people who listened
to Jesus, and those who wrote the gospels, believed
Christ to be the carpenter's son, and according to the
last three references cited, neither his father nor
mother was believed to be of Davidical lineage (see
Matthew xiii, 55; Mark vi, 3; Luke iv, 22; John vi,
42). It may be noted, in passing, that about the
l
on y point upon which the" evangelists" agree is that
Jesus and his parents were not of royal blood.
The edge of this priest's argument is that Mary
was the daughter of Heli, instead of Joseph being his
son, as the Bible declares. This can be admitted only
by impeaching the veracity of Luke-precisely what
he is endeavoring not to do; establishing the identity of Heli and Joachim; and making canonical the
apocryphal Protevangelion. Now it is easy enough
to impeach the veracity of Luke {Matthew alone
d
)
oes it , but it cannot be established by any sufficient authority that Joachim was Heli, or that Marj
was Heli's daughter. If the words "son of" in italics in Luke signify son-in-law, then Adam was, ac,
cording to that theory, the son-in-law of God, which
is nonsense. It is unreasonable to believe that
"son-in-law" was meant to be expressed in each
case from Christ to Jehovah, and there is no excuse
for discriminating in the. case of Joseph and Heli.
Another point against the supposition that Mary was
of royal blood is that she was a cousin of Elizabeth,
whose husband was distinctly declared to be of the
house of David, but nowhere is the claim made for
either Mary or Elizabeth.
A slight comparison of Matthew and Luke made
by Lord Amberley in his" Life of Jesus" (a chapter
from "Analysis of Religious Belief," one of the best
works ever published) will be pertinent here. After
giving in parallel columns the genealogies as recorded by the only two evangelists who pretended to
know how Jesus came to be born, Lord Amberley
says:.
"Various observations offer themselvs on these dis_crepant
genealogies. In the first place it will be observed that Matthew, in his anxiety to show that the whole period comprised
is divisible into three equal parts of fourteen generations
each, has actually omitted no less than four generations contained in the authorities he followed. For since he traced the
descent of Joseph through the royal line of Judah, we are
enabled to check his statements by reference to the Book of
Chronicles (1 Chron. iii), and thus to eonvict him of positiv
bad faith. In the first instance he omits three kings, representing Uzziah as the son of Joram, who was his great-greatgrandfather; in the second he passes over Jehoiachim, making
Jehoiachin the son instead of the grandson of Josiah. In the
third period we hav no authority by which to verify his statements beyond Zerubbabel, but his determination to carry out
his numerical system at all hazards is shown by the double
reckoning of J ehoiachin, at the close of the second and the
beginning of the third division. The latter has in fact but
thirteen generations, and it was only by this trick-a little
concealed by the break effected through his allusion to the
captivity-that the appearance of uniformity was maintained.
Luke has adopted a different method. Leaving the line of
kings, he connects Joseph with David through Nathan instead
of Solomon. Now, beyond the fact that Nathan was the offspring of David and Bathsheba, nothing whatever is known
about him. Indeed it may hav been his very obscurity, and
the consequent facility of creating descendants for him, that
led to his selection in preference to Solomon, though unless
it were that his name stood next above Solomon's (2 Sam. v,
H)-there is no obvious reason for his being preferred to

To this we may add the statement of Scott (" Life,
of Christ," p 20):
"Paul lays great stress on the circumstance that the promis'
given to Abraham was made, not to his seed, as of Mary, but.
to his 'seed which is Christ.' To whatever passages in the·
Psalms or elsewhere Peter may be supposed to refer, to the·
Jews unquestionably the words meant, what they appear to,
mean, that such anticipations could be fulfilled by a prenatural birth, without any known father, from a virgin of whose
Daviclic descent there is the slenderest possible evidence, or
rather 'IW evidence at all, is a conclusion which can be acceptable to those only who believe in alleged historical narrativs on·
no other grounds than that they wish them to be true, andt
dare not call them in question."

We conclude on this first "explanation " with the·
words of Dr. John McNaught, incumbent of St..
Chrysostom's church, Everton, Liverpool:
" On the first glance these genealogies, as given by Matthew
and Luke, are so evidently different that it has been the ordinary, if not invariable, practice of Christian harmonists and
commentators to represent the former evangelist as recording:
the descent of Joseph, while the latter evangelist is said to
hav given the pedigree of Mary. We will say nothing of the·
plausibility of this explanation, which acknowledges the·
genealogies to be wholly different, and supposes they belong
to two persons. Our questions must rather qtfect the trutlifulness.
of this mode of explaining ctway the ditfirmlty. Let the reader bear
in mind how Matthew states that 'Jacob begat Joseph, the
husband of Mary,' and how Luke's words are, 'Joseph which
was the son of H!lli,' and then let the reader say whether it is
truthful to allege that these different genealogies belong to·
different il!dividual!!, _ ls_jj;_n_o_t_JllairdhaLeruili_o.Lthem Jll"Q_~
fesses to trace the lineal descent of one and the same man,.
Joseph? If we are still to be told that when Matthew professes to giv the descent of Joseph, he is to be understood as.
giving the descent of Mary, then we simply rejoin that such
an explanation is 1wthing more or less than an abandonment oj
the idea of inspirational infallibildy; for it represents the Bible as.
saying one thing and meaning another."

The second "explanation" is a little wilder, if possible, than the :first. " Heli died and his wife married
Jacob." How does our priest know this? "Joseph
was born of this marriage.'' What is the authority
for that? "Jacob and Heli were brothers." In what.
part of the Bible is this found ? " St. Matthew givs
the genealogy of. Jacob, St. Luke that of Heli.
Either genealogy shows the genealc:ogy of Christ,
since Mary's mother Anna was sister to Jacob.'•
Where, in what history, sacred or profane, is all
this related ? Ah, it is- a hypothesis, the same
as the first explanation I Well, until some more reasonable one, supported by at least one word of evidence is adduced, we shall not be blamed if we pay
no attention to it. We hav men in the United States
who can make better guesses than that and not half
try.

Is It Dying1
Considering the heresy of Mr. Newton and the
apathy manifested by the leaders of the Episcopal
church toward his ecclesiastical crime, the Rev. Mr.
Hague, Baptist, says that Infidelity is honeycombing
the foundations of Episcopalianism, and that it is falling into manifest decay.
This charge induces Mr. Dana to likewise consider the situation, and he finds that there are several
men now filling Episcopal pulpits who do not belong
there, " unlE.ss a very great change has come over
that conservativ church of recent years." For instance: "What is the Rev. Dr. Rylance of St. Mark's
except a Christian Socialist ? ' The system which
makes it possible for one man to own a hundred
millions of dollars is at the core rotten,' he said the
other evening ; and he has often experssed like
sentiments, though his parish is one which includes men who are distinguished for rich ancestral
possessions. In all New York there is not a clergyman who is so free in declaring socialistic opinions
as Dr. Rylance, who seems to be a man of an exceed-
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ngly broad and liberal mind, though he is the rector
of a"ne of the most conservativ parishes in town.
Bishop Potter himself is not afraid of modern ideas,
r
and Bishop Littlejohn of Long Island is entirely
-familiar with all the phases of contemporary philo;Sophy. They are both prelates who are not disposed
. hold their clergy up to a narrow theological stan;~ard, and neither is exacting enough in that respect
-~·)¥o satisfy their Baptist critic, the Rev. Dr. Hague.
-~'}~ Boston the _Rev. Phillips Brooks draws about
;f'Z·hlm a congregatwn largely composed of people whg
·•>inherit a prejudice against the Trinitarian faith. In
· a Unitarian city he is by far the most esteemed of
clergymen, and temples of worship at which are proclaimed the doctrins of Channing are poorly attended,
,J; while Mr. Brooks preaches always to great and most
fashionable audiences. The change which has come
qver Boston, the Puritan capital, during the last generation is very striking so far· as its ecclesiastical
sympathies are concerned. A few weeks ago, in a
'Massachusetts village, an Episcopal church of great
:architectural beauty was dedicated with more than
·'Usual pomp and ceremony. It was the gift of a gen;tleman who erected in it a monument to the memory
of his wife. But not only was she a Unitarian, who
belonged to afamily of Unitarians, but he also is of
that faith, which formerly stood in total opposition to
the theology his church is built to preach. Hard by,
is the old home of Jonathan Edwards, who hated
all Anglicanism with a bitter hatred."
_ The position of these Episcopal preachers and the
j)lstitution of a monastic order in the church indii:iates, perhaps, that the break-up, not formal, but in
r reality, of Episcopalianism is near at hand, in which
the live men and Radicals will come to Rationalism,
(a~d the Conservativs will go back to Rome. At any
rate, Episcopalianism, as a Christian sect, appears to
be in a bad way.

[-,

!. :l

i.

----------------

A Monastic Order in tlte Episcopal Clturclt.
It has just come out that the Revs. Huntington,
Morgan Dix, Arthur Ritchie, and John W. Shackelfprd took part in the monkish mummery of conse. crating a young man, the Rev. J. 0. S. Huntington,
to the "Order of the Holy Cross." One clause of the
profession runs thus:
".I desire for love of Jesus 'to devote myself body, soul, and
·spirit to the service of Almighty God in the religions life as a
·:member of the Order of the Holy Cross, and to that end to
tli.ke upon me of my own free will the vows of religious pov' erty, chastity, and obedience."

The bishop who received the profession asked and
answered as follows:

WIJ.S

· The Bishop: Do you solemnly and forever surrender all that
you possess, or of which you may hereafter become possessed,
even to the least article of personal use or enjoyment, in ac.,(iordance with the vow of religious poverty ?
·.·The Novice: I do.
The Bishop: Will you diligently serve God for the remainder
of your life in the virgin state, striving to follow the example
· of the perfect purity of our virgin Lord in all your thoughts,
~ords, and deeds, as the vow of religious chastity demands?
\The Novice: I will, the Lord being my helper.
r The Bishop: Will you shape your life in accordance with
t_he Rule of Life of the Order of the Holy Cross, and will you
giv respectful obedience to all lawful commands of your superior, and all decisions of the chapter, submitting your will
tb their godly directions and administrations, under the vow
o;f religious obedience ?
{The Novice: I will, by the help of God.

:\ It is, of course, entirely beyond the province of

government to interfere in religious matters, bU:t if
t}le young man has friends, they will do well to institute an inquiry into his sanity.

Editorial Notes.
THE holiness people of Carthage, Mo., performed a most
,miraculous faith-cure upon a Mrs. McKinney. After a day or
two of great rejoicing, the excitement subsided, and the woman
died. The sensible people of the place now charge them with
.'causing her death, alleging that she would hav recovered if
, they had left her alone.
A RossVILLE, Kansas, little boy recently received a bright
silver dollar as a prize for committing to memory eight hun,dred verses from the Bible. He took his dollar and went
straight to the drug-store and bought himself a pack of elegant
satin-finished linen-back playing cards. He evidently believed
that the end justified the means. He did evil that good might
come.
THE daily papers of December 24th contained the following
dispatch:
"ToRONTo, Dec. 23.-A Frenchman named Paquet, a pro~essed Infidel, while denying the doctrin of eternal punishm~nt in a discussion with his fellow-boarders yesterday, was
stnck!ln with paralysis, the whole of one side, from head to
foot, mcluding the tongue, losing vitality."
This looks something like an act of providence, but it looks
a good deal more like a lie.

IN the midst of the exciting political campaign in Ohio last
fall, one of the political leaders there employed J. E. Remsburg to giv his lecture on "Bible Morals," defraying the entire
expenses of the meeting. That man will occupy a seat in the
next Congress.
NExT week we shall publish in full the official report of the
Canadian Convention of Freethinkers. It arrived too late for
this issue, as we go to press early in order to get the paper
mailed before New Years. The report is long and interesting.
The action of the convention is important, as it has been left
to the Freethinkers to form the first bond of union between
Canada and the United States.
"THE greatest romancer of this century is not Thackeray,
nor Dickens, nor Disraeli, nor Dumas, nor George Eliot, nor
Honore de Balzac, but-Monsignor Capel. They wrote their
fictions; he extemporizes his; and thousands of blind devotees
and half-read people take them for truth."
We copy the above to show the way a Methodist editor takes
to avoid stating (what he evidently means) that Monsignor
Capel is an unmitigated liar.
THE following from the parish records in Alfred, Me., shows
that they knew how to quicken religious zeal in olden times:
"April 6, 1784.-The inhabitants of this parish met pursuant
to adjournment and passed the following vote: Voted, To purchase 2 barrels-of rum, 1 barrel of pork, 4 bushels of beans, 10
gallons of molasses, 10 pounds of coffee, and 28 pounds of
sugar to raise the meeting-house. Voted, That Nathaniel Conant was desired to procure said articles." It seems that the
"spirit" they relied on in those days was rather-ardent than
heavenly.

might has legitimatized a new tyranny; laissez jaire:has resuited in chronic crisis. If my buggy is constantly breaking
down, I know it is time to get a new one. So when our commercial system comes to a standstill every ten years, it is time
to hav a new one. Brads!reel's is authority for the statement
that 300,000 are out of work in our own most favored land.
There is danger of anarchy to-day, and anyone who reads tho
wild and fiendish utterances at Chicago on 'fhanksgiving Day
may see the danger. Dower and wealth may try repression.
Now, there is nothing quite so sure of creating an explosion
as t() pile the weights en the safety-valve when there is a furious pressure of steam on. That may come in the nineteenth
century, as. in the fourteenth. That will come unless relief is
found for the forces of discontent."
A LARGE audience assembled in Cllickering Hr~ll to listen to
Professor Felix Adler's lecture last Sunday. Charles Sheldon,
a graduate of Princeton, took the professor's place, and, although there was a shade of disappointment at the change of
program, there was ringing applause as he dosed his peroration. He described a man on his knees in Paris prayingnot to God, but to the great spirit of humanity. It was not a
visionary character he portrayed, he said, but one who had
constructed a hierarchy of knowledge, and one who had
claimed the discovery of the theological, logical, and positiv
state of development. By the former state, all that was personal in religion had been put away, and thus there came a
new metaphysical epoch which, the speaker hoped, would be
the final epoch of knowledge. It was not a religion of God as
a personality that this man believed in, but a religion of humanity. "I do not believe in a personal God," said the
speaker, "but I ask you not to deify humanity too much.
Worship something outside of. and above ourselvs. Worship
the IUng of Glory, not the God Almighty of the past, who was
so powerful, but the universe and its law. The religion of the
future must rise upon universal foundations, based upon truth,
and its spirit must reach into eternity. It is the universe alone
that is great." What in the world is the King of Glory?

WHEN the editor of the Christian Advocale stated in a letter
from Hamburg, Germany, that, on the a~erage, not one in fifty
of the people in that city attend church, it was suggested that
he did not know what he was talking about. Dr. Christlieb's
address at the Evangelical Alliance, says the Advocale, is now
at hand. He says that in Hamburg, with nearly 400,000 inhabitants, only 5,000 attend church on the Sabbath. This means,
Lectures and Meetings.
of course, the average attendance. In the same address,
speaking of Berlin, he says that, with a population of 1,000,THE friends of equal rights ancl impartial liberty will hohl
000, only 20,000, or two per cent, attend.
a four-day c-elebration in Linesville, Pa., beginning Jnn. 2G,
1884. Watts, Putnam, 0. P. Kellosg, Mrs. Krekel, and sevJOHN SWINTON proposes that one hundred millions of the eral other speakers will be present. Linesville is but a small
surplus money lying unused in the national treasury should
town, yet in the work of Liberalism she is a shining marie
be devoted to the construction of public works under the
J. E. REMSBURG's program for January is ns follows: New
auspices of Congress. This, he holds, would start the wheels
of industry by giving employment to the immense number of York, 2d; Philadelphia, 1th; Carversville, Pa., fith and Gth;
idle workmen, and the works would pay for themselvs in a Montezuma, N. Y., 8th and \Jth; Ilumilton, Out., lll.h, two
short time. Apart from the fact that it would throw an im- lectures; Cleveland, Ohio, 12Lh; Port Clinton, Ohio, 13th and
mense number of votes into the hands of the party in power, 14th; Eaton Rapids, Mich., 15th and 16th; Burr Oak, Mich.,
whichever it might be, the scheme, if judiciously conducted, 17th; Sturgis, Mich., 18th, two lectures; Versnilles, Ohio, 20th
looks feasible. With two millions of work people idle, and and 21st; Chesterfield, Ind., 22d; New Castle, Ind., 23il;
many of them hungry, some new departure appears to be Louisville, Ky., 24th; Nashville, 'l'enn., 25th, 2Gth, 27th, 28th,
and 2\Jth.
urgently called for.

..

BETWEEN Brother Bell's t.rraignment of prohibition, and
"T. C. L. 's" defense of it, the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
will get this week considerable light on that subject. If prohibition ever comes, it is hoped its effect will be as beneficent
as its advocates look for. If it is not to come, there should
still be no abatement of endeavor by moral suasion to lessen
the evils of intemperance. Perhaps, after all, that will, in
the long run, be the better way. In the " Letters from
Friends" the Spiritualists hav come to the defense of the
belief with a zeal, and an array of facts, worthy of their cause.
Yeb such is the constitution of the mind of man that though
one-half the world should testify to the facts of Spiritualism,
the second half would still disbelieve; and if the second half
should proceed to demonstrate that every person through
whom, and to whom, manifestations hav occurred is a trickster, the first half would still believe. Perhaps our correspondents may see in this fact an excuse for not making the discussion unreasonably extended.
IN the course of Dr. Cuyler's remarks at the Baptist ministers's meeting in Brooklyn, last week, the following observations escaped him:
"I don't think it is worth our while to spend any time defending the 'Bible. We surrender our strong point the moment we admit that there are parts of the Bible to be defended.
Nine-tenths of your congregation will never know that anybody doubts the Bible unless you tell them.
"Brethren, if we hav any doubts keep them for the study;
don't bring them into the pulpit. There are many things we
don't comprehend. Who can comprehend the Trinity? Who
doubts it? I don't understand it, but I believe it. People
say, 'Do you preach that which you don't understand?' Certainly I do. I preach incarnation; I don't understand it but
I believe it."
'
'fhe Rev. Dr. Cuyler's people hav reason to feel complimented by his estimate of their intelligence ! If he bas a
congregation so idiotic as not to know that the truth of the
Bible is not only doubted but disbelieved, it would look as
though pastor and people were very well adapted to each
other.
A GOOD hit at his enemies was made by Mr. Newton last
Sunday. "Plenty of men will be found in the church to-day,"
he said, "who at this time will do honor to the memory of the
great reformer while doing violence to every principle for
which he strived; men who can admire the plea of reason
when urged five hundred years ago, but who now call such a
test of truth rationalism; who swear by the heretics of yesterday and swear at the heretics of to-day; who do homage to the
right of private judgment as exercised by Luther, but would
silence it as exercised in our church to-day." Mr. Newton's
sermon was upon Wycliffe's struggle against the religious
tyrannies of his time. Further along he said: "Let us remember that the same social movement of the workingmen is
running abreast of the new Christianity as in the time of
Wycliffe, and an old order is passing sway. Liberty has generated into license; self-interest has turned out selfishness;
natural law has left us no place for moral law; the right of

W. S. BELL writes: "Notwithstan,ling the cohl weather and
hard times, I hav traveled during the past thirty ditys moro
than fifteen hundred miles. November 30th I left Chicago for
Muskegan, Mich., where I gave three lectures and assisted iu
reorganizing the Liberal League. 'l'he Liberal element here
needs the powerful aid of organized effort. My lectures were
enthusiastically received. I was kimlly entertained by Mr.
Charles Vanderlinde and wife; Capt. Becker and family also
hav our thanks for courtesies shown us. From Muskegun I
passed over six hundred miles to the next appointment at Menomonie, ·wis. There I delivered a course of lectures to crowded
houses, and I am confident· that my lecturm; awakened some
minds to think upon subjects they hav heretofore never darecl.
to hav 1m opinion upon of their own. Messrs. Martin H. Cheney
and Frank Johnson were the gentlemen who arranged for the
lectures. From Menomonie I rode twenty-live miles in a
sleigh with the thermomett>r ranging from twenty to thirty
degrees below zero, to lecture at Rock Elm; and another ride
of twenty miles under similar conditions to reach the railroad
again. My next place was Osseo, Minn., where I rang my
Bell two evenings to rather slim, but quite enthusiastic, audiences. Mr. John Hechtman is the leading Liberal of the
place. We were generously entertained by Monsieur Lapray,
with whose little boys we spent some hours in talking aud
reading French. Everywhere tho people complain of hard
times, and it seems to me that their complaint is not without
reason, since I ha,i to travel over fifteen hundred miles to got
in nine lectures. But I am still well and happy, and shall
cheerfully travel more miles to giv more lectureH."

"Bil>le Morals."
"I bav read with great pleasure Mr. Remsburg's now pamphlet entitled 'Bible Morals.' It is a bill of indictment., consisting of twenty counts, or specifications, with all the evidence
of their truth drawn from the document itself. Mr. Hemsburg is one of our most clear-headed and sententious writers.
In his style he avoids verbiage, and uses words as economically
as a prudent man uses money-only when it serves a good
purpose. Remsburg is always sure of his aim. He nover hitH
a nail sideways, so as to bend it, but drives it home to its
head. He is a drill-master in our army of Freethinkers. HiH
writings are full of information and consEcutiv thought; and
new converts from the church by makin"g themselvs familiar
with them are armed and equipped and ready for battle.
Bell is another of those logfcal writers whose producLions
edify-that is, build up. And I see in a late number of the
Investigalor that a new recruit, a Mr. Simpson, who hails from
Tennessee, seems also to belong to the school, which I admire
above all others, that don't commit the error of taking too
much for granted as to bhe intelligence of the people, but adapt
their. discourses to the common mind. If popery and Protestantism unite in this coantry to put down the Freethinkers by
law, as many students of the signs of tho times foresee, all our
hope will be in the masses who vote. 13lessed, therefore, is
the scholar who would rlrther be useful thuu famous, and
who is unambitious enough to come down to the people's
level, and to impart that instruction which will not only make
them free from superstition themselvs, but wh;.ch will, when
the pinch comes with the church, lead them to sustain the
Constitutional policy of an everlasting divorce between the
state and the church.
A. B. BRADFORD."
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J;ttflJrS Jrom Jll[itnds.
OREGON, Mo., Dec. 21, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: If we were church-members, what a lot of
money we would willingly giv every year to support churches,
ministers missions, and superannuated clergy! We liv in an
age whe~ aimost 9very class of people organize to aid each
other in time of need. Our very poor-farms are established
on this plan in many Western states; we pay a tax annu_ally
to support those in need, expecting that .support to be given
in turn to us for which we hav paid all our lives. Now, we
Liberals are not well organized. We hav but one superannuated laborer and we do not half help him. He has given
much in his d~y of strength, and really has a right to a return. I refer to Father Hacker. I move that everyone who
reads this inclose as much as he feels able to giv, from ten
cents up, to J. Hacker, Berlin, N. J., with a card addressed
CLARKE IRVINE.
for reply.
MuRRA.Y, 0., Dec. 19, 284.
MR. EDITOR: I notice by the tab on my TRUTH SEEKER that
my subscription has about expired. I had hoped that something would hav turned up before this time so as to enable me
to remit promptly, but such has not been the case. I hav ~ot
earned a ceut since the 9th of last June, and very little priOr
to that time for the present year. I am still idle, with no prospects of work for the near future. Therefor~ you ~~ s~e,
taking into consideration that I hav had a family to mamtam,
that it is impossible for me to renew at present. Hence if m~
paper is stopped I shall not feel offended, although I sha
miss the perusal of it very much.
I can promis to pay up as soon as possible if you are dis·
posed to continue sending the paper. This letter wiU be information for H. L. Green and others to the effect that I am
not able at present to subscribe for any paper or magazine,
however much I may desire to.
D. E. LEWIS.
TO A.LilERT CHAVANNES.
320 0Trs ST., PHILA.., PA., Dec. 21, 1884.
Fr·i~nd: From time to time I hav attended Spiritualistic
seances all u7er this city, at the same time not making myself
known lest thei·e should be a special opportunity afforded
for the,pmctice of impositions upon me, and I havwaited upon
mediums personally in order to examin into Spiritualistic phenomena, and I can safely say that I hav seen no manifestation
whatsoever; nothing further than I hav seen accomplished by
mesmerists, who did not belong to the Spiritu~tlistic sect.
'rhose persons who came under my notice purported to hav
received communications from tho spiritual world. I hav followed np and interviewed them, and as a physician and close
student of human nature I do assert that they were highly impressible persons who only had been thrown into a hysterical
or somnarnbulic state, which must be attributed to animal
magnotism-"which is 11 modo of action upon the nerves
through the medium of the senses. Beyond this the magnetizer cannot reach." I regret to say I detected an attempt at
gross imposition.
ALEXANDER FULTON.
FARMINGTON, 0., Dec. 15, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Apropos of Mrs. Slenke·:'s investigations of
Spiritualism, I desire to giv your readers a chapter from my
experiences of over thirty years in the investigation of this
imbject.
'rhirty-1iv e years ago, I became acquainted with a young
lawyer of the name of W. J. Bright. He was a man of fine
ability, very genial in manner, and would make friends with
all but was wanting in moral principle. He had a good gift
in getting into debt, but not so good in payn•ent. I sold him
a buggy for $65, and took his note for the amount. About
twenty-five years since, he removed .j;o· Wisconsin, and left
this note unpaid. He died twenty years ago.
A few years since, I was in close relations with a remarkable
medium in the investigation of these singular phenomena, for
a period of some three years, on and off. He had different
phases of mediumship, one of which was that, without the
trance state, he would claim to see spirits, and hear them talk
(and still does), and he certainly gave wonderful evidence that
his claim was true. I know this man never knew and never
beard of the man Bright. On one occasion that I was with
this medium, btl announced a spii·it very anxious to be known
to me. He did not at first giv the name, but he leaned back
in his chair and got off a laugh, just as I had seen Bright do a
hundred times. I did not then recognize Bright at the moment, and the medium said, "He says he was a lawyer." I
then named W. J. Bright, and of course the medium said it
was be. But, be it remembered, things were then said that in
all re11son seemed to fix the identity of Bright, and, among
many other things, this: "Curtis, I hnv not forgotten that
note you bold against me [I am sure I had not thought of it
for years]. I 11m going to pay it in money, principal and interest. I oon pay you in this way, and I hav seen your spirit
band before this, and asked them to call on me when I could
be of service to you in your business; and they promised to
call on me, and they will." Three years since, I had some
peculiar experienc~s in business that raised the inquiry in my
mind if BI·ight was pot impressing me-for I bad been told I
wa~ Hnsceptible to spirit impressions.
Two ye11rs ago last Novemb6r, Mr. Charles Watkins, a medium for slate-writing, stopped a week nt the Park Hotel,
Warren, Ohio. I liv fifteen miles from that place, but I weat
to see him. I called on him about 11 o'clock A.M., and found
hi:11 nlone in his room. I had never seen him before, and I
am certain he had never heard of me, and I kept my name to
myself. I told him I desired to test his powers in the manner
of his advertisment. He wet one end of a towel in his washbowl and handed it to me, telli'ng ILe to clean two of those
slates (there were half a dozenormorenewslates on the table)
and write t.he names of half a dozen of my deceased friends
nn olips of paper, with a question to each, and fold dghtly and
mix them up so I could not know the one from the other. He
'

0

then went out of the room while I did these things, and there
was no person in the room but myself. The arra~gements
completed, Watkins came in and took a seat at my nght. He
did not touch these pellets, or the two slates I had _clean~d.
He told me to touch one of the pellets with my pencil, whwh
I did not knowing of course, which of the six I touched.
Wathlns took one of his slates and made the letters, ~· ~· J.
B." and asked me if I had written a name with these ~mt1als.
I said, "Yes." He then wrote, with his own hand, this:
"Friend CurtiR: I hav impressed you in y~ur business to
some extent but not so much as I wish to and mtend to. ,
'
" W. J. BRIGHT.
I now opened this pellet that I put the pencil upon, ~nd it
was this: "W. J. Bright: Hav you ever impressed me m my
business'?" I now put the pencil upon anot_her pelle~, and
immediately the medium said, "They are gomg to wnte to
that themselvs." He bit off a small piece of pencil and put
upon one of my slates. I threw the other over it and took both
in my two hands with the pellet tight between thumb and finger of left hand~ At once I heard a scratching between the~e
slates. When it ceased I took off the slate and this was wntten (here let me say I h~v four brothers in spirit life-:or "nowhere," as Elmina hopes her trip has helped to establish):
"My Dear Brother: I and all of the brothers are present an_d
send you our love and blessing. God bless you. Father IS
here also and I wish he could write, but he does not know how
to controi tlrls law of ·spirit return as well as I. We all s~~d
love to all.
H. W. CuRTIS.
I ngw opened the pellet in my hand, and it was this:
"H. w. Curtis: How are you and the brothers?"
'Thomas Douglass, of Warren, seventy years of age, a Matetrialist, and most worthy man, came into th~ _hous~ where I
was stopping an hour after I got this ~ate-writmg,_with a slate
written over in the same manner as mme, as he said. It bore
the name of his father, but was spelled "Duglas." This ~e
could not understand. His father died in England when this
son was ten years old, and he did not know that he spel~ed
the name in this way. He went home and soon returned w1th
an old book which he said was· his father's, and in this book
the father's name was written, red with age, and was spelled
"Duglas."
"Magic pencils"-" Truesdell tricks!"
E. F. CuRTis.
Ever after light,

I

that the honest verdict from all sensible peopl~ must be that
they do not. Nay, sir, do they not produce qmte the ·reverse?
Let any impartial observer look round on every h~nd, and
behold things just as they are, can there be anythmg more
clear than that all those places and people, who are the most
steeped ,in religious superstitions, a~e the most d~pl?rably
ignorant, immoral, vicious, and deceitful, also the Victims of
1
poverty and filth perfectly regardless of honesty,
::t~~~nd decen~y? Millio~s of them are but sl~ghtly removed
from the lowest order of brutes. The ·great ObJect of a~l t~e
· tl y crowds has been to keep the masses
of mankmd
pnes
.
h m
the most groveling ignorance, so that their power over t em
might be supreme. They hav w~rked upon their fears to such
an extent that their dwarfed mmds are enslaved, and rendered nearly idiotic.
0 priestcraft, thou curse of man!
Could the earth be rid of thy contemptible influence, how
bright, how cheerful, how prosperous and happy, would the
people be, and our glorious globe would be a true and eternal
paradise.
.
Onward, ye lovers of universal mental liberty, and bring
speedily the 'charms or universal brotherhood.
With all creeds, dogmas, and superstitions forever ruled
out and love and good will reign supreme, is the hope and
desire of
T. WINTER, Materialist.
MENDON CENTER, N.Y., Dec. 20, 1884.
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Mn. EDITOR: Frequently while telling my spiritual experi- ~· ::,.
ences in a private circle of friends, they hav expressed a
desire for me to write some of it for the general reader. I
timidly commenced the task, appre~iating from lack of ~duoa.
tion my weakness to produce an artwle worthy of attention.
I hav been a subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER for a number of years, and in reading its colu~ns I am willing. to_ a~
knowledge that I am not in unison with all_ th~ Maten~listic
productions I find therein, because I hav fait~ m a contmued
existence beyond the· confines of the present life. Yet my belief stands not in the way, for I shall continue my subscrip- (
tion and be one in a small way to render material aid to
assi~t in the circulation of the paper, and I deem it the most
progressiv at the present time.
.
The poet Pope has given us these truthful hnes:
"'Tis education forms the common mind,
Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined."

"

So I find it, as a member of the society of Quakers of the
Hicksite school, Unitarian ill belief, in harmony with all truth
seekers with a deep interest in the demands of Liberalism.
Our Di~ciplin contains strong testimony against priestcraft and
making merchandise of the gospel. And if it be a truth that
Jesus declared and meant these words in sending forth his
disciples, "Freely ye hav received, freely giv-without money
and without price," then the hypocrisy and sordidness of the
ecclesiastical state is unbounded. Can they be aught else than
wolves in sheep's clothing for their rash assumptions? As
Freethinkers and Liberalists we need to stand on broad vantage
ground, our morality and consistency blossoming and ?earing
· !ldlm..iruit in our example ~g,re the world.:_ Jn fillmg the
full measure of truth, should there oil-a~ claim that a plant reSPIBITUALISM AND MA.TEI\IA.LISM.
·
MINNEAPOLIS, Dec. 10, 284.
sembling it, as manifesting itself in unsan~tified ground', can
Mn. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER Of December 6th, a mis- we consistently discard it because of its unpopularity ? Let
representation is made by Brother L. N. Wallis; please g~v.a Spiritualists giv this share of praise to the womanly virtues of
little space to~reply? I hav no more doubt of:a future spmt Elmina Blenker for even daring to examin the claims of spiritlife than of my present existence, but not as Mr. Wallis rep- ual phenomena, considering the vicissitudes that George
resents me by" faith" and "feeling," but by the absolute tes- Chainey has undergone, even though she failed to find proof,
timony in all ages, .of all savage and civilized nations of finally giving in her testimony that the claim is bankrupt, not
mankind, which seems to me to be much more reliable than having any assets to pay its liabilities Con temporary with
unproved Materialism! Wallis desires to know why he Elmina, across the Atlantic Ocean, the English premier, '
(Kingsley) "is anxious;" and answers his own question thus: W. E. Gladstone, also gave Spiritual phenomena a careful ex"Because he [Kingsley] is conscious of uncertainty." How amination, the medium, Eglington, submitting to crucial tests,
fallible Wallis knew that he was proclaiming and publishing and manifestations occurred under conditions which Gladtruth, when he made that positiv, unwarranted, uncalled-for stone affirmed utterly forbid a possibility for deception. We
statement, is more than we can understand and comprehend. here note a difference between these two late investigators.
Universal nature being the cause which produces all effects, Elmina, at the finis, by the tone of her communication indiwe repeat we hav no doubt of the truth of philosophical Spirit- cates thankfulness that she discovered nothing to change her
ualism; therefore 1\Ir. Wallis's statements, like his arguments former opinions; whereas we again note an honest conviction
and opinions, are surely at fault, very unreliable, if not un- guiding the mind of Gladstone toward the importance of spirittrue. As Materialism is infinitly better than orthodoxy, the ual facts, in his communication to a Liverpool journal, in
devil, hell, and eternal damnation, no wonder that Kingsley these words: "I know of no rule which forbids a Christian to
"is anxious" for annihilation instead of hell ! Anxious for examin into the professed signs of pre-natural agency in tho
Materialist to prove (if possible) that Spiritualism and immor- system called Spiritualism; but it seems to be his duty. I
tality hav no foundation in truth, and if Materialism is not speak as one who is deeply convinced that God has yet many
true, it is impossible ever to prove it so.
a fair plant to rear in this portion of his garden."
The eternal difference between Spiritualism and Materialism
Let me hasten, regret.ting that the preface has obtained such
is, Spiritualism giYs.proof, while Materialism givs assertions limits, to giv my experience. While in New York a few years
as follows: "faith" and "feeling;" "Kingsley is conscious of ago, a stranger and alone; I called upon the medium, J. V.
uncertainty," and thousands of similar assumptions and asser- Mansfield, He asked me no questions, and I kept my owr.
tions, without giving demonstrations and proofs by, or from, counsel. He wished to know if I wanted to write a question,
or through any of the learned and most profound Materialistic fold and seal the same, and hav it answered, or take what 1
Atheists.
Spiritualism givs and requires demons~ration; I could get without leaving my volition on paper. The last
Materialism givs simple assertions, negations, and annihila- met with my approval. He went to his writing-desk. I went
tion.
from his presence to a remote part of the house, that my inWho will inform us how, where, and when the learned fluence might not in any way impress him. Think of my joy ,J
scribe Wallis (or any other man, woman, child, or philoso- and amazement wheri in about ten minutes he brought me a ~
pher) did demonstrate and prove that Spiritualism, which communication reading thus:
teaches a glorious, delightful, and happy future existence (of
"Thank thee, thank thee, my dear son, for the assurance. '
which the universe is the cause, .and spirits and future life hav thee allows me so warm a place in thy lo.ving heart. C
the effects), is by Atheists pronounced and proved fabulous, Nelson, could thee but hav known when we, thy friends an~
impossible, and false; and that Materialism is most desirable relativs, were near thee, thy heart would hav responded, 'Got:
be praised for this wise provision in his g:reat economy.' Well
and absolutely true?
We submit it as an absolute fact that Materialism is infinitly Nelson, we hav followed thee about, up and down the earth
and at times we did fancy thee did detect our nearness; theJ·
better, more desirable and philosophieal, thau orthodoxy and again at other times thy mind was so absorbed with the bus;
eternal damnation, but that is no proof that Materialism is in- cares of thy mortal life we were at a loss to know if the,·
fallible and true. We desire truth founded on nature and really did detect our nearness. Not long since thy brother-in
common sense, for tliese never fail, and never utter falsehoods. law, Isaac G. Ewer, and uncle, Henry Powell, were here, bul
Spiritualism makes millions happy. Does Materialism make with all their control they failed to impress thee with thei.
presence. They then sent their messenger for Abby an:
one happy in time or in eternity? We pause for natural and Mary, that they might assist the control, but even with the'
truthful replies.
E. N. KINGSLEY.
united strength the attempt was a failure. Mary said if Mos•\
Ingraham had been present, we should hav succeeded. Bu.:
my son, it is not always we can control the medium succes>
CINCINNATI, 0., Dec. 22, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Of what use are all those religions to the fully; then, again, at other times do. But, Nelson, be of go<-.·
world? Do any of them promote the morality, happiness, cheer. We are about thee from time to time and that to bles~
guide, and guard thee at all times. Audt Lydia we oftr. ~
wisdom, intelligence, or prosperity of mankind? I think, sir, meet, but she is not with us at the present time. Thy fath<
OGDEN CITY, UTAH, Dec. 15, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I am very sorry that I had not the money to
send you sooner. Times hav been very bad in Utah for this
last year. I hav one hundred and fifty dollars' worth of work
done, but I cannot get it in, or I would hav sent the money
three months age. I am just sending the three last dollars I
hav. I am thinking of going away this spring to find a place.
I am a brickmaker by trade. Could some of my Liberal
friends locate me a place where there is a demand for making
brick on my own hook, and sell them burnt with either coal,
RICHARD FLINT.
wood, or coal-slake?
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Joseph, he, too, is with me and thee often, so fear not, my
son; dare to proclaim this truth from the housetop. Lovingly
remember me to all friends in Monroe county, and also where
they recollect me kindly.
"Affectionately, thy· mother,
MARGARET POWELL.
"To NELSON POWELL."
During the centennial year, my wife and self being in Philadelphia, Mansfield also residing there, we concluded to call.
While on our way We agreed to write a line to my brother,
Nathaniel, who had been in the spirit world more than twenty
years, and see what we could get. In his audience-room he
gave me a blank strip of paper, and I wrote lightly so that I
might not impress my volition too strongly there, this question:
tl "Brother Nathaniel, are you pr11sent? NELSON POWELL."
I folded and held it, while Mansfield sealed it with mucilage,
he appearing not to care anything about its contents. Without it once leaving our sight, he holding his left hand upon
it, he wrote for an answer:
"Heaven bless you, dear Brother Nelson, for taking time
you intended Nathaniel should hav occupied, but he not being
present, I hav come to speak instead. Yes, brother, we are
with you and Sister Mary at the great show. Oh, could you
hav seen us as we did you, you would not hav thought us so
very far from you. Yes, brother, let this assure you that we
liv, and because we do, you will.
•
"From your brother-in-law,
MosEs INGRA.HA.M.
"To NELsON PoWELL."
In a digest of this answer I realized that the theory of mind
reading was out of the question. Again, with greater confi.
dence, I addressed a niece thuswise:
''Hannah Ewer, are yon present? Hav you a word for your
NELSON."
your father and mother?
Answer:
"Yes, dear ones, I am present, and for this proffered oppOrtunity of sending a word to the dea:r ones at home, let me
thank you. Tell father and mother that their daughter livs,
and loves them not less dearly than when with them. Tell
them that I am with them and the dear ones daily; that we
shall meet again.
HA.NNll! P. EWER."
Her full name was Hannah Powell 'Ewer. I forgot to insert
the middle letter. It looks a little queer that the medium
should insert it, unless his hand was guided by an invisible
intelligence.
A significant event took place two days subsequently in
another state, in the presence of a materializing medium. A
form resembling very closely this same niece materialized in
our presence, and my wife asked her if she had any word to
send home. .You can realize our astonishment when what purported to be she repeated the identical words, from, "Tell
father," etc., to the end-the very words of the communication we had so lately received through Mansfield. I also, in
the presence of the medium Watkins, hav had the arrangement of the slates according to my wishes; hav had a communication written

husillt~,

Lho in.tonh o£ whioh t.ho m.odinm

could hav no possible knowl~dge of. Neither did I giv him
the slightest chance to write it.
I hav been shown a communication by a Mrs. Stuart, a
friend of mine, obtained of Watkins at the home of her son,
written on the folded slate held by her while Watkins, with
overcoat on, had opened the door to leave the house. With
one foot on the threshold his exit was arrested by hearing
writing, the slate being ten feet distant; when through, the
medium went on his way. She opened the slate and read a
letter signed by his deceased brother.
Then there are two witnesses living who can testify to the
bottom being knocked out of one of the bottom facts of
Truesdell.
Last summer I received "False Claims," by J. Remsburg.
I loaned it to a neighbor for perusal, he promising to return it
to me by putting it in niy box at the post-office. By some mishap it accidently got in the box of our leading Quaker minister.
He is a good citizen and a kind man, but has positiv prejudices and religions biases. He, of late, preaches mostly to
orthodox hearers, their ministers commanding him, perhaps.
This change of base voiced the impression that the best Wll.Y
he could please God would be to burn the hateful tract. Let
John Remsburg giv him a wide birth.
NELSON PowELL.
NEw YORK, Dec. 20, 1884.
MR, EDITOR: Will you allow me some space in your paper
to answer to the article, "Anno Scientiro, 284," from Mr.
Sidelinger, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 20th? Mr.
l:lidelinger says: "It was not the year 1 until the twelve
months of this year had actually passed away." According to
this logician, when we hav, for an example, Sunday, we do not
hav it, nor can we count it the first day of the week, or Snnday, until after midnight-that is, a,fter it has actually passed
away! Such nonsense comes from the "Hub" of the New
World; and there Mr. Sidelinger is not alone of this way of
thinking. Now, I hav thought all along that when we commenced fl new year, say 1884, the first day of January and any
other day following to the 31st day of December to the end, to
be each a part of the year 1884; but now comes Mr. Sidelinger
and says that I am wrong, and pities me very, very much.
Truly, either Mr. Sidelinger or Koezly ought to be shut up in
an insane asylum.
Mr. Geo. N. Hill claims to be the originator of the so-called
new calendar, and wants it started or commenced to count
from and with the 1st day of January, 1600, and then to fall
in with the present year of Christian era 1884, and count in the
new way 284. Mr. Hill says the 1st day of January, 1600, was
the initial day of the 17th century, and consequently his calendar is all right, to the contrary of anybody else. This new
fashion commences to count with 0; all other common people
commence with 1; but it makes me think the new Athens
"breeds exceptionally very wise owls indeed, eccentric figgerers" and eminent mathematicians aheud of the common mankind, on which they look with pity or disdain.
What would the rest of us become if we lost the Hub? Why
allow France to send us a statue to enlighten us and the rest

of the world, while so much nearer to us the Hub might hav
sent us one of its incomparable mathematicians as a statue for
our enlightenment?
:l!fr. Sidelinger wanted a real epoch to start from a new calendar. Then I ask, in all humility only, would not the 4th
day of July, 1776, the Declaration of Independence of these
United States of America, be a better· real epoch, and, I think,
fifty million times more acceptable to the people, than yours ?
But who claims for it? No one. We do not want any needless disturbance, and to act accordingly, if we took the 4th of
July, 1776, as a starting-point, that day would be the first day
of new year 1 of the independence of these states. Let well
enough alone. Neither Mr. Sidelinger nor Mr. Hill has ever
named the first benefit a new calendar would giv us-not one.
Their motivs must be vanity and notoriety.
Mr. Hill and Mr. Sidelinger object to the Christian era, and,
after all, take it as a foundation for their new one. What in
consequence? The Li l eral League has wisely confined itself
to the Nine Demands, as one thing at a time may be attainable,
but a confusion, never.
FREDK. KoEzLY.
SA.N FRA.Ncrsco, CA.L., Dec. 13, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: There can be nothing so truly a people's paper
as that which admits all opinions, respectfully addressed, upon
all subjects. This THE TRUTH SEEKER does, and in this fact I
predict its future great success. To speedily bring about a
100,000 or more copies issue weekly, I hav thought that stencil
plates employed by enthusiastic men and women in all parts
of the country, might ·be effectiv. These could be cut out
of pasteboard by you and sent to all desirous of taking an activ hand in the work. I would hav it read: "THE TRUTH
SEEKER is the largest Freethought newspaper published.
Sample copy free. 33 Clinton Place, New York."· Stenciled
upon the blank part of bills, already on dead walls in cities
and large towns, and upon board fences everywhere; a million
people could thus soon hav their attention drawn to this, the
star ne:wspaper of the earth. It is this in matter, form, and
principle, and, like so many of our co-workers, I am anxious
to see it attain that circulation which its merits deserves. One
of the incentivs to work for an immense circulation is the sure
reduction in price, perhaps to as low as one dollar per year,
and if a man were too poor to pay this, it might be given to
him by publisher or friend. Should THE TRUTH SEEKER think
well of this project, I shall be glad to receive and pay for an
outfit, and will personally see to it that it is used in and about
this city. A few strips of pasteboard, a small brush, and It
shallow small box of paste ink, will make but a small, very
small, package to take along on a walk or a ramble. For one,
I am willing to make the" woods full of them."
It must prove very amusing to many old-time Spiritists to
see the anti-spiritists get such scoring as they are being subjected to. Truly, "they hav eyes and see not, ears hav they,
and hear not." They ttre the positivly truly credulous on a
negativ. They hav not the remotest idea of fairness in the
proof or disproof of facts.
The great lights of earthism almost to a man, fail to admit the facts of spiritism, showing,
therefore, to be either ignorant, cowardly, or dishonest. They
talk of science as though it were anything more than truth,
and, to cap the climttx, "shut out" spirits by saying, "one
world at a time." Suppose, for a moment, we had but "one
world at a time," what would become of this insignificant
earth, rolling, as science has it, in space? Why, independent
of the sun (another world), moon (another), and stars (billio~s of them), seen and unseen (billions of other worlds),
SCience declares we should go to "smithereens" in a twinkling. But suppose it is, practically, ''one world at a time"
that is wanted; mind you, it is not the truth that is particularly called for, but simply and purely "one world at a time "
practically, you know. What, then, is this world's boundar;?
At what parrallel hight from the earth is the air included?
or, shall the air as much as possible, like my neighbor's rooms
be excluded, or shall it (the uir) extend to a certain hight
and still be considered of this one world? Surely this is a
grave question to settle. Let those in authority settle it;· let
us be informed just what constitutes this "one world." And
:When_ we are told this, let us know if earthists are only happy
ID bemg deaf, dumb, and blind to facts under their ears and
eyes, which disprove their "one world at a time" theory or
rather wish.
Dn. GEo. HARDCA.STL~.
ANA.HEIM, CA.L., Dec. 14, N.E. 284.
MR. EDITOR: As I hav had the privilege of uniting with fl
Liberal League eight miles from here in Santa Ann, I hav an
order for two copies of the "Truth Seeker Collection" from
members of the League, as we find it a great help in conducting our meetings. We are in hopes of organizing a free readroom and library room, and hope if anyone interested in the
League, or in Freethought, as far as Secularization is concerned, has a desire to unite in contributing books, tracts, or
papers, they will remember our new society. Liberals, at this
day, should COnRider that if they wish to preserve there liberties from religious despotism, they must use the same
amount of zeal and money as the theological hosts do. The
theological doctrins are so firmly entrenched in· our literature
-our secular public school books-that it is only through the
outspoken sentiments of Infidels, Spiritualists, and Secularists that they (the doctrins) are held in abey&nce and kept
out of our laws as much as they are. The time has come to
join our forces, throw aside all opinionated predjudice, and
work together that we may realize the blessings of liberty
equality, and fraternity. Long may the noble TRUTH SEEKE~
liv to greet our eyes with impartial sentiment on all subjects.
Let there be light and the priviledge of inYestigating truth
however unpopular. Herein lies our safety.
K. PA.RKER.
0MRO, Wis., Dec. 9, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: While I eonsider it to be my duty as well as a
pleasure to keep the Spiritualists of the country posted as to
progress of the m'lvement in this state, I shall not attempt to
giv a verbatim report of our meeting just held in Milwaukee.
The elements seemed to conspire to defeat our expectations,

for it rained incessantly from Friday afternoon until Sunday
morning. Nevertheless the attendance, which was fair at first,
continued to increase till Sunday evening, when the hall was
packed. The speakers were listened to with marked attention.
J. E. Remsburg gave three lectures, the main drift of which
was to show the baneful effects of priestcmft and the false
teaching of theology, giving facts and figures in proof of his
statements. He WfiS very gentlemanly in his treatment of the
subject, and was well liked by the audience. Professor A.. B.
French lectured Saturday evening on "Prehistoric America."
And Sunday evening closed the meeting witl1 one of the
grandest lectures I ever listened to, subject, "The Beauties of
8piritualism as Compared With Materialism." Professor
Lockwood spoke on the "Spiritualism of Science," Sumlay
P.M. Delegates and mediums from all parts of the state, ItS
well as a numuer from Chicago, Mrs. Isa Wilson Porter, Mrs.
Sparrow, and others. The Cross Concert Troupe, consisting
of father and four children, furnished the music (mostly Professor C. P. Longley's composition) throughout the meeting.
The city press was well represented and gave good reports of
the proceedings, for which a vote of thunks was given. Our
next meeting will be held in Milwaukee the 27th 28th and
29th, 1885.
'
'.
Will friends in Wisconsin pleuse send me the names of every
Spiritualist and Liberal before that time.
DR. J. C. PHILLIPS,
Secretary of the Wisconsin State Association of Spiritualists.
KANSA.S Cr·n, Mo., Dec. 16, 188J.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6.50 to be placed on
credit for the following persons.
We hav plenty of Liberals in Kunsas City, but cunnot org nize them. Col. Ingersoll has been here twice in the last two
years, and always had a crowded house, but minister5 lw.v. the
advantage of us. It would be well for Messrs. l'utnam amTI
Watts to giv us a call. I keep THE TRuncr SEEKER on my·
table, and, judging by the many who interestedly read it, ]
think the paper has many friends here, some udmircrs, und\
some doubters. I hav often been umused by different parties,.
at different times. Men who hav families whom they ure,
bringing up (with the assistance of the wife) to believe in the,
God the Bible tells about, come into my pluce of business
pick up THE TRUTH SEEKER, and commence rending. Prett;
soon they will say, "Mr. Lurson, look here. I bnv been
brought up by good Christian parents, und lived to tho age of
fiftv, and here is something I never before HlliV or ovon
thought of. It almost makes me think the Bihlo lic•s. Tho
fact is, Mr. Larson, I huv been brought np to look only oii
one side of this great question, and it never occnrre,] to tue
that there WitS any other side, because I hu<l been tltnght to
believe that those who said unything ugainst tho Bible were
sinners, and would go to hell; but here is sometlliug in 'l'w~
TRUTH SEEKER which makes me feel as if I htt<l jnst woke ont
of a sleep; something that assures me thut there is more than
one side to this question."
Now, Mr. Editor, one of the aforementioned deluded mortals is a subscriber herein. Let tho goocl work go on; come
down to common sense; bttnish ignomnce und four; lot us t11ko
the world as we find it, and as it proves itself. In the language of the poet, Mr. Editor, "Giv 'em hell."
.JOHN LAIIHON.
PHONOGRA-PHY AND !'llOGRESS.
CONCORDIA, RAN.; Dec. 20, 188,!.
MR. EDITOR: The mind that tends to liberty and Freethought
is most likely to adopt the quickest mode of expressing thut
thought. I, too, began to teuch myself phonography about
the time T. C. Leland did, buying Andrews and Boyle's
Reade~ in 1846, and hav ~een an ardent advocute of telegraph
speed in our system of recording human utterance. I h11v
used our orthodox, barbarous, senseless system of representfltion under impatient protest for forty yetus, und it seems
about as hard to get rid of it as orthodoxy or tobacco.
The spirit of the age demunds thut children at school should
learn to read and spell in one year, or less; that at fifteen cv·
eryone in the school-room should be able, while hearing the
teacher's words, to record them verbatim ellileralim; thut everyone at a lyceum or lecture should be able to cnrry uway wiLh
him or her all the words of the Bpeaker; that evory orlneated
person, everywhere, should record upon paper, as well as
upon the tablet of the brain, the expressions of tho ton~ne;
that the brain and the fingers should keep pace together (nq
in instrumental music) in internal eluboration and external
expression, or record.
As it is now, in most cases, sonnrl givs no clue to, or snggestion of, form, nor form of sound. Because of this, how much
time is wasted and labor expended in setting soundless, useless, and superfluous type on TnFl 'l'RUTH SEFlKEn; nnrl all
other papers and publications !
In this respect the mental, moral, and spiritual world is fur
behind the material, business, and commercial word, fiB far ns
books and papers are concerned. lf I could send articles to
THE TnUTH SEEKER in phonography, nnd there were phonographic compositors to use them, how mow much time wonld
be saved! These thoughts are suggested by your quotntions
from W. A. Croffut, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 13th. In
this connection let me recommend T. C. Leland, wl::om I bav
known mentally and by correspondence thirty-seven yeurs, as
a teacher of phonogmphy. He "has the tettch in him," unrl.
I would advise young people to go to 744 Broadwuy, und learn
how to make your fingers keep up with the brain.
J: H. Coorr
NJCWPOHT, ME., Dec. 13, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: In a late letter I wrote you that I was having a
visit from a "fourteen-years-old Infidel." When she Wfls
about leaving her home, a little twelve-yeur-old sister said to
her, "When you get to Newport, and no one meets :you, you
inquire for Mr. Mitchell, anrl if they ask you if it is 'thnt crazy
Mitchell,' yon say, 'Yes, that's the man.'"
Now, I inclose in this twenty-five cents. Please send me
some kind of a book snitubl'l for a child of that age, free from
any God or Christ.
EW .lRD MrTIJHII:LL.
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"Well, auntie dear, I do think it is nicer to Dr. K-- that my children were lost. Three
with a long arm for the l;ox, which contained
hav one's own papa, and mamma, and gam- of us started off at once in search of them.
a lovely wax doll.
"I thank you, Mr. Claus," said she mod- moo, and auntie to giv us good things, than a After a few minutes of rapid walking, I met
naughty old Santa Claus, who will bring us Jamie running toward me, who, in frightened
estly.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall River,
tones, said, "Mamma, I'se lost Theo."
Susie had a heap of pretty presents, and so stickll if we are not good," said Susie.
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
"It is better still to deserve the .good things
"0 Jamie, where did you lose him?" I
did
her
papa,
mamma,
gammoo,
and
auntie,
Corner shiYUld be sent.
all gathered from that tree. But the dear lit- that our friends bestow upon us.
asked.
" It is a pretty custom to dress our homes in
"In the crowd of girls and boys up there
tle girl could not throw off the restraint and
" Between the dark and the daylight,
bashfulness that came upon her when the old green, and takes a little of the chill of winter by the Santa Claus store," he replied.
When the night begins to lower,
I had got a clue, so on I started again. The
man came in, until after he had said, " Good- away to see the green of summer on the walls,
Comes a pause In the day"s occupations
night, and pleasant dreams," and taken his and in the windows. Christmas is a good time crowd of children was still there, but no little
That Is knowu as the Children's Hour."
departure. Then she had a jolly time looking for re-unions; for families to come together, Theo was among them. So I went on and on
over all her new playthings, and commenting ancl it is a happy time when no one is missed through miles of city lanes and streets, down
from the family circle; when there is no vacant into the negro quarters, and everywhere, but
upon the appearance of the strange visitor.
Hurrah. hurrah, forth" glad New Year,
"Now," said she, "I should like to know, chair, no one absent. It is appropriate to cel- my longi~ eyes found him not. The lengthWlth Its snow, and Ice, and winter cheer!
for one, who is Santa Claus, and where he ebrate the close of the year as they used to in ening shudows told too plainly that the night
We'll snap our fingers right In his face,
came from, and how he knows good girls the old, old time, and to bring good wishes, was fast approaching; but too weary and too
While wo with snow-balls each other chase.
pretty presents, little mementoes of affection dispirited to prolong my search, I returned to
from naughty ones."
We'll laugh as we merrily sl!de down hill,
Nobody enlightened her that night, but the to our dear ones. And while we remember Dr. K--·s, who told me that he had ordered
To the gay old tune or Jack and Jill;
our own, we should also remember the many the city police to search for the child.
next day she persisted in her inquiries.
And as, with skates, to the pond we go,
My mother's heart was almost wild with fear
" Did ever you see anyone like him before?" who are poor and lonely, aml strive to make
To the winter's cold we'll not say no.
their lives a little better, happier, and more that he was lost or stolen, and that I should
inquired her auntie.
Fairy voices sing: u Make room, make room,"
" I never did," she said.
" His hair was cheerful, by sharing what we hav, to some never see him again. My exhaustion was so
For mosses soft and spring-time bloom,
For tbe blossoms tbat our love dotb sbare,
some like that of my grandfader, who livs happy degree, with them. Thus while we giv great I was forced to rest and wait in an agony
Tbe violets sweet and daisies fair;
away off, but I know it was not my grand- joy to those less fortunate than we, into our of suspense.
own lives will fall softly new joy and sweet
It was just the moment between daylight and
For tbo summer flowers In richest sheen,
fader."
For summer skies and grasses green,
dark, for there is no twilight at the South,
"Perhaps it was your papa," said her happiness. Do you understand, darling?"
For the autumn's golden fruit and grain,
But Susie, snuggled close in her auntie's when my anxiety had merged into despair, thut
auntie.
And the maple leaf aflame again."
"Oh, no; that could not be. Papa's hair is arms, was fast asleep with a smile on her lips, I heard,in the hall-way below, my boy's clear,
Hurrah, hurrah, for the glad New Year,
and whispered dreamily, "Yes, auntie."
happy voice ringing out like the chirrup of a
not white."
Its joy bells ring afar and near,
bird. I gav one joyful bound and in one in"Well, now, Susie darling, the big man was
And we sing songs of welcome, too,
stant clasped him in my arms. With a face
While we promls all good things to do.
your papa, after all, disguised like a real Santa
My Cbristmas Story.
8. H. W.
illuminated with happines, his first salutation
Claus."
[The following story arrived too late for last was, "0 mamma, I saw such pretty things down
Susie's eyes grew large and round, as she reSa'lta Claus and Susie.
marked slowly, "But it did not talk like my week's issue, and so we giv it to our readers to the Santa Claus store. Will Christmas bring
"I shall see Santa Claus to-night ! Oh, I papa, and my papa does not wear such a coat this week. We are greatly obliged to Mrs. some to Jamie and me?"
The dear boy, he did not know that he had
Wheelock, and to all our contributors for their
shall, I shall! He is coming to my house to- as that."
been lost, nor had he any realizing sense of the
kindness
and
interest
in
the
Children's
Corner.
night, truly !' and Susie danced about the
"It was your own papa, nevertheless." said
peril of such wanderings in a strange city.
-ED.]
room, laughing and clapping her little hands her auntie.
Two young girls were with him. They found
Ten years ago, I passed the winter months him, as they said, in the following way:
in great glee.
"Well, is there no Santa Claus then, for
It seemed when he separated from his brother
To her Santa Claus was a sort of good fairy, truth? What does it me&n when people say, at Savannah, Georgia. My two little boys, Jawho, as she had been told, visited children on 'Santa Claus is coming?'" And the large eyes mie and 'fheo-the elder five and the younger that he strayed two miles away, and when
found was surrounded by a bevy of colored
Christmas eve, a.ncl brought them "goodies " looked perplexity itself, and were half inclined but three years of age-were with me. That children, who were laughing hilariously at
or a bundle of briars, as they had been good to cry.
winter here was an exceptionally cold one; something he had said. Just as the girls were
or naughty during the year
"\Veil, my dear," said the auntie, "when there it was like a warm spring nearly all the passing they heard him tell his sable companHer papa had been clown in the swamp, and you are old enough to understand, I will tell time. Only an occasional northeaster would ions thut he could not find Jamie anywhere.
cut a little evergreen tree, had brought it home you the whole story, all about Christmas and ever remind us of frost and snow that we had They instantly thought that the little fellow
had lost his way, and stopped to question him,
and plaatecl it in a corner of the parlor. Her Santa Claus, or St. Nicholas. For the present left at home.
when the children laughed, a8 before, saying,
Every day, with the rare exception of a rainy "'l'hat boy says his name is Peter Grasshopper.
mamma and auntie had hung upon it a num- I will only say this, that the celebration of
one, we were out for a walk in the fine parks What a funny name!"
ber of pretty toys, useful and ornamental arti- Christmas is the perpetuation of-"
One of the girls then asked, "What is your
that dot the city of Savannah all over with
cles, and some fruit and candies. Susie her"What is perpetuation, Auntie?"
name, little boy?"
self had fastened among its branches seme lit"It is ·the handing down, the keeping alive. resting-spots of beauty.
" Peter Grasshopper," he promptly anHere, the landscape was one unbroken swered.
tie presents for papa, mamma, gammoo (as she Well, Christmas is the keeping alive in
called her grandmother), and auntie. The another fo:rm an old pagan custom, celel>r!!J;e!'l. sheet of _sno'Y; il!.l'l~~- thl'l~as_liring..a.nd_
''-Sure--onough,"--the -girle sa.id, L"-tha.t is--a.tree was all fixed for Christmas, the candles years and years ago under a different name. green, whereon troops of bright-eyed children, funny name."
And here we must go back a few months in
upon it were lighted, and Susie was hopping It is a festival day, and is now supposed to accompanied by their colored nurses, played
about in an excited state, anxiously waiting for celebrate the birthday of Christ, hence the in wild abandon, for there were no signs posted the history of our lost boy. The summer preceding my visit south, I spent with friends in
the coming of Santa Claus. It was Christmas name-Christ-mass. Nobody supposes that he up, "Keep off the grass." Here, the trees the central part of this state.
were
robed
only
in
their
cloud-gift
drapery
of
eve, and for a long time she had looked for- was born on the 25th of Dec., but some people
A bright-eyed girl one day asked Theo what
ward to this time with e~tger delight and fond pie agreed to fix it upon that day, and, perhaps, snow and ice; there, they waved their leafy his name was.
"I don't know," he answered.
anticipation. She w.as four years old then, that is as good a day as another. In Germany banners, some of them in gorgeous bloom, and
"Don't know?" said the girl; "well, I'll tell
and was an unusually bright child for her age. the people call it the "Children's festival," others, like the orange-trees, burdened with
you what your name is-it is Peter Grasshopper.
All at once the door bell rang, ting·a-ling- and they giv presents from a tree, the same as their golden fruit. The most noted among the And now, when any one asks you what it is,
ding, ting-u-ling-ding. Jusie jumped up. It we did last night. Sometimes a man all southland trees were the stately yellow pines, you tell them, Peter Grasshopper."
must be Santa Ulaus. She was in a tremor of dressed up, as your pupa was, goes about from through whose branches the balmiest breeze
In his playful way he always did, after that,
expectation, but snatched her doll and ran and house to house, and distributes the presents, moans a ceaseless plaint, the broad-spreading when •·asked his name, answered, "Peter
Grasshopper,"
until he really thought it was
hid her head in auntie's dress.
and they call him Knecht Rupert; and Santa live oak, and the beautiful magnolia, whose
his name.
'
very
name
brings
up
visions
of
Southern
Her mamma ·opened the door, and there en- Claus means the same as llneclu Rupert, and
'fo resume the thread of our story, the girls
tered a queer-looking old man, dressed in a was brought into this country by the Dutch beauty and romance.
took Theo in charge, and learned enough, by
In the Southern parks, all the year round, urgent questioning, to know that his mother
long blue soldier coat, a big woollen comforter people."
the spray of fountains plays upon blooming was stopping at the house of some physician
O): scarf around his neck, thick mittens on his
"Then there is no real Santa Claus."
hands, and a s!Ot1chy fur cap pulled down
"No, it is only an imaginary existence. flowers, fringe-like mosses, and clinging vines. in the city. They took him home and gave
food, and then started out to find the
over his long white hair, while his face was The papa and mamma of children, and other There I first saw the camelia blossom, in all its him
place. Fortunately they came upon the street
neurly concealed by an immense white beard. relativs, are the ones who think most fondly of proud imperial beauty. It delights the eye, where Dr. K-- resided, and Theo, at once
Susie peeped out one eye, and drew back, half their darlings, and spend time and money to but is destitute of the essence of beauty, sweet recognizing his house, excluimed: "Oh, there
perfume. Its charm lies in the perfection of is where my mamma livs !" And thus my child,
afraid.
make them glad und happy."
In a deep voice the man said, " I hav come
"Isn't there any more to tell about Christ- its color, and in its chaste sculpturing, such as the day before Christmas, was lost and found
again.
to pick the fruit off this tree here in the mas, Auntie?"
no art can ever paint or imitate.
In my anxiety for my lost darling, all
corner, and deliver it to the owners," and he
"Oh, yes; the Swedish peopl_e hav a story
In the afternoon of all bright days, and thoughts of Christmas gifts had vanished from
immediately began removing the articles from that when Christmas time comes all the men especially on Sundays, these parks are always my mind. But not so with good, generousthe tree.
who liv in the cold climate of that country are thronged with people from everywhere-with hearted Dr. K--. He had a Christmas tree
The first thing he took from the tree bore suddenly changed into howling wolves-"
adults and children, nearly one-hulf of whom filled with gifts for the poor children in the
the name of Susie's grandmother.
"0 Auntie dear!" exclaimed Susie.
are of the "dusky race." To one unaccus- neighborhood. It was his yearly custom to do
this, and that bright Christmas eve, when my
".Does any one know such a person?" he in"But it is not true, dear, only to make-be- tomed to these features of Southern life, it lost boy was found, and my life was again joyquired, calling the name.
lieve. The story, and it is only a story, says seems strange to see so many sable faces, but filled after the day's suspense and anguish of
" Yes, sir," ventured Susie; "that's my gam- that they meet in the night, all these people after a while we would miss them from the soul, a beautiful surprise awaited us. Sudmoo's name-that's the lady, sitting in the that are said to be changed into wolves, at an living picture of Southern life, as we would denly, in the midst of boy-questionings as to
rocking-chair."
appointed place, and talk, in the wolf language, miss the dirge-singing pines from among the what Santa Claus would put in their stockings
in the chimney-corney, folding-doors opened,
"Hum!" exclaimed the man; "here is a about men and animals that are mild and blossoming Southern trees.
and what a sight met our delighted vision. A
box marked, 'Little Susie;' who is she, pray?" quiet, and carry on worse than real wolves,
Directly in front of the house where I was green cedar-tree brightly illuminated, and its
"I s'pose that means me !" and Susie en- and that the good people suffer dreadfully an invited guest was a grassy lawn, spray- branches drooping with their burden of everydeavored to creep under "the lounge in a spirit from their wild attacks."
sprinkled, and with beds of bloom here and thing that a child loves and longs for, and at
of bashfulness. ·
" What made us hav the evergreen wreaths there, where it was always holiday-ground for this instant a throng of wondering children
were admitted; little street waifs whose dreary
"Hav you been a good girl?" questioned the in the windows?" asked Susie, suddenly.
the children. I had never allowed mine to go orphanage and homelessness made life not a
big man, "for all the year past?"
"Well, a great, great while ago, ever and out alone, but the day before Ch1istmas was so joy, but a troubled dream. Kind-hearted Dr.
"Yes, Mr. Claus," replied Susie; "that is, ever so long ago, there were people who sunny and beuutiful, and they pleaded so hard K-- then spoke a few words of welcome to
I was naughty sometimes, but most of the preached, and taught, and sang in the woods, "just to go out in the park," while I was en- them all, and then distributed the gifts and
time I was pretty good."
and they were called Druids. Of course they gaged at my morning writing, that I yielded. sweetmeats. For a whole hour these little
ones were make' to feel at home where there
" Wh11t did you do that was naughty?" and liked the evergreens and hollies, the laurel, I sat by the open window where I could look was
comfort, and beauty, and brightness; my
the voice of the old man sounded harsh and mistletoe, and ivy, and everything that was O.own upon them and know that they were own little boys the happiest among the happy.
grim.
like the green-wood, and they used to deck safe.
Christmas gifts there were for all, and from
"Why-I-kicked and screamed sometimes, themselvs with wreaths and branches of green.
For half an hour all was well, but suddenly the hand of the children's benefactor, good
wheu 1 could not hav my own way-and- Hence comes the custom from the Druids, of I looked, only to find them gone. I peered Dr.K--.
When it was time for baby eyes to close in
sowetimes I talked-sarcy!" and down went bringing the green wreaths of ground pine and f01th with loving anxiousness among the
sleep, I put my darlings in their cozy bed, and
the little head on the floor.
holly branches into our homes. They used to groups of children guthered there, but my own when I gave them their good-night kisses, my
" Dv you think you will be naughty any think, fl good while ago, that the wood nymphs were not among them. In one moment I was little Theodore twined his arms about my neck
more
or sylvan spirits, certain imaginary beings in the park looking for them, calling them and and looking up to me, said in sweet, plaintiT
··No, Mr. Claus-that is, I won't 1f I don't called by those names, would come into the inquiring after them, but they were gone, no voice, "Mamma, if I had stayed lost you
wouldn't hav a merry Christmas, would you?"
furget. '
homes where the evergreens were, and that one knew where.
A kiss, and a tremulous, "No darling," was
·' \\'ell, come and get the box, then."
the cold frost, snow, and ice would not catch
What should I do? Where should I go? all the answer I could giv.
Sucie jumped up with alacrity, and rea.ched them then."
Trembling in every nerve, I returned to inform
Janesville, Wis. MRs. ELVIRA WnEELOCK•.
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4 Literature of the Insane. F. R. Marvin ........ .

a J.:fu~~~:p~;K,g~ shetrcs~~- ~c"t'J:;~~:::::::::

Frederic~- Marvin, M.D ................. .
8 How do Marsupial Animals Propagate their kind!
A. B. Bradford.................................. .
V The Un•een World. Prof. John Fiske ........... .
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three Lectures ....................••• , ..................... .
U Is America theN ew World? L. L. Dawson .._
12 Evolution Teacltes neither Atheism nor :Mate•
12 JS'I~m~s::'i
~~~~~lj.~:r~-:rc~b·f~~·;;;;r:M.;d:
1 Death.

..

Jr·.

~rn ~ymposium.~

... ~~ .... ~., ............ ~ ................. _.... ..

Betwee11
D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULus R.
TEED:· -Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth.
Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.

5

2

1

10

2

What Objections to Christianity 1

2
5

A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. M. MAin, divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much ~lder systems of religion.
2. Mrracles and supernatural achieveJP.ents hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission
in the world is unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.
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2

Trial of D. M. Bennett in

I
I
2
I

the United
States. ~ircuit qo~rt upon the charge of
depositmg prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
was perpetrated upon Mn. BENNETT.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

2

An Open Letter to .Jesus Christ.

5

I

1
I
5

•
5

10
2
10

5 cents.

Lterrogatories to Jehovah.

Being
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish
Godship upon a great variety of subjects.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

10

2

10
2
8

Deacon Skidmore's Letters.

10

First
peacon of Zion ~ill _Baptist Church, givmg many church InCidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Pape:r, 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents.
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1
a
2
2

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilg-rims in the Land of' Yahweh:

s

:
:

also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

1~

·rb_e First Epistlf of Bennett the
A1wstle to the Truth Seeker&

J

10 cents.

: 'll1e Great Religions of the World.
a

10 cents.

• Open
2

10

:~

Letter to Samuel Colgate.

10 cents.

1

Jesus Christ.
del.

Considered as an Infi~

10 cents.

10
Iiinfnl Sainti and Senlinal Shepherd.it

~ An Hour with the Devil.

"''bWunt on one nollar'a wortll 10 per cent otr1 011 t'!ll.
euiiM

~oLIU!I"wortn.illlo1raGII!Aft~~40o1h
~~.!!tot'
-~11£'

Ludicrous Aspects of Christi&nity. A. Jlol·
yoake. I(l cents.
,._Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh. Gcents.• .'
ce~fo W.as.J:es_y..£~!Jri~:t? Charles B~-adl&agh. _.,__
What Did Jesus Teach? Charles Bra<iJtuall.
5 cents.
•!:<
New Life of Ab••ahaUl. Chas. Bradlaugh. a ct&
New Lit'e ot' Moses. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 centa. :
A Secular Prayer. A. Hoh'oake. Per dQ.r;., 10 ota.

~ Bennett-Teed Discussion.

r

f;~;n~g'~sl}g~o/.~~~,!lsfouiteMifeiO:
The Age of Reason and An Exam- i :~~f~t\~.J
rogeneoua. B. F. Underwood ............••....

ination of the Pt·ophecies.

IRON CJ,AD SERIES.

Jfo.
C:ents.
1 Discussion t~n Prayer. Bennett and others......
8

. .
.
Socialism : Reply to Prof. Roswell
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's
The Gods and Re}IgiOns of Ancu~_nt!
a~d :31odern ~Imes. Vol. I. gns
sophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25
a full account of all the gods the nations
of the earth hav worshiped, including
J eh?vah,. Satan, the Holy Ghost, J es\1 s
Chr1st, VIrgm Mary, and the Bible. 835
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all
~he relig!ous systems of the world, includI?g~udmsm, Mohammedanism, and ChristJa_mty;_ the _latte~ occupying 372 pages,
gomg fully mto Its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
AlbaEiy. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
'

NunJber.J~"

or, the Book rg~ gf:{rJ'n~k~~~~w.n. Bc!!nett::::::::::::::::::
of the Generation of Jesus. First trans- 9 The Story of the Flood.
"
....... ...........
lation into English of a remarkable He- lH~~.J:~~~~~~~~JlJ'tAI>IraJ~. Bei{ri~ii:::::::: :::
brew- document, giving the original from 1.2 Ba1aam and his Ass.
''
. . . .•••.•••
which the. story of Jesus was Il).ade up. ~ ~fJ'if,~~~atL~ftf;ri~~-cr~ii>llers . .': .... :::::::::::
20 cents.
15 Come to Dinner.
"
. . . . . .. .. . ..•.. ...
16 Fog Horn Documents.
"
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
17 The Devil BtllJAhead.
..... .... .........
Sixteen Sal·iors of None. By KERSEY 18
SUpped Up Again.
"
..................
GRaVES, author of the World's Sixteen 19 Joshua. 8toppfngthe S_un and 1\loon. Bennett....
Samson and l1ls Exploits. Dennett .... ...........
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles, 20
21 The Great Wrestling Match. "
. . . . . . . . . . . .• .. .
and Biography of Satan. ·Paper, 75 cents. 22 Discussion with Elder Shelton. Bennett.........
cloth, $1.
28 Re~:fn~~t~~?~~ -~~:~t-~~:~. ~:~~-~. ~~~:~~:. -~·.~:

Six Lectures on Astronomy.

.i:ron-Clad and Manna Series.

'l'RU'L'H SEEKKit 'l'RACTS.

FREETHOUGHT WORKS,
Published at THE TRuTH SEEKER Office.

throe hundred of the most distinguished
teachers and philosophers (who were not
"Christians), from the time of Menu to the
present. By D. M. BE!'.'NETT. 1,075 pages,
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

jANUARY 3, 1885.

18 ......

.

cents.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUARY 3, 1885

BIBLE MORALS.

FREETHOUGHT WORKS,

'

f:J?ublished at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

f' •Advancement

of Science.

The

In-

, ii augural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL,

t;;o
__,,

i' ,
/ _t!'

(:··'
r;r

delivered before the British Association
for the Advancement of Science. With
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELMHOLTZ, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL and
Sir HENRY THoMPSON on prayer. Price,
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone,
in papet, 15 cents.

.,: •
··'Amberley's Life of Jesus.
1;~ acter and Doctrins. From

k.·
'·'•

His Ohmthe Analysis
of I-teligiou~ Belief. ~~ Vrscou}IT AMBERLEY. Paper, 35 cents, cloth, 60 cents.

'!~'iChrouicles

of

Simon

Christianus.

-<··

Hi~ i\L1nifold and Wonderful Adventures

].'1:

in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture
( evitlently inspired) discovered by I. N.
:FmEL. From the English. Very I-tich.
Prtce, 25 cents.

:£
{•

!;ii;rimes of Preachers iu the United
---.
States. Dy M. B. BILLINGS. Shows how
i:): thick and fast the gotlly hav fallen from
grace. Price, 25 cents.
::.Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense.
In Six Lectures by Col.
JoHN H. KELso, A.M. These are among
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and
'c
should be read by everybody. $1.50.

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
Falsehood and Deception-Cheating- .. heft and Hobbery-Adultery and Prostitution-Murder-Wars ofConqu. stand Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Children-Cruelty to Animals-:Human Sacrifices-Cannibalism- Witchcraft- ~lavery- Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocy- ObscenltY.
Price, Sin;'le Copies, 2iS cents;

Nature's Revelations of Character;
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The
science of individual traits portrayed by
the temperaments and features. illustrated by 260 wood cuts.
By JosEPH
SIMMS, M.D.
650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
edges, $4.50.

New England and the People up
'fhere. A humorou& lecture. By
GEoRGE E. MAcDONALD. 10 cents.
Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com;
prising terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of the term8 used in theology. The
only erution in English. 25 cents.
The Question Settled.
A CareM
. Comparison of Biblical Modern Spiritual.
ism. By MosEs HULL. Cloth, $1.

PHONOGRAPHY &TlP~WRITIHG.
Many a bright young man or woman would like to
come to New York to commence a business career.
The best way Is to learn these arts. They are new
professions that are Increasing In demand, and not
yet full. l Instruct young persons thoroughly, and
get them positions. It takes five months to gain the
requlslt phonegraphlc speed, 100 words a minute.
Terms, $50 for the course, payable $10 monthly In

Career of Religious Ideas; Their Ultimate the Religion of Science. By HullSON TuTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75
cents.
Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of
Yallvelt or Jehovah Sho·wn to be
the Worship of the Devil, with observations on the horrible and cruel ordinance
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
I-tev. EVAN DAVIES (lVIyfyr Morga.nwg), D.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Grea.t Britain.
Translated from the \Velsh by MomoN, B.
C. Price, 25 cents.
Eight Scientific Tracts.

20 cents.

Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
Beautifully
written. By S. P. PT:TNA.\\L 25 cents.
Hereafter. A Scientific, Phenomenal,
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
Jssues of the Age.
Consequences Involved in Modern Thought.
A work
showin"' much study and great familiarity with other writers and thinkers. By
HENRY C. PEDDER. Price, $1.
Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teachings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELL.
25 cents.
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Its Rise, Progress, and Triumph.

$1 2iS

For Sale at THE TI-t UT H SBEKER Office.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

INSTITUTION

THE
OF MARRIAGE IN

And Selections,
BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
of the author.
The work is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
has been prepared especially for it.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes, for any season or occasion.
In workmanship the volume is. a masterpiece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
best materials and "Skill can produce. The
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
Ha.lf-oalt, mottled edges, elegant llbnry style, 4 50
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine,
7 5Q
Full tree cal!, highest possible style and finish, 9 00
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl.. New York.

GOLDEN THRONE
SAMUEL

By
Author of

11

P. PUTNAM,

Prometheua,'' II Gottlleb," and urngeri!Oll
and Jesm."

romance of pioneer life. delineating the vir·
tues of natural humanity •• oppo•ed to tbe hypocrisy of a
A pleasing domestic supernatural religion; crowded wlth Incident and full of
John's Way.
Radical story. By MRs. E. D . .b~. ~rogreBSIV ldeae and the poetry or the tatare.
l'RIOE $1.00.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE
lo oent1.
A Ra~lcal

Will C•t>,.-e &11 F01·ms

ProV1ng

RIB birth,
12.00.

conGlulvJy that

CHlCAGO, ILL.

Sonu;thlng Cor In·va1hls •o read ant\ study
ov ..r -stop D>'Ujlging and t .. y
N"•nre'• -ReJnedy,
IIIAGNE'l'lSIII.

11!e, t;r!al, execution, etc.-Ill a myth
TBUTH SEEKER 01llco.
SS Clinton !'lace • .New Vo"'

A Magazine Devoted to 'lhe State·

menu ot' Mental aud ~~~iriluiil
Phenomena.
Single Copies 10 cents.

39tf

Diaeaoe Without

471 WEST lUADlSON ST.,

1'H:K BTOBY OF JBBUB CHBI8T

~1PA.

.r

1\Iedlctne.
CONSULTING ROOMS,

"AN T I C H R IS T ."

.

CoNTENTs-Sec. I.: Definition of Freethought
and its Early Struggles for Life. Section II.:
What it Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III.: Freeth ought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.: Freethought in
Conflict during the-Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries.
Section V.: Freethought Triumph in the
Nineteenth Century.

Price,

EVIDENCE.

By Robert c. Adams.
Paper, 25 cents.
For Sale at this Office.
46tf

FA.VTS.

HISTORY OF FREETHOlJGHT.
BY CHARLES WATTS.

?

EVOLUTION:

A SUMMARY OF

THE

PROSE POEMS

Beyond the Yeil. Claimed to be die
tated. by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Swedenborg, through the mediumship of Mrs.
FRANCES R. l\1cDoUGALL and Mrs. LuNA
HuTcHINsoN, with a steel engraving of
I-tandolph. Price, $1.50.

'

~

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
BEING
The Roaring Uon on the Track. By LAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND RElVL BABcocK. Price, 15 cents.
lHAHKABLE DIVORCE CASES.
The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and
the Philosophy and Treatment of Media- FowJ• Hundred anrl llorty Large
mania.
By FREDERIC R. MARviN, M.D.
Octavo Pages.
Cloth, 50 cents.
.
PricA
reduced
from $2.25 to $1.00.
A Business Man's Social and Relig41tf
Address this office.
ious Views.
Bold and trenchant
blows against theology and inhumanity.
Price, $1.
Alamontada, the Galley-Slave. Translated from the German of Zschokke by
IRA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philosophical nat rativ, intensely interesting.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

('J

Pl

Special Discount on Larger Quantities.

}Last Will and Testament of Jean
Typewriting requires a.llout two months practice,
·
l\leslier, a curate of a Homan church and can be learned along with phonography-only
$10
for circular. Address,
in France, containing the best of his writ- 49tfextra. Send
T. C. LELAND, 744 Broadway, N.Y .
.- ings. 25 cents.

·
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BY JOHN E. REJISBIJRG.

advance.

'.Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical novel
of marked ability. By l?REDERIKA MAcDONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to
$1.25.

15

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

DR. F.tiLLO
WS
Is a regularly educat-

For yeara past It has been known to the pto!es·
slon that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn-out sntierH from disease. Many humanlta·
rlans In the profession, thinking more of the alleviation of suJierlng than t-hey d ld or the code or
ethlca by which thtly were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last xesort and found themselves astonished at the e1Iect upon th!llr l"atlonts.
'fhey had be~n taught that mtdlclne was an absolute essential in all cases, ana thai Lhat falling, the
patient must die, as nothing more cuulu be done.
Here and thete an auvanced thinker has tluug a"Jde
the tie which boun<l hlm to hls dogrn a tic b et!Jrtu
and has resorted to other and ruore eclentlllo met!Jous of treatment. As a result many, !JAvlng l'tOl<eu
tbe bonds which bound them to a systew as barllal'OUS a.s It was unsclentltlc, l1tlve uetd their best energies to devise means for the alleviation uf !Junwu
su1Ierlng. Here and there the wondrous r•owcr ut
MAGNE'riSM was established, an<! many dlseaHt>
hitherto classed as Incurable readily eutJmiLtmt to
Its mild but potent Influence. 'l'hls agent to tho
lntelllgent observer was rouml everywhere. lJclllg,
as It Is, the very essential or all lire, It was round
that the human uo y when In a diseased con<lltfou
was almost bereft of this vital Jll'lnclpl". If we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out liody tile
patient will get well.
•
All 1 but tww le It to be done, says f,he J•llyslolun.

ed and legally quail·
fled physician, and
the most successful
a.s his practice will
pr0ve. He ha.s for
twenty years treated
excl uslvly all dlseBBes
o! the Sexual Organs, In which he
stands pre-eminent.
SPERMATORRH!EA
and IMPO'fENCY
as the result of Beltabuse 1n youth and defence, Uowever, eumA to llle IeBt ue, und. z.::olvNl
sexual excesses in ma.. Llle jJrobleru. Here and t!.ere t.t.rouglluut tho ~<vrld
turer years, causing are llt!da or what ar, known as mogubtiC orP. It
n 1 g h t em!sslons by was observed that lhe ore, whtn t.:Hl'l h d u !Jt,n 1110
dreams, loss of sexual per.eon, was found to b~ a euttgUHl'd agu.l.o~:-1, dit:.eUbt:",
power ,rendering mar. and w Lhla circumstance wo are la.Tgbly ILJdebteu tor
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per- magnetic wear!Itg al,Jllttol, for !twas uneasy tram-1manently by an outside application In sixty days. tlon from carrying magnetic ore to Cf.verlug t!J"
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It Is one of Dr. body with permanemly c!Jurpod mngnets, J·lactd lu
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely un- garments !lttell to every vart or the borly. blLce
known to the medical pro!esslon. Send three 2-cent lh9 first in trod uctlcu or aa.gnetic appliances RB a
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full In curat:ve, there has been a numtJero! thehe SCI-called
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N. magnetic garments foisted upon the Jlubllc by men
whose sole object waa gain. Uneclontlllc ln conJ., and say where you saw this advertlsment,
struction, and llavlng little If auy magnetism In
them, their life was o! short dura\lon; It was lotJg
.From tht Ironclad .Age,
"Dr. FeJ:~ws Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore nc enough, however, to demonstrate that when ccncbeat or humoug. The Freethinkers o! the land structed upon scientific vrlndplea there WMEcarc0Jy
an atlment that human nesh Is heir to t!Jat would
should glv the doctor their patronage."
lyB
no: submit to their lJeallng ln!luence.
THE EUREKA MAGNE'l'lC AP!·LlANCEI:! are euTHE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1. perlor
to everything o! a slrull~tr cna11!Cter hm etoBY MAIL POST·PA.ID.
fore otrered to ih'3 public, belug the only ~clentlfio
ally C(nBtructed ap]Jllance In t!Jo market: It Is nuw
two and a half years alnce they were Ilrst o1l'ored
to the public, and dnrlng that time we bav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single cabo of !allure to rece.tve benefit reported to us, whllo wo are
In dally receipt -of testimonials of cures from all
parts ot the country. We know that dlsea8e canitot
exist where these garments are worn In <JUan titles
as advised by us.
To all who may be affilctecl with any of the follow--.
tng comjJla.lnts, we say unuesltatlngly, tbo Em·eke,
Magnetic Garments will cure you :-l'aralyels,,
Rheumatlem Nervous DobllHy, Neuralgia, J,umbago, Bleeding at tho Lungs, Splnal Dlsoa>ft, Gr,ut:.
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion o! tho Kl<luoys,,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Deb1!1ty Catarrh) Dyspepsia, Lose of Energy_ Heart DIH'a~e-,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and the Constipation
Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
untold miseries resulting from Indiscretions or ex- Chrontc Pefitonltls, CuLee'r, Ovnrlatl 'I'umora,
cesses. A book tor every man, young, middle-aged, Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. VItus' Dane~. and ><ll forma
and old. It contains 126 prewrlptlolll! !or all acute of chroni<J ·lnvt~ll<llem.
and chronic diseases, each one o! which Is lnvalua·
ble. So round bY the author, whose experience for
PRICE LIST.
28 years Is such a.s probably never before fell to the
Jot of any physician. 800 pages, bound In beautiful
French muslln, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
$ 6 00
•
teed to be a ll.ner work In every sense-mechanical, Lun~ Invigorators,
literary, and professional-than any other work sold Gl'ntJemen's Body Belts,
6 00
In th13 country ror $2.50, or the money will be ref) 00
!unded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall Sciatic Appliances,
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. send now,
Knee
(~aps,
Gold meda.lawa.rded the author by the National Med·
leal Association, to tbe ol!!cers or which he refers.
4 00
LPg BP>lts,
This Science or Life should be read by the young
~ 00
•
•
•
!or Instruction, and by the al!!lcted for relief. It Ank'ets
will beaeflt all.-London Lancet.
4: 00
!-o;houlde~ Appliance!l,
There Is no member of society to whom tbls book
1 50
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian Wris Jets, each,
Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.
1
00
Hat
Bands,
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
4: 00
H. Parker, No 4 Bulflnch st., Boston, Ma.ss., who may H('ad Caps,
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill aud ~~
4: 00
perlence. Uhronlc and obstinate dlsea.ses that hav !-<leeping C11ps,
6 00
bal!!ed the skill of all other physlcla.na
a Abdominal ..Belts (ladies),
specialty. Such treated suocess!ully n
15 00
Gents' Vests,
without ~<n lnAtanCll of failure.
1vr4>l
Mention this paper.
- ~!. I
V-' dies' Jacket and Corset
(combined),
1-8 00
Superfine bsoles (all leather), 1 00
OF CONGRESs-By James G. Blaine. The
While these g•uments can he procured at the

KNOW THYSELF

AGreat Medical Wor~ on Manhoool

a oo

LeE Al

THV"t l'

ONE~-MILLIONtil~i~

onJy Bistory of our Government from lSfH to 188L
Hon. John S.Wise, M. c. t'rom Va., says·. wtzoev~rtakes
it up no matter whether he be Jrlr. Blalne s fnend or
~nem'u, will never put it down until he h!UJ read the

whole." $200 per month to good 11.gents. Appl,Y at
once, Tne Henry Bill Pub. Co.,l'iorwlcb, Ct•.

RUPTURES
GUREDuy
ruylUedical Compound nnd lmJ•ro-red

Elastic ~DPJJorter 'l'rusH irlj_rom30 to
90 dav&. Re iable referenc~s g~ven. Send

stamp for circnlu.r, and sau m w"al p(cper
van «aW mv adverllsement. Address C&]:!t.

w. A. Ooli!Dif;Sm!thfUlo, :ol!trtO'II Oo. l. T.

alJove low I-·rieeR no ono (:n,n ntl'(Jrd to be ill.

Our

ladles' supporter" are Just w!Jat every lady In the

land needs, as tt wtll be found a great asatstanco at

certain periods; all these garments are made to
measure, anG a ftt gun.ru.ntPed.

To ladies who are

all orall'ged out " c<•mblnatlon jocl<et and corset
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay for
Itself an hunrlred fold In a rew weeks' wear. 'l'!Jls

garment is only made froin actual measuro, and a
perfect fit a~5uretl.
All eqmmnnlcat\onR nn:-.wel'ed rr~o of charge.
Adriress, iJH L. TENNEY, 471 West Marlison Street,
Chlengo, IlL ~ Agents wan'eJ lvr JjOSton, New- -

1 York

Brooklyn, and Philadelphia,

•
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The Truth Seeker.

OFFIGE.

Resnn·ection of Jesus. Showing the
contntdictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revised erlition. 25 cents.

Revelations of Antichrist. An ex-

haustiv work proving conclusivly that no
snell person as Jesus Christ existed in the
reign of Tiborius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian em. 44G pages ancl full index. Price, $2.
·

FO u N D E D B y D M

I

BE N N E T T .

The Leading Freethought Journal of the W'orld. '
LARGEST, CHEA.PEST, BEST.

The Anonymous Hypothesis of Creation. A Brief Review of the socalled Mosaic Account. By JAMEs F.
FunNISS. Cloth, 50 cents.

I

i

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3.00 PER YEAR; $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS.

The Brain and th·e Bible. By

EnoAR
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT G.
INnEusor.I,, who says of it· "This book,
·written by a brave and honest man, is
fillerl witil brave and ilonest thoughts.
'l'ho arguments it presents cannot be answerorl by all tho tileologians in the
world." Price reduced to $1.

1'he Creed of Christemlom.

SAMPLE

COPIES FREE.

33 Clinton Place,

NEW YORK.

•

The political aim of THE TRUTH SEEKER is to enforce the Nine Demands of Liberalism, which are as follows:

Its

1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical property shall no longer be exempt from just taxation.
foundation contrasted with its super2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in Congress, in State Legislatures, in the navy and militia, and in prisons,
Rtructnre. By \V. RATHBONE GnEG. One asylums, and all other institutions supported by public money, shall be discontinued.
of the clearest and ablest works ever
3. We demand that all public appropriations for educational and charitable institutions of a sectarian character shall cease.
written. $1. GO.
4. We demand that all religious services now sustained by the government shall be abolished; and especially that the use of
the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as a text-book or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall be prohibited.
The Essence of Religion. From the
5. We demand that the appointment, by the President of the United States or by the governors of the various states, of all
German of L. FEUERBACH. Authol" of th religious festivals and fasts shall wholly cease.
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and in all other departments of the government shall be abolished, and that
reduced to GO cents.
s1mple affirmation under the pains and penalties of perjury shall be established in its stead.
7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing the observance of Sunday as the Sabbat-h shall be repealed.
The Godly Women of the Bible. A
8. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of "Christian" morality shall be abrogated, and that all laws shall be
History of all the women who figure in the
Bible. Sharp and telling iu style. Paper, conformed to the requirements of natural morality, equal rights, and impartial liberty.
9. We demand that not only in the Constitutions of the United States and of the several states, but also in the practical
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
administration of the same, no privilege or advantage shall be conceded to Ch1·istianity or any other special religion; that our entire
The Heathens of the Heath. A finely political system shall be founded and administered on a purely secular basis; and that whatever changes shall prove necessary to this
written Hadical 1·omance. By WM. Mc- end shall be consistently, unflinchingly, and promptly made.
DoNNI•n,L, autilor of Exeter H!tll, Family
In philosophy, THE TRUTH SEEKER advocates the upbuilding of a rational system that shall lead to better lives on
Creeds, Day of Uest, etc. 500 pages.
Pnpor, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25.
the part of the people, and that shall yield to its adherents all the social and emotional enjoyments of the churches, with-

The Holy Uible Abri(lgetl. Contain- out any mixture of superstition, or the use of rites and

ceremo~ies

degrading to maJ;lhood and womanhocd.

This

ing the ciloico passages and lovely mor- philosophy must be a growth, an evolution from lower forms, and this growth THE TRUTH SEEKER hopefully fosters.
eoaus pn.rticularly pleasing to CoMsTOCK. It is, therefore, both destructive and constructive.
·
Hl!J pageH. Papm·, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

Among the contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER are the most eminent men and brilliant writers in the Liberal
A ranks of the United States, including Conrtlandt Palmer, Charles Watts, T. B. Wakeman, S. P. Andrews, T. C. Leland,
nine-days' debate on God, the Bible, C. B. Reynolds, S. P.-Pntnam, J. E. Remsburg, W. S. Bush, Elliott Preston, John Peck, J. L. York, Susan H. Wixon,
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JnrrESON and Uev. JACOB DITzLER, Helen Garden6lr, Mrs. Slenker, and many other able men and women. THE TRUTH SEEKER also makes a feature of reprinting the ablest English essayists and philosophers, and during 1884 has given its readers several papers from the
D.D. P!!J)er, 50 cents; cloth. 75 aents.
The Legends of the Patriarchs. By pens of Frederic Harrison and Herbert Spencer. The home contributors are legion, and_~h!)___!lommnnicati.QIDl. omS. BARING-GouLD. $1.50. The Dongt·ega- brace the widest possible range of su bje·otB-"'re1igions;-pliii58opntc, AnarchistiC, SOcfai!stic, lana refOrm, tariff and
t-ionalist, in speaking of it, says: "There political re~orm.

The .Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.

are few Bible readers who hav ''lOt at some
time wished for just snell a volume. It is
a thoroughly interesting book, and will
be seized with avidity by all students of
the Bible.

The Martyrdom of' Man. Embracing·

EVERY LIBERAL IN THE COUNTRY WANTS THE TRUTH SEEKER.
DEPARTMENTS:

In the League Department is recorded the news of the National Liberal League, furnished to our columns

the four divisions of Wat·, Ueligion, Lib· by the secretary, and other officers of the National and auxiliary Leagues.
_
erty, and Intellect. A work of rare merit,
We
also
have
an
able
correspondent
in
Canada,
who
furnishes
weekly
news
of
the
Freethonght
movement in
and written in a superior style. By WIN•
wooD READE. Now edition. 544 pages. that dominion.
Pl"ice !"educed from $3 to $1. 7G.
Our Children's Department is edited by one of the best and most successful writers for children in the

'l'he Ohl Faith an1l the New. A Con- United States.
fession. By DAVID FumnEmcH STRAUss,
autho1· of tho "New Lifo of Jesus," etc.
AutilOl"izo<l translation from the sixth
Gorman edition. 13y MATHILDE BLIND.
Two volumces in one. The translation
1·ovised anrl partly l"ewl"itten, and precedeil hy an American version of the authors '' Pro[ntory Postscript." Strauss
is too well known by tile renders of Amerir.:L to rn<t niro n Ringle word to be said in
ilis praise. J'ric.A, $l.GO.

l'lw On tea.st.

A deep, finely-written

:Rnrlit,tl story. F1·om tile London edition.
By WrNwnnn HEADE, author of "Martyr<lom of 1\hn." ilO cents.

'l'hn P1·o au41 Con ot' Supernatural
ltnl ig;iou. Both Hides fairly and
:thl_y prnsenterl. Hy R E. GUILD, exUni,·nrsalist clergyman. P[tper, 30 cents;

tdoth,

;)0

eont.s.

The U:ulical Pnltlit. Comprising discourses of advancerl thought. By 0. B.
l•'mlTIITNWIA<>t and FELIX AnLI<m, two of
Auwriea's cle:trest. tilinkers. By 0. B.
FnO'rJHNCmAM: Tho New Bong of Christmas, Tilo Depm·tetl Yem·s, Life as a Test
of Creetl, Apoc1·ypilal J~ooks of the New
'L'eMnnwnt, 'The Reetarian Spirit, The
American Gentleman, 'l'he Language of
the Old 'l'estament, Tho Dogma of Hell,
The Value of tho Highm· Sentiments, The
American L:tt1y, The Consolations of nationalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics
of the Hocinl Question, Emancipation,
Lecture nt t.ile Rocond Anniversary of the
Society for Ethical Cnltme, Onr Leaders,
Hav We Still n Religion? Conscience.
Price, in doth, Sl.

The Real lllast•lwmers. By Col. J.
H. KEr,sn, A.l\I.

Price, GO cents.

Truth Seeker Colle1·tion of Forms,
Hymns mul Recit:ttions. Con-

Miss Susan H. Wixon is widely known, not only in the Freethonght ranks, but as a writer for
popular papers and magazines. We have from all sides the strongest testimonials to the efficiency of her work in
THE 1'RUTH SEEKER. She will continue the Department through 1885.
Through the department of" Letters from Friends" hundreds of subscribers have made pleasant acquaintances and
lasting friendships. Its two pages are a place for exchange of thoughts, relation of experiences, and whatever the
friends of Freethonght find occasion to say. This department is a "talk together" of great and varied interest.

A FEW PRESS OPINIONS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER MAY BE GIVEN:
If any of our readers desire to read one of the best Froethought and reform journals published, we should unhesitatingly recommend

to them THE TRUT:E! SEEKER, published by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York, at $3 per annum. THE TRUTH SEEKER is
a large, sixteen-page paper, and is filled each week with the choicest literature pertaining to Freethought and the overthrow of superstitions.
It also ably discusses reforms politically and socially, and ia really one of the best papers we have ever read. It is bold and fearless in its
denunciations of kingcraft, priestcraft, and all other ways and means by which the people are held in bondage and ignorance, and no one
can read THE TRUTH SEEKER a year without becoming nobler an.J· better. You can get the paper three months on trial for fifty cents, and ,r
you try it you will not want to be without it thereafter.-Rochester, N. H., Anti-Monopolist.
.
One of tile finest monuments ever seen in this country has recently been erected to the memory of D. M. Bennett, founder of that
able advocate of Freethought, 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER, in Greenwood Cemetery, New York. One thousand friends of the dead journalist, admir·
ers of his sterling qualities and the beauty of thought, goodness of heart, and the self-abnegation which distinguished his life, contributed to
the fund by which this magnificent memorial Wtts erected. A colored lithograph of this beautiful memorial has just reached us In reality
it is a present that is appreciated more than cold words can express. Besides a view of the monument there is a fine likeness of Mr. Bennett. On the monument are engraved many of the famous utterances of the departed Liberal as well as the record of his life and the work
to which many years of his activ manhood were devoted. THE TRUTH SEEKER perpetuates the fame of its founder by this truly generous
act, and while accepting its generosity witll thanks it is but just and proper that we should add our testimony to that of thousands of
others who have many times declm·ed that as an advocate o ,..,free thought, free speech, and all that is ennobling in nature THE TRUTH SEEKER
has no superior in the universe.-Lackawanna Democrat.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is an iconoclastic journal. The sworn foe of superstition and error in all its forms, its motto might appropri·
ately be, War, war to tho knife, and the knife to the hilt-for it never lets a chance go by to hit superstition a resounding blow. It is a
first-class exponent of what we call fighting Liberalism.
•
.
.
Under the direction of Mr. E. M. Macdonald, it still
flourishes. Besides numerous articles of a polemic character, it contains a department for children, "Notes," "News,"" Gems of Thought,"
"OddRimcl Ends," and numerous letters from correspondents. Besides THE TRUTH SEEKER, the firm publishes also Liberal books, one of
the best specimens Of which is their last publication, the Tll.UTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC, a perfect gem, both in
contents and finish, and which we would recommend to be sent for by those who are not yet acquainted with THE TRUTH SEEKER
publications- The Sociologist.
Single subscription,
One subscription two year!!, in advance,
Two new subscribers,
One subscription with one new subscriber, in
one j;emittance,
One subscription with two new subscribers, in
one remittance,
-

TERMS FOR ISS5:
$ 3 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in
5 00
one remittance,
5 00

5 00

,. uo

One subscription with four new subscribers, in
one remittance,
Any num\oler over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.

$ !ii 50
- 10 00

It i~ thus seen that any of our friends who will take -the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
by gettmg two new subscribers he will get his own paper for $1; by getting three new subscribers he will not only get his own free but
taining forms for org:tnizing societies, $2;
will have fifty cents left to pay cost of money order; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own free and gain $2.
'
marriage, funeral service:>, naming of inmakes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper. If anyone chooses or if by
fants, obitual"y notices, epitaphs, etc. so doingThis
he oan easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share with them the advantages of the club rates.
'
Also 525 Libernl and Spiritualistic hymns
for public meetings, funerals, social gatherings, etc. To which are added beautiful recitations for various public occa·
33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
11ion1. 550 pp. Cloth, 75 cents.
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J/lofts and 9llippings.
"

IN some towns, records the Tribune, there is
·more demand for roller-skating rinks than for
-churches.
IF you wish a first-class Agnostic journal,
·subscribe for THE TRuTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton
l'lace, New York city. $3.00 per year.-San
Francisco Universe.
THE Journal of Rome announces the formation of a "temporal power league" to establish committees throughout the world with the
object of advocating, in the press and from
the pulpit, a platform for the restoration of the
temporal power and domains of the pope.
A PRIEST named Ferdinand, Baron Reverend
Von Rupplin, whom dissipation had driven
from the pulpit and from decent society, committed suicide last week in St. Louis, Mo. In
a letter which he left he says that, having been
abandoned by the bishop and priests, for the
last eleven years he has been obliged to beg
from door to door.
THE popular faith is experiencing a change
of base. "Sam," said Ohio, "why doan you
talk ter old mass a 'n tell urn ter lay up treasures
in hebben ?" Sam: "Gwuffum heah, niggah!
Sense dem Sund'y-school sup'ntendents 'n
pious folks hez took ter 'bezzlin' I hez moab
confidence in airthly banks then heavenly uns
ez fininshul instooshU:ns."
THE Rev. Dr. Moss, of Indianapolis, was recently publishod as having announced himself
in the light of a fallen man, and as asking the
charity of all Christians. He now denies that
he ever did anything of the kind. He says he
does not realize that he has fallen, and intimates that Christian charity is more especially
needed by those who fabricated such falsehoods.
FoR several months Mr. Anthony Comstock
has been forcing the Kings county officials to
close the pool-rooms and other gambling hells.
His failure to convict some of the men led him
to charge that District-Attorney Ridgeway was
in league with the gamblers. Week before last
Sheriff Stegman revoked ComstoGk's license as
. a deputy sheriff of Kings county, on the ground
, of non-residence.
WHEN a pulpit is employed for a useful puri:pose, the fact is worthy of remark. A story
. is told of a country parson who went to preach
:in a remote parish church. The sexton, in
; taking him to the chapel, deprecatingly said:
·"I hope your reverence won't mind preaching
:from the chancel. Ye see, the chapel's a quiet
rr>lace, an' I've got a duck settin' on fourteen
eggs in the pulpit.".
THE Methodist church at Upper Jay, N. Y.,
is in a bad way on account of an organ. The
instrument was recently purchased, but some
of the people objected to praising God by
machinery, and one Sunday morning the bellows was found to hav been cut from the instrument. Everybody is mad, but no one has
as yet suggested placing the minister in the
organ to furnish the wind.
THE students of a Western theologieal seminary are reported. to hav discussed the question whether, in the case of a prayer having
been read from a printed slip on a formal occasion, and there having been a typographical
error entirely reversing the meaning of a passage, the petition was received by Providence
as uttered or as originally written. The debaters spent a whole evening over the point,
and then liad a tie vote.
THE Rev. R. Heber Newton preached on
'".rhe Attributes of Deity " last Sunday, setting forth the character of the Almighty as a
mother as well as a father of the human race.
He said that the common idep. of God was derived from the teachings of men, who had
naturally elaborated a picture of an omnipotent man, dignified and serene while dooming
the greater portion of his own creatures to
eternal torment. This idea had been dwelt
upon by religious teachers until the world had
come to believe "that wild dream of the school
man, the dream of a loving father sacrificing
}lis own son to satisfy law."

Ne-w York, Saturday,Januarv 10,1885. {33CLINTONPLACE. }$3.00 per year.

ing he awoke and found her dead by his side.
The cause of death was found, from the examination made, to hav been inflammation of the
bowels, and a verdict was rendered accordFRANCJG is preparing for more vigorous operaingly. The doctor averred that a dose of castor oil administered at the proper·time would tions against China.
UPwARDs of a dozen business failures and
hav saved the woman.
reductions were reported by the press last SatMosT of the errors of the press, says the urday.
Home Journal, may fairly be ascribed to careMn. GLADSTONE, the English premier, whose
lessness and mischance. Others, however, are
There is an old lady in the eastern part of on record which hav been committed know- health is bad, is ordered by his physicians to
Mississippi who says the Lord has commanded ingly and intentionally, and so can scarcely be take a rest.
NEw YanK's new mayor, Mr. Grace, went
her to spend the bala.nce of her life in fasting, classed as errors. They hav been mostly conand for three weeks she has not touched a nected with Biblical matters, and intended to into office on New Year's Day. Mayor Edson
morsel of anything. "We do not know," says further party interests. It is said that Field, a retires under indictment by the grand jury
the Grenada (Miss.) Sentinel, "what the Lord printer of the time of Charles 1., was paid for corrupt conduct.
said to that old lady, but we think there are £1,500 by the Independents to alter a single
DEMA.IRE DESORMIEllS, a priest, is behind the
quite a number of people about this time that letter in the third verse of Acts vi, so as to bars in Milwaukee, charged with criminal aswill be in her condition, without any Almighty make the word " we" read "ye," and so giv sault on a girl. Two other similar charges will
fiat, before many moons shall wax and wane, the right of appointing pastors to the people, be preferred against him.
and not to the apostles.
unless they go to work."
OFFICIAL statistics show that up to last SunWE find the following in the Wall Street News. day 678 corpses had been removed from the
A FUND is being raised for the relief of Gen.
Grant for his losses through his rascally part- It is suggestiv of the celebrated Isabella-Meth- ruins caused by the recent earthquakes in
ner, Ward. Gen. Grant's income is at present odist mine: "I hear you are without a Granada, a province of Spain.
$15,000, but that is not considered enough. preacher over in your congregation." "Yes,
LouiSE MIOIIEL, the French female SocialWhile few will object to the nation's favorit he left two weeks ago." " Had a call at a ist, imprisoned for incendiary utterances, has
soldier receiving all the money his admirers higher salary, I presume?" "Not as I know been removed to an insane asylum. Solitary
may see fit to giv him, tb ere is still a chance of." "Health failed him, perhaps?" "No; confinement had upset her mind.
to inquire if Something might not more ap- his health seemed to be good." "CongregaIT is understood that about 700 Socialists in
propriately be done for the . poorer persons tion didn't like his preaching then?" "Yes,
Chicago are armed and drilling nightly in milwho were entirely ruined by placing their con- they seemed to." "Well, then, he resigned?"
itary maneuvers. In view of this fact, tt volfidence and money with the fum of Grant & "No, not exactly. Fact was, he unloaded a
lot of railroad stock OD. us at 74, and the shrink- unteer guard has been placed in one of the
Ward.
armories of the city.
A PARAGRAPH in a Toronto paper says: At age, together with some talk about tar and
THE Rev. Dr. Newman has received $10,000
feathers, took him out just as the stock
church fairs in Birmingham, England, there
for a funeral sermon which he preached over
touched 52."
has been a great deal of gambling. The Cona sixteen-year-old son of the deceased railroad
gregationalists had raffles for bank-notes, and
JANUARY 4th, at Bay Roberts, Newfoundland,
magnate, Leland Sanford, of San Francisco.
the Episcopalians announced an open raffle, there was another furious Orange outbreak.
The preacher compared the boy to Christ
" tickets threepence each," with a number of The New York RedemptoristFathers, who are
among the Jewish doctors. Gush comes high
prizes, including bottles of wine and boxes of holding a miss ion in that place, were impristhis year.
cigars, for the benefit of some church schools. oned in their dwelling.· An Orange arch was
TnE Rev. James Pullman, of this city,
At last the oorporation has felt itself bound to erected near the Catholic church, and hunrefuse the use of the Town Hall, unless some dreds of armed Orangemen paraded the streets. preached last Sunday on the doctrin of fire,
guarantee is given that there shall be no When the intelligence reached St. Johns, especially hell fire. The word, he thought,
raffling.
the United States Consul demanded from should be used in the discussion of religion
Gov. Glover protection for United States citi- only in a moral sense. He did not believe that
CoMSTOCK is getting outside his legitimate
zens. An extraordinary meeting of the Exec- fire would ever come in contact with a human
sphere of activity, having just arrested a pious
utiv Council has been summoned. The British soul after death.
deacon in Hoboken. The religious gentleman
MooDY, the evangelist, is in Uichmond, Va.
corvette Tenedos has been ordered to Bay
was vending packages of sawdust labeled
Roberts, and a large body of police has been He is a good Southerner when in the South,
cigars, and supposed to be counterfeit money.
despatched by special trains to the scene of and takes pains to say that he never said anyHaving purified the world, the flesh, and the
hostility. The latest dispatch from Bay Rob- thing unfavorable of Lee and Jackson. In
devil, Comstock has at last got to work inside
erts says: "Catholic Bishop McDonald is pre- thus becoming all things of all men, Mr.
the church. Compared with the battle he
vented by the Orangemen from holding ser- Moody has a no less distinguished predecessor
will there find opportunity to wage, it will be
vice in the church, which they hav sur- than St. Paul the Apostle.
seen that his previous exploits with the hosts
rounded. Affairs are growing darker and
MR. ANDREW CARNEGIE, the rich iron manuof wickedness hav been mere skirmishes. We
more threatening. Hundreds of armed men facturer of Philadelphia, proclaimed himself 11
fear Mr. Comstock has bitten off more than he
are parading the streets. The police are un- Socialist at a recent mfleting of the Nineteenth
will ever be able to masticate.
equal to the occasion. The British man-of- Century Club held at the house of Mr. CourtREPORT says that "Dr. Moorhouse, bishop war Tenedos has just arrived to reinforce the landt Palmer. Mr. Carnegie said to a reporter
of Melbourne, has refused to order prayers for civil authorities. The Orangemen refuse to that he thought Socialism would one clay rule
rain in his diocese. His lordship givs as his take down the arches or flags."
the world, and that then the millennium will
reason that, before complaining, people should
CoMMENTING upon the conduct of the Rev. havcome.
do something themselvs toward storing up the
Heber Newton in preaching heretical doctrins,
TwENTY-TIIREE students in the theological
superfluity in the wet season against the
the Troy Press queries: "What do Episcopa- seminary at Moscow, Uussia, having shown a
drought." We are compelled to say that the
lians believe in, anyway? Hav they really a tendency to sympathize with the Nihilists, the
bishop of Melbourne is theologically unsound.
creed? If so, is it a sort of patent India rub- archbishop of the diocese has caused each of
If there is efficacy in prayer to bring about
ber come-and-go concern that may be twisted them to be severely flogged by soldiers. The
physical results, they should be prayed for.
and yanked and turned to suit anybody's con- friends of the students are trying to hav the
When so obtained they would come easy, and
venience? Here has the Rev. Heber Newton, priest brought to account for tho outrage, hut
the time usually spent in useless labor could
a clergyman of that church, been preaching the czar's government takes no notice of their
then be devoted to improving the mind.
for a year or more the most rank heterodoxy, appeals.
THE Baltimore Sun of Dec. 24th records the and still he is permitted to stay with the
THis is the week of prayer among the
examination by the coroner of a number of church. He was arraigned some time ago bechurches. These institutions hav for some
witnesses in the case of Emma Kitzmiller, who fore the bishop for preaching doctrin conflictyears devoted the first week to that sort of
died through the neglect of her husband to ing with that of the church, but nothing was diversion. If they think that times hav grown
summon medical aid, by relying on faith to done. Last Sunday he preached a sermon in better as a consequence they should feel eneffect the cure. The deceased was the wife of which the doctrin of the messiah, clearly couraged to go on in the great work. If otherLewis B. Kitzmiller, an artist. Several weeks adopted in the alleged creed of the Episcopal wise-and it certainly looks othe.:wise-it
ago Mrs. Kitzmiller complained of illness, but church, was explained away, and no Episcopal would appear like a matter of na.tionnl policy
having, like her husband, become a convert to notice seems to be taken of it. The Rev. Mr. to hav them influenced to desist.
the "faith cure," and placing firm reliance on Newton holds about the same views as Mr.
A CHURCH in Brooklyn has for t4e last five
the efficacy of prayer, she declined to hav med- Matthew Arnold, and they may be correct; but
ical treatment. They were meinbers of the that is not the point. The doctrinH of a church years been occupied alternately by Baptists
"Heavenly Recruits," an organization similar must be maintained, or in effect it surrenders and Episcopalians. Now there is war over the
to the Salvation Army, and many of their rei- the name of church. If the mountain does not question whether the Baptists or the Episcoativs were also worshipers in the same school. choose to go to Mohammed, then Mohammed palians shall hav entire control of the edifice.
Most of the witnesses were believers in the should be brought to the mountain and bound The Baptists at present are in armed possesfaith cure, and testified that Mrs. Kitzmiller over to keep the ecclesiast~cal peace, or e~se sion. Last Sunday five men of that denomirefused to take medicin, averring that Jesus ordered to move on with hrs sermon-machme nation h.,Id the fort, each with a revolver in
was her only physician. It was shown that I to some other locality. Heber Newton and the his hand, and the Episcopalians were unable
the husband, after reading the 14th verse of I Episcopal church cannot both be right. One to carry it by assault. The matter will be setthe fifth chapter of St. John, laid his hands on 1 or the other must be heterodox. Perchance tled in the courts, pending which it is hoped
bloodshed may be averted.
his dying wife and anointed her. Next morn- both, for aught we know."

THE only son of the Bishop of Rochester has
been received into the Roman Catholic Church.
Protestants, says the London Freethinker, readily perceive that the conversion of an alleged
"Infidel" to Christianity proves the incontestible truth of the religion he adopts. But somehow the conversion of a Protestant to Roman
Catholicism proves nothing but the terribly
insidious nature of the Romish system and the
weakness of human nature.
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and F. Boas, Montreal; ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds, New tion of the new arrivals. After an informal and very
York; Allen Pringle, Selby; John Ray, Weiland, and interesting talk on the questions to be decided by
the convention, some one called for music. A very
several others.
enjoyable feature of the evening followed, which was
The
latter
part
of
Mr.
Pringle's
letter
discussed
The Toronto Freethought Gathering.
several matters of business to be brought up in the highly appreciated by the visitors. A few members
In response to a call issued by the Central Executiv convention, which was referred to the several com- of the Toronto Society gave some samples of their
of the Freethought Association of Canada, addressed mittees having the matters in charge. This portion musical and elocutionary talent in playing piano
to the Freethinkers of the Dominion, inviting them of his letter reads as follows:
solos and singing sentimental and comic songs, and
to assemble in convention in Albert Hall, Toronto,
readings. At a late hour the company dispersed, to
And
now
in
regard
to
the
business
proposed
to
be
transac~ed
on S<~.turday, Sunday, and Monday, December 13th, at this convention, and outlined in circular No. 4 under mne meet in the morning at Albert Hall to listen to a
14th, and 15th, to consider questions relating to the heads, I may say that with one or two exception~ it has !DY lecture on" The Sabbath Question,'' by Mr. John E.
perfection of the organization and germane topics, a entire concurrence and approval. These exceptiOns, havmg Remsburg, of Kansas.
number from Toronto and other cities and towns of reference to the 5th and 9th propositions of syllt~.bus, I beg
Sunday morning at 10:30 o'clock, a good audience
respectfully to submit for your consideration.
Canada presented themselvs at the hall on Saturday moat
Mr. George PidNumber five proposes "to arrange for a Canadian edition of was in attendance at Albert Hall.
morning. The morning was devoted to friendly one of the Freethought papers in the United States." This, dington, first vice-president of, the Toronto Secular
greetings and pleasant conversation. It was the in my opinion, would be an un~se moye, almost sure to end Society, took the chair and introduced Mr. Remsspontaneous opinion of those present that it would in failure. The leading Amenc11n Liberal papers are too burg.
and too high-priced, to meet our condition and need~ in
AllSTRACT OF MR. REMSBURG'S LECTURE.
be unwise to proceed to business at once in the ab- large,
Canada at present. Very few mo~e _would ~ke the "Canad~an
sence of many who were expected to arrive on the edition" than already take the o_ngmal, wh~e a new C?a!ladmn Mr. Remsburg showed that the Sabbath was by no means of
afternoon trains. Just before separating for dinner paptlr, moderate in size aJ?-d pnce, would, m my opim_on, be supernatural origin; that it was a natural holiday, instituted
among some of the ancient races from observation of the stars,
it was announced that the Convention would open well sustained henceforth m Canada. Such a paper, With the etc., and was copied from them by the Jews.
name of Charles Watts as editor-in-chief, would easily get a
at 2 o'clock.
He also showed that the Bibfe Sabbath was on Saturday and
dozen subscribers where the one proposed would get one. By
At that hour Mr. J. Ick Evans, president of the this no reflection whatever against the American Liberal papers not Sunday; that the Bible commanded the strict observance
Central Executiv of the Association, called the Con- is either meant or implied. Nevertheless the fact remains of Saturday, but of no other day, and everyone, therefore, who
did not keep Saturday was disobeying the injunctions of
vention to order. After reading the circular calling (and it is a fact) that in the minds of our libe~al Ch~stians, scripture.
To keep Sunday avails not, for there is not a single
and even quasi Rationalists, from whom no mconsidera:t>le
the Convention he said it would be in order to elect portion
of support to our paper would be drawn, there eXIsts word, or even suggestion, in the New Testament that authora chairman.
a great deal of prejudice against the. American . F~eethought izes any change. If Christians accept the Bible as an infalliMr. Watts moved, and Mr. Sisson, of Port Hope, papers, which would not be. felt agamst a Canadmn _paper. ble rule for faith and practice, then they are in duty bound to
holy the seventh day of the week, and not the first.
seconded, that J. I. Evans be elected chairman. The high price of the AmeriCan papers, added to this fact, keep
If there is any abrogation at all of the law, then the SaL bath
it
quite
impossible
to
reach
these
classes
in
~he
would
make
Carried.
manner proposed, while, with a proi?erly conducted Canadia~ is entirely abolished, and there is no holy day to take its place.
Mr. Evans made a short speech thanking the Con- paper at a moderate price, we certamly could reach them, If This is the position of St. Paul, who nowhere enforces the
vention for the honor.
not at' once, at least gradually. Our neigh:bor'.s pape!s are too observance of the Lord's day, or first day, and leaves the dislarge, and too high, and the consequence Is, circulatiOns very ciples to do in this matter as each one was persuaded in his
Mr. Risser was elected secretary.
And who of those here who do take them read them own mind. This was also the attitude of the early Christian
Mr. Harrison, of Toronto, moved, and Mr. Groom, limited.
half through? This is a busy age, and life is short, and our fathers, as Mr. Remsburg demonstrated by ample quotations.
of Meaford, seconded, that Mr. Charles W 11tts, of literature must be "boiled down,"or we cannot go through it. Both Luther and Calvin declared in the same way, and Luther
Toronto, Mr. S. P.Patnam, of New York, and Mr. For myself I never read more than one-third of the Index, the plainly said that he would hav one sing and dance on that day
than surrender his independence. The originator of
John E. Remsburg, of Kansas, be elected life mem- Investigator, or THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I do not know any rather
subscribers who more than half read them. If they were half the present strict observance of the Sabbath was the bloodbers of the association. Carried.
the size, and half the price, they would hav, perhaps, five thirsty Constantine, one . of the greatest tyrants that ever
The chairman explained that it was six years since times the circulation. No matter how excellent a paper may cursed the earth. The first man to make a Sabbath-law was a
the last convention, or annual meeting provided for be in its own department, it is, after all, only one side of life, murderer. What a gift for the Christian church to receive!
Mr. Remsburg showed the relentless injustice of Sabbath
by the rules, was held; since when the association and as life has many sides the progressiv man must hav the legislation
as it was enforced by our Puritan ancestors, Noble
has been inactiv. When it was proposed to bring others, and, therefore, none should be so cumbrous as to en- women were fined, imprisoned, and whipped in the public
croach on the others.
Mr. Watts to Canada early last winter, a consultation If anything is attempted in the way of a paper, I would streets even for visiting a sick daughter on this holy day. The
meeting was held by the Hamilton and Toronto Free- strongly suggest a new paper of our own, small in size, and annals of the Inquisition contain nothing more ghastly and
than this. Shame on a church that boasts of such
thinker.,, and it was considered desirable by that moderate in price. If the new paper could not at first issue outrageous
tyrannical customs.
weekly,
let
it
be
a
fortnightly,
or
monthly,
or
even
quarterly,
meeting to resuscitate this organization. The CenThe Sabbath to-day, as Mr. Remsburg affirmed, is the
and work its way up on a safe basis. Such a paper, aided by
tral Execntiv, elected at the 1878 convention, held contributions from among ourselvs, and under the editorial stronghold of the church. Destroy the Sabbath, and the
over until their successors were elected and qualified, control of lVIr. Watts, conducted with the judgment and dis- church will disappear. Its hold upon civilization would be
forever gone. But while we would destroy the Sabbath as an
and had power to fill vacancies in their body. Ac- cretion we know Mr. Watts to possess, would, I think, succeed unjust
ecclesiastical institution, the Sunday might still remain
and
otherwise
in
Canada.
A
small
fortnightly
or
financially
cordingly a meeting of the Central Executiv was
monthly paper need not absorb much of Mr. Wa_tts's time, nor as a beneficial holiday for the workingmen, maintained upon
called, which met on March 3d, last. They filled all need it interfere very materially with his lecturing tours, pro- a purely secular basis. The Sunday and the Sabbath are not
vacancies in their ranks by electing the following vided some of the Toronto friends could look after the me- identical. Sunday is the first day of the week. The Sabbath
is an ecclesiastical formality, which according to the Bible be_
gentlemen to serve until the present convention: chanical part.
. If anything is done in the premises, I would suggest- a mode longs to Saturday, according to Constantine and modern ChrisCorresponding secretary, J. A. Risser; recording of
procedure something like this: Get out a circnlnr announc- tianity belongs to Sunday, but according to common sense and
secretary, W. H. Durand; committee, J. Harrison, J. ing the paper, size, price, etc., and send it out to the friends universal justice belongs nowhere. Neither industry nor
Taylor, C. Peters, Geo. Piddington, A. Earsman, and throughout the country, asking them to canvass for subscribers morality demands such a relic of superstition.
in their respectiv districts, and send in the names by a fixed
W. Dillon.
After some discussion, in which Mr. Thompson and
date-subscriptions for one year to be paid on receipt of first
The convention unanimously indorsed the action issue
of the paper. If the number of names forwarded were others took part, the meeting was declared adjourned
of the surviving members of the Central Executiv in insufficient to warrant going on with the paper, the proje~t till 2 :30 o'clock in the afternoon.
electing the gentlemen just named to fill the vacan- could be delayed. The annual subscription price ought not,
Sunday afternoon, at the hour stated, Mr. George
I think, to exceed one dollar to begin with, even though this Maddocks, secretary of the Hamilton Secular Society,
cies in their body.
necessitate a small sheet of infrequent issue.
The reports of the officers were postponed till should
The other matter in published syllabus of business to which took the chair, and made a few praliminary remarks,
Monday.
I beg most respectfully to take exception is contained in prop- after which -he introduced Mr. S. P. Putnam, secreThe subjects to be considered at the convention of osition No. 9. Therein it is proposed to adopt not only the tary of the National Liberal League, who proceeded
which notice of motion was given in the call, were celebrated " Nine Demands of Liberalism " from our Amer- to deliver his lecture on " The New Work of Secularcan brethren, but also the "Resolutions" passed at the Casthen taken up.
sadaga Convention. Now, as to the "Nine Demands," so ism (Liberalism)." He spoke as follows:
The question of changing the name to that of the changed in phraseology as to suit Canada, and with the sixth
There will be a new church or common association around
American Secular Union, and also that of amalga- radically changed, as hereinafter set forth, I am entirely in some
grand ideal. We must work together, join heart and
favor
of
their
adoption
by
us;
but
I
cannot
see
the
propriety
mating with the National Liberal League, which is
hand, _and giv and take. Individuality should be preserved,
or
utility
of
burdening
our
principles
and
platform
with
the
expected shortly to be known under the same name,
and personal liberty, but greater than ourselvs is the united
"Resolutions" referred to, as they are more or less irrelevant
were both referred to the following committee: and local in character. The same remarks I ventured to make life of all.
We cannot organize upon the basis of mere opposition to
Watts, Toronto; McDonnell, Lindsay; Sisson, Port in connection with the size of Liberal papars I venture to sug- orthodoxy.
Humanity grows slowly from one idea to another
Hope; Littlehales, Hamilton; and Harrison, Toronto. gest here as to our principles and platform. Let there be no by due process of law, and it is by a change of conditions, and
useless
verbiage.
Boil
them
down
so
that
even
our
enemies
Risser and Sisson moved and seconded that the
not by direct argument, that minds are advanced. Orthodoxy
read them,
itself is continually changing, and what was heresy at one
Annual Convention be held on the fourth Saturday will
As to the Sixth Demand, that " the judicial oath in the time is now the popular theology. The fundamental concepin September and following days.
Harrison and courts and in all other departments of the government shall tion of orthodoxy is wrong, namely, that there is a supernatStrange moved and seconded in amendment that the be abolished, and that simple affirmation under the pains and ural salvation, and it must be swept entirely away; but the
Annual Convention be held in September, the date to penalties of perjury shall be established in its stead," I do not surest method to do this is to show by actual accomplishment
we hav any right to make any such demand. This would that the new is superior to the old, that there is a gospel
be fixed by the Central Executiv. Amendment carried. think
very clearly (to my mind) be an encroachment upon the rights
out of the common facts of life more noble than was
The amendment to the constitution as noticed on of Christians. Those people who conscientiously want to wrought
ever ushered in from the breaking heavens.
the call, to change the annual contributions of the swear and take an oath to assist them to tell the truth ought The character of the new church is to be thoroughly demobranch societies to the Central Executiv to twenty-five by all means to be allowed to do so. And we hav no right, cratic. It is to be of the people and for the people, and each
we the power, to take so sweet a privilege from them. We local organization is to be independent of all outside authority,
cents per member, instead of one-fourth of the annual had
hav a right to deUland that no disability shall be imposed upon and supreme in itself.
membership fee, was carried.
us in the courts or elsewhere, eith& in the matter of evidence
The architecture of the new church shall be more beautiful
The question of ananging for a Canadian edition or otherwise; but this is all we hav any right to demand. I and entrancing than that of the old. It shall express the most
would
therefore
respectfully
ask
you
to
expunge
this
Demand,
of one of the Freethought papers in the States was
glorious hopes of man. Paintings and statues shall elevate
alter it before adopting them.
the soul, and teach noblest things with a perpetual beauty.
referred to the following committee: Strange, To- or radically
Yours faithfully and fraternally,
A=EN PRINGLE.
The voice of oratory, too, shall be heard. The priesthood shall
ronto; Putnam, New York; McClellan, Wallaceburg;
away, but not the scholar and the thinker, who shall hav
Butland and Risser, Toronto.
Groom (Meaford) and McDonnell (Lindsay) moved pass
ever-enlarging career, to unfold the ever-fresh meanings of
The question of the best method of propagandism, and seconded that a vote of thanks be given to the science and literature, to trace the history of man, not falling
and to raise a propagandist i'und, was referred to the gentlemen who hav so kindly remembered us in their like a star from Eden, but ever advancing, until is produced
following committee: Remsburg, K•msas; Groom, letters, and that we regret their absence from our the civilization of Egypt, the poetry and philosophy of Greece,
the strains of Virgil, the songs of Dante, and the dramas of
Meaford; Young, Binbrook; Van Zttndt and Allen, meeting.
Shakspere. The Bible then will be a valuable book, not as
Stou:ffville.
The consideration of further business was ad- containing a supernatural revelation, but being a record of the
struggles of humanity. We disown nothing of the past, not
The question of raising a building fund for build- journed till Monday morning, 10 o'clock.
ing Secular halls, was referred to the following comBefore announcing the adjournment, the chairman Moses or Jesus. Along with them we take the lives of all, and
every point of history gather hope and inspiration.
mittee: R. Algie, Alton; Stoddart, Bradford; Me- extended an invitation to all the ·delegates to attend from
To understand man, to understand the universe, will be the
Clemont, Glandford; Taylor and Earsman, Toronto. an informal meeting and reception at the rooms of object of the church of the future, and into this glorious study
The question of adopting the Principles of Secu- the Toronto Secular Society, which is a branch of our children should come also and feed upon our noblest
ideas. They should not be repressed with dogma, but exlarism, the Demands of Liberalism, and other resolu- this association, in the evening at 8 o'clock.
panded with the sweetest teachings of science, and thrilled
tions as printed in the call, was referred to the folA large number of delegates had arrived on the with
the poetry and romance of life that come from the real
lowing committee: Remsburg, Kansas; Chantler, afternoon and evening trains, and the rooms, No. 9 beauties by which we are surrounded.
Hamilton; Thompson, Duval, and Peters, Toronto.
Grand Opera House, were well filled. After some The music and the drama shall bear their part also in the
RiHser, Butland, and Earsman were appointed on time spent in making the stranger delegates ac- moral progress of man. Music is not the child of the lonely
of the past. Science shall touch it to no blest
the Committee on Credentials.
quainted with each other, it was decided that the superstition!'
import, and the songs to come shall blend in triumphant exThe secretary read letters of regret and congratu- chairman call the meeting to order and that the sec- ultation with the old-time joys.
Jation from Geo. Wilson, R. C. Adams, C. Stevens, retary read the minutes of the day for the informa- The theater shall be one of the teachers of humanity. I~
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it~ b_right and changing scenes will be witnesse~
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t? thin our ranks, whilst some of our numbers, he.ving become
t1red a:nd weary o~ the bitter fight for our rights and liberties,
hav la1d down the1r weapons of warfare and hav become pa.ssiv
spectators of the great struggle now being carried on by
younger and fresher forces.
In all great reforms, how few of those that first enter the field
of battle for the rights of humanity liv to see the realization of
their fondest hopes. In the ranks of science and philosophy
we are constantly reminded of this in the fate of Copernicus,
Galileo, Servetus, Bruno, and many of the most noble of mankind who hav been persecuted and murdered by bigotry and
superstition.
In all ages of the world's history hav truth and enlightenment been born to be smothered by ignorance and cupidity,
and therefore, friends and brothers, thrice welcome is your
presence here to-d!l.y as valiant reserves come to support and
succor the grand army of liberty. Your presence amongst us
is more than ample satisfaction for the many causes of regret
which it has been both my duty and desire to make known.
You ai:e worthy comrades in a noble cause. ·The question
whether the world shall remain manacled and chained by ignorance and intolerance is still left to the arbitrament of your
noble efforts. To the Agnostics of the world, the world owes
whatever freedom mankind may possess. Roman; Greek,
European, and Indo-Egyptian history is full of the glorious
attempts of ancient and modern Agnosticism in striking from
the ankles of an ignorant and benighted humanity the shackles
of superstitious bigotry place·d upon them by cupidity, self·
interest, and credulity.
Now the irrefutable demonstration of scientific research
opens to the world the pages of a Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall,
and others who form a brilliant galaxy of modern-born light,
whilst the philosophic pages of Spencer are lifted from the
depths formerly fathomed by Aristotle, Bacon, and the more
ancient of the world's philosophers who had not the scientific
assistance furnished by more modern times. Science now
rushes into the arms of Agnosticism, spurning the unnatural
embrace of all supernatural religions. Henceforth she occupies the throne of reason, and banishes forever from her impsrial court the polluted presence of error, superstition, and
ignorance.
How long may we not dwell upon the recollections of
friends, comrades, and companions whose manly presence in
the past gave us heart and nerved our hands in the hour of the
The meeting then adjourned till 7 o'clock. In the thickest fight, and when the saddening influence of apparent
evening Mr..J. Ick Evans called the meeting to order, defeat recalled to· our minds the immortal words of one of the
greatest of the world's heroes, "These are the times that
and introduced Mr. VVatts, who lectured on "Free- try men's souls;" and truly it may he said there hav been
thought-Its Nature, 'Struggles, and Achievements." times in the existence of our beloved society when these words
Freethought assumes that reason is the highest faculty of of the immortal Thomas Paine were not only fully realized,
man. Although it is not infallible it is the best guide we hav but were nobly responded to in the redoubled efforts of a
both to truth and morality, and we must use it without fear. well-directed energy on the part of its members.
·
The moment we submit our reason to anything outside of itOur happy meeting here to-day is the well-earned outcome
self we are slaves. - The church, the Bible, the Gods must be of eight years of indomitable perseverance, and although the
defined and expressed in the terms of reason, or else they are overwhelming force of circumstances prevented our obeying
useless. If they cannot endure the light of reason they must the mandate of the last convention of the Freethought Associbe swept away. Every one who has done anything for the ad- ation of Canada to call a convention of the Freethinkers or
vancement of the world has been a Freethinker, at least in Agnostics of Canada at least once a year, we hav been comthat one thing by which he has benefited mankind. No fresh palled to delay such call till we felt sufficiently strong to
thought has ever come, nor new truth has ever been discovered, warrant your officers in bringing from their distant homes
except by Freethdught. The martyrs who hav perished at the Agnostics of the United States and Canada to this imthe stake hav been Freethinkers in that one conviction for portant convention.
But although nearly eight years hav elapsed since the meet·
which they hav died, for they hav clung to that conviction
though all the world was against them. This i~ the nature of ing of the last convention of the Freethinkers of Canada, we
Freeth ought to submit to nothing but the enlightened intellect. are here to-day ready to place again in- your hands the noble
There may be mistakes and errors in the process of reasoning, trust with which ~on honored us. .A .small number of ~he
but reason, and reason only can correct itself. It studies f,wts "old officers of the Fr<Oethought :\ssocmtwn of ~a!la~a, whwh
first of all, more facts the better; from facts, and a constantly were electe? at the last convent~on, are B~lll w1thm 1ts ranks,
increasing experienee, ever new results are arrived at, and but.where 1t was n~ce~sary to fill va~anclGs to carry on the
nobler attainmsnts made.
bus1.ness of the ass?Clatwn, such appomtments hav been ma~e
Freethought has ever had to struggle; priestcraft and king- relymg upon the c1rc~mstances. of each ~ase and the ~ood wlll
craft hav ever been against it. Freethonght has its martyrs of th~ members of th1s conventwn to ratify and sauctwn such
and its heroes adorning all the pages of human history. It appomtments.
.
.
has advanced slowly but surely. Through all the dark cenYour officers hav mu~h.pleasure m an!louncmg _the fact that
tnries it has made more light and mol'e happiness and a higher the. Freetho~ght Assocmtw_n of Can.a~a 1s a f_ully m~o.rporated
virtue. It has developed the manliness of man, the nobility SoClety, haVlng all t~e nghts, pn'?leg~s, lmm~n~tles, and
of woman. Its triumphs are great, and they will be greater e_moluments ~hat such mcorporatwn 1mphes. Th1s mcorporayet. The future belongs to Freeth ought; the authorities of twn was obt~med under the general act of the House of Assamthe past, based on superstition and ignorance, are losing their bly_of. Ont mo, p~ss~d for the benefit of b~ne:volent a~d.other
influence. The mind of man asserts its inward power. so01et1es, but there 1s stro!lg reason forbel~evmg that 1f 1t. h~d
Science is to be the Christ of humanity. It opens the ·foun- been foreseen t~~t AgnosticlBDJ .or Seculansm would avail lttains of life arid givs hope and inspiration. To Freethonght self, of th~ proVlsions of the a~t 1t would not hav become law.
we are devoted; for it we shall struggle, and in its triumphs
'l~e eVidences of _th_e f~regomg _fact are so strong ~hat they
we shall rejoice. Through its victory morality shall be en- remmd us of ~he lllJ,ustwe _and mtolerance that st1ll so-rely
throned in the place of blind faith, humanity shall be exalted vex the Agn?stws or Secular~sts of Cana.da: . Th:e most notaas the supreme being for us to admire, love, and respect, and ble of these 1s the law of_ ev1dence. Th1~ 1~1qmtons law has
to which our energies shall be consecrated; and the future to so~e ~xt~n~ been modifie_d by the provm01al government of
shall contain on the bosom of this earth that heaven which is O~tar10 m ClVll cases, bu~ st~ll the foulest murder may be ~om
the dream of its noblest spirits. Freethought shall clothe us m1tted J_tpon an Agnostw 1I1 any part of Ca!lada, and 1f no
with the powers of nature, unfold the wealth of human facul- ot~er eVld~nce than that of a brother Agnostw ~ould be. obties, and by emphasizing what is useful to the world, create ta1_ned agamst the murderer, he could not be co!lvwte~ on su?h
that which is the most beautiful and prooressiv.
eVidence. It ther~fore b_ecomes every Agnostw or ~ecul~nst
o
to sack party, to d1vest h1mself of all personal consH'leratwns
The three Sunday meetings were thrown open to in one determined effort to obtain repeal of a law tha~ disthe public by special invitation which was made graces the statute-book of any country or people professmg to
,_
b ad
t'
t · th
'
d b
be free. To the Mowat government of Ontario belongs the
.~~.nown Y
ver Ismen Ill
e newspapers an
Y honor of the first step in the relief of persecuted Agnosticism.
other means. The result was a good attendance at
You will be asked at this convention to sanction the amalgaeach of the lectures.
In the evening, particularly, mation of the Freethought Association of Canada with the
the hall was crowded to the doors, a large number Liberal League _of ~he United States. The mai!l object of
·
bl t
bt ·
d •tt
The thra such am11.lgamatwn 1s to be prepared to meet arb1trary exacno t b eing a e O O am. a mi anc~.
.
"e tions, deprivations, or vexations to Agnostics in Canada or the
speakers mttde an exceedmgly good ImpressiOn on United States. The necessity of such organization is made
their audiences, and hav no doubt started a boom in fully manifest in Canada by the late seizures of the works of
Secularism and Freethought in Canada that will Paine and Voltaire in the Torunto and Montreal custom houses
't 11 1
At th
1
of th on the absurd plea of "obscenity." "Had this amalgamation
ga th er f orce as I ro s a ong.
e c ose
e existed when this unheard-of plea was put forward by the
meeting it adjourned to resume business at 10 over-zealous collectors of Montreal and •roronto, they would
o'clock, Monday morning.
hav most certainly been called upon to defend their positions
Monday mm:ning the chairman called the Con- in the law courts of the country. Such amalgamation of Agtl
t'
nosticism and Secularism on this continent will make bigots of
.
t
d •
ven t lOll O or SI promp Y on Ime.
.
the stamp of these sapient collectors think twice before they
The secretary stated that he would like to hav the again attempt to become the laughing-stock of all advanced or
convention appoint an assistant secretary, and he enlightened communities. These books hav since been wnnominated Mr. George Maddocks, of Hamilton, for demne~ ~o de_struction ~y th:e do~inion government _of Canada,
' t
't'
C
· d
thus s01hng 1ts otherWIS'e mtelhgent rule by the 1rreparable
t na posi
arne · .
stain of bigotry, superstition, and intolerance.
The president made his report as follows:
In obedience to the resolutions passed at the last convenBrother Agnostics, Secularists, and Fteethinlcer_s: My heart tion of the Freethought Associatio~ of Canada, held in this
warms within me when I remember that on Apnl14, 1877, or hall on the date before named, and m furtherance of the propnearly eight years ago it was my pleasing duty to welcome agandism of Secularism in Canada, your officers invited to
delegates from nearly ail parts of Canada and the United States Canada, as a permanent propagandist lecturer, Mr. Ch_arles
to a convention held in this self-same spot, and where, for the Watts, of London, England, upon an arrangement that w1ll be
same purpose a:nd like bu~iness, I now cordially we.lcome :you. laid befo_re the convention for ratification and appro.val. T_he
Eight years brmg in the1r wake many changes, JOys m1xed extraordmary success of these _lectures, together w~th the mwith regrets, and, in 011r case, amongst the latter may ~e ~rease of local branches at ~am1lton, Well!1nd, Dunv1lle, Owen
reckoned our losses by absent friends and fellow-workers m Sound, Meaford, Oshawa, Lmdsay, Bellev1lle, Gananoque,_and
the good cause of the intellectual emancipation of downtrod- other places fully warrant the step taken by your Execut1v to
den humanity.
place ?e~ore the people of Canada the principles of scientific
The number of intelligent faces I now see around me recalls Matermhsm.
to memory the many sterling friends whose absence we must
Your Executiv in returning into your hands the honors conall deeply regret. Many removals to distant parts, the in~ati- f~rred UJ?On them, confident!~ ask your app;oval, and this, if
able demands of King Death, and other causes hav consp1red g1ven, will mply repay the tnals and anx1et1es naturally con.
th_e common
destmy an~ glory of us all. ~he ho~e and ~o~mll.1fe shall be
more beaut1ful than ever. W1th mans prod1g10us mtellectual
advanc~ment there must b_e a. -~eeper and finer _broth_erhood;
a ble!ldmg together of the 1~iliv1dual and the umversal.
Th1s shall surely comei w1th more truth there shall be more
beauty and .more huma111ty.
" In the wide future there's a golden age,
Richer than ever gleamed on poet's page,
Where all that's excellent on earth shall thrive
And the pure, generous soul alone shall liv;
Where meanness, treachery, and narrow thought,
The stupid pleasures that are sold and bought,
The heart that's false, the spirit insincere,
The dark ambition, and the soul of fear;
All these shall vanish in its vivid light,
And happy homes shall sparkle on the sight;
sweet liberty shall reigu in every soul,
And truth and righteousness complete the whole.
Ah, yes; this happy time shall surely come;
Eye not the future with long faces glum,
This world of ours is not so vel'Y bad;
From every struggle comes a music glad;
In every sinking of the soul with dread
Thel;e is a resurrection from the dead;
When in the wilderness we faint with thirst,
Heaven's sudden angel shows the fountains burst:
Oh, there are prophecies of this bright time,
·
d d
In many a b urmng wor an thougilt sublime.
We feel them when the gorgeous springtime flows,
When summer murmurs to its golden. close;
·
h
· h
d
We fee 1 t ern lll t ose eep and mystic days
That flash and gladden in October's haze.
.
•8
And wintBr pure and spang 1mg lengths of snow
Unfold its fairy visions in their glow.
Oh, nature comes from out the heart of love,
It's rich witl:l joy below, around, above;
The universal glory flames in all,
In constellation's huge and feathery ball;
Within, without, to purity and life
d
The perfect won er shines above the strife;
The earnest purpose makes the future bright,
·And paradise is found in doing right."

w_n.
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sequent on so important a charge as the propagandisrn of
Freethought or Secularism when orthodoxy is so strong us it
is known to be in Canada. But before separating or rendering up theil· respectiv offices, they respectfully beg to recommend that the future corresponding secretary receive the sum
of two hundred dollars annually, payable quarterly, us a
douceur, and not as a salary. The arduous nature of the work
required in the effectiv working of the office of corresponding
secretary cannot be insured without some such provision.
A detailed account of receipts and expenditures will be laid
before the convention, ami which we trust will meet with your
approval, hoping that yon will be able to acquit your Exemtiv
of laxity of endeavor oro£ extravagance of expenditure. Much
more might hav been done with more ample funds, but your
Executiv fully trusts that the finanaial and general management of your generous trust will be found to hav been anministered with due regard to the best mterests of our >lssoci>ltion,
and to the satisfaction of the honorable memhe:s of this convention. All of which is respectfnlly submitted by your humble servant,
J. lex EVANs, Pres. F. A. of Canada.
The secretary made a brief verbal report, promising to giv a more extended one in the columns of
THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Investigator at a future
date. After giving a brief resume of the condition of
the Association previous to the reorganization of
the Central Executiv, he stated the circumstances
that brought about the. l'e-organization.
The leading Freethinkers of Hamilton and Toronto had
made a proposition to Mr. Charles Watts to make
his home in Canada and organize the Liberal element throughout the country.
It was considered
desirable to place this matter before the Freethinkers in the Dominion as early as possible. That
it might be done in a manner that would create confidence, it was decided to resuscitate the Freethought Association of Canada that was incorporated
under a general act of the Ontario Parliament in
1878, that its Central Executiv should should take
the matter in charge and present it to the Liberals
of the country, soliciting- their support, both financially and activly. On March 3d of this year the old
members of the Central Ex:ecut{v held a meetin~ at
the rooms of tbe Toronto Secular Society, and filled
the vacancies in its body-as stated by the ch11ir in
the proceedings of Saturday. Under the instructions
of this body a circular was drawn up, dated April 1st,
and mailed to all Freethinkers whose addresses he
had procured.
The contents of this circular, that
gave the details of the proposed arrangement, hav
been in the possession of all present, and need not be
dwelt upon here.
The responses to this circular hav been very
liberal, but still more money is needed.
The detailed report of receipts in response to this circular
will be given in the treasurer's report.
In Septem. ber Mr. Durand, who was elected secretary to fill a
vacancy, resigned his office, since when the correspondmg ~:~ecretary has filled the office pro tem. The
Toronto Secular Society voted itself a branch of the
Freethought Association of Canada, and branches
hav been instituted as follows:
Weiland Secular Society.
Aylmer Secular Society.
St. Thomas Secular Society.
Belleville Secular and Literary Society.
Gananoque Secular Society.
Alton Secular Society.
Hamilton Secular Society.
Oshawa Secular Society.
Lindsay Secular Society.
Meaford Secular Society.
Owen Sound Secular Society.
The societies at Toronto, Hamilton, Well and, Alton,
and Lindsay are in flourishing condition, the others
need more or less encouragement and assistance.
The preliminaries that hav brought about this convention are more or less familiar to all, and it is not
necessary to take up your time in recaptulating
them.
The election of officers who compose the Central
Executiv for the term ending with the next annual
convention was then taken up, and resulted as follows:
President, J. Ick Evans.
Secretary, R. B. Butland.
Corresponding secretary, J. A. Risser.
Treasurer, John Taylor.
Committee, F. Strange, J. Harrison, Geo. Piddington, A. Earsman, G. McFedries, Chas. Hicks, Chas.
Peters.
Trustees, who are not members of the Central
Executiv, T. Littlehales, Hamilton; Wm. McDonnell,
Lindsay; John Groom, Meaford.
Mr. Charles Watts, from the committee on changing the name of the association and am'llgamating
with the National Liberal League in the United
States, recommended the passage of the following
resolutions:·
1. Resolved, That the name of the l'reethonght Associ11.tion
of Canada be changed t.o thut of the "Canadian Secular
Union."
.
2. Resolved, That the Can11.dian Secular Union (late Freethought Association of Canada) be amalgamated with the
National Liberal League of the United States, under the general title of theAmel'icr.n Secular Union.
Mr. Watts said that the whole of the committee
appointed to consider the advisability of this change
and amalgamation were heartily in favor of the proposed alterations. Personally, he de~;med it a most
important step in the right direction. The term
Secular was more definit than the phrase Free( Continued on page 22.)
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'l'he Liberal Club.
The regular reporter of the proceedings of the
Liberal Club-probably fearing that Mr. Vaughan
would be there, or that the ghost of Mr. Shook
might stalk through the hall-declined to attend.
This chronicle will, therefore, as it is prosaically accurate, and unrelieved by a vivid reportorial imagination, be different from previous reports.
Prior to the lecture by Mr. Remsburg, Madam
Delescluze occupied the platform for half an hour
soliciting aid for John Swinton's Paper. Twenty subscriptions was the amount of aid she wanted. The
writ~gs of Mr. Swinton, Madam Delescluze alleged,
con tam food for thought and exhilaration. Nineteen
subscriptions were soon obtained, but the twentieth
came slow, and Dr. Foote put in another dollar torelieve the suspense of those who did not wish to help,
yet feared the lady would turn to them personally.
Madam Delescluze thanked Dr. Foote warmly, and
also the club. She would, she said, make the labor
unions blush for their lukewarmness when she recounted to them the generosity of the Freethinkers.
(.A. voice: "That's extreme." Another voice: "That's
so.") The club was not a labor organization, yet it
had done more to help the labor cause than any union
in the city. The madam was going on to make a
speech, but the chair cut her short by intimating that
she could hand the twenty dollars to Mr. Swinton
with the compliments of the club, and that now Mr.
Remsburg should hav the :floor.
Mr. Remsburg denied that Sunday was established by the Bible, and quoted, to show its origin,
the edict of Constantine, A.D., 321:
"Let all judges and all people of the towns rest, and all the
V>lrious trades be suspended on the venerable day of the Sun.
Those who liv in the country, however, may freely and without
fault attend to the cultivation of the fields, lest with the loss
of favorable opportunity the commodities offered by Divine
Providence should be destroyed."
He cited the following authorities against Sabbath
keeping:
Martin Luther: "As regards the Sabbath, or Sunday, there
is no necessity for keeping it; but if we do, it ought not to be
on account of man's commandment, but because Nature
teaches us from time to time to take a day of rest. . . .
If anywhere the day is made holy for the mere day's sake, then
I orde~ you to work. on it, to dance on it, and to do anything
that will reprove thrs encroachment on the Christian spirit and
liberty" (Table Talk).
Phillip Melancthon: "They who think that by authority of
the church the observance of the Lord's day was appointed instead of the Sabbath, as if necessary, are greatly deceived"
(Augsburg Confession).
John Calvin: "Christians should hav nothing to do with
a superstitious observance of days" (Institutes, B. II. chap.
vili~
'
William Tyndale: "As to the Sabbath we be lords over and
may yet change it to Monday, or into any other day as w'e see
need; or we may make two every week, if it were expedient,
and one not enough to teach the people. Neither needed we
any holy day ttt all, if the people might be taught without it"
(Tyndale's Works, B. I., chap. xxv).
Archbishop Whately: "There is not even any tradition of
their having made such a change; nay, more, it is abundantly
plain that they made no such change" (Notes on Paul).
Jeremy 'faylor: "'fhat we are free from Sabbath observance, St. Paul expressly affirms in Collossians" (Doctor Dubitantium, B. II., chap. ii).
Bishop Warburton: "The observance of the Sabbath is no
more a natural duty than circumcision " (Divine Legation, B.
IV., sec. 6).
John Milton: "The law of the Sabbath being thus repealed
that no particular day of worship has been appointed in its
place is evident" (Christian Doctrines, B. II., chap. vii).
Erasmus, Neander, John Knox, John Bunyan, Richard Baxter, Dr. Paley, Bishop Cranmer, and many other eminent divines and reformers might be named as standing opposed to
Sabbath observance.

Ages preserved the germs of civilization. Dr. Weeks
once met a man in W&stchester county a Calvinist
who held that Universalism would le~d to crime:
He (Dr. Weeks) remarked that a man who thought
that way ought to be caged-and Calvinism was just
the cage for him.
Mr. Welch if he had his way would not permit
'
'
ews
to keep their stores open on Sunday, because
J
he had a cousin who kept a shoe-store on Grand
street, and this cousin told him (Mr. Welch) that the
Jews kept their stores open on Saturdays after 3
o'clock and all day Sundays. This compelled Mr.
Welch's cousin to do the same. Mr. Welch thought
the churches were not so bad as the rum traffic.
Mrs. Leonard said the saloons :flourished better
where Sunday laws were in force. In the cities of
St. Louis, Cincinnati, and Chicago, which were the
center of the universe, people had picnics and enjoyed themselvs freely. There were many reasons
why we should hav a day of rest. The wealthy do
not need any rest.
Mr. Rosenburg got up to go home, but upon Mr.
Wakeman's agreeing to speak sat down. Mr. Wakeman said the speaker of the evening had told them
why the Christian Sabbath should not be kept by
church-going. He wished Mr. Remsburg had added
a few paragraphs showing how the day ought to be
used. By the farmer, Mr. Wakeman said, the Sunday should be utilized for mental improvement. The
professional man should go out-doors. Mr. Wakeman usually spent the day on his farm, working. He
had been threatened with arrest, but be told his
Christian neighbors that out-of-doors was his church
-couldn't they see the dome ?-and that his way of
worshiping was by communing with nature. He had
not been arrested yet, but when he was that was the
line he should fight it out on. People should also
take a bath on Sunday, but should never use tobacco
or alcoholic drinks-for what was the use of keeping
the outside clean if the inside was filthy ? Cleanly
people who drank or smoked were whited sepulchers.
Mr. Remsburg said he could not tell people how
to spend Sunday, except they should each judge
what was best for himself or herself. What he was
laboring and pleading for was the liberty to use the
day in any way one pleased. .A.t the conclusion of
Mr. Remsburg's short reply the audience, including
Mr. ~osenburg, dispersed, carrying away the impressiOn that Mr. Remsburg knew about as much
concerning the Sunday question as his critics.

givs ground to believe in his salvation. But dogmatic Unitarians who deny human depravity and guilt the need of regeneration, and the atonement of Christ, rep~diate specifically
the doctrin of justification by faith, and feel.competent to
work out their own salvation, cherishing a claim upon the
favo~ of God ~>ased upon conscious righteousness, are entirely
outside the kingdom of Christ as described in the gospel."
Dogmatic Unito..lans will therefor 1
t k
t" th t th
-·
.
e P e~se a ~no ICe . a
ey
can expect no me.rcy from the Methodist devil. He will burn them that the scnptures may be fulfilled.
THE generous aid extended to Mr. Swinton by the members
and attendants of the Liberal Club on the evening of Mr.
Remsburg's lecture will, perhaps, open that gentleman's eyes
to the fact that the best friends of the laboring man are to
be found among the Freethinkers. It will be a long time before any champion of Labor will be allowed the use of a pulpit from which to plead for John Swinton's Paper. Madam
Delescluze knew better than to go to Socialist Rylance for the
opportunity of advocating to a Christian congregation the
cause of the cla<Js of people among whom Christ is said to hav
m•tde his home, or to any of the preachers whose hearts bleed
for the poor, but wl!tose pockets and those of their sleepy
hearers are hermetically sealed to all except the heathen, who
are much better off than the poor appealing at the church's
very doors for justice and a chance to earn their living. The
condition of those who most need the change will never be
bettered till they hav dropped their superstition ana work
upon the utilitarian principle of happiness ahd prosperity
here on earth, and cease to regard this life merely as a vale of
suffering through which they must pass as best they can in
order to enjoy a world hereafter.
THE following account of missionary tyranny comes to us
through the Hindoo Excelsior Magazine. It took place in Lahore: "A young man-a Brahman-adopted Christianity, and
anxious to bring his wife over to the fold, went to bring her to
Lahore from his nativ village. Arrived at Lahore, he did not
go to his brother's, and quieted the suspicion, of his wife by
saying that he had fallen out with his brether and taken up
separate lodgings. She was on this· pretext taken to the mission compound, and introduced to a lady who passed herself
off as a Khetrani. The suspicion ef the decoyed woman was,
however, soon roused, and she got hold of a sweperess to convey the news of her arrival to her husband's brother. In the
mean time, her husband and the inmates of the mission com•
ing to know that she was likely to be res~ued, she was taken
over to Russoor, where she was detained for nearly a couple
of days, without food or drink, under the auspices of the local
mission. Great secrecy as to her whereabouts was observed,
but the secret, notwithstanding, oozed out, and her friends,
with the aid of the police, at length succeeded in effecting her
deliverance." Proceedings for damages are about to be instituted against the zealous Christians.

Editorial Notes.
AN English Society for the Conversion of the Jews anWHEN the Catholics ruled Italy, its funds were quoted at nounces as the result of its last year's work the conversion _.of___ .
thirty-six. Now they are at nearly the same figures as the four Jews, at an average cost of about $21,000 each. The
Tirnes of this city thinks this is dear, and unfeelingly throws
English.
suspicion upon the genuinness of the work. "There was
THE managers of the New Orleans Exposition hav decided formerly," it says, "and perhaps still is, an edifying ceremony
to keep it open on Sundays. At which decision the Protest- held yearly in the baptistery of the Roman Church of St. John
ants are wroth, but the Catholics look upon it with favor.
Lateran, .where a Jew is publicly baptized. It has, however,
"THERE are some poisons so subtle that no chemical test can been more than suspected that the Lateran Jew undergoes
detect them, but the smallest quantity introduced into the conversion annually for a fixed salary, and that he promptly
system will produce almost instantaneous death. Such, too, returns to the Mosaic faith the day after his baptism, and conis the secret poison of the tongue. How fatal it is! Oh, the tinues steadfast thereia until the next year. Converts like
lives it has ruined, the homes it has destroyed, the hearts it this one are not particularly useful, and certainly they are not
has broken! Sometimes half a truth is given; at others silence, worth $21,000 apiece. Heathens come so much more cheaply
accompanied with a suggestiv shrug, will blast a life, and, than Jews, that it seems as if the English society already menonce started, you cannot stop it. Said an English writer who tioned could spend its money with better results in Africa and
had felt the sting of slander, 'There is no personality too Polynesia than among the European Jews. A fair article of
mean, no insinuation too audacious or too false, for the reck- African convert can be made at a cost of about $250, and the
lessness of these slanderers.'" So said the Rev. C. H. Eaton, gentle Polynesians can be converted at even a cheaper rate.
in his sermon last Sunday. We hope he and his brother The money which the society has laid out on four Jews might
In closing, Mr. Remsburg said: "Against these preachers will remember these words when they orate their hav converted 84 Africans and, say, 100 Polynesians. This
surely would hav been a better investment of the money, and
Sunday laws let every honest man protest. They usual abuse of Paine on the Sunday after the 29th.
would hav been far more satisfactory to the societ;r's subare not needed. .Tustice is not observed in their en"SoMEHOW the beautiful Christmas spirit seems to hav scribers."
forcement. Whatever is a crime or misdemeanor on
Monday, is a crime or misdemeanor on Sunday; and penetrated even the unbelieving bosom of the editor of THE
THE present week sees the last of the Review, a Liberal
~'RUTH SEEKER. How else account for the appearance of
whatever is lawful on Monday, cannot in justice be Christmas poems and stories in that Infidel sheet ?"-Catholic monthly published by R. P. Wilcox, of Milan, Ohio, and the
unlawful on Sunday. Let the people of this country Union and Tirnes.
first number of the Agnostic, published by E. M. Lester in
enjoy that entire civil and religious freedom which
The observance of Christmas is a social custom derived from Philadelphia. In his valediction, Mr. Wilcox expresses deep
the genius of their Constitution guarantees them. tile pagan festival of the so-called birth of the sun. It has been regret at having to part with his readers. "We have worked,"
Let each one determin for himself, not only which stolen by the Christians, who try to make the world think they he says, "long and hard to make the Review an important
shall be his sacred day, but also in what manner it originated it. It is a season of rejoicing, and can be appro- factor in the cause of reform, and it pains us, after having
shall be observed. Let those who deem it their duty priately used by any one, pagan, Infidel, or Christian. The spent our youthful days with our paper, to giv it up; but so
to set apart one day in seven for religious worship holidays are a time of jollity and good cheer, of making pres- it must be, as a pressure of other work has rendered it imposdo so; let those who des_ire to appropriate a day to ents and renewing friendships, and most Freethinkers believe sible for us to do it justice. Friends, we greatly dislike to
rest or study do so; and let those who desire to de- in using them. Certainly every occasion of doing good or of part with you, many having been with us since our commencevote a day, no matter what that day maybe to pleas- making relativs and friends happy should be utilized. A very ment of journalistic labors, but hope it is temporary, and only
ure and recreation, do so. Let them step f~rth from good custom the Chinese hav on their New Years is that of for a few years at most." The salutatory of the Agnostic promises that the paper "will strive to be as much of a gnostic as
this puritanical prison into the grand palace of nat- paying their debts. It is a very good way to giv pleasure.
possible in all that pertains to the betterment of our condition
ure-not as escaped convicts, liable to hav their reputations brained by a statutory club in the hand of
ONE of the questions put to the Advocate last week was as to in this life, and only assume the Agnostic position toward ansome brutal justice, but as free people, serene with the ultimate destination of one who was once an evangelical other life of which we know nothing, and can know nothing,
the consciousness of not having committed even an church-member and became a Unitarian in faith, but, until notwithstanding the assertions of professional purveyors of
artificial wrong. Let those who wish to make Sun- death, believed in prayer, and exhibited the fruits of the spirit such information to the contrary. The Agnostic will also
day t,he saddest,. ~reari,est day of all the seven, enjoy in patience, long-suffering, charity, and the abhorrence of fearlessly present the gospel of free speech, free press, and a
th? blessed pnvllege, but let them keep their med- falsehood. This complication puzzles Mr. Buckley. While free people, with the word free subject only to, the limitations
dhng fingers from off those who would make it the he has "no doubt of the destructiv nature of the heresy of imposed by the essential conditions of civilized society, trustbrightest, sweetest, happiest day." The lecture was Unitarianism, believing that its direct tendencies as a system ing in the protection promised by our constitution to save us
attentivly listened to and heartily applauded.
are equally antagonistic to the doctrin and the spirit of the from the avenging thunderbolts of priestcraft in this life, perMadame Delescluze said she thought all ministers gospel, it is not our province to decide, or even to hav an fectly content to trust to our own prowess to outwit their
t
h
k
opinion, upon the future of any one individual. If the person sheriff and executioner (the devil) in any other world which
d ·d
I
no wis to ma e Sunday a gloomy day. She referred to became self-righteous, ignored Christ as a savior, we may chance to be sojourning." We lament with Brother
knew many who wanted libraries and places of ra- lost all consciousness of sin and dependence upon redeeming Wilcox the death of the Review, and exult with Mr. Lester
tional amusement open on that day. She was grace, we see no ground in the New Testament for hope of ac- that a new standard-bearer has arisen. The Liberal press is
brought up to o?serve the ~abbath strictly:
.
.
ceptance. But if the change in the mind did not extend to the life of the Liberal cause, and the more journals we hav,
Dr. Wee~s did ~ot behave. ~bat an_y mstitutwn the heart, and left the person practically a believer with the the sooner will liberty triumph. But we could wish to see aU
was an unmiXed evil. SuperstitiOn durmg the Dark: heart while somewhat astray in the understanding, the gospel Freethought papers better supported.
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belief around which Liberals, with all their diversity of thought, memory and hope blended in delight. We thought of the
can gather and become one great body? Yes, and the first is long years of the past, of what had been accomplished, and
that aim, and not creed, is the test of fellGwship. All who with the graciousness and majesty of old age crowned with
mean to do right, to work in any way for the happiness of the gray, but bright with the freshness of eternal nature, was the
The Campaign Fund.
world, these will belong to the new church. The common brilliancy of youth, not knowing yet of all the ills of life, but
Previously acknowledged,
$2,593.13 beliefs of those who thus gather for the mutual attainment of feeling that good was more than evil; and from the beautiful
5.00 truth and progress, are, first, nature, and not the supernatural; example before them they realized that work, if we11 done,
R. Butterfield,
F. A. Day,
3.00
2.00 second, science, and not theology; third, liberty, and not would receive its reward, and that life in itself is full of wealth
0. C. Jillson,
Mahtowa (Minn.) L. L. (per J. H. Collins),
1.00 authority; fourth, individuality, and not custom; and fifth, if one has the patience, the skill, and the courage to evoke it.
Besides the music and the dancing, and the good things to
Wm. Hunt,
1.00 humanity, and not God. Around these noble ideals will gather
A. L. Wright,
1.00 advanced minds, and thus the best thought will become a eat, there were songs, recitations, and readings, and a short
1.00 fountain of practical happiness.
Jas. C. Cooley,
address and the following poem by S. P. Putnam, and the
.45
W. H. Crapser,
merry hours heraldei the work and the victory of the future,
That
the
world
is
progressing
with
vast
rapidity
is
seen
in
5.25
Rufus Perkins,
1.00 this little village of Alton itself, of about a thousand inhabit- and with memories of the dead, richer as time flows on, were
George Smith,
L. Levine (annual member),
1.00 ants. About six or seven years ago there were only about two joy and strength for the living.
Santa Anna League,
2.00 Infidels in the place, and they were considered to be someGOOD·BYE, A.ND .ALL H..UL.
L. G. Bragg,
1.50 thing awful. I hav no doubt I should hav been mobbed if I
Good.-bye, Old Year! you and I
Sol Benson,
1.00
Hav traveled many paths together;
_Canada,
25.00 had given a lecture then on Freethought. But time has broken
Through sorrows deep and joys sublime,
things up wonderfully, and now the Alton Secular Society
And days as lightsome as a feather.
Total,
$2,644.33 numbers about thirty members, and it has a building of its
Ah,
me, what graves hav we gone by--'
own.
However,
the
struggle
is
not
yet
over.
There
are
three
AMOUNTS PAID.
Graves of many hopes laid low;
R. Butterfield, $5.00: F. A. Day, $3.00; 0, C. Jillson, $2.00; or four churches in this place, and all through the country
But oh, what glories we hav seen
Mahtowa League, $1.00; Wm. Hunt, $1.00; A. L. Wright, there is tremendous opposition. The ministers realize that
From hights that flashed like altar's glow!
$1.00; Jas. C. Cooley, $1.00; W. H. Crapser, $0.45; Rufus they are in peril, and are sending forth thunders of warning
Through golden dawnings we hav passed,
Perkins, $5.25; George Smith, $1.00; L. Levine (annual mem- against this new Hall. One of these reverends has .publicly
And midnight dark o'er dreary !and;
bership), $1.00; Santa Ana League, $2 00; L. G. Bragg, $1.50; in the newspaper advised all young people to avoid this buildAnd we hav looked on faces dead,
Sol Benson, $1.00; Canada, $25.00.
ing as they would a pit of devils, etc. Some of the papers hav
And greeted angels, shining grand.
taken it upon themselvs in theit editorial columns to attack
A strange companion, thou, Old Year,
News and Notes from the Field.
the Secularists. Mr. William Algie has vigorously replied to
Smiling, frowning, singing bright;
these onsets, and also some editors, seeing the signs of the
A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAll.
Now dancing like a maiden fair,
times,
hav
put
in
a
word
or
two
for
progress.
So
there
is
a
Then creeping slow like burdened wight.
My Christmas this year did suffer
great agitation going on, and for miles around the people are
"A sea <lhange
Tears and anguish thou hast given,
wondering and thinking about this affair. It is as if a bombInto something rich and strange "
And the goblet's sparkling flow;
shell had been thrown into their midst; and thousands of peoThou hast dragged our bleeding footsteps,
up here among the magic snows of Canada-that'is, I took my
Pressed the balm, and conquered woe.
ple who really never had an idea that there was any such thing
dinner at the hospitable board of Frederic Strange; and had
as progress begin dimly to realize that the world moves, and
0 sweet Old Year, triumphant year,
no reason to be homesick. I met his cordial wife, who is still
heaven and hell are not such fixtures as they imagined, and
0 sad, and wild, and darkling yeRr,
a Ch1.istian lady, but has the womanly knack of getting all the
We
bid farewell; life's angel thou,
are very likely to be lost in the confusion of these latter days.
good there is in the old religion, without a particle of its bad.
We've
tmveled upward through all fear.
This Hall is like an electric battery, and it sets the orthodox
This is a marvel which a woman can accomplish, but a man,
to dancing in holy horror; but their dancing is much better
Our journey is a picture fair,
never.
than their former inaction; and ·~ince they are so lively in their
The d11rk and bright resplendent shine
Qf course the pl urn pudding was gorgeous, and the mince pie
Where Memory hangs it on the wall,
heels, it is possible that. they will be equally lively with their
as delightful as ever our New England mother could make.
Made glowing by the hand divine.
heads and thus get a notion of what this universe really is.
Old England and Yankeeland were thus nicely amalgamated
An amusing incident occurred this week-amusing and also
All hail, New Year, we know thee not,
in these two triumphs of cookery. Our i!ecular heart was
While still thy hand is frankly pressed;
instructiv and encouraging, as it shows the advance of truth
thoroughly satisfied.
Soft and bright thy morning look,
and justice. Mr. Wm. Algie happened to be candidate for
The afternoon passed merrily away with music, and in the
But thy course is faintly guessed.
school trustee, because it was the general impression that he
evening we were " Off to Egypt" at the Opera Hous@, witnesswas altogether the best man, although he himself did not care
Shall we walk through happy lands?
ing a comical musical farce with the above title, written, I
Shall we pluck the roses fair?
for the onerous position, for he already had enough of responbelieve, by a Canadian author; and it is quite a clever producShall we hear the singing splendor
sibility. However, the district was determined this time to hav
tion, and shows that the muse of poetry is not entirely frozen
Of the melting lark in air?
a live man, so that something might be done for the benefit of
out amid these tremendous snows of Canada.
Shall we walk the hills delightful,
the children, so that they would not drag themselvs unwilOn Friday evening there was a pleasant elocutionary enterAnd the meadow's still content,
lingly to school, as if they were going to prison. The nontainment at the rooms of the Secular Society, in which Mr.
Where the limpid waters glitter,
progressiv element, seeing that in the natural course of reason
And sun and shade are golden blent?
and Mrs, Watts, Messrs. Strange, Harrison, and Piddington,
they would be defeated, thought to play their trump-card, and
and others took part with gratifying success. There is no
Shall we range the valleys splendid,
so the cry was raised that Mr. Algie was a heretic. This indoubt that the dramatic ability of this society will prove a
Gemmed with cataract's bridal veil ?
stantly developed activity, and for a few hours there was about
powerful aid to its future growth.
Shall we linger by the palace,
the liveliest time on record.
When music sweeps the evening gale ?
On Sunday Mr. Watts lectu~ed, as usual, to crowded houses,
"There was mounting in hot haste,
in the afternoon and evening. In the afternoon he gave
Or shall we feel the breath of sorrow
The mustering squadron and the clattering car
· "More Bible Saints," and it may be presumed that it was by
On the bleak and bitter way?
Went pouring forward with impetuous speed,
Shall we pass the solemn portal?
no means an orthodox Sunday-school lesson that he gave.
And swiftly forming in the ranks of war."
Shall
we see bright hopes decay?
These ancient worthies did not receive their usual whitewashEvery available man was brought into requisition. Even
ing by which they become shining models of virtue to the the women voted, as they can if rate-payers in school elections;
We know not, 0 uncertain Year,
What thy many paths may be;
youthful mind. In the evening Mr. Watts lectured on "Or- but to their credit be it said they all voted " to a man " for
But we greet thee, mdiant stranger,
thodox Fictions: The Fall and the Atonement." No doubt Mr. Algie, and thus showed that the "softer sex" hav hard
With a soul serene and free.
orthodoxy received a logical fall for which it will receive no common sense as well as men, and can do their duty in the
SA.MUEL P. PUTNA.M.
Fraternally yours,
atonement.
world of politics. It turned out to be a Waterloo for orthoWhen I left Alton a few days since, it was twenty-four de- doxy. It was roundly defeated. Of course, church-members
Lectures and Meetings.
grees below zero, and I was somewhat impressed with the and adherents of the old faith voted for Mr. Algie, otherwise
vigorous weather of this northern clime. However, it has, he could not hav been elected. But he was elected on the
PROFESSOR WM. M. LocKwooD's address is Ripon, Wis., not
like New England weather, the faculty of change, and when I ground that he was the best man, and the fact that in spite of Omro. His correspondents will please take notice.
came back the snow was beginning to melt, and now it is all ali the hue and cry, and the terrible things that are said about
W. F. JA.MIESON can be addressed at Pipestone, Minn., by
off the hills, and the roads are bare, and the winds hav been the Secularists, of whom Mr. Algie is one of the pronounced
as balmy as spring, and the skies as blue and sunny; and one and uncompromising leaders, the fact that church-members those desirous of engaging him to deliver courses of lectures.
might almost ~imagin that the summer was at hand. But I voted for him because they knew he was worthy, shows how
COLONEL INGERSOLL will deliver his new lecture, "Which
was in time, however, to hav one happy sleigh-riJe on Sun- deeply the tide of genuin hurostnity flows on, and that the af- Way?" at the Academy of Music, in this city, next Sunday
day morning, amid the winding hills and pleasant valleys. fairs of this world transcend those of any other in the minds evening.
The snow sceneries were lovely with fringes of frost in the of common-sense people. So we can score one for justice and
AMELIA. H. CoLBY is lecturing in Norwich, Conn., on every
softly shining glare, and gave hints of the surpassing loveli- progress in this hot contest that for an hour or two shook
Sunday in January. In February she will go to Portland,
ness of summer's glory.
Alton to its center. Mr. Algie was triumphantly elected. ··
In the afternoon of Sunday there was a gathering of the
Next Sunday Dr. Algie is to begin a series of lectures on Maine, returning to Horticultural Hall, Boston, for the SunSecular Society of Alton in the Hall of Science, and, as appro- " Sanitary Science," which will no doubt be of exceeding in- days of March, thence to Springfield, Mass., for April. For
priate to its name, I gave an address on " The Spirit, Method, terest and value. The doctor has won his own way in his the month of May she is open to engagements. During the
and Results of Science." The spirit of science and the spirit profession, and has ever been an out-and-out Secularist, summer months she will be employed in western New York
of theology are exactly op posit. Science is predetermined to although he was almost alone when he first came to Alton six attending camp-meetings. Although lectnring for Spiritual
no particular result. Theology is, and so all its reasonings are years ago. His skill and energy hav conquered in spite of all societies, any Liberal in the vicinity of her engRgements will
vitiated, because they are partial. The spirit of science takes opposition. He is a man of original ideas, and thinks for him- find himself well repaid for attending. We never heard old
in every aspect of the universe, and accepts the truth whether self, enn in regard to medicin, which doctors do not always theology more heavily hammered than by her, and she talks
much less about the other world than about making this one
beautiful or ugly. The method of science is, first of all, to ob- do, for medicin, like theology, has its orthodoxy.
serve and. then theorize and find law; then verify and make
Besides these lectures Mr. Wm. Algie will lecture on "Ma- better.
certain. Theology theorizes first, and then observes. It goes chinery: Its Struggles and Triumph," and Mr. Robert Algie
J. E. RE>rsnuna lectured on "Bible Morals" in Philadelphia
from ideas to facts; science goes from faots to ideas, and its on "The Faults of Our Present System of Education." Mr. Sunday night to an audience filling every part of Hancock
ideas are founded upon facts.
Robert Algie has himself been a teacher and has some good Hall. The secretary of the Bible Socletythere had threatened
Theology has produced nothing. Science has given all the thoughts to giv as to the right method of training the human the arrest of anyone who publicly RttRckAd the Bible. Mr.
· delights and comforts of life-what we eat and wear, the roof mind.
Remsburg's address was announced through the press, and
So the Alton Society has laid out quite a work, dealing with the clergy :>f Philadelphia invited to attend and reply. But
above our heads, the golden harvests. Science flows to the
art of life, and is the genuin Christ of humanity.
the practical problems of the day and the real issues of life. one clergyman ·responded, the Rev. Dr. Westbrook, and he
The theme presented by the speaker was discussed by They purpose at once to hav a gymnasium so as to cultivate gave the lecture his unquailfied indorsement. Dr. Westbrook
William Algie, Robert Algie, Mr. Bull, and others. The con. the body as well as the mind. Both the material and intellect- said: "I cannot tell you how much I appreciate the lecture we
hav heard. Every word of it I heartily indorse. Mr, Remsstructiv side of the Secular movement was emphasized. We ual will be well cared for in this temple of the new religion.
are not to overthrow the theologies of the past without putting
New Year's was the anniversary of the marriage ot Mr. and burg's impeachment of the Bible is just. I hav never hear~
something better in their place-all that science can teach and Mrs. Mathew Algie, and, of course, I remained to enjoy the the casa so fairly and so ably stated as he has stated It
all that art can giv. The great end is the perfection of the festiTal occasion. l'Ir. and Mrs. King, of Georgetown; Mr. to-night."
human race, in body and mind. Improvement in all things and Mrs. Beaumont, of Glen Williams, with other old friends,
The '• llirectory ."
is the word. We are to take hold of practical life and build it were present. Mr. Beaumont is a veteran Secularist, one of
MR. GREEN desires us to say that, on account of unavoidable
up in knowledge, and through that attain the beautiful and the first supporters of Mr. Bradlaugh, and is still strong in the
harness. A few of us sat up and saw the old year out and the circumstances the Freethinkers' Magazine for January will not
the good.
On Monday evening I also lectured on "The Church of the new year in. Th" day itself was bright and sunny, and the be out until ~bout the 20th of the month It will contain
Future." The church is a circle or associatio:m. of many minds air was full of promis. When evening came it was closed with original articles by T. B. Wakeman, Helen H. Gardener, Judge
aroQ.nd one commolil ideal or belief. But is there any common dance anq song; young and old were gathered together and McCormick, and others.
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To promote the interests of Secularism in partic- ResOlved, 3. That we deem it the duty of the Secularists in
their respectiv localities to organize societies, lyceums, kinderthought, and conveyed in a clearer light the fact ular, we recommend the following:
gartens, and all other instrumentalities for educating children
that our views hav reference to the duties of existence
First. That Secular societies be formed in cities, in the principles of science and secular government.
apart altogether from theological teachings. Secu- towns, and rural districts wherever a sufficient numResolved 4. That we earnestly recommend to Secularists
larism in Canada is but in its infancy, and it is there- ber of Freethinkers; exist for organizing such a everywher~ to pre-arrange and give ~rders. t.o their survivors
concerning their funerals, so that their opm10ns and characfore necessary that its true nature, and positi~n society.
ter may not be misrepresented after death by the expone11ts
should be very distinctly understood by the pubhc.
Second. That frequent and regular meetings be of the popular religion.
Moreover, Freethought does not always include Sec- held by such societies.
.
.
.
Mr. Phillips Thompson, from the same committee,
ular philosophy, whereas Secularism, if properly
Third. That lecturers qualified to present m an m- presented a minority report, agreeing with the maunderstood, must necessarily embrace Freethought. telligent and attractiv manner the principles of SecIt was gratifying to know that this truth was being ularism, be employed wherever and whenever prac- jority report in every particular excepting as to No.
7 of the Demands of Secularism, and was in favor of
recognized throughout Canada, where, during the ticable.
its
elimination, believing that the existing law enforclast three months, branch societies hav been formed.
Fourth. That earnest efforts be made to extend
Great and unprecedented as the progress of our prin- the circulation of our Freethought papers and ing Sunday observance is absolutely necessary for
secular reasons, in order to secure to the laboring
ciples in the Dominion has recently been, it is hoped periodicals.
class a day of rest and to prevent their being deprived
that under the new name still further advancement
Fifth. That our Freethought pamphlets and books of this boon by the insensate greed of capital.
will be speedily made. In some few places a slight be circulated far and wide.
In the the discussion that followed, it was explained
timiditv is manifested in connection with our advoSixth. We especially urge that Secularists strive
cacy on account of orthodox persecution. Our friends as earnestly to instill into the minds of the young the by Mr. Remsburg and others who opposed the misay that in such districts the time is not ripe for Sec- truths of Secularism as Christians do to inculcate the nority report that it was not their desire to repeal the
laws enforcing the observance of Sunday as a day of
ular advocacy. There is, said Mr. Watts, some truth errors of theology.
rest, but of Sunday as the Sabbath. Some spoke in
in this, but then, he thought, the best way to make
To secure the necessary funds for carrying on this favor of two days' rest in a week, and that they
the time ripe was to judiciously expound Liberal work, we recommend a general fund be obtained.
should be guarded by all the legal restrictions and
views. Public opinion cannot be better prepared
First. By an assessment of ten cents per month
for the l'eception' of new truths than by discreet ad- upon each member of the several branch societies, penalties possible. All that they demanded was t~e
vocacy and personal fidelity to conviction, allied with these moneys to be forwarded by the treasurer of the repeal of such laws as compelled everbody to relighonor and integrity of conduct. Society is more branch society to the treasurer of the general society. iously observe the day. The majority report was
adopt~ d.
ready than ever it was to value correct actions as beSecond. Bv a general subscription from friends of
Mr. Wm . .A.lgie and Mr. J. Harrison moved and
ing higher than loud professions. The secret of suc- the cause of ~hatever amounts they see fit to giv.
seconded the following resolution:
cess in future will be work, not faith; deeds, not
The report of the committee was carried unaniResolved, That the corresponding secretary be remunerated
creeds. To welcome and enforce this grand improve- mously after a. brief discussion.
for his services by the payment of $500 per annum from the
ment is the objectof"The Canadian Secular Union."
Mr; Robert Algie, from the Committee on Build- General Fund; and that this sum be paid quarterly as a dou·
In reference to the proposed alliance, should it be ac- ing Secular Halls, submitted the following resolution: ceur and not as a salary.
complished, the truth of the proverb, "Union is
Resolved, That aBuilding Fund be established in conn.ection
The corresponding secretary said that in the presstrength," will be amply verified. .A.n organization with
the Canadian Secular Union. This fund to be contnbuted ent financial condition of the Canadian Secular Union
of between thirty and forty thousand members must by the various local societies, or individual members of the
hav its due weight with our opponents, and doubtless Secular Union. This fund to be used in giving assistance in he would not accept any moneys from its treasury,
will make them less incline in the future to resort to the way of a loan, bearing interest, to such local societies as either as a gift or a salary. He thanked the gentlemay deem it necessary to build such halls. The amount of men for their kind appreciation of his labors, and he
such petty acts uf persecution which, of late, hav loan
to be given to each society so requiring it to be deterbeen before the public. Secularists should be among mined by amount required for the building of such hall on would be pleased to labor gratuitously in the fut':lre,
the first to acknowledge that humanity is higher than which a loan is solicited, and by the amount already subscribed as in the past. He would not oppose the motwn,
simply because he did not wish to bind his suc~essor
'
nationality, and that the pursuit of truth ought never by the local society.
to take his action as a precedent. If he had himself
to be retarded by national distinctions.' The object
During the discussion that followed, one or two
of both associations, those of Canada and the States, alterations were suggested, but not formally moved alone to consider, he would oppose it. The motion
is the same, the emancipation of the human mind and seconded. The resolution of the committee car- carried.
Mr. Thompson and Mr. Risser moved and seconded
from the allurements of a degrading theology born ried unanimously.
that
of ignorance and priestly machinations. The attainMr. John E. Remsburg, from the committee to WHEREAS The Toronto 11-Iail newspaper has persistently
ment of this object will be the surer and easier by whom was referred the priaciples and platform of misreprese~ted
the aims, actions, and character of Secularists;
concerted action. Besides, the new departure of the Secularism, and certain resolutions printed in the call has refused them the opportunity of replying to such falsificaNational Liberal League renders the amalgamation for the convention, recommended the adoption of the tions demanded by common justice; an~ has carried _the. spirit
of orthodox persecution so far a~ to dechne the pu~)hcat10n of
the more acceptable. Its basis of operation is now following as the Principles of Secularism:
of Secular gathermgs; therefore. be It
confined to principles upon which aU Secularists can 1. That the present life being the only one of which we hav advertisments
Resolved Tlaat we recommend all Secularists throughout Canagree. Certain questions of a political and social any knowledge, its concerns claim our earnest attention;
ada to disdontinue subscribing to or advertising in the Mail.
nature are no longer deemed a necessary part of the
2. That the promotion of the general and of our individual
The resolution carried. well-being
is
at
once
our
highest
wisdom
and
duty.
Secular program, but are left to individuals to form
The treasurer's report, receipts and expenditures
3. That the only means upon which we can rely for the
what opinion commends itself to their· judgment. accomplishment
of this object is human effort, based upon in detail, was read by thE' secretary. The totals are
This departure Mr. Watts thought a most wise one, knowledge and experience.
and enabled him to consistently adopt the same pol- 4. We Judge conduct by its results only-what conduces to as follows:
$706.06
icy in this country that he observed in England, the general well-being is right; what has the opposit ten- Receipts,
Expenditures, 583.20
namely, to keep political and s.ocial propagandi~m dency is wrong.
They also recommended the adoption of the fol- Balance,
separate from the strictly Secular, in the sense whiCh
122.86
that term is now ·understood by the American Free- lowing as embracing the Demands of Secularism:
The repol't was accepted.
thinkers. After some further remarks in favor of 1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical propMr. Thompson and Mr. Risser moved and secunion and activ work, Mr. Watts concluded by urg- erty shall no longer be exempt from just taxation.
onded
the following resolution:
ing the convention to indorse the recommendation 2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in ParliaResolved That the conduct of the Customs Collectors of
ment, in provincial legislatures, in the militia, and in prisons,
of the committee.
asylums, and all other institutions supported by public money, Toronto a~d Montreal in seizing the works of Thomas Paine,
and other Secular publications, is contrary to every principle
After brief speeches by other members of the con- shall be discontinued.
vention, that developed the fact that good feeling 3. We demand that all public appropriations for educational of free and enlightened government, and calculated to lower
charitable institutions of a sectarian character shall cease. the standing of Canada in the eyes of the civilized world as a
toward the United States body reigned supreme, the and
4. We demand that all religious services now sustained by bigoted and non-progressiv community.
resolutions were carried without a dissenting voice. the government shall be abolished; and especially that the use
Carried unanimously.
Mr. F. Strange, from the committee to whom was of the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as a
The formal business of the convention was context-book
or
avowedly
as
a
book
of
religious
worship,
shall
be
referred the q11estion of arranging for a Canadian prohibited.
cluded. MaBy points were thoroughly discussed in
edition of one of the Freethought papers in the 5. We demand that the appointment, by the governor-gen- committee and in private conversation during SatUnited States, recommended the passage of the fol- eral or by the lieutenant-governers of the various provinces, of urday and Sunday that saved much discussion in
all religious festivals and fasts shall wholly cease.
lowing resolution:
6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and in all convention; and nearly all the delegates were preBe it resolved That considering the present financial condi- other departments of the government shall be abolished, and pared to cast an intelligent vote on each question
tion of the Ca~adian Secular Union, and its comparativ un- that simple affirmation under the pains and penalties of per- when put by the chair. Besides the business actually
organized condition, for the present this convention avail jury shall be established in its stead.
done, there was much done informally that does not
7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing
itself of the liberal offer of the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER
appear in the minutes. The sentiment of many secto devote one or two columns of that paper to the re- the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed.
8. We demand the legalization of purely civil marriage and tions of Canada on important points was elicited that
ports of Canadian ne~s, and that the Central_ Executiv ?f the
Canadian Secular Umon be empowered by this convention to the establishment of a divorce court.
that will prove of great value to the Central Ex:ecutiv
9. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of in guiding their deliberations. There was a perfect
take steps for the publication of a weekly organ as soon as it
"Christian"
morality
shall
be
abrogated,
and
that
all
laws
shall be assured of the probability of success of such an undershall be conformed to the requirements of natural morality, unanimity of feeling manifested throughout. Each
taking.
member of the convention seemed impressed with a
equal rights, and impartial liberty.
The discussion that followed showed that it was 10. We demand that, in the practical administration of the depth of earnestness that crea~ed a m.utual good _imthe general opinion that the Canadian Secularists government, no privilege or advantage shall be conceded to pression. Many came from Widely dliierent sectwns
Christianity or any other special religion; that our entire
should hav a paper, and until one could be estab- political
system shall be founded and administered on a purely of the country, who knew each other by name and
lished on a good financial footing, that it was our secular basis; and that whatever changes shall prove neces- reputation only, and who met each other face to face
duty to recommend to the Freethinkers of Canada to sary to this end shall be consistently, unflinchingly, and for the first time. The delegates separated on the
support THE TnuTH SEEKER and Investigator who hav promptly made.
adjournment of the business sessions, feeli~g that
given us the free use of their columns. The resoluThe committee also reported in favor of the adop- something had been done that would bear a nch hartion passed without opposition.
tion of the following resolutions:
vest in the near future.
Mr. John E. Remsburg, fr0m the committee on the
In the evening the convention closed by h~ving a
Resolved, 1. That all who favor the secularization of our govbest method of propagandism, and to raise a propa- ernment be earnestly and cordially invited to unite and become good social time generally. .A. concert and smree was
activ members of the Canadian Secular Union.
gandist fund, submitted the following report:
held at Albert Hall. The following was the program
Resolved, 2. That in inviting co-operation with the different for the concert: Piano Solo, Miss Harrison; Quartet,
The bulwark of Secularism is popular education.
classes of Radicals in the grand objects of secularizing the
To aid in this work we urge upon Secularists the im- Dominion and Provincial governments, and exposing the false- Secular Glee Club; Reading, Mr. Piddington; Song,
portance,
ness of the popular superstition, the parties must never for- Mr. Hicks; Duet, Mrs. Morton and Mr. Strange;
First. Of sustaining our public schools; increasing get that in all our discussion of the main topics, and of such Song, Mrs. Miller; Quartet, Mrs. Miller, Miss V erral,
their efficiency by eliminating as fast as possible all side issues as may occasionally present themselves on our plat- Messrs. Edwards and Harrison; Third .A.ct of Othello,
form, each person's thought and speech, while they must be
teachings of a supernatural character.
entirely and sacredly free, should also be entirely respectful Messrs. Watts and Harrison; Song, Mr. Edwards;
Second. Of establishing and supporting public and considerate to those who ·may hold opposit views. This Quartet, Secular Glee Club; Comedietta, "Morning
mutual respect and consideration being the the natural and Call, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watts. libraries.
Third. Of extending the influence, and increasing immediate growtll of Freethought, and the very meaning of
The program was well received, and encores were
the word, is absolutely the only ground on which we can stand
the usefulness of the public press-encouraging and in
harmoniously executing the mission we here undertake as frequently demanded. .A.t eleven o'clock dancing
supporting those papers most friendly to our cause. reformers.
was called. The manner in which the program of
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dance was gotten up was much admired, and created
considerable amusement. A copy of the dance program has been sent t~ TH;E TRUTH ~EEKru: and. Investigator and no doubt It will be prmted m their columns ~hen the demand upon their space is not so
great as it is at present. At twelve o'clock about one
hundred and fifty marched into the supper-room and
filled the inner- man and woman with many of the
substantials and delicacies of the season. After discussing dinner for about an hour, dancing was resumed, and on the completion of the program the
party dispersed.
Thus ended the Toronto Convention, that will long
be remembered by those who took part in its delibJ. A. RrssER.
erations and its closing festivities.

California Letter.
DEAR EuGENE: I am pleased to note the progress in
raising funds for the Freethought campaign, and
hope that our f~iends, Watts ~nd Putnam, will find
their way to this coast, and giv our people a new
impulse in the cause of truth.
I am the only resident traveling speaker on ~his
coast where it has been our pleasure to battle agamst
supe;etition for seventeen years past, and, we may be
permitted to say, with some good degree o~ success,
and, during all the past, hav never seen an Idle hour
for want of an appointment.
Of course we hav had many hard struggles to
maintain ourselvs in the lecture field, but they who
hav been for us hav been more than they who are
aaainst us. And as I compare the past with the
p~esent, I am glad to note the growth of Liberalism
on the P11.cific slope as also throughout our country.
WhAn I -began my work in California, our friend
D. M. Bennett had not then espoused the cause of
mental freedom, which afterwards found such excel-lence in his leadership, and audiences were not so
easily obtained as to-day.
But now, as our apostles from the East will finCJ,
good audiences will greet them everywhere on the
Pacific slope. And I would that my words ~ight inspire the friends of Freethought to estabhsh a permanent lecture bureau to help those who are fitted
for the work to keep alive a constant fire upon the
enemies of mental freedo!D Some people may be
consoling themselvs with .the happy thought that o~r
cause is rapidly advancmg, and that no effort .Is
needed to hold up the hands of those who labor m
the field. All such are ill-informed. The orthodox
snake dies hard, and has yet a terrible hold upon the
people, from the fact that it is so fashionable to wear
the mark of the beast.
It is true that hypocrisy has taken the place of
sincere belief in creeds and dogmas, and our fight
to-day is not against ho~est belief, but against fashionable pretense of behef, and cruel shams, Thus
Christianity has largely contributed to inaugurate an
age of shoddy and sham, which has permeated society
to its very core.
This is the status of society to-day, with no rainbow of promis for the removal of this fashionable
deviltry, save in an educational development purely
secular in character.
But I am glad to know that ?f late a better .s~ate
of feeling prevails in our natwnal and auxihary
Leagues, and most sincerely hope .th~t Liber~ls everywhere will wake up to an activ mterest m the
cause of truth.
But what is truth? Truth is the right relation of
things, or that which is capable of demonstration.
And I am made glad every day to know that there
are truths quite sufficie~t for the com~lete. development of mind and body m all normal directwns, sufficient for the attainment of happiness, without soaring among the clouds in vain attempts to solve the
problems of a future life, which seem to elude our
grasp, and help to drive ~iberals apart, r!"ther than
furnish a band of fellowship and co-operatwn.
Suppose that there is another l~fe-an~ I ad~it
the belief-what of it? I cannot hv that hfe until I
reach it, and the attempt to ~iv in two worlds at o.ne
time must inevitiably result m the blunders of rehgion and mental disease.
If we could but know ourselvs, and the intricate
workings of our own complex being, and the true
import of mental phenomena, the supermundane
might greatly diminish, and find less need of gods
or ghosts to account for much that passes for proofs
of departed spirits.
.
.
. .
.
But ignorance of ourselvs IB the nc~ s01I m Wh:lCh
credulity flourishes, and we go on, child-like, building castles in the air.
I do not speak for you, dear brother and sister, but
for myself, twenty-fiv~ years of close observation and
investigation hav dnven me often to the w~rk of
revising the cargo, or else be hopelessly sunk m an
unknown sea of conflicting theories and statements
in regard to a class of phenomena which, as I believe are but little understood, much less solved to
the ~atisfaction of many thinking people.
Of course, curiosity and l~ve of li.fe lead us t? i~
vestigate the proofs of contmued hfe; and this IB
right to do so, and to reach out in every direction
after truth; and years of experience hav taught me
to leave a broad margin for science to shine in upon,

and more fully solve these problems which many hav
declared solved and count as closed questions.
It is true some questions need to be closed; but
the question of future existence is not among the
number.
Questions in sociology, which relate to my wellbeing and moral life here, should be settled. But
of the hereafter, permit me to wait for more light
before I assume a knowledge which has not as yet
reached the high altitude of full demonstration.
And'-we can safely hold this question an open on~,
as to my mind the elements of usefulness and happiness here do not depend on a belief or knowledge of
another state of existence; and to indulge in hard
feelings or words about the proofs of that life beyond,
~fu~
.
It is true there are many people so orgamzed as
to find apparently great comfort in. receiving communications from their dead, and, m fact, become
morbid in that direction, To me such a state of
mind is not normal and healthy; and to be always
contemplating the state of the dead is like living in
a graveyard.; it more or less unfits .us for the. r~alities of this life and our cheerful duties to the hvmg.
And to be constantly on the stretch and 'strain after
some medium to reassure us of the existence of the
departed is productiv of but little good and much
evil.
A swarm of frauds, shams, and self-deceived peapie, along with some genuin mediums, for the manifestation of these occult forces, hav come to the surface
in response to and as the result of this un~ue anxiety
to see and talk with our departed. And we hav on
this coast our due proportion of these unwholesome
graveyard tricksters, who trifle ~ith ~he ~ost sacred
feelings of the human heart, feedmg hke gnouls UJ?On
the credulity of good and honest people, pretendmg
to materialize the forms of the dead.
I hav children and friends on the other side,
whom I hope to meet in another life. But far better
is it that our departed should be hidden away, enshrined as a sacred memory in loving hearts, than to
be dragged out by such mercenary, vandal hands,
clad in pretended and questionable habiliments of
mortality. And sometimes I hav thought that the
ministration of the angels of which we are unconscious is far better than that of which we think we
are conscious.
To my mind, a healthy hopefulness for the dead,
and a helpfulness for the living, co~joi?ed wi~h a
desire to make all and get all out of this hfe possible,
is the true spirit.
Dear Eugene, and many friends and readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, it is with a degree of pain and reluctance that I bid you good-bye, .and take up my line
of march, on: the 20th day of this month, for the-to
me-unknown land of Australia. I shall carry with
me many kindly recollections of you all, and will hope
to meet you again. And in the mean time you shall
hear from me through THE TRUTH SEEKER and Boston
Investigator from time to time.
With many kind wishes for you and yours, I am
Yours for all truth,
DR. J. L. YoRK.

When Did Anno Domini Begin 1
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your
correspondent Mr. Sidelinger, in common with perhaps the majority of mankind, is mistaken in saying,
"It was not the year 1 until the twelve months of the
first year had actually passed away." The year 1
began with January 1st, seven days after the mythical birth of Jesus Christ, and ended with December
31st. Just so the nineteenth century in which we liv
began with the first day of 1801 and will end with
the last day of 1900. And just so we say that an infant died in the first year of his age; or, if you please,
the 21st.
And here let me point out a universal chronological error in calculating backward from A.D. 1. In
every table that I hav seen one year is omitted,
namely, AD. 0, which ought to come in between A.D.
1 and 1 B.o.
To illustrate: The first year of our era corresponds
with the year 753 A.u.o.-i.e., from the foundation of
Rome. I now arrange a parallel table, as it should
be, for a period of twenty years, beginning with 742
A.u.o.:
~R~

742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751

L~

~R~

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

~~

752
0
753
1
754 . 2
755
3
756
4
757
5
758
6
759
7
760
8
761
9

any given date n.o. to any given date A.D. you lose one
year.
But where the period to be reckoned is all before
or all after the beginning of the Christian era, there
is no necessary error. Herod the Great died 4 B. c.that is to say, in the fourth year before the beginning
of A.D. 1. Augustus Cresar died A.D. 14-that is, in
the fourteenth year after the beginning of A.D. 1. He
died August 19th, having reigned for a period of
thirteen years, seven months, and eighteen days since
the first day of A.D. 1.
ANTIQUARY.

Mr. Wettstein-Mr. Watson.
Mr. Otto Wetstein tells us that "vast masses of
humanity which hav lived and died in the past " are
identical with " human beings not yet born," which
is simply asserting in a roundabout way that "death
ends all." But as this is the very thing in dispute,
his assertion without proof goes for nothing. Again:
"that which has a beginning must hav an end;" and
"all objects of nature seem subject to this imperativ
law." But this is hypothesis without proof, and will
not do for a basis from which to demolish or annihilate anything whatever. An argument based on an
assumption which may or may not be true is worth
nothing at all. And this disposes of the first four
paragraphs.
Next we are told that "no one is so bold as to assert the activity or consciousness now of non-existence or of the coming man " to be born in the year
5000. "Yet it would be no greater absu;,dity. than
to affirm the existence now of the dead.
Simply
another assertion without proof, which goes for nothing; and the fifth paragraph is disposed of.
.
Again: Mr. W. speaks of it as a "grand, startling,
and overwhelming mystery how it can be possible
that when a man is dl:lad-when all and every particle which made him a man has assumed other
forms when his whole being is annihilated and he
has v~nished-the identical man is still alive!" But
this is not Spiritualism at all, and would it not be a
wiser course, when writing about Spiritualism, to
write on the subject in controversy instead of t~lli~g
us what a mystery it would be for a man to still hv
after being annihilated?
.
.
Again: "If man after death can extst dunng. all
eternity without the wonderful and subtle orgamsm
which now makes him a man, what a waste of natural energy is it that this splendid form was produced at all!" Another false premia, for Spiritualists claim that it is the wonderful and subtle organism-the spiritual part-which still livs after the
death of the body. And nature may ha~ waste.d
energy, but may it not be Brother W ettstem who IS
wasting the energy ?
.
.
Conclusions drawn from false premises, assertwns,
or hypotheses not proved, or b~sed upon mit~repr~
sentation, must all go for nothmg; and when ~~s
common-sense rule is applied to Brother Wettstem s
article there is so little left that it is hard to find.
The a~guments of Spiritualists to prove contin':led
life is not referred to at all. But we read of "miraculous organs." Spiritualists do not believe in a~y
thing being miraculous, but all natural f~o~ begmning to end. Man is dual, an~ the ~pmtual p~rt
(which is matter too, for there Is i!Othmg else) hvs
after the death of the body, and it is oftentimes seen
and identified by its friends here in the body. T~e.re
hav been seers in all the ages who could see spints
and hold converse with them, and in thousands of
instances they hav given tang.ible and satisfactory
proofs of their identity as fne.nds . or lov.ed ones
known here upon earth. And t.his ev1denc.e IS cumulativ and overwhelming-sufficient to satisfy almost
the entire world of mankind of the truth of the doctrin of immortality, or continued life.
.
In view of this fact, and in view of the gradatwns
and changes in matter from th~ crude. to. the refine.d,
its combinations and results, Its unhmited capabilties and possibilities-even producing life and all
other things in nature-there _would ?ot seem to be
anything specially marvelous m the Idea of a dual
man-of a natural body and a spiritual body, as
they put it 1800 years ago-and the r~peated assertions of Mr. Wettstein do not make It appear even
improbable. The spiritual phenom.ena would see~
to prove it conclusivly. And then It seems to be m
harmony with evolution and the theory of development, and altogether there is quite a p~epon~erance
of evidence in favor of the theory of Spmtuahsm.
It will not do to pronounce man's du~lity an~ the
continued life of the spirit "the cunnmg deviCe of
avaricious priests and cranky vision~ries '' in .the
face of evidence which has been sufficient to satisfy
millions of the truth of the theory.
.
And Brother Wettstein's knowledge of nature, It!!
forces, 11ttributes, and quali~ies, is rath.ei too limited
for him to decide the questwn dogmabcaUy._
Lowellmlle, Dec. 19, 1874.
WM. WATSoN.

Here are two decades. From 742 A.u.o. to 761 inclusiv is twenty years; and from 10 n.c. t.J A.D. 9
inclusiv is twenty years. But if A.D. 0 is called 1 B.o.,
then 10 B.c. becomes 11 B.c. (as all the chronological
A CIRCULAR has been issued by the Liberation Sotables hav it, except the astronomers); and you hav ciety, which proposes that the disestab.lishment ?f t~e
the absurdity of paralleling the figures thus:
church of England be made ~he leadmg. questwn m
A.. U.C. B.C.
A.U.C. A.D.
the coming elections. The mrcula~ was Issued after
743
10
753
1
a consultation with a number of Liberal members of
And the practical result is that in reckoning from Parliament.
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There are many other instances in which the ,
men who paid the preacher would not stand up
and shield them from the sun-baths to be obtained Chinese resemble the Christians. They talk much of 1
in jail-yards or the rains that muddy the inside virtue, but practice it not. . Honesty is a cardinal '
FOUNDED BY D. M, BENNETT,
courts of state-prisons! They do not stand up at all tenet of Confucianism as well as of Christism, but ·~
both heathendom and Christendom are dotted with ·.
Editor. manfully for them.
E. M. MAonONALD,
jails.
The accepted code of morals of both systems '
And then the faith of the two peoples-it seems to
Business Manager.
0. P. SoMERBY,
is
high;
the precepts of Confucius· are repeated by ,
PUBLISHED BY
be very similar in its weakness. "You can make the
both
Confucian
and Christian with equal glibness, ,
THE T R u T H 8 E E K E R 0 0 M p .ANY. Chinese angry enough," our missionary tells us, " if
you take a proper subject; but that must be some- and with equal futility so far as any practical applica- ·
33 VUnton Place, New York.
thing else than the gods to whom they burn incense. tion of them is concerned. And for the life of us we ·
They will often help you out in arguing against them, can see in this letter of the missionary no more reaPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT SS.OO PER YEAR. and laugh at the folly of thinking them to be any- son for his being in China than there is for a Buddhthing. Why, then, do they go to the temples ? you ist or a Confucian priest to come here. The conAddress all Communications to THE TRUTH BEEKER COM- ask them.
For two reasons. One is that they do dition of religion is practically the same in both
PANY. Meke ld! Drafis, IJheaks, and Postal Ordm-s payab~ to not go very much, which is true; the other is that countries-dull, cold, dying. .A. mutual interchange
CHARLES P. BOMERBY.
other people go, and it is the thing to do, especially of missionaries and experience in sustaining an effete
on festival days, when you most want to join in the theology might be profitable, perhaps, but the one_ JANUARY 10, 1885. 'warm disturbance,' a thing very dear to the heart sided efforts of the Christians are a useless waste of
SATURDAY,
of the gregarious Chinaman. The fact is, they are money.
insincere in their worship of these imputed gods, and
Parallels Between Two Systems of Religion. they know it; but they h~v been here so long that
John Corwin.
Confucianism and Christism are in many respects they think there must be something in it. ' Better
The recent death of Mr. John Corwin, of Lansing,
similar. Indeed, the newer religion follows the to believe that these things are, and not to believe N. Y., has called to mind incidents in the life of that
older so closely that capable students of religion hav that they are not,' is one of their sayings. 'There man which are of especial interest to Freethinkers.
insisted that it is largely a copy of its predecessor. is probably some good in believing.' And this is Mr. Corwin was born May 2, 1809, and, owing to the
And now it seems, by a letter from a missionary in about as strong a faith as most of these people poe- superstitious turn of mind of his mother, was hap.
China to the Missionarv Herald, that the parallel ex- seas." The person who cannot see a parallel in this tized at a tender age in a Presbyterian church at
tends to the attitude of the respectiv sectaries toward must be very blind. Our people do not go to church Teetertown, now Lansingville. It is due to the memtheir ancestral religion. Confucianism is the state very much, either; in fact, it is a constant source of ory of his mother to say that she afterward seceded!
religion of China, professed chiefly by the upper grief to our church authorities that so small a per from the church. Mr. Corwin married at the age ofi
classes, though exercising not a little influence upon centage of our population is found on Sunday in the twenty-two, and shortly thereafter experienced a sort.
the Buddhism of the common people. Christianity sanctuaries of the cities. .A.nd those who do go, go of subjectiv illumination which he mistook for relig-·
is the state religion of nearly all the western coun- on festival days, and because other people go. That ion, was re-baptized by immersion and received into.
tries, and, though not formally adopted by all, is the there are insincere people in our churches, also, is a the Presbyterian church, and soon became deacon ..
religion of the majority of the people. That Chris- matter not in dispute.
Mr. Corwin relates these facts in an autobiographical'.
tianity is changing gradually, is known and acknowl" There's nowhere found a house of prayer,
sketch, and then pauses to observe:
edged by pretty nearly everybody. Growth comes
But Satan builds an altar there."
"I wish here to record one fact that my later experience and
through denay, and the theology piled around the
We presume the Chinese Satan is very like his
observation hav developed, viz., that about all the benefit I
Galilean reformer is growing less through the decay Christian brother, who fills the churches with cheat- ever derived from connection with the church was the faciliof the belief in its truth. If we may believe the let- ing grocers, gambling brokers, shoddy dry-goods ties thereby afforded me for learning the nature and true
ter of this missionary, the religion of China is suffer- men, and horse-trading deacons. .A.t least these men character of organized ecclesiastical institutions. My spiritual
ing in the same way. "One of the heaviest weights are in all our churches, and if the devil did not put aid and improvement hav always been the result of private
to lift in China,'' says he, "is the indifference of the them there, who did? And as to belief, the China- meditations and devotion, outside of all churches, but in sympathy with the good of all humanity."
Chinese soul to spiritual things.'' How like this is to men are just like the Christians. The Chinese
He then proceeds to giv the circumstances of a
the cry of our preachers! The worldliness of the maxim, " Better to believe that these things are, and
times is the one theme of our pulpiteers upon which not to believe that they are not,'' is matched by the split which occurred in the church to which he beall agree. Rolling up their eyes, they inform us that Christian saying, "It is better to believe, for if we longed, a11d . tg t~:~U how he "'as expelled therefrom
actually two-thirds of the people never read the are wrong, we are as well off as the Infidel, while if and imprisoned for blasphemy. He says: , · · · · · ·
Bible, never pray, never ask a blessing on the brEad we are right, we are a great deal better off;" and the "The first of the disturbance on Sunday was my 'reading
the Lord has provided, and, worse than all, never other heathen aphorism, "There is probably some and talking between two worships,' when the church was not
attend nor contribute to the church. Then, dl'awing good in believing," has its parallel in the concluding serving God. Soon .after I commenced, Deacon Lyon called
down the corners of the mouth, they picture the sentence of the Christian saying, " It is better to be loudly for order, that they might hav a prayer-meeting, whereupon one of the approved brotherhood put on his Sunday face
crowded condition of the lower regions, and wonder on the safe side." "And this is about as strong a and
began to pray. But soon finding his prayer did not reach
where the devil will find room to put all the men faith as these " Christians " possess."
the ears of the people even, he got up again.
folks bound his way. This persistent inattention to
And the pagan Chinamen also pray for rain. This "Next, when the deacons passed the bread, there was 'that
spiritual things is a great drawback to the spread of the missionary states as though it were positiv proof disturber ' in the midst of the communicants. When they
religion and consequent fattening of the ministers. of their heathenry. But one need not hav a very passed me by unheeded, I arose and said, 'Brother Bower, I
ask in the name of a disciple for a portion of that bread, wishThen, again, the Chinese are like us in another re" long memory to recollect when some of our rulers ing you to remember that as you giv it not to me, you giv it
spect: " One has only to look at their attitude toward asked the priests to pray for rain, or to stay a not to Christ.'
their own forma of religion to become convinced grasshopper plague, and the refusal of one of Eng- "While making this remark, I was called to order by the
of this. How often one in traveling sees temples in land's ministers to order a day of prayer in answer to 'consecrated ' clergyman. I turned to him and said, 'Unless
you deny that the church of Jesus Christ is sister to this.
dilapidation-sometimes enough of the walls has the solicitation of the Christians is well known.
church, I am invited to the table.' I then sat down, adding,
Still another point of resemblance between the 'See how fast Antichrist is being revealed.'
tumbled down to expose the mud-gods to a very
severe sun-bath or to the rain." How close the Chinese and one of the most powerful of our Chris- " When the cup in like manner was passed to a brother in
parallel extends l The attitude of the Chinese mir- tian sects is their conception of idolatry. " Talk with the next slip to me, I turned to him, saying, • Brother Davis,
rors the position of a great portion of the western them about their idol-worship, and you will find not you love me.' A watchful hand stood ready to take the cnp
him in a hurry. After which I made only a few more
world toward the religion of Christ. In China the a few who claim that the idols of mud and wood are from
quiet remarks.''
. temples are in dilapidation. Here the churches are nothing but symbols of the gods. I noticed the other
For these mildly heretical utterances Mr. Corwin
nearly all mortgaged, and only that they are exempt day that the old dragon-king who was being carried
from public burdens, a great many would hav to be in procession-he being in likeness of an old man- was, as he writes it, ruthlessly torn from the bosom
sold to pay taxes. New churches are built, but the was made so wretchedly that there was nothing to of his family, " bound fast with cords, and aragged
mortgage is on before the roof, and the traveler who him but a paper front pasted upon a straw frame, through the mud like a dead dog, taken before a
should closely investigate the affairs of the church which was quite open to the public behind him. I wicked magistrate, pleaded against by an ungodly
would find that it was only the money of some sin- mentioned this to my teacher, asking how the peo- pettifogger, and sentenced to prison." The term of
ful bank or insurance company that kept the walls ple could make themselvs believe in such a shabby his sentence is not recorded. But he bore up bravely
from tumbling down. And then the mud-gods of thing as a god. 'They know it is nothing,' he said, under the hardship, congratulating himself that,
the Chinese are exposed to storms. So, too, are the 'but a representativ, and that it has nothing to do though surrounded by stone walls anq, iron bars, he
mud-gods who preach in our joss-houses. Scarcely with the god except to make the people think of still had more liberty than was accorded him by his
a day passes that a storm of indignation does not him.' And I believe that such a statement has much Christian brethren. When at night he was locked
visit some mud-god who has proved more than ordi- truth in it.'' Talk with a Catholic on the same sub- in his solitary cell, he was reminded of the night of
narily earthy, and dirtied with polluting touch some ject, and he will giv precisely the same answer. The darkness and superstition that had shut itself down
trusting female worshiper. And the worst of it is Catholics, he will tell you, do not worship the little on the church. The returning light of day typified
in China, as it is here, "that the people who support wooden and brass Jesuses that are profusely found to his mind the dawn of truth and Freethought
the priests, who patch up the temples and re-color in the churches and cathedrals, but only use them as which must eventually break. When he heard the
the faded gods, do not stand up at all manfully for a representation of their god Jesus. The carvings of chains clanking on the limbs of his fellow-prisoners
either priests or gods.'' How like, how very like the the "Virgin" are not Mary nor are they idols, but it caused him to remember those in bonds as bound
Christian ! The men here who giv of their wealth to symbols, representations-anything but what the with them. The stars twinkling through the window.
support the church leave the poor preachers to escape spectator might suppose them to be. The statue is made him remember also one star above all othersthe toils of the police justices as best they can. How only to make people think of the mother of their the star of liberty. On his release from prison he
many poor defaulting deacons and Sunday-school god, and obtain her intercession with him for them. was tendered an enthusiastic reception by a large
superintendents hav been obliged to leave family No more idolatry in it than in the heathenish concourse of the townspeople, by whom he was held
in high esteem.
unci friends, and seek refuge in Canada, because the worship of the degraded Chinaman!
•
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As to his accusers, Mr. Corwin saw them drop out
of sight one by one. He particularizes thus:
"John C. Blakely, who swore out the warrant against me, is
dead. He is reported to hav lain for several hours at the
house of a neighbor too drunk to go home, only a year or two
before he passed away. Caleb Lyon, Deacon Daniel Bower.
Timothy Walker, and Milo Andrus, who swore against me, all
· died long ago. Samuel C. Lyon, a younger man than I, died
several years ago with softening of the brain. The constable,
a proud young man of some wealth and respect, though he is
yet living, is a poor, broken-down wreck of his former self.".

The six-thousand-dollar church building was sold
at auction for two hundred and fifty dollars, and torn
down.
. Mr. Corwin was in later life a Spiritualist, dying in
that belief at the age of seventy-five years. He was
a man of superior intelligence, a weekly correspondent of the lthacan newspaper, and universally respected
and venerated. Because of his independence of
thought, people said of him, " Old Uncle Corwin is
queer," but they were constrained to add with emphasis, "He is honest." He was an ardent Abolitionist in the days of slavery, and that fact had not a little to do with embittering the minds of his then fellow-Christians against him. As the Ithacan puts it,
"he has been gathered to his fathers," as he believed
to their very presence. Leaving his belief aside as
immaterial, he was one of the men who helped to
make Freethought and. liberty possible to-day, and
he deserves well of his country.

" The Story Hour."
Every one who has seen " The Story Hour " says
it is a beauty. Not only will it please, amuse, and
instruct the children, but it is a pretty volume to hav
around the house. As two thousand copies will hav
to be sold to get back the money spent upon it, we
hope there will be no unnecessary delay on the part
of parents in ordering one. or more copies.

Punished for Blasphemy !
Another tale for the marines is in print. This
time the scene is laid in the United States, and Indiana is the state selected by the correspondent. The
affair occurred last· month, and the story runs in this
.wise: James Lyman recently moved into Lee township, Brown county. .His family consists of a son and
two daughters. In early years he was a seaman, and
although he tells .but little of his past history, it is
believed, from relics and other souvenirs which he
has in his possession, that his adventures on the
ocean·would make a volume of romance. It is said
of him that when eleven years of age he ran away
from his home in Boston and determined to adopt a
'sailor's life. He concealed himself in the hold of a
ship about to weigh anchor, and was carried off to
sea on board a vessel. Lyman soon learned to swear.
As his years increased his profanity became more
voluble. His ship touched many foreign shores, and
by frequent association with the nativs he gradually
acquired their manner of speech, and in time became
the master of four different languages. In all of
these he was an adept at swearing.
One day last month while superintending a force
- of hands in making a clearing, an accident threw
Lyman into an excess of passion. Words more
blasphemous than ever before uttered rolled from his
fluent tongue, while he danced about in a perfect
Suddenly the impious declarations
paroxysm.
ceased. Lyman fell face downward to the ground,
and was unable to move a muscle. A genuin thun. derbolt or a bullet through the heart could not hav
paralyzed his senses quicker. Sight was destroyed,
speech gone, and motion impossible. After thirty
minutes' prostration, he recovered slightly, but was
unable to regain his lost speech. His eyes were also
dimmed. On the arms of two strong laborers he was
borne to his house, where has has since been resting
in a half-conscious condition.
There! if that is not an able story, then we never
read one. It is romantic, heroic, and imaginativ.
It is poetic and pathetic. It is musical as the strains
of a lyre. In short, the only quality that it apparently lacks is-truth. However, if anyone can substantiate it, they will please communicate with the
Christian Evidence Society of Washington, who will
no doubt pay a large reward for the particular "cussword" that brought down the bolt of the Lord's
avenging wrath with a view to inducing other Infidels to use it, and thereby demonstrate the unutterable glory and majesty of God.

The Latest Example of Christian Morality.

How One King Did It.

Comparativly few instances of conspicuous and
In the last edge of the Dark Ages, when the
persistent wickedness hav come to light in the his- church held about all the property of the country,
tory of co~temporary morals which hav not involved and so much money was sent from England to
in some degree a shining light in the Christian Rr..me that the government had none left wherewith
church. In the case which we are now brought to to grease its own wheels, Edward I. found it imperaconsider, however, there are two of them, not to say tiv to tax the churchmen and force them to divide.
three. The affair has various more or less interest- The priests resisted the order and refused to part
ing aspects.
with any of their revenues. Under advice of the
The Rev. Mr. Downs is the pastor of a church in a lawyers, Edward commanded the judges of the realm
Long Island hamlet, and is, or was, possessed of a to try no cases in which a priest was complainant,
handsome and entertaining wife. Foremost among but to try all cases brought against the church, saythe deacons who attended to the temporal affairs of ing that as the church paid nothing toward the supthe church and led the congregation in prayer, was port of the government it should hav no protection
Deacon Michael Terry. Before Pastor and Mrs. from its courts.
This deoisiv step brought the church to terms; the
Downs set up housekeeping for themselvs they
boarded at the house of the deacon, who is a well- only revenge the pope was able to obtain being to
to-do farmer. Here sprung up between Mrs. Downs denounce the lawyers, who, from their allying themand Mr. Terry an affection for each other that out- selva with the kings against the church in their
side of the church would be regarded as undue in- struggles for a division of spoils, soon became known
timacy. As to tbe arrangements effected between as allies of the devil, or at least guided by his
Pastor Downs and his deacon's wife we are left Satanic Majesty.
in the dark, but it is considered an unseasonably
How would the church of to-day like to hav the
cold day when a minister is distanced. Two years several state legislaturrs borrow a section from the
ago the pastor and his wife moved away from Dea- orders of Edward I.?
con Terry's house. The ardor of the deacon arose
Sunday Laws.
superior to separation, and, according to Mrs. Downs,
It was but a few weeks since that we were
he has not since ceased to urge her to fly with him to
a southern home, which he promised should be noth- congratulating the people of this city upon having
seen the last of the petty persecutions of the Sunday
ing short of an Eden.
A month ago . Deacon Terry and Mrs. Downs League. But we were too premature. Scarcely had
eloped. They went South. For a time they seem the last victim forgotten the Sunday League before
to hav got along all right. Mrs. Downs waited pa- another crusade was begun, and the police calendars
tiently for the southern Eden to open to her, but it were crowded with cases of Sunday-law violations by
came not. Then the maternal instinct asserted itself small tradesmen who kept their stores open to
and she wanted to see the children she had left. accommodate the public and make a few dollars for
Through the instrumentality of a brother deacon, themselvs. The crusade also pretended to extend to
who procured the deserted Mrs. Terry's forgivness the saloons, but this last is a most absurd farce.
The law locks the front doors; but the side doors,
for her erring husband, the deacon returned to the
often not twenty-five feet away, apparently hav their
bosom of his wife and family, representing himself
hinges oiled by the League, for in and out of them
as the victim of a wicked woman's wile_s, and once
go the crowd who on week days use the front
more basked in the sunshine of home. On a recent
evening the villagers assembled, some of them bear- entrance.
The Sunday Closing League should ask the leging upon their shoulders the deadly and diffusiv
islature to change its name to "The Society for the
shot-gun, and treated him to a tin-pan concert,
threatening, if he showed himself, to shoot· him on Propagation of Lying, Deception, and Hypocrisy."
sight. The deacon fled. Some of the aroused conWatts and Putnam's Engagements.
gregation are also, according to the latest advices,
Messrs. Watts and Putnam will be at Linesville, Pa., January
hunting the peace-making deacon with warlike 26th, 27th, 28Lh, and 29th; at Altoona, ,January 30th, 31st, and
weapons.
February 1st; at Pittsburgh, February 8th; at Alliance, Ohio,
Pastor Downs refuses to be reconciled. Mrs. February 9th, and lOth; at Massilon, 12th and 13th; at CleveDowns puts on a bold front, and is gaining the sup- land, February 15th; at Detroit, Mich., February 22d. Liberals residing in the vicinity of these places should get up lectport of the townspeople. In the first place she in- ures for unoccupied nights. For details write to Mr. Putnam,
stances Deacon Terry's promis to giv her a beautiful care of.J. A. Risser, 9 Opera House Building, Toronto, Ont.
home in the South. For his failure to do that she regards him as a deceiver. Added to this, she puts THE order of dances at the recent Freethought. gathering in
Toronto, Can., was something unique in its way. It was cerforward in her own defense his persistent endeavors, tainly original. Printed on heavy plate paper, two and onedating far back in the past, to lead her from the path half by three feet in dimensions, in handsome type, and with
of duty. She pleads also that for the last nine an ornate border running around it, the program is as follows:
BAL DEB BECULA!liBTEB ET AloHB.
months Pastor Downs has been remiss in his con. 1. Grand Marche d'Ingersoll.
jugal obligations, and has not done toward her "as a
2. Cercle des Secularistes.
Christian husband should." The precise nature of
3. Lanciere de Watts et Putnam.
4. Valse de Voltaire.
the offense implied in this charge is left undefined,
5. Schottische, J oie des Atheistes.
but it has been so construed as to gain much sym6. Bombay Lanciere de McDonnell et Pringle.
7. Polka a Pensee Libre.
pathy for Mrs. Downs.
8. Valse, Joie d'Agnostique.
9. Sir Roger de Remsburg.
As the case now stands, Deacon Terry has skipped
PAUSE POUR LE DISCUSSION DU DIN!ll.
the town, as the saying is, between two nights, and 10. Carole Democratique
de Propaganda Anti-clericale.
has declared that he will never again be seen in the 11. Valse des Evolutionistes.
12. Ripple a la Philosophiques.
hamlet of Northville, which was erstwhile his home.
13. Lanciere a !'Algie.
He is regarded as a sly old fox. Mr. Luce, the in- 14. Valse Rationalisti9-ue.
terfering deacon, has had an interview with Preacher 15. Schottische Militarre a l'Armee des Seoularistes.
16. Reel Infernale des Heretics.
Downs with a view to his reconciliation with his 17. Jersey a la mode du Materialistes.
wife, but nothing has been accomplished. As to the
PAUSE DU DANBE.
Rev. Mr. Downs, it is intimated that he is willing to 18. Cercle de la Rapteux des Sceptics.
. 19. Lanciere a la Piddington.
"condone" his wife's misconduct for a monetary 20. Valse, Joie d' Infidelle.
"consideration,'' but promises no other reciprocal 21. Rockaway des Femmes Secularistes.
22. Polka, Vive les Scientifiques.
favors.
23. Valse Materialistique.
The pastor ~tnd his wife appear to be a mercenary 24. Old Dan Tucker-Au Revoir.
couple. She ran away from motivs having their rise We judge that when they Ret out to hav a good time our
Canadian friends do-not meet with the experience technically
in the hope of gain; he will take her back if Deacon known as getting left.
Terry will gratify his desire for the dross of this
world. Deacon Terry is probably a bold, bad man, THE candidature of Miss Mary Page for the postmastership
who could be the object of naught but mistaken of Walla Walla causes a correspondent of the Walla Walla
Weekly Journal to say that the women's vote, which proved so
sympathy. His wife, however, who is the least con- important
in making the result of the late election, is entitled
spicuous of the parties implicated, deserves to be to recognition in the appointments, and that not only is Miss
treated with consideration. Apparently, she is the Page an exceptionally competent lady, and well qualified by
only victim. The whole affair, while disgraceful, is ability and experience for the position to which she is said to
not altogether novel, but it is significant in so far as aspire, but that her candidacy will meet ·the approbation of
a majority of the voting women in this neighborhood. The
it goes to show how wide of the mark in their views ladies of Washington Territory are "looking up" in politics.
are those who imagin that religion has any necessary It is said that the vote to tax the churches came largely from
connection with morality,
t:h~ ferqa~e vot.;lfB, :0: so, thanks, ll1-~iea.
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HooD RIVER, OREGON, Dec. 8, 1884.
MR. EDrTOR: As we see but very few letters in THE
TRUTH SEEKER from this part of the world, we begin to
think there are but few Liberals in this part of the country.
We hav lived here a little over one year, and hav found very
few; there are some Liberal-minded people here, but they
don't like to speak out for fear it will hurt their business, or
that Mrs. Grundy will point ths :finger of scorn at them;
neither can they be persuaded to take a Liberal paper. So
that we are pretty much alone here. We enjoy reading your
paper very much, find intend to ride as long as the old ship of
liberty continues to swim, and "don't you forget it." We hav
two other tickets to ride on the Freethought vessel, and think
we shall get there by and by, and would be very glad to hav
more company; but if there is none to join the little company,
we are going anyway, that is, myself and wife, so fire up the
grand old ship. If there are any Liberals in this part of the
country, we would be glad to hear from them through the
paper.
Friend Macdonald, as I was a subscriber in a small way, I
thought I would like to hav a look at the monument as it is in
the lithograph. We hav a small town here, but neither Godhouse nor saloon, but plenty of the old, old superstition that
cannot couo11tenance Liberals, but we keep our Liberal papers
handy, and ·hav a chance to throw a hot shot into the old orthordox camp occasionally, which we improve.
Yours for the truth,
SAMUEL CLARK.
OsBORNE, KAN., Dec. 24, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclo~ed :find $1 to apply on my subscription.
Please giv Brother Winter all the room he wants. From his
:first to his last contribution to your paper, if there has been
an article that did not abound in flings at Spiritualism, I hav
failed to see it. He seems to feel badly hurt because all his
effusions hav failed to :find place in your journal. His paper
wads which he is constantly :firing at us hurt no one, and seem
to do him so much good that we would like to gratify the old
gentleman. I would also suggest that Mr. Gunther be allowed
all the room he wants to giv vent to his feelings. Mr. Chainey
was all right and a sound reasoner, and in the front ranks of
Materialism, until he " dared to see a truth not recognized in
creeds;" but now he must" die the death." We hav become
so accustomed to slander and misrepresentation that it does
not disturb us. We shall not stop THE TRUTH SEEKER because
they say unkind and foolish things, and talk most of that they
know the least about. When they shall hav learned more of
life, when and where it began if it had a beginning, and where
it terminates if it ever ends, when they hav fathomed the
hight and depth of all life and all being, and determined when,
where, and how intelligence and thought :first became associated with unconscious matter, if there was a :first, and when
and where and how they will become eternally eliminated and
alienated from it, if over, they can form a more intelligent
conclusion ns to whether "death ends all," or ends anything,
or is nature's passway to a higher form of life, co-existent with
the eternity of matter.
Thanks to George Babcock for his excellent article on
prohibition.
As ever, yours,
GEo. GAGE.
SYRACUsE, N.Y., Dec. 23, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: A long time has pasoed since I hav communicated anything for your pages. Indeed, I hav found no necessity for so doing, fiB each week I :find it well :filled with most
interesting matter. But to-day I ask space for an obituary to
the memory of one of the most estimable women it was ever
my happiness to know-Ml·s. Mary D. Bonnell, wife of Henry
Bonnell, of Waterloo. Mr. Bonnell has been a long-time subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, was a contributor to the Roundthe-W odd Fund, and hns been for these many years one of
the leaders in the "Waterloo Yearly Meeting." The many
scores of people who hav been most hospitably entertained at
the beautiful home of these friends of human progress will
mourn with me for the bere11ved family. I wrote to Mr.
Bonnell after the sad news reached me, telling him if he would
send me an account of the death I would prepare an account
for the paper. The paper which he sent me is so clear, so
tender and trnthful, that I feel I could not improve it. You
will notice at the head of the obituary the beautiful words
sung at the funeml of the late D. M. Bennett. How well I
remember every word there spoken and sung. Surely his
memory is precious. Please insert the obituary, closing with
the lines, as Mr. Bonnell requests.
With the heartiest wishes for the prosperity of all the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I am, Yours, Lucy N. CoLMAN.
A. BRIEF SKETCH OF THE LIFE AND DEMISE OF MARY D., THE BELOVED WU'E OF HENRY BONNELL, WHO DEPARTED FROM
LIFE NOV. 26, 188-!.
She was one of the best of womankind, prudent, temperate,
and in all things just, pursuing the even tenor of her way with
such care that in looking back over life's journey, :fifty-five
years and two months (the time we had lived together), I do
not remember one fault, nor yet a mistake. As a wife, loving,
kind, find forgiving, or generous even to a fault; as a mother,
in devotion to and care of her children, she had no peer. I
think it due to say this much: She was a Liberal in the truest
sense, entirely free from superstition and sectarian bias of all
kinds. Her henlth had been p~or some of the time for tke
last two or three years. She wns taken very ill the 27th of
October last with heart disease, which caused great depression
of breath. It was a constant struggle for breath day and
night for four weeks and :five days, with the exception of a
short time on Tuesday and Wednesday of the last week. She
mnnifested great patience through all her suffering, never
uttering a murmur. As the disease became more violent
again, on Thursday morning she said to me, "Oh, dear, this
hns all got to be gone through again." This was the most like
regret of anything I heard her utter. I think she had not the

least hope of recovering from the :first moment of the attack.
In less than an hour from that time she told me I would hav
to get along without her, as she could help me no longer. On
Friday morning, at 4:30 o'clock, she quietly passed away,
aged 73 years and 2 months. The funeral took place on Sunday A.M., November 30th, and was well attended. Sunderland P. Gardner gave (the discourse. He is a Quaker with
modern views.
When writing the above I had not thought about a caption,
but will now propose this obituary:
A LOVED ONE DEPARTED.
" Cover her over with beautiful flowers,
Deck her with garlands this loved one of ours,
Lying so silent by night and by day,
Sleeping the years of her true worth away."
The sketch I hav given will bear any amount of extension.
All the kindly acts of a lifetime may be imagined. After writing what may be appropriate, I would like to close with the
following, unless you think of something better:
Sweet may she slumber
While the ages shallroll,
For no visions of horror
Can intrude or control.
But enfolded by nature,
In peace she will dwell; ·
While with hearts full of sorrow
We bid her farewell.
With many thanks for your kind greeting, I close.
HENRY BoNNELL.
Yours as ever,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Dec. 25, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: While reading the article "The Revenue Question Again" in THE TRuTH SEEKER, Dec. 20th, I feel so impressed with~ desire to indorse some of J. G. Malcom's reasoning that I leave the article unfinished, and sit down to write.
So plainly has he pictured the just relation in which mankind
stands to this planet, that I would not presume to add anything
to his arguments.
Speaking of the ownership of land, he says: "Because one
man is richer, wiser, stronger, more cunning, or more industrious than another, is no reason why he should receive 11
larger share of these things, because they do not depend on
any quality which he possesses, or upon anything which he
has done."
Good. Any person holding a surplus of land or other property while others are suffering and dying within that person's
reach, should read a few numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER containing such valuable thoughts as set forth in Brother Malcom's last.
Will Joseph Le Clerc allow me to criticise, with the same
sense of humility you speak of, a few of your statements in
your artie! e of Dec. 5th ?
You don't seem satisfied with Frederic Harrison's explanations. Well, this last paper :fits my mind better than anything
be11ring on religion I ever saw or heard.
You say: "We see apples fall to the ground; but who can
picture to our consciousness what gravitation looks like?"
Again: "People who believe in that Energy (Spencer's
Eternal), and who hav seen the childishness of giving form to
it, can be counted by thousands."
As to gravitation, I fear many people are inclined to look on
this and other forces as a literal something, independent and
outside of the substances possessing it.
To my mind, gravitation, like all other forces-electricity,
magnetism, wind, tide, expansion, contraction, and all-is
the condition of substances in relation to each other; or chemical action, or vibration of atoms which is more natural and
unavoidable to those atoms than for a duck to swim.
How "childish" it would be to try '·to giv form" to such
characteristics of matter !
You wish Mr. Harrison would giv a definition of religion.
I don't know what he would giv, but a simple one of the Religion of Humanity would be to bind by the ties of Human
Sympathy. Gr. religio-to bind.
If you want a better one, I refer you to our worthy editor,
who, I believe, dances to the tune ~f Mr. Harrison's last paper,
and I think I am in the same set.
Please send me "The Story Hour" and Remsburg's "False
Claims." Find $1.35 inclosed. Am trying to organize an
auxiliary here. Yours for enlightenment,
W. P. BLYTHE.
HELENA, NEB., Dec. 24, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I wonder where God is to-day, who suffereth
not a "sparrow to fall " without his notice. As I sit here in
my office, with the mercury outside twenty degrees below
zero, burning corn to keep me from freezing (because my
patrons could furnish it to me cheaper than they could money
or any other kind of fuel), thousands of poor mortals are
suffering and starving for the want of the corn I am burning. To-morrow is the day, 'tis said, that the son of God came
into the world to bring "joy and glad tidings unto all men."
Do those who shiver, shake, and starve this cold day experience much joy, or do they realize any of the glad tidings? It is
said that he (Christ) scourged the money changers (and I
believe it is the only instance where he used corporal punishment), which shows, at least, that he had some idea that they
(the money changers) were about the vilest of the vile. That
is, they stood more in the way of all men experiencing that
great joy than any other cause, and I believe the facts of history and our own experience will show that the :financial and
business failures, with all their fearful consequences of suffering, hard times, depression in prices, burning of corn and
starvation, are directly traceable to the money changers of the
world, and to the men who hav legislated the power into
their hands. That greatest of political writers, Thomas Paine,
declared that governments should giv to a:ll equal rights.
Has ours done this? Again, we hav declared that whenever
the government fails to do this it should be overthrown,
and a new one founded in its place, and to-day the people
would be justified in rising in their might and hurling from
plac& and power the political jobbers and· scoundrels (money

changers), who hav brought about this state of affairs by
taking away from the people their rights. Abraham Lincoln,
in his :first message to the American People, warned them to
beware of " returning despotism," and that by and through
the money changers it would come. Who so blind that cannot see it. coming? While the money changers and their pliant
tools are sending out their editorials about the strikes and
strikers, and drawing the people's attention from the real
troubles, they, the schooled villains, are making the strikes
that are driving the laborer to want and beggary. They strike
and get higher interest; they strike and lower prices; they
strike and make a shrinkage in the currency. They strike
again for higher interest, and down goes the products of labor,
business stops. Then some poor devil strikes for ten cents on
his wages, and the infernal thieves will shriek and howl
through their hired press, " The Commune is coming, and we
must hav a stronger government." Oh, for another son of
God to strike the last mother's son of the thieving scoundrels
into eternity.
Yours for justice to all,
w. P. BROOKS, M.D.
LEXINGTON, KY., Dec. 26, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: In his editorial on "machine sermons;"
Deacon Richard Smith, of the Cincinnati Commercial Gazette,
says that "Jesus Christ, if on earth, now would drive a large
portion of the ministers out of the· pulpit as he whipped the
money-changers out of the temple." If the "messiah" is endowed with in:finit power, as theologians tells us he is, would
he be forced to the necessity to descend from his heavenly
throne to accomplish this feat? · If machine sermons are a
drawback to the diffusion of gospel knowledge, isn't it more
than likely the "dear one" ere this would hav ":fired" the
repeaters? (The gentry known as "repeaters " are Cincinnati'
sky-steerers, and although Deacon Smith doesn't honor them
with this high-sounding title, yet, to judge from his compli- .
mentary language, one would naturally suppose he meant it.)
I respectfully submit the above nuts to the clergy, but more
especially to Deacon Smith. From their standpoint I think it
will puzzle their massiv intellects to crack them, but as Liberals and Spiritualists hav taken new grounds upon almost
every subject, probably one amongst us can crack them, and
only use the smallest tools at that; therefore, if any choose to,
let them shoot.
DAviD B. CoziNE.
SALAMANCA, Dec. 28, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: As I sat reading your worthy and interesting
paper Sunday eve, I came across a letter from D. N. Dopp,
who says he is sixty-five years ·old, a cripple from childhood,
broken in constitution, un11ble to earn his living, and he
grieves to stop THE TRUTH SEEKER for want of means. This
touched a tender spot; my sympathy went out to this poor old
man, who must be deprived of this little cc.mforter for want of
means. I found I could not quiet my conscience without responJing to his call. I never giv for Ch1ist's sake, or to the
heathen. Whatever I giv in a good cause I never miss. I hav
strength given me to replace it with my own labor.
If you will continue to send this Old gentleman ·THE-TRUTH
SEEKER for the next six months I will pay for the same. I
may strike an oil well, or Mr. Dopp may :find a gold mine in
the next six months.
Hope is the bright star that keeps the heart from breaking,
and in this uncertain world something is liable to turn over
with the wheel of time that will help us out of dark plaees.
Cast your bread upon the waters, and trust in luck and the
fates.
MINA SEYMOUR.
DowAGIAc, MrcH., Dec. 27, 1884.
1\>lR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER has just come, and on the
:first opening of it my eyes rested on "Mrs. Tillotson's Protest," and without waiting l01ager than to read and re-read it, I
hasten to join with her, for I, too, hav this very day paid taxes
on my little property-almost half was school-tax. When
Almighty Man has so far progressed as to deql justly with the
woman who bore him, then, and not till then, will he command my respect. Yours for equal justice, ABBIE KNAPP.
CAMDEN, ME., Dec. 29, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Your very able and valuable paper is coming
to me yet, and as for dis con tinning it, will say the last thing
in this life will be to read THE 'l'Ru'.rH SEEKER and pay for it
ahead fo:r my representativ;
Am away from home most of the time, and for that reason I
allow myself to fall behind with my subscription. Inclosed
please :find $5, for which set ahead two years and oblige.
Whenever you get to want money in so good a cause as publishing the noble TRUTH SEEKER or any of its collaterals, just
send on whether I am in arrears or not, and it shall be forthcoming.
When I am again at home and off the road, if I ever am,
shall order a goodly number of your wicked works for my
library.
I may be in New York some time this season; if so, will giv
F. F. PHILLIPS.
you a call and shake.
PORT HoPE, ONT., CAN., Dec. 26, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed herewith please :find bank-draft for
three dollars ($3.00) for a renewal of my subscription for the
year 1885 to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I hav been a subscriber to this paper from its infancy-yes,
from the :first small sheet published in Illinois. I hav witnessed the improvements and enlargements from time to time,
until now I hav no hesitation in saying that it is one of the
best, if not the best, Freethought papers I hav met with.
WILLIAM SISSON.
STATE OF SusPENSE, Jan. 1, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: How long is the irrepressible and interminable
conflict between the Materialist and Spiritualist Liberals to be
continued? The Spiritual forces hav occupied the :field
nearly forty years, and, whatever progress they may hav made
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in some sections, it is quite certain that in others they hav
sadly fall en off.
Some twenty-six years ago, after what I then believed to be
honest and earnest inquiry, I became an ardent Spiritualist.
To-day I hav no fixed opinion on the subject. If I accept
the doctrin of future existence, I certainly do not nor cannot
believe in a future state for the individual, to be continued
throughout the boundless ages of eternity.
I do not think Mr. Chainey a man to carry conviction to
many of the truth of Spiritual claims and teachings. And I
am quite sure that Mrs. Slenker is not the best qualified 1\mong
Freethinkers to investigate the subject of spiritual intercourse.
B.S.
LowELL, MAss., Dec. 19, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Please stop sending your paper to me. I am
really sorry that I feel it my duty to discontinue my subscription. I hav been a subscriber for a few years, for I thought it
_was doing great good in teaching science and freedom, also
killing that monster, superstition, the which I hav tried to do
from my early youth up. But I hav come to the conclusion
that men like myself cannot be consistent by being in the
1·anks with Spiritualists and Prohibitionists. The first is a
fraud; the slate-writing is a simple trick, which I think I can
play as well as anyone. It is not so difficult as many tricks
that I can play in broad daylight. You can easily substitute
other slates. All good conjurers hav a large pocket in the
back part of their pants, the top part about twelve inches
across, which should bag out a little loose; also a little higher
up, in the small part of the back, we hav one or two leather or
thick cardboard shelves, rounded to fit the back, and made
secure to the vest, so that by putting the left hand a little to
your left side you can with great ease, and without fear of detection, take anything that you wish to show or make use of,
even ~large bowl of eggs or a glass globe of water with gold
and silver fish swimming in it. In like manner you can
change the slates-so that while we think we are shedding light
and pulling down one myth, many of your subscribers are
building up one as bad, or even worse.
Now for the second, the Prohibitionists. 'l'hey are clamoring
For freedom of thought,
"
"
" press, .
"
"
" speech,
And many other things.
Still these same men and women that say they are Liberals,
and demand what they call liberty and justice, are the first to
refuse others the same right.- I hav read their reasons, which
I hav no space to reply to. But what liberty would be left if
all fanatics could pass their laws? Some say what we should
do on Sunday; the· Jew what we should do on Saturday;
others what on Friday; others what we should eat in Lent;
others how many children we should raise, or how we should
dress, and what we should eat. I see that quite a strong party
in London at their annual dinner declare that it is a sin to
kill or eat any kind of meat or fowl. Some say that no food
and drink should be taxed; others are in favor of making all
spirituous drinks free, and place the tax on tea and coffee, and
so keep the money from going to China, and encourage hom.e
industry by giving our farmers a chance to raise barley, hops,
rye, and grapes. I think the last-named plan the best, as well
as the only true Liberal one. If you prohibit because some
hav done wrong or got hurt, then you would hav to stop all
the great work of this great nation. I am for fighting the battle with true Liberals; then we will hav true liberty, and Dever
till then.
Dear sir, I feel that these few lines are not all that I ought
or should like to say, and it may appear to you to be insufficient cause to discontinue taking your paper, but I am quite
discouraged. I hav always given my paper away, sometimes
without reading it myself. Many that hav received it say that
they like a great deal of its writings,_ but refuse to subscribe
or hav anything to do with Spiritualists or Prohibitionists.
I am, dear sir,
Yours 1·espectfull~,
GEo. GRAY.

huge fraud, all for the pretense of stopping that which it never
did stop, viz., crime, or "protecting" the people?
Do you not know that not a villainous deed has been done
for five thousand years that has not been done in the name
and under the authority of law? Will you and the noble
army of Freethinkers submit to be ruled by an arbitrary
power called legislators? Governments profess to be the protectors of the people. Protection with a vengeance! Chattel
slavery continued in this country for two hundred and fifty
years, and in no single instance did the government ever protect a black man in his right to liberty. When the "strikers"
peaceably assemble to assert their rights, what .are the hired
assassins, called soldiers, called out for, to protect the workers
or their oppressors? When did a government ever wage a war
to protect the rights of the oppressed? Read the history of
England for hundreds of years. Has she not almost made her
dominions one vast graveyard? Go a little farther and take a
look at Russia. And while you are on the way, go to Siberia
and ask the starved and frozen men and women what they
think of "government." Yes, Russia with its 780,000 of enlisted men; and France with 491,000; and Germany with
420,000; and Spain with 330,000; and Austriw with 296,000;
Italy 200,000; and Great Britain 192,000; and British India,
nativs in British service, 123,862; and our own "government
of the people" with 27,996 soldiers; then add to the above
frightful list of armed murderers, 207,271 sailors; total armies
and navies 2,976,109, with 1,551 ships of war, and you hav a
partial or faint picture of what you are supporting to put a
stop to crime, and let me ask you, in all ,kindness, are you
stopping it?
Brother Hill, how about the prisons in this country, are they
all tenantless? And the police force, are they all discharged?
Are there any locks in your large cities? How much does it
cost the people for bank-safes to keep out burglars? Brother
Hill, how do you progress with your armed force in stopping
crime?
Your friend,
SEWARD MITCHELL,

came across the room and gave me money to send THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Who could read it, or hear it, and not hav their blood
circulate better, tending to better health, better thoughts, and,
as a result, less superstition, for thoughts are always contraband with that? A friend of mine takes THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and thinks so much of it that his acquaintances call it his Bible. Why not? It is an improvement on the old one, and,
although making no claim to infallibility or immaculate conception, discounts the authorized version in its morals and
truthfulness, which is the basis of all morality. It calls on
men and women to stop working for imaginary beings, and
bend their efforts on the present, knowing that it will be the
best preparation for what the future may hav in store. In a
letter from C. Fannie Allyn, she says, "Shall be glad to learn
when men and women will do as much for their families as for
any heavenly inhabitant." That is according to THE TRUTH
SEEKER Bible, and if honestly carried out will entitle us to the
epitaph of Burns to his friend:
" If there's another world, he livs in bliss,
If there is none, he made the best of this."
CHARLES C. JoHNSON.
LoNGSTREET, GA., Dec. 22, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: What if I say, God, so-called, is the source of
all life in the universe, the invisible, incomprehensible force,
manifesting always and everywhere? Or if I say, eternal, persistent energy is the supreme, absolute intelligence, the invisible foroe, manifesting throughout the universe "in the whole
of things?" Or if, again, I say, all nature is the body of God
(sJ-called), i. e., the outward manifestation and expression of
invisible force; supreme, absolute intelligence?
What then? Only this-I cannot conceive of, or attempt a
comprehension of, the infinit, except through his manifestations and expressions in "the whole of "things," according to.
Mr. Sunderland. Hence personality is relegated to the realm.
of the incomprehensible, the unknowable.
Is there any material difference in the above three propositions?
Nature's order is harmonious, unintenupted, and works by
evolution to betterment, to progress. Man, the highest in
order of the infinit expression, has a high and noble destiny
to work out for himself, for humanity, and also much, too, as
in the schemes of development and evolution, in all departments of life, and will be sure whatever is best for this life is
and will be best for another -if there is a life continued beyond this physical.
To say that man is not absolutely responsible for the part
he plays in life; to say some one else (Jesus, it maybe) snffe1·s
in our stead " from our sins," that we escape the consequence
of wrong-doing, is to say what no one can reasonably and consistently believe. Such an idea cannot be reconciled with
human consciousness and human reason, much less with any
sensible view of an infinitly wise and just God (so-called).
Every man, every individual, who livs a right life, and does
so simply because it is best, is a savior in the true sense of the
word.
T. N. MABON.

OAKLAND, CAL., Dec. 19, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find 25 cents for TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
for 285. Please giv Elmina my kind regards for her contribution to THE TRUTH SEEKER in the way of letters, and also for
her investigation of spiritual phenomena. Tell her that her
friend Joe Caffray and wife are now in San Francisco, and going through the same tricks here. I attended one of their
seances some two weeks ago, with my wife. We think that
will do us for some time to come. The performance was precisely the same as the account I sent you-a big fraud, though
some said it was genuin; so we do not all see alike. It was
rather dark to see very much. I will giv you and your readers
a few lines just to show where I stand in r0ference to this God
and spirit business, so here it goes: God is an evil; he is the
evil under which earth has always been groaning; he is mys.
tery and terror, gall and wormwood, hell and devil, to the
children of men; he is the grand central horror round which
all other horrors cling. A good God is a contradiction; any
God dwarfs, enslaves, dehumanizes; a man and a God cannot
liv in the same universe. There cannot be a universe with a
God, for God must be everything, and everything else nothing.
SoMERVILLE, MAss., Dec. 22, 1884.
God is the annihilation of existence. God is the curse of
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. 0. K. Smith is at Helena, Montana, for
curses. No God will be the world's millennium. Earth will the winter, or longer, and I was thinking she might do you
be heaven when men no longer hav something to call them off and the people much good by introducing '!'HE TRUTH SEEKER
from making it so. The golden age will be born when human among her friends, and was wondering if it would not be well
beings can be themselvs. The reign of peace will commence for you to send her not only a new paper each week, but a
with the reign of reason. Then will indeed be proclaimed package of older ones for distribution. We each are as ever
that everlasting gospel, "Peace on earth, good will to man;" a friend to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and though she has retired to
when all the dwellers of earth shall lift up their voice to- private life, yet she must and will do something in the cause of,
gether and say with a shout, "God is dead and we are glad of liberty, and I don't know of anything greater (all things conit." And now, as to spirits, God was a spirit and human be- sidered) than to circulate THE TRUTH Sm::;mn. I am in Bosings were going to liv on with him and so they had to be spirits ton this month lecturing twice each Sunday in ITorticultuml
with one such great spirit. It was a matter of course to hav Hall for the Spiritual Temple Society. Thus far my lectures
ever so many little ones. There is no such great spirit and hav been received with great approbation and applause. I
there are no little ones. They all go together and I say, Good- lecture in Norwich, Connecticut, the Sundays of Jamuny; in
bye to them all.
Portland, Maine, the Sundays of Febuary; in Boston, at the
Now, Brother Macdonald, I would like to take you by the same_ hall as now, the Sundays of March; in Springfield,
hand some day as I did our friend D. M. Bennett, but I do not Massachusetts, the Sundays of April. A change of circumMR. MITCHELL TO MR. IDLL.
know whether I shall or not, but you hav my blessing resting stances has disengaged me for the month of May, making it
Dear Brolhe1·: It is not pleasant to differ with anyone, on you and THE TRUTH SEEKER.
open for engagements. The remainder of the season, up to
especially a generous soul like you. But I wish to ask you a
Yours for truth and mental liberty,
A. H. ScHou.
the first Sunday of October, 1885, is engaged in western New
question or two. First let me say, with any difference you
England, and attending camp-meeting. I am this morning at
may hav with E. C. Walker, I hav nothing to say, for my
BisHOP CREEK, CoL., Dec. 20, 284.
Dr. Dillingham's, Indiana Place, Boston. Mr. Dillingham is
friend Walker is fully able to speak for himself. That the
DEAR FRIENDS: On reading the friendly letters in the TRUTH one of the wisest men of America; is seventy-eight years old;
evils of intemperance are fearful to contemplate no one will
SEEKER; I ofteu feel a desire to write in reply to some of the sixty years of that time haY been lavishly used in the investideny. But, my dear brother, in suppressing any evil by force·
remarks there made. But there are germinal ideas that are gation of the unexplored facts which hav been, and still are,
law, are we not sustaining that which we, as Liberals, are
like seeds, better to be sown or discussed in darkness, away coming to the surface of life. His fields of thought and acearnestly trying to abolish? To stop rum-selling by force we
from the public gaze. Some reformatory ideas need testing tion hav not been confined to any one channel, but he bas
must keep in power the most gigantic fraud that ever cursed
before being presented for general acceptance, and should had the power of sweeping bigotry and superstition from the
humanity-a! ways excepting of course its twin fraud, Chrisfirst hav the developing power of thought to_form the nucleus pathway of the credulous ancl less wise, till D.D. and M.D.
tianity-a government of brute force. Brother Hill, are not
of the ultimate sought to be evolved.
fear his power or his presence to such an extent that they
all governments of force in constant and continual warfare
I would like to correspond with a few thinkers on the prob- shun his contact in di~cussion as though they knew it would
against the natuml inalienable rights of man? Do you, an inbe death to their business.
AMELIA H. CoLnY.
telligent Freethinker, acknowledge the right of any power out- lems of a new social order, which has been partially•unfolded
side of yourself to dictate or set bounds to your actions in by a few minds, but needs the combined powers of the best intellects of the age to perfect. The tidal wave of revolution is
GLEN HALL, PA., Dec. 27, 1884.
any way or manner whatsoever?
approaching that will sweep away many of the obstrucfast
MR. EDITOR: I was very much pleased to see in this week's
Please let us look into these governments of force, and see
tions that hav hindered the upbuilding of the New Republic issue that Washington Territory gave nearly three thousand
what they are doing and their cost.
According to statistics in the North American Reviet~ by John and a higher and better Social Order. I should be pleased to majority in favor of taxing church property. That is the comhav the views of such as hav thought upon this and kindred mencement of thtl fulfilment of the first Nine Dem!1nds. Now
Roach, the yearly cost of the army and mivy of ten leading
subjects. Yours fraternally,
MRs. LuNA HuTCIDNSON.
for the Secon.d Demand-the dispensing of chaplains. If we
nations is over three billions of ·dollars, and it would take at
cannot make a break on their present positions, I would be
least seven billions of days' work to pay this vast sum. And
in favor of having them installed in houses of ill-fame and all
that is not near the cost, probably not more than half the full
MILFORD, MAss., Dec. 20, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Hope you will excuse me for appearing before low groggeries. If they hav any good influence; they inay show
cost of supporting this enormous army of non-producing peacedestroyers. Not only are these governments of force enor- you again with my annual request to continue THE TRUTH it, for their present position is a tax without a virtue.
This theory of exempting church property from taxation is
mously costly, but they are fearfully demoralizing. All this SEEKER, for which find cashier's check; also to pay for two
vast cost and demoralization can be saved by a "Peace Com- new subscribers, whose names and address I inclose. When too great an imposition to be tolerated, if you will only conmission." Go to the city of Washington, D. C., and see that offenses are repeated, penalties are increased, but you are very vince people of the aggregate amount exempted; and in order
to do so, please approximate the value of church property in
vast pile of gmnit called "The War Department," costing lenient for offenses of this kind.
I read Otto Wettstein's splendid article in THE TRUTH SEEKER the United States, and what the tax would amount to in case
countless millions of dollars, and not of the slightest use to
any one but a lot of useless loafing scoundrels, too lazy to get of December 13th at a neighbor's. He said, "That's what's that kind of property paid its proportion. Inclose it in black
an honest living at some productiv labor. Then look at all the matter." I enjoyed the reading of it again, as well as he lines, and keep it in your paper. Keep it before the people;
the forts and arsenals, costing other millions of dollars, and did hearing it. Then I read your editorial on evolution to let everyone get it by heart, for it is an imposition that few
R. J. LAMBORN.
then tell me, Brother Hill, if you are willing to support this him. He said, "That goes to the bottom of the subject," and hav any idea of. Yours truly,
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long, black hair growing all over her head and
down her spine, almost like a mane. Her
whole face, as well as all the rest of her body,
is covered with soft, silky hair.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN, Fall River,
She is a very happy little girl, and does not
Mass., to whom all Communications for this wish to go back to her parents. Some one
£brner shauld be sent.
asked her why she did not wish to go back to
her mamma, and she answered:
"Between the dark and the daylight,
"Because there are no pretty dresses
When the night begins to lower,
there."
Oomes a pause In the day"s occupations
You would like to know if Kra-o ever goes to
That Is known as .the Children's Hour."
meeting or to Sunday-school.
I do not think she ever does. Of her own
A Fault-Finding Tongue.
accord, Kra-o would hav no inclination.or desire to go, for she has no religious ideas whatYou may not be able to shine abroad;
Your talents the world may never applaud;
ever. The raf?e to which she belongs has no
Nor hearts by your beauty ever be awed,
religion. If you talk to the people of her
But then you can make home happy.
country about deity, or immortality, or religYou'llhav to be patient and learn well to bear
ious matters, they would not know what you
A great many things, nor seem much to care,
meant. There are no religious ideas in their
And a cheerful aspect your own brow must wear,
minds, and they hav not been educated to
If you wish to make home happy.
hav any. They know nothing of worship of
Avoid all disputes as you would the worst plague,
God, and hav no fear of any evil spirits, nor
And ne'er be ashamed for pardon to beg,
Nor feel as If you had fallen a peg
can they comprehend anything of them. They
If only you make home happy.
are simply natural folk, or people in a state of
When you must reprove, you know there's a way
nature, and Kra-o, one of their number, is livln kindness to speak what you hav to say,
ing in our land, among civilized beings. BeThen pardon the fault without delay
fore Mr. Farini, the gentleman who brought
If you will make home happy.
her here, was allowed to take her away from
A fault-flndlng tongue will destroy the peace
her people, the king of Siam required him to
Of the happiest household, and only Increase
adopt her as his own little daughter to insure
The faults you pick at; then why not cease,
And try to make home happy?
that she would be treated well.
s.r.ctea.
Kra-o is very bright and interesting to talk
with. A little playmate said to her one day:
The Sun.
"Krao, you are a very ugly, hairy creatThe sun Is a. good-natured fellow
ure 111
Who dresses In clothing of gold;
"Well," said Kra-o, immediately, "if you
Whose tints are always most mellow,
were in my country, you would be ugly-lookAnd never are like to grow old,
ing, too; for you are not hairy at all."
In the morning he rises up early,
Scientific people claim that all the races of
And looks halt over the world ;
the earth hav one common origin, that the
Liking, I fancy, most dearly,
different races, of which Kra-o is a representTo see the panorama unfurled.
ativ of one, are like the branches of a tree,
And ocean, wide sea, and the river,
changed by their surroundings, the climate in
All aglow with his brilliancy show,
which they liv, etc. Says a late writer in a
As hls life beams shimmer and quiver,
And merrily glisten and glow.
medical journal: "Man is the summit of the
great tree of animal creation. He does not
The flowers he loves like a father,
spring from the lower races (branches), but
And he kisses them o'er and o'er;
And the trees, It seems to me, rather
his origin is common with them (the trunk).
Enjoy hls kissing the more
Monkeys grew out in the direction of hair and
bones; man in the direction of brain. Kra-o
That they are stronger and taller
Than the dear little flowers may be,
is near enough the summit to be considered in
Whose hearts, though 1lner and smaller,
the genus homo," that is, she belongs to the
Glv fragrance to you and to me.
species of man.
Shine on, then, 0 sun, through the season
The world in which we liv is a great book.
That sends the snow down to the earth;
It invites our study, and the more we learn
In spring-time there'll surely be resson
the more we see of the broad stretches of
To welcome again the glad l:llrth.
knowledge of which we are still ignorant.
or the seconds and minutes and hours,
Kra-o illustrates a page in the book of huYou'll merrily lead In the dance,
man species hitherto unknown. She is a livWhen nature, 'mid sunshine and showers,
ing declaration of the ignorance of those who
Awakes from her long winter trance.
D. R. BllEBIDAl'l,
hav thought they knew all there was worth
knowing.
S. H. W.

A Strange Little Girl.
Away np in the northern part of Siam, in
Asia (if you will look on your map you will
find it between the 15th and 20th degrees of
north latitude, and the 118th and 123d degrees
of longitude), there dwell a lot of peculiar
people. 'l'hey liv by themselvs in a big,
swampy forest, and in the thick foliage of the
trees they twine and weave little nests of
homes, like the birds.
" And are tlley real folk?" you ask.
They are just as real as you and those you
see around you. They hav a language of their
own, though it contains only some three hundred words in all, and those of one syllable.
They eat wild rice, roots, fruits, and nuts.
They hav fishing-nets made from the bark of
trees, so t.hat they sometimes go fishing, though
they do not cook their fish, for they do not
know anything about fire or its uses.
"What do they do for clothes?"
They are born with their clothes on, like the
animals; that is, they hav a nice warm furry
coat, with which they are covered from top to
toe.
But I started to tell you about one of their
number, which was brought to this country
two or three years ago.
Kra-o-pronounced Krah-o-is her name,
and a very strange little object she is. The
country where her people liv is called La-os,
and the word means unexplored or unknown.
Kra-o is eight years old, .and is a bright,
smart little girl. She has learned to read and
write, and speaks both English and German,
two languages besides her nativ tongue, an accomplishment that not many children possess.
Since she has been in our country she has
been dressed the same as children are here,
and now she would not like to go without
clothing, as her people do in the land where
she came from. She .likes to play with dolls
and toys, and is loving and affectionate. She
is fond of candy and other sweetmeats, just
the same as other little girls.
She is a funny-looking object for a girl, with
,her great black eyes as bright as buttons, with

Our Puzzle Box.
1..

EASY CHARADE FOB WEE ONES
Two little twins, with their mother between,
Exactly alike in their features and mien;
Not little Tom Thumbs, as you might suppose,
Though one may be Tommy, they are both of
them toes.
Their home is so sweet, like the nest of a dove,
They are known far and near as "the apples
of love."
REKAB SEMAJ.

2.
TEUTONIC ADVEBTIBMENT.
Make room! the greatest show on earth,
E'er this ne'er seen in the land of mirth,
Now comes. The tent is full; I only say
A man is bound to go at once, and pay.
Great cages will be around the ring.
Each schoolma'am, others, too, should bring
Relative and children on a German call.
You'll see eight beasts so wild-catch all.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
EsPRIT FonT.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
DEC. 20, 1884.
1. A wheel.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15.
2. Q U AD RAGEN A R I 0 U S.
3. En-dog-en.
4 Hah-neman-n, founder of the Homeopathic school of medicin.

1~B15.

Correspondence.
A correspondent writes: "The puzzle column of your Corner is exceptionally fine. I
congratulate you on the quality and originality of your puzzles. I see none superior in any
paper." This very fine compliment from a
teacher and literary friend is flattering, and we
are grateful that our puzzlers are thus appreciated. Puzzles constitute one method of education, inasmuch as they awaken, develop, and
train the thinking powers, cultivate the memory, and teach the definition and use of words
by leading one to consult the dictionary. We
consider ourselvs fortunate in having so fine
an array of high talent in our Puzzle Box. We
thank our puzzlers kindly for their aid in the
past, and respectfully solicit their continued
help for the coming year.-En. C. C.

parents, who endeavor to train you in the correct way. Yo"iir dear mamma is without superstition, e.nd if you follow her teaching and
example you will become a good and useful
woman, without doubt. ·We shall always be
pleased to hear from you, and to know how
you are getting on in school. Kind regards
and a "happy new year" to your mamma,
papa, and all the members of the household,
and to all the readers of the Children's Corner
as well.-En. C. C.]

INGERSOLL OATEOHISED;

Mrs, Elvira Wheelock writes: "You conduct
His Ans-wers
your department in THE TRUTH SEEKER admirably. Your stories are good, healthy tales for To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
the young, and I hope you will continue in
by the Editor of the Ban Fanoisoan.
your good work." Such words of commendation inspire us. to continue in the good work
Millions of these should be circulated by
we feel that we are doing for our children with Freethinkers.
the aid of many kind friends .-En.
DIGHTON (via TusTIN, OscEoLA Co.), MrcH.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I thought I would write
you a letter, as I reed the Children's Corner.
I like to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, especially
the Children's Corner. I got a piece out of
the Corner to speak in school, entitled, "This
Life Is What We Make It." I think you are
doing a good work; it is a good thing for the
children. I am thirteen years old, and I never
went to school only three weeks in all my life,
yet I read in the Fifth Reader. I would like
to correspond with the girls that write for the
Children's Corner. I was born in this township, and always lived here. I hav two
brothers, Willie and Marion. I liv eighty rods
from the post-office, and four and a half miles
from Tustin. My father is a subscriber for
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I always read that
first. I don't know much about writing for a
paper, but I thought I would try. If this is
printed, 1 will try again.
Yours in friendship, MARTHA ANNA RooT.
[Martha writes a nice little letter, and shows
that her mind is improved, if she does not go
to school. We hope to hear from her again,
and advise all who wish to make her acquaintance to write to her address. Of such is the
Liberal kingdom.-En.]
LAWRENCE, KAN,, Dec. 27, 1884.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: My parents take THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and hav taken it from the
beginning.
It is a. splendid paper.
The
Children's Corner is the best of the whole
paper. I was born on December twenty-third,
the same day the founder of THE TRUTH
SEEKER was born. We liv near a large wndmill. My father owns it. Our house is on a
large hill; it is a three-story stone house.
Mamma is going to send for a couple of copies
of the "Story Hour." My mamma has a picture of Miss Wixon in her album. She would
be delighted to see Miss Wixon in person. My
mother was a great admirer of Mr. Bennett.
She has one picture of him in her album, and
one large one on the wall, and a picture of Mr.
Bennett's monument. I hope THE TRUTH
SEEKER will last many hundred years yet. I
am m the sixth grade in school. The tenth
grade is the highest in our schools. My
teacher is Miss Emma Beckwith. Mamma
sends her love to Miss Wixon
Yours truly,
BLENDA E. PALM.
[Thanks, Blenda, for your very nice letter,
and for your kind wishes. We are glad you
are pleased with the Children's Corner, and
we feel quite sure you will be delighted with
the "Story Hour." It is a good omen that you
were born on the same day of the month as
'th!l founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER (though
the day of one's birth, no matter when it
comes, should be always considered a good
day, and a good omen), and we trust you will
liv to be as wise and brave as was he, and as
true. We hope you will write again.-En.
C. C.]

LAWRENCE, KAN., Dec. 27, 1884.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: As I am having a vacation, and a good deal of time to myself, I
thought I would write you a letter. I did not
get many Christmas presents, because mamma
did not want to celebrate the birth of Christ,
but expect to get more for New Year's. Among
the Christmas presents we had was a silver
ANSWER TO "ESPRIT FORT'S " " QUOD HOC SIB! penholder that came from Europe. I will be
11
eleven the sixteenth of Feburary. I am in the
VULT.
fifth grade, and hav not been tardy or absent
What does this mean ?
since I began to go to school. My brother
An acrostic, and twelve hidden birdsWilliam is in the junior grade, and has passed
A "bird-cage full "-is seen.
every year since he started to school-junior
And I'll giv you their names in words:
or ninth. I was invited to Enterprise to a
The heron, the eagle, and swan,
Christmas tree, but could not go. It has been
The dodo, crow, kingfisher, hawk,
snowing here, but to-day it is melting.
The sparrow, wren, plover, come on;
Yours truly,
ANNETTA C. PALM.
Dove, piper, will fimsh the talkP.S.-Please tell me if there are any misUnless, by some occult bird-culture,
Our "hoc vult" becomes a "hawk vulture." takes in my lettPr. Do you think I hav a good
future before me ? Excuse all mistakes.
UNCLE JAMES.
A. C. P.
ANSWER TO ROBI!IBT BEBNHEIM-Patella.
[This is another good letter, and well written, with only a few errors. There is every
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF DEC. 27, 1884.
reason to think there is a good and beautiful
1. Incompressibility -inn-calm-press-sigh-biU-i- future before you, Annetta, and Blenda also.
tea. 2. S-Erin-s. 3. Crane.
You are blessed with a nice home and kind

Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
for a dollar. Addreas THlll TRUTH SEliiK:&B.

JJIONKS, POPES,
AND

THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
BY JOHN ALBERGER.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE POLITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
Price, 1>0 cents, 71> cepts, aDd $1.00, ac•
cordinK to condition of book.

Addr61l8

THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., l(e'IV York.

FALSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

J. E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlar;ed.
Price, 10 OTI:!. SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DOZ

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Scienc('j the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; tho Ohurch and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader Bend for a
dozen at least. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK-

THIRD EDITION.

BIBLE MYTI-IS
AND THEIR

Parallels in Other Religion s
Being a Oompa.rlson of the Old and New estament
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen na'tlons of Antiquity, Oonslderlng also their
Origin and Meaning. With numerous Illustrations.
The object of the work Is to point out the myths
with whiCh the Old and New Testaments abound; to
show that they were held In common with other nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and
e:oplain their meaning.

"It has long been acknowledged by the most eminent biblical students that the Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical element; but, so tar as we
know, the present Is the flrst complete and scholarly
atttompt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their original slgnlflcatlon. "-Bolt"" Cour-

w.

"Never before has there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research for the
origin of these myths as does this one lust pu bUshed
byJ. W. Bouton, of NewYork."-Bodon Timu.
"It Is unquestionably true that the results of a
ratlonall8tlc study of the Ohr!stlan scriptures a.re
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
1 Vo!. Roya! Svo.

Price,

Clot/&. About 600 pag<l.

$3.00

Bent postpaid, on receipt of price,
Address,
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
88 Ollnton Place, New York.
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BOOK FOR CHILDREN AND

YOUTH.

-BY-

MISS

SUSAN H. "W'"IXON,
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5 cents.
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I think
Hypocrisy-which ever hopes unseen
'l'o be-was, from of old, by Ignorance
letained to act as her sole counselor
And legatee, and by establlohed forms
Of customs hoar and usage long has been
In ages past, and is to-day, and so
Will be for years to cnme, the leading mode.
And medltal!ng thus, I dare affirm
'l.'hat, as a rule, the man who prates the most
About divine religion, and the gods,
Is always to be p!L!ed-not abhorred.
It was this vain pretender's sin whose pardon
v'irst or ullsins was signed. And yet, In truth,
:She'll ever wear, as she has ever worn,
Her tattered livery frock or mean disguise,
Made up of countless Ignominious acts.
She cu.n be false, and wise, and vain, and proud,
And therewithal dissemble and command.
Her garb Is but the badge or servitude,
Whose wearer Is or reason's light devoid;
Yet not !Ike one or gladsome light bereft,
His seeing all forgot, t>u t like one In
Whose eyes sweet <lay had dawned-by Fate
Bereft; WhO In his blindness feels a joy.
I think
Ad vice should only on occasions rare
Be tendered to another. It matters not
How kindly It Is meant; 'twill surely be
Sore misconstrued. One wastes not only breath,
But counsel, too. Oh, more than treasure golden
'l'he friend who changeth not from former days,
Nor e'er grows strange and cold, as life's dim scroll
Unfolds before us, and by logic clear,
'l'here dawns a new belief-another faithAn<! stronger, loosening all the rusty clasps
Which erst had held in place the antique cloak,
The motley wear or theolog!c creed,
And fills our longing wuls with purposes
or higuer life, till they are full and calm,
And true as rhythm sweet of some grand song.
I think,
'Of all the Ills dispersed by Eve, the first,
By name, Pandora, elsewhere called, and by
'l'he gods intenlled to crusll out, destroy,
~L'he innate goodness of mankind, none more
Contemptible than garrulous Suspicion,
Wlw never boldly walks In open day,
But, linked In arm with dastard Jealousy,
His brother twin, low skulks with rolling eyes,
Dehlmla mask all thickly coated o'er
With feeble fancies an<! fantastic fears,
Hefiectlv or his vengeful Inner sel~.
As on Imagined wrongs he gluts his greed,
Like crawling worms on clay-cold, moldering,
cheeks.
I think
Ailectlon lethe rarest plant that blooms
Within the human breast, that every word
Of tender tone, and every gentle touch
Glv more to make our trusts more sure, our aims
More strong, our lives more fruitful, and our ways
More beautiful and good than aught In all
'l'he world beside. Oh, may this boon supreme,
Whatever else be lost, may this be mine;
Mine throughout llle, and In death's gurgle, mine.
And through whatever eons I may drift
In the mystic future, mine-forever mine 1
I think,
Whether at home, or e·er so foreign far,
Humanity may not Itself defraud;
Its claims unalterlng, or ever the same,
In holy Mecca, or ancient Hydra bad;
In Yucatan, or Isle or Singapore;
In Orkney bleak, or Bembroke ever green;
ln Tlmbuctoo, or some sacred Amretslr,~
"'l'ronounced Amretseer.
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FREETHOUGRT WORKS,
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

Advancement of Science.

The Inaugural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL,
delivered before the British Association
for the Advancement of Science. With
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELM·
HOLTZ, nnd articles of Prof. TYNDALL and
Sir HENHY THOil1PSON on pmyer. Price,
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone,
in paper, 15 cents.

Amberley's Life of Jesus.

His Chalacter r.nd Doctrins. From the Analysb
of Religious Belief. By VIscouNT AMBER·
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

'

Chronicles of Simon Christianus.

His Manifold and Wonderful Adventures
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture
(evidently inspired) discovered by I. N.
FIDEL. From the English. Ve1·y Rich.
Pr.ce, 25 cents.

Crimes of Preachers

in the United
States. By lVL E. BILLINGS. Shows how
thick and fast the godly hav fallen from
grace. Price, 25 cents.

· Deity Analyze<! and the Devil's Defense. In Six Lectures by Col.
JoHN R. KELSO, A.M. 'fhese are among
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and
should be read by everybody. SL50.

Last Will and Testament of Jean
:Meslier, a curate of a Roman church
in France, containing the best of his writings. 25 cents.

Nathaniel Vaughan.

A radical novel
of marked ability. By FREDERIKA MacDONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to
$1.25.

Nature's Revelations of Character;
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The

BIBLE liORALS.
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
Falsehood and Deception-Cheating- 1 heft and Hobbery--::-Adultery and Prostitution-Murder-Wars ofConquP.st and Extern1.ination-Despotism-Intolerance and
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Children-Cruelty to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibali<sm- Witchcraft- ~lavery-Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancv - Ignorance and Idiocy - Obscenity.
BY JOHN E, REMSBURG.

Price, Sin;-Ie Copies, 25 cents;

6 Copies, $1.00

Spei>ial Discount on

L~tr;-er

Quantitiel!l,

PHONOGRAPHY &TYPEWRITING. WAIFS AND WAN-DERINGS
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,
Many a bright young man or woman would !Ike to
come to New York to commence a business career.
The best way Is to learn these arts. They are new By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOB OF
professions that are Increasing in demand and not
yet full. I instruct young persons thoroughly, and
THRONE," "PROMETHEUS," "INGER·
get them positions. It takes flve months to gain the "GOLDEN
requlsit phonegraphlc speed, 100 words a minute.
BOLL AND JESUS," ETC.
Terms, $50 for the course, payable $10 monthly In
advance.
Price, Cluth, $1,00; Paper, 50 Cts.
Typewriting requires about two months practice,
and can be learned along with phonography-only
"A prose epic of the war,. rich with Incident and
$10 extra. Send for circular. Address,
dramatic power; breezy from t!rEt page to last with
4nf ·
T. 0. LELAND, 744 Broadway, N.Y.
the living spirit of to-day,-John Swintan's Pape:r.
THE

HISTORY OF FREETHOUGHT.
Its Rise, Progress, and Triumph.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.

An Antidote Analyzed,

BY CHARLES WATTS,
SHOWING THE
science of individual traits portrayed by CoNTENTs-Sec. I.: Definition of Freethought
and its Early Struggles for Life. Section II.:
the temperaments and features. illusFOLLY OF A RELIGIOUS QUACK
What it Owes to Mohammedanism. Sectrated by 260 wood cuts.
By JosEPH
tion III.: Freethought Martyrs and ConIn Ministering a Nauseous Antidote to Those
SIMMS, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
fessors. Section IV. : Freethought in
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing Poison$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
Conflict during the Sixteenth, Sevous, and
· edges, $4.50.
enteenth, and Eighteenth CenEXPOSING THE INCONSISTENCY OF
turies.
Section · V.: FreeNew England aml the People up
CHRISTIANS GENERALLY.
thought Triumph in the
'fhere. A humorous lecture. By
Nineteenth Century.
GEoRGE E. l'v:UcnoNALD. 10 cents.
BY H. CLAY LUSE.

Pocket Theology.

By VoLTAIRE. Com,
prising terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of the terms used in theology. The
only edition in English. 25 cents.

The Question Settled.

A

Careful

Comparison of Biblicall\fodern Spiritual-

ism.

By MosEs HuLL.

Cloth, $1.

The Roaring Lion on the Track.
. M. BAEcocK.

Price, 15 cents.

·

~~~:e:

;rinst theology and

~nhumanity.

Alamontnda, theGalley-Slave.

Translated from the German of Zschokke by
InA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philosophical nat rativ, intensely interesting.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; p•tper, 50 cents.

Beyond the Veil.

Claimed to be die·
tated by the 8pirit of Paschal Beverly
Randolph, aicled by Emanuel Swedenborg, through the mediumship of Mrs.
FRANCEs H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA
HuTCHINsoN, with a steel engraving of
Randolph. Price, $1.50.

Career of Relig·ious Ideas;

Their Ultimate the Rehgion of Science. By HunsoN TUTTLE. Pnpe1·, 50 r.ents; cloth, 75
cents.

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worshii) of
Yaltveh or Jehovah Shown to be
the Worship of the Devil, with observations on· the horrible and cruel ordinance
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
Rev. EVAN DAVIES (Myfyr Morganwg), D.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Greut Britain.
Translated from the Welsh by MomoN, B.
C. Price, 25 cents.

Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.
Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. . Beautifully
.written. By S. P. Pt"TNA..c'\1. 25 cents.

Hereafter.

A Scientific, Phenomenal,
and Biblical Demonstration of a Fnture
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Issues of tlte Age.

Consequences Involved in Modern Thought. A work
~hawing much s~udy and gre!lt familiarIty with other writers and thmkers. By
HENRY C. FEDDER. Price, $1.

Jesus Christ.

His life, miracles, teach.
ings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELL.
25 cents.

John's Way.

A pleasing domestic
Radical story. By MRs. E. D. bu:NJ>EB

15 eent1.

CHICAGO, ILL,.

Sonuthtng f"or Inva li<ls •o read and study:·
ov.,•· -StO}J Dt·uf!giug an<l t>-y
Na,ure'a l{tnntHly,
lliAGNE'llS!li,

For years past It has been known to the prores.slon that Magnetism and Electricity were l'owertul
agents for Imparting vital force aud energy to th&
worn-out surrercr from disease. Many humanitarians In the profession, thinking more of the alleviation Of BUlierlng than they did Of the COolO Ot
ethics bY whleh they were bound, have resorted te>
magnetic treatment as a last resur·t untl found 1 Lewselves astonl•hetl at the eliect lllJOn their J.atlentM.
'.rhey had be~n taught that meulclne wa• an absolute essential in all cases, anu tbat chat f11lliLg, the
patient must die, as nothing more cc uld be done.
Here and there l\n auvanced lhlnker bas nuug aHide
the tie which bound him 10 his dogn atlc b ella·en
antl has reaorted to other and more bc!enllno metllods of trea.tmt-'nt.

As a. result many, lHt.Villg tnolttn

°

THE UNI'l'ED KINGD.Olll.

EVOLUTION:

A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.

BEING

By Hobert
Paper, 25 cents.
46tf

The Philosophy of Spiritualism,

A Business Man's Social and Religious Views. Bold and trenchant

CONSULTING ROOI\IS,
471 WEST 111.1\DlSON ST.,

the bonds whloh bound them to a syste!U as barbarous as it was ·unsclent!flc, bave used tbeir best energies to devise means for the alleviation of bum=
sulierlng. Here and tbere the wondrous pow~r or
MAGNE'.r!SM was established, and muny d!soaees
hitherto classed as lncmable read!ly sulJmlttou to
Its mild but potent Influence. 'l'his ugont to the
Intelligent observer WB.ll round everywhere. Being,
as It Is, the very essential of all life, It wns found
Prlc~
$1~
that the human llo y when In a d!HeH.sod condition
was almost bereft of this vital prlnclpl". ll we can
PRICE,
1
For Sale at THE TRUTH SJ!.iEKER Office.
CTS. supply this vital force to the wom-out body the
33 Clinton Place, New York.
patient will get well.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER O:!llce,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Ah 1 but ttow Is It to be done, says the lJhyslc!an.
Science; however, came to tlle rearue, and solved
THE
tbe yroblem. Here and there througbou t tho wor·ld
are fields ot what are known as mugnet!c ,,m. It
INSTITUTION Ol' MARRIAGE IN

By LAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND REMARKABLE DIVORCE CASES.

and
the Philosophy ttnd Treatment of Mediamania. By FnEDERic R. MARVIN, M.D.
Cloth, 50 cents.

Will Cu,•e all Forms ef Dhease Without
llledlc1ne.

Four Hurtdred and Forty Large
Octttvo Pages,
PricA reduced from $2.25 to $1.00.
41tf
A:ddress this office.

p R Q S E POEMS
And Selections,
BY

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Author of •• Promethena.'' n Gottlieb," and -'Ingersoll
and Jeane."
A Radical romance or pioneer life. delineating the vtr.
tnes or natural humanity a• opposed to the hypocri•Y or a
supernatural religion; crowned with Incident and run of
~rogreMIV 11e&s and the poetry of the future.
PRIOE $1.00.
A.DDRESS THIS OFFICE

Adams,

"ANT I C H R IS T."
Proving coneluolvly that
THE BTORY OF JKBUB CHRIBT
His birth, ll!e, trial, e:recut!on, etc.-lo a m:vth
TRUTH BEEKER Oll!ce.
Price, 12.00.
SS Clinton Place, New York.
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U

U}II>D 1J1e

cura.t•ve, there has been a numlJerof theF-e an-called

mag nee!" garmeniH foisted U!'On the I'" b!tc by men
whose sole ob)ect was gain. U118clentltlc In construction, and having little It any magnetism In
them, chelr !If!\ wus or short durmlon; H wes long
enough, however, to demonstrate that wLen cun-

structed upon solentltlc prln .ll'les there was >ottrcely
an ailment that human liesll Is heir to that would
no1 submit to their llea!!ng lntlmnce.
THE EUHEKA lllAGNE"l'IO APrLIANOES fU'e OU·

A
1per lor to evetythlug or a E:limtlur ch~ulH..:Lt'l' lwrelo·
.a,
•
1fore otrered to \tlP public, ~"lug tlw · nly scientific,...
1
D
d
1
S
'
ccnstructed appliance IIJ '~•e nHn·M•t: lt.JS now
A Lu.a;-az ne evote to l lC tate· ally
two and a hair years since thoy wore llrst oiTered
ments of' Mental and Spiritual
to the public, and during that time we 11av treated
tbOUSandB or patients, an<! not "Bingle <:tlbe or !"a!lPh CnOmena,
ure to receive bene!lt reportell to us, whllo we 1u0

F

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
of the author.
The work is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,·
has been prepared especially for it.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes, for any season or occasion.
In workmanship the volume is a masterpiece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
best materials and skill can produce. The
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and ~Ide, $2 50
Half-calf, mottled edges, elegant llbr~ry style, 4 50
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely flne,
7 50
Full tree calf, highest possible style and flnlsh, 9 00
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

c.

For Sale at this Office.

was observed that llle ore, wht.n

person, WUB found to beusateguurd agalnH dberu;el
and to this circumstance we are largely ludebto<l lo ·
magnetic wearing apparel, for !twas an easytrullli1·
lion from carrying magnetic ore ~o covering the
body with permanently cllarged magnets, ]'laeeclln
garments flttell to every purr, of tbe body. blnco
the first lntroductlun or ruagnet!c appliances ae a
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Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

In dally receipt or teEt!moulals of curc•s from all
parts of the cuuntry. We know that uJse11ee cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quHutlt!es
as advloed by us.
To all who may be nffilcted with any or the following complaints, we say unhcsltatlngly, t!Je Eureka
Magnetic Garm~nts will cure you :-J'uralyH!s,
Is a regularly educat- Rheumatism, Nervous !Jebil!ty, N<·urHigiu, Lumed anc. legally quail· bago Bleeding at the LungB, Rplnal Dleeafe, Gout,
fled physician, and Asth:hta., BronchltJs, Uongosllon ot •tho Kl<Jneys, :
the most successful Catarrh, DyspepsJa, Loss ur Ew:rgy, lfoart JJlreuse. ,
Uwr1, .
as hie practice will Constipation, ConsunliJti{Jll, ProlaJJBlW
pr<!>ve. He has for Chronic Peritonitis, Uancor, OvarJu.11 'rumors
twenty years treated Syphilis, Epllepey, Et. VItus' Dane••, and ull form
excluslvly all dlseasef or chronic. 1nvalldlsm.
of the Sexual Organs,
In the cures or whlcll
P R I CE LIS 'l'.
he stands preemlnont.
BPERMATORRH<EA
and IMPO'l'ENOY Lung Invigorators,
• $ () 001
aa the result of self.
() ()()
abuse In youth and Gmtlemen's Body Bt' Its,

DR. R. P. FnLLOWS

sexual excesses in ma-

turer years, causln~
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power ,rendering mar
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per
manently by an outside appl!catlon In sixty days
NO STOMACH IIIEDIOIN USED. It !s one of Dr.
Fel!ows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely un
known to the medical profeeslon. Send flve 2-cenl
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving run In
formation. Addrees Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say where you saw this advertlsment.
From th< Ironclad .Ag••

"Dr. Fell~ws Is an outspoken Infldel, therefore n<
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the lanr
should glv the doctor their patronage."
h'~

ONE MILLIDNwwl~i~

OF CONGRESS-By James G. Jllniue. Tho
only history or our Governrl1ent from I8fil to 1B8la

Ron. John S.Wlse, !tt. C. from Va., say~· Whor1'ertakes
it up, no matter whcthe!' he be l!Ir. plainr'.<J friend or
enemy, will net:er put tt down 1witl he haa read the
whole." $200 per month to gqod agents._ Appl,Y at

once, Tne HenrY Bill Pub. Co.,

~orwiCh,

RUPTURES CUR EDby
mm~~~~g"Jn~0 '::~:'e~"~:;.~~;w:~3~dto

neB

90 dav~.
able referencE'S given. Send
l!ltamp fot circular, and saJJ in what paper
vou saw mv advn-t1sement. Address C&pt.

W. A. Coll!uiJ,SmlthvUle,Jetrt!IOU Co. X. T.

....__ ___ _

Ct,

l'lciatic ApJiliances,
Knee «JaJIS,
Ll'g Br,lts,
Anktets, •
•
•
Shoulder Appliances,
Wris ·lets, each,
Hat Band!'l, Ht'ad Caps,
l'!leeping Caps,
.Abdominal Belts (ladies),
Ge~' Vests,
Ladies' Jacket and ()orset
(eombined),

f<uperflne Insoles

5 ()0

a oo

4 ()()

4
4
I
I
4
4
6

00

00
50

00
00

00
00
15 00
18 00
I 00

(all leather),

While these guments clln be procured at the

above Jnw r

rice~

no one can ll.O'ord to bA ill.

Our

ladles' support'Jrs arA )ust what every lady In the

laud needs, as 1t will be fc;uJHl a greu.t aeslsta.uce at
certain perlo<ls; aU tllese garments are mad!-} to
measure, anG a flt guaranteed. To ltutJes who are
all drHJ!ged out a comt>lnat!r,n j"cl<et and corset

will restore you to new life an<! r·nergy, and pay for
Itself an hundred !old Ina few weeks' wear. '.rhls

garment Is only malle from actual measure, aud a.

perfect flt wsured.

All communtcatlons an!=<wered free of charge.

Address, LJR. L. TENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
Chicago, IlL a- Agents wanled for Boston, New
York Brooklyn, and Ph!ladelphla.
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It Is In the nature of things that some should be
treacherous and false, and that while they claim tor
themselvs great purity and respectability they
should seek to stab you In the dark. Think not
strange If sometimes these things occur. Fear net
misrepresentation and defamation. Be not dls•
mayed though some should seek to asperse you and
oall you uncultured and Impure, and denounce you
as the o!I-scourlng of the earth, even the rag tag and
bob taUs of society, Buoh epithets wlll harm you
little, and more those who use them. Veorlly they
shall hav their reward.-D. M. B<nnett,
WHO can explain the heart of man, or account tor
these strange salvos and excuses with which people
satisfy themselvs when they follow their Inclinations
In opposition to their religious duty? This Is well
understood In the world, and none but fools ever
repose less trust In a man because they hear that,
tor study and phllosophy he has entertained some
Bpeculatlv doubts with 1·egard to theological subjects. And when we hav to do with a man who
makes a great profession of religion and devotion,
has this any other e!Iect upon several, who pass for
prudent, than to put them on their guard, lest they
be cheated and deceived by hlm ?-Hume'B Euaya.
THOU makest darkness, and lt ls night: wherein
all the beasts of the forest do creep forth, The
sun arlseth, they gather themselvs together, and
lay them down In their dens. Man goeth forth unto
his work and to hls labor until the evenlng.-Psa!ma
aiv, 20-23,

THE sire of gods and men, with hard decrees,
Forbids our plenty to be bright with ease,
And wills that mortal man, unused to toll,
Should exercise with pains the grading soil;
Himself Invented first the shining share,
And whetted human lnd us try by care;
Himself did handicraft and art ordain,
Nor suftered sloth to rust his actlv brain.
-Dryden's Virgil,

A RICH man died, and another man, asking the
question usually asked concerning a man's estate
said," How much did he leave?" The gentleman
replied: "He left everything he had; he did not
take a cent with him." So, sooner or later, we hav
got to leave.llverythlng we hav.-M. J. Savago,
IF Communism be only possible and sate when all
men are molded In Christ's Image, and permeated
by his spirit, and Is noxious and fatal to the best
Interests of humanity under all other conditionsthen, If a community of goods be Implied In a Chris·
tlan life, that life Indisputably Is not practicable
now. It Is found In actual fact, and has been found
In all lands and In all times, that the lnstltutlon ot
private property, with all the selfishness lt Involves,
and all the selfishness It fosters, Is alone capable of
drawing forth, from our Imperfect natures, that
strenuous and enduring exertion from which all
progress springs. And this experience Is the one
su:tnclng, and perhaps the only unanswerable, justification of that often assalled and questioned lnstltutlon.- Greg' B Creed of ahristmclrnn.
<iEKEBALLY, lt !s to be foreseen that the population of a. kingdom (especially If It be not mown down
by wars) do not exceed the stock or the kingdom
Which should maintain them; neither Is the population to be reckoned by number, for a smaller
number, that spend more and earn less, do wear out
an estate sooner than a greater number, that liv
lower, and gather more; therefore the multiplying
of noblllty, and other degrees of quality, In an over·
proportion to the common people, doth speedlly
bring a state to necessity; and so doth likewise an
overgrown clergy [he that ha•.h ears to hear, let
him hear], for they bring nothing to the stock; and,
ln like manner, when more are bred scholars than
preferments can take oft.-Bacon's EBBaya,
ONOE more I say, tell my chlldren It was my conn·
set that they should be tender and aftectlonate one
to another. For their learning, be liberal. Spare no
cost; for by such parsimony all Is lost that Is saved;
but let It be useful knowledge, such as Is consistent
with truth and godllness, not cherishing a vain conversation or Idle mind; but Ingenuity mixed With
lnd us try Is good for the body and the mind too. I
commend the useful parts of mathematics, as bulldlng houses or ships, measuring, surveying, dialing,
navigation; but agriCulture Is especially In my eye;
let my children be husbandmen and housewives; lt
Is Industrious, healthy, honest, and of good exam·
pie -William Penn' • Lett.r to hia Wife.
TIME flies; It Is his melancholy task
To bring, and bear away, deluslv hopes,
And reprod:Ice the troubles he destroys;
But while his blindness thus Is occupied,
Discerning mortal! do thou serve the will
or tlme•s eternal master, and that peace
Which the world want, shall be for thee confirmed.
-Wordsworth.
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The political aim of THE TRUTH SEEKER is to enforce the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
In philosophy, THE TRUTH SEEKER advocates the upbuilding of a rational system that shall lead to better Jiv€s on
the part of the people, and that shall yield to its adherents all the social and emotional enjoyments of the churches, with-:
out any mixture of superstition, or the use of rites and ceremonies degrading to manhood and womanhocd. 'l'bis
philosophy must be a growth, an evolution from lower forms, and this growth THE Tuu·ra SEEKER hopefully fost(·rs ..
It is, therefore, both destructive and constructive.
.
1
Among the contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER are the most eminent men and b1·illiant writers in the Liber.tl
ranks of the United States, including Courtlandt Palmer, Charles Watts, T. B. Wakeman, S. P. Andrews, T. C. Lehncl,.
C. B. Reynolds, S. P. Putnam, J. E. Remsburg, W. S. Bush, Elliott Preston, John Peck, J: L. York, Susan H. Wixon,.
Helen Gardener, Mrs. Slenker, and many other able men and women. THE TRUTH SEEKER also makes a feature of reprinting the ablest English essayists and philosophers, and during 1884 has given its readers several papers from the
pens of Frederic Harrison and Herbert Spencer. The home contributors are legion, and the communications embrace the widest possible range of subjects-religious, philosophic, Anarchistic, Socialistic, land reform, tariff and
political reform.

EVERY LIBERAL IN THE COUNTRY WANTS THE TRUTH SEEKER.
DEPARTMENTS:
In the League Department is recorded the news of the National Liberal League, furnished to our columur
by the secretary, and other officers of the National and auxiliary Leagues.
We also have an able correspondent in Canada, who furnishes weekly news of the Freethought movement in
that dominion.
Our Children's Departmen.t is edited by one of· the best and most successful writers for children in the
United States.
Miss Susan H. Wixon is widely known, not only in the Freethought ranks, but as a writer for
popular papers and magazines. We have from all sides the strongest testiruonials to the efficiency of her w01k iu
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
She will continue the Department through 1885.
.
Through the department of" Letters from Friends" hundreds of subscribers have made pleasant acquaintances and
lasting friendships. Its two pages are a place for exchange of thoughts, rel,ttion of experiences, and whatever the
friends of Freethought find occasion to say. This department is a "talk together" of great and -varied interest;
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written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
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cloth,
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paper,
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treating of forty-six characters In history Who have
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
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' The Outcast. .A. deep, finely written
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
The Greatest of' all Anti·lh C<l·log·ll
Radical story. From the London edition.
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists,
ical WoJ·k~.
By WrNwooD READE, author of MartyrSkeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
dom of Man. 30 cerrts.
By THOMAS PAINE,
and Impracticable Christians.
Gottlieb : His Life. .A. romance of
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
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Beautifully
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
written by S. P. PuTNAM, 25 cents.
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for
$1.00.
As Described by tho Bible.
The Darwins. .A. Domestic Radical
"There went up a smoke out or his nostrils, and
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, aufire out of his mouth devoured: ooa.ls were klndle
With It" (Psalms XVIII, 8),
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
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and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper.
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By Thomas Paine.
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Speaking or t.h!g work In conneotlon with the proBIBLICAL
posed Independence of America. from Great Britain, The Cl~rgyman's Victims. .A. Radical story vividly portraying the wrongs
Washington
wrote: "A few more snell flaming
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committed by the professed men of God.
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IK no country In the world had women less lib·
erty than !11. the Holy Land, and no monarch held In
less esteem the rights or wives and mothers tlaan JehoTah of the Jews. The position of woman was far
bett11r In Egypt than In Palestine. Before ~he pyramids were bullt, the sacred songs or Isis were sung
by women, and women with pure hands had oftered
Bll.Orl!lces to the the gods. Before Moses was born,
women had sat upon the Egyptian throne. Upon ancient tombs the husband and wife are represented
as seated In the same chair. In Persia women were
priests, and In some of the oldest clvlllzatlonl! they
"were reverenced on earth, and worshiped afterward a.s goddesses ln heaven." At the advent of
Chrlstla.nlty, In all pagan countries women o:tnclated at the sacred al:ars. They guarded the eternal
fire. They kept the sacrad books. From their lips
came the oracles or fate. Under the domination o!
the Christian church, woman became the merest
slave for at least a thousand years, It was claimed
that through woman the race had fallen, and that
her loving kiss had poisoned all the springs or life.
Christian prleste asserted that but for her crime the
world would hav been an Eden still. The ancient
fathers exhausted their eloquence In the denunciation of woman, and repeated again and again the Purity and Mo1•ality of The Bible.
stand er of St. Paul. The condition of woman has
Improved just In proportion that man has lost con- Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 30 cents.
fidence In the Inspiration of the Bible. -R. G, IngeraoU in the ahrisliwn Religi<m.
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Jjlews olf the lfeeh.

DR. MABY WALKER, who occasionally strolls all over Africa. Mr. Oust records the almost
into THE TRUTH SEEKER office, is a somewhat incredible fact that a Quaker missionary having
character.
She attires herself in ventured to denounce the practice of slavery
·_::::============= marked
habiliments similar to those worn by the in an assembly of the different nativ churches,
THE total number of divorces granted in thi~
, 'TALMAGE said last Sunday that a religious human male, and, with the addition of a high a vote of censure was passed upon him by the city iast year was
215 .
•• awakening" was needed. If he had attended silk hat, presents the appearance of a well- other missionaries.
Col. Ingersoll's lecture he would hav seen one. dressed gentleman. Mrs. W a lk er is accre di te d
THE sale of seats in Beecher's chmch this
AMRITA LAL RoY, in condoling with John
with
saying
to
a
Washington
interviewer
that
Swinton
over
the
prospect
of
John
Swinton's
year
netted about $7,000 less than last yeur.
·"' '
THE University of Heidelberg declines a gift
THE Sunday law was enforced last i::lunday
of $35,000 offered by an unknown benefactor she would wear trousers or nothing. It is PaJ;er suspending publication for lack of support, makes this remark: "In these days of against skating rinks. The saloons were open.
·. on condition that women be allowed to enter better to let the doctor hav her way.
CHAPLAIN HouTs, of the Chester penitentiary, insincerity and hypocrisy, I tell you it is no
the classes.
THE bedrock of the present hard times is
IT is said that Gov. Cleveland has recently is authority for saying that there is only one small consolation-is more than friendly ser- thought by the New York bun to hav been
Infidel
among
all
the
criminals
there.
The
vice
to
many
a
one-to
hav
the
truth
told
at
declined the proffered gift of a demijohn of
reached.
parson observes that "it seems very strange least one day in the week; ay, on Sunday, too,
whisky. This ought to allay the fears of those
NEAllLY one-half the oases of diphtheria in
that out of 629 convicts only one avowed when all over the land ministers of a religion
, who suspect Cleveland of being a Catholic
blank Infidelity." This is certainly a favorable of forms (I am a Hindoo and a heathen) are New York during the past ten yettrs hav reTHE French Catholics of Fall River, Mass., showing for Infidels 1111 against the number of telling fabulous stories and falsifying the facts sulted fatally.
·are still in revolt against their Hibernian pas- 246 professing the various forms of religion, of the world, while they blow on the fat conNEw YoRK's new commissioner of public
tor. They can obey an Italian pope, and wor- and it opens up the interesting inquiry as to sciences of their fatter clients with drowsy works, Mr. Squire, formerly of Boston, is said
ship a Jew for a God, but an Irish priest sticks how far a religious belief operates as a pre-. sermons, mostly stolen." John Swinton's Paper to be a Spiritualist.
· in their crop.
ventiv of crime.-Du Quoin, Ill., Ptess.
I co~ld be engaged . in ~o better work than
A coLLISION is prophesied between the
TH:E Rev. Mr. Burchard was talked of in
ONE of the many amusing stories in which ! laymg utterances hke this before the people, United States troopM and the Oklahoma inCongress last week for minister to England. "Prince" John Van Buren figures lis hero in conjunction with its advocacy of the work- truders on the Indian territory.
.His friends are evidently willing to send him turns on a droll feat of his own misquotation. , ingman's cause. Industrial liberty will be of
MoRMONISM is moving south. On the lO~h
·' anywhere to get him and his rum, Romanism, The Prince once accepted an ir1vitation to ad- little use to mental slaves. Labor and Liberand rebellion out of the country.
dress a large gathering of Sunday-school chil- : alism must str~ke hands in this c?untry, as a colony of Mormons passed through Dallr1s,
Texas, en rout6 for Mexico.
"I RETURN the inclosed manuscript," wrote dren and in the course of his remarks under-, they are domg m England. The Hmdoo, Lal
took'to
entertain
them
with
the
story
of
Jacob
Roy,
whose
letter
contains
more
important
the editor of a religious weekly, "simply be·
THE Rev. Jabez Pitt Campbell, a bishop of
1
cause I am so full at present." The contribu- and Esau. Midway in the narrativ he was i truths than :we~e ever preached. from the or- the Methodist Episcopal church, was arreijted
tor replied that when the editor's toot was over aware that his coat-tails were being vigorously thodox pulpit, IS the representutiv of a people in Philadelphia last week for perjury.
he would be glad to submit the manuscript pulled, and half turning his head to find out : among whom the A~er~can :workingmen pays
NAPLES, in Italy, the scene of the recent
the trouble, he was met by this exhortation :his money to send misswnanes.
again.
from his friend in .the rear: ."For goodness'
THE. New York corresponde?t of the Sun cholera plague, is to expend $200,000 on saniA CHICAGO man who stole $6,000 fled to Can- sake, John, cut it short and sit down; you're Francisco Argonaut wmds up his letter to that tary improvements within the next ten weeks.
ada, and was, of course, perfectly safe from
getting the hair on the wrong man."
! paper with this anecdote: I made the usual
A ·.rwELVE-YEAn-oLD girl, of New Haven,
arrest. But unluckily for him he swore out
J
M
th
b
il · I proper-improper visit with a lady to the Hoff- attempted suicide last Sunday because she wa11
loud one day and he was promptly jugged.
IMMY
ULCARY, e news oy, was eas Y, m- 1 man House to see the bar and its insidious
Sunday-school on a late Sab- 1 , fi . , , Th
t not allowed to wear her new cloak to church.
d h "t t d f
Those Canadians will not tolerate any immoral duced to attend
e 1a y esi a e , o course, a
.
.
. d h
h f 1 ' XIn s.
bat h., haVIng. Ill mm
.t
e
near
approa-J
o
fi
t
b
t
t
d
"
Wh
·
R
"
practices.
THERE was a Catholic christening among
.
, ' rs, u 1 quo e ,
en you are In orne,
The Bible
lesson
· t o th e gi"lde d pa1ace some Italians on Mulberry street a few days
IT is rumored that Parson Newman, unable Christmas.
.
.
. was the Lord s et c., an d marc h e d h er m
anc1 o f fas h.wnabl e vwe,
.
· k , ago. Owing to bad marksmttnship, only one
to withstand the pressure against him, has re- feedmg of the .multitude with . five loaves
h
an d me t old Ch a d ww
His
teacher
amplified
t
e
lesson,
h
k'
t
Will
d'
.
W
h"
t
d
·
. signed his charge in the Madison avenuo two fishes.
ft th
ar s, m as mg on, urmg an d man was shot .
w o ep
. . .
. "fi
11 er
1
e. usua1 man- after war, and who is chief day-clerk of the
'church. The opposition say they do not ex- exp ammg Its sigm cance
SARAH BERNHAnDT, the noted }french actress,
He asked all the scholars Ill the clas3 H ff
th" k Ch d t k
11
th
. pect to see him again, and earnestly pray that ner.
h .
. .
f th
t
f th
h0
o man, 1 m .
a . oo us a over
e is to enter journalism. She will become Paris
0
e grea ness • e man w
Oriental-like caravansary and lo ! when we correspondent for a newspttper in Rome at u
t eir opmwn
they never may.
could perform such a feat, but Jimmy was not
h d th
'
'
ARTHUR WILLIAMSON, an English evangelist, satisfied with their replies. He squirmed nerv- reac e
e new pari1odir.s we hearne achrolsd~ 11 a monthly salary of $800.
.
.
.
.
score
or
more
young
a
es,
w
o were o mg
about to join Moody in Chicago, landed in New
A COMMITTEE of Spaniards has been upously m his seat, and could ~ard!y wait his a fair for the benefit of the Church of the DlYork the other day with only twenty-five cents turn. Finally the teacher said: ' And now, I . p t
pointed
to collect money for the relief of those
•t
M
d
b
th
d
f
r
a
d
.
, b' .
vme a erm y.
y 1a y rea e
ree , n
n his pocket, having lost all his money in
Jimmy, how d? you e~lam the Lord s a Ihty said, "I thought this was Stokes's house?" who suffered in the recent earthquake in Spain.
playing draw-poker in the smoking room of
to feed a multitude with five loaves and two "Yes." "Isn't he the one that murdered Several thousand dollars hav been subscribed.
the steamer. A man who cannot play poker
fishes?" "'Cause dem two fishes was whales, Fisk?" "Yes." "On account of a woman?"
IT is proposed to hold a meeting in Portbetter than that will never rise high in the
mum," replied Jimmy, triumphantly."
"Yes." "And was sent to the penitentiary land, 1ie., on Longfellow's birthday, .Feb. 7tll,
church.
DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS has shown that for his offense?" "Yes." "Well, this is funny, to unveil the bust of the poet which is coming
A RELIGious paper states that there is no the American Indians, and especially the Nava- this church fair, in such a place, isn't it?" I
from England to the Maine HiMtorical Society.
monument to CalVIn in any part of the world, jos, are, in many respects superior in their thought it was devilish funny, and I said,
A RIOT in which pistols and cluus were
but that the American Presbyterians propose knowledge of natural history to all white men "Yes," and made some quotations favornble to
to erect one at Washington. If this is done, who hav not made the subject a special study. the church, which I considered the correct freely used followed an attempt to rescue
says the Wanganui (N. Z.) Review, we would They are keen observers, not only of the ani- thing under the circumstances.
some members .of the Salvtttion Army from
suggest to the American Freethinkers that they mals and plants which contribute to their susA WRITER in the Th'1mes Star, Auckland, tbe police who had arrested them at Plymouth,
should also erect a monument in Washington tenance and other needs, but also of those N. z., chronicling a few of the pranks of his Pu., on the 11th.
to the martyr Servetus.
'
which are unused, rare, and inconspicuous. fellow churchmen, laments: "Though I am a
THE editor of the San Francisco Christirm AdAN Atheistical witnesG in the Swaim Court- The Navajos hav a name for every mammal, member of the' auld kirk' established by John vocate asserts that no pure California wine is
Martial, who declined to take the customary bird, and reptil in their country, and for nearly Knox, 1 must candidly admit that during the put upon the market, but that adulteration is
.oath, was yesterday excluded from the witness every plant and all the larger insects; and past few months I hav had occasion to blush the invariable rule. The wine-growerA say
stand. This demonstrates that the army- their knowledge of the several species is usually for not a few of my co-religionists in this that the editor is a reckl~;ss falsifier.
whatever else may be said of it-is still true minute. They hav made many divisions into colony. First a Dunedin parson writes to an
GEN. GRANT owes Vttnderbilt $150,000, and
to its early pious teachings.- World. It has groups which are identical with those recog- Otago newspaper editor, telling him not to
Vanderbilt has offered to freely forgiv the
been noticed before that piety will endure with- nized by the Caucasian naturalist; and this send any more reporters to his church as he
debt. The general w.. s inclined to accept Mr.
out appearing lonesome when all sense of jus- sometimes occurs when it seems incredible that only preached 'to those who would be saved.' Vanderbilt's munificence, but Mrs. Grunt dethe Indians could hav discov.ered the char- Then a New Plymouth clergyman • cuts up
tice and decency is gone.
acters on which the white naturalist bases his· rough,' and defies his superiors, and when.de- clares that she can never consent to it.
"FATHER," asked the young son of Deacon classification.
J prived of his charge locks up the church, and
ON the afternoon of the 11th a report
Squibbs; "what is the difference between a
IN a paper on Madagascar, says the Mel-, keeps the key, and the church burns down. reached Defiance, Ohio, that Nicholas Degler,
man that dyes woolen lambs and a religious bourne .Daily News, contributed to the May ; The next malefactor is a long-robed saint at while digging a well on his fttrm that d£ty, uneditor?': "Well, _now, re~lly, ~y son," beam- number of Mission Lije, Mr. R. Needham Oust Christ church, whose screw of £700 per annum earthed an old teapot containing O'V er $3.000
mg bemgnly on his offspn?g; I a~ not pr~:. put forth some astounding but apparently [has no doubt something to do with the diffi- in English gold. Is such the reward of thoHe
~ared to state.. What IS the difference? I well-authenticated statements regarding the ' culty his reverence found in mortifying the who work on Sunday?
Why, pa, one IS a lamb dyer and the other I countenance openly given to slavery in Mada-\lusts of the flesh. This wolf in lamb's clothTwo young men belonging to the Sal vution
a-"
.
, "What'
. · w hat'· my son"'
· . "Reli.gi"ousl
.
gascar by Christian missionaries. The married' ing, with a penchant for other men's wives, Army wertJ arrested at Norwich, Conn., un thv
1
editor, ~ont~nued the youth, rolhng his tongue nativ students in the Church of England Col- carried on his nefarious little practices until
lOth· for an unnatural crime. 'l'hey were
around m hi'! cheek.
lege are in each case provided, we are told, I bowled out, and his scandalous amours hav
shipped to Boston by the selectmen. The
IN Churchill county, Nevada, according to with an upstair room for their slaves, and the Ired to him being clad with the garment yclept
Salvation Army might be shipped to t.h~ next
the Virginia Enterprise, thAre is a queer sand- domestics of the missionary and the mission I the sack. And now there is a 'muss' at our world with great advantage to thiH.
hill which possesses the power of moving. It are also slaves. It is also alleged that "the Yery doors. The Rev. McLeod of the North
GE!il. BuTLER has brought suit for liuel
is nearly four miles long, about a mile wide, stoutest chan1pions of slavery in the island" 1 Shore is a curer of bodies as well as of souls,
frQm 100 to 400 feet high, and must obviously are the nativ pastors of the Nonconformist and it appears th11t while making pastoral against the Boston Ileraid. The suit is ba~erl
·contain millions of tons of sand. In it it is churches; that some of those pastors are even visits he pursued the profession of sawbones, on an accusation printed in the 1:. em d that
impossible to find a particle of sand larger slaves themselvs, and hence that a portion of and charged for these visits. Mr. McLeod is Butler, through ignorance and high-handed
than a pin's head. The hill is not stationary, their stipend collected under the influence of charged by his parishioners with looking too conduct, wrecked the transport Mississippi on
but rolls slowly eastward, the wind gathering prayer in their churches and chapels finds its closely after the bawbees, and a disgraceful the night of Feo. 26, 1862, by running hor
it up on the west end, bearing it along the I way to the stores of the slaveowner. The scene took place in the church last Sunday, upon the Frying Pan Shoals instead of putting
ridge, and then depositing it again at the east . Roman Catholic missionary is stated to go a McLeod attempted to address the meeting, in a.t Hatteras. The general lays the damages
end. This wandering habit is so decided that: step further, and to purchase slave boys and , and was accused of being 'a hypocrit 'and 'a at $25,000. He says he does not. care for politin the course of several years the hill had girls who are kidn~pped from their parents, . liar.' I really trust that Presbyterianism is ical slanders, but is sen~itiv on the subject of
1 with a view to forming so-e1alled "orphanages "! not going mad."
llloved more than a mile.
his war re!)ord.

J!Jotes and flllippings.
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his poor debtors, his servantsT,hand I wil~ ttehll you 1'ses-notdobne.k: Yet he madeTthhe shame pdromhises to
~ "r ~
'
what manner of man he be.
at, I say, 1s e su- 1saac, an
ro e every one.
en e ma e t em all
preme test, and we know to-night how a good and over to Jacob, and broke every one; made them again
,
great man treats his inferiors. We know that; and to Moses, and broke them all. Never said a word
' Which Way~"
a man endeavoring to raise his fellow-men higher in about anybody behaving themselvs-not a word.
A NEW LECTURE BY coL. INGERSOLL.
the scale of civilization, what will that man appeal to? Finally, these people whom he had taken under his
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: The great question now Will he appeal to the lowest or to the highest that is special care became slaves in the land of Egypt
agitating the world, the great question asked by all in man? Let us be honest. Will he appeal to prej- How ashamed God must hav been! Finally he made
thoughtful men and thoughtful women, is, "How are udice-prejudice, the fortress, the armor, the sword up his mind to rescue them from that servitude, and
we to govern mankind?" "How shall we protect life, r-~d ~~iel~ of . ig~;rance ?b W~~ ~e app~al to ;re~u- : sent 1\>rx_ses a~~a1;,;~n. ~e never said a;ord to
liberty, property, and reputation?" In other words, 1 y, e rmg m e nose y w IC pnes s ea s s ~oses or aron
arao was wrong.
e never
how shall we house, and feed, and clothe, and pidity? Will he appeal to the cowardly man? Wtll said a word to them about how the women felt when
educate, and civilize mankind? These are the ques- he play upon his fears-fear, the capital stock of im- their male children were taken and destroyed. He
tiona, how can this be done? The question is not posture, the lever and fulcrum of hypocrisy? :Will simply sent Moses before Pharaoh with a cane in his
"How can we save our souls?" but how can we take he appeal to the selfishness and all the slimy ser- hand, that he could turn . into a serpent, and when
care of our bodies? The question is not "What will pents that crawl in the den of savagery, or will he Pharaoh called in magicians and they did the same,
we do in some other world?" we will wait until we appeal to reason, the torch of the mind? Will he Pharaoh laughed. And then they made frogs, and
get there before we ask that. The business we will appeal to justice? Will he appeal to charity, which PharaohdsPenht forhhits. magicians and they did the
now attend to is, how are we to civilize the world? is justic9 in blossom ? Will he appeal to liberty and same, an
arao 8 I 11 laughed. And thit! God had
What church should I ask? What oracle can I con- love? These are the questions. What will he do? infinit power, but Pharaoh defeated him at every
sult? At what shrine must I bow? What priest What did our God do? Let us see. The first thing point.
can I question? What sacred book can I read, and we know of him is in the Garden of Eden. How did
It puts me in mind of the story that a Fenian told
find out what ought to be done? In the first place, he endeavor to make his children great, and strong, when there was great excitement about Ireland:
I am met by the theological world. Hav I the right and good, and free? Did he say anything to Adam An Irishman was telling about the condition of Ire·
to inquire? They say, "Certainly; it is your duty to and Eve about the sacred relation of marriage? Did land. He said: "We hav got in Ireland now over
inquire." Each church has a recipe for the salvation he say anything to them about loving children ? Did 300,000 soldiers, all equipped. Every man of them
of this world, but not while you are in this world he say anything to them about learning anything has got a musket and ammuniti0n. They are ready
-afterwards. They treat time as a kind of pier-a under heaven? Did he say one word about in tel- to march at a minute's notice." "Then," said the
kind of dock running out into the great ocean of lectualliberty? Did he say one word about reason other man, "why don't they march?" "Why," said
eternity-and they treat us all as though we were or about justice? Did he make the slightest efforts the man, "the police won't let them." How admirwaiting there, sitting on our trunks, for the Gospel to improve them? All that he did in the world was able ! Imagin the infinit God endeavoring to libership.
to giv them one poor, little, miserable, barren com- ate the Hebrews, and prevented by a king who would
1 want to know what to do here. Hav I the right mand, "Thou shalt not eat of a certain fruit." That's not let the children of Israel go until he had done
to inquire? Yes. If I hav the right to inquire, then all that amounted to anything; and when they had some little miracles wit-h sticks I Think of it l "But,
I hav the right to investigate. If I hav the right to sinned, did this great God take them in the arms of oh," say Christians, "you must wait a little while if
investigate, I hav the right to accept. If I hav the his love and endeavor to reform them? No; he sim- you wish to find the foundation of law."
right to accept, I hav the right to reject; and what ply put upon them a curse. When they were exChristians now assert that from Sinai came to this
religion hav I the right to reject? That which does pelled he said to the woman: "I will greatly multi- world all knowledge of right and wrong, and that
not conform with my reason, with my standard ply thy sorrow. In sorrow shalt thou bring forth from its flaming top we received the first ideas of law
of truth, with my standard of common sense. Mill- children. Thy husband shall rule over thee." God and justice. Let us look at those Ten Commandions of men hav been endeavoring to govern this made every mother a criminal, and placed a perpet- ments. -Which of those Ten Commandments were
world by means of the supernatural. Thousands ual penalty of pain upon human love. Our God new, and which of those Ten Commandments were
upon thousands of churches exist, thousands of ca- made wives slaves-slaves of their husbands. Our old? "Thou shalt not kill." That was as old as
thedrals and temples hav been built, millions of men God corrupted the marriage relation, and paralyzed life." Murder has been a crime, also, because men
hav been engaged to preach this gospel, and what the firesides of this world. That is what our God object to being murdered. If you will read the same
has been the result in this world? Will one church did. And what did he say to poor Adam? "Cursed Bible you will find that Moses, seeing an Israelite
hav any sympathy with another? Does the religion be the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat and an Egyptian contending together, smote the
of one country hav any respect for that of another? of it all the days of thy life; thorns and thistles shall Egyptian, and hid his body in the sand. After he
Or does not each religion claim to be the only one? it bring forth to thee, and thou shalt eat the herb of had committed that crime, Moses fled from the land.
And does not the priest of every religion, with the field, and in the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat Why? Simply because there was a law against
infinit impudence, consign the disciples of all others bread." Did he say one word calculated to make him murder. That is all. "Honor thy father and thy
to eternal fire?
a better man? Did he put in the horizon of the fut- mother." That is as old as birth. "Thou shalt not
Why is it that the churches hav failed to civilize ure one star of hope? Let us be honest, and see commit adultery." That is as old as sex. "Thou
this world? Why is it that the Christian countries what this God did, and we will judge of him simply shalt not steal." That is as old as work, and as old
are no better than other countries? Why is it that by ordinary common sense.
as property. "Thou shalt not bear false witness
Christian men are no better than other men? Why
After awhile Cain murdered his brother, and he against thy neighbor." That is as old as the earth.
is it that ministers, as a class, are no better than was detected by this God. And what did this God Never was there a nation, never was there a tribe on
dv.:.tors, or lawyers, or merchants, or mechanics, or say to him? Did he say one word of the crime of the earth, that did not hav substantially thoRe comlocomotiv engineers ?-and a locomotiv engineer is a shedding human blood? Not a word. Did he say mandments. What, then, were new? First, "Thou
thousand times more useful. Giv me a good engineer one word calculated to excite in the breast of Cain the shalt hav no other God." Why ? " Because I am a
and a bad preacher to go through this world with, slightest real sorrow for his deed? Not the slightest. jealous God." Second, "Thou shalt not make any
rather than a bad engineer and a good preacher.
Did he tell him anything about where Abel was? graven image." Third, "Thou shalt not take my
There is another trouble with the suuernatural: It Nothing. Did he endeavor to make him a better name in vain." Fourth, "Thou shalt not work on
has no honesty; it is consumed by egotism; it does man? Not a bit. What had he ever taught him be- the Sabbath day." \Vhat use were these commandnot think, it knows; cvnsequently it has no patience fore on that subject? Nothing. And so Cain went ments? None; not the slightest. How much better
with the honest doubter. And how has the .church out to the other sons and daughters of Adam, accord- would it hav been if God from Sinai, instead of the
treated the honest doubter? He has been answered ing to the Bible, and they multiplied and increased commandments, had said: "Thou shalt not enslave
by force, by authority, by popes, by cardinals, and until they covered the earth. God gave them no thy fellow man; no human being is entitled to the
bishops, and councils, and, above all, by mobs. In code of laws. God never built them a schoolhouse. results of another's labor." Suppose he had said,
that way the honest doubter has been answered. God never sent a teacher. God never said a word to "Thou shalt not persecute for opinion's sake; thought
There is this difference between the minister, the them about a future state. God never held up be- and speech must be forever free." Suppose he had
church, the clergy and the men who believe in this fore their gaze that dazzling reward of heaven; never said, instead of" Thou shalt not work on the Sabbath
world-! rr,ight as well answer the question; I may spoke about the lurid gulfs of hell; kept divine pun- day,'' "A man shall hav but one wife; a woman shall
go further than you-the real question is this: Are ishment a perfect secret, and, without having given hav but one husband; husbands shall love their wives;
we to be governed by a supernatural baing, or are we them the slightest opportunity, simply drowned the wives shall love their husbands and their children
to govern oursdvs? That is the question. Is God world! Splendid administration! Cleveland will do with all their hearts, and as themselvs," how much
the source of power, or does all authority spring, in better than that. And after the waters had gone better it would hav been for tbis world.
governing, from the consent of the governed? That away, then he gave them some commandments. I
Long before Moses was born the Egyptians taught
is the question. In other words, is the universe a suppose he saw by that time that they needed guid· one god, but afterwards, I believe, in their weakness,
monarchy, a despotism, or a democracy? I take the ance.
they degenexated into a belief in the trinity. They
·1 e-no t m
· a po l't'
And here are the commandments:
. Sic
d emocra t·IC
1 1ca1 sense. T h e questaught the divine origin of the soul, and taught judgtion is whether this world should be governed by
1. You may eat all kinds of birds, beasts, and ment after death. They taught, as a reward for be:
God or by man, and when I say "God," I mean the fishes.
lief in their doctrin, eternal joy, and as a punishbeing that these gentlemen hav created and enthroned
2. You must not eat blood; if you do, I will kill ment for non-belief, eternal pain. Egypt, as a matter
upon the ignorance of mankind.
you.
of fact, was far batter governed than Palestine. The
Now, let us admit, for the sake of argument, that
3. Whosoever sheddeth man's blood, by man shall laws of Egypt were better than the laws of God. In
the Bible is true. Let us admit, for the sake of argu- his blood be shed.
Egypt woman was equal with man. Long before
Nothing more. No good advice; not a word about Moses was born there were queens upon the Egypment, that God once governed the world-not that
he did, but let us admit it; and I intend to speak of government; not a word about the rights of man, or tian throne. Long before Moses was born they had
no god but our God, because we all insist that of all woman, or children; not a word about any law of a written code of laws, and their laws were adminthe gods, ours is the best, and if he is not good, we nature; not a word about any science-nothing, not istered by courts and judges. They had rules of evineed not houble ourselvs about the others. Let even arithmetic.
dence. They understood the philosophy of damages.
them take care of themselvs.
Nothing. And so he let them go on; and in Long before Moses was born they had asylums for
Now, the first question is, whether this world shall in a little while they came to the same old state the insane, and hospitals for the sick. Long before
be governed by God or man. Admitting that the and began building the tower of Babel, and he went God appeared on Sinai there were schools in Egypt,
be_ing spoken of in the Dible is God, he governed there and confounded, as they said, their Ian- and the highest office next to the throne was opened
this world once. There is a theocracy at the start. guages- never said a word to them; never told to the successful scholar- The Egyptian married but
That was the first government of the world. Now them how foolish it was to try and reach heaven one wife. His wife was called the lady of the house.
how do you judge of a man ? The best test of a ma~ that way. And the next we find him talking to Abra- Women were not secluded; and above all, and over
is, how does he use his power? That is the supreme ham, and with Abraham he makes a contract. And all, the people of·Egypt were not divided into castes,
test of manhood. How does he treat those within how did he do it? "I will bless them that bless thee, and were infinitly better governed than God ever
his control? The greater _th_e man, the gra~der the and curse them that curse thee." Fine contract for thought of. I am speaking of the God of this Bible.
man, the more car~ful he ISm t~e use of h1s power a God! And thereupon he made certain promises to If Moses had remembered more of what he saw in
-the tende_rer he Is, the nearer Just; the greater, the Abraham-promised to giv him the whole world, all. Egypt, his government would hav been far better
more merCiful; the grander, the more charitable., the nations round about, and that his seed should be 'j than it was. Long before these commandments
'l'ell me how a man treats his wife or his children, as the sands of th~ sea. Never kept one of his prom- were given, Zoroaster taught the Hindoos that there
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was one infinit and supreme God. They had a code
·of laws, and their laws were administered by judges
.in their courts. By those laws, at the death of a
father, the unmarried daughter received twice as
much of his property as his son. Compare those
laws with the laws of Moses.
So, too, the Romans had their code of laws. The
Romans were the greatest lawyers the world produced. The Romans had a code of civil laws, and
that code to-day is the foundation of all law in the
civilized world. The Romans built temples to truth,
to faith, to valor; to concord, to modesty, to charity,
and to chastity. And so with the Grecians. And yet
you will find Christian ministers of to-day contending
that all ideas of law, of justice, and of right came
from Sinai, from the Ten Commandments, from the
Mosaic laws. No lawyer who understands his profession will claim that it is so. No lawyer who has
studied the history of law will claim it. No man who
-knows history itself will claim it. No man will claim
it but an ignorant zealot.
Let us go another step. Let us compare the ideas
of this God with the ideas of uninspired men. I am
making this preface because I want to get it out of
your minds that the Bible is inspired.
Now let us go along a little and see what is God's
opinion of liberty. Nothing is of more value in this
world to-day than libertY:-liberty of body and liberty
of mind. Without liberty the universe would be as
a dungeon into which human beings are flung like
poor and miserable convicts. Intellectual liberty is
the air of the soul, the sunshine of the mind. Without it we should be in darkness. Now, Jehovah
commanded the Jewish people to take captiva the
strangers and adjourners amonst them, and ordered
that they and their children should be bondmen
and bondwomen forever. ·
Now let us compare Jehovah to Epictetus, a man
to whom no revelation was ever made, a man to whom
this God did not appear. Let us listen to him: "Remember your servants are to be treated as your own
brothers-children of the same God." On the subject of liberty is not Epictetus a better authority
than Jehovah, who told the Jews to make bondmen
and bondwomen of the heathen round about? And
he said they were to make them their bondmen and
bondwomen forever. Why? Because they were
heathens; why? because they were not children of
the Jews. He was the God of the Jews, and not the
rest of mankind. So he said to his chosen people:
"'Pillage upon the enemy and def;Jtroy the people of
nther gods. Buy the heathen round about." Yet
Cicero, a poor pagan lawyer, said this-and he had
not even read the Old Testament-had not even had
the advantage of being enlightened by the prophets:
"They also say that we should love our fell.1w-citizens,
and not foreigners; destroy the universal brotherhood of mankind, and with it benevolence and justice would perish forever." Is not Cicero greater
than Jehovah? The Bible, inspired by Jehovah,
says: "If a man smite his servant with a rod and he
die under his hand, he shall be punished. If he continue a day or two and then die he shall not be punished." Zeno, the founder of the Stoics; who had
never heard of J ehovab, and never read a word of
Moses, said this: "No man can be the owner of
another, and the title is bad, whether the slave became a slave by conquest or by purchase; the title is
bad." Let us come and see whether Jehovah has
any humanity in him. Jehovah ordered the Jewish
general to make war, and this was the order: "And
when the Lord thy God shall deliver them before
thee, thou shalt smite them and utterly destroy them,
thou shall make no covenant with them, nor show
mercy unto them." And yet Epictetus, whom I hav
already quoted, said: "Treat those in thy power as
:thou would'st hav thy superiors treat thee."
I am on the side 'of the pagan. Is it possible that
a being of infinit goodness said: "I will heap mischief upon them; I will send my arrows upon them.
They shall be burnt with hunger; they shall be devoured with burning heat and with bitter destruction.
I will also send the teeth of beasts upon them, with
the poisonous serpent of the desert. The sound
without and the terror within shall destroy both the
young men and the virgins, the suckling, also, and
the men with gray hairs?" While Seneca, a poor,
uninspired Roman, said: "A wise man. will not pa;don any crime that ought to be pumshed, but will
accomplish in another way all that is sought. He
will spare some; he will pardon and watch over some
because of their youth; he will pardon these on account of their ignorance. His clemency will not fail
what is sought by justice, but this clemency willfulfil justice." That was said by Seneca. Can we believe that this Jehovah said: "Let his childrtln be
fatherless and his wife a widow. J.1et his children be
continually vagabonds and beg. Let them seek their
bread out of the desolate places. Let the extortioner catch all that he bath, and let the stranger
spoil his labor. Let not one extend mercy unto them,
neither let any favor his fatherless children?'' Did
Jehovah say this? Surely, he had never heard this
line-this plaintiv music from the Hindoo: "Sweet
is the lute to those who hav not heard the voices of
their own children." Let us see the generosity of
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Out of the cloud of darkness on Mt. Sinai, miserable pagans! Did you ever hear anything like
he said to the Jews: "Thou shalt hav no other God· this? Is it possible that one of the authors of this
before me. Thou shalt not bow down to any other New Testament was inspired when he said that man
gods, for the Lord thy God is a jealous God, visiting was not created for woman, but woman for man ?
the iniquities of the fathers upon the children to the Epictetus said, "What is more delightful than to be
third and fourth generation of them that hate me." so dear to your wife as to be on her account de!U'al·
Just think of God saying to people: "If you do not even to yourself'?" Compare that with St. Paul:
love me, I will damn you." Contrast this with the " But I would hav you know that the head of every
words put by the Hindoo poet into the mouth of man is Christ, and the head of the woman is the
Brahma: "I am the same to all mankind. They who man, and the head of Christ is God. \Vives, submit
honestly worship other gods involuntarily .worship yourselvs unto your husbands as unto the Lord." Th11t
me. I am he that partaketh of all worship. I am to was inspiration. This was written by a poor, dereward worship." How perfectly sublime! Let me spised heathen: "In whatever house the husband is
read it to you again: "I am the same to all mankind. contented with the wife and the wife with the busThey who honestly worship other gods involuntarily band, in that bouse will fortune dwell. In the house
worship me. I am he that partaketh of all worship. where the woman is not honored, let the curse be
I am the reward of worship." Compare these pas- pronounced. ·where the wife is honored, there God
sages. The first is a dungeon which crude hands is truly worshiped.'' I wish J'ehovah had said somehav digged covered with jealous slime. The other is thing like that from Sinai. Is there anything as
like the dome of the firmament inlaid with constel- beautiful as this in the New Testament? "f:lllall I
lations. Is it possible God ever said: "If a prophet tell you where nature is most blest and fair? H is
deceive when he hath spoken a thing, I the Lord where those we love abide. Though the space be
hav deceived that prophet." Compare that passage small, it is ample as earth; though it be a desert:,
with the poet, a pagan: "Better remain silent the re- through it run the rivers of paradise." Compare
mainder of life thim speak falsely." Can we believe these things with the curses pronounced in the Old
a being of infinit mercy gave this command: "Put Testament, where you read of the heathen being
every man his sword by his side; go from the gate given over to butchery and death, and the women
throughout the camp and slay every man his brother, and babes to destruction, and after yon hav read
every man his companion, and every man his neigh- them, read the chapters of horror in the New 'l'estabor. Consecrate yourselvs this day. Let every man ment threatening eternal fire and flame, and then
lay his sword, even upon his son, upon lJ.is brother, read this, the greatest thought uttered by the great.that he bestow blessing-upon me this day?" Surely est of human beings:
that was not the outcome of a great, magnanimous
"The quality of mercy is not strained;
spirit like that of the Roman emperor who declared:
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven,
"I had rather keep a single Roman citizen alive than
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blessed;
It blesseth him that givs and him that takes;
slay a thousand enemies." Compare the last com'Tis mightiest in the mightiest. It becomes
mand given to the children of Israel with the words
The throned monarch better than his crown."
of Marcus Aurelius: "I hav formed an ideal of the
Compare that with your doctrin of the New Testastate in which there is the same law for all, and equal ment! If Jehovah was an infinit God and knew
rights and equal liberty of speech established for all things from the beginning, he knew that his Bible
-an empire where nothing is honored so much as would be a breastwork behind which tyranny and
the freedom of the citizens." I am on the side of hypocrisy would crouch, and knew his Bible would
the Roman emperor.
be the auction-block on which the mother would
·The speaker here quoted some other similar pas- stand while her babe was sold from her, because he
sage and said, Is there anything more beautiful than knew his Bible would be quoted by tyrants; tbttt it
the old story from Sufi? There was a man who for would be quoted in defense of robbers called kings,
seven years did every act of good, every kind of and by hypoorits called priests. He knew he had
charity, and at the end of the seven years he mounted taught the Jewish peeple; be knew that be had
the steps to the gate of heaven and knocked. A voice found them free and left them slaves; he knew t.hat
cried, "Who is there?" He cried, " Thy servant, 0 he had broken every single promis made to them; he
Lord," and the gate was shut. Seven other years he knew that while other nations advanced in knowldid every other good work, and again mounted the edge, in art, in science, his chosen people were subthree steps to heaven and knocked. The voice cried, jects still. He promised them the world; hc1 g1we
"Who is there?" He answered, "Thy slave, 0 God," them a desert. He promised them liberty, and nwde
and the gates were shut. Seven other years he did them slaves. He promised them power; h(1 g;tYe
every good deed, and again mounted the steps to them exile-and anyone who reads the Olll TeHtP..heaven and the voice said: "Who is there ?" He re- ment is compelled to say that nothin~~ coulJ athl to
plied, "Thyself, 0 God," and the gates wide open their misery. Let us be honest. How t1o you n,eflew. Is there anything in our religion so warm or count for this religion? This world, where di r.l it
so beautiful as that? Compare that story from a come from? You hear every minister say rnau iK r..
pagan with the Presbyterian religion.
religious animal; that religion is natural. While
Take this story of Eudesthora, who was a king of man is an ignorant animal man will Le a th8ologieal
Egypt, and started for the place where the hori-mn animal, and no longer. Where did we get this n;lir.;·
touched the earth, where he was to meet God. With ion? The savage knew but little of natunj, but
him followed Argune and Bemis and Traubation. thought that everything happened in raferencB to
They were taught that wh~n any man started after him. He thought his sins caused earthquuke.s, and
God in that way, if he hsd been guilty of any crime that his virtues made the sun shine.
Nothing isS) egotistic as ignorance. You know,
he would fall by the way. Endesthora walked at the
head, and suddenly he missed Argune. He said he and so do I, that if no human being existed the sun
was not always merciful in the hour of victory. A would shine, and that tempests would now ancl then
little while after he missed Bemis, and said, " He devastate the earth; violets would spreatl their Vl~l
fought not so much for the rights of men as for his vety bosoms to the sun, daisies would grow, roseB
own glory." A little further on he missei Trauba- would fill the air with perfume, and now anti then
tion. He said, " My god, I know no reason for l:J.is volcanoes would illuminate the horizon with t.Leir
failing to reach the place where the horizon touches lurid glare; the gi·ass would grow, the wator9 would
the earth." And the god Ram appeared to him, and run, and ·so far as nature is concerned, everything
opening the curtains of the sky said to him," Enter." would be as joyous as though the earth were iille1l
And Endesthora said: "But where are my brethren? with happy homes. We know the barbarian Havttge
Where is Argune, and Bemis, and Traubation ?" And thinks that all this was on his aecount. He t!JinkH
the god said, "They sinned in their time, and they that there dwelt two very powerful deties; that. there
are condemned to suffer below." Then said Endes- was a good one, because he knows good things hapthora: "I do not wish to enter into your heaven pen to him, and that there was a hEld one,·becauHo
without my friends. If they are below, then I will he knows bad things happen to him. Bebinrl tho
join them." But the god said: "They are here be- evil influence he puts a devil, and behind the good
fore you. I simply said this to try your soul." En- an intention or a god, and then be imaginA both
desthora then turned and said, "But what of my these beings are in opposition, and that, betwofln
dog?" The god said: "Thou knowest that if the them, they struggle for the possession of his ig-shadow of a dog fall upon the sacrifice it is unclean. norant soul. He also thinks that tha place where
How, then, can a dog enter heaven?" And Eades- the good deity livs is heaven, and that the pl;.!ce
thora replies: "I know that, and I know another where the other deity keeps himself is a place of tortthing, that ingratitude is the blackest of crimes, ure and punishment. And about that time olh8r
whether it be to man or beast. That dog has been barbarians hav chosen to keep the ignorant onr.fJ in
my faithful friend. He has followed me, and I will subjection oy means of the doctrin of fear rtJ"d
not desert even him." And the god said, " Let the punishment.
There is no reforming power in fear. You can
dog follow." Compare that with the Bible stories.
Long before the advent of Christ, Aristotle said, scare a man, may be, so bad. that be wo11't. d;J
"We should conduct ourselvs toward others as we a thin<Y; but you can't scare him so had he won b
would hav them conduct themselvs toward us." want to do it. There is no reforming power in
Seneca said, "Do not to your neighbor what you punishment or brute force! but our barbar!<m f~,ttllOri!
would not hav your neighbor do to you." Socrates imaained that every beiDg would pun1t1h w fl'.lsaid: "Act toward others as you would hav others act cordauce with his power and his dignity, and tlw,t
toward you. Forgiv your enemies, render good for God would subject them to torture in the s'l.me way
evil, and ki01s even the hand that is upraised to as those who made him angry. They knew the king
smite." Krishna said: "Cease to do evil; aim to do would inflict torments upon one in his power, and
well; love your enemies. It is the law of love that they supposed that God wouid inflict torture ac(Continued on page 38.)
virtue is the only thing that has strength." Poor,
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'fhe Liheral Club.

Probably a man might liv ~century and not se~ a
finer day in January than Fnday, the 9th, and as Its
evening fulfilled the promis of its nooll, a number of
persons sufficient to fill the ball came out to ~ttend
the 36lst regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal
Club. It was a brilliant assemblage that had gathered there, and the chairman's countenance glowed
with a look of cheerful satisfaction as he arose to survey it. While the glow still lingered, this writer
entered the hall and secured a seat beside the Rev.
Mr. Samson, of Brooklyn, who occasionally attends.
Mr. Wakeman called the earnest attention of all
present to THE TRUTH SEEKER, containing the report
of the Canadian Convention. He also held up to
their admiring gaze a copy of the "Story Hour," a?d
paid a handsome compliment to the book and to Miss
Wixon the author. Then he took the pleasure and
honor ~f introducing the lecturer of the evening, Mr.
Justus 0. Woods, a prominent officer of a large sewing-machine company, who was to speak upon. the
question, "Is Our Civilization Just to the WorkmJman?"
Mr. Woods is in appearance a typical capitalist or
solid man. He had just broke ground in his lecture
when John Swinton was seen passing up the room,
which was a signal for an outburst of applause. This
is the first time Mr. Swinton has visited the club
within the recollection of this writer. Mr. Woods
then proceeded with his remarks. He said t~at in a
civilization where hundreds of thousands of adult
persons are unable to read or write, where art and
science languish, where religion holds its place only
by allying itEelf with mammon, and where men,
willing and anxious to work, cannot earn the means
to keep the wolf from the door, it seems almost a
sarcasm to ask if our civilization is just to the workingman. The speaker held that in so far as civilization was not jul.lt to every inhabitant of earth, it was
not civilization. .At first might had ruled the earth,
and the weakest peoples were destroyed by the more
powerful or became their slaves. Then finally dawned
in the min~ o~ man 11: s.e?tii?ent of right, and that
":as the begmmng of Cl':Ihzatwn. This _sentiment of
ng~t bB:d been the basis of all revolutwns and the
mamsprmg of progr~ss. ~r. Woods advocated ~ome
system of co-operatwn-e1ther that. of M. Godm, of
France, or of the Rochdale stores m Eng~and. It
was apathy, not anarchy, that boded most evil. Wage
slavery had all the evils of chattel slavery, and. none
of its virtues. When wage slavery was abohshed,
crises strikes, lock-outs, stagnation, and bankruptcy
wor.ild be no more, and we should wonder how capital tyrannized so blindly and so long. Mr. Woods's
speech was received with generous applause.
.At the suggestion of Mr. Palmer, John Swinton
was invited to speak, and took the platform. Mr.
Swinton is a man of striking appearance, somewhere
in the vicinity of fifty-five years of age. He is robust and florid, with a spherical bead surmounted by
scanty gray hairs. His rather diffident and distrait
behavior would impress a stranger with the idea that
this was his first appearance upon the public rostrum,
instead of perhaps the thousandth. After edging
along the stage to the table and pouring out a glass
of water which he did not taste, Mr. Swinton began
his remarks in a hoarse and strident voice that would
become a prophet predicting the downfall and desolation of the world. His words are well-chosen, his
periods brief, and his utterances sententious. He is
probably one of the most impressiv of living orators.
A person who does not know what it is to be electrilied and warned to flee from the wrath to come has
never listened to Mr. John Swinton. "It was once
observed by Mr. Bismarck," said he, "tbat when he
played chess, he played with the pieces on the b.)ad.."
There is wisdom, he continued, in that remark. And
so in dealing with the hordes of labor, we must use
the representativs that are now upon earth, and employ the means that are within our grasp. Co-operation wus not fitted for all, and we must look to government for redress. The power that ruled capital
and regulated rates of interest must rule labor and
rtgulate wages. Mr. Swinton alluded to the Reagan
bill, governing rates of freight and passenger transportation, which has just passed the House of Representativs at Washington, as a measure of terrific
importance. He refcned to the Senate a~ a HouRe
of Millionaires. Out of twenty-one candidates for
the Senate in the different states, seven belouged to
the millionaire clase. He believed as good a system
as the present one would be one which should bav a
property qualification for the United States Senate,
and then change its name to the House of Millionaires, after the fashion of the English House of Lords.
Dr. Eccles, of Brooklyn, followed in an address of
twenty minutes' length, in which he reviewed the
address of l\Ir. Woods in a rather harsh manner,
charactt>rizing the major portion of it as "simply
nonsense.'' He believed our present civilization was
an immenee institution compared with- that which
existed when tbere were no men and women on earth.
He believed in competition, because under that sys~
tem the laboring man has wages and freedom of
movement. In communal life he had neither.
Workingmen did themselvs wrong by uniting in

trades union, because they thereby offended their
best friend, which was capital. .An auditor sugges~ed
that Dr. Eccles was joking, but he asseverated With
much earnestness that it was no joke. He was several times interrupted by some ill-behaved people
in the hall who are always ripe for a disturbance, and
who should be gathered by a policeman. Dr. Eccles,
who is a religious person, concluded that we must
hav a "change of heart."
Madam Delescluze set about replying to Dr. Eccles.
This she effected in a manner which the audience
deemed quite adequate.
·
Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, in one of his best speeches
(and he never makes an_Y but good on~s), stru.ck the
nail on the head, drove It home, and chnched It. He
said that there would be no equality in this world
while people believed that part of mankind were
destined to be exalted above the rest in the next
world. .Mental and industrial liberty must come together and there would be no republic of man while
we co~tinued to look forward to a kingdom of heaven.
Reform must be begun and worked out on the basis
of the Nine Demands of the National Liberal League.
Mr. Palmer's remarks were especially well received.
Mr. Huhn expressed his sympathy with Dr. Eccles
for the way Madam De~escluze had use? him up.
He thought it scarcely fair for an able-bodied woman
like her to jump on such a small man as Dr. Eccles
in that way. The workingmen's hope was from the
government.
Mr. King had no faith in co-operation because it
started in at the place where it designe1 to end, and
assumed the existence of the very virtues which are
its object to bring about. Trades unions were the
natural and democratic association of workingmen,
and workingmen must begin with them.
Mr. Woods closed by saying that all who had criticised him had been well answered by those who
agreed with him. Trades unions had their uses as
primary schools. The cempetitiv system was the
system that led to results like the French Revolution.
He thanked the audience for their kind attention,
and said it had been to him a most delightful evening.
Friday, the 16th, Mrs. Brigham will speak, it is announced, under spirit control, her subject to be provided by the chairman upon her taking the floor.
For everything desirable both as to instruction and
amusement there is no place in New York like the
Liberal Club.

H~b!'S.

raised to fever heat by the arrival of the itinerant
preacher, the Rev. Daniel Hull, who issued proclamations that he had come to meet the terrible serpent and defend the " blessed old bo0k."
The stores were crowded. The lecture was the one
theme of all-absorbing interest. The mighty ones of
Israel rushed from house to house, threatening, cajoling, antreating all to stay away. But it nsulted in
the men flocking to the stores, and the women crowd.
ing to thA windows to gaze upon those wonderful
Infidels, Messrs. Remsburg and Reynolds. There
was much wonder expressed at their appearance.
Outwardly they seemed to be genial, courteous gentlemen. But it was whispered Reynolds had concealed his hideous horns under his plug hat, and that
Remsburg's scales and forked caudal appendage were
concealed beneath his graceful-fitting overcoat.
.A.n alarm of fire about sundown changed the current of excitement, and possibly saved an exhibition
of Christian love. The devout shouted, " Hallelujah!
the Lord has sent fire to destroy the wicked Infidels.''
But the fire, like the Lord's help, fizzled outamounted to nothing.
.At 7:30 the hall was crowded despite the frantic
efforts of the Christian authorities to enforce the
stay-away argument. l\'lr. De Witt Griswold, the
fearless champion of Free thought from .Auburn, occupied a seat on the rostrum alongside of the indomitable Ex-Rev. Reynolds.
Mr. Ross presided, and Mr. Remsburg delivered
his grand analytical lecture entitled "Bible Morals."
Over one hundred and ftH.y persons, of all shades of
opinion, listened with wrapt attention to every word
uttered. .At the close of the lellture, Mr. Ross announced the platform was free for the use of any
minister who wished to attempt to answer, or make
rebuttal of the grievous charges proved from the
Bible itself, that the Bible was not an infallible moral
guide. Then ru!lhed upon the rostrum the great
Knoxite Daniel-truly a Daniel come to judgment.
He said he was Daniel Hull (and a very piratical old
hull he looked). He turned with fierce savagery on
tbe gentle Remsburg and imperiously demanded
Remsburg should look him in the eyes. " Face me,
sir; keep your eyes on mine." Now, as the erratic
Daniel Hull kept one eye closed, this discomforted
-poor Remsbnrg worse than the most subtle sophism,
or clever argument could possibly hav done. His
tender gentleness of heart forbade his alluding to
what seemed a deformity, and yet how to look into
a man's eyes when he only seemed to hav one, was
Excitement at Montezuma, N.Y.
to much for Remsburg. He gasped, then rallied,
Mr. Edward Ross, the enterprising merchant and
and mildly suggested he would let Mr. Hull hav use
supervisor of the town, ever zealous for the improve- of his ears. This set the froth foaming from the-lips
ment of the village and the advancement of the best of our Christian Daniel, whose ears being of more
interests of the people, ~ngaged the services of Mr.
than ordinary mule proportions, he regarded RemsJ. E. Remsburg to deliver his two great lectures, burg's offer as a personal1·eflection.
"Bible Morals'' and "False Claims." With a popuMr. Reynolds, as in duty bound, came to the rescue,
lation of about 400, there are four chu_rches. It is
and suggested that Mr. Remsburg take a seat in the
not to be wondered at that lVIr. Ross should be
auditorium so as to face his opponent. Thus peace
earnestly desirous of helping to release his fellowwas restored, for after this the great Daniel failed to
townsmen from the dominion of priesthood and reseven keep one eye on Mr. Remsburg.
cue them from the deep quagmire of superstition.
Hull declared all the texts that Mr. Remsburg had
But Mr. Ross has beJome fully convinced that
while science bas made-w.:mderful advances, Chris- quoted (about one hundred) "were of no consetianity has remained stationary, holding fast to its quence-none whatever;" that Mr. Remsburg had
spirit of bigotry and bitter opposition to all intel- more faith than he, for instead of admitting there
lectual culture. The announcement of the lectures were many good things in the Bible, if he believed
of "Remsburg, the Liberal," aroused the most fierce there was one contradiction in it, he would toss it
and bitter opposition. Not alone extra-double power, into the fire. It was no wonder such impious, foollong, loud series of prayers, but, still louder, fierce ish persons as Remsburg, who had no m Jre ~orality
than the devil, could not understand the B1ble. It
denunciations and savage threats were made.
Undismayed, yet with prudential wisdom, deter- was not given to all to understand. It could only be
mined not to be thwarted in his philanthropic pur- discovered by aid of spirit. (He failed to name the
pose to enlighten and help the people, Mr. Ross de- brand he used, but he certainly takes oil o£ vitriol in
termined to fortify against the enemy on every side, his.) In regard to .Adam, God made him very good.
and telegraphed to the chairman of the Executiv Make a tree good, and all the fruit must be good.
Committee of the National Liberal League to come He then exhibited a little toy snake, and explained
to his aid. He secured the use of the Rechabite all about how the devil tempted Eve, showing a most
Hall, and, lest influence should be brought to close intimate acquaintance with all the hopes, fears, and
the hall, made sure of use of the school-house, and, wishes of his satanic majesty.
Mr. Reynolds asked how it could be, if .Adam was
as a dernier resort, prepared rooms over his store; so
that by no possibility should the enemy prevent the made very good, and if a good tree could only bring
lecture being delivered. (How he did wish he could forth good fruit, that .Adam could sin so dreadfully.
hav a 60x90 tent pitched right in the center of the Daniel was wroth, and declared Reynolds was morally
dead, and of course could not see clearly the plan of
village!)
Parsons, deacons, exhorters, members, waited on the fall, or the beauty of Bible morality. .And Mr.
him and urged him to abandon his purpose. He was Reynolds quietly admitted that was true. The Rev.
assured his bringing a Liberal lecturer to the village Hull then steered wild, and got far away from the
would result in the destruction of his business-none subject. It was vain for the chair to cal~ him to
of the Christians would trade with him. (He aug- order or request him to speak to the subJect. He
gested if they first paid what they owed him it would had talked over an hour. Mr. Remsburg had only
be to his advantage.) They threatened him with loss spoken forty-five minutes. Yet Daniel declared he
of popularity, the death of all political influence, and could annihilate Ingersoll, Beecher, Lambert, Reyall this resulted only in his more thoroughly adver- nolds, the Baptist ministers of Syracuse, and Remstising the lectures. Some asserted he must be crazy. burg, too, if we only gave him time.
Mr. Remsburg quietly called attention to the harsh
If this is so, we hope he will make a tour of the states
and bite a goodly number of our Liberal friends, domineering spirit evinced, despite all the courtesy
that they be inoculated with the same self-sacrificing and favor shown the reverend gentlemen, and lazeal.
mented, but was not surprised, that belief of the
Despite reports that Remsburg, in answer to the Bible had made the Rev. Daniel Hull what he was.
agonized prayer of the saints, had been converted to Mr. Hull insisted he could prove Liberalism all
Christ on the way here, at 9:30 A.llf. on Thursday wrong, if we would giv him a chance, and -asked for
rooming, Mr. Ross and his able and faithful coad- opportunity to discuss the atonement on to-morrow
jutor, Mr. Charles Travers, drove through the village afternoon at three o'clock. This was agreed to, and
with Mr. John E. Remsburg and the Ex.-Rev. C. B. Mr. Reynolds chosen to debate the subject.
Reynolds. The excitement was intense, and was
.Afternoon, Friday.- The excitement is boiling. The
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My visit at Montreal was indeed delightful. It is like no mother, in those days when all seemed orthodox, was a worother city on the continent. The Middle Ages and the Nine- shiper of nature, and hated the chmch. So the fruit is comteenth century blend together with a sort of quaint magnifi- ing of what that noble woman, amid harsh sunoundings,
cence. There is here the largest church building on the con- thought so many years ago, more intellectual and bold than
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
tinent-so large. that its stones would build four hundred even our own fathers.
ordinary cottages. It is the Notre Dame. I went into it, and
The Tent.
seemed to be in a world of candle-lights, and crucifixes, and
gorge0us ornaments, centuries removed from the warm, glowJames Field & Son, of Rochester, N.Y., the best and most
ing present. I went also into the Bonsecours chapel, curi- experienced tent-makers in the state, will furnish a 60x90-tent
ously flanked by the great Bonsecours market- place, where the of S-oz. duck, mildew-proof, with 8-foot wall poles, 2 jointed
French population do congregate in garb and features all their center poles, rings, pulleys, hard-wood stakes, double bags for
own. This chapel is the oldest religious edifice in the coun- casing everything of the very best and most serviceable kind,
try, and I felt as ancient almost as Adam as I stood within its for $330. The price is $375. But they will proceed to make
shadowy precincts. I also visited the church· of the Jesuits, the tent at once and store it ready for shipment on our order,
which is the most elegant and tasteful of all. I went also into if the order is given within three weeks. Send in your contributhe Grey nunnery, and traversed every part of that huge tions to Courtlandt Palmer, treasurer of National Lib~ral
structure, from kitchen to parlor, and witnessed a blending of League, 850 Broadway, New York City. Remember every
humbug and charity that was quite interesting and, as Mark place the tent is pitched it will insure an immense circulatiou
....: : : . = = = = = = = = = = = = = Twain would say, "paralyzing." I saw old men and old of the right Liberal literature, the increase of the circulation of
women lame and decrepit, without a friend in the world, well our best poriodicals, and establishing a large, efficient working
The Campaign Fund.
taken care of, and there were hosts of little ones, from the League.
$2,64lt 33 baby up, receiving care and instruction. I saw some playing
!Previously acknowledged, Secularism is not sectional; if good is done in any soction,
2.44 cards, and I thought this was quite sensible until I found that it benefits all. We.know no North, South, East, or West, but
'T:\los. Beale,
2.00
Morris Johnsoii.,
1.00 the cards were marked with religious devices, and that the the greatest good to the greatest number, and the success of
Levi Chute,
2.00 game was something after the fashion of "Presbyterian bil- the tent next summer will insure at least three more the next
N. G. Shoemaker,
1.00 liards." It was not by any means the good old game that un- year.
M. A. Dexter,
2 00 believers are so fond of. Weil, I couldn't help feeling a little
Ed. Payne,
Let us, realizing it is hard times,. do what we can, prove by
2.00 bit of gratitude to the Catholic church for being thus charita- our acts the truth of our profession. Directly the $330 is subDr. Lansdowne,
1.75
H. P. Stone,
5 00 ble, but I thought how much better and sweeter all this scribed, the tent can be ordered. The en.tire expense will not
Jos. E. Alexander,
2.00 would be in the light of science. As I witnessed the solemn exceed $500. Who will giv $100, and hav their name and
Frank Burcham,
2.00 procession of the nuns coming and going to worship, I said to memory pe1·petuated as the starters of the most effectiv means
John Engstrom,
27.00 myself: "This is beautiful, but beautiful as an icicle. There of popularizing Liberalism? Who $50 ?-$25? Let none think
.Canada Friends,
30.00 is no warmth or glory of humanity in it. It is a crystallization small efforts will not be appreciated. l{ich or poor, do what
Turner's Falls, Mass., per Geo. E. Hartley,
1.00
James E. Bishop, of dead thought. It is a marching in grave clothes-spotless, you can, and feel the sweet satisfaction of right to rejoice in
the good work that shall be accomplished. Send at once.
$2,725.52 indeed, but grave clothes still."
Total,
While at Montreal I rejoiced in the generous hospitality of
CHAS. B. REYNOLDs, Ch. Ex. Com. N. L. L.
Capt.
R.
C.
Adams,
well
known
to
Liberals
as
one
of
our
bravNews and Notes from the Field.
est and brightest leaders. He is thoroughly in earnest in
Mr. Charles Watts was very activ last week in Outario. He
On Sunday, January 4th, afternoon and evening, Charles whatever he undertakes, and was once a shining light in the
gave two lectures in Hamilton, and one in We!ldnd, in DunnWatts lectured to full houses at Hamilton, Ont. Mrs. Watts orthodox churches. That same intensity of life that made
ville, and in Thorold, and then be retmned to speak twice
'Was with -him and gave recitations, and met with a splendid him such a worker there will no doubt make him one of our
in Toronto on Sunday, ,J,tnuary 11th. The audiences were
•reception. There was some discussion, but Christians begin most in~piring helpers. He is a clear thinker, of superior litgood in every place, hut in Thorold the Ocld Fellow's Hull
•to fight shy of Mr. Watts's keen blade. From Hamilton Mr. erary ability, a vigorous writer, an entertaining speaker, and
was crowded to the very doors, nil standing room being occuWatts went on to Welland, Dunnville, and Thorold and gave a level-headed man of action. He is indeed a valuable addipied. This was the first Freetbonght lecture tl!llt had bAen
;a series of lectures.
On Sunday, January 11th, he lectured tion to th9 host of Freethinkers. He is now president of the
given in that city, and the many Christians present listened
,again in Toronto.
Montreal Freethought Club. This Club is doing excellent with urofound attention. After the lecture a reverend gentleOn the 4th I lectured myself in Toronto. The following service. It has its reading-room, open daily ; its library; its
man .opposed, and a warm discussion was kept up till >liter
:report in the Toronto Dally ·world will giv some idea of what hall, with lectures and meetings every Sunday afternoon.
eleven o'clock, which appeared to plmtse Mr. Walls, th1tt gen<was done:
Some of the best citizens of Montreal are connected with it, tleman being never more at home thnn when debating with
"'l'wo lectures were delivered at Albert Hall yesterday, un- and it is acknq:wledged to be a power in the community. It is the ministers of the gospel. There was one dmwback to the
•der the auspices of the Secular Society, by S. P. Putnam, of a practical demonstration of the value of Secular principles.
proceedings; members of the Salvation Army did thPir best
New York. His subject in the afternoon was, 'The Coming
.Religious Demands.' In the evening he spoke on 'The Glory Mr. C. S. Stevens, its efficient secretary, Mr. Boas, Mr. Wilson, to break up the meeting by surrounding tho door and playing
·Of Infidelity,' contending that the spirit of questioning and and Mr. George Martin, its honorary president, are well-known their "mu3ic" with a hig drum and shouting. Findinr; they
·doubting conventionally received opinions alone prevented in- co-laborers in this genuin church of the future. There are could not succeed in their object, they gave np iu dispair.
;tellectual stagnation and stimulated research, invention, and now eighty members of this club. Over a thousand dollars The Thorold Po;,t of Fritlay, Jan. 9th, says:
,progress. The Infidelity of Ingersoll am1 other a~sailants of hav been expended this year in refitting its room, and its suc"Last night the celebrated Secularist lecturer, Mr. Ciharles
·orthodoxy had done much to promote ment.tl activity among
Watts, of London, England, delivered his lecture 'Wherein
·Christians and rouse all their energies in its defense. The cess is undoubted.
Of com·se I could not leave Montreal without having a is Secularism Superior to Christianity,' to a crowded audience
·,system owed whatever intellectual brilliancy it possessed to
:the stimulus of doubt and discussion. 'rhe lecturer then con- toboggan ride-1 believe that is the way they spell it-and so, in the Odd Fellow's Hall. Thoroltl. Mr. R B. McPherson
•sidered the effect of Infidelity, or a departnre from the recog- under the guidance of a couple of bright little Canadians, In- officiated as chairman. While very many in the hnll tlifferod
nized formulas and systems upon art, poetry, and literature, dian fashion I went speeding clown the slippery elevation with from the speaker in what he Allid, and knew that he was lllltking statements which were totally at variance with thc·ir own
instancing Shakspere, Voltaire, Victor Hugo, Byron, Shelley,
Walt Whitman, Wagner, and others, as leader of thought, who, the delight of a boy; ani! I don't wonder that this has become knowledge, yet few would not admit but that Mr. Watts iH a
by boldly undertakmg new departures and setting established a famous sport in this Northern clime where one can speed clever debater, a thorongh master of the snbjeet he handles,
and possesses to a high degree the facnlty or making 'the
canons of thought and expression at defiance, had achieved like lightning over the glittering snows.
imperishable renown. Mr. Putnam's lectures were thoughtful
As I write these last wrmll, I am flying along the bright worse appear the better reason.' It would he dillicnlt to
justify the Salvation Army in pnrsuing tho tact,ics they tlitl in
and felicitously worded, and displayed litemry research."
fields of the Green Mount,ain State. Along the route are the disturbing
the meeting by sit~ging, shouting, antl playing th<·ir
Mr. George Piddington, one of the prominent members of sparkling waters of Lake Champlnin, and the high, grand, rug- band to an extraordinary extent immediately in fwnt oi' th.e
the Toronto Society, has suffered a severe amiction in the loss ged hills stretch aw11y in the blue distance, and the sky bends ball for a considerable time during the Cllrly part of t.lt0 lr·etof his daughter, Mrs. Miller, who sang in our late convention; over :filled with the shapes of a thousand wandering clouds; nre"
and so her life has passed away almo&t in a breath of music and this smiling and superb scenery fills my heart with hope,
C. B. REYNOLns'H lecture engagements are llH follo\IR: ,Janwhose melody will not soon be forgotten; that life has passed for it is tbis joy of nature that I would translate into humanity
not to nothingness, but to beautiful memory and sweet hope. in the place ot the cold and skeleton deity of the past, that uary 14th and 15th, at Clara, Pa.; on tho 16th and 17th, nt
It flows still in the stream of humanity, making bl'ight the would make all this fresh and mighty world but a shadow and Bingham Center; 18th and 19th, at Roulette. We expect to
hear good results from Potter county, in which these towns
to-morrow in whose golden harvest no deed ~;hall be lost.
a dream.
Tuesday evening was dark and stormy, but nevertheless I
At 'rurner's Falls, i\'Iasg,, in Colle's Opera House, on Sunday are located.

advent of Remsburg and Reynolds has done what
before could be done. All the four denomi·_, nations, so bitter in their hate of each other heretofore, hav become dearest friends. Catholics, Baptists, Methodists, and Free Methodists are all united,
all excited, and vie with each other in bitter invectiv
.on these Liberals and encomiums on each other. It
threatens rain-this may cool the hot zeal and fran0- tic hate and wild excitement.
Nothing even in the
wildest political times ever compll.red with the pres. ~nt. Will they attack the hall, or commit violence
· .on Remsburg and Reynolds? Close to catch the
mail. Will telegraph if anything serious occurs.
Montezuma, Cayuga Go., N. Y.
-:~never

g{l(t Jtagnt.
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found a good audience waiting for me at the Town Hall of
Gananoque, Ont., where I gave my lecture on the "Coming
Religious Demands." 'fhere was quite a lively discussion
after it, and no doubt pe0ple were set to thinking, and that we
know is bad for orthodoxy. Mr. Henry Smith, lVIr. Wright,
and others are doing pioneer work for our cause in this place.
On Wednesday evening I gave the first Freethought lecture
ever delivered nt Morrisburg, Ont. Some of the good citizens
of the place thought that the devil himself was coming. However, I found a fine audience of intelligent ladies and gentlemen who gave me a most attentiv hearing, ;.nd most of them
seemed to think I was about right. There was a little Eparkle
of a discussion after the lecture. A prominent physician, a
member of Parliament and of the ~Iethoclist church, asked me
what I should hav to say to Jesus if I really met him at the
judgment seat and found that I was mistaken. I answered
that I should simply tell Jesus or God that I did the best I
knew how, and on that rock I stand. He asked what consolation I could giv at the hour of death. I answered that science
would giv more consolation than theology, for it would remove disease and the so.called "dispensations of providence"
in the taking away of the fair and the young, and giv healthful conditions, a thing which theology has nevtr yet accomplished. In other words, the doctor would bring a great deal
more comfort than the minister. My replies seemed quite
satisfactory to the audience.
Mr. J. M. Watson, Mr. Holt, Mr. Algie, and others, men of
ability and influence, are our co-workers in this field, and no
doubt there will be a successful organization of Liberals in
this thriving and beautiful village.
On Thursday and Friday evenings I lectured before the
Freethought Club of Montreal. Ample reports of both lectures were publishecl in the leading daily papers of the city.
This shows that the press is realizing the importance of our
.movEment, and that as an item of news our meetings and what
we say are of interest to the majority of their readers.

afternoon and evening, Jan. 11th, I delivered the first Infidel
le,cture ever given in this place. In the afternoon about two
hundred were present, and in the evening four hundred-a
larger number than all the Protestant churches in the village
could gather together. Both 1ectures were well received.
Ample reports of them will L>e published in the Greenfield
lt~(ormer, which has a circulation of many thousands in eastern Massachusetts, and thus the seed will be scattered far and
wide.
There is a chance for a good organization at Turner's Falls.
Some of its mpst promin,ent citizens are avowedly Liberal.
Such men as George E. Hartley, Richard O'Brien, Fred Colle,
proprietor of the Opera House, 0. H. Smith, and others, will
make an efficient nucleus for a Liberal League. An effort will
at once be made to secure the services of C. B. Reynolds,
chairman of the executiv committee, to lecture in this place,
and gather together its promising material.
George E. Hartley is one of those men who can be depended
upon every time. He has splendid enthusiasm, together.with
a level head. He bas been all over the world, and has
acquired knowledge by hard knocks and a varied experience.
He was formerly a sailor, and has a medal from the Liverpool
Shipwreck and Humane Society for saving seven lives amid a
stormy and dangerous sea. By this we can know what kind
of a stanch Liberal he is, and that what he takes hold of will
go ahead. He is one of the most enterprising citizens in the
place, coming a few years ago when it was but a swamp, and
building himself from fifteen to twenty houses. The orthodox
ministers hav labored assiduously to convert him, but the result has been that their own faith has been pretty well unsettled.
Mrs. Hartley herself, whose hospitality I enjoyed, and her
sister are among those fortunate ones who were born Liberals
and hav never bad to go through those mental tortures that
some of us, alas ! hav had to endure. Their father, Mr. Follett Temple, was a life-long Infidel, and, strange to say, his

Paine's Birthday.
The 29~h day of the presEnt month will mark the
148th anniversary of Thomas Paine's birthday. The
Liberals of New York are making preparntionA to
celebrate the event in an appropriate mauuer. The
Liberals of Boston will hav a celebration, al!io.
To provide means to make the occagion there'" happy
one, Mr. Walter C. Wright, of Medford, Mass., hus
sent the following to the Investigaior:
.January 1, 1885.
MY DEAR MENDU~I: I inclose yon n postal order to.day for
ten dollars for the use of the Paine Celcbril.tion CommitteP.
Wishing you and yours a Happy Nuw Year,
Yours cordially,
WAJ/£EH C. WmmiT.

The New York Paine Celebration Committee will
appreciate any encouragement of this kind tbllt
friends here in the city wish to attend. Dr. E. B.
Foote, J-r., 120 Lexington ave., is at the head of the
committee. THE TnuTII SEEKER is also interEsted in the
celebratio~, and will be gla•l to take .charge of .any
sums devoted to that purpose. There w1ll be speecoes,
songs, recitations, and other attractiv exercises. A
good array of talent has already been secured.
''John E. Remsburg's 'Bible J\Iorals,' is tbe most terrible
arraignment, in the fewest words, that I hav ever seen. I
fancy that no clerical advocate of the inspired morality theory
will hasten to accept the challenge to reply to it, unless he is
a man who wholly lacks the brain power to understand the
force of words, or else is one who pines for annihilation and
recognizes, in such nn. att~mpt, tiw shortest rO!Hl to the go,ll
of his ambition. 'l'o thn former class I now, n.n•l herein, extend my sympathy.
Of the Lttter I can ouly say I am sure
that this one prayer will receive prompt attention and be answered by l'eturn mail.
H~r.r"EN H. GAnDENEH."
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( Contimted from page 35.)
solemnly decided that she was the mother of Christ. tion, and the poor,@iserable wretches in whose favor
cording to his power. They knew that the worst In 431, and then in 451, a council was held at Chal- the edict was issued joined hands with their optorture was a slow, burning fire, and added to it the cedon 'by the Emperor Marcion, and that decided pressors. What is the next thing? I want to show
idea of eternity, and hell was produced. That was that Christ had two natures-a human and a divine. you how much the Church of England has done for
their idea. All meanness, revenge, selfishness, cru- In 680 another council was held at Constantinople, England. I get it from good authority. Let me
elty, and hatred, of which men are capable, burst and in 1274, at Lyons, it was decided that the Holy read it to you to show how little influence the Chrisinto blossom and bore fruit in that one word, hell.
Ghost proceeded not only from the father, but from tian church, the Church of England, had with the
In this way a God of infinit wisdom experimented the son, and when you take into consideration the government of our country. Let me tell you that up
with man, keeping him between an outstretched fact that a belief in the Trinity is absolutely essential to the reign of George I., there were in this country
abyss beneath and a heaven above; and in time the to salvation, you see how important it was that those sixty-seven offenses punishable with death. There
man came to believe that he could please God by doctrins should hav been established in 1274, when is not a lawyer in this city who can think of those
having read a few sacred books, could count beads, millions of people had dropped into hell in the in- offenses and write them down in one day. Think of
could sprinkle water, eat little square pieces of bread, terim solely because they had forgotten that question. it! Sixty-seven offenses punishable with death!
and that be could shut his eyes and say words to the
At last we know how religions are made. We Now, between the accession of George I. and the
clouds, but the moment· he left this world nothing know how miracles are manufactured. We know the termination of the reign of George III., there were
rrmained except to damn him. He was to be kept history of relics, and bones, and pieces of tho true added one hundred and fifty-six new crimes punishmiserable one day in seven, and he could slander cross. And at last we understand apostolic sncces- able with death, making in all two hundred and
and persecute other men all the other days in the sian. At last we hav examined other religions, and twenty-three crimes in England punishable witli
week. That was the chance God gave a man here, we find them all the same, and we are beginning to death. There is no lawyer in this state who can
but the moment he left this world-that settled it.. suspect that ours is like the rest. I think we under- think of that many crimes in a week. Now, during
He would go to etern>tl pain or else to eternal joy. stand it. I read a little story a short time ago frcm all those years our government was becoming more
That was the way that the supernatural governed the Japanese that throws light upon the question. and more cruel, more and more barbarous, and we
this world-through fear, through terror, through There was an old priest at a monastery; This man- do not find, and we hav not found, that the Church
eternity of punishment-and that government, I say astery was built over the bones of what he called a of England, with its fifteen or twenty thousand minto-night, has failed. How has it been kept alive so saint, and people came there and were cured of many isters, with its more than a score of bishops and its
long? It was botn in ignorance.
diseases. This priest had an assistant. After the House of Lords, ever raised its voice or perfected any
Let me t~>ll you, whoever attacks a creed will be assistant grew ·up and got quite to understand his organization in favor of a more merciful code, or in
confronted with a list of great men who hav believed business, the old priest gave him a little, donkey and condemnation of the enormous cruelty which our
in it. Probably their belief in that creed was the told him that henceforth he was to take care of him- laws were continually inflicting. And was not Volonly weakness they had. But he will be asked: "So self. The young priest started out with his little taire justified in saying that the English were a peoyou know more than all the great men that hav donkey, and asked alms of those he met. Few gave ple who murdered by law? Now, that is an extract
taught and all the respectable men who hav believed to him. Finally he got very poor. He could not from a speech made by John Bright in May, 1883;
in that faith?" For the church is always going about raise money enough to feed the donkey. Finally the that shows what the Church of England did. Two
to ge~ a certificate from some governors, or even donkey died; he was about to bury it when a thought hundred and twenty-three offenses in England punperhaps members of the legislature, and you are told occurred to him. He buried the donkey and sat ishable with death, and no minister, no bishop, no
because so-and-so believed all these things, and you down on the grave, and to the next stranger that church organization raising his or its voice against
hav no more talents than they, that you should passed he said, " Will you not giv a little money to the monstrous cruelty. And why? Even then it
believe the same thing. But I contend, as aaainst erect a shrine over the bones of a sinless one ?" was better than the law of Jehovah.
And the Protestants were as bad as the Catholics.
this argument, that you should not take the testi- Thereupon a man gave some money. Others folmony of these men unless you are willing to take at lowed his example. A shrine was raised, and in a You remember the time of Henry IV. in France,
t?e Mme ~ime all their beliefs on other subjects. little while a monastery was built over the bones of when the edict of Nantes was issued· simply to giv
'I hen, a gam, they tell you that the rich people the sinless one. Down in the grave the young priest the Protestants the right to worship God according
are all on their side, and I say so, too. The churches made an orifice, so that persons afflicted with any to the dictates of their conscience, and just as soon as
to-day seek the rich, and poverty unwillingly seeks disease could reach down and touch the bones of the that edict was issued, the Protestants tbemselvs in
them. Light thrown from diamoNds adorns there- sinless one. Hundreds were thus cured, and persons the cities where they had power prevented the Cathpentant here. We are told that the rich, the for- left their crutches as testimonials to the miraculous olics from worshiping their God according to the
tnnate, and the holders of place, are Christians now power of the bones of the sinless one. Finally the dictates of their conscience, and it was on account of
and yet ministers grow eloquent over the poverty of priest became so rich that he thought he would visit the refusal of those Protestants to allow the CathoChrist, who was born in a manger, and say that the his old master. He went to the old monastery with lics to worship God as they desired that there was a
Holy Ghost passed the titled ladies of the world and a fine retinue. His old master asked him how he be- civil war lasting for seven years in France. RicheseLJCted the wife of a poor mechanic for the mother came so rich and prosperous. He replied, "Old a""e lieu came into authority about the second or third
of God. Such is the difference between theory and is stupid, but youth has thought." Later on bee~- year of that war. He made no difference between
.. practice. The church condemns the men of Jeru- plained to the old priest how the donkey had died, Protestants and Catholics, and it was owing to Riche1-mlem who held positions and who held the preten- ·and bow he had raised a monastery over the bones lieu that the Thirty Years' War Terminated. It was
sions of the savior in contempt. They admit that he of the sinless one, and again reminded him that old owing to Richelieu that the peace of Westphalia was
was so little known that they had to bribe a man to age is stupid, but youth has thought. The old priest made in 1643, although I believe he had been dead
point him out to the soldiers. They assert that be exclaimed: "Not quite so fast, young man, not quite a year before that time; but it was owing to him, aud
performed miracles, yet he remained absolutely un- so fast. Don't imagin you worked out anything new. it was the first peace ever made between nations on
known, hidden in the depths of obscurity. No one This shrine of mine is built over the bones of the a secular basis with everything religious left out, and
it was the last great religious war.
knew him, and one of his disciples had to be bribed mother of your little donkey."
I want you to know another thing, that neither
to point him out. Snrely he and his disciples could
We hav now reached a point in the history of the
hav met the arguments which were urged a<Yainst world when we know that theocracy asaform of gov- Protestants nor Catholics are fit to govern this world.
their religion at that time.
o
ernment is a failure, and we see that theology as a They are not fit to govern themselvs. How could
So long as the church honored philosophe\"s she foundation of government is an absolute failure. We you elect a minister of any religion president of the
kept lter great men in the majority. How is it now? can see that theocracy and theology created not lib- United States? Could you elect a bishop of the
! say to-night that no man of genius in the world is erty, but despotism. We know enough of the his- Catholic church, or Methodist bishop, or Episcopal
in the orthodox pulpit, so far 11."! I know. Where are tory of the churches in this world to know that they minister, or one of the elders? No. And why? We
they'? Where are the orthodox great men? I chal- never can civilize mankind; that they are not imbued are afraid of the ecclesiastic spirit. We are afraid
lange the Christian church to produce a man like with the spirit of progress, that they are not imbued to trust the liberties of men in the hands of people
A.lexancler Humboldt. I challenge the church to pro- with the spirit of justice and mercy. What I ask you who acknowledge that they are bound by a standard
duce a naturalist like Haeckel. I challen()"e the to-night is, What has the church done to civilize different from that of the welfare of mankind,
In conclusion, the colonel said the history d Italy,
Christian world to produce a man like D~rwin. mankind? What has the church done for us? How
\Vhel'e in the ranks of orthodoxy are historians like has it added to the prosperity of this world? Has it France, Spain and Portugal, Cuba and Brazil, all
Deaper and Buckle? Where are the naturalists like ever produced anything? Nothing. Why, they say showed that slavery now existed where Catholicism
T_yndall, philosophers like :M:ill and Spencer, and it has been charitable. How can a beggar be char- ~as a power. He then paid his respects to the Purwomen like George Eliot and Harriet l\'Iartineau ? itable? A beggar produces nothing. The church Itan fathers, suggested an education that would rule
~ou may get tired of the. great men argument, but bas been an eternal and everlasting pauper. It is theology out of the government and teach people to
tne names of th'l great thmkers, the naturalists and not charitable. It is an object of charity, and yet it rely more on themselvs and less on providence.
scientists of our time, cannot be matched by the claims to be charitable. The giver is the charitable There are too ways of living, the broad way of life lived
supernatural world. What is the next argument one. Somebody who hae made something, he alone for others and the narrow theological way. It was
they will bring forward? The father and mother can be charitable. Somebody who by his labor has wise to liv so that death could be serenely faced, and
argu~~nt. "!ou Jm:st not disgrace your parents." produced something, he alone can be charitable. then if there was another world the best way to preHow mel Chnst come to leave the religion of his And let me say another thing. The church is always pare for it was to make the best of this, and if there
be no other world the best was to so liv as to be
mother? That !l,rgnment proves too "much. There is upon the wrong side.
one _way every man can honor his mother-that is by
Let us take, first, the Episcopal church-if you call happy and make everybody else happy.
findmg out more than she knew. There is one way that a church. Let me tell you one thing about that
"'l'he Rocial Revolution."-Rectification.
a m~n can honor his father-by correcting the old church. You know what is called the rebellion in
mans errors.
England in 1688. Do you know what caused it? I
In the translation from Proudhon under this title,
Many people imagin that the creed we hav came will tell you. King James was a Catholic, andnotwith- TRUTH SEEKER Dec. 20th, the sense of '\]"11th is spoiled
!rom the ?rain and hea1·t of Christ. They hav no standing that fact he issued an edict of toleration for by some omission which we cannot indicate precisely,
1dea how Jt was made. They think that it was all the Dissenters and Catholics. And what next did he not having been able to obtain the favor of correctmade at one time. They don't understand that do? He ordered all the bishops to hav this edict of ing our own proofs, for intellectual liberty among the
it was slow growth. They don't understand that toleration read in the Episcopal churches. They re- Liberals is subject to the printer's caprice or neglitheology is a science made up of mistakes, prejudices, fused to do it-most of them. You recollect that trial gence, just as civil liberty at the constitution of our
and falsehoods. Let me tell you a few facts. The of the seven bishops? That is what it was all about; "free republic," hob nob bed with chattel and wage
Emperor Constantine, who lifted the Christian re- they would not read the edict of toleration. Then slavery at the caprice of capitalism. These signalize
ligion into power, murdered his wife and his oldest what happened? A strange thing to say, and it is an abuse no less serious than general in the newsson the very year that he convened the Council of one of the miracles of this world: The Dissenters in paper management of the 'Gnited States, that intelNice to decide whether Jesus Christ was man or whose favor that edict was issued joined hands with lectual qualification is disregarded in the function of
God, and that was no.t decided till the year of grace the E_piscopalians and raised the rebellion against correcting press-work. Left to a merely mechanical
325. Then Theodosms called a council at Constan- t~e kmg, because he wanted .to giv the Dissenters routine, as soon as attention flags, the sense goes to
tinople in 381, and this council decided that the hberty, and th~se Dissenters and these Episcopalians, pie. Were a proper demand made for it, without
Holy Ghost proceeded from the father. You see on account of that act of toleration, drove King paying higher wages, there are plenty of scholars
there was a little doubt on that question before this J a~es into exile. That is the history of the first re- who would execute such tasks conscientiously. If
was done. Then another council was called later to bellw_n th~ Church of Eng~and ever raised against the fault lay in the MSS., they would keep back the
determin who the Virgin Mary really was, and it was the kmg simply because he Issued an edict of tolera- article. until its sense was made clear. At present an
0
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,;;:.:~•of publication without

his work .to the machinery paper, 1\fr. George N. Hill has called upon me to his listeners with stale platitudes and wretched specpainful forebodings of the take charge of a subscribtion to aid in the erection in ulations as to the existence of a life after death, and
,, -. muss that is likely to be made of it by unintelligent Rome " of a splendid bronze statue of Giordano with all his efforts can only picture a very insipid
.and careless hands.
Brun~\ the Italian philosopher, and the father of state of being for which all true believers are des· [We a1·e grieved at any trouble the printers giv a Pantheism, who, after being imprisoned in Rome, tined, so that it is not wonderful that the rising gen.correspondent, and invoke for him the commiseration was burnt there as a heretic in 1600."
eration is not particularly charmed with the induce,< .of all readers. At the same time the printers deserve It seems that this proposed statue is being pre- ments held out by the priests, who are scarcely so
_ _.a modicum of sympathy in consideration of the trouble pared, and· will, before long, be a fact in the "Eternal wily as they once were, and prefer those places
---.he sometimes causes them.-ED. T. S.J
City." The Liberals of Europe, under the recom- where they are able to hear more of this pt"esent
In behalf .of Proudhon, who seldom writes non- mendation of Mr. Bradlaugh and other leaders, are world than speculations as to a problematical future
tsense, we here substitute his phrases in their orig- forwarding their contributions.
one.
inal order. (The parentheses are mine): " We must
The names of the contributors will be published,
Great consternation has been caused in the Chris;(1) arrest the disorganizing tendency resulting from and pr:>bably be placed under the monument.
tian camp by the purchase of chapels to be turned
, ;the French Revolution of '98, and by the aid of the new
Shall not America, by the names of her sons and into Freethought halls, but as the chapels are often
.: : -principle (reciprocity, or personal contracts, instead daughters, be well represented on that roll of honor? failures, and do not pay the expenses incurred, lhe
---- .of governmental authority) proceed to the liquidation
There are reasons which would make it a national buildings hav to be sold to those who will giv the
.of established interests (notably, to the emancipation disgrace if Americans are made remarkable there most money for them. I know of several places here
.of labor from the burdens of rent and of interest in only by their absence.
which just manage to struggle along, and call one to
perpetual bondage to capital). This will be only
America has been, and ought to be, the represent- mind at the present moment where a ch~trge of one
:abounding in the sense of the Constituent Assembly ativ of liberty, science, and progress the world over. pound ten shillings per annum is m!tde for a sitting,
.of August 4, '89. (2) To organize, still reciprocally, Others do not forget this fact, which our history and and collections are taken up at every service, and yet
-·•:: the economic forces and fix the constitution of prop- position hav made prominent to the world, and that. the concern is anything but a paying one. It is be-erty.
(3) To fuse, immerse, and transform the fact calls upon Americans to honor the memory of ing found out that you can't get salvation for nothpolitical or governmental into the economic system, the great typical martyr of liberty and science.
ing nowadays, but that it is an expensiv article; so
reducing, simplifying, decentralizing, suppressing
But still further it should be remembered that this many are falling away in their attendance, and amuse
-one after another, the wheels and gearings of that statue was urged, if not first proposed, by the dis- themselvs at home, or enjoying countl"y walks, or
;great machine called the state or government.
tinguished American savant and Liberal, Professor paying visits to the various Secular halls scattered in
"Suppose the people to hav stated its aims as in '89, John W. Draper, in his noble work, "The Conflict of all parts of London. I understand from friends liv.and saying to its delegates: 'I wish the revolution Religion [meaning theology J and Science," which has ing in the country districts, that such is the case
;pacific, but prompt, decisiv, and complete. To the enlightened millions in both hemispheres, and en- there also, and this spirit of the age is not confined
actual system of oppression and misery let ail order deared the name of Bruno to them.
to large towns only, but is seen in the villages. If
-of prosperity and of liberty succeed. For a constituIn America, too, has sprung up the practice of dat- it were not for the endowments attached to tllo state
tion of political powers substitute an organization of ing the era of the world, the era of liberty, science, churches, the probabilities are the whole thing
-economic forceR. Let the citizen, instead of belong- and humanity, from 1600, the year of this martyrdom would collapse like a house of cards, and it is not to
ing to society by his subordination and obedience, of Bruno, making the year beginning te-day the be wondered at that Jisestablishment is so stoutly
be bound only by his free personal contract. Em- year 285. The reasons for the recognition of this new resisted. Those among the state paid clergy who
._ ploy, for the realization of my desires, those very in- era I hav explained at length elsewhere. The life of favor the scheme rely on their own oratoric:tl powers,
i:- atitutions whose abolition I entrust to you, and the Bruno is connected with them all in an emphatic and and the sup9rstition still prevalent, due to the results
"' principles of ethics which you must complete in representativ matter.
of early education, to keep their congregations tosuch sort that the new society shall appear as
As a great public teacher he made Freethought gether, and make a good living for themselvs, caring
the spontaneous, natural, necessary development of and liberty a fact as far as his voice, pen, ani influ- nothing for those who may succeed them, and would
the old, and that the Revolution, while abrogating ence could reach. He also made known the new only be too glad to see the weakly one weeded out,
the old order of affairs, shall still be its progress.
astronomy of Copernicus, Galileo, and Kepler, and as it would increase their funds; as, if the churches
"Suppose the people, once enlightened concerning thus really foundeq modern science. He also first were closed in a proportionately gl"eater extent than
its true interests, declaring its will not to reform gov- grasped the immense consequences of this world- the decrease of the faithful, those that were left would
ernment, but to revolutionize society; in this case, changing discovery, viz. that the "infinity of space be better filled, and this result the sharp-sighted
.. ,_ without prejudice to any better plan, I submit the and of worlds," at once logically changed Theism and clergy clearly apprehend.
When a Freethinker speaks of the decline of refollowing suggestions for the action of our represent- Pantheism, making the modern conception of God
ativE~.
one of the infinit world and law, instead of a limited ligion, the believer triumphantly pointR to the fact
that the Tabernacle and the Temple, with one or two
"I attach the first importance to the question of a wilful person.
Finally, his labors were limited to no one country, other places, are always well filled. But this is only
~
bank of discount, based upon the civil right of producers to reciprocal exchange· of their products in but were spre'ld over the whole of Europe, and in owing to the fact that those leading lights, Spurgeon
fulfilment of contracts, which may b9 repeated with- sympathy over the whole race of man, which was then and Parker, are buffoons, and unleRs their sncnessors
(in lGOO) first found to be a grand internatiol)al or- can as successfully act the fool, these places will be
out limit.
'" Protectiv union stores, butcheries, bakeries, and ganism encircling the earth, so that collectiv man, or howling wildernesses in a few years' time. It is
many other branches of co'llmerce hav been estab- humanity, became then first recognized. These are strange that either of these two men can get tolished on this principle, with mutual immrance of the grand facts which gave mankind a new heaven, gether so many ardent admirers, seeing that while
they continually advocate faith in their deity, Parker
just prices and good qualities. By one more step in a new earth, and a new era-a new existence!
this line of progress, citizens hav the right to found
Bruno was the representativ of all these facts, and finds it necessary to take a long vacation annually,
a bank with the view of obtaining at a cheap rate thtl became a martyr of and for them. No American who and Spurgeon is just on the point of Rtarting
currency they need for business, and by which they reads the touching story of his wonderful heroism in for 1\'Ientone, his winter resort, becn,use the Lo1·d is
compete with the previously privileged establish- the extreme of torture and death by fire, as Professor not able to get at his rheumatism in this counhy
ments. For such a foundation, simple contract suf- Draper has described it, can hesitate ..to recognize during the most inclement part of the year, rrnd can
Brano as the typical martyr of the new era, nor resist only operate on his ch~trnpion by the sbnres of
fices."-P. J. Proudhon.
the Mediterranean. May be the Lord li\S there
I do not enter farther upon this special operation the impulse to glorify his memory.
I will cheerfully take charge of any sums which during the winter, as by this time he is gett.i ·· g rather
of the liquidation of debts and mortgages, but with
the editor's permission will resume the subject in a may be sent to me for this statue, and see that they ancient, and feels acutely the vicissitudes of ·the
are acknowledged in our Liberal papers, and sent, English climate, which is rather trying to olti people.
future issue.
EDGEWORTH.
with the names of the donors, to the proper commit- At all events, with all his preaching and enjoining
Honor tr:; Bnmo in Rome.
the necessity of faith upon his blind followers, be
tee at Rome, whose receipt will be also published.
himself has more faith in good living n.ncl n. genial
Yours sincerely,
RoME, Dec. 24, 1884.-Pope Leo XIII. is indignant over the
climate than in all the gods in the Pantheon of 01ther
proposal to erect in Rome a splendid bronze statue of GiorT. B. wAKEMAN,
dano Bruno, the Italian philosopher, and the father of PanChristendom or heathendom.
93 Nassau st., N.Y. City.
theh-;m, who, after being imprisoned in Rome for two years,
New York, January 1.
On Sunday I heard a lecture by G. W. Foote on
was burnt aR a hnetic in 1600. He is revered as a martyr by
In the New Era (of Liberty, Science, and Man), 285. "The Star of Bethlehem," selected, no doubt, as
Atheists all over the world, and a committee has just been
formed in the University of- Home to rnise the proposed monEra of the Supposed Christ, 1885.
being appropriate to the season. He is a clever lectument to his memory. A site has already been secured in the
urer, and fairly original, a very well-rmtcl m>tn, and
Piazza Campo Diiloria, and the subscriptions in Rome amount
Our London Letter.
thoroughly conversant with the subjeet he handles.
to 10,000 lire. Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, the English Freethinker, has issued an appeal to Atheists throughout Great
A perusal of the list of Sunday lectures given in His dr.v humor is at times perfecUy irresistible, and
Britain to subscribe to the cost of the statue. The proposal,
regularly brings down the house. For my own part,
howeve1·, to honor the great Pantheist in the -very citadel of London alone is highly gratifying to the friends of I like him quite as well as any Freethought lecturer
the Roman Catholic church, has horrified his holinesR, and he progress and reform, and proportionately the reverse I hav heard, and think he will before long take a far
expressed himself with unusual vehemence in a speech which
to those who still cling to the gross superstitions con- more prominent place than he has hitherto done.
he made at the Vatican to-clay upon the subject.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Seeing nected with supernaturalism. The halls are steadily He certainly works hard, and iR honestly entitled to
the above in the Boston Daily Jounwl of to-day, and increasing in numbers, and while churches- and whatever reward he f';ets in a monetary sense, but I
feeling a strong desire to do something in aid of this chapels are gradually falling into disuse, and the va~>t do not suppose it will overpower him _with its immost praiseworthy object, I hereby 6nbscribe a dol- majority of them would comfortably contain double mensity. I hav not yet heard of any mstance of a
lar for the statue, and earnestly hope that all Free- the average attendance, those places where interest- Freethought leader acquiring a very large fort.u_ne in
thinkers in the United States and Canada will do the ing and instructiv subjects are discussed are gener- this country, though it IS repor.tecl and really behc~ed
ally well filled, and often crowded to excess, so that by a few that Bradlangh denves an enormous msame, or better, if they can afford it.
And I would suggest that Mr. T. B. Wakeman, of it is found necessary to increase their size where pos- come of I don't know how many thousand a year
Nassau street, New York city, be the custodian sible, or their numbers in the same locality when from his lectures. No donbt it is true, and by and
of this proposed Bruno Statue Fund in North Amer- this cannot be done. As quickly as the demand for by he will bu:; up the whole of t?e aristocracy an~
able lectures is shown, the supply is forthcoming, and landed interests and run the entire country on his
ica, for the reason that he was the person who first it
is well to compare the discourses of the Freethought own lines. When
' that time
·
comes, I h ope h e won 't
suggested the Bruno Calendal' lVIonument, now so
lecturers
with
those
of
the
sky-pilots,
to
show
the
object
to
renting
me
a
few
acres
at a low rental, so
happily founded all over the world in the minds and
superiority of intelligence and knowledge of the that I ma.y grow enou 0D"h produce to supply my humhearts of Liberals, and which is named and is now vast
former over the latter. The former are in most inble wants.
dating Year of Science (A.s.) 284. I take the liberty
men who hav to work hard six days out of the
\Vishino- you and your numerous rcn.ders a very
stances
of asking Mr. Wakeman to head this proposed subscription lis.t, and I hav no doubt he will gladly seven for the means of supplying themselvs with the happy and prosperous new year, and a continued
receive and account for .all sums that may be sent to necessities of life, and hav but little time for the success to the efforts for the propa;:jation of thought,
preparation of one, two, or th_ree lectu~es on the I am
Fraternally yours
J. D.
him.
Sincerely yours, GEORGE N. HrLL.
Sunday, and yet are able to dehght and mstruct an
L ' d
J4
'
188
1
Boston, Dec. 25, A.s. 284.
on on, an. '
·
audience, while the college-taught man, who has
REPLY BY MR. WAKEiHAN.
spent two or three years in theological training, and
,
CATALOG of the Truth ~ee~er Company s publicaTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: By a has all the week at his disposal to make his preparacard in the Boston Investigator, approved by that tions for his one day's work, only succeeds in boring tiona sent free upon apphcabon.
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Judicial Outrage in Washington.
The defense in the Swaim court-martial now going
on at Washington introduced a. witness named De
Akers. The judge-advocate objected to his testimony on the ground that he was an Atheist. Judge
Aulson, of counsel for the defense, said this objection
was a relic of barbarism, invoked by the prosecution
for the purpose of reaching certain ends desired by
them; it is an appeal to a rule that long pervaded in
tbe common law on this subject, but which the
advance of civilization and enlightenment is fast
brushing away.
Judge Shellabarger followed for the defense. He
contended that in order to exclude the testimony of
this witness, the prosecution must not only show that
he (the witness) does not believe in the existence of
a God-a supreme being-but must make it appear
that he does not stand under a sense of moral
responsibility to tell the truth. He said it is a question whether this sort of objection does not fall
within that prohibition of the Federal Constitution
which forbids tests of religious belief.
The witness, De Akers, was called and interrogated by the court, and was asked: " What is your
undorstanding of the obligation of an oath?" and re·
plied: "I understand the court represents the majh
esty of the Republic, and any oath it may c oose to
prescribe for me I shall recognize, whether it be by
supreme being, by mumbo-jumbo, or any one else.
I do not know that I can answer the question
any more intelligently." In reply to further queationing he said: "I understand that I am here to tell
the truth;" and when asked what penalty he would
incur by disregard of the truth, said: "The contempt of honest men; the knowledge that I hav
failed to discharge my duty to society and, of course,
to the government." Without consultation the court
decided that his testimony was inadmissible.
And yet it appears by what the defense intended
to establish by De Akers's testimony that he is about
the most honest man in the case. He is a telegraph
operator, and worked for the firm now accusing
Swaim, and by whom he was ordered to post false
quotations of the market prices for stocks, and that
declining to take part in such deceptions he resigned
his position.
What a commentary is this upon the prevailing
raligLn I The testimony of a cheating Christian can
be taken, but not that of an honest Atheist. The
state of Denmark is very rotten.
Colon~ I

Ingersoll's Lecture.

Through the courtesy of Colonel Ingersoll, last
Sunday night the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER ho.d a
seat in the Academy of Music. 'l'he immense building was crammed to the ridgepole with people who
paid all the way from fifty cents to three dollars for
admission, and applauded the speaker as though
they agreed with him. The lecture, "Which Way?"
was, perhaps, the most radical of all the colonel's
platform utterances. What we print of "Which
Way?" in another place is not more than half the
lecture, and contains some inaccuracies. It is as inadequate to convey a full idea of what Colonel Ingersoll said as any praise of his oratory that we
could write would be to describe how he said it.
There is, of course, but one greatest of living orators. There may be a greater one than Colonel Ingersoll, but he has up to this date failed to make
himself known.

Christian Philosophy.
There is at Balham, in South Wales, a body of
eccentric persons, who hav formed themselvs into the
Christian Philosophical Institute. This institute was
founded for the purpose of proving from " revealed "
truth the falsity of alleged facts that hav enjoyed
only the benefit of demonstration. Through a circular forwarded from the Christian Philosophical Institute to a New York daily, we learn that Sir Isaac
Newton's theories are denounced as "solar fictions"
and "baseless superstitions." It is the object of the
Christian philosophers to throw the light of the
scriptures upon the facts of science, and to ultimately demolish them. The prevalent philosophy is
to be crushed. They say that "the Almighty will
bring confusion upon it all, and the whole world will
be compelled to confess that the senseless devices of
philosophers, falsely so-called, are nothing better
than the lowing and braying of the ox and the ass."
The refinement of the manner in which these Christian geniuses allude to their opponents; it will be observed, is marked.
A prominent fallacy of the Newtonians, according
to these biblical astronomers, is the notion that the
earth is a planet. That is one of the greatest mistakes of this enlightened age, because" all the planets
are said to be worlds, so that the two systems of tarrestrial and celestial physics, which by the Creator
himself were kept as distinct and separate as words
could make them, hav been mixed up by these
modern improvers, till the words geography o.nd astronomy are used as synonymous terms." The fact
is, the earth is the earth, the stars are stars.
They
are so called in Genesis, and that settles it.
One of the most preposterous of the claims of
modern science the Christians of the Philosophical
Institute see in the absurd notion that the earth is
round. They say:
"Beetmse the sun, and the moon, and the stars are thought
to be round or spherical, theJ:efore the earth must be so too,
whether the facts confirmed the idea or not! But the pretended curvature has never been detected on any part of the
earth or ocean since the world was made! It seems to be, indeed, the one only shape the Almighty never has created !
Hills, and valleys, and plains of every size and extent; but
any approach to a curvature, such as the globe theorists require, has never been met with during all the most careful
measurements which hav been made, during the last half century and upward, in the construction of thousands of miles of
railways. What is absurdly called the 'dip of the horizon' at
sea is no 'dip' at all! All distant objects of the same size
gradually diminish, according to distance, on any flat surface.
But the apparent decrease in size has nothing to do with any
variation from a true level. The higher the observer ascends
the further can he see. But his line of vision is always at
right angles or a tangent to his perpendicular. If he goes to
the top of a real elevation, he has to look down or deflect his
telescope. This is never the case when looking at the horizon
even from the car of a balloon, or the top of the highest
mountain he can reach. So that the so-called 'dip' is a fraud
and falsehood, as is every other phrase connected with the
subject."
Of course. This lucid argument of the Christian
philosophers explains away the four following facts
upon which deluded astronomers hav heretofore relied to prove that this terrestrial body is a sphere:
1. In proceeding from the south northward, the
North Star is gradually elevated. This might be accounted for, however, on the theory that the North
Star climbs up into the sky to see who is coming.
2. As a ship moves from the shore, the sea is seen, as
the distance increases, to round up between the observer and the vessel, until she is "hull down," and
then her masts gradually sink from view. This
" rounding " of the ocean surface occurs in all directions. The Christian philosophers may hold either
that the vessels upon which these observations were
made did actually sink, or that a protuberant seaserpent interposed himself between the would-be
scientists and the ship. Thus another fallacy goes by
the board, so to speak, and sailors will, of course,
cease to send the glass to the masthead, since the
lookout may be kept with the same facility from the
deck. 3. In lunar eclipses the earth, intervening between the sun and the moon, casts a round shadow
upon the face of her satellite. In this instance the
biblical scientists will probably say that the shadow
is not that of the earth at all, but of a tin pan or
some other circular object, held between the sun and
the moon by scheming so-called scientists to deceive
the multitude. 4. The fact that the earth has been
sailed around does not count. In any case, science
must go.
But the Bible philosophers do not stop here. They
go on thus, alluding to the earth's supposed motion:
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"First of all, its axial motion or revolution round it!l
'
axis, at a rate of 1,000 miles an hour; and the still more·
astounding and inconceivable orbital motion round the sun,
at a speed of over 1,100 miles a minute! This is three or four·
times quicker than a flash of lightning, and twenty times
quicker than the flight of a cannon ball! It is also said it carries the atmosphere with it; but we often see the wind blow.
ing in a directly contrary direction. And birds and butterflies
can all keep up with it, and the smoke froni our chimneys
ascends as leisur.ely as if no movement existed. What are the
grounds of this extraordinary device? Has anybody ever felt
or had any reason to im~tgin for a moment that two such violent and terrific motions could possibly exist without their
being in any way sensible of it?"
No facts demonstrated by science can stand for a
moment against reasoning like this. It is worthy of
Father Lambert. To the closing query, the existence
of the nnsnsceptible Christian philosophers would
appear to furnish an affirmativ answer.
Solar attraction, as a hypothesis, must likewise fall
into desuetude, because, since " the sun do move,"
that sort of attraction would disarrange everything.
And since all earthly objects are on top of the earth,
and it would be absurd for them to leave it by
ascending into the atmosphere, the attraction of
gravitation is seen to be useless either as a theory or
as a natural phenomenon. These philosophers are
prepared to show that " solid bodies will not float
unsupported in space. The sun has never been
proved to be capable of attracting anything. The
silly question, 'On what; then, does the earth rest?'
can only be answered by saying we hav never been
told, nor where space ended above us or beyond us.
Such knowledge is unnecessary, especially to the
brainless simpletons who hav not intelligence enough
to understand facts that are already as clear as daylight." They giv us nothing to take the place of the
theories which they expect to render effete, saying
that knowledge on the subject is "unnecessary.'' The
additional words, " to brainless simpletons," may explain their lack of information. They hav also
doubts about the astronomers believing their own
theories, since these misguided and misguiding per-sons "often build strong granit pillars on which to
fix their telescopes, and use every precaution to
avoid the slightest disturbance while taking their
observations. What would be the use of going
through this elaboratn farce if they knew they were
lodged on a globe spinning through space four times
quicker than a flash of lightning?" These Christian
philosophers should devote themselvs to the solution
of the cognate question why water in a pail retains
a level surface when swung steadily in a circle
through the air, instead of running out, as it ought
to do.
As a final and decisiv blow at Newton, a philosopher of tbis institute named Hampden says this:
"No such fraud has ever before or since been conceived by
man. Satan himself must hav devised it, in order to bring
discredit and contempt on the idspired volume; and most successful hav his efforts-hitherto been. . . . The Newtonian
theory is not partly true and partly false, but I affirm there if!
not one particle of truth in it, from the first line to the last !
It is the most stupendous and most pernicious lie that ever
came from the bottomless pit, without one redeeming discovery
to mitigate the intensity of the fraud!"
We hav no doubt that Mr. Hampden and his associate Christian philosophers are cranks.

Figures That Continue to Lie.
We advise Frank Pixley, when next he writes
about the Catholics and Methodists, to read up upon
the subject, and consult such official documents as
can be obtained from the publishers of that literature. Mr. Pixley has, heretofore, made his Argonaut
a very strong bulwark against Catholicism on the
Pacific coast, and we hav found in it much to reprint
with commendation. And even in his last screeching diatribe againsb Catholicism he pictures truly the
dangerous tendency of that church. The mistakes he
makes are (1) that Catholicism is not to be feared, and
(2) that Protestantism has no evil leanings.
In reckoning the comparativ strength of Romanism and Methodism Mr. Pixley uses the very figures
we showed by official statistics to be incorrect. He
quotes Methodism as numbering fifteen millions. In
our last criticism we used the figures of the Methodist Year Book of 1884. Since then Phillips and
Hunt hav published a Year Book for 1885. The
figures are now, at the close of 1884, of members and
ministers resident in the United States, 3,891,033.
Surely Mr. Pixley cannot ask his conclusions upon
Protestantism to be accepted by rational people when
he knows so little of the actual state of the church
he offsets against his pope's Irish.
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writer of the article say~ that he has compared my lecture with
the book and finds it is the same, word for word.
"I will giv $1,000 reward to anyone who will produce any
book, published orjore my lecture was delivered, in which my
lecture can be found.
"The charge made in the article is simply a stupid falsehood.
"The malice of those who love their enemies is simply
amusing.
Yours truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL."

His second slip is that in this country, ruled by
Protestants, "there is no connection between church
and state, no enforced religious observances, no sectarianism permitted in the system of an education
that is free to all." We would like to inquire of Mr.
Pixley if the granting of enormous sums of money
to church institutions, if the employment (and payment from the public treasury) of chaplains in our
army and navy, in Congress, and in nearly all the
state legislatures, do not form a connection between
church and state?
.A.nd if the reading of the Bible
in our public schCJols, supported by government, and
the daily prayers in legislatures and Congress, at
military posts and on national vessels-if all these
are not enforced religious observances? ADd is there
no sectarianism in our schools? What is daily reading from the New Testament but Christian sectariH.nism?
To be sure it is not 1\Iet.hodist n0r Presbyterian particularly, but it is Protestantism versus
Catholicism, and, worse than that, is Christian as
against all systems of religion.
.A. Freethinker, a
Jew, or a believer in some religion antagonistic to
Christianity does not wish his children poisoned with
the superstitioi?- and thaumaturgy of the four gospels,
the crude philosophy and harsh sermonizing of the
epistles, or the crazy vaporing of the revelators.
Such is worse than sectarianism-it is the teaching
of barbarism.

MucH is being said in-the papers about Abe Buzzard and the
Welsh Mountain banditli. Buzzard, when he was a boy, usecl
to attend the Methodist church, and took part in prayer anti
song. But he soon became a criminal, and was sentenced for
thirteen years to prison. In May, 1882, he got out, and soon
entered upon a w!lcl career, which he is now running. He and
his confederates hav kept up a reign of terror in their vicinity
for some time. A Philadelphia paper publishes a letter from
a correspondent in the neighborhood, stating that "many
pious people remember Abe
when he used to pray
in the meetings," ancl adds: "These are the people who, it is
believecl, secretly sympathize with this bold buccaneer, and in
a great measure hav contributed to the unsuccessful attempts
of the officers in running him down." Dr.- Buckley sotys this
is 11 mean slander upon the Methodists.

lsuc B. RICH, business man11ger of the Banner qf J;,ight, has
met with a g~eut loss in the death of his wife, who passed
away on the evening of Dec. 31st. Mrs. Rich, says the Banner,
"was a lady possessing many estimable qualitios, and leaves
behind her a large circle of friends to mourn her sudden departure from their midst. Her husband has been called upon
to part with one who was ever the radiant center, the beaconlight of his home. The deceased passed through some two
weeks of extreme suffering ere her release came from her
stricken form, during which time all was accomplished, though
in vain, which affection and love could suggest, or medical
skill of the highest order could avail. She was born ut GreenCanada Moving.
ville, Me., »t the foot of :M:oosehead Lake, and hacl attuined the
One of the questions voted on in Toronto last week
age, at the tim'e of her decease, of 32 years, 8 months, 14 days.
was, "Shall existing tax exemptions be abolished?" .l:ier father, two sisters, and three brothers are still living; and
The Toronto Globe of the 16th givs a partial return she leaves as a sacred legacy to the charge of purental affection
from the parishes. The vote, as will be seen, was one little daughter, Maude Leanor, aged six years." The funeral was from the parlors of the Revere House, where Mr.
overwhelmingly in favor of abolition:
Nay. and Mrs. Rich resided, and was attended by hundreds of symYea.
253 puthizing friends. The serviees were conducted by Minot ,J.
1,004
St. Andrew's,
Savage and Miss M. T. Shcllharner. Mr. Rich has the warm
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1,058
St. David's,
, sympathy of the Liberal as well as Spiritualistic public in his
513
82
St. George's,
158 1bereavement.
1,026
St. James's, *
129
THE question of chnrch property being exempted from tax854
St. Jehn's*
891 ation is assuming a healthy position in Ct1nuda. Throughout
837
St. Lawrence, •
27 the Dominion the Anti-Exeruplion Society i~ gtLining strength
13:l
St. Mark's,
6:1 and.intlueuee. Not only itre mttny of the more liberal clergy
St. Matthew's,
387
2731 in favo1· of the chnrches paying their frtir share of taxution,
St. Patrick's,
1,ro12
73 but the leading newspapers write boldly in the same direction.
St. Paul's,
460
87 The following is from the ][,L;ni/ton Speci'Jtor, an,J appear8 to
St. Stephen's, •
ti71
111 us to be very much to the point: "The urgument hrts alre•t<ly
St. Thomas's,
750
been made that the savior of munkinrl puirl his tuxes; and we
Total,
~.311
1,540 hav every reason to suppose th<tt hot<l he l>oen possesseJ of a
church he would h!W pairl Ltxes on that too. 'fhe servant of
*Partial returns only.
th8Se later days is abOVtl hi8 I,orcl iu iHtViag a fine hou~e in
which to preach; he shoul<l not he l>ehinrl his Lord in renderIt Was Christian, Not Infidel l~thics.
ing to CA:esar the tbmgs whieh are Cn,;ar'g, The rtrgu!llent thttt
The Times of this city complains that at Col. luger- th~ e~emptio~_is_ smrtll ha~ ~o force. We are coutendiug for 11
soil's lecture last Sundav night the boys in the lobby ?rmmple.. If It IS wrong, ~_t 1:9 equally wroug whetbm: the sum
.;
f h
mvolved IS a tloll!tr or a m1llwn dollrtrs. The sum Is not so
so I d " Orthodoxy" ~o.s "the lecture o t- e evening,'' very insignifi•)ant: it amounts to about Sl4,500 a ycrtr. IE the
and adds these insulting words:
money were ]Jaicl out of the city treasury we fancy there would
"Whut is there in Colonel Bob's ethics to for hid a man who be" fine to do about it. It is only kept out; it is exactly the
wants bread for his beloved wife and his prattling. innocent same. A Christian very zealous for his r(J!igion will not. put
babes to obtain ten cents from a man who can perfectly well an argument into the mouth of his opponeut by accepting this
spare it l>y selling him an old lecture instead of n new one? publicly. We clo not know that Mr. Cburles Watts is fL resident
The Christian religion, or any other compamtivly decent. of Hamilton or a taxpayer in it; but there are followers of Mr.
religion, would condemn the act, but Col. • Bob • does not be- Gharles Watts who can say-and who do say--that Christians
Jieve in any religion, ancl if there is a God who objects to wroug them of their money becauee Christians are in the
swindling, Col. Bob is not on such tHms with him as would motjority. They can say--und do say-that they do not need
permit him to attach any weight to God's wishes. To attend. chmches. They deny that the churches huv any effect in rethe preaching of Col. • Bob • and at the same time to object to I d,ucing public expenditure for the preeervation o~ the peac_e.
thc.se who practice in the lobby whrtt is preached in the hull I hey are undoubtedly wrong; bttt an argument IS placed m
would be an act of unreasoning inconsistency."
their hands which t.hey are not. slow to nse. 'Why,' asks one
•
of those Agnostics, 'should I be compelled to pay money to
The hooks were purchased from THE TRUTH SEEKER support a church which I never enter, anrl a religion in which
by the man who sells opera librettos, and his boys I do not believe?' The arguments with which he will be met
were the offenders. They are all gooil Christians, but are precisely the argnments with which Dr. Hunter'~ conot averse to selling heresy fGr cash, and, it seems, religionist~ hav been met in Britain, when they argued that
·
h
k
l' I
the l\iet.bodist, the Baptist, and the Independent should not
willing to he t at they might ma ·e a rtt e more.
be reqnired to pay for the support of the Chnrch of
The Times will please make a note of this.
England."
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E<litorial Notes.
THE pastor of the Rochford, Ill., First Baptist church, was
presented with an elegtmtly engrossed copy of the following
resolutions;
"Reso!ved, That in view of the existing and unhappy circamstances, which must necessflrily impede all successful
church actvuncement, we believe it would not only be for the
interest of the chnrcb, bnt that of the pastor, for him toresign his pastoral relutions with the church, und thut the clerk
be instructed to so notify the pastor, Rev. G. Anderson, of
this action of the church, and present him with a copy of
these resolutions."
Mr. Anderson feels that the congregation "clo him proud."
He is in Leavenworth, Kr.n., looking for 11 situation. The
name of the woman is not mentioned.
A liiAN out in li'Ialden, Mo., we learn through the ln:·estigator,
recently stated in the Cleveltlnd lfemld that Col. Ingersoll had
copied his lecture on "The Mistakes of lVIoses" from unother
rmthor. The colonel replied as follows:
"CLE''ELA~D, 0., Dec. 11, 1884.
"To THE EDITOR OF THE HEI:ALD: In your pnper this morning is an article entitled, • Ingersoll's Mistake,' in which it is
charged that I copied my lecture upon 'Mistakes of Moses'
from a work by Hit tell, and palmed it off as my own. And the.

THE Palladi1Lin of Labor calls Moody a pious fraud, and says
that "while admitting Mr. Moody's power and influence in
his chosen sphere of work, it is difficnlt to believe in his sincerity, or in that of the average reYivaliBt.. :Moody is reported
-and the report has gone undenied-to be excessivly well
provided for in this world's goods. He takes very good care
to line his pockets well while professing to despise 'the fleeting things of earth.' He cornu <enced with nothing, and now
owns 11 splendid mansion at Northfield, ~lass., where he livs
in grand style, driving fast trotting horses and otherwise enjoying himself after the fashion of an ordinary sinner. In llfr.
.i\Ioody's own state of :i\Iassachusetts," continues the Pulladinm,
there are" tens of thousands of workingmen out of employment
and suffering from the exactions of a hertrtless capitalism and
lundlordism, and there are very many more whose existence is a
perpetual struggle, and who, despite their industry, are unable
to assure themselvs of Hubsistence in the future. Hrts l\'Ir.
l\'Ioody in the course of his long ministratious ever sairl one
word in condemnation of the oppressions of the cornpetitiv
system under which lrtbor is crushed? Has he ever shown the
least sympathy with or understanding of the social tea<;hings
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profit-mongers, land-speculators. and capitalistic exploiters of
various sortR that their luxuries and religious donations (.)flille
from the robbery of the poor, und thut this being so their
prayers were a profunation and their gifts an abomination to
the Lord, instead of being handsomely paid and housed like
a prince, he would be like his all(Jged 'muster,' without a place
where to lay his head. He is not honest. Aside from all
questions as to the inspiration or authenticity of scripture, the
Bible, which he pretends to belie\'e as it standR, plainly a!J.d
distinctly condemns the heaping up of riches by usury, landstealing, fraud, or the oppression of lubor. The commercial
religionism of the duy, which is the only popular or fashionable kind of religion, is dirtmettically 0pposed to the spirit and
letter of Christ's teaching. Mr. Moody, as ot close Bible student, must know this, hut he is shrewd enough to see on
which side his bread is buttered and to uct accordingly."
FuRTHER evidence that " 7 ashington was not. a Christian, but
a Deist, comes to light every now !\lltl then. In 11 bte number
of the Episcopal Recorder, the Rev. E. D. Neill writes: "As I
read, 11 few duys ago, of the death of the Rev. Rirhurd M.
Abercrombie, rector of St. Matthew's Protestant Episcopul
church in Jersey City, memories of my boyhood ut·ose. He
was born not far from my father's house, in Philadelphia, and
was the son of the Rev. James Abercrombie, 11 fine scholar !IDd
preacher, who had in early life corresponded with the great
lexicogrupher, Samuel Johnson, and in btter years wus the assistant minister of Christ's and St. Peter's chmches, in Philudelphia, where my maternal uncestors hud worshiped for
more than one generution. One duy, after the father had
reached four score years, the lutely deceased son took me into
the study of the aged mom, and showed me a letter which President George Washington hrod written to his father, thunking
him for the lottn of one of his mann~c1·ipt sermons. \Yushiugton and his wife were regnlar attenrbnts upon his ministry
while.residing in Philadelphin. 'fhe president was not a communicunt, notwithstanding all the pretty oto1·ies to the contrary, and after the close of the sermon on s><emmeutal Snnduys, had fallen into the hubit of retiring from the church
while his wife remained und co!llmllne<l. Upon on~ ocrmsion
Dr. Abercrombie ullHde<l to the unho<ppy tendency of the example of those dignified by u•~e anrl posit.ion tnrning their
bucks upon the celebmtion of the I.orcl's Supper. T11e disconrsfl arrested the attention of \Vashington, aurl 1tftor thoLt he
never came to church with his wife on c01nmunion ~nnc'ltty.
Dr. Abercrombie, in rt letter which :cpp~11r>1 in thG fifth v<J!nrne
Jf Spragne's 'Ann11ls of the AmeriMn Pnlpit,' moutions that
he did not find frmlt with the sermon, but rO.-i[HlCtetl thn
preacher for his mom! conmge. Thera is a Htory abnttt w.,~h
ington being found in the woools in winter time in pl'tLyor by
the owner of the honso which he nse<l a~ hi" hcatl<Jll~<rt.orK ttL
Valley Forge, which I wonlrl like to b?liuvo if it wcro not Ro
improbable, anrl if it h:ul not boon tir ..;t pnt in print by the
eccentric tmd not ve1·y rtccnmte Epi~r:opal miniHtcr, Morgan L.
\Veems. John Potts, of PoLtsgr•"'"• hotel sevaml sons ~tnd
d11ughters. One, JameR, Hlurliorl Ltw at t.he Temple, London,
and was a juclgo of the Conrtof Ct)lllllt m Plrms in Pllilottlelphi~
at the beginning of the w11r of t.he Jt.Jvolnt.ion, :mrl, being"
Tory, eventnally went to Ihlifttx ,J,Ju·1th>tn, otnothe1· son,
stndied medicin ut Erlinlmrgh, otnrl nspons•1<l tltB eJtn~o of tho
colonies, and was the nwrlie.tl-dircdor g ·uurttl u( the tniclcllo
department. Anothr1r Hllll wa~ oL l..\<t•tltm· ant[ a noottml, 1mrl
owned the house at.Vttllcey Forg<l whi"ll is Htill known >LH W!tHhington's Heatlcinflrters, lln<l tho three were hrot.hore of tho
gmndrnother of the writer of this article. Wit.h n cotp>tcions
unrl comf0rt~ble house itt hi,; dispos:tl, it is homily po:osible t hut
t.he shy, silent, cantion" W>t~hington RI!Onldlcavc snell rnlirement and enter the le11fless woods in the vicinity of the winter
encampment of an arrny anrl cnu;n~o in an•liblc prn.yer. The
al!Pged scene has been ofwu procln•~e·l by the painter 11nd
engraver, but I fertr it is only a myt.h."

Lectures aJHl Jll Pdi ngs.
tho l'ennsyh·uniiL olaf.~
Liberal Lcngne will meet ut Altoona .r,.unary :lOth, and continue three cluys, 'fhe Pittslmrgh T11•lh Hays;
"Able Hpeukers hav heeu cng<tge<l, anrl earniJHL wnt·km·,; interesterl. Uharles \Vrttts, tho gre>L·. Engli,;h chrtmpi•m of fleculurism, h1u; io('atetl in Americ.t, nceepte<l t.ho vie"·PI'csi•lency
of the ~ationul Libe1·al L8llgne, ttn<l proprJses to ,[:vote his
entire time to the promotion of Frcetltonght in the United
Strttes and Comucltt. L1lJemlH who hav not heoml him should
by all means come to Altoona, allll tllose who hnv will need
no invitation to do so. Another pwmiuent Hj)Cttker at. the
convention will be the geni>Ll awl verH>ttil S.unnel J>. Prttuum,
of New York, secretony of the N<Ltion:d r,,;,,,ral LG.rgol''• "poet
and scho!ur, rmrl a o-~pealwr of no orrliuary ability. Ho !leeonopunies Mr. Watts in hiH tonr of t.he Htat.es. und will rlo goorl
work for the cunse. Ex-Jtcv. Charlns B. H.eynolrlH, of NtJrt.h
Parma, N. Y., a regular 'little gi,mt,' will be on the gronn•l,
and will muke things lively. Tllo r1neealy anrl oloqrvmt Mrs.
Mattie P. Krcckel, of K~tnsrLs City, Mo., will also IJc present
to grace the ocm'"ion: and lastly, thrtt W>Lrmbeartorl ttrHI unRoltish Liberal, Profr~ssor Wm. Heymour, of I'hi!tvlolphh,
vice-president of t.he Stato r~eagne, will lenrl II helpinf_( h!1nd.
The minor details of ~trrrmgement !Jav been entrnsted to ,fohn
R. Kemp and the frieud~ at Altoona, who, being ou the ground,
rtre the better judges."
By 11 circnl11r issned it is unuon;:,cerl that Colonel In~ersoll
will attend. Mr ..Jotme~ E. Erner;on, president of the League,
being in Wushington, called on the colonel, who promi3ed to
visit Altoona if the Opera H'mse conic! be secured. That
plrtce has been rented by the State J,e>l!j'lC, rmcl Mr. Ingersoll
has since written thrrt he would speak on thG Hlst. The Liberals of Altoona and vicinity arc to he congr;;tulaterl.
'fra; first annnul convention of

AT the clor.e of W. F. ,Jamieson's seconcl course of lr;d<<res
in Wentworth, Dakotu, a Lib em! League of thirty-six member~
was organized. Of the series of meetings the Wentworth Bond
has this to say:
"Professor .Jamieson's lPctureH at the Bcmtl Hall lrts~ week
were largely attended. Freethinker and Christian, .Jew anrl
gentile, came from ull prtrts of the county to henr him. As a
public speaker he is 11 success; direct unci forcible in his argument, dram11tic in his uctions, eloquent in his powers of expression, grrtnd, poetic, sublime in hi~ imngery, 11 spe>Lker of
wonrlerfnl maguetic influence. 'rhough all who list•.,lle>l lu
his discom·ses did not belirwe in his rlodrins, tltoy onoJi.J not
deny the force of hi~ argnments, llflrl rn-my in <lonbts anrl
fears, tied rlown by the superstitious of tloc,ir ertrly te•tohing,,
of the great labor reformer whose example he professes to fol- had their eyes opened by the shining light of reason, untl tolow? Not he. Had he done so, had he told his rich and com- duy are freemen, no longer the slaves to beliefs fttstened on to
fortable supporters, the well-to-do stock gamblers, bankers, them in their infancy, and strengthened by the force of habit."
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9Jommnnications.
Sunday Sociables.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In the
last TRUTH SEEKER I find the following in a quotation
from the Missouri Liberal: " The League, in its scope,
cquld greatly outdo the church if it would only supply in its operations this social opportunity permanently, by organizing constructiv work that would
interest, and occupy part of the Sundays and other
days of recreation for Liberals and their children,"
and wish to say that we are already carrying out a
similar idea in this city, as the following advertisment, which appeared among the " Sunday Services"
in the Boston Sunday Herald, will show:
"SciENCE AND FREETHOUGHT ! The Ingersoll Secular Society
hold their regular meeting in Paine Memorial (lower) Hall at
2:45. A grand sociable. with literary and musical entertainments, will be the order of exercises, and the Liberals of Boston and vicinity are invited to attend and enjoy the festivities.
No day is too holy for happiness. Admittance free to all."

I desire to state, also, for the encouragement of
other Liberal societies, that this Sunday sociable of
ours was a grand success in every way, and that we
shall hav them every few weeks hereafter.
With true Secularists, no day is too holy for happiness, and consequently philosophy and pleasure
should be friends on Sunday as well as on any other
day of the week, in societies that aim to secularize
instead of religionize the human race.
Boston, Ma.ss., Dec. 23, 284.
GEo. N. HrLL.

Money.-No. II.
WHAT WILL CHANGE THE VALUE OF MONEY?
We hav already seen that the value of anything
depends upon its utility, its scarcity, and the whims,
fancies, and fashions of purchasers. The utility of
money will always remain about the same, and, consequently its value will not change from any change
in this respect. But the scarcity of money, or its
amount per capita in circulation, is very variable in
this country. During the laqt twenty years we hav
had at one time, I think, as much as $56 per capita
in circulation, and at another time it was reduced to
about $14 per capita, and in December, 1879, it was
$23.64 per capita. When money was $56 per capita,
wheat was as cheap at $4 per bushel as it was at $1
per bushel when money was $14: per capita, for a man
could buy fourteen bushels of wheat at $4 per bushel
with $56, and he could buy no more with $14 and
wheat at $1 per busheL It is evident, therefore, that
to double the quantity of money in circulation is
equivalent to reducing the value of any given sum of
money to one-half, or it may be said to be equal to
taking one-half of every man's money from him and
paying one-half of every man's debts. So, also, reducing the amount of money in circulation one-half
is equivalent to doubling the value or amount of
money in every man's possession, and to doubling
every man's debts. If this be a true statement, what
shall we say of the money we hav had for the last
twenty years? May it not be compared to buying
and selling goods with an India rubber yard measure?
People who imagin that gold has a uniform value
are very much mistaken. An ounce of gold two
hundred years ago would hav bought twelve times
as much of all the necessaries and luxuries of life as
it will do now, because there is about twelve times as
much gold per capita in circulation now as there was
then. If a mining company should discover a rich
gold mine and put into the market $305,750,497-the
amount of gold money in this country December,
1879-it would be equivalent to. taking one-half of
every man's gold money from him, as it would reduce
its purchasing power to one-half, unless it should be
shipped abroad. But, if the various mining companies throughout the world shall succeed in
doubling the amount of gold money in the world, it
will reduced its purchasing power throughout thG
world to one-half, and consequently the value of gold
in every man's possession to one-half. Query: W auld
such an increase of gold be a blessing or a curse?
Again, Vanderbilt is said to be worth about $300,000,000. If he should buy up gold with this wealth,
and send one-half of it out of the country, it would
double tl-e purchasing power of gold, and be equivalent to doubling the amount of gold in every man's
possession. This again would be equivalent to reducing the gold price of everything in the country.
If this be true, who shall say that we hav a good
money in this country ? Is a gold basis for money
any better than a sand basis for a house? Who has
the pnwer to change the volume of the money per capita in
circulation? 'Vhen money is scarce, where is it?
When it is plentiful, where did it come from? What
causes the floods? and what causes the shallows?
During the war the government issued vast
amounts of money and put it in circulation. This
would hav nearly ruined the money kings if the government had not come to their relief. Many people
think the government did wrong in legislating in
favor of the money kings, but I shall show that the
government did wrong in issuing money on the principle they did, and that they had no right to reduce
the purchasing power of money by increasing its

volume per capita. It was simply an act of robbery
that cannot be justified. But when the government
commenced the contraction of the currency, they increased the purchasing power of moRey; or, in other
words, reduced the price of everything else, and a
wail of suffering went up from the poor all over the
land; but the government did not come to the relief
of the poor as it did to the relief of the rich. They
continued to burn the people's money, to increase
every man's debts, and to reduce the price of every
man's goods. The money kings then laughed with a
fiendish grin, and the masses wept and went down
to beggary and starvation by millions, like fish in a
lake from which the water has been drained.
But the volume of the currency is contracted and
expanded by banking corporations as well as by the
government. It is one of the tricks of banking.
Their harvest is during what we call hard times, and
they know how to inaugurate hard times when they
please. All they hav to do is to stop loaning, and say
money is scarce, and as fast as it is paid in, lock it
up in their vaults, and money will soon be scarce.
Money is never scarce when there is plenty of it ch.-culating among the people. When it is not circulating among the people, where is it? I can think of
but one other place, and that is the bank vaults. Of
course, when the government burnt more than a
billion of dollars of paper money, that made it scarce
at that time, but the banks do not burn it, and still
they can make it scarce.
Is it safe for a people to giv corporations the power
to control the volume of money in circulation? Is
it safe for a people to giv corporations the power to
increase or diminish the purchasing power of money
at will? Is it safe for a people to gi v corporations
the power to fix the price of everything to suit themselva? If not, we must hav a new system of banking. We must hav a money of more fixed value than
gold or silver. We must hav a money whose value
shall not change from year to year, nor from age to
age.
To accomplish this we must hav a money that we
can keep a- uniform amount of per capita in circulation, and made of material that people will neither
bury in the ground, nor send across the seas. It
must also be made of a material that will not be affected by changes of fashions, or be demanded· to
gratify whims and fancies of people. In short, we
want it made of a material that cannot be used for
anything else. Jewelers can melt up gold money
and take it out of circulation. So, also, can dentists.
We must hav a material not liable to any such acciJ. G. MALCOLM.
dents.
Hutchinson, Kan.

that Secularism does not seek· to abolish Sunday as a day of
cessation from labor, but only to ·divest it of its so-called sacred character, and thus leave its use, that is, the way in
which it should be spent, to the judgment of the individual.
Let it be a day of rest from the fatigue of bodily labor, refreshing to the poor man, and supplying him the means of reinvigorating his body and informing his mind. Such a day Secularists would hail as a boon to mankind. Indeed, to those
who choose to devote it to religious purposes, there can be no
objection to their doing so, only they must not insist upon
regulating the way in which others who differ from them are
to spend the day. If it be true. that "the Sabbath was made
for man," whatever sacredness attaches to it must spring from
man, and t~e use to which he puts it for his own physical,
moral, and Intellectual good.
CHARLES WATTs,
First Vice-President of the American Secular Union.

An article recently appeared in the Palladium, a
journal having a large circulation in Canada in the
interest of the working classes, in which the writer
charges the Secularists with having made a mistake
in including in their " demands" the abolition of the
laws enforcing the religious observance of the Sunday. To this charge Mr. Watts replied in the following letter, which appeared in the Palladium of Saturday, Jan. 3d:

RrcHFORD, VT., Dec. 28, 285.
MR. EDIToR: I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from its start
in 1873, and hav never failed to pay in advance for it before.
I am getting old and blundering. Am 85 years old, and am
now living in Canada. I did not know till last week how I
stood with you. I looked at the tab, and was surprised. I
hav never been able to get more than a few three-months subcribers for your paper since I took it. I let every one read it
who will, and also all my !liberal books. I hav scattered a
dozen copies of Paine's "Age of Reason," but can't get subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER, although it furnishes more
important real fact and information to me than any paper I
ever saw. My own sons are not much interested in it. Truth
seekers in earnest, and sober-thought readers, are very scarce,
They are under the influence-of the old blessed superstition,
and do not care much about that, only for show and diversion.
They seem to dislike anyone who questions the old fa,ith and
hypocrisy. If when we are dead we stay so, all right. If
Spiritualism is true, we never die--we go to another country
where we shall learn new habits and fashions. We expect to
die in the faith we are taught. Priests tell us we shall lose
our souls if we do not. Those who hav intellect enough to do
something are fearful that they shall lose trade and caste, and
those who hav small minds hav no time to read. So I hav
plodded almost alone, and never expect to see any alteration
in my neighbers. Age has almost used me up, so I think my
paper, with which I hav been so highly entertained, may as
well be stopped. A solemn thought: dear Bennett irl gone,
and my age reminds me that I cannot stay here long. That
lovely man has furnished me with more informRtion thQ.n all
other men put together. I lamented his death most keenly.
I hav his picture in several books. I hav a large pile of good
old TRUTH SEEKERS to reac1 and giv Rway. Go on, dear sir. I
will try to help you by getting subscribers, but with a faint
heart, because I hav tried and failed again and ngain. I hav
tried to get some one to take my paper, so as to keep it up
when I am gone, but no one will do it. I hav kept up courage; because I love THE TRUTH SEEKER so _well myself I
thought some one would want it. I hope it never will fail, I
am glad to hear that so many intelligent men are laboring to
sustain free thought, free speech, free press, and free mails,
and wish that more giants like Col. Ingersoll would arise, and
prove by the Bible itself that the Christian superstition is
nothing but p1·iestcraft, pride, pomp, show, and despotism.
Oh, that all could learn to say, "We won't believe unless we
hav evidence to convince our own sober judgment, beyond a
doubt, that the proposed thing is a real fact."
Inclosed :find $3, and if I can do anything for the good old
TRUTH SEEKER I will write you.
JosEPH NoYES.

SECULARISM AND TIIE SUNDAY QUESTION.
To THE EDITOR OF THE PALLADIUM: My attention has been
called to an article on "Sunday Labor" which appeared in
the Palladium of Dec. 20th, wherein the writer mentions what
he terms " the mistake of Secularism." This mistake is alleged to consist in the Secularists advocating the foil owing:
" We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed."
While agreeing with much of the article in question, which
in many respects is a most excellent one, the writer appears to
me to have fallen into a "mistake" himself, and that of a very
glaring character. For does he not see that the " demand"
mentioned refers only to htws enforcing the observance of
Sunday as the Sabbath, and not merely as a day of rest? It is
its supposed "divine" or "sacred" character against which
we protest, and not the opportunity it offers for relief from
the toil of the other portions of the week. So far from Secularists having a desire to compel men to work seven clays, they
would oppose to the last such a despotic "mistake." In seeking to reform the present misuse of Sundtty, we, as Secularists, show no favor to greedy, selfish employers, and my
knowledge of workingmEn induces rue to beli.eve that they can
take care of their own interests when circumstances render it
necessary for them to do so.
Should it be urged, however, that they are not sufficiently
united to enable them to adequatel.l' protect themselves, my
reply is, the sooner they recognize the importance of better
union, and resolve to manfully carry out their duty in this respect, the better. It is undignified upon the part of any class
of men to shun improvement just because they lack the energy
to consolidate the power to secure it. The lesson of all history is that self-reform, based upon self-reliance, is the highest
and noblest of all regenerating influences; and when the
"hewers of wood and drawers of water" practically acknowledge this great truth, they need not fear the success of any
attempt to unjustly deprive them of their rights, It is simply
a half-hearted policy to refuse to remove one wrong because it
is feared another evil will take its place. This is not the nature of the heroic conduct that won the reforms in the past.
Faithfully directed, the power that wins success can maintain
that success and protect it from the assaults of its. enemies.
In reference, then, to the alleged " mistake of Secularism,"
the case stands thus;
The existing laws bearing upon Sunday observance were
passed in the interests of one class of the community, and hav
proved to be inconvenient to a large section of the workingmen, and also to bear unjustly upon those members of society
who do not accept the popular theology. The Secularists,
therefore, plead ±or a reform of those laws, condemning, as
they do, all class legislation. Surely this is no "mistake,"
from the workingman's point of view. Again must it be stated

AununN, N.Y., Jan, 2, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: The first number for 1885 of the glorious old
"anchor-sheet" of Liberalism, unive1·sal mental freedom, and
all that is beautiful, grand, and good for the soul of mankind,
has just reached me, laden, as usual, with a bounteous supply
of interesting reading from nearly all parts of the F1·eethought
world. It is some time since I hav conversed with" my friend
until death," from being very busy quite the whole time in
life's great struggle for existence. However, since my last
say, I hav gathered here and there along the wayside of life's
thorny path, several trial subscribers, some of whom, having
become so endeared to the paper, renewed for a continuous
subscription. It was only by chance ten years ago, by picking
up a cast-away half-sheet of T:aE TRUTH SEEKER that I
was ushered into a new world by being through its influence,
which carried at once conviction to my soul, "born again."
Previous to this immaculate birth, for years I was in an embryonic state of doubt concerning the alleged truthfulness of
what to me now is one of the greatest humbugs and established shams that ever cmsed mankind--Christianity. It was
this strayed half-sheet that "exploded the magazine," since
which time I hav been growing, becoming redeemed, regenerated from the soul-destroying and intellect-perverting
nightmare of a false and barbarian theology, whose god is but
an incarnate autocrat, worse than whom no mind could ever
conceive of. Oh, when· will mankind cease worshiping the
hocus-pocns product of a diseased mind? When will tile human family turn to reason, truth, and wisdom? When will
men and women study the true, the beautiful, and be wise?
I see by the paper of this :first number that J. E. Remsburg is
to lecture the 8th and 9th at Montezuma, N. Y., only ten
miles from this city, which pleasingly surprises me. This is
nearer to the city than ever before that a Freethought lecture
has been given.
I hav just written Edward Ross of that
place concerning Mr. Remsburg, and will endeavor to get the
lectures advertised in our city papers. I hav in my note to
Mr. Ross mentioned l'!Ir. Remsburg's qualities as a speaker,
his talent, the force of his arguments, and the convictiOns
which they c11rry to his hearers in setting forth his great indictments against the churvh militant. I am confident Mr.
Remsburg will leave a good impression with all who hear him,
that he is arrayed with a wonderful amount of learning in re-

--------~.---------

Mr. Charles ·watts on the Sabbath Question.
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Iation to historical Christianity, that he is well acquainted with 1 On page 66, "Descent of Man," we read, "In what manner the lose the faYor of rulers and the rich. So Capel is only doing
its ways, knows its purposes, and all in all is one of the most mental powers were first developed in the lower organisms is that which helps to butter his bread on both sides, when he
dangerous opponents the church has to-day.
as hopeless an inquiry as how life originated." Again, page 428, flatters or forces Bridget to be happy washing pockethandkerInclosed find $3 for renewal of my subscription to THE " Origin of Species, " "There is a grandeur in this view of chiefs, etc., and find consolation counting beads, and in meTRUTH SEEKER for 1885.
life with its several powers, having been originally /Jreathed by chanically mumbling stereotyped prayers. And Beecher, who
Yours forever in the cause of truth, reason, and humanity, the creator into a few forms or into one." There are some who knows what poverty is, having to scrub along, somehow, on
L. DE WITT GRISWoLD..
are a little curious to know what kind of a creator he believed $25,000 a year, and perquisits, for gabbling three or four
hours per week part of the year, he, Harry, speaks for No.
in having such potency in his breath.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, Dec. 20th, editor's quotation, reads: 1 when he says a dollar a day, bread and water, is good
ViNELAND, N. J., Jan. 3, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Through THE TRUTH SEEKER, with your per- "Evolution teaches that the animal kingiom evolved .from enough for working men.
mission, I should like to ask Mr. Wettstein a few questions in the vegetable, and the vegetable from still lower forms of or" Trust in the Lord, forever trust
And banish flll your fears; '
ganic life, which life is traced back to protoplasm, mere specks
reference to his communication in said paper of Dec. 13th.
He'll send your wives nice sealskin sacks,
Friend Wettstein, is it not possible you are mistaken in your of albumen floating on the oceans of antiquity." And of him
And clothe your hungry dears."
opening statements? Does a particle of matter assume pre- I would inquire if that is in harmony, or at variance, with Mr.
"WILLIAM GRAY.
.
cisely the same form at two distinct given periods of time? Darwin's breath theory?
It is apparent the great scientist himself had got in a dark
Are you to-day exactly as you were yesterday? Are you absoEARLVILLE, ILL., Jan. 1, 285.
lutely certain that any form now in the universe had a begin- place, and the light to him was about as dim as to ordinary
MR. EniToR: After wishing you a Happy New Year, I will
ning? If so, will you inform us where the material to begin ancl common mortals. He again says, "Descent of Man,"
with came from? Where, outside of the universe, can ma- pRge 66: "These are problems for the distant .future, if they now take my pen again for a few moments. I think I laid it
down at Hayden Pond. I then soon went to Bangor on the
terial be found to compose the human or any animal? And is are ever to be solved by man."
There can be no harm in speculating on what is called the Maine Central Railroad, passed through m11ny villages that
it not in some form now in store fo;r use when wanted? be it
five thousand or fi.ve million of years from now. Are not all problem of the univer•e, taken as a whole or in sections, and looked thriving and prosperous. The city of Bangor is a
of us parts or the universe, and can one particle of the uni- many hav supposed Mr. Darwin has solved some of the sec- beautiful commercial town, with the advantages of navigation,
verse " die" or be "annihilated?" Has not all the matter, tions, if not the whole. He is not very sanguin, and evidently but think they must be short of land, for they hav built their
city market, Norembaga Hall, and their custom house all in
J. VAN DENBiiRGH.
mind, and life that now is in the universe, always been in it in doubt himself.
the middle of Kenduskeag River, which was a novelty to me.
in some form? Are not thB root, leaf, and stem necessary to
I took a ride round through the city. I passed the court house
perfect the flowers? And is it not possible that a human body
GANANOQUE, Jan. 4, 1885.
and jail, was invited to slop at the jail and see two preachers
is necessary to perfect, or cause to blossom, a spirit body? We
MR. EmTon: Mr. J. H. Cook, of Concordia, Kan., seems to
both agree that "&yes are necessary to sight." In 249, my imagin the shorthand system as the m,tltum in parvo, and en- they had cooped there for trial, but, as my time was limited at
family were in Ludlow, Vt.; I in Greenport, Long Island, N. deavors to impress on your reade1·s that such system is the the depot, I was deprived of the privilege of seeing them. I
Y. I dreamed I saw my three-year-old boy with a large gash only one that leads successfully to a real healthful under- then returned to Skowhegan, stovped a while to attend court
in his forehefld, looking pale and sick. In the morning after, standing of a debate, a lecture, or a sermon. With all due re- and hear a murder trial that I Wfls interested in, being slightly
I started for Vermont. I found the boy as I saw in. the dream. gard for our friend, T. C. Lel.md, who has done so milch for acquainted with both parties years ugo. It grew out of a
In 2:j5, I was in Gm·diner, Me. I dreamed I was in a cemetery Liberalism, knowing, as I do, the advantages to be derived serenade after a wedding. He treated his friends t.o bul!ets
in W-allingford, Conn.; saw and co versed with a friend of my from shorthand in the way of reporting, etc., I still beg to instead of peanuts, but he was a good ChriHtian, tlncl Haid he
youth, whose body was buried in said cemetery many years differ with Mr. Cook that shorthand, or phonography, is .the . worshiped at t.he Free Baptist churcll. I suppose ho thought
before. I was with her at her grave and noticed tninutely it~ best way of retaining our ideas of the subject we hear. For it no harm to kill his neighbor.
Poor health prevented me from stopping in Boston to see
location in the cemetery and shrubbery around it. Not long myself, ancl I don't speak for others, I can attend a lecture,
after this, I had occasion to go to said cemetery in company debate, or a discussion, and twenty-four hours after sit down Paine's Memorial building, or going to New York to see the
with my mother to identify some graves. Had found all but and chronicle, almost verbatim, a report of the proceedings. Bennett Monument, as I had intended, so my sight-seeing was
S. C. HILTON.
this one. My mother thought it was in a northwest direction; Can he do it? If he can, what need of shorthand. If he can cut short, and I returned to my friends.
I northeast. We each followed our impressions; both were not, let him practice his memory faculties, and, some day, he
D!lNvEn, IowA, Dec. 30, 284.
disappointed. In this condition the dream came to my mind. may find out that there are some people in this world who
Jilin. EDITOR: A Happy New Year to the Company, and to
I turned, went southwest direct as I could to the grave, and can write a full n.nd complete account from the simple hearing
found it as I saw it in my dream. Had it not been for the without hrtving recourse to a system which has only speed and every reader of THE Tnunr SEEKER. And here is $5 (if some
dream, in our limited time, I think we would not hav found facility to recommend it., and which has to take a side track post-office pirate don't steal it) to promote your happiness,
it.. In 256 I was in Gardiner, Me, alone in a room, sitting in when compared with a literal verbatim report, sent in at the and to apply to my subscription for your paper; and if I rlon't
front of a stove in a meditativ mood. I saw copies of three conclusion of the debate or lecture (whatever it may be), and liv long enough to read it till the snbscription expires, it will
letters-the letters had been simt to me-maliciously purloined, not officially rerified as reports such as he has the plensure to come good to those I leave. I am now in my sixty-thirtl year,
copied, and restored to the place from where taken. They were chronicle are subject to. He may say my reports are not cor- and hav, no doubt, already lived longer than some people
folded in a sheet, third from the top, in the third drawer of a rect. I can return the compliment, and say I can report, ver- wish; and I never did expect to liv long cnongh l.o receive,
bureau directly back of mo. I went directly to the drawer batim, twenty-four hours after hearing, a more faithful ac- through the mail, a begging notice from a "IJibeml" friend,
saying if I didn't send him ttt least ten cents, he should conand found them as I saw them.
count than he can by phonography.
S. K. TowaY.
sicler me deacl. Yet such a notice I received by the last mail;
Now, as it requires "eyes to see," will you please tell me
and I now beg leavetosaytohim, through 'fHE TnuTrr SEEKER,
what eyes they were with which I saw these things? I con"I nm cleacl. 'Now Iettest t!Jou tty servant depttrt in peace.'"
OxFORD, N. S., Dec. 27, 188-!.
fess I don't know.
I could relate hundreds of like circumOf course I am well pleRsecl with THE '.l'nuTn SEEKER, ancl
Mn. EDIToR: When will Lib..erals get over the too amiable
- shnces; but what eyes I saw them with has been, and is now,
weakness of g1ving honor where honor is not duE\; of giving glad to see so many different ideas aclvocated therein. I take
an unsolved mystery.
Yours truly, A. BENNETT HouGH.
honorary titles to all the members of the champion criminal no fright bemmse Liberals no not agree in everything, for that
l\II. FARRINGTON.
class? Why say cardinal this, bishop that, reverend tothei·? would be the end of progress.
SYRACUSE, N.Y., Jan. 1, 1885.
Does not Mike McClosky, Paddy Ryan, Tim or Tedcly TalMn. EDITOR: So long as ·I hav been a reader of THE 'fnuTH mage, sound as well as Tom Paine, or Bob Ingersoll? To disDucK LAim, 1\lhcn., Dec. 30, 1884.
SEEKER nothing has ever appeared over the name of Otto tinguish priests from honest, useful people, put a P after their
Mn. EnrToR: Inclosed find $5, which yon will please apply
Wettstein that I hav not read and re-read with profit and no.mes; that will stand for priest, p11uper, or parasite. Bnt on my snhscription to TIIE TRUTH SmmEn. Can't do without
pleasure, though not always agreeing with him, or in sym- when that raTi~ aris, a worthy levite, heaves in sight, giv honor yonr paper yet; would be losing too much food for thougllt;
pathy with his thought. Perhaps it is that his logic is too acute, due. When the holy hypocrits turn up their eyes and how1 must feerl the mind as well as the hocly. Tho very unwise
and my range of thought is not comprehensiv enough to re- their jeremiades about the clamning increase of Infirlelit.y and and partial financial policy of Congress or the money ldngs
immorality, keep up the truer cry of the prevalence of Chris- makes it very hard for tho lnboring clus~ to do either, and I
ceive and assimilate his more extended and finishecl ideas.
Has he not tac.kecl a little, and is he not getting off from tianity and criminality, of religion and rascality. In England u.m one of that class; but, being a Greenbacker anrl a Freethllt solid base on which he has claimed to stand? And is one of every 40 Baptists is a criminal; one of every 6GG Dis- thinker, I must read something that tends to enlighten the
there a little only, or considerable, speculation and presump- senters; one of every 20,000 Infidels; probably about the minds of the people. The strength of the church is in the
tion when he says: "Every flower, tree, creature, every rock, same proportion· holds good in America. World over, the ignorance of the people, and as they become enlightened the
world, sun, and system, at one time was not; and it is con- less religion, the less crime. The popish priests are hard at church weakens. It is now a wickecl power in the land.
siclered equally certain that at sometime in the future they will work amongst you to get the uncontrolecl control of their full Please senrl me one of your blank petitions to Congress.
cease to be. All hav a beginning; are evolved from the eter- share of the public school taxes for their sectarian schools.
,f. A. fiounTRIGHT.
nal potencies of infinit matter; grow for a few moments, or Wonlcl it not be a just qwid pro qno for Liberals to insist that
for a few millions of years, then decay, clisintegrate, and again the sects be taxed in proportion to the paupers they produce,
l\I~o;nmrm, ,Jrm. l, 28;).
mingle with other forces, only to resume again a link in the and the criminals they manufacture? If papists, in conseMR. EDITOJt: A Happy New Yen.r to yon ancl to the truth
perpetual chain of growth and decay. The perpetuity of nat- quence of their ignorance and uncultured or perverted rea- seeker family. Inclosed find liftc~n dollars to be nsecl as
ure is clependent on this law?" (see TRUTH SEEKER, Dec. 13th, soning faculties, are more turbulent than other people, if they ordered. Freethonght moves slowly here. There aro many
half :fill all public eleemosynary institutions, prisons, and rep. 791.)
who are disgustecl with orthodoxy, uncl don't care a snap about
An infe1·ence by some might be drawn that he meant anni- formatories, let the sect be taxed to maintain, to repress, re- it, but too cowardly to speak out, and too infernrtl stingy to
hilation, but he is too good a Materialist for that, in the sense form, or punish its delinquents. If they wish to be a separate help the cause, some few exceptetl, 'l'here is a boy in this
that matter is inclestructible, and cannot be annihilated. But people for the purpose of miseducation, apply the principle place by the name of Charles lieges, who has dono some ('Xto presume a time when the sun was not as it now is, and could to reformation or punishment. If meclical men sought leave ploits dnring the past month tltat I must mention. Ho says
to inoculate all children with a poisonouq specific disease, so
cease to be, is a little vague, if nothing more.
he wants no Gorl or Christ to help him. About the mirlclle of
It is impossible for the mind, with all the aids that science they might hav good times ever after drugging anrl doctoring December he saw a wild duck fly down in a brook; he ran with
and philosophy can bring, to grasp and comprehend the them, how mad we would be. Yet this is only what the priests a pole and struck it, and killed it. On Christmas he saw a
thought (if thought it is) or iclea, wh"n suns and systems were ask-leave to poison the minds of innocent children so they hawk come rlown by his father's Larn, Rnd catch a chicken.
not, and when they may cease to be; what could the sun be may make an easy living out of them afterward, ministering He ran and struck it with his fist ns it went to fly, and knocherl
changed to, and where would it go, when it ceased to be what to minds diseased.
it clown, then stampecl on it and killed it. It measured twentyYou seem to be greatly exercised because Priest Capel says, nine inches from the bill to the tail, and fifty-two inches from
it now is? Again there are certain elements that are always
associated with, and certain conditions that a! ways surround, in effect, that the popish faith makes people content to do any tip to tip of its wings.
E. HYATT.
mrttler. It assumes form, ancl is ponderable, may be weighed, clirty drudgery for a paltry pittance, finding lots of consolation
ancl locality and space are absolutely ancl always essential. in their religion. And the Investigator folks are ditto, because
EAsT PonTLAND, Onm;ox, Dec. 18, 1884.
The infinit is beyoncl the range of thought, and yet all can Harry Beecher said "that a working man could keep a wife
MR. EmTon: I hav seen in THE TnuTH Sn:llKEn of Dec. nth
comprehend that space is infinit, and greater than matter, be- and six children on a dollar a day. A dollar would buy bread;
cause suns and systems are locatecl in space. And yet we can water cost nothing; the man who could not liv and work on an article entitled "To Be Versus Not To Be," and I feel that
bread and water was not :fit
liv." What is there to excite a suggestion may be in order. The writer asks, Does death
not see, feel, or understand what it is.
If we could go to the most distant star, sun, system, or surprise here, only the rival sects bidding against each other end all'/ Now, the question is, Dirl birth begin ali? In case
nebula, we would be just as far from the bounds or limits as for the countenance ancl support of the mighty ancl rich- it did, ancl the world has been wagging along .5045 years, and
we are now. Figures cannot estimate the distance; and if it those who want docil slaves- only the churches fulfilling their the infant who comes into existence wants to exist unlil titne
could be expressed, the mind woulcl be unable to grasp it. To chief functions after making a soft thing for the priests to is no more, it seems to m·e that some ought to mourn becanFe
me it looks like a bold presumption, and I dare not try to think make soft-heads and slaves of the masses; to divert men's they did not exist in the past. To me it seems just as hRrd
of a time when what we are pleased to call space was not, and, attention from the wrongs ancl evils here and now, and keep that I hav not existed in the past as that after rlenth I shall no
in so far as we can comprehend the incomprehensible, will dreaming of bliss in the sweet by and by. The reformecl faith more exist. To be plain in the matter, if we hav existed benot be. To speculate as to when the universe, or a part of it, is only a pup out of the old ruffianly Roman dog, with all fore we came to this existence, \ve will exist after death; if we
was not, is vain, and the words beginning and ending hav no the appetites ancl instincts of the savage old brute, slightly were a new creation, we shall cease to he. Now, if any Spiritmeaning when used in reference to those things. As to when disguisecl with a mock liberality to suit the clime and temper ualist friend wants to prove that we will exist after cleuth, Jet
life was not, and when it is supposed to hav begun, let us see of the times. The church that fails to cramp the intellect, to him prove that we hav existed before our birth.
I remain yours for reason,
C. L. SILVERMAN.
what Mr. Darwin says when he speculates about those things. dwarf individuality, to make servil slaves of the many, will

to
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Edited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River,
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
G:>rner shO'Uld be sent.
" Between the dark and the dayllgh t,
When the night begins to lower,
Comes a pause In tbe day's occupations
That Is known as the Children's Hour."

The Balance.
He counted out the clinking coin
And heaped It shining In the scale.
"A. very goodly pile I" said he,
«These ftgures tell a pleasant t'lle."
And smiled to see the evening sun
Burn redly on the coin he spun.
u

You are not covetous, good dame,

Else had you never seen my gold,
And yet I trow yon scarce would scorn
This gle .. mlng heap, Jt truth were told."
She laughed and shook her proud young heBd.
" A goodly pile, Indeed I" she said,
" You Jove your yellow treasure, too,
I know, for-hark I" her fair cheek glowed.
" I too hav weighed my growing wealthThe scale these seJrsame numbers showed.
Yours Is a pretty sum, and round,
Yet I can match It, pound for pound.
" Forsooth!" he cried, in merry scorn,

" Come, prithee bring the riches out,
That we may weigh them, • pound for pound,'
And prove your word, beyond a doubt.
Unless so locked away they be
'rhat you yourself h~v not th~ key I"
"Nay, friend," she Iaugbed, with happy eyes,
" I keep my trea•ure safely hid,
But not within the mouldy ground
or underneath an Iron lid.
I count It secretly apart,
And wear It always next my heart."
She caught her baby from the ftoor,
A. creeping, cooing, dimpled thing,
That struggled In 1ts mother's arms
To reach the gold, with lusty spring,
And babbled at the dazzling sight,
.l wordless language of delight.
!!he pressed the velvet cheek to hers.
And kissed the silken, sunny head.
"Come, are you ready? shall we weigh
The treaaure, pound for pound ?"' she said,
And then with tender triumph smiled,
And In the balance laid her child.
-Marga>·et John.on, in Wide Awake.

Sympathy.
All beings in life require sympathy, or love,
and the absence of it will leave the heart dreary
and sad indeed. When a feeling comes over a
person which tells them that they are not much
cared for by others, it creates a lonely state of
the mind, and such person is led into solitude,
and in time seeks relief in retirement from society and friends, and although often .compelled to associate with others, will become as
one dumb to life and its immediate surroundings. By a long-continued state of such feelings the life becomes introverted and shrinks
from outward expression, and at last by its
utter loneliness is led into the contemplation
of suicide. This last stage will only take place
after the person has become melancholy, by
which is meant a disease of an organ called the
melt, which becomes swollen and painful.
The examination by physicians of such cases
has led to these conclusions, and establishes
the fact that for every state of the mind there
is to a great extent a bodily condition which
corresponds to it.
The disease may originate by and through a
bodily injury, or it may come from a purely
mental state, and in time the mind will act
upon the body until disease of some kind sets
in and preys upon some part of the system
which at the time is the weakest, until at last
fl chronic form takes possession, ancl the
patient is encompassed by some branch of the
great army of General Debility.
The above enumerated train of evils may all
be avoided by extending to such dejected ones
a few well-directed impulses of sympathy-a
nice expression of love. They require and
demand it at our hands. It is a duty we owe
humanity to look about us and seek out the
sorrowful countenance, the dejected and lonely
one, and infuse the love of our natures into
the soul life of the sufferer, for such are real
sufferers. '.rhere is no language that can adequately express the utter worthlessness of life,
which is felt by such suffering mortals.
To lose our interest in life is to lose all that
life is meant to subserve. Surrounded by all
the luxuries of wealth, and destitute of the
love and sympathies of our associates, is to be
the poorest of the poor.
How often hav persons been induced to
feign sickness in order to see whether indeed
anyone cared for them, and what a cheerfulness has settled upon the soul of such, when
words of sympathy and acts of kindness were
bestowed upon them! Can we blame the little
Rtrategic act, when we reflect that the person

was almost famished for a few crumbs of
comfort?
To illustrate: Upon one occasion, on a visit
to my friends, I met such an ill-conditioned
and neglected child, which, from time to time,
had been more or less buffeted about, devoid
of kind words or gentle acts of kindness, until
a chronic indifference had set in, and she was
regarded as too peculiar to assopiate with by
the rest of the family. It required only a
glance to satisfy me that here was a case for
the exercise of sympathy, and accordingly,
withdrawing my attentions for a time from the
other portions of the family, I made an especial
effort to concentrate all my attentions upon
this neglected one.
It was a dreary, blustering, and stormy day;
the snow was driving and pelting and whirling
about, so that the sparrows were constantly
flitting from place to place and could get nothing to eat. Seemg this, I said, "Kitty, come
here; you and I will hav some fun; we will
feed the sparrows; see, they can't find anything to eat, and how cold they look; the fierce
wind is blowing up their warm coat of feathers
and making them so cold; let us sweep away
the porch and put some bread crumbs into the
old pan for them." She said, in a languid
tone, "Do you like sparrows?" "Why, yes;
aren't they nice little birds?" "They are nice
enough, I think, but George and Harry say
they are, 'nasty little Englishmen.' They are
driving all our birds away, and they are constantly hollowing out 'Chip, chip, chip,' and
nothing else."
"That is because they cannot say anything
else. If you•wanted to say something to express your gladness, and could say nothing but
'Chip, chip,' I guess you would be chip, chipping about just as the sparrows do; but you
see they do not even say 'chip, chip,' to-day.
They are so cold and cheerless; no one has
shown them any attention, and they are hungry
and nearly freezing."
Before the last words were finished, she
caught the feelings of sympathy I was manifesting for the sparrows, and, forgetting all thll
naughty things to be said against them; she
flew out to get the old broom and the basin,
and while I was sweeping off the snow and
clearing a place, she was busy mashing bread
crumbs fine enough to giv them each as much
as they wanted.
It was great fun for us to look out of the
window and see the great caution exercised by
them in approaching the old pan. They would
turn their heads aside, and look at us, apparently, with one eye, while they had the other
upon the food. At last one, bolder than the
rest, bounced into it, and flew out with a
pretty large piece of bread, and immediately
every one followed it, and fought one and another until it all disappeared. While the
birds were acting, I was moralizing. I said:
"How plainly that illustrates human life ! The
pan is filled with crumbs, to which each one
might go, but in their greedy natures they will
all follow the one who was courageous enough
to help himself, and try to rob him, and that
is just what people are doing witb. ooe another,
instead of applying themselves industriously
and honestly to obtain from nature's storehouse all the food and comforts we neecl, they
are trying to rob each other."
At lust one and another gained courage and
bounced into the pan, until it contained more
than a dozen at a time, and their heads and
tails kept a bobbing up and down, and they
were knocking each other off the rim, as if
each feared it would not get all there was in
the pan. At last, when they could not eat any
more, they sat around looking at the old pan,
seemingly to see which would get hungry
first. They occasionally indulged in a discussion over their good luck, and may hav been
trying, in their sort of religion, to thank the
providence that placed the pan of food before
them, but the only thing they uttered was
"Chip, chip." The full stomach had opened
their mouths, and they gave us their best
music.
Kitty had been taught to regard the sparrows with little concern, but when she saw
that I took such delight in feeding them she
was much pleased, and she had an attraction
in me that kept her constantly by my side.
Some of the others, becoming jealous, wanted
to shake her off and tear her from me, but to
this I kindly but firmly objected. I told them
that Kitty was their little sparrow, which they
should feed with crumbs of affection, and
when she returned their kindness, they would
feel as happy as we all did to see the sparrows
enjoy their feast. Kitty promised me to feed
them every day during the cold weather.
When I took my leave, she was the last to
let go, and when chided for holding on so
stoutly, until the big tears started in her blue
eyes, she said: "I know Mr. P. likes me, and
I don't want him to go; I want him to help

feed the sparrows to-morrow." The touching
manner in which she said it, and the delicate
shake of her voice, told as plainly as could be
that the poor child had found one with whom
to sympathize, and that she had taken a new
and a keen interest in life. I need not say
that I inwardly shed te>l.rs of affection for that
neglected and lonely child of misfortune, and
poured out my warmest love and blessings
upon her. Let us all make an.effort to feed
the human sparrows.
P.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.
ENIGJIU.

In both the river and the rill,
Rut not in mountain or in hill;
In Sahara's -drffting sand,
Not in pyramids that stand;
In the city's rushing crowd,
Not in the grave, nor in the shroud;
In hurricane and in cyclone,
But never in a dead calm known;
In the pendulum and wheels,
Nor face nor case the spell reveals;
In rolling car, or coach, or hack,
But not in street or railroad track.
Six letters spell the word I mean,
A common noun it will be seen.
REKAB SEMAJ.

2.
"A CORD OF LET'l'ERS."
"Cords of letters," you declare,
You could write were "time to spare. ·•
A cord-ial welcome they should find
Ac-corded to them in my mind.
A chord deep in this heart of mine
Would vibrate to each word, each line.
A cord of prose or poet-tree
Would be a gracious sight to see.
Pleasant-trees laid up so square,
If you just had time to spare;
No bigot-tree in all the "cord,"
Nor sophis-tree in any word;
Its symme-tree made up of good,
Oh, girlie, don't I wish you would !
J. K. P. B.

Correspondence.
DEAR YOUNG FRIENDS: That imperturbable
old Turk, Rekab Semaj, sat smoking his pipe,
and stroking his beard as if perfectly satisfied
with the world in general, and himself in particular. You would hav said that the explosion
of forty tons of nitro-glycerin could not much
disturb his serenity had you seen him sitting
so plucidly there while a little mob of children
clattered around him, begging and clamoring
that he should tell them the answer to his
"Melodious Puzzle."
Willie tipped his chair, Maud pulled his
beard, and Artie snatched his pipe, but stUI he
looked as placid as a pond of oil.
"It's too bad! It's too bad ! Do tell us,"
cried Bessie.
"Hold!" said Semaj; "if you say it's too bad
again, I'll make you giv the answer yourselvs."
"It's too bad-b-a-d-b-a-a-d,'' vociferated
that incorrigible little mob in concert; but
just as Bessie was saucily drawing out the
word "b-a-d," Semaj quickly but gently patted
her rosy lips with his open hund.
"By my beard!" said Semaj, "you hav answered it yourself ! Like a true Turk, your
'Ah' is changed to 'Allah,' and your 'b-a-d'
to 'b-alla-d.'" So she had ! Try it yourselvs,
my chicks ! As you are in the act of pronouncing the vowel of 'bad,' gently, quickly, but
decidedly buffet the lips with the open hand,
and you will hear yourselvs say 'ballad' very
distinctly.
Hurrah for Rekab Semaj, and may he never
lose his beard!
Youn UNCLE JAMEs.

Mrss WIXON: I must tell you abont the Literary. I am director of our school district, and
we hav a good schoolhouse, a Liberal young
man for teacher, and a very good school. The
scholars hav a "Literary " every Friday evening. The exercises consist of singing, reading, declamations, essays, debates, and the
reading of their paper, the Little Acorn, of
which our Katie and Charley are editors. It
is all the work of the children, and .I'll declare
it surpasses what one might expect from mere
children They call themselvs "The Rising
Star,'' and they hav a badge, a red star, made
from card-board, and worn on the breast. It
was the former teacher, now married, Mrs.
Jessie Sweeting (our Jessie, in age between
Marie Louise and Mrs. N. B. Snow),- who first
3.
A WORD REVERSED. IN A WORD .
organized and inspired them with the finest
esprit dtt cnrps I ever saw. There are many inIn a gronp o( a certain sum,
teresting things to be said of them that I fe"r
Swimming backward a.fish is come.
to begin lest I never end. As I am deaf, I will
Cut off its head and for reward
·confine myself to the Little AcJrn. Here is
You'll hav a certain die or card.
circumlocution:
UNCLE JAMES.
"Mr. Cushing told Greeley that Charles
Sweeting told him that his wife said that Pro4.
fessor Whitney (the teachel") said that he heard
CHARADE.
Nora Jackson tell Willie Palmer that Dora told
Complementary t• a Complimentary Oha~ade, No. 3, of her that Katie Baker sr<id that Maud Clark
Dec. 13Lb.
said that Forest told her that Stanton Van
A woman's name is in my mind,
Vliet told Bessie Farrell it was a pleasant
Which I would hav our posers find;
evening l~st Friday nigb.t. Stanton,. .is that
'Tis Hebrew for a Lily.
true?" A cut at 8. V. v:·s being "slow of
Reverse the name, and then it shows
speech" in the preAence of his inamo1·ata.
A Latin name that means the nose.
Greeley, that child of tribnlation, comes in for
I'm yours as ever,
BILLY Doux.
a hit or two. Eva Cushing, about G.'s age, and
a very pretty little girl, livs not nearly in a di5.
rect line from our hottse to the school-house;
CHARADE.
but it is given out on his authority that the
My first bears a cross like a priest.,
nearest way home is by Cushing's. Again:
A miracle stamped on its breed.
"Who stops at Cushing's door for her,
Since Jesus once rode on the beast,
Of candy has a store for her?
The cross on its back,
Who'll shortly get some more for her?
Is a " record in black,''
Who says he'd spill his gore for her?
That the Christian can read
Ask Greeley Baker.
("Though a wayfaring man or a fool")
·
On his mule,
"What makeR somebody smile so sweet
Or his jack.
Whenever enters S. Van Vliet?
Who kindly offers half her seat,
Dear, sure-footed Donkey, your cross
And seems so pleased her friend to meet?
Is no miracle fttith must expound,
Ask Bessie Farrell."
For zo. ogenists are at no loss
Your ''birth-mark" to trace
But I am forgetting that it takes nearly as
To its own proper place
much time to read as write a letter. Well, if
Where zebras und quaggas abound,
it grows tedious, you can stop when you please.
Whose curious markings and stripes,
Forgiv the infliction.
Yours,
J. K. P.B.
Its first types,
They hav found.
You never saw angels, or spoke;
By no God was inspired of yore;
I must set. these things down as a joke.
You never went third
With St. Peter's bird,
When thrice he crew ere the morn awoke;
And the only angels of wrath
In your path,
Are men-folk.
But jokes, and fancy, and love are free,
Only are food ancl clothing dear;
And while I am doubting a wonder I see,
A second head sprouts,
In spite of these doubts,
And affixed to my first, doth appear,
But this makes my second part less,
I confess,
And agree.
And now a reversible two-headed beast,
With its latter head set upon ad;
Yet neither is skill, wit, or virtue increased,
For I'll tell you in time,
My whole is a crime;
And all of the heads and the heart
Of this curious creature we name,
Are the same
I impart.
Its a "Tre~pass by grubbing up trees-"
Old law-I'll amend it now quite;
Dig Bigot-tree, Sophis-t· ee out, if you please;
Let Poet-tree stand,
With Symme-tree grand,_
Love's Minis·trees bloom for delight;
(Jeome-tree, Chemis-tree, these
Everyone sees
Are all right.
J. K. P. BAKER.

Obituary.

IN. MEMORY OF BAEY GRACIE.
Little sister, thou hast left us,
And our hearts are lonely now,
But though shadows fold about us.
Care shall never mar thy brow.
Scarcely had the sun urisen.
On the morning of thy life,
Ere death came to take our baby
From this world of ceaseless strife.
Purest ray of golden sunshine,
Ours to hold for one brief hour,
Love could no longer keep thee,
Death was stro!lger than our power.
We will lay thee in the springtime
Where shall bloom the summer flowers,
While we mourn for thy departure,
'Tis thy gain-the loss is our.
Cant0n, Ll.,
MRs JOHN W. ABBOTT.

GERJJIAN SIMPLIFIED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted for
self·lnstructlon as well as for use In schools. To
consist or about twelve numbers. Tb.ree numbers
now published. Sem to any address on recel pt or
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO. Postage, 1 cent extra.
•·These books contain a wealth of knowledge for
self.lnstructlon."-ED. Albany Union.
atr
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llfotfrg.
Right and Wrong.
The manner in which It Is done
Has a great deal to do with the evil.
There Is nothing under the sun
In which you may not cheat the devil.
God's elect may knock balls on the green,
In that Innocent game of croquet;
But It with a cue playing bllllards they're seen,
'Tis a sin most lmvroper, they say.

I! sounds or sweet music come soft on the air,
With one root good time you may keep;
But It both teet are used*, 0 sinner beware,
For you never can go with the sheep.

For a secular purpose a man uses beans; t
Twenty dollars and costs Is the nno;
But sanctifY beans, you then find the means
To pay preachers for service divine.
Dear friend, you must never buy wine by the glass
At low places where liquors are oold;
On tha lightning express to the devil you'll pass,
In Gehena you'll soon be enrolled.
But go to the temple or God !or a drink;
Get sanctlfled wine called the '>loocl.
(That the blood or your savior Is good, I don't think,
Nor his botly adapted for rood.)
1.'oronto, On t.
.JOHN HAIGHT.
>fiThat's dancing.
tE. King Dodd was f!netl In Toronto some time ago
for seallng up a quamlt.y of beans In a glass dish;
each competitor paltl a certain sum and guessed
llnw many beans the rllsll contained. A prize was
ol!ered to the one coming Lhe nearest to the correct
number. Mr. Do del got the Idea at a church !air.

A Cl rical Witness.
'There was a little personal difficulty on Livington street th" other day between two citizens, to which u Brooklyn clergyman was the
only eye witness. The principles were reti·cent about the affair, and the divine was solicited to make a statement.
"Your information is correct, sir. Yes, sir,
:your information is correct,"he said to an Eagle
reporter. " I was standing on an adjacent
•curbstone, and I think I may safely say I saw
it all. An unfortunttte affair, sir, very."
"What was it about'/" asked the reporter.
"That, sir, I hav not been able to ascertain.
I hav made a few inquiries, but my investigations are without satisfactory results."
"Did one of them insult the other?"
"Different men put different constructions
upon words. I would not like to say that any
affront was intended. I will say, though, that
.the language was not scriptural."
"Were there any blows struck?"
lr It seems to me that there was smiting involved in the controversy."
"·which one struck first·?"
"I don't think I am prepared to say who inaugurated the assault. It may hav been one,
and it may hav been the other?"
"Did the assaulted man strike back?"
''He may hav done so. I will take the responsibility of saying that, very likely, he did.
Men under the influence of carnal anger are
prone to smite when smitten."
"Did they fall down?"
"I don't know whether they fell or were
thrown down. I saw them on the sidewalk together; locked in close embrace ancl striving
with prodigious strength."
"Didn't you try to separate them?"
" I spoke to them and asked them to refrain
from such an unseemly display of violence.
But they heecled not. Their passions were
strong upon them. I told them that I might
hav to invoke the constabulary· if they dicl not
desist."
" What did they say?"
"They made a few remarks about the constabulary that I did not deem germane."
"Were they punching each other all the
time?'J
"There was much violence constantly exhibited and much anger displayed."
"Which whipped in the end'/"
" I incline to the opinion that our deacon
had the advantage of the opposing deacon.
In fact, I might say that our deacon chastised
the other deacon severely, though I hear that
he and the members of his church claim that
our deacon was worsted. 2-1 ot so, not so! I
am not well versed in such contests, but I
shouid say from my observation that our deacon, providentially, perhaps, was on top during the greater portion of the time. In fact,
to use the language of ou:r deacon in a moment
of intense exeiternent and subsequent to the
battle, he whaled tile stutling out of the other
deacon. "-Brooklyn Eugle.

TRV~LS

IN FAITH,

From Traditon to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.

Cloth, $1.25.
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For Sale at this Office.

"Bible Morals."
TWENTY CRI:UES AND VICES SANCTIONED BY SCRIPT·
URE. BY JOHN E. REMSBURG.
"A good miEsionary document," as one has
said of it, and that is just what it is, and I am
very glad the matter it contains is put in this
neat pamphlet form for dnily use and distribution.
~fr.Remsburg, whom I remember as a modest,
unassuming, scholarly gentleman, never opens
his mouth to speak but to some wise purpose,
has given in" Bible Morals" precisely what we
hav all along wished for-a neat, concise, compact statement of facts-Bible facts-with reference to book, verse, and chapter. After respectful mention of that which is really true
and beautiful in the Bible, Mr. Remsburg goes
on to Hhow twenty horrible crimes and vicesand they are among the worst in the calendar
-that are upheld and sanctioned by scripture,
and which prevent him, and should pnwent
everybody, from accepting the Holy Bible as
an infallible moral guide.
The good things of that book are always held
up for our contemplation, but ·we never hear
of the crime and villainy within its pages unless some brave refOl'mer brings them to the
light, and then he is called "Infidel." We
need to hav these texts showing the wicked
ness of the "Book of Books" at our tongue's
end for use in argument, but we cannot do
that always; we can, however, hav at a trifling
expense this little book at our right hand, and
it is a perfect jewel to anyone who desires truth
and morality to prevail in spite of falsehood
and all its kindred evils. For one, I am truly
thankful to Mr. Remsburg for all his care and
trouble in writing and compiling it. When
not in my pocket, it will hav a conspicuous
place on my table, and when one attempts to
tell me what a good book the Bible is, l shall
just pick up "Bible :Niorals," and in the twinkling c.f an eye I will show him the kind of food
the "good old Bible" contain&. In 1ess than
:five minutes he will be so sick and ashamed
he won't know what to do, and will go away
a sadder but wiser man or woman, as the case
may be, and never disturb me with scripture
quotations again. Let every one get this little
gem of a book, a dozen or more, if he can,
read and circulate, and he or she will thus be
an instrument in humanity's hands, of shedding light in dark places, of sowing seeds of
truth that shall make the world wiser, better,
and brighter than before. SusAN H. WixoN.
A CARD TO MR. REMSBURG.
Sm: Your "Bible Morals," forwarded by you
from Canada, is the best exposition I hav
ever yet seen of the beauties of the Christian's
fetich book. I wish a copy could be placed in
the post-otlice box of every clergyman and
Christian in the world. Sinners do not need
the book; it is the saints, who do not read
their Bibles, who are dying for lack of the information it contains. Nevertheless, sinners
should furnish it to the saints, so I trust the
book will hav a large sale, a wide distribution, and an extensiv reading.
Truly yours,
ELLA E. GmsoN.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I hav read the above work by John E. Remsburg, and hav also heard him deliver the
same, and I wish that every Christian in the
world could do likewise. I do not believe that
any man or woman coulcl still believe in the
scriptures after. They might say they did,
but I do not believe they would be sincere.
Anyone can see that Remsburg is a Bible
student as well as a Bible unbeliever. He
shows that God and his chosen leaders were in
favor of, and participated in, the worst crime3
that are now in our list, and the founder of
the Church of England, when advised topractice polygamy, avoided it by divorcing two
wives and killing two more. I would advise
every one to buy a copy of the book, which
only costs 25 cents, and have it for handy reference, and to lend their Christian neighbors,
and thus help. our good cause along.
Roston.
RE)UoY S. SIDELINGER.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I hav the pleasure of reading the apostle of
truth, John E. Remsburg's, "Bible Morals,"
and must truly say Kersey Graves's mantle
rests upon him. He has not only mowed, but
raked after, and the gleanings deserve unquenchable fire.
Bibleites object to selecting the immoral
passages. I ask, what are thev in the infallible word for? If it is God's ~ord, why does
it speak with such discordant tongue? Why
are so many interpreters all at variance about
its meanings ?
How is it possible for the human mind to
have been so long defrauded with such a mixture of incoherent contradictions, is past my
comprehension.
Why is it that a book of uncertain author-

ship, the contents of which (some of it) is revolting to enlightened reason, has been the fortress of the church, the hangman of freemen,
the despoiler of human happiness?
Ingersoll says he will join the church when
a faith-eater takes the close he fixes for him,
and survives. If the church wants such a
champion, here is the chance. 'When I see a
man walk on water when the mercury is above
thirty-two, I will kick off the steamer, as Jonah
did the whale, and keep him company.
Go on, Brother John, "For men in earnest
hav no time to waste in patching fig-leaves
for the naked truth."
"Much in the Bible which I love and bless,
I could love more if God I could love less."
Yours, for truth against ·error,
ELIJAH li'IYIUCK.

"J()hn's Way."
I am highly pleased with ".John's Way,"
and my friends who hav read it say, "John's
way was a good way."
R. H. McNEETX.
Kenton, Tenn.

Ingersoll's
The Gods.

~orks.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods," "Hum.
boldt,''" Thomas Paine.'" "!ndividualitY." and "Here ..
tics and Heresies.''

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

IncludinR, ·'Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;'
'• The Declara.tlon of Independence;•
"About Farmlng
ln Illlnots;" 11 Th6 Grant Banquet," 11 The Rev. Alexail·
der Clark,"" The Past Riaea before Me Like a Dream,·'
and "A Trlbnte to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Iron-Clad and ltlanna Series.
IRON CL"~D SERIES.
A.tonClllent. Charles Brndlaugh. 5 cents.
Secular Res}>onsibiiity. G. J·. Holyoake. 5cts.
Buddhist Xihilis•n. Pr<Jf. ~lax Muller. lOcents.
Religion of Iuiuunanity. lc. Harrison. 20 cts.
Relation of '\~'itdtcraft to Religion. LyuJL

15 ccnt8.

Essay onlUi1·ac!es. David Hume. 10 cents.
Land ttuestiou. Charles Jlrad·laugb. 5 cents.
'\Vere A <I ani and Eve Onrl'irst Parents?

Charles Dr..t.d.ktugll. 5 ceuta.

Why Do l!Ien Starve? Charles Brad laugh. 5 cts,
Logic of Lif'e, Deduced from tlle Principle of .Free~
thougllt. G. J, Jlolyoake. lU cent•.
A Plea for Athcisnt. Charles Bradlaugh. 10 cts.
Large or S•nall Families? A. Holyoake. 5
cents.
Superstition Displayed, with a: Letter of Wm.
:Pitt. Austin Holyoakc. 5 cent>.
Defense ot' Secular t•riuciples. Chns. Watts.
5 cents.
Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts. Scents.
The Chri,.tian Deity. Charles Watts. 5 cents.
Moral Value oi' the Bible. Clms. W:ttts. 5 ets.
Freethoug·ht and :Ltiode1·n I>J.·ogrcss.

Watt~.

5 ceuts.

U.

CJhrist.ianit.y: Its Nature and Influence on CiYillza...
tiou.. Cha.rle::> ·watts. 5 cents.
Thoug·llts ou Atheism. A. Holyoakc. 5 cents.

I" There a l'IIot·al Governor of the Uui•

verse? A. Holyoake. 5 cents.

PhiloSOJ>hy ot· Sceularhnn. c. Watts. 5 cts.
Has ltian a Soul? Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Is There n. Goll? Charles Br:.~.d1u.u~h. 5 cents.
Labor's Prayer. Charles BradlaugiL 5 cents.
Poverty; Its Cause and Cure. :M. G. H. 10 cents.
Science and Bible Antagonistic. c. Watt~.

5 centH.

Christian SehCJne of Rc<lent}>tion. Charles

Watts. 5 cents.

toJJJ?eiicG~~-~~l~!~J. ~rio':~~t;,hould

the Atheiat Fear

Poverty; Its Elfiects on tbc Political Condition of the

reople. CharlOt-; Bradlaugb. 3 centd.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. R:r R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

~L"'NNA SERIES.
New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
:~00 Questions '\Vitllout Answers. 5 cents.
Dialo~ne Betn·een a CJhristiau l'lission ...
sry anti a. Chinese ll.lttJUI.a..riu. lll ceut8.
Queries Subntitte<l to the Bench of Bishops by a 'Veal~ but Zealous Christian. lU
ceut8.
Search .\.fter Ilea ven and Jlcll. A. Elolyoake

6cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2. 00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

COMPLETE WORKS, in One Vol- ume, HalfCalf, $5.00.
MEDICAL and HYGIENIC WORKS.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Sent on Receipt of Price.

Trail's Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the Fundamental Problems in Sociology. $1.

What Our Girls Ought to J{now. By
Dr. MARY J. STUDLEY. Plice, $1.00.

Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure
of Nervousness. By M. L. HoLBitomr. $1.50.

Parturition Without Pain. A.. Code
of Directions for Avoiding most of the Pains
and Dangers of Child-Bearing. Edited by
J\11. L. Hm;.BROoK, M.D. Price, $1.00.

The Relations of the Sexes.
Mrs. E. B. DUFFEY.

Price, $1.00.

By

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet.
Price, $1. 00.

By GusTA-V ScHLICKEYSEN.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men
in Behalf of Human Culture through a
Wise! Parentage. By A. E. NEWTO;,'. Price,
pape1, '25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

New Hygienic Cook Book. Containing I{eceipts for Preparing a Hygienic
Food By Mrs. M. JilL JoNEs, M.D. 30 cts.
'ralks tO My Patients. Hints on Getting Well and Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B.
GLEASoN, M.D. Price, $1.50.

Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins.

By

Dro LE\VIS, M.D. Treating of the Sexual
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.

New Life ot· J onnh. Chas. Bra<llaugh. 5 cents.
A Few WOI·<IS About Hac nevii. C!ULS. Brad.·

laugh. 5 cents.
Nelv Life of Jacob. Charles Br:.td!:l.ngh. 5 cents.
Daniel the Dreatner. A. IIolyoake. \!l cents.
SpeeiJUCU oJ' the Uible. Esther A. Hotyorure.
10 cents.
Acts of tbe Apostles; A Farce. A.. Ho!yoake. 11
cents.
Ludicrous Aspects of C!H'istir.nity. A. llol·
voake. H' ('.f1nts.
_ Twelv~ AI>ostlcs. Charles Bradlaug!L 5 cents.
'\'l'ho '\Vas .J esns Ubrist '? Charles Braulac'l!h.
cents.
What Did .iesu" Teach? Charles llrac!laugll.
~·

::; cents,

Nenr Life nr _\.bJt~:u.tuun. Chas. Bradtaugh. ~ eta..
New Life of i¥ios~~- Clw.rleM Bradiaugh.. 5 centa.
!J.. l'ii:.IP!~n h._r Prn. V<fl'ra

A Ho!vonkP..

P~;o

Ooz., 10 r.tB.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betwee11

D. J\!I. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULus R..
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and -Earth. Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.

What Objections to Christianity?

A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. JVI. MAIR, divitled into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied froni
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements huv been as fully and truly ascril;led
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. 'rl.te story of Jesus and his missioll'
in the world is unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT atlirms; J\II._m denies. This is:
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

Trial of D.

}1. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
was perpetraterl upon lHR. BENNET1'.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Prenatal Culture. Being Suggestions An Open Letter to Jesus Christ..
to Parents.

By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.

5 cents.

Aids to Family Government; or, Lterrogatories to J ehovall. Being
From the Cradle to the Scliool. By BERTHA
MEYER.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J.

3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish
Goclsh1p upon a great vrtricty of subjects.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

JII'IORTIMER GRANVILLE. Price, $1.00.
Skidmore's Letters. Firsf.
Eating for Strength. Including the Deacon
Deacon of ~ion Hill Baptist Church, givScience of Eating. Five hundred Receipts
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred Receipts for Delic-ious Drinks; One Hunc1red
Ever-Recurring Questions Answered. By
M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D. Price, $1.00.

ing many church incidents and his evolutiop_ from Christianity to Liberalism. Pnpei·, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Marriage and Parentage. In Their

The Book of Chronicles of the Pil·
grims in the Land of Yahweh:

Our Girls, and Some of the Things

·rhe First Epistle of Bennett the·
Apostle to the Truth Seekers.

Sanitary and Physiological Relations, and
in their Bearing on the Producing of Chilclren of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
By M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
They Ought to Know.
Price, $1. 50.

By DID LEWIS, M.D.

Dr. Foote's Plain Home Talk and
Medical Common Sense.
M.D. Price, $1.50.

By E. B. FooTE,

also the Epistle of ]3ennett the Apostle to·
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

10 cents.

'l'he Great Religious of the World.
10 cents.

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate..
10 cents.

Hand-Book ofRealth Hints. By E. Jesus Christ. Considered as an InfiB. FooTE, M.D. Price, 25 cents.
deL 10 cents.
Science in Story; Teaches Anatomy,
An
Hour ·with the Devil. 10 cents.
Physiology, and Hygiene. 5 vola. in one.
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vola. Sinful Saints and s~ninal Shepherds;
bound separately, $5.00.
llrl .......
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FREETHOUGHT WORKS,

BIBLE MORALS.·

Published at THE TRuTH SEEKER Office.

Advancement of Science.

The Inaugural Address of Prof. JoHN TlNDALL,
delivered before the British Association
for the Advancement of Science. With
Portrait and Biog1·aphical Sketch. Also
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELMHOLTz, and m·ticles of Prof. TYNDALL and
Sir HENRY 'l'Hol\IPSoN on prayer. Price,
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone,
in paper, 15 cents.

Amberley's Life of Jesus.

His Chmaeter >1nd Doctrins. From the Analyoi~
of Religious Belief. By VrscoUNT AMBERLEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

Chronicles of Simon Christianus.

Hi,; Manifold anc1 Wonderful Adventures
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture
(evidently inspired) discovered by J. N.
:PrnEL. From the English. Very Rich.
Pr1 ce, 25 cents.

Crimes of Preachers

in the United
States. By M. E. BILLINGs. Shows how
thick and fast the godly hav fallen front
grace. Price, 25 cents.

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. In Six Leetures by Col.
JoHN R. KELSo, A.M. These are among
the ablest lectu1·es ever delivered, and
should be read by everybody. $1.1i0.

Last Will and Testament of Jean
M.eslier, a curate of a Roman church
in France, containing the best of his writings. 25 cents.
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TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
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Falsehood and Deception-Cheating- l heft and Hobbery-Adultery and Prostitution-lVI:urder-vVars ofConqurst _and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Children-Cruelty to Animals-Hulnan Sacrifices~Cannibal
ism- Witchcraft- :::;lavery-Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancv- Ignorance and Idiocy- Obscenity.
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PHONOGRAPHY &T~PfWRITIMG. WAIFS AND WANDERINGS
A NEW AMEli:ICAN STOIW,
Many a bright young man or woman would like to
come to New York to commence a business career.
The best way Is to Jearn these arts. '£hey are new
By SA JH U E L P. PUTNAM,
professions that are Increasing In demand, and not
AUTH;<OR OF
yet full. !Instruct young persons thoroughly, and
get them positions. It takes five months to gain the "GOLDEN THRONE," «:pnol\IETHEUS," "INGERrequlslt phonegraphlc speed, 100 words a minute.
soLL AND JESUs," ETC.
Terms, $50 for tho course, payable $10 monthly In
Price, Cl .. th, $l,COO; Pap•r, 50 «Jts.
advance.
Typewriting requires a.bout two months practice,
and can be learned along with phonography-only
$10 extra. Send .for circular. Address,
"A prose epic of the w.a1·, rich with Incident and
4atf
T. C. LELAND, 744 Broadway, N.Y.
dramatic power; breezy 1rom fint page to last with
the living spirit of to-da.y,-Jo/m Swinton's Paper.
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Will Cull'e all Fonus •f lJiae""" '\Vithout
1\le<lictne.

CONSULTING ROOluS,
471 Will !1'1' lllADlSON S'l'.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Som. .. t.blng Cor Inva.lid.Y 1 0 read nud ~t.ud )'
ov .. r.-Stop Drugging n1ul try
NR•nre'• ll.eJUtHly,
liiAGNl'J'l'lSl\1.

For year» past It has been known to the> pro res·
slon that Magnetism auli Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force anli uuorgy to the
worn-out s\l.Jiert.r from disease. Many humanitaNathauiel Vaughan. A mdical novel
THE
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
rians In the profession, thinking more of the alleof marked ability. By FREDERIKA MAcviation o! surrerlng than they dlcl of tho colla or
33 CLINT(IN PLACE. NEW YORK.
DONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to
ethics bY which they were bounli, have resorted to
$1.25.
magnetic treatment as a last IOsort and !ouncl themselves aston!Bhed at the errect upon their jJatlents.
Its Rise, Progress, and Triumph.
'£hey hac! been taught that medicine was au absoNature's Revelations of Character;
lu tGI essential In all cases, ana that thHt failing, tlitl
BY CHARLES WATTS.
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The
patient must die, us nothing more co ulli be done.
SHOWING
THE
CoNTENTs-Sec.
I.:
Definition
of
Freethought
Here and there an au vanceli thinker hns n uug a• Ide
rocience of individual traits portrayed by
the tie which bound him to his clogn' a tic bl ethren
and
1ts
Early
Struggles
for
Life.
Section
II.:
the temperaments and features. illusFOLLY OF A. RELIGIOUS QUACK and
has resorted to other and more sclentl!lo methWhat it Owes to Mohammedanism. Sectrated by 260 wood cuts.
By JosEPH
ods
or treatment. As a result many, having broken
In Ministering a Na!Uleous Antidote to Those the bonds
tion III. : Preethought Martyrs andConSnurs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
which bound them to a system as barbafessors. Section: lV.: Preethought in
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing Poisonrous as It was unscientific, have ustll their best en$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
ergies to lievlse means for the ullevlatlon of human
ous, and
Conflict during the Sixteenth, :::>evedges, S4.50.
eurrerlng. Here unci there the wondrous JIOWcr of
enteenth, and Eighteenth CenEXPOSING THE
INCONSISTENCY OF MAGNE'fiSM was esta!Jllshecl, and many d!sm1ses
turies.
Section V. : FreeNew England and the People np
hitherto classeli as Incurable retullly submlt.teli to
CHHISTIANS GENERALLY.
thought Triumph in the
Its mild but potent ln1luence. 'l'hls agent to the
'fhere. A humoroub lecture. By
Intelligent
observer was found everywhere. JJelng,
Nineteenth Century.
GEoRGE E. MACDO~ALD. 10 cents.
BY H. CLAY LUSE.
as It Is, the very essential of all lire, It was round
that the human bo y when In a cllseu.aed conclltlon
Prlc~
$1.~
Por,ket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com, Por Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. PRICE,
was almost bereft or this vital prlnclpl"· H we can
10 CTS. supply this vital Ioree to the worn-out body the
prisihg terse, witty, and sarcastic definipatient will get well.
33
Clinton
Place,
New
York.
Address
THE
'1'1l
UTH
SEEKEa
Office,
tions of the terms ttsed in theology. The
Ah 1 but bow Is It to be clone, says the IJhyslclan.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
only edition in English. 25 cents.
Science, however, came to 1he rescue, and aolvell
tbe problem. Here aucl there throughout. the world
are fields of what are known as magnetic ore. It
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exist whore these garments are worn In quantities
as advised by us.
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fore olierecl to tbe public, being th'' only hcleutl!loally cc nstructeli apJJllance In the marKet; .It is now
two and a half years since they were llrst orrered
to the public, and during that tlmo we llav treateli
thousu.ntls of vatlonts, awl not n BIIJglo cu8e of fail-

Syphilis, Epilepsy, ~t. Vitus' Dance, anli ull form
or chronln \nvalldl•m.

}Jcce Diabolus; or, The Worship of
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be

Jesus Christ.
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The Truth 8 er.

IT ts not dlflicu lt to spend one hour In the day In
pursuit of that which we know Is high anrl worthy,
whlcb wlll Improve our status In life; and what we
can do for one hour we can do for the entire day;

ro u N n E n

what we can do for a day, we can do for a month, for

a year, and for a !lfetlme. Llle Is made up of
breathe, of Inhalations and exhalations, anrl while
taking a breath any person can perform hl9 duty.
and not fall short In it; and what he could do while
taking one breath he can do while taking a thcu.
sand. Perfection, however, Is not to be expected
from hu'Ilan beings. Sllght mistakes are almost
Inevitable, but with a settler! purpose to pursue the
right course and to do wrong to none, one's life may
be passed In doing much good, and very little harm.
-D. M. Bennett,
FoR hundredo of years, miracles were about the
only things that happened. They were wrought by
thousands of Chrlsthns, and testified to by millions.
The saints and martyrs, the l:oest and greatest, were
, the witnesses and workers or wonders. Even here·
tics, w!th the assistance of the devil, could "suspend
the Jaws or nature." Must we believe these won.
derful accounts because they were written by" good
men," by Christians, "who m~de their statements
In the presence and expecta11on of death ?" The
truth is that these "good men" were mistaken.
'l'hey expected the miraculous. They breathed the
air of the marvelou•. They fed their minds on prod·
ig!es, and their lmHglnatlons feaster! on effects with·
out ca.useg. They were tuca!,n.ble o~ lnvetHlga.tlng.
Doubts were re~m.rrloJ. as ''rude disturbers of the
•congregation." Credultty and sanctity walkeri hanrl
In hand. Reason was rlanger. Beller was safety.
As the philosophy or the ancients was rendered al·
most worthless by the erwlullty "t the common people, so the proverbs of Christ, his religion of forglv·
ness, his creed of klnrlness, wer·e lost In the mist of
miracle and the darkness of superstition .. -R. G.
Ingersoll in the Christian Religion.
IN the latter part of hi>" Lite or Johnson" we meet
phrases in which Boswelllsevldeutly aJ>ing the true
Johnsonlan style. So, ror example, when somebody
distinguishes between moral and physical necessity,
Boswell exclaims, "A.Jas, sir I they come both to the
same thing. You may be as hard-bound by cha'ns
when covered by leather as wtlen the Iron appears."
-Leslil! Stepht'.ns's Johnson.
FRol\1 the dependence of mental activity on the
brain-with whose-growth and development It Uu·
folds Itself, decreasing again as the latter dwindles
away In old age, and l!kewlse In any affection caused
by Its disease or Injury, c~rl Vogt has ·_mdauntedly
concluded that the admission of a special spiritual
substance Is a pure hypothesis; that not a single tact
points to the existence or such a substance; and
that, moreover, the lntro<luctlon of this hypothesis
Is utterly ueelese, as It explains nothing, brings
nothing more forcibly before us.-Sirauss's Old and
New Faith.
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NEW YORK.

33 Clinton Place,

Tho political aim of THE TRUTH SEEKER is to enforce the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
In philosophy, THE TRUTH SEEKEH advocates the upbuilding of a rational system that shall lead to better lives on
the part of the people, and that shall yield to its adherents all the social and emotionat enjoy menta of the churches, without lillY mixt11re of supel'stition, or the use of rites and ceremonies degrading to manhood and womanhocd. This
philosophy must be a growth, an evolution from lower forms, and this growth THE TRU'l'H SEEKER hopefully fosters.
It is, tuerefore, both destructive and constructive.
Among the contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER are the most eminent men and briiliant writers in the Liberal
ranks of the United States, including Courtlandt Palmer, Charles Watts, T. B. Wakeman, S. P. Andrews, T, C. Leland,
C. B. Reynolds, S. P. Putnam, J. E. Remsburg, W. S. Bush, Elliott Preston, John Peck, J. L. York, Susan H. Wixon,
Helen Gardener, Mrs. Slenker, and many other able men and women. THE TRUTH SEEKER also makes a feature of re:.
printing the ablest English essayists and philosophers, and during 1884: has given its readers several papers from the
pens of Frederic Harrison and Herbert Spencer. The home contributors are legion, and the communications embrace the widest possible range of subjects-religious, philosophic, Anarchistic, Socialistic, land reform, tariff and
political reform.

EVERY LIBERAL IN THE COUNTRY WANTS THE TRUTH SEEKER.
DEPARTMENTS:

In the League Department is recorded the news of the National Liberal League, furnished to our columns
by the secretary, and other officers of the National and auxHiary Leagues.
We also have an able correspondent in Canada, who furnishes weekly news of the Freethought movement in
that dominion.
Our Children's Department is edited by one of the best and most successful writers for children in the
United States.
Miss Susan H. Wixon is widely known, not only in the F.reethought ranks, but as a writer for
popular papers and magazines. We have from all sides the strongest testimonials to the efficiency of her work in
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER. She will continue the Department through 1885.
Tbrough the department of" Letters from Friends" hundreds of subscribers have made pleasant acquaintances and
lasting friendships. Its two pages are a place for exchange of thoughts, relation of experiences, and whatevel' the
friends of Freethought find occasion to say. This department is a " talk together" of great and varied interest.

AGUR said, "Giv me neither poverty nor riches;'
and this will ever be the prayoc or the wise. Our
Incomes should be llke our shoes; H too small. they
will gall and pinch us, but lt too Jaq;<>, they will
TERlll§ FOR ISS5:
cause us to stumble and to trip. But wealth, after
Single subscription,
all, Is a relatlv thing, since he that has l!ttle and
$3 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in
One subscription two years, in advance,
wants Jess Is richer than he that has much and wants
:ii 00
one remittance,
Two new subscribers,
more. True contentment depends not upon what we
;) 00
One subscription with four new subscribers, in
hav, but upon what we would hav; a tub was large
One subscription with one new subscriber, in
one remittance,
- 10 00
enough for Dlogenes, but a world was too little for
one remittance,
Any numBer over five at the same rate, invariably
5 00
Alexander.- Culton· s Lacon.
One subscription with two new subscribers, in
with one remittance.
one remittance,
,. uo
IT's no In Bibles nor In rank;
It's no In wealth, llke Lon' on bank,
It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate ($3), will get his own fOJ.'
To purchase peace and rest.
$2; by getting two new aubscribers he will get his own paper for $1; by getting three new subscribers he will not only get his own fi·ee, but
It's no In making muckle malr;
will have fifty cents left to pay oost of money order; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own free and gain $2.
It's no In books; It's no In laer,
This makes T:aE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheauer than any other Liberal paper.
If anyone chooses, or if by
To make us truly blest.
so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share with them the advantages of the club r.ttes.
H happiness hae not her seat
And center In the breast,
We may he wise, or rich, or great,
J:lut never can be blest.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Nae pleasures nor treasures
Could make us happy lang;
The heart's aye the part aye
'£hat makes us riBht or wrang.
-Burns's Epistle to Da·~ie.
'l'UE situation that has not Its duty, Its !•leal, was
twver yet occupied by man. Yet here, In this poor,
hampered, despicable actual, where thou even now
stand est, here, or nowhere,ls thy Ideal; work It out,
therefore; and working. believe, llv and be tree.
Fool! the Ideal Is In thyself, the Impediment Is In
thyself, too. Thy condition Is but the stuf[ thou art
to shape that same Ideal out of; what matters
whether such stuff be of this or that, so the form
thou glv It be heroic, be poetic? 0 thou that p!nest
In the Imprisonment of the actual and crlest bitterly
to the gods for a kingdom wherein to rule and create,
know this of a truth: the thing thou seekest Is
already with thee, " here or nowhere," coulclst thou
only seei-Oarlyl-.'s Sartor Resartus.
VrR·roE? a fig! uris ln ourselv!3 that we are thus,
or thus. Our boule3 are our g,u·dens; to the which,
our wills are gardeners; so that It we will plant net.
ties, or sow lettuce; set hyssop, and weed up thyme;
supply It with one gender of herbs, or distract It with
many; either to hav It stern with Idleness, or manured with lndustr:;; why, the power and corrigible
-authority of this lies In our wll!a.-Shal"P"'''s Oth<llo.
FOR what Is glory but the blaze of fame,
'l'he people's praise ?-If always praise unmixedAnd what the people but a herd contused,
A miscellaneous rabble, who extol
'l'hlngs vulgar, and scarce worth the praise 1
'!'hey praise and they admire. they know not what,
And know not whom, but as the ono leads the other;
And what delight to be by sucb extolled,
To llv upon their tongues, and be their talk,
Of whom to be dispraised were no small praise 1H!s Jot who dares be singular!:; good I
'l'he Intelligent among them, and the wise,
Are few, anc! glory scares of few Is raised.
-Millon's Paradise Regatned,
THE proper study of a
.))ut how to llv.-Spillo<a.

wl~e

man Is not how to die,

33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.

A VEIIY little girl, who Is often t•ebuketl for being heart," but he didn't; and then, again, perhaps he
noisy, a;· ked her mother the other day, "Mamma, meant just what he said, The peroration caused
when little girls die ~hey go to heaven, don't they?" some smiles, but no levlty.-Peo!:'s Sun.
uyes, dear," replied the mo!her. HAnd don't they
SHE turned the music softly o'er,
A GEORGIA man has paid ror a farm with the hav wings and white robes?" "Yes." "A.nd
Her lovely color came and went.
melons orr It, to say nothing of the s<ruggllng young crowns?" "Yes." "And harps? Do they hav ·
She tossed her jaunty hat aside,
doctor he has firmly established In business.
. harps?' "Yes, dear." '!'hen, after a long medlta·;
And sat before the Instrument.
tlv pause, "Will they let them play the harps?"
I
The Ivory keys her Ivory hands
AN old maid In Nashvllle keeps a parrot which
i
Touched with a master touch, the while
swears and a monkey which chews tobacco. She
"YES, dear children," sahl Deacon Buckrag, ad· ;
With sweetest voice she sang that sweet
says between the two she doesn't miss a husband 1 dressing the Sunday-sch<Jol, "I! we are dutiful and.
Old song, "I'm sitting on the stile."
very much.
good and-and couscleutious, and-er truthful In
this world, we shall all meet together !n Parad!Re."
He softly swle within the room,
HE (solemnly): You had a very narrow escape last ' '!'he deacon Is a goDd man, but not much of a talker.
To hear her sing; entranced he eat
night, Miss Julia. She: Mercy, what do you mean'!)" Now, children,'' he went on, "I want you all to
Upon the most convenient chair,
He: Well, von see, I had a dream aoout you. I tell me, every one of you, where we will meet again
The chair which held her jaunty hat.
thought I was just about t<> kiss you when a China- J If we are good and dutiful and conscientious." No
She turned and looked with angulsh'd eyes;
man rapped at the door. She (after a pause): The,, response. "Come," he said kindly, "some of you
He turned and looked with sickly smile;
Chinese must go.
must certainly know. It begins with a P. P-p?"
Beheld the ruin he had wrought,
THERE Is a boy In Sprlng!leld, Ma"s., who IS drop. "Oh, 1 know," exclaimed a little girl on one of the
And said, "I'm sitting on the style!"
ping himself all over the state. He has left a thumb back benches; "It's purgatory."
YOU can always tell a boy whose mother cuts Ills
at his grandmother's in Salem, two fingers with his
A POPULAR minister was asked the other day how hair by the way he stops In the street and wriggles
uncle's mowing machine In Norway, halt a foot at It was possible tor him to preach a new sermon his shoulders. When a fond mother has to cut her
a relative near L0Well, and three teeth In Boston. every Sunday year after yea", and to find some· boy's hair she draws the front hair over his eyes
That boy Is going to take up a gond deal of the I thlug new to say. "Doesn't It glv you a great deal and leaves It there while she cuts that which Is at
Angel Gabriel's time on resurrection day.
or thought and trouble?" "011, no I" was the revly. the back. The hair which lies over his eyes ap.
HERE 18 an old .. chestnut .. that should be started "It's a mere matter of habit. My sermons hav pears to be surcharged with electric needles, and
on Its travels again: "A. duel was lately tough t In never kept me awake !I ve minutes." "All!" said that which Is silently dropping down under his col·
Texas by Alexander Shott and JohnS. Nott. Nott the other; "that, then, Is probably the reason why Iar-b;lnd appears to be on fire. She has uncon- ·
was shot, and dhott was not. In this case It Is bet· , they don't keep <>tiler veople awake either." The scious!y tmshed his head forward until hie nose
ter to be Shott than Nott. There was a rumor that ensuing silence was both chilling and embarrassing. presses his breast. In the mean time he Is seized
Some People n ~ver know when lt Is lnadv!s•ble to with an lrreslstlble deolre to Now his nose, but he
Nott was not shot, but Shott avows that he shot Not!,
v
'
~
~ecollects that his handkerch!e! Is In the other
which proves either that the shot Shott shot at Nott joke.
room. 'l'hen a t!y lights on his nose, and does It so
was not shot, or that Nott was shot notwithstanding.
'l'UE writer attended church last Sunday evening, unexpectedly that he lnvoluntflrliy dodges, and
Circumstantial evidence Is not always good. lt may and learned more about FraBc!s Asbury, the first catc,hes the point of the shears In his left ear. A.t
be mad" to appear on trial that the shot Shott shot Methodist Episcopal bishop In· America, than he · ttdo he commences to cry a ad wb!J be was a man.
shot Nott, or, as accidents with firearms are fre·, would !Jav learned by reading Watts's hymns clean But ltb moth~r doesn't notice him. When ~he Is
quent It may be possible that the shot Hhott shot through. 'l'tle discourse was an eloquent one and through eheholds hts jacket collar back rrom his
'
J
'
11eek, and with her Inf!u:u !Jlow~ ttle sllnrt blts of
shot hlmseir, when the whole a!Ialr would resolve It- the discourser became infuser! with the military ; hair rrom tl\fl top of his head down his back. He
sell into Its original elements, and Shott would be spll·lt <•f tho good old bishop. "In considering such 1 calls attelltlon to the fact, but she Jnoks tor a new
shot, and Nott would be not. We think, however, j characters as the Duko or Well1ngton, washington,· !Jlac" lu his \te>id amlhlt" him there, ~nrl a"ks him
that the shot Shott shot shot not Shott but Nott. and Francis Asbury," said he, "I feel thrilled to the ~~~{.,~~ '~~~~! ~~~" t~~~~."~~:" ~~~ ~=f~P {~tf ~en~~'f:'
Anyway, It Is bard to tell Who was shot."
I very bottom." Perhaps ha meant to add, "of my ancl'won<lel'""wuat the othe; boys wlll'say hlw. '
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election in said state." The reason for asking
that the electoral vote of Indiana be cast for
her, she says, is "that after the electoral college of that state had cast its vote for the aforeEDMOND AnouT, the distinguished French
PROFEssoR Huxr.EY's numerous' friends resaid Grover Cleveland it changed its mind, as
author, died on the 17th.
:Joice that his sojourn in Naples has greatly
it had a I egal right to, and did cast its united
THE spinners of Fall River, Mass., hav ac;improved his health.
ballot for your petitioner."
cepted a reduction without striking.
THE Rev. W. S. Hyde, in a recent issue of
DR- GuERNSEY, in an article on faith cure, in
Ex-VICE-PRESIDENT ScHUYLER CoLFAX is dead.
The New-Englander, enlivens its dignified pages
the Medical Times, cites a case in which will_ with the following theological statement:" Philpower appears to hav succeS'Sfully supplied the He was buried at South Bend, Ind.,on the 17th.
osophically viewed, the characteristic of sin is
OLIVER Bnos. & PHILLIPs, iron manufacturplace of faith. Among the parishioners of the
its dual character. The deuce is in it."
Rev. Dr. Taylor, of New Haven, was an invalid ers, of Pittsburgh, Pa., hav failed for $!,000,THE Rev. Dr. Paxton observes that the lady, who finally took to her bed, where she 000.
IT is a matter of regret to the Freeman's
WM. M. EvARTS will represent New York in
Jcrurnal that "Roman Catholics sometimes af- Scotch ''are the only people who ever suc- continued to receive her pastor's visits. One
fect an air of primness and horror" when Sun- cessfully solved the problem on this little bitter cold night she sent for him to console the United 8tates Senate for the next six
day recreations are discusged, whereas they planet of how to combine punch and piety." her dying moments, and declared herself ready years_
ought to disdain the "Puritan imitation of the That is pretty well put. Their punch, like to depart in peace. "If it is his will," she said,
T:aE receipts of the New York post-office
their piety, is strong and genuin. The remark "that I shall go to hell, I can still say, 'Thy during 1884 exceeded the e::.penditUl'es by
Hebrew Sabbath."
recalls the reproachful commentary of a Cana- will be done_'" The physician who was pres- nearly $3,000,000.
ONE cause of the bitterness ag11inst Beecher
dian Episcopal bishop of Scotch birth upon ent became a little impatient_ "Well," said he,
Ex-SENATOR HARRISON TwEED dropped dead
:in Plymouth church is the fact that two of the
his treatment at the table of a certain rector in "if that is God's will, and both you and your in his pew in a Baptist church at Taunton,
·deacons bet big money on Blaine before they
family
are
reconciled
to
it,
I
do
not
know
that
Boston: "They were all good people, and
Mass., on the 18th_
jknew that the pastor intended to support
most kind, I am sure; but do you know, my I ought to object." In a moment the woman
EDMUND YATEs, editor of the London World,
{)I eveland. It naturally " riles" a brother to
was
on
her
feet
shouting,
"I
won't
die,
and
dear," said the old gentleman, "they gave me
is sentenced to four months' imprisonment for
:get chiselled out of his money in this way.
I
won't
go
to
hell!"
She
afterward
enjoyed
water to drink at table and upon going to bed,
libeling a "noble lord."
comfortable health for years.
OVERHE.lllD at a church conference, Brother as if I had been a horse."
T:aE New York society of master printers
A: "Hav you heard the minister at Blank
AT Creston, Ia., there are a large number of
T:aE editor af the Arizona Antidote is not to
church?" "No," answers Brother B- "Well," be put down. He warns the editor of a rival the Christian sect known as Adventists. They celebrated Benjamin Franklin's birthday with
rejoins the other, "he is real nice; I really sheet thus: "The hell-born, red-headed, smart are very devout. In the town of Creston livs a banquet on ,Jan_ 17th.
think he is a Christian." And then he added, Aleck who makes abortiv attempts to edit the the Karl family, consisting of twelve members.
SEVENTEEN invalids were burnt to death or
reflectivly: "I don't see how his congregation little patent outside in Tenderfoot City squeals The Karls stand well, and several of the men suffocated by a fire in the lunatic asylum at
can tolerate him!"
like a stuck pig because we hav shown up his are railroaders, but most intense believers in Kankakee, IlL, last Sunday.
SINCE the police make it so uncomfortable political aspirations_ He pretends to be hor- the iaith_ They fully believed that the world
A NEw YoRK Methodist was soon going into
for those who gamble in Chinese lotteries and rified because we drink good liquor and hav a would close upon the fourth, and made all a Catholic churoh last Sunday, and was arrestat the faro table, remarks the San Franciscan, red nose, thus hoping to throw dust in the arrangements to that end, having clothing ed. He is by profession a piokpooket_
it is pleasant to know that one can generally eyes of the public. But it won't do. The made, and on the moring of the fourth donned
T:aE Rev. Charles F. Clarke, of Houston Uo.,
find a church fair open, where he can try his people know that there is no more to him than funeral habiliments and spent the day pray- Ga., got into a fight with a negro last week,
ing,
singing,
and
reading
the
Bible,
and
waitluck without fear of the temporal authorities, there is to a footless sock without rany legand killed him by a blow on tho head with a
and in the assurance of the approval of heaven. that is, just nothing_ Our nose is our own, ing for the crash- They refused to leave the cane.
house or eat, or prepare anything to eat Tho
and we pay for our liquor in hard money_"
A GREAT gale prevailed in many parts of tho
A TEXAS paper remarks: "The names of
crash didn't come, but they believe it will come,
IT appears that impure drinking waters con- and remain ready to receive the bridegroom. United States last Saturday. At Steubenville,
Jesus and Christ sound very sacred to English
speaking people, but among the Spanish both tain bacteria in numbers proportioned to their They now believe a sacrifice is necessary, that Ohio, a $70,000 Presbyterian church was
are very common names-given and surnames. degree of impurity_ Acting upon this fact, their God demand~ a ranson, and made arrange- wrecked.
At Laredo the other day Jesus H_ Christ was M.M. Proust and Fauvel hav been cultivating ments to offer up a daughter, a girl about sixST. JoHN, the Prohil.Jitionist candidate for
registered at one of the hotels_ We remem- various river waters in gelatine, and afterward, teen, Katie Karl, as an offering to their God, president, is still accused of having sold out to
by
the
use
of
a
microscope
constructed
for
the
ber noting a few years ago that a Mexican
who is angry, and will not carry out his de- the Democrats for $2i:i,OOO. The charge hM
.named Jesus Christ had been hanged for horse purpose, hav succeeded in counting the num- sires until the girl or some other pure and sin- not yet been satisfactorily proven .
ber of microscopic organisms in each eubic less human being is killed. The neighbors
•.stealing_"
IN the vote for chaplain in tho House at
"Do you know what peculiarity there is in centimetre of the fluid. The water of the made complaints, but nothing could be dono. Austin, Texas, last week, Beecher, Burchard,
Vanne,
which
is
considered
good,
contained
Policemen
were
stationed
about
the
house
to
·.the last chapter of Hezekiah ?" the young man
and CoL Ingersoll received one vote each. The
·with the sober countenance asked the Baptist 11,000 bacteria. The Seine water was found prevent the cold-blooded murder of the girl, Rev. J. W. Poindexter was elected.
to
contain
242,000
of
the
organisms,
thus
juswhich is feared, as several attempts to knife
·deacon. The good deacon couldn't think, and
AN attempt was made last Saturday to blow
reached for his well-thumbed Bible, when the tifying the serious complaints made against it. her hav been made by the father. The men
•sober young man began to smile and tho dea- The results arrived at by the microscope are will not work, nor will they permit the women, up with dynamite a hat factory at South Norin exact accord with those obtained by the or- and the enttl-e sect, fully fifty, are almost walk, Conn. The striking hatters are accused
·con saw the point. Several persons, generally
dinary complicated an<J. expensiv chemical starved to death from watching, waiting, and of the crime, but deny all knowledge of it
'COnsidered well versed in scripture lore, hav
fasting. Last week they were reported about
lately been caught by this question.-Ghristian analyses_
GEN. GRANT is in poor health. He is reT:aE Rev. A. B. Beach, D.D., rector of St. dead, and cannot hold out many days.
<Advocate.
ported to be suffering from a eancer of the
John's church, a leading minister of the EpisFREDERIC HARRISON, writing of Carlyle in the tongue, the result of excessiv smoking. The
''Now then," said a Sunday-school teacher,
copal church in central New York, died at North American Review, draws this picture of general has of late given up the use of tobacco.
who was trying to explain a miracle to her
Ithaca, N. Y., last week, from an apoplectic the great egotist: "A grand imagination sting'Class, "how do you account for Peter's being
SuNDAY is the most popular day at the New
stroke received on the Sunday previous. He ing itself to death, like a scorpion, in its frenzy
•able to walk on the surface of the water?" "I
Orleans Exposition. Secretary Frelinghuysen
know!" said a little bright-eyed boy, whose was in the act of catechising the Sunday- of self-absorption; a generous heart turned to says that President Arthur will order tho
:father lost a limb at the siege of Vicksburg_ school when persons in the audience noticed gall because it had lost its way, lost all hope of United States department of tho fair to be
"Well, how do you account for Peter's walk- a spasmodic twitching of his lips. Then his finding a way; an 'influence,' a master of closed on the Sabbath_ President Arthur
mind w!tndered, and, abruptly leaving the speech, a glorious inciter to great things; an
ing on the water?" "He had cork legs and
ought to know better.
they wouldn't let him sink!" said the little fel- subject on which he was talking, he suddenly 'influence,' deeper, doubtless, than Coleridge,
CoNNECTICUT piety rises superior over aiL
began to repeat, in an abstracted manner, the higher than Johnson, but how much lower
low, triumphantly.-Paris Beacon.
Apostles' Creed. He began to stagger, and was than the mighty Burke! Let us think of him Last Saturday three defaulting financiers of
THE St Paul Pioneer Press advertised for a only prevented from falling by timely assist- sadly and kindly, lying amongst the Annan- that state were found to be somewhere ncar
boy at two dollars a week, and received two ance. His left side was completely paralyzed. dale peasants from whom he came forth and $200,000 wrong in their accounts. 'l'he genhundred and fifty answers. There seems to He was a brother of the Rev. Alfred Beach, of of whom he was evt>r one_ Compare the cruel tlemen pleaded that they might not be arrested
hav been a sort of competitiv examination or New York. He has been in the Episcopal storms in the life of this lost soul with the se- imn;.ediately, as tney wished to spend Sunday
with their families at church.
adoption of civil service rules in selecting a ministry for half a century.
rene humanity of those whom he nicknamed
boy, and the one who wrote the following letDEACON RANNEY and his friends hav preMRs. BELVA ANN LocKwooD, the candidate of Atheists. Read the autobiography of Hume,
ter was selected: "Mister P., Pioneer Press: the Equal Rights party for president in the and see how u. really great thinker could die, vailed over theN ewman faction in tho Madison
I want the ,Tob my folces is not rich & I hav late campaign, has sent to the Senate, through with sweetness, hope, and love in every tone. Avenue Congregational church, and Parson
got to russelL They are ded. It betes hel how Senator Horr, a petition asking that the votes Or read the memoirs of Gibbon, or the life of Newman has been incontinently" fired out."
hard times is i am 14 & I kin do chores I look cast for her in New York, New Hampshire, In- Turgot, of Adam Smith, of Condorcet. Or, 'l'his was done at a meeting in the church last
good with new clothes on i wold like to get a diana, Iowa, Michigan, lilinois, Maryland, and lastly, compare these fuliginous railings and week, when parties belonging to both factions
good plase in your offis I kin learn fast"
California be counted, and that the electoral wailings with the manly, self-possessed, simple assailed each other with all sorts of impolite
epithets, and policemen were necessary to keep
T:aE late Rev. W. Milton, of Sheffield, Eng- vote of Indiana be given to her. She charges story told by the magnanimous spirit of John
land, leaves about a quarter of a million dol- that the vote~ cast for her were "counted for Mill. They found peace; while the wild spirit order.
THE Young Men's Christian Association of
lars behind him. He didn't take it with him the alleged majority candidate, the same being that in life covered them with his mockery,
in gold, says the London Freethinker, because antagonistic to the letter and spirit of the law, went tossing down to his last rest in an agony Brooklyn are making war on theater posters.
it would hav melted. If this remark is ob- and subversiv of every principle of equity and of scorn, hate, and despair. 'Wa, wa,' he tells It is said that actresses are pictured on tho
jected to as lacking Christian charity, Mr. Foote ·justice." She also asks that the Senate "re- us the dying Frankish king cried, 'who is this billboards with such shocking anatomical disanswerB that the doctrin of hell-fire is drawn fuse to receive the electoral returns of the state mighty power which pulls down the strongest?' play as to create a competition among l.Jaldfrom Christianity and that according to Christ of New York, or count them for the alleged Wa, wa,' wails Thomas Carlyle, recognizing a headed deacons for front seats that threatens
it is impossible for a rich man to enter heaven majority candidate; for had the 1,336 votes power too strong to be resisted. That power to end in total demoralization. All sorts of
without a special miracle.
Christianity which were polled in said state for your peti- is humanity, the human race, which his long signs will be treated with equal severity by the
brought the horror and the terror of hell into tioner been counted for her and not for one life was devoted to deriding, and which now, young men of Brooklyn. It is evident that an
men's hearts. He only makes fun of it and Grover Cleveland, he would not hav been in his death, still honors him as a brother of era of beatific morality is about to be inaugu;rated,
destroy• it.
awarded a majority of all the votes caat at said rare Jlenius and mighty purpose."

.Jlolts and gilippings.

CAPT- PHELAN, the dynamiter, who was recently the victim of an attempted assassination
by another dynamiter named 8hort, is in a fair
way to recover. It was reported that when
Phelan was first stabbed and thought to be
dying, he refused the offices of a priest on the
ground that he was" a Bob Ingersoll man."
Mr. Ph!llan denies this slander, and says he
hopes to liv and die a good Catholic. From
his record as general dynamiter-at-large, it is
judged that the first part of his wish is being
granted him.

Jltws ofl tltt ifJttlt.
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way; and yet religion is all emotional, and cultivates themselvs, if you please-by these centuries of blind,
this quality more than anything else.
ignorant struggle toward the achievement ef a perIt, more than anything else, undermines reason. sonal gain which should exclude the other sex. · It
It, more than anything eiRe, teaches women to not was quite hopeless for women to. ask cGnsideration·of
lliss Gardener on the Charac'eristics of Her Sex. use what reason and logic they do possess. It, more these matters until man had first seen that it touched
DEAR Mn. PuTNAM: Your letter asking me to giv than anything else, destroys the power of thought; his own welfare. The argument then becomes quite
you my opinion of the peculiar mental traits of the ability to weigh, and measure, and compare; the easy. I do not say this as a woman, for it is equally
women, and expressing your views upon the same, is power to arrive at just values-in short, the faculty true of all the other problems that hav disturbed and
one of a large number I hav received upon this topic, of cmTect reasoning and judicial deliberation.
puzzled the past. If it were race prejudice, or caste,
and calls for much the same reply. I hav, therefore,
The studies of science, business, or political affairs, or money power, or divine rights, which had to be
concluded, with your permission (since there appears which destroy or disciplin the emotional, and giv dealt with, the trouble was the same~the immediate
to be a desire to hav me write upon this subject), to poise and balance to characterj fathers say are of no beneficiary was slow to see why he should not be the
make your very able and courteous letter the basis of use to their girls, and they are given, instead, Ian- sole consideration; and so long as man is no farther
my reply to them all.
guages, arts, and accomplishments-all direct culti- developed than he can hope to be for some time to
You were quite right in thinking that I would not vators and stimulators of the already too emotional come, he will hav to be touched, if not "through his
be in the least offended by any criticisms upon my and imaginativ elements of which he complains.
stomach," at least through the Ego, spelled with a
sex which are made in so courteous a manner and
These very fathers will send their daughters (or big E. (N. B.-You will please observe that I use the
tone, and with the evident intention of fairness and permit them to think it right to go) to Sunday-school, word "man, here in its broadest sense, and am quite
a desire for frank, honest, and unprejudiced discus- encourage their association with clergymen, and willing to take the same medicin which I offer to
sian.
teach them, year in and year out: " Don't bother your you.)
Hence no apology is necessary, and the page of sac- brain about business matters. Keep within so much
While we bemoan these emotional, irrational, and
charine substance (usually called "taffy") which and spend what 1 giv you. 1 provide it. You use it, unreliable characteristics as· sad deficiencies of woseemed to you a needful offering to my lacerated and don't bother me asking questions." (I don't say man's "nature," would it not be well to stop long
feelings was really not necessary at all to save you this is talked to the girls always, but I do say it is enough to consider whether they are not rather the
from being" drowned with tears," while my nativ in- taught them hourly.) They never think of training result of defectiv training?
capacity (coupled with present illness) will, no doubt, their boys to a future of idle dependence and emo·
If she is carefully excluded from those studies, oc·
save you from your other dilemma of being tional trust and faith that the Lord (or some other cupations, and ambitions which are always given to
"squelched by reason or overcome by logic."
male bird) will feed and clothe them.
or opened for boys and men as a necessary part of
The fact is, tears are not much in my line, personThey, even Liberals, do not think not to so train their life, and for the proper building of their charally, while logic and reason, you indicate, are not their girls.
acters and developing their faculties, to enable them
"natural" attributes of my sex.
"You should be soft and yielding and graceful," is to successfully meet the world and understand the
Therefore, your personal safety is fully assured, the lesson taught; "not logical, exact, and firm. A meaning of life, so as to cope with its difficulties, can
and I may proceed to discuss with you some of the firm woman is usually called a virago, or masculin;" we expect anything else than that she will lack the
reasons which occur to me for the unfortunate "pe- and women do not like to be thought either the one result of such training? If it requires all this to deculiarities of women," which, I agree with you, do or the other.
velop him into a rational, thoughtful, and successful
Again, when 8 man finds what is expected of him, being, it seems to me that it is asking and expecting
exist, and "are the cause of infinit pain to man," as
well as to herself.
he will try to excel in that thing-even if it be bur· a good deal of her to even suggest that she should
Another time I may take up some of the points glary. What is not expected of him at all, he labors possess the highest results of such a process so long
herein suggested where I do not agree with you- but little to attain. If he believes it to be impossi- as she is deprived of all of the stimulants, aids, and
the one, for example, where you say, with that ble, he will make no effort at all. It is 80 with means by which he attains them. Add to this canlarge confidence and breezy good nature ch 11 racter- woman, and she has been thoroughly drilled to turiea of time in which she has been worse off than
istic of your sex when upon this topic, that "man ie know that nothing in the line of action or thought is .she is to-day. Add to that the fact that all the disgoverned by reason," aB an offset 1o your other state- of her " sphere;" that caprice is beautiful in her, ig· ciplin and training she does get (her schooling, in the
ment, "and woman by emotion."
norance charming, and inaccuracy wholly unobjec- ma·in), her home life and social condition, her infeThe last I agree with in the main, and shall dis- tionable; that logical and persistent reasoning is rior legal status, her political non-existence, and her
cuss. The first seems rather a paradox coming from impossible in most cases, and unbecoming in the case constantly and abnormally stimulated religious conone wbo is spending his energy and eloquence where possible. Every educational institution in the ditions (to say nothing of the overwhelmingly overwholly in the attempt to coax men to use even a world, almost, has been a constant reminder to her that burdened and perverted maternal capacities), and
very little reason in the domain where superstition is her mind is of less consequence than her brother's; ha:v you not reason enough to say why she is not
king, and pnj udice suprlilme judge.
that he can be and should be well trained mentally by usually logical, and why she is generally "emotional?"
Especially paradoxical does it appear when were· all the studies which develop his faculties; that she
And again I ask, who is responsible? If you take
fleet that these very superstitions (one ~tnd all of should gratefully accept a silly, childish, lopsided a child and tie his hands behind him, is he or you to
them) were invented by the sex which has the honor "education" as sufficient for her needs and suited to blame if his work is not done? If you put out his
to be" governed by reason;" the sex which covered her capacity.
eyes (because he is weaker than you), can you blame
itself all over with fame (if not with glory) some
You will say:" If she does not like it, why does she him if he cannot read to you when your own sight
years back, by seriously trying and convicting hogs, do it? 'Women make public opinion."' Not at all. has failfld?
sheep, cattle, and even bugs, for the crime of biasThey who hold the purse-strings are they who
It may come hard on you then, but how has it
pbemy, and found unborn children guilty of unpardon- govern thQ world. Jay Gould, with his money and been for him these long years of darkness and menable sins; the sex which to-day numbers among its or- a newspaper, has more real power than all his thou- tal torture?
naments the Revs. T. Ds Witt Talmage and Dr. Bur- sands of employees. Who governs the South, its
If you paralyze his tongue, can he call ~ut to save
chard; the sex which so recently voted against one numbers or it.s property and education?
you when you near tfie abyss which he can see, but
man because another man was too saggestivly allitNow, in this case, men hav always held the. money. you do not? If you destroy his hearing, will he reerativ to permit his reason to wait upon his preju- Need I elaborate the simple statement? Does that spond when yon call for help? Can you blame him?
dice in the domain of politics, where words are fact not tell the whole story? Again, you may say, Can you call his defects "natural?"
at par value, and not to be taken in a " spiritual " " Well, if women had been capable of making money
I agree with you that in the main " women do not
sense
they would hav had it." Read the common law and reason well, that they are deficient in logic, that they
And to digress a trifle here, did it ever occur to you will see. Read the canon law (church law) and are emotional often at the expense of all justice and
you tha~ that is the reason why ministers almost it will not take you many pages until you will find happiness to themselvs and to those whom they love,"
always make such a mess of it when they try to dis- that: 1. She is not allowed to make money; 2. If she but I do not agree with you that these faults are
cuss politics, business, or any of the subjects where does make it, she is not allowed to keep it-it does either "natu1·al" or necessary.
words carry their face value, their actual meaning, not belong to her; 0. If she inherited it, it was not
They are the plain result of an education which is
together with the responsibility for their utterance? her own; but in either or all of these cases some male often worse· than useless, of a social and political
Clergymen are used to ofiering, promising, and relation or guardian was the real owner. Is it status which is an insult to her and a dishonor
explaining in a field where words mean nothing, hav strange she has had no power? Is it strange she has to those who impose them, and of a religious trainno par value, where actual value is unknown, where developed slowly and emotionally?
ing which makes her humbly accept and acquiesce
r 2sponsibility is impossible; and the more exaggerated
If all the weaknesses and defects charged against in all of these, because it has made her believe (as it
tbe imagery the gr•·ater the success. These men her be true, are not these, with all they imply, suffi- has made men maintain) that she is an inferior, an
grow to be-physically incapacitated for verbal ac- cient reasons to account for the fact? And if it all afterthought, the source of all evil and an unclean
curacy. (There may be a shorter way to describe it, be true, who is responsible?
thing, cursed of Jehovah and scorned of men; a debut I forbear.) They promis and offer all sorts of
If men suffer and the race degenerate, or progress pendant to be treated with contempt, severity, or
gifts, emoluments, and positions upon a capital stock but slowly, because of the unreasoning, emotional, kindness at the pleasure or discretion of those who
which em braces nothing but a book of fables and an and narrow nature of woman-and I agree with you used to claim to be made in the "image and glory
activ imagination. They know there is no danger of that this is the case-who is responsible?
of God," and who, having outgrown the old idea,
their notes going to protest, and the value received
011e-half of the race cannot be dwarfed without now believe themselvs to be the original of the pictis safely stowed away. If a politician promises a dwarfing the other half. Retribution is as inevitable urP-at least for women.
But only very few of them hav so far been able to
post-office, it means a post-office, or public political as death where the mothers of a race are the first
disgrace and bankruptcy. But the clergy distribute victims.
conceive it possible that the opinions in regard
" mansions, crowns, and eternal life" with a large
For all these centuries the attempt has been made to the "sphere," capacities, and proper status of
disregard of the fact that they do not possess a sec- to elevate humanity one side at a time. It has been women which were held by Moses, David, Lot, and
ond coat of their own, and a childlike faith tl at all a hopeless failure. For centuries man has hoped and Paul, are perhaps as far below the line as are the
they will ever be called upon to pay is very small striven to achieve great things while requiring the views of these same distinguished gentlemen on
interest on the capital represented, in the shape of mothers of the race to be content to devote their abil- astronomy, evolution, or saline products.
two hydrocephalitic sermons per week and a little ities to trivialities,
Once in a while we hear of some great outrage
periodic abuse of Infidels.
He strove to achieve greatness at the expense of where some one has abused a child until it is deAnd yet these be men, " and men be governed by the comfort, the honor, the welfare, and through the formed and becomes an idiot. We read the details
reason."
robbery and degradation, of those who gave him life. with horror, and say: "No wonder; such treatment
But this is too long a digression. You object to The result has not been a blooming success, and so would naturally result just that way. Deprived of
the unreasoning and fmotional "nature" of women, long as the laws of heredity endure it never can be. nat.ural amusements and ambitions, kept alone and
I do not say that all this bas been deliberate. I do in fear, brow-beaten, dependent, and half-starved,
and you, as all men who think, deplore this and
rightly attribute to it much of the pain and sorrow do not say that it has been intentional; but I do say mentally or physically-what else could hav resulted
of mankind.
that it is a sad fact, and is now the awful problem if the child lived? The more ambitious or sensitiv
Yet these s.ame men, almost all of them, say: "I which faces those who think. How repair the wrong? the child, the shorter and surer the process."
never say_anything to disturb the faith of mywife Howremedytheevil? Howrectifythefatalmistake
Well, now, suppose you apply.that to women?
and the g1rls. They go to church-and really, after in the shortest possible time?
That enough of them hav come out of the dark room
all, it don't do much harm, for a woman." I hav
The great problem to-day before men is how they far enough from being idiots, to recount some of the
heard some of our most thoughtful Liberals talk that, can best repair the injury done to the race-done to; details of the process, speaks volumes for somebody.
~ommunua

tons.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUAHY Q4' l~t\5
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Can it be said that the product of such a system
has ever been "natural?" Do you believe you hav
ever seen a " natural " woman?
- .c •
Suppose a race of beings greatly stronger than
~- inan should suddenly swoop down upon this earth
and deprive men of all power-suppose they took all
wealth to themselvs, made man absolutely a dependent, left him no voice in his cwn education or occupations, carefully eliminated all useful studies, ambitions,
and occupations, taught him by and by to be ashamed
- to think (only on certain subjects and according to
given rules w~ich should arrive at stated results),
and to be ajm~d to express an opinion; taught him
' he could hav no opinions even about himself which
were not first revised for him; surrounded him with
.. laws, pan~lties, customs, and religions which bound
- him mentally and physically hand and foot, and left
_:,]iim no appeal in society, in law, or in force.
Stop right here and picture that man-still unbur. dened by nature's law of maternity-and do you think
. (after a few thousand years) that man would emerge
. a natural being ? W auld he be a blooming success
·'in the light of a rational, dignified, self-respecting
. and self-directing being?
'
Again, suppose you compare our brightest, freest
men to-day with those who were the abject slaves· of
the Roman confessional, who did not dare whisper
that their lives were their own, who crawled at the
feet of the church, and licked the foot that kicked
· · them. Compare such a man with one who is to-day
· free-with a Humboldt, a Darwin, or an Ingersolland then divide the difference by all the creeds of
-earth (and all are against women); divide it by all
the wealth of the world, divide it by all the infinit
force of social and political custom, power, and belief;
divide it by all the strength of Jaw; divide it by all
.time, and then you will begin to arrive at an approximate comparison with woman's condition as related to that of man.
And, 0 ye Gods! where is that man you began
to divide?
Now, of course, I do not pretend that in all these
centuries the upward growth of man has not inevitably had much influence in raising woman, also,
nearer to the free light of heaven; that the side lights
and the incidental aids she has received hav not
greatly modified this condition; that now and then
she has not been thrown a good, large bone (after it
was pretty well picked); that, once in a while, some
Adam did not giv her almost half of an apple.
If it were not so, she would not be, to-day, in a
condition to even ask questions. And, now, my dear
sir, if you will once more excuse a digression and a
personal allusion, I will say it is because all these conditions (which, also, affect 'every son who must receive his endowments from a mother) are what they
are, and it is because the 1·eligions o/ the world are the
.~trongest if all influences which hav made and kept them
so, and it is because our religion so plainly and distinctly teaches that these are right conditions, and
advocates the belief in the utter inferiority of woman,
and encourages and induces men to believe in and
practice upon this basis of justice and right, that I
hav ever publicly taken the field against the Bible as
authority and the church as a guide.
Others, more able than I, hav broken lances against
this old superstition for other good and sufficient
reasons. I do it for women. I do it because the
Bible presumes to (and has, for all these centuries)
establish the position of woman, and insurGd her subjection and degradation, so far as it could, by its imbecil theory of her creation as an annex, her disobedience, her natural uncleanness, and her general
. depravity, worthlessness, and inferiority.
Men asserted that whatever mistakes the Bible
·may hav made in geology or astronomy, it was perfectly correct in its estimate of woman-and she
meekly bowed to the rod, and the combined result
has gone far to produce the inane, degraded, and inferior being which Jehovah commanded Moses to
dishonor and pollute (Num. xxxi), and Paul delighted
to insult; the creature who, to-day, listens to hundreds of theological imbecils week by week, who love
to recount to her her various weak points and shortc9mings, while she pays him so much per year for
the privilege (and he -sees to it that he earns the
money).
When the Bible argument was brought by a divine
in one of the heated abolition debates, we read that
Wen dell Phillips said, " Yes, sir; I agree with you
that the Bible is in favor of the slave trade, and,
therefore, I say, so much the worse for the Bible. If
it stands in the way of freedom, the Bible, not free. dom, will hav to take a back seat." So I say, to-day.
It is this musty old book and its offspring, the churcb,
'which, in this country, stands as a bar to the proper
recognition that woman is a human being with faculties to develop, and not simply a machine to manipulate. Therefore, I say that, first of all, we must
say: If the Bible stands in the way of woman, so
much the worse for the Bible. It, not woman, must
take a back seat.
. I am glad to say that in nine cases out of ten our
Liberal men (in debate, at least) argue for the full,
proper, and vigorous recognition of the exact equalJty of the sexes, but in act and in ordinary life the

~waddling-clothe~ of the old faith so hold them. that
m most cases their daughters are trained just as other
girls are, go to Sunday-school and church, and never
know their own disgrace in so doing. The father
says, "Oh, yes, my wife and the girls go to church
and I suppose it don't really do much harm-fa:
women."
If these daughters were educated-I do not mean
sent to a seminary-there would be not the least
danger that they would think it harmless to go to
church, for they would know that the Bible is an insult to women, and every orthodox preacher is bound
to humiliate and degrade her so far as the law will
permit. They would know that every denominational school is a chain to bind her reason, and that
" female seminaries," and " annexes " are insults to a
woman who livs in a country whose constitution
claims to offer absolute equality and rights to all of
its citizens, and to defend them in "life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness," without favor or distinction.
She would know that all these invidious distinctions are based upon the theory and belief that she
is an inferior whose intellectual needs are to be
stunted upon a different and lower basis than the one
chosen for and furnished the one who holds the pursestrings, together with the happiness and welfare of
the race, who does not know (?) that one-half of that
race is quite as hungry, and needs quite as much and
as good intellectual food as the other.
Do not conclude from all this that I am what yo:u
call a "tearing woman's rights woman." I do not
believe there is such a thing as woman's rights, or
man's rights. I hav somewhere said before, "Humanity is a unit with interests and aims indivisible."
But the higher unity cannot be achieved so long as
they are divided in rights and separated in responsibility.
Now, you see, I hav not attempted to "smash you
with logic," nor hav I done the tearful act (quite as
distasteful to me as to you); neither hav I " flown to
the defense of my sisters," unle~:~s you call it flying to
their defense when I say (recognizing the faults of
which you write): "They are not 'natural' defects.
They are plainly the result of vicious training and
surroundings to which man is not subject, and for which
she is not responsible." Who IS? What can be done
about it?
And looking at the problem from a moral standpoint, do not Col. Ingersoll's great words apply here?
"I would rather suffer a wrong than inflict one." "I
would rather be a slave than a slave-owner." And, I
may add, he who inflicts a wrong has more to be
humble about, to correct, and to apologize for than
he who is incapacitated by the infliction.
There are always two slaves where there is onehe who is owned and he who owns. It is as great
an injustice to a man to make him a tyrant as it is to
make him a slav 0 .
The owner does not usually see it that way until
reaction sets in on himself. Then is the time for the
one who was the first victim to ask: "vVho is responsible? What shall we do about it?''
If this very inadequate letter does not suggest to·
you what I might reply to your other questions-did
space permit-I shall expect you to say so as frankly
as you wrote before, and I shall try to respond more
fully.
The subject is such a large one that the space of a
letter is wholly inadequate to its proper treatment.
John Stuart Mill's "Subjection of Woman" will better fill the want, and why should I repeat feebly what
he has so ably stated? Read that, please, if you hav
not. These arguments come much more gracefully
from men like him. I always dislike to offer them
lest it appear a complaint against men by a woman.
I hav no such feeling in the matter. It has been
a sad mistake which has crippled the human race,
and no sex has escaped the consequence.
And it is true that much of " the suffering and
pain, the wrong and the anguish, of this world can be
traced to woman," and much of it is unnecessary.
But so long as the law of heredity lasts, the blow will
fall on all; and it is a fortunate thing for the future of
woman that this is true, for upon man's recognition
of this fact (and the fear of the reaction upon himhimself) almost alone must she depend for her future
elevation and the rectifying of the wrong of the past.
For right is not masculin only, and justice knows no
sex.
Sincerely,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
NoTE.-Will the other gentlemen who wrote me on these
and kindred topics please accept this as a reply to thJ'lm also?
Indeed, I hav gone somewhat outside of Mr. Putnam's letter
once.or twice in order to cover these others, since~ hav nei,ther
the trme nor the strength to reply to euch one smgly. Such
points ns I hav not covered or to which I hav not suggested a
reply, I shall be glad to ha~ you repeat.
H. H. G.

The Christ of Paul.
Mr. Edward Irving, of England, is unable to find
any historical proof of a Christ crucified under Pontius Pilate, and the Rev. T. B. Furbish, of Detroit,
concedes that the fact of the existence of a historic
Jems rests almost if not quite entirely on the testimony of Paul. Very good. But both these gentlemen ought to know that Paul was not living in
the time of Pontius Pilate. He was preaching in
Damascus as early as 63 B.c. This fact, which is the

.
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key to the whole mystery (i. e., mystification), was
discovered in 1878 by
ANTICHRIST, A.M.

Freethougllt in Australia.
The Freethought movement' in Australasia continues to prosper, and its foes are already beginning
to feel the effects of its influence.
The Australasian Secular Association is activly at
work, both at its headquarters, and also at the
branches, while other institutions of a similar nature
are steadily making headway.
Mr. Symes continues his prosperous career as lecturer and editor, and he has not failed to make his
existence known to the Melbourne public. His lectures every Sunday night, at the Hall of Science, are
always delivered to a pleased and appreciativ audience, who always manage to muster in sufficient force
to fill the building on each occasion. Mr. Symes's
lectures on each Tuesday night in the same hall continue to be f11-irly patronized ; while the open -air
lectures, which he delivers each Sunday afternoon on
the Yarra banks, always draw together a crowd of astonished citizens, outnumbering the Salvation Army
gathering a few yards further on.
The Australasian Secular Association has scored a
great victory lately, the attorney-general having given
his opinion that the law does not prevent us from
charging for admission to our lectures on Sunday
evenings. We hav, accordingly, adopted that system
in place of the old one of taking up voluntary collections. Qf course, you will know as well as I can
~ell you that voluntary colle~tions are not very pl'Of1table unless you hav a devil to assist you; and as
we repudiate the services of that venerable old gentleman, we require to conduct our affairs in a busines\Jlike manner, and the system of charging for admissian answers our purpose admirably. Of course, the
venders of immortality do not desire this state of
things, and they are going to set the law in motion
against us by prosecuting us for Sunday trading.
They hav unearthed an obsolete act of George III.,
and are very kindly going to test its potency by making us the instruments of the experiment. Writs iue
already issued, one for Mr. Joseph Symes for .fGOO,
and another for our vice-president, for a smaller sum.
Mr. Symes sarcastically observes in his Liberalm· that
they (the government) are shortly going to get up a
test case for witchcraft also!
The Liberator, by the way, is getting along well.
It haa just commenced its second half-yearly volume,
and its circulation is steadily increasing. It is a
most unmerciful paper, the frauds and superstitions
of society being thrashed with a vigor that would do
justice to a jail llagellator. Sometimes an unfortunate individual comes within its range, and gets more
than he bargained for. Mr. Symes promised that his
editor~al policy should be "uncompromising," and
he has kept his word. Whether it is the best poesible policy is, perhaps, a matter for discussion; at all
events, its effectivness cannot be denied.
The Mutual Improvement class of the Australasian
Secular Association is getting on very well; and the
Segular Sunday-school has been very successful, indeed.
.
.
.
.
I started a paper for this school (w1th the ass1stanee
of a friend), and am pleased to say it proved very sue~essful; ~nfortunately, ~owever, it does ?d seem as
If the third number WI~l ever see daylight, for, alth?ugh all th~ matter IS ready! we cannot find .a
prmter who will undertak~ the JOb. The paper IS
named The You~zg Seculanst.
. .
. ,
.
T~e Australasian Se.cular AssoCiatiOn m Sydney IS
gettmg along very fairly;_ and t_he branch at Newcastle, New South Wales, IS puttmg the ;est of us to
shame. It has h~d the ho;nor of erectm_g the first
~ree~h.ought hall m Australia.
When Will the capItal ctbes do the same? I must not forget to tell
you that the hall was opened by the talented Freethou~ht lectu~ess, Miss ~da Campbell.
:rhis lady
had Just pr~vwusly t_ermmated a successful course
of lectures m. Adelaide under e~gagement to the
South Austraha.n Freethou~ht Somety.
The wo~derful prospenty of the F~eethought
movement. Ill New Ze~land, I need not dilate. upon,
as you Will hav received the news more dll'ectly
through the co~umns of that excellent paper, the
Freethought Remew. I may as well note, ho:vever,
that Mr. Robert S~out, the well-known AgnoRtiC, has
been elected pre~Ier of New Zealand, and 1\-~r. Ballance, the able edit?r of the Freelh?ught Revww, has
also secured a seat m the same parliament.
The Australasian Secular Association Melbourne
are writing to England for another lect'urer. Wbj
,
h l
f
. .
.
cant we hav t e P easure o a VISit from an Amencau
friend now and then? Of course, our friend Ingersoll is beyond our expectations, and we must rest
satisfied at seeing his glowing utterances in print.
But there are many lecturers in your states, and I
hope one or more of them will soon pay us a visit
If he is thinking of doing eo, he should not fail to
write to the Melbourne Association.
If these few facts and fancies are acceptable to
THE TRUl'H SEEKER, I shall say more on a future occasion. In the inean time, accept the best wishes of
DAVID A. ANDRADE.
Melbourne, Australia, Dec. 1, 1884.
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'l'he Liberal Club.
The lecture before the Manhattan Liberal Club on
the 16th inst. was advertised to be delivered by Mrs.
Nellie Brigham "On a Subject to be chosen by the
Audience." .A.t eight o'clock the audience was at
hand willing and anxious to do a large am?unt of
off-band choosing. Mr. Wakeman was a_Ppomted a
committee of one to decide what the subJect should
be, Mr. Hubn favoring this measure because ~r.
Wakeman was above the suspicion of being a Spmtualist or of being in collusion with the lecturess. .A.
man ~amed Westbrook bobbed serenely up to repel
the insinuation that Mrs. Brigham could be in collu·
sian with anyone. It was suggested that Mrs. Brigham should tell where the Butler vote went to.
Mrs. Brigham had not yet arrived. Veteran John
P. Guild, who still wears the soldier's coat, made a
vigorous, blunt, Davy Crockett sort of. speech on the
question of the propos~d statue to ~wrdano Bruno
in Rome which the chair followed with some further
remarks 'in the same line. Mrs. Brigham still failing
to appear, Mr. Wakeman invited. ~nY:one to take her
place who could speak under sp1nt mfluence. Mr.
Huhn mentioned Mrs. Dr. Herrick as one who was
fond of talking on subjects she knew nothing about.
Dr. Herrick demurred. Mr. Andrews waul? not
speak unless he knew the subject. The chairm~n
passed him a slip of paper with the :proposed topic
written upon it, and Mr. Andrews said he would try
it. It happened to be a subject he kn.ew somet~i~g
about. He said that while he called himself famihar
with a large variety of questions, he waul?. not face
any a11dience il'l the world under the c~ndibons Mrs.
Brigham and a few other wom~n submit~ed ~o .. He
could not explain the power whiCh these mspiratwnal
speakers possessed. The subject proposed by Mr.
Wakeman, and amended by Mr. Andrews, was as follows:
"Does not science, by its law of correl~tion, _prove _that
the soul or life of man is a process or functiOn of sensatiOn ?
If so are not all onr efforts and attention devoted to another
world so much lo~t to this?"

.A.ll agreed that this was a tough one. Mr. ~n
drews said no to the first proposition. The notwn
of a law of the correlation of forces was a highly
metaphysical conception. The scientists, for instance,
held that heat was a mode of motion. Heat was formerly spoken of as calori~, but that. name must ~ow
be dropped, because calonc was a thmg, a somethmg;
which heat, according to the scientists, was not. To
assume motion apart from something to be moved,
Mr. Andrews thought, was not only metaphysical but
metempirical, because motion was a phenomenal ~s
pect of a substance. It was an axion of mat~ematiCs
tuat if a is a function of b, then b iR a functwn of a.
So if consciousness or life is a function of sensation,
sensation must be a function of life or consciousness.
The speaker was inter~upted near this pain~ by the
appearance of Mrs. Br1gllam, whose late arnval was
apologized for by another lady who said the lecturess
had lost the address of the hall and in looking for
it had wandered into numerous lager-beer saloons
and other Teutonic institutions. Somebody inquired
if she found any "spirits" in the saloons. This irreverent jest was deservedly ignored, but the later
query from Dr. Foote, Sr., as to why the spirits had
not directed their charge to the proper place, Mrs.
Brigham replied to by saying that it was a test question.
Mrs. Brigham is a bright-looking young person of
more than average good looks, and would pass anywhere for a nice girl. She picked up Mr. Wakeman's ponderous conundrums, gave them a brief
' glance, and entered upon her discourse in a clear
and pleasing voice. She assumed the first person
plural using "we" instead of " I " when referring to
herself or rather to the defunct philosophers who, it
was s~pposed, had come out from the yawning
tomb of the past to utilize her physical organism for
the enliahtenment of those still groveling in the
dust anl ignorance of the present. [The foregoing
sentence is a long one, but it is all there.-Rep.]
The speaker reviewed the popular explanations of
spiritual manifestations which had been relegated
to the domain of electrical phenomena. She would
say that electridt~ had ~o b~ains. The ~anifesta
tions revealed a hidden mtelhgence; therefore elec·
tricity did not account for them. Psycholol?y was
alike inadequate. The telegragh was unexplamable,
the steamboat was formerly deemed an impossibility,
and the chrysalis exemplified the unfoldmg and development in its higher aspects of the human soul.
It was better for men to be spiritualized than for
spirits to be materialized. Mrs. Brigham closed
with a poem descriptiv of the existence which we
shall enter upon when we lay our armor by. In justice to the lecture it may be said that such was its
scope and general comprehensivness that with a few
verbal alterations it might hav been applied with
Equally exaustiv results to almost any subject of a
spiritual nature. Mr. Huhn desired to know why it
was necessary to hav darkness at a seance, and for
the audience to keep their hands off the spirit. 1\frs.
Brigham told him to ask a photographer why he
rushed into a dark room with his pictures.
Mrs. Dr. Herrick affirmed that she recognized

nothing supernatural in the pe~formance with which
the audience had been entertamed. Any phrenologist who should examin Mrs. Brigham's head would
tell us that she would never be at a loss for something to say. Dr. Herrick said that she herself had
some valuable information to divulge at the proper
time having made discoveries which, when they
shouid be made known aud applied, would effectually solve the problem of huma_n haJ?pinesa. The
doctor read a written statement m whiCh the exact
nature of the discoveries did not appaar, their final
announcement being reserved for some future occasion. It is understood that Dr. Herrick favors ~us
cular development in woman, so that the nghts
which the tyra11ny of. man has denied her may be
wrested from him by. main strength.
Mr. Langerfelt, who has frequented the club of
late less than formerly, took the platform, and having shaken hands cordially with the chair, said he
had no doubt that Mrs. Brigham believed honestly
in the spirit business, but lightning calcul~tors and
jugglers were equally expert. The chrysalis theory
ex<.~ited in him no enthusiasm, because though a grub
might develop into a butterfly, yet when a but~er
fly passed back to dust it was as dead as anythmg
else. Mr. Langerfelt then took up the qu~~tion of
reciprocating functions, and argued that Bpi~It must
be shown to be a function of matter before 1t could
be proven that matter sustained that relation to
spirit.
Dr. Kir.get applied the theory of analogy to the
question of spirit existence. No form of matter was
exempt from the law of eternal change. If, therefore, spirit was a form of matter, however e~hereal
ized or sublimated, it was governed by this same
law and must continue to change its form. Spirit
exi~tence, therefore, did not prove inu:~wrtality, ~nd
the discussion of the question of the ultimate destmy
of man which so puzzles us in this life is then n~ces
sarily to be continued in our next. The doctrm .of
Materialism and devotion to duty, the speaker sa1d,
gave him comfort and peace.
Dr. Weeks considered that although we could not
explain spiritual phenomena, that did not invalid~te
our testimony as to the facts. The reason 1\;iater~al
ists found peace in their belief was because smcerrty,
whatever its object, was always productiv of happiness. He had known believers in hell- fire who appeared to find comfort-in their belief. "You wouldn't
think it," said the doctor," but it's so." Dr. ·weeks
is a Spiritualist.
Mr. Huhn described Spiritualism as always appearing to him to be a disease, something like the delirium tremens, with the difference that· they were
superinduced by adverse kinds of spirits, and when
a man had the jimj ams he got over it and realized
that the shakes he had seen, and the other phenomena were the result of his d,sordered imagination,
whiie the Spiritualist never recovered, and died in
the belief that he had seen spooks. Mr. Huhn means
well, but he is hardly philosophical enough to deal
with subjects of this sort.
.A.t the request of Mrs. Brigham, Chairman T. B.
Wakeman closed the discussion. Mr. Wakeman defined life as the result of correlated forces impinging
upon the colloid matter called protoplasm. Science
and law do not recognize the existence of spirits, because, according to the rules of evidence, that ex.stence has not been proved. You cannot hang a man
for murder unless you can first produce a dead body,
and you cannot demonstrate the truth of Spiritualism unless you can bring a spirit into court. This
as regards entical Spiritualism. But there was an
ideal Spiritualism, which is natural and proper,
and in which the hopes, and emotions, and aspirations of mankind find their highest expression.
We attain immortality in the continuity of the race.
The summer-land which the lady speaker had pictured existed ideally, but not in some other world.
In the language of the Bible, the kingdom of heaven
is within us, that is, in the human heart. Mr. Wakeman is becoming universological to a marked degree
in his methods of synthesizing and reconciling adverse theories. Mr. Andrews watches the evolution
of his former adversary with eminent composure, but
it is said that a slight twinkle is observable in the
eyes of the Great Universal Preacher when the subject is presented to his attention.
It was late when the club adjourned, but such was
the interest manifested that nearly everybody in the
large audience had remained until the close of the
meeting. Mr. Shook was present only in spirit, and
Professor Vaughan and his stinging answer failed
to materialize. It is the habit of the chairman to
announce at the beginning of the month that the program is the most attractiv yet issued, and the meetings generally fulfil his prophecy.
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Canadian Notes.
"The glory of Infidelity!" The Toronto Daily
World, in commenting on this subject, says: "Two
lectures were delivered at Albert Hall on Sunday last
under the auspices of the Seeular Society, lJy S. P.
Putnam of New York, secretary of the National Liberal League. The subject in the afternoon w~s 'The
Coming Religious Demands.' In tbe evemng he
spoke on 'The Glory of Infidelity.' He contended
that the spirit of questioning and doubting conventionally received opinions alone prevented intellectual
stagnation and stimulated research, invention, and
progress. The Infidelity of Ingersoll and other
assailants of orthodoxy had done much to promote
mental activity among Christians and rouAe all their
energies in its defense. The system owetl whatever
intellectual brilliancy it possessed to the stimulus of
doubt and discussion. The lecturer then considered
the effect of Infidelity or e departure from the recognized formulas and systems upon art, poetry, and
literature, instancing Lucretius, Sllaksp~re, Voltaire,
Victor Hugo, Byron, Shelley, Walt Whitman, Wagner and others as leaders of thought who by bollly
undertaking new departures and setting established
canons of thouaht and expression at defiance had
achieved impe1~shable·renown. Mr. Putnam's lectures were thoughtful and felicitously worded and
displayed a wide literary research."
Among the numerous frauds and shams which go
toward making up modern Christianity is the ba~e
faced impudent lie that t~e Jewish Bibl~ ~~st originated the common morality of modern CIVIhzed nations; although the evidences are ten thousand times
ten thousand that it is the gradual outcome of the
experience of mankind in all countries and all ages,
ancient and modern, and in its main features was
commonly taught many Ion~ age~ before the fir~t
word of the Bible was ever m existence. What 1s
good in the so-called word of Go_d has _been copied
from preceding systems and ph~losophies~ but the
Bible is so full of teachings of VICe and. Wickedness
that originality in this respect might probably be
established. .A. book entitled "Bible Morals," by
John E. Remsburg, published by the Truth Seeker
Company, quotes from the Bible innu;merable !?assages sanctioning more than twenty d1ffarent v1ces
and crimes. He givs chapter and verse for each passage he quotes. Twenty-five cents, inclosed to. ~HE
TRUTH SEEKER office will procure a copy of this Illvaluable work by ;eturn mail. Intrinsically it is
worth ten times its price.
As a specimen of the tissue of lies by which the
barbarous superstitions of Christianity are bolstered,
a pious Toronto paper lately asserted that a Freethinker was stricken with paralysis while blaspheming against God and his precious Bible; but his landlady sent a letter to the public pcess denying the
whole story, as he was not talking on the subject ~t
the time, and had been ill for several weeks previously. ".A.nd all liars shall hav their part in the lake
which burneth with fire and brimstone" (Rev. xxi, 8).
R. B. BuTLA.ND.
Toronto, Jan. 17, 1885.

The Demaud of Mr. Mitchell.
We demand the immediate repefll of all laws now on the
statute books of the national and the several state legislatures,
and that legislators stop making laws.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
behalf of the advanced guard of freedom, I move the
above "demand" in place of the Nine Demands
printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 6, 1884.
"The Nine Demands" are only the "skirmishing
lines,'' but not the real battle that is to be.
The real earnest reformer, he or she who has a
purpose in life, will never be satisfied while there is
a statute unrepealed, or while men make laws.
Yours for the only effectiv method for lasting
peace,
·
SEwARD 1\:IrTCHELL.

Notes and Comments.

Friend Dopp, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December
27th, tells of a son whom he had buried ten years
ago appearing to him, and a few moments later ~he
dead cllild's mother laid her hands on his shoulders,
and said: "It is curious you did not know Benny."
Now, I wunder if Dopp ever had a waking dream;
these flashes of thought that picture a panorama so
vividly that you see and hear it, and yet. it is gone in
an instant? Probably Dopp had a wakmg dream of
this kind. Think how vividly the dead as well as ~he
far-off living come and mix themselvs in our sleepmg
dreams with images of the now. I often dream of
my dead father, and before the dream ends he will
resolve into my living husband.
When a spirit of the dead will come and bear ~ests
that we apply to living people, then we. ~ay ~egm ~o
THE Indiana Pharmacist says that a woman who think that death does not end all. Spirrtuahsts giY
has her letters directed to the New York post-office us vivid descriptions of "the summer-land," and de·
claims to cure cancer by means of a direct revelation scribe its fruits, flowers, and food, but they never
from her " dear Lord." Her circular winds up with bring us any specimens of these, yet, if they were
"Praise God from whom all blessings flow; four- real, they could do this as well as materialize old
ounce bottles, $5; eight-ounce, $8." The editor says: clothes or new lace!
"It will be seen that the financial part of the busiFriend Powell contrasts Elmina's investigation
·with that of Gladstone, and says: "Elmina ·indicatea
ness is the big end of the log."
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_ ~thankfulness tbat sbe discovered nothing to change
;=her former opinions."
.•.
Exactly so. Elmina is glad to feel that she found
out that the facts coincided with her former opinions,
•. because she is thankful -to be in the right. Had
'"'Elmina found truth led her to the conviction that the
:_dead still liv, she would hav rejoiced just as much.
When I was trying hard to hold fast to the old God
, . of Moses, I wanted truth, and wanted truth to be on
, God's side. But when God and the future all slipped
away, I was still thankful. I had truth, and did not
.· 'liv in delusion.
When I prefer hypocrisy, lies, cheats, frauds,
·errors, and mistakes to their counterparts, th~n 1'11
be thankful for the wrong and the false. Now Gladstone is a God-believer, and clings to man's immortality, hence it was easy for him to find ''duty" in the
pre-natural.
ELMINA,
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that most able and winning advocate of Secularization, Mrs. of their orgies and left, and I am almost ashamed to state
Mattie P. Krekel.
that no effort was made by the authorities of the town to put a
Here is a galaxy of talent that may never again be convened, st~p to the disgraceful proceedings. But these obstructions
that can never be surpassed. Truly the officers of the State to Freethought will eventually do the cause more good than
League hav done nobly. Now, what are we going to do to harm. And this is but a Mmple of what a belief in a superhelp in this great and noble work? If we would share the natural religion is capable of doing. History tells us what
gloryot the victory, let us each and all bear part of the burden it has done in the past, and would do again if they only had
of the warfare. First, let every Liberal of Pennsylvania-who the £9Wer. Centuries hav been spent in burning into the huhas not already done so-send one dollar to S. F. De Jones, man neart and brain the errors and delusions of the Jewish
99 Fifth Ave, Pittsburgh, Pa., treasurer of the Pennsylvania Bible, and it takes time to efface the scars. Yet it is a good
State League, in payment of membership fee for the ensuing sign of its decline when even children are beginning to laugh
year, and all who can send contributions toward the expenses at its old wives' fables. And it was not these silly creatures
of the Convention. There are heavy expenses to be met. alone; just as silly Christians of other denominations not
Do not mar the work and discourage the workers by permit- only encouraged it, but joined them in their revelry. And
ting the treasurer to be without ample funds. (We must avoid what better could be expected of men and women when part
all begging for funds at the Convention). We are not doing of their religious performance is to put out the lights and go
one-hundredth part of what we might, could, and should do. "searching for Jesus," as they call it? and we can fo.ncy what
Think of the vast amount of time, money, and energy so sort of searching and feeling is going on in the dRrk among old
freely expended by Christians in perpetuating darkness, big· men and young men and maidens. Is it not disgrnceful to
otry, nnd superstition. The poor, despised sect of Seventh Christian civilization to hav these howling and prowling derDay Adventists, in addition to giving one-tenth of their income vishes encouraged and patronized by people who consider
to support their ministers last year, raised the sum of $25,000 themselvs highly civilized? And the leading papers of this
and spent it in the purchase and distribution of trauts and· country are dumb upon this blot that disgmces our country,
publications advocating their faith. Shall the Liberals be- but rather uphold them, and say that they are doing good.
The Campaign Fund.
grudge a tithing for the cause of science, sociability, and Sec- When men of the highest culture and refinement come among
. Previously acknowledged,
$2,725.52 ularization? Let all make immediate arrangements to attend, us to lecture on philosophical themes connected with ethics,
·George Jackson,
1.00 and bring the wives, mothers, sisters, and daughters. Use science, and history, they are eiLher denounced or left nona· Elizabeth Jackson,
1.00 every effort to induce fair-minded, intelligent friendH and ticed. Well might the poet Moore say in his day:
Joshua Cassey,
1.00 neighbors to accompany you. For union is strength; num"Yes, ye vile race, for hell"s :tmusement given,
1.00 hers giv confidence. It is a duty we owe to each other and
.. J. R. Murray,
'.roo mean for earth, yet claiming kin with heaven1.00
Wm. ReynoldA.
God's images, forsooth! But the time is coming when
8.00 the cause to be present. Let us beware of following the exSouth Weber, Utah, League, per Thos. F. Peck,
From the lips of truth one mighty ln·eath
50 00 ample of the Christia.ns and being mere professors instead of
D. A. Blodgett,
Shall, like a whirl wind, scatter in its breeze
90.00 earnest practicers of our principles. What though attendance
Canada Friends,
That whole dark pile of humtm mockeries.
1.00 at the Convention will occasion some loss, some outlay, exJ. P. Barry,
Then shall the reign of man commence on earth,
1.00 pense not easily to be afforded? Nothing worth having is
E. Clark,
And, starting fresh, as from a seconrl birth,
5.00
H. W. Pierce, M.D., attained
without
effort.
Think
of
the
heroic
sacrifice
by
the
Man is the sunshine of the world. New Hpring
1.00
M. E. Felton,
pioneers of Liberalism, but ft5r whose self-denial, loss of propShall walk transparent like some holy thing."
The aim of every cultivated mind should be directed toward
- $2,886.52 erty, liberty, even life itself, the holding of sunh a convention
Total,
had been impossible, every advocate of Freethought so the consummation of a thing sn desirable. "N~ttnre had given
assembling would hav been liable to the dungeon, the torture, to man, before there were books or priests, the germ of the
Change of Address.
and the sttlke.
virtues which render him sociable. There were men of iut.egAddress all communications for the League to S. P. Putnam,
Remember
this
Convention
is
for
the
individual
benefit
and
rity before they had imagined a hell, and there will ho some
33 Clinton Place. Drafts, checks, and postal orders should
encouragement of each and every one who favors liberty ·of yet when people shall h1tv ceased to believo in it. This pnre
be·macle payable to Conrtlandt Palmer, treasurer N. L. L.,
conscience, and would defend their birthright from the usnr- book that Christians look up to as a god, whnt has it rlone for
850 Broadway.
pations and intolerance, the fanaticism, bigotry, and supersti- poor humanity? Has it reduced crime? li1lS it auoliHhed
tion of the priesthood.
vice? Has it made the people temperate? IIuK it clone awny
Penns:ylvania State League
We tl'ust every local League will be fully represented-send with poverty? Has it reformed the viciouK? And where is
ANNUAL CONVENTION AT ALTOONA, PA., FRIDAY, SATURDAY, AND every man and woman of influence and ability-so that the the invention or discovery fostered and aided by itH te11chem '/
SUNDA.Y, JAN. 30TII AND 31ST AND FEB. 1ST, 285.
Convention shall, in every sense, be a truly representativ body And see what vast sums of money hnv been expended to make
The great state of Pennsylvania is deep in the mire of puri- of our people. M<.<tters of momentous interest will come be- people believe that they are conceived in sin and brought
tanical Phariseeism, superstition, bigotry, and intolerance. fore the Convention. It will seek to devise and perfect plans forth in iniquity. There is a plan of never-ending torment to
The great mass of her people are blindfolded by the priest- for more efficient individual labor, and for the united, triumph- the most of them, to which they were unchangeably prerleshood, and, because so blinded, are the willing slaves of the ant onward march of Freethought and Secularism.
tined from the first; that a just God mu•ie this place; that
church. Thousands of her best citizens dare not express their
The earnest, practical, actual' co-operation and presence of this God wrote a book, the proper unrlerRhtutling of which is
honest convictions, are forced to yield seeming allegiance to every true Libentl in Pennsylvania and vicinity is,required.
necessary to snlvation; that thi~ book has never been underreligious rites ant1 obse1·vances they regard with loathing and
Remember the able exponents of Liberalism ,announced stood, and consequently the mnjority woulc1 go to this hrJil;
contempt, because to take any part in propagating Liberalism will hav to leave other fields of labor to help the state of that he made this hell and thi~ book to flt together. This
would insure them loss of business or dismissal from em ploy- Pennsylvania. 'l'hey one and all will be there, ready and crowning iufamy, that an all-wise and ail-good father would
ment.
willing to labor alike on and off the rostrum in instructing, make a hell to burn eternally his erring children, and an in·Liberals of Pennsylvania, what are you doing to remedy this counseling, and discussing with you the best means to advance carnate fiend to superintend the roasting, what misfortunes
most deplorable state of affairs? What are you doiug to en- the cause in your neighborhood. If you wish to be benefited has it not caused to humanity? We are all equals in the eyes
lighten the people in regard to the aims, objects, and benefits you muHt do your part of the work. By staying away you of nature, and ought only acquire a superiority over ench
· of Secuhn·ism? Where a1·e the distributors of Liberal litem· would do great injury to the cause you love; you would giv other by the use of their reason and by the development
ture? \Vhere the activ, persistent canvassers for our best peri- the orthodox a triumph and bring discouragement on the of the intellectual fnculties and by virtue. It is not the
odicals and books? What is being done to shed abroad the worl•ers. There must be a full attendance. Your presence instruction of the people that is to be feared (only priests
light of truth?
is really necessary. Let nothing but severe sickness keep any and tyrants fear it), but ruther mucu more their ignoNever was more favorable time than now for the accomplish- real Liberal away. Your friends and co-workers expect to ranee and vices. Morali!y has much more to gain when surment of a large work in short time. But we want men. \Ve meet you at Altoona. Do not discourage--do not disappoint rounded by all the light of r<"ason than when inclosed in the
want women. \V e want means.
them.
C:aAs. B. REYNOLDS,
darkness of f,tith. Nature has engraved in tue heart of man
Oh, that every Liberal of Pennsylvania would realize; as did
Chairman of the Executiv Committee.
himself the catalog of his duties, and her most beautiful altar
that great, model truth seeker, D. M. Bennett, the necessity
in the henrt of an honest m;m.
and duty to make real, earnest, self-sacrificing efforts to shed
"The sacred dogma of natural morality hns its source in the
Charles
Watts
ami
the
Salvation
Army.
abroad the light of truth for the benefit of others!
brain of eternal reason, which governs the world, which alone
The time of submission to the arrogant dietatiou of church
On the evening of Thursday, the 8th inst., Mr. Charles Watts ought to be listened to and followed. Everythiug which may
prelates, of slavish obedience to the whims and decrees of gave a lecture at this pl!!Ce to l\ crowded nudience, his subject be super~.dlled thereto can only corrupt it,. Any w;sociation
Mother Church and Mrs. Grundy, is past. The time for re- being, "Wherein Secularism is Superior to Christianity." with maxims forPign to it, and ilmwn from a supernatural
sistance, for commencing in earnest the aggressiv war for our He is a speRker of great force and eloquence, and commanded power, can only weaken the ti~s, for the simple reason that
rights, for the seculariztltion of our government, and redeem- the attention of the audience; and, from the remarks I could they are not those which are acknowledged uy n,tture and
ing the state of Peunsyl V>1nh1. from the disgrace of its Blue hear among those present, I should say that he made a very reason. How little do we count upon the probity of him who
laws, relics of Puritan bigotry, has arrived.
good impression.
is an honest man only so f11r as.ho iH deceived. and that he
Every Liberal of Pennsylvanitt, man and woman alike, must
But the grand finale was when a weakly-looking parson of believes in hell! Nfan ceases to hav religion when he ceases
realize the great and pressing need of more energetic, system- some orthodox denomination or sect ventured to cross swords to hav any faith in the ab.mr•l storie.; which hrw been tolrl to
atic action, both individually and collectivly.
· with this giant of Secularism, for then he showed himself the him under that nume, because it would seem tbnt HlJSnrdity
Only by agitation, by presenting facts, awakening thought consummate debnter that he is, and from his lips issued forth a and miracleH are the distinctiv cltaracteristicH of nil religions,
and discussion, can we hope to attain the much-needed thor- torrent of unanswerable arguments and logic, in language of and that it is a general belief that a num cannot be honest
ough and pel'fect organization, and establish a local League in eloquence and power, that completely dumfounded and anni- without being a fool."
ONE 01' 'filE AUDIENCE.
every town in the stnte.
hilated the poor parson. It struck him like.a flnsh of lightThorold, Ont , Can.
The officers of the Pennsylvania Stnte League hav, after ning and sent him off quivering, to rise no more, unless the
overcoming many difficulties, perfected arrangements for the united prayers of his flock shall resuscitate him with strength
TnE funny paper, Tt:t/ls foijlinyH, sometime ago began pubAnnual State Convention thttt C<tnnot fttil to meet the enthusi- sufficient to believe that if he had another chance he could Iishing the weekly sermons of the Rev. Mr. Talmage, which
astic approval of every honnst-hearted Liberal in the state.
overcome this champion of Freethought as David did Goliah. assimilated quite harmoniously IVith the other current nonThe meeting is appointed at Altoona, Pa., a central point,
But there was a drawback to this most interesting discus- sense that the paper printed. When Talmage started out on
easy of nccess, on the line of the great Pennsylvania Centrallsion, although it did not stop it, or prevent the speaker being his recent barnstorming tour, the publication of this particuRailroad.
heard, thanks to his powerful voice, yet it was very disagree- Jar department of the jcurnal ha(l to be suspended. The edi·
The Opera Honse is engaged for Friday, Jan. 30th, Saturday, able and very annoying to both the speaker and audience.
tors apologize thus:
·
Jan. 31st, and Sunday, Feb. 1st. The most able speakers and
Unfortunately for the cultured portion of the community of
"DR. TAL:-.1AGJ<:"s SEI~>IO~.
earnest, efficient, experienced workers hav been engaged, this country, they are inflicted with a pestilence worse than
("Owing to Dr. Tnlmage"s a 1Jsence from his pulpit, at the
among whom, even firct, is
one or all of tue plagues of Egypt. in the shape of a Christian Brooklyn T 1tbernacle, for several weeks, his sermon has to be
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, who has said, "Secure the Opera sect called the Salvation Army, whose idiotic actions and an- omitted for the present.")
House and I will be tuere."
tics would plainly indicate that they had some relation to the
The omission is supplied by a blood·curdling tale headed as
The most able debater, and great champion of Secularism, family from which Darwin says we are all descended-a sect follows.
Charles Watts.
which infests every village, town, and city. And this city has
"A TRAGEDY OF THE GULCH!
The genial, brilliant child of poesy, Samuel P. Putnam.
the misfortune of having to endure their vile presence.
"RE:UARKADLE STORY or A FHATJtiCIDE IN A COLORADo CABIN."
The earnest and devoted advocate of Liberalism, Professor
After going through their usual evening religious perform.
. fi d
b
William Seymour.
ance, they coolly marched from their barracks with the preNo c~mplam~s that the renders were not we 11 satts e pro ·The long-tried and true devotee to the cause of universal meditated purpose of putting a stop to the lecture by getting ably bemg rec€lve_d, another week the sermon wns replaced by
m·entalliberty, Hnrry Hoover.
in front of the lecture hall, where they r"mained for upwards: a second yarn entitled:
[The energetic, experienced organizer and orator, C. B. of an hour, howling, praying, ~inging, and drumming, with
"THJ~ DEVIL '1'0 PAY!
,
Reynolds.-ED. T. S.]
that most loving intention that Christians hav always been
:: ~ STHANGjl; HTOHY _DF _'1T:EE:\ PEOPLE. . . .
And, last, but very far from least, the Convention will be noted for in the history of the past and present, that of, If Texas Sijtmgs can keep this t~mg up, tho pubhcatwn of
honored by the presence and addressed by the best efforts of. drowning the voice of the lecturer. Thsy finally got tired, the Rev. Mr. Talmage's oermons Wlll not noeu to lJe resumed,
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tion, from some source, because its alleged ~henom living somewhere-if they liv at all-is it really probena, its manifestations, with their accompanymg per- abla that a particular spirit could always find room
formances, are nearly all absurd, unnatural, and con- to make its way to any required spot at its own will,
temptible. Who has ever given a sound reason, who or at the desire of a certain medium? It may be
The Alleged Life Beyond.
said that there is plenty of room for all, becausfl
The friendly but vigorous discussion of the future can giv one, why a conscious, intelligent being, wish- space is infinit in extent, but we must not forget that
ing
to
communicate
seriously
with
a
person,
s~ould
life question that is going on, I think, will do much
the space surrounding the inhabited part of this
good, because, although but few conversions may be require any table, cabinet, slates, circle, or medmm? earth is comparativly very small. Other spirits may
What
sane
person
would
expect
a
spirit
to
come
in
made, it will hav a tendency to rouse people out of
be crowded around the particular locality, and I supintellectual rutEJ into which they hav fallen, and pre- any one of the ways they are said to hav come, if he
vent them, to some extent, from" thinking along de- had never heard of the return of a spirit, but believed pose no one has ~he J?OWer to compel all spirit~ to retire to any certam. distance. Suppose a man IS sudfined grooves," as Herbert Spencer expresses it. Dis- one was about to return? No one living, I believe.
One writer says that Professors Hare, Crookes, denly buried one hundred feet deep in ~olid_ r?ck and
cussions on important subjects expand the mind, and
dies three minutes afterward. Can his spmt reach
create a keener interest in scientific analysis, the and Zoellner hav investigated, and "they say the
the surface, the rock remaining firm ? To say yes is
facts
are
true."
None
of
us
will
deny
that
facts
are
_result of which is the acquisition of certain golden
to suppose it capable of contraction or attenuation
grains of truth, though these are often picked up true, but the grand difficulty that confronts us all is
to a degree that is inconceivable as the actual state,
to
tell
what
are
the
facts.
Can
these
professors
where they were not sought. All real truth seekers
form and size of a living, conscious person with the
try to divest themselvs of prejudice and preference show clearly to an unbeliever the difference between
nece~sary organs. W. F. McC~rmick says that. spirits
spirit
and
life?
Can
they
prove
conclusivly
that
a
when considering a question of any kind, but this is
a difficult thing to do. Be as honest as we may, it spirit is or is not necessary to a living person? If are invisible, because they VIbrate too rapidly to
always takes a little stronger evidence to lead us one they cannot show clearly and positivly to the un- come within the range of vision-more than seven
way than it does to lead us the other. People gen- believer that spirits exist and return, their opinions hundred and eighty-nine trillions of vibrations per
erally approach certain subjects with more or less are worth no more than another p!lrson's. The in- second. But they become visible "by coating their
awe and bewilderment. Thus they are unfitted at destructibility of matter is, I suppose, almost uni- spiritual bodies over with gro~ser matt~r ta~en from
the very start for a candid and searching investiga- versally conceded in the civilized world. It is in- the medium and persons formmg the Circle.
The same process is resorted to in the production
tion. Never mind the consequences when pursuing conceivable that anything which cannot be destroyed
could hav been created or created itself; hence I may of sound. Now, if a spirit can actually take away
light and knowledge.
say thatmatter never had a beginning. .All known the smallest particle of matter from a medium, it is
" Felix, qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas,
substances are comprehended in the general term, logical to suppose that it can take away several parAtque metus omnis et inexorabile faturo
Subjecit pedibus strepitumque Acherontis avari,"
matter; therefore what is not matter is nothing. If ticles. In fact, there is no telling how much, and
Said the Mantuan bard nineteen centuries ago, and I hav a spirit, it must be composed of matter, and several spirits might reduce the medium perceptibly,
it is sound doctrin to-day. In the investigation of therefore existed always in some form. Matter is and a larger number carry him or her away entirely,
the causes of things, of all laws, of all phenomena, we none the less matter because it is invisible. If this leaving the medium a thinner party than the ghosts
should put aside all preconceived notions, whether spirit was always a conscious, individual being, it were before. Such fanciful calculations about the
held by priest or prophet, sage or savage, whether of cannot be properly called my spirit, because it exploits of spirits may be very amusing to any one
very limited or of well-nigh universal acceptance, existed eternally independent of me, and its brief who has already "assumed" that Spiritualism is
whether venerable with age or of yesterday's growth. stay with me is only a breathng-spell in its endless true, but they hav little weight with those who want
Hope, fear, and love must be banished till the pur- career. Besides, if I had never been born, the spirit to know that there is something to vibrate before
suit is over. Professor Bain, the great logician of would hav gone on just the same, if there is no death they reckon its rapidity.
Ingersoll says, "Wherever man has lived, his
Aberdeen University, says: "There is a natural ten- for spirits. But if it did not always exist as a person,
dency to believe much more than we hav any experi- there must hav been a time when it began to exist. religion has had another world in which to meet the
ence of." And also: "As we are so liable to extend If i.t began to exist simultaneously with the physical lost." Doubtless that is true, but it does not touch
our assertions beyond the facts, we should be partic- organism and grew up with it, there is simply a dual the origin of the belief in immortality. In my opinularly on our guard against universal declarations. being or else two different beings with the appear- ion the origin and development of the idea of imThis is one of the weaknesses of human nature, and ance of one, but the great problems of life and in- mortality was a wholly subjectiv pr?cedure. Ma_n
loved life before he ever loved anythmg else. This
a lea.ding source of fallacy and error." Again: "The telligence are as far from solution as ever.
How can one of two mutually dependent beings love he inherited and transmitted. It was a part
real evidence of the law of causation must be something different from our being disposed to believe it." become independent more than the other? .All life and a necessity of his nature. He clung to life and
It is noticeable that the majority of those who uphold exists by virtue of death, and cannot exist without eventually wished that consciousness might not cease
modern Spiritualism are fond of contrasting their it. Animals and plants, and even members of our at death. The wish grew to a hope, and the hope to
belief with what they consider the gloomy doctrin of own species, must die in order to make our existence a vague belief. Beyond that, in all the lands and
Materialism and the Christian doctrin of endless possible. All dead bodies become a part of the great peoples-savage, pagan, Jewish, and Christian-it
sum total of matter from which they sprang, and they has never advanced. The primitiv man saw his felpunishment.
This is an exhibition of real magnaminity, but it are constantly nourishing other living bodies; thus, lows dying around him, and when he had reached
is ukin to the Jesuitical doctrin, first defended by though still ignorant of the great life principle, we the point at which he conceived it possible that he
Plato, that it is commendable to teach that which is can account for the continuous reproduction of ter- might liv beyond the grave, his reason told him that
or may be false, provided the effect of such teaching restrial life in all its forms. But if spirits continue if he could liv, others could also, and then arose the
is beneficial; a doctrin, I may add, which the entire to liv, they take something from the sum total of mat- hope of meeting his departed kindred. The hope of
Christian world is practicing to-day. The Spiritual- ter but return nothing, and this course, in time, would immortality is nothing more than the inborn love of
ists would hav us believe in a future life whether it exhaust the material universe, and it would .become life extended indefinitly.
can be proved or not, because, for one reason, such transformed into a vast, invisible army. There would
Observation teaches man that he cannot always liv
belief is comforting while physical life lasts, at any be no planets to explore, nothing to rest upon, and here, and he reaches out into the dark unknown.
rate. This is stepping backward while in search of no food supply; hence they must either die, or part But all the wishes, hopes, and beliefs of all mankind
light. It is shading that which we wish to illumine. of the host turn cannibal and devour the others. If weigh not a feather in the scale of proof. If the deIt is eating the cake before you get it. It is bad it is objected that matter is probably infinit in sire to liv forever was any proof of immortality, man
doctrin. I do not assert that there is not and never amount, I reply that it is quite as propbable that the would continue to liv in his physical body. As vitacan be any such thing as spirit-life, nor that no pos- reproduction of animal life will continue forever in tivness is a necessity to the perpetuation of the spesible evidence could convince me that there is. The some part of the universe. If it is said that spirits cies, it is likely that while man continues to inhabit
man who declares that his mind is immovably fixed hav no organs and require no food, it is nonsense to this globe he will wish that the spark of intelligence
on any point, implies either that he has exhausted all call them persons, or essential parts of persons. It may not be hopelessly buried in the gloom of dissoposr:;ible knowledge, present and future, on the sub- is giving form and a robe to a thought and calling it lution. Those who cry out so loudly about the horject, or that, should occasion require, he would something. When the scientist traces life downward rible doctrin of the Materialist should remember that
ignore the evidence of his own reason. I simply hold through its lower forms, he finds that animals and they are trying to look at the matter from two difthat individual spirit existence has never been proved. plants converge more closely till at last they are so ferent standpoints at once. This cannot be done.
So far as actual knowledge about them is concerned, intricately blended in form and qualities that human Should they ever come to accept the view they now
Luman spirits stand just where the Father, Son, and aDR.lysis cannot distinguish them; hence we are forced denounce, they would be apt to find that happiness
Holy Ghost stand. Millions of people believe in the to the conclusion that man, with all his superior fac- is quite possible where now it seems impossible.
former, and other millions believe in the latter, but ulties, is no higher in ultimate origin than the oyster Happiness is a mental state, and so long as we can
nobody knows anything about either. In support of and the thistle, and that no part of him, now or here- attain it, does it make ar.y difference, so far as this
this statement, though not absolutely conclusiv, I cite after, can exist by virtue of special and separate laws. world is concerned, what our belief may be in regard
the fact that there are now many intelligent people If ev?l~tion is true, and if man is the only creature to another?
in ibe world who once firmly believed, on what they that Is Immortal, when did the spirit take possession
Of course, I do not include actions growing out
considered ample evidence, in the truth of Spiritual- of the bodily frame? Did it come fully grown, or as of beliefs. Do not imagin that this is a license to
ism, lmt who now entirely reject it, and hav no faith ~n infant? \Yhere did it come from ? The preced- seek happiness by unworthy means. Virtue and vice,
in tLe performances of mediums. It is impossible wg: anthropoid ape either had a spirit or it had not. goodness and evil, with their unavoidable consetl1at this could be so if those people had know what If It had none, then no amount of time could hav quences, will continue the same whether there is a
they thought they knew. No man can know any- developed one in the successor man· therefore if future life or not, and whether we believe there is or
thing and not know it at the same time. If they had man has an immortal spirit he g~t it fr~m an outside not. But there is one thing about the other world
known there were spirits, it would hav been as im- source.
that I like. It is the only absolutely free country
possible for them ever to hav not known it, as it
But suppose we reject evolution entirely. We that has ever been known. You may hav a house
would be for them to cease to know that there is au must then fall back on the old theological creation with many mansions in it, or a mansion with houses
earth on which they tread. Some enthusiastic Spirit- or assume that man sprang up in some mysterious in it, just as you please. You may build a beautiful
ualiE:t may here reply: "Those backsliders did not way, body, spirit a?d ~11. Start man in any way you palace, liv in a hut, lie on the .ground summer and
know, but I do." Ah, but how can you convince the please, the difficulties m the way of his eternal future winter, or sail around in the air. You may dawdle
ou'sider that you realiy know any more about it than existence remain insuperable, so (a1· a.~ we know. If along on a golden pavement, swinging an ivorythe others? I concede t.hat the Spiritualist is not the ape has an immortal soul, so has the dog, and the headed cane, pick your way through a tangled thornLound to show why spirits exist, to giv a minutely cat, and all the lower creatures down to the lowest brake, or wander in charming_ gsoves. You may hav
accurate description of them, or to explain how their conscious thing, and if the pres~nt stock hav one, of hot and cold water and gas m every room, and no
lives are supported after leaving physical organisms. course, all the multiplied millions and trillions of taxes to pay. If there are any capit~ists. thereHe is not bound to show that a universal belief in people and other creatures that ever lived are still which is doubtful-they hav lost the1r gnp. The
sl~irilualism would hav a beneficial effect, or any living in invisible forms. As Bryant say in "Than- labor· question is solved.
eilect whatever, on the morals or happiness of man- atopsis," "All that tread the globe are but a handful
You may plant corn, build railroads, dig in mine~
kind. Let him first prove that spirits exist and hav to the tribes that slumber in its bosom."
or play base-baH. You may wrap yourself in furs
the power of communicating with living people.
Now about the return of spirits. If spirits grow and skate on ice in July, and scrape an old fiddle on
'l'l.ten it will be time to require further particulars. and progress as they are said to they must hav some Sunday. You may dress in or out of the fashioD.,
In thb first place, this theory requires unusually clear, d_efin~t size, a~d each must take ~p some space. Con- wear a lHother Hubbard or a train, either freight or
ecmnected, and powerful evidence for it's confirma- Sidermg the Incalculable number of spirits that are :passenger. You may institute any system you
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please-Free love, no love, monogamy, bigamy, trigamy, deuterogamy, spinsterhood, or etcettery.
You may take leave of your friends with a distant
hand-shake, or adopt the Plymouth pastor's paroxysmal kiss. If you cannot arrange things satisfactorily, there is no one to blame but yourself. Amen.
N.G.W.

Montezuma, New York.
The impeturbable sereni~y of Remsburg and Reynolds, and their prompt repartee to fierce charges
made, and perfect nonchalance amidst the wild, savage gestures and fierce imprecations of the devout
Christians, overawed those most desirous of lynching
them.
In spite of frantic efforts to prevent attendance, at
3 o'clock the hall was two-thirds full. Daniel was
eager for the judgment, and stamped and raved for
one hour and a quarter. Twice Mr. Reynolds called
his attention to the flight of time, and that he had
not yet said one word in regard to the subject he
himself selected, "The Atonement.'' The audience
got tired and weary, and at half-past four the chairman called the Rev. Hull to order. Mr. Reynolds
declared there was nothing for him to answer. The
reverend gentleman reminded him of Dickens's
"Dombey and Son," the opinions and mode of expression were so much like Bunsby. Mr. Reynolds
proved from the Bible: 1. That the Bible plan of
atonement was unjust and absurd; 2. That Christ
did not make any atonement. The Bible said, "The
soul that sinneth it shall die" (Ezek. xviii, 4). The
Bible says the soul is doomed to death. Christians
claim "Jesus came to pay the penalt;r. He poured
out his precious blood on Calvary's cross to save our
immortal souls from death. He, the blessed Jesus,
the son of God, a God co-equal with the father, died
that we might liv."
Did Christ's soul die? If so, he was not God, for
a dead God is an absurdity. The church declares
Christ's soul did not, could not, die; but the Bible
and Christ declare his soul did die (Isa. liii, 10, 12;
Rev. i, 18). Which shall we believe, either, or neither? If Christ's soul did die, as the Bible says it
did, then he could not hav been God.
If not God, he could not hav died for us. But ac·
cording to the Bible, Christ needed a savior for himself (Rom. v, 12).
The church declares he poured out his precious
blood on Calvary's cross to save poor sinners.
According to the Bible account of his crucifixion,
Christ never poured out any blood. He died with
less and shorter suffering than any other who ever
was crucified.
Smith's Bible Dictionary, the standard orthodox
authority, says, " He was watched, according to custom, by a party of four soldiers with their centurion,
whose express office was to prevent the stealing of
the body. This was necessary from the lingering
character of the death, which sometimes did not supervene even for three days, and was at last the result of gradual benumbing and starvation."
Neither Matthew nor Mark says anything of any
shedding of blood.
Luke tells of the agony in the garden of Gethsemane (Luke xxii, 44). ".A.nd his sweat was as it were
great drops of blood" (GrE.ek, hosi, "just as if," "as
it were," "something like ").
John alone tells us of any blood at the crucifixion.
"But when they came to Jesus and saw that he was
dead already, they brake not his legs, but one of the
soldiers pierced his side, ancl forthwith came there
out blood and water" (John xix, 33, 34). .A. dead
man could not shed his blood to save any one, yet
according to the divinely-inspired New Testament no
blood was shed by Jesus until after he was dead.
But suppose Christ did pour out his blood, and
his soul died on Calvary, what do Christians claim as
the result? "That at death of all who believe this,
their immort>tl soul takes its flight beyond the realms
of time and space, and goes to God who gave it."
What is the immortal soul ? All Christians argue the
immortal soul is immaterial, indivisible, without
form or parts, cannot be seen, felt, smelt, :)r tasted.
This is the best possible definition of nothing.
Where does this nothing or immortal soul go at
death ? Beyond the realms of time and space.
'When beyond time, where are we? Nowhere.
When beyond space, where should we be? Nowhere. Then the atonement of Christ insured nothing going nowhere.
But Christians declare God is everywhere. Now,
if a person dies in this room, if God is everywhere,
what need the immortal soul should go anywhere ?
How could it go to find God if God is every·
where?
Mr. Reynolds then called attention to the necessity
of real salvation for all here and now-salvation from
error, ignorance, superstition, and the dominion of
priestcraft, and showed the necessity of organizing
local Leagues in every neighborhood for the promotion of scientific education and sociability. His remarks were loudly applauded. Mr. Ross asked the
Rev. Daniel Hull if he was satisfied. He said he had
received more favor, courtesy, and privilege at this
Infidel meeting than he had at any of the minister's

meetings. But when the people voted unanimously
to hear an Infidel like Remsburg, instead of a believer in Christ, explain the plan of salvation, he
would say.no more.
The fact of so large attendance only irritated the
good Christians, and their excitement only aroused
intense desire to hear. Despite threatening rain and
storm, the house was crowded as early as 7 o'clock
Friday evening. Mr. Remsburg delivered his great
masterpiece, "False Claims," and the opposition and
abuse he had suffered inspired him with force and
vigor of delivery that was electrifying, and made an
impression on all present that will never be effaced.
In spite of prejudice and the shattering of their idols
he forced from the audience frequent long and
hearty applause.
He was followed by Ex-Rev. Reynolds on "Salvation." The commingling of humor and pathos won
their attention and held their interest, and there is
little doubt but his concluding appeal to those who
favored Liberalism to report to Mr. Ross or Mr.
Travers their names as members of the Montezuma
Liberal League, will giv quite a number courage to respond.
Soon as Messrs. Remsburg and Reynolds announced their departure in the morning, a youngdoctor announced that the lecture of Mr. Remsburg
on " Bible Morals" would be answered at the Methodist charch on Sunday, and all were invited to attend. Mr. Ross inquired if Mr. Remsburg would be
awarded the privilege to reply.
The doctor said
the reply to the lecture, "Bible Morals," would be
by a gentleman who had not heard Mr. Remsburg,
and at another place than where the lecture was delivered, and so if Mr. Remsburg desired to answer
his reviewer he must do so at some other time and
place. The same old tactics. Undaunted courage
of priestcraft when sure opponents are far away.
Mr. Remsburg says in four years' constant work,
from East to West, and North to South, he never before witnessed so much fierce, bitter, and vindictiv
hate as at Montezuma.
CHAB. B. REYNOLDS,
Ch'n Ex. Com. N. L. L.

A Noteworthy Circumstance.
.A. century ago, in this country, there was much
more skepticism in the South than there was in the
North. The slipshod kind of religion they had in
the South did not terrorize the pE~ople and stifle
thought, as Puritanism did in the Northern states.
Jefferson's influence in this line was decided and farreaching. All, or nearly all, the lawyers, physicians,
and politicians of that day and section, even if they
did not attack the popular superstition as Jefferson
did, like Washington, gave it the go-by. Had this
sentiment been organized into a school and perpetuated itself as other organizations do, it is extremely
probable that the whole history of the South, from
that day to this, would be entirely different from
what it is. There would never hav been any attempt
at secession, and the South, with her superior natural advantages of soil, climate, and adaptation to
the cultivation of the cotton-plant, would by this
time hav been farther advanced in civilization than
the North. For it is a historical fact that skepticism-infidelity to the reigning superstition-has
evermore been opposed to the enslavement of human
beings, and in favor of mental and personal freedom.
It is religion that has stained the earth with human
blood.
But when, in 1830 or thereabouts, the men who
concocted the plan for dissolving the Union-Calhoun, McDuffie, et id omne genus-came upon the
stage, they found that to carry out their purposes of
founding a new government composed of the Southern states, with negro slavery as its chief cornerstone, it was necessary to get the religious sentiment
of the South in its favor and make the enterprise a
kind of crusade for the glory of God. This was an
easy task to perform, for in both the Old Testament
and the New they had not only verbal authority for
the doctrin that human slavery was right and lawful,
hut they had the cumulativ argument in the practice
of the "covenanted people of God," who had the
divine sanction for making slaves of the heathens
round about.
Every one must hav been struck with the singular
fact, during the rebellion, that, from Jefferson Davis
down to the corporal in the army, the rebel officers,
with but few exceptions, were all exceedingly pious.
Stevens, Lee, Jackson, and indeed pretty much all
the civilians and soldiers of the Confederacy were
very religious. One of the major-generals was an
orthodox bishop, who left the cure of souls and
entered the army, and was the means, no doubt, of
sending many a Yankee's soul to hell. They seemed
as if they thought that by their zeal in this line they
could cajole God to head their battalions and march
them on to victory. The religious teachers had
brought themselvs and the politicians to believe that
God was bound by his attributes to interpose in
their behalf, when the object of the war was to honor
biro by erecting a political government upon the
divine institution of slavery. .A.nd I heard a religious Southerner, a few years ago, say that when
the clergy saw that God calmly looked on and

allowed the Northern soldiers to crush the armies of
the South, some of them became so disgusted with
him for going back upon his own institution that
they actually denied his existence altogether and became Atheists.
But since the war we see that during all that reign
of evangelical piety there was much latent skepticism,
which is beginning to come out and to fin.d utterance
in the Liberal papers of the North. Among these
long imprisoned but now liberated skeptics is Mr.
Albert Chavannes, of Knox Co.. Tennessee. He is
thp, editor of a monthly, called The Sociologiot, and is
an able thinker and writer. Then there is Dr. Lazarus, of Alabama, who has written some 1mportant
articles for our Radical papers, East and West.
Then, also, a Tennessean, named Simpson, who probably was a preacher formerly, but, having been cured
of his tongue-tie, speaks out vigorously in the Investigator. .A.nd I hav just read, in the Boston Index,
the second number of a series of articles by Edmund
Montgomery, of Texas, who is an enthusiastic scientiat and, of course, a non-believer in the popular
superstition. It is to be hoped that these gentlemen
are spokesmen of a much larger number in the
South whose hearts are with us in the cause of popular enlightenment. But it will take years of toiling
and waiting before the South will become intellectually free. She is delivered from the system of
slavery which sat upon all her interests as an incubus, but she will hav to writhe for many years
under the greater curse of church superstition. The
religion of the colored people, who now number
6,000,000, is but little removed from the fetichism of
their African ancestors; and that of the majority of
the white people is not much better; while the orthodoxy of the upper classes is on a par with what we
see here, and is a mere badge of respectability and
social standing.
A. B. B.
Enon Valley, Pa.
---------

Is ProfesE.or Proctor

Proselyted~

To THE EDITOR OF THE TuuTH SEEKER, 81:r: I see in
the New York Herald, that Ptoctor, of England,
formerly astronomer and Atheist, is reported al:l saying," We know nothing of the origin of worlds, and
the only consolation is the knowledge or belief that
God made them."
Such talk is trash, and bespeaks a cowardly knuckling to popular superstition by a man supposed to be
a headlight of science.
If we know nothing of the origin of worlds, where
does the knowledge that God made them come in?
What consolation can the baseless belief that God
made the world afford, si nee his existence still remains to be accounted for?
JoaN P. Gorr.n.
New York.

Humanity in American Poetry.
From the Montreal Gazette of January 9th.

There was a good attendance in the Freethought hall, last
evening, on the occasion of a lecture by Mr. IS. P Putn11m, of
NEw York, on the subject of "The :Spirit of Hnm:mity in
American Poetry." Humanity, said the lecturer, was the e~
sential spirit of poetry. 'fhe more human we are, the more
poetic we are. It was not any belief in tho gorlH that wado
poetry possible, but a vivid experience a Lout oUJ·Hoh·s. Awerican literature is a fresh and natural product, somethiu~
breathing of the very soil itself. There had been much imita.
tion, but there were genuin singers who sang because nature
compelled them to rlo so. 'fhe most original American poetH
were Bryant, Poe, Walt Whitman, and Bret Hr>rte. Bryant
looked upon the vast physical aspects, and all his poetry wus
full of the spirit of physical surroundings. He wns, however,
not intense with the spirit of humanity. Poe was highly original and the most skilful artist in words, but his lurid pages
possessed little humanity. Walt Whitman was altogether of
the new world, and partook of itH roughness. Bret Harte wus
equally origimll and humanitari>m, besides more arti~tic alJ(l
possessing a wonderfully subtle lnmwr. His writiugs wero
based on personal observation, .and made tho most enrlnriug
literature for profitable instruetion as well as for pcrpdnrll
il.elight. The poet of America in all his writings must realize
the infinit majesty of man, that what he feels aod t),iuk.~ and
does under whatever circums!!mces, is of more import t.law
what any other can think, feel, or rlo. The proper study of
mankind is man. All the accompaniments of his eiviliz:.Ltion,
however rude, are to be renrlerert in tJJe light of poetry. Man
was a physical being to be ennoble<!. In Ameriea, especially,
must the physwal aspects of life be vindicr1ted ns to thoir
poetic and artistic value. 'fh~ poet of the future m?;t also
recognize the demands of sCience; she m~st be h1,; most
potent guide, not to make poetry, but to fnrmsh JtH most brilliant forms.
The poet must realize the inward as well the outward. 'fhe
finite is bosomed in the infinit, and the poet had to realize
this quality of mystery. He must also empha>ize the moral
element that there is good and evil, that this universe is au
eternal battle-ground, and that we must giv oursel VH to the
good, not because we find it ;vill triump~, ~ut heca.uso it is
the dearest part of onrselvs. _ fhe humamtanan poet must be
the poet of labor. He must see that labor was the true ereativ force of this planet, and sing of it with moro elo>l>wnce
than Homer sang of his gods and heroes. 'Jhe noble,;t sin6er
is he who with deft fingers touches the strine.B of our hnmb)Pst
Joys; who awakes the music of the humbl~st tasks of life; nho
roams not in the palaces to gather the Jewels of a deil, hlcos
crown but amid the cottages, the daisies, and the primwses,
and the sweet fields where glows aud ripens the harveHt of
our common work.
The lecture which was illustr,.ted with quotJttions t hronghout was of a :nost, intere,;ting natnre, and was listened to with
de;p attention. Mr Putnam will lectur.:~ thiB evening in the
same hall on "The New American Church."
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The Coming Coalition.

servant girls and day-laborers, who oftentime go ragged and insufficiently clothed, hungry and miserable
wretches that they are, the priest has raiment of the
best, and feeds right royally, "his fair round belly
with good capon lined," and not a thought of want
or care obtrudes itself upon him. Methodist bishops get $3,000 a . year and a residence, and the
ministers receive from salaries and fees for christening, marrying, and burying their parishioners all the
way from one to ten or fifteen thousand d:>llars a.
year. We do not say the people hav not a right to
pay them what they choose, but the sniveling cry
that they leave all to benefit their people is the rankest hypocrisy.
.A. change in the relations of Protestantism and
Catholicism most significant is also apparent in other
directions than the Methodist church. Not only is
the editorial from which we hav quoted the foregoing
very tender of the feelings of Catholics, but .other
Protestant church papers. are putting on the kid
gloves of speech when touching Rome. Calvinistic,
Oongregational, even Unitarian journals profess respect for the "grand old institution, the stanch bulwark of faith against Infidelity." It looks to an observing one of the latter class that a. combined raid
of all the churches will soon be made upon the heretics. Either it is that, or it is the despairing cry
of " Help me, Cassius, ere I sink."

One of the guarantees of safety from religious persecution has been the bitterness of Protestant sectarian strife, and the cordial hatred all the sects, from
Calvinistic to Unitarian, hav entertained for the
mother church of Rome. This agreement to disagree, and to fight it out on that line, had a very
potent influence in the establishment of religious
freedom by our Revolutionary sires. .A. few of the
How the Tax Payers of New York State are
most influential of the framers of our government
Swindled.
honestly and sincerely believed in making an unsecVery few are aware of the amount of church proptarian republic, a republic which should allow men to erty in this state to which the tax gatherer never
hav any or no religion, as they pleased, but the ma- pays a visit. The following table will show to what
Jority of the people of the last century were not in enormous extent the churches are filching from that
favor of a secular government, but only of an unsectaproperty which cannot escape the assessor by the
7·ian polity, and that simply because their particular
plea of " holy."
sect had no chance of securing plenary power. The
Value of
Value of
Name of Denomination.
sects distrusted each other, and most of all distrusted
Other
Churches
Real Estate
and Lots
the Catholicism of Maryland, which state at that time
---- ---had a loud voice in the councils of the embryo nation. Methodist Episcopal
$14,566,397
$2,428,475
M.
E.
African
16,400
274.800
And from that time to this, such exemption as the
African M. E. Zion
500
20,700
Infidels hav enjoyed from governmental persecution Co.Ivinistic Methodist
8,050
74,500
Evangelical
Association
49,650
437,200
has been owing rather to this harsh strain of discord
Independent Methodist
1,000
50
between Protestants and Catholics than to any tolera- Methodist Protestant
3,245
28,300
Primitiv Methodist
tion in the two systems of religion.
8,000
48,500
Methodist
1,700
7,300
But now signs of a making-up of their differences Reformed
United Brethren in Christ
1,500
4,400
are multiplying thick and fast. The latest is the Free Methodist
27,700
234,260
Wesleyan Methodist
15,850
148,300
almost unqualified commendation of the pastoral Baptist
648,375
8,371,800
etter of the late Romish Plenary Council by the Freewill Baptist
43,225
284,600
5,475
76,150
official journal of the Methodist church. The lion Seventh-Day Baptist
Presbyterian
2,523,870
16,590,300
and the tiger are making love, and their amorous United Presbyterian
86,625
564,100
9,075
356,700
embraces bode no good to the common prey. The Reformed Presbyterian
Friends, Hicksite
14,850
346,100
pastoral letter commands that in the homes of CathOrthodox
700
68,650
Not specified
14,900
221,200
olics shall be admitted no " publication tending to
Protestant Episcopal
2,984,620
21,616,750
weaken faith in the religion and the church of Jesus Congregational
402,700
3,210,300
Christ." "This," says the Methodist church through Reformed (Dutch) church in U.S.
2,1&8,325
5,770,298
Lutheran
453,360
2,010,000
ts organ, "is worthy of all commendation." Does Evangelical
Union
20,950
682,100
this imply that Methodism is going to hav an Index Universalist
38,300
1,413,400
Christian Connection
25,500
247,920
Expurgatorius, as well as Rome ? Shall no criticism Campbellites
111,700
700
of his faith be read by a Methodist? John Wesley Second Adventists
3,425
28,150
6,500
68,300
would never hav refused to meet an opponent, or to United Evangelical church
Reformed church in U. S.
18,900
85,000
allow discussion of his new salvation plan. Is the Unitarian
817,000
20,250
163,400
Methodist church so far g0ne that it must go back to Moravian
Reformed Dutch church
2,000
73,500
medimvalism-to mental stagnation and intellectual True
New Jerusalem church
5,000
158,800
death?
Shakers
35,000 - - - 40,000
Upon the subject of the Sabbath the Catholic Independent
Seventh-Day Adventists
650
5,600
church has heretofore been more nearly allied to Mennonites
700 - - - 4,500 - - Liberalism than to Methodism. Is this utterance of Advent Christian Aesociation
Roman Catholic
4,366,490
18,301,590
the Council an ~tdmission that Rome feels the need Jewish
65,500
3,536,500
----- ---of Protestant aid to overcome the Rationalistic ten$16,491,385
$101,105,7 65
Total
dencies of the times ?
$101,105,765
---"We earnestly appeal to all Catholics, without distinction,
$117,597,150
not only to take no part in any movement tending toward a Grand total
relaxation of the observance of Sunday, but to use their infi uIf this were taxed at two per cent (a low average
ence and power as citizens to resist in the opposit direction." rate), it would yield a revenue to city, county, and
This exhortation, thinks the Methodist church state of $2,351,943, or something over fifty cents for
"should be observed by all." Of course.
' each man, woman, and child in the state. But this
Another, and a most hypocritical paragraph, is is not all. It costs the state not less than half a
also reprinted and indorsed. It is concerning " the million a year to protect this property, equal to
pastor's relation to the church :"
another ten cents drawn from every man, woman,
"Since, therefore, the priests of God leave all things to de- and child in the state. .A.nd in cities, gas-pipes, and
vote themselvs to your spiritual welfare, show by your affec- water pipes .are laid by the churches, and the municition, by your co-operation with their efforts for your spiritual pality foots the bill. What this amounts to there is
improvement, and even by your care for their physical comfor~, th.at you ~ppr.ec~ate their devotedness and the reciprocal no basis for estimating. But probably this church
obhgatwn whwh 1t Imposes. If duty sometimes calls upon property costs the state, in exemption and by protecthem to admonish or rebuke you, remember that the reproof tion, not less than three million dollars per annum.
is meant for your good, and take it in the spirit in which it is What corporation is there, soul-saving or other, that
given."
would not be jubilant over such a magnificent annual
Since when hav either Catholic priests or Methodist subsidy?
ministers left all things to help their parishioners?
Who enjoys the luxury of this? .A.bout one-fifth
CH.tholic priests liv better than their :flocks. In the of the people-to be exact, 1,177,470, for that is ~he
YGfJ poorest parishes, where the reven'.lll.a.come from .church-membership 1n thiS state, out of a populatlon

of about five million. We hav no fault to find that;
these eleven hundred and odd thousand tax. them
selva some $15,308,231 a year to pay some se·ven oreight thousand ministers' salaries, but we do most
strenuously object to see the nearly four millions of
other folks taxed to support churches to' which they
do not belong-which is what the exemption, protec
tion, and other privileges practically amount to.
We commend the above figures to the members of·
our legislature. They form a more eloquent plea for·
justice than lips can frame or pen indite. .A.nd if
there be a Freethinker in Assembly or Senate, w&
urge him in the name of the blind-folded goddess t.01
present a bill to right this monstrous wrong.

Capt. Isaiah Rynders, Comdstent Christian •.
The death, last week, of Capt. Rynders, of this city,
recalls the great changes that hav taken place since,
ante-bellum times. Capt. Rynders was on the wrong:
side in those days, and looked at the Abolitionists as<
dangerous fanatics and wicked disturbers of the,
peace of the Republic. Though for him we ought,
perhaps, to use the back-end-of-the-dictionary epi
taph, De mortuis nil nisi bonum, his prominence in·.
the politics of the past and present does not allow·
entire forgetfulness of the days when he worked'
with the pro-slavery orators, and proved from the.
Bible, with all the glibness of the preacher, that
it was a religious duty to keep the " children of
Ham " in slavery.
.A.t the old Tabernacle in Broadway, near the City
Hall, the anti-slavery people used to hold meetings
at which the speakers were usually greeted with
abusiv cries and sometimes the unpleasant missile
of their opponents. On one of these occasions Capt.
Rynders, exasperated by his attack on Zachary
Taylor, rushed to the platform, seized William Lloyd
Garrison by the collar, and threatened to throw him
off the stage if he repeated his words.
Yet Capt. Rynders only represented the popular
sentiment--the sentiment of the ministers and of'
most of their congregations. His treatment of Mr;.
Garrison was mild in comparison with that which·
the great abolitionist leader suffered at the hands of
the "solid" men of Boston in October, 1835, when &
mob composed of" gentlemen of property and stand
ing" partly stripped him and proposed to hang him
on Boston Common. Garrison escaped the lynch-·
ing only by the interference of the authoritifls, who,
lodged him in jail for safety.
Capt. Rynders preserved his Christianity to the·
day of his death, which was the Monday after Colonel'
Ingersoll lectured here. The early part of the day
he spent in arguing with a Freethinking friend
against the heresies expounded in the Academy of'
Music. the night before. The lecturer as well as the.
lecture came in for a generous share of his impetuous and profane, though pious, denunciation.
In Capt. Rynders has passed away, perhaps, the·
last of the prominent Northern pro-slavery men. He
was about the same age as Elizur Wright, one of his•
most hearty opponents on the questions of slavery
and Christianity. He was sincere and honest in
upholding the " divine institution," and did not, as
the church did, turn his coat the moment the slave
was liberated and claim the credit. In slavery days
he hated the abolitionists for what they did for the
negro. In his later days he hated them because
they are nearly all Infidel~.

An Exhortation to the Defenders of the Faith.
The task of " answering" Colonel Ingersoll has
been left thus far mainly with the lesser lights of the
clerical profession, and he has been challenged to almost innumerable debates by obscure parsons who
need the notoriety such a discussion would bring them
in order to be known to the public at all. Although
in seeking such a debate they would be following the
example of the misguided person who committed
suicide to get his name in the papers, still they profess to be eager for the fray. Such is not the case
with the mugwumps of the church. These do not
desire to pit themselvs against the champion before
whose lance they would lose saddle and stirrup
in the first shock. They hav not the honesty, however, to declare their real reasons for shunning the
encounter, and seclude themselvs behind the fictitious plea that his arguments hav all been answered.
The New York Graphic reado them a useful lesson on
this subject. It says:
"The earlier the teachers of orthodox reiigion learn that
Robert G. lngersoll1s the most form1dable enemy revealed re-
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;Jigion has ever had, the better it will be for the cause of
·Christianity. The attempts of some clerical drivelers to poohpooh this American Voltaire and flippantly dismiss his sledge,hammer logic as unworthy of their learned consideration,
-only excite the derision of their intelligent hearers. The ob:stinate fact remains, however we may wish it otherwise, that
Ingersoll is to-day the most eloquent orator in th~ United
:States, or probably in the world, unless we except Emilio
.Castelar. His invectiv is tremendous in its power. His
:points strike average men with the force of a pitchfork. The
·weapon of ridicule which he most adroitly and audaciously
-employs against religion, is wielded with tenfold more force
;than it was used by any of the famous or notorious Infidels
'Who hav preceded him. We hav a scoffer and a skeptic
,greater than Volney, greater than Paine, more powerful than
Uume, and more potent than Voltaire. Let the ablest of the
·divines buckle on their orthodox armor, and vanquish Inger.soll-if they can."

to utter it, if only it contains a slander on Freethought. The
Rev. Mr. Jones's assertion is so bald and so devoid of support
by facts that we hav no doubt he knew it to be a lie when he
wrote it.
Tms is the way the Boston Pilot slurs the English missionaries:
" 'Civilized by English missionaries ' means more than the
words imply. It means that the 'nativs' were founJ by Eo gland honest, simple, pure, sober, truthful, and probably warlike, and that the civilizing infl.nence of their conquerors has
make them a race of drunkards, liars, prostitutes, and depraved serfs."

The Milwaukee Exposition.
Milwaukee, as well as :New Orleans, bas an Industrial Exposition, and the same question of Sunday
opening comes up. New Orleans bas wisely decided
to open the gates of its big fair on the first as well
as the last day of the week. A.nd if the efforts of the
"League for the Protection of Personal Liberty" of
Milwaukee shall be successful, the working people
and tradesmen of that city will be enabled to obtain
the benefits of the Exposition. Mr. P. A. Stuart, the
corresponding secretary of the League, bas sent to
all the stockholders of the Exposition (the directors
having voted against Sunday opening) a circular in
which the following points are made in favor of liberty:

WE call special attention to Mr. E. A. Stevens's advertisment of the Paine statuette. It is a fine work of art, and now
that Paine is being publicly honored all over the country, it
will be very appropriate that Freethinkers shoulcl prolong the
honor by purchasing one of these statuettes and placing it in
in their parlors. The likeness to Paine is acCl\rate, the posiMILWAUKEE, January 5, 1885.
That is to the point. Thtl colonel has entered the tion graceful, and the sculpturing splendidly done. The deTu the Stockholders of the 11filwaukee lndust1 ial Exposition Assolists-a veritable Goliah of Gath. Where is David? sign is the one that has been accepted for the Lincoln Park
ciation.
There must still be pebbles in the brook, unless we Monument, in Chicago, to be erected so soon as money GENTLEMEN: As our letter of August last to the Board of
Directors of the Exposition Associ•ttion was referred to ,the
are to conclude that they hav all been gathered and enough has been raised to defray expenses.
Stockholders, to be voted on at their next annual meeting, we
nothing been left but the mud with which it is the "Two cautions to churches," remarks a noted working desire to present the following reasons why the Ex:position
delight of the Christian to load his sling. If the "divine," "are necessary at this season. First, keep your should be kept open Sundays:
Ftrst. There exists a natural and growing desire on the part
prominent clergy honestly think that Colonel Inger- property insured; second, look well to the condition of your of a large percentage of our citizens in favor of Sunday amusefurnaces.
Ten or twelve churches hav been damaged or
soll is mistaken, they should come forth and meet destroyed by fire during the last ten days." The oldest inhab- ments and resorts; hence, the most instruotiv, educativ, as
well as attractiv places should be provided, where those inhim with the courage of their convictions
itant can remember when stoves were unallowable heresies, clined can spend at least a portion of their Sunday in a de"And the stern joy which warriors feel
and insurance policies, like lightning reds, impious measures sirnble and profitable manner.
Seconrl. Sunday is the only day during the entire week on
In foemen worthy of their steel."
for thwarting the divine will, for, it was argued, if God wanted
to destroy his own buildings, puny man had no right to inter- which business men and the working olass are free from labor;
it is their accustom>d holiday, when they feel free to enjoy
fere by putting conductors of the electric fluid uponthe roof, themselvs in such ways as their inclination may dictate. A
The Influence of Position.
or avert by insurance policies the consequences of God's large proportion of this class would gladl.v av1til themselvs of
Crrnrs'r (upon the cross): "Father, forgiv them; for wrath which came in the shape of consuming fire. 0 temporal an opportumty to visit the Exposition with their f•tmilies and
friends if found open on Sundays. Working people as a rule
they know not what they do" (Luke xxiii, 34:).
0 mures!
prefer to attend the Exposition in the day time. Further, the
CHRIST (upon the throne): "Depart from me, ye
AcconmNG to Dr. Buckley, the roller-skating craze is an average working man is too tired after an arduous day's labor,
cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil epidemic, complaints of the demoralizing effects of which hav and feels little inclination to seek recre1ttion in the evening.
and his angels" (Matt. xxv, 4:1).
from time to time reached into the inner sanctum of the offi- To attend on week d>lys would involve the loss of at least a.
half day, which but few can afford. It is true that he~·etofore
INGERSOLL: "Is it possible that a little position can cial Methodist church journal. That the roller-skate is a a few manufacturers hav kindly allowed their workmen a half
day's leave of absence, but snch cases are not numerous.
hav such an effect as that in changing a man's char- clevice of the devil is proved to his satisfaction thus:
"The craze is a direct antagonist of all religious efforts. A
Third. Would a Sunday Exposition prove profitable, and
acter?"
pastor whose church is within three miles of the City Hall in- would it be well patronized'/ In proof of this, and in order
forms us that twelve young ladies in his congregation hav lost to show the popularity of Sunday resorts in general, we cite
all interest in religion since they became subjects of thi~ craze, the Academy of Mnsio, Opera House, Stadt 'rhenter, Dime
The Story Hour.
and that several havformed associations very grievous to their Museum, Slensby's Theater, and other places whei·e large
crowds are wont to assemble every Sunday ufternoon and
Our book for the young folks is being rapidly parents."
evening, the attendance on those occasions being !urger and
appreciated, which is as it should be. The book is Too bad, too bad ! But Mr. Buckley must remember that yielding
a better income th1m on week duys. We nlRO direct
the Lord once "devised a device against them," and how does
your attention to the Reading Room of the Public Library.
-but. we will let Miss 'Wixon say it:
he know that the roller-skate is not that very device ?
also to the Public ]\l[usenm (in Exposition bnil<ling), both of
FALL RIVER, Mass., Jan. 14, 1885.
which 1tre open to the public during u portion of Sundny, with
THE discussion of the subject of spirit existence at the Lib- a larger attendnnce than on other days. A Suudny Exposition
DEAR E'mEND: The "Story Hour" appeared before me two
days ago. It is just lovely-a perfect jewel of its kind. You eral Club last week, of which a somewhat detailed account will would indnoe regultu excursions into the city from neighborhav made it very pretty and attractiv, and it cannot fail to be found elsewhere in this paper, was not without value to both ing cities and towns, thus affording thousnnds of people, inplease everybody, whether of our "faith" or any other. The Spiritualists and Materialists. There is evidence that not all cluding country merchants (whose stores are closed on that
day), a convenient opportunity to visit the E:;:position, of
illustrations are numerous and beautiful, and the picture of who spoke upon the question brought to the discussion a which they would gladly avttil themselvs.
"Our Susie " is lifelike, and credit to the Moss Engraving great amount of philosophical thought, but the remarks of one
Fuurth. It has been urged by a few former exhibitors that a
Co. The paper is excellent, the print clear and distinct, and speaker were particularly suggestiv. This speaker held that Sunday exhibit would involve extr1t expense and labor. At
the stories and poems-well, we will let the readers judge of spirit, being a form of matter, even though highly sublimated, the low wages that average clerks receive in this city, there are
them, and will only repeat what a middle-aged friend said of was amenable to the law of change which governs throughout few but who would gladly avail themselvs of any extra pay
that might be tendered them. We are confident that the
them this morning. "My dear," said she, " the ' Story Hour' the domain of material things. This being so, the process of Sunday attendance would be so great that exhibitors would
is just as good reading for grown-up children as little ones. I growth and decay cannot be said to finish its work upon the feel amply repaid for the outlay. Wllile, perhaps, a few
human being with the death of the body; and although Long- former exhibitors might decline to make exhibits on account
enjoy the stories very much."
of a Sunday opening, there are others in the same line of busiI know they are healthy and sensible, and I trust the two fellow has hinted that
ness, more charitably inclined toward their fellow,men, who
thousand copies printed will soon be exhausted, and another
" Dust thou art, to dust returnest,
would gladly fill their places.
large edition be demanded. The publication of such a work,
Was not spoken of the soul,!'
Ffth. In order to show popular public sentiment in the matelegant in design and finish, and truly J,ibeml, is the very such may nevertheless be the fact. Many intelligent believers ter of Sunday Exposition openings in other cities, we would
:first effort of the kind ever attempted in this country, or in the in immortality hold that spirit is, so to speak, a subtilized form direct your attention to the following, which we clip from the
whole world, so far as I know, and if the patronage of this of matter. Does the speaker to whom we hav alluded con- Milwaukee Sentinel of a recent date:
"SUNDAX AT THE Exrosrl'ION.-NEW Onr,EANS, Dec. 21, 1884.
book warrants, there will follow other books of a similar char- front them with a fresh difficulty, or is the argument old and
-A large number of vioitors were present 11t the Exposition
acter, which will :fill a long-felt want in the Liberal worlcl.
already refuted?
to-day. The day was bright, the uir mild, and frvrn an early
You may send me twenty copies of the "Story Hour" us
hour in the morning people began to enter the gates in crowds.
A Pams correspondent of the Nonconformist says: "There Much opposition has been manifested by a portion of the
soon as you receive this, with bill for the same.
can be no doubt that the question of dis-establishment in Protestant clergy to the opening of the Exposition on Snnday,
Yours very truly,
SusaN H. WIXON.
France has made rapid strides during the past few months. and when it was announced that the mamtgement had decided
The total suppression of the public worship estimates, though to keep it open in the interent of the worki_ng classes who
The Great Day.
could not attend any other day, many were curiOus to see what
defeated by 367 to 133 votes, is far nearer realization than the the result would be. It entirely justified the wisdom of the
Instead of the usual lecture and discussion at the bare figures of the division would lead one to imagin. The course of the managers. A larger or more orderly crowd has
Liberal Club on the .30th, the evening will be set apparently imposing majority of 367 is easily analyzed. It not been seen on the grounds Rince the opening day. In
order that their limited means might not serve to prevent the
apart for a celebration of the birth of TrroM<\S PAINE. includes the members of the Right, who are anxious that the working classes from taking advantage of the opportunity,
republic should continue to pay the clergy, and are equally
There will be speeches, and music, and recitations, anxious that the clergy should remain hostil to the republic. the price of admission had been reduced from fifty to twentycents."
and everybody is invited to attend and help to make Add to these a few Republicans, who imagin that with a. few fiveThe
Evening Wisconsin says editorially under date of Dethe occasion a memorable one.
kindly words a modus vivmdi may be este.blished between cember 22d:
"The decision to keep the New Orleans ~xposi~ion _op~n on
Remember the date anll place-Friday evening, church and state, or, at all events, that the enemies of the Sundays,
exhibits a tendency upon the s~bJeC~ whwh Is likely,
existing constitution may be effectivly disarmed. Add, again,
Jan. 30th, at German Masonic Hall, 220 East Fifere long, to prevail througi.J.ont the Umted States wherever
the important group of which M. Paul Bert is the mouthpiece, expositions nre known."
teenth street.
and La Republique Francai;e is the accredited organ, which is
Der Jierold of December 1\Jth favors a Sunday opening of
eager to maintain the Concordat as a weapon against Catholi- the Milwaukee Exposition as follows:
Editorial Notes.
"SUNDAY QUESTIONS IN THE EXPOSITJON.-'l'he po,itiou of the
cism itself, an Erastian system in which the clergy will be held
T:aE Nevada legislature recently spent over an hour discuss- in a state of bondage and weakness. Finally, the majority in- !Jerold is '¥ell-known to its readers, but we desire once more
to giv the reasons which, in our opinion, necessitate the opening the propriety of hiring chaplains. It was :finally decided eludes a number of Liberals, who believe in the separation of ing of the Exposition on Sunda:y. It is. impo~sible ~or. most
to hire them at $3 50 per prayer, which is considerable more church and state, but who are reluctant to carry it out in the working men, for whose educatiOn the IStitutwn prmmpally
than a prayer is worth, to say nothing of the injustice of course of a Budget debate. M. Paul Bert is evidently seeking exist.H, to visit the Exposition on we~~ days. In tho next pla~e
squandering the people's money in that way.
to govern the church in order to annihilate her;. but it is evi- the Exposition could he oftener VIs_Ited by count~y peopl~ If
.
.
dent that the state can exercise but very little influence on the open· on Bunduy, as they hav more time for excursiOns, whnh
ONE of our Methodist exchanges salutes 1885 this way: action of the clergy from the highest to the lowest. The could be arranged oftener than heretofore. 'l'he proposed innovation would be of great benefit to the stockllolders finan"~ay the n_ew year, now fair!!. opened, giv true peace and 1Chamber has suppres~ed the annual subvention granted to the cially because the Sunday attendance would be very large,
solid prospenty to our readers! . No~ we rea~ the e:-change Catholic Faculties of Theology, but has reaffirmed its decision and c~nsequently yield greater receipt~. The opponents of
regularly, and are set to wondering If the editor Wishes us to maintain the Protestant Faculties-the for.uer to the num- the innovation giv hut two reasons, whiCh can ea~Ily be con" tr ue peace, " an d T HE T RUTH S
• EEKER " sol'1d prospen'tY· "
ber of five, being frequented by no more than' thirty-seven tradicted. One thnt it would be a desecration of the 8abbath
to optn a Sunrl~y Exposition, and induce people to v.isit it. instudents."
stead of attending church, can be ~asily refute~. The ExpoTEn Rev. J. P. Jones writes to the Independent:
sition is net a place of amusement In the same l1gb~ as we v~ew
"Rationalists and many other opponents of Christianity inM. C. DwiGHT, of Clearwater Harbor, Florida, has the
dulge in no little rhetoric against what they are pleased to term thanks of all connected with 'InE TnuTn SEEKER office for a theaters but on the contrary, is rather a place of mforr:::~atwn
for the 'people, which should not giv offense to the most rethe 'over-credulity' of Christians. And yet when any religious vag,try-even though it be a most crude and v011gar super- la1·ge box of some of the most deliciouR oranges that ever grew ligious: and even if it were clossified with theaters, we do not
stition-is let loose upon a community, these devotees of in the everglades-if they did grow in the everglades, of which see why these should be open on Sunday and the Expm-ition
closed. People who attend church regularly ~·ould n?t be
reason and champions of unbelief are the first to be duped by we are uncertain.
preventP.d from doing this, Rhould the mnovatwn be mtrothe new superstition."
duceil; besides, they hnv sufficient time t~ vis!t both church
"0HRISTUNITX A REWARD FOE CRIME" is the title of a pam- and Exposition if they do not want to miss ~1ther. At a~y
We judge from the foregoing statement what we hav often
surmised en general principles, that there is no falsehood so phlet just issued from this office. 0. B. Whitford, M.D., is rate the experiment could be made, and if it _proves unsatiBfsou;ry, the old system could be resumed."
mean or so palpably absurd that a minister cannot be found the author, and the price is ten cents.
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l,ttfl/rS Jrom JJ~iends.
GALESBURG, ILL., Jan. 5, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Perceiving many of our opponents seem to be
iignorant of the spiritual theory, supposing of necessity it re·quires supernatural laws and miraculous power, and that
-there is no existing substance beyond the reach of our five
senses through a chemical process, upon these two points I
wish to make a few remarks through THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Friendly reader, I wish to call your attention to the following comments on these two questions: 1st. I will name mind
and thought. 2d. The power and law that produce form and
growth. 3d. The power and law that produce life. 4th.
And life itself. What are they, and what are they composed
of? They may be considered the powers and laws of nature
from the fact there are no powers and laws but that are natural. The powers and laws that rule the universe are adapted
to the nature of that which they govern. The power and laws
that rule the planets are 2uited to the nature of that department or portion of the universe, and it is the same with the
four kingdoms with which man is connected, the mineral, the
vegetable, the animal, and the spiritual; of these man is a
<Compound of the whole; put him through a chemical process
and you will find mineral, vegetable, and animal, but his
·spiritual substance, life, mind, and thought (yet the most essential parts of man), cannot be reached by a chemical process,
from the fact that they belong to the S}Jiritual kingdom, which
is different in its nature. The powers and laws that govern
these kingdoms are adapted to the nature of each kingdom,
and it requires no more supernatural law and miraculous
power to form and giv growth to a full spiritual organization
than to form and giv growth to a potato; each belongs to its
own kingdom, all nalttrctl and grand, each one in its place.
But what are they composed of-are they material, or hav
they only substance? To deny both is to deny they exist;and
to admit either is an acknowledgment there is substance that
a chemical process cannot reach, which we call spiritual substance (substance proved to exist by the effects produced,
and moti6n is the effect of life); we say spiritual substance to
distinguish it from the nature of a rock or tree, yet there is a
spiritual substance in both the rock and tree that givs form
and growth; this we call life, from the fact that form and
growth are the effect of the power and law of life.
As for mind and thought, some claim they are the result of
organization. This fails to meet the full demand, from the fact
the dead body of a man may hav a full organization, but no
mind. The mind stays and goes with the life; therefore, the
mind and thoughts belong to his life, which is spiritual; the
br.lin of a live man is only the instrument through which
mind and thoughts operate, the same as a man blowing
through a. bugle-the sound has its origin in the man, not in
the lorn. The mind and thoughts can easily operate in and
through a spiritual, organized brain, as they are spiritual in
their nature. Here let me be un.derstood: without organiza_
tion either physical or spiritual man does not exist; the human
organization constitutes the man or woman. Our opponents
admit mind-reading to be true, but claim that it is not Spiritualism. What is mind-reading but Spiritualism? Can they
tell by what agency it is done, or the power by which the mind
and thought of "A" is transfered into the mind and thoughts
of "B," so that "B" can speak the thoughts of "A" independent of his own? Why, they say, it is done by electricity, mesmerism, magnetism, psychology, or odic force, all natural
powers and laws of every-day occurrence. All right, my friends,
I care not what you call the power and law that cause one person's mind and thought to be transferred into another. When
this is admitted, Spiritualism is proved true. It's too late for
the same man or woman, who admits mind-reading, to say
Spiritualism is a lie, as it is by this agency, or power and law
of mind, the citizens of the spiritual kingdom converse with
each other and with mediums. To the truth of this I giv my
testimony. A man, a relation of my wife, in Pennsylvania (I
lived in Henry county, Ill.), died, and soon after he informed
me, through a medium, of facts as to the cause of his death,
and where he was buried (not in the cemetery near by), etc.
I wrote to my wife's brother to giv me the particulars as to his
death and "where he was buried, and found all the facts as
claimed by the medium. Here is a case where this man's
mind was transferred into the mind of this medium. Mindreading proves beyond a doubt the mind and thoughts of man
exist outside of his brain of flesh, and are transferable, which
is the essence of Spiritualism.
All existing things are equally mysterious until understood,
when they become natural. This accounts for miracles in past
ages, during the childhood of man.
After reading this short explanation of Spiritualism, which
is the philosophy of life, the science of immortality, and of
endless progression, we trust our skeptic brethren will hav
courtesy enough to dispense with their supematural and mifaculous man of straw, and we also ask them, in brotherly
kindness, to grant to all who may choose to change their belief in a cold, ice-bound annihilation at the grave, to a glorious anticipation of a future, without being set up as a target
to be shot at.
IsA.Ac PADEN.
P.S.-Mr. Editor, please indulge me; it may be the last. I
1-m now in my eighty-fifth year, and quite feeble in bodily
strength. I see, for the want of moral intelligence and civilization, a prohibitory l&w could not be executed. But success
to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Amen.
I. P.
THREE RIVERS, CAL , Dec. 27, 1884.
l\tiR. EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER (and Truth Speaker): I received
postal-card of notice of the small balance to my credit. Please
add it to the Lecture Fund, with a promis of more soon. l
will also send for more tracts. The statistics ~iven of the· religwus faiths of the inmates of penitentiarjes in the United
States and England knock the bottom out of Christianity on
grounds of m~rality. There are many here who, when young,

received an orthodox educati.)n, but finding a new truth convincing to their minds and quite acceptable, experience great
difficulty in letting go the old error from the force of mental
habit. And here, let me state to all Liberal parents and guardians, comes in the importrnce of selecting truth from falsehood in the formation of the minds of our little ones, for
which reason I must regret not making the acquaintance of
THE TRUTH SEEKER many years ago; and I would rather lose
my rations now than hav it stopped. I send you a few quotations from one of nature's noblemen, a pioneer of Freeth ought
and mental liberty in Tulare Co., Cal.
SERIOUS REFLECTIQNS FOR A CHRISTIAN.--QUOTATIONS J;'ROM DR.
B. HAMLIN.
My Bible friend, is it true
You never had your God held up to view?
I mean Jehovah, of your holy Bible,
Not nature's God, for 'twere a libel
On nature's kind, unsullied name
To call these Gods one or the same.
The Bible Gods, we all can see,
Hav passions just like you or me;
And the slightest reasoning or reflection
Shows they are never in subjection.
There's not a moral in the Bible found
To which this compound feels in duty bound.
He says, "Thou shalt not murder," still,
He helped the Jews to murder at their will.
He says, "To wrath thou shalt not giv thy way;"
His anger waxeth hotter every day.
" To bear false witness," says this God, "refuse;"
Still, lying spirits he was wont to use.
"Thou shalt not steal "-this is the next command;
And yet required a theft at Moses's hand.
Each one the Sabbath surely must obeyAlike he labors upon every day.
Upon adultery he placed an awful curse:
Seduced a virgin then; can au~ht be worse?
God says, "You should to others do
As you would wish to hav them do to you;"
Yet millions sends unto au endless flame.
Think you he'd like to be dealt with the same?
Jealous, avenging, a consuming fire,
Ah, what a lovely being to admire!
No wond~r that you so affrighted stand,
To fall into that kind of monster's hand !
Your God from Genesis to Revelation
Exhibits nothing but his degradation;
Delights in odors foul of frying beasts,
Of slaughter-houses and his gormand priests;
And gloats in meanness that would far outs pan
The lowest, basest, vilest found in man.
My Christian friend, now let me say to you,
Freethinkers hav a better God that's true.
He is perfection in the widest sense.
He's infinit omnipotence.
There is no moral precept, small nor g1·eat,
That he as God can violate.
To keep his moral laws is perfect bliss,
To break the least will bring unhappiness.
By natural laws, 'tis clearly understood,
They happify and make us good.
Our inclinations must be pure, refined,
Or else we violate the laws of mind.
The laws of mind teach all of us to know
That from our thoughts must every action flow.
All moral acts that can by men be known
In natural laws by him are plainly shown;
And this divine and well-perfected plan
Is God's own revelation unto man;
And 'tis his one and only revelation,
Sufficient unto every race and nation.
When from this Bible one we're freed,
'Twill meet our every want and need;
He says, "Observe my good advice;
'Twill truly make this world a paradise."
It proves how profitless the fable
Of Jesus born within a stable;
Became a man; existence to sustain,
From morn till night must shove a joiner's plane!
Eternal essence, infinit in space,
Born in a reeking stable ! Oh, disgrace !
T. J. CONLY.
TONTOGANY, OHIO, Jan. 4, 1885.
Jilin EDITOR: Your notice received. I am sorry that you
were put to so much trouble on my account. It is not because that I hav forgotten you or your paper (or D. M. Bennett, that I hav not sent the money. I would not know
how to get along without it), but hard times. You complain
of hard times in the city. That you may know something of
the hard times out here, listen to me. As it is with me, it may
be with thousands of others in some respects. I don't wish to
boast, but just mention facts. I hav eighty acres of land well
stocked with all the machinery that is needed to run it to good
advantage. (You are the only man that I owe a dollar) To
show that my land is not the poorest, I will refer you to the
medal and diploma I rectJived at the Centennial for collection
of vegetables.
I hav some fat stock on hand, also grain, but to sell now I
would hav to sell at a loss. Therefore I am holding for bettt!r prices. A great many farmers are borrowing money in
hopes that times will change, and others are losing their land.
A great deal has been said upon the land question, but it is
not a very desirable thing to own at present, and I would say
to those who hav no land, if they hav !lDY way of making
a decent living, be contented. I hav money coming to me,
but I don't think it worth while to ask for it. I received three
dollars the other day, and thought that it would just pay for
THE TnuTH SEEKER, but just then I had to hav a barrel of salt
to saH my pork. That's the way the money goes. You must
hav a more honorable, honest corps of snllscribers than many
of the Christian editors, for they stop their papers when the
subscription expires. Any man that trusts to my honesty
shall hav his pay if it takes my last cent.
There are a good many Liberals about here, but I am the
only one that takes your paper that I know of. It is hard to
get subscribers when it takes nearly a barrel of pork or twelve
bushels of potatoes to pay for one year's subscriptiOn. I am
trying to make all the Liberals that I can. I don't talk to the

ignorant except in public, as was the case at our "literary"
the other night, when we discussed, "Resolved, That nature
proves the existence of a supreme being without the aid of a
divine revelation." As I was on the affirmativ, it gave me a
chance to show the reliance we could put in the "divine revelation." I spoke rapidly, and put in all my allotted time,
which I could not hav done if I had not read THE TRUTH
SEEKER, D. M. Bennett's" Interrogatories to Jehovah,"" Resurrection of Jesus," and a few other works from THE TRUTH
SEEKER office. I hav been showing the above works to a leading Presbyterian preacher. He is well-read in his line. One
day I called on him with a fresh lot of documents when he
was preparing a sermon on the "Resurrection of Jesus." As
1uck had it, I had in my pocket "The Resurrection of
Jesus," by W. S. Bell. I informed him that_! had a work on
·that subject which might be a help to him. He accepted it
with thanks. The next time I saw him his countenance was
fallen. He seemed so bored that I had not the face to ask
him if he preached from the above text or not. I hav an idea
that he chose something else for a text.
M. BROWN.
BosTON, Jan. 2, 285.
Mn. EDITOR: I do not believe in Liberals resorting to the
same means as Christians, and be continually bickering among
themselvs, but, with your kind permission, I will say a
few words in reply to friend Koezly, and then I will let
the matter drop, as far as he is concerned, for I do not believe
that there is another person holding the same views that he
does who would not be converted· after being. presented with
the facts, but if he sees fit I will enter. into a private correspondence, and would be pleased to receive a letter from him.
Now, friend Koezly, you must admit that the general name
of a thing as Sunday is gre.atly different from the counting of
anything, and that the name of Sunday is far from being the
same as the actual passing of a year, and, as regards that clay,
if you hired a man to do a day's work for yon on Sunday, I do
not think you would be satisfied to pay him if he merely
worked the first hour of that day.
I agree with you, and you are right in thinking that each
day following the 31st of December is a part of the year, say,
284; that is what I claim; it is a part of that year, and should
be called such, and help make up the whole-see?
It is fortunate that we hav a f.ew "wise mathematicians"
here in the Hub, and if what you hav already learned from
here is of no avail, then, indeed, I hav a hopeless task
as a teacher. If yon hav a son, did you call him one year old
the day he was born, or did you wait until he completed the
twelve. months of that year? You are right, no one disputes
but what common people begin to count with one, but not at
one, but at nothing-see? If not, I will giv, up the task, and
say that there is one great unteachable.
Friend Koezly must be either very young or very old, or else
he would know that the Fourth of July, '76, would not do for
a universal day as an epoch. Does he think that America's
traditional enemies would use the date of our independence in ·
dating their documents? National pride would prevent, but
the death of Bruno, for the cause of science, will be readily
taken by all.
A good enough reason for my adopting the new calendar is
because I can refrain from using the date that Christians boast
that Infidf')ls must use, the supposed birth of a supposed
Christ.
Friend Koezly, did you not know that the National Liberal
"League of the United States has already voted to adopt t'he
new calendar? If not, let me tell you that they did more
than two years ago. Now, good-bye; if this will not convince
you, nothing can. But I believe the above is plain to all but
you-Christian or Liberal-and I would be pleased to receive
letters or cards on the subject from all who feel interested. It
is a subject that should be agitated, but I do .not feel like taking up the space of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours fraternally,
REMLY 8. 8IDELINGER.
Pnm, N. Y., Jan., 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I herewith send you a graphic pen-picture of
hell, which I heard in Newburn, N. C., in 1864, while doing
blockade duty there. I belonged to the gunboat Reno, commanded by Captain Gordon until his death in Swift"s Creek,
and then by my friend (?) J. S. Donnelly. The boys used to
go ashore occasionally, and attend public worship, and frequently, in speaking meetings, your servant would represent
his company, and speak for them. It was upon one of these
occasions that the writer, with many of his comrades, list~ned
to the following dramatic as well as fiendish and hellish accounts of what is going on in the lower or infernal regions.
After asserting that the sufferings of the body are not to be
compared with the sufferings of the lost-the proportion being less than infinity to unity in time as well as in intensity
-the speaker said: "Come, Brother George," taking my arm,
"let us go down to the regions of hell, and take a look at the
lost to-night." Crossing the stage, and pointing his finger
away to the right, he began in tones that almost made one's
blood curdle; "See ! see yonder that delicate female, with
diRheveled hair thrown over her shoulder~ as she paces to and
fro with bare feet on red-hot iron grates; see how she wrings
her hands ! how she pulls her hair. Hear the piercing cry of
that lost girl, as she struggles in the toils of the worm that
never dies.
;, Look ye again; she is coming this way; the blood is boiling
in her veins; you can see the tears that are scalding her
cheeks, and her pitiful cries are enough to melt a heart of
stone. But the gulf is getting hotter and hotter with her
every breath that fans the flames, and the marrow begins to
boil in her bones, her brains to scald and seethe in her skull,
and as she stops and kneels, with hands and eyes uplifted to
heaven, and cries in the wildest insanity of despair, 'How
long! oh, how long! shall I suffer these awful torments?'
when the voice of God answers in a shm·p peal of thunder,
'Wrath to come! wrath to come!'
•· See yonder," pointing his long, bony finger in another direction, "see that woman as she comes to the surface of the
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sea of fire. How she throws up her long white arms! how she
screams when the tide drives her head against the red-hot
rocks of dark damnation; and again and again she, too, cries,
'How long shall I suffer in this horrible place?'" Again the
speaker sent his voice into the top of the house, with a pitch
and emphasis that made one's nerves painfully jerk, repeativg three times those terrible words, "Wrath to come."
In commenting upon the duration of eternity, the speaker
said: " Take a steel ball as hard as a diamond, and as large as
the sun, and let an ant crawl over it until it was all worn
away by the mertl friction of his 'toe nails,' and eternity would
be only just begun; the sun in hell would not be half an hour
high."
· He would put the " not elect" upon a comet, and run them
into the heat of the sun, many thousand times hotter than redhot iron; after keeping them there long enough, he would
shove them out into space, where the atmosphere was many
thousand times colder than the bleak and frozen bosom of
Neptune, where one moment's cold, like theirs, would pierce
the bone, freeze the heart's blood, and turn us all to stone.
Some of the boys were badly frightened, and it may hav done
them good, but there was one, at least, who was thoroughly
disgusted, and began to doubt such things soon after, if not
then. That doubt has increased in force, until reason, observation, and experience hav taken the place of blind credulity;
and I hav come to believe only that which is not self-contradictory, and for which there is a sufficient reason.
As an average specimen of Christian stupidity and bigotry,
the writer of this note recollects hearing a Free Methodist
dignitary state in class-meeting, with a wonderful nasal twang
on every word, to wit: "I am aware that there are many in
this room, this afternoon, who are far better, both by nature
and practice, than I am, who, on leaving this world, will go
down to the bottomless pit to suffer the pains of eternal torment, while, thank God, I shall be saved by divine-" while a
score or more voices echoed, "Yes, thank God." S. A. M.
CINCINNATI, Omo, Jan. 5, 1885.
Mn. EDIToR: What the great mass of the people want is the
best and soundest knowledge how to be prosperous and happy
now, and not when dead. Life is the time to experience every
joy and pleasure which humanity can secure. And the way
to secure it is to avoid every degrading vice, to keep the brain
clear of every puzzling and bewildering subject, and hav the
conscience at rest; to rise early, and eat in moderation, and
never keep late hours, and abstain from all narcotics, all
frenzies, excitements, and strong drinks. If we would hav
present happiness we must shun those evils which lead to
misery. Our life must be calmed down to a steady tone of
sound, solid sense. Then this life and world are good enough
for everyone, and all that folly and silly nonsense of fussing,
fuming, and demoralizing the mind with a doubtful fable of
a second life and a fictitious world is the essence of absurdity.
All the religions of the whole earth can never make a dead
man a live one; neither will it ever giv to humanity more than
one world. It is time the whole world should know that all
pedlars in the dogmas of a futl!re world and a second existenco are the deceitful promulgators of this falsehood "for the
millions of money which ftow into their plethoric coffers.
Thousands of those who propagate these dogmas hav no
real faith in them. They know them to be popular, and they
realize money, and such being the case, on goes the muddle,
confusion, and all pandemonium of clashing creeds and
bloody-minded hate, wherein one man stands ready to spring
on his fellow-mortal, and crush out his life because his better
sense tells him that when he is dead he is dead all over, and
never again retmns to life or goes anywhere but to dust or
ashes, if cremated, which is the fit and proper way of disposing of the dead.
Taos. WINTER, Materialist,
Sir,
Yours fraternally,
SoUTH BARRE, N.Y., Dec., 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Yours of the 31st inst is received. I am very
sorry to report so unfavorably as we are, from necessity,
obliged to. We hav farmed for forty years, and hav ne7er
known such general hard times. All business is at a deadlock,
farm produce is very low, and we cannot pay our debts. l'iiy
motto is, More money and less misery. And how shall we get
it? Never until those who are read up and better informed,
both Spiritualist and Liberal, shall lay off their party stl"ife in
the old -:lominant parties, and meet the great issue of our time,
which is, "Capital and Labor." I am quite surprised that
Liberals of all classes do not better harmonize on the great
question of the day. In church and state we hav an immense
power to meet. But if all Liberal men and women would act
as one, then we would be equal to the task as against the
church, which, being conscious of this, is making a tremendous effort to join issues with the politicians.
But as true as the great law of evolution, the church must
step down and out. They can never reproduce the Dark Ages
again. Large bodies move slowly, but they move. The great
mill of truth grinds slowly, but exceedingly fine.
Now, friend Somerby, we fully appreciate all you say in relation to our situation in the Liberal cause, and the danger
that may surround the success of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and we
do hope all who are in arrears to you will come forward at
once and pay up. And to prove that we mean what we say,
we hereby remit three dollars, twenty-five cents for the ANNUAr.
for 1885, the balance to apply on THE TRUTH SEEKER.
M. B. DELANO.
BuRLINGTON JUNCTION, Mo., Jan. 6, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Your modest little dun cam.e to hand, and
happened to catch me with the filthy lucre necessary to at least
purchase a ticket on the old ship for a passage, not to heaven,
but to the plains of Freethought, free speech, and freedom of
religion. We are very hard run financially, but it seems that
poverty and Infidelity are inseparable companions. Notwithstanding the mighty efforts made this winter by the sky pilots
of this place, Freethought is rapidly growing, and we long for
the time to come when the great apostles of liberty, Watts,

Putnam, or Reynolds, may pitch their tent in this beautiful
Nodaway Valley, and proclaim the glad tidings of death to
superstition and priestcraft. During the late revival in the
Christian church, there were forty accessions, but the entire
lot were either children or imbecils, and we heard one Christian say that such things were enough to disgust any sensible
person with revivals. The same little boys, before the baptismal water had fairly dried, were swearing "all samee like
Melican man" on the school grounds.
We hav a very desirable accession to our town in the person
of Mr. J. G. Kuhn of Parkersburg, W. Va. Mr. Kuhn is a
splendid musician, a German by birth, an(l an outspoken
Materialist. To all such we extend a hearty welcome. Mr.
·Kuhn desires THE TRUTH SEEKER changed from Parkersburg,
W. Va., to this place. Giv us plenty of quail on toast in the
shape of John Peck"s philosophy and Remsburg's "Bible
Morals," and the kingdom of man will soon be here.
Yours religiously,
GEo. W. MAY.
P.S-As a letter is not perfect without a postscript, I will
add this to say giv me credit for three dollars, and send the
"Story Hour " for the balance.
G. W. M.
MrNNEll'OLis, MINN., Jan. 1, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Please allow us to inquire, Does man possess
both a "natural " and a." spiritual "body? Is the spirit body
and the spirit brain the most refined perfect material substance
in the universe? Can aHy power of God or man disintegrate
and destroy it? Are the materials which compose it without
beginning or end? Is spirit a good and true representation of
the production and perfection of the eternal powers and laws
of an infinit universe? Is not the universe the only inftnit in
existence?
If matter should .disorganize and change, will spirit, mind,
and thought continue to exist? Is organized spirit indestructible, and destined to spirit felicity and eternal progression ?
Is not spiritual philosophy (communion with spirit beings) the
only positiv and absolute proof of immortality? Is it not the
most delightful experience of mankind that spirits sometimes
visit this world an:d man, to giv assurance of immortality, to
enlighten the mind, to direct our steps, and to warn of impending dangers? Are not departed ones sometimes with us when
we are quite unconscious of the presence of our friendly mysterious guardians? Hav they not great spirit anxiety for our
welfare and happiness? Will they finally con duct us to numerous spirit friends that we may engage in their employments, their enjoyments, and their holy attractions, so that we
shall become more exalted, refined, and purified, and be forever increasing in knowledge of unerring and perfect laws of
a grand, eternal, boundless infinit universe?
Is not the eternal evolution of the universe the true and only
cause of immortality, eternal development, and progression?
And is not spirit philosophy infinitly above "death ends all?''
Go ahead, dear TRUTa: SEEKER, in your illustrious career?
Expose all the terrible, horrid, blasphemous hell doctrins.
Hold up the dreadful picture of priestc1 aft and hell craft to the
gaze of nations, until mankind are disgusted with it, and be·
gin to use common sense and damn cruel orthodoxy and the
devil f01·ever. Light and knowledge are continuiiJiy increasing, and mankind will gradually reject priestcraft, fraud, and
humbug, and finally become as absolutely joyful, happy, and
free as the birds of the air. But truth alone, and truth only,
will accomplish this most desired and glorious result.
TRE TRUTH SEEKER we read
And love. We will not sever.
TRUTI! SEEKER will succeed.
'l'he truth will liv forever.
Truth seeker, look at that !
You publish truth's defenses.
But we will "pass the hat,"
And pay all your expenses.
We do most sincerely hope and pray to God (if there is one)
that all your delinquent subscribers will now settle np for the
year or years that are past, and thus "do as they would be
done by."
He surely is not
A very good man
Who don't pay his debts
As soon as he can.
Happy New Year to all in TRE TRUTH SEEKER office, an.'! to
all human bipeds on earth. And now three cheers for THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Fraternally yours,
E. N. KINGSLEY.

resulting in the Abolitionist, Lincqln, and the suicidal civil
war. Also his despotism as military governor of New Orleans
and other circumstances hav so tarnished his public fame with
the suspicion of mercenary "spoons " that one must seem
over-credulous to believe him to be an honest, trusty politician.
DEMOCRAT.
BELLEVILLE, RAN., Jan. 7, 285.
Mn. EDITOR: Please find with this eighteen dollars, to be
used as per accompanying order. I had hoped to send you a
much larger order for one of the best Liberal papers (TRE"
TRUTH SEEKER) published in the world. For the spirit of
oandor, truth, and fairness with which it deals with all questions and persons cannot help but command the respect of
all. Even its orthodox opposers ad~it its honor and honesty
of purpose, though damning its want of religion. We hav
many, perhaps the majority, of our people here are so-called
Liberals, but far too many are yet in the transition state, not
having attained fully to the "courage of their convictions."
We very much need a good lecturer and organizer to come
among us, and gather the scattered fragments together, and
set us at work. We hav enough to form a live activ society, if.
we only had a suitable leader. Say to the brethren, "CJme
over into the Garden of the World, Kansas, and help us."
My own health has for some time been too poor to do activ
work for Liberalism, or for anything else, and in consequence
our cause languishes here.
Should my health improve so as to permit, I will try to
gather what I can for the National Campaign Fund, and also,
if possible, add to the list of subscribers for THE TnuTI!
SEEKER.
Dn. H. PATRICK.
CAnnoLLToN, ILL., Dec. 25, 1884.
MR. EmTon: I see in TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 20th an attempt
to criticise, byRemlySidelinger, some remarks made by Frederick Koezly in TaE TRu~rrr SEEKER of Dec. 6th, where he accuses
Frederick Koezly of not being very well posted in arithmetic.
I think that if Mr. Sidelinger will look Mr. Koezly's article
over again, he will see that the latter is about right, and that
Mr. Koezly did not say the present was 285 only on condition
that Mr. G. N. Hill was right in commencing his new calendar with the year 1600, which is an error in Mr. Hill. If he
was correct it would be 285, which, as Mr. Sidelinger says, is
not correct. But I am inclined to believe that Mr. Koezly is
as near correct as Mr. Sidelinger, if he is so well posted in
arithmetic, when he says it was not the year 1 until the twelve
months of the first year had actually passed away. Will Mr.
Sidelinger be kind enough to inform me what was the number of that year if it was not No. 1? I fear it will take more
than a schoolboy to tell. According to Mr. Sidelinger's
calculation, this year would be only 283. But tho whole
trouble is that lVIr. Hill is wrong ; he does not start with 1600,
butjrom 1600, which makes twelve months' difference. Mr.
Koezly is right when we un(lerstand him.
Yours fraternally,
NEw MIM"ORD, PA., Dec. 27, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: Please find three dollars for your paper. I
hav taken it most of the time since it was started. It helps to
enliven the long winter evenings in the country.
I see our friend from Ohio, in the last TnuTH SEEKER, speaks
of Governor Hoadly being a Liberal. I saw his Thanksgiving
proclamation, and thought it was the most sensible one I ever
saw put out. He appoints it as a public holiday for the people to join in thanksgiving for the blessings of the year, on the
principal that it is more blessed to giv than to receive; so
gifts bestowed to the needy in kindness may onable all to
share in the spirit and feelings of the occasion. Now, as
humanity is the first help we seek for in sicknesB and distress,
why not spend our time and 'J;hanksgiving money on our fellow-man, rather than spend it on costly churches to worship
an unknown God, who cannot change his laws to help in time
of need? May we hav more such proclamations from the
rulers of this nineteenth century.
Mns. H. GmNNELL.
QuA.RTZBURGU, InA. TEn., Dec. 26, 1884.
Mn. EnrTon: I am a little late with the cash to pay for my
subscription in advance, but as I hav been on time heretofore
l hope to be excused. I hav taken TnE 'J;RuTa SEEKER eight
years, and if it stays with its principles in the future as well
as it has in the past, I shall rustle up the cash every new year
to pay my subscription in advance as long as I liv or am able
to read. It's a strange thing to me why any Liberal in the
land can afford to do without the good old Tuu~·n SEEKER.
The spirit of our old hero, D. M. Bennett, is Rtill marching on,
and I hope and trust that it will continuo to do so until the
light of truth is spread over the dark spots of the earth.
CrrAs. E. CLARK.
Yours for truth,

Bos-.roN, MAss., Jan. 1, 285.
Mn. EDITon: There seems to be some little controversy concerning the dating of my year of science or Freethought
calendar, which calendar I made to begin on the first day of
J•muary, A.D., 1600.
To settle the matter, all that is necessary is for a person to
subtract sixteen hundred from to-day's Christian date of A.D.
1885. The result is two hundred and eight-five, which thereBol'LAND, KY., .ran. 1, 1885.
by becomes the figure for my calendar for all this present
Mn. Em-ron: Inclosed find $1, for which continue to send
year. It seems as though everyone c::mld understand that.
THE Tuu·m SEEKER. I like the paper very much, and am
GEo. N. Hn"L.
Very truly yours,
very thankful that yon hav sent it since my lime expired. I
send you a clipping from a newapaper that may be of some
interest to the readers of your pnper. Will send for the ANMoLINE, MICH., Dec. 2'7, 1884.
A. B. BRINEY.
Mn. EmTon: You would oblige and please this snbscriber NUAL in a few days.
[The clipping inclosed by our correspondent refers to the
by printing a statement of the reasons to be proposed e.nd tistory of the events on which the "era of science" as an annual lute Everett l<'arnham, of Richfield, Ohio. It was published
date may be adopted. Having no respect for the fabulous in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 6, 1884. We appreciate the
"A.D.," I would be glad to exchange that fiction for a notable kindness of Mr. Briney, however, and are always glad to receive clippings of interest to Freethinkers.-ED. T. S.]
fact.
Reported proceedings of the Liberal Club in 'faE TRUTH
MENOMONIE, Wis., Dec. 17, 1884.
SEEKER of the 20th inst. are very readable; and in reference to
Mn. EDlTOn: The Liberals of this city for the past three
the treachery of Butler to the Democracy of the United States,
an "old solclier" like the writer, who voted for Andrew Jack- nights hav listened to Mr. Bell on "Liberty and Morality,'
son for president, could add incontrovertible proofs of treach- "Common Sense," and "The Gods." We had good audiences,
ery and reasons to show he has forfeited his claims, if he ever probably two hundred each night. A few got up and left on
had any, to the votes of intelligent, honest Democrats for the hearing the passages read about the Jewish God. 'fhey did
not w1mt to know much about him; while the Liberals sat
high office of president. In 1860, as a Democratic delegate to with a smile on their fac<~s. We, the Liberals, would say that
the Nominating Convention, he opposed and defeated the this Bell did ring just to our satisfaction, and we part with him
nomination of Stephen A. Douglass, a statesman high in the to-day with every wish of surcess in enlightening the minds of
M. R. CHENEY.
estimation of the party, causing a division of Democratic votes men.
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It took all the courage I had to go up to the
school-house door, and enter the room where
sat the "schoolmarm," a perfect picture or female loveliness, who came forward with a
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River,
Mass., to wlwm all Communications for this smile, and seated us on a low bench with several other little girls, and put away our bonGlrner should be sent.
nets, and opened our new books, showing us
our lessons, when she found, by asking us,
"Between the dark and the daylight,
that we could read. She then left us to set a
When the night begins to lower,
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
copy for a big boy.
That Is known as the Ohlldren·s Hour."
I diu not look at my book that day half as
much as I looked upon that sweet-faced
woman. How the young and plastic mind
A Mouse, a Man, and a Moral. takes
on impressions of good-would these
I knew a little Boslon mouse,
were all such-and to strive to imitate their
That, "once upon a. time,"
superiors ! When walking along by her side
Went running freely through the house,
on our way home, often hav I tried to step
Nor thought it was a crime.
with her stately grace, or speak in her gentle
He spied a pretty house or wire,
tones, or to make my flaxen hair lie in the
And boldly entered there,
wavy manner of her dark, silken tresses.
But, though he gained his heart's desire,
He soon wa.s In despair,
This influence is felt in all our lives, even to
its close. How pleasant is the memory of
For as he turned about to go,
He could not tlnd his way,
those long, bright summer days going to and
And in the cage, despite his woe,
from school, watching from day to day the
He found that he must stay.
wild flowers by the wayside, especially the
Plenty or oa.ke, and pte, and cheese
blackberry.bnshes with their white blossoms,
Was placed before his sight,
ns these turned to green, then red, and at last
But all a•.tentlons falled to please.
black berries, ripe and sweet, soon picked off
He lost his ap pet! te.
and eaten, or put into our dinner-baskets to
His captor, large In form and heart,
take home to mother.
Bald, " Well, my little friend,
I see you wish from me to part,
"Oh, would that life were always thus
And so your fright I'll end.
So beautiful and gay."
"Like human minds, I think you've found
At length the last day of school arrived.
No prison, however tlne,
Sadly, on a bright October morning, we started
Oan compensate for freedom's ground,
out for the closing d.J.y of the term. The sun
Or nature's life divine."
looked down through a hazy atmosphere, the
This said, he opened wide the doorair was filled with "the ghosts of the thistles,"
Poor Mousie's eyes grew bright,
while the grasshoppers hung lazily upon the
Then swlrt he tied across tile tloor,
Nor stopped to say good-night.
woodside, and few moved at our approach.
We took a peep into the different birds'
Dear chlldren, take this lesson now:
Be careful where you go;
nests in the bushes, where nothing was to be
Let no temptation cloud Your brow
seen but the nice lining of hair with a few
With future fear and woe_
downy feathers on the edges. The rose-bush
Don't haste to taste or things unknown;
by the gate had turned to russet-brown, with
Keep selr controlled by thought,
a few red buds that showed where flowers had
Lest fetters should be round you thrown,
been.
And wisdom sadly boughtWhen the exercises of the day were over,
Part not with freedom- Each thing wrong
Is but a cage or chainshe presented pictures and little primers to
Let reason guide, be brave, and strong,
each scholar, giving those first choice who had
And happiness shall reign.
the most " credit marks " for study and good
0. FANNIE ALLYN.
behavior in school. As we passed out one by
one, with tearful eyes and trembling voices,
Baby's Letter.
we bid "Good-bye" to our dear, first school" I wls I could wile a letter I"
teacher, whom I never saw again only in my
Bald the baby w!Lh a algb,
dreams.
LUNA HuTc:aiNSON.
"But the pencil don't go wight a bit,
'Tlsn't any use to twy.

----------------

But," thoughttully, •• !know one singI can make one, two, fee.

"

Wouldn't 'at be a letter, mamma?
I should sink 'at It would be."
I should think so, dear," said mamma,
So he made a 1 ~g."

.. You .Bee," he said, "I Jove Aunt Sue,

And I want to wlte to Bile."
And Aunt Sue wrote (the baby's eyes
Glowetl with triumphant glee),
" The nicest ll'tter I ever saw
Was the baby's • 1 ~ g.'"
-------4~------

-Selected.

My First Days at School.
At this time my parents resided in a newly
settled place where there were but few families for several miles around, and I had never
been to school, and knew little of the great
world outside until I was nearly ten yem·s old.
But on moving into a more settled part of the
country, we were told one day that a school
was to begin on the next Monday morning,
which was in the pleasant month of May.
Although it was over two miles distant, three
of us girls were fitted out with books and new
gingham dresses and sun-bonnets to attend
sohool.
Most anxiously did wo look forward to the
day when, with satchel in hand, we were to
start out on our first venture to ascend tlie
mount of Knowledge, on the top of which
was pictured, in our spelling-books, the goddess of Fame, with the fabled golden apple of
reward.
At length t.he day came, and we
started on our way to school. The sun seemed
to shine with more than usual brightness, and
the birds sang their sweetest notes and would
fly on before us as if to keep us company.
Most of the road was new to us, but we followed the directions our mother had given us,
and on coming to a turn in the road, there
was presented to view a large peach orchard
in full bloom. Never had I beheld such a
lovely sight. The morning sun shone upon
the dew drops spat·kling on the carnation
robes of the trees, making them look like diamonds, the loveliesL picture I hav ever seen,
and one I bav never forgotten.
Soon after we came in sight of the schoolhouse; and near the gate where we entered the
grounds was a rose-bush with several roses in
bloom. I stood and gazed upon the umivaled
beauty of this queen of flowers, for I had as
yet only known the wild flowers and a few
pinks and pansies of our little garden at home.

Our Puzzle Box.

1.
ENIGMA.
In ewe, in lamb,
In wether, ram,
In these I am,
But not in mutton.
In heifer, cow,
In ox to plow,
You see me now,
But not in beefsteak.
In dog, in cat,
In mouse, in rat,
But not in these, nor this, nor that.
When they're in sausage.
In pig, in sow,
In swine, I trow,
Yet all allow
I'm not in bacon.
With letters four
My name you score,
But Bible lore
Givs you no more
Than three score and a plus-age.
REKAB SEMAJ.
2.
ANAGRAM,
"The rents at·e high, liv in tent, lock, key,
c."
The result of a reduction of wages
Caused the troubles here told;
But to X·press the facts more closely
Would increase my puzzle tenfold,
Newburgh, };", Y:
RoBERT BERNHEIM.
3.
WHAT'S THIS.
Eight letters a deadly weapon disclose,
But two middle If tters if we transpose
Rt:Versely, the very same weapon it shows.
The exterior letters of this inclose
A word that means to open, disclose,
Which, by the same process, reversely goes.
The last includes, our puzzlers to pose
An elliptical sentence that everyone hows
Two aubreviate words on filios, •
'
That backward must read, like those.
With fifth backward reading, see one of your
beaux,
Or, better, your friend, and the foe of your
foes;
But after the fifth, if the fourth you transpose
The same is read forward, as you may sup:
pose.
Now banish the fifth as the worst of all woes
To one who has brought you such doublefaced beaux,
*Books.
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Begin what your heart to this last act owesLike the blood from the heart, it outward
flows.
'
'Tis "ended," 'tis "finished," and so's
BILLY Doux.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
JAN. 10, 1885.
1. To-ma-to-also called love apples.
2. First letters read downward" Menagery."
Line 2 contains the animal Eland; Line 3,
Lion; Line 4, Manis and Goat; Line 5, Bear;
Line 6, Marmot; Line 7, Onager; Line 8, wild
cat.
In the puzzle to which the above is the answer, the compositor printed. "school-ma'm"
for "schoolmarm." As prmted, the word
" marmot" is destroyed. It should read
·' schoolmarm."

Correspondence.
PACOLET, S. C., Jan. 11, 1885.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I hav been reading the
"Story Hour," and I hav come to loving it
very much. The beautiful stories you hav
written ought to be read by all little boys and
girls. I think it would make them think more
about being good than when they read the
books which talk about nothing but God and
Jesus, and a world up yonder above the stars.
I was very sad when I read about the death of
little Susie. I want to buy one of her photographs_ Please let us know through THE
TRUTH SEEKER how we may get one. Papa
bought us all a polyopticon for the Christmas
holiday, and we hav a rich time every night
looking at the pictures.
The answer to tbe puzzle No. 1 in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. lOth is "Tomato."
I am just nine years olil, and I nm going to
school to.morrow with my two little sisters,
Essie and Mellie, and Sammie, my older
brother. Yours truly, ZULEMMA THOMASON.
[Not many little girls of nine years can
write a better letter than that above, or spell
more correctly. We are proud of our little
friends, and can truly say that in goodness and
intelligence they compare favorably with any
children in the land; and in our opinion they
are superior to those who are not taught to exercise reason and common sense. We thank
Zulemma for her sweet sympathy and interest
in little Susie, whose photo she would like to
hav. We hav had a large call for her picture,
and the supply is nearly enhausted, but in a
week or two we will hav some new ones printed,
and will then be able to furnish them to those
who hav desired copies. Cabinet size, fifty
cents, and card size, twenty-five. In reply to
inquiries, we would say that the frontispiec.e
in the "Story Hour" is a faithful likeness of
our Susie at four years of age.-ED. C. C.]

him, and invited him to come to his store and
assist in the manufacturing of fluid extracts.
Once he showed his employer what he could
do in that line. The man was surprised.
"Why can't you do something of that kind for
me?" he asked. The clerk said he could, and
his salary {which in the meanwhile had been
slightly increased) was raised to very resp.ectable proportions. He worked for a time in this
way, eventually receiving a salary of $50 a
week; finally he opened a laboratory of his
own, and to-clay he employs forty or fifty
hands. And yet, when he arr~ed inN ew York
he did not hav a dollar, and was without influence and without friends.-bt. Nicholas.

BOOKS FOR OBILIJRENI
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A

STORY

OF

THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.

BY JENNIE

BUTLER

Price 10 cents.

BROWNE

For sale at this otllce.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book for the young tolks. By :Mlas SUSAN
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph or the
author which adds very much to the value of the
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price

20

cent&.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume aims at the education or youth In the
principles of Free thought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Atldreas
'!'HE TRUTH BEEKER.
UORRESPONDE~UE.

A young man wllh Liberal views and temperate
habits, wtsh•s to correspond Wllh a few sensible,
true-hearted ladles under 30.
Adtlress
C. N. OLARE,
Bellalr, Ohio.
1!4

STATUtTTf Of THOMAS rAIHf.

This Statuette of the author-hero Is afac •imile ot
the model of Prof. Rlcilards ror the monument proposed to be erected In Lincoln Park. It Is admitted
to be a tine work of art, and Is the on'y correct outline or Thomas Paine's head and face in existence,
j being executed from a mask taken at the time of his
death, and sent, with other eflects, to a friend in
France, from whence Prof. Richards procured it lor
his design.
1246 FuLTON ST., CHICAGO, Dec. 28, 1884.
Slza 20x16 Inches, weight 35 lbs.; tlnlshed in the
DEAR Miss WIXON: My papa has taken THE same st:rle as Roger8's groups.
TRUTH SEEKER for three years, and since the
Price reduced from $14 00 to $10.00. Bole agent,
addition of the Children's Corner we are· all E. A. STEVENS, 480 W. Lake St., Ohlcago, Ill.
much interested in it. I hav two brothers and
Read the Indorsement a! OOL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
two sisters, but only three of us are old enough who gave the f:rst lecture in aid of the Monument
to read the stories. Papa and mamma read Fund:
aloud to us, when they" hav time, from THE
WASHINGTON, D. 0., Dec. 30, 1882,
TRUTH SEEKER and Scie1dijic American.
David RiclwTds, Esq.:
MY DEAR FRI~<;ND: Your Statuette ts Incomparably.
We are going to celebrate New Year's, for
that is our papa's birthday, and we think it of the best I hav ever seen. It Is In Perfect taste, The
position,
drapery, the surroundings are all admore importance to us than Christmas, and mirable. the
You hav given 10 Paine a noble, a resomething we know really happened; and tlecrlv, and kind face. The whole work shows
there is no one we know of that is as kind and MERIT OF THE HIGHEST ORDE~, and I am dewlth it.
good to us as he is. Mamma hopes soon to lighted
I thank you more than I can express-not only for
get us som" Liberal books. We make out presenting me with the statueue, but for having
some of the ptlzzles, but think most of them made H. I reel under a personal obllgaHon to every
quite hard. If you ever come to our cit.y you man who In any way assists In rescuing the name ot
that great thinker-a dlslnterestetl patriot, and an
must be sure and come to see us and take a intellectual
hero-from the malice or superstition
ride on ·our lovely boulevards. Wishing you and trom tile calumnies of f,hose who hav enjoyed,
many Happy New Years and success to the and who are now enjoying, the lrlllts or his labor.
'l'hanklng yrou again and ligaln, I remain,
Children's Corner, I am,
Yours always,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
Your friend,
ALJ'.u WINEMAN.
P.S.-Mamma and all join in sending our
FJU.ETHOUGHT NOVELl!!i.
love and best wishes to you.
ALMA.
The
Heathens of the Heath. A finely
[Thanks, Alma, for y0nr lovely letter. We
written Radical romance. By WM. Mcagree with you that it is far more sensible to
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
celebrate the birthday of one we know and
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 :pages.
love than it is to celebrate the birthday of
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
$1.25.
somebody who was born so long ago that he
cannot possibly know or care about us who liv .Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoN·
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
in this bright world to-day. Your papa and
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
mamma are more to you, hav more thought,
care, love for you and your brothers and sis- Exeter Hall. " One of the most excit;..
ing romances of the day." Price, pape.r
ters, than anyone else can possibly hav, there60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
fore it is right to observe their birthday, and
to do all that you can for them. Our love to Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
them, and to all the family circle, and we asto George Eliot's works. By FREDEB!lU
sure you if we should come to Chicago we will
:MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
be sure to call and see you, if only for a moThe
Outcast. A deep, finely written
ment.-ED. C. C.]
Radical story. From the London edition.
By WrNWOOD READE, author of MartyrA Plucky Young Man.
dom of Man. 30 cen·ts.
Here is a true story of successful energy. A
: His Life. A romance of
young drug clerk wrote from the far West to a Gottlieb
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
prominent pharmacist in New York, saying he
written by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.
would like to come to the city and enter a
store. He came, but when the pharmacist The Darwins.
A Domestic Radical
questioned him personally he found that his
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, auvisitor had never put up prescriptions written
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
in Latin; consequently he could not get a sitand numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
nation. He did not know a soul in the great
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
city, not even the gentleman to whom he bad
written (until he met him at his store). He The Clergyman's Victims. A Radical story vividly portraying the wrongs
sought in vain for a place, and finally found a
committed by the professed men of GocL
subordinate position, where he was given five
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.
dollars a week and had to board himself. lie
was a studious, pushing, activ young fellow, John's Way.
A pleasing domestic
and soon m<maged to attend the lectures at the
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER.
College of Pharmacy. The gentleman with
15 cents.
whom he had corresponded took an interest in ,
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER Otllce,

-
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TliE TRUTH. SEEKER, jANUARY 24, us~5.

EVERY FREETI-IIl'tKER "SI-IOULD B.UY F·OR filS
OUR NEW

BOOK FOR

f~I-IILDREl't

CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

-BY-

MISS

SUSAN

H.

V\TIXON,

-ENTITLED-

THE STORY HOUR.
Small Quarto-IOx8 inches-Nearly Three Hundred Pages.

CONTENTS.
NEIGHBOR BRIGHTSIDE,
l\'IISS l\'IARIE GOLD'S PARTY,
COUSIN JOHN'S PHILOSOPHY; or, It Might

LAZY DICK; OR, THE LIFE OF A DOG,
AN ANGEL UNAWARES,
l\'IAY,

Have Been Worse,
JENNY'S QUESTION,
KATY'S ANSWER,
ALONE IN AN UNFURNISHED HOUSE,

TEN LITTLE W AITING-l\'IAIDS,
THE DOCTOR'S HORSE,
TRUE POLITENESS,
A BUMBLE-BEE'S THANKSGIVING,
GRANDFATHER'S POCKETBOOK,

BLACKEY,
BREAKING THE MEETING,

lVIEDDLESOlVIE l\'IOLLY,
A SAD MISTAKE,
INSIDE AN ENGINE HOUSE,
OUR CHILDREN,
CRESSBROOK COTTAGE,
EZEK1EL'S SILVER SPOON,
ODDS AND ENDS. A New Year's Story,

OUR SUSIE,
A FUNNY FELLOW. How He Was
Cured of Practical Joking.
WHAT THE FERN SAID,
DOT,
A WEDGE OF GOLD,
HER BIRTHDAY,
POST OFFICE JACK,

l\'IISS BROWN'S VALENTINE,
. WHAT STEPHEN'S OWL WAS
STUFFED WITH,

AUNT AVIS,
I CAN BECAUSE I WILL,

JOHN,

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE.

Price,

$1.25

Two Copies for

-

$2.00

ADDRESS TI-IE TRUTI-I SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place,

New York.
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CHRISTIANITY
A. R E W A. R D F 0 R C R I M E.

I went to church and with my aunt
Knelt where the richest people kneeled;
I listened to the rector's chant
Ott broken as the organ peeled"Good Lord, deliver us."
Stained glass, and gilt, and velvet stools,
With many a saint In fresco work
I saw, and thought (0 fool of tools I)
" or our plain, whitewashed village kirk,
Good Lord, deliver us."
I whispered, "Who Is yonder man
Gray-haired and praying so devout?"
Quick glanced my aunt, M woman can,
And said, scarce turning head about,
"Good Lord, deliver us.''
.,. Director-bank," ehe whispered me;
"Defaulted-million !lollars, dearHeads every public charity."
I clutched my purse and gasped In fear,
u Good Lord, deliver us. 11

.... But he, dear aunty, over there,
Who worships with such pious look;
'I' he one with apostolic air,
Who chants so sweetly !rom his bookGood Lord, deliver us?"'
"Stock broker, love-a Crrnsus, tooAppropriated runds, they ~ay;
He'd make a splendid catch for you."
I hid my country race to pray,
--Good Lord, deliver us.'I glanced around. There must be on3
Good man amongst these wicked men.
"Pray what has that talr Christian done?"
It such a face knows thieving, then,
Good Lord, deliver us.
Be's no one, pet. I'm halt afraid
The fellow keeps a bucket-shop."
At least.," quoth I, "an honest trade."
My aunt quite out or place let drop,
cc Good Lord, deliver us."
-S. Conant Foste'r in Life.

u

u

All in a Lifetime.
The book, "All in a Lifetime," came to hand,
and the first leisure I had, which was on the
Sunday following, I devoted to a careful reading of it. My opinion of it may be expressed
as well as anyway, by saying that I laid it away
only to eat and drink until I finished it, from
the time I commenced it.
I read it critically, to see the scope, plot,
and method, and I must say it .is a good,
straightforward, well-planned, and practical
work, hitting hard and palpable blows at the
every-day occurrences of sectarian professors
and deluded people.
The constancy of Regina's character may be
a little prolonged; that is, continued during a
somewhat lengthy course of years, considering
.that she must hav been cognizant of her huslbancl's infidelities, and few women of spirit
·would hang on to a forlorn hope with such
:tenacity, while evincing such contempt for the
<doctress. And, perhaps, an opportunity for a
llittle more dialog between Philip and herself,
in which the arguments used would hav turned
:against his frivolous character, would hav
satisfied the reader better than the short and
abrupt method of turning her o.way. If it
should be dramatized at any time, he should
be made to wince under her just and candid
rebuke, to do which it would be necessary to
invest her with a little more of the fire of
human nature under just provocation. As a
character, she enlists one's pity rather than
one's admiration. Hers is the heroism of suffering, who seems to be too innocent to understand her true woman's position. Then, I
cannot for the life of me see why Lolo did not
make at least some effort to inform Regina of
Philip's character.
Though she might hav
been unsuccessful at the time, it would hav
been a splendid climax to her character when
she came to d~fend her in court, and would
hav told in favor of her true womanhood.
·The rest of her role is remarkably well brought
out.
Mr. Ropemin is good, the name is so suggestiv. Taken all in all, it is a very entertaining, instructiv, and useful story. My daughters read it nnd are delighted.
I am waiting for the "Story Hour," and
hope Miss Wixon may meet with the success
she deserves.
J. R. PEnnY.

Wilkes Barre, Pa.
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The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25

"Liberty !or Man. Woman, and Child;''
'• The Declaration of Independence,'' "About Farming
Includln~r,

in Illlnots;" u The Grant B~~onquet,'' "The Bev. Alexan.
der Clark.''" The Past Rtsea before Me Like a Dream,t'

and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. R;y R. G.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prot George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

COMPLETE WORI{S_, in One Volume, HalfCalf, $::..00.
THIRD Jfo.:DITION,

1\IYTI-IS
THEIB

Parallels in Other Religions

ier,

"Never before has there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research for the
origin or these myths as does this one just pub !shed
by J. W. Bouton, of New York."-Boslon Tim<s.
"It Is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistic study or the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
the work before ua.-N. Y. Sun.

Price,

•

Cloth. .About 600 J>agu.

•

•

•

•

$3.00

Sent postpaid, on receipt or price,
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.·

BY JAMES PARTON,

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
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Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betweeh
D. l\1. BENNETT and CYRus RoM=us R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth.
Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.

What Objections to Christianity 1

116 The Sunday Question. Bennett................ ..
117 Constantine the Great. B. H. Pre•ton ..•....•..•
\18 The Irrepressible Conflict between Chrlstlaiilty
and Cl vlllzatlon. W. s. BeU ................... .
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A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. M. MAIR, divided into the following
theses; 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission
in the world is unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contempomneous history.
BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.
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Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United

108

m~:J.'~rbr~ ~~~~::t~;:~~-. s!v'i.~~~:::::::::::

113 Come to Jesus. Bennett ......................... .
114 Where Was Jesus Born? B. H. Preston ..••••..••
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett .............. .

1

2

~
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121 Ingersoll's lteview of hta Reviewers ...... ~ ••••..

tl~ 6g~~s~f..':;a~::.d ~elnJ'l,'::,s~!~~~:. -~~~-~~:~:::;;:
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Scleuce of the Bible. Jolm Jasper ..•............
139 Massacre of St. Bartholomew. 8. H. Preston ....

138

(

01

~

u~ tn"~~<;;Jt~~ fF.w·:i!~eci;e;:: ::::::::::::::::::::::
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States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
was perpetrated upon Mn. BENNETT.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

An Open J_,etter to Jesus Christ.

142 Synopsis of :All Rellldons. E.L. Saxon ••••.•.....
142 Chang Wau Ho. Eli Perkins .................... .
144 The Comstock Laws ............................. ..
l"" tf You Take Away My Religion, What WBI Yon
Glv Me Instead? Martin ..•.............•......
l4b Seymour TlmesPrayer .................•.•.•••••..
147 Reply to the Index on Comstock Laws •..••...••.
142 Wlien Dld Pau!Liv? Scholasticus ..••••••.•..••.

141

1~
a
a

Godship upon a great variety of subjects.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

and W a.keman ....................••.••••••..•••.

1()

Deacon Skidmore's J_,etters. First

0

l~ ~~~ .M~~t';sO'tJ?i-iD.t"iiili·;;,;.r-:Repi.Y:"iiii;liiui

151 What Is the Bible? M. W H ............•...•.•...
152 A Remarkable Book. R. W. Douglas ..••••.•...•
153 Liberty and Morality. M.D. Conway ...... , .... .
11» Reminiscences of TllOmas Paine. David Broce..
155 eo-operation the Redeemer of Society. B. }f.
Papin ........................................... ..
1M Free !:lpeech and Free Press. 1'. H. Site !ley ... .
l57 Questions irom a Western Reader. lien nett .. ..

t53 The Fool's Greed .............•......••.•.....••.••

161 Protestant Persecutions ..............•......•••••
162 Eighth Letter from Ludlow Street Jail. Bennett
188 Ingersoll's Creed ................................. .
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2
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10
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2
2
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II Darwinism. B. F. Underwood ...•..•...••.•..•••.•

'Literature of the Insane. F. H. Marvin ..•.••••.
Responsibility of Sex. Mrs. Chase..lt. D .•....••.
8 Gra<fuatedAtmos~eres. J, McCa..o1J ..••.•.••••

~ ~~~~o :?;~;~;;1~1 ini'f~~llp~t>..g~;~ "ii;~~ iitii.i?

P_. !3. Bradford ............................. ······
i The Umeen World. Prof. John Floke ........... .
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three Lectures ....................••• , •.....•••••..........

lllo·Amerlcathe New World? L.L.DawBOil .....
U Evolution Teachea neither Atheism nor .Materialism. H. s. Brlll:ham,M. D................. ..
$l! Nibble at Mr. John 'Ftske'o Crumb for the Mod;: ern Symposium ..........
l>"""?ont on one dollar'a wol'tb 11)_ p..- cent 011:1 0<1
...... : .............. .

=·=~~~-~llolllla'~«<'*'

3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisb

Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Pape:r, 50 cents; eloth, 75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims in the Land ot' Yahweh:
a
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apo'stle to
8

10

a

Scientific Series.

i ~;~~t~,~~
;;~~~~~"fi'g::;og~~·~,t.;J;IB~u~t.,Mifei&:
rogeneoua. B. I•""'. Underwood .•.•....•••••

H

5 cents.

Lterrogatories to Jehovah. Being

s

159 Bennett Indignation Meeting at Boston.......••
100 Sabbath Observance. W E. Coleman .•.....•.•

OF

~

s

:::::::

nent biblical students that the Hebrew scripture
contain a large mythical element; but, so far as we
know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their original slgnlflcatlon."-Boston Cour

Essay on Mh•aclcs. David Hume. 10 cents.
Land (tnestion. Charles Brad laugh. 5 cants.
Were Adam and Eve Our Fir!it Parents 'l

1~

Being a Comparison of the Old and New estament
125 German LiberaUsm. Clara Neymu.n ............ .
Myths and Miracles With those of heathen na·
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. B. F.
tlons of Antiquity, Considering also their
Underwood .........................•..•.......•.
Origin and Meaning. With nu-ygg~~~~~~~·8~r'\~£:;·coieffi;."Ii::::::::::::::::
merous Illustrations.
lSO '!'he Ethics of Religion. Cllf!ord ................ .
The object of the work Is to point out the myths 131 Paine was Junius.1 W. H. Burr......••••••••••••.
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to l~ ¥leii':~&g~ft:~i il;, Jib~.;.'· %hhJ'~:'wO'~J:
show that they were held In common with other nations; and then trace them to thelrevldentoriginand ~~ r."·~~e~~t~;~~:r!TI~~vst~.,~·~~ii::::: ::: ::::::·:
explain their meaning.
,
"It has long been acknowledged by the most em!

15 cents.
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~

~~ I,?_~nJ,_•;,I~~ ~~[h~b~n~e~f~~· Befinet~:;: ::::::::::::

1 Vol. Royal Bvo.

a

~

17 The Devil Still Ahead.
. ................ .
l~ ~g,.PJ',:'ads~J A~ 1 ~he sun a~~ Moo~:· ":iie~iieii: :::
20 Samson an~tts~xploita. Bennett •... ····••·••··
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Price, $1.50,
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BY MISS SUSA.N H. WIXON.
25 Dlecusslon with George Snode. Bennett.........
26 Underwood's Prayer................................
"The great charm of this novel Is Its abRolute 27 Honel!t Questions and Honest Answers. Bennett.
fidelity to nature. Its personages are those one meets !18 Alessandro dl Cagliostro. C. Sotheran............
with In common lite. and are portrayed with a :111 Paine Hall Dedication Address. Underwood.....
vividness and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared
~J~~o·:.~::.~~:~ ~~~~-~~· ~~~-~:~::::
to expect to lind, In such a marked degree, even 82 fo~~~~J
The Gods of Superstition and the God of the Uni·
rrom so gltted a pen as that or Miss Wixon. whose
Terse. Bennett ............••........•.........•
brilliant and lucid style Is familiar to most readers SS Wh8t has Christianity Done? Preston ........•..
In the Freethought ranks.
But what. pleased U Tribute to Thomas Paine ......................... .
me most In thl" charming story was the un!llnchlng 85 Moving the Ark. Bennett ...................•....
86 Bennett's Prayer to the Devil ...................•••
honesty with which Its author holds up to the de- 87
SbortSennon. Rev. Theologlcus, D. D.....•••••.
rision or the world the rottenness or average minIsterial characte~ porticularly that or revivalist ~ ~g~~~~r::w.r:t~"r.w~~~l~~~: ~:.:::.::::::::
t"<pe. I hav not space here to treat, In dete.il, of the 40 Bible of Nature versus the Bible or Men. John
characters or this truly absorbing novel. Suffice It
to say that It Is safe to predict that anyone who 41 ou~Y~~1~~ii.~iic~i· iieD."t:,:Y.' ·
Elijah the Tlshblt1J.
" ..•....•......
reads Its !lrst chapters will be loth to lay It down 42
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. " .........•....
till the dmouement Is reached. Miss Wixon has long 44
Design Ar~ument Refuted. Underwood ........ .
been dolvg o. n"ble work In educating our children
1
Into the ranks or true Liberalism, thereby robbing
fi~J }~~~;R~~B~~xl~~n'1!'t~::::::::::: :::::::::::
the church of hundreds or those who, In after 47 Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Dr.
Daniel Arter ................................•....
years, might hav become Its willing dupes and servll tools, and •he certainly deserves the generous ~~ {~~~f~~~u8b1~~~~!ft.it~:"eJl:~·E~G~Ii.f.~~~~~~~~::::::
and substantial recognition or all Freethinkers. !50 Jonah and the Big Fish. Bennett ................ .
Let everyone send for a copy or • Allin a Lifetime.' 51 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.1 .........•• ,
It will yield a liberal reward tor tlte outlay.
~Marples- Underwood Debate. Underwood ....... .

GERMA~ SIMPLIFIED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted tor
self-Instruction as well as for use In schools. To
consist or about twelve numbers. Three numbers
uow published. Sent to any address on receipt or MEN
the Price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKFR CO. Postage, 1 cent extra.
•· 'l.'hese books contain a wealth o! knowledge tor
.A
self·lnstructlon."-ED. .Albany Union.
3t!

-------------------------

Abiram.
1S Arra.ltnment of Priestcraft.

IRON CLAD SERIES.
Atonement. Clu>rles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake~ 5 ct•.
Buddhist NiltiliSin. Pr•Jf. Max l>luller. lOcents.
Religion or lnhninanity. F. Harrison. 20 eta..
Relation of \Vitcllcraft to Religion. LyalL

6ents.

23 Re~!?'n~~tt~~~~-~~~~t-~~:~.~~~~t-~-~~~:~~: .. ~·.~; ,.
24 Chrlstlaas at Work. Wm.lllcDonnell......... ....

A ROMANCE.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY,

·
.

1 Discussion on Prayer. Tiennett and others......

l~ ~~~~ a~~h~,~~s.

0. B. Will fFO RD, M. D.
Price,

[Please Order by Nuinber.]l'"'"

7 The Story of Creation. Bennett..................
8 The Old Snake Story.
•·
...............•••
9 The Story of the Flood.
"
.....•. ....•••••••
10 ThePla:Bueso!Egygt.
"
..................

Snbstanfillted by the Bible.

Good Lord, Deliver Us.

Iron-Clad and Manna Series.

'l'UUTH SEEU.Elt 'l'UAC'fS.
1io.
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the Truth Seekers.

Cloth, $1.00

Th.e First Epistlf of Bennett the
Apostle to the Truth Seekers..
10 cents.

'l'he Great Religions of the World.
10 cents.

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.
10 cents.

10
'.0

....
~

Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infidel.

10 cents.

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
iinful Sainti and Sensual Shepher~
1........

'rHE TRUTH SEEKER, jANUARY 24, i885
FREETHOUGHT WORKS.
For Sale at THE TRU'l.'H SEEKER Office.

~ate Pr_ofessor of Sanskri_t and compara~
tive philology at the Umversity of Mu·.
nich. An account of the ancient Zoroas.
trian religion and literature. Price, $4.50

BIBLE MORALS.

FREETHOUGHT WORKS,
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

Essays on the Sacred Language
of Science. The InWritings, and Religion of the Advancement
augural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL,
Parsis. By MARTEN fuuo, Ph. D.
delivered before the British Association
for the Advancement of Science. With
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also
eontaining opinions of Prof. H. HELMHOLTz, and nrticles of Prof. TYNDALL and
Sir HENRY 'rHoMPSON on prayer. Price,
?loth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone,
m paper, 15 cents.

63

TWENTY GRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.

FB-1Sehot>d and I)eception-Cheating- , heft and Hob·
bery-Adultery and Prostitution-Murdel~-\VarR ofConquP.st and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and
Essence of Christianity. By Lunwio
FEUERBA.CH. Translated from the Ger:Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Chilman by GEoRGE ELIOT. Price, $3. 75.
dren-Cruelty
to Animals-Human. Sacrifices-CannibalAmberley's Life of Jesus. His CharExeter Hall. A Theological Romance.
acter nnd Doctrins. From the Analysio ism- Witchcraft- ::::ilavery-Polygamy- Intemperance"One of the most exciting romances of
of Religious Belief. By VrscOUNT AMBER· Poverty and Vagrancv- Ignorance and Idiocy- Ub-·
the day.'· Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth,
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
scen.ity.
80 cents.

Faith and Reason. A Concise Account of the Christian Religion, and of
all the Prominent Religions before and
since Christianity. With elaborate Index
17 pp. By HALsEY R. STEVENs, Extr~
cloth, 12mo. 441 pp. Price, $1.50.

Family Creeds. By WM.

McDoNNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth,
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Festival of Ashtaroth.

A tale of

Palestine, founded on the destruction of
the Moabites by the Jews. By A. C.
MIDDLETON. Price, 10 cents.

Figures of Hell; or, the Temples of
Bacchus. Dedicated to the licensers
manufacturers of beer and whisky.
Mrs. ELizA.BETH THOMPsoN. A book
of facts and figures in regard to
liquor traffic. Price, $1.

and
By
full
the

Genesis I-II: An Essay on the Bible
Narrative of Creation.
A.M. Price, 50 cents.

By A. R. GRoTE,

Chronicles of Simon Christianus.

His Manifold and Wonderful Adventures
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture
(evidently inspired) discovered by J. N.
FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich.
Price, 25 cents.

Crimes of Preaclters in the United
States. By M. E. BILLINGs. Shows how
thick and fast the godly bav fallen from
grace. Price, 25 cents.

SAMUEL P. Pu~r
NAM, Author of "Prometheus" "Gottlieb,"" Ingersoll and Jesus." A Radical
Romance of pioneer life, delineating the
virtues of nat,ual humanity as opposed
to the hypocrisy of a supernatural religion crowded with incident and full of
progressive ideas and the poetry of the
future. Price, $1.00.

Golden Throne. By

Good Sense, or Natural Ideas opposed
to Supernatural. Translated from the
French of BARoN D'HOLBACH, author of
the "System of Nature." Price, $1.00.

IGngdon~ According to
the Holy Men of Old. J:Sy the author of
"Samson, a Myth-story of the Sun."
Two volumes of poetry. Price, 50 cents.

Oospel of the

Last Will and Testament of Jean
Meslier, a curate of a Roman chmch

science of individual traits portrayed by
the temperaments and features. Illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH
SrnMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
edges, $4.50.

New England and the People up
'fhere. A humorous lecture. By
GEoRGE E. MACDONALD.

10 cents.

Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE.

Com.
prising terse, wrtty, and sarcastic definitions of the terms used in theology. The
only edition in English. 25 cents.

Comparison of Biblical Modern Spiritualism. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1.

The Roaring Lion on the Track. By
M. BA.BcoCK.

Price, 15 cents.

blows against theology and :.Ohumanity.
Price, $1.

Alamontada, tlte Galley-Slave. Trans-

lated from the German of Zschokke by
IRA G. MoSHER, LL.B. A deeply philosophical nat rativ, intensely interesting.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be dic-

Helvetius; or, The True Meaning of

tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Swedenborg, through the mediumship of Mrs.
FRANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA
HUTCHINSON, with a steel engraving of
Randolph. Price, $1.50.

the System of Nature. Translated from
the French. Price, 20 cents.

Career of Religious Ideas; Their Ul-

Heathens of the Heath (the). By
W ..r.

McDoNNELL, Author
E.J.!L'" Price, $1. 25.

of

" Exeter

Heroines of Freethought. Contain-

ing Biographical Sketches of Freethought
female writers. By Mrs. SARA. A. UNDERwooD. Price, $1.75

Historical Jesus of Nazareth.

By

M. ScHLESINGER, Ph. D., Rabbi of the
Congregation Anshe Emeth, Albany,
Now York. Extra cloth, 12mo, 68 pages.
Price, 75 cents.

History of

Mo~es,

Aaron, Joshua,

and others, deduced from a review of
the Bible. Also remarks on the morals
of the Old and New Testaments, and
some of the ancient philosophers. By
J. M. DoRSEY. Price, 75 cents.

timate the Religion of Science. By HunSON TUTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75
cents.

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of
Yahyeh or Jelwvah Shown to be
the Worship of the Devil, with observations on the horrible and cruel ordinance
of Devil Worship_,_ to wit, Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt offerings. By the Very
Rev. EvAN DAVIES (Myfyr nforganwg), D.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain.
Translated from the Welsh by MomoN, B.
C. Price, 25 cents.

Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.
Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell.

Beautifully

written. By S. P. Pt'TNA.M. 25 cents.
History of the Christian Religion to
the Year 200. An exhaustive ex- Hereafter. A Scientific, Phenomenal,
amination of the proofs of the authentic·
ity of the books of the New Testam~nt,
showing conclnsivly that the canomcal
gospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By
Judge CHAS. B. W A.ITE. 450 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, $3.50; half morocco,
$4.00.

History of the Council of Nice,_ A.D.

325 ~vith a Life of Constantine the G-reat,
anll a general exhibition of the Christian
religion in the days of the early fathers.
By DlllA.N DUDLEY. $1.

PHOHOGRAPHY &TlPEWRITIHG.

advance.

and Biblical Demonstration of a Future
Life.. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Issues of the Age.

Consequences In·

volved in Modern Thought. A work
showing much study and great familiarity with other writers and thinkers. By
HENRY C. FEDDER. Price, $1.

Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teachings, and imperfections.
25 cents.

Its Rise, Progress, and Triumph.

WAIFS AND WANDERINGS
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOR OF
''GOLDEN THRONE,"

''PROMETHEUs," ''INGER·

BOLL AND JESUS," ETO.
Prlce, Ol .. th, $1.00; Pap•r, 50 Vts;

BY CHARLES WATTS.

By W. S. BELL.

An Antidote Analyzed,

CoNTENTS-Sec. I.: DEfinition of Freethought
SHOWING THE
and its Early Struggles for Life. Section II.:
FOLLY OF A RELIGIOUS QUACK
What it Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III.: Free thought Martyrs and ConIn Ministering a Nauseous Antidote to Those
fessors. Section lV. : Freeth ought in
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing PoisonConflict during the Sixteenth, Sevous, and
enteenth, and Eighteenth CenEXPOSING THE INCONSISTENCY OF
turies.
Section V.: FreeCHRISTIANS GENERALLY.
thought Triumph in the
Nineteenth Century.
BY H. CLAY LUBE.

$1 2:.

P.ricc,

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE
A Care:M INSJ'I~UTJQXO~' MARRIAQE IN

The Question Settled.

Half Hours with Some Ancient and
Modern Celebrated Freethinkers; A Business Man's Social and ReligThomas Hobbes, Lord Bolingbroke, Conious. Views. Bold and trenchant
dorcet, Spinoza, Anthony Collins, Descartes, M. de Voltaire, John Toland,
Compte de Volney, Charles Blount,
Percy Bysshe Shelley, Claude Arian
Helvetius, Francis Wright Darusmont,
Zeno, Epicurus, Matthew Tindall, David
Hume, Dr. Thomas Burnet, Thomas
Paine, Baptiste de Mirabaud, Baron de
Holba.ch, Robert Taylor, Joseph Barker.
By "Iconoclast," CoLLINs and W ATTB.
Price, 75 c;nts.

Special Discount on L:lr;-er Q.uanlitics.

HISTORY OF FREETHOUGHT.

the Philosophy and Treatment of l\IIediomania. By FREDERIC R. MARviN, M.D.
Cloth, 50 cents.

Price, 20 cents.

6 Copies, $1.00>

Typewr!t.lng requires about two months practiCe,
and can be learned along with phonography-only
"A prose epic of the war, rich with Incident and
$10 extra. Send ror circular. Address,
in France, containing the best of his writ- 4Utf
dramatic power; breezy from tlret page to Ja.st with
T. 0. LELAND, 744 Broadway, N.Y.
the llvlng spirit ot to·day.-John Swinton's Paper.
ings. 25 cents.
THE
Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical novel
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
of marked ability. By FREDERIKA MAc39 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
DONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to
$1.25.

Government. An Essay by CHARLES The Philosopl1y of Spiritualism, and
MORAN.

Price, SlnArle Copies, 2:. cents;

Many a bright young man or womao would like to
to New York to commence a business career.
Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De- come
best way is to learn these arts. They are new
fense. In· Six Lectures by Col. The
professions that are lncreas!og in demand, and not
JOHN R. KELso, A.M. These are among }et run. 1 instruct young persons thoroughly, and
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and get them positions. It takes tlve months to gain the
requlsH phonegraphlc speed, 100 words a minute.
should be z:ead by everybody. $1.50.
Terms, $1i0 !or the course, payable $10 monthly In

Golden Mean o~ Teniperance and Nature's Revelations of Character;
Religion~ or, Common Sense in . or Physiognomy Illustrated. The
Eating, Drmking, Thinking, and Living.
By JoHN E. BuRToN. Price, 10 cents.

BY .YOHN E. REDSBURG.

PRICE,

10 OTS.

Address '.rHE '.rRUTH SEEKER Office,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

--------------------

EVOLUTION:

TH.J<.: UNI'l'ED KINGDOM..

A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.

BEING
LAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND RE·
MARKABLE DIVORCE CASES.

B)' Robert «~. Adams.
Paper, 25 cents.
For Sale at this Office.
46tf

Four Hundred anrl Forty Large
Octavo Pages,

"ANT I CHRIST."

PricA reduced from $2.25 to $1.00.
41tf
A:ddress this office.

Proving conclu&IVIY that
THE 8TORY OF JB8U8 tJHR181"
Ills blrtn, life, trial, execution. ete.-lo a myth .
TRUTH BEEKER O!llce:.
PTtnA.I2.UO.
BB Clinton Place. New Vo•lli-

PROSE POEMS
And Selections,
BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, let·
ters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
of the author.
The work is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare per·
sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
has been prepared especially for it.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes for any season or occasion.
In workmanship the volume is a master·
piece. The type ~s larg~ and beautiful; the
paper heavy and rrc~ly _tmted; the presswork
faultless; and the bmdmg, as perfect as the
best materials and skill can produce. The
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gllt back and side, $2 50
Halr-caU mot.tled edges, elegant I! bury style, 4 50
Full Turkey morocco, gllt, exquisitely tine,
7 50
Full tree calr, highest possible style and tln!Bh, 9 00
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl.. New York.

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Author of

u

Prometheus,'' "Gottlteb.'' and •' Ingersoll
and Jel!lua.''

A Radical romance of pioneer llfe, dellneat!ng the virtue• of ll&tural humanity as opposed to tbe hypocrisy of a
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tJem# oJ lfhonght.
YOU should lead good lives because It Is right, and
because It Is your pleasure to do so, rather than
rrom the rear or any angry or malicious being. He
who abstains from doing wrong rrom fear of punIshment or or being cast Into hell, deserves little
more credit than he whose life Is spent In evil doing.
-D. M. Bennett.

FOR the man Ohrlst-ror the reformer who loved
his fellow-men-for the man who believed In an !nIl nit rather, who would shield the Innocent and protect the just-for the martyr who expected to be
rescued rrom the cr:1el cross, and who at last, lindlug that his hope was dust, cried out In the gatherIng gloom of death: "My God I My God I Why hast
thou forsaken me?" -for that great and sutrerlng
man, mistaken though he was, I hav the hlghe3t admiration and respect. That man did not. as I beUeve, claim a miraculous origin; he did not pretend
to heal the sick nor raise the dead. He claimed
simply to be a man, and taught his fAllow-men that
loTe Is stronger far than hate. His life was written
by reverent Ignorance. Loving credulity belittled
his career with feats of jugg!ery and magic art, and
priests, wishing to persecute and slay, put In his
mouth the words or hatred and revenge. The theological Ohrlst Is the Impossible union or the human
and divine-man with the attributes or God, and
God with the limitations oud weaknesses or man.
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The political aim of THE TRUTH SEEKER is to enforce the Nine Demands of Liberalism.

-R. G. Inger.oll in the (Jh'ristian Religion.

IN Spain despotism might ruie In sar~ty over Ignorance, but the French had eaten of the tree or
knowledge, and they deman~ed to eat or the tree or
life.. A bread-riot became a rebellion; the rebellion
bt"came a revolution. Maddened by resistance,
frenzied by rear, they made their revolution a
massacre. Yet In spite of mummeries and murders, and Irreligious persecutions; In spite of
or follies perpetrated In the name or reason, and
cruelties committed In the name or humanity, that
revolution regenerated France, and planted principles which spread over the continent or Europe,
and which are now bearing fruits In Italy and Spain.
With the nineteenth cemury a new era of history
beglns.-Rtade's Martyrdom of Man.
IT Is our deliberate opinion that the French Revolution, In spite or all Its crimes and follies, was a
great blesstng to mankln'i. But It was not only
natural but Inevitable that those who had only seen
the first act should be Ignorant or the catastrophe,
and should be alternately elated and depressed as
the plot went on disclosing Itself to them. A man
who had held exactly the same opinion about the
Revolution In 1789, In 1794, In 1804, In 1814, and In
1834, would hav been either a divinely Inspired
prophet, or an obstinate fool. Sir James Mackintosh was neither. He was simply a wise and good
man, and the change which passed In his mind
was a change which passed In the mind or almost
every good and wise man In E11rope.-Macauley.
FOR that other Joss,

In philosophy, THE TRUTH SEEKER advocates the up building of a rational system that shall lead to better lives on·
the part of the people, and that shall yield to its adherents all the social and emotional enjoyments of the churches, without any mixture of superstition, or the use of rites and ceremonies degrading to manhood and womanhood. This'
philosophy must be a growth, an evolution from lower forms, and this growth THE TRUTH SEEKER hopefully fosters •.
It is, therefore, both destructive and constructive.
Among the contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER are the most eminent men and brilliant writers in the Liberal'·
ranks of the United States, including Courtlandt Palmer, Charles Watts, T. B. Wakeman, S. P. Andrews, T. C. Leland,.
C. B. Reynolds, S. P. Putnam, J. E. Remsburg, W. S. Bush, Elliott Preston, John Peck, J. L. York, Susan H. Wixon,.
Helen Gardener, Mrs. Slenker, and many other able men and women. THE TRUTH SEEKER also makes a feature of re-·
printing the ablest English essayists and philosophers, and during 1884 has given its readers several papers from the'
pens of Frederic Harrison and Herbert Spencer. The home contributors are legion, and the communications em-·
brace the widest possible range of subjects-religious, philosophic, Anarchistic, Socialistic, land reform, tariff and:
political reform.

EVERY LIBERAL IN THE COUNTRY WANTS THE TRUTH SEEKER ..
DEPARTMENTS:

In the League Department is recorded the news of the National Liberal League, furnished to our columnfll
by the secretary, and other officers of the National and auxiliary Leagues.
We also have an able correspondent in Canada, who furnishes weekly news of the Freethought movement in,
that dominion.
Our Children's Department is edited by one of the best and most successful writers for children in the'
United States.
Miss Susan H. Wixon is widely kn:own, not only in the Freethought ranks, but as a writer for·
popular papers and magazines. We have from all sides the strongest testimonials to the efficiency of her work in'
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
She will continue the Department through 1885.
Through the department of" Letters from Friends" hundreds of subscribers have made pleasant acquaintances and!
Who lcoo-ol-ooD.fldoJJ.O.Q in_JilOoclal man
By the unexpected transports of
"'1'1" ..
]~~,sting frjendships. Its two pages are a place for exchange of thoughts, relation of experiences, and whatever thEll
Oarrled so high, that every thought-which looked friends of Freethought find occasion to say. This departme~t is a "talk together" of great and varied interest.
Beyond the temporal destiny or the kindTo many seemed superlluous; as no cause
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'
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think they know what Is your duty better than you
know it. It Is easy In the world to llv after the
world's opinion; It Is easy In solltud~ to llv after
your own; but the great man Is he who, In the midst
or the crowd, keeps, with perfect sweetness, the In33 CLINTON PLACE. NEW YORK.
dependence of solitude.- Emerson.
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WHEREVER the repetition or any particular act or
operation prod uces.a propensity to renew the same
act or operation, without being Impelled by any
reasoning or process or the understanding, we always say that this propensity Is the etrect or custom.
By employing that word we pretend not to glv the
ultimate reason or such a propensity. We only
point out a prluclple or human nature which Is unl
versally acknowledged, and whl'h Is well known by
Its effects. Perhaps we can push our Inquiries no
rurther, or pretend to glv the cause or this cause,
but must rest contented with It as the ultimate
principle which we can as~lgn or all our conclusions
rrom experience. It Is sufficient satisfaction that
we can go so far wltltout repining at the narrowness
or our faculties, because they will carry us no
rather.-H••me'a Inquiry Concerntng Human Understanding.

Assume a virtue If you hav It not;
That monster, custom, who all sense doth eat,
Of devll's habit, Is angel yet In this,
That to the use of actions fair and good
He likewise glvs a frock or livery,
That aptly Is put on. Refrain to-night,
And that shall lend a kind or easiness
To the next abstinence; the next more easy;
For use almost can change the stamp or nature
And either master the devil or throw him out
With wonderous potency. -Shakspere's flamlet.
so long as the universe stands, and so long as
there Is an Intelligent being In the universe, so long
there must be religion. As well might the ship-master
think to outsall the horiz()n that encompasses him
on every hand; as well might the lark, rising Into
the morning air, think to outlly the atmosphere In
which It ll.utters Its wings, and the movementR or
which constitute the liquid beauties of Its song, as
humanity think to outllv rellglon.-M. J. Savage.
IT was Impossible for Milton to handle the dry
bones or a divinity compendium without stirring
them Into life. And diVInity which Is made to llv
necesss.rlly becomes unorthodox.-Mark Pattison'•
Jlillon.

"WERE you at church, to-day?" asked the landlady or her wicked border last Sunday. "I was.''
"What did the minister preach about?" "He
preached about two hours and a half,
"I WISH I was an owl," said the young lawyer.
"Why?" ehe asked. "Because then I could stay up
all night, you know, dear," he replied. "What
would you want to do such a ridiculous thing as
that for?'' she tittered. "To wit: To woo."
"I AM shocked, Bobby," said his mother severely,
"tbat you should go to see a game of baseball on
Sunday. Think how grieved your father will be
when I Inform him or it." "Oh, you needn't do
that," replied Bobby," he knows it.'' "Oh, you told
him, did you?" 11 No, he saw me there."
BUB BY stubbed his toe and came In crying to his
mother. "There, there, Bubby, she said after she
had ascertained that the Injury was trilling, "you
are too big a boy to cry over a little thing like that."
"B-but what a-am I to do, mamma?" he asked sobbingly. "I ain't b-blg enough to a-swear.
"WHERE did you get this French Bible?" asked
Smith, taking up a book from Black's table. Black:
"French Bible I I havn't got any French Bible. The
only Bible I hav Is the one you hav In your hand.
Had It ever since I wall married.'' Smith (holding
up the book): "What do you call that but French?"
Black: "By gracious l so It Is I Funny I never round
that out before I"
" IN sort, adumbrant meshes or sieved aliTer the
sunbeams melted through the leaves and dipped In
spangl~s or gold upon the brown and black moquettrle or shadows that led to the ragged edge or the
curb where a rragll little fragment ot h umanlty
lay moaning.'' "That's all right enough," said the
managing editor, "but It's a little too long. Make
It shorter.'' "But what shall I say, sir," asked the

blonde reporter. "Ob, I'd just •ay, • Hennessy Mul.
cahey's little boy Pat fell Into an open sewer and
broke his nose.' That'll do.''
A LADY or Ohio being examined as a candidate ror
school-teaching, was asked th'l meaning or respiration and replied, "the perspiring of the body," and
another candidate defined emphasis to be the putting more distress on one word than another. An
English medical student dellned hypothesis to be
"something that happens to a man after death,"
and another dell ned Irony to be" a tincture or Iron.''
"NOw," said the business man to the pr m Boston
girl, whom he had engaged to do his type writing,
"Adress this letter to Messrs. Jones & Jones, Amster.
dam, N. Y.'' The types clicked for a moment,
and then the fair operator stopped and blushed till
her glasses fair! y glowed. "I cannot swear, sir,"
she said, timidly, with her sort Athenian accent.
"May I not write It • Amsterdash ?' " The merchant
leaned forward as If to Imprint a fatherly kiss upon
her chaste brow, and touched the keys. "There,"
he said, "I hw written • dam.' Now you go ahead.'
POET,
I've a verselet on a leal!et,
A dain•y little screed;
What will you glv me for It
To !Ill a long felt need?"
EDITOR,
I've a damnlet on my tonguelet,
A good one tried and true,
Which I always glv to poets,
And I'll be as kind to you.
A MARRIED lady recently sent a note to a newspaper to get a recipe to cure the whooping cough In
a pair or twins. By a deplorable mistake a recipe
for pickling onions was unconsciously Inserted and
her name attached, and she received thla answer
through .the "Answer to Correspondents:" "Mrs. L.
H. B.-It not too strong, skin them pretty closely,
1mmerse In scalding water, sprinkle plentifully with
1 aalt, and Immerse them for a weok In strong brine.''

She didn't do It, however, as she thought It would
)<Ill the cough nineteen times out or twenty, and the
children nine times out or tea.
THE young people or Tenderfoot Olty, Arizona,
had a masquerade ball a short time ago; and an envious journal or a neighboring town had the followIng paragraph ~tbout It: "We understand that several young ladles were dressed as Indian maidens,.
In pink hosiery, kid sllpper3, diamond necklaces,
with peacock feathers 1:1 their hair. We don't like,
to shatter this beautiful Ideal or an Indian malden,,
but duty compels us to say that no Indian malden
ever sported such a layout. The genuln article,
wears an !lid plug hat, a dirty army blanket, and a'
discarded pair or trousers. For a necklace she
wears a string or pale face's teeth, and carries a con-·
slderable amount or real estate with her wherever,
she goes."
"HAVyou a revised copy or the New Testament hi'
the library, Miss Smith?" asked the young minister,
who was making an evening call, partly parochial
and partly otherwise. "No, Mr. Longprayer," she·
replied, 11 I regret to say we havn't." 11 What's a·
revised copy?" asked Bobby, who had been permitted to sit up beyond his usual hour. "You are·
rather young yet, Bobby, to understand such mat-'
ters," said his sister, kindly. "A revised copy
means that certain changes hav been made In theBible that were considered necessary to a better understanding or the text. Now you had better run
oa to bed; that's a good boy.'' The young minister
could scarcely conceal his admiration. "Well, IC
that's what It Is," said Bobby, "our family Bible is'
revised, 'cause pa changed It the other day. He·
scratched out the date or your birth and made It
three years later. He told rna something about you
and the minister, and said that It wouldn't do no
harm nohow, and If ever Mr. Longprayer wanted to
look at It, It might do a good deal or good.'' Presently the minister went away and a family consultation was held. It resulted In Bobby'e passing _.
sleepless night on the pit or his atomaeli,
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i!Jofts and Uflippings.
THE coroner at St. Louis, Mo., recently investigated a faith cure hospital in that city.
He found that a baby had just died there
which had received only prayer for treatment.
The keepers of the hospital are religious
fanatics.
A CIRCULAR has been generally distributed
among the Hebrews of this city calling attention to the fact that, with a population of at
least 60,000 Israelites in this city, the synagogs
are deserted, and the rabbis preach to empty
benches.
IT appears from statistics recently published
that the annual bill for bread, meat, cotton,
and woollen goods of the Amerie.an people
foots up a total of about 1,250,000,000, and its
annual bill for whisky, leer, and the taxes
thereon is $1,400,000,000. So we drink $150,
000,000 worth more than we eat and wear.
"I sEE there are a number of counterfeit
Bank of England notes circulating in this
country." "Yes; and what is worse, I think
I hav one of them." "So? What are you going to do with it?" "I don't know. That is
what troubles me." "You might put it in the
church contribution box." "No, not yet. I'm
not dead sure it's counterfeit."
AMONG the movements in the churches the
Dawson county (Neb.) Herald chronicles the
leaving town of Frank Odell, superintendent
of the Unitarian Sabbath-school and grand
chaplain of the grand lodge of Good Templars
of Nebraska. Mr. Odell was escorted to the
depot by some dozen or more creditors, whose
grief at his departure was greatly deepened by
their failure to get a cent of their several dues.
THE papers tell a story of a Birmingham man
who had a sudden attack in the night, of rheumatism, which his wife cured by the application of holy water blessed by the pope,
which she brought from the Emerald Isle.
The next morning they found she had showered him with blue washing-fluid, and the holy
water bottle was as tightly eorked as ever. He
was very blue in spots, but his faith had made
him whole.
THE proprietors of the London post-office
directory hav "experienced religion " to such
an extent that their publications are seasoned
with texts. Thus facing the "Court" section
occurs, "Thou God seest me." "What is a
man profited if he shall gain the whole world,"
etc., precedes the list of "Commercial Persons," and "A false balance is au abomination
to the Lord" serves as an introduction to the
"Trades" division.
MRS. MARTHA SPRINGSTEEN sued for a divorce
in the courts of Brooklyn recently. Her husband has for some years been in the habit of
recreating himself by beating her, smashing
dishes, and kicking things around generally.
For eight years there was not a time when she
did not bear bruises upon her person. This
she bore without public complaint, but when
Mr. Springsteen joined the Methodist church,
his outrages increased, and the first thing he
did on returning from prayer-meeting was to
thrash his wife. Justice Cullen granted the
divorce.
THE Rev. Heber Newton counts it a "signal
illustration of the advance which has been
made in so-called Infidelity, that its spirit is
clean and pure." But, says the Winsted Press,
its spil·it was always clean and pure. The Infidelity which the clergy are forced to recognize and respect to-day is the same Infidelity
at which they hav hooted, as owls hoot in the
darkness, for a hundred years. It is the dirt
in the eyes of the clergy which has made Infidelity seem to them unclean, not any lack of
purity in the spirit of Infidelity itself. But
there is an Infidelity that goes far beyond the
kind they are forced to recognize-that despises them and their superstitions too much
to combat them or laugh at them. This is really" the advance which has been made in the
so-called Infidelity," and it will giv the parsons trouble after they hav conquered the old
Infidelity by surrendering to it.
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EVERY little while, says Peck's Sun, the
papers giv accounts of people who hav become
insane through the work of the "Salvationists." Mrs. Robert Collins, of Akron, Ohio, is
one of the latest victims. It seems that at
their "carnivals" (appropriate name) the impressible ones get the "power," fall into a
comatose condition, and lie down on the floor
unconscious, while the others walk over and
on them. Men, women, and children bunk
down together, and .it is suspected that they
do not all hav the "power," but are in for a
regular pow-wow. A committee of investiga·
tion should be appointed in every town where
these carnivals are held, to prevent forgery
and carry off the wounded.
PEoPLE who indulge in what they consider
substitutes for profanity do not realize that
they frequently use the oaths of the ancients.
In ancient Rome, Castor and Pollux were the
favorits among the demi-gods to swear by, and
when the people said by Gemini, they meant
to swear byCastor and Pollux, the twins. This
oath has come down to us, even to the present
day, when the expression "By Jiminy!" is frequently heard. "The deuce!" is a very ancient
oath, indeed, as will appear from the derivation to which it is referred-the Latin DeusGod. Nowadays it is considered a mild oath to
say "the ·deuce;" and it is a curious thing that
the deuce is generally supposed to mean the
"devil." So people say, "Go to the deuce!''
THE New York correspondent of the Buffalo
Express tells this story: " The girls of 'frinity
College, New York, were practising some
chorals for the Christmas service. Brother
Dix is nothing if not intensely literary in his
worshipful duties, and he was just tickled almost to death because he had been able to
borrow some ancient music written in the missal style of the sixteenth century. A huge
page of the precious melody, with notes as big
as plaques, and embellished with heads of
saints and angels, was displayed on a.n easel in
front of them. They were expected to enthuse
mightily over this treasure of art and religion, and raise their voices reverentially to the
mummified tune. There was one girl, a high,
squeaky soprano, who seemed to hav a vocal
explosion at a certain point, sending one note
up like a sky-rocket. Dix was a little startled,
and let her try it over and over again, and
ever with the same phenomenon. 'I beg your
pardon, Miss Sophie,' he said, blandly, 'but
where do you find that note away up in high
G ?" She gazed fixedly at the ornate sheet of
music, with its conglomeration of notes and
cher)lbim. Then she emitted a te-he and said:
'Well, doctor, if I havn't been singing the head
of that bald angel every time I came to it!'"
THE Christian Union relates this pitiful
story: "Christmas morning, one of the police
courts in New York witnessed an unusual
scene. A young woman, miserably clad, pale
and thin,·_came before the judge, leading by
the hand a pinched, hungry-looking girl of
four years. The mother, with trembling lips,
asked to hav her little girl sent to some charitable institution, because she could not support herself and the child. While she was
waiting for the necessary [papers to be made
out, she clung to the baby, kissing it again and
again, while tears dropped on the face and
hair of the little one, to whom the whole scene
was a mystery. Suddenly an elderly gentleman came into the court room, gazed eagerly
about, fastened a most; searching look on the
face of the young mother, who was entirely absorbed in her grief. A sharp cry, 'My child,
my child, but how changed !' and he clasped
the mother in his arms. After a time, in the
judge's room, the story was told; it is not new,
and without doubt will be repeated again and
again in other lives. Five years ago the young
woman was a much-loved daughter in a home
that was more than comfortable. She insisted
on receiving attentions from a young man
to whom her father and mother objected because he drank to excess.'' The New York
Sun, calls this tale a "cheap lie," and ruthlessly prints the callous facts thus: "Without
prejudice to the barrelful of morals that can
be obtained from this story, it may be stated
that the story is an invention, and a very
hackneyed invention it is. Several New York

morning newspapers printed it, nevertheless,
on Dec. 29th. The inventor of it christened
his invented elderly gentleman Rufus Stone,
and his invented young mother Kate Barry,
OwNEY GEOGHEGAN, one of New York's most
and found for the former a street address not
notorious disreputables, died last week.
in the directory, but on the North River, and,
THE World's Exposition at New Orleans is
by way of a finish, clapped Rate's husband in
Sing Sing. The beauty of this sort of stuff, in in financial straits, and has been obliged to
the eyes of some of the Sun's contemporaries, borrow $60,000.
is that it comes cheap."
THE grand jury at Chicago hav indicted two
THE London Standard says that King The- hundred and forty-nine judges of elections for
haw has given up drink, to which he has hith- complicity in the frauds on the ballot in that
erto been greatly addicted. "As is usual with city.
THE Rev. George Spencer, of Norfolk, Vu.
unfortunate d1•unkards," comments the Standard, "he is not satisfied with becoming sober has accepted a call from the sheriff, and gone
himself, but he insists on every one else be- to jail. He broke into a house and committed
coming sober. His methods are not exactly larceny.
those of the Temperance Alliance, but there
LoRD GARMOYLE, the young scion of English
is no xeason for supposing that the teetotal nobility who has just paid an actress $50,000
zealots of England would hesitate to adopt in a breach of promis suit, is in New York.
such methods had they only the power to He is said to be a typical "dude.''
carry them into effect. The Jesuits and misONE hundred and twenty men were thrown
sionaries of Spain were so anxious to benefit
the souls of the nativs of the West Indian out of employment by the burning of a buildIslands, of Peru, and of other countries, that ing last Saturday belonging to the Winchester
they burnt their bodies alive. The Alliance Arms Co., at New Haven, Conn. Loss $60,000.
is no whit behind the Jesuits in zeal and faA ROW took place between opposing factions
naticism. In Mandalay hammering appears to in a Catholic church at Fall River, l\:l11Ss., last
be the punishment adopted for drunkenness, Sunday, which necessitated the calling in of
A Burman has biwn hammered to death, and the police to preserve order while the services
the companion of his drunken spree, a Jewish were in progress.
British subject, is dying in jail, with several
JoE CoOJc lectured in this city last weok on
bones broken. Thus it will be seen that the
Mormonism,
He would suppress the evils of
customs introduced by Thebaw differ widely
from those which prevail here. In Burmah the system by not admitting polygamists into
drunkards are hammered to death; in Eng- the country, and by passing a national law
land they hammer their wives to death. The abolishing polygamy.
Burmese method clearly possesses marked adTHE Sunday law is being enfOI'ced with more
vantages; but we fear that Sir W. Lawson will rigor than at any previous time. Front doors
never succeed in inducing the House of Com- of saloons are kept tightly closed, but there
mons to legalize it here."
has been no Sunday when those unwise enough
THE current number of the New Englm1der to drink liquor could not obtain it by going in
has an article on "Inspiration" by Dr. John at side entrances.
Bascom, president of the Wisconsin state uniTnE Rev. Anthony Walker, of Marshall,
versity. The Religious Herald thinks the "ar- Texas, departed this life on the 23d. lie was
ticle will open the eyes of some good men hanged for murder, having killed a man to
pretty wide. It repudiates all evangelical gain possession of fifty dollars, one hundred
views on the subject, and reduces the divine and fifty acres of land, and the wife of his vicguidance of the Biblical writers to 'the nor- tim. Death loves a shining mark.
mal activity of the mind under the truth.' If
A \VARRAN'r for polygamy was recently issued
this is not stark Rationalism, it is impossible for the arrest of C. W. Penrose, editor of the
to conceive what Rationalism would be. It is Deseret News, the Mormon church organ, at
the Rationalism of Theodore Parker over Salt Lake City, Utah. The polygamous editor
again-who believed in a religious genius, i. e., was not found. A man named Angus Cannon
natural genius employed on religious subjects, was arrested on a similar /Jharge, and belli in
'the most complete action of human powers, $2,500 bail.
though free from no one of their ordinary acTnE Tombs Police Court is a place in this
cidents or liabilities' (as to error). Professor
Lad d's view is said to 'almost, if not quite,' city where those are tried who break the law.
amount to the same thing. The motto of the 'fhere is a law in New York against Sunday
New Englander declares that it swears in the labor. Painters and grainers were at work all
words of no !'laster. Yet its founders abode day last Sunday varnishing and graining the
by the words of Christ as their • master'- wood-work of the Tombs Police Courtroom.
holding them to be final and of supernatural Thus was law" violated in her own temple.''

J/Jtws of! tht 1/tth.

authority. It still claims to be • an exponent
of New England views.' Is denial of the
inspiration of the Bible to be recognized as
one of these 'views?' How many more articles like some published of late is the Xew
Englander to send abroad on a mission of evil
before the inquiry will everywhere arise,
whether it is any longer conducted in the
interests of the Christian religion?" And the
Presbyterian Banner says: "The Wisconsin
State University must hav a rationalist outand-out of the Theodore Parker school at its
head. Its president, Dr. John Bascom, has an
article on inspiration in the New Englander for
January, which repudiates all evangelical
views on the subject, and reduces the divine
guidance to which the writers of the Old and
New Testaments were subjected to 'the normal
activity of the mind under the truth.' 'The
doctrin of inspiration springs from vague
thought,' according to this writer. The Christian people of Wisconsin are to be commiserated for having a man at the head of their
state institution who proclains such views with
respect to the inspiration of the Word ot God.
But what shall we say of Yale College, where
Professor Ladd, of the theological department,
teaches and publishes just about the same
thing? It is difficult to see how Christian
parents can consistently place their sons under
such influence."

DYNAMITE was exploded in the Parliament
buildings in London last Saturday, doing great
damage to the structure, and wounding about
thirty-five people, men, women, and ahildren,
some of them seriously. No clue to the identity of the persons who placed the exploHivs
in the buildings is known to hav been discovered. The affair causes the greatest excitement in London.
A coNCERT for the benefit of the miners of
Hocking Valley, Ohio, on strike against a reduction of wages, was held at Steinway Hall
in this city last Sunday evening. It was
called a "sacred" concert, and, considering its
object, waa probably as sacred as any. nfost
of the music was furnished by trades unionists
and all of it was good. The hall was full, and
something like five hundred dollars was realized for the benefit of the miners.
REPORT from San Francisco says that the
Piute Indians are starving on their reservation
in Youma, Nev. They hav not yet received a
dollar of the $~,000 appropriated by Congress.
The winter in Nevada has been very severe.
The reservation is so barren that nothing could
be grown on the land. The Indians number
seven thousand. Almost. their sole means of
subsistence has been pine nuts, fish from
Pyramid Lake, and rabbits, latterly the only
game on the reservation,
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Occasionally there would be fraud connected with society by an offtlr of $25.0_00 on the c_ondition t~at
the banks just as there is now with banks and post- his business should not be mterfered wtth. In spite
offices, but the frauds would. be no greater than now, of the great work which might be done with that
and we do not imagin that the government should sum it was indignantly rejected. The gambling canMr•n• y.-No. JJI.
sell out the post-offices to Jay Gould because of the cer;, however, continues to do business at the old
stand. The report included no reference to the InA NEW MONEY AND A NEW BANKING SYSTEM NEEDED.
frauds connected with them.
The fact is, we might nearly as well hav our army fidels who hav figured so conspicuously therein here1. The government should. deci.de ho~ much mone.y
per capita should be put m mrculahon, and this and navy in private hands as our banks .. In the one tofor~. With further acknowledgments fer divine
amount, or more, should be printed in various de- case our lives would be endangered, and m the other assistance, and an appeal for pecuniary aid, the secretR.ry subsided.
our property.
J. G. MALCOLM.
nominations and on good paper.
Kiiiaen Van Rensselaer bad his turn next, and shot
Hutchinson,
Kan.
2. A banking department should be establ~shed ~t
off the treasurer's report. Rilly's jaw has not lost its
------Washington, and branches should be established m
wobble. He reported the society $644 in debt.
Comstock's Anniversary.
all business centers, as we now hav post-offices. The
Nine thousand dollars had been expended. The rewhole system should be under the control of salaried
Ther.e were two meetings last week of gre.at ~nd port was interlarded with various muddled comments,
officers who should be made to furnish ample secur- abiding interest to the Christian people 0 ~ this mty. emanating apparently from the treasurer's stomach.
ity for all sums intrusted to them. Branch banks The first was the meeting between the emment_ ~r. The treasurer is a most amusing person.
should be compelled to report monthly to Washing- John L. Sullivan, of .Athens, Mass., and the distmThe late District-Attorney Olney was here elicited
ton.
guished Mr. P. Ryan, of Troy, N. Y. The second from a huge ulster that had been occupying a chair,
3. These banks should loan the national money to meeting marked the coming together of ~r . .Anthony and was discovered to be in full dress. He said he
all citizens who could furnish the required security, Comstock and his society to celebrate their eleventh was unprepared to make a speech, and his subseand at a uniform rate of interest to all. They should anniversary. Particular friends were invited to par- quent performance bore out the assertion.
He
never refuse to loan to any person offering the re- take of the hilarity of the occasion thus:
seemed to hav a large stock of assorted gesturss and
quired security. They should also accept deposits 1874. Eleventh Anniversary. 1885. The New York Society attitudes on hand, which he displayed in great profor safe keeping, and should pay interest on all de- for the Suppression of Vice }nvite their frie~ds_ tu llelebrttte fusion. He addressed the chair and the audience in
posits left in the bank more than one full month.
with them their eleventh anmver,ary at Assomatwn H,.ll, cor
b
h
t
4 No money, except the national money, should 231 street and 4th ave, New York city. Jnn. 20, 1885, at 8 a way that led them to believe t at w at was o come
be legal tender for debts, but all other good money, o'clock P.M. Addresses by the Rev. R. 8. McArthur, D_.D.! of would be nothing short of tremendous, but his energy
Calvary church, and the· Han. Peter B. Olney, late d1stnct- spent itself in physical exercise. The other orators
or money that is now national, shodd be accepted
attorney of New York county.
fidgeted uneasily in their seats, and were visibly reat the banks at par, and sent monthly to Washinglon,
150 NAsSAU sT., N. Y., Jan. 16, 188~.
O
fi
DEAR
Sm:
The
board
of
managers
of
the
New
Y01:k
Som~ty
lieved when Mr. lney oR.IIy sat down.
where the paper money should be burnt and the
for
the
Suppression
of
Vice
most
cordially
extend
an
mv1tatw_n
Toe
Baptist
preacher,
l\Ir. McArthur, peeled off
specie converted into bullion.
to you per"onally to attend the eleventh anniversary o~ tu1s his coat, and did the religious clown act. His gest5. The rate of interest should be changeable society. We feel sure that the filets to be n~esentecl wlll be ures were remarkably powerful. .At the close of one
monthly and should affect all borrowers and deposit- regarded by you as of special importance and mterest, ~ncl we of his wildest periods he struck the stand _with both
ors alike. No borrower should be required to pay bespeak your presence. If you cannot be present, '_Vlll you
the principal so long as he kept the. security good kindly extend the accompanying invitation and aclmisswn card hands clenched, and only his agilit_y in grasping it
.
prevented that useful piece of furniture from being
and paid the interest charged for the time he had the to some gentleman of influence? Yours very truly.
S<~.MUEL CoLGATE. } Committee effectually knocked out. The speech was laudatory
H E. SmnroNs.
of
money.
·
ANTHoNY CoMsToCK. Arrangements. of Comstock, who was characterized afl a nineteenth
6. The rate of interest should be increased monthly
century savior walking in tbe footsteps of Christ.
when the volume of money per capita in circulation
The foregoing document having been received at
This would hav dosed the proceedings if sometended to run above the sum fixed upon as desirable the office of THE TRUTH SEEKER; it was turned over at . body had not shouted "Beecher." The shout went
to put in circulation, and it should be lowered when once to the vice-suppressing editor, who, of course, around the room, and the Plymouth pastor ascended
it tended to fall below that sum.
gave the matter his special attention.
·
the platform. He is a large man, turned seventy,
7. The rate of interest paid to depositors should
" Association Hall" is the hall of the Young Men's with long gray hair, a heavy but good-natured face,
be lower than the rate cbarged to borrowers to pay Christian .Association. The building stands at the a barrel-like trunk, and rather short legs. Mr.
the expenses of banking and compensate for loss corner of Twenty-third street and F Jurth avenue. Beecher said this eulogizing Anthony Comstock was
from bad risks.
It cost a million dollars, more or less, and has never all right in its way, but did not go dAep enough.
8. Pawnshops should be run in connection with paid any taxes. Within a stone's throw of the struct- The trouble was that the Christian churches exerted
banks, and money loaned at a little higher rate of ure are a number of huge churches, valuable, on ac- no moral influence. In the best society, so-called,
interest to compensate for expense of storage of se- count of the ground they occupy, to the extent of two there were moral cannibals who devoured the charcurity. Goods r.ihould never be sold so long ~s this or three millions more. These pay no taxes. .At the acter of their neighbors. There was so much corinterest is paid, and when sold, the balance, If any, front of the hall flaming posters announced that the ruption in the church, Mr. Beecher intimated, that
should be placed tu the credit of the borrower.
Rev. Joseph Cook was soon to lecture there on Mor- the vice which the vice association was endeavoring
9. Merchants trading with foreign nations should monis'4. .A spectral doorkeeper took the ticket away to suppress seemed insignificant in comparison.
be allowed to buy gold or silver at Washington, or from the visitor as he passed in at about a quarter Those who tried to reform the community were usnany other place, at as cheap rates as they can get
before eight. Two or three hundred men were pres- ally treated to nominal rotten eggs. ".As for myself,"
them or to take loads of one kind of merchandise ent. Kiliaen Van Rensselaer, the treasurer, brought said the speaker, "I stand where rotten eggs are
with them, and return with another kind of merchana female with him and ensconced her in a little room plenty. I expect nothing else." This reminded him
dise. 'fraders should be alluwed the utmost liberty.
beside the stage, where she couHl hear without see- of an incident in the life of William Lloyd Garrison..
Let us now suppose we are about ready to start
ing or being seen. The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher Garrison was presented with a watch by his admirthis banking system, J ttnuary 1, 1885, and _let us try soon came in, and to;,k a seat beside this writer, to ers. He took the watch and said : " Gentlemen, I
to imao-in how it wtll work. Let us demde to put whom he tendered a how-are-you-young-mankind of am overcome. It is a watch! If it was a rotten egg
$30 pe~ capita in circulation, and hav the currency
nod. The nod was returned in very much such a I would know what to say." .As for .Anthony Comprinted to do this; and more, for ~e may SOJUetimes same sort of a similar style. The young Christians stock, Mr. Beecher knew nothing about him. He
require to use more for a short time. Let us start
gathered around Mr. Beecher and extended to him had always compared that person to a ram butting
at three per cent to borrowers, and giv one per cent
their distinguished regards. The way they walked at everything he saw. Then he told another story.
less to depositors.
over everyone in the vicinity in order to get a word There was an old farmer who had a ram that couldn't
Tnose having money on hand would very rapi-lly
with the great man was rather fatiguing to the vice- seem to get butting enough. He found no opporexchange it for the national money, and we may
imagin the national money to pass into circulation as suppressing editor, and he got up and moved away. tunity to do himself justice. So the farmer hung up
Interest culminated when President Colgate arrived, a beet!) in a tree one day, and let the ram loose.
follows:
in company with Mr. Olney, Lawyer Beecher, Dr. The ram butted away industriously until nightfall.
1st month, $10 per capita.
Crosby, the Rev. Mr. McArthur, and numerous other The next morning there was nothing left of the ram
2d "
15 ''
"
influential citizens. Behind these came .Anthony
3J "
20 "
"
Comstock, walking with a swagger that was decidedly but a little piece of his tail, and that was still butting
away at the beetle. The audience were left to infer
4th "
25 "
"
"tough." Thesa gentlemen all took seats on the that such was to be the destiny of CJmstock.
5th "
28 "
"
platform.
6th "
30 "
"
President Colgate, whose name has great weight,
Mr. Colgate made an appeal for money.
;\:Ir. C Jmst.ock " "
"
"
"
7th "
31 "
"
as is evidenced by the deep impression which it has
Mr. Van R msselaer
"
"
"
We hav now above the sum fixed upon as desirable made on many cakes of hard soap, opened the meetDuring which the audience adjourned. .A man
to put in circulation. If we should continue to loan ing by telling the audience what they were there for. stood at the door receiving contributions in a basket.
at thrAe per cent we would soon hav too much mone.Y He then remarked that it was the custom to precede
h
.
.
d"
- this would leflsen its purchasing power. If business with prayer, and introduced Dr. Howar d Into this receptacle
b t ffie . vice-suppressmg e Itor
Out and
cent.
we 'should stop loaning it would cause a panic, and Crosby. "Almighty God, our heavenly" father, , sai d dropped one small ut e_ cient
•
those we loaned to yesterday at three per cent would the doctor by way of a starter, "thou hast had comEdgeworth.
he loaning to their neighbors to-day at twenty per passion upon us, sinners that we are. Thou hast
cent. But let us now raise the interest to four per given us of thy holy spirit. We thank thee for the
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In the
cent to borrowers, and pay three per cent to deposit- society whose anniversary we celebrate to-night. name of the devil, I remark with satisfaction, in a rears. Fewer will then c~re to borrow, and more will We pray that thou wouldst bless this association. cent issue, your mild rebuke to a Southern corremake deposits, and at the end of the eighth month Arouse us to a greater sense of the evils around us~ spondent for speaking disrespectfully of this world's
the amount per capita is found to be $29. If we Giv zeal and discretion to thy people. Hear us, we spiritual chieftain; though I could wish you had
should now continue to loan at four per cent, thf' beseech thee, in these our supplications, and grant given more political point to it, in comparing his
amount of money in circulation would become too us grace for thy son's sake." The reverend gentle- majesty with that cert~inly mischievous creature, the
small, and its purchasing power too great; we there- man further expressed a desire that these suggestions president of the United States; witness at this very
fore lower the interest to three and one-half per cent might take effect immediately.
moment the defeat, by his perverse discretion, of one
to borrowers, and two and one-half to depositors, and
.Anthony Comstock was next presented. He has of the very few measures of any possible use that the
at the end of the ninth month we find $30 per capita grown fatter and balder during the past year, and last Congress ha'l passed, to wit, that for the creation
in circulation.
the scar on his cheek is more conspicuous than ever. of a L'lbor Bureau.
Tuus bv changing the rate of interest monthly, we Mr. Comstock felt constrained first to giv thanks to
The devil, however, interests me more particularly;
can regul;te the amount of money in circu~ation as almighty God, who, in spite of the hard times and he is better worth saving than the president. In
certaiuly as the governor on tbe steam-engm regu- the presidential election, had signally blessed "your paddling up the river of Time, I once found the
lates the amount of steam to the engin, and by having secretary." He then read his report, which was a devil in a woman named Tari, an .Asiatic sister, I susa uniform amount of money per capita in circulation cross between a sermon and a police gazet. The pect, of Mrs. Grundy. She was the goddess, not of
its pnTLhasing power will forever be uniform.
year 1884. he S'lid, was a thing of the past. He had hshion or morality, but of caprice generally. The
In ca~e of war, the governmoont. coulil pay tbe Rol- made 120 >trrests anrl seiz~d 34 ton'! of ohRcene mat-· K'Jonds of the m,)unl\tins of Htndoostan propit.iated
diers frcJm these ?anks.. The ~ffect of war would_ be It~r. Tuis included b >oks, ster~otyp~d plates of cl~s- her malice ~ith s~criti~e of haudtlome youths fattened
to raise the nahonal mterest, but the purchasmg SIC works, and several confectwn~rs stocks of pnze 1 expressly with every mdulgence. Her husband, the
power of the money would remain the same.
candy. One gambler had endeavored to corrupt the good-natured Boora, amused himselfwithc,ut heedil).g

9lommunications.
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mortal affairs. It was not considered worth while to
worship him.
A similar conception of forestalling malignity by
propitiation seems to hav been at the bottom of the
popular devil-worship in France and other countries,
" but the devil plays a more interesting part in the
nld Slavic legend, which George Sand revives by the
Zdenko of her" Consuelo." Their devil is he who
has been wronged or defamed; he is the genius of
liberty and self-reliance, a sort of Prometheus.
Goethe's conception, perhaps, based upon this Slavic
as well as on the Grecian myth-they are, indeed,
perhaps, originally one and the same-is a poem into
which he has thrown all his fire. It is the same
Prometheus who underlies Milton's diabolic conception,· which, although trammeled by sinister impressions from the Bible, renders Satan the hero of
Paradise Lost.
. BEaring this dual character of the devil as the
priNciple of evil, yet the genius of Freethought and
· manly daring, in my mind, I had occasion, on my first
visit to the North, to enter, for the first time, a great
cotton mill and other mac:hine shops. On recovering
from their bewildering impressions, I felt that I had
witnessed the modern incarnation of the devil.
.There was the audacious power, there the subJ. ugation of humanity, the triumph of intellect allied with
wealth, and there, beneath the cruelest slavery, lay
the hope of this world's final emancipation by its own
effort from the curse of drudgery.
Philosatanists hav devised several schemes for the
salvation of the devil. Let me add mine; it consists
in giving capitalism the choice between expropriation, and contentment with a modest allowance, after
labor is served and made comfortable.
EDGEWORTH.

just as bigoted and heartless as his own, a pretrxt to
join in the general cry of indignation against such
inhuman conduct; that he might be assured that as
soon as we announced to the people his protest he
could bid farewell to his ministry, and to every hope
of every getting another call, for the disgrace it
would bring on the Baptist church would all be laid
to him, and cling to him through life. This scared
him so that he entreated we would talk very low,
and act as though he was only talking in a very
friendly and confidential way. He said he made the
protest under pressure that he would but dared not
resist; that Mr. Ross had been very kind, and helped
him when others would not, and he begged we would
not let the people know he had made the protest, and
that we would be careful and say as little as possible
against Christianity. He then took a seat with the
choir. Alas! that a ne.turally honest and kind-hearted
young man should, by Christianity and sectarianism,
be made a self-confessed ingrate and hypocrit.
And yet our Christian friends ask us, " Who was
ever injured or made worse by reading the Bible
and embracing Christianity?"

dies. Back to the bosom of Mother Earth we consign this
darling little one, here evermore to sweetly sleep. Let the
birds sing above her, the flowers bloom over her, the sighing wiuds sing her requiem; and from her sweet form may
violets spring. 0 snow ! f1lll gently on the spot that covers
her dear form. Blow gently, chilling winter winds, above her
resting-place.
" The summer sun and summer rain
Sweet flowers to life shall kiss,
And thoughts shall bloom, that she is f!.·4ie
From sorrow such as this.
"But through the tears that fall for her,
Through sorrow-laden hours,
Through deep regret that clouds the day,
Shall blossom fragrant flowers."
In behalf of the relativs we desire to thank friend4 for
their sympathy and kindness. And now, baby, precious darling, we leave thee here,
"Calmly sleeping; sweetly sleeping, ever,
To wake to pain and sorrow, never, never."

CHAS. B. REYNOLJ>I.

A Sample Church Institution.

The following extract from the Ch1·i~tian at Wtwk,
copied by many of our religious and secalar papers,
s~NoPsrs oF THE FUNERAL ADDREss
shows an amount of bigotry hardly conceivable, and
"Baby is dead!" More pitiful words cannot be framed by that the day has not yet past when "the truth
human lips; the joy, the glad, gleesome, sunlight of the of God 'hath more abounded through a lie:"
home extinguished, and we realize, as never before, all must

die; no matter how fondly cherished, how precious to our
"If CoL Ingersoll were to lose his eyes, would he seek
hearts, how beautiful to our sight, all that livs must die; love refuge in the Voltaire Blind Asylum? If Mr. Charles Brr~d
alone is immortal. Death is the immutable law of nature; a laugh were to become insane, would he be sent to the Tom
few more years, and all our places will be vacant. From the Paine Insane Asylum? If Mr. G. C. Miln were to be struck
blank chaos of the past we sprang into existence, and soon, with an incurable disease, would he resort to the Harne Hosvery soon, we shall be resolved back .to the elements from pital ? If any uncared-for vicious child belonging to a Freewhich we evolved, and all that livs must share our destiny. thinker were to be found at large, would it be sent to tte D.
On every side we see life and death, organization and decay, M. Bennett Society for the SuppreRsion of Vice? There are
following each other as regular as day and night, spring, sum- no such institutions. No! Well, friends, continue to abuse
mer, autumn, and winter. When our loved ones die, we weep Christianity, and when you or your friends become blind, or
and mourn, we do so pity them. Much of our sorrow is only lame, or sick, or deaf, or insane, or intemperate, then send
selfish. Not for this darling baby, calmly sleeping, sweetly them to some go,1d Christictn institution. They will be taken
resting, all pain ended, never more to know care or scrrow, care of free of cost and reproaches thrown in."
Death and Funeral of the Child of Mr. a'l<l Mrs. need we weep. For our dead, in any mise, all is well with Now, I would like to ask the Chri.~tian at Wurk
Ross.
them. In the language of Eliza Cook:
where are those good Christian institutions it speaks
" 'Tis a long, 'tis a last, 'tis a beautiful rest,
Just as we were starting from home to fill our enWhen all sorrow is passed from the brow and the breast; of? While in a S)uthern city, a short time since, I
saw a large and beautiful hospit~l for the sick, which
gagements in Potter county, Pa., we received a
And the lone spirit truly and wisely may crave
telegram from Mr. Ed. Ross, of Montezuma, N. Y.,
The. sleep that is dreamless, the sleep of the grave."
bore tbe name of St. Mary's Infirmary, and which, I
·
th d th 0 f h" d 1"
b b ( ·
In the presence of death, how beliefs and dogmas wither
·announmng
e ea ·
IS
ar mg
a Y SIX and decay. Death is a wonderful equalizer; saint or sinner, also learned, was under the supervision of one of the
months old), and requesting ·we should conduct Infidel or Christian, death enters all homes. We do not won- Christian denominations of the city. I was further
funeral services on Thursday morning.
der wbeu our neighbor's house is made desolate, bnt when informed that it was open to all, and that the poor
Few persons, in these times of supposed religious death enters onr own home we stand appalled, and realize, as and weary traveler, sick and far awfl.y from home,
·liberty, hav been called to pass through a more fiery never before, that we are all travelers on the same journey. might find here nourishment and rest, the kind·deal than 1\'Ir. and Mrs. RJss. The Christians had Oh! how much we all need euch other's tender, pitying love. est attention, and the most skilful medical attendOl
..
In the language of that noble champion of universal mental
announced and prophesied some terrible affliction, liberty, D. M. Bennett, the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKEn: ance, and, of course, was deeply impressed with this
some fearful manifestation of God's wrath, would "Those lead the happiest, most peaceful lives, who oeek most seeming benevolence, and in spite of my natural
come on Mr. and Mrs. R 1 ss for bringing Infidel lect· to benefit those around them. Our highest duty lies not above aversion to the sect under whose name thiB inthe clouds over our heads, nor in the depths of the earth beurers to the village. The dear little one was in usual neath our feet. Neither can we do aught to benefit or affect stitution was maintained, drew a long mark to its
health when we arrived, in company with Mr. Rem&- any being supposed to exist in either locality; our dnty and credit. But, alas! how often do our brightest funcies
burg, last Thursday, but caught cold and was quite field of action is here among the sons and daughters of men. vanish, and, we, in place of the noble structures we
sick on Saturday morning when we left there. The In no case can we so well prepare for another life as by doing hav reared, see only bare and shaking timbers! For
all in our power to make those around us happy." The parbaby had suffered from a severe attack of measles ents of this sweet babe realize these truths, know that the upon inquiry I found that all patients at the hospital
when two weeks old, which left its lungs in a weak laws of nature are immutable, and, assured our hearts' sympa- who could, in any possible manner, pay for the privi- and impaired condition, so that the severe cold while thy with them in their cruel bereavement, need no words of lege of being there, were required to do so, in sums
.
t th
th
·t rttl t
th
ld comfort. But in their hour of grief, of deep heart sorrow, ranging from $6 a week up to $4.50 a day, and tnat
cu tt mg ee was more · an I s 1 e 8 reng cou
they would fain spare dear Christian friends needless mournresist. Taken sick, the " I told you so" was flung ing on account of erroneous impressions. All that is good or the others-those who could not pay-the city proto Mr. and Mrs. Ross on every side. Soon as it was o£ love, in Bible or any other book, they believe; only what is vided for, paying to the institution over $2,000 a
known baby was dead, instead of words of tender of hate or evil do they reject. YCUl all hav your different be- month, which came from a direct taxation of all the
·sympatby, the good Chl·istian friends went to that liefs; our dear fliends could not be in harmony with you all, people, Christian and Infidel alike. Morover, being
co~ld not be Catholics, Free Methodists, Baptists, and Pres bypoor, sorrowing mother an d d eclared the death of terrans, and so agree with you all. Which is right? You all a seaport, the marine service paid to the hospital
her child was th<'l just judgment of God upon her and differ. You claim it is your right to do so. Yes; and you should management about $2,000 monthly; besides, both the
he1· husband. When they learned Mr. Ross intended be respected in your honest convictions. Should you not city and the marine service each provided a physician. Thus we found St. Mary's Infirmary to be
to telegraph for that Infidel Reynolds to conduct the award the same to others?
. .
t
l
Trut~ is alway_s truth, falsehood always falsehood, whether
funeral, their d enun01atwns were ou r>tgeous, crue ' found m the Bible or any other book. Friends, let us no a paying institution, bringing into the church cofl"tlrs
and inhuman. Only that Mr. and Mrs. Ross are both more feel unkindly to each other on account of creeds, but let many hundreds of dollars each month. This is
great-hearted, broad-minded, true Liberals, they us mutually realize our duty to study those questions which Christian charity with a vengeance, while the food
would hav expelled these miserable bigots from their most nearly concern ourselvs, our race, this present world. and care were well on a par with the boast of benevLet us make secondary metaphysical disputations in regard to olence. I hav since become acquainted with many
house by force.
an ideal world beyond the clouds, and devote our best intelli. No amount of oppo8ition or cruel abuse, even in gence to practical questions pertaining to this present wol"ld other institutions of like character run by Christian
the hour of their bereavement, could daunt or cause in. which we _do now liv. Seek to inspire men and women denominations or Christian ass's, but all under one
either l\lr. Ross or his brave, sorrowing wife to fal- with love of nght, love of truth, love of each other, and witu and the same principle, that, of making money, while
a spirit of fidelity to duty. Learn what is right, here and now,
ter. Notwithstanding the fanaticism and bigotry that and do it. Giv liberally of our means to diffuse the light of each and every one of the great asylums f0r the
raged so fiercely, the fact of the exemplary life and sc~ence and po~itiv knowledge, and thus help dispel the dark insane, the hospitals for the sick, and homes for or. kindness to all in need ever manifested by Mr. and mists of error, Ignorance, and superstition. Liv lives of Io,·e phans, with which I am acquainted, and that are for
Mrs. Ross had so won the esteem and respect of the instead of making long and loud professions of faith. Prac- the poor and nEedy, are under the government
tice justice and mercy in lieu of forms and ceremonies, and,
people-and this was the worst charge brought above all, constantly endeavor to promote the happiness and or state patronage, and to them, our Christian
against them, they had won the respect of the com- welfare of those around us in preference to constantly pray- friends hav no more claim than the veriest flinner
munity, and hence their rejection of Christianity was ing to a Gocl to do it for us, confident tbnt none of tho who walks the earth. Will those interested in the
'having so great an influence-there was a request glorious attributes of humanity can ever cease to exist, for all advancement of Christianity ever learn that it rethat is grand and noble is secure from the moldering touch
made to the trustees for the use of the Baptist ch urc h of time; no disinterested deed, no generous impulse of the quires something more than mere pretension to subADDIS'JN ELLswoRTH.
·for the funeral; and as Mr. Ross's house could not heart, but shall survive the stars. And in tllis assurance we stantiate their claims?
·possibly accommodate a tithing of the number who bid farewell to this beauteous babe, and consign it back to
Was Christ Crazy~
desired to attend, he consented, but insisted on its the bosom of Mother Earth in the hope its little life, its o'er
·
h b ld h M R
soon death, and somewhat unusual funeral service, may lead
b emg distinctly understood e s ou
av r. ey- honest hearts to earnest thought that shall inspire better,
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Heber
nolds to conrluct the services. The choir kindly vol- kindlier, and happier lives.
Newton, who would be a historical critic and a holy

unteered, and informed us they had selected two
Never did we speak to an audience who gave more
pieces with no sentiment at variance with :M:r. and earnest attention; all were at times deeply moved,
Mrs. Ross's views.
tears f a 11·mg f rom nearly every eye. And we feel
The majo~ity of the tr"?-stee~ of th_e Baptist ch~rcb, confident that impressions were made that will reand th~ chmr, are des~rvmg of_the highest encommms sult in greatly Liberalizing the community, and
. for their brave and kmdly actwn.
enabling honest hearts to free themselvs from the
•
_J ~st as we stood up to commence the add~ess, the cruel bonds of priestcraft and superstition. For the
mm1ster of the church. rushed breathles.s mto the benefit of those who are called upon suddenly to
bml~~n.g, and when half-'Ya! do_wn the aisl~ pante_?, officiate on like occasions, we giv the remarks at the
r~-~out, St?-Y• one moment, Sir, I ":Ish a wo~d with ! 0 ~·._ grave, for much of which we are ·indebted to the
- ,\, ~tn-il\~ommg OJ?- the rostrum, he, I!l. an excited whisp /'• talented Susan Wixon, authoress of the beautiful and
prot~st,ed-bf~~Tr:f1?ur urPsence ~ th~.t~:ll"IJ~,:·•,. 7lj-,r~~.u!'tr··~~iv ~hilrlj. hnr:lr· just issued entitled the
o~m~tmg m ms p_ulpttr~'ll SllJil' au occ~10n.
St~r'j :f.':~u;::o/e.., ~-mi e ..~.·
'
pity ior h1s youth, for he ·.a a mere theologiCal duck'
.
.
The mother ha~ cllllms upon the chi~d of her b~som,
ling, we pointed out to him that it would raise a fear, ,
.
.
. . .
.
, but nature has a higher and a stronger claim, unCI she wlll be
f ul feehng aga~nst thf Baptists, ma~e d_IVISIOn lll h1s heeded. The stem is _broken ere the lovely lily has fully
church, and giv the other denommatwns, although , bloomed. We catch a glimpse of its beauty, a!ld it droops. and

1iF["

churchman if the two characters were compatible,
admits the possibility of doubting the sanity of 1\Ir.
Jesus Christ, yet he credits him with the unique personality of having been specially fashioned by God
to bring the divine order of humanity out of a chaos
unfathomable by other men, and thinks that such a
consciousness might make one crazy.
To the mind of one who has escaped. the influence
of nursery tales, the belief of a man that he was thus
possessed of extra-human power and office, is sufficient proof that he was off his mental balance, and
the accept8nce of such belief by another as the foundation of philosophy evinces that he, too, is short on
reason.
JoHN P. GurLD.
LooK out for "The Truth Seeker Annual."
cents.
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"Myths from the Catechism."
Heber Newton's sermon last Sunday was upon
"The Trinity " and " Original Sin." It is so radical
that the Sun, in reporting it, asks if the Rev. Mr.
Newton's head is aching for a martyr's crown. The
following are some of the more heretical passages:
"Let it be frankly conceded from our standpoint
within the church that the doctrine of Christianity
present, in their traditional forms, fair objects of denunciation. It requires no great learning to discover
in the material woven into their outward bodies bits
of very ancient pagan superstitions, fragments of the
flamboyant metaphysics of decadent Greec:e, relics of
medieval scholasticism. The whole structure presents to the modern mind a quaintly antiquated appearance, like that of some building whose type of
architecture has forever passed away, and whose
usages hav became well-nigh forgotten in the changes
time has wrought. As a venerable antiquity, a rather
ruinous tower, well overgrown with ivy, is sure of our
respectful interest, but an invitation to make it our
home must receive our courteously firm declination,
while a command to build no other house for our
souls will only provoke us, unless a rare grace checks
our speech, to frankly point out its utter lack of modern improvements. It is not our fault if our eyes are
open to the fatal defects of the traditional formulas,
as the interpretations of the infinit and eternal mysteries to the mind of an age whose conscience has
been educated by eighteen centuries of Christian
aspiration, and whose reason has been illuminated by
a knowledge of nature unprecedented in history.
"What an utterly baffling arithmetical puzzle is
the conventional dogma of the trinity! What a moral
monstrosity is the God of Calvinism ! How fiendishly wicked the decrees which predestin a mass of
men to unescapable damnation ! How thoroughly
commercial is the traditional doctrin of the atonement! How frightfully beyond the dream of insanity is the vision of the orthodox hell! How thoroughly unethical is the ordinary statement of justification by faith ! These are the dogmas against
which the sharp arrows of a merciless wit are leveled
fair and straight. They deserve every blow they receive. As formulas of faith, their best service now to
mankind is to gently die, and so leave room for a
nobler growth of thought around the heart of these
old and sacred faiths.
"The popular notion of the trinity is undoubtedly
utterly grotesque-a sort of midsummer-night's
dream of a divine being, at once one and three, of
whom no conceivable thought can be formed better
than that which the popular imagination of India has
cast into the monstrous form of an image with three
heads. The average man can hav no thought at all
concerning this dogma unless it be that of a veritable triad of deities, and the conception of three gods
is a distinct heresy against which the Athanasian
Creed terrifically warns us. The average man can
hav no conceivable thought of this dogma, for the
simple reason that it is a pure piece of metaphysics.
"But is the dogma of the Trinity an utter absurdity? Before leaping rashly to this conclusion remember that this curious dogma is no invention of
schoolmen. The wise men of Egypt fashioned it as
a symbol of a mystery in the divine being, upon
which they came in all their studies of nature. The
profound thinkers of India, musing over the same
mystery of the divine being, fashioned the very same
notion. A doctrin of the divine trinity in unity is
the underlying idea of the venerable religion of the
Brahmans. Christianity, in fact, owes this doctrin
to the influence of Egyptian and possibly of Hindoo
speculation in the early church. Our dogma was
born in Alexandria. It was probably nurtured at
the hands of men fr:>m the far East. If it be an utterly unsubatantial notion, then the deepest thinking
of the human mind in different lands and ages is
faulted. The true philosophic thought, so saw the
ancients, allowed for a variety of divine forms or
masks, while holding to the conviction that all were
but the changing phases of one power which preserved thus beneath a manifoldness an eternal unity.
They meant that the divine being is one substance
in many persons, or, as we say now, in many forms.
This is the clue to the doctrin of the trinity, a doctrin which is lifted in Christian thought into a moral
belief, an expression of ethical and spiritual realities.
We say in answer to the question:
"'What dost thou chiefly learn in these doctrins of belief?'
"'A. First, I learn to believe in God the Father, who hath
made me and all the world; secondly, in God the Son, who
hath redeemed me and all mankind; and, thirdly, in God the
Holy GJJost, who sanctifieth me and all the people of God.'

"Doubtless a higher statement of the trinity will
be made in due time. That time has not come, however. Meanwhile let us be honest and modest
enough to believe that while it is easy to poke fun at
the superstitious notion of a trinity as held by good
folk in the churches, it is a task too hard for the
most brilliant orator or the most finished critic to do
away with the facts which our fathers tried to express in this dogma, or to shape a better formula for
this mystery.
"Let us look at another dogma of the churchesoriginal sin. This is a very charming subject to con-

sider. . Through the eating of the forbidden fruit
our first parents 'became dead in sin and wholly defiled in all the faculties and parts of soul and body.'
They being the root of all mankind, the guilt of this
sin was imputed and that same death in sin conveyed
to all their posterity.
.
"This all looks like a nightmare dream to us m
the light of our day. It lacks any historical ground.
The vista of history through which our fathers
looked back to an original Adam, who six thousand
years ago, in his lovely Eastern garden, ate an apple
which not only disagreed with him so seriously, but
continued to disagree fatally with all his innumerable posterity, has forever faded out in a vastly larger
and grander vision of the past. We see now quite
clearly that in this traditional vision we were mistaking a poem for a fact. The God whose grandeur
science reveals to us surely never thus started the
human race on its career. The Father whom Jesus
revealed to us surely never was thus driven to mortgage his child's soul to the devil at its very birth.
Reason sees now in this story, as a literal page
of history, folly, and conscience sees in it blasphemy.
It is an outrage upon human nature and a libel upon
God.''

Our London Letter.

of writing I hav not been converted, which may perhaps cause you some surprise.
J. D.
London, Eng., Jan. 12, 1885.

Bruno Statue.
Subscriptions for Giordano Bruno's statue to be
erected at Rome, Italy:
Elizur Wright,
Courtlandt Palmer,
T. B. Wakeman,
Horace Seaver,
George N. Hill,
Remley S. Si~elinger,
Wm. J. Burns,
Wm. Thorpe,
J. G. Deshler,
W. A. Goodwin,
George W. Watson,
B. F. Underwood,
Photius Fiske,

·-

Total,

$10 00
5 00
5 00
2 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
25
5 00
1 00
50 00
$83 25

Send further subscriptions to T. B. Wakeman,
93 Nassau street, New York city.
Jan. 23, 285.

-------..-------

•• Carrying Coals to Newcastle."
One of the correspondents of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Mr. Bedell, reports himself recently as having asked
a clergyman, who expressed a hope that the government would send the army and ~xterminate the Mormons, why they (the clergy) did not send missionaries among the Mormons instead of sending them to
the isles of the sea, a pertinent question truly, but
one which did not, as we learn, receive an answer.
Allow me to suggest in substance the reply which
the interrogated clergyman might truthfully and
consistently hav made, to wit: "Why, my friend, you
see the Mormons would hav the decided advantage
of our missionaries. They, as well as we, accept the
Bible as the word of God, the Mormon scriptures
being to them simply a later revelation, in harmony,
of course, with the earlier contained in the Bible.
Let us suppose our zealous missionary, Bible in hand,
approaching the erring Mormon with denunciation
of his polygamous habit. He would, with perfect
consistency, reply, 'Friend, I flee you hav in your
hand that good book whose divinely-inspired prophecies in regard to God's people hav, as we think, a
striking fulfilment in our marvelous guidance,
growth, and prosperity in this naturally steril and
desert country. Please point out to me chapter and
verse in that word of God making polygamy a sin.
On the contrary, does not the Bible direct that when
a man dies, leaving a wife, his brother, no matter
how many wives of his own he may hav, shall take
the brother's widow to wife, and raise up seed unto
his brother? And did not David, one of our model
godly men, whom we mutually hold up for the emulation of our Sunday-school children as a man after
God's own heart, hav more wives than Brigham
Young ever dreamed of attempting to support ? And
did not Solomon, our mutually-acknowledged wisAst
man, to whom God gave wisdom .above all his fellows, hav a plurality of wives, taking no account of
his three hundred concubines (a possession with
which we think he might hav wisely dispensed) that
would hav completely and irretrievably swamped the
finances of the wealthiest of our Mormon brotherhood? Did these worthies and others, think you, my
Bible-believing brother, liv in continual sin by having a plurality of wives, and at the same time maintain specially friendly relations with Jehovah, as they
evidently did? What God approved in Palestine,
does he anathematize in Utah?' Now, to all this and
much more of like tenor, what could our perplexed
missionary say or do except to sadly tuck his Bible
into his pocket and say, ' Well, friend, I'll think this
matter over, and see you later.' And as he turns on
his heel to depart, the Mormon will quite likely gleefully clap his thumb to the end of his nose, giving to
his four digits a wag more significant than polite, and
with a self-satisfying smirk overspreading his bland
features, soliliquize thus, 'I guess that fellow don't
read his Bible much.'"
No, friend Bedell, Salt Lake City is not favorable
missionary ground. The belief mutually held by
Christians and Mormons in the divine inspiration of
the good old book deprives the church of all leverage, and she is therefore powerless to lift those Biblebelieving Mormons up to any higher plane of living.
I repeat, the only way is for the government to send
forth some Joshua with an army and convert the
whole pestiferous tribe of Mormons, as Joshua of old
did the heathen of his time, men, women, and children, into food for worms.
S. BREWER.
Ithaca, N. Y.

Prophets hav not such an easy time of it now as in
the days of .Jonah, and they are become as naught, a
by-word, and reproach to the sons of man. Jonah
appeared to successfully work on the credulity of the
Ninevites, inasmuch as every living creature in the
city was, in token of repentance, clothed in sackcloth,
which must hav made business good for the dealers
in that description of wearing apparel; and as the
prophet, by his own unaided efforts, could scarcely
hav caused a panic in the minds of "six score thousand persons that cannot discern between their right
hand and their left hand, and also much cattle," it is
fully open to surmise that he was helped by a syndicate formed to corner the sackcloth market, and
it is to be hoped Jonah had his commission on the
trade done.
Herbert Percy Freund, who for some years past
has been prophesying the doom of this city, has had
all his work for a different reward. This unfortuna~e
prophet, unforhmately for himself, came into the
world a few centuries too late, and, for denouncing
the sins of the people in the Metropolitan Cathedral,
has been sentenced to two months' imprisonment.
The lord mayor, before whom he was brought, is a
god-fearing man, as all lord mayor's are, and consequently does not believe in heavenly messengers, and
told him he was talking nonsense; and yet if an
Atheist were to to tell the mayor (who does a little
preaching himself) that he was talking nonsense, the
chances are that twelve months in Holloway jail
would be the result. I don't know why Jonah should
hav been considered a genuin prophet, and Freund
a false one, but I suppose one must be possessed
with the "light of the gospel" to be able to distinguish. The poor unbeliever, with only reason to
guide him, is unable to tell the difference. What a
lot we lose by having so little faith!
A few days back I had occasion to call on a true
Christian, the deacon of a chapel, so he must be a
good man. I only went to see him on a matter of
business, but he always likes to drag his religion into
everything. He knew our late friend, D. M. Bennett,
when he was in England, and had seen copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. He wanted to know if the paper was
still being carried on, and I informed him that it
had a larger circulation than ever, which rather
grieved him to hear, and he waxed warm in his denunciation of unbelievers, stating that Atheism encouraged immorality, while Christianity upheld and
taught the purest morality. I agreed that doubtless
such was the case, and mentioned the lives of some
of the Old Testament worthies in support of his
statement, and also cite~ certain revelations regarding foreign missions, together with instances of
clergyman here and in America who, being so full of
the spirit, and not minding worldly things, had mistaken other men's wives for their own occasionally.
I a~mitted th~t probab.ly I was wrong, but from my
?em~hted pomt of VIew I should rather imagin,
Judgmg from results, he must hav misplaced the
terms. I regret to say that the man of God became
full of "righteous anger," and told me I was a liar
and an infernal liar, and all my statements wer~
damned lies, and I wilfully perverted facts. I thereupon thanked him for the gentle and kindly manner
in which he had pointed out where I was wrong, and
expressed my pleasure at seeing the good effect
Christianity had upon him, and could only express
regret that I had not at the time a vacancy for a rer_l_'he Liberal Club.
ligion, or I might be inclined to accept the one he
Dr. William G. Mayo, president of the Newark,
offered, I am sorry to say my soft answer did not N. J., Liberal League, was to hav addressed the
turn away his wrath, and I do not know what would club on the evening of the 23d, but death in his fam·
h~v been tb~ result ha~ not a white-chokered indi- ily prevented. The subject chosen was" The~vr•;ilt· ·
VIdual come m at the time, when my opponent de- tio!l of the Religious Sentimentu:·.. ~~ Malb~inh:' .At
sir~d me to refer the ma~.,.·~~ fr 'him, h,t, !M' T -~ '~~t(,._1_.~ '-"'':J.""V~~ ··--~ I?·'!: .....:.~3 o,_ -·~ 1•• 'T:,-ah.od!an t:wk his
qmte enough of one Cl..tnstlan, .t discovered I had to place, and spoke upon the subject. Courtlandt
kee~ an. en&'ageme~t•. and peacefully retired, full of Palmer presided. The discussion which followed was
admiratiOn for a. rehg~o~ that had such a delightful! participated in by Mr. King, Mrs. Leonard, Dr.
effect on one of 1ts no1s1est professors. Up to time Eccles, and others,
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The Campaign Fund.

must hav taken it all out of him. How little and contemptible orthodoxy seemed in view of this vast immensity of sky
and earth, so rich with life, so orderly, so beautiful so beneficent.
We came to the home of Thomas Malcolm, of Innerkip,
and spent the night. Thomas Malcolm is one of the most pronounced Liberals in Canada, and one of its mllst famous
agriculturists. He knows how to cultivate the land and is an
authority far and near. He has one of the mos't valuable
farms in Innerkip, cleared by his own hands. He has a large
family, and all are stalwart Liberals both men and women
fine representativs indeed of the g~od time coming, whe~
humanity shall be "good, and great, and joyous, and beautiful, and free."
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mountain, and roads unbroken, on Sunday evening, so made
~ppointment at Millport, two miles from Brother Allen's, for
Sunday morning, so as to make most of our opportunities.
Had large attendance at both meeting. At Millport the fair
and efficient secretary of the Clara League was in attendance,
and seven new members paid and were added to the League,
and five more promised. All greatly encouraged.
After a sumptous repast at the happy home of Brother and
Sister Glines, we started over the mountain to Roulette, and
found a large school-house crowded, awaiting our arrival.
Delivered another lecture there on Monday. Honse could not
hold all who desired to get in; first Liberal lecture ever delivered there.
Mr. Albert Green had very judiciously and thoroughly advertised. The entire expense of thes& meetings at Roulette
was borne by him; this is not as it should be, and we earnestly
hope efficient org•mization will remedy the wrong of willing
ones bearing all the burden, and others, claiming to be Liberals, being wiliing they should.
We disposed of quite a number of pamphlets at both places,
but there is scarcity of money, and lack of sleighing makes
prospects dismal This prevented our obtttining subscribers
for our periodicals. People were willing-anxious-but had
not the money.
Tuesday we came to Port Allegheny; found some good Liberals here, and decided to deliver two lectures in this place .
We go from here to Frackville, Schuylkill county, for Sat11rday
and Sunday, Jan. 25th and 26th; from thence, Ho, for Altoona!
to assist in preparations for the great Pennsylvania state meeting, Jan. 30th and 31st, and Feb. 1st. Let every man and
woman who really desires the secularization of the government thus affording equal rights to all, regardless of religious
faith or the lack of it; everyone who desires to promote scientific knowledge and sociability; all who would put an end to
ostracism and persecution on account of honest convictions;
all who are interested in the Tenl effort this coming snmmer;
make earnest, self-sacrificing effort to attend the Altoona meeting
Friends of universal mental liberty, let us asseml)le and
consult together. Come one, come all. C. B. REYNOJ.ns,
Chairman of the Execntiv Committee.

$2,883.52
3 00
1.00
2.00
1.50
1.00
1.00
.50
2.00
2.00
1.00
2.55
There are about a dozen of the best farms in Inner kip owned
1.00
100.00 by Secularists, and this does make the· heart of the country
parson ache, for he does like to levy for his stomach's sake
Total,
- $3,002.07 upon a good farm. The farming population of Canada is
thoroughly penetrated with Liberal ideas, and if our friend
Reynolds should pitch his tent among them, he would receive
NPws and Notes from the Field.
a cordial welcome. The Canada farmers are very scientific in
On Sunday, Jan. 18th, I again lectured at HamiltCln. New their methods; they raise the best horses and cattle and the
faces are seen, and there is constant growth. On the anni· best cheese and butter and honey, etc., and are awake to every
versary of Paine's birth there will be a celebration under the new invention, and import the best stock for breeding, and
auspices of the Secular Society. I hope the whole land will are on the lookout for every new thing, and no wonder they
. be lighted up with these bonfires of freedom.
get outside of orthodoxy with such a disciplin and constant
On Monday evening I lectured at Eastwood, where entirely 11dvancement in material prosperity.
new ground was broken, and there was great excitement in
On Tuesday evening we had a sociable meeting at Mr. Malthe community. Under the management of Richard Hooper, colm's. The neighboring Liberals came in, and we had a
who is a pronounced Liberal, and all the time pushing ahead, most enjoyable affair. I gave no regular lecture, but we had
a very successful meeting was held. Eastwood is a small vil- readings by myself, l'I:r. Malcolm, Sr., and others; music by
lage, but round about are many Secularists, especially among Thomas Malcolm, Jr., who could make the violin giv forth
the farmers; and from miles away, in spite of the cold, they some of its most exhilarating notes; and conversation and a
came and the hall was crowded. There were many orthodox general good time. This was better than a lecture would hav
also present. Indeed, I think about half the audience were been under the circumstances, for it brought us all together in
orthodox. It was rumored that a bright young Baptist min- a most profitable and agreeable manner, and created a lasting
ister was to answer my discoursE>, and I suppose that brought bond of fellowship. Where no hall can be procured, we should
many to witness the fray, and see how the Infidel would fare hav these sociable entertainments at our own hearthstones,
at the hands of an embassador of God.
and thus the world will be made fairer and better.
I gave my lecture on "The Glory of Infidelity," in which I
I was at Seaforth on Wednesday night, and though the aushowed that, as a spirit of inquiry and a result in truth, mo- dience was small, on account of the stormy weather, I enjoyed
rality, and art, Infidelity was a mighty regenerator of the the occasion very much indeed. After the lecture, no one apworld and the source of its perpetual advancement.
pearing to dispute what I said, we had a friendly conference
Lectures and Meetings.
My Baptist opponent answered quite glibly, and spoke for among ourselvs, and discussed many points of science, philosTHE Freethinkers and Spiritualists of Mnquolwta holcl a
nearly an hour and made quite a sermon. Most of his speech ophy, and history. The Secularists of Seaforth are among the
celebration of Pttine's birthday on the 2Dth, to which ministers
was exhortation, and "Come to Jesus" was the main gist of most intelligent I hav met, and are the leading citizens of the
are invited to hear how mean their chmch has been through
his "argument." He had the old-fashioned replies all at his place, and will make a strong society. Wm. Campbell, W. N.
all these years in slandering Paine.
tongue's end, and he did not seem to realize how wide they Watson, Dr. Coleman, and others are veteran Secularists, and
GEORGE CHA.INEY has begun the publication of uis lectures in
were of the mark, and how fearfully he laid himself open to are determined to make Freethought a moral ana a practical
pamphlet form, issued weekly, under the title of lndepcndrnl
attack. He said thilt Gnitean was a Freethinker, and that his power.
crime was the result of making his reason the supreme arbiter.
I had the good fortune to meet with Alf Roe at Wingham, an Pttlpit. Price, S1 for lecture season of eight months. Single
I answered that it was just the other way, that Gniteau, ac- enthusiastic worker in the cause, and whose brother, A. H. copies, five cents. His address is 310 Shawmut avenue, Boscording to his own confession and defense, was not a Free- Roe, now dead, was one of thA most brilliant Secularist speak- ton, Mass.
thinker, but obeyed the "voice of God," an authol'ity outside ers in Canada, a coadjutor of Allen Pringle in his great contest
W. F. JA~IESON has just returned from hiH second trip into
of his own reason. If he had freely o~eyed his individual with bigotry at Napanee. Through Mr. Alf Roe arrangements Wisconsin. He will be engaged the remainder of the season
reason he would not hav committed the crime.
are made for a series of Freethonght lectures at Wingham, in Nebraska, Dakota, Iowa, and Minnesota. Liberals wishing
My opponent showed himself wofully ignorant of the nat- Brussels, and other places, and thus the campaign will be vig- to engage him for unfilled dates should address him ut Pipeure of Freethought; as if Freethought had ever justified orously pushed.
stone, Minn.
crime. I referred him to Remsburg's excellent work ''False
There are quite a number of Liberals at Walkerton, Ont.
HARRY HoovER, secretary of the Pennsylvania State Liberal
Claims," where statistics show that almost every criminal pro- G. G. Bobier has been for years a pioneer worker. His son,
League, writes that "owing to the fact that Messrs. Watts and
fesses to belong to some church.
J. H. Bobier; is to-clay one of the most activ supporters of our
He asked if "two and two make four," was not a finality be- cause. He is called the "Infidel Yankee," as he was born in Putnam, as well as Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, will be detained at
Linesvillle, Pa., until the 30th inst., as also the postponement
yond which Freethought could not go.
Michigan, and, though lPgally a British subject, is an ardent
I answered that he would be a very foolish mathematician admirer of republican institutions. John Chambers, Wm. of the local celebration of Paine's birthday at Altoona, the
who would be satisfied with such a finality and think that he Sutton, I. J. Cooper are pronounced Freethinkers, and occupy meeting of tLe state convention at the latter place has been
knew all about mathemat1es, simply because he had grasped prominent official positions. George Bradley, Wm. Farqu- changed from Friday, the 30th, to 811tnaday, the 31st inst., 1tt
this one axiom. The nature of Free thought is to accept what harson, of Qneen's Hotel, Gerirge Etsell, James Jackson, 10 A.M., in the Opern. House.
truth we hav and press on to still more.
THE Friendship Liberal LeaguA, of Philadelphia, will comJ. B. Jickling, and others can be depended upon for plenty
He asked if children should not submit to the authority of of good work in the-future. The Opera House was quite well memorate the anniversary of Paine's birthday on Sundn.y,
their parents. I said, "Yes; if the parents could make the filled on Friday evening, although, as usual, the churches ap- Feb. 1st, at their hull. Talented speakers hav been engaged,
minds of their children realize the justice of that authority. pointed special 1·eligious serviCes for that evening, and thus and arrangements made for vocal and instrumental mu~ic, beTo make a child submit merely by brute force, with no appeal tried to keep the sheep who might desire a little progress from sides a supper. The League will hold two sessions, at 2:30
even to the redSOn of the smallest child, was a great wrong.
going with the more venturesome goats. However, we had and at '1 :30. The supper will be eaten at 5:30, tickets to which
He told the audience they could no more be trusted than more than all their prayer-meetings put together could muster are 50 cents. The feasts of reason and flow of soul will be
unruly colts. I answered that I did not think my audience -two or three times as many, and several campaign guns free. The League extends a cordial invitation to all Liberals
were unruly colts, but even so far as colts are concerned they were fired that the enemy will not soon forget.
in Philadelphia and vicinity to attend.
must be trained according to their nature, no matter how unruly they are. My clerical friend did not expect a colt to be
THE City Council of Keokuk, Iowa, hav adopted a resolution
SPECIAL NOTICE TO LIDERAL FRIENDS IN PITTSBURGH.
·"born again" in order to make a good trotter. i:lo with man,
declaring
that the Prohibitory Liquor law was a failure. It
Charles Watts and myself will be at Pittsburgh Sunday,
whatever he is by uature, it is only through the cultivation of
Feb. 8th. Will all friends of the cause please interest them- says that moral suasion with a rigid license l11w is the only
his nature that anything can be made of him.
remedy. The city clerk was instructed to forward the reso"Well," said my clerical foe in his grand climax, "what selva in this matter-come themselvs and do all in their power
ution to Gov. Sherman, asking that a special session of the
these Freethinkers want to do after all is to get rid of God and to induce others to come, that we may hav a grand rousing legislature be called to repeal the prohibitory law.
meeting?
Fraternally yours,
S,uruEL P. PuTNAM.
the Bible."
Exactly so, I replied. We do not wish to get rid of truth
Potter County, Pennsylvania.
A Warning.
or morality, or order, or justice, or humanity, or nature, but
From tlte Chtislion Adnocate.
We do mean to get rid of God and the Bible as authorities over
From Montezuma we started to Potter county. The funeral
We inform all whom it may concern that the Rev.
the human mind. To do so is necessary to human growth and had disarranged appointments, but we hav ever held it better to
happiness. This is our supreme purpose.
disappoint in regard to lecture appointments than to fail on A. W. Lightbourne, a member of the Wilmin~ton
The minister retired with a somewhat serious aspect, as if funeral occasions; for the orthodox are ever re11dy to take Conference, was tried some months ago, and sushe didn't know exactly how to understand the Infidels, while most ungenerous advantage, and after forcing their services pended for neglect of duty and refusing to attend to
even the orthodox portion applauded the points made in favor on the bereaved family, turn round and declare Liberalism the work assigned him. In contempt of that susof Freethought and humanity.
was well enough to liv by, but in hour of sorrow and death pension he is at present preaching to a few persons
While my orthodox friend was speaking, the building Liberals are glad to beg the aid of the church.
in the Congregational church in New York of which
caught fire. This might hav been an indication by a "special
For the cause's sake, better to bury our dead with only the Dr. J. P. Newman has claimed, and, so fur as the
providence" to the clergyman to put a little hell-fire into his broken utterances of loving hearts, although but one indis· advertisments are concerned, is still claimiag to be
reply. However, he wisely refrained. He didn't refer once tinct sentence, than the eloquent effusions of ministers.
pastor. That society will get a reputation soon of
to the hot place. This shows a great improvement. A hunWe much regretted the disappointment to Brother G. S. being a Cave of Adullam for disaffected or .disciplined
dred years ago the place would hav been sulphurous. What- Ladd, of Bingham Center, but there was no possibility of Methodist pastors.
ever this "divine interposition" might mean, it was promptly reaching there on time advertised; arriving at Cuba on Friday
frustrated by a couple of stout Infidel arms, and the "angry morning; narrow gauge abandoned; went on to Friendship,
"WELL, well!" said Mr. Jarphly. "Well, whet?"
thence to Ceres, and had to remain over-night. Saturday
deity" disturbed us no more.
asked
his wife. " I'm just, reading of the American
The waves of discussion started by this meeting will not afternoon, had a twelve-mile stage trip in open sleigh; poor missionaries' attempt to introduce the Bible in C hina,
sleighing,
terrific
wind,
and
fearful
cold;
arrived
11t
Clara,
and
d
,
1' d M J
hi
"Wh t · t
cease for many a day, and suGh agitation is the life of Freethe hospitable home of that stanch and true Liberal, I. L. my ear, ~?,P. Ie . r. arp Y·
~ IS S ra~ge
thought.
After the lecture I had a glorious sleighride of about eight Allen; had telegraphed them from Parma, but they thought abo~t that. mq~Ired Mrs: J.arphly. ' ~h, notb~ng
miles over the sparkling snow, and beneath the wonderful and we could not get there on account of storm. It was five particular, o~ly I ve seen It m calf, and Ill R~ssian
starlighted canopy, and behind a couple of Canadian horses o'clock; no meeting announced. With an energy and alacrity lleath.er,. and I? cl,?th, and I. thought I would hke t.o
that knew how to travel. The thermometer was below zero, beyond all praise, the word was sent out in every direction for see It m Chma, an,d he mn,?ce~tly, scratched his
and the keen air made the blood tinglo; but if there was any meeting at school-house, about a mile away, at eight P.M.; n~se. "Jarphly, you re a fool, sa1d lHrs. J arphly.superstition in a man's brain, this bright presence of nature found we were advertised for Roulette, eight miles over the Ydl~burgh Telegraph.
Previously acknowledged,
Daniel E. Ryan.
J. Petty,
W. H. Heberling,
Harry S. Beesley,
J. B. Johnson,
T. Y. Rippey,
Martin Miller,
L. Magenheimer,
B. Whaley,
Sam. Webber,
D. Edson Smith,
Mrs. S. B. Miller,
Canada,
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inent members of the Colloquium as advisory
counsel, with. whom I might consult when I should
f
h d ·
feel the necessity o sue a VICe.
This remarkable result was exactly what I had
The Colloquium.
myself in mind as the right thing, and what I had
EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR.
h f
h I h ld h
h d
planned for t e uture, W en _ s ou
av a my
To the Members qf the Colloquium, and to the Publie inopportunity to become known, and as· implicitly
terested in the Affairs oj the Colloquium :
trusted by this new body of men, many of them
strangers to me personally, as I am by the closer
The season of the year having arrived, and being
d h
b
h
I
already a little past, at which the Meetings of the
body of my own students an t ose Y W om
am
Colloquium hav been usually convoked; and condiimmediately surroundEd. I did not dare to hope
that so speedily and spontaneously my ulterior purtions existing which seem to render it imperativ that
pose in this respect would be realized. It was not
those meetings should be suspended for a term of
with me a mere gratification of a personal ambition,
time which cannot now be definitly fixed, I issue this
circular for a friendly explanation of the circumbut a sense of the absolute fitness of things, in order
that I might hav the untrammeled opportunity to instances; and also as the next best means of forward·
traduce and exhibit in practice something of my own
ing the purposes of the Colloqaial enterprise.
d
d'
f h t
·
f
1
The Colloquium was founded for the purpose of
special un erstan mg o t e rue smence o socia
initiating and illustrating a new, and, it is believed, a
organization, including the organization of popular
assemblies and consociations. From the first I
very important principle of societary life-that ·of
planned and intended the Colkquium as a sort of
bringing together persons, especially representativ
p
·
k
persons, not as usual, on the grounds of their agreeVestibule to the antarchy, or, otherwise spea ing,
ment in views, but upon the opposit ground of
as a small working model of a future world-wide
system of administration for all human affairs, now
their honest differences; for full and free, but courscie:ntifically discovered and demonstrated, and only
teous, discussion, social acquaintanceship, and mutual
• •
th"
· 'l
•t"
t b
advancement in the investigation of truth; for, in a BE DOUBTED, FREE DIVERSITY; IN THINGS NOT TRENCHING UPON awaltmg
IS and Slml ar opportUDI JeS 0 9 pracword, planting the new element of intellectual-diver- OTHERS' nm:aTs, LIBERTY; m ALL THINGs, CHARITY."
tically illustrated. I do not, of course, mean that I
sity-in-the-midst-of-a-friendly-and-sentimental unity.
The Platform-Motto was submitted by me, was did not duly appreciate the great and unique honor
It has continued in operation for, proximately, the vigorously and variously discussed, was finaliy tacitly of being called to preside over a selected body of the
term of three years, and has held twenty-six consecu- accepted as the basis of our consociation, and has re· representativ men of the metropolis of America, but
tiv meetings. It has published one pamphlet volume mained the sole constitution of the Colloquium, if we merely that I had ulterior purposes, scientific and
of its TRANSACTIONS, and has accumulated the materials except Colloquium Document No. , which has also practical, far more impmtant .than any question of
2
for another. It has already, to some extent, become had a guiding influence in the matter.
mere personal consideration.
a parent society. The Nineteenth Century Club, unThe third meeting of the Colloquium was held in
I selected and invited as members of the Advisory
der tbe guidance of Mr. and Mrs. Courtlandt Palmer, the parlors of the Windsor Hotel (Fifth ave., N.Y.), Counsel the Rev. Joseph H. Rylance, Frederic F.
was, I think I am authorized to say, originally sug- at the invitation of the Rev. Dr. Newman, whose Cook, Rabbi Gustav Gottheil, and the Rev. John P.
gested by the existence of the Colloquium. The guests we were for the occasion. The fourth meet- Newman. Mr. Cook and Mr. Gottheil. declined for
Sunset Club, less directly traceable to this source, has ing was again held at the study of the Rev. Dr. Rob't special reasons. l\Ir. Rylance and Mr. Newman acsprung up since, and has adopted the same general Collyt r. The fifth meeting was held in the elegant cepted. This, with what has been previously stated,
principle of association; and other similar institutions church-parlor of the Church of Our Savior, Rev. Dr. constitutes all in the nature of organization which the
hav arisen, or are known to be contemplated. The James M. Pullman (Universalist); and all the subse- Collcquium has had or required. Mr. Newman said,
sessions of the Colloquium hav been unusually har- quent meetings, with one exception-the twentieth "We must make of this Colloquium our University,"
monious from the first, and I think that those of you meeting, held in the private parlors of Dr. E. B. giving expression to what seemed to be a prevRlent
who hav attended most regularly will bear me out Foote, Sr.,-hav been held in the same luxurious feeling, that out of this rare combination of great diin saying that they hav been in a high degree inter- quarters, where we hav been made welcome by the varsities some new and important social institution
esting and instructiv. The interest and confidence kind hospitality of Dr. Pullman.
was destined to be evolved. The mode in which this
in the m<..vement hav steadily increased; the last two
Three important subjects came early forward for Higher Institute of Humanity is to arise is a subject
meetings especially, the first at which ladies were consideration. These were, 1. The mode of admin- to which I hav given long, continuous, and intense
received as members, having been the largest istration; 2. The presence of women (whether women consideration, and I was grateful for the opportunity
and most enthusiastic that hav occurred-at one of should be invited to become members); and 3. The thus offered me to giv a partial illust.ration of my
which the Delsartian System of Art-Expression was degree of publicity or privacy which should be given ideas of administration or control. Overtly there has
discussed, and at which "The Artistic Society" was to our deliberations. Soon after we had settled at never been the slightest expression of dissatisfaction
largely represented; at the other of which Mr. A. what seemed to be our permanent headquarters, at with the manugement of the affairs of the Colloquium,
Wilford Hall's religio-philosophical doctrin of "Sub- the Church of Our Savior, I stated to the Colloquium and I hav never been made aware of the existence of
stantialism " was represented by himself and oth.=1rs, that up to that point of time, including some two or any private grievances. So much of govemment as
and discussed. Mr. Baralt, president of the Artistic three months of almost continuous labor visiting and has been requisit bas be~n in the nature of what I
Society, and Mr. Hall, having received conditional explaining the purposes and prospects of the Col- technically denominate Guided Spontaneity, and so
promises that their subjects should be resumed in loquium, I had, from the necessities of the situation, little in the form of government that no one has
the Colloquium this season, are, therefore, especially assumed an almost unlimited leadership or head-cen- seemed to feel it as either oppressiv or offensiv in any
entitled to the apology and explanation now to be terism in the promotion of the idea, and in the organ- sense.
given.
ization and tempmary management of the instituThe question of the membership of women in the
Tbe following extract from The Tranwctions qf the tion; but that now, this preliminary stage having been Colloquium was from the first one of those which were
Gulloquium (1882-3) will place the reader to whom passed through, I surrendered my self. imposed office, discussed with the utmost interest. The Rev. Dr.
the sul1ject is new, most immediately at the point of and submitted the whole matter to the control of the Rylance persistently urged their admission. The
view for readily understanding what follows:
body itself, and I stated that I desired that they Rev. Dr. Newman objected especially on the groun I
1. "The Colloquium, as' a consultiv body, took its origin, would eithf)r assume the future administration, or that the presence of ladies in the early stages of the
somewhat incidentally, out of the operations of the Manhattan would giv me such instructions as they might deem enterprise would tend to giv it a socit:tary character
Liberal Club, which is an arena for the free discussion of all subjects and views. Rev. Dr. George W. Samson, of the Baptist requisit.
rather than to keep it in the fixed ruts of high in telchurch, took frequent. part in those discussions, lecturing from
'l'he whole subject of administration or govern- lectualinvestigation and discussion, which he deemed
time to time from the platform of the Club, to the mutual sa tis- mental dtvice for such institutions, and inferentially exceedingly desirable.
For myself, it is hardly
faction of himself and friends, and of the geneml membership for institution ism at large, was thus brought up for necessary to say that my ulterior purpose looked to
of the club. So much genuin respect and good feeling grew
up out of this free interchange of ideas between parties of the discussion, and was quite fully ventilated. The di- the full, free, and £qual pa1ticipation of women with
utmost diversity of religious, philosophical, and political views, versity of views was very great. The sense of the men in the labors and further development of the
that Mr. Samson conceived the purpose of reciprocating the difficulties in this particular enterprise, and of the Collcquium itself, and of all to which it was destined
courte~y of the club, and of inaugurating somewhat similar almost utter hopelessness of any method of adminis- to lead. But I saw and stated other and, with me,
discussions, upon religious subjects more especially, in the
conference room of his own church. Accordingly, early in tration being adequate to hold the balance of har- leading obj(tctions to the idea of immediately assothe venr 1882, he issued invitations to members of the club, mony between such seemingly incongruous elements, ciating ladies with the enterprise.
The first was
nnd.other known or supposed opponents of his own theologi- bore apparently upon all minds as a heavy burden. that their presence, with our present somewhat childcal views, including T. B. Wakeman, acting president of the All seemed to respond to a statement made by Dr. ish views of propriety, would necessarily be, to a cerclub (James Parton, the president, residing at a distance), S. L
· El b
P. Andrews, vice-president, and others, deemed in some
oms s erg to this effect, that the most astound- tain degree, a hindrance to the free discussion of delsense representativ, to meet him and such friends as might ing phenomenon of my experience (he said) is that icate social questions which might naturally arise in
assemble, for earnest discussion upon subjects of vital interest, we find ourselvs here at all!
Is it possible, he the course of our deliberations. The second was
on giv~1n evenings, at his church.
asked, that we can continue to cohere? A dozen dif- that the mixed assemblage of the two sexes would giv
2. "Many years enrlier Mr. Andrews had conceived a some- f
t
what similar idea, and about the year 1873 had visited several eren propositions were made and debated in regard greater prominence and publicity to an enterprise
of the leading clergymen, Jew and Christian, of the city, to to the best method of organizing and conducting this which it was desirable to keep for a time somewhat
sound their willingness to enter into an organization for such novel enterprise. Objections were found to them all. in shadow until we, as men, should at least hav dampurposes. The time did not seem to be ripe for so radical a I took no very prominent part in the discussion, onstrated our capacity to cohere. The third was that
measure, and no immediate result came from that effort; ext h'
cept that, in an interview with Rabbi Adler, Sen., he sug- wa c mg carefully the drift of opinion, and the obvi- the wives of members, and especially the clergy, must
gested to Mr. Andrews the term Colloquium (a talk-together) as ous embarrassment which beset every proposition. be considered as entitled to membership, not on the
the nppropriate name for such a congress of representativ and The result was, however, a unanimous expression of ground that they were necessarily themselv.o reprtsentdissident thinkers.
the choice of the Colloquium (with oat any vote, but ativ persons, but simply from their associated rank as
3. "On the later occasion referred to, Mr. Andrews visited ·
l b
Dr. Samson and conferred with him upon his project. The Simp Y Y 1.liva voce expression) that the future admin- wives, and that any attempt to choose out representresult of that and subsequent interviews between those two istration of the Colloquium (unless, of course, that ativ women, leaving them aside, might lead to dogentlemen was that they concurred in the idea of making the body 8hould find substquent cause to withdraw its mestic criticism.
In the early stages of the Colcall more select, on the one hand, and more widely represent- assent.) should be intrusted to me, and that I shoul8 loquium, this question of the admission of women
ativ, on the other; to giv to the meetings more of the charac·
ter of a friendly conference in earnest search after truth, than contmue to act, as I bad acted previously, at my own was postponed, and it was, as has been stated, at the
of an arena for adverse discussion; and to adopt the name discretion. The members seemed to come sponta- last two meetings only that the wives of all the memRnggested hy Dr. Adler. Mr. Andrews bEing willing to devote neously to the conclusion that the real purposes of bers, and. other ladies selected for their representativ
time and labor to the bUAine~s of inviting and organizing such the Collcquium and the true direction to be given to character in some department of the great field of
an association, which could not so readily be done by gentle- •t
t
ruen commanding less leisure, Dr. Samson gave him, as a first I s opera ions were still matter very much within my social interest, wel'e invited to be present an parstep, a letter to the Rev. Dr. John P. Newman, of the Con- individual conception, and that, as in the case of an ticipate on the same footing as men as members of
gngational church, who entered at once and heartily into the i~ventor or discoverer, I ought to hav the opportu- the Colloquium.
hlea. From hiru "n_introduction was taken to Rev. _Joseph_ H. mty to expound the idea in action aided and supIn connection with the membership of women, a
Hylance, of the Episcopal church, who also committed himt d
I b th
h
'd. th
l
d h ld b
·a ·
t t th
1 · 'fi
~elf without rtserve to the project. 1\fr. Andrews, armed with por_ e mere Y Y
ose W o concurr~ Ill e genera wor s ou
e sa1. m respe~ o e ~enera s1gll1 the full authorization and free use of the names of those three 1 ~eEngn.
They, however, added their recommenda-, cance of the term membership as applied to the Colg~ntlome:o.-Mr. Samson, Mr. Newman, and Mr. Rylance- tlon that I should select two or three of the prom-· loquium. It was never intended to be very strictly

f!IomtnnnilJ atiotts.

and by their advice and consent, visited and invited other parties, and the enterprise was launched.
4. "The first meeting of the Colloquium was held in the
study of Rev. Dr. Robert Coll~·er (Church of the Messiah), the
aftHooon of March 8, 1882. Present: Dr. Louis Elsberg, Rev.
Hobert Collyer, Stephen Pearl Andrews, Caleb Pink, Bev.
John P. Newman, Prof. S. J. Sedgewick, Emory P. Andrews,
J. Storer Cobb, Esq., and Alonzo E. Newton. Several letters
were read apologizing for absences, especially from Episcopal
clergymen urging the inconvenience of attendance during
Lent.
5. "A short statement of the general idea and purposes of
the Colloquium, and of the history of its inception, was made
by Mr. Andrews, and discussed by the parties present, all of
them expressing freely their views in relation to the nature and prospects of the enterprise. The meeting then
aojourned, to reassemble after Lent, at time and place to be
specified, at the call of Mr. Andrews.
6. "The second meeting of the Colloquium was held in the
vestry of Rev. Dr. John P. Newman (in the Madison avenue
Congregational church) the evening of May 12, 1882. Present:
Rev. Dr. Joseph H. Rylance, S. P. Andrews, Rev. Cornelius
B. Smith, Dr. Louis Elsberg, F. F. Cook, Prof. Henry Kiddle,
s. P. Putnam, Dr. Joseph Rodes Buchanan, Rev. Dr. John
P. Newman, Rev. Dr. John Forsyth, Prof. S. J. Sedgewick,
Rev. Dr. (Rabbi) Kohler, and Caleb Pink.
7. "A restatement was made by Mr. Andrews of the general
nature of the objects of the ColloquiUm, of what had occurred, and of the prospects of its success. Mr. Andrews also
submitted, as a working basis for the Colloquium, the following, which should be marked as' Colloquium Document No.1.'
Platjvrm-Motfo; IN THINGS PROVEN, UNITY; IN WHATSOEVER CAN

a
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defined, or in any sense formal, especially at the Els?erg! professor in the Medical Department of the Rylance, having got on his feet, and perhaps equally
present stage of the growth of the institution. All Un~vers1ty ?f New York, president of the Laryngo- prompted by an old habit, was making a caustic
who were continuously invited to attend, and who logtcal Somety, and Universologist; Professor S. J. assault on Infidels and their methods of reasoning,
did attend with some regularity or frequency, were re· Sedgewick, the distinguished educationist and accom- when Mr. Wakeman as promptly called him to order,
garded as members. Others, who were invited for a plished m~t?ematician; J. Storer Cobb, Esq., LL.D., and Mr. Rylance as promptly and amply apologized,
special occasion, or who failed to attend otherwise mathemattman, teacher, and Universal( gist; Emory and the whole occurrence "brought down the house"
than incidentally, were regarded as guests merely. P. Andrewfl, the energetic teacher and advocate of wit~ a roar of applause, while a welling up of deeper
The type of the institution was rather that of an in- ~onic Sol F~, the new and improved system of mu- feehng seemed to whelm the hearts of all present,
dividual inviting friends t~ his own private parlors to Eical educatwn; Alonso E. Newton, a pioneer and and tears glistened in the eyes of some as if at the
consult and act upon a given series of subjects.
representativ philosopher of Spiritualism, and en~ thought that a new era of genuin human sympathy
Of course, in a body s J loosely organized, nothing lightened educationist; F. F. Cook, journalist, the and courtesy had opened on the world. 0..1 1tnother
was contemplated or attempted of a formal disciplin- subtle thinker, and critical investigator of spiritual similar occasion l\Ir. Rylance exclaimed," You are
ary character. The nearest approach to the necessi'y philosophy; Professor Henry Kiddle, late secretary all the best of Christians, no matter what you call
for considering even questions of that order arose of the New York Board ·of Education, and represent- yourselvs." He, from the first, while doubting what
when, on one occasion, conduct by a member, who ativ Spiritualist; Dr. Joseph Rodes Buchanan, the he called my Utopian views of ulterior results, priz~d
happened to be a reverend doctor, which aroused the distinguished anthropologist, and scientific discoverer the Colloquium e,specially for the social and sympaindignation of the whole, threatened to demand a in new and occult spiritual and anthropological thetic element, as manifesting itself among persons
reprimand or reply. The next day brought, how- spheres of learning; Rev. John Forsyth, of the intellectually arrayed in opposit camps, btlt a year
ever, a very ample apology, explaining that the seurce United St.ates army, Newburgh; Rev. S. S. Seward, or two later he said to me that he had far more faith
of irritation which caused the explosion was some- of the Swedenborgian church; Rev. N. Bjering, of in my Utopias than he had at the beginning.
At the fifth meeting of the Colloquium, the
thing wholly apart from the Colloquium, with the the Russian Greek church; Rev. Dr. (Rabbi) A.
request that I should submit the apology to that Huebsch, since deceased, and greatly regretted; first at Mr. Pullman's church, events occurred wllich
body, which was done, and the matter passed as inci- Rev. D. M. Hodge, of the Universalist church; Rw. mark it as a real epoch. The conference sponta0. H. E>tton (successor of Chapin), Universalist neously res,.,lved itself into a sort of" love-feast" or
dental and unimportant.
The next matter of great importance which had to church; Elder Giles Avery, of the Shaker Commu- mutual confessional, in which all in turn recited, in
be considered was the degree of publicity which nity, New Lebanon (hy correspondence); Rev. (Rabbi) unrestrait~ed confidence, the causes which had :fixed
should be sought for, or permitted, :with respect to M. Brown; Rev. Charles Higbee, of the Methodist their several religious states of conviction, and their
our deliberations. Oar operations were never for a church, Westchester Co., N. Y.; Rav. Jas. Lightbourn, struggles and efforts to obtain the trnth. It appears
mom1mt regarded as secret, nor hardly, indeed, as of the Methodist church; Ex-R'lv. S P. Putnam, sec- that many eminent churchmen had been racked by
private, inasmuch as new parties, sometimes almost retary of the National Liberal L'lague; Pcofessor doubts, or by other difficulties of their position, and
entire strangers, were freely invited, and as no re- Isaac L. Rir.e (Columbia College); Porter C. Bliss, of that, on the other hand, many of the le11ders of radstrictions whatever were put upon the scope of our the New York Herald staff; T. B. Wakeman, late ical reform had either been clergvmen, or were
discussions, and no pledges required of any kind. It president of the National Liberal League; Dr. Wil- trained in early life for the church. Toe sympathetic
was, however, mutually understood that it was not liam H. Atkinson, dentist, natural scientist, and interflow of experiences was such, on this occasion,
desirable, at the commencement of such an enter· U niversologist; 'William Frey, Russian thinker, au- as had prob:~.bly never characterize a a similtlt• asprise, that it should be preceded by the blowing of thor, journalist.; Professor D..tvid S. White, Univers- semblage of men. It seemed like the breaking down,
trumpets. I had, indeed, at the first, made an ar- ologist; Ron. Nelson Crof!s, representativ journalist; or the melting away, of the walls of partition which
rangement with our fellow-member, D. W. Craig, L. S. Metcalf, editor ot North Ameri~;an Review; Ed- hav so sternly separated loving hearts b.v tile rigorEgq, an accomplished professional phonographic ward King, representativ of the 'Vorkingmen's party; ous behests of dogma and adverse intellectual conreporter, to make somewhat full private reports of Edward M. Searing, Esq., Positivist; Isaac N. Forbes, viction. Strong expressions were made of a painful
the discussions for such future uses as might be de- inventor; J. 0. Woods, business manager (Wheeler sense of isolation from this cooped-up and limited
sirable; but I soon found that his presence in that & Wilson); Courtlandt Palmer; E. A. MacLean; position of the human mind, and of a strong desire
capacity disturbed the free flow of expression on the Franklin Burlingamfl, Universologist; D)ctors E. B. for enlargement and mental ema·1eip1ltion. Equally
part of some of the members present, who could not Foote, Senior and Junior; Herman H. Shook, Esq., strong assertions were made touching the ult.tmate
speak without a reminder that what they said might Clinton Furbish, representativ Greenbacker: Dr. Da- forms of truth. One distinguished reverend doctor
survive and recur unpleasantly at some future day. vid Engel, dentist and Universologist; Henry F. exclaimed: "My God! I hardly know any longer
The services of the reporter were therefore dispensed Randolph; Charles Frederic Adams, Esq.; Dr. Wm. what to preach; so rapid and sweeping are the
with, and I took upon myself thfl labor of condensing McLaury; John Henry Johnston; J. W. Frankel; changes of belief which are coming among us; but
from memory the general occurrences for future ref- William Hanson, reviewer of Henry George; A. then," he added wittily," it does not m·ttter so much,
erence and use. Still, upon the general question of VanDeusen; S. H. Wilder, an able thinker, and sub- for my congregation is so very sm11ll, and their
the degree of publicity or privacy for our proceedings, tle defender of Christian philosophy; Charles L. An- small number is not due to Ingersoll, for they had
which wail desirable, or, under the circumstances, pos- drews, dentist and U uiversologist; Dr. T. S. Lam- left before he came about."
The expenses of the Colloquium having been alsible, I took great pains, by privately sounding the in- bert, pbysi<?l~gist and Universologist; ~eorge W.
dividual members, to arrive at a proximate concensus. Renton; ~Vtlham M. Boucher, representattv student .most nil, but slight attention has ever been given to
The result of my inquiries was that I found a very ~b. the smence of money;. J. B. Brown; Henry J. the question of finances. Dr. William H. Atkinson
. omas; E .. w. _Chamberlam, ~gq.; Professo~ ,.J;-· ~· consented to act as treasurer, but his functions hav
general readiness to intrust the matter to my individual discretion, or to the contingency of events, Ra.wso:r;t. ~~t1st, Illustrator of Btbles, Beecher s Ltfe been of the least onerous character. Wilen funds
letting it, as it were, take its chances, with no special of C~nst, etc.; Dr. G. H. Eccles; E S. Dean; Dl·. were needed for the first volume of The Tran.~aeti,,?L~,
. .
.
they were readily contributed, and tue other sli!.{ht
urgency to bring it before the public, and with no Ca e :eeks.
Of t ~more or less -d1stmgmshed guests of tbe incidental expenses hav been borne by individuals
effort to guard any special privacy. There seemed
to be no desire, on the one band, to court publicity; ~olloqum~, those wh? hav been present at the meet- without the necessity of any formal statement.
Colloquium Document No.2, which has served as
and, on the other, no shrinking from it, if, in the nat- ~ngs on a s.ngle ~ccaswn, or only .seldom, the followmg _may be mentwned: Rev. Wilham R. Alge.r, Bas-. a sort of suplementary constitution to the C Jl!oq uium,
ural course of events, it should occur.
At present, and in this document, I am taking the ton, Rev. George \V. Galla~her; Charles Bright, of has been printed as a separate document, aud will
responsibility of giving to the world a more formal Austraha, f?r the New Contment of the South w_hat continue to be furnished free of expense to the memstatem3nt of the fact of this institution, and of its Bradlaugh ts_for England, and Ingersoll for Ame_nca; hers of the Colloquium and others who may order it.
past career and present status, than has elsewhere Alfred E. Giles, Esq., Hyde Park, Mass.; L'Juts F. H can be brdered direct from Tm; Tuum SJ;EUtt, and
transpired. As it is now for a time to be suspended, Post, E:;q·:, late edttor of Truth,-, Henry George, will be forwarded on demand with postt1ge stamp.
it has seemed to me ali ways safer and bstter to make, author of Progress and .Pov~rty; M. N a.u~ber~; It has received a profound appreciatton on the pMt
frankly, tnis statement, than to leave the subject to George A. Fowler; W. ~.mnmeter; Hon. Wilham S. of the few; and it is believed that, with a deeper inthe random investiga.tion of interviewers and sensa- Andrews; Sa~~el Leavttt; Wilson Ma~donald, sculp- sight into universal principles, it will continue to
tional writers, from whose hands it is only by the t?r and a~t crJttc; E lw~rd R'1ssell, artts.t a_nd De~sar- gt1in upon the convictions of mankind, and will be
merest chance that we hav so long escaped. I am han; Lnms Baralt, p~estdent of the Arttstte SJctety; deemed an important contribution to the theolo!.{y,
to the New and Reconciliativ Catholicism, of the Futfully aware of the great delicacy of the task which is Talma Drew, Ddsart1an.
The ladies who were invited as members or guests, ure.
thus 8elf-imposed upon me, and I can only hope and
The term Colloquium has already given rise to a
endeavor to draw the line with deftness and prupriety having only been present at the last two meetings,
between what should be revealed and concealed, or and having taken no activ part in thfl discussions, I brood of etymological derivativs wllicb. are c >wing
covered b.Y the mantle of confidence, in so mom.ent- do not feel authorized to make public mention of into free use with those who hav m:trle their acous and difficult a matter. The fact of the existence them individually. I regret that the opportunity quaintance. In addition to the old and familiar adof such a consultativ body, and some features of what should not hav been more ample for developing the jectiv "colloquial," we hav now in our v.:JCauu!,try
it has accomplishf'd, seem to me too important to the kind and d2gree of interest which they would hav collnqui.,t for one who partakes in a set con~erf~ttt.ton;
coll.quian for a member of the C,Jlloq•Illlm; and
world's interest to be wholly repressed through any taken in the aff;.irs of the Colloquium.
I 1 relation to the occurrences at the meetings of to cullnquize or collfJque a'! the verb, meaning to
overstrained sentiment of dehcacy; w bile, on the
other hand, nothing would grieve me more than to the Colloquium it is not much of detstil which will be partake in colloq,Iy, set converi:mt,ion, or the discuabe deemed ignorant or disregardful of the implied required. Tile discussions themselvs hav been, as sions of the Colloquium. For thisla'lt and abridged
social sanctities which are involved.. I can only, Wtl.B to be £expected, among the most brilliant, earnest, expression, to coll•Jque, we are iwlebted to the genius
therefore, go forward, trusting to the guidance of my and profound which could hav been heard in any of our learned fellow-!llember, Porter C. Bliss, of the
better genius in the ende;wor to hold the true bal- presence, or on any occasion anywhere. It is a New York H~rald.
Under the circumstances now thus fully recit9d of
ance between the rights of mankind and the rights matter of regret that they could not hav been fully
reported and preserved; but even then, the accentua- the growth, harmony, and high promis for future •leof the individual in so delicate a conjuncture.
First in relation to the personntl, and to individuals tion which tlley received by the delicacy and novelty velopment and usefulness of the C )lloq·Iium, I reto whom I hav beeu especially indebted for co-opera- of t.he situations occupied by many of the speakers turn to the subject, and resume the Btatement of tl1e
tion and support, something has already been said; could not hav been communicated on paper. Wit, imperativ causes which hav le~ me to susp~ud its
but the picture will be appropriately enlarged. To as well as wisdom and eloquence, sometimes me·etings, and the more ostensible form:> of Jts adthe entire membership of the Colloquium I am in all abounded, and occasionally some one's forgetfulness ministration-in a word, to prorogue the Coll:;quium
ways indebted and grateful. Some hav been more of the conditions and surroundings, gave rise to a for a season. I hav been, for a lifetime, engageu in
activly, and others more passivly, co-operativ; but touch of uproarious mirth. On one occasion Mr. the tremendous labor of discovering·and formul11ting
there bas been, on all hands, a wonderful atmosphere Thaddeus B. Wakeman, temporarily oblivious of the the all-embracing unitary science known a~ U niverof geniality and sympathy, which, considering the Ltet that he was not haranguing the New York Lib- sology; and in elaborating the two most immcdi ltely
diversity of views represented, has been little less eral Club, began indulging in an outburst of invec- practical outgrowths of this immense discovHy, the
tiv against the narrow-mindedness and conservatism first of which is Alwato, the scientific univer1Hl Janthan marvelous.
In further mention, and in addition to the parties of the clergy, when Rev. Joseph H. Rylance promptly guage, the future vernacular of the phnet; and the
named of gentlemen who hav been members of the called him to order, reminded him that he had for- second of which is Pantarchy, or the new, scientiJic,
Collcquium, and to whose co-operation and RJll· gotten the presence he was in, and appealed to the universal G.Jveroment and S'Jcial ILislitute of hu·
pathit.s I bav been greatly indebted, the follow- chair. i\lr. Wakeman, awaiting no decision, promptly manity. The cuimiuat.ion of thr;se gre.1t ent,.rp,iBes
( G o!d'inw;d O?l lJage 70.)
mg names and designations are requisit: Dr. Louis and am ply apologized. Five minutes later, Mr.l
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apart for a celebration of the birth of THOMAS PAINE.
There will be speeches, and music, and recitations,
and everybody is invited to attend and help to make
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
the occasion a memorable one.
Remember the date and place-Friday evening,
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor.
Jan.
30th, at German Masonic Hall, 220 East FifC. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager.
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How the Treasuries of the States are Robbed.
Below will be found some further figures giving
the immense amount of church property in the country which is exempt from taxation. Unless otherwise stated, the figures are from the United States
Census of 1870, that for 1880 not being yet complete.
Those of 1875 are the different state censuses, and
from the churches' own Year Books. That for New
York is for 1870, 1875, and the last sum (101,105, 765),
is the estimated sum of the present values of property used exclusivly for church purpeses, as given last
week. By comparing the figures for 1870, and those
(where given) for 1875, say New York, for instance,
the per centage of increase is seen. This increase
in the older states is largely due· to the rise in value
of real estate; in the newer states and in the territories the increase is due to new buildings and the
acquirement of more real estate. The census of
1880, when completed, will probably show a church
property valuation of nearly double these figures:

Among his audience were Miss Susan B. Anthony
and Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and on the conclusion of the service these ladies walked to the platform
and upbraided Dr. Patten for his utterances.
Miss Anthony said to him· that if his mother were
living she should take him across her knee and
spank him; and Mrs. Stanton, interrupting her, said:
"On the contrary, let me congratulate Dr. Patten.
I hav been trying for years to make women understand that the worst enemies they hav are in the pulpit, and now he has illustrated it beyond question."
We hope the women of the country will seriously
consider Mrs. Stanton's remark. It is true. For his
slander of George Eliot and Harriet Martineau the
Rev. Dr. Potter deserves the execration of all decent
people. In some way the ministers should be taught
that the pulpit is no longer a protection for them in
such malicious calumny.

The Dry Go!Jds Clerk and Soap-Boiler's Society.

The racent activity of Anthony Comstock culminated last week Tuesday in the meeting of the "SoThe labor of issuing "The Story Hour " delayed
ciety for the Suppression of Vice." His efforts are
the publication of THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND
annually more vigorous a few weeks previous to this
FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC a few weeks beyond our deevent, to the end, doubtless, that he may be advertised, the society glorified, and solid men with cash
sires, but it is out at last, and those who hav ordered
be induced to attend "your secretary's" gathering
a copy will receive it about the same time they do
and drop generous donations into the empty treasthis week's paper.
ury.
Alabama,
- $2,414,515
The ANNUAL is larger this year than last. The Arkansas,
854,975
Mr. Comstock reported that during the past year
24,000
articles are all specially written for its pages, and are Arizona,
he
had made one hundred and twenty arrests. But
California,
7,404,235
by the ablest Freethinkers in this country, including Colorado,
207,230
he forgot to explain the circumstances attending
Connecticut,
13,428,100
Col. Ingersoll, Elizur Wright, Mr. Wakeman, Mr.
these captures. If they are all like his persecution
Dakota,16,300
1,823,950
Watts, Mr. Putnam, Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Palmer, Hor- Delaware
of poor Conroy, they reflect no credit upon the soFlorida, 426,520
ciety, but are a disgrace to himself, and giv the lie
ace Seaver, W. S. Bush, S. P. Andrews, Dr. York,
Georgia,
3,561,955
18,200
direct to his professions of laboring solely for the
Elliott Preston, Thomas Mead, Miss Wixon, and Idaho,
illinois,
22,664,283
public
weal. Conroy is one of the one hundred and
- 11,942,227
George Macdonald. For the subjects upon which Indiana, twenty, and the men who support the society ought
Iowa,
5, 730,352
they hav written see the advertisment in another Kansas, 1, 722,700
to know just how he comes to be in Anthony's toils.
Kentucky,
9,824,465
place. "Freethought in the United States in 1884 ,. Louisiana,
Some few years ago Comstock arrested Conroy in
4,048,525
5,200,853
Maine,
contains facts of interest to all Liberals.
New Jersey for selling pictures. ·Conroy asserts that
Maryland
- 12,038,650
Portrait-making is very expensiv, but in this l'r'I:assachusetts,
he sold nothing salacious, but knowing this fact
24,488,285
9,133,816
would hav no weight with a court before whom ComANNUAL we hav gathered the men and women now Michigan,
Minnesota, 2,401, 750
stock could substitute anything he pleased, swearing
2,360,800
prominent in Liberal work, to which bright company Mississippi,
Missouri,
9, 709,358
he
purchased it of him, Conroy made a desperate atar.e added three illustrious dead-Thomas Paine, Montana, .
99,300
tempt
to escape, slashing Comstock's face with his
2,487,877
D. M. Bennett, and William Denton. Besides these, · North Carolina,
_Nebraska (1870, 386,000),
665,150
pocket-knife. He was, however, sent to Trenton
the list is: Col. Ingersoll, T. C. Leland, T. B. Wake- New Hampshire,
3,303,780
state prison and served his sentence. After his
New York (1870, $66,073,755; 1875, $79,1124,896), 101,105,765
man, Elizur Wright, James Parton, Parker Pillsbury, New Mexico (1870, $322,621),
release from this institution began the persecution
365,500
- 19,043,510
S. P. Andrews, W. F. Jamieson, G. H. Walser, John New Jersey (1870, $18,347,150),
which has ended in his being one of the one hundred
Nevada (1870, $212,000), 1874,
301,450
and twenty, though he is at liberty under the nomiPeck, J. H. Burnham, J. R. Monroe, H. L. Green,
Ohio (1875),
- 33,328,000
Oregon (1875),
51,300
nal bail of a hundred dollars. If Mr. Comstock had
Chas. B. Reynolds, Chas. Watts, W. S. Bell, S. P.
Pennsylvania (1875),
- 64,311,365
told
the audience all about this persecution, we doubt
Rhode
Island
(1875),
5,141,400
Putnam, J. E. Remsburg, Courtlandt Palmer, Lucy
South Carolina (1875), 4,065,500
if during the next year he had as much as nine thouColman, John R. Kelso, Elmina D. Slenker, Amy Tennessee, •
5,934,450
sand dollars to disburse, unless Colgate dived deep
•
1, 779,700
Post, Helen H. Gardener, Mattie Krekel, Horace Texas (1875),
1875,
Mormons,
$1,000,000,
l
1
070
900
into
his own plethoric pocket. If he had told them
Ut h {
a
Other Christians, $70,900, f
' '
Seaver, Luther Colby, J. P. Mendum, J. L. York,
how
he followed Conroy when he left Trenton prison
Vermont (1875),
•
4,162,400
Chas. P. Somerby, E. M. Macdonald, Juliet H. Sev- Virginia (1875),
•
6,327, 700
and set up a news-stand on Chambers street, this city,
Washington Territory (1870, $62,450), in 1875,
105,700
erance, Susan H. Wixon, Mrs. H. S. Lake.
and finding some of Col. Ingersoll's pamphlets on
Wisconsin (1870, $4,890, 781),
6,905,350
the stand, angrily ordered them off, threatening arWyoming Territory (1875),
56,500
If our friends appreciate this endeavor to make
West Virginia,
1,349,600
rest in case of refusal, which was complied with
them acquainted with the men and women many of
through
fear, and because Conroy had no interest in
$414,608,241
whose names are household words in almost every
the
books
beyond what profit he might make; if ComThe six leading sects in this wholesale public robFreethinker's family we can next year introduce
stock
had
told the audience that on another occasion
bery are the Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians,
all of America's splendid Infidels who hav passed
Congregationalists, Episcopalians, and Roman Catho- he forced Conroy to take from his stand a lot of books
away, and perhaps go over to Eugland and Europe
lics. The amounts respectivly credited to them by bought from the American News Co., of which a
Catholic Jesuit is the superintendent; if he had told
for their mental slavery abolitionists. Besides the the census of 1870 are:
them
also that he never said a word to the news comportraits, the ANNUAL contains a few illustrations Methodists,
- $73,975,581
Baptists,
41,608,198
pany
about
these books, which company kept on selltaken from " The Story Hour,'' and several smaller Presbyterians, 53,265,256
ing
them,
and
may be selling them now for all we
25,069,698
pictures of great beauty. The Calendar has been Congregationalists,
know to the contrary; if he had said to the audience
Episcopalians,
36,514,5<19
enlarged by the further recording of ·noticeable Catholics, 60,985,566
that for years he had dogged Conroy and forced him
events in the Freethought work. The sketch and
At least forty per cent can be safely added to these from one place to another by bulldozing the owners
picture of the D. M. Bennett Memorial will, we feel figures, representing the rise in value of property of stores on the steps of which Conroy displayed his
sure, be highly prized by all the contributors to the (which, in cities especially, is very large) and the small stock of wares; how he had insulted him on the
structure, and the rest of Mr. Bennett's friends. The further acquirement of property by church organiza- street and in the horse cars, calling him a prison
tiont. If our professional soul-savers were as honest bird; how, through Conroy's ignorant fear of" your
history of the National Liberal League is resumed
as pious they would walk up to the collector's office
by the new secretary, and a full report of all its im- and settle. But there is no likelihood of this being secretary," he compelled him to giv up selling pictures perfectly legitimate and in the show cases of
portant proceedings is given by him.
done until they are compelled to do it by the force every art dealer from the Battery to the Boulevard;
The ANNUAL is finished in the same elegant style as of public sentiment.
if he had related all these and a dozen or two more
last year-tinted paper, heavy antique covers, and
instances of his persecution of an uneducated man,
A Plain Truth.
printed and bound in the most skilful manner. Al1 without trade or profession, but with a family which
Last Sunday the Rev. Dr. Pa~ten, president of he knew no other way to support, we are inclined to
though containing more reading-matter than the
ANNUAL for 1884, the price is the same, 25 cents. Howard University, preached a sermon in the Con- think that the audience would hav had much less
gregational church of Washington on "Women and sympathy with "your secretary,'' and been inclined to
We are ready-and even anxious-to receive orders,
Skepticism " in the course of which he expressed the subscribe to the relief of the victim instead of to the
and Mr. Somerby is willing to sit up all night, if nec- opinion that when women receive too much liberty treasury of the Young Men's Christian Association
essary, to fill them.
they branch off into skepticism and immorality. He Inquisition.
There were one or two noticeable features in the
said, among other things, that the lives of such women
Instead of the usual lecture and discussion at the as George Eliot, Mme. Roland, and Harriet Mar- report of Comstock and the speeches of his supLiberal Club on the 30th, the evening will be set tineau exemplified the truth of this assertion.
porters. The usual reference to tha Infidels and

The Truth Seeker Annual for 1885.
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Freelovers was left out, and they were not threatened
with a stamping out of their literature. Apparently
they are to be let alone, for, as Colgate said, a wider
field is opening to the Society, which is to bear a
hand in the general regulation of a few of New York's
lower strata of humanity, and in conjunction with
Crosby & Whitney's " Society for the Prevention of
Crime," perform those functions which the state and
municipal ordinances impose upon the police. But
if our legal guardians submit to be thus snubbed and
superseded by these two ecclesiastical societies, the
rest of the population can stand it. Between the
lower strata, the police, and the agents of the societies, there is not much to choose. All the protest
which the Freethinkers and law-abiding citizens feel
called upon to offer is against the usurpation by the
church, through its inquisitors, Colgate, Crosby, Comstock, and 'Whitney, of powers properly accruing
only to the police. There is danger in this, for it is
a practical partnership of church and state, and a
tacit recognition by the latter that the former has
rights in the regulation of public conduct equal with
itself. Such partnership once led to a public inquisition; it now bids fair to establish two tribunals for
the punishment of law breakers-our state courts
and the Young Men's Christian Association. It is
for the people to say whether they will tvlerate the
jurisdiction of this latter body, whose administration
is sure to be one of injustice.

our most bitter opponents. In organization we differ, for we
do not record our converts. When one professes, he is baptized and accepted as of God, He is a member thereafter, Our
bishop we accept from God. Rayburn is our bispop now.
We hav no church trials or troubles, but we welcome everyone
and hav a 'God bless you' for all. If members lose faith
and choose to leave us, we let them go, and that ends it. We
are accused of free love and Spirituaiism, but it is false. We
are accused of loose morals and wrong·doing, and yet we cannot act so and retain our healing power. There is a fellowship between two religious souls that tue world knows not of,
and it is this fellowship they call looseness. We regard our
relationship most sacredly. The Methodists fight us because
Mr. Rayburn and I were Jl.iethodist ministers. They feel that
they hav lost their power, and are vengeful. I think our organization will increase and some day become a recognized
power."

How any good Methodist can find fault with this
doctrin is almost beyond comprehension. Yet that
this has been done the sequel will show. The Rev.
Mr. Obenshain and the Rev. Mr. Rayburn recently
came to this city and began to hold "cottage"
prayer-meetings, and hav made many converts to
Christianity, thereby saving, of course, an equal number of souls. In spite of this, however, the Rev. Dr.
Buckley, editor of the Advocate, and an equally distinguished Methodist, has these unkind words to say
of Brothers Rayburn and Obenshain:

paragraph is designed as a

78
two-edg~d

sword to cut both ways.

It also contains a sort of apology to the clergy for employing

so audacious a messenger as THE TRUTH SEEKER to convey his
communication into the households of the elect. THE TRUTH
SEEKER does not need to second the apology. The religious
press, however, has got consideruble to answer for. ··We would
extend to the brethren of the cloth the compliments of the
season, and wish all good ministers a Happy New Year. For
the benefit of those who wish to subscribe for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, we will say that our terms are $3 per year in advance;
to new subscribers, three months for 50 cents. To clergymen,
$3 per year, in advance; three months for 50 cents.
THE publishers of the North American Review forward the
following as their opinion of the February number of their
magazine: "Whether we agree with Mr. Beecher or not, few
men can speak or write on any subject of public interest with
so great a certainty that everybody will want to know what
they say. In discussing the question as to bow far ministers
may properly go iu politics the great preacher shows himself
to advantage perhaps all the more because it is a matter that
touches him personally as well as professionally. In the same
number of the Review, the question, 'How Shall the President be Elected?' is ably treated by five happily-chosen
writers, viz., two United States Senators, Dawes and Vance;
a college president, F. A. P. Barnard, of Columbia; a New
York lawyer, Roger A. Pryor; and a well-known journalist,
William Purcell. The substantial agreement of four of them
on the same point is significant. Another notable article in
this unusually strong number is a review of 'Holmes's Life of
Emerson,' by the veterun historian, George Bancroft; and still
another is an essay by Professor C. A. Young on 'Theories regarding the Sun's Corona,' which he skilfully brings within
popular comprehension. The Rev. Dr. W. G. T. Shedd defends the dogma of 'Endless Punishment,' and Professor G.
Stanley Hall writes on 'New Departure in Edu:1ation.'"

"W. H. Rayburn, whose wife got a divorce, and who was
deposed from the ministry of the Methodist Episcopal church
for various improprieties, J).nd one Obenshein, connected with
Answns to Inquiries.
a disreputable religious society in the West, are now in this
city working in private houses. We hav reason to believe that
J, L. B., Rock Island, 111.-See page 66 of TRUTH SEEKER
Distinguished Methodists Disagree.
they are sowing seeds of doctrin destructiv to the peace of ANNUAL for 1884.
families, inimical to true religion, and unworthy of the connThe Rev. W. H. Rayburn, Methodist, is one of the tenance of Christians of any name. Neither they nor their F. H. B., Newark.-" The Truth Seeker Collection" is the
nearest to what you want.
most able prayer-makers in the church. He is the disciples should be allowed to sow their pernicious seed in
E. B. R.-Brick Pomeroy was in this city the last we heard
founder of a sect in the West known as the Pilgrim any of our prayer-meetings."
of him. The paper is still published, we believe, but not by
Band, the tenets of which are closely related to those
This is a severe stricture upon the Revs. Reyburn him.
of Methodism. He has a partner named Obenshain. and Obenshain, and bears especially hard, coming, as W. S. W., Rising Sun, 0.-We do not know how the error
Out in Erwin, Ill., a year or two ago, these pilgrims it does, from a brother Methodist. .A. reporter went came to be in the "Age of Reason," We know of no explanapitched their tent and made many converts. One to call upon Mr. Rayburn to see what he had to say tion,
evening Obenshain announced that Rayburn was a in his own defense, but the reverend gentleman was STYx.-Since Mr. Watts came to this country, W. Stewart
man sent from God to bring his people into the not at home. Three ladies of his household, how- Ross owns and edits the Seculc1· Review. He writes over the
nom de plume of" Saladin," and guides a quill dipped in gall
light. The number of men who hav been sent to ever, entered heartily in a justification of all he had for his enemies. He is a remarkably able writer.
bring people into the light is large. Considering the ever done, and said that the paragraph quoted was ONE OF OUR SuBSCRIBERs, Oleander, CaL-G. W. Foote and
designer of the scheme, it seems strange that so many attributable to " Dr. Buckley's spleen." It may be !::is colleagues were indicted ancl imprisoned for blasphemy.
are still in the dark. Mr. Rayburn was accepted by remarked that if Dr. Buckley's spleen is in such a The minister who says the charge was obscenity is a liar. Mr.
the Pilgrim. Band as a deity, and in their songs they disordered condition as to betray him into making Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant are moral people, and that minchanged "Jesus" to "Rayburn."
unguarded allegations of this sort against his fellow- ister does not dare to go to England and repeat his charges.
Mr. Bradlaugh would soon make him regret his evil tongue.
" Safe in the arms of Rayburn"
Methodists, that organ should be attended to at
J. S. W., Atwater, 111.-Yes. The observance of December
took particularly well with the yonng women, and once or the church is doomed.
25th as the anniversary of Christ's birth is probably due to
many of them knew what it was to be there. One
So the matter rests. The ministers are at war, and Julius, bishop of Rome (337-352). 'l'he Eastern churches had
night an uNbelieving farmer chopped down the tent- honest men should _be on the lookout for their pre- previously observed January 6th, and some of them celebrated
pole and dragged the canvas into the highway. He rogativs.
the anniversary in May or April. The Western Christians bewas arrested and fined. Then Obenshain saw that
gan their festivities December 25th, and contin11ed celebruting
to January 6th. No one really knows when Christ was born.
they needed a more substantial structure, and he
Editorial Notes.

forthwith received another divine illumination to
that effect. The site of the proposed church was
mapped out in the vision, and happened to be
located on the premises of the unbelieving farmer
who had committed the assault on the tent. The
farmer refused to obey the mandate, arguing that
the revelation was doubtless of Satanic origin. Many
of the faithful sold all they had and gave to the poor
prophet. .A. bout this time Obenshain sent his lawful
wife adrift and took a good-looking local servant-girl
.
as his spiritual wife, and the way the system of praise
at their meetings was carried on would make a phallic worshiper blush.
The next vision which Obershein experienced
informed him that he was God Almighty, and that a
new redeemer was to be born, of which Mr. OberRhein, alias the architect of the universe, was to be
the father. One of the married sisters here arose and
admitted that she was the Mary of the occasion, and
would be the mother of the new redeemer. This
annunciation was hailed with joy by all, Joseph, the
husband of Mary, being especially hilarious. The
multitude outside the Pilgrim Band did not relish
that sort of thing, and at one of the _meetings these
scoffers rose up and wrecked the tent. Obenshain
was last seen that evening fleeing into the wilderness
with the spiritual wife on one arm and the prospeotiv
mother of the redeemer on the other. Joseph, the
husband of the latter, came also. The prophet's hat
and Bible were picked up near the ocene the next
morning.
The Pilgrim Band of Methodists flourished under
persecution. They soon built a temple worth $5,000,
with a seating and praying capacity for four hundred,
and a sleeping capacity for a good many. The
structure was burnt down soon after its completion.

THE Chicago ministers hav lately been very busy " answering" Ingersoll. This is the third or fourth time he colonel
has been completely wiped out by Chicago ministers, and yet
he still livs. Perhaps the public do not estimate these "answers" at the same high rate the preachers who deliver
them do.

•

"WHAT," asks the editor of a religious paper, "shall be
said of a man who will publish, without the explicit consent
of the author, what was said to him in private correspondence ?' 'fhis is a conundrum only Boston or Chicago people
could answer, unless it be he who went several hundred miles
out of his way to look at the private correspondence.
J. lYI. RoBERTS writes us that having overcome the difficulties which compelled him in November, 1883, to suspend the
publication of Mind and Matter, he will issue the first number
of the sixth volume of that publication on January 31st, He
wishes to thank his many patrons for their kind forbearance,
and hopes to be able to show them that it was not undeserved.
The advertisment of the resurrected journal will be found in
another column,
"ONE of the hardest-working and most earnestly spiritual
pastors in this Metropolitan district" recently call eel special
meetings for prayer. After running them three weeks, he
writes to the In1.ependent that he was met by these painful facts:
"1. Comparativly few of any church-members are interested,
attend the meetings, or are activly engaged in labor for souls.
I feel almost alone in this u:ork. Not more 'than half a dozen
brethren, I should say, hav helped in the meetings by prayer
or remark. 2. Only a certain class of persons are reached by
the truth, viz., young people in the Sabbath-school, from
twelve to twenty years of age. As yet,, none of the large company of church-going middle-aged men and wo~en among us
are interested, And strange to say, notwithstanding I hav for
years had a large evening congregation of outsiders, and hav
preached to them as plain a gospel as I can, none of them hav
been touched. Now, what shall I do?" We advise the earnestly spiritual pastor to start a roller-skating rink. That
fetches the young, the middle-aged, and the old, every time.

UR. ANDREws's circular to the members of the Collo•ruium,
printed elsewhere, will be read with attention by others than
the reverend persons to whom it is mainly addressed. The
writer has made proyisions for a large number of this issue of
The creed of this sect was as follows:
THE TRUTH SEEKER to be distributed among the clergy of his
"We believe in God, the Bible, and the Holy Ghost. Our acquaintance, and we trust these gentlemen will read the rest
creed differs very little from that of the Methodists, who are, of the paper with equal attention. Mr. Andrews's closing

H. W. J., Moberly, Mo.-Col. Ingersoll himself hns answered
the lying charges marle by the Mobel"ly IIeadlight by offering
$1,000 to any who will prove that he plagiarized from "Hittell's Evidences of Christianity." If "the Hon. Otto l{ochtisky,
of Ste Genevieve,'' who first made the preposterous assertion,
does not earn that money, he will Htand before such small portion of the world as may come to know him a self-convicted
falsifier.
J. M. B., Lakeview, Mich.-" He that believeth and is hap·
tized shall be saved" (Mark xvi, 16); "And it shall come to
pass that whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall
be saved" (Acts ii, 21); when Paul and Silas made the midnight hour in the prison hilarious with song, and there was a
great earthquake, and the keeper of the prison became frightened, and asked Paul and Silas what he must do to be saved ,
"they said, Believe on the Lord J osus Christ, and thou shalt
be saved, and thy house" (Acts xvi. 31). By these texts it is
seen that belief is all that is necessary to salvation-a previous
good or bad life has nothing to do with tho matter. And in
James v, 15, it is explicitly stated that the prayer of faith shall
sa'!e the sick, and "if he hav committed sins, they shall be
forgiven him."
J.P. SMITH, Clayville.-Yon say yon hav read the article on
"Evolution and Christianity" with deep interest, and want
"plain, square, positiv, direct answers, either in the affirmativ
or negativ, yes or no," to the fallowing:
1. Do (or did) the primordial elemen~s, when in ~n ~mcom
pounded state or condition, posses~ the l';lhe~ent prmCJple (o_r
quality) of intelligence? 2. Doe~ orgamzatwn >or composition) change the nature of aforesaJd elements? 3. Was the!e
ever a period in the eternity of the past when matter was Ill
an uncompounded condition? And one more, 4. Is there any
sound logic in the idea of an etern1ll compound?
The ·man who can giv such answers as you require, and
scientifically demonstrate their correctness, in our opinion,
does not liv. We can giv you the Materialistic, Spiritualistic, or Christian guess in answer to the first (and all others
hang on that), but to say that we know all about the beginning of life, and the condition of matter at that time, would
be the most colossal egotism of the century. The hypothesis
of evolution is that life is simply complex molecular movement, and that intelligence is the result of organization. If you
will giv the works of Haeckol a careful perusal, you will obtain
the latest scientific discoveries on tbis subject, and you can
construct any theory you please. But arguing on the questions you propound would be words, words, words, not, perhaps, full of fmy, but certainly signifying nothing.
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as relates to ultimate elaboration and promulgation,
chances to fall in the present year, and in the few
years now immediately following. The central work
QurncY, ILL.
which now overwhelms me, and my immediate corps MR. EDITOR: Orville G. Hursen, my son (who has had to
of assistants, with an unusual amount of labor, is the educate and care for himselt since he was fifteen), and myself
preparation for publication of The Dictionary of Al- came here to Quincy, Ill., about Sept. 1st, he to attend a busiwato, ann Universal Ideas which will be The Intel- ness c~llege, and I to keep house for him, being unable longer
lectual RPvelation-to all intelligent humanity-of to work and earn my own living. We were Spiritualists, and
those philosophic and scientific solutions toward avowed ourselvs such whenever and wherever attacked. We
which the whole current ·of the development of the attached ourselvs to the little band of workers here, he being
human mind has ever been steadily tending.
appointed secretary the sacond Sunday of our attendance at
·My first reason, therefore, for proroguing the Col- the hall. He was told at a Circle we attended, through the
loquium is that it is a waste of time and effort to en- medium, that E. V. Wilson and other intelligences of a higher
deavor to make my real thought and purposes un- order wanted to use him as a speaker for the bettering of conderf\tood by a body of even the most intelligent men, ditions of humanity generally, that if he would sit for develuntil tb e new basis of thinking, now matter of complete opment he would make a conscious medium, and they could
discovery, sb11ll hav been, in a preljminary way, do a good work through him. With that object in view, he
commenced sittings for development, intending his business
somewhat completely revealed and expounded.
M:v second reason is that, immensely important as capacities to make our living, that he might be able to giv
the Colloquium itself is in idea and in practical de- gratuitously to the world what higher intelligences were abl8
velopment thus far, it sinks into comparativ insignifi- to giv through his organism. During his development I becance, in relativ importance, as compared with these came sick and unable to leave the room for two weeks With
larger and more radical enterprises based on definit the care and anxiety for me, together with his study at the
new discovery, and world-wide in their far-reaching college, besides the sittings (which he could not be induced to
significance; while the labor imposed upon me by abandon), the equilibrium between the soul and body became
unbalanced, causing a diseased condition, which acted upon
maintaining it in activity is necessarily very .consid- the brain and nervous system, and during absence of complete
erable, and detracts, by just so much, from my control of the reasoning faculties there was advantage taken
d'ficiency in the more important work.
·
by spirits, and he was kept talking, or rather speech-making,
My third and ultimate reason is that my scientific nearly incessantly for two or three days and nights. On the
discoveries teach me, by the analogies, that ideas, that morning of Tuesday, Dec. 30th, he was getting quiet, had
children of the brain, as truly and really as literal slept for three hours, awoke hungry, asked for chicken which
babies, need, and must, and will hav their legitimate I was preparing for laim, when a student from the college, acperiod of gestation, before they can be fairly bor_n companied by one of the assistants, called and induced him to
into the world, and that the effort to hasten their go out to the college under the pretense of seeing the proulterior publication and general adoption in advance fessor. He went along, unsuspicious of any wrong, saying he
of the operation of this law, is disturbing and hinder- would be back by the time the chicken was done, and in
ing to, rather than truly forwarding of, the ultimate twenty minutes from the time he left the rooms he was locked
triumph of the truth. It is therefore with me a in the jail, pronounced insane by 11 jury they had already immatter of confident knowledge that when the opera- paneled. The complaint was made by the professor of the
tions of the Colloquium shall be resumed at some, it college, and he is a Methodist; the physician was a I'resbyis hoped, not very distant day, the ideas which hav terian; the jury were a mixed pack of ignoramuses who know
through it been planted in the minds of a remarka- nothing except the ordinary affairs of life, hav not the least
ble body of representativ men and women will be conception of the science of psychology, mesmerism; neither
found to hav culminated in a vigorous growth of new of obsession or spirit control in any form; and the judge,
convictions, prompting them and others to an energy though ordinarily a good man, said to me very emphatically,
of co-operation which could by no possible means be "I don't believe there is such a thing as psychology," when I
improvised or commanded at present, and which tried to explain to him that the boy was laboring under psywould hardly be in any manner hastened by con tin- chological spirit control; besi-:les, he is very much prejudiced
against Spiritualists. The sheriff, whose hands the boy was
uous exertions ad interim.
In conclusion, I must add a word in respect to my placed in, is a Catholic, and instead of allowing me to care for
reasons for selecting so radical and audacious an him, my own child, or sending him to the hospital, or allowing
responsible men to take charge of him (who went there and
organ as THE TRUTH SEEKER for communic·ltion with offered to take him out in the country, and become responsia body of person~:~, a large and, perhaps I may say, the ble for him until such time as the sheriff could get returns
leading, portion of whom are church-members, clergy- from the asylum for insane), he refused all these requests,
men, and even the most distinguished doctors of di- just because the boy was a Spiritualist, and the pq,rties who
vinity. I should regret exceedingly that it should were willing to take charge of him were Spiritualists. I was
be supposed for a moment that I hav done so with a forbidden to come near the jail, also forbidden to send any
deliberate purpose of wounding their sensibilities or Spiritualist thert~, but they would giv the boy up to any
unduly assaulting their cherished convictions. The responsible person's hands that was not a Spiritualist. He
same reasons which hav prompted me to prefer that was locked up, not in a room by himself, but in a common
the meetings of the Colloquium should be held in the criminal's cell, with near a dozen dirty criminals, and was
churches, rather than in halls or private parlors, kept there from Tuesday morning, Dec. 30th, until Friday
would hav caused me to prefer that this document evening, Jan. 2d, then taken to Jacksonville, to the insane
should hav first met the public through some one of asylum, where he now is at this present writing. There are
the great religious organs of thought, but I was in magnetic healers here who went to the j11il to treat him, havdespair of finding a sufficiently generous hospitality ing faith that they could relieve him, having done such cures
for new and startling ideas in those quarters. It is before, but were not allowed to treat him. I claim it is Spirto the Radicals and Secularists that innovators must itualism being tried, as well as the boy, and they care not whom
in the main look for prepared conditions broad they crush so they gain their object. Every officer of the law
enough to tolerate the fermentation of the new wine. took undue advantage of the power invested in them on acDogmatic instruction is necessarily more exclusiv; count of the]. boy being a Spiritualist. 'rhe boy will make a
hut for that very reason the teachers of that order fine speaker, and wield a power in this country, if not held in
should seek purposfly to keep themselvs personally those insane elements by the opposing forces until he is
familiar with the rudest and severest forms of criti- ruined. I claim the whole business has been done by designcism directed against their dogma, lest they, as teach- ing spirits to crush his medinmship. This city is governed by
ers, ensconced in the pulpit, which the old Abolition- ignorance, bigotry, and superstition, with the aid of whisky;
therefore that class of spirits hold the forts. I am a poor
ists with some truth denounced as the " coward's woman, broken in health, and among strangers, and alone can
castle," and its echo, the religious press, remain or do nothing, but I appeal to all Spiritualists in the name of the
become retro-actionists and bigots. It is doubtless cause we all know to be just and right, as well as for the sake
as distasteful to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER of my child and what the world may eventu11lly be benefited
that I should be constantly hob-nobbing with the through him, to use their united forces in righting this great
clericals as it can be to them that I should hobnob wrong. Must we, as Spirituali~ts, submit to such injustice in
with the Infidels, but as my purpose covers all this much-boasted free country? Hoping and praying to
ground, and as tue Infidels are committed ~o the the higher powers that this may reach the hearts of all my
Jtsues of the pure reason, I can better afford Without brother and sister Spiritualists, I am, as ever, a true SpiritRpology to thrust the distasteful side of me upon ualist,
MATTIE E. HURSEN.
tbem thRn upon the ecclesiasticals. They (the InfiI omitted to say that the boy, while under control, delivered
dels) will kefp. If offense is given, I shall not be per- speech after speech on different subjects clear beyond his own
sonally discarded, and a later opportunity for more conceptions, as he never has had any time or opportunity to
radical explanation will suffice to remove superficial post himself on scientific matters, and he did this with the
and first-blush misinterpretation. They, too, hav their voice, manners, and gestures of an orator, while he in his
~ins of hardness, and of the narrowness which mis- normal condition is very retiring and inclined to bashfulness.
takes mere free thinking for right thinking. With And still another remarkablefeature in the case: from birth he
them I shall reckon from time to time at my leisure. lacked tho organs of time and tune, never being able to whistle
It is with the ecclesiasticals that I am now apologet- or sing a tune, but while under this influence he sang and
ically dealing for sending this my communication to whistled tunes-whistled waltzes, and waltzed after his own
1 hem through a channel which they probably would music as gracefully as though trained by a competent master,
not hav sefected for me; while, on the other hand, and he nev£:r waltzed a step before in his life.
their courtesv would not hav extended to the degree I'. S.-I'lease to publish this, and add your appeal to Spirit0f tendering ·me a channel of communication of their ualists to aid in this cauRe.
JilL E. H.
own,
STEPHEN PEAEL ANDREWS.
W <', the undersigned !:;pirituali~ts, vouch for the truthfulNew York, Nov., 1884.

EARLVILLE, ILL., Jan. 5, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I was often amused and sometimes snrprised
to find so many old friends that had outgrown their orthodox
creeds, but think they believe enough to take them to heaven
or straight through Spurgeon's bottomless pit, and would land
safe, somehow, on the other side of nowhere. Many seemed
like dead limbs fallen from a dead tree, and were real Liberals
if they had only known it, but they did not seem to care about
coming to life again by organizing a Liberal Club. They say
that would take money and be too much like the churches.
They are now enjoying themselvs by visiting the sick and trying to do good, and do not wish to be disturbed by any ism;
but dead limbs are sometimes useful to start a fire with, and
if Mr. Remsburg or some other Liberal lecturer could only
apply the match, I think the flames would spread rapidly.
I heartily indorse Mr. Reynolds's plan for tent meetings. If
I were only young, and could sing as I once could, I would be
glad to attend such meetings; but now I am old, and my eyes
are failing me about reading.
I hav had six sample copies sent me the past week, which
is more than I can possibly read, with my TRUTH SEEKER and
four locals, so will say right here to Liberal friends, don't send
me any more than you c11n afford to without pay, as THE
TRUTH SEEKER is all the Liberal paper I can afford to take at
present. The papers are all excellent, and I wish every Christian could read them. I would advise every Liberal that is
able to order a good supply of Remsburg's "Bible Morals" for
Yours fraternally, SARAH C. HILTON.
missionary work,
I'.S.-1 hav one more incident to relate that is interesting to
me. The meeting-house where I used to attend church and
learn my creeds was sold for $50 and used for a barn. I
stepped in to see my once beloved place of worship, and
found it partly filled with hay, with a few horses quietly eating at their mangers. I stood with solemn thoughts and said
to myself, "The world does move; for this roof is now sheltering more usefulness than it did when it gave shelter to the
church people."
S. C. H.
Los ANGELES, CAL., Jan. 9, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: !'lease allow me to say to you, o_r through your
columns, that a good man, a true reformer, a member of the
Freethinking Association, through the causes of feeble health
(having first a serious illness of hemorrhage of the bowels, followed by nerve prostration), great pecuniary losses, and
troubles that he could not avoid, and sufficient to wreck the
mind and body of a stronger man, is, with his wife and little
daughter, suffering for the most common necessities of life,
suffering even with cold and hunger, when $150 would place
them where they would soon be independent and more than
willing to return fo the friena, or friends, who will kindly loan
him this sum, the whole amount, and with interest, if they so
desire. Friends of humanity, I appeal to you-oh, so earnestly-to do what I ask. Send in your sums to the editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, to whom I shall send the name of this
brother in distress, but not for publication. But he will himself acknowledge the Jeception of the sum through this paper.
The editor will forward directly to him.
Truly yours,
Lours McGREGOR.
[We are not acquainted with either our correspondent or
the friend for whom he solicits aid. We are, of course, willing
to help forward any work of charity, but would hesitate to
either receive or remit moneys in this instance wiLhout some
further information as to the necessities and worthiness of the
proposed recipient. Charity should not be bestowed blindly,
although it is better that ten should get what they do not deserve than that one deserving person should suffer.-ED. T. S.]

CINCINNATI, 0., Jan. 14, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I think the family circle may like to hear
from Cincinnati, and to know that our Materialist friend, T.
Winter, has been briefly interviewed by a Spiritist, and both
stlll liv. Not seeing any Freethinkers or TRUTH SEEKERS, I
started out, per Directory, to ·find Brother Winter. A short,
kindly-faced gentleman, looking ten years younger than he
claims to be, greeted me pleasantly, gave me the information
desired, and an enjoyable chat followed. Mr. Winter's clear
voice, distinct enunciation, and logical thought m11st prove a
solid antagonist to the Christians. I think they will be careful
not to argue with him.
I went to Mr. Walker's, at Brother Winter's suggestion, and
found no January numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. A brief
conversation ensued, in which he took no interest. I left him
with the words I now emphatically reiterate, " I hope Messrs.
I'utnam and Watts will come here soon, and waken the Liberalists." This city is as thick with superstition as with smoke,
and that is saying much. There are hardly any visible signs
of Freethought.
I found at Lloyd & Co., 272 Vine st., a stationer and newsdealer who tried to get THE TRUTH SEEKER for me. He is evidently a Liberalist, though to what extent I do not know. I
found another oasis in this desert last week. In the Arcade
"E. Beall, practical phrenologist," has out at the door photographs of note-:! men, with brief phrenological character
attached, among which I saw with pleasure the faces of E B.
Foote, B. F. Underwood, and our arisen brother, D M. Bennett. This Mr. Beall can't be a Christian; he shows he owns
hill' own opinions, and is conversant with leaders of thought.
While in Cleveland, Ohio, I met an unprofessional medium
that I wish Elmin11 could hav seen. A smllll box, with telegrRphic key inclosed, and proper apparatus attached, is shut
tight, and Mr. Rowley's (the medium) fingers laid lightly on,
or near, the closed box, sometimes sitting away from it all,
yet, in the presence of bright lights, telegraphic experts, and
others, intelligent messages are quickly sounded, and anyone
acquainted with the telegraphic alphabet can read them. Some
unsaen power vibrates the key. It is a problem for scientists
and electricians to solve. The many telegraphic operators
ness of the inclosed statement.
who hav seen and heard it declare it a mystery.
MRs. MINERVA MERRICK.
WM. H. BoYER, Magnetic Healer.
Everywhere I go I hear the cry, "Hard Times." Tramps
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's publica- Ji:LruA.hRN.
SusA-N BoYER,
and beggary increase. When the advocates of boLh sides look
tiona sent free upon application.
DR. GEo. R. PHELPs, Healer.
to some of the theological, educational, and inherited causes,
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they will, I think, !lee more clearly the remedies. Yesterday
a man said, "Mrs. Allyn, I think I can convince you of a
personal God who rules." I replied, "You can try; if you
would convert me, prepare to giv me a sensible reason for all
these ages of bloodshed and wrong done in his name if you
expect me to even tolerate him. Don't tell me 'God moves in
a mysterious way.' A God that knows enough to design
ought to hav known -enough to hav had less brutality and
agony. Man can, and does. In every case, when man has
penetrated nature's mysteries, he has improved on the original
plan."(?) He did not undertake my conversion, and I am
still an impenitent friend and truth seeker.
c. FANNIE ALLYN.
. CENTRAL CITY, CoL., Jan. 12, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: One of the most encouraging signs of the
times is the increased amount of thought and work for the
children of Liberals. In this the church has been wiser than
we. It has known, and assiduously acted upon the knowledge,
that impressions made in early youth are the most enduring.
Liberals hav known this quite as well, but until recently there
has been but little action.
Now several prominent Liberal writers are giving the dear
children mental food seasoned with common sense and science
in place of superstition. The result is we are having such delightful columns in THE TRUTH SEEKER, edited by that charming writer, Miss Wixon, and in the Investig .tor, by that pure,
brave woman, Mrs. Slenker. The books of these ladies for
children and youth are so pleasant and wholesome they ought
to be in every child's library. "Apples of Gold," by the former lady, is worth its weight in gold, and I am told her new
book for children, recently published at THE TRUTH SEEKER
office, is a marvel in literary contents, illustrations, and typography. Mrs. Slenker's "Little Lessons" is a real treat to the
child mind, combining amusemerlt and instruction as only
this larly can combine them.
I hav but just read "Science in Story," by Dr: Foote, Sr.,
and feel greatly benefited thereby, though my childhood was
in the long ago. From a physician's standpoint, this volume
takes the palm. It is a perfect wonder-book of amusement
and scientific instruction of the most advanced character about
plants and animals, particularly about these complicated bodies of ours.
It is a marvel how the gifted author could combine so much
innocent amusement, solid instruction, and incentivs to good_
ness in the compass of one volume.
Liberal friends, if you wish your children to know the wonderful mechanism of their own bodies-the most important
thing they can know-place in their hands" Science in Story."
It ought to be in every family, school, and Sunday-school
library.
'l'he part on reproduction is the most important of all. Do
not keep this from your childrim. It conveys just that knowL
edge, expressed in the. most chaste, beautiful langnage, that
every child picks up more or less in a low, coarse way.
The clean-minded, sensible person must often exclaim,
"How long, 0 common sense! how long before parents and
teachers will learn that there is nothing more vulgar about th.,
beginning of life, about the birth of a new being into this
state of existence, than about its ending-that the cradle to
the reverent thinker is as sweetly solemn and mysterious as
the tomb?"
MRs. BucHNER-JoHNSoN, M.D.
BuFFA.Lo, N. Y., Jan. 6, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: Accept the hearty congratulations of one personally a stranger on the advent of the new year, and I heartily
trust it may surpass the last in all you may desire.
Inclosed find $7. Credit me with two years' subscription to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and accept the balance as my donation
to the funds of the Liberal League. This institution has my
hearty indorsement, and will hav my cordial support. I trust
when the representativs of the League are in our neighborhood
they will not pass us by. I feel sure we hav a large Liberal
element that only requires drawing out, and if one or two of
the League's officers would pay us a visit, and touch the electric button, the machinery would start. Pardon a suggestion
I would make in closing. I hope the League will soon take
into consideration the best method of cultivating the youthful
mind (a matter so well understood by the church). Suggest
the reading matter that would prove attractiv and instructiv,
advice as to lectures, etc.
If you hav copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1884, Nos. 2 and
22, you would oblige me by forwarding them, as on looking
over my back numbers the other night I missed them, and I
am anxious to hav the year's volume complete for binding. I
presume my friends neglected to return them. Would it not
be possible to hav a small table of contents at the commence_
ment of each number, and a general index of the year's mat_
ter in the last number? It would considerably aid one in
searching for Lack matter, and would make the volume perfect.
Fraternally yours,
J. R. LA.NSDOWNE, M.D.

l.~~ts.

better than see Mr. Gray tied down to the same condition as
the doctor and perform the same trick; his large pocket at the
back part of his pants would avail him nothing, as Slade, in
many cases, J:r>erely touches the slate while held in the hand
of his visitor, who takes particular good care it never leaves
his hands. Mr. Gra:r may dupe some people with his tricks,
but let him try his hand among some rea~ investigators of this
occult science (for so it is), and my word for it he will soon be
tripped up. As to his talk about retiring from the ranks of the
Liberals, that shows his narrow-mindedness; such a one, methinks, ought to be in the' ranks of such men as John Calvin
and old Parson Edwards. He would gag, if he could, one of
the noblest papers on the face of the earth. THE TRUTH
SEEKER has always been what its name implies, a foe to superstition, and I sincerely hope that day is far distant when
it closes its columns to Spiritualists and Prohibitionists, or, indeed, any other class. Its fairness on all subjects is proverbial, but friend Gray sees it not; he imagins his word must
be final, the ipse dixit of all modern Mience. As a proof that
THE TRUTH SEEKER's course is highly approved by the public,
I may mention, I scarcely know a Spiritualist but what either
subscribes for it or reads it. Did it ever occur to Mr. Gray
that this latter class of people make, as a rnle, better image
breakera than he? They can approach the Christian where he
could never hope to begin. Contrast his letter with the noble
sentiments of Brother Dr. J. L. York; the latter speaks the
sentiments of a pure Liberal. Fie, fie, Brother Gray; giv us
a rest.
Yours for the right,
I. PICKFORD.
W ~woRTH, DA.K., Jan. 11, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: We stillliv, as you see- by this, poor Christian
bigots to the contrary notwithstanding. I am afraid our
League is not as long-lived as we could wish, for several reasons. First, outside cussedness on the part of Christians (as
hereafter described), and second, on account of internal variances. We hav two classes of Freethinkers. One class takes
on the robe of Socialism, and the other is opposed to Socialism. Again, some favor the Prohibition movement, while
others are fighting agaiMt it. So you see there is mutiny on
board our flagship. As captain of the bark, I feel powerless
to avoid the catastrophe, and am afraid the end will be a break
up. Harmony seems to be sadly wanting, and lack of energy
is prevalent. But you may ask how it is about the outside
cause. It is this. The poor followers of Moses, Christ, &
Uo. hav begun their world-renowned refutation business, such
as lying, bulldozing, and trying to scare some one. They hav
threatened in various ways, such as this. I am agent of the
C. M. & So. P. R.R., and they hav tried to scare me out of being an Infidel by reports to the superintendent, etc. But I
told them to go to the place their God had made so comfortable for them. They also wish to get people to shun our town.
Thanks to Paine and Jefferson, and a few others, or we would
propably hav to do as poor Galileo did. You can rest assured
that if our League should become defunct, it will be for a purpose, as we are as yet a small town, and dare not let any such
thing be the means of hurting us. But we will ever be on
record for war to the death of superstition and falsehood.
Hoping to hav a better report of proceedings in my next, I
remain
Youra,
W. L. HoRTON.
P.S.-Don't know just when my subscription runs out, but
if it should expire before you hear from me again don't stop
my paper, as I will go without eating a week before I would
go without THE TRUTH SEEKER. I will remember my dues
when pay-day rolls around.
W. L. H.
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half of their support from sources outside their church, and
from parties not in sympathy with their creed.
Now, what we propose to do here I hope will be done all
over our land, and that is, never to giv another dollar toward
the support of any orthodox enterprise to aid in the enslavement of the mind and thoughts of man. We hav concluded
that the best way to extinguish the fire is to cut off the supply of fuel. Take away the Liberal support from the dealers
in gospel dirt, and half the clergy must work or starve. If you
hav a dollar to spare, leave a sack of ftour at some poor man's
door; buy a pair of shoes or a new coat for some poor boy;
encourage him to go to school by furnishing the necessary
books. Banish ignorance, and superstition will follow, for
like twin brothers they go hand in hand throngh tbe world .

S. R. Dn.
MEMPHIS, TENN., Jan. 14, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I am in receipt to-day of your very gentle dun,
in which I am reminded of the fact that I am in arrears to
you in the sum of $4.47, and politely asked for a remittance
of same. I do assure you that it was entirely an oversight,
or rather neglect, on my part in not having forwardecl you
the price of my subscription to your valuable paper long ago.
Inclosed please find the sum of $6.37, which will cover the
amount of arrears and pay price of subscription for the year8
1884, 1885. I hav not the remotest idea of discontinuing your
paper-indeed, I would not giv it up for twice the amount
of the price of subscription. You can therefore replace my
name on your books and rest assured that as long as I am able
to pay for the paper it shall not be discontinued.
Subscribing heartily-in the main-to the articles usually
published in your most excellent vehicle of Freethought, and
deriving much pleasure from a calm and careful perusal of its
contents, and being, withal, an uncOtnpromising advocate of
Freethought and Liberal ethics genemlly, I cannot forego the
privilege of reading it as long as I can aff0rd to pay for it.
With my hope for the future success and unbounded prosperity of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I am,
Yours,
M. llosHwrrz.
PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 11, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $4, three for my yettr's
subscription, nearly expired, and one to the Campaign Fnnd,
to which I subscribed a few weeks since, when we were favored
with the presence of Messrs. Watts and Putnam.
Well, I think I hear you say, "Better late than never."
That's ao, brother, but let me aasure you that it has been a
matter of necessity, and not of choice, that I hav been obliged
to receive THE TltUTII SEEKEI\ on credit inatead of payment
in advance, as I know you are entitled to. But circumstances,
which I need not trouble you with, hav made it impossible for
me to do different from what I hav. Bnt I trnst the worst is over,
and that before the year is entirely out I will be able to sub~cribe for the next.
So accept my thanka for your liberality,
and let me say that the management of the paper co mea nearer
to my "ideal" of a reform paper than any I know of. In
every number I find much to edify 1md furnish food for
thought. !!oping it may liv long to do the work so ably begun by its illustrous founder, I remain its and
Your sincere friend,
,J. R. BARRY.
Sor.DIERs' Ho~m, Wrs., .Jan. 4, 285.
MR. EDITOR: It is with regret that I sometimes read the ilLiberal notions of some of our selfish Liberals. Why is this?
Hav they never learne<l, or httv they forgotten, the dominant
principles of Liber1tlism? "Please stop senrling your p>tper
to me," aays George Gray. Shades of Bennett, Pttine, 1md
Lincoln! look down with pity on Liberals who .3top their
paper because it is too Liberal. Spiritualists and l'rohibitionista forsooth; Mr. Editor, I am neither one nor the other, but
Infidel for all the term is worth. Yet suflicently Liberal to
giv every man, woman, and even Miss 'Nixon'a little children,
a voice in the mighty columns of the groat 'l'RUTH SEEKER. It
is abundantly able to bear all thia, and will liv and flourish
when all selfishness and false Liberalism iH gone and forgotten. Oh, that I were a Vanderbilt or a Gould, for one day,
at IeaHt. When one narrow-minded Liberal orilererl hi~ name
scratched off, I would write a million. Fear n<Jt, Brother Macdonald, you are on the only road to progression in our line,
and the fittest will survive.
NELSoN HUNT.

EUREKA., Wis., Jan. 9, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find five dollars to pay for THE TRUTH
SEEKER for 1885 and 1886.
As the president of my choice is elected, I thought I could
afford to pay for my paper two years in advance.
I opposed the election of Blaine because I consider that he
represents a party of the money power; a party of monopolists largely brought about by a high protectiv tariff; a party
of centralization, not only of power of the government in the
federal head, but the centralization of the wealth of the country in the bands of the few, to the expense of the many. In
proof of this, compare the millionaires of to-day with twentyfive years ago. A church party, or a party that plays into the
hands of the church, and the church in return plays second
fiddle to the Republican party. In proof of this, look the
country over and see how many preachers you can find outMoDESTo, CAL., Jan. 10, 285.
side of the Republican party. I know a few hav quit the
MR. EDITOR: After congratulating you upon the constantly
party and joined the Prohibition parly-a regular church and increasing excellence of THE TRUTH SEEKER-the best paper,
state party. In proof of this see the first plank in their plat- in my opinion, ever published-! wiah throngh your colnmns
form.
to send my highest compliments to friend W. S. Bell for his
I opposed the Republican party because it has been in remarkably able nrticleH on "Anti-Prohibition." My extensiv
power so long that it cannot or will not bring to justice and experience and observati<Jns as a tem paranee man, and much
punishment 1ts worst criminals, notably the whiaky rings of the time aa a Protlibitioni;t, hav brought me into entire
and star routers. I voted for Cleveland because I believe he harmony with him on every point in this discussion.. After tt
and his party is, to a great extent, the opposit of all this. In thorough inveHtigation of the assumed merits of Prohibition,
fact he was the people's candidate, representing the party of I condemn it, just as I long ago, after a similarly thorough inthe people. When the two men were put on the course, the vestigatiOn, condemned the hell-fire religion of the M. E
race was between money on one side and the people on the church. I hope that friend Bell will bravely hold his ground
NEWARK, N. J., Jan. 10, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: I hav been a reader of the good old TRUTH other. The race was neck and neck, but the people won, and unintimidated by the fierce onslaughts of his critics, who
E. B. RoUNDS.
strangely persevere in misunderstanding his very clear lanSEEKER for eight years, and during that time I hav read hun_ I am glad.
guage and motiva.
dreds of letters from your correspondents, but for downright
· Should I survive the war in which my articles on "roiarOTO, IowA, Jan. 10, 1885.
garrulous bigotry commend me to Brother Geo. Gray. Such a
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $10. I wish to renew my sub- riage "-when they appear-are likely to inv<Jlve we, I shall
man is n~ more a Libernl than I am a Christian. Until now I
thought all men were Liberals who, by voice and pen, labored scription, and also send you two new ones. I also feel inclined probably hav something to say upon this subject myself.
JoHN R. KP::Lso.
Yours truly,
to overthrow tb11t giant superstition called Christianity. For to drop a few words (hoping that some good may arise from
twenty years, both in public and private, I hav assailed it at it) upon the subject of Liberals donating for the support of
AsHLEY, 0Hro, Jan. 17, 1885.
all points, so far as my humble means would allow, and, not- the clergy and giving aid to church organizations. As a matter
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1, for whicll you will
withstanding Mr. Gray's assertionR thnt all Spiritualists are of course, the more independent anti outspoken Liberal is very
linrs and tricksters (for that is about what it amounts to), I aeldom solicited to do much in this direction. But with us in please send me six of Mr. Remsburg's "Bible Morals." I
shall join forces with them at any and all times when their the North west many who are in no way connected with, neither want them for my doubting friends, and I hope to be able to
efforts are honestly devoted to a dissemination of the truth. are they in sympathy with, the church are constantly expected do much good with them. I am a new subscriber to 'I'HE
I am not prepared to make the silly statement that all slate to contribute toward the aupport of the clergy and the con- TRUTH SEEKER, but am greatly pleased with it, and hope to be·
writing manifestations are the result of such juggling as friend struction of churches. Now, I am not inclined to furnish able to take it rigbt along. I am not afraid or aHhamed to
Gray describes. Unfortunately for his statement, I hav been ammunition for my enemies' guns, particular if they are to be read it to my family, but I would not read to them the book
an eye-witnes~ to s )DB of these very remarkable manifestations, leveled at me. And I am safe in saying that at least three- called the holy Bible. I wi~h you much success, and shall
Cru.s. F. 0LM8TED.
Dr. Slade being the medium;- and nothing would pleaae me fifths of the clergy of horthwestern Iowa derive more than one- wait petient;y for "Bible Morals."
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, lil:dl Riuer,
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
Cbrner shoul.d be sent.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
Comee a pause In the day's occupations
That 1a known as the Children's Hour."

Abijah and the Frogs.
Long time ago, one summer day,
Aoljah Rugg went out to play;
He wandered down upon the ma'shes,
Known to all a'l "Great Pond Splashes."
He gathered tlowers and sailed his boat,
Nor of the tllght of time took note,
Till threatening cl lUd along the sky
Foretold a thunder s~erm was nigh.
"Oh, would I were at home." he said,
" For lightning stroke may kill me dead I
Across the Splashes I might g~,
And thus no tl me shall lose, I know;
But It the springs are very deep,
They'll sink me In a last, long sleep."
Just then a frog leapt on a stone,
And seemed to speak In oro king tone,
"o 'Bijah Rugg-go 'crossl-go 'cross!
Ot time, Indeed, 'twill be no lossGo 'cross, I sayl"-and with a thud,
The trog descended In the mud.
Abljah said: "I guess I will?
I'll wade across thl~ little rill,
And then before the storm shall come,
Sate shall I be within my home."
He rolled his trowsers to the knee,
And sallied In the waters tree.
Quite soon another frog began
To speak unto the little man:
"'Bijah Rugg, you'd better go 'round,
or else you surely will be drowned I
Oh, don't you see 1-the water's too deep,
Too deep-Abljah Bugg-too deep I"
So back he hasted to the shore,
When frogs, ae many as a score,
Commenced the mud and grass to toss,
While hoarsely shouting: "Come across I
Oh, 'Bijah-come across, you fool!
You know you've been this way to school!"
He turned again and waded In,
Until the water reached his chin;
While other frogs croaked out, "Alack I
Abljah Rugg-go back 1-go back I"
But 'BIJah In the mud was fast,
Nor could he move his teet at last;
And while with tear he was choking,
The frogs kept up the same old croaking:
"Come 'Cl'OSB I come 'croBB I come with a bound I
Water's too deep I go 'round-go 'round I"
Poor 'Bijah cried, and screamed, and moaned,
While the frogs looked on and fairly groaned:
" Go 'round I g•) 'round !-you poor old plug I
Go 'oross !-go •cross 1-AbiJah .Rugg I"
A traveler saw his lifted hand,
And brought poor 'BIJ ~h sate to land,
Who, wiser than he was before,
Keeps on dry ground forevermore.
Now, In this tale a moral true
Is surely given unto you;
Don't trust the word of one who'd lead
To danger or to shameful deed.
B. H. W.

Driving on the Canal.
It is now forty-seven years since I completed

my first part of a season's work as a canal
driver on the Schuylkill Navigation, from Port
Carbon, its head, to its terminus at Fairmount,
Philadelphia. At that time the Schuylkill
boats, whose individual tonnage ranged from
forty-five to sixty tons, were the principal
means of carrying the anthracite to market.
The boats were drawn, principally, by one
horse each, sometimes by two. At that date
there was scarcely a mule in use, while several
years thereafter these enduring and muchabused creatures did a large proportion of the
towing. I thought at the time that no poor
dumb brutes were treated as cruelly as the
boat horses, and certain it is that their general
appearance justified my opinion. Horses that
started to work in the spring in a fair conclition were soon made poor in flesh, and their
galled and bleeding shoulders were terrible to
l ehold. The crew of a boat consisted of three,
~teersman, bowsman, and driver. The former
was usually the captain. The bowsman, in
Rddition to assisting the steersman at the helm,
keeping the boat clean, and having charge of
the lines and pollivg, was also the boat's cook
hnd chambermaid. Many of these boat cooks
and housekeepers were as shiftless as a few
!Jired girls and women that many of us hav
Been, while a goodly number were excellent
1md clean. We used to liv well, and by this
I mean well for Pennsylvania, where, of all
places in the "wide, wide world," none can
equal it in this direction. When there was no
obstruction on our upward or downward bound
trip, as a rule, all went smooth and fairly well
for us. In case of stoppage by a jam, or by
Ligh or low water, the case was entirely
changed. In either of these cases the crews
would congregate in groups, usually to gamble,
always to drink, smoke, and indulge in much
that was morally debasing. This I dreaded.
Our small, olean cabin, on these occasions, was

always a gambling center, and, to my utter order us to drive faster. T~e bridg~s as a rule
disgust, the ejection of tobacco juice on the were very low, man~ of which a high-headed
flo 9 r made me sick in more ways than one. Ihorae had to lower his head to go under. We
Whenever, from any cause, two boats going who rode had to ~earn to hang t~e head on the
the same way neared each other, the one side of the horses neck. OccasiOnally we fell
behind felt a sudden impulse to pass the onll asleep while sitting erect, and wer_e swep_t off
in front. At these times, and they occurred the horse by a bridge. It was next to Impossible,
often, the poor horses were urged to do their after a night's drive, to keep awake all t~e time
utmost. Usually the lash was applied with- while taking a ride the next day, and It was a
out stint, and both crews became excited. It common custom to sit flat on the back of the
was an old canal saying, "Touch him on the horse, with_ our faces to the water. On one of
sore spot," which meant the most cruel appeal these occasiOns I fell asleep, and dreamed of
to the brute, by way of urging it to desperation something th~t I?ade me start f~r fear, resultin its efforts to get ahead or hold its own. As ing in my sprmgmg off the hor~e mto t~e ca_nal.
regards this phase of the duty and excitement Of course I nwoke and took m the situatiOn,
of a driver's life, I was exceedingly fortunate. sensible that I was in, and made doubly so by
Our boat, named the Elizabeth of Buffalo, the ringing laughter of the boat-hands, and tho
was built to run on the Union Canal that con- amusement of Pomp, who stopped, turned to
nected with the Schuylkill at Reading, Pa. look at me, and waited till he ~aw_me out on
Its tonnage, though large for a Union boat, the tow-path-not wi~h blood drip~mg at every
was only thirty-two tons. It was quite narrow pore, but water ru~nm~ from all o er.
compared to a Schuylkill boat, and, by way of
One v~ry dar~ mght m the fall ?f the year,
derision, was called a hog trough. It was af~er bemg detamed near S~huylkill Haven by
owned by the firm of Bell & Bolton, Port Car- a Jam,_ as the boat was_ passmg through a lock,
bon, who made use of it to carry flour, cereals, with both the lower wickets open to empt! the
vegeatables and store goods for their large chamber, I passed under the lock foot-bridge.
store.
'
to get my line. In doing this I walked over
the lock wall and fell a distance of perhaps
Being narrow and of small tonnage, we four to five feet in the water. The rush of
could pass any of the others as we pleased or water from the wickets, and my cumbersome
needed, and "Old Pomp," the horse, always clothing, made it difficult for me to swim. I
enjoyed it hugely. He and I were fast friends. did, however, and escaped with the loss of a
I always kept him in good flesh, and his fine blue cloth cap, purchased in the spring at
shoulders in good trim by the free use of Cas- Poughkeepsie, from Isaac Gerow, for $3. Just
tile soap, cool spring water, and a clean, soft before the close of navigation I repurchased it,
collar. My old friend formerly held position of a driver who found it in the "tunnel level,"
as a liner in the "Pa. line " of canal horses.
·
it having floated over two miles. It cost me
and doubtless, while there, became as well this time seventy-five cents.
horse-educated as an old stager in the palmy
My worst experience occurred in this wise.
days of the stage-coach and "four-in-hand." The owners were very anxious for us to reach
The dear old equine always seemed aching for Reading by a certain day, and soon after we
a frolic, and no sooner saw a boat in advance started a cold rain-storm set in. The captain
than he would pick up ears, look at me, and was fearful of detention by high water, so we
say in his way, ''Just watch me take the Eliza- did not stop till we reached the end of the
beth flving
ahead of th'lt scow."· Away he journey. We ran all mg
· ht, an d I•t rame
· d Ill·
.would go, with head erect and limbs fairly cessantly. I had no overcoat, and was soon
dancing with muscular energy. We always drenched to the skin. I had to walk all the
won, and the longer the race the better my way (forty-four miles), and no description can
noble Pomp seemed to grow in endurance. tell my discomfort. As long as I kept on
Sometimes the race was with a Union boat, walking it was not 80 bad, but while stopping
and then the contest was an equal one. I at the locks and trying to keep my soaked
shall never forget a race in the Canal, nine clothing from touching the most sensitiv parts
miles above Reading, of this nature. The of the body, the starting again was simply horstrife lasted for two miles or more. When rible. Bad, however, as this was, when we
Pomp began his work we were about a quarter reached Reading, and I got my clothes dry, and
of a mile in the rear; the loads were about enjoyed a two days' rest, through the kindness
equal; their horse was a fine larg~ gray, and of the flood, I was as happy as a lark, ready to
about seven or eight years of age. Pomp laugh over the siege of disagreeables so .remust hav been fourteen or sixteen. When we cently endured.
reached the lock we were close astern. The
Canal-drivers usually took great pride in
gray was in a dreadful state. It seemed as their horses, even though they were nothing
though he would die from sheer exhaustion, better than "crow-baits," as we used to name
while Pomp looked as though it was a first- many of them. In addition to this was the
class jubilee. The sight of the other poor carrying power of the boat and fighting qualicreature made me feel guilty over my part in ties of the crew, and, like most of them, I inthe contest. As soon as the captain of the dulged a little in this direction.
other boat saw how well the "old liner"
It is true that boys and men looked on me
looked and stood the terrible race, he ex- as a little after the "tony," "crank," or
claimed, "What in the d-1 is that horse made "dude" order, on account of reading a good
of?" Very frequently, when we put up for deal of the spare time while they took a hand
the night, or when waiting for a load, the old at cards, or got up a row. The simple fact
fellow would beg for a frolic. If time would that I would not, once in twenty times, touch
permit, I would let him loose and run away as intoxicants with them, set me down as a aimthough I was frightened. He would make for pleton, and, as I was quite willing they should
me at a tearing pace, with open mouth, as enjoy their opinion, it was an equal satisfacthough saying, "If I catch you, I will uhaw you tion that we were not all alike. As a rule,
into mince-meat." If there were trees, I would these boys were spiendid fellows,. and if, at
dodge around them, and when tired would times, they were lured by those who should
stop. Before he reached me he would as- hav acted wiser into dens of infamy of the
sume a peaceful attitude, and then beg chilcl- worst form, through the crust of these debaslike to do it again.
ing conditions their brave hearts and generous
My love for this creature was great; the souls shone with a glorious luster. When we
more so, knowing it was mutual. • Often, se- neared Port Carbon on our last trip up from
curing the load, we would stop near the farm- Philadelphia with a large amount of goods for
houses along the banks of the canal or river, the winter's sale at the store, we were met bewhere we took on the different articles from low Pottsville by one of the employers, who
the great wagons, that were often drawn by there and then discharged the captain for his
four or six horses, two at the pole, on one useless loss of time in the city, when a load of
of which the driver rode, and the others tan- flour, feed, etc., had to be secured ere the ice
dem. Summer and autumn brought their closed navigation. They promoted me to capabundance of berries, cherries, apples, peaches, tain, the steersm"n taking second place. The
pears, plums, and persimm0ns. Among the papers and funds were placed in my hands,
nuts chestnuts were the favorits. With chest- and it is unnecessary to say that few more imnuts nt five cents a quart, and huckleberries at portant individuals existed than myself. The
three cents, it was not surprising that we in- responsibility was great, the confidence of my
dulged freely in the use of both. Huckle- employers a stimulus to my pride and ability,
berries and milk was a favorit as well as com- and naught was left undone or unthought of
mon luxury, while, boy-like, stolen chestnuts on my part to make the trust appear judicious.
from some farmer's favorit tree near the All went well, we secured our load. The
house furnished lots of fun in digging them night we got in the storehouse the Elizabeth
out from their prickly burs.
was locked in an icy embrace, and we were
One feature of a driver's life had an air of well paid and highly commended. Brave, noble
stern romance about it, and yet it was very "Old Pomp" was placed in comfortable' winpractical. We had to drive a great deal at ter quarters, and the crew rested from its seanight, and often two or three nights in ·succes- son's labors. Thus ended my work as a driver.
sion. Under such circumstances it is not pos- I follow~d the canal four seasons afterward,
sible to keep awake all the time, and therefore and if the readers will not tire I may giv them
we cuddled down on the back of the horse, to another chapter of experiences in canal and
be awakened whenever we met a boat, or by river life, that will include trips to and from
the stentorian voice of the steersman, who, in New York to Port Carbon, or Schuylkill
words "more expressiv than elegant," would Haven.
GEORGE LYNN.

l

Rules for Doing Good.
Do all the good you can,
To all the people you can,
In all the ways you can,
At all the times you can,
In every place you can,
As long as ever you can.

Our .Puzzle Box.
1.
CONUNDRUM.
Two sixes and five hundred
Was the lightning when it thundered.
Newark, N. J.
WM. DuFFY.

2.
-'. PHONETIC ClURADE.
This puzzle, posers, goes by sound:
The first a female name is found;·
The next a tjtle of respect,
'fhat only gentlemen expect;
The whole, when taken as one word,
Denotes a natatorial bird.
" The whole is whole" will do as well
The female's name, or bird's, to tell.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
3.
CHA:RADE.
Some men went out in the first
To get in the third of the trees,
But the sun was in his prime,
And they were not cool at ease,
So when they saw the second approach
They said, ''Let us giv up our rest,
And, instead of taking our siesta,
Search for a plant high and low."
They fo).lnd complete potato or so.
New~urgh, N. Y.
RoBERT BERNHEI~.

4.
REVERSED SUBTRACTION, ETC.
From a kind of fraction,
By reverse subtraction,
Take rodents small that oft annoy.
Then close the gap,
And see no trap,
But only, in reverse, a boy.
Behead these rodents and destroy,
But frozen water now enjoy.
UNCLE JAMES.
5.
COMPOUND GRECIAN CROSS.
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
:xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xx:xx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx:
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
The above puzzle is composed of 24 four-letter word-squares. The definitions I giv below
are of the words beginning at the top in regular reading order-line for line, from left to
right, and every word is four letters connecting with one another, and every fourth word,
being the first of the next square.
Read acros.~.-A species of pepper; a genua
of trees; ancient sacred literature of the Hindoos; a plant; a nativ of a foreign country;
a butt; a smell; a city; a flood; a female
name; verily; a square piece of blanket; a
moor; to apply; tedious; a reticule; void; a
female name; a deliberativ convention; an enticement; a picture coarsely executed; a preposition; a Hebrew measure; torpid; an original
form; a river in Europe; a female name; areligious superior; to incite; a pronoun; a monument; a fish; to contribute; to speckle; forward; a knock; a blister; a couple; a prominent person; a river in Europe; to dress; a
looker; a flower; a vessel; silent; a measure;
a female name; a name applied to certain
plants; boundary; a male name; an ancient
emperor; a ridge; a town in Prussia; a title
given to bishops; to assist; a conjunction; to
bury; a fish; to guard; to dismiss; bold; a
large number; raw; to make turbid; a male
name; a god; a species of bird; a ridge; the
integuments of a seed; to produce; a sharp
blow; abounding with certain trees; a·Turkish
title; lessening; a female name; a constellation; charming; of you; to fawn 1:1ervilly; a
ridge of gravel; a heavy staff; an animal; a
female name; a constellation; an oil; a bird;
a slip of land; a mineral.
"Puzzledom in a Nutshell" to each of the
first three correct solutions received.
Pitt>burg, Pa.
H. E. JuERGENs.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNEB,
JAN. 17, 1885.
1. Motion.
3. Decade-dace, ace.
4. Susan; Heb., a lily; reversed, nasus; Lat.,
nose.
5. Assart.
"
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others the eyelids were drawn tightly and overcome and fall upon a bench thoroughly
seemed as though death had sealed them. under this influence.
Through conversation with different memOthers with their jaws dropped, their teeth
exposed, eyes half open, ~ang or talked inco- bers, some of whom hav been "influenced "
it
was learned that they are fully convinc~d
herently. Some had thelr legs and· arm~ out:Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club.
stretched flat on the floor, while others pomted that the power comes direct from the Lord, and
directly upward with one or both hands. Men is the same as has been experienced many
The Montreal Club h•ld Its Firth Annual Social on
he 16th lust. A prominent feature In the program
and women lay promiscuously on the ~oor as )'ears in different religious denominations.
was· the dellvery or the following original poem
they had ,fallen, and in several cases m such This "influence" has only been felt by the
compooed tor the occasion by the honorary pres!·
positions as to bring the blush of shame to the members of the Army in this city for about ten
dent, W. George Martin:
nights. Previous to that time no manifestation
face of any modest person.
Not In the stormy halls or state,
At one end of the room two girls, each 16 or of it had shown itself here, alt.hough it is reWhere pollt !clans claw
18 years of age, lay stretched full I ength on ported in other places where the Army has
And maul each other till their heads
the floor, and about them congregated as many been at work.
Are scarified and raw;
boys and girls as couloi crowd in the circle.
Not In the ring or warring sects,
Suddenly one of these girls, both of whom had
Where eaca condemns the rest,
very pretty faces, began striking her hands
W. F. JAMIESON'S
Quite sure that all who doubt shall roast,
very
violently
upon
the
floor
and
against
th1'
&
When some who kneel are blest;
sharp edge of a loose board that stood near by.
Several persons hastily grasped the already
Not thus, on thl• propitious eve,
Freelhought, Free Speech, and Truth.
bruised member, when Capt. Hague, who was
Are we assembled here,
present on this occasion, stepped up and said:
Courses or three, five, ten, twenty, or·more Liberal
Where friendship"s sunny glow pervades
"Let her go. She cannot hurt herself now; Lectures delivered In any town. Terms reasonable.
Our round o{ social cheer.
the Lord will look after her." Her arms were,
W. F. JAMIESON,
Address
Let Adam and his lovely bride
however, held until she showed no further disPipestone, Mlnn
Their apple munch In peace;
position to strike the floor. This same girl
4t5
Seucl Cor Lecture Circular.
LeavR Moses, with his qtteer m!Btakes,
presently began to sing, and in the sweetest
For Ingersoll to ll.eece;
voice sang several well-known church hymns.
Let Jonah take his three days' nap
The singing was frequently interrupted
Inside that famous whale,
with loud calls for "Charle:v," and severn)
And make his t .net ere he lands
At Garfield, Jones county, Iowa, on February times she said: "If I could only hav Chai'Iey,
At Nlneveh-w rail;
23, 1884, of paralysis, Mr. Henry Bulmer, I would be so happy. But, see I there is a
AN
aged 73 years.
Let O<>ptaln Nuah steer his cratt,
fire, and oh! they are putting Charley in it. lnclepeud· nt Ei&-bt-page weekly l!lpirOn the morning of February 23, 1884, Mr. He is in hell. Oh, please let me hav him. Do
A jolly seaman bold;
itnnl Jont•nsl.
Let Joseph dream his happy dreams,
Bulmer arose as usual at 6 A_M., built his fires not let him suffer that torment." A ymmg
And do as he Is told.
and called his help to prepare breakfast, and man about eighteen years of age heavily fell to
the floor upon his back, and began kicking
These mysteries we lay aside,
then went to his sleeping-rooms, spoke to his violently, and fairlv shook the building with ,J. M. ROBERTS,
Editor and Publishe1·.
And It ware well, perchance,
wife, and, while speaking, was attacked with his contortions. He grew so frantic that he
It we should never more bestow
BURLINGTON,
N. J.
paralysis in the head. In ten minutes three kicked off the heel of his boot, and struck the
On such a single glance.
physicians were present, and all agreed there floor with much violence with his fists.
Poor mummies ot the dim, dead past;
was no help for him, and at 20 minutes before Another young man, whose head was being
Devoted to the Advocacy and Elucidation or Mod·
Poor skeletons, at best I
held in the lap of young woman, Bang relig1 P.M, he died.
We kindly Jay them on the she It,
ious songs, and said he Raw the angels about ern Spiritualism; and to the Promotion or Reforms
Mr. Bulmer was born in Hampshire, Eng- him. Still another lad talked about some bod~· In Religion, Politico, Ethics, Social Customs, Indus·
Where kindred mummies rest.
land, and came to this country in 1853 or '54. being put into hell. Capt. Hague was called trial Methods, and Educational Tendencies.
So may we, as the years roll on,
Ott meet as we are met,
He was, in England, an aggressiv Socialist-or up, when the young man, under what the Sal'l'eruur, InvnrtabJy in Aclvsnce:
To celebrate the golden dawn
Chartist, as that party was then known. He vationists call the "power of God," or the
"Lord's influence," said that Capt. Hague's
·or suns that shall not set;
always warmly espoused the side of the poor father and sister were in hell. This appeared
One year, $2 00; six months, $1.00; three months,
The glory ot the rights o! man;
and oppressed both by word and action. So to grieve the captain very much, and he placed oo cents; single copies, 5 cents.
or Justice done to all;
determined was he in his attempts to force con- his hand upon his head and groaned from apSatnple Copies Free.
0! !Ieedom that no priest shall ban,
cessions for the poor from Parliament that he parent grief.
2t6
No despot hold In thrall.
Just at this point three youn~ girls stepped
was several times arrested for alleged "treason."
United, let the pioneers
up to the captain and spoke to him. He at
But he never was convicted, so thoroughly fa- once changed the expression of his face. and a
Unflinching, bravely stand,
GERMAtw SIMPLIFIJ8D
Assured that In the coming years
miliar was he with the rights guaranteed to the plensant smile played about his mouth. and
An easy and practical new method, adapted tor
Their courage shall command
citizen by England'!! Magna Charta. He fre- the light of joy was in his eyes. Several of the s~tr-lnstruction as well as ror use In schools. To
The love or woman's tender heart,
quently lectured on Socialism and Secularism. girls who were under this "influence" were con•lst or about twelve numbers. Three numbers
now published. Sent to any addrees on receipt or
And manhood"slotty praise,
In politics he was a radical of the type of overcome while they were sitting on some of the price. 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
For having acted well their part
the benches, nnd the majority of these were SEEKER CO.
William
Wilberforce.
Since
his
residence
in
In these barbaric days.
either lying across the lap of some young man,
• These books contain a wealth ot knowledge ror
America he had been a worker in Liberalism, or were resting their heads on his shoulder, seit.lnstructlon."-ED. Albany Union.
Then gaily seize on limping Time
3tt
and was a devoted friend of D. M. Bennett, and remained in this position for several hours.
And make the. churl unpack
Capt.
Hague
moved
about
the
room
constantly,
whose
writings,
especially
the
"Trip
Around
The happiness that, even here,
MARRIAGE.
the World," he took great delight in showing and frequently cast his hands before the face
Some loving soul IJ'aY lack.
some convert. On a bench in the extreme
A gentleman would llke to correspond with a lady
and reading to friends. His steadfast advocacy of
We leave the wrangling world to wage
north end of the room snt two girls. Tlie:v di- ot pronnunced Liberal views. Must be not more
of the emancipation of the race from physical vided their time between reading a Bible, than 25 years or age. Poverty no dlequallficatlon It
Its tragic, comic fight;
would be willing to co operate In helping to
The charms or music, song, and dance
and mental slavery, from tyrannical govern- praying, or singing. While they were thus lady
bulld up a home.
Shall rule the roast to-night.
ALF. HARDY,
ment of both church and state, bore good engaged, one of the male members of the SalCommunicate with
GEORGE MARTIN.
p_ 0. Box 420, Chicago, Ill.
24
fruit, and he went to his grave knowing his vation Army took his seat in front of the two
girls, and frequently hit them with his hands
life had not been lived in vain.
on their limbs, and presently one of his hnnds
CHRISTIANITY
Obituary.
was seen to playfully toy with the chin of one
Another lifelong Liberal has passed away Crazy and Indecent Antics of Sal- of the young women. Both girls several-times
said, "Stop," and finally they got up, and the A REWARD FOR CRIME.
vationists.
and crossed the great divide. Death, which is
three were not again noticed in the hall. The
Snbstautiat~d by the Bible.
Fro"'
th.
Akron
(
0.)
Daily
Beacon.
sure to come and call for us all, called on the
writer had the pleasure of seeing one little
BY
6th of January, 1885, for our beloved friend,
Girls and boys lying on the floor with eyes boy about twelve years old r~>cover from the
0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
father, and husband, Dr. William Passmore, closed, pale falleB, some singing and others to "influence," and as BOI)n as the little fellow
and found him ready and waiting. He peace- all appearances dead, while still others were could speak, said to him, "Well, m:v son,
Price, 10 Cents.
walking over their prostrate bodies, slapping
fully went to sleep, surrounded by those he their hands and shouting" Glory Hallelujah," whnt did you see when you was asleep?"
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
To which the lad replied, "I thought I was
loved and those who loved him. Without a is a picture that presented itself to the eyes of in heaven."
murmur he sought that rest which perchance a Beacon reporter upon forcing his way into the
"Did you want to come back?" was nsked,
knows no waking. For many years he stood headquarters of the Salvation Army, one even- to which he replied, "No, sir." One tall bru·
outside of all that could be called ecclesiast- ing this week. The building in which these net, of Bohemian birth, who had been under
meetings are held is a two-story frame. The
ical. He was a Freethinker, a Liberal, in the second floor is given to a hall which is about the influence for several hours, and who about
A ROMANCE.
a week ago lay in this state for ten hours, rebest meaning of that word. No church super- 20x50 feet in dimensions. In this room are covered, and got up and was walking around,
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
stition hung to his skirts. He found that the quite a large number of chairs and benches, but soon fell again; and in a few moments got
"The great charm or this novel Is its abAolute
brightest duties of his existence related to the very common in style and material. An un- up again, and then for fully half an hour to f!dellty
to nature. Its personages are those one meets
human, and not to the gods. To help the blacked stove givs heat. There is no carpet save her from falling she was almost carried with In common lire. and are portrayed with a
on the floor. As a usual thing the windows about in the strong nrms of a brother.
vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared
poor, to relieve the needy, be true to wife, are kept closed. the curtains drawn, and the
It was nearly two o'clock in the morning to expect to lind, in such a marked degree, even
children, and country, were the brightest air is almost stifling. The benches and chairs when the Beacon man retired from the scene, !rom so glr~ed a pen as that ot Miss Wixon, whose
and lucid style Is ramlllar to most readers
laws in his creed. He had no benedictions are placed at the sides of the room, leaving the and the majority of those who had succumbeil brllllant
In the Freethought ranks. . . . But what. plAaSPd
to throw away upon the unknowable love of central part of the floor clear. In this room to the influence during the evening were still me most ln. thb charming s10ry was the unflinching
in that condition, and two of the young women honesty with which Its authur holrls up to the dethose whom he kne\v, and the aid of the same the Salvationists meet.
rision or the world the rottenness or average minIt wns eleven o'clock at night when the writer
was more to him than streets paved with gold, entered the room above described. At the lay on the hard, dirty floor in that state until Isterial character, p.rtlcularly that or revlvallst
6:30 o'clock of that same morning One young tvpe. I hav not space here to treat, In detail. or the
white robes, and palms of victory. In him the only street door leading into the room stood man, in talking about this "influence," said characters ot tbls truly absorbing novel. Suffice it
cause of Freethought in Virginia has lost one two men on gnard against the idly curious that he had been a Christian a long time, but to •ay that It Is sare to predict that anyone who
reads Its first chapters will be loth to lay It down
of its best and warmest friends. In him his crowd gathered around and making jeering was skeptical about these demonstrations, ano till the denou<mml. Is reaCh'ld. Miss Wtxon has long
neighbors hav lost one of their best helpers. cc,mments. These sentries gave some resist- to satisfy himself had prayed to God that he been doing a n••ble work In educating our calldren
ance when the newspaper man knocked for
Into the ranks or true Liberalism, tqereby robbing
The wife of his heart and bosom has lost admission, but the latter did not stand on cere- might be convinced by a visitation of it upon the church or hundreds or those who, in atter
him, if such influence cnme from a- higher years, might bavbecome Its willing dupes and sera true and loving husband, and his children an mony, and all obstacles to an entrance were power. He prayed the first, second, and third
vll tools, and she certainly deserves the generous
indulgent and loving father. He has always soon overcome. The entrance to the room is night, when, being almost convinced that it and substantial recognition or all Freethinkers.
V>t
everyone send ror a copy or • Allin a Ltretime.'
almost
at
the
extreme
south
end
of
it
and
on
was all a sham, he fell prostrated by the samA
been a great sufferer all his life, and for
It will yield a liberal reward ror the outlay.
the past six years has never been able to the east side. Looking north then, the eyes of "spirit," when all was quiet around him and
" ELLIOTT PRESTON
the writer fell upon about fifty people, includPrice, st. 5o.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
make a step without assistance; but in all of ing gray-haired men, young men in the full no excitement, or even thought about it, in his
mind. He said that be beheld a benutiful
this suffering he saw no reason to change his vigor of life, boys of tender years, ana girls light, and saw the words, "Blessed heaven,"
record in the least, or in his belief. He was ranging from ten to twenty, while one woman before his eyes. He said he could hear every- BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY
willing to die in the faith in which he had singing and shouting" Glory Hallelujah!" with thing that was going on about him, but was
A Collection of Pa!lsogcs
lived. For, but a few days before he died, he an infant in her arms, was also observed. Some perfectly powerless.
were standing still, others were stooped over,
On
the
evening
that
the
writer
visited
the
Illustrating the
remarked: "I am growing worse every day and the mnjority were walking about, and al- Salvationists some things transpired that gave
now; there is only one more chasm to bridge most everybody was singing or shouting. But the believers in this " influence " great faith. Pttrily nnd M m·ality of The Bible.
and I will hav seen the great divide "-which the next glance fairly brought the cold chills One of these phenomena was that almost im- Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 30 cents.
proves he must hav thought something of the over the new arrival, for on the dirty floor, di- mediately nfter one of those under the "influAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
beyond. He has been asked often what he rectly beneath the feet of those walking around, ence" would begin singing, in a tone so low
lay the outstretched forms of ten young women that it was scarcely audible at a few feet disthought of heaven; to which the invariable an- and five young men. And while the writer
tant, all tliose on the floor, no matter how
swer would be given: "I, like Bob Ingersoll, stood in this position taking his first view, widely separated, would take up the same tune
PHOTOGRAPHS
am satisfied with one world at a time." And several others fell heavily to the floor as though and sing in perfect harmony. Another eviOF
the
bullet
from
some
sharpshooter's
gun
had
denc.e
to
the
Salvationists
of
the
presence
of
when asked what he thought of death, would
answer: "That takes care of itself; a right life brought them down. Some of these faces had the divine will was that two girls, fully forty 0 0 L. R. G. IN G E R S 0 L L,
a ghastly expression. There was no color in
is the only needed preparation for death." He the cheek. The lips were purple. In some, feet distant, and shut out from sight, even had
WITH A.11TOGRAPH.
their eves been open, exclaimed, "There
Jtarted from England when he was only nine the eyes were s&t and looked glassy, whil& in comes Xi tty," just as a girl by that name was
Price, 20 cent!!.
Address this Office.

IIJotfrg.

years old and came to America, and has been
a resident of Lunenburg county since 1837.
From early boyhood he has thought for himself, and no man or church ever kept his conscience. He never bartered his Liberal principles for popularity, or made merchandise of
his integrity for gold. AI ways a reverent student of nature, he snw the infinit in the humblest flower and insect. Peculiarly reticent,
he was understood and appreciated only by intimate friends, though he commanded the respect and love of all. As a husband and
father, he was tender, loving, nnd genial. His
home was his heaven; his home life one
sweet, glad poem; his death that of a calm
philosopher.
And now )le has left behind for us many
monuments in words and deeds to be proud
of. For he, like D. M. Bennett, needs
"No monument of stone,
Or temple reared to fame;
For prouder, more enduring far
Is his immortal name."
ONE WHo LovED IlrM.
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80 cents.
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Price 75 c onts
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For years past It has been known to the profession that Magnetism imd Electrlt!ty were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force aud energy to the
worn. out surrert.r from disease. Many humanitarians In Lhe proresslou, thinking more or the aile·
vlatlon of surrerlng than they d ld or the code of
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magneL!ctreatment as a last resort and round •hemselves aston~ hen at the errect upon their l'atlents.
'rhey had be<'n taught that m<Oiclue was an absolute essential in all cases, ana that that fatllng, the
patient muet die, as nothlug more C<JUld be done.
Here and there an auvanced 1hluker has !lung aside
the tie which bound him to hiS dogroatlc b ethrtn
and has resorted to other and more scient! ftc meth·
ods or treatment. As aresultmany, having b10ken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarous as It was unsclentlllc, bave used their best energies to devise mean8 for the alleviation of human
su!Ierlng. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGl'!ETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readlly submitted to
its mlld but potent lnlluence. This agent to the
Intelligent observer. was found everywhere. Being,
as It Is, the very essential of all llfe, It was found
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft or this vital prlnclpl0. If we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient
wmnow
getIswell.
Ahl but
It to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
the prulllem. Here and there throughout the world
are field~ or what are kuown as magn~>tlc ore. It
was observed that 1he ore, when carded upon the
person, was found to be a safeguard agatnht disease,
and to this clrcumstanct> we are largely Indebted for
maguetlcwearlngapparel,rorltwasaneasytransl·
llou from carry,ng magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently cnar¥ed magnets, placed In
garments fittea to every part or the borly. !:!!nee
the llrst lmroauctlon· or magnetic appliances as a
curative, there has been a number of the•eso-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the publlc by men
whose sole object was gain. Unsclentlllc In constructlou, and having little If any magnetism In
them, thet r llle was of short duration; It was long
enou<:h, h"wever. to demonstrate that when constructed uponsctenttllc prludplestherewasscarcely
' an ailment that human llesh Is neir to that would
' no• subm lt to their heaUug tnlluence.
I perlnr
THE EUREKA MAGNETIO APPLIANCES are su10 everything of a slmllar ch•uacter heretofore ortered to the publlc, being the only sclentlllcally C< nstructed appllauce 1u the maraet; It Is now
two and a. half years since they were first orrered.
to the pubHc, and during that time we hav treated
thousands or patients, and not a single case or tallure to receive benefit reported to us whlle we are
lu dally receipt or testimonials or cures from all
parts of the country. we know that disease cannot
ex:lst where these garments are worn In quantities
'l.B advised by us.
To all who may be atlllcted with any of the followlng complaints, we say unhesltatlngiy, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments w11! cure you :-Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Nervous Deb111ty, Neuralgia, Lum-I bago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Dlsea•e, Gout,
: Asthma., Bronchitis, Congestion or the Kldueys,

I

or, The True Meaning of
the System of N~ature. Translated from 8~!~~f:~tPo'it~pepJ~~·s~~t~~n~ue~lo'I,!I;s~; Dl~i:~:
the French. Pnce, 20 cents.
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, ovarian Tumors
' Syph1lls, Epllepsy, St. Vitus' DancP, aud all form
Heroines of Freethorigllt. Contain- 1 of chronlfl ln·val!dlsm.
ing Biogr~phical Sketches of Freeth ought 1
p .lt [ CE LIST •
female wnters. By Mrs. SARA A. UNDER·
wooD. Price, $1.75
-•
Lun~t Invigorators,
$ 6 00
.
H tstol'lcal Jesus of Nazaret~. By GPntlemen's Body Belts
6 00
M. SCHLESINGER, Ph. D., Rabbi of the
• •
I"
'
Congregation Anshe Emeth, Albany, Sctatic,App 13DC!'S,
5 00
Now York. Extra cloth, 12mo, 68 pages. Knee taps,
•
3 00
Price, 75 cents.
·
LPg Belts,
4 00

•
•
History of Moses, Aaron, Joshua, Anklets, •
and others, deduced from a review of Shoulder Appliance~,
the Bible. Also remarks on the morals Wris lets, eu ch,
of the Old and New TeRtaments, and Hat Bandtl,
•
some of the ancient philosophers. By H~ad Caps,
J. M. DoRSEY. Price, 75 cents.
~leeping Caps,
History of the Christian Religion to Abdominal .Belts (ladies),
the Year 200. An exhaustive ex- Gt~nts' Vests,
.
~mination of the proofs of the authentic·
Ity of the books of the New Testament, Ladies' J_acket and Corset

4:
4:
1
1
4:
4:
6
15

00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00

- 18 00
(all leather), 1 00
Wh!le these guments can be procured at the
above low prices no one can arrord to be 111. Our
ladles' supporters are just what evPry lady In the
land needs, as It wtll be found a great assistance at
periods; all these garments are made to
History of the Council of Nice A.D. certain
measure, anc! a llt guaranteed. To ladle~ who are
325 with a Life of Constantine the Great, all
draeged out a combination jacket and corset
'and a general exhibition of the Christian w111 restore you to nAw llfe aud energy, and pay for
religion in the clays of the early fathers. Itself au hundred told In a few weeks' wear. This
garmeut Is only made from actual measure, and a
By DEAN DuDLEY. $1.
perfect llt a•eured.
All communications anewered tree or charge.
Humanity and the Progress of In~ Address,
IJR. L TENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
ternational Law. By EDwAlW W. Ohlcago, Ill. B'" Agents wanted ror Boston, New
York Brooll:lfll, and Plllladelpbl&.
f:IEARING. 15 cent&.
showing conclusivly that the canonical
gospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By
Judge CHAS. B. WAITE. 450 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, $3.50; half morocco,
$4.00.

6 Copies, $1.00

Spet'ial Discount on Lar;rer quantltic!l.

Family Creeds.

By WM. McDoNNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall.'' Price, cloth,
$1.25; paper, 75 cents,
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Its Rise, Progress, and Triumph.

A NEW AMERICAN STORY,
BY CHARLES WATTS.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
CoNT~NTB-Stc. I.; Dt!i11ition of Freeth ought
and Its Early Struggles for Life. Sfction II.;
AUTHOR OF
'':hat it Owes to Mohammedanism. Sec"GOLDEN THRONE," "PROMETHEUS," "INGER·
tioniii.; Freethought Martyrs and ConBOLL AND JESUs," ETC.
fessors. Section lV,; Freethought in
Prlct>, Olnth, 81.00; Papor, BO Cto,
Conflict during the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries.
Section V.: Free"A prose epic or the war, rich with Incident and
dramatic power; breezy from llrft p11ge to last Witll
thought Triumph in the
the
llvlng spirit or to-day.-John Swinton'• Paper.
Nineteenth Oentury.
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An Antidote Analyzed,
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Octavo Pages,
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PR Q SE POEMS
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest
'
brightest, best ever issued.
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paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
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the work worthy of author and public.
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DR. R. P. FhLLOWS
Is a regularly educated and legally qualllled physician, and
the most successful
as his practice w111
pr<!>ve. He bas for
twenty ye~trs treated
excluslvlyall diseases
or the Sexual Organs,
In tbe cures or which
he s1a.ndt; l'reomlnent.

8 PER MATORRH<EA

and IMPO"l'ENOY
as the result of selfabuse In youth aud
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turer years, caustng

nIght emissions by
dreams, loss or sexual ·
power,renderlng mar·
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured perAutbor of '"Prometheus ... •• Gottlieb." and .. Ingersoll manently by an outside appllcatlon In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It Is oue of Dr.
and Jeane. '•
Fellows' valuable dlllCOverles, .which Is entirely unA Rarllcal romance of pioneer life. delineating the vir known to the med!r.al profession. Seud five 2-cent
tnes of natural humanity as oppooed to the hypocrisy of a stamps tor his "Private Counselor," glvlug full lnsupernatural religion; crowded with Incident and !nil of rormatlou. Addreas Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vlueland, N.
~rogresslv Ideas and the poetry of the future.
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" Dr. Fel:~ws Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
cheat
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MONKS, POPEs,
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TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
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T!i:E spirit of seltlshness has brought chieftainship
and klngcraft and prlestcraft Into existence, and
has Introduced servitude and slavery of the most
onerous character. The masses hav been the servants of the few; one man has governed his thousands. But men hav now become more Intelligent,
they hav received more knowledge, and it Is time
tor all the oppression to end. The conviction Is
gaining ground that even the most humble ha'/ their
rlghta as really as the great and strong.-D. lll. Bennot!,
ALL the languages of the world ha v not words of
horror enough to paint the agonies of man when the
church had power. Tlberlus, Callgula, Claudius,
Nero, Domltlan, and Commodus were not as cruel,
alae, and base as many of the Christian popes. 0 pposlt the names of these Imperial criminals write
John XII., Leo VIII., Boniface VII., Benedict IX.,
Innocent III., and Alexqnder VI. Was It under
these pontlf!s that the" church penetrated the moral
darkness like a new sun," and covered the globe
with Institutions of mercy! Rome was far better
when pagan than when Catholic. It was better to allow gladiators and criminals to fight than to burn
honest men. The greatest of the Romans denounced
he cruel ties of the arena. Seneca condemned the
com bats even o! wild beasts. He was tender enough
to say that "we should hav a bond of sympathy for
all •entlent beings, knowing that only the depraved
and base take pleasure In the sight of blood and suffering." Aurelius compelled the gladiators to fight
with blunted swords. RJman lawyers declared that
all men are by nature free and equal. Woman,
under pagan rule In Rome, became as free as man.
Zeno, long before the birth Of Christ, taught that
virtue alone establishes a dlf!erence between men.
We know that the civil law Is the foundation of our
codes. We know that fragments of Greek and Roman art-a few manuscripts saved from Christian
destruction, some Inventions and discoveries of the
llloors-were the seeds of modern civilization. Christianity, for a thousand years, taught memory to forget and reason to believe. Not one step was taken
In advance. Over the manuscripts of philosophers
and poets, priests, with their Ignorant tongues
thrust out, devoutly scrawled the forgeries of faith.
For a thousand years the torch of progres3 was exlngulshed In the blood of Christ, and his disciples,
moved by Ignorant zeal, by Insane, cruel creeds, dealroyed with name and sword a hundred millions of
their fellow-men. They made thla world a hell.
But If cathedrals had been universities-If dungeons
of the Inquisition had been laboratories-If Chrlstlall8 had believed In character Instead of creed-If
hey had taken from the Bible all the good, and
brown away the wicked and absurd-If domes of
emples had been observatories-If priests had been
ph1losophers-lf missionaries had taught the useful
arts-If astrology had been astronomy-If the black
art had been chemistry-If superstition had been
eclence-lf religion h'ad been humanity-It would
hav been a heaven filled with love, wlth liberty,
and jOy. -R. G. Inger Roll in the Uhri.t.tian R<ligwn.
ABO'/E all things, good policy Is to be used, that
the treasure and moneys In a state be not gathered
Into few hands; for, otherwise, a state may hav a
great stock, and yet starve; and money Is like muck
not good except It be spread. This Is done chiefly
bY suppressing or, at least, keeping a straight hand
upon the devouring trades of usury, engrossing
great pasturages and the like. -Bacon' • Essays.
IT was Impossible for Moses to raise the minds of
his stl!!·necked people to a nobler conception or the
Deity; It would hav been as e~;sy to make them see
Boman noses when they looked Into a mirror. He
herefore made use of their superslltlon In order to
rule them for their own good, and descended to
trumpetlngs and flre·trloks, which chamber-moralIsts may condemn with virtuous Indignation, but
Which those who hav known what It Is to command
a savage mob will not be Inclined to criticise severely-Reade' s Ma?·ty?'dom of Man.
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Address
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Washington wrote: "A few more such flaming
arguments . • . will not leave numbers at a Joss
to decide on the propriety of a separation."
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STATUETTE OF THOMAS PAIHf.

OR TH ODOX

HASH

WITH

A CHANGE OF DIET.

A LITTLE girl came home from her Bunda;r-school
In a high state of Indignation because her Sunday.
school teacher had told her that Jesus was a Jew,
"Was he a Jew, mother ?" said she, In great excite.
ment. "Well, yes, my dear," said the mother, a.
little doubtfully, as If unwllllng to concede the objectionable fa.,t, but unable to deny It; "I suppose
he was a Jew." "But I thought he was the son of
God?'' "So he ls, my dear." "I don't see. then,
how he could be a Jew," responded the young
sectarian, for God Is a :resbterlan. "-Christian
Union.
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Are We All Infants? By George
?v!acdonald,
•
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•
Maytime in Midwinter. By A. C.
Swinburne (Selected),

86

INGERSOLL CATECHISED;

YilT I am here a chooen sample,
To show thy grace Is great and ample;
I'm here a pillar In thy temple,
Strong as a rock.
A guide, a buckler, an example
To a' thy flock.
:B,ut yet, 0 Lord, confess I must,
At times I'm fashed wl' fleshly Just,
.4Jld sometimes, too, wl' wardly trust-yne sel! get5 \n;
:But thou remembers we are dust,
Ilellled In sin
-Burns's Holy JViUu,

"WHAT a wonderful thing Is man!" said the lect•
urer. "His form how majestic! his faculties how
grand I" "Yes," responded a man in the front seat,
and how admirably Ills legs are adapted for wearing
trousers!"
TWO HANDS.
Only her hand at parting;
Only a kiss, and blush;
Only my heart and Gracie's,
· Paralyzed with a rush.

(E. M. 285.)

IT would hav been a thing Incredible to Milton
that the hold of the Jewish scriptures over the
Imagination of English men and women could .ever
Price, 3ii cents.
be weakened. This process, however, has a~ady
l!'or either of these works, or any of Paine's
oommenoed. The demonology of the poem has already, with educ>ted readers, passed from the writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
His Ans-wers
33 Clinton Place, New York.
region of tact Into that of fiction. Not so universally,
but with a large number of readers, the angelo logy
To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
can be no more than what the critics call machlner;r.
And It requires a violent ef!ort from any of our da:r
by the Editor of the Ban Fanciscan.
to accommodate O'.lr concept!oll8 to the anthropomorphic theology of "Paradise Lost." Were the sapMillions of these should be circulated by
ping process to continue at the same rate for two
Freethinkers.
more centuries, the possibility of epic Illusion would
be lost to the whole scheme and economy of the
BY
poem. Milton has taken a scheme of life for life ItPrice, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
.John R. Kelso, A.M.
self.-Mark Pattiron'a Millon.
for a dollar. Address THE TRUTH SE.IIlKEB.
Wl! must consider that philosophers who cultivate
rea'IOn and reflection stand less In need of motive to
keep them under the restraint of morals; and that
the vulgar herd, who alone need them, are utterly
Incapable of so pure a religion as represents the
deity to be pleased with nothing but virtue In human behavior. The recommendations to the divinIty are g •nerally supposed to be either frivolous
observances, or rapturous ecstasies, or a bigoted
credulity. We need not run back Into antiquity, or
wander Into remote regions, to find Instances of lhle
degeneracy. Among ourselvs some hav been guilty
of that atrociousness, unknown to the Egyptian and
Grecian superstitions, of declaiming, In express
terms, against morality; and representing It as a
eure forfeiture of divine favor If the least trust or
reliance be put upon lt.-Hume's Esrays.

ONE of a troupe of performing Indians at a dime
museum owns up to the name of Ryan. He must
be the R;ran Indian bred, we hear so much about.

o be a fine work of art, and Is the onlr/ correct outline of Thoms.e Paine's head and face In existence
being exeouted from a mask taken at the time of his
death, and sent, with other etrects, to a friend In

REVISED .AND ENLARGED JlT THE .AUTHOR. France, from whence Prof. Richards procured It for
his design.
IN NINE 1'ART8 AND OOUBSEII,
Size 20x1& Inches, weight 34 lbs.; finished In the
same slyle as Rogers's groupe.
1 A Word from the Cook. -2 Choice JUts for th
:Price reduced from $111..00 to $10.00. !!ole agent
Hash.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,' The Chopplag-Knlfe.-5 Hash, Flr•t
E. A. STEVENS, '80 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.
Oour5e.-6 Ha.eh, Second Course,7 Ha.eh, Third Course,-8 Chango
o! Diet, First Oourse,-1
Change o! Diet, Second Conroe,
liY RH!lH.lliD :B. WESTBROOIL, D.D., LL.B,
A Book of Hints and Suggestion• Concern
WARREN !!IUMNJI:R Bli.RLOW,
ing the literature contained in the Old and
Author of
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 page11. Price, $1
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
Adclr&ll
TllK TRUTH BEKKER.
Price, ·10 Cenw.
Tbe 1'r11tb Seeker
as ClilltoD rlac&. N Y

The BIBLE-WHENOE and WHAT?

Old Bllly B. was a pious man,
And heaven was his goal;
For, being a very saving man,
or course, he'd save his soul.
But even In this, he used to say,
"One can't too careful be;"
And· he sang with a fervor unassumed.
"I'm glad salvation's tree."
But the "means ot grace," he had to own
Required good, hard-earned gold;
And he took ten pews, as well became
Tho richest of the fold.
"He's a noble man!" the preacher cried,
Our Christian Brother B."
And Billy smiled as he sublet nine,
And got his own pew free.
In class-meeting next, old Billy told
How heaven had gracious been,
Yea, even back In the dark days when
He was a man of sin.
"I's build In' a barn on my river farmAll I then had," he said;
"I'd run out o' boards, and was teedln' hands
On nothln' but corn-bread.
" I tell ye, bretherln, that I felt blue,
Short o' timber and cash,
And 1 thought I'd died when the banks then bust
And flooded all my mash.
'
But the Lord was merciful to.me,
And sent right through the rift
The tide had made In the river banks
A lumber-raft adrift.
" Plenty o• boards was there for the barn,
Aud on top was a cheese,
And a bar' I o' pork as sound and sweet
As anyone ever sees.
Then I had bread and meat for the men,
And they worked with a will,
While I thanked God, who'd been good to me,
And I'm doln' It stlll."
A shrlll-vOt~d sister cried, "Bless the Lord!"
The whole class cried, "Amen I"
But a keen-eyed man looked at Billy B.
In thoughtful way, and then
Asked, "Brother B., did you ever hear
Who lost that raft and load ?"
And Billy wiped his eyes and said,
"Bretherln, I never knowed."
THIS Is a new editor's first attempt: "As we were
coming from our breakfa9t to our o!'llce about nine
o'clock this morning--" "You mean yesterday
morning," suggested Major Dennett. "Oh, no, It
was this morning," said Major Hurlbut· "Yes, but
you should write It as yesterday," explained Major
Dennett, " for the article wlll not appear until to•
morrow." "True enough,'' said Major HlU'lbut.
So he made the correction and resumed reading:
" As we were coming from our breakfast to our o!'llce
about nine o'clock yesterday morning, a horse belonging to Mr. John Hogan our esteemed fellow
townsman with a blaze on his forehead and a white
tall attached to a turn! ture car In which there was a
plano that had been rented by a well-known Prairie
avenue belle with carved legs became frightened and
rushed madly down the street where there were
many people scattering alarm and destruction broadcast. On the corner of State street and Indiana a
child of Michael Bolivar, Esq., our esteemed fellow·
townsmen, three years old and wearing pantalete,
was playing In the crowded thoroughfare. Young,
beautiful, and Innocent, this unhappy child was
called by all who knew him Patsy, although his
name was Patrick, was overtaken by the bitter pill
of adversity, for In the midst of his childish play, the
pale hand of death stalked In and made him go with
him to that bourne !rom which no traveler returns.
The child did not see the approaching horse, bul
we cried, • Wlll no one save him from the Iron heel
of the pale hand of death?' Alas, it was too late, for,
ere we could Interpose, the horse was upon the un·
fortunate babe, and before he could evade the cruel
fa'e which strode after him on swift but noiseless
wings, he fell to the earth and was picked up an un•
conscious corpse from which condition It has beea
lmposslble to revive him up to the hour of going to
press. We extend to the family our deepest sympa·
thy and are ln!ormed UJJOn reliable authority no
damage was done to the plano. Truly In the mldeC
of ll!e we are In ueath, and let us all be more careful
about letting om· children play In the street where
danger lurks and they are so liable to die wltllout
medlcal aee!stance,"
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PRIEsT: Pat, I believe I saw you asleep in
church last Sunday. Pat: No, indade, your
riv'rance dMn't. You might a' seen me with
me oies shut, but diell a bit o' sleep could I
" THE Hopping Disciples of the Devil" is
g~t anyhow, wid your screechin' an' your
the name of a dancing club in Texas.
thumpin' of the poor pulpit cushions-long life
THE church where Burchard, the minister of to ye!
rum, Romanism, and rebellion fame, holds
IT is reported 'that a man named Hine is
forth is in a bad way financially, and its total
lecturing in England to prove the direct dedisruption is prophesied.
scent of Queen Victoria from King David by
A CLERGYMAN was giving Ralph a lesson in the way of J edekiah and his daughter, a prinmorals. "Now," said the preacher, "what is cess who landed in Ireland, and thence through
your duty toward your Christian neighbor?" Fergus I. of Scotland and James I. of EngRalph.-To keep your eye on 'im, sir.
land. Victoria accepts the theory. This, ac-

IN COMING HOURS.
In coming hours, when all we say
Makes fulness of our bliss to-clay
Has faded, as from summer sky
The sunset glories slowly die,
From gold and rose to dreary gray.
And I must learn, as bPst I may,
To watch it as it fades away;
I think I will not moan or cry
In coming hours.
I think I will not utter "nay,"
Knowing that all things must decay;
Nor even weep, or question why;
But o'er our dead rlream, tenderly,
In coming hours.
-All the Ywr Round.

Jlt7fts and Uilippings.

THE Faith Cure establishment at St. Louis,
Mo., is brought into unpleasant notoriety
again by the death of another infant. No
medical assistance was called. This is the
second death within two weeks.
PROFESSOR JY!ACLEOD asks, " If labor is the
sole cause of value, what is the cause of the
value of labor?" Prc;fessor MacLeod would
hav lilacle the point of his conundrum clearer
if he had framed an answer to it.
LAST Sunday every clergyman of Boston received a circular from the Boston Central
Trades and Labor Union, asking them to take
action in their churches in favor of the Hocking V>tlley miners. So far as heard from the
preachers disregarded the appeal.
'rHEY are som&times loaded-these revivals.
Latest sufferer: Uriah Smith, Fulton county,
-~Incl.; farmer; well known and connected; via. lently insane. • Also his sister, lVIrs. Highway,
on hearing of his misfortune. Can't some kind
of a revival thermometer be invented to indi' cate the safety limit ?-Peele's Sun.

cording to the genealogy accepted by Christians, inakes the royal family distant relativs
of the Almighty.
THE polygamists of Utah are being prose·
cuted under the Edmunds Act. Royal Barney
Young, a nephew of the illustrious Brigham,
has been arrested for unlawful cohabitation
with more than one woman. Young's last
wives testify that they married Young with the
understanding that they were not to liv with
him so long as polygamy was unlawful, and
they hav faithfully kept the agreement. The
commissioner and district attorney are puzzled
by the case.

A MAN styling himself. Colonel King gave an
exhibition of what he advertised as Spiritual
phenomena at Stein way Hall in this city last
Sunday evening. The performance consisted
mainly of what is called the "rope-tying test."
The tricks were creditable as sleight-of-hand
phenomena, but had little resemblance to
spiritual manifestations. Robert Blissert, of
the Liberal Club, entered the cabinet and
upon emerging announced privately that the
THE Catholics are before the legislature of
,
h
b
"medium was a urn ug.
this st~tte with what they term a "Freedom of
'Worship" bill. They want the state to pay
AN Italian priest, affiliated with a mendicant
their priests for attending to the spiritual order, has won 300,000 francs in a lottery at
·.affairs of a penal institution. Their exclusion, Turin. He is now in a quandary. By the
. it is inferred, prevents their access to some of vows which he voluntarily took when he
their most distinguished co-religionists.
entered the order he is doomed to life-long
IN the store window of Bell & Harmer, Main poverty, and all money received by him from
.·street, New Rochelle, may be seen the old- whatever source must be handed over to his
fashioned Franklin stove and andirons which superiors. Still the sum of $ 60,000 represents
were the property of Thomas Paine. The almost fabulous wealth to the average Italian
.
, s t ove was removed Jjom t h e brick settlllg
in priest, and it remains to be seen whether con: t h e room which he used as his study at his science.or cupidity will prevail.
residence, about a mile north of the village.
THE religious condition of Havard college is
THE newspapers of San Francisco are con- under discussion in Boston. Since the venerducting a crusade against a practice just dis- able Dr. Peabody retired from the preacher's
It
1 · covererl of mothers selling their illegitimate chair, three years ago, it has been vacant.
female babes to Chinamen. It is asserted that is generally acknowledged that it is not the
tllese cllildren are purchased by Chinese spec- policy of the college to elect a successor.
ulators and sent to Cllina, wllere they are Morning prayers hav been conducted by varir~tised until twelve years old, when they are ous clergymen, and the regular Sunday ev&nsold to rich Chinamen for large sums to be ing service in the chapel has been maintained
placed in their harems.
in the same way. Beyond these perfunctory
A NEW denomination of fools calling tllem- services it is impossible to discover the least
selvs "Mennonite Brethren in Christ" has just effort on the part of the college authorities to
been started in Pennsylvania in Berks and minister to the spiritual needs of the students.
neighbon"ng cot1nti"es
, . T o p er f orm th e ri"te of The college seems content to develop the
b_ aptism, they chop ~he
" ice away and the min- mind and the body of the students, and leave
Isters and converts wade in and the latter are their spiritual needs out of the problem of edimmersed in the icy water three times. If ucation.
these fanatics were in New York they would
W. A. CRoFFUT writes in the New York
be amenable to the law against suicide.
World: "Porter C. Bliss, journalist, traveler,
THE Rev. "Sam" Jones, a famous Georgia scholar, and diplomat, is dying in this city at
preacher, takes the public into his confidence St. Luke's Hospital, of diseases resulting from
when he delivers a discourse. Some criticisms the injuries he received while undergoing
against his style reached his ears, and he physical torture at the hands of the infamous
alluded
to them in his next sermon in the fol- Lopez, dictator of Paraguay, who thus encleavl
owing language: "Opinions! opinions! Giv orecl to extort information from him. Bliss
me a pack of black and tan and yeller hounds was scourged, hung up by the hands and feet,
to set on the track of these opinions and I'll and subjected to other terrible outrages at the
tree 'em in hell withi"n fifteen mi"ntites."
h ands of Lopez'~•nd •s
~ he w•s
~ not only •n
~
Mn. GEo. C. MrLN wlJ.ile in Galveston, American citizen, but also at the time our secTexas, last week was int 81,viewec1 by a reporter retary of legation under Minister Washburn,
of the Dnily Record, and among many ques- he ought long ago to hav received some inclemtions asked lVIr. Miln by the inquisitiv pumper nity in money. The republic which he served
of the press, we find the following: "Do you in Mexico, Brazil, Paraguay, and Buenos
object to stating why you left the pulpit, sir?" Ayres has been ungrateful, and the victim of a
"Not at all. I quit preaching because I had tyrant's ferocity now lies in a comatose condinothing to preach. A good reason wasn't it?'' tion and is not likely to recover consciousness."
and the actor smiled pleasantly. "In other Mr. Bliss has been known for years as a mem, "Worus, I reacl the modern Materialistic philos- ber of the Liberal Club, and an avowecl Free?P~Y until my confidence in the supernatural- thinker. He is a student of the deepest reIBtlC dogmas of the church was impaired. Like search and one of the most valuable contribuOt~ello, I found my occupation gone, and tors to encyclopedias anrl biography. He is
quietly addressed myself to building up a new one of the men whom the world can ill-afford
career,"
to lose.
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PARis, France, is to spend $40,000,000 on
public improvements in the city.
THE London police hav not yet discovered
who put the dynamite in the Parliament buildings.
ANDREW JACKSON D.4.VIS, the author, has just
been granted a decree of divorce from his wife,
Mary A. Love.

HEBER NEWTON explains that there is nothing in his recent sermons that should be construed as heretical.
CHAPLAINciEs hav been abolished in the
WE copy the following verses from Terws French military hospitals to save expense,
Siftings, with acknowledgments and the assur- thus making a virtue of necessity.
ance that we shall "push on:"
EDITOR CoNANT of Hrtrper's Weekly is missing from his desk, and at last accounts no
THE TRU'fH SEEKERS.
trace of him had been discovered.
Eternal youth is pushing upward still!
Is the load lighter from the toil of ages?
THE Brooklyn Temple, hitherto occupied by
Does it get near the summit of the hill?
the Rev. Justin D. Fult.:>n and his congregaAnd will ye toil on ever, 0 ye sages?
tion, has been sold an~tttill become a skating
1
When to the top the giant mass is ta'en,
'·1t
Will it fall back and crush you? Nay, to rink.
IN the western portion of Kansas cattle are
know
Perchance were worse than this sad work and reported to be dying at a fearful rate for want
pain.
of feed, the ground being covered with deep
Push on! Push on! 0 mortals, onward go!
snow.
Immortal love is watching o'er each pang;
Though ye are blind, from life's obscurity;
THE Republicans of Indiana in caucus hav
When on the verge the quivering mass doth decided that high license is the best policy to
hang,
Love will appear and your poor hearts be adopt in connection with the liquor traffic in
thnt state.
free!
What do we know-if 'tis not love is near?
EDITOR GoNZALES, of Morelia, Mexico, havWhat hope hav we-but that love will awake
ing in his paper criticised the government, has
'l'he sullen surges of life's ocean drear,
A glorious sunrise? Brenk, 0 morning, been arrested and put at work on the highway
with criminals.
'
break!
THE Evening Post notes something of a
"Catholic re-action" in Mexico. The civil
legislation of recent years has been strongly
anti-clerical. The church property, estimated
to be of the value of nearly or quite on.e-half
of the entire real estate of the country," was
"nationalized," the monastic orders were
abolished and the Jesuits banished, full religions liberty was proclaimed, religions instruction was forbidden in the public schools,
religious rites were restricted to the interior of
church edifices, and ecclesiastics were forbidden to wear any distinctiv dress in the streets.
These enactments were not merely statutes,
but were incorporated into the Constitution.
For a long time the ecclesiastical party was
completely crushed, but of late it has shown a
disposition to defy the government. In To! uca,
but fifty miles from the capital, religious processions hnv marched through the streets, and
even at the seat of government tile sacerdotal
garb is seen in public. It is said that monasteries hav been re-established. Some think
that the church is on til« eve of a restoration
to something of her former power.
IDEACON BuGGINS is a rich old curmudgeon

A MERRY sleighing party were run down on
the 31st ult., by the fast express on the Lake
Shore road, near Port Clinton, Ohio; five were
killed and all the others injured.
CoLONEL INGERSOLL lectured in Brooklyn
last Sunday evening to a crowded house. Tile
papers report the audience as made up of a
striking union of money anrl brains.
THERE were nineteen arrests here last Sunclay for violation of the excise law. 'rhere
would hav been more i{ one of the SundayClosing League's spies had not got so drunk
himself that he was locked up.
AN explosion of natural· gas in Pittsburgh
Pa., last Saturday, wrecked several houses and
injured more than twenty people. Some of
the sufferers cannot recover. Tile explosion
was caused by a leak in tllu main of tile gil8
company.
PHELAN, the dynamiter, who was recently
stabbed in the newspaper office of O'Donovan
Rossa in this city, is getting better. All of his
wounds but one hav healed, and he will soon
be able to appear against Short, his would-be
assassin. H.ossa himself was shot by a woman
last Monday. His wound is said to be not
dangerous.
AN explosion of dynamite took place in Gmnrl
st., this city, last Sunday morning, 11nd a good
deal of damage was.done in the way of smashing windows. Four men founrl near the scene
were arrested. The responsibility for the outrage is placed by some upon the rlry-goods
sal\)smen now on strike. 'rhe strikers deny
that they had anything to do with it.

who makes great pretensions to religion, but
squeezes a penny a1most fl at before h e drops
it into the contribution box. He livs in a little
village on the outskirts of the city, and pays
pew rent in th£ village church. He is the
solitary occupant of the pew every Sunday,
none but strangers daring to enter it, for
he has an unpleasant way of asking people to
step out, Last Sunday a brassy young from
the city visited the village and went to the
church. Having heard of the deacon's pecnTHE English troops under Stewart hav penliarities, t?is a_wful young ~an felt it his rlnty etrated to Khartoum, in Egypt, and found Gen.
to walk right I~to the partwular pew. When Chinese Gordon safe and apparently enjoying
the deacon a_rnverl, _he glared at the young . himself. It is a general impression that Curman an d mo t wne d h Ill t 0 s t ep ou t 0 f th e pew. don is a fanatic and a humbu sent out by the
"That's all right; come in," said the young, English government on pnr;ose to be hunted
?1an, as if uncon~cious of the deac~n's. mean- up anrl to afford an excuse for England to in·
mg. T11e latter s anger rose untJI hlS eyes vest Egypt with her troops and ultimately to
bulged out of his head like a pair of old- add th~t country to the Brltisb ,Possessions.
fashioned pincushions, and he repeated his
gesticulations. "Come on," coaxed the young
THE Liberty bell that was rung when the
man, "the 'old miser who rents this pew won't Declaration of Independence was signed, has
be here to-clay; he is at home splitting pennies 1 b~en taken south to the New Orleans Exhibito put into the contribution box." 'l'he con-I tion. To a Philadelphia note of rejoicing that
1
gregation snickered, ~>.ncl for once in his life 1 "the Liberty bell's trip is through the states
the deacon was embarrassed. He stepped 1 where slaves no longer serve," a Sout.hern pagingerly into the pew, and took a.seat witho•.1t per retorts: "The old bell wo•1lrl toll if it had
paying further attention to the young man. 1I to pass th:ough Fall River or the Hocking ValThe deacon has purchased a lock for the door ley." The wage slaves of these places are on
of the pew.--Philndelphin North Americnn.
'strik'l or working under a reduction of pay.
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In the early stages, the principal objections raised used? If they were legal and could be used in these
against the institution were that it interfered· with times, how derelict in duty is the present head of the
the various bishops, and deprived the local magis- church in allowing them to fall into disuse i
trates of their authority. So a special "bull" made
Let us now· examin the "Directory of Inquisitors,"
Mgr. Capel and the Inquisition.
the bishops coadjutors; the inquisitors and the civil by Chief Inquisitor Eymeric, and the other "origThis clergyman recently delivered a sermon on the authorities the subordinate officials; "the priest the inal documents" we hav already quoted. They argree
above subject in this city, and as his remarks are his- judge, the king the hangman." Thus the "Holy perfectly, one with another, and the rising power of
torically untrue and liable to pass unchallenged, it Office'' was declared superior to the civil govern- the "Holy Office " can be easily traced by her grad,
might be well to review them as briefly as possible, ment, and in proof we cite the following instances: ually increasing demands.
"In a case of heresy," says Eymeric, "proceed
and see whether, as claimed, the church should be Charles, eldest son of Philip II., was tried by the Inquisition, and barely escaped with his life; Joan, quietly, without formality or noise of pleadings.
justly proud of her actions.
" I stand here," says he; " with the permission of daughter of Charles V., was forced to giv testimony There should be no delay, no interruption, no appeal,
his eminence (the cardinal). I stand here with the against one of her· friends, a suspect, and was obliged and as few witnesses as possible." "There are three
permission of the Dominican fathers to exercise that to perform a penance for having concealed a heretic; modes of procedure: by accusation, information, or
authority which comes from the Holy See;'' which Don Jaime, Infante of Navarre, and nephew of Fer- inquiry." If the first be used, "the charge should
means that, representing the pope and by authority dinand, for giving shelter to a friend who was a sus- be made by a fiscal of the "Holy Office," who runs
of the head of the church in this country, he is defend- pect, was arrested, thrown into prison, obliged to no risk of punishment if the charge should turn out
ing, ex cathedra, the Dominicans, in their own church, perform public penance in the cathedral, and was to be false." The second is surer. One person to
from the charges made against them by historians, then sentenced by the archbishop (a boy of seven- avoid exc,!)mmunication will iE.form against another.
of wanton cruelty in the exercise' of the office of In- teen) to be flogged around the church by two priests. The information may appear groundless at first sight,
quisitors in every country in which that institution When Philip the Fair objected to the doings of but the inquisitor must not cancel it on that account,
Falco, the inquisitor, he was excommunicated, France for " what cannot be brought to light to-day may be
was established.
The points he makes are, 1. That the Inquisition put under an interdict, and his subjects commanded made clear to-morrow." The third should hav two
exists at this moment, just as it existed in the days to render him no allegiance. If the " Holy Order " witnesses to confirm the suspicion. By common
of St. Dominic, with its center at Rome. Twelve were purelv political, would Matthew Ori, its chief, right, no criminal is required to giv evidence against
cardinals comprise its corporate body, an avocat to hav burnt Regnault, a printer, who, by positiv order himself; but, "in a case of heresy there is this oblidefend accused persons, and "that no judgment can of Francis I., issued at the request of Henry VIII., of gation-the accused rnust_ furnish an· the particulars
be given except by the pope himself." 2. That this England, assisted two Englishmen to print an edition to enable the fiscal to make out the charge."
tribunal, as constituted in Spain, was a purely polit- of the Bible in English? or hav arrested Ignatius
Great stress is laid on the claim that the testimony
ica,l machine, and the church was not responsible for Loyola, afterward founder of the Jesuits? or perse- of criminals can be taken against heretics; that one
its cruelties; and, in a dramatic manner, he denieR cuted and imprisoned for seventeen years Carranza, heretic can testify against another, but never inhisfavor,
that any of its accusers ever read an" original book'' archbishop of Toledo and primate of Spain-? or pro- and even wives and children against the husband
of the doings of the institution, but content them- ceeded against " the glorious mother, Santa Teresa, and father; "for, if a man may kill his father, if he
selva with some Protestant writer's translation, and of Jesus," under which name she has since been be an enemy to his country, how much more may he
winds up with a pen-picture of the tender manner in canonized? and what necessity would there hav been inform against him, if he be guilty of heresy?" The
which the Inquisitors meet their visitors. "You are for Ferdinand V. to request the pope to recall his criminal must not see his accusers, nor know who
met," says he, "with an amount of politeness which, "bull" and restore the rights of jurisdiction to the they are, and if he do not admit all he should, apply
were America to possess its one-millionth part, would civil power?
the torture. When you hav extracted a confession
When Thomas Maynard, a British consul, was im- no defense is admissible. You are to choose the avocat,
make every Amefican a gentleman or a lady."
Now, it is a well-known fact that the Inquisition prisoned, charged with having spoken disrespectfully who must be zealous for the faith; be sworn to sestill exists at Rome, with its associate branches of the church, Cromwell requested his release, and crecy; hav no communication with the prisoner exquietly at work wherever there may be a priest. But the king answered that it was out of his jurisdiction; cept in the presence of an inquisitor, and he must
it is not true that it is at the present time just as it the " Holy Office " was above him. Then the sturdy swear to abandon his client as soon as the heresy is
As the Decretals (vii, 7,) on Heretics,
was in the days of Dominic, for then it dealt with Covenanter replied: " Since this institution is beyond proved.
human beings; now it deals with ideas, and passes the control of your majesty, I will declare war against absolutely forbids an avowed heretic to hav an avojudgment on the various works as they are published it;" and Maynard was released.. When, in 1492, the cat, one can only be allowed where the heresy is susthroughout the world, accepting some, placing others Jews offered Ferdinand three hundred thousand pected.
in the Index Expurgatorius (a black list), and no faith- pieces of silver to aid him in his wars, hoping,
The chapter on tortures is too horri.Ple to be reful Catholic can read a book thus proscribed, under thereby, to gain his favor, why did Torquemada, produced here. They consist of the puiley, rack, and
pain of sin. Every book of reform~ tending to make when he heard of it, enter the royal apartments and, fire, the two former,being divided into various parts,
a man think, or that in the slightest degree questions holding aloft a crucifix, cry out, "Judas sold his and the duration is regulated by bull of Pope Paul
the "Holy Mother, the church," embellishes the master for thirty pieces of silver; your highness is III., and limited to one hour; a physician is to stand
pages of the Index. The true animus of this institu- about to do the same for three hundred thousand; by and regulate the suffering by the strength of the
tion was laid bare when it prohibited "Uncle Tom's behold him! take him and hasten to sell him !" Was victim. But the torture can be "declared as susCabin" "because it was opposed to the divine insti- the war against the Freemasons political? And why, if pended " and applied twice more; and it is advised
political, did the chief inquisitor at each auto-daje, that too long an interval should not elapse between
tution of slavery."
The argument of " original documents " used by administer an oath to the king and his council to as- them, " else the suspect may be able, from previous
Capel is pueril, and should it obtain, would act as a sist the "Holy Office," as per "the Apostolic Decrees knowledge, to accommodate his limbs to the rack and
two-edged sword, for there is not in existence an and Sacred Canons?" Is it not strange that the vic- thus defraud the Holy omce of its intention."
"original document" of any of the books of the Bible, tims number all the truly learned men-professors,
Heresy, as explained, embraces almost every
and even the apostolic succession, on which Rome theologians, doctors, and lawyers? If "the blood of thought or act. If a man speak disrespectfully of the
the
martyr
be
the
seed
of
the
church,"
these
well
aufounds her cla.ims, must fall to the ground, as, from
"Holy Office," while drunk or sober, he must obtain
want of " original documents," it cannot be proved thenticated cases giv the Lutherans the right to twelve compurgators, who are he~d responsible for
that St. Peter ever was in Rome; and for the same claim that their church is founded on as bloody a his future conduct. Should he relapse, they are to
reason the church should not object to her so-called soil as the Catholic.
share his fate. If a man say, "Our Lord and his
patrimony in Italy reverting to the people from. whom
The persecution of the Jews was purely religious. disciples were poor and possessed no property," it is
Torquemada offered them protection if they would an attack on the "Holy Office," and he is to be susit came.
But the principal objection is with the attempt to be baptized, and when they refused they were al- pected lightly, and must do public penance as an
throw the odium which attaches itself to the Spanish lowed four months to leave the country. Bernaldez, mc1:pient heretic.
branch upon the secular government; so, in order a Catholic writer, and eye-witness, describes their
Punishments are divided into two classes. In the
that ttere may be neither misunderstanding nor sufferings as perfectly heartrending. They could not first is confiscation of property under all circumequivocating, we will proceed to quote entirely from sell their property, as no one would buy; and being stances, deprivation of offices, disinheriting of chila Catholic standpoint, totally ignoring all Protestant debarred from taking away "gold, silver, money, or dren and declaring them " infamous," to the fourth
testimony, and even that of such writers as Comte, other valuable articles," they exchanged their estates generation (for no child, though a Catholic, could
De l\1aistre, Hefele, Balmes, Guerin, Ives, and Mari- for· the merest trifles; "frequently a house was ex- inherit the property of a heretic father), whipping,
ana, who, like Capel, defended the institution, and changed for a mule, or a vinyard given for a little the galleys, perpetual imprisonment on bread and
confine ourselvs entirely to the following "original cloth or linen." Among many instances coming un- water, and immured (or shut up or built in a wall).
documents," "Las Instrucciones del Officio de la der his immediate observation, he givs this: "A The second is the auto-daje, or death by fire, which is
Sancta Inquisicion," by Torquemada; "The Directory mother, carrying two infants, expired on the road. preceded by strangling, if the victim becomes reconof Inquisitors," by Nicolas Eymeric, inquisitor-gen- The father, overcome with fatigue, fell fainting near ciled to the church before execution. Even when
eral for forty years, as expounded by his commenta- his two children. On recovering his consciousness, pronounced innocent, the victim was to be declared
tor, Francisco P~ fia, and sanctioned by Pope Greg- he found them dead with hunger." Was not this a "infamous," which deprived a man and his family of
ory XIII., published in 1578, and republished in 1587. baptism of blood?
all civil rights, and was held against the children to
" Order of Proceedings in the Holy Office, comThe treatment of the Moors was equally scandal- the fourth generation. They had to dress in a pepiled from Ancient and Modern Instructions, by the ous. When they surrendered, a solemn treaty was culiar manner, could wear no ornaments, were deLicentiate, Pablo Garcia, Secretary of the Holy Gen- entered into, whereby the king swore to allow them barred from every profession and trade, and became
eral Inquisition, dated 1628; from the Press of the "their own laws, customs, and religion." Under literally "hewers of wood and drawers of water;"
Holy General Inquisition; Instruction which the pressure of the Inquisition, which claimed that" these and in answer to th~ question, " Are the children beCommissaries of the Holy Office of the Inquisition heretics desecrated the holy soil of Spain," the pope gotten before he fell away from the holy Catholic
hav to Observe in the Causes and Affairs of Faith and absolved Charles from the oath, and Pope Paul III. church to be involved also ?" the decision is against
Other Matters that may Occur." By Aciselo Caries prepared a special" bull" whereby Phillip II. was the child.
de Ribera Prieto, printer of the Holy Tribunal in also absolved, on the ground that "an oath to a
The method of " perpetual imprisonment" is the
Cordova; and Llorente, the last secretary of the In- heretic is not binding." It is not a fair presumption excess of refined cruelty, a.s it recommends that the
stitution, who of all others cannot be objected to, at that, for political acts only, over two millions of peo- suspect be confined, at a trifling cost, on his own seleast on the ground of" want of original documents." ple should be expatriated; people who, according to questrated property.
Let us first consider the claim that the Inquisition the "original document," were of the very best and
A heretic is to be delivered to the secular power
was a " purely political machine." We hav examined most intelligent classes-doctors, lawyers, apothe- only after condemnation. When a magistrate .kills a
every attainable authority, Spanish and English, and caries, professors, and workers in gold and silver- heretic, "he does his duty, and the Holy Office
fail to find that even one question of political import and n0t one historian claims that they were guilty of blesses him. But the deed is his, not theirs. They
was ever asked a prisoner. The rules for examination any political act. It is claimed, as a great triumph never kill, except by accident." Here the bull of
are very specific; a routine is laid down for the for the church, that large numbers became Chris- Benedict XI. is quoted: "They [the Holy Office J
guidance of the inquisitor, and he is enjoined never tian, and the student will naturally inquire if their may happen to kill a penitent; but as it is only by
to depart from it, except to mystify the suspect. conversion is attributed to "positiv conviction," or to accident, they are to be exempt of guilt." Anyone
Every article is directed against heresy; every charge the peculiar arguments of the "Holy Office?" If to who "looks ill upon an inquisitor/' or " who hinders
has a pecuniary indemnity, and in every instance a the former, why is it that the church is now uniformly the Holy Office or its agents," or "refuses to help
''bull," special or othe1·wise, is quoted as authority. unsuccessful ? If to the latter, what arguments were them," or ''allows an accused person to conceal him-
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self or escape," or "givs food to a heretic, unless he inal documents," with having burnt, mutilated, and ster's definition of vice: "Vice is more distinctivly
· be actually dying of hunger," is a suspect.
tortured 341,021 men, women, and children besides that which springs from the individual indulgence of
The chapter on Indulgences, whereby citizens are the millions whose lives were cursed by b'eing ex- the natural appetites which are in themselvs innoincited to bring evidence against their neighbors, is patriated, <!leclared infamous, etc.
cent.. T~~s inte~peranc~, unchastity, dupl_icity, etc.,
well worth reading, and givs a cue to the state of
If_ the "church" can feel proud of this exhibit, are vices.
And If the vices of gluttony, mtemperterrorism which pervaded all classes of· society. No she IS welcome to the eclat. But the day will come ance, the use of tobacco, or blasphemy are legislated
man was safe, even in his own household, as a dissat- when she will be obliged to render an account of her upon, it does not meke them crimes only in name.
isfied servant could, by secret testimony, consign him stewardship, and she must not expect to hide herself No amount of legislation can convert a vice into a
and his family to the secret dungeons, and then, as a behind the specious plea of "want of original docu- crime.
reward, receive an annuity from the Holy Office. ments." There are plenty in existence, and Mgr.
A farmer ,sai~ to his son one day: "John, if you
Every indulgence is supported by a "special bull," Capel showed his ignorance when be assumed that call the calfs tail a leg, then how many legs will the
twenty, in all, being quoted. The victims were to position. It is true that Llorente, acting under calf hav ?" "Five," promptly responded the young
be dressed in a peculiar garment, called "Sanbenito," orders of Joseph Bonaparte, destroyed much evi- hopeful. "Oh, no, my son; calling the calf's tail a leg
and after execution it was to be exposed in his par- dence, hut much still remains, and is being gradually does not make it a leg." The legitimate sphere of
ish, contain his name, heresy for which he was burnt, gathered for the use of the future historian.
g0vernment, if it has any, is to protect the citizen
and the date, " in order to perpetuate the disgrace of
In 182? the Inquisition was revived in Spain, 'un- in his rights, and when it undertakes to govern the
heretics and their descendants."
der the title of " Tribunal of the Faith·" but shorn of moral conduct of men and women it transcends its
.
.
'
'
Suspects were not secure, even in their graves. Its powers, It gradually dwindl~d away; and as the limits.
people
be~ame
ed~cated,
and
the
liberal
feeling
grew
He says, "Government has no moral function."
Many instances could be quoted. One must suffice.
Yes, we take that position, and think it very evident.
At the auto-daje in Valladolid in 1559, the bones of stronger, m 1868 1t became extinct.
Leonora de Vibero, mother of five children, were ex- . Mgr. Capel says it still exists in Rome but unable But here is the way he goes on: "That is, it has no
humed from the chapel on her estate and a process to injure life and limb, it must needs c~ntent itself right nor authority to restrain immorality." Yes,
served against them. They were found guilty, pub- wit~ empty ~ulm~nations. Even the indictment against we maintain that ground. It is in the very nature
licly burnt, their owners' property confiscated, chil- Gahleo, whiCh IS generally looked upon as a direct of morality that man must hav the Jiberty to be imdren declared "infamous " and thrown penniless result of the dark ages, stands to-day in full force on moral.
In other words, the individual is to be his own
upon the world: To commemorate this act, a pillar its black list, and the index of 18.19 contains the
with a fitting inscription was erected and remained sentence and prohibition. Yet in the faee of all this judge of what is moral and what is immori!.l.
t~e bis~op coadjuto:. of the_ cardinal, at a publi~
"It (government) cannot properly protect the
till1809, when it was removed by the French.
The auto-da-je, Ol' act of faith, was the culminating dmner m New York m 1881, msulted the intelligence good citizen from the vices, crimes, and outrages of
point. Every seat of Inquisition held at least one, of his_hearers by proposing the toast: "The Holy the scoundrel." Here the critic makes no distinc~
yearly. The day selected was either Sunday or Cathohc church, now, as ever, on the side of true tion between vices and crimes. In fact, he does not
some great feast, and was made the occasion of great science and philosophy." As Rome "never forgets seem to know that there is any. Now, the truth is, I
most explicitly affirm that it is the function of governrejoicing. By "special bull," all who attended re- or forgivs," may we not add, " and never learns ?"
The intelligent portion of the Catholic community ment to protect the citizen in his rights, but it has no
ceived an ''indulgence of twenty days;" that is, the
"temporal punishment due venial or lesser sins" are not to be hoodwinked by the bold assertions and business with his moral conduct.
"Why, to restrain the thief is a moral function."
would be shortened by just that length of time. specious arguments of Mgr. Capel. The varioufl secFrancisco Sanch~z's "original document" givs us an tiont11 papers may report his sermons, but as a rule The same language was used by Dr. Prime, of the
announcement of one as read throughout the city: they do not do so at length. The well-informed New York Obse1·ve1·, against D. M. Bennett, when he
"Be it known to.all inhabitants, residents, and dwellers a_mong them are beginning to ask troublesome ques- lay in Ludlow Jail. Mr. Bennett took the same
in this city of Grenada, how that the Lord Inquisitors tions, and the peculiar action of the " college" in al- position I hav maintained in regard to prohibition:
Apostolic of the city and its district hav determined lowing the Bible to .be printed in English is com- No, restraining the thief is not a moral but a legal
to celebrate a pnblic auto-daje in honor and rever- mented on. Pope Paul H. prohibited its translation function. "Govermnents can liberate millions from
ence of Jesus Christ our Lord, for exaltation of the "into. the lan_guages of the nations," and its appear- the vice and immorality of slavery." Here we take
holy Catholic faith and evangelical law and extirpa- ance m Enghsh troubles theologians to explain how his measure again. He seems to be positivly ignotion of heresies, on the Monday 90unted the thirtieth one infallible pope can be authorized to declare as rant of the meaning of the words he uses. Slavery
was not a vice, but the crime of all crimes. To rob
of May of this present.year-day of the glorious King fallible t~e doings of his infallible predecessor I
Catholics, as a rule, are not pleased with Capel. a man of himself is not a vice or immorality, but the
Don Ferdinand the Holy-and that the graces and
indulgences granted by the Supreme Pontiff are con- ~e has pl_aced them in an equ-ivocal position. By greatest crime under the sun. "If he has the liberty
ceded to all who shall be present and serve at the his assertiOns, spoken ex cathedra, as representativ of to indulge in a vice, can he also commit a ·crime witll
said act.~' The historian adds, "The most pious pop- the pope, he has put them in antagonism to existing impunity?" No. What a senseless question!
"Does he mean to say the government is violating
ulation of Grenada heard this publication with facts; and while from their peculiar standpoint they
breathless attention, welcomed it with Catholic dem- are not allowed to question the infallibility of the personal liberty and guilty of a crime in restraining
onstrations of ardent religion, and their eyes being pope on "matters of faith," they are yet at liberty to the thousands of criminal and vicious to perpetrate
covered with liquid sparkles of faithful tenderness, question the infallibility of his judgment in allowing their depredations upon society?" Government has
no right to restrain the vicious before they hav
came out to receive reverently, with heart and ear, Capel to represent him in this country.
committed a crime. It is no part of justice to punish
McARTHUR.
the clauses of the proclamation." They then proa man on suspicion, nor is it J1 function of governceeded to burn eighty-nine men and women, poor
ment to make laws to prevent the causes of crime.
wretches, whose bodies having been racked. and
Mr. Bell's Reply to '' T. E. L."
minds weakened by incessant tortures, had declared ' In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 3d, following my lect- In this I am sustained by no less a person than Humthemselvs guilty of any or every crime, though they ure on anti-prohibition, is a criticism upon it under boldt, who says: "I may safely assert that this preknew the confession would end in death. Yet, the the title of "Prohibition," and signed, "T. E. L." vention of criminal actions is wholly foreign to the
cessation of the pres mt more than counterbalances The first thing I noticed in this criticism was the fact state" (Sphere and Duties of Government, p. 171).
"Every crime or vice, however atrocious, if it be
the prospectiv torture; and as each ascends the that the writer does not quote my language to refute
funeral pyre, he is grimly assured by his executioner, it by the logic of facts, or by any kind of logic or committed mediately or indirectly, should be exempt
when, to preserve himself from further pain, he con- reasoning whatever. My first impression was to from legal cognizance, is the beautifal theory of Mr.
sents to become reconciled to the church, and thus make no answer to it at all, but lest such silence Bell." No, it is not, and the writer ought to know
gains the boon of being strangled before being burnt, might be construed as a defeat, I will ventilate some better than to say so. Here, again, he makes no
that by this " act of faith " he has saved his soul by of the generalities my critic has seen fit to favor the distinction between vice and crime. It is fatal to his
losing his body. A veritable death in the full "odor readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER with. I shall not imi- position to admit my distinction between moral and
legal rights, and difference between crime and vice.
of sanctity."
tate him (I suppose it is a writer of the male persuaOn the banner of the Inquisition was inscribed sion), for it affords me too much pleasure to quote The critic has no grounds for saying that my theory
"Justicia et Mise·ricordiaj'' yet Peter ab Herara, jailor his precise language. And to begin we will take the exempts crime from legal cognizance.
"If Mr. Bell's Liberalism should rule, there would
of the tower of Triana, for merely allowing a mother follCJwing sample specimens: "In attempting to
to bid farewell to her imprisoned daughter, received make a distinction between crime and vice he tacitly be no society to govern, and no need for governments
two hundred lashes in the open street of the city, acknowledges the right of government to legislate to to exercise either moral or civil function." Evidently
and was then sent to the galleys for ten years; and prohibit a crime, whicli was not a crime, but simply the writer is not a Liberal. He has great faith in
Johanna Bohorgues, a titled lady, accused of know- a vice, before the legislation." Where and how hav governing, and governing with a vengeance. 1f Mr.
ing her sister to be a Lutheran, and not informing I "tacitly" made such admission? It would hav Bell's Liberalism were to rule, then justice would be
on her, was arrested. Although six months ad- been greatly to the purpose if "T. E. L." had quoted meted out between man and man. There would be
vanced in pregnancy, she was tortured. Her en- my exact language, and given his readers some show no pauper class to act as slaves for the robber class.
feebled frame sunk under its sufferings; a blood- of reasonin~ for this bald assertion. A crime is an There would be no superstitions taught to becloud
vessel burst while she was on the rack, and two injury done, or an attempt to injure, by one person, the brain and make bitter the heart of man. Libdays afterwards she died. The " Holy Office " the person, property, or reputation of another, while erty, equality, and fraternity would transform society
showed due appreciation of their motto, and made a vice is the indulgence of one's appetites to his own into a loving family such as no poet has ever yet
dreamed of. Science would be the teacher, and hu·
the amende honorable by declaring her innocent.
injury. No, I do not admit that government can asCrimes such as these were by no means uncommon, sume to legislate upon vices. That government has manity the religion of life.
I cannot forbear calling attention to the style in
and the "original documents" are full of them, passed more extensiv laws upon crimes does not imthough they are glossed over and attributed to " ex- ply that such crimes were regarded as vices, or that, which "T. E. L." has seen fit to make allusion to me.
cessiv zeal," and other specious causes. Yet, the In- if they had been so regarded, that would make them In beginning his article be says, "I hav been amused
and amazed." I hav cudgeled my brains in vain to
·
quisitor Pedro Arbues, whose record is equal to that vices.
Let us proceed a step further. My critic accuses think of., an instance where a person could be at the
of Torquemada, and who was killed on Sept. 14,
1485, by two men whose families he had destroyed, me of "attempting to make a distinction between same time both amused and amazed.
"His three postulates, accepted without qualifica~as canonized.
Pope Alexander VII. wrote him crime and vice." If it was nothing more than an
mto the number of the " holy and blessed martyrs," attempt, then it was not a success; and as this is, in tion, are anarchical, false, and immoral, if not crimon April17, 1664, and Pio Nono gave the faithful an my opinion, the key to the situation, I will " attempt " inal." Criminal, eh? I am a criminal because I
vpportunity, only a few years ago, to pay reverence once more to make clear my distinction between vice write against prohibition. The critic must be a memand crime. There are two kinds of evil acts; the ber of the Anti-Vice S:>ciety, a fellow-cr~sader with
and homage to his remains.
But the· auto-daje is dead. Llorente tells us that one we call crimes, and the other vices. And there Comstock.
"Would it not be well if Mr. Bell could be prowhen in 1820 the Spanish Cortes threw open the are two kinds of rights, namely, legal rights and
doors of the Inquisition, twenty-one prisoners were moral rights. It is because these distinctions are hibited from diffusing such ideas of sentimentalism?"
found in its cells. Not one of them knew the name not observed that prohibitory laws become possible. Blood will tell. It is in the blood of some people to
of the city in which he was, and though they had There is no meaning in the word liberty if we make prohibit everything they flon't like. They hav probee? confined from three years to a much longer no distinction between crime and vice. A crime is hibition on the brain. I might with interest return
perwd, all were ignorant of the charges against them. the violation of the laws of the state, and the laws of quid pro quo for his insulting personal references,
Yes, this branch is dead; and Torquemada and his the state are enacted to protect the citizen in his when he speaks of my "special pleading" and " sophconfreres go down into history, credited, from "orig- person, property, and reputation. I will giv Web- istry," and " reasonings to decoy people into his va-
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garies," "obfuscated brain," etc., etc. He kindly
speaks of "commiseration "-aa an atonement for
the severe correction he fancies he has had to administer, h~ spe~ks, !,rom his bowels of comp.assion, of
"commiseratiOn !
But as we hav no conceivable use
for the commodity, and if he would win the commiseration of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, he must
honestly define the meaning of crime and vice.
120i State st., Chicago, Ill.
W. S. BELL.

racy of wealth and the power of kings and priests. These contained political and industrial sentiments
In this he was the father and forerunner, if not the from which the speaker drew the inference that had
author, of the Declaration of Independence. From .Paine lived at the present time he would hav been
the people, he held, should come the power, and gov- foremost i~ all the current ~ovements for ~efo~m.
ernors must rule only by the consent of the governed. Mr. Palmers remarks were an Important contnbutwn
Webster, on the contrary, stood for the rights of to the speeches of the occasion, showing as they did
vested property, and advocated this view in a public the author-hero in an aspect in which he has not
speech and in writing. This, the speaker believed, hitherto been contemplated, and that the usefulness
lost Webster the presidency of the United .stat<.s. of Paine's works has not been exhaus~ed when we ~av
He entered the field as a candidate for that high po- drawn from them all that they contam on the subJect
sition, but the people had become indoctrinated_ with of religion. He was one of the most versatil writers
Paine's Birthday at ·the Liberal Club.
the politicalteachings of Paine, and to the surprise of his time; a poet, a j~urnalist, and a free lance on
The last regular meeting of the Manhattan Lib- of Webster they rallied around and elected Jackson. the sea of letters, touchmg at every port where there
eral Club was lost sight of and merged in the throng Webster may hav recognized the source of his de- was anything of usefulness or beauty to be obtained.
that came together to celebrate the 148th anniversary feat. The speaker instanced the state of Rhode
At the close of Mr. Palmer's address a subscription
of the birth of Thomas. Paine. Before 8 o'clock Island as an example of Webster's theory of govern- was opened for those wbo wished to assist in defrayevery chair in the hall was occupied, and those who ment, which is practically an oligarchy, only those ing the expense of clearing the title to the ground
came later took seats on campstoole in the aisles, or being allowed a voice in public affairs who are own- where P~tine's bod:y v.:as b~ried. Courtlandt Palmer
wherever else room could be fonnd. There was no ers of real estate. That state is not under the popu- headed the subscriptiOn with ten dollars, Dr. Foote,
admission fee, the half-dime taken at the door at lar and republican form of government which the Sr., followed with five, and D~. Foote, Jr., Mrs. ~urnz,
regular meetings of the club being remitted for this national Constitution guarantees to the people of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and varwus others contnbuted
occasion. Nearly half those present were ladies, this country. Instead of citizenship resting in the equal amounts. Something more than fifty dollars
and many faces were recognized that are generally vested rights of property, Paine would bestow citizen- was paid upon the spot.
seen at the meetings of Spiritualist3. The program ship on every man by virtue of his vested rights of
Capt. George Loyd, of .N~w Rochelle, a v~nerable
as arranged by the committee was as follows:
manhood; and Mr. Wakeman believed that the time old gentleman, made a stirrmg address. His memOVERTURE,
Miss MaY DaVENPORT. would come when those who are not men would be- ory extends back nearly to the time made notable by
REPORT,
THE CoMMITTEE. come citizens by virtue of their vested rights of ~he presence of Paine, and he took up his re~idence
DECLAMATION, MR. SPLITDORF. womanhood. Paine was also at heart an abolition- m New Rochelle because that town contams the
SONG, - Miss MAY DavENPORT.
RECITATION,
MRs. GRIFFIN. ist, and emphasized and reiterated the statement that ground where rested t~e ash.es of that great. ~an.
ADDRESS,
T. B. WaKEMAN. man could not hold property in man, and that no Edwar.d McGraw, of .Wisconsm, one ~f the or~gmal
RECITATION,
MADAME DELESCLUZE. laws passed by men could giv him that right. Con- subscribers to the Pame monument, upon motwn of
ADDHESS,
CoURTLANDT PALMER. trasted with thil:', such was Webster's enthusiasm for Capt. Loyd, was made an honorary member of the
SONG,
MR. J. G. HuHN.
the rights of property that he upheld and defended Paine Historical ~ociety,
.
.
There was considerable surprise when It was anThe meeting was called to order by Mr. Wakeman, the Fugitiv Slave law, which was unconstitutional,
who, having read the notices preseBted, and an- and which he must hav known to be such .. In the nounced that Mr. Huhn would render a song. All
nounced the program of the club for the coming Girard will trial, Webster referred to Paine as shal- the frequenters of the club are admirers of this genmonth, gave over the chair to Mr. Wilson Macdonald, low, but, said the speaker, in view of the contrasts tleman. as a speaker,. but few were aware t~at he
the distinguished sculptor, who is also president of between the positions of these two men touching the co.uld ~mg.. He can smg, however, an~ does 1t well.
of the Paine Historical Society, founded a year vital principles on which our government is built, His vmce IS .fresh and str~ng, an1 With Dr ..Foote,
ago. Mr. Macdonald said a few introductory w6rds, when sounded by the plummet of history and human Jr., at the piano, the workmgman S song whiCh he
and then presented Miss Davenport, who searched experience, which was the deep man rather 'than the sang was o~e of the most enter~aining performances
the piano for its musical resources, and seemed to shallow? Was it the statesman and orator, Webster, of the evemng, and evoked voCiferous applause.
Mr. Collyer gave the poem, "Dollars and Dimes,"
bring them all out. The " deft toucher of the organ the advocate of vested interests of slavery and of
keys," who fills "the vast cathedral aisles with sym- superstition, or was it the Quaker'Paine, the defender as a closing event, .and the audie~ce, aft.er shaking
phonies sweet and dim," must be deft indeed who of liberty, of the rights of man, and of religious and ha~ds and exch!tngmg congratulatiOn~, dispersed. to
could reach the springs of melody in an instrument nolitical freedom- the founder of governmental their homes. It had been the best Pame celebration
principles as enduring as civilization? In conclu- ever held in New York.
with a surer hand.
The president stated the present condition of the sian, Mr. Wakeman asked all to resolve to make
search after the title of the ground in New Rochelle, themselvs acquainted with the writings of both Paine
N.Y., where the Paine monument stands. The title and Webster, that their many agreements, as well
had been found to be good, and the owner was will- as their differences, might be found and appreciing to sell the plot of ground to the Paine Historical ated. Both held sentiments dear to every patriotic
Change of Address.
Society.
heart, and they should go down to history together
.Address all communications for the League to S. P. PutMr. Splitdorf, a young elocutionist, gave a selec- as two of the greatest men whose memory it was the
nam, 33 Clinton Place, New York. Drafts, checks, and postal
tion from Shakspere's "Hamlet," in which he so privilege of Americans to b,onor.
Madame Delescluze followed with an original orders should be made payable to Courtlandt Palmer, treassuited "the action to the word, the word to the
action," that the critical prince of Denmark himself poem, rendered in the clear and ringing voice which urer N. L. L., 850 Broadway.
could scarcely hav seen anything in thtl performance distinguishes this mistress of elocution and makes
to find fault with. Mr. Splitdorf-who, in voice and everything she says so pleasing to listen to. The
The Campaign Fund.
gesture, revived memories of the balmy days of poem, the subject of which was "Our Continental Previously acknowledged,
$3,002.07
Chainey when the same hall rang with his eloquent Fathers," depicted the hardships of our revolution- G. S. Bishop,
.25
Geo.
W.
Tillotson,
1.00
words-was recalled, and rendered the scene in ary sires, the fortitude with which they bore them,
Noah
Coler,
1.00
Schiller's " William Tell," where the Swiss patriot and the courage they displayed in their struggles
D. Buckingham, 1.00
makes his escape from the tyrant Gesler. This reci- for independence. At the close Madame Delescluze Barnard S.tatz,
1.00
tation was equally well done and well received.
was recalled, and responded with a humorous recita- Jos. Brown,
1.00
1.00
Following the eloquence of Mr. Splitdorf came tion with which her hearers were immensely pleased. J. Van Valkinberg,
1.00
Mr. Courtlandt Palmer spoke upon "Paine as the W. M. Raynor,
the music of Miss Davenport, who sang two songs,
J os. Gordan,
1.00
the second being the result of a popular demand for Friend of the Workingman." The speaker said he Amasa Wood,
1.00
it raised by the satisfactory performance of the first. had not been educated in the Freethought school of Canada,
17.25
50.00
If the maturity of this little artist fulfils the promis Paine, but imbibed his Liberal views more through Linesville,
1.00
men like Comte, Spencer, Mill, and others of that C. M. Dewlly, of her youth, the public will hear from her later.
Mr. Post and Mrs. Griffin were prevented from kind of thought. In what little he had seen of
Total, 3,079.50
being present, and the president filled Mr. Post's Paine's writings he found much of value. He then
PLEDGEs Pam.-Newark League, per A. Pionne, $14.57;
time with a speech, and Mrs. Griffin's with a song that read extracts from the author-hero's works in which G. W. Baldwin, $25.00; Elizur Wright, $30.00.
was extremely amusing.
the writer touched upon the subject of low wages as
The next address was by Mr. Wakeman on the a source of dishonesty. Among others were these:
Tent Fund.
"Co.ntrasts between Paine and Webster." The
"There is a powerful rhetoric in necessity which exceeds A. F. Neunert,
$ 1.00
speaker reverted to Webster's speech in the Girard even a Dunning or a Wedderburne. No argument can satisfy G. S Bishop,
.25
35.00
will trial, in which the great orator denounced Girard the feelings of hunger nor abate the edge of appetite. Noth- The Truth Seeker Co. ($10 cash; $25 books),
tends to a greater corruption of manners and principles
as the direct descendant of Thomas Paine, and argued ing
than a too great distress of circumstances; and the corruption
that the clause of the will which excluded ministers is of that kind that it spreads a plaster for itself: like a viper
News and Notes from the Field.
from Girard Cdlege should be broken, because it it carries a cure, though a false one, for its own poison.
I delivered my last lecture at Toronto, Jan. 25th, on "The
was necessary for the American youth to be educated Agur, without any alternativ, h11s made dishonesty the im- New Heaven and Earth," wherein I endeavored to outline the
in the tenets of the Christian religion, and under the mediate consequence of poverty-'Lest I be poor and steal.''' new order of society, when nature shall take the place of the
As illustrating the motivs for dishonesty which supernatural. I go away from Canada with high hopes of the
teachings of the Christian ministry. In contrast with
this, Paine contended for a secular education, "with- beset the poor, Mr. Palmer read this further extract success of Liberalism in this dominion whose prosperity is
out any admixture of superstition." Webster held from Paine:
founded in real material wealth, and whose elements of growth
that undet· the disguise of the word superstition,
The Secular movement has struggled against
"If the gay find it difficult to resist the allurements of are stable.
Paine aimed at religion, and· Mr. Wakeman admitted pleasure, the great the temptations of ambition, or the miser many difficulties, but it has won some remarkable victories in
that, so far as concerned the Christian religion, that the acquisition of wealth, how much stronger are the provoca- the just administration of government, and to·day occupies a
of want and poverty ! The excitements to pleasure, most advantageous position. I had the pleasure of meeting
was exactly what Thomas Paine meant. Girard did tions
grandeur, or riches are mere 'shadows of a_ shade' compared
not disguise his intention, and expressly jtipulated to the irresistible necessities of nature. 'Not to be led into Robert G. Ingersoll at Buffalo, and receiving his hearty good
that ministers of the Christian superstition should be temptation' is the prayer of divinity itself, and to guard wishes and new enthusiasm from his wonderful labors, so
excluded•from the institution which his munificence against, or, rather to prevent such ensnaring situations, is one adapted to the present hope and aspiration of man, and yet
the greatest bights of human prudence.
so far-reaching and so radical, I felt almost in thtil noontide
had created and endowed. Webster lost his case, of "He
who never was an hungered man may argue finely on
but the provisions of the will had been practically the subjection of his appetite; and· he who never was dis- glory of the "good time coming" as I looked into his kindly
nullirl.ed by the introduction of religious services tressed may harang as beautifully on the power of principle. face, and rejoiced in the genius of his noble humanity. Surely
conducted by unordained priests. It was the duty But poverty, like grief, has an incurable deafness which nevEr with such a leader, all difficulties can be overcome, and our
the oration loses all its edge, and 'to be or not to be' be- most glorious anticipations be realized.
of Liberals, the speaker said, to bring an influence to hears;
comes the only question.''
From Toronto I went to Linesville, Pa., where the camp-fires
bear on the authorities of Girard College which
of a veteran Liberal host blaze year after year. The village
On
the
influence
of
good
wages
as
an
incitement
should put an end effectually to this outrage, and reis small and has within its precincts a comparativly limited
store to the uses for which it was intended this mon- to a faithful performance of duty, Paine wrote:
number of Liberals, but for miles around in the farming comument of Girard's generosity, now practically stolen.
"A good servant will be careful of a good place, though munity thero are sturdy Freethinkers, and they gather together
·
Another contrast between Paine and vVebster related very indifferent about a poor one."
two or three times a year, and hold one of the brightest festo their ideas of government. Paine believed in and
Mr. Palmer read, also, extracts from the writings tivals of progress in the whole country. Mr. G. W. Baldwin
advocated the rights of man as opposed the aristoc- of Paine embodied in his "Life," by Remsburg. is one of their prominent leaders. He is always ready to
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"lend a hand," ai:J.d compels success by his admirable sagacity death they slandered him. But notwithstanding all this calMr. Watts at Owen Sound.
and generosity. Through his personal activity the very best umny and abuse, this malice and falsehood, born of a corrupt
To THE EmToR oF TuE TRUTH SEEKER, 1%·; Mr. ·watts has
elements are brought into play, and the sin~ws of w~r always theology, the hero of Thetford lived a consistent, useful life, just concluded a course consisting of three lectures here, subfunished, even if they hav to come au~ of h1s own pocket, as and died full of years and honors, leaving a legacy. of worth jects as follows: 1. "Secularism the True Go•pel for JIII•mthey very often do. He offered to glV one of the orthodox of which p&sterity can truly be proud. His achievements in- kind;" 2. "Agnosticism and Ch1·istian Theism:" 3. "The Bible: Its Use and Abuse." In the handling of those subjects
churches fifty dollars per year for the support of the minister spire within us the recollection that
Mr. Watts has fully sustained his reputation as an eloquentr,
if he could hav the privilege of a ten minute reply to the ser"·Lives of great men all remind us,
logical, and effectiv speaker; and the effect has been to bring
mons. The offer was declined, for such ten-minute-guns
We can make our lives sublime,
home to many reluctant minds the contradictions, mischievwould soon demolish their fort.
ousness, and absurdity of Christian teaching, and the truth,
1And, departing, ,leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time;
comprehensivness, and practicality of Secularism as a system.
On Tuesday morning I spoke of the" Church of the Future,"
No effort was left untried to induce the clergy to come out to
and in the evening Mr. Wat~s on the "Aims and Methods of
Footprints that, perchance, another,·
defend their position, but without result, and as tha(, fact is
Secularism." On Wednesday morning he spoke of "The Fall
Sailing o'er life's solemn mainwell known here, the influence of their flagrant cowardice tells
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother
and Atonement," which was a rattling discharge against the
almost as much against Christianity as if they had come forSeeing,
shall
take
heart
again."
absurdities of Christian theology.
ward and received the drubbing which assuredly would hav
In the evening I gave my lecture on the "New Heaven and
After the addresses came music, dancing, supper, etc. Both been theirs at the hands of our champion. We had, however,
Earth," and Mr. Watts followed with his brilliant exposition young and old enjoyed the festival occasion, and remembrance come weak opposition each night, and the result was suffiCient
to convince us that too much cannot be said in favor of Mr.
of "Agnosticism." Quite .a lively debate broke (Jut. after this of heroic virtue was joined with measures of delight, and with Watts's powers as· a debater.
Respectfully yours,
address. A Mr. Atwood, a Seventh Day Adventist, I believe, the toil and suffering of the past were mingled the sparkling
Owen Sound, Ont., Jan. 24, 1885.
GEo. S. CALDBECK.
though what he really was no fellow could find out, for his threads of hope, so that a happy picture was woven of the
discourse was one. of the greatest jumbles to which I ever boundless future.
IN addition to his visit to Buffalo Mr. Watts delivered nine
From Linesville we came to Altoona to attend. the State Con- lectures last week. The whole of this month he lectures in
listened. He was originally an admirer of Paine, and danced,
he said, seventeen sets one night in his honor. Hereafter I vention of Pennsylvania, and a grand timE\ is expected. The the States, and returns to Canada in March for a debate and
shall never dance seventeen sets in one night. I shall strictly following program outlines something of what will be done: a course of lectures. In April, accompanied by Mr. Putnam,
confine myself to sixtem;, for the fatal effects of seventeen are Friday evening, 7:30 o'clock, lecture by Ex-Rev. C. B. Rey- Mr. Watts makes a tour through the Westel'll states. All apsimply overwhelming. It puts one's heail. in such a whirl nolds, subject, "Salvlltion;" Saturday morning, Jan. 31st, 10 plications for lectures in those districts should be sent to Mr.
that he never knows what logical tumble he may take next, o'clock, session of the Pennsylvania State Liberal League; S. P. Putnam at once, care of TnE TRUTH SEEKER office, 33
that is, if our good friend is an example. Watts did his best Saturday afternoon, 2 o'clock, address on "Organization," by Clinton Place, New York city.
to straighten him out, to put some argument into his miscel- Ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds; addresses by H. Clay Luse, of
laneous speech, and then reply with most effectiv blows, and Waynesburg; Harry Hoover, of Pittsburg; Samuel P. Putnam,
MR. WATTS was compelled to cancel his engagement for
show the utter worthlessness of the theological claims of of New York; and Mrs. Mattie Krekel, of Missouri; Sunday Montreal to accept an invitation from Col. Ingersoll to meet
morning, Feb. 1st, 10 o'clock, Congress of Pennsylvania Lib- him at Buffalo for the pmpose of conferring on matters perChristianity. ·
On Thmsday morning Mr. Watts again lectured, his subject eral League, ~lection of officers, etc. ·, Sunda.y afternoon, 2 taining to the League, or the "American Secular Union."
being, "Civilization and its Aids." On Thursday evening Mrs. o'clock, lecture by Mrs. Mattie Krekel, of Missouri, subject,· Mr. Watts had a long interview with the colonel upon the futMattie Krekel was with us, and gave a beautiful oration, re- "Duty of the Hour;" lecture by S. P. Putnam, of New York m·e course to be adopted by our association, the full parmarkable and original in its development of thought, dem- (secretary of the National Liberal League), subject, "The ticulars of which, no doubt, will be publiHhed in these
onstrating the profound reasons we hav for celebrating the Church of the Future;" Sunday evening, 8 o'clock, Charles c~lumns next week.
memory of Thomas Paine, not simply because he was Thomas Watts, the great English champion of Seculari~m, subject,
Paine, but because he was such a thoroughly representativ "Secularism."
The Bruno Statue.
The orthodox are on fire with excitement, and would like,
man, and included in the sweep of his eventful life those vast
The following additional subscriptions for the
tendencies that flow to the universal republic of humanity, to ala John Calvin, to burn us up. The following from the
Pittsburg Dispatch, local paper, shows what a Christian spirit Bruno Statue hav been received:
the brotherhood of all nations.
$83 25
Mr. Charles Watts concluded the speaking portion of the is animating them, and how exceedingly desirous they are to Previously acknowledged, 1 00
-·~Convention with a lengthy address on the character and build up the kingdom of God. 'fhe outcome of all this zeal B. F. Underwood (2d contribution),
1 00
Gustav H. Schell,
teachings of the hero of the evening. Mr. Watts drew a dis- will be duly noted next week:
1 00
W. S. Flaugher,
tinction between true greatness and that based upon military INTIMATIONS THAT CHRISTIAN CITIZENS OF ALTOONA WILL INVOKE Thayer D. White,
1 00
THE LA.W AGAlNST BLASPHEl\IY.
renown, martial usurpation, and empty titles, which, he said,
1 00
Wm. Tyler,
ALTOONA,
Jan.
28th-The
announcement
that
the
Pennsyl1 00
were but the emblems of &n artificial grandeur. True greatJohn Turner,
vania State Liberal League will hold a three days' session here,
2 00
ness consists in the exercise of benevolence, justice, humane beginning on Friday next, has awakened considerable interest, Wm. H. Leff.
1 00
conduct, unselfish action, the fostering of freedom, the love and provoked no little discussion. The meetings will be held N. F. Griswold,
and practice of truth, and the endeavor to improve the masses in the City Opera House. Among the distinguished Free$91 25
Tot.al,
physically, morally, -and intellectually. The• former was thinkers announced to be in attendance are Colonel Robert G.
T.
B.
Wakeman,
!)3
Ingersoll,
who
will
lecture
on
"Which
Way;"
on
Saturday
Send
further
subscriptions
to
despised by Paine, but the latter he clung to and exemplified
evening; Charles Watts, of England; Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel,
through a long and activ life. The leading traits of Paine's of Missouri, and Samuel P. Putnam, of New York. An ex- Nassau street, New York city.
Jan. 30, 285.
life were then dwelt upon with considerable force: honesty, reverend is also announced to exhibit himself.
generosity, candor, industry, and courage, were qualities
Some of the enemies of the sort of Liberalism advocated by
shawn to be possessed to a large. degree by him, and also to this League are decidedly indignant at the inroad of Ingersoll
Lectures and Meetings.
be worthy of our emulation. Paine was a hero of three coun- and company upon this city, and it is whispered about that a
CHARLES WATTS will lecture at Upper Sandusky, Ohio, Feb.
collision will occur before the week is over. A gentleman who
tries and an instructor to the entire civilized world. In Eng- is believed to possess considerable grit, declared to-day that
17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th. Freethinkers in that place and in
land he gave the people a new and solid political education, blasphemy would not be permitted to go unpunished in this
neighboring places should make arrangements to attend, as it
in America he hastened the making of 'a grand republic, and city. He affirms that an organization of reputable citizens,
is
perhaps the only course of lectures which the Libemls can
in France he gave an impetus to one of the mightiest revolu- having the enforcement of the law at heart, exists here, and
that in due time proper steps will be taken to prevent public hav this winter. F. E. Sturgis is the activ mover in the mattions the world has ever seen.
·
ter, and any information can be obtained faom him. His adblasphemy.
Mr. Watts having gone through the principal events of
" Why," said he, "it is the duty of good citizens to aid in the dress is Box 614, Upper Sandusky, Ohio.
Paine's career, and touched upon his religious and political enforcement of the law, and what does the law say?" He then
MR. WATTS writes that be listened to Col. Ingersoll lectnre
teachings, gave the following estimate of his personal char- quoted section 30 of the act of March 31, lRGO, as follows:
"If any person shall willfully, premeditatedly, and disreacter: Thomas Paine was not perfect. Like other men, he had spectfully blaspheme or speak loosely and profanely of on Sunday, Jan. 25th, at Buffalo. Great as Mr. Watts's exhis faults and failings, but all trustworthy records of his life Almighty God, Christ Jesus, the Holy Spirit, or the scriptures pectations were they were more than realized in the two hams'
show him to be vastly superior to the descriptions given of him of truth, such person, on conviction thereof, shall be sentenced oration he heard from the colonel, who, in Mr. Watts's opinby his unscrupulous opponents. He was not a skeptic in the to pay a fine, not e::,:ceeding $100, and undergo an imprison- ion (and few will differ from him in this matter), is by far the
sense in which that word is accepted by the Christian world meiJ.t, not exceeding three months, or either, at the discretion greatest orator of the present day. Historical reference,
scriptural questions, anecdotal narrativs, and witty allusions,
to-day. On the contrary, he was a fir·m believer in what he of the court."
"The above section," said the friend of orthodoxy, "will be
termed a supreme being and the reality of a future life. But enforced if necessary." There is every reason to believe that in a style as unique as it is pleasing, render a lecture from
Thomas Paine was pre-eminently an honest man. He was a he represents a considerable number of people. At the same Col. Ingersoll an intellectual treat and an emotional gmtificaworld-wide reformer. National distinctions never interfered time, a very large proportion of the religious people oppose tion. Mr. and Mrs. Watts spent Sunday afternoon and the
with his labors of love. Wherever he observed tyranny, op- any repre&siv measures, declaring that the truth is abundantly greater part of Monday with the colonel and his charming
pression, and corruption he worked heartily and persistently able to take care of itself without invoking the aid of human wife, and on leaving their genial host and hostess were imlaw: They say they do not think it would be wise to giv·the
for their removal. By his heroic efforts he established a name Libe:clls an opportunity to pose before the world as martyrs. pressed more than ever of the wisdom in securing such a man
as Col. Ingersoll to be at the head of the great Secular movewhich became a terror to kings and priests, to tyrants and
LECTURE ENGAGEMENTS.
ment of the States and Canada.
despots of every grade. His self-denial won for him a fame
Sunday, Feb. 8th, ·watts and Putnam lecture at Pittsburg;
that for ages will cause him to be regarded as a real benefactor
,J. L. ANDREW writes: "I havjust returned from 'rexas after
lOth and 11th, at Alliance, Ohio; 12th and 13th, at Massillon,
to the human race. He had a generous and affectionate naOhio; Feb. 15th, at Cleveland; and at Upper Sandusky, Ohio, spending three months in that state lecturing. At the rer1uest
ture, a mind superior to fear and selfish interests; a mind
Feb. 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th. S. P. Putnam will lecture at of several Liberals, I hav decided to 1·eturn there some time
governed by the principles of uniform rectitude and integrity;
the coming spring. In ordEr to economize time and travel,
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 1st.
a mind the same in prosperity as in adversity; one which no
Special notice to all Liberal friends at Cleveland: Please re- I would like to hear from Liberals anywhere in the states who
bribe could seduce, and no terror could overawe. Unlike member that Mr. Watts will be with you on Sunday, Feb. 15th. are desirous of obtaining Liberal lectures. I will try to make
many of the would-be teachers of the present time, Paine Please do your best to advertise the meeting, in order that we my terms reasonable to all. I how made arrang~ments with
sacrificed no principle to personal gain, and marred no cause may hav full houses and a good field-day for the campaign.
the manager of the Opera House at Dallots for a lectnre there
to secure his own exclusiv advancement. His life was unsulFraternally yours,
SA~IUEL P. PUTNAl>I.
on some tlunday night. As it will he well advertised, I hope
lied by mean craft and petty trickery; his character was unthat the Liberals of that city will come, and induce their
Jan. 31, 1885.
tarnished with avarice and treachery, and his honor was unfriends to accompany thorn. 'rhere will bo an admission to
tainted with the blight of fal~ehood and hypocrisy. Loyalty
Saturday, 10 P.M.-A large audience gathered in the Opera meet expenses. If there are any Liberals in Western Arkansas
to truth, allegiance to justice, and fidelity to friendship raised House to listen to Ingersoll's bewitching eloquence, but he who desire Liberal lectures, I will be pleased to lectu!e for
him mountains high above those hollow and pretentious shams was compelled to be absent. In this delemma we had to call them en route to Texas. Inclosed is S4, for which send THE
who desire to be thought the instructors of the people to-day. in the assistance of our plucky Charles Watts, who never spoke TRUTH SEEKER to the names in my private letter. All letters
Paine possessed a large and benevolent heart. He was faith- so magnificently in his life, and showed that, next to Inger- addressed me in care Professor D. 0. Bryant, Fort Scott, Kanful to his friends, forgiving to his enemies; compassionate to soll, he is our most brilliant Liberal orator. He. took the sub•
the unfortunate, self-denying to private interests, but zealous ject "Which Way?" and with remarkable skill and fervid elo- sas, will find me."
for the public good; magnanimous without being proud, hum- quence, contra3ted Christianity with Secularism. The audiThe Message of the Wind.
ble without being mean, just without being harsh, simple in ence was thoroughly satisfied and forgot their disappointment.
QUERY.
his manners, but manly in his feelings: one upon whose word While there is but one Ingersoll, it is fortunate that we hav a
When from his slumber in the icy North
you could rely, and whose countenance would never deceive Watts also, who, in a emergency like this, can wield his own
Grim Boreas wakes and issues freezing forth;
you. Nobly he adorns the pantheon of the world's mighty magic wand.
_ When through hare trees the Sont?ern z~phyrs sing,
Jli!rs. Mattie Krekel, after Mr. 'V atts's splEndid discourse,
heroes, and stands forth among the most prominent political
And rouse our memory of the gemal sprmg;
and religious reformers of the eighteenth century-a pioneer aided us also with an animated speech that closed the meeting
Or I~ast or West the winds sweep soft or strong,
of liberty and a harbinger of intellectual freedom. True, with a real triumph, and won for herself new laurels.
\Y.ha.t is the one sweet burden of their song?
against him has the venom of malice been hurled, the fire of
C. B. Reynolds has been chosen secretary and state lecturer,
ANSWER.
bigotry kiDdled, the waves of superstition ruthlessly dashed. and, no doubt, with his enthusiastic labors and such co-adjuThis is the message that they bear
Professing Christians hav maligned his character, perverted tors as Professor Seymour, Pennsylvania will become one of
O'er lrmd an(l o'er tho water,
his teachings, and most foully misrepresented the record of the banner states of th~ Liberal cause.
" The best of ANNUALS is out,,
And only costs a quarter.
SAMUEL P. PUTNA)L
his labors. During his life they shunned him, and at his
~
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If the legislature bas no option to legislate for re- compels the proprietor to bring it into the scboolligious instruction, much less bav the school direct- room, and permit Christian children to devote a porors. They bav no powers except those conferred by tion of the school time to reading ·and studying it. statute. The teachers bav less. They are employees This is an establishment of Bible religion. The
Religious Exercises in Public Schools.
only. The directors can frame the regulations for court cannot interpolate the word private into the law
as it now stands. If constitutional as to public schools,
The Supreme Court of Iowa filed an opinion upon the schools, within the limits prescribed by law.
The constitutional provision which was claimed to it is unconstitutional as to private schools; and as
the question of religious exercises in schools in
.the constitutional part of the law, if there is such a
September last, in the case of" Moore vs. Monroe and apply to this case is:
"The General Assembly shall make no law respecting an part, is not separable from the unconstitutional part,
another."
The plaintiff Moore brought an action against the establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise the whole statute fa}ls.
nor shall any person be compelled to attend any
If the intent of this law was to sanction the readteachers of the school and directors of the district, and thereof;
places of worship, pay tithes, taxes, or rates for building or .
f th B'bl
t f b
r ·
·
f
prayed an injunction to prevent the reading or repeat- repairing places of worship, or the maintenance of any minis- mg 0
e I e as par o t e re Igwus exerCises o
the school, it makes the teachers an essential part of
ing of the Bible or any part thereof, and the singing of ter or ministry."
The plaintiff held, as the court states, "that by the a religious ministry. In the name of the state, at
religious songs in the school. The court refused to
grant the injunction, and Moore appealed to the Su- use of the school-house as a place for reading the the expense of the tax-payers, they do the work of
preme Court, where the decision was affirmed. The Lord's Prayer, and singing religious songs, it is made the church; and they compose a religious ministry,
opinion of the court, by Judge Adams, recites that a place of worship; and so his children are compelled though never licensed by a sect, or ordained as
the teachers of the school are accustomed to occupy to attend a place of worship, and be as a taxpayer is priests.
·
The concession that parents may prohibit their
a few minutes each morning in reading selections compelled to pay taxes for building and repairing a
children from reading the Bible is a concession that
from the Bible, in repeating the Lord's Prayer, and place of worship."
The court continues: "We can conceive that exer- religion is a private matter, not a state concern. The
singing religious songs; that the plaintiff ·bas two
children in the school, but that they are not required cises like those described might be adopted with parent bas the right to go farther, and to demand
to be prese:.nt during the time thus occupied. The other views than those of worship, and possibly they that the Bible shall not .be read in the presence of
He bas a right
teac1ler refused to discontinue such exercises, and are in the case at bar; but it is hardly to be pre- his children as a religious exercise.
sumed that this is wholly so. For the purposes of to insist that his children shall not be turned out of
the directors refused to interfere.
These religious exercises took place in school the opinion, it may be conceded that the teachers the school-room to allow the teacher to conduct a
hours, and if they were proper they were a legitimate do not intend to wholly exclude the idea of worship. Bible exere:ise. He bas an equal right to insist that
part of the school training, which the teachers and It would follow from such concession that the school- they shall not bav their school hours shortened for
the directors bad a right to enforce, and to require bouse is, in some sense, for the time being made a such purpose; that the time which should be deeach pupil to join in. The teachers bad no right to place of worship. But it seems to us that if we voted to study shall not be used for Bible-reading,
use the school-room for purposes of propagandism should bold that it is made a place of worship within prayer, or praise.
outside of the regular school hours. They are em- the meaning of the Constitution, we should put a very
The right to regulate the school does not extend
played solely for the purpose of teaching, not for strained censtruction upon it. The object of the beyond purely Secular instruction. To go beyond
prayer or praise, or scriptural instruction.
N 0 provision, we think, is not to prevent the casual use this invades the province of private right and religteacber bas a right to institute devotional meetings of a public building as a place for offering prayer or ious liberty. It is to regulate the religious conduct
for an Episcopal service, for instruction in the creed doing other acts of religious worship, but to prevent of pupill', and make the public schools an arena for
of the Presbyterian or Catholic ~burch, to ask the the enactment of a law whereby any person can be propagating the faith of the teacher-for displaying
children to count their beadf.', or to bow before the compelled to pay taxes for building or repairing any sectarian zeal. This leads to sectarian tests in school
cross, in the school-rooms outside of school hours. place designed to be used distinctivly as a place of elections. The directors and teachers will be seTa do so would array sect against sect, to become a worship."
lected with reference to their religious faith. Catbopropagandist of the faith of the teacher. In a graded
This is evasiv, pure pettifogging. The object of lie, Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, and Infidel will
school, with Protestant and Catholic teacberf.', the- the provision was to divorce religious worship from necessarily rai~e the question of ·sect, and the faith
ological discussions and conflicts would take place. public affairs. Religion was considered a private of the director and teacher will become, in fact, the
If this would not be proper outside of school bourf.', affair, to be exercised on private property, not on chief requisit for re-election or appointment. Init would not be in school hours. It is no less a per- public property, or to any extent at public cost. If stead ot keeping religion out of · scbool-politicf.',
version of the school law to bav religious exercises the school-bouse is used for church purposes, it is this decision makes it a living issue, and forces it to
in school hours. The teachers bav no right to intra- within the prohibition of the Constitution. If the the· front. It clothes the teacher with autocratic
duce text-books at tlieir will and pleasure. They can teacher holds religious service during school hours, powers. He is a greater power than the parent., the
not introduce the St. James or revised versions of then the teacher is a recognized part of the ministry, school-boar~, and the legislature. The Supreme
the Bible, or the Douay version, without authority a school chaplain, and is paid by the state for services Court of Iowa bas already abdicated in his favor.
from the school board. The school board cannot do as such. Such a use is not a casual use of the Religious rings will be formed to maintain this power
it without authority from the legislature. The legis- building. It is no less religious service because the in the hands of sectarian teachers. Sects will vie
lature must bav constitutional authority to authorize teacher waives the right to compel all pupils to at- with each other to place this religious local option in
it. The court in Moore's case held that the Bible tend. To that Extent the teacher appropriates pub- the bands of their members. Such religious zeal
could not be excluded from the schools bscause sec- lie time in which secular instruction should be given will increase religious bigotry and sectarian strife.
tion 1,764 of the code providef.', "The Bible shall not to the private religious worship of himself or herself
W. S. BusH.
be excluded from anv school or institution in this and the pupils who are of the same religious faith.
Bacon and Shakespere.
state, nor shall any pu.pil be required to read it con- The teacher becomes a sectarian propagandist at
10
0
trary to the wishes of his parent or guardian;" that public expense. School taxes are used for the supA
H R 0 N GRAPH
PAR ALL E L.
"under this proviEion it is a matter of individual port of religion.
A.D. 1594.
option with school-teachers as to whether they will
After this evasiv construction of the Constitution,
Bacon at 33 still lacks promotion, and is in pecuuse the Bible in schools or not, such option being re- the opinion travels out of the record, and suggests niary distress. His want of practice at the bar is the
stricted only by the provision that no pupil shall be that, "possibly, the plaintiff is a propagandist, and strongest objection to his aspiration for the atrequired to read it contrary to the wishes of his regards himself charged with a mission to destroy torneysbip. He therefore meets that objection by
parent or guardian. It was doubtless thought bv the influence of the Bible. Whether this be so or making his first pleading at king's bench, Jan. 27tb.
the legislature that an attempt on the part of school not, it is suffident to say that the courts are charged He acquits himself so well that Burleigh congratuboards to excludt>, by official action, the Bible from with no such mission." The court stoops to excuse lates him and asks for a note of his chief points for a
the schools would result in unseemly controversief.', its lack of law by appealing to Christian prejudice.
report. A few days later be argues another case with
to be decided ultimately at the pollf', ann that such
What if be is a propagandist? The court can find eclat. Gosnold, who bears him, remarks that be
controversies would naturally disturb the harmony of no Comtitutional prohibition against that, so long as "spangled his speech with unusual words," and is
school districtf.', and impair the efficiency of the be does not enter the school-room in school hours to persuaded that "Bacon will be too bard for the
schools."
·
attack the Bible. If be bas no right to attack the Bible Cooke"-meaning Lord Coke, whose name was origTbe conclusion of the court as to the evil to be at public expense, the converse is true-the teacher inally thus spelt and sounded.
avoided is not correct. Without the statute the Bible bas no right to insist on reading it, to go further, and
Essex is more resolute than ever for Bacon's apcould not b~ introduced. . The tea~bers would ?av offer prayer, and worship by religious songs. The pointment, and is angry with Burleigh for not supbad no optiOn. But the mtroduchon of the Bible court can find no more authority to preserve the Bi- porting his near kinsman, who, "excepting only his
~a~urally .leads to sectarian controversies. T~e re- ble than it can to destroy it. It has no jurisdiction four poor years of admittance," is in all other
!1g10us faith of. the teacher, who has the optiOn to ·over the canon of the scriptures, the question of respects far fitter for the place than Coke.
mtroduce the Bible or not, becomes a test of fitnesf.', inspiration, the selection and approval of the true
On the lOth of April Coke receives the appointand the school directors will be elected with reference translation. The Constitution bas conferred a li.m- ment. But the place of solicitor is not filled, and
to their religious views. :rbe very evil the court ited jurisdiction on the court, and these questions are among the competitors there is none so competent as
says ~as to be prevent~d I.s pro~uc.ed by the law. not submitted to its jurisdiction. The assumption Bacon, who is still under a cloud at court for his late
But 1f the law Is conshtuhonal, It Is a law to be that the preservation of the Bible bas been commited subsidy speech. Anthony writes to his mother, May
strictly construed. It simply prohibits the exclusion to its care is absurd. But the court seems to be im- 17th, that if Francis does not vbtain the place before
of the Bible from the schools. It does not prohibit prel:lsed with the same sense of duty to sustain the next term, they will make no further effort for it.
the exclusion of religious exercises.
It does religion which influenced Lord Coke and assumes
By the 13th of June the queen so far relents
,not _giv the te~cher an option to bold religious the same sort of sanctity which the an~ient Christian toward Bacon as to employ him in an important inseivices. ~or the e~tablis~i~g of re~igi?us se~vices judges of England did when they were called upon vestigation touching her own safety. Near the close
by statute Is to establish rehgwn, which IS forbidden to make law at the demand of the king to uphold of the preceding year her physician, LopEz, was deby the Bill of Rights. If the legislature can giv half royal robbery or royal lust.
tected by Essex in a plot to poison her. The
an hour of the school time to reading of the BiblE>, to
The law protects the school-bouse from religious evidence was disclosed to the government in Januprayer and praise, it can giv an hour or more. It propagandism; and the court should so declare with- ary, 1594, but the Cecils treated it so lightly that
can make religious education the principal feature of out excepting any sect or church, and should bold Essex is brought into contempt. The earl then reth~ schools. Tb~ Ie9islature can bav no such option. the teacher down to tbe legal contract, with the same solves to pursue the inquiry further, aided by his
If It could, sectanamsm would be a test for office. strictness it would if the teacher was a Catholic or a secretary, Anthony Bacon. The result is that Lopez
One legislature would enforce the reading and study Jew. It should bav held the statute to be unconsti- is proved guilty and sent to the Tower, vvitb two
of the Douay version; the next the Protestant ver- tutional when construed as the court construes it. other confederates, where for three months they
sian. Religious strife would ensue. It would be It should bav been so held for another reason. As awai.t execution.
idle . to reply that no child. should be instruct~d in adopted by the board of education criginally, it reAt this stage of the proceedings the services
a fa1t~ contrary to the WI~hes of his parent or ferrecl in terms only to public schools and institutions. of Francis Bacon are employed. Two principal ofguardian: If he bas the right to demand thif', be Under the Revised Code of 1873, it applies to all ficers of the king of Spain are implicated, and it is
bas the ngbt to demand that the teacher shall not scboolf.', private as well as public. This recognition of probable that King Philip himself is privy to the
~eglect .purely secular .instruction ~o giv religious the Bible as a book which, by statute, is required plot. But Elizabeth and the majority of her minismstructwn to the P.upils whose faith is that of the to be in all schools and institutionf.', is an intmference ters are loth to expose the crimes of royalty, and
teacher. He bas a ngbt to say that be ought not to with private rights of conscience, It invades the the evidence is suppressed. The clearest narrativ of
be taxed to pay for purely religious instruction.
private school which professes to be secular, and the case is drawn up by Bacon, but never published
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until he has been dead 31 years, entitled "A. True that are strikingly paralleled in" :M:idsammer Night's of which we dream, we can advance slowly toward
Report of the Detestable Treason Intended by Dr. Dream "and other later plays. And in this fragment- better conditions by traveling the road of education
Roderigo Lopez," etc.
ary Masque, which Shakspere never could hav seen, -education in its fullest, truest sense. Impress it
. During the progress of the investigation Bacon there is the following speech of an Oracle which is upon your minds that there is no permanent benefit
journeys to the north, whence he writes a letter to equal to the ordinary flights of the versified plays: to be derived from any " reform " that denies liberty. Not one single victory has been won by man
the queen, regretting that sudden illness has foiled his
"Seated between the Old World and the New,
purpose. Being near Cambridge, he makes use
for man that did not enlarge the bounds of individA land there is no other land may touch,
Where reigns a queen, in peace and honor true;
ual liberty. Despotism is destructiv, not constructiv.
of the opportunity to obtain the degree of Master of
Stories or fables do describe no such.
Tyranny pushes backward; liberty lifts forward.
Arts.
Never did Atlx.~ such a bm·den bear
E. c. wALKER.
About this time he writes" The First Copy of my
As she, in holding up the world opprest,
Discourse touching the Safety of the Queen's PerSupplying with her virtue everywhere
·weakness of friends, errors of servants best.
son," only a fragment of which is preserved.
This Was. This Is. This Shall
No nation breeds a warmer blood for war,
December comes, but no promotion. Anthony has
Peroration of Colonel Jnge'rsoll's Lectm·e, "1Vldch JVay." From the Im•esUAnd yet she calms them by her majesty.
gator.
pledged his estate for money to enable Francis
No age hath ever wits refined so far,
to make the northern journey, and money has to be
I look-In gloomy caves I see the sacred serpents
And yet she calms them by her policy.
To her thy son must make his sacrifice,
raised to pay the interest on money already borcoiled, waiting for their sacrificial prey. I see their
If he will hav the morning of his eyes."
rowed. Never did Anthony appear to disapprove of
open jaws, their restless tongues, their glittering eyes,
his brother's conduct.
The words we hav italicized are paralleled with the their cruel fangs. I see them seize and crush, in
On the 5th of December Bacon begins to prepare following in the third part of " Henry VI." and "As many horrid folds, the helpless children given by
a "Promus of Formularies and Elegancies." In You Like It:"
superstitious fathers and mothers to appease the
these, says Mr. Spedding, "may be traced the footSerpent-God. I look again. I see temples wrought
"Thou art no At!as for so gre 1! a weight."
prints of a journey in the mind over a large field of
of stone, and gilded with barbaric gold. I see altars
"Shall see thy virtues witness'd everywhere."
reading and meditation, with a view to fix the leadred
with human blood. I see the solemn priests
A multitude of other equally striking parallels are
ing features in memory and store them for future
t.hrust knives in the white breasts of girls. I look
pointed
out
by
Mr.
Holmes
between
other
parts
of
use." Perhaps ere this the astute biographer has
again. I see other temples and other altars, where
been astonished to learn that these" formularies and the Masque and other plays.
greedy flames devour the flesh and bloed of babes.
And
here
we
note
a
few
of
the
allusions
in
the
elegancies" are nearly all reproduced in the works
I see other temples, and other priests, and other
of Shakespere, while but a small proportion can plays to masques and. revels:
altars dripping with the blood of oxen, lambs, and
"This harnessed masque, ·and unadvised revel."
be found in any of Bacon's acknowledged writings.
doves. I see other temples, and other priests, and
-King John v, 2.
We refer to an elaborate book entitled "Promus of
other altars on which are sacrificed the liberties of
"With pomp, with triumph, and with reveli!lg. ''
Formularies and Elegancies, by Francis Bacon: Ilman. I look-I see the cathedrals of God, the huts
-Mid. N. Drertm, i, 1.
lustrated and Elucidated by Passages from Shakeof peasants-the robes of kings, the rags of honest
"The king doth keep his revels here to-night."
spare." By Mrs. Henry Pott. Houghton, Mifflin, &
men. I see a world at war; the lovers of God are
" If you will patiently dance in our ronnd .
Co., Boston, 1883. vVe shall recur to this work
And see our moonlight revels, go with us."
the destroyers of men. I see dungeons filled with
-Ibid ii, 1.
hereafter. ·
the noblest and the best. I see exiles, wanderers,
"A fortnight hold we this solemnity,
But there is still further evidence, this year, to
outcasts, millions of martyrs,· widows, and orphans.
In nightly revels and new jollity."
-Ibid v, 1.
prove that Bacon is secretly a play-writer-one of
I see the cunning instruments of torture, and hear
These two plays, "Midsummer Night's Dream" again the shrieks, and sobs, and moans of millions
the five classes of "vagrants," who, in the judgment
dead. I see the prison's gloom, the fagot's flame. I
of Lord Coke, are fit subjects for the grand jury, and and "King John," were written about this time.
whose end is "beggary." In December, 1594, the
see a world beneath the feet of priests-Liberty in
Christmas Revels are revived at Gray's Inn, after an
Shakspere at 30 dedicates another poerri, "Lu- chains; every virtue a crime; every crime a virtue;
intermission of four years. Lady Bacon is already crece," to Southampton. There is no other evidence the white forehead of honor wearing the brand of
grieved to learn that plays ure being performed of their friendship. "Midsummer Night's Dream" shame; intelligence despised; stupidity sainted; hyat her son Anthony's house, "very much to the de- has appeared. "Titus Andronicus," one of the earli- pocrisy crowned, and, bending above the earth, religlight of Essex and his jovial crew" (of whom South- est plays, is entered at the Stationers' Hall early in ion's night without a star. THIS WAS.
ampton is, of course, one), but "to the peril of ber this year, and is said to hav been printed, but no copy
I look again, and in the East of Hope, the first pale
sons' souls." Plays and novels are burnt privately by is known to be extant dated prior to 1600; and impor- light shed by the herald star givs promis of another
the bishops and publicly by the Puritans. The tant variations appear in the Folio of 1623, made dawn. I look, and from the ashes, blood, and tears,
pious mother is distressed to hear that the Christmas certainly after 1611. The first sketch of the second the countless heroes leap to bless the future and
revels are to be resumed, and on the 5th of Decem- part of "Henry VI.," under a different title, is avenge the past. I see a world at war, and in t.he
ber she writes to Anthony: "I trust they will not printed in 1594, but without the name of the author, storm and chaos of the deadly strife, thrones crumble,
mum, nor mask, nor sinfully revel at Gray's Inn." and perhaps surreptitiously (see 1588). The first altars fall, chains break, creeds change. The highest
"But it was too late for praying," says Mr. Sped- sketch of " Taming of the Shrew" is also printed this peaks are touched with holy light. The dawn has
ding; "the youth of Gray's Inn were already deep in year, but not in its complete form until1623. After blossomed-it is day. I look. I see discoverers sailsinful consultation." They elect a prince of Purpoole 1594 plays hav to be licensed and entered at the Sta- ing mysterious seas. I see inventors cunningly enslave the blind forces of the world. Schools are built.
("Dominus Purpoole" in 1587), and provide him tioners' before they can be printed.
ANTIQUARY.
Teachers slowly take the place of priests. Philosowith a Privy Council. The revels begin December
phers arise. Thinkers giv the world their wealth of
20th, and continue till January 3d. "It is one of
Dilemma, Eb. ~
the most elegant Christmas entertainments, probMr. Hill has a fine sense of humor; that is proven brain, and lips grow rich with words of truth.
ably," says Mr. Spedding, "that was ever presented by his accusing me of " dodging "-and that, too, in THIS IS.
I look again. The popes, and priests, and kings
to an audience of statesmen and courtiers;'" and he such an extraordinarily straightforward article as was
are gone. The altars and the thrones hav mingled
conjectures that Bacon ha.d a himd in the general his!
design, because "we know that he had a taste for
N 0 man who understands plain English, and de- with the dust. The aristocracy of land and cloud
such things, and did sometimes take a part in ar- sires to deal justly with an opponent, will ever accuse hav perished from the earth and ail'. The gods are
ranging them.
me of dodging an issue. Mr. Hill says that he asked dead. ·A new religion sheds its gbry on mankind.
On the 28th of December a grand night's enter- me this question: "If the drunken stabbing of three It is the gospel of this world, the religion of the body,
tainment is prepared, with " A Comedy of Errors ''to innocent people upon the public street, as recently the evangel of health and joy. I see a world at
be "played by the players." The crowd of lords and happened in this city, does not giv a just cause for peace, where labor reaps its true reward-a world
ladies is so great that there is not room enough for legal protection against the rum· beverage traffic, without prisons, without workhouses, without aRythe actors, and the evening has to be spent in ordi- what would?" If by "legal protection" Mr. Hill lums; ·a world on which the gibbet's shadow does
nary reveling and dancing. But when that is over, means prohibition, I answer, No. Perhaps he means not fall; a world where the poor girl, trying to win
the "Comedy of Errors" is performed, which Mr. the restraint of the criminals, in which case I answer, bread with the needle-the needle that has been
Spedding supposes was Shakspere's. This, says he, Yes. But it is utterly useless to try to reason with called "the asp for the breast of the poor "-is not
is regarded as the crowning disgrace bf the unfortu- men who are so blind to facts and so impervious to driven to the desperate choice of crime or death, of
nate Gmnd Night, which is ever afterward called the reason as to argue that, because certain mfn, under suicide or shame. I see a world without the beg"Night o/ En·ors."
the influence of a certain article of drink, commit gar's outstretched }Hlm, the miser's heartless, stony
The next night is taken up with a legal inquiry be- crimes, therefore all men are to be forbidden the use Btare, the piteous wail of want, the pallid fll.ce of
fore the court of Oyer and Terminer into the causes of that article. Talk of" dodging!" In my reply to crime, the livid lips of lies, the cruel eyes of scorn.
of those disorders. The offenders are convicted but Mr. Hill I showed that there were other causes of I see a race without disease of flesh or brain, shapely
pardoned, and the prince's council proceeds "to hold crime which the people should be "legally pro- and fair-the married harmony of form and function.
a consultation for the recovery of their lost honor." tected" against, if Mr. Hill's theory of paternalism And, as I look, Li.fe lengthens, Joy deepens, Love inAt this stage Mr. Spedding has no doubt that was to be honestly and impartially applied. Here is tensifies, Fear dies-Liberty, at last, is God-Heaven
Bacon took the leading parts in preparing" Divers a man who shoots down his wife, her mother, and is here. THIS SHALL BE.
Plots and Devices" for the night of January 3d. her sister, because he has become jealous of the
The speeches of the six councillors are given, and former: If the cowardly shooting of "these three
A cORRESPONDEN'r of the London Telegraph with the
the answer of the prince, all of which the biographer innocent people does not give a just cause for legal Nile expedition has learned from a refugee how the
says are without doubt Bacon's composition, being protection against•" the love passion, what would? Mahdi raises funds. From time to time he appears
reproduced by him in his work entitled, "Solomon's ''Would twice three, or twenty times three, or one before his people, and says he has been commanded
House."
hundred times three, justify a Freethinker in appeal- to p!trt with all his goods; everything he possesses,
"Gesta Grayorum, or the History of the high and ing to law against the" passion "that was the direct in short, must go to the public treasury, or to the
mighty Prince, Henry, Prince of Purpoole, etc., who cause of these dastardly outrages?" Mr: Hill kno~s ".Bait el Mal" (~harity box): P!ofl'e1:a are made on all
reigned and died A.D. 1594," was accidentally found that thousands of such crimes are committed, and m Sides to save hrm from stnppmg his household, but
and/rinted in 1685, author unknown. But Bacon's the mirror which I thus hold up before him he can 1all these he resolutely declines, saying, "The comhan is apparent not only in the speeches of the "see himself as others see him."
mand is for me, not you." By and by their turn
Masque, but in the Articles drawn up for the governIn a word the perversion of each of our faculties comes when the Mahdi says he has had a communiment of the new "Order of the Helmet," as Mr. and appetit~s leads to the commission of crime, and cation, from "El Hadra" that such a one is to giv all
Holmes demonstrated from parallelisms between the there is but one effectual way in which crime ca~ be he has to_ the "Bait el_ Mal.:' They ha:v s~en the
said Articles and the Plays of Shakspere that ap- stamped out, and that is by the complete extermma- prophet himself complymg With these d1rect~ons of
peared after 1594, as well as Bacon's known works. tion of the 'race. Here is where prohibitipn ends. the "Presence," and how dare any one ~lse disobey?
The reign of the Prince of Purpoole is prolonged Mr. Hill car: by law secure the destruction.of vice and Accordingly, making a virtue of neces~ity, go~ds and-until the day before Lent. Bacon's contributions to crime, but the price will be a costly one. After he slaves all find their way to the "chanty box, otherthese royal amusements continued far into the reign has nearly purified the race by killing all but him- wise the prophet's chest. All disputes about goods
of James I.
self, be can then commit physical, as he has already or betrothals the Mahdi quickly settles by approPragments of another Masque hav lately been dis-~logical, suicide, and thus complete the job.
priating the goods to the public treasury, and the
covered, evidently prepared about the same time and
But while by despotism we cannot take even one women to his harem. He courts the poor and givs
by the same hand, containing numerous passages step in the direction of that goal of earthly perfection them free license to plunder, and snubs Lhe sheiks.
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A Tent for Summer Campaigning.
There is one scheme for propagating Freethought,
proposed by the chairman of the executiv committee
of the League, which should not be allowed to fall
through. We refer to the purchase of a tent for use
in towns where halls are difficult to obtain or the rent
is too high to allow of more than one night's engagement. There are many reasons why a tent would be
an invaluable aid to the League. In summer, people do not like to sit in close, hot halls, while they
would like to hear a lecture delivered in almost open
air. Then, again, in small towns there may be a
dozen Liberals, who would help a lecturer, but are
unwilling to take the responsibility of getting him to
visit them, either because of the expense, or fearing
that their Christian neighbors would retaliate by
hurting their business. But if a worker like Mr.
Reynolds should pitch his tent in the place and assume the responsibility for the whole affair, they
would cheerfully aid him. With a tent a long stay
can be made in places with comparativly little expense, and the people thoroughly aroused ~o the importance of forming Leagl'l.es and otherwise contributing to the spread of Freethought. The novelty of
the scheme and the curiosity which fills the breast of
the average human biped of either sex can be safely
relied on to insure good audiences, and the eloquence,
ability, and earnestness of any one of a half-dozen
of our speakers we could name can just as surely be
depended upon to insure good results. A hard
worker with a tent could pay his way by private contributions, public collections, and by the sale of Freethought literature. And Mr. Reynolds is just the
man to take charge of the experiment.
.
So certain are we that such a project would be a
succesE', that if THE TRUTH SEEKER had any surplus
funds Mr. Reynolds's plan should surely be tried.
As it is, the best that can be done shall be done,
and the League can call on the Truth Seeker Com·
pany for ten dollars cash and twenty-five dollars'
worth of books and pamphlets to be sold for the
benefit of the tent fund. If forty other people, forty
times as able to do it as we are, will walk to the front,
the League can go right on campaigning through
the hottest weather with most beneficent results.

Fitting the Martyr's Crown.
Whether or not Heber Newton's head ~s aching for
a martyr's crown, some of his brother Episcopalians
seem determined he shall hav one. His sermon upon
the dogmas of the trinity and original sin is to be the
basis of a second presentment for heresy to his
bishop, Mr. Potter. An Episcopal layman is said to
be drafting the charges, and being called upon by a
reporter of the Sun, he gleefully said that "the
pressure which is being brought to bear upon Assistant-Bishop Potter is one to which in all probability he will be constrained to yield from a high
sense of duty as the shepherd of an orthodox communion. We are urging him to take such a step, because we consider the question to be settled not a
question of high church, or low church, or broad
church, but whether the fundamental doctrin of our
religion, which every shade of churchmanship holds
in common, shall thus be openly assaulted, while the
assaulter remains in a place which makes him appear
as speaking by authority."
Mr. N. Quackenbos, the ecclesiastical lawyer, is indined to be severe upon the bishop for not having
ere this put a gag on Mr. Newton's mouth, or strangled him with bishoply edicts. In his judgment,

Mr. Quackenbos said that "public rumor" was sufficient ground for the bishop to act upon, and that
he ought to hav paid attention to the previous presentment. Yet Mr. Newton, he lamented, "is permitted to go on Sunday after Sunday, and preach not
simply' erroneous and strange doctrin,' bqt unadulterated heresy, to the. disgrace of the Episcopal pulpit and the reproach of the entire church. Had the
bishop acted when the first presentment was made,
Mr. Newton would ha.v been convicted and deposed
from the ministry. But these charges were never
acted upon. The former presentment still has, vitality, and could be acted upon even at this lat!il hour.
But we do not propose to proceed under this old
presentment. We hav a stronger case to-day. Mr.
:Newton's sermons are reported every Monday morning in the daily papers, and Christians and churchmembers stand aghast. I am credibly informed that
the written reports of Mr. Newton's sermons are submitted to and approved by Mr. Newton himself before they are published. These sermons, as they appear in the paperf', are therefore to be taken as
authenticated reports of his utterances."
There is one thing Mr. Newton can congratulate
himself upon-John Calvin is dead, and green-oak
tribunals hav gone out of fashion.

The Bad Results of Revivals.

The blame for this must rest upon sectarianism.
Catholics put their consciences in the keeping of the
priests, and, after attending confession and performing such penances as the confessor directs, trouble
themselvs no more with the matter. Calvinists do
not believe in the hurrah style of conversion, complacently contending that all things are foreordained,
and coolly reasoning themselvs into heaven and their
opponents into the other place. If the premises of
Calvinism were true, it would be a logical religion.
But Methodism is different from these two sectarianisms. It will not allow the ministers to be sole guardians of the people's religious prospects, neither does
it consider a cut-and-dried formula of creed sufficient
for salvation. Every one must depend upon faith in
the blo od of Chr.ist for his happiness hereafter, and
must work out his salvation in fear and trembling.
Every emotion in the human heart is appealed to.
Fear of hell, hope of heaven, love of friends, hatred
of "God's enemieE'," are all skilfully interwoven into
the exhortations of the revivalistE', and so" easily
moved are many people, that hundreds of emotional
women are driven into hysterics and scores of nervous men to insanity. Suicide is the next step, if the
overwrought brain is not relieved.
Some eight hundred and forty-two suicides occurred in this country last year, of which one hundred and fifty are attributed to insanity, and the
causes of one hundred and eighty-five are unknown.
Seven clergymen shuftled off this mortal coil of their
own volition. Were they insane, and how many of
their fellow-lunatics owed their loss of mind to religious excitement? The papers of this city in one
week last summer recorded eight suicides of "insane" person~C", and in six cases the cause of insanity
was "religious excitement." If the same per centage continued through the tabulated "insane " and
"unknown,'' the Christian church would hav some
two hundred and fifty suicides to answer for; and of
these Methodism must bear an enormous share.
Let a revivalist be a strong, positiv, magnetic person, an impassioned, fluent, and rhetorical speaker;
let him hav the aid of solemn and voluptuous music,
and the soil prepared for his working by years of
unquestioning belief in the truth of Christianity; giv
him, to operate upon, people prepared by these hereditary influence&, and further giv him-as are usuallyfound in revival meetings-men nervous, intense,
negativ in character; women, emotional, passionate,
perhaps hysterical through disease-and a good crop
of converts can always be predicted. Under' the
same conditions they could be converted to Mohammedanism, or Mormonism, with equal ease. The
"spirit" comes down to such assemblages, and "new
births'' are exceedingly frequent. But equally as
certain is it that more or less insanity will be produced by the religious excitement; and upon how
long the revivalist holds forth and how deep the
converts are stirred will depend the number of
suicides that may occur. Methodist "protracted
meetings" hav the conditions we hav described, and
in consequence lead to the greatest immorality. It
is all as natural as rolling down hill. The "grace of
God" which overcomes the converts is only a temporary suspension of circulation. The same feeling
is observed when they fall in love.
"Religion,'' in its general or abstract sense, is an
object of curiosity to the psychologist. A convert
made at a Methodist protracted meeting is a subject
for a doctor.
1

The Kearney, Neb., Courier tells of the suicide of
another victim to Methodism. A young man named
Eaker, whose home was near Auburn, this state, was
visiting a college friend living in Divide township,
Neb., for the purpose of prospecting, with a view to
speculating in lands to some extent. His friends
thought him a well-balanced and level-headed young
fellow.
A " protracted meeting " of the Methodists had
been going on for several days in the vicinity, and
young Eaker took considerale interest in attending
the services. One morning, at the close of family
prayer, he acted morosely and had a look of despondency on his face. After breakfast he retired to
his room, and, standing before a mirror, shot himself
in the forehead.
There i~C", perhaps, no other religious sect in the
world, certainly not in this country, which is responsible for so many suicides ae Methodism. Its very
nature is emotional; its devotees never reason; the
preachers do not ask them to, being anxious mainly
to convince "sinners" of the existence of heaven and
hell, and of their own divine appointment as leaders
to the one and from the other. A "conversion " in a
Methodist "protracted meeting " has its base in the
Was It the "Hand of God'~"
sentiment of fear, skilfully worked upon by the revivalist. When the "convert" has become thoroughly
An incident came to our knowledge last week which,
frightened, the preacher holds out the "promis of if it had been reversed, is what our esteemed ChrisJesus" to him who shall believe. Credulity is then tian contemporaries would call the mysterious work
the string played upon. If the convert has a large of God.
enough stock of credulity, he may believe _the
Some three or four months ago, a resident of Balpreacher, and become for the time happy in the ton Spa, this state (we can giv all particulars, so our
thought that he is" saved." Then comes the reac- Christian friends may verify this miracle), was walktion. If the convert has a spoonful of brains, doubts ing along the streets in Balston. Fluttering on the
will intrude. The more nervous and intense the nat- sidewalk he saw a printed sheet of paper, which some
ure of the convert, the higher will be his so-called one had evidently dropped from around a small parhappiness over his "new birth," and the lower will eeL Being an observing and careful man, the
be his mental depression when contending with the citizen picked it up and thrust.it into his pocket with
doubts that will occur to him. It is fortunate that the intention of looking it over when at leisure, which
these depressions usually end in what is called "back- did not happen till he had returned to his home.
sliding," or the undertakers would be kept very busy After supper he bethought himself of the sheet, and
after every "protracted meeting." But sometimes, drew it forth, brushed off the dirt, smoothed the
as in the case of young Eaker, the deluded victim wrinkles, and proceeded to read. Now, the gentleman
cannot recover the reason he has sacrificed on the was a good Methodist, and relied on the Bible as
altar of superstitio,n, and, to end his doubts, takes his being strictly accurate. No doubt of its being the
own life..
· inspired word of God ever crossed his mind. But,
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professes to be in his abuse of the editor of the Press for mak- that he would be refused the use of the hall. But
ing these facts public. But as Chaplain Houts was formerly Remsburg is a soldier in the army of Freethought
a lawyer, and as he is sorry now that he ever compiled the who is a stranger to fear and who acknowledges no
religious statistics of his parish, he may be forgiven by his such thing as defeat. When Nashville was under
brother Methodists, fifty-five of whom are particularly easy to military rule and is said to hav sheltered a mob of
"So David bought the threshing-floor and the oxen for fifty be reached by him.
twenty thousand cutthroats, thieveR, and harlots,
shekels of silver" (2 Sam. xxiv, 24).
"So David gave to Ornan for the place six hundred shekels
CoNDEMNING the employment of Freemasons in dedicating though but a boy of seventeen, he was detailed by
of gold by weight" (1 Chron. xxi, 25).
public structures, and particularly alluding to the Washington those who knew his pluck to serve on the United
monument, the Detroit Evening New.~ makes some general ob- States police force here. This petty attempt to
" Mother," he said-he always called his wife servations that are very sensible. "When these gentlemen," silence him only provoked a smile, and he declared
"Mother"-" get the Bible. This TRUTH SEEKER it says, "come out of their lodges into the light of day and that while they might close their doors against him
must be wrong." So the big gilt-edged Bible, that presume to take possession of a public occasion and public they could not close his mouth, and that he would be
cost sixteen dollars, was brought out, and the wife ceremonial in which all are concerned, we submit that from heard. Accordingly, at the appointed hour he apread while our friend followed the words along with being mysteriously ridiculous they become brazenly impudent peared upon the public square, and from the steps of
-as impudent as any other sect or society which should pre- the court house, in a drizzling rain, spoke for an hour
his finger. NO error there. "1\!I:other," said the sume to act for the whole American people. There are mill- to an appreciativ audience.-a prominent attorney
perplexed Methodist," something's wrong." "Billy,'' ions of American citizens who regard their mummeries as sac- pronouncing his discourse the most logical and conreplied his wife, "there is." "Mother, I don't want rilegious and impious; and other millions still who regard vincing effort he had ever listened to in Nashville.
to hurt youl' feelings as a lady, a wife, and a mother, them merely as absurd. Inasmuch as they are religious in
The bigots, thinking that they had successfully acbut one of these verses is a lie!" "Billy, that's so," their nature they are sectarian, and all other sects hav a right complished their work, were not expecting this coup
to protest. Masonry is no more the established church of d'etat, and were in a condition to offer no serious
she assented; "but before we make up our minds, this republic than Roman Catholicism or Methodism, and opposition. At the close of Mr. Remsburg's address
you get a whole copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER and see." should not be permitted to parade, itself as the state religion a vote of thanks was tendered him for his courageous
A son resident in this city was written to with on such public and state occasions as that in question. There vindication of Freethought. Several members of the
instructions to find out the address of THE TRUTH was not so much offense in this sort of thing a few years ago, legislature and many of Nashville's best citizens
SEEKER and procure a clean and complete copy. It when the country was less populous, and when everybody of were present, and denounced in bitter terms the unany consequence in the country was a member of a lodge; but
1
was done. In their eagerness for knowledge upon now that we are a nation of 60,000,000, of all races, creeds, warranted abuse of power on the part of the officia s
who
closed
the
doors
of
a
hall
dedicated
to
justice
religious subjects, our friend and his good wife sat bloods, and colors, Masonry is by comparison a mere sect
among the other sects, and must confine its operations to its and free speech. Mr. Theodore Seiferd, proprietor
up till three o'clock in the morning, and rea•l the paper own precincts. All public occasions should be purely secular of the hall in the Collonade BuildinJ recently used
clear through. Then he bought Paine's works in their ceremonial, and the public chaplains who open legis- as the Republican state headquarters, offered the
'
1 1\Jr
1
f h'
latures with prayers, and the grand worthies who lay cornerand Remsburg s" Bib e 1 ora s." The eyes o 1m- stones of public buildings, for which all sects pay, should all use of. the hall to Mr. Remsburg, who occupied
it Sunday evening, delivering his now famous "Bible
self and .wife were opened wide, and the Methodist be retired."
church of Balaton Spa has lost a whole family from
BURNHAM WARDWELL, the friend of the. convict, the panper, Morals" to an enthusiastic audience.
On Monday Olympic Theater, one of the largest
its membership. He now considers himself to and the insane, writes us this pathetic letter:
theaters in the city, was procured, and the following
hav been foolish to pay sixteen dollars for a book
219 TREllWNT sT., BosToN, MAss .•Jan. 23, 1885.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEER:ER, Sir: I hav just fin- bulletin issued:
that he does not like to h~tv his children read; ished a year's confinement in a Massachusetts jail, ,m a crimCitizens of Nashvil'e: Yesterday morning the old Liberty
which aversion was made plain to him in this wise: inal charge. I exposed the doings at Worcester county jail, Bell, which more than a century ago proclaimed Liberty
and was sent to jail for so doing. I send you a slip cut from through<?,Jlt the land, passed through this city. At that very
One evening he and his wife were sitting by the fire, the Boston Star for Jan. 21st-my appeal for aid. I am now hour Lil:lerty was being trampled in the mire by the minionH
and his eleven-year-old daughter lugged out the scrip- sick at the above-named address, 219 Tremont st., Boston. of priestcraft. John E. Remsburg, an American orator, ona
h l'ttl 1
N t' ·
Mr. James brought me THE TRUTH SEER:ER of the 17th inst., whose voice has ever been raised in defense of Liberty, was
tures and opened them upon er 1 e ap,
o ICmg saying, "Here, read this; it will do you good." I did so; it has insulted
and opposed. Let every friend of Free Speech atthe place, our friend signed· to his wife to get the done me good-I can't stop to tell you; am not much of a tend the Olympic 'fheatre to-night and rebuke this outrage.
writer, anyway (very poor when in bed, as I now am). The
b oo k away from th e g 1·r 1· Ma k'1ng an excuse t 0 h er criminal
libel against me was cruel, wicked, spiteful, unjust,
One of the most intelligent audiences that ever
daughter that she wanted her to do a little chore and devilish.
greeted a speaker in Nashville assembled at this call.
in the kitchen, the lady took the book, and the But my intention now is to expose New England hypocrits After annouucing his misBion, and referring to the
as best I can. People are now looking after the truth as they
daughter left the room. Glancing at the open page, never did before. Can you say a word in THE TRUTH SEER:ER unkind treatment received by himself and friends at
the mother blushed and hastily closed the book. It that will do me any good? Copy my appeal for aid on the the hands of the church, Mr. Remsburg proceeded to
slip from the Star, or say a word in your own way. If so, I pray chastise this foe with his "False Claimt~." So well
had been opened at the thirty-eighth chapter of Gf,n- you to do so.
,
esis.
I am having my naked photograph taken, and if you will was it received that the Olympic was immediately se't
f th Ch · ·
notice me in any way, please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER to cured and IHr. Remsburg prevailed upon to remain
We should like Dr. B uckl ey, e d 1 or 0
e
nstwn the above address, and I will send you, as soon as 1t is fin- and deliver his lecture on "Thomas Paine " the folAdvocate, and perhaps the ablest defender Methodism ished, my photograph, which I think you will pronounce a lowing night.
· th'
t
t t t h
d
1 good Andersonville picture.
possesses 1n 18 coun ry, 0 8 a e ow sacre a vo - Please excuse this long and miserably-written letter. Not- · Tuesday evening the rain came pouring down, but
ume is that causes a mother to almost deceive her withstanding it is written in bed and under other difficulties, notwithstanding tbil", a good audience was in attenddaughter to prevent her perusing it, and brings the it is not half I desire to say. It really appears as if THE TRUTH ance, and listened with wrapt atteni ion to Mr. RemsSEEKER was handed to me for a good, ever-wiRe purpose.
burg's vindication of the author-hero.
shamed blood to her own cheek by a mere glance at
Yours hopefully,
BuRNHAl\'1: WARDwELL.
This has been the first meeting of the kind ever
it. And we should also like Dr. Buckley's honest We hav often queried, when reading of Mr. Wardwell's hu- held in this part of the South, and the church has
opinion upon the providentialness of this man's pick- mane effort, why he clung to the religion the upholders of thrown every obstacle possible in its way. Even the
ing up that scrap of paper in a Balaton street.
which are his persecutors and the most prolific producers and press hav been controlecl by her. To the misrepreworst enemies of the class he seeks to benefit, and perhaps a
sentations of the American quoted above, Mr. Remsperusal of THE TRUTH SEEKER will open his eyes. We believe
burg sent the following card on Sunday, which apEditorial Notes.
that he deserves aid from all lovers of humanity.
peared in the next issue:
BY the official returns, the majority in Washington territory
in favor of taxing church property is 3, 661.
Remsburg in Nashville.
To the American: I tlesire to col'l'ect a few errors which appeared in your paper this morning. I am referred to as "Dr.
On Saturday evening, Jan. 24th, John E. Rems- Hems burg." I h!LV not earned the title of rloctor, and do not
MR. BRADLAUGH was last week favored with a decision from
the Court of Appeal sustaining his right to appeal from the burg arrived in Nashville, Tenn., from the North. claim it. It is stated that I style myself the "Ingersoll of the
adverse verdict of the Divisional Court. Since then, however, The Freethinkers of that city hacl engaged him to South." This is untrne. I do not style myself an Ingersoll.
his appeal has been dismissed, and he must go to the House deliver a course of lectures, and had obtained the This age has producetl but one Ingersoll. It is also stated
that a few days ago I "went to the janitor of the court honsA,
of Lords, which he some time ago announced he should do use of the court house for this purpose. The lectures Mr. George Ford, and asked consent to be allowed to deliver
before giving up the struggle for Northampton's parliamentary were announced to begin at 10 A. M., Sunday. In the a lecture in the county court rooms." I did not arrive in )·our
rights.
Banner of Saturday evening appeared the following city until last night, and never met the person named. The
hall in the court house is granLetl for meeting of almost every
IT will be seen from another page of this journal that cummunication from the clerli of the chancery court, characte1·. Knowing this, citizens and tax-payers of Nashville
Messrs. Watts and Putnam hav not only found out what to do, a bigoted Catholic:
solicited and obtained permission to use it for a course of lectI find in this morning's issue of the American the following ures to be delivered by me. They went to much trouble and
but they are doing it with all their might. They hav anexpense in arranging for and arlvertising these lectures. At
nounced to start for their Western trip in April. Friends. in advertisment:
"John E. Relllilburg, the celebrated Freethought lecturer, the last hour they are denied the nse of the hall. Is this just'!
those directions should send in their applications for lectures will deliver a course of lectures in the court house, commenc'fwenty years ago, in the service oE the government,. I
without delay. It will be the only visit these gentlemen can ing Sunday, at 10 o'clock A.M."
helped to defend your city. To-day I visit it again, and 1ts
make to the West this year. Cannot a good opponent be found
As an official occupying an office at the court house, and as doors are closed in my face. But this exhibition of intolerto meet Mr. Watts in discussion? H~ is both able and willing a citizen, I desire to protest against the use of any part of the ance will do more than my humble words can do to aul the
building for the purpose stated in the above announcement. cause I represent. Your article is entitled, "A Backset for I?for an intellectual encounter.
I don't think that the citizens of Davidson county ever contem- gersollism." You will ere long, I hope, be able to pen as 1ts
,J. E. itn;;~rsnunn.
WE see by the Investigcdor that petition in behalf of Atheist plated that their "temple of justice " should be used to dis- sequel, a "Backset for Bigotry."
witnesses has been presented to the legislature of Massachu- seminate the pretended beliefs of Ingersoll and his followers.
Among those who hav stood by Mr. Remsburg in
Davidson county, in my opinion, has not yet reached a condisetts with 460 signatures. Another for taxing churches with- tion where she provides, at tho expense of her citizens, free his fight with bigotry here, the following deserve to
out exemption bore 956 names, of which 461 were collected in accommodations for lecturers of this character. This being be named: Senator Warren Smith, of Hardin Co.;
Newburyport by Mr. Raynal Dodge, who reports to Mr. true, the proper official of the court house should see that the Han. Willis Idol, of East Tennessee, the youngest
Seaver that the opposition is very weak, and comes almost "Ingersoll of the South" and his admirers should find another member of the legislature; Han. John Ruhm, and
place to commune together and enlighten one another.
wholly from Homan Catholics and Episcopalians. He says,
I don't like to protest publicly, but it is perh~ps the proper Dr. J. E. Binns, members of the House from Nash"If the case were left ont to the people, I think there would remedy in the case.
Yours,
T. W. WRENNE.
ville; B. 0. West~rfield, of Franklin; W. S. Matbe a vote of four to one in favor of this amendment here in
On Sunday morning ~he American contained the thews, Ferdinand Pfister, L. Lille, T. B. Fisher,
Newburyport."
following:
Capt. C. G. Cabler, W. H. Graham, Dr. Bloomste in,
A IlACK·SET FOR INGEUSOLLIS}I.
OuT of 629 persons more or les~ permanent residents of the
.James N. Ramsey, Mr. Davis, Judge Lawrence, Mrs.
Dr. John E. Hemsburg, the Infidel lecturer, who styles himChester, Ill., penitentiary, only one avows Infidelity. On
self "the Ingersoll of the South," is likely to meet with some- Hann, Col. Aker!', Henry Lipcks, W. T. Orton, Col.
September 30, 1884, Chaplain Houts of that instltution had in what of a disappointment this morning. A few days ago, he Claiborne, Dr. Weise, Heber F. X. Clohiesa. Mr.
his congregation 2•15 worshipers, whose faiths were diversified went to the janitor of the court house, Mr. George Ford, and Wolfe, Wm. Rich, Mr. Nelsou, A. W. Butler, of Edgeas follows: Baptist, 49; Free Will Baptists, 3; Missionary Bap- asked consent to be allowed to be allowed to deliver a lecture field, and last, but not least, W. S. Bailey, the veteran
tists, 6; Catholic, 77; Christian, 6; Church of England, 2; in the county court room, Sunday morning. The accommo- editor of the Liberal.
Congregational, 2; Episcopal, 5; Lutheran, 12; Evangelic, 3; dating janitor, thinking that all was right, cheerfully acquiOn Monday Mr. Remsburg was taken io t~ e State
esced, and the promulgator of Freethought accordingly had
Methodist, 55; Presbyterian; 18; Protestant, 1; Reform Church, himself billed for the date mentioned. Yesterday the first in- House and presented to member~ of th~ _legislature.
1; Swedish,,1; United Brethern, 3; Universalist, 1. When the timation of the Infidel theories of Dr. Hemsburg came to Mr. Several members and many promment Citizens called
editor of the Du Quoin Press called at the prison last 1\'hy the Ford, and that officer of the county stated very decisivly that on him at his hotel. He has the satisfaction of
warden informed him that he then had two preachers expi- no Ingersollian should deliver a lecture in that court house on
knowing that while the ignorant dupes of superstiating their crimes. This fact was overlooked by Chaplain Sunday, and that the ge~tleman should be at once notified of
tion are against him, the intelligent people of tLe
Houts in his report, doubtless because unworthy to dwell in the fact.
South
are with him.
T. C. E.
This
was
the
first
intimation
that
the
speaker
had
the memory of so stern a lover of truth as Chaplain Houts

not having heard of THE TRUTH SEEKER, the name at
the top of the page he had picked up did not frighten
him, and he read. Among other things, these two
statellltents caught his eye:

9@
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in the goodness of his heart armed me with a weapon most know of and these Christian hell-believers are astonished at
how my' crops grow for me as theirs do for them, after my
talking about their God and Bible as I do.
I tell them matter and her productions through force are all
borhood for another, but always left an impression in the
mind of the youth. It is a singular fact that I never could that I know anything about, and if they know anything bemake an impression upon a negro. In one of my TRUTH yond or outside, to tell it. This they can't do. The i<¥la of a
SEEKERS I found Bennett's description of the flood according personal God, or God at all, before matter existed, is simply
to the Bible. I learned it thoroughly, word for word, and on all absurd, there being no plea for his existence. The idea of a
occasions wherever I met a crowd of fanatics I would address God in a big rocking-chair, and nothing to rock on, is purely
them like a~ orator (using Bennett's language, of course).· absurd.
I herewith send. yon $2. Send me Ingersoll's lecture on
Many times I hav riddled their flood story till it wouldn't hold
"black Jack Brush," much less all that imaginary water. I "Orthodoxy," and TrrE TRUTIT SEEKER for the remainder; also
always succeeded with a crowd of young fellows, if there were your catalog.
I will try to get some new subscribers for THE TnuTrr SEEKER,
no old soreheads about. I generally took them single-handed.
I never saw Haslam to know him, though I shall never forget but ·this will be hard to do in this orthodox place. I hav asked
several of them whether they would read THE TrtUTH SEEKER
him. He was most certainly the origin of my usefulness.
Now, my dear Mac, I hav given up the Mexican Pension if I would loan it to them, or order a specimen copy to them,
bill, and turned my attention to the beautiful art of sawing and they say, ""Don't order it, for I don't want H in my famwood. Yes, I am an artist Can clear over fifteen cents a ily." Is there no way to fool them, in order to get a ray of
day. Some of my friends here deelare it is low, menial labor. light into their dark, ignorant minds? Liberalism would drive
If so, why should the greatest American poet that ever had an every drop of orthodox bile from their system, renovating it
existence, the immortal John G. Saxe, laud the art of wood- anew, if they didn't know the medicin they were taking.
T. H. BUTCHER.
sawing to the very skies if it were not honorable? He sang

with which I fought those godly idiots with all my
Iformidable,
power. Sometimes I would be compelled to leave one neighOAKLAND, CAT•. , Jan. 2, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5. Please credit me with S3 on
Rubscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and send me a copy of
Remsburg's "Bible Morals," and apply the balance to the
Uampaign Fund.
I hav a number of papers, but when THE TRUTH SEEKER
comes they all hav to stand aside until I hav read that from
beginning to end.
I feel particularly interested in the report of the progress of
Freethought in Ontario, having spent ten years of my life in
th,lt country, and knowing something of the religious into! erance of the people generally. I wonder if those apostles of
religious freedom, ·wakeman, ·watts, Remsburg, and Putnam
will ever get out to this coast. No doubt there are plenty of
Freethinkers here, but if there is any organiz<ttion of them in
this city of about 40,000 inhabitants and, I believe, 16 churches,
I hav failed to hear of it. The thorough organization of the
churches, coupled with the social relations enjoyed by the
members, is what givs them their influence, and the Secularists will never be regarded as an influential body of citizens
until they form similar organizations for social enjoyment and
mental and moral improvement. Can you explain why it is
that as a rule as soon as one gets his eyes open to the untruths of the orthodox religions he feels a disposition to stand
aloof from association with others of his kind, and contracts a
sort of selfish, go-it-alone disposition, instead pf ceing inspired
with some of the zeal manifested by religious converts in the
promulgation of their peculiar views?. The question natu;ally arises, If Freethinkers do not, and will not, organize and
do something for the promulgation of the truths of the "new
gospel," and unite in other good works that can only be made
effectiv by organized and philanthropic enthusiasm, and which
occupy the attention of the churches to a considerable extent,
shall we not be more benefited by associating ourselvs with
the churches, without necessarily adopting their peculiar
views, and sharing the advantages our families will derive
from the social relations, and doing our share toward any
good works they may hav in hand? You know the churches
are nlways ready to receive us so long as we pay our pew rent
rflgularly, and make liberal donations to the contribution-box,
and treat us well. I fully believe there are as many charitable~
minded Liberals as there are religionists, but single-handed
philanthropy can never take the place of associated effort, and
although my business has required me to travel a great deal, I
hav seldom found any regular association of Liberals laboring
together for the truth and the benefit of mankind. There
seems to be no adhesivness among them, or central idea round
which they can and do rally. It may be that time will remedy
all this, but my reading of history te>tches me that all other
religions reformers hav been more closely cemented together
the weaker and more persecuted they were, and their converts
were zealous and faithful to their peculial" ideas, often even
to the extent of martyrdom. I wish some one who has given
some thought to this subject would try and explain why there
is so little of this same spirit manifested by Liberals.
H. P. STONE.

thusly:

BosToN, MAss., Dec. 20, 1884.
Mrt. EDITOrt: I sincerely pity my old professional and prejudiced brother, Dr. Winter, Cincinnati, Ohio. I know that he
feels bad; I did when I was in a position similar to his. I was
born and brought up a Quaker; circumstances separated me
from them, and I found myself surrounded by Methodists,
and joined that class. Here my reasoning powers began to
work so that I came out a modern Universalist, and went to
This conclusion then I draw,
hear Abner Kneeland, and went with him into Atheism, InfiThat no exercise of jaw,
Twisting india-rubber law
delity, and Materialism.
.
.
Is as good
Here I saw the folly of condemning what I knew nothmg
As the exercise of paw,
of and made a pledge to never again condemn what I knew
On the handle of a saw,
n~thing of, so that I began to honestly reflect, and said to mySawing wood."
self that Nature was my god, that I had no perception of anyIt may seem stmnge to you that I don't get some subscribers
thing above Nature, and as I was a student of Nature, that I
for our paper, but if you were here it wouldn't seem so. The
would use a little space in ,nature, and see what I could work
fact is, they are not all artists like your humble servant, and
up.
prefer spending their money for strong drink or whatsoever
From the mineral ultimates the vegetable; from the vegetatheir hearts lusteth after, according to the commands of their
ble, the animal; and the human, or rather the humane, is the
God.
Yours as usual,
NELSON HuNT.
highest development of the animal species.
"Wl.tat?"I said; "the great power folded up its arms, noth*That's me.
ing more to occupy its mind and forces, after the development
of puny man? It don't look reasonable."
DETI\OIT, Jan. 15, 1885.
Using the human anatomy as my text, I went back, and
MR. EDITort: Will you pleu.se allow me to sara few words
to friend J. G. Malcolm? Mr. Malcolm has written an article ·said: "From the mineral ultimates life. In the vegetable is
on "Money," and says that in '79 we had $683,943,799 of our first perception of life. From the vegetable sensation,
paper money. Why does Mr. Malcolm take '79 as a starting- animal instinct, human intelligence. What? this great power
point in paper money? Why not go back to '65, when there folded up its hands? It don't look reasonable." I went back
was in circulation about $200,000,000 of paper money-real again, and saw that the mineral had no perception of its ultimoney, not bankers' debts, as was the paper reckoned by him mation into the vegetable, the vegetable into animal, the aniin 1879? Also, in '65 there was no money in the Southern mal into human. Poor ignorant, stupid, and superstitious
states until the robber bankers sent their carpet-bagger agent human beings hav just as little perception into a higher plane
there with carpet-bags full of their debts to loan as money of life.
That mode of reasoning convinced me that these ultimates
upon the real estate of those who had lost their chattel slaves
that had before the war been their usual collateral security. were perpetual-are one, forever one; that nature never makes
So that in '65 there was over $50.50 for each inhabitant of the any mistakes, never creates any demand without the means of
country, though but little more than one-half of the conn try supply; never a want without the means of supplying that
WESTFIELD, N.Y., Jan. 11, 285.
had the use of an:v of it. I think Mr. Malcolm makes a mis- want.
MR. EDIToR: Previous to the time ll'Ian was mergfld in THE take in saying that money has no value, but represents value,
Hence, from that time (four years before the "Rochester
Tnu-.rrr SEEKEit, its editors said it existed to giv all sides a hearing. much as x represents the unknown quantity in the algebraic knockings ") I was looking, watching, and listening for some
In n conespondence with Mrs. Dr. Seve~ance, its senior editor, problem. If this is true, then the carpenter's rule has no demonstration of a higher plane of life.
T. B. ·wakeman, said that he found the law of correlation the
fixed quantity or distance, but is only imaginary; and pound
Since, when I see in the secular press accounts of strange
hottom law of science, th~tt he found no break in that law, and
weights and bushels and quart measures contain only fictitious sounds in the Fox family, over in Hydesville, N. Y., I then in
t bat the greater part of the scientific world hav come to the
quantities. I£ the government will issue real money sufficient old Concord, Mass., I. remembered my pledge to not condemn
same conclusion. As I differ with both the religion and science
to do all business on a cash principle, so as to hav no debt or without prC!lof.
of the day on elementary principles, I asked if interchange
interest, the value of money will appear as truly fixed as the
I went, there, and found the Fox family. There, among
docs not underlie nil existence, including the bottom law of
yard measure and foot rule, and crime and misery would pass all strangers, by calling the alphabet, mentally, and promisRcienco. But although told that Man existed to giv all ·sides
away. But so long as bankers and money-lenders are allowed cuously, was spelled out, in answer to the question in my
a hearing, the question was not only supp1·essed, but the stateto hav the control of the amount of money that is in use, and mind, "Who? if there is a spirit here, who is it?" "Thy
ment that Man existed to giv all sides a hearing was withdrawn
to put the value upon any kind" of money, and to make the mother." All done by those electric sounds which hav bid
from a number of issues previous to being merged in THE
amount so small as to compel people to borrow their debts defiance to the literary world. Prove that they are not what
Tmrrrr SEEKEit. As the question of interchange vs. suprem- over and over, until much of their bills may be drawing three
they claim to be.
acy is of too much consequence to be kept in the background
to five hundred per cent interest, and thus make money so
Since that I hav not had a doubt but that, then and there,
m this day of contention and strife, please allow me to ask
scarce and the want so gre~t that one man will kill another for I did corres;ond with my mother, and ~ince then she hasmnnand hope some of your contributors will answer why the
five cents, just so long there can be no fixed value in money. ifested her,self in every way that she ever did while in the body,
same interchanging relations that exist between the roots and
Interest is eating away the life of this nation at a fearful rate. even to that of materializing herself and sitting in my lap and
tops of all vegetables, ea~h hiq ffom the other, are not a uniThe whole business of the country has turned to gambling. hugging and kissing me just as positivly as she ever did. And
vel·sal law to which all grades of being from lowest to highest
There never was a nation so foolishly sold into slavery as was nqt only her, but hundreds of others of my old acquaintances
are alike subject, or, in other words, why so-called spirit and
this people when they allowed their own money to be de- and friends.
mfltter are not positiv and negativ conditions of one and the
stroyed-$1,800,000,000-on purpose to make a want so
And I want to say to my old prejudiced and vituperous
~a me thing, inseparable and convertible, and bearing the same
great that national bankers could lend their debts and get friend, that before he can be useful in his profession he must
relation to each other, as heat and cold, night and day, sumrich on the interest of what they owe. And the only way learn that there is no end to li:l"e; that it is an eternal princimer and winter, etc.
J. TINNEY.
possible to hav a money that cannot be changed in value by ple; that it is only the bodies that die, or deccmpose; and
money-lenders is to hav money issued by the government suf- that when he has seen, felt, and experienced what I hav, he
SoLDIErts' HoME, \Vrs., Jan. 10, 285.
ficient to keep all debts paid every day, and hav no need of will be a much happier, wiser, and more usefulmari, and will
Mn. EDITOrt: I inclose $3 to pay for iny paper up to Nov. 12,
cease making a fool of himself, and will quit insulting people
borrowing.
J. H. WooD.
2HG. It seems but a triiie, but when we come to raise it, it rethat he don't know anything about, and will cease to believe
minds me of the immortai Burns, who declared that,
MAYNAitDSVILLE, TENN., Jan. 5, 285.
and begin to know something.
" He that does the utmost that he can,
MR. EDITOR: You say my subscription, on account of Man,
And, Mr. Editor, I will send with this writing my printed
· Will wyles do mare."
to THE TRUTH SEEKEit has expired, and if the paper suits me challenges, and other documents, and you need not fear to
And so yon can easily see if all our friends would observe this you would like to place my name on your regular list. Place publish them, or any part of them you may think best. I shall
»nperhuman adage of the grefltest poet living or dead, none it there and continue THE TrtUTH SEEKER until I order it also send them to Brother Dr. Winter. And shall also inclose
would be without the best paper published on this green orb, stopped-and this I will not do so long as THE TRUTH SEEKEit with this $3 for my nex:t year's TRUTH SEEKER.
the great TRUTH SEEKER; and few, if any, would be in arrears continues to be what it is now, or I become disabled to pay for
I want very much to see yon, and dear old Mrs. Bennett. I
I h>IV been no stranger to TrrE TrtUTH SEEKEit, for the last ten
it. THE TrtUTH SEEKER suits me better than any Liberal paper am in my seventy-eighth year, growing old, infirm-and some
years at least, nearly since its birth. Many years ago I lived I hav yet seen. If the air it ventilates does not suit any intelwill say, I suppose, demented.
N. H. DILL1NGAAM, M.D.
i :1 Arkansas, at that time, it not still, the most illiterate state
ligent mind, it is because it does not blow hard enough to
in ·the Union. Bigotry, superstition, religion, and ignorance carry away the mists of fog and vapor that sunound them.
GoLDSBErtm:, Mo., Jan. 10, 1885.
mn wild. "The woods wore full of them." A man with any
THE TrtUTR SEEKEit is doing a great missionary work for
Mn. EDITOrt: In your note to myletterin 'fHE TrtUTH SEEKEit
aense at all was not safe to talk much. Although I was Infidel Liberalism, and wherever it goes it is bound to make Liberals, of Dec. 20th, you say it would be unjust in me to stop my pator all the term was worth, yet I was not fully enlightened. I even out of Christians, for there are so many ready to let per because things are publishei therein that are contrary to
was twenty miles from any post-office, and had nothing but loose and search for something better, and I am sure that is my views. Now, I am not going to stop my paper, unless
the Bible to read, flDd you may bet I made good use of it. Liberalism in any shape. I am a Materialist, therefore hav money gets very scarce; and I fear you did not get the right
While in this fix, going it blind, as it were, lo and behold, I nothing to do with the Gods, devils, hells, and their revela- spirit, or meaning, of my language. I only said if I knew you
1eceivecl four TRUTH SEEKErts, and shortly after six more. Our tions. I make corn, wheat, and potatoes without them, and indorsed-and, I should hav added, advocated-certain things,
brother, .John H. Haslam, one of the very oldest subscribers do n\)t call on any of these imaginations, as Christian Gods, I should refuse t.o read it any longer. I consider THE TrtUTH
then, living more than fort.y miles away, had heard of me, and for their help. I am the only Infidel in this vicinity that I SEEKEit a great and useful journal. I should feel lost without
"In his office sat a lawyer,
On the street stood a sawyer;
On the lawyer's anxious face
You could read a knotty case
Kneading law.
While the sawyer, gaunt and grim,*
On a rough and knotty limb,
Ran a saw.
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it, because it comes to me each week as a kind friend laden
with many rich presents. I wish it could go to many households over which the shadow of the church hangs like a pall,
with its rays of brilliant light, 11nd rout all the phantoms of
superstitions, that all might enjoy that mental freedom without which the world. can never advance. I hope to see some
of the work that is. now before the Liberals of this country accomplished ere another year rolls around.
P. J. BuRToN.
PLYMOUTH, MINN., Jan. 15, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: In answer to Mr. Somerby's call, I hav sent
what I certainly owe. I would pay you also for necessary
troubles, but you hav got to let me off with what you hav got.
It is not necessary for me to excuse myself, since you know that
the times occupy man's brain and means for needed life requisitions; you will, therefore, readily forgiv.
I don't think
you can fail on account of "old" subscribers, since I believe
that, by force of such principles as the founder, yourself, and
some contributors of THE TRUTH SEEKER advocate, failure can
not be feared. Still, every one should be prompt, but it\is
this wherein I failed. Fear of" want" prevented me last spring
from giving the last dollar in my possession. My little crop
was fair, but in market nearly worthless; and the fate of that
which I would not sell for the current prices last fall will
probably be the same in spring.
Since it it! that I commenced farming but a few years ago,
and alone at that, and as I need a hundred and one things before I can say, This will barely do to liv comfortably; for I hav
not even a comfortable shanty, since the one I hav the wind
blows through and chills me while I write these lines, and
that is tough for Minnesota-in view of all this, I must accustom myself to the absence of THE TRUTH SEEKER-which,
of course, got to be dear to me-for at least a year, hoping that
at the expiration of which I shall be able to subscribe and
pay for it again, for it has been a tax on my mind to use your
generosity under the circumstances of last year.
A word as to the so-called hard times. They are generally
attributed to government and commercial causes; the latter hav
more to do with it than the former, so far as greed is concerned,
but the main causes are ignorance of economy, intemperance,
extravagance, and dishonesty in the individual.
Under a
Democratic government like ours they will, and must, often
come, even for the benefit of progress; they are more regretted
by the rich and greedy than by the poor. They are harmless.
The prudent, and others, hav to learn by bitter experience to
save in time to hav in want; otherwise, it would take a communistic, or family government, to manage all our affairs.
Yours for justice,
MAx BRIGGs.
BisHoP CREEK, Cu., Jan. 3, 285.
MR. EDIToR: As it is a good plan to compare thoughts and
theories in this corner of THE TRUTH SEEimR, I wish to present a paragraph from a letter recently received from "Elmina." She says: "I don't think justice has anything to do
with the laws of the universe; I reject all gods and, consequently, all design, and, if there is no design in nature, there
is no justice or injustice. To base proof of a life to come upon
compensation for sufferings here, is all lost philosophy. Nature is neither just nor unjust; all is governed by law."
Now, this is contrary to all teachings heretofore upon this
subject, but it does not establish or overthrow any truth. To
me it seems that the laws govern.ing the universe must hav
justice, including compensation, in order to be laws at all; at
least, to bring order out of chaos, and to produce the harmonious development of worlds and their inhabitants.
But it would take more knowledge than I possess to prove
or disprove the theory of design, or from whence, why, and
whither life's origin or destiny. This fragment of time is full
enough of mystery to keep us busily thinking and investigating ,while we liv; and the deepest philosophers hav only
theorized upon this greatest of all problems. I leave the elucidations to others.
Again, she says: "The day of miracles is over." If there
ever was a miracle performed, then the same laws and conditions could produce the like to-day; since the operations of
cause and effect are forever the same. Greater miracles, socalled, are produced by occultism than any narrated in the
Bible, if we are to believe the writers on this science, as they
claim it to be. From what I hav seen of Spiritual phenomena,
I think many of these things might be explained by the
learned adepts of occultism. It is time that this long-hidden
light should shine out from the secret crypts of its temples.
In my mind's effort to reconcile the amount and preponderance of evil in this world of ours, I hav thought it might be
that this litUe globe has been made a theater, whereon the effects of wrong-doing, and the various experiments of life,
should be enacted for the benefit of other worlds whose ambitious Lncifers might hav a desire to rebel and raise war in
their too harmonious states, and to see what would be the result. A peep now and then upon the wars and into the vile
dens and dungeons of eadh, and tracing the causes of crime
and misery to the violation of nature's laws, might hav the
effect to quell their ambitious projects, and arouse their pity
for us poor mundane actors of tragedy for their benefit. We
must look upon the whole universe as a unit, if we are to ever
solve the great problem of life and its eternal duration.
LUNA HUTCHINSON.
FARMINGTON, 0., Jan. 11, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: I agree with you that the citation of facts by
Spiritualists has little effect upon Materialists; and it is not
for the benefit of the Thomas Winter stripe of men that I
write. I am an old man; hav been through the church, into
Materialism, and would be there now but for the proofs I hav
received of the communication of spirits with mortals.
I am free to admit that Materialists are, as rule, good menfar above Christians, and, perhaps, Spiritualists; but because
a few are naturally strong and self-poised-better by nature
than others are by grace-it does not follow that these do not
need the grace to be as good as they are. The masses will hav
a faith (if not a knowledge) reaching within the veil. Spirit-

ualism is, and is to be, that lcnmoledge, "s I firmly believe.
The time has not come for Ingersoll and Watts to see that
light-they are reaching more minds where they are; but it was
in the true order for Chainey to be a Spiritualist. Do not worry,
brethren; God, or spirits, or evolution will take care of all
these things. It is for those who will hav a home "over
there" that I write; they are legion, and will be more in spite
of your philosophy.
On New Year's day we laid in the grave the mortal part of
our dear old mother, aged eighty-seven years. She was a
Methodist most of her life, though not a bigot, and enjoyed
my talk a~out spiritual things.
Ten years ago her youngest daughter died, leaving a husband
and one child; three years after the child died. Time went
on, and it came to be whispered that this bereaved husband
and father was drinking. Mother knew nothing of this. What
I now relate she told me not long prior to her death.
She had retired to her bed, but not to sleep, as she knew,
when she saw this daughter standing by her bed-side; she asserted the above fact in regard to her husband, to the great
surprise of mother, and asked her to say to E-- that M-came to- her and asked her to say to E - - that his wife, M--,
came to mother to ask his pledge that he would stop drinking.
Mother said, "M--, I can't do that errand; E - - is not in
our family now; I can't tell him that." But M-- would not
be put off; she said if mother would do the errand E--would
make the promis, and he would keep it. Mother then promised
to do the errand, which she did, and E - - gave his pledge, and
has kept it. Do you say "a dream?" But yGu could not
make mother believe it. Why should she dream of things of
which she had no knowledge or thought? And there was a
grand purpose in this spirit-visit, which was accomplished.
The querist will ask, "Why not a heavenly-visitant for the
thousands of other like cases?" I answer, there is; but the
conditions don't exist for so palpable a manifestation. In
most cases the .door is closed by our positiv state of negation,
by ignorance and fear. But the spirit world is rapidly getting
nearer to earth; and I hav evidence that the wise and good
men and women that hav lived on earth are powerful auxil·
iaries in the grand Liberalizing and Secularizing movement in
which we are engaged.
With a word of appeal, I close this. I ask Spiritualists and
Materialists not to be dogmatical-it is a weakness. None of
us know so much as to justify mere assertion. On one thing
we are agreed: the manifest desire and intent of the Christian
church to subvert the liberties of the· people, "for Christ's
sake," must be checked. We, the people, hav a salce of our
own to look after; and especially now, when dishonest priests
and thieving politicians hav brought millions of the people
to starvation.
0 beautiful religion! 0 beautiful government! Lambs,
truly! Statesmen, truly! Here is common ground for WDl"k
on which all true Liberals can stand. If any love their creed
better than their kind, they not true Librrals. Priestcraft and
statecraft must be throttled; this is our work.
E. F. CuRTis.
BURR OAK, MICH., Jan. 10, 285.
MR. EDIToR: I did not intend to touch upon either Spirit.
ualism or Materialism for some time, but some of the letters
in Ti:m TRUTH SEEKER of January 3d seem· to require a few
words of comment. I do not now write to prove or disprove
anything, but chiefly to insist that Spiritualists shall remain
on their own ground. There is an evident determimttion on
their part to assume the truth of their hypotheses, and throw
the burden of proof on their opponents. I once heard a
Methodist preacher say, when preaching on the inspiration of
the Bible: "This book is said to be the word of God. Let
any one prove that it is not, if they can. They can't do it,'•
etc. If I had been given the privilege of replying, I should
hav said: "Yes, it is said to be the word of God, but there
was a time when there was no Bible, and it could not hav been
called the word of God then, hence there must hav been a
time when it began to be called the word of God; therefore
it devolved on those who first made for it the claim of divine
authorship, and on all who hav continued to reassert that
claim, to prove that the book is the word of God. It is not
for others to p1·ove a negativ." So it is with modern Spirit.
ualism. There is neither logic nor common sense in taking
the opposit ground, declaring their position to be established,
and requiring unbelievers to prove the contrary or admit the
truth of their claims. An infinit number of unreasonable
propositions may be set forth, not one of which it may be
possible to disprove. I may assert that there is a boiling
spring at the North Pole. No one can prove that there is not,
neither is anybody required to believe that there is such a
thing, because its non-existence cannot be proved. Brother
Kingsley says: "The eternal difference between Spiritualism
and Materialism is, Spiritualism givs proof, while Materialism
givs assertions as follows: 'Faith,' and' feeling.'" There was
nothing more amusing than that in all the "ironical" utterances "of the late Artemus Ward. Some of the remarks of Mr.
Kingsley, and others, show that there is a pressing necessity
for some competent Materialist to come forward at once, and
define Materialism. If Mr. Kingsley is right, and "Materialism givs simple assertions, negations, and annihilations,"there
is a vast ocean of ignorance on this subject that needs drying
up. I had an idea that this material universe is a hard fact
which is believed in by all living men, without regard to race,
color, o1· previous degree of insanity. I thought that the aforesaid hard faet was the foundation of Materialism, and that
the Materialist simply confined his knowledge to things which
are absolutely known to be material, and the laws which pertain to them. A denial that spirit existence has been proved
is no part of Materialism. It is a refusal to accept another
ism without wholly different proofs from any that hav been
offered. Mr. Kingsley, as usual, again goes on about his
"glorious" teachings, and winds up with the question: "Does
Materialism make one happy in time or in &ternity ?" Doubtless other replies will be given, but my reply is that his question has nothing whatever to do with the truth of either Spirit-
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ualism of Materialism, and, furthermore, that the seeker for
truth and knowledge has no just right to consider the question whether his discoveries will bring happiness or not. He
who pursues happiness alone will not find truth. To be
more direct, I must say that I am personally acquainted with
quite a number of good Spiritualists, and about an equal number of Materialists, and,. so far as appearances go, the latter
enjoy life as well as people of any sect that can be found. As
to the eternity part of the question, I withhold decision for
the present. In plain words, I don't know; and, notwithstanding all the glorious teachings, r utterly fail to believe
that Mr. Kingsley knows any more about it than ·I do. On
the following page of the aforesaid issue was a letter signed,
"Dr. Geo. Hardcastle," that was a. genuin curi~sity . .Truly,
the sublime and the ridiculous are often in very close proximity. The first half of that letter is excellent, suggesting, as it
does, a way to in~rease the circulation of 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
but the second half is the veriest bosh that htis been in print
for some time. The doctor says, speaking of Anti-Spiritists:
"They are the positivly truly credulous on a negativ." I am
shocked to hear of such iniquity. What would such persons
be on roller-skates ? It is horrible. Probably Comstock will
soon put an end to their career. Why was not this negativ
set out so that we could all hav a look at it? And he says:
"They hav not the remotest idea of fnirness in the proof or
disproof of facts. The great lights of earthism (whatever that
may be), almost to a man, fail to admit the facts of Spiritism,
showing, therefore, to be either ignorant, cowardly, or dishonest." Isn't that sublime cheek? If any one em produce
a specimen of stupendous assumption to surpass that, let him
do so at once. Tbe man who does not believe everything that
the doctor and some others believe, is necessarily eithe1• ignorant, cowardly, or dishonest. And this writer accuses people
of having "not the remotest idea of fairness!" Bnt perhaps
it is all right, for nothing very good could be expected of great
lights of earthism. The demonstration of a scientific fact does
not depend on fairness or unfairness. It is wholly independent of opinions. A man who writes "Dr." before his name
must surely hav noticed the difference in this respect between
established scientific facts and tho so-called facts of Spiritualism. Of course the parenthesis in the above quotation did not
appear in the original. The remainder of the letter is composed
of some rubbish about" one world at a time," and is too pueril
for comment. Any reading man or woman who does not now
know what is meant by the well-worn phrase, "One world at
a time," could not understand an explanation of it. But if
any "old-time" or new-time Spiritualists are amused by the
"scoring" which the doctor mentions, I am very glad, and I
am quite willing to overlook some of their vagaries and wild
statements, in view of their good-will towards the Le:·gue
and Liberalism generally.
N. G. W.
EAu CLAIHE, Wis., Jan. 6, 1885.
Mn. EDIToR: In reading the communication of 0. Close
about future punishment I find Christians praised for their
bemlVolent institutions and Infidels inferentially criticised for
not having so many. I demur. It is the unanimous testimony
not only of political economists, but of Christian philanthropists who hav spent their lives among the poor and ignomnt
classes trying to improve their condition, that these institutions are the great obstacle to any such improvement and the
efficient cause of pauperism. I do not overlook the effect of
social injustice. Under the ancient civilizations there was
plenty of that, but there was no pauper class until about the
time of Cmsar, and. then only in great cities like Rome. It
was Christian benevolence which diffused this dreadful curse
through fhe rural districts of Emope. Far from correcting
the injustice, the palliativ influence of Christian charity made
it in a measure tolerable, and by making its victims content
with dependence impeded, as it still does, the work of agitation for reform. No one who has specially studied the history
of the Dark Ages, as I hav, can doubt that this was one reason why the emperors eventually came to regard the church as
a natural ally of their system. I do not doubt the purity of
the motivs which impelled the Christians to almsgiving. But,
like everything which their fanaticism touched, it was run
into the ground. Among the pagans beggars were relieved as
often as judicious; but givi?g to the poor was not made
a cover for the multitude of sms, nor eousequently a cause of
idleness, vice, and contented slavery. The right way to practice philanthropy is to labor for the snppression of monopolies, which would mnke charity unnecessary. Until this can
be effected, it is well enough to organize such benevolent enterprises as insurance, the education of orphans, the protecotion of aged and disabled persons, etc., provided that these
enterprises are put upon a co.operativ basis, exacting from
each member some return for what he gets. If they propose
only to relieve suffering, without teaching justice and industry, they do mischief. When we reflect on what a ~read
ful thing pauperism is, we may well doubt whether Christians
hav done most harm by "burning the bodirs" of Infidels or
"giving their goods to feed the poor."
C. L. JAI\ms.
l'JIILADELPJIIA, Jan. 13, 1885.
l\tln. EDITOR: The account of .J. E. Remsburg's lecture in
our city, published in your last issue, contains so many errors
that I feel prompted to write. The hall occupied is known as
Memorial Hall, although the entrance is the same as Hancock Hall, where we hold the regular meetings of our League.
The chief point gained by the correction is that the hall occupied, seats six hundred people, and the other two hundnd
and fifty. The larger hall was so full that extra seats had to
be brought in. The lecture gave universal satisfaction, but
no secretary of a Bible society put in an appearance, and
should they wish victims they can find them every Sunday at
our hall; although we admit that it would be more scriptural
to "go for the stranger within the gates." The "Rev. Dr.
·westbrook" was none other than our Liberal friend so well
known in New York, .Judge Westbrook. How he will relish
being called a" D. D." I know not; but the:u, a rose by any
other name would be as sweet.
Friend Remsburg:s impeachment of the Bible is certainly
just, and we only wish the jury of the whole American people
might become familar with his bill of pnrticnlars, in which
case many copies of the "Holy Book" would find their way
to the old junk dealer, and human progress would be greatlY
accelerated.
Respectfully,
E. M. LESTER.
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l'lake11 falling thick and fast, here and there, wife's simple faith. "Are you not aware," he
until the whole earth, as far as the eye could added more calmly, "that if you allow her
reach, was encased in a pure white robe. The temper to hav full sway in this manner, it
limbs of the trees, the fences and out-houses, will end in her death?"
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall River, all bore evidence of the severe storm, while
And the old gentleman not waiting for an
lfass., to whmn all Communications tar this inside of Mr. Alstone's cozy residence a scene answer to this important home question, took
Corne1· should be sent.
was enacted that beggars description. And up his hat and left the room.
''I can't see," remarked Fanny, after the
Fanny was at the bottom of it all.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
Her little brother Willie, a boy of eight, had door had closed behind him, "why papa is alWhen the night begins to lower,
been for some hours past amusing himself ways scolding me. He finds fault with me all
Comes a pause In the day's occup»tlon•
with a huge picture book which she wanted, the time.
I ain't worse than other girls, I'm
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
and which he absolutely refused to giv up sure."
•
when requested to do so.
"You may not be in some respects, Fanny.
Paul and Hil«la.
"Giv me that book !" she cried, making But if you don't curb that bad temper of yours,
a surly grasp at it; "it's mine, and you hav it will end just as your father says it will, in
Only a Norse-boy, White and smallHow the wild wind tossed his yellow hair I
no business with it."
your death," assmingly replied Mrs. Alstone,
we call him Paul, our Jansen Paul,
"Please let me look at it a little while;· I anxious for the welfare of her daughter.
He charmed us so with his graceful air.
won't ha1·m it," pleaded Willie, clinging to the
"Oh, I'm not afraid. Papa,may be wise in
His home, a cottage by the wood,
book.
some things, but he's not quite as wise as the
Had simple fiowers about the door,
"Nb, you llan't! You hav already soiled it. gods," emphatically answered th~rl, as she
And dusky bees In the solitude
with your dirty fingers," replied the girl, too left the room.
That sang to him or the Norseland shore.
fiercely tearing it from his hands.
"I do declare," mused Mrs. Alstone, when
The door-yard fence a woven "!"all,
In the struggle that ensued one of the larg- her daughter had gone; "I hardly know what
From the hazel thicket's tangled deep,
Where Hilda and Paul, our Jansen Paul,
est and prettiest pictures was entirely torn to think of Fanny. She's constantly quarrelFound bluebells In a dreamless sleep.
out, and Fanny, stili more incensed at this, ing with Willie, and if her father or I attempt
Wild strawberries lit their crimson cones,
gave Willie a hard rap on his head, which to reprove her, her passion breaks out anew
Each drooping stem a burning bush;
sent him sprawling on the floor. Rolling ·and makes matters much worse than before.
The crow-foot rolled her thousand zones
against the cradle he brought the baby down What's to be the end of it all I know not. Her
Like stars around the brooding thrush.
in the general confusion.
father would, undoubtedly, punish her severely
Dapple-Gray In the straw-roofed shed,
Mrs. Alstone, who sat knitting in her favorit if not for Yle, but as I don't believe in punishWhere Hilda played when her task was done;
corner as if her very life depended upon her ment as a means of reformation, I won't allow
Had chains of fiowers upon his head,
Bright with the dews and morning sun.
accomplishing a certain amount of work in a him to beat her. Something else must be emThey often called In a treble tone,
certain length of time, came rushing to the ployed to bring her to a sense of her duties,
And" Hilda! Hilda!" a double bass,
rescue of the little one, and for three minutes and what that something is I can only conjectBut Hilda and Gray In the shed alone
one would hav supposed the room had been ure as yet. It's a question which involves her
Had a light of joy on either face.
converted into a lunatic asylum, so great was whole future existence, and if nothing is done
Sheep and cows In the meadow lot,
the din.
'
to reform her, the toils of her sin will become
That Hilda and Paul had tended well;
"It's all your fault, too, Fanny," said her too tightly drawn to be ever severed, except by
rd haV you BAe, if 80 yOU'Ve DOt
The grace from the land where the Vikings fell; mother, with an angry expression upon her death itself."
kind, motherly features, as she stooped to
The next morning at the breakfast table,
That older land whence the Sagas came,
pick up the baby.
Mrs. Alstone announced her intention of sendAnd though our Paal, our Jansen Paul,
And Hilda bore both toll and blame,
" I don't care if it is," sullenly replied the ing Fanny over to Mrs. Moor's, a neighbor near
An Inborn grace was over It all.
girl.
by, on an errand. It wasn't pleasent news for
A charm from the shores whose Eddas dim,
"How dare you speak so rudely to your that young lady, for the weather was very cold,
And treasured tomes are filled with songmother?" angrily exclaimed Mrs. Alstone, tak- the snow some eight or ten inches deep, and
Song wild and sweet ere the cradle hymn,
ing
the book from Fanny and returniug it to walking difficult. Hence she would rather
Of these new hills had swept along.
Willie.
stay than go. But, as I hav intimated, she was
A nameless something seen In dreams,
Before Fanny could respond, her father, a good, kind, loving, and gentle girl, with the
Though Hilda's gown was a world too small,
who had been attracted to the room by the exception of an unruly temper, and was ready
And made us forget the fraying seams,
noise, entered, and, stepping forward, he at all times to obey the slightest wishes of her
Ar·d the ravged coat of Jam en Paul.
Clearwater, Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
placed his hand lightly, but firmly, on her parents.
Ths above Is true as regards Hilda and thecharm- shoulder.
"And, Fanny, when you cross the creek, be
lng manners of the children of many or the Swedish
"Fanny, what ill' the meaning of all this?" he sure and go to the bridge; the ice is insufficient
people, who are, as a rule, so polite that they hav
to bear your weight," admonished her mother,
tJeen styled the "Frencllmen of the North." Since sternly asked.
"I don't suppose it's necessary to explain, her voice saddened with apprehension.
wr!tlr:g the above I thought of another posm for
the Corner which Is also true o! the ~alrle-dog, the as you se~m already well acquainted with my
"I will, mamma," unhesitatingly declared
rattle-snake, and a snow-white owl, that Is to be wllys," decidedly said the girl, not a bit fright- the girl aloud, while to herself she muttered:
round In all towns of the prairie-dog-and he Is only ened by her father's harsh words.
"Mamma seems to think if I cross on the ice
a dog EO far as the bark Is concerned; vtherwlse he
"Do you know," asked Mr. Alstone, earn- I will get drowned, but I know bettter than
Is a species or gopher. The three strange companIons make as queer a trlnl ty as has been round In estly, "that you are allowing your temper' to that. And pray, who cares to go half a mile
any part of the world. [This story or the Trinity will run away with your politeness? What is to be out of their way to reach that villainous-looknppear next week.-ED. 0. C.] I hav still another the end of all this ill-nature and snarling, any- ing old blidge, especially in such wretched
little story that would perhaps Interest the children, way?"
whether as this?"
bm I rear It Is too ·long, covering _more than eight
"Giv it up; ask the telegraph pole," misProcuringher hat and.shawl, Fanny, !wishing
pages or foolscap. It Is a poetical rendering or a
night of horror endured by a woman I well knew, chievously answered the girl, as she pointed to convey the impression that she intended
who had lost her way on' an Illinois prairie, and was tauntingly to a tree outside. Her merriment following her mother's advice, but in reality
overtaken by a fierce pack of timber-wolves just as was only momentary, howllver.
"And, be- her designs were just the opposit, took anight came on; but fortunately she found a small
grove or low trees, and, cllmblng Into one or these, sides, is it any of your busineRs '/"her black eyes round~about path in the direction of the
sat there till morning, amid the howling or the flashed scornfully as she asked this question, bridge.
storm, and the still more terrible howllngs or the and her voice had a scathing contempt that
When out of sight of her mother, who stood
wolves that gnawed the tree till she thought It must argued well for fighting capacity.
on the doorstep watching her movements, the
tJreak and let her down. But the tender-hearted
"Fanny, you should be ashamed to use such bad little girl soon arrived in the vicinity of
elllldren of the Corner will be glad to hear that she
disrespeatful language to your father," re- the creek. Proceeding to its bank, she was in
got safely home to hel' children.
Wlch best wishes for the success or the Corner, I sponded the old gentlemen, scrutinizing his the act of placing her shapely foot on the ice,
MARY B. FINCH.
remain,
Your friend,
daughter very closely, scarcely realizing such when she was arrested by some one calling her
[We think the story is not too long. A po- depravity existed in the girl. "It's terrible- name.
Turning she beheld Phil White, a neighboretical rendering of a story is always charming, shocking in the extreme!" and unable any
and we know our children will be delighted longer to retain his pent-up passion, Mr. AI- ing farmer's son, standing a few paces away,
with it, if you will take the trouble to send it stone placed himself before Fanny and raised intently watching her.
"Fanny," he said, "you are not going to
for them, and we shall be truly grateful !or his hand as if he would strike her to the-floor_
And Fanny with a determination to hav the cross on the ice, are you ?"
your kindness.-ED. C. C.]
best of the argument in this little family di.a"Certainly I am, you little idiot, but what's
pute, was about to retort when her mother in- that to you?" crossly asked she, her fingers
Naughty Fanny.
terposed for harmony's lake.
twitching with excitement, as she vainly tried
Fanny Alstone was a good, noble-hearted,
"John, don't 'abuse the girl; she's nothing to suppress her rising agitation.
truthful little girl of ten. She was generous but a child yet," pleaded the wife and mother
"Oh, nothing," replied Phil, edging off a
even to a fault, and if she possessed anything in a ~ne which plainly showed that her love little, fearing a blow from his fair companion,
in the way of sweetmeats, her class-mates was as deep, broad, and expansiv as the ocean "only, if I was you, I would go to the bridge;
ul ways received their full share, and no boy or -a love which neither time nor temptest can its only a few steps further on, and-"
girl in trouble ever appealed to her in vain. destroy.
"Take that you meddlesome fellow, and
She was ready at all times to sympathize with
"I'll try not, Mary. But who oan help it mind your own business," vehemently reand encourage those in need of counsel and when she is constantly in an uproar about sponded the passionate little girl, finishing
friendship. But with all her good points something or other. Especially when she Phil's sentence with a hard slap in his face,
:F~tnny lacked one merit, or rather she was speaks so respectful to her parents, and that's which made. that young gentleman believe his
eursed with one fault, which at one time only when it's convenient for her to do so," teeth had gone down his throat, to investigate
promised to poison her whole future life, and in spite of wrath, Mr. Alstone cast an ad- the condition of his stomach.
namely, an unruly temper.
miring glance where Fanny stood waitingWhen he recovered from the blow suffiHer father and mother had exhausted all waiting for what 11he termed the "next thing ciently to look around, he discovered Fanny
1heir eloq nence in the denunciation of this on the program."
half way across the stream, which was some
l>lemish, and repeated again and again their
"You must not blame the girl for her mis- sevell. or eight feet wide.
displeasure and opposition, but without avail fortune; for remember she takes after her
"Fanny," he loudly yelled, "come back.
h0wever. So at last it was decided to let her father," replied Mrs. Alstone, in defense of You can never reach the other side in safety.'
had temper take its course, and when she Fanny.
" 'Tend to your own business, and-" but
grew up to woman's estate, it might possibly
" I may be a little cross sometimes, I admit, at that moment crack ! crash ! went the ice,
find its death in her otherwise kind and gentle but l'm not continually growling like our in- and poor Miss Fanny felt herself going down,
nature. But one day an incident occurred teresting girl there; no, 11.ever!" returned Mr. down! In the almost hopeless effort to save
that effectually settled the whole issue with- Alstone, proud of his own good nature.
heraelf, she clutched wildly at the sides of the
out the assistance of mature age.
"But Fanny's young yet, and has plenty of ice, and, luckily for her, she succeeded in obA snow-storm had been brewing for several time to reform," returned his wife.
taining a slight finger-hold, and there she hung
weeks, and just a few days before the open"Reform! fiddlesticks, ha, h~!" said the hus- struggling for life with all the intensity of her
ing of our .stot>y it came on in earnest, great band, bursting out into a hearty laugh at his · ~ensitiv nature.

While hanging between life and death, as
it were, oh, how she wished she had profited
by her mother's advice, · an¢l gone to the
bridge. But this was no time to brood over
idle speculations, for her present dangerous
position should occupy her full attention.
Yet she could not help thinking· how miserable
she was, with all the probabilities in favor of
her ending her unhappy existence in the cold
waters below. An instant later this sickening
thought occurred with even greater vividness
than before.
'
For it was with an indescribable horror that
she realized that her fingers were slowly but
surely slipping off the ice, and she dare not
relinquish her present hold to obtain a fresher
one, for fear of losing it altogether. Therefore
with as good grace as she could command
she awaited her death, which at this time appeared inevitable.
However, such a state of affairs, or, to more
properly put it, her increasing suspense, W!lS
not fated to last long. For, with her poor'
weak body cold and chilled almost to the bone,
having given up all hopes of ever seeing her
dear parents-dearer now to her than everalive again, she discerned her father and precious mother running toward her, the latter
urging her husband on to greater exertions.
It seems that Phil, after witnessing Fanny's
mishap, ran to the house and hurriedly informed her parents of her peril, and they
speedily came to her rescue, Mr. Alstone car·
rying a stout rope,, which he had the forethought to pick up as he ran through the
kitchen.
"Here, Fanny, take the end of this rope,
and hold on for d!lar life," cried Mr. Alstone,
throwing the young girl the rope, which she
succeeded in catching.
Immediately she was drawn from the ice to
the bank, and her father, taking her into his
strong arms, carried her to the house. Here,
covered with huge blankets and quilts, with
the assistance of a good cup of hot tea, she
soon recovered her accustomed health, andbut no; I was going to say, her bad temper.
Her late experience taught her a never-tobe-forgotten lesson, for she says:
."It had almost conquered me, but now I
will conquer it." And she succeeded admirably.
A short time ago the writer received a letter
from her husband, Philip White, who is now
a prosperous merchant in one of our large cities, detailing· the particulars of the incident
above narrated, and saying that Fanny makes
a noble, true, loving, and honorable wife. He
also says he has never forgotten the blow dealt
by her dear little hand some twenty years before, as they stood upon the bank of the creek.
DAviD B. CoziNE.

Correspondence.
NEWARK, N. J., ,Jan. 15, 1885.
DEAR MISS WrxoN: I herewith send you a
conundrum. I do not know whether it will be
acceptable or not. It is original. I am a very
poor hand at making out riddles, but I shail
try my best to make them out in THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I suppose practice makes perfect.
Hoping you will excuse my writing, I am
Yours very truly,
·wM. DuFFY.
P. S.-I am thirteen years old.
[We hope to hear from William again, and
that he will write us all about his school, work,
and all that interests him.-ED .. C. C.]
UTICA, MINN., Jan. 19, 1885.
DEAR MisS ·wrxoN: I liv on a farm of 320
acres. My father has lots of sheep, horses,
and cattle. We hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKEI\
for seven years. My father calls himself a
Materialist. He used to btl a Universalist, and
has taken a Universalist paper for twenty-five
years. I hav three brothers and two sisters.
One sister, thirteen years old, plays the organ
11nd sings, and I help her sometimes. I am
eleven years old. I had a side-saddle for a
Christm11s present a year ago; so did my sister
Lizzie. We had nice times riding horseback
last fall. We hav very cold weather this winter. The thermometer has been down to 35
degrees below zero, and is down to 26 this
evening. I hav two brothers living in Dakota
on the Northern Pacific Railroad. I was out
to see them last fall. People hav large lttvel
farms out there, and raise a great deal of wheat,
They had a hail-storm the day I got out there.
You must excuse mistakes.
Yours truly,
ALICE W. PEABoDY.
DusDEE, MINN., Jan. HI, 1885.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As I hav never seen any
letters in the Children's Corner from this part.
of Minnesota, I thought I would write one. I
am a little girl ten years old. My papa takes
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I like to .read the
Children's Corner very much, but do not read
much of the rest. Papa says when I am old
enough to understand it I will like that, too.
We liv in the country on a farm. I hav a little brother; he is two years younger than I am.
We go to school in the summer, and in the
winter when it is not too cold. We hav a little red sled, and go coasting on the hills. I
hav a little black pony; his name is Nig. I
call him Nigger because he is black. I was
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learnin~ to l'ide him last summer, and
will try it again next summer. I would like
very much to ha-v some of you girls who write
fnr the Corner to write to me, and I will answer RS well as I can. I hope you will hav
room for this letter in the Children's Corner.
·Your little friend, LAURA D. LINDGUIST.

."·l

BOOK FOR CHILDREN AND YOlTTH.

~~-!

GREENVILLE, On., Jan. 18, 1885.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I often thought I would
like to write a little piece for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and as it is Sunday I thought I would
take the opportunity. I am a little girl about
thirteen years of age. I go to school and read
in the Fifth Reader; and I am in the new Normal Arithmetic. I hav seven sisters and ten j
brothers. and they are all living yet. One
mother iR the mother of them all. My mother
is 53 years of age, and she is as good as ever 1
yet. My father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
we feel that we could not do without it. I am
glad to learn that the Freethinkers are increasing so fast in Canada. We came to Oregon in
1876. I read the <Jhildren's Corner, and I
think it is very nice.
Yours in friendship, JEMIMA BENNETT.

I

1

[To CORRESPONDENTS: In writing for the'
press care should be taken to write upon one
side of the paper only.-ED. C. C.]

J. R. PERRY writes: "'The Story Hour'
came to hand, and I must say it is a beautiful
book in every sense of the word. There is
nothing in it to offend the most orthodox Christian, Spi:itualist, or Materialist. Susie's pieture represents a child possessing great ideality
and a large ba~e for physical life-truly a child
of unusual promis."

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN I
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A

STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.

BY JENNIE

BUTLER

Price 10 f'AntR.

For

BROW~F

sale at this ot!kP.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book for tlJ.e young foUr~. By Miss SUSAN
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. 'l'his very
excell~nt

work for young masters and misses, has

passed LhrougtJ a very large edltlou, anrt a second
has been igsueu at a reduced priCe of $1.25, free o!
poRtage. This new edition has a photogravh of the
au• hor which adds very much to the value of the
volume.

Ula lwrnnu'~< 200 Poetical RiddleR.
Price 20

(~ntA.

'l'Hl~ YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Pmf. H. M. KoTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education of youth in the
principl~s of Freethought, at the same t;lme that it
lnculc... ces moral duties and human rights from a
•t~tndpoint of pure reason and common sense .
.Vl<lrAHS
'rHE 'rRUTH REEKER.

OTHODOXY.
A. Lecture by

Col. Robert G. lngersoU.
"The clergy know. that I know that they
know that they do not know.''
One o(the best documents to circnl>tte ever
printed. Every man, woman, anJ child in
the United States should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
AdJress ~HE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clmton Place, New York.

PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.

INGERSOLL CATEOHISED;
His Ans-wers
To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
by the Editor of the San Fanciscan.

ANCIENT MAN
FALSE CLAIMS. D·.ID.:0.£1
D·YJ;ll: )'if
~IYTI-IS
THIRD EDITION.

-BY-

J_ E. REMSBURG.

A.ND THEIR

p

Revised and Enlar::ed.
Millions of these should be circulated by
Price, 10 CTS. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ
Freethinkers.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
for a dollar. Addrefi!s THE TRUTH SEBKER.
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other States, together with Structures in Central America.

6 lglOllS ByFREDERICK LA.RKIN, M.D,

Being a Comparison of the Old and New estament
Mtmber of t'M
.A:m<rican .Association for t'M .Advancemtnt of Sci.tJn«.
MythS and Miracles with those of heathen na'lona of Antiquity, Considering also their
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Price,
Cloth $1.50.
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Address
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AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
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For Sale at tllis Office.
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'allauthor
should be acquainted with. I thank the
for writing it, and so will all who hav
==================== Ithe pleaS1fre of its perusal. To those who hav
IJotfrg.

A. Surprised Clergyman.
" Tom Paine Is dead," Ring Satan said,
·And stirred his fires anew.
" My lads, make hot the brimstone pot,
For we hav work to do."
·The devils danced, around him pranced,
And wagged their tails for joy.
Aloud they boast, •· We'll hav a roast;
Our tortures we'll employ."
" Then straightway hie," did Satan cry;
" The fleetest Imp of all,
To upper earth, and bring him forth
Into our brimstone hall."
Like arrow sped, a devil tied
Unto the upper air;
'rhen down he came. through smoke and flame,
And brought his culprit there.
All oped their eyes with blank surprise
Upon the stranger guest.
'" No Paine Is that-too sleek and fat,"
The devils all confessed.
With belly big, with hat and wig,
And surplice flowing wide,
With bloated cheek, and garments sleek,
And head erect with pride,
The lordly man began to scan
'rhose names that burnt so blue,
Then silence broke, to Satan spoke,
"Pray, who the devil are you ?"
"I'm king or hell; you'll know me well
Before you quit this den.
But never fear, for you'llllnd here
Your brother-clergymen."

not the means of consulting all histories, or
the time to study them, this work will be
especially valuable.
It is inscribef to the "Congress of the
United States, the ward of .public liberty, promoter of sciences, arts, and public education,
and the protector of commerce and industry,"
j and has a picture of George Washington. It
, is published simultaneously at Boston, Milwaukee, and San Francisco. It. is for sale at
THE TRUTH SEEKER office. Let all purchase a
copy, and find the value of their money, and
. much more besides, in the contents of the
1 book.
SusAN H. WuoN.

"For mercy'!:! sake! here's some mistake,

As shortly will appear;
They've lugged Tom Paine In heaven to reign,
And brought my reverence here."
Then Satan took a masslv book,
And oped Its pages wide:
"By this you must-by this I trust
You're willing to be tried."
"Yes, I'll engage that sacred page
Will take me out or hell.
I've taught Its laws, and In the cause
Of Jesus labored well.
" Where many meet In crowded street,
And In the market-place,
Inch urches tall, and spacious hall
I've preached redeeming grace.
" In solemn way, the Sabbath day
I've kept, as we are bid."
'rhe devil said, and shook his head,
u

,l,hat's more than Jesus did."

•· I've fasted, prayed--" "But l'm afraid
'Twill help you not a jot;
You've closed your door against the poor,
And Jesus knows you not."
"But I hav spread the wine and bread
Before my !althful flocks;
And, what Is best of all the rest,
I'm soundly orthodox."
" And so am I," did Satan cry,
With all my brimstone crew.
Your lllbles tell how fiends In hell
Believe and tremble too."
"Sir, that's all fudge l You are no judge
At all of oacred things;
But I've been praised, to honor raised,
'rhe favorlt of kings."
" Oh, fatal boast l then you must roast,
H truth these pages tell;
For they are worst, and most accurst,

Of whom the world speaks well."
"Nay, sir, you jest, for men the best
Hav held my sermons dear;
'rhey've given me, with homestead free,
A thousand pounda a year."
" How dare you, then, If paid by men,
Ask wages of the Lord ?
Your story's told-In tinsel gold
You've had your full reward.
"But hence l away l No more I'll say
~o such a hag of sin.
Yon kettle bolls; to ease your tolls
My Imps shall help you ln."
'rhe saintly priest spoke not the least,
Till In the broth he fell:
'.rhen,
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Save me, Lord," he vainly roared;

And how the fiends did yell!

1

PAXTON.

''BIBLE MORALS."

Blind men like Talmage and one-eyed Hull
hav no use for this work, but every Liberal,
every candid, thinking Christian, ought to hav
a copy. It is clear, concise, and invincible.
As a handy reference book upon Bible questions I know of nothing better. With a copy
of this work, the Libera! is prepared to meet
priests and preachers upon almost any Bible
question of importance without hunting
through the filthy, disgusting old mainstay of
superstition. Talmage says that part of the
Bible was "not intended to be read," and
Hull says "it was not given to all to understand." Until a satisfactory explanation is
given of these remarkable utterances, the person who is seeking light will do well to let the
Bible rest and read " Bible Morals" instead.
Mr. Remsburg truly says at the close that
when Bible defenders quote passages in opposition to those quoted by him; they will dem.
onstrate that the Bible is contradictory in its
teachings and therefore wholly unreliable as a
guide. Lukewarm Christians, and others of
unsettled opinions, will read this work if you
approach them mildly. THE TRUTH SEEKER
givs a dis~ount on a dollar's worth and upwards. Send for a half-dozen copies.
N. G. WATSON.
l\USS WIXON's NEW DOOK, "ALL IN A LIFETIME."

EDrroR TR~'XH SEEKER: Having the pleasure
of a hasty perusal of Miss Wixon's new novel,
the opening chapters remind me of the time I
"went a-fishing" for mackerel in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, sailing with a handsome fleet
from Cape Cod in the good schoc,ner Chance
of Dennis. We had been in the gulf only a few
days, when the gale off Prince Edward's
Island wrecked nearly a hundred vessels, carrying mourning and destitution into more than
a thousand families at Cape Cod and Cape Ann.
In this.terrible disaster the author of this work
lost four brothers, out of five in the family.
The bodies of the drowned brothers were recovered ana placed in a new vessel bound for
their old home. But, strange to relate, that
vessel containing the precious freight was
never heard of after.
The father, Capt. James Wixon, closed his
affairs, and removed with the'remainder of his
family to Fall River, Mass., where he was
elected to the office of sheriff, which position
he held until his death.
Miss Wixon, I am proud to say, was a pupil
of mine in early life, and even then gave
promis of the intellectual grace that has
crowned her maturer years. A review of "All
in a Lifetime " in the. present article would extend it beyond warrantable limits; but I may
say that I hav read few books that hav afforded
me more pleasure. It is handsomely bound,
and will be a prize on the shelf of any family
library. If its sale equals its merits, the edition will run into many thousands.
E. M. DEWEY.
"All in a Liftltime " is for sale at THE TRUTH
SEEKER office, price $1.50.

New Books.
ELEMENTS oF UNIVERSAL HrsTORY, FOR HIGHER
INsTrruTEs IN REPUBLICS AND FOR SEL~'lNH'l'RucnoN. By Professor H. M. Cottinger, A.M. Price, S1.50.
'fhis book of 336 pages is divided into ten
periods, and embraces all the principal events
of ancient and modern times, from the beginning of historical certainty to the present. To
each period of political history is subjoined a
sketch of civilization, showing its various
stages of advancement. Thus the student, or
general reader, gains a clear idea. of events as
they hav transpired, and can, from the division
of time, easily keep them in his mind.
The best authors hav been consulted in this
compilation, and the whole matter is well and
neatly arranged. The exercises at the close of
each period are well calculated to keep dates
and events in the grasp of the memory. It is
a good book, and everyone should be acquainted with the facts therein contained. As
a text-book in schools, it would occupy an important place; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying information that

The Agno8tic, Vol. I., No.1, is the first is5ue
of a monthly journal of Liberal thought published by Charles A. Watts, London, Eng., in
which Agnosticism, in its various aspects, is
learnedly discussed. All England's capitalrs
gatherecl there.
"G. M. McC." takes the
initiativ with an able and suggestiv article
headed " The Confession of Agnosticism."
The "parrot-cry" for "one world at a time,"
this writer holds, is not to be gran ted, because
there undoubtedly are two, i.e., life as it is,
and life only as it appears. With this dual
aspect of life he is content to deal without
fretting for a third, which may bring a fourth
in its train. 'fo the extent that a man recognizes these two worlds, one an appearance,
the other a reality, he is a Secularist and an
Agnostic.
"G. M. McC." will continue the
subject. G. L. Mackenzie contributes eight
lines of sentiment in verse. "Ignotus," in an
"Exposition" which regards Herbert Spencer
as the greatest of philosophers, compares some
Comtean and Spencerian propositions, in
~ which their dissidences are plainly set forth.

J. ~- Gilm~n as~s the question, "I_s ~gnosticis~
Philosophical? and finds that It IB pre-eminently so. Dr. W. B. Carpenter takes his
stand upon the· individual consciousness of
the Ego, and from that position replies to
Captain W. B. McTaggart's article in the "Agnos tic Annual." Captain McTaggart rejoins.
M.r. Charles Watts, now of America, points out
the true definitions of "sacred" and "SeenJar'' in the plain and logical manner which
has made him famous; A. McDonnell discusses
"Agnosticism vs. Dogmatism;" and then "Julian" dips into church history and throws
some light on the age of the canonical books
of the New Testament. W. Greatheed's article is headed "A.D. 2500. Antipodean Agnosticism: Its Whence and Its Whither." Herbert.
Junius Hardwicke, M.D., F.R.C.S., discourses
on "Man: Whence and Whither?" which will
be continued in subsequent numbers of the
Agnostic. "Shelley and Some Other Poets"
occupy Gregory Greymore fot two pages, and
"Reformers" receive a measure of praise
from F. Sydney Morris. "Notes and Scraps,"
by the editor, make an appropriate closing for
one of the best publications of the day. The
Agnostic sells for· 25 cents per copy. We will
undertake to. forward subscripti..ms.

found not to bear the test ·of criticism in the
light of faith and reason. The pamphlet is a
credit to Archd. Campbell, who is its author.
25 cents. A second pamphlet by the same
writer is," " Spirit or Matter?'' in regard to
which the same remark is applicable; and
which sells for the same price. A third, which
is named " Jesus Who is Called Christ," is
equally good. "Pictures We Hav Seen of the
Unknown God" is a fourth. We are glad to
see so much Freethought literature emanating
from the vicinity of the sixth continent.

pamphlet.

Vick's "Floral Guide" for 1885 contains
pictures of hundreds of flowers as big as life,
and needing only' color to be as natural. The
"Guide" is a catalog of the flower and vegetable seeds which James Vick, Rochester, N.
Y., has to sell, and can be obtained o~ him for
ten cents.

"Spiritual Specifics-Mind in Medicin" is
the title under.which M.· L. Holbrook publishes a discourse by the Rev. Cyrus A. Bartol
on the relation between mind and malady.
The book has no especial value further than
that its odd pages advertise some of Mr. Hoibrook's otner publications, which are really
worth reading. Among these are, "Eating for
Strength," $1; "Liver Complaint, Nervous
Dyspepsia, and Head~che: The Causes, Prevention, and Cure," $1; "Fruit and Bread a
Natural and Scientific Diet," $1; "MuscleBeating; or, Activ and Passiv Home Gymnastics for Healthy and Unhealthy People," 30
cents. Any of these may be ordered from this
office, and will be sent postpaid on receipt of
Probably no book on the subject of the use priee.
of narcotics and stimulants has ever been
printed equal in plain common sense to James
Spiritualism has acquired a new ally in the
Parton's "Smoking and Drinking" (Fowler & shape of a monthly magazine called 8/Jirit
Wells Co.). Mr. Parton is fair enough to say Voices. Editor. George A. Fuller; assistant
that some good men drink, and that some who editor, Mrs. G Davenport Stevens; manager,
are gentlemen occasionally smoke. He be- James A. Bliss. These three, with the assistlieves they would be better off if rid of these ance of a printer who evidently understands
habits, and no one could read this book with- the art, hav produced a handsome publication.
out acknowledging that he has grounds for his Those who wish to patronize this new underbelief. Strong drink is a curse. There can taking should address Manager Bliss, 121
be no question about that. Every one ought West Concord street, Boston, Mass.
to hav the good sense to let it alone. Tobacco
Fowler & Wells hav recently issued a new
is a nuisance to all except the user, and it is
an injury to him. It is a solace and a quieter, edition of Redfield's "Comparativ Physiogand, perhaps, l}eeps ma,ny a man contented nomy; or, Resemblances between Men and
with his surroundings when he ought to be in Animals." Dr. Redfield thought he discovered
rebellion against them. As Mr. Parton points physical resemblances between men and aniout, tobacco is the great rival of woman, be- mals, and that the likeness extended to the
cause men gather in clubs, and smoke when mental characteristics. In a book of 330 pages
they should be spending their time with their these resemblances are set forth and illustrated
wives or female friends. Of course drinking with 330 cuts. Price, $2.50. For sale at THE
liquor does not pay; neither does he who TRUTH SEEKER office.
smokes ever get a return for the money inPeople having members of their family un.J
vested in tobacco. Rum and tobacco will der ti ve years of age may be interested to
probably be forced out of use by an increase know that a publication espousing the cause
of refinement in taste. Books like "Smoking
of the human infant -is published monthly
and Drinking" are worth more to the cause of
in this city. Babyhood is the title of the magtemperance than would ~e a law of equal azine, and it is devoted exclusivly to the care
Jength on the statute books of the several of infants and young children, and the general
states. Mr. Parton writes so well on every
interests of the nursery. Published at 18
subject that it is a pleasure to read him. The
Spruce st., New York; 15 cents per number.
p~ice of the present work is 50 cents. Sold by
The Truth Seeker Company.
"Proceedings of the Pennsylvania Yearly
Meeting of the Progressiv Friends, held at
A handsome pamphlet bearing the imprint Longwood, Pa., 1883-1884." C. D. B. Mills,
of the Thinker, McPherson, Ka'n., is" Slaughter Syracuse, N.Y., and M. M. Bailey, Marlborothe Innocents," by Chas. 0. Donnovan, bar- ville, Pa., are the clerks of this Society of
rister-at-law. It is a tilt against the Irish. Friends, and those interested in the proceed·
Mr. Donnovan may be a little too severe on ings can doubtless obtain the pamphlet under
this people as a race; but in so far as his re- notice by addressing either of these gentlemen,
marks apply to the Catholic portion of that
"Saladin," the editor of the London Secular
people, they are woefully and startlingly true.
Catholicism ruined Ireland. As was shown in Review, reprints from that paper, in pamphlet
a recent paper by C. L. James, published in form, his article on the "Crusades," and sends
THE TRUTH SEEKER, Ireland was a nation a copy of it to this office. The little book conamong nations until the church captured and tains 14 pages, and is the story, told in "Saldegraded her. There is something about aclin's '' eerie way, of how· the Christians of
Catholicism that robs a man of all sense of England and elsewhere attempted to drive the
honor, and all respect for human rights or hu- Infidels out of Palestine.
man laws. If an Irishman could be found
"A Common-Sense Guide to correct Engwho is not a Catholic, there is no doubt that,
other things being equal, he is as good as the lish," by J. L. Barker, Columbus, Ga., price
rest of mankind. It is by accepting the dia- 50,cents, would strike the observer as coming
bolical teachings of Catholicism that the Irish rather high for a book of its size, but it is as
people hav laid themselvs open to the truthful full of meat as an egg is of vi tell us and albustrictures of Mr. Donnovan. We should say men. It can be read with profit by all writers
that 25 cents would be a fair price for this who aim at accuracy of expression.
Mr. E. C. Walker, junior editor of Lucijm·,
has collocated from that paper a number of
articles, and published them in pamphlet form
under the title of "Practical Co-operation."
Mr. \'lalker is one of those vigorous writers
who say what they hav to say in such a manner as to attract and hold the attention of whoever glances at his articles. He may be rash,
and liable to run his head under the ax, but
thus far it is not known that he has suffered
decapitation. He is dead in earnest from the
word " Go !" to the finish, and it is not his
fault if he does not always win. Not to let
our admiration for Mr. Walker's verve make us
forgetful of his pamphlet, we would say that
"Practical Co-operation" sells for ten cents,
and can be obtained at this office.

John G. Hertwig is well known to the public
as a writer on the Sabbath question and woman's rights. His latest work is "Silver
Coin," as its names indicates, an argument on
finance. Price 10 cents. For sale at this
office.
• M. E Marks, Oak Park, Ill., prints a circular
headed" HavWe Reliable Evidence that Jesus
Arose from Death and Ascended to Heaven?"
He concludes that we hav not.

From Auckland, New Zealand, comes a
pamphlet entitled, "The Kingdom of Heaven;
G. F. Rinehart, Colfax, Iowa, contributes a
or, The Teaching of J mms, as Found in the 56-page pamphlet to the subject of "IntellectGospels, Criticised." A. Campbell, bookseller, ual Development." It is ably written, Price,
is the publisher. The teaching of Jesus is 50 cents.
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Books that the Press .Appreciate.
The Nonconformist, ju&t before'the holidays,
printed this notice of Mr. Putnam's latest
noveL The advice in the last paragraph is as
good now as then:
'
"Waifs and Wanderings " is the title of a
new work by Samuel P. Putnam, published by
'[he Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place,
New York city.
Price, $1, cloth; paper, 50
cents.
Just to giv an idea of the novel, it begin8
with Mr. and Mrs. Cupples, who hav no children of their own.
One stormy night Mrs.
Cupples was aroused from her slumber by a
noise which she insisted was burglars, and demanded that Cupples arise and advance forth-

BIBLE. MORALS.
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
!;1

Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-! heft and Hobbery-Adultery and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Conqurst and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and
Persecution-Injustice :to Woman-Unkindness to Children-Cruelty to Animals-Hun1.an Sacrifices-Cannibalism- Witchcraft- ~lavery- Polygamy- IntenlperancePoverty and Vagrancv- Ignorance and Idiocy- Obscenltv.
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fore resolving finally what course to take, he
listened, and both at the same instant determined that it wasn't ,cats nor burglars, but a
baby, and it was soon discovered to be on the
door step.
So it was brought into the house
where it proceeded to stir up music: Mrs.
Cupples demanded that Cupples giv the bottie to the baby, while Cupples insisted he saw
no bottle, but when Mrs. Cupples fished one
out, found it was filled with milk, and rammed
it into the child's mouth,,the noise ceased, while
Cupples, filled with amazement at what a bottle
could do, simply ejaculated, "Well, I'll be
damned," not, however, that he meant it; the
expression was hyperbolical with Cupples, and
no harm at all.
The story goes on through thirty-three chapters taking that child through all the vicissitudes of slave life up to the close of the war,
defeating the grossest injustice, sometimes the
Bible being on one side and sometimes on the
other, both law and gospel accommodating
themsel vs to circumstances, until at last justice
triumphs, but no thanks to either law or gospeL
This book would make a most charming holiday present.
It is written in J\l!r. Putnam's
happiest style. Few authors are gifted as Mr.
Putnam is with the ability to seize on and hold
the attention of the reader without flagging
from first to last.
We commend this book of 192 pages, well
printed and elegantly bound, to those who desire at this season of the year to make a present to their friends of a truly interesting and
valuable book.
The Banner of Light also commends the book:
Mr. Putnam excels as a writer of fiction embodying the views of Freet:&inkerd.
In this,
as in h1s previous works, he exposes the real
characters of those who employ religion as a
cloak to their selfish and nefarious acts, and
with pretentious sanctity impose upon the
sympathies of honest but simple-minded people. 'l'he frame-work of the story is the civil
war, incidents of which are vividly described,
reaching at times points of intense interest.
Radimtl truth are freely uttered; every page
sustains the right, condemns the wrong; and
encourages those who are looking .for better
conditions for all mankind.

Of Mr. Remsburg's ".Bible Morals," the
New Thought speaks in these flattering terms:
John E. Remsburg never writes without having something to say, and he always says his
say as well as it can be said. Mr. Remsburg
proves beyond the possibility of a doubt that
the Bible sanctions falsehood and deception,
cheating, theft and robbery, adultery and prostitution, murder, wars of .conquest and extermination, despotism, intolerance and pBrsecution, injustice to woman, unkindness to children, cruelty to animals, human sacrifices,.
cannibalism, witchcraft, slavery, polygamy,
imtemperance, poverty and vagrancy, ignorance and idiocy, and obscenity.
Mr. Remsburg believes the Bible was true
to the conditions that produced it; that it contains many good things; it is only when the
clahn is made for the Bible that it is God's infallible book that he finds it necessary to show
that it partakes of human fallibility. He says:
"In opposing the Bible, do not suppose that I
am so uncharitable as to deny to it any merit.
There is much in it to be admired.
'I'he Mosaic code, crude and barbarous as it is, contains many statements that are wise and just;
the proverbs constitute a store-house of oriental wisdom; Job, dressed in the rich imagery
of the past, is a poem of surpttssing merit;
many of the psalms are gems of poesy; David's
lament for Saul and Jonathan, and the words
spoken over his dead Absalom, are touchingly
beautiful; the Sermon on the Mount, with all
its vague and impractiable teaching, is composition that has chaqned and will continue to
• eharm thousands who reject the dogma of
its author's divinity; those chapters in J ohrJ
which record the last hours of Jesus with his
disciple3 are so full of pathos that in reading
them we forget the Christ, and hear only the
sad, human voice of the 'gentle Nazarene;'
Paul's writings reveal a master mind, and
through the clouds of hi~ theology there bursts
forth many a ray of truth." This book can be
had of its publishers at 25 cents each.
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Copies, 2i) cents;
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Special Discount on Largcl' QnanUtics,
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NOW READY!

DIRECTIONS
FOR

CLEANSING THE BLOOD,
Will C•w.-e all Fornts et: Dbe&Jile Withovt
lUedlctne.

And Curing all forms of Disease that the
Human Famlly Is Subject to,
Wlthc;mt the Use of Any Medicine Whatever.

CONSULTING ROOMS,

471 Wli:S'l' MADlSON ST.,

Price, 30 Cents.
AddreEs THE TRUTH SEEKER Oftice.

6l!

SonHthlng for Invalids •o read and study
ovar.-Stop Drugging and try
WANTED.
Na•ure'" RPlTI'#\dy,
A person whose time Is not fully occupied, to as·
lUAGNE'l'ISl\1.
s ·elate In business pertaining to dramatic profes-

sion. Must be atfable, shrewd, prompt, and buslness-llke, and possessed of considerable famlll arlty
with dramatic fraternlty-mana{!ers, agencies, etc.
To right party good opportunity for leisure time to
be profitably employed.
Address
J. 13.
6tf
THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

GERMAN SIMPLIFJJI':D.

PRICE LIS'J.'.
Lun~ Invigorators,
•
G"ntlemeu's Body Be 11 s,
Sciatic Appliances,
Kne fl t~aps,
L~>g Belts,
.tnklets,
!'!boulder A..ppl'anee~,
Wris ·lets, tHen,
Hat Band•, .
H+>ad C>tpR,
~leepiog

C ~ps,

$ 6 00
6 00
i) 00
3 00
4 00
-! 00
4- 00
I 50
I 00
4 00
4 00
6 00
1:) 00

.Abdominal Belts (ladies),
Gents' Vests,
Ladies' ,Jacket and Corset

18 00
Superflne Insoles (all leather), 1 00
(combined),

While these g !lrments can be procured at the
low prices no one can afford to bA 111. o 11r
Purity and Mm·ulity of The Bible. above
ladles' supporters are just what every larlv In the
land needs, as It wlll be found a great assistance at
Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents. certain
periods; all these garments are made to
Address THE TRU'rH SEEKER
measure, anc! a fit guaranteed. 'l'o ladlee who are
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
wlll restore you to new Ufe and energy, and pay for
PHOTOGRAPHS
Itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. Thle
Oli'
garment Is only made from actual measure, and n
perfect fit assured.
COL. R. G. INGERSOLL, All comm unlcatlons answered free of charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
WITH AU'I'04j!UAPll.
Ohlcago, Ill. o- Agents wanted for Boston, New
York Brooklyn, and l'hlladelpbla.
Price, 20 cents,
Address this Office.

LITHOGAPH
-OF THE-

D. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.

An easy and practical new method, adapted for
self-Instruction as well as for use In schools. 'l'o
consist of about twelve numbers.

Four nu1nbers

now publlshed. Sent to any address on receipt of
•he nrlce, 10 cents per number, by THE 'rRU'l'H
BEEKER CO.
PRINTED IN SEVEN COLORS ON THE
'· 'l'hese books cont~tln a weal t.h of knowledge for
self-1nstruct1on."-ED . .Albany 1Uniun.
BEST LITHOGHAPH PAPEH,
3tf

SIZE,

MIND A.ND MATT.ER.

22 1 X 28 ~-

THE BltONZE llEDAIJLION

AN

lnde)>endtnt Eight·pag·e \Veel<ly S)>ir·

PRIN'£8 AS LAIIGE AS A OADINE'l' PHOTOGRAPH,

itual ;Jotll'nal.

THUS GIVING NOT ONLY A PIOTUI\E 0~'
THE 1\fONUl\IEN'l', BU'l'

J. M. lWBERTB,

Editor and l'ublisher.

BuRLINGToN,

N • •J.

Devoted to the Advocacy and Elucidation of Modern Splrltuallsm; and to the Promotion o! Reforms
In Rellglon, Poll tics, Ethics, Social Customs, Indus·
trial Methods, and Educational Tendencies.
'l'el'm~,

One year, $2

AN

ACCURA'£E

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

The lithograph is designed for framing, and will be a treasure for all Liberals.

Invariably in Advance:
00;

six months,

$1.00;

three months,

50 cents; single copies, 5 cents.
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are superior 1o everything of a slmllar character heretofore ofrered to the public, being the only sclentlf!cally ccnstructed appllance In the market; It Is now
two and a half years since they were first otrered
to the publlc, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case of !allure to receive benefit reported to us, whlle we are
In dally receipt of testimonials of cures from all
parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are· worn In quantities
11s advised by us.
To ali who may be aftllcted with any of the following complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garm<Jnts wlll cure you :-Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Nervous Deblllty, Neuralgia, Lum.
bago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Disease,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Chronic Perltonltls, CancAr. Ovarian Tumors
Syphllls, Epllepsy, St. Vitus' Dance, and all form
of chronic 1nva!ldlsm.

COLORED

B;,• P.-ofessor Nathaniel Pieree.

CHICAGO, ILL.

For years past It has oeen known to the profession that Magnetism and Electrlclty·were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn-out surren.r from disease. Many humanitarians In the profession, thinking more of the alleviation o! su:crerlng than they did of the coae of
ethics bY which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found !hemselves astonished at the e:!Iect upon their patlent.s.
'!'hey had bePn taught that medicine was an absolute essential in all cases, ana that that falllng, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and tl:lere an a)lvanced thinker has flung aside
the tie whtch bound him to his dogmatic b·ethren
and has resorted to other and more SQ!entlflc methods of treatment. AS a result many, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarous as It was unscientific, have used their best energies to devise means for the allevlatlon of human
sufrerlng. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNE'l'IBM was establlshed, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readlly submitted to
Its mild but potent Influence. This agent to the
lntelllgent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as It Is, the very essential of all llfe, It was found
that the human bo • y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vi tal principle. If we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient wlll get well. ·
Ah I but how Is It to be don·e, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
tile problem. Here and there throughout bhe world
are fie Ids o! what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, when carried upon the
person, was found to be a safeguard against disease,
and to th!B circumstance we are largely Indebted for
magnetic wearing apparel, for !twas an easy transition from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body wi'h permanently charged magnets, placed lu
garments fitted to every part of the body, Since
the first lntrocl.uctlon of magnetic anpllances as a
curattve, there hru! been a number of these so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose sole object was gatn. Unsclentlflc In construction, and having llttle If any magnetism In
them, the! r llfe was of short d uratlon; It was long
enough, however, to demonstrate that when constructed upon sclentlflc principles there was scarcely
an ailment that human flesh Is heir to that would
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dreams, loss of sexual

power,renderlng mar.
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside appllcatlon In sixty days.
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THE
IN the ancient world we may consider the Stoles
to hav been the most distinguished, practical phi.
losophers. Their leading moral doctrln was " to llv
according to Nature." If they were asked, to what
Nanre? some answered, according to the human
others to the general Nature, or universal law. Now:
human nature Is adapted to the dominion of reason
over the desires; therefore, the philosophical emperor. M.A. Antonlnus, wrote that, to the reasonable
being, acting naturally was equivalent to acting reasonabll;'- And as the same reason, moreover, which
Is said to reign In man Is also the dl vine principle
pervading the whole universe, according to the doctrln or the Stoles, the man acting In consonance with
his own reason, acts also consonantly with universal
reason. And as by this reason he knows himself to
be part of the world, and especially a member of th<"
grea'. comm unl ty or rational beings, he recognizes
Has his duty to llv, not to himself alone, but also
for the general good.-Strauss's Old an-i New Faith.
'l'o be learned In the lump In other men's opinions
and to b~ In the right by saying after others Is the
much easier and quieter way; but how a rational
man, that should Inquire and know for himself, can
content himself with a faith or a religion taken upGn
trust, or with such a servll submission of his understanding as to admit all and nothing else but what
fashion makes passable among men, Is to me ast•mlshlng. I do not wonder that you should hav, In
many points, different apprehensions from what you
meet with In authors. With a free mind, which unbiasedly pursues truth, It cannot be otherwlse.Locke's Familiar Letters.
SEEING these things, seeing that, by the confefslon
or the most obstinate enemies or Innovation, onr
race bas, hitherto, been constantly advancing In
knowledge, and not seeing any reason to believe that,
vreclsely at the point or time at which we came Into
the world, a change took place In the faculties of the
human mind, or In the mode or dlecoverlng truth,
we are reformers; we are on the side of progress.
From the great advat:!ces which European society
has made, during the last fonr centuries, In every
species of knowledge, we infe·, not that there Is no
more room for Imvrovoment, but that In every
science that deserves the name, Immense improvements may be conlh!ently expected.-.Macaulalf.

IN our era or the worlil, these same church clothes
baV gouo sorrowfully out-at-elbows; nay, far worse,
many or them h>tv become mere hollow shapes or
masks under which no living figure or splrll any
longer dwells; but only spiders and unclean beetleP,
in horl"id accumulation, drive their trade; and the
mask still glares on you with Its glass-eye•, In
ghastly affectation of life-some generation-and-ahalf after religion has quite withdrawn from It and
In u tlnotlccunooks Is weaving for Itself new vesture.'
wherewith to reappear and bless us or our sons o;
gratldsons. As a priest or Interpreter or the Holy
Is the noblest anrl. highest or all men, so Is a sham.
priest the falsest and basest; neither Js It doubtful
th!it his canonicals, were they pope's tiaras, will one
day be torn from him to make bandages for the
wounds or mankind; or even to burn Into tinder for
ge11eral scientific or cullnary purposes.-Sa>·lo>" R•.sartus.
THE Power, Incensed, the pageant will desert,
The pompous strain, the sacerdotal stole;
Bat haply, In some cottage far apart,
M..y hear, well-pleased, the language or the soul,
And In his book o.r lit• the Inmates poor enroll.
-Burns's Cotter"s Satu,-day Night.

"POETS are born."
with everybody.
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"SEE how plain a tall shall put you down," re
marked the alligator as he swept the little darkey
within easy lunching distance.

-AND-

FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC
c:..--0188 5.-~~
(E. M. 285.)

A YOUNG lady being refused a new dress by her
rat.her, told him he resembled a part of a stovepipe
"What part?" he asked. "The dam par," she re
plied, and wept copiously.
AN Oakland obituary notice referred to a de
ceased cl tlzen as having "gone to a. happier
home." The widow is about bringing a libel suit
'rhese Oakland women are too sensltlv for any
thing,
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A SoUTIIERN editor asserts that all angels are
blondes. A gentleman who married a light-haired
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prepared to deny the assertion, but he Is pretty
conll ~ ent that all blondes are not a:tgels.
. A GEifMAN, says an exchange, loves to"contemplate
hlms"lt, a Frenchman to talk about himself an
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mom·n about himself, au Irishman to sweai' about
himself and a Yankee to outlla them all.
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ONE of the JaJlane?e students, while ont for a
;troll, wasqc:osted by a sophomore with the Inquiry
"Wlmt's your name?'' Tbe gentleman from Japan
q,nswered politely, giving his surname. "Oh," re
joined the questioner, "you heathens don't hav
but one name, I see." "What was the first name
of Moses?"' was the reply.
"WEALLY, ah, I beg youah par <Jon, miss, If I in
tru<le," said a dutle from Cincinnati the other even
lng on d !"covering a pret.ty gl rJ milk lEg a cow
"No Intrusion, sit'," sal<! the girl, blush In!( like a
rose. "Ah. my dear damsel, c<twn't I assist you?'
"Certainly, sir. Just stand where the cow can see
you." "Of conroe I will. me chawmer; but what
do you want the cow to see me foah ?" ''She wli
think you·re a calf, and glv down her milk raster.'
DEACON DE BLANK; "Ye•, dear, I know the
church ought to hav a new organ now that the op
POSition church in the nBx'; sqtt~tre has one, but I
"hall not subscribe anything toward it." Mrs. Dt
Blank: "But all the other me.nbers are subscrlb
lng liberally toward it, and we mnst do something.'
·'I know; but I can'taffard it, my dear. My Income
has totally stopped." "Good graP-lous I Wby, wha
has happened?" "Tbe polioe hav raided. clean~d
out, and demolished No. 60 Slum street." "B·~
what has that to do with us?'' "Tllat was my prop
ertY- "-Pltiladelpltia Call.
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Washington wrote: "A rew more such flaming·
arguments _ _ . wlll not leave numbers at a loss.
to decide on th~ propriety of a separation."
By THOiVIAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."

MANY religious exercises are entered Into with
seemlug fervor, where the heart, at the time, reels
cold and languid. A habit or dissimulation Is by
degrees contracted and fraud and falsehood become
the predominant principle. Hence the reason of
that vulgar observation, that the highest zeal in rellglon and the deepe~t hypocrisy, so far from being
inconsistent, are often or commonly united In the
same IndiVIdual character.-11•£me's Dialogs Conc,rning Natural Religion.
THE Inner life or every man Is hidden fro~ his
fellows by a thick veil; whenever accident draws
Pric ,., 3i) cents.
this partly aside, are we not Invariably amaz d at
For either of these works, or any of Paine's·.
the unexpe,ted lrcongrnltles It Jays bare? Are we
not, on such occasions, made aware that we are ha- writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
bltU!illy forming the most egregiously mistaken estimates or the essential condition or those around
lls ? For myself, I can truly say th'lt whenever circumstance has made me Intimately acquainted with
the deeper secrets of my fellow-men, I hav been utterly confounded at the unlook~d-for nature of the
revelations. Among the lowest I hav found" seeds or
almost Impossible good;" among the most virtuous
in appearance (and, In some respects, Jn reallty)
BY
guilt or frallty that scarcely any evidence could
.Jolln R. Kelso, A.M.
make credible.- Greg's Creed of Cltri<tendom.

By

STATUETTE Of THOMAS PAINfl

This Statuette of the author-hero Is ajac simile or
the model of Prof. Richards for the monument proposed to be erected in Lincoln Park. It Is admitted
o be a fine work of art, and Is the onZ,J correct outUne or Thomas Paine's head and race In existence
being executed from a mask taken at the time or his
death, and sent, with other ertects, to a friend In
France, from whence Prof. Richards procured It for

The Bible Analyze~.

This, by the way, is the c-•se

AN English lord Who vi;! ted th\s count.-.:;y was a\ a
<llnner given In his honor at a private. reslder.ce
up-town. A little daughter or his host, who was too
well-bred to stare, but who eyed him covertly as the
occasion presented Itself, llnall.v ventured to remark, " And are you really and truly an English
lord?'' "Yes/' he responded pleasantly, " really
and truly." "I hav or ten thought I would like to
see an English lor J," she went on," and-and" And now you are satisfied at last," he Interrupted,
laughingly. "N-no," replied the truthful little
gt·l. "I'm not satisfied. I'm a good deal dlsap
pointed."
"WIIO preached to the disciples on the day o
a ~ewm'ln Sunda,y-<c\1001 teacher
of her class. "Peter," ehoutPd tbe class in chorus.
"And what appeare l urHo ti.!Bm?"'
'' Oloven
tongues," said the class. "What Is aoloven tongue?"
The class remained ellent, and the teacher wa
about to explain wh'n the smallest bOY exclaimed
"My pa•s got one." "You are mistaken," said the
eacher. "'.rh~s was a miracle, and miracles do not
occu1· now." "Yes, he has a cloven tongue,'' said
the boy, "for 1 saw him p !lt a clove on his tongue
this morning as soon as he took a drink out or the
jug. ''-Pious PJ.per
pente~ost ?"'asked

ELDER l!'ILLIPS, who was a jovial son!, settled
many years ago near the head waters or the Susqueh>l.nna. He was, In !act, a Presbyterian dominie
He was run of humor, and ready with his repartee
on all occasions Jack Rlckltt, a quasi parishioner,
who was more punctnal at the river than at church,
presented the elder one Monday morning with a
flue string of pickerel. Elder Fillips thanked him
graciously for the gift. "But, elder," suggested
Jack, still retaining the fish, "those fish were
caught yesterday, Perhaps yer conscience won't
let ye eat 'em." 11 Jack," rep,ied the elder, stretchIng on t his hand toward the string, "there's one
thing I know; the pickerel were not to blame."
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vealed the fact that two gold watches and fifty before the flood, says ' Hazel.' Let me exdollars in money were also·missing. Parker's plain my mistake. When I pick up a piece. of
~
old shoes sat in the place of a pair of new fossil coal and find impressions of ferns and
boots which had been standing in the room, barks of trees, I am told that the plants which
A NEW religious sect has established itself at
Cu•T. PHELAN, the man who was stabbed by
and an air of desolation pervaded the house. made up the coal grew millions of years ago.
Jerusalem. The members call themselvs the
Short, is so as to be out, and has appeared
The matter was placed in the hands of the Tropical nuts are dug up at Brandon, Vt. Big
"Overcomers," and hav divine revelations
against his assailant.
California trees are found fossil in Greenland,
sheriff, who will search for Parker.
through the wife of their leader.
PROFEssoR-HUXLEY's health at Naples is by
IN a religious paper an English rector has coal in Labrador. Now those trees required
DUNCAN C. Ross, the athlete, says the story
lately given examples of the way in which rain and wind and sunshine and rings round no means satisfactory, and he is compelled to
of his intention to enter the ministry is all
children in national schools are taught to gab- the sun and moon; but 'Hazel' says there liv in absolute seclusion.
nonsense. Considering the morals that hav
ble over the church catechism. One wrote, were no rainbows till after the flood, and
A COLLECTION is being raised in Germany to
already been drawn from Mr. Ross's alleged
"To bear no manners or atred in my heart." treats us to the story of Noah's ark. Com- make Prime Minister Bismarck a birthday
conversion, this declaration w1ll be quite a
Another, "To sucker my father, obey the pared to the· age of coal, Noah was quite recent. present. The sum collected is assuming enorset-back for Christianity.
queen, and all that is put in thority; to submit Six or seven men like Methuselah could join mous proportions.
A NEW ORLEANs reporter says that an audi·~ myself to my governess, teachers, spirit pas- hands across the whole six thousand years of
TALMAGE preached last Sunday on the blas~
ence listened "two hours breathlessly" to a ser- ters." Another, "Suffered under the Pontius the Bible creation. We wonder if a rainy
phemy of Colonel Ingersoll's recent lecture in
mon by the Rev. Joseph Cook. This is evi- Pilate, was crucified, he descended into hea- March of forty days would put Monadnock
Brooklyn, and advocated t!J e suppression of
dently hyperbolical, as it attributes to anum- ven." Another, "My dnty toward my nabour under water ! We venerate the past and symsuch teachings by the police.
ber of people a degree of long-windedness only is to do to no men as I would, and no to obey pathize with Mark Twain. When this distinA "REPLY to Ingersoll," in Brooklyn last
attained by the Rev. Joseph Cook himself.
the queen," etc. These are samples of fifteen guished traveler was in the East, he found the
week, by the Rev. Thomas- Mitchell (the same
grave
of
Adam.
It
was
fm·ty
feet
long
and
examples
of
what
is
called
"religious
instrucTHE religious periodical known as the Princefallen in. He wept for hours over the grave, that debated with Mr. Wakeman Rochester),
ton Review has suspended publication. It was tion.''
a dry and unreadable print, and was of little
AT the late meeting of the California State and when the sun went down he still stood was attended by an audience of eight.
O'DoNovAN RossA., the dynamiter, and editor
interest to any except those who wrote for its Teachers' Associat~m A. L. Bancroft de- there in tears."
of a dynamite newspaper, was shot in the back
pages. By way of consolation the Norristown livered a lecture on a proposed new alphabet.
MR. NEWToN's recent radical sermon has
Hera'd remarks, "We hav the census reports The Sacramento Union s~ys: "Previous to the caused Mgr. Capel to expres"s an opinion. and slightly wounded, last week, by an Enaddress charts were distributed showing the There were so few points of contact between glishwoman named Yseult Dudley. The
of 1880 left."
AN esteemed exchange, the Christian at Work proposed 'San Francisco alphabet for revised the views of the Catholic and those of the woman is deranged.
has the following society item, which contain~ English spelling, 1884.' This shows a scheme of Episcopal clergyman that Mgr. Capel could
PRESIDENT-ELECT CLEVELAND spent last Suna moral: "Yes, brethren," says the clergyman thirteen vowels, four diphthongs, and twenty- only point out the wide difference. "In the day at Greystone, N. Y., the residence of Mr.
who is preaching the funeral sermon, "our de- four consonants. The system may be summed Catholic church," said he, "whatever we hav Samuel J. Tilden. Gov. Hendricks was in
ceased brother was cut down in a single night up practically in the statement that it is that is said to be of faith or of doctrin is abso- New Orleans, where he was received last Sat-torn from the arms of his loving wife, who 'shorthand' written in a long way. The char- lute and unchanging. A priest with us, there- urday with an address of welcome.
is thus left a desolate widow at the early age acters, 'apart from the ordinary alphabet, re- fore, who would deliberately and obstinately
CARLTON NoRwooD & Co., of Rockport, Me.,
of twenty-four years." "Twenty-two, if you semble ordinary letters now in use generally. persevere in proclaiming a doctrin contrary to will launch in the spring a ship capable of carplease," sobs the widow in the front pew, Mr. Bancroft explained the chart at length, those laid down by the church would hav his rying 4,000 tons dead weight. She will hav a
emerging from her handkerchief in an instant. and claimed for the 'San Francisco alphabet' authority withdrawn at once. It would be im- keel 263 feet long, 45 feet beam, and 28 feet
a variety of advantages."
possible for a Catholic priest to preach heresy deep. 'fhis is said to be the largest keel on
THE Alta a~lffornian promulgates the stateIN the Rev. Heber Newton's sermon on the from a Catholic pulpit. He would be called record.
ment that the Nevada gold seekers hav discovered a new use for fowls. It is a common "Trinity" this passage occurs: "The number upon to explain his teachings, and, being told
PoRTER C. BLiss, Freethinker, journttlist,
sight there,. it says, to see men and,women carry> which first finds expression for unity in vari- that they were not the teachings of the Catho- archeologist, and historian, died last week, and
ety
is
the
number
three.
One
is
the
mere
lic church, inhibition would naturally follow.
ing a hen under one arm 1\lld a basket of chickwas buried at Randolph, N.Y., on the Gth.
ens under the-other. When they reach their unity. Two represents mere variety without a Our doctl'in is fixed, definit, and all preaching Local journalists, and members of the Society
bond
of
unity.
It
is
the
number
which
demust
be
within
those
limits.
But
in
the
Protdestination, the hens are picketed, and, being
for the Advancement of Science, acted as pallalready h lingry, begin to scratch and eat. After notes analysis-the severing and differentiat- estant church, as I understand it," he con- bearers.
·
three or four days' honest toil they are killed ing of the primal unity. Three expresses tinued, "there is no such body of dogmatic
a
return
to
a
higher
unity-harmony.
It
has
truths,
though
they
hav
creeds
which
are
capA
MEETING
of
New
York
Socialists was broken
and their craw~ examined for gold. As much
variety, but that variety is not the mere sep- able of the widest possible interpretation. A up by the police one evening last week, and
as $8 has been found in one craw.
aration of analysis, as is the case with two. It latitude is allowed for the exercise of private the audience were severely clubbed. Mr. EdLAsT Sunday's papers contained this dis- makes a new synthesis. It is a unity in a trijudgment, and Mr. Newton would say, there- ward King, who was to hav spoken, describes
patch from Lebanon, Pa.: "Elder Dickinson, unity." If Mr. Newton desires to preach that
fore, that he had exercised only his private the clubbing as an outrage and altogether una Philadelphia evangelist, is holding revival doctrin, there shonld be none to object; but
judgment and intellectual rights in proclaim- necessary.
meetings in this place and vicinity in the in- he ought to call it by the right name and tell
ing
his theories. To exclude such theories
NA:rHA.NIEL PoPE, the head cashier of the
terest of the Methodist church. More than where he got it. It is not Presbyterianism; it
would imply the possession of infallibly au- New York office of the Liverpool and London
one hundred persons were converted here in is Universology!
thority by which the decision is made. And and Globe Fire Insurance Company, [in this
three nights. At Morgantown it is reported
KATE FIELD spent several months among the one would naturally ask why should the church city, speculated in Wall· street. He is now
that only one grown person in the village is
Mormons of Utah, and in giving her observa- be right and Mr. Newton wroy.g. I can easily $27,000 short on his books. He has confessed
left unconverted. He is an Agnostic, and has
tionsintheNewYorkWorldrelatesthefollow- un d·ers t an d h ow annoye d p ro t es t an tE
·
- • p1scoto stealing.
not attended any of the meetings." Morganing: "Not long since I visited a polygamist en- pals a r e a t 1un.r. N ew t on ' s 1'nter p r etat1'0 n 0 f th e
A "WHITE Cnoss SoCIETY" has been organtown must be an ~twfnl lonesome place for its
clawed with thirteen wives, every one of whom Th1' r ty -m'ne .<>.r
'-tl· cI es, b u t 1't 1's log!· c all Y u nJ· u st izecl in the Episcopal church of New York, the
only sensible inhabitant.
is a beast of burden. All hav their allotted t o con d emn h'1m or any oth er cI ergyman f or obJ. ect of which is to encourage the observance
THE
· t erpre t at'lOll as 1ong as th ere IS
· no m
· f aI - of the seventh commandment. It is hoped
. ChristianRegister says: "Not a little dis- duties. Severalliv on different farms, the care any m
cusswn has taken place in New Orleans as to of which is confided to them. One cooks, l'b
· rea d'mg of those Th'uty-nme
·
that the dignitaries of the church will now giv
1 le and unerrmg
wh eth er the Exhibition shquld be open
on another sews, a third is dressmaker and tailor, A t' 1
M N t
·
r· bl t b · ht us practice as well as precept.
Sunday. It has finally been decided to 1open
r lC es.
r. ew on jB as Ia e 0 e ng
a fourth weaves cloth, a fifth makes butter and as his bishop. To lookers-on from the Catha.
,
.
it on that day, but the machinery is not to be cares for the milk. The youngest bears chi!- r h
h 1't.18 b
th t
IT 1s reported that a branch of the Salvation
1'll t f
in operation. The grounds of this discriminah
h
IC c ~rc
. ut one more
us .ra lOll
a Army was mobbed in Fall River, Mass., last
dren, and between er and t e brute to whom doctnnal teachmg, as such-theories on eter- S d
S
f th
·
tion are not stated. If with "'view to release she looks up there must be a difference of at nal pumshment,
.
. .
. etc.-Wl.1I, at no 1 . un
e women
were
serwus1y
ongmal
sm,
. ay.
d Thorne o.
d
f
1
1
C . .
h
i lllJure .
ere IS a gooc1 ea1 o aw essness
those who tend the machinery, well and good; least thirty years. Though the man is well· .
but if made under the assumpt1'on that the
·
·
distant clay form no part 0 ~ hrlstl!ln t eo1ogy. 1 J. ust now in Fall River, and the cause of it all
to-do, all hv like p1gs, and when I sat down to I
th w ds th fi ht 18 t 0 be b tw n Ag
holiness of the day will be marred by putting
n
er or ' e ~ .
~ ee
- seems to be religious differences.
lunch, expecting of course to meet the whole nost1c1srn and CathohCJsm, and, mdeed, all
it in motion, the directors seem to hav over- family, I had for companion the master only. thoughtful men on the other side of the AtlanRErNSDORF AND KEUCIILER, the al;larchists
looked the fact that the machinery of the uni- The first wife waited upon the table and the tic already recognize this. How infrequently, who were sentenced to death some weeks ago
verse keeps on moving just the same on Sun- 'plurals • ate iii. the kitchen. This scene oc- even now, does any prominent Protestant by the Imperial Court a Leipsic, Germany, for
day as on any other day. In the many inven- curred not many miles from Salt Lake. The preach on doctrinal points? Your popular attempting to cause the death of the emperor
tions which, according to the preacher, man man is Danish. So are his wives. They are preacher does not touch them, but givs his : a_nd other royal persons~ were ~xecuted at llerhas sought out, the visitor to the Exhibition not women; they are 'cows.' Miss Field says hearers politics and the question of the hour. i lm o~ the 7th. The pnsoners heads were cut
might find opportunity for instruction and that Mormon women generally claim that they I sympathize with this movement, for who I off With a sword.
much occasion for gratitude."
would never enter the polygamous state except could believe the doctrin of three distinct per-. A NEW sect announced in Russia is th11t of
A MILWAUKEE paper relates this story of a for their religion, and that the Old Testament sons in one God unless on some authority the "Jerusalemists." Each of its members
talented Christian young man: George Parker, is read to them every Sunday in support of greater thail the light of rettson? It is cer-. wears constantly on his breast a card bearing
a fine appearing young man employed by Hil- plural marriages.
tainly beyond the mere ken of human reason. a printed dispensation from the Ptttriarch of
>-. ''ebrand Bros., the ice firm, slipped from a
FouR of the seven churches in the town of In a lesser degree the same may he said of the Jerusalem, and is pledged to visit that city at
•oaded ice wagon, which he was driving near Keene, N. H., are without pastors, and with- other question, original sin-its co-relativ doc. least once in his life. ~II religion~ gatherings
the Kinnickinnic bridge about two weeks ago, out immediate prospect of their being sup- trin of the atonement. As a question alto- of the sect are held at mght and Wlth n0 other
the wagon passing over him and injuring him plied; and report says that the pastor of gether outside the Catholic church I shall not light than that of faith.
quite seriously. He was taken to the residence a fifth church is about to resign. What is venture to anticipate the judgment of Mr ..
KHARToUM, in the Soudan, ·Africa, has fallen
of the Hildebrands, near Forest Home ceme- worse, a discussion has been started in a local Newton's brother clergy." Mgr. Capel said he into the hands of Ellliahdi, the False Prophet,
tery, where he was cared for. On Friday paper o~ the question "When did the first was sorry that Mr. Newton was weakening the and the fate of Gen. "Chinese" Gonion is
evening, having quite recovered, he led the rainbow appear?" One correspondent, sign- Christian religion at a time when it needed unknown. It is guessed that he ht1s either
meeting at the Young Men's Christian Associ- ing himself "Hazel," holds to the Mosaic story /strengthening, and added that the Protestant been killed or has gone further up the Nile to
ation rooms, on the south side. Saturday he about the first rainbow being set in the sky to clergyman's attacks were scholarly and well escape being "rescued" by the English troops
was left alone in the house while the members reassure Noah and his family,; but a more put, something he could not say of most cleri- under Stewart. One report has it that he has
of the family were away. Upon their return skepticai writer laughs at the jdea, and in re- 1 cal writing in America. The clergy generally, gone over to the enemy and become a Mo.
l'arker was missing, and further search re-. ply uses this de;risiv langnage: "No rainbow· he thought, were not scholars.
hammodan.
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"And Shakspere, thou whose honey-flowing vein,
he could not hav written the works of Shakspere.
This is said in spite of an every-day experience of
Whos~ 'Ve~us,' 'and ~hos~ 'L~crec~,' sw.eet a~d chaste,
the, shall I say supernatural, power of genius. One
Thy name in Fame's immortal book hav placed,
might say of Blind Tom, What music has he ever studLiv ever-you at least in fame liv ever.
Hypercriticism.-Iconoclasts.
Well may thy body die, but fame die never."
ied? We are speaking of one to whom the term
"Another cherished delusion destroyed" is a say- "universal genius " in its broadest sense applies; to
And there are many like references.
ing daily heard. A. carping, skeptical spirit has whom his every-day acquaintances gave the naVJ.e,
Among the papers of Lord Ellesmere is a letter
attacked, one after another, many an old story and "myriad-minded;'' not only
from Lord Southampton, in which, among references
dismissed it as fabulous. But there is an incredulity
"Nature's darling child,
to other persons, he speaks of Shakspere as a most
Warbling nativ wood-notes wild,"
that rests on a basis of credulity, and which iE',
worthy man, " and th& writer of some of our best
perhaps, more misleading than superstition itself. but one who, as Bacon describes the spider, hanging English plays, which, as your lordship knoweth, were
For instance, one must believe that even the most in mid-air from his self-woven web, draws from him- most singularly liked of Queen Elizabeth."
intelligent people who lived a few centuries ago were self all the material for habitation, production, subsistThe Rev. John Ward, who lived in Shakspere's nafools, liars; imbecils, to hav given credit to things ence, and daily exercise. Of this power of genius to tiv town, and wrote a diary of affairs from 1648, refers
that we wise men, so far removed from the stage of rise above environs let Burns furnish example-the to Shakspere as a once well-known person there,
action, so easily detect as false and often very foolish. inspired clodhopper, whose ornate, polished verses " who wrote for the stage two plays every year [perAnd this carping, doubting spirit is satisfied with the are even among his best, art not quenching his light haps in his later days], and for it had an allowance
veriest trifles that aid to make asserted facts seem and heat. One vear of intercourse with the better so large, I hav heard, he spent at the rate of a thoufables. The story of Tell and the apple is triumph- educated made him a master. As to language, let sand pounds a year."
antly dismissed as a lie as soon as the doubters find the once notorious Eugene Aram illustrate-he got
During Shakspere's life an anonymous writer pubthe like story told of persons who lived ages before hold of Lilly's Latin grammar, and though it was in lished some verses in which Shakspere is reprethe date of Gessler and Tell. It never occurs to the a " language unintelligible, every word in it Latin, sented as
doubt~rs that probably Gessler and his advisers learned it by heart; the same with Camden's Greek
"He that from Helicon sounds many a rill
knew the old story, and men being the most imitativ grammar, equally unintelligible, till," says the biogWhose nectared veins are drunk by thirsty men.
Crowned be his style with Fame, his head with bays."
of all animals, it delighted them to re-enact the rapher, "this self-taught classic by mere chance unscene. Some persons once expressed grave and owl- folded the meaning of a few classic lines and then
Within four or five years afte~· his death a monuish doubts as to the story of the siege of Troy, with rapid steps advanced to the comprehension of ment was erected to his memory.
declaring the whole thing to be a m:yth, and that no the more difficult authors, till all the stores of Latin
Digges, in a preface to his plays, in 1623, seven
such city as Troy ever existed. Yet it was the most and Greek literature were unfolded to his under- years after his death, says of this monument:
universally credited fact among all the ancients. standing. He also mastered Hebrew." But why go
" When that stone is rent,
The earliest records we get go within about three on? History and experience are full of examples. InAnd time dissolves thy Stratford monument,
hundred years of the date of the seige-traditions go deed, we may well suspect that our fault is too much
Here we alone shall know thee still."
to the very time. It became an epoch from whence art, too little nature. Among all the singers of the
On the monument referred to, and below the bust
to date, just as has our July 4, 1776. It is clear that past, who stands higher than Capparaelli? He lived of Shakspere, is a tablet inscribed:
1ieople must hav begun to refer to it as the greatest and sang to a very great age, dying in 1783, at the
"Read, if thou canst, whom envious Death has placed
event of ages during the lives of the heroes con- age of eighty years. Writers say his success was due
Within this monument: Shakspere! with whom
cerned in the wa1·. There is some circumstantial to the course taken by his teacher, the great Porpora.
Quick nature died, whose name doth deck ye tomb,
evidence stronger than all the direct testimony For five years he kept him singing nothing but Uttle
Far more than cost, sith all that he hath writ;
Leaves living Art but page to serve his wit."
of eye-witnesses. Ten thousand eye-witnesses may sets of scales on a small bit of paper. Finally; durswear to a fact, but the present, living fact is far ing the sixth year, the youth was utterly discouraged,
In an age when pictures and busts were rare, it is
above all testimony. Not a man living can swear and broke out passionately, "Do you believe it likely surprising how many were left of this man Shakspere.
he heard the Declaration of Independence read July I will ever get beyond the mer'est rudiments of the
A folio edition of Shakspere, 1623, has a likenes~,
4, 1776. Yet tradition, beginning iluring the lives of art ?" Porpora for a long time had been looking for and these lines by Ben Johnson, the illustrious cona generation living at the time, to whom this was a this, but quietly. " Now," said he, "young man, you temporary and intimate friend of Shakspere:
matter of fact, has never ceased for even one month can leave me. I hav nothing more to teach you, for
"This figure that thou here seest put,
to refer to the event. So began this of Troy, and all you are to-day the greatest singer in all the world."
It was for gentle Shakspere cut.
the histories, poetry, traditions of antiquity, date And he was! The truth is, all the great excellences
Therein the graver had a strife
With nature, to outdo the life.
from that event. Actuated by the same spirit, of man come from within. The rudiments merely
Oh, could he but hav drawn his wit
certain critics reject mountains of evidence that show how to evolve these.
As well in brass as he hath hit
show a reputed author wrote the works attributed to
But forsooth, says my Manhattan critic, Sbak~
His face l The print would then surpass
him, and permit trifles light as air to giv the credit spere was not even a lawyer's clerk. How could he
All that was ever writ in brass."
to another. How if justice were to thus serve an ac- write so lawyer-like? He had but Lilly's Latin
cused whom all the world calls guilty, who confesses, grammar, all Latin, and a few oral lessons from a There are little squibs, verses, hits by Shakspere;
also, and enjoys the fruits of the crime, and should a stupid teacher of a hedge school. How could he and always in character. Says the critic, he could
seek for some unsuspected person, and gathering up quote Latin? Here is criticism for us on the deduc- not hav composed the elegant, chaste lines of the Sona thousand trivial circumstances, fasten them on him, tiv plan. We all know how misleading that plan has nets, "Lucrece," etc.
Look at these lines on the monument of Sir
and call to the world, "Behold the guilty one?" It beeri in the sciences. And these critics would take
Thomas
Stanley, in Tongue Church, which we are
is astounding how quick is the world to join in the the anti-Baconian method, and prove Bacon to be the
assured
on
the unimpeachable authority of Dugdale
cry, or would be, did we not know how presumptuous real Shakspere. In the same way many exclaim,
"were made by the late famous tragedian, Shakswe are wherein we are most ignorant.
"How could Patrick Henry,been a polished orator pere:"
Doubts hav been cast on Shakspere's authorship, and profound statesman? He read nothing but
"Not monumental stone preserves our fame,
just as doubts may be in time cast on that of any Livy, and passed his days dreaming in the woods, or
Nor sky-aspiring pyramids our name.
'
writer. Those busy in publishing these doubts with lounging along streams, or loafing with crowds of
The memory of him for whom this stands
Shall outliv marble and defacers' hands.
strange eccentricity would make one the author who common people in country stores, relating tales to
When all to 'fime's consumption shall be given,
never claimed to be it, and on whom not one of his wondering clodhoppers, playing upon their pasStanley, for whom this stands, shall stand in heaven."
contemporaries ever dreamed of fastening the honor E!ions." The critic dici not suspect that this man was
Shakspere all over, with his glories and his faults.
-Bacon.
daily, for twenty years, singing the little scale that
)Vhat a mysterious creature was this" Shakscene,"
See now their positions: Shakspere, who lived and iitted him to become the greatest of living orators,
was au undoubted real person, of whose daily life we and, as time is beginning to show, of statesmen, too. of whom modern mule-nest finders hav made a non.know more than is known of Bacon's, claimed to be the When he was called upon the larger stage to play entity; so well known to the daily life of his own
author. He lived and mvved for more than twenty his part, his audienc·e was, after all, of the same time; of whom hundreds of portraits were made, sevyears constantly among play-writers and play-actors, human nature as the peasants whose hearts he had eral monuments, innumerable verses; in whose name
the most jealous of beings. He wrote with them and so long studied, and his country only a new Rome so many poems and dramas were published; whose
for them. He claimed to be the writer and author. whose foundations were to be laid with due regard friends so admired living, and worshiped dead! No
Man in the Iron Mask, but it was reserved for our
Enell!ies who hated and attacked him never dared to the lessons of history.
But, after all, the best evidence, if any is required, day to thus disguise him.
deny his authorship during life, though some of
Scarcely was this fabulous creature; this common,
them accused him of plagiarizing and assuming too as to the authorship of Shakspere, is found in the
much. He also lived among literary men in an age tributes paid to his memory by his personal friends. ill·educated, and uneducated person; this fellow who,
of great literary activity, and was the contemporary I venture this assertion, that as Shakspere was living, had permitted grand works to pass under his
and intimate acquaintance of some of the greatest probably the greatest mind of any age, the panegyrics name; this humbug almighty, borne to the tomb, ere
minds and most profound scholars the world has ever of his contemporaries were worthy of him, and such his fame was memorized in such verses as the like
known-in an age, too, when the literary life made as never before or since hav been composed over any never honored human being by those who had been
up by intensity what it lacked of universality. These human being. There are those of whom more exten- his daily intimates, or his later contemporaries. As
contemporaries so much admired Shakspere in his siv praises hav been proclaimed, but never in any thus:
"What need my Shakspere for his honored bones
lifetime that they continually panegyrized himl and instance has any reputation called forth such high
The labor of an age in piled stones?"
after his death lauded him in immortal lines-lauded eulogiums from his acquaintances and immediate
" Dear Son of Memory ! Great Heir of Fame !
him as none but the author of Shakspere's works, of friends and followers.
What needs then such dull witness of thy name?
Let us examin some of them, and then ask whether
Thou in our wonder and astonishment
all the sons of men, deserved, and made for him by
Hast built thyself a lasting monument,
their praises such a monument, to use the language it be possible they could hav been written of a myth,
And so 8epulchered in such pomp dost lie,
of John Milton concerning him, "that kings for such or of a pretender, whose very presence must hav proThat kings for such a tomb would wish to die."
a tomb might wish to die." And they were as much claimed him a fraud.
Another says:
influenced by the impression made on them by their
Twelve years after Shakspere had been engaged as
"This
when brass and marble fade, shall make thee
intercourse with him, by his talk and conduct, by a writer of plays, F. Meres published his "Wit's lo,ok.freshbook,
to all ages."
the man himself, as by his writings. Two hundred Treasury," a work comparing the English authors
"Be sure, our Shakspere, thou canst never die,
years after his decease, it is discovered by these icon- with the ancients. At one place he says, "As Plaut us
But, crowned with laurels, liv eternally."
oclastic critics that some person else is the author of and Terence are accounted best for comedy and
One of the few immortal ones, Ben Jonson, a
Shakspere, and far-fetched facts, with.wondrous spec- tragedy among the Latins, so Shakspere among the
ulation, are triumphantly related as proof that one English is most excellent in both kinds for the stage.'' rival, and familiar friend, writes that he honored him
did not write and the other did.
He enumerates his "Gentlemen of Verona," "Love's "this side of idolatry," and thus worthily composed
A late writer in the Manhattan concludes that Shak- Labor Lost," "Comedy of Errore," "Love Won," an obituary:
" Soul of the age l
spere could not hav composed the Sonnets because of ''Midsummer Night's Dream," "Merchant of Venice,"
The applause, delight, and wonder of our stage,
his poor educaLon and opportunities. What Latin "Richard II.," "Richard III.," "Titus Andronicus,"
My Shakspere, rise ! I will not lodge thee by
could he bav known? He had access only to Lilly's "King John," "Henry VIII.," and "Romeo and
Chaucer or Spenser, or bid Beaumont lie
A little farther off to make thee room.
Latin grammar, all in Latin. What law could he Juliet."
Thou art a monument without a tomb !"
hav known? Yet he writes as though he understood
In 1598, Richard Barnfield, in " Remembrance of
law. He was never even a lawyer's clerk. Therefore some English Poets," 13ays:
Search all the records of the past and find me such

{Jit.nnmuni~ atioqs.
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'eulogies, warm from the heart and glowing from the
imaginations of great appreciating souls who knew
. the man face to face, soul to soul.
Again of him is written:
" He was not for an age, but for atl time.
. , Nature herself was proud of his designs.
Sweet swan of 'Avon ! • . .
But stay l I see thee in the hemisphere,
Advanced and made a constellation there."
Soon after Shakspere's death,, Puritanism-like,
another deluge overwhelmed all the world of art.
For music there was howling; for laughter, scowling;
for dancing, praying. Poetry was regarded as vice,
and play-going as the sin against the Holy Ghost.
In the. old world of fancy all that breathed, perished.
No wonder that in Charles II.'s day play-goers, like
Pepys, supposed that Shakspere's plays were being
acted for the first time. And yet, amid the dark of
that solemn, gloomy time, Shakspere was known to
the greatest scholars; his life and memory were
vividly recalled by those who, as children, might hav
known him personally. Milton calls him
" Sweetest Shakspere, Fancy's child,
Warbling nativ wood-notes wild."
Gray writes of him:
" In thy green lap was Nature's Darling laid;
What time the lt'tcid Av'on strayed;
To him the Mighty Mother did unveil
Her awful face. The dauntless child
Stretched forth his little arms ancl smiled."
Collins said:
"The muse, blushing, hides her wreath at Shakspere's name;
No second growth our western isles could bear;
At once exhausted with too rich a gem."
Churchill said:
" In the first seat sat Shakspere.
He lookecl through Nature at a single view,
And taught new worlds to rise, new suns to roll,
And passing Nature's bounds was something more."
But why go on quoting? Away with all dull-edged
speculation about Shakspere's learning and certain impossibilities. That word genius solves the whole
question.
And Shakspere's genius has been, by his
contemporaries, described as " myriad minded "
-genius that flees all, hears all, comprehends all, and
forgets nothing. We explain the phenomenon, Blind
Tom, or Colburn, by this word, and must solve the
problem given us by the true poet in the same way,
although Ben Janson says of Shakspere:
" A good Poet's made as well as born;
And such wert thou! Even so the race
Of Shakspere's mind and memory brightly shines
In his well-ittrned and true-filed lines."
HoLT.

In Memory of Paine.
THE DAY IN CHICAGO,
To· THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Since
'the Radical Review suspended, the Liberals of Chicago will ·hav to look to THE TRUTH SEEKER for their
means of communication and information as to the
trend of the Liberal movement. Our League has
had more entertainments and dancing parties this
winter than ever before, and although they hav not
netted as much financially, nor appeared to pay for
the efforts incurred, they hav attracted young people
to the League, and that is the chief aim of the president.
Several ladies hav given receptions, cardparties, sociables, etc., at their residences, and we
hav just concluded the grandest Thomas Paine festival ever held in this city. The following from the
Inter-Ocean of Jan. 30th givs some idea of what the
press generally said:
PAINE's ANNIVERSARY.

The Liberal League last night celebrated the 148th anniversary of "America's Revolutionary Author-Hero and Mental
Liberator, Thomas Paine," at Fort Dearborn Hall. The president of the League, Mr. E. A. Stevens, presided, and during
, the evening some admiring friend sent to the platform a
basket of beautiful cut flowers, bearing his name. The hall
was decorated with evergreens, quotations from the great
Freethinker's works, and the Stars and Stripes. The audience
was large and completely filled the building. A short opening address was delivered by the president, who touched but
lightly on the life, character, and services. of the revolutionary
hero, statesman, patriot, and philosopher, gracefully giving
way to Mrs. A. M. Freeman, who delivered the oration of the
evening.
Words fail me to describe the eloquence, the
rhythm, the diction, the animation, and the grace
which this gifted poet, authoress, and playwright
threw into her grand oration. Mrs. Freeman never
uses notes or manuscript, but her lectures and orations flow with an uninterrupted ease, using the finest
fi~ures of rhetoric, and the smoothest alliterations.
1
~er outpourings of eloquence are like the murmurmg and rippling stream, flowing in silvered beauty
t~rough domestic scenery, sylvan shades, and de~Ightful dales. There are a few majestic cataracts,
Impetuous cascades, but the smooth, flowing notes of
a rhythmal chorus are always there. Her literary
style is sometimes climacteric and cumulativ, but
always elegant and abounding in :tigurativ yet vigorous language. Added to her natural genius and
grace, she possesses the beauty and charm of an "enchantress "-as that word was r,verheard by the
writer, shortly after the oration was finished, while a
gen~leman was trying to exprel!s the effect of the
oratwn and the oratrix upon him. The following ladies

and gentlemen took part in the program: Mrs. L. M.
Swank, Mrs. Moore and daughters, Messrs. Larsen and
Dupuy, C.L. Geiger, Professor Scully, the Boyer children, and Chas. Wood-the last named appearing in
costume and taking the parts of Richard III., the
ghost, and Catesby in the tent-scene of "Richard III.''
Charles Wood is a Chicago wonder-a poor colored
newsboy and bootblack who was induced to go before Professor Lyman arid giv a Shaksperian recitation, never having taken a lesson, and his rendition
was so remarkable that Mr. Lyman now has him in
training to travel in star parts, His first public appearance was at one of the League entertainments
this winter. The other vocalists · and elocutionists
were chiefly from the fiB.est professional talent of the

9fJ

On Thursday, January 29th, a meeting of the
board of directors was called, and the following
motions passed with but one dissenting vote:
1. That there should be no lecture Sunday, February 1st
-nothing but a business meeting of members.
2, That the president be authorized to advertise the same,
and invite only members good on the books.
_3. That the president be authorized to take such steps as
Will exclude from the hall persons who are not leaitimate
voters.
o
4. That the board of directors approve the action of .the
president in postponing the meeting of Sunday, January 25th.
ALL IS PEACEFUL AND SERENE.-BUT IT WAS A HARD FIGHT WHILE
r.r LAsTED.-A QUEsTION o~' DYNAMITE.
Prom Chicago Herald, Feb. 2r1.

All that was needed to complete the fun at last night's meeting of the Liberal League was the introduction of a dynamite
city. After the oration, the president proposed a bomb.
It was dynamiter against anti-dynamiter-which
resolution of fraternal greeting to the Scandinavian should control the League-and the anti-dynamiters won. At
Freethinkers, who for so many years were the only a special ~eeting called _by the secretary, last week Sun~ay,
society in Chicago to pay respect to Paine's intellect- the dy_nam1ters were out m full force, and r>assed resol utwns
,
, breathmg blood and thunder and denouncmg the president
ual and moral worth, by celebratmg the day of his .for pledging the League to a peace policy. Last night the
birth, and who were then in session in Wolff's Hall, meeting was a turbulent one. It was understood that 1t was
which passed unanimously, and a suitable resolution to be-a fight for the future JilDlicy of the Lea~ue. A _number
was returned. Olaf Olson Ray who delivered the of members had been adm1tt~d at the spec1al meetmg, and
.
h .
.
.
'
they all aame up to vote last mght, But the regulars refused
oratiOn at t err meetmg, IS also a member of our to admit them to the Lall. 'fhey stormed the door and tried
League, and has translated all of Ingersoll's lectures to batter it down, but were driven back. Then the dyamiters
into the Scandinavian language.
v:ithin the meeting attempted _to shout down the peace facThe hall was then given up to the younger pea- ~1on. They moved to lay ~ot_wns on the table an~ ~~ ad.
.
.
JOurn, they shouted out obJectwns, they called for diVISIOnS,
ple, who wore the ~erry hours away With da~cmg.
they tried to out-talk their opponents. In none of these were
Before the dancmg concluded the followmg was they successful. The peace party, by a large majority, passed
passed unanimously:
a resolution indorsing the action of President Stevens. The
secretary was censured for having called the special meeting.
" Resolved, That we, as Liberals and friends of the Chicago Then the meeting adjourned. The resolution passed was as
League, return our thanks to the president, E. A. Stevens, for follows:
the efforts he has used on this occasion to make this anniver" Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the dis·
sary so enjoyable to all its participants."
cussion of dynamite as a factor for adjusting real or imaginary
Now I hav 'to relate something that is not so pleas- evil is injurious to the interests of the Chicago Liberal League,
ant, but it has, fortunately for the League, been and we, as members, deprecate any effort to force such discussions on this society, founded, as it is, for the dissemination
brought to a satisfactory conclusion after a very de· of other principles."
termined struggle.
In this matter let the Chicago
press tell the story.
THE CELEBRATION AT Pl'fTSBURGH, PA.
From the PiltsbU1·gh Daily Post.
TOO LIBERAL FOR THEM.-111JilMBERS OF THE LIBERAL LEAGUE OB·
The Pittsburgh Liberal League and the friends of FreeJECT TO INCENDIARY UTTERANCES OF ANARCillSTS.
thought celebrated the 148th anniversary of the birthday of
Fr01n the Chicago Daily News, Jan. 2-ilh.
Over the signature of President E. A. Stevens, it is an- the author-hero, Thomas Paine, at La£1\yette !Hall. The pronounced that the usual Sunday-evening meeting of the Lib- gram was a varied one, and was of both social and literary
eral ~ague will not take place to-morrow evening, owing· to character, Staley'B orchestra rendered a number of classical
the preparations which are being made for the anniversary of selections, and later in the evening furnished the music for
the death of Thomas Paine for Thursday night. On the other the dance.
There were present about three hundred Liberals and their
hand, there is an announcement, which is not signed, that
there will be a meeting at Liberal League Hall Sunday even- friends who had come to honor the memory of Paine, who
ing, at which August Spies will speak on scientific Socialism, stands distinctivly and pre-eminently the forerunner and expounder of the doctrins of the Liberals of America. His revo"other notices to the contrary notwithstanding."
Mr. Stevens was much perturbed to-day over the publication lutionary career tinges his history with an interest to Ameriof the latter announcement. He asserted that it was unau- cans that no other man holding his views has been able to
thorized by the League, and said, furthermore, that lVIr. Spies excite.
The stage, which was decorated for the occasion, bore on the
was not a member of that body. In explanation of his announcement that there would be no meeting of the League right a portrait of Paine, standing with hand uplifted toward
to-morrow evening, Mr. Stevens said that a majority of the the sun of Justice and Liberty, and beneath his feet the emmembers were opposed to the utterances of one or two dyna- blems of superstition. On the left was displayed the portrait
miters·at the meeting. For some time these men had been of Gen. Guiseppe Garibaldi, the Italian hero and liberator.
Professor William Seymour opened the exercises by a brief
permitted to speak, but latterly their utterances had been
more and more incendiary in tone, and the liberty allowed introductory address, in which he touched upon the generul
them had been perverted into license. According to Mr. character of Paine. He requested that those within his hearStevens, the self-respecting members of the League were dis- ing would throw away dark religious beli'efs, and if they were
gusted with this wild talk, and many kept away from the members of a religious denomination to forget it for tho time
meetings. Mr. Stevens says that most of them believe 'social being and join in the occasion which honored the man who
reform necessary, but think it should be brought about by the uttered the sentiment, "'fhe world is my country, to do good
exercise of the franchise. They threatened to invoke the aid my rE-ligion." As a progressionist, he said he did not believe
of the police to expel the objectionable members in case they in perfect men, and he would not hold Paine up as a perfect
persisted in attempting to make their inflammatory h1trangs man. But the man had been fearless in announcing what has
at the next meeting. A caucus was held last night, and as it since been demonstrated to be the truth, though it brought
is desired to avoid any trouble until after the celebration of upon him a torrent of abuse which none but a hero could h11v
the Paine anniversaay set for next Thursday evening, it was withstood and conquered.
He then introduced the speaker of the evening, Mrs. Mattie
decided not to hold the usual meeting to-morrow evening. Mr.
Stevens said the committee had authorized him to make the P. Krekel, wife of Judge Arnold Krekel, of Kansas City, Mo.
She is a large, shapely woman, with brilliant 1md determinedannouncement.
August Spies, one of the members of the German dyn- looking eyes. The lineaments of her face denote strong charamite party, said he 1s not a member of the Liberal League, acteristics, and her hair is just beginning to silver. She was
and had nothing to do with the making of either announce- dressed in a plain suit of black velvet, and wore no ornament. He had been invited by a member of the committee on ments except a single breastpin claRped at her throat and a
lectures to speak to-morrow evening and had chosen the sub- jeweled ring upon her left hand. Her voice is pitched rather
ject of scientific Bocialism. He understood that certain mem- high, but during a lengthy oration she showed no evidence of
bers of the League objected to President Stevens's rulings, fatigue. Her delivEry is deliberate and ornamented with hut
which they considered arbitrary and partial, and had decided few gestures.
In opening her remarks she alluded more particularly to the
to call a meeting without consulting him.
doctrins of Liberalism than to anything concerning Paine.
A BREAK IN THEIR RANKS.-SOME l\I-E~IBERS OF THE LIDERAL In drawing historical comparisons she said that those who
LEAGUE OFFEND OTHERS BY TALKING SOCIALISM.
stand nearest to and are intimately associated with the great
minds of any age generally fail to fully understand the magniFtom the Chicago Daily News, Jan. 2Gih.
Fort Dearborn Hall was well filled last evening despite the tude of their works or the depths of their thoughts. One hunannouncement made byE. A Stevens, president of the Liberal dred years from now John Brown will be looked upon aH a
League, that the usual meeting would be omitted. William second savior by those who recall his history in connection
F. Fury, one of the vice-presidents, took the chair in the ab- with the events which hav transpired within our knowledge.
sence of the president with a suitable apology. Mr. Simpson Paine is now beginning to stand in his proper light before
.
acting secretary, said that Mr. Stevens had promised to pay people with liberality of thought.
When the times are ripe for a leader, the mmd Jitterl to
the janitor for the hall if he would keep the doors locked.
Samuel Fielden said that a president who attempted to stifle supply the demand will be I?rojected into th~ world. 'l'~is
free discussion was not fit to be at the head of such an insti- was the case with Thomas l'ame. 'As far as hw personal hfo
tution as the Liberal League, and moved a vote of lack of con- was concerned it was commonplace, and subject to the lmm•m
fidence. George A. Schilling said that i:itevens had usurped frailties of all mortals. But in the face of the bitterest dethe privileges of the association. A motion to postpone the nunciation he dared to sow the seeds of what he believed to
be right.
matter for a week was then adopted.
During his services in the cause of Amerir!ln freedom, his
August Spies delivered a lecture on "Scientific Socialism."
religious views were not questioned, but afterward the weapon
[Then followed a brief report of lecture and the debate.]
E. A. Stevens, president of the League, was seen after the of slander was raised against him, and with it he has been
meeting and said that not more than ten members of the hounded for over a hundred years, both dead and alive.
League had attended last night's lecture. There had been an When he had come to the relief of It suffering people the
attempt on the part of the Anarchists and dynamiters to mo- church would not forgiv him for his utterances, but the day
nopohze the talking at meetings, ancl bring a lot of elarp1ers has dawned when liberty o!' thought does not ask or need the
to applaud their sentiment, until a greater part of the members forgivness of the church.
Paine was a man of three countries, all of which disowned
of the League had ceased in disgust to attend. 'fhe constitution of the League provides that the charter may be revoked him. England never forgave him because he labored for !.he
whenever the objects for which it is created are perverted. success of American independence. France never forg,we
'l'he objects are the secularization of the government, and the him for his mercy in trying to save the lif'3 ·of JJouis XVI.
abolition of all recognition of religion by the state. The con- America disowned him because he tried to disenthmll men'H
stitution provides that lectures shall be given under the man- minds as he had their bodies. In closing, Mrs. Krekel said:
agement of a lecture committee. 'l'he committee met on Fri- "'fhose who hav been loudest in the denunciation of Paine
day night, and decided not to hav any lecture Sunday night, are those who know least about his writings. But the veil of
on account of an anticipated disturbance by them, some of falsehood which has been thrown over the life of Paine shall
whom threatened that if they could not hav their Anarchism be lifted and we shall see how unjust has been the judgment
ventilated, they would organize a "guerrilla warfare." Yet the which dlstorted his character. 'fhe trenches dug by theologiother crowd managed to get the hall last night by represent- cal tools to bury Paine will be filled up. What gran<ler figure
ing, Mr. Stevens says, that a majority of the members wanted stands before us than that of heroic 'fhomas l'aine, who fought
for liberty in three different lands, a leader and a teacher?
to hold a meeting.
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pressivly, as every man must feel inspired to do when
discussing this question.
Dr. Weeks followed. There was a community of
.
f
h
th
h
h
Mormons m Scranton, Pa., rom w om
e c urc
should learn a useful lesson. These Mormons use
water in their communion service. They justifiy this
on the ground that from Christ's side flowed both
·
t t k
blood and water, and they were permitted o a e
their choice, and preferred water. The doctor reccommended water sweetened with molasses. The
speaker further said that it was a mistake to suppose
.
I
·
d
that alcohol was a stimulant.
t was a pmson an
an irritant.
.
Mr. Graham made some semi-amusing remarks.
The sub]' ect he thought had not been treated with
.
'
. '
f d
k
b t
fairness .. '-' He was not 1~ favor. o run en ness, _u
would hke to see cultivated · m men that quahty
known as manhood, so that a man might pass a grogshop without going in, or might go in and drink
The Liberal Club.
without getting drunk.
It was so ordered (under providence) that the
Dr. Lambert read some extracts from eminent
365th regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club physicians to show the evil and useless character of
should be one of great interest. The evening was alcohol. Nearly one-half the wealth produced yearly
cold, and the attendance was chiefly male. Mr. J. B. in thiR nation was expended for liquor and tobacco.
Gardner lectured on " Alcohol, the Real, True, U n- Out of $3,500,000,000, he claimed, $1,500,000,000
mitigated Devil." It had been some little time since goes in this way.·- This material is mainly used by
an unmitigated devil had been introdnced to the the men, so that but $2,000,000,000 is left to be
club; hence the interest.
divided between the sexes for useful purposes.
The lecturer, being duly presented to the audience, Woman, therefore, got the benefit of but a half
explained that devils, according to Sweden borg, were of one-half of the money expended, which was
not necessaril;y- personal. He then described the but one-half of her just due. The doctor wondered
sensations whiCh a drinker experiences in passing why women should fool away their time contending
from ebriety to inebriety. These are accompanied for the privilege of the ballot, which was not worth
by various illusions, and prove the truth of the Bible having anyway, when they should be opposing this
statement that " wine deceiveth him that drinketh." great evil. A lady here arose and was understood
Liquor had been known since the days of Noah and to say that when women came to vote, legislation
Lot, and how much longer it was impossible to state. on the liquor question would be di:ffereRt.
Ardent spirits were used by the first experimenters
Mr. Gardner closed the discussion by correcting
in chemistry. Galen, in the second century, pre- those who had misunderstood him.
scribed brandy for a voracious appetite. The SparThere were various incidents during this meeting.
tans had a custom of intoxicating their' slaves to The lecturer claimed, in one part of his address, that
illustrate to the rising generation what a fool a man the use of intoxicants was as habitual with the gentle
would make of himself when he was full; and an an- sex as with the male biped. This Madam Delescluze
cient humorist recommended that the upper part of d.enied with considerable vehemence of language.
a shoe should be made from the mouth of a hard Her female acquaintances were numerous, but there
drinker, because that was never known to admit was none among them who drank liquor. Again,
water. Liquor affected different races in different the lecturer said that poverty among workingmen was
degrees. For instance, an amount which takeB in- due to indolence and general laziness. This stateside an Eskimo would scarcely produce exhilaration, ment was received with tokens of manifest disapwould paralyze a Hindoo. It was a delusion, the proval.
·
lecturer said, to suppose that alcohol was a· food. In
The Kramer brothers, each one of whom looks as
$233.60 worth of Bavarian beer, subjected to analy- much like the other as like himself, sang with manly
sis, there had been found the nutritiv constituents of voices a song to the tune of" Coronation." These
a moderate-sized loaf of bread, and a man must drink gentlemen wish to encourage volunteer singers to
eight quarts of beer per day for a term of years in enlist for Mr. Reynolds's tent campaign. They
order to imbibe the nutriment contained in a sirloin would be valuable auxiliaries to such an enterprise.
steak. The speaker held the priests and doctors
Mrs. Dr. Herrick will next week point out the
mainly responsible for the continued use of alcoholic "Obstacles to a Higher Civilization."
beverages, and the example of the moderate drinker
was worse than that of .the inebriate.
The Bruno Statue.
At the close of the lecture Mr. King was called for,
The following additional subscriptions for the
but did not respond. Mr. Wakeman observed that Bruno Statu~ hav been received:
while Mr. King-who was not to be readily found
Previously acknowledged, $92.25
· because of smallness of stature-was being searched Herbert Merrick,
1.00
for, he would call attention to the reporter of THE James Parton,
2.00
2.00
TRUTH SEEKER (which paper all should read), who was Julius .;Fehr,
1.00
of larger pro~ortions. That individual had reported B. F. Lewis,
Cretors,
1.00
Mt. Wakeman as saying, in his speech at the Paine Jacob
J. W. Dennis,
1.00
celebration, that Webster must hav known that the L. R. Washburn,
1.00
1.00
Fugitiv Slave law was unconstitutional. This was S. Brewer, 2.00
erroneous. Mr. Wakeman did not believe that Web- Morris Reiman, 1.00
ster would stand up and defend an unconstitutional P. C. Mills, law if he knew it to be such, and he (Mr. Wakeman)
Total, - $105.25
had made no such statement. The reporter would
Send further subscriptions to T. B. Wakeman, 93
here say, parenthetically, that undoubtedly Mr. WakeNassau street, New York eity.
.
man is correct, although several persons understood
Feb. 10, 285.
him to speak as reported. The writer of the account
of the Paine celebration took no notes at the time.
Tent Fund.
He was one of the committee of arrangements, es$36.25
corted two engaging young ladies to the hall, and, if Previously acknowledged,
1.00
the complainant had been observing, he would hav P. C. Mills,
noticed that the reporter's time was altogether taken
up. As a lawyer and jurisprudent, Mr. Wakeman
Lectures and Meetings.
must be forced to admit that these are mitigating MRs. A. H ..CoLBY is speaking for the Spiritualists of Portcircumstances which will stand both in law and land, Maine, during February. Her address is in care of T.
equity. The speech was a good one, and deserved P. Beal of that city,
a fuller report than the crowded columns of THE W. S. BELL gave a course of five lectures in Durand, Ill.,
TRTJTH SEEKER would permit.
the last ending with the Paine celebration, and on the 1st inMr. Wakeman said that he wished both Paine and stant gave two lectures at Chebanse, Ill.
Webster could hav listened to Mr: Gardner's lecture,
THURSDAY, the 12th, and Friday the 13th, at two and eight
taken it to heart, and put its teachings in practice.
P.M., the New York State Woman Suffrage Association conAlcohol was certainly the prince of devils, and had venes at Steinway Hall, this city. Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
no redeeming qualities. Temperance was not the Susan B. Anthony, Lillie Devereaux Blake, aud other notable
word to use in con:t~ection with ardent spirits. Total advocates of the cause make addresses.
abstinence should alone be spoken of. Liberals
MESSRS. WATTS AND PUTNAM will be at Cleveland, 0., towere free from the old theological devil, but they are
now confronted by a worse one-the Demon of morrow, the 15th. During the week Mr. Watts will giv a course
Drink. In this matter the lawyers were bad, the of lectures at Upper S.andusky, Ohio, the 17th to 20th incluministers were worse, but the doctors were the very siv. Our readers living in the vicinity of these places will do
worst. The sacramental wine used in communion well to make arrangements for attending. The League Secand mass was an evil which the church should get retary and first vice president are hard at work, speaking nearly
rid of, but the rrPscriptions of doctors were an abom- every night, and they should be supported and encouraged
by large audiences. The Nine Demands of Liberalism must
ination which it was beyond the power of the speaker
hav a strong public sentiment'in their favor before we can exto d~scribe. He wished it understood, however, that pect their accomplishment, and this public sentiment must
h~ ~~-d Il;ot favor the measures advocated by the pro- be created by Freethought lectures and the circulation of
hibitwmsts. Mr. Wakeman spoke earnestly and im- Freethought journals and other literature, 'l'he sense of fair
Paine has been martyred, not by the fagot, but his b?nes hav
been dragge_d from the gi·a:'e and b~rnt i~ the?logu;a~ sl~w
:fires. But m the ?roader. ~ght of Libe;ali~m his spmt_Wll,~
come back clothed m the hvmg flesh of JUStiCe to humamty.
After the applause following the close of Mrs. Rrekel_'s oration had subsided, Maggie Bailey, a charming little miss, recited the pathetic poem of "Sister and I."
The floor. was cleared for dancing, and the soc~al festivities
of the evenmg held sway. The younger ones glided through
the mazes of the dance to the music of the band while the
sedate entertained themselvs in quieter sociability.'
.·
At midnight an elegant banquet was served, during which
the followin_g _toasts were respo~de~ to: "Thoma:s ~,aine,"
Professor Wilham Seymour; "Pame s Contemporaries, Scott
Douthitt; "The Liberal League," Mr. E. A. Wood; "Hypatia
and Bruno," Harry Hoover; "Woman," Frank Gessnel';
"Man," Mrs .. Mattie Rre~el.
.
.
.
After the literary exerCis~s a la:ge quantity o_f L,Iberal literature was exposed for sale, mcluding all of Pame s works and
other authors, and the current publications indorsed by the
apostles of Liberalism.

play inherent in the American, people will insure the :final
adoption of our platform if they can be made acquainted with .
the true status of religion in this country, and how it is in
reality a government-Rubsidized institution: instead of as it
should be, if it exist at all, a voluntary association of similarlyminded people. To forward this Freethought propagandism,
the Liberals of the count1·y' should, wheneyer possible, engage
Messrs. Watts and Putnam for one or more lectures.

The League President.
From the following note from the first vice-president of the League, we judge that we shall next week
hav the pleasure of printing Col. Ingersoll's first
official communication to the League:
"PITTSBURGH, Feb.9, 1885.
"MY DEAR EDITOR: . I hav great pleasure in an- I
nouncing in THE TRUTH SEEKER that Col. Robert G.
Ingersoll has accepted the presidency of the National
Liberal League. Next week fuller particulars will
be given.
CHARLES WATTs."

, The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged,
Mrs. Josephine Duane,
Charter for Wahkiekum Co., W. T. (per Mrs.
S. F. Albert, sec.),
Waynesburg, Pa. (per H. Clay Luse),
S. H. Davis,
E. 0. Marsh, F. C. Scharnhart,
Total,

$3,079.57
2.00
5.00
30.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
$3,119.57

News aml Notes from the Field.
In our pursuit of truth and description of its progress we
hav somewhat forgotten the world of art. Truth, however
barren it may seem at first, leads, in the final result, to
the noblest poetry, and our pathway as pioneers is not altogether unadorned with glimpses of that beauty which must
come from a regenerated world. All over the land we
hav had Paine jubilees, and with their brilliant accompaniments of song, and dance, and bright speech, new hope
springs within our hearts.
Linesville, Altoona, and .Pittsburgh hav sent their :fires
forth, and added nobly to the general illumination.
Mr. M. H. Hamlin and daughter, of Greenville, Pa., furnished excellent music at the Linesville celebration. They
are skilful players as well as outspoken Freethinkers. Nevertheless, the orthodox are very glad to employ their talents in
the musical line, not realizing how much heresy there may be
in their strains. Unconsciously, music will liberalize the human soul, and while the preacher is thundering about hell-:fi.re
in the pulpit, the Freethinker in the choir is demolish.ing all
his theology with the rhythmical voice of nature. I think
friend Hamlin ;has put a good d_eal of Freethought inte
his notes, and preached to the congregation with more potent
eloquence than the minister.
I must not forget the pictures and mottoes presented to the
Linesville Li.beral League by Miss Martha Brockway, of
Jamestown, Pa., the work of her own hands. She is a gifted
artist touched by the genius of Freeth ought. One motto skilfully wrought in graceful foliage, is from Thomas Paine:
"One:schoolmaster.is worth a hundred priests;" and another
is from Thales, the noble philosopher who lived 650 years be.
fol'e Christ, and who said, "Avoid doing what you blame in
others." There are also excellent crayons of Ingersoll, Den.
ton, ana others of our leaders. So the flowers of art fl.ash
over our advancing way.
I found another gift, at Altoona, from some unknown friend
to the secretary of the National League, and so I suppose the
genius of poesy sent this by express, or Eve, alias, Adam's Express Company-forwarded it for the general good. I shall
accept these painted flowers as indication that many hearts,
all over the land, desire that our thorny pathway in the van.
guard of Liberalism be cheered with nature's sweetest aspects,
and that the "winter of ou-r discontent" be followed with the
brightness of summer's laurels; and so we will hope on, and
bear many discomforts, while such happy omens cheer our
course.
Our Altoona friends are of the right sort, and I hav great
faith in their future work. Louis Plack, John R. Kemp, and
Mr. Cline are thorough-going Liberals both in head and heart,
and will help on the cause with generous devotion. Mr.
Watts and myself enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. Plack while
at Altoona, and we found a good resting-place and plenty of
cheer in his elegant home-the spirit of democracy and true
liberty in the midst of wealth and fortune.
We are now among our famous allies of the Pittsburgh
League, who are full of enthusiasm and ready to lend a hand.
We shall hav much to say of them when our week's labors are
over.
Mr. Watts lectures on Thursday and Friday evenings at
Waynesburgh, Pa.; at Monongahela City, on Saturday evening. I lecture, Sunday morning, before the Pittsburgh League;
Mr. Watts lectures in the afternoon and in the evening at
Allegheny City, and on Monday evening again in Pittsburgh.
On Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, Feb. 11th and 12th, he
lectures at Alliance, Ohio, and on Thursday and Friday
evenings at Massilon.
On Feb. 17th, 18th, 19th, and
20th, he will lecture at Upper Sandusky, Ohio. A certain Major or Gen'l Gibson in that region has been attempting to r·eply to Ingersoll, and has expressed his willingness to
meet any representativ man on our side. So a challenge has
been issued to this doughty warrior to meet Mr. Watts. If he
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does so, you may be sure we shall hav a lively report to giv of trial or not, for Dr. Miller was about the biggest gun they had,
If, as is alleged, the prayers of God's people kept Colonel
the combat. At any rate, an opportunity will be given the or- '·and if he was so woefully discomfited, what would become of Ingersoll away, then we certainly had another instance of his
thodox to show.their colors, and if they refuse, we shall dem-· the lesser lights?
Satanic majesty defeating the purposes of the great I Am.
onst)\ate their cowardice. Time will tell whether this chamThe hall was crowded on Friday evening. The best citizens Ingersoll could not hav made greater impression than did Watts.
pion of Christianity has the courage of his conviction or not. 1 of the place were present-ministers, lawyers, etc. I gave my Never did people listen with more earnest attention; never
A like challenge has alsJ been issued to the clergymen of lecture on "The ~Coming Religious Demands.'~ Mr. Watts was speaker more clear, logical, and eloquent, carrying conPittsburgh; and, from signs in the air, I shouldn't wonder if r then delivered a most ;vigorous and destructiv address on viction to all, despite the prejudice of creed and belief cherwe had a field-day of debate next Sunday.
• "Christianity .and Its Claims." It was welcomed with re- ished from, childhood.
peated applause, -although this was probably the first time
Just as Mr. Watts reached his final peroration, Mrs. Krekel
We hav had quite a lively time in Waynesburg, a quiet vii- that the majority of the audience had ever listened to such a arrived (came direct from the train to the Opera-House), and
lage of abo~t 2,500 i'nha~it~n~s, ~mong the ~ills of Southern radical discourse. It shows how wide-spread is the spirit of at once followed Mr. Watts with a most interesting and able
Pennsylvama, near the Vug1~1a lme. Here 1s where H. Clay, skepticism and what a faint hold Christianity really has upon address, which was most enthusiastically received. When it
Luse livs-a fiery young L1beral, born of radical Abolition- i .the minds of the people; and when the plain truth is spoken, is considered that the lady came under such disadvantagesists, and so he has good blood in him for reform. He is author: it is readily accepted. No one appeared to defend Christian- tired and worn with travel; no moment of rest or refreshof that bright little book, "An Antidote Analyzed." He, with! ity. It seemed to be a useless task. Dr. Miller was not pres- ment, no time even to collect her thoughts-it is a wonder she
his father, Samuel Luse, and uncle, Henry Luse, are the main i erit. I presume he had a realizing sense of his incapacity. could speak at all. Then, too, the great English champion of
promoters of every advance movement, and keep the town, Like Falstaff, he perceived that discretion was the better part Secularism is a hard man to follow. The experienced, able,
wide awake, although the ministers would like to hav it as of valor: No doubt, when Mr. Watts is a thousand miles and eloquent men dwarf into piginies compared with him.
sleepy as Rip Van Winkle. Mr. Watts gave his first lecture on' away, he will come out of his hole and bark, to his own satis- Yet this lady, realizing all this, had the noble courage to face
Thursday evening. A, good audienlle,was present. The town faction, of course. I never knew a dog that didn't. But it the audience, and, by the force of her genius and charms of
hall was nearly full, and I should judge that about half were• will hav no effect upon passers-by-only upon those who, like eloquence, won tributes of admiration and rapturous applause.
orthodox. They all paid strict attention to the discourse, which himself, don't know that the sun shines.
Thus was the most melancholy disaster turned into a great
was pronounced even by the Christians themselvs to be. the,
Fraternally yours, SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
and glorious triumph. All were aroused to enthusiasm, and
best they had ever listened to from a Secular platform.
the convention was an assured success.
After the lecture, a challenge was issued to the clergymen
Sunda~· morning, Professor Wm. Seymour delivered a very
The Pennsylvania State Liberal League.
pres~nt. This was responded to by a Dr. Miller, who at first
ITS FIRST ANNUAL CONVENTION AT ALTOONA, JAN. 30, 31, AND able lecture on Heaven, to quite a large audience.
seemed to be quite cheery and smooth, and though an old,
FEB. l, l8 5.
In the afternoon, at 2:30, long before the appearance of the
8
fashioned Presbyterian minister, and president of a college,.
speakers, the house was filled. The announcement that Mrs.
declared that the lecture was almost as good as a Christian
The Opera House was handsomely decorated for the occa- Krekel would speak was alone sufficient to hav filled the thesermon, and really strengthened his faith. Its morality was sion, the stage adorned with life-size portraits of Thomas ater. But in addition, the genial child of song-who wins the
like that of the Bible. As for science, he admitted its marvel- Paine, D. M. Bennett, and Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, with love of all hearts-S. P. Putnam, had been announced to folous service, but without a blush affirmed that Christianity was handsome and appropriate mottoes. Everything was arranged low Mrs. Krekel, and the very large and intelligent audience
the source of science. He also slyly confessed that Mr. Watts and in complete readiness on the morning of the Convention. were loud in expressions of satisfact.ion and delight at the
was a good man, and would no doubt be saved on the ground The first meeting was held on Friday evening, January 30th. dual intellectual treat provided.
of his morality, only he was quite curious to know what would Few delegates had arrived, but there was good attendance to
The success of the convention, clespite all obstacles, filled
become of the thieves, murderers, etc. He evidently thought hear Ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds on the subject of "Salvation," our good Christian friends with gall and bitterness, and their
that he was dealing with a novice in the person of our vice- and the meeting was inaugurated under most cheering au- only relief was the outpouring of smut, and blacking, gross
president, and seeing the splendid effect of Mr. Watts's elo- spices.
personalities, and perversion of facts by the two little daily
quence, wanted to be" devilish sly," and scoop it all in to the
Saturday morning, at 11:30, the Convention was formally papers.
credit of Christianity. Watts utterly demolished these pre- opened by First Vice-President Wm. Seymour, of Philadelphia,
During the convention, the house of a poor colored man
tensions, and showed that orthodox Christianity was utterly and the reality of the hard times was impressed by the failure caught fire, and his wife and two children pel'ished in the
opposed, both in morality and philosophy, to Secularism; that of.many Leagues to send full delegations. The secretary (the flames. Home, clothing, furniture, provisions-all were conthe former could cta!m neither sound morality nor knowledge, able, earnest, and devoted Liberal, Harry Hoover, of Pitts- sumed.
for it had always put itself in opposition to these, and only burgh) read the minutes of the last year's meeting, when the
All the meetings of the Convention except S11turday evening
ad0pted good things on compulsion, because if it didn't, the state League was organized; also the constitution and Nine had b&en free. It was intended to take up a collection on Sunworld would utterly ignore its theological claims. Mr. Watts Demands, after which the usual committees were appointed, day night to help meet expenses, which had been quite heavy.
But in lieu of this an appeal was made and a coll!Jction taken
challenged Dr. l\'!iller to debate these very points, and show and the convention adjourned till 2 =30 P.M.
At the afternoon session, very interesting addresses were for the unfortunate colored brother. The unfortunate man was
whether Christianity could stand at the bar of reason and vinmade by Professor Wm. Seymour, Harry Hoover, C. B. Rey- a devout Christian, but Liberals never ask in 1·egard to the undicate its value to human progress.
Dr. Miller found that he had been caught in his own. trap. nolds, S. P. Putnam, and others, after which the routine order fortunate, "How about their religious belief?" but "How can
Then the tiger came out, and he incontinently "gave himsel1i of business was resumed, and the convention proceeded to the we most speedily assist and comfort them?" Thus, with pracaway" by saying that the lecture was a tissue of falsehood f1'0m election cf officers for the ensuing year. The following per- tical evidence of living out the profession of loving mercy and
beginning to end, and that Mr. Watts did not know what he sons were unanimously elected: , President, Wm. Seymour, of helping our fellow-creatures, this most eventful and successful
was talking about, thus saying the very opposit of what he had P:hiladelJ¥lia; Vice-Presidents, Henry Clay Luse, of Waynes- convention closed.
first affirmed. His litttle game was a failure, and the smile·· burg; George Thorn, of Clearfield, and J. G. Kline, of Altoona;
FRACKVILLE, scHUYLKILL co., PA.
that was "childlike and bland" was succeeded by the grind- T'reasnrer, S. F. DeJones, of Pittsburgh; Executiv CommitFrom Roulette we went to Port Allegheny and lectured on
ing of teeth, as if he would like to burn Mr. Watts, who quickly tee, Jl. R. Perry, of Wilkesbarre, 0 · H. Wheeler, of Bradford; the 21st and 22d. The Camp Bros., the most enterprising
took him on his new tack and challenged him to prove the Roman Staley, of Pittsburgh, and Miss DeLouie,. of Phila- merchants in the place, gave us use of their hall. We found
falsity of anything that had been said. Dr. Miller said that he delphia~ :Finance Cominittee, Louis Plack, of Altoona, George the avowed Liberals consisted of doctors, merchants, and busiwasn't prepared for debate.'·' "Not prepared?" said Watts'; B'aldwin, of Louisville, and A. Adler, of Lancaster. Mr. Harry ness men, who all proved of the ''willing o1·der "-they were
"wpy, I am prepared in five minutes to meet1any or all of the Hoover made an eloquent, telling speech, in regard to the willing we should work, get out bills, advertise, and deliver
ministers who attack those ,principles which I believe to be necessity of more efficient organization, and in favor of the lectures, and pay for everything ourselvs; which we did, and
true and good. You hav studied Christianity for thirty years action already taken in regard to securing and paying an effi- more than willingly left them.
or more, are president of a college, a minister of the gospel cient state lecturer and organizer, and called attention to the
Friday, 23d, we started for Frackville, the great center of
which you say is absolutely necessary to thll salvation of the advisability of this position being held in connection with the coal supply, mining from twelve to fifteen tons of coal per day.
world, of those who are here present, men and women, and secretaryship of the League. Mr. C. B. Reynolds was then Frackille is emphatically a mining village, with something
unanimously elected state lecturer and organizer.
over two thousand inhabitants. We had supposed coal miners
yet on an open platform you dare not defend those principles.
In response to earnest and repeated calls, Mr. Reynolds said:
were a rough, uncultured, barbarous people, all brawn and
D o you no t k now wh a t t h ey are ? Can't Yo u state th em·?
•'It is not enough to hav grand and noble purposes-they
· reasons f or Yo ur bel'1e f?· Can't you try and con - must be faithfully, persistently carried out. The success of little brain. To our surprise, we found them fully as well deCan 't you g1v
vince your neighbors, who will be damned a<¥Jording to your the state League depends on the character, zeal, and energy of veloped ment~tlly as physically. They compare favorably with
creed if they don't accept it? Not ready for debate! Well, I its individual members. The hardest trial under which tP,e any class of skilled labor in culture, refinement, and i:r~elli
will giv you twenty-four hours in which to prepare, and will National Liberal League labors is that so large a portion of its gence. We visited quite a number of families, ani found neat
meet you here to.morrow evening, and you shall hav as much membership act as if there was no claim upon them whatever: and tasty homes, with every comfort-organs, violins, and
they hav no duty to do, are under no obligation to make sacri- flutes, man~ of the young folks being quite accomplished muof the time as I,. and let us settle who is right in this matter. fice or in the least inconvenience themselvs to advance its inJ
Come on."
terests. They fail to realize that to declare themselvs :Liberals sicians; well-filled book-cases, containing the best scientific
The reverend gentleman was nonplussed. He was in a is to obligate themselvs to cultivate every instrumentality for and philosophical works and the standard poets and novelists;
box and knew it. He squirmed mightily.
Of course he diffusing the light of truth; that doing justly, loving mercy, and these little libraries were not for show, but actual use, as
wanted to avoid debate. But he had forced the issue and he and diligently striving to IJ?-ake ~thers. happ1 is :What c~n~sti- converse with the inmates proved.
tutes Liberalism. When Llberahsm fails to msplre a splnt of
Messrs. Phillips, Thomas, and Chappel, the leading men of
must meet it, or gracefully, like a gentleman, back down and self-sacrifice-an earnest desire to aid and benefit humanityconfess defeat. This, of course, his orthodox soul did not they may as well crawl back to the creeds of superstition. We the place, are actual working miners, yet they hav again and
wish to do, and for a while he was puzzled as to how to save hav talent devotion to truth, love of our fellow-creatures, and again been elected both on the school board and town council.
his skin. At last he made the following desperate proposition the spirit ~f self-sacrifice in the Liberal ranks fully equal to Their influence and that of their sons al!d d.anghters hav Libld h b
b
f
that in any or all Christian denominations; what is needed is eralized the community.
whose unequivocal meanness cou
av een orn on1Y 0 one un1·ty on a systematized plan of work, which shall incite all to
We delivered three public lectures-audience increasing at
. an d .th e mur d erer, as a man earnest
who regarded King David, th
· e I1ar
effort."
'd
th
t
h
ld
t
d
b
t
'th
each
lecture; on Sunday evening the hall was crowded
after God's own heart. He sa1
a e con no e a e Wl
Mr. Reynolds then explained the mode of organizing and
Mr. Watts, but that he wonld d eb a t e Wl'th anyone w h o wou11
c conducting the local League-the science school on Sunday; to excess. In our visits among the friends we laid before them
·
bring credentials-he did no t say f rom wh om, b u t I suppose
the district meeting; how literary socials, dances, and sleighing the necessity of organization, and mode of instituting and con· chur ch - that
. summer, conld be ducting local Leagues, which at once met hearty. approval.
f rom t h e Curn b er I an d P res b Yt enan
· h 1's 0 PP on ent parties in winter, excursions and picnics m
was, first, a man of moral c h aracter; secon d , a man o f sc h oIas- made to defray all expenses of local Leagues. He continued: Fourteen of the best leading citizens emolled as members on
tic attainments; and thirdly, a man wh o was ac k nowl e d ge d t o
"Nothing can· be done by any state lecturer without the ear- Tuesday, and we learn that since we left tliey hav completed
be a representativ of his class. Everybody could at once see nest, activ co-operation of the Liberals <?f the state, nor _can organization, elected officers, melllbers of vigilance, educathat this was merely a blind, couched, however, in terms of good and effectiv work be expected w1thout remuneratiOn. tiona!, and social committees, and elected delegate to Altoona
coarse insult. Dr. Miller thought to escape, but he only There is no justice in expecting anyone to devote all their time State League Convention.
and energies to upbuilding the cause, while o~hers. ~o absoWe are confident of their success. The officers of the Frackjumped out of the frying-pan into the fire. The scathing he Iutely nothing. Let all help to the extent of theu ab1hty. All
R' h d Ch
apreceived from Mr. Watts was simnly tern'fi c, an d I guess h e are equally benefited by every e~o~t made ~o·popularize Seou- ville League are: Thomas Phillips, president; 10 ar
will remember it as long as he livs. l Th e sympa th Y o f th e au- larism and shoul d a t 1eas t b e WI 11mg t o g1v h aIf as much t o pel, vice-president; Jas. ThomAs, secretary; Mr. Thomas,
C. B. REYNOLDS, Ch. Ex. Com. N. L. L.
dience was entirely with Mr. Watts, with the exception of a uproot error and pl_ant seeds of truth as .t~ey used to giv to treasmer.
th ·
·d t
uphold priestcraft, Ignorance, and superst1t10n. The state of l
.
1
eu presl en weal/ Pennsylvania needs ~arnest, effectiv w~rk the whole _year
Address all communications for the League to S. P. Putfew students who came, no doubt, to see
the laurels of victory; and, instead, had to see him roasted round. It is for the fnends of the cause m Pennsylvama to nam, 33 Clinton Place, New York. Drafts, checks, and postal
over a logical fire, with every evidence that he did not enjoy decide if they will hav the great and sure benefits of tent labor orders should be made payable to Courtlandt Palmer, treasthe operation a bit. The reverend scholastic had said that the coming summer. · This can only be secured by prompt urer N. L. L., 850 Broadway.
Mr. Watts was ignorant of the Bible. Mr. Watts dared him to action by immediate.·contribution to the Tent Fund. Let all
_ _ _ _......,.,.._ _ _ __
make ~n earnest effort, and at once remit to Courtlandt Palmer,
come upon the platform and repeat scripture texts-right then No. 850 Broadway, New York. If thereisdelay, hesitation, the
To Heretic;.tl Preachers.
and there, from Genesis to Revelation, and see who could giv golden opportunity will be past. Act at once. Let it not be
From the Sun.
the most of the Bible, himself or Mr. Watts. This pleased the proved we are Liberals only in name. Let us sow the good seed
To any clergyman who breaks over the bo~nds of
audience mightily. The minister hid his head, He had no con- of love and truth, and we shall reap a harvest of success-build orthodox dogma, and is in. danger of being tned for
cordance with him, and had, by his silence, to confess that the up our cause, and find surest happiness in thus securing that
C l
l R b t G I
ll
b
.
of our fellow-creatures."
heresy, o one
o er
. ngerso may e recomskeptic knew more of the Bible than he did. The people d1smended as a lawyer of great ability, learned in
'fhe remark_s were well and _enthusiastically received, and
b
d b
P eraed with great exciteillent, and all the next day the streets
y any
were full of talk. The Christians admitted that their man the long-contmued applause evmced the appreciation o f th e ecclesiastical questiOns, and not encum ere
·
·
sectarian prejudice.
was badly used up, and hardly knew whether to make another, audience of the suggestiOns
rna d e.
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giommnnications.
Infidel Philosophy.
Every religious enthusiast claims that his particular religion is true, and that every other system is
false in whole or in part. Each believes his religion
too pure and too sacred to be investigated. Each
believes , that some Jehovah, Jlove, or Lord is the
author of his religion, hence to investigate or question the truth of it is to question and dishonor his
God.
The more sincere the devotee, the more he will be
shocked at the idea of investigation. Not that he
will be seriously injured himself, but he is afraid his
god will be dishonored. And then, however monstrous his religion may be, he believes that the welfare of the whole human family depends upon its
dissemination. Hence every system of unnatural religion has a tendency to clip the wings of thought.
As a matter of fact, scientific investigation must
ever be butting against the walls which these unnatural systems hav erected; and hence all systems of
supernatural religion must prove the direct foe to
science; e.nd hence, as science is the friend of man,
and these unnatural systems his most implacable foe,
there must ever be an irrepressible conflict bP.tween science and these false systems, until the one
or the other obtains complete mastery.
What can involve a greater inconsistency than the
idea that it is wicked and dangerous to investigate a
system of religion which has an all-wise and omnipotent god for its author?
To argue that man can overthrow or materially
change a system of religion instituted by God himself, is to argue that man is more powerful than God,
or that he can undo what God has established."
But why should the Christian, or the advocate of
any other system of supernatural religion, be afraid
to hav the peculiar claims of his religion investigated? If it is founded in truth it will stand every
test which human reason can apply. The man who
has pure gold is not afraid to hav the acid applied.
Science declares that the earth is globular, that it
is connected with a family of worlds; the revolutions
rates of motion, etc., hav been accurately determined,
and scientists stand ready to make good their declaration, nor tremble because somebody questions the
truths at which they hav arrived. But mark the difference between· the scientist and the religionist. If
a reasonable doubt is raised in the mind of the scientist, with the doubt there will be manifested that
zeal for truth which will urge him on in the field of
investigation until he settles down on the bed-rock
of truth.
But the religious enthusiast, ever ready to defend
his God, who is too feeble to take care of himself,
and believing that his religion is the great panacea
for all the ills, will regard one who questions the
truth of his religion as the common enemy of mankind. But as his religion is false, and touches nearly
every phase of human welfare, correct views will
seem to h~m ~s unreal and unnatural as a nightmare
to a man m his wakeful moments, and hence he will
ever be floundering in a mire of error. There is but
one true religion, and that is the religion of humanity., The human family is the God, human happiness,
the only heaven, and human suffering the only hell.
Every so-called revealed religion is a fraud, and
has inflicted the deepest wounds in both individuals
and in the bosom of society. Every believer is a
fanatic, and fanaticism has ever proved a bar to human progress by opposing honest investigation and
keeping men chained to dead carcasses of the past.
The aggregated wisdom of the present age is entirely inadequate to giv rules for those who may
come after us a thousand years hence, and yet the
Christian will insist that we must accept the teachings of a barbarous age separated from ours by thousands of years.
It seems impossible to bring the mind of the Christian to see that his God has all the imperfections of
an ignorant, cruel, and barbarous age.
The moment he comes to see that a wrathful vindictiv, and cruel God is only the reflection of h~man
ignorance and cruelty, that moment he ceases to be
a Christian. ~e~ce a man's confidence in all systems
of revealed rehgwn must be broken up before he is
prepared to keep step with the music of human progress.
The creeds and dogmas of a man's religion are his
all-in-all. HiE! soul is shriveled and his mind con~racte? by ~he n~r;owne.ss. and imbecility of the age
m which his rehgwn origmated, and he cannot rise
above it, although it may be thousands of years old.
The devotee knows nothing of the open day the
broad sunshine and grandeur of nature. God i~ the
author of his religion, the father of all the creator
of all; all things belong to God; hence the Christian
is only serving God when he makes the lives and
the property and happiness of men contribute to the
building up of his religion.
As all the affections of a woman's pure heart blossom in a kiss, so the barbarity and ignorance the
persecution and robbery, the slavery and debauchery

of the ages hav cropped out and blossomed in the
Christian religion. The history of Moses and Joshua
and David and Solomon givs one the cream of robbery, tyranny, brutality, and licentiousness. The
heart sickens, and the stomach nauseates, at the contemplation of these holy monsters.
The human intellect has been so dwarfed by .religious creed and dogma that we are incapable of
calculating its powers.
It is because this sublime power has been hampered by superstition, and the freedom of thought
throttled by the ferocious hand of fanaticism, man's
moral and intellectual existence has been well-nigh
buried in the gulf of religious ignorance, so that the
most advanced thinkers are dragging after them the
dead-weights which were fastened to them, so to
speak, by religious zealots thousands of years ago.
When man attempts to move in any reform he finds
that he must climb over, or batter down, the walls of
some superstition. If he point to a higher knowledge and better conditions, he is told that an old
book will afford him all the knowledge he needs.
And thus the living present can only move as it drags
a putrid corpse behind it, which ought to hav been
buried in the grave of ignorance thousands of years
ago.
What should hav been a joyous earth has been
rendered a scene of misery by priests and tyrants
and special pets of heaven. These privileged monsters hav subjugated .the earth, destroyed the peace
of society, robbed industry of its reward, and, worse
than all, with atrocious hand, hav despoiled the intellect of_ its triumphs, and left the human mind comparativly a barren waste. Whatever has a tendency
to dwarf the intellect I oppose and hate with all the
energy and intensity of my soul.
I sometimes bring down the wrath of the Christian
by telling him that I am of more consequence than
his God; that his God is only an imaginary being,
while I am a living reality; that freedom of thought
is of vastly more consequence than all the gods and
ghosts which were ever hatched out in the distempered brain of a religious lunatic.
Attempt to introduce any improvement in the
Asiatic country, and you butt your head against the
walls of their religion. And the way Copernicus, and
Galileo, and Columbus, and Bruno were treated
shows that Christian countries hav nothing to boast
of in this regard. The sciences of astronomy, and
geology, and chemistry, and the art of printing, and
the utilization of the power .of steam and electricity,
show how all improvements hav been comf>elled to
run the gauntlet of Christian superstition before
their benefits could be realized by mankind.
But a brighter day is dawning. Copernicus and
Bruno, Columbus and Franklin, Watt and Gutenberg, Voltaire and Gibbon, Paine and the grand constellation of Freethinkers and scientists who hav so
boldly assaulted the intrenchments of Christian bigotry, hav not lived in vain. All the Christian denominations may unite to form a barrier to the extension
of Freethought, but the guarantee of religious and
politi:eal emancipation, for untrammeled thought and
ultimate scientific achievement, is already deposited
in the schools and literature of the age. It is now
too late for a flank movement. The door has been
opened, and the people hav had a glimpse of the
grandeur and beauty of a boundless universe outside
of and beyond the walls of bigotry and superstition.
Popes may rave, tyrants and priests may threaten,
but their hells hav all exploded, and their devils are
dead. Science will not much longer be pierced with
the rusty spear of persecution, and the gate to human happiness even now stands ajar.
An infinit being made an object of worship and
affection, stamped with jealousy, perfidy, and cruelty,
as naturally leaves these brutal blemishes upon the
mind of the devotee as the wax yields to the impression of the seal. This is verified by all the facts of
history. To imitate God is considered man's highest
duty. Individuals and nations will be wicked as long
as they worship a God of strife, carnage, and bloodshed. When men are made to believe that " the
earth is the Lord's, and the fullness thereof," all
manner of crimes will be perpetrated in the name of
the Lord.
Ignorance lends aid to every system of error. The
church has ever been the helpmeet of persecution.
The priesthood has always bandaged the eyes of the
human intellect. The first business of the pious impostor has been to persuade men that they are ignorant, of something of vast importance to themselvs.
This they could do most effectually by pretending to
be charged with a commission from some superior
being. Impositions of this kind hav been the occurrence of every age, and the victims of such imposition hav shown a willingness to do homage to the
impostor. The human intellect is something worthy
almost of veneration; and the first work of these
heavenly nincompoops (yes, that's as good a name as
they deserve) has been to pervert the ~ind, and lead
the devotee to believe that God has endowed them
with the double faculty of thinking for themselvs and
all the victims of their imposition.
The moment any system of theology says to a man,
"Don't think," that moment the inherent independ-

ence of the intellect should rise up in rebellion to it.
The distorted features in every system of ancient
theology would hav been wiped out long ago if the
mind had not been led into captivity. But fanaticism, backed by gods to bully, and devils to scare,
and hells to torture, has shaken the empire of reason.
As man advances and grows conscious of his intellectual strength and vigor, gods and ghosts, devils
and witches, saviors and middle-men will recede in
the distance, and giv place to that crowning glory of
all rtnimated existence, who alone is worthy of our
supreme attention, and whose welfare should command our highest endeavor-man. One noble specimen of humanity is a grander subject ~or contemplation than all the gods that ever reigned in all the
imaginary heavens. He is the grandest being we
know. But on account of the dark clouds by which
he has been enveloped, caused by superstition and
fanaticism, we are unable even to dream of the vast
resources of his mihd and his infinit capabilities.
Instead of the mind being free to explore the b.road
universe, and investigate the hidden mysteries, it has
ever been kept on the rack to secure an imaginary
heaven, and escape the tortures of an endless hell. .
If you would see the lion clothed in his nativ
majesty, go where he roams at large in the enjoyment
of his climate and all that nature has provided for
his development. If you would see the eagle cleave
the blue ether with untiring wing and undiminished
power, think not to produce him by artificial incubation and confinement. Anyone who has studied the
absurdities and incongruities of these supernatural
systems of religion, how they hav bound down the
mind of man in fear and slavery, will. not wonder
when I state that we hav no more mea.ns of judging
of the capabilities of the human intellect, dwarfed
and warped as it has been, than we hav of judging of
the nativ powers of the lion and the eagle by seeing
them caged and domesticated. When mental-disease
can be produced t0 the extent of vitiating the plainest rules of arithmetic, of doing away with mathematical proportion 'and precision; when the poor ignorant dupe is made to rejoice in his abasement·
when one generation follows another thus mentally
warped, shall we not put our foot upon the viper
whose sting poisons the brain? Like other boys, I
read Sindbad, and Gulliver, Arabian Nights, Munchausen, etc., but in all of them no greater absurdity
can be found than is contained in the "book of
books," the holy Bible. The greatest absurditv
taught to the young, indorsed by all and questioned
by none, will be regarded and acted upon as truth
even in riper years.
~ile I am writing this arti~le, ~oping, perhaps,
that It may turn some young mmd m the right direction, my heart goes out in gratitude to a kind
father whose first lessons were, " Think for yourself"
"Search for . the truth," "Believe only what see~s
reasonable." ' The wickedness and dire results of
warping the young mind with these holy absurdities
can never be calculated.
The father is the son, the son is the father; both of
them together is the Holy Ghost, and the Holy Ghost
is either one or all three of them. The father can be;
get the son, or the son can beget the father. Either
one, or both together, can beget a Ghost. The Ghost
cl!>n beget either one or both of them. The whole is
no greater tlfan each part, and each part is as great
as the whole. Three is no more than one and one
is equal to three. The father is no older' than the
son, and the son was bald-headed when the father
was a little boy, and I am ready to swear by all the
hocus-pocus rules that the Ghost wasn't a day older
than the son, and yet as old as the father.
According to the Christian arithmetic, if I owe a
Christian three dollars, and pay him one, he is bound
to take it and cancel the debt. "A part is as great
as the whole." Could absurdity go farther? Could
the mind of man be worse muddled?
Is it not marvelous how the mind can be perverted?
But it has always been possible to take advantage of
h~man ~gnorance.
Superior mental power, combmed with pretended power from on high, has
enabled the crafty and designing to control the
many, and make them' subservient to the few.
Moses and Mohammed governed their followers
with a ferocious despotism. In the name of God
they outraged and ravaged the nations by whom
they were surrounded. Whatever their selfishness
craved, their God had need of. Whatever acts their
cruelty prompted, their God sanctioned. Whatever
means were necessary to accomplish their diabolical
purposes, their God was sure to approve.
Done Jan. 25th, while the Christian bells were calling the attention of God to the holy masquerade
where nobody sees a Christian as he really is.
Naples, N. Y.
JOHN PECK.

Monsignor Capel and Historian Buclde.
To THE :J£nrTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: One of
the most intimate friends of the late Henry Thomafil
Buckle, author of the "History of Civilization in
England," was a Rev. George Capel, who, I infer is
the now notorious Monsignor Capel, a pervert fr~m
the English to the Romish church, engaged in the
business of drumming for his ecclesiastical concern.
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The following extract from the " Life of Buckle "
Vol. II., p. 60, will be found interesting:
'
"On the 18th of April [1861], he [Buckle] dined with Mr.
and Mrs. Ruth. 'We were a party of ten,' writes the latter
'among whom were Miss Thackeray, Mr. Capel, and M/
Roupell.. The last-named gentleman, who had never met
Mr. Buckle, W!ts much struck, not by his brilliancy, which he
had expected, but by the delightful humor which is not often
found in conjunction with such severity of thought. Poor
Mr. Capel, as the representativ of the clergy among us, had to
serve as butt to Mr. Buckle's ·clever sarcasms against them.
Mr. Capel defended them valiantly by enumerating all the
good they had done in preserving manuscripts, softening
manners, spreading civilization, etc., etc., but at the end of
the discussion Mr. Buckle said quite seriously that he considered the evil inflbted by the clergy on mankind outweighed
any good they had done.' "
To which remark of Mr. Buckle let all the readers
of THE TRU'.rH SEEKER respond, Amen.
ANTICHRIST, A.M.
--------~~------

Is Sunday Work or Amusement a,

Sin~

Christians tell us it is a sin to work or visit places
of amusement on Sunday. I wish to exam in the
subject and see if they hav any foundation for the
assertion.
Sunday is a heathen institution; it was anciently
dedicated to tbe worship of the sun.
·d
f
b
The 1 ea 0 it eing a sin to work or visit places
of amusement on Sunday was born of priestcraft,
to draw people into the church to support that int•
th t th
stitu IOn, a
e c1ergy might liv in luxury and
idleness at th~ expense of the people. In 1572,
Gregory XIII. 1ssued a decree that the Jews should attend church at least once a week.
The Christians of the present day w. auld, no doubt,
force everybody to attend church on Sunday if they
had the power to do so, but, thanks to Freethought,
that power has passed from their hands, never to be
regained.
Connecticut passed laws in 1702, making it a crime
punishable by fine for any one to travel, or labor, or
engage in any sport or recreation on Sunday.
In 1784, she passed laws to fine every person who
should attend any concert of music on Sunday.
In 1814, she passed laws m~~oking it a crhne, punishable by a twenty-dollar fine, for anyone to drive
any vehicle on Sunday, United States mail excepted.
From 1642 to 1784, blasphemy was a crime punishable with death.
Laws hav been passed by these good Christians
making it a crime for a man to cross a river on Sunday, to walk anywhere except to and from church, or
to even kiss his wife or children on Sunday.
A man brought suit against the Fitchburg Railroad
Company, a few years ago, for injuries received on
Sunday, but the courts decided "that a man traveling on Sunday to see a sick sister is not traveling
for necessity or charity, and, if so injured, cannot recover in suit against a railroad corporation.''
Anyone not a Christian can see the injustice of this
Christian law.
Every state in the union except Louisiana has
some sort of a Sunday law. In South Carolina the
statute provides that all persons "having no reasonabIe or lawful excuse sha II attend some religious meeting every Sunday." In Denver, Col., a few years ago
the Pastors' Association passed resolutions condemning the practice of burying the dead on the Lord's
day.
They would no doubt forbid a child being born on
that day if they could. The good Christians of New
York city hav been trying to stop the sale of bouquets
on Sunday by the small boys and girls who offer
them for sale on the street, yet most of the churches
receive them from the florists on Sunday. All who
are not Christians can see the inconsistency of these
would-be saints.
Some two years ago the Chicago Sabbath Association tried to stop the noise of the newsboys on Sunday. It's all right to bang a church-bell for an hour
over the head of a sick woman or child on Sunday,
but it's an awful sin for a poor boy to earn an honest
penny on that day.
These goody-goody people hav tried to induce
Congress to stop the can·iage of the public mails on
Sunday. Dr. Jeffrey, of Scotland; a few· years ago
told his congregation he hoped none of them would
be found in those impious vehicles (the street-cars)
on Sunday.
0 Christianity, your inconsistency is what makes a
fool of you I
In New England, fifty years ago, stoves were not
allowed in some of the churches.
It seems the more uncomfortable these Christians
can make it for a man, the better it suits them. They
wish to make Sunday a day of penance and gloom,
when it should be a day of joy.
I hav seen it stated that "in the city of Hamburg
there were 10,000 licensed women of the·town; and
yet they were obliged to produce certificates showing
that they regularly attended church and partook of
the sacrament." So it seems a person can commit
any crime' they wish if they will only go to church on
Sunday.
According to the Bible, God ordered a man to be
stoned to death for picking up sticks on the Sabbath.
A God that would giv such a command as that, after
he had made the weather cold enough so that the
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~an needed a fire to keep himself and family warm, other days. She receives for her services three dolIs worse than the devil, for he proposes to keep his lars a week and a few old clothes, and is allowed to
children warm.
receive her company in the kitchen. in the evening
But then that was on the Sabbath that the man from the back way. The coachman has been at work
committed the great sin and not on Sunday--the hard all the morning about the stable, then drives
Bi.~le ~abbath was the 'seventh day of the week, his lord and master to church, and sits outside to
whiCh Is Saturday. The Jews are the only people watch the team while his· master receives the gospel.
that keep the Sabbath, the day God rested on and He does not need it. He is. only a servant, and his
commanded us to keep holy. The observance pf soul is not worth saving.
Sunday in the place of the Sabbath was forced upon
Now, my Christian friends, I wish to say, if you
the people by the priests during the Dark Ages. All think it such a sin to work on Sunday, you ought not
t.I;J.ose who persisted in keeping the Sabbath as a to allow your servants to work on that day; you
sacred day were punished in various ways. One ougb.t not to patronize the barber or boot-black, the
method of punishment .was to tie the offenders to newsboy or milkman; you should not ride in the
iron pillars and bore out the left eye with a red-hot street-cars; you should not read the Sunday morning
auger. A priest would' accompany the executioner; paper, or Monday morning either, for a greater part
if the victim still refused to pledge to obey the holy of the work on both were done on Sunday. You
mother church, the right eye was then bored out.
are encouraging this sin by so doing.
They would do the same thing to-day if they had
But what evidence hav we that it is a sin to work
th;power.
or enjoy ourselvs on Sunday? We see the birds
he Saxons named the days of the week for\ us working as hard. to build their nests and care for
thus: First day named in honor of their chief god, their young on Sundayason other days. We see all
the sun; hence Sun's-day, or Sunday. Second day birds and animals sporting and working the same on
named in honor of the moon; hence Moon's-day, or Sunday as on other days; the wind blows, the waves
Monday. Third day named in honor of the German roll, the flowers bloom, and all nature works the same
hero Tuisco; hence Tuisco-day, or Tuesdav. Fourth on this day as on other days.
·
day named in. honor of the god of batt.le, Woden·,
Wh I
11 t
t 't
k
S d
h
W d '
en can see a na ure s op 1 s war on un ay,
. ence, o ens-day, or Wednesday. Fifth day named then I am willing tq do the same, and not until then.
m honor of the god of weather, Thor; hence Thor's- But I might as well close this argument, as my Chrisday, or Thursday. Sixth day named in honor of the t•
fr' d
ill I
th ·
t
ll
t
dd
f
d I
F
h
Ian Ien s w c ose
eir ears o a argumen a,
go ess .o peace an p enty, riga; ence Friga- and their eyes to all virtues, and, under the pretense
day, or Friday. Seventh day named in honor of the of saving men's souls, they will tr~mple their rights
godoffreedom,Seator; hence Seator-day,orSaturday. under foot.
·
·
· · th B'bl
" In matters holy and divine
The Word S un d ay canna t b e foun d m
1
e
e;
Inquiry's out of reason;
the word is Sabbath, and signifies rest.
Since faith is all the Lord demands,
"And God spoke all these words, saying, But the
It's foolishness to reason."
seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God"
Cincinnati, 0.
C. D. WALLACE.
(EBx. xx). ·
How the Cause Stands in Milwaukee.
ut Jesus said, "The Sabbath was made for man,
and not man for the Sabbath." Christians hav reTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
versed this govd saying of Jesus.
this day mailed you copies of Der Hm·old, containing
Jesus traveled on Sunday the same as on other complete report of our Paine celebration on the 29th
days, and even plucked ears of corn from other men's inst. _The gathering on this occasion was the largest
fields to eat, and we hav no account that he did any ever known in this city of its kind. The program
different on Sunday than he did on other days.
arranged by the committee gave perfect satisfaction,
and the interest manifested served to show that the
I n F ranee the elections take place on Sunday.
This is the best time for them, as men are at leisure cause of Freethought stilllivs in this locality.
then, and they can attend to it without loss of time.
The efforts of the Personal Liberty League in the
Paul said, "Let no man judge yeu in meats and matter. of a Sunday opening of our Exposition proved
drinks, new moons and Sabbath days.
One· a failure, as explained in our circular letter of the
man esteemeth one day above another, another es- 29 th inst., a copy of which I send with ·above papers.
teemeth every day alike. Let every man be fully The project was defeated by a vote of 6,856 to 15,persuaded in his own mind." Paul was sensible in 81 7. John Plankinton, representing his individual
this.
stock of $64,500, cast 6,450 votes; also proxy votes,
Martin Luther said, "As regards the' Sabbath or 7, 923, representing $79,230 stock held by others-all
Sunday, there is no necessity for keeping it, but if we against a Sunday opening! · Outside of his votes and
do, it ought to be, not on account of Moses's com- proxies, the opposition was only l,447 votes. The
mandment, but because Nature teaches us from time whole affair was a farce, showing a victory for rnato time to take a day of rest." Nature teaches us nopoly and the power of money over the voice of
that a day of rest, once in a while, is necessary, but the people--our society alone representing eightyit does not teach us that a day of worship is ever five societies, with a total membership of nearly ten
necessary.
thousand individuals in this pity and county. In
.
,
addition, the entire city secular press advocated a
H . W . B eech er h as sa1d he doesn t "believe we
are bound to respect the Sabbath from religious Sunday opening.
grounds." Beecher is sensible in this matter.
I notice that the question of church taxation is
receiving due notice THE TRUTH SEEKER columns. As
Sunday is a useful day, if we can hav it to enJ· oy as an 1•tem o f m
· t erest , th e mty
· assessors h av reported
we see fit. We hav want~ and needs that require the total valuation of this city's chumh property at
work on Sunday the same as on other days.
$1,545,255-over a million and a half! Connected
There is not over one person in every hundred that with many of the city's churches are schools repreattends church on Sunday. The ninety-nine are not senting a large amount of tied-up capital-non-taxlong to be governed by the one-hundredth. Public able-which is not included in the above estimates.
opinion is destined to kill all of these Sunday laws This being the assessor's estimate, it is understood
in a few years, and sweep the.m from the statute that the values are what the various properties would
books of every state in the union. Christians all sell for if placed in the open market.
over the country are opposing Sunday concerts on
Another item of interest: For the first time in the
the·commons and elsewhere; they oppose the open- history<()£ our state legislature, the question of opening of halls of art and science, and even the reading ing the present winter's session with the old-time
ing-rooms and public libraries. They are not satis- custom of prayer was nearly defeated, the vote standfied to enjoy Sunday as they see fit, but wish to force ing 16 to 11. This is the first blow toward crushing
everyone else to observe it as they do. There are out that farcical humbug, . and shows a Liberal
but very few of the working classes at the present "cheek" among our legislators that is entitled to much
time that are able to dress well enough to attend the praise. I inclose a clipping from Wisconsin of the
fashionable churches of our cities.
22d inst., also Dr. T. W. Williams's reply, all of which
What are the poor working men and women to do? is respectfully submitted.
P. A. STUART.
And what is to become of the poor children in the
narrow streets and alleys, and the poor working girl
A coRRESPONDENT at J,eith assures the editor of the
that has been cooped up in some foul attic all the London Freethinker of the truth of the following inweek, if they are to be denied all these privileges? cident: A well-known surgeon was called to the
Can it be a sin to listen to the sweet strains of good house of a poor and infirm old woman, and after
music, otttside of the church, on Sunday, or look examining her wrote out a prescription, when the
upon works of science and art on that day, when the woman expressed her thanks, but stated her inability
working classes hav no other time?
to pay for it. He thereupon handed the patient half
The minister can go off on a three months' vaca- a crown, and calling the next day inquired if she had
tion and frolic during the hot weather, and close the got the. medicin. The woman rephed in the negachurch, but the poor man must stay at home and not tive, stating that her priest had taken it for saying
be allowed any rec.reation.
mass. For some time our lively practitioner exIs the man who drives a street-car on Sunday, and pressed his feelings in several languages,· and sat
works fifteen hours to earn one dollar and seventy- down to await the arrival of the heavenly' messenger.
five cents, a greater sinner than the minister, who Half an hour afterwards the man of God was being
preaches two hours, and receives several thousand vigorously slammed from wall to wall, throttled,
dollars a year for telling the .few listeners all about kicked, and punched till he disgorged his ill-gotten
something he knows nothing about?
gains, and finally picked himself up at the bottom of
Many of these good Christians, who think it such the stairs and limped home with a broken arm.
a sin to work on Sunday, hav their servant-girl work- The doctor was summoned to the police court, but
ing all day Sunday to prepare three good, square the feelings of the Bench seemed to be with the demeals for· them, which they must hav the same as on fendant, as he was only fined .£1.
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Trimurti-from the Sanskrit words tri (three) and with which the much-bandied-about property is remurti (form), and consists of Brahma, Vishnu, and garded.

Siva. The Buddhists hav also had their trinity from
Talmage Loose Again.
a very early period. Mr. Faber, in his " Origin of
It is not often that Talmage preaches a sermon of
E. M. MAcDONALD,
any account, and probably his last Sunday e:ffor~ will
Editor. Heathen Idolatry," says:
C. P. SoMERBY,
"Among the Hindoos we hav the triad of Brahma, Vishnu, not set the East River afire, but the spirit which aniBusiness Manager.
a~~ ~iva; so, among the votaries of Buddha we find_ the sel:- mated the man is the same spirit that inspires the
PUBLISHED BY
tnphcated Buddha declared to be the same as the Hmdoo tn.
. .
.
. .
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, mu;ti. Among the Buddhist sect of the Jainists we hav the· heresy-hunters m this mty, actuated the mquu:ntors of
triple Jiva, in whom the trimurti is similarly declared to be old, and that has never left the body of the real orincarnate."
thodox church, however carefully the organization
The inhabitants of China and Japan worship God conceals the fact. Col. Ingersoll's recent lecture in
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEA.R. in the form of a trinity. So did the ancient Egyp- Brooklyn was the text for these ·remarks:
"The Infidelity of the pre~ent is considered a great joke;
tians. The idea of calling the second person in the
'
Address all Communicatiom to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM- trinity the Logos, or Word, is an Egyptian feature, and there are people in these days who gather together to hear
p ANY. Make all IJrajts, Checks, and Postal Orders payabk and engrafted into Christianity many centuries after Christ assailed with quib and joke. A lecturer in a Brooklyn
theater, if correctly reported, has said, among many other
to CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
the time of Christ. The ancient Greeks, too, wor- things: 'When we compare our God with man, he is not much
shiped God as a trinity. Their religious rites of a God. When Christ was here he was forgiving and half
SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY 14, 1885. strictly observed the mystical number three. The human; but now he is God, he sends them to eternal fire. It
ancient pagan Romans worshiped a trinity-,-" first is wonderful what a difference office makes with some people.'
The Lord Jesus ChrL;t, who came to carry our sorrows, to bear
God, then the word, and with them the spirit." The our griefs, maligned in the presence of. the citizens of BrookA Favor Asked.
Persian's trinity consisted of Oromasdes, Mithras, lyn ! Is there any such thing as blasphemy? If there be, is
Will the friends of THE TRUTH SEEE.ER in every and Abriman. According to Inman's " Ancient there no law ·against it? These are tremendous questions
state of the Union (and especially some friend in Faiths," the Assyrians and Phcenicians degraded which I ask of the legal fraternity, the judges of our courts,
every place in which an institution is located) send themselvs in the same way. Even the Jews, for and through them the legislature of the state of New York.
us the latest report of the officers of the penal and whom and by whom the claim of a pure monotheism There is such a thing as blasphemy. Let the law against
blasphemy be erased from the statute-book, or let it be exereform iBstitutions of their states? We wish to com- is so strongly made as to shut out even the idea of a cuted. But, says some one, 'don't you believe in . 'free speech?'
pare the religious proclivities of the inmates, and subdivided God, "had symbols of the divine Unity Yes, free riding of horses, but not to· run over people; free
to giv the statistics as full· as possible. No mat- in Trinity as well as the pagans." Those European knives, but not knives for assassination, and free speech, but
ter if reports are duplicated; it will serve our pur- barbarians, the Vandals, had a trinity. The Scandi- not the speech of falsehood or blasphemy. It would hav been
pose much better to hav a dozen reports of one in- navians had Odin, Thor, and .Frey. The Druid also the grandest drama that Brooklyn had ever seen if last Sabbath my friend Patrick Campbell, the chief of the police, who
stitution than no report. We ask every person able worshiped " Ain triple God, of name Taulac, Fan, believes in God-in Jesus Christ-had walked on the platform,
to get one of these reports to send it to this office.
Mollac." The first missionaries who penetrated followed by a platoon of police officers, and had put his hand
Siberia's wilds found the inhabitants adoring "an on the shoulder of the blasphemous lecturer and said to him,
'In the name of the common law, in the name of the state of
A Fool in the Pulpit.
idol fabricated to resemble, as near as possible, a
New York, and in the name of the city of Brooklyn, this inA Unitarian preacher of this city last Sunday at- Trinity in Unity." On one of the Tartar medals famy must stop-must stop here and must stop now.'"
tempted to reason. The purpose of his sermon was now in the Museum of St. Petersburg may be seen
What a high old time there would be in the city
to show what the world would be without' a God. a representation of a triple god seated on the lotus. of churches if" my friend Patrick "-an appropriate
He is credited by the Monday papers with having In the remote islands of the Pacific Ocean the name for a man engaging in such business-" Camptrinity is " God the Father, god the Son, and God bell, chief of police," should undertake to do what
said:
" From finite matter mind wa~ developed, but in infinit time, the Spirit." Tezcatlipoca, the God of the Mexicans, Mr. TaJmage wants done ! We undertake to say
and from an infinit universe an infinit mind must be pro- "had associated with him two other gods." He
that the "greatest show on earth" would be dull in
duced. If there was no God, as the Atheists say, one was himself had "all the attributes and powers which
comparison.
bound to come by the law of development, so that the Athewere assigned to Jehovah by the Hebrews." The
ists cannot get rid of a God. The Atheistic theory was simply
"No Religion."
the faith of decay, the religion of destruction, the morals of Rev. Father Acosta, writing of the Peruvians, says:
annihilation, the universe of despair. The theory which huInspector Ries, of the Milwaukee House of Cor"It is strange_that the devil after his manner hath brought
man nature most needed wP.s one which fills the human heart a trinity into idolatry; for the three images of the sun.
rection, has I'ecently made his report. From the
with hope, which stimulates man's energies, and which leads signifieth Father and Lord Sun, the Son Sun, and the Brother
statistics given we learn by way of the Milwaukee
him to look at life not from the success achieved, or the riches Sun."
Sentinel that the total number of prisoners was 1,616.
acquired, or worldly renown, but from the developm.ent of
The doctrin of the trinity also found place in th~ The religi~us antecedents are as follows:
character. The noblest examples of true manhood were produced by the spiritualistic qualities of faith in God, trust in worship of the Indians of the California Peninsula.
Catholic,
877
his goodness, and hope of an immortality beyond the grave."
Lutherans,
347
The statue of the principal deity of the New Gra.
Other
Protestant
denominations,
191
It has been said that he who will not reason is nada Indians had three heads on one body, and was
" No religion,"
201
a bigot; he who cannot reason is a fool; and he who understood to be "three persons with one heart and
1,616
dares not reason is a coward; but what can be said of one will."
Of
course
we
expect
that
the
Catholics
will
show
an educated man who utters such maudlin assertions
Plato and his disciples taught the doctrin of the
the
largest
in
such
comparisons,
and
the
other
sects
as these?
trinity centuries before the time of Christ, and "it
in
proportion
to
their
nearness
to
perfect
orthodoxy,
was Justin Martyr, a Christian convert from the
The Trinity.
Platonic school, who, about the middle of the second but we would'like to know what "no religion" means.
The. avowal by an Episcopal clergyman of a disbe- century, first promulgated the opinion that Jesus of In previous cases of this kind, when sifted down, we
lief in the doctrin of the trinity has set the Chris- Nazareth, the 'Son of God,' was the second principle hav found that "no religion" means that the inditians, lay and clerical, to talking about the dogma. in the deity, and the creator of all material things." vidual thus described had identified himself or herA good many of them find their ideas of it are very
The incomprehensible metaphysics of the trinity self with no sect, but was firmly grounded in the
hazy. As Capel says, it must be believedj it cannot question was not a part of the established Christian Christian scheme-believed in a general way in God,
be reasoned. Yet this dogma is one of the most im- faith until the year 327, when the question was set- had more or less distinct notions of how faith in
portant points of doctrin in the Christian scheme. tled at the councils of Nice and Constantinople. Up Christ and a shifting to him of their burden of sin
The Athanasian creed sets it forth, perhaps, the to that time there was no recognized doctrin upon would land them in the heaven they did not doubt
most authoritativly of any church statement:
this subject. The trinitarian controversy raged fu- existed; and held in imagination vivid pictures of
"The Catholic faith is this: That we worship one God as riously, and the persecution of Arius for denying that the heU they would thus escape. "No sect " would
Trinity, and Trinity in Unity-neither confounding the persons
describe these people accurately; and we are inclined
nor dividing the substance-for there is one person o£ the a son could be as old as his father is well known.
to
think the same should hav been written in place
When,
however,
the
matter
was
referred
to
ConstanFather, another of the Son, and another of the Holy Ghost.
But the godhead of the Father, and of the Son, and of the tine, and the Council of Nice had formulated its of "no religion."
Holy Ghost, is all one; the glory equal, the majesty co-eternal." dogma, he enforced the absurd ruling by the civil
There are many Liberals in Milwankee; will some
The early Christian authorities were wont to rely power. But those who formulated the doctrin never of them enlighten' the world upon this point?
upon 1 John v, 7, for their proof of the distinctivly understood it. Athanasius confessed that "whenCommon Sense from the Speaker.
Christian character of this dogma, but that passage ever he forced his understanding to meditate on the
is now known. to hav been interpolated centuries divinity of the logos, his toilsoma and unavailing efJohn G. Carlisle, speaker of the House of Repreafter. the time of Christ, and Newton's acknowledg- forts recoiled on themselvs; that the more he thought sentativs, is reported to hav said that he believed the
ment that the doctrin is common to nearly all . ori- the less he comprehended; and the more he wrote time would come when the form of an oath would be
ental religions -the Brahman, the Hindoo, the the less capable was he of expressing his thought~." done away with in the courts.
Egyptian-is received with less surprise than such So we see that upon the Christian church this docThis expression of opinion was brought out in .a.
an avowal would hav been a few years since.
trin was forced by men who did not themselvs un- general conversation upon the subject of the rejecThe !luthor of "Bible Myths" has traced its origin derstand it, and it is safe to say that no man from tion in the Swaim trial of the testimony of DeAkers,
with patient scholarship, and has, perhaps, enlight- that time to this ever has understood it. No matter the Agnostic witness. Mr. "carlisle's reasons are that
ened the u!l.believing world as much upon the sub- if in its rejection the deepest thinking of the ages is under the present methods of taking testimony the
ject as any writer. Pritchard, in his "Egyptian faulted, as the Episcopal clergyman said, it must be evidence of a most worthless character who took the
Mythology," asserts that the notion of a triad of abandoned with the other "mysteries of godliness." oath would be taken against that of the most scrupusupreme powers is common to the most ancient Stolen ideas, like burglar's pllillder, hav nothing lous and high-minded man who from his very sense
religions. Deity has always been a trinity of some added to their value by their distinction in his pro- of truth could not say that he knew there was a God.
kind. If we turn to India we shall find that one of fession of the cracksman. The turning state's evi- Mr. Carlisle said he thought there never was a case
the most prominent features in the Indian theology dence by one receiver, while leading, perhaps, to the tried in any court where there was not perjury of
is the doctrin of a divine triad. The triad is called retl,lrn of the goods, will not raise the estimation some kind on both sides. In all his legal experience
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
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he had seen no evidence that the cath alone restrains
a man from making misstatements in his own int~Jr·
est. Mr. Carlisle would put witnesses upon their
honor. He would hav each man giv evidElnce without any preliminary form, and then it would stand
according to the character of the witness. There
would then be no difficulty, as there is now, in providing penalties for giving false evidence.
It is gratifying to see the presiding officer of our
national law-makers holding substanti~lly the opinions that hav been expressed by the president of the
National Liberal Lea~.;ue. We do not know that'
Mr. Carlisle is himself an Agnostic, but if not, and
these sentiments are correctly credited to him, he is
an exceptionally fair-minded man.
May he be speaker when the League introduces
its Oath bill in the House of Representative.

Editorial Notes.

..

.

MRs. DUDLEY, now in jail for attempted murder of O'Donovan Rossa, the dynamiter, receives a great many messages
from sympathizirs and enemies; The following charitable
sentiments, we should judge, are from one of the latter, as
the writer seems to be somewhat familiar with the language of
bulls of excommunication:
"May the· torments and curse of all the dammed in hell
at~end and affiict you on this earth so that the whole world
w11l hav the pleasure of witnessing it, and may every hand
a~d voice lifted up in your defense be withered and destroyed
:m.th your accursed country till the end of time .. "
THE parliament of New Zealand has taken action on the
Oath and Sunday question. A bill to render affirmations, instead of oaths, legal in all instances where there is any ob·
jection to take an oath, has become law. With respect to
Sunday laws, the obnoxious enactments of the two Cha~leses
hav been repealed, and the.restrictions upon Sunday freedom
hav been so far removed as to simply prohibit ordinary business or work from being carried on in view from any public
street. People in that colony are now to be perplitted ·either
to play or to ·work on Sunday, just as they please, provided
nobody sees what they are doing!

WE find this notice of our beautiful new book, "The Story
THE Methodist Advocate says that a church that permits
H101ber Newton to minister at her altars may indeed hav a rit- Hour,'' in the columns of our esteemed contemporary the
Ir!Ynclad Age :
ual of cast-iron, but its doctrins are of india-rubber.
"Miss Susan H. Wixon has just got out book bearing the
AT a Unitarian conference in Jackson, Mich., a resolution
above name, which consists of a series of stories without relig"recognizing Christianity and affirming the existence of God " ious admixture, designed mainly for childrell.. It contains a
was promptly voted down. Good for the Unitarians!
number of wood engravings. The price is $1.25. Send orders
to her at Fall River, Mass."
FoR lecturing and debating on Freethought subjects, the
It will be observed that Dr. Monroe has not allowed his
Christians of Melbourne, Australia, are wanting £1,150 of
Mr. Joseph Symes. And all this for lecturing on the Sundays well-known poetic fancy to betray him into any extravagance
of praise in speaking of the work under notice. Comparativly
of one month.
speaking, it would be interesting to know what the doctor
To the query, "What should be done with a Sunday-school
will find to say of THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUA.L, which contains
superintendent who attends theaters?" the official organ of
his own portrait.
the Methodist church responds, Compel him to resign or reWHEN the Catholic dynamiter Phelan was so murderously
move him. Great is the liberality of W esleyanism, and sweet
carved by the Catholic dynamiter l:)hort, in the newspaper ofis the freedom enjoyed by its followers !
fice of the Catholic (lynamiter Rossa, the report was circulated
THERE not being time during this session of Uongress for a
that Phelan was a "Bob. Ingersoll man." Whereupon the
thorough exposure of Comstockism, the presentation of the
Catholic Citizen, with 11triking previousness, proceeded to morpetition for the repeal of his law has been deferred till next
alize thus:
·
session. Persons interested in the matter can obtain blank
"I
havn't
got
any
religion.
I am a follower of Bob Ingerpetitions of E. H. Heywood, Princeton, Mass.
soll,'' said Phelan, the ,victim of the recent bloody duello, at
IN his reply to Remsburg's ".Bible Morals," at Montezuma, O'Donovan Rossa's office. Truly, the disciple does honor to
the Rev. Daniel Hull triumphantly exclaimed, "Blot the his apostle.
Bible out of existence, and all the devils in earth and hell
It has since transpired that Phelan said nothing of the sort,
couldn't write another!" "I don't believe they could," and that upon being taken to the hospital, he called for a
quietly ejaculated Reynolds, who occupied a seat on the priest and received the "sacrament of extreme unction." It
is now incumbent upon the Catholic Citizen to restate the case
rostrum.
OuR frequent friend, Mr. R. S. Sidelinger, is doing yeoman's and point the moral in its proper form.
service in. propagating Freethought. He is a Boston correA coRRESPoNDENT of the Madras Phi s hie Inquirer reports
spondent of four or five papers, and he manages to work into
the conversion to Buddhism of a clergyman of the church of
his interesting letters many facts disagreeable to the churches,
England, the Rev. Charles W. Leadbeater, of Hampshire, Engand to insin nate doubts into the minds of his readers. He
land. He was initiated into the "refuges of Buddhism" at
obeys the command, Be ye constant in season and out.
Colombo, Ceylon, December 17th last. "It was a sight," says
A FOUR-THOUSA.ND-DOLLAJ\ Freethought hall was formally the correspondent, "to behold a Christian minister sitting at
dedicated last November at Newcastle, Australia. The build- the feet of the yellow-robed priests of the followers of Buddha,
ing is substantially built; is sixty-two by thirty feet in- and hear him solemnly repeat after them: I take my refuge in
side measurement, is fourteen feet high, and is ventilated by Buddha! I take my refuge in the law! I take my refuge in
some fifty ventilators. The hall seats five hundred persons. the order! On being requested by the high priest to state his
A piano, costing about five hundred dollars, is also provided. reasons why he desired to become a follower of Lord Buddha,
THE Liberals of Washington Territory should help Willis Mr. Leadbeater stated that it was his desire to arrive at the
McDanald, of Walla Walla, in his efforts to roll up a large peti- truth, and that he had found the truth expressed in a
tion to the territorial legislature for the taxation of ch uroh purer form in Buddhism than in any other system with
property. Mr. McDanald has been to considerable expense which he was acquainted. He further stated that, while
in this work, and thus far has received only $2 to aid him. the Christian doctrins were all based up0n hearsay evidence
This is not right. Every Freethinker in the territory should and upon doubtful authority, and required him to believe
many unreasonable things, the teaching of Gautama Buddha
chip in with money and work.
which stands forth most prominently is that we should believe
TAXING the Christians by and large, what a nice lot they are! nothing which our reason cannot accept as true, because faith,
A friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER was some time ago talking to to be lasting, must be based upon sound reason and common
the zealous Christian son of his employer about Mr. B';)nnett sense."
and his brutal persecution by Comstock, and incidentally
PERHA.PS one of the most bigoted towns in Canada is· Ganamade it known tlJ.at in religion he differed from the general
run of people. The "son of his father" made a note of this, noque. But heroic Watts and genial Putnam hav broken the
and in a short time the independent thinker was discharged. ice there, and the latter obtained this respectful notice from
No doubt such conduct pleased God, and made his glory more the Reporter of the town:
"Mr. S. P. Putnam, of New York, delivered a lecture on
abound!
MR. McCLoSKY, called by the Catholics archbishop, has 'The Religion of the Future,' at the Town Hall, last Tuesday
eveni~g. His arguments were much the same as those preissued his " Lenten" regulations. From "Ash Wednesday" sentea
a few weeks ago by Mr. Watts, though expressed in
(Feb. 18th) until "Easter day" (April 14th) only one meal n;ore poetical language. ~r. Putnam was once a Congregaper day is allowed the faithful-but there are exceptions. In- twnal preacher, but not bemg able to accept the doctrins he,
firm persons, persons of thin physique, old persons, chiidrim, to use his own expression, tried a milder form of religion and
nursing women, sick persons, etc., etc., are not obliged to con- b~came a Unitarian; but this also had too much theology for
form to this rule. It will go hard with Catholics of vigorous h1m, so he is now a Secularist. To him nature is God. He
has no evidence of any other, and believes in nothing that can
appetites if they, cannot find some reason for classing them- not be proved without the aid of faith. .This world is all a
selvs with one or another of these.
man is sure of, therefore man's religion should be to make
himself and his surroundings here as near perfection as possiWE call special attention to Mr. E. A. Stevens's advertis- ble,
and secure for himself a paradise.on earth. Man's reason
ment of the Paine statuet. It is a fine work of art, and now and experience must be his guides in life. Whatever appears
that Paine is being publicly honored all over the country, it to hi~ to be best calculated to secure health, knowledge, and
will be very appropriate that Freethinkers should prolong the happmess should be adopted. All that will bring men into
honor by purchasing one of these statuets and placing it in closer sympathy and co-operation, break down prejudices
mitigate sorrow, prevent evil, alleviate suffering, and gener:
their parlors. The likeness to Paine is accurate, the posi- ally operate to raise the race mentally, socially, physically and
tic,n graceful, and the sculpturing splendidly done. The de- financially should be promoted and encouraged. And those
sign is the one that has' been accepted for the Lincoln Park things that ha7 a contrary effect should be opposed and disMonument, in Chicago, to be erected so soon as money enough countenanced. He believed the present religion was a mixture of enlightened humanity and theological delusion; and
has been raised to defray expenses.
any good that had been accomplished was due to the element
THE annual meeting of the stockholders of the Paine Me- of humanity. As this more· and more predominated with admorial Corporation was held in the forenoon of Jan. 29th. vancing knowledge, more good would be done, and at last the
'f.he report of the treasurer showed that although the season belief now !l~tertainejl as based on the Bible would disappear,
has been considered a hard one, the net receipts were in ad- and the religwn of the future would be one of entire dependence on men's powers and the understood laws of nature."
vance of those of last year, and that the mortgage on the build•
Mr. Henry Smith is responsible for the appearance in Ganaing has been reduced $3,000 since Jan. 1, 1884. In view of
this condition of affairs, it was voteji to issue no more stock noque of the League's secretary, and in a card in the RepO!"ter
except to present owners. The old board of directors-con- he asks the friends of free discussion to contribute to a fund
sisting of Messrs. Seaver, J. P. Mendum, Verity, Mattson, to get other lecturers. If this shall continue, it may finally
O'Malley, Bean, Coffin, Buntin, Monroe-were re-elected; become possiLle for a tradesman in Gananoque to talk Liberalism and still get a living.
Ernest Mendum, secretary and treasurer.
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THERE was once a time when the pastor of a church in a
village of-New England or Long Island was a little God Almighty in his way, and ruled his parishioners with a rod of
iron. That was when the people were more Christian than
now. But an anachronistic clergyman has cropped up since
roller-skating became an epidemic. The Rev. Dr. Parker,
pastor of the Methodist church at Jamaica, L. I., is very much
averse to this form of amusement. A few Sundays ago he
forbade the lady members of his flock from attending the
skating-rink. His injunction was disregarded. Then he came
out in the village paper with a card asserting that the influence of the skating~rink was adverse to the truth of religion,
instancing that since the opell.ing of the rink the revival he
was conducting had fallen flat. The card did no good. Then
Dr. Parker took a Herrtld reporter into his confidence, and announced his determination to close up the rink. " I am oppos"ed," he said, "to roller-skating, and shall do all in my
power to hav it stopped in this village, at least. Just look at
it. I'bav been trying to get up a revival in my church for
some time, but all my young people go to the skating-rink.
It's an outrage, and must be stopped." The girls, however,
put on a bold front. They insist that they will skate. There
are plenty of churches, they say, but only one skating-rink.
Dr. Parker has had to discontinue his revin.l meetings, for
without the girls no meeting can be a success.
AT his annual meeting, a month or so ago, it will be recollected that Comstock roundly abused District-Attorney
Ridgeway, of Brooklyn, because Mr. Ridgeway was not willing to be his creature in the punishment of persons whom
Comstock alleged to be gamblers. In the Brooklyn Eagle the
district-attorney ·replied, asking for a bill of particulars, and
saying, in the words of the Eagle, that if he 'ii'ill mobilize his
mouth to the extent of so particularizing his allegations that
issue can be joined on them in a court of law, he will confer a
favor on the man he traduces and considerably simplify
his policy of vilification. This request the editor of the Eagle
holds to be a reasonable one, but, "being reasonable, Anthony Comstock may be expected, to regard it with constitutional aversion. He conveniently forgets that Mr. Ridgeway
has in his favor a fact his abuser does not possess-the
evidence of the regard and confidence of the voters of Kings
county, as attested by the conclusiv and vindicating majority
of their suffrages for him. Now, if Anthony Comstock wants
to test his popularity and to discover how much reliance is
placed on him, let him run for district-attorney when the timo
comes to choose a public prosecutor. The result would
be effectiv and impressiv-though disillusionizing. Anthony
Comstock seems to be a moral ferret with an unfortunate
mental malformation which leads him to think that an opin~
ion different from his own is proof positiv of wickedness
in one who has it. He is apparently convinced not only that
he says or thinks things because they are right, but that things
are right because he thinks or says them. Such a disease is
beyond cure, but the virulent forms of verbal rupture which it
assumes are not made less disagreeable by the mere fact that
they are immedicable." , ... ~..-.•
THE pious people of Lachine, Can., are feeling badly. They
hav been duped by wicked Jews, and made to bow down to false
idols. Five years ago the remains of St Claudius (whoever he
was) were brought from Rome to Lachine, and installed with
great ceremony, since which time they hav been reverently
adored by good Catholicil. It now transpires that these bones
are not genuin. They are real bones, it is true, and contain
as much lime and other osseous matter as any bones, but for
all that they are not the calcareous remnants of St. Claudius.
The way it happened is this wise; as explained by Mr. Piche,
the cure of Lachine parish church: In 1871, when the Piedmontese conquered Rome with Victor Emmanuel at their
head, several Roman Catholic churches were broken into, the
sanctuaries thrown d~wn, and many corpses -of martyrs pitched
out into the streets. 'rhese were taken possession of by Jewish dealers in second hand goods, who immediately conveyed
them to their shops, where they were secreted. 'rhe church
authorities, however, were not long in discovering the hidingplaces of the corpses, and at once set about reclaiming the remains at any cost. The Jews made the best of their excellent
chances, and demanded exorbitant sums in payment for the
bodies, which were readily forthcoming. Elated by their suc·
cess, and fearful lest the supply should be exhausted before
their grasping propensities had been satisfied, they hit upon
a bold scheme for meeting their ends. Knowing that the only
way the authorities had of recognizing the bodies of saints was
by means of the autograph of the pope himself, they continued
without much trouble to substitute for the original corpses
bodies stolen from the cemeteries, and appropriately dressed,
to which they attached the forged signature of the pope. The
plan worked successfully for several years, but the fraud was
discovered about two years ago. Great consternation ensued
among the cardinals and other ecclesias'.ics when it was found
that they had been duped, and that the Catholics all over the
world had for yea1·s been holding solemn communion with
relics which they had supposed to be those of departed saints,
but which might hav heen, for all they knew, those of Rome's
most dishonored dead. An investigation was at once ordered
to be instituted, and all the chnrches which had been made
resting-places for bodies since 1871 were asked to send the
signatures of the pope accompanying their treasures to Rome
for examination. Those which had come to Lachine with the
relics of St. Claudius and St. Juliana, the latter of which was
also brought to Lachine and consigned to the sacred precincts
of the convent were returned to the holy see along with the rest,
and not long ago the intelligence was received from the pope
that the supposed remains of St. Claudius and St. Juliana had
no authenticity whatever; and Father Piche was instructed to
do away with them at once. The consternation of the faithful, on finding out this pious fraud, was great. But they are
to be made happy by a new hoiy relic, for the pope has pl·oruised to giv a genuin martyr's bones in place of these ordinary
fleshless remains. But one phase of this affair was overlooked
by the cure in explaining it. Supposing some one has been
cured of disease by touching theRe bones (the Catholics assure
us this is constantly oocuring) will he suffer a relapse when
he learns of the error, or can he, by touching the genuin,
maintain the health procured by h1s faith in the fraudulent
bones? We feel anxious about this.
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fommunifttlions.
Conscience.
"It is time that men should tolerate nothing ancient which

reason does not respect, an:d shrink from no novelty to which
reason may conduct."-Sir James Mackintosh.

some more able pen than mine, i e., What are the effect and practice of this god-given faculty (as· Mr.
Sizer has it), in every-day life? What are its manifestations in business, where the rule prevails universally to giv as little as possible, and get as much
as possible ?
This is the inflexible standard of conscience in our
dealings with one another. This being the rule, even
those who would be an exception, and think it " more
honored in the breach than the observance," are compelled to follow the practice in self-'defense.
The elastic tether of a man's conscience in trade,
urged by avarice, is limited in its tension only by his
opportunities to gain advantage of his fellow-man.
It is often asked, " Where is the conschmce of a
lawyer?" and yet it would take a microscope of no
greater power to discover it than that of men following any other profession or calling.
I fear I hav already exceeded the modest limits of
a correspondent, without exhausting the interest in
the subject, which will be continued by you or some
one better able to do justice to it than myself.
In conclusion, let me say that, in my poor, weakening judgment, if an all-wise omnipotent creator
had endowed his creatures with a ready-made conscience when they came into the world, he would
surely hav secured it against such abuse and debasement as we find· everywhere in common life.
J. B.

Oh! may I there, though vile as he,
Wash all my sins away.

This Christian hymn is an exact copy of a pagan
hymn to Prometheus, written more than five hundred years before Jesus of Nazareth, the Christ of
the Christians, was born. The pagan original runs
thus:
Lo, streaming from the fatal tree

Now, Mr. Editor, in accordance with the beautiful
His all-atoning blood,
Is this the infinit? "fis he !
sentiment above quoted, I wish to inquire of you
Prometheus, and a god!
what are the present most enlightened views on the
Well might the sun in darkness hide,
human conscience. Is it the silent inward monitor
And veil his glories in,
implanted by God in every human breast to guide
When God, the great Prometheus, died
For man, the creature's, sin.
and regulate our daily actions so as to deserve the
approbation of those around us and escape their
The Christian poet, Dr. Watts, sings of death and
frown and condemnation? All possess this faculty in
the River Jordan separating us from heaven, from
varying degrees. But is it inherent in the human
paradise and its gardens, in the very same strains
mind, or is it the result of education? I hav lately
used by the pagans in singing of death and the
been led to ponder on this subject from reading NelRiver Styx, which separated them from the Elysian
son Sizer's lately published "Journal," in which he
Fields. Thus Watts's hymn runs,
endeavors to maintain the old orthodox belief that
There is a land of pure delight
conscience is instinctiv, a position to which I cannot
Where saints immortal reign,
Infinit day excludes the night,
agree. If it were an innate faculty of the human
And pleasures banish pain.
mind, it would be universal and uniform in all men
everywhere; instead of which there can hardly be a
There everlasting spring abides,
And never withering flowers;
subject on which men differ so widely as in Il)atters
·Death like a narrow sea divides
of conscience. The juries in our courts, having all
This heavenly land from ours.
the facts and bearings of the evidence in the case
Sweet
fields beyond the swelling flood
presented to them alike, do not always adjudge the
Stand dressed in living green.
culprit in~oc~nt or g~lty in the same degree, and ofSo to the Jews old Canaan stood,
ten consmentwusly disagree. The public and private
While Jordan rolled between.
Prometheus.
conscience is modified by every change of circumThis
Christian
hymn is an exact copy of the
Taylor says the best information concerning the
stanc~ that bears, pro or con, upon the public
ancient
pagan
invocation
to paradise.
character,
attributes,
and
actions
of
the
gad-man
consCience. The rebel who holds his life at forfeit
J3y balmy winds that ever blow;
to-day, to-morrow, if successful, becomes a hero and Prometheus, the crucified savior of men, is to be deBy purling streams that ever flow
his-praises are on every tongue. So unstable i~ this rived from the sublime tragedy of " Prometheus
Through the Elysian bowers;
" inward monitor" in its decisions of right and Bound," by Eschylus, which was acted in the theater
By the happy souls that dwell
of Athens five hundred years before Christ. The
wrong.
In yellow meads of asphodel,
And amaranthine bowers.
The political fanatic commits murder with bravado "Prometheus" of Eschylus is by many considered to
Turonto, Ont.
R. B. BuTLAND.
and defies public conscience. The Irish Catholic be the most ancient dramatic poem now in existence.
devotee murders and ·exults in his crime if the The plot was derived from materials even at that
victim be a heretic or !l landlord, and only feels time of an indefinitly remote antiquity. Nothing was
'Ihe Comstoclr Laws.
remorse when detection and punishment threaten ever so exquisitly calculated to work upon the feelings of the spectators. No autllor ever displayed
The act of Congre~s of March. 3, 18~3, had in view
him.
Where, then, i.:> this innate, infallible conscience ? greater power of poetry, or more strength of judg- a good end-protectiOn _from crrculatwn of obs_cene
Among the nativs of the South Sea Islands are ment in supporting throughout the piece the august matter! sent to school children contrary to the wishes
those who, after long contact with Europeans, cannot character of the divine sufferer. The spectators' of the;tr paren~s and teac-hers, or to others co~trary
be taught any sense of modesty, or to respect the themselvs were unconsciously made a party to the to thei.r own Wishes; but was so framed as to mterrights of property. They will in a nude condition interest of the scene. The hero was their friend, fere With th~ _freedoJ? of ~he press, so that persons
p~rform, in p~blic, acts unmentionable to ears polite, their benefactor, their creator, their savior. His honestly desirmg to mvestigate the causes and make
without any sign of wrong or conception of shame. wrongs were incurred in their quarrel, his sorrows known t~e reme?y for known abuses, could no~ safe~y
Again, the hungry savage meets a man and by were endured for their salvation. He was wounded commumcate witJ: e~ch other. There are, I~ this
superior strength slays, cooks, and eats him, with as for their transgressions, and bruised for their iniqui- countr~, m~ny p~rwdi~als devoted to the subJect of
little compunction as a wild tiger would do in similar ties; the chastisment of their peace was upon him, ~oman s nghts. m varwus phases;. an~ they are all
circumstances. So little is man in his rude natural and by his stripes they were healed. He was op- m danger .of bemg. construed as vwl~tmg th~ Compressed and afflicted, yet he opened not his mouth. stock law If the editor~, or ~ny of th~~r contnbutors,
state influenced by this instinct, right judgment.
The majesty of the silence of Prometheus, whilst shoul~ make. s~ggestwns _m oppos~twn to the preNor is conscience the special gift of God to man
the ministers of an offended god were nailing him conceived opmwns of an Ignorant Jury who cannot
only, for brutes possess it in an inferior degree.
This quality is manifested in all our domestic by the hands and feet to Mount Caucasus could be conceive of anything better than what they hav alanimals by self-accused guiltiness after they hav only equaled by the modesty with which he relates, ways been accustomed to. If th~ir publications are
violated the rules they hav been trained to observe. while hanging on the cross, his services to the human sent to persons .who do not desire them, as postal
Who ha~ ~ot seen. a dog, after stealing a piece of race which had brought on him that horrible cruci- ?ards ?av sometimes b~e~ re~orted to as a means of
meat, or kllhng a chicken, betray himself by leering fixion. "For mercy to mankind I bleed; extermina- mtentwnal annoyance, It IS nght that such persons
wit~ .his ~yes, and ~kulking and whining in seeming tion was the fate of all the human race; I dared, and should be prote.cted; but the only way to suppress
antimpatwn of pumshment; or a cat, after killing a boldly pleading, saved them from destruction, saved erroneous views ~s to l~t them meet th.e truth i;n free
favorit bird, showing guilt before suspected? On the them from sinking to the realms of night." In the combat. Such discussH?n can be ~arried ?n witho~t
other hand, when she has killed a rat. of which she catastrophe of the plot, his especially professed friend, annoyance to any one, If the law. IS restncted as It
knows the mistress will approve, she t~kes it to her Petrreus, the fisherman, being unable to prevail upon should be. I propo~e, as a ~ubstitute for the Comfeet, rubs herself and purs, asking, as plainly as a cat him to make his peace with Jupiter (by throwing the stock law, the followmg, whiCh seems to me to cover
can do, for the kind caress and applause.
I need cause of redemption out of his hands), forsook him every good end ;proper f?r t.he government to enno~ enum~rate facts of this kind to prove that all and fled. Matthew xvi, 22, is a copy of this passage force, ~.nd to avmd the obJectionable features of the
t~amed ammals hav the faculty of judgment between of Eschylus. Matthew says: "Then Peter began to law ant stands:
rnorosEn A:~mNnMENT oF 1885.
nght and wrong, as they are trained, as well as men· rebuke him, saying, Be it far from thee, Lord, this
Be i' enacted, That any person who shall knowingly deposit,
showing that conscience is not an innate and in~ shall not be unto thee," referring to the crucifixion.
Peter had deserted him, none remained to be or ~:muse to b_e deposited for mailing or delivery, any matter,
dependent faculty, but is that operation of the mind After
't
~ntten or prmted, deemed b:~; the recipient or the legal guardWI
nesses
of his dying agonies, but the chorus of 1an there0f, to be obscene, mdecent, or scurrilous and not
of man or brute which judges of the effect of our
conduct up.on other.s and receives their approval or ever amiable and ever faithful women, " who also thus mailed at the request of the said recipient' shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, etc.
'
condemnation, and IS the result of education not in- bewailed and lamented him" (Luke xxiii, "27).
When the death struggle came to Prometheus on
JUSTITIA.
tuition.
'
If we turn from our own reflections to authority to th~ cross--overcome at length by the intensity of his
Dr. Andrews to Mr. Cleveland.
justify our conclusions, and ask what the soundest of pams-:he addresses Jupiter in language hardly difmodern mental philosophers, Locke· says on this-- ferent m terms to the language of Christ in the gos- To Grover Cleveland, President Elect, Albany, N. Y.
Sm: We look upon you as a man of destiny raised
the . theory ?f intuitiv morality was vigorou,sly pels-"Eloi! Eloi! lama sabachthani? My God! my
assall~d '?Y him. He urged "that, in fact, there are God! why hast thou forsaken me?" And immediately up to again unite our whole country, and to 'restore
no prinCiples univ:ersally received among men; that the whole framework of nature bAcame convulsed. our nation to the original simplicity according to
mo~al rules reqmre a reason to be given for them, The earth sl:.ook, the rocks were opened, and in a the intention of the fathers of our glorious republic,
whiCh.ough~ not to be necessary, if they are innate; storm that seemed to threaten the dissolution of the and trusting you will gla.dly giv a thought to the folthat virtue Is generally approved of, not because in- entire universe, the curtain fell on the sublimest lowing words of the revered Thomas Jefferson I
nate, but because profitable; that innumerable enor- scene ever presented to the conteJ;nplation of the hu- take the liberty to submit them to your perusal. '
With profound sentiD;lents of respect,
mities hav been practiced in various countries with- man eye-a dying God. It is finished! it is finished!
Ortonville, Mich.
T. S. ANDREWS, M.D.
out even causing remorse· that the moral rules of hear a dying savior cry! The Christian muse has
some nations hav been flatl~ contradicted by others; inspired our modern poets on this theme, but they ,JEFFERSON ON GOVERNMENT APPOINTMENT OF DAYS OF PRAYER.
that no one has been able to tell what the innate all bear the character of plagiariE>m, parody, or parWhen he was president, Thomas Jefferson, in rerules are, and that we do not find children possessed aphrase ,of ~he original Greek tragedy.
A worshiper of Prometheus would seek in ·vain ply to a request that he appoint a day of fasting and
of any moral rules."
prayer, said:
·
~nother writ~r says: "The great mass of human through all our collections of hymns and sacred
I
consider
the
government
of
the United States as interpoetry
for
a
single
idea
which
his
own
forms
of
piety
bemgs hav nothmg more than the slavish conscience
by the Constitution from meddling with religious instior the ha?its impa~ted by t-he exercise of parentai had not suggested, or a single phrase whose refer- dicted
tutions, their doctrins, disciplins, or exercises.
.
,
But
and ,Pubhc authon.ty. T~e child is first taught ence would not seem to hav as direct an application it is onl:y p:oposed that I should recommend, not prescribe, a·
o~edience. by penalt.Ies, and Is. made to associate pain to the gad-man Prometheus, crucified savior of men, day of fastmg an~ prayer. That is, that I should indirectly
with forbidden actwns. This is the germ of con- as to Jesus of Nazareth, the Christ of the Christians. assume to the Umted States an authority over religious exercises, which the Constitution has directly precluded them
science. The conscience grounded on fear becomes The Christian poet, Cowper, sings:
from. It must be meant, too, that this recommendation is to
the co.nscience grounded on spontaneous approval.
There is a fountain filled with blood
carry sonie aut~ority, and to be sanctioned by some penalty
ConsCience thus follows, and does not precede the
Dra~n from Emanuel's veins,
o~ those who d1sregard it-not of fine and imprisonment, but
And smners plunged beneath that flood
w1th some degree of proscription, perhaps, in public opinion.
experienc.e of human authority."
'
Lose all their guilty stains.
And does the change in the nature of the penalty make the
There IS yet another phase of this subject conThe dying thief rejoiced to see
recommendation less a law of conduct for those to whom it is
~>cience, which might be presented to advant~ge by
That fountain in his day,
directed? I do not believe it is for the interest of religion to
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invite the chief magistrate to direct its exercise, its disciplin,
or its doctrins; nor of the religious societies, that the general
government should be invested with the power of effecting
any uniformity of time or matter among them. Fasting and
prayer are religious exercises; the enjoining them an act of
discipline. Every religious society has a right to determin for
itself the times for these exercises and the subjects proper for
them according to their own particular tenets, and this right
can aever be safer than in their own hands, where the Constitution has deposited it. . . Everyone. must act according
to the. dictates of his own reason, and mine tells me that civil
powers alone hav been given to the president of the United
States and no authority to direct the religious exercises of his
constituents.

MuRRAY, IowA, Jan. 12, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: I received your circular a few days since, notifying me of my indebtedness to you, and I hav been discussing the question since then whom 1 shalt pay. You see wethat is, myself and family-are a lit.tle community of Freethinkm·s in a large community of Christians, and of course we
labor under the usual disadvan,tages incident to the lives of
people who think for themselvs. If the Christians are to be
believed, divine providence (whatever that means) has been
keeping the people her.e on short allowance for three years
past, and, notwithstanding long prayers, short prayers, male
and female prayers, weeks of prayer, and regular Thursday
evening prayer-meetings, he, she, or it (I don't know the sex
of God) refuses to cause greenbacks to grow on the bushes.
I am, in consequence, in debt some, and when two or more
creditors are holding out their hands to receive the five-dollar
bill, I am somewhat at a loss tC!> decide to whom I shall pay it;
but I hav decided in favor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and herewith, in accordance with said decision, find for my credit $5.
I am doing what I can in the cause of true liberty, on the principle that "every little helps."
We liv right in between two churches, and in the wintertime we are regaled by the howlings of Christians mentally
and magnetically drunk, and I don't believe in meddling with
the affairs of other people much, but sometimes my patience
givs out and I cannot help giving these poor simple creatures
a piece of my mind; though I think the ice is melting. There
has not been a convert to the ''cause of Christ" for several
years, and there hav been many desertions from the "army of
Jesus," so that at the present time, if we count out the boys
who go to church to see the girls, and the girls who go to see
the boys, and the children who go for fun, and the men and
women who go just· to hav some place to go, the balance of
the congregation could almost be counted on the ends of your
fingers. Yes, young men and young women who go to schlJol and
learn from our school-books that the geogra.phy, the geology,
the astronomy, the geometry, the history, and the cosmogony
of the Bible are lies, old gray-headed lies, dug from the brain
of falsehood before truth could record itself on paper, I say
these young people are not the kind of material out of which
Christians are made. Intelligence is not conduciv to the
growth of Christianity, and therefore the rising generation,
having superior advantages over the generations of the past,
are inclined to doubt the teachings of the churchmen. The
hope of Liberalism is, then, in the young people. Some of th:e
old ones come out of the darkness of old superstition. But,
as a rule Liberal ideas find more congenial soil in the brain
of the y~ung than with the old people. I am glad to notice
the spirit of fraternity that is growing among Liberals; we
must not be a house divided against itself, we must hav
"charity for all, and malice toward none." Liberalism will
succeed because it is right. The superstition of the church
will f~il because it is wrong.
The church puts me in mind of a great tree covered with
the rough bark of centuries of decay; its long limbs reaching
out into the sunshine, excluding the light of nature from all
beneath its withered leaves. It is colossal in size, and with each
succeeding year it endeavors to bloom, but it does nut bear
fruit. If any fruit forms on its branches it soon withers under
the light of truth and falls to the ground. If you will
search for the cause you will find the little fibrous roots, the
little tendrils which feed the body and impart strength to the
whole tree are gone; the som·ce from which it once gained its
strenp:th i; gone, so that while it has the size of a giant, it is a
dead giant, and fast going to decay. Trme, truth, and intelligence are the three Graces that hav sapped its foundations,
and we Liberals must be prepared to substitute new pieces as
fast as the old ones decay, until a tree of true liberty shall
stand in the place of each and every one of these old trees of
Yours truly,
J. E. WrcK.
slavery.

I next saw her lift a chair with two men sitting on it back
to back. These men were her assistants, and by pressing
their shoulders together the line of gravitation is brought between them; thus theyfor'm a self-supporting arch, while they
appear to be pressing down on the chair-instead of which
they are lifting it up.
.
·
I saw her take a billiard cue, next, and place a citizen of the
town at one end of it and a confederate at the other end.
Then, by laying her hand on the top of the .cue, she could
sway those two men where she pleased. But tll'tconfederate
did the pushing and pulling of the cue.'
Again, she took a well-known citizen and placed an umbrella in his hand, he to hold it upright with one hand placed
level with his head and the other ten inches lower down.
Here she pushed the umbrella up and back. With such an
advantage she can handle the strongest man in New York. In
fact, if a man can stand up at all, he does well, being placed
at such a mechanical disadvantage.
Passing to the next act, I saw her prevent five men from
forcing a chair to the floor, by placing three of our citizens at
a disadvantage, and two confederates at an advantage, the
contest lying between the t.hree citizens and the two confederates.
In conclusion I will say that I will make a forfeit of $100 if
I cannot do any trick she has done immediately after her, or
explain how it is done. If I win the forfeit, I am to take
out any expenses of the trip, the balance to go to THE TRUTH
SEEKER Campaign Fund. If I lose, the winner can do what
he pleases with the money.
JoHN DIMoND.
SHERIDAN, WYo., Jan. 8, 285.
MR. EDIToR: I see in one of THE TRUTH SEEKERS a letter
from my old friend, Watson Heston, of Carthage, Mo., and
that he is in needy circumstances. Being modest and unassuming, none but his few bosom friends know his real worth
and ability, and I write this to let Liberals ·know of his great
talent as an artist and photographer. If rich Liberals, Leagues,
or other organizations wish to hav the growth, the present
attitude, and the iuture of Freethought painted upon canvas
to teach the understanding through the eye, they cannot do
better than apply to him. Leave the designs to him; he has
the ability to originate. In portrait and landscape painting he
has· no superior, and as a cartoonist he is equal to Puck. I hav
a fine picture of Bakounine drawn by him in India ink, taken
from a woodcut b Liberty, that money could not buy; that
grandest and noblest martyr of liberty of all the heroes of the
past adorns my wall and looks upon me with his rugged but
kindly face, only to inspire me with a fervid love of liberty.
Friend Heston is now painting a picture to show the contrast
between the theory of evolution and Christianity. Will not
some one whe !!as the means compensate him, draw· him out
as a worker in that line of education in the Freethought field?
In his community are many Liberais, but they claim he is too
radical-as if anyone can be too radical who only follows where
the truth leads!
There was no vote taken ·here upon the taxation of church
property, as stated in THE TRUTH SEEKER. If it did not keep
me rustling all the time to make a living, wife and I would
commence an agitation of the question and try to get our legislature to act upon it; but for the present circumstances compel us to wait.
We cannot express our admiration for THE TRUTII SEEKER
and its splendid editor.
L. C. TIDBALL.

WooLSoN, N.J., Jan. 11, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: Once, when planting bulbs, I was told to
"plant'em thick; they keep one another company and do better." Now, I think this is how Freethinkers ought to be.
When I came here the newsdealers didn't know your paper.
Now I learn "another gentleman has ordered it." I am a
workingman, and if your other reader's social position is similar, I crave his acquaintance. I am sure it will be worth having. Freethinkers are always intelligent fellows.' I love to
meet a real Freethinker-not those fellows, indifferent dogs,
who don't go to any place of worship, agree with you, but
mostly send for the parson before the physician, on _any domestic trouble.
Directly the new American Secular Union is formed, I desire to become a member. I don't fancy your connection. with
Liberalism; mayb!) that is the only kind of argument I couM
offer _against it, but that is how I feel.
I never knew any good come to any society of Freethinkers
by bothering with Spiritualists; they can't be "scientific"
people. Then, you call yourselvs ''Freethinkers."
Mr. Watts said to a reporter of the St. Louis Republican,
shortly after he came to this country, that Mr. Bradlaugh went
to the other extreme; he actually denied God. Now, as there
is often quibbling over a word, I would like to ask Mr. Watts
to be kind enough to say whether he meant Mr. Bradlaugh
C~EVELAND, 0., Jan. 15, 1885
T. D. HATFIELD.
MR. EDIToR: Some time ago I stated through THE TRUTH as denying the existence of God.
SEEKER that I would explain the tricks of the Georgia Wonder
JoNESVILLE, VT., Jan. 12, 1885.
to inquiring friends. Since then I hav received so ma~y
MR.
EDITOR:
I
hav
been
dilatory
in remitting, and sincerely
inquiries that, with your permission, I will try and grv
regret that I can only remit one dollar now. I supposed I
that explanation through THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I understand she does some tricks that I hav not seen her should hav been able to send the whole the 1st of January, but
do; so I will only explain those I hav seen. I saw he~ lift a could not. I hav been unable to do much of anything for the
cbair from the floor by apparently only touching the pomts of past year and a half, but am getting better now, and think I
her fingers to the top of the back of the chair. That trick was shall send the balance in a couple of months or so. And I
done by taking an extremely fine steel wire, annealed un'til all also want to contribute something toward the Campaign Fund,
the elasticity was taken from it; one end fastened around her and mean to do so. I both feel and know that when anyone
wrist of the right hand, and the otller end passing down the is engaged in such a noble work as you are, it is too bad to
side of the hand until it reaches the little finger. It is be in any wise hampered for means, and still more so for your
then wrapped around the finger close up to the hand. To the just dues. But I intend as soon as possible to get ahead and
lower end is fastened a No. 4 shot, hanging down from 4 to 6 keep so-at least, so far as THE TRUTH SEEKER is concerned,
inches, as the case may require. By giving the hand a sweep, for it is a paper that above all others should be sustained.
My business is in the lecture-field, on the subject of mental
stopping it suddenly when it comes to the back of the chair,
the mom~ntum of the shot carries the wire under the back of science, and when I get out again I hope to send yon some new
the chair 'and up between the thumb and hand. Then, subscribers.
I am here just now in the mountain region of northern Ver, by closing her thumb tightly to her hand, thus preventing the shot from slipping through, she has, as you see, the mont, where the people are about two hundred years behind
the times. They are not advanced enough for Freethought
chair fast in the loop of the wire.
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yet, having but just heard of Christ, so that it may be necessary for them to pass through the babyhood of Christianity
before they will be able to comprehend the weightier truths of
Liberalism. From my youth up, I hav never taken any stock
in this joss-house business. I hav for many years lectured on
mental science, and hav received more opposition from the
clergy than from all others sources combined. Always, when
pretending to favor science, they are at the same time secretly
throwing cold water and mud upon it to the best of their ability.
When a young man, I intended when I got a competency to
devote the balance of my.life to exposing the hypocrisy. of the
Christian church. But before I was ready, Col.'Ingersoll took
the wind all out of my sails; and I am ever so glad he did, for
he has done it so much better than it would hav. been possible
for me to do.
J. D. BRoWN.
BURToN, TEx., Jan. 10, 285.
MR. EDIToR: Yourfavorreceived. ItisO. K. I havbeen a
fiend of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and all conne&ted with it, from
the beginning of our acquaintance, and expect to remain so
and be its supporter so long as I remain in this superstitious
land. I wish it could be read in every family, and as soon as I
am able to spare the time and means, it is my intention to do
all possible to extend its circulation.
I am an out-and-out Materialist of the Thomas Winter
school, and expect to liv and die unchanged. I never did,
from a child, believe in the Bible doctrin, because I could see
no sense or reason in the tales. I always had an idea that if
there were a God that created us, as the Bible states, he surely
was a simple one for not making himself understood in a more
sensible way than by his so-called word. THE TRUTH SEEKER
suits me exactly.
Hoping you the continued success deserving, I remain
Fraternally yours,
H. B. JoNES.
PoUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., Jan. 20, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find one dollar to continue my subscription to your valuable paper. So far as I hav read your
paper, I admire its position in regard to humanity, and I wish
to so acknowledge it by my adherence. I should wish that
Freeth ought could be universal, instead of the manifest indifference to all truth, intelligence, and .improvement. A good
speaker on Secularism ought to publicly open the eyes of our
citizens, and see how many Liberals we hav.
I talk with a great many, and Christians will admit that the
Bible is imperfect in parts, yet they call the 'book inspired, and
believe the most imperfect parts. When a Christian has commenced to believe things beyond reason, there is no limit to
his belief.
We must work to hav belief follow from reasoning and facts.
Christianity is securing a foothold upon man's mind by the
claiming to itself every virtue conceivable, and attempting to
blot outsiders with the brand of all evils. They giv a pretty
large dish of delicacies with their dose of poison, which they
think will blind reason. But it is of no use; the superstitious
principles of Christianity are surely dying, after the untiring
efforts of the noble Liberal minds of the past and present.
Let us work for the good of ourselvs, and especially for future
generations.
Yours for the right,
FRANK MARTIN;
SACRAMENTo, CAL., Jan. 12, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: Having by the kindness of a friend been permitted to read Mr. Remsburg's "Bible Morals," I can truly
say if there is anything in -this world calculated to open the
eyes of the silly dupes, running after church and Bible, this
is the book. One of these productions should follow every
Bible into every family and into every churc!-1. For surely
thEre is nothing that I hav seen so well calculated to show
the falsehood of the Christian religion, and the immorality of
the Bible. He who wants more evidence of fraud in the
foundation of the Christian church than this is either a knave
or a fool.
I suppose the reason the language of the Bible is not q noted
in some instances is that the book would be too bad to pass
:llrough the mails.
F. WooDWARD.
SAuRA"~>lENTO, Jan. 11, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: I havjust read "Bible Morals,"byJ. E. Remsburg.. It's a short synopsis ani ready reckoner on the immoral and inhuman acts and teachings of the Christians' Bible
God. It's a splendid text-book for students of theology.
Every traveling colporteur should present it with the Bible, as a
key. Every Christian Sunday-school should be libarally supplied. Every Christian family should hav it on their center
table; young and old should read it. It's a beautiful nosegay
plucked from the branches of that "Holy Bible book divine;
precious treasure, thou art mine." You may send me one dollar's worth of the book; I will circulate it among the saints and
shepherds of the flock.
R. B.

CENTRAL CITY, NEB, Jan. 12, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $7.25. Place the same to
my account for subscription, and send me one copy of "The
Story Hour." ·The Bible had to leave our table since your
worthy sheet, THE TRUTH SEEKER, made its appearance. The
"Children's Corner" is a great improvement. It is read by
my children with great interest, and the,Y impatiently await
its arrival every Hunday eve. Go ahead wrth your noble work,
and yon will be appreciated by this nation in a not very distant day.
Yours respectfully,
A. S. BLEYEB.
NEwPoRT, 1\IIE., Jan. 10, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: With the views of your correspondent, Allea
Pringle, in reference to reducing the size of THE TRUTH SEEKER
and Invesligaior, I entirely disngree. Increafle rather than
diminish their divinely-inspired pages. But as to the lildex, I
hav long thought it desirable to redure it to 0.
Friendly yours, ,
SEwARD MITCHELL.
MERRILL, MrcH., Jan. 4, 1885.
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 to pny for THE TRUTH SEEKER
for 1885. I see that my last year's subscription expires on
the 7th inst. I hav been a reader of THE TRuTH SEEKER for a
number of years, and I do not feel. inclined to do with out it.
Fraternally thme,
NELSoN,.Hu NT.
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and when he became tired of the game he I long walk home for 'dinner. They generally I boy should resent, because his false notions,
would run up the clothes-pole, and, balancing ate it together, and had a merry time. Among of companionship leads them to lie, prevarion the top, would seem to say, "You can't those who stopped, one of the teachers noticed. cate, or keep silence to screen the guilty.
E<l"ted by MIS S
H W
Fall R"
catch me up here, little lady!"
a little girl who never brought any lunch, but Teachers and friends ought to put down this
Mass~ to lohm: a~s'C!m~uni~!~:~ for
He acquired a habit of lifting Susie's dolly who looked wistfully at her playmates as they ignorant, petty "sense of honor," for someOorne/- should be sent.
tS' from its little cradle· and curling up in it him- were eating the noon meal.
But one day the thing more intelligent and upright. When you
self, and then he would coax Susie to come and girl brought her bundle also, wrapped in a know of a wrong and keep silence about it
rock him to sleep. He was SIJcustomed to fol- paper. At noon she did not go witlithe others, when asked, you become ll partner in the
"Between the dark and the daylight,
low Susie wherever she wen~fund one day he but remained at her desk as if. preferring to eat wrong, and responsible for its original meanWhen the night begins to lower,
followed her all the way to her grandmother's, alone. The teacher, thinking her unsocial, ness. It is a pity that boys and grown-up
Comes a pause In the day·s occupations
and after that he would come with her regu· advised her to go to the lunchroom with her people did not carry the same strictness of
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
larly, rain or shine,
playmates, and walked toward the desk to take principle they show in screening bullies and
He was dull and sad during her illness, and the bundle. But the little girl, bursting into frauds into into points of genuin honor and
Three in a Bed.
seemed to wonder why she could not run sobs, said, "Don't touch it, teacher, and, oh, courage.-- Wide d. wake.
Where western breezes wall and howl
about and play as usual, and after the dark teacher, don't tell, please. It's only blocks."
-----~----Arattlesnake. and snowy owl.
shadow of death had fallen upon the house, The poor girl had no dinner to bring, but
Breaking It Gently.
And prairie dog, with treble growl,
and her dear little form was silent and motion- wished to keep up "appearances," so as not HoW FAITHliUL MICHAEL TOLD THE BAD NEWS
Dwell three in a bed.
TO HIS YOUNG MASTER.
less, Roger wandered, sorrowful and lonely, to seem unlike her schoolmates. And she was
The strange8f family ever seen
A young scion of our financial aristocracy,
about the Jfoms, looking up in our faces, one of the best scholars in the school. She
Under the grasses brown or green,
And legions of puppies in between,
mutely questioning the meaning of it all.
was very dear to the teacher's heart after that who had been on an extended yachting tour in
the South sep,s for several months, and out of
All to be red.
He came here and looked in every room, and incident.-St. Louis Times.
reach of all telegraphic and epistolary comDown on that Plutonian shore
tjlen cried aloud, in heart-breaking tones, as
munication, returned home the other day. He
Many O!lvers begging ror more,
was met by an old and faithful employee of the
Our Puzzle Box.
he looked up at me, with the seeming inquiry
Whose cradles cover the earthy floor,
house.
in his eyes, " Where has my playmate gone?"'
1.
With three in a bed.
" Well, Mike, how goes it?" said the young
He still keeps up his habit of calling every
DECAPITATIONS.
The winding channels are dark and deep,
man.
day,
sometimes
alone,
and
sometimes
with
SuI present yon the three-headed canine of hell,
"Bad enough, Master John, 1 for your poor
Where watchful mothers such vigils keep;
sie's mamma, walking behind her like a little Yet with critical eye you examin him well,
The babies are never but hal! asleep,
jackdaw is dead."
And
you"ll
find
that
the
ancient
mythologists
Though three in a bed.
"Is he, indeed. Poor Jack ! He has gone
dog. People stop to look at the strange sight,
blundered,
the way of all flesh. How did he die ?"
and all the neighbors say, " It is little Susie's
In surplice white, the prairie owl,
For
his
head-piece
is
found
to
denote
just
one
"Well, they don't rightly know, sir; but
His head arrayed in feathery cowl,
cat!" and not one would harm him, or injure
hundred.
they think he must hav overeat himself."
Guarding the door where burglars prowl,
him in any way, for he is, on her account, a But cut off his head, and the two means trans"The greedy fellow. What did they giv
With stealthy tread.
sacred animal ~vermore.
pose,
him so much for ?"
To the skylight, In his tawny clothes,
Then
delete
the
next
letter
that
comes
after
"Well, sir, it seems he must hav got
One day, just before )ler illness, the butcher
A canine crawls, with horny toes;
those,
to the place where the dead horses was
asked
Susie,
""Who
would
care
for
your
Roger
A summersault, and back he goes
And the name of the place that he watches it lying--"
cat if you should go away this summer?"
As an arrow sped.
shows;
" Dead horses ! What dead horses?"
"Why, you would, Mr. Butcher, wouldn't Again, if the first of this place you erase,
"The carriage horses. It was a very bad
The owl, the dog, and rattlesnake,
you ?" she replied.
The name of a puzzle appears in its place;
Triumvirs strong, In council make
day and a heavy road, and they were kept
A triple law that none may break
"Certli.inly I would," said he. And now And now, if this puzzle you two times behead, standing."
Though he be dead.
"When? What day? What road?"
Roger is treated to the choicest steak every day, For a coach, you've a common contraction instead;
1
"The road to the cemetery, sir, and the day
The snake, the bird, and dusky dog
and will be so treated while the butcher livs. Once more, if the leader of this we discard,
of the funeral."
In subterranean damp and fog,
Tip is my own cat. He was born at Onset Ourselvs we must take, both reader and bard,
" What funeral ?"
To the upper world remain lncog,
and sent to me by cousin Henrietta when ~ But pointed aright, an abbreviation
"Why, the mistress's, sir."
These three in a bed.
wee kitten. He is a beautiful Maltese, and was That stands for the whole of our glorious na"Not my mother"s !"
Cl<arwate:r, Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
tion;
"The same, sir, rest her soul. She took the
subject to fits until after he was a year old, and
Now, if you politely withdraw, I'll proceed
master's death so much to heart that she did
then he gradually outgrew them. He is very A letter from Miss Susan Wixon to read.
Roger and Tip.
not liv three day's after him."
intelligent, and has quite a history. He has In all these beheadings, my dear poser friend,
"The master's i Heavens, Mike, do you
Roger and Tip are two cats, both large, inbeen kidnapped twice, and each time returned I've begun at the only available end;
tell me I hav lost both my parents?"
telligent, and handsome. There are fifty
For
this
dog
from
cur-t•.til-ment
is
ever
secure,
safely home.
"The poor ould master took to his bed when
species of cats in the world, and the domestic
He learned to play the piano when a kitten, From the tip of his tail to the center he's he received the bad news, and niver left it sir,
cat is of several varieties, and quite common.
''sure."
till they put him in his coffin."
'
Please remember, dear Preston, thou kindThe early Egyptians regarded the cat as a by running across the keyboard.
"What bad news? What was the intelli·
He
frequently
runs
over
the
keys,
now
that
hearted
man,
gence
that
affiicted
the
old
gentleman
so
sacred animal, and many ignorant people atdeeply?"
tribute certain demoniac qualities to cats. In he is older, for his own amusement. Some- This canine was dead ere my puzzle began.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
"The run on the bank, sir, which has
the days of witchcraft superstition, there were times he will sit upon the stool and pat the
stoppi!d payment. The credit of the house is
keys
with
his
fore-paws.
It
is
very
cunning.
not wanting individuals who actually thought
2.
gone, and you are not worth a dollar. "-'Zhe
COMPLIMENTARY.
that women and men who were reputed witches Of course he does not play tunes, but he makes
Judge.
sounds,
and
at
one
time
he
was
quite
proud
of
Though there be apples, and apples untold,
could transform themselvs at will into catsthis accomplishment.
The best are Miss Wixon's "Apples of Gold."
usually black ones !
OTTO WETTSTEIN'S
He learned, also, to wash his face. You An appel-lation, to be brief,
Joe, a colored man who once lived in our
Whose truth is shown by every leaf;
.
family, always declared that black cats were know cats are, generally speaking, afraid of And the printer knew, when it caught his eye,
allied to Satan. "Yon needn't tell me, Miss water, but Tip used to sit in the bath-room They were much too fine for prinler'8 pi;
Susan," he used to say, "dat black cats isn't and watch the process of washing faces with So he smacked his lips, and shook his head,
Rochelle,
debbils! Why, jess you look at dem great much earnestness. He would look wise and And ''set them up" for tha children instead.
B.
yaller eyes, staring right at yer ! Done· you solemn, as if thinking in this fashion "What
a queer way we cats hav of spitting in our
A FEW OF MY PRICES;
see what dem yere eyes sayin' all de time?"
3.
Solid sliver stem-wlndfng American Watchell,
"They appear innocent enough, Joe," I hands, and then rubbing our faces with them!
~WORD SQUARE ..
hunting or open case; 2 oz. 7 jeweled, $10; 3 oz., $11;
For my part, I'll not spit in my hands any
would say.
4 oz. $12; 5 oz. 514. Same cases with 11 jeweled
1. An Athenian author.
more."
And
what
was
my
surprise
one
morn$12.50, $13.50, $14.60, $16.50. Same caee
movements,
"'Pear in'cent! Dere's where de pull de
2. To stop.
with run (15) jeweled movement, patent regulator,
wool ober yere eyes, Miss Susan! Yon dnnno, ing to see him slip his paw under the faucet,
3. The part of the rail on which the car- $17, $18, $19, $21. Same cases, with full jeweled ad.
justed patent regulator movements, $22, $23, $24,
chile, what de sayin', does ye? Well, dere and getting a drop of water on it, commence to wheel bears.
$26; key wind, $2 to $5 !eBB; ror best cases sliver
4. Incensed.
caps and gold joints add $1. 50, and ror best filled
sayin', 'I knows where de brimstone fire's a rub his face. After that he would do it regu5. The juice of a certain kind of fruit.
gold cases (warranted ror ~0 years) add $10 to best
ragin'.' Jess yer pass yer han' across dere back larly, and, occasionally, he will take hold of
sliver cases, making a 11 jeweled hunting (filled
Irwin, Iowa.
CHARLES BAKER.
~he
chain
attached
to
the
r~bber
·stopper,
lift
case)
stem-wind quick train watch only $28; same
in de night, an' yer'll see de sparks o' fire hop
for ladles, $28.
Lad1es' soUd gold stem-wind
right outen 'em! Oh, yer needn't tell me! I It gently, and then lean over the bowl to see
4.
waoches,
latest styles, good American 11 leweled
mo~ements, 10 kt., $24; 14 kt, $32; same full jeweled,
knows, chile ! Dere's only waitin' to get a the water run down the pipe. He eats cake,
ENIGMA.
$32 and $4.0-for fancy engraving add $3 to $5.
chance to draw yer breff all 'way. All de time crackers, cookies, peanuts, and, once in awhile, I am composed of twelve letters.
Prices and specifications for finer ladles' and
likes
a
little
candy.
My 1, 2, 3, 4 was the founder of Philadelphia; gents" watches, Including all the finest, richest,
dere singin' to yer so good, while de tea-k'le
and
most l'iaboratly ·flnl~hed watches In the world,
Of
course
he
has
some
bad
qualities
as
well
My 2, 8, 12 is a girl's name;
am a bi'lin', ·dere no frens to ye, chile, an'
sent upon application.
a~ good ones' For instance, he is very sly, and My 3, 9, 11, 7 is a carpenter's tack;
Watches
cleaned ror $1; main springs, $!. Bank:
doan yer trust 'em!"
My 4, 11, 7, 2 is the name of a river in Africa; tlme.Jocks. chronographs, music boxes. etc., re·
But .many white people share the same Will sometimes take that which does not be- My 5, 1, 12,''il, 3 is a political division in Eu- paired at lowest rates, and all work warranted the
.
best ln the world or no-pay.
fancies about cats, and I hav read of alleged long to him. In fact, I believe he would prerope;
.Best steel spectacle made, $1; genuln pebbleo, $2;
instances of cats sucking the breath of young fer to steal rather than to hav an article given My 6, 9, 7, 2 is a college in Connecticut;
~o'>d common, 25 ~ents. Best trlpleplated teaspoons,
$2; tablespoons, $4; knives, $1.75; forks, $1. 75-all
children till they died. Such tales, however, him. And then, he puts on such a demure My 7, 6, 3, 4 is a city in Massachusetts;
ver set or six.
are not well authenticated, and we hav no rea- and innocent look when discovered in any My 8, 11, 2, 3, 4, 9 is a city of Austria;
Parties desiring silverware, jewelry, diamonds,·
My 9, 7, 2 is a drink;
transgression-it
really
is
quite
laughable.
etc.,ror
presents will do well to order sam pie package
son to believe them.
My 10, 12, 1, 7, 2, 5 is a city in Italy;
on selection and save money. Cash will be reAt
night,
should
he
happen
to
be
out
of
Last year there was a great cat show in BosMy 11 is one of the personal pronouns;
funded on au goods not satisfactory.
Watches, ete,, may be safely sent in unsealed
ton, and a large variety of cats were on exhi- doors, he has a habit of going up on the tin My 12, 3, 4 is a girl's name;
packages per registered mall, and will be retarned
My whole is one of the original thirteen at
bition for several days in Horticultural Hall. roof, and looking in the window of my room.
my expense.
OTTO WE'rTSTEIN,
J.D. HARVEY.
P. B.-Stop over and see me when near Rochelle,
Premiums of silver sups, plates, etc., were If I fail to notice his presence, he will rattle states in the Union.
Embrieville, Pa., Feb. 2, 1885.
the
blinds
with
his
paw
and
rap
on
the
winawarded on account of beauty, weight, intelligence, double or mitten paws, or any pecu- dow with his nose. Of course I hav to let him ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
Wheno~
in.
liarity out of the regular order of cats.
JAN. 31, 1885.
By R. B. Westbrook. D D.,l..L.R.,
While I am .writing, Tip and Roger are
1. Wind. 2. Anser-Ann-sir. 3. Wood- Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?
There is a vast difference in cats. Some are
wrestling on the rug in front of me. It is night-shade. · 4. D-ecim-al, mice-lad-ice.
About all that can be said for the existence
more intelligent that others, and are capable
quite amusing to watch them in their play.
Solvers, H. E. Juergens, A. R. Larkins.
of God and the future life of man, is here
of being taught. Locality is strongly marked,
The compound Grecian cross will remain pungently presented,. with an incidental disThese two cats demonstrate that the intelliand they hav a superior sense that guides them
cussion of many collateral questions from a
gence of the cat family may be developed to two weeks more awaiting solution.
many miles to their homes. Once we owned
rationalistic standpoint.
'
quite an extent by care, kindness, and patience.
a cat that was very naughty and troublesome
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
The Sense of Honor in Boys.
The more we talk to animals, the more tractand she was sent away in a bag one night, ~
AddreBS
THE TBUTH BEEKEB,
able and teachable they become. If we are
There is a great confusion in boy's notions of
BS Clinton Place. New York.
long distance, and left in a stable. The next
kind to them, they will be kind to us; and honor. You should not go to your teacher
morning at daylight, she was sitting on the
THE
nothing is surer to make them cross, snappish, with tales of your schoolmates, but when
door-step waiting for her breakfast ! I hav
and peevish, than for us to be cross, snappish, questioned by those in authority over you,
heard of a cat who was sent to Newport from
and peevish toward them. They learn our parents, guardians, or teachers, it is your duty
Fall River, twelve miles, and in a week was
every mood, and what our language means to tell who did the mischief, or broke a rule,
AND
home again, having walked the entire distance.
just as truly as the cat learns the meaning of no matter what result to yourself, or how unBut I started to tell you about two cats that
the word "scat.''
popular you become. Boys hav a false horror
I know. Roger was our little Susie's cat, and
which hides mean and-' skulking actillns in each
WITH SOME
is jet-black-not a white spot on him.
The Pride of a Child.
other, which ought to be ridiculed out of them.
He came to us as a tramp, when about halfIn one of the St. Louis public scho 0 Is man The most cowardly injuries and injustice ORITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
grown, and little Susie at once adopted him. of the children who came from a dista
y
By SA ..v.tUEL P. PUTNAM.
.
RL. h d
t t"
"tag .. with
. h"Im, l accustomed to bring a lunch, and thusneesave
were among boys go unchecked, and the weaker
•- e a grea Imes P 1aymg
a are abused and bullied in a way every decent Price 20 cents. .For sale at this office

i

t¥f.'

Popular Jewelry Store

Man.

.and Whither.

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
Its Scientific Solution,
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BOOKS FOR OBILDREN!
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;

A BOOK FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

A STOBY OF THE BIGRTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE

BUTLER

Price 10 cents.

BROWNE

For. sale at this omce.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book tor the young folks. By Miss SuSAN
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, tree of
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
author which adds very much to the value of the
volume.
·

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price

~

cents.

THE YOUTH'S LffiERA.L GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights trom a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
~HE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address

ORTHODOXY.
A Lectnreby

Col, Robert G. Ingersoll.
"The clergy know that I know that they
know that they do not know."
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
the United States should read it. · Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

INGERSOLL CATECHISED;
His Ans-wers
To a Number of Vitai Questions Propounded
by the Editor of the San Fanciscan.
Millions of these should be circulated by
Freethinkers.
Pric<l, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
for a dollar. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

, TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Traditon to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Cloth, $1.25.
46tf

For Sale at this Office.

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL

P.

PUTNAM,

Author of .. Prometheus," "GottUeb." and •• Ingersoll
and Jesus."
A Radical rolllanee of pioneer Hfe. del!neatlng the vir·
tnes ot natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy or a
supernatural religion; crowded with Incident and full of
~rcgreBBiv Ideas and the poetrY of the future.
PRICE tl.OO.
ADDRESE\ THIS OFFICF

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY
A Collection of Passages

PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.

Illustrating the

Purity and Morality of The Bible.
PriQ.e, paper, 35 cents; ftexible cloth, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF

OOL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
WITH AUTOGRAPH.

Price, 20 cents.

Address this Office.

WAIFS AHD WANDERINGS

FALSE_B9LAIM:S.
J_ E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 OTt;. t;!NGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ

AS A

MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
j

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal StatisBy SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, tics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in
AUTliOB OF
tlle pt>nitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza"GOLDEN Tli!RONE," "PBOM~ THEUS," "INGEB· tion; the Church and Scienct-; the Church
0
an•l Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
SOLL AND JESUS, ETC.
,
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Price, Vluth, $1.00; Pap•r, 50 C::ts.
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
"A prose epic of the wa.r, rich with Incident and
TheRe pamphletA should be circulated by
dramatic power; breezy from :tlrst page tn last wlttl thP tbonAand. Let every reader send for a
the living spirit or to-day.-John Swinton's ~aper.
dozM• •tl l<>A.Rt. Andress
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

Address THE TRUTH !'IEEKER.
38 OLINTON PLAOE. NEW YOitK ·

"A N T I C H R I S T ."
l'rOvln~~t concluslvJy tbat
THE !!TOBY OF JESUEI 011Rl11'.
Bte hfrtb,Ufe, txtt~-J, f''TAtmt1""· etr.. -f• a mvttJ
TRU rH SEEKER 0111co.
lrloo~ ~.00.
8B OUnton l'lllco, NOW York•

BIBLE
MYTHs
I

ANCIENT M~N
IN AMERiCA.
INCLUDING

1

AND

W arks in Western New York and
other States, together with Structures in Central America.

THEIB

Parallels in. Oth er Religions

ByFREDERICK LARKIN, M.D.

Being a Comparison of the Old and New estament
M~m~ber of thl
American As.ociation for thl Advrmcement of S~.
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen natlons or Antiquity, Considering also their
.
.
Origin and Meaning. With nu, Neatly Printed, With Numerous IllustratiOns.
290 Pages.
merous Illustrations.

)

Price, Cloth $1.50.

The object or .the work Is to point out the myths ,
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
38 Olinton Place. New York.
show that they were held In common with other nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - e:»plain th<ir meamng.
.
I
"It has long been acknowledged by the most em!
nent biblical students that the Hebrew scripture
contain a large mythical element; but, so far as we 1
OR
•
know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and MEN OF BusiNESS WHo DID SoMETHING BEi'!~ertaln their original slgnlficatlon."-Boston Cour
SIDES liLI.rriNG MoNEY.
1
"Never before has there been given a volume to
A BOOK F;OR YOUNG AMERICANS.
the reading world that shows the research ror the
THill TRUTH SEEKER.
origin of these mythsasdoesthls one just pub !shed
:l:~ Olinton Place. NEW YORK byJ. W. Bouton, or New York."-Boston Times.
i
BY JAMES PARTON,
"It Is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Ohrlstlan scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of torty·slx charncters In history who have
,\ Ma;:-azlue Devoted to the State· ,the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
"
Ab
600
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
1 v.ol · R oya zsvo. Glowo.
mclll!i of Mental and Spiritual
O'Ut
pages.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
P r i cc,
l'"henomeua.
$3.00 are sta.nda.rd.
Sent postpaid, on receipt of price,
Address,
II
PBUJE,
11.25.
Single Copies 10 cents. ,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address 'l'RE T:RUTH SEEKE:R.
39tf
~~ Olillton l'lace, New lror,k, 1
88 C/Ullton Place, New :York,
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IIJotlrg.
Reaching ont to the Sea of Eternity.
God, God, God I
God or the man-made creeds,
Imbued with the human passions,
Apprised or the human 'needs;
Be not ot our own contriving,
Nor God or the angry winds,
Nor yet or a. chosen people,
Nor God or the cringing minds.
God, God, Ctod!
God belittled or man,
A grim trimurt! blending
That older pagan plan,
Fierce in the raging battles,
Soul or the battle hymn,
Where each one warring for power
Has cried to the powers dim.
God, God, God I
God or the spirit-lands,
God that no man may hasten
With weak upl!!ted hands,
He's 'bove our ken or caring;

Our l!ghts hav been so small,
We crave but a hell tor the neighbor
We pity from over the wall.
God, God, God!
God ot the stellar seas,
God of the mighty spacesNo walling prayers l!ke these,
Nor mocking cries, may reach thee,
To change a primal law,
And shape mankind's endeavor
To every t!lmsy tla.w.
Vain, vain, vain!
Vain are the words or ours,
Dumb are the !atent'rorces,
Dumb the creat!v powers.
Grand are the sllent marches
Born or the central suns,
The Iridescent eceana
Where th' electric fire runs.
Clearwatf1·, Neb,
MARY BAIRD-FINCK.

Opinions of Our Recent Publications..
Mr. Albert Chavannes, editor of the Sociologist, writes of "Th~ Story Hour:"
"I hav just received the Children's Book,
and I want to tell yon how pleased I am with
it. The execution is equal to the best work of
that kind, and is an honor to your printing establishment; and the engravings, as well as
the stories, will make the delight of all who
will see them. I hope the venture will prove
a paying one, and that you will keep on improving and increasing the most important and
successful Freethinking printing house in
America.
I shall take pleasure in noticing
the book in the March issue of the Sociologi>t,
so as to do what lies in my power to bring it
to the notice of possible buyers."
Of the same book the Boston 'Investigrttor
says:
"This new book for children, written by Miss
Susan H. Wixon, and published at the New
York TnuTH SEEKER office, is one of those volumes that all Liberals should patronize, and
mainly because the books generally put into
the hands of children are more or less unfit on
account of stories of a superstitious character.
Miss Wixon, who is an excellent writer, and
very sensible because Liberal, avoids the common Inistake of teaching religion to children,
and hence her stories are instructiv, reasonable, useful, and practical, and this is the only
proper kind of reading for boys and girls.
"'The Story Hour' contains nearly 300
page~, 91 pictures, a_nd 34 ve~y interestin~ a.nd
adm1rably told stones . . It 1s neat!~ prmted,
handsome!~ bound, and 1ts great ments should
secure for 1t a .large sa~e as a11 en~ouragem.ent
to the accomphshed wnter to contmue her 1mportant Wf?rk for the Liberal .education,of chi!dren. Pnce, $1.25; two cop1es, $2.00.
.
The Wmsted (Conn.) Press has also seen a
copy and advises those of its "Liberal-minded
readers who wish to purchase a handsome book
for their children filled with good reading and
.'
equally good pwtures, to send to THE TRUTH
SEEKER office in New York and get a copy
of 'The Story Hour •"
.
Lucifer says "The Story Hour" is "the largest and best gotten up-in an artistic point of
view-children's book that has been issued
from the Liberal press, so far as we know."

is likely to create a sensation in orthodox circles. The characters are graphically portrayed,
the scenes startling in their vividness, and the
plot as realistic as it is romantic. There is not
an intelligent Agnostic lady in the land who
should not read 'All in a Lifetime,' and every
intelligent Christian lady will find it deeply interesting and suggestiv reading. It is a work
of 297 pages, and is printed in elegant style.
Price, $1.50. For sale by the New York TRUTH
SEEKER."
Kedarnath Basu writes from Berhampur,
·Bengal, India, that he has received Miss Wixon's novel, "All in a Lifetime," and that he
regards it as splendid in every respect. Such
novels, he says, are needed to help along the
progress of the race, and should hav a large
circulation all over the world. It will soon be
translated into Bengali. On account of a
change in postal arrangements, Mr. Basu desires his American friends to direct letters and
papers to him at Khagra, Murshidabad, Bengal, India, instead of Berhampur, Bengal, India, as heretofore.
The London National Reformer (Mr. Bradlaugh's paper) makes a paragraph on our latest
biblical silhouet:
"Mr. John E. Remsburg has issued a very
vigorously written pamphlet on' Bible Morals.'
Mr. Remsburg is well known among the Free~hinkers of the United States as a most able
lecturer and writer, and his presont publication
is directed to show that in respect of some
twenty-five specified vice~ and crimes the Bible
is not a safe or useful gmde. The text references are carefully given,"

'l'RU1.'H SEEKElt TR.IlC'fS.
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22
ion with Elder Shelton. Bennett.........
23
e:R!rn~~t~~~·e·~ -~~~~~~~:~. ~~~.~. ~~~:~:: .. ~·. ~:
:M Ohrlstia"s at Work. Wm. McDonnell_...........
25 Disc neal on with George Snode. Bennett.........
:16 Underwood'sPrayer................................
:t7 Honest Questions and Honest Answers. Bennett.
28 Alessandro dl Cagllostro. C. Sotheran........ ....
29 Paine Hall Dedication Address. Underwood.....
90 Woman's Rights and Mlln's Wrongs. Syphers....
Sl Gods and God-Houses..............................
112 The Gods <)f Superstition and the God of the Unl.
Terse.. Bennett ............••...........••••••••
llS What has Christianity Done? Preston .......... .
U Tribute to Thomas Paine ......................... .
S5 Moving- the Ark. Benuett ...................... ..
86 Bennett's Prayer to the Devil. .................. ..
:n Short Sermon. Rev. Theologlcus, D.D .......... .
S8Chrlstlnnltrnota1rloral System. X. Y.z ...... ..
29 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam .................. ..
40 Bible of Nature versus the Bible of Men. John
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42
43
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EliJah the Tlshblte.
" ............ ..
Christianity a Borrowed System. " ............ ..
Deolgn .Ar~ument Refuted. Underwood ....... ..
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Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Dr.
Daniel Arter .................................... .
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liO Jonah and the Big Fish. Bennett ................ .
51 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leatlets. No.1 ........... .
~ Mu.rp!es-Underwood Debate. Underwood ....... .
~ ~ueotlons!or Bible Worshipers.
"
....... .
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!16
57

Coleman ......................................... .
Bible Contradictions .............................. .
Jesus nota Perfect Charucter. Underwood .... .
58 Prop,hecles. Underwood .......................... .
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History Of the Devil. Isaac Pa~n ..... ,., ... ,, .. .
TheJewsandthelrGod ........................... .
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nett ............................................. .
65 Short Sermon No.2. Rev. Theologlcus, D.D .•...
66 God Idea In Hlstorv. H. B. Brown .............. ..
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaftets. Ne. 2............ .
66 Ruth's Idea of Heaven and Mine. Suoun H.
Wixon ......................................•.....
69 Mlealonarles. Mrs.·E. D. Blenker ................. .
70 VIcarious Atonement. J. 8. Lyon ...... ·, ......... .
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman, .......... ..
72 Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego. Bennett .. .
78 Found,.tions. John ~phers ...................... .
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Christmas and Chrlstlanlty. D. M. Bennett......
The Relations~ of Jesus, Jehovah, and the Vir-
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Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Blenker...................... .
the Works of Nature Prove a Creator? Sciota.
The Heathens of the Heath. A finely 100Do140th
Anniversary of Thomas Paine's Birthday.
Bennett et als •.................................. written Radical romance. By WM. MeDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family ~~ ~~:s ~~~ ~1~Fi'¥'.!~g t~e..N~':·K~:r B~~~·n.eit
104 Evolution of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson ....... .
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. 105
Decadence of Chrlstlan1ty. Capphro......... •
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, !06 Franklin, Washington, and Jetrerson UnbelieVers. Bennett ..........••.......................•
$1.25.
10'7 The Safe Side. H. B. Brown ................... ..
108 The Holy Bible a Historical Humbug. Preston
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN- 110 Invocation to the1 Universe. Bennett.......... .
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price
~;,r,:M~ ~~:i:i~ :.c i~;.'11~~·. s~v"a~~~:~::: ::::::
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett ........................ ..
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
114 Where WasJesUBBorn? S. H. Preston........ ..
·
The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett............. ..
Exeter Hall. "One of the most excit- 115
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett ... -............ ..
Constantine tue Great. S.H.Preston.......... .
ing romances of the day." Price, paper 117
US The IrreJJreBBible Contllct between Chrlstlanlty
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
and Clv!llzatlon. W. S. Bell ................... .
' Nathaniel y anghan. Priest and Man. 119 The New J<'alth. Stoddara..................... ..
98
99

m
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A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
MAcDONALD. 404 pages $1.25.
'
The Outcast. A deep, finely written
Radicals tory. From the London edition.
By WmwooD READE author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 cer:ts.

Tlie Great Religions of the World, Bennett ....
Paine VIndicated. Ingersoll and the Obser·ver ••
Sinful Saints. Bennett .......................... .
125 German Liberalism. Clara Neyman ............ .
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Chrlstlanlty. B. F.
Underwood .................................... ..

. Gottlieb : His Life.
A romanc_e of
ea~h, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
wntten by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.
,
:The Darwins. A Domestic Radical
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKEB, author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
. The Clergyman's Victims. A Radical story vividly portraying the wrongs
committed by the professed men of God.
A little girl in Fall River, Miss Wixon's
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.
home, took her "Story Hour " to school, and
A pleasing domestic
the teacher read from it to the children, saying ! John's Way.
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. SLENKl!!B.
it was the best book for children she had ever
15 cents.
examined,
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER Ottice,
"The Story Hour" commands the respect of
the Index, which givs it this paragraph:
MONKS, POPES,
"This is a collection of between thirty and
AND
fort;v s~ort, pleasa?t stories of child·!ife, e~ch ! THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES
'pomtmg a moral free from theologwal b1as.
•
All the stories are original, and written by Miss
BY JOliN ALBER GER.
Wixon, who seems to be 11 true lover of the
little ones. These stories ar~ accf?mpanie? by
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
nearly One hundred bef!:Utlful illustratiOns, r Of? THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
many of them full-page PH)tures. The book WE WILL SELL AT GHEATLY REDUCED RATES.
is nicely printed in large, clear type, and is ! THE OBJECT OF THE WORK 18 TO SHOW THE PO
handsomely bound. It is dedicated to the ! LITICAL NATURE M' THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
memory of the author's little niece, whose por- AND ITS TREASONABLE DES!UNS WI'fH REGARD
trait adorns the first page."
. TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
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180 '!'he Ethics of Religion. Clll!ord ................ .
181 Paine was Junius. W. H. Burr................. ..

Essay onl'Iiracies. Duvltl Hume. 10 cents.
Land ~ucstion. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
lVere Adant and Eve Out• l!'irst Parents 't

Chu.rles Br.u.llnugll. 5 cents.

lVby Do Men Stnl've •t Charles Bmd!augh. 5 cts.
th~::f.tc 8.tl~~;~h,pke6~uc1~dc~~i~ the Principle of Free.
A Pie" t'ol' AtheisJn. Charles Bradlaugh. lOcts.
Large or Snutll Families'! A. Hotyoake. 5

cents.

SuperstitionlHsl>layed, with u Letter o! Wm.
Pitt. Austlu Holyoake .. 5 cents.
J:~~~nse ot' Secuhtr J•r\ncil>les. Chas. Watts.

5

Is the Bible Ueliable? Clmrloa Watts. 5 cents.
The Christian Deity. Clmrlos Watts. 5 cents.
Moral l'nlue ot' the Bible. Chus. Watts. 5 eta.
Freetliottght unci l'lodern Prog·ress. c.

Watts. 5 cents.

Chrb;tiauity: Its Nature und Inlluence on Clv111zaUhur'~t>.

tion.

\Vatts. 5 cents.

Thonghts on -"'t.heistn. A. llolyoake. 5 cents.
Is Tltere a l'lor .. l Governor of tile Unl•

-verse ·r A. Holyou.ke. 5 cents.

Philosophy of Secnhu•i•nn. c. Watts. 5 cto.
.lias l'ltut n Soul? C!mrlos Brudlallgh. 5 cents.
Is '.rbere u. God? Charles llrarllaugh. 5 cents.

l.abor's t•rayer. Charles llradlaugh. 5 cents.
Pol•ert.y; Its Cause and Cure. :M. G. H. 10 cents.
Science anti BibleAnt..gouistic. C. Watts.

5 cents.

Christian Scheme oCBedernpUon. Charles

W u.tts. 5 cents.

L/v?l}icu~f.~~~~~~~J. o~·o'J~:i't~houlu the Atheist ~·ear
Pol'erty; Its Effects on the Polltlcul Condition or the
f;'eople. Ch>J.tles Brudluugh. 3 cents.
l'IANNA SEIUES.
New LiCe of David. Charles Brudlllugh. 5 cents.
~00 ~uestions lVithout AnstFers. 5 centll.
Dialo;-ue Between " Christian l'tlisslon•

ary tt.ntlll.

Chinese ltltuuturin. lU cents.

Snbrultted to the neucll of· Bish•
ops by u l\'ellk but Zeulous t.:llristi .. n. itJ
~neries

cent&.

Searl'h -"'t'tel' lletlVen and Hell. A. Holyoal<e

5 centa.

New Lit'e ot· J onalt. Ctms. Bra<llaugh. 5 cents.
A Few lVortls About the Devil. Chus. Brad.

laugh. 5 cents.

N;ew Life of Jacob. ,Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Daniel tile Dreamer. A. Holyoal<e. 10 cents.
Specinteu of' tile Bible. Esther .A. flolyoao:e

lO cents.

81 Hereafter, or the Half-way House. Syphers ..... .
82 Christian Courtesr;; D. M. Bennett ............. ..

g
:g t;g~~£hb~;.e~ea~~~~·.'.'.'.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:::·::::::::::::::
· 97 Special Provldences. W. S. Bell.................. .

15 oent~.

2
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Dr. Whitford's "Christianity a Reward for ~ ii~&~v;::"We~~~ o~.H~J:~~v~~:U_l;~ri'l;j,j,;;;
London .. : ....................................... .
Crime" also meets with Lucifer's approbation. 8:>· Aattcr,
Motion, Life, and Mind. Bennett ....... .
It is, it says, " one of the best missionary doc- ~ i:!i~t':.%~rhtJ~~':;~~'j,a"~~o.G:ult£· t~~~~~~::
uments we hav seen for general circulation,'' 88 David, Go'fi•s Peculiar tavorlte. E. D. Blenker .. .
89 Logic or Prayer. ·Charles Stephenson............ .
and Liberals should " send for a dozen or a 90 B!blo·Manla. Otto Cordates ...................... .
hundred copies and distribute to all who are 91 OurldeaJJofGod. 1 B. F. Underwood ............ ..
6giaf1Ri~ :;:~o~ lJ~~\hi.nsfr~~~n~';;ftt'e::~~:
willing to read both sides."
94 The New Haven. Will Cooper................... .

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.

:1

~~ tfJa,{'!;~~~~tL7£tf'~'fi~~r~~phers . .'.'.... :::::::::::

61

The Nonconformist thinks about the same:
" 'Bible Morals ' is the title of a very useful
work of 57 pages, by John E. Remsburg. It~s
a compilation of proofs that the orthodox BIble directly sanctions crime; t~at whereas th?se
measuring their lives by it, mstead of bemg
safer from temptation to vice than those who
do not are the most likely to become criminals. 'We cannot commend this work too
highly. It ought to be in the hands of all,
both old and young, and they would soon see
that they had been sadly mistaken in the book
that they had been taught to reverence. To
be had of the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, N.Y."
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Acts of tile Apostles; A Farce. A. Hotyoake.
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Ludierous .-l.SJ>ects ot' CbrisUr.nity. A. l:lol·

fO.J..b:c..

HI (~~nts.

Twelvv AI>OStles.. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Wbo l\'11>1 .Jesus C.1hrist? Charles Bra<I!Aogh. •
~euts.

lVhat Did J esu" Tench? Charles Brad!Angh.

i ceuts.

New Life of ,\_bruhcun. Ctms. Bradh>ugh.
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PUBLISHED AT TilE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

Resurrection of Jesus.

Showing the
contradictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revised edition. 25 cents.

Revelations of Antichrist. An ex-

haustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian era. 446 pages and full index. Price, $2.

The Anonym9us Hypothesis of Cre·
ation. A Brief Review of the socalled Mosaic Account. By JAMES F.
FuRNiss. Cloth, 50 cents.
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144 The ~motockLaws .............................. .
l"-" 1.! You Take .Away My Religion, What Will You

Glv Me Instead? Martin ...................... .

l4b Seymour Times Prayer .......••....••......•••••..
147 Reply to the Index on Comstock Laws ......•...•
148 WhenD!dPaulL!v? Sctwlastlcns .............. .
0

1~ ~~~ :M~t';"iii':Pi-ii:1t'tiii ;.·r,r ·niiJii;:··:nurlii;.t

and W-akeman .................................. .
151 What Is the Bible? M. W H..................... .
152 A Remarkable Book. R. W. Douglas ........... .

1~ ~,:;ru):,~~c~~~'*b'o~s ~iu<;.".::'B'l.:i.i':B·..;;.;;,::

15:1 Co-operation the Redeemer of Society, S.M.
Papin ......•................•.. , ...........•...•.•
l56 Free Speech and Free Presa. P. B. Sllelley....
157 Questions from a Western Header. Benuett••.
158 The Fool's Creed ............... •··· ..•...........••
159 Bennett Indignation Meeting at Boswn ........ .
100 Sabbath Observance. W E. Coleman ........ ..
161 Protestant Persecutions ......................... .
162 Eighth Letter from Ludlow Street Jail. Bennett
J.6S lngersoll's Creed................................ .
r"
Scientific Series.

l ~6r.;Vit,;',IT
f~:;~J~g::;ofe~~r.;J;Isfoutt'.,lH:fei,;,:
rogeneous. B. F. Underwood ............. .,. •••

BDarwlniBIIl. B. F. Underwood .................... .
the Insane. F. R. Marvin .•..••••.
Responslb1llty of Sex. Mrs. Chase.lL D........ .
GGra<fu~ted Atmos~eres. J, McCa.,Oll.......... .
4 Literature of
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Bradford .................................. .
9 The Unseen World. Prof. John Fiske ........... .
10
10 'l'he Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three Lec~
tures ....................••• , •...•••••••.........•
U Is America the New World? L.L. DawSOD ··U Evolution Tcacil<:B neither .Atheism nor Materialism. R.S.Brlaham,M.D ............ , ••.•.•
Miss Wixon's new novel, "All in a Lifetime," :Price, i'iO ceotli. 7i'i CPots, and $1.00, ac- J8 Jilbllle
at Mr. John 'Fiske's Crumb for the Modo
cordin~C to condition ot· book.
· ern Symposium ................................. .
the San Francisco Universe pronounces "are- '
AddNSB
THE
'fRUTH
SEEKER,
,;n.count
on one tlollar'l wol'tll 10. per ceac; Olfl 011, 1111\
markable literary production, and one which
38 Ollnton PI., New York.
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.t'REETHOUGHT WORKS,

1
a The Brain and the Bible.
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New Lit'e of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 centa,
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By EDGAR
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT G.
INGERSOLL, who says of it· "This boo},,
written by a brave and honest man, is
filled with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments it presents cannot be answered by all the theologians in the
world." Price reduced to $1.

The Ct·ce(l of Christendom.

Its

foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By W. ltA'rHBONE GnEG. One
of the clearest an.l ablest works ever
written. $1. 50.

The Essence of Religion.

From the
German of L. FEU ERBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to 50 cents.

The Godly Women of tlte Bible. A
History of all the women who figure in the
ShtLrp and telling iu Htyle. Paper,
' 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
I~ible.

1'hc Heathens of tlte Heath. A finely

written Uttdical romance. By WM. MoDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, I<'amily
Creeds, Day of Itest, etc.
500 pages.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25.

'J'he Holy Bible Abridged.

Containing the choice passages allll lovely morceaus prw:ticularly pleasing to CoMSTOCK.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Christim?-ity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAMIESoN and Rev. JAcOB DrrZLER,
D.D. P!Wer, 50 cents; cloth. 75 ueuts, ;
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D. :M. BENNETT'S WORKS.

BIBLE MORALS.

ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,

A. Truth Seeker Around the World.

Four large. volumes. With a steel-plate
engraVIng of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50;in mo:
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
Falsehood and Deception -Cheating- 1 heft and Hob•
bery-Adultery and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Con·
quE?.st and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and
Persecution-Injustice to. Woman-Unkindness to Chil·
dren-Cruelty to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibal·
ism- Witchcraft- ~lavery- Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancv- Igno'rance and Idiocy- Ob·
.scenity.

The World's Sages Thinkers, and
Reformers. 1,07S pages, 8vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco gilt edges
$4.50.
'
'

The Champions of the Chm·ch; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo.
1,119 pages,. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00·
morocco, g1lt edges, $4.50.
'

BY . .TOliN E. ' REMSBURG.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times. Two Volumes.

Price, Sin;-Ie Copies, 2ii cents;

Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00. for the two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; m morocco, gilt edges
$8.00.
'

DIRECTIONS
FOR

From Behind the :Bnrs. A series of
letters written in prison.
Price $1.50.

Over 700 pager,;
·

A Truth Seek~r in Europe.

A. series

of letters Written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International :Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennet~ :vas a delegate, followed by a descriptiOn of what ho saw in England
France, Holland, and Italy. The letter~
from Rome alone are worth the price
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50.

The

Se~itic

Go{ls and the Bible.

Treatmg upon the gods of the Semitic
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Mary, and the Bible. 'ro the latter 230
pages are devoted, showing that book to
be a very inferior production for a firstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper cov·
ers1 60 cents; clotn, $1.

Judaism, Chlistianity, and Mohammedanism examined historically
and critically. It is thought to be the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared.
500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNET2' and Rev. G. H.
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
Freethinkers· to loan to Christian neighbors. ii50 paues. Price. $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betweeh
D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULUs R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth.
Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.

Wliat Objections to Christianity 1
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. M. MAIR, divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission
in the world is unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contempora~eous history.
BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This give a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; p~per, 50 cents.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ.
5 cents.

l(tterrogatories to J eltovnh. Being
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisb
Godship upon a great variety of subjects.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First
peacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, givmany church incidents and his evolutiOn from Christianity to Liberalism. Pape:r, 50 cents; cloth, 75 ~ents.

l~g

CLEANSING THE BLOOD,
Will C·1ne all Fonns ef DiaeAae Without
1Uedlc1ne.

And aurin~ all forms of Disease that the
Human Family Is Subject to,
Without the Use of Any Medicine Whatever.

CoNSULTING ROOMS,
471 WEST lliADlSON ST.,

By ProCessor Nathaniel Pierce.

CHICAGO, ILL,

6tr

Price, 30 Oents.
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AT wbat time w&S Adam married? On hl8 wedding Eve.

FIRST of all knowledge to be acq ulred Is of nature 'a
laws; these are the foundation or all knowledge, the
principles wblch govern all existence, all move·ments, all conditions. Nature Is the highest power
that <'XIsts; It Is the sum total or all existences, the
highest, the lowest. the all. It cannot be too well
understood, It cannot be too closely studied; and
knowledge of Its laws cannot be too thoroughly
learned.-D. dl, Bennett.

THE

FoB nearly two thousand years Judas Iocarlot has
been execrated by mankind; and yet, If the doctrln of the atonement Is true, upon hiS treachery
hung t.be plan or salvation. Suppose Judas had
known or this plan-known that he was selected by
Christ for that very purpose, that Christ was depending on him. And suppose that he also knew
tha.t only by betraying Christ could he save either
himself or others; what ought Judas to hav done?
A•e you Willing to rely upon an argument that ~~
j J.Stlfies the treacherr or that wretch ?-K. G. Ingersoll
in the Christian Religion.
THE unity or the universe Is a; scientific fact. To
assert that It Is the operation of a single mind Is a
conjecture based upon analogy, and analogy may
be a deceptlv guide. It Is the most reasonable guess
that can be made, but It Is still no more than a
guess; and it is one by which nothing, after all, Is
really gained. It tells us that the earth rests upon
the tortol•e; It does not tell us on what the tortoise
rests. God Issued the laws which manufactured the
universe, and which rule It In Its growth. But who
made <iod? Theeloglans declare that he made himself [I am not a ware or any theologian that has committed himself, in so many words, to this proposition, but their constant talk of the se!t-exlstence of
God comes to much the same thlng.-Hy!ax], and
Materialists declare that matter made itself [?], and
both are barren phrases, Idle words. The whole
subject Is beyond the powers of the human Intellect,
In its present state. All that we can ascertain Is this
-that we are gov.,rned by p!Jyslcallaws, which H Is
our duty, as sch )Jars of nature, to investigate; and
by moral laws, which It Is our duty, as citizens or
nature, to obey.-R<ade's Marlyrdmn of Man.
I SAY, I hav p~wer to do as I please. But suppose
there Is another power back or my consciousness that
determlns th~t I shall do so &nd so, and then what?
FrWJ will, then, In any proper use or language, does
not say merely that I am free to do as I please, that
I am free to originate choices. U the freedom of
the will means anything, It means that the will is an
Independent, spontaneous, self-acting power. And
that I cannot hold.-M. J. Sa vane.
WHETHER there be one God, or many, what may
be his natural and what his moral attributes, In
wnat relation his creatures stand tohlm, whether he
haa ever disclosed himself to us by any other revelation than that whleh Is written 1n all the parts or
tlte glorious and well-oru"' ed world which he has
made, whether his revelation be cumalnAd lu any
ver-nauent record, how that record should be lutervreted, and whether It hath pleased him to appoint
auy unerring luterpretet· on earth; these are questions respeming whlcil there exists the •widest diversity of opinion, and respecting which a large
part of ou.r race has, ever since the dawn or regular
history, been deplorably In error.-Macau!ay.

'l'HE sultan or Morocco has one~ thousand wives.
Solomon only had seven hundred. But Solomon
w~ a wise man; he knew when he had enough.
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NEvV YORK:

SUNDAY-SCHOOL TEACHER: Now, the book says
here, "He felt abased." Tell me now, Norah Dono-van, what Is It to reel abased? Norah: A baste~
Sure It'S to be a crayture-donkey, mum.
ALL men who are forty years or age are excelleli,lt
men. For the benefit or people not accllstomed tO·
this style of wit we will say that all men who are·
XL years or age are XLent men. There yer are.'
Cut it out.
A YOUNG lady who was noted for the recklesS'
manner In which she prevaricated was asked why
she persisted In telling falsehoods. "Well," said
she, "you see, my modesty prevents me from havIng anything to do with the naked truth."
"~oT a Christian, sir; did you say he was not R
Christian?" "So I've always believed, Mr. Blogg,'~
"Then there's where you've alway got lett." "Does··
he attend divine service regularly?" "Perhaps
not. But this I do know. He regulates his watch
by St. Paul's church clock every morn.lng. He told
me so himself. Not a Christian, Indeed!"

THE minister ot a Scotch Presbyterian church had·
!'reached an atrectlng sermon on the casting ot the
devils Into the het·d of swine. A1Huent Parishioner:
uA weel, meenister, and hoo manysperrits d'ye ken
were cast out?'" Minister: "Aboot twa thoosand."
A1Huent Parishioner: "Twa thoosand l God sa•e
usl What a bellyful must the pnlr mon ha' had:
rorbye they left him I"
THEY sent him round lhe circle fair.
To bow before the prettiest there;
I'm bound to Bay the choice he made
A creultable taste displayed;
Although-! can't eay what It meantThe little malt! looked Ill content.
His task was then anew begunTo kneel be tore the wittiest one.
Once more the little maid sought he,
And went him down upon his knee.
She bent her eyes upon the fioorI think she thought the game a bore.
He circled then-his sweet behest
To kiss the one he loved the best;
For all she frowned, for a.ll she chid,.
He kissed that little maid, he did,
And then-though why I can't decideThe little maid looked satisfied l

A CERTAIN young man, not particularly noted for
piety, visited a revival meeting up-town the other
night for the sole purpose or escorting a blushing
and beautiful damsel home 'neath t.be inspiring
t·adiance of the starry skies. He wa.a sitting on a
back seat when the revivalist came down to talk
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
J>ereonally with tlwse whom he might select. Ap-prouchlng the Adonis he L1q·~lted In a sepulchral
tol:!e: "Young mau, hav you found the Lord?-" 11 I
THE
-I didn't know he was lost," was the heeilatlng
response. His girl felt badly when the revivalist
Tile Greatest of' all Anti-tlleolo~
nsed him as a terrible example of the degeneracy
tcal Works.
Agnosticism and Atheism, Charles A. Watts.-- of American youth.
By THOMAS PAINE,
Pesalmlsm and Physlol<>gy, C. N.-ThA R'itlonale Of
THE moon now ehines bright,
Agnostlcl•m, G. M. McC -Islam; or, The Universal
And Its clear mellow light,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
HYmn, Albert J. Edmunds.-Agnostlclsm and TheolLike a fiood, falls on count1-y and town,
Price, Single copies, 20 cents.
Eight copies ogy, Charles Watts.-Bruno of Nola: A poem, Lara.Mars Hill ln London. Mon•.ure D. Oonway (Review
And the sparkling snow gl< ams,
for $1.00.
of Harrison-Spencer Controversy).-The Philosophy
'Till like sliver It seems,
or Agnosticism, Jgnotus -Agnosticism and Theism,
And
the stars twinkle merrily down.
W. B. Carpenter, M.D -Reply to Dr CarPenter, w. B.
THE CRISIS.
McTal(gart.-The Cvuncll of Ten, Thomas Mead.Two
young lovers glide
The Messrs. Facing-Both-Ways of SclercA, Edward
By Thomas Paine.
In a sleigh side by side,
Avellng.-Agnostlclsm and Christianity, F. Sydney
Speaking or this work in connection with the pro- Morris -Darwin a ad Theology, Charles C. Cattell,And the man has his sheltering arm
posed independence or America. from Great Britain, TheAntlqulty of Man, W. W. Colllns.-Scraps, A.M.
'Round the malden's trim waist,
Washington wrote' "A few more such flaming D., etc
Price, 25 cents.
And her Ups he does taste,
arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a Joss
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
And he vows he will shield her from harm.
to decide on the propriety of a separation."

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

THERE Is no distinct proof that Moses disbelieved
In the existence or other gods; the God whom he
~erves Is still ·• the God or Abraham, IBaac, and
Jacob;" he Is not asserted to be the only God; the
exlsteuce and power or rival deities is not denied,
but Is even admitted by impllcatlou. All that Moses
c. alms for Jehovah Is, not that he Is the sole God,
bu.t that he Is superior to all others. "Who is like
unto thee, Jehovah, among the gods?'' And he
represents 4im to Pharaoh, by Jehovah's own command, not as the supeeme lord or heaven and earth.
Even in the delivery or the commandments, the
great foundation or the law, it is not said, "There Is
no God but Jehovah," but only, "I am the Lord thy
God, which brlngeth thee out or the house or bondage; thou shalt hav no other gods beside me" (or
before me)_ The whole of the 24th chapter or Joshua
confirms this view: he there urges the Israel! tea to
Price, 3ii cents.
choose Jehovah, not as the only God, whom to desert
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
would be to become Atheists, but a God whose bounties to them had been so great that it would be black writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
ingratitude not to prefer him to all others. The
whole history or the lapses or the Jewish nation into
idolatry also discourages the idea or their having
been really monotheists, The worship or the gplden
calf and the Canaanitlsh gods was quite natural on
the supposition of Jehovah being merely a paramount and-preferred God; molllltrous, H they had
believed him to be the only one. Moreover, their
Idolatry Is a·lway3 spoken of as Infidelity, not as AtheBY
Ism.- Greg' • Oreed of Ohriittndmn.
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STATU~TTf Of THOMAS.rAIHf,

This Statuette or the author-hero Is ajac simile of
the model or Prof. Richards for the monument proposed to be erected In Lincoln Park. It Is admitted
o be a fine work or art., and Is the only correct outline or Thomas Paine's head and race In existence
being executed from a mask taken at the time of his
death, and sent, with other etrects, to a friend In
France, from whence Prof. Richards procured it for
his design .
.Tohn R, Kelso, A.D.
Size 20xlG Inches, weight 35 Jbs.; finished In the
same style as Roger~'s groups.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testa.ment.-The New Teatament.-The
PJ:Ice reduced from $14 00 to $10.00. Sole agent,
Creatlon.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Mira- E. A. STE;VENS, 480 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill,
cles or the Blble,-The Errors or the Blble.-The
Propheclea.-The Devil or Satan of the Blble.-The
Heaven and the Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath or
the Bible.- The God of the Blble,-The Mesaiah or
BY RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.B,
Savior.
Crown octavo, 883 pp. Splendidly executed. Sent
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concernby mall, post paid, Price, $3.00.
ing the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Addreso
THE TRlJTH BKERK R.
SS Clinton Place. N Y
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The BiOle Analyze~.

TlliiES or heroism are generally times of terror;
but the day never shines In which this element may·
not work. The clrcumstauces of men, we say, are
historically somewhat better In this country at this
hour than perhaps ever before. More freedom
exists for ~ulture. It will not now run against an
ax at the first step out of the beaten track of opinIon. B u.t whoever is heroic will always find crises
to try his edge, Human virtue demands her champions and martyrs, and the trial of persecution always proceeds, It Is but the other day that the
brave Lovejoy gave his breast to the bullets of a mob
for the rights of free speech and opinion, and died
when It was better not to liv.-Emerson,

"You may speak,'• said a. fond mother," about
peO!>le having strength or mind, but wheB It comes
to strength or don't mlncl, my son William surpasses
everybody I ever k·new." •

The BIBLE-WHENCE and WHAT?

ORTHODOX HASH
A CHANGE OF DIET.

LITTLE do men perceive what solitude Is, and how
REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR.
far It extendeth; for a crowd Is not company, and
races are but a gallery of pictures, and talk but a
IN NINEPABTS AND COURSES.
tinkling cymbal, when there Ia no love, The Latin
adage meeteth with it a little, "Magna civiuu, magna 1 ~ Word from the Cook. -2 Choice Bits for th
Hash.-3 Seasoned with, Satan to t.be taste,soliludo" [a great city, a great desert], because In a
' The Chopping-Knlfe.-5 Hash, First
great town friends are scattered, so that there is not
Courae.-6 Hash, Second Course,that fellowship, for the most part, which is in Jess
7 Hash, Third Courae,-8 @hange
neighborhoods; but we go further and amrm moat
of Diet, First Course,-9
Change of Diet, Sectruly, that it Ia a mere and miserable solitude
ond Course.
to want true friends, without which the world is but
a wilderness; and even In this sense also of soli·
WA-RREN SUMNER BA-RLOW,
tude, whosoever In the frame of his nature and afAuthor of
fection Is unfit for friendship, he taketh It of the
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
beast, and not from humanity,-Bacon'1 Ey81al.
Price. 18 Cents.
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CONVEN'l'IONAL LIES OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.
From the German of

"MAX NORDAU.
SEVEN EDITIONS IN SEVEN MONTHS.
PROHIBITED IN AUSTRIA.
"This book Is not a book. It Is a deed: and those
who oppose It wUI prove that they fear IL. "- Vienn«
News,
Prloe, oloth, $1.60; paper, $1.00. For sale at this
omoe.
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He thinks no one near,
So, into her ear,
He whispers words-you know what kindBut he quickly grows damb,
As he hears a" yum 1 yum l''
From a boy on a sled tied behind l
• AT Petaluma, a small" milk-can station" on th6
Napa road, a fervent appeal was made last Sunday
by the pastor or the proposed ch uroh there for funds
to build said edifice. Not a cow puncher moved.
The entire congregation or teat squeezers seemedwrapped in slumber. As the minister gazed mourn- _
fully around, a hen suddenly fiew out or the old·
plug hat used as a contribution box, making a terrible cackling. The pastor approached the hat, and
beheld a new-laid egg, Holding up the hen fruit,
he exclaimed sarcastically: "She has contributed
her all. Will you allow yourselvs te be outdone by
a hen?" The etrect was electrical. In Jess than
twenty minutes there was over forty-five cents In
the pool.
PAT REILLY was Mking a ride,
On an elegant summer's morning,
And Kathleen sat close by his aide,
Bright smiles her face adorning, And she looked so tidy and neat,
Her figure so plump and trim,
No girl half so pretty and sweet
Had ever appeared to him.
Said Pat: "Your eyes are so blue,
- And your Ups so temptingly red,
They're the purtlest ever I knew,
And belong to the colleen I'd wed.
" Ah l dariln', If it wasn't this baste
That's pullln' my poor arms apart,
They would tlnderly ahteal round your wajat
And yourself be pressed to my heart.
"For my love Ia· that powerfulindade
Without you I cannot survive."
Then Kathleen blushed and said:
" Mr, Reilly, perhaps I could drive."
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It is reported that 75,000 people are out of
employment in New York city.
A n:O:.L prohibiting baseball playing on Sunday, and making it punishable by a heavy
fine, was llassed a few days ago by the Arkansas Senate.
SoME one says that "one day with the Lord
is as a thousand." Those of us who hav attended church when we were boys quite agree
with the statement.
A PERFECTLY developed shark's tooth was
recently drawn from the depth of over 1,000
feet in an artesian well at Columbus, Ga.
Where the drill is now at work is believed to
hav once been the bed of an ocean.
A YOUNG lady tripped down staira and paused
at the parlor door. "Oh, is that you, papa?"
she said. "I thought I heard the minister's
voice raised in prayer." "No," replied the
old man. " I am trying to fix this confounded
stovepipe."
SoME Christian ladies of London are trying
to convert the ballet-girls by getting up a
"mission" for them. They invite the girls
to 'llfternoon teas in cheerless halls, call them
"poor creatures " in a patronizing way, and
exhort them to learn the church catechism by
heart. After thus impressing upon them their
degraded condition, the ladies go home well
satisfied with their work. No conversions hav
yet been reported.
"IT's terrible, it is," said Hannah Smiley,
as she threw down the paper, "how those poor
people in great cities liv. Everything seems
to combine against them. No light ilil their
tenements, no society except the worst, and
everything that is unclean all about them. I
don't see how they liv." "They don't liv,"
suggested Ichabod, "they simply fail to die."
And the old couple seemed to be more thankful than ever that they lived in the country
where pure air, good neighbors, and cleanliness
were the foundation elements of comfort.
THE Free Church of Scotland has, from the
very first, been puritanic in its tendencies. In
the large centers of population these tendencies hav been held very much in check, but in
the more rural districts, and especially in the
northern counties, the church has looked with
a severe eye on what to many are innocent
amusements. Dancing, it would seem, has
become more common of late years in the
north, and the presbytery of Aberdeen, by 23
votes to 12, approved the reports of its "Committee on Religion and Morals," condemning
"dancing and similar evils." Perhaps it is the
suppression of innocent pleasures in the Free
Church of Scotland that has produced the
many that are not innocent, for which the
Scotch Christians are notorious. ·In spite of
its Presbyterianism, or, perhaps, by reason of
it, the state of morals in Scotland is shockingly low.
Ex-SENATOR DORSEY is an epigramn1atic
talker. Hs is in Washington now, and his
office is constantly besieged with callers. During the course of a long conversation on politics, Mr. Dorsey, in answer to a question, spoke
of what the questioner called the "religious
racket" of the Republican management of
188!1. He said: "I presume you refer to the
Congregational clergymen who welcomed Mr.
Blaine in New York. Religion should never
be yanked into politics. The only good that it
has ever done that I know of is to be barbaric
to itself. The roasting-iron of religion has
destroyed all the geniuses ever produced in
the world, Bigotry and death walk hand in
hand. A vicious man always carries the Bible
in his vest pocket, The Republican party laid
a sullen ear to the open window of a Catholic
confessional. Honest people tell the truth at
the confessional." 1'o another of his visitors:
"You are a Republican, are you not, and you
ask me about Mr. Blaine and his friend Burchard-doubtless from friendly motivs. I hav
never had any use for a man when he would
lie upon credit when he could get the cash for
telling the truth .. Deception always deceives
he man who originates it."

THE Merchant 'lraveler gets off the following:
"There is displayed in the last moments of a
Christian a faith so perfect, a trust so boundless, and a hope so beautiful, that no man,
whatever his belief, can remain unmoved as
he sees the dying one loosen his grasp on all
things earthly, and, with confident strength,
take hold upon that which, though unseen, is
not unknown, having been made manifest
unto those who believe in Christ. There is no
dark valley of death to him, and no shadows,
for death is the portal of the shadowless land.
What doubts may ha v arisen are dispelled, and'
as a little child he puts his trusting hand into
the father's, and with the old smile to those
who loved him on earth, and the newer one to
those who await him beyond, goes upon his
untried journey, firm in his hope, and confident in the power which leads only in one' direction." It is sad to be called to take the edge
off anything so beautiful as this, but the facts
are against it. Even the founder of Christianhimself went down into the shadow with a wail
of despair, which, for utter l).opelessness, has
never been equaled.
ANOTHER religion-crazed man developed at
Verona, Pa., week before last. Within a few
weeks Wm. Wade engaged a man to work
around his house and grounds. Mrs. Wade,
hearing one of her dogo howling in distress,
stepped out to learn the cause, and observed
the hired man beating the valuable animal.
No sooner did he see the lady than he rushed
toward her, yelling like a demon, "I hav
a mission from God to kill you!" He hurled a
stone as he ran, and it struck her arm. This
was followed by a ponderous blow of the fist,
which felled the lady to the ground, and
in this position he continued the assault most
desperately. The hired girl stood inside the
door undecided whether to run for h0lp or to
attack the madman. The latter, seeing a pile
of stones and bricks a few yards away, released
Mrs. Wade and started toward it, evidently intending to beat her with the stones. The girl
then leaped from the doorway and dragged her
mistress into the house. Infuriated at this,
the maniac stoned the house and shrieked in
his rage. The iiri stole out from ~nother door
and ran for assistance. Three men answered
the summons, and, after considerable effort,
secured the man, who had nearly exhausted
himself. Mrs. Wade, though badly bruised
and confined to her room, is not seriously
injured.
A REMARKABLE and disastrous conversion of
an Infidel to Christianity is reported from
Wall's Bottom, near Clarington, Monroe Co.,
Ohio. A revival has been in progress there
for about two months, and nearly everybody
has been converted. A German so-called Infidel, named Chris Dongel, was the last to
yield. Thursday night of last week, it is said,
the power took hold of him, and he went forward for prayers. This was the signal for
great rejoicing. One brother climbed to the
top of the pulpit, and there executed a breakdown.
Some of the women went into a
trance, and others lay down on the floor and
rolled over. The minister prayed for Dongel
until about midnight, when the new convert
jumped to his feet and yelled "Hosannah!"
He next signalized his change of heart by
knocking the minister down, inflicting a severe wound on the dominie's scalp. The congregation shouted in triumph. At 4 o'clock
in the morning the meeting broke up. "That
day," the account goes on to relate, "Dongel
lost his mind, and imagined that he was sent
as a special agent to care for the preacher.
With this idea in view he went to the house of
Jacob Meiser, and decoyed Meiser into the.cellar, where he locked him up. Going into the
house, Dongel, under a_ threat of death,
compelled Mrs. Meiser to show where the
money was kept. Dongel took it, together
with all he could carry in the way of clothing,
to the preacher. Meiser, being released, followed him; but he was attacked by Dongel,
and nearly killed. That night Dongel drove
the preacher out of the pulpit, and took his
place there, announcing that he was Christ
come to judge the world, and he would now
separate the sheep from the goats. A terrible
soene ensued, but Dongel,was :finally secured,
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and is now in confinement." So, one by one,
they are being gathered in. Some of them go
to jail, some to the lunatic asylum. The great
work of crushing Infidelity goes on, and as a
THERE was a noticeable relaxation of police
natural accompaniment we hav insanity and
stringency regarding the Excise law in this
crime. The Christian religion ought to go.
city last Sunday.
WHEN the Western press gets after theW estIT is intended to make the brilliancy of
ern pulpit the language used is.ap·t to be peCleveland's inauguration surpass that of any
culiarly occidental. The Mason City Republiprevious occasion of a ·similar sort.
can of Jan. 29th contains this: "We are
DR. LEOPOLD DAMROSCH, the distinguished
authentically informed that the gentleman who
for the past several months has, by his occll-- musical director, died at his home in this city
pancy, caused to be vacant the Baptist pulpit last Sunday. He was 52 years old.
(the Rev. A. J. Colwell), without provocation
THE faculty of Harvard hav decided that at·
or remotest warrant, and in our absence, tendance upon religious services shall be no
dragged the personal name of the editor of the long~r compulsory on the students of that colRepublican before the audience of a large and lege.
mixed congregation, and unequivocally stated
TWENTY-FIVE lunatics were burnt to death
that we had been 'lying about him.' Now in the destruction by fire of the insane.departthe gentleman may not be aware that the day ment of the Philadelphia almshouse on the
has long since gone by when a clerical carper 12th inst:
may stand in his high position and with impuTHE number of valentines delivered by the
nity assault the fair fame of a citizen. It is not
mail-carriers
in New York last Saturday was
enough to occ~py a noble place-the place
must be nobly filled; it is not enough to stand about one-quarter that of previous St. Valenon Christian ground-one must be a Christian. tine's days.
A GREAT snowslide swept through the minAnd when a clergyman condescends to desecrate his holy desk by bandying about the bar- ing-camp of Alta, in Utah, on the 14th, deroom epithet of 'liar,' the dignity of his place stroying three-fourths of the town and killing
,
is lost to him as a shelter, and he must answer sixteen persons.
THE Catliolic church of Notre Dame, at Fall
for his offense as a common man to man before
the public. The files of this paper are open River, Mass., is understood to be closed until
Meanwhile the Salvation
for the careful inspection of any person who further notice.
will call at this office. Every line that has Anny will inaugurate a revival in that longever been penned by the writer will show for suffering community.
itself, and we emphatically deny the gentleTrrE establishment of the Co-operativ Hat
man's charge, and further declare that he Co. at Norwalk, Conn., was burnt out last
must either prove his assertion or rest under week. The company grew out of the recent
the implication of having 'lied ' himself."
strike of the hatters of that place, who believe
HENRY SEYllERT, when he died not long ago, that the fire was set by their enemies. They
left $60,000 for the endowment of a chair of hav secured another building.
BENTENCE was pronounced last week upon
mental and moral philosophy in the University of Pennsylvania, with the stipulation that the Rev. T. O'Connell of London, Ont., who
Spiritualism should be investigated in all its was found guilty by the Board of Triers of
branches. This was to be called the Adam scandalous and disorderly conduct in freSeybert chair, after the father of the deceased, quently drinking to excess, and becoming inwho was a chemist and mineralogist. A com- toxicated. He loses his situation as assistant
mittee has therefore been appointed, and the minister in a cathedral.
Philadelphia Press reports progress as follows:
CAPT. PHElAN, the man whom Short stabbed
"Dr. Henry Slade, spirit medium, slate-writer, in O'Donovan Rossa's office, has returned to
and table-tipper, recently found himself in a Kansas City. He had given his testimony as
large, well-lighted room, surrounded by the to the assault, but could not afford to wait for
learned men of the University of Pennsylvania, New York justice to take its cqurse. As it is
who were appointed under the will of the. late the people against Short, the Cflse oan of
Henry Seybert a commission to investigate course be proceed.ed with without Capt. Phemodern Spiritualism. in the presence of this lan's presence.
distinguished jury Dr. Slade performed his
DUNCAN C. Ross, the athlete, recently anslate-writing test. In doing this he takes two nounced as a convert to Christianity, went on
clean and apparently new slates, places them a spree at Louisville, Ky., one day last week.
together with a scrap of slate pencil between, He got drunk, broke up the furniture in a hotel
and liolds them under the table. After an in- office, and fired a revolver at the clerk. 1The
vocation of some sort, ,a scratching is heard, latter drew a pistol, whereupon Ross begged
and when the slates are opell4ld they are found for mercy, and was kicked out of doors. Mr.
covered with writing. After the performance, Ross's case appears to be one of those where
at which the learned members of the commisreligion has struck in.
sion were much astonished, Slade was asked if
"HoNG GEE," the Chinese New Year, was
he could, or' would, explain the phenomena
celebrated Feb 14th. The Chinese calendar
which had just been witnessed. 'No,' he said,
dates always from the beginning of the reign'I am merely the instrument, and know no
ing dynasty. The present ruler of China went
more about it than you do. I should be glad
to explain if I could, but I cannot.' One of into office Feb. 14, 1875, consequently last
Saturday was the beginning of the year 10 in
the members then arose, and, thanking Dr.
Uhinese chronology, It is s.sort of New Year'~
Slade for making the trip at the special reDay, Washington's birthday, and Fourth of
quest of the commission, proceeded to count
July combined, anti the residents of :Jfott
out to him $300 in crisp new bills. The mestreet made the locality I urid with their joyful
dium returned to New Yerk. He had given six
private seances, each of twenty minutes' dura- demonstrations.
tion, to the commission, for which he received
GEN. CHARLES GoRDON, it is now generally
the sum mentioned. During his stay here he believed, has been shot to death at Khartoum
remained in a private house, and every effort by the followers of the False Prophet. Gorwas made to keep his whereabouts a secret. don had a long military career. He particiThe commission has been steadily engaged ·in pated in the war of the Crimea, led the "Ever
pursuing the investigations, and much valuable Victorious Army" against the rebels in China,
material has been collected. Nearly all the and went to Egypt to suppress the slave trade.
local mediums hav beeQ. examined, and even· Various estimates are made of his character,
California has been reached in the effort to but his conduct everywhere indicates th,tt he
elucidate the truth. Kellar, the magician, will was a religious fanatie, irascible, domineering,
be the next person examined by the commis· and inordinately ~mbitious. He was superstision, and possibly Europe will be ransacked tious to the extent of believing that he carried
to furnish its mediums. 'If necessary,' said a charmed life, and that he had a mission to
a member of the ,commission, 'we wiH go to spread the gospel. He is undoubtedly a victim
Kamskatka. Our labors will probably occupy to the neglect of the English government,
us three years longer, and at the conclusion we I1 which failed to relieve him at Khartoum in
shall publish a large volume contanining a full: time to prevent his assassination. The church
report of all that we hav accomplished.'"
I will probably canonize him,
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approval from the sky.
The old religions, gods; second, that is, the scientific, period of Liberalism
saviors, and heroes are constantly boasted of as received its great impulse and development.
The effect was to vastly deepen and enlarge the
of celestial origin, but Giordano Bruno revealed the
•
highest possible origin and sanction of Liberalism views of the critical, deistical, revolutionary Liberals
Liberalism-Its ~lission. *
when he opened up to the people of Europe the new of the last century. The conception of the world as
One of the hindrances to Liberal progress is that astronomy and the new heavens as a vista of "infinit infinit then popularized and enlarged the conception
Liberals hav such a horror of being thieves that they space and infinit worlds."
of God into that of Pantheism or Agnosticism.
are not good borrowers or even imitators. They hav
Thus founded, Liberalism has been a distinct sect
The relations of man were then known to be exnot learned to adopt and adapt. The motto "Fas est of thought for nearly three hundred years past. It tended so as to be synonymous with the whole human
dh haste doce 1-i"-"It is the proper thing to be taught by has made those three hundred years the most im- race, and Sociology, with its idea of progress of roanthe enemy"-did much to build up the Roman re- portant years in human history. Liberalism has kind, crowned the sciences.
public and empire. Roman senators boasted how been tb:e yeast in modern history.
Such were the grand results of the cultivation of
that they had borrowed t~e arrow from one tribe they
Its first period (from 1600 to 1789), was one of the Special Sciences which gave the triumphs of Sir
had incorporated, the shield from an·:1ther, and some critical Deism seeking chiefly for truth and LIBERTY. Humphrey Davy in che!Distry, of Bichat, Jussieu,
other weapon, custom, or even god, from another. This influence under Voltaire and his compeers led and St .. Hiliare in biology, and of Humboldt in genThus, aided by all, they in ti_me su~;>dued all. ~o, to the great American and French Revolutions, which eral science, and finally of Comte in sociology. As
too the Christian church empire, whiCh was, and IS, were political earthquakes in the hope of Liberty. . yet the special sciences were cultivated for their util~
only the Roman empire sublimated _and spiritualized,
Then, as a second period, from 1790 to 1848, with ities, and not generally, until Comte, as a Philosophy.
borrowed its doctrins and ceremomes so completely, and following these . Liberty movements, came an The main theory of the world that lay back of the
from the Cross to the Trinity, that nothing in them immense progress of the natural sciences, in which great specialists and &cientists of the first part of the
is really new to the historic eye. The old symbols Astronomy and Physics opened the way to Chemistry, present century was of the old Theology shaded
still speak, the old lights still burn. The old statue Biology, ani finally to Sociology. This was the sec- down by fanciful metaphysics.
The myth of" Nature," as though nature were a
of Jupiter is still kissed-but now as the statue and great period, the period of the special sciences.
of St. Peter before his cathedral. Now that ~he
And now, thirdly, with the latter half of this cen- goddess of the old Mythology, played the principal
religion, or integration, of Christianity is broademng ury, we clearly perceive that Liberalism is being ?'ole to veil the crude Theology of Scientists; and:
out into the higher integration of the whole race and compelled, and will more and more be compelled, to ev.en yet Nature does good service upon the stage·
of the whole world, this new integration of Man take charge of the secular, political, social, and re- to-day for special Scientists, for without her aid they
must learn to use and incorporate, to adopt and ligious affairs of this world, and to manage them as a would hardly be able to hold their partial and disadapt, as far as it ca~, _the materials which the past whole, internationally, and as a piece of terrestrial connected investigations together. While a.ll this:
civilizations and rehg10ns hav worked out, to the statesmanship, in the interest of the whole family of Scientific progress was arousing and occupying the•
hands of its builders. Everything we can use must Man, present and future. Liberalism by its own his- attention of. the educated world, the King, the Pope7
be regarded as our property.
tory and evolution ~ill be compelled to do this and and the Arist~cracy held the practical control of huThe tendency of Liberals to cut t~emselvs o~ fro?l to become constructiv more and more in the interest man affairs with a firm grip. But among all classes,
the past is a metaphysical and a mistaken pohcy m of Humanity.
·
and especially the Literary and working classes, humany respects. As well might you tr;y to make a tree
As we hav shown, its successiv periods are repre- manitarian sentiments and theories followed the lines:
grow without roots as to expect arch~tects of the fut- sented by the three wurds, Liberty, Science, and Bu- of Scientific thought. This Humanism had beau
ure to build the Temple of Humamty out of mate- manity. Indisputably these, in necessary succession, opened up by Rousseau, and thence came tll.e sentirials of their own artificial crea~ion, instead of ~hose hav been the three great steps of the evolution of mental speculation of Owen, Fourier, of St. Simoii.
which time, nature, and evolution hav provided. Liberalism since 1600. These three words contain and Proudhon, Lamartine and Rollin, and the RevoYet Liberalism is in one sense a righteou~ rebel~ion ·the results and the gospel which the history of Free- lution of 1848. That movement, resting upon imof the present against the past-that IS, a~amst thought has wrought out. These words take the mense acquisitions of Science and of human sentiits authority and its limitatione, which would, If ?b- place of the old trio, Faith, Hope, and Chm·ity under mentE', sought again to found the Federal Democratie
served, restrict growth and progress. Standmg the old Faith, and fulfil them. For we hav Liberty Republic on the ruins of the thrones in Europe.
firmly and historically upon the. past, ~nd always because the Truth has ·set us free by giving us faith
In a few years the w!l.r-clouds lifted, and again a
thankful to it as to a parent for its love, Its lessons, in the laws of the world; but these laws are the lines reaction followed, similar, in mast respects, to that
and its materials, Liberals, to be level with their era, and ways of the least resistance, that is, of the purest after the great Revolution of 1789, and for similar
shou}d always aim higher, and liv in a world truer, Liberty. Then we hav Hope, for Science has re- reasons: the people were not sufficiently educated in
higher, and broader than any past could hav known. vealed to us the ascent and progress of man and his Science nor inspired by the enthusiasm or HumanIn order to do thif:l, nothing is more needful than infinit capabilities when he knows enough to supple- ity to hold together. Their liberty was only the libto hav a keen historical sense of the great events and ment and fulfil the laws of nature by his will. Then, erty to fall asunder. The direction of affairs again
phases of Liberal thought, and even of the great m~n too, we hav Charity in the highest sense, for Social- relapsed to the Emperor, King, and Pope.
who hav made Liberalism a fact in the world's his- ogy has proved that we are brethren all, now and
And now the third period of incubation, preparatory; for their children we really are.
forevermore under the true Holy Ghost of mutual tion, and transition, of which all thinking people are
In an address introducing Mr. Cha~les Watts human interdependence and love.
a part, adds intense interest as a close of the long
as the :representativ of English Seculansm to the
In a word, the newer mission of Liberalism, as novel or drama. Hence we liv in a time when existLiberals of New York (see TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for Secularism and Positivism-for by these names it is ence itself is sublime. The heirship of the ages has
E.l\I. 285) I had occasion to show that the Liberals called in its later constructiv efforts-is to realize these brought to us priceless and inexhaustible treasures
had a true "apostolic succession" as venerable, words, Liberty, Science, and Humanity; that, is to and opportunities. Among them is this law of human,
"celestial," and even "divine" in its origin, as any Liberate, Educate, Consecrate. These three words his- historical, and social progress under evolution, which
theological apostolic succession could possibl;r be. tory proves to be the measure of our progress. Let law, if understood, in time will make progress by
I will not repeat that address, for I take It for us weigh them well.
revolutions hereafter unnecessary and impossible.
granted that you hav all read or will read it. .
To liberate is to realize Liberty: the most difficult "Evolution instead of Revolution" has become the
The purpose of this hour is to show t~at th~s s~c- of things to do-an impossible thing, without de- Liberal watchword of to-day; and this same law, as
cession in the history and evolution of Liberahsm It- struction, to those who are not prepared for it by the history of Liberalism teaches us, can be achieved
self distinctly indicates its future, and announces t~e some insight into Science and some disciplin of Hu- only by realizing individually and collectivly the
newer mission it must enter upon, if it is true to Its manity.
three words: Liberty, as the field and condition;
promis and its high calling in the evolution of manYet our Liberal forefathers of the first period-that Science, as the order and base; and Humamty, as the
kind.
is, up to the close of the French Revolution-thought motiv and end of life on earth.
You will remember that Liberalism commenced in that nothing was easier than to liberate. To them
History teaches that every individual Liberal must
1600 by the promulgation of the heliocentric as- the way to get Liberty was simply to take it-it pass through these three stageEI,. or degreef:l, as we
tronomy b;y Copernicuf:l, Bruno? Galileo, and Kepler; would keep and realize itself!
may call them, in Liberalism. Without all of them
that, as a consequence, Freethmkers soon began to
But the lesson of the History of Liberalism is un- he cannot be of any reliance as a factor in human
spring up in Europe, and especially in Engla~d; that mistakable: Only those can attain to and preserve progress. He must be Liberated, Educated, and
as a sect the Freethinkers, or Liberalf:l, that IS, those Liberty who are able to be a saving law unto them- Consecrated, or he will be but a partially equipped
who were freed (Liberati) from the authority of selvs, and none will heed this law but those who hav soldier in the army of progress. Until the advanced
revealed religion, may date from the publicatir,n by ! scientific appreciation of law under the altruistic peoples of the world hav a sufficient number of such
Lord Herbert of Cherbury of his wo;rk on THE TRUTH impulse and consecration of Humanity, that is, so- individuals to influence and control public sentiment
(De Veritate). This publication, yo_u will recall, was ciety, as it touches us, in the family, as neighbor1:1, as and public affairs, all hope of rapid reform or changes
made in consequence of a direct audible answer to the citizens of our country or of the world.
for the better will be in vain.
prayer ot its Deist author to Almighty God for per- · The great political Liberty movements and revoluThe main ebject of the Liberal and Secular movemission to print it. This occurred while he was em· tions in England, America, and France, and in the ment should be to initiate by reasonable propaganda
bassador of England at Paris, in 1726. This book rest of Europe, met with a check and a reaction in or as many as possible into these three degrees of Libhad been submitted to several distinguished scholars about 1o00, because the people, even the 'Liberal pea- eralism.
The history of Liberalism admonishes us that not
of that time, and especially to Hugo Grotius, per- ple, were insufficiently educated in Science, and inhaps the greatest of them, who had given it their sufficiently consecrated in Humanity.
one of these three degrees can be omitted in Liberal
approval. However, to remove all doubt, the author,
The traitor Burke led the reaction in England, and culture. Liberalism has failed, as we hav seen from
kneeling before an open window, by fervent prayer was met 'by the "Eights of Man" of our glorious its history, for the want of each of these degrees in.
sought a direct voice of approval from Heaven, and Paine. In America the Federalists regained the lead succession. That has been the continuous lesson of
received it. He was even able to distinguish the very in society and in the State under Hamilton. In her revolutions, checks, and reactions. Now observe·
part of the sky from whence the sound came. This France the reaction of the 18th of Fructidor led to that the same lessons apply to the lives of each of us
you will be pleased, and perhaps surprised, to read Napoleon's 18th of Brumaire and soon came the con- all as individuals: First, The indispensable condition
in Lord Herbert's own words (in the TRUTH SEEKER cordat with the pope, closing the Revolution in Eu- of all Liberalism, Education, of all M:orality and
.ANNUAL refened to). It is sufficient to us that this rope. Those who wish to see how thoroughly this Progress, is Liberty. The motto and badge of your
must hav been the voice of his own conscience ren- was done should read the article on Napoleon I., in l society, Universal Mental Liberty, indicates that you
dered objectivly audible to him as the voice of his the new Encyclopedia Britannica. Throughout the hav seriously taken this first degree. TO' hav taken
God, and a truer voice of God there could not be.
civilized world the swol'd, the crosier, and the police- it is the first, the grand step. You hav in so doing
But aside from this, the origin of Liberalism is in man's club became again the actual governor. ·
laid aside the authority of traditions. All aspirations
the highest degree celestial, for it was brought into
Thomas Paine, the Knight-Errant of Liberty in are set free. You start forth, like Curran's freedexistence by the confirmation of the new heavens by two hemispheres, was obliged to retire from the con- man, redeemed, regenerated, and disenthralled by
the telescope of Galileo. It was not necessary after flict and spend his last days at our New Rochelle, in the genius of universal emancipation. Second, But
that to set it before the enlightened people of the a bitter fight .with his Tory-Federalist neighbors for this genius of universal emancipation is what? N othworld as TrrE TRUTH under an audible indication of the right to vote in the United States which he had ing else but Law, which in all Nature is found to be
first declared ought to be.free and independent.
the usual, because the easy and happy, line of least
*A condensed report of an address by Thaddeus B WakeBut
this
reaction
had
the
effect
to
throw
the
thinkresistance. The reign of Liberty thus leads to the
man, delivered at the Salamanca Convention, Dec. 7, E.M. 284,
ing,
activ
powers
of
man
back
upon
Nature,
Science,
reign of Law, as the foundation and base. But the
entitled "Liberate, Educate, and Consecrate-The New Misand History with greater zeal than ever, an<! thu~ the knowledge o/ the Laws af the world is Science. The
!lion of Liberalism." Printed iJ3. the Freethinkers' .Magazine.
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special sciences are, therefore, spacial departments of sentiments, motivs, and longings, by work, devotion the world and of Man. They hav not taken the third
the reign of Law, and these, co-ordinated into a and sacrifice, summed up in the word DUTY. Comte degree in Liberalism, and until they do, they can do
whole, make science a Positiv Synthetic Philosophy, but echoed the experience of the greater souls of our little more than destroy.
which is the creed of the future. This Philosophy is race when he proclaimed that the satisfaction and
The chaos of a queenless hive is what modern
the second degree of Liberalism, and corresponds to blessedness of devotion were the greatest that human civilization is rapidly becoming under the impulse of
the second great historic period, Liberal progress. ~at?r.e could know. The object of life is not that the those who hav only partly taken the first two degrees
As we hav shown, it was Liberty which led to the ID~IVIdual should hav a "good time " by individual in Liberalism.
·
enormous development of Science during the past enJoyment. Happiness, or the "multiplication of
The old Systems of Religion held the people toone hundred years. And yet Liberty and Science agreeable consciousnesses," as Dr. Johnson admir- gether by fear, authority, and bribery; but they were
failed historically, and left Theology and Metaphysics ably defines it, makes all the world a tender, merely, .held togeti:J.er, and their unity was and will be the
as masters of human affairs. Will a similar failure to the individual, in order to minister to his enjoy- strength that will possess and control the earth, unbe generally the case with individuals who may take ment. Blessedness is the giving away, one's self less Liberals, too, can find their central Sun and ideal
these first two degrees of Liberalism without HuMAN- away, so as ~o deserve and feel the gift of an infinit Christ of Huma~ty, which will attract with love and
ITY as the third? History and our observation of love in return. This f~eling of being infinitly be- duty mJre powerfully than the gods and demons of
the facts answer, Yes l For Liberty, indispensable as loved exceeds any sensual or personal joy of egoism, old by fear and bribery.
"the first step and condition, is hopeless as a means however exquisit or prolonged. Our greatest hapW·hat Catholicism and Calvinism hav done under
·or an end in itself. Those who only take this first piness is in pleasing an::>ther or others. Would that the old impulse of Theology, the enthusiasm of duty
·degree in Liberalism may astonish us as comets or some of our Liberal story-tellers, for instance Miss and Humanity must do with the newer Sects of Libmeteors by the audacity of their expressions and Susan Wixon, would tell of the link of a chain, the eralism, or the old faith will, prevail and inherit this
•career. They may lead revolutions, but their cor- wheel of an engin, the bee of a hive, the beaver of a earth and its control. In that case the Pope will, in
uscations soon disappear. The apostles of Liberty, colony, the man of a tribe, that had been so short- time, be supreme, the center of all nations, as he was
·pure and simple, hav generally left us brilliant and sighted as to suppose that its own existence and hap- of the "States of the Church." Let no one suppose
-revolutionary, but sadly suggestiv, careers, over piness was· the end of its being, and that all things or that the mere do-nothing and care-nothing of indiwhich we linger with tears as at the close of a creatures connected with it were made but to sub- vidual happiness-seekers will ever inherit the earth.
'tragedy.
Third, Now, again, can those who hav serve its pleasure; then suppose this link, wheel, bee, They are the merest mush. Popery has been checked
·taken the second degree and devoted their lives to beaver, or man, should suddenly awake out of its in- only temporarily by Protestantism, and can in the
ihe Special Sciences only, be able to direct public dividual sleep, and find that but for the chain, the end only be checked and conquered by organized,
:affairs, or their own lives, upon any Scientific basis? engine, the hive, the colony, and the t'ribe, its exist- liberated, educated Liberals, consecrated by the idea
They hav generally been, and even now generally ence would not hav been possible; that its happiness, of duty under the higher integration and enthusiasm
:are, but Theologians and Metaphysicians study- and even life, was entirely dependent upon its per- of Humanity. Such is the lesson of history. Let
ing and amusing themselvs with the curiosities or formance of its social duty; and that it had its share none be deceived. Zeal and disciplin only will conutilities of Science as grown-up children might do, in the use and glory of the whole of which it was in- quer. Let us rejoice, therefore, that the Positivism
always reserving their Santa Glaus. For at. bottom evitably a part and heir. Would it not then stop of France and the Secularism of England hav begun
they are not emancipated from some God or myth of prating ab.mt its happiness, a:ild seek only to get its the work of Liberating, Educating, and, let us hope,
Intelligence or Nature, through whom, in the end, work done? Would it not find its own happiness in too, of consecrating, in our favored land of hope and
they are pretty sure to make their peace with the the hum, with which the whole, of which it was a Liberty. Let us not shrink if they boldly take hold
old Theology. They are very ready to show, as part, said, "Well done, good and faithful servant ?" of the old religious symbols_ and names, and apply
many now are trying to do, that evolution is but a
The illustrations from engins or from bees are them to their newer uses and mission. For instance,
mode of God's creation. They are careful to the end tr~vial in comparison with the interdependence which our friend Mr. Putnam has, from this platform toto curry favor with the orthodox respectabilities, even exists in the grand human family, by far the grandest day, given us an admirable discourse on the New
by the sacrifice of their Liberal friends and pupils, organization ever known, and, as far as we know, the American Church and its gospel of Humanity. Let
and their reward may be-an orthodox heaven. You greatest organic Being in existence. In the progress us deepen the Secularism of England by the inspiwill notice that these Special Scientists seldom of evolution throughout the ages, it has acquired a ration of Comte, and replace his papal scheme by
achieve or express any comprehension of Science as capital, material, financial, intellectual, moral, and the ideal of the grand Federate Republic of Mankind.
a whole, that is, as a creed or a philosophy of life. esthetic, which constitutes the wealth and glory of Let us liv in this grander future till its sunlight shall
They are often the sly, if not the avowed, detractors, Man. The share which we know enough to inherit shine down upon the humblest duty we can perform,
if not enemies, of those who do. Yet these Special and appr<lciate· in that collectiv life, is that which and make it, and all our life, and all its relations inSciences are the great planets out of which Science lifts ils from being merely animals into the possibility finitly sacred. Under that consecration may we feel
I as a philosophy weaves the system which underlies of being men and women worthy of the position in the ocean of love that has brought our race upward
and sustains all there is to us of a knowable world.
which evolution has placed us.
hitherto, meet in our own hearts with the ocean of
But where is the SuN around which all of the comSuch .is the new altruistic life to which the Liberal love which shall bear it on to untold future glories!
~ts of Liberty and all of the planets of Science revolve arises when he shakes off the individual or egoistic
Thus to liv in the past and in the future, is to \nand depend, and to which in the end they are to min- measure of things, and rises to the third degree, the sure the greatest present happiness as it melts into
ister? That common center is the conception of MAN conception of each for all, and of all for each, with its blessedness. So to liv is the higher life ever renewin continuity-that is, in time, by the generations and ideas of duty; devotion, work, and blessedness in the ing its satisfaction in living.
ages; and then in solidarity-that is, in space, by the performance of them. Then only is true happiness
For having reaped and garnerecl, bring the plow,
And plant the great Hereafter in the Now.
nations and peoples living on the earth, at any one possible.
time. This view of Humanity at large is so vast that
The point of all philosophies is to get the greatwe rise to it only by degrees. We are influenced est happiness, or satisfaction, out of life. That is a
Autograph Album Verses.
more readily by the subdivisions of this grand MAN, truism in which Epicurians, Stoics, Ascetics, and
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
which lie nearer to us, as, for instance, our country, Religionists of all k[nds agree. Can it be achieved following verses were written for my autograph
our state or city, our neighborhood and our family. by looking to the egoistic desires and pleasures album by Colonel Ingersoll ; L. Stargardter, a
Now, to take the third, last, and full degree of Liber- alone, with the individual as the center of the world? Jew; and the last by A. J. Hauck. Mr. Stargardter
alism, is to rise to and to realize this conception more No, this was and is the error of the Epicurians, and is· a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and Mr. Hauck
and more.
of worldly people generally. Can it be achieved by was a firm friend d the same. All these verses are
We meet with Liberals of every degree of progress looking at the altruistic sentiments alone? No, this original.
WM. J. BuRNS.
through these three degrees. Some are iconoclasts was the error of the Stoics, and Ascetics, and ReWhoever sins to gain his ends
and advocates of liberty only, keeping their heavy formers generally. These extremes are scientifically
Forgets this truth profound:
On every cent the devil lends
emphasis on that. Liberty for Man, Woman,. and balanced and combined in the Liberal positiv huThe interest is compound.
Child, is their motto and life-object. Then we find manitarian view, which teaches us to achieve the
R. G. INGERSOLL,
others putting forth a mild claim that Education greatest individual health, strength, cheerfulness, and
Though our words may differ-opinions conflict
should be based upon Science, which is simply so completeness, so as the better to perform any duty
Let us ever be cordial, friendly, and true,
much information for public utility. Then we find we can in the great organic life of Humanity, from
So that he be honest what matters it
If a man is a Freethinker, Christian, or Jew?
others who insist that the family is the center and whom we are, and in whom we move, and liv, and hav
L. STARGARDTER,
also the unit and total of all human aggregation and our being.
The
parson
may
preach,
and
layman
may
teach
government, and that all control and education should
There is a tenderness ana blessedness in crowning
The love of a God to mankind,
begin and end there. They seem to forget that mo·d- individual growth by social sympathy and worth
'Tis grasping for pelf, and each for himself,
ern society is founded on the individual, and that which far exceeds any selfish individual pleasures.
That's uppermost in every mind.
...
now a higher integrati0n, that of the state, is here.
In the end you will find that it is not possible to When the "gods'' are all dead, and the witches hav fled
Along with the parson and priest,
These three first stages of Liberalism often go to- '' hav ·a good time " in this world, except in finding
gether, and are found in one and the same person. some useful work to do, and doing it as a religious 'Tis then, my dear boy, we all can enjoy
The glorious millennium feast.
A, J. HAUCK .
.Now these stages are all excellent as the first steps in dut:v. All other life is a nuisance to the individual
-each of the three degrees, but no Liberal should stop and to others.
'fhe Year of Science.
with them. The Liberty must go on till it is realized
Why is the perscm who is running round to " save
To
THE
EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In anin Law. The Science must go on till it becomes a his soul" so contemptible in these days? Because
.Philosophy and creed of Life. The Humanity must he is putting the emphasis of life upon his happiness swer to "Democrat," who wishes to see the reasons
1be developed until, starting from the family, it reaches hereafter. Is the person who runs about seeking his for the adoption of the new calendar, I desire to state
rout to the succession of generations and the Brother- greatest happiness by selfish enjoyment now any the that the following resolution is an amended copy of
the original'one, with which I introduced this muchhood of Nations, at the same time that it realizes and less contemptible ?
inspires the individual.
In this age of the world none can be truly saved needed reform in Freethinkers' mode of dating. It
To get well grounded in this third or Humanity who do not forget all about their own souls and their was done just three years ago to-day, at our Paine
degree, is a matterlf)f growth of heart and head to be own happiness while they get their life duty done. Hall celebration of Thomas Paine's birthday, and the
carefully cultivated. To get that degree is to get ad- The happiness will then come as the hum of the article reads as follows:
Resolve3; That in everlasting commemoration of that rise
mitted to the grand Brotherhood of all ages and peo- smoothly working machine, or of the happy hive of
science and Freethought, the two best friends humanity haa
ples-to find the motiv and mainspring of life-to bees, in which each member has no happiness but of
over had, which began during the sixteenth century of the subecome the heir of the great and good of all time- only the blessedness of serving its queen, who is the perstitions" year of our Lord," and in perpetnal,honor, also,
to drink of the spring of human love, which givs the center, sun, and life of the hive. As soon as she is of the heroism of that glorious teacher of reason and noble
crowning satisfaction of life, greater tJ:tan happiness, gone, then each bee goes for himself or herself, and martyr for science and man, Giordano Bruno, of Italy, so inhumanly burnt at the stake by the Christians, at Uome, on
called by the old religions in one word, BLESSEDNESS. there is a free fight, until robbers or winter unpro- the
16th clay of February, 1GOO, 1'or proclaimin~ scientific fttcts
-Therefore, in future, all records and other official documents
People who are taking the first steps in the three vided for closes the sad scene with death.
of
the
Investigator Freethought Society, of Boston, Mass.,
Now, without this central conception of Humanity,
degrees of Liberalism are apt to be caught by the
shall bear date from a calendar, beginning on the 1st day of
the
modern
world
is
becoming,
under
its
socialistic,
vulgar nbtion that happiness is our being's end and
January, A.D. 1600; thereby placing our Society, and all peraim. When they get well along in the three degrees nihilistic, pessimistic chaos, much like a queenless sons adopting it, entirely out of the bedeviling fog ?f the age of
they find that the chief end of life is not enjoyment hive, and many Liberals are helping on the process Bible faith with its "Year of Grace 1882," and mto the huby the satisfaction of our egoistic appetites and im- of disintegration of the old, without putting forth mane light of the "Age of Reason" and YEAll OF SCIENCE 282.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 29, 285.
GEo. N. HrLL.
pulses, but the satisfaction of our altruistic positions, the social and moral integration of the new view of
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Tent Fund.

The Liberal Club.

Canadian Notes.

C. B. Reynolds lectured last Sunday evening in
$37.25
Last Friday evening, the occasion of the 366th Previously acknowledged,
• 40 Albert Hall on "Salvation."
He described the
D.
Fleming.
regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club, was
75 Christian doctrin on this point, and said that SecuTyler,
what might be called an off night for that organiza- H.
50
Dan Franck,
larists cannot accept any such arrant nonsense, but
tion. Snow was falling, or trying to fall, but the
urge upon all men to work out their own salvation,
Ml't. REYNOLDS.
wind seemed to thwart its endeavors, and whisked it
here
and now, by leading good ~nd useful lives, and
back up into the air again. There was a meeting of
In the past we hav so lacked vigor, persistent
woman suffragists at Steinway Hall, in which all Lib- energy, and courage that we hav ~evel~ped a fearful using their utmost endeavor for the benefit of their
erals took a proper interest, and many of them went excess of mollusks (backboneless, Jelly-hke creatures fellow-man physically, morally, and intellectually.
Secularism teaches that there is no other salvation
there. Consequently the number of persons who -snails).
,
found their way to the Liberal Club hall was smaller
Men and women convinced of and avowing the but this. At the close of the meeting the following
by half than usual. The lecture of the evening was g1·and truths and pure and ennobling principles of resolutions were carried by acclamation:
Resolved, That the editorial article that appeared in the
by Dr. Olive Herrick on the "0bstaeles to a Hi~her Secularism hav sunk into passiv indifference. A
Mail, Monday, Feb. 2d last, entitled "Infidelity Rampant,"
Civilization." This consisted of a paper read rapidly, funeral pall seems to hav fallen on them, and, alas! merits the severe condemnation of this society. Secularists
and without especial emphasis, the fundamental they are willing to remain thus smothered, since rejoice to hav the demands of Secularism given publicity, and
had the editor of the Mail confined himself to criticism
thesis of which was missed by this writer. So far as while so covered, nothing can be expected of them.
of those demands he would hav been entitled to our thanks.
understood the obstacles to a higher civilization
Too long hav Liberals permitted the domineering Justice
is the first great principle of Secularism-justice temarose from the fact that an obdurate public failed to power of the church to hold them in abject fear; too pered with
mercy; hence when charges of bribery and corrupcontemplate the human .organizat~on as a galvan!c long submitted to denunciation, abuse, calumny, and tion were made against the editor of the Mail, the members of
this society refrained from expres~ons of condemnation, hopbattery, and persisted m educatmg the young Ill ostracism.
there might be extenuating circumstances, and even when
separate school rooms, according· to sex, and suppleIf all who are really in harmony with the principles, ing
the evidence of so large a number of witnesses, the judges
mented this unnatural division with a board fence aims, and objects of Secularism would enroll them- on
declaretl him guilty on every charge, we were filled with sorwhich divided the grounds wherein they took their selvs members of the League, we should far out- row at his wrong-tloing and hoptld for his reformation.
Rebolved, 'l'hat it should be a part of the business of all edyouthful recreation.
number any orthodox denomination.
At the close of the lecture the chairman invited the
We need to carry on the work of propagandism itors of every great paper like the 1lfail to become thoroughly
with the standard scientific works of the age, hence
members of the club to discuss it. There was no re- with persistency and courage. The work must not familiar
they must hav a knowledge of the writings of Spencer, DarThen the chair urged, exhorted, and be commenced in the winter and permitted to die win, Tyndall, Huxley, Draper, et al. The aspirations and
sponse.
pleaded for some one to come forward; he even be- out in summer, but continued the year round. For teachings of these men are pure and lofty, and unless' the edcame at times, sarcastic, but to no effect. Dr. Lam- summer work the tent is the only dependence. No itor of the Mail can prove that they are in the leastwise tainted
immorality, his reckless-if not worse--charge that Secbert ~as mentioned by name. He shook his head. other means devised can so popularize Secularism, with
ularists are seeking to destroy morality cannot be believed.
A motion was carried by default admitting all comers so effectivly make the people know our aims and obto the debate. There were no comers. Even the jects, and the principles which actuate us. No other
Recently Charles Watts lectured in Albert Hall, in
Rev. Professor Vaughan desired time to collect his means will so quickly develop backbone in the mol- the afternoon and evening, on the subjects, "Was
thoughts. Finally Dr. Weeks took the platform, an- lusks. When they see every afternoon and evening the Resurrection of Christ a Fact ?" and " Sacred
nouncing that he had nothing in particular to say. immense crowds flocking to the tent, they will so Things-Wherein do they Differ from Secular?" A
He made, nevertheless, a fairly connected and inter- rapidly gain vertebrm that they will declare they were sacred thing is a mother's love-the household affecesting speech.
·
always heart and soul in the good work.
tions in their entirety; the love of brothers and sisThe Rev. Professor Vaughan, who had come there,
'rhe tent will insure judicious circulation of im- ters, parents and children, father and mother, son
he said, at considerable personal inconvenience as a mense quantities of the best Liberal literature, in- and daughter; more sacred still, the love of our own
sort of moral and oratorical backer of the lecturer, crease desire for scientific education, and develop kind in every clime, class, and circumstance; devotook the floor, casually observing that he hadn't felt sociabilitv.
tion to the well-being of humanity throughout the
in so good trim before since the night he laid out Mr.
Who ~ill aid in the good work? Are there not wide world. The great masterpieces of literature
Watts. This induced the first smile of the evening. five men or women who will contribute $100 each for are enshrined in the heart of hearts of their admirers
The audience shifted into easier positions and broke so noble a purpose, and thus immortalize their names -the poems in stone by architectural genius awaken
a silence that up to that time had been dismally op- as the first promoters of the grandest method ever fervent devotion; sacred is the feeling aroused by the
pressiv. The only distinguished person with whom devised for the advancement of reason, right, and canvas of the painter, glowing with life, youth, and
the speaker had argued since his last appearance at truth; for insuring equal rights and liberty for all, beauty, and what a swelling tide of deepest, holiest
the club seemed to hav been Monsignor Capel, who regardless of religious faith, or the lack of it, by se- emotion swells up within us at the sonnd of some old\
was pronounced not a fool by any means. Capel's curing the secularization of our government?
familiar strain d music:
·
estimate of Vaughan was not given. Then the FreeIf the wealthy lack vertebrm, or for any cause miss
"The smiles and tears of childhood's years,
love question was opened up and reigned supreme this opportunity, are there not ten good ahd true
The words of love then spoken,
The eye that shone, now dimmed and gone,
thenceforward. Vaughan's ideas are such as find ex- Liberals who are able and willing, even at some litThe cheerful hearts, now broken."
pression in print chiefly through the Word. There tle self-sacrifice, to giv $50 each? Are there not
Secular
sacred things are realities; theological
was nothing offensiv, however, in his way of putting hundreds able, ready, and willing to giv from $25 to
sacred
things
are ignes-fatui-a will-o'-the-wisp of
them.
.
$5? Five hundred dollars is all we need. But it is
Dr. Eccles, though he came in late and did not hear needed at once. That sum will purchase the tent the imagination.
the lecture, inquired what the gist of it had been, and and all else needed. Beyond that amount the tent
The follo.wing is from the Canadian Independent for
then proceeded to criticise 'it. He objected to the will prove self-sustaining. Remember, once the tent
January,
1885. Speaking of Alton, it says:
promiscuous and habitual mingling of the sexes from is paid for, it will last for years without any further
"We know of no other place in Canada where there is
youth upward, because familiarity bred contempt and cost. Send contributions instantly. Don't wait for
greater need of earnest labor. Infidelity is rampant. ,The
the marriage union lost its novelty and charm.
a more convenient opportunity. Send now, either only Infidel hall I hav seen· or heard of in Canada is here. In
Mrs. Leonard, following, went into particulars draft, post-office order, or registered letter to Court- the most open and persistent ma1mer Christianity is opposed.
Balls and public aruusements are carried on upon the Lord's
pretty extensivly, her earn~stness c_ausing he~ t~ lose landt Palmer, 850 Broadway, New York.
day. Blaspheming Infidels from Toronto visit here, and under
sight in a great degree of those httle proprieties of
Secularism is doing as well as doubting. Let us the patronage of a few families of means and influence find a
expression whose observance is usually considered do justice to our friends and neighbors. In mercy congenial atmosphere in which to undermine the faith of the
desirable in public speaking.
help them out of the cruel bondage of superstition young, and to sow the poison of unbelief. Something should
Mr. Huhn acknowledged. that the lecture was too and priestcraft, and promote their welfare and hap- be done, and done at once."
highly philosophical for him to handle. He couldn't piness by diffusing the light of truth.
The "something " wanted is that the clergy come
touch it. But as Dr. Eccles had criticised the lecture
Now is the accepted time. Mr. Palmer will accept forth from skulking in their hiding-places, and dewithout hearing it, and as it sometimes occurred that contributions now, and if the tent is ordered at once, fend their superstitious mumbo-jumbo called Christhe less a speaker knew about a subject the better there will be no delay in May. Now is the day of tianity in the light of open facts and realities. But
prepared he was to discuss it, Mr. Hu~n ?elieved. he salvation. Save the mail, send at once, and we can they know too well that to meet Charles Watts or any
was in order. He then gave some statistics showmg save twenty per cent on the cost of the tent, and save other Secularist on the platform in debate is to meet
the prevalence of immorality in this city, and advo- us from anxiety and having to make any further ap- certain defeat. It would simply demonstrate their
cated, among other things, the abolition of the mar- peals.
so-called word of God and its accompanying religion
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS,
riage ceremony, as performed by priests. Mr. Huhn's
to be merely vain imaginings, a mass of rubbish, rotCh'n Ex. Com. N. L. L.
_.._
speech was sensible to a marked extent, but failed
ten garbage, and tomfooleries.
Obituary.
to ove!"come the general repugnance to the turn
The Toronto Secular Society made great preparawhich the discussion had taken.
The Weekly Guide, of Port Hope, Ont., brings the
A number of people had by this time gone home. news of the death of our old friend, William Sisson. tions for celebrating the birthday of Thomas Paine.
Mrs. Hall contributed something to the matter under He died on Tuesday, February 3d, of apoplexy, in They got up a concert, supper, and ball for that occadebate; Madam Delescluze had listened with signs the eighty-fourth year of his age. Mr. Sisson was sion. Perhaps no leader of Freethought is so dear
of rising indignation and went forward to speak, but one of the stanchest Freethinkers in Canada, always to the hearts of Secularists as Thomas Paine; and
did not get an opportunity to do so; Mr. Collier ready to aid good enterprises, and outspoken in his justly so, for he was a hero and a martyr to the cause
made some personal observations about Dr. Eccles, support of Freethought. As will be seen from the of suffering humanity, oppressed by the horrid nightand Vaughan did the closing act. A ·prominent subjoined extract from the Guide, he was a New mare of priestcraft, and the abominable superstitions
of Christianity. Well did the harpies of this barbamember remarked, and a number of others assented Yorker by birth:
rous faith know that Thomas Paine was their deadly
to the proposition, that a few meetings like this would
"Another old settler has passed over to the majority. Mr.
kill the club outright.
William Sisson was born on the 3d November, 1801, at Rine- foe, and with calumnies, scandals, and lies, in the
Next week it is hoped this admirable organization beck, Duchess county, New York, and came to Canada in 1825, form of pious frauds, they vilified his name. Vain
will extricate itself from the slough and stand on safe sixty years ago, locating in Port Hope, and for a number of malice ! The more lies the poisonous breath of
did business in tb e manufacture of leather in the vi- Christianity vented on the name M Paine, the dearer
ground again. Dr. Mayo, the organizer and presi- years
cinity .of this place, and by his enterprise and skill amassed
dent of the Newark Liberal League, will lecture, and considerable wealth. He held the position of captain of ,a he became to lovers of truth, justice, and manliness.·
"And as a child, when scaring sounds molest,
there is every reason to believe that the meeting will company of cavalry in the local militia for some years and did
Clings closer and closer to the mother's breast,
service in the march to Toronto in December, 1837. He held
be one of extreme interest.

______
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positions in the councils of the town as well, but h<.tving retired from activ business pursuits some years ago, he preferred
to enjoy an easy leisure in the affairs of life. He was a Liberal in politics and an independent in matters of conscience
and religious belief, in which he was very pronounced in his
views. Mr. Sisson was one of the old landmarks, so to speak,
of Port Hope, and will be missed as such. One after another
they are passing away; of the old settler~ there are but few
now left who were associated with the early history, rise, and
progress of Port Hope. He passed away without any apparent
suffering, having arisen and performed his ablutions as usual
last Tuesday, and at once fell over and in a few moments
breathed his last. Cause of death the attendant physician
says was apoplexy."

So the loud torrents and the whirlwinds roar,
But bind him to his nativ mountains more."

Toronto, Feb. 14, 1885.

R. B. BUTLAND.

THE labor reformers, through John Swinton's Paper, ought
to "let up" on Courtlandt Palmer, the League treasurer. He
does more good with what money he can command for the
purpose than two-thirds of the bowlers with their mites. But
he does it unostentatiously, and according to the dictates of
his own strong common sense. The scriptures won't move
him, and he doesn't consider it at all necessary to marry a negra
to prove his abolitionism.

I
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they are offered as victims on the altar of fear; so long as liberty is sacrificed at the shrine of orthodoxy, so I.:mg will the
work of destruction be necessary. If theologians will seek to
keep up a senseless and mind-destroying imposition, shall we
not be rendering society a positiv service in exposing such a
fraud and deception? ·we endeavor to inculcate correct views
of truth, justiee, freedom, and Secular ethics; but we also aim
to destroy blind belief in falsehood, injustice, slavery, and an
artificial morality, born of a crude and rude theology.
'
IIi this view of our official policy, Col. Ingersoll fully con·
curs. In his noble work, be blends the two methods without
sacrificing the real genius of either. His motto is, "One world
·at a time;" and whatever interferes with making the best of the
world, which in part we know, he seeks to remove from life's
path. Personally, I am proud to hav the privilege of working
side by side with such a leader. After twenty-:f:l.ve years' experience in the Secular ranks, I frankly avow that, in my opinion, there is no man so well suited lin every respect for the
presidency as Col. Ingersoll. In him man has a true friend,
the church a deadly foe. Under the force of his brilliant eloquence, his keen wit, and his withering rhetoric, priestcraft
and theological shams experience no mercy. His greatness
and excellence are not, however, confined to one phase of
character, but they permeate the whole range of his life. Let
the truth be frankly written: in him is concentrated that
which makes man noble and renders character sublime. He
has the wisdom of the philosopher, allied with the simplicity
of the child and the intellect of the giant, molded with the
sweet tenderness of woman. No one is less aware of the extent of his energy and power than the colonel himself. But
those who know him were confident that 0 y{ the day he became
president of our association success was at our command-that
is, if we all do our duty in aiding those who are laying the ax
of Reason at the withered tree of orthodoxy, that has so long
obstructed the growth of moral and intellectual freedom.
CrrARLES WATTS, First Vice-President.

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, Onr New President.
The intimation in last week's TRUTH SEEKER that Col. Ingersoll had decided to accept the office of president of the N ationa! Liberal League was, no doubt, gladly welcomed by all
those who earnestly wish for the success of Secularism in the
United States and Canada. The colonel has not arrived at
this decision hastily; but after long and matured thought he
has become the head of what is rapidly approaching to be one
of the largest and most important Freethought movements
ever known in the world. Our new president will shortly
publish a statement of his views as to the best policy to be
pursued in our work of propagandism. He is prevented from
doing so just at present in consequence of having to lecture
every night throughout the States.
Three weeks ago it was my pleasure to meet the colon.el by
appointment at Buffalo, where we had a long conversation as
to the position of Secularism in the States and Canada. We
then considered the future prospects of our movement, and
the program of its proceedings. The president was exceedingly pleased that it was contemplated to change the name of
our organization to that of "The American Secular Union,"
and that the Canadian societies had been amalgamated with
those of the States. These are improvements that will giv the
public a much clearer idea of our aims, and at the same time
further consolidate our forces.
Col. Ingersoll most heartily indorses the decision arrived at
by the late Congress at Cassadaga, and also the intention of
the whole board of directors to confine our program to an exposition and defense of the "Nine Demands," and the endeav.
ors to remove from the public mind whatever is calculated
to prevemt or retard their realization. There are, of course,
many subj sets of a political and social character dear to us
all which do not come within the scope of these "Nine Demands." All such subjects must be left for members to form
their own individual opinions upon and to advocate in their
own way apart from the official indorsement of the League or
Union. This association is formed for the purpose of securing the secular rights of mankind and strengthening the force
of mental freedom. To this end we aim to equalize national
taxation; to insist that those who think they require religious
instruction shall be alone responsible for the expense of it3
teaching; to abolish all government patronage of any and all
religious forms; to do away with the farce of fast and thanksgiving days; to substitute affirmation in our legal proceedings
for the present absurb custom of swearing; to repeal all laws
that interfere with the free, moral, and intellectual use of
Sunday; to show that high-toned momlity is not confined to
the Christian or any other religious faith, but that it is allied
with our general humanity; and, finally, to protest against
any advantages being given to a professor of religion that is
denied to an honest skeptic.
This, briefly, is the essence of the" Demands;" and beyond
these, as members of the .ABsociation, we do not purpose to go.
It has been alleged that such a limitation precludes our attacking theology and orthodox error, but it does nothing of
the kind. On the contrary, to thoroughly carry out our program, destructiv work in the theological domain is really a
necessity. Before the "Nine Demands" can be firmly established, and their philosophy accepted, old theological notions
hav to [;e destroyed and traditional prejudices hav to be removed. The church hns ever been, and is, the great obstacle
to our Secular achievements. 'What has fostered the monstrous injustice of exemption from taxation? The church.
What has forced upon the people a religious, rather than a
Secular, education? The church. What has maintained fast
do.ys and legal swearing? The church. What has inculcated
erroneous ideas as to the alleged sacredness of Sunday? What
has depreciated the efficacy of Secular morality? and what
hn.s paraded the necessity for orthodox belief? Theological
teachings. These are our persistent enemies, confronting us
at every point. It is therefore our duty as much as possible
to weaken their forces. Our legitimate work is both destructiv and constructiv. So long as men and women are held in
cruel bondage by the superstition of the churches; so long as
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News and Notes from the Field.
Pittsburgh is an attractiv city indeed, smoky and dirty, I
grant, but handsome still. She is the dusky bride of Industry,
but she has eyes of fire, and her floating, flowing locks are
gorgeous indeed, when now and then the sunlight falls upon
their massiv folds. There is no more fascinating sight in the
world than to go :f:l.ying along her mighty rivers, and see her
numberless wreaths and mountainous shapes of smoke mingling in infinit variety, some dark as hell, and some shining like
the very gates of heaven. For -miles the iron mills stretch
away, a city by themselvs, where it seems as if giants were
working night and day, not to destroy man, but to make him
happier. These grim and swarthy laborers are better angels
of humanity than all the golden choir that ever sang on mythical harps.
This is a good place for a Liberal League, and there is one
here full of life and energy, and doing a great work. The
churches dread its power. It has meetings every Sunday with
speakers of ability. It has a live monthly paper of its own,
which has a large local circulation. It has a Paine celebration
every year. Its last was a most brilliant affair; the star of
which was our gifted lady vice-president, Mrs. Mattie Krekel,
of Kansas City.
Well, there is no wonder that here is a banner League, when
there is such good material in it as the energetic Staley, the
clear.headed and philosophic Hoover, the sagacious DeJ ones,
the Juergenses, Frank Bacon, and others who are full of the
spirit of progress, and are bound to see things go ahead in
spite of every difficulty. They assure success by their tremendous enthusiasm. They do their work also with excellent
ability, and their methods are the result of sound judgment.
So, of course, we had a splendid time among this goodly com·
pany of Freethinkers, where there were so many elements to
giv hope and courage. On Sunday morning, Feb. 8th, I gave
my lecture on "The New Heaven and Earth,'' which was well
received by a large audience. In the afternoon the hall was
packed to overflowing. There was not even standing-room,
and hundreds had to go away. Mr. Watts gave his lecture on
"Agnosticism and Theism-Which Is the More Reasonable?"
It was received with repeated applause, and its close reasoning was followed with lively int(lrest, and every point was
keenly appreciated, while mingled wit and humor wreathed
with flowers the severity of the speaker's logic, but made it
none the less penetrating. At the close, discussion was invited. None seemed disposed to come forward, except one or
two, who made no material criticism upon the substance of
the lecture. At last a bright young lady arose, and now came
the tug of war, for she was in dead earnest, and meant to convert Mr. Watts then and there, for she was thoroughly devoted to the "Bible God," and thought him a being of infinit
loveliness, not at all to blame for any of the wrongs and sufferings that exist. Of course her speech was only ln over·
flowing of intense feeling. Mr. Watts, from the record itself,
kindly pointed out the imperfections of the Bible God, and
what, if the'. Bible be true, he had really done of evil and cruelty. He told her that the God she loved was purely a being
of her own imagination, and he did not blame her for worshiping that ideal, only she should understan(\ that it was an ideal,
and not a real existence.
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"I feel it to be true," said the lady.
"I do not deny that," said Watts. "I admit your feeling, but
what is its source? Your own nature. You love a beautiful
God, and therefore you make a beautiful God. It satisfies
your heart, but that does not prove its truth. Use your
judgment and reason, and see if the so-called Bible'IG-od harmoniZ'es with the God you love."·
The lady, of course, would hav the last word, but the gallantry of Mr. Watts was equal to his logic, and, when he had
demolished the fabric of her imagination, he added:
"The beauty of the God you worship is the reflection of the
beauty of your own nature. You alone embody this· imagi.
n11ry being to my mind, 1therefore as I cannot admire him as a
reality, I must be content to admire you."
Of course no woman could withstand such a compliment as
this, and, amid the tumultuous applause of the audience, she
blushingly allowed Mr. Watts to wear the laurels of intellectual, victory. The debate was listened to with intense interest.
It was a contest of the head with the heart; a contest which
can be carried on to-day with gentleness and smiles, but in
the past has been waged with cruel suffering.
In the evening new ground was broken at Allegheny City.
Mendel Hall was crowded, and Mr. Watts gave his lecture on
"Christianity and Civilization."
On Monday evening still another lecture was given at Tur.
ner's Hall, on the south side. It was a stormy evening, but
the lower hall was so crowded that we had to adjourn to the
upper hall, and several hundred people listened to Mr. Watts
on "Secularism."
Every meeting'was a success, and, though our Pittsburgh
friends hav just expended three hundred dollars for the Paine
celebration, and hav had the State League Convention upon
their shoulc!ers, yet they turned into the Campaign Fund one
hundred and twenty-six dollars, which was a generous contri.
bution, and shows what deep interest exists in the national
work.
The leading Pittsburgh papers gave full reports and favorable notices of the meetings. Mr. Watts was interviewed, and
gave some exceedingly interesting views in regard to English
politics. which will uo doubt be republished from the Pittsburgh Leader in THE TRUTH SEEKER, as they are of universal
interest.
From Pittsburgh we went to Alliance. Here the blizzard
struck us, and we felt like staying at home with the thermometer several degrees below sero. However we plunged
along half a ·mile to the Independent church, where we expected to find a baker's dozen, but we were agreeably surprised to be greeted by an audience of nearly a hundred. Mr.
Watts gave his lecture on "Freethought: Its Nature, Its
Struggles, and Its Triumphs." No discussion followed. On
the second evening a larger number were present, though the
blizzard had not yet exhausted its energies. I lectured on
"Coming Religious Demands," and Mr. Watts on" Agnosti·
cism." We find a good deal of interest at Alliance, and a
League will undoubtedly be started. With such men as the
Smith brothers, Thornbergh, Brosius, and others, the Freethought movement in Alliance will be made eminently successful.
Thursday, Feb. 12th, we came on to Massillon, Ohio. This
is a good place. Mr. Pocook, ~Ir. Hunt, Mr. Pierce, 1Ir. Hobert1 Bell, and others make a fine force for Lib~ralism, and
practical results will be achieved.
,
Mr. Watts lectured on Thursday evening in the Opera
House. The following from .the Canton Repository shows with
what success he spoke upon "Civilization: What has Retarded
It, and What has Promoted It:"
"MAssiLLON, Feb. 13th.-Mr. Charles Watts delivered his
very interesting lecture on "Civilization: What has Retarded
It and what Promotes It," to quite a large audience, and a very
intelligent one, who listened with marked attention to his
earnest and logical reasoning. Mr. Watts is a fluent speaker
and handled his subject so gracefully as to elicit rounds of
applause. He defined civilization to be a societarian condition, where order, justice, education, and general comfort
exist; and the principal influences which hav retarded it are,
first, ignorance, which prevents people from knowing what to
do, blinds them to the consequences of action and oftentimes
causes good intentions to result in evil. Second, religious
fanaticism, which puts emotion above reason, destroys cooperation through its sectarian spirit, stagnates and crushes
science, and disregards the welfare of this world. Thirdly,
the notion that Christianity has been a factor in human progress. The powers that promote civilization are, first, the diffusion of secular knowledge; second, the rise and spread of
skepticism; third, care of physical conditions; fourth, application of science; fifth, forced improvement of the church;
and lastly, practical faith in human effort. An invitation was
given to any one differing from him in the conclusions advanced, to reply. Though a pleasant speaker his forte seems
to be in debate, and he expressed his willingness to m set any
gentlemen in discussing any of the questions upon which the
Secularist and Christian disagree. 'l'his evening's subject will
be: "Theological Errors, Hell, and the Devil."
To-morrow evening (Saturday, Feb. 14th) we are at :Niedina;
on Sunday, 15th, at Cleveland; the week after, at Upper Sundusky; and at Indianapolis Feb. 22d; at Detroit Feb. 25th and
2Gth; Mr. Watts then goes to Canada. I shall be at Cincinnati March 1st, and Lexington, Ky., :Nlarch 2d. It is quite
impracticable, for lack of time, to visit all the places we d&sire, and to which we hav been invited. We shall take inns
many places as possibls, but we cannot, in such a vast country, meet all demands in one year. We purpo8e to be thcr·
ough-going in our work and build for the future.
Yes, the future is ours, and success; for, after mature consideration, Robert G. Ingersoll accepts the presidency of what
will hereafter be the American Secular Union. This vir d!·
cates the wisdom. of the course pursued by the late Annual
Congress at Cassadaga, and ~ow ~e are on the path to triumph.
Our work is not partial, but universal. The Nine Demands
are a bond of union as bror.d and deep as justice itself. We
stand for justice, and, through justice, for the unity of man.
With Ingersoll for our leader we hav the glory of genius to
make bright our struggle, and from this day we shall go forward with unflagging hope and enthn~iasm.
Fraternally yonrs,
SA~!UET, P. PUTlU~r.
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A Tribute to Thoma.s Paine.
Inn cell. That this policy of suppression by the
Cecils is not imaginary, is proved by the fact that
Tlle New York Observer several years ago attacked
when Robert Cecil died in 1612, Bacon's advancement the character of Thomas Paine, and Colonel Ingersoll
immediately began, and he soon found the place defended him. That defense caused literary men to
Bacon and Shalrespere.
which, on account of his high qualifications, he should study Paine's writings. Professor Moses Coit Tyler,
In 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER of the 13th of December last, hav occupied many years before.
formerly of Michigan ·University, has not only
and, also that of the 27th, a writer, under the c·aption . , Bacon's knowledge as a philosopher, a statesmal?-, attempted to do justice to Paine in his " History 9f
of "Bacon and Shakspere," traces a parallel in dates, and a lawyer, as well as a poet, was so great that It American Literature," but has recently read· before
and then a contrast, between those two contempo- made him modest. Besides, he was constitutiona,lly a historical society an essay on Paine's writings.
rary characters. What his aim was does not plainly diffident. He could not push his own way through
The Unitarians hav found him no more a heretic
appear in said communications, but it seemed to me difficulties like many others who had not one-tenth than Theodore Parker.
to giv some circumstantial proof of the Baconian of his ability, but waited for his friends who knew
The ConJregationalists, who are growing in liborigin of the plays generally ascribed to Shakspere. his merits to call him out. Conscious of his powers, erality, are fast coming to recognize the honesty, the
Toward solving the problem of the authorship of and keenly sensitiv to the injusti?e done him by h_is ability, the manliness of this hero of our Revolution.
those wonderful productions of the human intellect, uncle and cousin, he confined himself, when not m Rev. Wayland D. Ball, of McPherson, Kansas, has
a most valuable contribution has been made, ap- Parliament, to his quarters in Gray's Inn, year after delivered a sermon on " Thomas Paine as a Statesparently unintentionally, by Mr. O'Connor, of "W;ash- year, during which time, as I suppose, he was en- man." Taking for his text Romans xiii, 7, and
ington city, in a letter dated Feburary, 1883, and gaged in philosophical studies, relieving their sever- an article from the Inter-Ocean, of Chicago, of Sept.
contained in Dr. Buck's "Life of Walt Whitman.'' ity by writing those plays which were intended to be 6, 1884, indorsing the proposition to erect a statue of
On page 90 of this book he quotes Lord Bacon as a history and compilation of the human passions. Paine in Lincoln Park, he paid a glowing tribut~ to
saying that "the compilation of the natural his- He did not publicly acknowledge the authorship of Paine. He said: "While reading this article there
tory of the human passions is the first duty of phi- the plays, because, as they were performed in the came over me the conviction, as it had before come
losophy; and that it is the particular presence of theater, his enemies would make the fact another ob- while reading the political works of this man in quespoetry. Therein we may find painted forth with stacle to his political advancement, since writing tion, that there was a debt of gratitttde which we, his
great life, how passions are kindled and incited; how plays for the popular amusement was considered out posterity, owed to his memory and to his deeds that
pacified and restrained; and how again contained from of character in a man who was either a lawyer or a we hav been far too slow in paying, and that perhaps
act and further degree; how they disclose themselvs; statesman. Some, and one of the very finest of the this effort might be one of the initial steps toward
how they work; how they vary; how they gather and plays, was never performed at all, and never saw the discharging an obligation, that long since ought to
fortify; how they are enwrapped one within another; light till William Shakspere had been in his grave hav been discharged, toward one who has been so
and how they do fight and encounter one with seven years, and Heming & Condell put it into the intimately connected with our history and our fate as
'
another; and other the like particulars." Professor folio edition of 1623. Bacon knew that his contem- a political organization.
" Thomas Paine is a character whom the
Fischer, in quoting this passage, remarks: "That is to poraries could not appreciate either his philosophical
say, Bacon desires nothing less than a natural history or poetical works, and so, when he died, he left his church certainly has·seen fit not to canonize amons
of the passions; the very thing that Shakspere has "name and memory to foreign nations and the next her saints or remember in her prayers; a character
produced. Is not the in6xhaustible theme of Shak- ages."
whom society is diffident about commenting upon or
spere's poetry the history and course of human pasWe can easily imagin how such a man as Bacon, speaking its opinion about; indeed, a character consions? In the treatment of this special theme, is consigned for years to his "cell," as he called it, in cerning whose characteristics, about whose place in
not Shakspere the greatest of all poets-nay, is he not Gray's Inn, by his envious and unnatural relativs, history, the public in general is ignorant. 'Thomas
unique among them all?"
would chafe and fret against his destiny like a caged Paine? Why, of course I know who Thomas Paine
There are a great many absurd propositions in the lion. But self-respect and policy both forbade that was. He was that blasrhemous Infidel who said and
world which thousands believe to be true; as, for in- he should ever express to others the indign11tion, wrote so many things against Christianity.' That is
stance, that a priest's prayer said in Latin can trans- scorn, and hate which must hav rankled in his heart the answer you will get from seventy-five per cent of
mute a wafer, made of flour, into the body, blood, toward his oppressors who had him in their power. all Christians. Such an answer as this simply disand divinity of Jesus Christ, so that every Catholic A small circle of his friends understood somewhat of covers to us our real ignorance of his character and
who partakes of it can hav the comfortable assurance the nature of the feelings existing between him of his deeds, and also the great injustice dcme to his
that he has in his belly the Almighty God manifest and the Cecils; for when the "Essays" came out memory and to his accomplishments when such is the
in the flesh.
But this is not one whit more incred- there was many a shrewd guess and tipping of winks nature of our estimate.
But let him rest
ible to me than that a man of Shakspere's acknowl- among the knowing ones that, in two of them, the assured who has read nothing but Paine's 'Age of
edged antecedents should be able to giv birth to the author was really describing his envious, hump- Reason,' and has left unread his famous pamphlets on
plays which, for two centuries, hav been fathered backed cousin. And I suspect that, having suffered 'Common Sense,' 'The Rights of Man,' and his sevupon him. Therefore, I reject this idea as quickly so intensely, yet secretly, himself, from the accursed eral numbers of 'The Crisis,' that he has lived in
as I do the doctrin of transubstantiation. I hav not envy of this man, he not only gibbeted him in the nothing but the moonshine of that man's history, and
the shadow of a doubt that Bacon wrote those plays "Essays" as a philosopher, but that as a poet, in his has had not a glimpse of the full, clear day that
for the express purpose of carrying out his idea compilation of the human passions, his cousin's en-' reigned in the soul of Thomas Paine when he proquoted above, that the prime end of philosophy, as vious conduct was in his mind when he wrote the duced those immortal paperE', so pregnant with the
of poetry, was to giv a compilation of the human play called " Richard III." I hav no doubt that spirit that gave birth to our Constitution and to our
passions.
Byron's club foot had much to do in shaping his liberties and to our institutions of government.
Fond as Bacon was of Thespian performances, like character for misanthropy and waywardness. He
" We hav heard of his discourses on religion. They
so many of his illustrious contemporaries; and taking felt that he had been discriminated against by dis- displeased us. We refuse to hear him talk on polipart, as he noto:i!iously aid, in extemporizing masques, sembling Nature, and, being exceedingly sensitiv, he tics. He was not a good churchman. We cannot
on sudden occasions, for the entertainment of his was constantly irritated by the thought, and became believe him to be anything of a statesman.
, ,
sovereign, we can hardly suppose that the sole object reckless, vowing vengeance on soci!=Jty, which seemed Because he would not preach, we will stop our ears
of so great a man, in writing these plays, was that of to join with nature in her judgment. Read the ninth and shut our eyeE', and say, 'Impossible that he
a common playwright-to entertain an audience in and fourty-fourth Essays, the one on "Envy," and should legislate.' Because he would not pray our
the theater during a winter evening, and to help the the other on" Deformity.'' Then become acquainted prayers, we will declare him to hav been no patriot;
manager make money for all concerned. To show with the character of Cecil, and the cruel use he because he would not kiss the robe of the priest, we
the beginning, the progress, and natural working of made of his position in the government, for years, to swear he could never hav helped to move the mighty
the human passions, and thus increase the general keep Bacon from advancement. Then read· Gloster's fabric of our republic. FactE', my hearers, are the
knowledge of human nature; and to teach statesmen soliloquy, which opens the play of "Richard III.," only things that come up before us to embarrass our
and legislators a lesson of wisdom in the matter of and judge whether, if Bacon be the author, he did declarations and our oaths upon these points of affir•
making laws for the government of these passions, not giv the natural history of the passion of" envy" mation and belief. And we, as men and Christians,
was the high aim of the author of these plays. If as it has been acted out toward him by his mean and and as preachers, might as well learn, first as last,
the poet did not aim to do this it was a waste of time deformed cousin. The intense colors used in paint- that 'truth, crushed to earth, will rise again.' , , ,
for him to make, or others to read, his productions. ing the character of Richard can only be e:Kplained We hav declared him to be so heterodox in matters
If philosophy did not accomplish this object, it was on the theory that whoever wrote the play had his of Christian belief, that we are afraid to accept him
a philosophy falsely so-called. And when this work heart surcharged with indignation at the deep per- as orthodox in matters of politics and political econis done in the plays on so magnificent a plan, and so sonal wrongs which he himself had suffered from an omy. We hav confessed the truths of our Chriseffectually, it is no wonder that Mr. Buckle, in his envious man who had him in his power; and that he tianity to be so weak, and weakly supported, that the
"History of Civilization in England," believing that licensed his pen to do its best in portraying the odious mistakes of one man are sufficient to do detriment,
Shakspere was the author, pronounced him to be character of the wretch who could be guilty of such and perhaps ruin, to our faith. So thoroughly hav
"the greatest of all the• sons of men.'' Let us glance injustice.
we seemed to believe this, that we hav endeavored to
at the circumstances.
Those whose throats are miraculous enough to take efface from the memory of men, and from the pages.
William Cecil (Lord Burleigh) was a great man, down both Jonah and the whale, and Balaam's He- of our history, the name of one so vitally concerned
and the soul of Elizabeth's administration. Robert brew-speaking ass into the bargain, may continue to in our dearest-bought and most dearly-beloved libCecil was his son, and heir-apparent to his honors believe that a man whose only handwriting since his erties, and done this simply because, in peculiar cirand his place. Robert Cecil was full cousin to Bacon, death is his signature to his will; and whose daugh- cumstances and in peculiar moments-their honesty
their mothers being sisters. There was not much ter, Judith, was brought up in such ignorance of let- we do not call in question-he wrote things antagodifference between their ages. But between the two ters that she had to sign her name to a document by nistic to the faith of Christians. We hav in this made
men, in point of intellectual ability-although Cecil her mark, because s4e did not know how to write- an unpardonable confession of weakness."
The sermon then reviews his political works, and
was a great man too-there was an infinit distance. such credulous people may smile incredulously at the
Brought up under his father, and early employed by idea of Bacon being the author of the plays, but who- pays him a just meed of praise. It closes with these
· the government, Cecil became very shrewd, or, as we ever candidly weighs the facts in the case, and the words:
" Here we, for our dear country's s(tke, for the
say in this country, very sharp, and, in the accom- arguments based on them, in the spirit of an investiplishment of his purposes, unscrupulous. Lord Bur- gator, instead of an attorney-at-law whose client has church's sake, ask ourselvs, with hesitation and in a
leigh, seeing in his nephew a beautiful person, vast given him a large fee, will come to .the conclusion whisper voice, 'Hav we not placed this last-named
stain of ingratitude on our national escutcheon, since
powers of mind, and unexampled attainments in all that the Baconian theory of the play is sound.
Enon Valley, Pa., Jan. 14, 1885.
A. B. B.
it can in truth and with reason be said of us, for more
kinds o~ knowledge, and, withal, of wonderful popularity, was afraid he would eclipse his son Rober~,
than one hundred years we hav most cordially execrated and detested Thomas Paine?'
and was jealous of him. And Robert himself, being
Sacred Art.
a deformed man, and seeing the great superiority of Young artist (displaying· a picture): This painting is entitled
"More than a cootury of ingratitude indulged tohis cousin to himself, was both jealous and envious, "Jonah and the Whale."
ward him remains by us to be apologized for. Tardily
and having the long end of the lever in his hands,
may come the reckoning; but we, as Christian AmerPossible purchaser: Where is Jonah?
owing to his place in the government, used it to keep
Young artist: You notice the rather distended appearance of ica, must and will, some day, render unto Thomas
Bacon down, and succeeded in doing so for years, the whale's stomach, midway between the tail and the neck? Paine the honor that his deeds hav earned for him.
shutting him out from all political preferment, and Possible purchaser: Yes.
"Our piety, my Christian friends, must not make
immuring him, as a briefless lawyer, in h~s. Gray's Yaung artist: That's Jonah.-Sun.
out of us bigots; our zeal mush not m11ke out of us

flommunilfafio'ls.
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fanatics; our faith must not convert us into religimttat ent one lecturer, two reporters, and an audience con· drown the piteous wail of horror and despair that
sweeps across from the ill-starred Hocking Valley.
.
· sisting of one lady.
despots."
4
After this grand 'Success in annihilating Colonel From that valley of death and desolation, where
•
:
Not Encouraging.
' Ingersoll, it was hoped that our Christian friends mines are burning, fired by incendiaries, where star"Ambrose" a well-known and able writer for the- would rest satisfied with the laurels they had won, vation, rags, wretchedness, and dynamite hold sway,
New Y:ork E~angelist, in last week's issue of that paper. • a? d. res;ume t~ei; -serene attit';lde . of consciQ~s sups- where envy, hate, malice, revenge, distrust, all the
holds forth in this lugubrious strain:
· nanty I~ Clm~ban grace, whiCh IS so becommg and passions of hell, are roused, is it possible. that no
"ls crime on the ·increase? Some days ago the so amusmg: ~ut now cometh forward that re_doubt- gh'astly, specters will thrust themselvs between the
Chicago Tribune moralized after this fashion: 'As-we ablechampwn of orthodoxy, the Rev.~· DeWitt Tal- giddy dancers in Washington?
Does civilization equalize the condition of manlook back a few years the prospect does not look en- , mage, D.D., who reneweth the battle with the. unconN. G. W.
couraging; for, steadily year by year crime in- : vert~d, and ·who boldly speaketh as one havmg au- kind, or the reverse?
.
.
..
creases, the tone of public morals lowers, suicides : thority.
Exempting Sectarian Property.
are more frequent, human life is considered of less. I • The followmg IS from his last sermon as reported
From the Washington (JhronieZe.
1
value, disastf'rs through human carelessness multiply,. i m the New York World:
A bill has been introduced in Congress to exempt
the legal hangman is kept more busy, and the hanp:- : . "Christianity," said Mr. T~lmage, "is the rising su~ of our from bearing its proportion of the burdens of taxaman who does not wait for verdicts is twice as busy ' time. Yet there a;e me~ trymg, by the smoke of their bias- tion the property of the Young Men's Christian
. ·
· t
h
·
t th d
f
t ,. phemy, to tum this sun mto darkness. But what the destrucas ~IS .assam a 6 Wb 0 e~etcu es ed ecrteesdo kcour ~·t tion -of the sun would mean to our planet, the destruction of Association in the,District of Columbia. If church
This IS a sam er· pic ure; an ye , ar as I , ChvistianitJ> would be to the world of morals. Infidelity in property is made exempt, perhaps the rule (though
is I fear it is true. But if so, what is the cause?" ' our ·ti•me is considered a great joke. If a lecturer in the ever so bad and unjust a one) should include the
'w·th th ca ses for this sad state of affairs so 6 , Brookllyn Theater last S11nda~ is correctly :sported, he said, Young Men's Christian Association property. But
I •
e
U
,
•
'
m : 'When we compare our God wrth men he IS not much of a
of whiCh "Ambrose goes on to specify, we are not. God.' He said that when Christ was here he was kind and the rule itself is odious. Just as much as the Young
now concerned; but wish simply to emphasize the. f<'>l!givin~, but n_ow that he is a God he would send men into Men's Christian Association love "religious liberty,"
fact that this alleged steady increase of crime and'. -e-verlastmg pu~Ishment, and that was dq_ubtless the effec~ of just so far and as eagerly should th,e members of that
·
l't f
t
k
· ht 1
.an·office! Chnst, who came to bear our sorrows and 0ur sms,
Immora I !• rom year o year, eeps rig
a .ong; .mwHgned and made the ·subject of mirth! Is there such a organization demand that they shall not shift from
with the mcrease of churches and the general diffu- •tlilling as blasphemy? If so, can the law be. executed? These their shoulders any of the public burdens to the
sian of gospel privileges. Revivals of religiolill -~e tremendous qu~r>tions for our lawyers and judges. There shoulders of the miscellaneous heathen of the land.
flourish side by side with revivals of peculation de- ns>mch a law, and It c2.n be executed."
Every dollar of taxes not paid on church property or
' ·
d 1
t
· 1
h' h ' t
Mr. Talmage then quoted from Rev. Dr. Speer, Chief-Justice
falcatwns, a? e apemen s-reviva S W IC COUDJ !Kent, Judge Cooley, and other authorities aq to the nature of the property of the Young }:len's Christian Associaamongst their converts not only members of .th~ ·Masphemy, and how it could be punished under the common tion must be assessed against and collected from the
laity, but ministers, church elders, and Sunday-schooll ~&w: "Now I say let the law against, blasJ?hemy be. era~ed or general property of the people, Infidel and Christian,
erintendents as well
[et It be executed. But I am asked, Don t you believe m free Catholic and Protestant, Sectarian and Liberal alike.
sup
fi . ·.
ld t
ll l d
<Speech?' Yes, I b(!lieve in all kinds of freedom. I believe in
A merely sup~r mal vieW wou na ura :f e~ one driving horses, but not in driving over others. I· belieye in What superior rights hav the church corporations
to expect that a half-score of churches distnbuted the free use of knives, but not in assassination. I believe over other corporations? Do they contribute to the
amongst a population of ten or twelve thousand in- in free spee?h, but not in the freedom of blasphemy. Free- prosperity of the community? Do they promote the
habitants with the tremendous moral influence that; dom to do nght, but no freedom to do wrong~ It would hav arts and sciences, to which alone the advancement of
'
1 1
d t
t
ld been one of the grandest dramas ever enacted m the Brooklyn
they are popu ar Y suppose . o reJ?resen ' wou · Theater if last Sunday evening my friend, Patrick Campbell, the civilization of the age is due? In so far as the
create a morally healthful state of soCiety. But the chief of police, a Christian man, had marched on the stage churches and the Young Men's Christian Association
expectation is not fulfilled. The town in which the with a platoon of_ police, and, laying his hand on the lecturer's promote morality and justice they are entitled to and
. th
writer livs is a town of that number of inhabitants, sh?,u;dier,thhad said: f th
f th should receive the meed of praise. But individuals
· ·
h
h
1
t d b t
n
e name o
e common 1aw; In
e name o
e
contammg twelve c urc es, supp emen e
Y wo state of New York and the city of Brooklyn, stop! Stop here may do that; newspapers are doing it daily, hourly,
mission chapels amongst the poorer and more de- and stop now.' (Applause, which Mr. Talmage rebuked.) yet neither individuels nor newspapers demand that
graded classes; and yet sheriffs, jailors, courts, and :rhere _will s?me time arise in this country a n;nmicipal author- their p:J;operty shall be exempt from taxation for that
.
.
ot idle but succeed with the aid -of I~Y w:hwh _will arrest. blasphemers. The carnon stench of In- reason. Then for what reason can the Young Men's
po1ICe me~ are n
'.
.
. '
fidelity wrll be fumigated."
Christian Association demand such exclusivness? In
sixty to eighty groggenes, m rolhng up a fearful annual bill for the burdened tax-payers to liquidate.
If all the people in Brooklyn who differ from the so far as the Young Men's Christian Association is
Now at first blush this would seem to be an ull!llat- Rev. Dr. Talmage are to be put in jail, the prisons relieved of taxes, that far the corporation is supported
ural 'exhibit for an' this outlay of pious labors. On must at once be enlarged. Taxes, which are always by the commonwealth, by the state. And it is
the contrary, it is just about what might b~ expected. oppressiv, will then become ruinous. Would i_t not against· the spirit and ~e letter of our independent,
It is not difficult for persons of ordinary discernment be better, on the score of economy, to establish a free, and enlightened republic and its Magna Charta
to see that the churches never can, and never win, Brooklyn auto-dafe, with Brother Talmage as chief to even thus indirectly unite church and state-to
succeed in improving society much until a radical inquisitor, ~nd then burn all the intelli&'ent people even thus remotely shift the burdP.ns of the commonreformation is wrought in the churches themselvs. who dare thmk for themselvs? If they Will not thmk wealth from the shoulders of a religious sect or corTheir methods must be changed. In order to make as this good Christian directs, why not prevent them poration to those of non-believers.
Suppose Colonel Ingersoll, the despised Infidel,
thQir labors available instead of bending all their from thinking at all? If the pious Calvin did right
energies, _as is now the cas~, to the saving of souls in. bur.ning Servetus, the Unitarian, fo~ his want of should organize and incorporate his hosts of followers
from an imaginary doom m another world, t~ey faith, m G_eneva, :vould the equally pwus. Talma~e in the District of Columbia, .erect a valuable and
must turn their attention and efforts to the practical do wrong m burnmg Ingersoll, the Agnostic, for his costly hall, or "church," if you please, and induce
some brave Congressman to offer a bill providing that
and useful task of helping men, women, and children disbelief, in Brooklyn ?
PETER EcKLER.
Colonel Ingersoll's Infidel church property should be
to be good and happy in this life, right here and
exempt from public taxes. Such an uproar would be
now. Will the churches ever reform their methods
Scraps.
made about the ears of Congressmen that few would
in this respect? I doubt i~. Sai~ an ~vangelist. to ,a
A story comes from Ephratah, N. Y., stating that feel disposed to brave the odium of voting for such
crowded audience a few mghts smce, m the writer s
hearing " Morality, although ·a part of religion, the Rev. Dtmiel Witmer lately had a strange experi- exemption.
Now, put the shoe on the other foot. What special
is not the part which saves a man." There you hav, ence. One night, whBn returning from a religious
in a sentence an illustration of the point we hav been meeting held in a schoolhouse, a man with a lantern exclusivness has the Young Men's Christian Associamaking. M~rality, either in the individual. or c~m approached him, .and the stranger proved to be tion corporation over Colonel Ingersoll Infidelity?
munity, is not deemed by the church a considerati~n headless. The :preooher soon discovered that his Doesn't the spirit of utter freedom and toleration in
of prime importance. I once heard a clergyman m companion had his head in one hand. There was at this country accord to Ingersollism the same considleas£ one "scairt "preacher in the country that night. ation that the Young Men's Christian Association
the pulpit express himself thus: "God loathes ~he
moral man!" His theme was "the danger of trustmg This is an awful warning to avoid going to religious corporation is entitled to ? All religious opinions
meetings in schoolhouses at night. A man who has are accorded equal toleration and expression, and
in morality for salvation."
.
the cheerful habit of tramping aroun~ with his head the most clear-cut no-religious views hav equal
There is, indeed, little hope of the c~urches domg
in one hand and a lantern in the other may be· a use- rights with the others. This, and nothing less than
much for the real improvement of somety_ for many
ful person on certain occasions, but he is a positiv this, is religious-liberty. No respectable court of
years to come. It will take them a long t1me to u~
hindrance at a revival. Others are watching for this justice now insists, in this country, on demanding of
learn their present methods, and learn better ones, If,
fellow, but whethe~ from curiosity, or with a design witnesses a belief in any established system of religindeed, they ever do. This desirable c~ange of proto lay violent hands on him, is n?t stated. Probably ion-in a personal God or the Old or New Testament.
gram will certainly not take place until knowledge,
the whisky is extremely bad down that way.
The Swaim court-martial brought down upon its
generally diffused, shall hav force? ~he ~hur~he~ to an
Earthquakes hav been having a grand carnival in dwarfed head general execration for demanding it.
abandonment- of belief in the divme mBpi~atw? of
Spain. At Granada "the Te Deum was sung and Only in remote corners of the country where the
that bdok from which they claim to get premse direcprayers offered for the cessation of the earthquake." laws are yet on the statute books which punish lying
tions for all their religious aims and efforts.
Of course the earthquake ceased. No well-behaved and other sins by branding the forehead with a redIthaca, N. Y.
S. BREWER.
€.arthquake would continue its performance after be- hot iron, a.nd by slitting the tongue (as in the District
ing requested to sit down. The Christians are fond of of Columbia), is the formality of kissing the Bible reColonel Ingersoll in Brooklyn.
praying when they are in great danger, but the an- quired, or even of having it in view when an " oath "
To 'rHE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: On cient Greeks were far more sensible. They wrote a is administered. And with progress and reform in
Sunday evening, Feb. 1, 1885, Colonel Ingersoll prayer like the following, and placed it beside the these particulars that of exempting property of relectured at the Brooklyn Theater ~o. a crowded house. image of the god: "Zeus, our Lord, giv unto us ligious corporations like the Young Men's Christian
-a The colonel was in the b est of spint s, an d ~ ever de - whatever is good, whether we ask it of thee or not; Association must be brought to public attention.
livered a more effectiv discourse. The audience ap- _ whatever is evil keep far from us, even if we ask it Right and equal justice to all eitizens demand thR.t
plauded him throughout, and the door-keeper re- of thee." This covered every possible case and there shall be no exemptions of property whatever.
All property, public and private, should bear its equal
marked that not a single person left the th~ater dur- saved much time and noise.
ing the discourse. This shows they were mterested
A Catholic priest committed suicide in a saloon burden of the public yoke. All property is equally
and pleased. The reporters ~ailed att~ntion to the because he was poor and sick, and he said: "May protected by the law, by the municipal authority,
respectability and high somal standmg of those God help me." Why didn't God help him before by the fire and police departments, and the courts
he killed himself? What-reason had he to suppose are ready to vindicate the rights of property alike in
prOfe~~~rse the great success. of this l~cture made a that God would be any more merciful in the future the Christian and pagan, believer and non-believer.
In alllegislativ bodies there is ever the selfish polinoise in Brooklyn society and It was demded that some than in the past?
· fluence of
It is expected that the Inauguration ball in Wash- tician, ready to curry favor with the interestsd religmeans must be used to 'coun t eract th e m
Fre.ethought. The Rev. Mr. Mitchell volunteered to ington "will surpass anything of the kind ever at- ious corporation by the i'ntroduction of the exempad tempted in this country." The building will be tion bill. Let him and his little bill of injustice be
defend the cause of orth od oxy, an d a l e Ctu re Was vertised at fifty cents admission. The result was sur- elaborately decorated, etc. Bands are striving for suppressed by the advance guard of impartial religprising. Th«\_ Brooklyn Eagle says. that ;when the the honor of furnishing the music, and ,the commit- ious liberty.
forty gas jets were tmned on at mght o clock last tee has "decided to hav three bands." While the
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Oompa:1y"s 'Pll blicaWedneeH'.lay evening at the lecture-rooms of the brilliant couples are graClefully bowing and waltzing
tions
sent b:ee upon applicstion.
Young M£n's Christian Association, there were pres- and promenading, the grand swell of music will
1
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The Methods of Anarchy.
Interested, as every humanitarian must be, in any
and all schemes to benefit mankind, and improve the
social conditions of the people-which all see and
admit are bad enough to make the,very stones cry
out-we make it a point to examin the various new
social philosophies put forth by self-constituted social
reformers. Among all these philosophies, none has
a more brilliant advocate than Anarchy in the person
of Benjamin R. Tucker, the editor of Liberty. Re~
cently, in answer to a correspond~nt who asserted
that under Anarchism mortgages would be worth no
more than blank paper, Mr. Tucker said in the col~
umns of his paper:

Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM"When Anarchy prevails, all just titles will pe valid and
p ANY. Make all Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable
efficacious for one of two reasons: either people will hav imto CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
proved in their morals sufficiently to respect them voluntarily,
or else such persons as are indisposed to respect them will be
SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY 21, 1885~ forced to do so. 'The old state over again !' my undiscriminating friend will· cry. Not at all, my friend! Simply a voluntary association for defense of person and property, to which
no one need belong who does not choose, and which no one
A Favor Asked.
not belonging will be expected to support."

Will the friends of THE TRUTH SEEKER in every
state of the Union (and especially some friend in
every place in which an institution is located) send
us the latest report of the officers of the penal and
reform iBstitutions of their states? We wish to com~
pare the religious proclivities of the inmates, and
to giv the statistics as full as possible. No matter if reports are duplicated; it will serve our purpose much better to hav a dozen reports of one in~
stitution than no report. We ask every person able
to get one of these reports to send it to this office.

The League Presidency.

"invades?" Unless the people all become angels
the moment Anarchy prevails, we think the outsiders
would soon be in the majority. But if the associa~
tion proceeds to right the injured one's wrongs, is not
that forcible constraint? And would not such a pro~
cedure on the part of the association lead right back
to our present government? In short, is it not' the
"vicious circle" into which Mr. Tucker has got-a
veritable treadmill in which the traveler is always
going, but never getting' there? If the association
restrains anyone-whether a voluntary member or
not-it is forcible gove~nment like the present. If
it does not restrain both its own members and out~
siders, the strong would certainly oppress the weak.
Of course we admit that if every one in the world
possessed the perfectness of the so-called angel, gov~
ernment, that is, society in its corporate f)apacity,
would not need to exillt. But we assume that ·the
anarchists are advocating a scheme to replace our
present organization of society, not formulating rules
applicable only to the millennium. Absolute individ~
ualism could then prevail, for no one would be
tempted to interfere with his neighbor.

Thinking that Mr. Tucker hardly saw to the bot~
tom of the Anarchistic well, we asked for more light,
We hope friend Tucker will forgiv us for bearing
in these words:
down so hard upon this point; but his answer is no
"Will Mr. Tucker please explain further? Will his Anarch- answer at all to what we asked. Neither is the state~
ical society constrain the people outside his 'voluntary asso- ment wholly accurate that "Anarchical 'society will
ciation fo~ defense of p~rson and propert~ ?' If ~es, in what be a voluntary association wholly for difense of person
does the difference consrst between Anarchical soCiety and our nd ro erty while our present government is a com-

present ~vernment? If no, where is the protection? Or
shall persons belonging to the association hav dealings only
with fellow-members; and, if a person in the association is
constrained, how is his act voluntary? And will he continue
to pay for being constrained? It strikes us that this constraining is precisely what our friend Tucker is now so eloquently
. t
kicki ng agams.
" In Stephen Pearl Andrews's sociological scheme -theJPantarchy-nothing but moral force is used. It looks as though
Mr. Tucker would hav to adopt that or let our present societarial government alon~."
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pulsory assoCiatiOn prmCipall~ for mvas~~n of person
and property, dependent for Its very existence upon
the bottom invasion, compulsory taxation." Is
our present government principally for invasion of
d
t ., W
t •t t th ·
f M
person an proper y r
e pu I o e Jury o
r.
,
A · L
T k f
Tucker s countrymen.
gam: et M~. uc er arm
in himself the Anarchical association. Let him be
neither taxed nor protected by our government, either
by public opinion or by policemen paid by public
In answer to this Mr. Tucker responds:
subscription. Let all the rest of the world be the
"First, then, 'will his Anarchical society constrain the peo- outsiders. Then supposing Mr. Tucker were aggrieved
pie outside his "voluntary association for defense of person by the outsiders. What would he do? Defend him~

In discussing League matters last summer, THE
TRUTH SEEKER took the position that the League Con~
gress to convene in the fall should frame a platform
for Freethinkers, leaving it to be settled by each individual for himself whether he should aid the various
political reforms or not. Most Freethinkers are reformers of one kind or another, and at previous con- and property ?"' Yes, it will constrain, or rather restrain,
gresses planks were put into the platform composed precisely those and no others-restrain them from invasion of self? Of course. But supposing he is too weak?
of timber of a great variety of kinds. The platform person and property. It will not restrain people inside the Call to his aid another Anarchist. Together they
was, indeed, a regular mosaic. We strongly urged a associ&tion, that being impossible in the nature of the case; for would sit down upon the interloper; and to our way
one of the conditions of membership will be voluntary sub- of thinking that would be just what they ought to do.
return to first principles.
mission to the decisions of tribunals mutually agreed upon, But that would be society as it is to-day, and govern~
The Cassadaga Congress took this view, and officers anyone
refusing such submission placing himself thereby outwere elected and a platform adopted on this basis. side the association, and liable, therefore, to restraint if he ment as it is to-day. The two ends of his golden
thread are tied together. Did not our present gov~
By the letter from Mr. Watts in the League depart- invades.
ment of this issue, it will be seen that Colonel Inger- "' If yes, in what does the difference consist between An- ernment start in just that way? Our savage ancesarchical society and our present government?' In this, that to~s, so far as we can learn, were individualistic to
soll is in perfect agreement with this policy. Though Anarchical
society will be a voluntary association, wholly for
somewhat delayed, his acceptance of the office of defense of person and property, while our present government the furthest extreme. In the pr0cess of evolution
president is a good thing for the League. It puts is a compulsory association principally for invasion of person they banded together for common defense. It be~
at the head of the organization the man who naturally and property, dependent for its very existence upon the bot- came necessary also to defend themselvs against the
belongs there. The League is the only national tom invasion, compulsory taxation. To the former no one will members of their own association. A member had
belong who does not choose; to the latter all must b!O'long and to be restrained. Every member of the association
organization of Liberals. Its membership comprises giv
support. The former will exist to protect people in their
the best and representativ men of the Secular move- rights and insure their equality; the latter exists to rob people was interested in this. But supposing some stingy
ment, and it has the cordial and untiring support of of their rights for the benefit of privilege. Quite vital differ- ones would not contribute to the erection of the
necessary structure in which to restrain him? Taxes
the leading Freethought papers. The outside press ences, these seem to me, and very easily discernible.
"The answers to the remaining questions are included in the would then be levied, and ,is it not in this way that
and people generally speak of Colonel Ingersoll as
answers to the first two. I trust THE TRUTH SEEKER will see
the chief among ten thousand enemies of the church. it has misapprehended the direction of my 'eloquent kicking. • compulsory taxation came? This was fair enough,
He, therefore, by force of his own genius and the
"It is interesting to know that Stephen Pearl Andrews was it not?
common ~onsent of the American people, should be in his Pantarchy now champions moral force exclusivly.
And what different would be the Anarchical asthe head of the representativ Freethought organiza- The knowledge is also surprising. The doctrin is not in his
·sociation?
That would restrain as necessity aro.se,
workS; he held no such when last I talked with him. He altion of the country.
ways steadfastly maintained that policy should be adapted to end would then become compulsory just so jar as it
We hav heard that Colonel Ingersoll had grave circumstance, and that, when necessary, we should meet
restrained. How arbitrary it became would depend
doubts as to the advisability of accepting this posi- physical force with physical force, deal inequitably with the
upon the depravity of the members. The great detion. We hav heard also that the enemies of the inequitable, and be intolerant of the intolerant.. In this
pravity of a proportion of our population at present
League hav done all they could, privately and pub- I substantially agreed with him, my only quarrel being with
necessitates a quite a:rbitrary government. Could the
his
tendency
to
apply
the
rule
loosely,
instead
of
confinip.g
the
licly, to deter him from accepting it. Whatever
cases of necessity within the narrow limits that I favored, he Anarchical society get along with less ? Difense is
scruples he may hav had, based upon whatever being in this less exclusivly in favor of moral force than mywhat law, police, and armies are for. Wars of con~
grounds they might hav been, we are unqualifiedly self. But it seems that the world moves, and Mr. Andrews
quest are not now in fashion in the United States.
glad that he has cast them aside, and resolved to giv with it. The Pantarch is now a rigorous non-resistant.
We
must, therefore, question the accuracy of the
the League the benefit of his advice. Had not the Though still unable to entirely agree with him, I congratulate
statem~nt. that our government "exi~t~ to rob p~ople
him
on
the
change
in
the
direction
of
his
error.
Better
too
last Congress consented to a return to first principles
little physical force than too much. But, I repeat, I am sur- of their nghts for the benefit of pnVIlege." 'l'here
it may be doubted if he would hav done this. Our prised. 'That is not law,' said severely a haughty judge on
is of course a vital difference between a robber and
counsel to th~ League at that time in the light of the the Massachussetts supreme bench to the eminent, learned,
a protector. Government was formerly not only a •
success attending the efforts of Messrs. Watts and and witty lawyer, Henry W. Paine, enunciating a certain
protector
but a robber. Our own state governments
Putnam, and the gain of such a valuable auxiliary as proposition in arguing a case before him. 'Accept my apology, your honor,' answered Mr. Paine, in all humility; 'it al- are ostensibly only protectors; they do, however,
the new president, may be considered sound. That
ways has been law until the present moment.' Until THE afford means, in a roundabout way, for the quick~
the present board of directors will continue the policy TRUTH SEEKER's recent declaration Mr. Andrews was not
witted to rob to slow-witted. But we fail to see in
we hav no doubt.
a non-resistant."
the Anarchical association any guarantee that this
Colonel Ingersoll's forthcoming statement of views
This is not quite satisfllctory. If Mr. Tucker will same robbery would not go on. Vigilance commit~
will be read with great interest. He has a practical not get out of patience, we wish to ask him some
tees are voluntary associations, but they, as often as
mind, and is interested in putting the movement for more conundrums suggested by his reply. It occurs
our legal courts, do injustice to the persons brought
equal rights in religious matters on a triumphant to us to inquire, in connection with the assertion that
before their tribunals. But is not a frontier vigilance
basis. He know11 what he wants, and knows how to anarchism " will not restrain people inside the asso~
committee, in a new country, where the government
go to work to obtain it. Whatever counsel he may ciation," What if a flagrant offense has been comhas not crystallized to the extent of receiving taxes,
giv will be well worth heeding.
mitted by a member of the association who refuses a fair sample of an Anarchistic voluntary associa~
We congratulate the League and the friends of the to abide by the decision-has the injured person no
tion? Is there not, howHver, a happy medium\ someLeague. To other individuals we extend the asE;Jm:- redress besides seeing the oppressor placed "outside
where between the extremes of slavary and Anarchy?
ance of our most distinguished consideration.
the association," and "liable to restraint if he " a~ain
It is fair to say that Mr. 'fucker re11.lizes the enor·
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mous difficulty to be encountered in substituting agency can better attain, in the service of the indi.Anarchy for republicanism. In reply to our inquiry vidual, than can unorganized individual action.
as' to the detailed methods of Anarchy, he replies:
Such association, the Pantarch claims, is in behalf of
"Individual initiativ and voluntary co-operation, This is individualism-not merely a voluntary association for
not likely to satisfy THE TRUTH.SEEKER. It will probably inthe defense of person and property, but also for the
sist that I shall dot the i's and cross the t's. This desire arises
from its political superstition. If I were to paint a definitand better accommodation and more perfect service of
detailed picture of the New Jerusalem and the road thereto, those who conSent and prefer that method for those
and label it, 'A Complete Representation of Universal Prog- ends. Mr. Tucker admits by his adoption of associaress for the Balance of Eternity,' it is not improbable that An- tion in the constructiv phase of Anarchy that organiarchy would gain a ne}V adherent in THE TRUTH SEEKER.' But
zation has immense advantages over individual exerit is only the quack who pretends to know it all, and only the
Therefore, it would be as fair to say he is a
devotee who believes in his pretensions. , Not being a quack, tion.
but a pursuer of the scientific method, I affirm certain princi- Pantarchist as it is for him to dub the Pantarch a
ples which I scientifically know to be indispensable to prog- non-resistant.
But there is a wide difference beress, and labor fbr their realization. The all-important prin- tween Anarchism, as understood by Mr. Tucker, and
ciple at this j unctnre is Liberty, which, as soon as sufficient
co-operation offers, we Anarchists propose to make a reality Pantarchism. Both are based on individualism, and
by passiv resistance to its violation through suffrage, taxation, look exclusi~ly to moral forces within the specific
·1tnd monopoly. THE TRUTH SEEKER hangs off because I can- ran'ge of· their own direct purpose; both believe in
not tell it exactly how sewers, streets, railroads, and water- resistance or constraint, mainly as restraint, in the recourses will be administered in the good time coming. I can lations of the interior organization with the outer
only say that, liberty being a necessary condition of society, all
world; both believe in voluntary organization for
social institutions will be founded upon it.
such
defense and restraint; but, finally, the Pan"Why not hav a little confidence in the power of truth? Is
it not safer, at any rate, to follow a known truth in the face of tarchy believes in addition (and here it·goes beyond
obstacles and dangers than to follow its counter falsehood ? Anarchy) in voluntary organization for the further
Let us be men, not children; reasoning men, not victims of purpose of the better accommodation and service of
superstition; brave men, not cowards; truth seekers in fact as
individuals in all spheres of action where the indiwell as in name. Having accepted liberty, then, follow her
faithfully to the end. Has not her. message been sung to us viduals cannot so readily and successfully help thems~lvs.
·
by William Blake?
We
would
not
be
understood
as
advocating
Pan" I giv. you the end of a golden thread,
Just wind it in to a ball ;
tarchy or as opposing Anarchy. We· are simply
It will lead you in at heaven's gate,
seeking truth, and contrasting two societarian
Close by Jerusalem's wall.'"
Mr. Tucker is right about our wanting the i's dot- schemes. Our prayer is for light.
ted and the t's ,crossed. We do. In a matter so
important as the reorganization of society, we think
the people hav a right to request of the social doctors
a plain prescription written in English. Mr. Tucker
is a "pursuer of the scientific method." That method
is, he assures us, " individual initiativ and voluntary
co-operation." This is a "glittering generality." He
seems to say, "r giv you the general principles; to
limbo with the details." But it is just these details
t!lat are wanted. We admit that Liberty is a lovable
goddess, in whose eyes shines a more or less high
light, but we must beg to. be excused from trusting
her to the extent of being slain. For is not liberty, in
its furthest development as Anarchy, despotism disguised, as a vigilance committee is lawlessness masqaerading as law?
Mr. Tucker assures us that so "soon as sufficient
. co-operation offers, we Anarchists propoPe to make a
reality by passiv resistan..,ce to its violation through
suffrage, taxation, and monopoly." But is not co-opel'ativ Anarchy a misnomer, a wedding together of
two entirely different things? Must not a co-operator make his own wishes subordinate in a degree to
the welfare of the others of the association? and
would such co-operation be the fulfilment of individual sovereignty, which is the basic principle of
Anarchy? Is not absolute .Anarchy impossible because of the dependence, in some degree, of every
person in the world upon others? We hav all the
confidence in the world ia the power of truth-but,
What is truth? If we accept the old definition that
it is an agreement of statement with fact, is Amnchy
truth? Do the statements of the Anarchists agree
with facts? One of Mr. Tucker's statements-it may
almost be called his major premis-is that government now "exists principally for invasion of person
and property." • Surely, this is not truth, and the
world may well hesitate before squaring its conduct
by the necessities which such a condition would force
upon it.
Mr. Tucker must also forgiv us if we do not allow
his criticism of Mr. Andrews's position to stand. He
has made a great error in identifying reliance upon
moral force with non-resistance. Moral force-public opinion-is as powerful in controling the actions
of men as an army. If it were not, Mr. Tucker could
never hope to change the existing order of things.
It may be organized, resistant, and even aggressiv,
as well as non-resistant. The Pantarchy, if we understand it rightly, contemplates an organized government more potent (Mr. Andrews claims) than any
dynamite or guJJ.-cotton. This government would
not only restrain, but it would resist when occasion
demanded.
Mr. Tucker, therefore, has jumped to
a conclusion not warranted by the statement made.
Mr. Tucker's Anarchy, or individual sovereignty, is
one side of Mr. Andrews's Pantarchy. The other side
is co-operation, even to communism, for those who
choose. This second side is for the accomplishment
of w;ha.tever purposes a voluntarily orga:qized social

Comstock's Newest Kink.
The "Arabian Nights" is a toierably well-known
book, and its positio"n in classic literature has been
thought to be properly assured. It will, therefore,
occasion some surprise when it is known that Anthony
Comstock has prohibited its sale in this city. The
popular edition is freely translated and carefully expurgated; it is, therefore, not complete. The Villon
Society of London has recently undertaken the publication of a complete edition for the especial benefit
of literary connoisseurs. It has been reprinted in
this country by a Philadelphia publishing house.
The agent in this city is R. Worthington, who opened
a limited subscription list for its sale, finding but little difficulty in obtaining the required number of
subscribers among the lovers of good libraries in this
city and throughout the United States. The first
volume was issued from the Philadelphia press about
Jan. 1st, and the second volome has just made its
appearance and been forwarded to the subscribers.
On '\Vednesday afternoon Anthony Comstock
walked into Mr. Worthington's establishment and,
brandishing a copy of volume No.2, informed Mr.
Worthington that be would continue the sale of
"this obscene book" \1-t his peril. Mr. Worthington
was taken completely by surprise. He recalled a
former experience with Comstock several years ago,
when that individual succeeded in depriving him of
the sale in this city of a number of volumes of
Boccaccio's "Decameron," which he had purchased
without a suspicion that the classic work came within
the scope of Comstock's peculiar license of suppression. He was amazed, and did not fail to show his
amazement. Opening the volume, Comstock pointed
out a number of marked paragraphs, and then said,
in effect, that he was advised by the district-attorney
that the sale of the book was criminal, and that if
Mr. Worthington did not at once withdraw it from
sale he would be arrested.
Mr. Worthington wilted under the ·bullying of
Comstock, and promised not to sell any more. 1\fr.
George W. Bouton, the well-known publisher, when
informed of Comstock's action, said: "Goodness
gracious, where will it end? Here is a book produced by an eminent literary society of London,
which is a most valuable addition to our literary
treasures. The American edition is a lette1·-perfect
copy in every respect. If the 'Arabian Nights' is
not a standard literary work, I do not know what is.
Ah, well ! the world wags." Mr. Bouton admitted
that he had sold several sets of the English edition
to prominent book-gatherers.
Few people hav the courage to face the mephitis
Americana. That may or may not be the reason
why Com'Btock so completely terrorizes the publishers of this city.
Mu. WATTS will lecture before the Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia on Sunday, April 5th.

A Chance for the Baptists.
There is little doubt that in the matter of converting heathen to Christianity the Baptists can giv any of
the other denominations large odds. By recently published statistics it is shown that not only do thta Baptists convert more heathen per yea,r than are converted by the united efforts of the Congregationalists, Episcopalians, Methodiste, and Presbyterians,.
but they effect this at a much cheaper rate per
heathen. To make this clear, the following tabular
statement of the great work is appended:
Denomination
Congregationalists
Christian (Campbellite)
Episcopalian
Methodist
Presbyterian

Total ·
Baptist

Added
During
the Year
2,371

365
228
2,781
3,037

Average
Cost per
ConvErt,
$248 14
72 88
592 03
117 91
224 91

8, 782
11,891

203 91
37 05

The Baptists may well point with pride to the
above showing. Of course it was to their advantage
to wait until returns from heathen districts worked
by other denominations were all in, so they could
"fix" their own figures to show in the best light.
No doubt this charge will be preferred against them
by Dr. Buckley, so we will not press it. Thirtyseven dollars and live cents seems a small sum indeed to be paid for an able-bodieu heathen, whose
muscular tissue has been builb up on a persistent diet
of roast missionary. But why ~aptist money devoted
to turning heathen into Christians should be so much
m,ore productiv of results than that of other sects is
not easily explained. It will hardly be m~tintained
that there is more in common between a heathen and
a Baptist than between a heathen and a Methodist.
Barring the physical resemblance that tbe heathen
habit of bathing bears, to the Ba.ptist rite of immersion, heathenism and Baptistism are widely at variance.
To tell it just a9 it is, we do not believe that a
heath~n can be converted to Christianity for $37.05,
and to afford them an opportunity of testing the matter, we will make the Baptists an offer. We hav in
this office, bowing down to the wood of his case and
the stone of the imposing-slab, a full-blooded royal
Bengal Heathen. He is of high caste, ranks next to
the Brahma:r.s for style, and bears credentials to that
effect. He is without religion, neither drinking intoxicants nor smoking or chewing tobacco. He does
not swear by heaven above nor by the earth below.
Jehovah and Jesus Christ rank in his mind along
with the mythical Giascutis and the apocalyptic
Boojum Snark. There is but one obstacle to his
becoming a Christian, and that is the fact that he is
well educated, and has probably in his comparativly
brief existence forgotten more than the ordinary
minister ever learns. We say this without meaning
to impeach the retentivness of his memory. He is
conversant with Greek and Latin, and with Sanskrit,
Bengalee, and Telegoo, bes!des writing English of
the purest kind. In disposition he has the mildneFs
peculiar to his race, and buckles down to reprint
copy or the Spencerian penmanship of Mr. Charles
Watts with equalhumility. Taken all in all, he is a
rare hea.then. We could scarcely conceive of a more
desirable subject for the proselyting zPal of a missionary.
What we propose to do is to throw open the door
of our composing-room and giv the Baptist missionaries a chance at this heathen. If he has a soul that
is likely to be d--d, we would by all means prefer
that it should be saved. It is a sad sight to see a
young pagan of his mental caliber going down the
dark valley unprepared and neglecti:Jg the means of
grace.
,
The financial arrangements for the test are immaterial, perhaps, but it is well to hav everJ:thing do~e
decently and in order. Let the Baptists deposit
$37.05 with some responsible person; we will do the
same. The heathen may be allowed $3 per day for
his time· the missionary, 50 cents. Heathen and
money t~ ba found any day at 33 Clinton Place. If
by the time the sum of $37.05 has been exhausted
the heathen shall hav knocked under and consented
to be baptized, the Baptists take the money. If, on
the other hand, he still remains the he~~tthon that he
is, we take the cash.
We urge our brethren of the Baptist denominativn
to come forward and prove their claims to converting
pagans at $37.05 per head. Our heat~en, so to speak,
is white unto the harvest, to say nothmg of the other
compositors who might casually experience a change
of heart. Here is a soul for the ministers to save, and
we presume, in the words of the immortal Webster.
Flannagan, that is what they are here for.
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MR. EniTon: I hav been in hopes that some one of D. M.
Bennett's many friends would hav introduced the subject of
that book that was talked of at the time the subject of the
monument was being considered, containing a brief biography of Mr. Bennett's life and labors in the cause of Liberal
thought and human progress, and also to contain some of his
most choice sayings and writings, and to hav six or eight blank
leaves near the middle of the book, with a border around each
leaf, for a family record and other notes that we may want to
leave in the book for our children and grandchildren to look
at when our bodies lie moldering in the grave with Mr. Bennett's. The suggestion was then made by some of the friends
that a book of this description, well gotten up with leather
binding, would be a better and more lasting monument to the
memorv of Mr. Bennett and his labors than that of a stone
over hi~ grave, and this, too, was my judgment. While this
thoullht was being considered, some friend made the remark
that we could hav both, and to th\8 we took no exception, and
so sent on our donation for the monument, ana now we hav
its picture hanging by our side, with the life-size picture of
Mr. Bennett in the same room. And now, as no one has introduced the subject of the book, Mr. Editor, if you can find
room in THE 'fRUTH SEEKER for me, I will be glad to introduce
the subject of the book to our friends, and see if we can't hav
such a book. I feel that our duties to the cause we espouse,
and to ourselvs and families, all demand such a book. I hav
now passed my threescore and twelve years, and of course I
can't expect to be here a great many years longer; but I want
to see a book of this kind before I leave.
On Dec. 17, 1835, my wife and I mutually agreed, in the
presencll of a few of our friends, without a priest or magistrate
of the law meddling with our business, that we, being of full
age, and of mental and physical ability to attend to our own
business, would now and henceforth assume to ourselvs the
relation of husband and wife, from which relation has come
to us seven children, all of whom grew up to be men and
women and from these we hav a lot of grandchildren, and
now, o~ Dec. 17th next, will be "our golden-wedding day, and
possibly our children and grandchildren may nearly all be with
us, and I don't want them to hav to open that old book of
superstition, that is so full of obscene, vulgar, and immoral
readings, in order to see our family record, and the formal
marri11ge of their parents and grandparents, as executed between themselvs. No, Mr. Editor and TRUTH SEEKER friends,
this subject of true marriage between the sexes is too sacred to
be trifled with by third parties, before a gazing crowd of idle
Rpectators, and then to ha v a record made of it in that old
.book of transcripts, that is literally full of sensualism, blood,
and human slaughter. Therefore you may put me down for
six copies of this book, at the publisher's price; only hav it
gotten up in nice 5tyle, with Mr. Bennett's picture in front.
S.D. MooRE.

~1, 1.8~5.

day of the year 1600, and wants to count now 285. If it did,
it is wrong, all the same, and a year behind.
"'fo settle the matter," says Mr. Hill, " all that is necessary
is for a person to subtract 1600 from to-day's date, 1885, and
the result is 285." All very well and good, but between 1600 and
1885, inclusiv, we hav 286 years, and between 1601 and 1885 we
hav, inclusiv, 285 years. 'fhat is the difference. The Christian
era commenced with the year 1, like any other era, or any
enumeration, for that matter.
If this does not satisfy Boston's mathematicians, nothing
will.
FRED. KoEzLY.
SroKANE FALLS, W. T., Jan. 12, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: You will :find inclosed $3, for which please renew my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for another year.
I hav become greatly attached to the paper. I feel as though
I could not get along well without it, as it furnishes a large
amount of the best mental food I know of. It does me good
to get the different opinions and ideas of the many writers
whose articles are so often contained in its columns, and none
more pleasing to my mind than those of the order of a good,
healthy Materialism, like that of Mr. Thomas Winter, who is
willing to know many things, but believes in few not demonstrated facts. I like to indulge in some belief, but I can't see
that this, the only one universe, was designed by a God or
anything in the form of intellect; for how can knowledge go
back of no beginning? Intelligence, as I understand it, is
with all animated nature, to follow out through one's life such
a mode of action as best conforms to the laws of nature. 'fo
act otherwise is not wisdom, but wrong action. Good and evil
must of necessity grow out of this, our relat~n to nature's
ways.
Robert Ingersoll, when on his Western trip last summe,r,
lectured here to good audiences. Then came the noted Joseph
Cook, who pretended to answer some of his arguments; but
such chaff, compared with Ingersoll's solid grains of thought!
We also had the pleasure of two lectures from Dr. York, who
is a good speaker, and far advanced in good, sound thought,
yet doesn't take so well with an audience on account of his
particular way of delivery. There is no Liberal society here,
and a person of Freethought is seldom met--one that will
come right out regardless of the jeers of others; in fact, but
few hav any thought of their own o~1tside of what they hav
been taught by orthodox parents or communities. I wish we
could hav Putnam and Watts to lecture here, if they should
come this way during the campaign for Freethought, as it
might be the means of organizing a League of Liberal workers
to help hasten on the cause of humanity to man.
J. B. JoHNSON.

AuBURN, N.Y., Jan. 26, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Ingersoll has come and gone. His eloquence,
oratory, and logic hav for the first time been presented to the
people of this city.
Notwithstanding the very many unusual attractions offered
in the same evening, among which was a united effort of
nearly all the evangelical churches combined in carrying on a
great exciting revival, using the largest roller-skating rink in
the city, and which has been running for four weeks to an exNEW YoRK, Jan. 24, 1885.
cessivly white heat, but not yet been very successful in bringMn. EDITOR: I ask again your indulgence, and to giv this a ing many lost souls to Jesus, and also regardless of the flying
place in your paper for an answer to articles from Mr. Side- snow and hail, and piercin15 cold, hundreds of intelligent m,en
linger and Mr. Hill in this date's issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. and women flocked to hear the greatest living orator of this
First, to Mr. Sidelinger. I hav no personal bickering with you nineteenth century proclaim his honest and most sacred
or anyone else, but as you came before the public first in this thoughts against a well organized and long established system
paper to obtrude on its readers the so-called new calendar, a of faith which two hundred and fifty millions of souls in
"hobby of the Hub," which counts wrong, a year behind-a Christendom either avowedly or ostensibly profess to believe
fact evident and demonstrable to any having an open, willing to be the only true and revealed religion of divine origin given
mind for the truth-then any one of its readers, has not only to man. Certainly it seems like sorrowing over the terrible
a right, but a duty to controvert it. I can hav no personal devastations of a sweeping tornado to contemplate the fact
spite against Mr. Sidelinger, and will not be personal, but per- that the son of an orthodox Presbyterian clergyman should
Ristence in an error or a wrong brings ridicule in order. Yes, make his advent into the very heart and fortress of old orthoMr. Sidelinger, there is another person, "A.ntiquary," holding dox Presbyterianism, and in its midst for two hours and a
the same views as I, for you to convert. I do not want a per- half renounce, repudiate, and disclaim its doctrins and dogsonal correspondence. Whatsoever you may privately think mas from top to bottom, from center to circumference. His
and believe is of no concern to me; but when you try to teach lecture ("Orthodoxy") given last 'Vednesday evening, Jan.
and publish, then be sure to be right, or take the risks. I hav 21th, to a large audience, was the first one ever given in this
been a paying subscriber to the Investigator for twelve years, city from a purely Materialistic standpoint. I hav long debut as its editor refused articles in answer to Mr. Hill's, then I sired that Colonel Ingersoll should make his advent into this
gave it up, as much as I liked it, for principle's sake. I prize terribly priest-ridden community, and in several attempts to
a:J.d esteem a paper for its liberality. When in a fair contro- see what could be done towards bringing it about, met with,
versy, the editor should allow both sides the same privileges, considerable encouragement, but mostly, however, from those
or none; but to giv to one, especially when manifestly wrong, who were Liberal only so far as they dared to be, and owing to
the first and also the last word, is to m:y· mind an injustice. As social and business iniluences, did not venture to be identified
long as the press is free and open, I do not fear an error. It in the movement, but were willing to subscribe generously, so
will surely be killed and laid open and bare. Now, Mr. Side- long as their names were not mentioned and known.
linger, I do not admit that Sunday or any other day is differThis spirit o! fearfulness on the part of many being paraent from a year in any way, than in the length of time. Then mount rendered it difficult to arrange for .Freethought lectyou are wrong where you say you agree with me. You do not ures under any such con-iitions.
quote me at all, or do not read correctly, that's all. Look it
Now, great credit must be given to the genial lessee and
over again. Further, when you hav a son born in January, manager of the Academ;y of Music, Mr. E. J. Meatson, wholly
1885, then-now-he is already in his first year. He commences. under whose management Mr. Ingersoll came, and who, enhis first year from his birth, and will be one year old at the tirely independent of any side issues or influences, took upon
end of the year, and right thereafter commences his second himself individually all responsibilities; the result of which
year. Is this confusing to understand?
great undertaking, as already inferred, proved a grand sucWe common people commence to count at or from 0, but cess. Mr; Meatson well knows there can be no failure as to
not with 0, but with 1, and the first minute of the first hour numbers and financial interests when the name of Robert G.
of the first day is the. starting-point of the first year, and the Ingersoll is connected with them. The press of the city has
one hundredth year belongs to the first century, and not as never, to my knowledge, shown the spirit of aggressiv conservayour friend, Mr. Hill, has it, who claims the year 1600 to the tivness, notwithstanding the conservativ influence which has
seventeenth century, to the contrary of anybody else, he been, and still is, so very mmpant here. In this regard the
says, and so he has at the end of 1600 already a year made, secular press of Auburn is really entitled·to very much credit
when we commenced the year 1601. Can't you see it yet? in showing perfect fairness to Ingersoll and his lecture, by
About the epoch, July, '76, did I not write, "Who wants it? giving much space in reporting it, and also speaking highly of
'Vho claims for it?· No one." You write about the enemies the colonel editorially. Each paper gave respectivly two,
it would hav, and prevent its adoption in general. Why, you four, and even six columns in reporting the lecture of the
make me laugh. You seem to me, also, "very young" when great Agnostic, the latter journal giving it almost entirely.
you think that we Infidels hav less enemies and more friends Saying nothini{ of the feeling which may hav existed before
than the United States.
the coming of Mr. Ingersoll, he certainly left this city leaving
Friend Sidelinger, no, I did not know that the National a remarkably good impression of a remarkable man. Mrs. InLiberal.League had adopted the new calendar from the first gersoll, a pleasant, and cheerful, and commanding lady, ac-

companied the colonel here, to whom the writer had the honor
of being introduced.
Mrs. Griswold and myself had the pleasure of calling on ·
Mr. and Mrs. Ingersoll at the parlors of the Osborne Ho~se,
kept by l.Vlr. John E. Allen, who has attained a high notoriety
as a hotel man.
The colonel at once entered into a very pleasant con versation of about ten minutes, upon matters of theology, of an interesting nature. His ways ancl conversation are very agreeable indeed, and it seems that even the most fastidious must
be captivated by hirn. He must certainly leave a good impression with all who hav the honor and pleasure of acquainting themselvs with him.
As we were about to take our leave, he said, "Hold on, I'lf
giv you a pass to the lecture." Said I, "Mr. Ingersoll, we hav
tickets for the lecture, bought several days ago." Answering
back, he says, "Hav you not got some good friends to whom
you could giv them?" And before I thought he could hav
written them, he handed me passes for five reserved seats to
his lecture; and not being able to use them ourselvs, I gave
them to good, deserving friends, who httv since told me that
they were really on a higher plane of thought.
Now this is one of the ways the great champion of rationalism is doing much good and causing a mighty revolution within
the citttdel of human intelligence. His name is immortal, and
for all time henceforth it will shine brightly upon the historical pttges of the world's advancement.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I noticed in THE TRm.'II SEEKER of Jan. 17th a
letter from C. L. Silverman, of East Portland, Oregon, which
ran thus: "If we ha v existed before we came to this existence, we will exist after death. If we were a new creation, we
shall cettse to liv."
In answer to the first, I will endeavor to show that we hav
existed before we came to this existence.
The indestructibility of matter leads me to infer that "what
is, always was;" or, in other words, the amount of matter constituting the universe has never increased or diminished a
single grain. If it has diminished, then matter is destructible.
On the other hand, if it has increased, or is increasing, I must
attribute it to a snpernatuml power; for to be constantly receiving matter into our universe, it must come from sollle place
outside of it, or else it is not an addition to the amount of matter already in existence. Therefore, the amount of matter
that at present constitutes our universe has always existed;
man being part of that matter, and matter once created cannot be destroyed.
The next proposition is, If we were a new creation, we shall
cease to be.
Now, I think exactly the opposit, for if we are a new creation (an addition to that which has already been in existence),
we must hav come frolll that unknown place outside <ff the
uniYerse, since the amount of matter could not be increased
by the addition of man unless we did. And if such be the
case, I can conceive of no other means by which we could
come into this world nnlAss by the will of a supernatural being; for natural causes do not extend beyond where matter
ceases to exist, from the fact that natural causes, to act, must
hav matter to act upon. Also, if we are a new creation, there
must be an end to the universe, for the very same reason
stated above, viz., that we came from ou side of it.
I am aware that I hav alluded solely to the body, and before going further with the subject, I would like to hear from
l\'Ir. Silverman, and from some other of your readers, through
the columns of your sensible and valuable paper.
D. M. DEVINE.
MoDESTo, CAL., Jan. 18, 285.
MR. EDITOR: From the last number of the THE TRUTH
SEEKER, I see that Mr. Geo. Gray, of Lowell, Mass., has ordered his paper stopped, because in it yon giv the Spiritualists and the Prohibitionists a fair hearing, just the same as
you giv the Anti-Spiritualists lind the Anti-Prohibitionists.
Now, on both of these questions I happen to be, like him, an
anti. Unlike him, however, I wish the Spiritualists and the
Prohibitionists, many of whom stand high in the ranks of Liberalism, to enjoy every privilege that I ask for myself. Less
than this would render me a non-Liberal; and that to which
Mr. Gmy objects is, in my eyes, one 6f the very things that
render THE TRUTH SEEKER so eminently excellent I shall not
rest, therefore, until I hav sent you at least two new subscribers in the place of the one you hav lost in him. Will not
every other true Liberal try to do the same?
Yours truly,
JoHN R. KELSo.
FABIUS, N. Y., Jan. 17, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Accept my thanks for your leniency in sending your valuable paper after our subscription expired. At
that time I was in the far-off Southwest, Missouri, where the
extremes of heat and cold are seldom experienced. In the
beautiful city of Carthage I found some firm friends, who believe in and advocate the principles of li'reethonght.
During my stay at the so-call<>d "godless town of Liberal,"
I found lots of Freethinkers, both Materialists and Spiritualists, who apparently liv together in peace and harmony. Their
village is located in the heart of a beautiful and fertil r~ion,
which bids fair to become a central point of trade. I was very
favorably impressed with both the country and its inhabitants
-so much so, that if I can dispose of my fttrm at a reasonable
price, I shall probably cast my futme lot on earth with the
good citizens of Liberal, 'Mo. In point of intellectual wealth
and ability Libeml far surpasses any place of her size that I
ever saw. Her efforts in the matter of schools and the promotion of a scientific secular education are truly commendable,
and reflect much credit on the character of the people. Four
or five years ago, an open prairie marked the place of the present site of Liberal, with her six hundred inhabitants. Her
natural advantages-are many and favorable, such as coal for
fuel, and stoi;J.e and brick for building purposes, and beautiful
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springs of clear, soft, cold water. With a rich agricultural
region, and a railway thoroughfare with a nice depot, Liberal
bids fair to soon become a noted business town.
Inclosed I send $5 on my wife's subscription to the faithful
old TRUTH SEEKER, founded by my old friend, D. M. Bennett.
I correspond with several newspapers, and always manage
to work in some Freethought sentiments, though I hav to frequently sugar-coat the pill, that they may the more readily
take the dose. If I can get Freethought into conservativ papers, it reaches others who are not Radical. Carry the war
into Africa (in the churches) is the motto of
HoMER A. BrLLINGH.
SoUTH BoSQUE, TExAs, Jan. 10, 285.
MR. EDITOR: I feel somewhat ashamed for not sending you
your due in this short letter, but I am financially embarrassed,
and cannot do anything to help you before June or July. Our
last cotton crop was very short in this part. We made good
grain crops, but we find no demand for that. The best wheat
is a drug on the market at fifty cents pe:n bushel. My shortness was caused by buying more land last fall on installments
and it took all I made to spare, and even more, to pay up. A~
this is unimportant to you, I will say this: If you will send on
THE TRUTH SEEKER until July without pay, I will pay then,
upon the honor of a deserter from the ranks of Methodism to
Agnosticism. I am talking Liberalism, and loaning my papers
and tracts to my orthodox friends, and many are beginning to
talk real sensible about faith and superstition, and are giving
their more faithful friends trouble, and even some of the way.
ward are m~de especial subjects of prayer to God. Some hav
got so affected with Infidelity that they actually refuse to talk
and tell their religicuB experiences in the monthly classmeetings. I feel called to preach, and am trying in my humble way to prepare myself to qbey that call. The third Sunday in last month I delivered my maiden lecture on the subject of "How I Carne t.o Doubt Christianity and Become an
Infidel." I had a very nice little audience, who gave good attention, and I must say I feel flattered at the success I made,
as I was requested to giv them another at an early elate.
D. F. MARRS.
BURR OAK, lVIrcH., Jan. 26, 285.
1\'I:R. EDIToR: In the latter part of December I received a letter from J. E. Remsburg, stating that if a hall could be
procured, he would deliver a lecture at Burr Oak on Sat. evening, Jan. 17, '85. As the place has always slumbered in the
embrace of orthodoxy and apathy, I was desirous that the inhabitants should, for once, hav an opportunity to hear the
truth. I immediately notified Liberals, and the decision was
soon reached to hav a lecture. A miserly old chap owns a hall
here, which he lets for all sorts of purposes, and as he is said
to be a Universalist, it was thought that the hall could be obtained without difficulty. But, when approached, the old felow said, "No! no B~b Ingersoll men in my hall!" "Nigger
minstrels," and such-like, are freely admitted, but the line is
drawn at "Ingersollism," as simpletons call everything pertaining to Free thought. There is a rumor about a man who is
so stingy that he catches flies in the summer and examins the
cracks in their feet to see if they hav been stealing his sugar.
Some people hav a suspicion that the old curmudgeon who
owns the hall is the guilty party, but as the charge is not fully
substantiated by direct testimony, he is entitled to the benefit
of the doubt. But the matter was not abandoned at the first
rebuff; further effort,was made, and soon a better hall was secured, the lecture was advertised, and all arrangements duly
made. Then Jehovah got mad and came to the assistance of
old Gradgrind and the good Christians of the town. He sent
a raging, mighty snowstorm, followed by a bitterly cold wind,
which lasted two or three days. Trains were delayed, and all
travel suspend~d on the country roads. The lecture was
postponed indefinitly and the wicked Infidels were much disappointed. Let us pray. After prayer Bro. Hookfingers will
pass the hat, while we sing, "A charge to keep I hav," etc.
The Lord loveth a cheerful giver. Freethought and free
speech must be stifled at all hazards.
N. G. W.
MILFORD, MAss., J>tn. 26, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: I was in Boston last week, and called at the
office of the TVoman's Joumal. Lucy Stone asked me if I took
the TVoman's Journal. No. She wanted to hav me take it,
and be in favor of the rights of woman. I had a copy of THE
TRUTH SEEKER of May 31, 1884, in my pocket, containing an
article of mine, "Equal Rights for Woman as Well as Man."
I took it out and showed her my name at the end of it. She
did not look at the contents, but asked what paper it was in.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. She said," That is a very wicked paper."
I said, " That is putting it coolly on me, but it is a seasonably
cold day." She then said, "I don't know much about the
paper." I saic1, "That is the way of many people-talking
more of what they do not know than of what can be demonstrated. ·when you find out for a certainty as to its wickedness, let me know, so that I can govern myself accordingly. I
took the TVonwn's Joztrnal, then discarded it. It always taught
the lie that the Bible was in favor of woman's rights, yet its
devil, or some other 'feller,' always cam~ out ahead." I went
from there to a leather store kept by a friend of mine, who depends upon himself for his "daily bread," and told him of the
entertainment with Lucy. He wanted to see the article,
looked it over, and wanted to buy the paper, or another like
it. I told him to subscribe for TrrE TRUTII SEEKER, which he
did. I took the train for Brockton, Mass., a noted shoe city.
8uch hard times had never been known before. The factories
are not doing half their usual amount. As a result., large
numbers are out of work. What is the remedy? Holding
protracted meetings every night, praying God to pescue the
perishing. The daily paper has a heading, " God Help the
Poor," and starts a subscription with ten dollars. The scripture says, "Take no thought for the morrow," i.he tendency
being to propagate the poor. Then the scripture has this consolation for them," Blessed be ye poor." That never appeases
hunger. Poverty is the greatest of all curses. When I reached

the house. of a relativ, his wife was sweltering over the stove
cooking griddle-cakes. They had three children, the oldest
eight, the youngest four years, sick with lung fever. At supper the husband asked what is called a blessing-" 0 God,
we thank thee for the food provided for us. Supply those
that are destitute, for Christ's sake." I would hav said, "Am
sorry that the food provided for us was the cause of so much
trouble, yet, Annie, I thank you for it." The next day at dinner the girl, sight years old, asked the blessing-" Bless the
food provided for us, for Christ's sake." It didn't make beefsteak tender. I told the mother it would hav been better for
the child to hav the small-pox, as it would hav had its run, and
left her in better health, while this disease always left its victims worse. She said, "I was brought up in that way."
By education we are most misled;
We so believE> b.ecause we were so bred;
The priest takes up that which the nurse began,
And thus the child imposes on the man.
I stayed a day with her husband's father and mother-in-law,
both Methodists, no blessings asked. Dressmaking was the
leading industry of the house, and from the number of callers
was the one thing needful. That always brings blessings on
the table. Read THE TRUTII SEEKER again. She wanted the
paper. Could not part with it. Took her money for subscription. Inclosed find address of the two subscribers. In
one pocket I had THE TRUTH SEEKER, as useful as any Bible
that we ever·carried; in another pocket was a p"assport from
the secretary of state, giving me protection abroad, and with
it was an "Open Letter to Jesus Christ," whom I heard of,
but did not see. That makes a trinity that can be depended
on, as they carried me around in safety, as much as God ever
does to anyone, and to them be all the praise.
CHARLES C. JoHNSON.
CEDAR DALE, ·Jan. 19, 285.
MR. EDIToR: On Tuesday evening, January 13th, after a
short illness, Brother Richard McKinder, in the fifty-third year
of his age, passed away. He was a member of the Secular
Society in Sheffield, England, when quite a young man. His
faith in Freethonght was firm and unshaken while life lasted.
"This brave and tender brother in every storm of life was oak
and rock, but in the sunshine he was vine and flower. He
climbed the hights, and left all superstition far below. He was
a worshiper of liberty, a friend of the oppressed. He believed
that happiness was the only good, reason the only torch, jus·
tics the only worship, humanity the only religion, and love the
only priest." He leaves an only daughter to mourn and weep,
his wife having passed away two years ago, in the same faith.
It can be truly said of them, they were a noble, honest, truehearted, charitable couple when in life, always and ever ready
to assist suffering humanity in time of need.
A. M. B.
TuRNER's FALLS, MAss., Ja11. 24, 285.
MR. EDITOR: We had Mr. Samuel P. Putnam here for two
lectures on a recent Sunday. The first, "Coming Religions
Demands," was extremely well received, and his remark that
he would turn the costly churches into bread and feed the
hungry poor has occasioned a lot of lively discussion. It was
the first Infidel lecture ever delivered here, and has helped
us very much. Mr. Putnam's genial style has left a good impression of the Infidel. This community is anxious to hear
Col. Ingersoll, and I hope we can hav the pleasure and profit
of listening to him. I hav a strong desire to go to Altoona,
Pa., and will do so if I can arrange business so as to leave.
I wish to say to T. Winter £hat I am on the same level, solid
platform with him, and want to join heart and hand with every
Liberal to free and improve the human race.
GEORGE E. HARTLEY.
BABYLoN, L. I., Jan. 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Standing as I do, your sworn friend and well·
wisher, do not understand me to find fault with you, but what
I hav to say I wish yon to take as a kind suggestion. It is
simply this: Yon are printing a fine, large, expensiv paper.
Many of the articles you admit in your columns are too long,
too philosophical for the common mind. They are certainly
never read but by few. It seems to me that short, commonplace articles, written for the many, can be understood by all;
and in order to strengthen our side of the house, we must
take the guns of our common enemy and turn them against
them. A daily, pictorial sheet, based upon Infidelity, should
be sold in New York. It should be tempered so as not to be
repulsiv, but highly attractiv. It might be headed, "Among
the Stars." But, my dear sir, I am anxious to see progress
made by Infidels as the improvements of the age are progressing. If we stand too long, wo may hav our fetters tightened
instead of loosened.
Yours truly, P. H. FosTER,
(An Infidel of nearly 50 years' standing).
RocHELLE, ILL., Jan. 26, li5.
MR. EDIToR: In addition to the arguments presented m my
reply to Brother Watson, permit me to say to Brothers Hough
and VanDenburgh that they must concede that each physical
body as such is virtually in the same condition a hundred
years before birth as a hundred years after death. Also that
all science postulates the fact that all forms, from man to sun
and system, had a beginning, and at some time will end. But
the material these forms are composed of never began and
never will end, neither did it come from outside of the universe (because there is no such place), but in its infinit aggregation fills and is all the universe, and always will be. It is
like a vast kaleidoscope, always assuming countless other
forms, old forms vanishing, new forms building up, yet always remaining the same in its grand totality; or like the human family, of which always new members are born, others
growing to maturity, while others decline, die, and vanish,
yet repeating this process as long as conditions, favorable to
human life, exist upon our globe, when it also will die, resolve
itself again into nebulm or cloud-dust, and again, perhaps,
mingle with another globe, or, perchance, after a few millions
of years, undergo a new evolution into a world again favorable
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to a human race. But while our earth may thus evolute back
and die, other worlds, in countless numbers, are cooling off,
and upon them, finally, other races, perhaps more perfect
than we, shall enjoy existence perhaps in a higher degree than
we do now. And suns and systems are subject to this same
eternal law. And this rise and decline of worlds, and suns,
and systems, has gone on forever and ever in the beginningless
past, and will continue to go on and on forever. And while
this change is going on here in the small circle of spac~ we
now monopolize, it goes on and on precisely the same in the
infinit expanse of space radiating in infinit number of infinitly
extended imaginary lines from our world as a center on· and
on, up and down, to the right and left, east and west, north
and south, on and on forever and ever. No beginning to space
-no end. No beginning to the number of worlds, suns, and
systems filling it. No outside, no center, no circumferenceall is but an infinit repetition of the phenomenon as we behold it within our range of telescopes, and around us here and
now!
Therefore, Brother Hough, you see I do not believe in the
annihilation of matter; no, indeed ! not of one particle; but I
do insist that the perpetuity of nature is dependent upon the
continuous annihilation of every form or being, because, if the
formation of special forms-immortal and indestructible-had
been going on during all the beginningless eternity of the
past, without the materials of which they were composed going back to the great reservoir of nature from which they were
originally taken, to enable the formation process to continue forever, all would long-even an eternity-ago already
hav assumed these special forms, and all now be these special
forms and-no universe!
The fact is self-evident, then, that change being the order
of nature now, change always has been and o.lways will be;
and the more vital fact that this eternal change implies, yes,
necessitates~death!

Again, you class matter, life, and mind alike, but which is a
great mistake. While all matter-each particle-has, no doubt,
"always been in some form," and is eternal, yet each individual mind and life exists but once. The latter hav no existence per se and are only functions of individual living, but
mortal, organism, which, when this organism has vanished,
must vanish also.
If y0u desire to fortify your position yon should not illustrate by any product of nature, such as the root, stem, and
leaf of the flower, as all alike prove emphatically that all forms
must end. PI nck the flower and it withers as the body decays
when laid in its coffin; and while the seed of this flower may
produce another flower after its death, so our children may liv
after us.
Some day I intend to write a letter for our good paper
entitled, "Strange Things That Are Not Strange," to illustrate
that the strange experiences of your life are not so strange as
you assume, but more especially to further illustrate what I so
emphatically insist upon, and that is that the strangest thing
in the universe, the strangest thing conceivable, is not oneten-thousand-millionth part as strange as the very startling
assumption that when a man is clead he stilllivs!
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
MoNTEZUMA, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 for THE TRUTII SEEKER, which
please mail as directed. This subscriber remarks in a jocular
way that if God prospers him, in the future he will remit
more for truth. Friday morning about one o'clock my res·
idence and contents were wholly consumed by fire. Thus
the loss of my darling babe is s0 soon followed by that of my
home. Christians say the calamity is a special dispensation of
providence-a just, merciful, loving, heavenly father-all because my reason, honestly followed, compels me to condemn
a book the teaching of which, if practiced to the letter, would
consign ns all to infamy. These Christians . forget that this
imaginary fiend, this incubus of the clouds, struck over the
shoulder of one of his cringing worshipers. Thus his usual
course of procedure is fully manifested. Remsburg and
Reynolds will remember (as well as your readers) that the day
they arrived here (January 8th) the adjoining residence took
fire, and by energetic efforts ~f citizens the flames was extinguished, and mainly by the assistance of the "hideous" Remsburg. Three weeks from that day (January 28th) exactly, the
same residence, at eight P.M.-and while the wife of the owner
was at prayer-meeting-again took fire, and the flames were
again subdued ; and at 12:30, the same night, the flames
for the third time leaped furiously into the air with such persistence that nothing could stay them.
The husband of the
wife also was, a few years ago, a fervent worshiper and exhorter ancl on the night of the fire was heard to remark,
"that' he had canned his religion and stowed it in the house."
This no doubt accounts for the fire. Tho religion being of
such' a "red-h~t" kind, the cans melted and it consmed all
before it. The Baptist church also took fire, and some of the
Christian bystanders remarked that "it was because the trustees permitted the funeral services, by the Infidel Reynolds, to
be conducted there, and it was an exhibition of God's consuming anger;" while another w9;s heard to say, "G?c~,won't
suffer his church to burn. He w1ll take good care of 1t -bnt
if the flames had not been extinguished by a free "sprinkling"
and "outpouring" of water, that, too, .w~mld hav been a heap
of ruins. Tile house where the fire ongmated was mortgaged,
and I presume that God so loved his friend of "canned religion" fame, he would (though havi~g no b~nk account of
his own) pay off the mortgage by cansmg the msuran~e company w draw its checks for the amount a~d he woulu g1v them
credit in his defunct and collapsed bankmg-house. Thus we
discover the manifold dispensations of this mnch-worshipe<i
vagary in the skies. The Sabbath before the fire a Christir,n
(?)called at my house and requested the privilege of holding
a prayer-meeting on the following Sabbath for the purpose of
converting me. Now, my humanity would and could only say
yes, but suddenly up starts their ,God, and before the Sabb~th
day arrives pours ont his vials of wrath and fire, and, as w1th
Sod om and Gomorrah, utterly destroysmy habitation, an~ frustrates the object of one who was laboring for the ~alvatwn of
souls. A way with such nonsense for me. Oh, 1f. ~en and
women would only bre'\k the shackles of superstition that
bind them, how free and happy they would be!
.
I inclose yon twenty-five cents for your ALi\IANAC, whwh
please mail to me.
EDwARD Ross.
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.Fklited by Mrss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fhll River,
whom all Comm1tnicatilfns for this
Cbrner should be sent.

Mass., to

"l'letween the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohlldren's Hour."

Says He.
Whatever the weather may be," says heWhatever the weather may be Tt's plaM 1r ye will, an' I'll say me say,
Supposin' to-day was the wintriest day,
Wud the weather be changin' because ye cried,
Or the snow be grass were ye crucified?
The best Is tQ make your own summer," says he,
Whatever the weather may be," says he,
Whatever the weather may be I
Wha•ever the weather may be," says heWhatever the weather may be,
t's the songs ye sing an' the smiles ye wear
Tllat's a-m'tkln the sun shine everywh_ere;
An' the world or gloom is a world of glee,
Wid the bird in the bush an' the bud in the tree,
Whatever the weather may be," says he' Whatever the weather may bel
• Whatever the weather ma.y be," sa.ys he-

' Whatever the weather may be,
Ye can bring the spring, wid it's green an' gold,
An' the grass in the grove where the snow lies cold
An' ye'll warm your back, with a smllln' face,
As ye sit at your heart like an old fireplace,
Whatever the weather may be," says he' Whatever the weather may be I"
-

-Jam-. Whitcomb Riley.

Mother's Birthday.
Our mother's rorty-s!x years old 1
You'd never think it, would you?
With eyes so brlgh', and hair so brown,
And step so ltght, how could you?
Her hands, that look so small and frll.ilSuch skllful hands are seldom seenSuch brave, unfaltering, loving hands;
No dearer hands in the world, I ween.
Eyes so sort, so brown, so brightEyes where softest shadows bide.
L!Lughter-lit, or soft, or sad,
Our mother's eyes are our secret pride,
LIPs, whose rose-t!nt does not fadeLips we love more than she knowsLips whose bursts of heart-felt song,
Music make where'er she goes.
Heart .so loving, brave, and trueBest heart ever mother hadHeart that loves her children wen,
Though oft they've made that kind heart sad.
Mother, what o!Ierlng shall we bring,
As a birthday gift to thee?
Me thinks thy heart would say, "Thy Jove,
Much as thy lieart can hold, for me."
We are wayward, wilful, fretful,
To the one we most do love.
Yet, mother, know thy children prlz'
Thy love all other things above.
So, as a birthday gift we bringThough it always was, and will be, thineThy children's deepest, truest loveThis rhyme a token and a sign.
M. LOUISE BAKER.
Irwin, la..

Absent-Mindedness.
To prove that the human mind is dual in
character, we hav only to observe the way
in which some persons with large coneentrativness of thought will act at times.
I had a case at law upon a time, where
a man tried to compel me to do work not in
the contract, and, having engaged an attorney,
he requested me to call at his office on the following morning at precisely nine o'clock to
consult as to best method of attack. Promptly
to time I entered his ofi.ce, and found him in
what appeared a deep train of thought. I
bade him good-morning and took a seat near
the stove, receiving no reply or recognition
whatever. I waited and watched him for some
time. At last he mechanically pulled out his
watch and looked at it, his lips moving all the
while as if making a speech. He replaaed his
watch, put on his overcoat, took up his hat,
and started out of the office toward the courthouse, leaving the door open as if I was to follow. As he got upon the pavement he began
to use his hands quite freely, and I made up
my mind to follow him. I fancied I was insulted by his indifference, and I said, "My
man, if you think I am going to dance attendance to you again, you I'll'S mistaken; you can
keep the fee, but you: shall hear from me in a
way you will not like, when I get to my pen
and inkstand;" and I was beginning to hurl
some pretty hard thoughts after him as he
strode along before me. All of a sudden he
turned abruptly about, and came dashing
along toward his office, and, meeting me, he
extended his hand and enquired, "Hav you
I
· t
b b d
been to my office? was JuS now so a sor e
in an argument I hav to make in a case to-day
that I actually walked awaY from one of my
clients and left the office door wide open. I

The people of this country are divided into
saw some one enter, but I could not stop. I
; FREETHOUGHT WORKS.
was just in the essence of the case, and I had different castes, but we do not care for caste
distinctions.
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office,
to finish it. I hav it all planned out now, and
I shall be glad if you will write to me occaI hav it all clear as day." "Well," said I, " I sionally.
Hume's Essays.. Essays and treatises
on various subJects. By DAVID HuME,
hav just been there, and I wondered very
It is all right with us. Hoping that this will
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author's
much to see myself treated with so much in- find yon in good health and vigor, I remain
life and writings, to which are added
Truly -and sincerely yours,
difference. I waR at a loss what to make of it."
dialogues concerning natural religion.
NARENDRANATH BASU,
At this he set up a good-natured laugh, and
Price, $1.50.
[We welco~e our oriental friend to the C0rsaid, "Come back, and I'll tell you something." After we got back to the office and ner, and we think he is a bright scholar to be Idols and Ideals, with ;n Essays on
Christianity. By MoNCURE D. CoNWAY,
were cosily seated, he told me the following so far advanced at fifteen. We shall always
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of
be pleased to hear from him.-ED. C. C.]
story."
London. $1.50.
"I went to the city of Washington, some
It~ Then, and When. From the docyears ago, to attend to a very perplexing case,
A Wonderful Dog.
trins of the Church. By WARREN SuMNER
which involved some very delicate questions
BARLOW. 10 cents,
Mr. A. C. Collins, of Hartford, is the owner
and exceptions. After I was ready to start of a dog which for intelligence has no supehome, while awaiting the evening train in rior. The animal is a thoroughbred pointer, Image Breaker (the). By JoHN E.
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together,
a hotel sifting-room near the depot, I was go- and answers to the name of Fritz. Mr. Collins
25 cents.
Separately,. 5 cents each. 1,
ing over the points and arguments in a sort of received him when he was still a little puppy,
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant In.
• tolemnce; 3. Washington ·an Unbeliever;
retrospectiv way, and at last while at one and at a time when a series of "Training and
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and
of the most interesting points, a news-boy Breaking" were being published in the Forest
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath.
came, and, poking his paper almost into my and Stream. Following out the instructions
face, he said, 'Buy a paper!' At this I embodied in the articles, Mr. Collins has by Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-book, be·
iug the substance of thirteen lectures OD
almost lost the thread of my subject, but by patient work so far pel'fected his dog in tricks
the Bible. By RonERT CoOPER. $1.
great effort I caught it up, and went on. that the animal seems to be endowed with huWhen I got fairly under way again, and was man intelligence. At the word of command Ingersoll in . Canada.
A Reply to
intensely engaged, the little fellow made Fritz will leap over his owner's arm, stretch
Wendling, Archbishop Lynch, "By.
stande1·," and others. By ALLEN P.RINGLE.
another effort, and this time, by pushing his himself, yawn, sneeze, walk on three legs,
15 cents.
paper under. my nose, he actually broke the hunt for fleas in a handkerchief, kiss his
spell and scattered my subject to the four owner's hand, remove his hat, put his two for- Is Life Worth Living. By WILLIAM
II. MALLOOK. Contents: The New Imwinds. It annoyed me so that I impulsivly ward paws in the seat of a chair and pretend
port of the Question, Morality and the
brushed his paper aside and exclaimed, some- to pray, get into the chair and assume the
Prize of Life, Sociology as. the Fountain
what in anger, 'Oh! Go away!'
same attitude, get down out of the chair backof Morality, Goodness as its own Re"But as I did so I caught sight of his bare ward, beg for meat, stop chewin~ suddenly,
ward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life
feet and scant clothing, and the f11ct that he lie on his left or right side, pretend to be
as its own Reward, The Superstition of
had but a single paper to dispose of. This dead, tell his age by means of cards and in the
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality,
discovery set me to thinking of him, and I was same way add and subtract, pick up the king
and Natural Theism, The Human Race
ashamed of my conduct toward the lad, he of spades, diamonds, hearts, and clubs, and
and Revelation, Universal History and
looked so crestfallen; but, while I was trying the jack, queen, and aces of the same suits,
the claims of the Christian Church, Beto invent some excuse to aid me in apologiz- and do numerous other tricks to the number
lief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50.
ing for my abrupt treatment, there entered a of forty-five. In the three years -he has had
Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character
little band of musicians, two small boys and him Mr. Collins has never struck Fritz a blow
of the Jewish Deity Delineated. A new
a beautiful girl about ten years old. They be- to make him do any of his tricks. In the field
uncl valuable book. 35 cents.
gan to 'play and then sang, and did it extremely the animal is equally intelligflnt, retrieving
Kneeland's
Natioual Hymns. 35 cts.
well. The little newsboy stood in a corner, birds at dictation with surprising celerity.and looked upon the neat little singer in a sor- Hariford Post.
Koran (the). A new English edition
rowful way. After singing two songs she
of the Koran of Mohammed, to which ig
added the life of Mohammed, or the hispassed around the tambourine and collected
tory of that doctrin which was begun and
OTTO 'VETTSTEIN'S
~ome coins from several, to which I also concarried on by him in Ambia. Price, $1.50
tributed. When I did so my little newsboy
looked so hard at me, and was so affected- by
Letters of Junius. Two volumes m
one. From the latest London edition.
the music, and probably his own poor success
$1.50.
and bare feet, that I saw the tears trickling
Rochelle, Ill.
down his chubby cheeks, and the picture altoLetters to Eugenia; or, A Preservativ Against Religious Prejudices. By
gether was a sad thing to behold. The boy
A FEW OF liiY PRICES;
Baron D'HoLBACH, author of the "System
Solid silver stem-winding American Watches,
seemed to be so astonished at his disappointof Nature," etc. Translated from the
or open case; 2 oz. 7 jeweled, $10; 3 oz , $11;
ment in reading my face which he no doubt 4hunting
oz $12; 5 oz. SH. Sarno cases with 11 jeweled
French by ANTHONY C. MmDLEToN, M.D.
took to be much better. I could hold out no movements, 512 50, S\3.50, 514.50, $16.50. Same case
Price, $1. 00,
with full (15) jeweled movement, patent regulator,
longer, and beckoning him to approach me, I $17,$18, $19, $21. Same cases, with run jeweled adLife
of Paine. By J. E. REMSBURG.
said, ' Come here my little man, I want justed patent regulator movements, $22, $23, $24,
S26; key wind, 52 to $5 less; !or best cases, silver
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
to talk to you.' My kind words assured him, caps and gold joints add $1. 50, and for best filled
and he came to me in a timid sort of way. I gold cases (warranted for ~0 years) add $10 to best Life of Thomas Paine, author of
silver cases, making a 11 jeweled hunting (filled
"Common Sense," "Rights of Man,"
said, 'I suppose you think me a hard-hearted case) stem-wind quick train watch only $28; same
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical and
man to treat you in so rough a manner but I for ladles, $23.
Ladles' solid gold steni-wlnd
· waocbes, latest styles, good American 11 jeweled
'
explanatory observations on his writings.
was annoyed because you scattered all my moyements, 10 kt, $24; 14 kt, $32; same full jeweled,
By GILBERT VALE. $1.00.
·
I fi d ou
h a ·
$32 and $40-for fancy engraving add $3 to $5.
th ought s, b u t , smce
n Y are sue
mce
Prices and specifications tor finer ladles' and
little fellow, I must ask your pardon. ·what gents' watches, Including all the finest, richest, Love and Transition: A Plea in poetry
for the practicalization of known truth.
and most elaboratly finished watches In the world,
d ou 11 ur paper fo ?'
r
sent upon application.
o Y se yo
By MARY E. TILLOTSON. $1.00.
" 'Fi-i-ive cents,' said he.
Watches cleaned for 51; main springs, Sl. Bank
" 'H
d
11 ·
d ?'
time-locks, chronographs, music boxes. etc., re- Love Ventures of Tom, Dick, and
paired at lowest rates, and all work warranted the
ow many o you Be 1n a ay
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they
"'I could sell a good many if I had the best in the world or no pay.
were naked and not ashamed." 50 cents.
.Best steel spectacle made, $1; genu in pebbles, $2;
money to buy them, but I only can buy about l':o'>d common, 25 cents. Best triple plated teas]loons,
twenty-five, and I make one-half, but some- $2; tablespoons, $4; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75-all Man's Nature and Development. By
HENRY GEORGE ATKINSoN, 'F'. G. S., and
set of six.
. diamonds,
.
I can 't se11 th em, an d th en I rnak e on 1Y per
t 1mes
Parties
desiring silverware, jewelry,
HARRIET MARTINEAU. $1.50.
a little and the wind blowed two of my pa- etc.,ror presents will do well to order sample package
'
.
on selection and save money. Cash will be ra- Modern Thinkers: What they Think
pers away and tore them. I JUSt made ten funded on all goods not satisfactory.
cents for all day.'
Watches, etc., may be safely sent In unsealed
and Wby. (Principally on Social
.
packages per registered mall, and will be ret>lrned
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLow, LL"''\Veil, that lS too bad, and as I see you are at my expense.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
D., with an introduction by R. G. Ingeran honest lad, I wan't to make you feel as
P. B.-Stop over and see me when near Rochelle,
soll. With eight portraits: Comte, Swegood as I can for the way I treated you. So
denborg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham,
now I will buy your paper, and here is a silThomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
THE
ver dollar. Take this and buy all you think
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 pages. $1.50
you can sell, and lay aside one half the money
Moral Education: Its Laws and Metheach day until you can get a good pair of shoes.
ods. By Prof. J. R. BucHANAN. A new
Agnosticism and Atheism, Charles A. Watts.The weather will soon be too cold, and you
method to conquer crime, disease, and
Pesslmlsm
and
Physiology,
C.
N.-The
Rationale
ot
will want some warm clothing besides.' "
misery, which churches; colleges,- and
Agnosticism, G. M. McC.-Islam; or, '.rhe Universal
governments have signally failed to do.
"He took the dollar and looked it over 'and Hymn, Albert .T. Edmunds.-Agnostlclsm and Theology, Charles Watts.-Bruno of Nola: A poem, Lara.$1.50.
over, and pinched it as tightly as he could. Mars Hill In London, Moncure D. Oonway (Review
The bell soon sounded the train, and we had of Harrison-Spencer Controversy).-The Philosophy Moral Physiolog-y; A Brie£ and Plain
Agnosticism, Ignotus.-Agnostlclsm and '£he Ism,
Treatis on the Population Question. By
to part. The littl«ellow ran to his home, and of
W. B. Carpenter, M.D.-Reply to Dr. Carpenter, W. B.
RoBERT DALE OwEN. 60 cents.
I took the train. I ne7er enjoyed reading a Mc'l'aggart.-The Council of Ten, Thomas Meaa.The Messrs. Facing-Both-Ways of Scleuce, Edward
paper as I did the one which cost me a dollar. >~.vellng.-Agnostlclsm and Christianity, F. Sydney Mortality of the Soul and the ImmorThis is my apology to you, so now to busi- Morrls.-Darwin a ad Theology, Charles C. Cattell,tality of its Elements. By A. SNIDER DE
The Antiquity of Man, W. W. Ool!Jns.-Scraps, A. M.
PELLEGRINI. 10 cents.
ness."
J. R. P.
D., etc
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
MoRAL.-Our greatest disappointments in
Myths and Myth-Makers: Old Tales
life often turn out to be our greatest successes.
and Superstitions interpreted by compnrative Mythology. By JoHN FISKE, M.A.
This is the moral to be drawn to interest beLL.B., of Harvarcl College. $2.
ginners in life, and ..;,e must feel our disappointments keenly to get their full benefit. P,
Origin and Development of Religious

Popular Jewelry Store

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL FOR 1885.

Correspondence.
BERJUMPUR, BENGAL, INDIA, Jan. 4, 1885.
MY DEAR FRIEND SusAN H. Wr:xoN: I am
veryhappyin readingyour "Apples of Gold."
It is a very instructiv and interesting book.
We reside at Berhampur. Here is a collegiate school in which I am a student of the third
class. I am aged fifteen years.
We do not believe in spirits, ghosts, and
witches, as most of the people do in this conntry, nor do we worship idols. But all of them
· are ignorant and superstitious.

The BiDle AnalyzeD.
BY
John R. Kelso, A.M.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creatlon,_.:.The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles of the Blble.-The Errors of the Blble.-The
Prophecles.-The Devil or Satan of the Blble.-The
Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God or the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 833 pp, Splendidly executed. Bent
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.

Ideas anti Beliefs,

as manifested
in history ancl seen by reason. By Mon·
RIS EINSTEIN. $1.

Orthodox Hash, with a Change of
Diet. By WARREN SuMNER BAnLOvo.
10 cents.

Paradise Lost;
Cast Out.

or, The Great Dragon

60 cents.

Personal Immortality and Other
Papers.. By J osm OPPENHEIM. Extra cloth, 12mo, 98 pages.

75 cents.
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BOOKS FOR CHILDREN I
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STORY OF THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JE'NNIE

BUTLER

l'r!oe 10 cents.

BROWNE

For sale at this omce.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph or the
author which adds very much to the value or the
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles of Fr0ethought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Address THE '£RU'£H SEEKER.

ORTHODOXY.
A Lecture by

Col, Robert G. Ingersoll.
"The clergy know that I know that they
know that they do not know."
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
the United States should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Address THE TRU'rH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

INGERSOLL CATECHISED;
His Ans-wers
To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
by the Editor of the San Fanciscan.
Millions of these should be circulated by
Freethinkers.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
for u. dollar. Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Traditon to Reason.
BY ROBERT G. ADAJIS.
For Sttle at-. this Office.

Cloth, $1.25 .
.,6tf

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author ot

11

Prometheus," u Gottlieb," and
and Jesus."

•I

Ingersoll

A Radical romance of pioneer Ufe. deHneattng the vir·
tues of nstural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a
anpernatnral rellglon; crowded with Incident and full of
J)rogresslv ldeaa and tho poetry ot the future.
PRIOE ~1.00.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICF

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY
A Collection of Passages
Illustrating the

Purity and Mol'ality of The Bible.
Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF

COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
WITU AUTOGBAPU.

Price, 20 cents.

Address this Office.

WAIFS AND WANDERINGS

PRICE, $1.26; TWO COPIES, $2.00.

ANCIENT MAN
FALSE CLAIMS
~
BIBLE 1\IYTI-IS
THIRD EDITION.

-BY-

J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, 10 CTI:!. SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DCZ

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Hems burg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal StatisBy SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
lies, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
AUTHOR OF
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza.
th e Ch urc h an d S clenc(',
·
. the Ch urc h
"GOLDEN THRONE," "PROMETHEUS,, "INGED- t lOll;
SOLL A])ID JESUS," ETO.
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Price, Olnth, $1.00; Po.p•r, 50 Cts.
Woman's Rights Movement· the Temperance
'
.
·
Reform;
the Church and the Repubhc.
"A prose epic of the war, rich with Incident and
These
pamphlets
should
be
circulate{l
by
dramatic power· breezy from firft page to IMt With
the thousan?-. Let every reader send {or a
the llvlng spirit~! to-day,-John Swinton's Paptrr.
dozen at least. Address
THE TR_U'I'JI SEEKElt.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Ohnton Place, NEW YORK
33 OLIN'rDN PLAOE. NEW YORK.

Proving conolualviJ' that
THli: STOBY OF JESUS OHBlllT

.fits birth, llfe, trial, execution, eto.-la a mytl\
TBUTH SEEKEB Olllce.
ftloe, f2.00.
Ja Clinton l'Jaeo, New York-

AND

A JJiagazlne Devoted to tile Statemenu or JJiental and Spiritual
Phenomena.
39tf

Single Copies 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THEIR

ll } . Q h
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Revised and Enlaried.

FACTS.

Works in Western New York and
other States, together with Struct~
ures in Central America.,

I

A NEW AMERICAN STOIW,

"ANT I C H R IS T ."

IN AMERiCA.

INCLUDING

ByFREDERicK L&RKIN, M.D.

Being a Comparison of the Old and New estament
Membtrr of l.ht
Am<rican Associati<m for th.t Advancement of Scienu.
Myths and Mlt"acles with those of heathen natlons of Antiquity, Considering also their
Neatly Printed, with Numerous lllustratiolll:,
Origin and Meaning. With nu290 Pages.
merous !11ustrations.
Price,
Cloth $1.50.
The object of the work Is to point out the myths
with which the Old and New •restaments abound; to
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Ollnton Place. New York.
show that they were held !n common with ot!'~r nations; andthentracethemtothelrevldentong.nand
e., lain their meaning.

I

CApT AI NS 0f I N0USJ RY

"It has long been acknowledged by the most em!
nent blbllcal students that the Hebrew scrlp~re
1
contain a large mythical element; but, so far as we
OR,
know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source and ME])! OF BuSINESS WHo DID SoMETHING BE~certain their original slgn!flcatlon."-Boston 'aour
BIDES MAKING MONEY.·
"':~Never before bas there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research for the
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
or!e:ln or these myths as does this one Just pub !shed
'--byJ. W. Bouton, of New York."-Boston Times.
BY .TAMES PARTON.
"It Is unquestfonably true that the results of a
ratlonal!stic study or the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In i This book contains 400 pages, -plainly printed,
the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
treating of fo~ty-slx characters In history who have
1 Vo! Royal8vo. Olol.h About600pagu
i helped tha world; together wllh eight pOrtraits.
•
·
·
1\lr. Par• on's works need no commendation. They
Price,
•
$3.00 are standard.
Sent postpaid, on receipt of price.
Address,
PRICE,
Jl.23.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
I
Addrei!S
THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
3B Oll~ton Pllwe, New Yor~ I
311 Ol!Bton Place, New York,
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"Mamma, don't you suppose that God has
bored lots of holes in the sky so that we can
just see how beautiful heaven is on the other
side; and don't you guess that it is the angels
floating by them that makes them look as
though they were winking?"'"
"!leautiful thought," indeed! How could
the lady call it a beautiful thought when she
knew it was utterly false? And yet the lady
would report it, a popular daily would publish
it, and every "mamma'' who read it would
strive to make her little boy just as piously
smart by teaching him lies which would culminate in making him ask heavenly questions
about holes in the sky and angels winking
through them, in defiance of all known laws of
astronomy. Religious bigots call such trash
"beautiful," and will not permit Infidels to
such lies to testify in earthly courts of justice.

IJotlrg.
Growing Old.
I saw a sweet, cherubic child,
All mirthful, full of glee;
How wistfully It pleasant smiled,
And raised its hands to me!
I took It from its mother's arms,
Within my own to fold;
I sighed to think, with all Its chzrms,
This child is growing old I
The years rolled on; the child It g:::-ew
To be a malden fair;
From nature inspiration drew,
And fragrance from the air.
Her mind expanded with •• the love
Of riches" yet untold;
Beloved as few had been. before;
But-she was growing old I
We're children of the yesterdays.
This boon of life-why given 1
Unless It be to shape our ways,
To make thlsllfe a heaven ?
To free this life from envious strife
. Is better far than gold.
If we llv thus here, we need not fear,
Though we are growing old.
Yes, age is coming on apace,
O'ertakes us helpless creatures,
Imparts to us the careworn face,
The furrowed brow and fe9.tures.
But those who ma'ke a heaven of life,
Who love truth more than gold,
Strangers to discord, greed, and strife,
Rejoice while growing old.
No "dread hereafter" makes them sad,
They dwell in sunshine pleasant;
such hav their heaven, hence are gladTheir time and heaven are present.
But those who aim for greed and gain.
And barter truth for gold,
Who lucre gain with toll and pain,
Despair when growing old.
Thus toll and strife make human life
A wilderness of sorrow.
Men toil for greed, more than they need,
Then watch for more to-morrow.
But the grand and wise w111 duly prize
What nature doth unfold,
And their last days are filled with praise,
Whlle,they are growing old.
Who can perceive what to believe,
To dissipate this sorrow,
Or be without a single doubt
Pertaining to to-morrow ?
Alas, 'tis so 1-we seldom know
The truth by what we're told.
Forced to believe, some sigh and grieve,
While they are growing old.
We're born to ilv-to llv for what?
Who knows? Is there a man, sir,
That knows about our future lot ?
H not, w111 Reason answer ?
" We llv to love, and to progress,
Our faculties unfold,
Make evil less, and mankind bless,
Then drop to sleep when old."
HOMER A. BILLINGS.
Pompey, N. Y.

THE HORRIBLE RESULT OF

A

SUPERSTITION.

Fro»> the Dublin Times.

At the Clonmel Petty Sessions on Saturday,
two women, named Rourke and Cummins,
were prosecuted for having on the 22d of April
burnt a child three years old, named John
Dillon, by placing him naked on a hot shovel.
The act was the result of gross superstition on
their part, the two women alleging that he was
an old man left by t.he fairies as a substitute
for a real child they had taken from its mother.
The charge was proved against Rourke, and
she was sentenced to a week's imprisonment,
the mayor being of opinion that as she had
been in custody since the occurrence, the addition of a week's imprisonment would satisfy
the demands of justice.
They ought not to hav imprisoned her at all,
·but dubbed her "Faithful Rourke," in accordance with God's "Faithful Abraham," since
she was true to her superstili9n, as Faithful
Abraham was to his. Such thi'"ngs will always
occur while children and adults are taught
fairy tales, giant ·stories, witchcraft, and legends inside of the Bible or outside. But had
an Infidel, Materialist, or Spiritualist sacrificed
a child in a similar manner, no one week's imprisonment would ha v sufficed, but a verdictthe result of a denial of God and blasphemous
perversion of his holy word-rendered, and
imprisonment for life as a warning against
heresy, Infidelity, sorcery, etc, etc.
ELLA E. GIBSON.

I

Stray Scraps.
"Roller-skating, like many another craze,
has begun the career of decline and fall." ·
No wonder; the ministers are down on it.
''The Toronto Presbytery has voted, 27 to
12, that aman may lawfully marry his deceased
wife's sister."
May a woman lawfully marry her deceased
husband's brother?
"A rich old lady who went to hear Moody
in Washington has provided in her will that
$10,000 shall be given him upon her death."
Hope Evangelist Moody will die before the
old lady goes up where the woodbine twineth l
"Henry George lately has given expression
to the following selfish creed; • Uharity is all
very well in its way, but God has not brought
men into the world so that they might be charitable.'"
Ood has not "brought men into the world;"
all men were brought into the world by women,
" The rector of a certain London parish has
not been seen within the limits of the parish
within seven years. His income from the parish is $5,325 a year, while his duties are delegated to a curate at a salary of $700 a year."
Quite a monopoly on soul-saving! The poor
cumte ought to rebel. Well, suppose he did,
there are others who would perform the duties
at a stiil lower price; and yet God calls all
these fellows into the ministry, bflcause he has
no better methods of soul-saving.
As bona fide answers to questions set in recent examinations, the English Journal of .Education prints the following:
"Zacharias and Elizabeth had a son named
John. When he grew older he had his head
cut off to please a young lady."
False; it was to please the young lady's
mother that John the Baptist was beheaded
(see Matt. xiv). Why will teachers be so careless in expounding God's holy word to the
young?
"A lady sends us the following: 'A beautiful thought came from my little boy of eight
years this evening. We were watching our
lovely sunset, and afterward the stars made
their appearance, one by one, until there were
11. myriad of bright, twinkling orbs. He liaid,

Talk About Our Books.
THE DARwrns. By Elnrina D. Slenker. A
novel. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
Published by THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I hav received and read "The ·Darwins." I
think it very good. We need a great many
Darwins.-J. W. CoWDERY.
CHRISTIANITY A REWARD FOR CRnni. By 0. B.
Whitford, M.D. Price, 10 cents; $1.00 per
dozen. Published by THE TRUTH SEEKER.
One more good, eye-opening little book is
ready to do good work for Liberalism and happiness.
"Christianity a Reward for Crime " is a neat
little pamphlet, and is full of interesting and
instructiv matter. It fully proves that "Heaven
is a Christian bait for crime, and hell a scarecrow for idiots."
It shows that where there is the most real
Christian religion, there is the most· guilt,
crime, and misery. It proves Christianity to
be the world's greatest enemy-that it is a plea
for every wrong, evil, or crime, in the calendar.
Mr. Whitford tells many very interesting anecdotes showing the utter worthlessness of
religion or of gods in the hour of trouble, trial,
and afiiiction.
As I see the M.D ..appended to his name, and
then think of the long list of names upon my
file of correspondents' addresses, I wonder if
all our best physicians are skeptics and radicals. Can it be that, having dissected human
beings and found no soul, having stood by the
death-beds of human beings and seen no evidence that the dead live again, they naturally
take up the idea that ''death ends all?"
Be this as it may, I know I should hav
more confidence in a doctor ~ho did his best
to cure me of disease, than in one who believed
life and death were in the hands of some great
fetich.
I hope friend Whitford's book will meet with
a ready sale, and find a widespread circulation, thereby doing good work for truth and
humanity.-Er.Mn!A D. SLENKER.
Of the same pamphlet the Maquoketa
Record says: "This is a well-gotten up, thirtypage pamphlet. The argument is that the
great sinners of the world hav been Christians,
that Christianity has a kind of bulldozing
plan of compelling respect from the people
who hav no confidence whatever in its virtues.
The pamphlet thoroughly hauls the Bible over
the coals. It says:
" 'There are at the present time 81, '717 clergymen and 17,267.878 church communicants in
the United States. Added, we find 17,349,595
people belonging to the various Christian

~1,

1885.

churches.
The population of the United
States is 55,000,000, one-half of whom (27,500,000) we must confess are adults, from which
we subtract the number of clergymen and
communicants, and we find a majority of 10,150,405 non-communicants, or Liberals. Now,
what do we mean, allowing such a minority of
Bible-hangers and their dupes to control our
schools, politics, and suppress our thoughts?
We ha v the brains, but a very few the courage,
to tell the Christians their death-bed forgivness
of sins in the twinkling of an eye is a ;reward
for crime, and their theory of hell, food for
insanity. I hav witnessed the hanging of fifty
men in Montana since 1864, for murder and
other heinous crimes, who were, without an
exception, Christians, who died with the priest
or minister (when available) on the scaffold by
their side, praying them into heaven, while
their victims were writhing in the orthodox
hell because their murc1erers gave them no
time for prayers. At present there are in the
Montana asylum 84, all Christians and as
~~ny in the peniteDtiary, all Christians. So
1t 1s all over the land. · In view of these facts,
and considering there are a majority of over
10,000,000 Liberals or non-believers in the
Christian religion in the United States, and
scarcely one to be found expiating a crime upon
the gallows, serving a term in the penitentiary
or wearing the chain of the insane cell, w~
claim that the Christian faith is the n uclens of
crimes.'"
WAIFs" AND WANDERINGS. A novel. By Samuel
P. Putnam. The Truth Seeker Comp>tny
Publishers. Pages 192. Price, cloth, $1.00';
paper, 50 cents.
Mr. Putnam is getting to be one of the most
popular writers in the Freethought ranks, and
this last novel of his is one of his best. In the
space we hav to spare we think we can giv the
reader the best idea of the book by giving the
titles to each of the thirty-three chapters.
They are as follows: Cupples, The Rev. George
Adolphus Hapgood, Mrs. Hiram Binney, Dr.
Dobson, Billy Stubbs, The Poorhouse, Pater
Familias! Baby Bye, Sheriff M'Guffllm, The
Mystery Darkens, Change of Base, Getting
Ready, Over the River, The Enemy's Country,
The Devil Himself, Harry, Columbus, A Night's
.Journey, Off, The First Shot, A New Turn,
The Law and not the Gospel, To the Front,
The Boy and the Man, Father and Son, llilasks
and Faces, A Big Haul, Fairyland, Andersonville, Golden Silence, Pride and Love, The
Court Room, The Law and the Gospel. The
following quotation will giv the reader some
idea of Mr. Putnam's graphic style: "Suddenly, on the broad brow of a precipitous hill,
where rocks towering hundreds of feet high
seemed mingled in abysmal conflict, the vast
scene opened before them like a panorama,
glittering with the awful magnificence of war.
For miles and miles the landscape stretched
before the eyes; how beautiful when summer's
face was over it, shining with wood, and
stream, and fair fields, stretching away to the
luminous horizon like a dream of glory!-but
now it was lurid with tlie flames of a mighty
conflict. Hundreds of thousands of soldiers
were meeting in strife. Forth from the wooded
hills belched volumes of smoke, rolling, and
mingling, and enshrouding the armies in
gloom. Amid the great rifts were seen the
wild dash of cavalry, the steady advance and
tumultuous meeting of bayonets; troops plunging forward and then receding; flames burst·
ing in one long line or flashing from a thou.
sand quivering points, as if the very earth itself
was opening and pouring forth its fires. The
ghastly sun seemed amazed at thtJ indescribable confusion, while mists gathered here and
there, and poured a tender baptism upon the
bloody fields."-Freethinlcers' Magazine.

those who spurn the robes of virtue that Reason in the loom of grave Experience ·has
woven, and who from the dark and musty
closets of the past drag forth for use the soiled
and blood-stained garments that barbarians
wore. "-Freethinkers' Magazine.
THE SToRY HouR. New York. Published by
The Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton
Place. · For Children and Youth. By Susan
H, Wixon, author of "Apples of Gold,"
"All in a Lifetime," et.c. With nearly one
hundred illustrations.
"Between the dark and t:he daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the children's hour."
-Longfellow.
Such is the title-page of a charming vo]ume·
that has recently fallen into our handB to' no-·
tice. It is an octavo, of two hundred and
twenty-two pages, bound with a bllaUJtifutly
illuminated cover. The following is the tab]e•
of contents:
Lazy Dick, or, the Life of a Dog;. An Ange~
Unawares; May; Ten Little Waiting-Maids;:
The Doctor's Horse; True Politeness; A Bllmble-Bee's Thanksgiving; Grandfather's Pocket~
book; Meddlesome Molly; A Sad Mistake; Inside an Engin House; Our Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel's Silver Spoon; Odds
and Ends; A New-Year's Story; Miss Brown's
Valentine; What Stephen's Owl was Stuffed
With; John; Neighbor Brightside; Miss Marie
Gold's Party; Cousin John's Philosophy, or, It
ll'light ,Have Been Worse; Jenny's Question;
Ko.ty's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnished
House; Blackey; Breaking the Meeting; Our
Susie; A Funny Fellow, or, How He Was
Cured of Practical Joking; What the Ferns
Said; Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday;
Post-Office Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can, Because I
Will.
Every story is replete with good suggestions'
and moral teaching; entirely free from any·
shadow of superstition, and calculated noto
only to amuse and entertain, but to instruct ..
Our little boy feels as though tl fortune had'
fallen into his hands. He is enthusiastic over·
the stories, and the illustrations afford him a·.
ceaseless fund of enjoyment.- Maqtwlcela Rec·
ord.
"The Story Hour," by Miss Susan H. Wix:·
on, is a timely and valuable addition to Liberal
literature for children and youth. It is elab-·
omtely illustrated, and reflects great credit·
upon The Truth Seeker Company as pub-·
lishers. \Ve need this class of literature, and~
hail with delight this excellent contribution ..
It is bound in illuminated covers, and is worthy·
of morocco and gilt. 224 pp. Price, $1.25.-·
Light for Thinlcers.
·
THE STORY HouR.-Glaclly and gratefully we'
welcome the first pictured story-book written
for the young from a Liberal standpoint. Susie'
Wixon's "Story Hour" fills a long-felt want in.
youthful literature, and I trust it will find a··
home in every family that believes in good,.
healthful, rational reading for the children•.
It is not only an interesting, moral, and in-·
structiv volume, but it is a beautifully beauti-·
ful book.
The old bears on the cover are perfect pict-·
ures of happy contentment. Even the claws:
do not look one bit savage, and the little cubs:
are so playful that one longs to cuddle them
up in one's arms as they would a pet kitten.
'l'he cats, dogs, birds, and even frogs look
cute and cunning, while the children, with
their plays and playthings, are perfectly charming. Every child or young person. who comes
here seizes the book at once and longs to appropriate it as personal property, and my little
grandchild will listen for hours to our rendition of its pretty and enticing engravings. If
dear little Susie were alive how she would appreciate the book! What a delightful story one .
can tell about the little boy who is filling papa's
hat with water so as to sail his toy boat in it !
It is one of the most perfect books of the •
kind I ever saw. Old and young will appre-·
ciate it; and every story in it will convey a good I
moral, and imprint upon the heart happy andi.
healthful impulses.
I hope everyone who has children will ·buy·
it, and those who are not thus blest will secure •
it for soine neighbor's child, or keep it on the•
center-table for the amusement of young people who visit them. I predict for "The Story
Hour" a ready sale and a wide-spread circula-·
tion.
ELMINA.

BIBLE MoRALS. Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture. By John E. Remsburg. Published by The 'rrnth Seeker
Company. Price 25 cents.
Like all of Mr. Remsburg's writings and
lectures, this pamphlet is full of facts and
statistics worthy of consideration.
When
John E. Remsburg undertakes to prove any
position he assumes, he does it most thoroughly. If he had been a lawyer he would
not hav rested his case until all the evidence
bearing on the case was presented. Take for
instance his lecture on the "Sabbath," it is
the most thorough discussion of the subject
we hav ever read also; the same maybe said of
his "False Claims of the Church." We find
that he has been equally as industrious in presenting proofs in this work to show that the
Bible is an immoral work. We will quoLe
only the last verse of "Bible Morals:" "Accepting the Bible, not for what it has been
claimed to be, the word of God, but for what
it is, the work of man, I can excuse in a degree the crude ideas of right and wrong, and
the laxity of morals that prevailed among the
people whose history it records. The age in
which they lived, the circumstances that surllY RICHARD ll. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.ll,
rounded them, must palliate, to some extent,
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concern-·
their deeds and theories. But it is humiliat- ing the literature contained in the Old and·
ing to think in these better times, illuminated New 'l'estaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.A.ddreaa
TilE TRUTH SEEKER.
by the light of a glorious civili11ation, there are
ill! Ol!nton Place, N i'
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For Sale at THE TRU'l'H SEEKER Office.

Birth and J)eath of Religions:~
JoHN E. BuRTON.

By

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONE''D
BY SCRIPTURE.

Price, 10 cents.

Christian and Deist.

A Business
Man's Social and Religious View's. Bold
and trenchant blows against theology
and ii).humanity. Price, '1.00.

Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Rob
bery-Adultery and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Con
quest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Chil
dren-Cruelty to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibal
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancy - Ignorance and Idiocy - ObscenltY.

(,'hristianity from a Scientific and
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N.
LAUREN, attorney at Law. Contents: Introduetion, Unrevenled Religion, Old
Testament Religion, Evidence in Support
of Christianity, Alleged Failure of Christianity, Proposed Substitute for Christianity, Conclusion. 50 cents.

BY JOHN E. REMSBURG.

!Christ of Paul;

or, the Enigmas of
Christianity.
St. John never in ARia
Minor: Irenrous the author of the Fourth
Gospel; The Frauds of the Churchmen
of the Second Century Exposed. By G1w.
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2.

Price; Sin;-le Copies, 25 cents;

Special Discount on Larger Quantities.
A NEW BOOK OF DIRECTIONS
FOR

Classified Dible Extracts·

1

Holy Scriptures Analyzed.
CooPER. Price, 25 cents.

or, the
By RoBERT

Confessions of an Inquirer.

Why

and What Am I? By JAMES JACKSON JARYEs. Price, $1.25.

'Cooper's Lectures on the Soul.

In
which the doctrin of immortality is religiously and philosophically considered.
Price, 75 cents.

Cradle of the Christ.
Primitiv Christianity:
INGHAiii. Price, $1. 75.

A Study in
By 0. B. FROTH-

Cultivation of Art,

And Its Relations
to Religious Pmitanism and Money-Getting. By A. R. CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp.
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20.

Divine and Moral Works of Plato.

Translated from the 'origina~ Greek. With
introductory dissertations and notes.
Price, $2.50.

Doctrin of Inspiration :

being an
Inquiry Concerning the Infallibility, Inspiration, and Authority of Holy Writ.
By the Rev. JoHN MACNAUGHT, M.A., Incumbent of St. Chrysostom's church,
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50

Elegant Extracts from the Bible.
(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper
term.) Price, 10 cents.

English Life of Jesus.

BY THoMAs
Dedicated to those who seek
to know the truth of facts than to
look on unhistorical pictures. Price, $1.50.
~coTT.
r~tther

Epidemic Delusions.
FREDERICK

A Lecture by

R. MARviN, M.D. Price, 10 cts.

Essays onM.ind, :Matter, Forces, Theology, etc. By CHARLEs E. TowNsEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404pp. Price,
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same authol·. Price, 75 cents.

6 t;opies, $1.00
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fore otrered to the public, being the only scientific.
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two and a half years since they were first otrered
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
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thousands of patients, and not a single case of fail- fidelity to nature .. Its personages are those one meets
Price. 25 cents.
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WORKS OF PROF. DENTON.
De r.l'hyself. Price, 10 cents.
Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit·
ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents.

Common Sense Thoughts on the
Dible. Price, 10 cents.
Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts.
Geology; The Past and Future of our
Planet.

Price, $1.50.

Is Spiritualism True1 Price, 10 cts.
Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents.
Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is
1'rue.

Price, 10 cents.

Radical Discourses
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on Religious Sub-

Price, $1.25.

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25.
Sermon from . Shakspere's rrext.
Price, 10 cents.

.

:Soul of Things;

or, Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. In three volumes. Price, $1.50 per volume.
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EVOLUTION:
OF

STATUfTTE Of 1HOMAS PAINE.

This Statuette of the author-hero Is afac simile of
the model of Prof. Richards for the monument proposed to be erected In Lincoln Park. It Is admitted
to be a llne work of art, and Is the only correct outUne of Thomas Paine's head and face In existence,
being executed from a mask taken at the time of his
death, and sent, with other etrects, to a friend In
France, from whence Prot. Richards procured It for
his design.
Size 20xl61nches, weight 35 lbs.; llnished In the
same style as Rogers's groups.
Price red need from $14.00 to $10.00. Bole agent,
E, A. STEVENS, 480 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill,
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THE condition of the world Is changed by each lndlvld ual changing a little. H each person living
would place a single stone on a pyramid or monument a vast pill' would be rdolsed. So It every person will add hut a little to the monument of good
deeds, a great accession will be m~de-:1. pyramid
of Immense slz3.-D. ill. Bennett.

CHINESE servants ar~ becoming unpopular In Oal:
lfornla. The wages of Ah Sin are too high.

' "ANNA, what must you do, before everything else,
to hav your sins forglyen ?" "Commit the sins."
EYANGELIS'r MooDY'S work In Washington was not
altogether in vain. · There are strong hopes entertained of the e~rly redemption of the trade dollar.

'rJ-:r E

COXSEQOE.'!CES determln the quality of an action.
I! consequen~es are good, so Is the action. H actions
had no consequences, they would be nelt.her good
nor bad. Man did not get his knowledge of the con.
sequences of actions from God, but from experience
and reason. If man can, by actual exp.erlm 9nl, discover the right and wrong of actions, Is It not utt.erly
Illogical to declare that they who do not belleYe In
God can hav no standard of right and wrong 1 Consequences are the standard ·by which acllons are
l udged. They are the chHdren that. testify as to tha
real character of their parents. GJd or no GJd, larceny ls the enemy o: lndustrs-industry Is the
mother of prosperity-prosperity Is a good, and,
therefore, larceny Is an evil. GJdorno GJd, murder
Is a crime. There h.>S always be·en a law against
larceny, because the laborer wishes to enjoy the
fruit of hls toll. As long as men object to being
killed, murder will be !lleg»l.-R. G. Ingersoll in the

Truth Seeker Annual

"WHY dld Noah take Into the ark only a pair of
each klnd ?" asked a Sunday-school teacher of her
class. " •dause lt was all he needed," said a brighteyed boy. "Why was a pair of each kind all he
needed ?" " 'Cause t'other feller only bad a bobtall !lush."
"WHAT ls repentance ?" queried the Sundayschool teacher. "To be sorry for dolngwrong," sald
the good boy. "Were you ever sorrY tor anything
you dld ?" "Yes'm," said the· bad boy. "What
made you sorry?" "Great Jehosophat I Wasn't
you ever spanked ?"

Chri$ti<J.n Religion.

A..'f old !arm-house, with pastures wlde,

Sweet with fiowers on every slde;
A restless lad who looks !rom out
'£he porch, with woodbine twined about,
Wishes a thought from ln hls heart:
Oll, !f I onlY could depart
From this dull place the world to see,
Ah mel how happy I would bel
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Hon. Elizur \\'right,
Liberalism: What to Do and How
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A Dream of Earth and Man. By
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You know perfectly well that lf the world were
not governed by the laws ot cause and eJiect, there
would be no posslblllty of study, there would be no
posslblllty of organlz'ug sciences. You could never
know anything. Suppose that I could not count on
the propenles of Iron remaining what they are,
what would be the use o! building an Iron bridge?
Next week, It mlgllt become wood or some brittle
metal and utterly fall to meet the calls I should
make upon!~. So In every department. The worl1
would be Insane; lt would be one w!ld chaos of
chance and disorder, unless the law of cause and
eJI;cl held everywhere. I bel!evo It holds good In
human nature as well as everywhere else, This Is
the sclentlt:c doctrln of necesslty.-M. J. Savaue.

Ibi1..

IN a Sunday-school the teacher had been explainIng the text: "Let your loins be girded." Wishing
to see lf they understood the explanation, he sald to
a boy; "Well, tell me how and why we are commanded to glrd up our loins ?" "To keep up our
breeches, sir," replled the you tb.

"3redftinJZ"erdl, cmGll1umcrou.® 0Pfurotrc.tiondl.

Am!d the clty•s ceaseless din,
A man who round th9 world has been,
Who, mld the tumult and the throng,
Is thinking. wishing all day long:
Oh, could I only tread once more
The field path to the farm-house door;
The old green meadows could I see,
Ah me 1 how happy woul:i I be.-Amn.

MEN are accustomed to say that there Is no use arg ulng about free will, for It Is a qoctrln of common
sense; every man knows he Is free. But we know
also that common sense has been a great many times
mlsBken In the history or this world. CJmmon
sense-what does It mean? It )Ileans simply that
stock of Intelligence which has become portable ln
the crowd and which can be passed from hand to
hand llke current coln. It means the stock of common oplnlons that are are held by the mgjorlty,
And many a time, as Huxley has sald, common sense
Is only another name for common Ignorance. It
needs to be supplemented, now and again, by a little
sense that ls not so common. Common sense teaches
us, evdn to-day, that the world ls flit. It taught
that for tbousands of years, and It took a great whlle
to argue Into the common sense of the crowd. the
bGlief Which ls nOW establ!shed beyond q•~estlon.

AN Oshkosh prayer-meeting was disturbed recently by a inan arising and pulling oli his coat, as
lf preparing to slug somebody. As soon as he spoke,
however, It was seen that he was insane, as he asked
In a loud voice, " Is there any any grace here ?"

Universal Mental Liberty. The Freethinkers' Creed. By Horace Scaycr, S6
The Relation of Childhood to Free·
thought. By Susan H. \Vixon,
~:~}
The New Civilization._ By Stephen
Pearl Andrews,
9I
The Moral Sphere of Liberalism. I;y
S:tmuel P. Putnam,
9S
Are We All Infants?
By George
!\Iacdonald,
ror
J.Viaytime in Midwinter. By A. C.
Swinburne (Selected),
ius
Sou! Hunger. By Elliott Preston,
1->7
Liberalism. BY Dr. J. L. York,
I 11
A Difficulty and its Remedy. By
C. B. Reynoldst
n_s
18S4: Its Story 1n Encl:t!ld. Py
Charles llradlau!:h 1

PARSON WHANGDOODLE BAXTER distinguished
himself once more at the funeral of an aged colored
man: "Our deceased brudder was married foah
times d urlng hls llfe, but only one ob de widows
am so fortunate as to be able to survive hlm long
enough to be present on dls heah solemnlous occashun."
A FOND !ather presented his four-year-old boy with
a trumpet, with which he was greatly Infatuated.
AU day the boy tooted away dellghtedly, and at bedtime, when his grandmother told him to put his
trumpet down and say his prayers, the little fellow
said: "Oh, no; I'll tell you what let's do, grandma;
you pray and I'll keep on blowing."
"0 MR. SnriTH," said a young lady at a church
fair "I want your htlp .tor a moment." " Certainly," replied Mr. Smith; what can I do tor you ?"
" I hav just sold a tidy for fifteen dollars that cost
fifteen cents, and I want you to tell me what percentage that Is." "A trausactlon of that klnd, my
dear Miss B.,'• oald Smith, who 13 a lawyer, "gets
out of percentage and Into larceny."
1
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ON board a transatlantic llner first day out: Captain at dinner (looking round for a parson, and at
last seeing a ma;:J next him with a white tle on) :
"Will you say grace?" [No answer] "Will you
say grace ?" [No answer] Very loudly: "Will you
say grace ?" Passenger (at last turning round):
"Would you mlnd repeating the question? I'm so
damned deaf!"
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THE author o! a great reformation ls almost al.
ways unpopular In his own age. He generally
passes hlsllfe In disquiet and danger. It Is, thereore, for the Interest of the human race that the
memory of such men should be held In reverence,
and that they should be supported against the scorn
WITH
and hatred of their contemporaries by the hope of
A
CHANGE
OF DIET.
leaving a great and Imperishable name. To go on the
forlorn hope of truth Is a serviCe of perll. Who will REVISED .AND ENLARGED BY THE .AUTHOR.
undertake It, lf lt be not also a service of honor? It
IN NINE PARTS AND COURSES.
ls easy enough, after the ramparts are carl·ied, to
find men io plant the flag on the highest tower. Tho
difficulty Is to find men who are ready to go first 1 A Word from the Cook. -2 Choice Blts for th
Hash.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,Into the breach; and It would be bad policy, Indeed,
;!, The Ohopplng-Knlfe.-5 Hash, First
to Insult their remains because they fell ln the
Oourse.-6 Hash, Second Course,7 Hash, Third Course.-8 0hange
breach, and dld not llv to penetrate to the cltadel.of Diet, First Course.-9
Macau~ay.
Change of Dlet, Second Oourse,
CoNviCTION, were lt never so exoellent, Is worth.
less tlll!G converts itself lnto conduct. Nay, prop.
WARREN SUJJINER BARLOW,
erly, convlctlon Is not possible tlll then; Inasmuch
Author of
as all speculation 1~ by nature endless, formless, a
THE VOIOES AND OTHER POEMS,
vortex amid vortices; only by a felt Indubitable cer.
Price, 10 (Jents.
The Truth Seeker
talnty of experience does It find any center to revolve
round, and so fashion Itself Into a system. Most
true Is It, as a wise man teaches us, that" Doubt of
any sort cannot be removed except by action." On
ByR. B. Westbrook,D.D.,LL.B.,
which ground, too, let hlm who gropes painfully ln
darkness or uncertain light, and prays vehemently Author of "The Bible.-Whence and What?
that the dawn may ripen Into day, lay this other
About all that can be said for the existence
precept well to heart whlcb, to me, was of Invaluable
service: "Do the duty which lies nearest thee," of God and the future life of man, is here
whlch thou knowest to be a duty I TllY second duty pungently presented, with an incidental diswill already hav become clearer.- C~rlyle's Sartor cussion of many collateral questions, from a
Resarlus.
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
U' we be sure we are ln the right and do not hold
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
the truth guiltily which becomes not, If we ourselvs
S3 Clinton Place, New York.
condemn not our own weak and frivolous tea"hlng,
and the people tor an untaught and Irreligious gad.
ding rout; what can be more fair than when a man
THE
j adlclous, learned, and of a conscience, for aught we
know, as good as theirs that taught us what we
know, shall, not privily, from house to house, which
Is more dangerous, by expressly writing, publlsh
AND
to the world what hls oplulon Is, what his reasons
anrt wherefore that which ls now thought cannot be
sou ad ? Christ urged It as wherewith to j ustlfy
himself that he preached ln public; yet writing Is
WITH SOME
more public than preacblng; and more easy to refutation lf need be, ttlere baing so many whose busiCRITICISMS
OF UNIVERSOLOG Y
ness and profession merely It Is to be the 0hamp!ons
of truth; which If they negleco, what can be ImBy SAJIUEL P. PUTNAM.
puted but their sloth a!ld unablllty,-.Milton·a .Areopu,gitica,
Price 20 cents. For sale at this office
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PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest o:f all Anti-theolog·

WIFE: "John, what Is thls 'faith cure' I read of
so much ?" Husband: "Marriage, my dear, marriage." Wl!e: "I don't understand how marriage
can hav anything to do wlth it. Please explain
yourself" Husband: "Well, before I married you,
my faith led me to believe that you were a perfect
angel; since I married you I hav been entirely
cured of that faith. That ls what Is called a f,alth
cure."
"FATHER," he said, as he looked up from the
boot he was pegglng at, "what ls au anomaly?"
"Anomaly? Wl)ll, what ls lt ?" "Why, down In
southern Illinois corn ls sell!ng at fifteen cents a
bushel, while In Ohlcago lt ls worth thirty-two."
"Well, why don't the tarnal .fules ship It?" "Because the railroad freight ls two cents a bushel more
than the corn sells at." "Aud that ls an anomaly ?"
"Yes." "LOoks more llke an Infernal swindle on
the farmers."

leal Works.

"I TELL you It required lots of pluck for me to get
up and start a fire this morning," said Black. "My
wl!e starts the fires and lets me sleep until breakfast," replled White. "How do you manage to get
her up ?"' " Easy enough. I glv a flounce and
shout, 'House Is on fire,' and she jumps right out or.
bed. Try It on your wife." "I did try It once, but It
wouldn't work." "Why, what dld she do when you
THE CRISIS.
shouted fire?" "Jumped up and poured a bucketBy Thomas Paine.
ful of cold water on me, and then asked If I thought
Speaking o! this work lu connection wlth the pro- s11e had put the fire out."
posed Independence of America from Great Britain,
Washington wrote: "A few moee such flaming
INTO the glowing grate he gazed
arguments • . . will not leave numbers at a loss
In silent meditation.
to decide on the propriety of a separation."
Until her eyes the malden raised
Price, 3;) cents.
And said, "What's osculation?"
For either of these works, or any of Paine's

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single copies, 20 cents.
Eight copies
for $1.00.
~
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The BIBLE-WH.ENOE and WHAT?

'l'he lover slowly bent hls head,
And with some trepidation
He kissed her on the lips and sald,
" Sweet love, that's

osculation~"

BY RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B 1
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concerning the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Addreas
THE TROTH SEEKI£R.
SS Clinton Place. 1\l Y

'l'hen, whlle her heart went p!L-a-pat,
'.rill she could almost hear It,
She said, "I thought lt must be that,
Or something pretty near it."

JJIONKS, POPES,

Look here, Mr. Oapel, If you would convert
Our people, you're not over-keen;
Put away all the logic of reason and trUth,
And purchase !l. tambourine.
Your methods are gentle and quite medieval,
Inclined to be anciently tactical.
Adopt tile bold course of the nesh and the devll,
'l'he Salvation Army Is practical.
'fALMAGE"S.
Cavorting genius, take a fr!end;s advlce,
Put skates on like a r<iver,
Then you wlll be prepared to slide
When hades freezes over.

AND

THEIIt POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
BY JOHN ALBERGER.
WE EAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NU~LBER
Ol' THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHlt:H
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY HEDUCED HATES.
THE OBJECT OF THE WOP.K IS TO SHOW THE POLITICAL .NATURIG OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS Ti~EASONABLE DF;SlGNS WITH W£GARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
Price, IJO cents. 75 C<•nt,., aud $1.00, accordln~ to conditton of boolo:.
Address
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33 Olin ton 1'1., New York,

CAllEL'S VALENTINE,

Go on-there's something ln the thought
Y0ur actions make us think,
TIIat virtue ls a tennls court,
And lleaven Itself a rink.
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HARRISON 1\vEED, of Taunton, Mass., dropped dead in church ,Junuary 18th. Moral:
Don't go to church.
h really surprises us that Mr. Anthony Com·
stock has not yet undertaken to expurgate or
snppress the Bible.-New Yo1·lc Strtr.

1'HE Brooklyn Eagle thinks the Rev. Mr.
Newton feels like the ground-hog that came
out of its hole too oarly in the season.
MoNCUHE D. CoNWAY, the radical preacher,
who it; now on the Continent, will return to
Americ1\ where he proposes to settle down to
literary work.

you ever think that hope is the only fellow
who never loses his reputation for veracity?
and yet he is the ·biggest liar of them all.'•
Mr. Chainey publishes his Independent Pulpit
regularly, which can be had by addressing him
at 310 Shawmut ave., Boston. Price, 5 cents
per copy.
A coLoRED preacher in Brooklyn made some
remarks in his sermon reflecting on the integrity and reliability of Job, and carrying the
idea that the number of subeutaneous tumors
with which he was afil.icted was much exaggerated, whereupon a colored sister arose and
controverted the statements of the preacher,
adding that it was not fair to take advantage
of Job's absence to· attack him. She was
placed under bond of one hundred dollars to
keep the peace.

MR. TALMAGE wants Ingersoll sent to jail for
DR. TANNER, the faster, is said to be in Dona
blasphemy. Would it not be a better plan to
sentence him to a prolonged course of Mr. Ana county, New Mexico, where he is devoting
himself to the propagation of the new religion
Talmage'~ sermons?-- Iribune.
founded on the inspiration of Dr. Newbrough,
PARSON NEWMAN, who Was J'ecently dis· of New York. 'fheBibleof theNew Dispensacharge it from the p'ul pit of the Madison tion is known as the "Oahspe." Dr. Tanner
Avenue church of this city, has started a claims only to be an apostle of the revelator,
church in San Francisco, Cal., to be run in- Newbrough, but as he has discounted Christ's
dependent of ecclesiastical control.
chief miracle by fasting over forty days, he deTHE wife of the Rev. M. G. McCaslin of serves to be considered as little less than a
Gustavus, Ohio, has gone back to her father's prophet.
houso in Erie, Pa. She exhibits a wound upon
INDIANS ·do not often act as temperance
her scalp made by her husband striking her missionaries among the paie faces, but the Inover the head with a book of sermons.
dependence (Cal.) Independent relates this as
A PENNSYLVANIA editor was fatally stricken
with pamlysis while at prayer not long ago.
An irreligious editor remarks that it is not
likely that such a thing would occur again in
a thousand years-in Pennsylvania.

of the 'union of church and state,' as this
measure covertly proposes. It would be a
dangerous marriage that not even law could
make sacred. We are learning in this country
the lesson, long since learned in the Old World,
to distinguish between Jesuitism and general
Roma_n Catholicism. We wage no war on the
equal rights of Roman Catholics with all other
denominations to freedom of worship and religious liberty, nor deny those rights, but the
rather would .vigorously defend those rights
under the state constitution, to the 'free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession
and worship.' But we will war against any attempt to in vade with sectarian teaching the absolutely unsectarian beneficiary institutions of
the state, whether they be the public schools
or the pe!J,al and reformatory institutions."
"No more preaching for me," said a young
eircuit-rider, who had started out with bright
prospects and two pairs· of home knit socks, to
an Arlcrtnsaw 'Traveler man. " I don't mind
persuading people to lead better lives, but the
fact is the walls were too thin where I boarded.
I could lie in my room and hear everything that
was said in the adjoining room. I didn't like
this; I didn't like to be an eavesdropper. 'fhe
other night I was lying in my room, not trying
to listen, but I couldn't help but hear. 'That's
a fine preacher,' said the old man; ' got a
mouth like a stove-door. Got a devilish sight
more appetite than religion. Did you see him
make a pass at that shoat? Wonder the hogs
don't squeal when he's around.' 'You oughtn't to talk about him in that way,' said the old
lady, ' fur he's doin' the best he kin. I didn't
like it, though, the way he dove into that butter. Now, he ought to know how scarce butter is. I do believe he could eat· two pounds
at one sittin'. Did you notice to-night when
he got down to prayer? Had his eye on that
basket of aigs all the time. My stars ! if that's
the kind of preachers they are going to send
out, we'd as well open the smoke-house and be
done with it. That feller is hungry all the
time, and besides that he can't preach. Talk's
like his mouth's full of mush. He'll never be
a success in callin' mourners. Make a better
hand at callin' hogs.' Every night I was compelled to hear such remarks, until I decided
that my appetite was a trifle too strong for one
following a meek and lowly train."-Maurepas
Gazette.

Jltws olf the fieeh.
SPAIN has been visited with fresh shocks of
earthquake.
A FIRE in Philadelphia, last week, burnt out
nine large business houses.
No news has been received of missing Editor Conant of Harper's Weekly.
Lurs GoNZALES, editor of El Explorador, of
Morelia, Mexico, was assassinnted last week.
QUEEN VICToRIA is better of her cold. The
world as well as her majesty will now breathe
easier.
THE Roman c.~~tholic priests Gf Canada hav
begun a pulpit crusade against women sliding
down hill.
THREE thousand operativs of the carpet fac·
tories of Yonkers, N. Y., are on strike against
a reduction of wages.
LAsT Sunday being Washington's birthday
the ministers said considerable about that distinguished revolutionist.
THE Swiss Bundesrath, the nationallegislativ
body, has resolved to expel all foreign Anarchists from Switzerland.
RICHARD SnoRT, the dynamiter, who inflicted
eleven 'knife wounds on Captain Phelan in
Rossa's "den," has been held for trial.
WILLLI.M C. KINGSLEY, chief stockholder of
the Brooklyn Eagle, 11nd constructor of the
East River Bridge, died on the 20th, aged 52.

something overheard there recently: Said an
Indian to a .white man: "You go to party at
HoRACE FERREN, deputy postmaster at Ba·
Independence?" "No," said the white man;
tavia, N. Y., committed suicide last Saturday.
"I am broke ·and can't go" "What for you
A discrepancy had been discovered in his
talk so?" said the Indian; "you work all time,
accounts.
earn money; what for you no keep him? Some
lHGR. CAPEL says: "It devolves on the Cathtime I broke too; buy whisky, d1·ink him
HEBER NEwToN preached last Sunday on the
olic church to lead democracy in the world."
up, money all gone. Now no drink long time,
subject of "Materialism." There was no
This may be so, but the way in which it leads
work, plenty money, no broke; you do all
heresy in the discourse and consequently little
reminds one very much of the attempt of !I
same, no broke too.''
of interest.
man to lead an angry bull by the tail.- Texas
THE English troops sent to Africa to subdue
HENRY STROTMAN, of Vincennes, Ind., who
Siftings.
the False Prophet ot the Soudan were at last
Two young girls, Annie and Ella Miller, were has four children sick with typhoid fever, has
accounts on the retreat with heavy losses of
st.ruck by an express train at Hazelton, Pa. been very religiously inclined lately. On the
officers and men.
evening
of
the
6th,
as
he
was
praying
over
his
Ella was instantly killed, and Annie was seri·
THE spinners of Fall River are still on strike.
ously injured. The sisters were returning sick children, his wife told him . that if he
The
horsecar d1·ivers of the same place hav
would
build
a
fire
he
would
do
them
more
real
from prayer-meeting. Moral: Don't go to
been notified that their wages will be reduced
service than by praying. This enraged Stratpmyer-meetings.
10 per cent. It is thought that they will strike
man, and, seizing a heavy spade !J.andle, he
IT is reported that the college for girls at beat his wife over the head and body, and
also.
Vassar, N. Y., is declining in prosperity. A clubbed his father-in-law, Christopher Ottes·
Srx Parsees from Bombay, India, arrived in
professor connected with the institution says myer, sixty-three years old, until he was dead.
A YOUNG woman wh.:> has'been converted by this city on the 22d. _Three of them are
that he would not be surprised to see the Strotman was overpowered by the police, but Mrs. Woodward, the Indiana revivalist, is la- oculists, two physicians, and one is an interdoors of the college closed within five years. not until City Marshal Romer had been badly boring under the delusion that she is in heaven preter. They hav come here to cure the sick,
Newspaper ridicule, he claims, will hav done beaten. Mrs. Strotman is fatally injured. The a portion of the time. She was found sitting and tackle the cholera when it arrives.
it.
murderer was imprisoned. He is thought to up in bed one night, cold and apparently stiff,
THE Rev. William T. Osman, of Stamford,
with wide staring eyes,. her pulse barely per"TwELVE terms of court I hav now held," be insane.
Conn., who was bound over in the Superior
ceptible,
and
not
able
to
speak.
When,
two
says Chief Justice Greene, of Washington TerTHE Woman's Suffrage Association of Mass- or three hours later, she came out of the so- Court in September last charged With criminal
ritory, "in which women hav served as gmnd
achusetts has discussed the proposition that called trance, she seemed greatly worried, and assault on a six-year-old girl of that place, has
and petit jnrors, and it is certainly a fact bethe dogma incorporated in the religious creeds when rested told that with one exception the been sentenced to one year in the Bridgeport
yond dispute that no other twelve terms so
'
derived from Judaism, teaching that woman scenes she had witnessed were glorious. The jdl.
salutatory for restraint of crime hav ever been
was an afterthought in creation, her sex a mis- exception was that of a body of angels marchAN Ohio tramp one day last week saw a
known in this territory."
fortune, marriage a subordination, and mater- ing down to hell with lost souls. She says: broken rail on the Cincinnati, Hamilton, and
THE Sacred Congregation of Propaganda at nity a curse, are contrary to the law ~f God as "I know as well as anything when the trance Dayton road, and flagged an approaching train,
Rome has issued a circular, stating that the revealed in nature and the precepts of Christ. is coming on, for I hav been in one now five thus preventing a .disaster to the vice-president
unanimous protest of the bishops of the Oath· One debater exculpated Judaism from respon- times. My hands get cold as ice, and I feel of the company. He was rewarded with a
olic world against the liquidation by the Italian sibility for the degradation of women. A min· my arms stiffening. My eyes get hard, and place on the road.
authorities of the property of the Congregation ister followed suit, and also . defended earl y the inside of the church or room gets smaller.
THE Washington monument was dedicated
has not prevented the actual execution of that Christianity, and an Episcopalian layman :lc- 'l'he darkness begins at the outer edges of the last Saturday with civic pomp. This monu•
measure, and the Sacred Congregation protests clared that until the church, Catholic, Episco- room, and comes toward me from all sides. I mentis the highest in tne world, its cap-stone
pal, or Methodist, recognized the right of get more icy and stiff, and then the sight is being 555 feet above the ground. It can be
anew.
woman to be made bishops, and to ordain
IN Syracuse, N. Y., recently at a meeting of others to the ministry, the work of equality gone. I can't talk, and don't want to talk. I seen at a distance of twenty miles in all direcladies "representing the religious spirit and can never be accomplished. This last speaker am in both worlds-in this, because I can hear tions. The corner-stone was laid July 4,1848.
philanthropy of the city,'' the Unitarians were had found the pulpit a center of opposition to everything that is said around me, and in the Robert C. Winthrop, then speaker of the
ignominiously expelled because, as one lady woman suffrage, and later it was arraigned as a other because I can see the great white throne." House of Representativs, made the princip.U
put it, the meeting "was to be a Christian stumbling-block in the way of temperance; Some one asked her how it looks, and she re- address. The cap-stone was put in position
meeting, and it would be a blunder to do any- but finally Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton de- plied: "I hardly know how to tell you. It is Dec. 6, 1884. The entire cost of the monuthing to discredit its char!icter "-such as the clared that "every form of religion that has something like a chair, only a great deal larger ment was $1,187,710. Congress contributed
admission of Unitarians. The ostensible ob- breathed upon the earth has degraded wom- than I ever saw." Besides this, the loon alleges $900,000. .A.t its base the obelisk measures
she saw "golden streets, with angels passing 55 t'eet square, and the walls are 15 feet th!ck,
ject of this gathering was to form a chalitttble en."
around through them. There are habitations, and at the roof 7 inches thick. The pyramidal
association.
TnE Methodist organ, just to break the or paradises, you would call them. They rise top begins at the 500-foot mark, where the di·
IN his lecture, Sunday before last, George monotony of its course, makes some really up on each side, glorious and magnificent. The mensions are 34 feet 6 inches. The roof is
Chainey told a story. 'rhe last time he was in sensible remarks on the "Freedom of W or- light is not white, but radiant and bright-oh, 55 feet high, the weight of the crown piece is
.the company of Colonel Ingersoll some one ship" bill. After observing that "the name of so bright and glorious. I go there by two ways; 3,300 poundS, and the weight of the entire
'said, "Now, colonel, suppose there really is !I the bill is deceptiv, naturally so because of its one with nothing on my mind, and all is hap- shaft is 82,000 tons. 'fhe area covered by the
:future abode, wher~ everything is as pleasant Jesuitical origin,'' the Advocate says: "No state piness. The other is to hav a sinner to save; foundation is 16,002 square feet; the sub:as you can imagin-that would be all right, in this republican nation intrusts the training and then I am praying and pleading for him. foundation is composed of Portland cement
wouldn't it?" ".No," said the colonel, "we of its infant wards to any sect or church, with That is hard work, and I suffer. My coming concrete, 15,000 barrels of which were used in
'Should get tired of it. It would, by and by, their 'services, rules, and disciplin,' and New back is the same as my going. There is no the work. An iron stairway of 900 steps and
get to be the same old story-just like washing York in this era of civilization will certainly time of total unconsciousness between. I am an elevator of 7 tons capacity fnrnish facilities
for ascending the interior.
<lishes, Heaven is the child of hope. But did not take the initiativinpronouncing the banns always very much worried afterward."
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Ithemselvs.

They thrust conditions upon man, but not bring you two together. Yet there is a man
man must not thrust conditions upon them. They called a medium: He is the high priest of deadask for right and privileges for themsehrs they will man's~land; he can summon your dear departed to
not giv to another. They are our guests; they come come to him. The departed one never loved him,
Too Much Faith as Bad as Too Little.
uninvited, and demaud to hav their own ways. They but, on the contrary, always despised him. The
Faith is a power; ignorance is a great power; are only spirits without bodies; we are both spirits medium always feared the departed one. Betwee:a
knowledge is a greater power; love is the greatest and bodies. We hav a better right to this world the medium and the departed one existed a great
power. Faith is powerful for good or evil; as the than they. If we make conditions, the conditions dislike. Between you and your dearly beloved one
case may be; so is ignorance; but often evil takes the would be to expose trickery. The conditions of the there existed the pure honest love, yet your love and
lead. It has been said by an old saint, "Love and spirits smack of deception. They never say a wise the love of the departed one are not strong enough
do what you please; for love never did wrong." Gen- thing, and seldom a good thing. They all appear to to attract you two together. The dislike existing beuin love never did wrong. Faith is only the love of be a little short of honesty, and very much in the rear tween the medium and the departed one attracts the
belief. Neither faith nor lo-ve has eyes. Love and of wisdom. They ate genuin prohibitionists; they two. Upon earth dislikes always repel. If dislike
faith are both blind, and both powerful for good and prohibit all conditions, only those they make. They repels upon earth, why does it not repel in deadevil. The intellect is often the slave of one or the are spirits without brains, as well as bodies, or else man's land? Loves attract upon earth; why cannot
other, or both. Here is a strange proposition, that they would see the tyranny of their acts. The Chris- loves attract in dead-man's-land?
There is your
shows the power of faith, and at the same time re- tians hav a tyrant, who says, "Believe or be damned." love to attract, there is the love of the departed
futes the absurd notion that faith cannot remove The Spiritualists hav a host of tyrants-spirits who one to attract; yet these two honest, pure loves can
mountains. The mountains are mental ones, not say, "Believe or be damned." The Christians hav not bring you two together. There is the dislike of
physical ones. A belief in a proposition of any kind, priests, as ambassadors from heaven. The Spiritual- the departed one to the medium while the departed
whether true or false, bas the same effect upon the ists hav medium~, as ambassadors from the spirits. one lived upon earth; that one always despised the
believer, so far as acts of volition are concerned. Both parties are with their credentials-one from medium, and the medium feared that one. Hence
Whatever a man believes, it appears true to him. heaven, the other from summer-land. If the priests dislike and fear can and do bring the medium and
His belief, whether built upon evidence or not, is and the mediums we1·e authorized, the one set by the departed one together, while pure, noble love can
acted out by him. Let one man believe in one world God, and the other by the spirits, both would be able not. Christianity is bad enough, but not half as bad
at a time, and he will act for one world. Let another to show their authority. Granting that both hav rem and foolish as this Spiritism. If there is any truth in
man believe in two worlds at once, and he will act ceived their credentials from the courts in the other Spiritism, the loves would attract, and the occupation
for both. Should his faith lead to one world, in pref- land of the dead, even then, their faith in the dead- of the mediums would be gone. As spirits retain
erence to the other, he will giv the most of his time man's-land abstracts man's love and energy from this their affection, their likings and dislikings, hence the
and ability to the world he thinks the better. The life. Let it be granted that the dead are alive, that spirits would come to those whom they love, and not
Spiritualists think summer-land better than earth, is of no importance to the people of earth, because to those whom they hated and despised. Let all adand sp!rit better than body, therefore two worlds belief is no merit, and disbelief no crime. If dead- mirers of faith learn to know that too much faith is
elaim their attention, this world and the spirit world. man's-land is 1t fact, then all will go to it, because as bad as too little, and that the right faith is a handy
The spirit world being far better than this, daims the nothing should be punished but crime. Disbelief is one, because it is built upon evidence only, finding
not a crime, therefore the unbeliever cannot be pun- no merit in belief, or demerit in doubt or disbelief;
preference.
The Atheist or Materialist believes in this world, ished, and will enjoy dead-man's-land as well as the looks for no reward on account of faith, either in
I Christian or spiritual dead-man's-land. If there is a
knows nothing of another world, therefore concen- beliew'r.
trates all his powers on this. Thus stands the differBelief is not a virtue. When the believer goes to heaven, knowledge, the foundation of genuin faith,
ence between the Atheist and Spiritualist. One givs dead-man's-land he cannot be rewarded for his faith, 1 sets it open to all honest men, and welcomes all,
the better part of his time and the better part of his because belief is neither a merit nor a virtue. Hence whether they be believers, doubters, or disbelievers,
JuDAs.
love to the spiritual world, while the other conse- the less faith in dead-man's-land, and the more to that world of shadows.
cra~es all his life-energies to this life. They may knowledge in this, will be the better for the inhabitboth he good and useful men, but the Atheist is a ants of this world.
Social Problems.-No. I.
better man for this earth than the Spiritualist who
The folks who believe they will be alive when they
The Irishman who told his shoemaker to make his
divides his time and !ove between this world an'd the are dead lose their time in churches, in seances, giv- 'boots as larg.e as he could afford for the money has
one built upon faith. The man who believes in ing their love and money to keep the ambassadors been laughed at a good deal for his folly. So the
another world will act for the other one, and in pro- teaching that to believe is a merit, and a reward will man who builds a house much larger than the needs
portion to his belief will this fair w0rld be neglected. be given in the other world for so much faith, and of his family require, because he can afford it-or
Too much belief therefore becomes injurious. To punishment for so much disbelief. Here the Chris- thinks he can-is generally supposed to lack brains.
believe,_ or not to believ_e, an~ what to believe, apart tian and-the Spiritualist meet; both teach so much But is it not equally foolish of a nation to try to ocfrom eVIdence, are consideratiOns for both the Spirit- pay for so much faith. . The Christian is bribed with cupy a country from two to ten times as large as
ualist and Atheist.
a crown of glory; the Spiritualist with the bribe of a they can use? How foolish it would hav been of the
If the proposition is true that a conscious belief summer-land, and the power to come back to earth, Pilgrim Fathers if they had tried, on first landing, to
has the same fffect on the believer, so far as "acts of where he can take his choice of materializing at a occupy the whole continent, and started at once to
volition go, then the Atheist is justified in saying seance, or kicking beneath a table for the amusement build roads from Boston to San Francisco, and from
that faith leads to erroneous acts and erroneous acts of believers.
the Gulf to the lakes, in order that they might open
to misery. Let it be taken that ~ spiritual life does
If faith is no virtue, then the believer will not be up the country 1 But this folly would only hav been
exist; that being granted, then the belief is not erro- any better in dead-man's-land than the man whd did greater in degree than that of trying to occupy even
neous, and the acts of Spiritualists do not lead to not believe. Belief depends upon evidence. Evi- now more of it than we hav people to fill up. See
misery. Let it be granted tb<tt Spiritism is false dence commands belief or disbelief, and the want of what it costs us now to build railways through vast
then it must lead to misery.
' evidence causes doubt. How foolish it must appear tracts of country inhabited only by Indians. A
This is certain, the man who givs his love his to reward or punish the believer, doubter, or disbe- railroad is not needed now where nobody livs any
time, his energies, to the improving of this world, in- liever! Allowing dead-man's-land to he a truth, we more than it was two hundred years ago. We are
stead of dreaming by a medium's dark cabinet m· a hav nothing to do with it until we pass over Jordan. told that a railway opens out a country; ·that people
kicking table, is the better man for earth and hu'man- "l\tlake the most of this world, and leave it better will go a long way from settlements to locate on
ity. The other may be in his heaven of fancies. He than we found it." This world is Qnough for this land as soon as there is a railroad for them. But
may hav ~cquired the power to giv his fancies a form life. He who cannot be content here, and keeps why should we want people to go far from settlean_d locality, and by so doing estrange his love of looking for another world, loses the pleasure of this ments? Why should we want people to scatter so
this world, to the extent of his faith in the other.
to a great extent. And as spirits remain human, he much? Why should people go west of New York to
.. ~t is supposed by the Spiritualists, and they aver will carry his passion for another world into dead- settle so long as there are plenty of good lands there
It to be true, that the spirits are as wise as mortals man's-land, hence after he has gone through all th9 lying idle? Why should people go west of Ohio unThat being so, let the argument stand upon the wis~ spirit spheres he will be looking for some other dead- til all the good lands in Ohio are cultivated?
do_m of the spirits. Belief has no virtue, disbelief no man's-land to remove to. The man who is content
Horace Greeley advised young men to go West,
c~Ime, ~ecause man believes upon what appears to with one world will strive to be happy and make the but why should they go West so long as there are
him eyidence. If the evidence is at fault, that is not most of his lot, and if there should happen anything thousands of acres of land lying in sight of their
the man's fault; he did not make the evidence. wro:ag, he will do his best to put it right in the world paternal homes unused? Why should they go West
Thus man believes, or disbelieves in accordance with in which he livli', whether that world is dead- to put in fields of wheat where it will co8t them
the evidence. When the evidende is in the bitlance man's-land or the land of the living. Balief is very thirty cents a bushel to send it to market, when there
then man waits for mere evidence. The belief of th~ powerful, although no merit lies in it. It is so pow- are thousands of acres· of unused lands lying where
doubter is evi?ence wanted; hence he believes he erful as to influence men to see their fancies as reali- it would only cost three cents a bushel to sene). wheat
doubts, and Wisely says that he knows that he does ties. Experience teaches whatever a man believes it to market? Is it not as foolish of a nation to want
not know. If th:e s_r:irits are philosophers, they will appears to him as a truth; that faith, like the mus- to fill up a country larger than they noed as for the
kno'": that a behef m a proposition of any kind, cle, grows in strength by continual exercise, and in Irishman to want boots larger than he needed? See
wh~tner true or false, has the same effect upon the length of time not only produces belief in spirits, what it costs the government to send mails hundreds
believer, so far as acts of volition are concerned.
but the belief begins to present the spirits to the of miles to places where almost nobody livs.
It ,has been shown. that a belief in Spiritualism, eyes, first of the mind, then to the eyes of the
What is the cause of people scattering so much?
whe~n;er true or f!l'lse, IS not _as good for this world as body, and things that are not are seen as if they And why do they huddle and crowd together so much
th~ fai.th of Atheism. Atheism teaches the duties of were realities, while realities are seen not. This as they do in the large cities? Why do they go
this hfe are primary ones, and whether there is is removing mountains by an act of faith. Mount- either to one extreme or the other? This is the
~nother wo~ld ?r n_ot, t~er~ is no virtue in believing ains can be cast into the sea by Spiritualists as greatest of all social problems. 'Whatever is the
It, and no vice m diSbehevmg it.. If spirits are wise, well as by Christians. When a Spiritualist refutes cause of this state of things is•the main cause of all
they. oug~t to know tha~ to believe does not prove, a Christian's absurd ideas of the other world's affairs, our social evils. Whatever will cure this evil will do
to disbelieve does not disprove; and as their pres- he is only refuting himself. They are both sailing in more for the human family than the invention of the
ence here upon earth only abstracts man's time ·love the same strea.m of faith. They both reward and steam-engin and printing combined. I hope my
and energy from earth, therefore if true the ;pirit~ punish for faith and doubt. Here is one absurdity readers will take the pains to study out this imporare doing man an injury.
'
'
in Spiritualism not to be found in Christianity. tant problem.
,g'here is no virtu~, or vice, iJ?- a belief of any .kind. Spiritism ignores the power of love, while ChristianLet me advise you, then, instead of going West, to
Whatev~r a man smcerely beheves, he will allow to ity acknowledges it. Christianity teaches love begets take a walk out in any direction, and continue to
be practiC~d upon hi~self. If he will not allow his faith; faith and love win heaven. In Spiritism, love walk until you come to a piece of land lying idle, lyown doctrm to be reduced to practice upon himself does not win the spirits. Your wife, your mother, or ing unused from year to year. Then make a haH.
he does not believe i~ what. he teachel!l. The spirit~ your child, the being for whom you would hav laid Look it over and see if it is good land or not. Call
are. here truly ~nphilosophiCal; they will not allow down your own life, has .zone to dead-man's-lancl. upon the family living nearest to it, and inquire why
their own doctnn to be red';lced t,o practice upon You loved dearly the departed. The departed truly that land is lying from year to year in an unoccupied
t~emsel~s, and they m~li:e belief a virtue, and dis be- loved you. Here are the two strong loves existing and unimproved condition. They will stare at you,
hef ~ ~nme. They chum the right to make all the between two beings, one on earth and the other in and probably think you hav fallen from the moon.
conditiOns, and allow no one to make conditions but . summer-land. These two powerful, honest loves can But you must tell them that you are trying to solve a
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great social problem; _that you want to know why it he had put the second of the above statements first, Ill., Bulletin of July, 11, 1884, is a sample, though on
is tbflt people pass by good unoccupied land, and go he might hav saved the trouble of writing the other. a small scale, as to what the result will be:
beyond it to locate. In short, you want to know why If governments hav no right to giv privileges at all,
"Several months ago, in the town of Columbus, Ky., it bepeoplA RcutJer so much. If you are living in a city what in the name of one of Thomas Paine's works-is
came necessary to elect a new set of officers to run the city
'·you will be told a story something like this: ''John the use of talking about granting them for a long or government,
and the election was run by the Methodist deSmith, a bank at· i!own-town, bought that lot fifteen short time, for m0re or less than they are worth? If nomination there to such an extent as to elect all the officers
year~ ago for $400. He has been offered $4,000 for you admit that government has an absolute right to from that religious body. Not long after, great persecution
was enacted upon other denominations, such as a:rresting and
it by the man who built just beyond it on the next grant privileges for one year or any other time, why fining
them for little things of no consequence. These perlot, who wanted to build there, but Mr. Smith wanted deny that right in the vtry next sentence? If gov- sons so fined were the leading and most prominent men of the
$5,000 for the lot, and wouldn't take any less."
ernment has no right to grant a privilege, it cannot city, Following upon the track of this the Methodist author"Why did Mr. Smith buy the lot when he didn't ~cquire that right by demanding what the privilege itii)S, through their minister, commenced a war upon all the
other Christian denominations of the town, even going so far
want to use it?" you inquire.
Is worth, or more than it is worth. Deny the right as to say that the Methodist church was the only gate that
"He b ·mght it," you are told, "to make money out of government to grant any privilege, or to exist at stands ajar to admit all to the heavenly beyond, and as to liken
of it."
·
all, and leave out everything about time and value, that denomination to a huge elephant, and all other Christian
bodies to so many little boys with pop-guns shooting wads at
" How can he make money out of it and not use and you are consistent.
them."
it?"
· Surely there must· be an "oversight," or an overAnother result of the coalition of church and state
"Because he knew the lot would rise in value."
skirt, or some overshadowing thing, here, that ex"He has to pay taxes on the lot, has he not ?"
cludes the light from the "tru<'l inwardness," the true is readily recognized when we take into considera"Yes, but it has risen in value so fast that it has kernel, of those statements above quoted. There are tion the course pursued by such of the clergy as parpaid him well to pay the taxes on it and hold it in other "good " passages, but notice of them must be ticipated in the late political campaign. Personal
idleness. You see, he could sell it any day for ten omitted. Mr. Malcolm's articles, owing to his too invectiv, indiscretion, puerility, a lowering of pertimes what he paid for it. He could sell it and make numerous oversights and certain idiosyncrasies, lead sonal dignity, stirring up contention, producing fear
$3,000 on it after paying the taxes."
the reader off, as it were, from the true drift of the and instability in political circles lest their efforts
You may now start home; you hav found out the argument, and cruelly leave him in the gloomy land should prove abortiv, are only the stepping-stones to
solution of the whole problem. Land is taxed so low of quandary. They hav an unforbunate 'resemblance what would result should the uniting of church and
that it pays rich men to buy it when they do not to the minor premia of the syllogism without major state be accomplished. Why cannot well-enough be
want it, and hold it for its rise in value. This is why or conclusion. When you hav finished one of them, let alone? .All enjoy the privileges that are awarded
people buy land they do not want; this is why the you cannot tell exactly where you started from, and to others. Having equal rights with others, we should
young man must go West, while millions of acres of there is much uncertainty as to your whereabouts hav the discernment not to endeavor to establish that
land lie unused in the East. This is why people when you stop. But the writer's motivs are undoubt- which will prove a detriment to the best interests of
scatter so much.
edly philanthropic, and he may expound his views at the country. Of what practical benefit will be the
The cure for this evil is to increase the tax on land gre~t length without criticism from me, provided he incorporation of God in the Constitution? Will it
so as to make it impossible to make. money by buy- does not introduce unwarranted statements about make the crops any better? Will it ease our financial market? Will it increase the productivness of
ing it and holding it in idleness for its rise in value; real things.
N. G. W.
our mines ? Will it enlarge our manufacturing inif people would not do this we would not occupy a
terests? Will it increase our importance among the
larger country than we need to use. No person
Religion in Politics.
nations of the earth? Will it enhance the value of·
would go Jar from home to locate, so long as there
For. over one hundred years the Constituion of our bonds? Without such addition our ~~ per cents
was room for him near home.
J. G. MALCOLM.
these United States, as created and acquiesced in by are quoted at 120. Will it increase our stability?
Hutchinson, Kan.
our forefathers, has stood the test of each and every Will it furnish renewed activity to our idle shops ?
--------~~-----contingency that has arisen. The fact that it has Will it decrease our mortality? Without it our avIn Re Malcolm.
stood such test speaks to the sound discretion and erage lease of life is rapidly increasing. Will it inWhen a man builds a foundation that is far out of discernment of its framers. If, in their judgment, it crease our morality? If it will not do these things,
plumb, or is defectiv in consequence of great holt;ls had been deemed necessary that we, as a people, of what benefit is the proposed change? Why ocin it, people are very apt to regard the super- should recognize a religious originator of ali things, cupy the time of Congress in the discussion of a matstructure reared thereon as an undesirable and even that through his workings this government had its ter that will in no way benefit the people ? Is it to
dangerous habitation. Mr. Malcolm admits that he inception and ·birth--if, as the result of this overrul- flatter God; to let him know how much we appreprobably made an "oversight" in the statement ing providence, we should hav expressed our allegi- ciate his accredited efforts? If he is poss{!ssed of the
of his fundamental law of political economy. People ance and become outwardly bound, then our fore- powers ascribed to him this is wholly unnecessary, as
hav a habit of losing confidence in those who say one fathers would hav taken such steps as would hav he sees and hears all we do without putting the same
thing and mean another, whether the mistake is the accomplished that object. The framers.of the Con- in black and white, or sending special messengers to
result of design or carelessness. Allow me to gently stitution, knowing the futility of uniting church and notify him of our actions. Will it make us any the
inform Mr. Malcolm, and his interested correspond- state, the consequent evils that necessarily foiiow such more law-abiding citizens? Will it elevate our
ent also, that it was not a question of style, nor of union, and the classes represented by tbem, recog- moral standard? If we make this addition, what furargument, that I had in mind when I criticised the nizi;ug the result, desiring peace for themselvs and ther steps are to be taken? Having acknowledged
former article, but a question of facts. These are posterity, created, passed, and acquiesced in th~ arti- him to be the supreme ruler and head of our nation,
truly said to be stubborn things, and they are n:ot cles of the Constitution, leaving out all recognition his law must be the supreme law, the guiJing-star
the least affected by what Mr. Malcolm "presum~<s," of religious supremacy and religions of every sort and of our daily life. This must necessarily be so in
nor by the opinions of nine-tenths, or any other frac- kind. It would seem that any objection of the char- order to be consistent with our former declaration.
tion, of readers. In the facts lay the force of my acter sought, if worthy of consideration, should hav Where are these laws to be found? In the book caned
criticism, but if Mr. Malcolm feels any happier for been remedied at that time, and not after a hundred the book of divine revelation, said to contain them
speaking of these as "sophisms," I am willing that he years of acquiescence, when it has become a matter direct from his majes.ty. And what are these laws?
should be so pleased. He might call this earth a soph- of national life. I thoroughly recognize the fact that We find that lying, cheating, and deceiving, adultery,
ism and feel better afterward, and no one would wish ·because a thing has been endured and acquiesced in murder, war, and extermination, outrages against
to deprive him of his harmless pleasure. Facts are for years is no sufficient reason why it should still be women, cruelty to children and animals, cannibalism,
the things that crush the life out of styles, argu- continuei, or why it should not be done away with. slavery, polygamy, poverty, and vagrancy, intempermenta, opinions, and theories.
But when we take into consideration the fact that at ance, obscenity, ignorance, and idiocy are winked at
The case is very simple. Mr. Malcolm made some the time of the adoption of the Constitution the pea- and admonished, and are the most prominent of
statements that were positivly misleading. I knew ple were more orthodox than at present; that they those divine laws inaugurated by the supreme ruler.
they were. I did not say what I thought I had enacted harsher and stricter religious laws, were Has it not been the endeavor of our lawmakers to
heard some man say. I corrected those errors more superstitious as to their dependence upon a remedy the evils above named, to crush out these
in the interest of those who are seeking homes god for existence; when we recognize that from that crimes--for crimes they are considered at this day-instead of studying theories. I had no other object. day to this orthodoxy has been on the gradual de- God to the contrary notwithstanding ? Has it not
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 20th Mr. Malcolm says: cline, that liberality of thought and religious ideas been our aim to obviate war and extermination by
"There is very little waste or useless land in Michi- hav been on the increase, we are led to the conclu- peaceful arbitl'ation? Is it the desire of the Amerigan, and I see no reason why private individuals sian that if a people hidebound as they were in re- can people that the wheels of progress be turned
should seek to own it." Now, if he wished to ligious matters could exist and prosper with such a back to a time when religious intolerance was domigiv prominence to the idea that no person ought to deficiency as claimed, certainly we, at this day, should nant, or is it the wish of all that peace nnd an inhav property in land, and had made a remark to that be equally as able to do so. As a nation we hav crease of knowledge shall predominate? The latter
effect uncoupled with the direct statement immedi- prospered, grown rich, and progressed with a rapid- can only be procured by letting this particular subately preceding the remark about ownership, I ity unequaled by any nation on the face of the earth, ject remain as it is.
C. W. A.
should hav paid no attention to it. But when the wonder and admiration of all. Shall we check
he says that there is very little waste or useless land this flow by placing impediments in the road, deThe League Secretary in Seaforth.
in Michigan, duty constrains me to s~y positivly and stroying the peace that no'Y ex.ists, creating pett;r
From the Seaforth, Ont., Sun.
finally that Mr. Malcolm knows nothmg at all about turmoils and wara of extermmatwn? The recogmOn Wednesday night Mr. Putnam, as an!lounced in our last
Michigan, and his random statements only sink him tion of a God in the Constitution is one step toward week's issue, delivered a lecture in C11rdno's Hall. On account
deeper in the mire of confusion and error. Why the accomplishment of such a result. This country of the inclemency of the weather there was a small audience,
doesn't he take his own state, or his own county, or was settled by those who sought to escape religious arid quite a number who had intended to be present were no
prevented from being there from this circumstance. On
some' place he knows something about, for his illus- intolerance and a God in tbe Constitution. Shall doubt
account of the small attendance, the lecturer, with the consent
trations? Does he fear that home critics would their descendants be subjected to the very evils they and advice of the audience, changed the program, and, instead
sought to evade? As we now are! all religio1;1s stand of a discourse on "Humanity in American Poetry," gave one
be more severe than I hav been?
Some people believe that there should be no such upon an equal footing, none havmg authonty over on "The Coming Religious Demands." During the course of
lecture, which was delivered with much grace and in
thing as absolute ownership of land. I hav never another, tne one gaining convert-s as agamst the the
a clea~ and forcible style, and was listened to with close
attacked nor defended that idea. Mr. Malcolm's other by reason of some principle or thing contained attention by the small but select audience, the accomplished
peculiar views in regard to government ~nd taxation therein that attracts, each standing upon the merits lecturer contrasted the religion of humanity, which he defined
I hav neither time nor inclination to discuss, but I involved in its particular creed. It is better that it to be an enthusiasm for truth and devotion to the cause
of humanity, and assuaging human suffering in this world,
cannot refrain from saying that there are a few sen- remain thus than that a recognition of a supreme with
the religion of the churches, which was specially ditences in: his article of Dec. 20bh that are so exceed- being be incorporated into our natio?allife. I~ Co1;1- rected to the attainment of an imaginary state of bliss beyond
ingly "rich" that the richness oozes out at every gress has the power to make such mcorporat10n, It the grave, at the sacrifice of happiness in the present state of
pore. For instance: "The government should there- has the.further power to incorporate a certain one as existence. The lecture was delivered throughout in such
manner and with such choice language that
fore only grant privileges for brief periods, probably the established religion of the nation, and there will athegentlemanly
most sensitiv need not ha v been afraid of having their refor not longer than one year. Governments hav no be no re~t until that obje.ct is accomplished. ! doub~ ligious feelings shocked. Should he ever again return to this
right to giv privileges to anyone, and if they do ~iv peace WI.ll then be attamed. The o?e havmg the town, we hope the public will not let the occasion slip withprivileges to any one citizen for less than. the pr1v- gr~a~est mfluence, force, and power will become the out hearing him.
lleve is worhh "-etc. Surely, a man capable of con- rehgwn of the country, alt~oug~ fo~ced up?n the
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's J?llblioastructing an all-embracing and elaborately finished /people. The other sects, ~emg dissatisfied, will s~ek
~ystem of political economy ought to hav seen that if its overthrow. The followmg, taken from the Cairo, tions sent free upon application.
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The Liberal Club.
what he did not say. His points and arguments had ~stine and other of the ancient fathers of the ChrisDr. D. G. Mayo, of Newark, N.J., lectured before, not been touched. Mr. Blissert had said that the tian church. Many thousands of scientific facts
the Manhattan Liberal Club at its last meeting Fri- priests taught the equality of men upon earth. That verify evolution, which is a scientific theory based on
day evening, the 20th. The cold snap that had kept was true only in the sense that when a man chanced a c_o~mtless number of analyzable, demonstrable,
New Yorkers shivering for the past week e:!.tended to rise above the rest, the priests had usually effected positiv facts; The hypothesis of creation recognizes
its demoralizing influence to the frequenters of the an equality by cutting off his head. Dr. Mayo asked the fact that creation took place according to the
club, and not more than one hundred and fifty per- Mr.J?lissert to look at his own country (Ireland) if order of evolution.
he Wished to see how much the priests had done for
sons were present.
·
Some£ime since £he Toronto Secular Society lost
Previous to introducing the speaker the chairman mankind.
one of its brightest . ornaments by' the death of Mr.
The
speaker
did
not
allow
any
of
the
criticisms
to
directed attention to the literature fro~ T:HE TRUTH
Charles A. Seadding, a nativ 9~ Chepstow; MonSEEKER office upon the secretary's table. 'l'his in.: escape his notice. They appeared to furnish him mouth, Wales, and whose early life up to manhood
with
inspiration
according
to
their
severity,
and
to
eluded the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL containing Mr.
was passed amid the .romantic s~enery of the river
Wakeman's able article on the "New Apostolic Suc- that extent served a good purpose. His replies were Wye. At ~ meeting of the Toronto Secular Society,
appropriate
and
pointed.
cession," the continuation of which was printed in
The Kramer brothers closed the meeting with a ~~e foll?wmg resolution was unanimously adopted:
Mr. Green's magazine, also in this paper last week.
That m the death of Charles A. Seadding this soOut West, the chairman said, these articles were ap~ good _song.. Next Friday;. Ex-Governor Hoyt, of cially and the community hav suffered an irreparable
Will
speak
on
subJects
allied
with
woman
Wyommg,
preciated, but only two persons here had bought
l?ss. H~s genial and happy disposition, his love of
them. This went to show that a prophet was not suffrage.
hberty, his hatred of shams, superstition, and igno•
without honor save in his own club. Dr. Mayo was
ranee, were qualities .that made him an exemplary man
Canadian Notes.
th_en presented and received with applause. He is
and Freethinker. Every act of his life showed that
Last
evening
the
Rev.
C.
B.
Reynolds,
in
Albert
still a young man, of pleasing appearance and at
h~ 'Yas a man who possessed the courage of his con·
home upon the platform. His subject was the de- H~ll,,gave his reasons for leaving the pulpit. He viCtwns. And in the final act of all that severed him
fects and absurdities of the Bible and the Christian sa~d It w~s bec!l'use he found many statements in the from lo~ing relativs and friends, he bore the strongreligion, which he examined and commented upon. Bible whiCh smence and experience contradict. He e~t t~stimony to _th~ mental honesty and sincerity of
His m~tho~ is something like that of Mr. Reynolds quoted a multitude of passages to that effect, giving hiS hfe; that prmmples that are good to liv by are
.;_a mmghng of humor; sarcasm, and ridicule, with chapter and verse for each. The hall was crowded good to die by. Such a man has not lived and died
an occasional period of sentiment and pathos. · His in every part. The- audience listened with delight in vain. His influence and example willliv after him
langua&'e is rather flQwery and his style sufficientfy to the eloquent orator for two hours which appeared and will infuse courage into the minds and lives of
dr~matiC _to arou~e the admiration of a less coldly onl1 a few minutes, so spell-bound' were they kept; those who think similar thoughts.
For this legacy
philosophiCal aud1ence than that which attends the smiles, tears, and uncontrolable mirth were at the of example, and for old associations, we will hold his
beck
arid
call
of
the
magician
of
the
rostrum.
Mr.
Liberal Club, but even upon this immobile body it
name in grateful remembrance. While this- society
was not altogether without effect. He spoke rapidly Reynolds possesses great dramatic ability. H13 per- mourns a great loss, we do not forget those who feel
sonated
in
a
most
life-like
manner
the
characters
of
for an hour and a quarter, and any synopsis of the
~he los~ still. m_ore keenly. To the family of deceased,
lecture for which room is here afforded could do it a Dutchman, an Irishman, the Rev. T. De Witt Tal- m therr affiictwn, we tender our sincere sympathy
~ll:ge,
and
a
nigger.
The
audience
found
their
but faint justice. It is appropriate to say however
and condolence." The remains of Mr. Seadding we
that the Christian religion received a scordhing such nsible faculties excited to an uncontrolable degree, buried with the full Secularist honors and funeral
as it seldom experiences. The le.cture should be re- the fun was perfectly irresistible. At the close of ceremonies.
R B. BuTLAND.
peated in every community in the country as an off- the lecture Mr. Reynolds received an ovation. He
Toronto, Feb. 21, 1885.
set to the present revival craze. As the time of lect- was greeted with round after round of tremendous
urers at the Liberal Club is restricted to one hour applause.
Tent Fund.
the whole of Dr. Mayo's discourse was not given.
Gananoque and vicinity, of late, hav been the scene The following sums hav been subscribed to provide Mr.
The first speaker to offer criticism was Mr. Robel't
Blissert, who said, of all the educational institutions of many desperate battles between the champions of C. B. Reynold's with a tent for summer campaigning in the
in the world, there was none to him like the Liberal F~e.ethought and the_ devotees of the Christian super- interests of Freethought. Mr. Reynolds seeks to adopt popClub. He never failed of learning something there. stitiOn. The SalvatiOn Army invaded that region, ular methods for making the cause popular. .
The words of the chairman had always been of and, after :field operations on an extensiv scale in- Previously acknowledged
- $38.90
1.00
especial value to him, and were to his mind like cluding many furious engagements, the Supers~ition J. Francis Ruggles, - '
Army
finally
closed
around
the
entrenchments
of
Chas. Nelson,
1.00
a cup of water to a thiraty man. Having said this
Dr. E. F. Beale,
1.00
he made an excited attack upon the lecturer of th~ Gananoque, got their siege guns in position, bom- M. G. Shoemaker,
1.00
evening, and a general defense of the priests. The bar~ed the town (a perfect Feu d'Enjer), and finally Alex. Risk,
1.00
CM'ned
the
place
by
assault.
The
Toronto
headlatter, he said, were the friends of the poor and the
Mr. Re~olds has received the sub~oined letter from the
advocates of human equality. When Mr. Blissert qu.arters of the Secularist grand army of Canada are corresponding secretary of the Altoona, Pa., Liberal League:
had concluded his speech, it was observed that hurrying off reinfo_rcements to the battle-ground, ana
ALTOONA, P.1.., Feb. 15, 1885.
in spite of t~e co~d. 'Yeather, h~ perspired copiously: hav tele~raphed mstructions to the Emancipation MR. C. B. REYNOLDS, Dear Sir: Our League, at a meeting
Dr. Weeks s cntimsm lay chiefly against the lect- A:my, of Gananoque, to contest every inch of ground held to-aay, agreed to pay when called on the following sum
urer's attack upon the Bible. It was not the Bible, with the Superstitionists until the Toronto Free- for the Tent Fund, to wit:
or the Christian religion, he thought, that should be thought Army arrives. It is surmised by some that Lewis Plack,
10.00
1.00
attacked, but the authority which the church exer- perhaps the devil is fighting on the side of the Su- H. K. Filler,
Geo. Bisocker,
1.00
cised over the minds of others. This was reprehen- perstition Army.
James Moore,
1.00
sible.
5.00
. On a recent afternoon " Hell and the Devil," and John G. Kline,
1 00
Dr. Kinget said that the time for serious criticism m the ev.ening "Civilization," were the subjects of Wm. J. Burns,
2.00
of Christianity was past. Ridicule was the best the lectures of Charles Watts. Civilization consists D, R. Cristian,
50
weapon with which to assail it. Those who could of (1) Orde~, ~ha~ is! security for life and property; A, H. Mehaffey,
reason had alread~ discarded this superstition, and (2) Law, that I~, JustiCe for all classes, high and low; Total,
$21.50
those who were mcapable of reasoning could be (3) ~ts of Daily Life, that is, improvement of the May be more to follow. Wishing you success, I am,
Respectfully,
JoHN R. KEMP.
reached only by ridicule.
physiCal comforts and luxuries and general wellNOTICE.
Mr. Wakeman reminded Mr. Blissert that he must being of man; (4) Activity of the Mental Powers
learn to play on the harp of a thousand strings, and that is, an expansion of the speculativ faculties--.: All mail for C. B. Reynolds should be addresed until
that for~;>earance was one of those strings. He must ~kepticism-a disposition to question and inquire further notice, Box 104, North Parma, Monroe Co., N.Y. Matbe chantable. The lecturer was open to criticism. I~to the usef~~ess or otherwise of existing institu- ters of pressing importance, duplicate letters and address also,
He had evidently fallen into the hands of an elocu- tiOn~ and op~mons; John Stuart Mill says that no to care of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
tionist from whom he had acquired an effiorescence considerable Improvement of any kind has ever taken
of style which the subject and place did not call for. place among. men ~~cept being preceded by a change
The Work in Cleveland.
Mr. Wakeman hoped, however, that he would over- m _specula~Iv opmwn; (5) Civil, Religious, and Yesterday Messrs. Watts and Putnam lectured to our citi'
come that weakness in time, and learn to condense PolitiCal Liberty; these are the bulwarks of all im- zens; and their work was a flattering success. Mr. Putnam's'
an~ deliye;r what he had to say in a business-like way.
pro.v~ment, that is, civilization; (6) Ethics, that is, lecture in the morning was on "The Coming Religious DeWith this Improvement the lecture would be admira- activity of the _moral fac:ult~es-extreme sensibility as mands," and was well appreciated by all present. The attend
~le, and it was _a mistake on D~. Kinget's part to be- to the very highest pnnmples of right and wrong. ance in the morning was not large, but in the evening the
have that the time for destructiv work against super- All these six principles of civilization were in activ Academy of Music was filled to hear Mr. Watts, styled by the
stition had gone by. It was needed as much as ever operation many long centuries before the first line Herald of this morning "the Ingersoll of England." His lectand the humor and wit which seemed natural to D;, of the Bible was written or Christianity ever was ure wa~ on "Christianity and Civilization." It was our hope
1\;layo should co?tinue to be employed. The salva- heard of.
to obtam an opponent to debate with Mr. Watts, but we were
~wn of the workingman must come through Liberalunable to find a willing victim to the speaker's eloquence and
Ism, not through the teachings of Christ. A toiler
In the city of St. Catherines two or three Free- logic. But his lecture was well received, and many hav alstriking against a reduction of wages would nev-er thinkers, seekers of truth and light, hav borne the ready asked me how soon t1te two speakers will return, as
recite to his employer with any effect the Sermon on whole burden and heat of the day of the attacks from they wish to hear them again. We regret very much that their
the Mount. The lesson of that sermon is, if your the lovers of the darkness of Christian superstition. engagements prevented them from arriving Saturday, as we
wages are cut down ten per cent, throw off twenty. They h~v carried on a lively discussion in the public had arranged a reception in their honor. Many of our citizens
The laborer has no basis upon which to place his de- press with the _clergy of the district, and challenged would be pleased to meet them in social ditlcourse and become
mands except in the rights of man. The lecturer had them to a pubhc debate on the platform. Words of acquainted with the gentlemen personally as well as by their
done grandly in showing that the brotherhood of encouragement from Toronto hav been sent to the work. We hope to hav them with us again soon, and can, no
man was the only true basis of religion in the world St. Catherines brethren to "fight the good fight·" doubt, better entertain them, as the friends now are acquainted
Industrial progress was involved wholly in the sue~ be not discouraged by the smallness of your nu~ with them and their work.
We hope the next session of the League congress ·will be
cess of the Liberal movement.
bers; "Many are called,·but few are chosen·" "Run held in this city, as it will giv an impetus to the work that
Dr. Mayo in his closing remarks said that the audi- not with the multitude to do evil·" "Rav n~ fellowence had heard only the worst half of his lecture, and ship with the unprofitable works 'of darkness· don't nothing else can. There is a large Liberal element here, that
only needs to be stirred up; and then we will be as strong as
he t~ou~ht that was .as good as could be expected be fainthearted because you are only two or three- any
other city in the League. Messrs. Watts and Putnam hav
considermg the subJect it dealt with. He did not " Where two or ~hr~e are gathered together for the the sincere
wishes for success of the Cleveland friends.
know that he was to be confined to so short a time. cause. of em~~1patwn fro~ Christian superstition
W. I. IRVINE, Secretary.
When New York lecturers came over to Newark there IS the Spmt of Humamty in the midst of them."
Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 16, 1885.
to speak they were given all the afternoon to free
themselvs,
might,
if they so
their
The platform
of Albert Hall was occupied on a late MRs. BLENKER sends us word that Jeremiah Hacker 1·s still
remarks faran~
mto
the ni'ght
It desired,
th extend
th
t
b
was If en
y J. I. Evans. His subJ. ect was ''Evolution distressed by poverty and debt, and that his l1'ttle home 1·s 1·n
of the audi'ence to ask f ·
th ehcus
· om occasion
C
or more.
e c airman vs. reation." Many of the 0 th 0 d
1
dh
d
f
·
·
had allowed .h.im to fi?ish his discourse, he would hav to evolution-among others
ox c ergy a ere anger 0 bemg sold to keep h1m and his wife from actual
Jjaved the en tics their waste of breath in attacking. Eveter cathedral. E
.
'
rebendary Laney of starvation. Those who hav plenty should send a little of the
..
volutwn was taught by St. Au- 1 auperfluity to J. Hacker, Berlin, N. J.
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The Campaign Fond.
Previously acknowledged,
Massilon,
Medina,
B. F. Lewis,
Cleveland,
J. L. Moore,
Charles J. Clark,
F.
Hawkins,
A. Ewing,
J. H. Page,
Thomas Carter,
George T. Hogle,
W. B. Knolle,
D. M. Whitney,
Alex. Risk,

$3,267.34
35.00
15.00
1.00
20.60
5.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.50
1.00

Total,

$3,353.44

a.

..
----

News and Notes from the Field.
The second meeting at Massillon, Feb. 13th, was a marked
success. The opera-house was nearly full. A new impulse
bas baen given to the Liberal movement in this place, and an
ILUxiliary :J;.eague will be formed. Mr. Pocock, Mr. Hunt,
Robert Bell, Alfred Pierce, and others, hav been for years in
the ranks of Freethinkers, and are heartily in favor of the
present forward step.
Mr. Watts found many of his old friends here who had
heard him fifteen and twenty years ago in England, and who
came-some of them-many miles to hear his ringing words
again and grasp his hand.
From Massillon we went to Medina, Ohio, and here we struck
a goodly company of Liberals, who were hungry for some Freethought lectures, and ready for organization and work. This
town is on the Western reserve, and its leading citizens are
outspoken in our cause. We felt at home at once, such a cordial welcome was given. Judge Irewis, George Hayden, J. H.
Green, W. L. Farnsworth, ·J. Andrew, A. V. Asire, C. G. Codding, J. H. Broclley, C. J. Warner, Fremont Phillips, and
others, men of character and influence, will make Medina a
splendid rallying-place for Liberals. The county is full of
them, and of the kind that will do something, now that the
golden opportunity has come.
Our meeting on Saturday eviming was most auspiciOus.
Three or four hundred were present, and the lectures were received with the utmost appreciation. Mr. J H. Greene, editor
of the Medina Gazette, introduced us, with a felicitous address.
An auxiliary League will be formed, and the banner of Freedom be thrown to· the breeze. The following report of our
meeting we find in the JY[edina Gazette:
"Phcenix I{all was· comfortably filled, Saturday evening,
with an intelligent a uclience from this village ancl the country,
to hear the lectures of Messrs. Putnam and Watts, previously
advertised. These gentlemen are, lecturing in the interest of
the National Liberal I,eague, of which Col. Robert G. Ingersoll
is president. Mr. Putnam spoke first, and was listened to with
the closest attention, and frequently applauded, as he set forth
the principles and aims of the League. He is a very pleasant
speaker, ea~nest. and effectiv, and impresses t~e hearer with
his entire smcerrty. Mr. Watts, who has been m the lecture.
field for twenty-five years, followed in a masterly_discourse on
• Secularism and Christianity,' aiming to show the superiority
of the former. Both gentlemen occupied the most advanced
and radical Infidel grounds, ancl their expression of views and
opinions, illustration and argument, called forth the most gen.
eral and hearty applause. At the close, a vote of thanks was
tendered the speakers."
After this brilliant meeting came the " tug of war." It wag
eleven o'clock at night, and tlie next morning at 10:30. we
were to speak in Cleveland, and there was no Sunday train
~;~earer than Grafton, a small village eighteen miles away; and
so we were obliged· to front the' wintry breeze and the cold
stars in an open sleigh, and traverse that distance. Of course
there is a great deal of poetry in such a ride beneath the diamond-lighted heavens, amid the shadowy hosts of trees, over
the shining snows, behind jingling bells arid gallant steeds.
'Ihe journey was quite enjoyable for the first half hour, as if
passing through some gorgeous palace. Even the icy wind
seemed like a breath of enchanting music. But, alas! we clid
not hav cast-iron bodies, ancl the frost began to penetrate our
bones, and we were glad when it came to the homestretch of
this difficult and dangerous traveling. Long after midnight
we drew up before a melancholy-looking hotel. Not a soul
was to be seen, nor a light burning. We dared not tr)lst ourselva in the hand~ of such sleepy inmates, for we must be up
and off at five o'clock in the morning; so to make sure of our
train for Cleveland, we trudged to the station, where one or
two faint red lights were gleaming, to find some good camping-place, hurd by a red-hot stove, and try the soft side of a
plank for a couch. After eighteen miles' ride, with olcl Boreas
for a close companion, this did not seem a cheerful prospect.
But heaven helps those who help themselvs, and good fairies
-alias luck and chance-are working for Liberal lecturers as
well as other folks, I suppose, for though we did not pray-our
thoughts being too deep for utterance-yet no sooner had we
reached the ghastly station-house,, which appeared to my
imagination very much like the outskirts of the fabled hell, an
express, several hours behind, came thundering along, and in
one minute we were in its bright and warm embrace, and in
one hour were lanclecl in beautiful Cleveland, and on a downy
bed where we slept faithfully until the church bells began to
ring, and then we thought it time to go to" our church,'' at
the Academy of Music, and see our own congregation.
Our Cleveland friends were generous. They are not behind
hand in work and devotion. W. I. Irvine, the enterprising
secretary,' with J. M.- Wilcox, vice-president, and others,
planned for a great success, and a great success was achieved.
It was intended to giv Mr. Watts a reception on Saturday evening, but the lecture at ¥edina l?t'evented. I lectured on Sun.
day morning-Mr, W&tts in the evening. There were ~;~early
~ thons!.lud people flit Mr. w~~ts'fll\7Ct1Uea and it W!l.~ re9eiY\ld

with enthusiastic applause. We hav had no more encouraging signs· of the times than at Cleveland. The League is
bound to go successfully forward. Mr. J. M. Wilcox, the vicepresident, is author of that instructiv pamphlet "After Christianity, What?'' which points to. the new order after the old
has vanished. He is an earnest and brave Freethinker and
will do invaluable ser:vice. W. I. Irvine has the fire of youth
in his veins, ability and determination, and will make one of
our best officers. T. F. Lucas, a stanch English Liberal and
co-worker with Bradlaugh, is also a cordial helper in this advance movement. We must not forget our good and noble
friend Thomas Lees, a Liberal Spiritualist, broad-minded, and
great-hearted. We had the pleasure of visiting on Sunday
afternoon his Children's Progressiv Lyceum, one of those
beautiful institutions which we long to see established all over
our land, wherein our noblest hope and aspiration are blended
with science and nature. Mr. Watts and myself addressed the
teachers and children, and felt at home amid our more believing friends, for between us and such Spiritualists there is
a profound harmony of aim. It is the glory of character, of
human fellowship and advancement here and now that both
seek, and, therefore, both are in the same great army of Freethought, of civilization, of humanity. Thomas Lees is one of
our wisest leaders, for his faith does not take the place of his
knowledge, but is a beautiful illumination-a spirit and not a
dogma-a:ud so we can work joyously together both for the
present and the future, for the dream or the perception of immortality shall not make us any the less human, any the less
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birthday p11sh on the cause of genuin American liberty; for
Watts is a thorough-going republican., and does not believe in
an earthly king any more than he does in a heavenly one.
I hav just met D_r. Monroe, captain of the good ship, Ironclad Age, who takes care of the body, and givs to the mind
the best of nourishment. He is a sterling advocate of mental
emancipation. He always keeps the flag a flying, and his ship
goes bravely on. Long life to the energetic commander!
Mr. Watts and myseff lecture at Hagerstown, Ind., on Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 23d and 24th; at Detroit Feb. 25th and
·26th. Mr. Watts returns to Canada for a month's work. There
is to be a lively debate between him and Elder Walker, of ·Indiana, at W elland, Ont. I lecture at Saginaw City on March
1st; shall try to be at Adrian dming the week, and other
places. I shall lecture at Lexington, Ky., on March 8th, and
at Cincinnati, at Robinson's. Opera House, on March 15th.
Will the Liberals of Cincinnati please take note and do their
best to advertise this meeting, so that a large audience may be
present?
Fraternally yours,
SA.MUEL.P. PuTNAM,
Feb. 20, 1885.

The Coming Church.
From the Mont,·eal Gazette of Jan. lOth.

Mr. s. P. Putnam, of New York, delivered the second of his
three lectures last evening in the Freeth ought Hall. His subject was "The New Ameriean Church." The world, said Mr.
Putnam, is passing through a profound change. The old
ideas are fading and vanishing, and so the old institutions
founded upon them are losing their power and beneficence.
faithful, or any the less in love with the beauty and grandeur We must lay the foundations of a fresh institution, that, exof this world. Thomas Lees was chairman of the evening pressing the deep heart and hope of the people, shall be for
meeting and introduced Mr. Watts with cordial words of ap- coming ages a blessing and a power. We hav duties to fulfil
proval for the great work that he is doing. He pronounced our fttthers never had; we must unfold the spirit and the purpose of this progressiv world, so that all mankind will. be
Mr. Watts one of the most eloquent advocates 0f human lib- brought into unity, that the least shall be an inspiration to the
erty to whom he had ever listened.
greatest, and the greatest be bound in love and service with the
The Cleveland . daily papers. gave very favorable notices of least. It is supposed by some that diversity of thought will
Mrs. Watts's lecture. He was also interviewed by a reporter prevent harmonious action, but there is not so much diversity
of the Herald, an exceedingly interesting account of which was as was imagined. On questions of real, practical importance
people are generally of the same mind. In the church to come
published. He was proclaimed as the "Bob Ingersoll of Eng- we shall unite on the basis, not of any opinion, but of aims; all
land."
who mean well, who hav any hope or aspiration, will be memCleveland·has scored a victory for Freethought, and the out- bers. Our individual life must flow in unison with the life of
look is most promising.
all. Individuality is a grand thing; we want more of it. The
. At Upper Sandusky, Ohio, we found some good friends, and life of all, however, is one. We cannot strive and struggle
L
·
·
alone; we need the helping hand and must giv it. Such a
no doubt a eague w1l1 there be orgamzed. George Beery, Sr., church would not be organized simply on the bflsis ef opposiGeorge Beery, Jr., L. B. Harris, Dr. Keenan, Messrs. Norton, tion to orthodoxy. Men could not be argued out of ortlioHenderson, Sturgis, and others will rally around our illustri- doxy, for generally such were guided by feelings and opinions
ous president, who lectured here a few months since to a and not by logic. Orthodoxy itself was continually changing,
large and delighted audience. Ingersoll has won the he~rt of the arguments of the Infidels of twenty-five years ago were the
arguments of the orthodox to-clay, so it would clo but little
this people, and lighted fires that will never die.
good to organize to oppose orthodoxy, for that which they opMr. Sturgis is an enthusiastic worker-an artist of ability, as posed to-clay, to-morrow orthodoxy itself would oppose. Their
his crayon of D. M. Bennett in the TRUTH SEEKER office shows; grand object was, not to remove the ruins, but to build a
and we hope for him a brilliant future in his chosen profes- temple, and only so far as the ruins were in the way would
sion. He has youth, energy, ancl pluck, and the genius of time be spent in their demolition. The character of the new
church will be democratic, various societies will meet in joint
Freethought; and these are the conditions of success.
association for mutual improvement. But this association
As the Christians refused to debate, and time was precious, will hav no authority which will abide with the local societies.
we decided to hav but one meeting, which was on Tuesday The architecture of the church of the future will be the emevening, when Mr. Watts and myself both lectured. Ar- bodiment of modern ideas. There would also be an everenlarging sphere for the scholar ancl thinker to unfold the
rangements were rna d e f or f u t ure 1ectures, and we expect to ever-fresh stores of literature ancl science. The Bible would
greet friends again at this place on our return trip from the be a valuable book when studied for the life it exhibits, and
West.
:uot for the theology it is said to contain. They would throw
From Upper Sandusky we hastened to Toledo to greet our nothing aside; they had duties toward their children, they had
president, talk busines~, and listen to his marvelous lecture, to make their growing lives bright. They must giv them of
"Which Way?" I was hungry for the feast, and never did the their best thoughts and train them in their noblest acquirements, and then the bright child would become an accomgolden moments fly so fast as when I was thrilled to my inner- plishecl man or a brilliant woman.
most being with that wondrous speech. What voice was ever
One of the instruments of the church of the future would
so exquisitly modulated as that, like the harmonies of some be music. Poetry was not to perish with the lovely superstimighty instrument! What emotions were expressed in its in- tions of the past. Ancl out of the facts of nature and life
finit variety of tone, emphasis, and movement-now like man shall make-a melody ancl a power. Another instrument
of the church of the future would be the elrama; the theater
a cataract, now like a river, now like a breath of summer's will be found one of the divine helpers of the race; he who
softest wind, like the delicate voice of the flute, and then like walks upon the stage shall be more honored than any priesta crash of thunder! Wit, sarcasm, pathos, lightning of lofty. hood; he shall be the interpreter of heart to heart, the unthought, the humor of wisdom, the indignation of justice, the folder of divinity within whose wonder-working faculty was
· 1d · t
d t
the flash of genius and not the sacramental rod. The church
music of love, were mmg e m -ranscen en. oratory.
of the future would also cultivate social life and make it more
Never shall I forget the picture of the slave-mother-so inspiring and delightful than ever. Not in loneliness, but in
weak, yet so mighty in her pleadi~;~gs. Oh, how the hot tears companionship, do we catch the brightest vision. It will be
flowed and the heart burned. as that faint ancl trembling voice a varied, brilliant society, where there will be no dividing
rose against huge injustice. It cannot be-it shall not be, lines and all will giv and all will receive. With his great inthis outrageoU:s insult to humanity-that the Christian's God tellectual advancement man most grow more friendly and
neighborly, ancl heart must flow to heart as in the olden time.
was ever on the throne of this universe. What shall I say of The church of the future must be free from the chains of
the peroration-that perfect poem of the past, the present, and dogma ancl the clouds of superstition. There must be no
the future. To read it was like reading the great song of sects, but the whole family of man must toil together in unity
Homer, or the unequaled lyrics of Shelley. It is full of music, of spirits. It is for this a church existed, not to promulgate
deep-heaving like the sea, yet bursting like the rainbow colors a creed, not to build up a priesthood, not to establish outward
authority, but to unfold the kingdom of. heaven within, ~o
of the wave. Yet, to hear that poem given with the graces of make each n;tan free, not to selfishness and Ignorance and evil,
a matchless rhetoric-a voice responsivto every note of human but to generosity, culture, and virtue.
passion-was a surpassing delight. We touched the hights
The lecture was listened to by a good audience, which
of human thought; the universe was outspread before the showed much interest.
midnight, and the morning, and the day; the lark was singing
_ _ _ _...,.._._ _ _ __
in our soul, and every pain was forgotten.
.A. Rindoo's Narrow Escape.
But as Milton says it was "another morn risen on midA. K. Basu in MarLJ-as Philosophic Inquirer.
noon" to be with Ingersoll in the charming moments of private
I mixed up, by the end of 1883, wi~h a certain
conversation. He never flags. A thousand fancies are con- gang of missionary gentlemen, with a v1ew to study
stantly coming like the restless bursting and many-hued the holy Bible. Bnt after a few months, one of them
billows. He is thoroughly cordial, democratic, at home with tempted me that he would send me to England if I
everybody, absolutely sincere, ancl thoroughly natura1. His became a Christian. But fortunate it was for me
judgment of men and things, of poetry, art, of t.he whole scope that this news reached the ears of my superiors-who
of human experience is amazing. His insight of events, per- prevented me from mixing with these gentlemen who
sonalities, and relations is the most comprehensiv. Ingersoll for themselvs earn their bread by the public alms.
is not simply one of the most eloquent, he is one of the wisest But along with it I must not hesitate to admit that I
men that ever lived.
had a very firm faith that Christ would save m9,
Mr. Watts and myself had a long talk after the lecture with though I hardly understood by that time what
Colonel Ingersoll in regard to the policy ancl affairs of the " save " meant. I did not see those tempters any
League, the holding of the next convention, etc. .The colonel more, but I began to see another gentleman of the
is in hearty co-operation with our movement, and I know that English church from whom I expected to hav my
his ideas as to our practical work will meet with the warm ap- salvation. But fortunate {t was for me that the curproval of Liberals. They will find· in Ingersoll a fearless tain from my eyes was dropped. I came to light, the
champion, a far-sighted leader who knows the world he livs
I h
av no more
in, the elements with which we must deal, the path to suc- darkness vanished from my mind.
cess, and that honesty is the best policy. Every issue will be faith in the divinity of Christ,
:met frankly, and for the truth and nothing but the tmth.
We are now at Indianapolis, where'we expect to lecture on
CATALOG of the Tn+tb. Seekf:)r OoJJrpan-y·~ ~~bli.Q!l."
Sunday, Feb, 22d, and on this anniversary of Washington's tiona !':lent free upon ap:pUct~:t10J1,
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Whence his thoughts, memory, his love for his wife they are opposed to a consolidation of church and
and children, without a brain-upon which, it is an state. It is impossible for them to be opposed thereto
absolute scientific fact, all mental action is depend- if they are sincere in their contention that it is siment? What forms his hair, tE:~eth, finger and toe ply a question whether the Bible is true, a.nd that if
~Ir. Watson-lb·. Wettstein.
Did it ever occur to you that only the purest mo- nails, if not composed of like material as usual in it is, the faithful Christian is bound to demand that
tivs and most intense yearning for truth, and noth- life? What is it when the flesh, and blood, and its commandments and ordinances shall be recoging but truth, regardless of inherited notions and bone, and hair hav vanished, that still looks li.ke flesh nized by, and be parts of, the Constitution, laws, and
beliefs, regardless of li.kes and dislikes, and regard- and blood, and bone, and hair? What is it of which, judicial procedure of the land. Of course the Chrisless of benefits and sacrifices, could ever induce any- when all is taken away, all remains? What substance tian at once assumes that it is ·true, and hence he
one to accept the doctrin of radical Materialism ? or elements is it composed of? What chemical or must favor all existing features of Christian governYou must admit that if Spiritism taught an eternal physical law givs your supposed spiritual matter the ment, and .sucll additional ones as may be necessary
condition of misery and pain, as old theology teaches form and functions of a human being? All other to bri.Llg our laws arid usages into complete harmony
that of hell, very few indeed, nowadays, would physical bodies can be dissected, weighed, analyzed, with the Bible. Indisputably this is nothing more
believe the obnoxious doctrin. But you must admit and resolved into their original elements. Can a and nothing less than a united church and state and
none know it better than do these "national ref~rm"
that, on the same principle that our good brethren in spirit be subjected to like process?
advocates who are trying to make the people believe
No!
Spirit
matter,
bodies,
or
particles
are
absothe church hav now, in large majority, consigned the
"hellish doctrin" to r.ealms of fiction, simply because lutely beyond the reach of science and the human that they are the true Secularists, though they in
they do not like it, while still clinging to that of a understalfding. A thousand spirits would not weigh almost- the same breath bitterly denounce the secular
heaven simply because promising celestial mansions a grain, or fill the eye of a needle ! AU the elements, state as "godless" and "immoral." In trying to
and eternal bliss-though both doctrins hav the same forces, and potencies known to science are never simultaneously occupy these fundamentally antagoorigin, are supported by the same evidences, and known to form a spirit. Everything known is never nistic positions, they presume much, very much, upon
based upon identical proofs-a vast majority of Spirit- a spirit, but something else. Only the unknown, the ignorance and stupidity of the Christian and
ists hav accepted the new faith simply because it is utterly incomprehensible, miraculous, can be spirit, nothingarian masses.
Another thing: the Christian Statesman avers that
entirely in conformity with their fondest hopes and if anything. Bacon, Humboldt, Darwin, Liebig, and
most fervent desires. This being the case, the efforts hosts of other scientists hav now had access for "unbelief in Christianity is the basis of their [ourJ
and arguments of the Materialist, who has nothing nearly a century to the accumulated wisdom of all own action in the premises," and assumes that none
to lose, and acts from no selfish motiv, are generally ages, and if Spiritism were indeed true, these dead- but Infif!els are opposed to the judicial oath, and that
more conscientious, impartial, and thorough than alive philosophers would at least communicate to an oath-taking is clearly and unqualifiedly enjoined by
those of his Spiritual brother, who, with every new ignorant world a rational definition of spirits. But, ~he ~ible. It is not ?ecessary to say to ordinarily
idea advanced, and every new fact demonstrated, be- alas ! in vain do we listen for a voice from these mtelhgent persons that not one of these assertions
and assumptions is true. There are many Christians
holds the dreaded decree of· man's mortality, very realms from whence no wanderer returns!
And this is why I ignore all so-called phenomena, who, to their honor be it said, do not b~lieve that it
much as a prisoner receives the verdict or sentence
of death pronounced upon him. And conceding, "proofs," etc., because until the human mind can is any part of their duty to compel their fellow-citifor the sake of argument, that-as Spiritists insist- obtain a reasonable understanding of spirit existence, zens to do violence to their own consciences in this
eternal life is a very desirable boon, it becomes self- its nature and attributes, how and where it exists, matter of the oath. Entire Christian sects, as the
evident that, when we further investigate, you, my etc.-until then, to me, all phenomena, no matter how Quakers, refuse to swear, but affirm instead, believbrother, hav an eternity of happiness to lose, while mysterious, are easier explained upon any other ing that, in so-doing, they are obeying the scriptural
I, if you doctrin is true, will suffer no worse fate than hypothesis than that of sph·its. This mystery towers command which enjoins them to "swear not at all."
Very astute are the leaders of the National Reform
over all, like the Himalayas over an ant-hill.
to enter paradise with you.
movement; very reactionary and vitally wrong are
Rochelle, fll.
OTTo WETTSTEIN.
Now, while I think I hav made clear that Materialits demands; and very dangerous is it in its present
ism is a continual incentiv to continued and honest
stage of development, and in its accessories and adr.!')search, and Spiritism a continuous restraint to the
The Oath.
juncts. Allied with the prohibition crusade, it is ralsame end, it becomes, also, my painful duty to speak
The (Jhristian Statesman says:
lying beneath its black flag very many men and
here of another secret factor largely tending, in an
"We
see that a petition is in circulation in Massachusetts women who claim to be, and doubtless think they
illegitimate but potent manner, to support this mys- for the abolition
of the civil oath. The signers ask that all are, the friends of freedom.
Every enactment like
tic faith, namely, human pride.
distinction between witnesses who qualify with an oath, and the Comstock postal statute, the Sunday law, and
A new convert to Spiritism, realizing the large those who decline to do so, be ignored by the law. Here, as
number of unbelievers existing among his friends at other points, the real question is whether the Bible is true. the prohibitory liquor law, takes it a step nearer the
God has ordained the oath as a means of bringing the hu- goal of complete victory. Inch by inch, foot by foot,
and neighbors, who continually challenge the truth If
man conscience face-to-face with himself, and awakening a
of his new faith, is, naturally, very anxious to pre- solemn fear of punishment in case of falsehood, then courts of it is pressing forward, and the time is not so very far
sent the "proofs " leading to his conversion in as justice are bound to use the oath as an 'instrument of investi- distant when every man and woman in America must
favorable a light as possible; this fact is a continued gation' into the truth. If the people believe in the divine choose for it or against it. There is no possible
incentiv' to invent, add to, or exaggerate facts and authority, and in the efficiency of the oath, they cannot but middle ground. Liberals who to-day are its allies
prescribe its employment in their constitution and laws. Few
phenomena.
For the purpose of justifying his intelligent and candid Infidels will deny that this is the teach- though their support qf its accessory measures, such,
course, he is forced to tell a plausible story, which ing of the scripture in this matter. Why, then, do they shift for instance, as prohibition, postal legislation in the
if true, would " convince any man;" and who ca~ the question to other grounds? If the Bible is true our laws interest of "morality," rigid marriage laws, etc.,
doubt that many good men and women, strictly requiring the use of the oath ought to stand. Let o~r Liberal must, ere long, join hands with the theocratic chamfriends first convince the people that the Bible is a relic of
honorable in all else, hav often resorted to such superstition, and then ask for the abolition of our Christian pions, and labor with them for the establishment of
means to justify their course, and to accomplish their usages. Unbelief in Christianity is the basis of their own the hierarchy which they seek to set up upon the
action in the premises. Why do they ask us to join in their ruins of the civil republic, or they must cut entirely
own glorification?
· loose from their present contaminating and reaction"
I here say these unpleasant things to you, Brother action while we do not share their unbelief?"
Watson, because I am satisfie~ that your belief also
This is a specimen of ambiguity which is some- ary surroundings, and come squarely over to the side
is principally based upon hope, desire, and impulses, thing of a surprise, coming from an able God-in-the- of liberty and progress, joining hands with us in the
largely augmented by still clinging fragments of Constitution writer. These gentlemen are usually very cause of physical, mental, moral, social, and political
inherited notions, instead of the result of a thorough logical in their reasoning, though their premises are emancipation from the degrading dogmas, customs
and unflinching investigation. You don't go, you at fault. They object very strenuously to being ac- and laws of the ignorant and despotic past. It i~
don't want to go, to the bottom of things. You at- cused of favoring a union of church and state. They useless to hedge and haggle, to hope to stand erect
tempt to dispose of my last letter by entirely ignor- say that they are as honestly and earnestly opposed upon an inclined plane of logical ice, to try to put the
ing its strongest points; but these problems must to such union as is the most pronounced and radical new wine of liberty into the old bottles of tyranny.
be made clear to the understanding, or the material Freethinker. They protest that.it is very unfair of The ranks are swiftly forming, the lines are being
philosophy is established forever. Can you, will you us to charge upon them a desire to combine the more and more sharply drawn, and Liberals must
do it? If so, I will be a grateful convert; but yo~ ecclesiastical and the civil in our government. Entire face the truth and realize fully the fact that he who
must answer my arguments, or retire from the arena lectures by their accredited· agents, whole pages of would force his ideas of morality and of health upon
of debate.
their newspaper organs, are devoted to repelling this dissentients is twin-brother to him who would force
his religious creed upon his unbelieving neighbor,
I requested an answer to the profound problem charge.
how a man when he is dead, when each and every parBut what shall we think and say of arguments such and that his place is in the camp of the Gad-in-theEDWIN C. WALKER.
ticle which made him a man has assumed other as I hav quoted above? Do they harmonize with Constitution legions.
forms, when his whole being is annihilated, and he their pleas against the union of church and state?
Death of John S. Verity.
has vanished, he, the identical man, can stillliv. Your In the light of the above argument of the Statesman,
only answer to which is, "Spiritualists claim that it and measured by the logic of their demands, can we
From tht Boston Invtstigator.
is the wonderful and subtle organism, the spiritual regard their protests as other than Jesuitical ? What
We mentioned last week the sickness of this very
part, whic~,s~illlivs !l'fter the body." But this "spir- do they mean when they denounce the secular idea worthy friend and efficient associate in the Liberal
Itual part IS precisely what you assume, which of government ? Do they not regard a theocracy as movement, and expressed the wish that he would reneeds proof, but which you sadly fail to prove. Sub- the only true government? And what is a theocracy cover. But we were disappointed, and now it is our
mitting this "spiritual part" to an analysis of logic other than a combined state and church? This painful duty to record his death, which occurred on
and reason; to define it intelligibly, precisely as we being so, what becomes of their emphatic denialof Tuesday, the lOth inst., at his residence in Lynn.
define any other organic body of which we speak an intention to establish here in these United States He was 62 years of age.
knowingly-this was the sole object of my former let- such a double-headed concern?
'
Mr. Verity was a man of many excellent qualities,
ter. Wiser men of your faith hav not ventured upon
By the reasoning of the (Jhristian Bttttesman every gt·eatly respected by all who knew him, and his death
the hazardous undertaking you hav ventured on but religionist is bound to demand that the dogmas of is deeply regretted by a large circle of friends and
sadly failed in.
his creed, the teaching of his sacred book, be incor- acquaintances. Possessed of an intelligent mind a
What is a :· spiritual_ body?" It is said to p~ssess porated in the fundamental law of his country. The benevolent disposition, pleasant manners, and st~r
a shape, outlme, and s1ze of a man. What makes it only question is, Is this dogma true? Now, what is l~ng honesty, he was a thoroughly good man, whose
look like a man? There is no flesh bone muscle this if it is not the closest kind of a close union of hfe was useful and blameless, and whose name and
which generally in large proportion c~nstitute a man: church and state? What rank hypocrisy, then, to memory will long be cherished by all who knew him
What makes it act like a man ? Ther.e is said to be claim that they are opposed to such union I
best. In the relations of husband, father friend
life, color, intelli~ence, prespiration, but no heart,
There is not a single feature of the old actions and neighbor, and citizen, he discharged all hi~ dutie~
blood, lungs, bram, or n£:rvous system, all of which cruel un,i.on of the powers of priest and king which with remarkable fidelity, and we think it may truly
are generally supposed to be necessary to an activ would not be exhibited in all its hideous deformity be said of him that the only grief he caused was
man. What constitutes this man when all that con- were the program of the Christian Statesman to be car- when he died, Death is the common lot, and from
stituted him in life now lies moldering in the grave? ried out. Every essential doctrin of Theism and it there can be no exemption, but it seldom happens
~ence the outline, with no flesh and bone to shape Christianity would be enforced by all the powers of to anyone who exhibited in his life more genuin or
it? Whence life, with no blood to course through the state. Heresy would be hunted· in the same re- manly virtues than marked the career of JohnS.
his veinless form, or to color his fleshless cheeks ? morseless way that it was in the palmy days of church Verity.
Whenca his senses, without the wonderful eyes and dominatiQn. It is all hypocritical gammon, this loud
The funeral took place on Friday last, the 13th,
all other organs which also lie under the sod ? pretense of the self-styled "national reformers" that from Paine Hall, which was draped in mourning, and
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the~e was a latge attendall:ce of friends. For the fol- demaJ?-d the :esig?-ation of tile present ministry in language
The meeting did not close until 4 o'clock in the morning at
l~wmg report of the exere1ses we are indebted to the there lB no m1s.takmg. If the Tories pass a resolution of want which time the interior of the church was a complete wr~ck.

Daily Herald of Friday, the 13tp:

JOHN B. VERITY AT REST.

Paine Hall was the scene of a funeral this afternoon' h" h
was in perfect keepin~ with the life of one who, fo~ :~
years, had stood upon 1ts platform and e~unciated the princL
pies of the man for whom the hall was named and who
the ch~mpion of the labor movement in Massachusetts. J;h~
S. _Ver1ty, kno~n to all workingmen, was the person over
whom ~he aerv1~es wete held, and the hall was tastefull
draped m _niolirnm.g for the dccasion. ~he blinds were close/
and the lights tmned on. The 1'emams were encased i '
broadcloth casket, and rested at. the head of the hall justn i~
front of the stage. - The floral d1splay consisted of a beautiful
wre~th and she~f of wheat, the gift of the Ingersoll Secular
Soe1ety, and a p1llow and anchor from the children of the d _
ceased.
e
Seated in t~e ~all_ w~re _many ladies and gentlemen who
knew Mr. Verity m Ins hfet1me, while upon -the platform was
Horace (Seaver, who conducted the services Mr J p M
d~1Di, of the Investigator, and the Temple Q~artet. ·The :!~
VICes were opened by the quartet which sung the h
" Deat~, What Art Thou?" after which Mr. Seaver read o~~~f
Bryant s poems on death. The quartet followed with "Th
~lower at Sleep," ~usic by Buck; after which, Mr. Se~ver de~
livered an appropnate address. The closing piece by the
qnartet wa~ the hymn, '.'The Long Day Closes." At the close
of the se_rviCeB the rem111ns were taken to Cedar Grove Cemetery for mterment, Messrs. Galen Coffin, Isaac Monroe, W. M.
Chan~ler, Ernest Mendum, L. S. Meston, and John A. O'Malley bemg the pall-bearers.

. At the meetitt&' of the ~oston Liberal Club, Feb.
15th, the followmg resolutions were offered and
adopted by a rising vote, as the unanimous opinion
of the club:
R_esolved, That the Boston Lil:;eral Club deplores with e:a-

~urm~ sorrow the sudden death of its worthy member, John
S. ~er1ty! whose memory we must cherish as a faithful and
gen~al fr1end, a~d earnest and honest thinker, and whose
abil1ty ~s a ple~smg and, ~eady debater always enlivened our

de)Jates, and '\\hose untnmg passion for reform, and constant
effort~ for human good, entitle hirri to the lasting aratitnde of
mankmd.
"
Resolved, That in the. death of our long-time friend and
member, Mr. JohnS. Venty, the Boston Liberal Club is placed
unde~ a double sorrow, hE having been, not only a most honest,
pleasmg, and re<tdy debater, but also, what is of still more importanc.e, a deeply earnest friend of that humanity which it
1s our aim to benefit by means of the public discussions which
we constantly maintain.
_,Resolved, That our secretary be requested to forward a
"'rlt.ten oopy of these adopted resolntions to the widow- and
family of the late Mr. Verity, as some e:tpression of our symP~.ith them in their sad bereavement.

Charles Watts on English Politics.
Dt;tring ~r. Watts's rece~t visit to Pittsburgh he
was mterviewe9,, the followmg account of which we
take from the Leader, published in that city:
-WHAT A1 PROMINENT LffiERAL HAS

±o

SAY ON ENGLI~:Ii: AFJ!A!RS.

Mr. Charles Watts, first vice-president of the National Liberal I;eague, whojs now touring through the United States,
lecturmg for the benefit of the League, was found by a report~r at the C~ntral Hotel last night. Mr. Watts is a typical
Englishman, w1th a round red face dude whiskers appearance
such as John ~ull is usually pictu;ed out to be, ~nd a gentle_man. ~f educatwn, well versed in English affairs, with social
quahtws that make him quite entertaining. His headquarters
on this continent are, for the present, at Toronto, Canada, but
he contemplates_ a general tour of all the states under the
~rtsi>ice~ of t~e ;National Liberal League, lecturing upon adv.anced 1deas m Liberal religion. During the hour's conversatwn, Mr. Watts expressed the following views: "1 see that
Mr. Bradlaugh has been refused a new trial by the Court of
ApJ?eals upon the charge of voting with the House without
takmg the oatil, or rather for administering a mock oath to
himself. His only appeal now is to the House of Lords and
we may expect what its decision will be. The fine imposed
for ~u~h an ~ffense as he is charged with is, I believe, £500,
but 1t 1s not likely to be imposed in this case. He has one
other appeal, I may say, and that is to the people at the general election, ,which will undoubtedly be held next year, in
~onsequence of the new Franchise bill. BrA.dlaugh has nothmg to hope from the present Parliament. With a new Parliament he can take the oath again among the first forty melll·
hers, though, of course, he can just as easily be expelled again
af~er the House has taken its seat. The election next year is
gomg to be a very important one, as the new Franchise bill
passed last year creates two million new voters, who will go to
swell the L~beral :a~ks (politically speaking, remember, for I
a~ n?t talkmg rehgwn, ~ut politics, now). This new elector~hip 1s created
extendmg the same franchise to counties l\S
IS at present enJoyed by boroughs. Heretofore there has been
a property qualification in counties which did not exist in
boronghs, so that a lodger paying a small sum for rental in
the boroughs was entitled to a vote for members_ of Parliament, while his neighbor just across the boundaries in a
county, who perhaps paid out ten times the sum in rental of a
large ~state, was denied this electoral privilege. The new
franchise will not affe(Jt the voting of women in the counties
who! wJ;tile they could vote on some local matters, never had
a vowe m the eleetion of members of Parliament. The new
electors become an important factQr, who must be taken into
account by Radicals, Liberals, and Tories or Conservativstilough the latter hav nothing to hope from them, and for that
~eason hav done all they could to defeat the bill. The min.
Istry, Y?U understand, depE'nds upon the party in power. If
t~e Tones are in the majority, it is a Tory mioistry, and if the
Liberals prevail, it is a Liberal ministry. The Liberals at
present ar~ very largely in the majority, so much so that even
If ~he Radwals were to vote with the Tories, which is somethmg rarely done, the Liberals would still hold the balance of
power. ~!though the Gladstone ministry is the Liberal party,
and P.nbhc opinion is somewhat divided upon the Egyptian
question, yet the mass of the English people are opposed to
England's foreign policy in relation to Egypt, and think she
ought ne-yer to hav entered Egypt. When Parliament votes
condemmng the ministry, the prime minister either resigns or
appeals to the people at an election.
'rhe Tories during last session two or three times attempted
to pass an act condemning the ministry, but failed for want
of a majority, but they will certainly attempt it again, and a
few more defeats in Egypt, or inactivity there, will probably
result in its passage, One thing is sure: If it is learned beyond question that General Gordon is dead, the :people
will
.

?Y

?f confi_dence_ m the gove~nment Gladstone will resign, as he
1s, I thmk, tired of public cares in that position, and will
scarcely appeal to the people. If Gladstone resigns, the queen
could call the Tory leadt>rs to form a ministry. The Radiclil
body of the Uouse o~ Commons is composed largely of. Irish,
and the larger portwn of the Irish memb-ers are Radbals.
Ther~ are but few Irish Tories, as the most of the members
are mtJ;er Liberals or affiliate with the Liberals as Radicals.
The Irish always vote with the Liberals upon all matters except sue~ as refer to Ireland; then they vote as they think is to
the best mterest of Ireland. With them it is Ireland first, and
the general go?d takes a se~ondary position. There may be
two or th_ree Insh membe~s 1?- favor of the dynamite methods,
~ut I bel_1eve the large maJority of the Irish, as well as all Enghsh Radwals, are_ opposed to force, and in favor of moral influence to accomplish reform in the administration of Irish affairs, which undoubtedly. need it.
While many of these
wrongs are undoubtedly gnevous, yet if they cannot be righted
by moral force the privileges asked are not worth the sacrifices
that would be made in trying force. The Gladstone ministry
has done much to relieve the distress and oppression of that
u~happy country, a~?-d-would do much more, but these .dyna"
m~te outrages are domg more to hurt the Irish cause than anythmg else, and retard legislation which would be favorable to
!reland. I beli&ve a large .majority of the liberal English are
Ill favor of measures that Wlll relieve the oppression of Ireland
even to the extent of giving her local government; as to sepa~
ra.te government, t~at is out of the question, and I think that
Will never be. Wh1le the tendency is thus toward relieving of
Il·~land, n~ _gove:nment will permit coercion and the dyna~lters are 1mpe~mg progress in the direction' of legislativ reltef. The agranan trouble_s, and other outrages, I think, are
Jargely traceable to Ireland Itself, and her people, who are under. the J?o.wer ?f the priests. They hav implicit confidence in
the1r relig1?us mAtructors and will do anything they command,
and the pr~ests deny the people the right of liberal education.
I was in Dublin, ancl other towns of Ireland, and found the
people warm-hearted and generous. There is a bad class among
them the same as in any other country, but I think if a generous educati~:m was given the Irish they would be able to see
what 'Yas th.mr advantage and come nearer to the realiZation
of their des1res than they can hope to do without such an education.

The _following day, Saturday, Dangel, who had not ceasad
howlmg one moment from the time of his "conversion" be·
came violently insane.
'
He went to the bank, drew out all his money, and took it to
the preacher. Then he locked Jacob Meiser in the cellar and
compelled Mrs. Meiser to surrender what money she had at
hand, which he also took to the preacher. The latter appeared greatly delighted, and slapping Dangel on the back
told him to keep up the good work.
'
At the night meeting Dangel appeared in the fantastic costume of an Indian chief. He wore a crown of wax flowers and
carried a heavy club.
After a few murderous flourishes of the latter he ordered
the minister, whom he addressed as Judas Isca~iot to leave
the pulpit. Th~ latt~r protested, whereupon Dongei hit him
over the head With his club, almost crushing the poor man's
skull.
Dangel mounted the pulpit, and menacing those before him
announced himself as CJ:rist, and said he was not only to judge
the world but to knock 1t out at the ~arne time. His manner
was so violent and his voice so shrill that many women fainted
and others made a desperate effort to crowd out of the church.
This precipitated intense excitement and aroused Dangel to
the fever-heat of frenzy.
Springing from the pulpit, he began using his club with
murderous effect upon men and women alike. He seemed
possessed of supernatural strength, and threw off those who
attempted to seize him as if tiley were pigmies. One woman,
Mrs. Dilton, he beat into a shapeless mass and broke her
brother's nose with a single blow when the latter interposed to
save her life.
It is believed that Mrs. Dillon must certainly die .
It was fully twenty minutes before Dangel could be secured
and only after a struggle which resulted in the fatal wounding
of at least three of the deacons. When overcome the maniac
in whom no vestige of reason now remained, was bound hand
and foot and afterwards gagged.
With this scene of bloodshed and misery the revival terminated, and ~he physic!ans of neig~ boring towns hav been kept
busy ever smce patchmg up the vwtims. Fears are entertained that the excitement has dethroned the
reason of the minister and several members of his flock and
that further distxessing trouble will follow unless the co~mo
tion subsides.

The Effect of Reynolds on Frackville, Pa.

In other places, we understand, this work of developing lunacy is still permitted to go on.

Special Correspondence Shenandoah Evening Progresa.

Frackville is in a perfect ferment. Every fervent believerin
Christianity is quickened by the fact that one of the gteatest
Church Property Exemption.
opponents to the received faith of civilization has been in theit
midst and planted the banner of Secularism right in what had
From the Boston Journal.
~er~tofore been considered as one of the strongholds of Chris· . The comm.I_.ttee on taxation heard Thursday morntlamty. "Hav you been there? Did you hear the lecture ?
th
tt
f
f h
Isn't it fearful?" meet the ear on all sides. Upon getting an mg
e pe 1 ·lOners or a repe~l o t e law exempting
introduction to this being that was creating such a ripple in church propedy from taxatiOn. Following is the
the church circles of the town, we -found the object of this en- report:
riosity and anxi!Jty to be the Ex.-Rev. C. B. Reynolds, of Roch- .,
.
.
ester, New York, chairman of the executiv committee of the
Rwh~rd P. Hallo.well was the fi:rst speaker, who sa1d the
National Liberal League, and neE't to Colonel Ingersoll the exemptw?- law was m effect a sl!-bs1dy. As such, he was opgreatest Secular gun in America. This card of introduction posed to It. The result wa~ ~ direct tax o~ ~II people of. the
was certainly enough to arouse one's curiosity who knows little state for the supp?rt of reilgwn. _B~t religwus corporatwns
or nothing of the knotty questions of theology beyond the op- 0 ?~ht to paJ: then shar~ of _Protectwn. _E_xemptwn was_ a
portunity afforded while studiously pursuing a third reader in Vl~101~ 8 prme1ple, and a vwlatwn of the spmt_ of our free mane of our grammar schools. Socially we found the gentleman Stltutwns. He argued from th~ theol'Y on whwh our ~overn
to be everything that education and experience could desire, ment was based, that ~he taxat10~. of ~II Ior the support of
able and willing to answer any question you might be pleased ,churche.s was unjust, .hough rel1g1on ~~ a .co~m~mity was a
to ask, and if not able, candid enoughto acknowledge his ina- good .thmg. He was opposed to any_discnmmatwn or combility to do so. Prior to the gentleman's apostasy he had been prom1se on the matter .. The whole t~1~g was wrong ..
known as a most powerful and successful evangelist, distinMr. ~·. M. Holland said that the petltwn had been signed -by
guished for his brilliant oratory and wonderful dramatic power. 1,060 cit!zens of Massachusetts, among who_m were Prof. W.
He delivered three lectures here: Saturday evening: "What T. H~rns, the Revs. M. J. Savage, W. T. Gill, .J. S. Bush, F.
Liberali~m Teaches;" Sunday afternoon, "Why I Left the Frothmgh~m, W. J. }"otter, and J. K. Apple~ee. Four hunPulpit;" and 1:5nnday evening, "Salvation." The Liberals all dred and Blxty-one Signatures were collect_e~ m Newburyport
rallied, and the novelty and ability of the speaker caused a by a ge~tleman who wrote that the opposlhon_ there was very
very large attendance
weak. If the case were left to the people I thmk there would
. .
. ·
.
,
be a vote of four to one in ftwor of this amendment in NewAfter g1vmg a qmte lengthy synopSIS of Mr. Reynolds s lect- buryport." A friend in Sterling says, "If the state were canures, the correspondent concludes:
vassed it would astonish the representativs."
We liope some able divine -will giv full and satisfactory anA let~er 'Yas re~.d fr_om th~ Rev. Dr. Ste?bins, successor to
swers and refute the assertions made by this follower of Secu- Starr Kmg m Calirorma, SaJlQg of the taxatiOn of all propert.y
larism, for the powerful dramatic orato-ry and great magnetism there the past ~wenty years: "I d? not think tha~ the law has
of the speake:v deeply impressed all who heard him.
1 any effect to hmder the churches m any work or mf!uence for
A local League has been organized, and some of the most human welfare." He also read an u:gument for taxation
sober and reflecting citizens of this place hav subscribed to its drawn up by the Rev. J. S. _Bush, an Episcopal clergyman rerules and they will hold science schools every Sunday in lieu cently settled at San Francisco and a signer of the petition.
of S~nday-schools, and as they propose to promote sociability . The Rev. W. T. ~ill, o~ J::awrence, was in favor of the· pet~
by providing a constant succession of excitiag amusement, t10n on statesmanlike prme1ples; churches s~ould bear then
they are likely, unless their position is refuted, to draw all the own b_urdensj the present system was a hentage of the past
youth into the fearful vortex of Infidelity. This is an aggressiv tyranmcal ages. If the.churches could not support themselvs
movement against Christianity which we hope those who are under a system of tax~twn they ought to go out of existence.
able will repel, for the sake of a common and weak humanity I~ would be a good thmg for both t.he_ church and the commutottering in our midst upon the verge of utter destruction.
mty. Ch m·ches were only educatwnal to a degree-not
"REx."
enough so to demand to be exemptecl as an educational institution.
B. F. Underwood felt that a principle was at stake. All the
Closing Scenes at a Revival.
churches were on an equal footing, and what is the difference
between compelling a man to support all churches and comAssociated P1·ess IJispatch (-rom Wheeling. West Virginia, Fob. 16th.
The country for many miles around is disturbed by a de- pelling him to giv $100 for any one? Indirect taxation was
monstrativ revival which has been going on for some days at just as bad as direct taxation. He read an extmct from a
speech of Gen. Garfield in Congress in favor of this idea. The
Wall's Bottom, a small town in Monroe county, Ohio.
The climax of excitement was reached last night, when the church and state ought to be entirely separated. There is no
revivalist minister announced to the congregation that Chris. difference between church exemption and compelling a man
Dangel, a notorious Infidel, had seen God and was ready to to support any individual church. He cited as one case of
discrimination the fact that Paine Hl1ll paid taxes while Parker
espouse the gospeL
At the moment of the announcement, Mrs. Margaret Miller, Memorial Hall paid nothing. He had no hostility to any ecthe wife of Jackson Miller, a justice of the peace, sprang upon clesiastical sect or theory; it was the principle at stake.
Mr. F. Frothingham said this was a simple case of justice,
a bench and uttered a piercing shriek. This was an impromptu signal for a joyous outbreak. The man at the organ and the attitude l)f equal justice to all was the theory of the
planted his feet on the pedals and let the big instrument" go" state. Suppose in a large community one institution acquires
for all it was worth. The Rev, Dr. Dodge, in a loud voice, property to the extent of millions of dollars, and hoi ds that
commanded the people to shout with all the power of their property exempt from taxation; that particular body is at a
lungs, that the Lord might hear of his t1inmph over Bob In- great advantage; the rest of the community has to pay a very
much higher rate of taxes. Such a case is not a mere suppO·
gersoll and the devil.
The command was obeyed to the letter. 'Men and women sition. A serious injustice results in such cases, and the prinleft their seats and began to dance up and down the aisles, ciple is the same whether the religious body is large or small,
calling upon Christ to descend upon them and giv some man- rich or poor. As a minister, he could see in his own denomiifestation of his approval. A rush was made for the pulpit, nation how desirable it would be to hav some s!Jlall churches
from the top of which the minister, in a delirium of excite- exempted, but after all there was the principle at stake, and
ment, dived headfirst into the surging mass below. The pul- after careful ancl earnest consideration he was bound to stand
pit was then torn down, the Bible ripped into shreds, and the for principle and right. The idea of entire justice to all reminister hul'led through a plate-glass window into an adjoin- ligious institutions was the basis for treating alJ alike. He admitted, in reply to a question from Mr. Cummings, of the coming graveyard.
The work of demolition thus inaugurated spread with in- mittee, that there was a possibility of bringing religion i:uto
creasing fury and lightning rapidity. Backs were kicked off politics through Protestant a;;sessors valuing Catholic churches
-the pews and even the flooring of the church was partially high and Catholic assessors valuing Protestant churches high.
The speaker, on the other hand, thought that was a minor
ripped up.
He
One woman keeled over in a trance, and remains under the evil compared with the great principle at stake.
thought the taxation of churches wonlc1 prevent the building
influence yet.
A procession was formed, and Dangel was lifted upon the of such costly chur:~hes, in which the poor coulcl hav no part,
shoulders of the women, who marched up and down th~ cen- and were even practically excluded from worshiping.
There was no opposition.
_ter aisle shrieking, "Rock of Ages."
•

j

•
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"Men Shall Hiss Rim Out of His Place."

When Talmage broke out against Colonel Ingersol,
he evidently thought the latter had left Brooklyn
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
for good. But he never was more mistaken in his
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor. life. Mr. Ingersoll visited the city of churches last
C. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager. Sunday night, and replied to Mr. Talmage. Inci·
dentally the lecture afforded Mr. Talmage an opporPUBLISHED BY
tunity to judge of how far he had won the hearts of
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, his townsmen, but if he judges by the vigorous hiss. 83 Clinton Plaee, New Yo:rk.
iNg that followed the mention of his name, he will be
sad for many a day. Mr. Ingersoll's lecture was upon
"Blasphemy."
Toward the close he referred directly
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEA.R.
to Talmage in these words:
"Dr. Talmage [hisses) wants to crush all Infidels. There hav
Address all Oommunications to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOM·
been other times when it has been sought to crush the InfiP ANY. .Make all 'Drafts, Ohecks, and Postal Orders payable
dels. I want to tell him to-night, ani all others like him, that
to OHARLES P. SO.MERBY.
day has passed. [Cheers.] I want to tell him that all the
churches in the United States can't even crush me. [Renewed
cheering.] That day has gone never to return. Superstition
FEBRUARY 28, 1885. has cost too many tears; it has broken too many hearts; it has
SATURDAY,
filled too many insane asylums; it has kept this world in darkness long enough. If they think they can crush Freethought
A Favor Asked.
in this country, let them try it."
-

Will the friends of THE TRUTH SEEKER in every
state of the Union {and especially some friend in
every place in which an institution is located) send
us the latest report of the officers of the penal and
reform iBstitutions of their states? We wish to compare the rehgious proclivities of the inmates, and
to giv the statistics as full as possible. No matter if reports are duplicated; it will serve our purpose much better to hav a dozen reports of one institution than no report. We ask eve:ry person able
to get one of these reports to send it to this office.

Tax Them All.
Ministers and priests in this state are allowed exemption from taxation on fifteen hundred dollars ef
personal property and real estate. It is now proposed to make this foolish piece of legislation a little
more stringent by providing that tlie house shall
only be exempted if " actually and personally occupied by the priest or preacher as a residence."
Upon this subject the New York He:rald has said
our say pertinently and forcibly. "The best thing,"
it says, "to do with that exemption is not to amend,
but repeal it. As it stands, and to the precise extent to which the return of taxes is less on account
of it, it constitutes a state church."
And a state church in this country is unconstitutional.

(Jatholicism in Ecuador.
The Catholics in this country talk a great deal
about freedom of worship, religious liberty, and the
bigotry of those who would keep the "mother
church" out vf our publ~c institutions. But in
countries where Catholicism is all-powerful religious
liberty maans to Rome precisely what it meant- to
the Massachusetts puritans-liberty to worship in
h~r own way, ahd :orce everybody else to worship
w1th her. And havmg once obtained a grip upon a
country, Rome never releases it. Poor Ecuador is
realizing this.
By the terms of a concordat ratified in 1863, onetenth of the products of the estates and manufactures
are devoted to the church; the schools, journals, and
literature are all subject to the approval of the
church-the church exercising a censorship; and no
marriage ceremony is legal not performed by a Roman Catholic priest. When Veintemilla, the dictator, was deposed in 1883, a national convention was
held which adopted a constitution. This constitution, however, had to be subordinate to the concordat, which condition of affairs has led to the division
of the. people, and signs are not wanting that it may
lead to ci~il war. Two parties hav sprung up, the
Conservative and Liberli!-ls. The former, led by the
priests, support both the concordat and constitution;. the latter only the constitution, the leaders
avowmg that when they get into power the church
rule shall be overthrown. At present the Conservative outnumber the Liberals two to one, and control
the government. It is because of this priestly control that the attempt to hav the terms of the concor~at modified has failed. The church clings to her
tithe~, and though they be raised by coining the
heart s blood of the country she will not relinguish
her claim.
Where Rome is comparativly powerless she talks
about freedom. When in supreme control she would
murder her own child:r:@ f9~ gold, ~Dd rP.:~J;l a na.tioll

to pr~~:~erv~ lw:r power,

·- ·· · · · ·

We !§hall next week print a lengthy abstract of the
lecture.

An Invitation Declined.
The " church militant" is a phrase the meaning of
which seems to hav passed from the understanding
of the preachers and priests. Mr. Watts is rusting
for the lack of a worthy Christian opponent. He has
advertised far and wide for one, but, alas and alack !
no knight accepts his wager of battle. Recently we
bethought us to help him in the search. As he goes
back and forth to qanada, Mr. Watts must pass
through Buffalo. Waterloo, N. Y., is not far from
Buffalo, and at Waterloo livs the Rev. L. A. Lambert, Catholic priest, and author of " Notes on Ingersoll." Mr. Lambert is so courageous when the Infidels are a good way off that it occurred to us to test
his bravery at close quarters, as he is a trained
speaker. To this end we wrote' him a letter, which,
with some comments by the editor and a reply by
Mr. Lambert, appears in the Catholic Union and
Times, of Buffalo, as follows:
" INTERESTING CORRESPONDENCE.
"For upwards of two years, Father Lambert's scathing review of Ingersoll's blasphemies has been piercing the very
marrow of the little Infidel and his applauding gang; and they
hav since been sullenly vowing vengeance. But how to wreak
that vengeance-hoc opus hie labor. To refute the 'Notes '
they are not able; to remain longer silent· they are ashamed.
Something, therefore, must be dqne to keep the 'orator of
laughter and applause' on his tottering legs a little longer;
and to lay Lambert's ghost that so cruelly haunts the mercenary vendor of Infidel persiflage, whithersoever he goeth.
Hence they hav scoured the country for a loud-! unged Goliath
whose vox et prceterea nihil would make the galleries howl and
down the Waterloo priest with argument!
"The following challenge from the editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER-an Ingersoll organ which we hav often chastised in
these columns-seems to indicate that they hav found the de·
sired cham pion at last:
"NEw YoRK, Feb. 6, 1885.
"RET. L. A. LAMBERT: At the close of your 'Notes on Ingersoll' there is expressed an intimation (rather caarsely
worded, however) that you are ready to uphold your faith
against all comers.
"Now, will you debate orally for three or four nights with
Charles Watts?
"Place, Buffalo, if arrangements can be made.
"Time, sometime the last of March or first of April.
"Subjects and arrangement of proposition to be hereafter
made.
Very truly yours,
E. M. MA.CDONALD.
"'l'o this note Father Lambert has sent the following characteristic reply:
W A.TERLOO, Feb. 11, 1885.
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir: In the closing paragraphs
of 'Notes on Ingersoll,' I·called up.:m his disciples and admir·
ers and all the little whiffets of his shallow school to rehabili·
tate his smirched character. For the statements and conclusions in that book I held myself responsible. I do so still.
"The conclusions I refer to were as follows:
"We hav said enough to convince our readers that Mr. Ingersoll is profligate of statement; that he is not to be trusted;
that he is unscrupulous; that as a logician and metaphysician
he is beneath contempt; that he is a mere galvanizer nf old objections long ago refuted; that he is ignorant and superficialfull of gas and gush; in a word, that he is a philosophical char·
latan of the first water, who mistakes curious listeners for
disciples, and applause for approval' (Notes on Ingersoll, page
202, 7th ed. ).
These were the conclusions to which I challenged a reply,
and to which, so far as I know, none has as yet been made.
You will therefore see that you are entirely mistaken in imagining that I made an egotistical and vainglorious challenge to
all comers and wished to pose as a champion of Christianity.
I am certainly ready to answer for my convictions, but I object to your inference that I stand before the public with a
theological chip on my shoulder, daring some one to tip it off.
"The question raised by me was not as to the merits of
Christianity, but as to the demerits ef its loud, pretentious,
unscrupulous enemy, Ingersoll-his want of candor, his disposition to misrepresent, his utter unreliability in stating fact
and principles, his sophistry and shallow philosophy.
" True, I used strong, truth-bearing words, but when yo1:1r
champion calls ministers of religion 'hypocrits' he should not
complain when he himself is properly label~d. Those who
forget the social ameniti~s must not expect to receiye them.
J,utidela of tile )\i~:Hl m-us~ uot be shocked wl:!l.l!l. (Jh.rjstttlt!W1 v,~;t-

noyed by their insuperable blasphemies, present not the
'other cheek' but the other boot. If I mistake not, this mis.
understood doctrin of the other cheek, by which the hands and
feet of Uhristians are supposed to be tied, has encouraged a
good deal of Infidel bravado, because it leads to the belief that
Christians can be insulted with impunity."
"I hav met some of this noisy kind occasionally on the
trains. They rarely fail to make it known that they are
abroad and rampant. They advertise themselvs by their loud
conduct and noisy, coarse talk; they swell with conceit
at their imaginary superior wisdom, and as a rule monopoli:&e
the car, shocking the quiet, unobtrusiv passengers by their
garrulous chattering and blasphemies-the latter being thei:r
strong card. When they buy a ticket they forthwith imagin
they hav hired the c9.r and that the passengers are legitimate
victims who hav no longer the right not to be annoyed.
They are too asinine to understand that their most popula:r
performance in the car is their exit from it. They mistake
Christian patience and forbearance for cowardice or pusilla~imity, and act ac~ordingl!. When, in rett;rn, they receive a
httle truthful, plam Enghsh, they are ternbly shocked at its
coarseness-the hypocrits.
"You and Mr. Watts no doubt condemn the disgraceful and
vulgar conduct of these impudent and ignorant fellows, but
they are, in their little sphere, what Ingersoll is in a broader
sphere namely, the sphit of modern Infidelity incarnated and
individualize~. They are Ingersolls seen through the little end
of the telescope. It is well known that Ingersoll, notwithstanding his gushing professions· of love for his fellow-men,
delights in insulting and wounding the most sacred Christian
feelings by his shocking blasphemies and coarse jokes about
everything deemed holy by a patient people.
"The spirit that results in such conduct cannot be the spirit
of truth-nor can such conduct be inspired by the love of
truth.
"Now as to your propesition. I object to an oral discussion
for the reason that it givs too much room for loose, indefinit,
profitless, and, if with an infidel, blasphemous declamation to
which I cannot consent to be even an occasional cause' or
party, directly or indirectly. Besides, it smacks too much of
gate-money and Marquis of Queensberry rules.
"If Mr. Watts will write what he has to say, and publish it
in your paper, I will reply in the same way. He will thus hav
the advantage of an audience already in sympathy with·him.
A little Christian truth scattered here and there in your columns will prove a refreshing novelty.
"Yours, etc.,
L. A. LA.MBERT.
"Doubtless the editor of TnE TRUTH SEEKER and the other
Ingersollites will regard this trenchant letter as adding insult
to injury. It is surely not calculated to assuage their wounded
feelings. And yet, what are. they going to do about it? One
thing they won't do, we venture to predict, and that is to accept
Father Lambert's offer. They hav had quite enough of his
terrible pen already."

The Rev. Mr. Lambert has mistaken the drift of
our inquires. We did not ask him to discuss Colonel
Ingersoll's character. No attacks from any priest
can make that necessary. We did not ask him to
discuss the colonel's abilities as a logician or as a
metaphysician. Of the former those who hav read
Mr. Ingersoll's writings or listened to his oratory can
judge; to the latter we doubt if Mr. Ingersoll aspires. In his book Mr. Lambert is so vociferous in
charging him with lacking every quality necessary to
let daylight through the darkness of Catholicism that
we thought, perhaps, the priest would prove some
of his charges by attempting to show that Chris. .
tianity-and especially Catholic Christianity-is not
the dangerous foe to liberty and to science which Colonel Ingersoll alleges it to ~e. Our letter contained
the plain intimation that Mr. Lambert'sfaith was to
be discussed, not his book nor its subject. In
his reply he uses the old legal device, resorted to
when the case is bad, of abusing your opponent's attorney. A similar course was recommended recently
in a Catholic magazine to be the proper one for ignorant Catholic laymen, but we hardly supposed the
advice would be so quickly adopted by priests.
Before making a return proposition, we wish to assure Mr. Lambert that with Mr. Watts as an opponent he would hear no " loose, indefinit, profitless,
and blasphemous declamation." On the contrary, Mr.
Watts is a close and logical reasoner, states his positions accurately, speaks to the subject under discussion, and insists that his opponent shall do the
same. His vox, so to speak, is by no means prreterea
nihil. We really wish Mr. Lam bert could overcome
his scruples and meet Mr. Watts; but if be is afraid,
why of course that is the end of it. Heu pietas ! heu
prisca fides !*
Now for our ·second proposition: We presume
Mr. Watts will take the same pleasure in enlightenening Mr. Lambert on some theological points
through the press as upon the platform. Judging
from the promptness with which letters to Mr. Lambert find their way into the Catholic Union and Times,
the editor of that publication is his chief "whiffet."
If that paper will print Mr. Watts's and Mr. Lambert's letters, THE TRUTH SEEKER will do the same.
The two papers go to press about the same day of
the week; the letters can be sent to us, we will put
them in type, send "proofs " to the Catholic Union and
Times, and the articles can be published simultaneously.· This will giv Mr. Lambert, as well as Mr.
Watts, whatever advantage can be gained from having an audience already in symprtthy with himi and

* W~b~ter'~ TJp,ab:ridged1 1875 ed. 1 p. 16.80,
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littltr Freethought truth-we had almost said truth
of any kind-:-will prove a refreshing novelty to the
readers of the Catholic Union and Times. If lVIr.
Watts's numerous engagements should make it inconvenient for him to discuss with Mr. Lambert
there are others who could be relied upon to conduct
our side of the debate with good effect. Liberalism
has never lacked a defender against all comers, "barring none."
This is a fair proposition; what say you, priest?
wha-t say you, paper?

The Dynamiters of New York.

1.37

baric force," as the only argument the capitalists and
Editorial Notes.
"middle-class bourgeois" (who, he alieged, were the THE second number of Mr. Roberts's Mind and Matter hal!
workingman's natural and eternal enemies) could appeared. The paper is substantially the same as before ita
understand. He went on to say that there are two suspension. Mr. Roberts is a stalwart defender of Spiritualmillion tramps in this country who are forced to wan- ism . and mediums, and uses plain English to convey his
thoughts.
der from place to place because ten per cent of the
population of the world receive as their reward for MESSRS. W >I.TTS AND PUTNAM were in Cleveland, Sunday the
15th. In the evening Mr. Watts visited the Spiritualist Sundoing nothing five-eighths of all that is produced, day-school and addressed the children for a few moments. To
while ninety per cent receive for their unending toil, a Herald reporter he afterward said: "I regard the Spiritualfrom six years of age till death, as their reward but ists as very good Secularists, but I do not agree with them.
three-eighths of the prod.uct. Mr. Gorsuch held that There are, you· know, two divisions of any class or sect, the
it would be better for the Internationals to kill, right orthodox and the heterodox. I think I could agree in a measure with the latter class of Spiritualists." We recommend
here and now, a million of men, women, and children those Spiritual papers who hav denounced Mr. Watts as the
than that the present state of society should exist ten incarnation of anti-spiritual dogmatism to revise their opinions,
years longer. After he had said this, it seemed to even if they hav not the courage to take back their offensiv
occur to. him that it was too mild, and he amended it words.
to read that "it would be better to destroy ten mill- WHEN a jury panel was called for excuses before Justice
ions of men, women, and children than to allow so- Willard Bartlett the other day in the Supreme Court in Brooka Scotchman refused to take the oath. "Then you must
ciety to continue a week longer." This sentiment lyn,
affirm," said the judge. "Affirm? What's that?" inquired
was also loudly applauded.
the juror. "Here, Mr. Clerk, affirm this man," said the jus· Mr. Gorsuch then read resolutions to the effect that tice, and the clerk did it, after which the justice asked him
the Internationals in this country are a unit in action what his excuse was. "I'm an Infidel, sir," said the Scotchwith " our never-to-be-forgotten comrade, August man, with the air of a man sure of getting rid of jury duty.
"Well, you look like an intelligent man. I think you will
Reinsdorf, pledging devotion equal to his to the cause make
a good juror, and you must serve," said the judge, much
of the social revolution; that they condemn the to the Scotchman's surprise. Judge Bartlett is an improvejudicial murder of August Reinsdorf, and rejoice that ment on the Brooklyn justice who, a few years ago, denied (at
the villain who was instrumental in his condemnation the instigation of Victoria Woodhull) the right of ,Joseph
has fallen at the hand of the avenger, meeting a Treat to testify because he did not believe in "Gaud."'
richly deserved fate; that, knowing full well the po- LIBERALs, we think, should deal with one another so far as
sition of the oppressed of all countries in their strug- they can, other things being equal. And those wanting goods
gle against the oppressor, they heartily indorse the of the description Mr. Wettstein deals in will find him reliable,
Irish in their use of dynamite against the too long according to Mrs. Fisher, who writes:
"SHELL RocK, IowA, Feb. 1, 1885.
endured brutality of Britain, holding that any means
"I wish to say to THE TRUTH SEEKER readers that I bought
are justifiable to achieve the independence of a peo- goods of Otto Wettstein, jeweler, Rochelle, Ill., and on comparing them with other jewelers near. here, I find Mr. Wettple, ap.d that we execrate and condemn the infa- stein's goods much cheaper than those of the same quality and
mous action of the police lately perpetrated in this brand here. I am certain Mr. Wettstein is a reliable dealer,
to lJatronize him,
hall against a peaceable assemblage of workingmen and a truthful, honest man. Liberals ought" M.
E. FISHER."
who were but exercising their natural and constitu- We may add that a friend, through us, bought some goods
tional privileges; that we heartily indorse the prop- of Mr. Wettstein which are in all respects satisfactory. He
aganda of action and welcome with joy the dawn of also received, by way of Mr. Wettstein's annual drawing, a gilt
silvered statuet, a very pretty parlor ornament, showing
the social revolutjon." The resolution~ were adopted. and
that in all things Mr. Wettstein keeps his word.
Herr Most repeated these sentiments in German
and Herr Schlang in Bohemian. The audience was BY a recent disaster to a pork house in Sioux City, Iowa,
about ninety-eight per cent foreign, mostly German. several people were rendered dependent upon aid from their
neighbors. The ladies of the Christian Association of Sioluc
In religion, Mr~ Gorsuch told us, the Internationals City proposed to hold a ball to raise money for the sufferers,
are about half Atheists and half Christians. But the when the clergy of the place came out in the city papers exAtheists never attend Freethought meetings, read no horting the "dear sisters in Christ" not to resort to such
Freethought papers or books, of course take no in- means to alleviate suffering, and assuring them if they persisted the support of "many warm Christian people" would
ter~t in constructiv Liberal work, and remain Athebe withdrawn from the association. This card of the clergyists for the same reason the French peasant did-"if men led to sharp retorts by S. W. Park and James Jared,
there were a God, he would giv us bread, wouldn't Mr. Park called the attention of the reverends to their own
he?" Not getting bread, the peasant was an Atheist. chu,rch fairs at which lotteries, grab-bags, and kissing at a
So far from having any matured or coherent plan quarter a kiss obtained. He also called their attention to the
scriptural statement that while it was written that
of action, the speakers at this meeting might as well pertinent
"My house shall be a house of prayer," they had made it a
hav been "brutal, barbaric " savages. Except the den of thieves. Mr. Jared twitted the clergy of the same indemand for the abolition of private property, no word consistencies between their preaching and practice, doubting,
was uttered calculated to furnish a clue to the ulti- if the ladies were kept within the limits of solemn begging,
mate designs of the dynamiters; and it is our opinion whether the sufferers would realize much fro)ll the "warm
Christian's" charity-and the dance went on, To use a
that if the audience had asked the orators what they "down-east" expression, the ministers of Sioux City now roost
proposed to do about the monstrous injustice under lower.
which they said the ninety per cent labored, or how IF it was Mr. George Gray's desire to harm THE TRUTH
they proposed to equalize things, the orators would SEEKER by stopping his paper because we admit arLicles by
hav been stumped. We recommend to the earnest Spiritualists and Prohibitionists, his efforts .hav failed by the
conside;ration of Mr. Gorsuch and his confreres the large majority of four to one, as is seen. by the subjoined lethomely N ew-Englandism that "Talk is cheap, but it ter:
.
"MoDEs~·o, CAL., Jan. 25, 285.
"~. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $12, for which you will
takes cash to buy real estate."
please send THE TRUTH SEEKER to each of the parties named
The Minneapolis Tribune has sung the dynamiters' below. I send you these subscribers in place of the subscriber
song with considerable insight:
that you lost a few weeks ago in the illiberal Liberal (?) who

There came into this office the other day an old
friend whom we had not seen for months. We heard
of him at the Milwaukee League Congress, at which
he was activin inducing the League to add anti-prohibitory and Socialistic planks .to the platform, but
since then he had dropped out of Freethou.ght work.
We were glad to see him, for W. J. Gorsuch is not
the kind of a man who surrenders principles, and he
is as stanch a Freethinker as of yore. But, he informed us, he is now not only a Freethinker, but an
Anarchist and Socialist and dynamiter, and his business in this city was to address his fellow-dynamiters
at Concordia Hall, in commemoration of Reinsdorf
recently executed by the German government. H~
had come on at the importunate solicitation of Herr
Most, the leader of the dynamite party of this city.
We were invited to be present at the meeting. Now,
much as Mr. Gorsuch's talk would enlighten' aud
instruct, the idea of going to Concordia Hall was not
to the liking of one who desires to preserve his skull
intact. The last meeting held there had been broken
up by the police, who had incidentally broken some
·dozen heads in the proceeding. It is our opinion
that in so doing the police exceeded their duty and
authority, and committed a foul and unconstitutional
outrage in depriving the people there assembled of
the right of free speech. But when clubs are trumps
the game is not pleasant to play, and it was with considerable trepidation that we concluded to risk it,
together with the reporter of the Liberal Club, who
considers himself ironclad.
Concordia Hall will hold about a thousand, and its
space was four-fifths occupied by as orderly an audience as usually assembles in New York. True, the
hall was thick with tobacco smoke, and the proprietor
had opened a keg of beer in the rear of the room, but
nobody was intoxicated, nobody noisy or in the least
disorderly. Not a policeman was in sight, and there
appeared to be no need of one.
Herr Most, the leading spirit in the meeting, was
found upon introduction to be as mild mannered a
man as ever scuttled ship or cut a throat-or threatened to, which seems to be the extent of his villainy
in this country. He is an educated gentleman, a
Freethinker, and one of his pamphlets against the
church has had a circulation of thirty-five thousand
copies in this country. He talks and writes in German better than in English, though his knowledge of
the latter tongue is sufficient for all practical purposes. So far as we could gather from this meeting,
the dynamiters are content to take it out in talk.
Their oratory, however, is blood-curdling.
Mr. Gorsuch was the English speaker of the evening. He characterized the taking-off of Reinsdorf
as " an act of damnable, despotic, outrageous murder;
. Oh, I am a bloody old dynamitard !
one to be avenged, though the avengers were forced
Sing biff! bing! fizzety-bang!
to wade through blood, through hell, through damnaThe hand-grenade and the big petard
I'm fixing to fling in the queen's front-yard!
tion ! We hold," he added, "that the action or the
Sing ho to the lad from Skibberdedang
attempted action of Reinsdorf in his effort to remove
Who'd demolish the queen's dominions !
the crowned tyrant was justifiable, because that
Nitro-glycerin is my daily drink!
crowned head represented the evil that has grown
Sing smash ! crash ! lickety-slash !
and that is enslaving the world, sapping the life-blood
And the daintiest food is powder, I think;
and the energies and the power of the people; and
I can chew up a ~rtridge without a wink,
Blue vitriol I use to season my hash,
it is an evil that is increasing, crushing out all that
For my appetite's like my opiniens.
makes life desirable; and in the name of liberty,
Ah, here comes a girl with a little gun ;
equality, and fraternity we, the Internationals, deSing help! murder ! call the police !
mand the removal of all tyrants, whether they pose
·whatever. l'7e done was always in fun,
in Europe as kings, or here in America under
And rather than· fight I'd always run.
Sing ho to the lovely paths of peace,
the form of constitutional republicanism." This was
And blessed be the queen and her minions.
greeted with tumultuous applause. Mr. Gorsuch
then added that, as an American citizen, he demanded WE call special attention to Mr. E. A. Stevens's advertisthe destroyal of·" every system of government the ment of the Paine statuet. It is a fine work of art, and now
world at present witnesses." He further demanded that Paine is being publicly honored all over the couutry, it
be very appropriate that Freethinker& should prolong the
the abolition of all private property; denounced the will
honor by pUl"chasing one of these statqets and plaping 1t in
ballot as a fraud; said no honest man could be their parlors. The likeness to f'aii).e is accurate, the posi,
elected to office, and that if one could be he wouldn't tic,n grace!ul, and the sculpturing splendidly done, The design is the ppe that hag been accepted for the Lincoln Pal'k
:remain honest; and tr-'ld his hearers that to right :)'Y!ollument, in Chicago, to be erected &Q s()on !\S ro,ou~>;v (3nough
theit w:ronge they mu~t re~ort to "bliud1 brutal, b~- b!l!l bet!P :rl\ifJ\.lQ ~Q dtlfl'ay e~pe~~llS,

stopped his paper because, as he said, he could hav nothing
to do with either "Spiritualists or Prohibitionists." I wish I
could send you a hundred real Liberal subscribers for every
so-called Liberal that withdraws on such grounds. Can he not
see that if all the Materialists and anti-prohibitionists were,
like him, to withdraw their support from the various Liberal
papers, those papers would be either all broken down or
turned over entirely into the hands of the Spiritualists and
Prohibitionists, who then would be their only supporters? Let
us outdo our opponents in the supporting of the Liberal
papers, and the papers will certainly never discriminate
against us.
· " My sense of manhood would never permit me to strike an
adversary if he were denied the opportunity to return tJJ.e
blow. While I cannot believe in Spiritualism, I recognize
most of the Spiritualists as true and earnest Liberals. I can
heartily join with them in any Liberal. work. Giv them an
equal hparing. Whc knows but that there may be son1 e truth
in their teachings? And if there be not, let us refute their
arguments, and not refuse them a hearing.
"I am heartily opposed to the principle upon which Prohibition is based. I am prepared to combat that principle in fair
debate, but I am not prepared to combat it from ar.y·coward's
castle. Giv its advocates a fair chanee. They are generally
honest and earnest friends of humanity. They simply err in
their modus operaruli of benefiting tl:te human race. They need
to be convinced of their one error by sound arguments. They
11ever can be convinced by being denied a hearing.
"Yours for fair play,
JoHN H. KELSO."
Mr. Kelso h&s our heartiest tha)lks, It is not the first good
turn he has doue for THE TRu~:a: SEE~Eu and for Liberalism.
l!e ia full of good works. M~y his f.\h!ld()W )lev()r ~row l(lSIS.
tm<l4i~ Q()9~§ sell b~ the !lliJHon,
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thirds of h1s neighbors, who are less fortunate as to the possession of will-power? Then, too, we would like to warn Mr.
Hutcheson that a man's life-history is never all told before he
is dead.
It is always easy enough to tell upon whieh side of the fence
a man like Mr. Hutcheson will take his final stand, even before he ascends to the top to "view the landscape o'er." If
there is anything upon this fair earth typical of an orthodox
hell, it must be the groggery, the saloon, where the sly demon,
Drink, is slowly but snreJy stealing the bread from the innocent, and the honor and manhood from its victims, where
issne forth half-crazed and bloated specimens of humanity in
an irresponsible condition, well caloulat~d to render uncertain
the safety of both life and property.
Il:e who patronizes
any such an abode of shame and vice is not as worthy of respect as he who has the manhood. (and we mean the genuin
kind) to shun it as he would the sure, way to destruction.
As to corsets and high heels, there is need of reform hei·e in
Indiana, but I fail to find the parallel mentioned by Mr.
Hutcheson. At any rate, I hav not read nor heard of any instances of brawls, disturbances, murders, failures in business,
loss of situations, destitution of families, separation of families, and the spreading of wholesale misel"y in which corsets
and high heels were mentioned as the cause; but perhaps it is
different in Kansas.
MRs. Lou LEATH SNYDER.

my bare subscription to spare to prove my appreciation of
your noble work.
t. P. SHIDt,

SALLIS, Miss., Jan. 21, 1885.
1\fR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER
HARWICH, MAss., Jan. 5, 285.
for three years, and do not in that time rememb~r having seen
MR. EDITOR: You will please find within $6 for yearly dues
a communication in our valiant journal fl·om th1s state, and I
·on THE TRUTH SEEKER for myself and Eben Bearsa, and fifty
presume that Mississippians are thinly represented in the
cents for dear old Father Hacker. I'll try to be a little more
ranks of the favored TRtrTI!: Sll:Ell:Eh readers. I hav traveled
self-denying, so as ~o be able to send him more some time. I
extensivly in the state, and hav met perhaps twenty persons
suppose yon can get it to him without much trouble. I hope,
who wer.e avowedly, uncompromisingly antagonistic to any
.if there is to be a continued individual existence beyond this
orthodox religion. Of course, I may hav met many whose
present one, and we are to hav homes there, that mine will
views I did not ascertain-for I made no habit of doing SO··be close by that of Brother Hacker.
. .
who were our friends. For the religions adventurer, the theMy liking for THE TRUTH SEEKER does not ~bate one b1t; 1t
ological quack (faith-cure man), this country h'olds out :firstrather increases. It is well arranged and W1sely conducted.
class inducements. t saw ail ignorant mulatto negro this sumWhere can we find another paper fairer to all parties? Promer who was being boarded aronnd and treated with much
hibition and anti-prohibition, Materialism and Spiritualism,
reverence by those who believed in his miraculous power to
hard money and soft money, and both hard and soft-:-all sides
heal. He has disappeared from th'e community, and I havyet
hav an airing, and no partiality. For this reason, if for no
to hear of any benefit derived, n'otwithstandihg the alway~
other we should be gentlemanly aud respectful toward each
ready disposition to magnify tlie slightest indication of imother: There are presented strong arguments on ~oth sides,
provement into a wondrons cti.re. Freethonght here grows
notablv in regard to the liquor traffic. W. S. Bell, 1t seems to
slowly. '\Vhen the North and West shall hav stepped forth
me d;es as well as any man can against Prohibition. One on
into the light of reason, the sure result of a higher general edthe' fence would be very apt to tip over to his side by reading
ucation, the South, and Mississippi in particular, will be but
his arauments alone but let him cling on long enough to read
"L • 's":' nrauments
~nd he might continue on the fence, or tip
emerging into the twilight.
:s. b
'
- I first saw a copy of your most excellent journal in 1880, in
over to his side. Without speaking disparagingly of the moral
BENWOOD, \V. VA., Jan. 12, 1885.
effects that might and should be made in other ways than by
MR. EDITO:R: Inclosed you will find $2, which please use as Cheyenne, Wyoming. It was handed me by a Mr. Wiliiam
Hardesty, a perfe·ct gentleman, and a man who subsequently
legislation, which I consider far more effectual _in suppress- directed.
ing intemperance than by law, sh~uld we not avail ourselvs ~f
I take considerable interest in the discussions that are con- became my partner in business. Up to that time 1 had iietef
what aid we can get from legislat10n? Can we afford to giV tinually going on in THE TRUTH SEEKER between Materialists met anyo.ne or read any author who gave rile any light upon a
it the go-by when we see the magnitude of mischief intemper- and Spiritualists. I am glad to see that yon gi v both sides a subject to which I had devoted much earnest thought myself.
ance is doing? "But," says the anti-prohibitionist, "it makes hearing. In fact, if yon did not do so THE TRU'l'H SEEKER Some article-! do not remember the subject now-caught my
enc1·oachments upon our per.sonal liberties. Shall we hav would be of little value to me, or any other honest truth attention, and I eagerly read it thro1i.gh. With an inward
gove~·nments to -interfere and decide what we shall e~t and seeker.
ejaculation I exclaimed, "Them's my sentiments."
drink?" I know it does seem too much of an assumpt10n to
Your paper comes to me now promptly every Monday
Mrs. Blenker's tour of investigation was rather an unsatissubject men who need no law to government control, but factory one, I think, though it seems she did the best she morning, and is read through by myself and wife and care'Since society is composed of ten rascals to one good man, there ·could under the circumstances. Isn't it strange that men fully filed away. We cherish H as among the things ~ti
must needs be some protection against crime, and the best should differ so widely upon that most important of all ques- could not do without, and were THE TRUTH SEEKER to cease to
·men must submit to the law that is made for the lawless and tions, "If a man die, shall he liv again?" But men will nec- exist we would feel that our cati.se was waning. We count our·disobedient.
essarily differ in opinion and belief so long as they differ in selvs life-subscribers, and hope to witness, as others havin the
If as Mr. Bell tells us, "passing prohibitory laws dees not mental development. What is true in relation to one mind past, its growth and steady spread of influence.
·pre~ent the sale and use of intoxicating drinks," then I would may be false in relation to another mind. Some ancient phiInclosed find three dollars for a new subscriber. A prominot advocate them, but I think they do, even when partially losopher said, "Man is the measure of all things." While I do nent and intelligent physician, and his son, a lawyer, are added
executed. How much more effectual they would be if, as they not regard that as altogether true, yet I incline to the belief to your list of readers, and, I think, permttnently. I read
should be and might be, they were carried into execution 1 Is that man is one end of the measuring-stick, or, in other words, them last night Ingersoll's "Which Way?" and they concluded
New York or Massachusetts so weak in practical government two pecks of the bushel measure.
that the right way was to send for the llest literary journ.al ~liey
as not to be able to cope with anarchic evaders of law?
J. H. CoMPToN.
I wish to say a few words in regard to Materialism, and what bad ever seen.
"Nearly every state that-- !las tried Prohibition has repealed I wish to sttyis this-whether true or faise, it furnishes a pool:
IRWIN MouND, KAN., Jan. G, 285.
its laws." Yes, but that does not prove that they did no good basis for virtuous conduct or humanitarian ei!ort. The Ma1\IR. EDITOR: I cannot refrain from giving my full and C9mwhile they lasted.
terialistic martyr to reform principles is for the most part a
Mr. Editor, I did not mean to go on at this rate, but I wish fool, for the moment that death claims him for its own it will plete indorsement of W. S. Bell on ''Anti-Prohibition." I do
to make one more point, for I run no risk of being annihilated be altogether immaterial to him tpen what he was or what he not know who "T. E.L.," that has written a tirade of abuse for
by Mr. Bell, since he will not trouble himself to notice such did in life.
a reply, is. It certainly cannot be a woman. If it were, she
" small fry " as I.
The logical position of the Materialist, and the logic of l\'{a_ would hav written her full name. I am surprised to see a man
There are some inebriates whose appetites are stronger than terialism, is, . "Eat, drink, and be merry, for to-morrow we of such intellect or a woman so grand and so noble as Mr~.
'
,
·
''
I
'
their powers of resbtanc&. An ungovernable appetite planted die." I .:l.o not"blame the Materialist for being such, but I do Slenker, resorting to law and coeteiv measures in the t~mperin the constitution of a man whose bump of firmness is small blame him for trying to pass his ism for more than it is worth. atJ.ce question. Do they not see that they are adoptmg the
will carry him away captiv every time if he comes within a It's the doctrin of despair, not of hope.
same principle and spirit (only less in degree) that burned
stone's throw of its locality, but if the man is made to know
As there are but few here in sympathy with my views, I Bruno and millions of others at the stake? We hav too much
that the article is not obtainable, he will content himself with sometimes feel lonesome, and would therefore like to corre- law already; we are governed too much; all the good that ever
the inAvitable, and keep sober. I do not like too much gov- spond with a few Liberal ladies between the ages of twenty- was accomplished was not done by law, but in spite of it. I
ernment, but I am one of those that believe the manufacture three and thirty, if any are willing.
could smell orthodox brimstone hot all through "T. E. L. 's"
C. HERMAN.
and sale of intoxicants should be carried on exclusivly by
llommunication. Giv him unlimited power, and Mr. Bell and
government, and only so much should be manufactured as
NovA ScoTIA, Dec. 1, 1884.
thousands of the best men iu the country would soon be tied
would be needed for medicinal and mechanical purposes.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read THE TRUTH SEEKER for the last to a burning stake.
HENRY HIATi'.
Then we might possibly get the pure article instead of " rot- year. Some friend has sent it to me. I know it is secondPI!:riil>ELPHIA, PA., Feb. IS, 1885.
B. F. RoBBINs.
hand, and some time three weeks old in the bargain, but for
gut."
Mn. EDIToR: Glad to say the ANNUAL came all safe, for
all that it is a splendid paper, and is death on the sky-pilots.
MT. SuMMIT, IND., Jan. 8, 1885.
I think that they ought all be sent to the workhouses. I hav which many thanks. It is a beautiful specimen of the printMR. EDITOR: The sample copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER came read Billings's book about them. If my unknown friend don't er's art, and a credit to your office. The portraits are just
in due time. I am much pleased. with its contents. Inclosed send me TIIE TRUTH SEEKER next year I will hav to subscribe splendid, and make one think he has known the originals as
find $1 for four month~' subscription, at the end of which for it myself. You are doing a noble work for a poor man. I old-time acquaintances. The ANNUAL will be a source of pleastime I hope to be able to renew.
hope that you and TnE TRU'rH Sl!:EKER may liv until the last ure a.n d profit to every Freethinker. I cheerfully ·recommend
If it will not be impertinent in so new a subscriber, I shall priest is gone.
it to all my friends.
W. F. PoRTER.
say a few words to H. H. Hutcheson, of Leavenworth, Kansas,
Can't some of the able gentlemen who are reading THE
in regard to his letter of Dec. 1st, in THE TRUTH SEEKER. His TRUTH SEEKER send ten, twenty-five, or fifty cents to help to
IRWIN, PA., Jan. 20, 1885.
is the universal reasoning of the "moderate drinker;" in fact, pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER for E. W. Councilman, in Newark
MR. EDITOR: Having a little leisure, I will improve it by
we guessed as much before reading the shameful confession Valley, N.Y. See TRUTH SEEKER for Nov. 22, 1884, page 747. writing a few lines to my Liberal friends, and letting them
he seems called upon to make.' Is it not a little inconsistent
know I am still numbered among the living. Some about here
JACOB HUNTERMAN.
for him to commence his remarks by saying that he knew
hav said I had a notion for some time of joining the church
there was a great evil in the rum traffic .(a truth which all
again, but I think I shall co~tinue that notion, like those long
U. S. CoAST SuRvEY OFFICE.
t
lovers of humanity must confess), and ere he winds up
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 21, 1885. f
stories in the story-papers, until it wears entirely out. We
make the ridiculous statement that the rum-deaier can prove
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received a notice from you that the can sport two skating-rinks and one ten-pin alley here. Mr.
his usefulness to society in the same degree as can the shoe- portion of my subscription to .llfan v.•hich was transferred to Wm. Crookston's rink is the second transformation of our old
THFl TRUTH SEEKER has now expired. It was sad news when I Baptist church building. Its first transformation was an opera
dealer, butcher, or other useful tradesman?
He seems to ignore the fact that intoxicants contain within heard of the death of Man, for I had taken a deep interest in its house. We hav seven church buildings here, but I believe
themselvs the very cause of intemperance, in so much as the issue, but since THE TRUTH SEEKER has been coming so regu- the skating-rinks and ten-pin alley are the best patronizeduse of them in most cases creates an appetite for more, which larly, and always presents such a fresh and "newsy" appear- which, I think, is likely to make the churches jealous.
is at length insatiable, outweighing all other desires or objects ance, supplying instruction as well as entertainment, I begin
Times are getting so hard here I had almost concluded to
of life. For this reason it is generally only a question of time to think that after all the Liberal cause has not lost much by hav my paper stopped on account of funds, but I don't see
between the condition of the "moderate drinker" and that of the failure. We are not numerous enough to support many how I can do without it. So I inclose $2 to pay as far as that
journals as our orthodox oponents can, and our interests will go, aud I will try to keep it going as long as I can go myself.
the poor, miserable, drunken sot.
It is this stealing away, unawares, of manhood, honor, and will be best upheld by throwingeour whole support on a few I hav been a subscriber nearly seven years, and it is still a welall that constitutes happiness, that makes the rum traffic a well-managed publications, thus enabling the publishers to liv come visitor.
WM. N. RmiNO:ER.
crime above all crimes-in short, the father of crime. If the on a plane above personal anxiety. Unless our periodicals
PASSAic, N. J., Jan. 21, 1885.
object of law is to preserve the peace, protect property, and hav support enough to insure their regular and prompt issue,
MR EDITOR: Will you kindly send me your catalog of
prevent crime, surely the rum business should be first in con- we cannot hope to compete with the opposing hosts of other
papers. It givs me pleasure to be able to renew my subscrip- books? Very likely I shall want your" Liberal Hymn-Book,"
Hideration.
He who opposes Prohibition is apt to show by his conduct that tion, and, as a convenience in keeping the account, I want it providing you hav tunes set to them. I am a violinist and a.
his appetite is stronger than his principle. Would Mr. Hutch- reckoned from the first of January 1885, to the first of uext singer, and as I hav children growing up, it has long been my
eson consider it an insult to his manhood to hav that removed January. I hav already received the numbers thus far in the intention to teach those of my children who may hav musical
which cr.uses his neighbor's family a life of privation and year, and you can just continue sending until the end of the talents either some instrument or singing, and so ni~ke my
misery? How much better that such manhood suffer "insult" year, when, if all is well, I will again remit to yon. I inclose home as bright and cheerful as possible. If a secular hymnthan that little innocent, helpless children suffer neglect and a postal note for $3.
book with tnnes be within my reach, I shall be highly pleased.
want, more or less examples of which may be found in every
In reading the account of Mr. Remsburg's lectures at MonIn closing allow me to congratulate you upon the manageneighborhood, simply because the father has fallen a victim ment of the paper, which you hav 'maintained in the most tezmna, Cayuga Co., N. Y., sorry reflections came to my mind
to the snares set at every turn by the rum-seller, and has be- satisfactory manner, making it a journal of the first rank of a similar occurrence at home. If any other subject but
come a slave to the drinking habit! Would Mr. Hutcheson's among the host of other Liberal papers which are compet- Christianity were under discussion, a man who conducted
manhood be gratified in having a privilege spared him (because ing with it. If wishes were an endowment, you should bEl himself as the Rev. Hnll did would be set down a lunatic ai
he can use and not abuse), to the utter degradation of two- richly provided for, but unfo1'Lunately I hav nothing except once by the audience. As it was, many, no doubt, who had
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cal~ly liste?"ed to Mr. Remsburg w:ould b~ logically impre~sed, ID.lism don't grasp all the sublime truth there is in this mighty
but .1mmediai!ely that fool put himSelf .m. such a mamacal . universe; but I ani glad to see you are an enemy to superstifa~hwn upon the platform would be awed mto fear of the old I tion. But, bear in mind, you don't ·know it all. I should like
fa1th: We sometime~ say to ourselvs, whe?" ?"o other consola- to write a little a little more on this some time when I hav a
tion IS left, "The logiC of facts must prevail m the end. Uni- good cha e.
WILLIAM WILLIAMS.
versalism must reign supreme." I believe it-but the time it
~
will take!
T. D. HATFIELD.
A LETTER TO THE LABORING CLASSES ON POLITICS AND RELIGION.
LA CRossE, Wrs., Feb. 16, 1885.
BRADFORD, PA., Feb. 7, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The progress of poverty appears to keep pace
Mil. EDIToR: My attention was called to a criticism in the
last Sunday's Mail, of Bradford, Pa., upon Colonel Ingersoll's with the progress of wealth and power. Now, it appears to
lecture. The article contains as much spleen to the square me there will a day come when a collision must take place.
inch as I wish to see. It was bigotry and fnJsehood personi- When it does come it will be fearful. Let us endeavor to nulfied. It is said that lies are the most mischievous when they lify the result by breaking down the influence of God and re.come the nearest to the truth. Almost every sentence con- ligion. Let us teach mankind to reason, and make good sense
tains a thought of untruthfulness. Editors are supported bv catching, and not crouch like children. Let us be deterthe people, and the people hav the right to expect the truth mined to giv the utmost publicity to Freethought sentiments,
from. The notice in the News was just and truthful. It is as correctiv of the train of evils resulting from the slave-bigot
surprising how much falsehood can be contained in so ilhort a notions of our sky-pilot and God· led usurpers. It becomes
space. The editor of the Mail said the audience was slim, and Freethinkers at this time to inculcate the first principles of
the subject devoid of interest. If the gentleman who penned government, which concern human happiness and cannot
the article was present he knew better, and if not, the lack of be neglecterl with impunity. I want to show the laboring
truth and sense may be accounted for; but in either case it was classes that did they but think and reason they never could be
kept pining and in want by a few drones, Shylocks, and thieves
not justifiable.
Colonel Ingersoll spoke for more than two hours, and he lording it over them. If men did but reason, they never would
was so interesting and fascinating that only one person left allow a conupt faction of tyrants, lords, and priests-a trinity
the house (a lady with her restless child in her arms). I can of despots upon earth, only equaled by the pernicious trinity
only fancy the editor with his spectacles trying to enchain the in heaven-to lord it over them; a faction which riots in church
same audience for two hours. I fancy, instead of one person and commercial spoliation, which maintains a few in debilitating luxur\Y, and condemns the many to endless toil and lowest
leavin~, no one would remain to behold the spectacle.
There was no profanity, ribald jokes, or ghastly witticism, penury.
Men hav never seen clearly the source of their miseries;
as stated, nor was there one impure thought uttered. A more
respectful audience I never saw. Colonel Ingersoll is admit- they hav attributed to the will of a God what was only the
ted to be one of the brightest of living orators of this age. effects of despotic laws.' Do we_ not now see it is an unjust
His lectures are not a rehash. They are remarkable for their government and sky-pilots which are reducing the industrious
distinctiv characteristic features. His lectures will always re- to poverty and degradation, shackling human thought, and
inventing all kinds-of barriers to the progress of true knowlmain fresh until answered.
The New York and Western papers declare that he is the best edge? The ruling power of this country is an imbecil bauble;
rlrawing card on the continent. The Sun said the people of the lawmakers, a band of brigands and hilmbugs; and the
New York appreciated Colonel Ingersoll at the Academy of sky-pilots, or priests, a pack of knavish, cold-blooded hypoMusic. It was :filled to overflowing, some paying three dol- crits and cowards; our Congress, a lot of contemptible
tools of hideous profligacy; whilst the laboring classes are iglars for a seat.
Beecher introduced him recently as the greatest orator of norant slaves, who vote and lick the hands that scourge them,
any language or tongue. The Rev. Newton said he was doing in order to conciliate their tyrants' favor. An intelligent porimmense good in destroying eternal hell. The editor of the tion know full well that the government we hav is not deservMail would belittle the great orator, and I learn, to my sur- ing of support, for it knows nothing but stealing and speculatprise, that I cannot go to the depot without a personal attack ing in land and money in interest with Shylock.
in public print. The News says truthfully that fifty ladies and
gentlemen called upon Colonel Ingersoll and wife at the St.
James. If the colonel had lost his reason and self-respect,
and had called upon the editor and said, "I am prepared to
believe the absurdies of revelation, with eternal punishment
included," a warm reception (according to the Mail) would
await him. It is astonishing to see what belief and credulity
can do. How charming in these grand and scientific times to
see an editor in superstition's lap, nursing its withered breast!
The edit~r's spleen seems boiling, and there is no escape,
even for a "hoary-headed" alderman. If gray hairs are honorable, and mine should by some freak of nature grow black,
I would dye them gray and make them look natural. It is
fearful times when a man can"not wa.lk the streets free from
the -Tile comments of an editor. I was pleased to meet so
congenial a friend and family at the depot, and I hav lived
long to learn that for friendly motivs one may be classified in
public print as a hoary-headed saint.
We should boast of free speech, and no one should be ostracized for his opinions and his honest thoughts. He should be
respected for his honest views upon all subjects, and a free
press should be the faithful chronicler of opinions with fairness.
Thinking people in this age of enlightened reason and common sense know that this world has been humbugged bykingcraft and priestcraft. The philosophers and scientists of this
century are trying to dispel the phantoms, dogmas, and superstitions of the age. Thoughtful people are tired of teacihings
that a belief is better than knowledge, and that to seek knowledge is a crime.
I wish to hav no controversy with anyone, unless in a
friendly manner, to improve the intellect, but if an editor will
so far forget the sacredness of truth and common politeness,
and pour out the vials of wrath upon good men, I must adopt
the words of the great poet,
" I'll publish right or wrong;
Fools are my theme-let satire be my song."
0. H. WHEELER.

" But shall it ever thus remain ?
Shall man contented be
To starve, crea.~ing wealth for those
Who mock his misery?
No; every hour of time improves
The mighty wing of mind,
And man shall learn his power and leave
His woes and wants behind."

Yes, let us haste·n the day for destroying the whole pile of religious ttnd political rubbish, together with the putrid corruptions engendered by its atrocious absurdities, "and leave our
woes and wants behind."
Workingmen, your labor is your property; an unjust government deprives you of the fruits of your labor; they rob
you, and afterward apply the ill-gotten wealth to demoralize
and crush you. What alternativ is there left?
None, but
that of taking your own 88 soon as possible, or your fellows
will perish for want (see what a state they are in in the Hocking Valley "-starving to death in the midst of plenty). Workingmen, think of the motto, "The greatest good to the greatest
number." Demand that the tyrannical and useiess few shall
succumb to the useful many. Humanity (if .we hav got any)
ought to make us shudder to hear and read daily of numbers of
our countrymen sinking into the graves and starving for want,
victims of our damnable religious and politicalLimpostures;
yet the blood runs cold through our veins. Pshaw! our blood,
like our morality, is so tainted with impurities that we are only
the remnants of things that were.
Why do we see mothers and their infants sink into. early
graves for want by the oppressor's hand, and yet leave the
oppressors quiet? Simply because we are ignorant and disunited, or we would soon owe Iio allegiance to the bigots
that do not protect, but rather destroy them. Look at the
Comstock rotten law, for instance, a disgrace to any civilized
nation! Workingmen, did you ever ask yoursel'l's why this
world should ever be a scene of triumph for the haughty tyrant, the hypocritical cut-throat, and sky-pilots, for them to
lord it over you? But,
T:tere is unseen power lies in the mass
Of human slaves, which, if aroused, would sweep
Not mortal tyrants only from their thrones
CENTREVILLE, UTAH, Jan. 18, 1885.
By one blind crash, but all their blind supporters.
MR. EDIToR: The inclosed 25 cents I send you for the
Workingmen, did you ever ask yourselvs why you are made
pamphlet, "Bible Morals," by Mr. Remsburg, for I think this
territory sadly needs moralizing-more so, in my opinion, in every age the playthings of ambitions, the pasture of tythan any other part .Jf the union. And I just wish Mr. Rems- rants, or the fettered slaves of capital, the victims of grasping
burg and Mr. Reynolds, and another or two of the same avarice? The earth is cultivated by your toils, and adorned
stamp, were here to giv some good lectures on morality and by your hands; shall its fruits, then, ever accumulate in the
evolution, and help to break the infernal priestly shackles hands of those who employ them in the punishment of your
·that bind the reason of the people. There are many well- unmerited poverty, and virtue go without encouragement, and
meaning people in this territory, but they are bound with this industry without reward? When in work, your labor is incesinfernal, personal Jew God idea, so that it seems to me they sant, and your remuneration scanty; when you hav produced
are afraid to plant the standard of their own reason and stand an abundance, you hav to sit down and starve until others see
fit to.consume it. Hence, distress, the messenger of death,
by it against all odds.
The spelling of the name of J,udge Zane, whom I mentioned passes over your homes,'~wt because of your idleness, but bein my letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 13, 1884, I see you cause of your industry! Hav men ever thought why they are
content to hold their lives at the breath of a few cold-blooded
hav spelled "Lane."
I must tell you I admire the article on "Evolution" in THE monopolists, banded under the title of priests, shysters, and
TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 20th; I like also the letter of T. Winter aristocrats, who convert our cities into dens of vice and wretchin the number of Jan. 3d, for priestcraft is a sore curse to all edness, receptacles of tyranny, "where wealth accumulates,
civilized peoples. It has drenched this world in cruelty, and men decay;" the charnel-houses in which men, women,
crime, torture, and blood. Here are many of the gospel in- and chilclren.are by thousands steamed and sweate1 into eterstruments of torture in the Tower of London to-day.
nity?
I am glad you hav published Mr. Winter's letter, for there
No; men hav not given the matter a serious thought, or they
is good reiHon] in it. But I will sa.y, Mr. Winter, your Materi- would hav swept the whole complicated machinery of cun1
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ning, fraud, force, and tyranny, yclept priesthood, yclept government., into oblivion long before this; b,)lt ignorance is the
cause-they hav not given it a serious thought. The objects
of g?vernment were for providing justice, find for the protection of all, or for the promotion of the general welfare of all ..
When a government neglects this duty its people degenerate
into mere slaves. It· requires no arguments, when we view
the vast amount of ·poverty on the one hand, and luxury on
the other, to prove that governments do not exist for the millions, but for the aggrandizement of a band of tyrannical ruffians.
Oh, this would be a happy world
To all who may partake it;
The fault's our own, if it is notThis life is what we make it.
Yes, this life is what we make it when we fight among ourselvs as to whether God prefers men being ducked over head
and ears, or sprinkled on the face; and whether God damns to
all eternity children of a "span long."
Thus are men turned from their interests, and set by the
ears about chimeras, which are encouraged by priestly skypilots and believed in by silly dupes. Workingmen, drop all
nonsensical appeals to Gods and governments; up from your
knees-depend on yourselvs for your liberties! If you depend
on Gods and governments, you depend on broken reeds, and
deserve your fate. Gods and governments never yet cared for
workers, who were always doomed to a life of toil and combat so long as they left their affairs in the hands of others, and
did not, like lEsop's wagoner, put their own shoulders to the
wneel. In ancient, as in modern times, the religions and aristocratic butchers led them in thousands to slay and be slain.
What was, or is, the value of human life to those yclept monarchs, priests, and aristocrats? Yet we admire these devils,
treat them with respect, erect monuments, mausoleums, and
giv them power and riches to convert this earth into a howling
wilderness, check education, and stifle human reason. ~'hey
were
Fierce as ten furiesTerrible as hell !
Yes, men hav become the dupes of a set of sharpers who,
underJ the name of religionists, hav fleeced them of their reason. Surely God· belief is a horrid delusion and a terrible
curse. Governments and religions are nothing but .despotisms
engendered in ignorance, perpetuated by blood, and existing
only by force and fraud. Do not the people know that our
shysters, priests, and sky-pilots laugh in their sleeves at the
absurd tales of heavens, hells, Gods, and devils, which they
hav imposed on the ignorant, and, at the same time, despiRe
them for it? The first thing the people should do is to discover the best mode of government suited to the advancement
of men in every country-a government that will giv facility
for its being molded at will to fit the knowledge of the agP,
and bear within it perfect principles of improvement. TLe
struggles of the press for unlimited freedom of speech foretell a revolution. Yes, the patience of a famishing people is
wearing out; the weapons of war are in the hands of the
oppressors, but they must be wrenched from them, and those
who expect liberty must win by intelligence and good sense.
Yes, workingmen, hav good sense and make it catching, and
then you will despise all Gods, all Uhrists, all priests, all skypilots, all monarchs, and lords, and lay them in one common
grave, and be rid of such a nest of vampires and hideGus
monsters. I am the well-wisher of the whole human race.
J. PETTEY
(aged 70 years, who never went to school in his life).

WEST GARLAND, ME., Jan. 19, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I see that I, for the first time, am a little negligent in my renewal, but here it is, three dollars to renew till
Jan. 1, 1886, and also one dollar for which you will please forward to my address six copies of" Bible Morals," by John E.
Remsburg. I will not think for a moment of getting along
without THE TRUTH SEEKER, to read which is my greatest enjoyment, and I get more benefit and instruction from it than
all other papers. I would like some of the discussions better
were the disputants a little more lenient; not quite so positiv
as they seem to be that they know or hav learnerl all, when,
in fact, they know but little of the real facts of the subject
matter of which they are writing.
I think until they can produce some stronger and better arguments than slang, or calling those with whom they honestly
differ idiots and cranks, they had better retire for awhile and
try and post themselvs on what they don't know, or what
others hav had the opportunity of learning, or really do know,
which they do not. Our great and best speakers and writers
do not resort to such, but rather to good sound logic. Arguments that are convincing are what I like, and am ready
to receive.
For thirty years I hav spent much time, and some money,
trying to get satisfactory proof that we liv on when this flesh
is dropped, but, as yet, lack satisfactory evidence. Also the
same with Materialism, with about the same result, and at
last hav come to the conclusio!l that neither Spiritualists nor
Materialists can solve the problem they hav undertaken.
However, I think one or the other may be right in their conclusions, but which I am not prepared to say. I find myself,
with what little evidence I hav been able to gain from Spiritualism and Materialism, oscillating- between the two, waiting
patiently for more and better evidence. Am now rather inclining to Materialism. To·morrow, should I get something more
satisfactory than I now hav from my Spiritual friends, I may
find· myself inclined to ·spiritualism-am liable to these
changes simply for the want of more real, tangible evidence
than I now hav of the future or' mankind.
In this condition am quite as unconcerned as an idiot possibly could be, quietly receiving the curses of church, and the
fierce denunciations of Spiritualists for the simple reason that
I cannot accept their ·prude, unreasonable ideas in full of past,
present, and future. Truth is what I am seeking for, and >liD
searching THE TRUTH SEEKER for it.
J. C. LAWRENCE.
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pered Marian. "His· sister, Dora, thinks ian, she uttered a prolonged shri~k, which was "Now," said worthy E.ekab, "I'll measure and
see,
there may be something of the sort, for he sits echoed by Dora and Emily.
The fence I must build is shaped like an E.
Edwin was frightened, just the least bit, for If the land I hav left was square as before,
up so late nights. She said we might come
and sleep with her some night, and find out all a moment, as he hastily ejaculated, "W-wh- I think I could fence it clear round with n6
what's all this? Hello! come out here !'' and
Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wr.x:oN, Fall River, about it."
more."
~
JMass., to tohom all Communications for this
"Agreed. Suppose we go to-night! I fairly he pulled Dora out first, and then dragged He measured, and found he was right in his
guess,
filirner should be sent.
shiver, though, to think of seeing the genie," Emily and Marian to the light.
For it took just the same, no more and no less.
"Don't let it hurt us; oh, don't! Good Ed- Now tell me, kind friends, exact to a fraction,
said Emily in a .low tone. "We must be
·"Between the dark and the daylight,
brave, and not scream out when it comes. win, please don't let it eat us up!" they ex- How much land he had before his kind action.
When the I\lgh t begins to lower,
If you tell correctly, you need no college
Dora says he has a silver ring made of their claimed in concert.
Oomes a pause ln the day's occupations
"Let what eat you up-what d~ you mean?" To teach you more mathematical knowledge.
great.grandmother's thimble, and she was
'l'h'&t Is known as the Ohlldren's Hour."
Grand Rapids, Mirh.
EsPRIT FonT.
J
called a witch; and Eolwin has been seen he asked wonderingly.
"Why-the-the ogre!-the genie!" said
to twist and turn it on his finger a good many
4.
"Wh-where is it?" she inquired,
times; and who knows that it is not a magic Emily.
Guilty or Not Guilty.
A BATCH 011 PI'S.
ring, and that his old grandmother comes and looking around, and seeing nobody but Ed~lie stood at the bar of justice,
Ereht si a prerae soehw eman si the ad,
A creature wan and wild,
helps him! He is working on the bo:x; problem win.
Dan si sih klesic neke;
In form too small for a woman,
"The ogre! the genie! what are you thinkin the old Greenleaf's arithmetic, and it is so
Eh pears het dedreab raing ta a reathb,
In feature tDO old !or a·chlld.
Nad het srewofl hatt rowg neweteb.
hard that nobody in his class can get it; but ing of?" he questioned.
For " look so worn and pathetic
"Why-we-we thought you let a genie in!
Edwin has promised the teacher he will hav it
Our sevil are srevir dingild reef
wa.S stamped on her pale young face:
Ot taht nohtafudem, sesldnoub eas,
to-morrow morning! There now! Doesn't that We-we heard-it scratch on the door!"
It seemed long ye,.rs of sutrerlng
Het tnelis aevrg.
Must hav left that silent trace.
show he is in league with genii, or something?"
I let the dog in-here Rover! come here and
Threiht lla yhltrea mopp dan tsoab
"Will find out to-night, anyhow," and Ma- bite these three foolish girls. Dora, I thought
" Your name," said the judge, as he eyed her
Lori ot eb dewollaws pu dan tsol
With klnrlly look, yet keen,
yo11 had more sense. But-whoop la! I've
rian shook her head thoughtfully.
Ni eno kard evaw.
·• Is-Mary Maguire, It you please, sir."
That evening the three girls, Dora, Emily, solved tbe problem! I hav! I hav! It was the
Thomaston, Conn.
BlllNNY DIOTION.
And your age?"' u I hav turned :fltteen."
and Marian, might hav been seen snugly dog scratching the door to get in, and you
[There is no certainty that the above puzzle
"Well, Mary "-and then !rom a paper
stowed behind an old dresser in the kitchen thought it a genie! Hooray, Rover! you are a is put correctly in type. "Benny Diction "
He slowly and gravely read" You are charged here-! am sorry to say Itof Dora and Edwin's home, as still as silence, genie-do you hear?" and Edwin commenced might do something t.oward illustrating the ap·
propriateness of his name by writing plainer.
With stealing three loaves o! bread,
and breathing very softly.
capering and dancing again.
-UNINSPIRED CoMPOSITOR.]
"But now, tell us, Edwin," said Marian,
" You do not look like an otrender,
Presently Edwin came in, and, with book,
And I hope tha.t you can show
slate, and pencil, seated himself in front of the havn't you a genie, truly, that comes and helps ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
The ch&.rge to be false. Now tell me,
JAN. 24, 1885.
big kitchen table, and went to work on the you solve those hard problems ?-they all say
Are you guilty O! this or no ?''
1. Life. 2. The recent strike in Hocking
famous box problem.
so at school."
A P"--"Siouate burst of weeping
"He is scratching his head awfully," whis"Well, now-I'll tell you. I hav a genie Valley. 3. Revolver.
Was at first her sole reply:
IN CHILDREN's CORNER, FEn: 14, 1885.
And she dried her tears in a moment,
pered Emily, peeping out from behind the that helps me! So, come now."
1. Cerebus-Erebus-rebus, bus, us (U. S.),
And looked in the judge's eye.
dresser.
"Oh, a real genie! Do tell us, Edwin. Why,
S. Observe the reversed spelling of the last
" I will t~ll you just how It was, sir" I guess it will come pretty soon," said it is like the 'Arabian Nights,'- truly. How half of the name, "S-u-r-e." 3.
My father and mother are dead,
Mariam, softly. "My heart beats wildly- long hav you had him? Will he hurt us?
ATTIC
And my three little brothers and sisters
don't you hear it thump?"
Has he green eyes? and does he spit fire?"
TARRY
were hungry and asked me for bread,
"Jehosaphat! Je-rusa-lem! Me-thuselah!" they all talked and questioned at the same
TREAD
At first I earned It for them,
IRATE
By working hard all day,
ejaculated Edwin, "but this is a tough one! time.
CYDER
But somehow the times were hard. sir,
I've squared it, and cubed it, arid twisted it
"You just be patient, and I'll tell you. He _
4 Pennsylvania.
And the work all fell away.
in every way, and I can't see through it, no- hasn't green eyes, he doesn't spit fire, nor will
--------~4-------"Irould get no more employment;
how. I wish I had some help."
he hurt you-so. He is with me a good part
('orrespondenc.e.
The weather wae bitter and rold:
"0 Lordy Jenkins!" said Marian in a whis· of the time, and he helps me solve problemsMY DEAR CHILDREN OF THE CORNER: The
The young ones shivered and cried
per. "He's conjuring the genii now, I know. there now!
study of Nature in any of her varied forms
(Little Johnnie's but four years old):
Oh, ke(jil still, don't speak for the life of ye!
"There's that example I showed you how and phases is always'interesting and ennobling
So what was I to do, sir ?
I am guilty, but do not rondemn;
Oh, I'm so scared ! I'm all of a quiver !"
to do, to-day, Marian, that you worked on for to the pure-minded seeker after truth and
I took-oh, wae It stealing ?"Oliver Quiver ! Who's he?" and Dora fifteen minutes!-he did that for me; but knowledge. I. hope you, my young friends,
The bread to glv to them.
will pursue this study whenever you hav the
giggled.
I had to work four hours on it first, though. opportunity. There is a lesson in everything;
Every man in the court-room« 'Sh! said Emily; "he will hear us, and
"Now this box problem-how long do you from the tiniest flower to the loftiest tree,
Gray-bearded, a.nd thoughtless youththen the old genie will come and kill us, likely think I've been trying on that?"
from the coziest valley to the grandest moun.
Knew, as he looked upon her,
tain, from the silvery brook that flows and
as not. But what is he doing now? Peep
"Don't know, I'm sure!" said Marian.
That the prisoner spoke the truth.
Out from their pockets came handkerchiefs,
out and see."
"Well, I worked on it, off and on, out sparkles like a shining ribbon through the dear
old farm and down yonder by the forest to the
Our from their eyes sprung tears,
" Figgering just as fast as his fingers can of school hours, ten days, and I couldn't see mighty ocean.
And out from old faded wallets
fly," replied Dora, looking slyly ont from be- through it at all; but to-night I was bound to
Many years ago I lived by the sea; I often
Treaeures hoarded for years.
hind the dresser.
hav it, anyway. I tried and tried, till my head rode upon its waters. I believe I loved it bet.
The judge's face was a study
Edwin whistled a long, low whistle, and ached, and I opened the window to let in ter than any other natural object, and spent
The strangest you ever saw,
leaned back in his chair with hands clasped some fresh air; and while I was looking at the many hours and days in stuuying its wonders.
As he cleared his throat and murmured
If your "Dear Miss Wixon" pleases, I will
above his head. Then he opened the win- stars, all at onoe it came to me, like a flash,
Something about the law.
tell you something about the grand, lovely
For one so learned In such matters,
dow and looked out upon the starlit night. just how to work it; and there 'tis, on the ooean world, from time to time:
So wise In dealing with men,
The cool breeze tossed his hair about, and slate, all right!'~
THE NAUTILUS.
He seemed on a simple question
cooled his heated brow. Shortly after he
"And did the genie really help you?" asked
The sea is full of wonder, delight, and ro.
Sorely puzzled just then.
mance; a very interesting object of study is
went back to his work again.
Emily.
'But no one blamed him or wondered
"I'll hav it to-night if I stay up till broad
"S'pose so. He sticks by me, I tell you, the nautilus. The most beautiful species is
When at last they heard :
the pearly nautilus; the shell is lined with a
daylight," and down upon the table came his like a trooper."
.,. The sentence of this young prisoner
thin layer of glossy, pearl-like substance, and
Is !or the present deferred."
clenched fist, whack, whack, whack.
"What is his name? what do you call him?" is so thin and delicate as to be almost trans-:And no one blamed him or wondered
"Did the genie come in at the window?" inquired Marian, while Dora stood by, laugh- parent. It is of a convoluted form, that is, in
When he went to her and smiled,
whorls round and round, the last whorl being
tremblingly asked Marian.
ing.
and tenderly led from the court-room,
" I didn't see it," said Emily. " Oh, I'm
"His name!-let me see. The first of it is equal to all the others. The orientals gather
HImself, the erring child.
getting so sleepy, and maybe it will not come Per-se," and Edwin looked very wise and these shells from the waters, or from the shores
NEWPORT, ME,
where they are often thrown up by the waves,
DEAR CHILDREN OF THE CHILDREN'S OORNER: till twelve o'clock! Oh, dear! I wish we could solemn.
and carve upon them pretty, fanciful designs,
I send to Miss Wixon the above poem, because I love get out of this and go to bed."
"And
the
rest
?-Oh,
tell
the
rest!''
said
and then use them for drinking cups and
you, and because I want to do you good.
flower vases. Hindoo priests use them as
I hope you will rommlt It to memory, and speak
Just then Edwin jumped up and commenced Emily.
It In pu bile.
"Well, it is-verance-Perseverance. Never trumpets to call their people together to attend
Thf re are many sad cases like " Mary Maguire's " to dance and leap wildly about the room.
their
superstitious ceremonies. It makes me
all over the world. I wish you all to try tD become "0 Jack Horner! Tom Thurn! Robinson Cru- giv up! Try, try again! And now go to bed;
feel sorry to think so beautiful an object
benefactors of sutrerlng humanity all through your soe! Don Quixote!
and don't you be ever so silly as to believe in should. be used for so degrading a purpose.
SEWARD MITCHELL,
llves.
Your friend,
genii again. There are none, such as you
Te urn, te urn, te dil de urn !
I hav told you of the shell, but the little
sailor who livs in this frail boat is more wonI knew 'twould come, I knew 'twould come! fancy."
E(lwin's Genie.
Te urn, te urn, te dil de urn!
wonderful still. He has eight arms, two of
which are furnished with thin membranes.
"I tell yon, Marian, Edwin has a genie! He So he fumped, and sang, and danced, while
Our Puzzle Box.
These he hoists above the opening of his glismust hav, or he never could get those hard the old black-and-white cat stood up in the
tening shallop for sails, the other si:x; he throws
1.
examples through his head the way he does- old-fashioned rocking-chair, and hooped up
over the sides for oars.
WORD SQUARE.
just as e-a-sy ali can be, without a bit of her back and stared at him as if she would
When the skies are clear and the waters
1. Dissension.
smiling, he rows and sails about, hither and
trouble, while we hav to work and work, and say, "I think your antics are very funny,
2. A kind of dragon.
thither, as if rejoicing in the glad sunshine;
then fail to get them."
Master Edwin."
3. Small eggs.
but let the storms arise and rufiie the surface
"I shouldn't wonder if he has a genie, or
4. Anything remaining.
All at once there came a scratch on the
of the sea, our wise little mariner folds up his
5. A luminous exhalation from marshy sails, takes in his oars, turns the opening of his
something of the sort," said Marian in reply, door. "Oh! oh! oh!" almost screamed Emily.
"for our Jim has seen him many a time walk- "It is coming now, sure enough. Be brave, grounds.
boat down, and takes up water enough to make
H. E. JUERGENS.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
it so heavy it will sink into the placid depths
ing with his hands behind him and talking to don't speak! Oh, I dare not look! Oh, the
beneath, where it will remain till the little seahimself-or something."
terrible genie !"
2.
man can feel by the vibrations of the waters
"Of course 'twas the genie-no doubt of it;
Edwin danced to the door laughing and singCHARADE.
that all danger is over, when he empties out
dreadful thing to think of, Marian."
ing, "Te um, te um, te dil de urn!" but as he Is found in "Story Hour,"
the water he took into his boat, and again
"Yes, but I wish I had a genie, too; I can't opened the door a sudden gust of wind blew
comes to the surface to bask in the delicious
The first letter of my name;
sunshine and to renew his sports.
bother over this hard old problem any longer. out the light.
Add six and five hundred,
MRs. BucKNER-JOHNSON, M.D.
You hav a Roman author of fame.
I'm going to ask Edwin to help me;" and MaThe girls were in mortal terror. Something
Central City, Colorado.
Newburgh, N. Y.
Ron~'. BERNHEIM.
rian crossed over to where Edwin was sitting had come in, sure enough, and they crept close
at his desk, studying his Latin lesson just be- together and shivered with fear.
3.
fore school time.
"Wait till I get a light old fellow!" and as
A HARD NUT TO CRACK.
"Edwin," said she, "will you Bhow me soon as the light was procured he commenced One Rekab, a Turk. as+ undetstand,
about this example? I've tried and tried, and to jump, and dance and sing as before; but the Out West on the " plains," owned a square
Thlsjltatuette of the author-hero Is afac simile ot
I can't get it."
girls were so frightened they dared not look
piece of land.
the model of Prof. Richards !or the monument pro·
"How long hav you been trying it?" asked to see th!l genie, now that they thought it had Like all other Turks, as I hav been told,
posed to be erected In Llnroln Park. It Is admltte<\
This Rekab Semaj is an In:qdel bold.
Edwin.
come.
to be a fine work of art, and Is the only rorrect out.
In favor of learning for women and rp.en,
"Oh, ever and ever so long-as many as fif.
" I wonder what the. dresser is pulled out To help found a college he gave acres ten.
line of Thoniae Paine's head and !ace In exlatenoe
teen minutes!"
like that for!" e:x;claimed Edwin, and he gave From one side of his farm, in the middle fair, being executed from a mask taken at the time o! his
Edwin muttered as he took the slate, and it. a great push, and, of course, the girls were This land, was measurlild out perfectly square. death, and sent, with other etrecta, to a friend In
performed the e:x;ample in less tirp.e than it pinched terribly thereby. They had hidden He made one condition on signing the deed,
France, from whence Pro!, Richards procured It !or
takes to tell this story.
their facell on each other's shoulders, and Which was J:lO more th~tn right, as all are his design.
agreeu,
Sl:oe 20xl6 Inches, weight 35 lbs.; finished Ill the
"It proves it!" said Emily; 'I he is in league stuffed their aprons in their mouths to pravent 1'h11t tb,e trustees should b11ilil a good board
same a~yle as ~ogers's groups,
with soma genie, as sure as you liv!"
their voiceD b!ling heard i!l screams. But just
fence
Frloe reduced from f14.00 to l\10.00. Sole a1ent 1
1' I'll tell i'o~ !:low we C!l!~ figq o~t," wl:!i~-. ~~ IJQrp.ethiP.~ ~9ut(l object p<lul!Qed upo!=! Ma6·
A.rou.ud th{l te!-\ ac•os at theif own oJ~:;pense. I E. 4, S'l'lllVliJNS, '80 W, l!a~e 13~., Qlltcago, Ul,
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For year& past It has oeen known to the profession that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn-out sutrert>r-from disease. Many humanitarians In the profession, thInking more of the alleviation of sufrerlng than they did of the code or
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found themselves astonished at the efrect upon their patients.
They had been taught that medicine was an absolute essential in all cases, and that that falling, the
patient mu&t dle, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker has !lung aside
the tie which bound him to his dogmatic btethren
and has resorted to other and more &clentlllc meth·.
ods of treatment. As a result many, having broken.
the bonds Which bound t-hem to a system as barba,
rous as It was unscientific, have used their best 0J,l•
ergles to devise means for the alleviation of human
sufrerlng. Here and there the wondrous power o!
MAGNETISM was established, and manY dlseasell
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submitted to
its mild but potent lnlluence. This agent to thl'
Intelligent 9bserver was found everywhere. Being,
as It Is, the very essential of all life, It was round
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vital principle. If we cau
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
An I but now Is It to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
the problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fields or what ar" known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, when csrrled upon the
person, was found to be a sateguard against disease,
and to this circumstance we are largely Indebted lor
magnetic wearing apparel, forltwas an easytransltion from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed In
garments fitted to every part of the body. illnce
the first lntrorluction of magnetic appliances as a
curative, there has been a number of these so-called.
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men-.
whose sole object was gain.- Unscientific In con-.
struction, and having little If any magnetism In
them, their Ute was of short duration; It was loug.
enough, however, to demonstrate that when con-.
structed upon scientific prlnelples there was scarcely·
an ailment tha.t human llesh Is heir to that would,
not submit to their healing lnfiuence.
THE EUREKA "MAGNETIO APPLIANOEB are su-.
perlor to everything of a similar character hereto•.
fore ofrered to the public, being the only scientific-.
ally ccnstructed appliance In the. market; It Is noll('
two and a half years since they were first ofrered(
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case of fall·
ure to receive benefit reported to us, while we are
In dally receipt of testimonials of cures from all
parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
as ad vised by us.
To all who may be amlcted with any of the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
:Magnetic Garments will cure you :-Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Dlseaee, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Oatarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Dl•ease,
Oonstlpation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Ohronlo Perltonltls, Oancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. Vitus' Dance, and 1011 form
o! chronic Invalidism.
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Head Caps,
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New
York.
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and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the "It has long been acknowledged by the most em!
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a large mythical element; but, so far as we
on,
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ladles' supporters- are just what ever:f"lady In the
land needs, as It will be found a great assistance at
certain periods; all these garments are made to
measure, and a llt guaranteed. To ladles who are
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
wlll restore you to new lite and energy, and pay for
Itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made from actual measure, and a
perfect fit assured.
All communications answered free of charge.
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iiJoetrn.
Only a Woman.
Only a woman, shriveled and old,
The prey of the winds and the prey of the cold,
Cheeks that are shrunken,
Eyes that are sunken,
Lips that were never o'er bold.
Only a woman, forsaken and poor,
Asking an alms at the bronze church door.
Hark to the organ! Roll upon roll
'l'he waves of the organ go over the soul!
S!lks rustle past her,
Thicker and faster;
The great bell ceases its toll.
Fain would she enter, but not for the poor
Sw!ngeth wide open this bronz3 church door.
Only a. woman I In far-orr days
Hope caroled to her happiest lays;
Somebody m!s3ed her,
Somebody kissed her,
dome body crowned her with praise.
Somebody faced up the battle of life,
Strong for her sake who was mother or wife.
Somebody lies with a tress of her !;lair
Light on his heart where the death-shadows are.
Somebody waits for her,
Opening the gates for her,
Glv!ng deligllt for despair.
Only a woman-nevermore poorDead in the snow at the bronze church door.

m1gnijicent book this is, and will, therefore, not
think to order it from the publishers. All who
do fail to procure this book will certainly de·
prive themselvs of a most valuable intellectual
treat for their children, and, I think I can justly
add for themsel vs, too, as the stories are intere~ting reading for adults also.
Now, Mr. Editor, allow me to suggest a plan
which may prove mutually beneficial to the
publishers and the Liberal public. It is this:
Can't you say that you will send 5 copies of
this book, (well worth $1.25J to one address, for
$5? If you will publish these lines, .and will,
at the end, so consent, I am sure that in many
places five families will join together in a
neighborhood and send for five copies. Du~ing
"hard times" we know that everyone desues
to save a cent where they can. I make this
request for the reason that I am very desi1·ous
that every Liberal family hav "The Story
Hour."
·H. L. GREEN.
[We will be happy to mail any number of
copies of this book from two upward at $1
each.-En. T. S.]

WAIFs AND ·wANDERINGS. By Samuel P. -Putnam. P1·ice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.
Hav ju~t perused "Waifs and ·wanderings."
Words of ours cannot add to the fame of the
gifted author, eloquent orator, and the· genial
companion. To read, to hear, or to know, is
to admire. He impregnates each sentence
with the grand convictions of his own soul.
He is truthful to nature. · In human acts and
The Rows of Orthodoxy.
expressions he traces the counterpart or simile
I notice, Jack, they're keepin' up th8!r orthodox in the external world. In Mrs. Cupples with
conniption
her ruflled nightcap he sees "a line of breakers
Amongst the city Churches, an' it passes my deon a dark and stormy sea-her eyes, lanterns
scription,
on a heaving ship." Then his conceptions of
To tell how unentic!n' to the uuelected critters
The gospel's made to 'pear by sich as Parson New- the baby-"fresh as a rose-bud, dewy with
man's hitters.
tears, with the light of heaven on its velvet
These tokes are brothers in the Lord-of sweet re- face;" while the burden of its cries is as
ligious union,
a "Niagara suddenly plunged upon the unof.
An' hold themselvs as patterllil of the good of church
fending Cupples, -transforming him into a
communion,
But let 'em strike an issue 'bout some sneakin' 'Teneriffe,' and leaving him like a wreck
stranded upon the shores of morning.'' How
triv'al matter,
An' flghtin' cats ain't ekal to the venom that they'll many a mother has felt herself a "stranded
scatter.
wreck" after nightly vigils! The author comNow, Jack, the plzen 'bout this cur'us modern prehends the conditions attending all the
church example
phases of life-his characters are true to life.
Is this: these chaps contend that they're. the very
The Rev. Hapgood "does nothing on the repurest sample
Of what the poppylatioii of the upper realm is made serve, ever aiming to be on the safe side."
Mrs. Hiram Binney "knows how to say nothofing with awful ponderosity," evading, shirkA sort of angel caravan the devll is afraid or.
ing duties, trusting all to somebody elseBut gosh I If heaven's gonter be infected with such " standing on respectable selfishness." Who
ructions
has not met just such characters! Billy Stubbs
As late events ~how up to us as orthodox produc- is a fair representativ of justice as exemplified
tions,
in human affairs-" you can't r.ight a wrong so
There's some or us at judgment day that thinks long as there's money to be made out of it;"
they're 'mong the 'lected
"only when wrong is poverty-stricken, will
Will git up quite a protest 'gainst their. bein' resur- people demolish it."
rected.
When reading from his versatil, gifted pen,
For my part, Jack, I'd ra'her sleep with worms and or listening to his eloquent oratory, one feels
that he is superior to the ills flesh is heir to;
slch creations
Than wake amongst a lot o' tokes that's sot on dls· but how human he seems when he says:
"What slaves we are to our poor flesh after all
puta.ti.o;us,
For wheresumaever wranglln' seems ter be the peo- -how soon it gets the better of our spirits;
ple's motter,
for who can think of beauty and joy when his
No matter how they calls it heaven, I calls it some- corns are aching!" How, too, he solves the
thin' hotter.
riddle of such lives as "Tony Lumkins's,"
the object of whose existence seems merged in
furnishing the "wheels" for the escaping
Rooks.
fugitivs. Such detached, isolated lives, which
The stories and sketches in the " Story seem to hav no earthly mission, are yet "links
Hour," though different from Sunday-school in the chain that goes shining on."
The escape of the fugitivs; the baying of
literature, are entirely original, pure in tone,
and well calculated to broaden, lighten, and the bloodhounds as they anxiously await the
strength&n the growing mind.-Rhode !;land expected train at the lone station; the alternate listening, aul'ibus rectibus, for the longedPendulum.
for rumble of the train; then the deepmouthed
baying of the approaching houndsTherf.l is no book for children and youth of
greater beauty, more charming text, or more the one a source of hope, joy, and deliverance,
fascinating pictures than the "Story Hour," the other, suffering and death-are moments
Ly Miss ::lnsan H. Wixon (New York; pub- of the most intense agony. As the sensitiv
soul reads, ·the respiration is stifl.ed, the
lished by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Olin- nerves
wrought to a high tension, and a sigh
ton l'lace). The reading of these stories, the
relief ends the agony when the puffing,
study of these illustrations, must be a long de- of
light to the happy children who get hold of thundering train wins the race, and Amy and
tl.tem; and Miss Wixon must forever remain her child are safely on board! Poor, corpsethe ~;weetheart and charmer of every youthful like Cupples may then hope for a. modicum of
readE:r. 'I he print is large, the paper thick, and sympathy, which is an unction to all mortals
e J.w more enjoyable present can be given to any when nature succumbs to over-taxation. ·
Again, at the steamboat wharf, when the
chihl.-John cwinton's Paper.
soldiery embark-so vivid, lifelike, the descl"iption, the partings, the adieus, that the
The '' SLory Hour'' is a book for children reader
feels the actual pangs wrung by separa.
and youth, and one that deserves the patron- tion; the crowded docks, the rending goodage of every father and mother in the land byes, the clang of the bell, the splash of
who believes in bringing up children free the iron wheels, the growing, somber twilight,
from the tain~ of superstition. It contains the begemmed heavens, the vast gulf of sep·
thirty-five story-tales, each of which is a gem aration, the smokestack lost to sight, oppress
in itself, and each inculcating beautiful and till we feel we are one of the aching hearts left
noble moral teaching8. In a literary and behind.
artistic sense it reflects the highest credit upon
On every page we are impressed with his
the great and growing power of Agnosticism.- deep insight into human nature, that man·
Han Francisco Universe.
kind are cl'eatures of circumstances-what we
condemn to-day we do to-morrow.
MR. H. L, GREEN's O!'INION.
Truly has he embodied the ideal woman in
Amy, the personation of grandeur and graceS.I.LAi\IA};CA, N. Y., Feb. 13, 285.
To THE EnrroR oF THE TRUT:U SEEKER, Sir: powers born only of struggle; that "woman
be as uni14ersal as man in knowledge and
I am sure that injustice is very often done to ohould
capacity;" that the imperial gifts of humor,
the public by the too common error of praising wisdom-that the intensity of the volcano and
a new book just to please the publishers anli tornado and the calmness of the summer's sea
get a sale for it. Book notices and reviewa belong equally to both sexes.
should be truthful to be of any value. And
We hav aimed to indicate briefly soru e of the
now, with these introductory words, I desire strongest, most beautiful features of the work.
to speak to your readers what I feel to be the 'l'o be appreciatEd it must be read. Every
exact truth in relation to your new publication, Liberal should possess himself of the book.
"The Story Hour.'' I certainly think it lhe best
In conclusion, us Mr. Putnam is "doing the
jU1:eriil book: that has ever been issued hom tlw continent," imparting joy, knowledge, and
Liberal press, and one thr,t should be in every cheer wherever Le journeys, lighting up and
Fre&thillker"s family where there are children. blazing the high way for Freedom, let every
As you know, I dl'op you this line unasked, and one resolve to heal' him and to aid the cause
do it just becu.use I fear some of our Freethought he so gloriously champions.
:families may not tully understand what a
GllACE L. PAlill:HUR:i!T.
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FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
ANCIENT MYSTERillS DESCRIBED; Espe·
cially the English miracle plays, as "Fools
and Asses," "English Boy-Bishop," "Descent into Hell," "Lord Mayor's Show,"
"The Guildhall Show," etc. By Wm.
Hone. With engravings on copper and
wood. $3
THE APOCRYPHAL NEW TESTAMENT.
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and Writings of Berkeley. By John Stuart
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THE ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. By
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THE PEDIGREE OF MAN, and other Essays.
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Translated by Edward B. Aveling. $2 50
Among the contents are "Cell-Souls," and
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MIND IN ANIMALS.
By Prof. Ludwig
Buchner. Translated from the German
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'l'RANSLATIONS FROM THE HA.KAYIT
ABDULLA (Bin Abdulkadar) Munchi.
With Comments by J. T. Thompson,
F. R. G. S. In consequence of being
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HAFED, PRINCE OF PERSIA. His experience in Earth-Life and Spirit-Life. Being
Spirit Communications I-i.eceived Through
Mr. Davicl Duguid~ With Appendix containing .communications from Spirit-artists
Ruisdal and Steen. Illustrated by fac
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the direct work of the spirits. 580 pp. $2
A. TREATISE ON THE NATURE OF MAN;
Regarded as Triune. With an Outl,ine of
a Philosophy of Life. By Thomas B.
Wood ward. $1
HISTORICAL STUDIES and Recreations.
The World's History Re-told in two vols.
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World;" 2. "The Modern World." Vol. II.,
"Bengal," "The Great ·wars of India,"
"The Ruins of the Old World "itead as
Milestones to Civilization." By Shoshee
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JESUS: His Origin and Career, Opinions and
Character, from a Psychological Point of
View. By Wm. Renton. $1 50
'!'HE DATHAVANSA; or, the History of the
Tooth-Relic of Gotama· Buddha.
By
Mutu Ooomara Swamy. $1 75
THE INDIAN SAINT; or, Buddha and Buddhism. A sketch Historical and Critical.
By Ohas. D. B. Mills. $1
THE COMING ERA. By Alexander Calder.
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SERMONS NEVER PREACHED. By Richard
Phosphor. $1
IDOLS AND IDEALS, with an Essay on Christianity. By M. D. Conway, M. A. $1 50
IN SEARCH OF TRUTH. Conversations on
the :Bible and Popular Theology for Young
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NEW RELIGIOUS THOUGHT. By Douglas
Campbell. $2
CREDIBILIA; or, Discourses on Questions of
Christian Faith. By Rev. James Granbrook. $1
FOLK SONGS OF SOUTHERN INDIA. By
Charles K Grover. $3
MY VISITS TO THE SUN; or, Critical Essays
on Physics, Metaphysics, and Ethics. By
Lawrence S. Benson. $1 50
HEBREW THEISM. The Common Basis of
Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism. By Francis W. Newman. $2
'l'HEISM. Doctrinal.and Practical, or Didactic Religious Utterances. By Francis W.
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Being an Epitomized Description of the
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DAYS OF ROMANCE AND CHIVALRY. By
W. Stewart Ross. 75 cents
NAGANANDA; or, the Joy of the Snake
World. A Buddhist Drama in five acts.
Translated into English prose, with explanatory notes, from the Sanskrit of SriHarsha-Deva. By Palmer Boyd, B. A..
With introduction by Prof. Cowell. $1 50
LIFE AND MIND ON THE BASIS OF MODERN MEDICINE. By Robert Lewins,
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EXTRACTS FROM THE KORAN in the
original, with English ·Rendering. Compiled by Sir. William Muir, K.O.S.B.,
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" The growth of opinion which made me
leave the church." By W. M. W. Call,
M.A. $1 50
SCENES FROM THE RAMAYANA, ETC.
By Ralph T. H. Griffiith, M.A. $1 75
AFRICAN SKETCH BOOK. With maps and
illust.rations.
2. vols.
By Winwood
Reade. Damaged, reduced to $8
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INDIAN PEOPLE. With map. By W. W. Hunter,
C.I.E., LL.D. $1 75
THE JADE CHAPLET, in 24 beads. A Collection of Songs, Ballads, etc. From the
Chinese. By Geo. Carter Stent. $1 50
THE BIOGRAPHY OF OHAS. BRADLAUGH.
By Adolphe S. Headingley. $2 50
BIOGRAPHY OF W. E. GLADSTONE; What
he has done.· By Sam. Bennett. 75 cents
ESSAYS AND LECTURES. By Charles C.
Cattell. $1
THE LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE OF
CHINA. Two Lectures Delivered in
London. By Robert K. Douglas. $2 25
LIFE OF JENGHIZ KHAN. Translated
from the Chinese, with an Introduction.
By Robert Kennaway Douglas. $1 50
REMINISCENCES OF SARATOGA AND
BALLSTON. By Wm. L. Stone. 75 cents
ENGLISH LIFE OF JESUS. By Thomas
Scott. $1 50
THE JESUS OF THE GOSPELS AND THE
INFLUENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. Being a Two Nights' Debate between the
Rev. A. Hatchard and Annie Besant. By
A. Besant. $1 25
ESSAYS, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL; Mar·
riage as it is, etc.; England, India, and
Afganistan; Law of Population, etc. By
Annie Besant. $1 25
THE TRIAL OF THEISM. Accused of ob. structing Secular life. By Geo J. Holyoake.
$2
STRAUSS AND RENAN. An Essay by E.
· Jellar. With introductory remarks. $1 25
A FORECAST ·oF THE RELIGION OF THE
FUTURE. Being short Eesays on some
Important Questions in Religious Philosophy. By W. W. Clark. $2
SUTTANIPATA;or, Dialogues and Discourses
of Gotama Buddha. Translated from the
Pali, with Introduction and notes by Sir
M. Coomara Swamy. 1 75
MORNING PRAYERS IN THE HOUSEHOLD
OF A BELIEVER IN GOD. Clo. 50 cts.
RELIGIOUS AND MORAL SENTIMENTS,
Metrically Rendered from Sanskrit writers,
with an Introduction and an Appendix
containing exact translations in prose. By
J. Muir, D.C., LL.D., Ph.D. 75 cents
REVIEW OF THE WORK OF JOHN STUART
MILL, entitled, An Examination of Sir
Wm. Hamilton's Philosophy.
By Geo.
Grote. $1
A RATIONAL VIEW OF THE BIBLE. A
Course of Lectures by the Rev. Newton M.
Mann. $1 25
THE CATECHISM OF POSITIVE RELIGION.
Translated from the French of
Auguste Comte by Richard Congreve. $3
THE VALUE OF THE EARTHLY LIFE. A
Reply to" Is Life Worth Living?" by W.
H. Mallock.
By Edward B. Aveling.
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LIFE AND TIMES OF ULRICH VON HUT·
TER. Describing Life in the Middle
Ages. By David Friedrich Strauss. 75 cents
HISTORY OF RATIONALISM. Embracing
a Survey of the present state of Protestant
Theology, with an Appendix of Literature.
By John F. Hurst, D. D. $2 50
THE FREETHINKER'S 'l'EXT BOOK. Part
Part II, " Christianity, Its Evidences, Ita
Origin, Its Morality, Its History." By An·
nie Besant. $1 25. Part III, Freethought:
Its Rise, Progress, and Triumph.
By
Charles Watts. Price, $1 25
HEROES AND MARTYRS OF FREETHOUGHT. Voltaire, Spinoza, etc. By
G. W. Foote and Charles Watts, 75 cents
CHRISTIANITY AND THE BIBLE. Christian Evidences Criticised. A Reply to
the Christian Evidence Society. with
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh
"Origin of Christianity," Miracles,"
"Prophecies," "Progress of Christianity,"
etc. By Charles Watts. $1
SECULARISM: Its Principles and Its Duties.
By Charles Watts. 75 cents.
THE SECULARIST'S MANUAL OF SONGS
AND OEH.EMONIES. Edited by Austin
Holyoake and Charles Watts. 50 cents
THE SECULAR SONG AND HYMN BOOK.
By Annie Besant. 40 cents
'fHE LIFE AND STRUGGLES OF WM.
LOVETT; In his Pursuit of Bread, Knowledge, and Freedom. With some short ac·
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longed to, and of the opinions he en~_ef·
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Secular Ceremonies. The Naming of Infants.
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The Moral Value of the Bible. By Chas.
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Morality Without Religion. Hy Chas. Watts
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,
The Irish Question and the House of Lords;
a. Plea and a Protest. By Chas. Watts.
5 cents
Freethought and Modern Progress. By Chas.
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English Nonconformity; What Has It Done
. for Mental Freedo}ll and National Progress. By Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
Christianity; Its Nature and Influence on
Civilization. By Chas. Watts. 5 cents
Reasons for Not Accepting Christianity. By
llfrs. Chas. Watts. 10 cents
Religion.
Secular and Supernatural. By
Chas. Watts. 10 cents
The Working Classes.
By Charles Watts.
5 cents
The Secular Duties of Life. By Charles Watts.
10 cents
The Bible: Is It Reliable as a Guide? By
Charles Watts. 3 cents
Theological Persecution and Freethought Martyrdom. By Charles Watts. 10 cents
The Modern Defense of Christianity; A Change
of Frcmt. By Charles Watts. 5 cents
The Spirit Of the Age: Is It Christian or Secular? Charles Watts. 5 cents
·
Secular Morality: What Is It? An Exposition
and a Defense. Charles Watts. 10 cents.
The Alleged Resurrection of Jesus: Was It a
Fact 'i Charles Watts. 10 cents.
What is Secularism? Letter to the Rev. T.
Fordyce, M.A. Charles Watts. 5 cents
The Character of Christ. Charles Watts. 5 cts
The Christian's Notion of Man's Ultimate State
of Existence. Charles Watts. 5 cents
The English Monarchy and American Republicanisn. A Refutation of the Earl of
Beaconsfield's (Rt. Hon. B. Disraeli's)
Tory Fallacies. Chades Watts. 5 cents
The Christian Scheme of Redemption. Chas.
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The Christian Deity. Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Watts.
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English Secularism and the Progress of Society. G. J. Holyoake & Chas. Watts. 5 cts.
Why am I an Atheist;. or, Theism Criticised .
Chas. Watts:· 10 cents.
Sketch of Life and Character of Chas. Watts.
By Saladin. 10 cents
Lithographs of Chas. Watts. Price, 15 cents.
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Can Miracles be Proved Possible? Verbatim
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Browne, M.A. 20 cents The Population Question, according to R. MalBY SCRIPTURE.
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WE see standing before us the teachers of nature's
truths, and the teachers of· the falsehoods of gods
and devlls. It will not require long tor us to be able
to choose between them, When once understood
one class cannot be mistaken for the other. Then
let us be wise and embrace the truth. Lenis take
the students of nature by the hand. Let us commit
to heart the lessons they teach. Let us learn all we
can or nature; and let us forever discard her enemy
supernaturali8m, with all .the false teachers who
promulgate it.- D. M. Bennett. ·
THE Old Testament filled this world with tyranny
and crime, and the New glvs us a tuture Jl.lled wlth
pain tor nearly all the sons of men. The Old de·
scribes the hell of the past, and the New the hell of
the future. The Old tells us the frightful things
that God has done-the Ne'v the cruel things he wlll
do. These two books glv us the sufferings of the
past and future-the Injustice, the agony and ·tears
of beth worlds. If the Bible Is true-If Jehovah Is
God-if the lot of countless millions Is to be eternal
pain-better a thousand times that all the cons tel·
lations of the shoreless vast were eyeless darkness
and eternal space. Better that all that Is should
cease to be. Better· that all the seeds and springs of
things should fall and wither from great Nature's
realm, Better that causes and effects should lose
relation and become unmeaning phrases and for.
gotten sounds. Better that every life should change
to breathless death, to voiceless blank, a~d every
world to blind oblivion and to moveless naught.-R,
G. Ingersoll in the CMisUan Religion.
IN the middle age of Western Christianity the peo.
pie were more religious than moral. Pletywaaotten
made a substitute or atonement for virtue. Belle!
in the supernatural and miraculous was universal;
skepticism and unbellef were almost unknown.
Men feared purgatory and hell, and made great
sacrifices to gain heaven by founding churches, con·
':ents, and char!tal:Jle Institutions. And yet there
was a frightful amount of lmmorallty among the
rulers and the people. In the E~st the church had
to contend with the vices of an arrete civilization and
a corrupt court. In Italy, France, and Spain the
old. Roman vices continued and were even lnvlgor
ated by the Infusion of fresh and barbaric blood,
The history of the Merovlnglan rulers. as we Jearn
from Bishop Gregory, of Tours, Is a tragedy of mnr·
der, adultery, and Incest, and ends In destructlon.Philip "''ha.ff, D.D. of the Union Theological Seminary,
New York city,
TIIE question of divorce Is one or such complex
practical bearing that a solution of It Is only pos_
slble by the most varied experience and not byniere
feeling, however highly pitched, or at the dictum of
a single general principle. Such experience, how.
ever, was not possible to Christ, not only because he
hlmselt was unmarried, but also because, on his
own showing, he was adverse to interfering with the
family concerns of others. To this may be added
that although In modern times and conditions adultery only might hav been a sufficient cause of cllvorce, yet, with the progress of clvlllzatlon, a multi_
tude of subtler dlstlnctlons hav been superadded,
which may render a beneficial continuation of conjugal life as Impossible as adultery.-Strauss' s Old
and New Faith.
THE principle which demands uncontrolled freedom of action In all that concerns only the agents
themselvs, requires that those who hav become
bound 'to one another, In things which concern no
third party, should be able to release one another
·from the engagement; and even without such voluntary release, there are, perhaps, no contracts or
·engagements, except those that relate to money, or
money's work, of which one can venture to say that
there ought to be no liberty whatever of retractation. Humboldt states It as his conviction that engagements, which Involve personal relations or ser·
vices, should never be legally binding beyond a
1lmlted auratlon of time; and tha\ the most lmpor.
tant of these engagements, marriage, having the
peculiarity that Its objects are frustrated unless-the
teellngs of both the parties are In harmony with It,
should require nothing more than the declared wlll
of either party to dissolve lt.-Mill's Liberty.
THE apostles held several opinions which we believe
to be erroneous, J:>ut only one which, as It related to
a matter of fact, we know to ha.v been erroneous.
They unanimously and unquestioningly believed
and taught that the end or the world was at hand
and would arrive In the lifetime of the then exist_
lng generation. On this point there appears to hav
been no hesitation In their lndlvldJ.al minds nor
any difference of opinion among them.- Greg's Creed
of Chris tendon•.
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THE DELUGE.
A Tntly Modem Scientijlco-Ecclesiast-ic Sermon.
BY THE REV. NEWTOWN SI!EBER.
My Dearly Beloved Brethren: After reading the

story of the deluge so naively told fn the prlmit!v
patois of the Israeli tic race, 1t Is Well to suspend
judgment for a time before you pass upon the
veracity or unveraclty, the cothparatlv Ignorance or
knowledge or the alleged author or authors of that
remarkable tale. I do, myself. Of course, my rea.
sons are much stronger than yours, Involving, as
they do, a certain social and ecclesiastical status, not
to speak ot a -ah-a Salary of $8,000 a year.
In the first place, I desire to warn you against the
-A:"\llpernicious teachings of Mr. Ingersoll and others of
+
that sort, who denounce the deluge-as an lmposs!.
bllity, and the historians of the tact as retailers or
premeditated Inexactitudes; because, you know, It
is bad form socially to subscribe to such doctrlns,
and Is also opposed to the traditions of that mag.
nlficent church of which I am a representatlv, and
you faithful adherents. Besides this, these notions
or Ideas, as It were, are but rehashes of Voltaire and
•.rom p.a!ne, and belong to a dogmatic age which has
little or nothing In common with the Illuminated
(E. M. 2SG.)
present or which we haY the honor to be part and
parcel. You all know I am a large part of this
present, and occupy a command lng• position therein,
®yv'itfJ. @l'f\.irty-~e:·$en ~ortrd.i~ of ~rominent J\mericd.rz
In the second place, do not assume a supercilious
i]'
attitude toward this beautiful allegory, and prowreetfJ.i nlZ"er~, d.n01. nu mcrou~ @l.ffu~trd.ti on~.
nounce it an absurdity. In all candor I admit that
such a judgment would to a great extent be natural,
and In a law court or a mathematical forum would
PAGE
be borne out by the testimony-but-ah-lt confilcts
PAGE
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The
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body our present cultus.
thought. By Susan H. ':Vixon,
- 89
The D. M. Bennett Memorial,
41
The New Civilization .. By Stephen
In the third place,let us appoc•oach this story pray.
I 'i
Inspiration. By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, 45
Pearl Andrews,
9' I .
ertully and In all sincerity. We realize, of course,
Materialism, alias Atheism. By the
The Moral Sphere of Liberalism. By
that no fiood could cover the world; that no vessel
Han. Elizur \Vright,
..
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so
SJ.muel P. Putnam,
9S
Liberalism: What to Do and How
constructed J:>y human hamls could contain a pair
Are We All Infants?
By George
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of every living species; that no rain-storm could
A Dream of Earth and Man. By
iY.!aytime in Midwinter. By A. C.
continue for more thun a week, and that no boat
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Swinburne (Selected),
Courtlandt Palmer,
eould land OB Ararat above the snow-line.
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Soul Hunger. B\· Elliott Preston,
An Encrlish General Election Fifty
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Shall we, therefore, say that the story Is a ·vain
Liberalism. B,· br. ] . L. York,
Ye:rs Ago. By Thomas l\Iead,
A
Difficulty
and
its
Remedy.
Dy
The Demands of Liberalism. By \V.
myth? No, my friends, for such an assertion
C. B. Reynolds,
S. Bush, Esq.,
would be heresy. On my part, It would deprive me
rBS4: Its Story in Ene;land. Dy
The New Apostolic Succession. By
of the position which I ornament, and on your part,
Charles Eradlau~;h,
•
T. :E. 'iV;l.kemap., l::5q. 1
73
would compel me to sever those charming relations
1vhlch hav so long and profitably held us together,
What, therefore, shall we say? What under the'
·Jlrcumstances can we say, except that the tale is·
~ne of those Oriental Images, figures or speech, or
!lowers of rhetoric Which In some quaint concrete'
NEW YORK:
rnrm convey a profound ethical thought?
U i , L i J U I C V AT THE TRUTH SEEKER
The deluge thus viewed Is no longer an absurdlt:>
but a solemn tact. It may inean, as you are pi easel
:;.) CLINTO=" PLACE.
to Interpret It, a big fiood, a little fiood, a spiritual
flood, or no flood at all. So the ark, viewed under
the light of highest science, may be a barn, a stable,.
a hotel, a ship, a schooner, or even a hole In the
ground. Noah thus Is resolved Into a man or wo.
man, a tribe, nation, or race, an Individuality or a,.
nonentity. Ararat Is metamorphosed and becomes
elastic. As you prefer, It IS here or there, some··
where or nowhere, a mountain or plain, hlll or
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
chasm, forest, marsh, or lake. And thus, my be-·
loved, the Interesting procession of animals resolves
Itself Into a dream without an object, and without a
PORTRAITS.
dreamer who dreams that dream.
And thus the old story Is transformed Into an ex •.
Lnther Oolby,
J E. Remsh;~rg,
G. H. Walser,
'l'homas Paine,
<tnlslt fabric of spiritual light and loveliness tor the
J. P. :Memlum,
Courtlandt Palmer,
John Peck,
R. G. Ingersoll,
edification of the race.
J. L. York,
Lucy Colman,
J. H. Burnham,
D. M. Bennett,
And this, my hearers, well Illustrates the reconcll-·
Chas. P. Somcrby,
John R. Kelso,
J. R. Monroe,
T. C. Leland,
lation between science and rellglon. It makes no
.K ~[. :\facdonald,
E!mina D. Slonker,
H. L. Green,
T. B. \Yakeman,
difference what discovery and research may bring
Juliet H. Severanca,
Amy Post,
Chas. B. Reynolds,
Elizur Wright,
forth-we are secure. If to-morrow a lost gospel or
Snsan H. 1\Tixon,
Helen H. Gardner,
Chas. \Vatts,
James Parton,
''book of the Old Testament were unearthed from
Wm. IJenton.
Un ttie Krekel,
W. S. Bell,
Parker Pillsbury,
t.he dust and debris of centuries, It would arre~t us
}.frs. H. S. Lake.
Horace Seaver,
S. P. Putnam,
S. P Andrews,
not. Sixteen delug~s would be the same as one; a
W. F. Jamieson,
ruyal fieet o! arks, stemming a thousand years of
rain and storm, landing on the highest peak of the
A
-For 25 cents I wlll Himalayas, and carrying a million stock-yards and
t't n ~, send one dozen elegantly written plain white cards; gilt edges, 30 menageries In \heir capacious hulls, would be af ac·
By R. B. Westbrook, D. D., LL.B.,
cents; one dozen different styles of card-s, 35 cents. ceptable as the small·slzed afralr we hav discussed
Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What? Send postage stamps or postal note. Do not send this morning.
coin. Address
I feel happy at having made clear what has so long
About all that can be said for the existence
ba1lled our finest Intellects. It Is true that I do no&
of God and the future life of man, is here
understand my own explanation myself; but this 111
pungently presented, with an incidental disa paltry trifle you Will overlook In the beauty and
cussion of many collateral questions, from a
grandeur of my conception. I tear that my toes
rationalistic standpoint.
.
will, In their malignity, endeavor to make this
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1. 00.
statement
a basis for new charges and complaints
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
against me In my heroic work; butlt they can make
SS Clinton Place. New York.
Station "D" New York city.
lt9
any more out of it than I hav done, I shall be under
obligations to them that words can never express.THE
JV. E. S. F. in Puck.
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l!E UNIVERSE, UN IVERS A'L HI ST0Ry John Swinton's Paper,

quit too much association; let him go home much
and stabllsh himself In those courses he approves
The unremitting retention of simple and high sen:
tlments In obscure duties Is hardening the character
WITH SOME
to that temper which wlll work with honor, It need
be, In tno tumult or on the scaffold, Whatever out· CRITICISMS OF ..UNIVERSOLOGY
rages hav happened to men may befall a man again
By SAl'YUJEL P. PUTNAM.
and very easy In a republic, If there appear any
signs of a decay of rellglon. Course slander, fire, Price 20
For sale at this office
tar-and-feathers, and the gibbet, the youth may
freely bring home to his mind and with what sweetness of temper he can and Inquire how fast he can
A Collection of Passages
fix his sense of duty, braving such penalties, when
-ever It may please the next newspaper and a suL
Illustrating the
ficlent number of his neighbors to pronounce his
'Opinions lncendlary.-Enoerson. Father Taylor,. the Purity and Morality of The Bible.
Methodist preacher to seaman, became acquainted Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents.
·with Emerson and was so Impressed by his Christian
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
'character as to say that, If he were understood to be
.going to hell, the tide of emigration would set strongly
In that direction,- Oliver Johnson.
·

Its Scientific Solution,
cents.

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY

PHOTOGRAPHS

HE who throws dirt must expect that dirt wlll be
thrown back at him; and when It comes to mudthrowing, the blackguard has, as It Is right that he
should hav, the best of lt,-Patlison'• Milton.
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PLAIN, PRACTIO.JL, GENUIN, STRONG,
AND FREE.
A WEEiCLY PAPER OF AMERICA.N IDEAS,,!lt0U'

By Prof. H. M. Co1tinger, A.:NI,
Freethinkers will find this, for an outline,
history the best for their use, as Professor
Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
truthful freedom not found in ordinary his.
tories. He dates his work from the beginning
of historical certainty and not from the mythical Ed·en, as do most "universal" historians,
and brings it down to 1833, with a.b:rief mention of subsequent important inventions and
discoveries.
Price, Cloth, $1.1>0.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

RESS, AND RIGHTS.
$1 PER YER (post paltl). 9 CENTS A atlRY.
St>ecimenl!i Free. -

1-Boldly upholding the· Rights ot Man In the
American way,
2-B~tttllng agahtst the Accumulated wrongs of So·
clety and Industry.
3-Strlvlng for the OrganiZation and· Interests of
Workingmen, and giving the ue,ws·of the tt•ades
and the unions·,
4 -t1nltlng the New Folltlcal Forces.; searching tor
a common platform, and glvlng·tlle·news of alJ
the young bodies In the field.
5-Warning the American people against the treao!l<
able and crushing schemes of, mllllonalres,
monopolists, and plutocrats, and against the
coming billionaires whose shadow Is now loom·
lng up.
BY RICHARD B, WESTBRGO:K, D. D., LL.B,
toward better times ot· fair·· play and
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concern- G-Looklng
public welfare.
ing the literature contained in the Old and
7 -Ll vlng views of public questlons-a.nd, social top•
New Testament6. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
lcs.
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IJofts and Q!lippings.
A TEMPERANCE lecturer in Michigan recently
assured his audience that eight out of every
ten cler~ymen in the state regularly drank
whisky or brandy before going into the pulpit.
A sociETY has quite recently been organized
in Paris for the purpose of obliterating the
word "God" from all the languages of the
world. The word. may as well go, since no
two persons agree as to what it means.
PROFESSOR SwiNG declared, in a recent ser·
mon, that Chicago is "a religious city, containing a breadth and sweetness of the Christian
faith not common upon earth." Swing low,
sweet chariot, and let the Chicago dynamiters
get aboard.
JOSEPH CooK says_ that a "preacher standing
with a cigar in one hand and the Word in the
other," is a spectacle which arouses attention.
Another clergyman suggests th<J.t a flapjack
substituted for either the Bible or the cigar
would enhance the interest.
THE Chicago Herald says that a clergyman
himself to Jay Gould the other day,
and was promptly admitted. When he had
seated himself he took out $2,000 in currency
and asked that it be invested along with Gould's
money in his next "whirl " in Wall street, and
that the speculator keep it until it had
amounted to $20,000. The proposition was refused, and the preacher withdrew in disgust.
pre~ented

THE minister had been invited to dinner.
While grace was being said, Tommy eyed the
unwonted good things spread before him with
pleasurable anticipation.
"Ma," he said,
when the minister had concluded, "do you
know why pa doesn't giv thanks every day at
the table?" His mother shot a warning glance
at him. " 'Cause it's only when the minister's
here that we hav anythin' worth giyin' thanks
for."
THE Rev. Father Lonergan, a Montreal
priest, has denounced tobogganing from his
pulpit. Speaking from personal knowledgel
he said that the tempta~ion young men and
women were exposed to on the tobogp.nning
hills at night was nothing less than moral
ruin. In view of the exhibit in our "Theological Department," it would be proper to admonish Father Lonergan that priests might do
much good by letting other people's morals
alone and attending to their own with greater
assiduity.
Two Chicago young men were out in a boat.
A storm came up. Death seemed certain.
"Tom," said one, "if we·ever get out of this
I shall never utter another oath so long as I
liv. Do you know any prayers, Tom ?'' Tom
knew one and they prayed. They reached.
shore in safety, and tht>n they hugged each
other and danced with joy. After they had
quieted down a little, "Tom," said the .one
who had resolvell to be good, looking very
thoughtful, ''it was a damn narrow escape,
wasn't it?"
THE Rev. Dr. Samuel H. Gridley is preaching a sort of crusade against moustaches on
clergymen's faces, and he argues that to giv
potency to the voice of the pulpit, the lips
should be uncovered, claiming that if the ox
that treadeth out the corn should not be muzzled, the mouth should enjoy equal freedom
in the preacher. While we agree that the ox
Should not be muzzled while at labor, we submit to the reverend gentleman whether it would
not be advisable for the ass to be at times.Religious Paper.
VrcTORIEN S.umou, the French playwright,
:is a firm believer in Spiritualism, and declares
that he is often under supernatural guidance.
He shows a plate of copper on which is en. graved with minute exactness and marvelous
skill a picture of Moliere's house. "Seated
·one day at my table," he says, "I fell into a
reverie. Unconsciously I took up the graver,
·and, impelled by secret influence, let my hand
follow its own direction over that plate. The
·engraving you see is the result of several
·hours' pure mechanical toil. I could not of
·my own will make such a picture to save my
'life,"

New York, Saturday, March 'I .1885.

{ 33 CLINTON PLACE. }$8.00 per year.

ALTHOUGH Mr. Butler is not much heard
from since the election, his four propositions
are being industriously circulated.
They
read: 1. Hostility to all .monopolies in comINAUGURATION of President Cleveland on
merce, industries, and land. 2. The preservation of the national legal-tender currency of Wednesday, the 4th.
THE Fenians talk of setting out for Egypt to
the people, constitutionally issued by Congress.
3. The needs of all men and women who labor help the False Prophet fight England.
in the production of wealth, to be protected
A SIX-DAYS' race on roller skates is in progagainst the encroachments of those who absorb ress at the Madison Square Garden, this city.
and consume without producing. 2. The neA LARGE number of working-women met in
cessity for reform and correction of abuses in a hall in this city last Sunday and organized
government, so that its pressure on the people themselvs into the "Workingmen'lil Protectiv
would be made as light as possible, its admin- Union."
istration effectiv, to guard the rights of AmeriTHOMAS J. NEVIN, the mayor of Adrian, Mich.,
can citizens at home and abroad; to make
public servants, individual or incorporate, sub- who absconded in 1882, leaving evidences of
servient to the use and will of the people only, numerous forgeries, was captured at New Orso as to restore the prosperity of the country, leans,.La., on the 1st.
A CATHOLIC missionary organ says that sevwith equal rights, equal burdflns, equal powers,
and equal privileges of "all people.
eral hundred Catholics, resident in Yunnan,
I
THE fanciful titles of some books of the China, hav been massacred in obedience to
present day may well excite astonishment; but secret orders from the Chinese viceroy.
they are as nothing to those adopted by religTHE Presbytery has ordered the Rev. Charles
ions writeri! of Cromwellian times, quoted in a B. Smyth, of the United Presbyterian Church
recent history of that era. Try to imagin the of Harlem, N. Y., to vacate the pulpit. The
literature prefaced by such title-pages as these: Rev. Mr. Smith writes back to the Presbytery
"A Most Delectable Sweet-perfumed Nosegay, that he won't go.
for God's Saints to Smell 1\t;" "A Pair of BelSo far as anybody knows, the cabinet of the
lows to Blow Off th~ Dust Cast upon John
new president will be as follows: state, BayFry;" "The Snuffers of Divine Love;" "Highard; treasury, Manning; interior, Lamar; jusheeled Shoes for Dwarfs in Holiness;" "A Shot
tice, Garland; navy, Whitney; war, Endicott;
Aimed at the Devil's Headquarters, through
post-office, Vilas.
the Tube of the Canon of the Covenant;" "A
MRs. Fox, of Williamsburg, L. I., was a
Reaping-hook Well Tempered for the Stubborn Ear of the Coming Crop; or, Biscuits painstaking, industrious, and long-suffering
Baked in the Oven of Charity, Carefully CQn- woman. Her husband came home drunk, and
served for the Chickens of the Church, Spar- tried to choke her. She picked up an ax and
rows of the Spirit, and the Sweet Swallows of crashed his skall. He will probably die.
A GREAl' crowd, numbering six thousand
Salvation;" "Seven Sobs of a Sorrowful Soul
for Sin; or, Seven Penitential Psalms of the persons, gathered around tho residence of Victor Hugo in Paris on the 26th ult., it being the
Princely Prophet David."-Sheltering Arms.
THERE is a chance for superstitious people occasion of the great author's 83d birthday.
to believe that the assassin Guitean was more He appeared at the window, and was lustily
or less a prophet. Not long before his execu- cheered.
tion he held his Bible high in air, and, with
THE death of Gen. U. S. Grant is said by his
his eyes rolling and teeth gnashing, said that physicians to be likely to occur at any time.
the Republican patty was doomed, and that its He has cancer upon the tongue. The ·most
last president was serving. At the same time hopeful outlook givs him no more than six
he pronounced. some rambling maledictions months of life. The general is now about 63
against President Arthur, in which he asserted years of age.
that his party would repudiate him and nomiJuDGE BARTLETT, of the Supreme Court, has
nate Blaine, and then be swept out of ex- granted a divorce to the Rev. Mr. Downs, of
istence. The list of fatalities to those who Northville, from his wife, Carrie Downs, who
were associated with the prosecution is striksome time ago eloped with .Deacon Michael
inglr large. The district attorney has been Terry, but returned after making a short trip
grievously afflicted. The death of his wife
and the loss of the office are the chief misfort- with the deacon.
DYNAMITER DICK SHORT, who stabbed Phelan j
unes, though by no means the only ones, that
hav befallen him since the trial. Two of the Lucille Ysenlt Dudley, who shot Rossa, and
Justus Schwab, who is said to hav provoked a
officers who had Guiteau in charge hav died,
riot, were arraigned before Recorder Smyth,
one having been murdered. Of the jury that
last Saturday, to plead to the the various inconvicted him one has died, one has been
dictments against them.
in an insane asylum, two hav failed in busiTHE Re7. Mr. Dickinson, of Norwich, Conn.,
ness, and some of the rest hav seen nothing
but trouble since the verdict was rendered. announced on Sunday, the 22d ult., that while
The judge who sentenced Guiteau was the praying in the church in the presence of his
congregation he distinctly saw the ghost of a
owner of a hotel building that, without warning, collapsed one night last summer, killing departed brother. The Spiritualis~s claim that
should be read. We will omit it, and the choir several people and causing a heavy pecun.iary he is a finely developed seeing medium.
will please sing the grand old lines beginning, loss. One of the physicians who testified that
CLEVELAND has written a letter to Congress
'Just as I am, without one flea.'"
Guiteau was sane was afterward murderously in which he expresses the opinion that it is
A GENTLEMAN in the country, who had just attacked by an insane patient; another had " most desirable at the present juncture to
buried a rich relation (who was a lawyer), com- serious legal trouble; while the noted alienist maintain and continue in use the mass of our
plained to Foote, the dramatist, of the ex- who insisted that Guiteau was not responsible gold coin as well as the silver already coined
penses attending a country funeral-in oar- for his act died suddenly in the primfl of life, by a present suspension of the purchase and
riages, hat-bands, scarfs, etc. Foote very and with an enviable and increasing reputa- coinage of silver."
gravely asked him whether they were at any tion as a specialist. The domestic troubles of
A CLERGYMAN took part in a Socialistic deexpense to bury lawyers. "Yes, to be sure Mr. Scoville, the brother-in-law who defended
we are," replies the gentleman. "Oh," s~ys Guiteau, developed at last into a public soan- .bate at Paterson, N. J., last Sunday. He orFoote, "we never do this in London." "How dal, followed by a divorce. Dr. Woodward's posed Socialism. He thought it would be
then," says the other, "do you manage with death was hastened by the nervous strain rough on tramps if everyone had to earn his
living. "And on the dominies," said a voice.
your lawyers?" "Why," says Foote," when caused by his attendance on the dying presia lawyer dies, we lay him out in an upper dent, while Dr. Bliss suffered very greatly Alexander Jonas replied to the clergyman and
chamber over-night by himself, lock the doors, in health by reason of his sleepless care defended Socialism.
throw open the windows, and in the morning of Garfield, found after the president's death
AMoNG the ministers last Sunday, Beecher
he is entirely off, and cannot be found by his that his practice was scattered, and had to prayed for Grant and Clevel11nd; Newton arnearest relations, even if they were disposed meet other embarrassments. Marshall Henry, gued that the heavens declare the glory of God;
to bury him." "Indeed," says the gentleman, who had Gnitean in charge, was removed from Talmage added 139 subjects for the fool-killer
in amazement, "wW.t becomes of him?" office, not long after, in some disgrace; while to the membe;ship of his flock; and the Rev.
"Why," says Foote, "we cannot tell, not Garfield's steward, Crump, laid the fonnda- James S. Chadwick (Methodist) dwelt upon
being acquainted with supernatural causes. All tion for organic disease by his faithful nurs- the comforting assurance that "the wicked
we know of the matter is that there is a strong 1ing of the president, and other misfortunes shall go away into everlasting punishment."
smell of brimstone in the chamber the next I were entailed so that he had at last to eke I The day was rainy, and most of the churches
morning-and the lawyer is gone. "-From an 1out a living b; keeping a cheap restaurant in a found it rather hard sledding to get together a
1
.Almanac of 1807.
' basement.
congregation worth praying for,

THE driveling idiot of the Binghamton Republican opens his mouth to stammer thus:
"Ingersoll lectures for money. The apostles
of the church and the founders of Christian
civilization and liberty did not. There are as
able men as Ingersoll in the pulpit to-day, but
they do not make as much money by preach:
ing light as he does by preaching darkness.
He has a monopoly and they hav not. The
gospel has become universal and cheap; Infidelity, in enlightened communities, is scarce
and expensiv. Ingersoll drives his brain to
the expensiv market, and the seekers after
relics of the dark ages buy it." A good many
asses hav brayed at the colonel, but none with
longer ears than this fellow.
TALMAGE opened his rather extensiv mouth
and howled against Ingersoll a few Sundays
since. Mr. Talmage thought that the eloquent
disbeliever should be punished under the law
against blasphemy. The reverend gentleman
had better learn now, if he has heretofore
failed to get it through his head, that the
American people believe in freedom of speech,
freedom of the press, and,· above all things,
freedom of tho,nght. Ingersoll thinks one way,
Talmage another. They both declaim their
beliefs to large audiences which are in sympa·
thy with them. Ingersoll makes the most
money at it. That is all the difference between
them, and each has a right to his opinion under
the regis of the American eagle's wings.-San
Francisco Post.
THE Rev. Dwight Moody, while in Texas,
visited a Sunday-school at Fort Worth. Being
anxious to discover·how much the children
knew, he asked a girl of about fifteen: "What
is req uisit in order that you can obtain remission of sins?" "I must first of all commit sin,"
was the reply. Mr. Moody was satisfied, and
did not question the girls any more. He, however, tackled the boy's class. He asked.Tommy
Dexter, a son of Judge Dexter: "Why did
God create Eve?" Tommy hesitated. ''Why
did God giv your father a wife ?" " To sew
on buttons," was the prompt reply. "What !
How!" "All I know is that when pa puts on
a clean shirt, and there is a button gone, he
says: 'What the devil hav I got a wife for, if
she doiL't sew buttons on my shirt?' "-Texas
Siftings.
THE Rev. Mr. Swipes was one of the most
bashful men in the profession, and was constantly getting into scrapes through his nervous
mistakes. At one time he rose in his pulpit
to giv out the hymn, " This world. is all a
fleeting show," and after clearing he struck a
high pitch of voice and bl)gan solemnly: "This
world is all a fleeting shoe." Everybody smiled
except.the deacons, and the minister was covered with confusion as he began again: "This
world is all a shouting flow." This only made
matters worse, and the unhappy man cleared
his throat with tremendous force and began
once again: " This world is all a floating she."
Then he slammed the hymn-book down, and
wiping his clammy brow, said, "Brethren, for
some reason I cannot read that hymn as it
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it blasphemous to describe this God as malicious? total depravity of man; and this leads us to consider
You know that laughter is a good index of the chRr- how he came that way. Can any person read the
actor of a man; You like and rejoice with the man first chapters of Genesis and believe them, unless his
whose laugh is free and joyous, and full of good will. logic was assassinated in the c;adle ? We read that
Blasphemy.
You fear and dislike him of the sneering laugh. How our first parents were placed m a pleasant garden;
To an audience which was only limited by the size does God laugh? He says, "I will laugh at their that they were given the ful~ run of the place,
of the Brooklyn Theater, Col. Robert G. Ingersoll calamity, and mock when their fear cometh;" speak- and only forbidden to meddle With the orchard; that
lectured Sunday evening, February 22d, on "Bias- ing of some who hav sinned. Think of the malice they were tempted as God knew they were to be
phemy." The following are a few of his points:
and malignity of that in an infinit God when speak- tempted; that they fell as God knew they would fall;
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: There is an old story of a ing of the sufferings he is going to impose upon his and that for this fall, whic? he knew would h~ppen
missionary trying to convert an Indian. The ;I:ndian children. You know that it is said of a Roman em- before he made them, he ?xed the curse _of 0 ~1gmal
made a little circle in the sand and said, "That is peror that he wrote laws very finely, and posted them sin upon them, to be contmued to all th~1r ~hlldre.n.
what the Indian knows." Then he made another so high on the walls that no one could read them, and ·Why didn't he stop right there? Why ~1dn t h~ k1~l
circle a little larger and said, ''That is what mission- then he punished the people who disobe;red the l~ws. ~dam and Eve, and make another pa1; who d1dn t
ary knows, but outside there the Indian knows just That is the acme of tyranny; to provide a pumsh- hke apples? T.hen; when h:e bro~ght h1s flood, wh.y
as much as missionary." I am going to talk mostly mont for breach of laws the existence of which was did he rescue eight people If th~Ir descendants ;rer,e
outside that circle to-night.
unknown. Now we all know that there is a sin to be so totally depraved and Wicked? ~hy d1dn t
First-what is the origin of the crime known as against the Holy Ghost which will not be forgiven in he hav his flood first and drown the devil? That
blasphemy? It is the belief in a God who is cruel, this world nor in the world to come. Hundreds of would . hav solved the problem, and he could then
revengeful, quick-tempered, and capricious; a God thousands of people hav been driven to the lunatic hav tried experiments unmolested.
who punishes the innocent for the guilty; a God who asylum by the thought that they had c?~mitted this
The Presbyterian Confession s~ys this co~rup.tion
listens with delight to the shrieks of the tortured and unpardonable sin. :Elvery educated mrmstel' knows was in all men. It was born With them, 1t hved
gazes enraptured on their spurting blood. You must that that part of the Bible is an interpolation, but through their life, and after death survived in the
hold this belief before you can believe in the doctrin thf'y all preach it. What that sin against the Holy children. Well, can't m~n hel~ himself?. No. I'll
of blasphemy. You must believe that this God loves Ghost is is not specified. I say, "Oh, but, my good show you. God's got h1m. Listen to this: [Rea?s
ceremonies; that this God knows certain men to God, tell me what this sin is." And he answers: extracts.] So that a natural man is not only d~ad m
whom he has told all his will. It then follows that, if "Maybe now asking is the crime. Keep quiet." So sin and unable to accom~lish salvation, but he Is also
this God loves ceremonies and has certain men to I keep quiet and go about tortured with the fear that incapable of preparing himself therefor. Absolutely
teach his will and perform these ceremonies, these I hav committed that sin. Is it blasphemy to de- incapable of taking a trick. He is saved, if at
men must hav a place to liv in. This place was called scribe God as needing assistance from the legislature all, completely by the mercy of God. If that's the
a temple, and it was sacred. And the pots and pans -calling for the aid of a mob to enforce his will here? case, then why doesn't he convert us all? Oh,
and kettles, and all in it, were sacred too. No one Compare that God with a man, even with Henry he doesn't. He wishes to send the most of us to hell
but the priests must touch them. Then the God Bergh. See what Mr. Eergh has done to awaken -to show his justice t
wrote a book in which he told· his covenants to men pity in our people, and call sympathy to the rescue
Elect infants dying in infancy are re?'enerate. ~o
and gave this book to priests to interpret. While it of suffering animals. And yet our God was a tor~ also are all persons incapa~l~ of unbehef. T?a.t
was sacrilege to touch with the hands the pots and turer of dumb brutes. Is it blasphemy to say that our eludes insane persons and IdiOts, because an IdiOt IS
pans of the temple, it was blasphemy to doubt or God sent the famin and dried the mother's breast incapable of unbelief. Idiots are the only fell~ws
question anything in the book. And then the right from her infant's withered lips? Is it blasphemy to say that've got the deadwood on God. Then, accordmg
to think was gGme,.and the right to use the brain that that he is author of the pestilence; that he ordered to this, the man who has lived according to the lig~t
God had given was taken away, and religion was some of his children to. consume others with fire and of nature, doing the best be knew how to make this
intrenched behind that citadel called blasphemy. sword? Is it blasphemy to believe what we read in earth happy, will be damned by G?d. because .he
God was a kind of juggler. He did not wish man to the 109th Psalm? If these things are not blasphemy, never heard of his son. Whose fault IS It that an Illbe impudent or curious about how he did things. then there is no blasphemy. If there be a God I de- :finit God does not advertise? Something wrong
You must sit in audience and watch the tricks and sire him to write in the book of judgment opposit my about that. I am inclined to think that the Presask no questions. In front of every fact he has hunO" name that I denied these lies for him.
betyrian church is wrong.
. .
the impenetrable curtain of blasphemy. Now, the;,
Let us take another step; let us examin the PresI find here how utte~ly.unpar~onable.smis. There
all the little reason that poor man had is useless. To byterian Confession of Faith. If it be possible to is no sin so smal~ but It IS pumshed wrth: hell.; and
say anything against the priests was blasphemy, and commit blasphemy, then I contend that the Prasby- away you go straight to the ~eepest bur.nmg p1t, ~n
to say anything against God was blasphemy-to ask terian creed is most blasphemous, for according to less y~mr heart has. been punfied by th1~ ConfessiOn
a question was blasphemy. Finally we sank to the that God is a cruel, unrelenting, revengeful, malig- of Faith-unless thiS snake has crawled m there and
level of fetichism. We began to worship inanimate nant, and utterly unreasonable tyrant. I propJse made itself a nest.
. .
.
Why should we help rehgwn:? I wou.ld h~e peathings. If you will read your Bible you will find that now to pay a little attention to that creed. First, it
the Jews had a sacred box. In it were the rod of confesses that there is such a thing as a light of nat- ple to ask themselvs that questwn. An mfimt God,
Aaron and a piece of manna and the tables of stone. ure. It is sufficient to make man inexcusable, but by practicing a reasonable econo~y, can g~t along
To touch this box was a crime. You remember that not sufficient for salvation· just liD"ht enouah to lead without our assistance. Loudly th1s confessiOn proone time when a careless Jew thought the box was man to hell. Now imagin' a man ~ho will put a false claims that salvation comes from Christ alo;ne. What
going to tip he held it. God killed him. What a light on a hill-top to lure a ship to destruction. What then becomes of the .. savage,. who, hav1;ng never
warning to baggage-smashers of the present day! would we say of that man? What can we say of a known the name of ~hnst, has ltve.l accordmg to the
We find also that God concocted a hair oil and threat- God who givs this false light of nature which, if its light of nature, kmd a~d .heroic and generut;ts,
ened death to anyone who imitated it. And we see lessons are followed, results in hell? That is the and possessed of, and cuHivahng, all the natural vlrtha't he also made a certain perfume, and it was death Presbyterian God. I don't like him. Now it oc- tues? He goes to hell. God, you see, loves us. If
to make anything that smelt like it. It seems to me curred to God that the light of nature was some- ~e had not loved us, what would he hav. done? The
that is carrying protection too far.
what weak and he thought he'd like another burner. hght of nature then shows that God ~s good, and
It always has been blasphemy to say, "I do not Therefore he made his book and gave it to his ser- therefore to be feared, on a.ccount of ?Is goodness;
know whether God exists or not." In all Catholic vants, the priests, that they might giv it to men. It to be served and honored without ceasmg. _And yet
countries it is blasphemy to doubt the Bible, to doubt was to be accepted, not on the authority of Moses, or this creed says that on the las~ day G~d ~Ill dam~
the sacredness of the relics. It always has been bias- any other writer, but because it was the word of God. anyone who has walked acc_ordmg to th1s hght. Its
phemy to laugh at a priest, to ask questions, to inves- How do you know it's the word of God? You're not blasphemy to walk by the hght of nature t
tigate the trinity. In a world of superstition reason to take the word of Moses, or David, or Jeremiah, or
The next great doctrin is on the perseverance
is blasphemy. In a world of ignorance facts are bias- Isaiah, or any other man, because the authenticity of of the saints. Now there are peculiarities about the
phemy. In a world of cruelty sympathy is a crime, their work has nothing to do with the matter; this saints. They are saints without their own knowland in a world of lies truth is blasphemy.
creed expressly lets them out. How are you to know edge or free will; they may even be down on saints,
Who are the real blasphemers? Webster offers that it is God's word? Because it is God's word. but it's no good. God has got a rolling hitch
the definition, blasphemy is an insult offered to .God Why is it God's word? What proof hav we that it on them, and they hav to come into the kingdom
by attrl.buting to him a nature and qualities differing is God's word? Because it is God's word.
sooner or later. It all depends on whether tliley hav
from his real nature and qualities, and dishonoring
Now, then, I find the next thing in this w:mderful been elected or not. God could hav made me
him. A vtry good definition, if you only know what Confession of Faith of the Presbyterians is the decree a saint just as easy as not, but he passed me by.
bis nature and qualities are. But that is not re- of predestination. [Reads the decree.] I am pleased
Now you know the Presbyterians say I trample on
veuled; for, studying him through the medium of the to assure you that it is not necessary to understand holy things. They believe in hell, and I come and
Bible, we find him illimitably contradictory. He this. You hav only to believe it. You see that by say there is no hell. I hurt their hearts, they say,
commands us not to work on the Sabbath day, be- the decree of God some men and angels are predes- and they add that I am going to hell myself. I thank
cause it is holy. Yet God works himself on the Sab- tinated to heaven and others to eternal hell, and you them for that, but now let's see what these tender
bath day. The sun, moon, and stars swing round in observe that their number is so certain and definit Presbyterians say of other churches. Here it i~.
their orbits, and all the creation attributed to this that it can neither be changed nor altered. You are This Confession of Faith calls the pope of R0me antiGod goes on as on other days. He says, "Honor asked to believe that billions of years ago this God christ, and a son of perdition. Now there are forty
thy father and mother," and yet this God, in the per- knew the names of all the men and women whom he Roman Catholics to one Presbyterian on this earth.
son of Christ, offered honors, and glory, and happi- was going to save. Had 'em in his book-that being Do not the Presbyterians rather trample on the things,
ness a hundred fold to any who would desert their the only thing except himself that then existed. He that are holy to the Roman Catholics, and do they refather and mother for him. "Thou shalt not kill;" yet had chosen the names by the aid of the secret conn- spect their feelings? But the Presbyterians hav a
God killed the first-born of Egypt, and he com- cil. The reason they called it secret was because pope themselvs, composed of the presbyters and
manded Joshua to kill all his enemies,.not sparing old they knew all about i-t. In making his choice God preachers. This confession attributes to them the
or young, man, woman, or child, even an unborn was not at all bigoted. He did not choose John keys of heave11 and hell, and the power to forgiv sins.
child. " ~hou shalt not commit adultery," he says, Smith because he foresaw that Smith was to be a Pres- 'rherefore these men must be infallible, for God
and yet this God gave the wives of defeated enemies byterian and was to possess a loving nature, was to would never be so foolish as to intrust fallible men
to his soldiers of Joshua's army. Then again he be honest and true and noble in all his ways, doing with the keys of heaven and hell. I care nothing for
says, " T~ou sh~ll n?t steal." By this command he good himself and encouraging others in the same. their keys nor for any world those keys would open
protected th~ mammate property and the cattle of Oh, no; he was quite as likely to pick Brown in or lock. I prefer the country.
We are told by this Faith that at the last day all the
one man agamst the hand of another, and yet this spite of the fact that he knew long before that Brown
God who said, "Thou shalt not s~e~l," established would be a wicked wretch. You see he was just as men, and women, and children who hav ever lived on
human.slavery. T~e products of mctustry were not apt to send Smith to the devil and take Brown to the earth will appear in the self-same bodies they hav
to be mtertered With, ~ut the producer might be heaven-and all for "his glory.'' This Gi5d also had when on earth. Everyone who knows anything
stolen a~ often as. possible. ."Thou shalt not bear blinds and hardens-ah, he's a peculiar God! If sin- knows the constant exchange which is going on bef~lse Wltnes.s ag~mst. thy n~~ghbor." An.d yet. t?e ners persevere he will blind and harden and giv tween the vegetable and animal kingdom. T~e millGod who said this, Bald also, I hav sent lymg spmts them over at last to their own wickedness instead of ions of atoms which compose one of our bodies hav
unto Abab." The only commandment he really kept trying to reclaim and save them.
all come from animals and vegetables, and they in
was, "Thou shalt hav none other gods but me." Is
Now we come to the comforting doctrin of the their turn draw them from animals and vegetables
!If!
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which preceded them. The same atoms which are
now in our bodies hav previously been in the bodies
of our ancestors. The negro from pentral Africa has
many times been mahogany, and the mahogany has
many times been negro. .A. missionary goes to the
cannibal islands, and a canibal eats him and dies.
The atoms which composed the missionary's body
now compose in great part the cannibal's body. To
whom will those atoms belong on the morning of the
resurrection?
How did the devil, who had always lived in heaven
among the best society, ever happen to become bad?
If a man surrounded by angels could become bad,
why cannot a man surrounded by devils become
good?
Here is the last Presbyterian joy. .A.t the day of
judgment the righteous shall be caught up to heaven
and shall stand at the right hand of Christ and share
"With him in judging the wicked. Then the Presbyterian husband may hav the ineffable pleasure of
judging his wife and condemning her to eternal hell,
and the boy will say to his mother, echoing the command of God, "Depart, thou accursed, into everlasting torment!" Here will come a man who has not
believed in God. He was a soldier who took up
arms to free the slaves and who rotted to death in
.A.ndersonville prison rather than accept the offer of
his captors to fight against freedom. He loved his
wife, and his children, and his home, and his nativ
country, and all mankind, and did all the good he
knew. God will say to the Presbyterians, "What
shall we do with this man ?" And they will answer,
"Throw him into hell." Last night there was a fire
in Philadelphia, and at a window fifty feet above the
ground Mr. King stood amid flame and smoke and
pressed his children to his breast one after the other,
kissed them, and threw them to the rescuers with a
prayer. That was man. .A.t the last day God takes
his children with a curse and hurls them into eternal
fire. That's your God as the Presbyterians describe
him. Do you believe that God-if there is one-will
ever damn me for thinking him better than he is?
If this creed be true, God is the insane keeper of a
madhouse.

blasphemy to liv on the fruits of other men's labor, to
prevent the growth of the human mind, to persecute
for opinion's sake, to abuse your wife and children,
to increase in any manner the sum of human misery.
I'll tell you what is sacred. Our bodies are sacred,
our rights are sacred, justice and liberty are sacred.
I'll tell you what is the true Bible. It is the sum of
all the actual knowledge of man, and every man who
discovers a new fact adds a new verse to this Bible.
It is different from the other Bible because that is
the 'sum of all that its writers and readers do not
know.

The National Liberal League.

pressiv of the real relations we now sustain to our
Canadian brethren in this great struggle for the free~
dom of the human intellect and conscience, it is desirable that our name should be," The American Secular Union." .A.t least this is the deferential opinion of
Enon Valley, Pa., Feb. 18, 1885.
.A.. B. B.

A Few Hints for Comstoc}L
From th• Hour.

The a"ttention of the public is frequently attracted .
to legal proceedings in which Mr. Anthony Comstock,
in behalf of the Society for the Suppression of Vice,
is engaged in prosecuting some individual accused
of encouraging vice. Mr. Comstock's society works
vigilantly to exterminate all vicious things, but the
trouble is that most of the evils which this organization was formed to correct were practically corrected
long ago. Its "reason for being" still exists, of
course, in ·the necessity of preventing certain kinds
of wickedness from ever sticking up their heads
again, but that does not satisfy Mr. Comstock. He
wants more publicity, and his efforts are, therefore,
directed toward cheap literature and pictures which,
in his opinion, and generally in his opinion only, are
indecent. He is continually getting into quarrels
with street vendors who sell photographs of footlight
celebrities, or cheap photographic reproductions of
some standard work of art in the Paris Salon or elsewhere. Minor dealers, who are not as influential as
the greater ones in the stores, generally get the benefit of Mr. Comstock's wrath, and are brought irito a
great deal of trouble. The suppressor's latest exploit
was with a man who had set up his picture-stand on
Broadway, the agent observing him negotiating for
the purchase of a photograph of a certaiJ?- actress in
tights. When the vendor refused to sell It, Mr. Comstock threw some money on the sidewalk, took up
the picture and walked off with it!
Some time ago, when "Sarah Barnum" appeared,
Mr. Comstock took upon himself to prohibit its further publication. The book was by no means an immoral one-that is, the American version was notand, as a local paper wittily observed at the time,
Comstock was the only man that had been heard of
who took interest enough in the volume to read it
through. Thus the society's agent does no good, but
causes a great deal of unnecessary annoyance to publishers and all concerned.
Do the operations of this society benefit the public
now? Not so much as they should. Hav any complaints of late been made by our citizens concerning
the sale of immoral prints? Not that we hav heard
of. The modesty of no one is shocked at witnessing
any of the spectacular ballets that hav been produced
for years here; they are, on the contrary, admired
from an artistic point of view, and receive the patronage of our best people. Should, then, a picture of
one of the performers in costume draw forth any
censure? It certainly should not. Why, then,
should the society's agent busy himself in atten~ing
to affairs that concern nobody? There are certainly
a number of other things that might profitably require his especial attention. New York is full of
gambling dens and opium.joints; the streets are overrun with men and women who ensnare the unwary.
They ·do not perform their work with care. and secrecy, but openly. Is not this a. wide field for
attack?
·Mr. Comstock, no doubt, works hard. He seems
to think that he is going about his business in the
right way; but he is not. Let him commence ~he
new ye11r by turning his attention to affairs _whwh
really need attention. Let him devote more t1me to
the real vices, and for a period giv the poor picturesellers a rest.

MAKE IT " THE AMERICAN SECULAR UNION ?"
The months are rolling around so fast that it will
be soon time to issue a call for the next meeting of
the congress, when the question· will be decided
whether or not the Freethinkers who act with the
National League will fall in with the recommendation of the last congress at Cassadaga, and adopt a
name more significant and characteristic of our movement than the one it now bears.
The term Liberal, in the corporate name of the
Le'lgue, is objectionable on several accounts. It appeared in the ecclesiastical nomenclature of this
country about the time when the Unitarians of Massachusetts captured Harvard University from the orthodox, and tried to make themselvs and others believe
that they, too, were Christian..~, but that they were
L~oeral Christians. They denied the plenary inspiration of the Bible, the trinity of persons in the gadhead, the divinity of Christ, and the atonement made
by his blood, original sin, justification by faith, alection, reprobation, eternal hell-fire for the non-elect,
and every other doctrin cognate with these. Then,
after thus tearing out and throwing away the lungs,
liver, hElart, and bowels of Christianity, they laid out
the mutilated remains on a board, put cents on its
eyes to hide their ghastly expression, and called it
I;fberal Christianity. Of course a sect with such an
origin has no red blood in its veins, but began to die
as soon as it was born. Compare its present moribund condition with the prosperity of the Methodist
We hav in this city a clergyman who contends that church, which began its career about the same time.
this creed givs a correct picture of God, and further- Unitarianism has plenty of brains and money, but in
more says that God has the right to do with us what its anatomy you can find no heart. In the present
he pleases-because he made us. If I could change struggle with the usurpations of the popular superthis lamp into a human being, that would not giv me stition it takes no part. Like those angels, who, when
the right to torture him; and if I did torture him the revolt in heaven took place, sided neither with
and he cried out," Why torturest thou me?'' and Ire- the rebels nor with God, but were for themselvs, it is
plied, "Because I made you," he would be right in neither cold nor hot, but lukewarm. Infidel as it is
replying, "You made me, consequently you are re- to the core, it plays the rtJle of Christiari., and amidst
sponsible for my happiness." No God has a right to the sneers of the orthodox, and all other intelligent
add to the sum of human misery. And yet this min- people, calls the dead and disembodied Christ, Master.
ister believes an honest thought blasphemy. No It is the ghost of old John Harvard, the Puritan,
doubt he is perfectly honest. Otherwise he would which still walks the halls of the university, pointing
hav too much intellectual pride to take the position to the motto on the corporation seal, "Ji.'or Christ and
he does.
his church," that blanches the cheeks and hamstrings
He says that the Bible offers the only restraint to the legs of Boston Unitarianism. And it was this
the savage passions of man. In lands where there unconscious Unitarian taint in Mr. Abbot's ecclesihas been no Bible there hav been mild and beneficent astical character, which, unfortunately, induced him
philosophers, like Buddha and Confucius. Is it pos- to baptize the League when it was born, and giv it
sible that the Bible is the only restraint and yet the the apologetic and inapplicable name of Liberal, innations among whom these men lived hav been as stead of Radical or Secular, either of which would be
moral as we? In Brooklyn and New York you hav infinitly more appropriate to its character and misthe Bible, yet do you find that the restraint is a sian.
I am very proud of Mr. Wakeman, but I don't like
great success? Is there a city on the globe which
lacks more in certain directions than some in Chris- his partiality for the term Liberal, as shown in his
Salamanca address, and on other occasions. Etymatendom, or even the United States ?
What are the natural virtues of man? Honesty, logically he is correct enough that it is equivalent to
hospitality, mercy in the hour of victory, generosity the word fi·ee-free thought, in contradistinction to
-do we not find these virtues among some savages? enslaved thought. But in this country it is, as I hav
Do we find them among all Christians?
said, the child of Unitarianism, and carries with it
I am also told by these gentlemen that the time the hang-dog look of conscious wrong doing. Mr.
will come when the Infidel will be silenced by so- Wakeman, if I understand his history, is a convert
William F. G. Shanks, in the Philadelphia Sunday
ciety. Why, that time came long ago. Society gave from the church. He is not a free man, but a freed
the hemlock to Socrates. Society in Jerusalem cried man, which implies that he was once under the yoke, Press, June 15, 1884, has the following:
out for Barrabas and crucified Jesus. In every but was disenthralled by the genius of skepticism, and
"Anthony Comstock, the secretary-and abot;tt all
Christian country society has endeavored to crush the made the philosopher and the noble man that he is. there is besides-of the Society for the SuppressiOn of
InfideL Blasphemy is a padlock which. hypocrisy There are, however, hundreds connected with the Vice combines in himself some of the best and
t~es to put on the lips of all honest m~n. At one League, and doing valiant service in the cause, into neariy all the bad qualities of the reformer. He
time Christianity succeeded in silencing tne Infidel, whose heart and brain the iron of superstition never hates sinners for the love of virtue, and would like to
and then came dark ages, when all rule was ecclesi- entered, and who can say, as the apostle Paul did to burn them at the stake of righteousness solely for the
astical, when the air was filled with devils and spooks, the chief captain at Jerusalem when they were going sake of truth. He has all the energy of animosity,
when birth was a misfortune, life a prolonged misery to scourge him, "But 1 was free born." This no convert and all the zeal of the new convert. Alike fearless
of fear and torment, and death a horrible nightmare. from the church could say, for he, like the chief cap- and reckless, he is at the same time ignorant and asThey crushed the Infidels, Galileo, Kepler, Coperni- tain, was born under the yoke of superstition, received suming (as ignorance always is), and can nJ more
cus, wherever a ray of light appeared in ecclesiastical its brand upon his person when he was baptized, and believe that one who differs with him in theory is
darkness. But I want to tell this minister to-night, took the vow of future submission at the u Lord's honest, than that one who disagrees with him as to a
and all others like him, that this day is past. [Cheers table." But, like the chief captain again, such a con- fact is truthful. With him suspicion is proof and
and great applause.] All the churches in the United vert had to say, " With a great price purchased I this," accusation is conviction. He would strive harder to
States cannot crush even me. The day for that has even by being denounced as an apostate and a God- see accused innocence sentenced than to hav the
gone, never to return. If they think they can crush forsaken heretic by his former dear brethren of the punishment of convicted guilt carried out.
He is
Freethought in this country, let them try it.
church.
a bundle of prejudices and a whole mass of contraWhat must this minister think of you and the citi.A.s the cause of Secularism, and its adjunct, seen- dictions. He has labored for years to suppr-ess a
zens of this republic when he says, "Take the fear of larization, knows no state limits, but applies to all wrong and turned up finally in indorsement of the
hell out of men's hearts and a majority of them will countries and governments, and as Canada is geo- wrongdoer. Ho has co-operated for years with other
beco!Jle ungovernably wicked." Oh, think of an an- graphically an American state, too, only separated forces, and then gone on the witness-stand to degel In heaven having to allow that he was scared from ours by an imaginary line, and a state in which nounce his associates. He is egotistical to the point
t~ere I The minister calls for my arrest. He thinks Freethought is advancing with wonderful strides, it of always being prominent in the public doings of
18 God needs help, and would like to see the police is appropriate and the right thing to be done to giv his society, but yet shrewdly keeps himself fromy~o
cn;sb the Infidel. I would advise Mr. Talmage our great movement a name which will recognize the motion in that society's offices. He is nobody In Its
[hisses] to furnish his God with a rattle, so that when Canadian Freethinkers as our brethren.
ranks, and yet wields all the power of its organizahe i~ in danger again he can summon the police imAnd as the term League has rather a military or a tion. He gets raps every day in newspapers which
mediately. I'll tell you what is blasphemy. It is; political complexio:n, .and the term Union is more ex-. chronicle his good_ work."

h
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'rhe Liberal Club.

[NoTE.-In last week's report of the Liberal Club there was
a divergence from fact in two instances. TI;J.e first consisted
in speaking of W. G. as D. G. Mayo. This error had its rise
with the doubtless well-meaning person who named Mr.
Mayo William instead of David. The other prevarication was
the fault of ex-Governor Hoyt, of Wyoming, who chose to
~peak upon "Civil Service Reform," instead of woman suffrage, as announced. It affords this writer great pleasure to be
able to place the resp•msibility for inaccuracies where it
belongs.-REP.]
•

The 367th meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club
was held at the usual place and time. The audience
fairly fille,d the hall without crowding it. Minutes
of the previous meeting were read and accepted, and
the following resolutions were presented by Mr.
Searing:
'.rhe Committee appointed by the Manhattan Liberal Club
to prepare suitable resolutions in memory of the late Porter C.
Bliss, formerly a member of this club, present the following,
and advise their adoption, and that the same be duly entered
upon the minutes of the club:
}{esolved, That the Manhattan Liberal Club of the City of
New York has heard with deep regret of the decease of its
fellow-member, Porter C. Bliss, who was separated from us by
death, Feb. 2, 1885.
Resolvet, That by this formal resolution the club desires to
testify its sorrow for the loss of a person so highly gifted both
with social qualities and profound learning, and a man so near
to us and dear, because of his conscientious and unbiased devotion to accuracy, and adherence and defense everywhere of
Freethought and the Liberal cause.
ResolL•ed, That his career as a journalist, explorer, student,
scholar, diplomat, and as a true man and Liberal, has not
only endeared him to us his associates, but has rendered him
worthy of the highest honor from all thinking men.
Resolved, That his life so nobly devoted to knowledge and
freedom, both in North and South America, attaches him to
the cause of progress everywhere, and that he will be lamented
alike on the banks of the Hudson and Potomac, in Mexico, on
the shores of the Amazon .and the Rio de la Plata.
Resolved, That the Latin races of South America, in their
efforts to secure self-government, hav lost in Porter C. Bliss a
teacher and defender; that his country has lost a luminary
which, if he had lived, proniised increasing light to all seeking truth; and that his friends mourn in this particular as
well as for the loss of a personal acquaintance and valued
friend.
Resoivecl, That, although Mr. Bliss by his profession and life
was a student, a journalist, a writer, a linguist, teacher, traveler, and philosopher, yet this club esteems his memory most
highly because he was more than all else a grand and noble
man, and because his personal individuality particularly endears him to us his friends.
EDWARD

w. SEARING,}

COURTLANDT PALMER,

T. B.

Committee.

WAKEJ\LI.N,

These resolutions were unanimously indorsed.
Governor Hoyt, the speaker of the evening, was
introduced to the audience by the chairmnn with a
neat and proper flourish. He is a man in the prime
of life, built tall and spare, somewhat after the lines
of Senator Evarts, and is an orator of the Washingtonian school. There is no pop or flash about him.
His speech is simple, his periods clear and finished,
and his sentiments are patriotic to a marked degree.
He gave the club a revival of the old flag, our Revolutionary forefathers, and the Constitution of this
great and glorious republic, such as it had not experienced for many a day. Governor Hoyt opened his
lecture with the ren.ark that he deemed it an honor
to address the Liberal Club, because he was ~imself
a Freethinker. The lecture was on "Civil Service
Reform." The speaker dwelt first upon the greatness
of this nation and its founders, and said that no people had a greater reason for the sentiment of patriotism. The chief obstacle to civil service reform was
party spirit and the putting of party and men
in the place of principle. From this arose the turbulence of our presidential elections. He would hav all
offices of the government bestowed upon the men who
showed the most fitness for them, and their fitness
should be ascertained by competitiv examination.
T1e notion that to the victor belonged the spoils
would be done away with by taking patronage away
from the chief executiv. As the administration is
now conducted, the man who does the meanest work
in the campaign is rewarded with the best office.
The speaker trusted that he who had been chosen to
preside over the destinies of the nation for the next
four years would show by his wisdom and loyalty that
there was no need of the madness and sacrifice employed to prevent him from reaching that high station.
Governor Hoyt's lecture was an hour and a quarter in length. Its chief argument was in favor of
office depending upon fitness for its duties, and its
continuance upon good behavior. The address was
properly appreciated and appropriately punctuated
with applause.
Dr. Eccles, taking the platferm, held that it was
his duty, of course, to criticise the lecture. He would
say, therefore, that it was not logical. If competitiv
examination was resorted to, it should be extended
to the pxesident as well as to the custom-house clerk.
Eccles is an earnest speaker, and sometimes indulges
in hyperbolical expressions. "I tell you, sir, Mr.
Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen," said he, "there is
no more responsible office in the gift of the people of
this nation than the country post-office." At this
declaration Governor Hoyt was observed to smile.
The remedy for whatever evils exist under this gov~
ernment, the doctor held, would be found only in a
J:evival of moral sentiment.

Dr. Graham succeeded Dr. Eccles. "I agree," he
said in a quizzical way, "with the lecturer that we
are the greatest people on the earth. We c~me from
the finest stock in existence. Whatever there has
been of greatness in the world has culminated right
here. The question is, Do the spoils belon~ to the
victors? And if they don't belong to the victors, to
whom do they belong? The trouble with political
reformers is that they reason in a ci;cle. The_ more
they know, the larger will be the Clrcle, but I~ the
end they come out of the same hole they go m at.
If I was to suggest a civil service reform I would say
abolish the offices, and pay men a good salary to
transact the business of the government."
Mr. Justus 0. Wood arose to briefly inquire if long
tenure of office would not increase the evil of
" bureaucracy" which was very bad even under short
terms of office. "Bureaucracy" Mr. Wood defi~ed
as abuse of office which arose from the officer commg
to believe that he owned the position and could
use it to his own best advantage.
·
Mr. Blissert believed there should be a Liberal
Club in every block to discuss these questions and
scrutinize the conduct of public officials. There was,
he said, more ability in Ben Butler than in both the
other candidates for the presidency. Nevertheless,
Mr. Butler was left. Workingmen were blind to their
best intereRis. He knew a. workingman born in this
country six foot high, forty inches round the chest,
and built in proportion, who carried a hod for less
than half the pay public officials ~et_ for doing_ nothing scarcely. Men should be paid m proportiOn to
their usefulness to· mankind.
Mr. Langerfeld said there were so many people
who were being fooled about these questions that he
considered it to be his duty to put the business where
it belonged. Civil service reform was a very insignificant affair compared with the industrial problem.
There are 8,000,000 men in this country able to work.
Only 6,000,000 earn anything; the rest" make" their
living. It did not make the slightest difference
who occupied office; it would be abused, any way.
Abolish all offices; abolish private property. There
will then be no incentiv to dishonesty. Mr. Langerfeld is a State Socialist.
Governor Hoyt, in closing, said he had enjoyed
the criticisms very much, but did not feel that they
lay with especial force against anything he had said.
It was true that civil servic'3 reform was not the
greatest of problems, yet it was his subject for the
evening, and he had confined himself to it. The important questions mentioned by his critics were coming-they were already here. Among these was
woman suffrage. The bureaucracy, which Mr. Wood
feared, could not exist where office depended on good
conduct, for that was bad conduct, the penalty for
which was dismissal.
Madam Delescluze approached the reporter at the
close of the lecture to inquire if some mistake was
not made in saying that at the previous meeting Mr.
Wakeman expressed himself as fearful that Dr. Mayo
had fallen into the hands of an elocutionist. She
judged that the chairman must hav intended to say
that the speaker needed such instrllction as an elocutionist alone could afford. The madam knows considerable about elocution, and believes a knowledge
of it is necessary to every public speaker. Mr. Wakeman, possessing much nativ gracefulness of language
and person, has less respect for the arts of oratory
than he otherwise would entertain; but although his
natural gifts make him oblivious of those which are
acquired, he is, nevertheless, an elocutionist of no
ordinary parts.
Next Friday Professor Rawson will speak on "The
Soudan-Its Past, Present, and Future." The remainder of the program for the month of March possesses features of especial interest.

Canadian Notes.
Last Sunday C. B. Reynolds lectured on the fallacies of the Bible and Christianity as contrasted with
the facts of nature and science, observation, experience, and reflection. His speech occupi~d over two
hours to an attentiv and crowded audience. Any
town that has not as yet been visited by Mr. Reynolds will do well to write to him and secure his services at once; they will find his lectures to be a great
treat indeed. Barring Ingersoll, probably no speaker
will please them much-if at all-more than he will.
Some of his pathetic touches are very fine, and he
has lots of fun of the most uproarious kind. His two
hours' address appears to the audience but a few
minutes only; their universal feeling is more, more,
giv us more. In whatever place on the whole continent where there are a knot of Freethinkers, let them
engage Reynolds instanter.
About 500 B.c. Empr.docles, of Agrigentum, ap·
peared upon the earth. He was one of the many
Christs, saviors of men. He proclaimed himself a
God, cured diseases, worked miracles, dispelled the
plague, raised the dead to life, himself rose again
from the dead the third day, ascended into heaven,
where he sitteth at the right hand of God the father
almighty, and whence he shall come again to judge
the <].uick and the de~d. Empe?ocles taught the

Christian dogmas of the creation, the fall of man, the
expulsion from the Garden of Eden, the degeneracy
of the human race, and original sin. He taught the
virtues of lofty thoughts, chastity, and temperance
and painted the beauties of a simple innocent life, a~
the beau ideal of happiness. All these dogmas and
moral teachings the Christian church l.tas borrowed
from Empedocles.
Next Sunday ushers in the advent of Charles
Watts, who some way or another holds a first place
in the esteem· of the citizens of Toronto, even the
Christian part of the community respecting him.
For some months past this city has enjoyed the
privilege of regular lectures, every Sunday, from
Charles Watts, C. B. Reynolds, J. E. Remsburg,
and S. P. Putnam-generally twice on each Sunday.
These addresses hav been productiv of a vast amount
of good in enlightening the minds of the people,
widening and elevating their thoughts, and emancipating rational and intelligent persons from the
slavery and degrading superstitions of Christianity.
A great work also is being accomplished in Toronto
by the sale of Freethought literature; many dollars'
worth are being sold every week. Freedom of
thought is marching on.
Christians assume and assert that their religion is
a revelation from God-that it had a supernatural
origin apart from, and quite independent of, man.
It would be impossible for them to believe this, if
they read any impartial history of the church; but.
they will persist in remaining ignorant-they will
not read any book that is opposed to, or that is not.
in accord with, their theories and superstitions.
Christianity has borrowed its ideas from preceding
theologies and philosophies. More especially what.
is called Christian morality is the outcome of the,
experiences of ail mankind. They keep continually
saying, What will you giv us in place of Christianity?·
We answer, All that is good in your religion is ours.
It was our fathers', the ancient pagans', before it was.
yours. All that is good in your system was borrowed from our direct ancestors, the ancient pagans,.
who transmitted it to us, their direct descendants of
the present day.
"Considering all the. heresies, the enormous crimes, the·
wickedness, the astounding follies which the Bible has been.
made to justify, and which its indiscriminate reading has sug-gested; considering that it has been, indeed, the 11word which
our Lord said he was sending, and that not the devil himself
could havinvented an implement more potent to fill the hated,
world with lies, and blood, and fury, I think, certainly, that.
to send hawkers over the world loaded with copies of this.
book, scattering it in all places, among all persons, is the most:
culpable folly of which it is possible for man to be guilty."James Anthony Froude.

This is the weighty impeachment of the Bible by·
the great historian, whose authority is of the higheststanding. The proof of these assertions is supplied·
in a work entitled "Bible Morals," by J. E. Rems•
burg. He shows from the text of the holy scriptures•
themselvs that they sanction more than twenty crimes;
and vices, and proves it by quoting innumerable,
passages from the holy word of God, giving chapter.·
and verse for each citation. Twenty-five cents remitted to THE TRUTH SEE~ER office, 33 Clinton Placej,
New York, will procure this invaluable work by return mail.
'

Passing over for. the moment all the preceding
philosophies of which Greek ideas were the outcome
600 years B.c., we find Xenophanes describes God
very mUch in the same manner that St. Paul depicts
the Christian God. About the same time Pythagoras
lived, walked, and talked, tau.ght mysterious doctrins,
worked miracles, gathered his twelve chief apostles
around him, together with seventy-two minor disciples, who went forth into all the world to preach the
gospel of Pythagoras- "Whosoever believeth in
Pythagoras shall be saved." Pythagoras is one
among the vast number of Cbrists, saviors of men,
who hav appeared upon the earth at various periods.
Christians assume and assert that theirs is the only
Christianity-theirs the only Christ-whereas there
hav been a 'Vast number of religions, many of them
almost identical with Christianity. So also there hav
been a vast number of Christs, many of them almost
identically the same characters as the Christian
Christ.
The Stoics, who preceded Christianity with their
Pantheism full of absurd contradictions, suppression
of the passions, nonconformity to society, and selfsacrifice, helped to prepare the way for Christian
theology. Much of the sayings and teachings and
personal life of Christ are copied from Thales, Zeno,
and other philosophers of the Stoic school. The Stoics, by the teaching and the practice of virtue, and
filling in patrician families the position of chaplains
and directors of conscience, worked unconsciously for
the priest, the Christian confessor-they prepared
the way for him. But it is only fair to add that they
played the part :tnuch better than he does-their precepts were more manly and pure, they fashioned
men, not bigots or drones. But on the whole
it must be allowed of Epicureanism and Stoicism
that they both had ·a rottenness at the core, which
insured their ultimate failure. Both had this feat•
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ure in common, that they were addressed not to the
masses, but to the aristocracy and privileged classes;
hence they failed, and surrendered the world to the
Christian system, which at least claimed to speak to
all men, and taught that in the eye of their heavenly
father the poorest were equal to the richest, and the
lowliest were the peers of enthroned kings.
Toronto, Feb. 28, 1885.
R. B. BuTLAND.

Tent Fund.
Previously acknowledged,
Ernest Heck,
W. Whitti~k,
John Nuessle,
Jacob Tausig,
William Thorpe,

$43.90
1.00
2.00
.50
1.00
1.00

To the Liberals of Pennsylvania.
WHAT TO DO AND HOW TO DO IT.
Secularism .teach~s that the surest way to secure
our own happmess IS to promote the happiness of all
around us ; that we should learn what is right, what
is duty-and do it ; that self- sacrificing ministrations of love a~d mercy he~e. and now will best prepare us for highest conditiOns of usefulness if we
should attain any future existence.
Secularism is. doing as well as doubting, repudiating errors of hfe as well as errors of faith. The
duty of the Se~ularis.t is to seek for truth, to recognize and obey Its claims, to struggle out of the ruts
of error, and turning from the way of evil, patiently,
perseveringly climb the steep hill of rectitude, and
with love, tenderness, and a spirit of self-sacrifice,
giv of time and means to assist others to ascend
with us.
Nothing can be more unselfish than Secular morality, since the sole object it has in view is the best
happiness of the entire community. Are we living
up to our principles? We hav wished and waited
for the needed work to do itself long enough. What
is done we must do. We cannot recall lost oppor·
tunities, but we can in some degree make up for our
neglect in the past by earnest, persistent effort now.
In accepting the responsibilities of the position of
secretary and state lecturer of your state League, I
do so with with full sense of my lack of ability, and
realize the impossibility of discharging the arduous
duties imposed on me, unless sustained by the activ
hearty co-operation of every good and true Liberal
in the state. Many honest hearts desire to respond,
but ask-What shall we do ?
First, send one dollar for your own membership
to the state League, to S. F. De Jones, 99 Fifth ave.,
Pittsburgh, and receive new certificate of membership. Show your new certificate to all Liberals in
your vicinity, and urge on them the duty to become
members also. Send your own, and endeavor to obtain from others, contributions for the State Lecturer
Fund. However small the amount, subscribe something, and thus show your good will, sympathy, and
real interest in .the work. Talk up the Tent scheme;
if able ~o contnb~te, do so. at once. But, anyway,
get allmterested m the proJect. If, in your neighborhood, there are any of musical ability, inspire
them with ambition to go for at least a few days and
help Tent choir. If any real workers of good address, intelligence, and tact, induce them to arrange
to spend a week or more with the tent during the
summer. Persuade them to write me at once what
time they can best join Tent, and for how long:
So much for general good. Now, in regard to
your own neighborhood.
If you hav no local League, then you should at
once use every means to organize one.
HOW TO SECURE LEO'I'URES.
Write out a paper:

"W,e, the undersigned, agree and promis to pay the sum set
opposrt our names, to defray expense of
·lectures, to be
delivered at
by the state lecturer, Ex-Rev. C.
B. Reynolds, on
evenings
~~"

'

Head the list with your own name ~nd amount,
and go to every Liberal, or those Liberally inclined,
and talk the matter over and induce them to sign.
A little tact and perseverance and you will obtain a
much larger amount than you suppose possible; only
persevere; let no rebuff discourage you. If one will
n~t, another will. Even where you fail to get anything subscribed, your labor is not in vain. · You
awake thought and create interest in the lecture. Do
not confine yourself to avowed Liberals; many who
~v scarce cracked the shell of superstition would
li~e to hear on the subject, and nearly every nothingarian would subscribe if only rightly approached.
Where a hall cannot be obtained, secure the schoolhouse; failing this, some vacant store, or, as last
re~ort, large ·rooms in private house. If you hav no
prmting facilities, send me word and I will send on
hand-bills. Never trust distribution of hand-bills to
boys, or a man who has no real interest in the cause.
B:ire a woman to do it, even if you hav to pay a little
more. It will be cheapest in the end, for it will be
~one faithfully, and the novelty will call special attentiOn to the meeting.
.Make all lectures free. When the subscription
will not meet expenses, take up " silver collection at
the door." This is in every way preferabl~ to the

·religious fashion of "passing the h&t." If all will
earnestly and harmoniously do their best we can
ere th.e y~ar is over, hav such perfect and' efficient
orgamzatwn that there will be no farther need of
collections. or begging appeals, unless, on some very
rare occaSIOJ?- for some special charitable purpose.
My Canadian engagements terminate the first week
in March. From that time till the tenth of May,
when I propose to start the tent, I desire engagements to lecture every night, and twice on Sunday,
and to spend the daytime visiting and encouraging
the almost persuaded and the indifferent to become
activ workers; in aiding to perfect organizbion of
!ocal Le&gues, and advising as to· best methods to
msure success, and make them of greater interest.,
and how they may be made self-sustaining.
It is loss of time and money to go back and forth
over the state. To avoid this, all who desire my services should write me at once, so that on my return
to the United States I can arrange dates.
It is hard times, yet much, very much, can be accomplished if each and all will only do the little they
can. We may be able to do but little; let us do that
little, do our very best, all we can, all the time and
it will produce grand results.
.
'
With united effort wonderful success shall be attained. Let us then, one and all, up and to work,
and inspire each other with spirit of emulation and
Pennsylvania shall become the banner state for' Seclarism.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
Sec. Pa. State Liberal League.
Address, Box 104, North Parma, Monroe Co., N.Y.
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his aims. He has been suffering ·much of late from physical
weakness, but his courage is undiminished and his spirit still
fresJ:. Long may he liv to help shatter the shams and tyrannies of the day. In spite of all disappointments I believe the
time will ~ome when Indianapolis will be a ~rand rallying
place for Lrberals, and the fires of freedom will burn bright.
At Hagerstown, Ind., we had a delightful time. Philip
Pipher, Henderson, Pittman, and half a dozen other live Libe:als, wer? determined to make a success of our meetings, and
drd not fail. We had large audiences of ladies and gentlemen
on both Monday and Tuesday evenings, and they listened attentivly to our most radical utterances, although this was the·
first time that the majority of them had ever heard discourses
on Secularism. Such Freethought lectures of course aroused
the fiercest opposition of orthodoxy, especially gince they were
so well received by the better part of the community. But
the seed has been sown, and the fruit is coming. For years
there has been a growing Liberal element in this place, and
the foremost citizens hav been in sympathy with it. The
churches are dying out. An auxiliary Leaoue will be formed
and the work go br.avely on. Orthodoxy ~ll growl and sho~
its teeth, and try to bite, but the shafts of truth :will usher in
the golden day, and the darkness must vanish.
Though we traveled nearly all night and all day, yet on account of accidents, etc., we did .not reach Detroit in time for
our Wednesday evening lecture, but we met cordial friends
who made it sure that on the following evening we should hav
a good house, and we did.
M:. E~ward Chope, w~o came from England fifty years ago
to wm his own fortune, rs an old and honored citizen of Detroit, and an enthusiastic Freethinker-fearless in the expression of his opinion.s, and ready to aid the cause with generous
devotion. Dr. Merwin, Mr. Hance, Mr. Powers, Mr. Vanderburg, and others, are effectual advocates of our cause.
We had the pleasure of meeting our good friend Samuel D.
Moore, of Adrian, who came down qn purpose to see and hear
us, and who is heartily interested in our movement, and is
doing noble service for its advancement in Michigan. Certainly a good start has been made in Detroit. The material
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
here is of the right sort. A good organization will be formed,
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. Pu·rNAM, Secretary. and from this central point will go forth all over the state a
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York. constantly progressiv influence.
There. was . a .fine audience present on Thursday evening,
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York. full of mtelhgence and electric sympathy; and our lectures
were greeted with the heartiest applause. It was one of those
kind of audiences that one likes to talk to. They bring forth
The Campaign Fnnd.
'what is best in a speaker, and I do not think that Watts ever
Previously acknowledged,
$3,353.44 made a more eloquent address. All were captivated by his
35.00 brilliant eloquence, his wit, pathos, keen logic, and sustained
Hagerstown, Ind.,
20.00
Detroit (per Edward Chope),
1.00 thought. The one word was, "We must hear him again."
Ernest Heck, After the lecture, Mr. Watts was called upon at his hotel by
2.00
Wesley Miliken,
Martin Miller,
.25 a rector of one of the Episcopalian churches, who used to
1.00 know him in Old England, and was as far as a Christian can
Freeman Parker,
1.00 be an admirer of the talented Secularist. The fact of it is,
R. P. Barton, Henry McElsander,
.75 that Mr. Watts has many warm friends and admirers among
1.00
H. Wickersham,
s.oo those who still cling to the church, for they recognize the
W. Whittick,
ardor and sincerity, and the humanitarian spirit that is in his
$3,420.44 work. This rector is a very liberal-minded man-reads both
Total,
sides of the question-and has come to the wise conclusion to
agree to disagree, This shows at least, that if truth does not
News and Notes from the Field.
At Indianapolis, where we remained Sunday, Feb. 22d, we prevail in the churches, charity is beginning to-which shows
found the cause of Liberalism in a very unsatisfactory st~,tte. progress.
Quite favorable reports of the lectures were published in the
There are plenty of Liberals in this city, but as yet their organization is inadequate. There seems:to be no common bond Free Press and other daily papers, which is a proof of the inof union. It is this condition of affairs in Indianapolis, as creasing interest cf the masses in Freethought.
Mr. Watts now leaves for Canada, where he will engage in.a
well as in other places, which shows what hard work must be
done, and that we must trust to time as well as to wise and debate with Elder Walker, and push on the work at Toronto
vigorous measures for success. Our pathway is not one alto- and other points. Mr. Ingersoll will lecture at Toronto in a
gether of flowers. Though we meet with much enthusiasm few weeks, and thus a ntlw impetus will be given to our forces
and a noble spirit of brotherhood, yet in many places the ele- in Canada.
I shall lecture in Saginaw next Sunday, March 1, and am
ments are uncertain, and we know not what the fruit may be.
These discouraging circumstances only demonstrate the neces- delighted at the prospect of meeting our good and brave felsity of a vast national organization. We must all work to- low-worker, J. H. Burnham, whose grand eloquence has been
gether, and from the Atlantic to the Pacific join hands. In such a power for Freethought in this state and elsewh~re.
this way we develop all our strength and make victory assureq. There is still a great work for such vigorous defenders of libThere are cities like Indianapolis where at least a thousand erty and such clear-headed apostles of humanity.
On March 8th I shall be at Lexington, Ky., with that valiant
Liberals could be brought together to listen to a lecture, yet
from local influences and surroundings scarcely a corporal's co-worker, D. B. Cozine, and I guess that Freethought will not
guard can be summoned. Yet the possibilities are present- be backward in the "sunny South." On Sunday afternoon,
the materials for a fine society. Now, the power that will crys- March 15th, I lecture in Robinson's Opera House, Uincinnati.
tallize these materials, i so that they will shine in progressiv On March 22d there will be some war notes of liberty sounded
order, must be something more than local-it must be univer- at Nashville, Tenn.
I am delighted with the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. It is !I
sal. It must be the impulse, not of the few, but of the many.
Simply as individuals, working on our own account, it would beautiful book, and there is a universal demand for it. It conbe impossible to succeed in this great undertaking. In and tains both inspiration and information. It has many things to
through a national association only can we carry forward this delight the eye as well as to enchant the the understanding.
constructiv work. Then the weakness of one place is supplied In it we find a galaxy of Freethought-the bright stars of
by the strength of another, and a feeling of fellowship is cre- progress that make our way light and disperse the clouds.
ated, which is the most powerful instrumentality in the accom- When I feel downhearted I can peruse this h•mdsome ANNUAL
plishment of great purposes. One can work with more courage and realize what a glorious company there is, and through
and :levotion when he realizes the world-wide sympathies that these decorated pages I can wander with a spirit that can scorn
are enlisted in his cause; that the welfare not of one, but of misfortune. This is a book of noble fellowship, and illustrates
all, is involved in the task that is undertaken. Weak and the mighty hopes by which we struggle for a common glory.
I am a child, too, when I look at "The Story Hour," and
struggling Liberal societies will become strong when they are
thus brought into a common work and feel the .pulses of a revel in its delightful pictures. The children are eager for
million hearts combined in one endeavor. So we hope that this splendid ;gift. Every family should hav a copy, for it
Freethinkers ila every place, who feel interested in the success teaches to the growing mind noblest things with the magic
of this national movement, will do all they can individually wand of joy.. All our boys and girls will sing a song of gratifor its progress. Do not think that a little will amount to tude to Miss Wixon for this masterpiece of beauty and enternothing-it will amount to much in and through this combina- tainment.
What a splendid campaign document is Remsburg's "Bible
tion. One is laboring not simply for his own neighborhood,
Morals!" It cuts like the sword of Saladin. u· is keen
but for the wlwle land-for humanity itself.
We received the most cordial welcome from Dr. J. R. Mon- and bright, and penetrates superstition every time with
roe, editor of the Ironclad .Age, who in this ult.ra- orthodox a deadly thrust.
Thus our forces gather in beauty, in strength, in lofty
city is doing such valiant work for liberty. He keeps the flag
a flyin_g, no matter what happens. His ship goes on, though thought, and in heroic purpose. Art, science, poetry, and
the storms may blow. For over a quarter of a century he has music, touched by the genius of to-day, become our noblest
been in the midst of the battle. He has fought for indepen- allies. WeU may we hav courage when the bright morning is
dence both in politics and religion. He will not be the slave bursting about us, and such glory is on onr path! Onward
of a party any more than of a church. He is thoroughly indi- and sunward!-that is our motto. Fraternally yours,
Detroit, Feb. 27, 1885,
SANUEL P. PV'l'NAi.\\.
vidual, but generous in his sympathie11 J~.nd comprehensiv in

g[~e

J/J;ttiomd J,iberal Jeague.
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The Sacred Slate.
PREFACE.
DEAR FRIENDS: While I was at Syracuse I heard
the whole history of one of the most important slates
that has ever been gotten up through Spiritual mediumship. I saw the slate and was present at . a
seance where it figured largely (as I hav re.lated Ill
Boston Investigator of Dec. 5th). I send a PI?ture of
the sla.te and a description of it as related Ill Facts
magazine for Dec. 1882, on page 362. This slate has
gone into history as proof of spirit-power, and. knowing the men who did the writing, and hearmg all
about it, I assure you it is a genuin humbug.
Here is the wonderful slate:·

DR.

CHESEBROUGH,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Copy of a slate containing the names of the spirit
band of Dr. Silas J. Chesebrough, of Syracuse, N.Y.,
obtained through the mediumship of Mr. Joseph
Caffray, then a resident at Dr. Chesebrough's. The
circumstances under which the message on the slate
was obtained were these:
In the spring of 1881, while the doctor was alone
in his room one day, Confucius, the Chinese lawgiver
(whose monogram stands at the head of the slate),
came to him in the person of young Ca:ffray, and told
him if he would procure a slate, and hav a glass secured firmly over it, his spirit band would write their
names on it for him, under the glass, so that he might
know who they were. The doctor at once purchased
a new slate, had a glass cut to fit it, and with some
molding, screws, and putty, prepared the slate himself, as d:iJ:ected by Confucius. The molding is secured to the frame of the slate by ten screws countersunk into the wood, and covered with putty. The
space between the molding and the glass is filled
with putty, so that it would be impossible to disturb
it without detection. No pencil was placed under
the glass, neither was there any in the room at the
time the message was written. He was then ordered
to wrap the slate up in a black cloth a:i:td put it away
in his seance room, taking care to lock the door and
keep the key in his possession, and under no circumstances to enter the room himself, nor allow anyone
else to do so, as it would disturb the conditions while
they were magnetizing the slate. All this was complied with; and, after the lapse of one week, young
Caffray was again controled by Confucius, who told
the doctor they would be ready that evening to sign
their names, and as they intended to draw largely
upon his power they wished him to prepare himself
in the following manner:
"Eat alight breakfast, and no dinner nor supper. Go into
the dark room at 11 A.M., and remain there alone till notified
that all things are ready. Take your seat at a specified place
at the table. Keep as quiet as possible, and strictly abstain
from speaking to anyone till the seance is over. And be sure
and hav no one present whose word would be doubted when
questioned in regard to the facts."
SILAS J,

In the evening ten persons assembled, viz., Col. J.
W. Yale, No. 62 So. Salina St.; E. B. Waldo, No. 24
Shonnard St.; Capt. S. H. Austen, of the Globe
Hotel; Stephen Lewis, No. 124 Jackson St.; John
W. Truesdell, of the firm of Blain and Truesdell,
Note and Exchange Brokers; Joseph Caffray, and
Mr. and Mrs. Chesebrough, all of Syracuse. In addition to these, there were two who were not residents
of Syracuse, viz., Col. W. E. Degan, New York State

Arsenal corner 7th Ave. and 35th St., New York
city, and a gentleman friend of Colonel Degan's from
Brooklyn.
All were seated around an extension table, with a
lamp burning full head placed in the center of the
table. Dr. Chesebrough was on one side of the center, Mr. Truesdell at one end, Mr. Caffray at the other,
and the rest filling up between. When all were
seated, young Caffray, under th~ control of Confucius arose from the table, went mto the dark room
brought out the slate, and asked all who
adJ· 0'1·nr'ng, ""d
...._.
desired to do so to e:xamin it. After it had been examined, it was placed upon the center of the table, glass
side down, and almost immediately the sound of writing was distinctly heard by all present. In two minutes (not exceeding that) three distinct raps were
heard, indicating that they had finished. On taking
up the slate it was in its present condition. N 0

pencil was put under the slate, neither was there any
in the room. [I presume this fact was clairvoyantly
scertained.- ELMINA.]
[The following, supposed to be a translation of
Dr. Chesebrough's slate, was given through the mediumship of Mrs. Sue B. Fales, at Lake Pleasant,
Mass., Aug., 1882.]
"There comes one before us who is so far above the earth
spheres that I stand silent and awed by the grace and dignity
of his bearing. Even Antiorus of Ephesus, and his companion,
Apollonius, veiled their eyes and stood with bo~ed h~ads b~
fore him. A Sun-God from the Temple of L1ght, kmgly m
grace and beauty, and attended by a band of majestic spirits,
comes through the Gates of the morning, bearing uplifted
banners, and vessels of silver and gold. They stood for a
time at a point where Heaven and earth are blended-where
divinity is incarnated. They stood upon that sublime eminence where man becomes the Sun of God, and a perfect
union takes place between the Creator and the fallible creature called human. The same spirit which rested upon Jesus
at his baptism spoke in a voice which sounded through space
like the rhythm of a great anthem; and this prophecy was uttered in the sublime language of the Hebrew kings: 'Before
Christ the souls of men were dark, and there was no medium
between the human and divine. Another Christ is coming in
1891 whose face will illuminate the earth till 1979. He will
be the glory and harmonizer of the new century.'
'' APOLLONIUS TY;I.NlEUS OF EPHESUS, Scribe."
"This testimony was given in the presence of six ancient
spirits who acted as apostles to the Sun-God Polycletus.
Philosophers of the ages, and the wonder-workers of by-gone
worlds, were there. Archytas, a o:Jotemporary of Plato, Cicero,
Pliny, Elian, and Homer, Myrmecides (the Milesian), and Callicrates, of Lacedemonia, were among those who a~tended the
High Priest from the Temple of the Sun, who Will soon return to earth and become embodied in human form, and for a
season become like a god for humanity to cherish and hold
sacred.
"'White Face' is the Sun-spirit Polycletus, who will become a Christ to the Spiritualists in 1891. Other names ~ay
be given to him but all who liv will know that these thmgs
are true.
'
ALEXANDER THE GREAT."
With due respect to the spirit of Confucius, Alexander the Great, and also to Mrs. Sue B. Fales, the
celebrated psychometric reader, I herewith append
Mr. John W. Truesdell's version of the extraordinary
occurrence, . He says:
MR. J. W. TRUESDELL'S STA'£EMENT.
"A dn.y or two preceding the event referred to, Joseph Oaffray came to my house, bringing with him the slate (prepared
by Dr. Chesebrough according to ~is di:ectic;m, as re~ated m the
Facts article) which, for further 1dent1ficatwn, I wlll call No.
1. He also brought another slate, No. 2, the e:x:act duplicate
of No. 1, with loose glass, putty, screws, moldmgs, etc. At
his request I wrote the names he furnished me upon slate N?•
2, with the exception of t}le words and characters embraced m
the figure 'New ControL
''Joe then told me that he had promised to furnish a new
name an ancient character, who wouid be more powerful than
all others except his own (Confucius), Mr. Chesebrough_ having
already appropriated for his own use so many of the w1se men
'of ye olden time,' including Pl!lto, White Face, and Jesus

Christ. I was temporarily at a loss to name a suitable charatlter. In this emergency I referred to the first volume of the
American Encyclopedia, when my eye fell upon the name of
Apollonius Tyantaus, of Ephesus. Turning the slate upside
down, so as not to mix the new spirits with the old, I wrote this
name, together with all the letters, figures, and senYele.ss characterswhich now appear upon this sacred slate (No.2). I then
fitted the glass over the same, screwed down the molding, and
puttied up the nails. Thus the two slates appeared to be e:x:~tctly alike, with the exception of the writing and other characters. Joe then took both slates to his seance room, to which
he claimed to hav a duplicate key. On the evening of thecir.
cle he brought out both slates. No. 2 (containing the writing)
he informed me, was concealed under his coat, while No. 1 h~
exhibited to the circle, convincing everyone present of the fact
that it was perfectly clear. The moment the lights were 011t
he placed slate No. 2 upon the table, at the same time remov:
ing No. 1 and hiding it under his coat. At the conclusion of
the circle, and while members of it were duly examining the
spirit(?) writing, Joe slyly handed me the clean slate, fearing
he might l;e suspected and searched. There was at least one
_person present, besides Joe and myself, who knew all the circumstances of this exchange at the time, and we hav many
times since had a hearty laugh at the expense of those who
could be so credulous as to accept as genu in disembodied spirit
mamfestations such tenuous feat9 of legerdemain! Slate No.
1 has peacefully reposed in my house for over two yem·a past,
and though I hav many times offered to exhibit it to Mr.
Chesebrough, and hav as often explained to him the trick, yet he
has inva1·iably declared that all such explanations were the
works of the diakka; that he knows that this sacred Rlflto was
written upon hy spirits of the dead."
Now, friends, here it is. You hav the word of an
honest banker, who is well known to almost every
business man in Syracuse, and is universally respected
by all his neighbors and acquaintfl.nces as a man of
probity and honor, against that of well-known tricksters, cheats, and charlatans. Why, only yesterday I
was talking to a lady and telling her of my seance
with Joe Caffray in Boston. Her first exclamation
was, "Oh, that dirty little Confucius!" True, it often
happens that a pro]lhet has no honor in his own
house, but a good, true, honest man is best known
and best appreciated at home; while right here in
Syracuse Joe Caffray as a man is almost universally
condemned as being a pretender, though m;tny who
thus speak of him believe hi!'! mediumship genuin.
I hav yet to see one individual who fails to Apeak in
the highest terms of Mr. Truesdell as a citizen, a
husband, a father, and a true man in the highest
sense of the word.
You must not think I am blinded or prejudiced
simply because I am here in his home. I do not
confine myself to going anywhere he suggests. I
went to see a medium on Friday with Mr. Wal-lo, a
strong, firm believer. I talk with everyone I meet,
and hear all sides, and try to be impartial and unbiased. But one such a revelation as this slate business has unfolded is enough to open the eyes of the
most credulous.
I hope you will study this slate, and the account
thereof, well and thoroughly, for I assure you it is
the key to at least nine-tenths of all the spirit slatewriting that has ever been produced. " There are
none so blind as those that will not see." Thousands
cling to this slender straw of spirit communication as
the only real evidence that their beloved dead still
liv. They value the new religion above all earthly
good. It is built upon the traditions of the whole
past, and around it is woven all the sweetness of the
present. The bright halo of romance gilds it, and
imagination runs riot through its delightful fields.
But although
"Grottos and fountains and orange-trees grow,
And all that enchantment has told "
may be reveled in in our visions; yet plain, practical
common sense must govern all our real, actual, every day life. The !lame difference that is found between Sue Fales's divination of the "sacred" slate,
and Mr. Truesdell's Materialistic account of the real
getting up of it, is always found between romance
and reality, and fiction and fact.
Yours,
MRs. E. D. BLENKER.

Lambert Briefly Arraigned.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1': From
the importance which the editor of the C.dholio Union
and Times attaches to Father Lambert's "Notes on
Ingersoll" a person might form the idea that the
priest has really written an answer to the colonel's
rejoinder to Judge Black. Such, however, is not the
case. I hav had "Notes on Ingersoll" recommended
to me to read, and I hav read them. I find that in
matters of philosophy Lambert is usually found reasoning in a circle. In metaphysics, as he calls a portion of Colonel Ingersoll's argument, he misrepresents and deliberately :r;nisinterprets his opponent;
and on questions of fact he is maliciously and, I
think, knowingly dishonest. As to scriptural quota·
tions, he forces into them meanings which the authors
could not hav designed to convey, and denies to
them the interpretations which anyone can see the
writers intended should be made. Httving by these
methods formulated replies to Colonel Ingersoll's
statements, he crowns mendacity with audacity,
and challenges his opponent to answer him. In
nearly every case where opportunity is afforded for
a direct issue, Lambert has saved his cause only by
direct or indirect falsification of the authorities which
he quotes. I say nearly every case; I mean every
case which aceess to the records has permitted me to
e:xamin. I believe that his statements are not to be
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relied upon in any instance. He who runs may read
his arguments and note their fallacy without pausing
to giv them a second reading. In proportion to its
size, Lambert's "Notes on Ingersoll" probably contains more sophistry, more captious criticism, more
misstatement of fact, and, in a word, more slush, than
any other volume printed during the present century.
It will no more l:Jear replying to than a sieve will hold
water. If the editor of the Union and Times, where
"Notes on Ingersoll" originally appeared, will giv
me a little space, I would not mind taking a rise out
of this priest.
GEORGE E. MAcDONALD.

to form a majority, the doors were closed and the cir- denied a hearing on account of prejudice, but a con~
cus commenced. An impeachment of the president, stitution is a useless thing in Mr. Stevens's hands.
signed by ten of the members of the League, was He does not need one; he is a power unto himself.
h~nde.d to the secretary, and the president and his Only certain subjects can now be discussed. People
fnends wasted more than an hour in preventing its must n0 longer utter their honest convictions, for if
being read, and, after it was read, another hour was they step aside from a prescribed track they are
wasted in preventing any speeches on it, and it was called to order. A sort of inquisitorial committee
laid on the table. It was taken off again and, after now examins every applicant for membership, and if
another long discussion, it was carried that the sec- he does not know his Mtechism he cannot enter.
retary be allowed ten minutes to impeach the presiThe recent trouble was not a question of dynamite
dent-no one else (except the president, who was to but one of free speech and Liberal principles. There
hav ten-minutes) to be allowed to speak, although was but one member who could be accused of advothere were five others who had specific charges to cating dynamite; all the squelched minority were the
Liberal Mugwumps at Chicago.
prefer against him.
most intelligent men and best speakers in the League,
It was indeed a sight to see a renegade Socialist, who now feel only sorrow in the downfall of the origTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: E. A.
Stevens, under cover of the Paine celebration, has who had boasted. of painting Rochester red with inal high aims of our Chicago Liberal League.
managed to put a number of the oldest members of Socialism, who had boasted of how he had helped to
While I dislike speaking of myself, it still seems I
the Chicago Liberal League in a very false light, expel what he called the Star Route Liberal from the hav as good a right to be heard as Mr. Stevens him~
thereby doing them a great injustice. Not content League, who had also written to Lucifer a tirade self. I hav been with the League as long and worked
with getting himself interviewed twice, and himself against the" cowardly Watts, who retreated from the for it as faithfully. I am willing to be fairly beaten,
writing an unfair report of one of our meetings for the party in England when that party was in danger"- but I want it to be done legally.
Herald, and waHing on the Inter- Ocean office, until, to I say it was a sight to see him now, fighting,
363 Austin ave., Chicago, Ill.
Lrzz{E M. SwANK.
use the words of one of the reporters, "what with tooth and nail, the very man who had aided him to
PLAYING THE POPE!
sending iu reports, and wanting to be interviewed, foist that miserable labor platform on the League at
nnd making statements, etc., they made themselvs Milwaukee. - This same E. A. Stevens; who came
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Who is
[t. e., the mugwumps] a general nuisance," he must back from what he called his "victory at Milwaukee," that Stevens, president of the Liberal Lea.gue of
now rehash the whole business for the benefit of the and who stated at the Chicago League, when the Chicago, that is assuming the authority of a would-be
present writer and others opposed his platform, that pope in trying to lord it over other people's conreade~:s of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Truth seekers will probably be willing to hear the Liberals whose only object was to fight God had bet- sciences in a meeting for free discussion ? It seems
other side of the story, so, without being "climac- ter leave the League and join the Underwood·Green- to me if the members of the League hav any true
Ingersoll clique, and leave the League to more manliness left in them_, they will giv that fellow
teric and cumulativ," I will state the real facts.
1. It was not a question of dynamite at all, and E. progressiv Radicals who had better work to do, a polite notice to resign, that his place may be filled
A. Stevens's endeavor to show that it was is charac- was now cringing to the censervativ -element of by some one not a traitor to the cause of liberty.
teristic of himself. ·It was a question of a free plat- the League to aid him to suppress " the rabid labor
I had hoped that Christians might be left to enjoy
form-although it is true that the issue arose over agitators, who had turned liberty into license!" the monopoly of putting a gag on free speech, and
that those who professed to be Liberals would prove
one of the dynamite school. The majority of the Verbum sapiendum !
Allow me to state that I am neither a Socialist nor themselvs to be free men.
SEWARD 1\irTCHELL.
free platform party are anti-dynamiters. It came
about this way. For some time past the League has a dynamiter, but am, as far as I understand the
not paid expenses, and the Paine celebration was system, an Anarchist of the Tucker school; but I beObituary.
likely to leave a deficit, so it was suggested by E. A. lieve in a free-platform. I also take this opportunity
DrED.__:_At
Muskegon,
Mich., February 14, 1885,
Stevens that we save the funds of the League by not to thank the members who passed a vote of con- Joshua Davies, while in company with his wife at a
fidence
on
E.
A.
Stevens
for
the
vote
of
censure
they
having a meeting on the Sunday prior, unless we got
card party given by a neighboring friend. Being
a good lecturer who would pay expenses, and so a passed on myself as secretary of the League.
'the
first tv arrive he sat down in a rocking-chair and
Yours truly, A. H. SIMPSON.
general hunt was made for a good lecturer. E. A.
began playing with the children, as was his habit.
Stevens, not finding a suitable lecturer, sent a postal
P. S.-" Is your program full?" said a young Shortly afterward he leaned back in the chair and
card to the secretary informing him that he had de- gentleman to Biddy McGrath while they were lunch- closed his eyes as if going to sleep. A few moments
cided to hav no meeting. But the secretary had, in ing at the ball the other night. The young lady de~ later the hostess noticed him and remarked that he
the meanwhile, found a prominent lecturer and waited clared she had never been so insulted before. " 'Is had gone to sleep. Mrs. Davies said, "He often
for the business meeting on Friday to make known my program full ?' he asked me, and, by the powers, drops off that way; he is tired and let him rest." A
the fact. We met at the house of Mrs. Swank (late I ate nothing but a cracker and two clams." This few moments more passed when the hostess, again
secretary), and E. A. _Stevens deplored that he had can only be equaled by the president of a Liberal looking at him, said, "How pale he is!" and all hurrybeen unable to find anyone to lecture, and suggested League complimenting an elderly lady on being ing to him found that life had passed away. Yet so
that we hav no meeting. The secretary informed the "climacteric and cumulativ."
A. H. S.
natural was his appearance that it required a medical
meeting that he had Recured a very prominent man,
examination to convince them th:;.t he was dead, and
August Spies. The president declared that he would
ANOTHER PROTEST.
that his death was caused by heart disease, though
hav none of him-that he was a labor agitator, and
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1· : I hav he had never apparently been troubled with it and
even a" dynamiter," and the League had had enough just read the letter from the Chicago Liberal League had always been an extraordinarily healthy and
of the labor question, etc. Jt was remarked that, at in the last TRUTH SEEKER, and cannot resist entering strong man.
any rate, he was a good lecturer and would fill the my protest against its misrepresentation. Mr. SteAt a meeting of the Muskegan branch of the Nabill, and that even if the president had a personal vens has seemed to make all fair by sending news- tional Liberal League, the following preamble and
feeling against him and other "labor agitators " who paper clippings, but he has only out cut those that resolutions were adopted:
had stood by him (the president) at Milwaukee, it suited his purpose, and they were all his own manu- WHEREAS, The Jaw of nature absolutely decrees that life
was no reason why the League should, on that ac- facture in the first place. There are two sides to the shall be swallowed up in deat.h, and that in one unending
count, shut up. But E. A. Stevens had become story; but one side has been so persistently kept out course this law i.s in constant operation, death succeeding life
"climacteric and cumulativ." At last it was insisted of sight, that the public and all the League friends continuously; and
WHEREAS, Sooner or later, to all the living, nature's law
that the president put the matter to the meeting to are thoroughly prejudiced and mistaken.
shall hav applicat_ion; and
·
Mr. Stevens as president has managed to shut WHEREAS, Our friend and brother, Joshua Davies, has, withvote on. He did so, and it was carried that August
Spies should lecture on the Sunday following. The down on all opposed to him, and they are now not out a fear, but, on the contmry, in the firm belief that what
meeting then adjourned, but the members remained allowed the floor, and hav no opportunity of express- is natural is right, and in full confidence th:.t no wrong, injustice, nor aught to make afraid, lies beyond us, and in the
at Mrs. Swank's for a little social party. The presi- ing themselvs; if you also refuse to giv their side a full
tide of years,~and in the vigor of manhood, gone forward
dent, in the meanwhile, discovered that he " had a chance to refute his misrepresentations, I shall no into the vast realm of the unknown, and answered the sumprerogativ, and would use it," and so he declared that longer believe the principle of free speech exists in mons of nature's law; therefore be it
Resolved That in the death of our friend and brother we
the meetin"' he had just presided over was no meet- the League.
called' upon to part with one ever ready to battle for libing at all, ~s there wasn't a quorum (although there
He claims that the question is one of dynamite. are
erty of opinion, whose mind was untrammeled by superstition,
were just as many members ~s usually attended our This is not ~r~e. The labor question came. up 9-uite whose conscience was his guide, whose life was for the everbusiness meetings); he also discovered that amongst frequently, It Is true, and there was some dissatisfa~ living present, whose loyality to c~nviction was unbounded, ·
the minority there was enough to form a quorum of tion among a few moneyed members. But why did whose reason was his master; one m whom love re1gned suand in w~om practical but uno~tentatio~1s c~arity: ~ad
the lecture committee, and so he called them together he not, if he wanted to be fair, caU a meeting where preme,
a permanent abiding-place; whose faith was m nght l!vi?-g
and they decided that no ·meeting should be held. all could express their opinions, and then put it to rather than in tho bare skeleton of creeds; one Wllose dmly
But the meeting was held in spite of E. A. Stevens's vote whether the discussions were to be restricted acts of thouohtful kindness hav endeared him to many, and
one who will be sadly and constantly missed by. those who
efforts to prevent it by bulldozing the janitor and by or not?
the recipients of his noble benevolence. Be 1t further
waiting on the trustees of the hall, and raising the
Instead, he takes it upon himself to shut up the were
Resolved. That death has taken a good citizen, a tender h us"dynamite scare" in order to prevent the meeting. hall, and say there should be no meeting. The meet- band, a kind father, a true friend, a good neighbor, and honest
At the meeting very positiv opinions were expressed ing he mentions was held in my house, and the rna- man. Be it further
Resolved. That we sympathize deeply with the faiD:ilY of the
by the members on the conduct of the president, and jority voted against having the hall closed. No
deceased in their sorrow, and commend to them the life, d~ath,
a vote of censure was moved, but in order to giv him member present cau,deny this.
and belief the courage and memory of our departed frrencl
a fair show the matter was adjourned until the folThe calling of a board of directors wl\s an under- and broth~r as their consolation in their trying hour. Be it
lowing Sunday. Things looked rather. black fo~ the handed, illegal trick, unworthy the a~tion of ~ny Lib- further
Resolved That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to
president so he called a secret meetmg of friends eral League member. At the Pame anmversary,
TRUT~ SEEKER for publication, also that a copy be sent
and the ~emnant of the lecture committee, and the without a word of warning, the few o~cers present THE
to the family of the deceased, and, also, that they be placed on
latter body joined to themselvs an equal number of were called ~nto an ante-room, the resolutions recited the records of the League.
persons (none of whom had ever ?efore a.ttended a off bJ; those I;nstructed to do so, an? passed. Two of
business meeting), and, by this "chmactenc and cu- the V1C~-pres1dents an? the recordmg secretary w~re IN the Rhode Island Pendtdum "A Truth Seeker" rtsks of the
mulativ" action, they now appeared as a "b?ard of not nohfie~, and no t1me and place for t~e meetmg Christians of Greenwich to rtnswer the following questions:
" If it is condnciv to virtue for religions teachers to tell men
directors " and as such they fully accorded With the were appomted. A man was nam~d chairman of a that a moral life will rtvail them nothing with J ehovnh; thrtt
action of the "lecture committee." They next ap- committee at a moment's notice because Stevens the greater sinners they are the better God loves them, and
peared at the Paine eele bration as" friends and mem- knew he could use him. . His vote and those of Mr. that he who goes to work at the eleventh hour will receive the
bers of the Liberal League," and they indorsed the and Mrs. Freeman carried the. faii_J-ous. resolutions, same reward f\S he who bertrs the burden and heat of the whole
day? Which exerts the better influence, momlit;r without reaction of the board of directors. Could John Kelly even Fraenkel, the treasurer, bemg m the next room ligion, or religion without mol'lllity? Is to ' pra~se rt~d glowork a caucus finer than that? They next" cooked" dancing. I will pass over the extremely thick taffy rify' God the chief duty of man? Is a ma~ JUStified m negthe membership book and went around interviewing Mr. Stevens spreads for Mrs. Freeman. If she can lecting his duties in order to praise a~d glorify? Is that. omE~ome of the "respectable" members, and on Sunday be pleas~d with such extravagant ecstt~.sies, she is not nipotent power that cre:.tecl the umverse and go:verns 1t by
immutable power a petty tyymnt, to be pleased wtth fulsome
night they appeared prepared for the worst. The the sensible woman I.take her for. . I want only to praise rtnd angry if it is withheld?" "A Trnth Seeker" wrtnts
janitor, armed with a poker, a policeman, and the add t~at .our Leag~e IS no longer ~Liberal one. <?ur these answered in a brief ,mel rational 'imy thrtt the rtverage
president stationed themselvs at the door, and afte;, constitut!~n cont.am~ a plank _w~10h says no subJect intellect crtn understand, and. without n scriptum! rhapsody.
enough mugwumps had been "permitted to enter of a political, smentific, or rehgwus nature shall be We very much fear'' A Truth f\eeker" will be c1is11ppointed,

----------
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The Priest Turns the Other Cheek.
In THE TRuTH SEEKER of Jan. 3d we printed a letter
to one of our subscribers from a Canadian Catholic
priest, together with a reply thereto. The reply has
drawn the following rejoinder from the priest.
Among all the impudent hermeneutists we remember
having read, he stands pre-eminent.
"MY DEAB MR. MABREN: When you told me that you would
send to THE TRUTH SEEKER my paper on the reconciliation of
the genealogy of Christ, I expected that the journal in question would giv a much more plausible reply than it has done.
In fact, the reply is exceedingly weak.
"It must be remembered that Colonel Ingersoll's objection
is that the two genealogies are inconsistent with each other.
If they are inconsistent, one must be wrong; but i:f it could
happen in any way that both can be true, then they are not
inconsistent with each other; then both may be true, and the
whole Infidel objection falls to the ground. It is perfectly
worthless.
"Now, I showed two ways in which it might happen that
both genealogies may be true. It is no refutation of my mode
of reconciliation to say I hav not proved either hypothesis.
It is for those who pretend that there is an inconsistency to
show that neither of my modes of reconciliation could occur.
This THE TRUTH SEEKER has not attempted to do in regard to
my second theory. He does bring one objection to the first,
which I will answer below.
"1. The first hypothesis ill that Mary and Joseph are first
cousins, descended from the same grandfather, Mathan,
named by St. Matthew, Mary being the daughter of Anna,
who was the daughter of Mathan. The father of Mary was
Heli, who was the son of Mathat, as stated by St. Luke. Thus
the apparent discrepancy between the two evangelists at once
disappears. According to this theory, Joseph would be the
son-in-law of Heli.
"2. The second theory is that Heli was the brother of Jacob,
and that Heli died childless. Then, according to the law
(Dent. xxv, 5. 6), Heli's wife must hav married Jacob. By
this marriage Joseph was born, and by the law Joseph would
be the son of Heli, but by nature he was the son of Jacob.
Thus St. Matthew and St. Luke respectivly giv the genealogies
of Jacob and Heli. Jacob ai:J.d Heli hav the same mother, but
different fathers, Mathan and Mathat. Thus also the seeming discrepancy disappears.
"It is evident that these theories cannot be refuted by THE
T:&UTH SliiE:S:ER's call for proofs. Some adopt the first explanation, others adopt the second; and if either be possible, the
evangelists are vindicated. THE TRUTH SEEKER has completely
failed in his endeavor to weaken their foree.
"It is not necessary then to answer the attacks of THE TRUTH
SEEKliiR on those parts of my former note to you which do
not affect my main argument. However, I will do so here.
He says:
" ' The books ascribed to Sts. Luke and Matthew are now
known to be anonymou·s, but that of St. Luke is given the
precedence.'
"A little above he states that the best authorities state that
Luke wrote before Matthew.
"It does not affect my argument in the least, which of the
evangelists wrote first. Nevertheless THE TRUTH SEEKER is
astray in this matter.
"St. Augustine says: 'The first gospel is that of Matthew,
then that of Mark, thirdly that of Luke, lastly that of John.
Therefore, the order of their knowledge and preaching is different from their order of writing'' (Agreement of Gospels,
Book 1, chap. ii).
"St. Jerome, the translator of the Latin Vulgate, says:
' The first of all was the publican Matthew, who wrote his
gospel in Judea in Hebrew. He was also called Levi. . . .
The third was Luke, a physician, a nativ of Syria ' (Introduction to St. Matthew's gospel).
"Origen says: 'The first (gospel) is written according to
Matthew. . . . • The third gospel is according to Luke.'
(See En1ebius, Ecc. Hist. vi. 25.)
"These witnesses are of more weight than THE TRUTH
SEEKE:& writer, who states that neither 'St. Luke nor St
Matthew wrote at all.'
"Papias says 'Matthew set forth his oracles in the Hebrew
dialect.' Papias was 11 disciple of St. John, and knew what
he wrote.
" Tatian wrote a commentary on the four gospels about
the year 170.
"Justin Martyr quotes the four gospels frequently iorty
yeart after the last gospel was written by St. John.

" I might continue proofs of their authenticity, but it would
extend my letter to too great length.
"The TRUTH SEE;KER objects to my statement that Heli is
elsewhere styled Joachim. This really is of no consequence
to the main argument. It is sufficient that the genealogies of
St. Matthew and Luke can be reconciled. However, while he
denies that Heli and Joachim are identical, he quotes the
Apocryphal Prot.evangelion and the Epistles of James as
stating that 'Mary's father was Joachim.' Now, by the first
hypothesis Heli is Mary's father. I was therefore fully justified in saying that 'he was elsewhere called Joachim.'
"I may add that Eli is a contraction for Eliachim. Joachim
King of Judea is called Eliachim in 4 Kings xxiii, 34; 2 Paralipomenon, xxxvi, 4. (Protestant Bible, 2 Ki)lgs; 2 Chronicles.) Also the same high priest who is called Joachim in
Judith xv., 9, is called Eliachim in iv., 5, 10. Eli is Hebrew for
'My God;' Jo is also a contraction for. God-Jehovah.
"The inaccuracies of THE TJIUTH SEE!tER will be the more
evident when I point out that he states that the two theories!
hav proposed are by St. Augustine. This saint does propound the first theory, but not the second. St. Augustine
originally propounded a theory differing from both of those
which I hav proposed, but he afterwards abandoned it.
"THE TRUTH SEEKER maintains that the words 'Joseph who
was of Heli' must mean that Joseph was the son of Heli, not
the son-in-law. This is the only attE'mpt to prove the first
theory unsatisfactory. I answer that the words 'son of' are
not in the original Greek. Undoubtedly the form of expression is usually employed to mean ' the son of,' but it is not
necessarily so, and it may certainly be applied to one who,
like Joseph, was adopted by marriage into the family of Heli.
"THE TRUTHSEEKERqnotes LordAmberley, an Infidel, and
some supposed Christian writers, to prove that the discrepancy is real. All I hav to say to these authorities is that I
hav shown that the discrepancy is but imaginary.
" THE TRUTH SEEKER quotes another difficulty from Lord
Amberley: 'The enormous disproportion in the number of generations between David and Joseph. Matthew has twenty-five
generations and Luke forty, excluding Joseph himself, . • . .
a difference of 400 or 450 years.'
"Surely Lord A.mberley and THE TRUTH SEEKER are badly
off for 11 discrepancy when they make one out of the fact that
different men are of different ages when sons are born to
them. There are really 26 instead of 25 generations in St.
Matthew, and 40 in St. Luke. This would giv the averag
ages of the different lines of ancestry respectivly, 38 1-2 and
25 years. Where does the discrepancy of 400 or 450 years
come in?
"The second method of reconciliation is such that THE
TRUTH SEEKER does not even attempt to show that it could
not occur.''

If our priest knew anything of logic-or knowing,
if he·were honest-:-he would know that an hypothesis to be worthy consideration must hav some evidence behind it. In reply to his previous letter we
called for the evidence on which he (or St. Augustine) based the first hypothesis. The points on which
we denied this hypothesis were:
1. There is no scriptural authority for it.
2. Mary was not the daughter of Heli.
3. If "son of" meant "son-in-law," and Luke m,
23 ought to read, "And Jesus himself, being as was
supposed, the son of Joseph, which was the son in-law
of Heli," then Hell would be "son-in-law of Matthat,
which was the son-in·law of Levi," and so on to the
end of the genealogy. Try to follow'the pedigree
back by this method and see where you would land.
4. Where the writer speaks of Elizabeth, he takes
pains to say her h~band was of the house of David;
but nowhere says the same of her or of Mary.
5. There is no authority for saying Joachim and
Heli were identical; and,
6. If they were it would make no difference, for,
according to the Protevangelion, Joachim probably
was the father of Mary in the same way that Joseph
was the father of Jesus-by proxy of the angels. This
is the substance of the story:
"Joachim, a rich man, brought offerings to thi Lor<f. Rubim
the priest told him he must do so no more, because he was
childless. Joachim in great grief retired to the mountains,
resolved to fast and pray until he could become a father. His
wife Anna knowing not what had become of him, and supposing him dead, began to bewail her childless widowhood. But
soon she put off her mourning garJ;llen,ts, and, resuming her
wedding dress, took 11 walk in the garden. Sitting under a
laurel-tree she prayed, not for a husband but for a child.
Looking up she saw 11 sparrow's nest. 'Alas! 0 Lord!' she
said, 'why am I not like the birds or beasts which are pro.
ductiv before thee? I hav become a reproach to the sons
of Is;ael, and they hav driven me in derision out of the
temple of the Lord.'
"Just then a good angel appeared and promised to answer
Anna's prayer. Presently two more angels came and told
her her husband was alive and coming home, for another
angel had heard Joachim's prayer, and promised an answer.
"The reunion of husband and wife was joyful. Joachim
made a grand offering of goats, lambs, and calves to the
priests, and in due time, reckoning no doubt from the good
angel's visit in the garden, a female child was born, and they
called her Mary.''

Yet, notwithstanding these objections, the priest
now asserts in his hypothesis that Mary was the
daughter of Heli. Luke says Jesus was supposed to be
th~ ~t;>n of Jose:ph, which wa11 the son of Heli. The words

" the son " are not in the "original Greek." Yet the
name Jose:ph is in the Greek (not the original, for there
is oo original), and St. Augustine's ·hypothesis that,
Luke was giving the genealogy of Mary is therefore
impossible to maintain. "Mary, the daughter of,"
could never hav been meant by" Joseph, the son of.'•
And Kitto's "Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature" says
that the legends respecting Anna, who is said to hav
been Mary's mother, " are pure fables, without the
slightest' evidence.'' This is rough on the priest's authority, but is undoubtedly true. The hypothesis,
therefore, that Luke givs the genealogy of Mary is
disproved by the gospel itself; and as the priest said
in his former communication that therE\ are no other
witnesses (than the gospels) that" we can absolutely
call upon," he must admit his mistakes. But that he
may not think this is only the ipse dixit of an irreverent paper, we will quote for his benefit some opinions
of some reverent men. Greg's " Creed of Christendom" says of the discrepant genealogies:
·" One critic supposes that one evangelist givs the pedigree of
the adoptiv, the other of the real father of Joseph. Another
assumes that one is the genealogy of Joseph, and the other that
of Mary-a most convenient idea, but entirely gratuitous, and
positivly contradicted by the language of the text " (p. 172).

Another writer says:
" The genealogy of Jesus in the canonical gospels .
is traced solely through Joseph, who alone is ~tated to be of the lineage of David. The genealogies of Matthew and Luke, though
differing in several important points, at lea~t agree in elllcluding
Mary" (Supernatural Religion, p. 259).

Scott says:
"Both the evangelists profess to giv the genealogy of Joseph; while neither of them givs any support to th~ Davidic descent of Mary," and "the pointed expression that Joseph went
with Mary to Bethlehem 'because he was [not, they were] of the
house and lineage of David' (Luke ii, 4), seems to txclude the
idea" (English Life of Jesus, p. 26).

Other similar opinions might be given of the
meaning of the genealogy set forth in Luke. That
he gave the pedigree of Joseph and not of Mary
effectually disposes of the first hypothesis. For
" the gospels are the only witnesses we can absolutely call upon" (Canadian priest, TRUTH SEEKER,
Jan. 3, 1885, p. 8).
Of the second hypothesis: We asked the priest to
prove his assertions, as follows:
,
1. How does he know that " Heli died and his wife
married Jacob?" Grotiuil held that the Levirate law
imposed no necessity on Jacob to marry the widow
of Heli, supposing Hell had died without issue, of
which there is no evidence. Hammond, Le Clerc,
and· W etstein agree with Grotius (Kitto, Cyc. Bib.
Lit., vol. i, p. 746).
2. This hypothesis alleges that "Joseph was born
of this marriage.'' Of what use is Joseph's pedigree
when, if the fundamental dogma of Catholicism be
true, Joseph was not Christ's father?
·s. "Jacob and Heli were brothers.'' It is not so
set down in the gospels, which " are. the only witnesses we can absolutely call upon.''
.
4. "Mary's mother Anna was sister to Jacob."
Anna is said to hav been Mary's mother. The allegagation is, however, made only by interested and dishonest churchmen, who assume whatever pleases
them, and what they regard as necessary to establish
their theology. There is absolutely no proof d the
statement whatever. The legends of the apocryphal
gospels " are pure fables without the slightest evidence."
But there are other reasons for rejecting this hypothesis. If Jacob was the natural father of Joseph,
why should Luke giv the genealogy of Heli? Joseph
could not hav had two lines of paternal ancestors.
It is also obvious that if the two fathers of Joseph
were brothers, sons of the same father, they had
one and the same lineage, and this would involve no
difference of genealogy beyond Heli and Jacob.
Had another Levimte marriage taken place? This
would suppose an improbable mortality among Jo~
seph's paternal ancestors, and would be well calculated to alarm the women marrying any of the
royal line.
The promptness with which they
were widowed was only equaled by the promptness
with which they sought consolation in another marriage. If, however, our priest alleges this second
Levirate marriage (which Grotius and others say
there was no necessity for), we hope he will be prepared with at least a trifle of evidence, and not base
his allegation on the ipse dixit of some dead crank
who believed that cancers were cured by miracle.
But, we again ask, what matter is it what Joseph's
pedigree was, so long as he was not Jesus's father?
The consideration of the subject is a waste of space,
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and we are tempted to drop it. We hav already
given reasons enough why the second hypothesis
has no legs to stand upon. It may not, however, be
out of place to point out some of the inconsistencies
which the priest says Ingersoll has wrongly charged
upon Matthew and Luke.
Speaking of the genealogy as given by Matthew,
Greg says: " In the first place, this genealogy is not
correct. Secondly, if the remainder of the chapter is
to be received as true, it is in no sense the genealogy
of Jesus. Thirdly, it is wholly and irreconcilably at
variance with that given by Luke."
Matthew asserts that the generations are fortytwo-fourteen from Abraham to David· fourteen
from David until the carrying away int~ Babylon;
and fourteen from the latter period to Christ. A
study of the genealogies themselvs develops the unreliability of Matthew (or whoever wrote the gospel
bearing his name). The third set of generations are
only thirteen.
To get over this, ecclesiastics stick another name
into the second set. J ehoiakim is put in between
Josias and Jechonias, making the latter the grandson of Josias. But .this again convicts Matthew, for
he says," Josias begat Jechonias" (Matt. i, 11, King
J!l.mes's translation). However, the churchman and
Matthew must settle this between themselvs. But
the discrepancies are not ended with this. In Matthew i, 8, it is asserted that " J oram begat Ozias."
In the Old Testament we learn that Joram was the
father of Ahazia (2 Kings viii, 25; ix, 27), who in
turn was the father ofJehoash (2 Kings xii,1), whose
son Amaziah was the father of Ozias (who was also
known as Uzziah and Azariah). This leaving out of
three generations spoils somewhat the symmetry of
Matthew's genealogical tree. As Scott says, "Either
Joram was the father of Uzziah (Ozias) or he was
not. Either all the generations between David and
Jechonias were fourteen or they were not." Augustine, quoted by our priest as a conclusiv authority,
said that" Ochozias, Joash, and Amazias were excluded from the number because thefr wiekedness
was continuous and without interval." As if the
goodness or badness of the persons forming · the
links in the chain could modify the facts! That
Amaziah did that which was right in the sight of the
Lord " (2 Kings xiv, 3), makes no difference to
Augustine. His business was to construct an hypothesis, and not even the scriptures themselvs could
be allowed to interfere. Therein our Canadian pl'iest
resembles Augustine, except that he is using the
hypotheses of others, and not building new ones.
Regarding this omission Jerome (also a favorit of
our Catholic friend) said that, " according to historical
truth there were three intervening kings who are
omitted by the evangelist." Again we leave Matthew to fight it out with his opposers, the writer of 2
Kings, Augustine, and Jerome. A few of Matthew's
further blunders are that he makes Zorobabel (v, 12)
a son of Salathiel, while in 1 Chronicles, iii, 19, he is
a nephew of Salathiel. He also givs Abiud (v, 13), as
a son of Zorobabel, while the same passage of Chronicles is a dreary waste so far as Abiud is concerned.
Thes~ are some of Matthew's inaccuracies.
The second proposition is that if the rest of the
chapter (Matthew i) is true, the genealogies are not
those of Jesus. Upon this we may with advantage
use the words of W. Rathbone Greg (Creed of
Christendom, p. 171):
The genealogy here given, correct or incorrect, is the genealogy of joseph, who is in no sense whatever the father (or any
relation at all) of Jesus, since this last, we are assured (verses
18 and 25), was in his mother's womb before she and her husband came together. The story of the incarnation and the
genealogy are obviously at variance; and no ingenuity, tinscrupulously as it has been applied, can produce even the shadow
of an agreement; and when the flat contradiction given to
each other by the 1st* and the 18tht verses is considered, it is
difficult for an unprejudiced mind not to feel convinced that
the author of the genealogy (both in the first and third gospels) was ignorant of the story of the incarnation, though the
carelessness and uncritical temper of the evangelist-a carelessness partially avoided in the case of Luke, by an interpolation:j:-has united the two into one compilation.

The third assertion is that repeated by Colonel
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rest." What a queer way of proving things Augustine and Remigius had! But to Eusebius must be
awarded a crQWn for mendacity of equal value. As
quoted in the " C!!otena Aurea" of "St." Thomas
Aquinas, Eusebius explains the inconsistency by attributing to Luke a deliberate purpose to conceal the
truth. If Luke, he says, had asserted that Joseph was
the son of Heli, in like manner as Matthew affirmed
him to be the son of Jacob, " there woUld be some dispute. But seeing the case is that Matthew givs his
opinion, Luke repeats the common opinion of many,
not his cwn,
for since there were among the
MATTHEW.
LUKE,
1. Solomon.
1. Nathan.
Jews
different
opinions
of the genealogy o:f. Christ,
2. Rehoboam.
2. Mattatha.
and yet all traced him up to David; because to him
3. Abia.
3. Menan.
4. Asa.
4. Melea.
were the promises made, while many affirmed that
5. J ehosophat.
5. Eliakim.
Christ would come through Solomon and the other
6. Joram.
6. Jonan.
[Ahaziah.
kings; some shunned this opinion because of the
Joash.
many crimes recorded of their kings, and because
Amaziah.*]
7. Ozias (or Uzziah).
7. Joseph.
Jeremiah said of J echonias, that ' a man should not
8. Jotham.
8. Juda.
rise of his seed to sit on the throne of David.' This
9. Ahaz.
9. Simeon.
10. Hezekiah.
last view Luke takes, though conscious that Matthew
10. Levi.
11. Manasseh.
11. Matthat..
givs the real truth of the genealogy. (See "English
12. Amon.
12. Jorim.
Life of Jesus," pp. 22, 26, 27.) It occurs to us that
13. Josiah.
12. Eliezer.
[Jehoiakim.]
this is upholding Christism at the expense of mo14. Jeconiah (or Jehoiachim).
14. Jose.
rality.
Here the captivity closes the
The questions of the priority of Matthew or Luke
second period. After the capand
the anonymousness of the gospels are side issues
tivity we havwhich we hav not space to now discuss; if the priest
1. Jeckoniah.
15. Er.
wishes to take the matter up, however, we will follow
2. Salathiel (or Shealthiel ).
16. Elmodam.
him in subsequent papers. Another point made is
3. Zerubbabel.
.17. Cosam.
4. Abiud.
18. Addi.
that we attributed both of the herein considered the5. Eliakim.
19. Melchi.
ories
to Augustine. It was a mere slip. The second
6. Azor.
20. Neri.
7. Sadoc.
21. Salathiel.
hypothesis was common in early times. Probably
8. Achim.
22. Zorababel.
Africanus can claim whatever honor there may be in
9. Eliud.
23. Rhesa.
10. Eleazar.
24. Joanna.
having started the idea of reconciling the genealo11. Matthan.
25. Juda.
gies in that way. Almost nothing is absolutely cer12. Jacob.
26. Joseph.
13. Joseph.
tain about the early church fathers except that they
27. Semei.
14. JESUS.
28. Mattathias.
were incompetent, dishonest, superstitious, and to29. Maath.
tally unfit to deal with the problems they so reck30. Nagga.
31. Esli.
lessly "solved.''
32. Naum.
The remaining point is a criticism of Amberley for
33. Amos.
34. Mattathias.
showing that between the generations of Matthew
35. Joseph.
and Luke there is a difference of some 400 or 450
36. Janna.
37. Melchi.
years. Matthew omits fifteen generations. A gen38. Levi.
eration is about 33 years. Fifteen times 33 is 495.
39. Matthat.
In putting the disproportion at 400 or 450 years Am40. Heli.
41. Joseph.
barley
was quite a way inside the limit. A little
42. JEsus.t
reflection might hav saved our priestly adversary
It will be seen that the only persons upon whom
from the charge of captiousness.
Matthew and Luke agree are Salathiel and ZorobaIf this reply does not please, the priest will confer
bel. The others are totally different. To a person
a favor by pointing out wherein it fails.
not a theologian, nor a believer in the mythical and
symbolical explanations of the early church fathers,
The Chicago League.
this difference is sufficient to constitute an inconsist·
Dynamite is a powerful explosiv, and it seems that
ency. Strauss so held, for he says that "a consider- the bare mention of it has sufficeu· to disrupt the
ation of the insurmountable difficulties which una- League of Chicago. We hope, however, that the
voidably embarrass every attempt to bring these two pieces can be gathered together and the League
genealogies into harmony with one another will lead united. The Liberal force is by no Ip.eans strong
us to despair of reconciling them, and will incline enough to stand internal quarreling.
us to acknowledge, with the more Freethinking class
If a suggestion from an outsider will not be offenof critics, that they are mutually contradictory. Con- siv, we would recommend not only the Chicago
sequently, they cannot both be true."
League, but all Leagues, to hav in League meetings
A few words upon some other assertions of our discussions only upon subjects germane to the moveopponent, and our space is exhausted. He asserts ment. If upon occasions the members desire an
that if either of his explanations is possible, the evan- intellectual holiday to discuss foreign issues, let it
gelists are vindicated. Now, we say that neither of be distinctly understood that the League is not rehis explanations is possible without contradicting one sponsible for the affair. The frequency of these reor the other of the evangelists. Matthew asserts tb.at laxations must depend upon the temperament of the
all the generations were so many; yet Luke goes on members, as must also the extent to which the diverand givs more. Either Matthew lied or Luke was sion is carried.
mistaken. We do not think that Augustine's explaAnother way: let the League be so engrossed in
nation is sufficient, that Matthew " does not sum propagandist work, or so absorbed in aggressiv Freethem al~ up and say, The sum of the whole is forty- thought action, that there will be no time for Interand two, because one of those fathers, i.e., Jechonal eruptions.
niah, is reckoned twice.
Matthew, therefore, whose purpose was to draw out Christ's kingly THERE is sometimes a complaint that crops are short. This
cha1·acter, counts forty successions in the genealogy n eYer applies to the crop of clerical rasct1ls, and reference to
another page of this paper will show that the yield has been
exclusiv of Christ. This number denotes the time for abundant.
We are not of course able to publish complete rewhich we must be governed by Christ in this world. turns, as many counties are yet to be heard from; Lut
That this number should denote our tem- it is evident that the devil has been conducting an aggressiv
poral life, a rea8on offers at hand, in this, that the campaign. The church papers, we expect, wjll contint1e
seasons of the year are four, and that the world itself to sound thcir warnings against the demoralizing influences of
religious Infidelity, and the reason for this will doubtle~s
is bounded by four sides. But forty contains ten be found in the fact that the immorality of Christians has utfour times; moreover, ten itself is made up by a tnined that maturity of corruption where their exa~J!.ple ceases
number proceeding from one to four." We might as to be contagious.
--------~.------well say with Remigius that if we take the generaw. F. JAMIESON is engaged to de}ive1· courses of Freethought
tions as forty-two, " we then shall say that the holy lectures in Stanton und Creighton, Neb., from lVJnrch 1st to
church is signified, for this number is the product of the lOth. Will accept calls to lecture anywhere in Nebraska.
seven and six; the six denotes labor, and the seven Address him at Creighton, Neb.
Ingersoll, that there are· irreconcilable inconsistencies between the first and third gospel genealogies.
Let us see. Leaving aside for a moment the considerable difference in the number of generations between D!l.vid and Jesus, as given by the two" evangelists, we will point out some of the grosser inconsistimcies. Luke starts with God. Matthew with
Abraham. They then go together up to David.
After that the lists diverge. We hav printed these
before, but for the satisfaction of this Canadian reverend it is inserted here:

• The book of the generation of Jesus Cl:irist, the son of
David, the son of Abraham.
t Now the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise: When as
his mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before they came
together, she was found with child of the Holy Ghost.
:j: Luke iii, 23 "Jesus . . . being, as was supposed, the
son of Joseph," a parenthesis, which renders nugatory the
*Kings omitted in the gospel are inserted in brackets and
CoLONEL INGERSOLL will lecture in the Bijou Opera Honse,
whole of the following genealogy, and cannot hav originally
this city, next Sqnday evening on" Liberty for Man, Womnu,
.formed a part of it. 'fhe 16th verse of Matthew ~~olso bears italicized.
t Matt. i. l-17; Luke iii, 23-38.
11nd QhH<l,"
llldications of a simUar emendlltloJl..
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night; or, for a change, go to betting or pitching pennies for
the cigars. Their principal reading, if anything, is in the
cheapest novels and worthless story papers. Here we see a
vast body of young men that are earning money that, with
care and economy, will soon grow to a sum sufficient to procure them an independent foot-hold on this earth. But, unfortunately, their hard earnings are passing on till they reach
the pockets of the calculating, avaricious rich. Yon workingmen that throw money away must be the class that produce
the tramps.
We are now in the hands of a partisan government whose
leaders are corrupt, and so thoroughly and firmly fixed in
power by an illiterate constituency that it looks like an impossibility that this government can be brought back to what
it was, or to what it was intended to .be, a pure democracy,
without a severe revolution.
J. KINSER.

Mr. Putnam set a movement on foot to organize an auxiliary
League at this place. There is abundant material, and the
prospect for perfecting an organization at present is good.
W. L. FARNSWORTH,

LEXINGTON, KY., Jan. 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: While reading your excellent editorial on
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS, Jan. 24, 1885.
·"Figures That Lie," in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 6th, a few
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER came to hand, on account
·thoughts suggested themselvs which are of great value, if not
of Man. Not until of late hav I had time to peruse them.
. of vital interest, to state secularization and the taxation of
As circumstances in this (earth) life vary consequent upon
ecclesiastical property in America. As the Plenary CouiLcil
bonditions, so mine, as a unit of millions, keep me emwriter says, there are many difficulties to be encountered and
ployed to make a living and keep square with the world. Home
. overcome before we can arrive at even approximate results as
papers hav to be read to keep posted. Hav numbers of the
to the comparativ strength of the various religious bodies.
little Man paper on hand I hav not read, however anxious to
. And as an improvement upon the general method of determinhav done so. I am highly pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER
ing the exact number of church adherents, you suggest that
and the able contributors to its columns. The liberal spirit
the "1·tght way would be to subtract from the seating capacity
therein displayed is in consonance with my views. Being a
of the churches tbe difference between the number of seats
Spiritualist, I am in accord with Mrs. C. S. Tremain, of your
and the average number of members who attend." But a betDAVID CITY, NEB., Jan. 14, 1885.
paper of Oct. 4, page 635. What has become of Brother J. M.
ter way, in my opinion, would be for the census-taker at the
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for subscription to the best of Roberts, of Mind and Malter fame? I was truly sorry for
time of gathering the official figures to politely inquire of each papers. Our Sunday-school superintendent went to Canado. him, and when his messages ceased to come to hand. Those
and every individual his or her religious belief, and by this thirty or forty thousand dollars behind (gr rather ahead) last messages from the ancieiLts were truly interesting, through A.
means, if rightly carried out, there could be no question as fall. He was arrested in Woodstock awhile ago, !lolld we ex- James as medium. For truth and right and against superstito the certainty of the alleged numerical strength of the de- pect to see him again. There are several ordinary Freethinkers tion, I 1·emain,
Yours truly,
J. H. SEEvERs.
nominations. If a man or woman is a believer in Christianity, here, but no organization. Some are Prohibitionists red hot;
[Brother Roberts is now publishing Mind and .illiiUer at Burlet him write it opposit his or her name, in a place set. apart the editor of a holiness sheet here says that whisky is only a lington, N. J., and has apparently begun about where he left
for that purpose, and the church and denomination to which beginning; tobacco next, and, finally, all sin. So you see off.-ED. '!'. S.).
they belong; and with the Freethinker let the census-clerk do where Prohibition leads to.
the same, only substituting 11 non-religious" for belief. Thus
What's the matter with 11 T. E. L?" His answer toW. S. Bell
BA.LsTON SPA; N. Y., Jan. 25, 285.
we would ascertain exactly the increase or decrease of religion, sounded quite bigoted. No calm reasoning like Bell. When
MR. EDITOR: Please find $2 for one copy of the "Story
besides materially benefiting all concerned and interested in a person mounts a prohibitory nag he mo)lnts a hunter, and Hour" and a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUJ.L. I want the
the great subject.
goes over fences, ditches and all; stops for nothing.
one that contains the· speech of Brother T. B. Wakeman.
I move that the Liberals in all parts of the country get up a
Does a belief in Spiritualism include a possibility or proba- Can yon send me H. L. Green's Directory and Magazine (Salapetition to this effect, sign, and judiciously circulate it among bility of the truth of ghost stories, haunted houses, and slate manca, N.Y.) that contains T. B. Wakeman's speech? I sent
their friends for their signatures, then present it to Congress, communications in presence of juries, in murder cases? It him $1 for the Bruno Statue, and in his note to me he
requesting that honorable body to pass a law that will forever looks so to me if spirits can materialize at will. I should like requested me to read his speech in the Directory and JJ[ugazine
preclude the possibility of errors in chUl'ch statistics. As mat- to informed; am only a beginner.
SuBsCRIBER.
in connection with the one in THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL,
ters now stand, however, ten chances to one we would be igand then write him again. If I hav not sent money enough,
nominiously defeated if we presented a. petition for state secuFRESNO, CAL., Jan. 15, 1885.
please send the order all the same, and the bill, and I will relarization at the present time. For legislators, like other polMR. EDITOE: Herewith please find inclosure, for which mit forthwith.
iticians, are peculiarly constituted, and liv in constant fear of amount credit me on THE TRUTH SEEKER, and continue to
I think a great deal of my new faith of Liberty, Science, and
losing political honors, hence are always ready to, as they inva- present address. Your honest and excellent journal is a new Humanity, and all my family are eating the same food; and I
riably do, follow the dictation and lead of Christianity, and if acquaintance, yet in a short time it ha~ become my first and hope we shall all grow in Liberal grace and be a light to those
the members of the great delusion (the right name for it, by best companion. It was introduced by your venerable patron around us" who are yet in darkness and superstition. I am dothe way) are exaggerated, and the pious frauds are apparently of this county, Robert Laramore. His honest countenance ing what I can for the cause of liberty and truth.
in the majority, we will inevitably meet defeat, and subse- and kindly, generous heart impressed me with deciding at
I received "Paine's Complete Works," which you sent,
quently fail in the manner specified. But if the hypocritical once "Which Way.'' The result is easily told. His well- in very good order; also "Bible Morals;" and let me say that
law-makers clearly see, and are positivly aware, that the Free- thumbed books were the first of the truly Liberal and generous Brother Remsburg is one of the big guns. and may he
thinkers outrank the followers of the 11 dear crucified one," character that had greeted my attention. Had they been pre- and Brother R. G. Ingersollliv long and be strong in tearing
they will, with a little agitation on our part, readily grant our sented earlier the same result would hav followed, and to my clown the stronghold of ignorance and superstition. I hav
prayers, even if the great Jehovah doesn't.
lasting benefit. To Mr. John R. Kelso's "Analysis of the made more than one Bible saint blush since I received "Bible
With these stubborn facts before us, our future course is Bible," I am also largely indebted. None but a man of honest Morals."
obvious, and in the language of modern slang, if we only life and exhalted manhood could pen such a book. To my
I inclose a slip I hav just clipped from the Utica Sunday
"play it right," we will surely meet a glorious victory. But thinking it is especially acceptable to young people. The Globe, Jan 24, 1885. My wife was a subscriber, but she says it
the first essential thing to be done is the consideration of the author impresses the subject of his book so fair and truthful, is the last copy she will allow in the house. And the editor of
suggestions above set forth, and ·as another census-year will each succeeding chapter becoming more promising to any in- the Globe is not fit to blacken the boots of Colonel Ingersoll,
soon roll around, the quicker the work is commenced the bet- quiring mind that hitherto has not investigated questions of let alone his character.
ter. After we hav ascertained and successfully established this character. How singular, too, that so few of such valuI wish long life and success to you and THE TRUTH
the true number of church adherents, then, and not till then, able books and kindred literature are thrown in the way of SEEKER. I am, in all truth,
as it appears to my mind, can we consistently talk about state young people. The future day must be very near, however,
Yours very respectfully, WILLIAM THORPE.
secularization. I hope these suggestions may meet the appro- when the minds of men will be entirely free and unfettered,
bation and enco~ragement of Liberals, and that they will giv and all this will be changed. The cobwebs of theological tomPLEASANTON, KAN., Jan. 21, 1885.
foolery cannot much longer enshroud the light of reason and
their views upon the subject.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find three dollars ($3), as due you for
Visiting an acquaintance recently, one who fears God. and intelligence. Your paper is chock-full of good things, and your valuable paper, which each week contains such an imhis rival in the son! business, Satan, both at the same time, I speed the day when every mourner's bench in the land will mense amount of valuable information-facts, which are made
R. A. FITzGERALD.
picked up a heavenly sheet dubbed the American Messenger. constantly hav a copy on file.
clear and not sugar-coated by any creed or dogma. Having
This angel of light is a whole" Bible, an activ church, a sanctiread your paper since my fifteenth year, I attribute to it part
PoE, OHIO, Feb. 14, 1885.
fied press," not to mention the "hope of the world," all in itof my present radiGal ideas. And I sincerely hope that THE
MR. EDITOR: Messrs. Putnam and Watts lectured in Phce- TRUTH SEEKER will ever continue to unfold its pinions to the
self. It bears date of January, 1885, being a monthly, and it
teaches 11 the word of God only, the grace of Christ only, and nix Hall, Medina. The audience was a large one, and em- Liberal breeze, which is just now so fast penetrating and scat.
the work of the spirit only." The celestial recruit is pub- braced the most prominent of our citizens, as well as the most tering the poisonous vapors of superstition and chnrchcraft.
lished in the ungodly city of New York, and is an honor to prominent of our Liberal element. All denominations and Long may it continue the work so ncbly begun by D. M.
J. E. Christ, the middle-man in the much-vaunted and adora- beliefs were freely represented, notwithstanding the fact that Bennett.
ble firm of 11 father and ghost." In this great omnipotent nearly all the churches in the town called extra meetings upon
An idea has long impressed itself on my mind in regard to
journnl I find the following inspired lie: "Another colporteur that eve to keep all they could from going where they would the moneyless Freethinkers. Too many of our people are
writes from Michigan: 'I met a Bob Ingersoll man, an old In- hav their Bible, their Bible God, and their religions arr!inged poor; too many giv much less thought to the acquirement of
fidel, and at first he seemed inclined to abuse me. I told him before the altar of reason and humanity. They offered extra wealth than is practical, and the result is that the church,
that he had a right to his opinion, and I to mine; but the Lord inducements in the shape of valentines, socials, etc., for the with its thousands, is enabled to repress Freethought expressays, 11 Come, let us reason together."' After conversing on purpose of luring the younger of their dupes within the safe sions, and with the heel of despotism (as crushing as in days
the scriptures awhile, he looked up to me with tears in his confinements of their chapel walls. Mr. Putnam spoke first of old) either compel us to keep still or move elsewhere.
eyes, and said, " Stranger, if you can do me any good, for upon the "Coming Religious Demands.'' The title denotes
With more care for the possession of moneyed positions, we
God's sake do it, for I need it." I then pointed him to the the character of the lecture. He is a very pleasant, earnest, could extend our ideas, and more quickly spread Freethought
lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world, and de- and able speaker, and was listened to with the closest atten- and make the young, at least, see more clearly nature unfolded,
parted.' •· The old Infidel(?) must hav been a poor debater to tion as he set forth 'the principles and aims of the Leagnl'.
thus getting ideas abroad that will in time develop many firstMr. Watts took for his theme "Secularism and Christian- class thinkers. Yours for advancement and truth,
~tllow himself to be vanquished by this pious hypocrit. And
I wonder if the aforesaid "lamb" appeared in the clouds es- ity-Which is the Superior?"- He defined what the spirit of
Miss ELLA MoRnow.
pecially for his spiritual benefit? Else how could he point to Christianity is as set forth in the scriptures, and showed how
him? Maybe the able editor of this cock-robin-run-me-through- opposit it is to the spirit of reason and humanity, which is so
MT. UNION, Jan. 1D, 1885.
with-gospel paper can solve the conundrum, for I confess my prevalent in this century, and has made it what we find it toMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $11, to be ust>d as ordered.
inability to do so. For such is the kingdom of heaven.
day.
Freethought is moving on rapidly here now, though we hav the
DAviD B. CoziNE.
Both gentlemen called forth the most general and hearty Salvation Army and the Young Men's Christian Association to
applause. At the close of his lecture Mr. Watts said he was contend with; still, "hell is freezing over," and I think it will
TRAMPS: HOW MADE.
prepared to defend in debate any and all assertions he had be our next skating-rink. We like THE TRu·.rn SEEKER, and
CHAMPLIN, MINN., Feb. 23, 1885.
made. But none coulcl be found who was willing to engage think it the best pnper now printed. We cannot do without
Ma. EDITOR: It was here but a day ago that a stout man this modern Goliah in argumentati:v controversy. Several were it. I will send you more subscribers soon.
made his appearance as a "tramp" at the door of· one of our heard 'to hurl defiance at him the next day (when he was thirty
,JOSEPH FITZPATRICK.
well-to-do citizens and asked for something to eat, but as ad- miles away) by bravely saying, "They ought to hav been arvice was cheaper to giv than bread he was refused, and ordered rested and punished for blasphemy." But, thanks be to LibNJ.NNAIMO, Feb. 9, 1885.
to go to work. Now, without making remarks on the inhu- eral civilization, that day is past, and we liv to-day in a counMR. EDITOR: I send $3 in this letter. Please stop the paper
manity of this treatment, let us calmly look into the causes try of free speech and free press, and when, by the united after this runs out. Cause, the anti-temperance leaning of
that make tramps. There is not a town or city in our country efforts of the Liberals of this country, generaled by sucl:! men the paper; prohibition is my religion.
JAMES LEwis.
that has less than from ten to hundreds of young, stout men as Col. R. G. Ingersoll and Mr. Watts, the Nine Demands of
in each, and not lazy men, but good, honest workers, that are Liberalism are secured, we will liv in a country of equal rights.
CINCINNJ.TI, 0., Feb. 24, 1885.
spending the long winter in doing nothing; yes, worse than
That Messrs. Putnam and Watts are laboring for the good of
MR. EDITOR: One of your subscribers, named Geo. Gage, of
doing nothing. Look at them. They hav, without exception, the cause is demonstrated by the fact that they come here Osborne, Ran., suggests the propriety of giving much space
a liberal share of a free-school education, a suffi<~ient founda- without the promisor hope of ample reward; with the under- toT. Winter-the Cincinnati Materialist-so that he might h~tv
tion to build up a life-time reputation of manhood and intel- standing that they would be obliged to travel eighteen miles full play to cast flings at Spiritualism. Now, sir, it doth not
Jjgence. But follow them, and in place of finding them pur- by team after the Jecture, to catch the 4 A. M~ train on the C. C. require much space, study, or time, to refute and rebuke a
Ruing those fine advantages at their parents' home or boarding- C. & I. R.R. for Cleveland, where they were billed to lecture self-evident superstition. Nature itself is all-sufficient to uphouse, you will find them at their place of rendezvous, en- Sunday morning. That, with their zeal upon the platform, rvot the poisonous principle which hath so craftily palmed off
gaged in conversation on the most trifling incidents of the day; must impress all with then· entire sincerity and earnestness in its insidious virus on the credulous believers in the old book
on the good time they are going to hav at the dance to-morrow their work.
of blood and fables, called a Bible; for this dogma of a second

THE TRUTH SEEKER. MARCH 7, 1885.
state of existence is derived from that book, and not from nature. Other priestly books teach the same dogma, which
clearly shows the whole thing to be a priestly device to rule
and tp rob mankind. No wonder men of sense are disgusted
with the miserable crankism which is now promulgated and
seeking law to compel all men to submit to the wild, tyrannical views and crack· brain nonsense. Old superstitions are
bad enough and black enough, but if these modern despots
could hav their way, life would be a living curse. I sincerely
hope there ever will be sufficient sound sense to counteract
and render nugatory. the baneful effects growing out of excessiv fanaticism, and a miserable desire to compel mankind to
conform to the vilest oppressions. Sir, for myself, I claim entire freedom without limit, and I concede the same right to
my fellow-mortal.
Yours,
T. WINTER, Materialist.
P.S.-Sir, I will briefly statethat a number of your readers
are more than satisfied with the issues of my pen. Kind and
friendly letters reach me by mail from distant points, all of
which is favorable to my honest and truthful sentiments. I
received a most pleasant visit recently from a lady who is a
correspondent of THE TRU'.rH SEEKER. She leans a little to
the side of Spiritualism, but I found it was a Vei'Y. thin faith.
As to Brother Geo. Gmy, of Lowell, Mass., I hope he will
reconsider and not withdraw his support. I agree with him
that fanaticism is sickening, but I hope our Infidel papers
will do their level best to stop the flow of ignorance, and the
outburst of ruinous excitement, which is so identical with
fanatical superstition.
W.
PmE, N.Y., Jan. 7, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed pleuse find draft for fonr dollarsthree of which is for the continuation of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
which never fuils to bring its weekly store of progressiv thought
into my old age. I am nearly eighty-two years old, and must
soon succumb to the unfailing law of nature. But while I
Rtuy, I intend to keep pace with the great refor'ms of the age.
The other dollar is for the" Radical Pulpit."
Along with this, I ask to say a few words in regard to our
bucksliding Brother Chuney, of whom I hav been a great admirer, and from whose lectures I hav derived much pleasure.
I understund that he started in his religious career away
down to Methodism, but being of a progressiv turn, he could
not stop there, but went on through various stages until he
reached Materiulism. With this broad field open before him,
he should.hav been content, but he app.ears to be of an unsatisfied, restless disposition, and not exactly compos mentis,
and so he has commenced retrograding by dropping off· into
Spiritualism. He also may hav had an eye on the main
chance, and hoped for a thicker slice of bread and butter. I
sincerely hope the spirits will feed him well while he remains
with them; but hi' will eventually draw up at the startingpoint, and at last skip into heaven on the wings of Methodism.
I feel a profound pity for him as he retraces the road.
Yours for reform,
R. SLUSSER.
.
BURTON, TEX, Jan. 26, 285.
MR. EDITOR: The Bible all through enslaves woman. She
is made the pillar and pack-ho,rse of the church. Withdraw
her support to-day, and little would be left of this giant fraud.
And why is this so? The answer is plainly seen. Her education and training are CIU'efully guarded to allow her a chance
to emerge from the shackles in which she has so long been
bound. Whenever she has been allowed a showing, the proof
is conclusiv that her intellect is fully equal to man's. But
how rarely is this chance allowed!
At a recent Methodist meeting in this state, a very intelligent
lady was denied the. right to express herself on religion before
the audience, because the Bible commands that she must keep
silent. She is also commanded to obey man; and this old volume also teaches that she is accountable for all the sin and
damnation the world was ever cursed with. But steadily und
surely do we see her rising from this downtrodden position in
which the church is laboring so hard to keep her; and it is to
the advance of Freethought and science that she is indebted
for the liberties now enjoyed. May their eyes quickly and
speedily be opened to this great fact, and may they gain the
forces that are battling for her rights and freedom, leaving the
old myth, superstition, and its polluted officers to sink in the
quagmire of filth and degradation from whence they sprang,
is the earnest wish of,
Yours fraternally, H. B. JoNEs.
WEsT UNION, 0., Jan. 26.
MB. EDITOR: I will do all I can to extend the circulation of

THE TRUTH SEEKER, which seeks, finds, and givs truth to its
intelligent readers, like bright, genuin coins, fresh from the
mint. · The worth of these gems of truth· could hardly be estimated in money; for instance, the lectm·e "Which Way?''
by the brilliant, inimitable, and noble R. G. Ingersoll, and also
the practical and unsurpa·ssable lecture in its line, "Bible
Morals," by that splendid rising star of Liberal light, John E.
Remsburg. I hav a few thoughts and suggestions on "Bible
Morals" to snbmit for publication in THE 'l'Ru'.rH SEEKER at an
early date, but cannot refrain from dro~ing a hint or two
here and now. "Bible Morals" is a practical work, and if
received and acted on in a practical mann'er by the Liberal
world, it will make more actual inroad into the orthodox
stronghold than almost any pamphlet of its size ever published. Let all warriors of Freethought make it a turn-table
with which to reverse the locomotiv mm of orihodo~:y, and run
it straight back on their own old track, to a certain destructiv,
annihilating collision with their creeds and dogmas, and especially would their false headlight of Bible morals be smashed
into a million unrecognizable fmgments. So mote it be.
J. F. BECK.
1 TRAPPE, Jan. 27, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Your letter to papa has been received, and the
contents noted. I am sorry to tell yon he is not home at present. He is attending to business matters in the West, but if
all goes well will be home soon. I will write and tell him of
your letter, and though the needful be scarce with him, I
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know he will manage to forward what Is due, and more, if possil;lle, for we could not be without the bra.ve and fearless
TRUTH SEEKER. It is the most eagerly looked for of all the
papers that enter our house, and it is the one that has done
the most good.
·
I feel, nay, I know, that it is doing a great and good work
in the cause of humanity, and aid should be tendered by everyone who advocates Freethought and free speech. I know
there are foes who clamor to pull down and destroy; who hurl
epithets at us at every turn. But let us be brave, and go on
in the right, and with reason as a gniding star our efforts cannot, will not be in vain.
Ple'l.se do not think that in my enthusiasm I hav forgotten
all about the practical side of· the question. Far from it, I
will see that it is attended too. I would like very much to
purchase the "Story Hour," and some other Liberal books,
but I will first hav to consult papa.
CLABENE RHOADEs.
ALTOONA, PA., Feb. 7, 285.
MR. EDITOR: I am in full sympathy with the tent business
and sincerely hope it may prove a success. Yet at the outset
I beg leave to state that, according to my opinion, there are
very many difficulties in the way of our good Brother Reynolds. There is no doubt but what he would meet with some
success in the Western states of Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, and N 8 braska, where there are thousands of Libera~s. But I am very
much afraid that in Pennsylvania he would meet with reverses.
The Christianity df this state is extremely bigoted and orthodox. This can be readily seen from their actions during the
state convention recently held in Altoona. Should Brother
Reynolds commence his revival.in this state, he woulcl be compalled to employ an armed watchman to protect his tent at
night from the rough Christian element which infest many of
our large towns and villages. There is a very good place
right in the center of Altoona where Brother Reynolds could
pitch his tent, unless the editor of the Daily Trih•me sees fit to
stop him. But despite all this, I hope our good brother may
succeed in getting his tent, and that success may crown his
efforts.
WM.. J. BuRNs.

against the production of a miracle. "Upon the ground o
evolution, God is relieved of the labor of creation; in the name
of immutable, natural law, he is discharged from governing
the world." Geology is true; Genesis is a lie. We need more
science, and less theology; more natural investigation, and less
supernatural faith. The time will come when mankind will
ignore God, the Bible, all religions, and all that is unreasonable and unnatural. When that time comes man will be civilized. He will hav a better time. He will know more, and
impostors will cease to exist. There will be no czar, no pope,
no tyrant. Mankind will be free; humanity will prevail; superstition will sink. The old ship of ignorance will go down,-"
and every priest and preacher will be extinct. I bav faith in
truth, confidence in science, and much love for all tpat is
good, especially good men and women.
Now, Mr .. Editor, and friends of universal mental liberty,
from the Pacific Slope of this great continent I must say farewell. May success and happiness be yours.
CHAS. F. BLACKBURN, Atheist, Geologist, and Materialist.
EARLVILLE, ILL., Feb. 21, 285.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
and must say it is a perfect gem and ought to lie on every
Freethinker's table. I do think that E. M. Macdonald knows
just where te place every trinity; ancl those old veteran faces
that hav beat the storm for mental liberty are just what we are
so glad to see; and the young soldiers that hav lately enlisted
in the field of Freethought hav my best wishes, and I hope
they will meet with abundant success in freeing humanity
from priestcraft.
SARAH C. HILToN.

BRADFORD, PA., Jun. 27, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find stamps for two copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKER of January 24th. We wish them especially for
:Miss Helen Gardener's "Reply to Mr. Putnam and Othem,"
and wonder whether there remains a poEsible "he " who will
care to ask further questions. If so, we trust that they will
see to it that her finer wit and logic are propel'ly remuneratecl
in the process of their enlightenment. I would suggest that
a public lecture by her upon "Man's Reasoning Powers and
Woman's Emotional Nature" might be beneficial to the sex in
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Jan. 25, 285.
Respectfully,
LEWISE OLIVER.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read your splendid paper for six years general.
P.S.-Colonel Ingersoll is to be here to-night, but we do not
I am very fond of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I think it and the In·
L. 0.
vestigator two of the mightiest guns for battering down the expect to hear anythingl)etter.
strongholds of superstition. The churches must go. Humanity
BuFFALO, N. Y., Jan. 30, 1885
must be civilized out of attending churches and listening to
MR. EDITOR: At the door of the hall, in this city, where
priests and preachers, talking about lies and nonentities. If
the world were civilized, enlightened by knowledge, you woulil Colonel Ingersoll lectured last Sunday evening, stood memben
see no priest, nor preacher, nor church, nor temple, where of the Young Men's Christian Association, distributing ortbod ox
tho.usands of the credulous come to be robbed by impostors. tracts to each one who went in to listen to the "dangerous '
You would nevermore see slaves down on their knees, praying logic, and taking down a list of all the members of chlll'ches
to a nonentity. You would ne"Ver again hear senseless suppli- who entered, to be given to the pastors of the several societies
cations pleading after impossibilities. The world, is not civi- to whieh they belonged in order that they might persuade
lized. If it were there would be no great standing armies. them back into the straight and (very) narrow path out
Millions of able-bodied men are drilled for war and butchery of which the colonel would jostle them. An orthodox, speakand kept in idleness. They prey on industry and bankrupt ing of these facts the following day to Mr. Dickenson, memgovernments. They do no good, but a great deal of harm. ber of the North church (Presbyterian) of this city, asked him
They make nothing, but consume much. Look at the czar Gf what reply he would make when his pastor came to talk with
Russia. Look at the pope of Rome. See John Taylor here in him for having attended the wrong meeting. Mr. Dickenson
Utah. Who a.re they? What are they? According to the ev- replied: "If my pastor says anything to me about it, I shall
idence, I pronounce the first an impostor, the second a tyrant, tell him that I got more food for thought in that one lecture
the third a villain, and the three, veritable devils in~arnate. than I did from his sermons during the whole seven years
They are robb11rs, plunderers, knaves! Humanity will gain . that I had been listening to them."
Truly, it seems to be "expiring with an expiring century,"
much when such impostors cease to exist. It is very strange
to me that people will tolerate their commands of imposition. and the colonel, in this case at least, put a nail in its coffin.
ERASTUS S. DEANE.
It is strange that people who claim to be sensible will submit
to pay homage to such, devilish impostors. I do not believe
they would were it not that they are such ignorant slaves.
These impostors and priests of superstition feed on and devour
the weak and helpless. The ignorant masses are weak and
helpless because they are ignorant. And see how priests rejoice in keeping the people. ignorant. These heartless fiends
know that so long as they can poison credulous minds with
superstition, just so long can they rob and ravish, rule and
ruin, with impunity. The greatest curse or evil known to humanity is p1·iestcraft, ignorance, and superstition. That trinity
is the devil in hell. Say what you may, I know of nothing
worse. We must hav truth; humanity will degenerate on lies.
Superstition is mental poison. Christianity is false. Religion
is a lie. God is a nonentity. Morality doesn't need a church.
Happiness is the only good. We want more science and less
Bible; more civilization, and less religion; more honesty and
less fraud. We need something better thRn Christianity, for
ChristiRnity has demoralized the world. There are too many
Christian criminals; penitentiaries are full of them; yet many
-in fact, most-of these Christian criminals are on the outside
of prisons; Religion does not govern its votaries, nor will it
save them. The greater the saint the greater the sinner. But
no wonder; read the Bible and learn of the Christian Godthat God is opposed to knowledge and morality; that God
taught ignorance and faith; th11t God opposed science and nature; that Christian God had honest men murdered and made
dishonest ones kings. And subsequently some humble orthodox followers burnt Bruno to death for telling the truth, and
kept Copernicus and Galileo in prison for teaching that this
world is a globe.
What else did Christians do? They murdered all the honest
and innocent ones that had manho0d and womanhood enough
to question imposition and revolt at supernaturalism and mental slavery. What el~e did Christians do? They burnt thousands of innocent men, women, and children for witchcraftwhen there was no such thing as a witch ever known. How is
the Christian God to-day ? He is dead. How is Christianity
to-day? It is dying. How are Christians to-day? They are
sick, because Infidels and Atheists are calling attention to and
pointing the finger of scorn at the holy, religious record of
Christianity's holy, religious church. What is the matter with
the 1·ecorda? They prove too much. What will become of the
churches, and the records, and the Bibles? They will accom·
plish nothing and come to naught, because within them is the
element of destruction-a lie cannot liv. Nature is proof

BucYRUS, 0., Jan. 26, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The wife of Daniel Tuttle, D.D., died .Jan. 24,
1885, aged 86 years, at her granddaughter's ,residence in Jerry
City, Wood county, Ohio. She was respected by all who knew
her.
Yours truly,
C. A. HEnSCHE.
EuGENE CITY, OREGON, Jan. 24, 1885.
Mr. EDITOR: I hav been wanting to do something for the
dear old TRUTH SEEKER for ever so long, yet, with my limited
education, I scarcely know how to proceed. Remembe1·ing a
faint heart never wins, here goes, trusting that your ldndness
will correct all mistakes. I have tried to get my neighbors to
read my paper, but alas! they will not as much as look at it
They may think themslves smart, but I think they are lack-,
ing in the upper story when they prefer losing so much goocl
reading and information. THE TRUTH SEEKER is our Bible. A
number of us are reading it, including my father and mother,
and we all think that the Children's Comer is w01·thy of much
praise. I, sympathize with Elmina Slenker. She aimR to do
good and please all. Some people profsss to see Hpirits. I
hav heard them, but failed to see them. I bav seen persons
that were alive a number of times in different places when
they were not there at all, and a friend told me that he once
saw the devil while he was in some lonely place herding sheep.
There are mysteries which wiser people than I cannot explain. Will Elmina please giv attention, and explain, if possible a few things that hav come under my observation ? 1:
hav heard when I hav been in trouble someone whisper in my
ear to weep not, all would be right. Was it not angels? And
-r have distinctly heard, when with persons that we1·e dying,
music like drums and bells over my dying friend's head. 'l'his
is not imagination. How is it that people see things at the
last or closing scenes of life? Not long since, one of my
neighb01·'s little girls was ill. We did not think her sickness
serious as she did not seem to be sick. One clay she was sitting in' her little chair, and her mother noticed her looking
a.round and smiling. She a!)];:ed her what she saw. She
named several of her playmates that were dead, and wanted
to know why her mother could. not see them. Her mother
asked her if she wanted anything. She said, "Wait till those
folks go out." Her mother was alone at the time I hav mentioned. She did not know anything abont spirits-that is, the
little girl did not. I never saw a meilinm that I know of.
Medittms say there i!! one in every family.
S. A. SEAVEY.
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removed from the garden, until at length
the chilling frosts of autumn came, whitening
its own leaves with all that was green around.
The large, full ears, that had ripened upon its
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall River, stalk, bowed themselvs toward the earth, and
Mass., to tehom aU Communications for this the gardener came and gathered them,and took
COrner sheuld be sent.
them in and put them away for seed, to be
planted in a larger field in the coming spring.
" Between the dark a.nd the daylight,
MoRAL: Children should not murmur at the
When fue night begins to lower,
diciplin of parents or of teachers, since this is
·(Jomes a pause hi the day's occupations
necessary to their good and future usefulness.
Thati!s known as the Children's Hour."
LUNA HuTCHINSON.

What She Lacked.
:Mies Pussy sat on the lowest bough
or a waving hickory tree,
\Whispering sortly, "I'll hav you now,
'You gay little robin, you'll see I
':The old hen watches her chicks thirteen,
And bas such a rearrul way
,or tlylng at one, that I havn't seen
:A bit or rresh meat to-day."
:But Master Robin twitters away,
·As she stealthily creeps along,
·Joining In as the thrush and jay
Ohlrrup a morning song.
··Glancing sidewise once and again
Out or his saucy eye,
As It to say, "You will catch me, then ?
Well, madam, suppose yeu try!"

Why It Rains.

The preacher sometimes says God makes the
rain. I do not wish our TRUTH SEEKER chil·
dren to believe that such is the truth. Rain is
natural, and all nature is governed by law. I
will try to tell you the cause of rain.
Clothes are washed and hung out to dry;
what becomes of the water as they dry? It
evaporates, or, in other words, the heat in the
air changes it to vapor, and it goes up among
the clouds and helps to make more clouds.
An engineer is almost always pumping water
into his boiler, but takes none out; it is boiled
away, or, in other words, the heat of the fire
changes it to vapor and it goes to make clouds.
~ u I ba.v tour legs," said Pussy Oat,
The above are visible means of evaporation,
··~And you, eir, hav only two;
but very small in proportion to what is taken
I hav sharp claws. depend on that,
up out of the great oceans, lakes, rivers, and
And they'll get the better or you;
wet ground, and carried in clouds over the ad:·rm stronger, too, than a dozen birdsLook now!" and she quickly springs :
joining countries.
-But the robin laughed as he soared away,
Heat changes water to vapor, and cold
"Hal hal but you hav no wtngs."
changes
it back to water. Water is condensed
-Youth's Companion.
vapor, or vapor packed together. Vapor, as it
rises from the ocean, is not as heavy as the air,
Where Are Wicked Folks Buried t therefore it rises through the atmosphere till
" Tell me, gray-headed sexton, I said,
it gets where it is very cold; it is then seen as
" Where In this tleld are the wicked folks laid ?
clouds. When a large mass of clouds get toI hav wandered the quiet old graveyard through,
gether, and a cold wind from the north blows
And studied the epitaphs, old and new;
in amongst them, it turns them to water and
But on monument, obelisk, pillar, or stone
they drop on the ground, and we call it a
I read or no evil that men hav done."
shower, or a rain-storm. In winter the air is
The old sexton stood by a grave newly made,
so cold up _among the clouds that the vapor
With his chin on his hand, his hand on a spade.
I knew by the gleam or his eloquent eye
fr6ezes before it gets to be water, and we then
That his heart was Instructing his !Ips to reply.
call it snow. At other times the air is cold be•· Who Is to judge when the soul takes Its tllght ?
tween the clouds and the ground and freezes
Who Is to judge 'twixt the wrong and the right ?
the drops of rain while they are falling; we
Which or us mortals shall dare to say
then call it hail.
That our neighbor was wicked who died to-day ?
Yours in friendship,
F. BuRR.
" tn our journey through ltre, the rarther we speed,
The bettel' we learn that humanity's 11eed
Is charity's spirit, that prompts us to tlnd
Wheat by Evolution.
Rather virtue than vice In the lives or our kind.
Grant, a noted botanist, says wheat ranks by
"Taererore, good deeds we record on these stones, origin as a degenerated and degraded lily.
The evil men do, let It die wtt.h their bones.
The primitiv ancestor of the lily was a very
I hav labored as sexton this many a year,
simple plant, with a triple set .of pollen-bearBut I never hav burled a bad man here."
ing stamens, fertilized by insects. It thus acquired those bright colors and that beauty
The Stalk of Corn: A Fable.
which rivaled "Solomon in all his glory."
A man was one day sowing some seeds The development was through the alesina,
in his garden, when he found among them a and marsh arrowgrass, and innumerable
forms, until it reached the perfect lily.
kernel of corn.
The first downward step seems to hav been
Said he to himself: "I will not throw this
away, but will plant it, that it may grow self-fertilization taking the place of the insect
and become of use as food for man or beast." aid. Afterward the winds brought the varied
So saying, he suited tl..te action to the word, fertilizing pollen dust, and so came the rushes
and with his hoe deposited it in the earth in a -plain little lilies with dry, brownish flowers;
then the wood rushes, something between the
corner of the garden.
But when the little kernel found itself shut true rush and the grasses. The Euscaulon
up in such a dark, damp place, it began thus a common American water plant, rushlike in
character, bridged over the gap between the
o complain:
"Why am I put here, where I can't see any- rushes and the grasses, and then step by step
,hing, and I feel my strength will soon be the changes in the part of the flower cultivated
gone by reason of tLis offensiv earth that sur- in our wheat plant. With the wood rush comrounds me? I cannot much longer endure it, menced the habit of storing gluten and starch
for my heart is ready to burst with vexation, along with the embryo, which has made the
cereal so valuable for human food, and raised
~tnd I don't see why I must suffer thus."
Just then a light broke in upon it, and our wheat, the decendant of the lilly, the
it raised its head above the ground, where the queen of the floral world, to the rank of the
warm, bright sun shone upon it, while a thrill prince of grains, bearing its princely sway
of delight ran through all its fibers; and, a few upon all the golden harvest-fields of every
lays after, as the pattering rain-drops fell civilized race and nation of the globe.-Scientpon and around it, it fairly danced with joy, tijic Journal.
-------~~------and shook its tiny leaves as if in play with the
Superstitions
About Children.
iquid balls.
Soon, however, it b6gan ag .. in to complain
Accordi11g to Irish and Scottish fairy superof its lot, and murmuring said: "Why was 1 stitions, the elvs, though in the main harmplaced away off here in this remote part of the less, hav the bad reputation of stealing
g.trden, where no one comes to look after me, children from the cradle, and substituting for
where not a single flower grows near to cheer them changelings, who bear resemblance to
me in this solitude?"
the stolen infants, but are ugly little creatures
Just then a light breeze swept by, waving its and never thrive. In some parts of Scotland
•mg, pendant leaves that touched something it is a popular notion among the lower classes
growing by its side; and it rejoiced that it was that when a child is for the first time taken
uo longer alone, and soon began to feel quite into the open air, the bearer of it should giv
>roud of its n6w company, but it failed to see something to eat to the first person met, other:t,tL its own growth was checked thereby; but wise the child will be unlucky. The gift is
tile gardener coming along one day with his called the "bairn's piece." When a child was
hoe, cut down the "noxious weeds," as he taken from its mother, and carried outside the
called th0m, aud then, applying the hoe vigor- bedroom for the first time after its birth, it
ously about the roots of the stalk of corn, mak. was lucky to take it upstairs, and unlucky to
ug every leaf upon it to tremble, and the dew take it downstairs. It was not considered
drops to fall to the ground, he went singing lucky to carry a baby into a neighbor's 'house
011 his way, giving no reason for his doing this, until the mother took it herself; and this it
which he knew time would reveal, and justify was unlucky for even her to do until she had
his wisdom and goodness.
been to church.
Alone, it grew so tall it could overlook the
It was considered unlucky for children to
whole garden, and saw with feelings of walk backward while going on an eraan(il. It
tuuiety the various ;plants and f:lowe;rs die or Willi deemed unlucky to measure a baby; and

if its nails were cut before it was a year old, it
would turn out a thief. It was unlucky for a
boy to wear trousers made on a Friday, and to
sweep dust over the feet of the girls would
prevent them from getting husbands.
In Hindustan, when a baby sneezes, the
mother snaps her thumb and finger, and repeats aloud the n!lme of one of her gods.
When a child casts a tooth, in south Sweden,
the tooth is thrown into the fire. In Switzerland, it is carefully wrapped in paper, and salt
inclosed with iJ:. before it is thrown into the
fire.
In Herrick's time it was regarded as a lucky
omen to place a knife near a sleeping child.
Good Friday and Easter Sunday were considered lucky days for changing the caps of
children.
Among some of the tribes in Africn, if two
babies come to a family at the same time, they
think it a dreadful thing. Nobody except the
family can go into the tent where they were
born, nor use any of the things in it. The
twins are not allowed to play with other children, and the mother cannot talk to any one
outside of the family. This is kept up for six
years. If the babies liv to be six years old, the
restrictions are removed and they are treated
like other children.-The (lu, rent.

Our Puzzle Box.
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to-day. I hav got about half through reading
it. I might hav been through reading it, buti
want your storieR to ever linger in my mem
ory, and they are so good that I want to hav
my schoolmates read them. I showed my book
to my teacher at the public school, and she
said she would like to read the story about
".Meddlesome Molly." I am a poor little girl,
just passed ten years. I weigh 76 lbs., which
makes me quite a girl. Some say I am a big
girl, and call me old. I had to laugh when
about to come to the "hornet's nest." I hav
to acknowledge that I find I am in some ways
like Molly was, but I will try to do away with
all such habits. But I hav seen other girls
with more of it. I want to keep out of "hor
nets' nests" and all other trouble. When I
read the story of your dear little niece "Susie'
I had to cry. I wish that Susie could hav
lived, that some day I coulP, hav seen her.
But now I want to see you, and as I may never
hav the opportunity, I want the next thing to
it, and that is your picture, if you will be so
kind as to send it to me. I will get the cost of it,
and send you the money at once. You do not
know how I love yon. Now, if a nice young
man should say that you would please send him
your picture you might do so. But a poor lit
tie girl says so, and she means juPt what she
says, and there may be more of it in my case
than in the other. Mamma would say so. I
inclose you a two cent stamp, and if you can't
send your likeness, nor hav any time to write
you can certainly write your namB, as I would
like to hav it in your own handwriting, that I
can put it in my little autograph album.
From your Little Friend, FANNIE DAvis.
BisHOP CREEK, CAL., Feb. 5, 1885.
DEAR LITTLE FRIENDS: Can some of yon send
me a COpy of THE TRUTH SEEKER containing
my article, "My Cat Boundy?" I was away
from home at the time it was publislJ.ed, some
time in July or August last.
Your Friend,
LuNA HuTCHINSON.

0 ZEN I 0 0

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb, 11, 1885.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I am at present in Philadelphia on a visit to my relativs. I liv in
Boston. I hav read some of the "Children's
Corner," and I think it is very nice. It can
help the boys and girls to read good.' I
am nine years old, and I am gofng to school.
I am a bad reader, but it will help me to read
good. I would like to read the "Story Hour."
I am going to save up money to buy it.
Four pieces, and the first's the chiE-f;
I read every night a page of the "Children's
The second is the whole in brief;
Corner."· When I came to Philadelphia I
The third is Egypt's ruin vast;
wanted something to read, and my uncle gave
A Babylonian lover, la~t.
me THE TRUTH SEEKER. He found me the
"Children's Corner," and I read t.o him. My
And now, conjoined with flexile joints,
sister is not old enough to read. When she
A portrait we may trace,
grows older, then she will begin to read out of
The while the other of its points
the "Children's Corner." There are beautiful
Mimics the lovely face.
poems in it, which I will le11rn by heart.
Such is its use, to reproduce
When I read the letters that the boys and girls
A picture; or enlarge, reduce.
wrote to you I thought I would write too.
But she I love the most in life,
Yours truly, CHARLES ROLLINS.
The idol of my heart, my wife-[A bright boy to write so nice a letter.-En.
Her name four-fold surrounds this square,
C. C.]
(As I hav marked it INEZ, there;)
But, deep encausted in my heart,
Her image is life's vital part.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER,

0
0
Now posers, here is something new
To cause a man to laugh;
But to my inartistic view
It seems a pantograph.
And what's its frame, as well as name
And use to show, shall be my aim.

ALL in a LIFETIME,

ANSWER TO GRECIAN CROSS.
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[Several solutions to the Grecian Cross hav
been received. Only one, however, is correctthat of J. K. P. Baker, who writes also that
the cross (Juergens's) is worthy of all praisethat it is the best Mr.Bakerhas seen.-En.C.C.]

Correspondenc.e.
CANTON, ILL.
DEAR M:rss WrxoN: My earnest wish is that
your department in the dear old TRUTH SEEKER
may continue in its successful way. I like the
pure moral tone it givs to its young readers
in so. interesting a manner. It fills a long-felt
v... cancy in many a Liberal home.
Yours for truth and morality in teaching the
young,
Mns. ABBOTT.

A ROMANCE.
MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
"The great charm or this novel te Its abRolute
tldellty to nature. Its personages are those one meets
with In· common lire. lilld are portrayed with a
vividness and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared
to eJ<pect to find, In such a marked degree, even
from so gU'ed a pen as that or Miss Wixon, whose
brilliant and lucid style Is ramlllar to most readers
In the Freethought ranks.
But what plea.eed
me most In thle charming story was the unlllnchlng
honesty with which Its author holds up to the de·
rlslon or the worl<l the rotte.nnees or average min·
lst.erlal chlloracter, pllortlcularly that ot revivalist
tYpe. I hav not space here to treat, In detail. or the
characters or this truly absorbing novel. Bur!lce It
to eay that It Is sare to predict that anyone who
reads Its tlrst chapters will be loth to lay It down
till the denouemenl. Is reached. Miss Wixon has long
been dol~g a ncbJe work In educating our cslldren
Into the ranks or true Liberalism, thereby robbing
the church or hundreds or those who, In arter
years, might bav become Its willing dupes and eer·
vii tools, and she certainly deserves the generoul
and substantial recognition or lloll Freethinkers.
Let everyone send ror a copy or • All tn a Ltrettme. •
It will ylelrl a liberal reward ror the outlay.
" ELLIOTT PRESTON.
Price, $1.50.
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER.
BY

PAINE'S AGE OF R£ASON.
The Greatest of all Antl-theolo;;-lcal Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
~rice, Single copies, 20 cents.
Eight copies
for $1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work In connection with the pro·
posed lntlependenceof America from Great Britain,
Washington wrote: "A few more such llamfng
arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss
to decide ou th~ propriety of a separation."
Price, 3o cents.
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

CARROLLTON, ILL., Feb. 9, 1885.
DEAR Miss WixON: I hav been reading for BlB1..1CAL ANTHOLOCY
s0me time your lovely stories in the Children's
A Collection of PB8SR&"es
Corner from THE TRUTH SEEKER loaned to me
by Dr. Bennett; and when I saw the "Story
Illustrating the
Hour" advertised, I said to myself, "I must Put'ity and Mm•ality of The Bible.
hav it." I went to work doing chores and
running errands.· I soon had the amount made Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents:
up. I sent at once, and received it a week ago
Address THE TRUTH SEEKElt

THE TRUTH SEEKER, MARCH 7 1885.

,A BOOK FOR.CHILDREN·AND YOUTH.

BOOKS FOR OBILDREN I
TWO L11.'TLE RED M·lTTENS;
A BTORI OF TilE RIGRTW AI ALMSHOUSE.
BY J EN .N IE
Price 10 cents.

B UT:LER

BROWNE

l'or sale at this omce.

"APPLES OF COLD."
Astor ·book tor the young~ folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. Wu·.. Second edition. Pi'lce, $1.25. This .very
excell?'\f·•ork tor young masters· and misses, has
pa.ased turough a very large edition; and a. second
has be~ issued at a. reduced price or $1.25, rree or
postage. This new edltlon has a photograph or the
author which adds very much to the value or the
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prot. H. M. KoTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education or youth In the
principles or Freetb.ought, at tb.e same time tb.at it
inculcates moral duties anrl human rights trom a
st/l,ndpoint or pure rea.aon and common sense.
Address
THE T!tU'rii llEEKER.

ORTHODOXY.
A. Lecture by

Col Robert G. Ingersoll.
"The clergy know that I knuw that they
know that they do not know."
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. E:very man, woman, and child in
the United States should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

INGERSOLL CATEOHISED;:
His Ans-wers
To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded'
by the Editor of the San Fttnciscan.
Millions of these should be circulated by ·
Freethinkers.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 eopi~s;
for a dollar. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Traditon to Reason ..
BY ROBERT G. ADAMS.
Cloth, $1. 25.
46tf

For Sale at this Office.

GOLDEN THRONE.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
&uthor of '"Prometheus," "Gottlieb," and .. Ingersoll~·
and Josue." .
A Radical romance or pioneer Ute. delineating the vir·

tuesor natural humanity aa opposed to the b.ypoorlsy or a.
supernatural religion; crowded with Incident and full or
,,rogreBS!v 1dess and tho poetry of tb.e future.
PRICE $1.00.
ADDRESS THI8 OFFICK

WAIFS ABll WANDERINGS
PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00..

FALSE CLAIMS. I

BIJJ.LE

-BY-

J • E. RE MS 8 UBG.

AND

Price, 10 OTI::I, SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DOZ

FA V T S.

A Magazine Devoted to the Statements of' Mental Bud ~plrltuRI
Phenomena.
Single Oopies 10 cents. ,
Address THE T~UTH SEEKER.

.THEm

. Being a Comparison or the Old and

MISS I 0 NARy D 0 OU MEN T I
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
.
The Ohurch and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the crAeds of the prisoners in
th e pem•t entiaries; the Oh urch and Oivl.1ization; the Ohurch and SciencE.'; the Ohurch
and Learning; the Ohurch and Liberty; the
Ohurch and the Antislavery Reform. the
.
'
Woman,s Rights
Movement; the Te~perance
Reform; the Ohurch and the Republic,
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address
THE TRUTH l!iEEKER.
33 Clinton Place. NEW YORK

ANCIENT M~~UDL~ AMERICA.
~~YTfiS Works in Western Ne~ York and

.
I

other Sta~es, together Wlth ~tructurea m Central Amenca.

p ,1 l • Oth R l' •
af6.! e S 10
er 8 lglOllS . ByFREDERICK LA.RKIN, lii.D.

Revllled and Enlar;ed.

AS A

~BIRD EDITION.

New est&ment
Jlf!Mbor of tM
Myths and Mire.cles with thOl!e or heathen ne..AI!Urit411 .Auoolati<m fM llle .Aav_.,.t •f ~
tiona ot Antiquity, Considering a.lso their
Origin and Meaning. With nuNeatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations
merous lllustre.tions.
1
290 Pages.
•
Cl h *1 50
The object or the work is to point out the myths
Price,
ot "' · ·
with which the Old and New Teste.ments &bound; to
.lddreM · THE TRUTH BEEKER,
show that they were held in common with other na8ll Clinton Place. New York
tiona; and then trace them to their evident origin and

I

e"'!'laintlteirmeaning.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY.

"ltha.alongbeenacknowledged bythemosteml
nent blbllcal students that the Hebrew scripture
OR
know, the present Is the 11rst complete and schole.rly
'
atttempt to. trace these myths to their source, and MEN OF BusiNESs WHo Dm SOMETltmG B:s::,certain their original signlllcatlon."-Boston Oour 1
!!IDES MAKING MoNEY.
·;,Never before baa there been given" volume to
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
the reading world that shows the rese.-rch f(}r the I
origin or these myths as does this one just pubished
by J. W. Bouton, or New York."-Bo.ton Timu.
RV JAMES PARTON.
"It Is unquestlon11.bly true that the results or e.
rationalistic study or the Christian scriptures are
This book contains '00 pages, ple.inly printed,
nowhere else so a.cceee\ble a.a they e.re now made in
trm>ting or forty-six characters in history who have
the work before us.-N. Y. 1Jun.
helped
the world; together with eight portraits.
1 Yo!. Royal Soo. Clo!h. .About 600 pagu.
Mr. Pe.rton's works need no commendation. They
Price,
$3.00 are stande.rd,
u.u.
PRICE,
Sent poatpe.id, on receipt or price,
AddreSB,
~HE TRUTH SEEKER,
THE TRUTH SEUEB.
Address
18 Ol!Dton Place, New York.
88 OUawn PI.&oe1 New York.

, contain a large mythical element; but, so far as we
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A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOR OF
"GOLDEN THRONE," "PROMETHEUS,'' "INGER·
BOI...~L . AND JESUs,'' ETC.

Price, Cl··th, $1.00; Pa.p•r, 60

~ts.

"A prose epic or the we.r, rich with incld<'nt and
power; breezy from 11rft page to la.at with
the llving spirit ol to-day,-John Swinton's Paper.

dr~m~atic

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.

"ANTICHRIST"
Proving eoncluslvly tb.at
THE &TORY OF ,TESUS CHRIST
His blrtb.. llfo, trial, execution. ete.-lo a mytb.

TRUTH SEEKER Ol!lce.
SS Ollnton PJ.aca. NP.w v ........ .

...... , ..... 12.00.

MONKS, POPES,
AND

THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
BY JOHN ALBEROER.
WE HAYE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUb1BER
OF THIS BOOK, SO~IE OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIL:H
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES.
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO·
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIG~S WITH REGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
Price, 00 cents. 71i cent,., and $l.OQ, Rc•
eordlnl[ to condition of book.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Ol!nton Pl., New York.
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THE. CHURCH AS A "FENCE."
Wilkesbarre, Pa., was startled by the fact
that Samuel Roberts, paymaster of the Lehigh
and Wilkesbarre Coal Company, and a man of
Religious Intelligence~
prominence in social and religio?s circles, had
WHAT IS GOL.'1G ON IN THE CHURCHES-CHRISTIAN confessed to being a defaulter In the sum of
$125,000. Mr. Roberts had for many ye~rs
PROGRESS DURING THE PAST FEW MONTHS.
been the chief supporter of the Memonal
Ozro C. Barrows, of Bristol, R. I., confessed Presbyterian church in that city, one of the
to a shortage of $5,000. He was a prominent handsomest edifices in the state.
memJJer of the Baptist church, and an ex-president of the Young Men's Christian Association.
A "PAINFUL SENSATION."
The disclosure of the case of illicit love beFEMALES THE CAUSE OF IT.
tween Rev. A. B. Scoville, ex-pastor of our
TheRe>. G. Henry Vosseler retired from the Free Methodist church, and a member of his
pastorate of St. Matthew's Lutheran church on conoreoation, iVIary Dove, has created a painnorth Fifth street, New York. His namE• was ful ~en~ation in church circles in this city. Mr.
mentioned in connection with female members Scoville- has an estimable wife and three fine
of his flock.
children. He is passionately devoted to Miss
Dove, and his love is reciprocated in its great.A.N DIPRESSIV SERMON.
est intensity.-Elgin (lll.) Dally News .
The wife of the Rev. M. G. McCaslin, of
Gustavus, Ohio, has gone back to her father's
HE IS .L'I' ENGLISHMAN.
house in Erie, Pa. She exhibits a wound upon
The Rev. Peter C. Findlay, minister of the
her scalp made by her husband striking her
Established church at Carsphairn, in Kirkcudover the head with a book of sermons.
brightshire, having seduced his servan~, sent
her away to Du.blin to be confined, and on her
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN.
return threatened to giv her in charge. The
'fhe Re'V. A. B. Franklin, of Louisville, Ky., sheriff, after hearing the evidence against thill
has left the county. A church dissension di- specimen of clerical immorality, expressed his
vulged that he had been guilty of immoral con- horror at such conduct, and ordered the pious
duct on sundry and several occasions. His scoundrel to pay :£8 a year for the support of
church is disrupted by the momentous dis- his child.
closures.
HANGED BY THE NECK.
HIT=G THE NAIL ON THE HEAD.
Anthony Walker, a negro and a regularly orThe Rev. Joseph Dunett, of Hartwell, Ga., dained minister of the Christian church was
·struck the Rev. John Nail on the head with a hanged at Marshall, Harrison Co., Tex., for
rail and broke his skull. Brother Durrett was the murder of William Henry, a white man, in
kind enough to offer prayer over the body of November, 1883. When sentenced to death,
the man he had killed. There was a female on the 19th of last month, he acknowled his
involved.
guilt. On the 3d of August last, after he had
been convicted of murder in the first degree,
he had a religious service in the county jail and
" ONLY TO SEE HIS FACE.''
William H. Allen was one of the head men preached an excellent sermon.
in the South Fifth street, Uethodist church and
l::lunday -school m Brooklyn. He has left that
A RASCAL WITH T~O HANDLES TO HIS ~.A.ME.
city. ·The church would welcome his return
W. F. Morrison, of San Francisco, a minister
with the some $500 in funds with which Mr. of the gospel and a doctor of medicin, is anAllen has absconded.
other unfortunate whose name has been added
to the swollen ranks of secretaries whose moral
A DIABOLICAL WRETCH.
incertitude has led them to a confusing pracThe HeY. William 'l'. Osman, of Stamford, tice with other people's money. By falsifying
Conn., who was bound over in the Superior deaths in a lodge of the "Chosen Frierids," he
Court in September last charged with crim- obtained about $5,000 that did not belong to
inally assaulting and severely injuring a six- him. So says the Morning Call of San Franyear-old gid 'of that place, has been sentenced cisco. His character as a Christian is not impeached.
to one year in the Bridgeport jail.
THIS TliliE IT IS A CATHOLIC.
Demaire Desormiers;a priest, got behind the
bars at the city jail in li'Iilwaukee, charged
with assaulting a young girl named Mamie
Kellv. Desormiers is a French Canadian, and
a •miduate of St. Francis of Sales college. 'l'wo
other similar charges will be preferred against
him.
CHARGED V-ilTH A. VERY SERIOUS CRIME.
ltev. Charle~ Hinckle, for several years rector of Grace church, Cleveland, was arrested
ou complaint of May Harmon, charged with
aiding and abetting in malpractice. Mrs Harmon ulso brought a civil action for SlO,OOO
damages for alleged breach of promise. Mr.
Hwekie refused then to do more than generally deny the charges.
DEPLORABLE CONTENTION.
Rev. W. E. Tomkinson, a Methodist preacher
in charge· of a circuit was brought to trial at
Princess Anne, Mel. Preacher 'I'omkinson accused an elderly member of assaulting him in
church during quarterly meeting. '!'his was
denien. Rev. Mr. Brewington, of the same
circuit, claims that Mr. Tomkinson made damaging charges against him.
QUrl'E TOO "ACTIV."
Heport says -that Glenmore Todd, of B:nrlington, N. J., was committed to Moyamensmg
prison, at Philadelphia, on a charge of embezzlement of S150,000 from the Provident Life
uncl Trust t:ompauy of Philadelphia. He belonged to the Presbyterian church, to which he
wao very liberal, and was an activ member of
the Young Men's Christian Association.

A COLPORTEUR RIGHTEOUSLY CHASTISED.
The Montpelier, Vt., Argus says that an evillooking, middle-aged man, who had been in
town for several days selling 13ibles, made an
assault on a daughter of H. B. Hatch, one
Saturday evening, who reported the same to
her father. a Holden" interviewed the man
in his room at the Wilson Hotel, calling him
up after he had retired for the night, and
chastised him with his fists and a cane, until
he presented a bloody appearance. It is
doubtful if he ever attempts any familiarity
again with young girls in the vicinity. It is
said that the fellow on the following Monday
firmly believed that he had been " interviewed" by John L. Sullivan.

A CLERGYMAN WHO SMUGGI.ED.
Rev. James A. Towle, one of the faculty of
Ripon, Wis., college, was arrested for violating
the customs laws. It was alleged that he systematically imported books from Germany and
France, and by making affidavit that they were
for use in the college and a part of the library
belonging to that institution, avoided paying
the duty upon them. The books were paid
for with his own money, placed in the college
library for a time to avoid suspicion, and at a
THE NIGGER WAS TOO RELIGIOUS.
later day, it was alleged, were transferred to
A newspaper reports that the Rev. George
his own library.
H. Smith, colored, of Eatonville, N. C., who
had his wife arrested in Astoria, L. I., for
abandoning him at his home in the sunny
CHURCH 1\HLri.'ANT.
A genuin church quarrel ogcurred in St. South, and taking all his household furO:itme
John's German Lutheran churoh, in Lyons, witll her, appeared before Justice Kavanaugh
N. Y. Faces were slapped, blows were ex- in the Long Island City police court and withchanged, and in the fight a window was broken. drew the charge. He explained to the court.
A ballot was taken on the question whether that he had seen his wife and ~he refused to
the pastor should be forced from the pulpit, return to him. The runaway wife was seen·
and it resulted in an affirmativ vote. He re- by the reporter, to whom she said: "The only
fused to leave, while the faction friendly to fault I hav to find with my husband is his rehim marched in a body to the secretary's ligion. It was religion for breakfast, religion
table, where they, with their own hands, for dinner, and religion for supper. I believe·
scratched their names from the church books, that nigger is crazy on religion."
and, with defiant looks, left the church to the
rival faction.
"THE LORD TEACHETH MY HANDS TO WAR."
A warrant was issued in Babylon, L. I., for·
HE WILL NEVER ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN THE PULPIT. the arrest of FatherS. B. Blake, who is seventy
Artllur Williamson, a clerical-looking Eng- years old and the pastor of St. Joseph's church.
lishman, told Justice Stilsing, in Jersey City, ;!'he complaint was made by Valentine Souththat he was an evangelist, and had recently ard. Mrs. Southard is a member of the church..
arrived in this country from London. He was It is alleged that Father Blake prevailed upou
on his way to Chicago, he said, where he ex- her to deed her husband's property over to him
pected to join Mr. Moody. When he left for the benefit of the church. The priest made·
home he had considerable money with him, his appearance at Mr. Southard's place, debut on the way over he played draw poker in manded possession, and ordered everybody off
the smoking room of the steamship, and lost it the place. George Bruling, who works for Mr.
all. When he reached New York he had just Southard, protEsted against the conduct of the
twenty-five cents in his pocket. He notified priest, and refused to leave or allow any memhis relativs of his condition, and received a re- ber of the family to leave. This did not suit
mittance of $50. .
Father Blake, who knocked Brulidg down.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE WITH HIM?
A dispatch to the Kansas Cit[1imes from
Lewisville, Kan,, has this story o the brutality
of a minister of that place: A German girl
named Francis Miller swore vut a warrant
against Rev. Frederick Ashton, chargin!t him
with an attempt at rape and with threats to
take her life. The girl says she came into Ashton's study to seek employment as a domestic
LONG ON PIETY BUT SHORT IN HIS ACCOUNTS.
in his household, when he made an attempt to
Ex-Judge Henry H. Voorhis, of Spring Val- violate her person. Ashton is a married man
ley, N. J., secretary of tile Berger County with twelve children, and 11: very able an~ eloFarmers' Mutual Insurance Company, died, quent p~·eacher.. Th,e _affall' _creates co~sider
last month. Inquiry into his affairs shows he • able excitement In rehgrous crrcles of this part
had been systematically mi~appropriating of the state.
funds of the company and other trust funds
in his possession. He was a prominent memCOLORED SOCIETY AGITATED.
ber of the church and an activ worker in
Great excitement was raised among the colprayer-meetings, gaining for. himself the title ored population of Lynchburg, Va., near the
of the" Godly man." .His 13hortage amounts first of September, by the arrest of the Rev.
to some $40,000.
Philip Cobbs, on the charge of criminal intimacy with one o~ hi~ congregation. . T??mas
TE;E PHILISTINE WORSTED.
Ne~l ~uspected his Wife and Cobbs of Ilhmt asThe Rev. J. W. Brockway, of the Ellery cir- sgciatlon, and kept secr~t watch. He made .a
cuit, New York, was indicted in the Chautau- ~1sco':ery that caused him to attempt ~obb s·
qua county courts for assault and battery and hfe with an ax, but the latte~ escaped his v~nresisting an officer. Cyrus U nderwoocl, the geance. Neal ~earched for him ~or hours With
town constable, went to collect taxes on the u shotgun, unhl pers?aded by fnends to apply
barn owned by the church and used by Brock- to _the law. Cobbs Is pastor of a l~rge _Methway, and, failing to realize, seized the elder's od1st. churc~ (colored), ~nd stood high m the
saddle. Parson Brockway, who used to be a opmion of his congregatiOn.
Democratic politician in Erie county prior to
his conversion, wrestled with the minion of the
GRIEF RECOGNIZES NO COLOR.
law and prevailed. Hence the suit.
Rev. Joshua J. Evans, the pastot· of the
Union street African Methodist Episcopal
THE METHODIST AND THE QUAKERESS.
church at Elizabeth, N. J., got into serious doGeorge Reagan was the superintendent of a mestic difficulty. Some months ago his young
Methodist Sunday-school at .Bridgeport, Ind. wife went home to her mother in Washington,
Mrs. Margaret Wilson of the same .town was and the preacher was notified a week aftera Quakeress, and very activ in church work. wards that he was the father of a baby boy.
They went to Indianapolis, and when searched He made inquiries, and found that his wife
for by their friends were found in a hotel, in was married to another man. She went behoc signo vinces, so to speak, or in some other fore the congregation and produced letters
state which should be described in legal or which Pastor Evans wrote to s colored servanttheological terms. Both were married and left girl, in which he addressed her in tender terms.
the partners of their previous joys at home. The bishop has interfered, and has ordered
They were arrested, gave bail, and disappeare1. Evans to clear himself or resign.

GONE OVER TO THE MAJ'ORITY.
"How sharper than a serpent's tooth [so
muses Peele's Sun] it is to hav a thankless
[foster] child," or words to that effect. Rev.
H. C. Moore, a Baptist minister of Madison
Co., 'l'enn., stole $6,200 in gold from Mrs.
Fuller, an aged widow who had raised him
from infancy, and when arrested all the money
but $100 was recovered. Mrs. Fuller gave him
$200, and allowed him to escape, in consideration of his wife and family. He has probably received a " call" from Canada, to minAN OHIO PASTOR WHO PAYS HIMSELF OFF.
Charges of dishonesty, in approp1iating ister to the bank cashiers, et al.
church mone:ys to his own use, made by cer.
tuin members of the congregation of the MethFALKLER-YARlloRoUGH.
odist Episcopal church of Bellaire, 0., against
Rev. J. W. P. Falklet· ten yeat·s ago was the
ibeh pastor, Mr. Guflin, created much excite- most noted Baptist revivalist in the South. It
ment in that city. Anonymous letters were was developed at Lumpkin, Ga., that he had
drculated for ~everal dttys in which it was deserted his wife in Louisville. The church
alleged that last year, aml again later on, the people, howeyer, stood firmly by him, and he
reverend gentleman has repleLished his house continued his lal>ors without going through
from the receipts of sundry camp-meetings, the formality of getting a divorce from his
fairs, and festivals. One of these letters was Louisville wife. He married Miss Jessie Yarshown the pastor, and he made a statement ad- borough, of Greensboru, N. C., a tender
mitting that he had appropriated money at maiden of fifteen years. Oth~r denominations
divers times to the amount of several hundred were scandalized by the Ret, but the Baptists
dollars. He claime.:l the money was necessary still held Falkler up. He was assigned to a
to pay his family expenses, as his salary was pastorate at Lumpkin, aud soon tales of inin arrears.
temperance and al.Juse of his wife began to be

THE OLD, OLD STORY.
The Rev. Frank B. Sleeper, pastor of the
Baptist church in Gardner, Muss., was arraigned before Judge Field in that town on a
chal'ge of assault preferred by Mrs. Ellen S.
Holt. '!'he offense was alleged to hav been
committed in June, 1882. Intense excitement
arose in the town on account of the social
standing of the parties. Mr. Sleeper is a married man.

circulated. The sensation culminated in the
:filing of a suit by the child-wife, seeking
a divorce on the grounds of drunkenness, etc.
Falkler disappeared between two suns, and is
now preaching in Texas under an assumed
name.

•

THF HEAD OF THE GOSPEL ARMY.
Condenstd (rom the .Ayr 1Ont.) Recorder.

We desire to put our villagers on their guard
against Major Atherton, of the Gospel Army,
as we hav good cause for· believing that his religious pretensions are only skin deep. It is
no secret to many of the Army that he is not
a consistent Christian, but one who makes a
huge burlesque of it. We had three hours'
experience of him, and hav sized him up as a
designing creature, with a predominating
weakness for the fair sex, and. a worshiper,
not of God, but of Mammon. In substantiation of this, we may recall the fact tllat Miss
Captain Wright prayed for the major after his
departure from here, and called upon God to
bless him, and if he was not what he should
be, to make him after his own heart! As further corroboration of our caution to beware of
the major, we would state that two visiting
Parisians informed one of our lellding residents that the major dare not show himself in
Paris without being prepared to receive a volley, not of shot !\nd shell, but of rotten eggs.
The major has no honor in his own headquarters, Brantford. We hav other personal
information of his exploits at Brantford and
·st. Thomas, but it is unnecessary to prolong
this liiit of evidence.

SUFFER, LITTLE CHILDREN !
Henry Mahler, Oscar Radcliff, Mrs. Pease,
Mrs. Slater, and Mrs. Parker, who were the
ostensible managers of the Home for God's
Orphans, in Chicago, were recently all bound
over to the grand jury for ill treatment of
young children left in their charge. The testimony of four young inmates of the Home
tended to show that a large number of babies
died in the asylum apparently through want
of care, and, according to stories related by the
young children in court, they were subjected
at all times to rigorous treatment by being
locked up in dark rooms and given very little
food. The court looked upon the managers_
of the institution as belonging to a dangerous
class of religions fanatics.
THE RETURNS NOT ALL IN.
The people of Danville, Ill., are well acquainted with Rev. G. W. Eichelberger, who
established the Cumberland Presbyterian
church of that city. He was a bright, polite
young man, and a good pulpit speaker, but
he is nevertheless a gay deceiver. Follow:
ing are some of the facts of his giddy career,
gathered from the Danville New.-:- On the·
night of Dec. 31st Rev. G. W. Eichelberger·
and Ji'Iiss Anna Bowling, daughter of Judge
Bowling, a prominent and wealthy citizen of
Russellville, Ky., were united in maniage at
the bride's home. From the most reliable information it appears that the reverend gentleman is very susceptible to the fair sex, and his
relations to them. During the past year or so
he has been engaged to quite a long list of
ladies-one at Newburg, Indiana; one at Albion, Illinois; one at Georgetown, Illinois; one
at Lincoln, Illinois; the one he married, and,
it is said, two or three in Danville. There is
considerable speculation as to the number of
hearts he won in Danville. Probably a figure
3 would cover the number, yet there are "several counties yet to hear from."
HE IS ONLY A STUDENT-WHAT WILL HE DO WHEN
HE IS ORDAINED?
'!'he I~ev. John E. Herman was conducting
revival services at Syracuse, N.Y., with gratifying success, and many lost souls were on
their way to the peace that passeth understanding. A short time ago he was comparativly unknown; now his name is on many
tongues, as well as on the police record. It
occurred th11t on a morning not long ago Miss
Ella Yeakel gave birth to a child. It was not
many hours before the neighborhood was
stirred with indefinit rumors of the girl's condition. In the meantime the unsuspecting
flock began to gather in the church as the hour
for service approached. Their pasto:V came
not, but they were not appraised of the cause
of his absence, when one of the deacons went
forward and announced that a service of prayer
and song would take the place of the regular
preaching. Some of them missed Miss Ella
Yellkel from the pew where she was wont to
participate in devotional services, but her absence was not connected with that of the pastor. The evening service was omitted, but by
that time the rumors of their pastor's misdeed
had spread among his parishioners. Little
was known of the details of the occurrence. It
had been announced from the pulpit thatlfor
unmentioned causes Rev. John E. Herman had
been debarred from preRChing for an indefinit
perioll. Mr. Herman is a theological student,
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and although he d_oes preaching, it is claimed found guilty by the board of triers of scandalthat he is not ordBJned.
ou_s ~nd dis?rdei"ly conduct in frequently
drmk~g to excess and becoming intoxicated.
A MINISTER'S WIFE NEGLECTS HER DUTY AND GOES The b1shop withdraws his license and removes
him from the position of assistant minister of
HOII:IE.
:Mrs. Jones, wife of the Rev. John jones, the Cathedral of the Holy 'l'rinity.
astor of the Primitiv Methodist church, at
~ottsville, Pa., returns to her pare~ts home at 1\:IA.RKED INHll~fONY IN A. WESTERN CHURCH.
Pittston to escape her husbands persecuThe church at Clements, Cal., liad two
tions. In :December last she prosecuted him preachers, but these were jealous of each
for assault and battery. The case was -settled, bther because both could not boss the Sunhowever and Mrs Jones went to visit her sick day-school, and both left the place. A revfather. 'On the day before Chlistmas she says erend gentleman from a neighboring town
that by flourishing a revolver and making was then ·secured to attend to the spiritual
sundry threats he succeeded in extorting from welfare of the flock. The first meeting was not
her a promis to return. 8he went back to distinguished for its harmony. The M•til corPottsville. Since then, she says, he has struck respondent reports as follows from the seat of
her has slept with a pistol under his pillow, war: "It appears that Lady Baker and Lady
and threatened her life. She u.ow sues for di- Segi.l hav not been on good terms, and as the
vorce. Prominent members of his congrega- latter was entering the place of worship the
tion allege that Mrs. Jones had no conception former jumped upon her and threw her down
on the steps of the door. Lady Segil soon
of the duties of a minister's wife.
got her feet again and made for her man, and
was received by Lady Baker with a very
DEACONS SHOULD BE W A.TCHED.
clever left-bander square in the fa0e, which
Deacon Hiram J. Chesher, one of Blooming- again sent her reeling. This roused the Celton's (Ill.) prominent business men, was ar- tic blood of Lady Segil, and she made a desrested at Chicago on a warrant brought by perate lunge at her antagonist, and got her
Albert H. Thompson charging Chesher with head in chancery with a fair prospect of suchaving committed adultery with Mrs. Fannie cessfully finishing up the job. But Lady
Sheldon, a French woman. The husband of Baker, through extraordinary effort and much
the woman says he will press the criminal squealing and squirming, managed to get free
charge against Chesher. Mrs. Sheldon has a from her murderous grasp, leaving behind her
slender form, brilliant black eyes, dark hair, nice, new $7.50 bonnet, which Lady Segil exolive complexion, and the proverbial vivacious amined leisurely and then, with malice aforemanners of her ccmntrywomen. Her husband thought, deliberately tore the daisies and mull
claims that Chesher-althou~h the latter is a from the lovely thing, and threw them on the
deacon in the Presbyterian church at Bloom- church floor.
She tore the bomiet into shreds,
ington-laid siege to her heart; and finally and walked away with a fragment in her hand,
estranged her affections. Sheldon found his which she poised on 11 pole in Lady Baker's
wife and Chesher in a. room at a hotel. Mr. front yard. The caravan was last seen ascendSheldon states that Deacon Chesher finally ing Anderson hill amid the jests and jeers of
offered him $5,000, payable in three years, as a· the sinful crowd who had gathered there to
compromise.
witness the fun."
A.N EXEII:IPLA.R OF CHRISTIAN 1\:IORA.LITY.

'!'he Rev. R. M. Smith, Sterling, Ill., is a
married man of fifty. Nearly a year ago it was
whispered about that he was intimate with
some females of his congregation, and his reputed victims multiplied until they became
jealous of one another. At last two or three
sisters charged him with the crime of adultery,
and demanded that he vacate the pulpit. Mrs.
Vaughn, a comely widow, testified that the
pastor had proposed to marry her as soon as
his invalid wife should die. He had made indecent proposals to her, and fortified them by
quotations from the Bible, and since 1883 they
h~td been criminally intimate.
Another widow,
who has been preaching since her husband
died, tells of the Rev. Mr. Smith's imp1'oper
proposals, and says he attempted to assault
her while both were praying at her husband's
grave. Found guilty.

''n.'Y'fn.rT-n.-r
1.1-i:ir o·nu1n
u. "
rJK~!~~~~o~~~~fnrgf~~l pgrt,;li-'i~~!l i>Y~~,Thg~?,·1~fn,tjng-

Eight pages, weekly, $1.50 a yea,r. Contains
the news of the day; short stories, scientific
miscellany, literary selections-but best of all, the
REPUBLIC is unqualifiedly, uncompromisingl_y
opposed to the LIQUOR . TRAFFIC I It puts
LIBERTY AGAINST LIQUOR! It opens its
columns to Free Discussion. It challenges all
opponents to meet it on the- burning question of
our time, PROHIBITION ! The plea, that legal
Prohibition annihilates PERSONAL LIBI£RTY
will be rriet and refuted. All opponents to Prohibition will be accorded the right to reply. 'l'his
is the WORKINGMAN'S RRPUBLIC. And an
advocate of WOMAN SUFFRAGK When .the
mothers, wives, and dau~bters vote there "·ill be
an end to the RUM CURSE I When women
THE COLOR-LINE (OF BA.'rTLE).
vote we will hav a true Republic, and never beFor weeks a bitter copflict raged in the col- fore. The REPUBLIC is published to dissemiored Bap_tist church in Philadelphia, of which nate these principles. Shall we receive yom aiel?
the Rev. Mr. Wallace was pastor.. Until near
Send all remittances to
the first of September the anti-pastoral party W. F. JAMIESON, Editor and Publisher,
had the best of it. Then Pastor Wallace turned
PIPESTO~E, MINN.
the tables on his foes by bringing suit against
Deacon Howard for pocketing $1 which belonged to the church funds. The difference
between these brethren is based on the count
of a basket collection which Brother Howard
CHEAPEST,
reported as $1 less than Brother Wallace
&
thought it ought to be. Wallace also charged
Oarden.e1·s trade a spe~
Howard with the heinous offense of buying a
ialty. Packets only 3c.
Cheap as dirt. by oz. & lb.
pQ.ir of four-dollar trousers with church funds.
Postage or Exp. paid.
Brother Howard is held in $600 bail, and the
50000 Guides
battle goes bravely on. This affair culminated
FREE. Send your address for mY most
at the next meeting by Brother Gardner bitting
Beautiful
Illustrated
Garden-Guide ever
Brother Craig in the face. A general row enprinted. R. H. SHUl\IWAY, Rockford Ill.
sued. The brothers pounded one another, and
the sisters gathered wool wherever they could
reach it, The police finally cleared the church.

SEED So

Pure

BEWARE OF THE PIOUS 1\:IAN.

The Black Hills Times reports the downfall
of a great religious light, the eminent Professor Taylor." It seems this gentleman was
at the head of a bogus mining scheme. The
Times des01ibes him as follows: "Next to a
mining expert, he passed and has become best
known as an Evanielist, to whom Sabbath
desecration and evil proceedings generally are
utterly abhorrent. As vice-president and general manager of the Greenwood company, he
blended spiritual and material matters regardless of precedent, the customs of the country,
or the predilections of those with whom he
came in contact. He espoused a religion of
love\ yet taught a religion of fear and coercion.
He 1s a m&n of inconsistencies. He teaches
temperance, and praetices over indulgence; he
seeks by precept to inculcate honest principles, yet his proceedings hav been such as to
result in arrest for swindling." The swindling
·operations in which Mr. Taylor indulged involved many thousands of dollars.
DIVINE SERVICE UNAVOIDABLY INTICRRUPTED.

The Rev. Timothy O'Connell, rector of the
'C~tapter House, at London, Ont., opened serVlce ·on a recent Sunday, when the senior
church warden arose and forbade him to proc~ed, claiming that the bishop had inhibited
h~m from conducting divine services. Mr.
Q Connell, however, continuei the service,
~hereupon Detectiv Phair, on the authority of
1ayor Hyman, arrested him. Mr. O'Connell
was taken to a station-house, where he was
obar~ed with, disorderly conduct and with disturbmg public worship, but he was subse9-Uently released. He was re-arrested at the
Instance of Mr. Shoebottom, with whom he
board!!, on the charge of insanity. He was
liourisbing a revolver. Father O'Connell waa

Best.

STATUfTTf OF THOMAS PAIHf,

This Statuette of the author-hero Is afac simile of
the model of Prof. Richards for the monument proposed to be erected In Lincoln Park. It Is admitted
to be a fine work of art, and is the only correct outUne of Thomas Paine's head and face In existence
being executed from a mask taken at the time of his
death, and sent, with other effect-s, to a friend in
France, from whence Prof. Richards procured it for
his design.
·Size 20x16 Inches, weight 85 lbs.; finished In the
same style as Rogers's groups.
Price reduced from $14 00 to $10.00. Bole agent,
E. A. STEVENS, 480 W. Lake St., Ohlc&go, Ill.
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0 TTO ·WETTSTEIN'S

Popular Jewelry Store
Rochelle, Ill.
.

A FEW OF MY PRICES;

Solid sliver stem-winding American Watches,
hunting or open case; 2 oz. 7jeweled, $10; 3 oz., $11;
4 oz $12; 5 oz. $lol. Same cases with 11 jeweled
movements, $12 50, $13.50, $14.50, $16.50. Same case
with run (15) jeweled movement, patent regulator,
$17,$18, $19, $21. Same cases, with full jeweled adjusted patent regulator movements, $22, $23, $24,
$26; key wind, $2 to $5 less; for best cases, silver
caps and gold joints add $1. 50, and for best filled
gold cases (warranted for 20 years) add $10 to best
silver cases, making a 11 jeweled hunting (filled
case) stem-wind quick train watch only $28; sama
!or ladles, $23.
Ladles' solld gold stein-wind
waoches, latest styles, good American ·n jeweled
moyements, 10 kt, $2i; lol kt, $32; same full jeweled,
$32 and $!0-for fancy engraving add $3 to $5.
Prices and specifications for liner ladles' and
gents' watches, including all the finest, richest,
and most elaboratly finished watches in the world,
sent upon application.
Watches clean~d for $1; main springs, $1. Bank
time-locks, chronographs, music boxes, etc., .repaired at lowest rates, and all work warranted the
best in the world or no pay.
.Best steel spectacle made, $1; genu in pebbles, $2;
gond common, 25 cents. Best trlpleplated teaspoons,
$2; tablespoons, $4; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75-all
Will Cu,.-e all ForJns e-f Di&ease Withou.tl
per set of six.
Parties desiring snverware, jewelry, diamonds,
llledietne.
etc.,for presents will do well to order sample package
on selection and save money. Gash will be reCONSULTING ROOMS,
funded on all goods not satisfactory.
Watches, etc., may be safely sent lu unsealed
packages per registered mall, and wlll be ret>uned 471 WE§T lliA.DlSON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
at my expense.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
P, B.-Stop over and see me when near Rochelle, Ill. SoJnething -fo>r Invalids io read and study
over.-Stop Drugging and try
Nature's ~e:Jn.edy,
A NEW BOOK OF DIRECTIONS
lliAGNETIS!II.
FOR
For years past It has oeen known t<> the profesCLEANSING THE BLOOD, sion that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for imparting vital force and energy to the
And Ourlng all forms of Disease that the
worn-out suffer~r from disease. Manyhumanlta·
Human Famlly is Subject to,
rlans In .the profession, thlnklog more o! the alle·
vlatlon
of suffering than they did of the code or
Without the Use of A:ny Medicine Whatever.
ethics
by which they were bound, have resorted to
By ProCessor Nathaniel Pierce.
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found them·
· Price, 80 Oente.
selves astonished at the effect upon their patients.
'£hey had been taught that medicine was an abso6:f
Addrees THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
lute essential in all cases, an<l that that falling, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker hasllung aside
GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.
the tie whtch bound him to his dogmatic biethren
A.n easy and practical new method, adapted !or and has resorted to other and more scientific methself-instruction as well as for use in schools. To ods of trea.tm~nt. As a result many, having broken
consist of about twelve numbers. Four numbers the bonds which bound them to a system as barbanow published. Sent to any address on receipt of rous as it was unscientific, have used their best enthe price, l!J cents per number, by THE TRUTH ergies to devise means for the alleviation of human
SEEKER 00.
suffering. Here and there the wondrous power of
'·These books contain a wealth of knowledge for MAGNETISM waa established, and many diseases
self-lnstructlon."-ED. Albany Unicn.
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submitted to
3tt
Its mlld but potent lnlluence. This agent to the
Intelligent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as it is, the very essential of all life, it was found
that the human bo y when ln a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vital principle. If we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
is 11 regularly educat- patient wlll get well.
. ed and legally qualiAh 1 but how Is it to be done, says the physician.
fied physician, and Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
the most successful tbe problem. Here and there throughout the world
as his practice will are fields of what are known as magnetic ore. It
pr0ve. He_ has for was observed tha.t the ore, when carried upon the
twenty years treated person, was found to be a safeguard againSt disease,
excluslvlyall diseases and to this circumstance we are largely indebted for
of the Sexual Organs, magnetic wearing apparel, for !twas an easy transiin the cures or which tion from carrylng magnetic ore to covering the
h~ stands preeminent.
body with permanently charged magnets, placed In
S PER MATORRH<EA garments fitted to every part of the body. Since
and IMPOTENOY the first introduction of magnetic appliances as a
as the result of self- curattve, there has been a number of these so-called
abuse in youth and magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
sexual excesses in ma- whose sole object was gain. Unscientific In conturer years, causing struction, and having little If any magnetism in
n 1 g h t emissions by them, their life was of short, duration; lt was long
dreams, loss of sexual enough, however, to demonstrate that when conpower,renderlng mar- structed uponsclentlllc principles there wasscarcelv
riage improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per- an aliment that human llesh ls heir to that wouJ.l
manently by an outside application in sixty days. not- submit to their healing lnlluence.
THE EUREKA MA.GNETIO APPLIANCES are suNO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is entirely un- perior to everything of a similar character heretofore offered to th11 public, being the only scientific-known to the medical profession. B~nd five 2-cent ally
appliance In the market; it Is now·
stamps for his "Private Oounselor," giving full ln- two ccnstructed
and a half years since they were first offered
tormatlon. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N. to the
public,
and
during that time we hav treated'
J., and say where you saw this advertlsment.
thousands of patients, and not a single case of fall-uxe to receive benefit. reported to us, while we are·
J!'rom t'M Ironclad Age.
In dally receipt of testimonials of cures from alL
"Dr.Fell:lWS is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no parts
of the country. We know that disease cannotcheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the land exist
where these garments are worn In quantities.
Should glv the doctor their patronage."
1y8
as advised by us.
To all who may be a!fllcted with any o! the followIng complaints, we _say unhesitatingly, the Eurekru
-NcoPIEswlll
:Magnetic
Garm!lnts will cure you :-Paralysis,
.
soon be sold
Rheumatism, Nervous Deblllty, Neuralgia, Lum-'
T\VEN'l'Y
bago Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
YEARS
Asthka Bronchi tis, Oongestlon of the Kidneys,
OF CONGRESS-By James G. Blaine. The
Ptly history ot our Government from 1861 to 1881 ..
Oatarrh', Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Disease,
Hon. John S.Wise, lli. C. from Va., says· Whocvt:rtakcs
Oonstlpatlon,
Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
it up, no matter whether he be Mr. Blaine s f1·zend or
Ohronlc
Peritonitis, Oancer, Ovarian Tumors
enemu. will never put it down until he has rcacl th6
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. Vitus' Dance, and all form
whole." $200 per month to good agents. Apply at
once, Tne Henry Bill Pub. Co., Norwich, Ct.
of chronic \nvalidlsm.

DR. R. P. FELLOWS

ONE MILLID

1

PRICE LIST.

RUPTURES· CUR EDby

mylUedical Compound aud ~InproTed
Elastic ~_"'upporter r1•russ m.f(om 30 to
90 dmJ~ Reliable references g1ven. Send
statllp for circular, ond sav iu u;ltat paper
yon saw mv advertisement.:. Arldress C1pt

W. A.. Collinli::.Smithville.J"of!••IIOll Co. lil. T.

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.

Lung Invigorators,
· - $ 6
6
Gentlemen's Body Belts,
5
·:sciatic Appliances,
3
Knee Caps,
4
Leg Belts,
4
Anklets, •
·
4
Shoulder Appliances,
1
Wris•lets, each,
1
Hat Bands,
4
Head Caps,
4
Sleeping Caps,
6
Abdominal .Belts (ladies),
H
Gent~' Vests,
Ladies' Jacket and Corset

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00

Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hcb
bery-Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Con
(combined),
18 00
quest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and Superfine Insoles (all leather), 1 00
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Ch.il
While these guments can be procured at the
low prices no one can afford to be Ill. Our
dren-Crueltv to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibal above
ladles' supporters are just what every lady In the
land needs, as it will be !ou!ld a great assistance at
isrn- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polygamy- Intemperance- certain
periods; all tlfese garments are made to
Poverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocy- Ob- measure, an<! a lit guaranteed. To ladles who are
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
scenity.
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay !or
BY JOliN E. REMSBURG.
Price, Single Cot»ies, 25 cents;

6 (jopies, $1.00

Special Discount on Lar;-er quantitie!l,

Itself an hundred fold ln a !ew weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made from actual measure, and a
peit?c~~~~~r~tlons answered free cf charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
Chicago, Ill. _.- Agents wanted for Boston, New
lrtlrk BrookQ'n, ud l?liiladelpllla.
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A LITTLE girl, on seeing a peacock !or the first
time, remarked what a beautiful bustle it had.

IN Palestine, for a time its god and rellglon ftourlslled, and were thought to be destined to fill lhe
earth, but now the country is desolate; no country
is more itlterly and helplossly in ruins. The gods
il.nd rellglons of no country promlssd more, no country was surfeited with more extravagant prsdlct10ns,
but none hav besn more thoroughly falslftsd, and in
no country has the ran or both the gods and of the
psople bsen more thorough and overwhelmlng.D. JI. Bennett.

\_THE latest thing in nora! pillows for the departed
is not "Rest," but" W. 8. Y. L. "-"Wlll see you
later."

'I' I-IE

AFTER giving a terrible description Of the pagan
world, Mr. Black says, "The church cams, and her
llght penetra'ed the moral darkness like a new sun;
she covered the globe with in.stltutlons of mercy."
Is this true ? Do we not know that when the Roman
empire fell, darkness settled on the world? Do we'
not know that this darkness lasted tor a thousand
years, and that during all that time the church or
<Jhrlst held, with bloody hands, the sword of power?
These years were the starless mluulght or our race.
Art died, law was forgotten, toleration ceased to exist, charity fted from the human breast, and justice
was unknown. Kings were tyrants, priests were
pitiless, and the poor multitude were slaves. In the
name or Ohrlst, men made instruments of torture,
and the auto.Ja-fe took the place of t.he gladiatorial
·show. Liberty was in chains, honesty in dungeons,
Wbile Ohrlstlan superstition ruled mankind. Christianity compromised with paganism. The statues
or Jupiter were used to represent JehoVah. Isis and
her babe were changed to Mary and the infant
<lhrlst. The trinity of Egypt became the Father,
Son. and Holy Ghost. The slmpllcity or the early
Cbrlstlans was lost in heathen rites and pagan
pomp. The be!levers in the blessedness of poverty
became rich, avaricious, and grasping, and thoee who
had said, " Sell all, and glv to the pOor," became
the ruthless gatherers or tithes and taxes. In a few
years the teachings of Jesus were forgotten. The
gospels were interpolated by the de~ignlng and ambitious. The church was lnfinltly corrupt. Crime
was crowned, and virtue scourged. The minds of
men were saturated with superstition. Miracles, apparitions, angels, end devils had possession of the
world. "The nights were fllled with incubi and
succubi; devils, clad in wondrous forms, and imps
in hideous shapes, sought to tempt or !right the
soldiers or the cross. The maddened spirits of the
air sent hall and storm. Sorcerers wrought sudden
death, and witches worked with spell and charm
against the common weal." Tn every town the stake
arose. Faith corrled fagots to the feet ot philosophy. Priests-not "polltlclana "-fed and fanned
the eager fiame•. The dungqon was the foundation
or the cathedral. Priests sold charms and r~llcs to
!heir flocks to keep away the wolves of bell. Thousands of Obrlstlans, falling to find protection in the
church, sold their poor souls to Satan for some
magic wand. Suspicion sat in every house, famllles
were dlvldetl, wives denounced husbands, husbands
denou need wives, and children their parents. Every
calamity then, as now, increased the power or the
church. Pestllence supported the pulp!L, and !amln
waq the right hand or !alth. Obrletendom W<LB lnS~<ne.
Wlll Mr. Black be kind enough to state at.
what time " the church covered the globe with lnstlt'It!onsor mercy?"' In hl' reply, he conveys the impression that tJ:;e"' institutions were organized in
the first century, or at least in the morning or Cbrlslianity. How many hospitals for the sick were
estF<bllshed by the chtlrcb during a thousand years?
D' we not know that for hundreds o! years the Mo.
h>l.mtnoclans erected more hospltals and as:ylums
th:tn 1he ObrlBtlans ? Christendom was filled with
raf"'.\z:8 and thumb-screws, with stakes and fag ~t~,
wltb chains and dungeons, !or centuries before a
hoHpltal was built. Priests despised doctors. Prayer
was medlcln. Physicians interfered with the sale
or charms and relic;. The church r!ld not cure-It
k!lled. It practiced surgery wllh the sword. The
early Ohrlstlans did not build asylums for the insane. They charged them with witchcraft, and
burnt them. They built asylums, not for the mentally diseased, but for the mentally developed.
Ti1ese asylums were graves.-R. G. Inuersoll in the
Chri;1tian Religion.

I

THERE's always a river to cross.
Always an effort to make,
H there's anything good to win,
Any rich prize to take ;
Yonder's the fruit we crave,
Yonder the charming scene;
But deep and wide, with a troubled tide,
Is the river that l!es between.- Anon.
lF I think that the earth moves round the sun just
precisely as lt actually does, my thought is correct;
le not, it is false. I may bold an opinion in regard
to an open Polar sea. Nobody knows as yet, or can
tell, whether the opinion is correct or not. My
thought either answers to the !act, or it does not answer to it. ·So I may hold an· opinion concerning
God, or or man, or of courses of con<luct I ought to
follow under given circumstances, or as . to the
method or conducting my business, or concerning a
mooted polat in law, or a question of disease, sickness, or health-it makes no d!J'tersnce what it is.
If my thought corresponds to the external reallty
of the world, then it is true and my opinion is correct; !!it does n0t, my thought Is false.~M. J. Savaue.

THERE was onco a chemist who found a rose,
Dewy anrl fresh in lt3 fragrant bloom.
"I wonder," quoth hP, "how this fair flower grows,
And form whence 1t gathers its sweet perfume."

s, he plucked the rose in this belle!:
"I wlll carry !t home and search out where
Deftly Bidden in petal or lear,
'
Is this !ragrance sweet that ecents the air."
. TheiJ over his fire, with alembic and still,
He burnt It up and he boiled it down
With acids and alkalles unt!l
The rose and its sweet per!ume were gone.
'Tie folly indeed that one should care
The sweets or llfe to analyze.
To drink one's fill of the per!umed air
Is the only way to be truly wise.

-Walter L•arned.

A GOOD, economical woman in Brooklyn re!used to
patch her husband's trousers, on the ground that
the hole would la.st so much longer than the patch,

Truth Seeker Annual
I -

AN exchange says that a single oyster wlll pro.
duce 123,000,000 young oysters In the course or a year.
We suppose it has not been figured up what a mar.
rlecl oyster wlll do.
CALLER: What a good llttle boy you are becoming,
Little Dick: Yes•um. Caller: You were not so good
when I was here before, but you had not b~gun to
go to Sunday-school then, I l"f'member. Are you
good all the time, now? Little D'ck: Yessum; I has
to be. Ma's corns hurt her, and she wears slippers
now.
SHE smcte him with the shingle
T1ll she made him !brill and tingle
Because he did not mind his baby brother,
Put be soon forgot his pain
And went singing down the lane
"A boy's best friend is his mother."

-AND-

I,: Jlfrt~fhimdtt~n' ~lmaq_at,
1885.

I

(E. M_ 285-l

JusT as Jullet. touched the last chords o! whatever·
abe was playing, Romeo stole gently to her side, anu
they both managed on one plano.stool no bigger than
an opera-h!J.t, H That's a E-onata,'' she said, timidly,.
looking at her music. uAh, yes," said Romeo, who·
isn't much of a musician, hut who is going to play
his father-in· law for all he ld worth, "ah, yes;
son a' a, but so nice."

@Jftirty:..ill>e~en ~ortra.it~ of ~rominent J\merica.rz
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"'rBIS ts a sad, Bad world/' mnrmur€'d Dtmcon
Goodman, as he mechanically unlocked the do0r ol
a co"ner cabinet. "Indeed it is, indeert it is," as~
sen ted Deacon Batterman. sympatbetlclllly. "No
joy l'\ unalloyed." "True, very true." a.nsweJ·ed
Deacon Goodman, as be put some sugar into two
glasses and added some llqnld from a black bottle"You llke yours this way, I suppose, brother?"'
~~Yes, yes," was the F-ad reply. "We all ha.v to ta.l{e
the bitters wlLh the sweet."
"THIS continuously col<l. weather," mournfully
eald a St. L~nls man, "reminds me or a s•ory I hav
beard. A mlnl,tt-r, whose last name began with the
letter S-say it was Smith-had become the father
of twelve chlluren of various sexes, but had made a
rule, and adhere~ to 1', or so naming each child that
Irs Initials Rhould be d S. S
Finally, one bright
morning, a llttle stranger appearPd, making the
thirteenth. 'Father,' said one of the ol<Jer boys,
'stick to the old rule, aud call this chap Satan
Stop.'"
"HORA.Tius," Mid the schoolmaster to a nlne-ye~r
old boy with two lmpoaing freckles on his nose a ad
two equally !mposlng freckles on the knees or bid
trousers," Horat!us, please form a sentence with the
word toward in it, and write the sentence on the
board." Horatluswent to the blackboard, and after
much scratching or head and !rlctlon of brain,
printed with the crayon in letters that iooked llke a
lot of hal!.featherecl Shanthal chickens running
after a piece of dough, the following sentence: ·• I
toward my trousers."
EDITORS hav their pecullar!lles as well as other
people. They practice and lnmtlcate brevJt.y, which
is a virtue. They are ab>ent-mlnded, willch is a
falling. It is 110t strange, til en, that one should send
a not" to hls laJy.Jove llke the lollowlng: ":Dearest,
I bav carefully analyzed the reeling I entertain tor
you, anLI the re, u!t le substantially as follOWB": I
adore ;)On! Will you be ndne? Answer." Then,,
after a moment uf thought, be added in a dreamy,
absent wav: "Write oLiy on one side or the paper •.
Write ]Jlaluly anli gl v real name, not necessarily tor:.
publlcatlon, but as" guarantee or good faith ..
OIT 1 GET, GOl'.

8'lld Got!rled, of Gettysburg, waking hl~,wite.
To get him his breakfast; for always.~e set it;,
"Oome, get up, for breakfast has got !;Q be got. ·
And you've got to get up and git, e,tid then gt>t 1~.•o.
A Book of Hints and Suggestions ConcernPL.AIN, PRACTICAL, GENUIN, STRONG,
ing the literature contained in the Old and "Meln Gott !''cried the woman,'.'.!, t;l~arly r.orgot. "·
AND FREE.
New Testaments. 12mo_ 232 pages. Price, $1. " Why, what are you for, if you. are not forgetting ;,
A.ddreas
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
You forgot you're not getting my grub and wha.t not
SS Clinton Pli\CB, N V
A WEEKLY PAPER OF AMERIOA.N ID.IIAS, PROGSo get up and gat It; get don.e with your rrettlng.'·
RESS, AND R!GHTSSo she got out of bed and got Got!rled his grub;
21 Park Row, New York.
Got rashers of ba Jon and eggs to put pot in;
o:r
Then got ready for washing some things in a tub 1
$1 PER YER (post paid). 3 OENTB A OOPY.
What she got for her getting I'Ve really rorgatteu.
Specimens FreeTHE SPIDER A.ND THE FLY.
One day an Artlllclal Trout Fly was reposing on a
1-Boldly upholding the Rights of Man in the
FOB
sunny wlndow-slil, when its attention was attracted
American way.
by a L~ud buzzing. On looking cown, the ArLlficlal
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
2-Battllng against the Aocumulatecl wrongs o! SoFly notlcsd a Natural Fly struggllng to free Itself
AND FOR SEJ.JF-INSTRUCTION.
ciety and Industry.
from a cobweb that stretched from the plazz'i to a
8-Strivlng for the Organlz~t!on llnd Interest.l of
Limb of the rose-bush.
Workingmen, and ilYlnll: the news of the trade&
By
Prof'.
9".
M.
Cottin~,;"cr,
~.~1.
Its struggles were in vain, and before it could ge'.
and the unlollllone foot free, the lszy old Spider had made a MeaL
~ -Uniting the New Polltlca.l Forces; ee&rcbln~: for
a common platform, and glvin& the news or all
Freethinkers will ftnd this, for an outline, if it.
the young bodies in the tl.eld.
In a few moments another Fly was caught, and
history the best for their use, as Professor
5-Warning the Amerlc&n people against the treaon. Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports disposed or in Short order. This aroused the Right_
able and crushing schemes of m!lllonalres, of the church's actions has stated facts with a eous Indlgn11.tlon of the Trout Fly.
monopolists, and plutocrats, and against the
"I shall go down and let the Spider eat me; I
coming bltllonalree whose eb&dow Ia now loom- truthful freedom not found in ordinary his· should be as Happy to be devoured by a Spider as &
tories. He dates his work from the beginning
ing up.
6-Looklng toward better times of fa.lr pla.y and of historical certainty and not from the mythi- Trout." So the Artificial Fly managed to drop right
publlo welfare.
cal Eden, as do most "universal" historians, into the Middle of the web, and couldn't help smll7-Living Tlews of publ!c questions &nd soel&l top- and brings it down to 1833, w'ith a brief men- lng when the Spider came amollng down as Grace·
ics.
tion of subsequent important inventions and tully as though performing on a light-rope. But in
a. second more the Spider got the hook that was Con8-Literary sketches anrt stories.
discoveries.
cealed beneath \he Fly right in the Stomach, !tnd
Price, Cloth, U.~O.
his wife "'as immediately a Widow.
THE
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The Moral of this llttle fable teaches us that, no
matter how Strong we are, we Bhould never under·
take tho destruction or a Rmall Victim, without first
measuring him to ascertain if he may not be Larger
AND
OF
than he looks.
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Jlotts and tklippings.
A HARTFORD -reporter, who managed to get
into a secret Salvationist praise service, says
the members acted like lunatics, and all the
males kissed the females except a colored
·gir!.-Sprin!lfield (Mass.) Republican.
A VrnGINIA religious paper tells the story of
n minister who held a revival meeting in that
·state, and reported his work in these words:
"Hav been holding a meeting here for two
weeks; result so far, one man turned out of
the church and the colt eat up my sad1le."
A LETTER recently received by LibErty from.
John F. Kelly, of Hoboken, contains the following interesting bit of information: "One
of my Irish correspondents, Hickey ofBrosna,
writes me that a marriage was celebrated recently in his parish without the presence of
any official either of church or state. You can
BCarcely realize what an immense advance in
opinion such an act indicates, taking place
in a small Irish mountain village at a distanc.e
from any large town."
A GOOD story is told of three clergymen, two
Congregationalist and one Universalist. Two
of them were talking when the third joined
them, and, putting !\ cigar in his mouth, said
to his brother Congregationalist, "Mr. Tophet,
giv me a match." There was some hesitation
about granting the request, so number three
turned to his Universalist friend with his request, which was granted. "Well, here is a
Universalist with brimstone about him," said
the smoker. "Yes, sir, we keep it for our
friends," said the deliberate Universalist.
THE main walls of the crematory which tbe
United States Crematory Company are build.
ing at Newton, L. I., were blown down by a
storm in January, but the builders hav been
hard at work since then repairing the damage,
and it is expected that the furnaces will be
ready for business about the beginning of May.
John D. Beuglass, the pr~sident of the company, said that there are now thirty-five bodies
in the various cemetery receiving vaults awaiting completion of the crematory. The company has lately brought some antique incinerary urns from Europe as models to set the
'style and develop the taste of the community
in the revived fashion of disposing of the
ashes of the dead.
SAYs Henry Ward Beecher: When I was
·quartered as pastor at Indianapolis, in my
•early days of the ministry, a celebrated
1Jreaciler came there, 11 Geneva. divine, who
naturally spoke English with variations. It
was ia the winter of 1837, in which the country was covered with ruin, and the homes and
property of half the citizens of Indianapolis
were in the sheriff's hands. One Sunday he
took my pulpit, and wound up a thrilling discourse with the tender peroration: "If you
will bear with resignation and fortitude the
misfortunes which hav befallen on you for a
brief time here below, the time will come when
you will be borne up aloft to a heavenly land
by the cherubim and sheriffim.'' "Oh, hell !''
groaned a voice; "are we to find them there,
too?."

InterN., tile 1'oet-<MIIoe a& llfew T.U,. a. T .. u l!lec»DD'kklll Jbuer.f
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Miss MATILDA. HuTcmNs testified in a Brooklyn prayer-meeting Iast.Sunday that after suf.
faring for thirteen long years bedridden with
a crooked spine, she had faith and was healed
immediately. We shall probably next' hear of
an amputated leg being prayed back onto the
stump. Until such a case is heard of and well
attested, these stories of faith cures may be
tentativly regarded as lies.
THE Rev. Wilbur Crafts preached his sermon
on charity last Sunday. When· he delivered it
the last time previous to this he denied that
Freethinkers ever gave anything to the poor.
He now admits that they do individually giv a
great deal that way, but they hav no organized charities. Mr. Crafts evidently believes
that a dollar is of little benefit to a poor man
unless two dollars is spent getting it to him.
He goes in for an institution and an appropriation from the state. But these institutions
are generally more profitable to the managers
than to those in whose interests they are ostensibly built. John Boyle O'Reilly has just happened along opportunely with this remark on
red-tape charity:
"Organized charity, scrimped and iced,
In the name of a cautious, statistical Christ.''

18~5.

{ 33 CLINTON PLACE. }$3.00 per year.

severest:'part of the winter has passed. We
hav faith in our ability to run this paper.'
The editor, without embarrassment, took his
place in the pulpit, but he soon became confused. Striking the book of books, he said:
'Hereafter we will not receive old rails in exchange for our gospel. Turnips will do very
well, but we are not a cow. Never before was
this pulpit in such a flourishing condition, and
advertisers should make a note of this fact.
Our mourner's b.ench goes to every post-office
in the county. Now is the time to become a
deacon of this church, two dollars per year,·
one dollar for six months, ann sample copy
sent free. The text says that trains going
north arrive at two o'clock, P.M. This cannot
be disputed, for it was spoken of by Jeremiah,
saying: "Oh, ye generation of vipers, see advertiament in another column."'"
wHERE ARE THE GODS?
Where do the gods and goddesses dwell
Of which the learned speak?
Is Venus's home in a pink sea shell ?
Is Neptune's throne on the ocean's swell?
And Jove's in the lightning streak?

WALLINGFORD was excited last week by a
case of cruelty to a child which would be hard
to equal. Eleven years ago the father of Ida
Terry, now thirteen, went West, leaving his
daughter in the care of Joseph White and his
wife, paying them $100 a year for their guardianship. Lately they hav violated their trust
grossly. When the neighbors caused the ar·
rest of the Whites the girl's feet were blistered
from l:;eing compelled to stand on a hot stove,
her ears bore the marks of pins, by. which she
had been fastened to the wall. Her guardians
had at other time~ run needles through her
tongue into the window casing, and pumped
water upon her until she was exhausted. Her
back was a mass of ridges raised by a whip.
The )nstice let White off with a $5 fine and his
wife with $10, but the next night three masked
men caught the man in his barn, and after
beating him drove the brutes from town. Both
the Whites hav since been expelled from membership in a Wallingford church.-Sprin!lfield
Republican.
IT is said that Mohammedanism is making
rapid progress among African tribes, and binding in a great confederation scattered peoples
who hav heretofore had no common sympathies. It is even declared that the operations
of Europeans in the Congo region result in the
spread of Islam by the employment of Houssas. These are among the most skilful of the
Afrimms. Their cotton cloths and leather
goods are widely sold, and it is eaid that the
International Association is employing them
largely to till the soil and show the nativs how
men of their own color can work and thrive;
but as they are devoted Mohammedans they
act as missionaries of their faith. Arab traders
are influential in many regions in leading the
tribes to espouse the religion of their Prophet.
The powerful Mussulman society known as the
Senousians has turned many tribes to Islam.
This fraternity, the most successf11l of all the
Mohammedan propagandists, has its monasteries, and wields a great power from Morocco
to Mozambique.

DR. MoNROE reports that Mr. Moody's reTB:E At kansas Traveler tells this good story:
vival effort in Indiana was not a success. Mr.
Moody "was boarded at the Bates Hou8e and "Some time ago the editor of the Weekly
paid $100 for three days' work. But the har- Fire Fly and the preacher of Mt. Josiah church
vest was light. The ninety and nine made no exchanged places, not only in a nominal way,
demonstration. There was no wild rush for but made an actual transfer of property. We
the one lost sheep, and he w~sn't brought in. take these extracts from the first number of
Evidently the emotional kicking,: shouting, the Fire Fly which appeared after the change
groaning, roaring, howling sort of religion is had taken place: 'We hav shouldered there'On the wane. Sensible, discreet church people sponsibility of running this paper, and we
nre gett.ing ashamed of it. The unreasoning request our subscriber~ to pay up at once and
'Crowd of ignorant emotional people sometime pray at their earliest oouvenience. We under<· converted' by the boy preacher, it was be- stand that Anderson Gregg cut off one of his
lieved, would by this time be on hand to be fingers the other day. We hope and pray that
·converted some more by Brother Moody, so he may get along all right. A cow belonging
that the reaping of another grand harvest to Jim Polk McLaughlin lost one of her horns
might be proclaimed to the nations, to the last week. We pray that she may· recover. A
Mnfusion and dismay of unbelief, But they man, named Skaggs, Was killed at Bailey's
are back into the wicked world, where they Ford last Monday. We are thankful that it is
Beem inclined to stay. As intelligence is dif-J no worse. We pray that the legislature may
.fused the shouting Christian takes to the riot forget to adjourn. We trust that crops
1
PUiih,"
may be better next lleason. We holle that the

Does Pluto reign in the world of Night?
Are all his subjects dark?
Are Luna's eyes those lamps of light
That, glimmering, hang in heaven's bight,
And quench when sings the lark?
Is Vulcan throned in lEtna's fire?
Does zet his anvil ring?
Does Clio's :Qand still grasp the lyre?
Or Thalia mask each young desire,
And Polyhymnia sing ?
Where does Pallas hold her court?
Are all her courtiers wise?
Does Mars command a British fort?
Or is he of Wolseley making sport
Beneath Soudanian skies?
And thousand other gods, whose names
Are known to learned men,
And nymphs divine whose rival claims
The Romans honored with festiv games
When Echo slighted Pan?
-J. T. Gallagher.
And where are the gods of a later dayThe Father, and Spirit, and Son?
Ashes to ashes, clay to clay,
They passed to dust in the regular way,
And died when their work was done.

Jltws olf tht ·fltth.
;l'B:ERE is no improvement in the condition of
General Grant.
It is said that President Arthur retires from
the White House with only $75,000.
THE winner of the six days' skating match
in this city last week made 1,090 miles.
ONE of the boycotted firms of hatters in
South Norwalk, Conn., has failed for $30,000.
THERE is trouble between England and Rnasia, which may lead to war. The countries
are in dispute about the possession of outposts
in Afghanistan.
THE trial at Paris of the Trappist monk Gamahut for the murder of the mother of M.'
Ball erich began Monday. Gamahut has confessed his guilt.
THE False Prophet of the Soudan still holds
,_.
lollS position against the British, who are undecided what to do. The troops are quartered
at a safe distance from the Arabs.
THE first complete translation of the BabyIonian Talmud into German (or any other
language) is announced to appear shortly at
Innsbruck, in about thirty-six parts, quarto.
O'DoNOVAN RossA. has entirely recovered
from the assault of Mrs. Dudley. He wears
the coat he had on when shot. It has not
been repaired, and he is especially proud of
the hole in the shoulder.
CLEVELAND went into the White House last
week Wednesday with as much noise as if he
had been shot into office from a cannon.
There was a great ball in the evening. The
new cabinet is made up as given in THE TnuTH
SEEKER last week.
THE state of Arkansas derives $25,000 per
annum from its penitentiary by leasing the
labor of eighty convicts to cigar manufacturers
and handing over two hundred and eighty
others to farmers, the consideration being $3.75
per month, and all expenses.
THE legislature of this state has been memorialized to revoke the charter of Trinity
church, that the heirs of Aneke Jans may divide its property amon~ themselvs.
The
property is worth $15,000,000, and it is claimed
that none of it legally belongs to the ecclesiastical corporation now controling it.

IN Newfoundland, there are about 100,000
Protestants and 65,000 Catholics. Till about a
year ago, perfect harmony prevailed; but now
there is a very bitter feeling between the two
parties. Last year a porcession of Orangemen
was attacked by a body of three hundred armed
IN the case of a sixteen-year-old girl conCatholics, and five Orangemen were killed and
verted to Catholicism by a priest, against the
fifteen wounded. This created intense excitewish of her parents, a J"ondon court has dement all over the island. The Orange society
cided that the priest must keep away from the
quadrupled its membership. Social and comgirl. If this decision does not benefit the
mercial intercourse ceased between Catholics
young lady religiously, it should cause her
and Protestants, the bitterest feeling prevailed,
parents to fe€1 easier about the safety of her
and both sides armed themselvs. This refers
morals.
especially to the Harbor Grace district. NineADVENTIS'l'S in Concord, N. H., who believe
teen Catholics were arrested and committed
for the massacre on five separate indictments. in the immediate second appearance of the
They were brought to St. John's for trial. The Lord, hav begun to hold daily meetings and to
jury was a purely Catholic one. The prisoners prepare for it. Elder Levi Locke in an address
were acquitted on the first indictment. This said that "prophetic scripture, as well as
intensifi€d the• bitter feeling existing among temporal events, point with great certainty to
Protestants, and the Orangemen adopted the the 19th of May next as the day of the Lord's
motto: "Jus tic& if possible. Vengeance at coming.''
any cost.'' Protestants demand that the murTHE repairs of the damages to the House of
derers of the five men shall be punished. The Commons and Westminster Hall, caused by
better class of Cathoiics agree to the reasona- the recent dynamite explosions, cost $43,000.
bleness of that demand. But the lower ele- The extra. police detailed on special "dyna.
ment regard the prisoners as heroes, and mite" duty during the past year hav cost the
defenders of their church and faith. The sum of $190,000, which is $130,000 more than
Orangemen declare if the prisoners are finally was paid on the same account during the preacquitted, nry. little time will elapse before ceding year.
summary vengeance overtakes them.
Of
couree, the Catholics threaten retaliation.
TwENTY·FIVE brawny-looking young men
Thus, while the people are practically in a and twenty-five red.cheeked young women,
state of civil war, and only prevented from the latter wearing high-topped boots, passu1.
open hostilities by the presence of a British through Philadelphia from New York for
gunboat, many Americans are seeking other Mauch Chunk on the Reading rgad recently.
fields for investment of their brains and their The young men are miners in Carbon county.
money, and Newfoundland is putting itself They originally came from Hungary; so ni<l
half a century in the rear. For some time to the young women. The young men, who
come political parties will be divided on the wanted to get married, sent an agent to Hunquestion of Orange and Green. Another col- gary, thrt"e months ago, to get them wives.
lision between the two parties is only a ques- The fair-haired girls were all strangers to the
tion of time. In the words of·a Catholic dig- young men until they met them on the arrival
nitary: "The present state of affairs cannot of the steamer Werra at Castle Garden a week
continue very long, and things will be a great I ago. They were all married in New York hQ•
deal wors8 before they are better,"
fore startin~:~ for tho coal regions,
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would see that if each followed the example the fam- 'io.g stranger, and to slay whe~ever it would serve the
ily would soon: fall to pieces and all perish toget~er. good of his sept. To-day Oh_ristendom has 6,000,000
Therefore stealin"' received swift and savage pumsh- men under arms ready to kill each other whenever
ment. The offender was stoned to death on the spot, deemed advisable for the public weal by the rulers of
A Historical Hunt after Morals.
or driven forth to be destroyed by hostil t:ribes. .
their respectiv powers.
.
B:ow has the race reached its ideas of moral truth?
Again, suppose two brothers bad fallen to figbtmg
.A. few years ago there was a falh~g-out among the
By what process hav men been taught that theft and about a piece of property, and one killed the other. members of our great feder~l family. <?u~ cou_n~r;y
murder are wrong? Wh!l.t is the source of ethics? This would hav been a great and irreparable wrong presented the most perfect picture of Chnstmn cmhThere are two methods of investigating these in- against the whole family, inasmuch as it would bav z~tion the world ~ad yet beh?ld. Peace and good
quiries. One is the theological, the other is the his- been deprived of one of its needed defenders. It will, love of enemies and C?nstly forbearance, had
torical. The former has been almost universally fol- would soon hav ceased to. exist had theft and murder been preache(l for generatwns, and from seventy
lowed. All other plans of dealing with moral prob- not been checked. Hence the commands, "Thou thousand pulpits the people were weekly charged
lems, aU appeals to tangible facts, hav been held to shalt not steal," and "Thou shalt not kill," resulterl that to kill was the most awful act in the catalog of
be impious, and been interdicted by screeches of from the rudest relations of life in the earliest state crime. Suddenly there was a wild 'rush for weapons
terror. The matter of morals has been relegated to of existence. They were the outcome of that instinct of war, a tramping of bristling, ~annered hosts, an
the sphere of religion. It has been generally be- of self-preservation that actuates the animal to guard aba~donment of farms a~d factones, ~nd every. ~hie
lieved that " thou shalt not steal;, and "thou shalt itself and young from peril. ·
bod1ed man was made mto a machme of m1htary
not kill " were divine decrees thundered from Sinai
In the patriarchal period there was no perception murder. The spirit of slaughter swept Christ from
and transcribed upon the human heart. In short, all of moral duty connected with these commands. the souls of the people, and the ~ontinent quaked
ideas of duty are supposed to hav sprung from a Theft and murder were not prohibited on any moral beneath the gory grapple of ·frenzied foemen. And
supernatural source, and not to be accounted for out- grounds. They were only wrong so f~r as they then fro';ll a hundr~d thousand. p~lpits rang o~t the
side of revelation.
infringed the natural law of self-preservatiOn, as they cry to kJll. Then It was a patriOtiC duty to k1ll. It
Now, discarding all theological theories, shutting tended to physically injure. the family. In fact, was a Christian duty to kill. It was cowardice and
out all outside agencies, let us look into the consti- so far from being radically wrong, it was frequently a crime against one's country not to kill. Civilized
tution of human nature, and trace the progress of right and a duty to steal and kill.
men went out to kill other civilized men. Citizens
principles from which the proximate causes of action
The same law of self-preservation, the same neces- wen~ ~ut to kill citizens. Christia~s went out to kill
spring among men in the infancy of the race. We sities of existence often forced one family to make a Christians. Brethren went out to k1ll brethren. And
can correctly conjecture how moral opinions must foray upon anoth~r and to steal and slay all it could. for five years the command, "Thou ~h-~t not kill,".
hav originated in the earliest relations of human Were it in want of a certain well or number of cattle was suspended throughout the most CJVJhzed land of
beings.
for its own sustenance, then it became an imperativ the . ":orld,. ~nd its graveyards were glutted with
We know that nations were made up from amal- duty to get them, even through the means of theft and a mllhon slam.
.
gamated tribes, t1·ibes from affiliated families. First murder. Or, one sept might be growing too strong for
We must suppose t~a~ the s~vage family was s_elin the order of time is the family. It is a sept of the safety of another. Then it became a duty to despoil dom _the scene of fratnmdal stnfe. Its. own security
shepherds in an Eastern land long b~tfore the dawn it, strip it of its goods, kill its males, and capture its reqmred the full streng~h of ~erfect umty. But had
of civilization. The country is vast and undivided by females It was only wrong to steal and kill in one's brothers become embroiled w1th each other, we must
bounds. The families are few and widely separated. own fa~ily.
sup-pose. it bl·ought about by some infringement of
They are without those artificial wants that mix !!lociIn the course of time families swelled into tribes. family rights. Then they would ha~ fallen upon each
sty from commercial motivs. Their only posses- The patriarch gave place to the chieftain. Tribes in other, brothers. would becom~ belhgerents, and the
sions are the flocks and herds, the pastures and wells. time attained such a size that they could not travel COIJ1mand to kill no one 0f km bav been suspended
Private property is unknown.
about. So they became settled and looked out for till t~e .f~mi~y feud was settled. J ~at so with ~ad
The family is composed of the patriarch, or head, other means of livelihood. With new necessities came ern CivJhzatwn. It also reverses tne rules of nght
the sons and daughter~; the wives, and slaves, or captiv inventors. Savage Ark wrights, Fultons, and Edi- a~d ~rong ~hen d~manded b;r milita~y noceseity. ~t
foes. Living thus, in the simplest state of nature, and sons appeared. One originated a tent, another a l!JieWJse behaves m butc~ermg belhgerent8, _albeit
Emrrounded by sufficient means of subsistence, its spear, another a canoe, etc: A new element was they b~ brothers. So behaves the most bemghted
reproduction is rapid and unrestricted. In a short added to the state of society that materially changed barbanan.
.
.
time its numbers rise to scores and hundreds. This the conditions of life. Men became craftsmen as well
So we see that the moral Idea, m the savage and
family is a government in itself. The patriarch is the as cattle-breeders. This introduced the possession of the Ch.~istian ali~e, s~rings from. the imp~se of selfruler. H1s subjects are his sons and daughters, bone things-private property. This brought barter and p_rotectw~, _and IS act1v or abortiv ~ccord~ng to outof his bone and flesh of his flesh. His right to rule is sale and the beginnings of commerce. .A. man who Bide conditiOns.. The savag~ conscien~e 1_s 1;>ounded
· undisputed, and rests on the fact that there is then had cattle and wives he did not want would swap b_Y the. sacred_ mrcle of. familY: To kill mside that
knowii o.o higher nor more despotic power.
them for utensils he did want.
mrcle Is a crrme; outs1de of 1t always lawful, and
The first natural law that comes into operation in
Soon
as
tribes
began
to
minister
to
each
other's
often
an obligatory duty. In dealing with his own
this little community is that of self-preservation.
The group has no need to go outside of itself for wants they became knit together in a new unity. s~pt the sava~e i_s truthful, h?nest,_ kind, and someself-s~cr~ficmg. In dealmg With other s~pts ~e
society or assistance. In fact, the family must be These dealings established bonds of interest as bind- 1 ~Im~s
1
kept to itself at any cost. StrangNs would despoil ing as those of blood. In time the tribes of a whole ~ trJc~y, thie_vish, cruel, .and murderous.. I;o.si~e h1s
it of goods, of iiberty and life. It thus keeps closely territory became thus tied together through traffic. h_ttle cucle his conduct IS that ?f .a Cl.ms~an, outknit together from the most powerful motivs of These coalitions caused wars with unfriendly federa- S!de! that of a savage. T~e Chnst1an c?~sme~ca has
tions. Wars served to create still stronger alliances. ~ b~gg:r _boundary. Ins1de of that, kilhng JB mu_rmutual self-protection.
.A.s
these unions were seen to be new sources of aer • outside, lawft;l war.. peeds ~hat are held m
The personal safety of all depends upon preservation of internal peace and parental authority. A strength they grew iu magnitude. In the course of horror when committed WJt"!:nn _the Circle are.declared
brawl between brothers would break up the family centuries tbt3 once wandering families became welded a va.l~~ous ?n~y w~en. done WJth?ut. He JB only a
and invite the forays of more formidable foes. So together and hammered down by the hard hand of ~hrlB.Ian WJthm hi~ cn·cle .. Outside of that he, t~o,
the authority of the father must be absolute. His human destiny into a new nation. Once begun, the Is a sav_age. ~~e Simple differen~e between t_hem IS,
children are his subjects, and hav no rights save process of welding and hammering went on with respechn ~ kilhng, .the. sava~e JB at w~r. WJt~ the
such as come from him. Their lives are at his dis- ever-quickening speed until checked by baniers of whole wo~ld, sav~ h1s km,_ while the Chn~tJan I~ ~ot.
To tell m detail how th1s command agamst kllhng
posal, for the very existence and security of the fam- climate, sea, language, or impassable mountains.
ily depend upon the despotic exercise of parental Ere long progressiv man became competent to cope has ~ee? the creature of t~e changing con~itions and
power. He has the perfect right to sacrifice a son with these obstacles, and civilization was the conse- confhctmg creeds of men m many countries, and at
·
different times; how in England a few generations
when demanded by the stern necessities of patri- quence.
The boundary of human interests has ever been ago there were two hundred and twenty-three
archal duty. It was in accord with this plainest of
primitiv principles, that, in an after age, Abraham enlarging. A corresponding stretch has been given offemes punishable by death; how, during the night
set out to immolate Isaac and J ephthah doomed to moral systems. Families that once made forays of tl:Je Middle Ages, after the lights of learning were
against each other finally became companions in arms nearly extinguished, men who could read were eahis daughter.
So that filial obedience, from the fundamental con- or customers in the market. And as tribes became teelJled so valuable that they were exempt from exditions of such a state of society, became the first of merged by treaties, as communities concentrated into ecution, though guilty of capital crimes; how the
du1ies. The foundations of the family rested upon the city, as the city expanded into the kingdom, as command is even extended to cats and dogs in carit. Rebellion was ruin. Disobedience was disrup- kingdoms became knit together by common customs, tainEastern countries to-day; how it applied to apes,
tion and death. The simplest sense of self-preser- laws, language, and religion, as civilization spread its animals, or bulls in ancient Egypt, and to all kinds of
vat.ion among gregaiious savages thus gave rise to genial influence over the globe, men acquired a wider beasts, and birds, and creeping things in India; and
the command, "Children, obey your parents." Ages and intenser interest in human welfare, and moral how, the wide world over, moral duties hav merely
a sectional meaning, the virtues of one locality being
and ages ere the eailiest scrap of .scripture, before precepts a fuller force and freer range.
The command, "Thou shalt not kill," has always the vices of another-all this would be the work of a
Menu or MoseEJ, Confucius or Christ, the decree of
:filial duty was enforced, and the seal of the unpar- received a restrictiv application. It only applied to great and instructiv history of itself.
It is commonly thought that we derive all our
donable sin set upon every act of dereliction. The certain persons. It only kept the savage from killing
conditions that called it into action were swept away his kin. As the savage sept swelled into the tribe it ideas of morals from the Decalog or Sermon on the
long ago by the effaci!J.g changes of civilization; but gained a larger latitude. It then read, Thou shalt Mount, from Moses, Jesus, or some inspired teacher,
the iron hand of primitiv authority stamped the in- kill no one in the tribal tents. Tribes grew into the and that man has moral faculties which grow in
junction so indelibly upon the family system that it nation, giving the command a greater range. It strength as the world grows in years. So that the
then read, Thou shalt kill no one who livs in the same children born now in New Yvrk are better morally
will remain fixed there forever. ·
The wealth of the patriarchy, consisting of the cat- land, under the same laws, and who speaks the same endowed than those born here generations ago. But
tle, the wt-lls, pasturage, and things that afforded the language. .A.t last, through the lapse of ages, civili- it is not so. They are not a bit better endowed. The
family a common living, had of course, to be held in zation gave it a grander sweep. Then it became, moral nature of the race remains the same for all
common. No one could claim a certain porticm for his Thou shalt kill no one who has not forfeited his own time. Moral teaching makes no advance. Even the
personal use. Private possession would hav pro- life by capital crime, or taken up arms against your dogmas developed from moral ideas hav scarcely
duced separate and conflicting interests, and resulted country. So that morality is much a matter of ge- suffered change, and that but in style of statement.
Obedience to parents, doing to others as we would
in secession, strife, and subversion of the sept. Had ograpby.
Modern civilization does not absolutely condemn be done by, forgivness of foes, and all the essentials
the community of goods been given up, the bonds of
brotherhood and authority would bav been broken, killing. It only says it is a crime to kill certain per- of the Mosaic and Christian codes of morals hav been
members would hav met in mortal combat, the camp sons. So said the savage. It declares it a duty to taught, and sermonized, and memorized for centuries
been at the mercy of prowling plunderers, and prob- kill certain other peraons. So declared the savage. without one jot or tittle being added to them.
ably blotted out in bloodshed. Each needed the aid The savage applied the precept for the preservation
And these moral maxims had been taught for thou·
of all, and all of each, for the strength of unity of his family and flocks. We apply it for the larger sands and thousands of years before they were quoted
needed for common security. Now, suppose one federal family with which we are affiliated, and for by Moses and Christ. They were as familar to anmember set out to· steal some of the communal the preservation of our more precious possessions, cient peoples as to Christendom to-day. Ages before
goods. The act would hav at once aroused the in- personal, political, and religious. The savage always Christ Confucius gave the golden rule to the Chinese,
atinct of self-preservation in all the others. They stood on guard ready to shed the blood of any skulk- ~nd he probably got it from a still earlier moralist.
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All that .Jesus. said in his Ser~on on the ~ount had sepulchred generations; from graveyards gray w1th •tud hi; family, I fMl authorizei to speak on this subbeen wntten m oth.er words m .the proverbl!tl poetry the ashes of ruins, and buried beauty, anrl. mol-! ject for myself, without anv recent information or
of the Arabs, Persians, and Hmdo0s, and ~ad been dered magnificence-dead heroisms, dead nobilities, consultation with Mr. Truesdell whatever.
I will· only add that the twelve articles in the Basmeditated. upo~ for unnum~ered ages. The hte.rature and the wrecks of many a realm and splendid dynasty;
of the· anCient East.gl~ws With gems of. moral WISdom. from the alembics of change and conflict and inviolate ton Inve~tigator on "Bottom Facts of Spiritualism,"
The pagans of ant1qmty gave expr~ss.wn to I?recepts law, and all the agencief! that hav acted as forerun- commencing Sept. 5, 1883, signed "Justice," were
that breathe the very essence of Chnshan chanty. The ners of that "far-off divine event to which the whole from the experience and pen of ELLA. E. GmsoN.
first Spanish missiona~ies to Mexico f?und the ~t~cs creation moves;" from these, and all that hav given
Jan. 1, 285.
possessed of an ethical code befittmg a Chns~1an to human life its myriad complexity, moral truth has
_ _ _ _....,_ _ __
church, t~ou~h they had ?~~n c:ut off from .al~ possible gathered its vitality and volume and adaptation t.o
A Noted Cook on- the Griddle.
contact w1th Europeanmvihzat~.1n and rehgwn. And this teeming, this scientific, this many-sounding age
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: You are
all the moral maxims of mankmd to-day are merely of ours: The Sodoms and the Spartas, the Babylons no doubt aware that a certain noted Jos. Cook, a revquotations. Traced back from age to age, among and J erusalems, and the debris of all the abodes of erend individual, made a theatrical tour of the United
many p~ople~ and through ~anguages al.most obsole~e, ancient sin and splendor, hav fertilized the seed-fields States last autumn. He was under a manager, I betheir or1gm IS lost at last Ill the lapyrmths of ant1q- from which our virtues and vices hav sprung, and lieve, and had his picture displayed in the windows
uity.
from which the moral hartests of the world havbeen and the·usual newspapers'puffs in advance. He was
Practice precedes ~r~aching.. The doing of right re~ped. And our Bostons and New Yorks, crum- only to proceed as far as Puget Sound, but was pergoes before ~ny .defimtwns of right. Men ~ust be bhng in the countleRs crucibles of change, will present suaded to come to Victoria. The persuader was a
good in t~eir h~es before they formulate Ideas of to the unveiled eye of posterity some such view as guarantee of $500 by certein of our citizens. Mr.
goodn~ss m. t~eu language. Men must hav been do the Athenses and Romes of antiquity to us; and Cook, I need not say, is ostensibly a champion
morallll the1r manners before there were moral max- our virtues and vices, our victories and defeats, our of Christianity, and of the lowly Nazarene who had
ims, and these are older than written history. The achievements and creeds shall become but as the not where to lay his head.
spirit of t~ese maxims must hav b~eatbed through ashes of formless fossiis 'spread upon the endle~;s
Mr. Cook, like most of our modern "followers of
human achon for unknown ages ere It blossomed out strata of existence, to be, in their turn, floated on by Christ;" does not believe in this part of the performin words.
the floods of time to fertilize the fruiting faiths of ance, and by his practice condemns it and espouses
Morality sprang spontaneous from the soil of sav- the future.
S. H. PRESTON.
purple and fine linen and plenty of money. But
agery. Religion had its roots in human selfishness.
New York.
modern church ism clutches every straw, so the notedVirtue was born in the breast of the barbarian. The
I think I may say notorious-Cook appeared among
The Truth Seeker Annual for 1885.
us. He was taken to task in advance by the Spiritsafeguards of his own life lay in his respect for the
lives of his allies. He did not refrain from killing
We really thought the ANNUAL of 18S4 was the ualist here in regard to his seance with the spirits
from any sense of right, but to'keep himself from be- very best, cheapest, and most excellent work of the at the house of Epes Sargent. After this seance, in
ing killed. He did not guard the interests of others kind ever published, and it will ever prove a most his next Monday lec~ure, you may know that he told
from any moral motiv, but because his own fate was valuable book of reference. But we are forced to his audience of his experience, and said (see his own
involved in theirs. He did not serve his sept from admit the miracle has been wrought, the seeming book, "Monday Lectures") that "Materialism had
any spirit of self-sacrifice, but from a sense of selfish impossible accomplished. And it is no less wonder- received its death-blow." In his lecture here, to a
security.
ful than true that THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL of 1885 very slim audience, he admitted the reality of the
And the holiest senfiments humanity holds dear exceeds in excellence that of 1884, and is so far sn- phenomena, but said it was no more than the Bible
to-day sprang from that same instinct of selfishness in- perior to all others, American or European, that there taught and said about the evils of "familar spirits,"
etc., all of which I considered very fair, and worthy
nate in the nature of man, alike in savage or civilized is really no comparison.
society. To illustr11te. Surely there can be no grander
Usually the references attached to dates in alma- of being pondered by our modern Spiritualists.
display of moral duty and heroism than furnished nacs are dreary as ~seless. Those in the TRUTH SEEKER
But with a view to diagnose this great Cook a little
by the mart.yr going to the stake in attestation of his ANNUAL form a priceless encyclopedia of most impor- better, the writer called upon him at the hotel. The
faith. But analyze the act. Look at it in the light tant events, any cne of which it would take hours local Methodist divine was present when I requested
of loss and gain. What does he lose? A little lease to hupt up, even in the best indexed library.
a private interview, but was refused. I turned to go
of life in this troublouf'l, worthleEs world. "What
The thirty-seven portraits of prominent Free- away, when he explained why he did so, upon
profiteth it a man if he gain the whole world and lose thinkers are really magnificent. A.ny single one which I resolved to interrogate him. Knowing he
his own soul?" What does he gain? Life everlast- of the portrait plates is alone worth twice the price of had made a tour of the world, I asked him whether,
ing in a world eternal in the heavens. He lays aside the ANNUAL; while the articles from the pens of the on leaving Christian lands, he had not also left saloons
the corruptible for the incorruptible, the mortal. for most able workers for Secularism, are gems of thought and drunkenness. He did not answer me directly,
the immortal. Should he shrink from the fiery or- on subjects in which all Liberals are most deeply in- but said that h~ "had received a letter from Canon
deal of a few minutes to save his soul from flames terested.
Farrar, of London, calling his attention to the fact
Everywhere we find the ANNUAL in demand, and that wherever the Mohammedan religion was adopted
that ascend forever? He but exchanges the earthly
for the eternal. His loss is little, his gain is infinit. hear high encomiums on its many excellencies. Ad- sobriety prevailed." I asked him if he had not obHe saves all that is precious to him, weighed in the miration fer its perfections is · only exceeded by served the same result under the influence of the
scale of spiritual worth. Could the most selfish sav- wonder that it should be sold at so low a price as Buddhic religion. He said "Yes," but seeing where I
age do differently, controled by the same convic- twenty-five cents. But this confers a boon on thou- was about to place him, he charged me with bad motions, subjected to the same circumstances?
sands of Libnals these hard lime, for it would be a tivs iri coming to see him. I reminded him of his
And every form of jaith the world has ever known, grievous deprivation if the price were even one lack of charity. Seeing some defense was necessary,
whether Pagan, Jewish, Christian, or Mohammedan, quarter of its real value.
CHA.S. B. REYNOLDS,
he said that Christianity, properly understood,
has been founded upon that same common jnstinct
Chairman Ex. Com. National Liberal Leag11e.
would abolish intemperance. I said I hoped, then,
of selfishness, and each has bad its martyrs. All hav
that it would be understood in 2,000 years more. In
borne both a threat and a bribe, and all been but
Mr. T1·uesdell Vindicated.
desperation he resorted to the usual answer that these
:systems of insurance against eternal calamity. Be"heathen" religions hav bad, very bad, features also.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Hav- I now as ke d h'1m tb'1s: F rom an exc1usiv
· IY temperance
fore religious tenets were reduced to writin"',
"
ing
waited
nearly
four
weeks
and
seen
nothing
in
t
d
·
t
h
t
t
f
fi
d
s an pom ., w a sor o a gure oes Chr'1s t'anity
I
Pagan peoples appeased their angry gods by personal
· t·m g rel"g'on?
·sacn'fice. Religious rites hav been merely means of disproof of the nharges brought against Mr. Trues- cu t·, as compare d WI'th any o th er ex1s
I 1
·
dell in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December
1 d th e no t ed Coo k f a1r
· 1yon th e
gaining a great reward for a small sfrvice.
. . 6th, I am Th is quest'wn pace
prompted by inclination, as well as JUStiCe, to state griddle, where I left him bowing me out in a very
To recapitulate. The essential character of morals my opinion, founded upon facts that by this time boorish manner.
E. STEVENSON, M.D.
never changes. It is only the written words which should be patent to the multitude.
Victoria, Bn'tish Columbia, Feb. 1, 1885.
are variable. In giving the golden rule Christ and
It is not because I consider Mr. Truesdell incomConfucius only disagree in grammatical expression. petent to speak for himself, but because I wish to
The Charity of a Christian co·nnnunity.
We hav seen that as the progressiv tendencies of time speak for myself, and leave the result with the read"The suicide of a young lady schoolteacher at Emporia, Kanbroke down the barriers between family and family, era of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
sas has brouuht to light a sad story. Miss Mary Larick, the
tribe and tribe, nation and nation, the moral maxims
First; Mr Truesdell is accused of being "a fraud." tea~1her was~ stranger in the community. She was not very
social, ~as morbidly sensitiv, and dres9ed shabbily .. Her neighgained a greater geographical range, and a fitness Will his accusers please tell wherein he is a fraud?
for all periods and places. Though their nature was
Second, He is called "a liar." Will his accusers bors began to criticise and find fault. ~he comp!RI.uts.canscd
the superintendent of schools to notify the OhJectwnaJ:>le
ever the same, the scope of their application was de- prove that he is a liar?
teacher that her resignation would be accepted. Miss Larwk
termined by the circumstances of each age. Their
Mr. Trutsdell says that he does the writing on the bowed to the inevitable, and kindly said in her letter of resigpurely local features were effaced by the changing slate himself, etc., etc. Does he? If he does, he nation that if she failed to giv satisfaction the fault was her
conditions of life, till finally, in the course of centu- does not lie, neither is he a fraud. If he does not, own. The next day she took morphine ~nd died, ,Ieavi.n~ a
letter containing minute directions regardmg the dispositiOn
ries, they acquired a sweep so vast, and a significance then he is a liar and a fraud. Will his accusers show of
her effects. After her death it became known that she was
so sublime, that they were regarded as divine decrees that he does not do it, by proving who does do it? not only supporting herself, but thatrshe was the mainstay of
thundered from a sacred mountain.
I know some of them assert that diakka do it; let an aged father, and was educating a young brother at an
college. Little by little ~t cl\me out that th~ poor woThe history of morals is the history of the phys- them prove it or hold their peace Mr. Truesdell Eastern
man had practiced the most herOic s~l f-~emal. Durmg all the
ical, political, and social conditions of the race. It says that Joe Caffray brought "the great material- cold weather she had never !::ad a nre m her room, and her
can only be read aright after a critical analysis of the ized stone "into the circle-room and dashed it on the bed was withont blankets o;: sufficient covering. Whea. the
agencies that hav caused or controled those condi- table, not spirits. Now, if "Joe " did not bring it people of Emporia found out these facts they began to .dimly
understand why the disch~trged teacher broke d?wn Ill .the
tiona. As the Mississippi is made from waters which, in, let him come forward and prove that he di'd not, midst
of her misfortunes, and put an ~nd to her p~tm, angmsh,
if obstructed, would soon stagnate in pools, and dry and giv those who are indorsing "Joe" proofs that and wretchedness. The dead woman s funeral was the oc?aup in the sun, and whose force at first is fit only to Mr. Truesdell is a fraud and liar, instead of their sion of considerable display, and the church was packed ~t~
people. • But public sympathy came too late. After life s
turn the toy mill of a child, but which, flowing to- scandalously asserting it.
·
gather in a common current and fed from a thouI might go on detailing thus every trick Mr. Trues- fitful fever the self.sacl'ificing daughter and sister sleeps welL"
The above is dipped from a newspaper of the
sand tributaries, finally form the Father of Waters dell performs, he not only declaring that he does perthat rolls on in growing might and grandeur to its form them, but, in many instance!'~, showing how, as neighborhood. ·What a reflection on the cur~ed love
gl',!lat gulf and outlet., so the tide of moral truth, in the case of the Rev. Mr. Savage, and others, in- of dreRs, vanity, and shallownP.ss that prevail more
first fed from the feeble .fountain of family fealty, eluding myself; while the Spiritualists vehemently and more in our money-seeking-, sensual communthen from the larger tributaries of tribal loyalty, aug- assert that it is spirits, not Mr. Truesdell, and that ities! In some Catholic schods the very sensible
Inenting through the ages with the evolution of em- diakka (evil spirits) compel him to .say that he does plan is adopted of compf:lling all who attend to dr~ss
Pires and the expansion of human interests, at last it. I again repeat., if he does not do it, he is a fraud in the very cheapest, but neat, comfortable, material,
becomes a torrent that moves with mechanic power and liar, because he says he. does do it. Now let his that is always within the means of. the poorest.
the wheels of modern progress.
enemies come forward and prove who does do it, or Thus vanity is checked, and the children . of . the
poor are sav<:ld from being scorn~d by then- ltttle
From ten thousand rivulets of restless life that withdraw their accusations.
hav fed the feelings, affections, and faiths of the race;
Residing in Syracuse in 1878-79, a neigh~or of playmates. No doubt t~e wo~sh1pers _of a shabfrom all the paths of duty in the past-paths wet with Mr~ Truesdell, when some of the most starthng of bily dressed Jesus desp1sed this shabb:ly dressed
tears and stained with blood, and strewn with the these phenomena occurred (the "materialized stoD:e," teacher, and taught their children to do the same.
Orer;on, )J{o.
Ho:rJ~'i
sins and sufferings, the strifes and skepticiBms of· for instance), and being well acquainted with him.
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'l'he Liberal Club.

The 368th regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club of the city of New York was illustrated by
maps. When the chairman arose to giv out the notice of meetings, and to remark upon the superiority
of the literature on the table, it was observed that he
was bounded upon the north by Algeria, on the south
by Cape Colony, on the east by Abyssinia, and on the
west by Senegambia. The Soudan, in orange~color,
lay in the wake of the cilairman, or just back of the
chair of Mr. Wakeman, which is the same thing.
Professor Rawson, who made the maps; sat upon the
platform ·and viewed those works of art with manifest satisfaction.
The hall had filled up until there was standingroom only when Mr. Wakeman introduced Professor
Rawson as the Ulysses of the club, who had traveled
most everywhere, and who would now deliver a lecture upon the Soudan. Professor Rawson was saluted
with applause as he arose to explain the map. Soudan, as it appeared from the outline given; is a country of considerable superficial area. It extends from
the Atlantic ocean on the west to the Red Sea on the
east; occupying nearly as much of Africa as the
United States does of North America. It is three
thousand miles one way and some fifteen hundred
the other. The Nile river percolates through the
eastern part. Professor Rawson said that he had
been in the edge of the Soudan. There the soil was
sandy and rocky, and rain was infrequent. The
inhabitants expected but one shower a year; bu't that
shower lasted five months. The tops of the mountains were invariably composed of rocks. Mr. Rawson while in Africa mentioned the fact that in Vermont, where he was born, the trees grew clear to the
tops of the mountains. The Africans did not believe
him and put him down in their list of liars. The
nativs of the Soudan are colored people. The Mahdi,
or False Pr?phet, who is fighting the English, is an
Arab. He Is a person of considerable agility and will
make it tropical for his enemies. In religion the
Soudanese are Mohammedans; those who follow the
Mahdi believe him to be a second edition of the
Prophet. Politically, these people are under the rule
of the sultan of Turkey. Professor Rawson believed there was a prospect that they would sometime overrun Europe, as the Turks did in a former
century. If Charles Martel had not met the Turks
and defeated them in France, and if Sobieski had
not defeated them in. Austria, the· professor said,
they would hav occup1ed all Europe; the continent
would hav become Mohammedan, and we should today hav t~at I'elig.ion ~ere ~nstead of Christianity.
Slavery still prevailed 1n Afnca. The English government pretented to hav stopped the sale of human
beings, but the prohibition worked about like our
Sunday liquor law in New York. The trade is not
carried on openly, but boys and girls are to be had
for money
The lecture was full of information about Africa
and every body listened with apparent interest. Som~
of the professor's reminiscences of his journey
throug.h the dark continent evoked expressions of incredulity among such as had not met with or heard
similar experiences. Those who were romancers
themselvs evinced no surprise.
When the address was concluded the audience
fell to asking the professor questions about Africa,
and Mr. Rawson showed himself as familiar with it
a~ if h~ hMI. farmed it all.
Mr. Searing accused
him of maccuracy, and said he must hav drawn on
his memor,y for his wit, and his imagination for his
facts; for while the one was old, the other were
both new and startling. He thought it would hav
been better. for the professor to say something about
the wells m Egypt or about the English in the
Soudan.
J?r. Grah.am explained that the English were in
.A.fnca lookmg for a market for the goods which they
Il?'anufactured in excess of their capacity of consumptiOn. . The doctor then related a story that lay over
anythmg Professor Rawson had told. He said he
was among the foot-'hills of the Black Hills when a
cloud-burst came along and produced a freshet.
Wagons loaded with five tons each of iron were
floated off and were seen no more.
Dr. Kmget discussed the relations of capital to the
Egyptian question. The trouble arose from European capitalists investing their money in Egyptian
property and trying to collect rents.
Robert Blissert. rather fervidly remarked, ·~I wish
to God the Mahd1 had a thousand tons of dynamite
to blow every Englishman to hell." He also wished
to God there was a Mahdi in Ireland. Mr. Blissert
went t.h!ough Egypt on his way to Australia with
the Bntish ~r~y: He saw enough of the English
metho~ ?~ C1':1hzmg heathen to make him say, " From
such mvil1zatwn, good Lord, deliver me."
Professor Rawson followed Mr. Searing's advice,
and talked about the wells of Egypt. These were
20 or 30 feet in diameter, from 150 to 300 feet in
depth, and were of unknown age when Adam was a
youngster. The wells were five days' journey apart.
Mr. Wakeman wanted to know if the Arabs would
work. Mr. Rawson instanced the mosks and minaJ;"ets, numbering a thousand, in Cairo· and also the
''

'

works of art in Spain. Mr. J. 0. Woods inquired
what age the inhabitants of t.he Soudan belonged to.
Mr. Rawson: "The savage." Dr. Lambert: "Is the
Sahara occupied?" Mr. Rawson: "It swarms with
Arabs." Mr. Ormsby: "Is there any rent to pay
there ?" Mr. Rawson: " The rocks are rent sometimes." Mr. Ormsby: "Wc1Uldn't it be a good place
for those fellows to go to who don't want to pay
rent?" . The professor went on to tell some yarns
about Egypt that must hav made Dr. Graham wish
he had loaded his wagons with ten tons of iron instead of five. In closing, the speaker said he hoped
the English people would civilize and inhabit Egypt.
It was better that they, rather than the Turks, should
occupy the houses of the Pharaohs.
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We Will Oblige.

From the Investigato•··

.A. complaining person, who signs himself Fred
Koezly, says in the last New York TRUTH SEEKER:
"I hav been a paying subscriber to the InvestigcLtor for
twelve years, but as its editor refused articles in answer
to Mr. Hill's, then I gave it up, as much as I liked it for principle's sake."
_
·
'

Mr. Fred. Koezly forgets, owing probably to a
short memory. He knows, as well as we can tell
him, that we hav published many of his articles; and
that in relation to his dispute with Mr. Hill, as we
had given them both a hearing, we good-naturedly
suggested that they had better continue their discussion privately, as we were much crowded. :Mr.
Hill, like a sensible young man that he is, took no
offense; but Mr. Fred Koezly was very indignant,
and stopped taking the Investigator, as he says
"for princiJ;>le's sake "-a poor principle, we think:
under the Circumstances.
These are facts, and our friends of THE TRUTH
SEEKER will oblige us by correcting Mr. Fred Koezly's
misrepresentation, as possibly he may forget to
do so.

Mr. Watts's Opinion of the Annual.
DEAR MR. MAcDONALD: I hav just read, for the second time, the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885. It is
truly a marvelous production, reflecting the hicrhest
credit upon its editor. The value of its content; can
not be over-estimated, being instructiv, varied, and
El'ntertaining. Secularists will find it a library in itself, and a reliable standard for reference on all matters perbaining to the Liberal movement and its many
phases of thought. I am glad to see the rapid demand its merits hav called forth. CHARLES WATTS.
A PORTION OF WHAT MISS WIXON THINKS.

Many thanks for the ANNUAL. In appearance and
general make up it is an exceedingly bright and interesting volume, and from its pages one can obtain a
clear and comprehensiv idea of the status of Freethought in America. In its picture gallery we meet
many tried and true friends, and some new ones. I
would like to make special mention of some of the
articles, but as its low price must insure its entrance
into millions of homes, all will be able to judge of
their worth and beauty for themselvs.
SusAN H. VV rxoN.
-----~._

____

Lectures and Meetings.
W. ~.BELL lectures at Bluffton, Ind., March 25th and 26th;
at Sturgis, Mich., March 29th and 30th; at Burr Oak, Mich.,
March 31st, and April 1st; at Eaton Rapids, probably April
3d and 4th; and at Nashua, Iowa, April 12th, 13th, and 14th.
Mn. WATTS writes to say that he was much pleased with the
behavior of the audiences at the Weiland debate. Throughout they were orderly, and indicated their desire to listen to
both sides with the utmost impartiality. A pleasing feature
of the gatherings was the number of ladies present, one-third
being of the "gentler" sex. The last two Sunday evenings
Mr. Watts has lectured to crowded audiences in Toronto, his
subjects being," Science and its Struggles," and "Evolution
or Special Creation, Which?"' Mr. Watts devotes the whole of
March to Canada; he then lectures in Philadelphia, and goes
to New York to see Mrs. Watts off to England. After this he
joins Mr. Putnam for a Western tour. Our friends in the West
will please note this.

News and Notes from the Field.
I shall not soon forget my delightful visit at Saginaw,
Mich. There is a good number of Liberals here who, in spite
of the divisions of the past, are still interested in the work
that is going on, and will in the future make an able auxiliary
of the nationai movement. There is no state more full
of advanced thought than Michigan. It is one of the most
prosperous states in the union. Everybody seems to be
well off. There are many sources of wealth-mines, farms,
forests, etc. The environments are favorable for progress -and
Freethought. Hard times are conduciv to revivals; plenty of
business makes civilization, and that, of course, makes for reason and liberty. The civilized man takes to scienc!l. It is the
barbarian that hugs orthodoxy.
I lectUI'ed at Saginaw Sunday, March 1st, to a good audience. Mr. Burnham presided, and made the following introductory address:
"The church," he said, "endeavors· to place the Freethinker
in a false position. It claims all the fruits of his struggle. The
pioneer gpes forth in search of truth. He sacrifices position,
he endures persecution, and attains the truth. But no sooner
is that truth welcomed by tht> world, and made popular, than
the church comes forward, and, with theological assumption,
claims to hav discovered this truth, and to be the real benefactor of the race. It is our duty to protest against this insult
and injustice, to refute these falsehoods of the church-to
place it in its true position as the opponent of human
progress. To allow the church to wear these laurels that it
has never won is to help fasten its superstition and tyranny
upon the world. We must make the issue plain. Freethought is not an evolution from the church. The church
has opposed it, and there is a radical difference. We must
make that difference understood. We must be distinct in our
thought. We must avoid using even those words which
are dear to the human heart if they make vague our meaning.
We must be crystal clear in our expressions of truth. We
must maintain our dignity and our rights in the domain
of human achievements. What we accomplish should be rec.
oguized as our own, and not be wrenched from the brow of
Freethought to decorate the dark pathway of the church, and
make it appear a benefactor when it is a stumbling-block. We
are the soldiers of nature. We fight for nature against the
supernatural. The supernatural must go, and with it the
churches and religions of the past based upon it, and which
derive from it their authority, and so tyrannize over mankind,
and are the enemy of reason."
I then gave my lecture on "The Coming Demands of Humanity," which was well received. The response also to the
League work was generous. This place will furnish lm effi·
cient troop for the grand army of the union.
I am sorry to say that l'IIr. Burnham has been, for the last
few weeks, upon a bed of sickness, He has not been able to
leave the house. He is now, however, recovering, and 'will
soon be ready for efficient field work. He is in heart.y sym·
pathy with our movement, and will do his best for the success
of the American Secular Union. He is one of our represent!!·
tiv men. He clearly understands the issues. He is thoroughly
scientific. Once a shining light in the Methodist church, he_
has left behind every particle of the priest, He is a profound
student of history. He has mastered the theologies and met·
a physics of the past with passionate admiration of them, only,
however, in the progress of his mind to come to the oonclu·
sion that they must be rejected, aud science accepted as con·
taining the only knowledge of which we are capable. He has
a wide acquaintance with the processes and results of science.
He is not only a brilliant orator, but a well-equipped teacher.
He kas stores of information upon the live topics of the day.
He will not only entertain but instruct. There should be
plenty of work for men af this sort, who hav sacrificed so
much for Freethought, not only for the sake of what it de·
stroys, but of what it builds, the noble and beautiful order
which must be, and to help attain which is the highest inspi·
ration of one's being, the noblest joy of life.
·
I hav had a refreshment of spirit indeed in this happy home·
with Mr. Burnhltm and his gentle wife, who has been a faith·
ful companion through years of struggle, and whose mental
horizon has broadened and brightened with his own. I look
forward with joy to years of congenial effort, and realize more
than ever the greatness of our cause when BO many sacrifices
hav been made for it; so much agony been endured. The
fruit must indeed be glorious, for the grandest achievements
come from the deepest sufferings. It cannot be that these in·
affable hopes will fail; that truth shall not triumph; that su.
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perstition shall not be destroyed; that science shall not make
fair the advancing life of man. But even if these hopes ,do
fail better die with their ardor in our breast, and truth our
onl~ dower, than revel in the ill-gotten wealth of the dead
past, and clutch with miserly fingers its false deligb,ts.
I am now in Cincinnati with Edgar C. Beall, author of that
admirable work, "Brain and Bible." I find a good many LTherals in this city, and anticipate a successful meeting on March
15th at Robinson's Opera House, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
I hope that all our friends in Cincinnati will do th~ir best to
make this advance movement a bright promis,of better things
to come. All who desire to co-operate can communicate with
Edgar C. Beall, 27 Arcade.
They say that Lexington, Ky., is a very orthodox city; but
it will hav a chance to know something of Freethought on
Sunday next at the Opera House. There are good Liberals in
this place who hav no fear of the popular theology, and the
gospel of universal mental emancipation will not trail its \Ianners in the dust.
On Sunday, March 22d, I shall be at Nashville, Tenn.
A certain professor at Jackson, Mich., has challenged Ingersoil and his disciples to a debate. He will hav a chance to try
his steel and meet Charles Watts, or else show the white
feather, and like the Arab "fold his tent and silently steal
away," which is the fashion now with Christian warriors when
the Infidel appears in flesh and blood.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
March 5, 1885.

M:r. Charles Watts in Debate.
Last week Mr. Oharles Watts had a five nights' debate in
Weiland, Canada, with a reverend gentleman who is regarded
by his own friends, at least, as the champion debater of the
Dominion. Others wilL most probably entertain a different
opinion. He is, however, a gentleman, judging from accounts
to hand. One incident for which we can vouch is worthy of
mention. Before th·e debate the reverend gentleman's friends
announced their intention of challenging Mr. Watts wherever
he lectured in America to meet their champion. After the debate they changed their minds and thought "sufficient for the
day is the evil thereof." This fact tells its own tale. There
is no doubt that th(l debate created great excitement in the
district where it was held. We are pleased to learn that ·the
reverend gentl·eman made an attack on the Nine Demands.
This gave Mr. Watts an opportunity to show their nature and
object, which by all accounts he availed himself of fully.
The following is the opinion of the local press upon the
discussion.
The Welland Tribune, dated March 6th, remarks:
The debate, between Elder Walker of Indiana and Chas.
Watts, as champions respectivly of Christianity and Freethought, began in Orient Hall on Tuesday evening. Although
the night was rainy, about 500 were present, including many
from a distance. D. McConachie, Esq., was chosen chairman,
and at the opening read the rules agreed upon. It was decided
that the debate consist of five sessions of two and a half hours
each, each speaker to hav two innings of one half hour each
and a quarter hour each to close. J. Priestman, Jr., acted as
moderator for Mr. Watts and occupied a seat on the platform.
Among the Elder's friends on the platform were Rev. H. B.
Sherman (moderator on his behalf). Rev. Chas. Martz, of Indianapolis; Elder White, of Cicero, Ind.; Rev .. 0. G. Hertzog,
of Suspension Bridge; ·Rev. R. Stevenson, of St. Thomas, and
Rev. Mr. Moote, of Rosedene.
The first three sessions were alloted to a debate upon the validityof Christianity, the proposition affirmed by Elder Walker
being as follows: "That the Christian religion as set forth in
the Old and New Testaments is worthy of acceptance on the
part of all rational beings as true." The two last sessions
were <levoted to the discussion of Secularism, Mr. Watts
affirming "That Secularism is sufficient to satisfy the needs
of mankind without association with any form of theology."
The meetings throughout were crowded, the interest increasing in intensity to the close. The Elder is a shrewd debater perfectly at home on the platform and possessing a keen
sense' of humor. Mr. Watts ha.s made theological contrc,versy
and history life studies, and evidently had his case best in
hand. Opinion among those who heard the speakers quite
naturally differed as to their merits, according to bias and
mental constitution, but the friends of the Elder can take this
credit for him, that his opponent is probably the ablest living
controversialist on his side in the world to-day. Having ruled
religious controversy out of our paper, we shall not comment
on the issues. To publish 11 full report of the debate in our
paper is impracticable. It would probably occupy ten full
issues of the paper. To publish a synopsis would not hav
been satisfactory. The field gone over was so extended that
all arguments and issues could not hav been touched upon,
which would hav been objectionable to some of the interested
parties. We thought at one time of publishing a re_Port of
tlJe debate in pamphlet form, but were unable to obtam sufficiently definit particulars as to _its extent an~ ~o learn
whether either party to the debate mtended pubhshmg a report in time to make arraugements for having a verbatim report' taken, which alone (exclusiv of publishing) would hav
cost from $75 to $100.
. 'rhe audience seemed about equally divided in their support, judging from the applause.
"Elder Watts," his opponent called him, by a slip of the
tongue. The F. T. champion grimly shook his head.
The champions deal each other hard knocks and plenty of
tlJem, but as a rule, like lawyers and editors, wind up by
shaking hands over the "bloody chasm."
The Weiland Telegraph of March 6th says: "The debate was
attended by a very large audience, who patiently listened to
both gentlemen. The Rev. Mr. Walker is a good debater, and
logically places the Bible proofs and scriptural teachings,
while we are bound to say that Mr. Charles Watts with great
cleverness and force of oratory advances the theory of Freethought and science as opposed to gospel truths."
\ These notices appear to be very fair when we remember they
come from the Christian side.
Arrangements are being made for another debate, this time
in Montreal, between the Rev. Dr. Sexton and Charles Watts,
to take place the first week in April.
THE WATTS-WALKER DEBATE.
MR: EDITOR: The long-talked-of discussion between Mr.
Charles Watts, and Elder Aaron Walker, of Indiana, which
has been casually mentioned in late numbers of THE '!'RUTH
SEEKER, has just been concluded in this town. Public opinion

is somewhat divided on the result, as it always is in such cases,
but the masses are clearly unanimous that Elder Walker was
greatly over-matched as a public debater, to say the least of
it. Hi~ presence and manner were very ancient, his delivery
not good, and his matter; for the most part, neither original
nor relevant. Indeed, his best speeches were more propeJ•ly
readings from Voltaire, Paine, and others of their class; and
this want of originality and tact had much to do with the
general disfavor with which he was received. Mr. Watts, on
the contrary, always appeared in goodform, expressed himself
with easy fluency, and was never out of time, or wanting in appropriateness of rejoinder. There were times when, perchance, his handling of the elder was just a little too vigorous,. and yet it was, usually, granted as in order, unjust
charges having been persistently urged by his opponent. The
challenge, as your readers may already know, issued frOIJl
Elder Walker's party, and his friends were upon the stage in
full force and full of confidence. So confident, in fact, were
they of their champion's superior ability, it was openly. stated
before the debate commenced that Mr. Watts would be again
challenged,. and still again, and again, tc;> the end of the chapter, or· so long as a Secular society could be found in the country. The result.in this first instance, however, has, no doubt,
corrected that mistake, and will save the elder and his friends
from further humiliation by keeping them safely within the
danger-limit. Orient Hall was snugly fille:l by the intelligence of the town and surrounding country during each session of the debate, and at each succeeding session a greater
intensity of interest was evinced. And when it is remembered
that these sessions were five in number, each two and onehalf hours long, and that the people paid supreme attention
throughout, the gratifying conclusion must be arrived at that
Secularism is commanding that confidence and respect in
Weiland which its merits deserve. I may say, in closing, the
most popular feature in Secularism appears to be the non-denial
of God and heaven, although no assurance is given that eith11r
exists in fact. The admission of the bare possibility of such
realities will win favor in any religious community, when pronounced Atheism would create a chasm so wide that the two
systems might never grasp hands across it, or acknowledge
anything whatever in common. . Faithfully yours,
fVelland, C1.nada, March 6, 1885.
J. PRIESTMAN, JR.
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powerful society. They hav young men of culture and high
reputation, and the greater desideratum, intelligent, energetic,
fearless, noble women to aid in carrying on the work. We
predict for them 11 glorious future.
HAMILTON.
This is the city of mollusks. Merchants, lawyers, doctors,
business men generally are fully convinced, but lack backbone
to stand erect. They cringe and fawn at the feet of biaots
they despise. The church accepts their homage and their
money. Strange that men should be so blindly foolish as to
sustain churches, paying and aiding the forging of chains that
hold them in bondage. How grand and noble the lives of
such men as Littlehales, Maddocks, .and others, who gain the
respect of all classes by their frank, consistent course. The
skilled laborers-in Hamilton are the most independent, and
take the lead in all that pertains to either civil or religious
liberty.
We delivered two leptures here, Sunday, March 1st, in the
afternoon on "Fac.ts and Fallacies;" evening, "Why I Left
the Pulpit." We were much pleased and surprised at the
large attendance and liberal collection. As a sample of the
interest evinced by the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, it might
be mentioned that Mr. John Young and son came fourteen
miles t.o the lectures; Mr. McClement ·and wife, nine miles.
After the lecture in the evening we held a meeting with
friends and urged practical organization. They had a nominal organization; some time since had elected officers; and
there an end was reached. We succeeded in arousing quite a
degree of enthusiasm, which was manifested by pledges from
all to meet every Sunday. A suitable hall in Larkin Block wa9
engaged. With an able leader like Mr. Littlehales, and energetic workers like George Maddocks, vertebral must rapidly develop, and a spirit of emulation must be evoked, so that the
Hamilton Society will force Toronto to look to her laurels.
THOROLD.
We had glorious success at Thorold, under the auspices of
those most devoted and energetic young champions of Secularism, Andrew Hansel and Harry N. Higgins. On Monday,
Mar. 2d, Odd Fellows' Hall was crowded by an intelligent and
very attentiv audience. We spoke on "Salvation,'' and are
fully convinced it resulted in saving some from the curse of
bigotry and the terrors of superstition.
After the lecture we repaired to the parlors of the Mansion
House, where, despite the late hour, a very large number of
Liberals assembled for the purpose of discussing the best
methods to advance the cause of Secularism. It was decided
to organize. Able and efficient officers-also vigilant educational and social committees-were unanimously elected. All
were deeply interested in, and decided to secure, a Secular
library. The matter was referred to the educational committee. Donations of books, addressed to J. Cleveland, secretary, ThorolCt Secular Society, will be appreciated.
We received from all the friends in Canada the kindest welcome, and the most generous hospitality; and l~ng for th~
time when it may be our happy lot to again visit those we met
as strangers and left as friends.
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS,
Chairman of Ex. Com. National Liberal League.

The nearest approach to our ideal of a Secular society we
found· in Toronto. They hav neatly furnished rooms in the
Opera House building-library a):ld reading room, and small
hall adjoining, seating about 150. The entrance is objectionable. The society need, and are now negotiating for, new,
better, and more commodious quarters. They hav a small but
excellent library, which is well patronized. All the Liberal
papers are taken, THE T.RUTH SEEKER being in greatest demand.
At all hours of the day members may be found at the society
rooms, reading or studying. Every evening there is a goodly
gathering. Classes are held in the hall, while the reading
room is devoted to reading, sociability, interchange of views,
and meetings of committees. They hav regular weekly classes
-science, elocution, debating, extempore speaking, music,
REYNOLDS AT HAMILTON.
singing and dancing. Each quarter, a society social, comprisMR. EDITOR: It is with unfeigned pleasure I inclose $3, for
ing music, singing, recitations, and ball; public lecture every a year's subscription for the gentleman whose name I inclose.
Sunday evening at Albert· hall (which the society has hired for I hav also to tell you of the success of your enthusiastic cothe year), the seating capacity of which is 700. Every week worker, ex-Rev. Reynolds, who lectured here yesterday tw~ce
they gain additional members. All pay regular monthly con- to large and appreciativ audiences, who manifested their detributions. On signing application· for membership the light by hearty applause and at the finish of each discourse
amount to be contributed is written on the application card. bought. up all his books, or nearly so. The seed sown here by
No D!laximum is fixed, the minimum is 25 cents per month.
Messrs. Watts and Putnam is beginning to bear fruit, as you
This society is a power for good. Its most ear nest, self- will find from Mr. Reynold's report of his visit amongst us, by
sacrificing, and devoted member is the secretary, Mr. J. A. the number of trial subscribers to TH.E TRUTH SEEKER. Whilst
Risser, a gentleman of culture, zeal, and discretion. The we hav such men at the head of the movement as Ingersoll,
cause throught the dominion is deeply indebted to his untiring, Watts, Putnam, Reynolds, and Remsburg, and not forgetting
able, and judicious efforts. He is ably sustained by the genial, yourself, we can afford to laugh at the puny efforts of those
jovial President Evans, whose deserved popularity in business champion blatherskites, Talmage and Father Lambert, to
circles, despite his avowal and defense of Secularism, givs arrest or stop the march of the stalwarts who are in the van
him great influence, even those who deplore his lack of piety with the car of progress, determined to push it ahead, notconceding his worth, integrity, and public spirit.
withstanding the hooting of the owls who rave and declaim at
The committee are aided by the wise counsel of those tried our champions from their "cowards' castles," but who ila,re
veteran and true Secularists, Piddington, Butland, Cook, Mc- not come down from their perch and defend their mythical
Namara, and the society is kept in advance of the times by the superstitions before audiences even of their own sects on a
influence of young, energetic business men, the king of good public platform if they know they are likely to be questioned
fellows, Harrison, p1ince of conviviality and melody, Strange as to the verity of their own belief. A few years ago lit(the great Canadian music printer and publisher); Hicks, eral fire and brimstone sermons only were preached. 'fhey
Gibbs, Allen, Edwards, and their colleagues forming a host of hav almost discarded that kind of preaching, and their
jolly good fellows. They hav intelligent, accomplished, ear- only theme now appears to be about those know-nothing Agnest, zealous women, who prove able, reliable co-workers. nostics. Yet they continue to pound and rave as of yore, and
When the new quarters are secured we look for large additions it is still fire and brimstone in the Sunday-school, but not in
of the fair sex, without whom a permanent success is an impos- the church to the elder children. Yet a few years, when the
church will become what H. W. Beecher sai\1 in his lecture on
sibility.
OSHAWA-CEDAR DALE.
Evolution-" schools of morals." All hail that day.
Mr. M. Brooks, a tried and trusty veteran in the cause of
GEo. MADDOCKS.
Yours for the whole truth,
reason, right and truth, is the leading spirit in this section.
Hamilton, Ont., Feb. 3, 1885.
There is a very large number of Liberals in this vicinity-a
"UNDER the head of 'New Books,' THE TRUTH SEE!i:ER says,
sprinkling of mollusks, but the greater number with well-developed vertebrro, who dare maintain their right and think for • E. C. Walker has collected from that paper a number of articles, and published them in pamphlet form under the title of
themselves.
"Practical Co-operation." The articles were written by Mr.
We hacl a very interesting meeting at Oshawa Opera House, Walker, but if the editor will notice the pamphlet more closely
Monday, Feb. 23d. The lecture commenced at 8 P.M; From he will see that it was published in the Liberal as suggestions
its close at 9 until 11:30 we were kept answering questions. to the people of Liberal in their proposed co-operativ moveAll seemed to consider it a very profitable meeting. We re- ment.-]fissouri Liberal.
We are pleased to make the correction.
mained over 'fuesday the 24th, visiting among the friends,
urging united, energetic action, and in the evening held a
meeting at the hospitable mansion of Brother Samuel Brown,
WE are under obligations to B. F. Gove, De Witt, Iowa, for
for the purpose of effecting organization. Seventeen were a report of the religious condition of his county jail; to John
present. After much deliberation and discussion, all fully A. Geeting, Washington, Ind., for the directors' and officers
realizing the importance and grave responsibilities organiza- report of the Indiana State Prison, South; to E. A. Vidal,
tion involved, a society was organized. Officers and also vigi- Sarnia, for the report of the inspector of prisons for Ontario;
lance, educational, and social committees were elected, and to F. W. Beardsley, of Birmingham, Conn., for the report of
it was arranged to inaugurate a regular science school on Sun- tho Meriden, Conn., Reform Schools; to J. B. Curtis, Joliet,
days, with especial view to attracting and benefiting the wo- Ill., for the report of the Illinois State Penitentiary. We
would like to be under the same obligation to every Libeml
men and children.
There is splendid material in Oshawa, and vicinity for a . who can do us a similar favor.
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fltnnmuni~ations.
The Chicago League Still Living.
It was my intention last year to send my congratulations to THE TRUTH SEEKER for its very handsome
ANNUAL of 1884, feeling that every Freethinker was
under additional personal obligations to your company for the labor and expense involved in the publication of so useful, cr~table, and commendable a
work. Whatever I might hav felt then is now increased in proportion to the surpassing excel~enc~ of
the elaborately illustrated ANNUAL for 1885, It bemg
to me a matter of astonishment that it can be published for the money. If it is properly appreciated
even as a literary work, aside from its intrinsic value
to Freethinkers, your orders will reach the tens of
thousands and it is my earnest desire that they may.
While ~ost Liberal papers hav some special excellence not presented in others, and while I hav
not always been in sympathy with your views regarding the policy of' the National League, I must
say that for a long time I hav felt THE TRUTH SEEKER
ah:;olutely indispensable.
After nearly ten years of activ but almost fruitless
endeavor, so far as lay in my power, to educate and
elevate. organized workingmen to higher conceptions
of their political rights and privileges-a consciousness of their own powers-I came to the conclusion
that intellectu!tl emancipation must precede industrial and political emancipation ; that intelligence
can not be held in slavery, and that men who will not
reason will be ruled. Since coming to that conclusion I left the various labor organizations and devoted myself to the League and the work of mental
liberty. In the League it has been my chief aim in
the past to urge Freethinkers, as such, to declare for
such principles as would inspire the working classes
with the knowledge that for their political and indus·
trial salvation they must look to the defenders of
justice on earth-the Freethought host.
But experience is the best schoolmaster, and it is
regretfully that I admit that the many divergences
of opinion as to what will bring about desired reforms (and, in fact, what is reform?) preclude all
possibility of our uniting on all:y r.ational basis.. As
Freethinkers we must be evolutwmsts; as evolutiOnists we must accept the law of growth or development ; that development is the result of intelligence,
and anything that does not work through that means
does not recognize the aphorism that "thoughts rule
the world;" and that in this country it is our political
privilege to• modify or change any thought that is
injurious or outgrown. In contradistinction to this
·view is that of the Anarchists, who would annihilate
all opposition, not by reason, argument, or education,
but by dynamite ; who go back to "brutal, barb'lric
force," who howl for "the abolition of all government," not its purification; who find it pays them
better and is much easier to excite the passions and
prejudice of the masses than to arouse them to a
sense of reason and a recognition of their own responsibility as citizens in continuing the inequalities
of which they complain. The only danger is that
the. poor, unbalanced idiots who listen to ~hese
harangs may do some dam age; the professiOnal
agitators will do no worse than talk. There is nothing more detestable, in my imagination, than these
fellows who will by their talk constantly urge upon
others what they dare not attempt themselvs. Taking all these things into consideration, I hav to
acknowledge the wisdom of the National League in
confining itself to its first principles, and leaving its
membership to interest themselvs as they choose.
While I am and hav been greatly interested in the
discussion of all social problem!', it strikes me that
these ignorant harangs are far worse than no discussion at all, and that is the view the Chicago
League has lately taken of this question.
On l!'eb. 8th Col. .A. J. Grover gave us an able lecture on "Rum and Theology,'' which was given a
column report in the Time:;. Mrs. D. F. Harrison
propounded the conundrum the following Sunday,
" Can we Reasonably Hope for Immortality through
Christ?" and answered it herself emphatically in the
negativ. Last Sunday Mr. L. H. Sawyer lectured
on, "Is Religion an Inherent Principle in Mankind?"
Mr. Sawyer is one of the most philosophical thinkers
in our League, and his lecture contained a great deal
more than it was possible to digest. This evening
Dr. J. H. Randall, formerly of New York, will recount" The Myths and Superstitions We Hav Left
Behind." The doctor has devoted some years to the
rostrum, and is an able and accomplished speaker.
One of our legislativ members is about to present
a bill for the taxation of church property, and we are
having the bill framed. Judge Henry Booth, dean
of the Law School, has promised the writer to attend
to that matter.
We hav appointed a committee to look up whatever statistics can be obtained bearing upon the
amount of ecclesiastical property untaxed in the
state of Illinois. Let me here state that any readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, especially those in this
state, are invited to forward me any information they
way hav on this point. Wednesday evening next we

abbots-the largest conciliar assembly, we are told, from Trant
hold another social, literary, and music~! entert~in to the Vatican Council."
ment and dance. I will giv you from time to time
Thus speak the forty-four august fathers and the
items of interest relativ to our League.
four representativs of bishops:
Chicago, March 1, 1885.
E. A. STEVENs, Pres.
"Such is the natme of the system of teaching therein employed" (referring to the public schools of th~s country),
'l'he Church of the Future.
"that it is not possible to prevent young Catholics from inthrough its influence danyer to iheil' tuith and morals, nor
The following paragraph was contained i~ a reli- curring
can we ascribe to any other cause t~at destruc~iv spirit of inable daily newspaper of this city of the 18th mst.:
differentism which has made, and Is now makmg, such rapid
in this country, and that corruption of morals which we
AsH WEDNESDAY.-To-day is Ash Wednesday, the begin~ing strides
to deplore in those of tender years," etc., page after page.
of Lent the season of abstinence penitence, and devotwn, hav"We
will introduce first the oldest archbishop of the church
which c~ntinues for forty days. Ir:_ the Catholic church~s to- in the United
States, therefore the patriarch by age of our
day the officiating priest signed th_e fore~eads of the fm~hful hierarchy, the Most
Rev. John Baptist Purcell, archbishop of
with a cross made by his finger, d1pped m the a~hes ?f last Cincinnati, who in his
Pastoral of 1872, after speaking
year's palm burnt for that purpose. The servwes m the of other matters, thusLenten
in decided favor of our
Catholic a~d Protestant Episcopal churches were well thesis and in almost the pronounces
self-same words we hav used:
attended.
" 'The Catholic school is the nursery of the Catholic conIs it not to be wondered at that in our age persons gregation. The one should stand under the protecting shadow
claiming. to be civiliz9d submit to and ~ommit such of the other. This duty they do not discharge who send not
humbug? How long will it take yet until the Church the children under their care to a Catholic school when in
their power. We see not how they, who wilfully and deliberof the Future will be established in this free country? ately
neglect this duty, mm worthily approach, or be consciBy the Church of the Future .a ch~rch i_s meant in entiously admitted to, the sacraments,'" etc. (p. 60).
which all preaching or teachmg IS strwtly based
It is apparent what the zealous old archbishop
upon truth and honesty. In the Church of the
wanted the millions of money which he misappropriFuture the resources of the preachers or teachers
ated to accomplish. When the Catholics of .America
will exclusivly be reason, common sense, and moralhad so far advanced under the influence of the comity. In the Church of the Future the preac~ers or
mon schools that they objected t.o giving their hardteachers will find these resources only Ill their own
earned money in a golden stream of millions to found
heads and hearts. The Church of the Future will
and sustain schools in which nothing was to be
disregard the Bible, which is not an American book,
taught save the alphabet, the Catholic catechism, the
but a product of foreign lapds. The C~urch of the
titles of their lazy priests, and mathematics sufficient
Future will reject the comp~lsory cehba~y of ~he
count the beads on their rosaries, then the " vento
priesthood, because, according to the Amencan prn;erable Most Rev. John Baptist Purcell, archbishop,"
ciple of equal rights to all in all matters ?f pubhc
concern of which matrimony is one-bemg rec- thought it was about time to help himself. How like
ognized' and protected by law-every man. in this slaves the Catholics of America hav allowed themcountry is entitled to found a home and family. The selva to be plundered, without rebellion, is to every
Church of the Future will oppose the claim of power independent man a picture of depravity.
What hav the lords of England done to Catholics
in this country of a (forei~n) spirit~al potent~te,
that
can for a moment be compared to the monstrous
because it violates the American ConstitutiOn, which
ordains a republican form of government for every treatment their own church has bestowed upon
state of the Union. The Constitution of the United them? When robbed, they resist not. Now they
States grants full and absolute religious liberty and are commanded to send their children to the schools
liberty of conscience to the. American people. T~e they hav been robbed to build and support, under
Church of the Future will hv up to this freedom Ill pain of exclusion from the sacraments, and they will
this country, recognizing no other authority for t~ue go down on their knees and obey. There is not one.
religion than the eternal laws of the human mmd word in all this book in praise of the thorough inand of the human heart. The Constitution of the struction of the common "schools of our land-no
United States, the supl'eme law of the land, grants appreciation of the fact that many a Catholic young
full and absolute religious liberty and liberty of con- man who is now a competent business or professional
science to the American people, and renders religion gentleman would be a shoveler in some railroad construction gang but for what the common schools hav
and its exercise a strictly private affair.
.
done for him in spite of the protests of his spiritual
Washington, D. C.
JoHN GEo. HERTWIG.
advisers.
I trust you will procure for your readers copies of
The Catholics and the Schools.
this "Godless Schools" as they may order them. It
"The Judges of Faith and Godless Schools. A compila_tion is full of instruction and encouragement for all Libof Evidence against Secular Schools the world over, espemally erals.
LmERTA.
against common state schools in the United States of America,
wherever entirely withdrawn from the influence of t~e AuHOW TO INSURE GOOD EDUCATION.
thority of the Catholic Church. Addressed to Catholic Parents by Rev. Thomas J. Jenkins, of the Diocese of Louisville,
The
education
of the general body of the people
Ky., 1882; published by Thomas D. Ega~, ~~w York Cathoin
every
state
and
territory throughout our nation
lic Agency, 33 Barclay street, New York mty.
ought to be made the paramount aim of every citizen
Such is the title page of a book your correspond- in our land. N JW, whatever conduces to the great
ent purchased of the publisher at his place, 33 Barclay end and object ought to be taken into consideration.
street, New York city.
Let anyone acquainted with the statistics of 1880
This little book of 106 pages proves beyond all see and note the fact that there. are six millions of
doubt that the Catholics of the world hav entered illiterate people in our midst who wield the power of
into a conspiracy to destroy the free educational in- the ·ballot-box. And then see what a power for evil
stitutions of the world, if they cannot subvert them there is in the hands of designing politicians. Now,
to their own use.
to arrest this evil, I would propose a plan as follows:
As Liberals we hav the most to fear from any in- That the general government appropriate a fund for
terference with the public schools. It necessarily school purposes, similar in principle to our national
follows that these schools, founded and sustained for banking law. Let the several states draw from the
the benefit of all, will be kept freer of all that is de- general government enough funds to carry out their
cidedly objectionable, because sectarian in its nature, several educational facilities, so that every child in
than any schools except those especially supported by our country,shall receive a fair and liberal education,
Liberals. In the first paragraph the author com- sufficient to meet the requirements of an enlightened
plains that the old world is disturbed by the cry that: community. Now, to meet this· demand, how, and
"The people are educated up to their power and demand a where, is the great thing needful, called money, to
voice in theil' own government."
come from? My answer is as follows:
The third chapter of the book opens with these
Let the general government print and stamp notes,
words:
similar in form ann ·capacity to our national bank
''Another supreme evil following from the attendance of notes, with this difference: instead of calling them
Catholic children on schools of public instruction, in the national bank currency, let them be called national
United States, the consideration of which alone would, or school currency, each state giving their several bonds
should, be enough so deter Catholics from sending their chi!- for their redemption. Let each county in each state
dren there, is the· constant association with ill-bred, unbeliev- again divide up their several counties into school
ing, and immoral companions."
districts, and supply these several school districts
Chapter six is entitled:
with funds to ,build, equip, and carry on their several
"Secular, or state schools condemned by the Bishops of schools. Then let each school district tax its inhab•
Christendom."
itants for the repayment of these monies borrowed,
In chapter seven we find this very interesting mat- say at the ratio of ten annual instalments. Now, one
ter:
.of the most important items of this system would
"In the Pastoral Letter of the Third Council, Cincinnati militate against the monied interests of our bankers,
(1861) the fathers explain what the (perverting) influences for the school monies would bear but a very small
are, a~d what the character of their results: Under the in flu- p~r centage, say two per cent, w)lich would reduce tl: e
ence of this plausible but most unwise system (of common- bulk of our borrowed monies, in as much as it would
school education), the rising generation has been educated
eithet" without any definit principles at all, or with false. at place on the monied market a greater volume of
least more or less exaggerated and fanatical, principles. The specie.
system itself, if carried out. is well calculated to bring up a
There are two items that ought to be added to
generation of religious indifferentists, if not of practical In- this principle of supplying the educational facilities
fidels; and if rwt carried out, its tendency is to develop false
or very defectiv, if not dangerous, religious principles. The of our country, and they are: 1. The general governfacts, we believe, Sllfficiently prove that the influence of any ment oug-ht to receive these notes for all dues against
common school has been developed· either in one or bt'lth of her. 2. They ought to be made legal tenders only in
these directions. Listen, then, Catholic parents, to what has the several states-as, for illustration, if Nebraska
been solemnly announced in the Plenary Council of Baltimore,
held in 18M, at which were present seven archbishops, thirty- borrowed ten million and gave her bonds, let the
seven bishops, two procurators of bishops, and two mitered notes be printed especially for her own state, just like
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any individual bank, and let these notes be legal
tender only in Nebraska.
This subject could b6 expanded, but sufficient is
given for your general readers to see its main drift.
Palmyra, Neb., Feb. 20, .1885.
JoHN S. M.uBEN.
EDUCATION MUST BE LIBERAL.

Nearly all civilized people, especially nativ Americans, admit the importance of education. They all
realize that every child should hav at least a fair
common school education. But it is nevertheless a
fact that f~r too many. intellige~t people hav fallen
into a habit of speakmg of this matter in a· sort of
stereotyped way, "Ob, yee, of course education is a
good thing," a.nd straightway the subject is dismissed
and temporarily forgotten. I want Freethinkers all
over this broad land to wake up to the fact that we
are more dir,ectly concerned in this matter than any
other class, although the Protestants will work substantially with us, so far as the maintenance of common free schools is concerned. Education is the
mighty instrument by which the mists of superstition
must be dispersed a;nd m~nkin~ elevated. All generous persons of ordmary mtelhgence and education
are amazed when they see statistics of illiteracy in
this boasted land of enlightenment, but I now appeal
to every Freethinker to impress on his memory the
fact that this illiteracy is increasing. This is ominous
of danger to us. Liberalism cannot flourish on the
soil of ignorance. Our plain duty, then, is to make
still greater efforts and sacrifices for the cause of
education. As Mr. Green has already intimated, the
time has arrived for the erection of a Freethought
college. Wh~ther Mr. Green's offe1· is accepted or
not, the subject should not be allowed to drop.
Possibly Salamanca would be as good a place as any
for the college. And good care should be taken that
the Girard College experience is not repeated. No
person should be employed in or about the·institution who is not known to be an outspoken Freethinker. A simple promis not to read the Bible or
pray in the building, and not to teach any sectarian
doctrin, will not do. No possible chance should be
left for the entrance of wolves. We are justly and
properly demanding the exclusion of the Bible from
the public schools, and it seems as if we ought to be
satisfied if that demand should be conceded, together
with the exclusion of every sort of religious ceremony, but there is still another "long-felt want."
The Liberal teacher is forced to teach Christianity,
though the school contains no Bible, and no religious exercises are even hinted at. But how? Because it is in the school-books. I hav never seen a
set of school-books that did not contain more or less
Christian teaching, some of them having a large number of Bible stories and quotations from that dear
old book. Where the school-book says that God or
David or Moses did so and so, or Christ is represented as the savior of all mankind, the teacher must
allow these statements to pass unchallenged during
the whole term or else declare them erroneous. If he
does the former he indirectly teaches Christianity; if
he does the latter he weakens the pupil's confidence
either in himself or in the books, and this, as everybody knows, is extremely detrimental to the pupil's
advancement. Besides, a storm is quickly raised
among the patrons of the school. I speak what I
know, for I hav spent some years in the schoolroom,
teaching the "young idea," and I hav encountered
these embarrassments a ccnsiderable number of
times. We want a new set of books, prepared by
Liberals, and a new college. I trust that every friend
to our cause who can aid even a trifle in the work of
education will consider it a solemn duty to do so.
This is not a secondary but a vital question. Success is ours if we can rouse the indifferent ones.

N. G. W.

Dr. Watts Not a Plagial'ist.

worshiper of ~rometheus would look in vain through
all our collectwns of sacred poetrry for a single idea
~hich his own forms of piety had not suggested, or a
smgle phrase whose reference would not seem to hav
as direct an application to the god-roan of lEschylus
as to the Jesus of the evangelists."
.
ANTICHRIST, A.M.
P.S.-Monsignor Capel's first name, I believe, is
not George. He, therefore, was. not the intimate
clerical friend of Buckle; but he is, nevertheless, one
of the clergy whose evil influence, in Buckle's opinion, has far outweighed the good they hav done.
ANT.

Man's Inseparable Relation to the Land;
AND HIS NATUHAL, INALIENABLE RIGHT TO ITS USE.
The relation of each person born into this world
to the land is that of a helpless, new-born child to
its mother. . Man is the natural and highest developed product of the land, and can no more exist without its use than can the new-born babe exist without
the use of its mother's breast. Alld how it is that
mankind hav lost sight of this all-important truth, or
rather up to this time hav failed to discover it, is a
problem not very encouraging to thinkers. And yet
in my opinion, it is the basic and all-important prob~
lem that must be rightly solved, fully understood, and
correctly reduced to practice, before any considerable
i~provement of the condition of suffering humanity
can be accomplished. Why is it that this overshadowing problem has received so little attention in
the pa!'lt? And why do not the workers and thinkers
of to-i1ay giv it the attention it demands of them?
Is it not largely chargeable to our educational insti·
tutions, or methods, that are handed down to us from
generation to generation, both political and religious,
that constitute church and state, cramp, mystify, and
circumscribe our minds in a very limited circle by
working on our fears, and hofding up to us the terrible tortures that will be meted out to us by their
imaginary vengeful God, if we dare think and speak
beyond the beaten track and well-fixed boundaries
of old conservatism, and its unscientific, uneconomic,
unendurable, demoralizing, oppressiv institutions?
What hav these twin sisters of oppression done for
humanity during the 10,000 or more yea1·s of paganism, and Jewish p1·edominance, or the nearly 2,000
years of Christian existence? Hav they not fought
science all along the line froin its earliest introduction
to tbe present time, and placed obstacles in the way of
obtaining reliable, useful knowledge-the very means
that nature has ordained to banish superstition, ignorance, poverty, violence, bloodshed, vice, and crime
of every descriptio:tJ. from the face of the earth? These
brazen-faced, self-constituted leaders, and teachers
of old conservatism hav continuously and persistently taught the useful masses of mankind that their
imaginary vengeful God has created this earth, and
appointed them his special agents to teach mankind
the will of God, and the way to heaven, and they took
particular care that the lands we're parceled out to
the kings, priests, and their favorits, while they
taught the people that it was sinful for them to think
how they could make themselvs comfortable or happy
here, but it was their highest duty, and very pleasing to God, to think how they could make themselvs
very comfortable and happy after they .were dead,
and in that way tp.ey hav succeeded too well in keeping the useful classes from considering and understanding their rights and duties, and, thereby, throw
off the cruel oppression that has so long been put
upon-them by said heartless leaders and teachers.
As the land is the only source from which men can
draw their means of subsistence and supply their
wants, and as the land is the product of nature, and
a free gift to the race, what right or guarantee has
any person to liv at all if they hav not the natural
right to the use of as much land as is necessary to
supply their wants?
Much could be said in support of the above axiomatic statement, but if there are any truths that are
self-evident, the above, we think, belong to that category. And we are satisfied to submit them to the
earnest consideration of all fair-minded persons.
WM. RowE.

If Dr. Isaac Watts were living, he WOllld be
amused to learn that he has been accused of plagiarizing from the pagan poets. In THE TRUTH SEEKER
of Feb. 14th Mr. Butland parallels two of Dr. Watts's
hymns with what he alleges to be two pagan ones
written 2,000 years ago, and says they are exact
copies. The exactitude fails to appear in both cases.
The ltlormon Question.
But if Mr. Butland had been familiar with Watts's
In
the
"
good
old days of Adam and Eve," days
hymns, he might hav found an exact copy of the
hymn which is erroneously alleged to· be plagiarized when David ruled, and Solomon, and the historic
from lEschylus. The hymn, w~ich I quote from kings of Persia and other oriental countries, polygamy was not only in the ascendant, but honor and
memory, runs thus:
glory and power here centered. The potentate who
"Lo, streaming from the fatal tree,
could own and support the most wives in royal magHis all-atoning blood;
nificence was reverenced as master. The Old TestaIs this the Infinit ?-'Tis He!ment of the Jews, that forms the substratum of ChrisMy Savior and my God.
tian faith, nowhere condemns or punishes polygamy.
"Well might the sun in darkness hide,
Nor does the New emphasize an antagonism here.
And veil his glories in,
When God, the mighty Maker, died
As to scriptural authority, the Mormons hav the
For man the creature's sin."
vantage-ground.
On page 194 of Taylor's "Diegesis" this hymn is
It is right and just. to antagonize every law and
paraphrased by changing, in the fourth line, "my institution, whether biblical or not, which fetters our
Savior" to "Prometheus," and, in the seventh line, humanity. There can be no division of sentiment as
"mighty Maker" to "great Prometheus." And Tay- to the moral status of Mormonism. It is an animallor's prefatory remark has misled many readers to in- ized religion, debasing especially to woman, in that
fer that the paraphrase is a translation of a poem by she virtually becomes a slave in a harem. The queslEschylus. Taylor does not say so-only that "a tion for solution is, how &ball we meet it without do-

ing violence t.o constitutional and inherent rights?
The facts of history ought to make us considerate as
to a policy here, fm·, among all nations and in aU periods of civilized time, persecuting a sect has been
the feeder of its growth.
What, then, can be done to uproot this oriental
custom and practice? Bring to bear the evolutional
force of a better education. Let the government
step in and regulate the school..system of Utah interdicting polygamous instruction, and instilliu'g into
the affections of youth correct ideas of personal sovereignty till they can appreciate and apply the principle of sex equality under the law. Let the government also interdict the emigration thither of swarms
of European proselytes, classes who are incapable of
making any other shift for themselvs than to become
Mormons in the "promised land of saints." Let the
New England policy, just developing, be encouraged
to settle and occupy Utah with men and women from
the states who can plant there free and better institutions. These instrumentalities, operated by corresponding )aws and judicial renderings, will, with
patient endeavor, without the bloody hand of persecution, evolve into that individual freedom and republican fealty which constitute the nobility of
American citizenship, and leave not a vestige of Mormonism behind.
J. 0. BARRETT.

"Catuoliclsm Ruined Ireland."
To Patrick Ford, Editm· of The Irish World: I find
the above quotation in a booknotice in THE TnuTH
SEEKER of Feb. 7th. For many years I hav cursed
England as the sole cause of Ireland's calamities.
If Catholicism, instead of England, has "ruined Ireland,'' I honestly wish to know it. And I honestly
and earnestly wish a reply by your pen through the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Your friend,
Neu:port; Me., Feb. 10, 285.
SEwARD MITCHELL.

The True Inwardness of It.
Fnnn Puck.

On the face of it this "Freedom of Worship" bill
is an innocent affair. It simply provides for the representation ·of the various religious organiz'ltions
among the spiritual instructors in a public institution
of charity. It is really a specious scheme to enable
the Roman Catholics to capture proselytes in the
House of Refuge. This is a bold statement of the
case; but it is accurate 1n spirit. If the bill becomes
a law, every Catholic child living at the public charge
may be put under priestly care, instead of taking his
chances of morality, as at present, under the guardianship of the regularly appointed chaplain of the institution.
A Catholic certainly has the right to be as much of
a Catholic as he sees fit. But the trouble with the
Catholic is that he has an unholy desire to make
other people Catholic. The Hrmse of Refuge is filled
with children of various sects and races. The public's charity makes no distinction between these children. The object is to bring them up to be good
and decent citizens. It has nothing to do with making them Catholics, or Methodists, or Episcopalians,
or Jews. If they are sick, they may hav the religious
ministry of their own or their parent's choice. But
a public institution, supported by the ta:s:payers at
large, is no place for the inculcation of sectarian doctrins. If the Catholics wish that their .pauper children shall be brought up in the C11tholic fuith; if the
Presbyterians wish that their pauper children shall
be educated as Presbyterians, it is the business of
the Catholics and Presbyterians to provide their own
schools and houses of refuge.
This is a lesson which the heads of l.hA Catholic
church in America are very slow to learn. They cannot understand that their propaganda is an impossibility in this country; that it is absolutely opposed
to the spirit of our people. Such attempts as the
present they hav made over and over again. And
such attempts are as unwise as they are cunning.
Our newspapers hav, over and over again, told the
public what this" Freedom of Worship" bill means.
It ought to be called "A Bill to Afford Opportunities
for Catholic Proselytizing in the New York House of
Refuge." It is designed to giv the priests a chance
to make Catholics of any children whom they may
see fit to claim as their own-any children whose
shiftless or ignorant parents may be bribed or bullied
into declaring themselvs Catholics. And it is no
part of the business of our state government to giv
that chance to the ministers of the Catholic or of any
other denomination.
_.._

______

______

Between Two Thieves.
A skeptic in the city of W-----n, being nigh
unto death, was persuaded to allow a clergyman t.o
visit him. Either by mistake or otherwise, two men
of God came, D1·. S---d, a Presbyterian, and Dr.
N--n, a Methodist. They met in the parlor, and
finding that each came O!J. the same errand, it waH
agreed to let the sick man choose which he would
hav. He sent down word that he wished to see them
both. They entered his chamber, and at his request
took seats one on I'Jach side of the bed. Then tlle
sick man said, "Tbis is the way I w,wt to die-jus~
as Jesus did, between two thieves."
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The " Freedom of Worship" Bill.
The efforts of the Catholics to induce the legislature of this state to license the Romish church to set
up altars and confession boxes in our state reform
institutions are more strenuous this year than ever
before, and bid fair to be attended with success.
The institution particularly aimed at is the House of
Refuge on Randall's Island, to which are annually
committed several hundred children of Catholic parents. The Elmira Reformatory and other state institutions already hav Catholic as well as Protestant chaplains. The existing state of affairs regarding religion in the House of Refuge is that ministers
are invited to speak to the inmates on moral topics,
and the board of trustees allow the " glittering generalities " of Christianity to be included among the
teaching of ethics. The board claim that no sectarian dogmas are taught, but this claim is not in
accordance with fact. The "Manual of Devotion,"
used in the services of the House of Refuge, recognizes Christ as the BOB of God, and refers to him as the
"Comfortar." This is orthodox Protestant dogma, and
is opposed to the belief of the Jews, some of whos~e
children are in the House. The Catholics, while allowing, that this, as far as it goes, is all right, contend
that a great many points essential to true Christianity
are omitted. The services are, therefore, sectarian':
In addition, a Protestant clergyman resides on the
grounds, has a salary and house rent free, besides being supplied with coal, gas, etc., at the expense of the
state.
Three bills relating to this subject hav been introduced at Albany. The main difference between
them is that ene, in addition to compelling the managers of such institutions to provide suitable accessories for the performance of religion, also provides
for the payment of priests. This bill has the
support of Bishop McQuaid, of Rochester, who is
one of the most impudently intolerant officers of the
Romish church. It is not likely, however, to pass;
the more moderate, or rather the more sly, of the
supporters of the " freedom of worship" bill being
content at this stage of the game to simply get a
foothold in the House of Refuge. They will bleed
the treasury afterward. All they ask is that the
boards of managers be compelled by law to make
provision for the different sects according to their
needs. On the part of the Catholic church this means
a permanent altar at which to celebrate mass, and a
box with a little window in it for the priest to sit in
when he hears confessions. More paraphernalia
would be introduced on special occasions, but the
altar and the confessional are indispensable for
every-day use. These pieces of furniture must.hav a
room in which to stand, and the imagination need
travel but a little way to see a full-grown Catholic
church in every punitiv and eleemosynary institution in the state.
All these bills hav met with a determined opposition from the Protestants, who naturally are unwilling
to share with the parent church their present monopoly of proselyting. But the Catholics hav shown
themselvs very strong, and what they hav vainly
attempted almost every year since 1872 seems likely
to be accomplished in 1885.
There are several points of view from which Liberals may loo,k on at this church squabble. From
one point we may sympathize with the Protestants
on the ground of a choice of evils; from another, we
may condole with the Catholics, as they undoubtedly
hav as good a right to preach to the criminal young-

sters as the Methodists or Presbyterians; from a
third elevation, a Liberal may rea1ly trust the Oatholios will win; for in such event it may be hoped the
discussion will be 80 extended as to reach every person in the state, and educate them up to take
the broader view of Liberalism, that no religion
whatever has any right or business in a state institution. It is to sectarian jealousy that we owe a
great many of our constitutiona.1 inhibitions of a
state religion; it may be through religious hatred that
our institutions will be secularized. Rather than
admit Catholics, the Protestants may possibly throw
religion out altogether.
The position of Liberalism in regard to the conduct or these reformatories (made necessary largely
through the criminality of the Catholic population)
is the secular one taken by Girard in bequeathing
his immense estate to the use of poor orphans, viz.:
1. A sound education as a preparation for some useful business in life; 2. A sound morality to be inculcated without admixture of superstition; and 3. To
allow no profes.3ed minister of any gospel to be admitted for the purpose of plying his trade. The object
of reformatories is reform. The persons committed
to them all hav religion of one kind or another, and
if religion does not keep its possess:>r from committing a crime while out of jail, it will not be apt to
hav much influence on him in jail. And if the Christia.nity of the parents will not prevent their children
from becoming residents at the House of Refuge,
the chances are very slim that the Christianizing of
the little paupers will in any way improve their condition or lighten the burdens of society.
The secularization of our governmental institutions
and our laws is the object of the National Liberal
League. The present discussion of these questions
givs an opportunity for the officers of the League to
present to the legislature of this state the secular and
true view of the matter and to ask that instead of
opening the doors of th~ fold for more wolves to enter, those that are in may, with an admonitory kick,
be turned out into the cold. For it is only by adoptin"' the secular principles of Freethought that the
st;te will ever dispose of the rival claimants to that
saintship which entitles them to the earth, and which
claim each is determined to enforce at the expense
of honor morality and the perpetuity of our institutiona.
'
'

of subscribers because we print Spiritualistic articles,,
and about the same number because the Materialistic philosophy finds expression from time to time ..
In the political campaign a Republican found fault
with the bare statement in the. "News of the Week"'
that a Democratic demonstration was larger than a.
preceding Republican parade; Butler men liked it.
not that we refused to fling the .banner of the Peapie's Party to the breeze; a Democratic friend remon-.
strates with us for not going in.for "Cleveland and'
reform." "Hard money" and Greenback friends:
both hav f.hought we were doing wrong in printing
articles whose tendencies were toward irresponsible.
issue of money, or toward a financial slavery which
was ruining the country. When the paper has been
sent as a silent missionary to Christhns they hav indignantly flung it back as being altogether too Liberal in thought. Yet an old-time friend" speaks not
as we pass by," attributing to us illiberality in a criticism of phallism. The Children's Corner has been
a feature-acceptable, as we had supposed-of .the
paper for many months. Only last week, however, a
valued friend called upon us to giv his opinion that
it was a waste ?f s~ace. About a year ag~, we re.me~b~r a CaliforDia g~ntleman stopped his pa~er,,
·aesignmg as the motiv our reformed spelhng.
Another (whom we. hav since helped to the extent of'
our power) was qmte provoked that we could not s~e,
the way clear to go further. ~n short, every peg m.
in the l.anguage of fault~fin~m~ has had a thre~t,
or a withdrawal of. subscnptwn hung upon . It.
When Solomon alleged that there was nothmg
new under the sun, he hadn't read some of our corresponde~ce. If the mercy of t~e ~ord co~ld hav·
spared him for the few centunes mtervenmg between his time and the present, we ~eel sure he never
would hav been betrayed into makmg that remark.
Most of these criti~isms hav been printe~ in THE.
TRUTH SEEKER, and Will no doubt be readily recognized. The per contra side ha~ also been publis.he~
letters of cheer, commendatwn, and ap~re~Iatwn ..
Were it not for these last we should by this time be.
an irreclaimable pessimist, believing in our own total
depr~vity, and entertaining ~he settled conviction
that If there really were no. haaes,. there ought to ~e
one where Freethoug?t edit~rs .might find con~emal
company; for dogmatic doctnnaires, we are convmced,,
would all go to join John Calvin in his precise rightangled abode of bliss, where everyone is of exactly
· Do They Want a Free Paper?
the same mind, and differing sentiments are not enThis is a queer old earth, and its inhabitants are tertained.
queer people. If a "God" had made the world and
The evident thought of some of the individuals
the folks; had made the one good, and had endowed whose criticisms we hav given is that Liberalism is a
the other with free will and intelligence, the contra- sectarianism, not perhaps so narrow as Presbyteriandictions met with in life would be unexplainable. ism, but certainly a shade of thought with metes and
But as God has done neither; as the earth is the bounds. That, however, is not our view; neither is it
product of forces and laws no person ca1_1 control; the opinion of a great majority of Liberals. If Liberand as man is the creature of circumstances and en- alism is high enough to sweep the throned tyrant
vironments-an .evoluted animal, with a seemingly from the skies, should it also not be broad enough to
ineradicable tendency to atavism; with tens of thou- protect everyone of his liberated children in the use
sands of false teachers pouring into hi~ aquCBduotus of their recovered reason? Is Freethought merely a.
vestibuli the melted lead of superstitious hate; and figure of speech, applicable to but one thing-religsometimes possessing self-conceit in inverse propor- ious heresy? We never hav thought so, and do not
tion to his knowledge, the explanation is given us by believe we ever shall. In the past we hav acted on
the philosophy of evolution, mental and physical. the principle that everyone had the same right to difStill, philosophize as he or it may, the reformer or fer from us and our correspondents that we and they
journal running counter to inherited notions must had to differ from the church. As we hav done in
needs possess the wisdom of a philosopher, the pa- the past, so shall we do in the future, and opinions
tience of a Job, and the impervious covering of the of all kinds will continue to receive from THE TRUTH
pachyderm. But even then the arrows of dictatorial SEEKER a hospitality bounded only by the size of the
intolerance will sometimes irritate.
paper, the compressibility of type, and the exigencies
There seems to be just now an epidemic of ill-nat- of the week. As it was in the beginning, so shall it
ure among the doctrinaires of Freethought. We ever be, truth-seeking without end.
can account for it in no other way than that it is the
Dr. Louis Elsberg.
result of hard times. It is, however, rather cruel
that THE TRUTH SEEKER should suffer by that for
In the recent death of Dr. Louis Elsberg, of this
which it is in no way responsible. The eastern gen- city, Freethought, as well as science, has lost an. able
tleman's declination to longer receive THE Ta.uTH advocate. Dr. Elsberg early left the church, rejectSEEKER because we admit prohibition sentiments, has ing all superstitions; and his scientific attainments
been followed by an order from a western gentleman enabled him to greatly aid in explaining the details
to discontinue because" prohibition is my [his] re- of Evolution. His theory of plastidules has been
ligion," and he sees in our broad columns an "anti- adopted by eminent German evolutionists, and his
temperance leaning." About six months ago a friend microscopical researches were also relied on by biolcriticised us to the extent of withdrawing from the ogists.
list for the reason that we "opposed Socialism."
As a specialist in the treatment of the throat and
Another friend now comes to the front with the same larynx, and an author of books on those subjects, Dr.
criticism because" I [heJ don't like its Communistic Elsberg stood foremost in the country. He was the
tendencies." Long ago a dynamiter dropped us be- first physician to introduce the laryngoscope into
cause we opposed his methods, and awhile back an general practice in this country. Many appliances
Englishman threatened to withdraw his support if now employed in the treatment of throat diseases
he saw in our columns any further disrespectful al- were invented by Dr. Elsberg. For several years he
lusions to the queen of England. We hav lost dozens was professor of diseases of the throat and nose in
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the New York University Medical College. .A.t the
time of his death he was professor of laryngology
and rhinology in the New York Polytechnic Scbpol of
Clinical Medicin and Surgery for Practitioners, professor of laryngology ·at Dartmouth College, and
-physician to the Blackwell's Island Charity Hospital
throat wards.
Dr. E!sberg was a friend of ·THE TRu'rH SEEKER, a
:student and defender of Mr .. Andrews's new science,
:a quiet yet determined opponent of theology in all
its ramifications, and a progressiv man generally.
Very rarely is it said of a man that the world is better for his having lived in it with more truth than it
llllf!JY be said of ~r. Elsberg.

Methodist Holiness.
The Pacific Herald of Holiness is published at San
Francisco by the " Pacific Coast Holiness Association
for the spread of Bible Holiness." Of course, the
paper is holy. It is edited by one holy man assisted
by three more holy men. It sells books and tracts
on holiness, and also note-paper with holiness mottoes printed thereon. It publishes letters from little
children who hav been sanctified by holiness, and
from whom the " blood of Jesus has washed their
sins away." It also prints "helps to holiness," the
sixth of which is, "Don't debate, or you ·will be
beaten." The power of holiness bands is described
at length, and a sinful world is informed that the flesh
anrl the devil Late holiness.
In all this we note that the Biblical methods are
strictly followed, as per the following story:
"CoLONEL INGERSOLL.-During his recent visit to Sacramento, Mr. Ingersoll wns in a store talking with an Eastern
aeq uaintance in business there. Two ladies entered and were
introduced to Mr. Ingersoll by his friend. One of them remarked, 'I hav been very much interested in reading your
lectures, Mr. Ingersoll, and I shall certainly hear you when
you speak here.' The lecturer replied, 'DJn't p~~ too much
dependence on what I say. I am p:1.id for this.'
"Would that all who listen to him knew the advice which
he givs to those in whom he feels an interest.-E.c."

The italic Ex. with which this is signed means
"exchange." This credit is usually used by talented
newspaper knaves who write something too mean for
themselvs to own. When a lie is not unusually black
they print it without compunction or credit. The
chances are, therefore, very much in favor of that
story having originated among some of the holy men
who edit the Herald of Holiness.
Was it a prophetic insight which enablen the
evangelist to so accurately picture them in John
viii, 44 ?

The Perennial Struggle.
.A. short time ago an injunction was sought to restrain Philip Racl.ter, the principal of the common
school at Rogers Park, Ill., from preventing Stephen
F. Ennis, a Roman Catholic, from attending school
without participating in religious worship.
Judge Tully, of the Supreme Court of that state,beld
that under the laws of Illinois no form of religious
worship can be compelled in the public schools, and
ordered that the complainant call upon the directors,
and if they refused to take him back, or if, after permitting him to return, they compelled him to participate in the worship, be would then consider the
advisability of issuing an injunction.
This decision, it seems to us, is very inadequate to
the necessities of such cases, falling far short of justice, and not in accordance with the spirit, if with
the letter, of the educational laws of Illinois. The
question should nut be, C.:tn forms of religious worship be compP,lled in the public schools? but, ·Can
they be per·milted?
We hav not before us fhe laws upon which Judge
Tully based his deoision, but the Illinois Constitution of 1870 is explicit in its refusal of state aid to
church or sectarian institutions, ,and it would seem
plain that the intent of the framers of that instrument was to totally separate religion and the state,
which would necessarily prohibit not only all forms
of religious worship, but Bible-reading as well. Section three of the Constitution relating to education
declares that:
"Neither the geneml assembly, nor any county, city, town,
township, school district, or other public corporation, shall
ever make any approprhtion or pay from any public fund
whatever, anything in aid of any church or sectarian purpose,
or to help support or sustain any school, academy, seminary,
college, university, or other literary or scientific institution,
controled by any church or sectarian denomination whatever,
nor shall any grant o1· donation of any land, money, or other
personal property ever be made by the state or any such public corporation to any church or for any sectarian purpose.''

This is a definit restriction of the state from in
any way supporting religious societies. It does not
in so many words forbid the intrusion of religion
into educational institutions controled by the state,
and it may be that the framers intended to leave this
loophole, but we think the design was to neither allow
the state to aid religion, nor permit religion to fasten
on the public schools and colleges.
It is contended, of course, by Christians that teaching
the supernatural theories common to all Christians
is not sectarianism. The legal validity of this point
must be settled by the decision whether Christianity
is a part of the common law of t4e land. In the face
elf the first article of the amendments to the United
States Constitution, that " Congress shall make no
law respecting the establishment of religion," this
can never be admitted. The state judges who hav
otherwise decided can only speak for their cwn
states and by authority of their own state constitutions.
It is, then, a question of whether the states hav a
right to adopt constitutions at variance with the
national ('barter. The Supreme Court has not usually
so held.

The Man with a Mission.
Mr. Robert R. Doherty is assistant editor of Dr. Buckley's Christian Adrncate. , Notwithstanding his Latin
name, Mr. Doherty is undoubtedly of Greek descent.
Last week on the day when nearly everybody was at
Washington contributing to the Jeffersonian simplicity of President Cleveland's inauguration, Mr. Doherty was in his office gathering up great thoughts
for an editorial on "The Alarming Prevalence of Organized Infidelity." Dr. Buckley sat in an adjoining
room, with Cook's "Tourist's Guide " before him,
dictating to his blond stenographer a letter from
abroad. Mr. Doherty had just written," .A.s far back
into the history of the past as we hav been able to
penetrate," when his flow of ideas was broken in
upon by the entrance of a short, stout, round-faced
man, who wore clothes of cle~ical cut, and carried in
his hand a high hat whose lease of style expired in a
remote age. He introduced himself as the Rev. Mr.
Bray, and etruck an attitude while awaiting recognition. "Shall I Bray for you?" inquired the assistant
editor. · .A.t this the plaster bust of John Wesley
hopped off the mantel and fled out into the cold
world, and a picture of the Last Supper turned its
face to the wall to conceal the smiles on the faces of
the apostles. Without noticing this succession of
phenomena, Mr. Bray said gravely: "The Almighty
has commissioned me to use moral suasion to remove
President Cleveland. I am going to do it." Mr.
Doherty was duly surprised and alarmed, but retained sufficient presence of mind to make a note of
the fact that Infidelity, by reason of a neurosis, sometimes took the form of religious dementia accompanied by predisposition to the homicidal mania.
Holding his hands over the head of the assistant
editor, the loon continued: "I do here and now solemly appoint you my lieutenant to aid and assist me
in my divine mission." The assistant editor slid under the d!)sk, and drew his chair after him.
Mr. Bray continued his exploration of the room.
He soon struck a volume of D1·. Buckley's "Letters
to Young Men," and then strolled into the adjoining
office to inquire where the doctor's letters to young
women could be obtained. Here he ran up against
Mr. Phillips, publisher of the paper, and at once impressivly appointed him his second lieutenant. He
then stalked majestically into the street.
Mr. Doherty thereupon emerged from his temporary retirement and, accompanied by Second Lieutenant Phillips, went in search 'of a policeman, who
collared the inspired Mr. Bray and took him to J efferson Market court. The prophet here explained
the method by which he proposed to eliminate Mr.
Cleveland from the presidential chair. "I did not
intend," he said to Justice Weide, "to 1njure Mr.
Cleveland. I would use no force. I would wave my
hand and say, ' Stand aside,' and announce:
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J.: " How do you liv ?"
B.:: "By eating and drinking."

The satisfactory and comprehensiv character of
these replies convinced Justice W elde that this was
a _genuin case of inspiration, unequaled since the
days of John the Revelator, and the inspired gentleman was therefore shut up in the lunatic asylum.
While in the dungeon cell he further divulged his
plans as follows: " Cleveland," he said, " may be
good enough, but it· is my duty to remove him by
spiritual manifestations, and not by force. I am the
herald of a new era. I will clean and straighten the
crooked paths of the world. I'm a member of no
political organization, but am working under divine
authority." It has been ascertained that the Rev.
Mr. Bray is a licensed preacher of the Methodist
church, and belongs in Wilkes Barre, Pa., to which
place word has been dispatched for his friends to
come and get him.
When Mr. DJherty had seen -the Rev. Mr. Bray
safely suppressed, he returned to the office, fired his
great article on" The Alarming Prevalence of Organized Infidelity" into the waste-basket, and at the suggestion of Dr. Buckley sent out a general alarm for
John Wesley on a bust. He then turned the picture
of the Last Supper into place, and sat down to
pen an able demonstration of 'Tbe Te'ldency of
Freethought to Produce Ins!l.nity.
.A.t this the disciples in the pictnre grinned so broadly that the canvas was rent in twelve places.

Useless Additions.
The presidential oath is provided by the Constitution. The incoming president must say:
"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully exe_
cute the office of President of the United States, and will, to
the best of my ability, preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States."

There is nothing said abont "s'helpmegod," nor
any injunction to "kissderbook." Mr. Cleveland,
however, ostentatiously saluted "a small moroccocovered volume, pretty well worn,'' which B1ble "his
mother gave him when he left home as a young
man." It is said by a Baltimore paper that his lips
covered Psalms cxii, 5th to lOth verses, inclusiv. It
was a useless and silly addition to the legitimate form.
.A.t the conclusion of his inaugurtl.l aidress our
new president also felt called upon to add some useless words. "And let us not,'' he said, "trust to human effort alone; but humbly acknowledging the
power and goodness of Almighty God, who presides
over the destiny of nations,· and who has at all times
been revealed in our country's hi:>tory, let us invoke
his aid and his blessing upon our labors."
If he keeps this thing up, the people will think
they hav got Lucy Hayes back again.

Not Atheists.
There was a meeting of dynamiters 'in Paris the
other day called the Council of 'Eleven. Three American delegates were present. During the deliberati..ms one of the American delegates wanted to "embrace the occasion" to say that they (the dynamiters)
were not Atheists.
Is it possible that W. J. Gorsuch could be mistaken?
THE London Secular Review has just completed a l'eprint of
Remsburg's Bible Morals,'' which has been running in thflt
paper since last November.
THE announcement is mflde in a morning paper that a minof this city is delivering a course of serrnons on Chl'istianity. Has preaching Christianity, then, in the pulpits supposed to be devoted to it, bec-:Jme Buell a novelty that its return
needs to be heralded?
i~ter

IN his sermon last Sunday l'Ylr. Heber Newton said:
"Nature is busied wiLh pushing on an organic ascent of life.
This involves the displacement nf the lower forms to make
room for higher forms of life The sucJessiv sets are told to
clear their own places at the earth's table. It seems a rough,
hard system, but what vastly greater hardships would be involved in any othel' system.''
This is not Chl'istian but evolution philosophy. Mr. Newton has evidently read Herbert Spencer's latest essnys with
attention.

COLONEL INGERSOLL lectured in this city last Sun<lay night on
"Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child.'' Among other things
he said:
The following lucid dialog occurred between the
" The rich men will find that the time is coming when they
will be juclged solsly by the use they make of their wealth.
Judge and Mr. Bray:
They will find that they must not go on piling up wealth unJudge: "What is your name?"
til the tigers of hunger crouch ready to spring ut the throat of
capital.''
Bray: "No name."
Comte called this the "moralization of wealth." J\Ir. IngerJ.: "Where do you Iiv ?"
soll may now expect to receive a note frorn some one declining
B.: "No where."
to attend his lectures on the ground of his "Communistic tenJ.: "What are you here for?"
dencies."
B.: "Ask the policeman; he brought me here."
' The year of jubilee has come,
Return, ye ransomed sinners, home.'"
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tion · if for a short or limited time it makes him a finite being i will not go again until I recover, and that will not be very
it m'ust therefore hav been an infinit or eternal period, and soon. There are a few outspoken Liberals here, and I hav
since d;uation is l;niversally admitted to be infinit, it. ren~ers been trying to hav them subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER, but
it utterly imposuible for God to ever arrive at the creatrv pomt. they complain of hard times. My paper goes from one ~o t.he
SPRINGVILLE, UTAH, Jan. 24, 1885.
For, as the author says, "It is just as utterly imposs~ble for other until it is almost worn out. In my next letter I wrllmMr. EDITOR: I would like to see you one and all in your es- anything to come in from the bounds of space or duratro~ to a close a few mimes of parties which I think may subscribe.
Wishing your paper the success which it deserves, I am,
tablishment in New York, but this may never be. Still I am point within it, as it is for it to go out from such a pomt to
for t 1·uth and humanity,
PHILIP HELMSRICK.
not debarred the pri-vilege of writing occasionally. I feel in- such bounds."
terested in the success of the cause in which we are engaged,
It will thus be seen that the author givs his opponents two
. h
QUITE A PLEASANT EXPERIENCE.
and shall do all I can to extend the truths of it according to chances, finite or infint, and, in my estimation, w h rc
ev~r
CINCINNATI, 0.
my circumstances.
horn of the dilemma they take they will be completely anm1\'I:R. EDITOR: A lady of the Spiritualistic faith paid me a
I desire to let you know that I am one of the laboring class hilated, for no one can stand against his logical reasoning, as vis'it quite recently. Her name is C. F. Allyn, and a most
of people, and fully half of my time is given in the fruit and he depends entirely upon "science, reason, and common pleasant and intelligent person she is. Her remarks are sengarden business; my other work is in molding unburnt sense."
sible, and although we differ as to the final destiny of man,
brick, or adobies, or whatever work comes along to do. Last
The theological part of the work shows the reader that the yet a most friendly feeling existed between us. Although T.
vear my peach and plum crops were a failure; my small author is well read in "holy writ." I will just say it i~ Paine's., Winter is a firm and unflinching Materialist, yet he is no
fruits, good. This year I hope Mother Nature will soften the "Age of Reason" improved. In this part of the work he bigot, and knows well how to treat and respect others' o~i.n
rigors of winter and frost, so as to do better by us. As it now leaves his theological opponents no ground to stand upon.
ions. The lady's visit will not soon be forgotten. Such vrsrts
is, I he.v about all I can do to support my family and furnish
Of the "Devil's Defense" I will say it is composed of 196 are bright little spots to charm the path of life and smooth
them with the common necessaries of life. So we hav pages of poetry. It represents the devil pleading Lis own the rough edges of social rnst. The latchstring of this Infirlel
to do without many things that would make life agreeable, case before the court, and he does it in such a manner that, home is on the outside, and the genuin lover for Freethought
and content ourselvs with what comes along.
were the jury not all "bought," they would be compelled to finds the hand of friendship extended in the most cordml
I hav not time or means at my command to do as I would bring_ in a verdict of "not guilty."
manner.
like, yet I can do some little from time to time to extend the
The "Devil's Defense "is well worth the price of the book
I think my faith is not very weak if I say that this lady is
truth, and it givs me satisfaction to do so.
itself. I would ad>ise all those who hav not read the above not far distant from the solid philosophy of Materialism; and
I borrowed and read lately a book by Thomas Paine, work to procure it at once, if able. It will be sent, postpaid, oh! that she and millions more of her sex would embrace this
and, like him, I don't like the mystery, miracle, and prophecy from THE TRUTH SEEKER office on receipt of price, $1.50.
grand and scientific tmth! Then would they no longer
business. Before long I expect to send for this book.
In regard to the "Real BlaSphemers" I hav not finished be hood winked, either by priests or mediums. Yours, for the
I want some of your missionary tracts to set people think. reading yet, but judging from what I hav read of it, and the spread of eternal truth,
T. WINTER, Materialist.
ing and do them good; though most of them are afraid to read author's other works, I know it cannot be anything but good.
I will take the present opportunity to second Mr. Seward
them, for fear of getting weakened in their superstitious no·
BOULDER CREEK, COL.; Jan. 18, 1885.
tions, which they had rather hold on to, ignorantly thinking Mitchell's motion published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 to pay for THE TRUTH
their salvation and best good depends on this course. Some 24th. With wEll wishes to you and all friends, I am
SEEKER. The truth is necessity. If I was only in easy cir.
Respectfully,
D. E. LEwis.
others hav different motivs in -view, and most likely some
cumstances I would pay promptly and gladly tho highest
would lose money by it-their bread and butter would be cut
[Since the date of our correspondent's ·retter, we hear that price for THE TRUTH SEEKER and send you a check for several
short, as some one expresses it. They don't, in some cases, the strike in the Hocking Valley has failed, the men going back hundred dollars' worth of Freethought books. but alas! I am
like to hear such reading as I do, and prefer to talk about to work.-ED. T. S.]
powerless to do so.
something else, or argue against the truth. They hav their
Still, as long as I can raise the means to get .the good angel
own notions and views which they hav been taught, and prePEoA, UuH, Feb. 4, 1885.
of Freethought and universal liberty (THE TRUTH SEEKER) I
fer to stick to them; but the young people are more free,
MR. EDITOR: Picking up a United States c6in this morning, must hav it. It is not the heralder of a sword, as was Jesus
thong even ~orne of them are warned to look out for Infidel I was struck with the absurdity of the "legend" in the eagle's Christ, if we take his own imputed words for it, but of the
Yours with respect,
LuKE Wm. GALLUP.
writings.
beak: "In God we trust." Wouldn't it be a good thing to call purest, the brightest flag of liberty ever waved over the
the attention of the proper authorities to it, and hav them human race, each Demand of Liberalism being a star the
DEs :iYIOINEs, IowA, Jan. 26, 1885.
either drop the first letter of the word trust, or, if it won't brightest that at present illumines the social heavens, leaving
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find 53 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for do to change the motto, hav them substitute a goose for the
science, the great sun, in the center, whose powerful rays are
one year from Jan. 16, 1885. Times are hard, but can't spare eagle? It is too bad to hav such a free and independent bird
fast dispelling the clouds from our religious and political oky,
THE TRUTH SEEKER; need it all the more as a counselor, which putting its trust in anything so fabulous asJhe Christian God.
especially those black, blGody, barbarous, churchly ones of
it truly is.
Respectfully,
D. H. CROP.
It is just such legends as the above, supported by the clergy, superstition. No, not of a sword is it Leralder, lmt of peace,
and sanctioned by law, that are causing hundreds of poor peo- happiness, and good will to all men who are so disposed, but
SALEM, Omo, Jan. 31, 285
ple all over the country to drop their hard earned "in-God- with grit enough of the right kind to stand square up and face
MR. EDITOR: Please find $5 for subscription to THE TRUTH we,trust" coin into the coffers of the priesthood.
the music in self-defense, undaunted by the angry orthodox
SEEKER. I am delighted with the paper, and think it just all
C. P. ROBBINS.
legions.
I am a man of sixty years, and will haY to walk ten
that can be desired-even altogether lovely. The discussions
miles to-morrow or when I go to mail this letter, and there is
on Spiritualism are qnite interesting. Yet I think the spirit·
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Feb. 12, 285.
no cause for which I would perform the feat more cheerfully.
ual theory entirely iuvulnerableto all I hav seen, or expect to
MR. EDITOR: Our benighted city was not favored with a visit
WM. L. WORLEY.
see, on the subject. Sdll I think I am eager for all I can find by Colonel Ingersoll this trip. Perhaps the colon~! thinks
out against it. 1\'Iy 'strong hold in its fa-vor would be the tes· " they are joined to their idols; let them alone."
EuREKA, C.AL., Jan. 24, 1885.
timony of clairvoyants. Demonstrate possession of this gift
This may be about the condition here at present, but let us
MR. EDITOR: Your regrets in regard to the probable downand, to me, the, witness is a competent one, subject, of course, hope to redeem Providence yet.
' fall of John Swinton's Paper are misplaced. The paper is a
to all possible critici~m; in this -view Andrew Jackson Davis
The idea of a summer Tent strikes me as just the thing.
curse to the laboring classes, although John Swinton is a
is a strong witness. He blunders in his deductions often, no
Thos. M. Doutney, a "reformed drunkard," held forth here friend to labor. But he is 11 crank, and has no experience in
doubt, but his testimony to facts witnessed is, I think, quite for several seasons on" Gospel Temperance," occupying a tent the line in which his paper is running. There is no sense in
reliable generally. And Spiritualism partakes so of the emo- in summer and a Music Hall in winter. With the aid of variety running down capitalists. A man who would better the contional that I am certainly quite in love with it, for what were and musical entertainments, sandwiched in with recitations, dition of the laborer must induce the laborer to help himself,
life without emotion?
Thine ever,
JOHN McDoNALD.
prayers, exhortations, gyrations, and various other refresh- not with dynamite, as E. C. Walker proposes; the laborer
ments, he made quite a financial success; but by misrepre- must become more honest, more educated, more economical,
MR. l\IACOLM APPRECIATED.
senting his financial progress, he lost the confidence of the and must form co-operativ societies, by which means he can
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., Jan. 22, 1885.
people and had to emigrate.
share in the profits which otherwise go into the pockets of
J. G. lllALCCLM, Dear Sir: l hav just read your article
He drew large audiences and temporarily reformed several capitalists. All strikes must end finally in a reduction of
"1\:Ioney.-No. II," in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and feel like writ- "terrible examples," who," by the way, are in a sadder condi- wages, and papers who support strikes ought to end with the
ing you to let you know that I appreciate it. I wish every tion than ever. One of them (a fine organist) has, since Dout- strike. I hav been a wage-worker for more than twenty
man and woman in America could read and understand it. ney's departure, written some doggerel rhymes under the title years, and know whereof Ispe11k. Liberal papers spring up
Belie-ving you to be a sound reasoner, I wish you would write of" Slippery Doutney," in which he shows forth in glowing like mushrooms and die about as soon. This i~ not from any
on the tariff q nestion. I think that needs more attention than colors the reformer's propensity for breaking p:romises, want of appreciation on the part of the Liberal public; it is
it io getting. Wishing yon a long and happy life, I am
cheating musicians, etc.
from want of judgment on the part of the editors. Most
Fraternally yours,
H. H. HuTCHESON.
Confident that an Infidel Tent, being novel in itRelf, would Liberals hav minds of their own, and do not need the brains
draw even larger audiences than Doutney's s.cheme, I hope of outsiders to furnish them with ideas. Like myself, so long
MuRRAY, 0., Feb. 2, 285.
we can hav one here for a while next summer.
as a Liberal paper is not dogmatic they will sustain it; but
Mil. EDITOR: Please accept my sincere thanks for a continu·
Having read Brother Reynolds's invitation to musicians in when an editor assumes the dictatorship Lis paper will go
ance of THE TRUTH SEEKER on trust. The condition of affairs THE TRUTH SEEKER, I was inspired with a strong desire to par- down. Of all the Liberal papers I hav read, THE TnuTH
in the valley has not changed, ~ith regard to a settlement, ticipate in the good work, and should there be a call for an SEEKER comes the nearest to being a truly Liberal paper.
since my last writing. The syndicate, like Pharaoh of old, is orchestra which would include a slide trombone, I would be
RoBERT GuNTHER.
still unrelenting. And the miners, with a determination pleased to receive a call to compete with the enemy's notoriworthy of the cause, are still resolute.
ous "Gabriel."
BLOOJIUNGTON, Wis., Jan. 12, 1885.
How the present trouble will eventually terminate, time
I also know of several other professional musicians who
MR. EDITOR: I inclose herewith $3, in payment for my paper
alone will develop. But it is to be hoped the time is not far would be pleased to help·to giv Freethonght a start. If ref- for the year 1S85.
distant when the means shall be discovered, and effectually erences are required, I can giv the best. Would like to spend
Allow me to congratulate yen on the able and efficient man·
administered, so as to adjust the present trouble in a satisfac- the summer in such work, even at a sacrifice of more lucrativ ner in which you hav conducted one of the best Freethought
tory manner to all concerned; and, also, that a reign of peace employment.
journals in America during the time it has been under your
shall follow with all its attending bliss.
Will herein subscribe my ·mite, fifty cents, to the Tent Fund, direction. I want to see THE TRUTH SEEKER liv and grow in
I will state that the friends of the cause of labor throughout and twenty-five cents for THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. The strength. You are battling for a grand cause-the cause of
the country; who hav contributed toward the support of the portraits, each, singly, will be worth the price of the work to truth; fighting down creeds for the advancement of deeds.
Hocking Valley miners, bav their heartfelt thanks. Being a me.
Yours sincerely,
W. P. BLYTIIE.
Uontinue to deal hard blows against church dogmas, church
miner myself, I know whereof I write.
bigotry, and superstition. Point out to them the rotten founWit.h your permission I will say that I am the recipient of a
STANTON, NEB., Feb. 4, 1885.
dation on which they stand; and may the present year be one
present from Mr. John R. Kelso of two books, "The Deity
MR. EDITOR: I am the only one that takes THE TRUTH SEEKER of progress unprecedented in the history of Freethought.
Analyzed and the De-vil's Defense," and "The Real Blasphe- at this place, and I like it very much; would not do without it
This place is not a stronghold of Christianity. We hav three
mers." I can positivly .say the first is the finest book of the for all the papers that I hav ever taken. I am doing all that churches; but one could very easily do all the business. '!'heir
kind I ever read. It is both philosophical and theological. I can to spread the light, but find it very hard. This is a very main strength is their female membership. Take them out,
The philosophical portion of the work is gotten up in such a strong orthodox community. The village has about 800 in- and there wouldn't be a corpoml's guard left. Dut they cling
lllanner as to, in my estimation, convince the most prejudiced habitants and only four god-houses, with the fifth one com- like a hungry dog to a bone. I suppose they fully believe
that the idea of an anthropomorphic or personal God is ab- ing. It is a I uxury that I think the town will hav all it can they are responsible for the sin of the human family and want
surd. The author shows that were "God" a finite ·being. do to afford. The churches hav been keeping revival meet- to make amends for it in some way.
and since space is universally conceded to be infinit, it would ings all winter, so as to giv the people here a place to spend
They believe fully in the teachings of the Bible. They bebe utterly impossible for him ever "in all the ages of eter- the long evenings. I went one night, and a D.D.'s son deliv- lieve all conLained therein was placed there at the dictation of
nity, to pass, even in one single direction." Having con- ered up a prayer (as they ter·m it), and here is what he said: a being who dwellH somewhere in the olouds and who holds
clusivly shown that a finite being is totally incapable of "0 Lord, enable Brother Fox to make this ·congregation un- the destiny of the human race in his hands.
"creating and sustaining the absolutely boundless universe,'' derstand that the moon is not made of green cheese. Amen."
They belieYe that in the beginning he made the world in six
he then calls the reader's attention to the nature of au infinit The church-members said that the poor young man was a lit- dP.ys out of nothing, and he lived where there was nothing bebeing; and points to the fact that, if an infinit being exists, tle deluded, but I said not much more deluded than they fore the world was created. They believe in a being unchange·
he must of necessity hav existed some time prior to the crea- were. Well, that dose of prayer was too much for me, and I able, seeing the end from the beginning_.
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He created a man and a woman, and pronounced it a firstclass job. He knew all about the fall, and the misery that was
entailed on the human race in consequence. But he said he
was sorry for what he had done; and wh!tt is the next act in
the drama? He picked out six or seven of the best he could
find from the lot, and he drowned all the race like a Jot of
rats-beings he pronounced perfect and of his own creation !
Oh, what a far-seeing and humane God! Ye God-worshipers·,
put on your sackcloth, sprinkle ashes over your heads, and
bow in humble submission to a being who does all things well
and who never made a mistake !
They believa it was an act of justice and mercy when God
commanded Joshua to slay the Midianites, sparing none, old
or young, male or female. They believe he suspended the
action of nature, so that the red·handed murderer could complete his work of slaughter.
They believe he covered the whole world with water at the
time Noah and his family took shelter. in the Ark, and took
good cdre of the snakes, lizards, toads, and scorpions, and a
thousand other worthless creatures; and only man is vile.
They believe in the big fish story, where Jonah lay for three
days snugly housed in a whale'H belly, when the whale was
t11ken sick at his stomach and got onto land somehow to· throw
him up in order to st~ve him the inconvenience of swimming to
shore.
God commanded Jonah to warn the Ninevites that their city
11 hould be destroyed in forty days-no postponement on account of weather, and no conditions attached. Did he destroy
it.? Oh, no, he never changes his mind! I think he servel
,Jonah a shabby trick, and if I had been he I would havresigned then and there.
They believe in the fox story, that three hundred foxes
brtcked up to Samson to hav a firebrand applied to their caudnl appendages.
They believe that forty or fifty children stood around while
two she-bears were eating them up. Is so severe a punishment
were inflicted in this age of the world for so slight an offense,
I fear that there would be few children left in the land.
"God is no respecter of persons," says holy writ. But we
read that he took a couple of fellows directly to heaven; they
did not hliv to pass through the dreadful ordeal of death.
Elijah i~ represented to hay been taken up by a team of
horses. Just imagin the old tramp whisked into space by two
fast horses dispatched from heaven's livery stable to convey
him to his home in heaven. This shows a little of favoritism.
But the most wonderful scheme of all for the redemption of
the human mce was the miraculous conception. That was
wonderful indeed. Just think of a child being born who had
no father: Mary was a smart girl, undoubtedly, but suppose
Joe had never divulged his dream. In that case the whole
thing would hav been a failure and Mary't; character ruined.
So that dream served a double purpose.
Much of the Bible is absurd, ridiculous, and positivly bad,
but you are commanded to believe it all or be damned. My
Christian friends, can you believe it all? Can you hug it to
your bosoms and roll it under your tongues as a sweet morsel?
I would advise you to renounce such foolish trash, giv way
·
to ~,ur reason, and mount to a Ligher sphere.
J i::av no doubt if you liv a good moral life here you will not
be
mpelled to take a back seat in the next world (if there is
snob a thing) because you did not contribute a part
your
hard-earned salary for the support of p1iests and mtnisters
who never rendered an equivalent for the amount of bread
1hey hav tnkAn from starving people's mouths.
P. WooDHousE.

J/

FoREST GROVE, OR., Jan. 22, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In yonr letter you state that if I send you five
dollars now it will entitle me to THE TRUTH SEEKER for two
years. But I cannot afford to do it. I honestly owe you three
dollars for last year, and I want to send you $2.50 in advance
- for this year, which will make $5.50, for which yon will find
inclosed post-office order. I may get behind occasionally, but
my intentions are all right. I don't mean to bum any of my
Liberal reading mrttter. I hav j nst finished reading the last
letter that D. M. Bennett wrote from Ludlow Street Jail, before going to the Penitentiary in Albany, in 'rHE TRUTH
SEEKER of Aug. 2, 1879. I think it would be well for every
Liberal to read it occasionally, as a gentle reminder of what
will be in store for them if the God-in- the-Constitution party
gets into power.
I see that Brother Leiser feels highly gratified over the result of the vote in Washington Territpry, taxing church property, etc. I also say amen. Also I see quite a goodly number
of the Liberal element think this settles the question of female
suffrage. I wonder if they stop to think that people on this
Pacific slope are more liberal than the people of Puritanical
New England, remembering that we are only as a drop in the
bucket. I wish the time was at hand; but is it best to be in a
hurry? I think this a good time to make haste slowly. A few
more lectures by Colonel Ingersoll, a few more returns of the
jolly, good-natured, logical Dr. J. L. York, a few more years'
publication of THE 'rRuTH SEEKER and good old Boston
Investigator, then the millennium is at hand. If you crm only
get the people to read and to think, the jig is up-the game is
won.
But let us keep a stiff upper lip; we are getting more respectable. When I came here, sixteen years ago, there were
but two Liberals beside myself. Of course, they were consid·
ered awful men, hell-bound, you know. Now you can count
them by scores. But a great many of the Liberals' wives (not
all) belong to the church, roped in and saved, you understand. It must be rather consoling, as Colonel Ingersoll told
11 s, when here, that they could look down from heaven and
see husbands and wives, sisters and brothers and friends, all
gone-all down there, all down there. How refreshing !
Again, the first Liberal lecturer that put in an appearance
here was B. F. Underwood. He could scarcely get a place to
lecture in; fimtlly did squeeze into the school-house. But
how changed! Time brings us many strange bedfellows. We
now hav the finest Liberal hall in the state, with lots of

stanch Liberals that can't be bulldozed, and hav been honored with the greatest living orator of this or any other age,
Col. R. G. Ingersoll. I intended to say something abo11t the
land reformers back here, but time and space won't admit.
Some claim to hav spent forty or fifty years in the struggle;
that men hav no more title in land than they hw in atmosphere. What nonsense! " Land cranks" is applicable. But
we hav the same element ·here, with thousands -:>f acres of
government lands attainable. Why don't they go and possess
it? They don't want the virgin soil, they want to wait until
some hard-working land-grabber fells the forest, makes fences,
builds houses and bartls, plants orchards, and, in short, gets
ready to liv. Then come along some of these lazy land
crrmks, and swear by the eternal you must divide. Too much
like the young man that WA read about in the big book-" sell
all you hav and giv to the poor." This doctrin is suicidal; it
offers a pt·emium on laziness. The idea that this world ow_es
us a living has beggared thousands, and the sooner they learn
the contrary the better: It acts as a mill-stone about the
neck, still dragging them down. When will the people learn
that industry, economy, and common sense are supreme? I
hope that THE TRUTH SEEKER will be continued at least a
thousand years. Of course, I don't expect to be 11 subscriber
that long, but you can count on me, without any tomfoolery,
until Gabe toots his horn.
Yours for Unity, Peace, and Plenty,
,J. G. TODD.
PoMONA., CA.L., Feb. G, 285.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 31st is an article
over the signature of S. R. Day, of Oto, Iowa, that should
meet with the approval of every Freethinker. The article in
question is on the subject of ·donating for the building of
churches by outsiders. It has been my practice for thirty
years to refuse to giv anything for the building or the support
of churches, although in the town of Pomona there has been
erected, in the past year, five of these useless and costly
"spook houses," and three more ·are contemplated. No one
outside of them can consistently giv money, or in any way assist in building up institutions wherein nothing of 11 practical
nature in this world is taught; where all teaching is about the
unknowable; where superstition supersedes facts; where common sense has no weight as against the parson's authority;
where all of our manhood is lost because of the supposed
presence of a God; where all love for the natural givs place
to the fear of the supernatural; where no correct or methodical principles are taught or practiced; where faith destroys reason; where morulity does not count as against dogma; where the past and the present life is ignored for the
future; where it is taught that a thief or a murderer may be
saved while the Infidel will be damned, no matter what his
moral character may be; that to murder for Christ's sake insures a crown on high-a residence in the New Jerusalem;
where none but cranks will congregate to destroy what little of nature there is left in them; where but one idea will
prevail-only enjoyed by lun~ttics, Brilliant idea, this future
state of the Christians-this heaven; still more brilliant is
their hell. I am at a loss to know which affords him the greatest pleasure, the saved or the damned. Viewing this monstrosity in this light, we would be placing ourselvs in a false
position if we giv money or aid in the support of the churches.
H. L. SHA.uo.
ALTOONA., PA., Feb. 8, 285.
lYin. EDIT~m: We see men who hav the courage to shake off
the shackles of supEr5tition and come forth from the church
and plant themselvs squarely and firmly upon the principles
of Freethought. But there is another thing that they do not
do, and that is to shake off the follies and inconsistencies of
party politics. We hav two great political par Lies in this country, viz., the Democratic and Republican. The Democratic
party had an infamous record previous to the war, by upholding slavery, which regarded the negro as 11 "chattel," and
labor as a curse. The Democratic party in Congress voted
against the "Gad-in-the-Constitution" amendment, not because its members were any less bigoted than the Republican
party, but on account of its smte rights doctrin. But it cannot be-denied that the Republican party is the church party.
Nearly every preacher in the North is a Republican. In our
recent " hot" campaign there was entirely too much church.
Evory influence was brought to bear to hav Blaine obtain the
Irish Catholic vote, and it partially succeeded, and would hav
fully succeeded had it not been for "Rum, Romanism, and
Rebellion." The paper which was written and signed by a
number of Buffalo preachers in regard to Cleveland's morality
did not hav much weight, but had it been written and signed
by common, ordinary citizens, the result might hav been otherwise. It should hav been the last thing of iLs kind to come
from preachers. In the first place, it is impossible to elevate
labor unless we get rid of priestcraft. In the second place, we
must take a higher ground politically. However much we hav
clung to either the Democratic or Republican parties, we milllt
shake off our allegiance thereto, and be no longer misguided,
but take part in the great political reconstruction for human
rights which is fast drawing nigh.
w~r. J. BuRNS.
EA.sT RoD~rAN, N.·Y., Jan. 25, 285.
lYIR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed three dollars to pay for
THE 'rRuTH SEEKER for 285. I did intend to send for some
books, but, having my crop on hand yet, and prices being so
low, I shall hav to defer it until better times. Being anti-protectionist, I do not look for any material change very soon.
I am glad to see that the Liberal League has got under way,
it seems to me, with a good foundation, and every subscriber
to the Campaign Fund should consider his or her gift as an
annual donation. I shall my mite, which i. will send before
long.
As the objects of the League are secular, I think that the
name should correspond more fully with them. It looks now
as if Canada, though starting later in the race, may distance us
in the accomplishment of Secular objects. Here party prejudices exist to such an extent as to neutralize all efforts
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toward accomplishing anything of moment to the cause. There
is probably a ste~dy growth of healthy skepticism that in time
may liberate us from the thralldom of the designing priesthood.
Its progress will be slow unless precipitated by the church,
which seems more and more probable.
There is no doubt that the Catholic and Protestant churches
are preparing to shake hands over the "bloody chasm," and
as fast as they do you will find them Republicans.
A good many shook last fall, and no doubt many more will
four years from now. But as the'' sheep" gather on one side,
no doubt the "goats" will assemble on the other, so we shall
be none the worse off.
I think the next administration will be a constitutional one,
i.e., the Constitution will be again in force as against the will
of a party.
Well, let us hope that times may become better; that is something that affects us all.
THE TRUTH SEEKER still remains as good as ever, filled
with the choicest reading and information, and I wish I were
able to send a good many trial subscribers, but I am not, ang
will hav to content myself with beiug able to raise enough
cash to pay my own subscription, though a little late.
1\'I. E. RosE.
Yours truly,
STELLA, \V..tsH. TERR., Jan. 23, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: As Brother Winter has made the inquiry
whether his communications are distasteful to your readers, I,
for one, reply, No. I hav read Mr. Winter's letters with great
interest. I am greatly in favor of harmony and organiz.ttion,
and I fear both will be endangered if free discussion is not to!·
erated in THE TRUTH SEEKER. No Spiritualist who truly
believes will fear Brother Winter's darts, and no true Liberal,
whether Spiritualist or not, will oppose opel! and free discussion. Judging from my standpoint, Mr. Winter has had quite
as many paper wads thrown at him as he bas thrown at the
Spiritualists, but other people hav a right to their opinions as
well as I, and this is the principle that should acl uate nil Liberals. I heartily indorse every word of Mr. Mitchell's letter to
Mr. Hill in your issue of Jan. lOth; I will never join the hosts
of superstition to assist in depriving oursel vs of the few liberties we hav. If anything is ac.complished in the temperance
cause, it must be by education and Liberal laws. 'l'he world
is already governed entirely too much.
D. F. HoWARD.
WANSHIP, UTAH, Feb. 22, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I want to say a good word for the TRUTH SEEKER
ANNUAL fot· 1885, just received. It contains nice pictures of
thirty or forty of our prominent lecturers, writers, and officers
of the National Liberal League, which is almost like an introduction to them, and will giv their writings a new iuterest.
Also abounds with matter invalurtble to evet·y Freethinker. I
would not take five dollars for mine, if I could not <get another
for OI).iy twenty·five cents. Yours truly,
.WM. REYNOLDS.
BISHOP CnEEK, CoL , Jan. 15, 285.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received the beautiful lithograph of
the Bennett monument, which was far supe1·ior to what I had
expected. I supposed it to be the same as the one printed in
THE TRUTH SEEKER some time ago. I should like one of the
smaller wood-cuts, if you hav them, to put in my scrap-book.
I will remit payment soon, when I send for Miss Wixon's
new book.
She is a woman I admire for her fine intellect and generous
nature, as shown to me in her writings, especially in her private letters to me. It is a pleasure to be appreciated by such
great and loving souls.
It is not those who see us most that know us best. Great
minds, like lofty mountains, are best seen and contemplated
from a distance; since, like mountains, they are mostly cold
and angular on near approach, while sources of streams of living truths that refresh the world.
L. HuTCHINSON.
WILLIAMSBURGEI, CoL., Feb. 2, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Through the work of our friend, Alexander
Macdonald, we secured 0. A. Phelpa to giv us three lectures
in the Odd Fellows' Hall at Coal Creek, on January the 26th,
27th, and 28th. The subject for the first evening was, "What
is Infidelity? or, the Crimes of the Church." As all sensible
p6rsons know that this subject c.tnnot be hammered out in
one evening, it was given in a broad \v.ty. Second and third
evenings, "The Fall of Man; or, Could the Infinit God make
a Mistake?" Mr. Phelps handled this subject well, and received much applause. We had good attendance and good
order. It was a change of diet for some of the orthodox Christians.
Mr. Editor, I would suggest that a portion of THE TnuTH
SEEKER be devoted to giving a short biography of persons and
and sketches of events, as in THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, to
be given in THE TRUTH SEEKER in the corresponding week
Respectfully yours,
llENRY BEICHLING.
HEL:IITILLE, MoNT., Feb. 14, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2, which I thiuk will
about pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER up to date. Please discon·
tinue to send it to my address. I don't like its Communistic
tendencies.
J. W. BLAIR.
'V A.RRENSBURGH, N. Y., Jan. 25, 282.
MR. EDITOr.: I send for Mr. Remsburg's ''Bible lllorals,"
Paine's "Age of Reason," and "Ingersoll Catechised."
I am the only outspoken Infidel in this place. There are
some ten or twelve Freethinkers in town, but from regard to
family and other relations they keep silencu. · I lend them my
papers, >•nd try to persuade them to send for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, but they think that their companions ,ne churchgoing people, and that it will not do. I hav made two conversions in the. town adjoining this-a young man and his wife.
Both are bold and enthusiastic.
Oh, that I could wake up these here that pretend not to believe in the fallacies and dogmas of the orti.Jodox, to procure
a place and, by the help of the editor of THE TRuTH SEEKER, or
some of the League officials, to get a good speaker here.
WILLIA.M WILCO:S:,
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"Oh !" exclaimed Molly Mulleinleaf, "hav I Boyland Block, S. Div. Grand Ra_Pids, Mich., him at all; and I suppose the Christians will
h thing as that-a horrid skeleton?"
a n~at pocke~ perf~me case wrll. be. se~t. call it "special providence" that he will not
c a
.
.
j Poetwal solutwn, smtable for publicatiOn m be here. We are all Spiritualists. We hav
"Yes, and a physiOlogy, too, But I am THE TRUTH SEEKER, preferred. Open two sent for the THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, and
going to tell you all about yourselvs, because I weeks.
'
I am so eager to get it I can hnrdly wait.
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fd! River, think it is time you should know, and we'll beI want to see the faces so bad. But of the 37
Mass., to whom all Communications for this gin on the skeleton. How many bones do you
portraits grandpa and grandma hav seen 29,
5.-ENIGMA.
Cbrner should be sent.
including you. Grandpa takes THE TRUTH
I am composed of eleven letters.
think are in your skeleton? Yon do not know,
SEEKER and the Ltberal, so I hav plenty of
My 1, 10, 7, 8, 10 is to vex.
·
of course, so I'll tell you-there are more than
chance to read the Freethought news. I hav
"Between the dark and the dayllght,
My 2, 1, 4, 2, 9 is a collection of maps.
two hundred. Now, what is your head, you
five brothers and one sister at home, and
When the night begins to lower,
My 3, 5, 8, 6 is a part of a whip.
the youngeat is named Willie Bennett after
little chickweed?" and she tapped Johnny
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
· My 4, 11, 8, 8 is not more.
that gre11t man, D. lVI. Bennett.
Gotobed on his forehead.
· That Is known as the Ohlldren's Hour."
My 5, 3, 1, 2 is the name of a girl.
But I guess I will stop now, for I am afraid
" Please don't stare me out of countenance,
My 6, 7, 3, 3 is the name of a boy.
my letter is getting too long. Yours, for
My
7,
8,
6,
11,
9
is
not
fuel.
Miss Molly Mulleinleaf," she then continued.
liberty,
E. D. TucKEll.
My 8, 5, 9, 6 is a part of a house.
Three Little Boys·
"Your heads, my dears, are bone boxes."
[We
are
glad
to'know
we
hav
such brave litMy
9,
7,
3,
1
is
a
mineral
product.
Three llttle boys all In a row,
"Then they're not block heads," said Daisy
My 10, 4, 3, 5 is the name of a girl.
tle thinkers among our childl'en. There is no
George, and Robbie, and Jlm;
Dewdrop.
My 11, 7, 1 is a motion of the mouth.
need to fear for the future, since such bright
Two are round and fat llke dough,
"By no means. The bone box on top of
My whole is a large city in one of the Gulf minds are to be actors in it.-En. C. C.]
And one Is tall and sllm.
S.1.11I B. REED.
your shoulder is a jewel case, and h holds a states.
What are they good for, these three boys,
Aliceville, Kan.
very beautiful jewel, of greater value than
McLoUTH, KA.N., Feb. 21, 1885.
In plnatore and jacket,
lVIY DEAR Miss WrxoN: lVIy mamma bought
Littering up the room with toys,
diamonds. It is called the brain. It also con- ANsWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
your book, "The Story Hour," an>l I like it
And making such a racket?
tains four other jewels-the organs of the
FEB. 28, 1885.
very much indeed. I did laugh when I read
senses-seeing, hel].ring, smelling, and tasting.
'Tis "mamma., here, and mamma" there,
1. SWORD
"A Btlmble-Bee's 1'hanksgiving," and should
And, u Mamma, where's my whip?''
This beautiful jewel box contains, also, twenty
.WIVER
like to hav seen Widow Magee's children eat.
And," Pa, you know you promised fair
0 VULA
lovely pearls. By and by, as yon grow older,
I go to school, le!lorn geography, am in the
That you'd buy me a ship."
RELIC
there will be twelve more pearls, making thirtyFourth Reader, and in fmctions. It has been
All day long, 'tls "rattle ker jlng,"
DRACO
a very cold winter in this state-much colder
_
two in all. What do you think of that, Tommy _ Ovid.
Slldlng the banisters down;
2
3 45 acres and 50 square rods.
than winter is in England, where we used to
Hldlng balls, and marbles, and string
Cloverleaf?"
4.
liv. The houses here are all made of wood.
In folds of mamma's gown.
"I hope he will not destroy his pearls by
There is a reaper whose name is death,
In England they are built of stone or bricks.
And with his sickle keen
'Twould do you good to see them eatchewing tobacco," said Sammy Stripedgrass.
We lived on the east of Cornwall, and often sat
Twelve times a day, I guessHe reaps the bearded grain at a brenth,
"I don't mean to, for one."
on the rocks and watched the Atlantic waves
Bread and molasses, egga and meat,
And the flowers that grow between.
come rolling into the bays. I liked the sea"Pearls are teeth, then, in the bony jewel
Enough to make a mess
it was so pleasant to run about on the beach
On1· lives are rivers gliding free
case," said Frankie Muttonchops. "Oh, I see
For twenty sallors right from sea,
and dig sand. I am sorry to be so far aw•ay
To that unfathomed, boundless sea,
- I see, as the blind man said."
Or a band of glpsles bold;
from the water now.
The
silent
grave;
But llttle they care, these boy3 three,
"Well, now, I shall not talk any more, but
I am ten years old, and the youngest of a
Whither all earthly pomp and boast
When full as they can hold.
some other time I'll tell you more about the ! Roll to be swallowed up and lost
family of ten children, all living. We came
And how they wear out shoes! Dear me I
to America. in the fall of 1882. I ride my papa's
skeleton. Don't you like it, you little pink
In one dark wave.
Kicking at stone and sod;
pony now, but hav a colt of my own to break
ears?" and Polly Peppercorn roguishly pulled
It costs a plle, a.s you can see,
the delicate little ears of Peggy Primrose.
[A. LAURIE S.uLoR.-Yours received. Many next Mt\y. l'IIamma takes TitE TRUTH SEERER,
To keep these boys well ehod.
and I like to read the Children's Corner, but
''I
think
it
ith
b'u'ful,"
said
the
little
girl,
thanks
for your kindness. Puzzles will appear the puzzles are too hard for me to guess.
Always In motion, never still,
Olil, how they try one's nerves!
but Johnny Gotobed, had slid from his chair in their order.-En.]
From your little friend,
Especially when they slyly fill
G. It. T. STEEPER.
and caught the cat, while Harry CoaJskuttle FULL SOLUTION TO "A HARD NUT TO CRACK,"
Themselva with the best preserves,
[Thanks, dear, for your nice letter. Write
was trying to see her pearls by stretching open
MARCH 2n.
And cry all night with stomach ache,
Restless on little pallet;
her mouth. Miss P~ssy ~hitefoot wouldn't • Let the farm "Semaj •• had before his kind again sometime.-En. C. C.]
stand that, and she JUSt lifted her paw and
net
'
While doctor's bllls for their sweet eake
PRINCEToN, IowA., Feb. 14, 1885.
Drain cash from papa's wallet.
struck Johnny Gotobed on his lip and made 1
. Be simply x square, a very plain fact;
DEAR Miss Wixox: I notice some pictures of
But, by and by, these boys wlll be
the blood come.
Now, the Ian~ he ~ad left, I freely declare,
"The Story Hour" in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Three brave and stalwart rn<'n;
Polly Peppercorn laughed and said he must You can easy rmagm to equal y square.
I read the Children's Corne~. and I like it, and
And all the lr roguIsh pranks we E ee,
not take such liberties with Pussy Whitefoot Let a square now stand for the _ten-acre lot,
We'll not remember then.
·
' And you're ready to figure the srze of the plot. saved that much money ($l.25) to buy your
book, "The Story Hour." I am ten yeara old.
or he would find that her pearls were sharp The fence of the first now 4 x would be
Their brawny arms and hands so strong
Next time I will write a better letter.
Our trembllng steps will stay;
as well as white.
The fence of y squar~ just '4 y you see. '
Very respectfully,
RoBERT LnmA.cf!.
With tender care, with mirth and song,
"Me-ow? . Me-ow," said the cat, as she went . The differenc'e ~n _lengt_h of 4o x and 4 y
[The boy or girl who saves money to b11y
They'll gently cheer our way.
scampering mto the woodhouse.
Can be only a, rt IS plam to the eye.
T
•
•
1And therefore, one-fourth of the character a good books will grow up to be usef1tl and honAnd calmly as the flowers at n'ght,
. [NoTE.-T~e Pepp~rcorn stones w_rll be JO!l- Equals x minus y as plain as the day.
Kissed by the breezes free,
orable members of society. We hope to hear
tmued from time to hme, as space Will permit. X square minus y square too you hav got·
We'll sweatly pass from mortal sight,
from Robert again.-En. C. C.]
-En.
C.
C.]
It
equais'a
square,
the
ter:·acr~
lot.
'
S. H. W.
Blest by thes~ brave boys three.
Now, the difference of squares of any two numCYNTIIIANA., KY., Feb. 22, 1885.
Our Puzzle Box.
bers,
DEAR Miss ·wrxoN: I read the Children's
Peppercorn Stories.
And
it's
one
of
the
strange
mathematical
won1.-AN EX-CENTRIC CHARADE.
Corner sometimes. I am taking the Youth'.~
ALL ABOUT A SKELETON.
ders,
·
" That which issues, flows, proceeds,"
Companion now, and il keeps me busy to read
When
divided
by
difference
of
numbers
one
Polly Peppercorn was an odd little girl-odd
My whole in definition reads;
it, although I like the Corner in THE TRUTH
uses,
in her appearance, odd in her dress, odd in
But from the center outward going,
SEEKER very much. I go to school in the
As from one spring two streamlets flowing. The quotient the sum of those numbers pro- country, and my teacher's name is Miss Sue
her speeches, and, in fact, odd in all her ways.
du~es.
To·l~fl behold an app,lation;
Talbott. I like her very much. School will
By the word "odd" I mean that she was difYou new hav the sum, which equals 4 a;
To right, a government o1· nation.
be out 22d of May. 'l'here a~e only 100 days
ferent from other little girls of her age. She
To
eliminate
y
is
simple
child's-play,
of school, and I atn going to try to go every
REKAB S:&MAJ".
And the value of x in a's you hav got,
was very short of stature, and was somewhat
day without missing, I liv a mile from school
deformed with a hump on her back and a 2.-A CONCENTRIC CHA.RADE.-STICKS, SNAKE~, When squared givs the size of original plot.
and
walk every morning. Hoping this will
The a is now squared, coefficient also,
large wart on one eye-lid. She had bright
SUGAR.-MOSES'S _MAGIC OUTDONE.
find you well, I will close.
Restore him his value, ten acres, you know.
Yours faithfully,
ALLIE B. BEAMER.
brown eyes, and an abundance of soft, silky Not alone from the maple, the beet, or the When the work is completed, "Esprit Fort"
cane,
hair, that was never confined by comb or ribreckons,
GREENVILLE, On., Feb. 15, 1885.
bon. She wore the brightest of pink dresses Their saccharine sweets must our posers ob- Forty-five acres and five thirty-seconds.
tain,
DEAR Miss WrxoN: As I am not a ver·y good
Grand Rapids, Mwh.
EsPRIT FonT.
all the year round, and was herself just like a But an early spring plant in the garden oft
hand to write pieces for papers, you must exbit of rosy light.
grown,
C
d
cuse this. I think THE Tmint SEEKER is a
Orrespon ence.
Everybody liked Polly Peppercorn-which From of old on the epicure's table well-known,
very nice papor. My youngest brother is ten
SoUTf! BosQUE, TEx., Feb. 8, 28-5.
years old, and I am the yotmgest girl
My
was a name she had given herself one day Must yield, when our art to obtain it is bent,
Of
sugar
five-eighth'.~ of one hundred per cent.
DEAR
Miss
WrxoN:
My
father
takes
THE
father is about fifty-six yeara of age. He has
when she was particularly peppery in her reAs prepared for the market in white tsnder TRUTH SEEKER, and he thinks it is the bast blue eyes and light curly hair, and he is kind
marks. She also applied different names to
sticks.
paper published. I love to read the "Chil- to us all. My father and moth or ftre both [nher playmates and acquaintances as her fancy You can out-magic Moses' old snaky tricks.
dren's Corner;" it has such good stories and fidels. We had a concert the other week, and
dictated.
With your right hand and left take a stick by letters in it. My father bought "Apples of I sang a soug by myself. They all said it was
each end,
Gold," which I like to read, published by the nice. Yours sincerely,
She was never sent to school, on account of
JE~IIMA. BENNET1.'.
her delicate health, but she studied and read Then straight to the center your magic must editor of the "Children's Corner." He will
tend,
also buy the "Story Hour" for us children. I
PALATKA, FLA., March 1, 1885.
a great deal at home.
When the right turns to sugar as if in a dream; am fifteen years old. I would like to corAnswer to puzzle No. 3, "A Hard Nut to
'Children were very fond of Polly Pepper- While the lift part appears to the eye as a beam, respond with some of the girls. that write for Crack," in Children's Corner of 'fHE TRUTH
corn, and one day when several little ones A beam that would answer for the mast of a the "Corner.'' I hav never been to school SEEKER, Feb. 28, 1885: 45 5-32 ~teres.
ship· . much. We liv in a new country, where.
General rule for all similar questions:
were playing about her, she said all at once:
"Harry Coalskuttle, why did you not hav From a shoot of this plant, from a mere garden=· schools are scarce. My father haR a large Whatever quantity may be cut out, under the
slip.
-.
· farm, but he keeps bees. We hav 120 stands conditions and requirements given, the orig·
four eyes instead of two?"
Now two-fifths from the last of this beam if of bees. Bees do well here in Texas. I go to ina! piece must always be just 4 33-64 times
Harry rubbed one eye with his chubby fist,
you break,
~ear Mr. J. D. Sha~, of W~co, lecture some that quantity.
and answered, "I don't know; s'pose I'd see Like Moses's wand what remains is a snake.
trmes. I went to a brg meetrng last summer. I ·.. Demonstration will be given if desired.
Irwin,
Ia.
J.
K.
P.
BAKER.
I
saw the people eat the "Lord's Supper."
EQUATION, Solver.
too far."
They called the bread the savior's flesh, and
Care Box 201.
'' Why didn't you hav two mouths instead of
3. -NUMERICAL ENIGMA.
the wine they called his blood ! It is horrible
----------one, Molly Mulleinleaf?''
The whole, composed of ten letters, is " a to hear sensible people talk so. If it was his
The Nutmeg-Tree.
"I guess I'd eat too much," answered that squint."
flesh and blood, I would not eat and drink it;
If
there
are
any attempts to cultivate nutlittle lady. "I eat a lot, I do."
it
would
be
so
much
like
some
kinds
of
The 1, 2, 3 is a fish.
animals. Your friend, ELLEANOR J. MAnns.
""What are your ears made for, Sammy
meg-trees in hot houses, they are not freThe 6, 7, 5, 8, 9 is a vessel.
The 9, 4, 10 is a bird.
Striped grass?" she asked of that little boy.
[Elleanor is quite right in her estimate of quently made. Perhaps it would be worth
Pittsbw·gh, Pa.
H. E. JUERGENS.
"And what makes your hair so red, Tommy
the "Lord's Supper." A piece of her mother's trying.
The nutmeg-tree flourishes near the equator.
good bread and butter is much better.- It is raised from the nut in nurseries, where it
CJovertop ?"
.
4. -PRIZE PUZZLE.
En. C. C.]
They laughed, and did not answer.
By an iceberg, a mother worth havir:g, I sit,
remains till the fifth year, when it puts forth
its first blossoms. It is then set out permu
"Peggy Primrose, do you know what you're On the ice blocks so still in giant-like splendor,
nently.
made of?''
These strong arms I can, I see very plain,
KALAMAzoo, MICH., Feb. 11, 285.
At fi h h
h
1 k d
DEA.R Miss WIXON: Seeing so many other
The trees are plantetl thirty feet apart in dia"Thugar and latheth, I geth-they thay I'm
a as
av t em oc e round my child to little boys and girls writing in the "Chilmond order. They begin to bear in the eighth
thweet ath thugar and latheth. I'm too thweet
defend her,
d
• c
I h
h
d
No hats or caps I cumbrously wear,
ren s orner," t oug t I woul write one. year, increasing for many years, and they pay
for anyfing."
I never got me even a cap to embroider.
I am living with my grandparents now. I a large profit. There is no nutmeg season,
" I perceive yon are very ignorant;' said Calls I make on the seals, bringing ermine to c.al!le fr~m Minnesota last fall, where I was Every day of the year shows buds, blossom,
Polly Peppercorn. "I shall proceed to enbrown,
hvmg wrth ~y father and mother; but out and fruit, in every stage of growth to
· h ten your
· !'ttl
· 1s. '"'I
An d t o a·rscar d a "Mon arc h .. th ey t ry t o avm·a sary
there tothey
hg
1
e mmt
"1 I you pay at tengetdrd not
ed hav
t" the advantages
I
e tnecesth. maturity.
The nutmeg is a large and beautifal tree
tion ?"
her.
.
an
uca IOn, s?
cam o
IS
Let me cold water drink and
e t
place, and we hav splendid schools here. with thick foliage and of a rich green color·.
"I will,'' they all exclaimed, joined by Or whisky r'nd lge 'th'
nbev rb~ trum
Colonel Ingersoll was tQ lecture at the Acad- The ripe fruit is singularly brilliant. The
.
.
u
, wr
my cu , e ne y.
f M · b t
h d f
f 1
Darsy Dewdrop and Johnny G?tobed.
I've no sto.ckings to darn, I can barefooted go, emyo
usw, Ju we a . a ear u snowstorm shell is glossy black, and the mace it ex''In the first place, to begm at once you Can you drg up thirteen with propriety?
that blocked up the r~Ilroad, so he could poses when it bursts is bright scarlet, making
,
'
•
•
t not get here; and he Is engaged to be at it one of the most beautiful of the vegetable
hav each one a skeleton.
For best solution sent by mail to "Chemist," I another place this evening, so we cannot see kingdom.- Youth's Companion.

g[orn~r.

8u

H

I

I
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BOOKS FOR CHILDREN I
J

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;

A BOOK FOR,, CHIE.DREN AND YOUTH.

A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE
Prlt1e 10

BUTLER

cents,

BROWNE

For sale at this office.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story:book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. wrxo . Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen work for young masters and misses has
passed through a very large edition, and a s~cond
has been Issued at a reduced price or $1.25, free of
postage, This new edition has a photograph of the
author which adds very much to the value of the
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price

~0

cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00,
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER.

ORTHODOXY.
A Lecture by

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
"The clergy know that I know that they
know that they do not know."
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
the United £tates should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

INGERSOLL CATECHISED;
His Answ-ers
To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
by the Editor of the San Fanciscan.
Millions of these should be circulated by
Freethinkers.

Pried, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
for

tt

dollar.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRAVI!LS IN FAITH,
From Traditon to Reason.
BY ROBERT G. ADAMS.
Cloth. $1.25.

For Sale at this Office.

46tf

GOLDEN THRONE
By SA:JI.IUEL P. PUTNAM,
Author of

u

Prometheus," u Gottlieb." !i.!ld •• lngeTsol
and Jesus."

A Radical romance of pioneer life delineating the vir
toes of natural hnmanlty as opp0•ed to the hypocrisy of a
supernatural re \lglon; crowded with Incident and full of
~rogresslv ldess and the poetry' or the future.
PRTHF, tl 011
A nnn.RFIR 'fFfTR OFFIOF

WAIFS AND WANDERINGS
A NEW AME!UCAN STORY,

PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES,
$2.00.
--..

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOn OF
"GOLDEN

THRONE,"

"PROM·ETHEUS,

11

"ING\EB ..

SOLL AND JESUS," ETO.
Pr.lce, Ol .. th, $1,00; Pa.p•r, 50 Vts.

"A !Jrose epic of the war, rich wit b. Incident and
dramatic power; breezy from llrH page to last With
the living spirit ol to-day,-John S1uinton's Pape:r.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
.
33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.•

'·'A NT I CHRIST."
Proving conclnslvly th&t
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIBT
His birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth

TRUTH BEEKER Olllce,
BS Cltntou Place. NPw vn .. lr.

FALSE CLAIMS•IBl:JJ:
T. R
D ..IJJJ...A

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA.

THIRD EDITION.

.I

-BY-

AND

J. E. REMSBURG.

1\llywJ"_T.~
INCLUDING
l.f.l.
.1. .l.:t u Works in Western New York and
THEIB

Parallels in Other Religions

Revi§ed and Enlar;ed.

other States, together with Struct-ures in Central America.

Beln!l a Comparison ot the Old and New Testament
Price, 10 CTS. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ
ByFREDERICK Li\.RKIN, M.D.
M)tlls and Mlmcles with •hose of heathen na' Memb<r of the ·
AS A
tions of Antiquity, Considering also their
A....ncan Association for the Advancement of Scit!nco.
Origin and Meaning. With !luMISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
merous mustrauons.
Neatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations.
1 Vol. RoyalBvo. Gwt.\. About600pages.
Among the subjects considered by :Mr.
290 Pages.
Remsburg are:
Price,
•
•
•
•
•
$3.00
Price,
Cloth $1.50.
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis- , Bent postpaid, on receipt or price,
Address,
tics showing the creeds of the prisoners in
THE33
TRUTH SEEKER,
THE 'rRUTH BEEKER,
Address
38 Ollnton Place. New Yorl<..
the' penitentiaries; the Church and CivilizaClinton Place. New Vorl<.
tion; the Church and Science; the Church
THE

I
I
I

.

HISTORY

MONKS, POPES,

or

FR· EEPHOUGH

and Learning;
the Antislavery
Church andReform;
Liberty; the
n'
Church
and the
the
r
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES. Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
S lSe, nL rogress, 8ll flUIDp ,
BY JOHN ALBERGER.
the thousand. Let every reader send tor a
BY CHARLES WATTS.
CONTENTs-Sec_ I.: Definition of Freeth ought
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER dozen at least. Andress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and its Early Struggles for Life. Section II.:
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK What it Owes to Mohammedanism. Section
WE WILL SELL AT GREA'l'LY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO·
A
III.: FrePthought Martyrs ann Confessors.
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
.a.
•
' Section IV.: Freethought in Conflict nuring
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD A Magazine Devoted to the State· the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth
TO THE AMERlCAN REPUBLIC.
ments oC lUental and Spiritual
Centuries. Section V.: Freethought Triumph
Phenomena.
in the Nineteenth Century.
Price, ISO cents, 71'S cf'!nts, an(l $1.00, ac•
cordial&' to condition ot' book.
1
10
Price,
Sl 2a
mg e opies
cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
Addre8/J
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
39tf
Address THE. TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place, New York:
88 Clinton Pl., ~ew l"ort.
·
AND

It R'

F

s·
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CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY.
OR,
MEN OF BusiNEss WHo DID SoMETHING BESIDES MAKING 11'0NEY.

A BOOK FOR YOUXG AMERICANS.
BV JAMES PAR'rO"l_
This book contains 400 pag~s. plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters In history Who have
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
U.21'S.

PRICE,

Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ss Clinton PJ.aoo, New Y~rJE.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, :MARCH 14, 1885.

1'i'4

eral.

Kansas Blade.

Giordano BI'Uno.

THE MAGNIFICENT

CHRISTIA:NITY A REWARD FOR CmME.-This is
a pamphlet of 29 pages published by THE
TnuTH SEErmR Publishing Company and by 0.
B. Whitford, M. D.-a gentleman we neYer
heard of before; but he writes well and makes
a strof'g case against the "great moral instructor." Price 10 cents. Address THE
TRUTH SKEEER, 33 Clinton Place, New YorkIbid •.

THE TnUTH SEEKER AN~UAL AND FREETHINKEns' ALMANAc for 1885 is an excellent publicaNo crown of sweet celesHal glory thine;
tion, and every Freethinkel' should hav a copy.
Ttou didst but toll to win the nobler oue;
It is very neatly printed, and, besides containThy martyr·s rrown of truth is not divineing the usual calendar of an almanac, it givs
One brighter yet immortal thou hast won 1
names and dates of the bhth and death of celThey bran1ei thee, thoso bowling cu•·s ot hate:
·rhey boo·ed, hls:ed tllee, brll'al, though'leEs ebrated Liberals or Freethinkers, making it
crowd;
useful for reference. Another interesting featThey hounded thee to meet thy m'trtyr·'s ra•eure of this ANNUAL is a number of articles by
Yet thou didst walk to <'eath seren•ly proud.
well-known Liberals of the present time, toAye e'pn from tbose wbom thon ba~st to lead,
gether with tteir portraits; so if some of them
Obituary.
Willie daring persecution·s bi•ocly i:eng,
should never be seen personally l;>y our readers,
At this place, on Feb. 28th, Fannie Edith
Alas, from tt ose-qr was it Christ's foul creed 1their pictures may here be found and presened; Enderton died of scarlet fever at the age of
Tho-e maddened bigots' his in!!' curses mug.
and, generally speaking, they are quite a good- two years, ten months and twenty-five days.
Yet <lidst thou turn wi•b scornful, proud disdain
From that dark, blood·P<•lluted thing,
looking class of lecturers, authors, and editors. She was the pride· of her parents, and was
The c•rss, wblch could bav orrered life Rg•ln;
-Basion Investigator.
known only to be loved.
But death and hell !or thee had lest th< ir s•tne-.
Her parents are both of Liberal views, but
And so they b·1und thee to the awful et'lkf>,
THE STORY HouR, a profusely illustrated and not being able to get a Liberal speaker at the
And there the coward pries's of brutal erecd
entertaining story book for children and youth, funeral, they tried to indu~e a minister of the
s·ood by, ~;t· h rrociling r-ra:rer !rr Jesu's sake
by Snsan H. Wixon. Published by The Truth gospel to officiate. The Rev. Mr. Miller deTo witness tbis tbelr own tnrernal deed.
Seeker Company, 23 Clinton Place, N. Y. clined on account of the disease. Everything
Yet from thy lips there came no craven 01y;
But, breathing words or scorn wllh dying breath, While highly entertaining, these stories are the child had worn during her illness was reThou might'st tav taught tbeirJesue how to die,
well calculated to assist in building up a nse- moved, and she was lying in her little ct-ffin,
S • brave, so !ear leEs, didst thou meet thy death 1 ful character.-Nonconjormist.
and that [the priest should :~;efuse on such
Then rose the crackling fagots' lurid blazP,
--grounds was more than was looked for, even
And fire-tongues leaped l!ke blood-red fiends or THE STORY Houn, for Children and Youth.
hell
By Susan H. Wixon, author of " Apples of in a preacher. Those present sang-"Rock
To quench thy noble lire; then smoke and haze
Gold," "All in a Lifetime," etc. New York: of Ages cleft for me," then carried her to her
final resting-place, and no 'useless prayers to
Hung o'er the spot where noble Bruno fell.
'l.'ruth Seeker Company. Price $1 25.
Then, as that awtul smoke or death rolled by,
Tl;tis is the best collection for children we hav an unknown god were offered up.
C. E.
There gleamed amid the smoldering embers red
New
'Windsor,
yet
found-a
book
that
should
be
in
every
fam.
A few bleache<l crumbllng bones: then rose the cry,
ily. There are between thirty and forty stories
• The cuned heretic to hell hath sped I"
of child-life. These stories are well written, and
THE
A few whHe ghastly bonee, a moldering skull,
•
are adapted to the comprehension of children.
Which redly gleamed with ev'ry stirring windThey are pleasant and interesting, entirely free
All that was left, n•w burning grlm and dull,
from every form of dogmatism and superstior Bt uno's fearless heart, his noble mind.
Agnosticl•m and Atheism, Charles A. Watts.-Their hellish work was done; the fire-•ongue's tion. In addition to the stories, which are
Pessimism ancl Physiology, C. N.-The Rationale of
thrust
of themselvs worth the price of the book, Agnosticism, G. M. McC.-Islam; or, The Universal
Had pierced thy brain in cr'ms::.n scorching glare;
Hymn, Albert J. Edmunds.-Agnosticlsm and 'rheolthere are near a hundred beautiful illustra- ogy,
Cbarles Watts.-Bruno of Nola: A poem, Lara.Then brutish hands seized on thy sac·ed dust,
And scattered it, 'midst solemn curse and prayer. tions, many of them full-page pictures. The Mars Hiil In London, Mont ure D. Conway (Review
or
Harrison-Spencer
Controversy).-The Philosophy
book is neatly printed, in large, plain type, and of Agno•ticism, lgnotus
-Agnosticism and Theism,
Th:y ringing voice was hushed; the funeral pyre
w.
B.
Carpenter,
M.D.-Reply
to Dr Carpenter, W. B.
handsomely
bound.
We
would
recommend
it
Burnt out thy saver tongue or magic sway;
l\lcTaggart.-The
Council
or ·Ten, Tb.omas Meaci.above any book of the kind now known to us. The Messrs. Facing-Both-Ways
But, Bruno, yet thy martyr's crown or fire
of Scierce, Edward
Aveling.-Agnosticism and Chrletianity, F. Sydney
Givs thee dominion o'er our hearts to-day.
Independent Pulpit.
Morris.-Darwin
and
Theology,
Charles
C. Catteli.And from thy scattered dust sweet fiowero hav
The A'ntiquity or Man, W. W. Colllns.-Seraps, A. M.
sprung
D.,
etc
Price,
25 cents.
To THE EDITOR OF THE WINSTED PRESS: Will
Whi~h breathe a pure, sweet fragrance round thy
Address
THE TRUTH SEFKER.
you allow space in your columns for a few
name;
Ancl to thy martyred memory shall be snug
words of commendation of Miss Wixon's book
Bongs or high praise and .never-dying fame i
entitled "Story Hour," for children? I hav
-H. Gordon Swift in the Secular Revifw.
been favored with the perusal of this book,
and wish to giv it my unqualified approval.
It contains something over two hundred pages,
Books.
THE TnuTH SEEKER A~suAL AND FnEE- clear type, splendid paper, and numerous
BY
THINKEEs' ALMANAC fe-r 1885 is worth twice pretty illustrations. The stories are not fables
John R, Kel!io, A.M.
over the 25 cents asked for it.- Winsted (Conn.) or fairy tales, but are drawn from life and real
charactEr, and are made up of just such inciPress.
CONTENTS:
dents as are daily. occurring in families and
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creatlon,-The Deluge.-The Exodus,-Tbe Mira·
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINK· among children, showing a moral that cannot cles
of the Blble.-The Errors or the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan or the Blble.-The
ERs' ALMANAc, for 188~, is not only a gem of the fail to impress a child's mind for good.
Heaven
and the Hell or the Bible.-The Sabbath o!
Among the best stori~s the book contains
printer's art, but a useful addition to our Libthe Bible.- The God ot the Bible.-The Messiah or
eral literature. The enterprise ~f our Tn:uTH are "Cress brook Cottage," showing how by in_ Savior.
octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Bent
SEEKER friends is commendable.-Light for dustry, sobriety, and economy a pleasant home byCrown
mail, post paid. Price, $3. 00.
from small beginnings as well as a competence
ThiJ;kers.
for old age may be gained; and " Meddlesome
CHRISTIANITY
This is the second year of this publication, Molly," showing the trouble which children
A.
R
E
WARD F 0 R C R I Ill E.
and a better one than its predecessor. It con- bring, not only upon themselvs, but upon the
entire
household,
by
meddling
with
what
they
Substanitatfd
by the llible.
tains, besides the records of births and deaths,
and of notable events, filling twelve pages of shonld not touch.
BY
"Alone in an Unfurnished House" is the
the book, twenty-one subjects treatea of. Also
0. B. WRITI~'ORD, M.D.
portraits of thirty-seven prominent Liberals, title of a little story used to illustrate what it
Price, 10 Ct>nfs.
1
Per Dozen. $1 00
is
to
liv
in
a
body
with
an
uncultivated
mind
and a cut of the splendid monument erected
Address THE '£RUTH SEEKER,
to the memory of D. M. Bennett.-Kunsas and that without study and application th~
mind may be as blank and cheerless as the
Blade.
FR.EETUOUGHT NOVEL!<O,
walls of an unfurnished house.
The
Heathens of the Heath. A finely
The book from its opening to its closing is
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885 is a
written Radical romance. By WM. Mcwork which, if Liberals could see it, few of full of beautiful and useful lessons for the
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
hem would be without. Its calendar makes young, and too much cannot be said in its
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
notes of those very things Liberals so often praise. It is published at the office of THE
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
wish to refer to, and is a vast fund of valuable TnuTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York
$] .25.
"
informr,tion. It has the benevolent face of city. I hav one for a- gift for a little girl in Family Creeds. By WrLLIAM MeDoN·
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
Thomas Paine as its frontispiece, and, besides, whom I am intErested, and whoever invests
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
has the lifelike portrait3 of thirty-six leading money in like manner will not throw it away.
Liberals. If Liberals could but once see this -E. Anne Hinman in ¥Vinsted (Conn.) [>?e!s. Exeter Hall. "One of the most exciting romances of the day." Price, paper
ANNUAL, the demand for it would not cease till
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
every Liberal (and lots of Christi•ms, too) had
BIBLE Monns.-We hav recdved from THE
been furnished with a copy-Nonco•.formist.
TRUTH SEEKER office the above work, John E. Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Rudical novel of marked ability. Equal
Remsburg, author. The book is a mastm·ly
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885 is now and convincing array of facts, with copious
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
·
ready to be mailed for twenty-five cents. It quotations from the Bible, pro>ing that book
The
Outcast.
A deep, finely written
contains articles written by leading Freethink- to be a very poor mor.11 instructor. "'fwenty
Radical story. From the London edition.
ers, a'nd is illustrated with portraits of promi- crimes and vices," says the title-page, are sancBy WINwooD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 cents.
nent living Liberals, to which are added three tioned by scripture. In his indictment he
llustrious dead-Thomas Paine, D. M. Ben- charges it with falsehood and deception, cheat- Gottlieb : His Ute.
A romance of
nett, and Wm. Denton. Besides these the list ing, t'• eft, ancl robbery, adultEry, and prostiearth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
contains: Colonel Ingersoll, T. C. Leland, '£ tution, murder, wars of conquest and extermiwritten by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents.
B. Wakeman, Eliznr Wright, James Parton' nation, despotisms, intolerance, and peroecu- The Darwins.
A Domestic Radical
Parker Pillsbury, S. P. Andraws, W. F. Jamie: tion, injustice to women, unkindness to
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. HLENKER, ausor;., G. H. Walser, John Peck, J. H. Burnham, ehildren, cruelty to animals, human sacrifice,
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper.
J. R. Munroe, H. L. Green, Chas B. Reynolds, cannibalism, witchcraft, slavery, polygamy
50 cents; cloth. 75 cents.
Chas. Watts, W. S. Bell, S. P. Putnam, J. E. intemperance, poverty, and vagrancy, ign01·:
Remsburg, Courtlanr.lt Palmer, Lucy Colman, ance, idiocy, and obscenity. Mr. Remsburg, in The Clergyman's Victims. A Radical story vividly portraying the wrong8
John R. Kelso, Elmina D. Slenker, Amy Post, onr opinion, very much more than makes hi
committed by the professed men of God
Helen H. Gardener, Mattie Krekel, Horace Sea- case, and we vote to conyict the old harlot and
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.
ver, Luther Colby, ,J. P. Mendum, J. L. York, libertin of all the charges. Liberals should
A pleasing domestic
Chas. P. Somerby, E. M. Macdonald, Juliet H. hav ready answers to all questions touching John's Way.
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. SLEWKER.
Severance, Snsan H. Wixon, Mrs. H. S. Lake. Bible Morals, as they are the most potent
15 cents.
No Liberal should fail to iet a copy of this weapons against bi!lotry and superstition; and
Address
THE TRU'PH 8EEKE11 OMce,

'"'
CHAMP DE FLORE, FEBRUARY

NOW READY!

valuable ANNUAL. Address TnUTH SEEKER, 33 they can find a flood of them in this book. AdClinton Place, New York, N. Y.-Mtssouri L-i'b- dress THE TnUTH SEEKER office, New York.-

11/otfrg.
17, 1600.
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AGNOSTIC ANNUAL FOR 1885.

The Bi~le Analyze~.

'

COLORED

LITHOGRAPH.
-OF THE-

D. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.
PRINTED

IN

SEVEN

COI,ORS

ON THE

BEST liTHOGRAPH PAPER,
SIZE, 22~ X 28 2-

THE BRONZE MEDALLION
PBINTS AS LARGE AS A CABINET Pl!OTOGRAPH,
THUS GIVING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF
THE MONUMENT, .BUT AN ACCURATE
LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

The Iithogt·aph is designed for fram
ing, and wiii be a treasure for all Lib
erals.
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,.
to subscribers to the Monument Fun~
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Ad
dress this office.

MIND ANDAN MATTER-.
IndeJ,en<lf nt. Ei;:;ht·page \Veekly Spir
itual Journal.

Editor and Publisher

J. M. ROBERTS,

BURLI~GTON,

N. J.

Devoted to the Advocacy and Elucidation of Mod
ern Spiritualism; and to the Promotion of Reforms
in Religion, Politlce, Ethics, Social Customs, Indus
trial Methods, and Educational Tendencies.
TerDJI", Invariably in
50

One year, $2 00; six month", $1
cents; single copies, ~ cents.

Advan~e:

00;

three months

Sample COJ)fe!l Free.

0 R T H 0 D

w9r!-

HASH:

A CHANGE OF DIET.
REVJ/5ED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR'

IN NINE PARTS AND COUJlSEP,
1 A Word trom the Cook. -2 .Choice Bits ror th
Hash.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,4 The .Ohopping-Knife.-5 Hash, First
Course.-6 Hash, Second Courae,7 Hash. Third Course.-8 0hange
ot Diet, First Oourse,-9
Change or .Diet, Second Course.
WARREN SUMNER BARLOW,

Author ot
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
PrJ ..... 1o c ..... t .. _
---·--·----------------~

J

11'

ngerSO -8-

The Gods.

T'K'7'
VY

k

Or S.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

bll~t.~.':? T~e;rt~.""i>at'i,0:,Jl'r.!•i~~lv~di~nty~~~':i~ :: lf:t~

tlco and uerestes."'

The Ghost-s.

--Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

• ,I~~~n<g~~ia;~tl~:r~f {~~e~~':i.~~~a·~..i.b"o':,~ F~~1:.1J 1
ln Illinots:"" The Grant Banquet,"" Tbe Rev. Alexan
~~~ ~~r¥~;~~T::O 1;~s;ntg~t~g~~~gf~.~· Like a Dream,
---

Some Mistakes of Moses.

Paper,

50

cents; cloth, $1.25. ·
---

The Christian Reli~ion.

RJ R. G

Ing-ersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents.
_ __

Interviews on Talmage.

Paper, $1,00

cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1

P",.

per, 25 cents.

COMEPLET WORI\S, in One Vol"

urn

i.OO.
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D. :M. BENNETT'S WO.RKS.
.ADDliESS

"REP·UBLIC." Popular Jewelry Store_.
OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

THE 1'11UTH BEEKEll OFFIOE.

A Truth Seeker Around the World.

Four large volumes. With a steel-plate
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, reel edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

The World's Sages Thinkers, and
Reformers. 1,07~ pages, Svo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

The Champions of the Chmch; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Svo.
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4. 50.

rrhe Goils and iteligiOllS of Ancient
and Modern 1.,imes. Two Volumes.
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 pe1
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; iu
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt \edges,
$8.00.

[Pubtlsbed In the rapidly growing Yaung city, on Long·
fellow's" mountain or the prairie,"' Pipestone, Minn.]
Eight pages, weekly, $1.50 a year. Contains
the news of the day, short stories, scientific
miscellany, literary selections-but best of all, the
REPUBLIC is unqualifiedly, uncompromisingly
opposed to the LIQUOR TRAFFIC I It puts
LIBER1'Y AGAINST LIQUOR! It opens its
columns to Free Discussion. It challenges all
opponents to meet it on the hm'ning question of
onr time, PROHIBITION l The plea, that legal
Prohibition annihilates PERSONAL LII3ERTY
will be met and refnted. All opponents to Prohibition will be accorded the right to reply. This
is the WORKINGMAN'S REPUBLIC. And :m
advocate of WOMAN SUFFRAGE. When the
mothers, wives, and daughters vote there will be
an end to the RUM CURS!~! When v,;omen
vote we will hav a true Republic, and never before. The REPUBUC is pnblished to disseminate these principles. Shall we receive your aid?
Send all remitt:tnccs to
W. F. J&IIHESUN, Editor and Pnblishe•··
PIPESTONE, :MINN.

From Behind the Bars. A series of
let,ters written in prison.
Price $1.50.

SEEDS.

Over 700 pageg.

CHEAPEST,

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A. series

Pure
& Best.
Gcwcleners t1·ade a spe.

of letters written during a visit of ten
wcel(s in Europe. Giving some account
of the International Freethinkers' Con·
gress belcl at Brussels, to which 1\IIr. Ben·
nett was a delegate, followed by a de·
scl'iption of what he ~aw in England.
France, Holland, and Italy. The letten
from Rome alone are worth the price
of the book. Wit.h a steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. '$1.50.

ialty.

Packets only 3c.
dirL by oz. & lb.

Cheap as

Postage or Exp. paid.

50000 Guides

Rochelle, Ill.
A FEW. OF JIIY !'RICES;
Solid sliver stem-winding American Watches,
hunting or open case; 2 oz. 7jeweled, $10; 3 oz., $11;
4 oz $12; 5 oz. $14. Same cases with 11 jeweled
roovemen•s, $12 50, $13.50, $14.50, $16.50. Same case
with tull (15) Jeweled movement, patent regulator,
$17,$18, $19, $21. Same cases, with tull jeweled ad.
justed patent regulator movements, $22, 523, $'14,
$26; key wind, $2 to $5 Jes•; tor best cases, sliver
caps and gold joints add $1. 50, and tor best filled
gold cases (warranted tor )0 years) add $10 to beRt
sliver ca.ses,- making a 11 jeweled huntlNl (fllle<l
case) stem-wind quick train watch only $28; same
tor ladles, $23.
Ladles' eolld gold stem-wluo1
wa,ches, latest styles, ~ood American 11 jeweled
moyements, 10 kt, $24; 14 kt, $32; same run jeweled,
$32 and $40-tor fancy engraving add $3 to $5.
Prices and &peclficatlons tor finer ladle~>' and
gents' watches, Including all the finest, richest,
and most elaboratly finished watches In the world,

:~E:.1~i£:~1{i~~:f.l~~s. m~~~?cpr~~~~s~ 1 etc~a~e~

Treating upon the ,gods of tho Semitic
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Mary, and the Bible. To the Iutter 230
pages are devoted, showing that book to
be a very jnfelior production for a firstclass God. 333 hu·ge pages. Paper cov·
ers, GO cents; clotn, $1.

Judaism, Christianity, and ~loham
medauism examined historically
ancl critically. It is thought to be the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared.
500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on O~ristianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
HuMPHREY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splenclicl work for
F'reethinkers to loan to Christian neighbors. 550 Pal!:es. Price, $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betwee1.t

D. lVI. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULUs R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creato1· of
Heaven and Earth.
Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.
·

Christianity~

A discussion between D. lvi. BENNETT and
G. M. MAin, divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission
in the world is unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT affirms; lVIAill denies. Thi~; is
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

Trial of D.

~I.

Bennett in the United

A NEW BOOK OF DIRECTIONS
FOR
And Curing all !orms ot Disease that the
Human Family Is Subject to,
Without the Use or Any Medicine Whatever.
By ProCessor Na1baniel Pieree.

6tt

Pr)ce, 30 Cents.
Addrees THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

GER'lliAN SIMPLIFIED.

ltD

PROSE POEMS
And Selections,
BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect: In fact, one of the richest,
bl'ightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous "'tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks., and day-to-day conversations
of the author.
The work is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
has been prepared especially for it.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes, for any season or occasion.
·
In workmanship the volume is a masterpiece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
taultless; and the binding, as perfect &s the
best materials and skill can produce. The
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of autnor and public.
PRICES:
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
Half-calt, mot.tled edges, elegant llbr!try style, 4 50
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine,
7 50
Full tree cal!, highest possible st.yle and finish, 9 00
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE TRU'fH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

Man. Whence and Whither.

Deacon Slddmore's Letters. First

An easy and practical new. method, adapted !or
self-Instruction as well as ror uee In schools. To
consist or about twelve numbers.
Five numbers
now published. Sent to any addreES on receipt or
the Pllce, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO.
•· These books eontaln a wealth of knowledge tor
seit-lnstructlon."-ED. Albany Unwn.
3t!

DR. R. P. FELL~WS
Is a regularly ed neat·

ed and legally qualified physician, and
the most successtul
a.s his ·practice will
pr<Dve. He ha.s tor
twenty years treated
excluslvlyall diseases
ot the Sexual Organs,
In the cures or which
he stands preeminent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result or seitabuse In youth and
•exualexcessesln rna·
turer years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss or sexual
power ,rendering marriage Improper and unhappy, etc .• are cured per·
manently by an outside application In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It Is one ot Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, whiCh Is entirely unknown to the medical profession. Send five 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving tull In·
!ormation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say where you saw this advertlsment.
J!'rom the Ironclad Age.

"Dr. Fel:::ws Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers or the land
should glv the doctor their patronage."
tvn

ONE~MILLIONwii~~

OF CONGRESS-By Jn.mes G, Blaine.

The
only history or our Government from 1861 to 1881.
Hou. John S.Wise M. C. from Va., says' Whoever takes

it up,1'W matter ·whether he be. Mr. Blaine's friend or
enemy. will never put it down until he has read thB

whole." $200 per month to good

~ents.

Apply at

once, Tile Henry Bill Pub. Co., Norwich, Ct.
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ov .. r -Stop Drugging and
No.•ure's Re~nedy:J
JIIAGNETISl'IJ,

RUPTURES. CUR EDby
my!Uedicn.l Compound n.nd Impro-..ed

Ela!ftic Supporter Truss inj_ront 30 to
90 da:v!. Reliable references given. Send
a tamp for circular, and say in ·what paper
you •aw my adverttsement. • Add res• C&pt.

W, A. Collliii11SmUhTillt,lt11'11'1011 Co. lr.'f,

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and H.ob

'Fhe First Epistlf of Bennett the bery-Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder-\Vars of Con

For yeara pa.st tt bas been knQwn to the prores-

agents for Imparting vital force and enet gy to the
worn-out sutren.r from disease. Many humanlta·
rlans In the prolesslon, thinking more ot the aile·
vlatlon or sutrerlng than they did or the code or
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a la.st resort and round 1hemselves aaton1~>hed at the etrect upon thelr patients.
They had been taught that medicine was an abso·
lute essential In all cases, and that that !alliiJg, the
patient must die, as nothing more cculd be don€'.
Here and there an advanced thinker has flung aside
the tie which bound him to his dogmatic b•etbren
and has rewrted to other and more scientific meth·
ods o! trea1ment. AB a result many, bavlng bioken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barba·
rous a.s It was unscientific, have used their best energies to devise means tor the alleviation or human
suffering. Here and there the wondrous power or
MAGNETISM was established, and many dlse!l!'eB
hitherto classed a.s Incurable read1Jy submitted to
tts mild but potent ln!luence. This agent to the
lntelllgent observer was round everywhere. Being,
as It Ia, the very essential or an llle, It was round
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
was almost berertor this vital principle. H we can
supply this vital rorce to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
Ah 1 but how Is It to be done, eays the J!hYEiclan.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solve<!
the problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fl€lds or what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, when CRnl•d upon the
person, wa.s round to be a safeguard against d tsease,
and to this ctrcumstance we are largely Indebted for
magnetic wearing apparel, tor !twas an easy trans!·
tlon !rom carrying magnetic ore to CGverlng the
body with pHmanently charged magnets, placed tn
garments llttea to every part or the body. S!Lce
the first Introduction or magnetic appliances as a
curative, there has been a number of theee so-called
magneL1c garments foisted UJIOn the public by men
whose eole object was gain. Unsclentlflc In con·
structlon, and having l!Ltle It any magnetism In
them, their life was or sh(·rt duration; It was lor>g
enoufb, hewever, to dea:onstrate that when cun·
structeQ uponl,clentlfic principles there wasscarcelv
ana!lm, .... •hat1 human fleEh Ia heir to that would
submtt
tot'"' r healing Influence.
THE EUREKA '!>iAGNETIC APPLIANCES are eu·
perlor to ever,th 1ng or a similar character heretofore otrered to the pub'lc, being the only scientific·
ally ccnstructed appliance In the market: It is now
two and a halt years since they were first o!Iered
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case or fall·
ure to receive beneflt reported to us, while we a.re
ln dally receipt o! testimonials or cures from all
parts or the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
..a ad vised by us.
To all who may be afll.lcted with any or the follow.
lng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments will cure you :-Para!yels,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Dl•eaee, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion or the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss or Energy, Heart D!Bea.se,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Chronic: Peritonitis, Cancer Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepsy, Ft. VItus' bance, and 1111 rorm
or chronic ~nvalldlsm.

Lun~t Imigorators,
• $ 6
6
Gflntlemen's Body Belts,
5
Sciatic Appliances,
3
J{nee Caps,
4
Lllg Belts,
4
Ankrets, 4
Shoulder Appliance8,
1
Wris•Iets, each,
1
Hat Band~,
4
Hud Caps,
4
1<Iet>piog ()eps,
6
Abdominal .Belts (ladies),
15
Gents' VPst(il,
Ladies' Jacket and Corset

(combined),

-

Apostle to the Truth Seekers, quest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and Superfine Insoles
10 cents.
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Chil

'l'he Great Religions of the World. dren-Crueltv to Animals-:-Human Sacrifices-Cannibal
10 cents.
·

ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polvgam.y ~Intemperance

Open Letter to Samuel .Colgate. Poverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocv- Ob10 cents.
scenity.

Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infidel.

BV JOliN E. REMSBURG.

10 cents.

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
Sinful Sainti and Seniual Shepherd&

' 18•.....

Price,

'
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PRICE LIST.

BIBLE MORALS.

Dencou of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Pape:r, 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents.

also the Epistle ,of Bennett the Apostle to
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00
.

8

CLEANSING THE BLOOD, ston that Magnetism and Electrlclty were vowerful

States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
ByR. B. Westbrook, D D.,LL.R.,
was perpetmted upon Mn. BENNETT. Author of " The Bible.-Whence and What?
Price, cloth, 75 cents; pape1·, 50 cents.
About all that can be said for the existence
.An Open Letter to J esns Christ. of God and the future life of man, is here
pun~ently p1•esented, with an incidental dis5 cents.
cussion of many collateral questions, from a
l_ :terrog·atorics to J ehovnh. Being rationalistic standpoint.
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisll
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Godship upon a great variety of subjects.
AddreBS
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ss Clinton Place. New York.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims in the Laud ot' Y nhweh:

~
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~

paired .at lowest rates, and all work warranted the
best In the world or no pay.
·
.Best steel spectacle made, $1; genu In pebbles, $2;
go~d common, 25 cents. Besttrlpleplated teasPoons,
$2; tablespoons, $4; knives, $1.75; torks, $1.75-all Will Cure all Furma •f Dheaae \Vitho"t
per set of six.
Parties desiring silverware, jewelry, diamonds,
llledlc1..e.
etc.,tor presents ·will do well to order sample package
on selection and save money. Ca.sh will be reCONSULTING ROOJIIB,
funded on all gcods not satisfactory.
Watches, etc., may be sately sent In unsealed 47l WJr.,;r JUADlSON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
packages per registered mall, and will be retarne<l
at my expense.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
P. s.-Stop over and see me when near Rochelle, Ill. SonHthlng f<>r Invalids •o react and study

The Semitic Gods mul the Bible.

What Objections to
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Copies, 2i) cents;

6 Copies, $1.00

Speeial Discount on Larger quantities.

-

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00

- 18 00

(allleat~er), 1 00

While these g"rments can be procured at the
above low Jirlces no one can atrord to be Ill. Our
ladles' Sl1pporters are just what every lady In the
land neerts, as It will be found a great assistance at
certain periods; all these garments are mad~ to
measure, an<! a !It guaranteed. To ladles who are
all dragged out a combination Jacket and cors<lt
will restore you to new lite and energy, and pay lor
lteeit an hundred !old In a !ew weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made !I ~m actual measure, and a
perfect !It assured.
All communications answered tree or charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
Chicago, Ill. o- Agents wa:o,.ted for Boston, New
York Brcokl}'ll, a.nd Pkiladelphia.
.

"PAH," asked young Johnnie J"arphloy, •• wllat Is
a defaulter?" "He Is a man who loses money that
does not belong to blm, my son." "And wbat 1' a
.tlr:anoier ?'' 11 Ooe who hangs on to it."

Et-EnY !acUity which Is a trurded to aid In the acquirement of a knowledge of nature, of the laws or
the unl verse, Is a blessing to the world and a great
promoter ot human good, Science Is the handmaid
to knowledge; science has done more to Impart true
knowledge to mankind than all other agencies combined. Demonstrated science may be regarded as
the only true source ot knowledge-It Is knowledge.
'-D. ,If. BenneU.

Truth See~~:r Annual
1

Jlrtmttltinkt~~' l,Imalll'''

Oltristian Religion.

HOPE.-Companlon gay that ever lea<lB
Through verdure and through flowers,
And talks, whene'er the tempest breeds
or sunshine after showers.
-Sha,·p's Letle1"S and E ... ays.
THERE was a time When that degra'ded man was as
guiltless as a girl; he began by learning vice rrom
the example o! his companions, just as he learned
to smoke. Had his education been more severe, had
the earliest lncllnatlons been checked by the rear or
ruin "nd c.ll•grace, he would not hav acquired the
must dangerous u! all habits. 'rhat man should be
subjec ed to the same dlsclplin as woman Is, there·
fore, to be wished ror; and although the day Is far
distant, there can be no doubt that It will come;
and the future historian or morals will record with
surprise that, In the n!ueteemh century, society
countenanced .views In man which It punished In
woman with banishment tor ll1e.-Re·ade's Martyrdom
of Mon.
AS It Is a sin to be\my one's conn try, to lnj ure on0's
pa.rente, to plunder temples; so It Is llkew!se a. sin
to be afraid, to grieve, to be under the dominion or
lust, even 1! no act follow these feelings. But as
these are sins, not In their consequences only, but
at once and !rom the first moment; so those actions
whl·;h proceed !rom vlrt ue are to be considered
right at the flrs t moment that they are undertaken
and not only when they are ae<:ompllshe<l.- Cicero.
To be still searching what we know not, by what
we kLow, st!ll closing up truth to truth as we find It
(for all her body Is homogeneal and proportlonal)thls Is the golden rul9 In theology, as well as In
arithmetic; and makes up the best harmony In a
church; not the forced snd outward union of cold,
neutral, and Inwardly divided minds.- Milton's

REVIVALIST (to young man loitering near tho
door): Are you seeking the J,ord, young man?
Young man (nervously): No-no. I am eeeklng Miss
Polly Smith, but I can walt unt.ll the meeting Is
over.

THE~

THE Idea that a certain ballet Is necessary to salvation unsheathed the swords and lighted the !agOts of persecution. As long as heaven Is the reward
o! creed Instead ot deed, just so long will every or·
thorlox church be a ba~tll, every member 11 prisoner,
and every priest a turnkey.-R. G. Ingersoll in the
WE may open the d0or to our neigh bore,
An•l open the door to our trlends;
We may entertain guests at our table,
While friendship with courtesy blends;
We may gather our dear ones about usOur helpmeet and children so fairBut let us torget not to banish
From these tender meetings, dull care.
It watcnes at doors and at windows;
It whistles through crannies and cracks;
It giveth the good man the headache;
It pinches and tortures and racks.
It sits down unasked at the table;
It crouches beside the down bed;
It takes all the brightness trom slumber;
It takes all the sweetness from bread.
Of aU things to make our lives happy,
Of all things to make our paths !air,
Tharelsnothlng from Home's cheerful fireside
So sacred as shuttlngo!lt care,
-Jirs. M. .A. Kidd<r.
THESE symptoms of a rl>ing reputation gave me
encouragement, as I Was ever more disposed to see
the favorable than the unfavorable side or thingsa • urn or mind which-it Is more happy to possess
tban to be born to an est"te or ten thousand a year.
-liume's My Ou:l! L;fe.

MARCH 14, 18P5.
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John Swinton's Paper,

chcose this man to be my friend, because he Is able
to glv me counsel, to restrain my wanderings, to
comfort me In my sorrow; he Is pleasant to me In private and useful In public; he will make my joys
double and divide my grief between himself and
me? For what else should I choose ? For being a
tool-useless? tor a pretty race and a smooth chin?
I confess It Is possible to be a friend to one that Is
Ignorant and pitiable, handsome and good tor nothIng, that eats well and drinks deep, but M cannot be
a friend to me; and I love him with a fondness or a
pity, but It cannot be a noble frlendshlp.-Jeremy
Taylo>'.

Specimens Free.

1-Bold!y upholding the Rights o! Man In the
american way.
2-Battllng against the Accumulated wrongs o! So·
clety and Industry.
3-Strlv!ng !or the Orga.nltatlon and Interests o!
Workingmen, and giVIng the news or the tradea
and the unions.
i - Uniting the New Political Forces; searching for
a common platform, and giving the news of a!J
the young bod les In the fleld.
5-Warnlng the A.merlcan people against the treaon,
able and crushing schemes or millionaires,
monopolists, and plutocrats, and against the
coming bl'llonalres whose shadow Is now loomIng up.
6-Looklng toward better times ot !air play and
public welfaro.
7-Llvlng views o! public questions and social top-

IT Is clear that those vices which destroy domestic
happiness ought to be, as much as po~slble, repressed. IL Is equally clear that they cannot be repressed by penal leg!slature. It Is, therefore, right
and desirable that publlaoplnlon should be directed
against them. But It should directed against them
Ics.
uniformly, steadily, and temperately, not by sud8-Literary sketches and stories,
den fits and starts. 'rhere should be one weight and
one measure. Doclma•lon Is always an objectionable mode or punishment. It Is the resource or
judges too Indolent or t<lo hasty to Investigate racts
and to discriminate nicely between shadea o! guilt.
It Is an Irrational practice, even when adopt< d by
military tribunals. When adopted by the trlb,unal
or !JUlJllc opinion, It Is lnfinltly more Irrational. It
Is good that a certain portion oC disgrace should
constantly attend on certain bad actions. But It Is
not good that the otrenders should merely hav to
stand convicted or a lottery o! Infamy, that ninetynine out of. every hundred should escape and that
the hundredth should )?ay tor all,-Maeaulay's Lord
,Byron.

here; heaven :Is your home."
AN Illinois wedding pariy !olt the floor g(v way·
beneath them just as the minister had asked the
woman: "Do you take this man--" And as they·
went toward the cellar, the bride, with a rare and'
wonderful presence or mind, yelled," I will." dhe,
afterwards confessed that the groom was a wealthy·
man and that It he was killed 1t was her purpose
that he should leave a widow.
A DEVOUT and WOl'thy gentleman Is the clergyman,
or a parish not twenty miles south ot Chicago. His
congregation wns somewhat amused at the slngu.
larlty or one or his announcements on the evening:
orDecember5 h, which was as follows: '.'Remember·
our communion service next Sunday forenoon. Tbe'
Lord will be w!Jh us during the morning service;.
and the bl~hop In the evening."
THE name or a man In England In the days of thrJ
Roundheacls was H-Chrlst-bad-not-dled-for-theethou-hadst-been damred Dobbins, but Dorchester
county, Maryland, possesses two names almost as
odd. The owners or the names still llv near Cam·
bridge, on the Choptank. They are Julia Jane Augusta Dominica Rustls Ro Bo Bustls Jack and John
Henry Land Runner-Run-Out and Surveyor Bancana Beaver Dam Rendezvous God Bless Bustlcue.
YE ~IISTAKE OF Sin BEVYS.
[A castle yard-1585. Enter Sir Bevys, m~unted.
There comes to meet him, bearing a cup o! wine
Maid Margery.]
'
What, Madge-nay, Madge! Why, sweetheart, Is It
thou?
Faith, but I knew thee not-nor know thee yet!
Madge-Margery-chlld-coz, thou'st grown apace •.
Why, what a merry coming home Is this J
To hav my cousin meet me In the court,
My hal!-grown oousln, grown au angel halt,
Ll!t!Pg a cup to make th9 wanderer welcome,
With such an arm.:....why, Margery, 'twas a reedA. meager, sun-specked reed-when last I saw n,
Three years ago. Cc z, these wore busy years
That dealt so kindly with thee. I set torth
Three years agone-last M!chaelmas-and thouWhy, thou and Rupert were an elfish pair
0! Creckled striplings-yea, thy elbows, Madge,
My cousin Margery, were a• rasping sharp
As old Dame Ursula her tongue-ay, cousin,
I'll drlnk a.g"ln, so thou wilt lilt the cup
And show that milky roun<l again. And Rupert,
My brother Rupert., how !ares he? Nay l nay J
First ln the tourney? Sturdiest knight ot all?
Gad's grace, the world has wagged while I hav wan.
dared,
I'll tell you this, thou Hebe hazol-eyed,
Had I eeen further I had wandered Jess.
But who'd hs.v thought the slender girl I left,
The s·roggllng weed-thr pree.ent grnce may pardon
My memory rude-!:: at! grown to thiS !air !lower,
To this bright comeliness, this yt ung perfection,
This-thisMaid Margery let he~ la~hr s down,
And bent her head-perhaps the eunset fell
A. trifle 'thwart her race-perhaps she blushed,
As, looking down ln'o the empty cup,
She answered very softly,
11

.A reopagitica.

ONE thing Is most admirable, which Js, that the
communicating or a man's sell to hi• friend works
two contrary etrects; tor !t redoubleth joys, and cutteth griefs In halves; for there Is no man that lmPLAIN, PRACTICAL, GENUIN, STRONG,
parteth his joys to his friend, but !i.e joyeth the more;
.AND FREE.
ancl no man that lmparteth his griefs to his friend,
but he grleveth the less. So that it is, In truth, or
operation upon a man'g mind or like virtue as the A WEEKLY PAPER OF AMERIOA.N IDEA.S, PROG·
RESS, AND RIGH-TS.
alchemists used to attribute to their stone ror man's
body, that It worketh all contrary etrecte, but stlll to
21 Park Row, New York.
the good and benefit Of nature.-Bacm's EBBU!Js,
$1 PER YER (post paid). 3 CENTS A COPY.
CAN any wise or good man be angry I! I say, I

"No, papa, I do not wish to marry yet. What I
want Is a man who does not drink, smoke, go out at
night, ramble, bot, over-eat, etc.-In short., a man·
who bas no vices and Is always good." "My daugh ..
ter," said Mr. Dusenberry, "you are b"Jt a stranger·

THE RIDDLE

Rupert did."

-Bun.n"r.

"A BOUT mermaids," said tho captain as he stood
upon the unfinlaheu end or the seawall and surOF TRill
veyed the landlubber with an expression or p!t!Cul
condescension, "why, I've seed the most wonderful
things In that Use. Well, we were well ov<'r ln the
China Sea. One night just arter we'd pa~EO<l the·
Formosa group, I was roused out or my bunk by
on,
the mate, who sings out, 'Mer maills aboard!' Out
I jumps and gtltB ou deck In the turn of a helm.
THE" LOST HEY" FOUND.
You can splice my mains'! It there wasn't 'bout
Sent to any address npon receipt o! stamps to twenty or the biggest mermaids a-!lopp!n' around
the deck I ever seed. Two of •em bed got the fellows
pay postage.
Address
on watch cornered and was a-klssln' 'em. The mate
JAMES A. BLISS,
had took to the rfggln' after hallln' me. I was a.
Developing Medium National Developing Cirde, leetle s'prlsed, though I had eeen mermaids afore,
121 W. Concord St., Boston, Mass.
but never more'n one at a time. • Ladiee,' t:a.ys I,
4tll
'make yourselvs at home,' says I, and you net your
hawsers they did. They quit fioppln' an<! •ll got on
WYANDOTTE§!
the rat!, side by side, a hold In' their tails In their
Seguan Ponltr;r Yard§, Lowell, ~Iicb.
han•e, and commenced to >lng, and I jest tell you
I hav one pen headed by my splendid two- they whooped things up. 'rhey skipped t-hrough the
year·old crower mated to five of my handsomest 'Sweet By and By,' aud took several ree!s In the
females. Egg~ for seiJing, $3; Dlso beautiful 'Red, White, and Blne,' and slewed to port on a
W. C. B. Polish 1md Browu Leghorns, $1.50 for 'Lifo ou the Ocean Wave' lu ·beautHul style."
~etting; no fowls to ~ell.
MHS. S. A. FOX,
"Didn't see thorn again, did ~ou ?"asked a land
lubber. " Wall, yes. The ne;tt day we was be·
3tll
Lowell, Mich.
calmer'. There wasn't the smell o! a bl"Cr zs, and
A ~MALL FARltl 'VANTED.
whlstlln' tor It didn't do any good. I was madder'n
a stuck whale, tor I wanted to make a qt1lck pass~ge.
An Appeal to the l>hllanthropists.
I am ~ 1 years olcl, hav been a producer for at Suddenly I sees a commotion In the water, and
least 65 years. I wish to find some philanthropic shiver my binnacle llghts U them mermaids waru't
person who has a small farm to rent--1 am una- swlmmln' around us One or 'em boarded us as
ble to buy-for a term of years, for a small sum. slick as could be, anrl says, 'Glv us a rope.• Well, I
Any person who has such a place, and will com- throwed 'em one, and I'll Jay to on a lee shore 1£
rrnmicate with me, giving full particulars, I should they d ldn't tow UR till wo stru ;k 11 breeze. Got the
rope right In ttel!: mouths-about firty or 'em-and
be happy to hear from.
pulled us along. I was so 'bleeged to 'em that t
sgw A.RD MITClmi,L,
throwed 'em a mesa o• lGokln'·glaeses, clocks, and
4tll
Newpol't, Me.
shoe blackln' out or the cargo. Next day we struck
another calm and I 'spected the mermaids would
pUll us out again. 'rhey were all around a.donnln'
their mornln' unl!orm In the glasses. • Hey J' says J,
A Cqllectlon of Pa!lsogcs
'tow .us along, will you ?' Well, no sooner had l
Illustrating the ,.·
hailed them than everyone ot •em looked at th6
Purity ana Morality of The Bible. clocks which they had Slung around their necks.
'Scuee us, cap,' they sed, 'we see It's just time ·to
Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents. keep our appointment at the bottom,' and ouss Jll.q
Addrese THE TRUTH SEEKER.
1t they dldn't all disappear,"
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FOR THOSE WHO FAVOR

"Let the church and state be kept forever separate."...:....
u. s. GRANT.
"One hundred years ago our fathers retired the ghosts from
politics.''-R. G. INGERSOLL.
· "The governme~t of the United States is not in any sense
founded on the Christian religion. . . . The United States is
not a Christian nation any more than it is a Jewish or Mohammedan
..nation."-GEORGE WAsHI~GTON.

THE

"FREEDOM OF WORSHIP" BILL.

" The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and
worship, without discriminatiqJI. or preference, shall forever be
allowed in this state to all mankind.''-CoNSTITUTION oF THE STATE
OF NEw YoRK.
.
" We demand that the employment of chaplains in prisons,
asylums, and all other institutioJ;lB supported by public money, shall
be discontinued, and that all religious services shall be abolished.''
NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.

"I consider the government of the United States as interdicted
by the Constitution from meddling with religious institutions, their
doctrine, discipline, or exercil!les."-TabMAS JEFFERSON.
" I protest against the passage of the Freedom of Worship bill,
and also against the present services, which are crimson and scarlet
with the sectarian spirit. I ask that a new bill be introduced into
our legislature prohibiting in state institutions all religious teachings
except moral principles upon which all men agree."-FELIX ADLER.
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ar aile on the tongue of each communicant. A wafer carried
ment, why do any of th em nat ura Ize an swe
.
b' h ,
k t f
.
giance to the government? Where do our laws con~ several days m a IS op s poe e , a ter blessmg, becede that no one is a mur d erer wh o fr om zeaIfor th e came an infant Jesus."
"Pope" and "God" in Catholic phraseology are
Catholic church murders an excommunicated per~on?
The Church and the Republic,
Where do they allow that contracts and oblig!lt10ns convertible terms; and, therefore, when the priests
AS DEFINED IN THE P.ASTORAL LETTER OF THE LATE of debt with excommunicated heretics andschismat- use the term "God,'' without ascriptions of infinity;
BALTIMORE PLiNARY couNCIL.
ics are inconsiderate and illegal? Where do they it is 'doubtful whether they mean the Christian God
"Words," it is said, " were invented to hide mean- punish heresy and unbelief as crime? Where do or the Catholic pope. Sometimes, when speaking of
ing;" and none can scrutinize the pastoral letter o.f they authorize the violation of its own enactments God, providence; etc., they secretly mean the pope,
the bishops of the Plenary Council, dated Dec. 7, against murder, . theft, incest, and perju~y, for a disguising their real purpose under the ostensible
1884, without conviction that words are susceptible money consideratiOn? Now~er~. Yet, whil~ these garb of a popular and unoffending phraseology. In
of such a perversion. "We think," says the pastoral, papal declarations are em bodi~d m the _Cath?hc code, the section of the pastoral letter under consideration
"we can claim to be acquainted with the laws, insti- declared -by popes and counmls to be mfalhble, gov- if we substitute for "God" the word "pope," we will
tutions, and spirit of the Catholic church, and the ern the Catholic church, always hav been enforced, perceive that it perfectly agrees with the papal
laws, institutions, and spirit of om· country, and we and always will be, where.ver she h~s had, or s?all claims.
emphatically declare there is no antagonism between gain, " the power of canymg them mto effect WithIn further proof of our charge alleged against the
them." No doubt the bishops are well read on these out prejudice to the Catholic world;'' they are de- church we submit the following authorities: "He
subjects, and, therefore, must hav known that their clared by the late Plenary Council, as emphatic~II.y (the pope) alone has the right to assume empire. All
emphatic declaration is absolutely gratuitous. In not antagonistical to the laws, institutions, and spmt nations must kiss his feet. He has the right to defact, "it admits of no explanation except on the Oath- of our republic. What effrontery!
. pose emperors" (Buii of Pope Gregory VII.). "The
olic ground that it is right to falsify in the interest
Catholic institutions? What are they? Eccles1- pope is Lord of the whole world. The pope has
of the church. Without pausing to demonstrate from astiqal code, the pope, with his machinery of priest.s, temporal power. His temporal power is most emithe nature and organizaiion of the papal church that monks, nuns, and brotherhoods. Is the. Cathohc nent. Ail other powers depend on the pope" (Jur.
it it inherently hostil to the laws; institutions, and ecclesiastical code, in spirit and provisions, con- Princep. Rom., lib. ii, cap. 1, 2). "The pope can do
spirit of our republic, we will adopt the shorter cordant with the Constitution and laws of the repub- all things he wishes to do, and is empowered by God
method of substantiating the same fact by the asser- lie? Or is it not self-evident tha~ they are so antag- to do all things that he himself can do" (Tebo).
tiona of her infallible. popes and councils, and her- onistical to them tha:t the establishment of the one "The pope is crowned with a triple crown, and
other acknowledged authorities.
'
would be the subversiOn of the other? Are th~ mon- is constituted over his (God's) hand to regulate conFirst: "The Catholics believe that the pope's asteries, with their vows of celibacy, poverty, and earning all inferiors. He opens heaven, sends the
authority is not only ministerial but supreme, so that implicit obedience fo domes~ic and foreign superiors, guilty to hell, confirms emperors, and ordains the
he has the right to direct and compel, with the power consistent wi~h the rel?u~hc, who~e enactmentJ en- clerical orders" (Antonius of Florence, Dissert. 40:
of life and death" (Ecc. Jacob. Mag. Reg. Oppos, c. courage marnage, prohibit pro~esswn~l beggary and Le Popa). "He (the pope) may make laws and in138). "Pius V., our reigning pope, is prince over vagranc.y; a~~ claim the exclusiv _alleg~~ce !l'nd ~oy- stitutions for all the world. . . . The pope is not
ali nations and kinadoms, and he has power to pluck alty of Its Citizens? Are nunnenes, whiCh Impnson subject to his predecessors, even to that of the aposup, ruin, scatter, a;;d build'' (a canon of the Conncil females in perpetual sec}usion, dissolve their filial ties, for there is no power that can limit thj3 keys.
of Trent).
ties and obligations, subJect them to the control of He may dispense with the divine law and gospel
Are these authoritativ declarations in harmony with despotic superiors and a brutal priesthood, where, precepts. The pope may grant every species of inthe laws, institutions, and spirit of the republic? according to the testimony of go~ernmental investi- dulgences except one, to marry one's own father or
Does our government accord the pope of Rome min- gations, the most barbarous pumshments hav been mother. He may depose magistrates and princes,
isterial and supreme authority, so that he may direct inflicted, and seduction, rape, murder, and infa~ti- and free their subjects from obligations of loyalty.
and compel, with power of life and death; arbitra~ cide perpetrated; wh?se portals are barred al?amst He is king of kings and ruler of rulers. He is the
rily, at his caprice, option, or command, imprison, the entrance of grand JUrors and coroners; consis~ent prince of bishops and the ruler of all men. He can
torture, or burn alive any citizen, guilty or not? Or with the spirit and letter of the law of our repub~Ic- create law where before there was no law" (Canonist
does it allow any of its public or private citizens to that declares that life, liberty, and the pursmt of Prospera Fagnana). "If the papacy be founded on
exercise such an atrocious authority; or does it accord happiness are the inalienable rights of all persons, divine right, it is superior to whatever is founded on
the pope any power in the discharge of its political enacts that no one shall be deprived of life, libe~ty, human right.
Liberty of conscience is unfunctions? Not at all. But these claims are the aud property without due process of law, nor demed known among Catholics. The word should be baninfallible laws of the church, and, therefore, the the equal protection of the laws, nor be abridged in ished from the domains of religion" (Catholic
church is directly antagonistic to the Constitution, the privileges and immunities of citizens; that pro- Quarterly). "If any think Jesus Christ, our Lord
laws, and spirit of the republic, which were framed tecta and enforces filial and parental rights and and King, has only·given to the church a power to
to prevent the usurpation or exercise of such a power. obligations; that prohibits and punishes maltreat- guide by advice and permission, but not ordained by
But, further, is the pope prince over our repn blic? ment, profligacy, seduction, rape, bastardy, infanti- law to compel and force by anterior judgment and
Has he the power to pluck up our government, ruin cide, and murder; that establishes grand juries be- salutary affiiction-those who thus separate themour C~nstitution, scatter its laws, and build up a fore which ali hav the right to prefer complaints; selva, let them be anathema" (Canon xii of the
Catholic despotism in its place? Is this Anarchist, courts to ascertain and redress grievances, a coroner last General Council). "The pope found it necessary
who imagins that he consolidates in his authority to investigate the facts and causes of sudden and in the conversions of the gentiles to dissemble
universallegislativ, executiv, and judicial power, in violent death? By no means. They are as antago- and wink at many things, and yield to the times, and
harmony with our republic, that invests in a Congress nistic to our laws as despotism is to liberty. In not to use force against customs the people are
the legislativ power, in a president the executiv fact, the papal church, with its laws and institutions, obstinately fond of, nor think of extirpating at once
power, in courts of law the judicial power, and ac- is a solecism in our republic, an antagonistic gov- everything that had the appearance of profane"
knowledges no sovereignty h.:..t that of the people? ernment wit~in our government, a depotism in the (Arenghus). "Religious liberty is merely endured
Who can believe it? Who dare assert it? And who heart of freedom, an anarchy in its core, a treason in until the opposit can be carried into effect without
can admit that a church which holds the assertions of its midst, arrogating immunities and privileges un- peril to the Catholic world " (Bishop O'Connor of
its pontiffs and councils infallible is not antagonistic known to our statutes; where the rights of reason, Pittsburgh). "If the Catholics ever gain, which
to the laws, institutions, and spirit of our republic? liberty, and conscience are unknown, and where they surely will, a numerical majority, religious freeAgain: "A priest cannot be forced to giv testi- equal laws, equal l'ights, and equal privileges are dom in this country will be at an end" (Archbishop
mony before a temporal judge" (Tabuno, vol. ii, 228). annuiled.
.
of St. Louis). "The Catholic church numbers one" The rebellion of~a priest is not treason, for they are
The pastoral proceeds thus:
third of the American population, and if its membernot subject to government" (Emanuel Sa). "No
"To argue that the Catholic church is hostil to our g1·eat ship increase for the next thirty years as it has for
one can be deemed a murderer who, burning for the Republic, because she teaches there is no power but from the thirty years past, in 1900 Rome will hav a
interests of the holy Catholic church, shall kiil an God, because back of the events that led to the formation of majority, and wiii be bound to take the country and
excommunicated person " (Pope Urban II.). "Her- the Republic she sees the providence of God leading to that keep it" (Hecker).
For more authorities see
issue, and back of our country's laws the authority of God as
esy and unbelief are crimes, and in Christian coun- their sanction-this is so illogical and contradictory that "Monks, Popes, and Their Intrigues," pp. 362, 363.
tries, as in Italy and Spain, for instance, where the we are astonished to hear it advanced by persons of ordinary
If a human being, with the natural imperfections
Catholic religion is the essential law of the land, they intelligence.,
of human nature, with passions that need restraint,
are punished as other crimes" (Bishop Kendrick).
What subterfuge! how contradictory to the papal with liabilities to the seductions of power, dominion,
Engagements made with heretics and schismatics of dogmas? Who ever charged the church with being avarice, pride, us11_rpation, rapin, and revenge, when
this kind, after such hav been excommunicated, are hostil to the Republic on that ground? Protestants elected to the papal chair, becomes a most holy Lord
inconstderate and illegal (although perchance by the assert the same doctrin. Indeed, it is immaterial God, the most high and mighty God on earth, the
lapse of those persons into Pchism, or before the be- what may theoretically be imagined to be back of the more than the Christian's omnipotent, omniscient,
ginning of their heresy) if even confirmed by an oath, Republic, so that they do not compromise the sov- omnipresent God; ab:lve him above reason, intellect,
or one's honor being plighted" (Pope Urban IV., ereignty of the people, nor their possession of equal and conscience; above right, liberty, and humanity;
Rymer 7, 352). "Though sworn to pay, he [the rights and laws. The main charge alleged against above constitutions, treaties, law, and all governgood Catholic] may refuse the claim of a debtor who the Catholic church is that she is a despotic organ- menta and rulers; and if by virtue of his election he
falls into heresy or under excommunication. The ization, inimical to civil and religious liberty. That alone has the right to assume empire, if he is thereby
debtor's oath implied the tacit condition that the this allegation is incontestably true we shall prove by the lord of the whole world, is the source of all power,
debtor, to be entitled to pay, should remain in a state the authority of her popes, councils, and acknowl- can do all things that God himself can do, is consti.tuted under God's hands to regulate concerning all
in which communication with him would be lawful " edged exponents.
(St.. Be~nard, . Maynooth Report, 260}. . The_ papal· The very titles ascribed to the pope assert a claim inferiors; may make laws and institutions for the
mstit~tw~ of m~ulgen~es grants permiaswn to m~r- to absolute power and dominion. The following are whole world; may dispense with the divine law of
der With Impumty ones father, mother, brother, SIB- a few of his official titles: "Our Lord God the gospel precepts; may depose magistrates and princes,
ter,_wife, or ?ther relatio_n for $1.75; to commit theft, Pope;" "Our Most Holy L_ord God;" "The Most and free their subjects from obligations of loyalty;
ra_rll~e, sacri~ege, or,pe~Jury for $2.00; and to c~m- High and Mighty God on Earth;" "More than can create law where before there was no law; has the
m1t mcest With one s sister, mother, or near relatiOn God." The pope's more than godship seems to hav power to compel and force by anterior judgment and
for $2.~~ (The ~ope's Chancery Boo~) .. For ~urthe;, been proved to the devout by his ability to create salutary affliction; is privileged to dissemble and
authonties, see Monks, PopeH, and 'lheir Intrigues, the creator of all things out of a pinch of flour. wink at what he is intent on destroying, and to yi~ld
PP· 153-155, 351, 352.
.
.
.
Hear it from the lips of Pope Urban: "The hands of to the times-good heavens! what a reasonless conAre not these lawf:l, procl~Ime~ by mfalhble_popes the pontiff are raised to an eminence granted to scienceless, unscrupulous, monstrous, terrific· despot
and coun~lls, .em~hatiCally m . d_Irect antagomszp.. t? no.ne of the angels-of creating the Creator of ali the pope must be I What an antagonism to interthe laws, mstitutwns, and spn'It of. our repubhc? thmgs and offering him up for the salvation of national law, which concedes that all nations are
Where. do. our laws ex~ept_priests from the obligatio;n the ~orld." . Hear it aga.in froin the "Living Eu- bound to the observance of the great principles of
to ~eshfy m .courts of JustiCe_? J?oes n_ot _the Consh- chanst, Mamfested by Miracles:" "Bishops, popes, justice in their conduct with one another, and are
tutwn reqmre them to testify m cnmmal cases? and nuns saw the wafer after the benediction of the equal sovereigns I Wh~t a traitor and anarchist to
Where do they regard a pr~est's rebell.ion as not t~ea- priest, change into an 'infant. The bread became the world! And what an implacable foe to equal
son? Where do they a~mit that he I_s not a subject real flesh and blood, a perfect infant Jesus. On one laws, equal rights; to liberty, good order, and the
of government? If he 1s not a _subJect of govern- instlj.p.ce 11o priest was seen laying a little baby Jeeus ;rights of ;r.nen and nations I All the despotisms that
itr.ommnnt·lf,..l;ons~
~·
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tyranny has concocted from the birthday of maD and mik·ued reso~ve, and by the union of ull p .. n~ of Ci.tribtcuuo~~- - - - ---~-- --- ------~-- -all the schemes it has projected for the extirp~tion t~ e a ~ang1b_le and d~fine~ purpose. It is what the pope preEvvlution was the subject of a lecture last t·VeLiu •.
of liberty and the enslavement of the human race ~Icted m saymg that If_ umon of action, resulting from iden- in A_Ibert Hall by Mr. Watts, who announced it ~~
sink into insignificance before the frightful magni· ~ tity of thought and feelmg, be amongst Catholics the gates of the ·mtroductory one to a course of six lectures on
hell shall not prevail."
'
th
th
h" h "II
tude of the papal despotism. Who can doubt? Reae same
erne, w IC WI succeed the one delivson asserts it. History proves it. The church co.nIf in the course of events the time should ever ered yesterday. 'rhe hall was crowded and the apcedes it. Humanity deplores it. And can any hav come ~hen our glorious republic, founded on the plause frequent and hearty. Among the many pr.ints
the hardihood to deny it, except dissemblers to the s?vereignty of the people and the principle of equal all~ded to as being component parts of the evolution
nghts an_d laws, will be imperiled, will the Catholic philosophy he enumerated; 1. The indEstructibility
ears of credulity?
No wonder liberty of conscience is unknown among Lea~u~, Imbued with the spirit of the pope, acting of matter. 2. The continuity of motion. 3. The
Catholics; no wonder papal priests declare that re- as his mstruments and under his direction, stand to persistence of force. 4. The absurdity of attributing
ligious liberty is merely endured until the opposit a man. and pledge themselvs, fortunes, and sacred anything to a supernatural cause when we hav not
can be carried into effect without peril to the Catho- honor ~~ defense of the principle of our country's the slightest knowledge of any such cause. 5. This
lie world. No wonder that, emboldened by the in- decla:atwn, free constitution, and equal laws? Will last becomes doubly a·bsurd when science givs a
crease of its membership, they proclaim that if in the bishops of the CincinnatL Council, who condemn perfe~tly sim~le and natural account of the phenom1900 Rome shall hav a majority, they will be bound the d~ctrms of the Decl~ration of Independe~ce; or ena Ill question. In all the operations of nature
. to take the country and keep it.
t~e _bishops ~f the Baltimore plenary counCil, who throughout the universe, as far as known to man in
When that period arrives-if the indifference of Sig~nfic~ntlJ: Ignor~ t~em; or the Catholics under any manner how remote soever, evolution is seen to
the people shall permit its arrival-the pope will as- their diCtahon, enh~t m the defense of liberty and b~ her ~ethod-her mode of activity. Alike in the
sume his arrogated right of government, arbitrarily reason, ~f. equa~ pohtical and religious rights? Will birth, hfe~ and ~eath ~f worlds, in the immensity of
at the instigation of caprice or whim, depose th~ the J esmtiCal bishops wh~ at their consecration oath space as m the mceptwn, growth, maturity and derulers of the republic, absolve citizens from their ob- swear to defend the doctrms of the church, the rights ca~ of a.ll the m~ltit~dinous forms of vegetable and
ligations of loyalty, annul laws, convert cardinals in- and cu~toms of his holiness, and to do all they can ammal hfe, culmmatmg in man.
to princes, bishops into lords, priests into officialp to extirpate Protestantism, and destroy all · their
During the decay of civilization and intelligence
the people into slaves, and consign Infidels, Protest~ p~we~s, regal or otherwise ; or will the other Oathin the Roman empire-when the masses had s--.nk
ants, heretics, and schismatics to dungeons torture ohc bishops, who at their consecration swear to preand flame.
'
' serve, augment and extend the rights, privileges and l~w enough in ignorance and degradation of every
kmd to ~e caJ?able of receiving Christianity-gradThe pastoral further says: "We believe that our honors. of the l?rd pope . and his successors, to enually. the mtelhgent classes caught the infection from
country's heroes were instruments in the hands of for~e Wit~ all their might ~Is decrees, and to persecute
the Ignorant masses, one by one cultured intellects
the God of nations in establishing the home of free- schismatiCs ~nd all who will not pay the sovereign pope
dom; to both the Almighty and his instruments in all the obedien~e whi~h he shall require (see "Monks, be~~n, ente~ing into the "kingdom of the poor in
the work we look with great reverence and to main- Popes, and Their _Intngues"), pledge their lives, their spmt,_ placmg all t_hat survived of their reasoning
faculties at the serviCe of a faith whose pedestal and
tain the inheritance which they hav left us, should it fortun~s, and their sacred honor in the defense of a capital are the impossible and absurd. The vicissiever-God f01·bid-be imperiled, our Catholic citizens repubh~ ~hat t~lerates all creeds and protects alike
tudes of _thi~ long. ment~l malady render the study
will be bound to stand as one man, ready to pledge t~e rehgwus l~berty of all? By no means. A few
of eccleBI~StiC~l history mtensely interesting, but it
anew their lives, their fortune,and their sacred honor." bishops and pnes~s and a larger Il:umber of the laity has deposit~d m the human mind germs which modV~ry fine! Would it were true, the heart of liberty may, as h~s frequently ~appened m the past strug- ~rn science has. not yet destroyed; the consequences
might then cease to ache; but alas! how false how gles of h berty, an_d, mdeed, they· all may when It has _left behmd are deplorable in the extreme.
deceitful! "God forbid." What? That whi~h the eq~ally menaced _w1~h other citizens, by foreign inpapists are laboring to accomplish? Ameq. If v~swn or domestic msurrection, but otherwise they ~he evil assumed two distinct phases, at first succesSIV, then_pa~allel, and lastly blending together. The
should the republic be imperiled, the Catholics wili '!'ill stand more as one man ready to pledge their first begms m the first century with Apollonius and
be bound to stand as one man, ready to pledge anew hves, fortune.s, and sacr~d honor in the defense of
P_hilo, closing in the sixth century. The second betheir Jives, their fortune, and their sacred honor why p_apal despotism. _No, bishops of the plenary coun- gms some twenty years later on with Jesus of Nazdid the Catholic bishops of the Cincinnati coun~il as cil, had you repudiated your allegiance to the papal
are~h an~ Paul, t~iumphing in the fourth century,
one man, in its pastoral letter declare that the doc- d~spot and. re~onstructed your church in conformity
trin that all men are created-free and equal is per- With theprmmples of civil and religious liberty, your ~uhng Withou_t a ~Ival ~ntil the twelfth century, losmg s_ome of ~ts vigor m the_ sixteenth century, and
nicious, that those whe are appointed to rule hav pledge~ to the rep~blic would hav been gratefully entermg on Its last struggles for existonce in the
ri~hts which subjects hav not, and that bishops and a~d umversally rece~ved as since.re a~d. ~acred; but eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
pnests are appointed to rule, and that the cry of With the r~affirmatwn of the mfallibihty of your
equality is the cry of. the idle and weak? Why did p~pe, counCils, an~ canons~ your profes~ion of pa~ri
A debate will be held a few weeks hence bethey assert that the doctrin that all power is derived oti~m and loyalty IS too thm a veil to hide the msm- tween Charles Watts and a reverend gentleman. As
from the people is not the doctrin of the Cathblic centy and treason that lurk beneath its elaborate
reverend debaters usually talk of anything but the
church, nor the doctriB which the bishops preach, texture. As well might _the. homi~ide, with bloody subject of dis~,Jussion, and are totally unable to reason
and also that they do not teach that those who exer- hands an~ garments dnppmg With ~uman gore, out a subje~t logic~,lly, should the reverend gentlecise power in the state do not exercise it as their declar~ himself the protector of life!
.
man, on this occasiOn, prove to be one of his bretho~, but as. entrusted to them by the people on conBaltwnore, llfd.
JoHN ALBERGER.
ren's usual kind, in that case Charles Watts will supditiOn that It may be recaHed by the will of the peoCanadian Notes.
ply his opponent with arguments, and debate both
pie by whom it w~s c?nfided in them_? And why do
sides of the subject himself.
A debate has just come off between Charles Watts
they declar~ behef m these doctrms (doctrins of
the Declarah~n of Indepe~dence) to be.growing evils and Elder Walker, at Thorold, which lasted for sevOn Sunday last Charles Watts lectured in Albert
a_mong Cathohcs, and subJect to severe animadver- eral nights. The i~tHest excited in the .s~rrounding ~all on the ~ubject, ,;'Science; its Struggles, Difficulswn?
·country was most mtense, numbers comm"" from a
ties, and Trmmphs.
He gave an historical view of
If the Catholics are bound to stand as one distance of many miles to be present on this inter- the theme from 300 years B c., down to A.D. 1885, and
. mal?- and pledge anew their lives, their fortune, and ~sting occasion, and staying over at the hotels dur- showed that pre-Christian enlightenment and knowlthmr sacre? ~o~or in. the defense of the republic, mg the week. Elder Walker has been engaged in edge were extinguished by the ignorance and barbawhenever It IS Imperiled, why did a single Catholic ~umerous debates previously, but only with theolog- rou~ superstitions of the Bible and Christianity. And
abet the treason of the Southern Rebellion? Why 1cal opponents, who viewed Christianity from a dif- durmg nearly 2,00~ years every scientific discovery,
did they swarm from every state, E-ven from Europe ferent standpoint to himself. He seemed unac- and every effort at Improvement, whether physical or
to rally round the Confederate flag? Why did th~ qu~inted withFreethoughtliteratureand Freethought mental, has been met on the part of the church by
pope of Rome acknowledge the independence of the philosophy and ideas, but it is impossible for any one the thumb-screw, the rack, and the fagot- enSouthern Confederacy? Why did he address a letter to avoid defeat from Charles Watts. Charles Watts throned the?logy sat like a. b~ack and hideous nightto Jeff Davis, styling him the illustrious president? showed himself to be far more thoroughly versed in mare broodmg over and st1flmg the dawning gleams
Why, ~t th~ same time, did voluntary enlistments of every minute detail of the Bible than the Christian of hope of the human race. But now, happily, the
the Jnsh m the Federal army cease, desertions of champion himself. When Mr. Watts quoted variJus sun of science has arisen in its splendor, burstin""
them become frequent, and why did they band to- passages from the Bible, Elder Walker denied that thro?gh t~e clouds of clericalism and priestcraft; it~
gether to resist the draft? Why has Cardinal Me- any such words were in the Bible at all. Charles glonous hght has set a limit to the blackness, brutalClos~ey. organ!zed. a Catholic league, with military Watts instantly named chapter ~~cnd verse and turned ities, and ignorance of Christianity.
assomatwns, disgmsed as temperance societies be- to the passages and read them out for the edification
Then shine the vales,
nevolent societies, etc., which ramify every pa;t of of the. Christian advocate, amid the plaudits and
The hills in prospect rise,
the country with the declared purpose of restoring deafemng_ cheers of the crowded audience, scoring
A flood of glory
the pope. to ~he throne of Italy, and of exterminating another victory for the invincible champion the ever
Bursts from all the skies.
The conscious swains
'
Matenahsm ? What! compel citizens by force of victorious Charles Watts.
Rejoicing in the sight,
arms to accept charity and become temperate? Too
Eye the blue vault
Taylor says, at the period of the advent of Christ
absurd to be true. What! restore the pope to the the Roman empire presented the spectacle of denaAnd bless the useful light.
throne of Italy? Attack a foreign power without a tionalized populations possessing a premature cosToronto, Feb. 28, 1885.
R. B. BuTLAND.
navy I Preposterous. To exterminate Materialism I mopolitan spirit. Left to their local customs and
Who are Materialists ? According to the historical routine live~, while. the vanquished. were amusing
It Is Always So!
definition of Catholicism, written in blood, they are themselvs With their petty magistracies and their
Protestantfl, heretics, schismatics, Infidels Atheists narrow superstitions, the Crnsars, their obsequious
The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER who hav been
and all non-Catholics. No. The cardinai's evident senate~, unscrupulous prefects and swinish populace, interested in the disasters of Mr. Edward Rosfl,
design is to establish the papal despotism in the had leiSUre enough to feast and riot on the wealth of of Montezuma, N. Y., following the Liberd lectur61:l
American republic, and, as on Batholomew's eve to the nations and gloat over the blood of beasts and of he caused to be delivered there, will be pleased
attempt to exterminate as Atheists all who do ~ot men. It has lately become fashionable to rehabil- to learn that when, at recent town election, it ·became
a~knowledge the pope. Now we can understand the itate the Roman empire, to vaunt the administration necessary to secure a man of broad views, unSignificance of the pontifical jubilee held in Baltimore and. the peace of the R_omans; but nothing is more daunted courage, and tried integrity for supervisor,
1871, when twenty thomand Catholics upon receiving demdedly opposed to this theory of peace and happi- the nomination-entirEly unsolicited on his partthe communion promised to do all jn their power for ness under the Roman dominion than the success of was tendered Mr. Ross, and, det~pite his avowed
the restoration of the pope to temporal power and t~e ~lexandrian mysticism and the triumph of Chris- Infidelity, he was triumphantly elected; thus prov~hen sixty papal zouaves k;nelt before the com~un tiamty. To what an abyss of hopeless misery the ing that the open avowal of honest convictions will
lon rails of St. James's church to proclaim what they subjects of the empire must hav fallen to hav taken insure the esteem and hearty approval of all honest
and all Catholics would do when the time comes. A refuge in the chimeras of hallucination and · the people, while mollusks, by their weak, timorous, and
correspondent in Freeman's Journal July 3 1871 dreams. of a life beyond _the grav:e I What a degree vacillating course, gain only the contempt and pity
speaking of these occurrences, says: '
'
' ?f w~anness and exhaustiOn and mtellectual decay is of all classes.
C. B. H.EYNOLDS.
otThis is not an ~ct of transitory_fervor, or the enthusiasm 1mphed by·the acceptance of ridiculous or childish =====================
t kan hour. By this act the Catholics of the United States hav
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's -publiQ~
ta e':l their stand with those of Europe and Canada. The en- mysteries-of ideas vague as the ravings of fever I
tions sent free up~~ application.
-~Uslas~ of the hour will settle down into perm~nent deter- Degrading and lamentable spectacl~ I
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Christian nation as a. n~tion, and that its great j The difficulty would .be increaseJ b.f the agitation
A.. Secular Opinion.
Professor Felix .Adler made an eloquent speech founders were many of them, Infidels. To-day, he which has been exmted on the subJect, and the~e
against the Freedom of Worship bill in Chickering said, the leade:s of thought in science, p0litics, busi- could no lon~er .be,. as there has heretof~re beell: In
Hall Sunday, March 8th, before one of the largest ness and literature did not believe in orthodox some of the mstttntwns of the state, a qmet relaxmg
?f the princ~ple that the p~~lic authoritit's hav nothaudiences that ever sat in that building. Every seat Christianity.
.As
to
the
practical
view
of
the
controversy
it
was
I~g to do wtth the re?o.gmtwn o~ the allowan~e of
was occupied and scores of well-known merchants
'
and bankers could
be seen on all sides. The orator's a fact that the children in the House of Refuge were dtfferent modes of rehgwus teachmg n:nd W?rshtp.
waifs, many of them burglars, thieves, forgers. They . T~e concession of th.e Ro~an Catholtc clail;ll would
desk was garnished with blooming.flowers.
In beginning his address the professor declared bore the sins of society or of their own depraved an- mevit.ably _lead to cont~utwn and. confusiOn and
a. s~n~us mterf~r~nce. Wt~h the qmet all:d salutary
that the truth or falsity of any religion was not at cestry more than they did any sins of their own.
"What shall we teach these young criminals dur- disc~phn of pubhc I.nstitut~o~s. It would m effect be
issue in the controversy. The people of the state
were profoundly excited, and a deep though sup- ing the years which they spend in this refuge?" ~sked an I~te~fe:en~e wtth rehgwus freedom and . lead
pressed agitation was going on in the community as the professor. ·«Shall we teach them the niceties of to dtscnmma.twns a.nd preferenc~s.. There IB no
to whether the Roman Catholic mass should be pub- theological distinctions? No· but we should teach safety except m treatmg all denommatwns and forms
licly celebrated in the House of Refuge on Randall's them the .A B C of mor~lity 'Thou shalt not murder,' alike, and giving no recognition to any of them.
Island. In matters of religion the majority had no 'Thou shalt not steal;' 'Tho~ shalt not bear falsflwit- Every ~~~ividual sh<.mld ?~left to the .free exercise
right to dictate to the minority. There was a sphere ness against. thy ne~gh.bor.' These a~e the real un- an? enJoymei~t of his rehgw~s ~r~fesswn and .warin human life which the law could not reach and sectarian moral prmmples upon whiCh all ~r~e~s shtp, such as I.t may be,- ~s a~ mdiVIdual matter, ~ut
over which it had no authority. To that inward sac- unite. The parent who lets his child stray until It ts ~hat does no~ tmplJ: .that If hts conduct has taken htm
rosanct individuality religion belonged. It was pos- sent to the House of Refuge has no right to ask that mto a penalmstitutwn, he ma:y there set u~ a church
sible for one man to be right and all the rest wrong. it shall be taught some particular creed. Hands off, or a chapel for formal celebratiOns of worshtp, or hav
Jesus and his small band of followers claimed that all religions and all sects! The state must now step ~t don~ f?r him. T.he o~ly l?gical alternativ to the
they were right and that their millions of contem- in and do its duty to the young criminal. The state n;admtsstble Ca~hohc cln:Im ts the complete excluhas only to do with outward actions, and not with st~n of all sectanan te.achmg and of all for~s of warporaries were in error.
"It is claimed," said the speaker, "that it does no the reclamation of inward character. It must make ship that represent differences of professiOn .. That
harm for children to merely listen to prayers and its citizens obey the law and then its work is ended. alternativ ought to be adopted, not only m the
"If the sects want to help these young unfortu- House of Refuge, but in all penal and charitable inteachings of which their natural guardians do not
approve. In this I cannot concur. Young minds nates, there is a 'common ground on which they can stitutions .supported at the expe~se of the people.
R~gardmg soun~ ~oral tea~hmg there ~ught to be
retain the impressions made upon them, and every meet._ The little criminals must be taught noble amparent has the right to say what kind of impres- bitions by reading good biographies. They need no dtfference of opm10~. If tt were posstble t? hav
, sions his or her child shall hav. No Protestant a good reading-room, a well drained playground, a any manner of worshtp red~ced t~ B!-ICh simple
would want his child to h~bitually attend the Roman sunny playroom, and a useful trade. Let Protestant, elements that n~body could .obJect to It, It would ~e
Catholic mass, and so no Catholic, or Jew, or Free- and Catholic and Jew unite in raising funds to sup- well to adopt It, though It would hav to be m
. a sens~ a state ;eligion: But it is no~ ~ossible. T?e
thinker would want his children to hear Protestant ply all these 'things. '
"That is my position, and I protest against the Catholics admit nothmg. to b~ r~hgwus wor~htp,
teachings, such as they are obliged to listen to, in
passage of the Freedom of Worship bill! and also or fit t? take the place .of It, wht~h. ts not yrescnbed
the public schools, for instance.''
Professor .Adler told the story of the efforts of the against the present services, which are cnmson and by thetr church. While c?mplrunmg of mt?lerance
Catholic Union to hav mass celebrated in the House scarlet with the sectarian spirit. I ask that a new ?ecause they ~re not permitted ~o ~arry thetr teachof Refuge, and how the board of managers repeat- bill be introduced into our legislature-o?r helpless mgs. at;d ~bet; forms of worship mto schools and
edly resisted the demand on the ground that the in- legislature, which dares not to face the 1ssue-pro- public mstttutw_ns f?r t~e behoof of such as l;llay be
stitution was unsectarian. Nothing was taught in hibiting in state institutions all religious teachings recko~d of their fai~h, mtolerance of eve;ythmg not
its services but general moral principles which were except moral principles upon whicn all good men prescnbed and sanctwned bythe church Is an esset;·
ti~l principle of their policy. . Let. ~hem. hav ~t
accepted by all sects and all creeds. The speaker agree.''
In conclusion Professor .Adler said that the Roman Within the proper field of their acbvtty, m thetr
charged that these statements were false and misleading. He produced a copy of the manual of re- Catholic hierarchy would never be satisfied with such priva~e ~eli~f, in thei~· churches, ~nd in all sCJhools
ligious exercises practiCJld in the institution, and read a condition of things, but would fight it bitterly. an~ mstttutwns sustamed b.y their own e~orts and
prayers in which the divinity of Christ, the power of Pope Pius had condemned all friends of liberty, and thetr owl?- l;llea_ns, ~ut keep tt ou~ of .Pubhc scho?ls
the Holy Ghost, the immaculate conception, the had thrown down the gauntlet to civilization. "It ~nd ~ubhc mstttutwns, out legislation and admtnfatherhood of God, and the necessity for atonement is evident" he addecl "that a conflict must soon Istratwn, and keep the claims of all other sects
come bet~een the pow~r of the pope and the modern and denominations out with it. That is the o~ly
were declared.
".Are these dogmas, or are they not ?" cried the state. Very well, let it come. Let us make it a safe course a~d t?e only real method of conformmg
speaker. ".Are they truths which the board of man- grand final struggle, with our decks clear for action, to ~he ~onstt~u~wnal guarantee of freedom and
agers know are admitted by all sects and creeds, or instead of a miserable squabble. Let not the Prot- equality m rehgwus matters.
are they truths which they know are not admitted by estant church cut off her natural allies by insisting
" Clover."
all sects and creeds? The managers may plead that that the state shall teach her doctrins. There are
they sent forth that misleading statement because countless Catholics who will fight with us, taking
Declining an invitation to a social dinner once,
they were ignorant; but in one direction that excuse their spiritual instruction from the Roman church, but Colonel lnger<!Oll painted this beautiful picture with
will not apply. There are twenty or thirty Jewish standing up against all enemies for the sacred rights no brush but a clover-head: "1 regret that it is imchildren who are compelled to listen to these ser- of .American citizenship.''
poEsible for me to be in' clover' with you to-morrow.
----~~~-----vices, and the managers, if they are the intelligent
.A wonderful thing is clover. It means honey
Freedom of Worship.
and cream-that is to say, industry and contentmen I believe them to be, must know that these chilFrom the New York Time• of March 12th.
ment-that is to say, the happy bees in perfumed
dren do not accept these doctrins, and that their
The subject has been under discussion outside of fields, and at the cottage gate old ' Bos' the
parents would protest with might and main against
such teachings if they thought tlieir protest would the legislature for a number of weeks, with the re- bountiful, serenely chewing satisfaction's cud, in
be met with anything but bitter scorn. The Uni- suit of indicating pretty clearly that the Ruman Oath- that blessed twilight pause that like a benediction
tarians do not accept these doctrins, and yet they are olics are alone in demanding the proposed legislation falls between all toil and sleep. This 'clover' makes
a large part of the community. The Freethinkers and that the rest of mankind, who are entitled to the me dream of happy hours-of childhood's rosy
do not accept them, although they are taxed to sup- same rights, are opposed to it. The advocates of the cheeks-of dimpled babes, of wholesome, loving
port the House of Refuge. Catholics accept these bills hav appealed to the guarantee of the state con- wives-of honest men, of springs, and brooks, and
doctrins, but they also believe that other things are stitution, which is in these- words: "The free exer- violets, and all there is of stainless joy in peaceful
essential-a belief in the infallibility of papacy and cise and enjoyment of religious profession and wor- human life. .A wonderful word is clover! Drop the
the necessity of confession. No Protestant has the ship, without discrimination or preference, shall f9r- .o and you hav the happiest of mankind. Take
right to say to a Catholic what is essential in religion. ever be allowed in this state to all mankind." Like away the 0 and r and you hav left the only thing
"I do not wish to charge the managers of the texts of scripture, this is subject to a variety of in- that makes a heaven of this dull and barren earth.
House of Refuge with wilful prevarication, but I beg terpretations, and the mistake has been made of sub- Cut off the r alone and there remains a warm, deof them to explain what they mean when they pub- jecting it to the rules of theological rather than of ceitful bud that sweetens breath and keeps the peace
lish it broadcast that their ins~itution is unsectarian. legal construction. It undoubtedly means that the in countless homes whose masters frequent clubs.
shall not by its laws or through its constituted .After all, Bottom was right: 'Good hay, sweet hay,
Christianity is sectarian as against Mohammedanism state
authorities interfere with the free exercise and enjoy- hath no fellow.'"
or Judaism. Protestantism is sectarian as against ment of religious profession or worship, or make any
----'"---~Roman Catholicism. Then again the Baptist is sec- discrimination, or giv any preference in regard to it.
The Rights of. Debto1·s.
tarian as against the Episcopalian. The trouble is It does not mean that the state shall provide for all
that these managers hav their eyes fixed upon the mankind in public institutions or out of them the
In its issue of March 7th, the Boston Heral!i reProtestant camp as if no other camp existed or had means of exercising and enjojing religious worship. ports Mrs. Livermore as saying, in her lecture on
the right to exist. .All orthodox Pretestantism ac- .A fairer inference is that it was intended that in mak- Wend ell Phillips:
cepts the doctrins taught in the House of Refuge. ing la~s and administering public interests no cog"Of all his once large fo1tune Mr. Phillips left but $25,000.
The managers hav got a sort of elixir or quintessence nizance whatever shall be taken of differences in re- The day before he died he burnt all the notes he helil against
others, a small fortune in itself, remarking, 'My executors
of orthodox Protestantism.
ligious profession and worship.
might make trouble for these people. I will make it sure that
"Now, if there is to be sect teaching of one kind
The construction which Bishop McQuaid and they shall not do so.'"
our Catholic citizens are right in insisting that their others put upon the constitutional guarantee is one
It is a settled principle of labor reform widely acfaith also shall be taught. Let us hav a Protestant which it is utterly impracticable to carry out in pubchapel and minister in one part of the bailding and lic institutions. If facilities are to be afforded for cepted by growing numbers of intelligently conscientious people, that a so-called debt, paid once in
a Catholic altar and priest in another part. .As there every form of religious profession and worship in the form of interest, is thereby justly canceled, and
are Jewish children there, let us hav a little synagog, those institutions, without discrimination or preferthat there is no " equity," no property claim defensiwith a rabbi and scrolls of the law, and, to accom- ence, there must be opportunities furnished for every
ble
in law or morals afterwar!l. From 18G5, when
modate our growing Chinese population, why not hav mode of worship and of religious teaching reprea Joss house? But the managers ask now many sented by the fa1th, real or assumed, of the inmates. chattel slavery ended with the war, Mr. Phillips was
pools and baptismal fonts and altars will this require, .A variety of religious teachers and preachers would an earnest student of the labor question. I infer
that the startlingly significant and logically prophetic
and where they shall get accommodations for all hav to be admitted and allowed to set up and con- act which the Herald reports was a deliberate recogthese gods. Well, the only answer is, ' Giv it up, duct their various forms of worship according tb
gentlemen.' There are two alternative. You must their own notions of their requirements. Unless this nition of one of the fundamental equities of industrial
progress. If Mr. Phillips burnt those notes in
find a common basis upon which all sects-Jew, were permitted there would be discrimination and
Catholic, Protestant, and Turk-shall agree, and that preference. Such a system would be subversiv of all order to emancipate debtors from unjust claims upon
I hold to be impossible, or you must exclude all re- disciplin and all proper control of the inmates of the them, the act will be a star in the crown of his glory,
ligious teachings from state institutions, and thus institutions by those in charge. There could be no which will outshine many other luminous events in
his wonderful career as an oratorical reformer. Its
carry out the spirit and letter of our constitution.''
lines or limitations drawn except such as the minis- royal integrity and beneficent service to human kind
The speaker went on to argue that this W9.B not a ters of the different sects were willing to consent to.
cannot be over4;)stimated.
E. H. HEYWooD.
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deserts of Africa, and thus compete with the Arab steed upo~
his nativ wilds. If America can thus produce the best horses
and the best cattle, it certainly ought, with the same advantages, to produce the best men.
I find a very large Liberal element here in Cincinnati. I
lecture on Sunday next, and hope to be able to giv a goGd report of what can be done in this busy metropolis. No doubt
there could be a large organization here on the basis of the
Nine Demands, the moment our work is understood and the
necessity of its success perceived. The trouble is that many
Liberals hav spent no thought upon the matter, and do not
realize that they must meet the issue sooner or later, and make
a stand for liberty or submit to the tyranny of the churches.
On Sunday, March 22d, I expect to be at Nashville, Tenn.,

$3,525.46
30.00
10.00
1. 75 and do some work side by side with that veteran of our cause,
.75 W. S. Bailey, of the Liberal.
Fraternally yours,
.25
Cincinnati, Mar. 12, 1885.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
$3,568.21

Annual and Life Memberships.
Every Frellthinker should become an Annual or Life Member of the National Libm·al League. Life-membership certificates are issued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These
certificates are ·adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of
the secretary of the League, Samuel P. Putnam, and of its
president, Robert G. Ingersoll; they are therefore an ornament to any place and a memorial of great value. They
should adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close
of the year. The support thus given to the League would
A. C. MACDONALD,
make its success certain.
Chairman of the Finance Committee.
Address applications for mem.bership to S. P. Putnam,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

News and Notes from the Field.
In spite of the old-fashioned orthodoxy of Lexington, Ky.,
there was quite 11 got>d audience in the Opera House on Sunday afternoon to listen to my lecture on "Universal Mental
Emancipation." The attention and favor with which its Radical utterances were received show that the Liberals of this
place are up with the times. There is no doubt that throughout the South there is a vast number of Freethinkers; but
they are as yet unorganized, and their force is· but little felt.
The churches are dying out, but their power to persecute still
remains, and they exercise it to the utmost of their ability.
The press is muzzled to a very large extent, and whatever is in
favor of mental progress is carefully excluded. But this subserviency to the superstitions of the past cannot long endure.
This beautiful country, where the hand of nature is so lavish
in the very power of its material prosperity, must express the
advancement of human thought.

NOTES FROM CANADA.
Last Sunday Mr. Charles Watts lectured in Toronto on
"Buddha and Christ." These lectures all through hav been
well attended, every Sunday night the hall being crowded
with most enthusiastic audiences. In fact, never in the history of Freethought hav our principles been so successfully
presented to the public of Canada as during Mr. Watts's stay
amongst us. He has been ably supported by Mr. Putnam
and Mr. Reynolds, and now arrangements are being made for
a course of lectures by Mr. Burnham, who is expected to be in
Toronto during April.
1
On Monday, March 9th, Mr. Watts broke new ground in
Bradford, Ontario. The night was rough in the extreme, bat
this did not prevent a good audience assembling, even in this
orthodox town, and this, too, in spite of the entreaties of the
ministers of the district advising their congregations. on the previous Sunday not to listen to Mr. Watts, "whose object it was
to unsettle their faith in the religion of Christ." So extensiv is
the bigotry and persecuting spirit in Bradford that Mr. Risser
had to go from Toronto to conduct the business of the m!)etings, the local friends thinking they were not in a pecuniary
position at present to brave the theological predjndices of the
pious inhabitants. ~'he meeting was in every way a success,
and the two hundred persons who attentivly listened to Mr.
Watts's exposition of Secularism had a very different idea of
Secular principles after the lecture from what they enter. tained before. The sale of literature was good, and the expressions of approval at the close of the meetings were both
numel'ous and encouraging. The editor of the local paper,
the Witness, referring to the lecture, says:
"Our conscience would not permit us to be present; and we
know of many others that were similarly affected. Nevertheless the lecturer had an audience, and he discoursed for over
an hour on the subject in hand. We understand no one was
present to discuss the question, hence the invitation extended
passed by unhaeded. Mr. Watts, therefore, could present his
case as he liked without fea1· of contradiction, and this he did
to the best advantage possible, we are told. Public sentiment
is against such doctrins being expounded in our midst, and it
is likely such another opportunity will not be given to any one
holding such peculiar views."
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IRev.
comments hav appeared in the local press.
appears that a
Mr. Wilkinson is said ,to hav challenged Mr. Watts in
It

debate, but that gentleman did not hear the said challenge.
The friends of the Rev. Mr. Walker hav published this fact,
which called forth the following in the Well and '1 elegraph of
last Saturday from a Christian supporter of the Rev. l'.'Ir.
Wilkenson:
"If Mr. Watts did not hear of it [the challenge], it saved
him a harder task than he has had with Elder Walker."
It is only fair, however, to state that the very pious editor
of the paper just referred to givs the crown of victory in the
debate to Mr. Walker in the following words:
"In .discussing the relativ merits of the two men we incline to the popular views so frequently expressed by those
who regillarly attended the debate, viz., that Mr. Watts is an
orator of no mean order, but his opponent is conceded by
nearly all the parties concerned to be by far the better in argument. While hs did not possess the rapid delivery and flowing eloquence of Mr ..Watts, he convinced his auditors by
powerful arguments and intense earnestness that Christianity
is worthy the acceptance of all rational human beings, and
that the absorbing and prevailing desire of his heart was to
elevate the morals of the human race."
This should console Elder Walker, whose "powerful arguments" were almost exclusivly borrowed from Volney, Voltaire, and Thomas Paine. And the arguments were powerful,
but they had no more to do with the debate than had the supposed "man in the moon."
In April Mr. Watts and Mr. Putnam commence a lengthy
tour through the Western states, after which they return
to the East. All applications for lectures to be given during
the present season should be sent to Mr. S. P. ,Putnam
at once, so that tours may be arranged with as little outlay for
railway traveling as possible. It should be remembered that
Mr. Watts cannot be in two places at the same time; and as
that gentleman is desirous of complying with as many requests to lecture as possiBle, the secretary, Mr. Putnam,
wishes to receive all intended invitations for Mr. Watts's
services without delay. The cause of the friends being disappointed recently in Ohio and Michigan was the applications
coming too late. All engagements are made some time in advance. If branches of the League will remember this, every
effort shall be made to accommodate all.
After much trouble and delay arrangements hav at last been
made for Mr. Watts to meet the Rev. Dr. Sexton in thre.e
nights' debate in Montreal. This will be the first encounter
these gentlemen will hav had in this country. According to
all reports, Dr. Sexton is tlte ablest debater on the Christian
side to-day, and we all know what Mr. Watts is. Therefore a
good time 1s expected.
J. B.

Liberalism.
From the Hage1'st8wn (Ind.) Exponent.

As there were many who did not embrace the opportunity to
hear the doctrins of Secularism as taught by the distinguished
Secularists, Charles Watts,of London, and S. p, Putnam, of
New York, in their lectures here this week, the Bxponent interviewed the gentlemen yesterday, and below gi vs the basis upon
which they build, or in other words, their foundation principles. In answer to our request to giv the Exponent their principles, etc., Mr. Watts replied:
"Secularism is a science of life, having no necessary connection with any of the theologies of the world (1) That as
this life is the only one of which we hav any knowledge, we
seek to promote, by material means alone, the physical, moral,
and intellectual condition of society. (2) That personal excellence and general usefulness in human affairs, being
regarded by us as of greater importance than the consideration
of [theological speculations and the adherence to alleged supernat\[ral teachings, should be the chief objects of human
solicitude and labor. (3) That the basis of all conduct is the
temporal well-being of the people, and the object of "II action
is the acquirement and practice of wisdom, truth, temperance,
fortitude, and justice. (4) That reliance upon the discovelies
of science, and in the benefits arising from their a.pplication to
the needs of mankind, is preferable to reposing trust in theological faiths and the teachings of the Bible. (5) Th<tt the
motiv prompting to action should be the attainment of the
highest possible individual and general happiness on earth,
not the desire for persona.! enjoyment in the alleged heaven of
Christianity. ( 6) That if a just God exists, and if a judgment
day ever arrives, honest inquiry, earnest conviction, integrity
of character, and fidelity to principle should secure as warm
a.n approval and as good a reward for the Secularist who rejects the faith of Christendom as could be obtained by the
Christian who is able to believe in the teachings of the New
Testament.· (7) That to,selact the good and to reject the bad
in any or all religions is a right that any and every person
should be allowed honestly and conscientiously to exercise,
without incurring any disadvantages here, or auy punishment
in any possible hereafter. Our basis of morality i.> utility-that
is, the usefulness of an action to the general society, not
merely to the individual. We accept all th11t is good and true
in the Bible and in Christianity, rejecting only those portions
which are impracticable or that are injurious to society. In
reference to God, his nature, and a future life, we are Agnostics-that is, we do not profess to hav any knowledge upon
these subjects."
Reckoning from their standpoint, the gentlemen handled
their subjact in a masterly manner; but we hav heard ruinisiaters of the Christian gospel who in our judgment equaled if
not excelled them, and gave equally as satisfactory explanation and arguments of their side of the cvntroversy. The subject is a very interesting one, and had we the time and space
we would discuss it further. We hope to be able to giv,
through the E.nponent, an extended discussion of the subject.
They had a considerable audience both evenings, which were
made U]J principally of those who hav a leaning towa:rd Secularism and af those who hav not yet adopted the views of
either side; we also noticed a number of pronounced Christians present.
Clay Rudy acted as chairman the first evening ~nd B. F.
Jewett the nex*.

I had a most agreeable visit with Dr. Hallowell, one of the
best of our pioneer workers. He was formerly a member of
the Campbellite church, and was a most activ Christian. The
same earnestness of spil'it is in his Liberal work. He sees the
necessity of putting something better in the place of Christia·nity-that we are to build up as well as tear down. He beThe same journal states:
lieves in a thorough organization of our forces. He is well
acquainted with the Liberal element of the South, and has
"Reference was made in the Presbyterian and Methodist
abundant faith in its practical development. D. B. Cozine and pulpits last Sabbath to the intended visit of Mr. Chas. Watts,
of Infidel proclivities. To attend his lecture it was held
others are cordial coadjutors with him; and, without doubt, a would hav a bad effect upon the churches, and possibly help
flourishing auxiliary League will be established in Lexington, to increase the skeptical belief in our midst. The most good
and the banners of our cause will be flung to the breeze and to Christianity would be accomplished by giving a wide berth
wave in victory.
to such men."
The outlook is much better than I expected. The most inWhile such attempts as these on the part of Christians to
flu entia! citizens are Freethinkers. This progress has been intimiiate others and prevent tham from hearing both sides is
going on for years, until thousands are outside of the old highly reprehensible, our Secular friends should, whenever
dogmatic lines. It needs co-operativ effort to make the start- possible, show the courage of their opinions and resist such an
ling result appear, and the doom of ecclesiasticism be sealed. insult to intellectual inquiry. The object of the National LibWe shall be astonished at the mighty revolution which, in a eral League is to break down this theological barrier to mental
few years, is sure to be accomplished.
freedom, and much practical work has already been done in
This is a glorious place, indeed, for a regenerated humanity. this direction by its officers. But to carry it on thoroughly it
It is the famous" blue grass" region-the most splendid coun- is desirable that local members should unite, for with a good
try in the world. It is here that we see the "perfect horse," organization the enGlmy will hav less opportunity than ever of
that wonderful and delightful animal whose motion is like being successful in their efforts to obstruct Freethought. What
poetry. I had the pleasure of looking upon these glorious mockery it is for Christian ministers to boast of the intrinsic
steeds that rival the wind in swiftness, as they leaped and value of their religion and its powerful influence on the
pranced along the floor of their palatial stables. The force hu~an mind, when they tremble at the very thought of their
of horse-flesh can no farther go. The horse is, indeed, civil- flocks hearing the other side of the question. Secularists
He has reached the highest form of secular develop- never attempt to limit the right of Christian advocacy; on the
ized
ment. He has graduated from the theological era. He is now contrary, they as far as possible encourage it by inviting 'that
the beloved child of science. He has all tho benefits of ar- it be conducted even in Secular halls.
tistic culture. The laws of his being are fulfilled. Attention
The evil of endeavoring to stifle free inquiry is not so
is paid to his paternity. Blood will tell, and therefore blood great in our large cities as in the smaller towns, and it is just
is attended to. The thoroughbred is anything but the result here where the officers of ~,he League desire to carry on the
of Christian training. He has all the advantages of a rational propaganda during week evenings. To do this effectivly is of
education.
course expensiv, and taxes very severely the Campaign Fund,
The horse, so swift and bright, so intelligent and so grace- but we are happy to be able to say, from personal knowledge,
ful, fills me with hope. If we can hav the perfect horse, we that the results hitherto fully justify such expenditure. We
certainly can hav the perfect man. Why not? At least let hav now two official representativs of the League kept conus try the same method with humanity that we do with the stantly m the field, 11nd the record of their labors, which aphorse-look to pedigree, to a good start in life, to healthful pears each week in this journal, speaks fpr itself. It is to be
food, to happy surroundings, to scientific training, and I be- hoped that the Campaign Fund will be fully sustained in order
lieve we shall hav a humanity as beautiful in its way as the that during the next few months the same useful and extenfinest racer that ever pranced over the green sod of Kentucky. siv propagandism may be carried on through the Western
If we do not, I am afraid the horse will get so fur ahead of states that has recently been conducted in Canada.
us that, from the hights of his brilliant energy, he will look
It is stated that a section of the Christian party in Weiland
in scorn upon our "ways that are dark," and refuse even to is not at all satisfied with the result of the recent debate held
bear upon his secular back such miserable specimens of or- in that town between the Rev. Walker and Charles Watts.
thodox depravity. Let us hope for the best, and make an They are therefore, it is said, looking about fo'r another chameffort to be as thoroughly developed as the Kentucky thorough- pion to try his skill against our :first vice.preRident. Well, the
Tent Fuyd.
bred; and then we may be Aure that but very little crime will more the marlier, for, from what the present writer knows of Previously acknowledged,
$82.50
be committed; and our momls will be of the highest order. Mr. Watts in debate, he will never say die. Mr. W. Tum in J. M. R.,
1.10
1.00
The science of heredity, which has been so well applied to writing as to the local feeling about the debate, says: "Since A. E. Smith,
the horse, must find a still greater triumph in man, for man the discussion there hav been quite a few inquiries if the prin$84.60
Total,
is an animal first of all, and, unless he is a good animal, he is ciples of Secularism could be got in consecutiv form. . The ornot apt to be a good man, except in a very half-way sort of thodox part of the community say nothing about the debate.
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's publica·
JHanner.
The heterodox are jubila.nt. We all feel that a great advance
·These Kentucky ho1·ses are sold all over the world, even to . has been made in Secularism." During the past week various tiona sent fl'ee upon application,
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Uiommunii[alions.
Spiritualism.
DR. CHESEBROUGH.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : As I
am made to appear in the last number of your paper
either a dishonest man or an idiot, I hope you will
bav the comity and just.ice to allow me to explain
to your readers some phases of Spiritualism, which,
when understood by the public, will, I believe, fully
justify my course, and at the same time apologize for
my traducers.
'For many years past a stupendous batt.Ie has been
raging in the spirit-world between the aristocratic
and diakkas, or earth-bound spirits.
Among the former may be named Confucius, Plato,
Esop, Apollonius Tyaneus, of Ephesus; while in the
latter army prominently appear Tiger-Faced Jim,
Rocky Mountain Jake, Leopold Solomon Silver-Skin,
Bob - - , and other desperadoes.
Ten years ago the battle-ground of these hosts was
transferred to Syracuse, N. Y., and since that time
most of the engagements hav taken place under the
very roof of my bouse and in the presence of my own
family and other reliable witnesses.
Two years ago the higher spirits, through one of
the most wonderful and trustworthy mediums, Mr.
John W. Truesdell, began writing a book called
" Bottom Facts," which they designed as a defense
of the grand truths of Spiritualism.
During the progress· of this work a villainous and
utterly remorseless diakka, whose name I will not
pollute my pen to write, controled the author to
destroy certain portions of his manuscript, substituting- the diakka in t.he place thereof, with the view
of cbangin~ truth into falsehood and spiritual facts
into ridicule.
So well did these desperate creatures succeed that
on the appearnce of the book a majority of the Spiritualists of the lend at once condemned the work,
voting it an exposure of Spiritualism. It bas since
transpired that among those most cruelly and heartlessly deceived by the diakka was Prof. Henry Kiddie, president of the .American Spiritual .Alliance,
who was controled to write me the following letter,
which the band of desperadoes quickly dematerialized, and on the 2d of FebrJiary, 1884:, reproduced in
a Western Spiritual paper.
Here is the letter:
7 EAsT 130TH STREET, NEw YonK, July 11, 1883.
Dn. CHESEBRoUGH, My Dear Sir: Several papers hav been
sent to me containing reviews of the "Bottom Faats," in each
of which the writer seems to think that Spiritualism has received the cvup de grace, and "must giv up the ghost." The
injury done to the cause of Truth by such a series of artfully
concocted and ingeniously arranged and presented misrepresentations is incalculable, and to us appears irreparable; but
I hav full confidenc-e that all the devilish schemes of the wily
" adversaries" will be brought to naught, and they sent back
to the pit of darkness where they belong. How mortifying
that a Spiritualist journalist, as J. C. Bundy claims to be,
should publish a commendatory notice of this infamous book,
pronouncing it a "valuable book for Spiritualists. n Does not
this show where the R.-P. Journal stands? Ought it to be
sustained in such almost treachery?
But I write you for suggestions and information. I cannot
attack this book without ammunition. It is most craftily constructed, With a devil's malice and cunning. See how our
guns are spiked in the case of Crookes and the Fays. If such
men as Crookes can be deceived, and with his scientific appliances, why not Wallace, or Zoellner, or Hare? So the world
will reason; so our enemies will say; and as has been said, the
parsons and priests hav now a rifi8d gun with large bore, that
will be trained against our best positions. Of course, the man
is a self-conf!)ssed thief and liar; but our virtuous foes will
laughingly say, "Set a rogue to catch a rogue." The Banner's
article was good and stroPg, but we must get a strong one in
a good secular paper. I hav received a copy of the Rochester
Democrat containing a long and favorable notice of Truesdell's
book, and almost challenging reply. I desire to respond, if I
can do so effectually-you know what is said, "We need a
long spoon when we eat soup with the d--1."
Now, I want the particulars of the" great stone;" how did it
occur? What are the best evidences of T. 's mediumship that
can be used? Particularly of independent writing? Any
other facts that can be used? Can your statements be publicly referred to. Ought not his disguise of your name to be
exposed? Please write me an early reply, giving any advice
or suggestions as to this matter. How sad it is that Spiritualists hav no effectiv organization to deal with such a man and
such a publication. After more than a generation of investigation and accumulation of evidence, to be placed hnrs du
combat before the public by a confessed mountebank and
trickster ! Still I am sure the truth will come uppermost.
Yours fraternally,
HENRY BiDDLE,

It is no breach of etiquet on my part, but justice
to all, in thus presenting this letter to the public,
when accompanied with the above explanation.
I do not consider Mr. Kiddie in the least censurable, or even responsible, as its author. I desire in
this public manner not only to fully exonerate both
Kiddie and Truesdell, but to relieve myself of the
unjust charge of any intended breach of confidence.
Let the blame rest where it belongs, upon the beads
of those invisible devils who hav so long succeeded
in puzzling the world.
Mr. Kiddie would never bav indulged in such
epithets as liar, thief, etc., while in a normal condition, but under the pressure of spirit devils we find
some of our most exemplary citizens engaged in
btrange and almost incomprehensible deeds.
In regard to Elmina's report, all I bav to say is
thttt '' noue are BO b!il!d ae tho5e who will :ngt Bee,"

This good lady (Mrs. Slenker) witnessed many phases
of the " sacred slate" phenomena which she does not
refer to in her report. On the evening when the
spirits removed an obnoxious name from said slate
and substituted in my own band a duplicate, she
witnessed my anger at the imposition; and while demanding of Mr. Truesdell my own slate, be (~.
Truesdell), unde1· cont1·ol, before our very eyes, m
broad gaslight, simply breathed upon the duplicate
slate, when it dematerialized, and the "sacred slate"
was then and there restored.
Mrs. Slenker witnessed writing upon her own tiedup slates 'I.IJithout human hands, and had many other
evidences which would convince any one not already
prejudiced against truth by lying and mischievous
spiribs.
MrR. Slenker is a medium, and I hav definit information from the spirit-world that the same despicable character who affected Professor Kiddie now
openly brags that he is daily influencing Mrs. Slenker to ridicule truth and continually assault the
sacred cause of Spiritualism.
Syraause, N. Y.
SrLAS J. CHESEBROUGH, M.D.
MR. PERRY.

Mrs. E. D. Slenker bas gone to great pains to show
up the tricks of her Materialistic friends, who by a
conspiracy were enabled to impoAe on Dr. Silas J.
Chesebrough and the general public in a slate-writing
enterprise they engaged in, which is published in
your issue of March 7th, which she designates as " a
wonderful slate and a genuin humbug."
To persons outside of the operations of the spirit
realm, and unacquainted with the deep animosity of
some spirits of both spheres of existence, her slate
imposition might be thought to bav great weight
against the truth of spirit communion; but to Spiritualists who for a long time bav studied the subject it
becomes the silliest trash to display the methods of
such a conspiracy and expect it to 6perate against
spirit phenomena. Who does not know and admit
that just such tricks can be performed, and when
persons of heretofore honest reputations engage in
such business, it were a wonder indeed if they did
not deceive even a spirit medium.
If ten thousand such conspiracies were exposed, it
would not prove anything against such phenomena as
usually convince persons of Spiritualism. These
professed communications from the ancients or from
persons unknown to us amount to nothing, but one
line, characteristic of the intelligence of some friend
we bav known and loved, will do for us in a moment
what all such conspiracies cannot undo. And when
Mrs. Slenker assures us that her slate-trick "is the
key to at least ninB-tenths of all the spirit slate-writings that hav ever been produced," she is exposing
her ignorance of the subject and is unconsciously
writing nonsense.
A few weeks ago, Dr. Slade went before the Seibert
committee of Philadelphia for the investigation of
such phenomena as occur in his presence. After
some twenty sittings, in which the committee prepared their own slates, and by changes of rooms 1:1nd
locations and furniture, etc., they were utterly
astonished at the communications which they received
and the phenomena they witnessed. Utterly unable
to account for it on any other theory than that of
spirit intelligence, they asked him to state candidly
bow he did it, or by what means they were produced;
to which be replied that be believed they were spiritual, that be was simply the instrument through
which the spirits operated, but that the committee
of learned doctors were as well able to tell how it
was done as be was. They, feeling that he had
acted fairly, paid_ him $300 for his seances. Subsequently they engaged a man who professed to do the
same or similar things-a legerdemain performer.
He did writing on slates, and some wonderful tricks,
and tried to make them believe that his slate-writings
were just like Dr. Slade's, but it was no go. When
the committee did not let go of their slate, so as to
allow the great thaumaturgist to write upon it with
a tincture of tannin and wash it with a solution of
oxalic acid, they could get no writing on it. Dr.
Slade's writing conveyed intelligence directed to
individual members of the committee, but the great
Keller's did not. And yet it is well known that when
Dr. Slade was surrounded by a set of Matel'ialists in
Canada who were likely to imprison him and subject
him to a long and costly trumped-up conspiracy
charge against his mediumsbip, having gone through
a similar ordeal in England, be was willing to say
there was nothing in it all, and refunded the money
they had paid him, glad to escape the 'clutches
of these honorable (?) Materialistic investigators.
Spiritualists know just the kind of influences that
are at work when these tricks are being done, but it
were us'eless to advance them to explain the cases
of deception and conspiracy, as arguments, when
writing for eyes that cannot see a ghost of any kind;
but I hav received communications of intelligence
that all the jugglers of the world cannot perform nor
imitate; and Mr. Truesdell is just as well satisfied
to-day that be cannot do what he witnessed at Dr.
Slade's room, and the phenomena which occur at
Slade'B setu!ces, ail he did lu~ow th~t his Caft'ray con~

spiracy was a cheat and falsehood that no bonort1.ble
man should be engaged in performing. It is no excuse for him or his friends to say that he did it to
expose Spiritualism, because be bad not and has no
reason to presume it a fraud, except in such cases as
be was perSonally engaged to make it such. It is a
singular fact·that the expositions of fraud are invariably, when fully sifted, the work of Materialists and
fraud-bunters. They concoct a fraud by means of a
conspiracy, inveigle a medium into it some way, and
then explode it, dragging down the unsuspecting one
along with their own deception and humbug.
There are just two sides to this question, the Spiritual and Material; and while they are both true and
in reality inseparable, the ignorance and stupidity of
our century bav arrayed them against each other in
an irrepressible conflict, and sooner or later each person flops into the camp of gne or the other party, and,
like the "Kilkenny cats," they are destroying each
other; while, if each party would content himself to
mount his side of the inclosure, they might smile
across the chasm and understand that each fence
rested upon the same foundation.
It will never do to build up a man: of straw, very
much like a real man, and then bravely batter him
down, expecting to destrr,y any real man.
If the real facts and phenomena of Spiritualism
cannot be met and explained, they will recommend
themselvs to the intelligence of mankind and will be
accepted by them in spite of all such silly and vicious
frauds as Mrs. Slenker delights to hav published; and
if she expects to show by them that the millions of
Spiritualists are a pack of noodlebeads, she may liv to
find that she was utterly mistaken in her estimate.
If Mr. Truesdell & Co. will send me an intelligent
cJmmunication, purporting to come from any of
my spirit friends, giving names, incidents, dates, etc.,
such as I bav received through Dr. Slade and other
mediums, I will inclose him $10 for every one such
case. No, no, my friends, it will not do; your tricks
and your conspiracies agai'!lst Spiritualism only make
the genuin the more precious and desirable. If you
concoct nine-tenths of fraud, that other tenth is of
more intrinsic value to an honest truth seeker than
all the other and larger fraction, constituting the
unit, although your object seems to be to bury the
one-tenth with your nine-tenths of fraud.
Yours truly,
J. R. PEERY.
P.S.-I may add that the evidence in favor of Dr.
Slade's mediumship, as attested by the renowned
Samuel Bellachini-wbo bas latel_v deceased, and who
was conjuror to the court of King and Emperor
William I., who bad private investigations, all he
wanted, by request of his king, to which he swore
and subscribed his renowned name, and which
induced the king to investigate the subject incognito
and to become a full believer in the phenomena-is a
striking instance to show the difference between
prestidigitation and Spiritualism when honestly
applied and truthfully investigated; and when the
acknowledged master of prestidigitation, with full
opportunity to examin the whole case, declares that
be cannot account for the phenomena on the theory
of his profession, it is a poor argument for Mrs.
Slenker and others to make efforts to induce the
world to believe that it is all a simple matter of
sleight-of-band and fraudulent performance.

J. R. P.
M. BABCOCK TO MUS. SLENKEH.

MY WoRTHY FRIEND: You hav given your ideas upon
the subject of invisible slate writing. You no doubt
will recollect that long ago I wrote you that I thought
of writing you an open letter, and you replied by
saying that you really hoped that I would do so.
But somehow I never got at it, and as the subject I
designed to write about was slate writing, your last
article in THE TRUTH SEEKER seems to make it a duty
which I owe to you, the Spil'itualists, Slade, and
others, to giv my experience with the slate writer.
I was kindly invited one evening to be present at
a sitting with Mr. Slade and a few others, but I declined for the reason that I wanted broad daylight.
I didn't want the lights extinguished. The next day
I and my wife called on Slade at the Lansing House,
and in broad daylight we bad a sitting. I tipped
the table bottom side up, and became satisfied that
the table was honest, free from wires or springs, and
then we took our seats at the table.
I selected one of the slates which was free from
any writing whatever. The slate, like the table, was,
in my judgment, honest. I held the slate so that
Slade could not hav seen what I wrote. With the
writing down I placed a little pencil on the other
side, and Slade, with his thumb, all the while on top
of the edge of the table and his fingers below the
slate, held it firmly to the under:side of the table.
He then asked if the spirits would write, when three
raps were heard.
Slade's one band, and my wife's and my hands were
spread upon the table, and all touched so as to form
a connection.', When the pencil began to write we
could very distinctly bear it, and I then raised my
hand, unbeknown to Slade, about a quarter of an
inch, and then the pencil stopped its work. But

when, unknown to Sl!l..de, we let our hands touch, the
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pencil every time would again begin to write. When
the writing was finished the slate was,handed to me,
and there was a message in a large, bold hand purporting to hav been from my brother. The signature was in a different hand, and, I must confess, like,
or very much like, the writing of my brother. It
was signed Wm. Babcock, and on saying to Slade that
I would prefer that the first name should hav been
written in full, Slade wiped out the name, and on
placing it again under the table called for the name
in full. In an instant the pencil began to scratch,
and when the slate was withdrawn it contained the
full name of William Babcock.
I am afraid that my old friend, Elmina, fell into
wrong hands for an honest investigation. Now,
Elmina, what made the pencil stop writing when I
raised my hand ? There was invisible writing COif.'"
nected with intelligence-where did it come .from,
God, the devil, or spirits? Or was it the result of natural causes-or was I deceived ?
M. BABCOCK.
St. John's Mich.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
"It has been shown that a belief in Spiritualism, whether

true or fulse, is not aB good for this world as a belief in
Atheism."-" Judas."
It has been shown nothing of the kind. On the
contrary, it has been shown thousands of times that
Spiritualism teaches more grand and elevating ideas
than any and all other religions and philosophies
put together, and the only belief that brings joy,
sunshine, peace, and true happiness to all true believers.
Who ever taught the belief in "dead-man's-land ?"
There are no dead men, and no Spiritualists ever
taught anything of the kind.
There never was a Spiritualist-no, not one-who
ever taught the doctrin, "Believe or be damned."
If human brotherhood ever comes to this earth, it
will be by the teachings of Spiritualism, or it never
will come.
If there was ever more deception and disgusting
nonsense put into the saine space than "Judas" has
in his communication, I never read it.
SEWARD MITCHELL.

The ])layor of Montreal.

gracefully acknowledged by Mr. Beaugrand in a
speech made as soon as the result of the voting was
made known.
He said that he wished he could .find words to express his heartfelt thanks to the people of Montreal
for placing him in such a proud position. He would
especially thank the young men of the city-his
friends-" the boys" of Montreal-for the gallant
manner in which they had fought the battle for him.
They had invited him to be their candidate, promising at the same time to stand by him, and they had
kept their word.
The Witness, in commenting on the election, says:
If Mr. Beaugrand is a Freemason, as he is accused of being,
it proves that he is in an attitude of defiance toward the ecclesiastical absolutism under which he has been brought up,
and he should get credit for the courage of that attitude. For
the rest, Mr. Beaugrand is what is, unfortunately, ve1·y rare in
this province, a consistent and outspoken Liberal, and his
success as such is a happy omen. It may encourage other men
to call their souls their own.
The Christians of Montreal are evidently waking
up to the fact that Freethought is making rapid
strides in their midst.
In October last, when Dr. Sexton was ch~llenged
to hold a public debate with Mr. Watts, Dr. Potts, as
spoke man for the clergy of Montreal, said " no reason existed in Montreal, or any part of the dominion,
for such a debate. Nothing would giv the Freethought men, so-called, greater gratification than to
hav their small wares advertised by such a debate as
they professed a desire for." But now it appears that
there is a necessity for such a debate, as we clip the
following from a Montreal paper of March 5th:
The Rev. Dr. Sexton will sh01·tly return from a lecture tour
in the Western states and will take up the challenger~ received
from Mr. Charles Watts to debate on "Christianity vs. Freethought.".
The following manifesto has also been widely circulated within the past two weeks:
Being aware of the fact that there are those who, having
assumed an attitude of open hostility to the Bible and Christianity, justify their position by profes,ing to believe that
anything and everything can be proven from the Bible, and
affecting to believe that Christianity is responsible for all the
moral and dogmatic monstrosities palmed off upon credulous
society, in the form of popular tradition, or so-called church
standards,
We hereby challenge any member of the Montreal Pioneer
Freethought Club, or any of their recognized public lecturers,
to prove by a scholarly, honest, and honorable exegesis of
scripture that Christianity is in any way responsible for any
of the following popular superstitions:
1. The Natural Immortality of the Soul of Man.
2~ The Hell of so-called Orthodoxy.
3. The Doctrin of Endless Conscious Torment.
4. Belief in a Personal Devil.
5. The Doctrin of a Trinity in Unity.
6. The popular belief of going to Heaven at Death.
7. 'l'hat this World is to come to an end; or that Man is to
inhabit any other World.
8. The Supernatural and Plenary Inspiration of the whole
of the Old and New Testaments.
And, until they huv done so, we would respectfully suggest
to all Freethinkers the propriety of discriminating between
Christianity as enunciated in scripture, intelligently understood, and its numerous pretentious counterfeits.

When Mr. Putnam visited Montreal some two
months ago, he described it as a quaint mixture of
the nineteenth century and the Middle Ages. · The
nineteenth century, however, seems to be coming out
ahead, for Montreal has just distinguished herself by
electing an outspoken Freethinker to the highest
office in her gift. Mr. Beaugrand, who has just
been elected mayor of Montreal, is a young journalist of great promis. He is the editor of La Patrie,
the only French newspaper in the country which is
· entirely free of the trammels of the Roman Catholic
church, and, as a natural consequence, its religious
contemporaries are on the verge of hysterics at the
unlooked for result. Le Monde says:
The country will ask the question if Montreal is a city of
THE EXECUTIV OF THE ADVENT CHRISTllN CONGREGATION.
Anarchists, seeing that it has elected a muyor who professes
to be an enthusiastic admirer of the principles of the French
We hope Dr. Sexton is in earnest, and hav no
Revolution.
doubt that Mr. Watts will be able to accommodate him
The Presse says:
either in Montreal or elsewhere.
Mr. Beaugrand is not the cundidate we would hav wished
to see succeeding Mr. Beuudry, but we do not view his elecA Collateral l<lea.
tion under unfavorable auspices. . . . There are many
persons who think Mr. Beaugrand's election means the deTo
THE
EDITOR
oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Acstrnction of the churches, the extin3tion of all the lights of
the sunctuary, and the overturning of all religious und social knowledging your courtesy of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
institutions. . . . The English proverb is almost univers- which arrived yesterday, and noting your letter to
ally true, which says, "A new broom sweeps clean."
B. R. Tucker, which, of course, he will answer himSays La Mine1·ve:
self, a collateral idea flashes across my mind which I
The red flag floats on the City Hall. Mr. Beaugrand is impart to you, as it seems, though by implication
elected muyor of Montreal! Many can hurdly believe it, but only, to put Anarchism in the proper point of view as
nothing is more true. His majority is u !urge one, 401 votes.
'l'his was an act of public aberration that we seldom see. We a social philosophy awaiting experiment.
Human nature being essentially an uninformed
regret it and blush. After this anything is possible. Our
English fellow-citizens desired to hav revenge on Mr. Beundry, capacity or potency, and equally plastic to influences
whom they huv ucensed for several yem·s of having wished to or disciplins of honesty and of rascality, the actual state
monopoliz~the muyoralty to their detriment.
This reproach
is not unfounded, and it is not onr fault if he had his reason of society, the increase of crime in the United States,
to be so. They can now boast of huving taken a startling re- and the diminishing loyalty or honor in all personal
venge, however humiliating it may be, because without their transactions, I might say even the general prevasupport the mun elected yesterday would hav been a sorry lence of perfidy and ruffianism, attest the tendencies
looking individual. T\ley wished to defeat Mr. Beaudry withant uny regurd to the choice of instrument. This election will of our actual system of government, in which the
hav a sad re-echoing through the country. With Mr. Beau- political and religious elements are intimately comgrand nJUgeism and the radicalism of days gone by again raises bined.
its head uudacionsly. Many who voted for him lightly, by
The motivs which underlie, impel, and sustain this
antipathy to Mr. Beaudry, will regret their .conduct after mu· morbid condition of persons and things belong to
ture retlection. We owe this in great part to our mternal divisions; otherwise it would hav been impossible. Whilst we the cruder sort of egoism or animal selfishness on
tear ourselv!! to pieces the Liberal party organizes, agitates, the plane of the senses, or proximate advantages to
aud pushes forward those whom, even yesterday, they would the exploiter. Anarchism implies the prevalence of
not hav d11red to put to the front. , Must we hav some catas- loyalty and honol'; so does the people's exchange
trophe to show us the danger of these dissensions and unite
bank; its characteristic .financial institution, which
us ItS formerly?
may,
however, exist under government, while AnarchLa Patrie feels at liberty now to speak of the election, and to thank the el~:~ctora for this signal victory. ism may exist independently of the bank.
Now, as to their motiv forces. There are two radDuring the six years that Mr. Beaugrand has been
in Montreal he has been terribly slandered, but the icals in the constitution of humanity, egoism and
city has made up for it by electing him as its chief altruism. Anarchism claims both altruism and the
magistrate. Its adversaries ought to be convinced enlightened forms of egoism, both of which, or either,
that the reign of hypocrisy and religious. prejudices are inherent to loyalty and honor in personal transactions as expressed in
is ended.
To the young men of Montreal, however, the l'e"This, above all things: to thyself be true;
suUs of the election are entirely due. With their
Thou cans't not then be false to any man."
headquarters at the Freethought Club RoomE', they Which, coupled with Terence's
worked with a vim and an enthusiasm which guar"Nihil hum anum a me alienum puto,"
llDt£ed ~ucc£ss flom the sbrt. Theh: efforts were. is the spirit of Anarchism's gospel.
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Now observe that, with the postulate of a well educated self-interest, an education which it is the
primary object of the Anarchist school of Boston to
impart, it meets the actual society with a twofold advantage of motivs. The Boston teacher, I think,
underestimates the importance <11' segregation with a
view to obtaining a fair .field of experiment; but they
ought to be better judges than I am of the possibil~
ities and opportunities of their local sphere.
To resume: Anarchism implies the moral education of society. It will be spontaneously organized
by personal contracts, when, if· ever, such education
has reached a certain degree of culture. I would
willingly call this degre~ Emersonian, since privilege
has spoiled the words gentleman and lady. Such a
gentleman, however, as Miss Mulock's "John Halifax " will do well enough for a standard.
Fraternally yours,
EDGEWORTH.

Still Conjuring by the Moloch that Crushe{l Him.
we err m human blindness,
And forget that we are dust;
If we miss the law of kindness
When we struggle to be just;
Snowy wings of peace shall cover
All the pain that clouds our way,
When the weary watch is over,
And the mists hav cleared away.
"When the silver mists hav veiled us
From the faces of our own,
Oft we deem their love has failed us,
And we tread our path alone. ·
We should see them near and truly,
We should trust them day by day,
Neither love nor blame unduly,
If the mists were cleared away.
" When the mists hav risen above us,
As our father knows his own,
Faco to fuce with those who love us,
We shall know·as we are known.
Love, beyond the orient meadows,
Floats the golden fringe of day;
Heart to heart we hide the shadows,
Till the mists hav cleared· away."
In my next lecture on the treatment of criminals,
insane, and paupers, I think I shall commence by
reading the above three verses, then read a few most
plain and positiv commands from him I am most
anxious to obey, such as, "Fe@d the hungry,"
" Clothe the naked," "Visit the sick and imprisoned,"
"Set all captiva free;" then go on and state what I
actually know is done in many of our jails, prisons,
insane asylums, and almshouses.
While I know it is useless to say to a hangman,
"Thou shalt not kill," and also know the fate of Gov.
Benjamin F. Butler, who uncovered Tewksbury,
·as well as other places of actual torment, so long
tolerated in the great state of Massachusetts, I dare
and I will tell the truth. The truth is a part of God,
and the truth is to make us free indeed. I hav some
truths to tell, and am sorry I am unable now to be at
my master's business telling said traths. But one
year in one of the best conqucted jails has, I fear,
ruined me in health for life. I found it much worse
than two years in a rebel jail in time of mad war.
I, however, wish to forget myself and remember those
who are now undergoing daily crucifixion. So long
as bedless dungeons are provided for beardless boys
and young and old men, as well as nursing women,
in the great name of him who has said, " I will hav
mercy and not sacrifice," I will enter my little protest.
As the entire nation appear to be truth seeking at
this time, perhap~, humble as I am, I may be heard
through the columns of THE TRU'l'H SEEKER.
All I wish to do is to kindle a fire of brotherly love
in the hearts of the ueople. May I not do as I would
be done by? I called on God Jesus and all true followers of Jesus to aid, succor, and save me during
my terrible suffering in Dedham jail during the year
1884, it being the most horrid year of suffering I hav
ever experienced.
Humbly I ask God and man for wisdom and aid.
"Guide me, 0 thou great Jehovah!" is my sincere
prayer to-day.
BURNHAJII WARDWELL.
219 Tremont st., Boston, Feb. 24, 1885.
" If

Resignation.
To THE EDrrou OF THE TRUTH SEEKEH, Sir: I hereby
resign my position as the president of the New York
State Freethinkers' Association. I do this to favor
the officious faction of "leading spiritual nnd general
understanding" opposition, who try to convince all
whom they meet at the conventions thR.t "spirits are
around." When defeated in such efforts they complain of '.mfair treatment from those who defensivly
offer reasons in answer. Such "leA.ding '' may be
good for the mediums and tbe Chainey converts, but
is no help to the Nine Demands of Liberalism and
the radical growth of the association.
As a private member, I can do a better work than
remain their presiding office-r. ,
I am under many obligations to all the truly Liberal and radical members for their timely and consistent support of our organization, and for which I
sincerely thank them. Duty, liberality, and consistency prompt me to thus willingly giv the "spirits"
and their complaining friends a lively, unobstructed
"boom " and personal satisfaction. T. L. BaowN.
Binghamton, N Y, Feb. 2, 1885.
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deal to keep them in repair-say $200 each. This is
$14,000,000.
Seventeen million and odd communicants are on
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
the church rolls. Let them hav twenty millions of
E. M. MAanoNALD,
Editor. young and old who support the churches at an an0. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager. nual cost of $5 apiece; $100,000,000 goes there.
Now what do we get?
PUBLISHED BY

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE
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Loss by exemption from taxation,

OOM P.ANY, Salaries of ministers,

Cost of maintaining churches,
Twenty millions spend five dollars each,

33 (JitD&ou Plaee, New York.

$ 17,500,000
121,500,000
14,000,000
100,000,000
$253,000,000

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.

Or very nearly $5 each for every man, woman, and
Communication~ to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM- child in the country. Let Mr. Dekins figure again.

.Addres1 all
P .ANY. Ma~ all Drafts, 0~, and Po1tal Orders payable.
lo 'OH.ARLES P. SQMERBY.
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The Growth of the Tiger.
No more effectiv argument can be framed against
the admission of Catholicism into our statutes and
institutions than the "picture without words" published a long time ago by Pu,cle, and reproduced for
the benefit of our legislativ Solons on the first page
of THE TRUTH SEEKER this week.
This picture accurately represents the Catholic
church. HarmleBB when small and powerless, no
sooner does she attain strength than she becomes a
veritable tiger, ready with claw and fang to tear
whatever shall oppose her. When she had only
a few hundred thousand adherents in this country,
our public schools were safe from her rapacity. With
six or seven millions of followers, her demands for a
division are fierce and brazen.
Precisely will this history be repeated in our reformativ institutions through the alleged " Freedom
of Worship" bill. Content at first to share with the
Protestants (those other humbugs) the profits indirectly accruing to the church through connection
with the government, now that she is strong she asks
for that which would practically place her far ahead
of them in the race for proselytes. The demand for
chapels in the houses of refuge and state prisons is
intolerably impudent, but it is paralleled by the bill
to exempt two millions of dollars' worth of property
of the "Home of the Immaculate Virgin," and is
surpassed by the amendment offered by a senator to
increase the sum to five millions. This Freedom of
Worship bill is the .~sec~md link of the chain the
church is forging with which to bind the state and
make our government a slave of ecclesiasticism. It
is artfullj wrought, but none the le~s strong. The
chief public supporter of the bill is Bishop McQuaid,
the arch enemy of our school system. It will be a
dangerous experiment to pass the bill, for the church
evidently knows her strength, and it is in the consciousness of power that she mllkes her demands at
this time.
We hope the men entrusted with the lawmaking
power in this state will study thoughtfully the two
opinions printed on another page of this paper by
Felix Adler and the editor of the New York Times.
The position taken by them is the only one that can
be considered true, safe, and . consistent with our
Constitution and the genius of our institutions.

What Religion Costs.
The Rev. S. T. Dekins, of this city, says that "the
cost of the maintenance of religion in the United
States is estimated at one-half a cent per annum for
each individual."
Mr. Dekins is a curious statistician. Of course
it is impossible to get at the precise figure of the
religious burden borne by the people, but surely a
closer approximate can be arrived at than this. Let
us see.
There is now about seven hundred millions of
church property in the country, judging from the
United States census of 1870 and from some of the
state censuses of 1875. The average rate of taxation
is about 2 1-2 per oent. The exemption therefore
entails a financial burden on the people of some
$17,500,000.
There are eighty-one thousand and a few odd hundred preachers in this country. Probably the eightyone thousand draw salaries ranging from $20,000 to
$500. Call it $1,500 average. That is $121,500,000.
Something like seventy thousand churches are to

l:>e found in our citie~:~ ~Jld villages.

It costs

1.1.

great

They Want the Earth.
What is called the " Father Drumgoole bill " came
up again in the Senate of this state last week,_ ~n a
motion to amend by Senator Cullen. The ongmal
bill provided that the " Home of the Immaculate
Virgin" may hold property to the amount of $2,000,000. The senator saw the governor, who suggested
that, instead of confining himself to Father Drumgoole's institution and having the old experience of
constant applications for enlarged building by one
institution after another 'continue forever, he introduce an amendment to the general act to apply to all
charitable or religious societies. .Senator Cullen
moved to amend the law to fix the limit at $5,000,000. This arc;msed opposition from Senator Titus on
account of the large exemption from taxation it necessitated. Senator Lansing favored limiting the sum
to $2,000,000, and Senator Thomas got it lsi d over
until the hili be printed.
The Catholic c}iurch is certainly coming out strong
this winter, and there appears too much reason to
fear that the politicians will be too cowardly to oppose, even if they are not in favor of, the outrageous
demands of the ecclesiastics. With millions and millions of dollars' worth of useless property exempt, the
church yet asks for more. "Father " Drumgoole's
Mission is a comparativly young institution, yet by
its persistent begging, state aid, and exemption from
taxation, its property has grown to the enormous
dimensions of two millions, and its senatorial lobbyist wishes to allow the still larger limit of five millions. It is an outrageous and an impudent demand,
and if our legislature grants the petition every
member voting aye will be as much a traitor to our
institutions as was Benedict Arnold.

Flunked.
The Oatlwlio Union and Times responds not a word
to our fair offer of Feb. 28th; and Mr. Lambert has
wrapped himself in equally dignified silence. We
are not even "chastised" for our presumption.
We notice, however, in the last issue of the Union and
Times an offer to discuss with the Express (Buffalo,
we presume) the respectiv merits, or rather demerits,
of Catholicism and Protestant Episcopalianism, and
it givs us courage to hope that the editor may in
time pluck up courage to accept our proposition. It
seems the Express has impliedly challenged Father
Cronin to defend the teachings of Ligouri; but with
great breadth of view (and not a little discretion)
Mr. Cronin wishes to substitute for Ligouri's teachings the proposition that the Catholic church comes
nearer to Christ's idea of a church than does the
Episcopalian. "Why," he asks, "if truth be the object of the proposed discussion, should this controversy be narrowed to the writings of this one doctor
of the church? Why not rather raise it to a broader
and loftier plane?" In the event of the controversy
being thus elevated, Mr. Cronin professes himself
willing, and even eager, for the combat.
If we can edge a word in here, before the battle is
on, we would like to ask Mr. Cronin a question or
two. Why narrow the controversy to a discussion of
the respectiv claims of two sects of the same religion? Why not rather raise it to a broader and loftier
plane, and discuss the respectiv claims of Christianity
on the one hand and Secularism on the other ? We
hav Mr. Cronin's word for it that Mr. Lambert is a
very able man; why not, then, permit Mr. Watts, or
some other Freethinker, to debate with Mr. Lambert
in the columns of the Union and Times. We renew
our offer to publish such debate simultaneously with
our Buffalo contemporary, and guarantee that Mr.
Lambert shall hav every courtesy extended to his
opponent. Let the debate be arranged as Mr.
Cronin proposes to the Express: "For inatRnoe, each

party to attack and defend in turn a stated number
of theses; the subject matter in debate to be clearly
defined and closely adhered to, and no wandering to
extraneous questions."
The only limit we should put upon the disputants
is that neither, to make a point, should quote in extenso the following bits of scripture: Isa. iii, 17;
xxx.vi, 12; Ezek. iv, 12-15; Gen. xix, 30-36; xxx, 1-16;
xxxviii; 1 Kings, xiv, 10; 2 Kings, xviii, 27; Lev. xv,
16-33; Job. xi, 16-17. We feel sure, however, that
the Freethought champion would never use them,
and we presume Mr. Lambert entertains the opinion
of the Rev. Father Maguire, who, in a debate at
Dublin, said he would not read them to bis audience
foif! all the money in the world. We should also hope
that Mr. Lambel't would not ask any one to adopt
the biblical injunctions profusely scattered throughout the Old and New Testaments-injunctions better
honored in the breach than in the observance.
With these limitations, set solely in the interest of
morality, truth, honesty, decency, peace, freedom,
justice to women and "love for children, kindness
and benevolence toward all mankind, we are willing
and eager for the debate. In the words of Mr.
Cronin to the Express, "What does the" Oatholia
Union and Times " say to this proposal? We pause
for a reply."

Doing Good.
.A. few days ago Mr. J. G. Rodman, of Locust Valley, called upon us, leaving, at tne close of his visit,.
a five-dollar bill, to be u.se where it would do the
most good. We hope he will consider it a good use
of the money to apply it on the considerable cost of
the picture on our first page and the sending of a copy
of this issue to every Assemblyman and Senator of our
legislature. Of course the" V" extends but a little way
in this expense, but we are heartily thankful for the.
aid. We are ready to "carry the war into Africa,"
and shall do so as fast as means are provided, either
through donations for the purpose, or by new subscribers, or by the sale of books. We believe in the
practical work of lectures, distribution of liberature,
and the influencing of legislatures to remove the disabilities of Freethinkers and to repeal all laws which
make the church a public burden, borne alike by
those who hav faith in it and by those who regard it as
a pernicious humbug. If those in sympathy with us
will hold up our hands, THE TauTH SEEKER will enter
upon a crusade that shall never end till victory is
won and justice to Infidels shall be an accomplished
fact.

Editorial Notes.
THE Senate judiciary committee has reported a bill to remove the restrictions placed upon Atheistic witnesses in the
commonwealth of Massachusetts. ·
THE Rev. Samuel H. Virgin, of this city, calls belief in
" 'faith cures' skeptical philosophy." What, then, would he
call Tyndall's prayer test?
"THE churches seem to be more than usually anxious for a
revival this winter," says the lndependent. Perhaps the reason
for this is that they more than usually need one.
T. B. W AKE~fAN, Esq., will speak before the People's Spirit·
ual meeting, Arcanum Hall, 57 West 25th street, Sunday evening, March 22d, upon "The Latest Phase of the Religion of
Humanity."
To the legislativ Committee on Taxation, the junior editor
of the Boston Index said he " had no hostility to any ecclesiastical sect or theory." The junior editor should be provided
with a harp.
A CHRISTIAN speaker recently proclaimed that "the gift of
the holy spirit to such as yielcl utterly to God in Christ is a
realityto our day." Being a reality, of course the" gift of the
holy spirit" is producible. We should like to see it.
UsiNG the words of the Declaration of Independence, the
New York Sun alleges that men are endowed by their creator
with certain rights familar to all. Will the f:iun show two things:
1. That a creator of man exists; and 2. That he endows anybody with anything?
THE Romish church noisily asserts that religious liberty
was first proclaimed in this country by the Maryland Catholics. Twice within the past few weeks has this been declared
publicly by men who should know better. The statement is a
downright, positiv falsehood.
BY a vote of 261 to 214 the legislativ body of France has decided to abolish the Catholic faculties entirely, but, " for
special political reasons," to continue those of the Protestant
church, depriving them, however, of their stipend, and thus
decreasing their already small income,
AJI[ONG the·" Freethought Jottings "in the Phi/o;ophio In-

quirer, of Madras, India, we find this:
"In the New World, or rather the Unitsd States of America,
there is not an abler and bolder Antichristian Freethought
journal than THE TRUTH SEEKER, founded by the late great
D. M. Bennett."
We can say the aame of the .Philosophic Inquirer in India.
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Tell and the apple, Esop's wolf and lamb, Robinson Crusoe, learn the less we find we know.
It becomes us to
and the Bible miracles, without impairing our patriotism or hav the modesty of mortality.
.
our morality; and that all divine revelation has been a cruel
"In the graveyard of the ages, in the cemetery of
imposition, and productiv of crime and misery. The Rising time, there are thousands of dead gods.
Many of
Sun is published by Marvin Fosdick, KalamRzoo, Mich.
them, in their day, were just as powerful, had just as
THAT some of the Canadian papers are capable of taking a many followers, as the Christian God of our day.
sensible view of the school question may be seen from the fol"In the natural course of human events the new
lowing extract from a Toronto paper: "Our Catholic friends attacks the old,· and the old givs way to the new.
seem likely to discover that a predominance of clerical influ- Yet, there are to-dll] men who, if you differ from
ence in school affairs is a serious evil. One clergyman counts them, will denounce you as everything that is bad,
for more than two laymen ia a schoql board, because of the will conceive that you are doing something, in thus
deference paid his cloth. Clergymen are prone to be dictato: differing from them, which is equivalent to a crime.
:~;ial and impracticable. They are seldom or never good busi- These are the kind of prwple who imagin that
ness men, and they are so intolerant of criticism that they are heaven is a kind of museum filled with Catholic curlpermitted to hav their own way, even when that is a wrong osities, Baptist barnacles, Methodist mummies, and
way. No Catholic wants to sit on a school board, where he Presbyterian petrifactions.
".Yes; the new attacks the old, and the old givs
THERE was a time in the history of Israel when "the high- must either wink at irregular and illegal proceedings, or else
ways were unoccupied, and the travelers walked through by- embroil himself with his pastor, and earn the ill opinion of all way. There hav been the astrologer, pretending to
ways," and "when every man did that which was right in his the old women in the parish. The separate school system is a forecast the future; the prophet, in rags and long of
own eyes" (Judges v, 6; xvii, 6). Would a revival of this mistake, and a very serious one for the poorer class of Uatho- hair; the alchemist, bent and wrinkled, striving with
pestle and mortar to convert the baser metals into
period under the modern title of Anarchy be one of S. P. An- lies."
drews's antitlnetical repetitions of the lowest in the highest?
IT appears from" Jefferson's Financial Diary," now in the gold-all these hav gone, and hav been replaced by
THE eccentric religious people are again howling. A Baptist possession of Samuel J. Tilden, extracts from which were re- the scientist, adding wealth to the world and giving
congregatien in Wales has discovered that football is a snare cently printed in the Sun of this city, that the noted Infidel new joys to the human race. We hav lost nothing
There hav been, too, the soothof the devil, and one of the congregation has been censured president was very charitably disposed, going so far as to 'do- by the exchange.
for joining in the game. The Dundee Presbytery has con- ·nate handsome sums to churches and chapels. The following sayer and the medicin man, pretending that they
knew something of the desires of their deities. They
demned fancy fairs, and the Presbytery of Glasgow has de- entries in the "Diary" are given as sRmples:
1792
also are gone. In their places we hav popes, cardinounced the observance of Christmas Day as a historical ficNov. 27 Pd Mr B - a Sulscription for missionaries 15D
nals, bishops, parsons, and exhorters. We hav gained
tion and a popish abomination.
1798 Feby 26 pd tt~~ part of 20D Subscription for a hot-press nothing by that exchange.
But they in their turn
ALLEGING that George Eliot was in early life a Christian, a
1801
will
hav
to·
go,
and
in
their
places will come better
writer is .trying to prove that she died a Christian on the
ground that " the theologians of the Reformation declared June 25 Gav order on J Barnes for 25D towards fitting up a teachers and truer interpreters. We shall lose nothchapel.
ing by that exchange. We are tired of getting
with one voice that the new life, once kindled by divine grace
Sef:o~3 pd Contribution at a Sermon 7.20
- skimmed milk here and a promis of butter by and by
in the soul, could not be extinguished." If that is the case,
what is to prevent all the Infidels who were Christians· in their April 7 Gave order on J. Barnes for 50D charity in favor of up in the clouds.
the Revd Mr. Parkinson: towards a Baptist meet"No man has a right to stand at the altar as a
youth from getting their mansions in " my father's house?"

THE Christian Advocate laments: "A great daily of this city,
advertising on Saturday last its Sunday edition, says, ' Five
hours of interesting reading for three cents.' Not ten minutes
of that reading is religious. One of the chief attractions is an
article on whist." This is indeed shocking.
ExTRA copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER cmn be had upon application. Single copies seven cents; in quantities of ten or over,
five cents each. In addition to those we circulate, we hope
our friends will interest themsel vs to put a large number of
this issue where they will do the most good.
Mn. BHA.GWA.U DA.ss is the name of a Hindoo gentleman whom
the missionaries (padris, the nativs call them) converted to
Christianity. After his conversion he studied the system more
deeply, with the result that he relapsed back to Hindooism, as
the more philosophical faith. He is now lecturing throughout
India against Christianity.

WE judge by the following that some wicked advertiser has
deceived the 1/e/igiou~ 1elescope:
" ' What a dime will do for you,' which appeared in the Teiescope of January 28th and February 4th, was a hellish deception and related to an advertisment of malt whisky. It was
imposed on our columns in a devilish manner."
We implore the editor of the Telescope to peruse Matt. v,
34, ff.
"Is there not a fallacy in allowing free speech up to the
very verge of an overt act, and then condemning people for
doing that which we _allow to be advocated with impunity?"
asks the Christi.m Advocate. This idea of suppressing opponents is pre-eminently Christian doctrin, but hardly American. Applying this doctrin would empty a good many revival
pulpits and prevent numerous cases of bastardy and insanity.
JoE Coorr says that "Socialistic voters increase their numbers rapidly where Atheistic !lotions prevail. In Germany, in
1871, there were only 120,000 Socialistic voters; in 1877 there
were 497,000. In the city of Berlin, in 1871, there were 1,900
only; in 1878 there were 56,000. There has been a similar
growth in Hamburg, and in Leipzig, and in nearly every other
great German city." Aacording to this, Germany must be a
nation of Atheists.
Tm: orthodox church of Russia has anathematized the
Standists, a Protestant sect in southern Russia, numbering
about five millions. They are declared the enemies of the
state, and are pronounced guilty of blasphemy, which, according to Russian law, is punishable by exile to Siberia. The
anathema is approved by the czar, who is bound to keep his
country Christian as he understands Christianity, if it "kills
every hen in the barn." Great country-Russia!
IT is not probable that Heber Newton will be tried for heresy. His bishop wrote to him to cease his heretical preaching
or he (the bishop) would not administer the rite of confirmation in Anthon Memorial Church. With a pliability peculiarly
his own, Mr. Newton ceased. And as if to show his willingness to wear the collar, he has begun to preach up religion and
abuse Colonel Ingersoll. :Mr. Newton is one of those unfortunate men who, with greatness thrust upon them, cannot sustain the weight.

9 Gave

~~~rh~~ J.: Barnes in favr the Revd Doctr Smith
0towards
rebuilding Princeton College 100D
8

1802
July 11 Subscribed to the Wilmington Academy 100D
1803
Feb 25 Gave Hamilton & Campbell ord. on J. Barues for 100D
charity to Carlisle Coli ege.
" Gave Genl Winn ord. on J. Barnes for 100D charity to
.
Jefferson Monticello Academy in S. Carolina.
March 1. Gav in charity to the Revd Mr Chambers of Alexandria for his church an order on J. Barnes for 50D
Nov 18 Gav order on J. Barnes for 100D in favor of Revd Mr
Coffin for a college in Tennessee.
Possibly if Mr. Jefferson could hav foreseen how the ministers and Christian colleges would.vilify Freethought and Freethinkers he would hav withheld some of these donations.
MENTION has before been made of the fanatical sect known
as the "J. Elimar Mira Mitta Congregation of the Lord." The
sect was founded by a woman whose claim to having been the
Holy Ghost will now be passed upon by a Philadelphia court,
to whom the Lutherans applied for an injunction restraining
her worshipers from incorporating as Lutherans, on the
ground that they hav nothing about them to connect them
with Lutheranism other than that they use the Luther11n
hymn book. The case was placed on the general argument
list, after which William H. Staake, on behalf of the exceptants, filled three affidavits, in which it was stated that the
deceased, Anna Meister, had claimed that she was entitled to
worship as the Holy Ghost. f:lhe required her followers to
pray to her, and claimed ability to forgiv sins. She did not
accept the teachings of the. Bible, nor did she teach anything
in accordance with Lutheranism. She required that her followers should say prayers eight times each day, and obliged
them to confess to her any omission to do so, when she would
beat them. "The world,'' she said, "would come to an end
in 1885, but those who worshiped her would never die." She
claimed to hav gone to the moon and stars by way of hell,
where it was revealed to her that she was the Holy Ghost. She
had been disseminating these teachings for a qnarter of a century.-Why is it that the Christians will believe in the pretensions of a man who lived eighteen hundred years ago, but will
not take the word of a woman now? Christ claimed to forgiv sins; he did not accept the current theology; he required
his followers to pray; he promised believers in him eternal life;
he claimed he went to heaven. Finally when he was taken before the courts he was crucified as an impostor and seditious
blasphemer. If he had lived to-day not one in a million would
hav believed his preposterous claims, any more than Anna
Meister's allegations. Shakspere hit the case when he said,
"What fools these mortals be !"

Mmu.T HALSTEAD contributes to the North American Review
· for March an article on " The Revival of Sectionalism. •; In
the same number, Archdeacon Farrar presents his views on
"Future Retribution,'' and Prof. N. K. Davis discusses "The
Moral Aspects of Vivisection." Max Muller describes the ideas
of the Buddhists on the subject of Charity, and George John
Romanes opens up a great subject with an article on "Mind
in Men and Animals." The other articles are one by President
Gilman on Titles (chiefly scholastic), one by Judge John A.
A Handful of Plums.
Jameson on "Speculation in Politics," and one by John W.
'
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doubt the reprobate son of a reprobate ·father will also be call- th e au 1ence.
them,"
exclaimed
the
lecturer,
and the house, catching for a priest when he is dying. If so, we hope the priest
will make the suppression of the indecent Personal column of ing the colonel's meaning in an instant, broke into
an outburst of applause which lasted for fully two
the Berdld a sine qua non of absolution."
THE Rising Sun is a new paper devoted to expounding and
supporting the doctrins of the "Deistarian church." The
editor maintains that the Deistarian religion is the best religion for this life, and as good as any for the next. He holds
that the Bible is "fictionated " history; that hell, Satan, and
Santa Claus exiHt only in the imagination; that profane swearing is a Christian custom not worth adopting; that we can disbelieve the stories of Washington and the hatchet, William

minutes. From that moment there was no further
interruption. In the course of his lecture Colonel
Ingersoll said:
''After all, we know 80 little. Life is 80 short, it is
such a little way from the lap of our mother to the
lap of the mother of us all, we are 80 hampered by
the force of habit, 80 trammeled by custom, that it
iij impossible· for us to know much, and the more we

high priest unless behind him he has a fact-unless
he can teach how there shall be less poverty, less unhappiness, less human agony, more comfort, more
happiness, more brightness. Let one of the chief
duties of the priest be to show how to deepen the
dimples of joy in the cheek of mankind.
''Giv expressions to your doubts, I beg of you. A
doubt is the bud of an idea. If you giv it the sunlight of thought, it may blossom. The man who suppresses a doubt is a kind of Herod who kills a child
of the brain.
"I am doing my best for the clergy. They teach
that you are to love your enemies. But, somehow,
they don't seem to love me. Sometimes I believe
that this is because they know that I know that they
don't know, and these feelings toward me are, under
the circumstances, quite natural, for there is just as
much of. human nature in the preacher-when you
are not looking at him-as in anyone else.
"The old-fashioned preacher was a terror. He
used to go about his parish bringing gloom into
every place of joy he could find. To look at him you
would think that joy had died and that he was one
of the pall-bearers. He went about talking of coffim,
epitaphs, tortures, hell, and similar cheerful topics.
These he characterized as 'tidings of great joy.'
People in those days used to ask the preacher if they
wanted to know about anything. Now they only ask
him if they don't. I tell you the new is getting
away with the old.
"So many new forms of promotion, so many new
avenu9s to preferment, to fame, to glory, to wealth
hav sprung up for bright men to enter into that the
pulpit has to put up with what is left. You all know
how the clergyman is made. Some good young man
is selected. He has not constitution enough to be
very wicked; he has not quite enough breadth of
chest to sit up late at night; at once the cry is raised,
"What a good clergyman he would make." So he is
sent to an institution where he pledges himself not to
think. Just imagin a teacher who is not to think ! He
does not reason. If an idea comes into his head he
forthwith believes that it must hav been put there
by the devil. He becomes a sort of phonograph with
memory as the crank. He IQ.akes a living talking
about what he does not know, and there is no danger
of his running out of raw material. Now and then
some minister gets an idea and makes up his mind
to go on a species of intellectual spree. Next Sunday he 1·eally givs expression to this idea. There
·
•t an exc1·tement among the congregation.
ensues qui e
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What consolatiOn? Hell-that 1s all.
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now we hav twenty-seven left. Quite a nucleus about which
to gather, after all.
We decided to hold a basket social the evening of Feb. 14th
at the residence of Brother and Sister Gline's. As there is no
church organization here we hav felt a great want in social
organization, and henceforth mean to fill this blank by suitable League work. I know of no reason why one may not
work as enthusiastically for humanity as for Chlist. The love
of man should be as soul-inspiring as the love of God, and
will be when ignorance and superstition hav given >yay to
science. Were ever such soul-inspiring words uttered as those
of T. B. Wakeman at the "close of his lecture on "Liberalism
-Its Mission !"
The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL is a perfect treasure to any Freethinker. What a pleasure it is to see face to face (if only on
paper) those noble brothers and sisters whose words and
thoughts hav grown familiar to us ! Hoping you may not forget your promis to come to us at the end of the month of
October, I remain
Yours for U. M. L.,
EvA BARNES, Sec. League No. 3.

against those vipers; spare them not, they are a cruel crowd.
I hav suffered much from one of the lambs of that fold, but
they cannot harm me when I am out of their reach.
CnAs. EvERETT.

TWINSBURGH, 0., March 8, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The people of sub-district No.8, located about
MaRYVILLE, Mo., Feb. 7, 285.
twenty-two miles southeast of Cleveland, hav been holding
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclo~ed $1, }Vhich you will
lyceums during the winter; and the best of harmony has preplease place to my credit. I would like to find a community
vailed until, a few weeks ago, the society adopted for discusof Liberals where I could open a good school. I hav good
sion the question:
qualifications and can giv ·fiyst-class recommendations. If
Resolved, That Colonel Ingersoll is a benefit to the country.
yon can put me in correspondence with some prominent LibNothing was said in opposition until the Sunday preceding
eral in a community where I coulci be likely to open a school
the Tuesday evening set for the discussion. Upon this day
I would be most truly thankful.
the two directors sent a written communication to the manI delivered my first Freethought lecture last Thursday
agers of the society, addressed to the president, W. J. Birdnight, to an audience of entire church-members. The subsill, requesting the question be withdrawn, and saying that if
ject was "The Soul and Its Destiny," from a Materialistic
the society were unwilling t~ acquiesce in their request the
standpoint. I can say that I was treatecl with great resp11ct.
house would be closed.
When I closed, a minister was called upon to reply. He said
M. Koniger and H. Beardsley were the directors, and when
but little, however, but said my lecture was.a "most excellent
things began to wax warm A Brown was appointed as diproduction, and worthy of a respectful hearing any time." He
rector, the law of Ohio providing that there shall be three
requested me to send it to A. Wilfrid Hall, of the Microcosm,
directors.
of New York, for publication. The lecture was delivered where
SACRAMENTO, CAL., Feb. 2, 285.
C. 0. Fenton, the teacher, opposed this domineering power,
MR. EDITOR: I hav traveled over the greater part of the state I am teaching, and I am satisfied that I made friends by my
and proposed to go on with the debate. Two parties were of California from San BernadillQ county, in the south, to Del straightforward presentation of the gospel of truth.
soon formed, prominent and good people on either side. Ar- Norte and Siskiyou, in the norTh, and the southwestern and
Fraternally yours,
GEo. H. DAWES.
gument h1td no weight, force must conquer; and recognizing southern counties in Oregon, from E.l\I. 249 to 285, and
this, the directors went to Hudson, got 11 little legal advice, though churches are few, and in some of the counties none,
S·.r. CATHARINE, Mo., Feb. 9, 1885.
bought a couple of padlocks, and came home. The keys to yet the morality and good behavior of the people will not only
Mn. EDITOR: Please send me THE TRUTII SEEKER ANNUAL,
the house were in the teacher's possession, and to get them compare favorably with those of the New England and Mid- and "Bible Morals," by J. E. Remsburg.
was the main object of the directors. Hence they drew up dle states, but will greatly excel .them. Good schoolhouses
I am in favor of that tent and will· subscribe something
some obnoxious ruies for the teacher and his pupils, and when abound, and the intelligence and general information of the townrd it. I think a good lecturer could make it pay well to
the teacher returned to his boarding-place (A. Brown's) at people are praiseworthy.
lecture the whole length of the H. & St. J. R. R. from Hanni·
about 4:30 P.M. upon the evening set for debate, Mr. BeardsThere is much less rowdyism, gambling, and fighting in bal to St. Joseph. There are plenty of Liberals, bunt would
ley gently tapped him on the shoulder and proceeded to read these two states than in the old, orthodox states east of the be difficult to hire a hall to lecture in. But if a good lecturer
what they styled "rules and regulations." They provided that Missouri river. There is also much less drunkenness than in ever comes through he will be greeted with a large following.
the teacher must not enter the schoolhouse before 8 o'clock the old states east of the mountains. I was surprised when I There are plenty of Liberals at Brookfield to form a good
A.M., must not remain in it after 5 o'clock P.M., and must sur- commenced traveling through the country, over the plains, League.
w. E. CRANDALL.
render the keys upon demand of the directors. The teacher through the foothills and up into the mountains, when I found
immediately informed his "rulers" that he should enter the that the stables were never locked, the whip, .blanket, lap
SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis., Feb. 23, 285.
house when he saw fit to do so, leave it when he got a good robe, and overcoat were left out in the buggy, and the doors of
MR. EDITOR: It seems to me that since the late presidential
ready, and that he would keep the keys1n his own possession, dwellings only latched, or, in warm weather, left standing election your neighbor Puclc has striven with as much energy
and told them to help themselvs if they could. There was open!
to misrepresent as he did before election to giv truthful repreonly one way left, and that was to use the padlocks bought
The people laughingly remarked, "Oh, everything will be sentations. Now he claims that the Rev. Heber Newton is
for the occasion, and when the teacher was eating his supper, perfectly safe. No one ever carries off or steals anything in seeking martyrdom at the hands of Bishop Potter. Whereas
Mr. Beardsley was busy at the schoolhouse. He nailed a piece this country." And experience has proved this to be true in the veriest fool can see that
of shingle perpendicularly over every window, fastened the my case, and so far as I hav been able to ascertain. Since
Mol,ocracy now rules the church,
blinds, padlocked one door from the inside and the other from December, 283, I hav traveled over 7,500 miles in California
While Potter dies the martyr;
·the outside, and the work was complete-no Bob Ingersollites and Oregon and hav not lost one single article from my buggy
Their shameless creeds, their cross, their Christ,
Will soon come tumbling arter.
should enter there. Thus the disciples of Jesus and "Bob" or barn, stable, office, or dwelling where I hav stopped. And
were alike locked out. The society peacefully adjourned, after all this in states where there are no such blots and tyrannic
In this case Puck is several laps behind Newton in the race
proposing to hire a hall at the center of Twinsbnrgh and go restrictions as orthodox Sunchty penal laws !
after truth.
Yours for Newton, every time,
on with the debate. They rented "Uncle " Sam'. Bissell's
NELSON HUNT.
Just think of it! Orthodox priests claim that restrictiv
Hall. Uncle Sam is over eighty years old, a classical graduate l::lunday laws are necessary to force people to be moral, but exof Yale College, very religions, firm though kind, generous to perience and practical tests disprove their claims. The
FRACKVILLE, PA., Feb. 14, 1884.
a fault, well endowed morally, mentally, and physically. He priests, sky-pilots, grasshoppers, are no more necessary to
MR. EDITOR: I trust a few lines from this town away up in
has been engaged in education all his life; was a poor boy, make the people moral and virtuous than the small-pox is nee- the hills of Pennsylvania will prove acceptable to THE TRUTH
worked his own way through college, and has been at the essary to conduce to the physical good health of men and SEEKER. We are perched on the top of the Broad Mountains,
head of a flourishing school in Twinsbnrgh for nearly fifty women.
in a town of about 2,500 inhabitants, with no architectural
years-and no doubt many who read this will say, "And I
The weather is milcl and warm; the grass is growing rapidly. pretensions, the houses being of the simplest construction,
used to go to Uncle Sam;" for ovAr six thousand hav attended Yellow oranges are yet hanging upon the trees. Roses and perhaps a few degrees removed from the style of our worthy
his school. He has built two large buildings, one a wooden other flowers are in full bloom, and appear as fresh and glori- progenitors. We hav no social nabobs in our midst, but are
structure, and the other stone. The former, built a long time ous as in New York in June. Cabbages, turnips, and other happy in the condition of hard-working miners who delve in
ago, is now going to decay, but the stone structure stands vegetables are daily gathered fresh from the fields near Sacra-. the bowels of the earth every day for our bread and butter.
"four-square to all the winds that blow." But the school has mento.
Yours,
P. V. WrsE.
I hav no doubt many of your readers will shrug their shoulgone, and ere long Uncle Sam must go, too. Some of the
ders and savor theh· remarks of this place with "Maguireism.''
church people denounce Uncle Sam for granting the use of the
Well, it is true that this place has been the scene of such
EAsT CHATHAM, Feb. 12, 1885.
building for the discussion of the Ingersoll question. But he
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find stamps for The TRUTH terrors, but they are a thing of the past. To-day there is not
did let them hav the hall, and his memory will remain long SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885, containing ·the portraits of our illus- a more peaceful or law-abiding community in the country.
after some of the church-members of Twinsburgh shall hav trious Liberal leaders, whose minds do not appear to be conSecularism is the ism that all parties in this region are gambeen wholly forgotten and their prejudicial bones returned to fined within the prison bars of orthodoxy, but like the eagle ing for; and it is amusing to witness the eagerness with which
the elements from which they came. The question was ar- when freed from his loathsome cage spreads his imperial pin- the chase is kept up. The keepers of our neighbor's c~n
gued by the Messrs. Cochran, Carl, Eno, and Fenton, the two ions to the breeze and mounts his heavenward course as scienoe hav decreed that we are " an abomination;" that we
former against, and the two latter for, Ingersoll. The judges, though he had never been encompassed with creeds and dog- are "blasphemers," and worthy of all condemnation from the
Hawkins and McElroy, Christians; Scouten and Lusk, Infi- mas saying "thus far and no farther shalt thou go." How re- faithful, and of course our neighbors look upon us as the heirs
dels; and Chamberlain, a neutral, gave the question to Eno freshing to one standing nearly alone to receive from week to apparent to an estate known for ages as "demnition bowand Fenton, and thus the question ended. The writer has week, through your Liberal journal, the best thoughts of the wows." The result is, when we meet one of these orthodox
nothing to say against the directors; his fight is with princi- best minds of our age, after having spent nearly fourscore saints he assumes a look of fear nnd trembling as though a
ples, not men. He can see wherein they err, and that they years and on nearly every funeral occasion listened to the (to mere look from us woulil breed infection. It is truly piteous
may hav been, and probably were (at first), following the most me) senseless twaddle of original sin, a vicarious atonement, to be conscious of the credulity of these people, and almost
perf.,ct guide they had-conscience. But such men are to be personal devil, a brimstone hell, and justification by faith.
ludicrous to observe the care with which they avoid us socially,
pitied, rather than too radically condemned. It may be truthWith these adverse impressions firmly fixed in my mind, I While in our society they conduct themselvs as though t!Jey
fuily said, however, that such men are very narrow-minded, hav already instructed in my will to my Liberal daughter, were in the middle of a church-yard after dark.
and cannot tolerate anything differing materially from them- now my only living child, that when. I pass to the unknown
However, we are happy, and mean to be so, even in the face
selva; that they cannot draw a conclusion from a large general- and unknowable, if. a Liberal speaker cannot be procured of all the orthodox calamities that Jonathan EdwaYds has
ization of facts; that they n~ver spent much time in meditating whose standard is justice and humanity, without reference to stored up for us in the future. We meet every Sunday afterover the philosophy of Bacon; and, in short, that they are the creed or blind faith, let my remains be·· consigned to earth in I;tOOn and hold a session of school, at which everything that
men that must step down and out, that their places may be silence, with the assurance on my part that brighter days are can be of any possible use to us is taught. We hav no doubt
filled by those more competent.
dawning, plainly pointing to the real peace on earth and many of your readers would be agreeably surprised to witness
It is too late in the nineteenth century to stop thought and good will to men, without adding, "I come not to bring peace the degree of intelligence with which their miner brethren asinvestigation. But we are getting better. " Every day is the but a sword." Your last year's ANNUAL, with "Big Jack sume the role of pedagog. It is gratifying to observe the avidity
world made new." Instead of padlocking the doors, their an- Small" and other selections, has been to me a real household with which the young people receive every crumb of informacestors would hav burnt us at the stake. Yes, sir, they would treasure, and I anxiously wait to see its successor, and look tion. We hav as bright and intelligent a lot of children as can
hav kindled the fire, and with hands uplifted in the ,name upon the shadows of those whose words are burned into my be found, in any other "Sunday-school." Then the knowlot God they would hav implored him to finish the work memory with veneration,
edge we wish them to attain is much more readily imparted
JoHN M. BARNES.
in the lower regions. And hence I say we are getting betterthan if we had to assume the role of necromancer, ancl, in the
imperativly so-when we see that the simple padlock takes the
language of an alchemist, induct the children into a mysticism
NEWARK, N.J., Feb. 15, 1885.
place of the rack and the stake.
C. 0. FENTO:t<.
Mn. EDITOR! I inclose $1, being one third of annual sub- incompatible with their buoyant, frolicking spirits. We tell
scription; will send the balance in a week or two. I like the them the truth, and they find it accords with their happiness
paper very well. It suits my mind since it has been freed from to observe what we teach them. We endeavor to entertain
A LETTER TO MR. REYNOLDS.
the bondage of priestcraft. It desenes the support of all while we instruct, antl the result is a fearful blow to the instiCLARA, PA., Feb, 22, 1885.
free-minded thinkers. I wish the word Liberal could be tution of our orthodox friends, who retaliate by subjecting us
CnAs. B. REYNOLDs, Dear Brother ; Feeling that you still changed tc something that would better express the idea of to a kind of social ostracism.
hold our little band of Liberal workers in your heart, I send those that are free from all kinds of priestcraft.
While writing of ostracism, let me interject an exception,
you a few notes of our doings since your visit among us.
The Roman Catholics are among the first to clamor for presumably not local. Our friends hav not yet learned to disThere has been quite an interest awakened by your lectures freedom of worship, but in Rome, the seat of their religion, tinguish a heterodox from an orthodox dollar. We suppose
and the reading matter you left behind among the people; they complain of the Italian government for giving freedom to that by some wonderful translation our dollar is converted into
and I think another spe~tker, well advertised, will receive a other sects to build piaces of worship. Sir, I look upon a graduated orthodox one against it g.ets into the coffers of our
rousing welcome. We called a business meeting of the League the Roman Catholics as a menace to our free institutions. friends.
at Brother and Sister Gline's, Feb. 8th. About twelve old mem- Their numbers can be counteci by the hundreds of thousands,
Brother C. B. Reynolds paid us a visit, and during his stay
berH were present and four more paid in and were enrolled. for the most part ignorant tools, waiting to do any dirty work delivered three lectures. Standing-room was at a premium,

Three of our charter members hav removed to Nebraska, a.ud that their crafty leaders bid them to do.

Use your pen freely aud ma.uy of our
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will germinate and bring forth fruit in abundance.

Mr. Rey.
nolds is an excellent speaker. His arguments are unanswerable, and his logical force will admit of no" dodging." His
<lelivery is good, and his dramatic tact when clenching the n~il
very effectiv. Socially we were all delighted with the gentle.
man, and eagerly look forward to a renewal of friendliness with
pleasurable anticipations. The iocal press gave two columns
to a synopsis of the ~ectures, and the effect upon the public is
hard to be determined. Up to date,, no worthy divine has
deemed it necessary to respond to them, consoling themselvs
in their own bombastic way of saying "it would never do to
countenance such people with the dignity of a replication."
Worldlings here hav very strongly intimated that " dJscretion
is the better part of valor," and their reverences, true to their
own interests, seemingly think so too.
It is very difficult to impress the workingmen with the idea
that man was made for Sun<lay; they will persistently believe
that Sunday was made for man and stubbornly conserve their
own happiness. We work six days from dawn to dark, and
when the seventh comes feel like indulging in a little relaxation, which we take in the form of assembling together, discussing the questions of the day, reading essays, or, when a
kind brother like C. B R.eynolds comes around, listening to a
lecture. We labor under the impression that by this means
we become better citizens,- husbands, and parents, and more
charitable to our neighbors. But just here, on this point, a
practical question presents itself to us poor unsophisticated
creatures-shall we plod through life unconcerned about these
duties, solely depending upon a.few starched, conventional
sentences, served up according to homiletics for our edification
by a man whose policy it is to make us subservient to his interests? We hav thought likewise, and hav elected to be free
and independent searchers after the truth, for in its temple
alone is happiness to be found. Receive our congratulations
upon the success of your almanac, which we received and
found io be all its friends could desire or represent it.
RICHARD CHAPPEL.
Yours for the truth,
CnA.INVILLE, RAN., Feb. 7, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Find inclosed postal note for fifty cents, for
which please mail the undersigned the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
and the "Agnostic Annual." We hav had a Cambellite
preacher lecturing on "Modern Infidelity." He was to hav
been on hand last Saturday evening, but failed to put in an
appearance, so after the "brethren" said that he would not
be there that evening some of those "modern Infidels " being
present, and one of them having Remsburg's "Bible Morals"
in his pocket, it was proposed that he r.;ad it. It made the
deacons squirm, but after the reading was through, one of
them rose and said H seemed pretty tough charges, but his
faith was still unshaken, and it would take more than that to
shake it.
J. J. WILKES.
ORANGE, Cu., Feb. 5, 1885.
1\'In. EDITOR: Your valu~tble favor of Dec. 31st just came to
hand, and I hasten to reply and inclose $5 as per circular, for
which please giv me credit. I"am sorry that I could not send
my subscription sooner, but the wailing cry for gold is felt
here in California as elsewhere. It is harder to get $5 this
year than twenty-five dollars in former years. We hav our
crops on hand, but cannot realize a dollar on them even at a
sacrifice. Should crops fail this year, half the ranchmen will
be broken up.
There are some books that I want, but I shall hav to wait
until I hav the funds. One is six lectures by Cooper on the
Bible, which I will send for as soon as I hav the money.
I hav located in a new colony, and it is a very hot-bed Of
orthodoxy. Why, I was asked yesterday what I was going to
do with my fruit this year if the crop was a success. I
answered, "Use what I can, and sell the rest.'' Question: "What,
to the distillers?'' Answer: "Yes, if they will pay the best
price." Then came the rejoinder, "If you do, we will come and
pull up all your trees, and clean you out as we did the saloon
the other day." "Well," I said, "when you come to do that
bring your dancing-pumps, for I will play you some lively
music while you are at work." This is something of the class
of people by which I am surrounded. I was asked by one
why I did not attend church and join one. I answered that
when they could convince me that any female brought forth
an offspring without the assistance of the male man, and that
offspring a god, then I thought he might count me among
them; but, until he could do that, I thought I ha<l too much
reasoning powers to believe in their mythical God. The poor
fool called me a blasphemer, and left in disgust. They call
me very hard names, but I guess I am able to stand it a little
'longer. I hav already had over sixty years, and I am willing
to stand a little more. I think it doubtful if I can get you a
new subscriber among these people, but I will try, and, until
you hear from me again, believe me,
H. S. BOBBETTE.
Yours truly,
ALLIANCE, Omo, Feb. 13, 1885.

MR. EDITOR: As announced, Messrs. Watts and Putnam
lectured here Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, lOth and 11th,
to very good audiences considering the weather (the thermometer registering twelve to fifteen degrees below zero).
On Tuesday evening Mr. Watts's subject was "Liberalism: its
Struggles, Hopes, and Achievements," and to state that it was
a grand lecture is only stating what every one knows that has
heard him. After the lecture, Mr Putnam explained the ob •.
ject of the Liberal League, or the Ame1ican Secular Union,
and announced that Robert G. Ingersoll had accepted the
presidency of the same, which is certainly just what was
needed to unite the Liberals of America and bring about grand
results.
On Wednesday evening, Mr. Putnam lectured on the "Religion of the Future," which was well received, after which
Mr. Watts spoke on "Agnosticism," and succeeded in convincing some of his hearers, who thought they were not Agnostic,
that in fact they were and were glad of it.

Watts and Putnam, I think that, at no distant day, a branch
of the American Sec~ar Union will be formed here, some ten
or twelve persons haVIng signified their willingness to assist in
such a movement, and with Colonel Ingersoll at the head, and
Messrs. Watts and Putnam in the field, there ought to be some
grand work done for the liberty of "man, woman, anq child."
Now, Mr. Editor, this being my first attempt at correspondence, I will close. by wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER and the
American Secular Union success beyond their most sanguin
expectations.
Youre truly,
GEo. w. THORNBURGH.

frauds? If he is, indeed, in such deplorable ignorance on
that point as this, I refer him to the appendices of W. B. Carpenter's treatis on Mesmerism, Spiritualism, etc., in which he
will find the sworn statement of Mrd. Culver, a relation of
the Fox family by marriage, who, as soon as she became cognizant of the fraudulent practices of these Fox girls, exposed
them fully. And so this Spiritualism, which originated by
fraud, and which was fostered by ignorance and credulity,
has continued to exist by the same means ever since.
He says, "All done. by those electric sounds which hav bid
defiance to the literary world. Prove that they are not what
tp.ey claim to be." I think. that our friend might study ~
primer on logic with great benefit to his intellect; he would
there find, among the first formula laid down, that in an argument it is not the place of the negativ to deny until the affirmativ has first striven to prove. In regard to those electric
sounds-which hav bid defiance to the litera.ry world-he will
find (if he ;will again refer to the treatis mentioned above
-page 102) that Dr. Austin Flint has conclusivly proven that
these sounds are produced _by the repeated displacement of a
tendon which slides through a sheath behind the external protuberance of the ankle, and that this tendon may be repeatedly displaced without the slightest observable movement
Fraternally yours,
CHA.S. F. GAVL.
of the legs or feet.

BROOKLYN, Feb. 9, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Your issue of Feb. 7th contains a communication from N. H. Dillingham, M.D., of Boston. He states that
"from t~e mineral ultimates the vegetable, and from the vegetable ult1mates the animal." Our friend is evidently a little
mixed up here. 'rhe real facts of the case are that from the
mineral ultimates protoplasm, and that this protoplasm is of
the veget~ble or the animal kingdom, according as it. is capable of assimilating either mineral or organic substances; but
even to these rules there are a few exceptions, notably, in the
vegetable kingdom, the fungi which liv upon organic sub.
stances; and in the animal kingdom the Bathybius of Huxley, which is supposed to be able to assimilate mineral substances, although it is an undoubted animal. There is, at bottom, but one life, which is the whole life of some creatures
GRAND MouND, Jan. 29, 1885.
and the common basis of the life of all, a life of simplest
MR. EDITOR: Your favor of the 31st ult. came to hand on
moving and feeling, of feeding, of producing its kind, and time, and I take the first opportunity to reply. The circumlasting its day-a life which, so far as we at present know, has stances that rendered it necessary to remind me of the amount
no need of such parts as we call organs; Upon this general due THE TRUTH SEEKER I regret exceedingly, but it could not
foundation are built up the manifold special characters of an- well be avoided without saying, "Stop my paper," and I do
imal and vegetable existences, but the tendency, the endeavor, not want to say that just yet, and I presume you do not want
so to sp.eak, of the plant is one, of the animal is another, and to stop it. I esteem the paper much, but if it had less to say
the unhkeness between them widens the higher the building concerning Freethought, and more to say concerning free
is carried up. As we pass along the series of either branch, money, and if the space now devoted to Liberalism was defrom low to high, the plant becomes more vegetativ, the ani- voted to the cause of humanity, it would not only be esteemed
mal more animal. These are facts, and when Mr. Dillingham more highly by me, but by every earnest Liberal who really
tries to convince us to the contrary, he is simply talking non- believes in equal rights and privileges with regard to money
sense, and stating things . that will not bear the light of mod- and taxation. So long as the entire money (public credit) of
ern scientific investigation.
the nation is transferred by law from those who cre!l.te and
I fail to see how he reconciles his statement that ·the min- earn it to individuals and corporations, without any consider-.
eral ultimates in the vegetable, and that the vegetable ulti- ation, just so long said corporations can compel the wage-.
mates in the animal, with his statement toward the close of workers and producers to support them, and pay all the taxes ..
his communication that there is no end of life that it is an Now it is these unequal laws that create, build up, and per. etern~tl principle, and that it is only the bodies ~hich die ~nd petuate an aristocracy, and defrauds, degrades, and brutaldecompose, for if the mineral ultimates in the vegetable, life izes those who labor, until they hav no capacity to think, much.
must certainly hav had a beginning the moment that the first less to indulge in Freethought. Hence Paine, Jefferson, and
plant began to exist as such. The same is the case when we all the founders of the Liberal movement, saw at once that no.
start from the scientific basis that the mineral ultimates in reform could possibly be inaugurated without first abolishing
protoplasm. Now, as we hav seen that life had a beginning all unjust and unequal laws, and as there was absolutely no.
the moment the first particle of protoplasm ever existed as way to abolish any law that the king and aristocracy propo.;ed
such, life (whether we speak of it as individual life, or life in to inflict, they struck at the government or law-making power,
the aggregate) must hav an end, and I fail to see how the abolished it, and established a new government based upon
gentleman is going to prove, either logically or scientifically, the Constitution, which is the supreme law of the land. If the
spirit and letter of the instrument was observed and carried
that life has no end, and that it is an eternal principle.
Mind is a mode or process, so to speak, it is the natural out- out by our government officials, no unequal or oppressiv lttws,
come of the action and reaction of the brain in relation to the either state or national, could ever hav been passed. But
stimuli of external objects; the brain is inseparably connect.ed what hav we to-day? I think I speak within bounds when I
and in intimate relationship with all the other organs of the say more than half of our so-called laws, state and national,
body; and if the action of any organ in the body becomes de- are iii direct conflict with the Constitution. And many of our
ranged in any way, all the other organs become proportion- Congressional instruments are the same old infamous, oppressiv acts inflicted upon the colonies by King George and
ately deranged.
I will not stop here to argue as to which has tht;l precedence, his Parliament, and which caused the fathers of the republic
mind or matter. Scisntists affirm that matter is•the beginning to overthrow his government.
As at that time there was no remedy for existing evils short.
and mind the result, and I consider it to be conclusivly proven
of a political revolution, so, to-day, it is aU that is needed.
that such is the case.
He quotes himself as follows: "What," I said, "the great And yet, instead of attacking and trying to abolish or repeal the
power folded up its arms, nothing more to occupy its mind statutes giving individuals and corporations a monopoly of the
and forces-after the development of puny man-it don't look nation's credit, and taxing labor to pay the entire expense of
reasonable." Well, I shouldn't think it did; but right here the government, by means of which the bankers and clergy
let me say that I do not recognize mind as an independent ex- are enabled to dictate legislation, the National Liberal L•Jague,
istence. I know mind only as it exists in connection with or those who hav assumed its leadership, has surrendered the
matter-the result of matter. What the gentleman means by vital principles that actuated the founders of Liberalism,
"the great power," I don't know, and I don't believe he does. ostensibly to promote harmony, but really to build up andesAnd when he writes of this great power folding up its arm's tablish an organization the exact prototype of ecclesiastical
and having nothing more to .occupy its mind and forces, he is organizations, minus a heaven and hell in a future state, while·
simply w1iting nonsense. It will be remembered that, at the " mum" is to be the ~ord (in the Le!l.gue) with regard to the
time all this wa~ passing through the gentleman's mind, he heaven and hell already established on earth.
If this is to be the outcome of Liberalism, now is the time
was, according to his letter, an Atheist, Materialist, and Infidel, and that Nature was his- God. A curious conglomera· for it to die.
But I think I hear you say, "What is all of this to do with
tion, truly. How a m:m can hav a god of any nature whatever,
and at the same time be an Infidel and Atheist, or how he can the $3.00 due THE TRUTH SEEKER?" According to my views of
be an Atheist and an Infidel at the same time, I cannot com- the "eternal fitness of things," it has very much to do in every
prehend. Perhaps the gentleman can explain this to me. If way. First, if I could obtain a just price for the products of
the gentleman means nature when he speaks of "the great my labor, I should pay promptly in advance for my paper,
power," it is the first time I hav ever heard of nature having which would be quite satisfactory to you, no doubt. Nowarms. I doubt whether the gentleman can giv me a descrip- to obtain the $3.00 which you find inclosed herewith, and to
tion of these arms. But to return.· If the gentleman means meetother oblig1\tions now due, I was compelled to sell my
to insinuate that man is the highest object in the animal king- hogs for $3.20 per cwt.; and nearly every article the producer
dom, that nature (by means of natural and sexual selection) has to spare is in about the same proportion with regard to
is capable of producing, that I deny; for all scientific evidence price. Every person of ordinary intelligence and observation
goes to prove that man will go on improving until he is as knows that this state of aff!l.irs results from tt...e financial policy
far in advance of us as we are in advance of the Abo- of our government officials, and if it is continued it will only
rigines, and it is not at all improbable that, in course of time, be a question of time when I, and no doubt a thousand other
an entirely new species may be evolved, entirely different from subscribers, will be unable to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
any form with which we are acquainted, but much higher in will be obliged to discontinue it. "As a special inducement '•
the animal kingdom than man. It will, however, be a living, for me to adva1,1ce the money to pay for the paper to ii'Iay 1,
breathing, tangible animal. No natural agencies with which 1886, you make a deduction of $1.00, and say I will save a dolI am acquainted can produce any such mysterious spirits as lar by remitting now. But I can't see it. I hav no money,
our friend writes about, and science givs us no reason for be- and it is impossible to sell anything to obtain it, short !Jf a sacrifice. It would giv me pleasure to send in a list of new sublieving such to exist.
He writes that "for four years before the Rochester knock- scribers, but those who earn their money by labor think they
ings, he was looking, watching, and listening for some dem- can't afford it, and those who get money by their wits, and
onstration of a higher plane of life." This explains the whole like the principles advocated in the paper, and could support
thing; he had got himself into such a condition of expectancy it as well as not, are afraid it might injure their social standthat he really believed he saw, heard, or felt anything that he ing.
In, conclusion allow me to say that if we allow bankers,
was told he saw, heard, or felt, and he has been in that condition ever since, The poor old gentleman has, however, been bondholders, and ex-priests to shape the comse of the L( ague,
grossly imposed 'upon. Is it possible that he is not aware of we may expect that its 1neetiogs will be opened by prayer at

As a.a imllladiate re11ult of the visit and la.bor of Messrs. the filet _thllt the Fox girls we~@ nothing more or less th!ln no distant day.
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While snow showered down its white array
From the plumy wings of a wintry sky,
And the path was dim, and a wolf passed by.
But these sturdy mothers, willing and strong,
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, I<dl RiveT, Heeded not the wail of his dismal song.
Mass., to whom all Communications for this Parcel and part of the vast frontier
Cl:>rner s]£ould be sent.
In a time of need had captured a deer,
When hunger loomed with a visage wan,
"Between the dark and the daylight,
And the children cried and the fathers gone;
When the-night begins to lower,
They felt the darlf shadows that over t-hem
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
lay
That Is known as the Children' I! Hour."
When molding bullets for the Indian fray,
And shrank from no duty, though men were
A Hymn Six Hundred Years Old.
afraid,
Guard, my child, thy tongue,
When the land awoke to the "Black Hawk
That It speak no wrong;
raid."
Let no evil word pass o'er It;
Set the watch of truth before It,
Along ihe uncertain grassy road
That It speak no wrong.
No cabin's six-light windows glowed;
Guard, my child, thy tongue.
No landmark tow'ring tall and clear
Guard, my child, thine eyes;
But the first faint strokes of the pioneer
Prying Is not wise;
Had heaped the rails in drifted dunes
Let them look on what Is right;
That whistled the wind-harp's wand'ring tunes,
From all evil turn their sight;
And mapped the farms in dotted lines,
Prying Is not wise.
Guard, my chl!d, thtne eyes.
Outposts of corn, and wheat, and vines,
Where zig-zag fences mark the lane
Guard, my child, thine ear;
Wicked words will soor;
·That opened up the spring campaign,
LAt no evil word come In
And tortuous ways brought law and order
That may cause the soul to sin;
To settlers on that Western border.
Wicked words will sear.
Guard, my child, thine ear.
Through rising wind, and falling snow,
Ear, and eye, and tongue,
They reach the log-house, dark and low;
Guard while thou art young ;
The children whisking in and out,
For, alas t these busy three
And graceful greyhounds roundabout.
Oan unruly members be.
Upon the outer walls were hung
Guard, while thou art young,
The strangest islands ever sung.
Ear, and eye, and tongue.
Peninsula and continent
In weird chaotic grandeur blent;
Liilian's Dolly Song.
Like Malte-Brun's brave charts and maps,
Out on the lawn on a summer day,
This wealth of toil, and tramps, and traps,
M<>klng a handkerchief hammock In play,
Harvest of fur from mink and coon,
Two tong strings and a couple or chairs,
Glvlng the dollies the breezes and airs.
Garnered beneath November's moon.
Hammock a dolly bye baby bye,
The doctor was there, and Betty was better,
Rock a bye, dolly bye, baby.
The fever allayed that so nearly upset her;
One big mamma doll tall and sllm,
But the room revealed the hurricane's blight,
Two we' baby dolls, Lll!le an1 "Jim,"
AU with the handkerchief, hammock, and string, And Madam Millard would stay over-night;
Taking a nap and a j"llY good swing.
As fields where man has triumphed alone
Hammock a dolly bye baby bye,
Resemble the path of a ) oung cyclone.
Rock a bye, dolly bye, baby.
Universal the ruin-complete the debris,
Birds and butterflies up In the trees,
'Vhere incense of onions breaks a medley of
Singing and fluttering rock In the breeze,
tea;
While In the shadow th_e babies In fun,
A grouiJ.d-work of grime, and billow11 of steam,
Hammock the dolls till daylight Is done.
The grand ideal of a batchelor's dream;
Hammock a dolly bye baby bye,
Rock a bye, dolly bye, baby.
But the babies were fresh from an artisan hand,
L'l.ter all cuddled as snug as a mouse,
Who frescoed their clothes with a waffle-cake
Mamma has charge Of them all In the house,
brand;
Dressing In night-clothes the little bare feet,
Spilling dough on the dresser, the table, and
Cooln~; and slnglug a lullaby sweet.
fioor,
Hammock a dolly bye baby bye,
And sighed for the worlds he would conquer
Rock a bye, dolly bye, baby.
Eocanaba, Mich.
lSAAO A. POOL.
no more.
Near the bed where the battle with Death was
fought,
Aunt Patty ami the Wolves.
Were the wrecks of meals the neighbors had
A TRUE STORY.
brought,
,
One winter's day, many years ago,
And the youngsters had eaten~but little t-he
When the skies came down with December
matter,
snow;
Since Bettie but craved a cup of cold water.
When prairies unrolled through the empty Drinking in dreams that could only deceive her,
space,
While the fever, hke hades, a garment did
And only the brave sought a dwelling-place
weave her.
Where wolves' held council in concert of Water, the antediluvian forbade,
growls,
While monstrous and blue were the pills that
A multiplied chorus subtracted from howls,
he made;
And this wild nomadic, blood-curdling band
With a good constitution, and sweet baby hands,
Had a true squatter's right to the out-lying Betty pulled to the shore leaving Death on the
land,
sands.
And pleaded their cause in quavers and trills,
The
voice of the wind, with sobbing moan,
Pre-empting their claims, and tunneling the
Reached PV-tty's ear as the cry of her own.
hills;
Black wolves from the far-away timber and In spirit she saw her empty chair,
And faces framed with clustering hair,
streams,
With gray prairie cousins, came torturing our Waiting for mother and the evening song,
And though skies are gray, she must haste
dreams;
along;
'Twas there Patty Grimm and a thrifty neighHer flowing mantle, wide and warm,
bor
A pilgrim's shield from snow and storm;
Conspired to drop their routin of labor,
And rounded rails in billows lay,
The whirling of swifts, and dial-faced reels,
The din of their looms and great spinning- As beads upon her thread of way.
A pure white rosary to tell
wheels;
The ferry boat shuttle was tossed on the tide, Her prayers, and winds the vesper bell;
Neglected the reeds, thou~h reared in the These long, low mounds her only guide
To lead her home by eventide.
pride
A hickory staff to lean upon
Of silv'~y streams where white lilies stood,
Dreaming 'neath pines of a dark southern Through snow and twilight coming down;
Forgetting for a time her care,
wood.
Singing a simple, soothing air,
No treadle be pressed with the busy feet,
'Till the wind-blown swath of snowy dunes,
Nor pulse of the oaken beam should beat;
Echoing her low-sung, wayside tunes,
No household song might arise that day,
Seem further swept, like lapsing waves
While sweet Betty Taylor, ten miles away,
That heap the shells from ocean caves.
On the French creek road lay ill of fever,
At morn they had not stretched so far
With Death in waiting glad to receive her,
To touch the brim of sunset bar.
As Betty so moCiest, gentle, and kind,
Her stick shall test them, thro' and thro',
An angel would make quite to his mind.
She'll know the worst-her fears are true.
But Madam Millard anu Patty Grimm
Mocking, and fair, and white they stood,
Were hast'ning on to frustrate him.
And ne'er a one had heart of wood.
With sweats and potions, powders and pills,
[CONCLUDED NEXT WEER.]
Blisters and plasters, senn11 and squills;
With incantations o'er boneset tea
That no young mother his garnered sheaf be.
Neighbors were scarce, I've mentioned before,
Aud Betty's dead mother a friend of yore.
Thus the twain set out to wulk the long way,

Our Puzzle Box.
!.-DARWINIAN EVOLU'£ION.
This gentleman is no --t,
Neither does he eat the --t.
His voice for a truth does --e,

is a failure of so much to complete the ana.
gram.
Robert Bernheim's effort in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of Jan. 24th, though apt in its fitness
of thought, overshoots an anagram, since it
contains an h and an e more than the sentence
which it should exactly duplicate as to number
and name of letters used. This shows that
"he" (h, e) surpHsses ·~~he recent strike in
Hocking -Valley" by stnkmg for more letters
than his capitalist could honestly furnish, and
also thrusting poor c into durance vile, behind
"lock" and "key."
2.-ENIGl\IA.
I like the Children's Corner and the whola
TRQTH SEEKER. It is a happy thing that such
My 7, 3, 1, 5, ~. 8 is a vegetable.
a brave ancl good paper can be published. I
My 2, 3, 4, 11 rs a pleasant place.
hope the heart of every boy and girl of the
My 4, 8, 9, ~0, 11 is a state.
Children's Corner thrills with joy at the
. My 6, 9, 10 rs a wrong.
thought that th9y hav not been born in the
chains of superstition, in homes where THE
3.-Q,UESTION.
TRUTH SEEKER with its light and cheer dare
Where may you find and see
not come. Rejoice! Use diligently such glad
A lucky family,
preferment. Free from the chilling dread of
In content company,
angry gods in the sky ancl from the fear of
And happy harmony ?
fiery fiends underground, be happy and free
On forest chair, papa,
on our own dear earth, having found those
Before him there, mamma,
frigilts are frauds which folks who think know
And playing her around,
to befnlse. Safe from the sad shame of such
Their darlings on the ground?
sorrowful superstition, strive to grow strong
New Braunfels, 'lexas.
WM. HILLERT.
and free. Seek to scale the hill of science,
fronting your course to the morning sun,
ANSWER TO PANTAGRAPH IN CHILDREN's CORNER, shooting its silver rays amid the sublime
MARCH 7, 1885.
mountains of the more glorious times to come.
s
Aspire to the summit of tl"Ue manhood and
womanhood, bights seldom gained.
u
Jlti
p
Be of good cheer. Good-bye for now.
PRIMARY
J. F. BECK.
Myths and fables t~ --e.
He cares not for prrest or - - .r,
Neither for the •levi! --r.
Sees both sides with glass --r,
Talks on side just now --r,
He discredits --n,
Believes in natural --n.
The initials of the " missing links"
Will spell a name the author thinks
Familiar to all good truth seekers,
One of our best public speakers.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
EsPRIT FORT.
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NEWTON, IowA, Feb. 24, 1885.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I am a reader of the Children's Corner in 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER. I liv in
Jasper county. I go to school. We hav a new
schoolhouse, and I like to go; we all like our
[We would inform Timmie Sickmere that teacher. I am ten years old, and read in the
his answers are correct, and we shall be third reader. We had a spelling school last
pleased to hear from him any time.-ED. Friday. I hav three sisters and one brother.
We liv two miles from town, just a few rods
C. C.].
from the railroad. Good-night.
NELLIE WADSWORTH.
PYRAMUS
I
D

Correspondence.

LISBON, IowA, Feb. 28, 1885.
MY DEAR Miss WrxoN: I am so well pleased
with the " Children's Corner" that I shall hav
to write you a letter to try to express my appreciation. It is just the thing for the children. and I often feel sorry that they had not
a " Corner-" in THE TRUTH SEEKER before I
grew up. But I read it now with as much interest as any child could do. We hav received
the "Story Hour" and are all delighted with
it.
I hav been more fortunate than a great
many and hav never had to outgrow old superstitions. My parents are both Freethinkers,
and hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since
it was first published. We liv in a very bigoted neighborhood. Indeed, I do not believe
that I am acquainted with half a dozen Liberals. Owing to our belief I hav had to spend
my leisure time in reading and study rather
than in other amusements ancl church going,
which was better for me in the end, though
not always so pleasant.
I am teaching my third term of school this
winter. I hav never read one word out of the
Bible to the children nor said one prayer; nor
do I intend to. Nothing has been said to me
about it, though it would please the director
that I hav had last summer and this winter
very much.
But I must close for this time, or I shall take
more time than this letter is worth. I inclose
with this some puzzles, which, if you think
worthy, you may use. I cannot hope to come
up with J. K. P. Baker, H. E. Juergens, Rekab
Semaj, and the rest of our great posers.
'Vishing you great success in the cause of
Freethought, and to the "Corner," I remain,
Yours very truly, A. LAURIE SAILOR.

Imitating Her Elders.
Are the babies learning the ways of this
wicked world before their time? An exchange
gives "as a fact," the following incident, when
a bright little four-year-old was imitating her
elders by playing and " making calls."
"Now, mamma, you be Mitheth Dones, an,
I'll be Mitheth Smith, an' tum an' mate you a
tall. ..
:M:amma: "Very well, Mrs. Smith. I'm glad
to see you. How do you do, and how are the
children?"
Totty: "I'm twite well, I tank you; but the
children has all dot the hooping toff."
Mamma: "I'm sorry to hear it. How many'·
children hav yon, Mrs. Smith?"
Totty: "Oh, I hav ten, and dey is a gate
tyal to me wif my housekeepin'."
Mamma; "They must be, indeed. But how
doei your husband, Mr. Smith, do?"
Totty: "He's very well, tank you, but he's
had bad bithness, and he hath failed."
Mamma: "I'm sorry to hear that your
husband has failed; but you havn't lost everything, Mrs. Smith, for I see you make calls in
your own carriage."
Totty: "Oh, yes! I teep my carriage. We
has paid one cent on a dollar, and dose right

on."
--

-

INGERSOLL CATECHISED;

CORRECTION.
BURLINGTON, Wis., March 9, 285.
His Ans-wers
In "Children's Corner" of March 7th, article "Why It Rains," I notice the statement, To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
"Vapor, as it rises from the ocean, is not as
by the Editor of the San Funciscan.
heavy as air, therefore it ?"i.'ies," etc. I do not
believe this is the true reason, and would refer
you to art. 242, p. 318, of Deschanel's "Natural
Millions of these should be circulated by
Philosophy" (part ii, Heat), as translated by Freethinkers.
Professor Everett, and published by D. Appleton and Co., 1874; also to two laws given in
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per clozen; 25 copies
same work, p. 322. B_y t~ese referen?es _you
will find that evaporatiOn rs more raprd m a for a dollar. Address TnE TRU'£H SEEKER.
vacuum than ill the open air; and, of course,
it must follow that air does not lift it up as a
cork rises in water.
I am not desirous of getting my name in
print, and only aim to correct what I deem an
error. Your~ very respectfully,
A Lecture by
GEO. E. SAWYER.

ORTHODOXY.
Col. Robert G. lnr;crsoll.

EscANABA, MrcH., March 3, 1885.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am a little girl reader
of your Children's Corner in 'rHE TRuTn
"The clergy know that I know that they
SEEKER and I feel very thankful to you for know that they do not know."
having introduced that department, as it givs
us something to look for every week besides
One of the best documents to circulate ever
the theological discussions that please papa
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
so much.
Very respectfully yours,
FLORENCE H. POOL.
the United States should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
WEST UNION, 0.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
DEAR EDITOR CHILDREN's ConNER: I do not
Address THE THUTH SEEKER,
feel like an entire stranger to yon, for the love
33 Clinton Place, New York.
of truth binds all seekers together in kind
and fraternal feeling. I am a school teacher,
"ANT I CHRIST."
andwi~h to write to your bright household of
Provtng concluslvt:v that
children about anagrams.
THE IITORY OF JEBUB CHRIST
An anagram must contain each letter. found
in the word or sentence anagramed, JUst as
His birth, lifo, trial, execution, etc.-11 a m:vth
often as it occurs in such word or sentence,
TRUTH BEEKER Olllce.
n ounton l'Jaco, Now Yorl•
1and llO oftener. Auy letter left disCOllllected l'tlce. aa.oo.
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BOOK

FOR.CHILDREN~AND

-

BOOKS l!'UR UiflLJJRE.N I

YOUTH._

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STORY OF TilE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
Price 10 cents.
For sa.le at this otll.ce.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-bookfor the young folks. By Miss susAN
H. WIXO . Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excel!en work for young masters and misses ha.s
pa.ssed through a very large edition, and a second
has been issue,d at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition ha.s a photograph of the
~g t:::Je~hich adds very much to the value of the

1

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price

110 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the educa.tlon of youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
1nculca.tes moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Addre88
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The Hand~ Podet Account Boo~
Containing fonr parts, each important and
convenient for pocket use.
Part I.-Shows plainly how to keep accounts.
Part H.-Consists of business fonns as notes
orders, receipts, etc., useful rules and tables fo~
reference.
Part III.-Shows how to write good letters.
Part IV.-Consists of 48 blank pages, ruled for
Dr., and Cr., heavy paper, on wJlich to keep
accounts.
Size. 6x3 3-4 inches, 32 pag-es, printed; price.
in cloth, 40 cents; in leather, 50 cents; both with
pocket and flap. Sold by dealers, or sent post paid
on receipt of price. Two-cent stamps accepted.
Agents Wanted. Unsold books returnable, money
refunded.
.Address
F. 0. JOHNSON,
2teowl2
Sharon, \Vis.

John Swinton's Paper,
PLAIN, PRACTIOAL, GENUIN, STRONG,
AND FREE.

A WEEKLY PAPER OF AMERIO.I.N IDEA.S, PROGRESS, AND RIGHTS.
21 Park Row, New York.
$1

PER YER (post paid). 3 OE!ITS A OOPY.
·

Specimens Free.

1-Boldly upholding the Rights of Man In the
American way.
2-Battl!ng against the Accumulated wrongs ot So·
ciety and Industry.
3-Btrlving for the Organization and Interests of
Workingmen, and giving the news of the trades
and the unions.
4 -Uniting the New Pollt!cal Forces; searching for
a common platform, and giving the news of all
the young bodies in tne tleld.
5-Warning the A.merlcan people against the treaoTh
able and crushing schemes of mllllonatres,
monopolists, and plutocrats, and against the
coming bt1l!ona!res whose shadow Is now loomIng up.
6~Laok!ng toward better times of fair play and
public welfare.
7-Livlng vtews of public questions and social topics.

·

S-Litera.ry sketches and stories.

A

SMALL

FARM WANTED.

An ApJ•eal to the Philanthropists.

PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.

FALSE CLAIMS. HISTORY
-BY-

J. E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlar,ed.

Price, 10 CT::I. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA,
FEEETHOITGHP, i Works in Wes~:~DNew York and

THE

OF

r

I am 71 years old, btv been a producer for at
least 65 year~. I wi~h to find some philanthropic
person who has a small farm to rent-! am uuable to buy-for a term of years, for a small sum.
Any person who has such a place, and will comnnmicate with me, giving full particulars, I should
he happy to hear from.
.
SEW.A.RD MITCHEI,L,
Newport, Me.
4otll

'VY A..NDOTT~S!
8egnan Poultry Yards, Lowell, ltlieh.

I hav one pen headed by my splendid two·
year-old cz·ower mated to fil'e of my handsomest
females. Eggs for setting, $3; also beautiful
BY CHARLES WATTS.
W. C. B. Polish and Brown Leghorns, $1.50 for
MRS. S. A. FOX,
CoNTENTs-Sec. I.: Definition of Freethought ByFREDERICK L.\.RKIN MD Aetting; no fowls to sell.
3tll
Lowell, Mich.
and it~ Early Struggles for Life.. Section ~I.: j
nf o.e
' • •
"What It Owes to Mohammedalllsm. Section
American Association fo-r tlul Advanctm<11t of Sci<:nct.
III. : Freethought Martyrs and Confessors.
THE RIDDLE
Section IV : Freethought in Conflict during
.
.
.
the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Neatly Pnnted, With Numerous lllustrat10ns.
OF THE
Centuries. Section V.: Freethought Triumph
290 Pages.
in the Nineteenth Century.
Price, Cloth $1.50.
Pl'lce, $1 2:i
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
sa Olin ton Place. New York
OR,
Address
33 €Hinton Place. New York.
THE "LOST BEY" FOUND.

Its Rise, :Progress, and Triumph. ~-

other States, together with Structures in Central America.

y.,,b.,.

I

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church.
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Sent to any address upon receipt of stamps lo
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the ''Little Lessons" for Little Folks,.
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
pay post11ge.
Ad<lress
Arc
now·
ready
to
mail
to
any
address,
!
on,
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
JAMES .(. BLISS,
at 30 cents for board cover and
· MEN OF BusiNESS WHo Drn SOMETHil<G B:s:'fhese pamphlets should be circulated by
Developing Medium National Developing Ctrde,
20 cents for paper. Adth:ess
J
BIDES MAKING MoNEY.
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
121 \V. Concord St., Boston, .Mass.
dozen at least. Address
Elmina ~· S•e•· k~, Snowville, Virginia.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
THE TRUTII SEEKER.
4tll
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK
"'Little Lessons' arc gmnd. I hashed and·
BY .JAMES PARTON.
TRAVELS IN FAITH,
rehashed the lesson 011 spiders this evening in the I
Sunday-school. 1 am mnning two Sunday-schools. / Tills book contains '00 pages, plainly printed,
A lliagazlne Devoted to the State• 1'he children are. slow in lc·tmin()'
the lll''Ster•• 0 f, treating of forty-six characters In hls\Ory who have From Traditon to Reason.
' . "
, :' . o
helped the world; together with eight portraits
menu of Mental and SplrUnal
thc_God-head_; m comprelwndmg tlw_ 'lrnlltJ; but 1 Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
BY ROBERT G. ADAMS.
Pit en omena.
thmr eyes bnghten and they' take kmdly to dis- are standard.
Single Copies 10 cents.
conrses on snails, toads, spiders, and lizards, !o I, . PRICE, •
•
•
•
• U.211.
For Sale at this 0Jlice1
Cloth, $1.25.
think I'll keep it up."-Bertie Stone.
I
Address
THE TROTH SEEKER.
~9tf
A.ddrellll THE TRUTH SEEKER.
{6tf
.
I
88 Ollrl.toJJ. PlaCe, l'lew Yor"-
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word favoring superstition in the whole volume. And this book is not only interesting for
children, but for older people. Miss Wixon is
in full sympathy with humanity, and she does
.A Modern Madrigal.
not take up her pen without saying something
Come, tor the buds are burst In the warren,
And the lamb's first bleat Is heard In the mead; that stirs and stimulates the noblest aspirations
of her readers. 'l'here are very few books
Come, be Phyllis, and I'll be Coryn,
Though flocks we hav none to told or feed.
written for the young that are as well adapted
to their wants as is the ,, Story Hour," and we
·come !or a ramble down the dingle,
,
For spring has taken the earth to· bride;
bespeak
for it a very large sale.-Frrethinlcers
L~ave the cricket to chirp by the Ingle,
Magazine.
And forth with me to the 1ivulet side.
The "Story Hour" is a delightful book for
Lo! bow the land has put !rom off her
Her virgin raiment of winter white,
children-as clean, pure, and free from superAnd laughs in the eyes of the spring, her lover,
stition as the heart of its .author. Every page
Who flings her a garland of flowers and light.
is replete with intellectual amusement and inHark how the lark In his first B.l!Censlon
slruction-all real, all true. How many fond
Fills heaven with love songs, hovering .on high;
mothers enter a book-store, in search of holiTrust to us tor the spring's first Intention,
day or birth-day gifts for their d~rlings, and
Trust to the morn for a stormless sky.
exclaim, "I wish I knew just what to buy!
I know a meadow tor dallodownd!llle~.
! want books that will please, will awaken
And the haunt of the crocus, purple and gold:
I'll be Coryn, and you'll be Phyllis;
healthy thought and stimulate to right enSprings to-day are as sweet as or oid.
de~vors; something tha't will interest, amuse,
and instruct at the same time." Miss Wixon
Quatrains from Omarl\hayyam. has certainly put into this volume every re
DEATH.
qui sit embodied in this "wish. "-National
l dashed my clay cup on the stone harJ by;
Equal Rights.
The reckle's !1 ollc ratsed my heart on high;
Then said a shard with momentary voice:
"The Story Hour," for Children and Youth:
" As thou hav I been: thou shalt be as I.''
by Susan H. Wixon. We hav beim most
Annihilation makes me not to rear;
In truth, It seems more sweet than lingering here. pleasantly surprised by the reception of this
most handsome book. We though the Truth
My lite was sent me ae a loa.n unsought;
When ray-day comes I'll pay without a tear.
Seeker Company had done wondE'rfully well in
the publication of last year's TRUTH SEEKER
Has God made profit from my coming ? Nay.
.Hts glory gains not when I go away.
AL:r.rANAc, but in ·this book they hav far surMine es~ has never heard from mortal man
passed themselvs, and produced a book which
This coming and this going, why are they,
compares most favorably with the best t-ypoI'd not hav come, had this been left to me;_
graphical work.
·
Nor would I go, to go It I were free.
It
is
a
book
for
children,
but such as grown
Oh, best of all, upon this lonely earth
folks will look over with pleasure, especially
Neither to come nor gQ-yea., not to be I
·Ob, that there wora some place where men could the engravings, of which there are nearly one
hundred, of the very best style, and all full of
rrst,
interest.
·some end to look f0r in this lonely quest,
Some hope that In a hundred thousand ye.rs
We are glad to see this house, the oldest
·our dust might blossom on the Mother's breast!
Liberal House in New York, showing such
Alas for me I The Book of Youth is read;
signs of enterprise, and giving such convinc
The free glad spring Is now December dead;
ing proof of their success, and we hope that
That bird of joy whose name was Youth Is !l.own;
the Liberals all through the country will make
.A.h me, I know not how he came or Jled!
it a point to send for the book and make this
publication a paying one.
•
Clouds and Sunlight.
The progress of Liberalism depends mostly
Wanted : Men.
upon the dissemination of the truth, and it is
h
h
Not systems fit and wise,
t
roug newspapers, books, and pamphlets
Not faiths with rigid eyes,
that
it
can be made to reach the largest numNot wealth In mountain plies,
ber of peoplE'. But there is little inducement
Not power with gracious smiles,
for publishers to spend their· time and their
Not even the potent pen;
Wanted: Men.
money in Liberal publications, for there is not
a very large demand, and the prices are not
Wanted: Deeds.
Not words of winning note,
very remunerative. Of the many persons
Not thoughts from life remo•e,
who hav tried to commence such publications
Not fond religious airs,
the largest number hav had to stop, unable to
No swretly languid prayers,
stand the necessary expenses. But out of the
Not Jove of scent and creeds;
number a few papers here and there are able
Wanted : Deeds.
to maintain themselvs, and prominent among
Men and Deeds:
Men that cen dare and do;
them is THE TRUTH SEEKER. Such a paper is
Not longings !or the new,
a power in the limd, and by its publication
Not pratlngs of the old;
and the printing of many Liberal books its
Good life and action boldproprietors are doing a work that no other
These the occru' ion needs,
Men and Deeds.
publishing house could undertake. To enable
them to do so, they mustengage in other publications,
and it is with pleasure that we see
"Papa Can't Find Me."
them branching out in a direction where they
No uttle steps do I hear In the hall;
may hope for satisfactory returns. They hav
Only a. silver laugh, tlaat IS all.
published quite a large edition of "The Story
No dimpled arms round my neck hold me tlgbt;
Hour," some two thousand, we believe, and
l've but a glimpse of two eyes very bright,
Two little hands a. wee face try to screen,
we hope that every Liberal in the land will
Baby I" hiding-that's plain to be seen.
feel sufficiently interested in their success to
"Where Is my precious I've missed so all da:r?''
send for one copy at least, for they will be
"Papa can't find me I" the pretty llps say.
doubly paid for the money expended. They
"Dear me I 1 wonder where baby can be?"
will receive a book that is worth every cent.
'l'hen I go by, arod pretend not to see.
"Not In the par!0r and not on the stairs?
which is asked for it and more; which will be
Then r must peep under the sora and chairs!"
an ornament in any drawing room and upon
The dear little rogue Is now laughing outright;
any
table, which will both please and interest
•rwo little arms round my neck clasp me tight,
their children, and they will help to success
Rome wllllndeed be sad, weary, and lone,
"When papa can't find you, my dar!l:Jg, my own.
the most efficient power by which the truths
they advocate can be brought before the mass
of the people. We sincerely hope that this
Books.
publication will prove as complete a success in
We feel justified in saying that the "Story a pecnniary sense as it is undoubtedly a sucHour" is the finest appearing juvenil book that cess in its composition and its execution.bas ever been issued from the Freethought Sociologist.
]press. The author, the engravers, and the
·printers hav all clone themselvs great credit in
The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINK·
·producing this beautiful publication. It is an ERs' ALMANAC is a valuable and interesting pub·ornament that any Freethought family will be lication, and very cheap for the price. There
.proud to hav on their center table. We con- ~tre a number of articles in it, either of which is
·gratulate the Truth Seeker Company on their well worth what the book oosts. The portraits
success in bringing out so valuable a book for are most of them very good, and the reader
'the young Freethinkers of this country. And will hav no diflicalty in recognizing them all,
~very Freethought parent, who can possibly
as each has the autograph of the individual dipay for it, will be guilty of injustice to his or rectly under it. Such a work as this is very
her children who does not purchase a copy. much needed in the Freethought ranks, and it
Then the thirty-six stories therein contained should hav a large circulation. If the Freeare precisely the kind of rPading that all chil- thought public will giv it a generous patronage
dren should hav. They all inculcate good it will encourage the publishers to increase the
morals and teach that the only way to procure value of this ANNUAL with every issue. It is
real, lasting happiness is to follow strictly in for sale at this office.-Freethinkers' Magazine.
the paths of truth, virtue, and honesty. There
is no intimation in these stories that one can
We havreceived the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
avoid the result of wrong-doing by accepting a notice of the contents of which was given ~
9i the right~ousne~,s of ~:qother; there i(l not a few weeks back as take:q fr9IIl THE TnuTH
I

Lron-L;lad.

SEEKER. It contains excellent articles by Liberal writers, besides portraits of leading Freethinkers of the age. Everyone should hav a
copy. It only costs 25 cts., and it is worth
that to see the portraits it contains, to say
nothing of the reading matter and the cal endar.-The Liberal.
-The Truth Seeker Company sends me its
ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' ALJ,IfANAC for 1S85,
large and handsome pamphlet containing
11

;,iaawt Series.

i1lt.1

I :tON

CI,A~)

l•mltiES.

Atoneuu•nt,. Clmrlcs llmdhtugh. 5 cents.
Seculn>' lt.,s:><•nsibllity. G. J. Holyoakc. ~cte.
lhtddJa:s: N~llili-.ln. Pmf . .Max Muller. tO cents
lt.cligioll of .lnhtun:LttUy. l1\ lln1·rlson. ~0 eta
lr<'laHI>" of \\"l1d1Cl"ILI't to lteliglou. LyalL
15 CCULS.

Essn.y on Jlirncles. Du.vld Humc. 10 cents.
Ln.nd 4.tnt~st.i.;.na. Clmr!es Urttllluugh. 5 Cents.
·wf"r(~ :_..-ra •H ~''"'' •:,•e 4hn· l"irst J•nrents t

Ch.u·les

llr.~.ll.~ttt,;d.

5

~,;ewl:i.

interesting articles by and in some cases excel\\rlly II)<• :;.:.~u ~tnr,·e? Charles llnullangh, 5cts
Logic oa· l~i •·••• PcdUI~e<l frO'n the PrlnCtiJIO or trree
lent portraits of eminent Liberals. These ttlOUgiit.
(), J. ll .. lyLMil.e. l\J CLIULS.
portraits are grouped, six on a page. On the
A I,.J(~a. for ~\.t)llt~istn. Cha.rle'2 lltn.dhlugh. lOcts.
fifth plate appears John R. Kelso, surrounded
l,arge or Saatnll l•'n.Juill.t~s "/ A. llolyoake.
by five well-known ladies. Will not the gal- ceuLs •
.N•lJH~•·stition llis,Jiln:t'(•t.l~ wttll a Letter or Wm
lant colonel take this as a hit at his recent vig- Pu,t. Au~l.ln Uol.)'ud.~e. :l ucu~,..>.
J)4•ft~nsc of S<•cn!na• f_.t•inc•iJ•les. Cht\S. Wntta
orous articles in behalf of the. rights of Mar~ ceut~.
mons? The book is worth its price, 25 cents,
'~ the Dible n.~·Uablt~ "l Charles W:ttts. 5 cents
u.nd worthy of its enterprising publishers.'I"Jae tJitristinu n~Hy. Clutrlcs \Vatt8. 5 cents.
Ben}. J. Tuckfr, Editor Libet ty.
.Uornl Vnhu• ol" 1-bc Uibl<'. l:ha•. Watts. 5 eta
nud

Ji'r~ct.Jton;.;-ht
Watt~.

LIBERAL LECTURES

R--t·ogrc~ss.

'l'hou~·ht~

'""

on AUacisntt.. A. llolyoako. 5 cents.

·~h'f'r(~ •L Jlo:~·al C~o,n.~rnor
": .A. 1ln~yu ..t1~e. 5 ccut::-.

Vt.~rse

BY CHARLES WATTS,
ISS~,

Memorial Hall, 9th St., & Girard Ave.
5

Afternoon at 2.30-Snbject:
Evening at 7.30 Subject:

of the Uut

I•!luosol•hy of Se<'nlnri,.;m. c. Watts. 5 eta.
lias Nln:a :t Soul"? Charles ilr:ullaugl1. 5 cents.
Is There n. Gocl? Charles Dradlaugh. 5 cents.
J.nbor's .n:..rnyt~r. Charles Br:ullungh. 5 cents.
l"oveJ•fJ': lts Cause and Cure. M.G. II. 10 cents.
Sf'tenec und Bible Ant.n;;onistte.. u. Watts..
CeUL::!.

•

Christinn Schenae ot' n.edClUf)f lou.. Cbnrle

Secularism; Wherein it is Superior to Ch,·ist'auity.
Christianity; What Has it Done for the

e

tluu. Clw.r'.._:· W;lLltl. 5 cetn~.

IN PHILADELPHIA.

ON SUNDAY APRIL uth,
IN

~lodt.•rn

5 cculd,
(Jitrj!oJJ innity: lrs Nntt;rc anrllnllncnco nn Clylltza..

Watt$. 5 ee ul1:3.
J.ogic ol" H<>ath: or,

·world'i

Why Should the Atheist Fea

Lo Vic t

U. J. Uulyuakc.

t>eLJple.

Ch:u·lc~ Bmdlaug-11.

ceuts.
Poverty: Its EITcctsou the l'olltlcal Condition

The clergy are especially invited to be present
ami reply.
ADMISSION FREE.
3tl2

tl)

; cent~.

or the

;u.\SX,\. SEIUES.

------~--------------~----

ELEMENTS
OF

uNI vER8 AL HI sToRy
.

FOR
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

New Life of Da\·id. Charl~s Bra.dbugh. 5 cents
-·~oo Qtwstion!< \\"ithout ,\uswers. 5 ccnt.a.
Dinlo~ne iktwccn ,. (~hri .. tlnn ltlission
ary Ull~.'f n ()ltin~sc ).lhLUdUI"iu. lU cell til.
Quf'rics Submitlctllo the Hench ol· Dl!ih
op" by l\ U'euk bnt Zealous Cllristinu. l
cents.
Search ,\fter lleaven and lieU. A. Holyoake
5 ccut~.

N cw Life ot' .Jon a h. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
A Few \\"ords About the Devil. Chas. Brad

:aug: b. 5 ceul:;,

Nelv Life of .I acob. Charted llradtulgh. 5 cents
Danil"J the Drcanter. A. llolyoal~e. 10 cents.
ot· the Bible. Esther A. Holyoa.ke..

SlH~~cirul"n

By Prof. D. l'tl, CoHin"cr,

lU

A.~I.

--Freethinkers will find this, for an outline,
history the best for their use, as Professor
Cottinger is a Freethinker, and·in his reports
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
truthful freedom not found in ordinary histories. He dates his work from the bP.ginning
of historical certainty and not from the mythical Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
and brings it down to 1S33, with a brief mention of subsequent important inventions and
discoveries.
Price, Cloth, $1.50.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

C~UL~.

Ads of I be
cent.:,.

.>\;•osUes:

A

Farce.

A.

Ho!yoake.

1

I·•Hikron" As:w<'is of Christir.nity. A.llol

yn.d>c. \l1 •··~.~t~.
Tn·e:v ..... \ ~·o~t

~~~.

Clurles Bmdla.ugtl. 5 cents.

Who,V.t\:i.l(•su!!'lt.:ht.·i~t

·: Clw.rics Dru.dlaL'\gh..

cents.

Wllnt Di•l .i<'SIHl 'l'en<'h?

Charles

Bradil'ngb.

1 CellL~

i!.lfe of.'>.l>raltam. l:has. Bradlaugh. ~etA.
Nen· c.. ifP of .llo~es. Cha.rlcs Br:Ltllaugh. 5 cents.

~en

A

Hnlvnr~I.<P.

PP:r rlnz. 10 P.t.l

CHRISTIANITY
.A REWARD FOR CRIME.
Snbstantiat~d

THE

by the 1Jible.

BY

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,

0. B. WlliTJ!'O RD, M. D.
ce, 10 Ceu1 s.

1

Per Dozen, U 00

AND

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

WITH SOME

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

Its Sct·entt•finu S0 ]Ut•IOD,

FREETHOUGDT NOVELS.

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
By SAllUEL P. PUTNAM.
Price reduced. Paper, SO cents; cloth,
Price 20 cents. For sale at this officf
$1.25.
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoNNELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
By R. B. Westbrook, D D., LL.B.,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
Author of "The Bible.-Whence and What?
Exeter HaU. "One of the most excit·
About all that can be said for the existence
ing romances of the day." Price, paper
of God and the future life of man, is here
60 cents; cloth, SO ce.nts.
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from 11 Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A R~tdical novel of marked ability. Equal
rationalistic standpoint.
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
MACDONALD.
404 pages, $1.25.
Addreoa
THE TRUTH SREKEB,
SS Clinton Place. New York.

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOG Y

Man. Whenoe and Whither.

Tbe Outcast.

A deep, finely w1itten

Radical story. From the London edition.
By WINWOOD READE, author of Martyrnom of Man. 30 cen-ts.

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF

C 0 L. R. G. INGER S 0 L L, Gottlieb: His JAfe.
WIT~ ..l.U'l'OGRAPH,

Pnce, 20 cents.

The Darwins.

cABINET Puo·roGRAPHs,
Price, 40 Cents.

AddresR this Office.
------------------ _

• AI
Th BBl B na YZB
~~

A romance of

earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
written by S. P. PuTNA.M. 25 cents.

~

A Domestic Radical

story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

TbeicalClergyman's
Victims. A Radstory viviilly portraying the wrongs
I

BY

.J'ohn R. Uclso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
TheOid Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreatlon.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-Tbe Miracles or the Blble.-The Errors or the Blb!e.-The

~~~~~c~~dt~:~~~v~~ ~~:~rb~e~~!f':eB~~b'ii~~~~

committed by the professed men of God.
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 centR.

.John's Way.

A pleasing domestic

Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER.
15 cents .
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER omce,

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY
A Collection of Pa!ilsngcs

Illustrating the
the Blble.-The God or the Blble.-The Messiah or Purity and Morality of The Bible.
1
BaJ;g~n ootavo, 833 pp. Splendldlyexec\lte<l. S'lnt Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents,
1
b;y man, post paid. Price, $3.00.
,A.dd~ess T~ TRUTH SEEKE:&,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, MARCH

D. M.. BENNETT'S W01-tKS.

OTTO

ADDRESS TIIE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

A Truth Seeker .Around the World.

Four large volumes. With a steel-plate
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and.
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth
$6.50; in leather; red edges, $9.50; in mo~
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

The World's Sages, rrhinlrers, and
Reformers. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges
$4.GO.
'

The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Svo.

1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00: leather, $4.00·
morocco, gilt edges, $4. GO.
'

The Gotls ami Relig10ns
of Ancient
and ~lodern 'l1l.p1es. Two Volumes.
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges,
$8.00.

[Publlshe~

fellow's

u

In the rapidly growlnR young city, on Long•

mountain or the prairie,• Pipestone, Minn.)-

Eight pages, weekly, $1.50 a year. Contains
the news• of the day, short stories, scientific
miscellany, literary selections-hut best of all, the
ItEPUBLIC is unqualifiedly, uncompromisingly
opposed to the LTQUO!t THAFFIC! It puts
LIBEHTY AGAINST LIQUOH I It opens its
columns to Free Discussion. It challen!.(es all
opponents to meet it on the burning question of
our time, PHOHIBITION I The plea, that legal
Prohibition annihilates PEHSONAL LIBlmTY
will be met and refuted. All opponents to Prohibition will be accorded the right to reply. This
is the WORKINGMAN'S ItEPUBLIC. And an
advomtte of WOMAN SUPFHAGK Whe11 the
mothe1·s, wives, and dau;;htors vote there will be
an end to the RUM CUitSE I When women
vote we will hav 11 trno Republic, ~tnd never before. The REPUBLIC is pnl1lished to disReminato these principles. Shall we receive your aid?
Send all remittances to
W. F. JAMIESON, Editor and Publisher,

PIPES'l'ONE, MINN.

From ]JehiJHl the Bars. A series of
letters writ ton in prison.
Price $l.GO.

Over 700 page~>.

A. Truth Seeker in Europe. A series
of letters written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International J?reethinkers' Congress held at Hrussels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate, followed by a description of what he saw in England,
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone !tre worth the price
of the book. With !1 steel-plate portmit
of the !tuthor. 850 pages. $1.50.

The Semitic Gods alHl the Bible.

•rreating upon the gods of the Semitic
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, tho Virgin
1\'Iary, and the Bible. To the latter 230
pages are devoted, showing that book to
be a very inferior production for a firstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper pavers, 60 cents; clotn, $1.

Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism examined historically
and critically. It is thought to be the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared.
500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. l\L BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
HuMPHREY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
FTeethinkers to loan to Christian neighbors. 550 pages. Price. $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between

81'ECIAJ, T-RIAL OF:t'Eit8!

Choicc~t ~ccds~ynJu:th

of '8,{, 7:. to 500 xecJs und 1111:ad enlors ilt
each JHtpcr: New Diamond Pansies,

lar·gest si.~r.. lll'f!l' iOO.~upcrb
sorts,allmixcd;Largcnouble
.·
1
Hcols;~ouble Bvcrlasli11qs, 12 cols; Ncn·
Scm·lct Poppys, spotted b'lack; Af.IIS~1m1:
Largr:fi. Phlox, 16 cols; Japan Ph1hs, 35
double and single van>. mix en; .4.spuula:
Xnv 1Jou7JlC Gaillnrdia, the lJCst annual
introducetl in fO !!' r:~; Calliopsi~;;DonUlc PortUlaca,doubie as roses;
Ctmdylujt: 0 1 .1 Cfuve-sccntetl Pi11k. For nnly62c. I 1\ill send 23
papers (WOI'lh $-1.95 atregularrrrtes). all the above & Verbena 100
sorts mixed; _y,~w RmperOr Petunia, 20 blotched, striped & bec{utifully frin~ed sorts mixed, l1est strain ercr offered; Ice Plant, Vel!'Ct
Flou·c1·; Cllrysrmthe1hum,8 c; Bfne Daisy; New Cockscomb; C Bells,·
Clal'kia; Drmlde flwa1j A.ste1:- 10 c. B11y from grower and yet live
se.eds sure to grow. Catnlogwnh ckgnnt plate ofpinks.iH 8 c. 5e, or
With seeds, free. GOODELL, the SeedGrower1 Amherst.Mnss.

SEEDS.

CHEAPEST,

Pure & Best.
Ga1·cleners trade a

spe~

cialty. Packets only 3c.
Cheap as clirL by oz. & lb.
Postage or EX!>· paid.

50000 Gott'ides

FREE. Scncl your !tcldress for mv most
Deantifnl Illustrated Garden.Guide ever
)lrintccl. R. H. SHUJ\IWAY, Rockford Ill. -

PROSE POEMS
And Selections,
BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

WETTSTEIN'S

Popular Jewelry Store
Rochelle, Ill..
A. FEW OF MY PRIOES;
Solid silver stem-winding American Watches,
huntlngoropencage; 2oz.7jeweled,$10; 3oz.,$1l;
4 oz $12; 5 oz. $1!. Same cases with 11 jeweled
movements, $12 50, $13.50, $14.50, $16.50. Same case
with full (15) jeweled movement, patent regulator,
$17,$18, $t9, $21. Same cases, with full jeweled ad·
justed patent regulator movements, $22, $23, $~4,
$26; key wind, $2 to $5 lesM; for best cases, sliver!
caps and gold joints add $1. 50, and for best filled
gold c&ses (warranled for ~0 years) add $10 to best
silver cases, making a 11 jeweled hunting (filleu
case) stem-wind quick train watch only $28; same
for ladles, $23.
Ladles' solid gold stem-wind
waoches, latest styles, good American 11 jeweled
moyements, 10 kt, $24; 14 kt, $32; same full jeweled,
$32 and $40-for l:ancy engraving add $3 to $5.
Prices and specifications for finer ladles' and
gents' w&tches, including &II the finest, richest,
and most Alaboratly finished watches in the world,
sent upon application.
· Watches cleaned for $1; main springs, $1. Bank
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best In the world or no pay.
Best steel spectacle made, $1; genuin pebbles, $2;
I~
g<Y>d common, 25 cents. Best tripleplated teaspoons,
$2; tablespoons, M; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75-all
per set or six.
.
'\\ lll CuTe all Fornu ef Di&ease Without
Parties desiring silverware, jewelry, diamonds,
llledlc1ne.
etc.,for presents will do well to order sample package
on selection and save money. Cash will be reCoNSULTING ROOMS,
funded on all goods not satisfactory.
Watches, etc., may be safely sent in unsealed 41'1 WJll~'l' MADlSON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
packages per registered mall, and will be ret1nned
at my expense.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
P. 8.-Stop over and see me when near Rochelle, Ill. Sonu•tblng for Invalids to read and study
OVPr.,-Stop Drugging and
Na"ure'• -Re~nedy,
lliAGNETISlll.

try

For yean past It has oeen known to the profes·

CLEANSING THE BLOOD, sian that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
And Curing all forms of Disease that the
Human Family Is Subject to,
Without the Use of Any Medicine Whatever.
By ProCessor Nathaniel Pierce.
Price, 30 Cents.
6tf
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

GERMAN SIJJIPLIFIED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted for

self-instruction as well as for use In schools. To
consist of about twelve numbers.
Five numbers
now published. Sent to any address on receipt of
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO.
'· 'J'hese books contain a wealth of knowledge for
self-lnstructlon.''-ED. Albany Union.
3tf

DR. R. P. F1LLOWS
is a regularly educat·

ed and legally qual!.
fied physician, and
the most successful
as his practice w111
pr0ve. He has for
twenty years treated
excluslvlyall diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
In the cures of which
he stands preeminent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of self.
abuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
n i g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power ,rendering mar.
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per.
manently by an outside application in sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which ts entirely un·
known to the medical profession. Send five 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full in·
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say where you saw this advertlsment.

RUPTURES. GUREDby

The Book of Chronicles of the PilgTims in the Land of' Yahweh:

P:1

~:J:~:fc~s.lo~:~t"~ft~~!'~rid ~~~~r:~:rsra~i~d t~~ j

ONE~MILLIDNiii~i~

Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents.

~
00
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This new book is a gem. It is a model in
D. M. BENNETT and CYRUS ROMULUS R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest,
best ever issued.
Heaven and· Earth.
Paper, 30 cents;
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decocloth, 50 cents.
ration Day Oration," never before published,
What Objections to Christianity~ and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
A discussion between D. J\II. BENNETT an<l printed in various shapes, but never brought
G. J\II. lVIAin, divided into the following together till now, many other gems selected
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letoriginal, being borrowed or copied from ters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
much older systems of religion.
of the author.
2. Miracles and supernatural achieveThe work is designed for, and will be acments hav been as fully and truly ascribed cepted by, admiring friends as a rare perto other teachers and founders of religion sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
From tho IroncUul Age.
as to Jesus.
a :fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
"Dr.Fel~owsis an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
3. The story of Jesus and his mission has been prepared especially for it.
cheat or humnug. The Freethinkers of the land
lyl!
in the world is unhistorical; it is not corIn the more elegant styles of binding, this should giv the doctor their patronage."
roborated by contemporaneous history.
volume is eminently suited for presentation
.,,
BENNETT affirms; lVIAIR denies. 'rhis is purposes, for any season or occasion.
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.
In workmanship the volume is a masterThe type is large and beautiful; the
Trial of D. M.. Bennett in the United piece.
paper heavy and richly tinte<l; the presswork OF CONGRESS-By James G. Hlaine. The
States Circuit Court upon the charge of faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the only history ot our Government from 1861 to 1881.
Han. Jobn S.Wise, M. C. from Vn .• says· Whoercrtakes
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. best materials and skill can produce. 'Ihe it
up no rnatte1· whether he be Mr. Blaine's friend. or
, This givs a full history of this celebrated book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
eneniy, tvill nerer put it down until he has read the
case, and shows what monstrous injustice No item of expense has been spared to make
':;/;g~~;;, n~ife0n~·~ fiiYt~Jg, gc~~. ~;~ici;'P~tat
was perpetrated upon Mn. BENNETT.
the work worthy of author and public.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
PRICES:
beveled edges, gilt back an...d side, $2 50
.An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Silk-cloth,
Half-calf,
mottled
edges,
elegant librsry style, 4 50
5 cents.
·
Full Turkey morocco, gUt, exquisitely fine,
• 7 50
m~~~~~~~~~~u;0 ~~~e~0~~:.~s~ ~!"/rorn?3~~o
Full tree calf, highest possible style and finish, 9 00
bterrogatories to J ellovalt. Being Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
90 day&. Refiable references given. Send
stamp fot circular, and say in what papet
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisb
vou saw mv adverttsement. J Address C&p~,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Godship upon a great variety of subjects. price.
W. A. Collilll!B,Sm!thv!lle,Je!f•rtOII. Co. ll';~.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Deaco~ Skidmore's Letters. First
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A NEW BOOK OF DIRECTIONS
FOB

For !lh:tcen 2c. U.8.po:sta~e !-:tamps I will

scud 1:1 papers

~1,

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.

also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

agents for imparting vital force and energy to tho
worn-out suffert.r tram disease. Many humanlta·
rlans In the profession, thinking more of the alleviation of suffering than they did of the code or
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found them·
selves astonished at the effect upon their patients.
They had been taught that medicine was an abso·
lute essential in all cases, and that that falling, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker has fiung aside
the tie which bound him to his dogmatic brethren
and has resorted to other and more scientific methods of treatment. As a result many, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barba·
rous as it was unscientific, have used their best energies to devise means for the alleviation of human
suffering. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submitted to
its mild but potent infiuence. This agent to the
intelUgent observer· was found everywhere. Being,
as it is, the very essential of all life, it was found
that the human bo 'y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vital principle. If we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient wm get well.
Ah I but bow Is it to be done, says the J>hysiclan.
Science, however, came to !he rescue, and solved
the problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fields of what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, when carr!od upon the
person, was found to be a safeguard against disease,
and to this circumstance we are largely Indebted for
magnetic wearing apparel, for it was ·an easy transition from carrying magnetic ore to CGverfng the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed In
garments fitted to every part of the body. Since
the first introduction of magnetic appliances as a
curative, there has been a number of the•e so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose sole object was gain. Unscientific In con·
structlon, and having little 1f any magnetism In
them, the! r life was of short d uratlon; It was long
enough, however, to demonstrate that when ccn.
structed upon sclenttl!c principles there was scarcelv
an atlmcm Ihat human fiesh Is heir to that would
submit to tbefr healing lnl!uence.
THE EUREKAM AGNETIC APPLIANCES are SU·
perlor to everything of a slm!lar chat acter heretofore otrered to the public, being the only sclentll!cally ccnstructed appliance In the market; It Is now
two and a half years since they were first otrered
ti> the publ!c, and during that time we hav'treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case of fall·
ure to receive benefit reported to us, while we are
in dally receipt or testimonials of cures from all
parts of the country. We know that dlseMe cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
as advised by us.
To all who may be af!llcted with any of the follow·
ing complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments will cure you :-Paralysis,
Rheumatlem, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lum.
bago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease. Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Disease,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepsy, Et. Vitus' Dance, and all form
of chronic tnval!dlsm.

PRICE LIST.
Lung Invigorators,
• $ 6
6
Gentlemen's Body Be 11 s,
5
Sciatic .Appliances,
3
Knee Caps,
4
Leg Belts,
•
•
4:
Anklets, •
•
4:
Shoulder .Appliances,
1
Wristlets, each,
1
Hat Bands,
4:
Head Caps,
4
Sleeping CRps,
6
.Abdominal .Belts (ladies),
15
Gents' Vests,
Ladies' Jacket alHl Corset

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00

00
00
00

00.
Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hob
bery-Adulterv
and
Prostitution-Murder-WarR
of
Con
The First Epistlf of Bennett the
(combined),
• . 18 00•
.Apostle to the Truth Seekers., quest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance an
Superfine Insoles (all leather), 1 00
10 cents.
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Chil
While these gu-ments can be procured at th&
'11he Great Religions of the World. dren-Cruelty to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibal above low prices no ono can at!ord to be Ill. Our
ladles'
supporter• are just what every lady In the
10 cents.
isn:t- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polygamy- Intemperance·- land needs, as It wlll be found a gt eat assistance at.
certain
all the.e garments are made t(}
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. Poverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocy- Ob- measure,periods;
anc:! a l!t guaranteed. To ladles who ar&
10 cents.
ail dragged out a combination jacket and corset
scenity.
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay for

Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infidel.

10 cents.

An Hour with tlle Devil. 10 cents.
linfol Sa~ti and Sensual Shepherdi,
'

<

Jt......

---

- -_.

Itself an hundred told In a few weeks' wear. This
garment is only made from actual measure, and a

BY .TOHN E. REMSBURG.

Price, Sln;-le Copies, 2a cents;

6 Copies, $1.00

Special Discount on Larger quantities.

peiffc~~~~~f~~tlons answered free of charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNEY, 471 West Madlt'On Street,
Ojlicago, Ill. . r Agents wanted for Boeto:o, ~e'lf
York llrcokJ)'I!l, IWd l'hlladelph!a.
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f1om h~m in hEr possession which place the
writer in the position of her very intimate
friend. Mr. Drysdale says he has no explanation to offer. Mrs. Hudson claims he is the
THE great railroad stlike at Sedalia, Mo., cause of all her trouble.
'was won by the workmen.
AN eclipse. of the sun, lasting ftoiii i2:13 ~r.
GENERAL GRANT's physicians say that his till 2:51P.M., occurred last Monday. 1'he most
disease is at present stationary.
interesting feature, says the Sun's astfoilomer,
THE trades unions of New Yo~k hav resolved was the appearance in profile of the great
to boycott Doelger's lager beer. This is a good mountain ranges on the eastern edge of the
moon's disk. There are several places in the
beginning.
eastern hemisphere of the moon where a powl'tfR. BLAINE called on Mr. Cleveland at the
erful glass will always show the serrated holiWhite House last Friday. The meeting is said
zon
line of the peaks and craters that lie close
to hav been cordial.
to the ·moon's edcre, but when these same
THE interior of St. Dominic's Roman Oath- mountains are seen~ as they were last Monday,
olic church at Washington, _D, C., was burnt with their outlines showing absolutely black
out on the 12th at a loss of $100,000.
against the white sun, their appearance is
ENGL.u!D and Russia make no progress to- much more strikincr than usual. At moments
ward meeting each other in battle array. It when the air waR steady, permitting the use of
is believeu that England is not anxious for war. a high magnifying power, it was a grand sight
A J\IISSIONARY called on O'Donovan Rossa last to see the profiles of the gigantic ranges of the
week, and labored for hnlf an hour to make a D'Alembert and Hook mountains, and the Lu·
Quaker of him. Mr. Rossa remains a good nar Cordilleras, pictured with sharpest outline
against this brilliant background. The whole
Catholic.
forward edge of the moon was seen to be
FRANK TousEY, who attempted to "rat" the deeply notched and lined with sharp peaks,
printing business, was boycotted by the Typo- presenting a striking contrast to the perfectly
graphical Union, and failed last week for even curve of the sun's edges. Even with a
$100,000.
small magnifying power the outlines of the
MR. GoRSUCH lectured before the Anarchists principal mountains could be clearly seen. In
of Jersey City last Sunday. At the close of his one place a broad, dish-shaped valley was conspeech a "group " of dynamiters was formed, spicuous, with a 1·idge of mountains on either
side and a lofty peak in the center, whose
two members being young women.
sharp, conical form stood out from the blaze
CouNTERFEITERS are making money by coin- of sunlight behind it with beautiful distincting genuin specie. They melt np trade dol- ness. Here and there the edge of the moon
Jars and bullion ai).d run them into standard
.
.
..,
. appeared flattened, and sometimes scalloped
com. There 1s a profit of about 21 cents on
t h .
th
f b oad deep val
the dollar.
· ou , s owmg e presence o
r
,
leys sunk far below the general level. The
THE Rev. Dr. Burchard, "who arranged the large mountain masses presented a peculiarly
words, "rum, Romanism, and rebellion," in impressiv spectacle just as they entered upon
so rhythmical but disastrous a manner, has the sun's edge, peak.after peak slowly moving
been retired from the ministry on a pension of into view, while the light streaming through
$500 per annum.
the intervening valleys brought them into still
'fHE temperature on tho night of Saturday, greater prominence. Some of the mountains
the 7th, was two degrees below zero at Water- in this part of the moon rise to a bight of 20,town, Wis. This, however, did not prevent 000 feet, and there are valleys among them
fourteen persons with more piety than brains which in some cases appear to sink in an alfrom being immersed in the Rock River at that most equal depth below the lunar surface. It
is no matter for wonder, therefore, that this
place.
rugged region presented a grand appearanee
GovERNOR PIERCE, of Dakota, vetoed the
when cut out, as it were, in blackest silhouet
Woman Suffrage bill which had passed both
against the sun. There was a group of sun
houses of the legislature of that territory with
spots a little west of the center of the sun, and
good majorities. The Connecticut house has
the gradual concealment of the center of the
passed a bill allowing women the right to vote
spots as the moon advanced over them, folin school districts.
lowed by their reappearance as it passed off,
'fHE current number of the British Medical was an interesting feature of the telescopic
Journal denies the possibility of smoking hav- observation of the eclipse. The chief imporing caused the cancer with which General tance of this eclipse is to enable astronomers to
Grant is afflicted. The Journal says that the correct the moon's position. There has not
risk of cancer in the throat incurred by been so large an eclipse before since 1869.
smokers is infinitesimal.

Jlews of the lftth.·

THE school board of Lewiston, Me., hav
taken charge of a Catholic parochinl school,
and will pay the salaries of the teachers t0 instil Catholicism into the scholars. The measA COUNTRY minister recently made the f0llowln
ure was opposed, but three-fourths of the aun~uncement to his congregation: "On next Sabboard were Catholics, and with a priest for an bath morning the bishop will be with us, and will
deliver the sermon. May the Lord help and
advocate, it was adopted.
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THE committee of the Austrian legislature
having the Socialist question in charge has
decided to draft bill providing for the trial of
Anarchists without a jury. From the trouble
the Eastern powers are having with labor and
political reformers, it would appear that European Anarchists are of a more dangerous
{)haracter than the mild-mannered persons
who advocate dynamite in America.

a

AMONG the testimonials given at a religious revival In Chicago was one by a young man who
stated that when he went to Chicago, about a year
ago, he was a ruined sot, and walked the streets at
night hoping that somebody would sandbag hlm.
His testimony was followed by that of a man who
confessed that It he had met the other brother
when, a year ago, he was walking round looking for
somebody to sandbag him he could hav accommodated him, as he was In that line of business at that
time.
THE Arizona editor has got Into trouble. He expht!ns It thus: "We edit our paper this week !rom
the jail, where we are living for the present. We
hav been put In the jug for a month because we
reeented the Insult o1Iered us by the pin feather
journalist who tries to run an opposition paper In
this town. But It he thinks he will muzzle the press
In this way he Is mistaken. Like Edmund Yates,
we shall come out of jail stronger than ever, and,
shall take our placa in the worill with renewed vigor
and strength. A month Is not a long time to a man
with a good conscience, which Is our cf15e. We
would request our friends to turn In all Items or
news to the gentlemanly jailer. who will glv them
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THOSE who pretend to bring !ntell!gence from the
gods know no more about them than the most Ignorant person to whom the announcement Is made.
Those who claim to speak for the gods simply speak
their own thoughs. What they wish to make men
believe they pretend· Is said by the gods. Simple
men hav believed these statements, and In this way
the grossest errors hav been spread and the deepest
darkness has existed among mankind. The very
claim that the gods speak unto men, or send messages to them through the offices or a mediating
party, Is based upon deception and falsehood. The
more" men Us ten to s !lCh falsehoods the wo~se It Is
for them.-D. Jl. Bennett.
THE bel!ever in the !nsp!rat!on of the Bible Is
compelled to declare that there was a time when
slavery was right-when men could buy, and women
could sell, their babes. He Is compelled to Insist
that there was a time when poi} gamy was the highest form or virtue; when wars or extermination
were waged wif.h the sword of mercy; when rel!g·
lous toleration was a crime, and when death wae
the just penalty for haVIng expressed an honest
thought. He must maintain that Jehovah Is just as
bad now as he was four thousand years ago, or that
he was Just as good then as he Is now, but that human conditions hav so changed that slavery, polygamy, rel!g!ous persecutions, and wars or conquest
are now perfectly dev!llsh. Once they were rightonce they were commanded by God himself; now,
they are prohibited. There has been such a change
In the conditions or man that, at the present time,
the devil Is In favor of slavery, polygamy, rel!glous
pereecut!on, and wars of conquest. That Is to say,
the dev!l entertains the same opinion to.day that
Jehovah held four thousand years ago, but in the
mean time Jehovah has remained exactly the same
-changeless and Incapable of change,-R. G. Inger-

PRESIDENT CLEVELAND has issued his first
proclamation. It is a warning to the residents
on the Oklahoma Indian land in the Indian
territory to move out. These residents are
called "boomers." It is reported that they
will resist e<iction. Mr. Louis Post sets forth
in John Swinton's Paper that the boomers really
hav a prior claim to the lands, which capital- to us!'
MARY was a buxom country lass, and her father
ists wish to pasture and are using government
was an upright deacon In a Connecticut village.
means to oust the legitimate owners.
Mary's plan of joining the boys and girls In a nutMns. HuDsoN, of Boston, came to New York ting party was frustrated by the unexpected arrival
'last week and stopped at a first-class hotel un- or a number or the brethren on their way to contil the money question was raised, when she ference, and Mary had to stay at home and get dinner for her father's clerical guests. Her already
claimed she had been robbed by some one in ruflled temper was Increased by the reverend visltthe house. She was arrested as a swindler. org themselvs, who sat about the stove and In tho
Mrs. Hudson is well known in Boston as an wa.y. Oue or the good ministers noticed her wrathsoll in the Christian Religi<m.
adventuress. She is a woman of great piety ful .impatience, and desiring to rebuke the sinful
manifestations. said sternly: "Mary, what do you
MEN who are able to make discoveries are gen .
and is in intimate correspondence with the think will be your occupation In hell?" · "Pretty
erally disposed to make aliownnces. Men who are
Rev. Mr. Drysdale, of the Calvary Protestant much the same as It Is on earth," she replied, eagerly pressing forward In pursuit of truth are
;Episcopal church in Brooklyn, having letters ''cooking ror mln1sters, 11
grat{lful to everyone who has cleared an Inch o~ the
-' j;j
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"I HAv neither time nor Inclination to pass pareg0r!cs on the deceasert," remarked an orator.
" Panegyrics, 11 corrected a person present. " As
you please, s1r, 11 remarked the orator, stiftly. "the
words are anonymoue ..''
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strengthen us all .• ,

ELIAS BRAY, the man who went to the Advocate office and appointed Assistant Editor Doherty his firat lieutenant to remove Cleveland,
has been lodged in the insane asylum at
Flatbush, L. I. He lost his reason by taking
on too much religion in 1881, and was sent to
an asylum, but escaped during a fire, and had
not been heard from since until he turned up
in the manner described.
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way for them. It Is, tor the most part, the man who
hasj ust capacity enough to pick up and re~pect the
commonplaces which are fashionable In his own
time who looks with disdain on the very Intellects to
which It Is owing that those commonplaces are not
still considered as startling paradoxes or damnable
heresies. -Alacaulay.
A HUNDRED YEARS TO COlliE.
Who'll press tor gold the crowded street
A hundred years to come 1
Who'll tread yon church with w!ll!ng feet
A hundred years to come 1
!'ale, trembling age, and fiery youth,
And ch!ldhood, with Its brow of truth,
The rich and poor, on land or sea,
Where w!ll the teeming mlll!ons be
A hundred years to come 1
We all wllhin our graves shall sleep
A hundred years to come.
!'lo living soul for us w!ll weep
A hundred years to come.
But other men our lands will till,
And others then our streets will fill,
And others words w!ll sing as gay,
And bright the sunshine as to-day,
A hundred years to come.
You ought, when you are invest!gattng a simple
matter or fact, to make your brain a clear, calm,
cold !ogle-machine, without any feellog, wltilout
any care, so tar &s your brain Is concerned, as to
whether the thing you are investigating be true Ol"
false. It Is your business to find out a matter of fact
Do not let feeling come In, then. The brain of metaphysicians Is, I think, l!ke a pair of scales that are
not balanced-a magical pair of scales. You may
cast the uniVerse or truth Into one side, and you put
a l!ttle whim, a prejudice, or d!sl!ke Into the other,
and It w111 go down to the abyss, and the universe
w!ll kick the beam. Most persons' brains are not
machines tor the discovery of truth. And yet, when
II matter of fact Is In question, the brain should
simply be a clear and pol!shed glass to reflect. A
painter sometimes llatters a face that he Is copying,
.but a looking-glass never; it tells the truth because
it cannot help !t. Yon ought to train your bra!r
Into precisely that attitude toward questions ot trutU
or talsehood.-M, J. /Javaue,
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Jjlotts and Uklippings.
A MICHIGAN man claims to hav been miraculously cured of a rheumatism which had
made him helpless for many months. His
hired man was carrying a hive of bees through
hi3 room and dropped it. The patient is now
an activ member of society, and says he is
«thankful to an inscrutable providence." .
THE earnest, practical Christian has appeared
'in Hartford, Conn.-a novel place for such a
· }Jroduction, for that is where all the insurance
·companies come from. This good man is one
whose wife lately abandoned him to join the
Salvation Army, and he is working for a divorce, hesitating not a moment about sacrificing her permanently in the cause.-Ohicago
Tribune.
THERE are a good,..many things at which his
Satanic majesty is said to laugh, and according
to the Richmond Religious Herald this is one
of them: "When a batch of balked and soreP•lted Baptists roll up together into a hard
knot, and in a spirit of spite start a new
church, it is always a thing at which devils
laugh and over whioh good people shed sorrowful and helpless tears."
A LARGE number of students in the medical
school at Harvard College hav been guilty of
an act of heresy. They hav combined in a request to a prominent member of the homeopathic school inviting him to deliver before
them a series of lectures upon the theory and
practice of homeopathy. The old-school professors refused to allow the lectures to be given
in the college building, and they will be delivered in an outside hall.
ONE of the most remarkable people with
whom missionaries hav to do are the Falashas of Ethiopia. They are black Hebrews,
about 300,000 in number, living we;t of Jordan, who hav as their holy writings the Old
Testament in an Ethiopic version, and who
Rtill rigidly adhere to the Mosaic ceremonies
and laws. They are the children of Hebrew
immigrants, who, in the time of the great dispei·sion, settled in Abyssinia and married wives
of that nation. Efforts made during the last
200 years to convert them to Christianity hav
proved unavailing.
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other. Ye cannot serve God and Mammon."
She made a slight variation at the end, and
finished the verse, "Ye cannot serve God and
woman."
AcgoRDING to Dr. Hyades, who has lately
returned from Terra del Fuego, whither he
was dispatched on a mission by the French
government, the Fuegians are the lowest human beings in the scale of existence. Their
language contains no word for any number
above three; they are unable to;distingnish one
color from another; they hav no religion and
no funeral rites, and they possess neither
chiefs nor slaves. Their only weapons are
bone-pointed spears, and, as they grow neither
fruits nor vegetables and their country is naturally barren, they are obliged to liv entirely
on animal food. Even these savages possess,
however, social virtues. They are not cannibals;· they ill-treat neither women nor the old,
and they are monogamous.
A DEACON in a Pennsylvania town holds the
opinion that certain young men and maidens
of his church do not attend prayer-meetings
for the glory of God, but for the love of each
oth'lJ".. They do their courting, he thinks,
while the services are in progress, and though
they sing and even lead in prayer with great
vigor, they are animated more by profane than
holy motivs. In fact, he objects to their singing as too loud under the circumstances, and
as calculated to disturb those devout souls who
are accustomed to drone through hymn and·
prayer. Therefore, as the young people will
not be saved according to the manner which
the deacon thinks proper, he is resolved to
snatch them, not out of the burning, but out
of the church, and to that end he has procured their arrest on the charge of disorderly
conduct.
THE JI':IJ)ish World devotes three columns of
its pages to the Soudan, the wild and desolate
region which has lately come into such prominence. We are reminded that the Soudan is
a Bible land. The Jews, in the time of their
bondage, worked at the quarries at Syene, the
modern Assouan of the first Nile cataract.
The Soudan, it is claimed, is the Kusu of the
ancient Hebrew times, the Ethiopia of the ordinary Bible translation. The Jews and the
Sou danese were old-time enemies. More than
five and twenty centuries ago the streets of
Jerusalem rang beneath the tread of the wild
tribes from the "southern country;" and if
there be, as is not improbable, a Jew among
the twenty thousand troops who will shortly
cross swords with the Arabs of the Soudan, he
may boast that 2,500 years ago his ancestors
under Asa, king of Judah, chased the darkskinned hordes, pellmell, from the land they
had invaded, under, Zerah, the Kushite, or
Ethiopian.

IT is so rarely that we can approvingly quote
what a Methodist says that it is with peculiar
pleasure we read these words spoken by the
ltev. M. C. Wright of this city: "The Freedom
of Worship bills are so artfully framed as to
make this state the slave of Roman Catholicism, to join the church and state in an unholy
compact, for it is well known that all its most
ardent supporters are men who for years hav
endeavored to destroy our grand public school
system, and little enough they care for the
THE Erie Dispatch relates a peculiar religions
welfare of the little ones upon the island. case. A family named Yaber,living a few miles
This bill, brethren, I assure you, is a blow at from the city on the Lake Road, called a phyfree American institutions."
sician to attend to their child, who was subject
HERMANN FucHs is an inmate of the Essex to fits through teething. The doctor learned
county, N.J., Insane Asylum. He has been that an aged itinerant quack, who has the repthere but a short time. A month ago, while utation of being a witch doctor, had called and
living in Newark, he began to take great inter- insisted that the little lad could be cured withest in religion, and joined the church. It is out medicin. The doctor found a small musevident that his conversion was thorough, be- lin bag suspended with a string around the
cause he shortly thereafter became insane, and child's neck. The bag was sewed up, and inside of it was a sheet of foolscap paper closely
WRS lodged in the asylum mentioned above.
Last week he killed a fellow-patient by break- bent together. One side was filled with writing his skull with a stone spittoon. He said ing in high German. The doctor further
by way of apology that he thought the man learned that the aged doctor had left a long
would be better off in heaven. He was put in briar switch, and after he had tied the bag
a straitjacket. Meanwhile the revival work around the child's neck he told the mother
of Moody, and the Salvation Army, and other that.whenever the child became restless she
should take the switch and vigorously beat the
encouragers of insanity, goes merrily on.
air about the child's crib to drive off the supA CORRESPONDENT sends to the Boston Journal posed witches, who, he alleged, were holding
the following account of a mistake made by a a spell over the little one. The mother exhiblittle girl in his vicinity: She always joins the ited the switch, but says she did not use it.
family in reading the scriptureB during family He took off the bag, translated the manu~
devotions, taking her verse in turn. She easily script, and gave the result of his discovery to
reads the shorter words, but needs some help the parents. The writing was a lengthy prayer
about the longer, but is always eager to pro- to the almighty to deliver James Yaber, the
nounce all the words herself, and sometimes child, from all his enemies, who see but cannot
guesses. Recently it came hel' turn to read the be seen: "That they cannot come near me
l'erse, "No man can serve two masters, for nor hurt me, body nor soul. Little pigs of my
either he will hate the one and love the other, bed and all bad spirits, I forbid ye my bed,
(;lr else he will hold to the one and despise the my house, my property. I forbid ye the nail
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holes of my house until the hills jump, all the
water bubbles; until all the leaves be counted
on the hills. Ye hav taken hold of my bones,
so fall back again. I pray to the almighty I
THE New Jersey state capitol was partially
mfty be well again. I throw myself at thy
destroyed by fire on the 21st.
feet. Bless me ! bless me l Amen." It is
EMPEROR WILLIAM of Germany celebrated
said that the old witch-doctor is carrying on
his practices in a number of families, and that his eighty-ninth birth-day on Sunday, the
22d inst.
a prosecution will follow.
THE Langham Hotel at Chicago was burnt
JoHN T. LANE, sheriff of Saline county,
Nebraska, accompanied by a Mr. Smith, and last Sunday. Five persons were killed and a
armed with a requisition from the governor of number injured.
Nebraska for one Clark Braden, arrived ill
THOMAS W. THORNE, for thirteen years police
town yesterday morning, and asked our offi- inspector of New York, died suddenly on the
cers to assist them in effecting his capture. 20th, of heart disease.
Braden has been expounding Christian docGENERAL GRANT's condition is reported easier
trins to the people of Liberal for the past two
than a week ago. The trouble in the throat
weeks from a Campbellite standpoint, and goobliges him to liv altogether on liquid food.
ing for Infidelity and Spiritualism in the
A MEMBER of the Elmira, N. Y., Park church,
roughest manner' possible, attributing all rascality, immorality, drunkenness, and debauch- of which the Rev. Thomas K. Beecher is pasery to non-believers of Christianity. He was tor, was arrested last Sunday for picking
arrested for defrauding B. ·L. Caster, of Wil- .pockets.
THE weather for the past week has been reber, Saline county, Nebraska, out of $800 by
mortgaging to him a printing office which he markably cold in New York. In some parts of
afterwards sold and took out of the state, de- the country the coldest weather of the season
priving the mortgagee of the benefit of his prevailed.
security, then skipping himself. Such a
DURING the performance of the Renz Circus
transaction is a felony in Nebraska, subjecting in Vienna, A.ustria, March 20th, one of the
the offender to ten years' imprisonment in the lions attacked a lion-tamer named Smith and
penitentiary.- Kansas City Journal, Feb. 23d.
devoured him.
IT is reported that the French government
THE ·Christian lntelligencer says: "At the
funeral of Dr. Damrosch last week Mr. H. W. has intimated to the Chinese minister at Berlin
Beecher made an address, in which, according that it considers a renewal of peace negotiato the press report, he said of the dead man: tions desirable.
'Now I thank God that I believe with all my
THE Rev. Elias Bray, the insane clergyman,
heart and soul that he stands with the sweet who said he had a mission from heaven to kill
singers of Israel.' We do not dispute this President Cleveland, has been sont to Engfact. It is not our province to determin the land by the charity commissioners.
future state of any one. Each stands or falls
THE Presbyterian church at Moosic, Pa.,
to his own master. Only we may be permittecl to say that if Dr. Damrosch, after leaving burnt up last Sunday at a loss to the society
this world, found himself · among the sweet of $8,000. This was not a dispensation of
singers of Israel, it must hav beenia surprise to Providence, as would hav been the case if
the building had been a Freethought hall.
him. He was not used to such things here beTHE war in the Soudan goes on. The Britlow. He was an adept in music as an art, but
not as a means of worship. Going to church ish troops were surprised last Sunday by a
was in his view 'a waste of time.' It is not rnsh of Arabs, who killed or wounded about
easy to see how one who never cared to join sixty men and officers and hamstrung many
in God's praises on earth could find euioy- camels and mules. They were repulsed, with
ment in the company of those who sing God's what loss is unknown.
praises in heaven. Death is a great change,
A LOT of New York women hav addressed a
but it does not transform one's moral na- petition to the legislature praying that the
ture."
right of voting shall not be extended to female
JOHN WooDING writes to Dr. Holbrook's
Monthly: "I noticed in the Monthly a communication referring to a birch growing out of a
chestnut tree. A similar curious instance came
under my notice, in England, some fifteen
years ago. With a friend of mine, I visited a
place called Lucien, in Hertfordshire, about
eighteen miles from London, to see, as was
said, 'the greatest cmiosity ever heard tell of,'
situated in Lucien churchyard. There we saw
seven ash and three sycamore trees growing
through a tombstone out of, a grave. The
stone was about twelve feet long, six inches
thick, and eight feet wide. The growth of the
trees had split the stone in all directions.
Some of the trees at that time were seven
inches "through, and about fifteen feet high.
The grave lot was inclosed with an iron fence
twelve feet high, and the branches of the trees
and some parts of the trunk had grown into
the fence in all imaginable shapes and forms.
Of course, there is a 'true story' connected
with the circumstance, as the people of Hertfordshire will strongly affirm. The person
buried in this grave was a lady of title, Lady
Anne Grimstone, who was buried there BPmewher~ abou.t a hundrad yea~s ag~. She was an
unbeliever Ill a supreme bei~g, m fact, an Infidel, and those who d.oubt It can buy a book,
sold by pedlars for SIX pence, strongly confirming the horrible story in detail. This
. .
lady asseverated previo~ts to her death that If
there be a God or deVIl, heaven or hell, she
hoped ash and sycamore might grow through
her body. No one planted these trees there,
and the people religiously believe that. to prove
to the living the horrible heresy of the dead,
the trees came from her body, and the more to
attract Jtttention, hav grown up through and
broken the stone." This is about as good evidence for its truth as Chri~tianity possesses.

citizens of the state. These weak sisters who
are afraid to trust themsel vs with the ballot
deserve the pity of all intelligent persons.
THE apathy in Boston upon reception of the
new date of the end of the world (May l!J,
1885) re~alls the reply of Theodore Parker
when informed by a Millerite of the pending
destruction of our planet. " That docs not
concern me," said Parker, "for I liv in
Boston."
MRs. KRUEGER, a German woman living near
St. Louis, Mo., killed her three-year-old
daughter on the 20th inst. The woman
claimed that she had been " commanded" to
make the sacrifice, and laying the child upon
the table nearly severed its head with a
butcher knife.
THE alumni· of Princeton College, N.J., entertained the alumni of Harvard College,
Mass., at a dinner in this city last week. Dr
John R. Paxton, of Princeton, said he did not
wish prayer and God to be made optional in
colleges. Charles C. Beaman, of Harvard, defended the right of choice.
CoLONEL INGERso= delivered his lecture on
·"Blasphemy" at the Bijou Opera Honse in
this city last Sunday evening. Every seat in
the house was filled and hundreds stood up.
. '
·
The lectt~r~ occupied two and a half hours. It
made religiOus people gasp for breath. Next
Sunda ni ht he wilJ...talk on "Which Way?"
y g
A CASE of the failure of faith cure has jnst
terminated in the death of the wife of A. W.
Parry, a minister of Sycamore, Ill. The Cfluse
of the death was, according to medicr;l aut-hority, puerperal fever. The patient refused
medicin and medical aid, and the whole church
indulged in a seventy-two hour praym: for h\11:.
recqvery. Her death ended the service,
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were necessary to reduce the friction of large num- formulated plan of future society, and request us to
bers of people, kept together in narrow ~paces, and do this before moving on the ranks of the enemy, I
all obeying the law of the struggle for e~Istence a~d answer, the masters would be well pleased if all ef.
Evolution and Anarchy.
the survival of the fittest, they utterly fall to reahze forts were dissipated in dreaming of a future heaven
·
.
.
what they are trying to accomplish, and the hope- either beyond the skies, or here on earth, for he who
. We .are now m a transitory state. Th~ doctrm. of lessness of the task that they hav set themselvs to so acts has no time or energy to devote to destroyevolutiOn has destroyed all the foundatiOns which d
ing the hell of the present. This latter is our work
0
far as I am personally concerned, I hav no· great -we deal with the now. The evils of to-day must
formed the basis of religim;s beli~fs, moral principles,
0
and laws of conduct, but Its logical results hav not love for governments. I find no pleasure in paying go. The systems that uphold the same we will deyet been worked out, and thus we see a number of t
· b ·
t' lly controled by other men's stroy, no matter what means we may be forced to
·
Ch ns
· t'1ans w h o accept th e d oct rm
· of evo1u- baxes,
nor dm ·emg
par Ia
smcere
f
·
f
d by theU'· superiority of use, and then, and not till then, shall we find time
•
t' 1
d t 't
e1Ie s an opiniOns, en orce
.
d
t
t · b l' f
t wn,.
an ye re am e Ie s en Ire y oppose
o I ; n urn bers. Like many other men, I would gladly see to discuss methods of interaction. We appreciate
and m the same way the most of reformers hav sur- all
t
b r h d if it were true that they the magnitude of the conflict, and our energies can
rendered the belief in the free will, and yet advocate
governmen 8 a 0 ~8 e B' t I hav no such belief not be sapped, or orir attention diverted, from the
'd
h' h
1 · al
d
th 0 ld b li f b t are an unnecessary evi 1 .
u
.
1 eas w IC
were ?giC un er
e
e e' u ·wha·t little intelligence I possess tells me that with- one single point in view.
now hav J?-O foundatwn to rest upon. .
. out some organized power, strong enough to compel
One word more. An Anarchist is, perforce, an
- ~cco~dmg to the theory of evolu~on, ptogress I_n obedience, able to arbitrate between the thousand Atheist. He who looks to God for help, helps not
soctety IS the natural result of. certa~n f~rces, an~ IS and one contending interests of all classes of men, himself. A Christian Socialist is an impossibility.
co~pelled t? take a prede.termme~ direc~wn; and m- there would be no prosperity and no peace. And if As well try to mix oil and water. We recognize but
telhgence,_ mstea~ of bemg the Imp~lhng force of we must hav such organization, I much prefer to hav man and his material surroundings. Metaphysics
progre!!s, IS only Its cont~oler and. dJrector. Man one to whom all belongs, and in whom all persons we repudiate. We confront real, physical, demonprogresses because he desires happm_ess, and for the can hav one vote to the voluntary associations nro~ strable facts, and with those alone we deal. If the
same reason that water flows down hill, because both
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no ng made such progress in intelligence that he will need such a word as "Fall."
W. J. GoRSUCH.
mor~ than a mamfestatwn or endowment of matter, no government whatever-but when that time comes,
New York, March 16, 1885.
and Ifl· based upon· memory and ·knowledge.
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Our London Letter.
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patronized by those calling themselvs Christians,
they can attain their ends. Improvement in society, their destructiOn.
BERT HAVANNEil.
and that he being far more powerful than any other
promoted by aspirations for better conditions, is as
god, the prl).yers of those who believe in him will unnatural and irrepressible as the growth of planets;
The Bold Dynamiter.
doubtedly be answered if they are accompanied by
but there is a vast difference between aspirations
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In faith. Whether Jehovah and Allah are distinct bewasting their strength in trying to accomplish that your late issues hav occuued various articles, com- ings or one and the same under different names has
which is impossible, and the same aspirations intel- ments, insinuations, etc., in regard to the ideas, aims, not yet been satisfactorily decided, some inclining to
ligently directed.
and attitude of the Anarchists.
one view and some to the other. It will be more
It will teach men to turn their efforts to the acSeeing our movement .provokes thought on the difficult than ever to decide this most weighty matcomplishment of that which is within their reach. part of even those who congressionally hav fossilized ter now, for, if they are two different beings, the latter
In times past, a great deal of thought and labor has their whole reform into abusing God and scaring the has shown himself more powerful than the former,
been wasted in search of perpetual motion and the devil, though surprised that such intellectual re- or more attentiv to his followers; and if the two are
philosopher's stone, and if it is not done any longer, formers should so soon "kick over the traces," I am identical, the Mohammedans must be his favorit
a great deal of power is now wasted in trying to se- impelled, in my non-intellectual and brutally chaotic children. It remains to be seen which side he will
cure future salvation. This ~tll Liberals acknowledge, way, to do a little plain talking. An Anarchist re- favor when a larger British army is brought into the
but very few reformers realize that much reform jects reliance on Gods, ghosts, kings, presidents, leg- field. It appears that the Mahdi, who is popularly
power is wasted in trying to bring about changes islatures, laws, knowing that all that has bettered supposed to be a rebel, has been busy at the praying
that are either entirely opposed to natural laws, or man's condition· has evolved through the efforts of business, and as doubtless the entire Mohammedan
that are premature and cannot be attained without a man, individually or collectivly applied, and ever un- world has joined in the same direction, and, as is
previous change in conditions.
der the repressiv burden of direct conflict with these their; custom, far more frequently every day than any
. The bearing of this theory of evolution upon An- constituted authorities. I said he" rejects reliance" other religious · body, these numerous prayers
archy is, to me, very plain. _ The best description of -more, he demands the removal of all such bin- crowded out those sent from the other side, and on
social freedom I hav seen, and one which I believe drances, such barriers to man's progress, holding they the principle of " first come first served" the followis accepted by the Anarchists, is, that a man is en- but perpetuate slavery, and prevent a societary evo- ers of the False Prophet hav had first innings. It
titled to entire social freedom, limited only by the lution, based on justice and guaranteeing happiness may seem somewhat strange that an Ishmaelite who
same right to freedom in others. Let this definition that man, if left free, would freely establish. If this has never been properly consecrated to the priestly
be my starting-point.
be chaos, Mr. Editor, then, in the name of humanity, office should hav more power with the Almighty
Suppose one man alone on an island. He would Chaos, thou white-winged messenger of Liberty, we than a whole bench of bishops and an army of parhav entire social freedom. Giv him one companion welcome thee to an enslaved and degraded world! - sons, all duly oiled and filled with the holy ghost,
and his freedom is curtailed by the freedom of the
"Poetical," you say; "but· how will we get there, and it must be a somewhat difficult matter for the
other; giv him ten companions and his social free- and what will we hav when we arrive? I won't trade true believer to solve the mystery. I hav not come
dom is further curtailed; increase the number by one off a battered coin till I'm sure of getting an equally across any explanation yet from anyone possessing
hundred. or one thousand, and, with each addition, good one in return."
authority, and therefore can only conclude that inthe modicum of each will be further reduced, for the
To-day ten per cent of the population absolutely quiries are being made into the matter, which will
number of persons who limit the freedom is steadily own as private property all the means of production; be eventually cleared up in the usual lucid manincreased. And we may, theoretically, go on increas- ninety per cent are their absolute slaves. He who ner. It may be that the Lord, being a man
ing the number of persons on the island till they owns the land, owns the men who must use the same of war, prefers supporting an individual who backs
will be so numerous that they will each hav just in order to liv. Ninety per cent are but allowed to up his prayers with his presence in the army,
standing-room, and be entirely unable to move, and exist on su_ch terms as the ten per cent choose to and if such is the case, the way to regain his
their social freedom will be entirely gone, and yet grant. · As a result, according to the United States favor and get him on the right side will be
we will not hav infringed upon our definition, for census for 1880, the average wage is $304 per year, for the English government to make up an army
each will hav entire freedom, limited only by the and the average profit on the work of the wage- of all the black-coated and white-chokered individsame freedom in others.
worker to the owner of the means of production is uals, headed by the bishops, and start them off
The deduction of this fact is very plain. As num- $4,000. Due to this we witness overproduction vs. for the seat of war at their own expense. They could
bers increase, social freedom decreases. But another starvation. We demand use alone shall constitute a be well spared, and if any demand was shown for
law comes in here. The more intelligent the persons valid title to land and the means of production. the article, presuming they did not return, no doubt
are, the less they will infringe upon each other, But one argument is possible to-day, as it ever was a plentiful supply could be obtained to meet it. It
for they will so order their lives that there will be in the past, with the masters who, surfeited with lux- would of course be necessary to keep one or two
the least amount of friction possible. An ignorant ury, cannot, if they ;would, think clearly and justly properly ordained parsons here~ or the unction, or
mob could trample over each other where an intelli- of human rights, and that argument is Force, un- whatever it is, might get lost, as I hav been given to
gent crowd could soon establish such regulations-- answerable, exterminating Force.
understand there is a kind of subtle essence which
and enforce them also-as would enable each person
This is how, friend Eugene, at one fell blqw we has to be passed from one to the other, or you canto make the most of the limited space in his pos- wipe out the whole army of infamous blood-suckers not get a genuin priest, and it would be awkward
session. From this I make another deduction. I hav instanced above. Can it be done? Of a and humiliating to hav to apply to a foreigner for
Freedom increases as intelligence increases.
surety. Dynamite in the hand of a pauper makes the article. As the clergy are all in such a mad
Thus we hav a double evolution going on. As the him more powerful than Bismarck backed by the hurry to reach heaven, I hav no doubt that they
individual i:Qcreases in intelligence, he needs less armies of Prussia.
would all volunteer to a man to go out if the scheme
government, being better able to make use of greater
After the deluge, What? We will take care of was proposed by our defender of. the faith. The Salsocial freedom, but as population increases at the that when we get to it. You know the pope said, vation Army might also be sent, and would doubtless
same time, the individual uses his intelligence-not to "One world at a time." Bob was right; so say we be allowed to take the front, for the true, unadulterfollow his will, but to obey certain natural laws that Anarchists. One thing no man can deny-the hell of ated, apostolic succession parson is conspicuous for
contro~ the organization of large numbers of people, the present. Free men certainly can do no worse in his deep humility, and however much he might be
or natwns, so as to reduce the friction to its mini- the future than slaves governed by slaves do in t4e desirous of bearing the brunt of the battle and dismum.
present. We believe in the sense of the mob, ana playing his bravery and patriotism, possessing this
It is very clear to my mind that to fight against hav no fear of liberty evolving demons. If in the virtue in so great a degree, he would permit his humthis evolution is a pure waste of time, for no man or first flush of freedom's intoxication men should go bler and somewhat irregularly ordained brother to
body of men, is stronger than natural laws; and it wild, who could blame them? Compensation is ever take the post of d!Wger.
is precisely what the Anarchists are doing. So long activ, and wrongs suffered cry for vengeance. We do
It would be a glorious sight-the dignitaries of
as they claim mrre personal freedom, they are in the not believe men can be made angelic in a moment, the church in their full canonicals, and the rank and
current, and are making advances, but when they but we hold this-non-belief is no excuse for contin- file in their black and white livery with tall hats, towant to use this increased freedom to overthrow the uing conditions that perforce make them devils.
gether with the church missions with their banners
:l'Elgulations that centuries of experience hav shown
If you say we do not place before you a thoroughly and lanterns, well armed with Bibles in every knoW:Q
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doubts; the soul is immortal. For the rest, in nrrlM 1 nverpronuction of clothi~g. and people nearly naked.
fully to understand these things, wait until your But there is an overproduction of knaves tu tell u~
present vile body is decayed. For then shall be thia; and ~n overproduction of fools to believe it.
given you a more glorious body, which shall endure This may be a little rough on the overproductionists,
to everlasting liJe. As for me, I go to my father, for but I can't help it; it is a fact nevertheless.
my father is greater ~han I." And having. said these
Now, if the government should issue legal tenders
words, he ascended mto the clouds and disappeared direct to the people under proper security at 2 per
out of the apostle's sight. Apollonius bad twelve cent per annum, paylloble when the borrowers wanted
chief apostles and sAventy-two disciple!~, and many to pay it, whether in ten days, or :fifty years, or never,
years after his death they anxiously awaited his sec- only the interest paid annually, and government
ond coming to reign upon the earth a thousand build railroads and make other improvements, the
years. And the saints shall reign with him. " Our laborer could go to work, and the monopolist could
Lord Apollonius is .god," they said, who merely go to work after he has used his money up. We
passed over the earth and is gone. Did he not say, must hav a tax on all lands held in large quantities
I will come again unto you. I will descend from the from 10 to 25 per cent, and monopolies will let that
clouds, and every eye shall see me, and every knee alone. Government should hav the whole control
shall bow, and every tongue shall confess that I am of loaning money, none others to be lawful; and if
the only begotten son _of the only true and living government loaned at · 2 per cent, interest would
Canadian Notes.
God? Every tongue shall e:x;claim, Behold our Lord never be below nor above 2 per cent; and if money
Mr. W. E. Norris, of Stirling, Ontario, a Canadian Apollonius. Lo !' he comes with clouds descending. was too scarce, it could be had of the government, or
pioneer of labor and Freethou!!ht, over seventy years If he has any followers at the present day, I suppose plenty of people could pay back to the treasury.
of age, is on his death-bed-from moment to moment they are still expecting his present coming. At all That would regulate the volume of the currency
events, I hav not heard of his arrival as yet. Perh&ps to the requirement of business, and those per capita
he is expected to breathe his last.
he
prefers company. Perhaps he is waiting to come chaps could :find an answer to their· problem. GovThe family hav just received the following letter of
with Christ. We may be sure that when the Christ ernment could run the money system as easily as it
·condolence:
comes Apollmi.ius will come with him. But not until could the postal system.
TORONTO, March 14, 1885.
DEAR BROTHER, and fellow-laborer for the cause of emanci- then.
Professor MacLeod asks, if labor is the sole cause
Jlation of humanity from the slavery of superstition and priestToronto, Mar. 21, 1885.
R. B. BUTLAND.
of value, what is the cause of the value of labor? I
<~raft: If your dear, good, kind father is still alive and conscious,
liv in the wilds of Michigan, and I ask, not knowing
and in possession of his faculties, please convey to him my
any better, who is Professor MacLeod, and what is
most earnest sympathy and admiration for his noble and philThe Laborer and His Hire.
he professor of, that he should ask such a question?
osophic mental. attitude in the presence of death and that
I would like to say a few words in THE TRUTH I guess he is a professor of asking questions easy to
bourne from which no traveler ret11rns, where the wicked
cease from troubling, and the weary are at rest. Nature SEEKER on the condition of the laborers of onr coun- answer. The cause of the value of labor is the need
speaks to man a various language. For his gayer hours she try. In about every ten years we hav had a :finanhas a voice of gladness, and a smile, and eloquence of beauty, cial crash. I commenced business in 1851. I worked of the people, otherwise there would be no labor, or
value of labor. And all value is in labor, or nearly
nnd she glides into his darker musings with a mild and gentle
"ympathy that steals away their sharpness ore he is aware. and got ahead a few hundred dollars, and a money all. If labor should cease, I think values would
'l'hou shalt lie down with patriarchs of the aucientworld, with panic tookwhat little money I had. Then times be- cease.
kings, the powerful of the earth, the wise, the good, fair forms, gan to get better, and I succeeded in business for
Or would the professor send to Europe for pauper
and hoary sages of the past, all in one mighty sepulcher. twenty years. Then another crash, and I lost the aclabcr? Some will say we must hav gold and silver to
Your beloved father sinks into the arms of Nature, wrapped in
the dreamless drapery of eternal peace. "Upon the shadowy cumulation of property of twenty years-about ten buy the products of other countries. I supposed we
Then again another start, and had a tariff to keep the products of other countries
shoreA of death the sea of trouble casts no wave. Eyes that thousand dollars.
hav be"n curtained by the eveilasting dark will never know now, 1885, another :financial crash; and for some
out and encourage home industries. Are our legisMgain the touch of tears; lips that hav been touched by the time I could not :find the cause.
lators knaves or fools? They hav legislated a pro·everlasting silence will never utter another word of grief;
Some of our best men say it is overproduction. tectiv tariff and caused a tax of nearly 50 per cent to
hearts of dust do not break; the dead do not weep."
'!'hose we hav loved and lost hav returned to earth, to uncon- Some tell me it is extravagance of the laboring peo- the consumer. And about 85 per cent are laborers.
scious dust, and hav become a part of the elemental wealth of ple. I see the people out of employment, and poorly
the world. We think of them as gurgling in the stream, float- fed and clothed, and no means to provide for their Then tax them 100 per cent to buy gold to purchase
the products of other countries, which costs us 100
ing in the clouds, and bursting into light_ upon the shores of
worlds. "This brave and tender brother in every storm of life necessities; no money in the country to do business, per cent more when we get it. The consumer pays
was oak and rock, but in the sunshine he was vine and flower. or not enoagh for the requirements of the people. I 200 per cent when he- buys foreign products, and
He climbed the bights and left all superstition far below. He knew there was a cause for all the Qvils we hav been
was a lover of liberty, a friend to the oppressed. He be- affiicted with, and to all my inquiries I could not get 150 per cent when he buys home products; then pays
10 per cent when they get the money to buy, for all
lieved that happiness was the only good, rell.son the only
guide, justice the only creed, humanity the only religion, and a satisfactory answer. So I thought I would try and our money leaves the bank at 10 per cent, and we
:find an answer for myself.
love the ·only priest."
hav to pay about 6 per cent for having our produce
Let all that is noble and wofthy in the life and character of
And I hav got it, sure. We had the panic in 1854
your dearly beloved father be fondly cherished in our heart or '55, and in 1873-4, and in 1884-5; and why did carried on the railroad, and the same for manufactured articles brought us, and they, the railroad moof hearts. Let the same be held in sacred remembrance as
an impetus-an inspiration-to· those of us who remain be- we not hav it in 1864? It was because government nopolists, will w11.ter their railroad stock until we, the
was paying 'its troops, and there was plenty of money laborers, pay about 18 per cent. Do you wonder at
hind for a while, but soon to follow after.
11
to do business with. And if government had re- crime, Uncle Samuel? The greatest criminals in the
So liv that when thy summonR comes to join
'fhe innumerable caravan that moves
served the right to control the money, and not given country are those men that instituted these things
'l'o that mysterious realm where each shall take
it to the banks, the people never would hav seen the and are making the people believe it is all right. No
His chamber in the silent halls of death,
:financial trouble they bav. I don't know as there is highwaymen were ever so successful in getting
Thou go, not like the quarry slave at night
any way to tell how much the people are owing-the wealth and not giving its equivalent as the monopoi::!courged to his dungeon; but, sustainJld and soothed
Ry an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave
public as well as private debts. I hav no doubt it is lists hav been for the past twenty years. This is
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch around him, ten billions.
If so, government will hav to issue plain talk, but you see the facts are apparent. Let
And lies down to pleasant dreams'."
money enough to the people, under proper security, us look at what was done when our country was
Please assure your mother, brothers, and sisters of my deepest sympathy with them in their sorrow-my heart goes out to at two per cent, to pay it. That would be as much struggling for national existence.
as one-fifth of the wealth of tae country. The interyou all.
Yours,
R. B. BUTLAND.
When our civil war broke out the people were
est at two. per cent, paid to the government, would
taxed
alike, unless the monopolists were not taxed at
Taylor says Apollonius Tyaneus was born in Cap- build railroads and telegraph lines, and make other
padocia a tew years before the Christian era. Be- public improvements. And only a charge of one per all, for I never saw one in the army-none but the
hind the extravagance of his eulogist Philostratus, cent on the actual cost of them (to the people), and laboring classes made up the rank and :file of the
and the endless marvels ascribed to him, and the that would break up those gigantic corporations that army, and they had to go, and were paid in money
miracles without number which it is said that he now exist, and are sucking up the life-blood of the that a certain class of men would not take, nor could
accomplished-miracles far greater in number, and nation and making slaves of work~ng people. Only the government compel them. They would take it
infinitly more wonderful in character, than those a few years more as we hav been doing, or letting at forty cents on the dollar, but the men who were
ascribed to the Christian Christ-we can recognize monopolists do, and all the wealth of the country risking their lives to save the country had to accept
in him a· sort of literary Jesus of Nazareth, but will be in their hand. ~et me show you how it is it, and when the monopolists were paid they were
paid in money worth $2.85. When the monopolist
formed quite independently of all Jewish influence. doing:
was paid, gold was at par and greenbacks had gone
The advl:lrsaries of Christianity-began by setting him
If the circulating medium in the country is one
up as a superior God to Jesus, but the eclectic em- billion, and loaned as the banks do, they hav all con- down; when the soldier was paid, greenbacks were
.
.
peror Alexander Severns in his little shrine to all the trol of it; at 10 per cent compounded from every ten at par and gold had gone up.
We hav a tariff to protect home mdustnes and the
gods placed him judiciously by the side of Moses, to ninety days, mea.ns double every seven years, that
laborer. Let us see who is taxed. The unborn babe
A braham, and Jesus of Nazareth. He traveled much is, brings itself back in seven y~ars and debts against
is taxed about three dollars for his :first outfit in
in Persia, Egypt, and India, working miracles wher- the people of one billion more. Then in seven years
earth life to protect the poor laborer and home inever he went. He preached. the immortality of tlie more, or fourteen years, it will be four billion; then
dustry. The imbecil, the pauper, all that are not
S0\11, providence, the efficacy of prayer, rectitude of in twenty-one years it ~ill be eight billion; in twentyable to work, are taxed to protect home industries, and
life, and rigid adherence to the strictest rules of eight years it will be sixteen billion; and in thirtywhen we get old and helpless, and go to the poorright conduct. In his daily life he was a man of the five years thirty-two billion; and in forty-two years house and die then our bodies are sent to Ann
most austere morals. He is the true forerunner of it will be sixty-four billion; fourteen billion more
Harbor to be c~t up to help advance science in the
the Spiritualists and electrobiologists of the present than the whole wealth of the country, and only one medical school of Michigan. I tell you, we are
day. He had the gift of second sight, and could dis- billion of circulating medium or money. The rate worked up pretty close-nearly as close as the hog in
tinguish at a glance a god from a demon. As he of interest is more than any people can stand. When
spoke all the languages, without having learned money is high the products of labor are low; and our slaughter-houses.
We are taxed to buy money (gold) 100 per cent,
them, he could converse fluently with the departed when money is low the products of labor are corre·:spil·its of all nations. He cured all complaints, not to spondingly high. At the close of the war, money and then it is not ours until we pay 100 per cent
-speak of insanity and death; he raised the dead to could be got for 3 per cent, and wheat was over more for it; then we hav to protect home industries,
lire; and when about to be condemned as a magician three dollars per bushel. Now, w}len money is 10 and we hav to protect railroads, and we are protected
he vanished mysteriously from the world. After his per cent, wheat is seventy cents per bushel; so with out of our money and out of our labor. Thus cur
·death and burial he arose the third day from the nearly all the products of labor. People say it is government protects us-such protectio? as vulture!!
dead; ascended into heaven, where he sitteth at the overproduction makes the price of cereals so low. giv to lambs. Let our country lay aside our flag,
right hand of God the father almighty; whence he When wheat was three dollars per bushel there was all the emblem of liberty, and hoist the black flag of
shall come again to judge the quick and the dead. the wheat we needed, and. much more than was used. piracy; and, not to forget we were once free, le~ us
IWhosoenr believeth on the Lord Apollonius shall It was not the scarcity of wheat that caused the rise, keep the stripes and that bird of prey, the glonous
·,be saved. After his death Apollonius appeared unto it was the value of money. There never was such a American eagle, that sings to us so ~weetly on ~he
one of his disciples, who doubted. 'l'he .doubting thing as overproduction of the necessaries of life. Fourth of July then flies away and smckers to thmk
disciple's name was Thomas. And the Lord Apollo- Yet we are told there is an overproduction. Yes, an of the fools sh~ has lulled to sleep by her siren song,
l!.:dgewood, Mich., March 4, 1885.
R. A. PEET,
nina spake and said unto Thomas: "Leave all your overproduction of wheat, and people hungry; an

and unknown language, as supplied by the British and
Foreign Bible Society, together with General Booth
:and· his troupe of howling dervishes, marching on
to Khartoum. They would, in all probability, frighten
all Africa, and convert the rest of the world at one
stroke, which is more than the whole force can now
do under the presentsystem of evangelizing.
A solemn farce is shortly to be played here. The
persons entitled to vote hav received permission to
elect a new bishop of London, but are informed that
the present bishop of Exeter has been chosen by the
queen fQr the office, and must be elected, and as the
clerical voters say the holy ghost guides them in
their decision, it can only be supposed that the ghost
has to take its orders from the queen, or the two are
synonymous.
J. D.
London, Eng., March 3, 1885.
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'l'he Liberal. Club.
"Did you know Arthu was very low?" inquired
a Funny Man of the reporter last Friday evening.
" Arthur who?" said the guileless one. " Our thermometer " replied the Funny Man. It was ind~ed a
cold day: Winter lingered in the lap of SpriEg-;frozen down and waiting to be thawed out. But this
did not prevent a jarge and intelligen~ audience from
assembling at the 371st regular meetmg of the Man~
hattan Liberal Club. The interior of the hall was
cheerful and warm. Mr. Eckhart a1:;d other solid men
sat in the northwest corner and gazed critically at
what was going on among the less sedate. _The ladies were out in force, so that the scene wh1ch met
the chairman's eye as he arose to open the meeting
w::i.s one fair to look upon. Mr. Wakeman spoke of
the picture in last week's TRT!TH SEEKER, which repr~
sented what would happen 1f we turned the pu?hc
institutions into a banting-ground for the papal hierarchy. A petition against the passage of the so-called
Freedom of Worship bill was upon the treasurer's
table and all were asked to sign it. It received
many signatures. Mr. Wakeman expressed a belief
that the bill. would pass. There was no politician
who would dare not to support it.
Dr. Eccles was introduced as the speaker of the
evening. He was wel~omed. with ~pplause, and
launched at once into his subJect, which was as follows: "The Utter Non sense of the Socialistic Movement in This Country." It evoked both hiss~s and
enthusiastic applause. Dr. Eccles scored a pomt by
saying that in a church, where there was no opl?ortunity for reply, hissing would, if anywhe.r~, _be JUStifiable; hut in the Liberal Club, where cntiCISm was
not only permitted but invited, it was reprehensible
in the extreme. To show the speaker's rather conservativ position as regards Socialism, a few extracts
are here printed:
Socialism is a dream of passion, and aims at gratification.
Like a wanton it dresses to tempt. It darkens reason by sympathy, and see~s ~o e;xpel sanity by rage. It P<?ints to s~ffer
ing, want, and mJustJCe to engender hate. It picture~ an ideal
elysium to enrapture hope. It drowns cool, construct1v rea~on
i.n the delu~e of projects. Its blind men, not conte.nt With
leading the blind, propose to force me.n who can. see mto the
ditch with them. In the mere launchmg of a sh1p, the calculations of skilled engineers are 1·equired. The Socialist, with
the cool bravado of Mephistopheles, proposes to launch the
world of civilization into a new sea of conditions whose depth
and surface are unknown. Without compass, without rudder,
without guide, without knowledge or experience, they woulq
cry out, "Let her go !" and in a roar of dynamite send us all
to hell together.
They call honest men thieves and frugal men robbers.
They propose to make theft'scarce by doing away with its
necessity. But how do they propose doing away with rape
and adultery? They propose the same cure for this as
for theft. Such a criminal thing as marriage shall be suppressed, By making every woman a courtesan and every
h_onse a brothel, they will do away with the sins of adultery
and rape.
But who and what are these men? They are a few fellows
who, too lazy to work and too stupid to do any thinking the
world of intelligent men is willing to pay for, hav taken
to preaching Socialism for a living. They are the paid agitators of the great new order whose business it is to suppress all
objections to the same by bluff or threat.
Nothing but foul, downright murder actuates their movements. Knowing that from their masters no good may be effected, there rEmains but one recourse-force!

Mr. Gorsuch here ejaculated, " Every time! and
don't yon forget it." Mr. Gorsuch was prevailed upon
to be quiet, and the doctor went on. The latter part
of his discourse was devoted to argument, and propounded some of the difficulties in the way of Socialistic reform. He sat down at the close amid the
heartiest applause.
As though on the opposit end of a teeter-board,
when Dr. Eccles went down, Mr. Gorsuch came np.
He stood patiently until the chairman's attention
was directed his way, and then was invited to the
platform. Although a bold dynamiter, he is not a dangerous looking person. On the contrary, with his
wavy beard and good growth of hair, he closely resembles the current likenesses of our savior. Mr.
Gorsuch has evidently studied the art of ten-minute
speech making. He spent three minutes in an introductory way, five minutes in argument, and two minutes in summing np, closing in the last half of the
tenth minute with a peroration that won great applause. No man, he said, had a right to own more
property than he could use. A hungry man had a
right to bread without paying for it. A homeless
man might enter an unoccupied house on the same
conditions. So with unused clothes: a man who was
in rags might appropriate a suit.
While Mr. Gorsuch was speaking the chair had
great difficulty in suppressing Mr. Ormsby, who
seemed intent on badgering the orator. He asked
Mr. Gorsuch where he got that gold chain. Mr.
Gorsuch replied that it was not gold; it was brass.
He had performed productiv work enough to pay for
a thousand gold chains, but he did not own one.
Mr. Shevitch presented the scientific side of state
Socialism. He said that Dr. Eccles was Rot sufficiently acquainted with the subject to discuss it intelligently. Mr Shevitch is a Russian by birth, a
journalist by profession, and altogether a fine appearing and able man. He left a fortune in Russia
to come to America and earn his living, because
,America was free.
Mr. Furbish compared the Socialists to the aboli-

tionists of twenty-five years ago. There we;:e E~cl~ses
in those days, but they were forgotten, while millions
revere the memory of old John Brown. .
.
Mr. Blissert thought that the lecturer, m descnbing u{e results of Socialism, had pictured the present
state of Christian civilization quite accurately.
Mrs. Leonard, in taking the pla~form, e:x:plain.ed,
apologetically, that she might p_oss.tbly ~ay notbmg
more sensible than the lecturer d1d, m which case·she
hoped for forgivness. Under Socialism people 'Would
be allowed to work at that to which they were best
adapted. Mrs. Leonard made some further remarks
calculated to wound the feelings of Dr. Eccles.
Mr. Cohen observed that there were people who
were amenable to reason, and others who were arnenable only to force. Dynamiters ~ade tha~ distinction and applied reason or dynamite accordmgly.
Mr. Ormsby, ex-president of the club, assured the
audience that Eccles had been telling them gospel
truth. Freelove was at the bottom of Socialism.
Such was the verdict of Noyes, who had tried it.
One Jay Gould, who kept so many men at work that
would otherwise be idle, was worth a thousand Socialists. Vanderbilt was worth a million of them.
Dr. Eccles said none of the speakers had answered
his arguments. He was willing to accept the communism of Christ.
Madam Delescluze: "Jesus drove the moneychangers from the temple by force."
Dr. Eccles: "Why did he do it?"
Madam Delescluze: "Because they were usurers
and frauds."
At the close of the debate· the lecturer and his
critics mingled together harmoniously, and at about
half past eleven went joyously and serenely home.
The next lecture will be given by Madam Delescluze; subject, "The Red Terror." THE TRUTH
SEEKER, which makes no discrimination between the
Trojan and Tyrian, will be represented, and will, as
ever, render a veracious report.

Salvation Cock-a-Whoop.

side to side and groaned. The devil looked on from
the pit and smot{l his chest, with pride, congratulating himself that it was not in his name t,hat men
and women in the possession of their senses were
acting like maniacs. At the proper time for Amen to
be said, the bass drum received a bang that shook
the building.
Captain Robins, a very "tough" appearing girl,
sang the song," Under the Blood and Fire Flag;"
prefacing the performance with this remark:
"Yous'll find dis song wot I'm goin' ter sing in our
song-book. It sells for five cents. Everybody git
one, so if I makes a break yous kin pick me up."
She had the metallic voice of the dive singer.
"Ash Barrel Jimmy" gave his experience. He got
drunk once, dropped his cap in an ash barrel, tried
to get it, and fell in also. He couldn't get out. A
policeman saw his legs sticking out of the barrel, anJ
arrested tbem. Jimmy said that Captain Williams,
of the police, had often clubbed him. All the army
jumped up at this and shouted, "God bless Captain
Williams!" When Major Smith thought Ash Barrel
Jimmy had talked enough, he led him back to his
seat.
Capt. Nellie Keizer and Lieut. Lilly Gonzales sang
"Numbered with the Transgressors." The voices of
these vocalists were slight.ly impaired by colds contracted in jail at McKeesport, Pa. A tall man with
a banjo related to the tune of Captain Jinks how he
had once played pool for drinks before he joined the
army. George Washington, a colored man, picked
up his accordion to accompany himself in a song, but
the top of his instrument blew off and he sang the
song without it. Professor Hudson, of Alliance,
Ohio, said he gave his heart to Christ two years ago.
Rome body yelled" Glory to God," the bass drum got
an extra thump, and a volley, as they call it, was
fired; that is, everybody shouted and acted as much
like an idiot as nature would permit, and nature was
very generous in that direction with the majority.
Captain Pugmire sang himself red in the face; an infant was brought in and dedicated. to Jesus, an~ a
collection was taken up by a halleluJah lass. MaJor
Smith invited all who felt like it to go to their hall
and spend the night with them; as for the Salvationists, they all felt like it.
With a grand pow-wow, amid the blare of brass
and boom of the drum, the army waltzed out upon
the street and took up the line of march to their
quarters for the night. What occurred there will
appear in the census returns and police reports.

When Weather Prophet Wiggins predicted that a
blizzard would strike New York on the 19th inst., it
is not probable that he had a very clear idea as
to the nature of the impending catastrophe. He
felt a premonitory symptom of something which
he described as a storm. It turned out to be the
Salvation Army, which closed on that day, with a
blood and fire parade, its fifth annual War Congress.
About three o'clock in the afternoon this Crusade reFrom the Sun of March 21st.
divivus strolled through Clinton Place, past THE Maggie Carrigan, 11 Salvation soldier of the Third Army
TRUTH SEEKER office, five hundred strong. A snow Corps of Paterson, IS seventeen years old, an? ha~ an innocent
squall was in progress, and their banners and hel- face. Policeman Courtlandter found her m a James street
mets were white. Half the force were women. All dive at quarter past twelve o'clock yesterday morning, and
her what she was doing there. She said that Capt. Fred
were apparently crazy. They waved their flags, asked
Hamilton of her company had brought her there after the
shouted, beat their tambourines, and danced like jubilee meeting in Brooklyn on Thursday, and that she was
monkeys on a hot griddle. The women wore poke waiting for him to come and take her away.
A charge of abduction was made at the Tombs yesterd_ay
hats, with a red ribbon across the front bearing the
words, "Salvation Army," in gilt letters. The men's ttgainst Hamilton. He protested. "We belong to MaJor
MoO!'e's Salvation Army," he said. "We had our jubilee in
caps were similarly decorated. The army was Brooklyn yesterday. After the jubilee we went out to march
headed by a brass band, which was not playing, but on the foe. Maggie ai\il I marched to the Bowery. I talked
a man with a bass drum thumped that instrument to some tipsy sailors in the saloons near Bayard street, and
Maggie talked to the women. It was after a late supper that
industriously.
we went down to the house in James street. I used to know
These warriors and Amazons were on their way to the women there in my days of sin. Maggie went to work to
the Academy of Music, where the congress was to be convert them, and~ left her there and went around to Jerry
held. The afternoon meeting was a sort of re- McAuley's. I was kept there later than I supposed, for we
hearsal, and all hands lay back stiff for a great dem- were gojng to take the midnight train to Paterson. Maggie
and her parents hav faith in me. Whatev_er ~ hav been in t~e
onstration in the evening.
past I am not now a sinful man. Magg1e 1s to be my w1fe
About eight o'clock a man from THE TRUTH SEEKER when old enough."
office went :around to the Academy, paid fifty cents The captain was locked up in the Tombs on the charge of
for a seat, and entered the auditorium. On the stage abduction. Maggie was turned over to the Children's Society.
Among the visitors at the Tombs yesterday were Capt. McBedlam had been let loose-all for Jesus. Two or Vey, of Alliance, Ohio, and his daughter of the Fifth Columthree· hundred Salvationists, men and women, were bus, Ohio, Corps. They had been up at the Congress of War
there, the men in scarlet jerseys and the women in at the Academy of Music on Thursday.
"Many sinful people come in here during the day," Capt.
black. All bore the brand, "Salvation Army." They
McVey suggested to Policeman Irving.
were singing a song and weaving about in their seats
"A great many," Irving replied. "We just sent down a Salas though in pain. Major Frank Smith, commis- vation Army captain."
sioner of the American forces, was in charge. He is
a slim youth with a face pinched like an oyster; erect
The Bruno Statue.
hair, which he took great pains to keep in that posiPreviously
acknowledged,
$113.25
tion, and the general freshness of style peculiar to J osia Elliott, Kent, Iowa,
1.00
the cockney. He had a coat over his red jersey, and 8. R. DeLong, Fort Bourie, Arizona,
1.00
wore glasses.
Otto Wettstein, Rochelle, Ill.,
1.00
Richard
Hazelton,
Kings,
Ill.,
1.00
Services were opened by Major Smith lining a
Society of Moralists, Hannibal, Mo.,
6.40.
hymn from the" Blood and Fire Song Book." At R.
P. Barton, Richburg, N. Y.,
1.00
the close of each verse he turried to the orchestra and C. W. Mandelfield, San Carlos, Ariz.,
1.00
observed "Let her go," and the musicians did so. Jonathan Nichols Wakefield, Mass.,
1.00
1.00
The warriors sang, danced, and waved big red hand- Alex. Risk,
1.00
kerchiefs. The women rattled their tambourines. J. D. Kruschke,
The fat and bald-headed color-bearer jumped into Total,
$128.65
the air, threw up the flag, and yelled "Glory to Jesus!"
Send
further
subscriptions
toT.
B.
Wakeman,
93
An officer of high rank pulled off his coat and stood
Nassau
street,
New
York
city.
on it. Another tried to stand on his head in a chair,
but failing in that, inverted the chair and put his
Tent Fund.
head under it. By the time the first stanza of the
hymn had been sung, the singers were otit of wind, Previously acknowledged,
$84.60
and from that time till the end of the song the or- Richard Haselton,
2.50
2.00
chestra had things its own way. When the band Otto Wettstein,
Josiah Elliot,
1.00
dried up, the army said hallelujah as loud as they
could.
Total,
$90.10
Prayer followed, partly sung and partly howled.
ERRATUM.-The dollar contributed to the ':l'ent Fund by E.
All went on their knees, many upon their stomachs, Dabell was credited to E. Daheel by mistake.
and one man ground his forehead into the carpet
and kicked his heels into the air. The women
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's publiOil•
refrained from kicking. They rolled a little from tiona sent hee upon applicatioJ.l, ·
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.Answers to Inquiries.

From Cincinnati.

D. W. WHITNEY.-The. idea -of infants in hell a span long
originated with some cheerful old Puritan of New England.
It is asserted that Jonathan Edwards preached the doctrin.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
The size of the damned is not specifically set forth in the
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. Pu·rNAM, Secretary,
Bible.
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
R. M. ORMSBEE.-1. We do not know any means of determining how many Infidels there were in the convention that CouRTL~NDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York
framed the United States Constitution outside of those
you mention. Perhaps W. H. Burr, of Washington, D. C.,
can enlighten us all. 2. According to the church statistics
The Campaign Fund~
there were 81,717 "priests;, of all sorts in this country at the Previously acknowledged,
$3,568.21
the beginning of 1884.
- Lexington, Ky.,
_
_
_
_
5.00
18.00
Lours I,A.NGE.-" Overwhelming historical facts show that Cincinnati collection,
1.00
the cross was used as a rel;crlous emblem many centuries be- Mrs. Lotta A. Raymond (annual membership)
..,.
Geo. Fisher,
'
5.00
fore the Ch1·istian era by every nation in the world." See Alfred Warren,
10.00
chap. xxxiii of "Bible Myths," the author of which cites Richard Haselton,
2.25
among his authorities for the foregoing sweeping statement Josiah Elliot, 5.00
Colenso, Bunsen, Baring-Gould, Higgins, Mamice, Inman,
Total,
$3,614.46
Bon wick, Knight, Hoskins, and others. "Bible Myths" is a
very exhaustiv and scholarly work, and will giv you in detail
all the information you seek.
News and Notes from the Field.
P. J. BURTON.-1. It is said that some of the ancients, as
also some of the moderns, regarded "firmament" as meaning
a fluid substance, but Genesis i, 6-7, says it was made
to divide, and does divide, the waters above and below; and
how could a fluid substance do that? Water cannot well be
divided from water by water. 2. Genesis viii, 4, says the ark
rested upon the mo.untains of Ararat. The conjecture of biblical cyclopedists is that Ararat was a mountainous country
north of Assyria, and in referring to Ararat as the resting-place of the ark Colonel Ingersoll has the sanction of this
commonly accepted idea. As there never ~as such an event
as all the animals getting into a box and floating around for
six months, of course it is difficult to precisely locate its landing-place. We are forbidden by the language of the Bible
from accepting the hypothesis of a local flood. Any biblical
cyclopedia will giv you authorities. We hav not room to
quote at length the different ones.
M. B. SRELTON.-1. There is nothing concerning Solomon's
Temple outside the Bible except a reference in Josephus and
in some Christian collections of "heathen" and Jewish writers. Josephus and the Bible disagree in their statements regarding it, and most rational scholars look upon the tale as a
myth like many of the other alleged occurrences related
in the Bible. 2. Apollonius was born four years before Uhrist
is said to hav occupied the manger, and he did a great inany
miracles. Higgins's Anacalypsis cites nearly fifty parallels between Jesus and Apollonius (see the "World's Sages,'' etc., by
D. M. Bennett). 3. The Catholics allege that Christ gave the
keys of heaven to Peter, that he was therefore the first pope,
and that there has been an unbroken succession of them
since. There is no historical proof of it, however, and
the Protestants all deny it. In-. this instance the Protestants
are right: 4. You will find in the "Champions of the
Church " a list of the most detestable of the popes, with
an enumeration of their crimes. 3. Henry the Eighth was
the first head of the English church. He and his advisers
founded it.

Current Literature.
STUDENTS of Agnosticism will find in C. A. Watts's Agnostic
for March many enlightening interesting and articles. AmoRg
the contributors to this issue we notice Charles Watts and
Samuel P. Putnam, not unknown to Americans. The English
writers are all men of ability. The Agnostic is published by
H. Cattell & Co., 34 Bouverie street, E. C., London. Price
fifteen cents.
MR. GREEN's March magazine is no less interesting than its
predecessor. The leading paper is a reprint of Frederic May
Holland's great speech on "Secularization," and this is followed by very readable articles by Lewise Oliver, Hacker, and
others. Courtlandt Palmer contributes a poem, and Mr.
Green himself writes upon a variety of topics. Altogether,
there is a large twenty-five cents' worth in this issue.
THE March number of Mr. Foote's Progress contains "Faith
Healing," by Hero Jewel; "The Duke of Argyll on Science,"
by W. W. Collins; "I Do Not Know,'' by L. J. Nicholson;
"Seen Thrice," by James Thomson; "Christian Schools;"
"Primitiv Marriage," by J. M. Wheeler; "Man's Manufacture
of Organic Substltnces," by Edward Aveling; a continuation of
"Prisoner for Blasphemy," by G. W. Foote, and several other
interesting contributions. Progtess is published at 28 Stonecutt~:-r street, London E. C., England. Price 15 cents.
WILLIAM E. BEAR, editor of the Mark Lane Express, in the
North American Review for April discusses the agricultural crisis in Englund. In the samo number, Charles Dudley Warner
·presents an interesting" Study of Prison Management," while
Robert Buchanan, the English poet, discusses "Freeth ought
in America" in an exceedingly bigoted spirit, '1'. V. Powderly
"The Army of the Discontented,'' and Professor Hunt "How
to H.eform English Spelling." 'rhe other articles are: " The
Law's Delay,'' by Chief-Justice Thomas F. Hargis, and "Characteristics of Persian Poetry," by A. R. Spofford. The editor
has added to the Review a department called "Comments"somewhat like THE TRUTH SEEKER "Letters from l<'riends "which consists of brief comments upon previously published
articles, and is a spicy novelty in an otherwise mther heavy
number.
THERE were sold in London, March 2d, several literary souvenirs and curiosities, among them twenty-two letters by
Byron. One of these reads:
"Newstead Abbey, Sept. 3d, 1811.
. I will hav nothing to do with your immortality. . . . I am no l'latonist,
I am nothing at all; but I would sooner be !t P!l.ulician, Manichean, Spinozist, Gentile, Pyrrhonian, Zoroastrian, than one of
the seventy-two villainous sects who are tearing each other to
pieces for the Love of the Lord, and Hatred of each other."

To THE EDITOR OF T:a:E TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Our gallant,
valiant, brilliant Mr. Putnam has been here, and left a wound
in the heart of the old superstition which can never he healed.
Ingersoll hu.s come to us once a year, like a great meteor, dazzling and thrilling us for the hour, but to Mr. Putnam belongs
the honor ef gathering our scattered embers into a unity of
flame which promises to glow and grow to the end of time.
Former waves of enthusiasm for Secular philosophy hav
swept over our land, but they sank into beds of sand created
by the old creeds. These sands hav now become cemented by
science into a bed of rock over which the ocean of truth shall
grandly roll till it covers the world. This is the hour for great
hope. The seed sown by so many of our martyrs is beginuing
to blossom. Science is in the air. Thought is on the wing, and we need only to draw all our swords and let our blows
fall thick and fast. We need no longer doubt our strength.
It is now simply a question of organization and united action.
In Cincinnati there is a splendid Liberal element, which has
been quietly developing for years, but fr_om a l!lCk of facilities for studying the subject, the scarcity of lecturers, and the
absence of any organized effort, we hav never been able to
show our power. A League was started here a few years ago,
during the "storm and stress period," but, like nearly all new
ground, ours was a little too stony, and so the plant died early.
The soil is better now, however, and we are confident of excellent results in the near future. But we must keep in mind
the French saying, Pas de zele, or the German Bile mit Weile.
We must "hasten slowly," and remember the fable of the pliant
sapling, which in the storm fared much better than the stubborn oak. If we succeed in our Nine Demands, the other reforms will follow in good time. Liberty of honest thought will
soon break every chain that needs removing. Now is the time
to emphasize our constructiv policy. By showing our new faith
we can do mucht to weaken the old for nothing stands more
obstinately in our way to-day than the idea that sound morality
rests upon belief in the supernatural. When the world sees
us united we shall be respected, but we cannot expect to be
understood if we keep back in the darkness of mere denial
and negation. Nothing else is so truly positiv as our philosophy, for we accept everything that is good and true. The
church clings to a shadow, we to the substance. Forced
goodness is not goodness at all. True morality is natural
because it is born of experience, and therefore we need no
revelation to tell us about it.
The only thing that prevented Mr. Putnam from having a
really magnificent ovation here was the fact that oar people
know very little concerning the operations of the National
League. I <lid my best to advertise him, and notwithstanding
my own inefficiency, and the other difficulties, I am happy to
say that we had an audience of nearly a thousand of our most
intelligent and refined citizens, a very large proportion of
whom were ladias. They applauded the lecturer frequently,
and from many private expressions that hav reached me since
I am sure they were delighted with the poetical picture of the
"New Heaven and Earth." If there was any lack of numbers, there was superexcellence of quality, and altogether it is
a success of which we are proud.
Everybody was pleased with our secretary. The gentlemen
liked his dignity and his ph~osophy, and the ladies admired
his poetry-and, I may as well say it, his personal appearance,
too.
We hav already taken steps to organize a League, and you
may expect soon to hear good things froin the "Cincinnati
Secular Union.'~ _With hope and best wishes,
Cordially yours,
EDGaR C. BEALL.
27 Arcade, Gi1winnati, 0., March 18, 1885.

I had a royal time at Cincinnati with my friend Beall, the
practical phrenologist, who understands the science of the brain
if anybody does. The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know
him by that splem1id criticism on orthodoxy, "Tile Brain and
the Bible," which is unanswerable in its terse and vigorous arguments. Mr. Beall is a thorough student, and•he follows out
the logic of phrenology with unswerving fidelity-which can
not be said of all those who profess to know its revealings and
who endeavor to make a compromise with the popular theology in order that they may hav more heads to ei:amin. Mr.
Beall has not a particle c.f the spirit of compromise. He sees
the tremendous drift of his science, that, if true, the mind
must be the result of matter, and without the forms of matter
ceases to be, at least, in action. He is intensely in earnest,
but there is nothing dogmatic in his character. He recognizes the mysteries of the universe, and that all is not yet explained and one is to continually learn. Mr. Beall is highly
successful in his profession. His patrons are among the most
intelligent citizens of Cincinnati. It must be confessed that
he has a marvelous faculty of reading character. Of course
his method of interpretation is not by the "bumps," but by
the size, shape, lines, etc., of the head, and by the whole body
and temperament of the man, so that a most thorough research is made and a valid conclusion reached. As presented
by Mr. Beall, in the crystal of his own individual thought, I
can see far more reasonableness in phrenology than I ever did
before, for I can see the logic of his positions. At any rate, I
hav been both entertained and instructed by a thorough dis·
cussion of the whole subject.
The meeting on Sunday afternoon at Robinson's Opera
House was a splendid sitccess. Nearly a thousand people
were present. There were many school-teachers among them
-both ladies and gentlemen-and also members of the other
professions. It was a representativ assembly, and I was proud
to address an audience of such culture and intelligence,
and who so thoroughly appreciated my most radical utterances. There was a good report of the lecture in the Cincinnati Enguirer (which is the leading paper of the city), which
shows that, as a matter of business, a sharp-sighted editor is
desirous of publishing the most advanced thought of the day.
A Freethought organization auxiliary to the National League
will be formed in Cincinnati, and I hav no doubt it will be one
of the largest and most successful in the whole country. It
has magnificient home material to work with. Such men as
Professor Beall, Mr. Junkermann (superintendent of music in
the public schools), Alfred Warren, and others-and ladies,
Charles Watts.
too, for many of them are enthusiastic for the progress
of Freethought-will make a social and intellectual power
OuR information as to the doings of Mr. Charles Watts is
that will compel the churches to a respectful consideration of exceedingly limited this week. J. B. inrorms us that, since
the rights of humanity, and destroy that ecclesiastical tyranny our last issue, Mr. Watts has been breaking new ground in the
which is used even to-day with such degrading effect.
North of Canada, and that for two days he has been snowI met our mighty Materialist, the veteran Winter, who, bound, and has only ju_st return:e--a to Toronto in time for his
though bent with age, is vigorous as the north wind, and as Sunday evening lecture. We hope, next week, to giv our
sharp, too. I suspect that I did not strike quite hard enough readers full particulars of our first vice-president's Northern
for him, for he likes to hit straight from the shoulder, which trip. This week he is at Park Hill and Hamilton• for two
is no doubt very beneficial, but I must confess I like a little nights each, and cone! udes his present course of lectures in
gentleness now and then. Those who profess the Christian Toronto next Sunday, Murch 2!lth. His debate with Rev. Dr.
faith are not all fools or hypocrits, but men and women of Roxton takes place the following Tuesday, Wednesday, and
culture, of nobleness; and while we must deal with the sever- Thursday in Montreal. On Sunday, April 5th, Mr. Watts
ities of logic and hav no mercy on the theological system itself, lectures afternoon and evening in Philadelphia, after which
which is such a curse, yet we must hav some sweetness and he will be in New York a few days on hi8 way to the Western
light in our methods, and wreath the keen edge of argument States.
with the flowers of charity. But each man for himself. We
must speak the truth as our own being tells us to do; only
On the evening of March 20th a crowded audience assembled
nature is infinit, many-sided, and besides the thunders and
in Albert Hall to hear Charles Watts on the subject of "Christ
storms it has the sunlight, the fragrant flowers, the sweet
and Buddha.'' Buddha, he said, was born five hundred and
song of birds.. It won't do any hurt to our Liberal movement
fifty years before Christ. He was born of a virgin who had a
to imitate nature in some of her softer moods.
husband. A star in the east heralded his ·birth to the wise
I am now at Louisville, Ky., where I expect to lecture a men. His parents lost him when a boy, and found him in the
week from next Sunday, March 29th. There -are hosts of company of the wise men in the temple. He taught his folLiberals in this city, and I shall do my best to gather them to- lowers to seek after righteousness, and, when rendered necesgether and form a successful organization. The Germans are sary for the good of their fellow-men, to renounce wealth,
doing nobly. For thirty years they hav held up the banner station, and all their worldly possessions. His precepts emof progress, and now it is time for the rest to take hold. There bruce all the Ton Commandments, together with "Do as
is splendid material lying round about loose, and if it can be you would be done by," and "Love your neighbqr as yourcrystallized there will be a power indeed for liberty and self." There are five hundred millions of Buddhists to-day.
humanity.
R. B. BUTLAND.
I am with my go&d friend, Reuben Daly. He is with us
heart and soul, but is bttsy as a bee with his profession. We
Obituary.
all know what an editor has to do, but spite of that, Mr. Daly
PASSED TO SPimT LIFE, from her home in Omro, Wisconsin,
has done much noble work for our cause and made many
sacrifices, and he is ready still to lend" a helping hand to the March 4th, Eliz>tbeth Challoner, wife of John Challoner, in
pilgrim, and giv the warm grasp of fellowship and all neigh- her sixty-fifth year of age. She had been a t:lpiritualist for
over thirty yen.rs; wn.s a kind companion and a devoted
borly assist!l.nce.
I hope to write something good of Nttshville, Tenn., whero mother. The funeral services were held in Spiritun.list Hall
on the 7th inst., Prof. Wm. l\L Lockwood speaking to a large
I shall lecture on the 22d.
Fraternally yours,
DR. J. C. PHILLIPS.
SAMUEL P. PUTNA./11. · concourse of friends and relativs.
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workers do believe in future conscious, practical, cial system, unfitting us for the old systems. Alli
working existence. We are of that number. We these may be settl.ed by com~unities a~d state~,.
As no two brains, any more than two pairs of eyes, know as far as we are concerned, that so-called quietly by companson.. But If we contmue this
are constituted exactly alike, it is not surprising that Spiritual phenomena hav given us this as~urance, !l'nd administrativ centralizatiOn, the whole mass of peopeople differ so much on almost all questions pre- we know it has not retarded our growth m our smen- ple will look to a national settlement. This cannot
sented for their consideration. The question, or tific, truth-l<1ving, or truth-working direction. vV e be done without the intervention of armies, and
questions, of human duty toward each other should hold the one-world-death-ends-all theory to be very a civil war that can end only in despotism. Our state
find some stable basis on which to rest-some point unsatisfactory. We can't keep the mind concentrated governments are the most perfect systems ever
of agreement whereby common justice should or on this one-world idea, and, while "sufficient for the devised for the long-continued happiness of the
CLARKE IRviNE.
·could be understood and enacted.
da:v is the evil thereof," it won't be satisfied with people.
Oregon, Mo.
Before this much can be wrought out, a few simple th~m. It feeds in part on the evils that are past, as
principles hav to be mastered; and yet they are so well as those it sees in the future; so with the good.
simple that all appear to understand them when they In fact our real life consists more in the result and
Let Them Get Divorces.
themselvs are the aggrieved party-when their "ox the co~ception of the prospectiv than in its realiz~I·s gored.'' If enslaved, how quick -we are to perceive tions of the present. W e grasp th e presen t t angiIt was doubtless at the solicitation
or instigation of
f
its injustice! If overreached in a trade, to discover bilities only as resting-points, while what has eluded the clergy that governers o sovereign states hav
the meanness of the act!. If betrayed, to detect the our grasp, and what we. aspue
· t o, are oft en m<?re recommended additional hlegislation with
respect bto
d
treason! And if trifled with, to assert our dignity! tangible to the mind, and too oft·en torture us wrth marriage and divorce. T at men an women w o
This ready perception ·of injustice, when we ere what we hav lost, or frighten us with fears at what cannot agree-hatred having taken the place of love
the recipients, ought to be sufficient to enable us to may result in th e near f u t ure. T o ch am
· th e mm
· d t o -should be permitted to separate ffor causes
t t' not in
d
1
o
amen
a IOn an .
See clearly the rr'ghts of others, and, in so seeing, to one world, to the "now-t'rme, , were a t ask more the canon, has long been a source
.
understand clearly the question of "human rights.'' futil than to " sweep back the tide with a broo~.'' grief to ecclesiastics, who claim to be vicegerents of
The true solution of "human rights" givs us the key Do not say this condition of mind is weak, cowardly, the Almighty, and it may be a fine stroke of policy
to human duties; and with this knowledge correctly or superstitious.
thus to make me of governors in calling attention to
formulated in methodical thought, the brain is clear
It is simply natural. Ask the mother or father to the subject. It remains to be seen, however, whether
and able to grasp much that is considered inex- blot out the past, or take no thought for the future, or not our legislators will take the backward step. It
plicable in radical ideas. To "remember those in to simply liv in the now and attend to its manifold does seem as though those who become dissatisfied
bonds as bound with them" was the cardmal virtue duties, and tl;l.ey will tell you, "Yes, we will do the and cannot liv together in peace and harmony, and
of the antislavery crusade. It suggested very clearly duty that lieth nearest, but· we cannot blot ou t th e wish to dissolve the relation
d of husband and wife,
on and in what lines our duties lay. There was no past, or shut our eyes to the future that MVaits our ought to be permitted to o ·so, as other partneruncertainty in its call to arms for the moral conflict loved ones.'' We can but feel that the pendulum of ships are dissolved, and that all laws hindering or
we waged so long. Whether we stealthily pursued our existence links the past and present in its ex- preventing such separation at will or pleasure of the
our work under cover of the darkness by the under- tremes, while a very small portion of the now-time parties ought to be repealed.
ground railroad, or openly faced the respectable lies between. The sum total of life, as I find it, is
The increased frequency of separations and applimobs of church and state, it was all one to us. We the measure of the seen and unseen that can be cations for divorce are the result, no doubt, of inheard the calls of duty, and obeyed them.
thought about, and in some measure un d erst oo d , creased educational facilities-increased ·intelligence
The fight of the pro's and con's on the question of coupled always with the enduring hope that justice and knowledge of human nature and human rightshow to control or eradicate the evil of intemperance will be evolved, and ·righteousness rule; and as It does the rights of women, their duties and responsibilreminds me of the old-time work of pro-slavery not appear to me that earth-life is sufficient to work ities; and it does seem to me that the backward step
days. Much has been said on both sides, for and out this (to me) seemingly natural result, I do not ought not to be taken-that education and intelliagainst prohibition, and, as might be expected, there think what we call death will stay the evolutionary gence should be permitted to work out their natural
has been a good deal of spicing with acrid personal- process. With all due deference to science, it is yet and legitimate results. The desire to separate proves
ities. I hav been sorry to see this spirit of narrow- in the stage of "room pork," as no Darwin, Huxley, that the separation ought to take place, for in the
ness in our Liberal ranks, and yet, perhaps, it will Tyndall, etc., has as yet produced a scientific rule or absence of lvve there is no marriage at all. Mar·
work as much good as harm. Who of us does not principle that advocates or looks to equal justice to riage is a divine institution and must harmonize with
enjoy an ingenious argument, well worded and clean wom8llkind, and until these saviors drop down from the laws of nature, which are the laws of God, if
cut, though we are satisfied the logic is faulty, their pedestals of mascu l'm conceit
· 1ong enough t o there is a God, and all are amenable to those laws,
and the application of the theory productiv of no take woman by the hand and say. " y ou are our whether there is a God or not, and no one can be regood results? To my mind, Brother "T. E. L." top- equal; help us m
· our smen
· tifi c work ,, we shall not leased from this accountability; and all laws not in
pies over Brother Bell's cob-house completely and doff the cap to their superiority, nor spend much harmony with the laws of nature, or in contravention
unceremoniously, while the beauty of his method time in worshiping at the shrines they and our Ma- of the laws of love, ought to be repealed.
consists in its brevity and clearness. Several years terialistic friends erect in their behalf.
Love is nature's bond of union, and all other
ago we attended a Temperance Alliance meeting,
GEORGE LYNN.
bonds are useless and pernicious-galling chains
and left disgusted with the cant about saving souls,
which chafe and annoy the victims-and productiv
and the sniveling sympathy about the "poor
only of unhappiness, degeneracy of the race, and
drunkard," and ponderous cursing of the rumseller.
Volcanic Outlets.
despair, often resulting in elopement, suic~de, or
A few nights thereafter we were called to speak at
Any one can see that a difficulty, if it is confined .vainly seeking relief in the courts of law. And what
Grange Hall, close to where the Alliance held its to a state, is easily settled. So is a state reform a sight it is to see the parties in court, and there,
camp-meeting. We took up the Alliance attitude, easily effected. The whisky insurrection, the Dow before that august tribunal, with shrinking modesty
and said we were sick at heart of this cant for the rebellion, the anti-rent and anti-Mason excitements, and shame, call upon their neighbors and friends,
"poor drunkard," and had quit cursing saloon- the terrible Astor Place riots, the Philadelphia riots, and oftentimes their own children, some on one side
keepers. Our appeal was to the fathers and mothers the Molly Maguires, the Hocking Valley and nther and some on the other, to tell before a gaping, vulpresent. They were asked what was to be thought disturbances, the abolition of slavery in New York gar crowd all the ugly things done and said by the
of the man who took one oftheir daughters from her and Rhode Island, the slavery agitation in Kentucky, parents during long years of inharmony, irritability
pleasant home under the plea of love and the pledge woman's rights settlements in Wyoming and Wash- and suffering!
of his honor to be true and faithful, to work with her ington territories, are illustrations. Had these quesElopements and suicide, too, may be placed in the
to build up a true, pure home for her and those that ~ions become national, they must hav been terrible. category of results flowing from the intermeddling of
in the order of nature would come as mutual pledges
We cannot even settle polygamy in little Utah, human law within the sacred precincts of love's doof their love-what should be thought of him who, nationally, without undue labor and excitement. main, and thus abrogating divine law. And thenunder such circumstances, should, for the sake of Knowing this, the Founders devised the system no law preventing-timely ·separation would prevent
gratifying a depraved appetite, take part of his earn- of sovereign states. The fools who strike at state the multiplication of ill-begotten and ill-traiiiei vicings (not his, but equally his family's) and spend rights by increasing the central power, and making tims to fill our jails and penitentiaries and asylums;
it for strong drink, in time destroy his manhood, national every question, little dream they are prepar- and this would be an incalculable blessing to future
making what should be a heaven, his home, a hell of ing despotism for us as surely as the earth keeps re- generations. Children hav rights, and one is to
discord-turning love into· hate and hope into de- volving. Abolish the revenue and tariff system, do grow, both before and after birth, in the midst of
spair.
. more through states and less through the United love and harmony and beauty, and then they will
We asked in this case who was the criminal? Not States, and quietly the states will grow in potency take on those qualities as part of their inheritance,
the rumsellers, but the direct destroyers of their and respect, and all these ominous questions of labor and be a blessing to the world instead of a curse.
child's happiness, as well as those that were "bone of and capital, Communism and rent, Socialism and But quite otherwise will it be when, under the influher bone, and flesh of her :flesh.'' The rum sellers in Anarchy, will be settled state by state. There may ence of dissatisfied, irritable, and unhappy parents,
many cases hav this to justify them: they do it to be riots and bloodshed a~d dynamite explosions, but where inharmony, discord, and hate prevail in~:~tead
make for theirs the means of comfort and elegance. the system will stand firmly.
of love, the iniquities or qualities of the parents are
At the close of the talk many took us by the hand
By making the slavery question national we al- visited upon the children in accordance with natural
saying those are ·our sentiments. If Brother Bell has most ruined our country. A silly fallacy about law.
a daughter that suffers from this crime of crimes, he cotton being king and the increased value of slaves
Another very important consideration is, that when
will not deal so gingerly about vices, but will wei- has blinded us to the cause why slave abolition divine law is supplemented, or interfered with by
come law or gospel that will prevent the possibility ceased after it had made free states down to the Ma- human law, the social evil always prevails as an adof such outrages.
son and Dixon line. Tobacco was king before junct, and all the efforts of both church aLJ.d state
Is there any particular .difficulty in seeing where cotton. When slaves sold for five hundred dollars, hav failed to suppress it.
our duties lie with reference to this overshadowing that sum was equal to three thousand fifty years
But without such interference there would be no
curse? As you observe, the Materialists and Spirit- later in purchasing power, and the old slave-holding such adjunct, for love is conservativ, chaste, and exualists giv and take telling blows, and the circling- nabobs of Massachusetts, New York, and New Jersey clusiv, and-nothing to hinder congenial matinground of Sister Elmina has left her in the enjoyments enjoyed more power, wealth, and distinction than there would be no field for profligates to revel in.
that "death ends all," and that "one world at a time" ever did those of Virginia, Kentucky, or Missour~. The love instinct is pure and holy, and, if not interis enough for her, and all she wants. I like this; It was the national agitation that ended the gradual fered with, would soon triumph over many of the irthere is a ring of honesty about it that is admirable; abolition of slavery. The South enlisted the general regularities which hav so long troubled the world,
and yet, as you say, both sides remain about the same -government in its protection and extension. The and for the removal of which legislation has proved
as ever, being constituted differently. The only un- tariff question may become just as dangerous, being so inefficient.
pleasant feature about it consists in the fact that in its very nature national. Once already it nearly
Supplementing the divine laws of reproduction, or
some Spiritualists consider Materialiii!m so dreadful. blazed up into a sectional strife. The slave question substituting human laws, has been the mistake of the
and nearly all Materialists imagin that any and all was settled in Kansas without involving the nation, ages, and the results evil, only evil, and that continbelief in continued life destroys to a great extent our or even adjoining territory, although the nation had nally; while conformity to natural law would be an
usefulness here. We opine that both sides are a little been wrought to fr~nzy on it before.
·
efficient means of promoting happiness and improv" off." For it will not do to deny that a goodly per
Oh, that we had men at the head of affairs with the ing the race.
cent of the true reform workers do believe that deep, clear knowledgA of human nature and history
To improve the race, children must be reared un" death ends all," and certainly it would be fatal to our Founders had! Frightful questions are looming der, or surrounded by the holy and benign infludeny that a much larger per cent of equally as C{ood up. New systems of labor are playing upon the so- ences of love and harmony; and all past experience

Duty and Life as I Find Them.
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.whole lives in fear that they or their children ~ay be
reduced to poverty? How many men do we know
who hav toiled long and hard, and denied themselvs
of the comforts of life, only to leave property to ruin
their children! Are these comforting thoughts?
Would it not be better to make it harder for the rich
to become very rich, and impossible for the poor to
become very poor ? In other words, would it not be
Liberal News.
better to giv the rich fewer privileges and the poor
Ingersoll.
Inasmuch as THE TRUTH SEEKER is the best Liberal
· more liberty ? The pope used to sell indulgenc~s
newspaper in the world, we who are in the harness of
Some two or three weeks ago a Cortland county to commit sin, but since the Reformation this traffic
actual lecture-work should be willing to assist its paper for which the writer subscribes contained a is stopped. Would it not be a good idea to hav anmanagers in obtaining news of the Liberal move- short editorial paragraph commendatory of Colonel other reformation and stop the sale of privileges;
ment. The news and notes of such workers as C. B. Ingersoll (condemning his "blasphemy," however, by stop selling· the public lands to the rich, and rent
Reynolds, and S. P. Putnam, as reporter for Watts way of an off-set, I suppose) for an act of fair deal- them to rich and poor alike? The rich could not
and Putnam, do more to enliven the cause of Free-" ing and honesty, considered, under the circumstances, then make vast sums of money by simply holding
thought than essays, short or long, profound or pop- rather exceptional. I would hav preferred to fur- land in an idle condition; but the poor could then
ular, scientific or theological. They hav their place, nish you the paper containing the item, but am un- easier find homes. The rich could not then make
and are invaluable.
able to do so, having sent it to the Index marked, money without working for it; but this would do
In 1859-twenty-six years ago-I entered the thinking perhaps it might find a pl~ce in its columns, them good, and the poor would easier find work.
lecture-field. What changes in the relativ positions but it did not.
The rich could not then own vast tracts of idle. land;
of the armies of Liberalism and Christianity ! Those
It was to this effect: Tqe colonel ha<l' an engage- but the poor could easier find land upon which to
who might feel discouraged over the internal dissen- ment in the past winter to lecture at Norwich, in this work, either to plant or to build. The rich would
sions of Liberal Leagues can comfort themselvs with state, but failed to meet it by reason of the complete never be so rich; but their children would never be
the thought that a quarter of a century ago th€'re and utter blockade of the railroad·s by snow. Subse- so poor. Would not this be an improvement worth
were no Liberal Leagues to hav dissensions. These quently, however, when lecturing in that vicinity, he fighting and working for?
J. G. MALcOLlii.
frictional things are incidental merely.
met the committee of the organization whose engageHutchinson, Kan.
How many more workers we hav now, compared ment he had failed to meet, and insisted upon their
----~---with ante-Rebellion days-men who are full of intel- making out a full and· complete bill of all expenses
The Unmitigated Devil.
lectual the and matter-of-fact zeal, Reynolds, Rems- connected therewith, including hall rent at full price,
burg, Watts, Putnam, Burnham-the page is too and paid it on the spot, and then and there made
It is about fifty years since I enlisted in the war
short to name all the live, aggressiv, no-compromise- another engagement with them, to be fulfilled in the with the "unmitigated devil," rum. I use the word
with-old-theology workers. It makes mae's heart near future. The paragraph, although written by a "rum" when speaking of any and all intoxicants,
bound with delight to know that the Freethought Christian, did not fail to point a moral by saying that because it is the meane~t, lowest, nastiest word ever
work of a quarter of a century has emancipated a Ingersoll's conduct in this instance afforded an ex- got up to designate alcohol, and, with the exception
million, or more, men and women from the gloomy, ample from which others who made greater preten- of the late Dr. Trall, of your city, in his "True Temperance Platform," I hav never read my own opinions
mind-enslaving notions of the Christian religion. It sions might glean a profitable lesson.
has made this life worth living if there were no other
Of course;· those who know the colonel perceive in until I read a brief synopsis of Mr. Gardner's lectt,o supplement it, and if there is it is worth living. this act of his nothing remarkable, but simply a nor- ure before your Liberal Cluh, reported in THE TRUTH
mal expression of his truly noble and generous SEEKER of February 14th. It was wonderfully helpNot so with Christianity.
_ ful and mightily encouraging, after fifty years' study
How faithfully our friend Putnam describes the character.
And now, by way of postscript, allow me to record and toil in fighting the devil, to find men, in a disDetroit, Mich., appreciativ audiences and their hospitable reception of the thoughts of an independent my gratification at learning through your columns tant city, even, like Mr. Gardner and Mr. Wakeman,
speaker ! For four months, twice every Sunday, it that Colonel Ingersoll has formally accepted the determined to drive him out of his entrenchments,
was my privilege to address those hearty, eager- presidency of the League, and that the League's where he has sat for five centuries safe and unharmed.
efforts as an organization are to be confined to the
When I first encountered his majesty, he was
hearing people of Detroit ten years ago.
Well, the years . are rolling by and here we are at "Nine Demands." Truly, the Liberal sky is bright- safely enthroned in the Eucharistical tankard, the
it just as hard as ever, only instead of confining our- ening. · The criticisms on the League's departures, apothecary's gill-pot, the " regular's" prescription,
self to one society, or city, we visit all over the broad made by the Index and some other papers, were just, and the cider barrel. The old soldiers and officers
land and arouse people to think, start a score of so.- and it is well that they hav been heeded. Would in the army of reform had placed their guns in long
cieties every year to bring trouble to the churches that the Index might now fall into line and close up and short range. The almshouse in this world and
hell in the next world were their objectiv and sllbthe breach !
S. BREWER.
and freedom to the mind.
jectiv points. There are a few most noble specimens
Ithaca, N. Y.
Since the winter began I hav had lecture calls, and
of heroism recorded in the history of the first three
filled them, in Salem, Mitchell, and Wentworth, Daor four decades of the present century. But the burSocial Problems.-No. II.
kota; Seward, Ulysses, Creighton, and Stanton, Neden of the work was directed to the poor rates in this
braska; Currie and Delavan, Minn.; Spring Valley
"GIV ME LIBERTY, OR GIV ME Dl':A.TH."
country· and the expense to wicked souls in the other
and Hersey, Wis.; Maquoketa, Iowa.
It is said that the descendants of the author of the country where the drunkard was sure to bring up at
In nearly every one of these towns Freethought is above thrillingsentiment are poor; and what liberty last.
obtaining a good following. The clergy, in every
hav the poor? Liberty to work? No! There are
What nourishes and vitalizes drunkenness to-day?
place, I hav politely invited to come and save us from
now nearly two millions of them in this country who Is it the debased drunkard? No, he is the best
our errors. For that purpose I hav offered to giv up
cannot find anything to do. Liberty to seek for preacher we hav.
one-half the platform and one-half the time. In work? No! For then they will be called tramps.- Fashionable society? Terrible has been and terriUlysses, Neb., I had the felicity of the presence of the Liberty to beg? No! In many of the states this is ble is the accountability of those who from their pothree clergymen of the place. They were furnished forbidden. Liberty to plant the uncultivated ground sition in the community giv tone and character to
a front seat. They came, as we learned, "to make short and raise food for themselvs and children? No! deeds that would degrade an Indian, Turk, or barwork of the "Infidel," yet I had to almost tease be- They wouid be arrested for trespass if they should barian.
.
yond the limit of politeness toinduce them to expose attempt this. Liberty to dig coal from the mines to
Is it the common, moderate drinker, who never
my errors, if any, to which they had listened. The warm by.? No! They would be arrested for theft g&ts drunk, who is the fountain-head of drunkenness
tallest one finally arose and said he did not " wish to if they should do this. Liberty to build houses on every time and all the time? It may be; but what.
get into any controversy." They all say that. I unoccupied ground in which to find shelter from the nourishes, preinduces, and vitalizes moderate drinkcould tell a minister, if heard speak, if I were blind- storms? No! They would be cast in jail for do~ng ing? The regular, the quack, and the priest.
fold. The question was, Does a Christian know any- this. What liberty, then, hav the poor? Liberty to
It is full time to trace out causes, and if the knife
thing about a future life but concerning which he breathe; liberty to walk the streets; liberty to kill is needful apply it. Ointment for glass eyes, 'and
says more than he doelil of this life? It was interest- themselvs; liberty to work for the rich and privil'Elged plasters for wooden legs, hav had a lengthy run. It
ing to witness the twisting of that Methodist parson, classes, when they hav anything for them to do, and is time to ask, What is the matter? Why hav so many
in his effort to show that what a Christian does not at wages scarcely sufficient to maintain life; liberty sermons, prayers, and talks been lost, wasted, thrown
know he knows, and he knows what he does not to vote-but, alas, most of them are too ignorant to away?
know-in other words, how many threads of faith it know how to vote, too much brutalized to know any- Why hav all the pledges of the reformers used these
takes to make a rope of knowledge. During the thing of their own rights.
words, "As a beverage?" Here is the snake in the
shots fired minister No. 3 fled, exclaiming, " I can't
Many people in this country take a great deal grass. "Only as a medicin, an emblem, a tonic."
stand this!"
of comfort in the thought that we hav no per-. The infirmities of age need it! Just what Theoric
At last one little Indi--clergyman was left. He manently rich class in this oountry, and no per-· and Raymond Lully affirmed five hundred years
knew there was such a man as Jesus Christ because manently poor class; that the poor of to-day may, by ago.
Josephus acknowledged it. Like an "Infidel "spider some sudden change of fortune, be the rich of
Are any of THE TRUTH SEEKER household old enough
that I am, I began to weave a web to catch him, and to-morrow, and that the rich of to-day may be, to tell us when priests had not a sacred use for rum
tied him down to Josephus's well-known forgery. by reverses of fortune, hurled into the abyss of pov- in soul·saving, and the doctors had not a body-savThe minister looked blank, the meeting adjourned, erty to-morrow; that the childl:en of the poor may be ing power in rum "as a medicin ?" Moral reform is
and the lights were turned out.
the rich of the next generation, and the children of infinit, human patience finite. Therefore resolved, that
I notice that' Mr. Watts is to hav a debate with the rich, the poor of the next generation. Thousands as by the mistakes of one old Spanish doctor, five hunElder Aaron Walker, one of my old antagonists. of illustrations can be given to corroporate this dred years ago, the love of rum became universal,
What the elder lacks in the graces of oratory he belief; and thousands of people, when they find the and all men got drunk, so by the intelligence of
makes up in self-sufficiency. · 'He bas never been wheel of fortune against them, and financial disaster many doctors and·wise men, total abstinence shall be
conquered ! So he says himself, and he ought to staring them in the face, giv way to melancholy, and established and verified among men ..
know. The elder is a genial man, a student of sci- grow old with sorrow and gray or white with silent
Since by one man's folly all were made fools, so by
ence, a Greek scholar (a little rp.sty, I judge, from grief, and either commit suicide or die before their the wisdom of many all shall be made wise.
· For inasmuch as total abstinence has been crucihis difficulty in reading a verse in Greek which I time.
Is there anything in this condition of things that fied between two fiends, the eucharist and the pharonce wrote for him to practice on). I am sorry to
say that, with all the elder's good qualitiel!, he will we should be proud of? . Would not the rich be will- macoprea, so in the resurrection of morals and propelt Watts with eggs. Now, don't shudder! Meta- ing to part with a large share of };lis riches to phylactics, all men shall liv and die sober.
phorically speaking, he will throw his scientifically be assured that none of his descendants should ever
A. H. WooD.
hatched,jecundated eggs at the Secularist. See if I feel the pinch of want? Would not even Vanderbilt
He Means the Ministers.
am llQt ·a true prophet. "Yes," chuckled the elder, die happier worth only one million of dollars, if he
"O.F. S." in John S1oinitm's Paper.
"that fecundated egg is a puzzler for him." What could be assured that none of his descendants should
It is for their salaries-it is for their luxuries-it is
point the elder ever made upon it I was, and am, too ever come to poverty and want, than to die worth
dull to see. I asked many people what bearing that two hundred millions without any such assurance? to get a living that they preach such sermons.-these
egg had on the argument. Everybody gave it up. Are there not thousands of rich people living their mercenaries; and they trim their sails accordingly.

proves that this cannot be done, when legal enactments are the bond of union instead of love. Much
of the prevailing marital infelicity and unhappiness
may be attributed to this legal but unnatural bondage; and why should it· be continued ?
WM. WATSON.

The only infe~ence that I could suck· out of it was
that the elders God hatched it.
I wish I could be present to take a few notes of
that debate. Will Mr. Putnam tell us all about it?
If Mr. Watts is not a whipped man it will be because
he disregards Elder Walker's opinion.
Pipestone, Minn.
W. F. JAMIESON.
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Freethought in the Wisconsin Legislature.
While New York is seemingly captured by the
church, and Christianity is being engrafted upon the
st~tutes as a part of the state's corporate being without much opposition, it is pleasant to know that there
are a few men in the country holding official positions who are opposed to giving public money to the
clergy.
It has been the practice, heretofore, for the Wisconsin legislature to invite the resident clergy of
Madison to open the sessions of the senate and house
with prayer. This year, when the usual resolution
to that effect was brought up, it met with considerable disfavor. In the senate Mr. N. D. Comstock led
the opposition. He said he considered prayer in
that body to be an invasion of the rights of conscience, and was opposed to forcing senators to listen
to orthodox sentiments they might not believe in.
The resolution, however, was passed, the vote standing as follows:
Ayes: Conklin, Cottrill, Erwin, Hoyt, James, Kidd, Lord,
Maxwell, Nason, Parry, Reed, Stanley, Waddington, Ware,
Warner, and Wechselberg-16.
Nays: Comstock, Ginty, Hudd, Hurlbut, Klotz, Lins, McDonald, Minor, Ring, Ringle, and Sherman-11.

Six senators were absent. Two of them would,
probably, hav voted for the resolution and four
against. This would hav caused the vote to stand
15 to 18-a good showing for the unbelievers.
Mr. C. E. Estabrook, in the house, led the opposition to prayer. Although there was no debate on the
subject, the vote shows, says the Milwaukee Sentinel,
that the assembly contains a larger number of persons tinctured with Infidelity than in former years:
On the passage of the resolution, the ayes and nays
were demanded, and the following gentlemen went
on the record as opposed to being compelled to listen
to prayers at the expense of the state:

·t t 1 t
judges of that city think the appraisemen a eas
thirty per cent toe low, for the church schools were
not included in this estimate, and nearly every church
has a large parochial or sectarian school occupying
valuable land, which is all exempt.
·
·
f
h
It needs no argument to show the JUStiCe 0 sue
a bill. Churches are not conservators of public
morals, health, or enlightenment. They are sectarian
lux,uries for which those who want them should pay,
the same as they pay the salary of the preacher, or
for the sacramental wine. As well may the nonchurch goers be asked to foot the bills for the coal
used to heat the edifices, as to liquidate the taxes.
The state can ;remunerate Sunday-school teachers
with as much justice as it can aid in the support of
parochial schools by letting them go scot-free of all
public imposts.
From what we learn of the state of public opmwn
in Wisconsin, we think the legislators who push this
question will be surprised at the amount of support
they will get.
'

Import the Pope and Hav Done with It.
The bill to make "Good Friday" a legal holiday
is again before the legislature of our long-suffering
state. This bill was defeated last year, lfnd, of
course, it ought to be this year.
The passing of this bill would be a plain perversion of governmental power. The observance. of
"Good Friday " is a sectarian act. Those ~ho WISh
to suspend labor and attend church ar? at. hb?rty to
do so, and are protected by our ConstitutiOE. m that
right. That is all they can reasonably and legally
ask.
.
The reason of the unusual boldness of the Catho_hc
church at this session of the l?~i~lature came _out mcidentally last week. The politic~ans are plaJin? the
tune pitched by one of the candidates for president
last fall. The church has practically put up t_he
Catholic vote at auction, and both parties are bidding high. The nearness to success of the man who
started the bidding makes the politicians anxious, and
the church is shrewd enough to get the price she
wants before crying "gone." The three "freedom of
worship, bills were all introduced by Republicans,
but they were obliged to be very spry to get ahead
of the Democrats, who had identical ones in hand.
Of course, all parties consulted Catholic authorities
in the preparation of these bills.

Freethought-this astute exposer of Christian ignorance do?·
Did he say, 'Certainly, sir. The strength of_ my cause is om.
nipotent. I am promulgating Liberal truths, which I shall be,
most happy to hav compared by the world with the utterances.
of the ablest representative of this school of ignorance and1
superstition.' Did he do this ? Far from it. He crawled out·.
of it ignominiously-retired whipped into his kennel, and'
ehurlishly refused! I relate thifJ incident as a most potent illus •.
tration of this man's own confidence in" the strength of his.
cause."

As Theodore Parker was born in this cout:ttry and\
always remained an American; as he never preached:
in London; as he was a Freethinker himse1f and the,
head of a school of theology which renounced the'
major portion of the Bible as unhistorical; as he·
resolutely rejected all belief in the supernatural; and 1
as he left this country in 1859 and died in Florence,.
Italy, May 10, 1860, over a score of years before Mr..
Ingersoll delivered his lecture on " What Must We·
Do to be Saved?" we are forced to the conclusion,.
painful as it is, that the Rev. Mr. Watson is a trifle·
rusty in his recollections, and that his facts also are.·
slightly awry. It is a small matter, no doubt, and in·
reply to the arch-heretic it is not worth Mr. Walton's,
while to confine himself to the truth on points of
fact any more than it is incumbent on him to reason
right or quote history accurately. The error is Mr.
Parker's in not being an orthodox preacher of Lendon, and in dying so many years previous to Mr.
Ingersoll's lecturing. Further along in his lecturE",
Mr. Walton makes some equally absurd historical
statements, and misconstrues scripture with a freedom tolerable only in a revising committee. But we
will be charitable, and allow the mistakes to be
those of profane historians (who had no means of
knowing what Mr. Walton would want to say), and
translators of the" Word." All men are fallible (except Mr. Walton and the pope). But the great
number of errors on the part of historians, philosophers and translators forbid our pointing out all of
Mr. w:Uton's accuracies.

"Freethought in America."
Under this head, Mr. Robert Buchanan contributes
an article to the North American Review for April.
"There is a notion," he says, "even in refined circles
in America that the influence of a man like CoJ.

Robert Ingersoll may be an influence for good. I
altogether fail to see it. While doing full justice to
the honesty, the courage, and the good humor of this
remarkable orator, I am convinced that he is preThis is a pretty state of affairs to exist in a state cisely the sort of teacher-I had almost written devil's
which is part of a union whose Constitution forbids
interference in religious matters. A Washington advocate-to whom Americans should, just now, shut
their ears."
•
correspondent of a Western journal says h e h as of.en
heard members of Congress speak of working the
It may take th~ edge off the colonel's pain at be" religious racket " in their districts, but we doubt if ing called a ~e~il s advoc.ate, to know that he has an
it was ever carried to the extent that is now being eminently rehgious assoCiate. In an~ther part of the
done in this state. The correspondent adds that
Mr. _WalterS. Palmer has written the followmembers of the Republican party at Washington are mg concermng the Rev. Dr. Shedd, the popular adnow groaning audibly over the " racket " in their last vocate of Eternal Vengeance:
Nays: Bachhuber, Clark, C. B., Craig, Darbellav, Dennis,
campaign, which took the form of a destructiv allit- "The reverend gentleman handles his brief well, and if he
Estabrook, Evans, Fitzer, Fitzgibbon, Haderer, Inden, !sen-

ring, Klein, Rronenwetter, Lamure, McDonald, Miller, Morgan,
O'Neil, Race, Robinson, Schoenwetter, Sharp, Strasse1·, and
Thomas.

Subsequently Senator Ginty offered a resolution in
the senate ridiculing the prayer-men by providing
chaplains for all courts of justice, including justice
courts, county boards of supervisors, town boards,
common councils, and boards of Alderman, etc., etc.,
on the ground that, if praying was a good thing for
the legislature, it was equally good and desirable for
all public functionaries.
From information from a private source, we know
there are other members of the Wisconsin legislature
who, had they voted as they believed, would hav
been included in the honorable list of Nays. But
hankering for future votes and elections, and fearing
the loss of them if they voted right, they sunk manhood in the dirty pool of politics and personal ambition. Such men are what the chairman of the
League executiv committee would call mollusks.
However, under the stimulating influence of the
braver ones, they may, in time, find their backbones.
If our Liberal friends in the legislature of Wisconsin will not take offense at a suggestion from a nonresident, we would suggest that they deliberate upon
the advisability of again introducing a bill to tax
the now exempt ecclesiastical property of the state.
In 1875 Wisconsin contained $6,905,350 worth of
church property, and it is probable that to-day the
value is nearer nine than six millions. A recent appraisement of this class of property in Milwaukee
alone showed ll. million and a half, and competent

!leview

eration at the close, and defeated all the previous efforts to catch Catholic suffrages. Perhaps New
York's supple legislators may hav occasion to repent
their zeal in bidding for these same Catholic votes.
Freethinkers are not fools, and it is too much to expect that they will go on voting with parties that
enact laws violating our fundamental rules of gq.vernment, outraging our sense of justice, and enslaving
the people to a theocracy whose long career of
tyranny and inhuman cruelty is a reproach to the
very name of man, and the horror of the whole civilized world. It is quite likely that within the next
short decade there may be a Freethought " racket "
which the politician cannot " work."

The Rev. Mr. Walton, of Owosso.
We hav received from a friend the Detroit Post,
containing an eight-column reply to Colonel Ingersoll, by the Rev. W. M. Walton, of Owosso, Mich.
Premising that .he " rises this morning to unmask
this egotist and expose his flippant sophistries," Mr.
Walton enlightens his congregation thus:
"It may not be known to you th'at several years ago Ingersoll delivered a series of lectures of this character entitled,
'What Shall I do to be Saved?' Some English journals (unwisely, I think) republished them as soon as they arrived.
The celebrated Theodore Parker, of London, immediately
preached and published one of the most scathing replies ever
known in Christian literature. He met the enemy on his own
ground, fought him with his own weapons, and held him up
to the wonder and ridicule of the English world. A celebrated publishing house wrote to the apostle of Infidelity and
requested permission to republish his lectures in book form,
with Theodore Parker's reply, and what did the apostle of

fails to convince me that everlasting damnation is a cheerful
creed, quite reconcilable with human ideas of the goodness of
God,.it is not from any want of talent as, literally, a devil's
advocate."

It is plain that either Mr. Buchanan or Mr. Palmer
has used this phrase withou~ due regard for accuracy.
Taking into account the former's general looseness of
expression as regards fact and philosophy, we may
fairly conclude that he does not know what a devil's
advocate really is. Let us see how much he knows
about the Freethought advocates.
Mr. Buchanan goes on:
"Ingersoll enters the temples of religion with his hat on
one side [of what-the temple?], a cigar in his mouth, and a
jest upon his lips. No matter who the god may be-Vishnu,
Buddha, Apollo, or Jesus-he is ready to taclfle him in his
own peculiar vocabulary."

In support of this assertion it may be proper to
quote the words of Colonel Ingersoll himself. He
says (What Must We Do to be Saved? p. 20):
"And let me say here, once for all, that for the man Christ
I hav infinit respect. Let me say, once for all, that the place
where man has died for man is holy ground, And let me say,
once for all, that to' that great and serene man I gladly pay
the tribute of my admiration and my tears. He was a reformer
in his day. He was an Infidel in his time. He was regarded
as a blasphemer, and his life was destroyed by hypocrits, who
hav, in all ages, done what they could to trample freedom and
manhood out of the human mind. Had I lived at that time
I would hav been his friend, and should he come again he
will not find a better friend than I will be."

With all his experience as a writer, Mr. Buchanan
has never acquired a sufficient command of language
to pay to Christ a higher compliment than this. In
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all his reading it is doubtful if he ever met with one
as high.
Now as to the other myths. At ten dollars per
page, it would seem that Mr. Buchanan could hav
afforded to copy into his Reuiew article the following:
"We read the pagan sacred books with profit and delight.
With roy~h and fable we are ever charmed, and find a pleasure
jn the endless repetition of. the beautiful, poetic, and absurd.
We find in all these records of the past, philosophies and
dreams, and efforts stained with tears, of great and tender
souls. These myths were born of hopes, and fears, and tears,
and smiles, and they are touched and colored by all there is
of joy and grief between the rosy dawn of birth and death's
sad night. They clothed even the stars with passion and gave
to gods the faults and frailties of the sons of men. In them
the winds and waves were plUSio, and all the lakes, and
streams, and springs-the mountains, woods, and perfumed
dells-were haunted by a thousand fairy forms. They thrilled
the veins of Spring with tremulous desire; made tawny Summer's billowed breast the throne and home of love; filled Auturon's arms with sun-kissed grapes and gathered sheaves; and
pictured Winter as a weak old king who felt, like Lear, upon
his withered face Cordelia's tears. These myths, though false,
are beautiful, and hav for many ages and in countless ways,
enriched the heart and kindled thought" (Preface to Some
Mistakes of Moses).

This is what our critic calls " tackling" the gods
in "his own peculiar vocabulary." It is certain that
if Mr. B.uchanan could "tackle" any subject in a
vocabulary half as beautiful we would not expect to
find him working off his literary wares upon the
public through the columns of the Sunday Mer9ury.
Casually the writer, who is an Englishman, describes the United States thus:

matter." If Mr. Buchanan had spent a year in jail
with his countryman, Foote, he might hav realized
that the "tongue of Freethought," even in the last
days of the nineteenth century, is still hampered
with a material impediment.
,
The subject of Freethought, so far as represented
by Mr. Ingerso11, is dismissed with the remark that
the " gospel preached by Colonel Ingersoll would
soon make of New York another Sodom." This is
immediately supplemented, however, by the statement that " Freethought, even in America, does not
necessarily imply free permission to outrage your
neighbor's most sacred convictions." Does the right
of free criticism, it might be appropriate to inquire,
carry with it the permission to outrage, in the
defense of superstition, everybody's "most sacred"
sense of decency ? '£he story of Sodom might with
profit be dropped from contemporaneous literature.
If the story is true, that unfortunate city met with a
deserved fate; but those who hav read the account
hav been struck with the thc;mght that the Almighty
might hav done better if he had reformed the
inhabitants and burnt Lot.
In his last half-dozen pages Mr. Buchanan turns
his attention to Mr. 0. B. Frothingham, and finds
fault with him for not possessing the qualities which,
according to the critic, make Ingersoll dangerous.
Spurgeon is preferred to Emerson, Talmage to Theodore Parker, the Salvation Army to the National
Liberal League ! That is the logic of " Freethought
in America."
From the reading of this article in the Review
we turn away with the belief that Mr. Buchanan
knows next to nothing about Freethought. Perhaps
he knows as little about Christianity; which may account for his defending it.

"A nation in which the artistic sense is almost ·dead, which
is practically without a literature, which is corrupt from the
highest pinnacle of its public life down to the lowest depths of
its priroalisro, which is at once thin-skinned under criticism,
and aggressiv to criticise, whio.h worships material forces in
every shape and form, which despises conventional conditions
yet is slavish to ignoble fashions, which, too hasty to think
for itself, takes recklessly at second-hand any old or new
Editorial Notes.
clothes philosophy that may be imported from Europe, yet
FREETHOUGHT is progressing rapidly in New Zealand, as we
while wearing the raiment openly, mocks and ridicules the
learn by the Wanganui Review for January. A great deal of its
civilization that wove the fabric."
success is due to the efforts of a gentleman signing himself
This elegant criticism applies only in the main to "Blue Pencil," who purchases large quantities of literature
those with whom Mr. Buchanan has apparently as- and distributes it among the societies. We see in the Review
sociated most in America-namely, the churches and acknowledgments from three societies of this gentleman's liberality. The "Inglewood Association" is "especially grateful
those idiotic persons transplanted to our soil from to the friend for his v&l.uable present of THE TRUTH SEEKER
his own country, and here denominated dudes.
'Collection of Forms, Hymns,' etc. It cleared our way for acWhen Colonel Ingersoll lectures at the Academy tion considerably, and more will be recaived by and by."
of Music, Americans should "shut their ears." On The secretary of the Wanganui Association has received
the occasion described in the following religious "a beautiful colored illustration representing the magnificent
monument erected at the junction of Sylvan avenue. and
~ircular, all ears will be ·permitted to be open:
Osier path, Greenwood Cemetery, New York, in memory
of one of America's noblest men, Mr. D. M. Bennett. Our
REV. W. BOOTH,
General,
ever mindful friend and helper, 'Blue Pencil,' is the donor.
The Association will no doubt hav it suitably framed and hung
THE SALVATION ARMY,
in a conspicuous part of the hall." Eleven associations report
THU)1SDAY, MARCH 19TH.
progress and good attendance at their meetings in the Reveiw,
FIFTH GRAND
the publication of which in its present admirable shape is in
ANNUAL REVIEW
itself a most cheerful sign of the healthy vitality of Infidelity
IN THE
at the antipodes.

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

14th street, 3d avenue.
AT 3 o'cLOCKI
HOLINESS CONVENTION
TO BE FOLLOWED BY
The grand musical tableau, "Ho'v We Do It."
HURRY UP AND WITNESS THE VICTORY.

This exhibition, in the words of Buchanan, " can
do no harm; it may do no little good."
But it appears that the April number of the Review
is an unfortunate one for Mr. Buchanan. He does
not hav the whole field to himself to plead for the
enthusiasm of religion. Mr. R. H. Stoddard writes
in the same issue:
"I am in a hot-bed of revivalism at this present writing, and
the shadows of Moody and Sankey darken the pages on which
I scrawl these words. It was only last night that three children-for they were little more-entered this chamber, and
said that an orphan girl, not seventeen, was walking up and
down the windy, frosty road, out of her mind, with a Bible in
her hand, crazed with religion. I hav not heard what became
of her, but I suppose she spent the night in that maison de
sante, the poorhouse."

"I would beg [leaveJ to remind the Colonel Ingersalls," says Mr. Buchanan, "that we owe much to the
gods." Put down to our credit, then, in the Great
Book, "One lunatic on account."
"For my own part" (we quote again from our
critic) "I should prefer even to accept hell with
John 'calvin rather than eat cakes, drink ale, and
munch hot ginger with Colonel Ingersoll." Every
man to his choice. "Let those who believe in eternal damnation," said Frederick the Great, "be eternally damned, as they hope and believe; but in the
mean time let them leave other more charitable people alone."
Again: " If the tongue of Freethought had not
·been loesened once and forever, it might be another

THE following has been telegraphed from Montreal to various
papers in this country:
" A story is being circulated by priests in this city relativ to
a miracle which is said to hav taken place at Acton vale. Some
days ago a man while threshing grain swore very badly. On
some bystanders reproaching, he replied, 'If there is a God
let him punish me.' He was at once seized with paralysis and
also became rooted to the ground and could not be removed.
The neighbors had to cover him with rugs to prevent his being
frozen, and although they offered him food, he could not take
it. It is further reported that Mgr. Fabre is to visit the place."
The Montreal Herald says:
"Inquiry from reliable quarters proves the case to be a fictitious one throughout, and that Bishop Fabre never heard of
the affair and therefore never contemplated visiting the alleged blasphemer."
But that will probably in no wise diminish the gusto with
which the Christians will retail the yarn.
Mn. E. 1V. CHAMBERLAIN writes us: "I am glad to see Burnham Wardwell in your columns. I hav writfen to a number
of New England gentlemen who know him and who speak
with the highest commendation of his humanity, integrity, and
zeal. He is just the man to do a great work that is very necessary to be done, the exposure of the barbarities which are
practiced in prisons, and I am glad he is so fearless in it.
This business of manufacturing criminals is one of the infamous things in our civilization. Our whole prison system is
nothing more than a nursery to propagate crime. Men are
not cured of crime, nor led into right ways of thinking and
acting, nor brought into harmony with sOGiety, by being treated
b~;utally, nor b:y being put under the control and domination
of others more degraded and brutal than themselvs. Mr.
Wardwell has done supremely well in showing up some of the
most revolting inhumanities, and he should be kept at work
and encouraged by all means possible."
WHILE the ministers of England are almost unanimous in
their approval of tho bloodshed in the Soudan, Professor
Beesly and Dr. Congreve, on the part of the two sections of
Positivists of London, hav publicly protested agai11st it. The
Freethinkers hav also condemned the government's Egyptian
policy. "The whole shame of this wicked war of aggression,"
says Mrs. Besant, "lies on the Christianity of the nation, nnd
until our foreign policy is dechristianized there 11eems no
chance of its moralization."
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BY the following from the Los Ange1es Sunday Times we
should judge that some Christians at least hav not given
Colonel Ingersoll entirely over to the devil:
"The statement is freely circulated in Eastern journals that
that great apostle of Infidelity, Bob Ingersoll, has declared
his intention never to giv another Infidel lecture. Upon being
interviewed by a reporter, he was asked if he had renounced
Infidelity; he replied that he was not prepared to admit that
he had, but that he was not sure that the views he had here-·
tofore advocated were right. Something has touched the conscience of Pagan Bob, and it is to be hoped that his rare gift
of oratory will be turned in the direction of nobler efforts than
the promulgation of a system of negotiations [negations"?]
tending toward the unhinging of human faith in all religious
creeds and doctrins."
All we can say is 'we hav not before seen this statement
which has been so "freely circulated," and now that we hav
seen it we must, from the fact that the colonel is lecturing
steadily, doubt its entire accuracy.
IN a communication printed elsewhere Judge Brewer says
that " the criticisms on the League's departures made by the
Index and some other papers were just, and it is well they hav
been heeded." In this our respected friend is mistaken. No
one pays any attention to what· the Index says, for its course
in the past has been so malicious, so untruthful, so destitute
of any real sympathy with the League or its objects, that the
Liberal people of the country feel justified in ignoring it. We
do not think the Index will ever co-operate with the workers
of Freethought until it shall be· conducted by some one in
whom the pique of disappointed ambition and the acidity of
personal failure are not controling motivs. A blase minister,
and a worshiper of an acroam:atic circle he can never enter, are
not likely to acknowledge the error of their ways, however
plainly they may see it.
ON another page we print an official communicatiol'l. from
the Chicago League, and a personal rejoinder to Mrs. Swank .
and Mr. Simpson, by E. A. Stevens. We shall be very glad if
this closes the controversy. In any event, the replies must be
much briefer. We commend to the Chicago League the example of the Manhattan Liberal Club, which allows the
utmost latitude of thought and expression without being
held in any way responsible for. the opinions put forth. We
hav heard before that body the wildest and most widely divergent theories defended without leading to a newspaper war.
If the members of the Chicago League had battered the common enemy with as muoh energy as they hav one another,
who can tell what good work might not hav been accomplished!
ATTENTION is called to the advertisment of Seward Mitchell,
who wishes to rent a small farm somewhere upon which toliv
for the few remaining years of his life. As he is over seventyone years old he cannot cultivate a great deal of land, and as
he is poor he cannot hire labor. Any one knowing of or pos
sessing such a property as he is seeking will confer a great
favor upon him by addressing him at Newport, Me.
THE Detroit Evening Mail says that "in spite of Bob Ingersoll and the Materialists " faith in prayer is not dying out, and
instances the attempt of the Chicago Spiritual physicians to
pray away General Grant's fatal malady. With more pertinency the Evenin.g Newj might hav said that the fools are not
all dead.
GEo. LoNGFORD, of Philadelphia, requests us to copy this
notice: "1o all whom it may concern: Be it known that I, Geo.
Longford, from this date will not receive any more money in
behalf of W. W. Broom. Liberals, make a note of this. I
hav several reasons for this action."

·Lectures and .Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON will deliver a course of five lectures in
Delavan, Minn., March 26th, 27th, 28th, and 29th. For leotu~s address him at Pipestone, Minn.
MR. E. C. W ALKEB is making preparations for an extensiv
lecturing tour through northern Kansas, Iowa, Nebraslm, Minnesota, and Dakota. Those wishing his services should write
to him at once at Valley Falls, Kansas.
THE Southern Association of Spirituahsts and the Look-out
Camp-Meeting Association hav joined in a call for a convention at New Orleans, beginning April 18th, and continuing
three days. The object stated is a "reunion and mutual elevation." Lectures, public tests, and social fraternity are the
means to be employed. Public lecturers and mediums are all
invited and urged to attend. The hall wherein the meeting
will be held will be announced hereafter.
C. B. REYNOLDS will lecture in the Butler Opera House,
Bald Ridge, Pa., April 2d. Subject, "Why! Left the Pulpit."
Mr. Reynolds made us a call on his way back from Turner's
Falls, Mass., to Lancaster, Pa. Sunday, the 22d, he went
over the river to Newark, N. J., where he lectured to a good
audience who were well pleased with him. Mr. Reynolds
reports that it is hard work to keep in the field on account of
the dull times but he is hopeful for the future, and will do
his best to reaiiza his hopes. His intention now is to travel
through Pennsylvania, for which state he is the State Len.g_ue
lecturer remaining there at least two months. He wouhllike
to hear from every place at which a lecture is possible, and
will promptly answer calls to f<nm Lea~ues. Letters directed
to him at this office will be forwarded Immediately.
DrnD, Tuesday mor~ing, February lOt?, at his late residence
in Benton Harbor, Mich., of an affectiOn of the heart, M1.
Norman Castle aged 72 years. Mr. Castle was highly esteemed
as a citizen and one whose reading was extensiv; a.nd few were
more conversant with the topics of the day than he. Strongly
partisan in his political views, he was fait~ful to ~he Republican party and was ever ready to defend Its doctrms. In religious matters he took no interest, being classed with the
Freethinkers firmly maintaining that "death ends all;" and
he often urg~d that no funeral ceremo~y be pe!~itted at. his
death. In deference to his peculiar vrews religious ~erv_ICes ·
were omitted. He freq-aently contributed to the publicatiOns
advocating his doctrins and as tt writer manifested more than
onlinary talent. His zhemory_ will be res~ected by all who
knew him and his bereaved wrdow and family lmv the sympathy of the' entire community.-Benton .Arbor Palla'.lium.
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MoUNT UNION, Omo, Feb. 9, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER-the very best
paper that is now published; that is saying a good deal. There
is this about it, the persons that read it regularly, from week
to week, cannot help but be bettered thereby. There is a
class of reading in it that satisfies-that you cannot get in any
other paper; and the information from the reading of it is of
great value.
Your friend,
ZENAS P. EDWARDS.
WEST HoBOKEN, N.J., March 7, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I am of the Arabic speaking race of Mesopotamia.
In appearance these people look somewhat rude, their dresses
loose as if out of style, especially of females, but their morality is excellent. I wish to show the difference between oriental
and American preachers. In America the preachers in general
speak prog1essiv and advanced thoughts, and the listeners
admire and are proud of them, while a few hundred years ago
they were declared delui!ed heretics and were punished.
If to-day's sermons, which are preached in American pulpits,
were preached in Oreintal pulpits, the majority would not be
interested; a few might appear to be interested, but still
they would be shocked from the force of their surroundings;
and thus the good preacher would be compelled to leave and
()Orne to America, where he would find a cordial welcome.
Many years ago, nativ Christians introduced street lanterns
1!:!lass); which the Mohammedans, on meeting, broke as an Infidel French invention; but to-day it is used by themselvs and
they are proud of it. Some years ago, Papal Chaldeans, among
them a few of the advanced classes. wished to hav a few settees in the lower part of the church, because it was uncomfortable to sit cross-legged in European costume, but the
greater part of the congregation opposed and were successful.
But now they hav put several seats in front of the altar and
Rre, of course, proud of them. By these few illustrations I simply wish to remind the readers of the valuable TRUTH SEEKER,
11R an eye-witness, that the Mohammedans, too, are modifying
and improving in mind arid in custom, as well as nativ Christians.
The Christians of America are in foremost advance, their
views are different, their costumes and mode of living, habi!l;tions and traveling, are new ways. I go so far as to say
that even the old revered Bible is interpreted in America in
an entirely different manner in order to please and Win intelligent communities and to snit the age. In short, I wish to
say that this great tii!e of Christian -~tdvance in America is toward your Liberal publications. Tennyson's two lines are
priceless gems as long as man exists. They run thus:
"Ring out the olil. ring in the new;
Ring out the false, ring in the true."
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And they used telf us of the wonderful miracles of Jesus,
of his turning water into wine, etc. Well, what wine I hav,
I want it without Mr. Jesus, or anyone else, sloshing water in
it; as any one could do that.
I am afraid there are many
hotel-keepers and others that act upon this dishonest Jew
principle in more ways th~n the wine trick.
Well, J.Yir. Editor, the holy spirit is moving pretty powerful
of late in Utah. Yes, it has moved Rud Clawson, and others,
to the penitentiary, and it is working so powerful in Utah at
this time that many of the saintly thugs, and women too, are
moving from their homes to try to escape the clutches of the
law. Yes, it is quite a moving time just now. And I hope the
coming administration will move in the right direction by
moving this beastly adulterous and treasonable outfit out of
existence.
I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER that Dr. J. L. York is
gone to New South Wales. I think the holy clergy there will
think the last is come sure, and will intercede with the Lord
to close the gate.
':!i But my letter is getting too long, so I will close by saying
success to THE TRUTH SEEKER, Miss Wixon, and her Children's
Corner, and all the hosts of your subscribers. As ever,
Yours for the truth,
WILLI.A1>I WILLIAMS.
P.S.-We hav got an awful deep snow just now, nearly two
feet deep, and the mountain canyons are fairly blocked with
it. I will just say I admire Miss Helen Gardener's article in
your paper; it is very interesting.
W. W.
ALTOONA, PA.., :March 15, 285.
J\IIR. EDITOR: I hav read with much pleasure your very able
editorial entitled "Do They Want a Free Paper?" It is just
to the point. I would not like THE TRUTH SEEKER did it not
giv all sides a hearing. Of course, I am no Spiritualist, no
prohibitionist, no Democrat, but am willing to hear from them
all. That is what makes the paper interesting. It is the best
Liberal paper in existence. Its editorial department is conducted with great ability; then its able contributors and the
department of "Letters from Friends" double its value. The
department conducted by Miss Susan H. Wixon is first class,
also.
I hav been a subscriber to THE TRuTH SEEKER, off and on,
since the unjust imprisonment of our good and noble worker,
D. M. Bennett. I became a friend of the paper through a
bright young Liberal, named B. Frank Haldeman, a stanch
friend of Mr. Bennett, and a first-class young man in every
respect. May THE TRUTH SEEKER liv a thousand years, and
its motto always be, Audi alteram partem.
WILLIAM J. BURNS.

GosM.A. YouANIDEs.
NEWPORT. MArNE.
1\IR. EDITOR: When the Czar of Russia, father of the pres•mt ruler, first came into power he made an address to his subj<>cts saying he receiv<>d his commission directly from God.
That address I once bad, but greatly regrPt I lMt it. I hav
long wished I had it in print again, and as THE TRUTH SEEKER
is a faithful exposer of "Christian fmuds," if you or any of
yonr correspondents hav it or can get a copy of it, I should
very much like to see it in the intelligent and impartial
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
P.S.-Since writing the above I hav read your editorial,
"Do They Want a Free Paper?"' and I assure you it has
awakenei! feelings in me that no one but myself can ever
know. I am sfl.d indeed to know the want of tolerance and
liberality manifested by those who it would seem ought long
ago to hav outgrown such sectarian narrowness. It seems to
me that Christians ought to hav the monopoly of intolerance.
What if a person is a Materialist or a Spiritualist. Greenbacker,
or a beli<'ver in any other ist or ism, cannot Liberalism tolerate a difference of opinion? If not, are not the sectarian
shaekles ~till on us? What has so long been the curse of the
world? Has it not been the intolerant spirit and action of
Christianity? And shall we who profess Liberalism, fre<l men
Rnd women, cry out., "Stop my paper!" bec!luse the editor can
not please us all? When I do I hope I shall go back-perhaps
not a great way-to the Christian church.
My dear friends, I do not write in anger, but in sorrow.
What are we living for if not to get out of this church-cursed
world the terrible war, hatred, and strife engendered by Christianity. Brethren, let us show a spirit of true brotherhood in
the work of reform.· Henceforth I shall work harder to circulate THE TRUTH SEEl!:ER.
S. M.

•
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CENTERVILLE, UTAH, Feb. 13. 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed I send you, to ask you to please
send me the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 285. Last year I
,;ent mine to Sydney, N. S. W., and I expect I shall send it
to my sister this time after I bav read it. as I send most of mv
'!'RUTH SEEKERS there, 11nd they send me the Synney Liber~l
and Hrtrbinger'!f Light. These, and the godless TRUTH SEEKER,
and Freethought pamphlets, hav been the meanA of opening
my eyes pretty wide of late. Mr. Remsburg's "Bible Morals '•
is a clincher. Now, if any learned clerical, priestly person can
refute it, let him just step to the front and do so, so that a
number of godless mortals may see the necessity of turning
from our errors and joining the church. When I was a young
man I used to hear the holy clergy try to impress the people
to search the scriptures, because of the saving in the New
'restament, "Search the scriptures, for in them ye think ye
hav eternal life." Well, I hav done so, I expect, as much as
any man in this county. And what hav I discovered? Well.
I won't befoul this letter to tell you, for if you were to publish
the true meaning of that vile and obscene old Jew book, you
would soon be lun(krl in the penitentiary, Comstock notwithslandiug.

MILWAUKEE, On., Feb. 11, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Please giv me a little space, for I wish to hit
square in the eye a class of people that style themselvs Liberals, but are far from it. It is the Liberal godites that I am
after; for I consider it very illiberal, indeed, to try to palm off
another God on to us when we are trying so hard to get rid of
those that hav been already manufactured. If there is anything that needs putting out of existence, it is that word; it
has done more damage in the world than any other ten thousand words ever coined. And so they hav taken that great
and wonderful God, that belches forth fire and smoke, and
speaks in the thunders, and planted him as high as any heathen or Christian ever planted one, and in the name of God
they are deterniined we shall worship it.
Now, we will take the word good, that has been divested of
one of its o's to make it read God, and place it in God's office,
and see how it will make language sound. This will show how
the meaning of words hav been changed and altered by the
doctors of divinity, or those that hav had the handling of our
schools. To illustrate:

every thinking person and show them the ridiculous nonsense
of trying any other reform while the money-lenders and bankers are allowed to control and contract the amount of money
the people shall-hav to use, so as to compel them to borrow
bankers' debts and pay from three per cent to five hun red per
cent (by re-issuing).
All men and women who honestly earn their own living
can certify that debt is the worst form of slavery on earth. In
fact, there is no slavery where there is no debt, and it is
strange that some of our great reformers do not seem to look
at want of money as the "great unmitigated devil " beyond all
that ever existed. I sincerely hope friend Macdonald will
read "Eagle Pass" soon, and learn that the poorer classes of
Mexico must sell themselvs into slavery for the privileges of
marriage, baptism, ·and burial, the marriage fee being from
twenty to twenty-seven dollars, while a debt of two or three
dollars often puts a man or woman in slavery for life. Last
week the papers gave the de~cription of a conference on an
island in the Rio Grande at Eagle Pass, while a small army of
the friends of each were ready armed on each shore to keep
order. After twenty years of swiftly and enormously increasing debt on the people of this country, and hundreds of yem·s
in Mexico, need anyone to wonder at the crime, vice, poverty,
misery, pauperism, and prostitution? Is it strange that our
masters are building prisons, jajls, and workhouses to imt us
into, with more than thirty billions of debt drawing interest
from labor, drawing all the produce from the land and labor
into towns and cities, piling it up in vast structures of stone,
brick, iron, and wood, where it is buried, dead to the people,
while they must still forever pay more than they can earn as
interest upon the cost or value? I say that so long as there
is not money enough to put the people out of debt and keep
them so we cannot be a free people. And no person can giv a
single reason why there should not be sufficient money-not
bankers' debts-to do all the business without one dollnr of
debt, except that bankers may count debts as money, compel
the people to pay interest to them, and get rich on the interest
of what they owe. When there is money e~tough in circulation to do all business transactions without debt, there will be
no drunkards, gamblers, thieves, pawn-~hops, nor churches,
prisons, jails, workhouses, nor prostitutes.
It never has been tried, and I fearlessly prophesy that no
reform will ever succeed until it is. No nation has ever yet
been free simply because they allowed the money-sharks to
issue their debts, call it money, and compel the people to
borrow their debts and pay them interest over and over hundreds of times, and yet do nearly all the business upon debt
and credit, promising to pay principal and interest some
time, and always failing. Are we forever to be fools and
slaves?
J. H. Woon.

PROVIDENCE, R. I., Feb. 18, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money, with directions, H
to the disposal of the same; also petition for state secularization, with names attached. 'fhe ANNUAL and postal came all
right. You wish to know if I wish my paper stopped. As I
am paid up to May, and as I shall probably send you more
money before that time, you may consider yourself answered.
In many respects I like your paper the best of all Liberalvapers, but I fear sometimes that you will, like its former edit-or,
finally bring up within the fold of that semi-religious society
commonly called Spiritualism.
Now, I like Spiritualists in general, because they are Liberal
in sentiment, but they hav several good journals devoted to
their cause, so please giv us in THE TRUTH SEEKER a good unbiased Liberal paper, pure and unadulterated. I can well
conceive how a person of some religious society could let himself down easy from orthodoxy to Spiritualism, as they like to
cling to the idea of a future life, but it is impossible for rue to
imagin to what a state of mind it is necesHary for a once
I'm asked if I believe in Go(o)d,
avowed Materialist to bring himself in order to take in that
And hellfire for the ways that man hath trod;
belief upon such flimsy evidence as they offer.
Should we ask a friend to blur his mind
With things that cannot be defined?
Spiritualism is only a rehash of the old superstitious idea of
attributing to the ghosts or spirits all phenomena not easily
It hath been said that Good made man,
understood. Although I hav never seen any of the remarkable
Can I sa,y yes? I ask, who can?
mediums, I am willing to admit "that, outside of the ninety per
Then who is Good? Must I ask my mind?
And what is Good? Hath he been defined?
cent· of hum buggery indulged in by the so-called mediums
without one word of condemnation from Spiritualists in genDid Good plan the ways that man hath trod ?
eral, there may be some phenomena that cannot readily be exDid Good make the winds? Then what is Good?
Hath Good walked the ways that spirits trod? .
plained; but does that prove that man has any other than a
Then why try to make out Good.
materialistic existence after death? Primitiv man was filled
with awe as he heard the distant thunder, and quaked wilh fear
Man makes his Good as his fancies rise;
at the lightni:ug's flash, for he thought the gods or spirits were
Then plants his Good beyond the skies.
These are the ways that man hath trod;
angry with him. The Christian, when he sees the rainbow in
Now look out for another, the Liberal's God.
the heavens, draws great consolation from the sight, for has
not his God said that when that was seen it was a sign that he
E. w. CRESSEY.
will not again drown the world? This world has existed thousands, if not millions of years, but still it is but a few years
DETROIT, l'lhcH, Feb. 16, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just been reading· the report of the Lib- since that we hav had what may be called a correct explanaeral Club meeting and J. B. Gardner's lecture upon liquor as tion of the above phenomena; but now every schoolboy can
an unmitigated devil, with Dr. Lambert's remarks and statis- explain the fundamental principles of the thunder, lightning,
tics, and wish to doubt very strongly the foundations and con- and rainbow, and we in this enlightened age look back upon
clusions of both. Mr. Gardner goes back in history to show the ancients as fools for ever entertaining such an absurd nothat liquor was an evil thousands of years ago. But the same tion that they were cau~>ed by the gods.
A man may be placed in a cabinet and be tied to a chair;
history may be cited to amply prove that the great majority of
people were slaues.-debt slaves-and the Haying is recorded when the cabinet is again opened, the man may hav his vest
that it was well to giv liquor to some that they might forget on inside out-but does that prove that we hav an existence
their trials and hardships. A strong illustration of all past after the breath has left our bodies? Or the same person may
time, BO far as history goes, may be. found in Mexican peon or be tied and left in the cabinet, and while he is in there a perdebt slavery, and I believe that debt is the unmitigated devil son other than the spectators in the room may in the indistinct
behind and underneath all causes of drunkenness. I earnestly light be seen to wander around the room. It may be a young
recommend the editor, Mr. Gari!ner, Dr. Lambert, and T. B. woman-as it is in most cases-and she may come among the
Wakeman to obtain and read "Eagle Pass," a book written by spectators, sit upon the laps of the gentlemen, hug and kiss
Lord Montgomery, and published by Putnllm in 1852. It is them, and then gently and gracefully glide away. Now, is
very strange to think how blind the whole people and press of that positiv proo~ that we shall be permitted to return upon
this country and all others are upon the damnable debt slavery this mundap_e sphere and amuse people in a darkened room by
that covers the earth even as the water covers the sea, as the throwing musical instruments and chairs around the room,
Bible folks used to say. The very met often stated that one and thereby add fresh testimony to the correctness of a belief
per cent of interest would in one hundred years change in Spirituali!;m?
the ownership of all the wealth of a nation, ought to strike
These trick!! I mention may be old, as I am not very well
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posted in the new ones, and may appear ridiculous to believers, but they were once believed in and looked upon as conclusiv evidence to substantiate a belief in Spiritualism as any
that are performed at present. We are called upon by Spiritualists to explain that these tricks are not performed by spirits.
It would really seem as though it should be their·business to
prove that they are performed by spirits. Giv science time,
friend Spiritualists, and I will assure you that an explanation
will be given that will make you appear in the eyes of future
generations as silly as you now think the ancients were in
their explanations of other natural phenomena.
Without wi~hing to rob Mr. Winter of his appellation, I beg
leave to sign myself
L. L. NoR'l'HUP, Materialist.
MouND CrTY, MrNN., Feb. 17, 1885.
MR. EDI•roR: I hav been a reader of your paper about six
years, and during all that time I hav never given you any
"taffy;" but I am going to say now that THE TRUTH SEEKER
ANNUAL for '85 beats all. I would not sell mine for five dollars, only that I know I could get another. I wish to say, further, that, with the addition of the "Children's Corner," THE
TRUTH SEEKER is the best family paper I hav ever had in the
house.
And now, with your permission, I would like to mention
another subject. The Spiritualists, all of them that mention
the matter, tell us that Friend Winter's effusions contain
no arguments, and are not worth answering (and 1·eally
I think they are considerably more than half right). But why
in heaven's name do they each and every one sit immediately
down and answer him in a long letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER?
It is getting monotonous, and when of them says, in
Hubstance, that Ingersoll and Watts hav not yet evoluted up
to the plane of the great mass of Spiritualists, it makes
me tired.
Perhaps I am cross. Anyway, I am yours for the truth,
A. W. SHuck, M.D.
CoLUMBus, KAN., Feb. 12, 285.
Mn. EDITOn: l+od and science are incongruous, and badly
mixed in our public schools. Church and state co-operate
and reciprocate in our free schools.
I was lately on a visit to Baxter Springs, and Brothel' H. Crnm
(who has been a good patron of THE TRUTH SEEKE~t) and I
vi~ited the public school, which has five teachers for the
white, and two for the colored pupils, all in one building.
'l'he principal is a genial man, and treated me very courteoutily, but, like many others, is vainly trying to make the
facts, laws, and forces of science, as taught in the text-books,
to agree with the orthodox God and Bible. The program for
the day begins with singing orthodox hymns, and praying to
the unknown God. While the class in history were alluding
to the many gods of the ancients, the second principal asked
the class why we came to hav one god. A sharp young lady
said: "Because they had so many gods they could not keep
track of them." It came to me that the exchange had not
made the labor of " keeping track " any less. I told the principal that all human history was but the product of the human
organism, but he would not admit it, for it was the death-blow
to his theology.
Professor Youmans, of Liberal, was there, and had plasses
in music and elocution in the school, and, although an Infidel,
the sectarians were highly pleased with him. Brother Crum
and I went on Sunday evening to the Methodist church to
bear the principal of the school preach. Professor Youmans
led the choir. While, during prayer, all around us kneeled,
we three Infidels sat upright, like Mordecai, the Jew, at the
king's gate.
The preacher gave us quite a scientific discourse about matter and force, and gave many facts and truths, but could not
see how matter and force could produce all the effects we see
and experience. So he made it all plain(?) and satisfactory('!)
by hitching God to matter and force, and then it was as clear
as mud.
Well, the world's a great baby, and must hav its playthings,
gods, devils, spooks, and, worst of all, blind and selfish
preachers. But science will slowly and surely disperse the
gods and the God.
J. H. CooK.
ANIMAS CrTY, CoL., Feb. 13, 285.
Mn. EDITOR: We need a good lecturer. There never
was one here. 'l'he population of Animas City and Durango,
which are only two miles apart, is about two thousand. There
are four or five churches, and quite a number of Liberals.
'fhe people are hard up, in so much that I don't think it
would hardly pay to oome here unless they had other business, or on their way to some other place. Nevertheless, we
would like very much to bav a bombshell thrown into this
camp. There is another suggestion that I would like to make,
and that is, I think thA Liberal platform should be published
in all the Liberal papers as a standing platform, so that we
can show to the bigots at any time what we believe. And another thing, I want the United States history written by the
Liberals, with the name of Thomas Paine in it. I will take a
copy.
Respectfully.
E. KErl'H.
LoNG LAKE, :MrNN., l<'eb. 17, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed two dollars, and send me
the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885, and the picture of Mr.
Bennett's monument; the balance apply to my credit on 'l'HE
TRU'l'H SEEKER.
Times are hard here, and prices of farm produce low; otherwise I might send you an occasional subscriber, as I used to.
Wheat sells here at from fifty to seventy cents per bushel, and
yet flour is no cheaper than in former yeal's. If the low price
of wheat gave na cheaper bread, poor people would gain if the
farmers should lose, but such is not the case, "The millers•
ring," as that monopoly is called here, regulate the price of
wheat and flour. The money power, that is, the bankers,
railroad companies, ownerH of coal and iron mines, landthieves, 'and other monopolists, are running our government.
Majorities are bought to defeat any measure or bill offered in
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the interest of the farm~r and laborer. Witness. the Henepin
Canal scheme, last sessiOn of Congress. Class legislation is
making the rich richer and" the poor poorer with ever-accelerating pace, bringing to our republic the hateful landlord and
tenant s!stem that has obtained in England for centuries. I
only wnte once a year for your paper, and never before on
politics.
W. ARcHIBALD.

I

ing person, who must hav been created for the express purpose of persuading her to eat, so he would hav an excuse to
damn so' many of us.
I do not accept this total-depravity theory. In fact, it requires a depraved person to believe that a just God would provide a horrible, eternal torture, and a curse that we cannot
avoid, for so torturing the most of i::is creatures.
But the cure he (the Infidel·curer) prescribes, I think, is inTONTOGANY, 0., Feb. 17, 1885.
fallible. He says, to effect. a sure cure read carefully the folMR. EDI·roR: Did I not tell you I would pay you for THE lowing books: "Evidences of Christianity," by Grotius;
TRUTH SEEKER that you hav been trusting me with ? Inclosed Paley's, Locke's, Addison's, Campbell's, Sherlock's, Lyttleton's,
please find pay for this year and next; also four new sub- Douglass', Leslie's, Lardner's Porten's, Beattie's, Soame
scribers and the pay, and one dollar for six "Bible Mordls," Jenyn's, Jones's, and Burnett's evidences of Christianity,
and twenty-five cents for TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885. As Alexander's "Evidences," Faber's "Difficulties of Infidelity,"
soon as you publish "Facts and Fallacies," by Charles Rey- Newton on "Prophecy," Stackhouse's "History of the Bible,'•
nolds, I want some of them.
Scott's "Family Bible," Horne's "Introduction," vol. i, WatTo giv you an idea of the hard times I will say that I hav to son's "Apology," "Jew's Letters to Voltah·e," Prideaux's "Confurnish all the money for all these subscribers. One is a nection," "Horea Paulinre," Paley's "Natural Theology,"
physician, the others well-to-do farmers. One owns one hun- Shuckford's "Connection," and some others. And says he,
dred and forty acres of good land. Our taxes are almost unen- "If you do not thoroughly understand them, read them all
durable and take all our spare money. I think I can get overagaiu." Now, if these books are anything like Nelson's
some more subscribers soon.
M. BROWN.
"Cure," if read, I am certain they will cure, or what is just
P.S.-The preacher that I mentioned in my last who was the same, it will deprive you of your reason, in which state
preparing a sermon on the resurrection of Jesus when I handed you could understand all the meaningless jargon, impossible
him the "Resurrection of Jesus," by Mr. Bell, dropped that fables, unscientific, false theories, and the unjust ideas comsubject and took up another.
M. B.
manded by the scripture.
You would surely hav to renounce your reason to pretend
MuRRAY, 0., Feb. 15, 285.
to understand that a beast with seven heads and ten horns and·
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, which please apply as per a woman with child can mean, as Nelson says, the Roman emdirection. I am still well pleased with THE TRU'l'H SEEKER, pire and ten kings. What use to attempt to reason with those
and would like to see more of such papers as that, the Free- that will contort words to mean anything they want said? Did
thinkers' Magazine, the lndependent Pulpit, the Iron-Clad Age,
ram's horn mean a Krupp gun ? and the 'ites God could not
&c., scattered throughout the land, not the United States whip mean that El Mahdi got Khartoum ?
alone, but the whole reading world; also such papers as LibYours truly,
WM. REYNOLDS.
erty, 1he Alarm, &c., for they are papers calculated. to set the
BAY CrTY, MrcH., Feb. 10, 1885.
people to thinking, and when the masses once get to investi.
gating and find out the tricks and fraud of priestcraft and ' MR. EDITOR: In the letter of H. P. Stone in THE TRUTH
statescraft, they will then, and not till then, see that it. is their SEEKER of Feb. 7th he wishes some one to explain why there
duty-their individual duty-to assist to the best of each one's is so little of the missionary spirit manifested among people
ability in liberating the world from the shackles of slavery- who hav outgrown orthodoxy and evoluted into Agnosticism.
both the slavery of a superstitious religion and the slavery of A man would be very silly, indeed, to go about the world,
cunning politicians.
continually blowing a horn and t1·ying to work off a stock of
What we want is liberty. Can we hav liberty while the Agnostic fish. As the very name suggests that he knows
minds of the masses are polluted by the teachings of the nothing at all of the goods he offers, he should rather be satBible? Can we hav liberty while existing law is so d1scrim- isfied to occasionally extend a quiet helping hand to his
. inating? While one can steal a thousand and be compli. neighbor, to assist him on the pathway of knowledge, and use
men ted and another steal a loaf of bread and be imprisoned? his best· endeavors to disseminate an education that shall
In fine, while existing law enables one to become a millionaire by all means embrace as much of the arts and sciences •
while thousands are languishing in poverty, starving for the as possible; for just in proportion as a person atttains to that
knowledge, just in that proportion does that individual comcommon ·necessaries of life?
D. E. LEwrs.
mence to lose faith in those old and "blessed truths " conGA.HDEN HoME, On., Feb. 6, 1885.
tained in the Bible; and after vainly .trying, like some of our
1\lln. EDITOR: I bav read a few copies of THE TRUTH SEEE:En, eminent divines of the present day, to swallow Moses and
and I hav noticed that you are always ready and willing to giv Darwin both at one meal, he generally finds at last that "he
your readers information on religious subjects. Now, there is has bit off more than be can chaw,'' that the Bible and science
a little matter I would like to be enlightened on, and as I am will not harmonize, and that one or the other must be given
not ashamed to show my ignorance by asking questions, I up. There are some instances on record where it has been
thought I would write to you and ask a few. If you cannot the latter, but they are so few that they are not worth speakanswer them perhaps some of your Christian readers can. ing of. When once a person outgrows Chl'istianity he is not
There are three families living near who belong to the United liable again to return to it. But we must admit that there is
church and are sanctified and belong to the holiness band, no other way to make the people outgrow superstition except
but they hav had some trouble among them. They had a war through the medium of well-directed education in the common
some time ago, but the preacher acted as peacemaker (blessed schools. The charge made by the Catholics that the common
are the peacemakers), and they agreed to bmy the hatchet. schools make nothing but Infidels is logically true, and it now
But the hatchet would not stay buried, and now the quarrel only lacks the total banishment of the Bible from the public
has taken a fresh start. Every one of them will get up in schools to see our fondest hopes realized, and we could
class meeting and tell us that the love of God is shed abroad exclaim, in the language of a certain mythical indivWual, that
in their hearts, and one lady generally bas something to say "even this generation shall not pass away before all things
about the filling powers of the holy ghost (the holy ghost is shall be changed !" That is the last link that binds Christianfond of the sisters). Now, what I want to know is this: How ity to the common schools, and one that I hope. to become an
is it possible for men who are children of the same mother, important factor in helping to sever, in accordance with
and who clahn to be so far advanced in the Christian life that a promis I made to the society in New York, as I hav a child
they have lost all desire to do anything wrong; they are sanc- there now in the public school. I know of no other way of
tified, pure, and holy-I hav beard 2ome of them say in class- emancipation for humanity except by education; for, even
meeting that they were whiter than snow; that their sins were though we may not be able to formulate a belief of our own,
all washed away-now, how can people who are so f!l.I a·d. it requires education to giv an intelligent reason for disbelievvanced in holiness liv at enmity with each other ? Two ing the religion of some other person. I shall never forget
weeks ago there was preaching at the schoolhouse and two of the bombshell that was pitched into the Christian camp by an
the saints occupied one of the back seats; they used to sit in old man who was engaged to deliver a lecture on astronomy
for the benefit of a Sunday-school in western New York. Afthe front befo1·e they had their war.
The most curious part of the whole business is the fact that ter giving an interesting lecture on the stars he wound up by
they c::tn all get up in class-meeting and tell us about the love telling them that the telescope was one of the greatest factors
of God and the forgivness of sin, when we hav all beard in the advancement of civilization, that the very first one that
was ever poiuted at the stars knocked the bottom out of
thrtt they are at enmity with each other.
Now, Mr. Editor, if you can explain this.matter to me I will heaven, and drove the New Jerusalem so far back into space
be very much obliged to you. If they hav any more trouble that up to the present day it would be a very brave person inI will publish the names of all parties concerned in it. I am deed who would attempt its location.
As Liberals we cannot formulate a creed. As soon as we do
not in favor of war of any kind, and will do what I can to prethat, we degenerate into a sect. As mP.ny of us would
vent it.
Respectfully yours,
SAllniEL M. KELso.
be called upon to either giv up our honesty or the society, and
WANSHIP, UTAH, Peb. 18, 285.
as we bav already had a taste of that method, it is not at all
MR. EDITOR: I loaned a Bible-reading friend Kelso's ''Bible likely we will try it again soon. The American world is just
Analyzed," and begged him as personal favor to read it. In becoming Liberal. The most orthodox of to-day would either
about two months I asked him bow be was getting along with hav been banished or burnt two hundred years a~~:o. Public
it. He answered, "Not at all; he ridicules things I bold opinion will no longer submit, in the more intelligent portions
sacred, and I cannot read it." He then handed me a book-I of it, to any great pressure on them by the old blasphemy
suppose to answer Kelso-entitled" Nelson on Infidelity; or, laws; and even though it is less than two years since they
'l'be Cause and Cure of Infidelity."
were re-enacted in New York, under strong pressure irom the
Now, Colonel Kelso proves the utter impossibility and ab- Young :J\Ien's Christian Association and the clergy, who see
surdity of the events recorded in the Bible, and the Rev. Nel- their bread constantly falling with the butter side down, there
son givs the cause of Infidelity tlS "man's depraved nature, are very few of them who bav sand enough in tbel!l to cornand the lack of knowledge connected with the transaction of mence prosecutions against violators of the law, knowing full
the garden and the forbidden fruit."
well that they would be hooted out of comt in disgrace if they
Oh! that God had kept his depravity-producing tree in some did, notwithstanding the fact thalia person can stand on any
other garden, or that be had instructed Mother Eve to bav corner in the city of New York and spot twenty victims every
partaken of the tree of knowledge, so she would bav known btllf hour if he is so minded. Truth will triumph in the end
better than commit an act that has condemned billions to through sheer force of advancing evolution, in spite of all op" tototl depravity," and necessitated the crual mm·der of God's position, while, on the otiler bantl, tplackery of all kinds has
o~ly b:gotten s?n. A ~uman ju.dge ~ould hav takeu into cOn· r~t all times to e~nplo~ a great army of pettifo~gers to help. ta.il
s1deratwn her mexpenence (bemg Just made), and the faot 1t up and keep 1t on 1ts legs; and the more of a humbug 1t 1s
that she was subjected to the wiles of a cunning; smooth-talk- the louder will its advocates bowl.
(D:a.)H. J. PunDr.
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Hour," the "Darwins/' and other good books.
They struggle and shriek, and fall to the
Our Puzzle Box.
We were all greatly pleased with the "Story
ground
METAPLASTIC CHARADES.
Hour " its pretty pictures and nice reading
To rend but her shoes as rare morsels found.
1.
and ..:.e thank you kindly for it. My sister~
Their endless endeavors hav worn them with The last a{ it before it; behind, a rodent small- took the "Story Hour" and "Apples of Gold"
to read pieces from at an entertainment that
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. Wn:oN, Fell Riuer,
pain,
The whole a word
is held every Friday afternoon in the public
That names a bird,
Mass., lxJ whom all Communications for this· A brief respite, then, and the onslaught again.
school and the scholars all liked the stories
(.brner should be sent.
:Renewing the charge with white gleaming No rodent now at all.
well. 'As you see we are having all om· books
The last qf" it before it, a little horse we call;
teeth,
with no superstition, as pa wishes to hav us all
"Between the dark and the dayllght,
'Twixt him and it
like himself, freo from superstition. _My two
Their breath twines the night in a hot, steam·
When the night begins to lower,
A Bee has lit
elder sisters and myself hav comm1tted to
ing wreath.
Comes a pause In the day"s occupations
To make honey of it allmemory, from Chi_ldre~'s Corner Feb. 28th,
Eternities writ in that slow-creeping age,
That Is known as the Chlldren"s Hour."
Or rathe1•, to be more complete,
"Guilty or Not Gmlty.
Lines haunted with blood, and her own heart
A piece of" anything to eat
I will now close, hoping that the Children s
'l.hafs
dainty,
rich,
or
sweet.
the page.
Corner will always continue to be, what it is at
J.
K
•.
P.
BAKER.
The Time for Me.
Not 'till morning arose with its pink and its
present, the most interesting part of THE TnuTu
SEEKER. I remain, with love to you,
gray
Snowtlme, blowtime, earth Is bleak and wlld;
2,-ENIGJIU..
ANNIE NEILSON.
Icetime, nice time !or a merry child.
Did the pack roll in billows of midnight away;
My
1,
4,
3,
8
is
something
owed.
Round the cheerful llre-stove, oh, how warm are we I One monster returned-'twas the leader she
My
2,
7,
9
is
did
meet.
Social songs and words or love-winter-time !or me.
U'!'I~A, MINN., March 10, 1885.
guessed
My 8, 7, 6 is a number.
MY DEAR FRIEND SusAN H. WIXON: I hav
Maytlme, hayt.lme; earth Is fresh and !air;
My 3, 4, 5, 1 is a crook.
That stayed in the vanguard to champion the
been reading in THE TRUTH SEEKER a few
Show;er-tlme, !lower-time; blossoms everywhere.
My whole is an Infidel.
rest,
minutes. I read a piece written by F. Burr,
In the !lelds and meadows, oh, how blithe are we I
A. LAURIE SAILOR.
entitled, "Why It Rains." I hope that he will
Plucking many a primrose-spring's the time !or More cruel, more fiendish, than all of them
write again. My father says that reading like
there,
me.
3.-INVOLVED CHARADE.
that teaches children something. We hav
Howled farewell defiance on the cold morning
Here in a plant of th.e crow-foot kind,
twenty-five little lambs. My brother Charla~
Bunt! me, !untlme; earth Is grand and gay;
air,
Whose
name
is
derived
from
"the
wind,".
Fruit-time, good time; gathering all the day.
hns been down to New Orleans to see the
"
No
masculin
mori1tl"
we
find;
His vengeful revilings, his wrath, and his scorn
In or~hard and In garden, oh, how happy wei
World's Exposition. He came home from DaAs over private gates, designed
E:.ting nuls and berries then-summer-time !or me. Then slunk to the dens where no daylight was
kota at Christmas-time. He had a nice time at
In letters large enough for the blind,
New Orleans. I won the prize in school for
born.
Wheat time, sweet time; earth one haryest home;
A "No Admittance" is often lined.
best spelling, a nice book of poems by Ingelow.
Shea!tlme, brier time; see the reapers come,
But here is Engiish and Latin combined;
Father says I hav done so well in school this
In the golden cornlleld, oh, how busy wei
Patty left the wood her deep soul stirred,
To the left is English, bear in mind,
winter he will giv mtl the money to send for
Storing up the precious yield-autumn-time !or me. And while her lips could form no word,
Latin to ·right, no sex assigned,
your book, "The Story Hour."
And shorter, but else alike defined.
Ll!etlme, strl!etlme; earth a battlelleld;
The world unveiled its sweeter guise
From your friend.
ALicE W. PEABODY.
RmKAR SEMAJ.
Breathtlme, deathtlme, when that breath we yield. Of welcome hills, and bluer skies.
Duty-doing every day, oh, how wise are we I
The grander plains, and prairies 'round,
4.-CROSS-WORD.
NOW READY!
At home, aoroad, at work, at play-any time !or me. Were landscapes laid on newer ground;
In hart, not in deer,
And new songs played upon the wild,
In minute, not in year;
In apple, noti!!. plum;
She was " Losted."
Whose rustling winds her steps beguiled.
THE MAGNIFICENT
In whisky, not in rum;
" I'm losted 1 could you llnd me, please?"
One thought; one glimpse, then on and on,
In hart, not in deer;
Poor llttle frightened baby I
The barren highlands past and gone;
In minute, not in year,
And there, as the radiant morning broke
The wind had tossed her golden lleece,
In whisky, not in rum;
'!'he stones had scratched her dimpled knees.
Its flaming sword over elm and oak,
In ariswer, not in sum.
I stooped, and lltted her with ease,
And the linden boughs were all a-shiver,
My whole is the her~ of a very celebrated
And so!tly whispered, "May be;"
poem.
BENNY Diq;riON.
She neared the banks of a narrow river.
" Tell me your name, my little maid,
I can't llnd you without it."
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES m CHILDREN'S CORNER,
Shuttles of sunlight to and fro,
" My name 1s Shiney-eyes," she said,
MARCH. 14, 1885.
"Yes, but your last?" She shook her .llead:
Amber threads in a loom of snow,
-OF THEI.-Emanation (name, nation).
" Up to my house 'ey never said
Network of gold draping the trees,
2.-Asparagus-the last five of these eight
A single llng about It."
And needles of frost flew in the breeze.
letters reversed is s-u-g-a-r; the first five-a
.. But, dea.r," I sa.td, "what ts your name?"
Oft in the glow of summer's green,
spar, less last twe-asp .
"Why, didn't you hear me told you!
3.-Hagioscope.
And bluebells painting the hazel screen,
Dust Shlney-eyes." A bright thought came:
5.-Tallahassee.
And
sweet
wild
roses,
red
and
white,
"Yes, when you're good; but when they blame
Solver
of number 5, Maggie Hoadley.
Filled
dewy
cups
in
the
early
light,
You, little one-ls't just the same
When mamma has to scold you?"
And morn with the waking earth was wed;
SOLUTION TO "ESPRIT FORT's" FARM PROBLEM,
But never yet had a sunrise shed
My mamma never scolds," she moans,
TRUTH SEEKER, FEB. 28TH, AND CORRECTION
ON THE
A little blush ensuing,
Such peaceful rest in her tired heart
OF IDS OWN ERRONEOUS SOLUTION, MARCH PRINTED IN SEVEN COLORS
" 'Capt when I've been a-rrowlng stones,
And tender tears to her glad eyes start.
15TH.
BEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
And then she says (the culprit owns},
As many an erring child to-day,
Let x be the side of the solid square farm
Mehitabel Sapphira. Jones,
Her
heart
was
right
and
her
feet
astray.
Ere
the
gift
of
10
acres
had
bro't
it
to
harm;
SIZE, 22~ X 28 ~·
What has you been a-doing I"
Then 4x would fence it with something of
-Wid< Awake.
Though weary miles her home beyond,
odds,
_
.
She knows the ford and glassy pond,
For a side of 10 acres has fenced 40 rods.
THE BRO.NZE MEDALLION
Aunt Patty and the Wolves.
The shelving slope and wooded stream,
4x minus 4 sides of the ten;
And rises out of her wandering dream,
Transpose, and 4x is 200 again.
A TRUE STORY.-CONCLUDED.
PRINTS AS LAllGE AS A CAllmET PHOTOGRAPH,
Turns to the path o'er the winding bill,
Whence x equals 50, and squared is the rods
Lone tented tombs, though tenantless,
THUS. GIVI:NG NOT ONLY A PIOTURE OF
2,500, just minus the odds,
Where
the
sun-god
tapped
each
window-sill;
Where Hope's dead flowers were summerless;
THE MONUMENT, :BUT A.N ACtlURATE
1,600
he
gave
to
the
school,
Her mother-love, with eager wings,
No sign anear nor yet afar,
Leaves him 900 rods, or I am a fool.
Fears
snow,
nor
space,
nor
frosty
stings.
And on the wind wild dirges are.
And this, by the terms he has given to me,
LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.
.As "home, sweet home" comes into view,
Is left as a remnant in shape of an E.
No lowland stream nor lighted pane,
She
sings
the
song
and
the
words
are
new;
5
acres
5-8ths,
without
any
pretense,
While threat'ning clamors rend the plain.
Takes the same as the square 10 acres to
But that dread night of pain and prayer,
Patty was lost in that- ocean of snow,
fence.
When almost dragged to the wolf's dark lair,
Rain on her tears deriding her woo,
An 1 the farm, I will wager of oysters two
Not
words
of
mine
may
paint
its
power
The lithograph is designed for framA coat of mail from head to feet,
plates,
As drops the blood on a snow-born flower.
Had acres 15 and the fraction 5-8ths.
As twilight heralds in the sleet;
ing,
and will be a treasure for all LibRehearsing its horrors over and o'er,
I only review his solution in song
Armor of ice the cloak on her back,
erals.
Where the firelight shone on the oaken floor, Because his "child's play" is so palpably
And wolves abroad are loud on her track.
wrong.
And crimson flames with roar and rout
Gray pencilings in the distance lie
He confuses himself with quadratic display,
Chased
the
gloom
from
the
corners
out.
Outline of branches against the sky;
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
While my child with arithmetic solved it toThreads of gold from the chimney's glare
day.
A straggling grove of distant oaks,
to
subscribers to the Monument Fund
Were laurels laid on her soft gray ha-ir,
Will "Esprit Fort" show us some more of hi(!
Miscalled by careless-spoken folks
for
30 cents-; to others, 50 cents. Adkmtck?
And
her
voice
was
low
as
a
knell
that
rung
"'l'he Barrens "-why never yet was clear,
For this is by no means a "ha
nut to dress this office.
From a sliver bell by the breezes swung,
When embryonic woods were there.
crack."
IsAAC
PooL.
And children listened, as they ever do,
Escan "ba, Mich.
A mission of mercy has that young forest To an old, old story ever new.
FREETHOUGRT NOVELS.
brawn,
When the night was wild as a storm at sea,
Correspondence.
The Heathens of tl1e Heath. A finely
When a legion of demons is hunting her down, This is the tale that she told to me.
written Radical romance. By WM. McNow rising, now falling, as waves of the sea
CARROLLTON, ILL., March 5, 1885.
Clearwater, Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Pamily
Where they break on the headland and dash
DEAR Miss WIXON: I received your kind and
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
welcome letter some time ago, and the reason
o'er the lea.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
I
hav
not
answered
sooner
was
I
wanted
to
hav
Like furies they climb to the crest of the hill,
$1.25 .
.A. Cup of Cold Water.
roy picture taken, so I could send it to you.
And down on their haunches a moment are
There is nothing like it under the sun. Man I was at St. Louis last week three days, and I Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoNstill,
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
has made all sorts of beverages, but nothing saw more there than ever before. I hav finh h
ished your story book, and like it ever so
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
Then gath'ring around her, with soul-thrilling
that
e
as
made
can
compare
with
clear,
cold
much.
1
saw
in
one
of
the
"Correspondence"
yell,
water. Nothing is so refreshing to the weary letters a notice of your book ''Apples of Gold." Exeter Hall. " One of the most excitAnd bounding in air, like bloodhounds of hell. traveler as a drink of cold water; no draught I am going to try and get the book, too, for I
ing romances of the day." Price, paper
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Their eyes are meteors, burning and red,
so s~eet and cooling to the fevered patient; know that it will be interesting to me. I saw
When Polly has swung to a tree overhead,
nothmg that he longs for so anxiously. It is your picture in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Ru.dical novel of mar'ked ability. Equal
In a haven of shelter that bare branches made. th
d ·· k h
and I do not think it as good as the one I hav,
e one rm t at never cloys. Beasts, birds, for 1 think lots of it, and show it to most evto George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
Oh! weep for her now, all the mothers who
flowers, trees, the green earth-all seek it read- eryone 1 know. Now good-niglrt, and may you
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
read,
ily and greedily. ·
liv long to write more beautiful stories.
The
Outcast. A deep, finely written
Pity had Patty for the world in its need.
"Sparkling and bright in its liquid light," it
From your true littlo friend,
Radical story. From the London edition.
The black fiends are bafiied, but leap at the is like the sweet spirit of truth; and as water
.__
FANNIE Dacus.
By WmwooD READE, author of Martyrtree,
dom of Man. 30 cen-ts.
is important to the health and purity of our
s T HOMAS, 0 NT., M'
h n.,, 188"D.
'T.
m!\l"C
In their fury they surge as a tempest at sea;
b o di es, so is truth in its simplicity and light
DEAR Mrss WixoN: Never having seen in the Gottlieb : His Life.
A romance of
They writhe in their rage, and scramble and necessary to the strength and well-being ol Children's Corner any letters from this part of
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
scream,
our minds.
Canada, I thought I would write to you. I am
written by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents.
And Patty looks down on the doom of a dream;
Who thinks that he can find peace, comfort, a little girl ten years old and go to school;
A Domestic Radical
Their tJngues are ablaze as the lights on the happiness, in beverages that inflame and stu- read in the third reader; study grammar, geog- The Darwins.
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, auraphy, arithmetic, reading, writmg, dictt~tion,
shorethor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
~ify the brain is most wofully deceived. He drawing, and music. I hav·four sisters; one
Can "this be the nightmare that mocked her be.
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
18 among the happiest of mortu.ls who see'keth is married; she has a little daughter.
fore?
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
not the drink that intoxicates and bewilders
I hav never been, and none of us ever go, to
Each grapples with each, and glad would de- but finds sweet health, content, and satisfac~ ,. Sunda;r-st;hool or chnrt;h. We spend our SunJohn's Way. A pleasing domestic
vour
tion in a simple
f
ld
t
days smgmg and playmg at home, and readRadical story. By Mrs. E. D. SLENKE!l.
cup 0 co wa er.
ing in turns from the Children's Corner Har.
The foe that withholds the prey of the hour.
15 cents.
S. H. W.
per's Young People, "Apples of Gold," "'Story
Addresa
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A BOOK F.OR CHILDREN AND

BOOKS .FOR UillLDREN I

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STORY OF THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.

BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWN:E
Pl"ice 10 cents.

For sale at tb Is olllce.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book tor the young toUrs. By Miss SuSAN
H. wr:xo . Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen wqrk tor young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
bas been Issued at a reduced price ot $1.25, tree ot
"postage. This new edition has a photograph or the
author which adds very much to the value or the
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
Price 20 cents.

THE YOU'rH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prot. H. M. KOTTINGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education or youth In the
principles or Freethought, at tlle same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights rrom a
standpoint or pure reason and common senee,
Aclclress
THE TRU'rR REEKER.

ALL 1n a LIFETIME.
A ROMANCE.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
"The great charm or this novel Is Its absolute
fldellty to nature. Its per~onages arethoseonemee•s
with In common lite, and are portrayed with a
vividness and perspicuity l was ecarcely prepared
to expect to find, In such a marked degree, even
!rom so g!tted a pen as that or Miss Wixon. whose
brilliant and lucid style Is tanilllar to most readprs
In the Freethought ranks. . . . But what pleased
me most In thl' chllrmlng story was the unflinching
honesty with which Its author holrls up to the derision or the world the rottenness or average minIsterial character, P"rt.lcularly that or revivalist
type. I hav not space here to treat, In detail .. or u.e
characters or this truly absorbing novel. Suffice It
to say that It Is sate to predict that anyone who
reads Its flrst chapters Will be loth to lay It down
till the denouement Is reached. Miss Wixon has long
been doing a nnble work In educating our cl!lldren
Into the ranks or true Liberalism, thereby robbing
the church or hundreds or those who, In atter
years, might hav become Its willing dupes and servli tools, and she certainly deserves the generous
and substantial recognition ot all .Freethinkers.
Let everyone send tor a copy or 'All In a. Lifetime.'
It will yield a liberal reward ror the outlay.
" ELLIOTT PRESTON.
Price, $1.50.
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER.

WYA.NDOTTES!
Segnau Poultry Yards, Lowell, l'lich.

I Lav one pen headed by my splendid twoyear-old crower mateu to five of my handsomest
females. .l!:ggs for setting, $3; also beautiful
W. C. B. Polish and Brow11 Leghorns, $l.GO for
setting; no fowls to selL
MRS. S. A. FOX,
3tll
Lowell, Nieh.

Pure Philosophy for Physiologists.
Please send me 5 cents for Foote's llealth
Monthly for 1fm·ch, and rcau articles on
DIANAISM AND ALPHAISM.
Send stamps (l cent ones) to
RLMINA D. SLENKER,
4tl3
Sno\Hille, Va.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest or all Anti·tlteoiOJ{•
leal Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,.
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
for $1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work In connection with the pro·
posed Independence or America from Great Britain,
Washington wrote: "A few more such flaming
arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a. loss
to decide on the propriety ot a separation.''

PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.

FALSE. CLAIMS. HISTORY orfnEETHOITGHr,l
-BY-

Its Rise, Progreml, and Trjumph.

J. E. REMSBURG.

BY CHARLES WATTS.

IT IS UNEXCELLED.

Price, $1 2;)

THE RIDDLE
OF TilE

Price, 36 cents.
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

AMERIUAN SPIRITUAL SPHINX John Swinton's Paper,
OR 1

PLAIN, PRACTICAL, GENUIN, STRONG,

CoNTEN':rs-Sec. I.: Definition of Freethought
TIJ:ti: "J,O~T :HEY" FOUND.
AND FREE.
Revised and Enlar,;ed.
and its Early St.ruggles for Life. Section II.:
Sent
to
:my
address
npon
receipt
of
stamps
to
What it Owes to Mohammedanism. Section
A WEE:S:LY PAPER OF AMERICAN IDEAS, PROGAddress
Price, 10 CT::l. SINGLY; 76 CTS. PER DOZ III.: · Freethought Martyrs and Confessors, pay postage.
RESS, AND RIGHTS.
Section IV. : Freethought in Conflict during
JAMES A. BLISS,
AS A
the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Developing :Medium National Developing Circle,
21 I•ark Row, New York.
Centuries. Section V.: Free thought Triumph
l~l vV. Concord St., Boston, Mass.
MISSIONARY DOOUMENT in the Nineteenth Century.
$1 PER YER (post paid). 3 CENTS A OOPY.
4tll
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Items):mrg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and SciencE.'; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Glinton Place, New York.

"Little Lessons " for Little Foll\s,
Are now ready to mail to any address,
at 30 cents for board cover, and
20 cents for paper. Address
lUmina D. S · e lo:er, Snowville, Virginia.

" 'Little Lessons ' are grand. I hashed and
J·elmshed the lesson on spiders this evening in the
Sunday-school. l am rnnnirtg two Sunday-schools.
1'he children are slow in learning the mystery of
the God-head; in comprehending the 1'rinity; but
their eyes 'brighten and they take kindly to disTHE TR1JTH SEEJUI:R.
courses on snails, toads, spiders, and lizards, so!
3~ Clinton Place, NEW YOBK tkink I'll keep it up."-Bertie Ston~

Specilnens Free.

TRAVELS

IN FAITH,

From Traditon to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.

Cloth, $1.26.

For Sale at this Offici". --

A SMALL FARM WANTED.
An A1•1•eal to tile Plttlantlll'OPists.

1-BoldlY upholding the Rights or Man In the
American way.
2-Battling against the Accumulated wrongs or So·
ciety and Indus try.
3-St-rlvlng tor the Organization and Interest.!! of
workingmen, and giving the news or the trades
and the unions.
·
4-Unltfng the New Political Forces; searohlng tor
a common platform, and giving the news or all
the young bodies In the fleld.
5-Warning the American people against the tres.on
able and crushing schemes or mllllona.tres,
monopolists, and plutocrats, and against the
coming billionaires whose shadow Is now looiDIng up.
6-Looklng toward better times or talr play anll
public welta.re.
,
7-Livlng views or public questions and soolal to~~

I am 71 yem·s old, bav been a producer fm; at
least 65 years. I wish to find some philanthropic
person who has a small farm to rentr-I am una'
ble to bny-for a term of years, for a small sum.
Any person who has 'snch a place, and will communicate with me, giving fnll particulars, I should
be happy to hear from.
SEW.A.RD MITCHELL,
lea.
8-Litera.cy sketohes and stories,
4tll
Newport, Me.
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Jloetru.
The Yampire.
.. Now wicked dreams abuse the curtained sleep."
-Macbeth.

r rule the night. When Na•ure nods,
And man hath sunk, supine, to rest;

When Lethe whelms 'neath leaden eleep
Pale thoughts that c•owd h!s careworn breast;
When allis still, save as the wolf's
FiercE) hungry howl rings on the air. Or owlets screech; when llz'>rds creep
F1·om damp Decay•s unwholesome lair;
When foul ml_asmas reek and float
Plague-laden from the pols'nous marsh,
and toward doomed cltle• ghoul-like glide;
When epotted frogs croak loud and harsh;
When o"H· Love"• new-made grave the moon
Reveals faint tongues or aural name,
Tha,t Ehape beneath her ghastly torch
•ro semI>lance or that rest'rlng frame;_
When :Murd!)r holds unhallowed tryst,
With all the furies In her train,
Till in his sleep the miser moans,
A.s prescient ot his per1led gam;
When cloaked assassins darkly flit
From arch to arch, and tree to tree,

Uamarked, I spread my bat-like wtng,
To hie me swift o'er land and sea I
I love to lap the crimson flood
'rhat courses through the veins of Youth!
What joy to ope those glowing gates
0 Lite, nor know one pang or ruth!
To watch its tide slow ebb away,
Till o'er the cheek death's hue doth spread I
They lie at morn so strangely !air.
You scarce might deem the worm they'd wed.
What marvel one that spring hath found,
From whence eternal youth I draw,
Btnce each new night a victim adds
To those gaunt shadows gone before?
Ho! to my ca.ve I tor 'pon the breeze
A. fatal freshness hera.Ids day I
p- ell's horrors curd my elfin blood I
The dawn draws nigh-awayJ away f
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
Boston, Mass.

The Fear of Death.
Thy name, 0 Death, hath sent a throb
or slck"nlng pain through maoy a heart,
But they were not by wisdom taught
Tllat It ot nature's plan was part.
To those who read In nature's book
"Tis plain that Death to Birth Is brother,
For nowhere in the world we see
That one obtains Without the other.
If then these two so near a.re kin,
Why glv to Birth such welcome grand
And sorrow so for Death, which ls
But birth into the other land ?
Is It the parting givs the pain ?
Or coward tear of unknown woe,
Which Ignorant priestcratt points to men
Who walk not In the way they go?
None who go hence come back to tell
What there transpires. Since all things ever
Here turn to good, then who can say
They are not so beyond the river ?
rr there ls one, both good and true,
wnose· power extends from shore,
Would he rule here with reason clear,
And Jack It there forevermore?
Lancastt>", Pa.
WALTER P. KING.

'Jhe Difficulty at Chicago.
'fo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
"For some time past," says Mr. Simpson in
his article, " Liberal Mugwumps at Chicago,"
"the League has not paid expenses." And
for some time past, he might hav added, our
best members hav remained away from our
meetings. For this, of course, there was a
reason. Night after night t11 e debate would be
on dynamite, no matter what the subject -of
the lecture, the speakers, some of them members, making 01:1r League merely an auxiliary
to 54 Lake street, where, Sunday afternoons,
might be heard the most radical assent to the
extermination <'lf all civilization in any way
represented by capital. Monday morning papers would report the names of the speakers,
and also report the names of the same speakers as taking part in the debate at the Sunday
evening meeting at the League, until our hall
received the soubriquet of "Dynamite Hall."
Intelligent men and "'omen, good Liberals,
who had become members of the League with
the understanding that they were identifying
thfmselvs with a society working for the Nine
Demands, became tired of this; and the conse·
quence was, as the dynamiters monopolized
tne ball night after night, without contributing
even so much as a nickel, that, as Mr. Simpson
says, ·• the League had not been paying expenses."
When we had a radical theological lecture,
a good many more Liberals would attend, and
the contributions would be five, six, or seven
dollars, instead of two or four.
Our League is the only society in the city
where the diocussion of radical questions iH
permitted. There are many labor societies
where the labor question in all its phases may
be considered, aud .where no other question
would be given a,hearing. Those members,
then, who were interested in the League work
objected very strongly to our society being
given up so entir~ly and ~ersistently .to the
mscusaion of questiOns outside of 1ts legitimate
work. Mr. Stevens was requested at various
times by these_ members to secure only Hadical
}ectures, and linally the debates became so

diRgraceful that a majority of tlw L8ngne lllPm- ~ h" -otiPre<l a m~lhn tbat Obrrrles 8. "Griffiy, with equal impartiality, the stlttement~ reflect_
bers, twenty or more, hbld a meeting at Mr. who had become prestdent of the dynamtte ing again~t myself.
2. "Not content with getting himself interFreeman's, and instructed Mr. Stevens to hav party, be not allowed on that account to lectno meeting on the Sunday preceding the ure before the League:
.
. viewed twice, and himself writing an unfair
Paine anniversary, without he could secure a
Mrs. Swank comJ!lams that two v~ce-pre~ report of one of our meetings for the Herald.
good Liberal lecture. This meeting was held dents wer~ not. notified. The first VICe-p;resi- and waiting on the Inter- Ocean office, until, t~·
on Thursday night. On Friday night there dent only ~s en~tled to act as one _of ~he d1rec: use the words of one of the reporters, he had
was a business meeting at the house of Mrs. tors. Arttcle \I. of our constitutiOn . says. made himself a general nuisance."
Mr. Taylor, city editor Herald, says:
Hunt (Mrs. Swank's mother). Mr. Stevens "The officers of th~ League shall consist _of
informed those present that he had not sue- president, vice-president, secretai'y, finanm~l
"Mr. E. A. Stevens neither wrote a line for our
ceeded in finding a suitable lecturer. Mr. secret~ry, and treasurer, and ~n execut1~ paper, nor asked to be Interviewed, In connection
Simpson said that August Spies would lecture, c~mm1ttee of three members,_ whiCh, togethei With the recent •dynamite' controversy at the Ob![Signed] W. A. TAYLOR,
but Mr. Simpson did not inform the lecture w_Ith the officers, sbal~ constitute. a board of cago Liberal League."City
Editor Chicago ll'mld."
committee, a majority of whom were pres<>nt, directors who shall be mtrusted With the gen.~
I
never
wrote
a
word
for
any Chic~go paper
that he had already, on his own responsibility, eral management and control of the League.
secured Mr. Spies, and had tried to engag_e the
Article VI~. says: "The officers shall be nor asked to be interviewed, and will forward
ball without notifying the lecture committee. elected semi-annually at the first. regular :von a statement from the Inter· Ocean editor
'
Let 'me here say that the League has never yet mee~ings in May and November, holdmg office )ust as soon as be returns to the city.
Went to the News to protest against the pub.
dictated to that committee who should or for SIX months, unless sooner superseded on
should not lecture. This shows who was try· account of neglect of duty, prolonged absence lication of .the unauthorized meeting, and was
as much surprised as anyone to find they had
ing to be the "pope" against the wi~h of the from the city, sickness or death.".
.
majority. Mr. Spies being an Anarchist of the
Mr. Stevens could n?t be charged w~th a given the matter so much attention.
3. "The janitor, armed with a poker, a policemost pronounced type, Mr. Steven~, remem- neglect ~f duty, nor with absen~e .. Nmther
bering the instructions he had receiV~d from was he ~JCk or dead. Our consbtutJ~n doeR man, and the president, stationed thentselvs
at
the door, and after enough mugwumps had
the majority of the old members the mght be- not proVIde any other reasons for the Iemoval
been permirted to enter to form a majority,
fore, objected. Mr. Stevens, Mr. Fraenkel, Mr. of an officPr.
.
.
Freeman, and Mrs. Freeman were not in favor
Article VIII. says the strmdmg committees the doors were closed and the circus comof having August Spies lecture.
of the L~ague shall be: .
.
.
. menced."
If that janitor gets hold of Simpson he will
Committee on Pubhc Dtscusswns.-This
Mr. Simpson, Mrs. Swank, her mother
(Mrs. Hunt), and her brother (Mr. ChB:rles sha!l aiTange for ~I lectures, essays, debates, play poker with him, as he very indignantly
Hunt) were in favor of Augu~t ~pies lectu:r:mg, o: literary entertamments held under the aus- says:
"FORT DEARBORN lJALI,, CHICAGO, March R, l8Rii,
and that is the famous maJonty-Mr. S1mp- p!Ces of ~he League. .
.
.
"The statements by A. H. Simpson that l [.Ireson and the Hunt family-only 81ght members
Co~m1ttee on Pub!IC Work.-~h1s commitmembers from entering the LlbAral Leagu~
being present in all. Mr. Freeman then men- tee w1ll co-operate w1th the NatiOnal League vented
Hall; Sunday evening, Feb. 1st, or that I had,. poket··
tioned to Mr. Stevens that bethought only the in printing or circulating tracts, pa!llphlets, or In my hand, are absolu(elu false.
lecture committee bad power to decide. Mr. books calculated t<> forward the obJects of the
"[Sign~dl
Wlii. JOHNSON, Janitor.'"
Stevens left the room, but came back and said League. .
.
.
.
The policeman was called up from the street,
that the lecture committee were the proper
Committee on Fmauce and So01al Affmrs.- as those worthies who want everything "done
persons to decide the question. Mrs. Freeman This com!Dittee will provide ways ~nd mea:ns legally" had broken the glass out of the door
was chairman of that committee.
to replemsh the treasury by collectJOns, soJIC- to force an entrance to the hall before the
Mr. Stevens and Mr. Fraenkel voted not to iting donations, arranging for balls, musiCal lights were lit. The policeman stated that he
hav August Spies lecture. Mr. Simpson alone and dram~tic entertainments, ~tc.
would not interfere with anyone going in or
voted to bear him, and then, in direct opposi_The chairman o~ these C?mmittees shall con- out, but would merely preserve order.
tion to the will of the majority of that com- sbtute the executiv committee, and the exec4. "Who boasted how he bad helped to expel
mittee, he engaged August Spies, for which he utiv committee and_ the officers o~ the ~eagu~ what he called the Star Route Liberal from the
received the censure of twenty-seven members are the board of directors. SectiOn mgbt of League."
of the League. There w~m no prejudice the by-law.g says that five l!lembers of the
This will be a piece of information to Libagainst Mr. Spies as an individual. We nn- board of directors shall constitute a qu?rum. erals, and shows both the malice and ignorance
derstood his ability. The objection was only Five members were _present at tbe meetmg of of the writer. At the convention, when Ingeron account of the class of discussion his lect- the board at the anmversaryreferred to by Mrs. soll withdrew, there was no League here, nor
ure would be liable to call forth. At Mr. Swank as illegal. And Mr. Melrose is the man was I a delegate, although invited to serve as
Spies's lecture there were not more than ten she accuses Mr. Stevens of having appointed proxy, nor did I, nor could I, hav made any
members of the League present.
chairman of a committe~ at a moment's notice, such ridiculous statements. Simpson made
At the attempted impeachment of Mr. Ste- because h~ could use htm, Mr: Melrose ~ad some boasts of what he would do with me-and
vens there were ten only who signed it, and been chmrman of that committee for mne got left.
half of these not in good standing. On the months, and was the proper person to act.
But his contemptibleness is shown in his
side sustaining the president, who had only Mr. ~elrose, Mr .. Freeman, and. Mrs. Freeman malicious misquotation, pretending to be from
acted in accordance with their wishes there sustamed the action of the president, and Mr. my article in Lucifer of October last. Being a
were twenty-seven members.
'
Frankel voted for the :first two motions, and printer, there is no possible palliation for his
I beg Mrs. Swank and Mr. Simpson to re- then absented himself be?ause ~here was misuse of the quotation marks, but proves his
member that the meeting instructing Mr. enough to . pass them sat~sfactortly. ~Irs. deliberate purpose was to falsify.
Stevens to dispense with the lecture was held Swank was m favor of holdmg that meetmg,
5. "Who had also written a tirade against
bfj'ore August Spies's lecture, and bifore the but w1len she found that ~he was the only one the • cowardly Watts,' who retreated from the
meeting at Mrs. Swank's, and not because who con~emne~ the pres~dent, then she -pro- party in England when that party was in dan" things looked black" for Mr. Stevens, as he ~ounced ~t unfmr. Mr. ~limpson took so httle ger."
asserts.
"The membership book was not mterest m the celebratiOn- that he was not
I confess to being prejudiced against Watts
cooked." There was not the least necessity present, though expected, and the first vice- at that time, but the chief source of that prejfor it. Mr. Stevens's friends were old and president was opposed to Mr. Spies lecturing. udice was Simpson, who, as a recent arrival,
tried members of the League. Business meetThere is no inquisitorial committee to ex- professed to ky;tow all about the feud between
ings of the Chicago League hav never been amin every applicant for membership. Any Watts and Bradlaugh, and gave me the impres·
noted for their numbers, but on the side rep- person wishing to become a member, givs in sion that his elevation here would be- conresented by Mr. Simpson there were only him- his name one week before. This is to prevent strued as a reflection upon Bradlaugh.
self, Mrs. Swank, and Mr. Fielden, who bad the running in of twenty-five-cent members,
Here is the "tirade," which Mr. Harmon
attended them, and Mr. Fielden not more than just for the purpose of voting, as was tried so has just sent me from Kansas, and there is no
once or twice this winter. When held at Mrs recently to be done.
"cowardly Watts," or word about "retreating
Swank's house, of course, her mother and
The Chicago Liberal League was never in a from t,he party in England when that party
brother would attend; not otherwise. Indeed, more flourishing condition than at present, was in danger,'' in the entire article. What I
among that ten there were only Mr. Fielden, many old members having come back, and said was:
·
Mr. Hinkley, and Mr. Simpson who had not many new ones h~ving joined.
"At the previous Congress a resolution or cheer
expressed themselvs, again and again, as havAnd it is not true that the squelr:ued minor- and en.:ouragement was eent Charles Bradlaugh
ing no particular sympathy with the theological ity were the most intelligent 11! en, and the and his brilliant associate. In strange contrast. this
question, and only two, :Mr. Hinkley and l'flr. best speakers in the League, Mr . Swank and •new deal •Congress elevates to the second place (with
the ~trongest probability that It will be the first)
bimpson (and I think I may say only one, Mr. Simpson being the only on• s who hav ever one
who, as a seceder !rom Bradlaugh at a critical
Mr. Hinkley), who hav not repeatedly spoken lectnred for us, and no better cebates havbeen period, whose antagonism to the rormer became so
in condemnation of Robert G. Ingersoll. M;r. given than since their absence.
pronounced as to threaten a serious bi"eaeh In the
of British Secularists (until Brad laugh's attlStevens bas repeatedly defended Ingersoll ~n
I hav written somewhat at length because I ranks
tutle was better understoocJ and his course thorthe League whenever he bas. been_ attacked m felt that the minority did not understand the oughly vindicated) Is scarcely likely to ro".lse enthu·
t~e ~ebat~. Mrs. Swank bas mvana~l~ spoken situation, for the reason that they persistently slasm among American Radicals or glv assurance or
o~ btm bitterly, and a! ways depreci":tll!gly of throw all the blame of suspending the meeting their faith in Brad!augh. One or the most severely
letters or Moncure D. Conway was written
h1s wor~. One of that ten, Mr. _Scl;nlhng_, af- upon Mr. Stevens. And Jet me say right here sarcastic
deprecating Watts's posltlou at that time. Mr.
ter tte1r pron'?unced defeat, Withar~:V: from that not a single member who had ever been Watts possesses remarkable ability, and It is to be
the League with the remal"k that
If the on our books was refused admitance to our hoped his course here wlll not take the drltt It did
League was going to confine its work to the business meeting that Sunday night, whether In England.""
Nme !Demands, be could no longer work Mr Stevens's friends or not and no member
It is presumed that Mr. Watts can survive
with it."
wa~ denied a vote, and amo'ng the ten there such a "tirade." The above stt:~tements and
Mr. Vickers a lawyer and one of the finest were several who had no right to vote, not hav- evidence form conclusiv proof as to who did
speakers, hist~rians, and lecturers in the West, ing paid any me!DbersLip fee for nearly two the ''misrepresenting" which Mrs. Swank
became so disgusted with these dynamiters years. Borne pa1d a quart.e:, and were per- professes to deplore, and show that Simpson
in this matter has been liberal with everythat he was absent for many months, and re- mitted to vote m the oppos1t~on.
turned to assist in purging the League of this
No;w, wheth~r the suspendmg of the Sunday thing but the truth.
Mrs. Swank says it was not a question of
obnoxious element. He was delegated to act meetmg was right or wrong, Mr. Stevens o;nly
for the League in renting the ball, and ren- did what he was requested to do by the maJOr- dynamite and " but one member could be acdered effectiv service by securing entire control i~y, and in corroboration of this we, the under- cused of advocating dynamite." Was not Mr.
Fielden also a member? This extract from
of it for the society, whose representative 1lJa.~ Blgned, affix our names:
.
.
and is Mr. Stevens. Mr. Stevens remained at
MRs. A. M. FREEMAN, VICe-president and the Daily News throws some light on the matter:
the door for the reason that only members chairman of lecture committee.
" DYNAMITE AS A SAVIOR.
were to be admitted to our business meeting.
CHAS. A. FRAENKEL, tr~nsurer.
"• Dyn&mlte Is a JJe&cernaker: said Mrs. Swank,
On the stairs were fifty or m0re clamoring to
A. M. FREEMAN, finanCial secretary.
at
the
Hoclallots'
meeting at 64 West Lake stre•t las~
enter, Mr. Simpson and others having gone to
CLARK M. GIBE. .
.
night. • It Is certainly quick aud dues not torture
the different societies and secured members by
0. MEJ;ROSE, cba1rman of public works:
its victims to death like the present system does.
paying twenty-five cents to come and 70te Mr. Countersigned by authority of the Chtcago I see no half-way ground between the present •:vs·
Stevens out. Among them were men who had
l.Jiberal League in full meeting assembled, tern and the Commune.' Thomas Keegan said It
wou Ia be easy enough to acljust alTa Irs after tlle So·
never heard of the Nine Demauds of LiberalMarch 10, 1885.
clallsts 1ook possession. • Tue :llrst thing we would
ism, having some sort of vague idea, because
CLAnK M. GIBE, sec. pro tem.
do,' he said, • would be to get a suit of clothes and
what we WtJ.nted and go to work running the mathe League was getting back to its legitimate
chines the next day. 'l'he public i" listening to us.
work, that there was a snppression of free
The
best th!Lg to make It listen Is the dynamite
Malicious Misrepresentations.
speech. This is not in the least true. No one
bomb."
"• The government which makes laws to help both
is denied the floor who complies with our
A. H. Simpson's screed in THE TRUTH
rules, and these are only those governing all SEEKER of March 7th exhibits such a dog-in- the rich and the t,oor helps neither, and ough, to get
or the way,' said Ramuel Fielden. 'Sooner or
decorous debates. In the new by-laws adopted the-manger snarl that it will defeat his pur- out
later we shall hav to adopt the Idea or Corumunlstlo
some two weeks ago at a business meeting, at pose, especially when be shows the desperation Anarchy.' John A. Henry believed that all the SoProfessor Baumgras's studio, there is one clause of his case by attempting to drag into the con- cialists h&d to do was to convince the cap11a'lsts that.
they (the Soc!a.Usto) had the power to take wllat they
which states that anyone indulging in acri- troversy mattei'S entirely foreign to it. As the v.auted
aml they would get lt. Mrs. A. R. Parsons··
monious personalities shall be denied the floor. League, unsolicited, has seen fit to take up my said: 'Dynamite is our savior. we don't want a .
This rule will not debar any lady or genllemrm vindication, I shall merely refer to his personal better savior. Let us Jearn how to make It and then
not spare its use.'"
from all the privileges of free discussion. The allusions.
floor is absolutely free, strangers being given
1. "E. A. Stevens, under cover of the Paine
Everybody has had a good laugh about "the ·
the preference. Mr. Simpson says that it was celebration, has managed to put a number of most intelligent men and best speakers," etc.
not a question of dynamite, but of a free plat- the oldest members in a very false light."
I hav no doubt they thought so, and are, of ·
form. Mr. Simp~on was the first person who
I simply quoted the published reports, only course, entitled to that opinion. No one will .
ever made a motiOn to suppress a free ~lat- adding the resolutions passed by the board of ever accuse Simpson of being "climacteric and ·
form, for as member of the~.lecture committee _directors, and ratified by the ·League, giving, cumulativ." One night he lectured his frienq'
J.
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Hinckley ertitl: "Wbn.t does SteveuH rneau by
having Stmpson lecture? Does he want to
break up the League? I had a half a dozen
friends who were coming, but they could not
be bored." Ml·s. Swank need not be so dole·
fnl about "the downfall of the high aims-" of
the League. Dry your tears; they are quite
unnecessary, as the original aims are exactly
the same, only we bav determined to stick
closer to our text.
E. A. STEVENs.
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!Published in the rapidly growlnll voung city, on Long·
te)low•s •· mountain or the prairie, • Pipestone, 1\flnu.]
Eight pages, weekly; $1.50 a year. Contains
the news of the day, short stories, scientific
miscellany, literary selections-but best of all, the
R.EPUBLIC is unqualifiedly, uncompromisingly
opposed to the LIQUOR TRAFFIC! It puts
LIBJ£RTY AGAINST LIQUOR.! It opens its
columns to Free Discussion. It challenges all
opponents to meet it on the burning question of
our time, PROHIBITION I The plea, that legal
IN PHILADELPHIA.
Prohibition annihilates PER.SONAL LIBgR.TY
will be met and refuted. All opponents to Prohibition will be accorded the right to reply. This
BY CHARLES WATTS,
is the WORKINGMAN'S RF.PUBLIC. And an
ndvocate of WOMAN SUFFRAGK When the
ON !illJNDAY APRIL 5th,'1SS~,
rnother·s, wives, and daug-hters vote thete will be
1N
an end to the RUM CURSE I When women
St.,
Ave. vote we will hav a true Republic, and never before. The REPUBLIC is published to disRemi-.
I<
nate these principles. Shallwereceiveyouraid?
Afternoon at 2.31)-'.Snbjeet:
Send all remittances to
Secularism; Wherein it is Superior to Christ!anity.
W. F. JA.llliESON, Editor and Publisher,
ETentng
7.30 Subject:

0 I'TO

Popul~r

W E'.I"IS.I'JiiS'S

Jewelry Store

Rochelle, Ill.

A FEW OF MY PRICES;
Solid silver stem-winding American Watches,
hunting or open case; 2 oz. 7jeweled, $10; 3 oz.,$11;
4 oz $12; 5 oz. $14. Same cases with 11 jbweled
movemeni.S, $12 oO, $13.50, $14.50, $16.50. Same case
wlbh full (15) j"weled movement, patent regulator,
$17, $18, $19, $21. Same cases, with. full jeweled adj uettld ~atent regulator movements, $22, $23, $24,
$26; key wind, $2 to $5 lesa; for nest cHoSeo, silver
c ..ps and gold joints add $1. 50, and for best tilled
gold cases (warranted ror :.0 years) add $10 to best
sliver cases, making a 11 j0we!ed hunting (filled
case) stem-wind quick train watch only $28; ~><me
for ladies, $23.
Ladies' solid gold atem-wlnd
wawhes, !Meat styles, good American 11 jeweled
moyements, 10 kt, $24; 14 kt, $32; same full jeweled,
$32 and $40-ror fancy engraving add $3 to $5.
Prices aad speCifications for finer laaies' and
gents' watches, including all the finest, richest,
and most elaboratly finished watches in the world,
sent upon application.
Watches cleaned for $1; main springs, $1. Bank
time-locks. chronographs, muRiC boxes. etc., repaired at lowest rate~, and all work warranted the
.
PIPESTONE, }.fiNN.
best In the world or no pay .
Christianity; What Has it Done for· the World?
.!lest steel spectacle made, $1; genuin pebbles, $2;
good common, 25 cents. Best tripleplated teaspoonrl,
'!'he clergy are especially invited to be present
$2; tablespoons, $4; knives, $1.75; f<Hks, $1. 75-all
p"r set or six.
·
and reply.
A Collection of Pa~<s;.ges
Parties desiring silverware, jewelry, dla.monds,
ADMISSION PREE.
presents
wm
do
well
to
order
sample
package
etc.,ror
Dlustrating the
on selection and save money. Cash will be re3tl2
funded
on
all
gvods
not
satisfactory.
Pu.rif11 and Moralif11 of The Bible.
Watches, etc., may be sa.rely sent in unsealed
Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents. packages per registered mail, and w111 be retRrned
ELEMENTS
a.t
my expense.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
OF
P. B.-Stop over and see me when near Rochelle, Ill.

LIBERAL LECTURES

Memorial Hall, 9th
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BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY

---------------

UNIVERSAL HISTORY

A NEW BOOK OF DIRECTIONS
FOR

FOR

C~»ttinger,

A.l.'ti.

By ProCessor Nathaniel Pierce.

6tr

SEEDS.

CHEAPEST,

Pure & Best.

Gw:dene,·s trade a speiaUy. Packets only 3c.
Cheap 1IS dirt bv oz. & lb.

Substantiated by the Bible.
BY

0. B. WI:I.ITJ!'ORD, M. D.
Per Dozen,$1.00

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
--------~---

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF

COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
WITH AUTOGRAPH,

Price, 20 cents.
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS,

Price, 40 Cents.
Andress this Office.

The BiDle Analyze~.
BY

.Yohn R. Kelso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creat!on.-The Deluge.-The Exodns.-The Miracles or the Blble.-The Errors or the Blble.:....The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan or the Btble.-The
Heaven and the Hell or the Blble.-The Sabbath or
the Bible.-The God or the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Orown octavo, 833 pp, Splendidly executed. Sent
hy mall, post paid. Price. $8.00.

MONiiS, POPES,
AND

An easy and practical new method, adapted for
self-instruction as well as for use 1n schools. To
Five numbers
consist or about twelve numbers.
now published. Sent to any address on receipt of
~~~J'~ir'cJ.O cents per number, by THE TRUTH
•· These books contain a wealth of knowledge for
self1~structlon. "-ED. Albany .Unirm.

Postage or EXp. paid.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHRISTIANITY
A REWARD F 0 R CRIME.

!'rice, 30 Cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Ofll.ce,

GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.

Price, Cloth, $1.1)0.

J•riee, 10 Cents;

50000 Guides

FREE. Send your address for my most
Beantiful Illusllrated Garden-Guide ever
)Jrinted. R. H. SHUMWAY, Rockford Ill.

PROSE POEMS
And Selections,
BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
of the author.
The work is designed for, and will be ac·
cepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
has been prepared especially for it.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes, for any season or occasion.
In workmanship the volume is a masterpiece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
best materials and skill can produce. The
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
Halt-calf, mot.tled edges, elegant llbra.ry style, 4 50
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine,
7·50
Full tree calf, highest possible style and finish, 9 00
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

DR. R. P. F.uLLOWS
ls a regularly educat-

ed and legally qualified physician, and
the most successful
as his practice wm
pr<11ve. He ha.s for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all disease~
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures or which
hP stands preeminent.
8 PE RMATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result or self·
abuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,rendering marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per.
manently by an outside application in sixty days,
NO STOMACH MED!ClN USED. It is one or Dr.
Fellows• Valuable discoveries, which is entirely unknown to the medical profession. Send five 2-cent
stamps for hiS "Private Counselor," giving full in·
rormatlon. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say where you saw thlsadvertisment.
From tlu Ironclad .Age.

"Dr. Fel~~ws Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore n~
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the ian<'
Rhould o:lv the doctor their patronage."
ly"

ONE MILLIONwii~ii

OF CONGRESS-By James G. lllniuc. The
only history or our Government from ISt-il to 1881.
Hon. John S.Wise, M. C. from Va.• says· Wlloerer takes
it up no matter whether he be .lrfr. Blain1•'s j'rit'nd or
enmriy, will never put it down. until he has rt:a1l the

~:g~~;;n!ife0n~'; ff.Yt~~&. gc~~. ~:~~ict~P~tat

RUPTURES CUR EDby

myilledical Compound and In~roTed

EJ~sJ~~~~~'h~fi~~f:~eT!r~:~el~>lg{~;~~~:~d

eta.mp !o1 circulart and 11au in what pape1
uou. taw mv adverttsement.

Address Capt.

W. A. Colllua,Smlth,Wt,J'tl!'UIOI Co. )1. Y,

THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.

BIBLE MORALS.

BY JOHN ALBERGER.
WE IIAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NU~fBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOMIJ: OF THEM DAMAGED, WIIIUH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES.
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO·
LIT!f1AL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH RIJ:GARD
TO THE AMERllJAN REPUBLIC.
Price, 50 C411lts, 715 C41Dt!ll, and $1.00, a<'•
eordiniiO" to eondtttou of l>ook.

Address

'filE TRUTH SEEKER,
as Clinton Pl., New York.

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author of .. Prometb6us," •• Gottlieb." and .. Ingersoll
and Jeau."
A Radical romance of pioneer Ute. deltneatlng the vir·
tues of natural humanity aa opposed to the hypocrisy of a
oupernatural religion; crowded with Incident and full or
ProgreBSiV Ideas and the poetry of the future.

PBIOE $1.00.
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Will C'IU"a all Forms et: Disease Without

Me<Uctne.
CONSULTING ROOMS,
471 WJr.!!T MllDlSON ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Som.• thing t:or Invalids •o read and study
ovt>r.-Stop Drugging and try
Na•nre'• -aen~.edy,
MAGNE'l'ISM.

For yea.ra past it has oeen .known to the profes-

And Curing all torms of Disease that the
Human Family is Subject to,
Without the Use of Any Medicine Whatever.

Freethinkers will find this, for an outline,
history the best for their use, as Professor
Oottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
of the church's actions hrts stated facts with a
truthful freedom not found in ordinary histories. He dates his work from the beginning
of historical certainty and not from the mythical Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
and brings it down to 1883, with a brief mention of subsequent important inventions and
discoveries.
Address

p;
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CLEANSING THE BLOOD, sion that Magnetism and Electricity were powerrul

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof". H. M.

f;:l
en

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
_ Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hob
bery-AdulterY and Prostitution-Murder-vVars of Con
quest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance an
J:>ersecution_:..Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Chil
dren-Cruelty to An:j.mals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibal
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery -Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idioc.v- ObscenitY.
BY .YOHN E. REMSBURG.

Price,

Sln~;le

Coplel!l, 2i5 cents;

6 Copies, SI.OO

Special Dltcount ou Lar;er (luantltlel!l.

agents ror imparting vital rorce and energy to the
worn-out sul!ert.r from disease. .Many humanitarians in the profession, thinking more of the alleviation of sul!erlng than they did of the coae of
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found 1hem.
selves astonished at the el!ect upon their patients.
They had been taught that medicine was an absolut<> essentlal1n all cases, ana that that failing, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker has fiuug aside
the tie whtch bound him to hls dogmatic b• ethren
and has resorted to other and more scientlfi q meth·
ods ot treatmt>nt. AS a result many, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarous a.s it was unscientific, have-used their best energies to devise !lleans for the alleviation of human
sul!erlng. Here and there the wondrous power or
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submitted to
its mild but potent infiuence. This agent to the
intelligent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as It is, th~ very essential of all life, It was found
that the human bo y when in a diseased condition
was almost bereft or this vital principle. If we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
An I but how is it to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
tbe problem. Here and there throughout the wor!C.
are fields ot what are known as magnetic ore. U
was observed that the ore, when carxi.,d upon the
person, was found to be a safeguard against disease,
and oo this circumstance we are largely Indebted fer
magnetic wearing apparel, for it was an easy trans!·
tion from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed in
garments Iittell to every part or the body. Since
the first imroti uction of magnetic aPpliances as 11
curat1ve, there ha.s been a. number of theee so-called
magneoic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose sole object was gain. Unscientific in construction, and having little if any magnetism In
them, their life wa.a or short duration; it was long
enough, however, to demonstrate that when constructed upon sctent!llc principles there was,scarcely
an rulmcm that human fiesh is heir to that would
submit to their healing inlluence.
THE EUREKAM AGNETIC APPLIANCES are superior 10 everything or a similar character heretofore ol!ered to the public, being the onlY scientific·
ally constructed appliance in r.he mar.Ket; it is now
two ana a half years since they were first ol!ered
to the public, and during that time we ha.v treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case of fall·
ure to reoetve benefit reported to us, while we are
in dally reoelpt or testimonials of cures from all
parts of the country. We .know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn in quantities
a.s advised by us.
To all who may be allllcted with any or the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
ll:agnetlc Garments will cure you :-J'araly~ls,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lum.
bago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma., Bronchitis, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Dleease,
Constipation, Oensumptlon, · Prolapsus Uteri,
Obronlc Peritonitis, Canoer, Ovll11an Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepsy, "t. VItus' Danch and all form
of chronl<: Invalidism.

PRICE LIST.
$ 6 00
Invigorators.
6 00
GPntJemen's Body Bt'1ts,
5 00
Sciatic Applianct~s,
a oo
Knee Caps,
4 00
Lf'g Bt>lts,
4: 00
Anklets, •
4: 00
Shoulder A.ppliancefl,
1 50
Wris•Jets, each,
1 00
Hat Band!!, 4: 00
Hf'ad Caps,
4: 00
~'olet>ping Caps,
6 00
Abdominal Belts (ladies),
15 00
Hf'nts' Vests,
Ladit~s' .Jaeket and Corset
(combined),
18 00
~uperflne Insoles (all leather), 1 00
Lun~

While these g1.rments can be procured at the
above low prlce8 no one-can atrord to be Ill. Our
ladles' supporters are just what evPry Jarly In the
land needs, as It will be round a great a!'Sistance at
certain periods; all these garment,s are made to
measure, and a fit guaranteed. To ladles who are
all dragged out a combination jacket and COrBet
will restDre yo" to new life and energy, and pay for
it.self an hundred told In a few weeks' WN\r. This
ga.rment Is only made fnm actual measure, and B
perfect fit IISSured.
All communications answered free of charge,
Address, DR. L. TENNEY, !71 West Madison Stree~
Chioaco, Ill. . . - Agents wan~ed for BOBton, ~e"
Yor!l Brooklp, and Phlillde)!;ihta.
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SCHOOLTEAOHERS are needed to glv le8SODS to the
uninformed regarding nature and her laws-men
who hav made a thorough study of her phenomena
and her principles, and who correctly place her
abOve all priestly claims and pretensions. These
men are called scientists, for science Is the sum of
all demonstrated knowledge, which Is acquired by
close observation, accura.'e tests, and contlnul'ld
study and appllcatlon. These are the true friends
or mankind; these show men whe.t Is truth; they
point out falsehoods and ~rrors; they prove that
everything that takes place Is natural; that nothing
ever was or ever can be supernatural. -D. Al. Bennett.
BoOKS! Wondrous Is the virtue of a true book,
Not llke a dead city of stones, yearly crumbllng,

yearly netldlng repair; more llke a tllled field-but
then a spiritual field; llke a spiritual tree, let us
rather say, it stands from year to year and from age
to age (we hav books that already number some
hundred and fifty hnman ages); and yearly com·
mences Its new produce ot leaves (commentaries,
deduction, philosophical, poll tical systems; or were
It only sermons, pam ph lets, journalistic essays), ev·
eryone of which Is tails man lc and thaumaturgic, for
It can persuade men. 0 thou that art able to write
a t>ook, which once In the two centuries or oftener
there Is a mau girted to do, envy not him whom
th<'Y name city-builder, and Inexpressibly pity him
whom they name conqueror or city-burner I Thou,
too, art a conqueror and victor; but ot the true sect,
namely, over the devil; thou, too, hast built what
wlll outlast all marble and metal and be a wonder·
bringing city of the mlnd-a temple and seminary
and prophetic mount. whereunto all klndreds of the
earth will pllgrlm.-Sarl01" Resa1·tus.
HE who thinks that we are to pitch our tent here
and hav attained the utmost prospect of reforma.
tton, that the mortal glass, wherein we contemplate
can show us, tlll we come to beautiful vision-that
man, by this very opinion, declares that he Is yet far
short of truth.-Millon's A,.eopagilica.
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Jlfrt~fhiuktf(~' ~lmatUtt,
1886.
(E. M. 285.)

®y/itf1 @JRirty-&>e'{len ~ortre1.it&>
~reetf1in!("erlill,

TRUTH ought to be the object of every man; for
without tru til there can be no real happiness to a
thoughtful mind. nor any assurance o! happiness
hereafter. It Is the duty of every man to obtain all
the knowledge he can, and then make the best use
of ft. -Paine's Age of Reason.
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ON parent knees, a naked, new-born child,
WeAplng thou sat'st while all around thee smiled.
So llv that, sinking In thy last long sleep,
C>ilm thou may'st smile, while all around thee weep.
-From tlte Per;;ian.
INSTEAD of a pure question of truth, ChrBtlanlty
has been made a question of sentiment, and the
wishes of the heart hav mingled with the exercises
of the understanding. Since, however, the Inquiry
Is not About Its character but Its truth. the phlloso·
pher will be careful to separate the exercises of t"e
understanding from the tendencies of the fancy
or the heart. He should ]Je prepared to follow the
light of evldenca, though It may lead him to conclusions tho most valnfnl and melancholy. He
should train his mind to all the llardlhood of ab~tract and unfeeling lntfllfgence. He should glv
up everything to tile supremacy or argument, and
be able to renounce, without a sigh, all the tenderest
prepossessions of Infancy the moment that truth demands of him the sacrlfioe.-Dr. Thoma< Chalm<rs,

~rominent J\mericwz

CLn0l. l1umerou@

Courtlandt Palmer,

HE Is the !r.eeman whom the truth makes free,
And all are •laves beside. There's not a chain
Th~t hellish foes, C)nfederate for his hRim,
C~n wind around hi 'II, bUt he casts It off
With as much ease as Samson his gt·een withes.
-Cowper.
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THOSE who, though they hav a very good opinion
or philosophy, still tlllnk that It should be followwl
only In a moderate degree, require a temperance
which Is very dHll.cult In a thing Whioh, when once
It bas the reins given it, cannot be checked or repressed; so that I almost think those men more
reasonable who fOrbid us to apply ourselvs to phiA Lecture by
losophy at all than they who fix a limit to things
which are In their nature boundless, and whoreCol, Robert G, Ingersoll.
quire moderation In a tlllng which Is excellent exactly In proportion to Its Intensity. For If It be possible that men should arrive at wisdom, It should
"The clergy know that I know that they
not only be acquired but also enjoyed by use. Or If
this be difficult, still there Is no limit to the search know that they do not know."
after truth till you hav It, and to grow weary In the
search Is base indeed when what you are searching
tor Is so glorious and so divine.- Cie<ro.
' One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
THE devout philosopher, trained to the Investiga- the United States should read it.
Every
tion of universal system-the serene agtronomer, reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
fresh from the study of the changeless laws which
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
govern Innumerable worlds-shrinks from the monAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
strous Irrationality of asking the gra'ld architect
33 Clinton Place, New York.
and governor or all to work a miracle In his behalfto Interfere, for the sake of hi• convenience, or his
plans, wlth the sublime order conceived by t.he Ancient or Days, In the far eternity or the past; tor
what Is" a special providence" but an Interference
with established laws ? And what Is such lnter!er·
ence but a miracle?- W. R. Greg.
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ORTHODOXY. Ingersoll's 'Works.

INGERSOLL CATECHISED;
His Answers

The Gods.

--
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Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

~;at,~.v;~The;::.,e\;a;;:>~pr,\•l~~iv'1:{{;~fltr~~~~ .'.'lf:;r:~

tica and HereJJJ.es.''

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

Inc1ud1D$r, ••Liberty tor Man. Woman, and Ch1td;' 1
'• The Declaration~ of Independence," ''About Farming
in Illinots;"" The Grant Banquet,"" The Rev. Aluxander Clark,"" The Past Rtses before Me Like a Drell-m,t'
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.
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THEY take very unprofitable pains who endeavor
What Must We Do be
1 Pato persuade men tha~ they are obliged wholly to de· To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
per, 25 cents.
splse this world and all that Is In It, even whilst
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
COMPLETE WORKS,
One VoJthey themselvs llv here. God hath not taken all
that pains In forming and framing and furnishing
and 11dOrBlng the world, that they who were made
Millions of these should be circulated by
THIRD EDITION.
by him to llv In It should despise It; It will be
Freethinkers.
enough If they do not love It so Immoderately as to
prefer It before him who made IL; nor shall we en·
deavor to extend the notions of the Stole philoso· . Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
AND THEm
phers, and stretch them further by the help of for a dollar. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Ohr!stlan precepts, to the extinguishing all those
affections and passions which are, and will always
be, Inseparable from human nature. As long as the
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament
Myths and lltlraclea with those of heathen naworld lasts, and honor and virtue and Industry hav
tions or Antiquity, Considering also their
cc ANT I C H R IS T."
reputation In the world, there will be ambition 1111d
Origin and Meaning. With nuemulation and appetite In the best and most accomProvlnr conclustvly that
merous Ill ustratlons.
plished men In It; It there should not be, more bar1 Vol. Royal Bvo. atoll&. Abo-~11600 pages.
TllR STORY OF JE8UI! OHRIST
barity and vice and wickedness would cover every
Hill birth. life, trial, ell:e<lntlon, etc.-1.0 a myth
Price,
$3.00
nation of the world than It yet suff~rs under.-Lord
TRUTH SE&KEB Omce.
Bent postpaid, on receipt of price,
Addre81!,
-~ti!rendon's Enay o" Happin~BI.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
f'rlce, f~.oo.
~ CUatoll Placo, New Yorlr·

in
nme. Half calf, 9. 00

BIBLE ?tiYTI-IS

Parallels in Other Religions

"Me FlnD," tolllng!y remarks nn ~dftor, Whose
compositors hav struck, "tyAt Me ca~ Gat oxt ow"
pepor wlthant thn aid or af ony of thase besky onlun
combosuto~s."
There Is nothing better In this
world than self-reliance.
STRANGER (to Chicago citizen): I hear tbat one or
your prominent divines has said that Chicago Is a
religious city, containing a breadth and sweetness
of the Christian faith not common upon e~rth. Chicago cltlzon (Indignantly): You shouldn't believe all
you heat· about Chicago. 'rhat minister must be a
crank.
MRS KILCRAIN PIDGEON, of Austin, Is very COD·
sclentlous In the discharge o! her rellgloq_s duties.
Yesterday, at breakfast, Mr. l'!dgeon, who was read.
lng the morning paper, remarked: "'rhat was a
horrible affair In Parts. Day before yesterday a lion
tamer was eaten up by the !Ions." "W-h-a-t!" ex.
claimed Mrs. Pidgeon. "In Lent?"
A l'RETTY rough story on somebody Ia told or a
short but spirited conversation taking place between
a prominent Presbyterian citizen and a Catholic
priest, both residents of this city. 'fhe p. c. was
paselng the Catholic church while tho vestibule was
being put through a course of renovation. "Pretty
dirty water. Was It made so by the washing away
o! sin• ?"'smilingly Inquired tho p, c. "Ye8,'' an.
swered the priest, "I hav just baptized two Frosby.
terlan ministers." Exit p. c.
LAST Wf>ek the tired editor, after laboring hard In
the vtnyard, concluded tbat he would go out among
the brethren. While down In the Dry Fork neighborhood we preached at Ebenezer, and accompanied
Brother Sam Hayfoot home to <llnner. 'fhere wore
several or the brethren present, and among them
we ·were pleaBod to notice old Brother Shopwell. He
Is an old servant of the Lord, and ha>l the small. pox
kept out of the way we think that hiS countenance
would hav escaped a great wrong. Sister Hayfoot,
kind reader, knows how to get up a good dinner.
She has our Idea of cooking cabbage, for, !Ike us,
she thinks that they should be boiled until all their
brittleness melts Into the everlasting pot. Aftel."
having served the Inner man we again assembled In
the sltUng-room, where Sister dtoveall favored us
with a hymn and seventy-five cents, for which she
wanted six months' subscription. One dollar would
hav struok us with a little more warmth, but In
these days or sin and hard time~ a half loaf Is better than a Boston cracker. Brother Smithfield, a
good old soul as "ver lived, declares that he will
take the paper when he sells Ills red steer. Gentle
reader, do you know of any one who wants to buy a
steer?-Arlcansas Ttaveler.
TllE BABY OF THE FUTURE.
NURSE.-How doth the little busy bee
Improve each shining hour,
A-nd gather honey all the day
From ev,.ry opening !!ower!
BABY (col<lly).-How does the ll~tle bee do thla?
Why, by au 1m pulee bl!nd;
Cease, then, to praise gooi works of such
An automatic kind.
N"CRSE.-Let dogs delight to bark and bite,
For heaven hath mario them so;
Let bears and l!ons growl and fight,
For 'tl3 their nature to.
BABY (il·onica!ly).-Indeed I A brutal nature, then,
Excuses brutal ways.
Unthinking girl! you little know
The problems that you raise.
NURSE (contmuing).-But, children, you should
never let
Your angry passions rlso;
Your little hands were never made
To tear each other's eyes.
BABY (contemptuously).-Not made to tear! Well,
what of that ?
No more, at first, were claws.
All comes by adaptation, roo!!
No need of Final Cause
And If we use the hands to tear,
Just as the nose to smell,
Ere many ages have gone by
They'll do It very wen.
NURSE.-Tom, Tom, the Piper's son,
Stole a pig, and away he run 1
BABY (repra.clif"lly).-Come, come f A way he "run I"
Grammar condemns What you've just "done."
Should wo not read, "Tte piper's man,
Stole a pig, and away lie •ran ?'"
NURBE.-Hush·a·bY, baby,
on the tree top;
When the wind blows
The cradle will rock.
When the bough breaks
The cradle will ran;
Down Will come baby,
cradle, and all.
BABY (s!yly).-Thls Is a truth
So familiar, you seo,
As hardly to need
Illustration to me.
NunsE.-Twlnkle, twinkle, little star.
How I wonder what you are!
BABY (pityingly).-Do you really wonder, Jane?
And to me all seems so plain 1
Go dowostalrs, my girl, and Ond,
Books that will Improve your mind;
And If heavenly bodies then
Still remain beyond your ken,
You had better go and ax
Gooi Professor Parallax.
NURSE.-Bye, baby-bunting.
Father's gone a·huntlng,
All to get a rabbit's skin
To wrap the babY-bunting In,
BABY (stem 7y).-'rhe cruel sport or h untlug
To moralsonse Is stunting;
And since papo.'s objection
To usefu!'vivlseotion
Convicts him, as It seems to me,
or slgnallnconslstenoy,
I must, with thanlts, decline thtl sktll
For wrapping baby-bunting iu,
[Puts Nurse to becl. Scene cloBes.J
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IN an address at the Louisville University
the late Dr. Yandell is quoted as recommending a habit of cheerfulness: "A wide-spreading,
hopeful disposition," he would say, "is your
only true umb1·ella in this vale of tears."
"AccouNTS of revivals," says the Independent,
"still fill our exchanges. Their fruits are
precious and abundant." As for instance; Mr.
Chris Dongel, of Ohio, who was so recently
converted from a peaceable citizen into a reli~ious maniac.
TnE Bapti.1t Weekly says: "Joseph Cook is
now trying to get Boston ministers to beg him
to attack secret societies, that is, he sent petitions to the meetings, saying if the ministers
would sign them and back him he would be
dreadful brave."
'rHE intolerant sort of people would begin
with the extreme heretics, and when they
h!t<l silenced them they would naturally go
tn work against the next, until finally the intolemnt people would be eating each other up.
-- Uulveston News.
'rHE Rev. Mr. Pentecost, of this city, took
Colonel Ingersoll for his text last Sunday. He
said, among other things, that the colonel
"once belonged to the Liberal League." The
amount of information with which the critics
of Freethought arm themselvs is surprising.
It is a wonder where they get it all.
BISHOP McQvAID, of Rochester, has ordered
that hereafter in his diocese none but Roman
CatLolics and actual communicants shall sing
in the choirs. He says: "How revolting it is
for the congregation to hear the voice of one
who does not believe in what he or she is singing. It is mockery, instead of worship." It
would be well also, perhaps, to inquire as to
the religious soundness of tlle men who manuf.actured the organs, as well as of their ancestol's. There is no doubt that the Almighty is
very particular about these things.
THE Catholic citizens hav petitioned the
Mercer county courts, asking that the school
dir<Jctors of Sharpsville, Pa., be restrained from
allowing the use of the Bible in the public
schools. The petitioners claim that the service is offensiv to all members of the Catholic
church, and calculated to injure their children
by inculcating erroneous views. The question
is agitating the whole county, as it is the first
time that it has been carried into the courts in
the history of the state. It is the intention of
the defeated side to take it to the Supreme
Court.
AT Winn ebah, on the west coast of Africa,
the people are always hungry, more or less,
and the only way it co,n be accounted for is
that the missionaries hav full control of the
place. The nativs had a square meal, recently,
though, and the missionaries came pretty near
giving up in disgust. Some of the people got
to discussing religion, and a 'quarrel arose
which ended in a riot. When the riot was over
it was found that several of the nativs had been
killed. The bodies were seized upon by the
people, and a grand feast was immediately prepared. The missionaries were invited to partake of some of the human steak, but respectfully declined.-Peck's Sun.
THE subscription for the relief of Charles
Newdegate, Mr. Bradlaugh's persistent persecutor, has been closed. Some $2,217.22 were
collected, but the cost to Mr. N ewdegate
reached about $10,000. Newdegate's animosity to Mr. Bradlaugh is explained by the fac't
th11t he is a great suffe1•er from fits, falling
down in them at unexpected times. Last
August he was prostrated in the lobby of the
House of Commons, of which he is a member.
On hearing of the incident, Mr. Bradlaugh
is said to hav exclaimed, "What! another
drunk !" This remark intensified a hatred that
had long existed between. the two men, and
Mr. Newdegate sought revenge by suing J.\llr.
Bradlaugh to compel him to pay the statutory
penalty for taking his seat as a member of the
House without having taken the J?rescribed
oath. The suit failed. J.\llr. Newdegate's
friends sent the hat around, appealing t<i
!)Verybody for help, with the result seen.

a$ tile~ M !rew Yerlt, :1!1. Y .. u ~ ~•.
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THE Salvation Army abduction cases show
very plainly what temptations young girls are
subjected to in the midst of religious revivals,
with the sequence of unhealthy excitement in
which b;th sexes commingle. Talk about the
immoral tendencies of the rinks, they are nothing to the reliil:ious "Love Feasts " of the
Methodists.-Slcater' s Gazette.
THE first page of THE TRUTH SEEKER is OC·
cupied with an object-lesson for-those who favor the "Freedom of Worship" bill before the
legislature in New York. It impresses more
forcibly than words the position that Catholicism is assuming in this country, and should
open the eyes of legislators if they are not too
corrupt to care what they do.-Missouri Liberal.
THE territory of Dakota, says the Fargo Argus, pays more revenue to thepost-6ffice department than 11ny one of thirty-two states of the
Union, and has a population as large as Nebraska or Connecticut, and nearly twice as
large as Vermont and Florida. It boast 2,500
miles of railway, 2,000 school-houses, and 275
newspapers, or more periodicals than any New
England state except Massachusetts.
THOMAS JuDSON CLUVEBIUS is DOW in jail in
Richmond,Va., charged with having caused the
death of a young lady by throwing her into the
reservoir. His piety is phenomenal. On rising mornings he spends considerable time in
prayer and other devotional exercises. In
King William .county, his home, he was. an
earhest Baptist, and so fervent in this respect
that the community was at first horrified at
the bare idea of his being arrested for such a
clime. After he was arrested and was being
driven to Richmond in a buggy, a policeman
sitting on each side of him, he seemed to derive much pleasure from singing to himself the
hymn: "On Jordan's stormy banks I stand."
THE Hon. John A. Martin, governor of Kansas, makes two very interesting statements in
his proclamation which designates April 2d as
Arbor Day, when old and young turn: out to
plant trees. He says that "the state which the
pioneers found treeless" and a desert, now
bears upon its fertil bosom "more than
twenty millions of fruit-trees, and more than
two hundred thousand acres of forest-trees, all
planted by our own people." And the governor also says: "That there has been an increase in the rainfall in Kansas is fully proved
by the statistics of our oldest meteorologists."
Every state should establish an Arbor Day,
and every citizen should remember that it is a
good thing to plant trees on any day in the
season.
THE St. Paul Times alleges this to be the reverie of a church sexton: "Splendid day!
We'll hav quite a turn-out. There's nothing
like sunshine to draw an audience. It's better
than all the popular preachers that ever were
born. Oh, there's my memorandum-book; I'd
like to ha v forgotten it, and if them directions
hadn't been attended to, most likely I should
hav lost my place. [Takes out a memoranda
and reads]: 'By order of JudgeR., the woman
who squints and eats cardamon seeds is not to
be put in the seat in· front of him. By order
of Squire B., the young man who ogles his
daughter and wears plaid pants is to be put
somewhere on the other side of the church.
By order of the wealthy Miss Prudence Prim,
the young men whose clothes smell of cigars
and brandy shall be set behind her. The request of Mr. A., mechanic, that strangers be
not shown into his pew-to be attended to if
convenient.' Quite a chapter, anyhow, But
people are beginning to streak in. There's two
young women waiting. They are common sort
of folks, I guess; gentility don't come quite so
early as this. Hav a seat, marm ? She says,
with a bow, 'If you please, sir.' No matterpoliteness is a cheap article; it don't cost nothing. So here goes the two women into one of
the back wall pews. Here's two more birds of
the same feather; woolen shawls, straw bon·
nets, and cotton gloves; wall pew second from
the door-good enough in all consCience. Ah,
there's a bride! Satin, velvet, and white kids;
fine broadcloth and white vest. Shall I hav
the pleasure of showing yourself and lady
some seats? They must hav some first-rate
seats, for they are evidently somebodies. What
difference there is in folks ! Now there's a
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dressmaker and a schoolmistress, nobodies.
Back seats good enough. Two young lawyers
-somebodies; I must find a seat in the middle
aisle. A broken-down minister, coat rather
seedy, cravat rather eoarse-nobody-side
aisle. Six fashionable boarding-school girlssomebodies-middle aisle, if possible. Roug~d
cheeks, but a splendid silk cloak, somebodymiddle aisle. An apprentice boy, decentlooking, but a nobody.:..side aisle; Who'll say
I aint a judge of human nature? Don't I
know who a man is the minute I see him?
Now there's one of our seedy-coated old fellows
coming. Don't I set him down as a nobody,
and won't he be glad to get any kind of a seat?
I'll show folks that I understand my business.
Hav a seat, sir? •
Confound my ill
luck. Just as I was putting him into one of
the poorest seats of the house, along comes
JudgeR., who, spying him, comes up and says
he, 'Ah, how d'ye do, Governor B.? Take a
seat with me, sir; my wife will rejoice to meet
you.' Shaking hands with the seedy coat, he
looked daggers at me, and I'll bet a fourpence
I've lost my place. Who'd hav thought the
old fellow was an ex-governor ?"

of( the fllttlt.

A WAR is in progress between several of the
states of central America.
ToM THUMB's widow is to be mdrried on the
6th instant to Count P~imo Magri.
THE people of New Jersey think of traJ!'sferring the capital of the state from Trenton to
Newark.
THE city treasurer of Oswego, N.Y., Thomas
Crawford by name, is missing. So is the sum
of $26,000.
DANGEROUs freshets are feared from the thaw
which has set in on the upper Hudson in New
York state.
THEBE is a good prospect of peace between
England and Russia, though both countries
profess to be ready to fight.
STRAWBERRIES can be purchased in New
York at 50 cents per quart. Green peas
are worth GO cents per peck.

RESPECTABLE Or=EN: "Mr. Policeman, I giv
this fellow in charge. Just look at my face.
The blackguard struck me witllout tlle least
provocation, and raisecl this big lump on my
right cheek." Mr. Robert: "Praise the Lord,
my dear brother in Christ, and obey his holy
word-' Whoso smiteth thee on the one cheek,
turn unto him the otller also.' Ask him to giv
you a lump on the other side." R. C.: "Why,
you confounded fool, what do you mean ?"
Mr. R.: "Ah, my dear friend, say not so. Remember the text,.' Whoso calleth his brother
a fool is in danger of hell fire." R. C. : " Oh,
hang your texts. I tell you the fellow wanted
to rob me. He snatched at my overcoat and
nearly got it." Mr. R.: "God be thanked.
Sir, your duty is clear, 'If one take from thee
thy coat, giv thy cloak also.'" R. C.: "D'ye
call yourself a policeman? You're more fit
for the Salvation Army. I tell you the fellow
is a trained thief. He had his pals with him,
and they tried to draw me down tllat dirty
alley. 1' Mr. R.: "Bless his holy name! And
why didn't you go? Sir, you should ask them to
drag you down another alley-' If one compel
thee to go with him a mile, go with him twain.' "
R. C.: "Confound you, you idiot. What's your
number? I'll report you at the police-office."
Mr. R.: "Do sir, and I shall be promoted. Our
superintendent is secretary of the Policeman's
Christian Association." R. C. "Indeed! So
London is to be gj.ven over to thieves, is it ?"
Mr. R.: "Hallellujah ! For of such is the
kingdom of heaven.''-London Freethinker.

THE British are not very activ in the Soudan
at present. Their reception by the Arabs has
not been such as to encourage them.
THE Spiritualists in many places began on
Sunday, the 29th, to celebrate the thirtyseventh anniversary of modern Spiritualism.
THE Chinese forces gained a victory over the
French at Langson, in Tonkin, China, last
Friday. The French troops retreated with
heavy losses.
A NEw YoRK Heralrl correspondent has canvassed the Assembly of this state and concludes that the majority will vote for the bill
giving the Catholics freedom to inflict their
worship on the convicts, called the Freedom
of Worship bill.
A, BILL has been passed by the Nevada As.
sembly imposing a fine of $20 on any person
who treats another in a saloon. The bill does
not prevent any number of persons from going
into a saloon and drinking together, but requires that each man shall pay for his own
drink.
COLONEL INGERSOLL delivered the last of his
course of lectures in New York on Sunday
evening to one of the largest a1;1diences ever
assembled in the Bijou Opera House. His
subject was, "What Must We Do to be
Saved?" It contained many new points, and
was received with great applause.
GENERAL GRANT is gradually growing weaker.
Last Saturday night he was attacked with
spasm of the throat.aud called out that he was
surely dying. His physicians were summoned
and found the danger imminent, but were
able to afford relief. The doctors say that,
barring some casuality, the general is not in
immediate danger.

IN a recent issue Blackwood's Magazine thus
describes an old-time religious ceremony:
"The sufferers at the hands of the Inquisition
had been generally peasants accused of witchcraft, Moors, or Jews; but on occasions there
was a more remarkable train of prisoners.
THE half-breed residents of British America,
Nobles and gentleman, ladies of the highest
in the vicinity of Duck Lake, are in rebellion
rank, eloquent divines, were among the conagainst the government of Canada. They are
victed. The regent took her place under a
led by a man named Riel, and hav twice met
canopy of state; the multitude gathered round
and defeated the police and volunteer troops
a platform in the middle of the area, on which
sent to subdue them. Th<1 insurgents now
the inquisitor-general and his train were stationed The long line of prisoners collSisted number 200 or 300, and fears are entertained
of 'th~ bl ck-go
d enitents who e e to 1 that they will be joined by the disaffected Inbe reprim:nded '::~ s~t free; those i: :obes i dian tri~es of the Northwest. ~nd make. ~till
painted with downward pointing flames, who more senous trouble for the Brrtish authorrtres.
were to suffer fine and imprisonment, and those
A REMARKABLE story comes from Macon,
whose garbs, hideous with fire and fiends, de- Georgia. Mrs. Fannie Howard was the widow
noted that their bodies were to be burnt for of James Franklin Howard. After Howard's
tlle salvation of their souls.' A sermo"l was dea$, one Sterling came into the neighborpreached, then an oath of faith was adminis- hood. The widow, struck by Sterling's retered by an archbishop to tlle regent and to semblance to her late husband, encouraged his
her nephew, the heir to the throne. A secre- advances, which resulted in a wedding; but as
tary made known to the multitude the terms soon as the bridal party stepped out into the
of this oath; the archbishop blessed their high- hall way of the church, while the lady's attennesses; and then a crier shouted forth the tion was attracted by some object, she felt her
names, crimes, and sentences of the accused, arm d.eprived of 1ts support, and, looking
fifteen of whom were to die. They were exe- quickly, observed that she was standing alone;
outed at once. 'The princess regent of Spain, her husband had vanished into a cloud. She
and the noble knights and dames of Castille, came to the conclusion that it was the matelooked on as the flames crept and eaped round rialized spirit of her first husband, which, attile tortured limbs of men who had been their tracted by its strong love for its late mate,
familiar friends and spiritual 11dvisers, of fair clothed itself again in the flesh, and thus preand delicate women dragged from splendid sen ted itself under the name of Sterling. The
homes or from the solitude of the cloister.' "
lady is now a Spiritualist.
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Qkomntuni~ations.
Talmage Under the Hammer.
. When Talmage went down to the New Orleans
Exposition to-perform the great opening prayer act;
he got within speaking distance of his God. It is
reasonable to suppose that at the approach of winter
God floated down that way in order to enjoy a more
salubrious climate.
The smoke arising from the vast amount of beef
and mutton which had to be roasted in order to feed
the multitude entered his nostrils and made him feel
"first-rate/' and Talmage was so soft on him that he
got promoted. Since he has got another holy star
on his shoulder-strap Talmage thinks that he is
about equal to God, and has concluded to take mat~
ters into his own hands.
God has had so much on his hands, owing to err~
ing ministers, that he has not been able to punish
Infidels as they deserve, and matters hav been runni»g at loose ends long enough, and Mr. Talmage is
going to hav Infidelity "stopped, and stopped now."
Mr. Ingersoll has been turning Mr. Talmage's Great
Spoutagligasticus into a" big joke.'' This will never
do. Talmage is wroth; and "Bob Ingersoll" must be
suppressed.
·
Mr. Ingersoll lectured in Brooklyn a few Sundays
ago, and got in some good work, and though he assumed no privileges which he would not freely grant
to andher, and although Mr. Talmage has had him
under his great theological hammer, yet somehow it
is not satisfactory.
For a man to preach year after year, and then hav
all his work kicked over in one lecture by an unregflnerate heathen, is a crime so heinous that God will
never be able to mete out justice in the case without help from Mr. Talmage.
Talmage is down in the mouth. The people hav
lost reverence for the Great Spoutagligasticus. The
devil doesn't appear quite as sooty and ugly as he did,
and the mercury does not indicate quite as low a
temperature in the country where ministers are so
anxious to colonize Infidels. In short, Mr. Talmage
is in the same fix that the colored man was who bet
on the dog-fight-would hav won the money if it
hadn't been for the "other dog."
Now, Mr. Talmage, I want to sit down with you
and hav a little plain talk in regard to your criticisms on the lecture above referred to, and I wish it
distinctly understood that what I am going to say is
not in defense of Colonel Ingersoll; he requires
nothing of the kind at my hands.
You are pleased to say that " Christianity is the
rising sun of our time." Do you draw this conclusion
from the great number of bank defaulters and sneak
thieves, nearly every one of whom has been a Sabbath-school superintendent, or a member vf the
Young Men's Christian Association, or in some way
connected with the church? Is it because such an
undue proportion ot Christian ministers are found in
the prisons and penitentiaries? Is it because Christianity gave us a thousand years of the most revolt·
ing ignorance and degrading superstition that the
world ever passed through, when the grandeur of
Greece and Rome were exchanged for the reign of a
selfish, tyrannical/Rnd bloodthirsty priesthood ?
Fmm the fourteenth century we look back through
a thousand years of Christian rule, like looking
through a desert wast~, te the green fields of pagan
Greece and Rome which lie beyond. Greece and
Rcme gleam from the page of history with a brightness as far transcending the Christian ignorance of
the dark ages as the light of the sun transcends the
light of a glow worm.
And you, Mr. Talmage, are striving with what
power has been given you to beat back the men who
are bearing aloft the torches to enlighten the minds
of men. Welcome the darkness of the bats and the
owls, say you, rather than hav the power slip from
the hands of a pampered priesthood. Though
humanity is trampled in the dust, your great Spoutagligasticus must be glorified. God above humanity, the darkness of ignorance above the light of
reason, the priesthood above the masses.
You say, "What the destruction of the sun would
be to our planet the destruction of Christianity
would be to the world of morals." Was there no
morality in the world before the bidh of Christ ?
~e.pri~sts and ministers Christians? Hav you read
Bilhngs s book on the "Crimes of Preachers?" Hav
you read Remsburg's lectures on "Bible Morals"
and " False Claims of the Church ?"
Did you. k~ow th.at. Constantine, the great Mogul
of the Christian rehgwn, murdered his own son and
wife, and nephew, and mother-in-law? Did' you
know that through the past centuries the church of
Christ has been adorned with some of the bloodiest
monsters and cruel tyrants that e:ver disgraced the
name of civilization ? Did. you know that the early
fathers claimed that they glorified God when they
lied in the interest of the church?
Were not the wars of the Crusades, which strewed
the country with human bones from the north of
Europe to the Holy Land, carried on by Christians?
Are not some of the most cruel instruments of tort-

ure which the world has ever seen purely Christ~an
inventions?
A Christian minister is as much out of place talk~
ing about the morals of the world as a monkey would
be in a milliner shop. We hav a man in our neighborhood who was formerly a slave. There are
marks on his back, caused by a Christian lash, which
he will carry to his grave. He told me the other day
that he saw two men bound and whipped until they
paid no more attention to a blow of the paddle than
blocks of wood. They were carried away limp and
insensible. One did not recover in three months,
and the other died the same afternoon. Why did
your great Spoutagligasticus allow such an outr~ge
upon humanity? Is not slavery a Bible institution?
Let us see (Lev. xxv, 46): "And ye shall take them
as an inheritance for your children after you to inherit them as a possession. They shall be your bondmen forever." Who can reverence such a God ?
Talk about blasphemy ! I tell ·you, Mr. Talmage,
your heavenly nondescript is a myth.
You represent Mr. Ingersoll as saying, "When
we compare our God with men, he is not much of a
God." Correct. Now for the proof: "Now therefore
behold the Lord hath put a lying spirit into the
mouths of all these thy prophets" (1 Kings, xxii, 23).
I tell you, Mr. Talmage,- a decent man is far above
such a God."
"If the prophet hath been deceived when he hath
spoken a thing, I the Lord hath deceived that pro·
phet." Is this the basis of Christian morality? Any
wonder the early fathers lied for the church ? Does
a man want to look any farther for a license to lie
and deceive? "Their children shall be dashed to
pieces before their eyes" (Isa. xiii, 16). "Suffer littie children to come unto me.': Who can tell which
way to take such a God?
"He dodges in and dodges out,
And leaves the people still in doubt.
You cannot tell, to see his track,
If going south or coming back."

"The fathers shall eat the sons in the midst of
them, and the sons shall eat the fathers" (Ezek. v.
10); "And ye shall eat the flesh of your sons, and the
flesh of your daughters shall ye eat'' (Lev. xxvi, 29).
"And I will cause them to eat the flesh of their
sons and the :flesh of their daughters, and they
shall eat everyone the flesh of their friends" (Jer.
xix, 9). "And thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own
body, the flesh of thy sons and thy daughters" (Deut.
xxviii, 53). Mr. Ingersoll is right. A decent man
is just as much above such a God as civilization is
above cannibalism. When a God drops below cannibals it is too late in the day to talk about biasphemy. Cannibals do not eat their own children.
If God is the author of the above language, I say,
with Colonel Ingersoll, "he is not much of a God,"
and morality founded upon such teaching is nothing
to be proud of.
You further reprEJ,Sent Colonel Ingersoll as saying:
" When Christ was on ea.rth, he was kind and forgiving, but now that he is a God he would send men
into everlasting punishment, and that was doubtless
the effect of an office.'' In this country men are
voted into office, and in like manner Christ was
voted God. This fact no doubt suggested to the
mind of Colonel Ingersoll the idea of office. If there
had been more Ariana, and more of those of Jewish
descent, and fewer of those of paganistic proclivities,
in the Nicene Council, the vote might hav been differ13nt, and then Christ would not hav been God.
You say, "I believe in all kinds of freedom. I
believe in driving horses, but not in driving over
others." Are you not trying to drive over Colonel
Ingersoll, treating him like a criminal, denying
him and every other Infidel in the country the right
to speak their sentiments? "I believe in the free
use of the knife, but not in assassination." Yes, you
believe in the free use of the knife when you can
stab somebody in the back; but when the keen knife
of Ingersoll's logic is applied to your celestial mangrel of a God, part ,human, part divine, and part holy
wind, then you sneak away to your coward corner
and cry police.
Yes, you are a great man for freedom, but you
would force everybody to bow down before your
three-pronged, triple-headed heavenly hydra or holy
mule, without reason or regard for the fitness of
things. I never yet h!lv trifled with a reasonable
belief in a reasonable God, which many very intelligent men regard as the soul of things.
But this great Spoutagligasticus, whose mercy endureth forever, who yet orders helpless children to
be slain by the thousand; who is all powerful and
wise, and yet repents of what he has done; who is
filled with love, and yet gets mad and swears in his
wrath, I regard as only a fit subject for ridicule.
Mr. Talmage, take away from your God this barbaric
feature, and reduce him to a respectable God, and
then respectable men will respect him. .
"I believe in the freedom of speech, but not in the
fl'i:ledom of blasphemy." What is blasphemy? How
can one blaspheme such a God as I hav described.·
Suppose you should see a lot of savages kneeling
around a block of wood with a Talmagian mouth
carved on it, great glaring eyes1 and big ears and

nose, and daubed with yellow mud, can you tell me
how you could blaspheme such a god? W auld you
like to be punished because you could not venerate
such a god?
.
Your Bible God is just as hideous to me. Hav I
not the same 'right to say so? Should I be punished
for expressing my opinion mm·e than you?
"Freedom to do right, but no freedom to do wrong."
But who is to be the judge? The churches are
constantly quarreling among themselvs as to what is
right and wrong, and turning out ~inisters for differing in regard to these matters. It used to be right
for ministers to get drunk. It used to be right to
send little babies to hell. It used to be right to hang
witches. · It used to be right to lay the lash on the
naked back of a helpless woman, and drag her at the
tail-end of a cart through the streets. It used to be
right to burn heretics, and mutilate dhd torture them
in the most Christian manner-or at least the church
said it was right. Yes, you believe in a great deal
of that kind of freedom which allows you to hold
your hand over a man's mouth when he does not talk
as you believe. Freedom to do all the talking yourself. Why did you wish to set the chief of police on
Colonel Ingersoll? Did he say anything to injure
you personally? If he said anything against your
Great Spoutagligasticus, is he so feeble that he could
not punish him?
Do you pretend to assume power which God does
not exercise? If· Colonel Ingersoll said anything
against God, is he not able to punish him ? Are you
to take the work out of God's hands? Allow me to
tell you, Mr. Talmage, there are veins to be pricked
in this country before your ideas of freedom will be
realized.
The humblest individua!' has the right to criticise
the acts of the president, and I hav the same right
to criticise your God that I hav to criticise you.
The day has gone by when even the gods can stifle
the freedom of speech and pen in this c.>untry.
On the same page of the paper which reported your
sermon on Ingersoll is a picture of the block on which
Mary, Queen of Scots, Sir Walter Raleigh, Anne
Boleyn, and many others, lost their heads. The
headsman's ax is also represented. Could anything
be more appropriate? Fit companions for your intolerant spirit--with the headsman's ax in your hands,
and clothed with power, you might silence Colonel
Ingersoll, but you can never do it in the arena of fair
discussion. All through the Christian ages bigots
hav given point to their arguments with cold ·steel,
when overreached by reason and common sense.
"You say: "In all states and nations where Chris·
tianity has been dominant, woman has been honored.
.
Christianity has lifted her up almost to the
skies; withdraw that and she will fall down to the
level of savagery."
Rome is one of the most Christian cities in the
world, and I will bet you a bottle of sacramental wine
(of course that is innocent) that there are more degrade<l women in that city, according to the number
of inhabitants, than can be found in any other city on
the face of the globe.
But let us see how the women themselvs regard
your statement. ·
.
At a convention in ,Massachusetts they resolved
"that every form of religion that has breathed upon
the earth has degraded woman."
Has Christianity ever put any woman to death by
flaying, hanging, drowning, roasting, and boiling?
Hav Christians bored out their eyes, poured hot lead
in their ears, slit their noses, pulled out their tongues,
cropped their ears, and branded them on various
parts of the body with hot irons?
It strikes me that I coald refer you to instances in
history where women were stripped naked, and, with
their babes in their arms, made to leap into flames
in the name of the Lord.
"Destroy Christianity and you destroy society."
Mr. Talmage, was there no society in ancient
Greece, and Rome, and Egypt? Did you never read
of any noble and humane men and women before
Christ? Is there no society except in Christian conntries ?
"Take away from men the fear of hell, and there
are many men who would soon turn this world into
a hell."
Here the beauty of Christianity is made manifest.
What a sweet thought to the Christian that the Infi~
del is to be roasted in hell! God must be a savage,
or he is no God for the Christians. A god who would
not indorse and carry out their spleen and spite
could. not get a corporal's guard of Christians to rally
around him. If a man is too humane to desire a hell
for anybody, why, then, of course, according to the
Christian idea, he will begin to raise hell right off.
The more barbarous a Christian is, the less he feels
in danger of hell himself, and the more he wants to
see some one else roasted.
"I hav known men who flaunted their Infidelity
in the eyes of the community for years, but when
they came to die they shrieked until they could be
heard two blocks away, and neighbors had to shut
their windows because they could not endure the
horror.''
It would hav been well if the names of these Infidel
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sbriekers had been given. It might hav acted as a equals for honesty of Bruno, Paine, JeffHson, Lin- must rliffer widely from the litHe girl w'v-. Flfli.l she
warning, and been of vast importance to other Infi- coln, and, last, the man in whose face you recently "didn't like to see a donkey, nor she didn't; J,ka to
dels. Now, Mr. Talmage, for the name of every fn- fried tb blow your Christian froth.
hear him dank."
JoHN PEcK.
fidel shrieker that you will send to me, I will agree
And as for chastity-well, we had better call Mr.
to send you the names of ten Infidels who passed Billings to the witness-stand. Once more I ask you "They Who Liv in Glass Houses Should Not
away peacefully and calmly.
to read the "Crimes of Preachers," and if you do not
Throw Stones."
I 'hav no doubt that death is sometimes attended find cases enough of seduction, desertion, and aborIn THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 21st instant, Mr. J. R.
with great pain, but why it should be worse for an tion to satisfy you that ministers hav no more regard
Infidel to shriek with pain than it is for q. Christian for chastity than they ought to hav, then Mr. Billings Perry goes for our friend Elmina in the following
savage style:
is not apparent. I presume the woman-whippers, and is a badly mistaken man.
"When Mrs. Blenker assures us that her slate-trick' is the key
witch-hangers, and heretic-burners all died with some
You are afraid that civilization will be driven back
at least nine-tenths of all the spirit slate-writings that hav
. disease which was not painful. Just a Christian's into barbarism, and the clock of the centuries turned to
ever been produced,' she is exposing her ignorance of the subluck.
back. Did you know th~t the darkest day Europe ject and is unconsciously writing nonsense."
Some Christians hav a peculiar way of dying. ever saw was when Christianity had everything its
I believe Mrs. Slenker has never claimed to be an
'They get jerked from the scaffold right up into the own way?
expert in spiritual science; on the contrary, upon
, heavenly king-row. Guiteau and hundreds of others
Did you know that philosophy, the arts, and the several occasions before starting out on her tour of.
· hav died that way, all attended by their ministers. sciences hav flourished only as Christianity has been investigation she expressed strong fears as to her
. A )died Christians, and, of course, all died happy.
beaten back by the hand of Infidelity ? And did not adaptability to the task, and she was not alone in this
" 'rbe first thing they [the Infidels] will do is to Christianity contest the ground inch by inch? Did apprehension.
, abolish the churches, with their consolations for this you know that some Of the bloodiest tyrants that the
'All must admit, however, that Elmina has some
life, and their blessed hope for the life to come."
world ever saw hav been promulgators of your re- important qualifications, and among them may be
It was said that if Jffferson was elected president, ligion?
named, strict honesty of purpose, integrity to prinhe would burn all tl:.e Bibles, and tear down all
Now, Mr. Talmage, I am nearly done with you, and ciple, and. a happy faculty to tell what she hears and
the churches. The people were mistaken; he was I will say that if a greater number of misstatements sees.
·elected, he did not burn the Biblef:l, and the churches can be found in any production of equal length_:_
The sacred slate referred to has gone into history
remained intact. If all the people were mista. Christian sermons excepted-! will agree to let you as a genuin production of dead men's spirits. It
:about one Infidel, may you not be mistaken about all rant unmolested for all time to come. I say "mis- passed through the critical inspection of editor,
:the rest. But to " destroy the blessed consolations statements," for if you are ignorant of all history, that printer, proof-reader, and other experts connected
cfor the life to come!" Oh, how that gravels the kid- is the proper word to use. But if you are a man of with Whitlock's so-called Facts magazine; it has also
,11eys of a Christian !
ordinary intelligence, then they are not misstate- been carefully examined by hundreds ·of Spiritual
'fa turn the gaze of people from heaven to earth, ments, but lies.
mediums, not one of whom, with all their pretended
'to tell them that they never will sit on a thin cloud
You were, very anxious to hav the "chief of police occult powers, has been able to discover that it is
and blow a long whistle, to turn their attention to the march up to Mr. Ingersoll and put his hand on his really the work of .~irits still in the fo1'm. While here
welfare of the race, will never do. Take away the shoulder and in the name of the common law, and in Syracus.e, Mrs. Slenker learned, through several
gods and ghosts, devils and angels, and lift the peo- the state of New York, and the city of Brooklyn, com- living witnesses, the true history of this slate, which,
ple above their superstitions, and the minister's oc- mand him to stqp blasphemy, and to stop now." As agreeable to her promis to anxious friends, she faithcupation is gone; and that is the hell you most dread. I cannot think the statements which you made were fully portrayed in the columns of your paper. If
Now, Mr. Talmage, get the views of your congre- made through ignorance, I am inclined to believe this is " exposing her ignorance, and uncons!)iously
gation of God, heaven, and hell separately. Not- that it would hav been far more appropriate if the writing nonsense," every honest person must say,
withstanding you hav been instructing them in these chief of police had .marched up to your pulpit and "Go on, Elmina, let us hav more of the same sort."
matters for years, you will find that no two agree, for laid his hand on your shoulder and said, " In the I quote further from Mr. Perry's zealous and intem.the good reason that you had no information to im- name of the common law, and the state of New York, perate letter:
·
:part to them. Nobody knows anything about these and the city of Brooklyn, I command you to stop
"A few weeks ago, Dr. Slade went before the Seybert com:matter~:~, and herein lies the wickedness of your pro- lying, and to stop now."
mittee of Philadelphia for the investigation of such phenomena
When you learn, Mr. Talmage, that Christianity as occur in his presence. After some twenty sittings, in which
Jession. You claim to instruct the people· in that
'which nobody can know anything about. Your con- has no rights over Infidelity, that the freedom of the committee prepared their own slates, and by changes of
gregation hav no definit ideas because you hav none speech and of the press are of vastly more importance rooms and locations and furniture, etc., they were utterly astonished at the communications which they received· and the
to the people of this nation than creed and dogma, that phenomena they witnessed. Utterly unable to accoun,t for it
to impart.
Christians generally believe that there is not much a man's moral character does not depend upon any on any other theory than that of spirit intelligence, they asked
hard work to do in heaven, and that it is a comfort- religious belief, that a lie in the interest of the church him to state candidly how he did it, or by what means they
able place to stay, and that it is up. They think hell is just as wicked as a lie against the church, that gods were produced; to which he replied that he believed they were
Spiritual, that he was liimply the il);strument through which
is rather a torrid climate, and that it is down. God and ghosts and devils and creeds and churches must the spirits operated, but that the committee of learned doctors
is the great Spoutagligasticus whose time is mostly sooner or later be brought to the test of reason, you were as well able to tell how it was· done as he was. They,
feeling that he had acted fairly, paid him $300 for his sespent in rewarding Christians and punishing Infidels. will be a wiser, and, I hope, far better man.
Everything purely imaginary.
You hav cited certain authority to show that what ances."
"They [the Infidels] will tear the pictures out of you are pleased to call blasphemy can be punished
The above untruthful statement, modified by dif·the galleries of Europe-they are Bible pictures."
by law. But you will not contend that your au- ferent writers to suit their purpose, has been goin~
More Bible pictures will be found in Russia, Spain, thority is above the .Constitution? Hav you ever the rounds for several weeks past, until at last J. R.
Portugal, Italy, and Ireland than in any other.coun- studied that instrument with a view of finding out Perry bites at the tempting bait and " exposes his
tries, and for ignorance, superstition, bigotry, and what particular god it recognizes, and which of all ignorance" by repeating it as a fact.
tyranny they hav no equals among the nations fj,f the the holy Bibles it rests upon, and what ·particular
This is but a fair illustration of the methods
earth.
religion it was intended to sustain? The Constitu- pursued by average Spiritualists in their zeal to up"When they find an angel in marble over a grave tion expressly declares that "Congress shall pass no hold the faith.
they will strike off its wings."
Nine out of ten of their marvelous stories when
law respecting the establishment of any religion."
This comes with ill grace from a Christian. How Do you find anything in that which would prevent followed up will, like the "three black. crows,"
bav the Christians treated the grave qf Thoma.s me from expressing my opinion· of God as freely as I dwindle to "something that was black-black, sir, as
Paine? If ministers tell the truth, there was so little would about anything else ?
a crow."
respect for him that his grave was covered with :filth,
Allow me to inform Mr. Perry that we hav had no
But it further says that "Congress shall pass no
and the stone which marked his resting-place was law prohibiting the free exercise of religion." This official report from the Seybert commission, as yet,
defaced and almost demolished.
would seem to indicate that you hav the privilege of and it is extremely improbable that any member of
How long is it since anyone who died outside of the shouting and praising God after your own fashion, this intelligent body has been so thoughtless and unchurch could be buried in a Christian burying-ground and to your soul's content. The Constitution seems fair as to even hint to the public his own unripe
in Spain, Portugal, Italy, or France ? In all of these to giv us each our own way about God. If you feel opinion, much less that of his associates.
countries holes hav been dug in byplaces and bodies like venerating him, fall down on your marrowbones
In further proof of the untruthfulness of Mr.
thrown in like dead dogs. In many instances stakes -nobody must disturb you. If your God appears Perry's statement, I cut the following from the Rewere driven into their graves to indicate that an In- ridiculous to me, I hav a right to say so. This seems ligio-Ph1losophical Journal, a Spiritual paper, dated
fidel or heretic was buried there.
to be the spirit of the Constitution, your high author- March 21, 1885:
'When they find ove.l' a. child's grave the words, ities to the contrary notwithstanding.
"We hav seen all that has appeare'd in Philadelphia papers
'Suffer little children to come unto me,' they will ' The same article declares that " Congress shall and elsewhere, but having been long since distinctly told by
, strike them out.''
make no law prohibiting the freedom of speech or of a member of the Seybert Commission that no credence should
be placed in any statement that did not bear the signatures
Not so. "Suffer little children to come unto me" the press." It is evident that the framers of the Con- of
the commission, we hav refrained from all comment. The
' is good Infidel doctrin. It is the opposit command stitution intended to giv the widest privileges in re- propriety of our reticence has been confirmed by the added
, that Infidels object to, where God commands the gard to such matters.
assertion of the commission that they would publish no result.~
•· parents to turn cannibals and eat their own children,
Between a dried snake-skin and the highest con- whatever of their investigations until the final close of their
:and commands a lot of bloody monsters to " kill all ception of a supreme being there is a great variety of labors."
',the males among the little ones." You are looking gods. Hav I not a right to believe in the God which
The renowned Doctor Slade having been detected
;through the wrong end of the telescope, Mr. Tal- appears the most reasonable to my mind, or to reject on numerous occasions in producing himself pre'mage. The chaste, the true, the pure, and the inno- them all? I can conceive of nothing more ridiculous tended spirit manifestations, it is not improbable
rcent will always find way to the heart of the true than eating a bit of bread and calling it the body of that the commission will, in their official report, hav
.ILtberal.
Christ-than drinking a little wine and calling it the something to say of him as a clever juggler; how"Let Infidelity triumph--"Tfaith is dea!I, self-denial blood of Christ. If I were going to represent the ever, we can all afford to wait.
•aead, honesty dead, chastity dead; civilization would body of Christ, I would take putty, not bread; if the
Now that 1\'[r. Perry is in the reward busines~>,
ibe driven back into barbarism and the clock of the blood of Christ, pr,keberry juice, not wine. Hav I offering the munificent (!) sum of ten dollars for in•centuries put back two thousand years."
formation of no value or interest to anyone, let me
not a right to ridicule the ridiculous?
Because I speak of these things as they strike my advise him to keep his small change and look o:ut for
Faith will never die. As long as Christianity lasts
there will be faith in gods, ghosts, and devils, and all mind, am I to be put in prison? Mr. Talmage, this some one to accept my standing offer, of $500 to any
things imaginary; while the Infidels, as you call will never do. If I say anything against God, don't medium in the world who will cause the dead to
them, will always hav faith in the pure, the true, and you try to punish me if God don't. If power has write, in my presence, three wot~,s upon a slate; f~r
the good. Look through the Christian ages; see the been delegated to you to do the work of God, you particulars see " Bottom Facts, page 179. This
JOHN W. TRUESDELL.
grand martyrs who bad faith in the true and the did not obtain it from the Constitution. If you study offer is still open.
March 22, 1885.
good, and self-denial to spurn the favors of popular that instrument closely, you will find that it is "we,
opinion and meet death with a courage and heroism the people," who " do ordain and establish the ConEvERY metaphysician and theologian should get
~nknown to any except those whose manhood and stitution," not God.
What kind of people there are over in Brooklyn, this sentence of Berkeley by heart: ''That we hav
mtelligence lifted them above old crude legends and
myths.
whose stomachs can stand the stale pottage which first raised a dust, and then complain we cannot; see.''
Search the annals of church history and find the. you dish out to them, is past finding out. They -Buckle.·
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ing his (Mr. Cohen's) race so handsomely.
He then
There was a carmine tint about the 372d regular went on to discuss the French and Prussian war of
meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club. The hall 1871, or thereabout: Napoleon, he said, was deceived
was full to the last seat. In the Masonic lodge-room and sold out by Bismarck. He neglected opportuoverhead an organist beguiled the time playing nities when he could hav demanded from Prussia anyhymns to the Great Jubellum, and in the cafe beneath thing he chose to ask, and when he might hav obseveral German gentleman mingled their Teutonic tained anything he could get. According to its revoices in bacchanalian songs. The subject of the sources, France was better off than any other nation
evening's exercises was the" Red Terror," and Madam ten to one. Mr. Cohen said he would take the reDelescluze arose from a sick bed to deliver the lect- sponsibility for these statements.
Mr. Guild, of Hoboken, thought this the most exure according to the program. She wore pinned to
her dress a red, red rose. When the applause which cellent lecture he had ever heard upon the platform
greeted her appearance had subsided, she spoke as of the Liberal Club.· The greatest strength of the
oppressors were .the people of the middle classes.
follows:
It is with the history and formation of civil society in one We must drop the conventional phrases both of polof its phases that I occupy your attention this evening. My itics and religion. On this ground he took exception
theme· carries me back to a view of the root, the germ, of civil to Mr. Wakeman's use of the word "consecrate." To
society as we know it in its best modern sense. You are, no further set fprth his views under that head, Mr.
doubt, surprised at this statement. "What," you will ask,
"has that horrible thing, 'The Red Terror,' to do with the Guild produced some manuscript, and was about to
root and germ of civil society as we know it in its best modern read it when called to order by the chair, who arose
sense?" I answer, everything. The very word commune·,signi- to suggest that the paper be reserved for some future
fies to many a hideous and insane carnival of crime, rising occasion. Mr. Guild readily assented to thie, and disfrqm the dregs and scum of society-from "the vermin of the
sewers," as our learned and polite member, Dr. Eccles, has it. cussed the matter amicably with Mr. Wakeman at
To the Eccles brain the term commune is extJressed in two the close of the meeting.
words, plunder and murder. It has its birth in a demoniac
Mr. Blissert was at the great French Exposition
hatred of persons who work hard and honestly for a living. some years ago. The workingmen of Paris regarde
Its purpose is to rob such persons and then kill them .. This
is the Eccles picture of the commune. I trust Dr. Eccles is the show as useful merely to the idlers in showin
better as a physician than he is as a painter. If not, I pity them how to extort more money from the workers.
him. My canvas will present a totally different view from As soon as the siege of Paris was raised, the landthat which he would offer.
lords came around and demanded their three months'
Madam Delescluze then sketched the birth and rent, and showed themselvs to be greater enemies
growth of the cities or towns of the middle ages, and of the French people than were the Prussians.
Madam Delescluze replied to the eritics at some
the difference between these and the Roman municilength, and made·· it appear that Mr. Redpath had
palities. She continued:
The Roman city was founded by colonies or by conquest, committed several errors in chronology, and had inthe cities of the feudal age by labor and insurrection. The sulted a desirable body of persons by calling them a
Roman city was aristocratic, the feudal-age town was demo- mob. She cried " Shame upon him!"
cratic. One was founded on slave labor, the other on the
This lecture puts the Commune in a light quite
labor of freemen. In the Roman city the great patrician
families ruled, in the city of the feudal period the citizens different from that in which it is popularly. viewed.
governed their own affairs. They elected their own mayors, At the next meeting Mr. Willey will recommend proaldermen, sheriffs, and other officers. In the Roman city the phylactic measures. to n.vert the evils which menace
father of a family (a patrician father) was priest and magistrate and ruler. In the towns of the feudal period the polit- this nation. Mr. Shook and the Rev. Mr. Vaughan
n.re greatly missed.
ical and religious functions were entirely separated.
'l'he Liberal Club.

All the French towns were called communes. The word
commune was thus a very harmless and a very good word.
It was in one of the French communes. and during the 11th
century, that w_e first find "The Red Terror." In the 12th
century it had taken root in all directions, and the independence of the communes or towns was the result. When the
slaveholder of antiquity liberated his slave he crowned him
with· a red cap. This was the badge of the poor fellow's free·
dom, and he wore it as a sign that he was no longer a bondman. Red was, th'ilrefore, a very significant color to a labor
slaye. "The Red Terror" meant simply the struggle for liberty. "The White Terror,'' the aristocratic color, meant despotism.
From the war of the communes of the Middle Ages on the
great feudal chiefs dated not only the birth of modern commerce but the elbments of French nationality. It was out of
the insurrections of the cities of France that the Third Estate
had its birth. And that Third Estate-found only in France
in all the details of its history-here at length absorbed to
itse~f wealth, power, influence, government.
In its youth it
broke the power of the feudal lords. In its manhood it destroyed monarchy and aristocracy, and it now rules France.
After having gained all its triumphs through "The Red Terror,'' it now arms itself with the weapons of monarchy and
aristocracy and calls itself, as its old enemies did, " the party
of order."
The insurrection of March, 1871, was, in its inception, a
movement for local liberty {)nly. Even in the falsely colored
narrativ of the terrible events of that episode of French history
Fetridge was compelled to publish documents, proclamations,
petitions, etc., which prove beyond a doubt that the struggle
of the Paris Commune was one of the noblest, as it was the
bravest, ever recorded in the world's annals. It was not the
movement of a mob, but the work of the National Guard.
The calumny that it wanted to destroy French nationality and
return to the local municipal rule of the Middle Ages is thus
disproved even by its enemy.
"The Red Terror !"-a name given by their despotic masters
to the people's struggles for manhood, for the independence
of the center of commerce, then the independence of a race,
and finally the iD.deplilndence of a nation. Its light, which is
a glare of horror to the despots whose trade is robbE!ry and
whose whole history is one long story of international murder
and pillage, has carried an enthusiasm for freedom and brotherhood to millions. If, as Carlyle said, in the French Revolution a new political world was born in Europe, in the ''Red
'rerror" of l'Ylarch 18, 1871, a new society was born-one not
founded on military conquest, spoliation, and robbery of labor, but on the basis of international brotherhood, social and
economic freedom. It must be remembered that France is
new, is modern; the spirit of the French is modern; the rest
of Europe is still semi-feudal, with its powerful landed aristocracies, its respect for rank and caste, its devotion to royalty. As the Red Terror, which has made France a modern
democratic state, was born and grew on her soil, so from her
bosom came the first plan and the first brave battle for that
new society which is destined to replace the old.
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has jails into which one must go "h~n he ~peaks the naked
truth in defense of those Christ died to save, those who cannot
speak for themsel vs.
"The morning light is breaking."
Many of God's best servants are looking after prisoners, in.
sane, and paupers as they never hav before.
While I was a prisoner at Dedham, 105 preachers of the gos.
pel either signed a paper or wrote Governor Robinson for my
pardon. May I not thank them for their kindness through the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER? On my knees in a stone and
iron cell before God, I hav sincerely and humbly thanked
them. To-day I thank them, if possible, more sincerely than'
ever. And as they represented all denominations, I can't see
why it would not be even well for me to renew my thanks
which I most sincerely do through the columns of THE TRUT~
SEEKER, and hope you will renew aQ-d increase my indebted.
ness to you by allowing my most sinceJ,"e and humble thanks to
appear in your columns.
BURNHAM W.A.RDWELr,.
P.S.--'-I can send to anyone a printed court copy of what I
was sent to Dedham jail for, also my nude photograph, showing the condition I came out of jail in, at a cost of fifty cents
for each-and I only ask that to help meet expenses, which
are pressing me hard.
13. W.

Mr. Kiddie's Opinion of Mr. Chesebrongb.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Dr. S. J.
Chesebrough seems to entertain some very curious
ideas, for which, I trust, Spiritualism will not be held
wholly responsible. One of these is that a cerbain
Diakka (A.. J. Davis's name for a low, mischievous
spirit) is using John W. Truesdell to write against
Spiritualism; and I perceive that he publishes in
your columns a "private and confidential " letter of
mine received by him nearly two years ago; and so
oblivious has he become of moral distinctions that
he thinks he is guilty of no "breach of etiquet" in
this dishonorable course.
Thomas J efl'erson once said: "I think it should be
made a penitentiary felony to publish one's letters
without leave;" but the standard of Dr. Chesebrough
is very different, or has recently become so; for a
year ago, when I called his attention to the publication of the same letter in a Spiritualist sheet, he said,
in reply: "When the le!Jter of which you speak made
its appearance in the Journal, I was deeply mortified,
and realized fully the position in which I was placed.
. This appears to be another foul plot to
injure the cause of Spiritualism, and destroy me and
my gpod name. I stand before the public as the betrayer of a' private and confidential' trust, as one utterly unworthy of the respect of honorable people."
Such was his own verdict on his conduct a year
ago; and now he republishes this letter, thinking to
save his credit by leaving out the words" private and
confidential" marked on the letter by me.
In his apologetic letter to me of March, 1884, he
said that the letter was stolen from him (taken from
his pocket) while he and Mr. Truesdell were together
in his office, both being entranced (" controled by
devils"); and he further stated that the missing letter
could not afterward be found, having, as he alleged,
been " dematerialized," and much more to that effecb
--an incredible and disgusting narrativ, with the
whole of which I should not like to occupy your columns.
When Truesdell's "Bottom Facts" was pu blisbed,
I desired to expose its obvious falsehoods and confessed frauds; and this led to the correspondence
with this Chesebrough, who gave Truesdell a charac·
ter a great deal worse than he had given himself in
his book.
The published letter was written in pursuance of
the correspondence thus opened, and I hav no objection to its publicity, beyond the .violation of confi·
deuce to which I hav referred.
I hope Spiritualism will not be held responsible
for the odious monstrosities that are hatched out in
Syracuse.
HENRY KmDLE.
New Yorlc, March 27, 1885.

Owing to the backward season--lingering wintry
weather__:_! hav but just thawed out, and my eyes
hav been but recently opened to the fact that the
season for tents is near at hand, and the prospect of
a Liberal Gospel· Tent is not as encouraging as
it ought to be at this date.
The subscription thus far amounts to only $90.10,
and we hav yet to turn the :first corner of the four;
for I suppose it will require about $400 to make a
start-get out on the road, as theatrical people say.
Five dollars each from my father and myself will
round the first corner, and secure the :first one hundred. I hope this little sprinkle will b~ but the premonitor of a big shower; that while April showers
of rain are preparing the way for May flowers, there
will also be silvery showers of dollars that shall.prepare the way for fl·owery Liberal speakers, like Putnam and Reynolds, to blossom out and scatter seeds
of Liberalism wherever it may be their intent to go
in tent.
·
That's bad I know, but let it go; and if I've put
my foot in it, I hope to do the same by the tent some
day; and all who feel the same way should put their THERE is evidence that the editor of the .Advocate is an nn·
dollars in it now.
E. B. FooTE, Jr.
believer. Christ said, " In my name shall they cast ont
March 30, 1885.
devils;
they shall take up serpents; and. if they
--------~P--------

Mr. Wardwell, Victim of Education.

THE TRUTH SE.EKER seems a queer vehicle to choose
through which to return thanks to the clergy for a
trifling humanitarian service rendered, but Mr.
Wardwell assures us that "both preachers and people
are reading THE TRUTH SEEKER," and so we may hope
that this letter will reach those for whom it is intended. It is a shame that the editors holding the
same religious faith as Mr. Wardwell so persistently
In the course of her remarks Madam Delescluze bar him out of their columns.
219 TREMONT ST., BosToN, MAss., March 23, 1885.
introduced the rather original proposition that Jean
MR. EDIToR: I received last Saturday a paper called Justice
Jacques Rousseau was really the author of the senti- published
in New York, dated March 21st. On the tenth pag~
ments of "The Rights of Man," which the world has appears an article in relation to the awful treatment of peniheretofore errqneously accredited to Thomas Paine. tentiary prisoners in Tennessee. I wish it could appear in the
Mr. James Redpath said that the French people columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. To anyone who has had so
much experience with the wicked treatment of prisoners, inwere third in his admiration. First came the Jews sane,
and paupers as I hav, it is as easy to believe that horrid
who, although we persecute them, rule over us, and cruelty as it is to believe the story of Matthew, Mark, Luke, or
w~ose malefactors we worship as gods. Next, the John. And as the people-even all the people-appeitr to be
Irish, who, though always oppressed, continued to "truth seeking" now, I think it really woll for that article to
in the fearless, independent columns of THJn TRUTH
struggle for liberty. The speaker was not unre- appear
SEEKER, and I really wish you would request New England
servedly in favor of the Commune, and could not see papers to copy. Smce the uncovering of Tewksbury, the
that the tyranny of a mob was any more to be longed expose at Massachusetts state prison, the looking after other
for than the tyranny of a king. Radicals, being in institutions in New England, it is not fashionable to preach the
.
the minority, must educate the majority until the ~~cl~• "Deal· kindly with the erring ones
majority are radicals.
As God has dealt with you."
Mr. Cohen thanked Mr. Redpath for compliment- Many good and true men hav learned that Massachusetts

drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay
hands on the sick and they shall recover" (Mark xvi, 17, 18).
Liston McMillen, a wealthy western lawyer, has challenged
Colonel Ingersoll in this wise:
"CoLONEL RoBERT G. INGERSoLL, Dear Sir: I respectfu~ly
invite you to engage in a joint discussion with me at the City
of Chicago, in which I will affirm either or all of the following
propositions:
"1. Christ was raised from the dead.
"2. Delirium tremens is demoniac possession.
"3. Insanity is demoniac possession wherever it assumes s
violent or vicious form. '
"~t The sick can be healed and devils cast out in the name
of Christ through faith in his name and promises.
" Should you accept this invitation I will agree to heal the
sick and cast out devils in the method pointed out in the scriptures, and to that end you may select any sick or insane person, differentiated as incurable, if you choose. For my stand·
ing as a member of the bar of Iowa I will giv you such refer•
ences as yon may desire."
Mr. McMillen evidently possesses more faith in Christ and
has a fuller trust in the truth of his words than Dr. Buckley,
for the latter says, "It is .not always the foes of Christianity
which do it the most harm," and cites this challenge as ~n
illustration. He further insinuates that McMillen has "mrstaken superstition for truth and credulity for faith." It w~ml~,
perhaps, be unkind for us to intimate that McMillen's farth IS
in inverse ration to his knowleage, and that Dr. Buckley's skei?·
ticism comes from a greater familiarity with the subject, bu~ rt
would certainly be in order for Mr. McMillen to say something
about a grain of mustard-seed in connection with the :P.D.'~
scoffing.
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gloom of the churches, and away from the freshness of nature,
Eut the testimony of the police of this world-as opposed to
the "police" an€1 "watch-dogs " o:li another world-is that
crime is diminished one hundred pet" cent in the city during
the base-ball season. Of course the churches care nothing
at all about a healthful, natural morality. They want the
"grace of God" though it may make men puny, dilapidated,
dyspeptic, and vicious. Of course that is the best material to
~anuf~cture saints of; but I prefer the bright, brainy, intelligent base-ball sinner to such incurable saints who hav all
the ills that flesh is heir to, and nothing of its ad~antages.
W. S. Bailey, editor of the Liberal, is indeed a veteran in our
cause. He is over eighty years of age, and is still full of
youthful enthusiasm. He wants to witness the glorious success that is bound to come after so many years of toil. He has
suffered m:tny things in behalf of freedom and has never
flinched. We hope he will liv to see something of the noontide glory of the era of man.
W. S. Mathews, Ferdinand Pfister, Dr. Frank Weise, William Hich, J. Lavine, ,J, Lille, W. H. Graham, James Ramsey, and others constitute a phalanx that will not be broken.
I lecture next Sunday at Louisville, and at St. Louis April 5th
and 12th,.with Mr. Charles Watts. We shall both be at Dodge
City, Kansas, April 19th; in Nebraska, April 26th; and at Chicago in Hershey's Music Hall, May 3d. Wherever the Liberals
want us we will come on the line of our march.
Fraternally yours,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
March 27, 1885.
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hearing. If they come not forward now, let them hereafter hold their peace, about Infidels, or the world will term
them cowardly slanderers. Arrangements may be made with
me at any time this month.
W. 0. MARREN.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
Referring to the first evening's meeting, the Parkhill Gaz(Jte
of March 26.th says:
OttARLES WATTS,
· SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary,
On Tuesday evening Mr. Charles Watts delivered his lecture
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
- " Secul!lrism vs. Chris_tianity "-in the Music Hall here, to a'
!arge audrence, about thrrty of whom were ladies. Mr. Watts
OounTLANDT PALMERj Treas., 850 Broadway, New York
rs a .very ~loquent ~peaker_, a good elocutionist, and treats his
subJect wrth becommg senousness. His claim for Secularism
summed up, amounted to this, "That there was nothing good
Annual and Life Memberships.
in the ~ible which was not taugh~ hu.ndreds of years before it
Every Freethinker should become an Annual or Life Memwas wntten. That whatever of rt his reason and experience
ber of the National Liberal League. Life· membership certi:fi.
teach hi~ is. good the Secularis~ wishes to keep, and whatcates are issued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These
e-:er of rt ~rs reason and expenence ~each him is wrong, he
certificates are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of
wr~hes to discard. Reason b~r~g our highest gift, it is our best
the secretary of the League, Samuel P. Putnam, and of its
gmde. He charged that Christians, whenever their reason obpresident, Robert G. Ingersoll; they are therefore an ornajected to their religion, forc~d their reason back, and gave
ment to any place and a memorial of great value. They
th~mselvs up to the rule of lillpulse, which was an inferior
should adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close
gmde."
of the year. The support thus given to the League would
A very pleasing incident of these lectures was that a num.
make its success certain.
.
A. C. MAcDONALD,
ber of young solicitors and students sent written inquiries to
Chairman of the Finance Committee.
Mr. Watts at his hotel, after the first night, as to certai:a diffiAddress applicationR for membership to S. P. Putnam
33 Clinton Place, New York.
culties appertaining to the substi~ution of Secularism for
Christianity, asking him to reply to them on the second night,
This Mr. Watts readily did, and thus imparted some valuable
The Campaign. Fund.
informati.:m to the Christians present. Is not this a practical
Previously acknowledged,
$3,614.46
way of spreading a knowledge of our principles?
30.00
Toronto,
Thursday and Friday, March 26th and 27th, Mr. Watts lectw. S. Bailey,
26.00
ured in Hamilton to large audiences. On Sunday March 29th
Parkhill,
20.00
Hamilton, •
15.00
Mr. Watts gave his farewell lecture for the present in Toronto,·
From Canada.
Lis towel
15.00
and· on Monday he started for Montreal to debate with thlil
Mr. Watts's recent visit to Listowel created considerable
Wm. Rich, •
5.00
M. Herstein ($1 pd, $2 pl.),
3.00 local excitement. It was the first Freethought lecture ever Rev. Dr. Sexton. The retum of Mr. Watts to Canada will be
J. B.
1.00 given in the town, and it resulted in the discovering of latent looked forward to with anxious interest.·
L. Lille,
S. H. Tarr,
1.00 Secularism where it was least expected. Herein is one of the
James Ramsey
1.00
-.
Correspondence.
Dr. Frank Weise.
1.00 grand results of the extensiv propaga!Mism now being carried
F. Pfister, •
TURNER's FALLS, MAss., March 26, 1885.
1.00 on by our friend Watts and Mr. Putnam. These gentlemen
W. H. Graham,
1.00 hav not only opened up new districts, but they hav also
MR. EDITOR: We hav had Ex·Rev. C. B, Reynolds here for
JIL McCall,
2.00 aroused enthusiasm that, but for their presence, would prob- a few days. He not only delivered three lectures but organizrd
L. W. Sibley,
1.45 ably hav remained dormant. This was so at Listowel, in Ontaa secular society and got a good part of his first lecture into the
0. E. Elmendorf, 1.00
Jas. B. Gay,
2.50 rio, where, apart f:rom Messrs. Hayes and Tedhope and a few Greenfield Reformer. The few Liberals of this place liked him
Marcus Klein (annual member), •
1.00 others, no avowed Secularists were known previous to the very much. The lukewarm ones are afraid of and the bigots
Louis H. Freligh (annual member) •
1.00 recent lecture. As soon, however, as Mr. Watts appeared, thoroughly hate the ex-reverend. For my own part, I enjoyed
Frank Clohiesy,
•
50 quite a "crowd" came to the front. The lecture was in every his society and lectures very much, and hope to meet him
A Friend,
50 way a great success, and the amusing episode at the close of again. Think I will be at the Congress this fall.
Total,
$3,743.91 the lecture, when Mr. Watts had a debate with a local doctor, 'The Christians are arou.sed, and I think it will do them good.
will not soon be forgotten. It. produced the highest excite- At all events, I enjoy their unrest. We will try to hav Mr.
ment, and furnished material for local talk for days after. We Watts here next time, and hope he will come to Lake Pleasant
News and Notes from the Field.
can plainly see that Mr. Watts is in his element in debate. this summer when the Spiritual camp-meeting is in full blast.
From Listowel Mr. Watts proceeded to Wingham, where he
Nashville, Tenn., is quite a center for business, religion,
I will send for a few books soon. "The Story Hour" is the
and literature at the South. It is a charming place in was most hospitably entertained by Mr. Rae, of the Queen's best book I ever s~w for children, and I take delight in lending
the midst of beautiful scenery. There are several universities 'Hotel. Here there are not more than a half dozen known it to my little friends. I heartily recommend it to all the read.
established here-the Fisk, the Vanderbilt, etc. Also the Secularistjl; but a large number of professing Christians as ers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
With best wishes to you and paper, I am, as ever,
Methodist Book Concern hold here one of their prominent sembled to listen to Mr. Watts expound the principles of SecYours for truth,
GEo. E. HARTLEY.
forts. The churches are well-to-do, and put on considerable ularism. They appeared highly interested, and in a very
style. The religious element is very bigoted. Just now kindly spirit asked Mr. Watts several pertinent questions, the
LEXINGTON, KY, March 18, 1885.
a Rev. Sam Jones, a sort of melodramatic revivalist, is trying answers to which gave every satisfaction-at least so far as the
MR. EDITOR: Samuel P. Putnam delivered his new lecture
to do some execution; but his shots seem to tell more effectu· manner was concerned, if not always the matter. It would no
ally among the Christians than among the Infidels, for he de- doubt be difficult to please Christians with Secular explana- "Universal Mental Emancipation," at the Opera House in thi~
clares that there is not one whole genuin Christian in Nash· tions at first, and Mr. Watts appears to desire to lead them on city March 8th, to a small but intelligent audience. Considerville. In this he hits the truth, not only for Nashville, but for the right path by degrees, and thus secure their assent without ing that this was the first Liberal lecture ever given here, I
judge from the degree of enthusiasm manifested that Mr. Putthe whole world. He says that a real Christian will go shocking them at the onset.
Unfortunately Mr. Watts's visit to the north of Canada has, nam's visit, to say the least, was by no means a failure. He
to church every evening in the week, and will neWJr venture
to turn aside to the opera or the theater; if he does so, he we fear, given him a very unfavorable impression of a Cana- spoke for two hours, and during the delivery of his addr,ss
shows beyond doubt that he is a child of the devil, and has dian winter. On two days he was snow-bound, and on the the audience gave vent to their delight by long and continued
never been duly regenerated. A Christian according to last day kept a prisoner for fourteen hours without anything applause. At its conclusion Mr. Putnam invited anyone who
the Rev. Sam Jones must hav a pretty hard time of it in these to eat and drink. Such are the glories of propagandism ! felt disposed to criticise or refute his arguments to come fordays of railroads and electric telegraphs. He must be 1800 Still, this work must be done, and the officers of the League ward and do so. But none came, only a few Christians being
intend doing it. It is to be hoped, therefore, that the friends present, and they did not care to meet the brilliant and always
years behind the times.
I did not find the "Sunny South" up to the mark so far as throughout the states of Canada will giv adequate support to equipped apostle of Freethought. In the evening we held a
weather is concerned. I expected to find a land of roses, and the "Campaign Fund," so that these useful labors may be ex- meeting in the city court room for the purpose of effecting an
organization, but, owing perhaps to lack of education on the
to revel beneath brilliant skies, and hear the soft winds blow tended as much as possible.
Af~er Mr. Watts lectured in Toronto, on Sunday, March 22d, part of the Liberals, we failed in our designs. But under the
and the birds warble to welcome the warmth and splendor of
glorious spring. But alas! I folind the icy North ahead ot me he proceeded to Parkhill to speak on two evenings. This able leadership of that tireless and devoted worker, Dr. J. H.
in this genial clime, and it laid its savage hand upon every place is in every sense thorough orthodox. Still, several hun- Hallowell, I hope soon to see an auxiliary League established
particle of sunshine. Nature seemed to hav on one of her dred attended the lecture each evening, and listened most at- in our beautiful Blue Grass capital, and the good work go
"Christian" moods, and her smiles were few and far between. tentivly. The advocacy of Freeth ought had never been known bravely on. To say that the Liberals here were pleased with
On Sunday, the 22d, instead of the usual magnificence of in Parkhill previous to Mr. Watts's visit, and the local clergy, Mr. Putnam would be putting it mildly; they were simply
voluptuous spring, the hills round about were clad with snow, one and all, seemed mightily aggrieved that an "Infidel " more than pleased, and were unanimous in expressing their
the clouds rolled heavily by, as ~f the Rev. Sam Jones'himself should dare to invade their territory. It was amusing to listen, desires of hearing him again, which I earnestly hope they will
was in their darkening folds, and Boreas blew his vigorous before his arrival, to their boasts-how they were going to hav the pleasure of doing at some future time not far in the
breath with orthodox glee. Under such circumstances we vanquish our first vice-president; but when he appeared, not distance.
Mr. Putnam while here disposed of a great many books,
we were obliged to giv up the outdoor meeting that was one of them dared· to cross swords with him. True, on the
planned, and seek the comfortable shelter of four walls. On second night, a leading member of the Salvation Army offered notably the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, which shows that the peoMonday evening Burkhols Hall was filled, and notwitl;tstand- some coarse opposition, for which we guess he and his rude pie know how to appreciate a good thing when they see it. I
ing the disappointments we spoke of the "New Heaven and associates had cause to regret before the meeting was over. purchased a copy of the ANNUAL, and I can tmthfully say it is
Earth," which is boimd to come, in spite of all the supersti· So great was the outcry against Secular principles from the indeed a triumph of the printer's and engraver's art, and retions of men, the storms of nature, and "winter lingering in various pulpits, that some time before Mr. Watts's lecture the fleets great credit upon the energetic Truth Seeker Publishing
Company. Its reading matter is varied, and tre~ts upon difthe lap of spring." The flowers will come and the gray locks following letter appeared in the local paper:
ferent subjects, and while it is not only entertaining, it is· also
lllust disappear, and the clouds and frost, and the sun will 'lo Priests, Preachers, and Christian Laymen.
,j}ENTLEMEN: You hav not let an opportunity pass to make very instructiv to those who hav the cause of Liberalism at
march through the heavens, and the banners of joy shall glitter, and in the mind of man, too, shall beauty reign and truth some unfair fling at Freethought. Either mistakenly or by heart and who wish to see its fin(ll triumph over "priestcraft
design you hstv untruthfully held up Infidels as obscene, dis- and the devil." Its illustrations are beautifully designed and
shine, and the music of love be triumphant.
honest, free-lovers, and generally vicious, and hav loaded them splendidly executed, while its portraits of the true and noble
The lecture was so well received that it was immediately with such epithets that the word Infidel has become a term of
h
k d
voted to hav another lecture, and I expect to return to Nash- reproach among Christians: whereas, Infidels feel as proud of workers for humanity are alone wort the price as e for the
ville on April 6th, and lecture in a larger hall, anrl to double their name as do Methodists, Presbyterians, or any other sect, book. I would not be without it for double twenty.:flve cents,
the audience. There is a goodly host of Liberals in 'this place, of theirs. In defense of the character of Infidels and of the and I pr·evail upon all LibPmls to supply themselvs with a copy
principles of Freethought, I would like to make arrangements ~efore theyresentedition ~s exhausted. All should feel prou?and Nashville can be made one of the vantage points in our with you to hold a debate of th~ relativ merits of Christianity I m posses~mg such a ~eautiful gem, and should n~ver res.t nn~rl
great movement, and I propose to hold it for all that it is versus the Religion of Humamty, which Infidels profess I they hav rt upon their tables. To all such I wrll say rt wrll
worth, and not yield an inch to the enemy. There are good I hav brought Mr. C. Watts, the Freethought lecturer, here, prove a "beauty and a joy forever."
Dwm B. Coz~E.
Fraternally,
men and true herA, who will not retreat, but who will keep the and will giv the champions of Christianity a fair field without
artillery of Freethought in poRition, and ready to pour in hot favor to reply to his defense of Infidelity. Now, gentlemen,
WE call the attention ot our readers to the advertisment of
shot when the foe least expects it. There are some sharp- you who hav been so "brave" as to denounce us when there
was no opportunity to reply, here is your opportunity to consighted and eloquent Liberals in the legislature of Tennessee, vince Infidelity that it is wrong. and that your statements were Mr. Charles Watts's "History of Freethought," and also to the
at Nashville, and when a bill was recently introduced to pro- correct. If you feel that you are right, come forward and de opinion of Colonel Ingersoll upon its merits. We quite share
hibit "immoral" literature, it was defeated through the in- fend your honest convictions. Remember· that the majority the view of the colonel as to the value of this work. We can
fluence of the friends of freedom, who saw in this apparently of the audience will be in sympathy with you, and you may be heartily recommend it to every Secularist throughout the
innocent bill the inquisitor!. claws of the church, and that able to so thoroughly refute the pleas of Infidelity as to save states and Canada. It can be had direct from our office, or
sinners from error.
.
its ecclesiastical projectors meant to strike a blow at Free- many
Mr. Watts is a gentleman who has frequently met clergy. from Mr. J. A. Risser, .. 9 Opera House building, Toronto,
thought publications. There is also a bill now pending to men on the public plutform in courteous and gentlemanly de- Ontario, Canada.
allow base-ball playing on· Sunday, and the clergy are fighting bate, and those to whom this challenge is offered need fear
J. E. REMSBURG is now lecturing in Illinois.
this tooth and nail. They want to keep the youth in the dull nothing but the most respectful treatment and the fairest
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edge but is inquiring, comparin~, and advancing
towa~d the goal. The Investigator, by its name.
makes the same a:lmission, and its readers every
week go to the post-office, and Mk for the Investigator
The Way a Jew ·can Curse When He is Rightto see how far it and its correspondents hav prodown '' Go(lly ."
gressed in their search after truth. The Inde::c, like
a finger-board where half a dozen roads meet, each
About the year 1656 the Jews of the synagog at
leading to different places, simply points out the path
Amsterdam excommunicated and cursed one of their
in which it is inquiring and traveling. These papers
number, even the illustrious Spinoza. This great
do not profess to hav found out the undisputed truth
man was distinguished for the spotless purity of his
on all- the subjects they dis~uss yet.- Tens of thoumoral character, but being a student and a philossands of priests and churches take opposit views, deopher, he had, like thousaDds of others since, thought
claring that Radical opinions are false and dangerous
himself out of the Jewish church, and had taken :final
to the well-being of society. The Freethought papers
leave of the synagog. The charge brought against
open their columns to every man who desires a hearhim was that of heresy. He gave up the ridiculous
ing for his opinions, whatever those opinions may be.
notion of a personal God, who, if he be really a perYet, with all this absolute freedom of thought, and
son, must hav all the parts and functions that a man
"A cheil's amang them takin' notes,
absolute liberty to express that thought, we hav in
has, and as the Old Testament Jehovah had, and
And, faith, he'll prent it,"
our ranks a lot of popelings who by their actions
who, if he be infinit, must hav occupied all space, to
the exclusion of all other forms of matter-and attrib- it would only add more heat to his boiler, when the proclaim that they are infallible in their judgments;
uted to the inherent powers of matter all those congregation comes to sing the curses in -line upon and because the editors of our papers allow their
correspondents who hav the hardihood to differ from
phenomena which his co-religionists and .the Chris- line.
As said above, the Christian church got her divine the said popelings to express their honest opinions in
tians still attribute to a personal God located in some
imaginary place called "the heavens." For this de- warrant for cursing those who changed their religion our journals, they send a little bull to the office in
parture from the faith the Amsterdam Jews, in syn- from the thirteenth chapter of the inspired law-book these words: "Do you not know that I know vastly
agog assembled, and in the spirit of the law against called Deuteronomy, where heresy is pronounced a more than you all put together? How dare you
heresy recorded in the 15th of Deuteronomy, took capital offense. When the Jewish state succumbed question my infallibility in the case? Stop :r;ny paaction against him. He was, under the most solemn to the Roman power, and lost its autonomy, and its per, and let it go to the devil."
Now, a churchman, Catholic or Protestant, does
circumstances, declared: " Accursed by the same people were scattered by the torch of Christian percurse wherewith Elisha cursed those wanton and in- secuti0n over all Europe, they were compelled to not pretend to investigate or seek after truth. His
solent children, by all the curses, anathemas, inter- cease stoning heretics, and to let their godly zeal for written creed, made by his ancestors in the Dark
dictions, and excommunications fulminated from the orthodoxy effervesce in pronunciamentos from the Ages, and taught him in his childhood by his mother
synagog. But the satanic spirit of tbe law took pos- and her priest, is the ne plus ultra, the truth, the
time of Moses our Ma&ter to the present day.
" In the name of the Lord of hosts, J ah, and in the session of the pope ai Rome, who declares himself whole truth, and nothing but the truth. To doubt it
name of the globes, wheels, mysterious beasts, etc., the head of the Christian church and the vicegerent is to expose himself to damnation. But a Freethinker
let him be cursed in heaven and earth, by the very of almighty God on earth, and he continued the is a man who does not accept a creed on such aumouth of the Almighty God, by the mouth of the godly business of cursing all, both Jew and gentile, thority. He investigates for himself. He knows
who did not submit to his authority in matters of that it is the free agitation of questions that brings
Seraphim, and Opanim, and ministering angels.
"By the seven angels who preside over the seven faith and practice. The bull "In cosna Domini," the truth to light, and it is the truth, whatever it may
days of the week, and by the month of the seven which was rea:l publicly at Rome on Holy Thursday, be, that he seeks. He reads arguments which bear
principalities. If he was born in March, the direc- riva1s the 109th Psa1m, and the Jews of Amsterdam, upon his own favorit views, but although he grates
tion of which is to be assigned to Uriel, let him be in the bitterness of its curses. The reformers of the his teeth at it, be remembers that all questions are
accursed by the month of Uriel, and so on through 16th century, in breaking away from the pope, did open till they are settled by proof, admits that he
all the months.
• not disclaim either the right, or the duty, of the may be mistaken in his judgment, and, instead of
"Let him be cursed wherever he turns; may he church to persecute heretics. All the reformers of saying to the editor, "Stop my paper," asks, like a
perish by a burning fever, by a consumption and Europe justified Calvin in influencing the Syndics of true Freethinker, for light, more light.
Whether the dogmatism which shows itself in the
leprosy. May oppression and anguish seize him; Geneva to put Servetus to death by fire. And if
may he drink the cup of indignation, and may curses each of the scores upon scores of antagonistic sects way alluded to is natural to a man, or is only the
cover him as a garmeitt; let his sins never be for- which hav sprung from the loins of Protestantism dregs of the old superstition remaining in him, I
given, and let God blot him out from under the really believed their own creeds, and were consistent know not. But it is hateful in every point of view.
heavens."
now, and had the power to carry out their principles, Those who show it should leave the ranks of the
Thus it runs on through several pages of terrific they would curse and burn each other with the same Freethinkers and go straight back to the church
denunciatiom~, which were accompanied from time to godly ~eal displayed by the pope, Calvin, and the where they belong, and where they can do their
time by the thrilling sound of a trumpet, and wound Amsterdam Jews in the seventeenth century. For, cursing in the name of the Lord, and to their own
up with a cry of execration by the spectators, who just about the time that Spinoza in Holland was being heart's content. They are impedim~lits in the way
A. J3. B.
shouted "Amen, so let it be!" AJI this because Spi- anathemati,zed, and treated like a wild beast, by his of progress.
Enon Valley, Pa., March 18, 1885.
noza did not believe any longer that there was a God Jewish brethren, the Puritans in Massachusetts were
who came down from heaven and ate veal with banishing Roger Williams into the wilderness of
Abram under a tree, and because he rejected the Rhode Island because he believed that immersion
idea that God had "back parts" and made an exhi- was the right kind of baptism. This treatment Anarch~m Implies Pm·sonal Proprietorship.
bition of them to Moses, whom he had put into the opened his eyes to see the inherent wrongfulness of
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : It is
cleft of a rock in order to see them.
persecution, and the right of every man to believe as not your fault that crude and turbulent passion
Now, it is important to remember that these very he could, independently of political government, thus should arrogate the name of Anarchism, nor hav you
curses, only a sample of which is given above, were becoming immortalized as the first orbhodox clergy- aimed to confound the Communists, at whose meetuttered by Jews who had fled from the terrors of the man in history who had a correct idea, and pro- ing you assisted, with the consistent Anarchism of
Inquisition in Spain, Portugal, and other Catholic claimed it, of the relations which should subsist Liberty, which repudiates Communism. Yet you
know that words, that names, whether correct and
countries into the free and Protestant country of between the state and the church.
Holland,. whose government protected them in the
It has often been said before, although thousands logical, or rashly, or hypocritically assumed, are imenjoyment of their natural right to think, believe, do not seem to understand it yet, that, no matter portant factors in society to-day. If you are not our
and worship as they pleased. Yet this very freedom how absurd a man's creed is, if he be convinced that friend, neither are you our enemy. I think you
which these refugees gained was used to denounce it is true, and that the belief in it is absolutely neces- mean fair, and, therefore, in the name of fairness,
in the most horrible manner one of their number sary to salvation from the pains o.f eternal hell-fire, honesty, and justice, -I ask you to giv a little space
who had dared to differ in opinion from them as they he will, if he hav the power, out of pure benevolence, forthwith to any protest concerning our aspect of
had dared to differ with Catholics and Protestants! punish a person, even unto death, who endangers his Anarchism, that about which it most imports, that
Who, on reading this, can refrain from saying that immortal soul, and sets the dangerous example to we shall not be misconceived.
the delusion called religion, no matter what dogma or others, of not accepting it. It is this fact in the charPrivate Property.-Theeindividual property of the
form of worship it takes, is the greatest and most acter of human nature, proved to be true by history, laborer in the soil which he cultivates, the tools that
dangerous curse that has ever befallen the human that makes every intelligent man suspect, if be do he uses, and the produce of his labor, asserted by
race ? The history of Christianity, Catholic and Pro- Bot deeply feel, that the thing called religion, when it himself and acknowledged by his fellow-countrymen,
testant, and the history of Mohammedanism as well, is really believed, is a transcendent evil, and should is tlite fundamental postulate of Anarchism, as its neis written in human blood. And nearly all the wars be eliminated from the human character by argu- gation is the fundamental principle of State Socialof Europe hav been, either immediately or remotely, ment, by ridicule, and by every other moral means. ism. Intelligent respect for rights acquired by the
caused by religion. Verily the tree is known by the It is like a cancer in a man's stomach-it ruins his direct exertion of personal faculty over soil, plant,
fruit it bears.
digestion of food, poisons his blood, and leads inev- and beast, suffices to Anarchism; but communal
In the 109th Psalm, David, "the man after God's itably to death. It is the fly in every pot of apothe- property necessarily implies complex regulations, and
own heart," ·and a model Old Testament saint, givs cary's ointment, except Buddhism, which sends forth the intervention of authority, vested either in one or
us a sample of inspired cursing. The peculiarity of a stinking savor that makes it desirable to thrCJw many, in constant or changeable archons; hence,
this case is that the curses are all piled up on the overboard pot, ·fly, apothecary, and all, and to let men either the maintenance, or the re-formation, of govheads of the devoted, not because they are heretics learn their morals, as well as their creed, at the feet ernment.
who had denied the faith, as Spinoza did, but be- of science.
What else than government, i. e., an arbitrary
cause they were his personal enemies, made so, probIt is perfectly amazing to see how this deep-rooted power based on physical force, can prevent individably, by the recollection of their wives whom he had conceit of infallibility sticks to a man, even after he ual instincts of self-appropriation from encroaching
stolen for his seraglio, the murders he had com- has. repudiated the church, and become a professed on the ideally collectiv social property? What is
mitted, and the property he had plundered from Freethinker. This subscriber to a Radical journal the testimony of experience? Communal instituthem. The New Testament Jesus whom the Chris- orders his paper to be stopped, and to that extent tions, whether religious and industrial like the
ian world worships as God, said: '.. Love your ene- cripples its power as an agent for reform, because the Shakers', or secular and military like the Spartans',
mies. Pray for them who despitefully use you." But editor allows a Prohibitionist to express his opinions whether of aristocratic origin like Peru of the Incas,
Jesus was not godly. He was only humane. David in its columns. Another does the same thing be- or democratic, as in the Russian country village, alwas godly, for he was inspired by God to curse his cause he thinks there is too much anti-Prohibition ways imply government, a State Socialism more or
enemies, and his character was over and over in- sentiment published. One man complains of too less complete. Men must hav, every one, a stake of
dorsed by God! with a single exception.
much Spiritualism, while another growls because real estate in personal p:wprietorship, before their
By the way, If any one is cruel enough in his nat- there is too much Materialism taught· in the paper. conscience can be educated to respect and not abuse
ure to take delight in seeing the agony of a man in These ~;~omplainants obviously hav not the faintest property. If what is evesybody's business is practrying to extricate himself from a tight place, let him conception of the meaning and the mission of Free- tically nobody's; so it is found with regard to public
go some Sunday morning into an old God-in-the- thought. THE TRUTH SEEKEn, by its very name, ad- property.
.
CvLbtitution church, where, repudiating as idolatry mits to the world thab it has not attained all knowlFor Elisee Reclus, of Le Revolte, and other Euro·

g[ommnnilJafiotts.·

hymns of human composure, they " sing in praise of
God" the Psalms of David in course, the minister expounding one each Sabbath before the congregation
sing it, and the 109bh being the Psalm for the day.
This is the cursing Psalm', and it is as good as a bullbait to see the minister undertake to show that it is
inspired of a holy and merciful God, David being
only the divine mouthpiece; to make it agree with
Jesus's saying, " Love your enemies," as" he goes on
verse after verse; to see him use hydraulic pressure
in getting out of it any edification in holiness for
his listening audience. This is what starbs the sweat
on the preacher's brow, and makes him labor and puff
steam like a locomotiv engin in taking a heavy freight
train up an inclined plane. And if the preacher, in
looking over his audience, should espy
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pean leaders, for Parsons Gorsuch, and the eloquent
Canadian Notes.
power. .Although his trinity is not yet composed of
·writers of the Alarm (Chicago), to pretend that they
three
persons. The famous word of Plato is now no
Last evening a crowded audience assembled in
are Arnachists, is a dangerons fallacy; for if they oplonger a mere metaphysical entity. In Philo it has
Albert
Hall
to
hear
Charles
Watts
on
the
"Secular
pose existing tyrannies, it is merely as destructive,
become the' idea of ideas, the supreme type of huand their explosiv success would find society under and Christian Philosophies." He quoted from Tha- manity. Man in his divine essence, "the intercessor
lee,
Zeno,
Epicurus,
Socrates,
Plato,
Lucretius
and
the immediate necessity of imposing on itself other
other philosophers of the ancient world who t~ught the interpreter of God, who sends him on earth; s~
masters.
that you perceive that the commencement of the gos"Communist Anarchism " is a paradox, a contra- all the most advanced morality of the present day. pel of John is borrowed from Philo J udams.
the
moral
teachings
and
doctrins
of
our
time
Many
of
diction in terms, which, even if possible to a select
The New Testament writers hav borrowed most
society of highly refined persons under the higher -such as the universal brotherhood of man, the copiously from the ancient pantheistical teachings.
necessity
of
devoting
our
lives
to
doing
good,
an
exlaw of etiquet, or to a handful of religious enthuIndeed, the nature of the pantheist conception of God
siasts, is utterly incapable of being generalized. An- alted conception of rectitude of conduct, and practi- has never been better defined than by St. Paul, where
archism, with mutual respect of personal property, cally carrying it out in our every-day life-these he describes the deity as " the by all-the through
is the genera.l desire of honest men, not office seekers, high aspirations, exemplified in the life we lead, are all-the end all-and the all in all."
who mean to liv and let liv. The exploiters of labor supposed by many to be modern, but were taught
Toronto, Mar. 2S, 1885.
R R BUTLAND.
who claim property in what they hav not produced, and practiced in all their fulness by the Secularist
philosophers
of
antiquity,
hundreds
of
years
before
and the opponents, whose violence they provoke and
Which Horn Shall We Choose~
the birth of Jesus of Nazareth.
then denounce, are equally remote from true conser'
In the Boston Commonwealth about every week are
vatism, which finds in the satisfactions of justice the
Taylor says while Apollonius was associating the printed discourses that, though generally entertainreason of its permanence.
tenets of the far east with the traditions of a fanciful ing; are sometimes strangely interlarded with inconEmbracing all conservativ interests of society in Pythagoras and a false Orpheus, Philo, of Alexandria, gruities and thrusts that would excite less wonder to
its conquests of brute nature, and justifying them by who :flourished under Tiberi us, was harmonizing come from such men as Anthony Comstock or Judges
fair dealings between man and man, true Anarchism Plato with Moses. The Jews, already scattered Jeffries and Benedict than from James K. Applebee.
needs only to be understood in order to rally to its throughout the Roman world in Antiochia, Ephesus, Not long ago, I think, I read somewhere of his debanner all who liv above parasitic knavery. In the Thrace, and even the slums of Rome-where .they be~, nunciations of Ingersoll, and now I read in the ComI'elation of words with facts, I remark that the ter- gan to swarm-had made a second home of Egypt. monwealth of March 21st his discourses on "Conduct
mination ism is characteristic of system, of institu- They had come hither with Abraham and the Hyksos; and Creed," in which he says:
"Every true reformer comes into the world not to bring
tion, of permanent establishment, of a truth, there- they had quitted it with Moses. Before bowing the
fore, transcending the destruction of the false: The neck to Assyria, Persia, Macedonia, and Rome, they peace, but a sword. If you hold to ~li opini?n and believe it
by the Pharaohs d
_ t? be t~ue, you ought to be aggre.sstv wtth tt._ Yo~u aggresorganization of a labol' exchange currency is the first had been often subdued
.
.
an an stvness ts the best proof you can gtv of your smcenty." "A
social truth in the order of Anarchism; others will nexed to the Egyptian empire. The era of the Ptole- Roman Catholic who is earnest devoted and zealous livs a
follow in logical sequence, will unfold themselys mies had again seen a revival of these ancient rela- life of far more value to the wo;ld than that of the fr~e relig- ·
spontaneously when the incubus of archonism is re- tions. In the reign of Philadelphus, a Greek trans- ionist, who is too lazy tu be earnest, too selfish to be devoted,
versio
and too. cold to feel the fir~ of any zeal _at alL Let us be
moved, when state and church collapse for lack of the Iation of the Bible ' the. so-called Septuagint
.
_n, earnest ror our system of behef, whatever 1t may be. Let us
support of capitalism) which the labor exchange un- bad rendered the Jewish books and Jewish thought be aggtessiv and enthusiastic with it."
dermines.
accessible to the world, all:d, in Alexandria, a very
Now, what are we to think of a man that will conWhat do I mean by undermining capitalism ? I ~ab~l of people and doctrms. A synagog, almost demn Ingersoll and THE. TRUTH SEEKER for doing that
mean that in ratio to the general adoption of the ex- nvalmg the temple of Jerusalem, served as a rally- which he recommends? He says·
change of labor or its products exclusivly among ing point for a comp~ct mass of iiD:migrant Israelites
"That peculiarly brutal.publication, ~he New York TRUTH
producers, the mobilization of values by their sym- and ~onverted Egypt1a?s. But this colony could not, SEEKER, delights to chronicle the moral infirmities, small and
bols now in the hands of non-producers will be frus- remam orthodox; the mfluence of Hellenic thought, gr~at, in wJ:tich preachers are sometimes fo~nd out; and it
trated. Iniquitous titles to the soil, or to other nat- already perceptible in the Bible of the seventy, in eVldently th~nks that when~ver _a preacher ~s show~ t_o J;tav
had softened the rigidity and gone 'Yr?ng many way a_pOt~t ts scored agamst Chnstmmty.
ural resources, or to machinery needed for production, the book of wisdom,
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It
ow, ru see ers, w a WI you o, con~m~e to
broach the question of their expropriation. Only in
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IS mora1 sys em. conscience and conviction of the people, and lay bare
provisions for his sustenance while working, form a comma a e 0 IS
part of that working capital of which he is proprietor.
At length the redoubtable champion of Christianity the culpabilities of a designing priesthood, who, beWhether more or less dependent on the good will of (in the opinion of the devotees of superstition) is to yond a doubt, would, as they hav done in the past,
neighbors, according to the nature of such property, meet Charles Watts in debate at Montreal. Great and to some extent in the present, consign us to the
its possession is the egoist basis of self-respect, upon efforts bav been made by the Secularists. to hav the rack, stake, and dungeon.
B. F. RonnrNs.
which altruist relations of amiability and co-opera- meeting take place here, but the Toronto clergy are
The Devil and the Sabbath.
tion may be predicated. But existence or subsist- afraid. They are in deadly terror at the bare idea of
ence cannot be found13d on amiabilities, or on the the exposure of the Christian Mumbo Jumbo. Dr.
Another moral tale for the Sunday-school library
consent of other men equally propertyless individ- Sexton is the strongest defender of the three gods, has been spoiled. While desecrating tbe holy Sabually.
one goddess and one book god of the present day. bath by flying a kite, a youngster fell from the top of
Individuality of character and personal prop- But his strength consists in evading all the points at a three-story building. Here the awful record should
erty are inseparable. I seriously question whether issue, and putting forward side questions instead. hav ended. A broken neck were a fitting complethe philosophical teachers of " Communist Anarchy" It shows that the degrading superstitions of Cpris~ ment to a broken Sabbath. But, alas! while Proviwho denounce the personal ownership of property, tianity hav not succeeded in totally obliterating every dence was hurling this sinner from the house-top, the
know what it is to earn an honest livelihood by the vestige of common sense in Dr. Sexton's case. The alert and enterprising Satan was stretching a clothes. plow, the loom, or the anvil, in grappling with nature leading essentials of orthodoxy are so idiotically ab- line across the yard below, to break the fall instead
at first hand. Their intelligence has been perverted surd that to attempt to defend them in debate with of the spinal cord of the young offender. It is but a
and confused by the artificial conditions of social life Watts is altogether too preposterous.
repetition of the old, old story, the scene of whose
in cities, where the means of subsistence, as well as
first chapter is laid in the garden of Eden; but it
the agencies of fortune, are in great measure fantastic
According to Taylor, Christianity was built up givs one a great respect for the ability of the devil, in
and alien to necessary production. I cannot believe piecemeal. Philo is so thoroughly imbued with Plato whose hand a clothes-line or an apple or any little
it in the nature of the human understanding to evade that it was wittily said either Philo Platonizes or thing like that can frustrate the divine intention.
the consciousness of personal property in what one Plato Philonizes. For Plato the law is a living being,
Apropos to Sabbath-breaking. Last Sunday, at
has created oneself, in applying one's effort, museu- of which the lettet is but the body, hence we must Saucelito, two ungodly newspaper-men, with their
lar and mental, to nature's raw material. They who penetrate to its soul.
wives and little ones, were wickedly breathing the
The letter killeth, the spirit quickeneth. The sa- pure air and blasphemously basking in the rays of the
deny it are either hypocritical demagogs, speculating
on the desperation of the proletariat, with a view to cred records are a sort of mythology of which the unfamilar sun. It is the only day on which these
leadership and archonism, or they are, as I suppose· most scandalous are mere symbols of spiritual truths. hard-worked but abandoned persons can giv either
Elisee Reclus, sincere illusionists, by default of basic Lot and his daughters thus easily become professors themselvs or their families a taste of the health-giving
personal experience. Evety admiral ought to hav of virtue, and the Song of Solomon a pious allegory. country air. Yet mark how they were haunted in
begun his career before the mast, as common sailor; The one was thus given by Philo which has been fol- the midst of their guilty enjoyment by the consciousevery social politician should know what spade-work lowed by all Christian preachers from that day to ness of the criminality of sitting on the green hillside
means. No printed book, no human voice, can teach this. Philo is a pantheist, as Paul was after him. under the smiling heaven, watching the blessed sunsuch lessons as the soil. Men learn from one another But he is also a Monotheist. His god is infinit; he is shine reflected in the eyes of their wives and the
how to lie and steal. From the soil, men learn how everywhere, and naught exists apart from him. But beaming faces of their little ones, instead of being
to liv by honest work. Anarchism, the true and un- he is also creator. He is at once pre-eminently im- seated on a hard bench and lulled to a self-satisfied
compromising Anarchism of Liberty and Lucifer and personal, and at the same time the only person. stupor by the soothing tones of improving bnt moLowell Bell, comes not to destroy but to fulfil. the There is nothing surprising in these contradictions, notonous orthodoxy. For was not the gnawing of
American Declaration of Independence. It alone is common alike to Plato, Zeno, and Marcus Aurelius. the troubled conscience revealed in the bravado of
conservativ of manhood and of property. It declares But withoat them pantheism is but an expression the fervor with which one of these depraved journal·
personal property the basis of all social order and superadded to the reality of the universe. Without ists exclaimed. "How I thank God that I am not a
progress. It maintains this against the aggressions them monotheism is but a simple mirage of the hu- Christian! If I were, I should hav lost all the divine
of state, church, and capitalism, the great powers of man faculties projected into the infinit, independently beauty of the day, shut out from sunshine and gladprey, as against the blind revolt of Socialists, or those of all reality. With Philo God is therefore infinit ness within four gloomy walls, absorbing religion and
more intelligent scoundrels who employ Socialism as and one, but his unity assumes three aspects-good- rheumatism instead of strength and vigor to carry
a cat's-Paw of privilege and ladder of ascension to ness, that creates; power, that preserves, and wis- me through my next week's duties." And he said it
power. ·
EnGEWOR'l'H.
dam, the word that mediates between goodness and just as if he meant it, too.-The San Franci::can.
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get at the meat of the Independent's thought, let us see
if the people get anything in return for the money in-·
·
I" ·
0
h"
ve~t e d m re 1gwn. ur contemporary says that fort IS
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT,
$2o3,000,000 the poor are taken care of, the hungry·
Editor. fed, tl,le sick visited and hospitals reared for their sake,
E. M. MACDONALD,
Business Manager. children educated by schools and colleges, society
0. P. SoMERBY,
bound together and equal liberty for all secured,
PUBLISHED BY
. · al
f
d
.
h
THE T R U T H S E E K E R 0 0 M p A N y cnmm s re orme and cnmes prevented, t e drunkard led to paths of sobriety, the adulterer restrained,
and the people made kind and honest.
33 Clinton Place, .New York.
This ad captandum vulgus sort of writing is. very
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. general, and we are not, therefore, surprised to find
1our re1"1gwus
•
fr"1end usmg
·
'"t
1 . B u t , really, there
ought to be some little basis on which to found it.
Address all Oommunications to THE TRUTH SEEJ[ER OOMOur estimate of the cost of Christianity, which, we
p ANY. Make all Drafo, Ohecka, and Postal Orders payable
assert, is a religious burden, included
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The Burden of Christianity.

In the Independent of March 26th we find these misleading statements:
THE GOSPEL As A BURDEN.

Among the many journals which come to this office is one
which has for its object the overthrow of religion. It calls
itself, with fine irony, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and its peculiar
province is to seek occasion to hold religion up to ridicule and
contempt. To its perverted understanding the truth of God
is a lie, and the creature is more than the Creator, who only
differs from other idols in being the work of the mind instead
of the hand. It looks upon Christians as bondmen to superstition, and
deplores the sad state• to which Christianity has
brought
mankind.

Loss by exemption from taxation,
Salaries of ministers,
Cost of maintaining churches,
Twenty millions spend five dollars each,

$ 17,500,000

121,500,000
14,000,000
100,000,000

Will the mdependent dare assert that any hospitals,
or schools, or colleges, are erected with the cash lost
by exemption, or from the salaries of ministers,
·or by the money spent in repairs of churches, or by
the five dollars each which we allow some twenty
millions to squander on church fairs, picnics, sociables, etc., etc. ? We think not. Then what do the
people get for it? Simply two sermons a week, two
prayer meetings, and a Sunday-school, in nearly
every one of which they are assured that they are
the most awful sinners whom the Lord suffers to liv,·
that if they had their deserts, hades would be fuller
than it is at present, and that if they do not mend
their ways the Lord's opponent will certainly get
them. We hav been there, and know just what is
received in return for the expenditures enumerated.
If the people think such teaching is worth the time
and money, they hav a right to it, with one exception
-the exemption is a piece of Iegislativ tyranny.
That exemption is a burden upon the people we
hav the w. ords of an authority the Ind""'Jendent will
~
probably respect, though it could not by any possibility admit that THE TRUTH SEEKER is right. That
authority is the Independent itself. A few months ago
our contemporary discoursed upon "Ecclesiastical

But we are not specially interested 3ust now to describe its
type of Atheism, nor ts inquire into its character and influence. We refer to' it because of a thought suggested by an
editorial in its coh,rmns on the cost of religion to the people of
the United States. By an estimate, with whose accuracy we
ar~ not concerned, it finds that upwards of $250,000,000 is
pard annually in this country for the support of religion. It
speaks of this as the "religious burden borne by the people.'•
We must suppose that to the sympathetic mind of our contemporary this seems an awful oppression, laid for the sup1
port of the Moloch of sup~rstition. "Every man, woman, and
child in the country," pays on an average, $5 for this monstrous purpose. The inference, of course, is that they get
nothing in return. Let us see.
In the first place these offerings are all voluntary. ,No publie tax is levisd and collected for the support of religion. The
$250,000,000 is not wrung from an unwilling people. It could Property and Taxation." It enumerated among the
not be raised unless they were willing, nor would they be will- property which the "assessor and tax-gathuer must
ing unless they believed that great good is accomplished. Are pass by as if it had no existence" the real estate or
they mistaken in this belief?
personal property of ecclesiastics to the extent of
l. One of the features of religion is its kindness to the poor fifteen hundred dollars (which is correct)., church
the sick, and the unfortunate. It fills hungry mouths with
meat and drink, it clothes the naked, it visits the sick, and buildings, including the lots on which they are siturears hospitals for their sake, and it helps and encourages the ated, and all church schoolhouses, academies, and
unfortunate. It causes money to flow like water for these colleges, with their lots, and all the furniture thereto
purposes, and its" dupes" giv their personal service and sym- belonging. This property, said our critical conpathy as well as their funds. Every church is an eleemosyn- t emporary, enJoys
·
all the protection which soci"ety,
ary institution, every pastor an angel of mercy to the sick
the suffering, the needy.
' through its laws, affords every species of property,
2. A~other channel of the benevolent activity of religion is ye_t pays n?t a dollar in return. " The consequence of
ed~c.atr~n. It rears schools and endows colleges everywhere, thu; exemptwn is an increase in the rate
taxation iman rlnlvbrtes ahnCLurfgles ev?rybody to.;Use t_Irem freely, and pur- posed upon property not thus exempted. A certain persue a
ranc es o earnmg. It both stimulates and satisfies
the desire for education and encourages ese h .
centage of the tax which is paid goes to jill U"' the vac,
r arc Ill. every
·y
field of human knowledge.
uum created by this favoritism to ecclesiastics and
3. Reli~on seeks to bind society together and uphold the ecclesiastical property. Indirectly each tax-payer is
s~ate. It rs the str_o~g friend of civill~w, and demands equal compelled by the state to contribute to the support
liberty for ~ll,_ Chnstmn or Pagan, Therst or Atheist. It incul- church institutions." Further the 1 de
d t
.d.
cates submrssron to rulers, payment of tribute, and exhorts to
.
" .
.
.
n rpen en Sal ·
industry and diligence in business.
Th1s fact lS wholly mcons1stent with our theory of
~- _It is especially activ in the reform and prevention of civil government.
The legal exemption is
cnmmals. All_ ~he influence it. can command is exerted to an unjust discrimination in their [ecclesiastics'] fa·
make worthy crtrzens. It res trams from murder, robbery, dis- vor, and by so much a burden upon all the rest
the eohondes~y, drhu~khenftln~ss, a~ultery, cruelty, and u.ll the crimes ple." "The exemption makes a virtual unionpbean vrces w IC a wt soCiety. It has reformed many a crim
ina!, many a drunkard, and made of them useful member~ tween church and state, l;>y a covenant of bounties and
of society.
reliefs extended by the latter to the former and then
. Here are only ~ f~w of _the h.umane, the moral, and the so- by compelling the public at large to foot the bills. This
~~al results·of rehgron, grven m the merest outline; and yet in plain words, is the long and short of the matter"
ey sum up the creed of Mr. Ingersoll and his party Mill- I 'th f
· pos1t10n
. . (for takmg
. which we hav
·
ions of money are expended annually b
. . f
·.
n e ace of th1s
y re1rgron or thrspur- .
d .
pose, and its humanity is not confined by nation or continent. Sl~ce a m1red the_paper) we doubt if the Independent
It eovers the globe: It has created the civilization and com- will hav the hardihood to repeat its denial that the
merce of savages m the ~outh Seas and Africa, and devel- gospel is not a burden upon the people to the extent
oped
· th 9 •f u lfil• at 1east of seventeen millwn
· ·
1 rs
ment the
of better
the h"elements
h t d m all
d peoples
f
· .Th"s
five hundred thousand
rg es
eman s o Freethmkers. Is rt not d ll
magnificent beneficence? If religion does this, is it a "bur- o ars.
den" o~ the people? Where is the beneficence, where is the
Let us look at the remainder of our contemporary's
humamty, that ar? not the offspring of religion? What is the assertions. The estimate we gave as we hav said
Ingerso_ll party dom~ to:da~ but. t;ying to defeat this spirit of was of the cost of bare religion, without accessories'
humamty,
by attackmg
the P1am
· wars h"1p of a monstrous myth and an im-'
Is the gospel
a burdenrtsto mspmng
th
. dcause?
d ·
.
e mm an consCience? Ask possible
him w~o has accep~ed it, and lives by it, and hopes in it. The
go d -man. · Wh en the ch urch performs tke
w~rld rs full of pam, perpl~xities, privations; life is a battle good work recounted she usually makes the public
wrth fears and forces of evil, an~ death is a dark destiny. pay fo_r th~t too. Let us see. Take the money given
What help or hope has the Free~hmke: to offer? None. But by th1s mty to religious institutions for one month
the gospel smoothes out the drftlcultres of life, lightens its
l
I th
th · f
·
burdens, eases its pains turns its sorrows into ·oys
dl" ht on Y·
n e man' o August, 1883, New York, apwith an unquenchable ;nd restful hope down io a~:~hr~gug~ propriated as follows:
the gates
$ 8, 720. 28
. of death. To whom, tken, is the gospel a burden? Institution of Mercy,

o/

qj . .

o/

Passing over the criticism on Tl!E T"UTH SEEKER t.o St. Stephen's Home for Children
..

St. Joseph's Asylum,

•

:.

. 3,124.85
2,692.86

M~ss~onary Sisters of St. Fra~ci~,
Mrsswn o~ the Immaculate. V!rgm,
Asylum Srsters of St. Dommw,
•
•
Dominican Convent of Our Lady ~f the Rosary,
Association for the Benefit of Colored Orphans,
St. James's Home,
Assoc~tion for Befriending Children and Young

s AGrr~s,Ht.

nn s orne,
.•
American Female Guardian Society and Home
for the Friendless,
Asylum of St. Vincent de Paul, •
Heb.rew Sheltering Guardian Society,

Ladies' Deborah Nurser~ and Chil~'s Protectory
1
Home for Fallen and Frrendless G rls '

3,690.28
4,513.15.
. 3,072 28
972.57
811.43
857.71

141.14
310.00
746.85
504.85
1,997.43
1,980.00
262.71

The Catholic Protectory, an institution pointed to
with exultation by the church, gets from the public
treasury about $110 per head per annum, or double
the actual cost of supporting its inmates. Who supports that institution? The Sisters of Charity, who
care for the foundlings, receive from the city some
$354.70 per year for every mother and child cared for.
Who supports that institution? The Colored Orphan
Asylum also gets an annnal per capita allowance· from
both the city and state treasuries. Yet the Independent
would like the church to hav the credit for that. The
city gave ~he ;protestant Episcopal Asylum land worth
$250,000. Did the church build that institution? The
Chapm
· H orne aI so h as a per capita al lowance, besides
requiring the inmates to surrender to it their property.
Does the church support the Chapin Home? The
House of Refuge costs the city $130,000 annually.
Who, then, supports the Refuge? The Nursery and
Ch"ld'
·
1 s H osp1tal
costs the city over $100,000 a year.
Shall we giv the church credit for that also ? St.
Luke's Hospital is another denominational institution, but if the editor of the Independent wished to
avail himself of its services he would hav to pay
th f
ere or. There are, altogether, some twenty-one
Protestant sectarian institutions which under the
guise of charity draw from $2,000 to $130,000 per
year from the public treasury, eleven reformatories
drawing from $1,000 to $10,000 per annum, fifteen
asylums drawing about the same, and seventeen hospitals, together with several "special" institutions.
Catholics bleed our treasuries from five to ten times
as heavily as the Protestants, because this is l~rgely
C h
a at olic city.
Yet the Independent has the assurance to claim for
the church the credit of all these beneficences ! It
is true that " money flows like water for these purposes," but it does not come from the pockets of the
pious. If every church is an "eleemosynary institution," it robs Peter to succor Paul. If every pastor
is an angel of mercy to the sick and suffering, who
are the little devils that torment them? A short
t"1me
·
ago we recor d e d a score or two of clerical
crimina.Is. Were those fellows angels of mercy?
. '~An?ther cha.nne,~ ·of the benevolent activity of rehgwn IS educatwn, says the Independent. " It rears
schools, and endows .colleges everywhere, and invites
an d urges every b ody to use them freely, and pursue
· " Certamly
·
all b ranc h es of Iearnmg.
; walk right
up to Harvard, young men! Go to Yale or Princeton without a cent in your pockets-and we hope
you may get in! But, seriously what nonsense
•t · f
'b
' . . . ,
1 . lS. or sens1 le me_n to talk about Chr1st1amty s furmshmg free educatwn. . The free schools in this city
are supported by th~ mty, and in every town in the
state the school tax IS a very important item. What
does a church in a country town hav to do with edut"10 ? Ab 1 t 1
h"
?at h '? "t ~ sou e Y_finot mg. The Cooper Institute
m ts Cl Y1s a magm cent free school, but the church
~oes not support it. The favorit method of ecclesiastiCs, when they want a college, is to get some rich
· and reap the
man t o b Ul"ld 1;t, an d t h en they walk m
b
fit
L
G"
~ ene s.
oak _at 1r~rd ~allege in Philadelphia.he most splendid char1ty m the country, all the contribution of a Freethinker, stolen by the church fol'
proseIYt"mg purposes. We should think every Chrisf
· h.
·
Ian ~n t e country would blush at hearmg the name
of G1rard, the man whose beneficence they hav perverted by their dishonesty and immorality. Chris·
tianity build colleges, indeed! It steals them 1
"E ncourages researches m
· every field of human
k nowIe d ge, " d oe~ Ch_r1s
. t"1am"ty.
Oh, yes; it encouraged Bruno m h1s search for other worlds; it
encouraged Galileo in his demonstration of the heliocentric theory; it encouraged Columbus in his
h f
.
·
· .
searc or a new world, and Magellan m h1s effort to
prove the rotu~dity of the earth. It helped Servetus
demonstrate h1s theory of the circulation of the blood,
and s_tood mda.nf.ul,Iy bWy the Jewish physicians in advancmg me lCm.
e all k now, too, how the tele-
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graph and railroad were helped along by leading few very good reasons why we print the derelictions heard any denunciation from Mr. ._A.pplebee that.
· pulpiteers calling them "heralds of Antichrist." And of the clergy. One is that the advocates of Chris- "all this was contemptible."
the youngest of our Christians know under what tianity claim as an evidence of its divinity its benefi-1 But here is the-moral: April 3, 1884, Justices Ford
great obligations the Evolutionists are to the church, cent influence upon believers. It is claimed that and Smith rendered the decision that the Rev. G. H.
Protestant and Catholic. Geology, chemistry, phys- Christians are more chaste, honest, sober, kind, be- Humphrey must giv bonds in $500 to pay Laura A.
ics, are all under the same obligations as evolution! nevolent, and in every way better than the world's Jones $5 per week for the support of her child. FolSurely the Independent was forgetful in not enumer- people, and, above all, are. infinitly supenor in lowing Mr; Humphrey's line of argument, the Bible
ating Christianity's encom:agement of research.
morals to the Infidels. And it is claimed that the is false because of this decision.
If religion demands equal liberty for all, why is "blessed religion of Christ" does all this. Now if
Mr. Applebee can apply this moral in various,
not that liberty secured in every Christian country? this were so, it would logically follow that those who ways.
Why, in Christian England and America, hav Free- had the most of this "blessed faith in their hearts"
"Carry the War Into Africa."
thinkers been imprisoned in our day, and dragged would be the most perfect people. It will scarcely
The
"Object
Lesson for Legislators" printed on the
through the streets with halters around their necks be denied that ministers are !pOre religious, more
first
page
of
THE
TRUTH SEEKER of March 21st is
by Christian citizens? The Christians hav th'e power devoted Christians, than their flocks or the outgreatly
appreciated
by our readers. How the legisto giv equal liberty to the Atheist, the pagan, siders. Then what should follow? Why, that they
lators
like
it
we
hav
not heard. A friend from the
and the Theist; why, then, is Bradlaugh kept out should be the very angels of morality. But what is
of Parliament and Atheists out of most American the fact? That no learned profession in the country Green Mountain, state writes:
f
· h
WooDSTOCK, VT., ~larch 23, 1885.
courts?
urms es so many offenders against chastity, and
MY DEAR FRIEND MAcDONALD: I see in the last TRUTH
"Christianity restrains from murder, robbery, dis- minor virtues, in proportion to its numbers, as the SEEKER that a gentleman gave you the sum of $5 for you to
honesty, drunkenness, adultery, cruelty, and all the clerical. The inevitable conclusion, then, is that use as best you could. You hav stated what you would use it
crimes and vices which· affiict society," we are told. Christianity is in no wise synonymous with, or even for-to put the March 21st number of THE ·TRUTH SEEKER iutG
Why is it, then, in this Christian state, that the peni- conduciv to, morality. Theodore Parker, whose the hands of your senators and assemblymen. If you can find
·
f th f
. enough willing souls to assist, you say you will carry the war
tentiaries are crowded with religious murderers, pu1PI't M r.. A PP1eb ee, .a,ft er th e ma~ner
o . e .rag In inro Africa. In response to your wishes, I, an old man lackburglars, and thieves? Why is it that Canada is the fable, IS endeavormg to fill, said, "It IE! thiS false -ing but a few months of eighty years, and a Spiritualist of
considering the advisability of amending the treaty theology, with its vicarious atonement, salvation, thirty-five years' standing, wishing to assist in enlightening
so she can send back the Christian bank cashiers and without morality or piety, which has bewitched the that ignora~t part of our c~untrymen and free them from the
defaulters now over the border? Why is it that our leading nations of the earth with such practical mis- power of pnestly rule, remit to you for that pur~~se $5. A_Iso
. ,
·
25 cents for some numbers of the paper contammg the prctpolice courts are crowded every morning with drunk- chief.
That the~e facts may _be patent to. the m_ost ure, for the purpose of enlightening our people of the Green
ards of pious proclivities and religious antecedents? obtuse, we occasiOnally furmsh an overwhelmmg Mountain state, and causing them to look well to their inter'Why was" licentious as a priest" once a common say- argument that must come in the shape of "Religious ests. If they do not, the power they hav will pass to the
ignorant Catholics at no far distant day.
ing in Europe, and why is it now that more ministers Intelligence."
A
othe
a
h
·u
th
l
·
l
I am yours for the common and rightful good of our coun-than men of any other profession are guilty of adul- . n
r re son w Y. we pi o:y e c enca scamps try,
JoHN D. PoWERs.
tery? Why is it necessary in this Christ.ian city to hav IS because they so persistently he about Freethinkers.
An
th
d
widely-know
veteran
worker for
. . t .
o er an
n
a society to protect Christian children from Christian E very orth od ox miDIS er m the country tells his con- F
th
ht
't
.
ree aug Wrl es:
.
t
.
parents? Why is it that it requires nearly three gregat wn o shun Infidelity as they would shun the
ST. JOHN's, MrcH., March 23, 1885.
thousand policemen to protect the lives and property devil, because Infidels are immoral; that an Atheist MY DEAR 'l'RUTH SEEKER: Send me one TRUTH SEEKER AN·
of the citiz-ens of this city, if religion "restrains from nation would be another Sod om; that a disbelief in NUAL, 25 cents, and the balance of the inclosed in the Romall the .crimes and vices which affiict society?" New heaven and hell means destruction of the family, ish Influence. Every Liberal League and every Freethinker
should hav a host of that telling picture, showing what the
York is certainly a religious city-it has even been prostitution for our wives and sisters, and Commun- Catholics would do if they had the power, and it is only the
called New Ireland.
ism, Anarchy, and the penitentiary for the men. same spirit which possesses the Protestant churches to-day.
If Christianity only did all that its intemperate ad- Listen to the foremost Presbyterian preacher in the I hav fought the Bible in school for ten years, and last Sat·
urday the Bible played out. The s0hool building took fire and
vocates claim fo~ it, then ~auld we rejoice, though United States:
burnt to the ground, and I am glad of it. I hav paid more
we never could believe the truth of the gospel stories.
" Take all idea of retribution and punishment out of the than a thousand dollars towards its support, and shall help
But religion has been a black pall over the face of hearts and minds of men, and it would not be long befo1·e build another, and if, like the old, it is run in the interest of
the Western world. Commerce has spread civiliza- Brooklyn, and New York, and Boston, and Charleston, and sectarianism, the sooner it is struck with lightning the better
tion in dark places, but where religion has traveled Chicago were Sodoms-Sodoms. • • If Infidelity triumph, it will be for the people ..
she has carried desolation. From South America and Christianity be overthrown, it means the demoralization I shall hav the Romish tiger framed and hung up in my
of society. The majority of those who are indignant against house. If, Mr. Editor, you could strike off ten thousand with
Catholicism exterminated a civilization which all the Bible because of the idea of punishment are men whose just the picture on one side and a few words on the back suitEurope might hav studied with advantage, and mis- lives are bad, or whose hearts are impure, and who hate the able to show that Protestantism is to-day trampling on the consionaries to~day rely more on the power of govern- Bible because of the idea of future punishment for the same sciences and legal rights of all others who are not of their way
reason that criminals hate the penitentiary. Take away this of thinking the same as Catholic.s would do if they had the
ment than on the power of the "holy ghost."
of future punishment, and men would soon turn this power, the bills would come so low that any one could keep
We never could see much difference between those idea
world into a hell."
·
on hand a few for gratuitous circulation. I will take 1,000.
who accepted the gospel, and lived by it and hoped
Who will take the next 1,000? Over 100,000 ought to be sold.
in it, and those who did not. The Christian has as
And this sort of twaddle is echoed all over the
M. BABCOCK.
many trials, and pains, and perplexities, and priva- country by men who are not worthy to unloose the
We thank Mr. Powers for his aid in the work. In
tiona as the Freethinker. The dark dest.iny of death shoes of even the most humble Freethinker. Preach- addition to the papers sent to the legislature, the
is made no lighter by the gospel. No man ever died ers big and little sing the same song. · Children are Manhattan Liberal Club forwarded a large petition
in more mortal terror than Christ. A resurrection taught that Infidelity is the synonym for everything to Albany against the passage of the " Freedom of
of the body is impossible, and the reality of heaven bad, that that one word includes every crime in the Worship" bill. We hav circulated many of the issue
has never been proved. The gospel is a burden to calendar. Now, we propose to make them sick of it, of March 21st, sending a copy of that and of March
every poor dupe of a priest, and to every one who and force them to quit hallooing, "Stop thief," to dis- 28th to the lawmakers of Wisconsin, in the legislapays a cent to hear a preacher make a few score tract attention from their own depredations. In oui: ture of which state we are informed ~here is a large
guesses per year about the state of a soul no anato- observation, we hav found that the most vociferous Liberal element. ,,We hope that, with a little stirmist can find. The gospel is a burden here, to the .shouters against their .neighbors are the very ones ring up, they may be induced to take from the
people of Ireland, England, France, Spain, Italy, who them~elvs need watching. For instance, Clark church some of the unequal and iniquitous priviRussia, Austria, and to every other country that sup- Braden has been going up and down the land crying leges she now enjoys.
It is THE TRUTH SEEKER's intention also to take the
ports preachers. That is the" whom" the gospel is againstlnfidelity. Three weeks ago he was arrested for
a burden to.
swindling a man. And of the thirty and odd clergy- Bible in the schools question into the courts of this
men whose lapses came to our knowledge and were state as soon as we are prepared to stand the legal
Another Critic.
chronicled a short time ago, probably not one but expenses. As the state superintendent of education,
As will be seen from a communication from Mr. would hav told ,his Sunday-school scholars that Mr. Ruggles, has not the stamina to enforce his own
B. F. Robbins, the Rev. J. Kay Applebee is much "Tom" Paine was, and" Bob" Ingersoll is, evil per- orders it may not be amiss for the Liberals to lend
him a iittle dignity, out of respect fol' his office, if
exercised because we printed those cases of clerical sonified.
We
hav
not
the
least
respect
for
the
remonwrong-doing that casually came to our notice. Mr.
not for himself.
Mr. Babcock's suggestion is a good one, and if th~:>
Applebee would probably consider it "peculiarly strances of those hypercritical and sup,ernice gentlebrutal" should we quote for his benefit the ancient men who denounce THE TRUTH SEEKER for putting ten thousand are bespoken, or half that number, THE
these ministers in the stocks, while they extenuate TRUTH SEEKER will get the picture out on heavier
couplet,
"No rogue e'er felt the halter draw,
the crimes and whitewash the criminals. Once upon paper, clearly printed, with the texts suggested by
With good opinion of the law."
a time a Presbyterian clergyman, named G. H. Hum- Mr. Babcock on the other side. They can be got up
But, with 9qt giving offense, we hope we may remind phrey, engaged the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER in for one J9llar per hundred for any number of copies.
him that it would be much better to reform the min- debate. One of the points he raised against Infidel- We also hav some of THE TRUTH SEEKER on hand,
isters than to denounce us for showi~ them up. If ity was the immorality of noted Infidels. According price seven cents a. single copy; in quantities of ten
there is consolation in the knowledge, though, Mr. to him, the Bible was true because Byron loved many and over, five cents each.
Carry the war' into Ajr1:ca.
A]ilplebee is hereby informed that only a few of such women, Voltai~e and Rousseau ha~ mistresses, _Paine
derelictions are printed, probably not more than one drank rum, Girard procured a divorce (he did not
per cent. The ninety and nine per cent we never mention that it was because Girard's wife was ruined THANKS are due to M. B. Lawrence of DuQuoin, Ill., F. G.
Wyman, D,unkirk, N. Y.; 'N: H. Lindsley, Lansing, Mich.;
hear of.
by a minister), Bolingbroke and Shelley had com- James Mchelvey St. Paul, Mmn.; S. V. Appleby, Spottswood,
We never said that a prel\cher's "fall from grace " panions, and John Stuart Mill and Auguste Comte N. J.; J. T. sm'art, Marinette, Wis.; Geo. B. Harper, chief
clerk Mo. State Penitentiary, city of Jefferson, Mo., and S. P.
is a point against the truth of Christianity. That associated with ladies "in a manner that would hav Putnam for reports of penal institutions. Several others hav
kind of logic is exclusivly employed in the pulpit. blasted a clergyman's reputation." It mattered not sent us documents, for which we are greatly obliged, but the
courtesy cannot be peisonally ackn~wledged by reason of the
The private character of an advocate is no evidence to him that his charges were either :r,1se or grossly forwarders
neglecting to attach their names. We hope every
for or against the cause he pleads. But there are a exaggerated. It was Christian logic, and we never one w]lo can will send us these reports.
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ures are in the ANNUAL, as to form, size, and quamy, is far azine," and think Brother Wakeman's speech is sublime, and
above and superior to the average development of men and TRUTH SEEKER ANNUA.L,Will be a yearly visitor at my fireside,·
if I know myself, so long as I am able to get it. The Salvation
women.
Oh what an improved world we should liav if the averag d army Bible expounder whom I invited to meet me in discua.
REA.SONS~WHY r WON'T.
brain's and bodies of human-and inhuman-society were as sion did not connect, but I shall extend another invitation to
him, and will·make him either catch the rat or go into the
LocKPORT, ILL., March 23, 285.
high and good!
MR. EDITOR: I hav a few simple reasons as to what consti- · As all the persons are still living but Thomas Paine and D. hole. Kind love to all in THEl TRUTH SEEKER office.
WILLIA.M THORPE.
iutes a good Liberal paper or journal. In the first place, I do M. Bennett, I will first direct the attention of the reader to
not expect that any particular one will include all phases of them and then allude to the others without naming any one.
SALESVILLE, MoN., Feb. 19, 1885.
Liberal reform,. but that each one will represent some special The signs of character are all ia the face and forehead, whether
"The revival at the M. E. ch,urch still continues. In some.
phase, ttnd that in harmony with the general principles of we can locate and distinguish them or not.
thing over a month of earnes~ exhor~ation we understand one
human liberty and universal justice.
For vitality, good digestion, and energy, look at the breadth new member has been gathered unto the fold, and one gentleIn the next place, I loc,k for honesty, but not perfection, on and fullness of the middle face. For will-power, firmness, man stood up for prayers. It is believed that the latter
the part of the editor or editors, with a practical illustration persistency, and conscientiousness, look at the depth and gentleman stood up more out of kindness of heart than any.
<Jf freedom of speech, by ttn impartial opening of their width of the lower jaw. For sexual love and force, so essen- thing else. He is sound and healthy mentally and physically
.columns to all sides in the general discussion as to which is tial to life action effect, and success, look at the middle part and, perhaps, had some curiosity to ascertain if th;e prayers
of the church would hav any effect on such a subJect. We
the best method to accomplish the main object. When I of the low'er upp~r-lip-the red part; the love of children at believe he is still being prayed for, but it is safe to bet that
speak of the freedom of speech, I do not mean that each and the corner of the mouth, benevolence and philanthrophy the prayers won't fetch him."-Avant Cburier, Bozeman, Mon<every contributor has the right to vent his personal spleen shown by the turning down and rolling out of the lower lip, tana .
.against those who differ. I mean that courteous, honest, and while the concavity below it shows how little jealousy, hatred,
MR. EDITOR: For the foremost paper of the city of Bozeman
fair presentation of views that beget a disposition to listen, and contempt he had. No true physiognomist could say that to speak so of God's people must sound hard to the ears of
and which are worthy the time and patience of reproducing Paine hated anybody or anything but f~,tlsehood, tyranny, and the .God-chosen few in that Infidel city. But that shows that
for the general reader.
slavery. Ah. if.I, who, even when a boy, was taught that Tom the secular press is not afraid to speak truth "out here."
Again, I do not expect or desire that a paper or journal Paine was a synonym for all that is low and base, could hav
I would like to inquire of our Liberal friends what has beshould agree with n;te in one-half of my reasonable or unreas- seen his face-picture, I should hav greatly doubted it. Around come of our Liberal Union organiz"ed by Dr. York. Can't we
onable notions, for I know the absolute impossibility of unity that mouth-that loving .mouth~are clustered many of the hav a month of earnest exhortation? I am getting rather cold
<Of thought in all directions, and the necessity of diversity (to noblest attributes of humanity. For hospitality and friend- and would enjoy a revival-a genuin old debate with some
some extent) in nearly all. As the "agitation of thought is the ship look at the wrinkle obliquely from the nose, and the ful- good Methodist, for instance. Why can't Liberals work just
beginning of wisdom," that uniformity that would put at rest ness of the cheek under the eye. For language, and the a little for the cause? Why can't the large Liberal Union of
aU agitation would ere long breed mental inertia or moral pes- ability to use it, look at the width of the mouth ttnd the pro- more than a hundred members hav ·a Sunday-school? My
tHence.
jection and fullness of the e~e. For general intellect, in.tel- daughters are in Bozeman attending school, and for want of
I hav been led to these remarks by observing the unreason ligence, and ability to analyze, discriminate, compare, descrrbe, something better hav to go to Christian Sunday-schools. Chil<Jf those ordering a discontinuance of THE TRUTH SEEKER. and reason, look at the general fulness of the forehead-no dren naturally want to go somewhere to public entertainment.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, measured by my yard stick, "fills the hollows and depressions-and the remarkable length and ful- The churches hav nice Runday.schools, nice clothes, and
bill." As I understand it, its object is a search for truth; its ness of the nose, especially at the to.wer end, that indicates good music, too (even a string band). All these things
line of march ,through and over all shams that militate against great power of analysis, critical acumen, etc. Look, also, at allure the young into the folds of the church. Why can't we
the largest, fullest, and freest enjo;yment of all the faculties of the width and size of the nostrils, which tell you power and do something? The legislature of lVIontana is in session ap.d
mind or body that work no injury to the single individual or strength of the heart, the size, shape, and capacity of the contains only one Christian. Our new governor has not seen
general whole.
lungs and breathing power, which explains how he could en- fit to ask the passage of any Sunday law this time. So we are
In order to ascertain what is truth, its doors (figurativly dure so much brain-work, and so much physical labor, hard- safe for two years against any such law'; but, to their shame
speaking) are thrown open to theology, science, and politics, ship, and deprivation. Look at the breadth of his middle be it said, our law-makers elected a chaplain to do the praying
and every form of sect, party, and ism these hav and still forehead, the width between and fulness over the eyes for his at two dollars a day. The Hon. Turges said if they would
continue to generate. That it has been impartial and gener- inventiv, original, mechanical mind, his keen observing power, furnish him some old prayer-book he would do the praying
ous there is no question. That it has made mistakes there is his ability to locate, to collect, and remember facts and make for nothing. But something must be done to console the
uo doubt. That thus far it has done more good than any use of them.
faithful, so let him pray.
DR. W. J. STovER.
other Liberal organ (to me) there is the fullest assurance. Of
What a full and versatil intellect, what a love of humanity,
<Jourse there has been much that it containecl that seemed truth, right, and principle, what an index of love and wisdom,
CoTTONWOOD, IDAHO, Feb. 11, 285.
ill-timed, and articles, or parts of such, that were rasping in is shown in that forehead and face to all who can read it and
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for THE TRUTH SEEKER,
the extreme.
be impressed by it! It seems to me that if Paine's orthodox "Bible Morals," etc.
'
What then? Should I put on the sulks, take umbrage, and calumniators and haters could look at that face they would
Mr. Lacy's offer-what has·become of it? Would it not be
order the paper stopped? I think not. What, then, should I soften and relent. What a happy organization-what a favor- best for some of those people to hunt it up, before they cry
do? Simply this: Read the objectionable matter more care- able parentage he must hav had! He was a love-child. M~ch "Truesdell's a fraud?" Should they not "take in " that subfully, and see if the cause of offense was not found in some more I could say, but must stop.
stantial fact of his-the five hundred dollars-before "knockweak spot of one of my pet notions that the keen, incisiv
Now let the reader apply the same signs to the other heads ing the bottom out of two of his 'bottom facts?'" If their
logic had probed to its bottom, and found it sore, very sore. and faces pictured 'in the ANNUAL. Observe in most of the horse can run, why don't they take the premium? Truesdell
Such has often been the case, and many times that which at male and female faces the vitality, energy, and good digestion seems to be still in the field. But where is Mr. Lacy?
first has seemed offensiv has proved a source of help.
indicated by breadth of face and nostrils, width and hight of
Hav some of the stars got lost? or hav they been in
Keeping in view the general principle of Liberal journalism, shoulders, depth of chest and size of neck. A few are, more a slugging match with Sullivan and got knocked out? Maybe
and with a determination to exemplify in word and deed the or less, lacking in these respects. Look at the high, full our presidential astrologer (of some time back) can tell-I am
elements of true Liberalism, I desire the fullest discussion of foreheads, and the high, long, and full noses, at, and under, sure I can't. Yours, in this world,
ARTHUR CHAPEL.
questions that relate to human well-being. Before any Lib- and around the end, for their intellectual power, wisdom,
era! should discontinue an ~on est Liberal paper because there and logic. Look at and a;ound their mouths for love of sex,
BLAINE STATION, 0., Feb. 21, 1885.
is much that it contains disagreeable to his. tastes and con vic- ciilldren, and humanity. In the female none are deficient,
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed 50 cents for the ANNUAL
tions he or she should be careful not to place themselves on but some hav more than others. In some of the males there and Remsburg's "Bible Morals."
the iist of the lntolerants, for it is this very class that is, more or less, deficiency. A few have immense ideality and
Mine is rather a new name on your subscription list for 'tHl!l
Liberals and Liberalism contend against. Then, again, we imagination, and revel in the esthetic and iaeal, and liv in the TRUTH SEEKER, but I hope it will become an old one. I also
shoulcl take into consideration the universal law (of narrow spirit world here. A few hav thin faces, thin chests, thin hope to be able to giv a little aid to the Freethought moveselfhood) that every single individual man is smarter, ~learer- necks, thin nostrils, and sloping shoulders, and should be ment. I never had much confidence in the Bible and the
seeing, and more judicious and discriminating, than all other much in the open air, and use the brain less and the muscles whole "gang'' of preachers, and since I read "Orthodoxy"
men. This law is founded on this benevolent principle of more. But I must stop.
the balance of that little has gone too. My admiration for all
nature, viz., that whenever and wherever there is a deficiency
Oh, when will the obstructions in the way of the upward the hard workers on the field of Freethought, and my best re, in the quality or quantity of brains, nature, in the plenitude of and forward growth of the brain be removed, that we may hav spects to you.
E. BAtJH.
its generosity, compensates by a redundancy of conceit.
the whole world filled with such-and still better-men and
This is just why any of us could edit THE TRUTH SEEKER in~ women as are pictured in the ANNUAL, and a correspondent
LOOKINGGLABS, OREGON, Feb. 14, 1885.
finitly better than Eugene Macdonald. This is why we would life!
J. H. CooK.
MR. EDITOR: I send $4.50-for the paper, the "Story
hav THE TRUTH SEEKER always up to our high-water mark of
P.S.-I am very sorry that I forgot to make especial allusion Hour," and for the ANNUAL. Hope I shall be able to be more
moral !lnd intellectual grandeur. This is why we would so to our departed D. M. Bennett. i will now only say that his punctual in the future. We like the paper better as a family
conduct it as to harmonize all the heterogeneous and incongru- magnificent head and face, capacity and character, are corre- educator since the contributions in the "Children's Corner."
ous elements that make up its list of patrons. . Oh, yes, the spondent, correlated, and co·ordinate. To him I apply the
Freethought is at a stand.still in this part of the far West.
everlasting "we could do wonders were we just where we are words of Dr. Fossati at the grave of Dr. Gall: "What an irrep· No lecturers, no organizations of any kind. The best we can
not."
parable blank do I behold in the scientific world by the loss do is to read and circulate Liberal papers. When a lecturer
I half imagin that we .get quite all we pay for, and if THE of one man."
J. H. C.
comes West he generally passes us by, as was the case last fall
TRUTH SEEKER does as well in the future as in the past, as a
with Colonel Ingersoll when en route to California.
Liberal, I cannot affor<l to weaken its influence, and, more
SHAWSVILr.E, VA., March 21, 285.
While we are interested and pleased with the atricles from
than all, I will not sacrifice my manhood on the altar of narMR. EDITOR: I hav hacl my mouth open for some time to giv your very able contributors and "Letters from Friends," yet
rowness, intolerance, and illiberality. For these reasons I will you a little wholesome advice about the management of THE so much controversy and speculation about our future is,
not stop THE TRUTH SEEKER. Please place the inelosed to my TRUTH SEEKER, and, in case you would not giv heed at once, we think, a waste of time. It is well that we all hav a hope;
credit.
'rruly yours,
GEORGE LYNN.
threaten you that I would cut a dog open or do something but when we go beyond this we probably overreach the truth.
awful. But upon reading THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 14th, Nature in this has left us as it should-in total ignorance; and
THJ!I HEADS AND FACES IN THE TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL.
I hav concluded to wait a spell-lie low, hold on for seventy- here ignorance should be bliss, for thereby we should be betCoLUMBus, KAN., March 20, 1885.
five or a hundred years, and see if you grow old and mild, or ter qualified to attend to the duties of this 'life; which,
Jl.b. EDITOR: While you are all the time publishing the pro- feeling so as to do as others order. It seems to me yo11 might. if properly attended to, will benefit ourselvs and those around
ducts of th( human machine or organism, let me direct the Hav you not the holy example of the Religio-Philosophical us, and prepare us for another and better stage of existence,
attention of your readers to the machine itself. The matter JO'Urnal and the Index? Do they not please? Yes, giv perfect if it is in store for us.
FRAZIER WARD.
in the ANNUAL is most excellent and inspiring, but, to me, who satisfaction to the opposit class of, readers they did ten years
hav been studying, observing, and reading man through the ago. You just see if you can't get the whole Catholic church
OKETO, KAN., Feb. D, 285.
outer signs for fifty years, its heads and faces are still more to patronize THE TRUTH SEEKER. I will not put in a threat
To THE PuBLIBHERif OF MY BIBLE: I see by p~e tab on my
interesting and significant.
this tima in case you do not, but I tell you to be on the look- present Bible that my subscription will soon run _out, and
My only hope of the reign of truth, love, justice, and hu- out for the future.
J. M. BARNES.
therefore I send you $3 for the next volume.
manity on earth is through the forward and upward developThere is one change I would like to see in THE TRUTH
ment of the human brain; and all the labor of Liberals with
BALLSTON Sra, N.Y., Feb. 3, 285.
SEEKER; that is this: I save all my papers and get each volume
tongue and pen must tend, do tend, and will tend to that
MR. EDITOR: When I arrived home I found "The Story bound, and I find I hav to get a great deal bound up
end. Every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER should hav the Hour." I think it is the finest thing I ever saw of the kind, in each volume that is taking up space. What I mean is the
A,NNUAL, for the lessons which its heads and faces teach are and is just the kind of literature that should _be in the family advertisments. If it was not too much expense to you to add
worth one hundred times its cost.
of every Freethinker. My children devour every word as a one outside sheet to each paper with all the advertisments on,
Let me say here that if you will giv me a man's history I hungry man would pie. Let me say, Long liv Miss Wixon, then we could tear it off before binding and hav a nice clean
will, ht a great extent, construct the man; and show me a man and may her life be a beacon light to the young and rising paper to bind.
and I will, more or less, tell you his history.
generation, in the future as in the past. When my children
Another improvement would be to make an index to each
All humrn history is but the record of the products, results, hav learned the great lessons to be founcl in the " Story volume. Then when we want to point to a certain subject it
activities, impressions of the brain an<l body. The average Hour," I shall send for "Apples of Gold." THE TRUTH would be easily found. The way it is at present, it is hard to
development of the thirty-seven men and women, whose pict- SEEKER came td'hand all right. I hav just received the "Mag- find what one wants.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, APRIL 4, 1885.
I wish· some of the Liberal lecturers would drop into
our town of Maysville, and start a League. There are plenty
of Liberals in the place. Five Liberals told me. last Satu~day
that they would each giv ten dollars to hear Robert Ingersoll
IMture in Maysville. I hav no doubt he would do well in a
lecture here ; he is talked about'by everybody.
JAMES BIGHAM.

in this county (Cayuga) where we are suffering from the turmoils of ecclesiasticism of the worst sort. But recently Ingersoll
has been among us, _and we are now breathing much easier.
The crustations of ignorance and superstition hav been torn
~sunder by this greatest of dangerous foes of Christianity.
Now we are ready for Reynolds and the tent. Let us raise
the money.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.

AYER, MAss., March 23, 1885.
UTICA, N. Y., March 12, 1885.
Ma. EDITOR: It would seem that the illustration of RomMR. EDITOR: Hav your readers ever noted the difference beish Influence in the last TRUTH SEEKER has a practical signifi- tween the motto of the Salvation Army, "Blood and Fire,"
cance, judging from the doings of the school committee in and that of the Liberals, "Justice and humanity?" Their
Lewiston, Maine.
character is sufficiently self-evident not to need comment.
There is yet a ch~;~nce to test this unwarranted assumption
JOHN B. JOHNSTONE.
Yours liberally.
of power-this insidious serpent "more subtil than any beast
of the field" -to drag religious sectarianism, "the gates of
ORANGE, CAL 1 Feb. 15, 1885.
hell," into ou~ public schools.
.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to ask if there is anything left of
Has the tre:J.surer any right to pay the people's money for "T. E. L." and G. N. Hill since Messrs. Bell and Walker sat
purposes other than that for which it is appropriated? and dow~ on them. In a "mental sparring exhibition " they
that too in violation of the sacred Constitution to which a should hereafter choose opponents of smaller caliber, for those
(would-be) free people hav pledged our lives to perpetuate the two "heavy weights" are invincible on the question oe regulat.
sacred honor of our heroic ancestors?
ing morality by force; and all who advocate such a thing are
If the people's money, which is raised and appropriated for no more entitled to the name of Liberal than· were our pious
the solfiJ?Urpose of education, is paid out to either directly or ancestors who enacted the Blue laws of Connecticut. While a
indirectly favor or maintain any sectarian religion~ then our single member of th_e human race remains, we can never hope
surrender is written, and shame and confusion will cover our to find one that is impeccable, and, as Mr. Walker says, to put
fair fame, and it is only a question of time when the pope of an end to vice and crime, the race itself must be exterminated.
any religion will take possession of the White House, and a Did these people, who are so.anxious to regulate the morality
of' others by strin~ent laws and the deprivation of personal
once free people be again in chains !
Religious domination, dissension, persecution, hav ever been liberty, ever stop to think that imperfections might be disthe" gatbs of hell;" yea, and passed the gates-hell itself.
covered in themselvd? It would seem not, when they set
Keep the source of contention-the Bible_:.forever ont of themselvs up as arbiters of their brother-man, and declare
the public schools. A book speaking with such discordant that he shall conform to their views nolens volens. It is the
tongue, a book that no two hav inspiration enough to read same old spirit that animated the Puritans in their persecualike, is not a safe book to induct true principles into young tions o'f those whose religious views failed to harmonize with
the ones they entertained; and the enforcement of morality
minds.
Our forefathers saw a world in chains under the feet of in any direction by law will always prove a failure, as lias the
priests. Proud of their Infidelity to kingcraft and priestcraft, propagation of religion by that me~ns. It is not woman alone
through seven long years of conflict, they broke those chains, that can be C<;>axed easier than driven, b~t man also; and when
and gave t~eir fragments to the merry winds of freedom. persons of either sex feel they are being forced to do an act,
The American eagle, the brightest ensign of liberty that whether moral or otherwise, there is a natural tendency to
floats on any haqner of the world, is still our witness. They settle back in the breaching, if I may use that homely simile.
011n't forsake this banner bright, who love the cause of truth Back in Vermont, that God and morality state, they hav been
and right. "The lion and the lamb m"ay lie down together," trying for forty years to suppress the liquor traffic and make
men temperate by law. What is the result? Though a man
but the lamb must be outside of the lion.
•'
The employment of chaplains, and the reading of the Bible cannot giv awzy a glass of cider to a friend who calls to pass
in schools, by secular authority, is but food for this lion. Don't a social evening, without subjecting himself to a fine of $5,
be deceived. Once his paw on the public purse, the emblem there are between three and four hundred bars in the state
of sacred liberty may then fold his wings and perch upon a where spirit'uous liquors can be obtained by those who hanker
withered limb for another dark and gloomy night. It is easy after such stimulants. It looks encouraging for the ultimate
to see that we are on the verge of possibilities which stanch sl!ccess of prohibition, doesn't it? The "truly good," howvigilance only can avert. Treasurers, custodians of the peo- ever, will doubtless continue to legislate for the suppression
ple's money, beware lest you betray our savior into an enemy's of immorality, but when, I would ask, was reformation ever
hands, bearing in mind the immortal words of the patriotic wrought in an immoral person by legal enactments? Is there
a prohibitionist living who thinks the laws against adultery,
Patrick Henry, "Giv me liberty, or giv me death."
fornication, and suicide hav the sli~test effect in preventing
E. MYRICK.
' the sam~? To me, the passage of such laws are supremely
ridiculous, and could these regulators of morality by law and
AUBURN, N. Y., F~b. 27, 285.
l\'IB. EDITOR: Regarding Brother Reynolds's Tent Fund, I force only comprehend the irrefutable logic of Bell and
wish to say that you may write me down one dollar for it, to Walker, they would immediately see the mistake they hav
fallen into of thinking the millennium can be brought about
be paid at any time called upon.
I hav been watching the interest manifested toward the new just as soon as enough laws are placed on the statute book.
movement in propagating Freeth ought by the tent crusade, as "The world do move," but some people learn slowly.
C. SEVERANCE.
suggested by the indefatigable Reynolds. Certainly, it is a
new idea in the department of Liberalism, and ought to meet
with universal approval. Everybody who can should contrib·
WE~T UNION, 0., Feb. 14, 18_85.
ute toward this grand inception. The more I think of it, the
MR. EDITOR: Luna Hutcliinson, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
grander scheme it seems to me. It is putting just the right Feb. 7th, says: "From what I hav seen of spiritual phenomena,
man in the right place for accomplishing the greatest aggres- I think many of these things might be explained by the leruned
siv work yet thought of. We, as Liberals, working and now adepts in occultism." I fear she is founding a hope on a
stimulated and encouraged, especially since the harmony treacherous basis. l\'ly experience causes "adept in occultism"
wrought at Cassadaga, as never before in the history of Liberal- t.:> sound a good deal like mystifying hum bugger. Moreover,
ism, must not let this project fail. We must surely provide their newspaper articles seem intended to excite the inquisiour dear brother with this tent, that he may go forth from tivness of the unscientific, and are as nets spread for game,
Galill)e over into Mesopotamia, thence through Assyria and the object to get money without earning it. Their dark-Ianback into Palestine, proclaiming the gospel of humanity, guage is too much like the mummery of a priest to hold his
peace on earth and good will to man. Let this tent be pitched victims in subjection, and priest-like they threaten with terror
right into the very strongholds of orthodoxy, priestcraft, and in order to intimidate and hold to secrecy their swindled
superstition, and show to the world our aims, purposes, and victims.
determinations, that we hav better and nobler aspirations
Mrs. Hutchinson says: "It is time that this long-hidden light
and benefactions for mankind than yet offered by the church. should shine out from the secret crypts of its temples." I should
Brother Reynolds is, by his wide experience as an ev&.ngel- think so; in that sentence she strikes the keynote. I hope she
ist, just the one that should be armed and equipped with all will continue to insist that the light shall shine. But let her
the necessary accouterments for warfare, and, if he be liber- note the source to which she is looking for light, viz., "secret
ally encouraged .and supported as he should be during the crypts." IS it not more likely that darkness, unhealthy, damp,
summer campaign, we will all be greatly surprised at the poisonous vapors and venomous reptils should issue from
amount of good done in our noble cause, and feel rejoiced those caverns or crypts than light? The pursuit of light in
that we hav been faithful to duty in bidding him God-speed in such a direction seems to threaten danger, disappointment,
his great work and· undertaking. I hope tl;mt Brothcr Rey- ruined mind and body, unhappiness, despair. To those who
nolds will giv the enemy no rest day or night, but keep up an would the truth search out I bid beware of caverns, crypts,
unceasing hostility until every demand of Liberalism shall be deception. The foregoing sentence furnishes a key by which
respected and written upon the scroll of justice and right. As those who hav been bitten by the s~e serpent can discern
yet the tent fund has not increased as fast as desired, but I am the snake that bit me. If Mrs. Hutchinson has been bitten by
pleased to see, during the last week, a great improvement in the same reptil, it is the poison of the intoxication that causes
this direction. I hope this will continue until the necessary her to hope for some grand discoveries, some sublime, worldamount is raised, enabling our hero to start on his mission at blessing light from these heartless, soulless, monstrous, voothe time desired. We must consider, friends, what risks and dooish victimizers. I think her hope is vain. There is enough
sacrifices our brother Reynolds is taking. All he asks is to be legitimate science to be sought in a legitimate way to occupy
furnished with this tent, and then he afterward ventures on haifa dozen lifetimes, without delving into the mystifying ig. making his work aggressiv, and paying his way in the lecture- norance of these inflated egotists, or perhaps worse, viz,
field by his telling onslaughts against the Christian supersti- heartless knaves and conscienceless victimizers. If Mrs.
tions and intolerance, which are being continually forc~d upon Hutchinson is< a member of an occult order I will venture to
us. This procedure of .spreading Freethought is something say that she has been more mystified than enlightened, and
not being looked for by o.ur Christian friends, and it will ere- that she has no voice in its polity, but that all the government
ate the greatest consternation among them, and our principles it contains is in the form of an absolute, intolerant monarchy
will reach very many who would otherwise never learn of with the so-called Grand Master the only power. Further:
thenf. ·Interest in this behalf w9-uld be aronsed among the more, I think investigation will show that the order to which
young, whose thoughts would be/enlisted for Liberalism, and she thinks she belongs is a myth, and the extortion of money
their minds turned into new channels, which would serve for the so-called degrees a base, miserable, cowardly swindlefinally as a motiv power a~ainst the church.
a wretched confidence game, the obtaining of money under
I hope this tent will be staked right here, at least one month, . false pretenses.
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A few basic principles of truth :Qlay be contained in the so.
called degrees, but they are not unknown to men of research
generally; and the charge for writing them out ought not to
exceed $1, or they might hav been published in T:a:E TRUTH
SEEKER for the benefit of all who desired to investigate.
In conclusion, I wish to say that if any Occultist, whether
adept or neophyte, feels offended, I shall be pleased to correspond with him or her, and I think I can show good ground
for this communication. I am a sincere searcher for truth,
with a special desire to investigate those hidden forces and
powers which constitute-genuine occultism, and I don't_object
so much to 1J, price for such instruction as I do to the detleption which claims a secret brotherhood where none exists, and
gets the money from the victim with the understanding that
he is to enjoy the fraternity, friendship, and fellowship of a
secret order similar to the Masons or Odd Fellows. That is
where the cruel deception comes in. I should be glad to hear
personally or otherwise from every true student of occultism,
and every genuin adept of the science whose methods are honorable and purposes pure.
Finally, I hope any reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER who can
giv any light on the, subject will do so through its columns,
J. F. BEcK;
briefly and to the point.
ALTOONA, PA., Feb. 22, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Dr. L. U. Beach was hanged in Hollidaysburg,
this county, on Thursday, Feb.' 12th, for the murder of his
wife in this city last summer. It was one of the most cruel
murders known in the annals of crime in our county. Beach
arose in the night, and taking a pair of cleavers, hacked away
at his wife until her head was almost severed from her body.
He was a practicing physician of Altoona, and a man of strong
religious proclivities. On the day preceding the murder he
had taken the sacrament of the Lord's Supper at the first
Lutheran church this city. During the trial the defense endeavored to win on the old insanity plea, but this was of no
avail. His case was afterward presented to the board of pardons, but they refused to grant any pardon. HE' was attended, during his remaining days, by the Rev. Fiery, of Altoona, and the Rev. Killinger, of Hollidaysburg, who rendered
all the spiritual consolation they possibly could. Beach claims
that, being unwell at the time of the murder, and having his
mind affected by medicin, was the principal cause for the foul
deed. He was, at the time, very anxious concerning his soul,
and this, he said, also weighed heavily upon him. He met his
death with great firmness, and said "he was ready to meet
with Jesus."
Mr. Editor, my good,Liberal friend, Mr. Jay F. Haldeman,
of Thompsontown, Pa., says: "I had nothing to do with my
coming into existence, but will always endeavor to make the
best of it while here, borrow no trouble, and when I leave this
world, should I find another, will do the same for that as I
did for this."
I would say to my worthy friend that, should there be any
possibility of another existence such as this, it would be my
highest endeavor to improve on this present one. Were this
impossible, then annihilation would be welcomed as a boon. It
seems to me that the so-called spiritual phenomena and philosophy are as great a delusion as the Christian superstition.
There are thousands of Spiritualists that are led by the merest
sophistries, by tricks of legerdemain and feats of magic art.
I do not use this as an argumentum ad hominem in any personal
sense toward Mr. Haldeman, but would apply to him an argumentum ady'udicum. To my mind the greatest truth is found
in the words of one of Germany's greatest philosophers:
"Der Stoff in seiner Gesammtheit ist die Alles gebarende und
Alles wieder in sich Zurucknehmende Mutter alles Sienden."
WM. J. BURNS.
ADRIAN, ']!'eb. 28, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 28th I notice a
correspondence between yourself and the Catholic priest,
Lambert, th& author of "Notes on Ingersoll." I was somewhat interested in it, as I obtained a copy of the "Notes" last
summer, and after reading them carefully, and being somewhat indignant at the outrageous and insulting tone of the
priest, and his abuse of Colonel Ingersoll and all Freethinkers
generally, I wrote him a letter in which I proposed to prove
from the most reliable and authentic history that the whole
fabric of the Christian religion originated in the most unmitigated fraud; that all the early fathers were self-convicted
forgers and liars; that Eusebius,- its greatest historian, openly
and boldly advocated lying, forgery, and deception to promote the interests of the church, and that all the writers and
fathers, from Justin and Irenreus down to Augustine, were no
better. The cowardly priest failed, like Dr. Buckley, to respond. il_r sincerely hope Watts will get the opportunity to
show this braggart priest that some things can be done as well
as others, as Davy Crockett would say. You mar send me the
TRUTH REEKER ANNUAL for 1885, also "Uhristianity a Reward
for Crime.'.'
P. B. REASONER.
CASEY, ILL., Feb. 18, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Send me the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, please.
I thought that I would hav had to do without the ANNUAL this
year, as money is so scarce with me, but when I saw the list
of po.rtraits I concluded I would hav to h1w it, so find inclosed
twenty-five· cents, or postal note, and se11d..it to me.
Good for Elmina and T. Winter! Don't let the Spiritualists
crowd them out.
The church has found a new way of appropriating the school
money to its own use, or at least a way that I had not heard of
till a case came under my own observation. The law of this
state allows teachers of public schools pay for legal holidays,
unless the contract is made to the contrary. The directors do
not hav to make the contract. The teacher draws pay for
days when he don't teach; the school director (a leading
church-member) says to the te1wher, "Yon can afford to giv
to the church what you got for not teaching," which is $5,40.
The teacher subscribes five dollars which don't belong to him.
The church gets the lion's share.
JoHN McCBORY.
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.EM:ited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN, Ff:.Zl River,
Jt:ll">sB., to whom all Con),munications for this
a.rner should be sent.
·
-Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
<Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That ts known as the Children's Hour."

When Nettie Went to School.
:Settle, four years old, near the window sat,
'Sb-e and her doll and the big yellow cat,
Watching the children as they passed by,
Rose and Emma, Job.;> and sweet Bessie Bly,
on their way to school on top of the hill,
Where learning and play every hour did fill.
Nettle watched them au with a wishful sigh,
,\nd said, "They do to 'cool, and why sootlen't I?"
'The old yellow cat on the fioor threw a SJ>Ool,
And ske seemed to say, " Why not go to school ?u,
'irhen Nettle sl!d down from her high-backed chair,
And tied her pink bonnet over her hair.
'Tile bluebird was singing his sweetest note,
And white, fieecy clouds In the sky were !Ill. oat;
The robins were building their nest In the tree,
,\nd the grass was as green as grass could be, •
When Nettle ran lightly ad own the road,
<Crept under the bars and stepped on a toad,
!Filled both her hands with the buttercups' gold,J
Then cUm bed to the steps of the schoolhouse old.
She paused a moment, then opened the door,
And let tall her fiowers all over the floor.
Jller su.n-bonnet hung from the back of her head,
.llild he.r cheeks were fiushed to rosiest red;
R"r hair was straying c;_ulte down In her eyes,
As shyly she gazed ln greatest surprise
At the rows of scholars on books Intent,
And one who was pl!nlshed for time misspent.
'J'hen spying her sister on a back seat,
She started toward h<lr with nimble feet;
Quick under the desks on her knees and hands
She crept tlll beside her she bravely stands.
At that moment there came on the door a pat,
Whleh was duly opened by little Mat,
And amid much laughter and cries of" Scat!"
Who should walk In but a great yellow cat 1
Tb.ecat had followed Miss Nettle to school,
In defiance of any established rule,
And looklngabGut, demure as you please,
She began to "Me-ow" and then to sneeze.
I I Boy, turn QUt that cat r· satd the teacher stern;
u 'Tis children, not cats. that come here to learn."
"''At's my tat I" said Nettie, 11 and if se ta.n't tum
I san't! Tum, Pansy, let us two do home 1"
The scholars all laughed and Jiggled their feet,
\l'he teacher gravely complained of the heat,
And to hide hiS smiles remarked on tile weather,
.!B the cat and Nettle marched orr together.
S. H. W.

----------------

Going Strawberrying-.

.

One Friday, last summer, Julia, Madge, and
I were invited by our schoolmates Rita and
Nettie Pease to go home with them from
·school, stay over night, and "pick strawber:ries" in their father's lot· next day. We resided in the village, while Rita and Nettie's
folks lived out two miles, and their big brother,
Willie, took them in every morning to school
in a large carryall with two shiny, black horses,
and came for them every night .
Well, all five of us girl~ wer~ pacted in and
off in no time, for Willie was in a great hurry,
as his father had other uses for the ponies after his return.
Now, we, sister Julia, Madge, and I, had
never been to the Peases's, and everything on
the road after a mile out was new and interesting, and we were as happy as happy could
be. Julia was fourteen years old, little Madge
seven, and I twelve, and the Pease girls,
thirteen and nine.
Out we leaped from the carriage at the door,
and Mrs. Pease came to welcome us. Rita
took us upstairs into a beautiful room, where
we were to sleep, and we washed off the dust
and brushed our heads before tea, which was
all ready for us children, as we were hungry
after school. So we ate by ourselvs, with the
addition of little Georgie, Rita and Nettie's
"baby brother," as they called him, only three
years old, and :Mrs. Pease waited on us all. It
was a luscious supper.
Then we went out out into the garden and
the peaGh orchard, and swung and played until sunset, when W& came in and looked over
Rita's herbarium, photo-album, sketches, and
pictures in the parlor, and then went to bed.
But we were up with the sun, and after
breakfast ready for the berrying. I had never
seen berries growing that way before in the
pastures and meadows without cultivation.
Why, there were~" acres of them," and we
only picked the largest. Then we would ramble off to find another spot equally good. The
grass was not very high, and some of it was to
be cut sometime; but didn't we trample it
down, though? Mr. Pease didn't care, for he
was going to turn in another kind of live stock
in a few days, and the strawberries must be
gathered then or never. We picked great
pails full before dinner, and then had some
veal pie, sweet bread and butter to eat, and
cool milk to drink, in the veranda, spread out
on purpose for ourselvs, as it was "tho children's party," Mrs. Pease said.

After dinner, when we had rested and had a ilar to that related above. Nothing is so at- and they laughed at me so much for my folly,
nice time looking at the chickens, ducks, tractiv in a child or grown person as gentle that I cried with vexation, and the reftection
geese, and great, red-headed turkeys, and ani- manners and correct habits. They clothe one gave me more chagrin than the whistle gave
mala that we did not hav at home, we started in a robe of beauty more glowing and lovely me pleasure."
"As ! gre\v up, came into the world, atld obout again, and filled all our baskets before tea than the most costly silks and the rarest jewserved the actions of men, I thought 1 met
time. When we got back to the house there els.-ED. C. C.]
with many, very many, who gave too much for
were large tables spread in the veranda for the
'J,he Book Agent.
the whistle."
C. 0. F.
whole family, for it was Saturday evening,
and the work was all done for the week, both
Come, children, be quick, and I'll tell you
outdoors and indoors, and Mr. Pease and Wil- 1 about a book agent. You hav' all seen book
Correspondence.
lie were to eat with 1\s, or we to eat with agents, and you may hav noticed something
BROOKFIELD, MICII., March 15, 1885.
them, and Mr. Pease's father and mother, who funny about 'em, but I don't suppose you ever
DEAR Miss WrxoN: As I am a reader of THE
lived in one wing of the large, old house where stopped to figure out the problem, why are TRUTH SEEKER, especially the department perwere. Everything was so clean and sparkling they funny-that is, why are they.so nice, a~d taining to the "Children's Corner," and seeing
and good that I fancied I should hav the best why do they make such pretty bows and smile the name of "Susie" so often in the interesting stoi:ies, I thought I would write a few
meal of all, for we were to hav strawberries so innocently?
lines to the "Corner," for my, name is also
and cream and sugar besides a strawberry
I say that I don't suppose yon ever stopped Susie. ·
cake, sponge cake, and a rich dessert. But it to think of this, simply because I didn't
I hav read both of your story books, viz.,
was all spoiled for me. Grandma Pease came when I was little like you. You are all ears ''Story Hour" and "Apples of Gold." I think
out of her room, smiling sweetly on us girls, and eyes, pleased with everything that is nice they are very beneficial to all who read them.
My father is a man of pronounced Liberal
and grandpa wanted little Madge to sit next and pretty, and it is all right, too; for you
views, and encourages me to read all literature
him, while grandma would take me " under will get big by and by, and then you will_hav that has a tendency to promote the general
her wing," she said, and we were soon all to giv your tops and popgun, doll and little welfare and elevate the character of mankind,
ready for the feast. Oh, mercy! wasn't I cap- wagon, and all your playthings over to the especially such as treats upon the sciences, no
tured with the first mouthful grandma took! next younger one. And you hav the best right mtttter of what nation, sect, race, or color the
She didn't eat her strawberries as did the rest, in the world to use your eyes and ears when author may be. What father means by science
is the method of proving facts.
·
but had a bowl that, I should think, would young, for when you get old it may be that
I am sixteen years of age, and liv on a farm
hold a quart, and so did grandpa; then she your ears will be of little use and your eyes of 240 acres with my parents. I hav neither
brother nor sister. I hav attended a country
filled it with milk, and so did grandpa, and of no use at all.
then "crumbed" bread into it, and poured in
Now, I am going to tell you about that book school steadily from the time I was about
as much as a teacup full of strawberries, I agent that came to your house away-long- seven years of age, and I intend to go to some
high school this summer.
should guess, and took a large silver spoon well, I can't just think now, but it was quite
Miss Wixon, could you please send me
and began throwing back her head and open- a while ago. You remember how you came name and price-list of some Liberal book or
ing her mouth as wide as·she could, and thrust- running into the house and told your mamma papei' of poems, filled with deep thought and
ing her spoon into it with a loud noise like that there was a stranger coming ; yes, moral instruction suitable for speaking in pub.
s-w-o-o-p, dropping her head downward every you remember. Don't you recollect how lie 'I If yon will be so kind as to inform me,
I should be very much obliged to you, as I am
time she swallowed with a gulp, bobbing it up nice he was-how innocently he smiled? a member of the Patrons of Husbandry and
and down, and making that swooping noise You remember about his asking for a drink of hav occasion for speaking or reading someevery mouthful, and that gulping every time water, and how your mother said, " Get the thing once a week, and it is almost impossible
she swallowed, her capstrings .flying back- man a drink;" and you remember how nice he to get pieces that I like in a common newsward and forward with the motiori. of her saicl "Thank you-best water I ever drank." paper to speak so often.
I will close my letter wishing success to the
head. Gmndpa did just so, to, and it was so Yes, and you remember how he took the little "Children's Corner " and its worthy editoi·.
comical, little Madge began to stare and smile, one on his knees, said it had such pretty eyes,
Yours truly,
Susrn FARRIS.
and had I not stepped on her toe, and caught and then patted its little cheeks so softly. You
[The poems of Eliza Cook, james Russell
her eye, and just shaken my head a very little, I thought yom· mother seemed a little 'cross when Lowell, Charles Mackay, Mrs. Browning, Alice
do believe she would hav laughed outright. you went to get the water, but you remember and Phebe Carey, and Lizzie Doten are char•
and I would not hav had her do that for how pleased she was when the man began to acterized by Liberal thought and good sensp,
the world. But as for me, I could nut eat one play with the children, and said the baby was There are cheap editions of nearly all the
mouthful; it took away all my appetite to heat "just a picture of its mother."
leading poets, the prices of which may be
that swooping every mouthful they took, and
You remember how the agent took out a ascertained from the booksellers.-ED. C. C.]
that gurgling every time they swallowed. I book, called it a prospectus-and here is somebegan to feel sick, and had to leave the table thing for you to learn-asked your mother if
ALTOONA, PA., March 20, 285.
in a hurry to avoid c~nsequences. They all she could spare a few moments, and said
DEAR EDITOR CHILDREN'S CORNER: I think
thought it was the berries I had eaten while he had a "new and interesting work." You that you are conducting one of the most valupicking them. The rest did not seem to Blind remember your mother saying, "I am very able departments in our TRUTH SEEKER. Alit at all. Julia said it was because they were busy; my husband will be up from the lot in though I hav grown to manhood, yet I take
used_ to it. I told her. I never wanted to get a little while; stay to dinner, and he'll look at great interest in the young folks, and felt
quite glad when a portion of the paper was set
used to such ill manners. I was very sorry, as the- book." And, now, what did the book- apart for them. It does not seem a great while
the old lady and gentleman were dressed agent do? Stay to dinner? No. Now, be since I was enjoying the pleasant pastimes of
beautifully. She had on rings and bracelets honest, didn't he smile, and thank your my boyhood's days. Born and brought up in
that were a hundred years old, that I admired mother very politely, and say, "Am sorry he's Mifflin county, this state, when the stage
greatly, and she was so sweet to look at, and not here; but it nearly always happens this coach and canal were still at their hight, and
when Pennsylvania was pretty well covered
smiled on me so pleasantly, and so did grand- way; men are out to work, you know; 'twon't with forests, I can remember well when we
pa, and I supposed that they would eat just take .only a minute." And didn't he com- were in the habit of going to grandmother's
like my grandpa and grandma (they both died mence and talk a little faster and more smil- and at night I could hear the child-like cry of
last week), so I loved them clearly as soon as ingly than people usually do? And didn't he the panther and the fierce mew of the wild cat,
I set my eyes on them, but when they began say that he knew her husband would sign for and how glad we felt when morning came. I
can often recall how the old folks were wont
to eat I wanted to put my hands over my ears it if he was at home? and say for her to put to gather round the old fire-place and tell
and shut my eyes. And they both drank their her name right down there? and hand her a thrilling stories about Lewis the robber, wh9
tea in the same noisy way. Why h~d not some pencil, at the same time pointing toward a for many yea1·s lurkecl amid the mountains,
one told them how ridiculous it made them blank locality on his book? And when it was and also of Logan, the celebrated Indian chief,
appear ?
nearly time for the old gentleman to put in his who traded with the early settlers.·
Where I was born there were and are yet
Well, we went home. Willie took us in the appearance, didn't the man seem to be in many people known as Pennsylvania Dutch,
carryall-!, without my supper, thinking of quite a hurry? and say that he must reach some who were very superstitious, believing greatly
nothing but Grandpa and Grandma Pease. certain place by night? And you remember in signs and wonders. They believed that
Mother told me I was a silly girl, and ought how your mother put her name down, and Logan's shadow could still be seen in the
not to feel so; that they were very nice, good that the agent was soon seen meandering spring bearing his name, and some believe it
to this day. 'rhey also believed in sowing and
old people, and that it was nothing but a habit through the front gate.
planting by signs of the moon, and many
they had acquired when they were young,
Now, children, did you ever stop to think would not sleep near a graveyard nor go
and I must not mind it. But I said, "I can- why this smiling agent could not wait to see through one after dark. They also believed
not help it. Mercy on me! may I get in the your father? Do you think he told the truth greatly in spooks, hobgoblins, ghosts, and
way of some such bad habit when I am young when he said that he must get to such a place tokens, and all houses that had been vacated
and not know it, and when I am old appear as by night? and do yon suppose he told the for any length of time were supposed to be
haunted. But at the present clay these supershockingly as did those old folks dressed in truth when he said that he was sorry your stions hav pretty well vanished. But despite
silks, jewels, and broadcloth ?
father was not at home? Here is something all this, Pennsylvania is a good state, and she
Mather and Julia laughed at my terror, as for you to study into. Do you remember any will be as Liberal as any some day.
I hav lived among the mountains all my life, '
they called it, so I only begged of them every of the conversation between your father and
time they saw me do shocking things, or say mother when he came up to dinner, and she but expect to go and make my home on the
prairies of Iowa the coming summer, and hope
shocking words, to tell me of it, so that when told him what a nice book she had signed for? I may not get into as bigoted a community as
I grew up and became old I should spoil no Well, in a few weeks the book is delivered, and where A. Laurie Sailor livs.
I hav always upheld that the proper place
little girl's .visit by taking away her appetite, it now lies on the stand as an ornament, or is
as mine had been, by a bad habit that had' clung thrown back to fill some vacant corner-covered to begin to teach the principles of Freethought
to me ever since my youth. I made mother with cobwebs and tinged with the decay of is with the young folks, for then.they will not
hav to "outgrow old snperstions." I feel glad
and Julia both promis me, befor.e I coulcl. eat time.
that so many hav taken an interest in this deany supper, that they would con-ect me every
And I wonder how many of the children partment of our paper. This in time will
time I said or did anything wrong. Then I that read this Atory ever read about the make many older persons ashamed of their
thought if we school-girls would only do so, "Whistle," written by that good old man, B~ble fables, and one by one the old doctrins
disappear, and from out of the ranks of
too, how it would improve our manners, and Benjamin Franklin? You see when Ben was will
our bright girls and boys will grow an ari:ny
morals also. I wrote a composition on man- a boy-a very young boy-only seven, his of grand Freethinkers. WILLIAM J. BuRNS.
ners and morals last week, and I never mean friends filled his pockets with coppers. He
to use any more slang phrases or ungrammati- started out and came to a store where they
LEmn·roN, ALA., March 1G, 1885.
cal languages, but try to be correct in all I do sold toys for children, and meeting a boy who
DEAR Miss WixON: My father takes THE
and say, and I wish all the girls, and boys, too, was blowing on a whistle he immediately TRUTH SEEKER, and he says it is the best pawould join me in my resolution, and I will aid offered him all his money for it, and came per published, and I do, too. I go to the postevery Saturday to see if THE TRUTH
them in overcoming bad habits, and forming home in high glee, pleased at what he thought office
SEEKER has come. I like to read the Children's
good ones, as I request them to aid me.
was a good bargain. "My brothers, and sis- Corner, in particular; and like to hear 'llJather
SILLY LmA.
ters, and cousins," says Franklin, "under- rettd the balance aloud. I am eleven years old.
[ The above story conveys an excellent moral, standing the bargain I had made, told me I My father was acquainted with Mr. Wm. Bean.
and we trust all the children of our Corner had given four times as much for it as it was of Town Creek, Ala. He wrote several pieces
THE TRUTH SEEKER; he was a Freethinker,
will at once look themselvs over and see if they worth. 'rhis put me in mind what good things for
but not as outspoken as my father. Mr. Bean
are possessed of any bad or offensiv habit, sim- I might hav bought with the rest of the money, died about two months ago. Father is abc.ut
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the only Freethinker about here now; there
are a great many leaning toward Freethought
principles, however. Most everybody has religion around here-the negroes especially:
They hav.large "pow-wows;" that is the Indian
for meeting; their meetings continue all night.
'fhe white's don't hav much success at their
meetings; they hav two churches, but only one
of them has a preacher; he has a very small
audience, not over two dozen. I go sometimes
for amusement. I wanted father to write, but
he was so busy in the store he could not. I
act as clerk, sometimes, when father is busy.
I go to school every day, when I am not sick.
I did not think I would write so much when I
began to a stranger; you are, not as. much a
stranger to me as I am to you.
Your friend,
LmmE A. TROUTMAN.

A BOOK FOR .. CHILDREN AND YOU'I'H .

BOOKS FOR UBlLDREN I

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STOBY OF THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE
Price 10 cents.

BUTLER

BROWNE

For sale at this office •

.. APPLES OF COLD."
A story-bookror the young folks. By Miss susAN
H. Wrxo . Second edition. Price, $1\25. This very
excellen work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price Of $1.25, free O!
postage. '.rhls new edition. has a photograph or the
author Which adds very much to the value ot thf
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
Price llO cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prot. H. M. KOTTINGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education or youth In the
principles or Freethought, at the same time that II
Inculcates moral duties and human rights rrom a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Address
'rHE TRUTH BEEKER.

ALL in a LIFETIME.
A ROMANCE.
MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
"The great charm of this novel Is Its absolute
fidelity to·nature. Its personages arethoseonemeets
with In common life. and are portrayed with a
vividness and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared
to expect to Hna, In such a marked degree, even
from so glftAd a pen as that of Miss Wixon. whose
brilliant. and lucid style Is familiar to most readers
In the Freethought ranks. • . • But what pleased
me most In thl" charming story was the unflinching
honesty with which Its author holds up to the derision of the world the rottenness of average minIsterial character, p~rtlcularly that of revlvallst
t»pe. I hav not space here to treat, In detail. or the
charact~rs of this truly absorbing novel. Suffice It
to Ray that It Is safe to predict that anyone who
reads Its first chap•ers will be loth to lay It down
tlli the denouemenl. Is reached. Miss Wixon has long
been dolt>g a noble work In ed ucatlng our chlldrNJ
Into the ranks or true Liberalism, therAbY robbing
the church of hundreds of those who, In after
years, might hav become Its willing dupes and servll tools, and she certainly deserves the generous
and substantial recognition ·or all .Freethinkers.
L~t everyone sene! for a copy of' Allin 1t Lifetime.'
It will yield a liberal reward for the outlay.
" Er"LIOTT PRESTON.
Price, $1 50.
Address, TRE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Pure Philosophy for Physiologists.
Please scud me 5 cents for :Foote's liealth
jJJ(nithly for Marc!!, and t·ead articles

011

DIAN AISi\1 AND ALPHA! SM.
Send stamps (l cent ones) to
EL:MINA D. SLENKER,
4tl3
Snowville, Va.

John Swinton's Paper,
PLAIN, PRACTICAL, GENUIN, STRONG,
AND FREE.

PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.
A WEEKLY PAPER OF AMERICA.N IDEAS, PROGRESS, AND RIGHTS.
21 Park Row, New York.

$ll'ER YER (post paid). 3 OENTB A OOPY.
Specimens .l<'ree.

FALSE-B~LAIMS. m!~~.~. Fr~~r:fR!!~!~~!.r· IAMERI~;~P~iru~~~PHrux

1-Boldly upholding the Rights of Man In the
American way,
BY CHARLES WATTS. '
TH~ "LOST HEY" FOUND.
2-Battllng against the Accumulated wrongs or SoCoNTENTs-Sec. I.: Definition of ·Freethought
Sent to:any address npon receipt of stamps to
ciety and Industry.
Revised and Enlar;ed.
and its Early Struggles for Life. Section II.: pay postage.
Address
il-Btrlvlng tor the Organization and Interests of
What it Owes to Mohammedanism. Section
Workingmen, and giving the news of the trades
JAi\IES il... BLISS,
Price, 10 OT::l. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ III.: Freethought Martyrs and Confessors.
and the un,lons.
Section IV.: Freethought in Conflict during Developing i\Iodinm National Developing Cii·cle,
4-Unltlng the New Political Forces; searching for
AS A
a common platform, and giving the news ot iJ
e1 W. Concord St., Boston, Mass.
the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth
the young bodies In the field.
4tll
Centuries. Section V.: Freethought Triumph
DOCUMENT in
5-Warning .the American people against the treaon MISSIONARY
the Nineteenth Century.
able and crushing schemes of mllllonaJ.res,
"I hav read Mr. Watts's' History or Freethought.'
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
monopolists, and plutocrats, and against the
It Is just what every thhlklng man needs, and those From Traditon to Reason.
coming billionaires whose shadow Is now loomwho do aot think need It to make them clo so."
Ing up.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
6-Looklng toward better times or fair play and Remsburg are:
Price, $126
Cloth, $1.25.
For Sale at this Office,
public welfare.
7-Llvlng views or publlc.questlons and social topThe Church and Morality; Criminal StatisAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Ics.
" Little Lessons " for Little Folks,
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
33 elinton Place, New York.
8-Literary sketches and stories.
.Arc now .ready to mail to an)• address,
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilizaat 30 -cents for board cover, and
BtBLICAL ANTHOLOCY tion; the Church and Science; the Church A SMALL FARM WANTED.
20 coi>ts fer paper. Address
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
An AJ)J)eal to the PhllnuthroJ)ists.
Elmina D. §lenker,Snowville, Virginia.
A Collection of Pa!ilsoges
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
I am 71 years old, btv boon a producer for at
Illustrating the
Woma,n's Rights Movement; the Temperance least 65 years. I wish to find some philanthropic
"'Little Lessons' are grand. I hashed and
person who lu•s a small farm to rent-I am 11na- rehashed the Jesson on sp~clers tJ1i~ evening in the
·Purity and Mm·ality of Tlte Bible. Reform. the Church and the Republic. ,
'
ld b , ·
1 t d b
ble to buy-for a term of years, for a small sum. Sunday-school. lam rnnmngtwo Snnclay-schools.
Price, paper, 35 cents; fleXible cloth, 50 cents.
These pamphlets shou
e cucu a e
Y ·Any person who has such a place, and will com- The children are slow in learning the mystery of
1
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the thousand. Let every reader send for a municato with me, giving full particulars, I should j the God-head; in comprehending· the Trinity; but
Address
be l1appy to hear from.
.
their eyes brighten and they take kindly to disTHE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. dozen at least.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
.
SEW.ARD MITCHELL,
!' eourses on snails, toads, spiders, and lizards, sol
:Price, 25 cents.
33 Olinton Pla.ce, NEW YORK
4tll
Newport, Me.
taink I'll keep it up."-EerUe Ston~o

J . E. REMSBURG.

TRAVC:L8 IN FAITH,_
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lfoetru.
'An Excerpt.
Ylctlms of artifice, dupes of arch knaves,
Wearily tolling, cupidity's slaves,
The peerage of labor, forgotten, unknown,
Though the virtues of sinew, or muscle, and bone
Work the splendors that dazzle, the glories that
·
shine,
Going down rrom the sunlight to wrench rrom the
mine
The caloric of comfort, that princes may warm'l'hat the rew may bask sweetly at ease and from
harm.
Anti there sit the favored, sleek, happy, and full,
With no care save to see that their Jives grow not
dull;
Prating bounties or nature and goo~ ness or God.
Oh! Justice, retr!butlv, wt>y dost thou nod
In some corner afar-some nook all

ob~cure,

While some masked thing, presiding, sits mocklr-g
the poor,
The defenseless. the people, and yet tlte true force
That keeps the wheels movlrg all things In their
course,

Setting right-as, by chance, they are wont to
dh·ergeThe hands that make order from chaos emerge_?
·.rhere are men In this world at once noble and
true-

Did I say only men ?-I meant women, too.
Love smile on such women-I would there were
more-

.

But we know not as yet what this world has In store.
Anthropology's gaining, how this truth glOl'lfies 1
When the end Is accomplished, then the world
deifies
With good reason. No ca::wnfzed saints,
But humanity's soul ehall re"pond to the plaints
Of agonized beings, no matter where round,
And the peans or love altr:ristlc resound,
VIRGINIA E. YANCE.
Concord, Ky.

Our Book-Shelf Cleared.
REPLY TO REv. L. A. LAMBERT's "NoTEs ON
INGE~SOLL." By B. W. Lacy. Philadelphia:
Keystone Pnb. Uo. Price, $1. Sold through
this office.
J\:Ir. Lambert's vainglorious challenge to the
"glib little whiffets" of the Ingersoll school
to try to ·'rehabilitate his smirched character"
has long gone unanswered, for the reason that
few cared to use time in refuting the oft--refuted sophistries of the Jesuit colleges. But
the encomiums passed upon Mr. Lambert's
book by "a vtry respectable part of the religious and secular prtss of this and other
countries" hav induced Mr. Lacy to perform
the task .on the commercial principle that,
though the maker of a note be insolvent, it is
legitimate to proceed against the indorsers.
'fhere is a dignity and philosophical coolness about Mr. Lacy's work of dissection in
admirable contrast with the priest's he~ted and
slangy" Notes." Mr. Lacy is a gentleman, and,
of course, could not descend to the use of
billingsgate, but the provocation to say harsh
things is so great in this instance that he is entitled to no little credit for his abstention.
Though not taking up enry individual sentence of Mr. Lambert's "Notes," Mr. Lacy has
criticised about all the ideas contained therein,
straightened out the scriptural renderings, and
corrected the historical errors.
In Chapter One of the "Notes," l\1r. Lambert objects to Ingersoll's affirmation of the
eternality of matter, and criticises:
"That which is eternal is infinit. •It must
be infinit'because, if eternal, it cim hav nothing to limit it. But that wbi?h _is infinit must
be infinit in every way. If limited m any way
it would not be infinit. Now, matter is limited.
It is composed of parts, and composition is
limitation. It is subject to change, and change
involves limitation. Change supposes succession, and there can be no succession without
a beginning, und therefore limitation. 'l'hus
far we are borne o;;t by reason, experience,
and common sense.
'fhe fallacy of this reasoning is in the falsity
of the premises. }l!r. Lacy shows this falsit.y by
sevtral illustrations. The first is by scripture,
which does not count for much, but as the
priest believes the Bible it may hav weight
with him. "The human soul at death," says
Mr. Lacy, "scripture being the judge [authority], starts on an eternal pilgrimage. It never
dies. Its life is everlasting (Matt. xxv, 46).
Yet who believes that the human soul is, in
any of its attributes, equal to God?" Therefore, Mr. Lambert's proposition-infinit in one
attribute, infinit in all-falls to the ground.
Again: "Space, which has its center everywhere, and its circumference nowhere, is infinit expansion, but nothing more. So of time:
it is infi.nit duration only. A line infinit in
length, extending through space, may be imagined, or symbolized, as readily as we may
symbolize space or eternal duration regarded
as the sum total of infinit diurnal successions.
Yet the supposed line would hav infinit length
without appreciable breadth or thickness.
Therefore, though infinit in one respect, yet
finite in others."
In Mr. Lambert's sequitur to the above he
repeats the same fallacy:
"Matter is limited, and therefore finite, and

if finite in anything finite in evers tbmg; and
I if finite in everythip.g, therefore finite w lime,
and thel'efore not eternal."
This bit of priestly logic is, lik~ all Jesuit
sophistry, built on unstable foundations. M:r.
Lacy shows how this proves too much, and
blows away the whole fabric of theology by
disproving the resurrection of the body, an
idea very dear, no doubt, to Mr. Lambert:
"The matter composing our bodies, according to the 'Notes,' is finite in that it had a beginning, is a composit and is subje~t to
change. Therefore, finite in e;verything, It can
not be eternal, but must fade away like the
shadows which flit before us and are no more.
So also of the glorified. body of the Lord."
But, more painful still, according to this
logic: "God himself, with matter, time, and
space, must cease to be. It will scarcely be denied that even he is limited by the attributes of
his own being. Again, it is inconceivable that he
could annihilate space, create a being equal to
himself or make the diameter of a circle equal
to its ci;cumference. Dr. Adam Clark, in his
posthumous work on theology, says that God
can do anything which does not involve contradiction or absurdity. How we are to determin what proposition involves contradiction
or absurdity he has not informed us. How he
knows that the creation of matter out of
nothing-which is the old way of putting itdoeo not involve contradiction and absurdity
we are not told. To our mind the act is inconceivable. Be that as it may, here are limitations even to divine power, and, 'if limited in
any way,' he cannot be infinit; if not infinit,
not eternal; and, if not eternal, he must cease
to be!"
That matter is destructible, and therefore not
eternal, is an absurd theological statement
hardly needing in these times a serious consideration. A challenge to theologians has for
years been standing, asking them to create or
destroy some matter, and thus demonstrate
their proposition that the matter composing
the universe could hav been created by God.
It is the affirmation of science that matter has
always existed and always will, and this is
proved by its existence to-day-its uncreat·
al;>ility and indestructibility. And where could
the material come from? The universe is illimitable, is infinit. Beyond it there is noth
ing, for it in itself is everywhere. If matter
at one period did not exist, from what did God
create it? He could not hav taken part of
himself, for then he would be-limited and incomplete, and a limited and incomplete omnipresence is unthinkable. Mr. Lacy would
probably hav brought out much more on this
point than he has if Mr. Lambert's paragraph
had demanded it.
In his answer to Judge Black, Colonel In-.
gersoll remarked that a "curious thing about
the Commandments is that their supposed
author violated nearly every one. From Sinai,
according to the account, he:said, 'Thou shalt
not kill,' and yet he ordered the murder of
millions." To this Lambert rejoined:
"He who has the absolute right to take life
cannot be guilty of murder in taking it, for
murdEr is an unjust killing, and there is no
unjust killing in the taking of life by him who
has the absolute right to take it. There is no
escape from this reasoning except by denying
the absolute right, and you cannot deny this
but by denying God's existence; for, on the
hypothesis that he exists, h~ is Creator! a:nd
being Creator the absolute right of dommwn
over his creatures necessarily follows."
It is a pity that Mr. Lacy should hav answered this from a Theistic standpoint, for on
the question of the attributes of God, as given
in the Bible, Calvin was nearer right than
Channing. The principles of justice were
written by no God, but are the result of man's
experience, formulated by reason. But to the
book. Mr. Lacy says: ''If by absolute
dominion be meant the right to govern without regard to the principles of justice, written by God's own finger on the tablet of the
human heart, we fail to see it. The right of
dominion is not the tyrant's right. Suppose I
had the power to speak into sentient life the
sands of the sea, and to endue them with mental, moral, and physical being, would I be justified, because the creator of such, in inflicting
suffering on them from mere caprice, or for
my own pleasure? No. And to ascribe a
kindred right to God is to assert that he has
the right to do wrong, to violate the eternal
laws of his own being, to aver that power is
holiness."
"God," says Lambert, ''has a right to take
life." Mr. Lacy grants this (perhaps for the
sake of the argument, for surely he cannot
grant that a Thing whose very existence is
unproved and unprovable should hav the right
of life and death over sentient human beings),
but asks, "Should he or would he convert the
world into a slaughter-house, and depute his
chosen people, as human butchers, to slay not
only men, but women, children, and babes

unborn?'' ~:Ir. L;tmbu-t retort8 that the: gradual!~ leading _t'JG student throngh the
wickedness of the heathen amply justified God grammatiCal labyrmths of the Germ>tn l~n
in commanding his chosen people to slay them. guage. With these pamphlets.o.ne could easi~y·
"But," again queries Mr. Lacy, "what of the learn to read Germanb; ~he ability bto spea~ Ij
Jewish people and thei'r anointed :rulers? however, we do not ell eve can e acqmre
From the days of Abraham the lash of ·the without a teacher.
almighty was held in terrorem over their backs,
and his will was made clearly manifest to CHRIST's CHRISTIANITY. Being the Precepts:
imd Doctrins Recorded in Matthew, Mark,
them; and yet, with all, they were in a state
Luke, and John, as Taught by Jesus Christ.
of chronic rebellion against their divine ruler.
By Albert H. Walker. New York: Holt
Not content to make gods with their own
& Co.
hands, they borrowed them from the heathen
This is a biased collocation of J esns's aland worshiped them." As to the· killing of leged teachings, and while it may be suitable'
the heathen by the idolatrous Jews, how could for the use of those who see only one side of'
it be justified when the heathen nations were the question, is !!lOt likely to contribute more•
ignorant of the " d1vine" law and its penalties? than ordinary Sunday-school books to an acThat the law was known to their ancestors curate knowledge of Christianity or the New
hundreds of years before in nowise consti- Testament. For ministers who preach rosy
tuted a revelation to them. " Suppose all our sermons to please their hearers, leaving out
acts of Assembly should be burnt and not re- the disagreeable portions of theology, "Christ's
printed for ten generations, would any just Christianity" will be handier than a concordjudge condemn a criminal for the violation of ance to find texts and collateral supports to
a law of which he had never heard because prop them up. · That seems to be the design
of the book, and the author has succeeded
ages before his ancestors had read it ?"
well.
O.u the authority of the gospel, and the reference to ,Christ in JosEphus, Mr. Lacy has
THE NExT STEP OF PROGRESS. A Limitation of
tumbled the priest over fiat. Had we space,
Wealth, with Graduated 'faxation upon Acchapter xvi would _be excellent reading for
cumulating and Accumulated Fortunes the
truth seekers. But we hope Mr. L>tcy's arguonly Hope of the Republic. By .John· H.
Keyser. New York. ·Price, 10 cents. Sold
ments will reach as many people as hav Mr.
through THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Lambert's, though it is V~tin to expect the
Mr. Keyser has crowded a great many facts
church papers will in any way help their circulation. As truth, however, has better stay- and arguments into the fifty large pages of this
ing powers than error, Mr. Lacy's hook maybe pamphlet, and if his readers cannot at once
heard of when Mr. Lambert's is worked over accept all his conclusions, they certainly will
obtain many ideas worth retaining and considinto circus posters.
ering. We disagree with him in toto on his
SHADOWs. Being a Familiar Presentation of theory of a paternal government, but it is not
Thoughts and Experiences in_ Spiritual Mat- necessary to accept this idea to appreciate his
ters. With ill ustrativ N arratwns. By John work. Mr. Keyser is a benevolent gentleman,
Wetherbee. Published by Colby & Rich. with shrewd thinking powers, a heart overflowing with sympathy for the laborer, and his
Price, $1. 25. For sale at this office.
endeavor to sol \'e the SO;Jial problem is honest,
There is very little connection between the and without the least smack of demagogery.
title and matter of this book.· Mr. Wetherbee
is a Spiritualist well known among the Banner PROGRESSION; or, How a Spirit Advances ill'
of Light readers, inclined to be slightly orthoSpirit Life. The Evolution of Man. 'l'wo
Papers Given in the Interest of Spiritual
dox in Spiritual matters, and not p"rticularly
Science by Michael Faraday. Star Pub. Co.
scientific in his method of investigation or
Price 15 cents. Sold at this office.
rigid in the consequent deductions. His book
A
great many people like the mental food
is a record of what has occurred under his observation, and he honestly believes that spirits furnished in the series of pamphlets issued by
produced the phenomena he has seen and felt. the Star Pub. Co., and such will be as well
The book will please those, of his own way of pleased with this as with the former books. It
thinking, but will probably not convert many is a statement of the progress made by the
Materialists. The narrativs are easily and fa- spirit, and an empiric attempt to so explain
miliarly written, and carry the reader along in the evolution of man as to account for the
otherwise unexplained introduction of the
a soothing way that disarms his antagonism, if soul. The author deals largely in dogmatic
he hav any, but still leaves him with his orig- generalities which may mean anything or.
inal bias against ghost stories. Spiritualists nothing, as the mood of the reader is. Mr.
will find the book very entertaining, and dis- Bennett's tract, "Matter, Motion, Life, and
believers in mediumship will not care to fight Mind," is a much more reasonable attempt in
in the same direction.
it much. Mr. Wetherbee himself is indifferent
as to its reception. He tells the stories for his
CRITICIS,IS ON THE BIBLE, and a reply to the
own pleasure; those who like him may read
Sermon Preached by Rev. F. Z. Rossiter behim-those who do not may let him alone.
fore the Kalamazoo, Mich., Bible Society.
By Lycurgus. Price, one cent.
The publishers h'av got i~ up very handsomely
for the price.
A vigorous little tract answering a locapreacher's erroneous assertions. The Old Tes'l'HE MISSING LINK IN MODERN SPIRITUAL!S?>I. tament is liberally quoted, and the author has
By A. Leah Underhill, of t~e Fox fa~ily. evidently read Ingersoll and Remsburg to adRevised and arranged by ~Literary Friend. vantage. Obtuse Christians should be proSixteen illustrations.
New York: T. R. vided with this tract.
Knox & Co. Price, $2. Sold at this office,
On similar lines, but very different in its
spirit from Mr. Wethtrbee's '·Shadows" is
this alleged missing link in the history of
modern Spiritualism. It purports to be a
truthful account of the phenomena occurring
at Hydesville in the house of Mr. Fox, and
since to various members of the Underhill
family, especially the author, who has had a
remarkable experience. The book is a good
offset to "Bottom Facts," and vouches for
more supernatural marvels than Mr. Truesdell
can explain in ten years. While in the relation of her experiences Mrs. Underhill is positiv
that they are explainable only by the hypothesis of the return of disembodied spirits, she
yet writes in a defiant tone which of itself recognizes an army of critics. Mrs. Underhill's
work is essentially controversial, and will, we
fancy, be used for offense and defense by believers in Spiritual manifestations. She contends that the exhibitions of an occult power,
as narrated in her book, demonstrate beyond
doubt the reality of the survival of man's
spirit; that death is but birth into another
stage of progressed and progressiv life; and
proves what has heretofore been but a dogma
of an unproved and unprovable faith, the immortality of the soul. The reasons for her
arrival at this cone! us ion are altogether too
numerous to summarize, and we advise interested parties to read the boolf.
GERMAN SnvrPLIFIE:r.>. Especially Intended for
Self-Instruction. By A. Knofiach. No. 5.
l'rice 10 cents. Sold at this office.
Mr. Knoflach's course of pamphlets is meeting with much favor from teachers of German,
who find it perhaps the best adapted of any
of the numerous l.>ooka of instruction for

FIFTEEN HUNDRED ORIGINAL CONUNDRUMS.
Price 15 cents. Sold at this office.
We hav just received from the publishers,
J. s. Ogilvie & Co., a handsome little book
with the above title, which contains over fifteen hundred conundrums suitable for home
and fireside amusement. They are said to be
all originaL
_____________

Our Books.
THE STORY HouR, a book for children and
youth. This book is handsomely printed and
bound, and contains about 100 very fine illustrations. It is affectionately inscribed to the
little niece of Susan H. Wixon, author of the
book, and the frontis piece is a beautiful and
life-like picture of little Susie, who was a bright.
and promising child, but who died May 8, 1884 ;.
aged six years. The price of the book is $1. 25,
two copies, $2.00.
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREI!l:·
THINKERS' ALMANAC for 1885 contains thirtyseven portraits of prominent American FreethinkerR, and numerous illustrutions. It has
a large number of contributions from many of
our noted Freeth ought lecturers and editors;
also much other matter that will be very valuable to Liberals. Too much praise cannot be
given the Truth Seeker Company for placing
such a valuable and artistic book before the
public. It is worth five timeR the price asked
for it, which is 25 cents. Every Liberal should
hav it.
CHRISTIANI'l'Y A REWARD FOR CRIME; Authen•
ticated by the Bible, by 0. B. Whitford. M.DA
This is a very neat pamphlet, and the subject
is ably handled. Price 10 cents, These three.
books should find their way into every family.
Send to the Truth Seeker PublishingOompany,
33 Clinton Place, New York city.-Pitt.burull
1ruth.
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LIBERAL

L~CTUR.ES

IN PHILADELPHIA.
BY CHARLES WATTS,
ON SUNDAY Al'l~IL Gtli, ISS~,
IN

Memori!l.l Hall, 9th St., & Girard Ave.
A-fternoon at 2.30-Subject:

Secularism; Wherein it is Superior to Christianity.
Evening at 7.30 Subject:

Christianity; What Has it Done for the World?
The clergy are especially invited to ue present
and reply. ,.
ADMISSION FR.EE.
:lt12

T~a HandJ Poc~et

Account ~oot

Containing four parts, eac]J important and
convenient for pocket use.
Part 1.-Shows plainly how to keep accounts.
Part H.-Consists of business forms us notes,
orders, receipts, etc., useful rules and tables for
reference.
Part III.-Shows how to write good letters.
Part IV.-Consists of 48 blank pages, ruled for
Dr., and Cr., heavy paper, on which to keep
accounts.
Size. 6x3 3·4 inches, 32 pages, printed; price,
in cloth, 40 cents; in leather, 50 cents; both with
pocket and flap. Sold by dealers, or sent post paid
on receipt of price. , Two-cent stamps accepted.
Agents \Van ted. Unsold books returnable, money
refunded.
Address
F. 0. JOHNSON,
2teowl2
;';haron, Wis.

The Bi~le Analyze~.
BY

.Yobn R. Kelso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creat!on.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles of the B!ble.-The Errors or the B!b!e.-The
Prophecies.-The Devn or Satan of the B!b!e.-The
Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
the B!ble.-'I'he God of the Bible,-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 833 pp, Splendidly executed. Bent
by man, post paid. Price, $3.00.

MONKS, POPES,
AND

OTTO

WETTSTEIN'S

Popular Jewelry store A R ~n~!!~~te!b~ !!e ~1!!. M E.
Rochelle, Ill.

H. .., S EL F

P.rice, Cloth, $),1)0,

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

PROSE POEMS
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 CUnton Pl., New York.

A NEW BOOK 1 OF DIRECTIONS
FOB

CLEANSING THE BLOOD,
A.nd Curing all forms of Disease that the
Human Famny Is Subject to,
Without the Use of Any Medicine Whatever.
By Prot'essor Natbanlel Pierce.
Pr!cA, 30 Cents.
6tf
Address 'I' HE ~'RUTH BEEKER Office.

GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted for
self-Instruction as well as for use In schools. To
consist or about twelve numbers.
Five numbers
now publ!shed. Sent to any address on receipt of
the Price, 10 cents per number, bY THE TRUTH
.
BEEKER CO.
"These books contain a wealth of knowledge for
self·!nstt·uct!on."-ED. Albany Union.
3tf

Dozen,$1.00

UNIVERSAL HlSTORY

BY JOHN .AL:SERGER.

Address

~er

Price, 10 Cents.

And Selections,

Price, 50 cents, 7G cents, and $1.00, ac·
co•·dinJ;" to condition ot' book.

By

0. B. WHITllORD, M. D.

A FEW OF MY PRIOES;
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
Solid s!lver .stem-winding American Watches
huat!ng or open case; 2 oz. 7leweled, $10; 3 oz., $11;
4 oz. $12; 5 oz. $14. Same cases with 11 Jeweled
PHOTOGRAPHS
movements, $12.50, $13,50, $14.50, $16.50, Same case
OF
with full (15) Jeweled movement, patent regulator,
$17,$18, $19, $21. Same cases, with full jeweled ad· COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
justed patent regulator movements, $22, $23, $24,
$26,; key wlnd, $2 to $5 lea"; for best cases, snver
WITH AUTOGRA-PH,
caps and gold joints add $1. 50, and for best filled
Price, 20 cents.
gold cases (warranted for 20 years) add $10 to best
snver cases, making a 11 jeweled hunting (filled
case) stem-wind quick train watch only $28; same
C.&BINET PHOTOGRAPHS,
for ladles, $23.
Ladles' sol!d gold stem·w!nd
Price, 40 Cents.
wa,ches, latest .styles, good American 11 jeweled
moyements, 10 kt, $2i; 14 kt, $32; same full jeweled,
Address this Office.
$32 and $i0-tor fancy engraving add $3 to $5.
Prices aud specifications for finer ladles' and
gents' watches, Including all ·the finest richest THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
and most elaboratly finished watches in the world;
BY lti.&IL POST·P.&ID.
sent upon appl!cat!on.
Watches cleaned for $1; main springs, $1. Bank
time-locks, chronographs, music boxes, etc., re·
paired at lowest rates, and all work warro.nted the
best in the world or no pay.
Heat steel spectacle made, $1; genu!n pebbles, $2;
gond common, 25 cents. Best tr!pleplated teaspoons,
$2; tablespoons, $4; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75-all
per set of s!x.
Parties des,lr!ng snverware, Jewelry, diamonds,
etc., for prese'il.ts W!ll do well to order sample package
on .selection and save money. Cash w!ll be re· A Great Medical Work on Manhood
funded on all goods not satisfactory.
.
Exhausted V!tal!ty, Nervous and Physical Deb111ty,
Watches, etc., may be safely sent In unsealed
packages per registered mall, and w!ll be retHrned Premature Decl1ne in Man, Errors of Youth, E<ll1l
the untold miseries resulting from !nd!s~ret!on or
at my expense.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
P, B.-Stop over and see me when near Rochelle, Ill. excesses. A book for every man, young, middle.
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
aau te and chronic d!Beases, each one of which Is inELEMENTS
valuable. So found bY the author, whose experience
for 23 years Is such as probably never before
OF
fell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound In
beautiful French musl!n, embossed covers, !ull gUt,
guaranteed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical, l!terary, and professional-than any other
work sold In this country for $2.50, or the money
FOh
w!ll be refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.00
by man, post paid. Illustrat!v sample 6 cents.
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
Sand now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
National Medical Association, to the president of
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
Which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
of the Board the reader Is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
By Prof~ H. M. Coltin;;-er, A.lU.
for Instruction, and by the affi!cted for rel!ef. It
w!ll benefit alL-London Lancet.
There Is no member of society to whom The
Freethinkers will find this, for an outline,
or Life w!ll not be useful, whether youth,
history the best for their use, as Professor Science
parent, guara!an, Instructor, or clergyman,-Argo·
Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports naut.
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
Address the Peabody l\Ied!cal Institute, or Dr. w.
trnthfnl freedom not found in ordinary his- H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Htreet, Boston, Mass ,
may be consulted on all diseases requiring
who
tories. He dates his work from the beginning sk!ll and
experience. Ohron!c and obst!nace diS·
of historical certainty and not from the mythi- eases that have baffied the sk!ll of aliufALother
s u c·
cal Eden, as do most "universal " historians, physicians a specialty. Such treated II
and brings it down to 1883, with a brief men- cessfully, wuhout an llliltance orr
fa!lure. Mention this paper.
I
tion of subsequent important inventions and
ly13
discoveries.

THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJEUT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
LITICAL NATURE OF THE UA.THOLlC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABL'E DESIGNS WITH REGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLW.

CHRISTIANITY·

BY

DR. R. P. F.BLLOWS
Is a regularly educat·

ed and legally qual!·
1led physician, and
the most successful
as his practice w!ll
pr0ve. He has for
twenty years treated
exclus!vly all d1seases
of the Sexual Organs,
In the cures of which
he stands preeminent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of self·
abuse In youth and
sexual excesses in ma·
turer years, causing
n 1 g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,render!ng mar.
r!age Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per·
manently by an outside appl1cat!on in sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely lin·
known to the medical profession. Send five 2-cent
stamps for h!s "Private Counselor," giving full In·
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say where you saw this advert1sment.

This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
of the author.
The work i.a designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph'fac simile,
From the Ironclad Age.
has been prepared especially for it.
"Dr. Fe!:c-..,s1s an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
In the more elegant styles of binding, this cheat
or humoug. The Freethinkers of the lano
volume is eminently suited for presentation should g!v the doctor their patronage,"
lyS
purposes, for any season or occasion.
In workmanship the volume is a masterpiece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the ~~~ ~~g~~Rolf 8o~BJo~~~~~e~t'1~o~~~~JJ~eio ~~~
best materials and skill can projluce. The Hon. John S.Wise, M. C. from Va., sayR • Whoercrtakes
no matter whether he be .l.1fr. Blaine's friend or
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages. it·u.p,
enemy. will never put it down until he has read the
No item pf expense has been spared to make whole." $200 per month to good "l'ents. ApplY at
once, Tne Henry Bill Pub. Co., Norwich, Ct.
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
Bnk-cloth, beveled edges, g1lt back and side, $2 50
Halt-cal!, mottled edges, elegant I! bury style, 4 50
Full Turkey morocco, gnt, e:s:qu1B!tely fine,
7 50
Full tree calf, highest possible style and finish, 9 00
m~~~~~~~~~,.n~0 ~~ie~n~;-.~s~ ~!•fi:;~3~dto
90 days. Reliable references gi\'en. Send
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
stamp foi circular~ and Stt_JJ in 'What papet
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
vou saw mv advert1sement. Addres!J Capt,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
W. A. Colllnie,Sm!thv!lle.<e(•"'IOI Ct. ll.t.

ONE-MILLIDN~ilti~
RUPTURES CUR EDb)'
4

!Published In the rapidly grow!nJl young city, on Long·

felluw's .. mountain or the prairie, Pipestone, Minn.)

Eight pages, weekly, $1.50 a year. Contains
the news of the day, short stories, scientific
miscellany, literary selections-but best of all, the
ItEPUBLIC is nnqnalifiedly, uncompromisingly
opposed to the LIQUOR 'l'ltAFFIC 1 It puts
LIBJmTY AGAINST LIQUOH l It open~ its
eolumns to Jilree Discussion. It challenges all
opponents to meet it on the burning question of
our time, PROHIBITION 1 'l'he plea, that legal
Prohibition annihilates PERSONAL LIBgRTY
will be met and refuted. All opponents to Pro·
hibition will be accorded the right to reply. This
is the WORKINGMAN'S REPUBLIC. And an
advocate of WOMAN SUFFRAGE. When the
mothers; wives, and daughters vote there will be
;tn end to the RUM CURSE I When women
vote we will hav a true Republic, and never be·
fore. The REPUBLIC is published to dissemi·
111ate these principles. Shall we receive your aid?
Send all remittances to
,
W. F. J'.&ltlii!li!!IOlV, Editor and Publisber,

PIPESTONE, MINN.

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY CRIM;ES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hob
bery-Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder--vVars of Con
quest and· Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance an
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Chil
dren-Crueltv to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibal
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polvgan~y- IntemperancePovertv and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocy-- Obscenity.
BY .YOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price, Sln;rlc tJopies, 2ii cents;

..,

6 Copies, $1.00

Special Discount on Lar;-er Quantities.

Will Cu"'" all ForJns e:f Dicea.se Withovt
llledictne.
CONSULTING ROOMS,

471 WEST MADlSON ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SOJnf'thing for lln•alids to read and study
ov,.r.,-Stop Drugging and try
Na'"ure'.!l Rem.edy,
MAGNETISlli.

For year& past It has oeen known to the profes.
s!on that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents !or !J;Upart!ng vital force and energy to the
worn-out sufrer~>r from disease. Many human!ta.
rians In the profession, thinking more of the aile·
v1at!on or su:ltering than they d!d of the code of
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found them.
selves astonished at the effect upon their patients.
They had been taught that medicine was an abso·
lute essential In all cases, and that that falling, the
patient must d!e, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker has flung aside
the tie Which bound him to h!s dogro at!c bt ethren
and has resorted to other and more scientific meth·
ods of treatment. As a result many, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barba·
rous as It was unscientific, have used their best en·
erg!es to devise means for the alleviation of human
suffering. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNETISM was establ!shed, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable read!ly submitted to
It\\ mnd but potent influence. This agent to the
intell1gent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as it 18, th-e very essential of all life, It was found
that the human bo y when in a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vital principle. If we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
Ah I but how 1s It to be done, says the physician.
Science, -however, came to the rescue, and solved
the problem. Here and there throughout the worl{l.
are 1lelds of what are known as magnetic ore. Ijt
was observed that the ore, when carried upon the
person, was found to be a safeguard against disease,
and to th1s circumstance we are largely indebted for
magnetic wearing apparel, for !twas an easy trans!·
t!on from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed in
garments fitted to every part of the body. Since
the first Introduction of magnetic appl!ances as a
curative, there has been a number of these so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose sole object was gain. Unscientific In construction, and having little If any magnet1sm In
them, their life was of short d urat!on; It was long
enough, however, to demonstrate that when con.
structsd upon scientific principles there was scarcely
an a!!mcnt that human flesh Is heir to that would
submntothetr he~tllng Influence.
THE EUREKA :MAGNETIC APPLIANCES are superior to everything of a similar character heretofore offered to the public, being the only sc!entlfio·
ally ccnstructed appl!ance In the market; It Is now
two and a half years since they were first offered
to the publ!c, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patlents, and not a single case of ranure to receive benefit reported to us, whne we are
In da!ly receipt of testimonials of cures from all
parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
ex!Bt where these garments are worn In quantities
as advised by us.
To all who may be affi!cted with any of the follow·
!ng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
::Uagnetlc Garments will cure you :-Paralys1s,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debn!ty, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronch!t1s, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Disease,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epnepsy, E!t. VItus' Dance, and all form
of chronic •.nval!d!sm.

PRICE LIST.
$ 6
Lun2 Invigorators,
6
Gentlemen's Body Belts,
5
Sciatic Appliances,
•
3
Knee Caps,
4Leg Belts,
4
Anklets,
4:
Shoulder Appliances,
1
Wristlets, each,
1
Hat Band8, •
4
Head Caps,
4
Sleeping Caps,
•
•
Abdominal Belts (ladies),
6
15
Gents' Vests,
Ladies' Jacket and Corset.

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

50

00

00
00
00
00

(combined),
18 00
Superfine Insoles (all leather), 1 00
Whne these g"rments can be procured at the
above lc.w prices no one can afford to be !ll. Our
ladles' supporters are lust what every lady In the
laud needs, as It will be found a great n.sslstance >;
certain periods; all these garments are made:>
measure, an<! a fit guaranteed. 'I'o ladles whoH'
all dragged DUt a combination jacket and corset
wm restore you to new llfe and energy, and. pay for
Itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
garment 1s only made fnm actual measure, and a
perfect fit assured.
All communications answered free o: charge,
Address, DR. L. 'l'ENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
Oh!cago, Ill. &" Agents wanted tor Boilton, r!GW
York Brooklyn ,aDd llh11adelphl&.
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BE good and yon wlll be~a curiosity.

INDEED, It goes eo heavily with my disposition that
this goodly frame, the earth, seems to me a stern
promontory, tills most excellent canopy, the air,
look you, tills brave o'erbanglng firmament, this
majt>stlcal roof, fretted with golden fire, why. It ap.
pears no other thing to me than a foul and pestilent
congregation of vapors.-Skakspe1·e's Hamlet,
·
1N the spring of 1775, I was struck with a disorder
ih my bowels, which, at first, gave me no alarm, but
it has since, as I apprehend it, become mortal and
incurable. I now reckon upon a speedy dissolution.
I hav sutrered very little pain from my disorder;
ahd, what is niore strange, I hav, notwithstanding
the great .decline of my person, never sutrered a
moment's abatement of my spirits; Insomuch that,
Were I to name a period of my life, which I would
most choose to pass over again, I might be tempted to
point to this latter period. I possess the same ardor
as ever in study and the same gaiety In company. I
consider, besides, that a man of sixty-five, by dying,
cuts otr only a tew years of Infirmities; and though
I see many symptoms of my literary reputation's
breaking out at last with additional luster, I know
that I could hav but a few years to enjoy it. It Is
difficult to be more detached from life than I am at
.Present.-Hume's My Own Life.
AT twelve o'clock Gibbon drank some brandy and
water and desired his favorit servant to stay with
him. To the last he preserved his senses; and when
he could no longer speak, his servant having asked
a q uestlon, he made a sign to show that he understood him. He was quite tranq~il and did not stir,
his eyes half shut. About a quarter before one he
ceased to breathe.-Mori•on's Gibbon. [NOTE.-Joseph
Addison, In his dying moments, sent for his stepson
that h• might see" how a Christian could die," and
I make no doubt but he died well, as he had lived
well; but no Infidel need blush for the way that Hume
looked forward to his departure, or f<ilr the way that
Gibbon met his fate. When next the Rev. DeWitt
•ralmage, or t;tny other pulpit fury, takes occasiOn to
enlarge on the awful death of Infidels or Atheists,
perhaps he would condescend to reacl to his gaping
audience the two foregoing extracts, and they will
then be sura to hear a few words of sense, which
may so far qualify tile bushels of nonsense that they
w1ll hav to listen to.
We hav all-every motner's
son of us-" to eat a bushel of dirt" In the course or
our lives; but those who" sit under" the pastor of
the Brooklyn Tabernacle llav to take It at a single
meal. No doubt they would hav mealed In with
old Ezekiel in that delightful mess-rivaling the
hell-broth so graphically described by the late Mr. W.
S., of Stratford-upon-Avon-which he prepared for
himself, For the exact receipt the anxious reader
may eonsult the fourth chapter of his prophecles.Hylax.l

ADAni was a roller skater. The tau· be got 1~ Still
Wellremembered.
·

THE
,

THE Inability of George Washington to tell a lie,
says the Pittsburgh 1'el•graph, left a gap In our na.
tiona! system that his fellow-countrymen llav used
every exertion to fill,
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A STRANGE man was picked up In a fainting condition In the street and taken to the hospital. "How
is tilat man they brought here ?' asked a reporter
of the superintendent, about an hour afterward.
" Lying at the point ot death." "Oil, Is he? Well,
I'll bet a dollar he's a lawyer."
·• I TRUST the current of my discourse last dunday
was not sulllciently formidable to hopelessly engulf
you." jocosely remarked a young Detroit clergyman
to a lady member of his congregation the other
evening. "Oh, no I It was quite shallow enough
for comfortable wading, thank you."
AN exchange says that girls who wish to llav small,
prettily-shaped mouths should repeat at frequent
Intervals during tbe day: "Fanny Finch tried five
llounderlng fish for Francis Fowler's father." Tills
looks too much like an attempt to propitiate a prospectiv father-In-law for most girls to repeat more
than once.-Bw·lington Free· P1·ess.
"You llav been sick for a long time, havn't you ?"
sympathetically remarked a lady to one of her poor
but uneducated nelgilb~rs. "Ye~. I llav had a tedious time of lt. I was confined to the housed urlng
August, and Lreally thought I had tile damon Ia. I
got a little better, but I was taken down again In
November last " "Did you sutrer In the interim ?"
aske<l tile lady. "No; I cll<l not sutrer at all In tile
Interim; tile pains were all In my stomach."
"YES," said the honest farmer, " I know there are
people what always puts tile big apples at the top of
the ba.r'l, but I don't." 11 That's right," exclaimed
the deacon admiringly. "I llav always tried to convince folks that that sort o' thing don't pay In tile
long run." "If they'd go to tile city once In a
willie they'd Jearn something. I always put my big
apples at the bottom of the bar' I." "That's the
way." "Yes; you see people has got so suspicious
that they 'most always open tile bar'l at the bottom
nowadays."
FUNNY POETRY.

CLINTON PLACE.

Pretty girl
So sweet, so nice I
Sudden slips
Upon the Ice;
Scream of terror,
Does she goesVisions of emBroidered hose.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.
PORTRAITS.
Thomas Paine,
R. G. Ingersoll,
D. 11. Bennett,"
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Elizur Wright,
James Parton,
Parker Pillsbury,
S. P Andrews,
\V. F. Jamieson,

G. H. Walser,
John Peck,
J. H. Burnham,
J. R . .Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Chas. B. Reynolds,
Chas. Watts,
W. S. Bell,
S. P. Putnam,

SINCE men are In a transitional condition, since
nature ordains that the existence of the race can
only be preserved by means of gross appetites Inherited from our ancestors, the animals, it Is ob'l'lous
that men should refine them as far as they are able.
Thus the brute business of eating and drinking Is
A Lecture by
made, In civilized life, the opportunity of social Intercourse; the family, divided by the duties or the
(Jol, Robert G. Ingersoll.
day, then assemble and converse; men of talent are
drawn together and interchange Ideas. Many a
poem, many an Invention, many a great enterprise,
"The clergy know that I know that they
has been born at the table; loves and friendships
hav originated there. In the same manner the know that they do not know."
passions are sanctified by marriage. Blended with•
the pure aJiectlons their coarseness disappears, their
One of the best documents to circulate ever
VIolence Is appeased and they become the ministers
of conjugal and parentallove.-Reade's Martyrdom of printed. Every man, woman, and child in
Man.
the United States should read it.
Every
HAIL, wedded Love! mysterious law, true source reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
or human o!lsprlng; sole propriety
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ln Paradise, of all things common else I
33 Clinton Place, New York_
By thee adulterous lust was driven from men
Among the bestial herds to range; by thee
Founded in reason, loyal, just, and pure
Relations dear and all the charities
or father, son, and brother, first were known.
-Milton's Paradise Lo•t.

J. K Rcmsb;trg,
CourLlandt Palmer,
Lucy Colman,
John R. Kelso,
Elmina D. S!enker,
Amy Post,
Helen H. Gardener,
Mattie Krekel,
Horace Seaver,

Luther Colln·.

J. P . .Mcndtim,
J. L. Yurk,
Chas. P. Somerby,
g ;vr. Macdonald,
.T uliet H. Severance,
Susan H. Wixon,
\Vm. Denton,
.Mrs. H. S. Lake.

OR T H 0 D 0 XY. Ingersoll's 'Works.

INGERSOLL OATEOHISED;

THE question with respect to the men of the past,
IS not where weo·e they, but which way were they goHis Answers
Ing? Were their faces set In the right or In the
wrong direction? Were they in the front or In the To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
rear of tlle!r'generatlon? Did they exert themselvs
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
to help on the great movement ot the human race,
or to stop it? 'l'lllsis not charity, but simple justice
and common sense. It Is the fundamental law of
Millions of these should be circulatecl by
the world In which we liV that truth shall grow, first Freethinkers.
the blade, then the ear, after that the full corn In
the ear. A person who complains of the men of
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
1688 for not having been men of 1835, mlgh t just as
well complain of a projectll for describing a para- for a dollar. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
bola, or for quicksilver for being heavier than water.
-Macaula1.
DR. JOHNSON's mode or estimating the piety or Ills
neighbors was somewhat singular. "'Campbell,"
said qe, "is a good man, a pious man. I am afraid
he has not been In the inside of a church for many
years; but he never passes a church without pulllng
·olf his hat. This shows he has good principles.";l[acaulay' 1 Johnson.

THE town or Newington, N. H., has no liquorsaloons, no debt, no lawyers, and only one church.
'rhis shows how nicely a town can get along tilat
limits Itself to one church.-D,·ake's Magazint.

All frnm the Bostnn Couner.
A STBEET ROMANCE.

I HAV often thought upon death, and I find it the
least of all evils. All that which Is past Is as a dream;
aa.d he that hopes or depends upon time coming,
dreams waking. So much of our life ao we bav dlscov~red Is already dead; and all those hours which
we share, even from tile breasts of our mothers until
we return to our grandmother, the earth, are part
of our dying days, whereof ev~n this Is one, and
those that sncceed are of the same nature, for we
die dally; and as other" hav given place to us, we
must In the end glv way to others.-Bacon's Essays . .
FOil. what we know must be, and Is as common
As any tile mo;t vulgar thing to sense;
Why should we, In our peevish opvosltlon.
Take It to heart ? Fie I 'tis a fault to heaven,
A fault against the dead, a fault to nature,
To reason most absurd; whose common theme
Is death of fathers, and whO still bath cried,
From the first curse till he that died to-day,
11
'rhis must be so!'
-Shakspere's Hamlet.

•• YES '' said the Idallo man, "it's dreadful un..
fortunate that my gal got hugged by that ar' b'ar.
She's sort o' held me in contempt since."

"ANT I CHRIST."
~ovlng

concln•lvly that

THE STORY OF JE8U8 CHRIST

RIB birth, life, trial, e>:ecntlon, etc.-Ill a myth
TRUTH SEJI:KER Omce.
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11 cua~11 l'laGo, Now Yorll·

The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $l,.25

In five lectures. comprising, "Tbe Gods," ·• Hum-

boldt," u Thomas Paine.' "Individuality," a.nd "Here-

tics a.nd Heresies.''

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25

Youth otserves
The frllls and laces,
Fancy hose and
Other graces.
Sudden masllOh, feeling sweet!Helps the m!l.ldEn to her feet.
lledly, redly
Blushes she;
Kindly sympaThizes he;
Then along the
Street they go:
Married In a
Month or so.
TilE COACHnrAN'S DAY HAS GONE BY.
The maid was young, the maid was fair,
And many lovers sought her;
Her father was a millionaire
And she an only dau.ghter.

Includ1llll. "Liberty for Man, Woman, a.nd Chitd;"
'• The Declaration of Independence,'' •'About Farming
in !Hinote;"" The Grant Ba.nquetr" •• The Rev. Alexander Clark,"!' The Past Rises before Me Like a. Dream,''
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

No suitor that the malden mat
To dream oflove had taught her,
Until In Cupid's silken net
Her father's coachman caught her.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50

Then anxiously she passed the days,
Elopement contemplating,
Until she caught the skating craze,
And took to roller-skating.

cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

COMPLETE WORKS, in One Volume. Half calf', ~. 00
THIRD EDITION.

BIBLE l\IYTliS
AND THEm

She threw the coachman over thenTo him it was a crusherAnd eloped one night at half-past ten
And married a polo "rusher."
HOW EASILY TillNGS GO WRONG.
" Alas! how easily things go wrong I"
A sigh too much or a kiss too long,
And a father's patience Is quite worn outThere's a h urrled step, and a wrathful shout,
And the dream of a youthful pair Is o'er.
A youth escapes through the open door,
With terror Imprinted upon his face,
And down the street at a llylng pace
With hat In hand and a dog In chase.
The-dog to the !lying youth draws nigh;
There's a savage growl and a piercing cry,
" Alas! how easily things go wrong;"
Why did the lover stay so long ?

A panting youth at his mother's door
Is vowing he'll go to court no more;
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament
A dog Is returning with visage grim,
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen naDragging an ulster's tails with him.
tions of Antiquity, Considering also their
"Alas, how easily things go wrong I"
Origin and Meaning. With nuWhen a lover foolishly tarries too long I
merous lllustratlons ..
"And yet how easily things go right"
1 Vol. Royal Bvo. Olntk. About 600 pag~.
When he leaves at a decent time of night.
Price,
$3.00 He's
Wise who this in his memory logs :
Sent postpaid, on receipt ot price,
Address,
fathers are fathers, and dogs are dogs.
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a church-member. The case is a vivid illustration of the injustice and folly of the law
which makes religious belief a test of the credibility of witnesses.
THE overseers of Harvard College hav concurred with the president and the Fellows of
the college in repealing the statute requiring
students to attend public worship on Sunday
morning. This will giv students an opportunity to go fishing Sunday morning, and to
indulge in other scientific purstiits.-Norristown Herald.
THE Rev. Heber Newton's Easter sermon was
on "Life after Death." He said that "below
all the charlatanry of Spiritualism there remains a residuum of phenomena which cannot
be pooh-poohed away.'' Spiritualists will
probably be willing to accept this as a terse
·statement of the difference between Spiritualism and Christianity.

and A. T. Rawson, and put them in the city
jail. !J'his morning the mayor fined Rawson
and Thoinas KR!l $20 and costs each, and Jacob
Kail $5 and costs. The report says Rawson
Ex-SECRETARY OF S'I!ATE FRELINGHUYSE:!< is
THE practice of persons kissing the Bible
was taken to the county jail by the sheriff,
sick with a fatal disease at Newark, N. J.
when being sworn in as jurors and witnesses
and went like a martyr, saying Paul and Christ
has been abolished byJndgo Samuel Lumpkin
THE revised edition of the Old Testament
were persecuted, and he could stand it.
of the Northern Circuit in Georgia.
will
be given to the public on the first day of
THE Interior says: "We attended high mass
May.
MARK TwAIN (Clemens) characteristically
in a Roman Catholic cathedral some years ago.
THE half-breed revolt in British America
thanks the nioral icebergs of the Concord
At the close of the service the boys who swung
(Mass.) Library Committee for advertising his
the censers all passed before the bishop, bowed continues. Troops are on the way from Can"Hucldel>erry Finn" by "praising it with
to him, and fumigated him. He was enveloped ada to suppress the rebellion.
faint damns."
RussiA is still massing troops on the Afghan
in a cloud of frankincense as we turned away.
We thought of that scene when in a Protestant frontier, although the prospect of peace with
A LONDON letter says that Miss Booth, the
church not many Sabbaths since. As soon as England is thought to be favorable.
daughter of the generalissirn..o of the Salvation
the benediction was pronounced the minister
THE Prince of Wales is to visit Ireland, and
Army, has returned from France disgusted
with the French. They do not believe in a
took his position in front of the pulpit and the the Irish Nationalists hav decided to neither
people came forward and said, 'Doctor, that make nor allow any hostil demonstrations
God, she says.
was a splendid sermon. I enjoyed it ever so against his royal highness.
A DAKOTA r.lergyman, after a long period of
much.' The doctor seemed to enjoy it too.
intense inebriety, preached a sermon of correLAST Sunday was Easter, and the churches
He smiled with intense satisfaction. Is not
spondingly deep contrition. Several passages
THE pope has just granted dispensation for our Protestant way of fumigating the bishop offered unusual attractions. The ministers
.of the remarkable discourse were devoted to the marriage of a·Jew and a Catholic. This is
an improvement upon that of th:e Romanists?'' took occasion to reaffirm their favorit absurdity
vivid descriptions of delirium tremens.
the first time that the papacy has ever forof the bodily resurreCtion.
THE old miracle of the supply of quails to
Dn. CoAKLEY recently said at a meeting of mally authorized such a marriage-but then feed the Israelites in the desert had its paralTHE grand scherif of Mecca has issued a
·tue Buffalo Medical Association that during this Jew, Herr Popper, is very rich, and is the lel in Georgia the other day, according to the bull declaring El Mahdi an enemy of all
-.the war opium, quinine, calomel, and whisky patron of twenty-seven Roman Catholic bene- Calhoun Times. The lie goes that . a good true Mohammedans. The Mahdi is having
constituted the surgeon's matfil'ia medica. "The fices in Hungary. Moreover, he is ·said to dame, who was entertaining a lot of ministers trouble with rebels in his ranks.
hav paid 200,000 florins for the dispensation •
.soldiers would tolerate opium largely."
who were holding a revival in the town of ReP ARIB, France, is the scene of great excite-Nationalliifo~mer.
saca was sadly perplexed to find food for them ment over the conduct of the government in
THE hymn-writer of the Louisville Cou?ierTHE Rev. George R. Brister, of Baltimore, one day, the crowd of people in attendance hav- the war with China. The disaffected citizens
Jounwl perpetrates the following:
who was not long ago before the Methodist ing consumed everything edible in the place. claim that the administration is responsible for
"In God we trust," the dollars say,
conference charged with a revolting crime, but Not a solitary ham was to be had, and only one the French reverses at Langson.
And Cleveland's got a pew;
who is still preaching, delivered a sermon in small chicken. While she was busy in the
At last to heaven we're on the way;
THE Rev. Dr. Stephen H. Tyng, emeritus
Williamsburgh last Sunday from the text, "I kitchen preparing the chicken and wondering
The pearly gates we'll view."
know that my redeemer liveth." There are how she could provide for her guests, a covey rector of St. George's church in this city, is to
"ARE yon denying yourself anything durprobably few persons who stand in greater of partridges flew into the dining-room, the be examined to test his sanity. His family
ing Lent?'' asked the rector of one of his parneed of an agil and efficient redeemer than doors were closed, a number of ~he birds claim that in matters of business he is irreishioners. " Oh, yes," replied the gentleman
sponsible, and has been so since 1883.
the Rev. George R. Brister.
·
caught, and the ministers regaled with a feast
promptly; Hthat is, I hav denied my wife
THE woman suffrage bill that passed the
CAPT. FREDERICK HHIILTON, of the Paterson, fit for the gods.
several things, and you know when you marDakota legislature was vetoed by Gov. Gilbert
N.
J.,
column
of
Major
Moore's
Salvation
LAST
Sunday
Mr.
Talmage
preached
a
serJ:ied us you made us one.''
Army, goes to state prison for three and one mon against all Sunday amusements, except, A. Pierce. At a meeting of woman suffragists
PnAYER·BOOKS are now made with bouquet- half years for abducting and seducing little of course, those offered at the Tabernacle. He in this city Mrs. Lillie Devereux Blake introholders on the outside, and it looks as if in a Maggie Kerrigan, aged 16. Brother Charles informed his audience that "Men hav found duced a resolution calling upon President
short time a Bible will not be complete unless Stone, an extraordinarily enthusiastic exhorter, out that they can do more work in six days Cleveland to remove Governor Pierce.
it has a plate-glass mirror, with little com- also a Salvation soldier, stole a purse with $15 than they can in seven. Travelers hav fou:nd
FARMERS in western New York complain of
.partments for hair-pins, face-powder, and co- in it from one man, and a $25 cornet" from that they can get sooner to their destination great hardships. The long winter has exlbgljle on the back.-Boston Post.
another. He is in jail in this city.
by stopping one day in seven. Intelligent hausted their hay, potatoes hav been frozen,
A DAKOTA preacher recently lectured in SilTHE Sulphur Springs Gazette says that "the man and dumb machinery cry out for the the cold has destroyed colonies of bees, and·
ver Gulch upon "One Night With John old-fashioned preacher would hammer the life Lord's Day." It is a pity that Mr. Talmage has the maple sugar season is unusually backward,
Bright," in the course of which he reflected out of a pulpit Bible in the course of one year. not earlier brought to the attention of steam- and a small make is certain.
somewhat severely upon the irreligious. What He would open it and shut it, take it in his ship companies the fact that machinery is
MA:roR DRAPER, chief of police of Toronto,
is left of him regrets now that he didn't re- arms, put it down and pound it, and never let conscientiously opposed to working on Sun- Ont., notified the city newspaper publishers
main with Mr. Bright very much longer than the congregation forget that the Bible was the day, and that it can only be made to work at a last S9.turday that they were violating the
one night.-Brooklyn Eagle.
book of books. The preacher of to.day has loss of time. Did the Conard people fully Lord's Day by issuing Sunday editions, and
A BURLINGTON, Iowa., paper makes the as- his fine lecture written out, with his title for a grasp this great truth they could shorten the that they would be prosecuted if they repeated
tonishing statement that there are to-day over text, and hils little or nothing to do with the passage between Queenstown and New York the offense. Great indignation at this is felt
by compelling the Oregon to stop her machin- by persons who hav relations among the troops
one hundred families living together in that Bible."
CHIEF-JusTrcli: GREENE, of the Supreme ery on Sunday. That~steamer now makes the engaged in suppressing the Riel rebellion, and
city and being received in society as honorable
and upright people, when the facts are the Court of Washington territory, in a recent case passage in a little more than six days, includ- who are reasonably anxious to get news from
het\ds of those families hav never had the lites held that an indictment found by a grand jury ing a Sunday, during which she runs at full day to day.
composed in part of women is valid, and that speed. Were she to stop her machinery on
of marriage performed over them.
GENERAL GRANT continues to fail, but at this
THE Kansas City ,Journal rakes up an old the provision of the Federal Constitution se- Sunday the passage would probably be made writing is reported to show no increasing signs
war story. "What regiment do you belong curing to the citizen the right of juries, grand in five days, as Mr. Talmage is doubtless of immediate dissolution. He is resigned to
to?" asked a Union picket of a rebel picket. and petit, as known to the common law, is not ready to demonstrate should the chief engi- the approaching event, and sends out assur"The Fourteenth North Carolina." "And inconsistent with a law enacted by a territorial neer of the Cunard Company call upon him.- ances of his good wishes to everybody. He
receives so-called spiritual aid from :Dr. Newyours, Yank?" "The !14th Rhode Island.'' legislature which makes it the right and duty N. Y. 1imes.
THE Catholi!) Mirror quotes the following as man, though his friend Senator Chaffee apolo"You're a liar; there aren't that many people of women t9 sit as jurors, whether grand or
petit, when legally summoned for this service. the testimony of a witness before a committee gizes for this by saying that the general allows
in the state," returned the Johnny.
Such is the law in Washington territory, and of the Massachusetts legislature concerning the parson to pray to humor the latter, and to
THE Rev.' T. B. Gregory in replying to
no harm has hitherto resulted from its_appli- the condition of Bosto:q:: "The present situa- avoid hurting his feelings.
Colonel Ingersoll's lecture, "Which Way?"
cation.
tion is horrible to contemplate. We are bad
starts off with the proposition that " Ingersoll
PROF. J.ums WooDROW, Fresbyterian, who
A DISPATCH dated March 21st, from Des as Sodom and Gomorrah, and deserve their
and Beecher are the two brightest men in
Moines, Iowa, relates that last December A. fate. The traffic in the souls of our youth is was lately removed from the Perkins chair in
America." From a perusal of the reply we are T. Rawson, of Chicago, prophesied the end of beyond conception. There are 365 charitable the theological seminary in Columbia, S. C.,
led to remark that it would hav been greatly the world and the coming of Christ on Jan. 4, institutions in Boston_:_one for each day of the because he refused to sacrifice _his evolution
to Mr. Gregory's credit if he had stopped here. 1885. The Kail family, living at Creston, and year-and there would be work for many more. theories upon the altar of Presbyterianism, has
THE Detroit Post has this: In South Caro- consisting of an aged mother and two daugh- These are made necessary by systematic viola- revived the issue between him and the Presbylina recently a man named Dean was riding in ters, E. A. Kail and wife and several children, tions of the laws against intemperance and li- teries in a new form. It having come to his
a wagon with the twelve-year-old son of a _and Thomas and Jacob Kail, belonged to the oentiousness.'' And remarks: "This, then, is knowledge that certain newspapers and ministers ()f the church hav charged him with
neighbor named Miller. An assassin named Adventist Society. They began to prepare the final r-esult of that stainless Puritanism
David Belton rode up behind on horseback and their robes for the great event. Jacob and which boasted of being so much better than heresy, he has demanded a trial, which will be
d-eliberately shot the man Dean in the wagon. Thomas resigned positions as clerks in a dry the rest of the world. . • . The only stable accorded him.
The horrified child witnessed the murder, and goods house, and the whole family abandoned basis for a true life is the creed of the Catholic
GENERAL BARRios, president of Guatemala,
escaped, owing to the speed of the frightened all worldly pursuits. Rawson came to Creston church." To whieh the Independent replies: Central America, and who recently proclnimeJ
horse attached to the wagon. On an examin- from Chicago', and soon after his arrival vari- "There is one fact that the Catholic Mirror himself dictator of all the Central Amerir.an
ation in court the child was asked if he knew ous rumors began to float around about the overlooks. Boston is not overwhelmingly Pu- republics, is rapor~ed to hav been killed in a
what it was to take an oath; if he believed in conduct of the family, and their residence was ritan or Protestant in its population. Its pop- battle at Chalchuapa. If trite, this will probGod; if he had ever heard of the devil; if he placed under police surveillance. Last Satur- ulation is becoming foreign and Catholic. The ably put an end to hostilities in that country.
went to church or Sunday-school. To all day Thomas Kail appeared in the streets in a archdiocese of Boston, which includes Essex, The United States has sent troops to the laththese questionR he answered, "No, sir." nude condition. Rawson, Jacob Kail, and Middlesex, Suffolk, Norfolk, and Plymouth mus to prctect its railway interests at Panama.
'Thereupon the innocent child was not allowed several of the family encouraged Thomas's ac- counties, reports a Catholic population of The revolutionists are in possession of Aspinto testify" against the murderer. On the other ti~n! as he was under~tood to personate Adam's 320,000, the bulk of which, it will hardly bel wall, or Colon:' as it is calle~ by the nativs of
hand, the murderer does believe in God, has . ongmal appearance m the Garden of Eden. denied, is in Boston. It is not the Puritans Central Amenctt, and trans1t across the Istb,.
1mus ~s interrupted.
·Jittended church and Sunday-school, and was· The police arrested Jacob and Thomas Krul' who m.>nopolize the liguor busin?ss."
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Joseph Cook and Atheism.
Malice is often made to do service in a cause when
reason and justice refuse the price" of bribery. If
Joseph Cook, in his Boston lectureship, had ever
thought of honor and decency, malice and s~an.der
might not hav been forced into such crim1llal
work. But with a nature totally depraved (such
men surely giv us the strongest evidence we hav of
the truth of the old theology), we hardly hope for
anything to come from such a source that would be
honorable or decent. Hear what this defamer of
history has to say: "There is a difference b~tween
Anarchists and Socialists· but the most radical of
the Communistic and Socialistic, and Nihilistic
' times are Atheistic
. . m
. origm.
. . ''
movements of our
Again he opElns his Inouth: •:N?~ and then.""!~ a;re
startled by explosions of SomalistiC, and Nihilistic;
and Anarchistic· conspiracies, and think that they are
local affairs. In many cases they are the outcome of
the international organized activity of ,I[len possess~d
of little or no creed except Atheism.
Hear agam
the expounder of. the faith of Paul of Tarsus: "If
through my lie glory redounds to God, why am I
judged a sinner?" He says: " I suppose that scores
of fairly well educated and respectably. well e~d?~ed
men among the Socialists, Commum~ts, Nihilist~,
and Anarchists of Europe hug Atheism to their
bosom as the latest deliverance of science." This
dark luminary goes on to say: "Socialistic voters increase their numbers rapidly where Atheistic notions
prevail. In Germany in 1871 there were only 120,000
Socialistic voters; in 1877 there were 497,000."
Again, he says: "The highest rate of suicides in
Europe is found in the heart of Germany, and here
the densest forms of blailphemy in the shape of
Materialistic Atheism are to be found." One more
quotation will answer our purpose: "In Europe, in
this advanced century, you hav Atheism in the rum
shops, Atheism in gambler's dens, Atheism in brothels, Atheism in secret societies, Atheism in journalism, Atheism in many a professor's chair, Atheism in
politics, Atheism in plots against property and life,
and Atheism demanding asylum in neutral nations
for its criminals." It is a pleasure to apologize for a
man who is in error through ignorance, but we cannot do this for Mr. Cook. He is not ignorant about
this subject. He is no intellectual pauper, and unless we can find some other reason for his treason
__ against facts, it must be charged up to his supernatural malice and hate of the truth of history.
Although you are reminded, when you read these
statements, that suicidal intent must hav crossed the
frontier of his reason, yet his ingenious cunning will
hardly allow this tenderness for him. If we should
be forced to concede his sanity, then he must become
the victim of a severe criticism. The sayings of his
which we hav quoted could not hav slipped through
the lips of innocence, nor could they claim moral
support on the ground of integrity. Such words as
these, soiled with inward cancerous droolings, never
passed the lips unaccustomed to the terms of crime.
They were never spoken only as they had the support of inherited depravity well cultivated. Lessons
of this kind are only learned through long-continued
fasting and prayer. No doubt this Boston crank had
the full advantage of this kind of training, and this
accounts for the expert that he is. His Boston audience is evidently composed of many intelligent
people, yet intelligence is always at a discount in the
presence of venerable creeds, and a pebble in the
sling of superstition-that is to say, if it is slung by
Mr. Cook. So long as the end justifies the means
(this has been Christianity's ethics during its history),
as long as the statements of any man are in the interest of the master whom the people worship, known
falsehoods are never. called to an account. Many of
his hearers must hav known that many of his statements were false. This is thE\ lamentable condition
in which the ChriBtian religion has placed its devotees, where they are forced to consent te that which
in reason they know to be false. This is the high
Christian civilization of this age. Its historical gestures through the centuries can only claim this kind
of civilization, nourished by a war against reason,
science, and heresy. ·
But what does the great Boston lecturer mean by
Atheism? Atheism is with him the synonym of all
that is vile, while Christianity is the synonym of all
that is good. Why did not this self-authorized
teacher tell his cultured audience how it came to
pass that the statistics of this and other countries
disclose the startling fact that ninety-five out of
every hundred in the civilized world who are criminals believe in Mr. Cook's Bible, heaven, and hell?
The statistics of Christian England, formulated by
Christian officials, published in the Christian Parliament by Christians, show a hundred believing criminals to one unbelieving criminal. The criminal
population of the civilized world believe as Mr. Cook.
They believe in his Bible, heaven, and hell. This is
quite natural in the order of sequence. Mr. Cook's
religion offers a premium on crime. It says to the
criminal, "There is an atonement for you; Jesus has
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paid the debt;" "He that confesses his sins sh~ll be
forgiven;" with a promis of a mansion in the skies.
But what are the facts regarding Mr. Cook's So. . t c
· ts N'h'li' ts Anarchists' whom he
ma1IS s, ommunis , I I s ,
calls Atheists? Is it possible that this man is honest
in the above statement? Does he not know that no
·
lt
ld be offiered to the above classes
t msu
grea
couAtheists? He )mows, as he ought
than er
to call them
to know, that five out of every six, at least, are believers. They believe; as he does, in his Bible (~y
which they swear when they enter these societies), m
his heaven and hell. He knows, or he ought to know,
that in all of the secret leagues, or societies, the
Bible is the foundation of each and all. There are,
that are unbelievers
of course, amon g them - those
'
but this is the ex.ception, and not t4e rule. It is a
notorious fact that the countries where life and prop· ecure are those which are the most
ert y are most ms
Christian and where it is unsafe for an Atheist to
ak
'
spWhat are the fact~, in the next place, as to Mr.
Cook's rum~shops, brothels, and gamblers' dens?
Mr. Cook is anxious, like others of his sort, to throw
off the legitimate outcome of his faith and creed, but
statistics are his formidable foe. They testify to every one that will take the trouble to collect them
that Mr. Cook's rum sellers and men everywhere
in the whisky traffic believe as Mr. Cook does. They
beiieve in his God, in his Bible, heaven, and hell.
Nine, at least, out of every ten are as pure in these
gospel doctrins as he is himself. And the same
is true in reference to his gamblers' dens. You will
find but few who are not firm believers in the creed
of the Bible. The same is eminently true as to Mr.
Cook's brothels. All of the unfortunate occupants
of these places are very largely free from the.sin
of unbelief. They believe as Mr. Cook does. This
is what statistics demonstrate.
·
h
d
fi d
f
· 'dal
Agam,
among w om o we n peop1e o SUlCI
· t t? N 0 t t 11
M c00 k 1 ·
I h
Ikn en · f
a ad Iahs
r.
k c aimfs.
. ta.v
nown o many, an
av never nown o one JUS Ifying t~e sta.tement of Mr. Cook. And the same is
true of msamty.
The inmates of our institutions for the insane are
alm?s~ entirely confined to the believers. Mr. Cook's
stat1stws, take~ from Germany, are very unfortunate.
He, for the tim~, at least, ~ust h~v ~orgotten t.he
master whom he Is endeavoring to vmdiCate. An m~re~se in Atheistic stre.ngth, from 120,000 to 497,000
m six.years! W~ere IS Y?ur master, Mr. C~ok! and
what IS be abo~t: A~ this rate, how long will It be
~efore your religiOn will conquer the world? ~auld
~t not be well for you to tell your culture~ audiences
m Boston why your master, and all of. his followers,
were forc~d to leave .the Land of Prom1s, the land of
Gods, Christa,. and B1 bles? . Why leave Jerusalem, ~o
fuU.of m~mories? Why ~nhoch, Smyrna, Alexandria,
Constant~nople? W_hy; 1~ the Ian? of the cross the
crescent Is now; Christiamty and Its founder forced
to leave the land of its birth, driven out never to return; and now you sound the alarm and fear comes
upon all, and . t.he. cry comes up: "'-!;o your te~ts, 0
Israel, the. Phihsti~es be. upon thee.
Why did n~t
Mr. Cook mform his audience and the world how It
happens that all of the murderers "!hen h~mg go to
heaven? Does he not kno_w that nmety-~une out of
every hundre? w~o commit murder believe as he
does? In his Bible, heaven, and hell could such
hopes as Mr. Cook presents to the would-be murde1·er be destroyed, murders would be few and far
between. If the would~~e murderer knew tha~ there
was no atonement, Christ, or heaven for him, he
would be a thousand times less liable to commit the
deed, but as long as he knows that those who hav
committed murder go to heaven when they are hung,
the deed is half committed. And it is possible that
the murderer may see that this is the surest way to
gain a mansion in the skies.
But now to the question, What is Atheism? It is
the opposit of Theism. One affirms the existence ~
an Infinit God. This affirmation is denied by the
other. The affirmation of one, and the negation of
thli,l other are allied, and, in fact, they both stand
upon the same foundation, and are alike fundamentally in this, that neither of them conveys to the mind
an intelligent idea, and hence they are both alike
valueless.
I am aware that the ever-shifting sands of ingenious conjecture hav made a wide difference, but
when we force these two terms to this last analysis,
we are compelled, for the sake of relief, to hide behind the terms in which we think, and must proclaim
to all that our terms of thought are so limited that
we only hav the power to think this, and nothing
more. The God which the Theist thinks is in
thought., and hence must hav, as all objects hav that
are in thought, qualitativ and quantitativ value. Our
highest thought must determin the nature of the object of that thought. We must, by the laws of strict
limitation, think the limited. To think otherwiseto think without limitation-is to be what the Theist
calls God, wherein there is the difference between
the Theist and the Atheist-that is to say, when we
remember that he, like the Theist, must think under
the same limits before he can enter a denial as to
the. 13tatement of Theism, he must think otherwi13e
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than m the terms o~ Lhe hmite.d,, and hence, as before; he must comm~t. mental smmde.
.
. These reas~ns legitima~e the . statement that At~eIsm and Theism, both ahke, stand upon that which
· ·
'bl t th
ht T 0 affi
d
1 th
I~ I~poe~I e. 0 • aug ·
rm or . eny on Y . e
hm1ted IS Crimmally ~bsurd. The ~reat movem~nt
of to-day, one that Mr. Cook and his fellow-Theists
· no t Ath eism,
·
bu t Agnost'ICism·
aug ht t o k. now, I~
the :ple.admg of Ignorance-when you go beyond
the l~m1ted. In fact, we seldom anywhere meet an
Atheist. They are as rarely seen as~ t~ue fol.Io;ver
of the so-called . founders of t~e Christian rehgwn,
But Mr. Cook will not a1l~w th_Is m~thod of escape.
No ! no ! We are met .at this pomt with the fu}.l assu;rance that our reason IS not to be trusted.
For In
Ad ' ·
11 • · d · " d h ence a.11 are f ~II en
am s sm we a JOme ~n, au
creatlll'eS. ~hough the light of reas~n fall to giv ua
God, revelatiOn does that for us whiCh nature and
f 'l t d
G d · h·
d h·
If
reason a1 ~ 0 • . 0 m IS mercy I?a ~ I.mse
known to us m a written word through msp1ratwn of
th:e pa~ties chos~n t? write ~is ";ord or will, .and t~e
~Iblel I~ tthobse mspirJdd w~~~r\ w~~d. Thi~ cla!~
simp Y IS o ~ conce e '!1 ou evi ence..
e WI
suppose ~hat It was t~e will of God to do Just as the
above claimS, w.e are m the same trouble as we w~re
when w~ were m search: of the God of t~e .Th~Ist.
Re-yelatwn does not reliev~ us from the l~mit.atwns
assigned to us.. We a~~. still forced to th~nk m. the
t~rms of the fimte. If h. IS true, as the Theist claims,
his God co.ul~ make himse.lf kn~wn to us~ only as
he came withm .the terms m whiC~ w~ ~hmk, then
~ow can we, usmg these. terms, diSCrii?mate, seemg that ~ur thoughts are, m bot~ cases, m the terms
of the fimte? So all the autho?ty tha~ we can hav
for. a revelation is that of the fimte commg from the
~mte. Here, the~, we are forced upo~ ~he only standmg-gr?u~d possible, .that of. AgnostiCism: We ~re
not .w1thmffithe p;ovmce whti.ch upHon this questtihont
admits of a rmation or nega IOn.
ence we see a
t'
d
t h 1 M c k
H ·
till
reve1a wn oes no
ep
r. oo .
e Is. s
within the environments common to the rest of mank' d
I~~t suppose that this reasoning is pronounced
worthless and that the affirmations of Theism that
there is ;,n infinit God are true and that he is made
known through revelation, a~d only in this way.
Then it is equally true that the Atheist in his denial
or negation is as dependent upon revelation as is the
Theist in his affirmations. If an affirmativ relating to
an infinit object demands a revelation from that infinit object through which, and by which, he is only
known, is it not equally true that a negation relating
to an infinit object demands a revelation from that
infinit object as the ground of that negation? I see
no difference here; both, for their expression, demand
the same conditions. An infinit No is as impossible
.to thought as an infinit Yes. If one comes by reveIation, then it is equally certain that the other must
come in the same way. And inasmuch as these revelations contradict each other the author of the
same suffers annihilation. I se~ no way to avoid this
conclusion. Mr. Cook can take his choice. I am of
the opinion that in him malice and slander are so
interwoven with his moral pauperism that we hav little to hope for from any argument that might be
brought to his consciousness. His utterances are so
misadjusted to truth that prevarication shines through
the brilliant dust of his rhetoric. If the Young
Men's Christian Association or the Evangelical Association or Alliance were to appoint a continental
scavenger they would find the suitable man in Baston, I am 'sure.
J. H. BuRNHAM.
Saginaw c~ty Mich.
' _ _ _ _,__ _ __

Religion in the Capitol.
Washington ao,·respondence of tiLe Chicago Tribune.

During the dedication ceremonies in the House
last Saturday, the Virginia clergyman and his two
assistants, who had been invited to take charge of
the religious part of the program, were given seats
upon the raised stand just in front of the speaker.
They were Episcopal clergymen. They sat with
their white surplices on, looking very superior and
dignified when the Methodist chaplain of the Senate
came in. The chaplain took a seat upon the floor
about three seats below the line where the visiting clergymen were sitting. Huntley, the Senate
chaplain, bowed very politely to the visiting clergymen. They responded very stiffly, and did not invite him to take a seat with them. Harry Smith, the
journal clerk of the House, thought the Senate chaplain was not being treated with the proper respect,
so he turned to Gen. Anson McCook, the secretary
of the Senate, and said to him:
"I wish you would introduce me to your chaplain.
Then I will introduce him in turn to those Episcopal
fellows, and then they can't help inviting your man
to come up and sit with them."
"All right,"- ~aid McCook, "I will do it."
He took a step forward and then stopped, looking
embarrassed.
"What is the matter?" said Smith.
McCook replied: "I will be hanged if I hav not
forgotten the man's name. He has prayed alongside
of me for two years. I know him as well as I do you,
but I will be hanged if I can call his name."
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Smith laughed and said: "Thl're is Canady1 the
·
sergeant-at-arms. He will know.' 1
"Yes," said McCook. "Call him, quick.''
They_ beckoned to Canady. He came up. McCook leanAd over and whispered to him:
"W'bat is the name of our chaplain ? I hav forgotten."
Canady looked blank, and then he said with a
burst of candor: "Well, I never did know. Havn't
you got a Congressional directory ?" There was none about; so as a last resort they appealed to Captain Bassett, the chief of the pages.
He was able to giv the information.
I suppose it would make a grr.at howl if the offices
of chaplains in Congress were to be abolished but
they ought to be. It is worse than a farce_:_the
opening of the proceedings of Congress with prayer.
No one ever pays any attention to the chaplain. His
prayers are not even printed as a part of the proceedings. I do not believe that there are a dozen
members in either b.ranch of Congress who would
know their chaplains by sight if they should meet
them outside of the Capitol. These men are paid
$75 a month for saying a few words in front of the
presiding officers before Congress opens. There is
no interest of religion served by this form. The
contests for these positions hav sometimes the most
bitter character. There is no more reason why the
business proceedings of Congress should be opened
by prayer than that the boards of trade, chambers of
·commerce, or any of the business organizations of
the country should. The majority of the members
recognize the absurdity of clinging to this old form.
The printing of the prayers in the Record was abolished some years ago. They are now printed on
very special occasions. It was found that the practice of not having them printed materially shortened
them, and that is the principal reason why they are
not printed. In the old days when the prayers were
reported it was a very poor kind of a chaplain who
-could not pray a columnful of the Record.
There are some very ridiculous incidents connected
with these official prayers. When Mr. Hayes was
inaugurated a little man by the name of Sunderland
was chaplain of the Senate. He had charge of the
prayer that was to be delivered to the audience upon
that occasion. He prepared something very fine;
and afterward furnished the manuscript of it to the
Associated Press. He belonged to the official-worshiping class of Washington, and in his prayer put
in a phrase of tribute to every high official in every
one of the branches of the government, at least he
intended in his prayer to cover the entire range of
his official life. Through carelessness or excitement
upon praying to such a distinguished audience he
omitted asking protection of the higher powers
for the lone fisherman of Malone, William A.
Wheeler, the vice-president. Mr. Wheeler is an
eminent Christian and a truly pious man. The
omission to ask for religious insurance for Mr.
Wheeler was noticed when this elaborate prayer wa-s
printed in the evening papers. Sunderland's attention was called to it in the evening. He became frantic at his omission. One would hav thought that. he
would hav instantly retired to his closet and sent up
a special prayer for the vice-president. But this
would not be in keeping with the spirit of modern
times. He communicated with his Lord by telegraph. He hastened down to the Associated Press
office and called to see a copy of his prayer. He
found to his horror that it had already been telegraphed away to the papers. He then wrote an
. amendment to the prayer, and succeeded in getting
the amiable Gobright, who was then in charge of the
Associated Press office, to send the amendment with
the request that it be inserted at the proper place.
This was done, but it reached only a few of the
p_apers. The majority of them printed the :first versiOn.
Politicians as a class are very irreligious, in the
sense that they pay no attention to the forms of re~gion. They are very timid, however, upon the subJect, and cannot be classed as Liberals.- They are indifferent to ·the subject. They would be the very
last, however, to publicly show this indifference or to
do anything which would giv the religious people a
chance to say that they were Infidels. Politicians_ as
a class are practically Infidels. You can count upon
the fingers of your two hands the prominent men of
either branch of Congress who might be classed as
remotely religious. The great mass of them never
attend church, and would as soon think of going to
an astrologer or a fortune-teller as to a clergyman
for advice in a difficult or delicate matter. But if a
proposition were to come up to-morrow in the' house
to abolish the post of chaplain there would be a perfect howl of pious indignation from the majority of
the members. They class the churches as so many
corporations whose influence is not to be lightly lost
for any mere question of ideas. I hav heard members speak often of working what is called the "religious racket" in their districts. There was altogether too much of this "religious racket" in the last
~ampaign. There is not a member of the Repubhcan party who does not groan every time he thinks
of the ministers who took such an activ part in the

ca_mpaign .. I heard a veteran politician say the other (his other lords; and _therefore, ~y lord, I _can no. more be
day: "I hav at various times worked the religious ;vc urs than I was, 1;md 1t must be -y.'Jth. the anetent sav~nf\s: and
r k t ·
d' t ·
I
.
1f 1 grow to be a rtch man you w1ll g1v me leave to g1v 1t baek
ac e m my IS net, but never permit the clergy- to some of your unrewarded followers."
men ~o deliver any public address to me until I hav .
.
~e~p It in writing and had an opportunity of reviBing
The la~d IS afterward. sold by ):la~on for ~1,800.
Is.
Unl_es~ ~ou do this and load the clerical gulL. . Essex IS now prepar~ng a ma_gmficent display ~t
yourself It 1s Just as apt to shoot behind as in front.'' his house for the quee;n s entertamment on the anmversary of her accession; November 17th. Bacon
writes a masque for the occasion. We select as a
Bacon and Shakspere.
specimen the speech of the Hermit, and ask the
A.D. 159$.
reader
to note whether there is nothing "ShaksperBacon at thirty-four livs for the most part in retire~
ment at Twickenham Park. On the 21st of January, ian" in it:
"I wish him to leave turning over the book of fortune,
through the influence of Essex, he receives an invitawhich is but a play for children; when there be so many books
tion to court. The queen will not see him, but from of
truth and knowledge better worthy the revolving, and not
her counselors he learns that she is more angry with fix his view only upon a picture in a little table, where there
Essex than with him. · But she is not ready to ap- be so many tables of histories, yea, to the life, excellent to bepoint a solicitor, and Bacon compares himself to " a hold and admire. Whether he believe me or no, there is no
to the thoughts, which are free under the greatest of
child following a bird which, when it is nearest, flieth prison
tyrants. Shall any man make his conceit as an anchor, mured
away and liteth a little before."
up within the compass of one beauty or person, that may hav
On the 25th of May he writes a letter to Lord the liberty of all contemplation? Shall he exchange the sweet
Keeper Puckering, which his lordship dockets: traveling through the universal variety for one wearisome and
endless round or labyrinth? Let thy master, Squire, offer his
" Mr. Fr. Bacon, his contention to leave the solic- service
to the muses. It is long since they received any into·
itorship.''
their court. Theygiv alms continually at their gate, that many
"I thought good to step aside for nine days, wh~ch is the come to liv upon: but few they hav ever admitted into their
dur~nce of a wonder, and not for any dislike in the world; for palace. There shall he find secrets not dangerous to know,
I thmk her majesty hath done me as great a favor in making sides and parties not factious to hold, precepts and commandan end of this matter, as if she had enlarged me from SOII!e ments not penal to disobey. The gardens of love wherein he
restraint. And I humbly pray your lordship, if it so please now playeth himself are fresh to-day and fading to-morrow,
you, to deliver to her majesty from me, that I would hav been as the sun comforts them or is turned from them. But the
glad to hav done her majesty service now in the best of my gardens of the muses keep the privilege of the Golden Age;
years, and the same mind remains in me still; and that it may they ever flourish and are in league with time. The monube, when her majesty hath tried others, she will think of him ments of wit survive the monnments of power; the varses of the poet
that she had cast aside, · _For I will take it upon that which endnre without a syllable lost, while states and empires pass many
her majesty hath often said, that she doth reserve me. and not ptrt:iods. Let him not think he shall descend, for he is
now upon a hill as a ship is mounted upon the ridge of a
·
reject me."
but that hill of the muses ie above tempests, always
Compare the " nine days' wonder " in this letter wave;
clear and calm; a hill of the goodliest discovery that a man
with the following passages in the plays:
can hav, being a prospect upon all the errors and wanderings
of the present and former times. Yea, in some cliff it leadeth
" Glos.-That would be ten days' wonder at the least.
the eye beyond the horizon of time, and giveth no obscure divClar.-That's a day longer than a wonder lasts."
ination of times to come. So that if he will indeed lead vitam
-3 Henry VL, iii, 2.
vitalem, a life that unites safety and dignity, pleasure and
"I was seven of the'nine days out of the wonder."
merit; if he will win admiration without envy; if he will bei n
-.As You Like It, iii, 2.
the feast and not in the throng, in the light and not in the
heat;
let him embrace the life of study and contemplation.
On the 7th of August Lady Bacon writes to her
And if. he will accept of no other reason, yet because the gift
son Anthony as follows:
of the muses will en worthy him in his love, and where he now
"I would I were able to help you both out of debt, but, set looks on. his mistress's outside with the eyes of sense, which
apart my poor Mortmain, which I certainly hav vowed for any are dazzled and amazed, he shall then behold her high perfecacknowledgments to God, I am not worth one hundred tions and heavenly mind with the eyes of judgment, which
pounds. Yea, and specially you hav spent me quick; nothing grow stronger by more nearly and more directly viewing such
can therefore remain after I am dead. . .
an object."
"I am sorry your brother with inward secret grief hinderA part of this speech parallels well with passages
eth his health. Everybody saith he looketh thin and pale.
Let him look to God and confer with him in Godly exercise of in "Timon of Athens," one of the latest of the plays,
hearing and reading. . . I had rather J e both, with God's first printed in 1623, and never known to hav been
blessed favor, had very good healths, and woere well out of produced on the stage:
·
debt, than any office. Yet, though the earl [of Essex] showed
great affection, he marred all with violent courses. I pray "Poet.-Sir, I hav upon a high and pleasant hill
God increase his fear in his.heart, and hatred of sin; indeed, Feigned Fortune to be throned: the base o' the mount
halting before the Lord and backsliding are very pernicious. Is ranked with all deserts, all kind of natures,
I am heartily sorry to hear how he [Essex] sweareth and gam- That labor on the bosom of this sphere
eth unreasonably. God cannot like it. I pray show your To propagate thin states. . . .
"Painler. . • . This throne, this Fortune, and this bill,
brother this letter, but to no creature else."
thinks,
In another letter she says: "I hav been too ready With onememan
beckoned from the rest below,
for you both till nothing is left." She insinuates that Bowing his head against the steepy mount
Francis "hath nourished most sinful, proud villains To climb his happiness, would be well expressed
-.Act i, Sc. 1.
wilfully," and breaks out furiously upon "that bloody In our condition."
Percy," and "that Jones," as "proud, profane, costly
On this occasion, November 17th, the queen grants
fellows, whose being about him," she verily believes, to Bacon the reversion of a lease of Twickenham
"the Lord God doth mislike.'' Bacon in his will Park for twenty-one years, dating from 1624. The
left his manuscripts in charge of Henry Percy (A.uth. value of the lease is said to be twelve guineas a year.
of Shak., p. 91).
This he mortgages, and is unable to redeem it until
In another letter to Anthony, dated August 5th, she 1602.
is shocked to hear of a "feast on the Sabbath at
Soon after the celebration of coronation-day Bacon
Gray's Inn," and says, "God forgiv and hav mercy writes to Essex:
upon England.''
am purposed not to follow the practice of the law: (If
In some of these letters the transition from cant to her"Imajesty
command me in any particular, I shall be ready
business is ludicrous, for example:
to do her willing service:) and my reason is only because it
"Grace and love from the Lord Jesus Christ. Your ·beer, drinketh too much time, which I hav dedicated to better purwell handled I trust, is meant to be. sent to-morrow early . poses. But even for that point of estatE and means I partly
The brewer hath been careful. I had no brewing, I dare lean to Thales's opinion-that a philosopher may be rich if he
say, these twelve months, more diligently attended upon of will. . . . For your lordship, I do think myself more
beholden to you th11n to any man."
my servants."
On the 3d of November the queen shows Essex a
Shakespere at thirty-one is part owner of the
copy of a book recently published in Holland, on
the forbidden subject of the succession. It purports Globe and Blackfriars theaters. The third part of
to hav been written by one Dole man, but is really the "Henry VI.," under a different title, is printed, but
work of a Jesuit priest named Parsons, and is dedi- without the name of the author (see 1588). "King
cated to Essex. The earl is greatly disturbed and John" has appeare~, and probably "Romeo and
becomes ill, out the queen is soon satisfied of his loy- Juliet.''
The play of "Locrine," by "W. S.," is printed,
alty.
On the 5th of November Sergeant Fleming is ap- and in the possession of his company; but critics
P.9inted solicitor. Bacon's subsidy speech in 1593 is think it was written by William Smith. The name
really the great obstacle to his promotiqn. The of Shakspere as a playwriter is not yet revealed to
attvrney generalship had been kept open a year, and the public. First Bacon is to be known as an author
the solicitorship a year and a half, with frequent in· of essays, then Shakspere as a writer of plays.
ANTIQUARY.
timations to him that his conduct in Parliament was
P.S.-It is unnecessary to reply to any of the arwhat stood in his way. But he had made all·the explanation he had to giv, and refused to make any guments of " Holt " except as they are answered at
further personal effort for promotion. Nevertheless the prope:~: place in this series of articles. It is not
Essex was hopeful and persistent, and the keenness our intention ·to publish in THE TRUTH SEEKER the
of his disappointmennt is thus expressed as he breaks entire series, but we would like to go as far as the
execution of Essex in 1601, reserving all the rethe news to Bacon at Twickenham:
"Master Bacon, the queen hath denied me yon place for mainder for a book. And in that book we intend to
you and hath placed another. I know you are the least part prove, among other things, that Shakspere could not
of your own matter, but you fare ill because you hav chosen write.
me for your mean and dependence. You hav spent your time
and thoughts in my matters. I die if I do not somewhat to·
GoD having in the beginning created man in his
wards your fortune. You shall not deny to accept a piece of
own image, man has ever since been returning the
land which I shall bestow upon you."
Bacon is loath to accept the gift, but after some compliment.-Bon JJ:Iot.
--------~.-------parleying and further pressure to receive it, says:
WHEN in transacting business thou art in doubt,
"My lord, I see I must be your homager, an.d hold land ?f
your gift, but do you know the manner of domg homage m make choice of that )>ide from which the least injury
law? Always it is with a saving of his faith to the king and will result.-The Persian.
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The Liberal Club.

Religious Tests.

The 3d inst. was Good Friday, so-called with reference to the passion and death of our Lord. It
would hav been an event more worthy of commemoration if the devil had died that day. However,-we
must learn to be thankful for such favors as are
vouchsafed to us, and celebrate accordingly. Probably one of the most appropriate observances of the
day was held in the evening, at the 373d regular
m eeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club. Mr. Freeman 0. Willey, of Wisconsin, lectured upon "The
Financial Remedies which will Prevent Revolution."
The hall was full, and numerous diverse beliefs and
views were represented by the individuals in the audience. Dr. Eccles, of Brooklyn, was there. He is
a conservativ upon all subjects, and a good Christian,
although he does not work much at it. Mr. Jones,
leader of the Spiritual meetings at Arcanum Hall,
but who is nevertheless a good Liberal, came also.
Caleb Pink, of Williamsburg, a well-known Son of
God, lent the effulgence of his countenance to the
, occasion. Mr. John P. Guild, from Jersey City, an
enthusiastic reformer, left upon the secretary's table
a little tract called "Psalms of the People and Poetry
of the Incisiv Philosophy," in which the following
distich occurs:
"Ty:~;ants who. feel the dynamite
Deprecate their servant's right."
Mr. James Redpath, a Henry George Land Reformer, was modestly and inconspicuously present.
"1fr. Langerfeld, Social Democrat, sat near the treasurer and scoffed. Mr. Huhn, Greenbacker, listened
patiently and appreciativly. Robert Blissert, dynamiter, kept a critical eye upon the proceedings.
Madam Delescluze, Christian Socialist, procured a
copy of last week's TRUTH SEEKER and read the report
of her lecture with approval. Mr. Sutherland, who
swears by the golden dollar, absorbed the lecture
and gathered thoughts for a reply. Over at the
northwest corner Mr. Eckhart leaned back in his
chair and took everything in.
.
Mr. Wakeman introduced the speaker with some
complimentary remarks. Mr. Willey had four propositions as the basis of his lecture. These were (1)
that a Congressional Record should be kept on :tile
in every post-office, so that members ot the rural districts could know what our law-makers are doing.
(2) The veto power should be taken from the president, and the question referred to the people to be
voted upon.
(3) The government should issue all
money, and (4) loan it to the people. It was the
shrinkage of money, Mr. Willey said, that caused
panics. The speaker won the credit for great eloquence, the only criticism made being that, as with
Dr. Eccles, the matter of his lecture was to some extent lost sight of by the audience in their admiration
for his method of presenting it.
Mr. Langerfeld gained the floor first at the close
of Mr. Willey's discourse. He did not regard the
lecture as of especial value. It was very na~ve and
childlike, but failed to cover the whole ground of reform. Putting the power of issuing money solely in
the hands of the government would, he said, be
plucking but a single feather from the capitalistic
cormorant. Mr. Langerfeld would hav the state attend to everything of public interest.
Dr. Eccles criticised the Sodalists. They were
eminently logical but not practical. In the doctor's
view the government is all right, but the people must
be pure in heart if they would see God.
Mr. Sutherland stood up to defend the gold dollar
and a protectiv tariff. All our financial panics, he
held, had been caused by reducing the tariff and
fooling with rag money.
.
Mr. Huhn made a great greenback speech, and
was catechized by the previous speaker. Mr. Sutherland, for instance, inquired sarcastically how much
Confederate notes were worth. Mr. Huhn replied
that they were worth as much as the Confederate
government. If the Confederacy had been a success
its money would hav been at par. The money of a
stable government could always be relied upon.
Mr. Blissert wrestled briefly with the subject, and
came off an easy winner. He announced that a
greenback dollar was worth more in London than a
gold one, at which statement Mr. Redpath shook his
head.
Mr. Willey, who had been made the recipient
of a satisfactory collection, which Deacons Dean and
Kinget elicited from the audience through the medium of the hat., listened to the criticisms with composure, and then wiped them out like chalkmarks
upon ljo blackboard. The chairman, who during the
exercises had tried, with indifferent success, to get a
little sleep, thereupon closed the meeting, and, to
borrow a phrase from the secretary, " at the usual
hour the club adjourned." The reporter was not
present, but acquired the foregoing facts in conversation with various intelligent persons who were
there.
Next Fl'iday evening Mr. J. K. Ingalls will discuss
the "Factors in Production, and the Ratios in Compensation and Exchange."

The General Statutes of Massachusetts provide
that " every person not a believer ia any religion shall
be required to testify truly under the pains and penalties of perjury, and the evidence of such person's
disbelief in the existence of God may be received to
affect his credibility as a witness." This ~tatute does
not contain a religious test as to the question whether
a non-believer in the existence of God shall be permitted to testify in a court of justice; but it does
'b'l't f
h
't
imply such a test as to the ere d1 I I Y o sue a WI ness. It permits the Atheism of a witness to be
'd
th
f J!l! t'
h'
shown by ev1 ence, as
e means 0 auec mg 18
credibility.
There was recently quite a lively debate in the
Massachusetts Seriate on a bill which proposed to
modify the law, so that it should contain no religious·
test whatever in respect to witnesses. The bill was
rejected by a vote of twenty-four to ten. One senator was of the opinion that he who "deni~d under
the genial sunlight his belief in the authorship of
that radiance " ought in some way to suffer for it.
Another senator did not like the idea o! putting a
non-believer in the existence of God "on an equality
with the man who devoutly acknowledged it."
This is rather singular logic to fall from senatorial
lips, especially in these United States and in this age
of the world. There are a few other states in the
union in which one's opinion as to religious matters
is made a test either as to his competency to testify
before a court, or as to his credibility. But most of
the American states hav taken the ground, either in
their respectiv constitutions, or in legislativ statutes,
or in both, that no religious tests of any kind or to
any extent shall be applied to the people under the
authority of civil government. The constitution of
Oregon, for example, provides as follows: "No law
shall, in any case whatever, control the free exercise
and enjoyment of religious opinions, or interfere with
the rights of conscience. No religious test shall be
required as a qualification for any office of trust or
profit. No person shall be rendered incompetent as
a witness or juror in consequence of his opinions on
matters of religion, nor be questioned in any court of
justice touching his religious belief to affect the
weight of his testimony." The constitution of New
York declares that" no person shall be rendered incompetent to be a witness on account of his opinions
on matters of r,e)igious belief."
This we think to be the true ground for every civil
government, and we are quite sure that it is the only
one consistent for a republican government to assume.
The civil law should hav nothing to do with one's
faith or want of faith in matters of religion, and
should confer upon him no advantages, nor impose
upon him any disabilities or disadvantages, on account of any particular kind of faith, or any particular kind of disbelief. We hav no doubt that the
Bible is right when it declares that "the fool hath
said in his heart, there is no God." But it is not the
business of civil government in ,this world to deal
with such fools; and it never made the attempt without working vastly more harm than good.
We are opposed to all religious tests, of every name
and nature, in civil government, that hav any relation
to the rights, privileges, or duties of the citizen
under such a government. All citizenship should
stand on a common level, without any reference
whatever to the religious opinions of the citizen.
His religious opinions should hav nothing to do with
his eligibility to civil office, or his competency to teatify, or his credibility when he does testify. Civil
society passes out of its sphere, and into a realm that
does not belong to it, the moment it adopts and !tpplies any religious test for any civil purpose. It interferes with the religious liberty of the people by an
unjust discrimination. Indeed, religious tests are
simply a part of the exploded systems of church and
state, and, so far as they exist in any of the American
states, they are the relics of that system. The sooner
the states that still retain them in any form get rid of
them the better.-Independent.
·
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Charles Watts in Philadelphia.

Last Sunday will not soon be forgotten by the Secularists
of Philadelphia. It was then that Mr. Charles Watts delivered
two lectures under the auspices of the local branch of the
League. In the afternoon the large hall was filled in every
part, and in the evening hundreds were unable to gain admission. Mr. Watts received a most enthusiastic reception, and
many of his personal friends marked their appreciation of his
services in a practical manner. During the delivery of the
lectures the applause was frequent and hearty, and many were
the solicitations for him to make a speedy return visit.
Previous to the evening lecture Mrs. Watts favored the audience with two dramatic selections, which were received most
enthusiastically. At the conclusion Mrs. Watts was presented
IN the Tent and Bruno Statue funds Mr. J. D. Kruschke by the ladies of the society with an exquisit bouquet.
was by Error credited with moneys contributed by Mr. J. W.
Too much praise cannot be accorded to Mr. Longford for his
]i.ruschke.
I indefatigable services in making the lectures so successful.
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News and Notes from the Field.
I lectured to a "good sized audience," as the papetil teported it, on Sunday evening, March 29th; at Louisville. The
Louisville Courier Jou,·nal, which is very loth to say anything
favorable of our heterodox movement, admitted that "the address was very entertaining to those who held the viewR of
the League." As I do not intend to please the Christians, this
is quite satisfactory. Mr. Reuben Dailey made an eloquent extemporaneous address, in which he pointed out what shonld be
the constructiv aims of Liberalism, and that on the li,ne of a
higher and better development of humanity it was sure to win
the <ictory. The old ideas cannot now improve mankind.
They are dead. The intelligence of to-day does not accept
them. Hereafter science must improve the world, and it is
the privilege of Liberals to furnish the noblest motivs by
which this can be accomplished, so that the wealth of life may
be justly distributed and happiness made universal.
After the meeting an auxiliary League was formed, and arrangements made for a lecture to be given by Mr. WattH and
myself on May 24th, when a full house will, no doubt, greet
us, and the Liberal ranks be ready for work.
There are thousands of Liberals in Louisville. Many are
indifferent, and some still fear the influence of ecclesiastical
tyranny, but there is the nucleus here of a powerful organization. The Germans hav, for many years, furnished a noble
advance element, and if all will do the same a brilliant success
will be achieved.
I hav enjoyed my visit with Reuben Dailey very much indeed. He is editor of the Jeffersonville De:mocrat, the leading
county paper, and has, for many years, been a power in the
community for pushing thingR. He is one of the most talented journalists in Indiana, and has won an influential position in his profession. Mrs. Dailey is also a woman of rare
energy, and literary taste and ability. They liv outside the
city on a four-acre farm, and so, for a few days, I enjoyed the
delights of country life, which was quite agreeable, although
spring did not, by any means, shower upon us its warmth and
glory. Winter, like an old dame, seemed still determined to
hav the last word, though now and then the bright, soft skies
would peep forth.
Mr. Dailey, while realizing all the difficulties in the way, is
in thorough sympathy with the progress of Liberalism. He
believes that only through the rejection of the old can the
world come to greater bights; but rejection is not all-the
thought must become a life, and there mua~ be a building up,
and the cultivation of nobler virtues.
I had a rare good hour's call with that sturdy reformer, Col.
Thomas G. Morrison, of New Albany. I found him after
much climbing on the hill of Zion, as it might be called, for
certainly it is a lovely spot, and from it stretches out a magnificent landscape that the eye can never tire of looking upon,
the bright waters, the soft green fields, the beautiful ranks of,
trees, the rolling, winding hills, over which the spring skies
were flashing their daintiest colors. Here is a most inviting
place for the reader and the thinker, where he can contem·
plate the turmoil of life and· hold the balance of justice.
Colonel Morrison is by no means a rose-water reformer. He
believes in a few hard blows now and then. He is a thoroughly
equipped warrior. He was in the army and his right arm was
shattered by a rifle ball. By a delicate and difficult surgic11l
operation the broken bone was removed, and so, to a certain
extent, the use of the hand was preserved. He kept the extracted bone, and now has the rare experience of gazing upon
a part of his own skeleton. Having been through the furies
of war he has something of the gallant and impatient spirit of
the soldier, and desires to see the great wrongs that now exist
righted if need be by the strong arm.
The colonel is in thorough sympathy with humanity. He is
not merely a contemplativ philosopher. He is a keen thinker
and a vigorOl:!S writer, and can pour forth also the melody of
the poet's song. He zealizes the sufferings that are in the
world to. day, the injustice, the slavery, the torture, and that
there must be a remedy for these things; and this is the earnest cry.of every genuin man who is not satisfiell simply with
his own comfort, but would hav happiness universal, and the
curse of poverty removed.
There are many Liberals at New Albany, and I hope that
arrangements will be made for Mr. Watts and myself to lecture there on our return from the West.
I am now in the busy city of St. Louis, an emporium, in·
deed, where great tides of business meet. There are plenty
of Liberals here. The place is full of them, in spite of the
prestige of the churches. The preachers hav just been mak·
ing a desperate effort to defend Christianity. All the leading:
denominationi! hav joined together in giving a series of Lenten
sermons in support of the Bible, and especially of the Christ.
Half a dozen of the leading clergymen of the city gave thestl
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sermons under the auspices of .the Episcopalian church. 1 has taken part in numerous debates with. many of the most tions discussed, to listen to this debate is a strong mental
·They ha~ been challenged to meet Mr. Watts in public debate, noted advocates, including his present opponent.
stimulant and a rare mental treat.
d hether they accept or not Mr. Watts will review those
Mr. Cha.rles Watts, the well-_known advocate and exponent
.till w
.
.
.
.
.
of Seculansm or Freeth ought, IS not tltogether unknown to the
CAPTAIN ADAMS'S VERSION.
,sermo.ns ~ hrs lecture hel'e on ~pnl 12th. Qmte an mterest cit~ens of Montreal. His brilliant oratory has on several ocRev. George Sexton, M.A., LL.D., of London, England,
js. exerted m regard to Mr. Watts s reply.
casrons drawn large audiences, notwithstanding the unpopuI hav met many leading citizens of the place, and they are larity of the views which he advocates. Mr. Watts has been was for some time a. leading Freethinker and Secularist, but
.eager to see a fair discussion of these great issues.
on the le~ture platform since ~is s!xtee~th year (h!s first at- he returned to Christianity, and after acting as pastor of a
elen H. Gardener .is ready with all a woman's will to make tempt bem~ a teetotal addres~ m hrs natrv tow:fi, Brrstol, Eng- chapel in London, he started out to proclaim the falsity of
H
.
d .
d
.
.
land), and IS as well known m the controversial world as Dr.
St. Loms a grand b~t~e-ground~ for free omth'. an wil~tlhbmk, wrth Sexton. In early life he came in contact with Mr. George Ja- "modern thought," during a tour in America. He was well resuch a keen and bnlhant coa JUtor, some mg
e done. cob Holyoake and soon identified himself with the Secular ceived by the Methodists, and secured many engagements to
1 am glad that one woman has the courage to declare the part:y of which Mr. Holyoake is ~till the honored leader. Next expose "Infidelity." When in Montreal, last winter, he was.
wrong which Qhristianity has ever put upon her sex, and that to h_rm Mr: Watts m~t be con~rder~d" ~he aut~ority upo~ Sec,; invited to hold a public discussion with Mr. Charles Watts,
ld relioion must be destroyed in order to vindicate the ul~nsm, h~s work, Seculansm .m. rts Vanous RelatiOns, and defend the statements he was making without opposition
t he o
.,.
.
.
bemg consrdered the best enunciatiOn and defense of the
mental and moral ~reed_om of woman. In thrs f~n~amental principles of that system of philosophy. He is the author of while in the safe precincts of the pulpit. A leading Methodist
struggle for. essential rrght_s Helen H. Gardener IS mdeed a vari?us other works, the best known of which, perhaps, is his minister, under whose auspices he was then preaching, depioneer. She has the clear mtellect and the undaunted heart. ". Hrstory of Freethought," a most comprehensiv historical re- terred him from accepting this challenge, assuring him that
Mr. watts and myself lecture at Liberal, Mo., April 13th; v;ew of the early struggles and subsequent P_r~gress of the the Freethinkers of Montreal were too insignificant in numF t Dodge Kansas April 19th and at Chicago May 3d. Freethou~ht movement.. Probably n~ other hvmg r;nan h_as ber to be noticed. Dr. Sexton is now about returning to Lonat or
•
'
'
.
,
engaged m so many pubhc debates wrth rep~esentatrv Uhns.()ther places and dates are not yet defimtly settled, but we tians as Mr. Watts, and he has gained the reputatioi;J. of being don, having about completed his Christian engagements, and
shall be busy at work.
a perfect master of controversy, a keen analytical reasoner, a in consideration of a liberal sum he consented to engage in
It is now decided that the' New York State Freethinkers' fluent and persuasiv rhetorician, and an opponent who never debate with Mr. Charles Watts at Montreal. The largest hall
.Convention will be held at Albany, N. Y. The Opera House forgets the la'Ys o~ courtesy. As a debater he is probably with- in the city was secured, and three debates were extensivly
b en engaged for September 11th 12th and 13th. No out a~ equal m hrs own school, ~nd as an orator_J;e has few advertised. Great was the consternation of the clergy, for
h as e
' . '
.
supenors. Mr. Watts was presrdent of the Brrtrsh Secular
doubt we shall hav one of the grandest Lrberal. n_reetmgs ever Uni~n, of which Ernes~ Renan and Victor Hugo were vice- they believe, with Moody, "there is only one side to God's
held in the state of New York, and a most bnlhant array of presrdents. Mr. Watts rs also vice-president of the American truth," and it grieved them that Freethought should be no•
talent will be present. Let the Liberals of New York and New ~ecular Union, of. which Colonel Ingersoll is at present pres- ticed. Ministers visited editors, and assuring them that the
England, as well as elsewhere, begin to make preparation to rden~.
whole thing was a hoax, and that Dr. Sexton would not stoop
d th"s
Our secretary H. L. . Wrth two such a:t>le disputants it is evident that ~here is an to such practices, they endeavored to prevent the publication
1 magnificent convention.
att en
•
•
'
mtellectual treat m store for those who attend their debates,
Green, as usual, wrll set the colors a-flymg, and there must be and the presentment of both sides of such important questions of comments on the announcement.
.a unanimous rally.
Fraternally yours,
by the recognized champions of opposing schools of thought · However, Dr. Sexton came, and debates were held on the
April 2, 1885.
SAMUEL. P. PuTNAM.
is certain~y a novelty in Montreal that will doubtless attract evenings of March 31st and April 1st and 2d. Although comlarge audrences.
plimentary tickets were se:~ft to the leading ministers of the
The subject of debate on the first night, Tuesday, 31st, will city, only one appeared, and no Christian could be found to
'
The Sexton-Watts Debates in Montreal.
be "Does Christianity Commend Itself to the Intellect of
act as chairman. The influence of the church, added to the
When the Rev. Dr. Sexton lectured in Montreal last Octo- Man?" Rev. Dr. Sexton will open the debate, sp·eaking for
half an hour on the affirmativ side, Mr. Charles Watts will war excitement and most unfavorable weather, prevented a
ber, under the auspices of the churches, he was announced as reply, taking up the same space. of time, after which both gen. large attendance; but very intelligent and appreciativ audi"one of the greatest living apologists for Christianity," and tlemen will speak twice for fifteen minutes each occasion. ences assembled, composed apparently, at first, equally of
as "one who had not feared to meet and confute the most From this it will be seen that the actual speaking time of the Christians and Freethinkers, but subsequently chiefly of •
potent leaders of Atheistic thought." His presence in Canada debate will extend over two hours.
The subject of· debate on the second evening (Wednesday) Freethinkers. The subjects were, "Does Christianity Comwas understood to be for the express purpose of checkmating
is " Is Secularism Superior to Christianity as a Rule of Life?" mend Itself to the Intellect of Mankind?" " Is Secularism
the progress of the Freethought movement in general and the The routine will be the same as on the previous evening, with Superior to Christianity as a Rule of Life?" "Christian and
efforts of Mr. Watts in particular, and he was immediately in- the exception that Mr. Watts will open speaking on the affirm- Secular Teachings as to a Future Life-Which is the Better?"
vited to engage in a public debate with that gentleman. He ativ side.
To the disappointment of the Freethinkers, orthodox ChrisOn Thursday evening the question of "Christian and Secexpressed his willingness to do so, but the clergy would not
tianity received no defense. Dr. Sexton artfully avoided
ular
Teaching-Which
is
Better?"
will
be
debated,
Dr.
Sexton
hear of such a thing. Not that they were afraid of their
making the leading speech, the order of the two first meetings every allusion to evangelical doctrins, and discoursed upon
.champion's ability (oh dear, no!), but they would not gratify being observed.
the basis of morals and the philosophy of mind. The second
the so-called Freethinkers by giving them an opportunity of
The above was written before the debate, and but for one night, when Mr. Watts had the opening speech, he made a
advertising their small wares. Recently, however, an arrange- circumstance, no doubt, the anticipation that large audiences strong attack upon Christianity, and gave a good vindication of
ment was come to, independent of the ministers, and when would assemble would hav been realized; as it was, however, Secular views, but the wily doctor dodged the doctrinal questhe announcement was made public they first denied the the gatherings were not large. This is accounted for by the tions, and on the evenings when he led raised so many side
accuracy of it, and when that was no longer tenable they then war-fever now raging throughout Canada on account of the issues that Mr. Watts had his efforts occupied considerably
began to hedge a little on their champion, so as to let them- disturbance in the Northwest. In Montreal the theater was with unimportant matters, though he put in many good shots
selva down easy in case he was defeated. They argued in the closed and the amusement of the skating rink wits entirely at Christian dogmas.
public press that the only point which these debates could suspended. The one thing in public attention was leave.tak·
Dr. Sexton is a very keen debater and was generally conestablish would be whether Dr. Sexton or Mr. Watts possessed ing of the soldiers going to the war. Remembering these sidered by the Christians to be more than a match· for Mr.
the most debating skill, and'as that was a matter of indifference were all vohl.nteers, the local excitement may be imagined. Watts in argiimentativ combat, though some admitted he
to the citizens of Montreal, it was not worth while to pay any Referring to the debate the Montreal Herald of Wednesday, evaded the real questions at issue. He comes back to this
serious attention to them. The editorial columns of the relig- April 1st, says:
country next summer to lecture at Chautauqua and will doubtious organ also told its readers that "the church holds conThe audience that assembled in the Queen's Hall last night less be popular through his adroit avoidance of hard questroversy to be a very small part of its business. As the to hear the debate between the Rev. Dr. Sexton and Mr. Watts tions, and his faculty of spreading a veneer of science and
weapons of its warfare are not carnal, so, to a large extent, on the question, "Does Christianity commend itself to the philosophy over a solid mass of humbug and nonsense.
they are not intellectual, and it is therefore incapable of intellect of mankind?" was composed of thoughtful men and
The Freethinkers are grateful to Mr. Watts for doing so well
bringing itself with its best forces upon the same platform women. Dr. Sexton did not seem to be kept in countenance under circumstances of so much difficulty, and wish he could
by any brother clergymen. The gentlemen formed much the
with the spirit that merely denies, and that appeals to the tri- larger part of the audience, and the greater number of them hav been pitted against a man who would hav attempted a
bunal of reason alone." What a surprise they must hav got were well advanced toward middle age. Colonel Patton oc- genuin defense of Christianity. 'l'he debaters hav done good
when they read that and the following: "The Christian Ini~ cupied the chair.
in establishing the fact that Freethought is becoming a matter
The two opening speeches occupied a half an hour each. for respectful discussion, and is no longer to be spurned aside
ister's work is to draw from living fountains for mel). the comFor each subsequent speech each disputant was allowed a
fort and rest which their hearts crave, and he is generally little quarter of an hour, but the opener was allowed a half hour for by contemptuous sneers or the arrogance of silence.
inclined, and worse equipped, to bandy ·words with those who his closing speech.
Mont?·eGl, April 3, 1885.
Ronr. 0. ADAliis.
hav no stomach for what he offers, but who are armed to the
The chairman notified the speaker that his time was nearly
teeth for the fight." If no other result accrues from the hold- up by touching a bell that stood before him. The audience
THE clergy are fond of sneering at the Positivistic "woring of these debates, something has been gained in the candid exhibited great interest in all that was said and signified their ship" of humanity, as they translate the French word culle,
approval of what the speaker said by hearty applause.
The
admissions of this writer that the church is unable to suc- plaudits were given with a discrimination which showed that holding that as humanity in the individual is apt to be mean
cessfully cope with the common-sense arguments of Free- the hearers were more than usually intelligent and that they and unlovable, humanity in the aggregate is unworthy of the
were following the speakers with the closest attention. As adoration Comte claimed for it. In the Fortnightly Review Fredthinkers.
Relativ to the debate, the Montreal Hemld contained the nearly as one could JUdge by the clapping, the audience was eric Harrison thus explains what the Positivists mean by
pretty evenly divided between Freethinkers and believers in "cult:" "You will see," he says, "that I avoid the word worfollowing:
Christianity.
The public debates on Christianity vs. Freethought, an·
The Rev. Dr. Sexton opened the debate. He is a gentleman ship, because worship is so often misunderstood; and because
nounced to take place in the Queen's Hall, between Rev. G· well up in years, of portly form and good presence. His style it wholly fails to convey the meaning of the Positivist cultus,
Sexton and Mr. Charles Watts, ai<e, by the very novelty of the of speaking iii pleasant. He is animated without being boister- or stimulus of the noblest emotions of man. Worship is in no
thing, attracting considerable public attention. The advis- ous, and he possesses a quiet humor which, while it does not way a translation of Comte's word cu/te. In French we can
ability of holding discussions on such subjects is being ques- detract from the fire of his reasoning, contributes consider- talk of the culte des meres, or the culte des mortes, or the culte
tioned and warmly debated in certain circles, many who favor ably to the effectivness of his speaking. He is a keen and
the fullest and freest discussion of all secular matters being skilful debater. He knows how to make the most of the strong des enjants, or the culte de l'art. We cannot in English talk of
averse to having religious subjects treated by the same points of his own argument, and is quick in taking advantage worshiping our mothers, or wors.hiping our dead friends, or
methods. The chief objection seems to be the possibility of of any slip which his opponent may make. In arguing that worshiping children, or worshiping art; or, if we use the
the disputants failing to conduct the discussion in a proper Christianity does recommend itself to the intelligence of man- words, we do not mean the same thing. Comte has suffered
spirit, with due reverence for the momentous questions with kind, he said little that any church-goer has not heard over deeply by being crudely translated into English phrases, by
which they are dealing, and so unnecessarily wound the feel- and over again. In fact, it would be very hard indeed for the people who did not see that the same phrase in English means
ings of those who are unfamiliar with the methods and results most profound of scholars or the most original of thinkers to
of modern Biblical criticism. On the present occasion, how- say anything new on such a subject. But he used the old rna- something different. Now his culte de l'humanite does not mean
ever, such fears are entirely groundless, the reputations of terial with much skill and, judging by the applause, quite to what Englishmen understand by the worship of humanity,
both gentlemen bein~ a sufficient guarantee against the expres- the satisfaction of those of the audience who were of his way i.e., they are apt to fancy, kneeling down and praying to husion of anything whiCh might hurt the feelings of the most of thinking.
.
manity, or singing a hymn to humanity. By culte de t'humanite
sensitiv. We subjoin brief personal sketches of Dr. Sexton
Mr. Watts is a younger and larger man than his opponent. is meant deepening our sense of gratitude and regard for the
and Mr. Watts, which will be of interest to our readers:
His appearance suggests aggression, and he looks like a man
The Rev. George Sexton, M.A., LL.D., who is to champion who possesses much mo!e than the average share of brain human race and its living or dead organs. And everythir;g
the Christian side in these debates, is one of the most widely power. He is more excrtable, and speaks both louder and which does this is cult though it may not be wb.at we call m
known religious and scientific controversialists. He is a Fel- faster than the doctor. His loud tones and his rapid utterance English worship. So 'service is a word I avoid; because the
low of the Royal Italian Society of Science, honorary member prevent the hearer from. giving that attention to his arguments service of humanity consists in the thousand ways in whicb.
of L'Academie dei Quinti, Rome; m <mber of the Victoria which their weight o.nd Importance demand. A t9acher's tones we fulfil our social duties, and not _in ~tttering exclamati~ns
Institute, Philosophical Society of Great Britain, and also a and his style of speaking should help his hearer to think, and which may or may not lead to anythmg m conduct, and whiCh
prominent member of the British Association. He is there- not hin.der him. Old debater as Mr. Watts is, he has yet to we hav no reason to suppose are heard by anyone, or affect
anyone, outside the room where they ':lr~ uttered.. The comfore a scientist as well as a theologian, and is competent to learn that violence is not force.
speak on the subjects which he discusses with the authority
It must not be thought that there is anything unseemly in memoration of a great man such as William the Silent or Corof a gentleman of recognized scholarship and ability. He has Mr. Wt~tts's way of carrying on the debate, or that he is want- neille is cult, though we do not worship him; the solemn dedevoted a considerable part of his life to the study of science ing in courtesy to his opponent. On the contrary, he is never light in a piece of music in such a spirit is cult, though it is
in its relations to theology and religion, a subject upon which betrayed into saying anything that is rude or coarse, and he not worship or service, in the modePn English sense of these
he is deeply read and accurately informed, and to the discus- observes the amenities of discussion more strictly than most words. The ceremony of interring a dead friend, or. naming
a child, is cult, though we do not worship our dead fnend nor
sion of which he has been a large contributor, both on disputants.
.
.
the platform and through the press. Dr. Sexton has the
It is needless to say that Mr. Watts is master of the subJect do we worship the baby when brought for presentation. Cult,
happy faculty of making the most abstruse question of sci- with which he deals, or that he is an accomplished dialocti- as we understand it, is a process that conc«rns the person or
ence or metaphysics attractiv, the reason of this probably cian. He knows how to state his own views clearly and persons who worship, not the being worshiped. Whatever
being his thorough familiarity with both the scientific and the- cogently, and he is quick to discover and effectiv in pointing stimulates the sense of social duty, and kindles the noblest
ological aspects of his theme, and the power of lucid expla- and exposing the imperfection or weakness of his opponent's emotions, whether by a mere historical lecture, or a _grand
nation which he possesses. He has for many years made a 1 argument. '!'he skill of fence of both disputants is beyond piece of music, or by a sQlemn 1\0t, or by some expressiOn of
special study of the various phases of modern Infidelity and queat~on, al).d a&ide from the great importance of the ques- eD;JOtion-this is cult,"
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would hav regarded· such an occurrence as a super- a man appear before a large promiecuous audience
natural visitation, intended as a warning; and, instead in some public ball, with a pan of red-hot coals, and
of the physician, wduld hav gone to the priest. The then and there, without any trickery, place his hand
early history of all religions abounds in instances of upon it a sufficient time, and afterwards go around
Miraculous Phenomena.
visions and of mysterious voices, all of which, when among the audience and show he is not burnt. This
Some time ago I received a letter from a Spiritual- not invented, arose from a morbid condition of the would be a fair test, and it is such a one as unbelievist friend, and, although the letter was a strictly nervous system, .and of the eye and ear. Indeed, ers hav a right to expect. Or, as some one sug.
business one, the writer could not let pass the oppor- such things occur even now at love-feasts and prayer- gested, if a man can make himself specifically light
tunity to stir me up a little on the future-life ques- meetings and are -believed to be real, just as they so as to float in the air, let him, before such an audi~
tion. He said, "I know immortality to be a f~c~." were tho~sands of years ago. Nothing can banish ence, fasten a rope round his neck, tie it to a beam
Then he went on with the stock argument of Spmt- such superstitions and cause such occurrences to be and float off. If he can really float in the air, as many
ualists, that it is inconsistent for people to reject the regarded in their true light hut the universal dis- hav asserted they can, there will be no danger of his
testimony of· Spiritualists on the subject of immor- semination of real scientific knowledge_:_not the mere hanging. Both these things might be done in the
tality while accept.ing the testimony of the same scholastic and dogmatic word-learning which is now usual manner before believers, or be said to be done
persons in courts of justice. He says that if testimony called knowledge." In the chapter on "Subjectiv and many would really see them and believe them t~
cannot be accepted, " why do not they [unbelievers] and Objectiv Mental Perceptions," he says: "The be real. In fact, there is no limit to what may be
put themselvs in the way of knowing ?'' And a little thought, or mental impression, may be so powerful seen, subjectivly, when once a certain frame of mind
farther on: " It does not matter if the facts are out- as to affect the organ of sense as strongly as the real is attained. Nothing is impossible, for all the known
side of laws we comprehend." Right here is the object itself could do, so that the subjectiv or ideal laws of nature are set aside without any difficulty.
grand error. It matters a great deal whether alleged impression may be as vivid as the objectiv or real Fire will not burn, heavy bodies will not fall to the
facts are capable ·of demonstration or not. We ac- one. Thus, there are some persons, as before stated, ground when unsupported, and the most ponderous
cept a man's testimony in a court when he tells that who habitually see people before them who are not objects can be moved by merely pointing at them.
which. is known to be possible and within the com- there, and so distinctly that the false appearances Indeed, improbability, or even impossibility, only inmon experience of mankind, and his views in regard cannot be distinguished from the real. A person, creases wonder with true believers, and never raises
to another life do not concern us, but when he gets whom I knew very well, was affected in this way, and a doubt, as I once saw well exemplified myself. A
into the realm of the mythical, we do not (wisely) very often when meeting an acquaintance he would very powerful medium, as he was called, professed to
accept his testimony, whether it is i~ court, a pul- astonish him by saying, 'Are you really there or not, lift from a table up into the air a large pail full of
pit, on a public platform, or anywhere ruse, unless he for I cannot tell?' Many times no reply would be water, arid keep it suspended there for two or three
can bring proof that is proof to all alike.
given, and then he would perceive that the person minutes, by merely touching it with his finger.
In the course of an article published in THE TRUTH was really not present, but that it was a subjectiv Being curious to see this, I managed to be present
SEEKER of January 24th, I stated, in substance, that a instead of an objectiv impression. Such occurrences at one of the seances where this feat was to be perspirit is either something or nothing. If it is some- are more common than is supposed, and hav often formed, and watched the proceedings as closely as
thing and is immortal, it takes something from the given rise to tales of supernatural visitations, warn- circumstances allowed. In the first place, however,
sum total of matter but returns nothing, and this op- ings, etc. In like ~anner sound may be heard when the room was darkened, so th!l.t the outlines of oberation manifestly could not go on forever. Now, if there really is no sound. In all these cases, however, jects were but dimly visible, and in the next place,
my friend, aided by all of his persua~ion in the union, there is a certain· morbid state of the nervous sys- no one was allowed to approach too near or to ask
can find a person anywhere on this globe who can tern, and consequently of the mind.
. Thus, too many questions, as the medium was absorbed
demonstrate that any source of supply can stand a a short time ago, I saw a statement from several well- communing with the spirits. After waiting some
constant drain forever, without receiving a corre- known and estimable people, to the effect that a cele- time, it was announced that the performance was
sponding amount, I will agree to "put myself in the brated Spiritualist medium had, in their presence, going to take place; the medium touched the pail;
way of knowing" all.about the ghosts. I will .sub- laid his face down upon a brightly-burning fire, and some one called out, 'There, there! see, see! Oh, how
mit to every sort of Jugglery, and as much of 1t as then put some of the red-hot coals upon his head, wonde1jul!' Well, I could see nothing move; nor
anyone may wish to propose. As people of my and yet was not in the least burnt nor even incon- could a friend who was with me, though we watched
views receive so much advice on this subject, let me venienced. This, it was said, he did repeatedly, and till the medium, with a heavy sigh, took his finger
giv a little counter advice. Drop the whole fraternity even brought the burning coals in his hand to show away, as if weary with the labor, and sank back in a
of mediums, slate-writers, clairvoyants, etc., and them. Now that these persons saw this wonderful seat.
Many of these present, however, asser~ed
cease putting yourselvs in the " way of knowing " or thing I can readily believe, but that it really took that they distinctly sa:w the pail move up into the
troubling anything about the departed, even though place I must regard as impossible. Human flesh will air and hang there, and I hav no donbt they did see
you still believe that life will probably continue after burn, with a certain heat, and anything which does it, though at the same time I am certain it never
death. As the sibyl said to ..2EJneas,
not burn at that heat is not human flesh, because it stirred from the table. Without expressing any dis"Facilis descensus averno;
lacks one of its qualities. But, as I said before, the sent, however, another seance was arranged for, in
Noctes atque dies patet atri janua Ditis;
people who so testified might easily hav seen the phe- which the same thing was to be done, but on this
Sed revocare gradum superasque evadere ad auras,
nomeno:fi, though it did not take place. With them occasion one of the unbelievers, who had access to
Hoc opus, hie laborest."
Easy, indeed, is the descent to the hades of delu- it was a subjectiv impression caused by their peculiar the room, prepared matters by screwing the pail fast
sion, humbug, disease, and incipient, if not confirmed, mental condition at the time, and was, to all intents to the table. Well, the performance passed off just
insanity, but to return to the clear atmosphere of a and purposes, as real, to them, as if it had rea.lly as successfully as before, and the same believers saw
the pail lifted up and poised in the air, clear away
sound, healthy, reasoning mind, unvexed with con- taken place.
"It must be borne in mind that all such wondrous from the table! Nothing was said at the time about
cern for dead people-here lies the difficulty. Giv
vour attention to unexplored fields of study that lie phenomena as these occur in peculiar circumstances; what had been done, but when the medium and his
within the limits of man's comprehension and attain- there are usually few but believers present; the room friends were gone, the master of the house, a very
ment. You do not know all about your physical is closed and probably darkened, while all are kept stanch believer, was shown how the pail had been all
body yet. There are organs within your own skull on the tenter-hooks of anxious expectation for the the time screwecljast! But did this undeceive him or
whose uses are not known. Possibly faculties will wonders which are to come. It is seldom that any- shake his belief? Not a bit of it. ' Why,' said he,
yet be developed in man far superior to any now thing of this kind is attempted in the light of open 'that makes it more wonderful still!' So far from any
known to him, and the problem of final destiny may day, with no mystery or previous preparation, and doubt being excited, his faith was made all the
yet become known to the living, but up to this date before a promiscuous audience. In the case above stronger, for he had seen the thing done, and seeing
referred to, the impossibility of the thing strikes was believing!
it is as mysterious as it was a million years ago.
I am sorry to be compelled to say it, but it is, every one who is unprejudiced; but still they can
"Now, that he did see it I hav no doubt-in the
nevertheless, a fact that no person ever saw or heard account for really honest and worthy people testify- way before explained-but his belief and testimo!ty,
a spirit, or saw any so-called materialized thing, ing to its truth, and saying that they saw it! The or that of any number of eye-witnesses, can never
whose nervous system was not more or less deranged. explanation here given, however, will show how this establish it as a fact. It is the same with hearing. A
There is known to be positiv danger incurred in pur- might easily occur, and will further show als~ that person ma.y hear a voice distinctly when there is
suing these so-called investigations, but if any posi- though seeing may be believing, as is commonly really nothing of the kind, but merely a peculiar contiv good has ever come from them, I hav yet to learn said, still it may not be at all a conclusiv proof I In dition of the auditory nerve and brain which givs
the fact. Like my friend, there are thousands of fact, there are few things less to be relied upon, in the same impression subjectivly as if a voice were
Spiritualists who think it strange that we hesitate to certain circumstances, than what people see or hear. really sounding objectivly. .
The same phebelieve when they tell us so positivly of what they And further, there are but few people who can de- nomenon figures in many visions and ghost stories,
hav seen ani!. heard, and, as a sort of reply to all at scribe truthfully and intelligently what really passes in which things are often both seen and heard beonce, I will say that if they knew considerably more before their eyes, as may be readily tested by get- yond doubt, though there is really nothing to see or
about physiol0gy and. hygiene, and much less about ting a number of eye-witnesses to testify independ- hear, except subjectivly, from the peculiar condition
swindling mediums, the mystery would be solved. ently to some event witnessed by all alike. In all of the individual's nervous system. The other senses
Bnt without continuing the subject further myself, I probability, if the medium above referred to were to may also be similarly affected, and people may taste,
will introduce some quotations from a treatis on the say, before a promiscuous audience, ' I am now smell, and feel what has really no existence, instances
nerv-ous system, written by a thoroughly educated going to put my hand in the fire,' and make any pre- of which hav already been. Many of those who
physician who has made this subject a specialty, and tense of doing so, there would, if believers were pres- honestly believe they hav spiritual communications
I earnestly invite all readers to giv the following a ent, be many who would see him do just what he said really take their own subjectiv impressions of sights
careful perusal. In the chapter on "The Eye and he would do, and who would honestly testify to the and sound for real objectiv impressions caused by
Optic Nerve," the author says: "So vivid, in fact, may fact afterwards. The fact that others did not see it, external agency. They make communications to
be the false impressions that they may overpower and testified afterwards just the opposit, would not themselvs without being aware of it. In a state of
real ones made at the same time; and a man may shake their belief in the least, because they really complete subjectiv existence a person is, in fact, out
honestly testify to having seen sights and heard saw the thing done. In fact, I remember just such of contact, as it were, with the external world. Their
sounds that never existed. There hav been many an occurrence, when a medium announced that he subjectiv impressions are so strong that they overinstance5 of this kind, in which persons hav seen would lift himself up in the air without any support, power all objectiv impressions, so that what is really
false images of people so distinctly, from a morbid and many present saw him do it, though myself and going on around is not seen or heard at all. A perstate of the eye, that they could not tell the false ap- several others also present could not see anything of son in this state, in fact, can see and hear only what
pearances from real ones. One gentleman, afflicted the kind !
is reflected from his own mind, and may be perfectly
in this way, used to hav his room, at all times,
"The believers saw him sulrjectivly in the air, where unconscious of things about him, which other people
crowded with people, and could tell them from he told them he would be, while the unbelievers saw S!'Je readily enough. Thus, he may hav the impresreal beings only by speaking to them or trying to him ob:jectivly on the ground, where he really was. sion that a person is floating in the air who is nevertouch them. When he met a friend in the street he Now, this is real honest misconception, which is more theless all the time ·standing on the floor, as all those
was never sure, without accosting him, whether it common than many suspect; and when to this is can see who are in a normal state of mind. It is
was really his friend or his image. Being a scientific added all the trickery and deception practiced in such therefore no proof in all cases that a thing is really
man, he was neither terrified at this nor superstitious matters-and there is plenty of it-we need not be present because a person sees it, no matter how real
about it, but put himself at once under a course of surprised at the wonderful tales we hear about Spir- it may appear to be. And there are people who are
medical treatment, which soon banished all the itual, mesmeric, and other phenomena, in which all peculiarly disnosed to see what is not really present, or
~hosts.
An uninformed and superstitious person the known laws of nature seem set at defiance. Let' what they are merely told to see."

f!Iommuni~atioqs.
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Now lovers of the ghostly tribe, do not expend all
your c~iticism on this article, for I shall probably hav
something more to say about wonderful things before
long. There is no harm in expressing an honest belief no matter how absurd it may appear to others,
but my purpose is to urge people to do more reasoning and less believing, because every intelligent person knows that the tendency to believe upon insufficient evidence .has brought untold wrongs and
sorrows upon the world through all the past, and will
do 80 for many years to come.
N. G. W.

Canadian Notes.
Last evening a crowded audience assembled in
Albert Hall to hear Charles Watts lecture on" The
Nightmare of Theology." For two or three centuries after Christ his religion made but little progress,
and that only among the most ignorant and degraded
of mankind, people almost devoid of intelligence,
with but few exceptions. It was only when the corrupt and decaying Roman civilization had sunk to
the level of the degraded Christian superstition that
it succeeded in enslaving· the minds of the ruling
classes. Then commenced the reign of the horrid
"Nightmare of Theology:" ~hristian advocates h_av
the ,impudence, the unblushmg effrontery, ~o claim
civilization as the work of followers of the B1ble. If
80 how is it that during the thousand years of the
a~rk ages, when the church wielded supreme and absolute power, it met all discoveries in science 'Yit?
the thumb-screw, the rack, !l.nd the fagot. Christ s
followers do the same thing to-day as far as they
dare· from Bruno and Galileo down to Darwin they
hav tried to stifle all scientlli.c investigations and improvements.
Hence, loathed Christianity,
Of Cerberus and blackest midnight born
In Stygian cave forlorn,
.
.
'Mongst horrid shapes, and shrieks, and Bights unholy!
Find out some uncouth cell
Where brooding darkness spreads his jealous wings,
And the night raven sings;
There, under·ebon shades and low-brow'd rocks
As ragged as thy locks,
In dark Cimmerian desert ever dwell.

Shouts of applause a:q4 laughter greeted the numerous points made by .r. Watts, and at the closing
peroration he received ai}>erfect ovation.

~

Protestants are wo~s.ng a book ma1~ up of e~tracts from pagan wr1tertSI; They tell us It IS God s
book, inspired by God/ 1tten by God; that except
God had revealed th1s .\us we should never hav
known anything about it. Instead of which, we find
it to be merely a rehash of previous legends, myths,
stories and traditions, which had already been rebashed over and over again ten thousand times before they were again reh~shed into t?e Christian
Bible and system. In Philo the Just IS the representation of God, the benediction of all, and the redemption of the wicked. It is divine grace that in
us sows the seeds of virtue. Faith is not only superior to hope and charity, as well as to the four cardinal virtues. It is the most acceptable offering to
God, since it is the worship-the acceptance of the
word. Works hav not the acceptance of grace.
Knowledge, worship itself, are secondary to faith.
Life is an apprenticeship for death. Hence we must
prepare for it ~y suppre.ssing the p~ssions. ~arriage perpetuatmg hfe, IS a degradmg necessity,
from' which the elect must emancipate themselvs.
Our duty is to humble the flesh, to torture it by every
means, and incessantly, in order to purchase redemption from bodily thraldom, complete severance
from the world, ineffable union with God-such is
the supreme God. Still the world, being a commonwealth, ruled by eternal right. To actions and to
beings must be applied the divine law. We must
hav before our eyes Equality, mother of justice, raise
ourselvs by charity above the idle distinctions of caste,
of classes, of nations, and admit aliens to the benefit
of the common faith. Philo foresees the day when
the religion of the true God, attracting to itself whatever good there is in other peliefs, will gather all
peoples at the foot of the same altars-the day when
a universal pontiff-while every priest prays for his
his community-will pray for all mankind, and will
become in presence of the creator the organ of creation on its knees-hallowed function, placing above
all kings the man called to exercise it. And Philo
proudly exclaims, We are everywhere, and everywhere Greek and barbarian, Eastern and Western,
become converts to us. To us belongs all the earth,
and in the days to come the knowledge of the Lord
shall cover the earth as the waters cover the sea.
Assuredly the Phariseans might justly maintain that
the foundation of Christianity was the work of dissenting Jews and Neo-Platonicians. Far superior to
Jesus and to Paul, from the philosophic point of
view, Philo is the true creator of Christianity, of
which his doctrin is the emphatic epitome-the
three leading mysteries, trinity, incarnation, redemption; grace, faith; salvation; Catholic unity, sovereignty of the church and pope. The complete
edifice destined to be entirely built up from the
fourth to the eleventh centuries was already designed
by Philo on the lines of Plato some fifty years, at

least, before the name of Christian was uttered in the
world.
·
A Montreal clergyman publishes an ·article full of
lies. concerning Agnostics. He says that they are immoral, and encourage and spread immorality. But
Appleton's "American Cyclopmdia," under the heading "Actors," says that the Christian clergy commit
more crimes than actors, out. of an equal number of
each-that statistics prove this to be the case.
O~her authorities say that there are more Christian
clergy apprehended, tried, and convicted of crime
than an equal number of any other class of the community. Statistics prove this beyond a doubt. The
bishop of Peterborough, in England, in a pastoral to
the clergy of his diocese says that they will find, if
they inquire diligently and truthfully, that Atheists,
Freethinkers, Secularists, are good, moral citizens,
fully equal in the matter of good deeds, high moral
aspirations, teachings, and actions, and general integrity of conduct--in all these. Secularists are fully
equal to any other class of the community. At least,
so says the good bishop of Peterborough.

As to the Value of Money.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I want
to reply briefly to J. ·H. Wood in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of Febuary 7th. He thinks I made a mistake in
saying that money (meaning, of course, as money)
has no value, but represents value much as x represents the uaknown quantity in an algebraic problem.
Mr. Wood thinks money has value just as much as a
rule has length, etc. Now, I can measure the size of
a load of wood with a rule; can Mr. Wood measure
its value with money? Value is an ideal thing; it is ·
not a quality of anything, as length or weight is. It,
therefore, cannot be measured with anything.
But, to show that money has no value, let us suppose that we only had the one-hundredth part of the
money we now hav in the country, but had the same
quantity of wheat, pork, iron, etc., etc., which we now
hav. ·Does not Mr. Wood see that we would hav just
as much to eat, to wear, and to shelter us as we hav
now? In other words, we would be just as rich as
we are now, and one cent would then buy just as
much as one dollar does now. So, if we should, as
"For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight;
he thinks we should, increase the amount of money
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right."
in circulation, without increasing the quantity of
Toronto, April, 4, 1885.
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food, clothing, and shelter, we would be no better off.
The price of these things would simply rise in proSocialism and Co-operation.
portion as we raised the amount of money per capita
Socialism embraces the idea of co-operation. in circulation. But to increase or diminish the valWhen this point is made, its opponents ask, " Can ume of money per capita in circulation has a very
you not now co-operate as much as you please ? " or decided effect ~pan those who hav money in their
"Hav not all efforts at co-operation proved a failure?'' possession, and it matters not how this is done,
Numerous instances are cited where co-operation has whether by the issue of paper money, as was done
proved a failure, and it is generally charged to the during the war, or by the discovery of rich mines, as
cussedness of mankind. They do not inquire by when gold was discovered in California. To double
reason:i~g what has produced or what will abolish this the amount of money in circulation, in any way, is
cussedness; they merely contend it is there. Co- equivalent to taking half of every man's money from
operation on a small scale, such as people can now go him, and paying half of every man's debts, and to reinto, has several disadvantages which must be appar- duce the amount of money per capita in circulation
ent. 1. A rich man, doing well, will not go into co- to one-half is equivalent to doubling the amount of
operation, therefore as a rule it must be those who money in every man's possession, and to doubling
are not doing well. They are when incorporated left every man's debts. Therefore, to giv rich men and
to compete with the rich man, who has the means of corporations the power to increase or diminish the
destroying them in various ways. 2. Co-operations amount of money per capita in circulation is like givestablished now are amenable to existing laws, which ing a merchan:t an India rubber string to buy and
are favor~ble to certain classes and are therefore often sell goods with. He could stretch it out when he
used ~y mcorporator~ t? destmy or defraud the co- wanted to buy, and shrink up when he wan~ed. to sell.
operatwn. 3. All ex1stmg law~ are pret.ended t.o be 1 This is just what money-men do, and this 1.s ~hat
based upon the purpose of makmg mankmd do r1ght. causes financial crises. The only cure for this IS to
If the people will not do what is right out of their hav a national banking system, and fix upon a cerown free will, then the only alter~a~iv is to make tain sum per capita as that desired to hav i? circuthem do so, for, whether they are wilhng to do so or lation. Make all borrowers pay the same mterest,
not, they are willing to agree upon some standard of and make the rate of interest control the volume of
:what is _right; if a proper op:portunit;y for expr~s~ion the currency per capita, charging high_ i~terest when
Is submitted to them from t1me to t1me. Somahsm the volume is too great, and low when 1t Is too small.
theref?~e advocates co-operation on part of t~e state At present, when money is scarce, as it is called-that
(subdivided as much as necessary and practicable), is when there is too much in the vaults of the banks,
first, in order to destroy any opposition to co-opera- a~d too little circulating among the pMple-interest
tion; secondly, to co~pel the people by and under. a is high, and when the opposit condition exists it is
perfect system to do nght. As Mrs. Leonard· puts 1t, low. The national system suggested above would
co-operation, to be successful, sh!Juld be built up l~e reverse this state of things, and make interest low
an orchestra, everyone to be assigned tiD the part m when too much remained in the banks, and too little
which he_ is the most capable an~ most agreeable, circulated among the people. This would put a stop
thus makmg a perfect and barmomous whole. A c0- to financial crises and giv to money a constant and
operation of a few under our present system can be- uniform value. '
come a _monopoly, but unde~ a general co-operativ
Again, to show Mr. Wood tha_t money_ has not
system 1t cannot. Co-operatiOn on part of the state value I wish him to notice that thmgs havmg value
means simply that all the people furnish the means are i~tended to be consumed by some ·person; but
an~ opportunities for .each and every individ~al,_ a_nd money is not intended to be consumed by any perwhile all the people will hold each and every md1v1d- son but to pass and continue to pass from one to
ual responsible for the discharge- of his duties, they ana'ther to represent value. A bushel of wheat may
wi!l _in ~eturn giv him the_ fruits of hi~ labor. That be sold fifty times, but it finally reaches th~ con~Is IS right and proper ":1ll. not be disputed by the sumer, and then it goes no farther. I do ~ot ~1spute .
bitterest opponent of Somahsm; they only deny that that gold or silver coin has value, but I mamtam that
it can practically be carried out by a whole nation. it has no value as money. It has value af1 gold or
That it can be done must be demonstrated by the silver. As money a five-dollar bank-bill, whose inadv_ocates of Soci~lism. That to s.ome _extent aBd in trinsic value may ~ot be even one cent, is as valuable
an Imperfect way 1t has been and rs bemg now done as a five-dollar gold-piece; for the owner can get
in this country c~n be seen by its government. The just as much food or clothing for the one as for the
people hav established a government to be supported other. Practically speaking, he takes none of the
by all the people and in certain directions to attend value out of either in using it as money, and is as
to the business of either all or some of the people, as rich after passing the one as the other.
the case may be. This government has now the
Hutchinson, Kan.
J. G. MALcoLM.
power to attend to all matters of destruction; could
AT
the
recent
festival
of
the
Xavier
Union,
a Jesuitical sociit not also be used to attend to all matters of conety,
Mgr.
Capel
replied
to
the
toast,
"The
Catholic
Scholar:"
struction? For instance, instead of having penal
institutions which cost millions of dollars and make In the course of his remarks he said: "You, my Catholic
men worse than what they were, suppose the govern- friends, may feel offended at what I am about to say; but I
ments had farms and factories, ships and railroads, hav made up my mind that I will speak frankly, for I came
here to speak the truth, however disagreeable it may be. But
and persons committing·misdemeanors or being idle I must say that Catholic education in this country is inferior
w~re put, as a penalty of law, to work upon them
to that of the Protestants. The young lady," continued the
with full pay-what would be the difference? Now Monsianor referring to Miss Caldwell, who donated $300,000
they are an expense to the thrifty, and become con- toward a f~nd for the endowment of a Catholic university, "is
firmed criminals, while then they would be produc- entitled t0 much praise; but I must say, with as much frankers, a benefit both to the tax-payers and themselvs. ness as in my previous remark, I do not think you are fit just
To imagin a government carrying on all the principal now for a university." "Father" Dealy, founder of the
functions of s Jciety under its present form and modus organization, followed. His remarks were equally unpalatable.
operandum is of course an absurdity, but when a gov- Among his sentences were the following: "We are the mo~t
ernment becomes in practice as well as in theory a numerous body of Christians in the United States. In this
government of, for, and by the people, then this prop- city we outnumber all the other Christian denominations comosition becomes self-evident. Different theories as bined. But, my friend~, it is to be deplored that you are not
to the details how this can be done In:ight be ad- thinkers. The morning papers and the evening journals, it
vanced and disputed, but if the grand fundamental seems fill the measure of your information. Yon are buildidea is correct could not the intelligence of men and ing r;ilroads and you are wrecking them. T,llk to Catholic
editors and they wil(tell you they receive no encour_agement,
the wisdom of experience establish a state of society No
ma~ to-day can make a living as a man of letters If he probetter than what it has been in the past? Such, it claims himself a Catholic. I am sorry to hav to say s?, my
seems to me, ought to be the highest aim of man- friends, but it is simply a proof of the Infidel tendencies of
kind.
IsAAc CoHEN.
the_age."
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the boat, amid numerous lights and ornaments, the
craft was covered with pitch, iii imitation of the
ark of Noah, and set adrift with many prayers. The
historian continues:
"Unguided by human means, the boat with its freight passed
in safety from Jaffa to the shores of Tuscany, where it appeared before the port of Luni, a now ruined town. There it
halted as strangely as it had arrived, and made no approach
PUBLISHED BY
It is generally supposed that this is not a super- to the port, though both wind and tide combined to carry it
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY stitious age. The church, it is thought, has out- in. The fishermen of Luni put off to board the strange craft,.
grown those ideas of supernaturalism with which she but during two days it baffied their approach as if by instinct.
33 (JIJn&on Place, New To:rk.
once accounted for all occult manifestations of nat-· The J,ombard governor of the town was soon informed of the.
ure. The witches of New England hav gone to join extraordinary vessel on which no person appeared, and which.
yet seemed to move self-guided in utter indifference to the,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
the devil with whom Luther was so familiar. Only force of wind or waves; but neither he aor the municipality
in the most benighted sections· of the country, it is could form any idea of its meaning. They were suddenly
.Addr~• all Communica,fWm to THE TRUTH SEEKER COJl..
supposed, among the blacks of the South, or in some surprised by the arrival of the bishop of Lucca. accompanied
P .ANY. Mau all Dra;fll, Chuk&, and Postal Order& payabZ. Dunkard settlement of wild western Pennsylvania, by a large number of the clergy and citizens of that place.
The bishop had received a supernatural warning of the arrival
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eXl'st those gross superst1.t1'ons which marred the of the hitherto unknown image, and a description of its charmental development of our ancestors. This is the acter and origin similar to that previously given to the pilgrims
SATURDAY,
APRIL 11, 1S85. common thought and claim. But is it true ?
in Palestine. The Lunese were still engaged in their fruitless
Picking up the American Catholic Quarterly Review efforts to seize the vessel, but, either in despair of success, or
for January 1885-not 1685-we find 8 story of "The out of respect for the words of the bishop of Lucca, they gave
Passed the Senate.
C·
If · up the attempt, and allowed the bishop and his comp'hnions
The "Freedom of Worship " bill has passed our Holy Face of Lucca," by Bryan J. hnche.
this to advance in procession to the e'dge of the sea. The vessel,
senate, and according to a canvass made by a Herald magazine were some inferior production of the Oath- which had hitherto kept off in spite of the power of the elereporter stands an exceedingly good chance of pass- olic press, designed for the perusal of the uneducated ments, now immediately approached the shore. The deck,
ing the assembly. The accepted bill is the one rank and file of the church, the story would not be when opened, showed the sacred crucifix and some other
relics, such as the bishop of Lucca had been informed of them
known as the Gibbs bill, which Senator Esty claims, worth noticing. It might go with the Louvre and by
his previous vision. One of these relics, a vase, containand as most people believe, is the product of the J es- Lorretto and Knock tales. But this Quarterly is the ing the sacred blood of our Lord, was presented to the bishop
uits of this city. The result of this measure will be ablest print of the Catholic church in the country. of Luni. The crucifix itself was borne in solemn procession
to open the doors of public institutions to the dif- Among its contributors are archbishops and men to Lucca, and there installed in the church of St. Martin, on
fere:pt sects, and carry .into them all kinds of re- ranking high in the scholastic circles of Catholicism. the northern side of the basilica, in the year 782."
That this story is true Mr. Clinche believes-or
ligious worship and sectarian teaching. It will thus And this fictimi of the face of Lucca is interestingly
force the trustees of the House of Refuge to hav mass told, the alleged facts given in a straightforward pretends to believe-:-for several reasons, among the
said in its chapel. The following is the full text of way, and th(l reasons for believing it well calculated most important of which are "the publicity attendant
to make an impression upon the believers in mira- on the arrival of the crucifix itself in Luni, and the,
the bill:
rivalry for its possession between the people of that.
SEcTION 1. All personR, including those who may hav been cles.
or may hereafter be committed to or taken charge of by any of
"Among the many shrines of Catholic devotion in town and Lucca;" the undoubted existence of lega}
the institutions mentioned in this act, are hereby declared to Italy," begins Mr. Clinche, "few are more honored documents attesting the veneration in which the·
be and are entitled to the free e:x:ercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship without discrimination or pref- than that which is known as the Holy Face of crucifix was anciently held; the donations of lands
Lucca." Twice in the year this face is exposed and monasteries made to the church in which it was.
erence.
SEc. 2. This act shall be deemed to apply to every incorpo- to the public gaze, and each time receives fresh dem- placed; and the visits paid to it by German emrated or unincorporated society for the reformation of its in- onstrations of the popular devotion. The rest of the perors, and other imperial personages. Another evimates, houses of refuge, protectory or other reformatory or time it is closely veiled, and the chapel is locked and dence is the miracles with which the crucifix is credpenal institution continuing to receive for its use either public
moneys or a per capita sum from any municipality for the guarded. On the approach of danger, however, the ited, one of which is well worth relating: "Attached
chapel is sought by individuals and the public, who to an iron grating hangs an executioner's ax, whose
stipport of inmates.
SEc. 3. The rules and regulltions established for the gov- ask of the Holy F&ce divine protection. -"A massiv history is given by an inscription attached to it. In
ernment of the institutions mentioned in this act shall recog- gold lamp, hanging before the door of its shrine, tes- 1334 a citizen of a neighboring town, unjlilstly connize the right of the inmates to the free exercise of their tifies to the faith of the city which, in our own times, demned to die, was miraculously preserved on the
religious belief and to worship God according to the dictates
of their consciences, in accordance with the provision of the offered it as a public expiation to avert the visitation scaffold itsel~. The headman's axe refused to perConstitution, and shall allow and provide for holding religious of cholera with which Lucca was threatened." The form its deadly office, and fell with all its force on
services on Sunday, and for private< ministration to the in- story of this" Holy Face" is as gross a superstition his neck three times in vain. It rebounded from the
mates in such manner as may best carry into effect the spirit as o:ne ever reads of:
flesh without leaving even a mark. The execution
and intent of this act, and be consistent with the proper discithus suspended was afterward followed by a pardon,
"According
to
the
general
belief,
the
holy
face
is
no
merely
plin and management of the institution; but nothing herein
contained shall be construed to authorize any additional ex- artistic conception, however grand, but a faithful representa- and the escaped victim attributed the miracle to havpenditure on the part of the state; and the inmates of such tion of the lineaments of our Lord as he hung on the cross on ing vowed a pilgrimage to the shrine of the Holy
inRtitutions shall be allowed spiritual advice and spiritual min- Calvary. The hand which carved it was guided by actual Face in case of his deliverance. The ax which had
istrations from some recognized clergyman of the denomination recollections of the most familiar kind, and was, indeed, that failed to do its work was presented to the shrine and
or church .which said inmates may respectivly prefer, or to of one who actually aided in taking down our Lord's body,
which they may hav belonged prior to their being confined in and laying it in the tomb from which he was to rise triumph- has remained there since."
Such is the story and evidence of this "Holy Face
such institutions, such advice and ministration to be given ant on the third day. Its reputed artist is no other than that
within the buildings where the inmates are required by law to Nicodemus, who, with Joseph of Arimathea, obtained the of Lucca," seriously told in good faith in the most
be confined, in such manner and at such hours as will be in privilege of giving burial to our Lord's body from Pilate, and scholarly of the current church publications ! That
harmony, as aforesaid, with the disciplin of the institution, whose interview by night with our savior, at an early time of the tale will be credited by Catholics we hav no
and secure to such inmates free exercise of their religious be- his mission, is recorded by St. John. After the resurrection,
Nicodemus, having incurred the hostility of his fellow-conn~ doubt, after reading a report of a lecture by Archliefs, in accordance with the provisions of this act.
SEc. 4. The wilful violation of any of the provisions of this trymen on account of his adherence to our Lord, retired to bishop Ale many, of San Francisco. Until we had
the village of Ramleh, in Palestine, and, during his residence read this, we had doubts whether credulity with a
act shall be deemed a misdemeanor.
there, he was inspired to preserve in wood the features of his
SEc. 5. This act shall take effect immediately.
master as they had been indelibly stamped on his memory on swallowing capacity of such enormous dimensions
The vote was eighteen to ten. Six Republican Calvary. The hostility of the Jewish population, alike to could be found. Now we hav none.
March 15th "the Most Reverend Archbishop"
senators voted for it. They were senators Davidson, Christianity and to art, naturally suggested a considerable
of Otsego; Fassett, of Elmira; Gibbs, of Ntw York; degree of secrecy both in the execution and subsequent pres- Alemany spoke on the subject of ":Earthquakes, Their
Lansing, of Jefferson; McCarthy, of Syracuse; and ervation of such a work. Accordingly, though the belief in its Chief Causes, and the Best Means to Prevent Them."
existence was widely spread among the Christians of Syria, its
Otis, of Suffolk. The Democratic senators all voted place of concealment, during many ages, was known only to a Mr. Alemany began with biblical times and reviewed
for it with a single exception. They were senators very few guardians. The custody of the sacred relic was the history of earthquakes down to the present.
Campbell, Cullen, Daly, Murphy, and Plunkitt, of handed down from generation to generation without enlarging He told how one earthquake was stopped-that of
New York; Jacobs and Kiernan, of Brooklyn; Nel- the circle of those in the secret. The long continued persecu- Constantinople in 447. This earthquake, according
son, of Sing Sing; Newbold, of Dutchess; Thacher, tions of the Roman emperors, and the subsequent Arian hos- to the historians TheophanlilB, Cedrenus, Nicephorus,
tility to the Catholic Christians, as well as the invasions of the
of Albany; Titus, of Buffalo, and Van Schaick, of Persians and the Saracen conquest of Palestine, in the seventh " and others," lasted several days, and the Emperor
Schoharie. The negativ votes were cast by the fol- century, all contributed to maintain the concealment of this Theodosius with his Senate and court fled the city
lowing Republicans: Comstock, of Troy; Daggett, of earliest work of Christian art down to the close of the eighth and continued in prayer. "At last a boy of tender
age was raised on high ·by some invisible hand and
Brooklyn; Ellsworth, of Niagara; Esty, of Ithaca; century."
Low, of Oranp-e; Robinson, of Wayne; Thomas, of
The history of the removal of the crucifix from after a while came down, declaring that he had heard
Chenango; Vedder, ofCatteraugus; and Robb (Dem- Palestine to Lucca is told by a writer of the dghth the angels adoring God and constantly saying:
ocrat), of New York. Four Republicans dodged the century who accompanied bishop Gualfrid to the "Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of Hosts;' whereupon
Tote entirely. Two of them-Arkell, of Montgomery, Holy Land in 782. Bishop Gualfrid was directed by the archbishop directed the people to repeat the
and Coggeshall, of Utica-absented themselvs for an angel to go to the house of a Christian of J ern- same in their prayers for mercy, and soon the earththe purpose, while Baker, of Rochester, and Bowen, salem and obtain the image long concealed in a grotto quake ceased. In consequence of which the emperor
of Plattsburg, mounted the fence and declined to beneath. Having induced this Christian to giv it up, commanded that the doxology be sung in all the
vote at all.
the bishop cast about for means of transporting it cities of the empire, and the bishops in the Council
If this bill passes the assembly it will be signed by safely. After "long and anxious consultation," it of Chalcedon added the same to their synodical acGovernor Hill with alacrity. He is already com- was finally carried down to Jaffa, and put into a clamations."
mittAd in its favor. In such an event we hope the covered boat, " in the confident hope that the same
Going on, the lecturer enumerated all the shocks
Chinamen, the Jews, the Mohammedans, and the power which had made its existence known toJhem of historic note, and then asked:
Greek Catholics will all apply to hav nE~eded ecclesi- would guide it to the place chosen by Providence
"What is the cause of earthquakes? From Seneca to the
ll<Stical furniture Het up ~t o~c~ in all the hos~itala for itlj rece:ption." When t4~ c:r~oitlx was safely in latest philosophers," he said, "variona solntions hav been ad-

and refuges in the state, and hours set apart for them
to perform their various religious rites. We do not
suppose there are any Positivists in these institutions,
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
but the Society of Humanity might also apply on
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor. general principles of equity and fair play.
C. P. SoMERl'lY,
Business Manager.
Snperstltion.
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vanced, but none has fully satisfied the human mind. My
humble opinion is that the chief causes of such disturbances
are man's forgetfulness of God and his laws, and his too great
love of this world. The deity is the rul_er of the entire universe, and all who listen to the voice of Gdd may understand
that his wisdom 'reacheth from end to end mightily and
worketh all things according to the counsel of his will.'
When, therefore, the omnipotent hand of God shakes the
foundations of the earth, and causes the mountains and valleys to tremble, he wishes us to feel his omnipotence and
sovereign majesty, and reflect on our own littleness and impotence." After a long review of the wickedness to which he
attributed the earthquakes occurring at various times, the
speaker continued: "Therefore, although earthquakes may
be traced to some imperfectly known natural disturbances, as
their immediate cause, yet it is obvious that their principal
cause is the power of God directing us to bear in mind our
dependence upon him and our duty to adore and ·serve him,
and also, frequently, his divine justice provoked by the sins
of men. Spain is a good Catholic country, but for some time
past Infidel books haT been introduced into it, and religious
indifference commences to seize the hearts of many. Besides,
Spain has not fully atoned for having banished, in our own
days, thousands of religious priests from their homes."

On the prevention of earthquakes the world ob~ained these valuable ideas:
"If the main cause is sin, the preventiv is to avoid sin, for
the removal of the cause removes its effect And here we may
be nil owed to make a suggestion or two to California. This
country is not a stranger to earthquakes, and should not be
practically ignorant of one indicated preventiv. In 1868 the
clorgy of San Francisco a.dopted the resolution that every year
f A
mit'S should be offered up in every church on the 9th 0
U·
gnRt, the feast of St. Emigdius, imploring the divine mercy to
deliver us from the scourge of earthquakes. Yet we should
not depend upon St. Emigdius, but try to remedy the evils existing in our midst, particularly those of S·1bbath-breaking and
intemperance. Finally, in order to secure the protection of

heaven, we should not only avoid evil but do good, b?th in
word and deed. But in a partic~lar manner we should extend
our charity to the afflicted. A fair opportunity is now offered
us in the desolation now existing in southern Spain, by reason
of the recent violent earthquakes. It is to be hoped that the
citizens of San Francisco will send abundant alms to our
brethren in Spain. This, l may say in conclusion, is one of
the means best calculated to prevent similar visitations at
home, and to secure to us the ever steady and rich land of
romis in heaven."
·
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Who shall say, with the article on the "Holy Face
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them, that the nineteenth century is free from superstition, or that the Christian religion in its most important division is in any great measure superior to·
the barbaric faith of the early and middle centuries?

Editorial Notes.
THE writer of the "Mid.Week Echoes" in the Sun says he
knows a man who says he considers O'Donovan Rossa to be a
coward and a knave, but that England will rue the day when
, she imprisoned Herr Most for preaching murder, as he is a
really first-class dynamiter.

kiel's voice broke the silence of . that deserted battle-field,
'bone came to his bone,' the skeletons were again clothed with
sinews and skin, and presently they stood before him, radiant
with life, 'an exceeding great army.'" Is the editor of the
.Advocate going crazy that he tells this as fact?
A LITTLE white boy and a colored companion went up to
the Young Men's Christian Association rooms at ·Richmond,
Ind., a few weeks ago, but the colored youth was denied admis:
sion because he was black. Mr. T. G. Thompson explained
his expulsion on the ground that one colored boy would
drive away fifty white boys. Mr. John McSimpson, the
father' of the youth, writes to the Evening Item of that city
upon the occurrence. "In hell," he thinks, "the fiends
would not refuse entrance on account of color, but in Richmond , Ind., the ho m e of th e Ch ns
. t"mn go ds, a c1-ty of th e
ml"ghty, boastl"ng of 1"ts many ch urc h es, 1"ts grea t an d nobl e
Christian work, stands a phristian edifice that denies a negro
entrance on account of color. The negro can visit the circus,
the bar-room, the Democratic conventions, the schools of educations, and all other places but the Young Men's Christian
Association-there he cannot enter !"
WHEN Mr. Reynolds lectured in Turner's Falls, Mass., he
challenged the Rev. D. K. Nesbit, of Greenfield, to debate.
Mr. Reynolds left Turner's Falls March 19th, having been
there four days-ample time for Mr. Nesbit to h!:lv responded.
Under date of March 26th, Mr. Nesbit writes to the 1urner's
Falls Reporter declining Mr. Reynolds's proposition. The declination is a weak attempt at wit, descending in the following
sentences to maliciousness and untruthfulness:
"If by some awkward thrust of my lance I should pieree
your triple. armor, and pin you to the ground, and proudly
stalk away and leave you weltering in your gore, would your
cause be lost? Nay, 'Truth crushed to earth' would proceed to get up. Your cause would not know the captain had
been killed. Obscene literature would be printed. The chaste
effusions of the late D. M. Bennett and modest Victoria Wood.
hull would be published, and Mr. Bradlaugh would advocate
the killing of sick babes by fond mothers. All this would go
on without inconsistency with the Liberal creed, and your
destruction would not injure the 'caws of Liberal thawt.' So
looking the matter over I hav concluded not to discuss."
Greenfield ought certainly to be proud of this specimen of a
Christian. We doubt, however, if she is.
A suBscRmER to the .Methodist organ asks if a cyclone is a
visitation of God, or a mere phenomenon of natural law. The
parRon-editor answers:
"You appear to think that if one is true the other is necessarily not. We hav no such trouble as that in our thinking.
We can believe a cyclone to be a phenomenon of natural law
and an act of God. We hav no trouble in our creed with reprovi••i! a boy for throwing a piece of orange skin upon the
pavement, by means of which a man falls down and breaks
his leg, accounting for the fall and the breaking of the leg by
natural law, and then exhorting the man to be resigned to the
providence of God; assuring him that the breaking of his leg,
with all of its consequences, occurred to him in the providence of God, and will work, together with ot.)J.er things, if he
loves God, for his good; sympathizing with his wife and children in view of the pain it givs them and the inconvenience it
puts them to; summoning the surgeon to cure the leg as soon as
possible, and, if it is unaccountaoly delayed, assuring the man
that the delay is all right; and if the surgeon is proved to be
guilty of nulpractice, sitting on a jury, finding him guilty, and
mulcting him in heavy damages; and if the man be a Christian, and finally dies from the result of malpractice, preaching
a sermon from the text, 'Precious in the sight of the Lord is
the death of his saints.' "
Methodism has a mighty accommodating creed if this be so,
and a reasoning person can only stand aside and admire its
marvelous flexibility. He can never hope to comprehend the
mental process by which the creed was formulated.

THE following dispatch is from Lincoln, Ill., not from South
America:
"The Rev. Mr. White condemned the Roman Catholic
clergy in a lecture here last night [March 30th] whereupon
IN the Bangor, Me., Daily Whig and Courier of April 1st is
forty or fifty coal-miners present engaged in a riot, using the
hall chairs. Mr. White was cut on the head and face, Mr. this bit of expressed intolerance:
Johnson, the hall manager, was severely injured, and Mr.
"We are requested to state that a man well advanced in
Henderson, a college student, was badly beaten. Two or three years is betraying the confidence of our citizens by acting as
others were slightly hurt."
traveling agent for some concern in selling a vile collection of
newspapers, poems, and songs. He is liable to arrest and
THE Keene, N. H., Congregationalists are hard to satisfy. punishment for the circulation of blasphemous and obscene
"Within the past eighteen months," says the Cheshire Repub· literature, and if he continues in the infamous traffic he will
lican, "more than fifty ministers hav climbed the pulpit stairs b&interviewed by some of our officers."
of the First church, but still it is not supplied.'' Unless that
The gentleman meant is Seward Mitchell, who sends us a
congregation has changed since the time a young man of our copy of his reply:
acquaintance used to wait on the steps for his best girl to come
.
" April 1, 285.
"EDITORS WmG AND CouRIER: My attention has been called
out, it will never be suited till Gabriel blows his trump and
resurrects some old Puritan preacher who never cuts his ser- to an item in your issue of this date, that some one has been
selling poems and getting subscribers for papers, with the
mon short of "twenty-seventhly."
threat of arrest if continued. As the person alluded to must
THE TRUTH SEEKER agrees with the Churchman in this: "The mean myself, let me say that I hav sold poems and received
subscriptions· for papers, and shall continue to do so for the
American people are utterly unprepared for the conflict with next two weeks, and if anyone wishes to 'interview' me I can
Romanism which the Jesuits in America are rapidly forcing be found at No. 11 Jefferson st., Bangor, Me.
" SEWARD li'IJ:TCHELL."
on. They 'hav eyes but see not,' and aggressions which
Mr. Mitchell does not say what books and papers he is sellJoseph II. would not hav tolerated for a moment in Austria
are now pushed forward in America with fanatical disregard ing, but as he has obtained from this office Remsburg's "Bible
of the resentment sure to flame out when once the alarm Morals," the "Crimes of Preachers," the poem "Our Father
touches the nerves of Americans. The audacity of the move in Heaven," and sample copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, we
up'i:m 'the House of Refuge,' now going on at Albany, is part imagin the threat may be aimed at them. If so, we advise the
of the scheme, with moro behind. This was lately fore- municipal authorities of Bangor to come to headquarters to
shadowed by one of their talkativ ecclesiastics, who said, 'The persecute. We do not wish any vicarious sacrifices j'or our acts.
politicians dare not reju&e us; we are going to ask more and
THE Episcopal church of the city announces that at next
more, and we shall get what we demand.' "
Advent-immediately after Thanksgiving-it will inaugurate a
" THE most remarkable change in opinion and sentiment series of "missions," to "strengthen the bonds of brotherthat has ever been known in Christendom has occurred within hood between the rich and the poor." The object is to reconthe last one hundred and fifty years in regard to missionary cile the people to their condition, and "peacefully solve the
endeavor," says the .Advocate, and continues: "The weird social problem with which Socialists and Communists are now
vision of Ezekiel in the valley of dry bones fairly prefigures wrestling in a spirit of hostility to the church." Of this endeavor
this changing attitude of the Christian church.
In the the Sun says: "Nor can it be denied that what these secular
ancient Orient the bodies of the slain soldiers were permitted agitators are working for [Socialism and Communism] will be
to remain where they fell. The prey of prowling b«:)asts and fully accomplished whenever the commands of Christ are
carrion birds~ of the pitiless wind and the pelting rain, these obeyed by the world. The brotherhood of man will be estabcorpses had become skeletons. Years had passed, and the lished and Christian Communism will prevail. But before
skeletons were now dismembered, and the bones lay in appar- that day comes the whole constitution of society and its whole
ently inextricable confusion. When God asked, ' Can these machinery must be changed, for civilization cannot now be
bones liv ?' the prophet replied in doubt, ' 0 Lord God, thou said to be established on a Christian basis. The laws of trade
)j:nowe~V When i;n obedienQe to the divine command Eze- violate the Christi11n rule, and instead of working for e11ch
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other as for themselvs, men are engaged in a contest in which
the strong succeed and the weak go to the wall. Even the
duties to the vassal which feudalism imposed on the lord do
not bind the modern capitalist in his relations to the laborer.
Each side gets the most and givs the least it can." We beg
leave to remind the Sun that the Communism of Christ was a
very primitiv institution compared to the elaborate system
worked out by the Communists and Socialists of to-day-bearing _about the same relation to it that a partnership between
two ancient Hebrew shepherds does to the complicated machinery of a modern-state.
HENBY VARLEY, revivalist, tried to revive St. Louis, but that
city would hav none of him. Then he revenged himself by
communicating his opinion of St. Louis to the London Christian:
"
"This great city is one of Satan's seats. Containing nearly
500,000 souls, I should say it is one of the most godless upon
the face of the earth. . . . There is a vast German element in the population, mainly either Infidel or Materialistio;
where any religion exists it is cold Lutheranism. . . . The
churches are substantial, .and some of them very costly, but
the spiritual life is dwarfed and poor. The externalism of
Christianity abounds, but the condition of things spiritually is
simply appalling. The world has come into the church to
such a degree that conversion to God is no longer the real test
in regard to membership. Respectability in the eyes of men
is the password now. The word of God has little or no study;
the preaching is showy and superficial; prayer-meetings are
barren of fervency and aommu)liOn; church fairs, shows, and
concerts hav taken the place of that joy in God which was ever
designed to be the attraction in the assemblies of his saints.
There is very little testimony against sin, scarcely any rebuke
of iniquity. The mass of the people are utterly indifferent to
the claims of God, and the gospel of Christ is despised."
"THE authority of the written word,'' says the Observer, ~·is
the sheet•:mchor of the church. If that be taken away, wreck
and ruin are not far off.'' From the activity of the revising
committees, th<i numerousness of disbeliever's in plenary in·
spiration, and the scholastic weight of the gentlemen who
deny the authorship of Moses (tnd assert the anonymousness
of most of the books l!lf the Bible and the uncanonicity of
portions of the rest, it looks as though wreck and ruin were
not very distant specters.
ARcHBISHOP GmBONs, of Baltimore, recently lectured in that
city on "Civil and Religious Liberty.'' He said:
"The Roman Catholic Church has always been a defender
and upholder of the :r:eligious and civil rights of others, and
wherever and whenever a servant of the church has been a
party to the perpetration of such an injustice, it has been in
direct violation of her precepts and her authority. It is one
of the cardinal maxims of the church that as man fell from
grace of his own free will he must rise again to grace by the
same volition. The history of the church offers no example of
an attempt to compel anyone to embrace the Catholic faith."
A person who can make such a statement as that is either
very ignorant of history or a wilful liar. We do not imagin
for a moment that the archbishop is an unread man. We hope
he will forgiv us for saying this, as also for calling his attention to an act of a churchman high in Romanism, performed,
not in the Dark Ages, but less than ten years ago. It was in
1876 that Cardinal Simeoni succeeded Cardinal Antonelli as
papal nuncio to Spain. The London Daily News editorially
drew attention to the fact that he signalized his arrival in that
country by issuing a protest against the law of religious liberty, which the revolution had established in Spain, and demanded the restoration of the Concordat of 1851, whose fundamental principle required "the exclusion of every other
creed." He was especially apprehensiv of the results of a system of education which was not absolutely under· priestly control. Simeoni's circular was so violent that the liberal journals
at the time advised that his passport should be given him at
once, and a mob burnt the obnoxious Concordat of 1851
before his residence in Madrid.
THE Liberal Association of New South Wales has been in
existence about four years, during which time it has established a newspaper at Sydney, and maintained a reading-room
and library. It was through the influence of this association
that the Sydney Art Gallery was opened to the people on Sundays. The society now proposes to complete the work of secul!lrizing the state. In a circular issued at the first of the year
the program is thus given: "Religious teaching in public
schools must be stopped; church property must bear ad valorem taxation; judicial oaths require to be abolished; and
governmental interference with Sunday recreation must be
peacefully but firmly resisted. Toleration to all religions, and
indorsement of none, by the state, should be the demand of
all Freethinkers. Sunday is the only day in the weex on
which the great mass of the people can obtain a respit from
business, and with the view of affording increased facilities
for those in search of pleasure and health t.he association is
taking steps to induce the government to run excursion trains
every Sunday." The Freethinkers of Christchurch, New
Zealal;ld, hav an association num~ring one hundred and fifty
paying members. They meet regularly in a German church
belonging to a Lutheran congregation, who found the building
too large and expensiv for them to maintain, and, therefore,
leased it to the Infidels, who are quite numerous and aetiv in
New Zealand. Summer is now the prevailing seasvn in that
country, and Paine's birthday was celebrated by some of the
associations with a picnic. The Auckland association held
their festival on Mount Eden. Dr. J. L. York was one of the
orators. The doctor seems to be winning "golden laurels"
around there, judging by the unanimous expressiona which
appear in the papers of "the audience was well pleased," and,
"the lecture sparkle'd with genuin Yankee humor, and was
highly appreciated by a large audience who listened attent.ivly,
interrupted only by frequent laughter and applause.'' A
tribute to the effectivness of American Freethought literature
appears in the reports of !learly all t.he associations in New
Zealand in acknowledging receipts of parcels from "Blue
Pencil,'' who procures his supplies from this office. We wish
our brethren of the pleasant isles a merry time and the most
abundant success.
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., March 27, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I hav, for some time pnst, been taking TBE
TRUTH SEEKER, but hav never s.een anything from the "wild
West," although there are some of the stanchest Freethinkers
out here that can be met anywhere. I myself hav subscribed
for several papers advocating the just cause, but I believe
that yours is the one. The great misfake made in secular
journalism is, in my humble opinion, that too much space is
used in scoffing at religion, 11nd too little news given of the advancement made. Now, in THE TRUTH SEEKER there is enough
ne1!ls to satisfy any just c:ttil;ic.
Hoping that, at no distant date, I shall be able to tell of
still further advancement in this territory (as I always distribute my papers after reading), and that I shall be able to get
a few subscribers to your admirable paper, I am,
JAMES HAzLEDINE.
Yours truly,
HELENA, NEB., Feb. 7, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: All Christians are not so bigoted but that they
can decide against their feelings, as the following will show.
A few years ago, at our literary society, we debated:
" Re.~olved, That Thomas Paine did more to secure our national independence than George Washington."
.
My wife and myself affirmed, and two teachers denied. The
three judges were all churchgoers, yet, strange as it may seell),,
when they handed in their decision for the secretary to read,
they were all for the affirmativ. There is truly ground to
hope that justice will yet be done the author-hero.
W. T. BRoOKs, M.D.
THREE Rn-ERs, CAL., Feb. 18, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The following, from the Tulare Co. Times of
Feb 5, 1885, published at Visalia, requires no comment from
me, for truth must prevail:
"We are led to observe that the Rev. Mr. Thompson is in
error regarding his statement at the Methodist Episcopal
church last Sunday evening, to the effect that the Paine Memorial Society had but one building, and that was recently
sold by the sheriff. The Paine Memorial Society at present
own the building in Boston in which is printed the Investig<tor
by one of the largest publishing houses in that city."
The Holiness Band, after making converts of a few nervous
or emotional women and some children (mostly young girls)
last summer and fall, are now sending around their little billsvery modest to be sure, only one-tenth of what each possessesas tithes to the Lord. · Alas! for poor suffering humanity.
When shall we be freed from this strain on the credulitlby
which the many are plundered to enrich the clergy, who are,
as it were, an eating canker on our institutions ?
T. J. CONLEY.
1\UNNEAPOLis, KaN., Feb. 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find fifty cents for two copies of the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885. I will send yon several
names for THE TRUTH SEEKER soon. J would like to see some
good lecturer come here, and shake up some of my orthodox
friends. We have five churches here, and two skating rinks.
The rinks hav larger attendance than the churches. If there
is any God out here he is very quiet. I hav it up-and-down
with some of my friends, and I finally tell them that if God is
harboring the soul of old King David, I do not want to be
there ... I hav lots of fun.
J. H. FREEMAN.
WALLOWA, OR., Feb. 7, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Please credit inclosed two dollars on my subscription. I am well satisfied with THE TRUTB SEEKER, and if
every Freethinker would subscribe for it you would hav more
strength to fight old orthodoxy. What a great disappointment it would be if ::lfr. T. Winter, and some others, should
find out by some crook or turn that man is immortal ! It
would, no doubt, be a severe blow to them, and make them
very uncomfortable during this life. I had an argument
lately with one of my neighbors on the land question. I
claimed that if no one in the United States could own at any
one time over one hundred and sixty acres of land it would
be a great benefit in time if not right now.
EDMUND NrcHOLs.
Respectfully,
WELLA.ND, ONT., March 24, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday evening, in the West Methodist
church of this town, the minister, the Rev. Mr. Brown, essayed to preach a sensational sermon, which was duly advertised, "On Freethought, and the History of Secularism."
Since the debate between Mr. Watts and Elder Walker, discussion has been the order of the day; and anything in connection with this question has commanded more than ordinary
attention. It is rathe:r amusing to learn the reverend gentleman's line of procedure, and the stock of reference he· carried
in hand. The authority produced was H. L. Green's Freethought Directory, which was made to serve all the gentleman's requirements for statistics and history. The number of
Freethinkers and Secularists throughout the United States
and Canada was given as being eleven hundred and some odd,
which must be a correct statement as it was the number given
by this directory, and hence must be right, it being the Freethinkers' return of their own numbers. The reverend speaker
generously offered to supply anyone with this book of authority (as he had it by him) that they might satisfy themselvs
that his position was perfectly correct; and the fact that he
had the "book" was a clincher.
The reverend gentleman got off a huge witticism by terming
your grand total of numbers "a barefooted army," at which
he got up a laugh which was duly taken up and extended
around by his intelligent and appreciativ audience. His discourse throughout, was a tissue of scurrilous reflections and
personal abuse, which had to do duty for truthful description,
.common sense, and sound argument. We can now see that
this would-be historian knows nothing about Secularism, and

to cover up his ignorance, he kept to the safe old theological
rut of abuse, which, to many minds, is a. more effectual way
of disposipg of an opponent than to confute him by argument, and it is a very much more common stock in trade
amongst the orthodox ministry. This is the reverend gentleman of whom it was whispered around town since the de bate
that he would hav made a better opponent to l'Y!r. Watts than
did Elder Walker. I think that, in regard to Secularism, we
might safely put them at par, each one of them, having no
ability to discuss it, and each one of them, comparativly speaking, knowing nothing of it, either Elder Walker, with his deistical creed of the eighteenth century, and the reverend
Brown, with an advertising directory for the sum total of authority, on this vast question. Yes, we can well afford to let
them go together.
We Secularists here in Weiland hav no objections to the
reverend Brown going on in this co~rse. We hav no thanks
to render him for his information simply because it is of no
value. When he can assume the role of teacher, and render
value, we will receipt him in full for value received. Already
exists the strong probability that, through his zeul to scandalize Secularism, has come a reaction of feeling on the part of
some of the most thoughtful and intelligent of his congregation, and Secularism never presented itself to their minds ~n
such fair guise as at present.
Let us congratulate ourselvs upon our large numerical standing as laid down by the reverend Brown, and hope that, with
the indirect aid of this gentleman and his order, supplemented by the direct efforts of oursel vs, we shall increase our
numbers, and extend the circle of our influence for good.
ONE OF BROWN's "B.lREFOOTED ARMY."
P.S.-It has just struck me that, as an individual, I would
rather go " barefooted," than to be taking boots from the
widow and the filtherless in general church contribution.
EaGLE CREEK, OR., Feb. 14, 285.
MR. EDITOR: I see Mr. Thomas Winter makes complaint
that you reject his articles, which I am very sorry for. To me
one of his letters is worth more than all the ghost stories I
hav ever seen in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I hav read it from the
beginning.
" Hale be his heart, hale be his fiddle;
Lang may.his elbuck jink and diddle
To cheer him through the weary widdle
0 war'ly cares;
Till bairns' bairns kindly cuddle
His auld gray hairs."
The ghost-makers all hav a pick at him because they can't
answer him. I will send you this clipping from the Oregonian.
I would like the mediums to see it:
SPIRITUALISM.
To THE EDITOR OF THE OREGONIAN: I hav noticed in your
paper the articles written in defense of Spiritualism by John
S. Hawkins, of Salem, and Thomas Buckman, of New Era.
The former gentleman I am well acquainted with; the latter I
am not personally acquainted with, but hav seen him on
several occasions. I hav myself investigated Spiritualism for
thirty years; am well acquainted with nearly all of their celebrated mediums from the Fox girls down to the present day,
and I hav yet to find that medium that has ever accomplished
any good for himself or anyone else.
Everyone of these
celebrated mediums has been caught in his trickery, as Foster, Slade, Davenports, Fox girls, Eddy brothers, and many
more that I could mention if necessary. And why is it these
men are trying to defend such mountebanks as this Pearson
who committed such a dastardly crime at Chehalis a short
time ago under the guise of an evil spirit? I know Pearson,
and know him to be a crank of the first water. And if there
is any justice he should be punished to the full extent of the
law, "Indian spirit, or no Indian spirit," "evil spirit, or no
evil spirit." 1 find that all the articles written in defense of
these mediums are the same old story, and amount to nothing
whatever. Now, if these mediums can do all they claim to
do, why do they not do some good, in finding Charlie Ross,
for instance, for a large reward, or point out the robber or
murderer to our detectivs, that they may meet with the justice
they so richly deserve; or tell us at once who will be the
gentlemen Cleveland will select for his cabinet? Why is it that
our friends who are in the next world do not come directly to
us and giv us the information we are seeking for, instead of
our being obliged to consult one of these poor, miserable beings called "mediums," who will tamper with the good feelings of good people for the paltry sum of a couple of dollars,
and would destroy your domestic peace, if they were permitted, for two dollars more.
•
I should like very much to be convinced of the truth of
Spiritualism, so much so that I will giv to any medium $1,000
who will answer me three questions correctly; or I will giv
$500 to any medium who will move a table one inch or produce a rap upon the table Mithout contact, either public or private, before a committee of six persons, three to be selected
by myself. and three by the medium, money payable before
the medium leaves the room. Who takes the offer? Now,
mediums, prove to us what you profess, or forever hold your
peace. I mean business.
HENRY CHaRLEs,
Third house from Jefferson street Ferry, east side.
I will add to the above reward $100. You will find in this
$5-$3 for the paper; $1 for Bruno statue at Rome; 75 cents
for Campaign Fund; and 25 cents for the ANNUAL. If I allow
TnE TRUTH SEEKER to run more than one week over the time
paid for stop it.
HENRY McELSA.NDER.
CEciL, KaN., Feb. 15, 284.
MR. EDITOR: It seems to be a contest between Boreas and
the devil as to which shall rule this boasted land of sunbeams.
It is evidently the focus of all the winds in God's creation.
The jayhawker comes honestly by his blowing proclivities. In
fact, after being devastated by blizzards, cyclones, drouths,
chintz-bugs, grasshoppers, preachers, and pill-peddlers, and
enfeebled with malaria, there is no other resource left him.
He can write letters to his Northern friends, brag of his great
expectations, and, perhaps, inveigle more unwary victims into
leaving fair prospects at home, and hieing to this mild Italian
clime, where Eolus reigns supreme, and ague holds high carnival; where money loans are three per cent per month, and
the picturesque mortgage vieR with the ten-cent chromo in
decorating the walls of the rural domicil. However, " it's an
ill wind that blows nobody any good." In the absence of rna-

terial comforts, the people flock to the district schoolhouses,
and cram to the muzzle with spiritual sustenance. During
the long blustering nights they warm up with heavenly caloric.
The heavenly shepherds are ladling out free grace with lavish
munificence. "Oodles and scads of it, lash in's and Ieavin's.
All gratis. The divil a oint to pay! Roll up, tumble up! any
way to get up, my beloved brethring !"is the mighty cry. The
midnight scene at many of these rural seminaries would rival
pandemonium, and afford a not inapt caricature of Dante's
"Inferno." The varied and discordant howls, yelps, and
screeches vividly recall the din of an African jungle at the
close of day.
" To many a mingled sound at once
The awakened building givs response."
They sweep through the whole course of the gamut, from
"the low wail of unrequited love to the fierce battle. cry of
freedom, and the yell of despair." The piping treble of feeble
woman alternates with stentorian shouts,
" That tear hell's concave and beyond
Frighten the reign of Chaos and old Night.
Superstition is rampant, .and the yellow -legged chicken seeks
the highest perch. At least half the rustic population of
Hackbury, Kan., can read their title clear (of mortgage) to
mansions above, and all is lovely, although their starving
and unsheltered hogs and cattle "steal their whole dominion
from the waste "and on the bleak prairie hump their backs to
the rude northern blast. The beast has no soul, you know.
The Christian fellow who has the stupendous conceit to believe that his God must, of necessity, hav been the "dead
image" of him is apt to regard the beast with contempt.
It h.as been my lot to be eternally environed with superstition. I was reared in the midst of it thirty years ago. In old
Grenville Co., Canada, bigotry held sway, and the 11ky-pilot
reigned as the moral autocrat. A schoolteacher couldn't hav
access to the board of education Without a certificate of morality from one of those arrogant scamps. They claimed the
legal right to visit schools, lecture, and suggest modes of instruction. As a consequence a belief in wizards, spooks, and
hobgoblins pervaded the public mind. A country house occupied by a family named Ward was said to be haunted, and
marvelous were the tales of nocturnal and devilish orgies enacted there. People came from long distances to witness the
manifestations, and direful and hideous were the scenes and
sounds said to be enacted. Some claimed to hav received
blows from invisible hands. Finally one night an old lady,
who happened to be skeptical on the ghost question, seized a
candle, and running down the cellar in the midst of the hubbub, discovered the cause of all this mighty hell-scare to be
some playful rats that were trailing corn-stalks around on the
sills of the house, the leaves of which, sweeping against the
walls and siding, caused all this mighty uproar. ·A Dutchman
named Hans Tillebaugh was thought to hav supernatural
power. The neighbors. feared to offend him, lest he might
bring some calamity upon them. The vivid imagination of
children was stimulated to the utmost by tales of warnings
and spooks. In the delirium of sickness they fancied themselva beset by all the phantoms of hell. Many a time upon
returning home alone from a nocturnal serenade I hav been
afraid to look to the right or left, much less behind me, and
even had it been daylight yon couldn't hav seen my coattail
for dust. I hav passed the old graveyard as much quicker
than chain-lightning as chain-lightening is quicker than a
yoke of oxen, while imagination converted every rock, stump,
and bush into a hideous phantom. Such is the effect of superstitious teachings.
I hope Infidels will do their utmost to banish the unmitigated curse from free, enlightened America. Despite the assurance of millions of the most respected· and intelligent·
classes of the world that they hav certain knowledge of the
supernatural; despite the testimony of many of the most illustrious men and women that earth has known as to spiritual
influences, I take the liberty to to say (in the most humble
and deferential manner, lest I giv offense,) that I don't believe
a damned word of it., The spirits hav never deigned to reveal
themselvs to me, however much they may hav done for others,
and as a pure Agnostic,
I remain,
JAs. TowsLEY.
KENT, 0., March 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: So far as Mr. E. H. Heywood's note in TBJ>:
TRUTH SEI!lKER of March 21st is an expression of admiration
for the character and acts of Wendell Phillips it has my unreserved indorsement. I cannot say as much for the doctrin,
of which Mr. Heywood is a distinguished and faithful champion, that "a so-called debt, paid once in the form of interest,
is thereby justly canceled, and that there is no equity, no
property claim defensible in law or morals afterward."
I am glad of all reformatory effort. I welcome all inconsistencies, all half-truths, all yoking of oxen and asses together,
all patching of old garments. Everything helps the great
onward progress,~ and I indulge in criticism only because criticism is also a helper.
I am, as much as Mr. Heywood can possibly be, opposed to
the system and the condition of things that make it possible
to get interest on money. I would hav a full legal tender
government note, and continue to expand the volume of them
till they could be borrowed at a nominal rate of interest. That
would be vastly better than the present semi-barba<rous robber system. But I would not be content with this. I would
hav a system of free money that would do away with interest
altogether. Any person with a moderate degree of integrity
and intelligence will say that it is grossly absurd and unjust
to require one class to pay interest on their debts and to allow
another class to draw interest on their debts, as under the
present banking system.
But while I am radical on the finance question, as on most
other questions, I would go Ievel-l would act on the square.
I would not seek the advantages of one system while professing to carry out another. If I agreed to pay interest I would
pay it. If I agreed to be "true" to one woman I would be as
good as my word. If I professed anything I would honor my
professions. The laboring people of this country are in ·the
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large ma]ority. If they were fairly developed in the direction
of intelligence and manliness they would wipe out, . in a
prompt and orderly manner, the present system of things.
Until they do this, they deserve to suffer just as they are now
suffering. He whp voted for Cleveland or Blaine has no business with dynamit.e. He who professes to believe in marriage
must keep out of clanciestin relations, or be branded as a
sneak, a hypocrit, a villain. He who by his vote upholds the
old parties cannot justly complain that the products of his
toil go to swell the ill-gotten gains of the lordly monopolist
He-who has to pay rent on land, or by his vote upholds land
monopoly, deserves to hav to pay rent on land, and he has no
business to try to sneak out of it; and E. H. Heywood is an
accomplice of sneaks when he echoes the cry, "Pay no
rent!"
Interest on money is a legitimate thing so long as money
will command interest. Rent for land is proper so long as it
it will command rent. Obedience to government-prompt
implicit, faithful-is called for so long as government, by th~
suffrages or tacit consent of the people, is held in position.
Let us hav order. Let us hav free money, and the interest
question is settled. Let us abolish land monopoly, and the
rent question is settled. Let us abolish marriage, and there
will be no marital infidelity. Let us abolish God and religion,
snd people wilf hav nothing to do but to go to work and
promote the well-being and happiness of mankind.
FRANCIS BARRY.

depth of degradation you may-ypu can never commit any
crime that will shut my door, my arms, or my heart to you.'"
Readi~g the sentence over and over, it deeply affected his
heart; his own disinherited son seeming to sadly rise befori>
him. He inwardly vowed, if he lived to reach home, he
would undo the wrong in relation to this son. He arrived
safely at his journey's end, entered his house, greeted wife
and children, passed on to his library, there added a codicil
to his will fully reinstating the disinherited child, and became
himself, in a short time, a happy "Ingersoll man."
Now; suppose the colonel had picked up one o~ Talmage's,
Moody's, or the "Boy Preacher's" sermons, and by reading it
had been converted to Christianity-to the-belief in· that father
who, according to the Bible, disinherits most of his children
-while the "four and twenty.elders," all the angels, all the
saints of all ages, all the victims who hav swung from gibbet
and gallows into the arms of Jesus, rejoice and sing hallelujahs
and amens-I repeat, suppose the genial colonel had been
converted from all his unchristian, humanitarian ways, electricity would hav flashed the news north and south, eo.st and
west, across continents and over seas. Many thousand printing-presses would hav published it to the world ere twentyfour hours had passed, while all the orthodox preachers would,
day after day, giv thanks to the father, son, and holy ghost
that Robert Ingersoll had relapsed from his grand, natural,
humane religion, and gone into the disinheriting business!
Mas. BucKNEa-JOHNSON, M.D.
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public press. But what do they know about his spiritual wei·
fare? Where did they get their infor~p.ation justifying the imputation that his spiritual exchequer was in· a· dilapidated
condition? In the Catholic church spiritual embarrassment
for all means, "We havmasses for sli.le," but what explanation
can be offered for Methodist popery? Will they file a bill with
the general government and demand an appropriation to pay
them for services rendered? Or will they present an account
against the estate? Wha~ever may be their designs, we ask all
sensible men and women to join in a protest against this cler·
ical attack on the spiritual character or condition of a manwho, in all probability, is their peer. in morality, mentality,
and spirituality. Their offered services are simply superfluous
egotism, which self-reliant men llike General Grant pay no
more attention to than an elephant would to a mouse. It is
bad enough for this enlightened country to be saddled with
the support of several thousand priests, without being obliged
to bear their impudent assumptions that this or that man or
woman is a spiritual pauper, and their advertising the same by
publicly sending out a petition to some supernatural power asking it to intercede in some sl!pernatural way and patch up said
dilapidated spiritual condition.
W. W. JUDSON.

GARDEN HOME, On., March 1, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I. hav been thinking of writing to THE TRUTH
SEEKER for some time, in order to let your readers know what
progress superstition is making in this part of the world. The
Methodist Conference makes use of this section of country by
UDINA, ILL., March 1, 1885.
sending their boys and greenhorns here to preach to us backMR EDITOR: Webster defines truth as a "verified fact," an
ST. C~HERINEs, 0NT., March 1, 1885.
·
"established principle," a "fixed law," and the thought came
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4 to apply on my.subscription woodsmen.
flitting through our mental arrangement, if your columns are for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I do not know how our cause is . I suppose they think we can't tell what good preaching is;
telling "the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the progressing with you, but I am fully prepared to say that if and I don't know that we can, for it has been a long time since
truth, so help you God," what sort of lies (we now hav refer- any evil thing ever got a shaking-up orthodoxy is getting it we heard any that could be called good. I, for one, don't think
ence to the theological part) are the thousand and one ortho- now in Canada. We inthis country ought to be ashamed of any preaching is good that leads children ·and others to believe
dox and monthly periodicals telling week after week and our preachers. In spite of all the lectures that Mr. Watts has that I am wicked just because my belief differs from the belief
month after month, and what can be the influence they exert given here, and the kind invitations given to the clergy to de- of some one else. I heard a preacher say, while preaching in
through the vast domain of this land of liberty? Truly it is fend their cause, with the exception of one or two they hav all our schoolhouse last year, that a man who was an unbeliever
appalling when we think of the millions of readers thos~ taken a back seat, and now they are going to bring one from was worse than a murderer, or a thief, or any other criminal.
papers hav weekly, and of what an influence they must exert. Indiana to debate with him in the town of Weiland, the debate Such teaching as that has a tendency to make children depise
Then another thought takes possession of us, and we are car- to begin March 3d and last three days. The meanness of Ca- an unbeliever, but I think the children pay very little attenriedon wings of flight way down inNewYork (we are 1,200 miles nadian clergymen does not consist altogether in their evading tion to the sermon. .I know I used to be glad when it
from you), and there we find "two or three gathered together Mr. Watts while here. It is their abuse of him and all Free- was over. I did not know what it was about, and I think now
in my name" (TRUTH SEEXEn), standing alone in this.great thinkers, dead and living, in his absence. Of course it is that the preacher knew just as much about it as I did when I
·
·
world of over a billion people, battling for justice, Freeth ought, always from their "cowards' castles" that they make those at- was five years old.
and reform in theological absurdities. Truly you hav a her- tacks, as it would not be safe for them to do otherwise, beI must tell yo11 something in regard to the youngster who
culean task before you, but with truth as your sword, justice cause there are many men not half as well informed as Mr. has been quartered on this neighborhood by the Methodist
your shield, and reform your battlement, you hav nought to Watts who could show them up to good advantage. Just after Conference. He is a short, thickset Englishman, and preaches
fear. We cannot offer yon any suggestions that will be bene- Mr. Watts's last lecture at Weiland one Rev. Mr. Atkins, in long-legged gum boots. AShis legs are short, and the boot
ficial to yo.u, but_ we can't refrain from expressing our admira-. preaching near that place, undertook to show up Infidelity in legs are long, you can imagin what he looks like when he gets
tion for your boldness in speech, your "ask no favor" prin- its worst form. Among other things, he made use of these up before his congregation with the legs of the boots outside
ciple, and wish you Godspeed-not simply the ordinary .suc- words: "You all know that some men liv to use what little in- of his pants. One Sunday in last autumn he told us the awful
cess that always attends the truth when spoken, but speed in fluence they hav in polluting and blasting the lives and hopes story of Thomas Paine's death-bed. He spoke of Paine as the
geometrical progression. When this is attained, we think the of all they may come in contact with. For an instance, we man who had written a book that had caused the ruin of thouUllderpins of old, decaying orthodoxy will soon be wiped out. will take Tom Paine. And it is surprising, considering the sands of souls, but he says when the writer of that pernicious
Then how happiness will be depicted upon us all " when the death that this slimy wretch died, that his influence would book came to die, he asked the Lord to hav mercy Oii"him; but
mists hav cleared away!" In this communication I do not amount to anything. With his last breath he wished that all our reverend gentleman tell.; us that the Lord would not
design to discuss any particular theme or hobby, yet, as is said his books should be burnt; and so this fearful man died, ex- listen to him, but turned away from him with a smile of derision ·on his face. I don't think that fact is generally known
by Dryden, "thoughts come crowding in so fast upon me claiming, ' I'm lost! I'm lost !' "
We will giv the Rev. A.tkin!l the honor of getting out a new among the preachers, but our preacher knows that God
that my only difficulty is to choose or reject," we might tell
you how prolific orthodoxy is in this region, and how terribly version of this stale falsehood. I suppose this story, like all smiled when Thomas Pai~e died. He also told us that
wicked a person is who don't believe that Jonah swallowed the rest of their big stories, needs changing to keep even with a smile of derision on the face of an angry God was an awful
the whale, or that Ahaziah was older than his mother (pardon the times. Atkins finished up by stating that Thomas Hobbes thing to contemplate, and I suppose he knows. After he had
me, I meant his father-equally as absurd). Yet you know said the blood of Jesus Christ was no better than that of a given us his "racket" about Paine, and had· pronounced
the benediction, I went up to his desk and asked him if he had
how petrified the masses of humanity are in these old dogmas. hog (another lie).
It is surprising what a little good seed will bring forth when ever read the theological works of Thomas Paine. He thought
But THE TnUTH SEEKER is like a homeopathic dose of medicin, small (in comparison to number of readers), but power- sown in good soil. I lent some of Mr. Remsburg's "False for a moment, then said he had not. , "Then," said I, "how
ful and convincing in its effect. But you hav one consolation Claims," together with" The Apostle of Liberty," by the same do you know it is a pernicious book?" Said he: "I know it is
-few read it without being convinced. God speed you in author, and two copies of Paine's ''Age of Reason," around a pernicious book because it contradicts the Bible." I then
amongst the :fteighborsof the above-mentioned divine, and the told him I wanted to make him an offer. I said, ''If you will
your good work.
Yours in the cause,
C. W. BRITTON,
result is that some of them are wishing that he would come take that book and show me a single falsehood in it, I will pay
out and prOV!J his assertions, while others hav since dropped you your own price for it." He said, "You will, will you?"
PoRT CLINTON, 0., March 2, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. Please send me twelve Christianity altogether. As another divine remarked, "Peo- Said I, "Of course I will." He then took hold of my hand,
copies of the TRUTH 8.EEKER ANNUAL. The four copies I or- ple seem to be getting Infidelity on the brain." And is it to and he said, "But, my friend, whnt will you do when you
dered sometime ago hav been x-eceived, and I am well pleased be wondered at when we think of this class of genLry sponging come to die?" I said I did not know what I would do, but I
with them. If I could afford it I would put a thousand copies on their dupes for hundreds of years? And what hav they supposed I should die, as it was something that came to all of
in circulation, as they are well calculated to advance the cause given in return? Scarcely anything but falsehood and deceit. us, and could not be helped. The next time I wentAo hear
I am now letting a very influential gentleman who is a strong him I took the theological works of Thomas Paine with me,
of humanity. I will try and send you another order soon.
"Yours till the dying yelp of orthodoxy greets the ears of supporter of the church read Vale's "Life of Pai:ne" and and asked him to take it home with him and read it. At first
he seemed inclined to read· it, but he said he wanted me to
the "Humphrey-Bennett Discussion."
humanity,"
W. S. FLAUGHEII.
Thex-e has been a great depression in business here this win- take the Bible and read it. I told him it was no trouble for
ter. Hundreds of men are out of work in our cities, and in me to read the Bible, for I earried it with me, and read it a.lCENTilAL CITY, CoL., Feb. 28, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: If the following anecdote has never been pub- some places they hav had to establish soup kitchens; but our most every night. Then he said he would not read Paine's book,
lished it ought to be. A .very worthy gentleman from this clergy inform these poor men and their starving families that because it would not do him any good, and he said he did not
place, a pArsonal friend of Colonel Ingersoll, has recently re- they should be very thankful to their loving father (which art want to read anything that would take away his hope of eterturned from ·a visit to his old home in lllinois; he relates this in heaven looking after the sparrows, etc.) that their lives are nal happiness. I told him it need not take away such hope,
spared, and that his will will be done. I do not wonder that for the writer of it hoped for happiness after death, and beanecdote and can vouch for its truth.
A wealthy, pious, old gentleman residing in this same state, sensible people get tired of his will and try to get up one of lieved in future punishment of some kind. Then he comhad a son whose choice for a wife displeased the father; he their own, which I hav no doubt will work to better satisfac. menced to cry, and asked me if I wanted him to think that his
mother's spirit was not watching over him from above. I told
J. LOVELL.
declared if the said son married his chosen one he would dis- tion.
him I did not care what he thought about spirits, but that he
inherit him.
had made an attack on that book, and I thought his sense of
The son preferred, like a true man, to giv up his inheritance
KANsAs CITY, Mo., March 12 • 1885 ·
justice ought to compel him to read it. But it was no use; he
rather than the lady of his love.
Mn. EDITOR: The following is a specimen of public educa- would not open the covers of it.
After the marriage the father gave to his boy $1,000 in cash, tion sent out from Chicago and published in most of the daily
He gave us a powerful sermon that day; he told us what a saying, "This is all of my estate you will ever receive, and I
papers throughout the country without comment:
belief in the Bible would do for us, and at the last, he said, it
henceforth disown you."
"CHiCAGQ, March 9th.-At the weekly conference of the will en:1ble us to "gather our feet up beneath us, aDd spread
Time passed on; this Christian, white-haired man often felt Methodist
ministers to-day, by a unanimous rising vote, a resa burden resting upon his spirits. Being in Chicjlgo on busi- olution was passed to the effect that the church make next our wings, and take our flight to realms of endless day." I
ness, just before leaving for home he stepped into a book- Sunday a special day of prayer for the spiritun.l and physical think that expression was sublime. Now I know' what we will
do with our feet when we get our wings-we will gather them
store and requested some reading-matter to be put. up to while welfare of General Grant."
The result of prayer in the case of President Garfield, by up beneath us. If he had said we should put our feet on our
away the hours during his travels. As the selection was left
the combined effort of all denominations from the pope down, shoulders, or carry them in our hands, that would hav
to the clerk this one put up a variety package.
The old gentleman, after being comfortably on his way, one would naturally suppose would put a stop to all such fool- sounded ridiculous. It will be the, proper thing to gather them
opened his bundle; the first thing he drew therefrom was ishness. It will, however, be noticed that both spiritual and up beneath us. I wioh I had known sooner what we would do
one of Colonel Ingersoll's lectures; this he threw down in a physical welfare are mentioned, so if they fail on the physical with our feet after our wings grew.
I asked our preacher once if he was a citizen of the United
disdainful manner; after a little time he picked it up, looked they will hav the spiritual to fall back on. If there is a Jehoover it carelessly, then cast it from him with a dissatisfied air, vah having the power attributed to him by Christians, he States. He said he was _not. "Then," said I, "if I ~av ~
yet, a third time, he reached for it, turned the leaves in an ought to hav sense enough to use it understandingly in Gen- sheep to die, the Bible tells me to sell the meat to an alien.
idle, listless way, when these words of the noble author riv- eml Grant's case without having instruction from a few pigmy-! He s~d tha~ w~s.not in the Bible, ~nd that h_e wanted m~ to
eted his attention, "1 will tell you what I say to my children: minded Methodist preachers from Chicago who hav learned a show It to him if It was, and I promised to do It the next time
SAMUEL KELSo.
'Go where yoli will; commit what crime 'you may; fall to what little about the physical condition of the general through the I moet him.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, lid! River,
Mass., to wham a~l Communications for this
c:brner should be sent.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
Oomes a pause In the day's occupat1ons
That Is known as the Children's Hour."

The Tyrant Punished;
OB, "DISCRETION THE BETTER PART OF VALOR."
Young "Tyke" was a dog of a goodly degree,
But yet Ill-conditioned as dog could well be;
In snapping !lnd snarling his only delight,
And puttln\; the fowls aud the sheep In a flight.
:l'fo matter how little, no matter how bigOr d uckllng or donkey, or pullet or pigIf he could but alarm them, then Tyke was In glee,
And the more they were fllghtened, the braver was
he.
II know a few men, and a great many boys,
Who are very like Tyke In their worry and noise;
They think themselvs heroes; but all people say
The weaker their foes are, the bolder are they.)
It happened one.day that poor Tyke came to grief
In a way you will scarcely think worthy belief,
And the manner of which I'll endeavor to show,
To save other "Tykes" from a slmllar woe:
He had worried the poultry, had harried the sheep,
Had awakened the Innocent sow from her sleep,
When thTee geese he espied on the pond near the
gate,
All sitting In silence, content and sedate.
Tyke rushed in a passion to spoil their repose,
And quick from the ground the three grave ones
aroseRut not to ilee from him I oh, no I strange to say,
They rose 1" a fury, and ripe tor the tray.
With wings wide extended, and beaks all agape,
They thought but or battle, and not of escape;
And Tyke, all astounded by courage so rate,
Stopped short, and no further the combat would
dare.
But not so the bipeds! They marched on the foe.
Loud hissing the fury their gestures would show:
The hero, his valor fast changing to dread,
Gazed a moment, whined feebly, then turned him,
and lied.
What a cry of derision arose all around I
Why. even the puniest joined In the sound,
Rejoiced that a tyrant so spiteful as he.
Was proved but a coward as rank as could be.

----------------

-&!eetcd..

Peppercorn Stories.
ALL ABOUT A SKELETON.
" 0 Polly Peppercorn, will you please tell
us more about our skellingtons ?"
"Johnny Gotobed," said Polly, sternly,
" don't you know any better than to say 'skellington ?' You shall never hear me tell another
story if you say ' skellington ' again-do you
hear?"
"Yes, Polly; but my gran'ther says skellington," said Johnny defiantly.
"Your gran'ther! It does not take much
more time to say grandfather than it does to
say gran'ther. I suppose he never ':ent to
spelling-school in his young days, which accounts for such a pronunciation," remarked
Polly.
One by one the children had gathered about
her, and joined Johnny Gotobed in teasing for
more about the skeleton.
"Well, there are eight bones in that skull of
yours Frankie .Muttonchops."
" I~ . mine, too?" asked Molly Mulleinleaf.
"Yes, in all skulls; The names of them are
too hard for you to remember, but you can
recollect the number-eight. They are held
together by sutures, little jig-jag edges that fit
as nicely as carpenter work. The shape of
each is like an arch, and all together they rep.
resent a very pretty dome, in which, as I told
you before, is kept that priceless diamond, the
brain. How many bones do you think are in
your face, Peggy Primrose?"
" I geth there ith two boneth.''
" How many do you guess, Sammy Stripedgrass?"
"Four."
"Add teen to that-fourteen; and you just
hav it. Fourteen bones in the face. Now,
how many hav a chest? Raise your hands,"
and Polly looked from one to the other, but
not a hand started.
"What? Not one of you with a chest? I'm
astonished ! Deary me, children, how do you
liv ?''
"I hath got a lithle blue trunk, ventured
Peggy Primrose; and, "I hav a little Japanese
box," said Daisy Dewdrop.
,.
"Well, you everyone hav a chest," said
Polly, dryly. "Yes, and that is another
lovely jewel-case. It ke~ps the heart-do any
of you know what the heart is?"
"I do !" exclaimed Tommy Clovertop; " 'tis
that thing that goes thumpity-thump, whackety-whack, all the time, days and nights; too."
They all laughed, and Polly Peppercorn said
they would talk about that hereafter. Then

she continued, "The chest keeps not only the
heart but the lungs and all the big blood-vessels. The front of it is called the sterqum, ar,
more commonly, breastbone, and now, with
you all, it is in eight pieces. When you grow
older, it will change to three pieces, and when
you get to be old folks it will only be one
piece. Below the chest is a basin of bone, and
that is called the pelvis, and that is made of
four bones only, and it is used to keep and
protect portions of your beautiful bodies in
place. Your limbs branch·out from what we
hav described-the arms from th& chest and
the legs from the pelvis. There's the stomach
and liver that we hav not mentioned, but in
course of these stories we shall tell you about
them."
,
Harry Coalskuttle her~ came in with a bird
that Pussy Whitefoot had killed.
"Has the bird a skellington ?"asked Johnny
Gotobed.
"Didn't I tell you not to say ' skellington'
again? I said you should not hear anoth~r
story if you said it again. And now you wrll
hav to go home," and Polly Peppercorn was
grieved to say it.
" Oh, please, please forgiv him," said little
Daisy Dewdrop. "He forgot," and her blue
eyes filled with tears.
"I'll forgiv him this time, for your sake, but
not again," and Polly looked very grave. She
continued, "Yes, birds hav skeletons, but not
'skellingtons.' Birds are animals, and can
fly.''
"Am I an animal?" inquired Frankie Muttonchops.
"You are all animals; I am one, too," declared Polly. "You are animals in all your
physical organs and faculties, but superior to
all other animals in powers of reasoning and
reflection, and in ability to contrive and construct labor-saving machin&ry; to invent, or
rather to discover, many of the forces of
nature, and to apply them to daily life. Now,"
she continued, "how many of you hav a backbone? Don't all speak together."
They all began to run their fingers up and
down their backs, and presently declared that
they h11d each a backbone, •·xcept Frankie
Muttonchops, who said he could not feel any
bone in his back.
"Tllat's because he is so fat!" and Tommy
Clovertop stuffed his fist in his mouth to keep
from laughing.
"It is one single bone, isn't i~the backbone ?" questioned Polly, at the same time
pinching the middle of Frankie Muttonchops's
back to find if there was any bone about it.
"Yeth, it ith," screamed Peggy Primrose.
"No, it is not," said Sammy Stripedgrass.
"I'll tell you," said Polly. "The backbone,
so called, is made up of twenty-six bones, little
ones, and the whole thing is very wonderful
indeed, and you must all try and study it up
some day. Inside of the backbone or spinal
column is a fine nervous cord, running the
whole length of the body, and the brain is at
the top of it."
"Will you tell what bones are made of,
Polly Peppercorn?" asked Harry Coalskuttle.
"Yes, indeed," responded Polly. "You've
seen lime, of course. Well, now, your bones
are a kind of lime; that is, they are two-thirds
lime and the other third is an animal substance. If you put a bone in the fire the animal part will burn out, and you can break it
all to pieces. Put a bone in acid and the lime
will dissolve, and you will find the same
shnpe, but it can then be bent and not broken.
Hence the lime makes it hard and firm, and
the animal part givs it strength and flexibility-understand? The bones are affected by
what you eat," she continued. "If you eat
madder, a red-colored root, your bones will
turn red, and if you e11.t it alternately with
something else, your bones will be streaked
red and white."
"I guess we should be careful what we eat,"
remarked Johnny Gotobed.
"I fell from the top of a high wall once,
head over heels," said Tommy Clovertop,
"and didn't break any of my bones."
"That's because you are a young animal,
and your bones hav not so much lime in
them as they will hav when you grow older.
Now your bones will bend before they break,
but when you are old they will become more
limey and more brittle."
"Don't she know a lot?" said Molly Mulleinleaf to Daisy Dewdrop, eyeing Polly with
wonder and awe. "It iR funny, though, how
bones grow together when they are broken.
When I broke my dolly's legit didn't grow on
again; I wonder why it didn't."
Polly overheard her last remark, and proceeded to say, "Wooden legs cannot unite
when broken, so you must be careful of your
dolly's limbs as well as your own. The composition of the bones is all taken from the
blood, of course, so when one is broken
Nature goes to work and pours some bloud

Iaround the ends, and then it

gently draws. it
back into tke system, and leaves. some of rts
water to thicken up and make a kmd of je~ly,
which grows harder and hard~r _by drawmg
bone matter from the blood, untrlm about five
or six weeks the broken bone ha~ _grown togather, and in a few more weeks It IS as good
as new."
.
Polly shut her eyes and yawned, W:hrch was
a signal for the little folks to take therr departure, so they kissed her, one by one, and went
away.

How· Bruin Caught the Thief.
"I don't see for the life of me where the
pigs go," and old Mr. Dickerman leaned his
face thoughtfully on his right hand. "I can't
think who would be so mean as to steal such
pretty little creatures."
"It is no use lamenting," said Mrs. Dickerman; "the pigs are gone, the white goose, and
every now and then off goes a good, fat hen,
too. It can't be that rats take them off, for
there is not a rat in the world big enough to
do it. All those pretty pigs-thirteen of 'em,
and only two left! It's a shame !"
Mr. Dickerman had watched night after
pight, with his gun loaded to shoot the miscreant, man or animal, who carried off the
pigs and hens and the goose, but he never
saw anybody or any animal prowling around;
so the matter of the thievery remained a great
mystery.
One day there came a man with a performing bear into the village, and passing Mr.
Dickerman's house toward evening, the man
stopped and told the bear to dance, which he
did very creditably, indeed, for a bear.
It was so funny to see a bear going through
with a waltz movement, while his master
played the violin !
It tickled Mr. Dickerman and his little son
Teddy very much, and when the man asked
to remain over night with his bear they readily
gave their consent. Mrs.· Dickerman, how·
ever, did not fancy the idea and remonstrated,
but Teddy and his papa carried the day. They
were two to one, and finally the man, who
seemed a kind-hearted fellow, was given a
place to sleep in the back chamber, and the
bear was put in the barn.
.
In the middle of the night there was a terrible howling and screaming, mingled with profanity, heard under the windows of the house.
"There!" said Mrs. Dickerman; "that man
said the bear was tame and wouldn't hurt anything. He's out of the barn, I guess, and is
eating up the last of the pigs-bears will eat
pigs. Get up, quick, and see! So much for
entertaining bears ! I never thought we should
come to keep a hotel for bears-the idea! Get
up!"

"

.

"Bears don't swear, Mrs. Dickerman, Bard
the husband; "and they don't groan and yell
like that;" and he slowly proceeded to dress
himself; "Besides, the barn door was fastened."
The groans and profanity grew louder and
more vehement, and soon Mr. Dickerman, the
bear's master, and little Teddy were upon the
scene. The bear was there, also, and the two
little pigs, and another. That other was a
notorious rogue, and the bear had, not the
pigs, but the rogue hugged closely in his arms.
He held him so tightly that the man was half
dead with pain and fright. The pigs were
squealing on the ground, and their mother
crying in the sty.
"Oh, let me go! let me go !" said the thief.
I never'll do so again-! never will l''
"So you are the thief, are you?" said Mr.
Dickerman.
"Oh yes ! I got the pigs, and the chickens,
and the goose, too!-Oh, dear! let me go! I
can't breathe! I'm dying! I'm in a vice! Oh!
oh! oh !"
After a hard struggle the man was liberated,
and on promis to make good restitution for his
evil deeds, he was set at liberty, Mr. Dickerman who was a kind-hearted man, thinking
he h~d been punished enough for his bad conduct.
His face was terribly scratched by the bear,
and he was thoroughly frightened.
The bear heard him stealthily approaching,
unfastened the barn door, and caught the man
in his arms just as he was making off with the
two pigs.
"Three cheers for Bruin!" said Mr. Dickerman. "And three cheers for my dancing
bear!" said Bruin's master.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-CHARADE.
Before my face good people bowed
Far back in olden time;
And yet I sail the heavenly bights,
Mid splendors all sublime.
A daughter fair I hav always been
Amid the realrus of space;

And yet a million men hav died
Who never saw my face.
I hav a form that's fair and round,
A color nl!ar sky-plue;
And now to guess my pretty name
Is all that you can do.
Altoona, Pa.
WILLIAM J. BURNS.
2.-AN INFERNAL OHARADE.
My first or second, I don't ?are which,
.
If yon boil either down wrll make good p1ich;
Or both together, strange to tell,
Is an obsolete word for an obsolete Hell.
My third, not obsolete, but rare,
Means " to giv birth," or "fourth to bear;"
And third-ling is my fourth, you see,
In its most infantil degree.
.
While my one two three-not to embellishIn good plain' English ju_st means "ll;ellish ;"
My fourth is the type of mnocence mrl~,
For a very good woman, or man:, or chrld,
Gods rebussed agnomen stamped m wax
On the Agnus dei if .priests tell faets;
But our "Ag?IUS Injern-al," you must learn,
Is a woolly mass prepared from the fern.
REKAB SEMAJ,
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.-ENIGMA.
One fourth of the earth's surface.
A South American plant.
A part of a person;
.
A name sometimes applied to the oceau.
OLLIE BAKER.

4.-ENIGMA.
My 1 8 3, 6, 7, 9 is a relativ;
My 2' s' 7, 5 is a continent;
My 4; 5; 9 denotes a possibility;
My whole is a race of people.
A. L. SAILOR.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
MARCH 21, 1885.
1. Judaist.
Eucharist.
Reverberate.
Exterminate.
Minister.
Sinister.
Binocular.
Unpopular.
Regeneration.
Graduation.
Initials: J. E. Remsburg.
,
3. On the cover of "The Story Hour.
Enigma No. 2 is imperfectly stated.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
MARCH 28, 1885.
1 T-it-mouse. -T-it-b-it. 2. D. M. BennPtt.
3. A-nem-on-e. En~lish in reverse, No men;
Latin-memo. 4. Hiawatha.
.
Solvers, Benny Diction, R. A. Larkm.
ANSWER TO CORRECTION OF ''HARD NUT " IN THE
TRUTH BEEKER OF MARCH 28TH.
I notice a sol uti on (?) signed by Brother Isaac
Pool;
He says, Nine hundred rods were left, or else
he is a fool,
' .
And with quadratic hammer tries to show hrs
knack;
Says further that the "Nut" is an easy one to
crack,
.
.
The shell, in fact, so very thm, to draw It
rather mild,
That Isaac had to simply hand the hammer to
his child.
Now let us see: Can figures lie? If so, I want
to show it;
When algebra goes back on us, we surely want
to know it.
According to arithmetic, vide Brother Isaac
Pool,
Baker, "::lolver," and myself hav each played
• the fool.
But hold I Let's look a little-nine hundred
rods would take,
When in a square, one hundred and twenty
rods to make
A fence clear around it, both pig and cattle
tight;
.
But four x minus forty would take, rf I am
right,
.
Just one hundred and sixty to fence rt, any
day.
Waitah ! a dozen on the shell. Brother Pool
will pay.
·
EsPRIT FoRT.
Grand Rapids, March 27th.
ItEl'ORT ON PRIZE PUZZLE.
I hav received nine answers to the puzzle.
Only one was correct.
3 called it polar bear.
" a big polar bear.
2 "
1
"
" Mount Sneffels.
1
"
" a northern bear.
1
"
" a white she·bear.
One, Mr. J. K. P. Baker, saw the whole
point-the acrost~c part ~?'d the thirtee~ hidden words, the "ICe sea, and all. It IS ·the
neatest solution I ever saw to any puzzle. Inclosed herewith, I mail the prize to him today.
CHEMIST.
ANSWER TO "<lHEMIBT'B " PRIZE PUZZLE.
Capless and hatless, with nothing to wear,
Snrely a bare head belongs to a bear;
And by that same token,
This truth must be BJ?Oken,
That, regardless of stockmgs or hose,
A bear surely barefooted goes.
A polar she· bear now. clearlY: is see~,
,
Bear-ing of letters thrs mystrc "thrrteen Such was the seeming
Of "Chemist's " dreamingTill, weary and chilblained, she ventures to
stop,
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And asks him to furnish some drugs from his 1
shop.
,;Here's a prescription fioom good Dr. J;rane;'
"'Botanical 0 I C,' very plain;
Yes, by each initial,
Oh, I see-its official;
.
Oh, ice sea! Oh, I see ! Oh, icy, indeed !
I'll fill this prescription with clerical speed.

A BOOK FOR.CHILDREN AND YOUrfH.

1< Bergamot,

motherwort, stillingia, three;
Anise, ash, hemlock, and capsicum, see;
Then ergot and ginger
Bears cannot injure;
Cardamon, veratrum, cubeb, I ween,
And arnica last make another thirteen."
Irwin, Ioiba.
J. K. l'. BAKER.

·correspondence.
RICHFIELD, MicH., March 25, 1885.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: My mother takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I like the Children's Corner,
and I like to read it. The Christians hav had
meetings here. Some of their new converts
hav backslid before they closed. I would like
to hav some of the children write to me. I am
fourteen years of age. This is all for this time.
Yours truly,
GEORGE H. HALL.
MouND CITY, MINN., March 20, 1885.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would write
you a 1etter because there are so many other
girls that write to you. My sister Birdie has
taken THE TRUT~SEEKER for nearly six years,
and I always read it, but I like it ever so much
better since the Children's Corner has begun.
I liv on Lake Minnetonka, the greatest watering-place in the Northwest. We wonld all like
to hav you come out here some time in the
summer when every thing iR pretty. I am
eleven years of age. I hope there will be room
for this letter in the Children's Corner. You
must excuse my poor writing because I hav to
write with my left hand.
AuDREY SHlJCK.
!HAGERSTOWN, IND , March 28, 1885.
MY DEAR Miss WIXGN: I am so well pleased
with the Children's Corner that I shall hav to
write you a letter to express my appreciation. It
is just the thing for the children, and I am often
sorry that they had not a Corner in THE TRUTH
SEEKER before I grew up. But I read it now
with as much interest as any child can do. We
are all delighted with the TRUTH SEEKER
ANNUAL. I think it is a perfect treasure to
any Freethinker. What a pleasure it is to see
face to face (if only on paper) those noble
brothers and sisters whose words and thoughts
hav grown familiar to us! It contains both inspiration and information; it has many things
to delight the eye as well as to enchant the understanding. When I feel downhearted I can
peruse this handsome ANNUAL and reali:le
what a glorious company there is, and through
these decorated pages I can wander with a
spi,rit that can scorn misfortune.
I must also tell you of the grand lectures
we had here at Hagerstown, Feb. 23d and 24th,
delivered by the Messrs. Samuel P. Putnam
and Charles Watts. They were just splendid.
We never had anything of that kind here before, so it was something new to all. They had
qnite a large audience for this place, and were
listened to \\;ith very close attention. I wish
we could hav such good lectures here every
week. I would go if we lived ten miles away.
The Liberals around here all say we must hear
them again. My parents are both Freethinkers
and hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since it
was first published. But I must close for this
time, or I shall take more time than this letter
is worth. Wishing you great success in the
cause of Freethought and to the Corner, I remain,
Yours very truly, ALMIRA PIPHER.

•

Pure Philosophy for Physiologists.
Please send mo 5 cents for Foote's Health
Monthly for March, and read articles on
DIANAISM AND ALPHAISM.
Send stamps (1 cent ones) to
ELMINA D. BLENKER,
4tl3
Snowville, Va.

PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.
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AND FREE.
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WEEKLY PAPER OF AMERIOAN IDEAS, PROGREBS, AND RIGHTS.

J • E• REMSBURG•

21 J.•ark Row, New York.

Revised and Enlar~ed.

$1

PER YER (post paid). 8 OENTS A OOFY.
SI•eehneus Free.

1-Boldly upholding the Rights or Man In the
American way.
'
2-Battllng against the Accumulated wrongs ot Society and Industry.
3-Strlvlng tor the Organization and Interests of
Workingmen, and giVIng the news of the trades
and the unions.
4-Unltlng the New Folltlcal Forces; searching for
a common platform, and giVIng the news or II
the young bodies In tile field.
·
li-Warnlng tbe American people against the treaon
.able and crushing schemes of mllllono.lres,
monopolists, and plutocrats, and against the
coming billionaires whose shadow Is now loomIng Ufl.
6-Looklng toward better times ot fair play and
public welfare.
7-Ltvlng views or publlc questions and soolal topIcs.
ll-Litera.ry sketches and stories.

TJIE

TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
l'lio~,

'.

25 oeptll.

Price, 10 OT~. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
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Its Rise, Erogress, and Triumph.
BY CHARLES WATTS.
CONTENTs-Sec. I.: Dffinition of Freethought
and its Early Struggles for Life. Section II.:
What it Owes to Mohammedanism. Seotion
III.: Freethought Martyrs and Confessors.
Section IV.: Freethought in Conflict during
the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth
Centuries. Section V.: Freethought Triumph
in the Nineteenth Century.
"I hav read Mr. Watts's' Blstoryot Freethought.'
It Is just what every tblnklng man needs, and those
who do Bot tblnk need It to make them do so."
ROBERT ~. INGERSOL~.
Price, $1 2~
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Address
33 ()linton Place, New York.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, ShOWing the creeds of the priAOners iii
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the. Church and Liberty; the
Church and ·the Antislavery Reform; the
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Author of .. Prometheus," "Gottlieb.'' aud "Inge•·soll
andJesus."
These pamphlets should be circulated by
A Radical romance of tlloneer life. delineating the vir·
the thousand. Let every reader send for a tues of n&turallmmanlty as opposed to the hypocrisy of a
supernatura.l rellglou; crowded with Incident and full of
dozen at least. Address
proJ!l"tlsalv Ideas and the poetry of the future.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
AJ.)DBESS THIS OFFICE
33 Olinton Plaoe, NEW YOBK P:BIOE Sl.OO.

GOLDEN THRONE

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of' all Antl-theolog•
teal Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
for $1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Speaking of this work In connection with the P~·
posed Independence of America from Great Brlta.ln,
Washington wrote: "A few more such flaming
arguments . • . will not leave numbers at a lollt!
to decide on the propriety ·or a separation.''
Price, a6 cents.
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writingl'l, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

" Little Lessons" for Little Folks,
.Are now ready to mail to any.address,
at 30 cents for board cover, i\nd
20 cents for paper. Address
Elmina D. S e .• ker,Snowvi!l{, Virginia.
" 'Little Lessons ' are grand. I hashed and
rehashed tho lesson on spiders this evening in the
Sunday-school. 1 am running two Snnday·schools.
. 1
.
I
t
f
The children ar? slow m ear~mg t lC my~ ery o
the God-head; m comprehendmg the Tr1mty; but
their eyes b!:ighten and they take kindly to discourses on snails, toads, spiders, and lizards, sol
&Ilk I'll keep it up.n-.seru, StvM.

I
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/lotlrg.
Freethought.
We know not where Freethought W!ll lead
The dauntless human soul,
We only know that It will be
Some grand, some glorious goal.
On lottiest peak of truth's great range
Is set her standard fair,
Its radl(l.nt stars 'pon azure field
Float In translucent air.
False, priestly creeds hav ruled mankind
Through all the centuries past;
Now Freethought comes, strikes orr the chains
That long hav held us fast.
Upon each brow she sets her seal,
'Tls reason, calm, sublime;

Bids us no longer bend the knee
To Error black with crime.
Though high of place, In church or state,
'It matters not at all,
- She strips the mask from Error's face.
Behold it totter, fall!
She bids each toll-worn, servile slave
To manhood's stature rise.
Upon the shrine of womanhood
She lays full many a prize.
She guides unto the highest plane
Of human thought and deed,
Inspires the soul with love for truth,
Rebukes all selfish greed.
Her motto is, Forever on,
Nor falter by the way,
Seek ever for new founts ot truth,
Drink from them day by day.
Draws nearer thus, through changing years,
That glorious time to be,
When superstition shall be slain,
Humanity be free.
Freethought, free press, free, happy livesGrandly the anthems roll
From distant Indies' sea-girt Isles,
Echo from pole to pole.
And ever on Truth's mountain-top
That standard waves on high,
An emblem to Inspire mankind
For Truth to llv, to dle,
Jackson, Mich.
MATTIE C. MfTCHELL.
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plain clay. By making their head~ lwllow and 1 evPry well-wioher of. ~uma~it~· shonJd own one
attaching stems to their stomachs they could for the benefit of theu Christian nmgh bors I
.
..
. '
wish it ·sown broadcast all over the world,
be readily utilized as tobacco pipes, an~ those wherever.Christie.uity has gained a foothold,
who hav smoked them say they are JUSt as as it is sure to cool down the overheated, hysgood as any other plain, barn-yard style of terical bmins of the Christian sky-pilots.
pipe. · An Aztec god was never an ordinary Re~sb~rg:s "~ible Morals " and "_False
kind of a fellow. He was not considered first- Chums Will do Immense goo~ wherever mt:r:oduced. These two works will explode ChriS·
class unless ~e had _seven fingers or toes, or a tianity, as well as the imperious assumppretty good-sized tail, and he would not stand tions of the Christian zealots. I will do all I
the climate unless he was well baked. There can to bring the works of friend Remsburg to
are ruins of several god-bakeries in various the notice ?f my ~ountrymen, and will adve.rparts of )fexico and Central America.
tise ~hem m my JOur~~ free of cost, .and will
.
publish an Indran editiOn of them, If RamsThe Persians, Greeks, an~ Romans of the burg will not take any objection to my so
olden time would not fool With common gods. doing.
They made their deities in a brass foundry, and
claimed that no god was genuin unless he
Lucifer, which after this time is to be a
would turn green under an acid test and bore weekly at a slightly advanced price, has not
the government stamp. I hav a god myself. room "to giv even a brief outline of the many.
He was given me by a Japanese lecturer who attractiv features of the THE TRUTH SEEKER
came this way last fall; but he is evidently a ANNUAL." Which proves, as we hav always
very poor god. All I hav ever been able to contended, that the Al>'NUAL is an exceedingly
get him to do is to hold down papers on my valuable publication, for Lucifer is quite a
desk.-F. E. Huddle.
good-sized paper.

I

Complimentary.
With great pleasme we welcome THE TRuTH
SEEKER to our book-table It is a stanch
advocate of mental and religious freedom, and
certainly must be dreaded by all theological
bigots. Among its contributors may be found
the names of the ablest men and women in the
ranks of Liberalism; and its editorials are all
fin'9ly written and filled with matter for the
deepest thought. We hav been deeply interested in thfl perusal of ''Letters from Friends,"
containing thoughts from the people in all
sections of the country. From a perusal of
these letters we may pick up many new
thoughts, and also ascertain•the kind of work
needed in different localities to make Liberalism a success. We hav also carefully read the
"Children's Corner," edited by Miss Susan H.
Wixon, of Fall River, Ma~s., and would recommend, this department tn all liberal-minded
parents as suitable, entert11.ining, and instructiv reading for the young. Published by the
Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New
York.

Ella E. Gibson has read the many reviews
of Miss Wixon's "All in a Lifetime," and
"wishes to add her feeble testimony_ in praise
of the book." It givs us pleasure to convey
this information to the public. Our happiness
can be deepened by receiving orders fpr the
book at $1.50 each.
Of Miss Wixon and "The Story Honr" the
Banner of Light says: "The author is well
known as a Liberalist .and a writer of some
very excellent articles for the Liberal press.
The stories and sketches in this volume originally appeared in the youth's department of
the New York TRUTH SEEKER, and are published in this form to meet a demand for a
book adapted to the young that, while pleasing, will awaken healthy thought, and stimulate to right endeavor. Nothing objectionable
to our readers, or to any free, progressiv mind,
mars its handsome pages; the hundred engravings are large and beautiful, and its typography is of the best. Those in search of a book
for the young will be pleased with this. ·• In
our ALMANAc for 1885 the Banner finds much
to commend: "Liberalism finds earnest advocacy in this by such writers as Colonel Ingersoll, T. B. Wakeman, Courtlandt Palmer,
George Macdona!, Elizur Wright, Susan H.
Wixon, and Horace Seaver. Among its many
engravings is one covering two pages, of the
monument at 9-reenwood in memory of D. M.
Bennett, with a description and the sentences
upon it, one of which is this from Mr. Bennett's
writings:
"'I can hardly yield my consent that this is
the last of our individuality; and I fondly think
that Father and Mother Nature are able to accomplish the best, greatest, and most desirable
of all problems-a continued individual existence. But I am borrowing no trouble from it.'',

.l',REETHOUGRT WORKS,
PU:BLISBJID AT THE

'l!RUT!l SEEKER

0F!l'I0E.

Resurrection of J e.sus. Showing the

contradictions and doub~s in which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revised edition. 25 cents.

Revelations of Antichrist. An e:x:-

haustiv work proving conclusi.vly t~at no
such person as Jesus Christ existed m the
reign of Tiberi us, but that a Jesus, the
son of ]\l[ary was stoned and hanged
about a centu~y before, .and that his disciples Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died beft?re
the Christian era. 446 pages and full mdex. Price, $2.

The Anoitymous Hypothesis of Creation. A Brief Review of the socallecl Mosaic Account. By JAMES F.
FURNISS. Cloth, 50 Cents.

The Brain and the Bible. By EDGAR
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBER1' G.
INGEllSOLL who says of it· "This book,
wl"itten by a brave and honest man, is
fillecl with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments it presents ca:nnot _be llnswerml by all the theologmns m the
world." Price reduced to $1.

The C1:ee(l of Chl'istemlom.

Its

foundation contrasted with its superstructure. Bv \V. RATH:BONE GREG. One
'of the cleare'st mid ablest works ever
written. $1.50.

The Essence of Religion. From the
German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to 50 cents.

The Godly Women of the Bible_. A

History of all the wom~n ~ho figure m the
Bible. Sharp and tellmg HI. style. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. By W:r.r. McDoNNELL, authoT of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25-

The Holy Bible Abridged. Contain-

inct the choice passages and lovely morce~us pocticularly pleasing to CoMsTOCK.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts •

About six months since a ministerial friend
The J amieson-Ditzler Debate. . A
of mine called my attention to God. I thought
J. F. Green, of Scranton, Pa., writes to Mrs.
nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
for a time that the name sounded familiar, and Slenker: '"John's Way' is the best luissionary
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAMIESON and Rev. JAcoB DITzLER,
when he asked me if I had not heard of the document for my field of labor that ever was
D.D. FaDer, 50 cents; cloth, 75 oents.
God of Abraham, Isaac, an9. Jacob, I remem- written and printed. When I hav a delicate
bered that I had. My brother Isaac had often and educated lady that I want to operate on or
The Legends of the Patriar clts. By
S. BARING-GoULD. $1.50. The Congregagiven me considerable information about him convert, I just tear off the title page. and all
tionalist, in speaking of it, says: " There
at times when he was sitting around the house advertisments, leaving it entirely bare as to
are few Bible readers who ha v "lOt at some
with a corn on his toe and had nothing else to author and publisher, and mail it to her or
time wished for just such a volume. It is
do. From the manner in which Ike connected them, as the case may be, and I tell you they
a thoroughly interesting book, and will.
his name with dams and such things I had been never know what it is that strikes them. I hav
be seized with avidity by all students of
led to suppose that Isaac's God was a miller. lately got two high-toned Presbyterian ladies
the Bible.
I never heard Abraham and Jacob say very in trouble in their minds by reading 'John's
The Martyrdom of Man. Et:n~raci~g
much about their/ gods, as they belonged to Way.' And I expect to find more of the same
the four divisions of War, Religion, Lib'erty, and Intellect A woTk of rare merit,
church and never had much to do with them kind. There is considerable fun, as well as
and
written in a superior style. By WIN•
except on Sunday, I thought about the sub- pleasure, in going for this kind of people
WOOD READE. New eclition. 544 pages.
ject until I began to feel a friendly interest in strategetically through the mail. One of the
Price reduced from S3 to $1. 75.
it, and last Wiilok I read up on gods to an ex- parties was the wife of my superior in the emtent that seems to me to qualify me for a ploy of this company as general coal agent,
The Old Faith and the New. A Con·
NOW READY!
fession. By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUss,
·.learned thesis or something on this subject.
and he let the cat out by telling the clerk in
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc.
I find that gods were quite common as far his office how nice the Infidels were getting up
Authorized translation from the sixth
THE MAGNIFICENT
back as the days of Adam, from which I am led stories to disturb the minds of Christian
German edition. 'By MATHILDE BLIND.
to infer that the Yankees are not entitled to women. I knew at once his wife had read
Two volumes in one. The translation
the honor of inventing them. The Chinese 'John's Way.' I also know that she is a conrevised and partly rewritten, and preceded by an American version of the auhav gods three or four thousand years old, and scientious woman, and, as such, could not
thors
"Prefatory Postscript." Strauss
there is not a gray hair or a wrinkle in their help but read the story.
is too well known by t):te readers of Amerheads. One would naturally think that a god
"THE TRUTH SEEKER is so well known in
ica to require a single word to be said in
three thousand years old would be pretty well this city that such women would not touch
his pmise. Price, $1. 50.
worn and a little bit out of style, but the Chi- anything with this name on it."
rhe
Outcast. A deep, finely-written
nese claim that warmed-over gods, originally
Radical story. From the London edition.
-OF
THEmade of fire-clay, and freshly varnished, are
The London Freethinker is of the opmion
By WrNwoon REA1>E, an thaT of "Martyrjust as good as new. People who hav always that the ANNUAL "is excellently gotten up. It
dom of Man." 30 cents.
had a god of their own-a sort of private god is neatly and well illustrated. In addition to
The Pro and Con ·of Supe1·natural
laid away where it will always be handy in case the usual features of an almanac, it givs
Religion. Hoth sides fairly and
of an emergency-say they would not be with- names and dates of the birth and death of celably presented. By E. E. GuiLD, exout one for four dollars. They maintain that ebrated Freethinkers. It contains a number
Universftlist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.
a private god is much more attentiv and of articles by American Freethinkers; but perpunctual in attending to business than a pub- haps the most interesting feature or features
The Radical Pulpit. Comprising discourses of advanced thought. By 0. B.
lic god, which is very much overworked in the are the well-executed portraits of thirty-seven PRINTED IN SEVEN COLORS ON THE
FRoTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER, two of
busy seasons, particularly during political cam- prominent American advocates of FreeBEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
AmeTica's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
paigns and the chilblain season.
thought."
FROTHINGHAM: 'l'he New Song of ChristThere is considerable difference of opinion
SIZE, 22i X 28
rn>ts, 'l'he Departec1 Years, Life as a Test
as to the merits of the various kinds of gods.
The National Riformer has "just received
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New
The Chinese are peculiarly fond of a little two- the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' THE BRONZE MEDALLION
Testament, The Sectftrian Spirit, The
American Gentleman, The Language of
by-seven wooden god that can be carried ALMANAc for 1885, specially interesting as givthe Old Testament, The Dogma gf Hell,
around in the overcoat pocket, where it ca.n be ing thirty-seven portraits of prominent AmeriPRINTS AS LARGE AS A CAlliNET PHOTOGRAPH,
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The
reached in an instant in case anything serious can Freethinkers. It givs an interesting acTHUS GIV'ING NOT ONLY A P){)TURE OF
American Lady, The Consolations of ~a
should happen. In case of a flood or earth- count of Freethought in America in 1884.''
THE MONUMENT, :BUT AN ACCURATE
tiovalism. By FELIX ADLER: The EthicS
quake, the owner of such a god whips him out
of the Social Question, Emancipation,
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the
of his pocket like a self-cocking revolver, and
Kedarnath Basu, editor of the Berhampur,
LIKENESS
OF
D.
M.
BENNETT.
SoCiety for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders,
sets it between himself and all danger. It is India, Universe, writes to us:
Hav We Still a Religion? Conscience.
said that a fellow can find gods enough to start
Price, in cloth, $1.
I
I hav just finished reading my friend Remsa Chinese heaven with along some of the river burg's "Bible Morals.'' Remsburg is, I think,
The
Real
Blasphemers.
By
Col
J.
banks in China. Theyhavbeen washed ashore the Thomas Paine of our time. His style is
R. KEr.so, A.M. Price, 50 cents.
·
)
The lithograph is designed for framafter their proprietors were drowned in a pleasing and arguments incontrovertible. His
"Bible
Morals"
is
a
terrible
arraignment
of
Truth
Seeker
Collection
of
Forms,
freshet. It must be very humiliating to a man
ing, and will be a treasure for all LibHymns aml Recita~i~ns. .c~m·
to see his god impotently floating around him Bible morals. The whole catalog of crimes in erals. •
the calendar sanctioned by the "inspired "
taining forms for orgamzmg soCieties,
and leaving him to drown, in spite of all his work of "God," the "(un) Holy Bible," has
marriage funeral services, naming of in·
supplications. It must look ,as if a man had been completely unveiled. I do not think
fants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
got hold of an ungrateful and selfish one-horse any honest man or woman, whether ChrisAlso 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns
god that is careless and slovenly in looking tian or Infidel, will ever believe the Bible to subscribers to the Monument Fund
for public meetings, funerals; social gath·
to
be
the
conservator
of
morals
after
peruserings, etc. To which are added beauti.
after his business.
ing the pages of this brochure. This is a for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Adful recitations for varian& public OCCII•
The Aztecs, or mound-buildeTs' gods, were ! splendid book for propagandist work, and dress thjs office.
aionl. 650 pp. Cloth, 75 centa.
_ .)
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The BiOla Analyze a. Popular Jewelry Store
Rochelle, Ill.

:BY

.John R. Kelso, A.D.
CONTENTS:
The Old Te~tament.-The New •.restament.-The
creatlon.-The Delnge.~The Exodns.-The Miracles of the Blble.-The Errors or the Blb!e.~The
I'rop!lecles.-The Devil or Satan of the Blble.-'.rhe
!leaven and the Hell or the Blble.-The Sabbath or
the.Bible.-The_ God of the Blble.~The Messiah or
savior.
drown octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. B<Jnt
bY mall, post paid. Price, $3.00. ·

MONKS, POPES,
AND

THEIR POLITICAL IN'l'RIGUES.
BY JOHN .ALBERGER.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHWH
WE WILl· SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
LITIOAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH Rl!.GARD
TO THE AMEIUCAN REPUBLIC.
Price, 1>0 cents, 75 cents, and $1.00, according to conditJon of book.

_Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl .• New York..

A FEW OF MY PBIOES;

Bolld silver stem-winding American Watches,
hunting or open case; 2 oz. 7Jeweled, $10; 3 m!i., $11;
4 oz. $12; 5 oz. $14. Same cases with 11 jeweled
movements, $12 50, $13.50, $14.50, $16.50, Same case
with full {15) Jeweled movement patent regulator
$17,$18, $19, $21. Same cases, with full jeweled ad~
Jnsted patent regulator movements, $22, $23, $24,
$26; key wind, $2 to $5 less; for best cases, silver
caps and gold joints add $1. 50, and for best filled
gold cases (warranted for ~0 years) add $10 to best
silver cases, making a 11 jeweled hunting (filled
case) stem-wind quick train watch only $28; same
for ladles, $23.
Ladles' solld gold stem-wind
waoohes, latest styles, good American 11 Jeweled
moyements, 10 kt, $24; 14 kt, $32; same !ullJ eweled,
$32 and $40-for fancy engraving add $3 to $5.
Prices aud specifications for finer ladles' and
gents' watches, lnclndlng all the finest richest
and most eJaboratly finished watches In the world;
sent upon appltcatlon.
Watches cleaned for $1; main springs, $1. Bank
time-locks. chronographs, music boxes, etc., repaired at lowest rates, and all work warrantsd the
best In the world or JlO pay.
.
Best steel spectacle made, $1; genuln pebbles, $2;
good common, 25 cents. Best triple plated teaspoons,
$2; tablespoons, $4; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75~all
per set o! six.
Parties desiring silverware, Jewelry, diamonds,
etc.,for presents wlll do well to order sample package
on selection and save money. Cash wlll be refunded on all gcods not satisfactory.
Watches, etc., may be safely sent In unsealed
packages per registered mall, and will be returned
·at my expense.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
P; B.-Stop over and see me when near Rochelle, lll.

A NEW :BOOK OF DIRECTIONS
FOR.

ELEMENTS

CLEANSING TUE BLOOD,

OF

And Curing all rorms or Disease that the
· Human Family Is Subject to,
Without the Use or Any Medicine Whatever.

UNIVEUSAL HiSTORY

By Professor Nathaniel Pierce.

·
6t!

Price, 30 Cents.
Addrees TilE TRUTH BEEKER Oftlce.

GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted tor
selr-lnstructlon as well as tor use In schools. To
consist or about twelve numbers.
Five numbers
now publlshed. Bent to any address on receipt of
the price, 10 cents per number, by TH:E TRUTH
SEEKER CO.
"These books contain a wealth of knowledge for
self-Instruction." -ED. .Albany Union.
3tt

"n·-vn-rTn-T
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[Pub!lshe~

In the rapidly growing Young city, on Long·

!ello:w's u mountain or the prairie," Pipestone, Minn.]

Eight pages, weekly, $1.50 a year. Contains
the news of the day, short stories, scientific
mtscellany, literary selections-but best of all, the
REPUBLIC is unqualifiedly, uncompromisingly
opposed to the LIQUOR TRAFFIC! It puts
LIBERTY AGAINST LIQUOR! It opens its
columns to Free Discussion. It challenges all
opponents to meet it on the burning question of
our time, PROHIBITION I The plea, that legal
Prohibition annilulates PERSONAL LIBE:RTY
will be met and refuted. All opponents to Prohibition will be accorded the nght to reply. This
is the WORKINGMAN'S RF:PUBLIC. And an
advocate of WOMAN SUFFRA.GK When the
mothers, wives, and daughters vote there will be
an end to the RUM CURSE I When womE'n
vote we will hav a true Republic, <md never before. The REPUBLIC is pnblished to disseminate these principles. Shall we receive your aid?
Send all remittances to
\V. F. JA.M.IESON, Editor and Publisher,

PIPESTONE, MINN.

FREETUOUGHT NOVELS.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc.
500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,

$1.25.

Family Creeds.

By WILLIAM McDoNNELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall.

"One of the most exciting romances of the day." Price, paper
60 cen.ts; cloth, 80 cents.

Nathaniel Vaughan.

Priest and Man.
A Rt<dical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FBEDEBlKA
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.

The Outcast.

By Prof. H. M. C!)ttingcr, l\..l-'1.
Freethinkers will .find this, for an outline,
history the· best for their use, as Professor
Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
of the church's actions .has stated facts with a
truthful freedom not found in ordinary histories. He dates his work from the beginning
of historical certainty and not from the mythical Eden; as do most "-universal" historians,
and brings it down to 1883, with a brief mention of subsequent important inventions and
discoveries.
Price, Cloth, $1.50.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

PROSE POEMS
And

Sel~ctions,
BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

CHRISTIANITY

A R ~!!!i~te;b~

!e ~i!!. m: E.

Gottlieb: His Life.

A

romance of
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
written by S. P. PUTNAM. · 25 !lents.

The Darwins.

A Domestic Radical
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. f::iLENKER, author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

John's Way.

A pleasing domestic
Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D.-SLENKEB.
15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER OJnce

FA V T 8.

A Ma;-azlne Devoted to the State·
menu of Mental and Spiritual
Phenomena.
Single Oopies 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEE~.

~;~~;~~~~~~~~
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BY

0. B. WHITB'ORD, M.D.
.Price, 10 Cents.

Per Dozen,$1.00

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF

COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
WITH A.UTOGRAPH,

Price, 20 cents.
CABINET PHOTOGRA.PHS,

Price, 40 Cents.
Address this Qffice.
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THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1 •. ~
BY liiAIL POST·PA.ID.

Will Cu.-e all Forms ef Dbeaae Without
llledlctne.

.A Great Med·ical Work on Manhood
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors ur Youth, an·t
the untold miseries resulting from lndls>retton or
excesses. A book for every man, young, middleaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptiOns for all
acute and chronic diseases, each one of which Is Invaluable. So found by the author, whose experience tor 23 years Is such as probably never before
fell to the Jot of any·phystclan. 300 pages, bound In
bea11t1ful French muslln, embossed covers, full gUt,
guaranteed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical, lltetary, and profeselonal~than any other
work sold In this country for $2.50, or the money
will be refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. lllustratlv sample 6 cents.
Bend now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
National Medical Association, to the president of
Which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate-officers
of the Board the reader Is respectfully referred.
The Science or Life should be read by the young
for Instruction, and by the aOilcted for rellef. It
will benefit all.~ London Lancet.
There Is no member of society to whom The
Science or Life wlll not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.~Aroonaut.
Address the :Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch ><treet, Boston, Mass ,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
skill and experience. Chronic and obsttnaLe diseases that have baftled the sk111 of alluEAlother
physicians a specialty. Such t1eatedf1
s u ccessfully, Without an Instance or
failure. Mention this paper. ly14

r HysELf

D.R. R. P. Fb.LLO
'IVS
Is a regularly educat-

ed and legally quallfied physician, and
the most successful
as his practice will
pr111ve. He has for
twenty years treated
exclustvly all dlsea.'3es
of the Sexual Organs,
In the cures of which
he stands preemluent.
B PER MATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of self·
abuse In youth and
sexual excesses In maturer years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,renderlng marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside application In sixty days.
NO BTOMAC][ MEDIOIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, Whic-h Is entirely unknown to the medkaJ profeBBion. Send five 2-cent
stamps for his ":Private Counselor," giving full Information. Address Dr. R.l'. Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say where you saw this adverttsment.

CONSULTING ROOMS,
471 WEST lliADlSON ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

for Invalids •o read 11nd study
ov .. r,-Stop Drugging and try
Natu.re'll -Re1n.edy,
lliAGNETISlll.

Som.~thlng

'

For yearil past It has been known to the profession that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn-out su1Iert.r from disease. Many humanitarians In the profession, thinking more or the alleviation of su1Ierlng than they did or the code or
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found themselves astonished at the e1Iect upon their patients.
•.rhey had been taught that medicine was an abso·
lute essential in all cases, and that that falling, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker has fiung aside
the tie which bound him to his dogmatic brethren
and has resorted to other and more scientific meth·
ods of treatment. As a result many, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barba- ·
rous as It was unscientific, have used their best energies to devise means for the alleviation or human
su1Ierlng. llere and there the wondrous power or
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submitted to
Its mild but potsnt lufiuence. This agent to the
lnts!llgent observer was found everywhere. Belug,
as It Is, the very essential or all llfe, It was found
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft or this vital principle. H we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
Ah I but how Is It to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
"tbe problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fie Ids or what are known as magnetic ore. i.t
was observed that the ore, when carried upon the
person, was round to be a safeguard agalrut disease,
and to this circumstance we are largely Indebted for
magnetic wearing apparel, !or !twas an easy transition from carry!ng magnetic ore to coverlug the
body with permanently cbarged magnets, placed In
garments fitted to every part ot the body. Since
the first Introduction of magnetic appliances as a
curative, there has been a number of these so-called
magneLic garments foisted upon the publlc by men
whose sole object was gain. Unscientific In construction, and having little I! any magnetism In
them, the! r life was or short duration; It was long
enough, however, to demonstrate that when constructed upon scientific principles there was scarcely
an aliment that human fiesh Is heir to that would
submit to tnelr healing lntluence.
THE EUREKA :MAGNETIC APPLIANCES are BnPertor 1o everything of a similar cha• acter heretofore o1Iered to the public, being the only scientifically ccnstrncted appliance In the mll.I"ket; It Is now
two and a half yoors sluce they were first o1Iei"ed
to the publlc, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case o! failure to receive benefit reported to us, while we are
In dally receipt or testimonials ot cures !rom all
parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
as advised by us.
To all who may be aftllcted with any of the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
:Magnetic Garments will cure You :-Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Disease,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. Vitus' Dance, and u.ll rorm
of chronic ~nvalldlsm.

This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
of the ·author.
The work is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
J!'rom tM Irrmcla.d .Ago.
a .fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
" Dr .. Fell:lWS Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore m
has been prepared especially for it.
cheat or humoug. The Freethlukers of the lam'
In the more elegant styles of binding, this should giv the doctor their patronage."
1Y~
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes, for any season or occasion.
COI-'IESwill
~non be Fol'l
In workmanshiJ? the volume is a master.
T\VEN'l'Y
piece. The type rs large and beautiful; the
YEAR,;
OF CONGRESS-By James G. Blaine. The
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork only
history ot our Government from JStil to 1881.
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
Hon. John S.Wise, M. C. from Va., says· Whoet.·ertakes
it up, no matter whether he be Mr. Blainr;'s f1·iend or
best materials and skill can produce. The enemy,
wil~ never put it down until he has read the
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
:,v:g~~-~u~lf:"n~~ BiWt~~b. gC~~' w:~~iJi~P~tat
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICE LIST.
PRICES:
Bilk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
Half-cal!, mottled edges, elegant llbr!l.l"Y style, 4 50
Lun~ Invigorators,
•
Full Tu-rkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine,
7 50
>nYlliedical Compound and ImJ>ro..-ed
Full tree calf, highest possible style and finish, 9 00
Elastic Supporter Truss iujrom 30 to
Gf'ntlemen's Body Belts,
90 day&. Reliable references given. Send
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
stamp :!or circular, and &aJJ in what paper
Sciatic Appliances,
1/0U IIUW mv aduertlsement. \ Address C&p~
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Knee Caps,
•
W• .6. Collillii,Sm!th'!llt.Jt!(tratl Co. llt,T.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

ONE MILLIDN

'ifti PTU RES, GU REDby

A 'dsep,

finely written
Radical story. From the London edition.
By WrNwooD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 cen-ts.

3Dtf

FOh

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-{NSTRUCTION.

Address

239

-------~~------

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hob
bery-AdulterY and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Con
quest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance an
Persecution-Injustl.ce to Woman-Unkindness to Chil
dren-Cruelty to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibal
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocy- Obscenity.
BY JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Price, Single CoJ)Ies, 25 cents;

6 Co})ics, $1.00

Special Discount on Larger quantities.

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
6 00
15 00

$ 6
6
5
3
4
4:
4:
1
1
4:
4:

Leg Belts,
Anklets, •
Shoulder Appliance!'!,
Wristlets, each,
Hat Bands, Head Caps,
Slefping C»ps,
Abdominal .Belts (ladies),
Gents' Vests,
Ladies' Jacket and Corset

•. 18 00
(allleathel"), 1 00
While these g'lrments can be procured at the
above low prices no Qn" can a1Iord to be 111. our
ladles' supporters are just what ev<'ry lady In the
land needs, as It will be tound a great assistance\;
certain periods; all these garments are made:>
measure, and a fit guaranteed. To ladles who 1." ~
all dragged out a combination Jacket and corset
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay for
ltsel! an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made rr~m actual measure, and a
perfect fit assured.
All communications answered rree ot charge,
Address, DR. L. TENNEY, 471 West illadlson Street,
Ohloago, Ill. _ . Agents wanted !or BOBton, ~ew
York BrOOkll"'l ,IWd Ji'hlladelph!a.
(combined),

Superfine Insoles

~40

IF each Will make 11. little cha,ge In the direction
or rerorm and Improvement, the aggregate or the
gain will be great Indeed, H each person adds but
one good deed to the monument or excellence, Its
magnitude will be greatly augmented. Knowledge,
the right disposition, and e:riort are the necessary
agencies to lead to thiS result. Without knowledge,
without the right disposition and the proper etrort,
llttle progress can be made. This etrort and this
proper disposition shouH be widespread, R.nd not
confined to a rew. H everyone will do a little It will
be easy for all, and great good will be accomplished.
H all pull In one direction a great body can be
moved along. Everyone who shows a dlspOoltlon to
help in any good work encourages every other person who Is disposed In the same direction; It alSO
bas Its etrect upon the lndl1rerents and brings them
to hav a similar disposition.- D. Jf. Bennett.
TilE world I• run or good advice,
Of prayer and praiSe R.Ud preaching nice;
But generous souls who aid mankind
Are like to diamonds, hard to find.
Glv like a man, and spe11.k In deeds;
.\noble lite's the best of creed•;
And he shall wear a royal crown
Who glvs a Jlrt when men are down.
BIBLICAL scholars are generally agreed tbat there
is no Indisputable evidence In the entire books or
the OJJ Testament that the doctrln ot the immortal·
ity or the soul and a future Ute was known to the
early Jews. It Is an ldpa which gradually gained
currency amorg philosophers and was emphasized
by Jesus and his apostles. It was not revealed by
them, tor It WR.S believed before their day. H, when
It wa.s made known, It was received by way or direct
revelation from God, It may rightly bn asked why
God, who talked with men, kept such useful knowledge careru Jly concealed tor many ages, and Jet his
trlentls, the men attor his own heart, llv and tlle in
Ignorance or s > Important a truth, virtually deceivIng them as to the facts or their existence. But the
late attainment or the Idea Is explained Ir we accept
the theory that It I• a higher inte1Jectua.l conception
than the earlier rRces or men were capable or exer·
cising, and ha.s neen developed from the advancing
mind ot man. As to the proor or its truth, there Is
none beyond the fact or Its ballet; thPra Is no evidence or a future Jtte that wlll bear the test or examination; but tnere are strong analogies or nature
and an intense yearning In man [Is this natural or
artificial ?] which stimulate the hope that death
does not end ali.-R. 0, Adams (Index, Sept. 21, 1882).
IN the living subject change Is wont to be gradual:
thus, while the serpent sheds Its old skin, the new
Is already formed beneath. Little knowest thou ot
the burning or a World-Phcenlx, who fane! est that
she must first bnrn out, and lie as a dead clnerous
he'lp; and therefrom the young one start up by miracle, and fiv heavenward. Far otherwise I In that
Flre-Whlrlwlnrl, creation and destruction proceed
together; ever as the ashes or the old are blown
about do organic filaments or the "ew mysteriously
spin themselvs; anrl amlrl theruohlng and the wavIng or the Whirlwind element come tones or a melodious death-song which end not but In tones or a
more melodious blrth-song.-Sartor Resarlus.
WH lT stutr Is tbls I
Old writers pushed the happy se<>BOn backThe more tools they-we, forward; dreamers, both;
You most, that In an age wben every hour
Must sweat her sixty minutes to the death,
Llv on (God Jove us I) as Ir the seedsman, rapt
Upon the teeming harvest, should not plunge
His hand Into the bqg; but we I l l know
That unto him who works, and feels he works,
The same grand year Is ever at ~he door.
-Tenny..on'g Goldm Yrar.
WHEN it is a matter or tact that you a~e InvestigatIng, emotion should ut,erly be set aside. And yet
is it not true that, concerning some or the grandest
matters or fact that now divide the thinking world,
It Is not evidence that decides, it is not brain;
It is only reeling, passion, Jove, bate? Take the
matter, tor example, or t~ character and rral
facts ot the Jlte ot Jesus. Either Jesus was born
or a virgin by miraculous conception or he was not;
It is a matter or simple tact. He rose from the dead
and ascended bodilY into heaven, or he did not-it
is a matter of simple tact; He wrought a miracle,
on a certain occasion, raising the deaa and multi·
plying the qu11ntlty or rood tor those that were hungry, or h~ did not-1t is a matter ot tact. And yet
how many people are there that hav taken sides, one
way or the other, without having ever made the
slightest attempt to settle it as a matter or tact! It
Is a question or feeling, or Jove or hate; It Is a matter or desire or of prejudice. And yet reellng has
no right In this court. It Is a matter of historic verIty or falsehood, to be decided by the evldence..11. J. sa.age.
•
How weary, stale, fil\t, and unprofitable
Seem to me all the uses or this world I
Fie on It I ah, f!e 1 'tis an unweeded garden,
That grows to seed; thing~ rank and gross In nature
Possess It merely.
-Shak•pere' s Hamlet.
I QUESTION whether the whole system or proresslng Christians Is not based in a mistake; whet her
It be not an error to strive after "spirituality"after a rrame or mind. that Is, which Is attainable
only by Incessant conflict with the Instincts or our
unsophisticated nature; by macerating the body
Into weakness aod disorder; by disparaging what
we see to bebeautltnl, know to be won•lertul, te'l to
be unspeakably dear and fasclnat.lng; by, In a word,
putting down the nature which God has given us,
to struggle attar one which be ha.s not bestowed.
Man Is sent Into the world, not a spiritual but a
com posit being, a being mR.de llp or body and mind
-the body having, ag Is fit and needful In a mate·
rial world, its run, rlghttul, and allotted share.
Lite should be guided by a full recognition or this
tact; not denying It, as we do, in bold words, and
admitting it In weaknesses and In Inevitable taiiJngs.- Greg's Creed of Ollristentlwn,
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LANGUAGE, yoiJ. know, was given to man to con eARl
his thoughts; and you never reallzo It so luteuoely
·as you do when lou see the minister sit down vlo•
Jently jus; after his heel has round a square inch or
so or !Ct> under the snow, and hear him mildly ejac··
ulate, " Dear me I"

THE

HE was a senior, and wa.s giving a young lady u,
sleigh-ride in the vacation. He mentioned that he
was connected with a paper at college. She thought
that seemed absurd, and when he looked surprlsed,
added that be "hadn't shown much tamlllarlty with
the press." Be too.k the hint,

Truth See~Der Annual
1

JJfre~ihinkt~!i' ~lmatUft,
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PA.TBIOK (a good church-member): "01 hear,
Moike, that yez ate mate la.sht Friday." Molke:
"01 did, Patrlok, but oi was dhrunk an' did not
know phat ol wuz doln'." Patrick: "Shure an•
that's no excuse, H whisky has that etrect on yez,
Molke, yez ought nlver to get dhrunk on Friday."
dAID little Arthur, a little tour-year-older," Mam.
rna, why do people wear spectacles?" "Because
their eyes are not good." " Why are they not good?"
"Because tbey are born so." "What Is born?"
"Why, God makes them so they cannot see well."
"Well, why don't God make them with spectacles,
then?"

·

SHOULD SKATING-RINKS BE ABOLISHED ?
®y\'iffi. @JR.irty-&>e~en ~ortrait~ of ~rominent J\merico.rz
There is a great diversity or opinion abroa<lln the
laud In regard to the morality or the skatlng-rtnk.
@freeffi.inl('er&>, an01. f1umerou&> ~PPu&>tration&>.
Among its strongest opponents are clergymen, theatrical managers, and saloen and pool-room keepers.
One preacher goes so tar as to assert that "the rink
CONTENTS.
Is more deadly than the gambling-hell." But that,
PAGE
PAGE
or course, depends upon how hard the skater ralls.
Universal Mental Liberty. The FreeCalendar for t885,
5
It is seldom that a tR.II In the rink proves rat al, while
thinkers' Creed. By Horace Seaver, 86
Freethought in the United States, 1884, 17
The Relation of Childhood to FreeIt not Infrequently happens that the man wno loses
The National Liberal League,
28
thought.
By Susan H. 'vVixon,
89
bls money In a gambling-hell blows out his brains,
The D. M. Bennett Memorial,
41
The New Civilization.. By Stephen
and nothing could be more" deadly" than that.
Inspiration. By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, 45
Pearl Atu.lrews,
•
91
Materialism, alias Atheism. By the
The advocates or the rink are legion, and many
The Mo.ral Sphere of Liberalism. By
Hon. Elizur ·wright,
so
Samuel P. Putnam~
gS
arguments are advanced In Its behalf. The knowJ.
Liberalism: What to Do and How
Are We All Infants? By George
edge that their sons are reveling In the ups and
to Do It. By Charlas Watts,
55
Macdonald
•
101
downs or the new craze would not deprive some
A Dream of Earth and Man. By
Maytime in Midwinter, By A. C.
pat·ents or ten minutes' sleep, while ,the rear tllat
Courtlandt Palmer,
62
Swinburne (Selected), •
•
-" 105
Soul Hunger. By Elliott Preston, 107
tbetr boys are enjoying the fa9clnatlons or the gamAn English General Election Fifty
Liberansm. By Dr.]. L. York,
II-I
Years Ago. By Thomas Mead,
65
bling-hell would drive sleep rrom their eyes tor
A Difficulty and its Remedy. By
The Demands of Liberalism. By vV.
hours.
C. B. Reynolds,
S. Bush, Esq.,
•
69
It is not our Intention to ei'her de, ounce or praise
1884: Its Story m England. B:; ·
The New Aposto1ic Succession. By
Charles Bradlaugh,
•
the rink. We merely present herewith a rew facts,
T. B. 'vVakeman, Esq.,
73
pro and con, which hav been gleaned rrom the news
or the day, and Jet our readers draw their own Interence. The rink Is responsible tor the annexeJ
paragraphs :
A married woman who was an Invalid tor years,
NEW YORK:
and was given up by the doctors, became a rrequenter ot the rink, ·and In two months gained
.. .,,H".I>JAT THE TRUTH SEEKER 0
seventy-five pound3. She Is now strong enough to
grab bt>r buSbitnd by the collar and bump bls bead
33 CLINTON PLACE.
against the door-jamb when he opposes hor wish us.
Her husband says the ,.Ink Is an Institution tor evil
aud should be squelched.
A.tl{lr an acquaintance or six weeks, a poor but
respect.able young woman ni~rrled a mRn to wbom
shewH.S lnuoduced at a. roller-skating rink. I:J.Bteall
or proving to be a worthless adventurer, be turned
out to be a man or good eens6, worth $150,000. Her
parents think the rink Is a greater blessing tb!1n the
church.
A man took his >:i ·e•s mother to tber'nk, beca·Jse,
PO!tTR AITS.
he said, it was a shame to leave her at ho"Be while
he
and his w!te were enjoying themselvs. Then he
Luther Colby,
J. E. Remsb.1rg,
G. H. Walser,
Thomas Paine,
encouraged her to put on the skates, assuring her
J. P. Memlnm,
Courtlandt Pal mer,
John Peck,
R. G. Ingersoll,
that there wa.s not a particle or danger. She Is now
.T. L. Yrn·k,
Lncy Colman,
J. H. Btlf'nham,
D. M. Bennett,
laid up with a broken leg, and her son-In-Jaw, who
Chas. P. Somerby,
J obn R. Kelso,
T. C. Leland,
J. R. Monroe,
goes to the rink alone and skates with his young
K M. Macdonald,
1£lmina D. Slenker,
II. L. Green,
T. B. "\Vakeman,
lady friends, says that It preachers were to put
Juliet H. Severance,
Amy Post,
Cbas. B. Reynolds,
Elizur Wright,
themselvs In his place, they would no~ denounce the
Susan H. Wixon,
Helen H. Gardener,
Cbas. Watts,
J n.mes Parton,
rink.
Wm. Denton,
Mattie Krekel,
Parker Pillsbury,
W. S. Bell,
One nlght recently a young lady went to the rink,
Mrs. H. S. Ldke.
Horace Seave~,
S. P. Putnam,
S. P Andrews,
and on the same evening her more pious sister atW. F. Jamieson,
tended a prayer-meeting. About ha.Jt-past elgllt
o'clock a cold rain set In aud continued all night.
A young man with an umbrella escorted the rink·
loving sister home. The prayer-meeting girl was
obliged to return alone through the rain. Bbe
caught a heavy cold,' and died two days later or
A. Lecture by
pneumonia. All the young men and their urn•
brellas were at the rink; hence the new craze was
Col Robert G. ln;-ersoll.
the Indirect cause or her death. The rink should go.
The proprietor or a pool-room returned borne the
other evening with a rueful countenance, ami
Paper,
50cts;
cloth,
$1.25
"The clergy know that I know that they
gloomily said:
1
• • ¥g:'H~~~~rlg:~ f~~e~~~.~~;.a.~A.b"o':,~ If..~'fJ~
"Well, wife, we must economize. I can't Jet yon
know that they do not know."
1n Ill1nots;" u The Grant Banquet,"" The Rev. Alexan·
der Clark,''" The Past R1ses before Me Like a Dream;• hav the twenty·five dollars I promised to glv you to
and "A Tribute to &bon C. Ingersoll.''
purchase a new spring bonnet, and you will bav to
One of the best documents to circulate ever
make your last summer's silk do anottler season."
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
"Why, William, what's the matter?" asked his
Mo~es. Paper, 50
the United States should read it.
Every
startled w!te: "Hav you been robbed?"
cents; cloth, $1.25.
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
"No-yes-that Is, I hav been robbed by this new
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
which Is jeopardizing the souls or the youth
R:r R. G. craze
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
or our land. Since the skatlng-rlnlt' opened my
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, pool-tables are deserted, and I might as well close
33 Clinton Place, New York.
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa- up. I agree with the preachers that the rink Is
more deadly than the gambling-hell.''
per, 50 cents.
A married woman In D:>shvllle became Infatuated
with roller-skating; also with a roller-skating" pro·
Paper, $1,00; lessor." She eloped with the latter, and her de·
cloth, $2.00.
serted husband mourns because the skating craze
a ld not strike that town tour years earlier.
His Ans-wers
to
1 Pa- A clergyman preached a powerful sermon a~alnst
the skating-rink, declaring that It was more ]larmper, 25 cents.
To a Number of Vital Questions. Propounded
tul than the gnmbllng-den. On the following night
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
the clergyman's son, who had Intended to visit the
rink, concluded, as a dutiful son ~Jtould h~v done,
to obey biB rather, and or the two evils choo9e the
Millions of these should be circulated by
THIRD EDITION.
lesser. He t.bererore went to the gambling-den, and
Freethinkers.
Jo•t elght hundred dollars which his rather l!ad re·
cently received rrom a donation-party.
The daughter or a New Jersey millionaire made
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
R.rrangements to elope wlt.h her rather's coachman.
AND TllEIB
for a dollar, Address THE 'fBUTII SEEKEB.
A few nights before the time named tor tli.e flight
she accompanied a friend to a skating-rink, where
sbe
was introduced to a proresslonal tri"k-skater,
Being. a Comparison or the Old and New Te~tament
Myths and Miracles with those ot heathen nawith whom she eloped on the night she had arranged
tions or Antlqui!]J Considering also their
to llght out with the coachman. She was discarded
I~
Origin and .oo.eanlng. With nuby her parents. Her husband went to a Western
merous Illustrations.
Proving concluolviY t.bat
1 Yo!, Royal Bvo. Ol.oU.. About 600 pages,
• city, and OF>ened a skating-rink. He is now l'lcher
THE IITORY OF ~US CHRIII:,t'
his tather-hHaw, and his w!te Is so haughty
Price,
$3.00 than
Ria birth, lite, trial, executlon. etc.-11 a myth
and uppish in con3equence that she refuses to reqr
Bent postpaid, ov reootpt or prlcel.. Address,
TRUTH BEKKER Omce.
qgnlze her parejlts.-Pupk.
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ing up 'lying prayers.' The consecration is frugality and cut down wages to compel the
also alluded to as a 'traitorous and godless workers to practice_ the virtue, and then they
=-=--===--==-ceremony,' from which 'he who hates and ab· 1 senu the poor devils to church that they may
'fHERoman Catholic churches of the diocese hors the temples of idolatry withheld his bles- learn humility and obedience. The capitalists
Massachusetts, under the direction of the sing.'"
_
1 consider it necessary. for the preservation of
IMMIGRANTS to the number of 2•386 landed
Of
• 1
d
uld at this port last Saturday.
1
bishop, will hereafter sell seats at every mass.
SoME interesting discoveries hav been made , morws that the wor~gmen a~ women: sho
IN the "keys" f\Outh of Dayton, Florida, in Florida by Prof. Lawrence Johnson, of the hav no day of recreatiOn, no hme. to th~k and
DEATHS in this city last week numbered 740;
1
there are trees called machineels, which are United States Geological SurvAy. Just South study for themselTs. When their bellies are births, 525; marriages, 194,
and clamorous,
the
JuDGE MoRGAN, at Albion, Idaho, has ruled
sm·a t o b e p 0 1· 80 n 0 us to any one s t an a·mg of Alachua county line he found .several speci- empty
-.
.
. . drudges. may seek
· f 11·
mens and skeletons of animals which relativly the consolations of
whiCh. teaches that Morillons are not eligible as jurors.
. religron,
.
b enea th th em wh en th e d ew IS a rng.
belong to a not far distant period. In piles, t~em that poverty IS a Virtue and their reward
THE Mayor of Philadelphia has decided that
LuMINous trees are reported to be growand somewhat mixed, there were the remains wrll come m the heavenly hereafter. But for
there must be no more boxing matches in that
ing in a valley near 'ruscarora, Nevada. At
of a mastodon, two or three specimens of the the b~neficent .influence of the ~burch and the city.
certain seasons the foliage givs out sufficient
rhinoceros, a large stag; a camel, fully as large te~chmgs of prrests, the poor, swr.ndled w~rke~s
light to enable anyone near at hand to read
JAMES D. F:rim, ex-president of the Marine
as the Arabian c~tmel but in structure more al- mrght demand the reward of their labor m thrs
small print, while the luminous general effect
lied to the llama; al~o a tapir very much like life and greatly em~arr~ss the pious propri- Bank, of this city, has been sent to jail as a
may be perceived some miles distant. The
swindler.
the South American tapir, which livs in etors of the Boott Mills.
phenomenon is attributed to parasites.
swampy places; two teeth of some carnivorONE of Philadelphia's leading physicians, a
THE war troubles in the East are expected
A LoWELL man whipped out his memoranous animal allied to the tiger and panther; one s~cialist in diseases of the lungs, says that to raise the price of American products, es•
dum book in church the other Sunday, and
set of teeth and bones of a hippopotamus; I imperfect respiration is at the bottom of much pecially wheat.
·took down this remarhmble thanksgiving from
several crocodiles or alligators,_ and innumer- trouble. In such a case he shows the patient
Mn. FRELINGHl:IYSEN, ex-secretary of state,
the lips of his scientific clergyman: "We tb_rulk
able other bones not identified. Apparently how to swell out the whole chest full and was at latest accounts in a stupor from which he
thee, 0 Lord, that we are permitted to unwind
the territory south of Alachua was at one time round by a deep inspiration, elevating and was not likely to recover.
the mighty coil of material circumstances, and
a large fresh-water lake.
throwing back the shoulders; and then, when
gaze into the everlnsting abysses where flamTHE grand jury of the third disr ict of Salt
A PROMINENT railroad freight agent in this 1 h.e has ~otten into hi~ l~ng~ the last ato~ of
ing comets roll.''
Lake City has found indictments against
state is an activ Episcopalian and vestryman air possrble, to hold .rt m trghtly for ~ little
TrrEnE is no financial nonsense about the in the church in the little town where he livs. time, and then to let rt off slowly, blowmg out twenty-seven polygamists.
THE overseers of Harvard College hav just
Presbyterian pastor at Palmyra, Mo. On the One day, when business wa-s crowding, a man eve~ a~om of it .if he possibly can by forcible
first day of each month he draws his check came in whq_ purposed starting a mill at a I expir~tiO~, drawmg the shoulder~ forward ~nd come to the decision that attendance at prayer's
upon the bank for his monthly salary in ad- small town along the road which had to pay pressmg m tke ches~ to the smallest possrble is compulsory on the students of that institu·
vance, and the bank regularly honors the much more fOI~-freight than towns further 1 co~pass, ~hus throwmg .out almost all of the tion.
check and charges it up· to the deacons, who along the route paid-in other words, it suf- re.srdual air, ~nd all thrs th,~ough ~he nose,
RICHARD GRANT WHITE, the distinguished
are personally responsible for the salary. fered the usual short-haul discrimination. The wrth mouth tightly closed.
Let hrm take a literary critic, is dead. He was the author of
Thus DO delay or default in paying the sub- visitor pleaded and argued but of course in half-dozen or more such forced respirations a many valuable treatises on the use of the Eng•
sm-iptions can affect him.
vain. Still he held on, and with his persist- d~zen times a day,:• s~ys the d~ctor, "an~ he lish language.
"BELOVED brethren,'' remarked a country en·cy he pretty well wore out the limited w.ill soon double hrs .VItal capacrty and relieve
THE Prince of Wales is in Ireland. The
minister at the close of his sermon, " among patience of the agent, besides keeping other hrmself of most o~ hr:' supJ?osed chest troubl~. Irish: people meet him at some places with
the pennies and two-cent pieces of last Sab- people waiting who had also called on business. Such forced respiratiOn will compel every air riot and at others with hospitality and demonbath's collection I was surprised to find a gold Finally he ieft, and the next man stepped up. cell P.osaible to freely admit whole~ome air into strations of great joy.
·coin of considerable value. As there were no "Well sir" said the irritated agent "where- the little spaces, and to expel rt also, and
KATE SMULsEY, of Fort Plain, N. Y,. died on
strangers in the congregation, it was evidently a bouts' is 'your d--d grist-mill?"' "1 sir" some air cells that do not_often perform their
put there by mista}re. By applying to the was the meek reply, "a~ the rec.tor to ~ho~ functions healthily will be-compelled to do so." the 9th, after a fast, it is claimed, of nine
months Death was caused, the doctors say,
treasurer and proving property the owner can you wrote about conductmg serVIce next SunTHE Sun of this eity last Sunday published
by consumption, and not by starvation.
recover his money. Let us unite in prayer.''
day."-Hm·lford Gburant.
this dispatch from Toronto. We hope our
LIKE many non-professors of religion, Presi"TH~ prayer,'' says L~ndon Justice, "re- I Canadian correspondent_ will giv us the true
PRA~ER·MEETINGS wer~ held in Princeton,
dent Cleveland has an almost ideal reverence cently rssued by the archbrshop of Canterbury inwardness of it: "Much excitement was N.J., m behalf of a candidate for mayor. The
for certain of its forms and appliances. For for us~ in the English churches is a very ~x-1 caused in Masonic circles here to-day when it other.man wa~ elected. Th_e. defeated ca~~i
instance, he thinks a great deal of being prayed traordmary document. The assurance wrth 1 was known that a member of King Solomon _date now belleves that rehgron and politiCs
for in churches. When he was governor at which the petitioner assumes that our Egyp., Lodge had been expelled on account of his should be kept forever separate.
Albany and his sister had chanced to attend tian policy is a just one is really astounding, lack of faith in the divinity. For some months
RuGG the negro murderer who strangled
church some Sunday when he did -not, his a~d the whole.petition is w~rt?y to be classe~ 1,)?ast a special committee of the lodge, which is two wo~en on Long Island a~d is in jail senquestion to her on her return would be, "Did wrth th~ archbrshop of Yorks Immortal sentr- 1 about the oldest and b~st lodge of the o~der in tenced to be hanged, has embraced the Roman
the minister pray for me to. day, Lizzie?" Not ment, Teach us to see that thy hand hath Canada, has been working up a case agamst J. Catholic faith. Who shall say now that Chriseven the superserviceable pliancy to the Blaine done it,' which was written in reference to a 1Harrison, a prominent business man here, tianity no longer claims the attention of the
Juggernaut manifested by those eight Buffalo similar affair of national brigandage. In the 1 against whom a charge of Atheism was pre- wise and good?
ministers, who originated the most infamous mean time it is instructiv to note the other 1 ferred in the beginning of the year by a fellow'
GENERAL GRANT continues without apparent
attack upon him ever made upon a presiden- side of the question. While the archbishop member. The accusation against Mr. Harrison change in his condition except that he is
tial candidate, has seared his heart against this is adjuring God to 'take into thine own hand I was that he did not believe ill the existence of troubled in his sleep, and dreams of fighting
reverent liking to be prayed for, as I chance to both them [our soldiers] and the cause wherein a God. Harrison did not know that members again the great battles of the war. He is kept
know.-Boston Post.
their queen and country send them,' the 1I of the committee were watching him. Al. alive mainly by the administering of morphine
SPAIN has, like some other Catholic power~, Mah~i is eq~ally co~fident that the blessing of though a st;ong Agnostic, he had never openly in increasing quantities.
two embassadors in Rome-one accredited to provrdence IS on h1s cause. 'God has made declar!id his views, and some trouble was exGEORGE MILLs, of Brooklyn, killed his wife
the Quirinal, the other to the Vatican; and as him glorious,' wrote one of the Mahdi's gov-1 perienced in substantiating the charge against
they both liv in the same building, the Span. ernors, in reference to the fall of Khartoum- him. Several members, however, obtained in October, 1883, by stabbing her in tha
ish embassy is, from the official point of view, 'Be grateful, and thank God and praise God good evidence that he had expressed his views breast. He was hanged on the lOth inst. An
a house divided against itself. The king :was for his unspeakable mercy.' This conflict of to certain friends, and last evening, at the hour previous to the execution religious serinvited the other day to visit the exhibition of religious sentiment is a little embarrassing. regular meeting of the lodge, a charge against vices were held in his cell, in which he joined
pictures opened in the embassy for the benefit Which are we to believe? The prelate of Can- him was formally. made, and he was expelled heartily, singing and praying.
from the lodge room, and his name was struck
MANY of the Methodist churches of New
of the Granada sufferers, and it was at first terbury or the prophet of the Soudan?"
· t h e last Lib
•arranged that he should pass through the
A. P. KELLY writes m
· erty: " D ur- off the roll of membership. This is the first York had new pastors last Sunday, the late
. a short term of residence m
· L owe11 , I no- case of the kind that ever happened here, and conference having just redi~tributed its min:antechamber of the suite of rooms oocupied mg
· of the 1"nh a b'ta
by the embassador accredited to the pope. As tice d that a 1arge prop9rtion
1 n t 11 the action of the lodge has caused much spec- isterial geniuses according to the custom of
soon, however, as the contemplated profana- were regu1ar attendants at church. Th e re· Ulatl·on among the craft in the city. Harri&on, itineracy. A church over in Brooklyn got the
tion came to the knowledge of the Vatican, it ligiosity of the community struck me as some- it is understood, alleges that he is not an ac- Rev. George R. Bristor at $600 per year.
provoked such a vehement protest that the ar- what phenomenal. It was apparently a priest- knowledged Atheist. He say~ that he i~ willing
A MEMBER of, the family. of the sister o~ ~he
rangement was abandoned, and a new door ridden city, and therefore not a very promising 1· to follow as far as proof wrll lead hrm, and lat~ Charles 0 Conor demes that. t~e ~rstr~
was specially opened in the building for the field for Anarchistic labors. But I made a that he is willing t.o admit the existence of a gmshed lawyer was e:er AnarchistiC m hrs
king and queen.
discovery whiah indicated that the people were God if the evidence of the existence of such a views, or that he declmed the proffered ser ·
A LONDON paper says: "The bishop of Liv- more completely under the control of the cor- being can be given to him. This belief, he vices of a priest at his deathbed. At the tims
erpool, by refusing to forbid the consecration porations than I had supposed. In the Boott contends, constitutes the creed of f!n Agnostic .. , of. his death the st~tement was pu~lished. in
of St. Agnes's Church, in which it is expected Cotton Mills are posted printed regulations, He does not deny the existence of a God, and Ltbe1'tp that Mr. 0 Conor sympath1~ed wrth
that Ritualistic services will be held has from which I quote two significant paragraphs: therefore is not an Atheist. Harrison threatens I the arms of that paper, and sub~tantmted. by
drawn down upon himself a perfect fren'zy of 'The company recommend regular attendance to bring action against the lodge to compel a letter supposed to hav been wrrtte~ by hrm.
RussiA and England are still growling at
a?nse from the Low Church party; which has on public worship on the Sabbath as they con- them to acknowledge his eligibility for memh~therto looked upon l!im as its leading cham- aider it necessary for the presen~tion of good bership. He ~ays tha~ Bradlaugh is a member each ot~e~, with war aJ?parent~y inevitt•.blP;
piOn. No language i$- too strong for these fa- order and morals.' 'These regulations are of the Masomc lodge m England, and that he the dommwn of Canada IS fightmg the rebels
1
natics. One journal heads a black-bordered considered part of the contract with all per- holds the same views as Bradl~ugh •. O~cersl in the northwest; China and Fr~nce are not
article with the legend, 'Mournful death of sons entering into the employment of the of the lodge contend that their actiOn m ex- yet assured of peace; and there IS war at the
~ishop Ryle's Evangelical and Protestant prin- Boott Cotton Mills.' Nothing less than an I palling Harrison was perfectly in accord with Isthmus of Panama. This all being regular
Ciple, which expired at the consecration of St. order to slaves from masters to attend church., ~he rite or c_onstitution of the order, and that a.nd according to ~hri~tian civilization, no parAgnes's amid demoniacal shouts of joy from It is part of the contract, all the terms of which . rt was sanctiOned by Grand Master Spry. The tic11lar condemnatiOn IS expressed. The comthe priestly pit and wails of woe from the an- are fixed by one party. The gentlemen who I fundamental principle of Masonry, they say, is parativly harmless individuals known as dynagels of God.' Elsewhere he is spoken of as build mills and kindly permit skilled workers 1absolute belief in the existence of a deity, and 1, miters, however, continue to attract attention
w~rthy of 'only contempt and disdain,' being to toil for them are much concerned for the I failing in that belief, no one can be admitted on account of the atrocities which they wis4_
1
iUilty of 'blasphemous impiety,' and of o4'~r- welfare of .the drudges. They recommend ' into their fellowship."
others to think them willing to commit,
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---------"-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - love nor hate. Earthquakes, cyclones, s!roccos, vol- shepherd longer. No doubt the assessor will be able
Qkomnlnni~ations.
N. G. W.
canoes, and every variety of storms are m harmony to see that church now.
with the causes that produce them, and the most
Social Problems.-:No. III.
delieious airs the most fertil sections, and the most
Belief' in God.
lavish produ~tions of forest, mountain, stream, river, . I think it was Thomas Paine who said all religions
If there is anything at all certain in the advance- and ocean are no more so. What we ~edisto utilment and progress of modern science, it is evinced ize these blind forces that are favorable, and seek the consisted of two parts_:_a code of morals and the
in the fact of its upsetting all old or new theories means of avoiding t.hose that we cannot control. We story of the universe. I shall leave the discusregarl'ling the government of the universe by a per- must welcome every source of assi£~tance, and strive sion of the latter part to you and your numerous
sonal deity. There is naught more certain than this, to map out a course free from the i!lcubus of <::Jh~is and able conti'ibutors, and confine my remarks to the
that our hitherto preconceived opinions on this point tian superstition. We hav laid aside the ~hr~stian code of morals.
fail to satisfy the mind, and that the nightmare of God· we hav laid aside those shackles, and It Will be . It is believed by scientists that each human being
this superstition will be relegated to the past, and well for us if we do not adopt others that are almost IS composed of about three billions of cells, and that
each cell may be considered as an independent belooked upon only as one of the guideposts that indi- as fatally deceptiv.
GEORGE LYNN.
ing; that a human being may be considered, in a
cate by what road most of the race traveled in their
Lockport, Ill., March 9, 1885.
sense, as a vast community of cells, all originati:Qg
process of evolution from lower to higher conditions.
from a single living eell derived from the parents;
While we do not affirm that the universe is or is not
that the human body is developed by the division of
controled by an all-embracing intelligence, we do
The Oath.
affirm that all our old conceptions about an omnisMr. Allen Pringle, of. Selby, Ont., is an able and this original cell, and by the continued division of
cient, omnipotent, omnipresent God exis~ only ~s a stanch supporter of Secularism, and the Canadian the cells resulting from such division, and by the
relic of barbarism, and will not bear the hght of JUS- Liberals are fortunate in having the benefit of his union of such cells into one grand community.
tice ot reason.
assistance and advice, but on one point I cannot in- Thousan_ds of these cells die with every respiration,
As long as the human mind accepted without ques- dorse his position, as set forth in his letter to the and thousands are brought into life in the same intion the ipse dixit of the priest, it was an easy thing Toronto convention. He thinks we hav no right to stant. In the blood these cells liv, in a sense, isoto mix in equal doses the love and vengeance of God, demand that the judicial oath shall be abolished. He lated and independent lives, as do fish in the waters.
and administer it to the plastic souls of their devo- says: "This would very clearly (to my mind) be an of the earth, until called upon to take part in formtees. It was an easy thing to assure the people that encroachment upon the rights of Christians. Those ing the solid portions of the body. Some are ca1led ·
storms, earthquakes, famins, and plagues were visita- people who conscientiously want to swear and take upon to take proud positions in the brain, or eye, or ·
tions of God's wrath for their sins and disobedience. an oath to assist them to tell the truth ought by all ear, some to assisb in forming the exquisit tints and.
It was any easy thing to assure the poor slave and "means to be allowed to do so. And we hav no right, features of the face, and others are called upon to ·
But upon
the oppressed millions that God had ordained them had we the power, to take so sweet a privilege from take more humble positions in the feet.
as "hewers of wood and drawers of- water," and had them." Mr. Pringle is a little too tender here. If the the health and welfare of the cells in any one of all
appointed kings and priests to rule over them. If a taking of the oath were simply a harmless privilege the parts of the body depend the comfort, health, .
beioved child died, or a father and mother passed that in no way, directly or indirectly, concerned any- and life of those in all the other parts and of the '
away and left the world 1t legacy of orphans, it was body but the Christians themselvs, we might prop- entire body.
Theologians hav genet·ally taught the total de-·
easy to say that it was " God's will," and " his will erly pay no more attention to it than we do to the
be ·done." It was no wonder that priests imbued style of hats they may choose to wear. But we hav pravity of man, but, as a rule, they hav been very
with such conceptions of a presiding deity could the right to demand the abolition of the oath be- reticent about the depravity of the social body. Inaffirm that he, in accordance with his divine will and cause of the wrongs and injustice that one class of deed, the church has, in all ages, been inclined to ·
pleasure, did before the foundation of the world fore- citizens are sure to endure as long as the oath is per- teach the perfection of the social body, and even in
ordain a certain portion of the human race to be mitted. Even if Infidels shall be allowed to testify the United States, near the close of th~ nineteenth
heirs of light and immortality, to enjoy with him in all the states without any oath, the impression will century, they would hav us believe that God is the ·
and his angels eternal life and happiness; that, in still be fostered and intensified that such testimony supreme ruler of the universe, and that the powers .
accordance with the same divine will and pleasure, is not so reliable and worthy of the same respect and that be are ordained of God.
But to the thoughtful it is evident that the social
he did predestin a certain number as reprobates, confidence as the testimony of the man who calls
for immortal existence that should ultimate in an "Gawd" to witness his acts; and it will be declared body is not perfect, that it is not in a healthy condiendless hell; and that the number of each class was that the non-imposition of the oath upon unbelievers tion. To prove this statement I .will mention a few
so certain and definit that it could be neither in- is a great favor to them and showd the abundant kind- facts: 1. A great majority of the people in this coun-"
creased nor diminished! Perhaps no single work ness of the Gawdites, unless the oath is wholly abol- try hav no land, no place on which to build a-home, .
has done more to undermine this great superstition ished. Sweep away the whole useless, idiotic, barba- and are, consequently, in a homeless condition. 2.
than George Combe's "Constitution of Man.'' This rous custom,"transmitted from a barbarous age; then It is estimated that about 1,500,000 people are out of ·
work proved conclusivly that God could not violate every man will stand on an exact equality when accept- empl0yment, hav nothing to do, and in a helpless and
the natural and organic Jaws of the universe; that all ing an office or testifying in a court. The brazen, dam- nearly starving- condition with their families. 3. Our ·
good or bad ~ffects in any department of human ex- nable injustice of rejecting a- man's testimony solely prisons, penitentiaries, poorhouses, insane asylums1_
istence were the results of obedience t,o, or viola- because he does not believe in a God cannot be tol- are full to the overflowing, and the constant cry is,'
tion of, organic or physical laws. Mr. Combe, like era.ted in this age. Whenever a man's testimony for more room. 4. There is a great increase of,
many others, buiB.ed better than he knew; for if all shall be rejected or weakened for this cause, I would crime. 5. We hav a country large enough to sup- "
was irrevocable law, there was no need at all for a bring the whole power of the American Secular Union port and to giv employment to ten times our present :
God in harmony with any taught con.ception. What to bear at that point and demand that that man's tee- population. 6. There is, probably, not a state in-the '
preposterous folly to talk about the love of God, as timony shall be accepted before the case proceeds Union where one-half of the land is occupied._ In·
rehttd to human love, of divine compassion as com- any further. Giv them to understand that the case most states more than three-fourths of the land is
pared to that of the human, of kind consideration must rest eternally right at that point unless the un- bought up by speculators and held at a higP. price, .
for his offspring as compared to our love for ours, "r believer's testimony shall be taken, and taken without so that the poor, who hav nothing to do, cannot find '
the brute creation for theirs! Human love will suffer any oath formality.
a place on which to raise their own food or erect
and endure to aid and protect its kind; human comSo much for the Infidels. Now, in regard to their own shelter.
7. All around us we see land ly- ·
passion will go so far as to bind up the wounds of an Christians, I believe that from the whole number I ing idle, besides thousands of people who can find
enemy, and human heroism will risk death in its worst hav seen in my life, the number who" conscientiously nothi-ng to do. 8. · On the one hand we see many
form to rescue those whose lives are endangered. want to swear" could be counted on the fingers rising to wealth and great luxury whilst doing noth- "
Brutes will defend their own with their lives, and of one hand. My observation has utterly failed to ing, and on the other we s9e thousands toiling
under many circumstances put humanity to shame convince me that being sworn is regarded as a sweet hard for long hours e-very day and hardly able to
by their devotion and tenderness. Look where we privilege by the Christian man and brother. I hav get enough to eat. Some are getting wealth withfor the goodness of God, his care for suffering noticed that he is vastly more eager to hav the other out earning it, and others are earning it but not get- .
humanity, his answer to the prayers of the oppressed, feUow sworn than tc:> be sworn himself, if he thinks ting it.
down-trodden, and almost heart-broken millions, the other fellow's testimony is likely to be in any way
The above are surely sufficient to prove that the •
and we see nothing to inspire hope, nothing that damaging to him. "Swear him," they say when they social body is . depraved and diseased, that very .
justifies a belief in his existence. We are told that want to frighten or confuse an ignorant individual. much of the individual depravity seen among men is·'
be hates oppression, that he will bring to naught the Much time is wasted-and very costly time, when we due to constitutional or general causes, and that the1
work of the wrong-doers. We are told that he num- consider what courts are-in this oath formality, and treatment should be mainly directed to the sociali
bers the very hairs of our heads, and takes note of that is an object to Christian and Infidel alike. Many body. To try to giv a people employment whilslt
every sparrow that falls ; and while we raise no par- Christians are now as willing as Liberals to hav the they are kept off of the land, is as foolish as to try
ticular objection to this, we presume it accounts for oath abolished.
to keep a cow from starving whilst a dog is keeping
his inability to attend to anything else.
Seeing men uniformly entering on official duties her from eating her food. The cow will starve whilst
What particular reason hav the toiling millions to arid testifying in courts without any recognition of the dog keeps her from her food, and the dog will
waste time or spend any of their hard-earned means any power higher than the people would hav great starve keeping the cow from eating. Similarly, idle
to keep up his earthly establishments? For it iR influence in Liberalizing the minds of the masses. land impoverishes the owner and starves those who
certain he turns a deaf ear to their entreaties. He What san~ man, Christian or otherwise, believes that should be improving it.
allows the robbers of the poor to revel in the pleas- Cleveland will make any better president, or will
The great crime of society, the disease which
ures and luxuries they hav extorted from the pro- perform one single official act in a better way or more threatens the very life of the social body, is the
ducers. He allows crime to go unpunished where honestly, during his whole term, because he "rev- method of distributing the natural opportunities, the
wealth holds "high carnival," and allows the imprifl- erently" kissed the "small morocco-covered, giH- lands, the mines, etc. Whatever is the cause of the
onment of innumerable poor and destitute that were edged volume, pretty well worn," that his mother land lying idle is the cause of the people not finding
forced to steal or starve. With an attributed omnip- gave him? What sane man believes that any officer anything to do. Whatever will cause those who own
otence and omniscience, he allows whole cities and ever performed his duty more honestly or efficiently land to either put it to the highest use it can be put
districts to be destroyed by earthquakes, cyclones, since this government was founded, by reason
th~ to, or else get off it and allow others to do so, will
and volcanoes, when a worJ, a breath, or a wave of oath formality, or that any chronic liar was ever cured cure the evil of want of employment; and whatever
the hand would stay the course and cause of the by the oath pill? Let us retain the Sixth Demand. will cure this evil will cnre, or greatly lessen, all the
destruction. He suffers the great nations to destroy There are a few cheering indications in the world of other ills of the social body.
or oppress the weaker, and allows the creation of thought. The papers state that out of the seve-ntyHaving diagnosed the disease of the social body,
famins by robbers who take from the famishing six United States senators thirty-two are professors and prescribed the l'emedy, it remains to giv direcbodies of the people the very food their own indus- of- religion, and sixteen of these are Presbyterians. tions as to how the medicin should be taken.
try had produced. Talk about heathen superstition I If only thirty-two out of seventy-six are professors, and
The remedy to help must compel all those who hav
talk about the poor benighted savages! Christianity the House is "worldly" in like measure, certainly lands lying in either town or country, to either put
can discount any form of superstition for the inhuman the secularization of the government ought not to be them to their best possible use, or get off them and
and monstrous. We understand that the laws and far off; It is also reported that the Congregational allow others to do it. I believe there is only one
principles of nature will suffer no infringement with- church in Central City, Col., has been rented for a remedy that will do this, and that is high taxation if
out resultant consequences. We understand that in roller-skating rink. Grace did not "abound" suf- land. The tax should be whatever it would rent for.
i;he physical department of nature there is neither ficiently .to make it worth while to feed and clothe a No taxes should be levied on any of the products of
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labor--as houses, barns, clothing, food. It is ·a fact' In the fourteenth century it seems as though these valuable commodity, would be rather a good one for
that people do not rent _land except when they want churchly savants were seized. with a mania to cut up the general community. It is bound to come, and is
to use it, but they buy It when they do not want to the ship not only into splinters, but also to reduce merely a question of time. The spread of Secular
use j.t. This is simply because we do not tax it high these splinters to atoms. With them analysis was a education, and consequent eradication of superstienougb. Let us stop selling land, and do as they mammoth hobby on which could be seen riding a tion from the minds of the rising generation, will hasare ll'>W doing in New Zealand, rent the land to those greater number of the church's children than· that of ten its dissolution, though, like all evil things that
who want to use it; and let us raise the rent on land young Arabs on the backs of a score of camels. The are deeply-rooted, it will die _hard, and take a'l long
values so high that it will not pay any one, as it now rage was for hair splitting. It should hav been co- as possible about it.
·
does, to keep it out of use.
piously interspersed with rail-splitting! Duns Scot us,
After all, priestcraft is no more than a corpse
This would do more to prevent crime than hun- Occum, Gabriel Biel & Co., constituted one huge Sir powerfully galvanized, which may be easily seen by
dreds of judges and thousands of lawyers. Yes, it Hudibras:
its grotesque contortions. To-day it advocates war
would do more than prisons and penitentiaries and
" He could distinguish and divide
and bloodshed, because there is a strong Jingo eleand poll"cemen
A hair 'twixt south and southwest side."
· t"mg; b u t wh en th e peace par t y are -m th e
Bcaffolds' and l'uct
"' 1"cec" of the p"ace
"'
ment ex1s
J. G. MALCOLM.
In the most reverenti:1l manner possible, these majority, we shall find it advocating that side with
all combined.
meditators on the celestial would sit for days in sol- equal force; and 80 it always is, siding ever with the
emn conclave, discussing whether it were possible for most powerful for the sake of the loaves and fishes.
The Orthodox Symposium.
God to transform himself into a devil? We are per- . There was an amusing incident in the House of
From that symposium of feetiv church fathers suaded that if they could get a glimpse of the char- Commons a few days· back, well illustrating the
spread by t,he dexterous hand of the Rev. W. G. T. acter attributed to deity by some of the orthodox humility of the followers of the crucified carpenter.
Shedd, D.D., we wish to gather· a few scattering pulpits of to-day, they would concede the possibility The friends of the Roman Catholic cardinal in Irecrumbs. We should like also to shed forth some of without discussion. Another very fruitful problem land think he should take precedence of the Protestthe reflected and refracted rays which origina,te was, whether God could assume the form of a gourd, ant archbishop at the levees held at Dublin Castle,
· around this board of the ecclesiastical gods. The and if so, how could this gourd preach? Had Brother ·and this all-momentous question was bl'Ought forwork is standard upon orthodox Christian doctrin. Talmage lived in their day, they never would hav ward, as if the mass of the people cared in the least
Therefore, in the estimation of the fraternity of the sprung two such questions:· As to the style of the who should march through a door first. But as the
faithful, it must be perfectly reliable. We here find preaching gourd, it is constructed and manipulated Irish members must be bribed to vote with the govthat, when the Christian craft first weighs anchor, Pla- upon the strictest acoustic principles, namely, the ernment it was promised that the new cardinal
tonism is the gleaming figurehead beneath the bow- emptier the gourd the louder the rattle.
should be given what was required. It is truly roarsprit. This was afterward superseded by one robed
The third and yet most important question was velous how meek and lowly these high church digin Aristotelian dress. We hav here two of the most whether God could experience transmigration into nitaries are.
prominent heathen8 figuring as beams to the great an ass? Well, if they themselves had been experiThere seems but slight chance of the suit in which
bog-chain of thought in the gospel ship. So that e~cing so long this process of evolution reversed, Charles Bradlaugh is engaged being settled yet,
when one reads a record of the voyage as set forth in and yet had not come to a knowledge of their deific and no doubt it will be allowed to drag on ti'll the
the introduction to the fourth synoptist, he is really antecedent, they might to-day, could they but hear expiration of the present parliament, and then I supat a loss to know whether he reads Plato or John. It the Monday noon lecture at Tremont Temple, Boa- pose the whole matter will hav to be gone through
reminds one of the Scotchman to whom a friend had ton, arrive at an affirmativ decision. Judging from again. It is a wearisome business, and most men
recommended Plato. When they next met, the puz- the ponderous avoirdupois, contrasted with the light would hav thrown it up in disgust long ago, but
zled reader said: "What about this man Plato? It weight thought, Joseph could solve for the schoolmen Bradlaugh seems typical of the British bulldog, and
seems to me as though I hav read this in Emerson !" not only this query, but another of equal importance, will hang on to the death. Independent of any
When we approach the other three, we are likely to which, in the minds of these children of the early other consideration, he certainly deserves to succeed
experience a similar bewilderment as to whether we church, naturally grows out of it-namely, How long on account of his unwearied pertinacity.
·
read Aristotle or Jesus.
and loud that ass could bray? If Gabriel Biel, of
London, March 25, 1885.
J. D.
At another time we hav, by way of variety, a Pia- four hundred years ago, were living to-day he would
tonica-Aristotelian-synthesis banner floating from the know that " Chief Joseph " can blow his own trump-et
Fiddle-de- Dee.
masthead of this ship of many theological climes and much more lustily than his angelic namesake, who
The preachers all over the country are now poundcomplexions. In the very next tack is unfurled what came from God to Mary; that Gabriel could touch ing away at the "labor question " in their pulpits.
is termed an Aristoteleo-Platonism. We presume Daniel the prophet, but in the direction of the viva We hav been picking up their sermons for the past
that the flag was simply turned "t'other end to." voce he can never touch Joseph the preacher.
three months, but now the pile bas grown so high
This reversal placed the Platonic stars just in a diWere we called upon for an opinion upon this that we are unable to handle them.
agonal position-that is, in the lower rear corner of subtle scholastic conundrum-but we cannot hope to
These preachers hav somehow heard ihat~this "lathe flag. Somewhere in the further voyage of the be so honored-we should simply resort to the anec- bor question" is up; but we regret to say that so few
ve~sel she harbors in a port called the apologetic dotal argument. As this may be warmly applicable of them appear to know anything about it.
period. If, as is claimed for her, she was immacu- to many other pulpiteers than Boston's shining light,
Some of them, we notice, take the sentimental view
late, perfectly seaworthy, well painted-not white- we reproduce it. You remember the memoir of that of it. They talk lackadaisically of the " poor and
washed-why should she not need to take aboard a noisy but pious ass that, while the preacher one hot humble children of toil," and perhaps tell a story or
whole cargo of full-fledged apologists? We apolo- day was vociferously thundering away like a verit- two about visiting a "garret" or -taking ·a walk
gize only for what is defectiv-questionable.
able Boanerges, poked his head through the open "through the slums." They would be happy in disHer next coaling port is the polemic period. If she window, and brayed the very brains (ideas!) out of tributing bread-and-molasses wherever they saw the
followed the orders of the ship's master, the prince the speaker. A scholastic wag-he must hav been wan face of a " worthy " creature, clad in rags and
of peace, so called, why did sh~ convert herself into thoroughly saturated with heretical mysticism-rising decorated with humility.
an omnipresent man-of-war, armed with howitzers t-o a point of order, thus addressed Mr. Donkey," Stop,
Some .of them mount their stilts, and swell their
and needle-g\lns to sink every other craft which car- old boy; one at a time."
cheeks with the windbags of po-lit-ical e-con-omy,
We are just getting ready to subside. However, hammering out such phrases as " supply and de-·
ried different colors?
The seventh port, where she casts anchor to take the testimony of at least one orthodox father respect- mand," "the laws of competition," and the "operaon water (fresh, of course) is the scholastic period. ing these his venerable predecessors is that in their tions of modern commerce."
If the ship's rigging is that simple system claimed theological vision they became so lynx-eyed, even in
Some of them fall into a frenzy against" Socialists,"
for it, and its theological machinery so uncompli- the blackest midnight, that they could see things "Communists," "Nihilists,'' "Anarchist-s," "Black
cated, why does it require a crew of schoolmen to which never had any existence ! Hence our sphinx Hands," " Bluebeards," Knights of Labor, and so
fiplain the'relation of part to part, and ,the chart by riddle: Why is this orthodox church like its theory forth, warning their hearers to beware of such monwhich she sailed? Or why need experts to manipu- of the world's creation? Ans. Because out of noth- strosities, which ought to be " crushed out by the
ZoATOPsrs.
late the patent-right compass by which we must get ing something came !
strong arm of an enlightened community."
at_ her bearings? The eighth stoppage is the sysVery many of them take up the cudgels for capiOur London Letter.
tematizing period. We presume that in her previous
talism and all its abominations, proving that moneyvoyagings she had encountered pretty heavy squalls,
The little V(mture in the faith-healing line put lords are the true patrons of the working classes,
and so, in spite of her infallibility, needed readjust- forth by one of Booth's lieutenants has not turned without whom they would all starve to death, under
ment-a sort of overhauling upon the dry dock out quite so pronounced a success as was aritici- the most horrid circumstances. This sort of thing is
cipated. The Salvation army of mountebanks has sure to be greatly relished by the upper crust who
of metaphysics.
The next point of arrival and departure is the had its way with the credulous for so long a time lay rich gifts upon the altar.
mystic period. The probability is that the officers, that the promoters appeared to think there was no ·Some of them are full of "good advice," which
in systematizing the craft, had made her, from limit to human credulity, and it was a sad blow when they dole out to the working classes, telling them
bow to poop, too lucidly luminous with the light the latest little dodge was so ably exposed by an how to practroe thrift and sobriety, how to win the
-of mystery I As they did not experience any eminent medical man, who made it his business to favor of their master by devotion to his interests, and
fog in the broad, open sea of humanity, they visit the district and satisfy himself that the whole how to use soft-soap in washing their unclean palms.
Some of them hav little gilded pills for mortal
sought to manufacture some from the ship-any- affair was nothing more nor less than a fraud. Althing to make plain sailing something like an though those who are unconnected with the swin- woes, which they are ready to han<i out at a moeffort. In those times there were any number of dle were quite satisfied in their minds as to its true ment's notice.
Nearly all of them are forever holding up the
modern marine lights on the ecclesiastical wateJ:s nature, a statement from so qualified an authority
which made darkness visible; hut by creating a little would be conclusiv, and it appears highly probable " gospel " panacea, reminding their brethren, high
too much fog they were compelled to shut down the that the exposure will be a heavy blow to the already and low, young and old, that if they would all faithvalve called orthodox mysticism. They opened the staggering imposition, for which let us be duly fully practice the Golden Rule, roses would bloom in
other on the larboard, termed heterodox mysticism. thankful. Notwithstanding the exposure, the relig- the desert-and this is true.
Heigh-ho! and it is wearisome to wade through
But the sea began to clear away so rapidly that the ious papers are extremely reticent about the matter,
passengers could see about as well or better than fearing, probably, that the Christian sects are much the ruhbish of these sermons in this pile. We vainly
crew or captain. So it seems that they must hav hit in the position of a row of bricks, aJild if you knock search among them for any understanding of the
upon a compromise by shutting down half-way the one down, the remainder will share the same fate. meaning of this "labor question,'' or any knowledge
heterodox-mystic valve and opening up half-way The most that is said is that perhaps the originator of its elements. Yet we are glad to see that they are
the orthodox-mystic on the starboard. When they of the game slightly exaggerated the number of taking it up, thinking of it, preaching abo·ut it.
To any one of these hundred preachers who really
had rigged her upon the "'alf-and-'alf" principle, cases, and _that although all the reports may not be
the officers thought they had it fine on the passengers strictly correct, still faith-healing is an establis:b.ed desires light upon that grea,J:; question, we say: .Let
fact, and the genuin article can be procured in lim- him get rid of sham and cant; turn his eyes away
and the roustabouts.
from the bag of which Judas is the bearer; cease
Thus might we continue ad infinitum. This myth- ited quantities at the Bethlehem Hospital.
The whole affair is very amusing, and shows to from catering to the mercenary lust of the "pillars of
ological mess of ecclesiastical speculation is all the
more grotesque,)udicrous, and astounding, because what desperate shifts the religious community has the church;" ~nd thr0w to the dogs the false teachthese medieval church-pundits were so very grave in to resort to meet current expenses. If the Church ings of the books of capitalism. Then, with bared
discussing these " !1-iry nothings." It never once oc- of England were disestablished the entire concern head and unshod feet, he may prepare, through vigils
cured to them that they ought to hav laughed in each would rapidly drift into hopeless insolv-ency, which, and clouds, to approach the mighty question in whose
though a bad thing for the dealers in the extremely womb is the life Qf t.he world.-John Swinton's Papfff1
pther's faces when they met on the streets.
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speaker who bad preeented it. He th~n recited with
great effect the first stanza of Mackay's "Eternal
Justice," as follows:
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
"The man is thought a knave or fool, _or ~igot plotti~g ~rime,
Who for the advancement of his kind 1~ wiser than hrs time.
CHARLES
WATTS,
SAMUEL P. Pu·.rNAM, Secretary;
For him the hemlock shall distil, for brm the ax be bared,
The combat deepens. On, ye brave!
him
the
gibbet
shall
be
built;
for
him
the
stake_
prepared.
For
First
Vice-President.
3S Clinton Pl., New York,
Demosthenes, wake from thy grave!
Him shall the scorn and wrath of men pursue wrth deadly
Wnve, Cohen, thY bandanna wave
aim·
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York
In all its red luridity.
And malic~, envy, spite, and lies shall desecrate his name. _
But truth shall conquer at. the last, for round and round we
Ah! one shall strive where hundreds yield,
run,
. .
.
,
Annual and Life Memberships.
Yet Truth shall pierce through Error's shield,
And ever the right comes uppermost, and ever IS JustiCe done.
Every Freethinker should become an Annual or Life Mem•
And many a hard-fought Langerfield
Shall fire the heart to victory.
Mr. Ingalls in his closing remarks said he did not ber of the National Liberal League. Life-membership certifiare issued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These
think anything the critics had said called for a reply cates
are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of
This rhyme jingled through a visitor's head as from him. He was not seeking remedies. He would certificates
the secretary of the League, Samuel P. Putnam, and of its
he followed the shining brass rods up along the remove the causes of economic troubles so that things president, Robert G. Ingersoll; they are therefore an ornament to any place and n memorial of great value. They
steps into the hall wbere, on the lOth inst., the Man- might rectify themselvs.
.
hattan :Liberal Club held its 374th regular meeting.
Mr. Craig, the stenographer, speakmg to the re· should adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close
the year. The support thus given to the League would
The hall was comfortably filled without being over- porter, expressed th~ thought that a man had the of
make its success certuin.
A. C. MAonoNALii,
crowded. Mr. Wakeman was reading out some same right to take mterest on I?oney, or rent for a
Chairman of the Finance Committe~,
- notices of meetings to be held, at which be, among house, that he had to extract milk from a cow If he Address applicationR for membership to S. P. 'Putnam
others, was to speak. Librarian King, whose heavy chose to eta invest his capital. The idea was not 33 Clinton Place, New York.
thinking is beginning to tell against the luxu- combated.
The Campaign Fund.
riousness of his hair, passed about in a sprightly
As the writer of these lines approached the door
Previously acknowleCiged, $3, 785.41. Geo. Wilson, $1.00;
manner, and was observed to be very attentiv to the to leave the hall he heard -an athletic-looking man Philadelphia,
$50.00; Mrs. Harkey, $20.00 ; Thomas Ourey,
ladies. Mr. Eckhart, having deposited his high hat inquire where the calumnious person could be found $1.00; Willittm Lewis, $1.00. Total, $3,876.41.
in a safe an(l convenient place, tipped back his chair, who reported the Liberal Club meetings in this
and prepared to receive such amusing or instructiv journal. The athletic man desired to wring the neck
News and Notes from the Field.
information as might emanate from the platform.
of the writer. The guilty person being pointed out, The clergymen of St. Louis hav been having a grand jnbilee
The lecturer of the evening was Mr. J. K. Ingalls, the athletic man, who is one of the orators of the all by themselvs this winter, and hav so built up the walls of
of Glenora, N. Y. He is a venerable old gentleman, alub, thereupon congratulated him on his success in Zion with rl:.etorical fionrish that their admiring congregations
and seems possessed of a large amount of valuable rendering veracious and entertai11ing reports, and expect the citndel of Christinnity to stand for ever-and aye
knowledge on the question of land reform. His sub- the scribe expressed a hope that no offense had been against all the attacks of the skeptic. Six elaborate Lenten
ject was "The Factors in Production and the Ratios been given. International pence therefore remains lectures were prepared under the auspices of the Episcopalian
in Compensation and Exchange." He said that as unbroken.
church, and delivered amid the plaudits of all those who were
Next Friday_ evening Mr. John Swinton will talk exceedingly desirous of being convinced of the trnth of evety
we had the poor always with us, and as this was a
scientific age, it seemed strange that, while the very upon "Social Organization." Mr. Swinton is a man word that was uttered. No doubt these brave Christian
ooze at the bott·:Jm of the ocean is brought up and of large and fertil brain, and an interesting lecture leaders did felicitate themselvs on the wonderful success of
examined, the great economic questions receive is assured.
their arguments in behalf of the divine origin of their faith.
hardly any notice at all. The lecture was devoted to
The enemy were put to rout, and the bulwarks of the chttrch
Information 1Vaute(]. •
were established. Thus they congratulated one another as
finding out the measure of value of things. It went
deep into the subject from the Land Reformer's
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I had they sat in their capacious easy-chairs and daintily handled
point of view._ This !fiscourse constitutes one chap- des aired of ever bein able to get an answer to my the~r gold-bou~d Bibles, and stroked. the sleek r_otundity of
ter out of thirty of a book which the author will bl ::.t nd ractical !estion concerning the rum- 1thm tlesh, whrch had been so h~r01~a1ly sacnficed at the
shortly issue, and is more an exposition of the prinu
a- P
b
qB th S
f 0
'shrine of beefsteak and plum puddmg m behalf of the gospel
beverage traffic, .ut 9:s ro er everanc~, 0
range, of hell-fire. But nlas for these calmly sleeping ministers! As
ciples of social science than an attempt to prescribe Cal., seems to thmk It can be answered 1f somebo_dy they opened their Sunday paper of April 5th the challenge in
specifically for existing ills.
with sufficient" caliber" c~n be f?u_nd, an~ as I Wish behalf of Mr. Charles Watts stared them in the face. What
Mr. Huhn was the first to respond to the chair- to show how. thoroug~y Liber~ It Is possible. for me should they do? No doubt they thought long and deep on
man's announcement that this very able and in- to. be, I Will now g_lv to him a? equa~ mterest this difficult question-that is, as far as clergymen are capable
teresting l~cture was now open to discussion in With Brother Walker Ill the a.nswermg busi.nes!', and of thinking. They concluded that silence was their salvation,
tl h
th t fr
h
thmg
re
speeches of ten minutes each. Mr. Huhn said:
earnes y ope.
a
om ts pen some
mo
and only one of these rhetorical warriors has lisped that he is
"The good this lecturer has done will liv after him. th
th
-'
bl th t tt d d Brother
an
e comww. mum e
a a en e
even in existence, and declined-there being matters of far
Our business is to discover the bad and giv it burial." Walker's efforts will result.
.
more importance to him than the public defense of Chr·isThe speaker, continuing, proposed a graduated inThe question is this: If the drun~en stabbmg of tianity, where logic must take the place of words. ·
come tax to deplete the superfluous wealth of capital- three innocent people upon the pubhc street-as re- If these clergymen had been content to keep still, we would
ists. He then gave a short dissertation on the cently happened in this city-does not giv ~e say nothing. IE they had wisely said this is a matter of faith,
etymology of the word "demagog," and offered this a right to vote agai~st the further sale of alcoholic and not of reason, and pursued the even tenor of their wny
definition of value: "Value is that benefit which ac- liquor as a beverage, what would?
.
by simply preaching sentiment, we would not disturb their
crues from or grows out of the use of a thing." For
Would three times three, or three hundred times Christian serenity. But they hav flung the gauntlet down.
inst<>nce, a pound of steak had no value until it was three, of such dastardly assaults?
They hav said, "We can defend Christianity at the bar of hueaten; a dollar bill was no good until spent; and a
Please state what number of these outrages would ma!l reason,'" and hav undertaken to do so. Then it becomes
college education was worthless unless properly ap- suffice for that is the Information Wanted of them not to avoid debate, but to meet it gladly. If they hav
plied. This condensed wisdom was followed by Broth~rs Walker and Severance. Hopefully yours, the whole armory of God with them, why are they afraid of
some remarks provocativ of mirth.
Bo8ton, Mass., April 7, 285.
GEo. :N. HrLL.
the unbeliever? They boast of their ability to fight, and yet
Dr. Kingtt next ensconced himself behind the
the very moment a real enemy appears, armed and equipped
stand on the platform and aimed some shafts of inTwo OpinionE'.
for a thorough encounter, they ignominiously hide away, and
- tellect at the audience. Referring to the previous"
their voice is no longer heard. What shall we think of these
speaker, he deprecated the fact that a serious subject · To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Is it defenders of the faith? Helen H. Gardener, with her incisiv
like this should be treated with levity. The doctor your purpose to allow the dynamiters to voice the!r pen, has endeavored to provoke these defenders of the faith to
succeeded in so far neutralizing the effect of Mr. infamy through your columns, and to place their do their duty, and yet
Huhn's speech that Lawyer Searing, sitting· by the stench under the noses of decent people? If it is
"A silence settles wide and still."
secretary's table, dropped into that quiet sort of desired to damn Freethought or Liberalism and They are waiting evidently for Mr. Watts to come and goslumber which comes only from a clear conscience make it thoroughly odious, then I would recommend and then what a noise, and how easily the Infidel will be
and an absence of anything of interest to keep the that you open your paper freely to them. In no overcome!
sleeper awake.
other way could you so effectually do it. As a subI simply ask these men to be honest. They are not honest.
Mr. Langerfeld opened a ten minutes' speech with scriber, I would beg of you to save Freethoug?t and They palter with the truth, and they dishonor the master they
the graceful remark, " There is usually so much vindicate the purity of your pages by excludmg all profess to serve.
blatherskite bluster about the subject under discus- discussion on that exploding topic. It requires no
If one accepts Christianity as a matter of faith, and frankly
sian, that it is with a feeling of joy and pleasure that discussion. It is not fit to be discussed. As well admits it, I hav no quarrel with him, any more than I quarrel
I hav listened to the bubbling fountain of intellect might you admit discussion in favor of theft and with a man who likes 0abbage. No man can giv a reason for
here this evening." He then went on to say that the murder.
Yours truly,
C. GARWOOD.
liking cabbage-he simply likes it. So one likes Christianity
best criticism he could offer upon the lecture was to
Baltimore, Mel., Aprill, 1885.
-because it is according to his temperament.
repeat it. When the people were sufficiently intelliBut the very moment a man takes the position that Chris·
gent to adopt Mr. Huhn's system of graduated inFrom the Liberal, of Liberal, Mo.
tianity is founded in reason, then he subjects himself to income tax they would hav become enlightened enough
It is with no slight degree of pleasure that we note tellectual attack, and if he refuses to meet that attack, he is 11
to abolish private property altogether.
the fact that Anarchy, the land and labor questions, coward. If Christianity cannot be defended on a free platMr. Cohen was the next speaker. Before he had are being agitated in THE TRUTH SEEKER and other form; before an intelligent audience, what are its claims
time to get under way a man in the audience arose leading Freethought papers. To the surprise of worth? If these gentlemen think that they can demonstrate
and wanted to know where he could buy a. co-opera- many, unlike the old political parties on the tariff the truth of Christianity by an appeal to the intellect, let them
tiv hat. Mr. King, Mr. Huhn, and several others question Freethinkers do not find their whole duty hav the courage of their convictions. If they refuse, what
volunteered the information that one could be ob- perform~d when they hav produced the self-evident ~an be the_ reason but a judic~ous fear ?f th~ consequences?
tained at 352 Bowery. Proceedings were then re-- facts against the existence of a mythical God and rhese cleriCal Falstaffs are mrghty valmnt trll the foe really
sumed. Mr. Cohen objected that the lecture was too devil, but, true to their reasoning proclivitty, t~bely makes hi: appea~~ljlce, and then "what a falling off there is,
P rofound for the audience, with due respect for the ferret out the injustices of men in the more angi e my conn rymen ·
thin s in life in industry a/.J.d state.
But the skeptic will not retire, and these clerical ~e~aulters
intelligence which he saw represented before him.
g
•
• .
shall be put to the sword. They shall know what logiC 18• Mr.
A graduated income tax would drive men of ·wealth
·
J. E. REMSBUR<:< has filled his engagements in Northern II - Watts will lecture next Sunday evening in the Pickwick Theaf th e conn t ry. M rs. L eonar d arose t o mqmre
out
o
"f th
ld t k th · 1 d
d
"I
d
d
linois. He lectured at Lacon, Milledgeville, Hunt1ey Gro\·e, ter, and will thoroughly review all these arguments in ftlvor
I · ey wou
"th th a e M6)Ir Canh an rai roatl· s an
h d coalt Nunda;Elgin, and Polo. He speaks in Morrill, April 17th; of Christianity, and show how utterly unreliable they all are.
mmeshtWI f th tem.
r. o en apparen y a no Irving, 20th; Belleville, 22d, 23d, and 24th; Repu bl ic, -95 th I shall report progress next week.
th
aug o
a •
and 26th; Lincoln Center, 28th, 29th, and 30th; Delphos, May Mr. Watts and myself lecture at Belleville, Ill., Saturdny,
Mr. William Rowe, one of the veteran Land Re- 2d and 3d.
April 11th, and at Frei Gomeunde, St. Louis, on Sunday afterformers who d ate f rom the days of G eorge Evans,
noon. Tuesday, April 14th, we lecture nt Liberal, Mo. ; at
was invited to the platform by the chair. Mr. Rowe
THE nineteeth annual meeting of the Michigan State Asso- Dodge City, Kan., April 19th; at Chicago, May 3d; at Grand
said he was astonished that this intelligent audience ciation of Spiritualists and Liberalists will be held by ad- Rapids, May lOth; at Louisville, May 24th; at Canton, Ohio,
which meets week after week to consider how to ele- journment at Newton's Hall in the village of St. Johns, on June 14th; at Pittsburgh, June 21st; and at Salamanca, N.Y.,
vate mankind should show so little appreciation of Saturday and Sunday, May 2 and 3, 1885. W. R. Alger, sec- June 28th; Other places will be announced as soon as definit
this great and overshadowing question, and of the retary.
arrangements are made, Let friends in the vicinity of these

The Liberal Club.
'Tis eve, but scarce yon sethng sun
His course from morn to night has run,
When humorous, frank, and fiery Huhn
Shouts in his mild hilarity.
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several places already mentioned make preparations for lectures and keep the world on the path of progress. In spite of
all obstacles we will keep our colors flying.
Fraternally yours, SAMU)!:L P. PUTNHI.
St. Louis, Mo., April 9, 285.·
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If rightly conducted, it cannot fail to prove alike amusing and mental freedom was regarded as the worst of crimes, he dared

to think for himself, and giv utterance to his honest convicinstructiv.
tions. For forty years he worshiped at the .shrine of Truth.
We urged the formation of a science school on Sundays, His
god was Nature; his church, all humanity. His life
more especially for the benefit of the women and children. proved the sincerity of his convicti:ons, which during his sickSeven members purchased copies of "Wonders of the Heav- negs afforded him perfect peace and consolation. James Bevens," Humboldt series (for sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office), eridge was convinced that the practice of love, mercy, and
From Mr. Reynolds.
and it is proposed to start the school with classes in astron- benevolence here and now will best qualify us for ministraomy. Altoona much needs a suitable hall, easy of access; tions of love in another sphere. He was a constant reader of
BUTLER, IlUTLER CO., PA.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and revered the memory of the lamented
We .lectured: at the Opera House, Butler, Pa., on Thursday, suitable for the ladies and children. When this is secured the old hero, D. M. Bennett, and heartily indorsed the declaration:
April 2d, on" Why I Left.the Pulpit," and, for such a hot-bed Altoona I.eague will make rapid growth. They hav the very 'Those lead the happiest, most peaceful lives, who seek n;wst
to benefit those around them; our highest duty lies, not above
of bigotry and Puritanism, had a very fair attenda.nce, fully best of material.
the clouds over our heads, nor in the depth of the earth
LANCASTER, PA.
one-half ladies. This was the first Liberal lecture ever deWe spent March 24th and 25th at Lancaster. There are a beneath our feet. Neither can we do aught to benefit or
livered in this county, and has started considerable discussion.
large number of the most influential leading merchants and affect any being supposed to exist in either locality. Our
duty and field of action is here, among the sons and daughters
After the lecture we sold over a dozen copies of "Age of Realawyers wh? are avowed Secularists; but alas! seven out of of men. In no case can we so well prepare for another life as
son," which we regard as indication of the interest awakened,
every eleven are mollusks. Even with the aid of the noble by doing all in our power to make those around us happy.'
and insures large additions to the Liberal ranks.
trio of faithful, zealous workers, who not alone. possess the James Beveridge realized we must combat ignorance and superMr. John Glass, of Bald Ridge, a stanch veteran in the
courage of their convictions, but the energy, zeal, and earnest- stition, not with dungeon, torture, and the stake, not by ostracause of Freethought, was the projector of this effort, ably
ness of purpose born of love of reason, right, and truth, a cism, misrepresentation, and abuse, but by imparting knowlbacked by the Liberals of Bald Ridge, and seconded by that corporal's guard could not be mustered on either evening of edge and instruction. Hence he was ever zealous in behalf
of education. He believed it was our duty to endeavor to lead
fearless prince of landlords, Simeon Mixon, of Butler.
our stay to consult as to the best means of advancing the cause
The Opera House was, for this occasion, rented at reduced they all profess to love. Strange hall ucin <ttion ! People claim the erring from vice to the practice of virtue by loving admonition and good example."
rate-$<10 for one night. We did our best, but one lecture to be Liberals and are utterly oblivious of the solemn responBrother James Beveridge proved that a man can liv a good
could only awaken thought, not settle conviction, and the sibility such profession entails. They rejoice that they hav
good seed sown will be liable to be plucked up by the minis- been plucked from the horrible fears of burning hell and the and useful life, be a sincere, practical temperance man, and
an earnest worker and outspoken advocate of Infidelity, and
terial crows.
dark bogs of superstition, bigotry, and fanaticism, but they
Could we hav remained there-visited among the people- seem to think they are under no obligation to make real effort yet secure the highest esteem and love of friends, neighbors,
held five or six meetings, the Liberally inclined would hav to help others. The idea that they should in their turn make and townsmen.
His funeral services, conducted without hymn, prayer, or
gained courage and avowed their conviction; many would hav any sacrifice of time, means, or personal ease to help others to
been induced to investigate and think for themselvs. We the same happy condition of freedom and peace never occurs any religious ceremonies, evidently made deep impression on
could hav judiciously circulated a large amount of Liberal to them, and, if presented, only causes them to wonder. They all present. Thus his death, as his life, tended to upbuild
literature, which would hav found its way to the homes and prate of being admirers of Mr. Thomas Paine; will glibly quote the cause of reason, right, and truth, to which he was so much
,
C. B. REYNOLDS.
started activ thought in the minds of the people. But $40 his words, declare his sentiments their own-that they believe devoted.
per night rendered this impossible and no other hall of 'any in doing justice, loving mercy, and promoting the welfare of
Who Will Accept?
kind was procurable. How sad to be thus compelled to aban- their fellow-creatures-but they make no more effort to pracdon so excellent and promising a field of labor!
From
the St. Loui• R'publican.
tice what they profess than the average minister, whom they
If the Tent could only be pitched there for two weeks, and are so ready to condemn for not living up to his own preachThe course of Lenten lectures to which the Republicxn has
lectures delivered every afternoon and evening, _there would ing.
given such wide circulation has reached Canada, and called
beno1·ent to p'Ly. Once the Tent is purchased that will end exThe very first lesson, the one main principle and foundation out the letter given below, a copy of which was sent to each
pense, and the Tent will last for ten years with proper care, and of Secularism, isjtt~tice. Is it just to leave the zealous, self- and every one of the clergymen who took part in the lectures.
we should hav a better and more attractiv place of meeting for sacrificing ones to bear all the burden while mollusks go free? The ietter will explain itself. 1\'Ir. Watts is now holding free
debates in Toronto with Dr. Sexton, "the- Wendling of
summer time than the best hall ever built; ·then, too, we Is there any mercy in permitting the willing workers to be Canada." It is to be hoped that the clergymen of this city will
could locate it just when and where it was most needed.
crushed beneath the burdens they bear, while others, equally, not allow so good an opportunity to pass without showing
their readiness and ability to sustain their own positions in
BALD RIDGE, PA.
interested, will not put forth one finger to lighten the load?
free, open delmte.
Is
it
to
·promote,
the
welfare
of
our
fellow-creatures
to
leave
Bald Ridge is little over seven miles from Butler; the roads
Up to the present time. the only reply received is from Dr.
were absolutely impassable for mud, and a special train to them in ignorance, the bound slaves and victims of priest and Merrill, and is given below:
ST. Lours, April 2, 1885:
Butler could be chartered only on exorbitant terms, or priestcraft?
REv. DR. BoYD, Dear Si1·: Charles Watts, of England, is at
Some make the excuse, "By and by, when there is greater
ten times as many as did wotlld hav attended the lecture at
time traveling in this country and Canada. He is, as you
Butler. Those who did attend had to remain in Butler over- interest; when we hav a larger number of more in-fluential this
doubtless know, a·man of high standing and superior dignity
persons
on
our
side-then
we
can
do
something."
How
shall
night.
of character, and was recently editor of the London Secnlm·
Aided by the friends, we carefully looked Bald Ridge over we ever gain any on our side without effort on our part to cir- Review. He is now first vice-president of the American Secuin search of any place where it was possible to-hold just one culate Liberal publications and periodicals, to provide Liberal lar Union (of which Robert G. Ingeraoll is president).
Mr. Watts is the great English champion of Secularism, and
meeting-giv one free lecture. But neither hall, barn, empty lectures, and so encourage the growth of Freethought and Secis now engaged in lecturing and debating in Canada upon that
store, or any available place existed. The people are eager ularism?
subject. He is soon to be in St. Louis, and since his attention
Unfortunately, Lancaster is not alone in this cruel apathy in has been called to the recent course of remarkable Lenten
for the truth, ready and anxious to hear, but cannot. They
regard
to
the
necessity
of
prompt,
energetic
action.
A
dozen
would do all they can; paid liberally toward expenses of lectlectures given by various distinguished clergym_en of this city
ure at Butler. If only a few meetings could be held, they other places in this state are equally inconsistent. They upon the divine testimony in support o~ the claims of Re-:elawould speedily organize, and could and would contribute lib- say they desire organization, that the cause may advance, but tion he intends to review the sermons m a lecture to be g1ven
by himself on or about April 13th. He takes issue with you
erally to a propagandist fund that the gospel of humanity make no effort, no self-sacrifice, to giv it an impetus. . Thus upon a parE of your lecture, and will be happy to_ hav you
might be proclaimed in other places. Alas! nothing can be the willing workers grow weary and discouraged, .while if all present at his reply, and will off_er you an opportumty to dedone· even if a hall were to be built there now, summer heat would do their fair share-each do all he could, if but little- bate the points with him, offermg you the_ ~arne amount of
would be here ere it could be ready, and people will not none would be overburdened,.and the cauRe would make won- time he takes himself (notwithstanding he will take your wellswelter in close halls during the heated term. Oh, if they derful advancement that should delight and surprise every known lecture as the basis of argument, and not a basis formulated by himself, thus meeting you upon your own
true friend of universal mental liberty. ,
could only hav the Tent !
.
grounds and not you upon his). He will assure you of the
Let
us,
one
and
all,
see
to
it
that
we
are
doing
our
fair
share
Shall we hav it this year? Will the friends who hav always,
most co~rteous and gentlemanly treatment in debate, a~d will
when Christians, paid their hundred dollars a year to the of the work, and thus exert all our influence to induce others be happy to know that the audience, in a large part, IS composed of your congregat~o~, your . frie_nds, ~a~d your . supchurch to advance bigotry and superstition, pay only just half to do lilrewise.
as much to advance the gospel of humanity? Many hav sub- FUNERAL OF J'AMES IlEVERIDGE, THIRTY YEARS A DEVOUT PRESBY· porters; and if Mr. Watts ISm error~~ his positiOn, he will be
most happy to hav you point out to him_ th~s_fact ...
TERIAN, AND HABITUAL USER OF INTOXICANTS-FORTY·ONE
scribed hundreds of dollars to erect costly J ass-houses for
In thus offering you every advantage m first p_ositiOn, equal
YEARS
A
CONSISTENT
INFIDEL
AND
STRICT
TEMPERANCE
MAN.
idolatry, used only a few hours one day in seven. How much
time and an audience sure to be full of your fnends and adDespite
the
somber
hues
and
repeated
outpouring
of
the
mire~s, a stranger is, of course, _at a disadvantage;. but since
will they giv for a meeting-house in which to proclaim the
truth of Secularism, reason, right, and truth, twice every day rain-clouds, and almost impassable muddy roads, a very large Mr. Watts, like yourself, is workmg for what he bel~eves ~o- be
the highest interest of humanity, he take_s pleasure m waivmg
and three times on i::lunday? Many claim a desire to do some number of friends and neighbors assembled at 10 A.M., April personal advantage, an~ will depen~ entirely _upon argumentgreat work for universal mental liberty-here is the opportu- 7th, at the late residence of Mr. James Beveridge, at. Little ativ position and historical fact-which he believes to be upon
Pine Creek, McCandless Township, Allegheny county, Pa., to his side.
nity. We are waiting-hoping.
•
pay the last tribute of respect at the funeral services of
Mr. Watts has debated with many of the clergymen of EngTURNER's li'ALLS, l\fASS.
and not one of whom has ever felt dissatisfied with his
Brother James Beveridge.
Mr. George S. Hartley, president of the Turner's Falls SecThe deceased was born in Scotland and educated a strict cou;tesy, nor disappointe~ in_ his _di_gnity of b~aring. Howular Society, writes a very encouraging 'report of the results and rigid Presbyteiian. Until the age of thirty, he, 11s did ever yon may differ from h1m m opmwn, you will b~ please~,
of our lectures there. An excellent synopsis of our lecture all around him-alike ministers and people-indulged in spirit· I am sure with his mar;ly and courteous present11tion of h1s
view of th~ subject dis~ussed in your lecture, and ~ill be happy
on "Salvation" was published in the Greenfield Riforme1·, uous liquors, but becoming interested in temperance, he to sustain your own view, howev_er opposed to ~IS.
the best and most influential paper in the county, giving chap- sought to induce the ministers of his church to join him and
Since you are spending your hfe and en~rgy m an effort to
ter and verse of all the proof texts used. Its publication has sign the pledge. He met indignant refusal, the minister convince the unbelieving of the truth and Importance ?f :rour
caused intense excitement, and fearful rattling of the dry calling attention to the fact that the Bible taught the use alike position upon this great subject, and since your on~y a1m 1_s ~o
arrive at and lead :vour followers to, the highest hght, this IS
bones of orthodoxy throughout the whole county.
gf wine and strong drink (Prov. xxxi, 6, 7), and that Christ a rare a~d favorable opportunity to take a long stride in this
.A. self-elected champion of orthodoxy, Rev. D. Nesbit, and the apostles would all drink wine together in heaven: direction, and to show your own firm grounding and brave
author of a circular of glowing encomiums on himself as an " But I say unto you I will not drink henceforth of this fruit championship in aid of your cause.
.
annihilator of Infidelity, was depended on to defend the of the vine until.that day when I drink it new with you in my
Hoping to receive a favorable reply tL· this ?hallenge on behalf
of
J\'Ir.
Watts,
and
believing
that
you
will "ta~e up the
vicarious atonement and prove the superiority of Christianity father's kingdom" (Mat. xxvi, 29).
glove " without hesitation in the cause of revelatiOn, I reover orthodoxy. B nt the delightful anticipations of the
This set him to thinking and to making careful examina- main very respectfully
SAMUEL P. PUTNA'-I,
orthodox hav turned to vexation and disgust, for the Rev. tion of the Bible, and he soon became fully satisfied that
Of New York, Sec;etary of the American Secular Society.
Nesbit published about half a column of would-be witticisms the minister was right, the Bible did sanction the use of
REPLY OF DR. MERRILL.
-in the style of circus siae-show men, and with equal disre- strong drink, and many other evils. His studies resulted, at
SAMUEL P. PuTNAllr, Dear Si1·: Your favor of the. 2_d is_ r..t
gud to truth or consistency-admitting he had read the syn- the expiration of one year, in his severing all·con.nection with hand. . I shall hav to ask you to excuse me from partiCipat~ng
opsis of the lecture on "Salvation," but declined discussion the church, ·and for forty years he was an earnest, outspoken in the proposed debate. I am exceedingly busy in arrangmg
matters for the dedication of my church, and shall hav no
of the subject to which we had challenged him.
Infidel. His efforts, backed by his example, induced. all of tim'l to attend to it. Yours,
J. G. MERRILL.
Many are awakening to the advisability of thinking for brothers to become earnest temperance workers. His creed
themselvs, and are losing faith alilre in creedsJand preachers. was to do justice, love mercy, and to promote the happiness
w. F. JAMIESON had larger hduses at his second course of
The effusion of the great Nesbit is doing good work for Sec- of his fellow-creatures. Loyally and consistently did he liv lectures in Delavan, Minn., than at his first. On Sunday
ularism. It forces even the most bigoted to admit that out his convictions. With the fearless persistency of a Wal- forenoon, March 29th, on the occasion of the hmeral services
instead of refutation of arguments, rebuttal of evidence, or lace or a Bruce he attacked error, while he had a heart like over the remains of l\'Ir. A. J. Hill, the pleasant hall was
explanation of damaging texts, the one only defense of the Robbie Burns-tender and gentle as a true woman's for all crowded over one hundred persons standing. Some of the
ministers is smut and blacking.
who were in sorrow or misfortune. He was loved and Ch1·istia~s were shocked because Christ, the Bible, and ChrisIf the Tent could only be located at Greenfield, what a esteemed by all who knew him.
tianity were left out, and no higher power recognize~ than
grand work could be accomplished!
Ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds delivered the funeral oration, and nature. But we learn that Freethiukers were fully Sfltisfied.
while showing the superiority of the gospel of H!imanity over
ALTOONA, 'pA,
We spent several days with the friends at Altoona. Leet- that of Christianity, as illustrated in the life of Brother Bev- . MRs. H. S. LAKE, who, with her husband, W. F. Peck, has
ured at the League hall on Sunday, March 22d, and induced eridge, delivered a well-deserved eulogy upon the memory of been speakin" for the Liberal Society of Ottumwa, Iowa, since
the League to establish an extempore speaking class on a true, brave heart, an honest man-a devotee alike of per- September !2°th, will shortly make a trip Eas~. S~cieties and
individuals wishing to arrange for lectures will wnte at once.
Wednesday evenings. We held the initial classes with them on sonal and mental liberty. He said:
Sunday night, and all seemed much :pleased and interested•. ': ]3ecoming a Secularist at a time when effort in bepalf of Addres& Ottumwa, Iowa,.
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U£onununilfatioqs.
The Diakkas Still Busy.
To TilE EDITOR OF THETRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Over the
signature of John W. Truesdell in your issue of April
14, 1885, the caption of ''Those Who Liv in Glass
Houses Should Not Throw Stones," is conspicuous.
I emphatically state that I do not liv in a glass house,
or that I am at all concerned at the missils aimed at
me by Mr. Truesdell. In fact, I should not notice
them at all if it were not for another purpose.
He calls me untruthful, zealous, and intemperate
in my article because I gave ~ statement _of some
things which members of the Seibert Committe~ are
daily talking about, in confidence; and to prove It he
quotes the.R.-P. Journal's statement, which is no proof
at all for while the committee, as a body, hav made
no st~tement over its signature, the individual members are at liberty to converse about the spirit tests
and phenomena, and about the tricks of those sharp
ones who think they will be able to deceive them
into shutting their eyes to the light of facts unaccountable on any other theory. In fact, t~e indep~ndent slate writing of Dr. Slade, his accordwn playmg
in the hands of the different members of the committee, the invisible power that pulls the bellow~ and
manipulates the keys, changing the t~nes to smt the
holder making them long or short, hvely or solemn,
at the'mental request of the party, is so far ahead of
any merely. mechanical contriv~nce, which m~st operate automatically, that there IS no companson ~etween them and the similar things done by the
juggle1·s. · The result is that now, and for some w~~ks,
the committee has advertised for all slate-writmg
mediums to continue that class of investigations.
These facts come to me in a more direct manner,
from those who know, and I need not "bite" at any
reports being circulated by the papers. I will state,
however, that they hav been generally true, and are
no more wondel'ful than what hav occurred to thousands in Dr. Slade's presence in broad daylight, with
every possible chance to detect fraud if there had
been any.
That wonderful offer of Truesdell's is what just
now engages my attention, and to which I wish
to pay my respects-his $500 bid for "any medium
in the world who will cause the dead to write, in his
presence, three words upon a slate;" "for particulars
see ' Bottom Facts.' "
I hav, occasionally, read extracts in the newspapers,
taken from "Bottom Facts" and sent to them for the
purpose of catching Spiritualists and inducing them
to purchase the book; and from reading them I
found they were so full of duplicity and that low
cunning peculiar to persons who carry water on both
shoulders, that I hav had no inclination to read it, and
shall not be able to refer to it for particulars, as the
general statement is ample to show up its true
character.
The offer, in· political parlance, is a "bulldozer."
The writing must be done in his presence, the influence of which probably few mediums could endure,
as he would be interested in making it as disagreeable to their nerve~ as possible; and as the nerves
require to be calm for a medium to succeed, this
would be one gr~at point in his favor. Then the
writing must be from the dead. Here is his loophole
of escape. If a dozen spirits should write as many
words upon a slate, he could easily insist that they
were not-Wt·itten by "the dead," and what amount of
evidence would he then require from the medium
tbat the words came from the dead? The question
would be as open after the writing as before. If
John W. had offered $500 for any writing upon a
closed slate of his own selection without the contact
of any part of the medium's body in the manipulation of the slate, that would be a fair proposition.
But he knows better than that. He bets on his own
game and is sure to win. As it stands above quoted,
I consider it a browbeating parade, amounting to
nothing. I hav had it quoted to me time and again
as a wonderful challenge, while to me it seems to
smack of the professional juggler. If Mr. Truesdell
is anxious to get rid of his $500, and is willing to
appoint one person as a committee against one that
I shall appoint, the twain to appoint a third person,
this committee not to inform the medium that a $500
reward is in store for three words to be written on
closed and locked slates, leaving the inference at rest
as to whether the words came from the dead, I think
I should be willing to risk something that his $500
would disappear very quickly. But Mr. Truesdell
will not dare to let such an important offer to his
most trusty ftiend. How is it? Can you not be
coaxed into a better and more candid offer? Will
you wager me $500 that I cannot produce evidence
of hundreds-sworn evidence, too-that independent
slate-writing is a fact?
To expect a medium to go into a proper bodily or
mental condition for s1ate-writing in his presence
would be about as likely a thing as to allow him (you)
to handle a straw and tickle his friend, who was to
receive $500 if he could go to sleep while he was permitted to use it. It won't do, John; giv us a fair

dhance. If you are a " diak," as we hear, you hold
the winning card.
.
If the writing is produced on the slates Without t~e
contact of the medium, and witho~t the use of uriC
acid or any other chemical preparatwn, or any double
bottom, we ought to win. Dare you put your offer
on such a basis? Do not, please, ask us to take a
photograph, and ~us~ as we ar~ ready to expose the
sitter to the lens, ms1st on holdmg your h~nd before
the camera to obstruct the light from actmg ?n <?ur
plate. Are you 'Yilling to put your off~r 0-";1 smentifi~
and fair terms, and for the good of sCienti~C truth .
If so I miO'ht be induced to invest somethmg more
than $10 a~ you seem to snicker at the "munificent"
sum I offered for some of your mediumship for my
private use. Your $500 offer reminds me m~ch. of
Hobbs and the two hundred guinea off~r for J:?ICkmg
the Piccadilly Bank lock. After he piCk~d tt, they
objected because he used more than one mstrument
to do it.
J. R. PERRY.
Willcesbarre, Pa., April 6, 1885.
DR. CHESEBROUGH'S OPINION OF lVIR. KIDDLE.

To TilE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I hav
just read Prof. Henry Kiddie's v_ery unk~nd let~r
published in your paper of the 4th mst. Th1s effusiOn
adds but one more to the many unmistakable evideuces that evil spirits, or Diakkas, are in cons~ant
attendance upon the president of ~he American
Spiritual Alliance. I am not surprised that the
learned professor is ashamed of his letter, in which
he cowardly falls before the first blast of Diakkas in
"Bottom Facts," ready to "giv up the ghost." I
published his foolish letter in full for the express
purpose of exonerattng him as its author. .
If Mr. Kiddle desires to take upon himself the
odium of writing it in a normal condition-thus acknowledging the tricks of Diakka~ an ~xposure. of
Spiritualism-there is no law agamst his pursumg
this unwise course. But knowing, as I do, that Mr.
Kiddie was influenced by spirit-devils to write his
weak letter, in charity to him, and in defen.se of t~e
cause which he claims to espouse, I published his
letter in fuH. In return for this he publishes certain
portions only of my private letter, which places me
before the public in a wrong positioll:. Had ~r.
Kiddie possessed the manhJod to publish my entire
letter, or enough of it to justify the ?alance, he would
hav made a better appearance of himself and those
whom he'misrepresents.
It ia true I said some hard things of Mr. Truesdell,
but that was while partly under influence myself and
in the heat of excitement caused by the appearance
of "Bottom Facts," which, at the time, 1 mistook for
an intended exposme of Sph·itualism
.
I hav since written Mr. Kiddle several letters m
which I fully explained my former error, and Mr.
Kiddie has, in writing, accepted and approved of my
theory.
Now he casts a. slur upon my belief, and upon the
sacred cause as follows: "I hope Spiritualism will
not be held ;esponsible for the odious mQnstrosities
that are hatched out in Syracuse." . Now there are
better judges of spirit phenomena than Professor
Kiddle who pronounce our Syracuse phenomena
among the most advanced in the world.
Mr. Kiddie has himself, by letter and lecture in
the most public manner, repeatedly referred to these
manifestations, and fully indorsed them as genuin.
In Lightfor Thinkers, Feb. 2, 1884, he quotes from
from Facts magazine references to these circles approvingly, and closes by saying: "The person, Mr.
Whitlock, who narrates these facts, is of unimpeachable veracity.'' In his lecture, July 4th last, at
Brooklyn, Mr. Kiddle fully indorsed the theory of
personation by Diakkas exhibited here and elsewhere.
.
Yet, when applied to himself in the kindest charity,
like the snake warmed to life in the bosom of the
husbandman, he turns upon his friend and strikes
his venomous fangs into the very one who would save
him.
Mr. Kiddle claims to be a champion of our cause.
To be qualified for this position he ought to be
thoroughly posted in every phase of spirit phenomena; but from his own letters-if he is responsible
for them-I am led to the painful conclusion that be
is either playing the hypocrit for a purpose, or he
does not yet know the A B C of Spiritualism.
Yours for truth, SrLAS J. CHESEBROUGH, M.D.
1 1-2 Otisco street, S.yracuse, N. Y.
SPIRITUALISM IS NOT A RELIGION.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : There
is no doubt that many Freethinkers and some other
timid Liberals hav a repugnance to attempting investigation into the philosophy of Spiritism, under this
name, wisely thinking it would be making a dangerous conceslilion in behalf of bigotry, superstition, or
orthodoxy, with all its modern improvements.
In like manner the terrorized creedal religionisthe too is deterred from its examination, fearful from
exaggerated reports it is direct evidence that the
devil and his myrmidons hav actually been unchained,
and that diabolism is at the bottom of the whole
movement.

•

Now, as belonging to a coterie of. Liberals and
Spiritual investigators ff!r the last thirty-four years
in this place, we can ser~ou.sly aver from our ~~am
inations that Spiritism IS. m no sens.e . a rehgwus
faith, but rather a correctiv of all religious errors.
It is to be regarded pm:ely as the outgrowth of
philosephic obseriation, and like e'!~ry other element in nature viz., air, oxygen, hght, heat, and
electricity, strictly under the crucial i.n!estigation.
of science· and as such, no creedal rehgwn, superstition or f~natical faith should stand in the way of
its ex~minat{on.
To us; afber years of patient observatio_n, this invisible spirit domain can only be regarded, hke the starry
expanse above and aroun~ ~s•. as a. bou_ndless, infinit realm and the various mdividualmtelhgences we
receive-haply pure or impure, trifling, or m.is~hiev
ous ancient or modern, elevated or vulgar-distinctly
indicate the elevation of mind giving them expression.
And further, they conclusivly show that they are,
as they assume to be, the reflex of minds of persons once inhabitants of this tumultaous sphere.
Thus, while many sorrowfully regret the waste of
their earthly existence in the observance of mere t~e
ological creed~ and us~l~ss formul~s and the .practiCe
of sensuous Immoraltties, cruelties, and vice, very
many urge our aspiration to a ~igher and. broad.er ·
concept.ion and pr~ctice ?f e.st.hetic~.. There IS J?-O mistaking their distmct mdividuahties, elevatwn of
miud, and purity of promptings. We were early
made sensible of the fact that there are many, very
many, mischievous, ignorant, and misleading ~pirits,
that only need an open channel through .which to
giv expression to their thoughts and actwns-call
them diakkas or what we may.
·
Outliving every attempt to prove the whole phil~s
ophy a fraud from its inception at Hy~esdale, and Its
various phenomena shameful dec~ptwns; no~, the
only thing acting as an oba~ac~e t? Its mo~e rapid .extension is vile, fraudulent Imitations of 1ts startlmg
physical and mental phenome?a. But w~y sho~ld
philosophers be surprised at this? There IS nothmg
so pure, so sacred, so benefi~ent to humanity but will
stale with familiarity, and the faculty of wonder,. of
marvelousness must be gratified. Hence the mty
teems with m~terializations, transfigurations, and bogus slate-writings.
But while we regret the prevalence of frauduleJ?-t
spirit imitations, let us be merciful to our genum
mediums, which these impudent, brazen frauds hav
shamed into obscurity and poverty.
Imitation! Alas! ·let us look at the present condi ·
tion of society. The very food on which we subsist
doubtless is adulterated. The clothing on our backs
too often is mere shoddy. Our quinine ague pills .
are too often mere white oak bark. Our pure Orange
county butter is too often refined wagon grease-or
worse, oleomargarine. An~ so we~~ on; but wh~n
we go into man's m~t~physiCa~ c?nd.ItiO~, the don;am
of morality. and rebgwn, the ImitatiOn IS too serwus
in its consequences to pass without a shu.dder. T~e
solemn, impudent mockery of the priesthood IS
appalling, and w.e at once ~ease to wond~r at. the
condition of our Jails and pnsons, swollen With pwus,
mercenary hypocrits and hardened criminals.
Now, sir, this thing has got to be stopp~d-these
vile forgeries on truth! And when I. thm~ of the
befogging of our venerable Aunt Elmma With her
book of "Bottom Facts," it lashes me to frenzy, and
so long as I take 'rHE TRUTH SEE~~m and urge it~ circulation I shall make open war With all counterfeitscounterfeits of the priesthood, counterfeits in 'life's
staples, and counterfeits of Spiritual mediumship.
Williamsburgh, L. I.
D. BRUCE

Canadian Notes.
The Toronto Daily World, in reviewing a lecture by
Ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, says:
"Last evening a lecture was delivered at AI bert Hall under
the auspices of the Toro~to Secular Soci~~y, by ex·Rev. J: H.
Burnham, of Saginaw, Mwh., on th~ subJe~t ?f the evelu~IOn·
ary hypothesis as~ applied to the?logwal opmwns and beliefs.
He pointed out that man's physiCal ~nd m~ntal st:ucture were
modified by his environments. Climate. I~ partrc_ular was a
great factor in determining the. c~aractenstws of dtfferen t nations. He asserted that the religiOn of the Hebrews had been
very·Iargely modified by the c~ptivity in BabJ:lon, where they
first acquired the idea of a devil w:ho was P!evwusly unknown,
Eve's tempter not being the d~vil a.ccordmg to n;ore recent
conceptions, but a serpent. Speakmg of evolutiOn, .he declared that he would reach back through the centuries and
claim kinship with the worm and the reptil, and say to ~he
monkey swinging by his tail in the forests of South America,
' Thou art my brother,' rather than trace his decent from ~ Ill:an
who like Adam, was mean enough to lay the blame of his ~all
upo~ a woman. Christianity, he asserted, could never flourrsh
in the East because the climatic conditions were unfavorable
to it. It V:as being greatly modified by its envir~mment~ on
this continent. The lecturer gave numerous Illustrati?ns
showing the changes of temperament and character resultmg
from migration in support of his arguments."

The applause from the crowded ~udience was lo!-ld
and frequent during the lecture,. mterspersed With
bursts of laughter at the many comic effects produced,
which were inimitably funny. The Ex-Rev. Mr.
Burnham has studied the orator's art to some purpose. He never uses a scrap o~ writin~. ~i~ address is entirely extempore, and h1s style 1s strikmgly
interesting. He takes the stage with powerful effect
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when declaiming exciting passages, and at other
The fact seems thus to be revealed that the Oathtimes be is irresistibly quaint and droll.
olics hav more hope of the conversion of Protestants
back to the narrow bigotry of Catholicism than they
·According to Taylor, despite the fact that what is hav .of ever capturing the phalanx of Secularism.
called Christianity consists mainly of assertions eithe1·
In this double management we can see the band of
destitute of proof or falsified b:y the m?st ordinary the Jesuit. First, we, as Catholics, they say, cannot
experience; with senseless theories, lackmg even the consent that the Bible shall be used in the schools to
element of plausibility; ~ith. precepts ?~posed to which we send our children. Then, when the Bible
human nature and to somal hfe; a capr1mous God, is practically abolished from the schools, they raise
who takes pleasure in creating man in order to try the cry that the schools are "Godles~," and t~at
him· the very caprice of this God, his grace, en- Catholic children in their angelic pnr1ty resulhng
thro~ed in the place of justice; the cult of this God from the sweet nioral teaching of Mother Church,
comprising all virtue;. the goo.dness of this God cannot associate with an~·thing that is." Go~less:" ,
leaving to man the o~twn of ev1l; the vengeance of
When the little Cathohc boys "go m swJ!Dmi~g
this God, overwhelmmg man, from w~om. he has with the little Protestant boys, the Catholic pn?st
withdrawn his grace; guiltless man, stricken by an complains that the little Protestant boys are so Illoriginal fall, from which he is unable to recover eve? mannered that they guy the little Catholic boys about
by his very merits; God sending a redeemer,. h1s their ridiculous scapulars which, greasy and nas~y
own son who takes flesh in an embryo conceived from long wear by divers persons, dangle from their
without ~in in an immaculate mother; this. God the necks. This sad and terrible· state .of things. could
son dying although immortal; endowed w1th a per- not exist if all little boys were Cathohcs on theu way
ishable human nature, and yet co-eternal with the to Wari's Island, or if the little Catholics were kept
father; the fathP.r and son united by another god in a coop by themselvs.
.
.
.
named the Holy Ghost, who has been the father of
The difficulty, you see, is Just th1s. When a httl.e
the son of the father, and who, partaking of both, is Catholic has been laughed at for his stupid superstico-eternal with both, these- three chimerical per- tion concerning the scapular; when by argument and
sons perfectly distinct and separately worshiped, observation he discovers that he is in the sa.me Elanyet forming collectively one and. the self-same God; ger of bei~g drowned with or witho';lt ~h1s bogus
at once father son and intermediary. What does all blessed rehc of the pope, he becomes mdlfferent tothis rubbish amount to? Is it not mere i?iocyor t~e ward the institution and the priests who t.each s~ch
ravl.ngs of a d1"seased brain? As to the 1m.mortality palp.·able nonsense. Here is the doorway mto wb.ICh
of the soul, rewards and punishments after death, the hoary-beaded monster, Infidelity, come stal k mg
the first and most persistent delusion of. desire, born, in, and through which he can never be thrust out
perhaps, before all religion and all ~h1los~phy, a.nd again.
. .
·
. .
To teach another rehgwn, or to teach no rehgwn
which man preserves like the playtbmg w1th: which
he amused himself as a child, this conceptwn, so in the schools, is equally fa-tal to the growth and the
far from being a mark of superiority, is found am~mg glory, and the political ~mb!tio~s, of old Mother
the low and little advanced races, such as the Ind1a~s Church. Here we hav an mshtut1~n that h:aa so ~ar
of the prairie, the Greeks of Homer, or our. Keltic outgrown its usefulness, and is so mcompat1ble Wit~
forefathers; and in the rationalistic or myshc doc- civilization, that its bh·thright members adhe~e to ~t
trins of civilized peoples, represen~s not~ing but t~e only when kept in profound ignora~ce ?f th~ mtell~traces of a remote past. It was no mventwn of Chrts- gent thought of the world. To mamtam this co_n~htianity, but it, like Brahmanis~ and Buddhism, drew tion of ignor~nce .re~uires the ?J-OBt zeal?us activity
from this doctrin the most d1s~st.rous consequences of the Cathohc pnesobood. W1th all their deep cunto humanity, and had not. the mhere~t fo~ce of or- ning, they do not ful~y succa.ed. Every now an~ then
ganization struggled agamst an? tr~umpned over the warped an~ bemghted mt~llects of +the chlldr~n
these consequences, ~t is ea~y to 1magm what would
~ot~er ~burch ~atch a gl.Impse of .he splendid
hav become o.f the mdu~tr.Ies. and of the a~t~ and ?1v1hzatwn m .the m1dst of WhiCh they hav been kept
sciences. As 1t was, Chr1stlamty almost anmhrlated m enforced blmdness.
.
them, but for the Saracens. Life ~eing ~erely a
To the sup~ort of the pubhc schools th~ best
preparation for death; labor a pumshment, sexual efforts of the .Liberals sb.ould be devoted. W1t~out
union a sin; private property a vulgar erro~; gove~n- free and unbiased t.eac.hmg t~ere can be. very httle
menta a scourge of God, to be endured ~1th res1~- development of thmkmg I?mds. To giv · up the
nation. social order and the national sent1ment preJ- schools to the senseless, bigoted d~mands of t~e
udices' unworthy of recognition; humanity itself, .as Catboli~ priests is to giv up everythmg, an fl. to g1v
.
..
was indeed the most arde~t :prayer of t~e first Cbn~- every.thmg up to Rome.
tians would hav perished m Ignorance, m an ecstatic
Thmk of what these men, w1t~ an amb1bon and a
indoience, in an anarchy of a com?lunism .at ~be p<J.triotism which i~cludes nothmg but the see of
mercy of some arbitary despot or deified antiChnst. Rome,. are en~eavonng ~o do! :rhey would ta~e our
splendid pubhc schools mto the1r own hands, II t~ey
The debate between Mr. Watts and Dr. Sexton co~d, for ilie purpose of more thoroughly ~~ectmp
came off on three successiv days last week at Man- their ~?~truct1?n. They would ~each the Lor~ 9
treal. The Christian clergy are much e:x:aspera~ed at Prayer m La~m, not even t~acbmg the poo: chil·
Mr. Watts's triumph. He succeeded, as usual, m ut- dren the meamngs ,?f the Latm words. Tb~t ~s eduterly smashing up and demolishing the orthodox cation. Any more Is dangerous. A~y lass Is _Impostheology. A little bit of comic business occurred at sible. Such is the ~cbeme of Cath?hc educatiOn for
one of Watts's debates, illustrating the old stmy of all except those designed for .the priesthood. .
"Before and After." The Christian clergy were so
For the priesthood there 1s to be everytbmg t~at
sure of victory "before" that they requested a list will arm them to fight the. d~eade~ Infidel, to d1sof towns Mr. Watts was engaged to lecture at, as tm·t history, to commit those d1stortw~s to memory,
they intended to oppose him in every place. "A~ter" and t_? lay th~m about the ear~ ~f the 'YICked Infide~the debate nothing more was heard about the hat of that IS learnmg for the p~om~smg priest. The prmtowns. Moral: Beware you go not forth for wool, cipal education of the pr1est 1s how .to work upon the
coming home shorn; "Let not him that putteth o'!l fears and the credulousness of Ignorant people.
his armor boast himself against him that putteth 1t When death appears, not. how ~o. soothe and comff,
R. B. BuTLAND.
fort the dying and the afflicted hvmg, but how best
o Toronto, April 6, 1885.
to make it appear
the resolute perseverance of
Mother Church-whiCh resolute perseverance can only
Catholics vs. Public Schools.
be had for cash-barely ~aved a soul fro~ eternal
perdition. The mummenes, t~e ceremomes, these
Everywhere we find the Cat~olics trying to g~t, or are the great m.att~rs ~f educatwn. To prevflnt our
keep, the Bible out of the pubhc schools. As Libe~- schools from s~nkn~g mto the h.ands o~ tho~e who
als we can see no reason why. it should ~e use~ m believe that no sacrifice, even ~f.hfe an? m~elhgence,
the schools, except as a spemmen of anment hter- is too great to promote the political asp1ratwns of the
ature, and for the historical facts and moral ;rr.eccpts bishop of Rome, must henceforth tax the best enerit contains. For these purposes we.esteem It J.ust as gies of the Freethinker.
The inability of ~rotestantis~ to answe~ th~ queswe do any other ancient book, and m proportwn. to
its usefulness for these purposes. To make a febch tiona of modern scl6nce, or to disprove smenti?c hyof it-to worship it as Protestants do-we are as potheses, has had the effect to ca~se th~- m~re bigoted
much opposed to as the Catholics themselvs.
Protestants to seek 11: nearer relatwnshlp With CatholIt would be well for us, as Liberals, to st~dy the icism and the more hberal Protestants to less warmly
action of the Catholics, that we .may· form. a J~st es- and '!ess efficiently support. their church. Thus
timate of their purpose in opposmg the B1ble m the Protestantism meets with seriOus loss n·om two anpublic sch<i>ols. It needs no proof that they ~r~ op- tagonistic sources.
.
posing the u 8 e of the Bible in the schools, for 1t Is so
Comparativly, the strength of the Catbobcs and the
much a matter of common fame and of newspaper Protestant~ is. thus ?lad? very much more equal, and
report that we may safely assume it to be establi~hed the Cathohcs.m their bhnd zeal .do n~t observe that
for ali purposes where neither life nor property IB at the equalizatiOn thus P.roduced Is ~amly ~he result
stake.
.
f of the loss of Protestantism on the Liberal s1de. Few
In the speeches of Mgr. Capel, the em~ssary .o hav gone over to Ro.me, many hav gone ~ver. to
Rome we find an expression something hke th1s: scienc~. When the Liberals, .developed by smentl~c
"We 'object to the public schools because tb~y are educatwn, shall become o~gan~zed ~nd .aware o~ their
secular." It is also to be remembered that .m t~e .power, the~ thea~ C~th~hc v1c~ones, m re.latwn to
book issued tv instruct Catholics to keep their cb1l- our educatwnal mst1tutwns, Will not be xevenged,
dren out of the public schools they are termed but simply neutralized.
LmERTA.
"Godless schools," and are condemned as such and
on no other grounds.
CATALOG of our books free on applioo.tion.
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Shakspere--:-Bacon.
If Bacon was the author of Shakspere; he certainly
took extreme pains to disguise his great poetical an.d
dramatic genius when he wrote poetry or dramatic
pieces over his own signa:ture.
Take his efforts to poehze the Psalms and compare
them with similar compositions by men warmed by
true poetic genius. Here are a few specimens.
Psalm iv:
"Father and King of powers both high and low,
Whose sounding praise all creatures sErve to blow.
Upon thv head thou wearest a glorious crown,
All set with virtues, polished by renown."

Psalm xii:
"Help, Lord! for godly men hav took their flight."

Ending as follows:
"For why? The Lord bath special eye
·
To be the godly's stay at call,
And hath given over, righteously,
The wicked man to take his fall."

Psalm cxxxvii:
" When, as we sat, all sad and desolate,
By Babylon, upon the river's side,
Eased from the tasks which, in our captiv state,
We were compelled daily to abide.

Contrast tbese with the glorious efforts nf Byron in
the two melodies on the same Psalm. We may not conceive what the full-orbed, myriad-minded one
must hav made of similar efforts. Psalm cxlix:
"Oh, sing a new song to ?!lr God above;.
Avoid
profane
ones-t•s
forlove
holy chou;
Let
Israel
sing songs
of holy
To him that made them, with their hearts on fire."

And so on, and
on, with innumerable "all for
to's," and "for to's,''80and "all to," to fill out t~e measurea poetically.
But we, hav a uramatized conversation by Bacon
entitled "Of a Holy War." The characters are
named, ~ne being for a "wit~y, livel:y- politic," a~other
a blustering soldier, a thnd a hve_lY: courher, a
fourth, fifth, and sixth, a moderate d1vme, a zealot
Protestant, and a ditto Catholic. Here now was the
opportunity, if ever one happened, for Bacon to exhibit his dramatic talents. But every character
stalks along dully, platitudinously, Baconly. The
thing could not possibly hav been worse done. The
little effort at liveliness and sport cannot bu.t suggest the idea of an elephantine dance. Endent~y
far out of his element was Bacon, great as were h1s
abilities in their proper field. Th~re is a learned 1~
boriousness, an elaborate dulness, m much of 1_3acon s
performances. It was a fault common to th~ age.
One of the most remarkable points in Shakspere 1s the
patness the perfection of sound and sense that make
expres~ions become proverbs. Once ~eard, they become the common property of the umverse and are
never forgotten. They spring before us on all occa.sions in bewildering abundance. "In the Ornamenta
Ratimaalia" of Bacon and one or two. oth~r pap.ers
there is an attempt to furnish like saymgs m sucn a
style that they may become pr?verbial. Jus~ let
anyone read a page of Shakspere s best expressiOns
and one of these of Bacon's. There can . be no
greater contrast. Of all that Bacon has wntten. of
that kind net one single line has become proverbial.
Even in cases that occur wherein the idea tried to
be expressed is similar to one of Shakspere's .the
matchless happiness of Shakspere is entirely wantmg.
It would be too long to illustrate this by quotations.
But just let any readet· take Bacon's works and compare with Shakspere on the poin~s s.uggested.
Ben Jonson knew both men mbmately, and admired each. We hav his record. W~ also ~av those
of others. The excellencies of each m their peculiar callings are delineated. Yet these c?ntempora.· es were deluded. Bacon was both himself and
Shakspere, while Shakspere, whom they knew so 'Yell
in ublic and private life, was a mere nobody, a kmd
of baser Jack Falstaff. Why, the theory outrages
the common sense of mankind.
.
It is possible that the edition. of 1623 that differs
so much from former editions m so many respects
was used by Bacon himself to wean through some of
the la a short cipher history. The aut~or of the
8
ci h~r {heory
admits that the plays were wntten first.
rt1s altogether probable that Bacon, as well as severaL
othel· learned wits of the day, was intimate wi~h
Sh kspere during the development of many of his
r:atest playa, and added many improvements, made
ran thousand suggestions. Shakspere was a framer
ell as an author and creator. There can be no
~s ; t that the hundreds of learned and polished
outbs who flocked to the stage during all the days
~~Marlow, Beaumont, }!'letcher, and Shakspe!e were
f rever aitering adding to, taking from, and Improvi~g all the play~ that they had to do with. No doubt
the plays of Shakspere, as we now hav ~he~, are the
work, in many respects, of many splend1d mmds; but
still the core and vast conception of all that we understand by Shakspere is the ~ole due al\d meed .of
one whom those who knew him best~ both as dmly
companion and fellow-workman, desenbed as:
"Dear son of Memory! Gre~t ho;ir of F~me,
Shakspere, with whom qmck nature d1ed . . ,
Be sure, our Shakspere, thou canst never die.
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At the beginning of 1883 the warden of the Mich-: this penitentiary were the " Prodigal's Return;''
igan State Penitentiary reported that he had received "The Faith of Our Fathers,"' and Bible histories.
At the Western House of Refuge at Rochester, this
177 new boarders. Their antecedents were:
.FOUNDED BY-D. M. BENNETT.
Of pious parentage,
100 state, there were received during the year endin~
Parents not pious, 4\l September 30; 1883, 263 boys, of ages running from
E. M. MA<JDONALD,
Editor. Mother pious but father not,
28
se\'en to eighteen years. Their parenbs' religious
0. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager.
These 177 persons had attended church as follows: proclivities were:
PUBLISHED BY
' 28
Regularly,

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Advent, 79 Baptist,
70 Catholic, Congregational,
33 CUutou Place, New York.
At Sunday-school their attendance was
Dutch
Reform, Regularly,
23
Irregularly,
7\J Episcopal. PUBLISHED EVER:Y SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. Never,
_
70 German Evangelical,
German Lutheran, There were also held in this prison during the year German Jews,
Address aJl Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM- 349 religious meetings, but the chaplain is unable to h~
Methodist,
p ANY. Ma~ aU Drafts, Check3, and Posta! Orrkrs payable giv the exact number of conversions. No mention is Presbyterians,
lo CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
made of any Infidelity among the flook, and the chap- Protestant (denomination unknown)
United Presbyterian,
lain is generally hopeful that all his hearers will ulti- Universalist,
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COMPANY Irregularly,
Never,
-

1
28

\J2
4
1

18
1
7
2

4

38
24
39
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APRIL 18, 1885. mately come to Jesus.

SATURDAY,

During the same period 38 girls were received, of
the ages of 8 to 15. The religion of their parents
The report of the Tennessee Penitentiary for 1884
was as follows:
is one of those which does not giv the religious status
Protestants (no pnrticular denomination),
6
of the prisoners, and its chaplain's report is noticeable Presbyterian
1
8
chiefly for the cool way in which he offers to giv the Metho~1ists,
Catholics,
11
Tennessee legislature the benefit of his views upon Baptist,
1
1
prisons and reformatories " if it may be found to be Adventist,
1
important for the General Assembly to consider them Lutheran,
Episcopalian,
10
in making laws to govern our state prison."
Unknown,
6
NEW YORK.
In this institution Bible classes are held in both
The report of Isaac V. Baker, Jr., superintendent boys' and girls' departments every Sunday by the
of New York's state prisons, does not tabulate the Protestant chaplain, and chapel services for the
religious-.convictions of the state's wards, but from Catholics with the same frequency. This House of
his remarks upon religious- worship in prisons we Refuge costs per year about $130,000, of which the
glean some instruetiv facts. At the conclusion of the legislature appropriates the larger parb; the balance
year ending Sept. 30, 1884, there were confined in is earned by the inmates.
Auburn, Clinton, and Sing ·Sing prisons 2,876 perThe report of the E~mira Reformatory givs the
sons. Of these the
number sentenced to that institution during eight
Catholics approximated,
1,400
Other denominations,
1,476 years on indefinit sentences as 1,759. Their religious
Touching religious worship in prisons Mr. Baker training had been :
TENNESSEE.

Second Edition.
The first edition of the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND
FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC having been exhausted, a
second edition has been prepared and is now ready.
Those of our friends who hav ordered copies which
they hav not received will be immediately supplied.
We hav added to this edition two portraits-received too late to be engraved for the first issueElizabeth Cady Stanton, and J. D. Shaw, the editor
of the Waco, Texas, Independent Pulpit. We are sure
Freethinkers will be glad to see the features of the
greatest of woman's friends, and of the gentleman
who has done so mach for Liberalism in Texas. We
advise the purchasers of the first edition to giv their
copies to some Christian friend and send for another.

The Criminality of Christianity.
The constant cry of the Christians that their
system· of religion is the one great mainspring of
mo1·ality; that "it restrains from murder, robbery,
dishonesty, adultery, cruelty, and all the crimes and
vices which afflict society;" that without Christianity
society would go to wrack and ruin, led us some few
weeks since to ask for prison reports from all over
the country, that we might investigate this claim.
Faith is all right for some folks, but facts and figures
are what count in the long run, and Freethinkers are
noticeable for their eagerness to obtain facts. The
churchman believes what his preacher or his religious paper tells him without ever inquiring for the
source of their information. But we cannot do this.
We want to see the figures. We want the facts.
We hav now obtained a few in relation to the influence of Christianity in preventing crime, and we
recommend them to the respectful and prayerful
consideration of the religious press.
IOWA,
The first statistical evidence that we present is a
small straw from Clinton county, Iowa. It is a report of the religious condition of the inhabitants of
the jail of that county, prepared at the solicitation of
a friend of ours by the jailor. The date is February
27, 1885. There were at that date 37 prisoners in
the j o1il:
B~~ Methodist,

~~\~~~~~.

8

.

7

1g

Presbyterian,
Congregationalist,

2

2

The statistics of the Anamosa Prison, Iowa, we obtain from a note in the Cedar Rapids Republican.
There are in the prison 239 persons, of which only
two are what the Republican terms Infidels.
Mll.JHIGAN.
Of the 1773 prisoners received at the House of
Correction in Detroit, Mich., during 1882 the religions condition was:
Catholic, Protestant,
Jews,
Without religious training, -

885

7\J1
\J:
1773

In 1884 the same institution held 2,407 prisoners.
Their religious training is given:
Catholic,
Protestant,
Israelite,
Mormon,
Without religious training,

1239
102

~

3

137
2!07

says:
"In behalf of prisoners who are Catholics, application was
made to the superintendent to authorize, in the prisons, religious worship after the rites and ordinances of their faith and
by Catholic clergy. The right of free religious belief and worship is expressly declared in the Constitution, and the superintendent does not understand that this personal Constitutional right is suspended or abrogated by sentence to imprisonment for crime. The docrin that such right continues was
very ably maint~ned by Henry R. Selden, who was eminent
alike for his purity and patriotism as a citizen, and his attainments as a jurist. Besides, the superintendent, upon investigation, found that as early as 1873, Dr. Wines, than whom our
country has furnished no more eminent and trustworthy
authority in all matters of prison administration and reform,
touched this very subject in a report which he made to the
national government, which he officially represented in the
International Penitentiary Congress. Dr. Wines reported
that in nearly every leading European nation, chaplains for
all prisons and for all religions are provided. He names
Austria, Belgium, France, Baden, Prussia, Saxony, Wurtemberg, Netherlands, RusBia, England, and Ireland; and this
freedolll. and religious instruction hav been found to be salutary. In this state, the plan has worked well in penal institutions where it has been adopted. As there was a considerable
number of Catholic convicts in the prisons, the superintendent
had the confident hope and expectation that Catholic worship
by Catholic clergy, for the convicts of that faith, wonld be
helpful in the disciplin of the prison, and in augmenting the
moral f.:>rces for the reformation of the prisoners. The superintendent, therefore, made an order for holding Catholic services in the prisons on Sundays. At present, Protestant and
Catholic service is held in the morning regularly."

6\)8 or 3\J. 7 per cent.
772 or 43.9
"
78 or 4.4 "
211 or 12
''

Protestant
Catholic,
Hebrew,
None,

There are two "moral instrucbora" in this reformatory, both reverends, but their duties appear to
be very light, the reformation of the young scamps
being due to the very thorough secultlr schooling they
obtain from the lecturers and teachers.
·
PE~SYJI.VANIA.

By the 54th annual report of the Inspectors of the
State Penitentiary of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania for the year 1883 we glean some instructiv
facts as to the efficacy of Christianity to prevent
crime. There were received at that institution during that year 402 white males, 12 white females, 6D
negro males, 7 negro females-a total of 490. One
hundred and fifteen of these were under 21 years of
age, and all but 9 were Sunday-school scholars. Of
the whole 490 only 44 had not been attendants upon
the Sunday-school. Many of them had been educated in Catholic and other institutional schools.
The prisoners hav the benefit of the services of a
Protestant preacher, "the Catholic priests of St.
Francis parish are unremitting in their attention to
the prisoners of their faith," the Sisters of Mercy
"visit the female prisoners every Monday;·. also the
lady missionary of the Episcopal church," and the
local preachers' association furnish preachers and
singers for the Sunday service, the warden acknowledges the Divine Power which has directed him
through the year, 469 Sunday services were held,
78,500 pages of religious tracts and 8,130 religious
papers were circulated, yet after all this 82 of these
fellows enjoying so much Christianity were serving
their second, third, or fourth sentences in the institution. In 1884 this same penitentiary received an accession of 4 79, only 45 of whom had not been Sundayschool scholars. Their religious advantages in 1883,
as hae been seen, were very great, yet 93 of them
persisted in coming back to the cells, in every one of
which they found a Bible.
With the exception of the Blair County jail, the
foregoing is the only report we hav from Pennsylvania so far. The Blair County jail report was furnished us by a·friend from Altoona, who inquired of
the warden for the religious standing of his charges.
The reply was:

Mr. Baker's " co_ nfident hope," h(;wever, was disappointed, :for the prison physician of Sing Sing, in his
report, discussing the reformation of prisoners, says
that if the means employed are only of a moral and
religious character, the efforts will prove a failure.
We note in Clinton Prison one preacher, and in the
Auburn Asylum one Lutheran clergyman.
The Albany Penitenti!l.ry was on November 1, 1883,
generously supplied with Moody and Sankey hymnbooks, and we may infer that tbe inmates are comfortably pious, but just how pious we are left to conjecture, except from the general reports of the
Catholic and Protestant chaplains. November 1st,
Mr. McEwen, the warden, reported on hand 837
lodgers. Rev. W. H. Walker, Protestant chaplain,
reports that " the services of the past year hav been
regularly maintained, well attended, and marked by
more than usual interest in the word preached."
The Catholic chaplain, Fr. Maurice Bieri, O.M.C.,
reports that " on fourteen Sundays and on Christmas Total number in jail,
Day, mass was sung and a sermon delivered to the Catholics,
Catholic prisoners, :who assisted, nearly all with great Protestants,
Comment is unneceE<sary.
devotion. About Christmas 140 men and 37 women
CONNECTICUT.
received the sacraments of penance and holy euchar~
ist," The .J?oo~~ :Qlost ~:~ou6ht l:>;r the priaoners of ·'!'he chapel edifi,ce of th(} Btt\te

19
B

11

:reform school at.
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:Meriden, Conn., "is a beautiful structure, with a
seating capacity for five hundred boys. It contains
a large platform, with convenient side rooms. A
grand piano stands upon the platform. The chapel
was erected at a cost of about $15,000." Freedom
of worship is allowed to all inmates, and attendance
is compulsory; the ministers of the city take turns
at the boys, and the Sisters of Mercy visit the institution every Sunday. Devotional exercises are held
morning and evening each day of the week, and
"grace " is said before each meal. The religious
training of the inmates previous to their incarceration is not stated, but the religious training in the
institution did not last year obviate the necessity of
returning 59 of the discharged boys.
INDIANA.

In the Indiana State Prison South, located at Jef-

that mere Christian sentiment will not help a man in
the least, for all true religion has reference to life, and
the life of religion is to do good."
We are afraid the Rev. Mr. Houts is not. very
familiar with the word" Agnostic," for did he understand its meaning he would not hav used it in that
connection.
CANADA,
Going over to Canada, we find more strongly instanced 'by the report of 1884 of the common jails,
prisons, and reformatories of the province of Ontario
what cannot hav escaped the reader's notice, that the
closer the denominations are to orthodoxy the more
fully they are represented in the penal institutions
of the country. In 1883 there were .confined in
Ontario's jails some 9,880 individuals. Of these the
different churches contributed as follows:
Roman Catholic,
3,759
Church of England,
3,154
Presbyterian,
1,280
Methodist,
1,130
Other denominations,
557

249

Methodists,
26
Lutherans, 1
Unknown,
2.
Of the 16 girls received at the Refuge for Girls
during the year ending September 30, 1884, the
religious training had been:
Episcopalians,
11
Catholic,
2·
Methodist,
2
Baptist,
1
The Ontario Reformatory for Boys, at Penetanguishene, makes this statistical exhibit of piety:
C~Jmmltments
Total
of the Year
Commitments
English Church,·
19
482
Catholic Church,
38
494
Presbyterian,
6
132
Methodist,
16
256
Baptist,
1
66
1
Other denominations,
20

Total,
81
1450
fersonville, the daily average number of convicts was,
These tables comprise all the definit information
in 1884, 570. Among these, the chaplain reports,
furnished by the documents received. We shall be
"the interest in the Sunday-school was so intense
pleased to continue the comparisons of depravity bethat its fame epread to the outside world, and attween the different sects if our friends will help by
tracted large numbers froni Louisville, New Albany,
9,880 forwarding Reports.
and Jeffersonville, to witness its sessions and hear
In 1884 the number in jail at different times was
In these sixty-six different prisons, jails, reforma·
the reviews." We infer from the chaplain's further 12,081. Of these the different towns in the province tories, refuges, penitentiaries, and "lock-ups," there
remarks that his parishioners are all pious, but he and the different churches in the towns contributed hav been for the years given 44,034 men and- boys,
does not giv the denominational statistics.
as follows:
women and girls. The different religions and sects
NAMH:
Roman' Church of Presby· Meth- Other den om·
ILLINOIS.
of religions hav been represented as f ;llows: ·
OF JAIL.
Catholic. England. terians.
!nations.
odists ..
90
In the biennial report of the Illinois State Peni- Barrie,
109
69
34
46
Catholics,
16,431
.15
16
8
18
6
Church of England,
9,975
tentiary at Joliet, the number of prisoners having Berlin,
Belleville,
49
42
4
68
15
Protestants (denomination unknown),
6,650
received religious instruction or having attended de- Brantford,
37
79
6
33
20
Methodist, 3,931
Brampton,
38
59
36
12
6
Presbyterian, 3,703
nominational Sunday-schools is given as follows for Brookville,
111
23
82
18
11
Baptist,
240
the two years ending September, 30, 1884:
Cayuga,
15
9
2
33
9
Jews,
106
Cornwall,
36
10
15
7
Lutheran,
92
1883.
1884 Cobourg,
39
15
43
26
4
Christian,
24
Roman Catholic,
208
246 Chatham,
37
21
39.
50
6
Universalist,
5
111
Methodist,
106 God erich,
20
29
27
9
5
Evangelical,
4
Lutheran,
38
37 Guelph,
,31
49
38
28
1
Swedish
church,
2
20
Episcopal,
7 Hamilton,
303
375
133
106
37
Dunkard,
1
3\j
Bapbists,
35 Kingston,
75
12
74
17
1
Quaker,
28
41 London,
Presbyterian,
346
99
349
152
58
Congregationalist,
11
10
Christian,
7 Lindsay,
28
24
9
12
2
German Lubheran, 7
Reform,
3
3 L'Orignal,
3
15
4
1
" Evangelical, 1
Dnnkard,
1
Milton
20
82
28
4
6
2
" Jews,
Protestant,
12
Napanee,
13
23
3
26
United Brethren,
3
7
Quake.r,
1
Obtawa,
465
153
56
29
10
2
Advent,
United Brethren,
1
Sound,
45
50
45
28
32
Dutch Reform,
8
Congregational,
1
2 Owen
Orangeville,
21
11
5
12
7
Mormon,
3
Universalist,
1
Perth,
28
14
22
5
1
126
Episcopal,
Carmelite,
3
Picton,
14
20
8
17
6
3
Carmelite, Joss, China,
1
67
20
13
3
1
Joss (China),
10
10 Jewish,
5 Pembroke,
Peterborough,
69
35
20
22
2
Infidel (2 so-called; 1 avowed),
3
None,
146
257 Porb Arthur,
438
193
92
33
78
Rat
Portage,
83
73
41
41,337
9
30
In the first year the convictions of this prison
Simcoe,
20
26
5
15
15
reached the number of 630, of which only 146 were St. Catharines,
The balance of the 44,034 inmates of the prisons
4l
25
18
9
4
143
82
39
25
6
not attendants upon some church. The second year Sarnia,
here named, are reported to be "regular attendants
32
35
44
26
18
out of 746 convictions, only 257 were without denom- Sbratford,
at Sunday-schools," and irregular attendants on the
S<tnowich,
114
40
12
62
30
inational leanings. The different sects of Protestant- St. Thomas.
same, and regular and irregular attendants at church.
89
38
32
54
54
Sault Ste. Marie, 13
8
1
8
7
ism can divide them between themselvs. The chap- Toronto,
The
condition of most of those not cataloged is un1313
329
112
1247
250
lain reports that the visitors to this prison "are highly Walkerton,
undoubtedly that of the 629 personally interviewed
10
25
8
8
7
103
116
52
52
18
impressed with the spirituality manifest, and speak Woodstock,
by the chaplain of the Southern Illinois Penitentiary,
Walland,
126
32
101
35
6
of it as a rare opportu,nity for doing good to those Whitby,
all Christian in sentiment, but not connected with
29
16
11
30
15
who not o.nly need it, but who seem to highly appre- Lock-upsany church. In all the reports, only 3 are in any way
Bracehridge,
9
10
2
2
ciate it."
called Infidels, and it is probable that two of these
Gore Bay,
1
Little
Current,
1
1
were so-called through laxity of expression of the
In the Southern Illinois Penitentiary, at Chester,
12
1
3
2
editor of the Cedar R!lpids Rrpublican.
the religious condition is about the same. The chap- Manitowaning,
Mattawa,
26
10
3
1
3
We cannot too strongly urge upon the religious
lain reports that out of 629 convicts only one avowed Parry Sound,
4
3
10
1
4
Haliburton,
1
editors a consideration of Chaplain Rout's remark
positiv unbelief in Christianity. The ,table is as folSudbury,
16
2
1
11
6
that Christian sentiment merely is not sufficient to
lows, and shows even a larger proportion of plain
The totals are:
1
deter from crime, and of Physician Barber that
Protestants than the penitentiary at Joliet:
Catholic.
4 ' 722 ra f orma t ory efforts of a mereIy re1'1gwus
.
'
t er
cnf\rac
Oct. 1, I882, Oct. I, I883.
of England,
3 801
to
On hand. Church
DENOMINATlON.
to
Presbyterian,
1:470
will
prove
a
failure.
This
is
a
virtual
confession
that
Sept. 30,I883. sept. 30,I884.
Methodist,
1
Baptist,
6
49
38
·~~g Christianity is a failure for this world-:or a1l of any
Other denominations,
1
3
Baptist Free- will,
a
- - religion's worth is measured by its moral perform·
2
2
6
Baptist Missionary,
12,081 ; ance-and as the next world is so clouded by doubt,
77
Catholic,
41
51
6
3
Christian,
4
In the Central Prison at Toronto the returns for j we cannot see how the churches ca,n longer claim the
1
2
Uhurch of England,
the year are as follows:
I surpassing importance of f\ faith in Christ.
2
Congregational,
1
1
Baptists,
14
2
3
5
Episcopal,
Church of England,
233 THROUGH the National Riformo· we learn that the Giordano
12
5
5
Lutheran,
Catholics,
889 Bnmo monument committee in Rome is now regularly estab3
3
Evangelical,
1
Presbyterians,
78 lished, and communications may be addressed to the secretary,
33
Methodist,
16
55
Lutherans,
6
(j
9
18
Presbyterian,
Congregationalists,
4 Signor G. Amici, Vi~ della Lupa, No. 8, p.p. 1, Rome. The
1
Protestant,
1
Methodists,
92 amount deposited by Signor Commandini in the Banca de Ca1
1
Reform Church
Hebrews,
2 esna, the produce of the previous subscription, is bearing in1
1
Swedish,
1
No religion,
3
1
1
United Brethren,
5 terest~ and "rill be added to the amount now l'il.ised. A new
1
1
Universalist,
723 journal has just been started at Naples, entit.led Ginrdano
440
214
204
No Church,
• •
.
. BmnD. A special number, price one lira (tenpence), is pub·
The total number of Chr1st11l.DS committed to this lished this week for the benefit of the fund, with autographs:
359
685
203
prison foots up 6,763, of which the sects furnished/ "Del Brun.o autograJfi e Pcritti importantissimi di Victor
The chaplain's remarks upon this condition are: severally as follows:
Hugo Spencer.'Renan, Haeckel, Buchner, Moleschott, S»ffi,
" Of the non-Catholic or Protestant portion of the Church of England,
2537 Ardig~, Rosa, Massarani, Graf, D'Ercole. Chiarini, Zanardelli,
Catholics,
2352 Lassona, Mariano, Lombroso, Ferri~ Barzellotti, Maineri."
convicts [by far the larger number-the no church Presbyterians,
705 . It can be obtained by writing to Signor Giovanni Amici,
being respectivly 214, 204, 440] not more than 12 or Methodists,
808 secretary Comitato Universitario Centrale peril Monumento a
361 ' Giordano' Bruno, Nia della Lupa, 8.p.p. 1, Roma. Among the
15 ever made a formal proCession of Christianity by Other denominations, •
uniting with some branch of the church.
To the Andrew Mercer Ontario R.eformatory for new subscribers to the fund the R~(ormer reports Herbert
It seems very strange at first glance, that out of 629 Females at Toronto we find that there were 156 Spencer, P. A. Taylor, Professor Angelo de Gubernatis, and
convicts personally interviewed, only one avowed young Christians committed. Their denominational other prominent gentlemen.
blank Infidelity. Some are agnostic, some hav no status is:
i T. B. WAKEMAN will spea_k.,.f,_oor_t_h_e_P_e_o_p_l,3's Spiritual Meetsettled religious beiief, but only one professed positiv Episcopalians,
55 ing, Arcanum Hall, 57 West Twenty-fifth street, em·. Si:xt 1
f Th'IS, .h ow~ver, on1Y. ~roves ,t ;to th'mgs.. ·Catholics,
58 ave., Sunday evening, April 19th, upon "'l'he Latest Phases of
. b e1'Ie.
d lS
Presbyterians,
4
(l) the gene:ral ddfue1on of' Obnstu~u sentm1ents; (2) Baptists, •
10 the Religion of Humanity."
~
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EATON RAPIDS, MloH., Feb. 25, 1885.
MR. EDrroR: Inclosed find $6.28 for books and papers.
This clipping is from our county paper, Eaton Rapids JourMl:

"About fifty got ready to go to Jackson Monday afternoon
to attend the 'Bob' Ingersoll lecture in the evening, but were
disappointed on account of the train from the West being behind time."
I was one of the many that the snow blockade hindered
from hearing Colonel Ingersoll on that occasion, Feb. 16th.
Our town may yet he lucky enough to secure StiCh men as
Watts, Remsburg, or an Ingersoll, to address us. We. think a
Liberal League will be organized here soon.
I received that copy of" Story Hour" for my brother. H9 is
much pleased with it. I sent for and distributed six copies of
"Bible Morals," which is one of the best articles ever published.
RACHEL ATWOOD.
GREEN'V'ILLE, OR., March 8, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find postal order for a renewal of
THE TRUTH SEEKER; also a list of other reading matter.
I was very forcibly struck by a communication from J. Petty
in THE TRUTH SEEKER. He showed how the great masses of
humanity had always been oppressed by both political and religious rulers, that we might cry out against the oppressions,
but cry in vain, unless we took matters into our own hands
and passed laws suitable to the progressiv spirit of the age in
which we liv. In this northwestern corner of our country,
favored by nature as it is with as fer til soil and salubrious
clime as ever the sun warmed, we are oppressed by laws and
customs behind the present age;· we are compelled to sell all
our surplus to foreign lands, and compelled to buy by existing laws from the manufactories of the Atlantic states that
are commercially further removed from us than the foreign
lands where we find a market. The greatest good to the
greatest number demands a change more•in keeping with the
spirit of the present age.
HENRY BENNETT.
KANKAKEE CITY, ILL., March 21, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to pay one ye!\1' on THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Your paper, since I hav been taking it, has given me
the best of satisfaction. I am persecuted on account of my
Liberal views. My business has gone down and I am compelled to quib it, losing all the money I put in by trusting. I
believed that those I trusted would pay me. They called
themselvs Christians. But, according to my views, there are
more ·rogues, more dishonesty, inside of churches than there
are outside. Our best men are men of honor, of integrity, of
principles, and of morality. My principle is this, to be honest
and practice morality. I was raised by parents who were
strong Catholics. I hav thrown aside their belief and stand
on the platform of the Liberal party of this county. I hope
to see the day that we will be the victorious party.
Our brave and noble Ingersoll is shaking the foundations
of all the churches of the United States, and we must stand
firmly by him, and if we perish in fighting for justice and freedom of thought, let it be like brave men.
Yours fraternally,
CRAB. A. B:RossEAU.
NEw YoRK, April4, 1885.
MR. EDITOl\: For truth's sake you will please giv this room
in your paper. In THE TRUTH SEEKER, March 14th, the editor
of the Investig:..tor wants to correct a "complaining person,"
Fred Koezly, for misrepresentation. I deny that I, in any
way, misrepresented the case; if Mr. Seaver can and will show
and prove me guilty of it, I hereby offer and promis to submit to any reasonable punishment he himself may see fit to
inflict on me; is not this fair? but please do not accu)le falsely
in future. He had shut down on me against the calendar, but
three more articles appeared afterward, and the last one from
Mr. Hill as another puff thus (Investigator, Nov. 25, 1883):
"The term of year 0, or time previous to the era having
achieved a year, to count as No. 1 ''(see article on Chronology
Encyclopedia Brittanica). Why does he not quote? Simply because he falsifies it, and that wilfully, as I cannot help to
believe now, and, of course, all respect for a falsifier is lost
forever. I saw the article "Chronology," in Encyclopedia
Brittanica, and quote also: "Each small community and king
and priest had his own era. But, by a natural process, the
mischief was gradually and partially remedied; the eir.te~sion of
intercourse between the various small groups of societies of
men, and still more the union of large1· groups, made a common
epoch necessary." Now, if Mr. Hill were that so-called" sensible" young man, would ha hav staxted his, or any other, new
calendar or era, in the face of such an arraignment for mis·
chief? After I saw and read this, my former indifference to a
new era turned into decided enemity against any new calendar
-sectional only. I quote further: "Astronomers denote the
year which preceded the first year of our era by 0, and the
year previous to that by 1 B.a. But the chronologers, in con·
formity with common notions, call the year preceding the era
1 B.a., and the previous 2 B.a., and so on. By reckoning in
this manner, there is an interruption in the regular succession
of the numbers and in. the years preceding the era." Here
astronomers and chronologers both commence the era with the
year 1, and not as Mr. Hill says and does with 0 as a yeai:, fOJ;
the first year. This is evidence enough that Mr. Hill does not
understand· what he reads, or wilfully falsifies because wil·
fully blind, and unwilling to part from his hobby-a borrowed
idea, anyhow-on which he imagined he would ride to fame
and notoriety: To settle the matter, all that is necessary
for a person to do is to substract 1600 from to-day's date,
and the result is 285. Can he not see that the years 285 are
deducted from and are exclusiv of the year 1885, of which we
uavpassed so far only three months, while he has his 285 years
already made and behind him?
In THE TRUTH SEEKER, Feb. 21st last, Mr. Hill explains

how his new calendar was ado11ted by the Boston society; how,
in 1882, he brought in his resolution-or sprung it (?)~on .an
unwary society. To date then 282 fr9m a calendar begmnmg
at the first day· of January, 1600, Mr. George Hill killed
Christianity with one blow-and common sense too. If
the Boston society has this blot and blunder on its record, t?e
sooner it rescinds and erases the resolution, the better for rts
honor. This age has been and will be called the age of science
without a new calendar and without a Hill, the same as the
middle centuries are called the dark era.
FREDERICK KOEZLY.
Yours respectfully,
MYRICK TO MISS WO::ON.
AYER, Mass , March 15, 1885.
Muox EsTEEMED (and if you allow me to say) SISTER WrxoN:
I just wish to tell you how I like your methods of interesting
and instructing children. I 4av long waited for some one to
furnish food and instruction to young minds; some education
simple and att~activ that would not put them to the ofttimes
painful trouble to unlearn. Well, the "Story Hour" answers
my wish. Much the same the "Bible from the chapters of the
ages" fills my order for scripture, something sensible that all
can understand, beating inspired (?) interpreters.
I think that you ,and Brother Stabbings furnish the best of
scripture reading. It is far better than the Santa Claus religion of myth and mystery dealt out in Sunday-schools and
Bible classes to bewilder the senses and make religion odious.
I hav been for forty years unlearning-separating the false
from the true-what was forced upon my young mind for
twenty-two years, though never wit.hout doubts which were my
helps-the beginning of my wisdom. Now I am in sympathy
with those who lose time and temper to unlearn. Gci on in
your good work, and many will call you blessed.
Fraternally yours,
E. MYRICK.
MB.

velopments. Mr. Watts arrived in due time, and was met at
the Town Hall by between two and three hundred of au audience, quite a number being ladies.
··
I do not consider myself at all qualified to do. Mr. Watts jus.
tice in trying to report his style, language, eloquence, or his
mode of treating his subject. I would simply say that among
his friends here, he more than sustained his reputation as
champion advocate of mental liberty. Even those who do
not hold opinions in harmony with Mr. Watts were lavish in
their praises of the. manner in which they had been enter.
tained.
Notwithstanding the local clergy had been kindly invited to
attend the lecture, none put in an appearance, thinking, no
doubt, that absence was the "better part of valor.'' At the
conclusion of the lecture Mr. Watts expressed the hope that
there was some one present who would criticise his position,
and would answer any questions or objections that might be
raised.
Dr. Philip, of this place, rose in his place in the audience
and said he regretted that there was not a clergyman present
to answer the gentleman, and that he thought the clergy were.
derelict in their duty by allowing the lecturer to go withouh
challenge, and were he a clergyman he woulu most certainly
be on that platform defending his principles. Mr. Watts re.
plied that he thought that the fact of his not bei:ag a clergyman accounted-for his being present, and had he been one, b,e
would hav been like the rest, conspicuous for his absence.
This nettled the doctor to such a degree that he immediately·
mounted the platform and delivered a short address, takin~
the position that Christianity had always acted in harmony
with the scionce of medicin, that the two went hand in'hand,.
and that medical science owed a great deal to the ChristiaD;
church for its perfection and success.
Mr. Watts in reply said that, instead of the church being in
harmony with the science of medicin or any other science, the
exact reverse was the fact, and proved it conclusivly, quoting
authors, books, and pages which the doctor dare not question.
Now, the doctor is reaHy a good speaker on almost any subject, and in wit and repartee seldom meets with his equal,
takes great delight in toasting his opponent, and was never
known to spare one. Under these circumstances the audience enjoyed eminently to see Mr. Watts wind him up like a
clock. I understand that several of the clergy had something
to say from their pulpits on Sunday last about the lecture, but
what the nature of their remarks were I do not know, but
presume it was something bold, seeing that Mr. Watts was a
hundred miles away. _We expect Mr. Watts here again in
July next, when we expect to be able to organize a brauch society.
AUDITOR.

KIRKSVILLE, Mo., March 16, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: A few liues in answer to the two questions by
Ella E. Gibson in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 14th. First, she
11ays Mr. Truesdell is accused of being a fraud (which I was
not aware of), and asks for proof. If practicing tricks for
years, and passing them off as genuin phenomena, which I
believe he admits having done, does not constitute him a fraud,
what would? Practicing tricks to-day, and giving them as
genuin phenomena, or intending to convey that impression,
and declaring them to be tricks to-morrow, will not relieve
him from the guilt as embodied in such a' charge, neither
would it under such circumstances were he to declare them to
be tricks_immediately after the performance. In her second
she says he is called a liar, and demands proof. Fraud, or
conveying false impressions, is equivalent to falsehood, and he
who is guilty of falsehood .is commonly called a liar. I am
PARKHILL, ONT., CAN., April!, 1885.
Ma.EDITOR: The 24th and 25th of March mark an epoch in the
aware that there are many frauds and a great deal of deception in the world, yet I know that genuin phenomena take history of Parkhill. On these evenings we had our first lectureR
place, the best explanation of which to me is through the on Secularism. Mr. Charles Watts, vice-president of the
Spiritualistic view.
WM. liABT.
American Secular Union, lectured the first evening on "Secularism and Christianity," and the second evening on "Free·
SPRINGPORT, M!OH., Feb. 7, 285.
thought--its Nature and its Struggles.'' There are few
MR. EDITOR: If you hav room in your paper I would offer a avowed Secularists here, but, as elsewhere, Freethought has a
few comments on Dr. Talmage's sermon in Brooklyn on strong foothold, and is fast gaining ground. One of the surest
February 8th:
indications of this is shown by the agitation the churches are
"But see the.white bundle on the rivers in the morning in thrown :·into on this question. The Methodist ministers here
China. Infanticide after infanticide. Female children are let no opportunities pass to slander and misrepresent Secularcast off because they are females. See the women harnessed ism and Freethinkers, but when they were kindly and court·
to plows like oxen, hidden from the sight of men [Talmage
is a preacher] by barricades and by veils, and by all styles eously invited to attend Mr. Watts's lectures, and there to
of cruel seclusion; their birth a disaster, their life a torture, confute his arguments and prove their fallacy, they wisely
their death a horror."
chose discretion as the better p11rt of their .valor and remained
Yet Mr. Talmage loves a bE-ing that he believes to hav pre· away. They can best thunder forth their anathemas from the
determined all of this, then holds up his hands in horror at pulpit, where none are allowed to dispute them, for the wisest
among them hav found that the Bible cannot stmd against
such a state of things. What does he mean, anyway?
Again: "Christianity found woman in the last point of deg- science; yet they cling with remarkable tenacity to their old
radation, and raised her almost to the skies." "As the church exploded dogmas, and persecute those who dare investigate the
is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their husbandlil subject for themselvs. At the first lecture tha Hall, capable of
in everything'' (Eph. v, 24). "For it is a shame for a woman holding about six hundred, was comfortably filled, and the
to speak in church." Paul, the founder of Christianity, said aecond night the audience was somewhat smaller, but conthat.
tained a larger sprinkling of intelligence. Of Mr. Watts's
Once more : "I had rather see a railroad train with five hun- subjects and discourses it is' perhaps not neccss~try to speak,
dred Christians on board go down through a drawbridge into a as much has already been said concerning them in THE TRUTH
watery grave, than to see one Infidel or one Atheist die, SEEKER and elsewhere. That Mr. Watts understands his sub·
though it were on a pillow of eider-down and under a canopy jects thoroughly is very evident; his arguments are forcible,
of vermilion." Just so. He would not see an honest man and his wit is of the keenest; he is well informed in science,
die, even to save five hundred people from being drowned. Of theology, and all subjects which hav a bearing on the doctrin
course, he "would not want to see the first catastrophe," but if he teaches. He is an earnest, dignified, scholarly gentleman
he had his choice--surely he is the John Calvin of America. and an eloquent speaker. We hope at no distant date to-see
that advancement in the mental and moral condition of Park·
Will history repeat itself?
Finally: "In the farce the Infidels laugh and mock, but in hill people that such doctrins as Mr. Watts advocates would
the tragedy God will laugh and mock. He says so. 'I will bring about.
SECULARIST.
laugh at their calamity and mock when their fear cometh.'"
No theological interpretation, no "poem" o:r "picture," for
BuFFALO, N. Y., April 5, 1885.
him. 'He admits the brutality of the Jewish Jehovah.
]14R EDITOR: I am gratified to learn that Messrs..Watts and
Respectfully,
EUGENE HIGGINS.
Putnam are to visit Buffalo in the near future. Buffalo is a
city of Liberals and Liberal Christians, and no better field for
LIBTOWEL, ONT. CaN., March 24, 1885.
propagandism can be found in the state. We hav a large Ger·
lHB. EDITOR: Listowel is 11 town of about 3,000 inhabitants, man population which is always Liberal, and the adjacent
seven churches, each of a different denomination; public and towns will probably greatly swell the attendance provided
high schools; three flouring mills; one of the largest furniture plenty of time is gi"Ven to advertise the meeting. The press is
factories in the dominion; besides other industries which are not unfriendly, and our strength in professional circles, I berequired to make a thriving inland town. There are quite a lieve, is as great as our Christian friends can boast of. Music
number here who are Liberal in their religious views, but not Hall, which accommodates threG thousand, is gen'erally filled
many who are outspoken, or who openly profess Secularism. to hear Ingersoll, and it is a fact recognized by the p'ress that
But the few Liberals ha"V, for some time, desired to hav a Lib· his advent here is sure to call out the largest and most intellieral lecture delivered here, but were somewhat timid as to gent audience of the season.
how a Liberal lecturer would be received. However, we reThe proposition of ·THE TRUTH SEEKER to se'Cure the prescei"Ved a letter on the 14th of February from Mr. J. A. Risser, ence of Father Lambert is not received with favor here; We
corresponding secretary of Canadian Secular :Union, Teronto, ha"V an idea that such a meeting would prove unprofitable for
that on Thursday evening, February 19th, Mr. Charles Watts the reason that it would be unsatisfactory. There is no hope
would be here and deliver a lecture on "Christi1mity and Sec- of securing the attendance of Catholics, and those Protest·
ularism."
ants who attend will feel that the side of Christianity is in
The notice was very short, and as no papers would be pub- p~or hands, while the Liberals would be disappointed, as
lished before the lecture was to come off, we did the best we in the Wakeman-Mitchell discussion, by the failure of the
could; got bills printed inviting the public, and the local Christian representativ to draw the heavy fire of the Liberal
clergymen in particular, to a free lecture, and then waited de. battery, and the meetipg would be regarded as a skirmish of
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every-dny occurrence. Lambert would be of little use. The
egotism, cheek, and braggadocio for which he is remarkable,
and his willingness to resort to the methods of the pettifogger,
incapacitate him for the position. What we want here is a
man who can defend his creed by an appeal to the reason of
his auditors. I think that if the proper effort is made, one of
our Protestant ministers could be prevailed upon to accept the
chsllenge of Mr. Watts. ·Cannot Mr. Watts inform us of the
best course to pursue in the matter of advertising and other
arrangements?
Yours truly, ·
C. W. F.
NEWA.BK, N.J., March 17, 285."
MR. EDITOR' I was somewhat shocked to read in THE TRUTH
SEEKER'S report of the debate of the Manhattan Liberal Club
on the Soudan and its people the gentle remarks of Robert
Blissert. How kind he is ! I should think the Manhattan
Club would be proud of such a valiant, heroic, whole-souled
soldier of the cross. How humane, and oh, how philanthropic ! How much like a fervent Christian of ye good olde
time ! "He wished to God [which God does he mean?] the
Mahdi had a thousand tons of dynamite to blow every Englishman to hell." What an expression of love for the poor
soldiers who must either :fight or hang; and how much like his
favorit God !
See the dire misery there is in Ireland through the perversity
of man-a country that has been blessed with so many saints,
including the thrice-blessed St. Patrick who banished the
snakes; and as all the evils arose in the world through the
machinations of a snake in Eden, it -is easy to see the grand
work l::!t. Pat accomplished. His anniversary has been celebrated to-day in Newark with great pomp and ceremony Had
it not been for this apple-eating business there would not hav
been such wickedne!ls on the oarth. It can be traced to this
cause, that England was invaded in the year 534 previous to
the era of science 1600, by a:a organized band of cutthroats,
known to history as the noble Christian Normans, who were so
pious they brought with them one priest for every twelve
soliliers, and by the blessing of the then representativ of the
invisible God .they succeeded, and as holy writ has it, they
gathered the people roundabout and took them unto themselvs
as servants and did unto them as they would. So devotedly
did they carry out the Lord's commands that when his visible
representativ on earth commanded them to take Ireland they
did so, and they hold it unto this day. They divided up the
lands in accordance with tlie commands of the Lord. To show
their devotion to the lor.d of hosts, _they nicknamed themselvs
lords, after th!l manner of the dukes of Edom. They enacted
laws, known to men as laws of primogeniture and entail, to
protect them in their sacred rights, which should seem right
and proper to all persons who are sinc&re believers in holy
writ. Once upon a time a number of men determined to contest these rights, and actually. went to Ireland to induce the people to rebel against them. Among these men were two named
Bradlaugh and Charles Watts, but the people would not listen
to them. One of their organs declared tltey would kneel at
the feet of Mr. Bradlaugh if he would. only keep still. Volumes could be written to show the steadfastness of these children of Erin to their ancient and glorious faith. Even their
present representativs in Parliament are insincere reformers,
who must eventually giv way to better men with more brains
and less piety.
J. PICKFORD.
ANoKA, MINN., March 2, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Please set the figures as far ahead as this order
will pay for, and send me one ALMANAC. I see some say that
)'OU may count on thein for life-subscribers. I would be glad
to say so, but being young, only eighty-four, and as the old
ship of Zion sails into this port for new recruits, I might be
persuaded to enlist and go on board, and be found with THE
TRUTH SEEKER in my pocket. It makes me think of Jonah's
hours in confinement. I think best not to promis, but to pay
up in full. May THE TRUTH SEEKER liv until there is another
savior born.
.W. S. KING.
CINCINNATI, 0 ., April 1, 1885.
MB. EDITOR: Kindly permit me to reply through TH·E TRUTH

business, also the shining shore fantasy, will be things of the
p~st. Man will no longer bow and cringe to imaginary myths,
or hav any faith in anti-natural bugaboos! What is solid and
strictly in accord with nature and its laws wili prevail, and the
downfall of ignorance, which is the parent and factor of religious superstition.
T. WINTER, Materialist.
.LINESVILLE, PA., March 16, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I receive your valuable paper regular, and am
always ·glad to get it. I like the way T11E TRUTH SEEKER goes
for hypocrits of all kinds. If the press of the country would
go at it.· the same as T:aE TRUTH SEEKER does, the priesthood
would hav to throw off the cloak that hides their flimsy
religion.
We hav a goodly number here in Linesville who pretend to
be followers of the pure and undefiled religion it is believed
Christ taught. I will try and giv you a brief history of some
of these before I am through. We also hav some who pretend
to be Liberals; but" if they were held for examination, their
Liberalism would be found wanting. / But as all other classes
hav hypocrits, it is no wonder they can be found among the
Liberals. If THE TRUTH SEEKE:a will keep_the ball a-rolling,
the time will come when men who make a profession that they
do not follow will be viewed aright by people that are fairminded. I am going to giv you a brief history of a circumstance that happened here a short time ago, and the fact that
it happened in an intelligent community makes it look the
more shameful. It cannot but remind your readers of the
Blue laws of New England a hundred and fifty or two hundred years ago, and the circumstances show plainly what socalled Christians will do if they only hav the power.
One of our citizens was taken to prison a few days ago by
the orders of our school board, on account of being unable to
pay a small tax that they claimed was due. The man hae no
property to pay tax on, and the amount they claim is only a
small amount. But the man is not able to work. He has not
done a day's wprk for nearly a year, and having no means
could not pay. So the Christian13 who compose the school
board made out a warrant .and sent him to jail. How long he
will hav to stay is for our county commissioners to decide. If
the man had been a member of some of the churches, and
·unable to pay, he, no doubt, would hav been exonerated; but
being somewhat of an unbeliever, he stood no show.
We hope you keep on firing hot shot into their false system
until they get the scales off their eyes, and are willing j;o do
justice to all alike. I wish T11:E TRUTH SEEKER success. I
BISBEY.
will use the ?Wm de plume of
CAMDEN, ARK., March 15, 1885.

MB, EDITOR: Your "Story Hour " is a great deal better than
I was expecting to find. It is well gotten up for children's
reading, about the best I ever saw. There is nothing in it to
strain their minds, as in other books for children. There
ought to be a· copy of it in every family; the price is so low, it
is more like a gift, and Miss Wixon must be complimented
for it.
Yours,
J. VICTOR PEDRON.
EAST PoRTLAND, OR., Feb. 28, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Permit me to answer through your columns
Mr. D. M. Devine, of Philadelphia, who criticised my letter of
January 17th on ".Materialism Against Spiritualism."
If we existed spiritually previous to our birth, we will exist
after our death. But as far as our material existence is concerned, we hav always been and always will be. We find
that a cord of wood made into charcoal will produce 28,000
cubic feet of smoke, which, if reduced, will produce 1.20
pounds of acetate of lime, two gallons of alcohol, and one
quarter of a pound of tar. The wood is gone, but the matter
is left in the charcoal and in the former articlelil. Should we
reduce a human body in a furnace, undoubtedly we should
find some of these articles and many others. Now, that is as
far as our body is concerned. We hav drawn on matter for
our ~rowth, and to pay that debt we hav to dit>. As for the·
spirit, I know of no existence before birth, and do not believe
in any after death.
C. L. SILVERMAN.

SEEKER to a party whose name is M. E. Rose, of East RodMAcoN, GA.., March 20, 1885.
man, N. Y., a reader and perhaps a correspondent of your
MR. EDITOR: After an absence of nearly twelve months, I
valuable paper. Be that as it may, such individual, by and turn up again, like a. bad penny, and you will not wonder that
through a most kind and friendly letter to me addressed, hath I turn up so bad when I tell you that I hav been reading my
stated that the strongest conviction hath settled on his mind Bible, the great TRUTH SEEKER, but very little these last twelve
that the solid truth exists and is condensed in the scientific months. I am glad to inform you that you hav n.ot lost a suband philosophical fact of Materialism. Sir, it· is perfectly . scriber, for when I left Franklin, Pa., a friend took the paper
clear that this party hath long been seeking truth and satis- until such time as I could establish myself at the sunny South.
faction iii the ranks of Spiritualism, but never finding what But the grand savior of men from superstition captivated him,
he sought, and being totally discouraged, he resolved on find-_ and. he will not giv it up. I remain as ever, a true friend of
ing the truth where alone it exists. The mind becoming THE TRUTH SEEKER,
THOMAS v. WILLIAM.
brighter and more clear to discover truth from error, after due
SYRACUsE, N. Y., April 6, 1885.
deliberation the advanced thoughts lead to a fixed concluSion
MR. EDITOR: John Peck is entitled to thanks, and deserves
that Spiritualism is one of th,ose shams started for the purpose of propping the falling walls of the Ohristian mythology. the compliments of all Freethinkers and Liberals, for the
He now clearly sees that it is time to hav done with fabl&s grand way in which he has handled the Rev. Windbag Talwhich hath for ages blinded and deceived millions of people, mage, who, we hope for truth and decency's sake the next
and still doth use every scheme, plot, and cunning to save time he " donks" will hav some regard for both. It ought
this widespread cheat from being discovered and exposed by to be issued in pamphlet; that and the "Object-lesson" will
go well together.
J. Y"N DENDURGH.
the multitudes.
'
But, sir, there is a power at work, and ere long it will be
felt. Large numbers of thoughtful people are shaking themFARMINGTON, UTAH, March 8, 285.
selvs from all these creedal and dogmatic superstitions, and
Mit. EDITOll: Find inclosed $1, for which please send me
claiming entire mental freedom from all the supernatural four copies of .the TBUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885. As I hav
shackles forged and imposed on them by a tyrant priesthood, said before, I still think it will become an annual necessity,
or the knavish tricksters. Sir, the triumph of MaterialiE!lll is and, like your very valuable paper, be indispensable in every
only a question of time, and the glory and happiness of man live Liberal's house. I read in your paper, with much interest
on earth largely depend on such triumph.
and satisfaction, "Notes and News" from our standard bearThe man of the future will not be gulled by a glittering and ere in the field, and note with much joy the progress of Libimpossible bauble, promised by priests and cranks after death, eralism throughout the country, which makes me eager
on condition that big moneys be placed in their pockets, in for the time to come when our noted Watts and Putnam and
order to liv in idleness and knavery. No, sir, the coming man othe~ lecturers ahall come to this priesthood-ridden Utah and
will make for himself a paradise on earth, well seasoned with start the ball rolling, for the Mormons as a people hav never
the ingredients of truth; honesty, morality, charity, and heard our (the Secular) side, and this "vexed question"
brotherly,.love. Then, sir, the brilhstone trade, and the harp , (Mormonism) may yet be settled more effectually by advanc-

ing Liberalism to them, and creating a leaven of inquiry with
them, than by laws of Congress restricting them, which they
consider as persecution-though, in my zeal, I sometimes
wish Congress would vigorously restrict them, as I think
thereby much of theirsuperstitiou in their so-calle.i God and
priesthood power could be killed. I was born in polygamy
and raised a Mormon, but became convinced of its falsity and
and deception nearly seven years ago, and am glad to say
there are many apostates from Mormonism in this territory
who are good Infidels, and older heads than mine, and with
more experience in the issue than I hav, whom I would like to
liee write to our Liberal papers showing Mormonism up in its
true light, for the benefit of our many Liberal friends East.
Allow me further to say that President Ingersoll would be
the most suitable or proper man to enlighten the Mormons,
because ·his popularity would insure him audiences.
Yours,
HEcTOR W. HAIGHT.
STOlj'E-cREEK, Omo, March 4, 285.
M11. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.00, for which please extend
my subscription. I am hardly able to take· the paper, but I
do not see how I could got along without it. I am a Materialist of the Thomas Winter and Otto Wettstein kind, but do not
intend to stop my paper on account of anything the Spiritualists can say. Thanking you for your leniency in waiting for
your pay on subscription, amd sending the paper so promptly,
I remain,
Fraternally yours,
D. HocHSTETLER.
CA.BTHAGE, Mo., March 11, E.M. 285.

. MB. EDITOR: I want to ·say a few words to the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER concerning that masterpiece of Liberal
works, "The Bible Analyzed," by Col. John R. Kelso.
Through the courtesy of a gen~rous friend, I was presented
with a copy some time ago, and, after a careful perusal, I
think it is one of the very best arguments against the Bible
that I ever read. The author has a way of dissecting the
moldy carcass of Christianity, and of showing up the falsehoods and ab~urdities of their time-worn texts and pet doctrills, that cannot fail to convince an honest reader in spite 6£
his faith, if he has not outgrown it. The book is brimful of
keen logic, sound reasoning, and with ridicule mixed in to
make it intensely interesting and spicy for a Freethinker, but
terrible for the clergy. Every page is full of sledgehammer
blows against orthodoxy, and every blow is dealt "straight
from the shoulder" in 'a manly way that comm1tnds respect
even from the enemy. Taken altogether it is a magnificent
work, and its splendid author deserves the gratitude and encouragement of all true Liberals and lovers of truth. I am
doing some missionary work among the pious heathen here by
circulating Colonel Kelso's work, THE TRUTH SEEKER; Nonconformist, Lucifer, Paine's "Age of Reason," etc. They are as
lamps unto the feet of lost and befogged wayfarers in the dark
paths of Christian mud and snperstition.
Inelosed I will send you a clipping from the Carthage Pres!l
concerning Clark Braden and some of his crookedness. I hav
no doubt it is true, and that the nasty Campbellite deserveg
to be in the penitentiary.
WATSON HESTON.
CoLUMBIA. CITY, IND., March 18, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: When Elmina starts out to investigate Spiritualism, she goes to Syracuse, visits Mr. Truesdell; he tells her
a fine story, she writes it up for the Investigator or TRUTH
SEEKER, and that is about the sum total of her investigation.
I think the generous people who are furnishing the money for
such worthless business would be doing a far better act by
feeding and clothing the needy orphan children, of which
there are plenty to be found everywhere.
If Joe Caffray is an impostor and humbug, it does not prove
Spiritualism untrue.
D. D. GLAss.
HAMILTON, ONT., April 7, 1S85.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4 for some more anti-theological
dynamite to be used in this part of the Lord's vinyard, the
particulars of which I hav confided to the business manage.
ment. I hav also to inform you that our great iconoclastic
champion, C. Watts, paid us another visit and gave us two of
his grandest orations, viz. "Science, its Struggles and Triumphs over Theology," and second, "Agnosticism and Christian Theism: Which is the More Reasonable?" Being on what
is understood as week nights, our audiences were not as large
as we usually hav them, but they were more select and many
came who possibly would not hav ventured on a Sunday.
Many who heard our friend were astonished at the logic, profundity, and eloquence, and declared they had never heard
anything like it, and now we hav them inquiring when does
he return. The city clergy are deploring the fact that " Infidel" literature is being so freely circulatei amongst the
citizens, and warn their con~regations agaist hearing or read.
ing anything having a tendency toward Freethought.
Yours for truth,
GEo. MADDocn:s.

CARROLLTON, ILL., Feb. 21, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I received the ANNUALS the 17th in st. I am
very much abliged to you for the extra copy, and you will also
be obliged to me when I say I gave it to a young man residing
here, and to-day he, of his own free will and accord, brought
to me $9.10 for books which he saw advertised in it. So you
see your liberality beats the old bread that was cast upon the
waters and that took '·many days" to come back, for yours
took only three. Your ANNUAL givs much satisfactior: to all
who read it. I expect to order more in a week or so. I cannot
be as activ in the glorious cause of hmnanity as I would like
to be. I am engaged in the profession of dentistry, and this
being a little town of two thousand people and five spires run
up over as many soul-factories, it is hard to "kick against the
pricks," but in a qui&t way I try to do some good for the cause
of truth and righteousness.
I send you the order for the books as the yonng man gave it.
I wish for myself one copy of "Bible Morals," by that deep
thinker, John E. Remsburg. With a lively interest for the
success of THE TRUTH SEEKER and all other means to advance
human happiness, I remain, fraternally,
Yours most truly,
G. P. BENNETT.
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good deal of excitement and romance about.it.
The crew of a boat fqund it no easy or pleasant task to run night and day for nearly seventy
Edited by Mrss SuSAN H. WIXON, lid River, hours, and it was often ani using .to see the efMass., to whom all Communications for this forts we would hav to make to keep awake.
D.1ncing, singing, and frequent washing of the
Cbrner should be sent.
face and eyes in cold water were the common
modes, as we stood at the helm, and yet,
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
strange to say, very few accidents occurred at
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
night in the more difficult parts of the chanThat Is known as the Children's Hour."
nel. It was wonderful how quick the highest
pitched notes would die away, how suddenly
the most demonstrativ dancing would cease,
What the Rain Did.
and how soon the sleepy eyes would cease to
Little Ted's kite was Japanese,
note the effects of frequent ablutions. "Tired
He only longed for a brisk March breeze
nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep," was so
To set Its blue wings flying;
And Gold Locks' hoop-.. _steely rimappealing.
How sensitiv our bodies and
With a dry, clean walk could whirl and and skim minds were to their work, and the least
Had it only a Chance for trying.
"sheer" or wrong move of the boat would
But it rained, and kept on raining,
start us to the sense of danger; and the penduAnd both began cvmp\a!nlng.
lum of danger and duty kept an e7en tick. Our
Through the parlor window's dripping glass
cooking stove was a crude affair-simply an
They watched whatever chanced to pass,
open cylinder for the coal with a grata at the
Wet hones, dripping people;
They studied the stea'l.y weathPr vane
bottom. Our cooking consisted of frying and
That still said l'atn, and rain, and rain,
boiling, such as coffee, tea, ham and eggs, onHigh up on the misty steeple.
ions, potatoes, stewed chicken, etc. Bread,
And listlessly b~th together,
pies, milk, etc., were bought at the storehouses
KBpt rrettlng at the weather.
and stores. We could move the stove at any
Fretted and pined; but presently
time, or to any place, and, when cold, took it in
The little girl, Gold L~Cks, Chanced to see
Through lashes dimmed with weeping,
the cabin, leaving an opei'L hatch for the esIn a cosy_ sheltered garden bed,
cape of the sulphur; neglect of this precauMany a timid pale green head,
tion often resulted seriousiy, or fatally. The
Up from the dark ground peeping,
route of the navigation is charming. From
So fair, and shining, and tender,
Port Carbon to Port Clinton, with hill, moun~olded, pointed, and slender..
tain, and dale, this portion of the anthracite
They were the early crocuses,
section is inte1·esting.
That, waiting tor just such rain as this
Down in their darksome prison,
At Pt. Clinton and down the dam you get
Had felt the sweet drups, warm and free,
into the Blue Mountain range. In one of the
And to be first the spring to 'ee
Had roused, and stirred, and risen.
spans of this chain we reach the first tunnel
And at sight of the prett-y token
of the Reading Railroad, and from the foot of
Was Gold LoCks' sorrow br:>ken.
Blue Mountain Dam we emerge into a more
She pointed out with finger glad
open and finely diversified agricultural region,
The green, fresh things to the little lad;
with, at that time, the old Dutch town of
" Oh, look at the garden, Teddy,
Hamburg, the only town of note between that
There wasn't a lear there yesterday,
place and Reading. Leaving the- succession
But see what the rain has done to-day,
of small dams, we hav the Hamburg Canal of
And the buds will E03n be ready!"
And though it kept raining, raining,
eleven miles in length, then a small dam, a
There was no more complaining."
three mile canal level, and nine miles of dams
to Reading. This place (a very old town) was
Trip on the Canal.
the paragon of neatness, good-living, and dancTo the youthful readers, interested in the ing. Every hotel had its ballroom, and dancChildren's Corner, the changes that hav taken ing was the general amusement. It was the
pJace in the past half-century border on the custom to pay the fiddler for each set, and
marvelous. In these days of steam and elec- parties would come and go at pleasure. From
tricity, it seems almost impossible to fully Reading to Philadelphia, sixty-five miles, what
appreciate the transformations. The "iron was called the twenty-two mile canal, five
horse" rattling over the plains, climbing and miles, four miles, and Maryunk level made
piercing the mountains, and crossing the l'iv- one-half way, in connection with which were
ers; with the steamboats traversing the streams the Reading, Black Rock, Little and Big Catand crossing the oceans; telegraph lines fish, Norristown, Plymouth, and Fairmount
threading the highways and byways, uniting da~s, all a fair to good length, and along
the islands and continents with its cords of whwh was scenery that would charm any
steel; the telephone, with its marvels of artist or lover of nature. In those days were
speech; and the electric light, with its splen- no reaping or mowing machines, the scythe and
·dors of illumination; with the grand promis of rake were the instruments, and sturdy men
-electricity as a motor and their combined re- and boys, with ruddy, merry girls, made the
sults of improved methods of transportation, workers in the hay fields. A boatman's life
.means of travel, and transmission of intelli- 'mid such scenes had its poetic side that in
gence, prove very clearly a great degree of part compensated for its tiresome wearing
material progress; and as compared to the con- monotony. Though our vessels only carried
·dition of fifty years ago, the contrast makes the fifty or sixty tons, we took a great deal of pride
methods and means of the grandfathers and in theh· looks and carrying qualities, and with
grandmothers appear crude and comical. As feelings akin to the locomotiv engineer that
one who beheld the former, and has partici- makes a pet of his engin, we would euduw our
pated in both conditions, I will endeavor to slow-going crafts with life, when in high water
sketch one important phase of means of trans- they seemed to be jubilant in their movements,
portation. of the earlier time.
Schuylkill or at any time when in deep, wide water.
county, Pa., was then the anthracite coal cen- Never in a canal proper. Here the pace was
ter. The Schuylkill-navigation was the water two snail-like for any enthusiasm. I hav a
highway of carrying the coal to Philadelphia, very vivid recollection of sticking fast in the
at that time the great receiving and distribut- new channel in low water in Fairmount. I caning point for the Eastern cities. Port Carbon not forget how hard we worked for hours to
was the head of navigation. The first and get off the rock. How, when we did get off
Recond dams were formed from the Schuylkill and swung into the old channel, the boat made
Hiver. The first tributary was Mill Creek, and water so fast that we expected to sink in very
emptied in Dam No. 1. The length of the deep water. We can fail'ly see with what
Schuylkill navigation was 110 miles to tide- desperation we plied the pump, ancl urged the
watel' at the outlet of Fairmount Dam, Phila- horoe to drag us to Mud Point, below Falls
delphia. Most of the distance was by dams Bridge, so that we could sink in shallow water
varying a good deal in length and width. The or stop the leak with mud. We feel the ex:
shortest not over one-third of a mile, from citement as we stood at the helm watching the
that to Fairmount, seven miles in length. The low-lying craft, the straining of the horae, and
Schuylkill navigation being so unlike the Erie how in due time we reached the point, barely
and l'egular canals, it required skill, judgment, pulled over it, reached the scales in safety,
and experience to take a loaded boat from its and (by the aid of the mud in the hole) poled
head to its terminus with safety, especially in down the tide three miles, put in the slip (as
case of high or low water. It has been a the tide was high), and there rested on our
standing joke to talk about the "raging canal," laurels. In the race for life we had won; too
as though such a thing as a rough passage o1· a tired almost to shout glory, but with a sense
wreck was out of the question. I hav seen the of satisfaction that " all's well that ends well."
time when a trip in high or low water was no We felt that we had done as all should do
joke, for it was far from funny to get stuck on under like circumstances, that is, their very
a rock or stump and work for hours in the wa- best, to overcome the difficulties that beset us.
ter to get off, or to learn that a hole was stove It was a little past 4 P.M. when we made fast
in and see the boat giv way to the inrushing the lines; the tide had passed its flood, and in
flood. In case of high watur 'twas not pleasant less than two hours the boat was out of water,
to hav boats go OYer dams and get broken and as the slip was empty.
ruined, with occasional loss of life, to say
A rest of three hours put us iu goocl trim to
nothing of the hard savings of years vanishing go to the olcl Walnut Street '£heater. This
in an instant, 1'his fresh water sailor life had a was in the palmy days of Edwin Forrest, and

I think I saw him that night as Claude Melnotte in Bulwer's "Lady of Lyons." I think
this was a better conclusion to a weary d~y
than it wo-qld hav been to attend a Methodist
class or revival meeting. My brother,. who
was my "Twin Traveler," will recollect the
upward journey of a trip whenwe took up a
load of store goods for our firm. We had a
large amount of new peanuts, English walnuts, almonds, etc. It is strange how many
nuts were eaten by four or five persons in
three days, and how well we roasted fresh peanuts in a frying-pan. Everyone knew the
"open sesame" to those bags, and how strange
it was that all the bags were so poorly sewn.
This feature of a boatman's life was one of its
weaknesses, analogous to our inability to pass
an orchard in its bearing season; and yet as a
rule the genero'us characteristics of the sailor
were common to the boatman. As Mr. Sigourney says of the Indians, "they are passing
away." The canals are doomed, like the
stage-coach, flint and tinder, and the tallow
candle-they will soon become obsolete. To
hav seen them occupy so important a place,
and to hav been among their toilers, is a
source of many sunny memories.
GEORGE LYNN.

-

My 2, 4, 6 is an animal;
My 1 . .5, 8, 2, 9 is a bird;
My 10, 9, 11 is an irreglilar verb;
I am composed of eleven lettters·
My whole is a oity.
ALBERT JA~ms.

4.-CROSS WOliD.
My first 's in day, but not in night,
1\iy R!JCond 's in quarrel, but not iu fight·
My thircl is in vine, but not in twig;
'
My fourth is in little, but not in big;
My fifth is in pen, but not in sty;
My sixth is in pupil, but not in eye;
My seventh 's in· dove, but not in curlew·
My eighth is in wren, but not in smew· '
My ninth is in granter, but not in give;.
My whole is a city on a western river. '
KATIE BAKER.
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Pulling Callie's rrooth.

"That tooth must come out!" said mamma.
Because, you see, it was loose, and there was
a new tooth pushing right along behind· it.
"It'll hurt!'' said Callie, with a doleful quaver.
"Not much, I guess," answered mamma
cheerfully. "Open your mouth, dear," and PRINTED IN SEVEJ.i.._ COLORS ON THE
she managed to tie a strong linen thread around
BEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
the tooth before Callie shut her mouth again,
tight.
SIZE, 22i X 28
"I ca-ant hav it pulled!" said she.
"Very well," said mother, vexed a little, rrHE BRONZE MEDALLION
"you must keep the string around it till you
can.,.
PRINTS AS LARGE AS A CABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
Then Callie's trials began. Papa was going
THUS GIV'ING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF
over to the village, and he said Callie might go
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACCURATE
with him. But how could she, with that awful
string hanging out of her mouth?
LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.
"May-be I can pull it, now," said Callie.
"Count ten, mamma."
"One, two, three, four, five, six, seven,
eight, nine, t-e-n," counted mamma, with long
The lithograph is designed for frampauses.
"Oh, I can't!" cried Callie.
ing, and will be a treasure for all LibAnd she didn't; and papa went to the village erals.
without her.
It was almost Fourth of July, and there was
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
to be a pinic in the grove, and Nannie Slater
said her mother was going to make currant- to subscribers to the Monument Fund
pies; Callie liked currant· pies above everything for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Adelse, to eat. "But you can't go to the picnic
dress this office.
with that. string," said mamma.
So, one day, Callie went out on the door-step
IiERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
and sat down to think it over.
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KERJoe was splitting wood in the yard. Joe was
sEY GRAvEs, author of the World's Sixteen
papa's chore-boy.
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
"I'll tell you how to pull it," said he.
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 7.5 cent-s;
cloth, $1.
''How?" asked Callie .
"Hitch it to the door-knob and thim open Bible of Bibles ; or, Twent,y-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a descripthe door," said Joe. "If you're 'fraid 'twill
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expohurt, you needn't open it but a little."
sition of two thousand biblical errors in
"Well, I will," said Callie: and she tied one
science, histo1·y, morals, religion, ancl
end of her "tooth string" to the door-knob.
general events. Also a clelineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
But it wasn't a mite of use, for when she
the Christian Bible and an examination
opened the door she walked right in after it.
of their doctl'ines. Price, $2.
Joe's eyes began to laugh.
"I guess I'll get a drink of water," said he. Biography of Satan; or, a Historicnl
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery DoHe went in, and pretty soon he wanted to come
mains. Price, 3.5 cents.
out again.
The Wm·ld's Sixteen Crucified Sav"Go e-easy! o-oh!" screamed Callie.
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
But Joe didn't go a bit easy. He banged the
Containing new and startling revelations
door open so quick that Callie couldn't keep
in religious history, which disclose the
oliental origin of all the doctrins, princiup with it. And there hung her tooth on the
ples, precepts, and miracles of the Chrisdoor-knob.
tian New Testament, and furnishing a
" What made you?'' she demanded, and she
key for unlocking many of its sacred
so,t down to cry about it. But when she found
mysteries, besicles comprising the history
it didn't bleed the least mite, or hurt any, she
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2. OU
began to laugh instead.
"Anyway, now I can go to tjle picnic and
hav some cunant-pie," she said; "ancl that's
one comfort."
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

D. M.. BENNETT MONUMENT.
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Our Puzzle Box.
!.-CHARADE.
My .first a word that's daily used,
My second an exclamation;
My whole a man that once got drunk,
Whose name means consolation.
2.-ENIGMA.
My 1.5, 10, 13, 9, 1.5, 3, 8, 6 is a number;
My 8, 4, 11, 14, 1.5 is to lift up;
My 1, 5, 9, 16, 17 is a man's name;
My 2, 3, 11, 7 is a mineral;
My 12, 5, 13, 7 is a gil'!.
My whole is the name of a statesman.
.
A. LAURIE SAIWR.
3.-ENIGMA.
My 3, 4, .5, 6 is an ornament;
My 7, 4, 6 is a fruit;
My 3, <!, 7, 10, 9 is a weapon;

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOR OF
''GOLDEN '.rHRONE,''

''PROMET.IIEUB," "ING'ER-

SOLL AND JESUS," ETC.
·Pr!ce, (Jl<>tll, $1.00; Pap •r, 50 Uts.

"A prose epic or the war, rich with Incident and
dramatiC power; breezy from flr•t page to last with
the living spirit ot to-day,-John Swinton's Pa]JI':I'.
Address THE TRUTH SEEit.ER,
33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK-

FACTS.
A Magazine Devoted to tile State·
ments o:f Mental and Spiritual
Phenomena.
39tf

Single Copies 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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BOOKS FOR UBlLDREN I

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STO:BY OF THE RIGHTW AY ALMI!HOUI!E.

BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
For sale a.t this omce.

price 10 cents.

"APPLES OF COLDa"
A. story-booktor the young folks.

By Miss SuSAN

!I wrxo . Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
~cellen

work tor young masters and misses, has
eaased through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price ot $1.25, free of
ostage. This new edition has a photograph of the
~uthOr which adds very much to the value of the
vorume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
Price 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
BY prof. H. M. KOTTINGE:B, A.M. Prloe, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the Bame time that It
Inculcates moral duties and hutnan rights from a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ALL in a LIFETIME.
A ROMANCE.SUSAN H. WIXON.
'"l'he great charm ot tills novel Is Its abRolute
Jldel!ty to nature. Its personages are those one meets
with In common life, and are portrayed with a
vividness and perspicuity 1 was scarcely prepared
to expect to llml, In such a marked degree, even
rrom so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon. whose
brilliant and lucid style Is familiar to most readers
in the Free thought ranks. • . . But what pleased
me most In this charming srory was the unflinching
honesty wlth'Whlch Its author holris up to the derision of the world the rottenness of average ministerial character, particularly that of revlva!lst
tvpe. I hav not space here to treat, In detail. of the
characters of this truly absorbing novel. Suffice It
to say that It Is safe to predict that anyone who
reads Its ftrst chapters will be loth to lay It down
till the dmauemml. Is reached. Miss Wixon has long
been dolr·g a. n ble work In educating our calldren
Into the ranks of true Liberalism, thereby robbing
the church of hundreds of those who, in alter
years, mtght hav become Ita willing dupes and ser·
vl! tools, and she certainly deserves the generous
and substantial recognition of all b'reethlnkers.
L"t everyone send for a copy of' A.!l in a Lifetime.'
It will yield a liberal reward for the outlay.
" ELLioTT PRESTON.
Price, $1.50.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
BY MISS

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY
A CoHcction of PassPges
Illustrating the

Purify and· Mm·ality of The Bible.
Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

l'ure Philosophy for Physiologists.
Please send me 5 cents fo1· Foote's Health
Jfonlhly for .March, and read articles on
DIANAIS~I

AND ALPIIAISM.

Send stamrs (l cent ones) to

ELMIN A D. SLENKER.,
4tl3

Sr,owville, Ya.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY.
O:B,
MEN

OF BUSINESS WHO DID SOMETBING BESIDES MAKING MONEY.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .YAJDES PARTON,
This book contains 400 pages, Plainly printed,
treating o! !nrty-slx characters In history who have
'helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
PRICE,
$1.21S.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
88 Ol.lnton Pla.oo. New York.

<!PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.

J~~. !'!~~~?~:!. :~~:,r, FALSE CLAIMS' HISTORY
It R'
A WEEKLY PAPER OF AMERICAN IDEAS, PROG·
RESS, A.ND RIGHTS.

21

Pari~

Itow, New York.

a OENTS A OOFY.
St•eehneus Jo'ree.

$1 PER YER (post paid).

1-Bo!dly upholding the Rights of Man In the
American way.
2-Ba.ttllng against the Accumulated wrongs o! So·
clety and Industry.
3-Strl v!ng for the OrganiZation and Interests of·
Workingmen, and giving the news of the toodes
and the unions.
4 -Uniting the New Political Forces; searching for
a common platform, and gl vlng the news of Il
the young bodies In the field.
5-Warn!ng the American people against the t.reaon
able and crushing schemes o£ mllllon&lres,
.monopolists, and plutocrats, and against tile
coming billionaires whose shadow Is now loom·
Ing up.
n-Looklng toward better times o! fair play and
public welfare.
7-Llvlng views ot public questions and socl&l top·
lcs.
B-Llterary sketches and stories.

TUE

TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
l'rice, 26 oente.
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AND FREE.
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BY CHARLES WATTS,

·n.· G.ea•~:~~~!~:O~"-•h•o•o•-

I

By THO!YIAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies

CoNTENTs-Sec. I.: DEfinition of Freethoughtll
for $l.OO.
Revised and Enlarfied,
and its Early Struggles for Life. Sec.tion II.:
'I1 H E CRISIS.
What it Owes to Mohammedanism. Section
Price, 10 CT!:;. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ III.: Freethought Martyrs and Confessors.
By Thomas Paine.
Section IV.: Freethought in Conftiot during . Spea)I.Ing of this work In connection with the pro·
AS A
the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth posed Independence of America from Great Britain,
Washington wrote: "A few more such flam tug
Centuries. Section V.: Freethought Triumph arguments . . . will uotleave numbers at a loss
MISS IONARY D 0 CUMENT in
the Nineteenth Cent·ury.
to decide on the propriety of a separation."
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
. "I hav read Mr. Watts's' History o! Freethought.'
Price, 3;) cents.
It Is just what every th!Dklng man needs, and those
For eithm· of these works. or any of Paine's
wr-itings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Among the subjeota considered by Mr. who do aot think need It ~~g':Ek:Tt~~n:Nd~E~S~LL.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Remsburg are:
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P• ice, $1 2iJ

'fhe Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the priRoners in
the penitentiaries; the Churoh and Civilization; the Church and Soience; the Church
and Learning; the Churoh and Liberty; the
Churoh and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulat~d by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Olinton Plaoe~ NEW YORK
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THE 'fRUTH S~EKER,
33 Clinton Plac.e, New Yo1·k.
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L~ssons" for Little Follul,
Are now rrady to mail to any address;
at ilO cents for IJonrd covet", and
20 cents for p:lper. Address
J.:lnlina D, S e k'm·,Snowville, Vi1·ginia.

' ''Little

" 'Little Lessons ' arc grand. I ha~hed nnd
rehashed the lesson on spidNs this evening in the
Autbor of Prometheus," "Gottlteb," and .. Ingersoll Sunday-school. 1 am mnning two Sunday-schools.
'
and Jesus."
The children arc slow in learning the mpter.\· of
A Ra•lloal romance of pioneer lite. delineating the vir
tues of natural humanity as opposed to the hyponrlsy of a the God-head; in comprehending the •rrinity; but
supernatul"l41 religion; crowded with Incident and tull ol their eyos brighton lllll] they tllkC kiJ~dJy to dis~rogreBBiv !deBS and the poetry of the futnre.
COUrSeS on snails, toads, spiders, and hzard.~ 1 sol

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
11

PRICE

$1.00.

ADD:&ESS THIS OFFlC::R' think I'll keep it

up."-B~tis

StrlM.

-THE TRUTH SEE:KER, Al?R!L 18, 1885,
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By them tin 1600) thtl new heavens and the new working for universal liberty of thought.
When any of these culminates, its force will
earth stood fully revealed.
These Mystics had a touch of liberty in their be incorporated in the rest; That all the prosouls which makes them very lovable. This gressiv movements should fail together is no
came from thElir realization of the kingdom of longer a possibiljty. No one of these move.
lJniversal )[ental Liberty.
heaven within them. Thereby they became ments has ever before reached its present perCAN IT BE ACHIEVED? AND HOW?
united with God and "the Christ," and had fection, or it could not hav been swept away.
THE RISE OF INTELLECTUAL LIEERTY FROM
no, or little, neE)d of pope or church. There- There is no more danger of the return of the
THALES TO COPERNICUS. By Frederick May
fore they fell under the ban of the orthodox, Dark Ages than of the relapse of New England
Hollan:l, Author of the "Reign of the Stoand, notwithstanding their almost Protean into Indian hunting-grounds, or of the revival
ics.'' New York: Henry Holt & Co. Pp.
458, 8vo. Price $3.50. [Order through THE
changes of sect and name, suffered untold of the mastodon and ichthyosaurus. Complete
TRUTH SEEKER].
persecution. But they had 11 phase of religios- emancipation of thought may still be distant
'
ity which cropped out In EchRrd, a-Kempis,- but it must surely come" (p. 458).
This is a book not only to be read once, but
With the general drift of these happyproph.
and Dante, in Erasmus and in our modern
to be kept and referred to, and pondered over
Quakers, and finally in our Whittier.
ecies we concur, but we could not, if only
from year to year. It is a guide-book of LibLiberty of heart and head was possible to the means upon which our author bases them
erRlism through the past ceiJ turies prior to
them because, as we hav before said, theo-· (as above quoted) were all upon which they
1600, the era of Copernicus and Bruno. It
logical dogma had vanished. Their unity with can be founded. We feel sure, after scanning
does not take the place of other histories like
thEl In fin it 'as an ocean of power Rnd lovfl had the pages of history and of our author's book,
Gibbon; Hallam, or Lecky, but it makes them
melted its bonds away. Instead of putting that not any one, 1\0r all of the influences he
intelligible by pointing out the white light
bonds on their brothers, they wished to free has named above, can ever withstand the pathat hqs been cast npon the lurid clouds of igthem by bringing them under the same em an- pacy. If those are all of the defenses he has
norance, superstition, and cruelty, from the
cipaling influence of love. Thus the stream to offer, the Liberal cause is lost! The Pope
little stream of Freethought that has flowed in
of liberty of the human soul came to the sur- and the Czar will finally inherit the earth, un.
its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
face again in them. 'Ihey form a singular less they meet a spiritual and a temporal power
down through the ages which now liv only as
fame!)
oasis in the desert of papal and temporal whiuh can inaugurate a "higher integration"
our realm of Memory and Admonition.
How did this terrible spiritual despotism tyranny and cruelty.
than the world has ever seen, and which will
The story is well told, and of absorbing inBut why? The seventh chapter of our absorb and inwardly digest the Roman church
terest. The Present and the Future are the ever arise? Plainly it was the result- the very
children of the Past. What we can do is but child-of the empire. When the lives and author shows that the old condition of a Taried and the Russian empire, Never forget it l
a trifle compared with what we inherit. Her- souls of men were crushed out of them and if not of a federal temporal power had arisen These two B's, Rome and Russia, are the two
edity dominates. The mighty dead rule us driven from the earth by oppression, despotism in Europe. The empire of Charlemagne had great enemies of liberty and of the human
from their urns and graves-unconscious and slavery, then they took refuge in the broken up, and Germany, France, and Eng- race. They are the heirs and descendants of
though we are of the fact. Until Liberals and heavens and the hells. _The Christian pope's land were not consolidated, but were yet in the Western and Eastern Roman empires, a,nd
reformers learn to know this fact, they are spiritual despotism was the inevitable shadow more or less open rebellion agninst the papacy. like them mean death or domination. Protest.
Under these, the only possible conditions of antism now only stands in the breach, but her
but children paddling their little canoes on of the Crusars.
It has been taught that this spiritual Roman liberty, as-- we hav pointed out, the Mystic Bible. is in ruins and she cannot advance a
the bosom of ocean currents whose drift they
know not. Until we open our eyes and let empire called the Catholic church was founded Humanists came and brought the blush of the step, and cannot long hold her own ground.
history unroll th(l chart before us, wil shall in some way by or from a man called Jesus dawn. They appealed to the inner-light, the Her people are a few in Europe and North
never know whither we are being borne, or Christ, much as Mormonism has arisen from private judgment, and achieved for themselvs America; her churches are a rope of sand;
whither we ought to try to sail. The great de- Joseph Smith. We regret to s~y that our more libertr of soul than Luther was eve~ able her states are not even federated; her
fect of modern Freethought is its want of authur appears to give sanction to this notion, to realize or even understand.
armies are fragments. The pope, relieved
Yet they made Luther possible and all of the from the diilgrace of a temporal power, is
knowledge of the historical evolution and con- by crediting this supposed man with a life and
tinuity of the human race. That is the true certain sayings, and putting him in place be- twilight of the Reformation, and their in- strengthening his spiritual power over the
meaning of history and the only positiv Bible tween Augustus (p. 65) and the Stoics as a fluence for good will remain imbedded forever souls of men as never before in the history of
or explanation of our modern world and of our historical character. But there is not the in the human soul, when Protestantism as a the church since Charlemagne. The czar
slightest evidence that he ever was there at all. dogma and a theocracy has failed Rnd been wields an army of two millions, and is graduplace and duties in it.
Yet who but Auguste Comte has ever mapped Not a word, not a ripple, ever came to the sur- replaced. But why will that fail? B~cause it ally absorbing the whole of Asir.. All of the
out and made a panorama of the successiv re- face of him, or from him, or about him, at that became the enemy of liberty by allinnce with elements that our author names as resistant to
ligious or social integrations of the past, so time. To suppose him, and then to cold- temporal princes, and the enforcement of dog- these spiritual and temporal dominations will
that we can see that they hav any meaning for bloodedly put him into history as a fact then rna. Thus the private judgment to which it be incorporated or else subdued by them step
us who hav inherited the grandest integration and lhE1'e, is the most astonishing error our appealed at first, as the law of liberty, was via- by step unless they can be organized as a Reof all, the Church of the World and its Religion author has committed, and one for which it is late d. The Bible, "the religion of Protest- ligion and a Republic of the whole human race,
hard to find an apology-except the habit of ants," has wholly failed to withst11.nd the at. Neither the Catholic church nor the czar is
of Humanity?
We suppose that all who read this notice following Christian historians, who hav done tacks made upon it as an infallible revelation really committed to the Bible, nor to any theory
will read the book, but we cannot forbear to it in the belief that their Christ was a God. and guide of life. Protestantism can therefore or dogma except their own tmivn·sality (Cathocall attention to some things at its beginnl.ng, That such a man ever existed at that time in be sustained only by authority temporal or licism), and their authority to enforce it. In
Palestine is a scientific, historical, evolutional social, and, therefore, it is doomed, for as fast a word, theirs is the ultimate church or inte.
its middle, and its end.
The stream of Freet}lought had its origin in impossibility. Jesus the Christ-i.e., Joshua as the Bible goes it has no ground to rest that gration of the human race on earth, lo their
many a spring and rill away back in the dark the Anointed, as the phrase appears in Greek- authority upon.
view; and such will be the result, unless a
beginnings and childhood of the human race- was the incarnated Messiah-Logos, which did
Yet let us be grateful. Protestantism has higher spiritual and temporal integration intoo far back to be penetrated by any very clear not beget Christianity, but which was begot- be~n the bulwark of all our liberties, present cludes them, a» Christianity did the Roman
history view. But wherever they arose, those ten by it, and thrown back on the past as a and future. Luther, Calvin, and Knox did empire of old. The fact that these two R's
known to us were gathered into the general historical personage. This is an old and now not mean it, but they hav builded wiser than hav been hostil for centuries will deceive no
current of human evolution by the Greeks. familiar process of the human _mind which un- they knew. "Reason is the Devtl's own har- one who remembers that they are both Chris·
'fhere among the separated valleys and isles of derlies the histcry of Greece and of Rome, lot," said Luther, but Humanity can never be tian and twins in their historical origins, and
Greece, the undercurrents of the human soul and of every ancient religion. That our au- redeemed until she is redeemed and enthroned in their creeds. Theirs is but a difference of
for the first time grew strong enough to emerge thor should not hav given this Logos theory of •. as the chiefest ministt>r of the Highest, how- definition only, and the same sacrament!\ and
to the sunlight. There, lake-like, they were Christ even a mention in treating of Christian- ever that may be conceived.
ceremonies prevail in both. When the czar is
veiled and draped and crowned with the ever- ity is the great omission of this work. The
1 Yes, Protestantis~ has fought our battle the chief of the world, and the pope the only
changing hues of poesy, art, and philosophy, origin of Christranity is one of the test issues -against the papacy, and it has <IUade the only mighty' 'medicin man," the Ecumenical counsel
which has ever since filled the world with won. of history. Was it a god, a man, or a Messiah- fight that has been of any moment. All other that will consolidate these powers to rul~ the
der and delight. The Roman republics, too, Logos? As you answer this question you con- spiritual heresies and temporal potentates, world will be as easy as that which placed
borrowed this light, and under Lucretius, the strue all history-nay, all the world, and even and they hav been many and strong, hav gone Charlemagne and the pope over Europe.
Stoics, and Cicero were making it a hopeful your own life.
down before the curse of Rome. Our author's
Our author promises to write anothe1• val·
twilight to the then known world. Then came
If a God-join his church and be consistent. book is cloiefly a record of them. Glory be to ume so as to bring the story of Freethought
theRoman empire andChristianitywhereby this If a man- show how he did or could hav ex- Luther! not th»t he or his hav won the battle, down from Bruno to the French Revolutionstream of light and liberty was repressed and isted and how we know anything certain about but that they hav made one possible for us and all Liberals will await its appearance with
put underground to work through subterra· his doings or sayings. If a Logos-then ab- and_ our successors.
no little interest. In that we shall look to seo
nean passages for about sixteen hundred sorb and mold all the good that after centuThis brings us to the end and concluding some adumbrations of the organized Religion
years, till the new era should begin-to last ries attributed to him into the Ideal Human- prophecy of our author, which is certainly of Humanity and Federation of the World
how long?
ity. Thus continue it as an increasing light cheerful: "The apprehension expressed in which shall take the field against Rome in its
Our author has told the story well, but, as forever, as in Whittier's "Vision of Echard," Count Goblet d'Alviella's richly stored history contest for the soul of Man, and against Rna·
he expressly tells us, he has not tried to giv us the Mystic (A.D.1300). This vision our author of free religion, 'L'Euoltttion Religie!tSe Gontem- sia in its contest for the control of the earth.
its lesson. Let us then ask, How came Free- quotes (p. 223), as if in reproof of himself, poraine,' and in other Liberal publications, that That new power must appear soon, and must
thought to strike the surface in this wonderful and every Liberal should commit it to mem- liberty of thought is likely to be eclipsed consolidate and increase the various factorR
way in democratic Greece and republican ory. It begins:
, • again, as in ancient times, by the rise of some our author has specified as tending towarc!
Rome? Many, doubtless, were the causes, but
Ye bow to ghastly symbols,
new religion, will not be felL by those whore. freedom, or the balance of power will be 80
two are noteworthy, in their bearings on our
To cross, and scourge, and thorn,
member that classic unbelief was confined to greatly against it, from present appearances,
own future:
Ye seek his Syrian manger
the upper classes; that the Roman emperors that it can never succeed. There is no time to
be lost. Russia must be met by a Federation
1. The Greek and Roman polities were comWho in the heart i• born.
s<mght to suppress mental independence; that of the civilized peoples and nations of the
posed of separate cities, families, or tribes, And ends:
science was then in its infancy, and that cui- world, now apparently possible only under the
.cenfederated but never consolidated.
The stern behest of duty,
ture had not become so general as at present . lead of the English-speaking peoples. Rome
2. They as polythetsts were compelled to
The doom-book open thrown,
This phase of history will never be repeated." must be met by the higher and truer int<'gm·
The heaven ye seek, the hell ye fear,
tion of the Religion of Humanity sustaining
Tecognize and respect each other's gods, and,
And again our author says: "That every yoke that Federation. Liberty is only possible now
Are with yourselvs alone. •
ns belief in them declined, each other's opinwill yet be broken, and the doors of all pris. as in the days of Greece and Rome, when the
ions.
This mystic "ideal h urn an realization of the ons be unbarred, cannot be doubted by those Febeml Republic of Man, as the higher inteThus were made possible Aristotle at Athens Christ" brin~~:s us to a chapter towards the who see how many movements are working to- gration, shall subordinate czar and pope Devil
and Lucretius at Rome. The lesson is that I close of the Middle Ages with which Liberals gether for emancipation, 'rhere are the vari- and God, to Humanity as the supreme hum11n
liberty arose and is possible only under fed- are too little acquainted, and to which our ous schools of thought which I hav described interest. The law of evolution will then
era! democratic republics, in the absence or author has done such justice that we forgiv as scientific positivism, philosophic skepticism, come in pl~ty, to wit, the higher the int~gmtion
the more individu~tlized the parts and organs,
decline of theologic dogma and control.
him for mill taking Emanuel, "the God within independent mysticism, and pious rationalism, In a word, then, the conditions of a completer
We hav no space here to enforce this lesson us," for a man like Joseph Smith. We refer which last might be called Liberal Chris- individualizfltion will be realized and conseas we would wish, but thi.:! is the lesson of this to the Mystics and Humanists who were the tianity if it did not include such other move· quently Universal Mental Liberty' will then be
book, and the one which of all things the dawn of the new era (1300 to 1600), as the Re. ments as independent Theism, and progressiv possible, and with it a far greater practical lib·
.ages past hav to teach us.
former Protestants were the twilight, before the Judaism. Then, besides the efforts to ~stablish erty and a welfare and glory of human natur"'
not as yet dreamed of in our Utopias.
As if it were to enforce this view, our author morning sun of Copernicus and Bruno arose. these ways of thinking, there is the labor now
For who shall set limits to the providence of
shows how baleful were the effects of the
going on for the growth of biblical criticism, the human race when actually applied to the
-establishment of the Roman empire over lib· *To follow this subject further, read "Crea. the destruction of intolerance, the emancipa- achievement of its, welfare? The powers
-erty of thought, and then finally and conse- tion or Evolution-Which?" being the reply tion of women, the increase of political and which built the pyramids and the cathedrals,
of T. B. Wakeman to the Rev. Mr. Mitchell
-quently over literature, art, patriotism, and at Rochester, 1884, to be had at this office' social liberty, and the improvement of general increased a thousandfold with the advancing
years, cannot fail to realize a heaven on earth,,
Jllorality. If Cresar had been the Washington price Iii cents.-ED. T. S.
' culture. Ifere are nine distinct movements all
New York, April 31 285·. T. :j3. WUE!U)f1

l}ooh IJeview.

of the Roman republic (as poor Cicero -wished),
instead of its Napoleon, where would not the
human family "stand in its progress to-day !
The Augustan splendors were those of sunset, and soon a deep, dark night of superstition qrept over the world from the Bast. That
was ~·the Asiatic mildew," Christianity. For
a thousand years this night gave us the Dark
Ages. There was no more sunlight on stream
or lake of liberty-nor free play of its waters
in thought or art or song. The living waters
sank in the earth to feed the hells, or were
evaporated to veil the heavens from mortal
gaze. Reader! let no modern Roman Catholic
make you forget that the triumph of his
church was the desolation of the civilization
that the Freethought of Greece and Rome had
created; that its happiness and glory, its
science and art, its lRws ancf protection, vanished before the priest8, monks, and barbarians. History has put Christianity on record
as the Be!igion of Biood. There is nothing of
horror or pain or anguish that it has not made
its own. Well might Voltaire continually exclaim, "Crush the Inf~tmous !" ( Ecmsez l'in-
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Tho BiOlo Analyzed. Popular ~~welry Store
Rochelle, Ill.

BY

.John R. Kelso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
creatlon.-The Deluge.-'rhe Exodus.-The Mira·
c1es or the Blble.-The Errors of the Blble.-The
prophecles.-The Devil or Satan o! the Blble.-The
Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-'rhe Sabbath of
the Blt;le.-The God of the Bible,-The Messiah or
The

SaJ~g~n octavo, 833 pp, Splendidly executed. Sent
bY mall, post paid.

Price, $6.00.

MONI'-S, POPES,
AND

THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
BY JOHN .ALBERGER.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOl\! I£ OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES.
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
LIT!CAL NATUUE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
.AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH Rl!:GARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
Price, IJO cents, 7ii cents, and $1.00, ac•
cording to condltton or book.
Address
1.'HE TRUTH BEEKER,
RS Olin tan Pl., New York.

-FOR SALE.
·I will sell the best storeroom in the town of
Liberal; it ia 70 feet deep, 21 feet wide, and
12 1-2 feet high in the clear; built of ston·e, iron
roof, well plastered. Terms easy.
Address
C. 0. RICHEY,
Liberal, Mo.
2tl6
A NEW BOOK OF DIRECTIONS
FOB

CLEANSING THE B·LOOD,
And Curing an forms ot Disease that the
Huma.n Family Is Subject to,
Without the Use o! Any Medicine Whatever.
By Professor Nathaniel Pierce.

6t!

Price, 30 Cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Olllce.

GERMAN SUIPLIFIED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted !or
self-Instruction as well as tor use In schools. To
consist of about twelve numbers.
Five numbers
now published. Bent to any address on receipt or
the price, 10 cents p!;)r number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO.
"These books contain a wealth or knowledge for
selt-lnstruction."-ED. Albany Union.
3tf

''n·En.-rTD·LTCl
xt: · r t.r n-- · x·(). "
[Published In the rapidly growlnll young city, on Long·
fellow's" mountain or the prs.lrle, Pipestone, .Minn.)
Eight pages, weekly, $1.50 a year. Contains.
the news of the day, short stories, scientific
rniscellaily, literary selections-but best of all, the
REPUBLIC is unqualifiedly, uncompromisingly
opposed to the LIQUOR TRAFFIC l It puts
LIBERTY AGAINST LIQUOR l It opens its
columns to Jilree Discussion. It challenges all
opponents to meet it on the burning question of
our time, PROHIBITION l The plea, that legal
Prohibition annihilates PERSONAL LIBERTY
will be met and refuted. All opponents to Prohibition will he accorded the right to reply. This
is the WORKINGMAN'S Rl~PUBLIO. And an
advocate of WOMAN SUFFRAGE. When the
mothers, wives, and daughters vote there will be
an end to the RUM CURSE l When women
vote we will hav a true Republic, and never be·
fore. The REPUBLIC is published to disseminate these principles. Shall we receive your aid?
Send all remittances to
W. F. JAMIESON, Editor nnd Publisher,
Pn•esTONB, MINN.

F REETIIOUGHT NOVELS.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
written Radical romance. By WM. MeDoNNEU., author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents., cloth,
$1.25.
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN·
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,.
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall.

"One of the most exciting romances of the day." Price, paper
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
MAcDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.

'The Outcast.

A deep, finely written
Radical story. From the London edition.
By WrNWOOD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 cezrts.

'Gottlieb : His Life.

A

romance of
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
written by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents.

'The Darwins.

A Domestic Radical
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

·John's Way.

A

pleasing domestic
By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER.

Radical story.
15 cents.
Ad\iJ;'eflll
'Xli;Jil TBUTB SEEKER o•oe,
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CHRISTIANITY
A. R E WARD F 0 B C R I :M E.
Substantiated by the Bible.
BY

0. B. WBITllORD, M. D.
Price, 10 Cents.
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Solid sliver stem-winding American Watches,
huatlng or open case; 2 oz. 7jeweled, $10; 3 oz., $11;
4 oz 1112; 5 oz. $H. Same ca.ses with 11 jeweled
PHOTOGRAPHS
movements, $12 60, $13.50, $14.50, $16,50, Same case
OF
wit-h run (15) jeweled movement, patent regulator,
$17,$18, $,9, $21. Same ca.ees, wlth full jeweled adODL.
R.
G.
INGERSOLL,
J us~ed patent regulator movements," $22, $23,_ $·J4,
$26, key wtnd, $2 to $5· Jess; ror b0st ca.ses, sliver
WI'I'H AUTOGRAPH,
caps and gold joints add $1. 50, and for best filled
Price, 20 cent-s.
gold <Jases (warranted !or ~0 years) add $10 to best
silver ca.ses, making a 11 jeweled hunting (filled
case) stem-wind quick train watch only $28; same
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS,
!or ladlea, $23.
Ladles' solid gold stem-wind
Price, 40 Centl!l.
watches, latest styles, good American 11 jeweled
moyements, 10 kt, $2~; 14 kt, $32; same full jeweled,
Address this Office.
$32 and $40-for fancy engraving add $3 to $5.
Prices and speclftcatlon8 for ftner ladles' and
gents' watche8, Including all the ftnest, richest, THE S,CIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
and most elabOratly finished watches In the world,
BY MAIL POST-PAID.
sent upon "PPlicatlon.
Watches cleaned for $1; main springs, $1. Bank
time-Jocks, chronographs, music boxes, etc., repaired at loweet rates, and all work warranted the
best In the world or no pay.
.l:lest steel spectacle made, $1; genu in pebbles, $2;
g(J')d common, 25 cents. Best trlpleplated teaspoons,
$2; tablespoons, $4; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75-all
per set of six .
Parties desiring silverware, Jewelry, dl~tmonds,
etc., for present!! will do wen to order sample paekage
on selection and save money.' Cash will be re- A Great Medical Work 01~ Manhood
funded on all goGds not satisfactory.
Watches, etc., may be safely eent In unsealed
Exhausted Vitality, Nenous and Physical Debility,
packages per registered mall, and will be retarned Premature Decline In Man, Errors o! Youth, and
at my expense.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
the untold miseries resulting from lndls~retlon or
I', S.-Stop over and see me when near Rochelle, Ill. e_xcesses. A book for eTery man, young, middleaged and old. It contains I25 preecrlptlons for all
acute and.chronlc dtseaees, each one of which Is InELEMENTS
valuable. So found by the author, whose experience for 23 yeare Is such as probo.bly never before
OF
fell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound In
beautiful French muelln, embossed coTers, full gilt,
guaranteed to be a ftner work In every sense-mechanical, literary, and pro!esslonal-thaa any other
work sold In this country for $2.50, or the money
FOb
will be refunded In eTery Instance. Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. Illustratlv sample 6 cents.
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
Bend now. GG!d medal awarded the author by the
National Medleal Association, to the president o!
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
which, the Hon.P. A. Bl!!sell, and aesoclate omcers
of the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science or Ll!e should be read by the young
By Prof. H. D. Cottinger, A.JJI.
for Instruction, "nd by the allllcted for relief. It
will benefit aii.-Lendon Lancet.
There Is no member of society to whom The
Freethinkers will find this, for an outline,
o! Life will not be useful, whether Youth,
history the best for their use, as Professor Science
parent, guo.r<llan, Instructor, or clergyman,-ArgoCottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports naut.
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
truthful freedom not found in ordinary his- H. Parker, N'?· 4. Bulfinch t!treet, Boston, Mass ,
who
may be consulted on Q.il d.lsea.ses requiring
tories. He dates his work from the beginning sk-Ill and
experience. Chronic and obstlll.ate dis·
of historical certainty and not from the mythi- eases that have ba:!!l.ed the skill or auuEALother
s u C·
cal Eden, as do most " universal " histotians, physicians a i!peclalty. Such treMedn
and brings it down to 1883, with a brief men- cessfully, without an Instance ofT
!allure. Mention this paper.1y14
tion of subsequent important inventions and
discovel'ies.
Price, Clotb, $1.50.
Ia a regularly educatAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ed 8lld legally qualified phyalcian, and
the most suecessful
ae hie practice will
pr<Dve. He h!Lil for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all dleeaees
o! the Sexual Organs,
BY
In the cures or which
he-stands preeminent.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
SPERMATORRH!EA
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
and IMPOTENCY
as the re$ult of selfevery respect. In fact, one of the richest,
abuse In youth and
brightest, best ever issued.
sexual excesses In maIt contains, besides the celebrated "Decoturer yeare, causing
n I g h t emleslons by
ration Day Oration,'' never before published,
dreams,
loss of sexual
and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
power,renderlng mar.
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., ariJ cured permanently by an outside application In sixty days.
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, let- NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
ters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations Fellows' valuable discoveries, which le entirely un.
known tll the medical profession. Send ftve 2-cent
of the author.
The work is designed for, and will be· ac- stamps for his "Private CouD.llelor," giving full Information. Address Dr. It. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
cepted by, admiring friends as a rare per- J., and say where you saw this advertlement.
sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
Prom the Ironclad Age.
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
"Dr. Fellows 1s 811 outspoken Inftdel, therefore no
has been prepared especially for it.
cheat or humoug. The 'Freethinkers ot the land
In the more elegant styles of binding, this should glv the doctor their patronage."
lyS
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes, for any season or occasion.
In workmanship the volume is a masterpiece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
best materials and skill can produce. The
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
!;!ilk-cloth, beveled edgee, gilt back and etde, $2 ~0
Half-calr, mottled edges, elegant llbra.ry style, 4. 50
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquiSitely ftne,
7 ~0
mYlUedical Compound and Improved
Elastic SupPo-rter 'l'russ in from 30 to
Full tree calt, highest poselble strle and ftnish, 9 00
90 days, Reliable references given. Send
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
stamp fat circular, and aau ~·n what pa.ptf
you taw my advertlsement•... Addrees Ca.})~.
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
W, A. Onlll.nii!s,SmlthT!llt.Se«•'IOI. 011. )l';l"
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
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RUPTURES CUR ED:y

Will V'!H'e all Fornu er Diaease Witho
llledlctne.

•

OoNBULTIHG ROoMS,

471 WEST liiADlSON ST.,

VHIVAGO, IL

Som.ethlng for Invalids to read and st>nd
over,-Stop Drugging and tr;yNa<ure'• -Rem.edy,
liiAGNE'I'ISlll,

For yeaJ:s pa.st It has neen known to the profes·
slon that Magnetism and Electricity were power!ui
agents tor lm parting vital force and energy to the
worn-out sutrer<>r from disease. Many humanltarl,.ns In the profession, thinking more o! the alleviation of suJierlng than they did o! the code ot
ethics bY which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment a.s a last resort and round them·
selves astonished at tlie etrect upon th6lr patients.
They had been taught that medicine was an absolute essential in all C&Bes, and that that falling, the
patient must die, ae nothing more CGuld be dane.
Here and there an a.avanced thinker has !lung aside
the tie which bound him to hie dogmatic bTethren
and ha.s reoorted to other and more sclentl!lc methode o! treatment. As a result many, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarous a.s It was unsclentlftc, have used their best en·
ergles to devise me~tns ror the alleviation of human
sutrerlng. Here and there the wondrous power ot
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as incurable readily submitted to
Its mild but potent lnftuence. This agent to the
Intelligent observer was found everywhere. Belng1
as It is, the very essential of all life, It was !ouna
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vital principle. It we can
eupp!y thls vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
Ah 1 but how is It to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the reecue, and solved
tbe problem. Here and there throughout the world
are ftelds of what are known as magnetic ore. Lt
was observed that the ore, when carried upon the
person, was found to be a safeguard agalnet dlseasf:l,
and to this clrcumstanp>we are largely indebted tor
magnetic wearing apparel, !or It was an easy trans!·
t!On from carrylng magnetic ore to covering the
body with pe-rmanently cbarged IDI!.gnets, placed In
garments fittea to every part or the body. Since
the first introduction of magnetic appliances as a
curatwe, there has been a number of these so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose sole object was gain. Unscientitlc In oonstructlon, and having little If any magnetism In
them, their life was of short duration; It was long
enough, however, to demonstrate that when constructed upon scientific principles there was scarcely
an a.llmtnt that human ftesh Is heir to that would
submlt to thelr healing Influence.
THE EUREKA :MAGNETIC APPLIANCES are superior to everyth lng of a similar character heretofore otrered to the P!lblic, being the only sclentiftcally ccnstructed appliance In the market; It ill now
two and a half years elnce they were ftrst otroced
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patlen ts, and not a single C.a."!e of fall·
ure to receive beneftt reported to ue, While we are
In dally receipt o! testimonials o! cures !rom all
parts of the country. We know that dlsea.se cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
115 advised bY us.
To all who may be allllcted with any of the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
:Magnetic Gar;ments will cure you :-Psralysls,
Rheumatism, Nervous Deb1llty, Neuralgia, Lum.
bago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss ot Energy, Heart DlseB.!Ie,
Constipation, Con~umptlon, Prolapsue Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syph1lis, Epilepsy, Bt. Vitus' Dance, and all torm
of chrOnic tnvalld!sm.

PRICE LIST.

Invigorators,
- $ 6
6
G"'ntlemen's Body Belts,
0
Sciatic .Appliances,
3
Knee Caps,
4
Leg Belts,
•
•
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Anklets,
4
•
4
Shoulder A.ppHanceR,
1
Wris' lets, each,
I
Hat Bands,
4
Hf'ad C11ps,
•
•
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
4
~leeping Caps,
•
BY SCRIPTURE.
6
Abdominal Belts (ladies),
15
Vests,
Gents'
Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hob·· Ladies' Jacket and Corset
bery-Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Con·
(combined),
18
quest and Extermination-Despoti(Sm-Intolerance and Superfine Insoles (all leather), 1

BIBLE MORALS.

Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Children-Cruelty to Animals-H un~an Sacrifices-Cannibal·
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocv- Ob·
scenity.
BY .JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Price,

Sln~;"le

Coplell, !!6 cent1;

6 Copies, $1.00

Speclai Discount on Larger '}uanUtiel,

Lun~

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

90

00
00
00
00

00

00

While these g"irments can be procured at the
above low prices no onA can a!l'ord to b" Ill. Our
Jadlea' supporters are juet what every lady In the
land neede, as It wlll 'be found a great a.sslstance>;
certain periods; all these garments are made: l
measure, an<! a Ot guaranteed. To ladles who\~ l
all dragged out a combination jacket and coree!
will restore you to new !He and energy, and pay for
Itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made fr)m actual mea.sure, and a
perfect Ot assured.
All communleatlous answered free or charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
Ohloa.go, Ill. _.- Agents wanted !or J'loeton, ~~~'I'
JON llrwkliJl. ,aDd i'll~elpbia.
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t.ET us then reg6rd the men of science, teachers or
nature, the expoum1ers or ber laws, the demonstrators or hrr forces. those who show us the dat>ger In
vlol>tttng her exactions, as our best friends. Let us
learn their lessons; let us study their works; Jet us
studiously seek all the Information they hav to lmpart.-D. M. Bennett,

T-HE

Truth Seeker Annual

IT Will hardly be claimed, at this day, that the passages In the Bible upholding slavery, polygamy,
war, and religious persecution are evldt-nces or the
Inspiration of that book. Suppose that there had
been nothlrtg In the Old Testament uphbldlng these!
crimes, would any modern Christian suspect that it :
was not Inspired, on account of the omls&lon? Sup-!
pose that there had been nothing in the Old Testa- !
ment but laws In favor or- these crimes, would any j
Intelligent Christian now contend that it was the
work of the true God ? H the devil had Inspired a
book, will some bell ever In the doctrln of Inspiration
tell us In what respect, on the subJects of •lavery
polygamy, war, and Uberty. It would hav differed
from some parts or the Old Testamen· ?-R. G. Ingersoll in the Cl1ristian Religion.

-A:N"D-

~rtttfhinkt•t~' ~lmaq~u:t
1885.

IT Is our business, In the matter o! opinion, to
search simply for truth. Emotion, the luve ot the i
heart for systems In which we hav been'"tralneJ, I I
feel as keenly as anyone, but I hav learned this one
thing: emotion Is called out by those things that we .
hav long associated with, that we hav learned to love, 1
and with which we hav become familiar. No man
can bav this sentiment collcernlng any thing or i
any person that Is new. It needs time. The I
thought or the last cemury becomes the senti- i
ment and poetry or this; and the thought or thla i
century will b<; the emotion and poetry of the next.,
It Is our business-for our own sake, for God's eake,
ror <he world's s~ke-to find what is true and let the
hfart cnme after and Jearn to Jove and Tenerate and i1
wor•hl P the truth. It Is not the heart's buelness to 1
lead the head, but the head's business to leacl the
J,eart,-.11, J. Samge.
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TEE causes of fnpersttUon are, p1ea81ng and sfnsual riles and ceremonies; excess of outward and i
pharlsalcal holiness; over-great reverence or tradl-1
tlone, wLich cannot but load ~.\'e church; the stratagHn< of prelates for their own ambition an<l lucre;
the favoring Wo much of good Jntentlohs, which
''!Jel:!eth 'tb e gate to conceits and novelties; the takIng au aim at divine matters by human, which can
not but breed mixture of Imagination; and, lastly,
b>trbarous times, especially Joined with calamltl~s
and disaSters.-Bact,n's Essay.<~.
1
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A golden light Is gliding I he leaves,
Flickering far o'er the distant hills,
Up from the west comes a fragrant breeze,
The voices of birds the rresfr air fills.
-Gracie Holm••·
As to the great question, What becomes or man atter death? we do not see that a highly educated Eu.,
ropean, le!t to his unassisted reason, Is more Hkely
to be In the right than a Blackfoot Indian. Not a
single one or the many ECiencesln which we surpass
Blackfoot Indians throws the smallest light on the\
state or the soul after the anlmalllfe Is extinct. In
truth, all the philosophers, ancient and modern,
who hav attempted, without the help of revelatlon, to prove th<? Immortality or man, rrom l'lato
down to ll'I anklln, appear to us to hav failed deplor·
ably.-Macaulay.

A SAN FBAl!lcrsco ahurch ad vertlses for a minister
can preach two sermons, strictly otlglnol, every
Sabbath-one In the morning for saints, and the
other In the evening tor sinners." This woulllssem
to indicate that OaUfornlans are s9lnts Sunday
rn ornlng and sinners Sun~ay c VE>nlng, In other
places the change does not generally take place
untlll\Ionday.
w~o

AN ArnGrlcan, whilst on a visit to the old country,
was talking to a group o! cockneys about railway
traveling, and remarked that BOmeor the fast trains
In Ibis country ran long stretches at the rate o! a
mile a minute· "Oh, that's nothing to the rate they
travel on this slde;"lnterrupte<l one ot the Londonera," I kaowtbe conductor or one or our fast expresg
t1 a Ins who aimed a blow With a club at man standIng at a llttle wayside station through Which tbey
pa&seLl, and knocked down and killed a man standIng at a station seven miles further on. 1'hat's
what I call speed."

AT a suburban !uneml not long ago, the C!Brgyman was dilating upon the many Vll'tues or the departed. As It happene<l, there was much justltlca.
tlon !or It, as tb e deceased was a man o! large he an
and many merits; yet the clergyman, rrobably reelIng free to let his ferw r or Ia• gurge p!ay unrestrained, almost outdid his tbeme
Not cot.tent
with couching his praise In simple and straightforward words, he mounted to lmugery, and seemed to
attribute angelic as well as human characteristics.
When at the climax ot his rloquence, his hMrera
charmed With tbe sweet Incense, tbe spell was
broken by a shrill voice, which cried out, " Facts,
facts; glv us facts!" The sensible comment came
!rom a sage acd venerable parrot whloh had bee::~
removed to an ante-room, and tben It W!iS remembered that prominent among the virtues or the deceased master was a sturdy dislike for ll>tttery and
habit or sharply rebuking "ltlghfalutln ...

A YOUNG lady, a Sunday-school teacher In a
church pretty near the corner or Glimor streot and
Lafayette avenue, was on Sunday defining faith to
her class of young Americans, ages from six to I en
years. She set at out her taE~ln a practical way.
"Faith ln. anything," she <aid, "Is to believe \hat
EOmethlng ex!Fted wL!ch could not be se"n. Suppose," she Fald, "your papa should tell you lie had
put $10 In the bank tor you, and that you might
draw It !rom tne bank when you grew older. Yott
did not see the money put Ia, but you know It Is
there, because you believe what your papa t"lls you,
·and ween you grow up and want the money, you
dress yoursel! up wltb your gloveR on, and your
high hat, and your cane, and you--" At this juncture the teachor wa~ startled by one or the l'oy•,
who cried out: •• wnat are you giving ua? Do you
tnlnk I'm a dude?" The young lady says that sh&
felt prostrated, and that It will be some time beloro
she stirs up the question of f11lth agaln.-Balliw.,·e
Paper.
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FIDDLERS' GREEN.

OR T H 0 D 0 :X:Y. Ingersoll's W"orks.
A Lecture by

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
"The clergy know that I know that they
know that they do not know." _
.
--One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
the United States should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

AMONG the many strange Eervlllties, ml!lfaken for
!JI6tles, one of the least lovely Is that Which hopes to
flatter God by despising the world and vllffylrg hu.
man nature. The author of creation Is the only au.
thor who Is supposed to be flattered by the lavish
His Answers
assurance that his works are lmbecll.-L<wes's Problems of Life and Mind.
To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
THE reason why the genuln Liberal has rejected
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
tbe old church faith Is not because he desires to re·
ject truth and to become Immoral, but beeause he
Millions of these should be circulated by
!':nus the church to-day standing directly In the way
of the progress of truth and a better manbood. Be- Freethinkers.
Jlevlng that toe b~st morality must come from accepting the facts or science and or all known truth,
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
he cannot uphold a system of theology which Is for a dollar. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
built upon tradition and exploded theories or life
and the unlverse.-8. J. Stewart.

INGERSOLL CATECHISED;

Do good to those that hate you; pray for them
that despitefully use you and persecute you.-Jesus.
Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil; the
Lord reward him according to his works.- Paul.

THE women suffragists ·are logical. What could
excel this from the recent speech or an English lady
agitator: "I bav no vote, but my groom has. I hav
great respect tor that man In the s'ables;,but I am
sure If I were to go to him and say, • John, will yo·~
exercise the franchise?' he woulu reply, • Plea~e.
mum, which hotse be that?'"

a

- JVinwo(d Reade.

AFTER a shower the sun goes down,
Clear In the west unveiled sinks he;
And the crimson clouds the suns !lrround,
Making a picture grand to see.

BFSOllr'S bead Is pretty thinly thatched, and when
a good man with a subscription paper remtn.led
him that the hairs or \he head are numbered, old
Besom rubbed his poll and said, "I'll pay You if
you wm get me the back numbers."

I
NEW YORK:

1:< Bacon's E says the superiority or his gallus
ap]Jears to the greatest advantage: the novelty and
depth of his perceptions often receiving a strong relief from the triteness or the subject. The volume
may be read from beginning to end In a few hours,
and yet, after the twentieth perusal, one seldom falls
to remark !n It something overlooked before. Thle
in :eed is a characterls:lc of all Bacon's wrillngs,
ahd Is only to be accounted for bY the Inexhaustible ,
allment they rurntsh to our own thoughts and the
sympathetic activity tn~y Impart to our torpid racultlet--Dvgald Stewm·t.
·

AT first David, the man after God's heart, took
refuge with the l'hlllstines and fought against his
own countrymen, Next he turned brigand and was
Jolne<l by all the crlmin~ls and ouUav;s of the lan<l.
'.rh~ cave of Adullam was his lair, whence he salll9d
torth to levy blackmail on the rich farmers and
grazlers of the neighborhood. cutting their throats
when they refused to pay. At the same time, he was
a very religious man and never went on a plunderIng expedition wlthcut consulting a llttle image,
which revealed to him the orders and wishes of Jehuvah, just as the Bedouins always pray to Allah before they commit a crime and thank him for his
assistance when It has been successfully performed.

~ortrct.il:@ of 1Jrorninent J\me.ricct.rz
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EVIL Into the mind of God or man
May come and go, so unapproved, and leave
No spot or )Jlame behlnd.-Jfillon,

---.::-~

"JF you skate for the ~!tory of C+od ," s:tys Mr.
Moody, "lt.ls all r.tght " It may lH all rll!ht to
skate !or the glory·or Gotl; but we doubt whether
this object wm ever make railing 'nll right.

"ANTICHRIST."
rrovtng concJus!vly. that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST

His birth, ll!e, trill!, ezecutlon, ete.-11 "m:vtll
TRUTH 8EBUB omce.

rnce, p,og,

Bl Ollam l'lioe, llfew Yorl

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
Inclndinll, ••Liberty for Ma.n, Woman, and ChUd;"
' • The Declaration of Inde-pendence.'' "About Fa.rmlng

A long time ago, when the world was quite young,
'There happened this story, th'!.t never was sung:
A cargo or sailors went down In the deep,
To take With old Davy their permanent sleep.
They waked from their nap and got "onto" their
pins,
And wondered how stood the account of their sins;
They looked to the distance, where plainly they saw
The city or God and the book of the law.

So dancing, and shc.u\ing, and singing, they went
in Illinois;"" The Grant Banquet,"" The Rev. Alexander Clark,"" The l'ast Rlsos before Me Like a Dream;• To see how the seasons In heaven were spent.
and "A Trlbute to Ebon C.lngereoll."
The watch and the lookout for Saint Peter call:
"Come up to the tower and look through the wall;

Some :Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion.

R:y R. G.
. Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

COJl'lPLETE WORRS, in One Volume. Half calf, 5. 00
THIRD EDITION.

BIBLE MYTHS
AND THEm

''A strange Jot of people are down on the green,
Unlike anything that we ever hav·seen."
Poor Peter took fright, and he hastened below
To lock up the doora, as If ·dreading a foe.
They call for admittance, with jolly good cheer,
But Peter exclaimed, "•.rhere•s no room for you
here.
We don't hav such tolks in this region to stay;
So pack up your budgets and hurry away."
"A' I right," said the leader, a rnsrltlme swell,
"We can't get in here; let's go oYer to hell."
But Satan beheld them, and shouted In fright,
"If they get In here, they will rule us by night."
"Ahoy I Let us In, or we'lllevel you straight I"
The devil braced up with his back to the gate;
His tall through the lattice was sticking so fl.ne,
The tars took a surge on the devll's stern line.
He couldn't cut loose, as they shoute<l and bawled.
At last for his cook and hot water he called,
So, scalding them off, he recovered his ta'l,
And ga>e them some blisters to wear and bewail.

!,.way ran the sallors till out or harm's way,
Then stopped and declared, "There's the dovll to
pay,
Being a Comparison ot the Old and New Testament
We can't go to heaven, nor get Into hell,
Myths and Miracles with those or heatnen na·
'·'Tis better out here on the prairie to dwell.
tlons of Antiquity, Considering also their
Origin and Meaning. With nU·
''We'll start a new station for res\lng our bones
merous illustrations.
Below, when they ptpe us to eee Davy Jones;
1 Vol. Royal Svo. Cloth. .Ab&Ut 600 paga.
No hell and no heaven shall ever !Je seen;
Price,
•
•
•
•
•
$3.00 Tbe
home ot the sailor Is Fiddlers' Green."
Sent postpaid, o:q receipt of price,
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JJlofts and f!Ilippings.
MAYOR ScoviLLE of Buffalo says that religious denominations own $4,200,000 worth of
proverty in that city. Of this amount the
Catholics own over $2,000,000.
LART year's income of the Girard estate in
Philadelphia was $950,000
Its real estate
alone is valued at $7,346,000, besides the college buildings and grounds. The collieries of
tbe estate produced 1,400,000 tons of coal during the year,
SUNDAY SCHOOL teacher: "vVhat 'occupation
did Paul follow prior to his ~on version ?'•
Boy: «Runnin' a hay-press." Teacher: "The
idea! What makes you think that Paul was
running a hay-press?" Boy: "'Cause he
pressed Timothy and shipped to Rome."Newman Independent.
THE entire force of the Salvation army was
arrested at Utica, N. Y., on the 18th, on
charges by citizens. People living in the
vicinity of the barracks are bitterly incensed
by the meetings held nightly. At a parade
the other night crowds blocked the thoroughfares for three blocks. The case is to be made
a te9t.
A GEORGB. farmer leasell some land last
year to a colored man Jor a third of ·the crop.
A severe drought cut tbe crops short, and the
negro gathered only two bales of cotton and
two wagon loads of corn. The latter was
stored and the cotton sold. When the landlord called for his share he was told that there
was none for him. He asked, in surprise,
"Didn't I rent you my land for a third of the
crop?" "Yes, boss," said the darky, "but you
see dere was no third. Dere was only two
bales of cotton and two loads of corn; all
mine, and nuffin for you by de contract."
THE Arabian papers publish the full text of
the manifesto which the Mahdi has issued in
reference to his claims to the Caliphate. In
this document the Mahdi says: "I testify before God and tbe Prophet that I am drawing
the sword, not for the purpose of founding an
earthly empire for myself, nor to amass
wealth, nor to liv in a magnificent palace, but
in orrler that I may afford help and consola.
tion to the faithful, with a view to their liberation from the slavery imposed upon them by
infidels, and in order that the power of the
Moslems may be restored in all its ancient
splendo1·. I am therefore resolved to carry
my sword from Khartoum to Berber. Thence
I shall proceed to Dongola, Cairo, and Alexandria, restoring Moslem rule and government in all these cities. I<'rom Egypt I shall
ma1·ch to the land of the Prophet to drive out
the Turks, whose government is no better
than that of the infidels, and I shall restore
the land of Arabia, with its two sacred cities,
to Islam. Sons of Ismail, you may depend
upon my soon making my appearance in your
midst with the sword of faith."
A cORRESPO~DENT in last Sunday's Herald
asks any "gen uin Catholic" the following
questions, and wishes them answered: "If the
Catholic is the only true religion, as held by
the Roman Catholic church (' Syllabus of Errors,' v., 21), and the church and state should
be united, as also held by her (' Syllabus
of Errors,' vi., 55), does it not necessarily follow that wherever she really has the power
she must, to be consistent with herself, cause
the Roman Catholic religion to be made a state
religion, to the exclusion of all other modes of
worship? Consequently, if there ever should
be a sufficient Catholic majority in this country to allow of its being done, would not all
good Catholics be bound in conscience to establish the Catholic religion here in the United
States as a state religion, and to prqhibit all
other modes of worship? Is not the conclusio:n that they would be so 1~ound fully warranted by x., 78, 'Syllabmi ',ofErrors ?' We
ask how can the. Roman Catholic church allow, if she hav the power to pre~ent, doctrins
which she believes to be false, p'ernicious, and
heretical preached to those whom she believes
God has placed her here to keep from error
and to guide unto salvation?"-

Entered a~ tile Poat-Olllce a& Hew Yerk.l!l. Y,. ul5ecoDcklue Ka&&er.

Ne-w- York, Saturday, April

THE Union Medicale is greatly pleased with a
gigantic skeleton .of the meridional elephant
in the new gallery of paleontology in the Paris
Musee. It is said to surpass in size the skeletons of the greatest mammoths and mastodons •.
and the fossil is exceptionally interesting in
many ways
But the intense satisfaction of
the French editor seems to arise chiefly from
the fact that his countrymen need no longer
envy the British Museum its collection of skeletons, "which," says the writer, "is a great
point indeed."
AccORDING to the Preeman's Journal, our new
embassador to France has no religion to speak
of. The Journal says:" A funny incident happened 'regarding Mr. McLane, named ambassador to France. Mr. McLane is an experienced diplomatist-very fit to go to the bastard
misgovernment called the French Republic.
He is not, and never was, a Catholic. If he
has any religion to speak of, his Baltimore
neighbors hav never known it. Yet papers
called Catholic hav coJ.led him a Catholic, and
waxing warmer, hav portrayed his Catholic
piety from youth to hoary age."

~5,

1885.

{ 33 CLINrrON PLACE. }$3.00 per year.

by ripping her open. The deed was done
in the house of a Jewish dentist, where the
girl lived. Rosa Buday, the little eight-yearold cousin of.the murdered girl, witnessed the
act. The brutal murderer, noticing the little
girl, also seized the child and cut her throat.
The murderer then fled, and the anti-Serriites
of Budapesth declared the Jews responsible
for the murder, for it was the-Jewish Easter,
they -said, and they needed Christian blood.
After two days of terrible excitement the murderer was captured. He confessed the deed,
and it seems evident that he chose for his revengeful murder the Jewish Easter in order to
cast suspicion upon the Jews. Most luckily
the murderer was captured, else a formidable
riot against the Jews would hav been the consequence."

Jilews of( fht Jlfeek.
LAsT Saturday 5,000 emigrants landed at
this port.
DAN MAcE, the celebrated horse-trainl)r,
died in this city last Sunday.
·
ARRESTS for breach of the Sunday law in
this city are gradually dwinclling in number.
Last Sunday there were but thirteen.
MR. FRELINGHUYSEN'S deadly COmplaint is
making steady progress. His death is looked
for at any moment, though there is a possibility of life continuing ~or several days.

THIRTY-TWO New York boys were examined
one day last week for cadet vacancies,- at West
Point and Annapolis, but only nine out of the
MoNCURE D. CoNWAY writes from Paris to number were found to be physically sound.
the San Francisco Sunday Chronicle: "Among
THE Canadians are not making very satisfacthe higher attractions of Paris just now are tory progress in suppressing the Riel rebellion
the !ectures of R&nan at the College of France, in the Northwest. There hav been some
of which he is president. I do not think I hav skirmishes in which the rebels hav apparently
heard anything so fine since Emerson went preyailed.
silent. Although no two men could be outDR. NEWMAN, who, in the palmy days of im- warclly in stronger contrast, every perfection
THE Nationalists at Dublin, Ireland, are
perialism at Washington, was known as the is related to every other. The old College of said to be preparing for a hostil demonstracourt chaplain, is reported as saying of General France is by no means adapted architecturally tion on the occasion of the Prince of Wales's
Grant: "If the improvement in his health to the strange uses it has of late come to serve. return to that city. Something of a riot is
continues, the general will soon be able to go For the one theological lecture that went on in looked for.
to bed like a Christian and believe there is a every religious college for a thousand years
TROUBLE between England and Russia
divine providence behind all this." The Sun_ the small lecture-room in which Renan lect- seems to be for a time deferred, but nevertheday Mercu1·y thinks this is queer theology, and ures would hav been sufficintly commodious. less it is believed that the war is inevitable.
asks: "Does the eloquent preacher intend the A dozen or two neophytes dozing around the Preparations to fight continue to go on upon
public to infer that his distinguished patient latest recital of the traditional dogma would both sides.
has heretofore gone to bed like a heathen and appear to be implied in the plainness and proRABBI ·£TERN, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., com·
held the creed of Bob Ingersoll in regard to
portions of this room. But now that 11 real mitted suicide on the 18th. He had recently
providimces? It would be edifying to know master has appeared the room is crowded,
become a convert to Christianity. He had
just what is the theological difference between
overcrowded, so that many hav to stand, and been previously known as somewhat Liberal
Dr. N ew·man and the heathen Ingersoll in the
some cannot get even standing room. When in his views on religion.
matter of going to bed."
Renan.enters he discloses no consciousness of
EIGHT new buildings being put up in this
A WRITER in the St. James's Gazette says that the presence of two hundred gentlemen and city fell down one day last week, injuring
the leaders of the English bar make very large ladies around him. He takes his seat and several workingmen seriously, and killing one
income~. "But,'' he adds, "I doubt at this talks to the students making their-notes on the
outright. Rotten bricks, mud for mortar, and
moment if there is any man who is really long desk before him. He rises occasionally
cheap work were the cause.
making more than £20,000 a year. It is within to illustrate the paleography of the scripture
THE pious James D. Fish, ex-president of
my knowledge that the late Mr. Benjamin con- text on a blackboard, and then sits down again
sidered it a very good average year when he to his talk, his eyes never wandering beyond the broken Marine Bank, and who is now
had cleared £15,000. But there are men at the book before him, or the class at hand. sojourning in Ludlow street Jail, attended
present, without mentioning names, who cer- But how supreme is his art ! All this time upon religious services last Sunday, and took
tainly make more than did Mr. Benjamin, who pearls are falling from his lips. The listen- a prominent part in the exercises.
was not greedy over fees, and who would not ers are swayed by an enchantment as they
THE anxiety about General Grant's health is
take cases to which 4_e could not attend. Other witness the miracle. Even with my own poor not so intense as it was a week.ago. It is now
men are not so scrupulous, and I dare say there knowledge of French, (though aided, perhaps, held that the disease may not be a cancer after
may be five-and-twenty counsel who are clear- by some familiarity with his subject), the pure all, but a bad case of ulcerated sore throat.
ing from £10,000 to £20,000 a year. There are academic language of Renan, illumined by his The patient's health steadily improves, and he
at least twice as many who will be making poetry and the sweetness of his voice, is able took a ride last Monday in the Park.
from £2,000 to £10,000. If incomes of this to carry his meaning to me. · Unquestionably
WALTER GoETHE, a grandson of the great
kind were not to be made, few men of talent Renan is the finest writer of the French-if
German poet, and his last male descendant,
would go to the bar at all. But a little mod- not, indeed, of any language-now living, and
died at Leipsic a few clays ago. It is under·
erate calculation will show that these seventy- this unwritten talk of his is as clear, simple, stood that he possessed a great number of posfive prosperous gentlemen earn-nearly £700,000 and finished as his writings. No wonder that thumous works of his illustrious grandfather,
a y.ear, to be deducted from the average of the French Academy had to accept him de- and that he carefully edited them, and left
their struggling brethren."
spite his sweeping heresies. That academy them in readiness for publication.
THE beneficent effects of Christianity in exists for the preservation of the French IanMRs. AMELIA 'I'oWNSEND, of Oyster Bay,
Austria are shown in this dispatch from guage, for its perfection, And in the use of
Long Island, N. Y., died last week. She was
Vienna, dated April 12th: "The Easter week his language Renan has no equal. But what
one of the victims of the negro murderer,
has been a bloody one. It is well known that shall one think of the choice of such an archRugg, who has recently been received into the
the whole anti-Semitic agitation, specially in heretic ·for the presidency of the College of
Catholic church. If Mr. Rugg's conversion is
Hungary, is founded on the assertion that the France?" Well, Renan was about the only
to secure him a place in heaven, it is supposJews need the blood of Christians for the choice. A priest being out of the question, it
able that those he killed will not lose much if
Easter festivities, and for that purpose kill would be difficult to find among the scholars
they died "unprepared."
Christian girls or boys. To that agitation must of France any other who has enough interest
ON Friday last two negroes were hanged at
be ascribed this year three Easter murders. in religion to study its history and literature,
In Cracow a girl was killed by a Christian and enough sympathy with old forms and Camilla, Ga., for a triple murder; and Thomas
couple in the cellar of a Jewish house. traditions to deal tenderly with them. Renan Samon was hanged at Concord, N. H., also for
Through accident the bloody deed was de- is such a skeptic that it is hard to make out a triple murder. At Thomaston, Me., two
tected, and the fact established that the mur- whether he is even a Theist, yet when his Italians named Capone and Santore expiated
der was committed for the purpose of stirring friend Littre, the Positivist, was buried with the crime of_murder in the same way. All exup an anti-Semitic riot. The plan''miscarried, Catholic rites and the aspersoir was handed. cept the negroes are reported to hav a.Jcepted
but the poor g!rl is dead. In the Liptoer around, Renan did not hesitate to sprinkle spiritual consolations, and to hav died in the
comitat, in Hungary, a fourteen-year old girl holy water on the coffin. There wns a mur- faith.
Mn. BuRCHAED, the director of the mint at
was induced to tell a story to the effect that .mur of 'Shame !' among the angry Freeshe had been threatened by two old Jews with thinkers present, but it was not a mere com- Washington, in his special annual report on
butcher's knives. Persecution of the Jews was plaisance on the part of Renan; it was a the production of gold and silver in the United
the result; a number of Jewish business characteristic 'incident in the career of one States for the calendar year 1884, estimates the
houses were destroyed, and several people were who sympathizes with mankind in the decline producti1m of the ·country to hav been: gold,.
wounded. The girl afterward confessed that of their faith. To him, indeed, the old beliefs $30,800,000; silver, computed at the silver dolanti-Semitic agitators had induced her to tell are dead, but he tolls the bell solemnly for lar coinage rate, $48,800,000; total, $79,600,000.
that s'tory .. The most horrible of all is the them, and sprinkles holy water over them, This showe an increase over the yield of the
third case. A state official, named VoJ.entics, and will hav them laid to rest with soft music. previous year of about $800,000 gold, antl
chose the Jewish Easter for the purpose of Then he will rehearse their legends, and in- $2,400,000 silver. The total deposits of gold
killing his sweetheart, Veghpeczecd. The terpret their poetry, and beguile the mourners at the mints during the year amounted to
motiv of the deed was jealousy. He murdered I as well as he can with· the romance and fable $50,518,179, of which $30,807,200 was reported
as domestic,
the beautiful girl, who was twenty years old, I of what can no more be believed literally."
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as good grounds for assuming infallibility as bas the altogether unlooked for, and be thereupon made it the
Catholic hierarchy. If the civil power can be sue- basis of a prophecy. Considered as the-freak of an
cessfully invoked to enforce this claim, what is left insane person, the story is queer reading. Regarded
the dissenter but to succumb, and establish his or- as having a bearing on the present and future hapPapal lnfallibity.
_
tbodoxy by consent?
piness of mankind, it is difficult to detect its rele.As Catholicism is assuming a prominence in this
To show the selfishness and worldly wisdom of this vancy.
coun~ry, and is very activ in its methods of propa- infallibility I will cite the case of Calvary Cemetery,
Again, take the case of Ezekiel. He believed that
gand1sm, we cannot be indifferent to its movements. Queen's county, Long Island. The church author- the maker of the universe directed him to procure a
Its bold and unwarranted assumptions will provoke ities purchased a tract of land comprising eighty "tile." As high bats bad not at that time been incontroversy. 1\'Ien of no mean abilities, American acres for burial purposes at a cost of $18,000. It was traduced, it is supposable that this particular tile was
born and bred, are making their peace with Rome, made a rebellious act for good Catholics to bury a piece of baked clay, such as the Hebrews used to
seeking that repose which ecclesiastical authority pro- elsewhere without official permission. The estab- shingle their roofs with. It is the fourth chapter of
fesses to insure to the believer.
lisbed price for a grave three feet wide by seven feet Ezekiel that tells about this. 'He took the tile and
Prior to Pius IX. all important questions were set- long wa,s $7, and $10 was charged for the right to decorated it with a picture of Jerusalem. Then be
tied by councils composed of the dignitaries of the erect a tombstone. At the prices these graves and I3:id siege to the tile. He built a fort against it and
cburcb, as in the case of the councils of Nice and of privileges were sold at, the sales would amount to piled up earthworks, went into camp, and aimed a
Trent. July 18, 1870, the important discovery was $2,400,000. Deducting fifty per cent for gifts and battering ram at the tile. For a wall between himannounced, "The pope is infallible," and to deny this excesses, the church would realize $1,200,000. For self and the enemy be set an iron pan on edge, from
infallibility is to make oneself an alien to the one true these facts I refer the reader to a" Contr_oversy" on behind which he made faces at the tile and besieged
church.
the ownership of church property between Han. it. For three hundred and ninety- mortal days
For centuries the Gallican and the Ultramontane Erastus Brooks and the late Bishop Hughes, of New Ezekiel lay on his left side behind that pan and bar~
wings of the church bad coexisted, and no one was York.
witness against the tile. At the expiration of that
certai~ which was the real orthodox party until a
Was any secular corporation ever more sf:'lfisb in time he turned over and lay for forty days upon his
counCil convened for the purpose settled the question its acts? Was any human institution ever more as- right side. Then his arm was uncovered, and· be
by a vote, as laws are framed in our nationallegisla- sumptiv and meddlesome? In the Pantheon of pr?p~esied against Jerusalem. This is sufficiently
ture. How can we positivly know the pope is infal- pagan Rome there was room for" the gods of different Idiotic, but the rest of the chapter overshadows it.
libl~, as this question was put at rest by a vote of the nations, and those repr~senting different nationali- Still the doings therein recorded are preserved in
fallible members of the Vatican council? Had the ties conducted worship in a way most pleasing to print as a part of the Christian fetich.
pope ~eclared himself infallible, independent of the their habits and customs; but who ever knew CatbolAnother strange thing happened to Ezekiel. Accouncil, and acted-conformably with the declaration, icism to be tolerant when it could crush out a beret- cording to modern reckoning it was the 5~b of June.
a greater schism than that between the Old Catha- ical religion with fire and sword? 1\'Igr. Capel comes Ezekiel sat in his bouse, 'and the elders of Jerusalem
lies, head13d by Dollinger, and the papal party might to this country as the emiss!l.ry of Rome. He would were with him. He tells the story thus: "And it
bav been the result.
giv us a sunny view of his church; but her cruel and came to pass that the band of the Lord fell upon me.
Is it not singular that until July 18, 1870, it was terrific history may be known and read of all men. And be put forth the form of an band, and took me
not_known wb_etber the popebead was or was not in- The history of Giordano Bruno, of Galileo, and by the lock of mine head; and the spirit lifted me up
falhble, allowmg only the infaJlibilists are genuin others, show that Rome is not, and never was, the between the earth and the heaven, and brought me in
Catholics? An assemblage of fallibles make the im- friend of science. The ecclesiastics of Spain con- the visions of God to Jerusalem. And, behold, the
portant discovery that their leading bishop is infallible! fronted Columbus with the text in the book of glory of the God of I~rael was there." Shortly after
How ;'llany fallibles does it requirlf to determin the Joshua respecting the standing still of the sun and this Ezekiel prepared his furniture for moving, dug
question of the infallibility of the bishop selected by moon, when be would go in search of a western hem- a bole through the wall, and carried it out on his
vote to ~~t as universal pope? Even the pope was ispbere. What hav even nominal Catholics done in shoulder. This action is bard to account for. We
not pos1tlv of his own infallibility until the council the service of science, unless it bas been done in the do not read that be was in arrears to his landlady.
authorized him so to declare to the world.
face _of protest on the part of its prelates and higher
The sa:yi~gs a~d doings of Is_aiab afford equal
I~ this case the old fable is repeated, the globe offimals? If, to-day, there is an eminent Catholic proof of h1s msamty.. He prophesies that God shall
~estmg on the shoulders of Atlas and all finally rest- who shines in the walks of science I cannot name " hiss for a fly that is in the uttermost part of the
~ng on the back of the tortoise, ahd the tortoise rest- him.
· '
·rivers of Egypt," and for a bee from another locality.
mg on-what? The Roman Catholic church is
1\'Ien are trained and well educated for service as These should come and rest in boles in the rocks
simply ~n eccle~iastical corporation, its infallibility on officials in the Catholic church, but a disposition is and upon all thorns and all bushes. Upon the sam~
a p_ar w1t~ a railroad corporation or any other corpo- not manifested to educate the ignorant masses be- day the Lord should go through the familiar but rer~twn whiCh swindles the people out of their inborn yond a thorough acquaintance with the catechism. markable performance of shaving his bead and feet
ngbts. In the light of history, we ask if any manop- Nothing higher can the ordinary layman aspire to with a hired razor. On another occasion Isaiah
oly known to_mankind ev.er ruled the people more than to be the· supple tool of his superiors. Does loosed the sackcloth from his loins, took off his
severely, as with a rod of Iron, than bas this ecclesi- charity require us to believe the more intelligent of shoes, stripped himself naked, and walked abroad
astical corp_oration? At most, are the prelates, or the priestboo~ believe in papal infallibility? We say barefoot an.d nude. For doing the very same thing
are the cardmals of the Romish communion, anything most emphatiCally, no! As to the form of national a man out m Iowa last month was properly arrested
more than human, not excepting the pope?
government the church cares but little if she is free and placed in a lunatic asylum.
Suppose a man but little more than compos mentis to shape its policy. The czar of Rus;ia is no more
What Hosea did in the way of choosing wives achy hook o~ by crook should get into the papal chair? the e~emy of a free government, which will guaran- cording to the light be obtained from heaven is well
Would this elevation add to his intellectual caliber? tee to all their rights, than is the policy of that known. Dr. Maudsley cites all these instances, and
~re we to presume that Leo XIII. is mentally supe- church which plumes itself on its assumed infalli- draws from them the conclusion that to insanity we
nor to _scores of archbishops and cardinals whose bility. _
G:m. SEVERANCE.
ar~ indebted for a good deal of what bas passed in
heads Will never be graced by the papal tiara? Will
South Royalton, Vt.
this and other ages- of the world as inspiration.
the history of the popes from first to last compare
"There can be but little, if any, doubt," be observes
any more than favorably with the Bourbons of
Inspired or Insane-Which ~
" in the minds of those who do not subscribe to tb~
France and ·Spain? Even the pagan Nero bas
A book bas recently fallen under my observation faith, that an epileptic seizure was the occasion of
scarcely 11: blacker record than that of Alexander VI. which, I think, throws a good deal of light on some Mohammed's first vision and revelation, and that deAll the vices and infirmities of human nature hav subjects which hav heretofore been variously re- ceiving or deceived, be made advantage of his' disbeen grossly exhibited by many an occupant of the garded and little understood. The book is Dr. temper to beget himself the reputation of divine
papal chair, the characters of Henry VIII. of Eng- Henry 1\'Iaudsley's "Responsibility in Mental Dis- authority. Tl:te character of his visions was exactly
land and Louis XVI. being saintly compared with ease." In following up the subject of manias, and of that kind which medical experience shows to be
not a few of the vicars of St. Peter, so-called. 1\'Iany hallucinations, and lunacies, the author illustrates natural to epilepsy."
?f the old C~tholic ecclesiastics perfected tbemselvs one phase of mental aberration by reference to the Here, then, we bav divulged to us in a scientific
m the art of torture so that they hav never been sur- Bible. He points out that" in olden times madness way the secret of those subjectiv illuminations which
passe_d ~n the sufferings inflicted at their bands upon '!"as identified with the prophetical mania, and be- bav made prophets of lunatics and dupes of their
the vi_chms of their cruelty. It is this infallible cor- heved to be of supernatural origin." There was an followers. Having the thread thus placed in our
poratwn ~o replenish the exchequers of the church alienation of the mind, be says, which was regarded bands, we should not be slow in following it up.
that sold ~n~ulgences for all manner of iniquities as a as_ the ~esult of divine inspiration, and there was an O~ber examples immediately suggest tbemselvs to
power c!a1mmg that whatever it bound on earth was alienatiOn of the mind which was the result. of dis- our minds. These are Moses on 1\'Iount Sinai;- Saul
bound in heaven, and whatever it loosed on earth is ease-:--a ~ania which was divine inspiration, and a the persecutor converted into Paul the apostle by a
loosed
in heaven.
b b
d
vision,· Joseph convinced of his future wife's probity
F
mam~ w ~c _ was proper1y ma ness, or possession by
rom tb~ time ?f ~?nstantine to the present, a~ evil spmt. Possessed by a good spirit, the indi- by a dream; Swedenborg establishing a religion as
wherever ~his ecclesiastiCism bas had the ascendancy vidual was a prophet; possessed by an evil spirit, be the result of epileptic fits; Guiteau removing Garhuman blood bas flowed like water. Its boast is it was a madman. The author acknowledges that it field-and his would-be imitator, the Rev. 1\'Ir. Bray
nev_er cba_nges. . The t~ee is known by its fruits, a'nd was not always easy to distinguish one state from the with a similar mission as regards Cleveland. Add t~
b! r~s frmts we Judge 1t. An American convert says other, some of the prophets of the Old Testament for these Dr. N ewbrougb, with his book "Oabspe." Then
of h1s church: "Sb_e holds not from the civil power, example, presenting symptoms which can hardly be we bav great numbers of men imagining tbemselvs
but from God, and Is above, and independent of, the interpreted as other than the effects of madness. cer- cal~ed of God_ to preach the gospel. It is certainly
state. Th_e state recognizes her authority, and pro- tainly if they were not mad they imitated very cl~sely emmently fittmg that the call to expound the Bible
tecta~ or Is bo~nd to protect, her rights with its some of its most striking features.
should bav the same source as the "inspiration"
pb;ysiCal force, If necessary, against any and every
This is assuredly a novel way of accounting for under which it w~s written.
one who would violate them; or, in other words, the freaks of the Old Testament characters, whom
1\'Iau~sley mentwns_ one of the less ~arked ~arms
g~arantees her _full freedom in faith, worship, disci- all good Christians look upon as certainly contraled of. the msane neurosis, e.xamples of whiCh are m no
phn, and propnetorsbip, and professes to govern in by heaven! but tba_t it is a reasonable explanation of _w~~e .rare. He s~ys of this cla~s.
_
accordance with the. divine law as she interprets de- them a brief exammation will show. For a starter,
One_ observes t~ns tendency of mmd even m those who hav
clares, and applies it.''
'
take the case of J
. b If tb"
r d no particular gemus or talent; for they hav a novel way of
To acco r b "t
f ·
d ·
.
eremxa · .
lS man ever Ive • looking at things, do not run in the common groove of action
. .
mp. IS 1 s ne anous es1gns an uncompro- he was msane. In the thirteenth chapter of that or follow the ordinary routine of thought and feeling. In remiSI~g wa~ IS commenced on our common schools. part of the Hebrew scriptures attributed to J eremiab gard to most beliefs they are more or less heterodox or hereti!~e I~tenhon _is, if possible, to ,ruin them. Catbol- we find that, believing himself under divine general cal, though oftenn_ot constan~, being apt to _swing around sudI_msm _Is a nah?n. within a nation, or imperium in orders be procured r
- dl
d
t "t
· d denly from one pomt to a qmte oppos1t pomt of the compass
~mperw
A reli
t'
"tb b
.
.'
a men gir ~ an pu 1 aro~n of belief. It is_ a fac_t, too, that they frequently display re.
gwus corpora Ion WI w om before h1s lams. He then took a long JOurney to the river markable esthetic feehng and special artistic talents and aptitbe duties of American citizenship its allegiance to Euphrates, hid the girdle in a bole in a rock, came tudes."
the la~ald be~d
Rb?~e takes precedence is not to ?ack home, and again, after many days, repeated the
This is the kind of people whom we designate as
n alii Ihty! Who ~as discove!ed the JOurney, took the linen out of the bole in the rock, cracked, and one merit about them is that sometimes
- e rus e ·
infalli~~:ity of b~~is purely sectarian establishment and what did be find? He found that it was the crack lets in light. A great many public beneexcep 1 sown md devotees? The Anglican church, "marred '!'nd pro:fitable for nothing." The result of factors hav, undoubtedly, at one time or another in
the Greek establishment, or the Mohammedans, bav: the experunent seems to bav been surprising, and their lives, imagined tbemselvs guided by b!Javen;
~·
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-but in most instances it will be found that their
good works preceded the era of their inspiration.
Swedenborg is an example of this. ·He was a civil
engineer previous to becoming a seer. Sir Isaac
Newton, it is said, accepted religion in his old age,
a:n.d philosophy gave place to fancy. Sir Thomas
:More was a great and good man until, his religious
propensities sharpened by opposition and his mind
weakened by age, he persecuted for the church's
sake, whipped heretics i~ _the name of the pope, and
died a martyr to superstitiOn.
Dr. Maudsley has done a great work in thus opening up this subject. He has cleared away, to some
extent, the fog over the tangled mental swamp, and
has given the vapors that hav arisen from it and
clouded the human mind their correct name-not
Inspiration, but Insanity. Having read this book
persons experiencing premonitory symptoms of di:
vine illumination wi1l not hang out their shingle as
a prophet, but will place themselvs in the hands of a
reputable physician.
GEORGE E. MACDONALD.

Liberal

~lugwumps

at Chicago.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Although
the matter is getting old, I must again ask permission
to occupy a little space in your columns. As E. A.
:Stevens is anxious to eat crow, anyhow, and I hav
misquoted him in relation to Charles Watts, it will
be only just that I plead guilty; the words written
were intended as a paraphrase of what I thought he
wrote and had no business to be quoted. I suppose
E. A. Stevens felt greatly relieved when he sawthe
original of his own statement, and was glad it was
no worse, :n.ow that be aees various channels i:n. which
he can prove useful. Does he consider that Bradlaugh was all wrong and that the "severely sarcastic
letter of Moncure D. Conway . . . deprecating
Watts's position," was unjust? He says he confesses
to being prejudiced against Watts, and that I was
·one of the sources of that prfjudice. I will take the
responsibility of that and accept the quotation as my
own and thus leave E. A. Stevens an opportunity of
proving himself no deadhead in the new deal. The
gossipy nature of the rest of his letter is not worth
dealing with.
·
As to the official communication, that is poor stuff,
anyhow; it is full of mistakes, misunderstandings,
and absolute torturing of facts, which can oRly be
explained by supposing that it was written by one of
the five who was called in and added on to the original minority three after the events had taken place.
These five signers are they who evolved out of the
minority three, who evolved into a lecture committee,
thence into a board of directors, from whose body
came the meeting of friends of the Liberal League,
who called the meeting that passed the reso~ution in
support of E. A. Stevens. The place to deal with
_ their misstatements and errors is on the platform of
the Liberal League before the people who are mostly
interested, and if the League feels aggrieved they
know their remedy.
There is one point they raise to which I will giv a
fl.at denial, and that is that a "meeting of the
League" was held on the Thursday before Spies lecture, at which meeting, it is stated, Stevens was instructed how to act. No such meeting was held at
all, and there is circumstantial reason why it should
not. The refular business meeting was announced
on Sunday to be held at the house of Mrl!l. Swank on
Friday next. What occasion for a meeting the
Thursday evening? Why did not the friends so interested in the Leagne work attend the Friday meeting themselvs? Supposing there was a meeting on
Thursday, what right had they to direct Stevens how
to vote next evening? And if, as they attempt to
make out, the lecture committee alone had the power
of deciding who should lecture, or whether any
should lecture, what right had the Thursday evening
meeting to decide what the lecture committee should
do on the following evening, especially as neither
that meeting nor the lecture committee knew, as yet,
anything about Spies being invited? And why
didn't Stevens say that the meeting of the evening
before had dit·ected his conduct?
This is the first mention of that meeting and explains much of what transpired since.
If any meeting was held at all it was a meeting of
the friends of Stevens whom he had scared to death
by all ·sort of rumors. Gorsuch had threatened to
show E. A. Stevens up-had threatened to expose
him and his methods; and Stevens got scared. He
. f · d
d
d th
d
Wen t roun d t o h IS nen s an scare
em, an some
of the ladies honestly feared that there was an intention on the part of Gorsuch, or Fielding, to blow
Stevens up with dynamite. That is why they attended the private meeting on Thursday and in-.
atructed Stevens how to act. It is the real!lon they
feared to attend on Friday. It was the occasion of
the policeman's presence, and their solid voting
against any of the ten signers of the impeachment
b eing allowed to speak.
If there were twenty~seven friends of the League
who were I!IO agreed on the running of the League,
why didn't they put in appearance at the business
meetings, and why were they so -dreadfully frightened to hav the facts of the case brought out, and

w~y di~

they waste two hours to prevent the subject j or in other words that the ultimate origin of all things must be
bemg discussed for half an hour only? As you re- ~orne cause unknown _and unknowable.' 1880, Bishop Fraser
mark in your editorial note "if the members of the ~~ ManchesteJ' Gua?·dwn, 25 No:v.: •The Agnostic neither deCh ·
L
'
med nor affirmed God. He Simply put him on one side '
.. Icago eague had battered the common enemy 1876, Principal Tulloch, in an article entitled • Agnosticism 'i~
With as much energy as they hav one another, who We_ekly Scot.~man,_ 18 Nov.: 'The same Agnostic principle
can tell what good work might not hav been accom- :WhiCh prev~r!ed m our schools of philosophy had extended
plished."
Yours truly
A H S ·
rtself to rehgron and theology. Beyond what man can know
.•
· · HIPSON.
by his senses or feel by his higher affections, nothing, as was
alleged, could be truly known.' 1880, Birdwood • Indian
Arts,' vol. i, p. 4: 'The Agnostic teaching of th~ Sankhya
. E:x;-Rev. J. H. Burnham is creating quite a sensa- school is the common basis of all systems of Indian philosophy."'

Canadian Notes.

twn m Toronto; he lectured again last Sunday to a
~rowd~d..a?dience _in Albert Hall on the subject,
Possibilities of Science." He was listened to with
great attention, and approbation was manifested ·by
a:pplfl:use loud and hearty. The subject matter of
his discourse was full of thought and sparkling with
suggestiv ideas.

Christianity is far too complex a result to be referred to a single source, least of a1l to an exclusivly
philosophic. ori~in. In order to become acceptable
to the gentile, It felt the necessity of adapting itself
to the current ideas of the times of grafting the
Alexandrian philosophy olil. the tenets borrowed from
the Persianl!l by the prophets and Pharisee doctorsJesus, son of Sirash, Hillel, Gamaliel and othersand on_its legend~ry histury put together in accordance with a fe~ hmts scattered through the Jewish
records. All 1ts dogmas, all its mysteries and ethics
we.re adopte~ second-~and, for it originated nothing,
neither the Immortality of the soul, nor justice beyond t_he grave, nor the dualistic conception of good
and .e':Il, n~ither angels, contemplation, unity of God
-trimty; mcarnation, r~demption, detachment from
~orldly goods, nor love of our neighbor.
Hence,
m order to understand this hasty and confused patchwork of all· the mythologies, and all the systems the
starting-point of its vitality must be sought for' further back, and beneath all these clumsily soldered
accessories out of which it hal!! built up a single system. ~ut the most powerful among all the causes
of the nse of Christianity-a cause in itself so potent that it alone and unaided was quite sufficient to
account for the phenomena of the church-was that
Christianity was a protest against an intolerable
moral and social state-but a protest as radical as it
was short-sighted. In the name of the oppressed,
of the poor, and of the suffering masses, it hurled
defiance, not merely at defectiv science, but at all
science; not at any given philosophical system or
conception, but at all philosophy; not at a corrupt
society, but at all society. It became the absolute negation of reason no leES than of common sense and
of experience; it was Nihilism. But notwithstanding all this, the mal!lses of the population of the
whole civilized ancient world felt that the cause of
Christianity was the cause of the poor and the oppressed, as against the rich and the oppressors.
This c.aulile alone working on its side is quite sufficient
to account for the rise of the church.
A literary society in Toronto hav been having a
long debate on Agnosticism. I hunted up the following authorities on the subject. The first is from
Dr. Murray's London Philological Society's Dictionary, which is now in course of publication and will
contain so vast a body of matter as to be more than
four times the bulk of the last and newest edition of
Webster. It will be the most voluminous and valuable dictionary ever published of any language. The
second is from Ogilvie's New Imperial Dictionary, the
most voluminous completed English dictionary, containing 130,000 words-12,000 more than the newest
Webster's. The third is from Hunter's Encyclopedic
Dictionary, now in course of issue by Cassell, which
when completed will contain 150,000 words-32,000
more than the new Webster, and next to Dr. Murray's will be the most complete English dictionary
extant. The order will be: first, Dr. Murray's Loudon Philological Society's Dictionary, containing
more than four times the quantity of matter in the
new Webster; second, Hunter's Encyclopedic Dietionary, published by Cassell, containing 32,000 words
more than the new Webster; third, Ogilvie's New
Imperial Dictionary, published by Scribner, New
York, containing 12,000 words more than the new
Webster.
· Dr. Murray's London Philological Society's Dietionary says:
"AaNOSTro-From a Greek word signifying unknowing, unknown, unknowable, compounded of a (not) and gnostic
(know). Gnostic is one who knows; Agnostie is one who does
not know. An Agnostic is one who holds that the existence of
anything beyond and behind material phenomena is unknown
and (so far as can be judged) unknowable, and especially that
a first cause and an unseen world are subjects of which we
know nothing. ['Suggested by Professor Huxley at a party
held previous to the formation of the now defunct Metaphysical Society at J.\IIr. James Knowles's house on Clapham Commons one evening in 1869, in my hearing. He took it from St.
Paul's mention of the altar to ·•the unknown God."'-R. H.
Hutton, in letter March 13, 1881.]
•
"SpectatO?·, Jan. 20, 1870, 135: 'In theory he [Professor
Huxley] is a great and even severe Agnostic, who goes about
exhorting all men to know how little they know.' 1874,
Mivart: Essence of Religion, etc., p. 205: 'Our modern sophists~the Agnostics-those who deny we hav any knowledge
save of phenomena.' 1876, Spectator, 11 June: 'Nicknames
are given by opponents, but Agnostic was the name demanded
by Professor Huxley for those who disclaimed Atheism and
believed with him in an "unknown and unknowable" God;

Ogilvie's New Imperial Dictionary says:
"AGNOsTic-One of a scho_ol_ of thinkers who disclaim any
know ledge of God or of the orrgm of the universe. This school
holds that the mind of man is limited to an a posteriori knowledge· of phenomena and the relativ, and that therefore the
infinit, the absolute, and the unconditioned are beyond all experience, and consequently beyond its range."

Hunter's Encyclopedic Dictionary, published by
Cassell, has a definition similar to the above.
Toronto, April 11, 1885.
R. B. BuTLAND.

Uuder-fonsumption.
Whoever will consider for a few moments will
laugh at the theory of overproduction as a cause of
hard times, in the United States especially.
Consider that our population increases at least one
and a half mi1lion per year, and that most of.this additiolil. is non-productiv and largely consuming for a
long time. Consider what a large proportion of our
population is by position, age, and sex, or other circumstances, non-producing, though ever consuming.
Consider the constant consumption by machinery,
by the decaying tooth of time, by fire and flood.
Suppose what must occur if production should cease
for even one month. In truth it requires constant
effort on the busy producing part of society to keep
up the normal supply. When so-called hard times
set in nearly all the people are compelled to economize; to cease from consuming in certain usual directions;_ to resort to expedients of various kinds. The
farmers will feed their stock less, will even resort to
feeding hay to swine, wi1l use rye coffee, sweeten it
with sorghum syrup, will patch up old clothing to
make what they should throw away last a year longer, use benches for chairs, moccasins for shoes.
This enforced economy, or non-consumption rather,
plays havoc with manufactures and commerce.
The cause of this is the cause of hard times. And
it is clear that whatever interferes with commerce,
whatever prevents a free and rapid interchange of
commodities; is at the bottom of all our so-called
crises, whether it be loss of crops, want of money
enough to effect exchanges, or a tariff that keeps out
foreign imports brought to exchange for agricultural
products.
· HoLT.

Judge Brewer's Approval.
I hav just laid aside last week's TRUTH SEEKER,
feeling that the hour given to its perusal has been
pleasantly and profitably spent. It starts off well by
administering to the urgent needs of the Rev. ~'Ir.
Talmage a whole Peck-a Liberal Peck-full measure, heaped up and running over. Very good! Next
time make it a bushel.
Furthermore, it is pleasant to note wJth what artistic accuracy and precision that editorial dynamite
bomb is made to explode directly underneath the
Independent's laboriously constructed fabric of logic
and facts (?). The fragments wiJl. scarcely be found.
And once again. That cooling-off process applied
to the irate Brother Applebee is excellent. By all
means let Brother Applebee try his hand againkeep on trying; and if in his future attacks upon his
New York neighbor he succeeds no better than he
has in the past, by way of consolation he can fall
back upon an excuse for his failure akin to that advanced by the tardy schoolboy who pleaded, in extenuation of his tardiness, that the road was uphill
and icy, whereby he was set back two steps while he
got ahead one.
And finally, not to spread over too much ground,
how just and timely is the reprimand administered
by "A. B. B." to narrowminded professors of Liberalism (for such anomalies it seems there are) who
send on orders to atop their Liberal paper because,
in opening its columns to free and fair discussion
upon all subjects relating to human welfare, it admits some ideas which run counter to their notions!
It is difficult to understand upon what theory sHch
persons can call themselvs Liberals. It is certaia
that they hav not yet mastered the Freethought
alphabet.. Not only are they not Liberals, but they
are pursuing the very course adapted to cut themselva off from the best growth in knowledge and
Liberal ideas; for it is my experience that. as a gfmeral thing we add to our stock of knowledge more by
reading the articles of those who hold views differing from our own, than in perusing the communications of those who are in accord with our ideas, and
who but echo our sentiments.
Truth seekers should be broad, free, and generous
-sufficiently so to accord a. patient hearing to all
who present their views in a fair and candid manner.
The Liberalism· which cannot subscribe to that doctrin seems to me to be sadly in need of revision.
Ithaca, N. Y., April 10, 28i.
S. BREWER,

•
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The Liberal Club.

..

German Masonic Temple was not large enough to
hold all the people who came to the 375th regular
meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club; all the regular attendants were there, and a hundred others
came from some mysterious source. And if the audience was great, the interest of the occasion was
greater. If the bali was not sufficiently capacious
for the one, so words are inadequate to contain the
other. The lecturer of the evening was John Swintonl who talked on" Social Organization." Mr. Swinton is growing balder and grayer and more bashful
every day. He ta1ks usually with both hands behind
him, and when, after glancing at his notes, he desires to remove his glasses, he has a way of working
the muscles around the nose so as to make the adjunch; to sight jump into the air in quite an entertaining manner.
Mr. Swinton went briefly over the various sociological schemes from Moses to Plato and Campanella
and Fourier. Among these none equaled Moses, or
"Moses Evolution." The speaker described the
workings of trades unions throughout the country
and the world, and gave an interesting account of
the strikes and co-operativ efforts that hav been
made recently. He was strongly in favor of industrial organization on the methods now adopted., It
was J!ot scientific, it was uncouth and rough, but
it was effectiv. His philosophy resolved into two
propositions-that man is entitled to a place to stand
and work, and that he is entitled to the possession of
the fruit of his hands. Mr. Swinton was frequently
applauded, and at the close of his lecture the hand
clapping was especially energetic.
Considerable amusement was created by the announcement that Professor Vaughan had lost a valuable gold watch seal. Nobody had found it.
Mr. Cohen arose to explain something that he had
caused to be printed about Brother Wakeman. The
hearers were unable to gather exactly the point of it,
but it seemeil that Mr. Cohen wished to say that if
he had done anything he was sorry for he was ready
to be fm·given.
1\Ir. Wakeman suggested that a.s it was an especial
occasion the regular speakers refrain from exercising
their cambativ powers against Mr. Swinton, -and
allow some of the distinguished outsiders a chance.
He mentioned Mr. Redpath, there present. The way
this proposition was received encouraged Mr. Redpath to make a good speech. He said he would go
twenty miles any time to hear Mr. Swinton speak.
He had been disappointed in dealing with workingmen to find so many who were in favor of adopting
violent measures against capital. There was no excuse for it in this country. If there are bad men in
power it is the fault of the workingmen who voted
them in. Only women and minors are guiltless of the
wrongs in our legislation. W or_kingmen are in the
majority, and hav the privilege of the ballot. Whatever they wish, Jet them take in a legal way, as they
hav the power to do.
JVIr. Wakeman was here so indiscreet as to invite
Professor Vaughan to the platform, probably without
beiDg aware to what extent the professor was loaded.
Vaughan said he didn't know what there was about
his losing a gold seal to amuse so many people. He
felt very sad over the loss himself, as the seal was a
"momenta" which his father left him. Professor
Vaughan then wiped away a tear and made his usual
speech. In the course of his remarks he quoted Ingersoll's words about giving your last dollar like a
prince, but said he didn't believe Mr. Ingersoll prac~
ticed that himself. The professor has evidently been
trying to tap the colonel, and speaks from painful experience. This orator's peroration was nothing less
than immense. With Bambastes Furioso in the cold
grave, Professor Vaughan has no rival.
Dr. Eccles followed and opposed Professor
VaughRn's advocacy of force. He also took occasion
to rebuke the previous speaker for the assertion that
doctors were all quacks. For this he characterized
the professor as a liRr and a rogue. Vaughan jumped
up and wanted to know whom Eccles referred to.
Tlle chairman told him to keep still and he would
find out. The professor desired the doctor to come
out in the street and say it. As soon as Dr. Eccles
had finished his speech he went home and left the
professor master of the field. Professor Vaughan is a
Virginiap, and takes umbrage on general principles
at being called a liar and a rogue. He, however, is
believed to entertain a lively .solicitude for his own
personal safety, and discriminates judiciously between
iarge and small persons who are objectionable to
him.
When the smoke had cleared away after the scrimmage between the doctor and the professor, Mr.
Blissert was seen to hav attained the platform. He
said the trades unions had done much good in England, but their measures were altogether too slow to
keep pace with Mr. Blissert's ardent desire to see the
workingman liberated. He believed in dynamite,
and expressed his belief with considerable profanity.
Mr. Blissert is probably the most religious member
of the club.
A German gentleman followed, and although not
,;Ioing himself full justice in English, he could pound

the table as hard as any of them, and so go~ along
very well. His remarks were addressed chiefly to
Dr. Eccles, and that gentleman can hav little idea
of how much fun be lost by going home early.
Mr. King spoke of the immense moral ~en~fits ?f
trades unions. There was no other orgamzatwn m
the world that so elevated the moral standard of
worki~gmen and women. They were far ahead of
the churches in this respect, also in mutual helpfulness. The large unions were bound to support the
smaller ones, and readily did so.
Mr. Swinton, in replying to his critics, introduced
the word "protagonist," which was well received by
the club, and may become a favorit. ~he word "vastitudes," also used by the lecturer, will not be soon
forgotten. As no one had criticised Mr. Swinton,
be had no particular reply to make. He mer.ely restated his proposition that every man bad a r1ght to
a place to liv and the fruits of his labor, and added
that the average workingman was not his divinity.
At the end of the lecturer's remarks, Professor
Vaughan, having donned a high hat that was much
too large for him, got upon the platform, and, by the
exercise of some agility, captured Mr. Swinton's hand
and shook it cordially. Mr; Swinton looked tired.
It has been a long time since the club has bad anything like as exc1ting a meeting as this one was.
Professor Vaughan has appealed to the chair to
know whP.ther it is the custom to permit one member
to call another member a liar without something
being done about it. It is probable that the ge~tleman from Virginia will prepare one of those "stmging answers" which he is noted for printing but
never publishing.
Next Friday e:vening Mr. Chavannes, of Tennessee,
speaks on "Happiness and Its Relation to Conduct.''

slant-securely braced, makes back to seats; no lumber cut or injured.
How advertise?
Hav papyrograph, or small rotary, and print all
our own small bills, questions for ministers, etc.
Paint our own posters to suit places and occasion.
How to meet expenses.
Voluntary donations and collections. In most
cases a concert and ball last night before leaving; ·
planks making seats, used as flooring, turn tent into
magnificent dancing pavilion.
Would not Christians cut ropes, injure, or destroy
Tent?
In ten years' experience, preaching doctrin of
Seventh-Day Adventists, hated, if possible, more
fiercely by the orthodox than Liberalism, having
alike the saints and rough sinners bitterly opposed,
never had a Tent injured one dollar's worth. Law is
bound to protect our cotton meeting-house as much
as the most stately cathedral. Proclaiming gospel of
humanity we hav hearty good will of all but Christians. There is no danger.
It is time Tent was built now, if we are to take advantage of longest season. Remember, two weeks
is sufficient to build up a strong organization of
Liberals where now only two or three struggle along,
but Tent cannot be had without money.
Suppose you can only afford one dollar-send it at
once. Tent will be paid for next week, dear reader,
if you will at once-now-right off-send your contribution.
The Tent is a private venture, not connected with the
League. It will belong to those who contribute, and
three trustees will be elected to hold it in trust for
the contributors, and decide where ib shall be
pitched.
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS.

The Tent.-Answers to Questions.

Tent Fund.

$114.30
Will the Tent be waterproof?
Previously acknowledged,
5.00
· bt oz. d uc k -very b es t EliRs
Gault,
Yes. The t op Wl·n b e of e1g
WillieH.
Gault.,
5.00
quality-warranted waterproof.
Thos. Knight,
1.00
1.00
How long will it last?
Mrs. James Duane,
50
Ten to fifteen years, with proper care. The only C. R. Leonhauser,
1.50
trouble is from mildew.
D. Neilson,
5.00
Could Tent be used for conventions?
James
A. Kerr,
1.00
Mark Rowe,
2.00
Yes; and would save from $75 to $150 rent of Mrs. H. Buckner-Johnson,
1.00
Opera Houses, and enable our Conventions and Con- Wm. Oldham, 3.00
gresses to be held at more suitable seasons. With C. Bauman,
1.00
G. l\'L Hathaway.
center-piece in, it makes pavilion 60x100.
John Morgan,
1.50
1.00
Would it not need experience to pitch it and care Wm. Baxter,
50
for it?
Jacoh Nuessle,
1.00
Yes. I hav had ten years' experience. Every year, .>R, White,
from May to November, always had Tent-master;
$145.30
Total,
any intelligent man can learn to care for Tent and
all about it in two weeks.
The llruuo Statue.
How long would you hav Tent remain in one
$126.65
place?
Previously acknowledged,
1.00
Until work was thoroughly accomplished; a strong, Mrs. H. Buckner-Johnson,
1.00
Alex. Cochran,
efficient organization established; science school on Albert
1.00
Cochran,
Sunday, musical, elocution, and other classes, well Walter W. Conley, 1.00
1.00
started.
Theodore Ewert,
1.00
Here is the great advantage of Tent effort over Jonathan Nichols, all other methods. In halls, three to five lectures are
Total,
$132.65
the very most that can be given, because the expense
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In the
is too great, but with Tent, we hav no 1·ent to p'ly. Lectures every afternoon.and evening (except Monday af- next TnuTH SEEKER there will be a statement of great
ternoon). Novelty brings hundreds who would not go interest in regard to the Bruno statue, and a letter
to a ball. One or two lectures stir opposition, but from the committee at Rome which incloses my offi·
do not settle conviction; the good seed sown is cial appointment to receive contributions in North
easily plucked up by the ministerial crows; but with America for this purpose. There bas been some hesthe Tent, day after day, night aHer night., the work itation on my part in asking for contributions for
continues. Lecturer has not to hurriedly pass over want of these papers, but now I know that everything
important points, nor crowd so much in one lecture is right and straight. The movement has a reliable
-half is forgotten. The whole gospel of hamanity, committee, and the undertaking bas the approval of
the whole claims of Secularism, are fully expounded the Li.berals of Europe, and the statue is designe<i. to
be inaugurated on the 17th of February, 286 (A.D.
-every objection met.
How about discussion, or getting clergy to answer 1886). J_.et the subscriptions from America do honor
to the great republic.
T. B. WAKEMAN.
or defend their faith?
New Yorlc, April19, 285.
At every meeting giv the invitation on every handbill, hav it plainly stated: "Ministers, in good standing in their own denominations, are invited to reply
A Solution of tlle Irish Problem.
and defend their faith. The free use of the Tent
Dr.
Michael
last week sent to the school commiswill.be given any afternoon, or the first hour of any sioners or New Cahill
York city a sworn statement alleging that ne
evening." This would force them to the front, or is the discoverer of the fact that in the light of holy scripture
convince the people they had no defense.
he believes the earth is in imminent danger of explosion and
conflagration, owing to the ice allowed to accumulate around
Where to pitch Tent.
the poles exerting unequal pressure, hydrostatic and hydraulic
Those who most liberally contribute would hav forces
from these, the frequently occurring earthquakes and
first consideration. Liberalism prompts promotion abnormal floes of icebergs.
of greatest good to greatest number, and rejoices at In the hands of God be has mnde a discovery that will nvert
good of others, believing we find our truest happi- this dire calamity if properly applied; and save the liveR of all
ness not in caring only for self, but promoting others' men and. animals on the earth. He asks thnt the board order
Professor Compton Doremus and ProfesRor Draper to examin
good.
nnd make report upon the plan, which is to withdrawrain and
W auld not cost of moving Tent be heavy?
rivers of water from the atruosphere by art, thereby equalizing
In ten years we never expended $25 in moving the- presure on the earth'a crust. A part of his plan is to send
men up in balloons and tap the rain-charged clouds over the
Tent, outside railroad freight. Wherever it is de- Desert
of Sahara, let the wnter fall to the earth, nnd when it
cided to pitch Tent, there is always interest enough is thus changed to a beautifnl region of emerald green locate
to prompt some one to volunteer use of lumber- upon it the discontented Irish of all climes.
wagon to take Tent to or from depot, and on short
moves, of less than ten miles, to carry it free of ATTENTION is called to Mr. Wettstein's new advertisment
of a Freethinkers' badge pin, a sample of which we find to
charge.
How could be it seated? W auld seats hav backs? be very pretty, intrinsically valuable and symbolically beauPlank can be hired from lumber yard-pay for all tiful, but a trifle too large for personal adornment. Mr. Wett·
used or damaged (which is very small amount); stein has manufactured thA pin to sell.
three planks stood edgewise, four feet apart, stayed
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's publioJl•
by stakes driven on each side, plank la.id across
makes seats, then plank edgewise on seats-slight tions aent free upon application.
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fidence in Mr. Putnam and yourself. Speaking after the . great difficulties in the way, yet I believe that .Liberalism will
orthodox fashion, you and Mr. Putnam seem to be the Paul be a recognized power in this metropolis. It is fearfully orand Silas of this movement.
Yours,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
thodox and no mistake; and a cloud of superstitwn seems to
Thus we hav glorious prospects before us and rest upon it like a nightmare, which has a most depressing
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
personally I anticipa.te great results from the .Cleve- effect. Besides, this superstition is mingled with an immense
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. Pu·rNAM, Secretary, land Convention. Let all Liberals throughout the amount of hypocrisy. St. Loui~;~ is a peculiar city. ll' has a
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York. States and Canada do their very best to assist the ?ombination of_ religion and immorality that is quite astoni~>h
now that it is in such a promising condition. mg, and never m any placfi hav I so realized the utter hollowCoUR'l'LANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York. League,
With such a president as the brave colonel we hav ness and corruption of Christianity, and what a curse it is both
that which thousands heartily desired. it is therefore to the intellect and the heart.
their imperativ duty to come to the fr~nt and lend a I was glad indeed to see again the face of Charles Watts,
Annual and Life Memberships.
Every Freethinker should become an Annual or Life Mem- helping ~and. Truly may we say, "Now is the ac- after his vigorous campaign in Canada, and defeat of the
ber of the_ National Liberal League. Life-membership certifi- cep.t~d time; now is the day of salvation," in the boasted warriors of Christianity. Even the brave Sexton was
cates are ISSued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These 1 t
t S
1
Th ffi
obliged to avoid his. tremendous blows and escape the logic
eo cials of the League of his position by being an "artful dodger." Watts looked as
certificates are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of e~I Ima e . ecu ar sense.
the secretary of the League, Samuel P. Putnam, and of its will do their duty at any cost, risk, or sacrifice, and if he :flourished on his work, and I hope that my appearance
president, Robert G. Ingersoll; they are therefore an orna- to every reader of these lines I earnestly say " Go was the same, for only by keeping our :fleshly habiliments
ment to any place and a memorial of great value. They thou and 4o likewise."
'
in good shape Ca!1 we hope to conquer. I must confess, howshould adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close
CHARLES WA.TTS, First Vice-President.
ever, that I hav oftentimes been cast down, and the way has
of the year. The support thus given to the League would
make its success certain.
_
A. C. MAcDONALD,
seemed very dark, and both boneH and heart hav ached in
Chmrman of the Finance Committee
view of the slow accomplishments of the hour. Let not those
News and Notes from the Field.
33 Clinton Place, New York city.
·
The following ringing letter by Helen H. Gardener was re- at home who read the papers think that all is bright and
fused publication in the St. Louis papers on the plea that the beautiful. There are times of utter homesickness, when only
The Campaign Fnnd.
the faith we hav in the to-morrow can carry us through the
Previously acknowledged,
- $3,876.41 editors did not wish to "bulldoze" the clergymen. How bitter disappointments of the present. Amid much indifferdaintily
these
religious
gentlemen
must
be
handled!
How
James B. Thompson (annual member),
1.00
ence and coldnes~, amid many rude shocks, and fierce oppo1.00 oo.sily the delicate fibers of their theological constitution can
James H. Jamison, "
"
sition, there. are friends gallant and true; there are faces
Liberal, Mo.: F. L. Yale, $1.00; S.C. Thayer, $1.00;
be disturbed! A challenge to fair and honorable debate in
bright as morning; there are words full of music; there are
H. B. Cline, $1.00; G. H. Walser, $8.10; C. 0.
the courts of reason is "bulldozing." A lawyer is expected
Ritchie, 25c; A_ Friend, 10c; S. B. Gage, 50c;
spirits aflame with progress-royal souls indeed, heroic,
to defend his client, and the political orator is expected at any
Mrs. Jl4. A. White, $1.00; F. Curless, 25c; T. Vitt,
patient, cheerful, and ever onward-looking; and with these
time to meet his opponent in debate, but the clergyman can
Jr., 50c; I. D. Bell, 50c; W. H. Curless, 25c; C.
what courage we can have, what hope, what perseverance,
W. Goodlander, 50c; T. R. B. Adams, 50c; W.
fall back up?n his dignity so "childlike and bland," and cry
and what scorn of the miserable hirelings of to.day who liv
A. Vitt (pledged), 25c; A Friend, 25c; Mrs. J.
out that he IS "bulldozed," if one is eager to hear him defend
only for the smile of fashion, and sacrifice honor at the shrine A. Moyer. 25c; I. W. and E. Glover, 50c; Joseph
the faith that he believes so necessary to the salvation of the
Travis, 50c; John Betts, 50c; Will Hessford,
of wealth and popularity!
world.
$1.00; A Friend, 25c; Mr. McCrea, 25c; Mr.
From St. Louis we sped on to the famous little town of
But the bright lance of Helen Gardener will not be :flung in
Gilmore, 25c; Laura Vitt, 50c; Mrs. Horn, 50c;
Liberal, out on the wide prairies where the breezes of heaven
vain. The priests may crouch in the elegance of their superMr. and Mrs. H. W. Allen, 50c; J. K. Belk,
do blow and the spirit can drink in of the unbounded mag$1.00; L. M. Kruninger, 50c; H. P. Replogle,
stitious temples, but the idol that they worship shall receive
50c; Mollie Replogle, 50c; total,
23.45 the trenchant blow, and the miserable weakness of these de- nificence of nature. A few minutes we stopped on our way
Bellenlle,
14.00 fenders of Zion shall be known to the candid and the reason- at Kansas City to see Mrs. Krekel, who is full of generous enFrei GAmeinde,
5.00
thusiasm, and is undaunted by the many difficulties that
able:
B. F. Haldeman, Wm. Burnside, J. Allen, and others,
surround our Western campaign progress, firmly deter7.65
NOBODY
WANTS
TO
PLAY.
St. Louis,
-. •
_
_
mined that suecess shall come in spite of all. ArrangeSt. Louis lecture,
20.25
In Sunday's Pepnblican I read, with much interest, and some
N. D. Goodell,
iO.OO amusement, a challenge to any oue, or all, of seven clergymen ments are made for a course of lectures at Kansas City, April
25th, 26th, and 27th.
Mrs. H. Buckner-Johnson,
2.00 o_s thiR city. to ilebate with Charles Watts.
At t~e time I .remarked, "~h@y will be entirely too carefnl
Well, I am glad to be at Liberal, that "godless" town so full
- $3,960.76 of therr reputations for learnmv to dare to do it. They will of humanity-no churches, no saloons, no policemen. What
Total,
PLEDGES P.A.ID.-C. Palmer, $50; T. B. Wakeman, $ 25 ; w~it nntil he is gone and then their bravery and information a happy place! Here i3 where the Liberal can enjoy a truly
Elizur Wright, $30; A. VanDeusen, $25.
will deluge the town and astonish the nations; but they will blissful state. The broad blue sky is above. Like a beautiful
be precious Mreful to do it after he is gone." Now how does
it strike the Christians of St. Louis that there are 'no clergy- ocean the prairies stretch away on every side. The soil
men hPre who dar-e discuss in public the religion t.hey are paii! is fruitful here. Corn is the great product, and next to corn,
The American Secular Union.
•o much a year to expound and defend against the attacks of oats. This is not the wheat section, although wheat can
Such is the title proposed to ·be officially given at Infiilelity and Agnosticism?
the convention in October next to the Qrganization This gentleman from Lrmdon intendA to come here. at all be raised in abundance. It has many natural advantages for
fruit-raising, stock-r1.1i~ing, etc. There are inexhaustible coal
now known as the National Liberal League. During events. and explsin some of tbe false positions (as he believes) fields
surrounding and within one-half mile of the town. The
taken
hy
these
clergymen
in
their
Lenten
lectures.
He
is
the
the present year this association hes kept two duly peer of any man or clergyman in St. Louis. As a Acholar, a manufacturing facilities are not yet developed, but the mateappointed representivs in the field activly engaged gentleman, a moral tear'her, ancl a man, there is no chance for rials are awaiting some good, live man.
in expounding and defending Secular and Free- an objection to him. It bas the look of sh'ler cowardice (if G. H. Walser was the originating spirit of this masterful ex.
thought views. These gentlemen hav traveled by no wo?se) upon the part of clergymen who delight in attacks periment. It is a solid success; but it has come by the strong
npon Ingersoll and other Infidel speakers when they are absent,
night and day thousands of miles, established nu- that
now, when S'l fine a chance is given to act like men. and will, the activ brain, and by skilful management. Indeed, I
merous branches of the League (Secular Union) in the not simply stab those in the back who are absent, one of the do not know that any man could hav put this thing through
-yarious states and Canada, and, what is of paramount clergvmPn aildressed has "no timE\, becanse a church is to be so magnificently as l'rfr. Walser. He is the Napoleon of LibImportance, they hav carried a knowledge of Secular dedicated"(!), and the others prefer to handle straw men at eralism-a man of wonderful fertility of expedients. The
their leisure, behind a pulpit closecl to the other side, where
principles into districts where previously Liberalism words
hav no par value, and any wild claim or assertion is as Christians hav done all they could to defeat his plans. Th~y
had been comparativly unknown. At the next Con- Aure tn go unchallenged as if it were a mathematical deduc· hav resorted to every trick imaginable-to brute force evengress, which is to be held in Clevehmd in October of t.ion. No wonder people pretty generally becin to believe that and, if they could not succeed in any other way, were willing
the present year, the secretary will be in a position the clergy do not thAmselvs believe what they preach. No to make an alliance even with the devil of drunkenness.
horn is left to this delimma but theRe two: sheer cow- They would smuggle in a church under the wings of a saloon.
to present a record of such practical work accom- other
ardice oi· insincerity-you pay your money !for a pew) and you
But in every case they hav been overthrown, and this town of
plished that will assuredly gratify every lover of pro- take your choice.
H. H. GARDENER.
gressiv thought. The battle with orthodoxy is a ' An eager and applauding audience was present on Sunday Liberalism stands in smiling triumph on the broad plains, and
~ardon~, but it will.be won notwithstanding. Opin- evening at the Pickwick Theater to listen to Mr. Watts's criti- the light of heaven falls upon it without striking a single·
Ions whiCh hav been cemented by centuries of false cism of these~Lenten lectures. The audience was not so large church steeple. Humanity is victorious, and the gods hav
education are not easily eradicated from the human as I hoped for, bnt the Liberals of St. Louis are so scattered :flown.
mind, and the task of doing so can be the better that it is very difficult to reach them except by an enormous They hav two meetings here every Sunday. The forenoon
achieved by determined pioneers when they are sup- amount of advertising. In every large city this must be done, meeting is especially for the younger and infant classes,
ported in their efforts by an efficient organization. but the means at our commamd are so limited that we cannot where they are instructed in the things of this world. In the
evening is held the general assembly meeting, where all are
The representativs of the League, having devoted at present do it. The clergymen hav their advertising done free to express themselvs. The Liberal school is well estabmany months to Canada and the Eastern states, are for nothing, but we hav to pay from fifty cents to a dollar a lished under the m11nagement of Professor Grayston. The
now in the West breaking new ground and forming line, and such advertising as that makes the money fly. The local newspaper is The LibeJ'ai, ably edited by H. P. Replogle
additional branches. One of their principal objects daily press will not favor us a bit, and so in order to reach the and his wife, Georgia Replogle.
this year is to learn the nature and extent of the ma- general public it takes a large sum of money. This campaign We shall hav more to say of this little town and its good
terials throughout the country upon which the Secu- work cannot be carried on in any narrow fashion. We must folks next week. We lectured last evening to a crowded
lar party can depend, with a view of consolidating a hav good halls-theaters, if possible-plenty of notices in the house, and shall lecture again this evening. From here we go
systematic course of action at the coming Cleveland papers, etc., and success cannot be achieved in this direction on to Dodge City, Kan., where we lecture on Sunday next,
Convention. Before starting for the West it was my unless there is a large treasury to call upon. If the Liberals April 19th. We shall be at Kansas City April 26th; at Chica((o
this country desire the advancement of their ideas and the
pleasure to see our president, Colonel Ingersoll, and of
May 3d; at Grand Rapids May lOth; at Louisville May 2±th;
eclucation of the masses, they must see to it that enough of
to hav a long and profitable conversation with him as their wealth is contributed to the cause to enable its advocates at Canton, Ohio, May 31st and June 14th; at Cleveland June
to the best plan to be adopted to further the interests to meet with advantage the organized instrumentalities of the 7th; at Pittsburgh June 21st; and Salamanca, June 28th. We
of the League. From the following letter which I ancient church, whose age is now the only argument for its expect to be ~t Dwight, Ill., Springport, Mich., Auburn, Ind.,
and other places, but tho dates are not definitly fixed.
~av received from the Colonel, it will be seen that he support.
,.
1s not only with us, but that he intends to take his We had quite a pleasant time Sunday afternoon with our Ingersoll, as will be seen in another column, will be at the
share of the wark before us:
German friends at the hall of the Frei Gemeinde (the Free Albany and Cleveland conventions. These will be the grandNEw Yomr, April 2, 1885.
Society). The German Liberals are full of the scienti;fic spirit, est Freethought conventions ever held. Let all Liberals
CHARLES WATTs, EsQ., My Dea·r Ftiend: In reply to your and giv a cordial suppod to our work, and they will be a very throughout the country make arrangements to come .to one or
last let.ter, I hasten to say that I intend to be at the Albany great assistance to the union in the future. We lectured at both of these splendid gatherings.
C. W. Stawart has baen lecturing here to crowded hcuses.
meeting in September, as well as at the League Congress in Belleville, Ill., on Saturday evening to quite a good number,
October, and which, as you suggest, ought to be held in and without doubt in this place a Liberal liociety can :flourish. and very successfully. He is an admirable scientific expon< nt
Cleveland, 0.
Here, too, the Germans hav done a good work in the past for of Liberal views. He is an earnest student and eloquent
speaker. He has just had a debate with that "honorable
You know that when I was elected president of tho League mental emancipation.
The following notice of Mr. Watts's lecture in the News-Dem- man," Clark Braden, and completely demolished him intellect·
I was in California, and knew nothing of the election until
ually-and now the sheriff has demolished this valiant Chris·
after the Convention had adjourned. HaG. I known of the om·at shows the favorable impression that was made:
election in time I should hav declined, on the ground that I
"Mr. s. P. Putnnm introduced the lecturer after giving a tian physically, for I understand he )s inside the walls of a
am opposed to holding any office whatever. But the Con-. brief outline of the work which the Liberal League is seeking jail, charged with felony.
Mr. C. W. Stewart and Capt. Frank Green propose to tnke
vention having adjourned, and fearing that should I refuse to accomplish. Mr. Watts held the attention of his audience for
to serve my motivs might be misunderstood, I concluded to over an hour. His Liberalistic theories and arguments do not the lecture-field together-with a tent during the summer, it
accept the position, and fully intended to hav a formal materially differ from those advanced and famili11rized by may be-and I hope for them abundant success. They are
acce
.
.
.
.
.
.
Ingers_oll. _but he handles ~is subject with great skill, and in- both able men, and can do a noble work in this Western counptance pubh~hed m the Liberal_ JOurnals of the c~unt_ry, vests It with many embellishiD:e~ts of oratory and eloquence,
try, and I ask the Liberals to provide them with the sinews of
Other matters diverted my attentwn, and procrastmatwn for which he has talents of a hign order."
accounts for the rest.
On the whole, I am quite well satisfied with the work done war, that their talent and enthusiasm may be crowned with
Praternally yours, SA:UUB~I" P. Pu-rNA:U.
It seems to me that we can do something to unite tho Lib· i in and abont St. Louis, and although the presint outlook in success.
Liberal, Mo., April 15, 285.
erals of the country, and personally I feel the greatest con- this city is not so brilliant as I wish, and there are many and
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Something about Agnostics.
"Necessity, thou mother of the world."-Queen Mab.

Theists accuse Atheism of being a cold, bleak,
stern, repulsiv philosophy. But the question is; Is it
true or not? Truth often presents itself in an austere, uninviting aspect, but improves more and more
as we become familiar with it, while fallacy comes
smiling, is comely, bland, artful, shallow, and treacherous.
Theists and Supersecularists promis mankind a
" mansion in the skies," and the promis has not gone
to protest for the reason that " it is a country whence
no traveler e'er yet returned" to enter one; only
the Atheist protests against the promis to dispense mansions upon the authority of vague tradition, and in the face of philosophy, which denies the
possibility of life beyond the-grave. But if this
philosophy has no mansions to offer her votaries, she
compensates that with taking from them the dread
of anything after death. To me there is a soothing
sweetness in the idea that death is a profound,
dreamless, eternal sleep, after the ceaseless cares and
perplexities which beset and surround us through
life, especially when the afflictions of age approach,
and feebleness and decrepitude of mind and body
take place. The desire for tranquility and repose
relaxes the natural clinging to life, and death is welJ. B.
comed as a benefactor and friend.

I beg the reader's indulgence to make a few· remarks on what I think the inconsistency of those who
do not believe in the necessity of- a god or gods
shirking the name of Atheist, and adopting the new
and indefinit one of Agnestic.
The word is· evidently new, and, as yet, without
any standarj.l of authority, and my only clue to its
correct use is that of your contributors, and from
which I infer that an Agnostic is one of those thinkers
who, having searched into the origin and destiny of
thingR by researches into physical science, and become convinced that nature is complete in herself,
and capable of producing all the phenomena we see
in nature of her own intrinsic energies, without aid
or need of any extrinsic or supernatural cause whatever. This is the position of the Atheist, too, if I
understand it right, but the .Agnostic lacks the open
candor of the Atheist, who, on the invincible security
of his convictions, affirms, "There is n.> God," while
the .Agnostic, in the apparent weakness of his convictions timidly concealing himself behind a doubt, encour~ges uncertainty by crying, "I don't know."
That this difference between the Agnostic and the What Branch of Reform is of First Necessity?
I answer, the branch that givs vigor and validity to
.Atheist is more in appearance than reality will be
evident if we ask the Agnostic if he believes in the ex- all branches. Of course, agreement on a briefly-deistence of angels, fairies, spooks, ghosts (holy or other- fined answer is not possible. Since some people can
wise), and a legion of other "airy nothings to which work for but one branch at a time, a large number
imagination givs a local habitation and a name." for but few branches, and since all branches need
He would no doubt answer without reserve in the workers all the time, difference of views may be gennegativ. Yet he could not disprove these any more erally beneficial in times not specially critical. But
than any other negativ. Is it illogical to deny them. in dangerous conflicts discrimination is exceedingly
Ancient tradition reports the existence of a beau- important. We are now under a complex crisistiful island called Atlantis, but which modern navi- several perils threaten, each fatal to general compegators, passing over every degree of habitable surface tence, to the liberty of constitutional legislation, of
of the globe, can find no vestige of. Is it dogmatic conscien\ious speech and duty, and involve the nation
presumption to deny that the island exists, and affirm and future ages. In such epoch a decision as to
which is foundation, which superstructure, which the
that history is fabulous?
Again, has the Agnostic any reason to believe the essential division, etc., is of vast moment, and some
Hebrew. anthropomorphic deity, Jehovah, was less a years of labor in the all-helping branch are far better
myth than the Roman Jupiter, the Grecian Zeus, or than one mad year of devastating dynamite, which
the Scandinavian Odin? Yet he wouid think it no vio- will leave a population in no better ability to devise
lation of sense or logic to deny that these were any- and maintain just institutions. As all efforts to arrest
thing but the creations of human fancy to personify the greatest of menacing greeds, monopply of power
certain powers or principles in nature, of the causes by concentrated wealth, and by conceding to creedal
of which the creators were in ignorance.
faith with wealth backing belief, hav failed after forty
Now, I do not wish to cavil about a name, but if I am years of trial by agitating thought and conviction,
wrong I wish to "be set right, and if I prefer a name while the greeds bav rapidly gained; hence it proves
it is Secularist, as one having no interest in anything necessary to adopt action .:>n a vital basis where debut what relates to this world. But my most solemn, cided character can be evolved, cultured, and emearnest convictions are Atheistical: I do not say this powerea. The indifferent stupor of weak, narcotized,
from egotism, for there is no merit in belief; it is the vice-tinctured masses makes them easy prey to tyrants
result of conviction, and conviction depends on evi- skilled in arts that draw numbers and means into
ence not will, so that one may be convinced against their control. These arts are ancient, historic, with
his ~. and not be of the same opinion still.
modern elucidations; and it is not presumable that
Perhaps in this plea for Atheism I may seem to Freethinking scientists are to-day oblivious to the
speak with the enthusiasm of a new convert, but .it is craft, to the disease-bleared subjects it readily captnearly forty years since I took my first lessons on ures, nor to the human stamina required to with.!\.theism from Charles Southwell, that stalwart advo- stand it. The umbrage of supposed problems is a
cate and able defender of that unpopular philosophy. transparency. Reforms long since started hang in
Since Southwell's time the progress in society by feeble states, scarce hoping to arouse energy to resist
the discoveries and investigations of science has oppression, or to adopt self-secuTity; and recent orlightened the burden of proofs in natural philosophy, ganizations seem, in the main, to follow their preceand materially changed the mode of reasoning. It dents. Who that bas watched their workings with
was customary then to accept the Mosaic account of humane interest, and that bas no fear of popular
the cosmogony o.f the world, and to trace a first cause snubbing, will fail to declare that sanitary measures,
through natural theology. This, of course, implied a physical vitalization, with its mentally and morally
beginning, which reason denied, for" had there e'er endowed adjuncts, are our legitimate, our only, rebeen naught, naught still bad been."
sorts for private welfare, and strength of character
Now, our learned Theists hav aba:adoned the argu- for public protection? Only an impetus in this line
ments from design or natural theology as untenable; can energize the various branches. Gain in power
and the inductiv philosophy of all our modern scien- givs gain in care; so it is not so much a distinct
tific men seems satisfied beyond cavil that nature is branch that is imperativly called for as a method of
unique, and continues to act of her own inherent ener- empowering the people for true action in all
gies and qualities, from cause to effect, through eter- branches, for self-sustainment, and strength of public
nity, in an interminable succession-past, present, and courage to repel invidious appeals and influences, to
future-in an unbroken chain. But these thinkers and take rights that can be grasped, and demand the
philosophical reasoners who bav accomplished their rest. If restoring methods necessitate what seems a
emancipation from the slavishness of ignorance are separate branch, only weaklings will hence object.
few, while the mass of mankind will ever remain in Life first, then labor. A brilge pier differs from
ignorance-tremble and qbey the gods their own fears railing, but is the first necessity.
bav made. On this belief in gods the whole superTo consider a regimen of life to poise and qualify
structure of theology rests; and by the pursuit of the system for varied 1abors, a minor matter always
positiv knowledge of nature's processes of force, with proved fatal. Our invalid nation is a massiv testicombinations and affinities of all the elements in monial. Regimen is an underlying principle for all
nature, roc;ks, earth, water, plants, animals, men are efficiency. A few, or a few hundred, agitators and advobrought into being as a necessity of natural law, cates can neither achieve nor sustain needed liberties
without the gods; the temple crumbles, and with it -a sprightly population is the dem~nd. We cannot
sacred altars, shrines, sacerdotal faiths and creeds even teach a real love of liberty, or provoke a patrivanish, and " like the baseless fabric of a dream, otic thirst for independence in the sickly victims of
leave not a rack behind."
these times, stultified in nerve and muscle by conTo me there is nothing worth a thought in the stantly deranging habits. The best laws would lapse
whole range of theological controversy but Atheism, under· their driveling abuse without spies, and with
which, once established, ends all anxiety, and for- the present sinister hordes of them, ever on the alert,
ever. The eternal future after-life must be the same the needs of bodily soundness and moral integrity
as the eternal past before birth-nothing to hope, to obtain and hold fast dear justice should not be
nothing to dread. In the glory and triumph of a new thought, nor the saying, There are no real men
events .in history long past I was mute as a stone, and women to-day, remain so nearly . undoubted.
and in the conquests, achievements, and grandeur of Republicism naturally givs lessons not taught in qesthe attainments in philosophy or arms in "the good potisms, and we should not be slow to see that the
time coming" I shall bav neither part nor lot when I profligacy and vanity of courts, introduced into deLav "shuffied off this mortal coil."
mocracies, corrode their vital centers, while corrupt.

ing the motivs and ·cankering the very flesh of constituents. So much of exclusiv taint follows the effort at equity that but limited success bas obtained
here, or in France and Switzerllmd. The tendency
of demoralization is to oppresion. Weakness incites
selfishness. An equable government needs a well
systematized bureau of Lycurguses to supervise normal conditions. Half the means wasted on vicious
parasites would endow such system. If the heroes
develop, and a valid people produce a worthy administration, some new method of culture and security will be instituted.
In reading E. C. Stanton's speech given at the late
suffrage annual, I find the same complaint of no
available interest in the cause that comes up from
other branches. She says all arguments hav been
laid before all classes, and all hav apologies for indifference (a natural result of her and other public
people's course). She says an ecclesiastic stated that
motherhood was a limitation of equal rights. The
answer she gave handsomely refuted his statements.
A fashionable woman averred that her dress was a
limitation. She did not dwell on that to refute, but
evaded. She made some excellent strictures on the
church.martyrdom of the noblest of humanity, leavibg bigots, cowards, etc., to transmit their kind.
Apparently she did not note that a similar martyrizing process still operates, holding her, with legions,
in a dilemma of surrendered powers. Fashionables
are silent on knowledge of progress, inculcate falseness by their doings, and favor ignorance, to the
detriment of all, in utter cruelty to the young.
Customs and pressure of sentiments to compel compliance accord with and subserve superstitious
schemes. The shame of the age concerning this is
that those knowing the shams conform, thus teaching others to, and yield to tyrrany the power they are
trying to recover; perhaps seldom thinking they pin
their principles, and the principles of all whom they
influence, to the inq)lisitm~ stake.
MARY

E.

TILLOTSON.

"Inquisition Most Complete."
At Nuremberg, in Bavaria, there is yet a tortmechamber intact, but, of course, unused. Rev. Dr. A.
Wylie visited it recently, and recorded his observations. By way of the Secular Review we get them:
"We found ourselvs in a rather roomy chamberit might be about twelve feet square. This was the
Chamber of Question. Along the side of the apartment ran a low platform. There ·sat of old the
Inquisitors, three in number-the first a divine, the
second a casuist, and the third a civilian. The only
occupant of that platform was the crucifix, or image
of the savior on the cross, which still remained. The
six candles that usually burnt before the ' holy
Fathers' were, of course, extinguished; but our lantern supplied their place, and showed us the grim
furnishings of the apartment. In the middle was the
horizontal rack, or bed of torture, on which the victim was stretched till bone started from bone, and
his dislocated frame became the seat of agony, which
was suspended only when it bad reached a pitch that
threatened death. Leaning against the wall of the
chamber was the upright rack, which is simpler, but
as an instrument of torture not less efft3ctual, than
the horizontal one. There was the iron chain which
wound over a pulley and hauled up the victim to the
vaulted roof; and there were the two great stone
weights which, tied to his feet and the iron cord. let
go, brought him down with a jerk that dislocated his
limbs, while the spiky rollers which he grazed in his
descent cut into and excoriated his back, leaving his
body a bloody, dislocated mass.
"Here, too, was the cradle of which we hav made
mention above, amply garnished within with cruel
knobs, on which the sufferer, tied band and foot, was
thrown at every movement of the machine, to be
bruised all over, e.nd brought forth discolored, swollen, bleeding, but still living.
"All round, ready to hand, were hung the minor
instruments of torture. There were screws and
tbumbkins for the fingers, spiked collars for the
neck, iron boots for the legs, gags for the mouth,
cloths to cover the face and permit the slow percolation of water, drop by drop, down the throat of the
person undergoing this form of torture. There were
rollers set round with spikeii, for bruising the arms
and back; there were iron scourges, pincers and
tongs for tearing out the tongue, slitting the nose
and ears, and otherwise disfiguring and mangling the
body till it was horrible and horrifying to look upon
it. There were instruments for compressing the
fingers till the bones should be squeezed to splinters.
There were instruments for probing below the finger
nails till an exquisit pain, like a burning fire, would
run along the nerves. There were instruments for
tearing out the tongue, for scooping out the eyes, for
grubbing. up the ears. There were bunches of iron
cords, with a spiked circle at the end of every whip,
for tearing the flesh from the back till bone and
sinew were laid bare. There were iron cases for the
legs, which were tightened upon the limb placed in
them by means of a screw, till flesh and bone were
reduced to a jelly. There were cradles set full
of sharp spikes, in which victims were laid and
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rolled from ~ide to side, the wretched ~ccup~nt
being pierced at each movement of the machme with
innumerable sharp points. There were iron ladles
with long handles, for holding molten lead or boiling
pitch to be poured down the throat of the victim,
and ~on vert his body into a burning caldron.
There were frames with holes to admit the hands
and feet, so contrived that ·the person put into them
had his body bent into unnatural and painful positiona and agony became greater and greater by roomenta and yet the man did not die. There were
chestf~ls of small but most ingeniously constructed
instruments for pinching, probing, or tearing the
more sensitiv parts of the body, and continuing the
vain up to the very verge where reason or life
givs way. On the floor and walls of the apartments
were other an•d larger instruments for the same fearful end-lacerating, mangling, and agonizing living
men; but t?~se we shall meet in other dungeons we
are yet to VISit.
"Here there is a vaulted chamber, entirely dug
out of the living rock, except the roof, which is
formed of hewn stone. It contains an iron image of
the Virgin, and on the opposit wall, suspended
by an iron hook, is a lamp, which, when lighted,
shows the goodly proportions of 'Our Lady.' On the
instant of touching a spring the image flings open its
arms which resemble the doors of a cupboard, and
which are seen to be stuck full on the inside with
p oniards, each about a foot .in length. Some of
·
1 d
t
t
th
these k mves are so P ace as 0 en er
e eyes
of those whom the image enfolded in its embrace,
others are set so as to penetrate the ears and brain,
others to pierce the breast, and others again to gore
bd
the a omen.
" The person who had passed through the terrible
ordeal of the Question Chamber, but had made
no recantation, would be led along the tortuous passage by which we had come, and ushered into this
vault, where the first object that would greet his eye,
the pale light of the lamp falling on it, would be the
iron Virgin. He would be bidden to stand right in
front of the image. The spring would be touched
by the executioner, the Virgin would fling open her
arms, and the wretchedvictim would straightway be
forced between them. Another spring was" then
touched, the Virgin closed upon her victim; a strong
wooden beam, fastened at one end of the wall by a
moveable joint, the other against the doors of the iron
image, was worked by a screw; and as the beam was
pushed out, the spiky arms of the Virgin slowly but
irresistibly closed upon the man, cruelly goring him.
" When the dreadful business was ended, it needed
not that the executioner should put himself to the
trouble of making the Virgin unclasp the mangled
carcase of her victim; provision had been made for
its quick and secret disposal. At the touching of a
third spring the floor of the image would slide aside,
and the body of the victim drop down the mouth of
a perpendicular shaft in the rock. We l?ok down this
pit, and can see at a great depth the shimmer of the
water. A canal had been made to flow underneath
the vault where stood the iron Virgin, and when she
had done her work upon those who were delivered
over to her tender mercies, she let them fall, with
quick descent and sudden plunge, into the canal underneath, where they were floated to the Pegnitz,
and from the Pegnitz to the Rhine, and by the Rhine
to the ocean, there to sleep beside the dust of Huss
and Jerome."

What Has Been Done 1
I hav been watching with a great deal of interest
the result of the back-somersault performance of the
N ationul Liberal League at its last Congress. I hav
been hoping a little (not much) that the most sanguin expectations of the advocates of the policy there
adopted might be realized in bringing about a
greater union among all shades of LiberaJs, and in
an organic movement such as we hav never known.
I hav thus far been disappointed in the" little hope,"
but not in the greater expectation.
It has been t.he history all reform movements in
the past, I believe, that the moment any advoca~e
began to move backward, or take more conservativ
positions, that moment. their power for goo~ :vas
gone, and some more heroic and self-sacrificl.ilg
workers must move to the front to carry forward the
reform. Will this prove an exception to the general
rule?
It has now been seven months since the new deal
was made, whereby most of the old officers were retired and new and more conservativ ones put to the
front. In that time how many Leagues hav the three
agents organized, and how many life and annual
members have been enrolled? How many of those
that the truckling policy of the League was instituted to please hav come within the fold ? In other
words, where are the Abbots, Underwoods, Bundys,
and Spencers? SimplY: just where ·they we!e, only
more so. They feel a Just contempt for those who
thus catered to them.
The small attendance at the last congress was not
not so much caused by the place at which it was held
being remote from any large city as it was by the
fact that a large number of the Leagues and L1ber-

als were disgusted at the policy that had been advocated by some of the leaders through our papers, and
many would not go nor would the Leagues elect
delegates. Especially was this true in the West,
where mofit of the Leagu~s are locat•d.
The most practical move the N lltional Liberal
League has ever made was demanding the repeal of
the Comstock laws, which gave new and greater
power to the church, and was the weapon it could
effectually wield against the advocates of Free thought,
causing them to be fined, imprisoned, and otherwise
persecuted.
When some of the speakers at the last Congress
claimed "the issue was dead," it showed they were
ignorant of the condition or dishonest in their diagnosis of the case. The issue will never be dead
until the law is wiped from our statute books-repealed; and at the present time anyone daring to
advocate any unpopular truth is liable to be arrested,
as those hav been in the past, by these irresponsible
servants of the church. Comstock, in a lecture here,
claimed the League was the worst foe he had to contend with. ' He will hav no hindrance to his success
with its present policy. And yet, is there any right
~ore sacred than that of exercising one's own taste
and judgment in matters of art and literature? Mr.
Watts says:
"This association is formed for the purpose of securing the
secular rights of mankind and strengthening the force of mental freedom. To this end we aim to equalize national taxaation; to insist. that those who think they require religious
instruction shall be alone responsible for the expense of its
teaching; to abolish all government patronage of any and all
religious forms; to do away with the farce of fast· and thanksgiving days; to subs_titute affirmation in our legal proceedings
for the present absurd custom of swearing; to repeal all laws
that interfere with the free moral and intellectual use of Sunday; to show that high-toned morality is not confined to the
Christian or a11y other religious faith, but that it is allied with
our general humanity; and, finally, to protest against any advantage being given to a professor of religion that is denied
to an honest skeptic. This, briefly, is the 'essence of the
•Demands;' and beyond these, as memb~rs of the Association,
we do not purpose to go."

The church teachings that hav been crystallized
into laws, making woman the inferior and slave of
man, are not, in the opinion of Mr. Watts, of as much
importance as the appointing of a day of fasting.
He evidently does not think it in the province of Secular work to help loose the chains ignorance has
forged about the limbs of woman, depriving her of
rights which, when denied the men of our country,
caused .our Revolution. That matter is of insignificant importance when compared with establishing
affirmation in place of the oath.
I am simply disgusted with such narrow views of
Liberalism. If money is wanted, women are urged
to giv of their means to help on the work, and are
then treated as of no moment in other matters. I
hav during this writing received a letter from an old
worker in the League-! think a life-member-who
has given time and money to the work, from which I
will quote a paragraph. Dr. Abbie Knapp writes:
"I feel every drop of blood tingle in my veins at the
covert insults heo.tped upon woman. I hav seen the
time when I should be just fool enough to 'immortalize my name' (bah!) by planking down $100, but
none of that taffy for me now."
There are m~Lny earnest, honest, self-sacrificing
men and women who hav worked for years to educate
public sentiment to the point that has enabled a man
of great oratorical powers, backed by wealth and position, to make money out of Liberal work, that are
not in sympathy with the present policy, but, having
the love of the Liberal cause at heart, hav kept quiet,
waiting to see if any organic work would be accomplished, and are getting discouraged.
To be sure, Messrs. Watts and Putnam hav been
busy lecturing-a good share of the time in Canada.
How is that work to organize the Liberals of this
country and change our laws? There are other lecturers working just as constantly and ably, with rio
fund to back them, for love of the principles advocated, that, could they hav the free advertising these
gentlemen hav, would be able to rise to at least equal
prominence.
And now a word about" our noble leader.'' Mr. Ingersoll is a marvel in his line, a comet in the Liberal
horizon; a speaker that attracts more by his power
to amuse than by his logic. He is wholly unacquainted with the self-sacrifice of pioneer reformers;
in fact, does not believe in self-sacrifice, but in selfgratification; has never manifested any interest in
the reform movements of the day, and if he has ever
lectured upon the secularization of the state, I hav
failed to see or hear it. He is simply a brilliant opponent of the Bible as a revelation and the superstitions of the church; an iconoclast, not a builder.
He has always made money by his lectures, and
will not lecture if he cannot, quite in contrast with
his predecessor in office, who gave time, money, and
hard labor without compensation, when he could ill
afford it, to the work. Were he now the president instead of the present incumbent, and with
the wealth possessed by him, I believe it would be
unnecessary for Mr. Reynolds to occupy so much
space in TnE TRUTH SEEKJ4~R in appealing for funds to
buy a tent to popularize Libetalism. By the way,
Mr. Reynolds shows he is young in the cause when
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he asserts, "In the past we hav so lacked vigor, persistent energy, and courage, that wo hav developed
a fearful excess of mollusks," etc. It was in the past
we had persistent energy and courage. It was in
the incipient stages of every reform movement that
men and women took their _lives in their hands, and
worked for love of humanity.
It_ is the persons who catch on after the car of
progress is under full motion-that are anxious aboutpublic opinions, and popular leaders-that are the
mollusks-the unvertebrated.
Oh,. for more such Liberals as Bradlaugh and
Besant, who stood firm when others they had expected would stand by them deserted their cause;
more Bennetts and Heywoods who would fight singlehanded and alone, if need be, the combined power
of church and state for the rights of free speech and
press! Oh, for more honest love of freedom and less
pretense; more devotion to principles and less timeserving policy !
Liberalism, if I understand its genius, depends
upon no brilliant leader, is no man-worshiper, but
is broadly humanitarian and democratic.
JuLIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
Fraternally,

The Feeling of Gratitude in Religion.
There are two indispensable conditions on which
gratitude depends. We can't be grateful to the
loveliest objects of nature; we can only be grateful
to persons. The second point is, we can be thankful
to persons only if we are convinced they intend to
benefit us; a favor which has come, as it were, by
accident does not invoke gratitude at all We can
only be grateful for the beunties of nature if we suppose there is a person standing behind nature-a
person who causes the earth to teem with gold and
grain, and has filled the moulltains with their treasure-and that that person especially intends to benefit us. We must believe that the world is governed
and arranged so as to secure our advantage, and that
there is a special providence watching over us in
particular.
But as the belief in a special providence is more
and more fading from our minds, it would seem that
the possibilities of being grateful for the bounties of
the world must also fade. If we can only be grateful to a personal deity, or do not believe in one, does
that not prove that our religious life is being deteriorated? And are we not, · then, losing one of the
noblest sentiments that fills, or can fill, the heart?
We answer that we do not lose the sense of gratitude, but exchange it for another; the feeli~g of
gratitude is being transformed into something higher
and more exalted. We are experiencing, not the destruction, but the metamorphosis, of gratitude.
The difference between our and the old understanding of religion is that the latter looks upon the
world as a finished edifice. The old religion says:
" God made the world from the beginning. He fixed
the stars in their appointed places. He created all
the different species of animals, perfect and useful
from "the outset.'' We say: "The world is an unfinished edifice. It is still in the making; and we ara
here to help make it what it ought to be.'' That
great thought marks a new epoch. That givs color
to all and every one of our ideas and emotions.. That
indicates the profound change in religion that has
transpired. We should use every happiness that
comes to us as a means of advancing the world by
our moral elevation. We are to be workers in the
world· we may pause for a moment to take in the
glorio~s prospect, and delight in what has already
been accomplished, but only for a moment, to ~raw
in fresh inspiration. And so the sem1e of gratitude
is absorbed in a higher sentiment, namely, the se~sa
of our privilege in being allowed to co-operate w1th
the good power of the universe for its great and
good ends. · We must always remember we dwell in
cities not as the inhabitants, but as workmen summoned into it for a time in order to aid in building
it up. We may.partake. of the enj~yments it affords
so far as is consistent with our serviCes, but we must
be ready at any mome:nt to sacrifice our J?leasure,
and turn ourselvs away from our joys-yes! from our
companions and dear friends, and go out upon the
walls and build and build in the cold and in the
dark~ess and lift the heavy stones, and bear the
heavy bu~den, and build and build unt.il our str~?gth
is spent, .and our hands can d? no mo;e; untll our
term of service has at last expired; satisfied even at
that last moment with the thought that others will
continue the task which we hav but begun, and that
the work which we hav completed will endure in the
city of the ·Perfect, which the eternities will complete.-Felix Adler.
-------4~------

THE owners of the McCormick reaper works say
they are unable to pay their employees livin~ wages,
and the 1600 laborel's hav struck. A short. time ag.o
Mrs. McCormick gave $100,000 to a theologrcal seminary. The Manchester Union thinks she could hav
" served God" better in some other way.
:._

CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Compan-y's publica·
tiona sent free upon application.
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the things which God hath prepa~ed for them that
love him."
Fortified thus impregnably by scripture, the Methodist-logicjan continues: "Go not, then, with natural
science, to the Materialist, or the skeptic of any
grade, to convince him of immortality. Especially
go not to him with the dreams of Swedenborg to
scientifically prove immortality. He will but hav you
in derision, and most justly.
The most
effectual way of promoting unbelief among those of
average or superior intelligence is to attempt to
prove Christianity scientifically. Those not trained
to think may seem to yield to an array of scientific
facts, and inferences drawn from them, but unless
they hav an inward experience of the grace of God
their faith will be at the mercy of the next learned
or plausible skeptic or Infidel into whose hands they
may fall"
·
While we must admire the consistent logic of Mr.
Buckley, we cannot help wondering how he expects
sensible people to become Methodists after reading
his editorial. Does he think .full-grown men and
women will become as little children, and accept his
faith a-s a child believes in Santa. Claus, solely upon
the word of an elder ? If he does he must hav a
very poor opinion of the intellectual attainments of
the people. Mr. Buckley bas reasoned himself into
a well up the side of which he will hav great difficulty in climbing. He is in sorer need of a Jacob's
ladder than the angels of old. For they had wings.

Mrs. Severance asserts the reason why the last
Congress was not more fully attended to hav been
the dissatisfaction of the Wester11 Leagues with the
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
policy advocated by some of the National League
leaders.
This is not the case. With the exception
Editor.
E. M. 1\L.onONALD,
of Milwaukee, aud perhaps one or two other places,
C. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager.
there were no live Leagues to send delegates. This
PUBLISHED BY
is the long and short of the matter, and we refer Mrs.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
Severance to Mr. Reynolds (who attempted to correspond with the secretary of every auxiliary upon the
33 (Jllutou Place, .New York.
secretary's list,) for any further information she may
want.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
We · also think that Mrs. Severance and Mrs.
Knapp will hav great difficulty in poi~ting out any
Addre8s all C'ommunicatioM tQ THE TRUTH SEEKER C'OHinsult heaped upon woman by the League. It is
p ANY. Malcd all IJrafo, C'lteiks, and Postal Orders payab~
true that " woman's rights" is not one of the Nine .
~~~ CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
Demands, but the League admits to membership men
and women upon equal terms, and givs them equal
APRIL 25, 1885.
SATURDAY,
voice in the managements of its affairs. Could it do
more without changing the constitution ? The
League was organized for the specific purpose of
What the Presbyterians Want.
secularization of our government. Those persons
Monday before last the New York Presbytery
who find fault with it for not going outside of its
passed a resolution to send a petition to Congress
charter are unreasonable. Once begin to take on
praying for the abolition of Sunday mails, trains, and
new issues and when would the loading stop i
parades, so that a more strict observance of what
Touching Colonel Ingersoll, Mrs. Severance is very
these Presbyterians called the Sabbath might be profar astray. He did not ask for the presidency of the
moted.
League, and now that he has accepted it, that the
In the beginning of this century in Scotland the
work may not be impeded by any action of his, it is
use of the fanning-mill for winnowing grain was dein the very worst possible taste to slur him as Mrs.
nounced because " the scripture saith " the "wind
Severance does by her quotation of "our noble
blowetb where it listeth," and was held to be sufficient
Priests on Strike.
leader." Whether Mr. Ingersoll believes in selfcause fo1· excommunication from the church.
In 1884 Bulgaria gave the ministers $160,000. sacrifice or iiot, we know he lectured for years in the
We do not see that these Presbyterians of Scotland This year the Minister of Public Worship informed West and footed his own bills. We know, too, that
were so greatly behind their children of the United the clergy that they must look to their parishioners he could hav been governor of lllinois had he
States, as is usually claimed.
for their pay, as the government was too poor to vote been willing to keep his opinions to himself. We
But one thing seems certain: if the Liberals of this the annual stipend. Thereupon the ministers struck, know, too, that he has been outspoken upon secularcountry do not wake up, between the upper and refusing to hold church services, baptize, perform ization of our government, having heard him in the
nether millstones of Catholicism and Presbyterianism marriage ceremonies, or preach funeral sermons.
Hayes and Tilden campaign, in political speeches,
the liberties of Americans will be ground to powder.
To superstitious Christians, like the Bulgarian and alS'o in his lectures in this city. Mrs. Severance's
peasantry, this is a serious deprivation, though a criticisms are, we think, based . upon inadequate
A Christian Rebukes a ~wedenborgian.
self-reliant, common-sense population would promptly knowledge.
And finally, we think Mrs. Severance would hav
Commenting upon a recent sermon by Heber tell the priests to go to hades-that they, the pe<Yt>le,
could li~ wit~wut church~s as. long as the clergy done better if she had waited longer before throwing a
Newton on immortality, the Sun of this city said:
"The Rev. Heber Newton, in his sermon on immortality cou!d e~st Without colle?tmg. tithes. But the B~- stone in the way of the League. The paths of the
last Sunday, showed a decided predilection for the theory of ganans are not up to this pomt, and the clergy Wll workers cannot be likened to rose-strewn roads unEmanuel Swedenborg, that so much of man as survives death probably force them to pay. t.ithes unless the govern- 1 less such thorns as she has planted may mak~ the
is an organized substance. The Materialistic argument against
ment reced~s from the P?Sltwn taken. . .
. simile. Let her possess her soul in patience, and see
immortality is that the soul is nothing but the sum of the acWhat
strikes
the
outsider
as
most
sigmficant
m
what she will see. Rome was not built in a day.
tivities of the body, and therefore comes to an end when the
this affair is the mercenary spirit displayed by the
body is dissolved. But if, as Sweden borg maintains and the
Rev. Mr. Newton suggest&, man has an 'inner structure, com- clergy. One would think that if they were honest in
Pilate as a Reporter.
posed of finer substances than the material body, and liberated their professions, they could never be so heartless as
from it by death, then it is easily conceivable, even upon the to imperil the eternal happiness of their parishioners
The Chronicle, published at La Moure, Dak., has
Materialistic theory, that his personal identity and spiritual by refusing to administer the sacraments. Their be€.n imposed upon, and led to publish a document
activity may continue. Of course, whether such an inner
structure exists and survives may still be disputed, but it is the action shows that they regard their calling in the purporting to be a translation of a report made in
only assumption by which immortality can be scientifically light oi a trade or profession, from which they are to Latin by Pontius Pilate to Tiberius Cmaar concerndefended. Mr. Newton does well to adopt this idea of Swe- obtain all possible pecuniary benefits, and which ing the crucifixion of Jesus, which is a very clumsy
denbprg's."
binds them to nothing but to return so many genu- canard. Aside from its sensational style, betraying
This theory, we may say in passing, was held by flexions and sermons for so much hard cash. In the pen of the modern newspaper reporter or dime
D. M. Bennett, though he did not derive it from polite language, they are members of a profession in novel writer, there are evidences of its fabrication in
the practice of which they earn their livelihood. In almost every paragraph.
Swedenborg, having thought H out for himself.
But Dr. Buckley, of the Christian Advocate, is too plainer '!ords, they are swindling impostors.
It represents Pilate arriving at Jerusalem with
strict a theologian to adopt any such Materialistic
" but a single centurion, and a handful of soldiers."
Mrs. ~everance and the League.
Spiritualism. "Suppose," he asks, "that this inner
This is a flat contradiction of the Jewish historian,
Our energetic and radical friend, Mrs. Severance, Josephus. Pilate became procurator of Judea in
structure is set free at death, can its existence be
pmved? Did anyone ever see it? Can anyone find has on another page some energetic and radical re- the year 25 or 26, and his first act was to remove the
it, or any trace of it? It is an a.3sumption without marks concerning the National Liberal League and army from Cesarea to Jerusalem in order to abolish
proof. To fancy that ' immortality can be scientifi- its leaders.
the Jewish laws. The remov.al was made at night,
We think Mrs. Severance is a trifle premature in without the knowledge of the Jews. At no time durcally defended' upon an assumption which science
cannot establish shows an utter want of apprehension her criticism of the League, and somewhat in error ing Pilate's administration did he lack soldiers to
of the meaning of 'science' as used by the Material- in her estimate of what has been done. The report overawe the Jews, and on one occasion a vreat numists and by all who think in the plane of natural of the officers of the League for the year 1883 was: .be1· of seditious Jews were slain (J os. Ant. xviii, 3).
. "
Twenty-three new auxiliaries.
The forger of the document, after describing the
smence.
darkness on the day of the crucifixion, betrays hisMr. Buckley is emphatic in his denial of the asser- Ten life-members. ·
Two hundred and forty-six annual members.
ignorance by saying: "It was likewise toward the
tion of some theologians that there is any " scientific
For 1884, under the same officers and the same
Ides of March." The Ides were reckoned backward
proof" of the truth of Christianity, of the being of
policy, the exhibit was:
from April 1st inclusiv, so that the Ides of March
-. God, of the inspiration of the Bible, of immortality,
Seven new Leagues.
(numbering seventeen) began March 16th. Now
of the efficacy of prayer, of the existence of the soul, Three life-members.
that was too early for the Passover by at least. ten
etc. "There can be," he positivly asserts, " no scien- One hundred and twenty-three annual members.
days; the festival never occurred before the 2Gth of
tific proof of any ~f them. They are all assumptions Total cash received, $309.50.
March.
resting on the revelation of God and its harmony
No lecturers were kept in the field during either
Another most palpable evidence o£ forgery is this
with the yearnings and the needs of the human soul. of these years, and the paper Man was supported al' Where science ends, faith begins.' The man with- most entirely by two or three individuals. The statement:
·out faith and without a devotional spirit cannot be League was practically doad. If Mrs. Severance
"Dionysius, the Areopagite, is reported to hav exclaimed:
convinced of these things."
wishes to know just how dead, let her ask the chair- 'Either the author of nature is suffering, or the universe is.
When Christianity is accepted by faith, Mr. Buck- man of the executiv committee. Under the new man- falling apart.' "
ley thinks that ''many analogies with it may be agement three lecturers hav been at work almost conWhen Paul visited Athens, which was at least
found in nature, but no scientific proof, for," tinuously, many new societies formed in the States twenty years after the crucifixion, Dionysius, the
quotes he, "we walk by faith, not by sight;" and and Canada, and nearly $4,000 contributed and Areopagite, became one of his converts (Acts xvii,
"our faith stands not in the wisdom of men, but in pledged. We think this is quite an improvement 34). The same Dionysius is said to hav become the
the power of God. Eye bath not seen, nor ear upon last year, and an overwhelming evidence of the first bishop of Athens, and the Roman Catholics claim
beard, neither bav entered into the heart of man approval of the Liberals of the country.
that be was the famous St. Denis who first converted
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France (Note to English translation of Latin Vulgate).
The Catholic church invented a history of Dionysius, in w~ich it is said that he was _in Egypt w?en
the crucifixiOn happened, and observmg the echpse
that accompanied it at full moon, exclaimed: "Either
God himself is suffering, or he sympathizes with
some one who is suffering" (Chambers's Encyclopedia). From this fabricated history the forger of
the modern Report of Pilate drew the above exclamation, which Pilate is said to h!tv written down "on
the same night that followed the fatal catastrophe"as if Dionysius was in Jerusalem, or his exclamation
had been telegraphed from Egypt !
This report of Pilate is said to hav been filed in
the Roman archives by Pilate himself soon after the
crucifixion, and to hav remained undiscovered until
recently, when an unknown German is said to hav
been favored by the librarian of the V a.tican with a
copy of it, and the unknown German is said. to hav
transmitted it to an unknown clergyman of St. Louis,
at the latter's request. Then a Baptist Home Missionary, the Rev. I. W. Wilkinson, somehow gets a
copy of it, and embodies it in sermon preached at
La Moure, Dakota, Feb. 22, 1885.
In val. xvi, of the Antenicene Christian Library,
published about ten years ago; will be found the
"Acts of Pilate," translated from various Greek and
Latin versions of an early date-as early as the time
of Tertullian, who refers to i\ in his "Apology "-i..e.
if he wrote the "Apology," which is doubtful. And
the same document probably. existed in some form
when Justin Martyr referred to it about A.D. 150.
The document, as it has come down to us, is doubtless greatly enlarged and altered. Smith's Bible
Dictionary, and other Christian authorities, pronounce it certainly spurious.
The same volume of the Antenicene Christian
Library contains also, "Pilate's Letter to Tiberi us
Cmsar," "The Report of Pilate" (both quite different
from the pretended recently discovered report), "The
Death of Pilate," "The Narrativ of Joseph" (of Arimethea), etc., all early forgeries.
There is no evidence of any real Report of Pilate
made to Tiberius Cooilar concerning the. crucifixion;
and the references to the "Acts of Pilate," by Justin
A.D. 150, and by Tertullian A.D. 200 (if genuin), repeated by Eusebius A.D. 325, are doubtless all taken
from the ancient document which learned Christian
scholars prm:i.ounced spurious. And the pretended
recently discovered document is as certainly a modern
fabrication as the Book of Mormon.

a

Sectiona' Liberalism.
A writer signing himself "Independent Thinker"
in Mr. Shaw's Independent Pulpit for April says:
"I hav lately had the privilege of reading THE TRUTH
SEEKER, a weekly journal devoted to Freethought and reform,
and published in the city of New York. I hav been much
pleased with it, except in one particular. Some of the correspondence, as also some of the editorial matter, exhibits the
writers as being deeply imbued with a spirit of bitterness
toward the people of the 8outh, and especially by referring to
the action of those who went into the late rebellion."

he reconcile this with Paine's emphatic statement that
"man has no property in man?" And where is the
error in the assertion that it will take years of toiling
and waiting before the South is intellectually free?
Everybody knows who •as traveled or resided in the
South that that section is a long way behind the East
and West in development, both physically and mentally. And supposing the statement to be an error,
in what way does it show anything but a mistake in
judgment regarding' the cQuntry? Also, everyone
knows·the gross and degrading superstition in which
the negroes are steeped, not excepting those of the
Methodist persuasion. Whether John Brown will
will ever be looked upon as a savior, however, is
only a matter of prophecy, and prophesying is at
best but doubtful business. Our opinion is that this
particular prophecy is not likely to bs fulfilled.
Mr.. Putnam's statement that a person "born of a
radical Abolitionist has good blood in him for a reformer " is very true. Blood will tell, and heredity
is a potent factor in evolution. Though Ca.ptain Putnam led a company of colored troops to the war, we
know he has no surviving animosity against his former enemies. His heart is too large for that. He has
long since laid aside the sword, and now preaches
and livs the gospel of humanity, which knows,
as the F~urth of July orators say, no North, no
South, no East, no West, but one undivided country,
glorious, prosperous, and free, from the woods of
Maine to the Golden Gate-from the Great Lakes to
the Gulf of Mexico.
Our remark that " all the old Abolitionists are now
Liberals," was in response to an inquiry, and is
strictly true, with not the slightest shade of sectionalism concealed therein. Though a soldier's grave
at Manassas Junction is a sacred spot, we hav no
hatred of the foemen who took a father's life; All
fought for what they considered right. The cry
against the South, raised even now by certain political papers, is, in our opinion, not only totally unfounded. but criminally unwise as regards the future
of the United States. ·Let the dead past bury its
dead. We believe that, with the exception of a few
of the older generation, the people south of Mason
and Dixon's line are glad that slavery has been
abolished, and are willing to forget and forgiv, and
strive now as mightily as their Northern brethren for the unbuilding of the common republic.
And certainly Liberals should be among the first to
help heal the wounds of war, and we believe they
are. There is. more tolerance expressed by the old
soldiers ·and the old Abolitionists than by those who
never went to war, or the politicians who profited by
the war, and would profit by a continuance of the
sectional feeling. We are sure that our "Independent Thinker" has drawn wrong conclusions from
premises wholly insufficient. Let the Liberal South
hold out her hand, and the Liberal North will leap
clear across the bloody chasm to grasp it.

An Eminent Blunderer.
A writer in a late issue of the Investigator says:

"THE TRUTH BEEKER prefers 11dvocating the stupid and lying assertion that •'man has no ri~hts-only the duties of
obedience,' and aims at usurping a secular power over the
"The criticism on THE TRUTH SEEKER, to be found in an- masses of mankind equal to that of the Catholic, Protestant,
other column of this issue, is, we think, in very good place. and all the other rellgions among mankind, by substituting
Liberals should now work for a spirit of fraternity that knows one of 'humanity.'"
no North, no South, no East, or West. Let us love one anWe will giv a small reward to this gentleman if he
other and seek the unity that comes by the spirit of peace.
can
find any utterances corresponding to this sentiSlavery is not an issue now, and the war has beenended. Let
us be as liberal as possible, and not spring questions that hav ment in any of THE TRUTH SEEKER's teachings, there
being two good reasons why it should not appearbeen settled."

Mr. Shaw indorses this as follows:

After his opening, "Independent Thinker" proceeds with a short essay, in the course of which he
quotes the sentences from THE TRUTH SEEKER upon
which he relies to prove his charge. They are:
"A conespondent of THE TRUTH SEEKER says 'l'homas
Paine was an Abolitionist. Another says: 'It will take years
of toiling and waiting before the South is intellectually free.
She is delivered from the system of slavery which sat upon
her interests li,ke an incubus. . . '!'he religion of the
colored people is but little removed from the fetichism of
their African ancestors; and that of the majolity of the white
people is not much better.' Another correRpondent says:
'One hundred years from now old John Brown will be looked
upon as a second savior.' Another, speaking of H. Luse,
H~tys: 'He was born a mdical Abolitionist, and so he has good
blood in him for reform.' Another says: 'All the old Abolitionists are now Liberals.' "

This is the sum total of his evidence that " exhibits
the writers as being deeply. imbued with a spirit of
bitterness toward the people of the South." Our "Independent Thinker " says Paine was not regarded as
an Abolitionist by those favoring slavery. How does

it is not the doctrin of Positivism, and, if it wer~,
the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER is not. a Positivist.
The critic speaks not merely from insufficient knowledge, but in absolute and stupid ignorance.

Lectures and Meetings.
E. C. WnKER spoke at Frankfort, Kan., April 15th and
16th. He will remain two weeks longer in northem Kansas,
and will then proceed north tbJ"Ough southeastern Nebraska
and thence by the valley of the Elkhom, and from there into
northwestem Iowa. Later in the season he will visit Dakota
and Minnesota.· For lectures, etc., address him at Valley
Falls,Kan.
W. F. JAMIESON is addressing good audiences in Elk Point,
Dakota. At his fifth lecture, Sunday evening, April 5th, there
wa~ the largest audience .of all, many remarking that the
churches must be decimated, judging from the attendance at
the Freethought lecture. The preachers preached against
Jamieson that day viciously.
THURSDAY evening, Apnl 23d, there will be a meeting of
the Instit.ute of Heredity at Dr. Foote's house, 120 Lexington
avenue. Albert Chavannes will address 'the members. All
interested are invited to attend.
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Editorial Notes.
A FEW weeks since Rev. W. M. Walton, of Owosso, Mich.,
"answered" Colonel Ingersoll in the Detroit Post, in which
"answer" he asserted that at one time Colonel Ingersoll had
been completely demolished by" the great Theodore Parker."
Inasmuch as Theodore Parker had been dead some twenty
years before Mr. Ingersoll delivered the lecture said to hav
been rendered innocuous by Mr. Parker, we animadverted
upon the anachronism in a paragraph in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Mr. Walton writes us to say that he meant Joseph Parker.,
D.D., of the City Temple, London, whose answer was reprinted
in the Homiletic Monthly of September, October, and Novem·
ber, 1881. It is fair to the Rev. Mr. Walton to say that in the
number of that periodical of that date there is a "reply" to
Uolonel Ingersoll by a man of that name. But it is ngt explained how the Detroit Post printers could hav been so stupid as to mistake Mr. Walton's Joseph for Theodore.
ONE of Mr. Cleveland's diplomatic appointments has created not a little agitation in religious circles, and,. from the
facts so far made public, not without cause. A Mr. Keiley, of
Richmond, has his commission as minister to Rome. The
Republican of Baltimore says his sponsors were Archbishop
Gibbons, of Baltimore, and R. T. Merrick, of this city. Mr.
Merrick is a recent Catholic convert of Mgr. Capel's, and the
real sponsors of Mr. Keiley are, therefore, presumed to be
the archbishop and Mgr. Capel. The objection to Mr. Kelley
is that in a speech at Richmond he inveighed against Victor
Emanuel and the Italian government for dispossessing the
pope of his temporal power, and it is feared the Italian king
may object to receiving him as a representativ of the United
States. As a primate of the Catholic church Archbishop Gibbons is naturally anxious that>l'.fr. Astor's successor would be
a gentleman identified with the church, for the reason that
questions ~elating to the property of American Catholics in
Rome hav arisen of late requiring the attention of our minister there. The constant threats of confiscation by the Italian
government brought about a successful remonstrance from
President Arthur, through Ministor Astor. For reasons which
appeared eminently diplomatic to the president, Mr Keiley
was appointed and confirmed. His utterances against the occupation of Rome by Victor Emanuel are now generally
known, but Mr. Kelley says that he will tell the king that he
has said (having been a confederate) worse things about our own
country than he ever did about the Italian governm<>lnt. It
seems to us tha(the objectors to Mr. Keiley hav a good case.
This country ought not to send as representativ to a foreign
country a gentleman known to sympathize with that country's
domestic enemies, especially when appointed solely to please
those enemies. But in the race for the Catholic vote now
being run, it is not probable that any but political considerations of the meanest kind will prevail. Patriotic Americans,
however, can but view with alarm the increasing influence of
the Catholic church in New York and national politics.
IF the Toronto Mail correctly represents the condition- of
the church, Christianity is in a bad way. "Here, as elsewhere," it says, ''the tendency is towards unbelief. · The
energy of skepticism and the contempt for revealed truth are
as remarkable and portentous in Canada as in Massachusetts.
The church is for the time being overmatched. Her minis·
ters were never more alert, her machinery never so powerful,
her courage neyer higher. Pious laymen hav come to her
aid with innumemble outside agencies unknown a century
ago, and she and they are bending their united energies to
withstand the onset of that skepticism of the intellect which
is the newest but by far the most deadly of the instruments of
evil. And it must be confessed that the battle is going against
them. That ultimately they must triumph eve:r:y mt1n who
still clings to belief in a beneficent Creator believes: but just
now the vast aggregation of wickedneAs, with skeptieism at its
head, is beyond question in the a,;cendant. As. the harddriven squares prayed for Blucher or night, so from every
quarter of the beleaguered uhurch comes a cry for help or a
prayer that the Last Day may soon dawn upon the unequal
struggle." The remedy for this deplorable condition, in the
Ma.il's opinion, is to giv the schools over to the church, and
thus rear an army of defenders to beat back the "remorseless
enemy that is storming her inner walls. Rome long ago discerned that if the flood of skepticism were to be withstood,
religious training must be the breakwater. How far it has
succeeded in enabling CaLholic countries to throw back the
deluge this is not the place to disctlSS. France has been submerged, to be sure, but not more completely than the United
States, which Protestantism undertook to defend. Ireland is
still safe, and the Roman Catholic garri3on in Britain, while
Spain, Austria, Belgium, and Southern Germany are probably
not so Infidel as England or Canada. Bnt putting that question aside the fact that the Roman chmch has ever relied
upon com~ulsory religious instruction for the young as a bulwark against the great mouern tendency, and that here and
elsewhere she is about to strengthen and perfect her methods
of imparting it, is certainly worth the attention of the Protestant churches. It is said thnt the Catholic hierarchy in Ontario will soon ask the p1·ovincial government to establish a
normal' school for sepamte schoolteachers at which theology
will be carefully taught. Such a scheme may or lllaJ not
meet the views· of the Protestant taxpayers; but its significance as showing the abiding faith of Home in th" efficacy of
religion in schools cannot be misunderstood. ·when _that is
felt by universal Christendom to be a want, no better proof of
its necessity ought to be demanded.'' The Mail admits that
the object.inns raised to the Bible in ,the schools are formidable, for the An11baptist might complain if the teacher were a
Pedobaptist, the Arminian if he were~~ Calvinist, the Congregationalist if he were au Episcopalian. "But the question to
be considered if!, not how tbe sects m!ly be placated in this
supreme crisis, but whether the church itself shall be saved."
We onlv wish the Mails fears bad a more substantial foundation. Chlistianit.y in Cam1dt1 is a too, too solid tyranny that it
will take years to melt.
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there is not a person living, and but one that has .ever lived, j ize. a Liberal League at present, we would orga~ize a kind of a
who has ever turned a hand for -me, but that I hav turned ! Liberal Club, and m~et and read some ~ood Liberal lectures;
mine as many times for them, if not one hundred times for I and as some of our Liberals here are ~air speakers, we could
one. And I entered the school of metaphysics forty-eight! o~casionally hav a lecture of our own.m the absence of someINDEPENDENcE, RAN., March 31, 1885.
years ago and then made a pledge never to condemn anybody, thing better, and discuss the merits and demerits of Liberalism
M:a. EDITOR: The past five months I hav been made to feel or thing,' until I had proof I could demonstrate. And I hav and theology, and let the people know wh.at the principles of
and sympathize with those who hav suffered for expressing investigated life in and out of the body until I hav challenged Liberalism are. We thought such meetmgs would be entertheir honest thoughts.as opposed to the teachings of the so- all of the professors, offering them $1,000, to meet me in open taining and instructiv. There is only one hall in this place,
called Christian religion.
discussion. Where are they? What is the matter? The doc. that is kept to rent for dances, shows, or any decent party or
You are pe.rhaps aware that during the time of my frequent tors the ministers the lawyers the politicians, the daily press, meeting. Our postmaster here has charge of the hall. We
epistles to 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER I was keeping a drug store at Tru~sdell Bundy' and lots of 'others hav proved they are all tried to hire it of him to hold our meetings in, but he, being- 1t
-Reading, which is a small, dull, and .iilapidated town, as is dishonest:
'
kind of a semi-Christian, refused to rent it to us, de')laring that
always the case wherever the church holds influence and conI will send you a bundle of-my documents, and if you dare, he thought we had no right to oppose the Christians, even if
trol. My devotion to the cause of Liberalism and anti-hypo- or think it best, you may publish any or all of them.' The we did think they were wrong and we were right. Consistency
crisy, of course, won for me many friends and also many reason that my own profession do not meet me is, they dare is a jewel. He seems to me a rather good fellow, but he has
enemies. Unfortunately m·y business, as necessitating my ·not. If they hav a reputation that is worth a thousand dollars, not quite outgrown the soft spot that all babies hav on their
violation of the prohibitory law, as it exists in this state, they know they will lose it. My never-ending regards for you lieads. We think there is a chance for him to improve, and
placed me in the power of my enemies. However, all went and THE TRUTH SEEKER.
N. H. DILLINGHAM, M.D.
we shall remember him in our prayers. As soon as the weather
well until last November. 0. A. Phelps, a Liberal lecturer,
P.S.-I am more of a sincere friend to Liberalism, Free- gets warm, we shall try to hold our meetings, hall or no hall.
G. G. GABRION.
came to the place, and, without a full understanding of his thought, Infidelity, and even Materialism, _than before besubject, he was allowed the use of the schoolhouse for three coming a Spiritualist. For they, I perceived; were the mediums
auccessiv evenings. After the first lecture, he was infor~ed between :old theology (which is barbarism, heathenism) and
NEw ALBANY, IND, March 10, 1885.
that he could not use the room longer.
the true principles of life. In fact, spirit is life itself, which
MR. EDITOR: Although I hav been reading THE TRUTH
I felt indignant at such proceedings, and seated off my store never dies.
N. H. D.
SEEKER but a short time, I became so much interested in the
building for his accommodation, and we had the pleasure of
letters of some of the friends that I concluded to giv my views
his lectures, as antagonistic to the revivals then red-hot, and
on humanity as we think it should be. I offer this as a remedy
ELMIRA, MrcH., March 31, 285.
still heating, across the street. This. was more than the bigots
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $13; apply $5 on my for those tramps Mr. Kinser speaks about in your issue of
could stand. Nothing but "Penfield must be rooted out" subscription, and for the balance please send the indis- March 7th, also the moneyless Freethinkers of Miss Morrow's.
could occupy their godlike minds. Church consultations were pensable TliUTH SEEKER, for one year, to three new subLet us organize a mutual BeJCiety; find a good situation; purheld as to what could be done that "Penfield" should no scribers named on a slip of paper horewith inclosed. Please chase land, and make it a home for all. Then all work for a
longer be permitted to hinder the cause of Christ in their send me, also, the TBUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for E. M., 285. common treasury. Say we work six hours a day, we can acmidst. A few of these poor, miserable dupes, who are too Some of the chicken-eating gentry hav lately bsen among us, complish more in that time, by all working together, than we
lazy to work, and who are made to believe that a daily prayer holding a "protracted effort," as they call it, to try to make could by working separately in ten or twelve hours. Then
to God, "Giv us this day ciur daily bread," is all the mission proselytes of the people of this town, but they hav not been we would hav time for the much needed study. We could
of life, were hired to inform of my violating the prohibitory very successful. I believe they hav added to the number of furnish our children good books and good schools, and hav a
law. As soon as I heard of this, I sold my goods and left be- the redeemed two little girls, one very promising but very good library, etc. Moneyle~s Freethinke~s could then hav a
hind only my store building. I understand warrants were green boy, and two men that are·too lazy to think for them- chance.
issued for ruy arrest, but so far my person has not been selves. One of these heavenly pilots came to my house to
We hav been talking with some friends in Illinois on the
molested.
convert me.
I received him kindly and told· him if his subject, and tl::.ey indorse it fully and think Texas a good
As soon as these followers of the "God of Moses" found doctrin was true I would like to be converted, as I was a place to locate. I am a Materialist and, as such, can see no
that I had gone to parts unknown, they burnt my store, truth-seeker.
He gave me tho usual dose of the total de- use in wasting our time in working against each other when
which cost about $1,000, and undertook to wreak their ven- pravity of man, his lost condition, the great plan of salva- we might accomplish so much more good by working together.
geance upon my wife and children, by trying to drive her from tion; said we must hav faith in the atoning blood of Christ,
I am not much of a writer, but thought there might be
the place with threats of violence if she did not leave within or we would all be eternally damned, etc. I asked him if he some that would like to go into a brotherhood where we would
two days, during the cold blasts of .January winds.
would answer a few questions. He said he would. The hav equal rights and privileges and good homes. And, inI am a man of small means and large family, having six following dialog then occurred:
stead of working ourselvs to death to support presidents and
children. In consequence of my persistent efforts for the
QuESTION: Do you believe there is a personal God that bosses, we can support our families and hav time for study
cause of Liberalism I hav lost nearly all. Sometimes I think created from nothing this vast universe? ANSWll:R: Yes.
and amusement.
I hav done a wrong to my family, but we hav -a home and a
Q. Is or was there any other creativ power? A. No, cerI would like to hear from some of the friends on this submoderate income. My apology to my fe.mily is that I never tainly not.
ject, either by mail or through the columns of this paper. I
before realized that these superstitious bigots were really in
Q. Did he not create the serpent that caused Eve to eat the am vours for advancement in humanity as well as religion,
this day of civilizo.tion so closely allied to the spirit of that forbidden fruit? A. I suppose he did.
•
E. E. PARK.
God which they worship.
W. H. PENFIELD.
Q. Did he not create the tree that bore the fruit? A. Yes.
LINDSAY, ONT.
Q Did he not know that Eve and Adam would p<trtake of
MALONE, lA , March 2, 1885.
:MR. EDITOR: I am led to ask, Is there any regard for mothe fruit before he placed the tree there? A. Why, yes.
MR. EDITOR: I see my paper will need renewing by March
Q. Now, as your God created Adam and Eve, the serpent rality left in the churches, or did they ever hav any? It is a
12th. Please find inclosed $3 for the same.
and tree, and all the conditions, knowing what the result grave question, but I can't help asking it. When I take a look
It appears to be impossible for E. C. Walker to write an would be, don't you think your God did wrong in cursing the around right here in this small town of Lindsay and see the
article without gi·ving Prohibitionists a dig. All through my unborn millions for Adam and Eve doing just what he knew rampant hypocrisy and rascality practicbd by our most zealous
life my observation has been that the use of liquor leads they would do before he created them. A. No, no ; God church-going members, I am led to inquire, Is there even one
directly to ignorance, and that the churches are largely made coulu not do wrong. He drew up this great plan of salvation really honest Christian left to command the respect of honest
up of people who are not clear thinkers. For my vi'lw of in the beginning, so that all that would might "be saved.
people for the churches? We had a very pious member of the
things the Jewish religion; ancient and modern, and whisky
Q, Did not your God know before the creation just who Presbyterian church, and I understand a Sunday-school
hav an affinity for each other. I hold that Freethink en; should would and who would not be saved? A. Yes, certainly.
teucher and a member of our town council. He was doing a
hav nothing to do with either, and that the coupling of indiQ Then how could this plan of salvation help those that he nice business in the retail boot and shoe trade, and his zeal·
vidual liberty with whisky is ridiculous.
knew would be lost? A. Ah, but all things are possible with ousness in the cause of Christianity had established a large
So far as my information extends, two out of three of the God.
amount of confidence in his honesty, but that did not prevent
men that are engaged in the liquor business are Christians in
Q. Is it possible for your God to do something that he knows him from acting the rogue when he got the chance. There
good standing. They can be seen here in De Witt at any time he would not do, or is it possible for him to save a single soul was a large bankrupt stock of dry goods offered for sale here,
climbing the golden stairs with a jug of whisky under each that he knew would be lost? A. Well, I must go, there is no and this pious young man bought out the goods. It is rearm. The outspoken Infidels that follow that calling are very use talking to you.
ported they were worth between $7,000 and $8,000. He had
scarce in these parts.
Q. I want to know whose anger it was to appease, or whom them on hand only a short time, when he sold out the whole
I will nevS'l' advocate the building up of a business in which it was to satisfy, by killing Jesus Christ? [No answer.] Ac- stock for $2,000 cash dow'n, handed the money over to his sisI would not engage. Besides, this business bdlongs to the cording to your own story, did not your God murder his own ter, and, I suppose, told his creditors to whistle for their pay.
churches; I am willing to let them hav their due, and opposed son? A. Oh! don't call God a murderer, I can't stand it. I But the creditors did not see it in that light and,. had him arto having it placed as a stumbling-block before the feet of must go.
rested for fraud and swindling, and he now has a chance to
- those that are trying to make the world better.
Q. .j:Iold on one moment. Don't you think God's great plan hold sweet communion with his sin-atoning savior behind
The vital question for the American people to decide in the a failure when by it he can't save one-tenth of the people that prison bars in Montreal city.
near future will be that of bread. We cannot take the cream he created? A. Oh, they might be saved if they would believe
When I had more confidence than I hav now in the blood of
from off our lands and convert it into whisky forever. on the Lord Jesus Christ.
Christ washing away the sins of Christians and keeping them
Everything that man lays his hands upon will wear out. As a
Q. Did not your God know, when he created man and gave honest, I loaned $100 to a very pious Methodist preacher here;
people, we should husband our resources while we hav them. him a reasoner, that he would not believe such an unreason. he was to hav paid it back in six weeks. Before the six weeks
I am aware there are Prohibitionist cranks, and regret Free- able story as that of the immaculate conception? A. You was up he got a call from the Lord to a more useful field over
thinkers are not free from them.
J. L. WILcox.
in Pennsylvania, and although years hav elapsed the Lord has
shock me.
Q. Don't you think your God did wrong in giving us a rea- not been able to convince him that he ought to pay that money
BosTON, April 8, 1885,
soner and not allowing us to use it? A. There is no use back.
MR. EDITOR: My mind is greatly disturbed by reading Mr. reasoning with you-I must go.
I hav come to the conclusion that if God took it into . his
,
Truesdell's article headed, "'l'hey Who Liv in Glass Houses
And BO he went; yes, he went amongst his Christian brothers head to destroy Ontario as he did in old times to destroy
Should not Throw Stones." If Mr. Truesdell has a mind to and sisters, and told them that I was a very bad, unprincipled, Sodom and Gomorrah (if the story is true), and if getting
vouch for the truth of Mrs. Elmina, he may, I will not. For, wicked, and dangerous man; that I was an Atheist, and had together h~lf a dozen honest people would save the place, he
before I had ever seen her, having read her articles in THE said that God had murdered his own son.
would haY to look amongst the Infidels and not the Christians
TRUTH SEEKER, expressing a wish to come to Boston had she
As they were holding meetings in our schoolhouse, I thought to find them. If any person is keeping track of the " Crimes
only some one to call on, I wrote her and sent my card, say- I would go there and, after the man of God was through with of Preachers," I can send a record from this place that will
ing she could hav her entertainment at my house.
OnsE!\VER.
his nonsense, I would state my position about the matter. throw the .Jesse James family in the shade.
She said she wanted to see something of Spiritualism. I Well, I went and got abused to the best of their ability. When
told her that 'r would giv her au opportunity as soon as I had I arose to make my statement, the shepherd and some of the
BURLINGTON, KAN., April17, 1885.
time to make arrangements. l found her rather disposed to lamb• of the flock acted as though they thought I was a kind
MR. EDITOR; Allow me space enough in THE TRUTH SEEKER
make the aquaintance of those whose inteTest it was to oppose of a Christian-eater, and was after a good, fat lamb for break. to ask my Materialistic friends a few questions. You say
Spiritualism.
fast. The sky-pilot wanted me to sit down and wait till they Spiritualism is a humbug and delusion. Being an Agnostic I
The next day she expressed a wish to see Mendum and Sea- were through with their meeting. I asked them if they would neither affirm nor deny, for I do not know. Is not Christianver, and Mr. Chainey. I went with her to Mendum. She did hear me then. As I had been misrepresented, I would like to ity a greater fraud and a worse curse to the world than Spiritnot wish to return. I told her she should be welcome as long explain the matter. He said yes, and I sat down; but when ualism, which is doing a good work in evolving the public
as she wished to stay.
they were through he dismissed the meeting, and the whole mind above the superstitious dogmas of Christianity. It is a
We hav not been favored by her presence since. And she flock ran as though their lives depended on their speed.
mistake that they teach supernaturalism as taught by the
has visited all the most unreliable sources of information in
We hav quite a number of good, outspoken Liberals in this Bible and old orthodoxy. They are not Bible believers, nor
regard to spirits out of the body-as well as the most vituper- place. Prominent among them are the new subscribers I send do they believe in the Christian God, Jesus Christ, the trinity,
ous spirits in the body-those who are known to be the most you. My stirring up the Christians here caused quite an ex- nor in their heaven or hell. They believe in a conscious
bitter opposers to the phenomena, and the biggest frauds to citement. My Liberal friend and myself talked the matter future existence which I prefer (if there is any) to any that I
be found, and has proved to me that she fears the truth over, and made up our minds that as the Christians were con- hav read or heard of.
rather than seeks it. I am honest. I know that I am. i stantly misrepresenting us, and would not allow us to hav a
For these reasons, if it should prove to be a fraud, I shall
hav lived to be almost seventy-eight years old. I know that word to say in their meeting, and as we were not able to organ- not regret that I hav given them my support, and encouraged
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them in their efforts to help overthrow old orthodoxy, 1>ne of
the greatest frauds ever entailed on the human family. Then
I for one feel grateful to our brother and sister Spiritualists
for the work they are doing, and let us all work together, Materialists.and Agnostics, for the religion of Humanity as taught
by Thomas Paine, which consists in doing justice, loving
mercy, and endeavoring to make our fellow~creatures happy.
CHRis. BnowN, Agnostic.
BALLSTON SPA, N.Y., April 5, 285.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $7 for balance of "Truth
Seeker Library." I hp.v just finished the last page of THE
TnuTH SEEKER, and I find it full (and running over) of very
interesting Liberal news, and it is a mystery to me how any
man calling himself a Liberal can say, "Stop my paper."
Now, Brother Mac, you and I hav met face to face in the presence of Brother Somerby and the rest of THE TRUTH SEE:u:En
people, and you heard me express my s_entiments on the rum
question (having been a toper for years, and seen more snakes
and blue .devils than would patch L seven miles), but you
don't hear me howling prohibition to you, and that you must
print matter to suit my taste. No; I think the editor of THE
TnuTH SEEKER is a man of experience, and well knows how to
serve up the best kind of food for the Liberal minds. I in·
dorse every sentiment of Brother George Lynn, in his letter
contained in THE TnUTH SEEKER of April 4th, and hope to
hav the pleasure of reading more from his able pen. I like
the idea of Brother James Bigham, but, in the words of
Brother Lynn, we get quite all we pay for, so am fully satisfied, and cannot say too much in praise of THE TnUTH SEEKER.
There is only one thing in it that makes me ar1d "mother"
feel sad, and that is when we read ''News and Notes from the
Field," a!ld "Correspondence." It makes us feel as though
we were imprisoned in this benighted, Bible-ridden, orthodox
God manufactory, never to hear the cheering words of
Brothers Watts, Reynolds, Put11.am, Ingersoll, or any other
apostle of Freethought. But, Mr. Editor, we console ourselvs
ao best we can by reading THE TnUTH SEEKER, Ironclad Age,
and Brother Green's Magazine, and " The Trubh Seeker Library," for all of which we subscribe. In conclusion, let me
say, long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER and every other Liberal
paper, till the last vestige of mental slavery shall be buried in
oblivion, and eyery three-headed god manufactory, and every
den of cruelty Qnd superstition and bigotry, are crumbled in
the dust.
WILLI.U.l TRORPE.

The joke concerning Bennett was a story about his making
a great speech at the Watkins Glenn Convention, stating that
the churches were fas_t going to decay, and one Elder McCabe
sending the meaningless telegram that all reading Liberals
probably remember. I told him I rememberd the circumstances quite well, and also the answer to the boasting Methodist church-builders, but thought the event took place about
a year and a half after Mr. Bennett's death. I hav not the
back papers to refer t.:>, but wouid. like very much to know if
I am right.
J. W. McDONALD.
P.S.-My preacher friend is of the opinion that Bennett was
a very wicked man for having written "Cupid's Yokes," and
that his imprisonment was jnst, although he admitted he had
never seen the book, but had read extracts from it in the r.eligious papers. I didn't wish to embarrass him by telling him
that Bennett was not the writer of that dreadful book that he
had never seen, but asked him if he had ever read Sterne's
works, and called his attention more specially to "Tristram
Shandy," which, I considered, far exceeded "Cupid's Yokes"
in coarseness and obscenity, although it was one of the st<lndard works in English literature; but strange to say, although
he is an Englishman, he had never heard of Sterne. So there
was nothing left but to fall back on the Bible. J. W. MoD.
[The occurrence mentioned took place in August 1882, but
had no especial connection with Mr. Bermett, Chaplain
McCabe's boast that the Methodists were buildiO:g more than
one church a day being addressed to the president of the association', and was replied to by Mr. Wakeman. Mr. Bennett
died some three months later. Mr. Wakeman's reply is worth
reproducing here. Chaplain McCabe began his telegram by
saying, "All hail the power of Jesus's name." The reply read:
"Let us hear less of Jesus's name and see more of his works.
Build fewer churches, and pay your tal(es on them like honest
men. Build better churches, since Liberty, Science, and Humanity will need them one of these days, aud won't waut to
pay too much for repairs."]
AYE:a, MASs., April 6, 1885.
MB. EDITOR:. Please find inclosed three dollars to renew my
subscription for THE TnUTH SEEKER.
Last year I was tardy in my invitation for weekly visits from
the ever-welcome TnUTH SEEKER. Your faithful tab reminds
me that May 1st is a good time to renew and confirm friendship. Truth seekers, their name is legion. They are selling
all their traditions and superstitions to obtain this ''pearl of
great price."
" One by one fall ancient errors,
Reared by might and propped by wrong,
And earth wonders when they perish
That they stood the test so long."
Well, our little craft .of twelve years has become the monitor
of the seas, and successfully challenges the well disciplined
monarchs of the ocean, that hav held undisputed sway for
centuries. The great Goliahs are. trembling before the wellslung smooth stones from the brook of living truth. And the
stars of hope in humanity's firmament are singing together a
prophecy of a brighter future, when
" Truth shall sit on every hill,
And blessings flow from every rill."
Fraternally yours,
E. MYRICK.
NoTE.-No investment will pay a better interest than three
dollars in THE TnUTH SEEKEiR. My copy shows evidence of
appreciativ readers. It is loaned, and sometime> lost-ths
paper, but not its truths.
E. l'lf.

of some of his friends. When approached in church he talks
facts and common sense. They send church-members to his
boarding place, thinking they might convert him...:..also set the
sisters on him, t.o his great annoyance. He has been reading
THE TnUTH SEEKER, also tracts and J. E. Remsburg's "Bible
Morals," and "False Claims," which I lent to him. I think
for a truthful exposure of the Bible, "Bible Morals" has no
equal. I also like "False Claims." I consider it excellent. I
and a number of Liberals would like to hav Remsburg deliver
"Bible Morals" and "False Claims" in Dayton, and bring
them in print for sale after lectures. I hav talked to some of
the Liberals of Dayton about it, and they are favorable, but
say times are hard and money is scarce, and that Music Hall
will cost for~y dollars per night, so the expense is embarrassing to poor men. I formed my acquaintance with ~fr. Rems·
burg at Ludlow Falls, Ohio, where he delivered his lecture,
"Bible Morals," in a masterly manner. I hope our campaign
lecturers will come to.Dayton, 0., and giv several lectures. I
think they are much needed. Inclosed find $4.46, of which
one dollar apply to the tent-fund, three dollars for subscription to THE T:auTH SEEKER, and forty-six cents as I shall order
for tracts.
NOAH CoLER.
WILL HE CONVERT

E REMSBURG TO MORMONISM?
WANsHIP, UTAH, March 6, 1885.
Mn. EDITo:a: I am in receipt of a letter from a three-mile
distant neighbor who has just graduated at the Brigham Young
academy. He says:
"I hav read a few of the so-called Freethinkers' publications, speeches by J. E. Remsburg, and hav before me his
'Bible Morals '-twenty crimes sanctioned by scripture. I do
not understand the belief of the Freethinkers. Do they believe in a God? If not, giv me a description of the creation of
the earth, man, animals, plants, etc., according to your belief,
and your reasons for belief. Are they Infidels, Atheists, or do
they believe in some God of whose history I am ignorant? I
can conceive of no other way that the sun and planets were
made, only by a skilled workman whom I call God. These
wonders are too much for me to call chance.
"Historians tell us that in the different translations of tha
Bible many words and sentences hav been changed and pas.
sages even interpolated to suit the translator. Now, we Mormons accept that part as inspired that teaches honesty, virtue,
and goodness. It I were not a Mormon I could not be an
Atheist.
"I would like Mr. Remsburg to make a full, unbiased investigation of Mormonism; and if he is an Atheist I would like to
know his plan of the creation."
The above are the main points of his letter, and if he reads
"Bible Morals" he will surely discover that Mr. Remsburg is
no friend of the Jew God.
I hope Mr. Remsburg will find time to note this and answer
in THE TBUT1! SEEKEB, and if in investigating Mormonism ha
should become converted and move to Zion (Utah) I shall try
hard to go to church when he preaches. To read only one
part of his "Bible Morals," that the scripture sanctions polyg,amy, would make him very popular here.
Fraternally yours,
WM. REYNOLD&.
J.

WENTWORTH, DAK., March 8, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Let me tell you of my new scheme of posting
"sky-pilots." I hav taken a frame about 28x36, put in solid
back, hung it with large, red tassels and cord, and placed it in
my waiting room. I hav named it my "criminal bulletin
board," and I put in nine crimes of the shepherds to one of
other crimes. When I get the frame full I paste right over
the first, and so on. Whew! but don't they scowl at me hard?
But I am innocent of any harm, and if they say anything to
me, I tell them I take them just as they come, and if preachers will commit nine crimes to the rest of us one, they must
COTTONWOOD, IDAHO, Feb. 23, 285,
take it nine_ times as hard.
Mn. EDITOR: Please send me the ANNUAL for this year. I
Everything quiet here now. The Christians (poor souls !)
would also like to know why Mr. Hill adds the year 1600'
hav found out they cannot scare us, and so they let us alone.
and substracts it too. How does "Antiquary" divide the
They hav now turned themselvs loose on the saloon-keepers.
year "0" into hahes or other parts? The year one 1 n.c.~
One word more and I am done for this time. We hav a fine
should it begin with December 31st or the first of January?
boy about eight weeks old. There were several wanted to name
ARTHUR CHAPEL.
the boy, but no go. I told one and all Thomas Paine Horton
sounded good enough for me, and he should be "Tom."
MATERIALISM AND SPIRITUALISM IN A NUTSHELL COMPARED.
WESTFIELD, N. Y., April 2, 1885.
Well, the flntter and flurry for awhile beggars description. It
ITHACA, N. Y., April 3, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: The editor and proprietor of our village paper
was the town talk, and I smiled and kept quiet. They were
:!\in. EDITo-n: Nature is one in dual form el(pressed by man, says his letter-box, by which I suppose he means his columns,
going to hav the "kid" die on my hand. He is going to be a
renegade and drunkard, and goodness knows what, if Chris- who is the embodiment of all comprehension, both animal and is open to all, but will not hold himself responsible for Yiews
tian predictions come true. Poor, blind, ignorant, dried-up intellectual, who has no capacity to go outside of himself. advanced by others. ~l'aking this as an invitation for all who
Now, then, what is Materialism in few words? Materialism . wiah to express their views, and not taking much stock in the
W. L. HORTON.
mummies !
proper embraces all the matter-of-fact inclucled in material, teachings of the Bible, some six weeks ago I dropped the fol·
CENTRAL CITY, DAK., March. 6, 1885. I animal, and intellectual life; guided by the laws of her dual lowing statement and question in his letter-box for the RepubMn. EDITOR: I suppose you very rarely hear from this dis- oneness of comprehension. Physical life and death are the lican:
"Strenuous efforts are being made by Bible advocates to hav
tant portion ef Dakota, yet there are a few here who are very natural expression of the dual oneness of Nature's law, thus: the existence of a monarch or supreme ruler of the universe
glad to hear from you, and welcome the good old TRUTH conception, expansion, birth, growth, maturity, decay, and engrafted in the Constitution of our re!Jublic-a belief on
SEEKER as soon as it arrives. In this far-famed Black Hills dissolution. Like all other forms of vegetable and animal which the monarchies and aristocracies of our world are
region we are blessed-or otherwise, as the case may be-with matter, they retrograde back by revolution and chemical founded and from which they derive their existence and susrich mines, fertil valleys, churches, Bibles, and preachers, action to her original mold and fertilization, to the order of tenance. In direct opposHion to all monarchies and aristoc.
th racies, whether of this world or any othr,r, stands the organic
!'I law on whiCh our republic is founded and by which we exist
yet one thing we lack, and that is a railroad two hundred succeeding forms, in the evolution of time. Thus upon
miles long to bind us more closely to the world at large. Still axle of succession we appear eternally in our posterity. Thus, as individuals-that the powers that govern are derived from
we hav all the gods can giv, with several improvements by the inevitable laws of nature our individnality is extinct, those they goyern; the higher, iu all cases, a combination of
by man. Although the Liberal cause is not advancing in this and here we hav the plain facts and no mystery.
and derived from the lower. As no republic can sustain itself
what is s pm
· ·tua rISm ? It IS· a con diti on of mys t ery no t the
based
on belief
monarchy,
please
allow
to ask of
where
part of the country as it shou ld' th ere are a grea t many s t anc h
eYidence
can in
be afound
that tlle
author,
orme
authors,
the
Liberals here, who are too well satisfied to go right along on available by the laws of nature. Its votaries, by education and Bible knew or believed that our world was a revolving sphere,
their own hook and let other people do the same, and only heredity, seek knowledge from forbidden fruit, to wit: They as demonstrated by Galileo, instead of being flat and staneed a lively waking up by some able Liberal speaker. In lay aside the plain laws of intelligence and reason, and dwell tionary."
fact I don't think a better country exists for successful Lib- upon the lower plain of sensation, and selfish, begniling mysAs the editor of tb.e Rep1tblican, the paper ::-eferred to, has not
eral' work than Dakota Territory. Preachers and priests rep- tery, and thus keep up the excitement of self-aggrandizement found it convenient to publish the foregoing, the question is
resenting all the orthodox denominations hav long since sur- in an impossible spirit organization in some foreign territory. an open one, and would seem of sufficient importance to be
mounted the difficulties, crossed the plains, and, finding their
ZimAs KENT.
thoroughly ventilated, and under that impression I send it to
way to our midst, hav P,reyed on the pockets of as generous a
THE TnUTH SEEKER for insertion.
J. TINNEY.
people as ever lived.
LIBERTY, 0., April 1, 285.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find petition for State Secularization.
Liberal lecturers cannot travel on half-fare, but otherwise
RocHESTER,
N. tH., April i5, 1885. b
they· ought to be just as able to ride on stage-coac h es as I find nearly all LI-berals in this
• section of country poor men·,
fi d $3
1
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed P1ease d .n
preachers are; and no wide-awake, talented Liberal speaker Wer·e they m. ore weal.thy, the LI"beral cause would grow much
t·app .Yon
T my
T su •
1
• out of poek·e t b Y t ak"mg a t rip
. faster. One poor mechani·c w·ho BI"gned the peti-tion is an out- scriptio:J.. I was m~chintereste d m your ar
would be in any danger of bemg
p IC emW HEt RUTH
F
Hth in regar to "Do eople an a ree
Spoken liberal living in Dayton, 0., at west end, where the SEEKER of , March
h
1·
t0 b
L"b
1
d
d
h.
through this part of the country.
· qm·te a p l eas- Methodi"st and Uni·ted Brethren churches hav been holdi"na0 Paper?" .V en a man c Rims
e a 1 era' an or ers . IB
The resident Methodist minister h ere, wh o IS
ll d
protracted meetings. The Methodists held first, fifty nights paper stopped simply because he sees an occasional arttole
1 f
ing and effectiv ·speaker as far as e ocu .wn goes, cu e on me I·n successi·on, and are continuing, and declare the" will not which he does not like, then I am inclined to think he has got
this evening to see an "Infidel League" charter, as he had
J
h
f
.
t tb
d
1 canno . every eep.
. k e on D . M . stop short of one hundred ni"ghts Doth churches are deter- Liberality only on t e sur ace; lt cer amy
never seen one. and to tell me t b. e b es t JO
h
h 1
0
_e
Bennett. I told him that the members of a Liberal League mined to get every Liberal in church. This mechanic is a Why, such a man could not_ find ,a new~paper m t e
were not necessarily Infidels, for if they had to be Infidels, or day-laborer, and has a family. He says some of the Liberals country that _would please hlm. ~sometimes see an ~rtw~e m
· · - the church • not for the sake of re!iaion
.,...t, THE TRUTH SEEKER
that I do not
Methodists, it could not be called a Liberal League. "But," are JOimng
,.,. • but to o.
..
h like myself,
th but
th t taking
I h It as
a; ever
said he, .. they always are Infidels who belong to them, employment, as the churches are prejudiced against outsiders a whole, I do like H better t an tmy 0 _er . a .
or would tolerate their doctrin." I simply remarked that I and will not employ them so long as they can employ church- taken. Could I therefore re~sonauly orcter It_ di~contin~ed
considered that a very strong argument for Infidelity; for if members. He says sometimes he thinks of joining to get work, simply on account of ~he few Items I do_ not like 1 I th~nk
at present_,_but
somet1_me
people had to be Infidels to be wiliing to gran t o th ers th e but then he h ates to be a hypocrit. Another signer, an_ d an I n_ ot, but, howev_ er_, I Will say_ no mor_e
I hall
b d
f
same privilege that they themselvs enjoy, I felt highly tlom- outspoken Liberal of the same place, also a mechanic, IS out lm the ~ture, If It be required, 8
e esuous 0 saymg
plimented by the remark.
of employment,. He attends church occasionally on account l something more.
E. J. Foss.
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wool-was there ever seen wool so white and public edifices of the time. Grains of wheat
soft and silky? I love my darling; he is my hav been found in the wrappings of Egyptian
heart's delight." Ah ! now they lie down side mummies,- which had retained their power of
by
side on the sunny hill-slope, and soon they uermination through the lapse of centuries.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, .Fe.ll River,
"' Although the Greeks, and more particularly
Mass., to whom all Comm1mications tor this will be sleeping peacefully.
When we get back to the yard we will see the Spartans, affected to despise agriculture as
Cbrner should be sent.
the old hen with her chicks. Oh, ho! here a degrading pursuit, they were obliged to dethey are now-the old brown hen, see how vote considerable attention to wheat-raising as
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
proud she looks of her large family, sixteen or a means of livelihood. Hesiod, one of the
Oomes a pause In the day's occupat.tons
seventeen little fluffy, downy darlings, and earliest Greek poets, in his "Works and Days"
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
with her tender "Cluck, cluck, cluck" she makes frequent mention of wheat. Among
calls them to her and sings a low, sweet lul- the Romans wheat-raising, in common with
laby, whilst they sleep so snug and warm un- other branches of agriculture, was prosecuted
The Reply of the Flowers.
der her out8pread wing, and we may almost with vigor and success. Roman writers on
B~Buttrulll.owersl
hear her say, "In all the world there is noth- agriculture giv particular directions in regard
From the frozen earth
ing so sweet as these darling chicks of mine." to the cultivation of wheat. It is mentioned
·what mlehty powers
.
Now we hav returned to the kitchen, and here by Virgil in his " Georgics."
Ha'9' ~aued you forth
Wheat was early introduced into Great Brit'l"o gladden our sight
we find the old gray cat with her three lovely
·ain, but until very recent times its production
With your cheering light ?
kittens.
Dlil some wizard etand
Listen! Can you nothear, as she sings and was so limited that only the wealthier classes
Mention is
By your mossy couch,
purrs, a whisper soft and low, and while she could afford to use it as food.
Wave his slender wand
looks at you she seems to say, "Do you see made of the fact that in the eighth century the
With a magle touch,
my kits-how lovely they are? See this white monks of the abbey of St. Edmund, in 'EngAnd bid you unfold
one with the black spot on his shoulder-is he land, ate barley bread because the income of
Your petals of gold ?
not a beauty?-and this black one, with the the abbey was not sufficient to admit of their
You are smiUng so
white
ring around his neck and his little white using wheat. In England down to the close of
From your Jowly bed
Tbat even the snow,
paws; and my little gray pet, she looks just as the seventeenth oentury servants and other
With a silent tread,
I did when I was young; she is my heart's de- working people were obliged to content themIs owning your sway
light." And now see! they go together be- selva with bread made from the coarser grains.
And melting away.
neath the warm stove, where they will play Eden in his "History of the Poor" (1797)
Dear little !lowers!
until the kits are tired, when they will all go says: "So small was the quantity of wheat
Why are you eo bra\fe ?
used in the county of Cumberland that it was
peacefully
to sleep.
By what Ja•ent powers,.
only a rich falilily that used a peck of wheat
We come to. the sitting-room and there
I earnest.Jy crave,
in the course of the year, and that was used
Lay snug in her cradle a baby fair,
Do you open your eyes
A wee little darling, with eyes of blue,
To the sunny skies ?
at Christmas. The usual treat for a stranger
With soft, silky hair of a golden hue·.
was a thick oat-cake, called "haver bannock,"
All at nnce, slight twinkling,
Of all the sweet babies under the sun,
A. perfume most rare
and butter. An old laborer remarks that
This baby of ours is the sweetest one.
Swung a~ross the pure airwhen he was a boy he was at Carlisle market
I love my darling throughout the long day,.
Tben a fairy-like tinkling;
I love her just now and! love her alway,
with his father, and wishing to indulge himI bent my ear low,
By night when she sleeps,
self with a penny loaf made of wheat flour, he
Quite near to the snow.
And by morning's sunrise;
searched for it for some time, but could not
" We gtv you our reasons,"
At noonday'H b1·ight gleam,
procure a piece of wheaten bread at any shop
Bald they wi t.h a nod;
When her laughing blue eyf>s
in town."
" Our t1mes and our een.sons
Are fullest of gladness, I love her, I say.
To spring from the sod
At the period of the Revolution in 1689 the
Oh, never was baby so dear and so bright
Are gov.. rnec! by Jaws,
• As this my loved darling,
quantity of wheat grown in England was esAs etrect follows cause:
Her mother's delight.
timated at about 14,000,000 bushels, or about
From our long nil!ht of rest
And thus, my little friends, we hav wan- three bushels to each of the population, which
In our cosy earth-nest
dered to the field, the yard, the kitchen, and was then under five million. In 1880 the proWe werewaked from our dreams
the sitting-room, and in each place we hav seen duct of wheat in England and Scotland was
By the golden sunbeams.
the loving care of a mother for her young, and estimated at 100,000,000 bushels.
" They warmed us and cheered us,
if we look all through the world; in every
Thus rar they hav reared us,
In 1880 the area of wheat growing in the
Clothing us In a suit
clime and nation, among every kind of living United Btates was 35,430,333 acres, and the
Of green, brown. and gold,
thing or creature, we shall ·find mother-love yield was 459,483,137 bushels, or thirteen
In shades manifold,
·
one
of nature's laws, fixed and unchangeable: bushels to the acre. The value of the crop
From stamen. to root;
From the wildest and most ferocious beast to was estimated at $482,457,293. The increase
Our hearts they inwrought
the most gentle and loving, it is always the in productaon between 1!:170 and 1880 was
With beautiful thought;
While we Jove the kind earth
same.
The children's friend,
nearly sixty per cent.
From which we hav birth,
LAURA E. liALL.
We all join a4 one
To worship the sun."
Our Puzzle :Box.
What Some Bad Boys Did
Then In delicate rhymes,
1.-ENIGMA.
There was a poor, inoffensiv old man who
With softest or Chimes,
I am composed of 13 letterd
lived on a little farm of his own. He was quiet,
They to•sed on the air
Jlily 2, 3, 4 is an animal.
In tinkling notes rare
retiling, and· never meddled with anybody's
My o, 7, 10, 3, 4 is game.
A pean to Light,
My 9, S, 10 is a nick-name.
business but his own. One day in harvest
And closed for the night.
My 4, 7, 8, 11 is to close.
time he was at work with his threshing maMRS. BUOKNER-JOHNSON, M.D.
My 6, 8, 12 is to wound.
chine, and tw_o or three good-sized boys were
My whole is a state.
helping him. By and by these boys thought
ALBERT JaMEs.
:Baby's Visitors.
it would be good fun to ,play a trick upon the
My baby sat on the !loor.
2.-ENIGMA.
old man; so they made a cigaret, and filling it
His blg blue eyes were full of wonder,
with powder and tobacco, gave it to him to My 6. 1, 7. 4 is pulverized earth.
For he had never seen before
My 12, 8, 9, 10, 1, 11 something made of stone.
smoke.
That baby In the mirror doorWhat kept the two so near, asunder?
The old gentleman took the cigaret, thanked My 4, 9, 5, 10, 5 is one of the senses.
My 2, 5, 12, 8 is the house of a bird.
the boys, and commenced to smoke it. Of My 3, 2, 6, 3, 9 is a country in Asia.
He leaned toward the golden head
course, ihe powder exploded, and his throat My whole is a country. A. LAURIE SAILOR.
Tbe mirror border fra.med within:
Until twin cheeks, !Ike roses reel,
and lungs were instantly filled with smoke,
LaY side by side, then softly B!\id,
tobacco, powder, and terrible heat. From the ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
"I can't get out, ca.n 'oo come in?'"
APRIL 11, 1885.
effects of this dreadful joke he Buffered many
Selected.
long weeks the greatest agony, and finally his
1.-Io, one of Jupiter's moons, which is
sufferings terminated in ueath. The boys blue when viewed with the spectroscope. Io
Mother-Love.
Dear children, let us go together for a ram- were sorry for their wicked conduct, but it was the daughter of a heathen god, and was
worshiped by the Egyptians. 2.-Tar-tar-ean
ble out in the fields. Do you hear the birds- was then too late to repair the injury.
lamb.
This is related that you may never be guilty
how they twitter and sing as they flit about
3.-LAND
and swing on the green boughs of the trees? of such bad and cruel acts as that above deALOE
NOSE
How happy they are, and how much they scribed. Never insult the unfortunate or the
DEEP
seem to enjoy the great limbs of cherry blos- fortunate; never do an injury to anyone.
4. -Caucasian
soms, looking like veritable popcorn balls, so Stop always and think how you would like to
white and thick that there appears to be no hav a wrong done to you. Remember that
room for leaves among them ! And the plum- you will always feel better to be goon, true,
trees are still more beautiful, for you can see and honorable than to be bad, false, and disthe points of some lovely green leaves dotted honest; and that wh1ch you would not like to
here and there among the white flowe1·s. How hav done to yourself remember and never do
S. A. SEAVEY.
lovely is the spring-time in our far northwest to another.
home!
The History of Wheat.
Oh, do you see that old horsey out there in
the pasture, with that frolicking colt prancing
As a staple article of food and commerce
by her side? See her look at him as much as wheat has been known from the earliest ages.
to say, "What a beautiful colt you are! None It is not known to exist in other than a cultiwas ever qaite so handsome. One of these vated state. It is supposed to hav originated
days you will be the pride of the farm, as you in central Asia, but recent discoveries hav
are now the pride of your mother's heart.'' thrown some doubt on that point. M. Fabre,
And the colty seems to answer by kicking up of France, a distingui.;hed naturalist, made the
his heels, and running three or four times discovery several years ago that the wgilops
around her, which looks much as if he was ovata, a grass near the region of the Mediterratrying to show off-do you not think so?
nean and of the west of Asia, becomes trans- Hello! here is a large flock of sheep. Du formed by cultivation into wheat. The possiyou see that old mother sheep with the little bility of such a transformation has been
lambie by her side? Let us listen and see if confirmed by subsequent observations and
we can hear what she says. Hark ! I think I experiments.
hear her say, "There is nothing so sweet in
The granaries of Egypt and other centers of
all this green world as my own little lambie. ancient "Civilization were often of immense
See his eyes-how bright they are ! and his 1 size, and were conspicuous objects among the

Correspondence.

I hav three brothers and one sister at home,
and they all like the Children's Corner as well
as I do. I am thirttlen, and the oldest of the
children at home. r will not tire you with a
long letter, for I suppose you V.'~t a great many
that are more interesting.
KATIE BaKl!lR.
NEWARK. N. J., April12, 1885.
DEAl\ lVIrss WixoN: I think I h11.v the answer
to the enigma No. 4, of A. L. Sailor, in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, April 11th, as follows: My 1,
8, 3, 6, 7, 9-conqin; my 2, 6, 7. 5-Asia; my
4, 5, 9-can. This is right, I think, with the
PXception of the one letter o in cousin, which
I. think .is a mistake in the enigma. I bav
sometimes found out some of the enigmas in
the Children's Corner, and thought that I
would write you about them, but something
has kept me from doing it. I hav been in the
house sick with the mumps for two weeks; I
am getti,ng better now. The first week of my
sickness was during my school vacation. This
week is the first week of the spring term, ani{
I feel very much disappointed because I could
not be present at the commencement of the
term. My average, at the close of last term,
was 96 1-4 per cent. My papa has been a
reader of THE TRU'l'H SF.EKER for seven or eight
years, ann I like tbe Cbilnren's Cornt>r very
much. We hav a Liberal League in this city.
We all go when we are well-papa, mamma,
and I. Last Sunday Mr. Wakem~<n lectured.
I was sick and missed a splendid lecture. I
always like to hear Mr. Wakeman, also many
of the others who come here. Some are rather
dry. We hav sociables now in our hall every
Saturday evening. We expect to open a small
library next Sunday. I hope we shall get
some nice books from ~ime to time. Papa says
we mnst hav a copy of the "Story Hour" in
it. I hope it. will be a success. Try and spare
a few minntes to write me.
Your affectionate and Liberal friend,
CoRA JEWELL MARSHALL.
[MY DEAR CHILDREN: I wish I had time to
answer your dear letters separately. I love
you all, and you will please accept my appreciation of your efforts, and believe me always
your sincere friend,
En. C. C.]

Let There Be Lig·ht!
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FREETDOUGHT BADGE.

(Design patented Feb. 24, 1885.)
Dedicated to Progressiv Minds or every School of
Thought and Religion.
Wbf'n THE RISING SUN OP PCIENE •ball lllnmlnate
the unlwrse, 'rHE BURNING TOROH OP BPA.SON shed
H• br•neflcent light Into every houHe>hold. wbon
FREETBOUGHT ~hall be deroaad"d by and c&nC'-ded to
every ma.n and W@man-then, and not till then, will
b umanity attn In thac. benign condition or utopian
bliss, which heretofore they have sought only be·
yond the skies.
DESCRIPTION:
The above cut Is ahout one-third larger than
actualslz~. but no drawing or de•criptlon can do It
l usttce. It Is seen on! y to be ad mired by all. Col.
In5ersoll s8.ys: "Your Freethought badge Is beautiful and exnresslv. I hava shown It to many and
all agree with me th>tt It is the beqt hailge that ha.s
been made." It graphically sYmbollz•s the world's
transition fre>m the night of superstition to an age
lllumlnated by th" light ot Reason, Science, and
Freethought. It Is intended tr>, and, no dPubt, soon
will be, a popul~tr emblem or recognl•ton among
progressiv minds throughout the world, and a
potent agent In advancing the grand cause of mental rPf>lr m and tolerat-ion.
Rol1d g0'd, beantlfullv ~unm,.'e•1 In contrasting
shades. Prices, $3 00. $3 50, $4 00, and $10.00-'atler
with gennln dia,mond representing sun. 10 per
cent discount In Jots of 6; 15 per cent In lots of 12 or
morf". dent postpaid per registered mall, ~nd ca•h
r<'funderl If not satisfactory and r"'turned fifth day
after receipt.
OT'J'O WETTSTEIN,
(J~wAlAr), RoohAlle. Ill.

WAIFS ABD WANDERINGS
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

AUTHOR OF
ALLIANCE, 0., April 5, 1885.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My parents take THE "GOLDEN THRONE," "PROMETHEUS," "INe.ER·
SOLL AND JESUS," ETO.
TRuTH SEEKER. I like to read the Children's
Prtce, Ol .. th, $1.00; Pu.p •r, 50 ()ts.
Corner, it has such good stories in it.
Mamma says she will send for "Apples of
Gold" for me soon I am ten years old and I
"A prose epic of the war, rich with Incident and
read in "Third Rea<le1·," study arithmetic, dramiJ.tlc power; breezy from ll.ret P"-~e to last with
the
living spirit of to-day,-John Swinton's Pap">'.
geography, spelling, anu writing. I liv nearly
two miles trom school, and do not go much in
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.,
the winter. I am going to save up money to
aa CLIN'I'ON PLACE. NEW YORK.
send for your and dear little Susie's photographs for my album .• ZELLA FlTZPATIIICK.
MONKS, POPE!!,
AND
ZALESKI, 0., Ap1il 5, 1885.
THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
DEaR Miss WixON: I hav never been to
school, but study at home. I study arithmetic,
BY JOHN ALBERGER.
grammar, reading, and spelling. We hav a
WE HAVE ,JUST RECEIVE)) A LARGE NUMBER
horse, a cow, and fifteen chickens. I am ten
years old, and liv in town. I send two puz. OF THIS BOOK, SOMIJ: OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIVH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED HATES.
zles for yom Children's Corner.
THE OBJECT OF 'l'HE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
ALBERT JAMES.
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCK
AND ITS THEASONABLE DESIGNS WITH .Rd.GARD
TO THE A:l<lERIOAN HEPUBLIC.
IRWIN, Iow.a, March 18, 108.
J\tlrss WrxoN: I send you some puzzles. They Price, liO cents, 7:> cAnt,., a"d $1.00, ac·
are my first, and I will not be surprised if you
cordin" to condttJon of book.
think they are not fit to publish. I think the
AddrelilS
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
stories in the Children's Corner ru;e very nice.
33 Olinton Pl., New York.
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BOOKS FOR OBILLJREN I

BOOK FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;

~~wm~~

A STORY OF TIIE RIGIITWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE

BUTLER

BROWNJi

For sale at this omce.

Price 10 cents.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
B. WIXO . Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph ot the
author which adds very much to the value ot the
volume.

Blakeman'R 200 Poetical Riddles
Price 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
•.rhls volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpo!nt offdu.fie~ason ~nJEco;'~~'ks~~KER.

ALL in a LIFETIME,
A ROMANCE.
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in a series of autobiographical papers,
with extracts from records of magical
seances, etc. Transl~tted by Mrs. EM.t>rA
H. BRITTEN. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50.

Gospel of Nature
LJ:uN,

History of the Christian Religion to Heaven and He1l; or, The Divine Juss
the Year 200. An exhaustive exs
tice Vindicated in the Plurality of Exists
1
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or, Common Sense in

NAM, Author of "Prometheus" "Gottlieb," "Ingersoll and Jesus." A Radical
Romance of pioneer life, delineating the
virtues of nat>ual humanity RS opposed
to the hypocrisy of a supernatural religion crowded with incident and full of
progressive ideas und the poetry of the
future. Price, $1.00.

10

1

I Darwmtsm. B. F. Underwood ................... ..
' Llter-.1.ture of the Insane. F. R. Marvin .••.•••••

By A. R. GROTE,

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. Pu'l'-

~

Scientific Series.

l :t:~r~t
i~~tt ~~~s:Jgi:iog~~~~~~ls~a~~'eMH~te:
rogeneous. B. F. Underwood .••......•.•••••.•

and
By
full
the

Eating, Drinking, Thinking, and Living.
By JOHN E. BuRTON. Price, 10 cents.

2

2
5

of

Reli~ion;

2
3

A~~s~g~YPatne·~i~~~eiti~iid~y: · "BCitllett:::::

!0

Relation,;~

of "Clock Struck One," and reply to it:
and Part Second, showing the Harmo~y
between Christianity, Science, and Spiritualism. By Rev. &.j,MUEL WATSON.
Cloth, $1.50.

Golden }lean on 'l'emperauce and Diakkaism; or, Clairvoyant Travels in

2

5
5

'!! The

Narrative of Creation.
A.M. Price, 50 cents.

s

7& Christmas and Chrlst!an!ty. D. M. Bennett..... .

or, the Temples of

Genesis I- II: An Essay on the Bible

5
10

copal Bishop, three Ministers, .~ve Do_ctors and others, at Mempb1s,. lenn., m
1855. Also, the opinion of many eminent
divines, living and de~td, on the subject.
Communications received from a number
of persons recently. By the Rev SAMUEL
WATSON, of the Methodist Episcopal
Church. Cloth, $1.00.

Dan~er

A tale of

Bacchus. Dedicated to the lic·ensers
manufacturers of beer and whisky.
Mrs. ELIZABETH THOMPSON. A book
of facts and figures in regard to
liqnor traffic. Price, $1.

2

0

Price, cloth

Palestine, founded on the destruction of
the Moabites by the Jews. By A. C.
MIDDLETON. Price, 10 cents.

g
i Figures of Hell;

Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood ....... .
Bible Worshipers.
"
••••.•••

57 Jesu:J nota Perrect Character. Underwood .•...
58 Prop:1ecies. Underwood ..............••••...•.....
59- llilJle Proi-hecies Concerning Bab~on. Underw'd

Author of ''Exeter Hall."
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

l Festival of Aslttaroth.

~uestioasror

M Blule Contradictions .............................. .

the day._'· Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth,
SO cents.

Family Creeds. By WM. McDoNNELL,

2

!10 Jonah and the Big Flsh. Bennett ..•..•.......•...
51 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leatlets. No.I .......... ..

63

Flt:EETllOUdH'r WORKS.

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. J1'or Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office,

Exeter Hall. A Theological Romance. Clock Struck Three; Being a Review
"One of the most exciting romances of

count of the Christian Religion, and of
all the Prominent Religions before and
since Christianity. With elaborate Index,
17 pp. By HALsEY R. STEVENS, Extra
cloth, 12mo. 4.41 pp. Price, $1.50.
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1

40

LuDWIG

Faith and Reason. A Concise Ac-

Terse.

53 Wh"t has Christianit-Y Done

U

By

FEUERBACH. Translated .:from the Ger·
man by GEORGE ELioT. Price, $3. 75.

3
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For Sale at THE TRU'l.'H SEEKER Office.

~ Essence of Christianity.
2

Samsonan~~1s~xplo1ta.

21 Tile Great Wrestling Match. "

~ H~~:~i"(£~~~·lo~l:~;i i:i;,;;~~i 'Answers: "i:i.n·,;.;~t:

SPIRITUALIS'fW WORKS.

_FREETHOUGHT WORKS.

Late Professor of Sanskrit and compara.
tive philology at the Univer~ity of Mn·
nieh. An account of the anClent Zoroas.
trian religion and literature. Price, $4.50

I

~

i~ ~~.Rr: dsYJ' Ar:,~he sun a~~ Moon: "":Beniitiii::::

20

1885.

~ Essays on the Sacred Language, Clock Struclr One, and Christian Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text
Book; comparing some of the best teachSpiritualist. Rev~sed and. cm:5
Writings, and Religion of the
ings and sayings of_ the Bible with those
rected. Being a Synopsis of the Inves~l
Parsis.
~
By 1\fARTEN Haua, Ph. D.,
of Sages ~nd Philosophers who lived pre~
gations of Spirit Intercourse by an EpisI

~ 1R:.gfn'n%.~~et~~-u. Be!~nett::::::::::::::::::
lJ fh aS tory of the Flood.

25~

amination of the proofs of the authentic·
ity of the books of the New Testament,
showing conclusivly thRt the canonical
gospels were unknown up to .\.D. 170. By
Judge CHAS. B. WAITE. 4.~0 pages, Svo.
Cloth, $2 25; sheep, $3.ii0; half morocco,
$4.00.

History of the Council of Nice

A.D.
325 with a Life of Uonstantine the <'lrent,
) and a general exhihition of the Christian
religion in the days of the early fathers.
By DEA-N DUDLEY. $1.

ences.

By ALLEN CARDEC.

Price, $2.00.

Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vols.
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII.,
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set
by express for $15.

Higher Aspects of Spiritualism. By Voltaire in Exile.

Translated from

M. A. (OxoN), author of "Psychography"
and "Spirit.Identity." English edition .
Blue cloth, in form with "Spirit. Identity"
and "Psychography.'" Price, $1.25.

the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being MemoirS of
the life of the great writer never befor~>
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

Hollow Globe; or, The World's Agi·

Wh~ Don't God }{ill the Devil·~ A
Series of Essays dedicated to the St.
Johns School Board. By M. BABcocK. 25
cents.

tator and Reconciler. A Treatis on the
Physical ConformBtion of the Earth.
Presented through the organism of M. L.
SHERMAN, M.D., and written by WM. F.
LYON. Cloth, $2.00.

Which: Spiritualism or Christian·
Humanity aml the Progress of Inity 1 A discussion- between 1\IosEs
ternational Law. By EDwARD W, How to Magnetize · or, Magnetism
HULL and REv. W. F. PARKER. Paper, 60
~EARING.

15 cents,

~nd Clairvoyance, Paper, 25 cent1,

oenta: oloth1 75 cents,

THE~TRUTH SEEKER, APRIL 25, 1885.
J<'R~i::E'rHOUGHT
For

Sale at ·rm;

WO.iUHs.

TitU'rH SEEKEJ~ O~ce.

Birth aJHl Death of Ruligions.''l' By
JoHN E. BURTON. Price, 10 cents.
Christian and ])eist.
A BusineHR
Man's Soci,tl and Religious Views. Bold
and trenchant blows against theology
and inhumanity. Price, 1.00.
Christianity from a Scientific and
Historical Standpoint. By W11r. N.
LAuREN, attorney at Law. Contents: In. trocluetion, Unrevealeil Religion, Old
Testament Religion, EvidPnce in Support
of Christianity, Allegecl Failure of Christianitv Proposed Substitute for Christianit~,; Conclusion. 50 cents.

FARADAY PAMPHLETS.
No. 1.-Tb.e Relation of the l!lpirttuaJ to A
tht> Ma~erial Universe; the Law of (Jon•

f[~!r..~; Ej~f~~~if~~~'fs:d ~nd Revised By Spirit

No. 2.-0rigtn or LUe;

No. 3.- The DevelopiDent
At"ter 'l'ransit.ioo.
·

oc

the Spirit

No. 4.-Tbe Process

oc

Mental Action;

Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price
15 cents.

De Thyself.

10

Price,

cents.

Christianity no Finality; or, Spiritualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents.
Common Sense Thoug-hts
Bible. Price, 10 cents.

on

the

10 cts.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream.

Geology; The Past and Future of our
Planet. Price, $1.50.
Is Spiritualism T1i1e?
Man's True Savior.

Price,

Price,

10

10

cts.

cents.

Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism i~
. True. Price, 10 cents.
Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects. Price, $1.25.
Radical Rhymes.

Price,

$1.25.

Sermon from
Shalrspere's
Price, 10 cents.

Text.

Soul of Things; or, Psychometric Researches ana: Discoveries. In three volumes. Price, $1.50 per volume.
The Deluge in the Light of Modern
Se.ience. Price, 10 cents.

WITH AUTOGRAPH,

Price, 20 cen.ts.

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated ChriStianity, Confessions of ·Its Founders. Transcribed
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75
cents; Paper, 50 cents. Postage 5 ceRts.

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS,

Price, 40 Cents.
Address this Office.

GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.
An easy,and practical new method, adapted for
selt-lnstructlon as well as tor use In schools. To
consist of about twelve numbsrs.
Five numbers
now published. Sent to any address on receipt of
the price, -10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO.
''These books contain a wealth of knowledge tor
selt-lnstructlon."-JilD. .Albany Union.
Will C'Uo'l'e all For10s
3tf

A

EVOLUTION:
SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.
B:r Robert
Paper, 25 cents.

c.

FOR

!!OAL~.

I will sell the best storeroom in the town of
Liberal; it is 70 feet deep, 21 feet wide, _and
12 1-2 feet high in the clear; built of stone, 1ron
roof, well plastered. Terms easy.
Address
C. 0. RICHEY,
2tl6
Liberal, Mo.
THE SCIENCE

OF LIFE.

ONLY $1.

BY lt.U.IL POST•PAID.

By l!.. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?"
CONTENTS:

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL FOR 1885.
Agnostlclom· and Atheism, Charles A. Watts.Pessimlsm and Physiology, C. N.-The Rationale Of
Agnosticism, if. M. McC.-Islam; or, The Universal
Hymn, Albert J. Edmunds.-Agnostlclsm and Theology, Charles Watts.-Bruno ot Nola: A poem, Lara.Mars Hill In Londtm, Moncure D. Oonway (Review
of Harrison-Spencer Controversy).-The Philosophy
ot Agnosticism, lgnotus.-Agnostlclsm and Theism,
w. B. Carpenter, M.D.-Reply to Dr. Carpenter, W. B.
McTaggart.-The Council ot Ten, Thomas Mead.The Messrs, Facing-Both-Ways or Science, Edward
Avellng.-Agnostlclsm and Christianity, F. Sydney
Morrls.-Darwln and Theology, Cb.arlesO. Cattell,The Antiquity ot Man, W. W. Colllns.-Scraps, A. M.
D., etc
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A Great Medical Work on Manhood
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errore of Youth, ~md
the untold miseries resulting from lndls,retlon or
excesses. A book for every man, young, middleaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic dtseaae•, each one of which Is In·
valuable. Se found by the author, whose experience tor 23 years le such ltB probably never before
tell to the lot· ot any physician. 300 pages, bound In
beautiful French muslin, embossea covers, tun gllt,
guaranteed to be a finer work.ln every sense-mechanical, literary, and protesslonal-than any other
work sold In this country for $2.50, or the money
will be refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. Illustratlv sam pte 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
Natlon&l Medleal Assoelat1on, to the president of
wklch, the Hon. P. A. Bissen, and aasoclste officers
of the Board the reader Is respectfully referrea.
The Science of Lite should be read by the young
tor Instruction, and by the afflicted for reller. It
will benell.t all.-Lond<;n Lancet.
There Is •o· member or society to whom The
Schmce of Lite will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guara !an, Instructor, or clergyman.-.A.ru•·
nal'kdress the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, :No. 4 Bulfinch l'treer, Boston, Mass ,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
skill and experience. Ohronlc and obotiJ>.ate dislother
eases tll.at have baffled the skill or allH
physicians a specialty.. such treated
s u ccessfully, without an Instance orr \r
!allure. Mention this paper.1yl4
I

H
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st LF

The HanOJ Podet Account ~oo~
Containing fonr parts, each importttnt and
con venieu t for pocket nse.
Part I.-Shows plainly how to keep accounts.
Part H.-Consists of business forms as uotcs,
orders, receipts, etc., useful rules and tables for
reference.
Part IlL-Shows bow to write good letters.
Part lV.-Consists of 48 blank pages, ruled for
Dr., and Cr., heavy paper, on which to keep
accounts.
Size. 6x3 3-4 inches, 32 pap;es, printed; price,
in cloth, 40 cents; in leather, 50 cents; both with
pocket and flap. Sold by dealers, or sent post paid
on receipt of price. Two-cent stamps accepted.
Agents Wanted. Unsold books returnable, money
refunded.
Address
F. 0. JOHNSON,
2teowl2
Sharon, Wis.

WITH

A CHANGE OF DIET.
The God Proposed for Our National
Constitution. Price 10 certs.
REVll>ED .AND ENLARGED BY THE .AUTHOR.

Who

Killed Mary Stannf!rd110 cents.

88 Ollntoa Place, New York.

OONBULTING RooMS,
471 WE !IT MADlSON ST.,

CHICAGO, IL

Sonu•thlng Cor Invalids <o read and stud
ov ..r,-Stop Drugging and try
Na .. ure'a -nen1.edy,
.MAGNETISM.

For years past 1t has oeen known to the profession that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for lru i ·artlng vital force and energy to the
worn-out sutrer<or trom disease. Many humanitarians In the protesslon, thinking more of the allevlatlon ot sutrerlng tll.an they did ot -the code ot
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
ms.gnetlctreatmellt as a last resort and found themselves astonished at the etrect upon their patients.
They had be"n taught that medicine was an absolute essentlalln all cases, anc). that that tailing, the
patient must die, ae nothing more could -be done.
Here and there an aavanced thinker has fiung aside
the tie whtch bound him to his dogmatic brethren
and has resorted to other and more sclentlfi c methods of treatmeRt. As a result maay, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarous as It was unscientific, have used their best energies to deviSe means ~r the alleviation of human
sutrerlng. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNETISM was established, and many dlseaaee
hitherto clS88ed as Incurable readily submitted to
Its mild but potent lnfiuence. This agent to the
lnt~lllgent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as It IS, the very essential of all life, It was found
that the hum&n bo y when In a diSeased condition
was almost bereft of this vital principle. It we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
Ah 1 but how IS It to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the reecna, and solved
the problem. Here and there throughout t.he wor1a.
are fields of what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, :when carried upon the
person, was found to be a safeguard against disease,
and to thiS circumstance we are largely Indebted tor
magnetic wearing apparjll, for !twas an easy transition from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body with perm&nently charged magnets, placed In
garments fitted to every part of the body. Since
the tlrs t lntro<l uctlon of magnetic aJ>pliances as a
curattve, there 11as been a number or the~e eo-caned
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose sole object was gain. Unscientific In construction, and having little It any magnetiSm In
them, their life was of short duration; It was long
enough, however. to demonstrate that when constructed upon eclentltlc principles there was scarcely
an allmcm- that human fiesh Is heir to tha.t would
eubmltt@tnelr healing lnll.uence.
THE EUREKA :MA.GJ'IETIO APPLIANCES are SU·
parlor to everything of a similar character heretofore otrered to the public, being the.only scientifically ccnstrncted appliance In t-he mar.l!.et; It IS now
two and a half years since they were first otrered
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
thousands or patients, and not a single case of failure to receive benefit reported to us, while we are
In dally receipt of testimonials of cures from all
parts of tll.e country. We know that dlseue cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
as advised by us.
To all who may be afflicted with any or the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
:Magnetic Garments Will cure you :-ParalysiS,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lnnge, Spinal Dlseue, Gout, ·
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion ot the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss ot Energy, Heart DIP&ase,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Ohronlc Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepsy, l!!t. Vitus' Dan~. and all form
of chronic tnvalldlsm.
PRICE LIST.

ORTHODOX HASH

The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene"
IN NINE PARTS AND OOURBFB.
siA and Geology Cloth, 40 cents; pa-:oel:
25 cents.
1 A Word !rom the Cook. -2 Oholce Bits tor th
Hash.-8 Seasoned With Satan to the taste,The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents.
' The Chopplng-Knite.-5 · Hash, First
Oourse.-6 Hash, Second Oourse.Is Darwin Right~ Price, $1.25.
7 Hash, Third Course,-8 <!Jhange
Of Diet, First Course,-9
What 13 Jl,ight 1 Price, 10 cents.
Change of Diet, Second Course,
What Was He 1 or, Jesus in the J.Jight
WARREN SUMNER BARLOW,
of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth,
Author of
· $125; paper, $1.
')
THE VOIOES AND OTHER POEMS,
Who are Christians·~ Price, 10 cents. Price, 19 Cents.
The Truth Seeker

eC Dlaea•e Witho
.Medic1ne.

Adam!!.

For Sale at_ this Office.

Marriage and Divorce.

The True Ideal of Marriage.
Free Love.
The HIStory of Marriage.
Elegant Extracts f1·om the Bible,
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
tPerhaps inelegant would ben more prope1·
The New Testament on Divorce.
terni.) Price, 10 cents.
Divorce as a Question ot Law and Religion.
Rational Deductions from Established Principles
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
English Life of Jesus.
BY THOMM
Prevention Better than Cu' e.
ScoTT, Declicated to those who see!.
50 cents. Neatly bnund In cloth. For sa'e
mther to know the truth of fncts than tc &tPrice,
thiS office.
look on unhistorical pictures. Price, $1. 50.
88 Clinton Place, Ne>Y.York.

"WORiiS OF PROF. DENTON.

OF

OOL. R. G. INGERSOLL,

No. I>.-;The Origin or the Christian Religion.

BOWLES PAMPHLETS.

Essays on Mind, Matter, Forces~ 'l'heologv, etc. By CHARLEs E. TowNsEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404 pp. Price.
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same anthor. Price, 75 cents.

PHOTOGRAPHS

The Origin of Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.

Confessions of an Inquirer.
Why
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
anil What Am I? By JAMEs JACKSON JAR- No. I.-Experiences of SaJDnel Bowles,
Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In
YES. Price, $1.25.
Spirit Lite; or, Lite As He Now Sees It trom a SpirCooper's Lecture~ on _the So~l. _ In -Itual Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp
CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N. Y. 25 cents.
which the doctrm of 1mmortahty 1s re- of
Later Papers ot· SaiDnel Bowles,
ligiously and phil,osophically considered.
written In August, 1883.
A Snppletnen~ To No.I
Price, 75 cents.
And bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. S.. Twlng,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.
Cradle of the Christ.
A Study in No. 2.-Contrastto In Spirit Life:
Primitiv Christianity.
By 0. B. FROTH·
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late
editor ot the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In the
INGHA?.r. Price, $l. 75.
first five spheres. Also a thrllllng account of the
President Garfield's reception In the spirit
Cultivation of A1·t, And Its Relatiom late
world. Written through the hand or CARRIE E. S.
to Religious Puritanism and Money-Get- TWING, Westfield, N. Y. 142 pages. Price, 50 cents.
ting. By A. R. CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp. Achsa W. Npragu.-•s and .Mary Clark's
Experienc.-s In tbe First Ten Spheres
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20.
of Spirit Lite.
Medium, ATIIALDINE SMITH. Oswego, N. ;i, Price
·
Divine and Moral Works of Plato. W cent111.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office,
Translate([ from the original Greek. With
33 Olinton Place, New York.
introductory dissertations and notes.
Price, $2. 50.

Epidemic Delusions. A Le?ture by
FREDERICK R. MARVIN, M.D. Pr1ce, 10 cts.

E.

Snbstantiatc>d by the Bible.
BY

0. B. WB.ITFORD, M. D.
Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution ot
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses;
Per Dozen,$1 00
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, En· Price, 10 Cents.
larged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
10 cents.

Christ of raul; or, the EnigJ_DaB C?f RoJDe, Not BetbleheJD, the Birthplace ot
Jesus•.
Christiamty.
St. John never m AsiA
Extract trom No. 5, Price 10 cents.
Minor: Irenrons the author of tho Fourtl Who Wrote tbe New Testatnentf
Gosp,el; The Frauds of the ChurchmeL
Extract trom No. 5. Price 10 cents.
of the SeCOI!rl Century Exposed. By GEo. No. 6.-0bession, or 'l'he Origin of Evil;
A
Paper, Given In the Interest or Spiritual Science.
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2.
By Prot, M. Faraday, late Electrician and Ohemlst ot the Royal Institution, London, Eng. 10 cts.
Classified Bible Extracts t or, the Evidences of a Future Lit"e:
Holy Scriptures Analyzed. lly RonERT
" It a Man Die, Shall he Live Again?" A Positive
YES. By Capt. H. H. Brown. Price, 10 cents.
COOPER. Price, 25 cents.

Doctrin of Inspiration : being an
Inquiry Concerning the In f,llJibility, Inspiration, and Authority of Holy Writ.
By the Rev. JoHN MAcNA.UGHT, M.A., I~
cumbent of St. Chrvsost.om's church.
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.5(

CHRISTIANITY
F 0 R C RIM

REWARD

ONE MILLION
e

COPIJo;Swlll

soon be f:old

TWEN'I'Y
YEA .itS
OF CO GRE S-By James G. JUnine. The

or our Government from I81il tu 1881.
H.1n. JohnS Wise .M. C. frmn Va., says· Wltoe1·ertakes

tVliY histOry

it up no matter whethtr' he br. Mr. Blain.r•s j1"icnd or
eneV:y, will never put it down until he has read the
whole." $200 per month to good !'gents. Apply at
once, Tnc Henry Bill Pub. Co., .Nor"W~Vich, Ct.

RUPTURES CUR EDby

rom~~~:~~ ~o'!:~:'e~n~:.~.~ ~:.w:;:3&dto

90 dav•. 'Heflable references given. Send
stamp for circular, and &au in what papm
you oaw my adv..-U.•menl. "Addreee C&]lt.
W. J. CoU!ugi,Smltlllillt.l~ Qe, I;T.

Lunl.! Invigorators.
•
$ 6 00
Gentlemen's Body Belts,
6 00
Sciatic Appliances,
5 00
3 00
Knee Caps,
Leg Belts,
•
•
4- 00
Anklets,
•
4: 00
Shoulder Appljancell,
4: 00
Wris' lets, each,
I 50
Hat Bands,
I 00
HPad C11ps,
4: 00
~let> ping Caps,
4 00
Abdominal Belts (ladies),
6 00
Gents' Vests,
I5 00
Ladies' Jacket and Corset
(combined),
•
• . IS 00
Super0De Insoles (all leather), I
While these g"lrments can be procured at the
above low prlcee no one can alford to be Ill. Our
ladles' supporters are just what every lady In the
l&ntl needs, as It will be round a great a.ss!stance"
certain periods; a.Il these garments are made: 1
meMure, an<! a fit guaranteed. To ladles whoH3
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
will restore vou to new life and energy, and pay for
Itself an hundred !old In a few weeks' wear. ThiS
garment Is only made tr~m actual measure, and a

Pe_.ffi'c~~~~r;:ttons ILnBwered tree er charge,
Address, DR. L. TENNEY,
West ~~~~~ Btrel'l!!:
Ohlaa.go, Ill. . , Agents wsn~ for ..........n, g,.
tork :Breoltlyn ,and'Phlladei!lfl'Ao
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ONE may certainly with lnnocAncy use all thA Nljoyments of llfe and I hav been always nf opinion
that a virtuous life Is best dlsposAd to be the moet
pleasant, for· c..rtalnly, amidst the tron bles and
vanities of this world, there are but two things that
bring a real satiRFactlon with them, that Is, virtue
and knowledge.~Locke's FamiTim· uttrrs.

THE

FOR even when we were with you, tbls we com.
mandPd you, that If any would not work, neither
should he eat.. -2 Tlu.•srtl. Ill, 10. I think <>veryone,
according to what way providence ha. placed him
ln. Is bound to labor for the public good, or else he
has no right to eat.-Z:.ncke. My duty toward my
neighbor Is • . . to Jearn and labor truly to get
mine own Uvlng.-Churclt of Ertgland CatPchi.~m.
I BELIEYE fully In the rights of lndlvldna1s, but
In the rlgbts of all, not of a few. We want no system which will obliterate tile natural features or our
humanity, no system that will tax labor to support
Idleness. and no eclleme to rob one man who is industrious and frugal to glv to another who Is ells·
orderly and vicious. I look tot the establishment of
a new eoclal ord~r and of a new religion for the
world from tile better living of men and women, and
I hold that the quickest way and the B'lrest way to
make men morally better Is to l.mprovethelrworldly
estate. It Is an undeniable fact tllat there Is most
vice where there Is most lg'lorance an<! poverty, and
the religion for the worklne: man Is the religion
which makes him. able to llv better.-L. K. Wash·

I
I

Truth Seeker Annual

A MOST opportune discourse appears In the Popnla>·
Science Nont.hly for July, upon the po~slbtllty of hu · •
man beings saving themselvs from drowning by
simply treading the waves as animals do. The ex
erclse of flrm self-control in shutting otr groundless,
or rerhaps one shonld say wattrless, fears seems to
be all that Is wanting to take the miracle out of the
well-thumbed New Testament. story. Had the No·
achlc wcrld understood this matter, the Old Testa·
ment ark also might hav lost Its monopoly of live
stock.- F. R. In<kc, Ju.ly 7, 1881.
·
BUDDHA taugbt forglvnP.ss, humllltv, and all the
nobler and manlier virtues. It Is related of him
that a foolish man once heard him, In preaching,
defend the great principle of returning good for
evil and therefore came and abuser! him. Buddha
was' sllent, pitying his earl folly. The man having
finished hls abuse, Buddha said: "Son, when a
man !orget,s the rules of politeness, In making a
present to another, the cnstom Is to say, 'Keep your
present.' Bon, you hav ralle1 at me; I decline to
entertain your abuse and ask you to keep It-a source
~f misery to yourself. For, as sound belongs to the
drum and shadow to the substance, so In the end
ml~erywlll rertalnlyovertake the evil-doer.''- TVash
burn's Who a1·e Christians?

THE fRet that all the peacll-blossomR hav been
killed, aud the fact that next sum~Al' we Rhall bav
, just as many pf\aches as ever, leads to-only one ln.
I terence, and that Is, that peaches do not grow on
I peach-trees.
"DID yon pass the !tat?" the paet0r of a 'l'eJtas
. congregation asked his rleacon, after the mo1·ntng
service. "Yes, I did," said the deacon; and then
looking Into the vacant Interior of a h <tt tbat anted
nothing but lining, he added, gloomilY, "So did
everybody e lee."

-AND-

Jlltrt~ihinkt~~J ~lmatt,at,
1885.
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THOSE that are good manners at the court are as
ridiculous In the country as the belvwlor of the
conn try Is most mockable at the court.-Shak.•pere.
THE llt!le knowledge I hav, I find I wonld not eel!
at any rate, nor part with for any o:her pleasure.Lock•.
WHOSOEVER has his mind fraught with many
thoughts, his wits and understanding do clarify and
break up, In the eommunlcatlng and dlscourelng
with another; he tosseth his thoughts more easily;
he marsha\let_h tnem more ordArly; he seeth how
they look when they are turned into wo~•ls; finally,
he waxeth wiser than hlmse!C; and that more by an
hour's discourse tllan by a day's medltatton.-Racon's
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A Lecture by

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.

by the Editor qf the 8an Franciscan.
BY far the most common class of minds are those
on which the three orders of faculties-animal,
moral, and Intellectual-are bestowed by nature. in
Millions of these should be circulated by
nearly equal proportions. Men of this class may be Freethinkers.
habitually selfl.sh, yet occasionally generous; frequAntly cunning, yet often open and direct; at times
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
carried away tJy passion and prej udlce, and on other
occasions, ma.;.11fest1ng sound judgment and honesty. for a dollar. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

turtltUtJe.-Dugald Stewart,

J. E. Remsb;trg,
Conrtlandt Palmor,
Lucy Colman,
.John R. Kelso,
Elmina D. Slenker,
Amy Post,
Helen H. Gardener,
Mattie Krekel,
Horace Seaver,
J.D. Shaw,

ORTHO.DO:X:Y. Ingersoll's 'Works.

INGERSOLL CATEOHISED;
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Whenever t.be snagpop toots ll!R too
•ro t.he wall of the mlpwag llen,
And the ml!!'funk ch'rps Ia the cll1IIynlgllt,
· · You bet I'm lonely then.
A NoRWEGIAN sea captain relates having come
an iceberg in mid-ocean, "in the bea.rt of
wblcll about three hundred Jiving seals could be
sef\n dlep-Jrtlng tllemAe!vs In the water Inside of the
berg.'' 'l'hPre is nothing wonderful about that.
Seals always spAnd the winter disporting In th~ Interior of Icebergs. That Is one reason why sealskin
sacks are eo high In the winter. H the captain
had been dlecovered floating across tile ocean with
three hundred Icebergs disporting themselvs under
hid wa!s•coat, or If a seal had beAn found with three
hundrecl Norwegian captains under Its skin, then
some Interest might be occasioned bY the discovery.
acr( 1 S~

~ou nd;

And I nightly went to watch them from the gallery's
lof·y place,
For the poetry of motion seemed to thrill each form
and face.
Some wrre full-growp. m~m a.nd women; some were
youths and maidens fair;
Some were children ot all sizes, penetrating everywhere.
All we•e "tlrred by sport and frolic, as If life were
running o'er.
'Twas a pretty sight to witness on the hard and bur·
nl,hed fl.oor.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

"The clergy know that I know that they
IT Is necessary to the happiness of man, th'lt he know that they do not know."
be mentally faithful to himself. Infidelity does not
consist in hellevlng or In dlsbellevlng; 1t consists In
One of the best documents to circulate ever
professing to believe what a man does not belleve.printed. Every man, woman, and child in
Painf!' s .Age of R~ascn.
the United States should read it.
Every
PUT the name of God into the Constitution! not- reacler of the paper should send for a dozen.
able absurdity. Why, Phillip II. of Spain did that
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
and was not saved thereby from the misfortune or
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
being about the most despicably Inhuman king that
33 Clinton Place, New York.
ever sat on a throne; a tyrant and a bigot who received the noblest Amplre under the sun, Napoleon
II!., did It, and what became of him and his dominion? Did the name of God deliver him tram his
spiritual foes? Pope Plus IX. was eminent In thle
achievement. To what Pntl? Either the divine
spirit is In the breast of the people or It Is not. I!
His Answers
It Is not, then how Idle! If the people are saved at
all, It must be by faith !n a real Got!, not by profesTo a Number ofWital Questions Propounded
sion of a nominal one.- 0. B. Ftolhingham.

ONE man Is C0ntlnually h d, by the cnm'plexlon of
his temper, to forebode evil to himself anrl to the
world; wlllle another, after a tboueand dlsappolntme .. ts, I >uks forward to the future with exultation
and reels his contl<lence In providence unshaken.
One prlllctple cause of sunh differences Is undoubtedly the mttural constitution or the mind, In point

TIIE JlfUGWUl\IP.
The mugwump roosts In the hollow log,
The sagwag sits In the tree;
Whenever I hea.r the· hogw!g sing,
My heart Is sad In me.

s1stent

NEvV YOR:;:::::

E~say.lf.

-Georg,;, Combe.

"LooK here, boy," said the. pompouB Deacon
'l'ru!ygood to a newsboy whom he found dancing a
jig on the pavement last Sunday, "Do you know
whose day this Is(" " I may. bo a little off,"
answered the arab, Pqulnllng Impudently through
one eye at his queslloner, "but I guee~ you don't
ca.rry it around In yam• vest pocket."

A G'SOl1P o! merry skaters at the rink went nightly
round:
L•ke the grinding ot a grist mill rose that dry, per·

burn.

THE Ten Commandments, we arA told, are divine,
but It needed no revelation from God to know that
murder, thett, and adultery are wrong. Egypt had
laws against all crimes and vices before Moses wa•
.born. That empire was famous for the wisdom and
justice of Its government. which was wonderfully
complex, before the Jews had an existence as anation; even Moses. we are told, "was learned in all
the wiSdom of the Egyptians.'' No revelation then
was needed io enable Moses to say, "Thou shalt not
kill," ·• Thou shalt not StAal;" whlle the bad commandments gnd cruel, vindlctlv spirit of portions of
the Old Testament demonstrate that It emanated
from a half-civilized people, and not from a wise
all-knowing being.

A YOUNG woman, prim and slender, seated her•elt
at one of the tables reserved for la<lles In a S!Jtth
avenue oyster saloon, and after glancing ove~ the
bill of fare said. to the walter: "You may bring me,
er-a-a-Satanlzed crab, hot." 'I' he walter tiptoed
to the cook, and whispered : "One deviled crab, llot
as Satan l"
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AND THEm

Parallels in Other Religions

One, arrayed In bright, gay costume, so bew!tclllnl'lY did skate
That my heart, when she was coming, would most
wildly palpitate.
·
Without <loubt tbe vlllage be<J.uty was this young
and rosy lass,
And she tore my heart to tatters every time I saw
her page.
Bile could step In any fashion, turn bt'r feet each
dangerous way,
Pose In figures qui'e crquetlsll, backward sweep .In
dangerous sway;
On the floor ane fairly floated, seeming tree fr.om
thought or care,
Falry-llke and half enchanted str<>amed tbe ribbons
rrom her hair,
~ometlmes in her gay gyrations upward beamed
ller pretty face,
Which was all aglow With roses from thA ardor of
her race;
Then I fancied she had eeen me, for she paused and
and skated slow;
But among PO many others how could abe my passion know?
To that town I came a stranger-No one knew me
there, I think,
Looking every nlgllt In wonder at this siren of the
rink;
And I marveled, when so many were In dual
marches thrown,
Tbat she got no f~llow's offer, but ll.ept skating on
alone.
Are the young men all demented ? thought I, as she
whirled along;
For their coldness seemed surprising, doing human
nature wrong;
And I vowed, If she would take me (though I knew
not how to Bl<ate ),
I would tumble off on rollerA, and whirl With her,
tetr-a-tete.
So I rallied the director, who was owner of tile rink,
And while prorrerlng my credentials," You are Mr.
Smith, I think,"
Said J, L1 the blandest manner, but wltll dlfadence
I own:
"Would you name me the fair damsel who Is skat·
lng all alone?"
Here I thought a shrewd discretion was becoming on
my part;
It would never do to tell him she had skated through
my heart!
·
"What l that young girl In gay cost'Jme?" said he,
Without stare or frown;
"SllP'A our champion roller skater-she'• a taaor's
wife, in town ! ''

Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament I bav never tried tile rollers, and I never sllall, I
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen nathink;
tions of Antiquity, Oonslderlng also their
"ANT I CHRIST."
I hav something el'e to liv for t ban a noisy skating
Origin and Meaning. With nuPTovlng concluolvly th&t
merous illustrations.
rink.
, THE STORY OF Jll:8U8 CHRIST
1 Vol. Royal Bvo. (!loth. A.bont 600 pagu.
People say tllat all who use them !all and flounder
Hie blrtb.life, trial, execntlon, etc.-Is a myth
on the fl.oor;
Price,
$3.00
TRUTH BEEKER Omco.
So, dlsmiBBing all delusions, I skipped straightway
Bent postpaid, on receipt or price,
Address.
rril!tl. ~.011,
Ill! Ollat.on l'laoo. Jlle" Yorl!
through tll.e door,
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THE MODERN BALAAM.
TYPHOID fever prevails to such an extent i:n
Plymouth, Pa., that business has been suspended except at the drug stores and undertaking establishments.
GENERAL GRANT is doing quite well. He was
WAR is threat.ened between France and
Egypt. The trouble arises from the Egyptian
sixty-three years old last Monday.
MoRE than forty lives were lost in a fire at government having seized a French newspaper
Vicksbnrgh, ·Va., one day last week.
published at Cairo, in Egypt.
!. W. ENGLAND, business manager of the
DEACON WALKER, of a church in Warsaw,
N.Y., is sued for $5,000, charged with slanderNew York Stm, died last Saturday, aged 53.
THERE are five Russian ships in this port, ing Miss Beardsley, a singer and recently conwaiting to see whether it is safe to take firmed" member of the same church.
cargoes.
BUDDENSIEK, the builder of the cheap houses
· THE United States troops hav been, with- that fell down when half completed, killing a
drawn from Panama, and th!l place is again in workman and seriously injuring others, has
been put under $30,000 bonds to appear and
the hands of the rebels.
THE Assembly Committee on Cities has voted be tried for manslaughter.
CAPT. THOMAS PHELAN, the complainant
to report the Freedom of Worship bill for the
against Short, who attempted to assassinate
consideration of the House.
REPORT says that a regiment of Irishmen him in O'Donovan Rossa's newspaper office,
will be raised in Massachnssetts to go over to has returned East from Kansas Citr, and will
soon appear against his assailant.
Russia and help the czar against the queen.
· K ansas h av d es t roye d many 1·1ves
F LOODS m
THE people of Dublin, Ireland, gave the
and hundreds of cattle. Destructiv freshets P 1inoe of Wales a reception last Monday. It
and tornadoes are reported also from Texas.
is said to hav been a very tony affair, and the
UNUSUALLY warm weather for the season has prince expressed himself as highly gratified at
prevailed in Vermont. At White River Juno- the way he had been received by the Irish
tion last week the thermometer reached 92 in people.
the shade.
·
GENERAL MrnDLiiToN, in command of the
THE AmHican McAll Association is the name Canadian troops, had an engagement with the
of a· New York society of Presbyterian women rebels of the Northwest territory on the 24th
whose object is to rescue France from -Infi- nit. and was repulsed with severe los~. Riel's
delity. Mrs. Garfield, widow of the late presi- lieutenant, Gal riel Dumont, is reported killed;
dent, is a member. The Rev. Mr. MoAll is further than that the rebel loss is not known.
the activ agent of the society, which has al- General Middleton reports that the half-breeds
ready expended more than $25,000 for the ob- are excellent marksman, as nearly all his men
ject in vi€w. The results hav not yet been killed· were found to hav been shot through
made public.
· the head or heart.

Jltws olf tht J/ltth.

THE health officers of New York, Brooklyn,
Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New
Haven held a conference in this city last week
to devise measures for keeping the cholera out
of the co11ntry. It was decided to allow no
rags to be landed until disinfected by the
superheated steam process.
THERE are conflicting reports about the aspeotof Russia and England toward each other.
It is said that Russia is willing to hav a commission examin the differences, and it is also
said that Russia has recalled her embassador
. from London. Thll Russian~ were defeated by
the Afghans last Monday, wtth a loss of 1, 700
killed.
JoHN HENNE, a prominent farmer, living
near Egg Harbor City, N.J., committed suicide
the other day by blowing the entire top of his
head off with a shot-gun. He had been just
released from the State Insane Asylum, where
he had been confined for over a year, his insanity having been produced lly religious excitement.

.

.

SUNDAY's Herald contained an announcement
that the Rev. N. B. Thompson wonle speak on
dancing at the morning service. This "dancing at the morning service" is one of the later
innovations, but it would seem that the old
way of putting off dancing until evening must
still retain its attractivness for many good
Christiana.
ADVICEB from China say that the Shanghai
Mercury of March 21st last announces that the
Chinese viceroy of the provinces of Yunnan
and Kweehong had just issued a decree ordering the destruction of all Catholic convents
and the killing sf all Catholic converts and
foreigners. The Merctn·y adds that as a result

of this decree several of the condemned convents had been razed and several hundred
Catholic converts and foreigners had already
been assassinated.
A DOZEn miners of the Homestead mine,
near Leadville, Col., were overwhelmed in
their cabins by a snowslide last Saturday and
all perished from suffocation. As a mute witness to the fact that "where man is powerless
heaven cannot save," one of the dead men was
found kneeling by his bedside with hands
clasped in the attitude of prayer.
DANIEL S. JoNES, trustee and elder of the
Third Reformed church of Philadelphia, is
being tried publicly by his consistory upon
the charge of retaining in his possession
$20,000 belonging to the 'Jhurch. Th~ further
charges are made that Mr. Jones retamed the
silver communion service, that he disposed of
church money without authority, and refu~ed
to pay the pastor's salary.
THE 321st anniversary of the birth of Shakspere was celebrated with much ceremony and
festival, April 23d, in Stratford-on-Avon. The
town was brilliantly decorated. Hundreds of
strangers thronged the place. The vicar of
Stratford Church announced during the memorial service that the Shakspere window presented by American visitors to tlie poet's tomb
is completed. The window is to be set immediately over, Shakspere's grave. The committee which has the unveiling ceremonies in
charge, the vicar said, is making efforts !o hav
the dedication address prepared and dehvered
by Ja!lles Russell Lowell. The decorations
represent the "Seven Ages of Man." The
window is said by critics to be a marvel of
art,

1;
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R as Cb ristJanity
Benefited Woman~
Fr•m tht Narth American R•viow far JJlay.

earliest literature. It is only in countries where
Germanic ideas bav taken root that we see marks of
any elevation of woman superior to that of paga:n
antiquity; and as the condition of the Germamc
woman in her deepest paganism was so striking as to
• of T am'tus an d h'IS cont emchallenge the attentwn
parades, it is highly unreasonable to claim it as an
achievement of Christianity. In fact, the Christian
doctrin of marriage, as propounded by Paul, ·does
not dignify woman as does that which German
soundness of heart established at an early day.
F. 'w. Newman, brother of the cardinal,' one of the
leading authorities on ecclesiastical subjects, says:.

The assertion that woman owes all the advantages
of her present position to the Christian church bas
been repeated so often that it is accepted as an establisbed truth by those who would be unwilling to
admit that all the injustice and degradation she has
suffered might be logically traced to the same source.
A consideration of woman's position before Christianity, under Christianity, and at the present time,
·
·
b d
f }'
"With Paur, the sole reason for marriage is that man may
shows t b at sh e 18 not mde te to any form o re 1g- gratify instinct without sin. He teaches that, but for this obion for one step of progress, or one new 1 berty; on ject, it would be better not t~ marry. He wis.hes that. all ~n
the contrary, it bas been through the pel version of this respect were as free as himself, and calls It a speCial gift
her religious sentiments that she has been so long from God. He does not encourage a man to desire a mutual
held in a condition of slavery. All relio<Yions thus soul-union intimately to share his griefs and joys, one in
whom the confiding heart can repose, whose smile shall refar bav taught the headship and superiority of man, ward and soften toil, whose voice shall beguile sorrow. He
the inferiority ru1d subordination of woman. \\'hat- does not seem aware that the fascinations of woman refine and
ever new dignity, honor, and self-respect the chang- chasten society; that virtuous attachment has in it an element
·
tb 1 ·
b
h b -'I of re~pect which abashes and pmifies, and which shields the
mg eo og1es may av brought to man, t ey av w soul, e>en when marriage is deferred; nor yet, that the union
alike brought to woman but another·form of humili- of two persons who hav no previous affection can seldom yield
ation. History shows that the condition of woman the highest fiuit of matrimony, but often leads to the severest
has changed with different forms of civilization, and tempt~tions. How should he know all this? Courtship
· d ·
· d
t h
before marriage did not exist in the society open to him,
tb at ah e h as enJaye
lll some perw s grea er onor hence he treats the propriety of giving away a maiden as one
and dignity and more perilonal property rights than in which her cause eucE), her likes, and dislikes, are not conbav been accorded to her in the Christian era. His- cerned (1 CJr. vii, 37, iiSl. As a result of the Apostolic doctory shows, too, that the moral degradation of woman trins, in the second, third, nnd following centuries, very gross
· d
t th 1 · 1
t't'
tb
t
11 views concerning the relations of the sexes prevailed; and
lS ue more 0
eo oglca supers 1 lOllS an 0 a they hav been everywh?re tr,msruitted where men's morality
other influences together. It is not to any form of is exclusi>ly formed fro!ll the New Testament, viz., in the
religion that we are to look for woman's advance- Armenian, Syrian, and Gra9k churJhe~, and in the Romish
ment, but to material civilization, to commerce, sci- church, in exact proportion as Germanic and poetical influence, art, invention, to the discovery of the art of ences hav been repressed; that is, iu proportion as the hereditary Christian doctrin has bs3n kept pure from modern
printing, aBd the general dissemination of knowledge. innovations. The marriage service oE tb.e Church of England,
Buckle, in his "History of Civilization," calls atten- which incorporates the PAuline dJ~tr;u, t> felt by English
tion to the fact that when woman became valuable brides and bridegrooms to contain wlut t$ sJ •ffensiv and dein a commercial sense, in proportion as she secured grading that many clergymen mercifully m Jre lawful omissions. The old Roman matron was morally as high as in
material elevation and wealth through her property modern Italy; nor is there any gr 0 und for supposing that
rights, she began to be treated with a deference and modern women hav advantage over the ancient in Spain and
respect that the Christian church never accorded. Portugal, where Germanic hav been counteracted by Moorish
I
· tE
t t tb 6
t b ill' t
· d f 't influences. The relativ position of the sexes in Homazic
n anmen gyp ' a
mas r Ian peno 0 1 s Greece exhibits nothing materially different from the present
history, woman sat upon the throne and directed the day. In Armenia and Syria perhaps Christianity has done the
civilization of the country. In the marriage relation service of extinguishing polygamy; this is creditable, though
she was supreme in all things-a rule that, accord- nowise remarkable, as Judaism also in time unlearned polyging to Wilkinson, was productiv of lasting fidelity. amy, and made an unbidden improvement on Moses."
As priestess she performed the most holy offices of
Rev. William Ellery Channing, in his essay on Milreligion, and to her is traced the foundation of Egyp- ton's character and writings, says:
tian literature, the sacred songs of Isis, said by Plato ''There is no prohibition of polygamy in the New Testato be ten thousand years old. Colleges for women ment. It is an indisputable fact that, although Christianity
were founded there twelve hundred years before was first preached in Asia, which had been from the earliest
ages the seat of polygamy, the apostles never denounced it as
Christ, and the medical profession was in the hands a crime, and never required their converts to put away all
of women. It is a sad commentary on the.Christian- wives but one."
ity of England and America to find professors of
Henca, we cannot credit Christianity with woman's
medical colleges of the nineteenth century less lib- elevation from the ·degradation of polygamy, espeeral than those in the earli6lst civilizations. In :1.876 cially as it exists under our own government to-day,
four professors in the College of Surgeons in Lon- in the territory ef Utah and elsewhere, and concudon resigned because three women were licensed for binage is recognized by statute law in some of the
the practice of midwifery, and the whole Royal Col- Southern states. The historian Hallam says, in hie
lege of Physicians thanked them for it. In 1869, the "History of Literature:"
professors in the University of Edinburgh refused to "Love, with the ancient poets, is often tender, sometimes
teach four highly respectable women that had matric- virtuous, but never accompanied by a sense of deference or
ulate€1, and the students, echoing the contempt of inferiority. This elevation of the female sex through the valtheir teachers, mobbed them. Nor did the conduct· untary submission of the stronger is a remarkable fact in the
philosophbal history Of Europe. It originated partially in the
of American students, when women ware admitted •.reutonic manners. Some hav said 'the reverence and adorato the clinics of the Pennsylania and New York has- tion of the female sex which has descende4 to our own times
pitals, reflect greater credit on American manhood. is the offspring of the Christian dispensation ' But until it
All pagandom recognized a female priesthood, be- can be shown that Christianity establishes any such principle,
we must look a little farther down for its origin. . . .
lieving that national safety depended on them. Without rejecting the Teutonic influence, we might ascribe
Sybils wrote the books of Fate, and oracles where more direct efficacy to the favor shown towards women in suewomen presided were consulted by many nations: cession to lan1ls, through inheritance or dower, by the later
The pages of Roman history are gilded with the Roman law."
honor shown to women, and the civil laws for wives
Gallantry, in the sense of a general homage to the
and mothers were more liberal in some rflspects than fair, a respectful deference to woman, independent of
those in Christian countries hav ever been. The personal attachment, first became a perceptible alerights of property that were willingly secured to ment of European manners in the south of France at
women by ancient Roman law were wrung out of the end of the tenth century. This spirit is not
the English government by the persistent efforts of found in the ancient poetry of the Franks or Anglowomen themselvs only three years ago. Among the Saxons, but it is fully developed in the sentiments
Germanic nations woman was treated with marked and usages of northern France. Gallantry toward
respect. Tacitus givs us many striking pictures of women was practiced by the Goths before they wets
the equal privileges of the men and women, of their acquainted with Christianiby.
Catholicisn;t bas
mutual love and confidence, and their lofty virtue; greatly diminished the political and priestly powers
the dignity of the German bride, and the marriage of women (see Comte, "Philosophie Positiv," Vol. V.,
ceremony, and the significance of the wedding pres- pp. 221-223). It would seem, then, that the authorants. Their marriage bond was strict and severe, ities are against the proposition that the moral elevaalike for men and women. Almost alone among bar- tion of womankind is due to Christianity, and tell us
baric nations, they preserved monogamic relations. that it is due to altogether different causes, among
"In all things," says Tacitus, they consulted their which we find early Germanic influences, and the
women, who, with strong, muscular bodies, possessed modern literature of Germany, containing pure and
clear, vigorous minds; and though, as in all warlike noble views of love; ancient customs, giving woman
tribes, they performed the agricultural labor, yet property rights, and favors shown to woman.by later
they preserved their health and beauty to a great Roman law; French influence; gallantry; the springage, because they were respected and honored by ing up of home life in the dark ages. The brave
their men, who were chaste and temperate in all words and deeds of reformers in every generation,
things, and they enjoyed the inspiration of liberty proclaiming the principles of justice and equality for
and love in their daily to11.
all humanity, must be recognized as one of the essenThe German scholar Curti us says: " The nativ self- tial factors in the civilization in which woman bas
ishness of man bas been the great power against had a share. With regard to intellectual growth and
which moralists, philosophers, and teachers hav had elevation, we hav the same causes alike for man and
to contend." What sooner dissipates this than a deep woman. What either acquired was in opposition to
affection for a noble woman? No love is so all- the church, which l!ledulously tried to keep all learnabsorbing, so enduring, or givs such satisfaction to ing wit)lin itself. Man, seeking after knowledge,
this mortal life; no power can so exalt aud quicken was opposed by the church; woman, by both church
civilization. It was this that elevated the Germanic and man. Educated men in our own day, who hav
tribes, and infused the poetic sentiment into their outgrown many of the popullll' theologic8.I supersti-

tiona, do not share with the women of their households the freedom they tbemselvs enjoy. Hence, it
is not unusual to find the wives of clergymen far
more bigoted than their husbands. Ainong the
Greeks there was a class of women that possessed
absolute freedom, surrounded by the wisest men of
their day. They devoted themselvs to study and
thought, which enabled them to add to their other
charms an intt~nse intellectual fascination, and to
make tbemselvs the center of a literary society of
matchless splendor. Aspasia was as famous for her
genius as for her beauty. She is said to hav .composed many of .Pericles's most famous orations, and
inspired his loftiest flights of eloquence. Socrates
too, owned his deep obligations to Diotema. In th~
society of this remarkable type of Grecian womanhood the most brilliant artists, poets, historians, and
philosophers found their highest inspiration. Tr11e,
the position of these women was questionable; but as
they were the only class to whom learning and liberty
were permitted, they illustrate the civilization of the
period.
The question is pertinent, Does the same class in
Christian civilization enjoy as high culture and equal
governmental protection ? Since English and American stateemen, by recent legislation, .bav proved
that they consider this phase of social life a necessity,
why do not tqe church and the state throw some
shield of protection over-the class of whom Lecky, in
his "History of Morals," speaks so tenderly ? What
bas Christianity done for this type of womanhood ?
Hav eighteen centuries of its influence mitigated the
miseries of this phase of life one iota ? No; nor ever
will, until the mother of the race is recognized as
equal in every position in life, honored and dignified
at every altar; not until another revision of the Prottestant Bible shall strike from its pages all invidious
distinctions based on sex. The masculin and feminin
elements of humanity, in exact equilibrium, are as
necessary to the order and harmony of the world of
morals as are the centripetal and centrifugal forces
exactly balanced in the world of matter. As long as
the religion of a nation teaches the subordination of
woman, of the moral and spiritual elements of humanity to physical iorce, a pure civilization is impossible. Just as slavery in the South, with its lessons of obedience, degraded every black man in the
Northern states, so does an accepted system of prostitution, with its lessons of subjection and self-sacrifice, degrade the ideal womanhood everywhere.
In harmony with the pagan worship of an ideal
womanhood of sibyls, oracles, and priestesses, women
held prominent positions in the church for several
centuries after Christ. We hav proof of this in the
restrictions that at a later period were placed upon
them by canon laws. The Council of Laodicea, three
hundred and sixty-five years after Christ, forbade the
ordination of women to the ministry, and prohibited
them from entering the altar. The Council of Orleans, five hundred and eleven years after Christ,
consisting of twenty-six bishops and p1·Iests, promulgated a canon that, on account of their fTa.ilty,
women must be excluded from the deaconship.
Neady three hundred years later we find the Council
of Paris complaining that women serve at the altar,
and even giv to the people the body and blood of
Jesus Christ. Through these canons we hav the
negativ proof that for centuries women preached,
baptized, administered the sacrament, and fillled
various offices of the church; and that ecclesiastics,
through prohibitory canons, annulled these rights.
In the fifth century the church f11lly developed the
doctrin of original sin, making woman its weak and
guilty author. To St. Augustine, whose early life
was licentious and degraded, we are indebted for this
idea, which was infused into the canon law, and was
the basis of all the persecutions woman endured for
centuries, in the drift of Christian opinion from the
extremes of polygamy to celibacy, from the virtues
of chivalry to the cruelties of witchcraft, when the
church taught its devotees to shun woman as a
temptation and defilement. It was this persecution,
this crushing out of the reminin element in humanity, more than all other influences combined, that
pi unged the world into the Dark Ages, shadowing the
slowly rolling centuries till now with woman's agonies
and death, paralyzing literature, science, commerce,
education, changing the features of art, the sentiments of poetry, the ethics of philosophy, from the
tender, the loving, the beautiful, the gra.nd, to the
stern, the dark, the terrible. Even the paintings
representing Jesus were gradually changed from the
gentle, watchful shepberJ to the stern, unr<3lenting
judge. Harrowing representations of the temptation, the crucifixion, the judgment-day, the Inferno,
we1·a intensified and elaborated by D.1.nte and Milton.
Painter and poet vied with each other in their gloomy
portrayals, while crafty bishops coined these crude
ten·ors into canons, and timid,.dishonest judges allowed them to throw their dark shadows over the
civil law.
The influence of the church on woman's civil position wae equally calamitous. A c11rious old blackletter volume, published in London in 1632, entitled,
"The Lawes and Resolutions of Woman's Rights,"
says, "The reason why women hav no controul in
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------·--Parliament, why they make no laws, consent to none, spectfully heard and decided, while propositions for the cattle kings. Note ii; in the uninfiuencerl freeabrogate none, is their Original Sin." This idea is the consideration even of some honors to women in dam ?f the ballot; verify it in the equality of all inthe chief block in the way of woma.n's advancement the church hav uniformly been received with sneers dustnes and all classes under tariff protection; praise
at this hour. It was fully set forth by the canon law, and denunciations by -leading denominations, who it in the universal providence for education. admire
with wearisome repetition, and when, in the fifteenth quote scripture freely to maintain their position. it in the poor, seated beside the rich in 'splendid
century, the sacred ~:criptures were collected and J u~ges and statesmen hav made able arguments in churches, and enjoying together the "love feast" of
:first printed, 'the spirit of these canons and all that t~e1r, respectiv places for woman's civil and political 1 the Christian sacrament._ Yes, Anglo-American lib~
logically grew out of them were engrafted on its nghts! but ~here shall we look _for sectarian leaders erty wedded with its fashionable Christianity are a
pages, making woman an afterthought in the crea-. that, In their general assembhes, synods, or other model pair of consorts.
.
EDGEWORTH.
tion, the author of sin, in collusion with the devil, ecclesiastical conventions, hav advocated a higher
•
·
sex a crime, marriage a condition of. slavery.for wo- position for women in the church? The attitudt~ of
Canadum Notes.
man and defilement for man, and maternity a curse the clergy is the same as in bygone centuries, modiAlbert Hall was filled on Sunday evening last to
to be attended with sorrow and su-ffering that neither fied somewhat, on this as on all other questions, by hea! Ex.-Rev. J. H. Burnham set forth the reasons
time nor knowledge could ever mitigate, a just pun- advancing civilization. The Methodists hav a lay why he left the degrading superstition cif Christianity
ishment for having effected the downfall of man. ministry, but they do not ordain women. Liberal and darkness of theology and priestcraft and came
And all these monsirous ideas, f'manating f~:om the clergymen in other sects hav been arraigned and forth into the open light of day guided by observabewildered brains of men in the dark ages, under an tried by their general assemblies for allowh1g women tion, experience, and reflection. The crowded audiexclusivly masculin religion, were declared to be the to preach in their pulpits. In imitation of the high ence heartily cheered the lecturer as he described
work of God, penned by writers specially inspired churches in England, we hav some in this country in his pilgrimage from the vain imaginings of supernatby his spirit.
•
which boys from twelve to fifteen supply the place uralism to the region of facts and realities.
Just at the period when the ci_vil code began of women in the choir, that the sacred altars may
Send ten cents to the TRuTH SEEKER office for a
to reco~ nize the equality and independence of the not be defiled by the inferior sex-an early Christian
wife in the marriage relation, the church, to which idea. The discourses of clergymen, when they en- copy of a little book entitled "False Claims," by j_
woman had reason to look for protection, either large on the condition of .woman, read· .more like E. Remsburg. It is full of valuable information put
blindly or perversely gave the whole force of its canons in the fifth century than sermons in the nine- together in a striking and agreeable manner. It is
power against··wolD,I\n's equality in the family, and in teenth, addressed to those who are their peers in worth many times its price. It contains government
fact against her influence altogether. In chapter v. religious thought and scientific attainment. The statistics giving the crimes of the clergy and how the
of Maine's "Ancient Law" we hav a clear statement Rev. Morgan Dix's Lenten lectures last spring, and various sects of Christianity fill our jails, lunatic asyof the influence of canon law on the liberty of person Bishop Littlejohn's last triennial sermon, are fair lums, and penitentiaries. Send ten cents to the
and property that Roman women then enjoyed. specimens. The latter recommends that all the lib- TRUTH SEEKER office and get a copy by return mail.
Sp~aking of their freedom, he says:
eral legislation of the past forty years for woman
Taylor, in giving a catalog of the ridiculous and
"Christianity tended from the very first to narrow this re- should be reversed, while the former ia the chief
markable liberty." "No society which preserves any tincture obstacle in the way of woman's admission to Colum- idiotic dogmas of Christianity, ending in celibacy
of Christian institution is likely to restore to married women bia College. And these fairly represent the senti- proclajmed as the pre-eminently pure condition, says
the personal liberty conferred on them by middle Roman
law." "The expositors of the canon law hav deeply injured ments of the vast majority, who never refer to the that fortunately these dogmas and mysteries hav becivilization." "There are many vestiges of a struggle between movement for woman's enfranchisment but with come-a dead letter. Idle dreams subtilized by metthe secular and ecclesiastical principles, but the canon law ridicule and' contempt-sentiments that they insidi- aphysics, the early Christian predictions remained
nearly everywhere prevailed. In some or the French prov- ously infuse into all classes of women under their unfulfilled; the sovereign judge did not come in the
inces married· women of a rank below nobility obtained all the · fi
.
powers of dealing with property which RomaJ:! jurisprudence lD uence. None of the leadingotheologiCal semi- clouds; bodies, like the· souls themselvs, failed to rise
had allowed, and this local law has been largely followed by nar~es will admit women who are preparing for the again, as the grave could witness; good and evil hav
the code Napoleon. The systems, however, which are least in- ministry, and none of the leading denominations will continued their rivalry on earth; slavery still flourdulge-nt to married women are invariably those which hav fol- ordain them when prepared. The Universalists, ishes; neighbors still hate or love each other accordlowed the canon law exclusivly, or those which, from t.he late- U
ing to their mutual dealing; people still follow their
ness of their contact with European civilization, hav never had
nitarians, and Quakers are the only sects that ortheir archaisms weeded out."
dain women. And yet women are the chief sup- course l\_Ccording to the jealousies c~:eated by want,
By the dishonoring of womanhood on the ground porters of the church to-day. They make the sur- interest, climate, race, or language, and Christianity
discovered at last that it bas effected no change in
of original sin, by the dishonoring of all relations plices and gowns, get up the fairs and donationwith hei· as carnal and unclean, the whole sex parties, and are the untiring beggars for its benefit. nature; that the passions ruled the world; that man
ate and worked to eat; loved and begot issue; accu- ·
touched a depth of moral degradation that it had They supply its enthusiasm, and are continually
never known before. Rescued in a measure from making large bequests to its treasury; and their re- mulated wealth and knowledge for his personal aggrandizement; lived neither on ecstasy nor on marthe miseries of polygamy, woman was plunged into ward is still the echo of the old canon law of woman's
tyrdom, but regulated his actions according to
the more degrading and unnatural condition of eel- subjection, from pulpit to pulpit throughout Chrisworldly considerations, heedless of the puffed-out
ibacy. Out of this grew the terrible persecutions of tendom. Though Englend and America are the two emptiness of funereal hopes !illd fears. In a word,
witchcraft, which raged for centuries, women being its nations in which the Christian religion is dominant,
man at last began to think and ceased to dream exchief victims (see Lecky's "History of Rationalism"). and can boast the highest type of womanhood, and
cept in his moments of relaxation. Then being
They were hunted down by the clergy, tortured, the greatest number in every department of art, intrusted with the direction of society, by the very
burnt, drowned, dragged into the courts, tried, and science, and literature, yet even here women hav ruin of civilization-a ruin brought about by itselfcondemned .for crimes that never existed but in the been compelled to clear their own way for every step Christianity found it necessary to reckon with the
minds of religious devotees. The clergy sustained in progress. Not one wrong has been righted until realities. Its anti-social principles it was fain to
witchcraft as Bible doctrin far into the eighteenth women themselvs made organized resistance against modify; hence its intolerant and fanatical interfercentury, until the spirit of rationalism laughed the it. In the face of every form of opposition they are ence, its inordinate ambitions, its monopoly of all
whole thing to scorn, and gave mankind a more throwing off the disabilities of the old common law, power and wealth. Hence, also, those perpetual
cheerful view of life. The Reformation brought no which Lord Brougham said long ago "was in r~la contradictions between precept and practice; those
new hope to woman. The great head of the move- tion to women the opprobrium of the age and Chris- hypocritical persecutions that preyed upon a hument, while declaring the right of individual con- tianity." And not until they make an organized manity reduced to a state of childhood, and all the
science and judgment above church authority, as if to resistance against the withering influence of the iniquities of that 'law of love-" save ·the mark!"
warn woman that she had no share in this liberty, canon law will they rid themselvs of the moral dis- Hence, lastly, that long and grievous chaos from
was wont to say, "No gown worse becomes a woman abilities growing out of the theologies of our times. which we hav still but half emerged. After the
than that she should be wise." Here is the key-note When I was standing near the last resting-place of death of Jesus of Nazareth, for many years Chris·
to the_ Protestant pulpit for three centuries, and the Rev. Charles Kingsley not long ago, his warning tianity dragged slowly along, its followei'S few in
it grates harshly on our ears to-day. The Catholic w0rds for woman, in a letter to John Stuart Mill, number and despised in the popular estimation. But,
church, in its holy sisterhoods, so honored and seemed like a voice from the clouds, saying with new by and by, as the centuries crept along, mankind
revered, and-in its worship of the Virgin Mary, Mother inspiration and power, " This will never be a good sunk to the lower level of Christianity. We find that
uf Jesus, has preserved some recognition of the world for woman until the last remnant of the canon the Christians, despised by Tacitus and by the Autofeminin element in its religion ; but from Pwt- law·is civilized off the face of the earth."
nines as well as by Lucian, or else summarily conestantism it is wholly eliminated. Religions like the
ELIZABETH CADY STANTON.
demned as public enemies, which they were in reality
Jewish and Christian, which make God exclusivly
no less than in theory, had turned both tolerance and
Hifalutin'.
male and man supreme, consign woman logically to
·
·
· M h
"As when our nation was first founded its loudest and great- martyrdom to equally good account. The emperors
the subordinate positiOn assigned her Ill
o am- est word was liberty, a single term filling all the air, but as who in their anger against the Stoics were driven
medanism. History has perpetuated this tradition, now that word is hidden and silent beneath the infinit results from time to time to proscribe the philosophers, the
and her subjection has existed as an invariable ele- of that freedom-the term hidden by its results like the earth only real support of the state and of civilization,
ment in Christian civilization. It could not be hidden by the flowers it produces-so the immense doctrins of never understood the nature of the movement by
otherwise, with the Godhead represented as a trinity our religion hav traveled out from their first estate and gladly which they were soon to be swept away. Ever since
.
permit us to labor in the world of duty and thought they hav
of males. The old masters in the galleries of art hav created from the dust-a new Cornelia hiding herself in the the second century they found themselvs taken at a
left us their ideals of the Trinity in three bearded glory of her sons."
disadvantage, by a power which had all the forces of
male heads. No heavenly Mother is recognized in
This is a feather from the wing of David Swing, the East at its back. Already formidable by their
the Protestant world.
the eloquent, liberal, Christian pastor of one of the numbers, the Christians seized the weapons of their
The present position of woman in the spirit of our wealthiest churches in Chicago. How beautiful the adversaries, pointing against Hellenic thought the
creeds and codes is far behind the civilization of the mild illusion of serenity rising from the stomach to very doctrins and arguments supplied to them by
age, and unworthy the representativ women of this the brain after a truffied turkey with choice Bur- their education itself. The old world had swept away
its landmarks. One great cause of the rise of the
day. And now, as ever, the strongest adverse infiu- gundy!
ence to-her elevation comes from the church, judging
Capitalism says with the French king, "Why church was that the various teachings and pbiloscfrom its biblical expositions, the attitude of the should the people be hungry? I hav dined well." phies which opposed it required t9 be understood,
clergy, and the insignificant status that woman holds Christianity has blossomed and fruited for this man, were addressed to the intelligence. The Christian
in the various sectarian organizations. For nearly and he addresses his gratulations with confident sym- dogmas needed only to be believed, repeated parrotlike-" I believe." And here, as ever, the law of the
forty years there has been an organized movement in pathy to his brothers and sisters elect of Plutus.
England and America to liberalize the laws in relaAnd liberty-see "the infinit results of this now least effort was destined to prevail. awakened and
tion to woman, to sec\lre a more profitable place in sile:p.t word, which hide it as flowers hide the earth." swept away by the very mov~mEmt it hoped to resist.
the world of worlr, to open the colleges for higher See it in the freedom of a million tramps to wander The philosophies of Plotmns, Iamblichus, Julian,
education; and the schools of medicin, law, and the- in pursuit of happiness at 0 Farenheit; hear in it the Proclus, each and every one of them became merely
alogy, and to giv woman an equal voice in the govern- ironclad oat.hs of submission abjuring the trades one of the elements of the triumph of Christianity.
ment and religion of the country. These demands, union conspiracies, inspired by pernicious greed of
Ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, in a Ja.te lecture on eva~
one by one, are slowly being conceded by the secular wages, which capitalist syndicates impose, in readbranch of the government, while the sectarian influ- mitting strikers to the privilege of earning fifty cents lution, dwelt on "spontaneous generation" and the
ence has been uniformly in the opposit direction. per diem. Trumpet these results of liberty to the "unknowable." Seeing that there is no absolute
Appeals before legislativ assemblies, constitutional United States army, marched to Oklahoma, defending knowledge-all knowledge being relativ-therefore,
conventions, and the highest courts hav been re- _its public lands against actual settlers for the use of as far as we are concerned, there is no absolute at
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all, because we can never hav any knowledge of it.
That being the case, do not some writers waste a
deal of time in dwelling so much on this absolute
and unknowable? Many claim a supernatural origin
for diseases; they point triumphantly at hydrophobia
and other virulent forms of disarrangement of the
animal functions, which are only transmitted by
direct contact with the original poison. "Now, Mr.
Evolutionist," says the Christian believer in the creativ theory, " tell us the origin of these diseases?"
The answer is that although we may not hav evidence of their spontaneous production in our own
day, they must hav had their origin at some previous
period in climatic and other conditions of environment operating on the organisms which first displayed the phenomena of the diseases in question.
Just as- in the question of the origin of animal
life, while some affirm and some deny its spontaneous production, at the present time all evolutionists
agree that it must hav arisen in that manner at some
former period in the earth's history, for nature is all
there is, and contains within herself the promis and
potency of all that is, and performs all her operations of herself alone, without the meddling of the
gods.
Toronto, April 24, 1885.
R. B. BuTLAND.

The Liberal Club.
The year 1885 has had its spring opening within
the last few days, and weather that cannot be surpassed has made happy the inhabitants of New York.
Friday evening was especially salubrious. The night
was filled with music. As a visitor at the 376tb regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club pursued
his way toward- 220 East Fifteenth street, he encountered two band-organs, a pPrambulating piano,
and a German band. The cares that infest the day
bad taken to the woods. At the hall a goodly number of cheerful people were assembled. The meeting
promised to be an interesting one, as Mr. Albert
Cbavannes, of Adair Creek, Tenn., was to lecture on
"Happiness and Its Relation to Conduct." The reporter secured a seat, and turned back his coat so that
the light shone on his new Wettstein badge pin in
such a manner that its beauties were not concealed.
The speaker of the evening was introduced to the
audience by Mr. Wakeman with some appropriate
and complimentary remarks.
Mr. Ohavannes, who is an intellectual looking
gentleman in the prime of life, came forward and was
received with applause. When he began speaking
it was observed that his speech was cumbered with
a slight French accent that rather detracted from
its effectivness. Mr. Chavannes said that from the
reports of the meetings of the club which he had
read, he judged they wrre of a somewhat exciting
character. Jie proposed to introduce a slight variation. Happiness, he said, was the great object of
life. Formerly we sought this by making ourselvs
miserable in the name of an unknown God. But,
growing wiser, we find that our duty lies in the direction of making ourselvs happy. No man is responsible for the happiness of another. If it were
once granted that he is, there would be no end to
the obligation, and each would find himself burdened
with the welfare not only of his family and neighbors,
but of his fellow-citizens, fellow-countrymen, and
finally of the whole world. Our :first care should be
health. A person in the middle of life ought to be
ashamed to be sick. If a man find himself unhealthy,
except by reason of some contagion, or if he is unhappy, he may be sure he has done wrong. When
two persons cannot go the same way and both be
happy they should separate, and each endeavor to be
happy by himself. The speaker would rather be
alone and in harmony with himself down in Tennessee, than to beat the gong of popular discor(\ in New
York. In conclusion he would say that if any man
was happier than he, he would sit at the feet of that
man and learn of him.
This lecture, though hampered by the speaker's
inability to surmount the difficulties of English prommciation, was full of thought and would make good
reading.
M:r. Huhn, protagonist among the critics, protested
that we hav too much happiness. The people in the
squalid tenements of Baxter liltreet were happy when
they should be in a state of revolt. Vanderbilt and
Gould were probably happy, but they were not,
properly speaking, human beings, but well-cared-for
hogs. They had their heels in the eye of the prostrate workingman, and occasionally turned around to
keep the man awake. To illustrate this idea Mr.
Huhn revolved gracefully upon one heel.
Mr. Sutherland spoke of the necessity of preserving the health by proper sanitation. If the money
put into useless churches were expended in the con·
r.truction of sewers greater happiness would result.
Mr. Langerfelt said somebody should tell Mr.
Chavannes where he stands. He had plenty of followers if he only knew it. The parks were full of
them. They were tramps, who followed the line of
the least resistance and sought only their own happiness. If we would hav civilization each should be
willing to be a wheel or a crank, as the case might be,
jn the social machine.

Mr. Cohen held that health was not always essential to happiness. For instance, General Grant w~s
probable happier sick than he would hav . been. m
good health wlaile his colleague Fish was bemg tr1ed
and sent to jail.
.
Mr. Chavannes replied briefly. He was afraid Mr.
Langerfelt did not hav ability enough to comprehen?
the subject, and was, therefore, unable to dism~ss It
intelligently. Mr. Chavannes thanked the audience
for their kindness. Whenever he returned to New
York he should be happy to meet them again.
They would all hold a prominent place in his esteem.
After the regular proceedings were over, Pro~essor
Willey introduced Miss Millie Reynolds, of Chicago,
who gave two recitations. The first was about the
Toices of the different church bells, and was marvelously rendered, Miss. Reynolds imitati!lg the clangin" and reverberatiOn of a bell with wonderful
fid~lity. The audience were delighted, and the young
lady gave t.hem another-the "Rock of Ages" -which
illustrated in a beautiful way the general prevalence
of superstition. Mr. Wakeman took up the sa~e
subject in a short speech, and showed that the abiding rock of ages was humanity, and that the real
saviors are the men and women who suffer for us
and redeem us every day.
A •busineEs meeting followed. The result was the
election of T. B. Wakeman for president; Stephen
Pearl Andrews, Dr. E B. Foote, Jr., and E. W. Chamberlain, first, sEcond, and t bird vice-presidents respectivly; Prof. A. L. Rtwson, corresponding secretary,
lVIrs. A. C. Macdona1rt and Gaorge E. Macdonald,
first and second recording secretaries; James Morris,
treasurer; Edward King, ltbraJi-tn. with Mr. Sutherland as assistant; and Courtlandt Palmer, Isaac Rosenbourgh, and Theron C. Lelaud, trustees. The
change of presidents came about through a suggestion that it would be proper to elect a numbrtr
of distinguished men as honorary members, and that
among them Mr. Parton, the former president, -could
be placed with equal honor both to himself and the
club. A desire seemed manifest, also, to giv Mr.
Wakeman some sort of recognition for his devoted
services as chairman of the meeting!', and the mea;;ure was carried unanimously. After passing a vote
of thanks to Mr. Parton for his interest in the club,
and for allowing his name to adorn its card as president, the meeting adjourned.
The lectures for May will be as follows: 1st, "Free
Competition," by Henry W. Cherouny; 8th, "Socialism in America," by S. E. Shevitch, editor of the
Volks Zeitungj 15th," The New Education-Manual
Training an Indispensable Department of It," by
Courtlandt Palmer; 22d,"Wisdom Traps," by Hermon H. Shook; 29th, "Why are we Liberals?" by
George Krahmer.
This will end the season, and the meetings will be
adjourned until the first Friday in September. The
audiences bav steadily improved in intelligence an1
character, and interest has never failed to increase.
The club looks forward to a good old age, which the
enlightenment it has shed upon the world at large
will make green and cheerful.

Bacon as a Poet.
The judgment of Bacon's biographer, the late Mr·
James Spedding,in regard to the great chancellor's
poetic faculty is certainly entitled to much weight,
and the more because it was recorded before Mr.
Spsdding had heard of the claim that Bacon wrote
the plays and poems of Shakspere. He says:
"Bacon had all the natural faculties which a poet wants: a
fine ear for meter, a fine feeling for imaginativ eff.ect in
words, and a vein of poetic passion:
"'Thou carriest man away as with a tide,
Then down swim all his thoughts that mounted .high,
Much like a mocking dream that will not bide,
But flows before the sight of waking eye;
Or as the grass that cannot term obtain,
To see the summer come about again.' "

The italics are by Mr. Sped ding, who adds:
"The thought in the second line could not well be fitted
with imagery, words, and rhythm more apt and imaginativ,
and there is a tenderness of expression in the concluding
couplet which comes manifestly out of a heart in sensitiv
sympathy with nature, and fully capable of the poet's faith
" ' that every flower
Enjoys the air it breathes.'
"Take again as a sample of versification the opening of the
one hundred and fourth Psalm:
"'Father and King of powers both high and low,
Whose sounding praise all cre!l.tures serve to blow;
My voice shall with the rest strike up thy praise,
And carol of thy works and wondrous ways.
But who can blaze thy beauties, Lord, aright?
They turn the brittle beams of mortal sight.
Upon thy head thou wear'st a glorious crown,
All set with virtues, polished with renown.
Thence round about a silver veil doth fall
Of crystal light, mother of colors all.'
"The heroic couplet could hardly do its work better in the
hands of Dryden.
"The truth is that Bacon was not without the 'fine frenzy'
of the poet, but the world into which it transported him was
one which, while it promised visions more glorious than any
poet could imagin, promised them upon the express condition
that fiction should be utterly prohibited and excluded. Had
it taken the ordinary direction, I hav little doubt that it would
hav CJarried him to a place among the greatest poets; but it
was the study of his life to refrain his imagination and keep it

within the modesty of truth; aspiring no higher than to be a
faithful interpreter of nature, waiting for the day when the
kingdom of man should come.''

"Holt" sneers at the grammar in this line of one
of Bacon's versified Psalms:
"E:elp, Lord! for godly men h

tV

took their flight.;'

For a short answer to such shallow criticism take
the following from Shakspere:
"Hast thon not spoke like thunder on my side?"
"TJ;lou hast s_p,olce too much already; get thee gone."

IcoNocLAST.

New Zealand Lettm·.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKE,R, Sir : Here I
am in this far-off land in the South Seas, in the beautiful city of Auckland, where I aiTived safe and sound,
January 14th, by the steamship Zelandia, without
any incident worthy of note, except to say that if any
sea voyage is delightful, this twenty days' steam from
'Frisco to Auckland through these Pacific waters .
may be called such.
But to my mind the poet who said, "Life on the
ocean wave and a hbme on the rolling deep," was a
great crank. The wide waste of water lying between
me and those I love, and communication reduced to
once a month, givs me at times a sense of loneliness
I never felt in America when absent from home.
The physical aspect of New Zealand is like that of
California, only that it is always green, and no •long
periods of drouth, and in climate, scaner.v, shrubs,
and flowers, I seem to be in my own dear California,
except the humidity of the atmosphere, which, under
the same degree of heat as California, is much more
oppressiv than in our dry climate at home. But tben
I am not here for my health, but for work, and of
the country and people I will write you more when
I know more about them; and as I gaze at the
Maoris, or nativ people, on the street I think of
Peter Parley's Geography and the stories of C~:~.ptain
Cook and the Cannibal Islands of my boyhood days.
But how changed! Like magic great cities hav
sprung up, and the swarms from Britain's overcrowded hive hav filled the country with civilized
life, and the Maoris, like the American Indians, are
rapidly fading away. Boiled and roasted missionary
is not permitted now, but should be, as they hav been
only a curse to these wild and, but for the tattooing,
fine-looking people.
Auckland is a beautiful city on more than seven
hills, with a harbor and outlook quite similar to those
of San Francisco, only on a smaller scale. V ulcanic
peaks, whose yawning craters long since ceased to pour
out their fiery flood, are now cl.td in green to hide
t.he scars and strife of long ago, and to stand on the
top ;){Mount Eden, a favorit resort lying within tbe
limits of the city, and view city, county, and harbor,
is a rare treat, and yet no more beautiful than our
own country, although beneath the Southern Crus~.
And, on the whole, I am not prepar<Jd to trade aw11.y
any part of America for New Zealand.
Next Sunday is my seventeenth and last lecture in
Auckland. From the first, we hav had a large opeH
house well filled with wonderfully appreciativ people,
and hav made a host of friends to the cause of Freethought.
I go to Dunedin for a six: weeks' engagement, and
am to be in Sydney by the first of June.
My wife will join me here in May, for I find, in the
language of sacred writ, "that it is not good for a
man to be alone."
Friend Eugene, I received the few ANNUALs, but
was sorry that the full order did not come to hand.
Every Freethinker wanted one, and I could hav sold
a large number here.
I saw a box of books from you, opened in Mr.
Campbell's book-store the other day, among which
was our good Sister Wixon's beautiful book. It made
me· feel quite at home to find our authors down helle,
and I think your book trade will increase rapidly in
the colonies.
Our books cost much more here than English
printed works, but they are much better in many
ways. The cause of Freethought is on the move
here and promising much. The religion is stupid
and rotten to the core.
The press of the country is licking the dust from
the heels of priest and king, both thieves and destructiv to mental liberty, and the preachers fairly
groan to think that the law will not permit them to
incarcerate me in a dungeon. Thank heaven (or the
other place) their day is past never to come again.
And as I am brought in contact with this old leaven
of cussedness in government and religion, brought
here from the Old World, I am more fully confirmed
in my detestation of all despotisms which enslave the
masses, mind and body, and I only wish I could liv
twenty-five years more to help spike every gun, and
also every son of a gun, engaged in promoting superstition of any kind among the people.
The hospitality and kindness of these English and
Scotch people are refreshing compared with the hurry
and bustle of American life. Every night I am invited out, and the entire family insist upon seeing
you safe home to your quarters.
Temperance fanaticism and Salvation Army non-
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sense run riot here, and the way they drink beer
and run horses is a caution to young sinners, and
sporting seems to be a great card ~11. through the
colonies. A corrupt system ~f rehgwn, together
with an effete system of government, has left a cruel
mark on the intellect and morals of these people,
but the day-star of hope shines out in the tendency
everywhere to break the chains of both church and
state, and raise the standard of mental liberty.
Of the product and export of New Zealand I am
not as yet fully informed, but think it is extremely
light, and the apparent prosperity I see in this beautiful city of 35,000 inhabitants largely rests upon
capital borrowed from England by the colonial as
also by the municipal government. It seems to me
a very doubtful system.
These few remarks must suffice for this time, and
until I am better acquainted with the country at
large.
My prospects are good, and I will keep the readers
of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER and Boston Investigator posted as the battle proceeds. Will the Boston
Jm.:estigator please copy this time, as my head and
hands are so full just now? Yours, for all truth,
DR. J. L. YoRK.

I would say that Liberal is no place for one who expects to
get along without work. Each must earn his own living, unless he already has a competence. Liberal is not wealthy,
and they who come expecting to do nothing but dream will be
woefully disappointed. The man who is willing to work will
find in time a generous reward, but the loafer will soon know
that his room is better than his company.
The following from the Liberal will show the pleas11nt nature
of our reception by this industrious colony, and how harmoniously they join in the great national movement:

are not yet definitly settled, and some changes, as will be
seen, hav been made.
Not only will Ingersoll be with us at the Freethought Convention at Albany, but also Elizabeth Cady Stanton, that noble
and famous reformer, who will speak from her standpoint in
regard to the most vital question of the day, the liberty and
equality of woman. It will add greatly to the interest and
importance of our Convention to bav this clear minded and
eloquent advocate upon our platform. Let there be a vast
congregation of Liberals to welcome this brave, sincere, gifted,
and thoughtful woman.
Fraternally yours,
SAMUEL P. PUTNur.

" THE SECULAR ORATORS, WATTS AND PUTNAM.
-------..------"These noted workers lectured at the U. M. L. Hall Tuesday and Wednesday nights to crowded houses. On Tuesday
The
Scattering
That Increaseth !
evening Mr. Putnam opened the evening's work with his lectRespecljully
inscribed
to
the
Pri~z<i s tf the American Seculm· Union.
ure on ' The Demands of Humanity,' and spoke earnestly and
Just on the outskirts of a busy town,
convincingly for forty.five minutes, when he closed amidst a
As Evening drew her dusky mantle down,
storm of applause from the audience. Mr. Walser then introA wandering minstrel, so the story goes, ·
duced Charles Watts, who occupied the remainder of the
Onct> sought a cottage for a night's repose,
evening with his lecture on 'Secularism and Christianity.' He
Where dwelt-consistent with their humble statepossesses great reasoning powers, a deep, strong voice, earnest
An'aged couple, unto whom stern fate,
manner, and concise, fluent expression, and is the most elo·
Through years of toil and hare~ experience driven,
quent speaker that we.hav had the pleasure of hearing.
Had scant allowance of life's comforts given;
"On Wednesday evening Mr. Putnam again delivered his
And left them, burdened with increasing age, ·
lecture on 'The New Heaven and Earth,' first, which occuStill
with each want unequal strife to wage.
pied about twenty-five minutes. Then Mr. Watts occupied
Though illy fitted to receive a guest,
the balance of the evening in delivering a most eloquent lectThe:v warmly greeted him and heard his quest,
ure on 'The Aims and Methods of Liberalism.' As we antici·
And, moved impulsivly toward kindness's part,
pated, these lectures were a rare treat, and by far the best that
Sat half-way halted between head and heart;
we hav ever heard on the subject.
A moment hesitating, as they pondered o'er
"These gentlemen are doing the greatest work in secularThe added tax upon their scanty store; ·
izing the thinking portion of Protestantism that has ever been
But feeling triumphed, and let kindness win,
done before under the auspices of the League, and perhaps
And generous welcome bade the stranger in.
more than the sum total of what has been done before, except
the efforts of Ingersoll. Mr. Watts has complete command of
"Friends," said the minstrel, as, the supper through,
the subject, in addition to his great oratorical powers, while
They sat in social converse, "it is true,
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
Mr. Putnam is a most persistent worker, and manager of the
Almost invariably, that the wandering poor
busineRs
department
of
their
work.
He
is
found
constantly
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary,
Find warmest welcome at the poor man's door,
with pen in hand when not lecturing or taking necessary rest
Who, freely furnishing his slender means
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York. They should be kept constantlyin the field, until every church
To aid another on life's journey, gleans
turned into a temple of education and recreation, and not a
A slight addition to his stock of sense,
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York. is
priest or chaplain remains to slander the common sense of the
But seldom aught else as a recompense.
people with his mythical delusions."
I would 'twere otherwise," and that reward
Came
oftener to those who their means hav shared
Still the voice was "Westward Ho !" We stopped a day at
The Campaign Fund.
In pay commensurate; and though my purse
Fort Scott, and met some Liberal friends full of enthusiasm,
For lack of lucre could not well be worse,
Previously acknowledged,
- $3,960.76 and arrangements ~ere made for lectures to be delivered
Yet hav I with me," and he touched his lyre,
Dodge Oity, Kan.,
44.50 '!'hursday and Friday evenings April 23d and 24th, and of
"What sometimes gains me shelter, food, and fire,
35.00
Wichita,
And on the morrow, ere I take my leave,
John Engstrom (annual member),
1.00 these lectures and ..our good friends we shall report progress
Yon, for your open. kindness, shall receive
50.00 hereafter. We expect abundant success. From Fort Scott we
Fort Scott,
Whate'er it brings me, be it more or less,
sped on to Wichita, Kansas, a bright and lively town indeed,
As some expression of my thankfulness."
Total, $4,091.26 one of the most flourishing in western Kansas, destined to be
The
morrow came, and when the guest had shared
a great railroad center, and also headquarters for Liberalism.
The simple meal that humble life prepared,
Its ·most prominent and go-ahead business men are in our
News and Notes from the Field.
He took his harp, and as the morn advanced
ranks. We shall lecture there on Wednesday evening April
Swept o'er the strings, when lo! they heard entranced
LIBERAL, MO., DODGE CITY, JIAN., AND THE WESTERN F:CONTIER- 22d, and I anticipate great results from this first Freethought
Such strains delightful, ravishi!J.g, and clear,
GREAT SUCCESS Al,lD ENTHUSIASM.
meeting in Wichita.
As ne'er before did listening mortals hear;
And
soon, attracted to the minstrel's side,
After a long, long ride from Wichita away into the darkness
Liberal, Mo., is a pleasant spot indeed, with abundant
The wondering v11lagers from ever.v side
prom is of the future. Two or three railroads are now coming of midnight over the vast and scarcely settled plains, we arrive
Stood round him charmed, and as the moments flew,
in there, and its growth is certain. Our good friend, F. L. at 2 o'clock in the morning at Dodge City, a frontier town, with
In rapture gathered, still their numbers grew.
Yale, gave us a breezy ride over its rolling prairies. From the the many and fresh phases of Western life, where human natNor gave they heed to time or work deferred,
While, Orpheus-like, the minstrel's notes were heard.
gentle declivities about town we could look twenty miles off, ure shows its worst and best, where there is an intensity of
Meanwhile beside him, as it was his wish,
and the landscape waR surpassingly lovely in the brilliant enterprise of which we know but little at the ·East. One of
The obedient host had placed an ample dish,
spring day. This is a grand experiment, and shows the prac. the fierce Western storms was prevailing when we arrived at
And in it, as the hours in joy went past,
tical ,power. of our philosophy. It is upon an assured basis, the hotel, and we were glad of a few hours' rest. In the
Each grateful listener an offering cast,
and, as time passes, will be more and more a beacon light of morning, however, the clouds swept away, the sun appeared,
Till, with the increase, when the morn had flown,
The shining coin a wondrous heap had grown!
liberty. A village without superstition-that is a marvel in- and the wind blew fresh. We found that Liberalism had a
The minstr~l ceased, and pointing to it, then
deed, even in this nineteenth century. But these marvels good "plant" in this place, and that its best men were in
Bowed to his host: "'Tis yours," he said, and when
shall become common when science replaces theology.
sympathy with our movement. Mr. Clarence Petty, Mr. ColThe astonished host, whose eyes were brimming o'er
Mr. Walser pointed out to us the commanding eminence lar, and others, both men and women, are Liberals ready to
With tears of gratitude at increased store,
whereon shall be built the Orphans' Home, and also.the Home work, and are animated by a constructiv and generous spirit.
Would vainly have protested against such pay,
For his poor service, he had gone his way.
for the Aged. This, I think, is a most worthy undertaking.
The Opera House in the afternoon was fairly filled, and I
Those who hav bravely fought the battle of Liberalism, and spoke upon "The Demands of Humanity," and Mr. Watts
Friends, there's a moral woven with my rhyme
who hav but little or nothing of this world's goods to depencl closed with a few .ringing sentences in regard to our practical
Which we may well heed at the present time.
'Tis-and experience may attest it moreupon when the snows of age are on their honored brows, work. In. the evening the house was packed to overflowing,
Sonutimes by scattering we inc1·ease our store! ·
should hav a home where they can hav harmonious surround- and Mr. Watts's lecture on "Secularism and Christianity" was
And when of generous deeds we count the cost,
ings, whHe they can be happy as the end of life approaches, received with continuous applause. It was a new thing to
We find we've garnered more than we hav lost.
and dw€ll in the templepf nature and rejoice in her kindliest -most of the listeners, and one gentleman, a prominent worker
Among our numbers there are those from whom
smiles, and meet death with a courage born of the sublimities in the church, said it was one of the finest lectures he had
A scanty purse indeed claims little room
For all its contents, and who hardly feel
of science; where they can hav beautiful fl"iendships, the in- ever heard. The fact is, it was a revelation to the minds of
That they can answer to the League's appeal
spiration of splendid thoughts, and the delight of congeni~l many, who had only thought of Liberalism as a negation.
For means to help along this cherished plan,
labors. It seems a blessed dream to me, when I hav passed They knew not of its splendid constructiv capabilities, that it
Our glorious battle for the Rights of Man!
this campaign work and won some chance to rest, to come to was to build a fairer temple of humanity than had ever yet
To such I earnestly would say: My friends,
the bosom of these boundless prairies, and amid gentle fare- been seen; and this view of our work showed at once the
The coming victor.v upon you depends.
This is you1· struggle with a tyrant power,
wells sink into the unconscious glory of the universe. Alas ! superiority of the philosophy of Secularism to the faith of
Whose bearing grows more insolent each hour,
how many of those who hav been most faithful workers hav Christianity. So intense was the interest created that, at the
And would between the walls of church and state
come to an old age of poverty and deprivation, and their last earnest solicitation of many present, it was decided to hold
United cr~sh the victims of its hate!
hours are saddened by bitter disappointment ! It is but right another meeting on Monday evening, and we remained over for
0 you ~ho, seeing, would avert the same,
that the American Secular Union in its future prosperous that purpose. An auxiliary society was also formed, and
Be not through apathy henceforth to bl!tme;
But in each district new "Auxiliaries" start,
career should provide not only fields of work for the strong there is every prospect of a successful organization. The fact
Resolving now to take an activ part.
and gifted, but also a home for those who hay finished the is, the great West is ripe for our Liberal work. The tendenLet not the cost of it, however dear,
fight, and who need all the sympathy, the encouragement, and cies here are altogether away from the church. There is too
Prevent, at least, one gathering this year;
the honor that those who come after them can render. I sin- much energy for one to remain within the bonds of the &ld
Nor hesitate-for fear of tax upon
cerely hope that such a temple of noble affection will arise on faith. But our Western friends want something to do.
Your slender means, whence many calls_have drawn.the site chosen, for it by our bold pioneer, and that the They want a practical way by which liberty and science can
To, with new energy, the good work begi~
And call our leaders, Watts an:l Putnam, m,
gratitude of Liberals will be expressed in a practical way be made available for social development. The churches are
And ge11ial Reynolds, who, equipped with tent,
to those whose youth ll as been consecrated to unselfish toil, wise enough to see that they must be social forces rather than
Will to the gathered multitude present
and whose old age therefore should be free from drudgery, a dogmatic institutions, so they labor on this basis, and this is
More and more fully, as the cause expands,
peaceful stream flowing in sunny joy to that myl'!terious dark- the ground of their partial success, because they are useful
The righteous nature of the Nine Demands.
ness made forever beautiful with the flowers of human hope social instrumentalities. But the church is fnlse at heart, and
Only by effort can the prize be won,
And the grand labor by these heroes done
and love. ,
can never satisfy the demands of humanity. 'l'his Liberalism
Will recompense you; for where'er they go
Close by the eminence whereat this happy dream shall be can do, because it has no supernatural being to serve. We
I promis-and I speak whereof I knowfulfilled. is another, reserved for the great American Secular base our work upon humanity itself. Human happiness and
That like the old-tinie minstrel of my lay,
University, which will be another glorious star in the scientific advancement are our supreme end, infinitly better than the
7'hey~llleave !Jon fur mote thm they takeaway!progress of humanity.
church's; therefore we can satisfy and educate the social
Leave you tlie pleasur~ of a go?d deed done,
And higher hopes for life to build upon;
We had good meetings at Liberal, crowded houses, and most nature, for we can bring into play all that art can giv-music,
Leave yon the vision wherewith men can see
appreciativ listeners. Messrs. Walser, Yale, Thayer, of poetry, the drama, the song, and dance, and whatever makes
Humanity's grand temple, yet to be;
the National Hotel, Replogle, editor of the Libeml, and others cheerful and benignant the work of to-day. The West needs
A wealth of rare thought, and a broader view
did all they could to make our visit enjoyable, and we would this, and, being free from dogma, is ready to make science
OfthE> vast chang<~ the world i~ passing through ;
hav liked to linger longer in this Infidel paradise, but duty effectiv in fresh institutions. I look forward with great hope
Leave you the spirit that for freedom's weal
Givs brighter promise and inspires new zeal.
hurried us on.
to the achievements of Liberalism in this growing country.
And seeds that, scattered in some friendly mind,
We had the good fortune to come in contact with the vigFrom here we go to Wichita and Fort Scott. We lecture at
Which now, perhaps, is to the church inclined,
orous young editor of the Noncon{o1·misl, Mr. Vincent. He is Kansas City April 25th, 26th, and 27th; at Chicago, May 3d;
Will in the future, UI:!der Truth's warm ra.y,
alive with Western enterprise, and his paper is becoming a at Grund Rapids, May lOth; at Springport, Mich., May 12th
Leaving false doctrins, grow towarcls perfect d&y;
powerful organ of our cause. There is no doubt of success and 13th; at Auburn, Incl., May 14th and 15th; at Louisville,
And thus expandinO", when the horizon clears,
Shall blossom and bear fruit in after years.
with such dauntless spirits at the front who hav the mental ::\!Iay 24th; at Cleveland, May 31st; at Canton, June 7th; at
Greenwich, N. Y., April!*.
D. L. B.
and physical strength to do ~he most excellent work.
Pittsburgh, June 21st, and Salamanca, June 28th. Other dates
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for his most earnest efforts in suppressing immoral
and obscene literature.
It may be claimed that all these objectionable
features are found in the Old Testament, and were
only for a people who wlire in a semi-barbarous state,
,b':lt that Christ taught a new and better way. . This
will not do, for he repeatedly and emphatiCally
affirms that .he came. not to. destr~y the ol? la~.
Many quotatw?s an? IllustratiOns might be giVen m
proof,, but the mtelligent reader well knows that the
New IS but a count.er~art of the Old Testament.
The same general prm01ple pervades the whole, ?Xce~t that the Ne~ Testament teach~s a future ~If~,
whiCh the Old does not! aJ?-d accordmg to Chns~ s
own word~ t.he great maJOrity go to endless torment.
For." strait IS the gate and narrow t?~,way. th~,t leads
~o hfe, and few there be that find It, . while broad
IS the road that leadeth to destructiOn and many
there .be that go .in til.ereat." "And these sh~ll go
a~ay mto ~verlastmg fire prepared for the devil and
his angels.
.
.
.
I_n regard to. B1bl_e curses, th_e consideratiOn of
whiCh caused this ~rt10le to be wntten, the New Tea~amant ~bounds wit~ them as well as _the <?ld. ~~e
Illust~atwn may ~e give? to show tha:t m this Chr1st s
teac~m~s are as mconsistent ~nd vmd of good moral
applicatwn as those found m the Old Testament.
.A.!ter."h~s triumphant entry into Jerusalem,_ he, with
his diSCip_les, wel?-t to Bethany to sta.Y over-mght. In
the mornm~, bem_g ~ungry and seem~ a fig-tree afar
off, on cm;nmg to It he found ~?thmg but lea·v~~'
for t_he _time ?.f figs wa~ not yet.
So he cursed. It
and It died.
Peter said, Behold, the fig-tree which
thou cursedst is withered away." If he had caused
it to bear fruit instead, so that their hunger might
hav been appeased, it mi~ht ?av seemed sens~ble, but
to curse.a tree because It di? not bear frmt out. of
se~son IS only on a par _with -many other foolish
thmgs that the book ~ontams:
.
Whatever "Ye find m th~ B1ble, as well as m other
books, that will make us w1s~r and better, we. should
reme~be~, teach, ~nd pra~tiCe.. But the claim that
all whiCh IS found m ~be B~bl_e IS tru?, and :proper to
be ,taught aud practiCed, IS .so obvwusly Improp~r
ana wrong that It s~ems passmg str~ge how mtelhgent peop~e can be ~nduced to call It all correct and
good.. It IB emphatic~ly a book. of many bo~ks, and
c?ntams so much ~hat IS co~tradi_ctory, and liable to
different const~ctwn, that. mtelligent, unscrupuloue
persons may smg from Its p~ges any tune they
choose, and find th9 notes therem.
C. CLOSE.
flrattan, Mich., April 14, 1885.
.

Some months since, l was horribly impressed on
reading the pope's bull of excommunication against
Spiritualists, and, although it seemed more especially
aimed at those in the Spiritual ranks, jt applies to
unbelievers generally.
The curses and maledictions it contains are terrible, and the reader is inclined to wonder why such
a spirit exists among Christians, and from whence
comes their authority to promulgate anathemas that
good people shudder to contemplate.
I rem~mbered having read something very similar
in a book that Christian people venerate, and went
to searching the scriptures as our religious teachers
request us to do. I knew there-were curses in ,that
"blessed book'' (perhaps it might not be out of place
to say cursed book), but on looking up the matter I
confess I was astonished, and came to the conclusion
that the pope's bull is short and mild when compared
with what is in the Bible, from which he evidently
derived his authority for the curses he uttered.
From the third chapter of Genesis to the last
one in Malachi which ends with a curse I find the
Bible abounds ~ith them; but God seem; to hav concentrated his efforts in that line in the twenty-eighth
chapter of Deuteronomy. It contains sixty-eight
verses, and all but fourteen are devoted to expressing the most horrid imprecations that the English
language can be made to utter I wish every person
to read and ponder that ch~pter of the "blessed
book." .
Fourteen verses qf the chapter referred to contain the blessings that God will confer on his people
if they "go not after other gods to serve them;" the
remaining fifty-four verses are devoted to the curses
that shall come upon them if they do not " observe all his commandments and pis statutes." Such
are the few blessings that thii.! infinit God will confer
on his people, and the many curses that they receive
if they go after other gods; and yet we a:t;e told that
he is more kind than any earthly parent.
What would be thought of the earthly parent who
should thrust children unbidden into the world,
without any power or volition on their part, knowing
positivly beforehand that they would be disobedient
to his commands; put upon them an the curses mentioned in this book· allow- them to liv here a few
short years, enduring all the suffering that such
curses would bring, and then transfer them to an
€ternal future life where they "shall be tormented
day and night forever and ever," and be compelled
What is Right and What is Wrong~
to tread "the wine-press of the fierceness and wrath
In an the writing, editorial or otherwise, on the
of almighty God?" If an earthly parent could hRv subject of morality, I am surprised that no one refers
the power and eo do, with the foreknowledge to per- to the etymology of the term. It comes from the
ceive such suffering to be the result of exercising his Latin mos-a manner, a custom, a habit; plural,
attributes, the word demon branded on his forehead mores-the fashions,· customs, manners, or morals of
would but faintly express the malignity of his any given time or country.
character.
I was personally acquainted, many years ago, with
I aware that by some this may be thought blas- a great big fat Presbyierian minister in the state of
phemous, but I respectfully claim and assert that it Maryland who tied a woman slave, for some fault or
does not fully express llhe horror and loathing that other, to the pillar of his porch, and beat her till he
good people should hav for such sentiments, come was exhausted. .A.nd it was on a Sunday morning,
too, before going to church to preach the everlasting
from where they may.
The important point for consideration, and the one "gauspel." He did not lose caste among his church
that I hope every reader will thoughtfully ponder, is brethren and fellow-citiz~ns, either South or North,
that, according to the Bible theory, God is infinit in for his barbarous conduct. It was the fashion, the
power and foreknowledge, and therefore foresaw be- custom, the morals of the time and country, to do
fore exercising the first act of creativ power that a what he did. Every slaveholder whipped his negro
vast majority of mankind would go " after other when he pleased, and as much as he pleased, because
gods," and as a consequence all those curses would his negro was his property, the same as his horse;
be upon them in this life, and an eternity of misery and power, when angry, either with or without cause,
in a future life. Is it possible that duty and justice never yet refused to assert itself over its victim. But
call us to love and worship a creator who would con- the customs, manners, morals of our people, superinceive and consummate such a result of almighty duced by long generations of slaveholding, hav all
power? Every sense of justice and kindness must changed since 1863, and theh: opposits are now in
cause reasonably thinking persons to discard such a vogue. That clergyman's conduct would now be
belief. It will not do for our Bible friends to en- deemed outrageous.
deavor to evade the correctness of these conclusions.
Lord Campbell and the Duke of Marlborough,
In further proof, I refer to Dent. xxxi, 16, 17, where proved in the courts of justice to be two of the most
God expressly declares unto Moses that "this people infamous scoundrels in l!lngland, sit in the House of
will rise up and go a whoring after the gods of tL.e Lords and hobnob with others of like kidney, in comstrangers ?f the land whither they go," etc., .and in p~ny with those right reverend fathers in God, the
the twentieth and twenty-first verses he reite:fates bishops. The Prince of Wales, who is soon to be
that he k_ne~ beforehand the co.urse they would pur- king of England, " by the grace of God," is notorisu?· Is It mcumbent on mankmd to love and war- ously a bad egg, running himself constantly in debt
sh1p suc.h a God-one who declares that. he ~afore by his vices, a~d asking Parliament to pay the same
kn~w his creature~ would not comply with h1s re- out of the national treasury. Gambling, whoremonq':lire~e:uts, and. still. ?ad all ~_lOWer to create t?~m gering, and their kindred practices are no bar to felwith Just such dispositiOns, passwne, and pro_Pensities lows~ip in "the beat society " of England, as may be
as he chose? These are some of the. tea~hmgs o~ a seen m the Durham divorce suit now attracting pubbook we are taught to revere, and whiCh 1ts votanes lie attention. In Cromwell's time they would hav
seek to set up as a ~tandard of ~oral rectitude and been considered sins of the first magnitude.
endeavor to fo~ce mto our public schools as a textIf we read history we will see that morals change
book for our children.
.
character, virtues becoming vices and vices becom_.A.nd I here a~riD: that th1s "book of books" con- ing virtues, just as fashions in dress change-wide
tams more ~hat Is vile, .cruel, _and obscene than any hoops being considered beautiful and comely this
othe_r book Ill general. ~1rcula~wn, ~nd were it not for year, and narrow skirts the next. Renee the necesth? nalo of respectability ana ~ncwnt'reverence that e.ary distinction between good and bad morals. We
rmestcra!t ~ai thrown ar~und It, instea~ of our good are told by travelers that it is fashionable, and quite
people Wishmg to ID:ake It a moral gmde and text- moral, among the Fejee Islanders, to eat barbecued
book for the young, It wo~ld not be. allowed to circu- missionaries. Such diet would not be considered
late, and Mr. Comstock might find It a proper object; either toothsome or wholesome in this country. Del-

monica would shudder at. the idea of offering missionary soup or steak to his guests.
Then, hav we no infallible standard of morals
suited to all ages and countries? Yes. If we•could
only get out from under the upas shadow of the
church, which blights everything beneath it, we
would see that whatever is injurious, either to ourselva or others, is inherently and essentially wrong
malum in se, a crime against the life of the body and
the soul; and on the contrary, whatever does not injure either ourselvs or others is right and proper to
be done-the laws of the state, the church, and the
customs of society to the contrary notwithstanding.
The grandest of all the virtues is that of moderation
in our enjoyments; for such is the chemistry of things
that the most innocent and wholesome pleasures" of
the mind, the affections, and the body become rank
poisons and a curse if carried to excel!ls. This virtue
makes a man a law unto himself, and when one is
able to govern himself he becomes an out-and-out
man. Otherwise he. is only a simulacrum-the mere
image of a man.
If anyone think I hav put it too strong in saying
that injury inflicted on ourselvs or others is malum
in se-an intrinsic sin that never can be forgivenlet me remind him that nature, our mother, so regards it. I once knew a beautiful and faultless
woman who went to a funeral, and during the long,
out-of-place religious services stood in an open doorway where there was a draught of cold, damp air.
Within twenty-four hours afterward she took erysipelas, and after languishing in agony for some days
died, and her beauty was so transformed into loathsome ugliness that her family would not allow her
remains to be seen, but hurried them off to the grave
as soon as possible. She had ignorantly and unconsciously injured herself by violating the inexorable
law of prudence, and death was the penalty. Neither
has nature, our mother, any pity on one who knowingly and wilfully inflicts injury on another and
makes no atonement for the same. Such a one suffers the bull dog bite of remorse, and there is no
word in the English language so terrible in its meaning as that. It means hell; and if it were eternal
existence in such a world as this would be the direst,
curse. Then, must not acts so fearfully punished by
nature be mala in se?
.A.. B. B.
Enon Valley, Pa., .A.pril19, 1885.

Career of a Noted Italian Freethinker.
On Friday, April 17th, .A.. Snider de Pellegrini
died. For the past five months he had been under
the care of Dr. 0. Abruzzo, of 223 Center street, this
city, at whose residence Mr. Pellegrini's death vccurred. Although in his eighty-fourth year, Mr.
Pellegrini had lost none of his mental powers. He
was tall, with clear blue eyes, a square intellectual
forehead, set off by a full head of iron·gray hair.
His face was surrounded by a full gray beatd. For
some years he had suffered with bladder troubles,
and. on the last of his periodical trips to this country
-he came here every summer to visit Saratoga
Springs-he was unable to return. Dr. Abruzzo was
his friend, and when he at last needed constant attendance he went to the doctor's house. For several
days before his death, Professor Hudson and other
physicians were associated with Dr. Abruzzo in the
treatment, but Mr. Pellegrini's ailment was beyond
medical skill. His career is thus sketched by the
Sun of this city:
Mr. Pellegrini was born in Trieste in 1802, and
when twelve years old was placed in the banking
house of Joseph LaBrosse. LaBrosse was of noble
family, and was driven from France during the revolution of 1879. He was not a ·man of much commercial enterprise, and the great success of his
banking house was owing to the enterprise of his
wife, who, though old, possessed rare business talent.
Madam La Brosse took much interest in young Pellegrini, and he became her private secretary. In
one of his numerous books, in alluding to her, Pellegrini says:
''She ·was a woman of rare ability, and many exiles came
to Trieste and to the house. . . . They had money transactions with her banking house, many of which had to be
conducted with secrecy, and I conducted them. It was tLus
that I became the friend of Jerome Bonaparte, ex-King of
Westphalia, and met Gustave Wasa, of Sweden."

Pellegrini was eight years in the maison LaBrosse.
The husband and wife died, and Pellegrini started a
banking house for himself, and engaged in enterprises that were gigantic for those times. When
twenty-two years old he owned five large ships, and
had an income of 80;000 francs a year. When the
famin came in Trieste, in 1829, he gave liberally, and
in order to keep the people employed he offered to
giv a kreutzer for every two pounds of bones brought
to him. They quickly accumulated, and filled four
great storehouses. He shipped them to France,
where they were used to refine sugar. His charitable act was rewarded by a large profit.
In 1841, while in Paris, Pellegrini was induced to
engage in shipping merchandise and colonists to
Texe,s. .A. penniless young Frenchman gained his·
confidence, and he put him in charge of the scheme,
giving him thirty thousand francs. On April 1, 1842,
after sending out a cargo of merchandise and emi-
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grants, Pell~grini started for ~ew !ork, intending to and she never wearied of her task. Her death is
travel by land to Texas. In h1s d1ary he says:
noth4Jg less than a calamity to her family, and a
"I found Texas a desert, without population or money, but deeply-felt loss to the community. Though not carb autiful in geographical parts and climate. I could only sell ried away suddenly, her last illness was of short du:rts of the goods in exchange for lands and lots. . . . I ration, and she suffered but little pain. Her mind
iemained there two years."
being wholly free from superstition, she met· death
Before he left the young Frenchman arrived. without a tremor of fear, and the neighboring ChrisPellegrini left with him property worth $40,000 _and tians hav learned how an Infidel can die. Six sons
went back to France. There he found that he had of the deceased were present at the funeral, and they
been swindled by him and that large amounts of acted as pall-bearers. I was called upon to perform
money had been obtained on his credit. Pellegrini the sad duty of delivering the funeral discourse, and
paid these debts. The you~g Frenchman also gaine.d the occasion was made more depressing by the cold,
possession of the property m Texas. It was at th1s continuous rain that fell nearly all day. Many relatime that he engaged with Peabody in sending emi- tive, friends, and Liberals were kept at home by the
storm.
gra:ats to this country. His diary says:
To the deceased and her husband twelve children
"In 1848 the revolutions in France compelled me to attend
strictly to my business hou~es in London and in Civita Vec- were born, eight of whom are still living, all Freechia Italy, In 18'19 the revolution at Rome compelled me to thinkers except one, a daughter. All are respected,
reside in Civita Vecchia. There I saved the lives of many industrious, and intelligent citizens, and this fact
priests, and the life of Guiseppe Mazzini."
shows the :utter falsity of the claim that some sort of
Another document left by Mr. Pellegrini givs an religion is necessary to insure rectitude of conduct.
unpublished account of how he saved the life of Maz- Mr. Green gave a short sketch of this remarkable
zini:
. Place san F ran Cisco
.
. c·IVI·ta vec~ family in the last number of his Magazine.
"I was in my hom•e m
m
N. G. WATKINS.
chia in September, 1849, when someone knocked at my door.
Three persons came in. They were Frederick Campanella,
Lawyer Camponi, and ~no~er. Camponi ~aid: 'He;e is Mazzini Save him. A pnce IB placed upon his head, either dead
or a'!ive.! I had known Mazzini for many years, and recognized him. Campanella and Camponi left. Mazzini remained
with me for three days. Some of the time he lay on my bed,
and sometimes was concealed under it. I brought him food
myself, as I could no~ ~rust anyone else to _do it. ~n the third
day a steamer from Sicily bo~nd _for Marseilles arnved. I s~nt
Acoursi (ex-Director of Pohce m Rome, expelled, ~ut with
passport of e:rile), to find out who was the captam of the
steamer, and to pay for a passage on condition that no name
was to be asked, and that the passenger was to be dressed as
a fireman and to be kept at the furnaces.
"To get Mazzini from the house without exciting suspicion, I
·put a torn overcoat on him. I plac~d a rough-looking c~p on
his head and ·a great bundle under his arm. I ord.ered him to
follow me as if he were a servant. Guards of pohce and custom house officers were on each side of us as we walked along.
My own boat was at the water's edge. We climbed into it, and
the men rowed us to one of my three vessels, which I had in
the port loaded with coal. To allay suspicion, we went on
board one of these, climbed down the other side, and thence
were rowed to the steamer.
"An hour afterward the commissioners came on board the
steamer to call the rG!l of passengers. .As I was well k_nown
to them they accepted my invitation to go back to shor? ~n my
boat. The steamer started on her voyage, and Mazzm1 was
saved."

His narrativ, which is written in Italian, goes on
to say that Mazzini left the steamer before Marseilles
was reached, and that Mazzini wrote to him from
Switzerland. Mazzini's letters are attached to the
document containing the account of the escape.
Among Pelligrini's works is a large volume printed
in French and entitled ".Justice in Austria." It relates to th~ confiscation of his property, .which, with
interest np to 1860, when the book was printed,
amounts to $2,179,675. The book refers to corroborativ documents, of which there are 2,645 in an
iron trunk. Pellegrini's will orders them to be sent
to a public library in Italy.
·
.
Mr. Pellegrini established the Snider Hospital,
which accommodated 800 patients. It was. the first
public hospital in Trieste. He was once o~er~d t~e
Treasury portfolio of Italy by Cavour, and 1t IS sa1d
that he could hav once had the Treasury portfolio of
F1·ance.
He was a Freethinker, and w1·ote a number of
works on Infidelity in English, French, and Italian.
Among them are "The Mortality of the Soul, and
the Immortality of Its Elements," " The Myste.ries of
Creation," and " Man, aztd the Cause of h1s Existence."
Compared with the wealt'h that he once possess{:ld
Pellegrini died in comparativly poor circumstances.
He leaves 4,000 acres of land in Texas, some personal
property, and a collection of paintings that ?~ valued
at $50,000. The pictures were once exh1b1ted for
the benefit of the Peabody Home. One of them Pellegrini asserted was a Titian. It is called "Led a and
the Swan." He refused $15,000 'for it, having paid
for it nearly that amount. "The Good Fairy," by
Picou, another of the paintings, cost $6,000, and the
-.. Troubadour," by Picou, is al~o very valuable.
These three paintings the will directs shall be sent
to a nephew in Austria.
.
The will also directs that three works m manuscript left by Mr. Pellegrini shall be edited and published by Dr. Abruzz?. They are: "A Let~e.r to the
Emperor of Austria;' a :·Letter to the C1t1zens of
Trieste·" and a "Treatise on the Human Moral
Fluid."'

Another Break in -Our Ranks.
Died, April _15, 285, at the age of nearly sixtyeight years, Mrs. Thurston, wife of M. P. :rhnrston,
of Colon township, St. Joseph county, MICh. Her
maiden name was Lavina Washburn, and she was
born in Clintonville, Onondaga county, N. Y. She
was married in 1836, and lived from that time till
her death on the same farm where she and her husband began the battle oL life together. She was a
woman of rare tenderness of heart, evenness of temper, and honesty of purpose: In addin~ to t~e sum
of human happiness, in domg somethm~ dailJ: for
her family and friends, she found her ch1ef dehght,

Bigotry in Masonry.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I noticed
in this week's TRUTH SEEKER an -article in reference
to my expulsion from a Masonic lodge, quoted from
the New York Sun, and also a request to your
Toronto correspondent to throw further light upon
the affair; as the correspondent refered to is, at present, seriously ill, and as the article quoted from the
Sun is somewhat misleading, I thought, perhaps, a
statement from myself on the matter would be in
order.
.
The story,.as told in the ~un, has a foundatiOn ?f
truth, but the writer has evidently drawn upon h1s
imagination for the particulars.
It is quite true that I hav been expelled from my
lodge, but . not o? a charge of :·Atheism." . I was
charged w1th bemg an Agnostic, a Seculanst! ~nd
Freethinker, and I admitted at once that I was e1tlier,
or all three, ~nd defende? ~yself on the ground of
the charge bemg unconstitutiOnal.
It is further stated that "I did not know that the
members of the committee were watching me, and
that, although a strong Agnostic, I had never openly
declared my views." Neither of these statements
is correct. On the contrary, I hav been a!!- open
and activ member of the Toronto Secular Somety for
over four years (ask Mr. Wa~ts about. t~is). I hav
never made a secret of my views on rehgwus matters,
nor hav I made any parade of them in the lodge, or
in the company of Masons.
The charge was worked up aga_inst m? by the
placing of spies upon my movements m p~blic. I was
quite cognizant of the fact that I was bemg watche.d
by men who, although swor~ ~rothers, hav done therr
best (or rather, worst) to lDJure me, but I hav n?t
allowed that fact to interfere with my pleasure m
listening to the lectures of Mr. Watts, Mr. Putnam,
Mr. Reynolds, our friend (who is here at present)
Mr. Burnham, and others.
'
For the other statements, as given in Sun, I may
say that I hav not threatened to bring an action
against the lodge. I hav never mentioned the ;'la~e
of Mr. Bradlaugh in connection with the affair (m
fact, I am rather in the dark as to what Mr. Bradlaugh's views really are),_and ~he ?fficers o! the lodge
did not contend that therr actwn__ m ~xpelhng me was
in accord with the rite or const1tut10n of the order;
on the contrary, I depended almost entirely ,upon
the constitution for my defense.
So much for the Sun's account. of t~e matter. The
"true inwardness" of the case 1s th1s: T_hree years
ago I was a candidate for one of the elect1v ofi;ices of
the lodge. At this time I was too popular m the
lodge to be defeated by_ anything like fair means,
and my opponents, ~earmg th.at I was connected
with the Secular Somety, org'l.mzed a sort of smelling committee for the purpose of watching ~y movementa, and working up som~thing by W~lCh t~ey
could defeat me in the electwn, and by mrculat1J?-g
reports of my being al?- Atheist, ~n~del, -4-gnost1c,
etc., and thereby arousmg the rehgwus b1gotry of
the more ignorant of the member~, t~ey succeeded
in defeating me by a very small maJOrity.
The following y_ear, by the same means, they
brought about a similar resu.lt. Last Y.ear I w~s
again a candidate for office, bemg deter~med to wm
if possible in spite of them, an~ they agam ~sed. the
same weapons, with so much v1gor .and undisgUised
malice that I brought a charg~ against one of them
for unmasonic conduct, and, although he was compelled to acknowledge the offense, ~he lodge, b~ a
majority vote, decided that he. was mnoc.ent, w_hiCh
means practically that, accordmg to their behef, I
will be damned to all eternity, and that any member
who don't think as I do has the right to damn me
here till further notice.
As soon as the trial was over, the innocent brother
b
th
brought the charge against me. as sta~ed a ove, e
result of which is that I am mdefimtly suspended
· ·1eges o f F reemasonry. I
from the rights and pnv1
might also state that, ta~ing my case as a precedent,
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a lodge in Drayton, Ont., has brought a charge of
the same nature against no less than seven of its
members, and there are rumors of more to follow.
The cry has gone abroad that the craft is honeycombed with Infidelity, and it must be driven out
root and branch. They hav locked their doors
against the intellect of the world, and are determined
to drive out what little brains they hav among them.
Toronto, Ont., April 18, 1885.
J. HARRISON.

Bacon before Shakspere.
Your correspondent "Holt" speaks of the edition
of 1623, meaning the Shakspere Folio, as differing
much from former editions. He seems not to know
that that was the first collection of the Shakspere
plays. Only about half of them had ever before been
printed. The Folio contained seventeen new plays,
some of which had never been acted.
"Holt" seeks to disparage Bacon as a writer. In
my judgment Bacon's Essays are better and far more
profitable reading than .a~y play of Shaksper?'E', and
if in the voluminous writmgs of Bacon there 18 much
that is dull, I affirm that the greater part of the. plays
are likewise dull to modern readers. The fact 1s that
Shakspere was scarcely known to the literary world
for 150 years after his death. · It was the pit only
that appreciated his plays, until at last the German
scholars began to discover his extraordinary m~rits .
as a poet, which are now perhaps unduly magmfied
by his worshipers.
W. H. B.

How the Liquor Business Might be Managed.
It is more than thirty years since we commenced
trying to suppress the liquor business by prohibitory
laws and still we seem no nearer success than we did
then'. It is true, we hav, in numerous states, passed
prohibitory laws; but it is also true that thP.se laws
do not prohibit. Sensible people should now be
willing to admit that neither the evils of intemperance nor any other evils, can be cured by depriving
people of th'eir individual liberties. It is not less,
but m<ire liberty that we need.
For the consideration of your numerous readers
throughout the length and br.eadt~ of t?is Ian?, I
wish to outline a method of deahng w1th this questwn.
The government-state or national, but the latter
would be preferable-should embark in the business.
It should manufacture pure liquors in quantities as
large as may be required. We should hav a liquor
department at Washington, just as yve now hav .o.
postal· and we should hav branches m all our bustness c~nters as we now hav post-offices. Respectal_lle
men should be appointed by government on salaries
to manage these institutions. T~ey should be furnished with certain rules regulatmg the sale of the
liquors; among these they should be forbidden to
sell to habitual drunkards, or even to one who has
been known to hav been drunk. . The name of e~ch
purchaser, with the amount of hquo~ .~old .to h1m,
should be kept in a book, and a hm1t m1ght be
placed upon the amount. They should be forbidde_n
to sell to anyone who bought and sold agam. Th1s
would compel all to buy direct from the government.
We should supply the liquor to the people at the
cost of manufacture and sale, or as near that as passible. This would drive out all competition, and
make it impossible for private individuals to make
anything in the business. It is not necessary for me
to go further into detail.
Some will object to the a~ove on the ground that
private individuals would still sell to drunkards, and
to those to whom the government would not sell, and
thus perpetuate the business; b~t if the government
would supply a moderate quantity to people on low
terms, it would spoil the business for .others to a grellt
extent. Then, if we would establish large workhouses in each state, and send all those there who
got drunk and disorderly, on long terms of from one
to five or ten years at a tim&, we could make the
liquor business still less p~ofitable. Persons sent ~o
the workhouse should be g1ven employment and pa1d
salaries as much as they could earn.. This should ~e
saved up for them at the en~ of ~he1r term, o~ pa1d
toward the support of their w1ves and ch1ldr_en.
This plan would prevent dr~nkards from havmg
large families, one of the ~ost 1~portant !eatures.
The average Christian will obJect to th1s plan b~cause we would not get any revenue out of th.e buslness. But I canna~ see that :V~ ha.v any r1ght to
raise revenue out of .1t. T~e .ra1smg o! ~mr revenue
out of intoxicating hquors 1s, m my opmwn, as great
a stain on our national banner as. was s~avery.
I do not pretend t~at th? ev1~S of mtemper~nce
could be entirely abohshed 1~ ~h1s way, but baheve
they could be reduced to a mm1mum.
J. G. M,\.LCOLl\I.
A SPECIAL to the Dallas Texas Herald says that a few
weeks ago Rev. Mr. Wisne"" a Methodist preacher,
""
G
moved from Houston and located at arrett to
preach for the church at that place. Two weeks
later a deputy sheriff appeared on the scene aRd arrested the Rev. Mr. Wisner on a charge of theft
and took hi'm back to Houston to answer. Mr.
h t h
W1'sner claims that he is innocent and t a
e can
establish the fact.
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WE giv this week a symbolical repr~sentation of
the modern Balsam's ass and the nineteenth century
angeL Particular attention is called to the tired expression on the ass's face. This expression indicates
that Balaarp. has got to go. We hav some more
illu>trations in preparation, and shall bring them out
from time to time as circumstances will allow. Picturea are expensiv, and we are forced to go slow.
But we are going sure.
~--------------

For the Labor Reformers.
Recent inquiries among about one hundred
churches of this city of all denominations develops
the fact that in the lower portions of this city the
working people make up " all," or "nearly all,'' of
the church congregations.
Such being the case, it is not a matter for wonder
that labor reform makes slow progress among the
very people who should be most ready to receive
new social ideas. Christianity teaches that the laborer should be coRtent in the station in life in which
it has pleased God to place him; Catholicism (the
religion of a large proportion of workingmen) asserts
that some are born to rule and others to be ruled;
Protestantism would only lift the worker by a pa~
rental charity that is an insult to manhood, teaching
him that this life is only a probationary vale of tears
through which he must swim to reach the golden
gate. God rules and it is wicked to revolt against
his decrees. Sqffer and be strong; the reward will
come in heaven.
· When workingmen support such doctrins, it is not
surprising that the cause of labor lags. The first
thing to be done is to ?e~ this other-w:orl~ism out of
the pate~ of the poor v.ICtimB of eccl~sia~tiC~l greed,
and get mto them the ~dea that nothmg IB ng~~ that
~es not help to happmess. The ~aster spmts of
the labor movement should see to this.

Christianity at Harvard.
The question of prayers at Harvard is agitating
the religious part of the community. It was proposed to abolish morning prayers in that institution,
but the overseers hav exercised their authority to
retain the custom, on the ground that prayer is
a good thing for colleges, and its abolition would injure Harvard in the estimation of Christians. This
reason smacks too largely of worldliness to suit the
religious press, and the doubt exists among them
that religion is materially advanced by the decision.
One paper complains that these morning prayers and
the motto, Christo et Ecclesim, on the college seal, are
the only officially Christian things that cling to the
university. Attendance on divine service, it says, on
Sunday in the chapel is no longer exacted. There
are no regular Sunday services in the chapel. Attendance at some church on Sunday is no longer re·
quired, and the policy of the administration seems to
be to bring the recognition of religion down to the
lowest point, and, without actually proceeding against
it, or restricting its freedom, to g1v it no distinct recognition, but to leave it wholly to be, both with the
students and the instructors, a matter of personal
preference and voluntariness, so that the only creed
of the university is the individual opinion of its
professors, and the only obligation they respect is to
teach what they believe.
Naturally, Christians do not like this system of
freedom. They never do like freedom, except that
freedom which allows them to worship as they
:please an!l force others to worship with them. That
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is what freedom means to Christians, and they sjoutly
resist any broadening of their definition.
The orthodox party maintains that if Christianity
be not dogmatically taught in colleges, "fatal skepticism, or some kindred phase of Secularism," will inevitably obtain. "It is not so much the teaching of
Protestant doctrins in the public schools that the Catholic church objects to," said Mgr. Capel in one of his
lectures, "but the general tendency manifest to make
the schools secular." This appears to be precisely
the fear of the orthodox Protestant press. Though
one denomination may hate another with holy zeal,
it still hates Secular ideas infinitly more.
The course of the Harvard faculty is, however, no
cause for alarm. The stranger thing would be a
refusal on their part to recognize the trend of the
age, which is unmistakably toward secularization. The
college that refuses to acknowledge this would soon
be distanced in the keen competition for students.
The decision of Harvard's overseers amounts to little
beside the conduct of the faculty. Freedom to worship or not worship is bound to obtain, for it is the
true American principle.

What it May Come To.
Before the next issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER it is
likely that our legislature will hav disposed of the
Freedom of Worship bill for this session. But, in
any event, the bill will be up at the next. If it is
defeated, the Catholics will undoubtedly introduce it
again; if it passes, there is likely to be a triangular
fight over its repeal, and not only over that, but over
the practical unity of church and state which exists
in New York in defiance of the Constitutional prohibition of any preference in religion. Several Protestant forces hav given notice that if this Freedom
of Worship bill passes they will unite to overhaul
the laws relating to subsidies to sectarian institutiona, and it is quite probable the Freethinkers will
wso be:heard in that event. The Catholics we hav
always with us, fighting for the possession of the
government.
.A:t a Protestant meeting, held a week or two ago,
to protest against the passage of the Freedom of
Worship bill, it was divulged that during the past
year various church institutions had received from
the public treasury sums as follows:
Unsectarian (but Christian),
Hebrew,
Protestant sectarian,
Catholic,
Total,

$220,125
92,539
358,743
~,190
$1,611,597

If the Catholics now receive over one-half of the
state aid of " charities," and if Rome finds herself
strong enough to pass the pending bill, it will not
be long ere she demands and receives more. In view
of this, we ask the Protestants whether they will not
do well to join with the Freethinkers in so amending
our Constitution that hereafter no religious institution of any sort whatever will be enabled to make
recruits at the expen~:~e of the general community.
The Catholics hav as much right to their million dollars as the Hebrews to their ninety thousand, and a
clearing out of the whole lot is the only safe and
sure way to check a greed that has devoured empires
in its time, and still retains an appetite keen enough
to swallow a republic as large as the United States.

The .Apostasy of a Christian Freelover.
Nearly ten years ago Martha Strickland, of St.
Johns, Mich., and Leo Miller, then of .New York,
entered into illegal marital relations. That is, they
married themselvs. Mr. Miller had at the time a
living legal wife, and this form of marriage was the
only one possible to him. Through all these years
the couple hav lived together._
In the Sun of this city of April 24th, Mr. Miller
has a letter dissolving this union, and indorsing the
institution of marriage as divine. He says:

by the sentiments, aspirations, and .longings of the noblest
and purest specimens of the race, point conclusivly to the fact
that monogamy-the union for life Qf one man and one woman-constitutes the only true 'marriage ordained by nature
and by nature's God for noble, rational beings; and it is un.
deniably the right and duty of the earthly legislator to tran.
soribe this higher marriage law to his statute books and enjoin
its observance. Just and discriminating provisions should be
made to release parties from the marriage bonds where, from
any cause, they defeat the ends of marriage, and work evil
rather than good, misery rather than happiness; but to strike
down all law would lead to universal social anarchy. While
the race has made great advancement from its primith state,
average human nature is still crude and disorderly, and needs
direction and restraint. The few might be a law unto them.
selva, and observe all the requirements and proprieties of true
marriage, but the masses, left wholly to their own undisci.
plined impulses, would run riot in social excesses. But the
law can mnke no discrimination in favor of the few, all must
observe its requirements, and if it be found in any way imper.
feet arid oppressiv, we should seek to reform it, not abolish it."

When Luther wrote against the practice of celi·
bacy for the clergy, the churchmen generally held
that his inspiring motiv was a desire to marry. We
would not saythat Mr. Miller's objections to legal
marriage were 'founded on his. dislike of divorce pro·
ceedings, and his desire to marry another woman;
but there are those uncharitable enough to intimate
that he has now construed his wish to be divorced into
respect for the marriage laws. We fancy, too, that
those reformers who all but canonized him and Miss
Strickland for what they termed their fight for a
principle will be disappointed at their present course,
and inclined to say that it is but another instance of
how seldom principle permanently stands against per..
sonal greed, ambition, or even inclination.
Anyhow, we are glad Mr. Miller is a Christian.

Information for a Contemporary.
The Independent says:
"Missionaries in far-off countries, like Burmah, say that a
great deal of Infidel literature is being distributed among the
nativs, especially among teachers. Bundles of documents, in·
clucling Ingersoll's lectures, in the--nativ tongues, are sent into
towns and villages for free circulation. It would be interest.
ing to know what man or society is so anxious to spread unbelief as to giv money for this purpose. In this country, Infidel
le,ctures are a source of profit, and shallow-minded youth are
their patrons, and we find little that is unselfish in Infidelity."

For the enlightenment of the Independent we
vouchsafe the information that the Infidels engaged
in this work are those of the United States and England, the translations are done by scholars of India,
and the money is furnished principally by wealthy
Freethinkers of that country. There are also several Freethought papers in Asia, of small pretensions
as yet, but edited and published by self-sacrificing
men who do not wish to see their countrymen deluded by missionaries. When Mr. Bennett traveled
through India, he, with the aid of an interpreter,
spoke to thousands of the nativs, and his speeches
were printed in the languages of the different countries. Japan especially is saturated with Infidelity.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has upon its subscription book
the names of many Freethinkers, officers and dignitaries of India, and one.address is prefixed, "His
Highness." The writings of Ingersoll, Remsburg,
Babcock, Mrs. Besant, Bradlaugh, Aveling, Foote,
and others hav beep. translated into several Asiatic
languages. The good work is going on brisker and
brisker every month, Freethought spreading much
faster, -we were informed recently, than Christianity.
If the church imagins she has " heathendom" all to
herself, she is greatly mistaken. The motiv actuating
those concerned in this work is the desire for good of
humanity. Christianity has been such a blight and
curse upon those parts of the world in which it has
had full sway, that it is desired to save those ped'ples
upon which it is not yet fastened from ever becoming slaves to its priests. There are thousands of
people willing to giv. of their substance to aid in this.
If they are " shallow-minded youths," an extensiv
acquaintance with them has left us utterly oblivious
of the fact.

"Years of reflection and experience hav brought with them
The Charges .Against Madam BlavatsJry.
the conviction that the step we took was ill-a:dvised and
wrong; that it would hav been wiser and nobler to hav sacriThe Philosophic Inquirer of Madras, India, a,nficed our own personal happiness, and What we deemed to be nounces that the report of the special committee
our natural rights, than to hav made this revolutionary assault appointed by the ninth annual convention of the
upon the marriage institution. Marriage is of divine origin, Theosophical Society to investigate the charges
an outgrowth of the higher moral sentiments, not of thfl lower
propensities. In the early animal life of the race, before the against Madam Blavatsky made by the Christian Colmoral and spiritual nature had attained any ve_ry considerable lege Magazine has been published, and that it com·
degree of development, we know that polygamY., polyandry, pletely exonerates the madam.
and general promiscuousness characterize the relations of the
The Christian College Magazine founded its asser·
sexes. But with the evolution of the higher nature comes the t'
h
M
Bl
k ·
h
voice of the divine, revealing the ultimate intentions of the wns t at
adam
avats Y lS a frau~ upon t e
creator respecting the proper social relations of man and wo- statements of a Madam Coulomb, who, w1th her busman. The whole tendency of civilization, marked especially 1band, was employed by the conductors of the Theos- •
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bphist. The nature of the charges, as also one point
of the evidence strongly relied upon to clear her,
appears in the following extract from one of Madam
Coulomb's letters to Madam Blavatsky:
"I may hav said something in my rage, but I swear on all

THE "Very Rev. Canon" Hegarty has been trying to damThe Bruno Statue.
age Mr. Parnell in the estimation of the Irish people by reTo THE EmTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The
porting that Mr. Parnell visited Mr. Bradlaugh when he was
following letter and authorization will be read with
confined in the Clock Tower. A paper partly owned by Mr.
interest by all Libeuls. I am sorry to be compelled
Parnell denies that Mr. Parnell visited Mr. Bradlaugh in the
to add that none of the papers referred to therein
Clock Tower, or anywhere else. Upon this Mr. Bradlaugh
hav been received by me, and they hav probably been
that is sacred for me that I never said fmud, secret passages, traps, says in the National Riformer: "Charles Stl)wart Parnell,
lost. Therefore I c;~,nuot as yet giv the desired innor that my husband had helped you in any way. If my M.P., uninvited by me, visited me in my bedroom at the
mouth has tttlered these words, I pray to the almighty to shower on Queen'~ Hotel, Glasgow, about the same d!J.te that J. G. Big- formation as to the cost and style of the proposed
gar, M P., uninvited by me, took the chair at one of my Ieete statue. As soon as the papers come to hand the submy head the worst maledictions i.n nature."
stance of them will bs ltJ.id before your readers. No
Many of Madam Blavatsky's friends urged the ures at Glasgow, and publicly announced that he did so "as a contributions hav been received since the last acskeptic." Mr. Parnell again visited me at a Freethought lectTheosophical Society to proceed legally against the ure delivered by me at the Hall of Science, and, after the lect- knowledgment. 'They should ba sent to me as the
Magazine, but this report givs various reasons why ure, came up to a private room in the building to speak to me. authorized agent. .
Yours truly,
New York, April 24, 285.
T. B. WAKEMAN.
this would be inexpedient, the chief of which is the This was about the time I met in public debate the 'honor·
[Letter translated .from the B1oench.]
great difficulty in getting justice done to spirits, or able' member who now calls himself F. H. O'Donnell, ·M.P.,
RoME, March 30, 1885.
the "Mahatmas." The trial of Slade is cited, in and who then, as a Roman Catholic, publicly advocated HoNOBA.BLE Sm: I write you in the
name of the Central
Socialism, which I opposed. I do not personally attach any
which, "though the judge saw a genuin phenomenon kind of importflnce to Mr. Parnell's visit to me in the Clock Committee of the University which has for its object the raisof slate-writing in the open court under test condi- Tower, although he said iJ!en he came as a friend, because I ing of a monument at Rome to our great predecessor and com·
patriot, Giordano Bruno. To you, a champion of Freeth ought,
tions, and. though eminent professors and scientists know that Mr. Parnell was brought by Mr. O'Kelly, M.P., we do not need to recommend our cause, as we see by the cop·
gave evidence as to the possibility of such phenom- who probably looked on me as interesting copy for the New ies of THE TRUTH SEEKER forwarded us by Mr. Bradlaugh
how much trouble you hav already t~k6n for this end.
ena, the court would not be convinced." The fear that York Hera!d."
I write to inform you what we hav nlready done and what
this obdqracy of the bench would be a precedent EviDENTLY the Sun is not a believer in prayer. · The sur- we propose to do towards this object. But first a little history.
prising improvement in the health of General Grant has called Perhaps you already know that in 1876 the students of this
for the Indian judge prevented the Theosophical from the pulpit the regular amount of bosh about the inter- same
University of Rome took the initiativ and opened up a
Society from appealing to the law, though ''there ference of God. " It is God who has done it in answer to the subscription to raise this monument. A collection was
which brought together the sum or about the sum of
are witnesses who hav come forward to prove the ~arnest prayers of his people," .;ays the Rev. Dr. Talmage; "it started
7,500 francs, and which at present, with the interest, repreIS
prayer
that
has
done
it."
And
the
Rev.
Dr.
Newman
exexistence of Mahatmas as living men." These are
sents 8, 500 francs.
Of course, with such a small amount it was impossible to
"two leading gentlemen who came from Bengal as presses the same opinion; while at a meeting of-Baptist min- raise
a suitable statue. In the mean time the committee, disisters on Monday General Grant's restoration was referred to
delegates of the last Anniversary, that declare they as miraculous. To this silly talk the Sun sneeringly says: couraged by its non-success, desisted, and all hope of succeeding
was
lost until a few months since, when we took 11p tbe
hav seen one of the Adepts in his physical body." ''But suppose that all the praying was done on a mistaken
idea of our predecessors, and in a general assembly of our
The.refore, says the Philosophic Inquirer, "those who assumption; that God was asked to save General Grant from University, the present committee was elected, in whose name
can read between the lines will see that the Theo- a danger which did not exist; that the physicians were wrong I write, and of which I hav the honor of being a member.
In the first place, as Mr. Brallaugh may h:tv informed you,
in their diagnosis of his disease; that his trouble was not cansophical Society will not condescend to answer any cer, but something which was curable and really never en- we sought to join to our humble efforts the suffrage of the
most eminent savants and philosophers of Europe. We hav
more of such gratuitously stupid attacks."
dangered his. life, provided it was properly treated? The offered to these noted Liberals (among whose names we take
The Theosophical Society has done well in not prayers whieh hav ascended for him were occasioned by the liberty of putting yours), and they hav accepted the propgoing to law for the justification of Madam Blavat- reports sent out from his sick chamber by his physicians, and osition, to form an International Committee of Honor which
will render more solemn and important this tardy reparation
sky. A. committee from the ranks of the society they would not hav gone up if the people had generally un- to Bruno. In the manifesto which we hav published, and
derstood that he was -.suffering from a disease which did not
several copies of which we send you, you will find-that we hav
was much more likely to effect the same thing.
imperil his life, but from which he might recover in the or- been able to unite under the name of Bruno the most celedinary course of thingi. It seems probable now that there brated names of Europe. The names of Hon. Elizur Wright
Editorial Notes.
was no real justification for alarm at any time, that the physi- and Colonel Ingersoll were suggested to us by Mr. Bradlaugh,
THE question now paramount in Chicago is, Did the janitor cians merely advertised their own mistaken diagnosis, and who has always favored us with his advice and assistance.
We hav been able to establish in all the provinces and cities
of the hall hav a poker in his hand at that dynamite meet- that therefore the case of General Grant provea nothing in re- of Italy local committees charged with colle~ting the subscrip.
gard
to
prayer
either
one
way
or
the
other.
It
has
afforded
ing?
tions, distributing the manifestos, holding conferences, etc.
MGR. CAPEL turned up at the Spiritualist convention in New no chance for the prayer test. If he gets well, it will be be- North America we left with Mr. Bradlaugh, and we are very
glad indeed that it is you who hav graaiously tttken upon
Orleans and wanted to answer the mediums. Permission was cause he was bound to recover from a curable disease as soon yourself
this propaganda in the United States, and the foras the physicians recognized it for what it wa>. But perhaps it
refused.
may be said that their eyes were opened in answer to prayer." warding to us of your compatriots' contributions. As perhaps
you already know, or as you can read in our manifesto, the
E. C. WALKER has severed his editorial and publishing conWHEN the missionary collection is taken up in our churches sums collected should be given in charge of the "Banca Gen.
nection with Ltwifer. Mr. Harman continues to disseminate
the congregations are regaled with heartrending and purse- erale," under the head of M. le Prof. Comin, B. E. Maineri,
the principles of freedom.
opening accounts of the hardships of those brave men and Librarian in the Ministry of Public Works. ·
In honor of Bruno we hav also published a "First NumOul\ English readers in this country will be glad to learn women who penetrate heatP,endom to spread the glad tidi~gs
that the Camberwell branch of the National Secular Society of great joy by carrying to the benighted pagans the blessed ber," which contains some of the writings nnd autographs of
the most noted philosophers and historians of Italy and other
has opened a hall upon ground owned by the society. The gospel whereby men only can be saved. An Indian govern- countries. These copies are sold at one franc apiece for the
hall is a solid and handsome structure, seating between six ment official, in a letter to Mrs. Basant, explains the real state benefit of the monument. If you think they can be sold in
and seven hundred.
of those self-sacrificing missionaries The fellow is an Amer- America, you hav only to demand the quantity you wish; but
we doubt this, as the Italian language is but little known in
THE Rev. N. B. Thompson, of this city, says that dancing is ican Methodist. "Ol' this man's income," says Mrs. Besant's your country. You will find on the third page of the cover a
not a sin, because "David danced before the ark with all his correspondent, "I shall try and giv you as near an account as traaslation of your article of January 1st on Bruno. In refermight." Dancing is all right, but if the reverend gentleman possible, though it will fall short of what it actually is. He ence to this we congratulate you on your happy idea of dating
is going to take David as a pattern, there will probably be gets a salary equivalent to £300 per year of English money, from 1600, a new era, and we sincerely hope that you will be
some police interference. Times hav changed since David his wife one of £96, and he has three children, for each of imitated in Europe.
Oo the front page of our "First Number" you will find a
whom he is allowed £30. Thus you will see his income sketch of the monument, which the celebrated sculptor, Mr.
danced before the ark.
in
cash
only,
to
£486.
Besides
this
he
is.
found
a
amounts,
Ettore Ferrari, deputy of the Italian· Parliament, offered us
GENERA.L GRANT, at the present writing, is reported to be in
a faii: way to recover his former health. A noticeable feature house, and this is without exception the most commodious in gmtis. ·Nevertheless, if the money's received will permit, we
shall
open up a competition as to the plans proposed.
in his case is the fact that he has not been made the object of the station, and has a large kitchen gardon and fruit orchard
We also send you subscription papers, which you can use as
attached.
He
is
supplied
with
servilnts
and
a
horse
and
the public prayer performance which was· followed by such
you think best. Mr. Bradlaugh tells us that you hav
disastrous results in the case of Garfield. Indeed, with the phaeton. When he goes out in the winter months, osten- collected among your compatriots a considerable sum. We
fate of the latter before them, it is doubtful whether anyone sibly to preach to the poor benighted heathen in the sur- would like you to send this to the "Banca Generale," adsuggesting a day of public prayer for Grant would not be rounding districts, but really to hav one constant picnic, for dressed to Mr. Maineri, as we hav directed, for we wish the
camp-life in the winter in India is nothing else, his consider. monument to Bruno to be finished by the 17th of February of
promptly suppressed by a rising vote of the populace.
ate employers giv him, in addition to his salary, one shiiling next year, and to do this the necessary work should be begun
.
IN Puck of April 22d there is an admirable cartoon ill ustrat- per mile as traveling allowance, besides finding for him all without delay.
We hope to hear soon from you in reply (address, Via della
ing the designs of the Catholics. The picture is supplemented the carriage he may require for his camp equipages. This is a
Lupa, No. 8, Rome).
by these words:
We hav already surmounted many difficulties, and with
station with about, at most, a population of twenty Europeans,
"The attempt to pass the so-called 'Freedom of Worship' and J:tas a grand edifice in the shape of a church. This, by constancy and patience we hope to succeed. It is for you, it
bill is clearly one of the crimes committed in the name of
is for all advocates of Freethought, to help us. With many
Liberty. It is an attempt likely to fail of its own weakness. some oversight, has never been consecrated, and I hav heard thanks for all you hav already done for us, accept our assurThe fact that Americans love freedom does not imply that they it said, and that with every assurance of the truth of the state- ances of esteem and regard.
will accept every sham that tries to masquerade in the guise of ment, that were it not for this church being, as it is, unconseDa. MA-RCELLO CA.MPOD~Nico,
freedom. Demagogs hav a great power in every republic; the crated, the Wesleyan Methodist would not be allowed to
Student of Philosophy,
wisest of peoples may be hoodwinked and led astray; but there preach therein, as at present he does every Sunday. Bigotry
for the Central Committee.
G. A.~IC!, Secretary,
are a few things which this American people, after more than
Student-at-law.
a century of education in independence, can see clearly for could not go very much farther. Collections are taken up
,\UTHORiliA'l'IOS.
every
Sunday
evening,
but
I
will
leavfl
you
to
make
a
tolerthemselvs. As Americans, we hav nothing to do with the con.
The
Central
Committee
of thtl University of Rom",
test between the Roman church on the one hand and Protest. ably correct guess of how they are disposed of when I tell
it.:n, Judaism, and Freethought on the other. So far as the you that the services in the evening are held at four in the for the purpose of erecting thtl monument to Giort1itizen is concerned, it is simply a question of a combat in afternoon, because the church cannot afford lights to hold dano Bruno in the Piazza Oatnpo de Fwri, hav apwhich the best man ought to win. If all the world decides to
pointed and authorized 'l'. B. Wakeman, residing iu
he of Roman Catholic faith, well and good. No government them later. It is needless to tell you that this hour, in our
New
York (No. 93 Nassau street), to receivt~ contriIndian
climate,
is
almost
without
exception
the
most
unh •e the right-the moral right-to throw a single obstacle in
t11e way of nny man who, following the dictates of his con- pleasant of all the twenty-four. The Wesleyan to whom I butions ior the said monument to Giordano Bruno,
sewu"e, chooses to accept that or any other religion. But if refer was originally a cowboy, in Texas, and then was called ~nd to remit them in the mode and manner he may
ttl~ c •nverted or perverted citizen, having become a Roman to the ministry. He has made a good investment, thougll the deem best
I Official )
I 1.ttlwlic, tries to force others to become Roman Catholics, or
two former, as being more usefnl, were the wore n•speetttble
Do~.ted at Rome the 2d of April, 1885.
Seal.
fiLLtlnl p ts to turn the temporal power of the state over to the
G. A;~ncr, Secretary.
By order of tl\e
How11n Catholic church -then it is time for the state to assert callings of the three." Does Dr. Buckley know t!lis wan?
ittrnnlhority. And the American knows that much, in .spite of
Directive Council.
the demttgogs. Unfortunately, there is no denying it: the
Lectures and Meetings.
V. Rrso.
Roman Catholic-at least, the Roman Catholic of the old
'l'HE fifteenth annu~l convention of the American Labor
S·1hool-has an unholy desire to combine the spiritual power Reform League meet8 in Labor Lyceum Rooms, 2fl5 Bowery,
Mr. Reynolds's 'rent Fund.
ot. his chmch and the temporal power of his state. This was
5145.30
·well enough in Italy in the Middle Ages; but it will not do in New York, Bnn·i••Y and Monday, May lOth and 11th-three Previously acknowledged,
1.50
American republic of the nineteenth century. This has been sessions each tiny. R. W. Hume, J. K. Ingalls, Wm. Rowe, R W. Barcrott,
1 40
said over and over again. The truth is well worn, but it can Dr. C. S. Weeks, S. Mira Hall, Lewis MRsquerier, E. H. F. C. Steingraver,
1.00
Henry Berger,
never be worn so thin as to be anything but a truth. It sounds Heywood, and othel' speakers are expected.
nnachronistic to talk, here in 1885, of the Roman church atTotal,
$149.20
W. F. JAMIESON is now resting at his home in Lake City,
tempting to meddle with the government of the United Btates;
but it is Him ply a plain, clear. every·d!iy fact that the Roman Minn., for a couple of weeks, having turned over his Republic
C. B. Heynolds will lecture at Philadelphia, May 3d, in
church holds tools enough left over from the medieval period to his son, who will conduct it hereafter as a county news~ Memorial Hall, Ninth street and Girard avenne. Subject in
to make just such an attempt, and that they are making it in
the '.l!'reedom of Worship' bill. This is only a local skirmish; paper, in Delavan, Minn. Mr. Jamieson will accept calls to the afternoon (2:30), "Salvation;" in the evening (7:30), "Why
but Washington is the objectiv point of the strategists of Ro. lecture all summer at grovo meetings, and for courses of lect- I Left the Pulpit." The public are cordially invited, and the
· manism."
· ures address him at Lake City, Minn.
seats are free.
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PARAWAN, March 18, 1885.
MB. EDITOR: Various motivs prompt this letter, the chief of
which is the wish to forward the interests of truth, the second,
to get you to do me a favor.
It is never too late to vindicate a truth or correct an error.
As THE TRUTH 'BEEKER is the grandest representativ of truth
we hav it will be as ready to correct an error as to expose a
pious fraud. At least, I take this for granted. In your issue
of December 8, 1883, you copy an article on Mormon polygamy from the Sunday Mercury. You say that Mormon
women are buried with a black cloth over their face, and this
it not true. By copying the article you become accessory to
propagating a Christian lie.
This error may hav been corrected for all I know, as I do
not take THE TRUTH SEEKER, and just chanced to meet with
this old copy yesterday, and as a lover of truth, I hasten to
kindly correct such an utter falsehood.
A Christian preacher came to Utah a few years ago, stayed
two weeks, so I am told, and returning East, told this among
other falsehoods, about the Mormons. Mormonism is bad
enough and nasty enough without lying about it. True, the
Mormons practice polygamy, but the Bible teaches it. It is
ill-becoming the Christian fanatics East to worship the vulgar
old book, and demand Congress to pass laws to imprison a
man for practicing its nasty teachings. Cleveland kissed his
mother's old Bible, aud with the next breath declared its
teachings must be repressed. Consistency would hav made
him say the old Bible must be repressed.
Mormon women are not compelled to go into polygamy, but
most of them do so for the same reason nuns immure themselves in a convent-for glory hereafter. The Catholic convent system-established that priests may gratify their lustis an evil ten thousand times worse than polygamy. Polygamy is a wart on the nose of the Goddess of Liberty, but the
nunneries are a deep-seated cancer on her fair breast.
I kniYW if a woman does not like to liv in polygamy she can
leave it. Can the poor nun leave the convent? The women
of Utah hav the franchise of the ballot. That is a right they
are denied in New York. But it is for the love of Jesus and
to, as they think, please that old bachelor God, that the
women of this territory defy the law, and liv in a hell on earth
for the sake of glory hereafter. All the women look upon it
as a great trial, and none like it, but the amorous old elders
knock them over the head with, "The greater the cross the
greater the crown," and whip them into the traces with, " I
will hav a tried people," and, "This is the Lord's Wlly of trying
you women;" and the foolish fair ones don't know any better
than to submit for Christ's sake.
What I tell you is truth, without lies or prejudice. Though
I was born and raised in the Mormon church I wear the
Truth Seeker badge for a scarf-pin, and am the only man in
this whole Southern country, that I know of, that has one at
all. I would take THE TRUTH SEEKER, but I am traveling all
the time. I wish it well, and may it long continue its good
H. H. ELDRIDGE.
work.

TRUTH SEEXER over eleven years, and do not wish to be with·
out it.
Wishing you prosperity and happiness, and a rapid progress
of Liberalism I subscribe myself,
Yours fraternally,
WM.. A." THOMPSON.
---ORANGE, CAL., March 1, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The TRUTH SEEKER ANNU,U. is all that is
claimed for it, and its new feature that of introducing portraits, adds much to its value. Through the pen thousands
of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator hav become acquainted with the character and individuality of prominent Liberals in all parts of the country, but their facial features, in many cases, are not familiar to the eye, for person or
picture hav never been seen. I think all are more or less apt
to create pictures in the imagination of persons whose writings hav made a lasting impression, and these imaginary pict·
ures, like ideas formed of an unseen city or country, are not
always correct, if ever; but they exist until the real supplants
the imaginary.
In your choice collection I see the> portraits of quite a num·
ber I hav had the pleasure of seeing and hearing on the rostruro, and if those I havn't seen are as accurately represented
there is little room for criticism. Well may 'the Freethinkers
of this co'untry feel proud of their leaders, for a nobler band
of humanity's friends were never grouped tvgether by portraits. What radical thought, what sound logic, clear reason,
and common sense hav gone forth to the world from the
brains of these individuals represented by the artist- in the
ANNuAL! How many hav been led up out·of the depths of
ignorance, fear, and superstition by their untiring efforts, and
what an impetus Freethought has gained in this country from
their continued perseverance ! All hail, bold men and brave
women! This world is better than you found it, and you hav
not lived in vain, as future generations will testify, though
condemned and opposed by the intolerant and bigoted of
this.
The :reading contents of the ANNUAL is excellent, and to
George Macdonald must be given credit for one of the ablest
and most finished contributions contained therein. Should
young men with his ability continue to rise from the Freethought ranks we need not fear for the advance guard as the
old and tried pass from the scene of action. Messrs. Seaver
and Wright apparently retain their pristine vigor, and what
they say is earnest and sensible, as usual. Each and every
article is interesting, and no better investment for a like sum
can be made than the purchase of a TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
C. SEVERANCJ;.

against him as Mr. Stevens has. I admire him in a great
many things, and not in other respects. Mr. Simpson did not
go to different societies and get members by paying twenty.
five cents.
I was not in favor of holding the "board of directors"
meeting. I scarcely understood what they were getting at,
till they were passing "resolutions," one after another; that
had been all arranged beforeh.'1nd. Mr. Furey is :f:l.rst vice}'lresident, and was not notified of the meeting. I ask Mr.
William Johnson to face me !lnd say he did not hav an iron
poker in his hand. He held it raised over Mr. Simpson's head
not three feet from my own.
Mr. Stevens well understands how the press misrepresents
everything said by a Radical, and yet he resorts to the trick of
sending a newspaper clipping to prove my sentiments. Why
does he not tell what he has heard me say, or someone else
who knows me?
There are but very few old members now. The audience,
when i looked in one evening, was an entirely new one. They
may laugh, but they well know that debatE)s drag now since
the old, well-known members left, and that what I say is true.
Mr. Hinkley did not say what he is accused of; and Mr. Simpon is recognized by abler men than Stevens as a very 'intelli.
gent, well-informed speaker. My tears are dried, for I am
done weeping over the degeneracy of the Chicago League.
LIZZIE M. SwANK.

MAN's NATURAL RIGHTS ARE THE GUARANTEE OF HIS SOCIAL HAPI'I·
NESS.
CAM?TON, March 3, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Man's natural rights ai-e founded on his natural
wants. All hav an equal ri~ht to life, liberty, knowledge,
happiness; happiness rests on knowledge, knowledge on liberty, liberty on life; life contemplates, liberty investigates,
knowledge decides that man is nativ to earth, air, and water;
and in this he claims no more than the humblest shrub. He
constructs a garment to protect himself from cold, a shed to
shield from storms; he plants, cultivates, and grows a hill of
corn; he contemplates these and concludes that he is sole
owner of his own productions; he sees no natural relation between them and any other being; here he rests in happiness.
Man is also a social being; has a nativ right to associate with
his kmd, for the happiness of all; society has a right to formulate laws for the good of all; but looking back over society
as it is, how inharmonious has it become! Selfishness and
greed hav ruled the world; natural rights are violated, until
earth is a pandemonium. The few hav absorbed the wealth,
and the many are disinherited.
Man evidently began association in the childhood of the
race; his experience and knowledge were limited, but his
THE CHICAGO GHOST.
CHICAGO, April 20, 1885.
imagination seems to hav been prolific; he imagined all pheMn. EDITOR: Unfortunately I did not see THE TRUTH SEEiiER nomena ruled by unseen personalities. That is the linge1ing
of March 28th until to-day; I ought to hav seen it before, or discord in the world to-day. The race is advancing toward
not at all. I do not know what can be said to people who re- manhood, and has learned by experience that nature is the
sort to deliberate .falsehood to exonerate themselvs, since only apparent ruler. Our social savants hav taught from
readers hav no means of knowing who speaks the truth, but " way back "that nature and social man stand at crosss-words,
at least I shall protest, in duty to myself and twelve other parleying for compromise; they teach man must surrender
good members, and many other people who believe in free some of his natural rights for the public good, without which
speech and the truth. I shall count the "misstatements" and we can hav no society. I totally repudiate this idea, and brand
deny them, then I hav done with the Liberal League of Chi- it as a libel on nature, a slander against humanity; and chalST. JoHNs, ILL., March 22, 1885.
cago forever; they may hav it all their own sweet way here- lenge scientists to produce one necessary social law that conM:R. EDITOR: It is a pity that so many professing to be Lib- after.
flicts with nativ rights. Nature will never surrender; she
erals are possessed of a spirit of ostracism on account of difTo use plain and exact English, there are, in the "official " never is in con:f:l.ict with herself; and what are we but a part
ference of opinion. It does seem to me that all those who letter, just twenty· two lies, and in Mr. Stevens's letter, five. I of nature? She will conquer all errors with men for her solhav arrived at the status of Liberalism ought to know that we will not take space to refer to each one, but will notice the diers. We know that if we obey nature' she doubly rewards
can not alf\agree in every particular, from the fact that we can most glarin g.
us, we obtain harmony with her and with ourselvs; but violanot hav the same surroundings and evidences; but alas! it is
The debates were not constantly on dynamite, the papers tions of her laws produce discord; discord produces disease,
hard to be emancipated from our early prejudices, which hav did not so report, tlae League was not called "Dynamite Hall." and misery, and death. Man's province, like the humblest
been instilled by superstitious training. When I was a mem- It is an uncalled-for insult to say " dynamiters monopolized plant, is to seek the harmony of his environment; his highest
ber of the church, there was nothing troubled my mind more the hall, night after night, without contributing so much as a happiness to attain it; this is nature's law for all that livs;
than to see turmoil and strife among the Christians. Since I nickel." No lecture, whether theological or otherwise, had she spreads for our admiring gaze one vast system of harmohav emerged from the slavery of Christianity to the higher called out a collection of more than five dollars for a long nious differentiation, and bids us imitate in our new structure
plane of Liberalism I hoped to be identified among a class time, and the subject cut no figure in the amount raised. The of government for our social life. Let us take nature as arwho would not lower the:inselvs to such inhumane practice, debates were never "disgraceful;" the nearest they came to it chitect and guide; let us build our government, from foundabut I am somewhat disappointed. I hope in time they will was when that paragon of learning, Mr. Vickers, in a lecture, tion to dome, of nativ timber, and embellish it with nature's
learn better. Mind you, I like discussion that is proper; but called members of the audience "monkeys" and "jackasses," harmonious differentiations of order and beauty, and we shall
we should never condescend to giv way to our passions so as and said all''t>pirituRiists were either "knaves or fools." Nat- hav a home of this world which is fitting for its growing life.
to let anger control us in such a manner as not to discuss urally this was resented.
"And then we'll raise on Liberty's broad base
questions of importance with our fellow-men and women of
This is the first time I hav learned with certainty there was
A structure of wise government; and show
all shades of belief with kind words. Oh, no, Brother Mate- a meeting Thursday evening. They hav hardly had the auIn our new world a glorious spectacle
Of social order. Freemen, equals all,
.
rialist and Spiritualist, if you will consult our best interest dacity to own before that there was a meet-ing, for it was a
By reason swayed, self-governed, self-improved;
you wilt plainly discover that we cannot well afford to be en- secret one, only those being invited who were known to favor
And
the
electric
chain
of
public
good
gaged in this childish business. We hav thrown off the fetich- their side. At that meeting, I presume, the whole scheme
TwiMd round the private happiness of each."
ism of Christianity, and let us now be men and women was planned.
J. s. THOJIISON.
who hav a work more noble to perform than wrangling over
A real majority of bonafide members did want Spies to lect--the subJect whether death ends all, as T. Winter and Elmina ure, and there were many more than ten to hear him lecture.
WANSHIP, UTAH, Feb. 10 1885.
think, or that spirits communicate and testify that there is a There was nothing underhanded in securing him, or in having
MR. EDITOR: The shape of things in Utah to-day makes
future. It is all very nice to exchange thoughts on these sub- the hall opened, as it had always been open on every Sunday polygamy an interesting question. A son of the late Brigham
jects, but what I contend for is for us to tolerate the op-inions evening for three years, and there had been no majority or (Alfales) and a son of a leading bishop, Rawlings, and quite a
of those who differ with us. Abuse is not calculated to con- rightful authority from any quarter to close it.
number of other leading young men, hav organized under the
vince anyone of error. Worst of all the pitiful, weak brothers
The charges against Mr. Stevens were signed by twelve name of Democratic Club, to Gppose the Mormon leaders, by
among us are those who get mad at the editor of THE TRUTH members in good standing. It is a gratuitous insult, as well as lecturing the people to renounce polygamy and such strict
SEEKER for giving space to those who wish to ventilate their falsehood, to say that half were not in good standing, as they obedience to the p1·iesthood. The government officials seem
peculiar views on Spiritualism, or Materialism, or Temper- were all old members who had stood by the League from its determined to prosecute polygamists. "Pr()phet Taylor,"
ance, or Communism, as the case may be. One grand trait commencement, and tided it over its neediest time with their several of the "twelve apostles," our women, children, and all
of the editor, among many others, is to giv everyone a fair hard-earned money. Nothing could be more like black in- Mormons, when under oath to prosecute .polygamy, will lie
hearing. If this is not Liberalism, I know not its meaning; gratitude than to say" several of the ten had no right to vote, outrageously, or "don't know." So we cannot successfully
and for this kind principle some write, "Stop my paper !" as they had not paid their dues in two years." Not one of prosecute them, but hav got several hundred indicted for un•
What a pity ! If I had not found out there was no use in the twelve but had more than quadrupled their "dues" during lawful cohabita.tion. So gre&t numbers of our leading men
prayer, and ceased the practice, I would pray for those weak their membership with their contributions. The books were hav run t-he country, or are hid so the officers cannot find
Liberals. But they need something besides prayer; that will "crooked," or fixed to suit the crowd, because they took new them (our bishop here among them). You'd think the people
never save them. Nothing short of evolution will reach their members on that Thursday evening, and at other times during would see that there was no deity protecting them when their
case. But even the evil-if it is ove-is seeming to terminate the week, and I don't know that they even paid twenty-five leaders had to hide liko felons; but, no, it makes them all the
in good results. Just see what Brother Kel11o did-sent four cents. They refused to accept fifteen members whom they more zealo~s, and it is said that hundreds are entering polygsubscribers for one who said, " Stop my paper !" I will vent- knew would vote with us, and who had joined at the usual amous relations just to show their zeal, and hav to sneak to
ure one assertion-! think our friend Kelso has a large and invitation ~ive!il out every Sunday evening and in the usual their wives' rooms after dark. It is my conviction that the
useful soul while he is alive and among us. Whether he is manner. Either Mr. Freeman is avery incompetent secretary, majority of the people here are really in earnest, and think
able to retain it after death, deponent saith not.
or dues were deliberately scratched, for credit was not found the absurd things they claim are true. But the leaders, who
Inclosed you will find $3.60, for which apply $3 to subscrip- on the books where the money was known and proved to hav are. well educated men, must know they are humbugs and
tion, 25 cents for the ANNlfAL, 25 cents for "Bible Morals," been paid.
frauds, and, as they hav immense wealth, they rely upon
and 10 cents for "False Claims." I hav been taking THE
I hav never spoken bitterly of Ingersoll, or half as much , some political intrigue to help them out. The leader can
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handle this entire community as easily as I can turn my hand
over. They will implicitly obey any command he givs, either
to fight, run, lie, steal, or vote any ticket he givs them, and
swear they did so of their own choice. They are the best
organized people on earth. Nearly, or quite, all hold some
office, which, attended to well, leads to promotion, and one
village matched against another to see who can learn the most
history of Prophet Joseph, and other absurd church creeds,
some history and Bible interwoven so as to season it, and for
one to dispute it they think you are bereft of sense. They
are taught to believe that all but Mormons sustain prostitution, hence the superiority of polygamy, and the rough men
and lewd women that follow our mining camps are positiv
proof, so a girl would rather be a fifth or tenth wife of a "virtuous" man than-as they call non-Mormons-a gentile.
WM. REl:NOLDB.
ITHACA, MrcH., April 17, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav been thinking of writing to THE TRUTH
SEEKER for some time, but hav been waiting to get ·aoine
money to renew my subscription, and try to get some new
subscribe:cs. I hav succeeded in getting two new subscribers
·and one renewal. I think I shall be able to send you two or
three more subscribers before long. 1 hav read the article in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 28th, from B. A. Peet, on
finance, on the streets of Ithaca, which was indorsed by many,
and several promised to subscribe for the paper as soon as
they could get the money. Many of these people had never
heard of THE TRUTH SEEKER before. ·Mr. Peet is a fine business man, a great thinker, and true reformer. We hav good
material here for a Liberal League if we could hav Messrs.
Watts, Putnam, or Reynolds to come and wake them up and
organize. We need some good speaker from abroad to awaken
the latent energies of the Liberally inclined. Then, I think,
we hav home talent sufficient to keep up a good organization.
Well, I would like to tell my experience in protract~d.meet
ings this winter. Rev. John D. Potter, of Boston, Mass., was
sent for by the clergy of this place to help convert the
heathen. I went to hear him. He preached in the Opera
Hall, as the churches were not large ElJlOugh to accommodate
the great crowd that came to hear the great revivalist. He
made a great spread; he had all the children seated right in
front of the rostrum, the Sunday-school teachers next. Then
he told wonderful stories about Jesus and the devil, and all
about heaven and hell, and just what kind of people would
inhabit each place. He made some awful faces when he pictured out the torments of hell, but he would -suddenly brighten
up and he would try to show how beautiful the saints would
look in heaven when they saw their wicked neighbors writhing in hell. He said all Sabbath-breakers would go to hell;
he said he knew this was so, for the Bible declared it. He
said the Bible was the infallible word of an infallible Goa, and
God would do all he had promised to do. After meeting was
out, while the ·hall was nearly full, I had a talk with him. He
overheard one of the ministers asking me questions and heard
my answers, so he thought he would try his hand in. He
asked me if I ever made a profession of religion. I told
him I had, and had been a Methodist a good many years. He
til en asked me if I now believed the Bible to be God's word,
and took it for my moral guide. I told him I did not. He
then said I never knew God. I then asked him if he knew
God. He said he did. I asked him how he looked, and
asked him to show him to me, so I would know him. He then
said he would giv me $100 if I would go before a college of
ministers and prove I ever had any religion. ·I told him I
would giv him $100 if he would prove that Sunday or the
first day of the week was the Sabbath that God sanctified and
blessed, and I would giv him $100 if he would prove the
Bible was the infallible word of God.
He said I had better go out into the streets and let a mule
talk to me. I told him I did not like to blackguard a minister, but if that was his best argument, I would pay him in his
own coin; I told him I did not hav to go into the streets to
get a mule to talk to me, a3 I had found a mule in the hall.
I told him I would adroit I could find out as much about God
from a mule as I could from him. At this one of the sisters
screeched out, "Let us pray for that man." I told them, "All
right; let the ministers come down off the rostrum and form
a prayer-circle, and I will remain in the midst and pay respectful attention to your prayers, and await the result; that if the
Bible was what Mr. Potter claimed for it, and God·would do
what he had promised in Matt. xviii, 19, they coulq convert
me in five minutes;" but they refused to pray and requested
me to vacate the hall. There were four ministers present, but
they hadn't faith enough to try the experiment. I told them
I would vacate when the rest did. Brother Potter came to me
and said he was going to pray for me to become a Christian,
and he wanted me to pray for him to become an Infidel. I
told him I had some hopes of a priest when he called on Infidels to pray for him. I told him when he wanted to convert
an unbeliever, or an Infidel, not to try to do it by blackguardism. There is much more I would like to write, but I am
making this letter too long already. One thing I must say.
I love THE TRUTH SEEKER for its Liberal spirit. I fully indorse Brot}ler George Lynn's letter in ·'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER of
April 4th. I shall never stop my paper because its colum.ns
are open to Christians, Materialists, and Spiritualists alike.
When I get so far gone that I am not willing to grant to others
the same rights and privileges that I ask for myself, I will join
Brother Potter's church and become an intolerant. Thanking
you for sending my paper so long after my subscription had
expired, I remain,
Yours for universal mental liberty,
Isuc GA.llRION.
MARIPOSA., CAL., March 3, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $7.25, $3 to renew my
subscription for one year, 1886, the balance for books, as elsewhere directed.
I want to say to you I am well pleased with the action of
the last Liberal Congress in every way. The Nine Demands
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of Liberalism are enough for Liberalism to be cumbered with . great Mormon mogul, is hiding and skulking in various places
at one time, and the change of name is, I think, a good thing now to evade the law, and other Mormon lights are lighting
for the cause, and then the officers rank as high as any like out by the underground route, as Uncle Sam's deputy marnumber of men in this country in everything that makes men shals are making times somewhat lively for the old deb<iuchhonored by all good people. Our cause will surely prosper ing, lecherous, and adulterous brutes, and I hope the offi·~ers
under the leadership of such men, and the glorious old TRUTH of this mighty nation will shortly wipe the nasty, treasonSEEKER to back them. It seems to me the Liberals of this able concern out .of existence, for this beastly animal outfit is
country should form an independent political party before the a sore curse to this delightful territory, and a standing re-.
next presidential election, and show our strength. I would proach to the nation, for there is not a polygamous cus; in
like to liv to see this country governed strictly by the old Jef- the whole territory but what is a traitor to the government,
fersonian principle once more.
and their everyday acts show it. But, then, you see, th~ inS. L. HoGAN.
fernal old Jew book sanctions all this beastly rascality and
Yours for the cause,.
murder as well. Well, Mr. Editor, my neighbor came to me
the other day and asked me to write a few lines to you to see
PROHilliTION RUN MA.D.
.
if you could in a:rn.y way use your influence with Col R. G.
LEAVENWORTH, KA.N., March 1; 1885.
MR. EDITOR AND TRUTH SEEKERs: I wish to intrude upon Ingersoll, and see if he would u~e his influence with the heafla
your valuable space once more to tell you and the TRUTH of the nation to wipe out this abominable practice of polyg~my
SEEKER family the good (or maybe bad) news. The Prohibi- in this territory. And if you or Colonel Ingersoll should wish
tionists hav succeeded in passing a new temperance bill to hav that pretended revelation on polygamy, we can procare
through both houses of our legislature, and with the aid of it and send it to you.
I will say there will be thousands of women here that will
another they are about to pass will probably be able to enforce
the Prohibitory law in Kansas. Then, according to their rejoice and be thankful for Mr. Cleveland and his cabin ;t t,
promis, we will get rid of all the evil that has been annoying giv orders to wipe out this beastly animal concern, for m.wy
our good people so long - as a majority of our voters poor women are bo.und in fetters that are far worse than iron.
were sober saints before the law w.as enacted, and, of course, In fact, they are fast bound in mental slavery, and many hav
all the women ·besides. Now that they hav removed all temp- been put in the grave with a broken heart. And I hope Mr.
tation to commit crimes from the rest, it is not reasonable to Blackburn will write again in THE TRUTH SEEKER, also J\h.
suppose they will soon be able to banish all vice and crime by Andrew Cahoos, as he has been in this territory many ye d's,
law, and legislate us all right into heaven in spite of old Split- and, of course, he knows a thing or two of the horrid past
WM. WILLL\.Mf;,
foot. Then the song,
"There's a land that is fairer than this,
PoTTSVILLE, PA.., March 8, 1885
And by faith we can see it afar "
MR.
EDITOR:
Will
you
please
send to my address the Trttrm
will be sung and played out, for we will hav it right here.
This will certainly be glorious news to Sister Lou Leath Sny- SEEll:ER ANNUAL, advertised in your paper. I havinclosecl :h,
der, of Mt. Summit, Ind., to whom I wish to say a few words reqnired amount.
I hav received four numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and a u
in reply to hers in THE TRUTH SEEEER of February 28th. But
first let me say once for all that I am not in sympathy with too well pleased to wish to drop it when my three months sh .• ll
the rum traffic or saloon, at least, not as they are conducted, expire.
I see there hav been Liberal lectures delivered in Alto on t,
and would be heartily glad to know that every saloon had
closed up (both front and back doors), and the bartenders Frackville, and in other sections about here. Can we not h., v
gone to some better business. I am not' a "poor, miserable, a few in Pottsville as well? There are not many Liberals re
drunken sot," nor do I find Anti-Prohibitionists drunknrds as siding here, but we might add to the number if something of
a rule, while, as a rule, men that sign the temperance pledge that kind were started. We hav the usual amount of intelli.
are (or claim to be) reformed drunkards. The idea that all gence here that is found in all towns where religion and supe•who are opposed to the Prohibitory law are also opposed to stition predominate. Please giv the matter a thought and
Yours,
Mns. M. S. CLOWEs.
temperance, and are in favor of the saloon and drunkards, iB oblige
absurd and untrue. I, as much as anybody, wish to get rid of
the rum traffic. What I am opposed to is the way they (the
Prohibitionists) are working at it, as they hav so far only made
it worse. The more they stir the hateful thing the worse it
will stink. Their remedy is impracticable, and will never succeed while man's nature is what it is at present. Lovers of
liberty will not be coerced. It is not always the best way to
cure a sore thumb to cut it off, as it would only make a bad
matter worse. I believe our temperance law to be int!lmperate
in the extreme.
Mrs. Snyder says, "He [I] seems to ignore the fact that intoxicants contain within themselvs the very cause of intemperance." No, not t)le fact, but the assertion, I do. Intoxicants
are not the cause of intemperance, but the means by which it
is indulged. The real cause lies far back of drink. The desire for liquor erected the distillery, and will always continue
to do so-if not legally, then illegally. "He who opposes
Prohibition is apt to show by his conduct that his appPtite is
stronger than his principle." Wrong again; it is they that hav
little moral principle or will·power, that want law and depend
on it to keep them right, that so often go wrong in spite of law
and fall a "victim to the snares set at every corner by the
rumseller," and, as I hav said before, the more we try to prop
such men up by law, the weaker they get.
"Would Mr. Hutcheson's manhood be gratified by having a
privilege spared him because he can use and not abuse it?"
Yes, ma'am; and I wish to· say for my neighbors that twothirds of them are not "drunken sots," and going "to utter
degradation." No, two-thirds, yes, nine-tenths, of them a1·e
sober men (moderate drinkers), and do not want their liberties
taken from them because the tenth one abuses his. Thanks
for the timely warning. l shall still depend on myself to keep
sober, and not on law, and thereby hope to steer clear.
The personal fling at my manhood is excused. I will say in
conclusion that I am opposed to the Prohibitory law because I
consider it an intermeddling with liberty to no effect, s~ve to
aggravate and make a bad matter worse.
The drinking too much whisky is but one phase of intemperance, and education, not law, will make men sober and
better. It is impossible to prohibit all that has evil in it, as
nothing is either all good or all evil. Money is a great temptation to do evil, but I hardly think we could do as well with011t
it. Horses, too, tempt thieves to steal them; shall we prohibit
the raising and use of them on that account? No, if we persist in prohibiting all that has evil in it, we may as well petition the Great I Am to blot this little sin-stricken earth out
of the universe-and we would be as apt to succeed.
H. H. HUTCHESON.
CENTERVILLE, UTAH, March 22, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: As others hav given their views of the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL, I m;nst say a little in its praise, as I havreceived it all right, and how you got up such a handsome
pamphlet for the small sum of twenty-five cents it puzzles me
to know, with the intelligent likenesses of so many brave men
and women that are come to the front in the Freethought
ranks, speaking their ruinds clear and free against all theological humbug. Yes, I admire the likenesses of them all, and I
defy all the holy critterR of Christendom to produce a better
lot of intelligent, good-looking people in all tteir outfit. with
Jesus Christ into the bargain.
Well, Mr. Editor, I must tell you I ~tdmire the letter in THE
'l'nUTH SEEKER of March 7th from Mr. Charles F. Blackburn,
of Salt Lake City. It has the true and proper ring with it,
and. what he has said is true and correct. Old Taylor, the

MURRAY, IDAHO, March 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $12.50, which J'OU will apply a~
directed. I will do what I can to get more subscribers for THF:
TRUTH SEEKER and to help the Campaign Fund. I think if a
good ·lecturer would come here about June or July we could
organize a Liberal club and get many more subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER. It would not cost much if they were comin,;
along the North Temple Railroad to stop at Thompson Falls
and come in the mines and deliver two or three lectures. Besides, I think that they could get more than. their expenses
from the Liberals, as there are a good many here. I would do
what I could to help them out. If any lecturer will write m'l
in-May-about the first of the month-1 will answer and see
what I can do for them.
Your friend,
A. ERVIN.
JoRDAN, MINN., March 23, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Is it not most deliciously refreshing to thii:J.k
that in this enlightened age of the world men can be found
claiming to be not only sane, but to be possessed of superior
intelligence, and yet they never seem to tire of carping and
prating about something they call "blasphemy?" Now, is it
not a self-evident fact that before there can be any blasphemy there must be something to blaspheme? And the
question naturally arises, What is that something? I maintain
that the whole fabric of the Christian religion is founded and
rests on five mere superstitions: (1) that there is a God;
(2) that there is a devil; (3) that there is a heaven; (4) that
there is a hell; and (5) that man has a soul. And I further
maintain that all the metaphysical speculations, and all the
theological creeds and dogmas, and all the fanciful theories in
regard to the creation, the fall of man, total depravity, the
atonement, immortality, and the resurrection of the body,
are all based, root and branch, on those five superstitions.
Now, without the slightest fear of successful contradiction,
I unhesitatingly assert that there is not a man in existence
who knows anything whatever in regard to any one of these
five suppositions. And I further assert that there is not
a man in existence, to-day, who can giv us a clear and intelligible explanation, or description, or even a sensible idea, of
what God is. This being the case, I demand to know how it
was ascertained that God is a trinity, or that God had a son,
or that God has said and done thus and so, or that there is any
God at all. Will some of those babbling, sanctimonious
persons be good enough to answer these very proper and
and pertinent questions?
Now it does seem to me that a little impartial investigation
and a l'ittle calm and dispassionate reflection, ought to be sufficient to convince any intelligent person of the fact that all
the theological absurdities, and all the fanciful and superstitious notions and theories in regard to gods, ghost&, devils,
saints angels, and miracles are nothing more than mere
creat~res of· the human imagination, and the inventions of a
crafty and unscrupulous priesthood for their own benefit and
advantage which enable them to liv in princely ease and
luxurJ on'the credulity and at the exp!lnse of their simpleton
dupes.
·
Now, in view of the foregoing facts, what an outrage against
common sense it is that anyone should be imprisoned and
punished on such a shallow prettmse as blasphemy! I look
npon the simple idea of blasphemy as being one of the most
detestable and outrageous absurdities of which the human
mind can conceive, and I hope that the time is not very far
distant when if a judge can be found who would condescend
to pander to the minions of superstition, tmd therE\hy ile~gra~e
the dignity of his office, by prononnoing sentence to mfllCt
ttctual punishment for a supposed insult to "'' imaginal'?
deity he will find, Othello-like, his occupation guuu. Your~,
for t;uth and THE TRUTH SEEKER,
THOMAS KNOTT.
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I wept bitterly, when she looked up, and, seeing my tears, she said, 'Don't cry, mamma, I
will be well in the morning.'
"Just as the sun was rising, flooding the
Edited by Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, F<:.ll River,
world
with light, she died, while I heard
Mass., to whom all Unnmunications for this
a peculiar ringing in my ears that sounded
COrner should be sent.
like beautiful music. She is still my little
girl, for time does not change her to me as
"Between the dark and the daylight,
it has the others that hav lived and grown up."
When the night begins to lower,
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
After kissing the golden curl, while a tear
That Is known as the Cb.lldren's Hour."
fell upon it from her cheek, she gently replaced it in the little box, and then took up
another paper, with the word "present" on the
There's Danger.
outside. When opened, it had only a few
Write It on the liquor store,
lines in verse that ran thus:
Write It on the prison door,
" 0 my Annette, my charming Annette,
Write It on the gin shop fine,
Your face is as fair, and your diction as pretty,
Write-aye, write this truthful llne:
As any fair lady that livs in the city."
"Where there's drink, there's danger."
I saw it was signed by a man's name that
Write 1t on the work-house gate,
was not grandfather's, and I asked, half inWrite 1t on the schoolboy's slate,
dignantly, "Did anyone ever love you but
Write It in the copy-book,
That the young may on 1t look;
grandpa?"
"Where there's drink there's danger."
She looked at me, while a blush suffused her
Write It on the church-yard mound,
faded cheek, as modest as ever tinged a young
Where the drink-slain dead are found ;
maiden's face, and replied: "That was given me
Write It on the gallows high,
by Colonel Walters when we were school-chilWrite It for all passers-by:
dren together; we liked each other, for he would
"Where there's drink there's danger."
always take my part if any of the boys would
Write It underneath your feet,
try to impose upon me; and, in later years, I
Up and down the busy street;
Write It for the great and small,
could hav married him, but he went West and
In the mansion, cot, and hall:
died there many years ago.''
"Where.there's drink there's danger."
"Ought you not to hav married him?" I vent· Write It on the ships which eall,
ured to ask. "I thought we ought to marry
Borne along by storm and gale,
the first one that loves us."
Write It In large letters plain,
"That is not so, child; true love is a union
O'er our land and past the main:
"Where there's drink there's danger."
of hearts and minds, at first but a beautiful
flower, that takes years to perfect."
"Wh>'lt is this, grandma?" I asked, taking up
The Lark's Midnight filelo£ly.
a piece of changeable silk.
'Twa.s not a nightingale singing
"That's a piece of my wedding-dress, and,"
Awaking me out or my sleep,
she added, with a look of honest pride, "it
Though far I had been In my dreaming
was said at the time that we were the best
The dreams no mortals may keep;
The dreams that reveal but the shadow,
looking couple ever married in Trinity church.
The night-side or noon and its ilow'rs,
Your grandfather's hair was black as a coal,
But the lark with songs or the morning
and I wore mine in ringlets, and looked almost
Came llghtlog that midnight of ours.
as young as you do now,'' but I saw a beauty
The clock wa.s scarcely done chlmlng
in her face that had been put there since by
The lone solemn bell striking one,
the loving smiles of many years. ·
When from her low nest on the prairie,
She next unrolled a piece of book-muslin,
And ere the faint dawn was begun,
Rehearsing again and repeating,
containing a lock of light brown hair, that I
Her songs en chan tlng the air;
recognized as being my aunt's, who had died
Such heart wlth rapture- o'erf!owing
when I was quite a child, and was first brpught
Might ha.sten the morning so fair.
face to face with death's dread mystery. I reWhen the gray, the pink, and the golden
membered her as a pale young woman, to
Were blent In the gates or the morn;
whom I used to carry wild flowe~s from the
And many sweet songsters were coming
woods and fields, and was repaid with her
O'er fields newly plowed ror tb.e corn,
O'er the young wheat glad In Its freshness,
sweet smile and gentle thanks as she would
And prairie land dewy and sweet,
take them in her white hand and inhale their
The lark's speckled treasures were 1:> !ding
fragrance, her life going out as fast as theirs.
In the blue !lowing grass at our feet.
After looking at these mementoes for a short
0 sweet mother-bird In your nesting!
time, speaking to herself in a low tone, she reWhat wonder your music has filled
placed them all in the drawer again, then turnEvery hour the sunlight has woven,
ing to me, she said: "You may keep the key
And the ebon or midnight has t-hrilled 1
now, and when I am gone, remember the lesI shall listen to-night for your singing
That heralds the beauty or mor:J., ·
son of Grandmother's Drawer."
In the elm-tree close to my window,
L. HuTCHINSON.
And in the long rows of the corn.
My-baby was moaning and restless,
And my heart seemed broken with pain;
And I welcomed the gush or your warble
That fell as the sun on the rain.
Sweet messenger, ever to heed thee,
Thy lesson Is better than gold;
No mother should harbor a sorrow
Whose own arms her nestlings enfold.
Clearwata, Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.

Grandmother's Drawer.
In the home of my childhood, in what was
called the "spare room," stood the high, oldfashioned bureau, or chest of drawers, which
belonged to my grandmother.
Often had I pulled with all my might at the
brass handles, trying in vain to open them,
that I might explore the secrets I believed
they contained; but they were securely locked,
and the key in the bottom of grandmother's
capacious pocket.
One day, on going into the room for something, I found grandmother sitting in a chair
by the bureau, with one of the drawers open
before her, and her lap filled with its mysterious contents.
My curiosity was only increased by the careful manner in which she was handling them,
and she gave a little start as I asked her if I
might come and see her pretty things.
"Yes, dear," she said with a sigh, "coine
and sit down on this low stool, and I will show
them to you."
Had I been seated at the feet of the genie of
Aladdin's lamp, I should not hav expected to
hav seen more wonderful revelations.
First, she took up from the bundle in her
lap a dingy-looking piece of paper, and, slowly
unfolding it, showed me a lock of hair, and
from its fineness I knew it was that of a child.
"This," said she, "is little Nettie's hair.
She was two years and·ten days old when she
died. She was next older than your mother,
and the brightest and best child I ever knew·
and when the doctor told me she could not.li~

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-ENIGMA.
In night not in day.
In train not in coach.
In pear nCJt in plum.
In month not in year.
In grand not in great.
In water not in wine.
In right not in left.
In hive not in honey.
In blue not in black.
In dirt not in dust.
My whole is a large river in Michigan.
GEO. H. HALE.
2.-AN ARMY PROBLEM.
Well, here's a sort of soft-shelled nut,
'Gainst which the rocients all may butt;
I'll keep the kernel 'till they try,
And send it to you by and by.
Twenty-five miles an army corps
Across the country stretches o'er.
The general, who bears the brunt
Of all its cares, is at the front,
Camping at night. When morning comes
They move with bugles, fifes, and drums,'
En masse, just fifteen miles away,
And camp again at close of day;
While down the line, observing all,
To where the army's foot shall fall,
The general rides in grand review;
Precisely to the moment true,
Returns in time to jCJin the head,
When they with him incline to bed.
Twenty-five miles long the corps abides;
Tell me how far the general rides.
Escanaba, Mich.
IsAac A. PooL.
3.-NUMERICAL ENIGMA.
My whole is composed of seven letters.
My 7, 2, 4 is a small animal.
My 5, 6, 3 is a fowl.
.
My 1, 6, 2 is a garden vegetable.
My whole is the name of a wild beast.
JrATIE BAKER.

My 12, 5, 13, 3 is a boy's name.
My 13, 2, 10 is a blow.
The whole is a snake very common in Kansas.
Aliceville, Kan.
SAM. B. REED.

THE RUE OF

INTELLECfUAL LIBERTY

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
From Thales to Copernicus.
APRIL 18, 1885.
3.By
FREDERICK
MAY HOLLAND, Author of
1.-Noah. 2.-Alexander Hamilton.
"'l'ho Reign of tho Stoics,"
Springfield. 4.-Davenport.
Solvers, Sam B. Reed, H. E. Juergens.
This is a book not only to be read once, but to
bo kept and roforred to, and pondm·ed over from
Correspondence.
year to year. It is a g·uide-book of Liberalism
CLEARWATER, NEB , April 12, 1885.
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the m•n
DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav wanted to thank
of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
you for the trouble you must hav had with my
story of "Aunt Patty and the Wolves," and place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
for its neat appearance in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Lecky, out it nmkes them intelligible by pointing
I now send you a little poem, which was out the white light tlmt has been cast upon the
suggested by hearing a lark singing in the lurid clouds of ig·norance, superstition, and ern·
night, which our Nebraska larks often do. I
do not remember that I ever heard them sing elty, from the little stream of Freethoug-ht that
in lllinois or Iowa in the night time. There has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
are other birds in this state that sing after com·sc down throng!! the ages which now liv
nightfall, but I don't know what species they only as om realm of 1Icmot·y and Admonition.
are.
Can you excuse my ink, which lias so nearly PRICl•J, $3.50.
Address this Ollie~.
failed along with the paper, and my only gold
pen, too, at the same time? Truly "misfortunes never come single."
If it will not sound like egotism, allow me
-INto congratulate you on the beautiful stories
and poems in the Children's Corner. Can't
we hav one soon telling about the beautiful
scenery around Fall River?
Sometime, perhaps, I shall try to tell the
children how our dog Ponto came to hav such By A. LlDAH UNDERHILL, of the Fox family.
a queer crown; but I wish you could hav the
facts, and tell it in your own charming
manner.
This book pnrports to be a truthful aecouut of
With much love and respect, I am
the phenometm occurrins at Hydesville in the
Yours truly,
M:ARY B. FINCH.
house of :Mr. Fox, and since to various members
of the Underhill family, especially tho authm·,
who bas had a good offset to "Bottom Facts,"
LwRA, 0., April 18, 1886
DEAR Miss Wrxo~: I see there is no letter being ess0ntially controversial, and will be used
in the Children's Corner this week, so I for offense and defense by oclievers in Spiritual
thought I would write one. I am a little girl manifestations. :Mrs. Underhill c:>ntends that
eleven years old-the oldest child and the the oxflibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
baby. I go to school. I learned ''Guilty her book, demonstrate beyond doubt lhe reality
or Not Guilty," and spoke it on the last day of of the survival of man's spirit; that death is but
school. I hav the "Story Hour:" I like to birth into auother stage of prog:ressecl and proread it very much. I go to Snnday-school to gressiv life; and proves \vlmt has hitherto been
learn to sing. Mr. Remsburg lectured at our but a dogma of an unproved and unprovable
place and at the Ludlow :Falls last summer. faith, the immortality of the soul.
He stayed all night with us. I did not know
mueh about the lectures, but I enjoyed going PRICE, $2.00
Address this Office.
to the grove; and mamma says she hopes Mr.
Reynolds will pitch his tent there about two
A PHOTOGRAPH
weeks next summer, and I hope he will, too;
for I know papa and mamma will go every day OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH A~D SOLID
HEAVEN.
if they like him as much as they do Mr. Remsburg.
CLARA A. BBL'IDON.
.A Picture of the world as described in Genesis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
doetrin, and the passages from profane writers
EXTRACT FROM LETTER TO MISS WIXON.
April 12, 1885.
snpporting it.
MY DEAR" Mrss Wrxo~: I am well pleased Price 25 cents.
h ddress this Office.
with "Story Hour," it is so natural and childlike in its tone and simplicity. No trail of the
A COMMON SENSE
serpent on its fair pages, or reference to a
bloody cross or .JJ.ngry deity, to fill the minds GUIDE TO. CORRECT ENGLISH;
of children with fear and dread. How much
Ili WHICH THE
better than most literature for the young !
DECLENSION OF THE NOUN
With love,
L. HuTCRINSON.

The .Missing Link

MODERN SPIRITUALISM

AliD

PETROLIA, CAL., March 29, 1885.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: My father takes THE
TR.UTH SEEKER. I read the Children's Corner,
and I think it is very nice. I will be thirteen
years old the 26th of April, and weigh ninetyeight pounds. Our school begins the 6th of
April, with Miss Nancy Stephenson for
teacher. I hav read "Apples of Gold," and I
think it is a very nice book. I hav read every
Corner in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours sincerely,
ANNA M. DuDLEY.

~'HE

CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
Are superseded by a few simple rules; and
comprising the most rational and progressiv
views of the best grammarians of the 19th
century.
By .J L. BARKER,
Author of "An Improvement on I. J. Morris's
Grammar."
40 CENTS.

Te;;t;;_;;;:;,;;ts ~t2JJ'~dt~i~
Eng-

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY

equal
In type,
__ ''Q"'"'.t..l-'"u"'"" nnd accu.
agent sent out
an order at every
two weeks. Raro
for agents to make

BETTER 'rHAN

Eternal Punishrnent.

money. Send

fit.

BY M. BABCOCK.

$1.00

for out·

TERMS VERY LIBERAL.

The Henrv Bill Pub. Co.,

Norwich, Conn.

The subjects discussed in this fmely-printed
pamphlet are, besides the title aoove given,
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
a Christian, Divinity of the Bible, Theological
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
Sometimes Differ, Infant Damnatiot1, Prayer,
The Cloak of Charity, The Clorg·y were Afraid,
No Fear of Bmng Dnmnecl, But ·what are We
to Do? Bnt Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Not Pmy for the Damned? Conclusion.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.

Address

WHY DON'T

I

TIII£ 'l'RUTH SEEK!m

~~Clinton Pl., New Yo'rk.
LEND A

HAND~

AND OTHER POEMS.

By S. E'. P.UTNAIU, Author o'! Ingersoll and Jesus, Prometheus, GoldAn' •rnrone, Walra
and WandArlngs, Problems or
the Universe, etc.
CONTENTS: Why Don't ll'e Lend a Hand ? The Golden Age, •rne Ideal and the Real, Not Dead but LivIng, Fruition, Hope, Thomas Paine, Nature's Gospel,
Address to Deity. Glv us Ltght (Holdretb. 's poem
often recited by Cllarlea Watts).
J>RTCE 10 CENTS.
Addt·ess 'l'lll> 'l'IW't'll S!lEKim OJllce.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
4.-NUMERICAL ENIGMA.
My 9, 2, 1, 4, 12, 13 is the feast of "Christ's
A HIS'l'ORICAL SKE'L'CfL
resurrection."
Price 25 ets.
My 10, 12, 8, 11, 9, 13 is found on the islands By G. F. RHINEHART.
south of India.
Address 'rHE TRUTH" SEEKER,
My 11, 12, 4 is to fondle.
33 Clinton Place,
NEW YORK.

Jo'KEE'f'HOUGU'll' .NOV~LI!O.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
$1.25.
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN·
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
·

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day."
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition.
By WINWOOD READE, author of Martyr·
dom of Man. 30 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life.

A romance of

earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
written by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.

The Darwins.

A Domestic Radical

story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

John's Way.

A pleasing domestic

Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. SLENKEB.
15 cents.
Address
TRE TRUTH BEEKER O!Dce.
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BOOKS FOR UBILflREN!
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A BOOK FOR. CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

1'W0 LlT1'LE RED MITTENS;
A. STOBY 011" THE BIGHTWA.Y ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE

BUTLER

BROWNE

For sale at this omce.

Price 10 cents.

uAPPLES OF COLD."
A storY·bookfor the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. WIXO • Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen work for young mTtsters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
author which adds very much to the value of the
volume.

Blakeman'R 200 Poetical Riddles
Price 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral<lntles and human rights from a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE 'fRU'l'R BEEKER

ALL 1n a LIFETIME.
A ROMANCE.
BY MISS SUSAN ll. WIXON.
"The great charm of this novel Is Its abRolute
fidelity to nature. Ita personages are those one meets
with In common life. and are portra,yed with a
vivid ness and perspicuity J was scarcely prepared
to expect to fln<l, In such a marked degree, even
from so glfoed a pen as that of Miss Wixon. whose
brilliant and lucid style Is familiar to mo"t read ere
In the Freethougbt ranks. . . • But what ploased
me most in thl, charming story was the unflinching
honesty with which Its author holrls up to the de·
rlslon of the worl•l the rottenness of average min·
ls~erlal chara0tur, pqrtlcularly that uf revivalist
tTpe. I hav not space here to treat, In detail, o! the
charactors of this, truly absorbing novel. Suffice It
to suy that It Is ante to predict that anyone who
reads Its flrst char>' era will be loth to lay 1L down
till the dmouemm' le reaehed. Miss Wlxou has long
,been dol•·g·a n ble work In en ucatlng our calldren
lnt<l the ranks or tr11~ Llberallsm, t)lereby robbing
the church of hundreds of tho•e who, in arter
years, might hav become Its willing dupes and servll toJis, and she certainly de,erves the generous
&ud substantia.! recognition of all ~'reethlukers.
Let everyone seud for a copy or' Allin a Lifetime.'
It will ylelil a liberal reward for the outlay. , .
" ELLIOTT PRES'XON.
Price, $1.50,
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY
A CoHccti?n of

Pa;;~>o~es

Illus tra ting the
Purify and lU01·ality of The Bible.
Price, paper, 35 cent~; flexible cloth, 50 cents.
Addrebs THE TRUTH 8EEKER.

Pure Philosophy for Physiolog sts.
Please send me 5 cents fot· Foote's lTeatth
Nonthly for :March, and read articles oH
DIANAJSl\f AND .ALPHAlSl\L
Send stamps (1 cent ones) to
ELMINA D. SLENKER,
4tl3
Sr.owville, Va.

CAPT AINS OF INDUS fRY.
OB,
1\>h:N OF BusiNEss WHo DID SoMETHING BE·
BIDES MAKING MONEY .

.A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .JAMES

PARTO~.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who have
helped the world; together with elgh t portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
PBIUE,

n.21i.

Address

-·PRICE. $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00. -
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Glintnn Place. New York.
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John Swinton's Paper,
PLAIN, PR.AOTIOAL, GENUIN, STRONG,
AND FREE.
A

WEEKLY PAPER Oll: AMERICAN IDEAS, PROGRE8S, AND RIGHTS.
21 t•ark Row, New· York.
$1

PER YER (post paid). 3 OENTS A COPY.
Specimens Free.

1-Boldly uphOlding the Rights of Man In the
American way.
2-Battl!ng against the. Accumulated wrongs of Society and Industry.
8-Strlvlng for the Organization and Interests of
Workingmen, and giving the news of the trades
and the unions.
4-Unitlng the New PolitiCal Forces; searching tor
a common platform, and giving the news or iJ
the young bodies in the fleld.
5-Warnlng the American people against the treaon
able and crushing schemes of millionaires,
·
monopolists, and plutocrats, and against the
coming billionaires whose shadow is now loomIng up.
6-Looklng toward better times or !air play and
public welfare.
7-Living views of publ!c questions and social top.
ics,

8-Literary sketches and stories. ,

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
J.>rioe, 25

cents,

I

THE

FALSE CLr\.IMS. HISTORY or
-BY-

FBEETHOUGHf,

I PAINE'S AGE OF REASONi
I

The

Great~!~~~:!~:S~ti·tlleolog-

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
BY CHARLES WATTS.
Price, Single copies, 20 cents,
Eight copies
for $1,00.
CoN•rENTs-Sec. I.: Definition of Freeth ought
and its Early Struggles for Life. Section II.:
Revised and Enlar,ed.
What it Owes to Mohammedanism. Section
THE CRISIS.
Price,.lO CTI:i. SINGLY; 75 .CTS. PER DOZ III.: Freethought Martyrs and Confessors.
By Thomas Paine.
Section IV.: Freethought in Conflict during
Speaking of this work In connection with the pro.
AS A
the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth posed Independence of America from Great Britain,
Washington
"A few more such flaming
Centuries. Section V.: Freethought Triumph arguments .wrote:
, . will not leave numbers at a loss
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT in the-Nineteenth Century.
to decide on the propriety or a separation."
I "I hav read Mr. Watts's' History of Freethought.'
Price, 3a cents.
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
It Is just.what every th!Bklng man needs, and those
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
who do :aot think need 1t to make them do eo."
writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Among the subjects considered by M r.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Remsburg are:
Pt'ice, $1 2a
1
The Church and Morality; Criminal StatisAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
" Little Lessons " for Little Folks,
tics, showing the creeds of the priRoners in
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Are now ready to mail to any :tddress,
the penitentiaries; the Church and Clvilizaat 30 cents for board cover, and
20 cents for paper. Address
tion; the Church and Science; the Church
Elmina D. Sfenker, Snowville, Virginia.
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
" 'Little Lessons ' are gt and. I hashed and
By S.A)IUEL P. PUTNAM,
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
rehashed the lesson on spiders this evening in the
Author of u Prometheus.~~ " Gottlieb,'• and 11 Ingersoll
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Sunday-school. 1 am rmming two Sunday-schools.
and Jesus ..,
These pamphlets should be circulated by
A Radical romance or pioneer life, delineating the vir· The children are slow in learning the mystery of
the thousand. Let every reader send for a tuea of n&tural humanity " opposed to the hypocrisy of a the God-head· in comprehending the Trinity; but
supernatural religion; crowdea with Incident and full of their eves brighten and· they take kindly to disdozen at least. Address
~rogl'eBBiv Ideas and the poetry of tne future.
courses on snails, toads, spiders, nnd lizards, sol
'l'HE TRlJTH SEEKER.
SS Clinton Place, NEW YORK PBJOE $1.00. . ADDRESS THIS OJ!'li'ICE think I'll keep it up."-Jkrtie SfMI4.

Its Rise, :Progress, and Triumph.

J. E. REMSBURG.
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poem on "Despair" is offset by a better one a powei- he has no ·strength to resist, aud when I the writings of the greatest of dramatists. The
on "Hope." Then we hav a tribute to" 'l'homas ·he is gone we hav only to look for a continu- I humble hope of the wrlter is that they hav
Paine;" and, seeing sermons in stones, inspira- ation of. the mulll:mery all thro)lgh his funeral been put into such a shape that they will
and burial. It wil~. no~ stop even th_ere, ~ut we take part against wrong and wage
f
tion in the groves, R.Ild good in everything, the shall hav commumcatJOns from him m the
war or
New Reading.
author givs us in noble measure his impres- Spiritual papers, even as we hav from D. ]\,{. the right." As we hav not had time to read
VOLTAIRE's RoMANCEs. Translated from the sions of" Nature's Gospel" received "in the Bennett, couched in language that would dis- the book, we hav taken the foregoing "reFrench. A new editiou with sixty-seven en- woods near Seymour." In an "Address to_the grace a schoolboy. The world owes a debt of view" from the preface ofthe work itself.
gravings. Complete in one volume. New
gi·atitude to its pioneers in reform. Joseph
'
York: Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, $2; half Deity" we find Mr. Putnam's position on the Henry has faithfully and earnestly worked for
ScmNcE
VERsus THEOLOGY. By J. J. McCabe.
calf or half morocco, $4. Sold at this office. God problem set forth in strong numbers. years and years to educate the people into a
Price 10 cents. Sold at this office.
searched
in
vain
for
sign
of
higher
realm
concerning
deaths
and
funerals.
After
having
When our old friend Eckler does anything,
Thie lecture, delivered before the. Ingersoll
he does it well. This reprint· of Voltaire's heavenly throne or king, or city not built by I hope he will be encouraged_and appreciated Seculat· Society of-Boston, is a review of many
hands, he returns to Nature and holds com- now, while he is still :with us. He is an old
Romances is as handsome a volume as ever
man now, and he has published these two es- of the absurd statements of the Christian Bible
munion with her visible forms. He says:
says through the'strictest of economies, depriv- and theology. The lecture is bright, oftencomes from the press.
ing himself of the comforts of life that he times witty, sometimes eloquent, and the
Of the stories it need only be said, they are " Before the wondrous Universe I bow;
might giv to humanity this legacy of hisorain."
Voltaire's. Old readers will be glad to get Before its awful glooms and glories vast;
pamphlet is a good one to disseminate in the
Before its regal-sweep of beauteous law;
them in their present beautiful shape; new Above, beyond, no mort_al mind can reachINGGLISH AS SHE IZ SPEI.T. Compiled by Fritz interest of Freethought.
readers hav in the book a wide and deep mine There is no more-for these are infinit."
Federheld. G. W. Carleton & Co., New
of pleasure opened to them. " They are a
OuR NATURAL RIGHTS. By Thomas Ainge
So this little book makes a valuable collection
York. Price 25 cents. Sold at this office.
timely offering to the present generation of of Freethought poems. It will do anyone
Devyr. Price 25 cents. Sold by the author
With the press copies of this book the pubat Station G, Brooklyn, N. Y.
readers, and will prove doubly refreshing after
lishers send the following notice:
good to read it.
the surfeit of modern novels. Their quaintMr. Devyr is an Irish literary gentleman
"Ever since the time of Chaucer, English
The Secular hymn "Giv us Light," at the
ness, piquancy, and simplicity are altogether
end of the book, sometimes recited by Mr spelling has been the anxiety of writers, the well known in Brooklyn. He is a reformer,
delightful. They hav, beside, great power and
butt of wits, and the care of reformm·s. The and claims that "Our Natural Rights" is the
Charles Watts at the conclusion of his lect- little
book which bears the above ludicrous
purpose, their keen satire and trenchant wit
ures, should not be overlooked. If one must title is a collection of verses, anecdotes, and first consecutiv treatis on land reform ever
cutting deep into the foibles of society and
pray, he would hardly find a more suitable extracts, illustrating the oddities of the cur- published, having been first brought out in
follies of religious rites and superstition.
rent and former styles of spelling. It con- Belfast, Ireland, forty-six years ago. His conprayer than this.
Lovers of intellectual liberty, haters of cant
tains letters from ' fourth class ' postmasters tention is that absolute ownership of land
and hypocrisy, and defenders of the weak, in- ToKOLOGY. A Book for Every Woman. By and others, in which are the wildest of guesses must ever bring "criminal luxury on the one
nocent, and oppressed, will read and reread
Alice B. Stockham, M.D. Sanitary Publish- at the customary spelling, and a list o£ spell- side, and gnawing famin on the other." l'IIr.
these romances with unaffected delight." So
ing Co., 159 LaSalle st., Chicago, Ill. 350 ings of place-names taken from letters which Devyr's arguments to show this are drawn
pp., 24 colored plates. Full morocco, $2.50; passed through the Boston post-office. The from Irish history.
says Mr. Eckler, and we agree with him.
uncertirinty as to what Ot<gh spells is the theme
cloth, $2.00
Something that Mr. Eckler is too modest to
In this pamphlet Mr. Devyr has bound his
of several poems, one by J. R Planche on
For
a
number
of
years,
thoughtful
and
scisay we must say for him. That is, to mention
the pronunciation of the name Houghton poem on the "Deserted Village," and a review
entifi~
minds
hav
seen
that
parturition
may
being especially witty, A series of extracts is of his" Odd Book of the Nineteenth Century,"
the great value to the presen_t generation of
Freethinkers of the short preface he has writ- be painless. The author of "Tokology" sets given, showing the condition of English spell- from the Irish lYm·ld. Two pictures are also
ing
at intervals of about fifty years, from
ten for the tales, and of the Notes. The print-. out to explain how this may be done. Dr. Chaucer to Samuel Johnson, with other items included, which might be called the "parting
Stockholm
is
a
woman
of
great
force
and
inteling of three a uth6nticated portraits of Voltaire
of historical interest. There are also ingen- of the ways." One is to a factory in front of
as he appeared at different ages is also a meri- ligence, of Quaker origin, a practicing physi- ious letters by ProfessGr Gregory and Presi- which a man stands holding a banner lettered
torious work. The tales gi.ven are: The White cian for many years, and believes that much, dent Barnard, presenting some spellings, "80 cents a day or fall back," with the poorBull; a Satirical Romance; Zadig, or Fate; if not all, the suffering and danger attending justifiable on the principle that if k-n-o-w house and prison close at hand. The other is
know, k-g-o-w should spell go. Those
The Sage and the Atheist; The Princess of Baby- childbirth may be prevented by scientific spells
erratic spellers, Artemus Ward, Josh Billings, a landscape dotted with houses and forty acre
knowledge.
"Tokology,.
is
very
free
from
lon; The Man of Forty Crowns; The Huron,
and Petroleum V. Nasby, are represented by farms, in_ the road leading to which is another
or; the_ Pupil of Nature; Micromegas; The technical terms so often found in many books passages dealing in a humorous way with gentleman with a banner saying, "$3 a day or
on
health,
and
the
delicate
subjects
upon
spelling and other literary matters. The col- fall back."
Study of Nature; and three shorter pieces, A
There are no poorhouses or
Conversation with a Chinese, Plato's Dream, A which Dr. Stockholm treats are handled in a umns of Puck and other comic papers hav prisons seen in this picture.
been
laid
under
contribution,
and
a
wide
variplain,
chaste,
and
original
manner,
making
it
Pleasure in Having No Pleasure, and an Adety of selections has been secured. without
venture in India. Persons skilled in reading of great value in every family. Tokology has including any of those labored and pointless FoR GROPING THRALLS, A SmELD. A Supplealso
a
special'"alue
to
every
person
in
giving
between the lines will find in these tales more
ment to "Freedom's Factor, Hail." Pubjokes which are so painfully familiar. 'l'he
lished by the United Irishman, 12 Chambers
sarcasm and ridicule of venerable absurdities the cause, prevention, and cure of constipa- book is a thoroughly amusing one, and the
street, this city.
than any other writer has ever been able to tion, dyspepsia, headache, etc., with directions reader who cannot laugh over it would need to
be tickled with a club."
A thin pamphlet of twenty-four 12mo pages,
crowd into stories several times as voluminous. for thermal and other baths at home. That
To which we m~y add that this book is a bristling with small capitals, exclamalion
It was only his ability to veil his real inten- this book was needed and is duly appr-eciated
tions and sentiments that enabled Voltaire to is proved by the urgent demand for it in the first-rate document in favor of spelling re- points, and italics, the animus of which is
form, as showing the steady growth toward developed in the following stanzas:
reach the age he did. His education among West, where the authoris well and favorably
simplicity of the English language, and the
the Jesuits was very valuable to him, ani it known. It has reached in a few months its
absurdity of still clinging to orthographic "Behold slaves thonged to rail and wheelwas the free use of their methods that saved twenty-third edition, and received from promTo steam and wire bowedTo swell their Millions, who can feel
his life. He could even hoodwink the pope inent physicians of both sexes and from think- pedantries fully as ridiculous as many long
No thought akin the crowd!(Benedict XIV.), and a writer who could placate ers and philanthropists the most flattering en- since given up.
Behold fruition checked-held down
such a church official while unrestr11inedly comiums.
By "tenures"-not by God,
IMMORTALITY INHERENT IN NATURE. By Warcombating his religion had in him elements
True Lord in Fee; but of some clown
ren Sumner Barlow, author of The Voices;
THE
RELIGION
OF
HUMANITY
BETTER
THAN
of greatness certainly unparalleled by any
Last born upon the sod
Orthodox Hash; If, Then, and When. With
ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. By Jl.i. Babcock.
other writer of that century. Voltaire was a
a steel-plate engraving of the author. Cloth, "Dread dange1·s menace Trtdh's estate!
The Truth Seeker Company: New York, 33
beveled edges, price 60 cents. Rold at this
sincere Theist, and_ claimed to be religious, but
Clinton Place. Price 10 cents.
YET GOD HATH RAISED A SHIELD
office.
through all his polemical writing there runs
FoR GROPING THRALLS-A FACTOR GREATThe subjects discussed in this finely-printed
Mr.
Barlow
is
a
pleasant
versifier,
and
all
When hunger may hav reeled
a cynicism e:x:cessivly irritating to a Christian. pamphlet are, besides the title above given,
Man's craving stomach for so long,
Catholicism was his particular foe, but it is Satan and Hades, Some Reasons why I am his poems read well. He is a Spiritualist, and,
The angry wail shall burst:
doubtful if he had in his heart any respect Not a Christian, Divinity of the Bible, Theo- we should judg~ by this book, also a Theist.
IN DYNAMITE OUR HOPE !-TI!lii SONG
whatever for any division of the religious sys- logical Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, There is a superabundance of Theistic-not to
LOUD CHORUS: CLASS BE CURSED !
tem of which Catholicism was in his time the Preachers sometimes Differ, Infant Damnation, say Christian-expressions in this work, a
"A
Thrall may wear it in his vest!
superabundance
that
palls
upon
the
Agnostic
chief sinner. His blood boiled, says Mac- Prayer, The Clo~k of Charity, The Clergy were
.As Thralls WILL sho1·1ly wea?·aulay, at the sight of cruelty and injustice, Afraid, No Fear of Being Damned, But What or Atheistic reader. The first poem, "God is
To cast athw01·t the powe1 s encr,st
o.nd in an age of religious persecution, judicial are We to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? All in All," begins,
By wron!]s 'Tntth will nc.t bear.'"Eternal
Father-Life
divine,
torture, and arbitrary imprisonment, he made Why Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
SAVE BASTARD CLI(lUES REED THE APPROACH
Thou boundless Evermore,"
OF THAT RED HOUR BI!ALL BLIGHT,
manful war, with every faculty he possessed,
Those who hav read Mr. Babcock's previous and ends,
ON TREMBLING SOIL, THEIR RASH ENCROACH !
on what he eonsidered as abuses; and on many pamphlets will want this one. It is crowded
" We feel thou art the central source
'l'HA'l' HOUR, SWEET DYNAMITE!
signal occasions placed himself gallantly be- with facts and arguments against the Christian
Of Being, Life, and Thought."
tween the powerful and the oppressed.
Another poem, "Design versus Chan::e," is
church, and should be circulated heely, for as
Bearing these things in mind-Voltaire's real a missionary document it will rank with Inger- a total misapprehension of the versus, for no TnE JuRNAL ov AMERICAN 0RTHOEPY. Fonio
Speling, Eufonic Wurds, Fitness ov Wurds.
opinions-the times in which he lived-the soll's "Orthodoxy" and Remsburg's "False opponent of the de_!!ign theory holds, admits,
A practical illustration of reformed spelling
means he was compelled to use to get before Claims."
or thinks that the universe is governed by
by
means of new typographical characters. It
the public-the constant danger to liberty and
chance any more than it is by "Jehovah's
life to which he was exposed-these Romances ESSAYS ON DEATHS AND FUNERALS. Part !I.- Fatherhood." As an argument for God and is published by C. W. Larison, Ringos, N. J.
Its motto is, "The environz ov a Pepul mold
hav a peculiar_ and powerful fascination for
After Death What? By Joseph Henry, of immortality Mr. Barlow's book is of no great
Salinas, Kan. Price 25 cents. Sold atr this value. As an assumption of these, we hav no thar Langwag.".Those interested should send
the Freethinkers of to-day, and they hav reafor a copy, as we hav not the type to illustrate
office.
son to thank Mr. Eckler for bringing them out
quarrel with it, if the fact that it is an assumpPart I. of this pamphlet has been before the tion be admitted. As poetry from his stand- this particular reform.
in such an admirable manner.
public for several months. Of Part II., just
point, it is superior to many more pretentious
C. A. Watts's Agnostic for April is at hand.
WHY DoN'T HE LEND A HAND? AND OTHER AG- out, Mrs. Slenker has written the following for works.
The contents are:·" The Confession of AgnosNOSTIC POEM~. By Samuel P. Putnam. 20 publication:
pp. Price, 10 cents. . Published and for
ticism, Faith and Manners," Herbert Spencer's
"I hav just received this carefully prepared
AND CHRISTIANITY. An Essay. Lonsale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
work from the author, Joseph Henry, of CHRIST
Philosophy, An Exposition," "The Evangel of
don:
32
Fleet
street.
Price
threepence.
Ev'lr since Mr. Putnam left the pulpit he Salina, Kan., and hav read it with great inA Christian document of 34 octavo pages. Panontism," "George Eliot's Life,"" Enigma,"
has been writing occasional poems of great terest. It certainly proves, from reason and It is not orthodox, but is as unreasonable in "The Popular Religious Faith," "Man,
common sense, that no one need fear to die
merit. They are all conspicuous for the poetic from the dread of what will come after death. many parts as though it were. There are, Whence and Whither?" "Sacred Times,"
ardor they express and full of" that high light It also givs_ strong Materialistic proof that the however, a few good paragraphs in it denying "A. D. 2500, Antipodean Agnosticism," "Agwhereby the world is saved." For the pur- soul being only the mind, and mind being the accepted theories of the atonement and nosticism Briefly Heviewed," "Agnosticism
poses of the present collection he has gathered only the effect of brain power, we shall only the resurrection, and asserting the uselessness and Education." 'l'he price of the Agncsiic iB
a dozen of these together and printed them in be ou:r·selvs so long aa we hav a ·living mind
15 cents.
and brain in our living body, and therefore of miracles.
a neat pamphlet, with the title-piece first. death is the final end of each identity. He says:
The Pn~ent Day is the name of the monthlY
'lhis is followed by the" Golden Age," which ' No dead body, whet)ler it be plant or ani- RoMER, KING OF NoRWAY, and Other Dramas.
happy time he places in the future, and limns mal, can be restored to its natural functions;
By Adair Welcker. Cloth, $1.50. Sold by journal edited by George Jacob Holyoake, and
published by the " Crown Publishing Oo.,'•
its beauties with a glowing pen. The "Ideal therefore, to think that a defunct body should
the author at Sacramento, Cal.
and the Real" next claim his attention, and he appear to us in the form of a spirit is absurd.
"These works," the author says, "are 267 Strand, W. C., London. Its object is to
. . . The communications from the spiritfinds that the ideal, made the subject of daily land are an insult to the intelligence of our placed in book form in order that the people discuss the principles and methods of move·
endeavor, may become in time the real. A age. . . . It is when people are sick, of a future age may hav the opportunity to ments. The contents of the April number
touching tribute is paid to the memory of dying, and dead that the priest and the fan- open their mouths with wonder at the utter- are, " Common Misconceptions of Luxury;'
Campbell Wilson in a poem in blank verse atic try to work their will upon them and their ances of a very ordinary dead man, and that "Patriotism by Charity," "Bye-Way Topics,"
under the title of "Not Dead but Living." grie:ving friends. See how they are trying to commentators in that day may hav a method "The Indian Candidate at Greenwich," "The
get some recognition from poor, suffering
" Fruition" is dedicated to Mrs. L. M. Nichol- Gro.nt. A man who would hav nothing to do of making a living. By a strange unanimity Canadian Secular Union," "A Secular Anni~
snn, of VinceBnes, Ind., who lived, worked, with prayers and powwows while he was of opinion," he adds, "they hav been pro- versary in Leicester," '·The Neutral ~eity,'
a~td. J.ied in the Liberal faith.
Tennyson's wen and strong now finds himself yielding to, nounced to be made of the same materi!ll as " South Pl&ce' Pulpit," " The Birthplace of

i}oolt Jtvitws.
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Burns;" and" Pretended Shaksperes." Of the
Liberal movement in this country Mr. Holyoake says he thinks "it very fortunate that the
Secular forces of America can be united under
the presidency of Colonel Ingersoll, who is as
genial as brilliant, and whose judgments are
always tolerant." The price of the Present
Day is twopence, English money.
G. W. Foote's Progress for April has articles
as follows: The Ogre, Seen Thrice, A I,ondon
Study, Christian Schools, Easy as A B C, Is
, Shelley a Great Poet, Church Property, The
Sun. Man's Manufacture of Organic Sub·
sta~ces, The Future of Marriage, and a continuation' of G. W. Foote's Prisoner for Blasphemy. P1·ogress is a straighout Freethought
magazine. Published at 28 Stonecutter street,
London.
Price about 10 cents, American
money.

Spirit Voices is a monthly magazine, $1.50
per year, published by the National "Developing Circle" at 121 West Concord street,
Boston, Mass. George A. Fuller is editor,
Mrs. G. Davenport Adams assistant editor, Dr.
James A. Bliss, business manager. Spirit
Voices holds that "enlightened mediumship is
the salvation of humanity." The magazine is
conducted with ability, printed neatly, and
will interest those anxious to become mediums,
or who can accept the statements of others in
place of personal investigation of Spiritual
phenomena.
" German Simplified," No, 6, is just out,
leading the student deeper into the mystery of
Sprachen si6 deutsch. Price 10 cents.
The Liberal Age is the name of a new paper
intended to be issued every Saturday at 315
North lOth st., Philadelphia, by Wright &
Rhodes, in the interest of Spiritualism, Science, Philosophy, Tomperance, and Health.
The prospectus sets forth that " the Liberal
Age is a first-class family newspaper, containing eight pages of interesting matter, em brae.
ing a lecture by Mr. J. Clegg Wright each
week; pungent editorials; littrary and temperance departments specially edited; original
essays upon Sphitual, philosophical, and scientific subjects; Spirit Message departD;Ient;
and contributions by talented writers." Mr.
Rhodes has heretofore been prominent in
Spiritual circles as a clairvoyant and magnetic
healer, and agent for Spiritual publications.
Mr. J: Clegg Wright is an English gentleman
who has decided to make this country his
home. The price of the paper is $1.50 per
year. New Yorkers wishing a copy can obtain
one at this office.
Mrs. Charlotte Bendall, of Billings Bridge,
Can., writes to Mrs. Slenker: "'John's Way'
is splendid. I am trying to imitate him as
nearly as I can with my children." Imitation
is said to be the sincerest praise, and Mrs.
Blenker should therefore feel proud of the
influence of her little book. Of "The Darwins" the same lady writes: "'The Darwins'
is grand. I like it very much, as it treats
upon subjects that ai·e so important to every-

one."
For the convenience of editors who hav not
time to prepare notices the North Ame1·ican Be·
view sends the following, to which we can say
Amen:

"It is a curious fact that one of the most

famo~s poems i~ our language appeared origi.

nally m a magazme that seldom touches poetry
at all, and the same periodical, after an interval of sixty-six years, now brings out another· poem very similar in theme. Bryant's
'Thanatopsis' was first printed in the North
Ame1·ican Review for September, 1817. The
May number of the Review, just out, has
a poem by Robert Buchanan on 'The New
Buddha.' 'l'he critics found fault with Mr
Bryant's poem on the ground that it was nn:
Christian;· it remains to be seen what they will
say of. M:r:. Buchanan's. The question, 'Has
Chnstl~nity. Benefited Woman?' is ably dis~ussed m thiS n_umber by Mrs. Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and Bishop J. L. Spalding. Presi·
dent ,J, L. Pickard writes on 'Why Crime is
Incre~sing,' and David Dudley Field on 'Industnal Go-operation,' while Prof. Andrew F.
West, of Princeton, contributes an article of
great cl.earness and strength on 'What is
A?ademiC Freedom?' James Payn, t}:(e· Engghsh novelist, discusses ' Success in Fiction '
':,nd T. F. T.Riselton-Dyer, 'Superstition i~
.c.nglish Life.' The new department of Comments keeps well up to the standard with
Which it started."

ORTHODOX HASH

vertisment, in another column, of THE TRUTH
SEEKER of New York city, a fearless advocate
WITH
of Freethought and the National Liberal
Leagu_e, which, a~ such, not only shows that
A
CHANGE
OF DIET.
there IS sucJ; !I' th~ng_ as ch~rch ~onopoly, but
that ~uperstitiOn, m Its varied forms, primordi. REVIf>ED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR.
ally IS the protoplasm from which was evolved'
IN NINE PARTS AND OOURSES.
the _Present unequal situation of the human
family, and that to Freethought are we in-·
1 A Word from the Cook.-2 Oholce Bite for th
debte~ for any advancement we hav made.
Hash.--3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,Read It and begin to liv."
4 The Ohopplng.Knife.-5 Hash, First
Oourae.-6 Hash, Second Oourse,7 Hash, Third Oourse,-8 <!Jhange
Among the books received by the Tennessee
o! Diet, First Oourse,-9
Ohange of Diet, SecSociologist is THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. Of
ond Oourse.
this publication Mr. Chavannes says:
WABBEN SUMNER B&RLOW,
"Like its predecessor, it is a handsome book
Author of
of about 120 pages, well filled with sound
THE VOIOES AND OTHER POEMS,
reading by the leading Liberals of our time. Price. 10 Ceuts.
The Truth Seeker
To. us the ~ost attractiv feature is the por.
traits of thuty-seven of the most prominent
CHRISTIANITY
American Freethinkers. Send for the book
and enjoy seeing the likeness of the men and A R E WARD F 0 R C R I M E.
women whose acquaintance, till now, you hav
Snbstautia~ed by the Bible.
only ,made through their writings."
BY

0. B. WfELITJf'ORJJ, M. JJ.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.
A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Engravings, Preface, and Notes.
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The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
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Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
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The World as it Goes.
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Andres Des 'fouches at Siam.
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A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dre1.m.
A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
4-n Adventure in India.

Price, 10 Cents.
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"Tb.ese books contain a wealth of knowledge for

sel!i~structlon."-ED. Albany Unio"'
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By Robert c. Adams.
Paper, 25- cents.

find this notice of THE TRUTH SEEKER:
"With the first issue of this paper went out
a proclamation that it was published in the interest of labor against monopolies botll of
church and state. And I wish to call the attention of the readers of this paper to the ad-
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--------------THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
BY" MA.IL POST•PAID.

For year& past It has neen known to the prof ea.
slon that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for imparting vital force and energy to th&
worn-out eutrert-r from disease. Many humanltaribnS In the profession, thinking more of the alleviation or sutrerlng than they did of the code ot
ethics by Which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as e. last resort and found them·
selves astonl~hed at the etrect upon their )JStients.
'£hey had been taught that medicine was an abso·
lu ta essential in all cases, and that that failing, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker has fiung aside
the tie Which bound him to his dogma tic brethren
and has resorted to other and more scientific meth·
ods of treatment. As a result many, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a system a.s barbarous as It was unscientlftc, have used their best enezgles to devise means ror the alleviation of human
sul!ering. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submitted to
Its mild but potent lnfiuence. This agent to the
Intelligent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as It Is, the very essential of all life, It was round
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vital principle. Jf we can
supply this vital force to the worn-on t body the
patient Will get well.
Ah I but how is lt to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
the problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fields of what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, when carried upon the
person, wa.s found to be a sareguard against disease,
and to this circumstance we are largely Indebted for
magnetic wearing apparel, for ltwa.s an easy trans!.
tion from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed In
garments litted to every part of the body. Since
the first Introduction of magnetic appliances as a
curative, there has been a number of these so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose sole obJect was gain. Unscientific In construction, and having little If any magnetism In
them, the! r life was of short duration; it was long
enough, however, to demonstrate that when constructed upon scientific principles there was scarcely
an alimtnt that human fiesh Is heir to that would
submit to tnelr heR.ling lnftuence.
THE EUREKA :MAGNETIO APPLIANCES are su·
perior to everyth lng of a similar cha• acter hereto.
fore otrered to the public, being the' only scientlftc.
ally ccnstructed appliance in the market; It Is now
two and a half years since they were firet ol!ered
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case of fail.
ure to receive benefit reported to us, While we are
In dally receipt of testimonials of cures from all
parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quanti flies
a.s advleed by us.
To all who may be aflllcted with any of the follow.
lng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments will cure you :-Paralysle,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion or the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia., Loss of Energy, Heart Disease,
Oonstlpatlon, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepey, St. Vitus' Dane<", and all form
of chronic Invalidism.

I choose that a story shoJJ]d be founded on
probability, and 110t always resemble a dream.
I desire to find nothinf! in 1t trivial or extrava·
gant; and I desirE: above all, that under the ap·
pearance of fable there may appear some latent
truth, obvious to the discerning eye, thotwh it A Great Med,ical Work on, Manhood
escape the observation of the vulgar.- Voltaire.
Exhausted Vltallty, Netvous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth, anrt
the untold miseries resulting from lndiB::retlon or
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With excesses.
A book for every man, young, middle67 engravings. Price, cloth. beveled
aged and old. lt contains 125 prescriptions for all
boardg, $2.00. Half calf or half
acute and chronic diseases, each one of which is In·
valuable. So round by the author, whose experimorocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
ence for 23 years Is such as probably never before
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tell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound In
beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt
33 Clinton Place, New York.
guaranteed to be a finer work In every sense-me:
chanica.!, literary, and profes~lonal-than any other
work sold In this country for $2.50, or the money
will be refunded ln every instance. Price only $LOO
by mall, post paid. Illustratlv sample 6 cents.
No. 1.-Tb"e Relation of the Sptrttual to Send
now. Gold medal awarded the author by tile
tht> l!lat.erialtlntverse; tbe Law oftloo·
National Medical Association, to· the president of
t_~«;.~·ra7f:; E1~W~~~i~~~"n~~d and Revised By Spirit which,
the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
of the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
No. 2.-0rtg:ln of J.Ue;
The Science of Life should be read by the yourg
Or, Where Man Oomes From. The Evolution or
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses; for Instruction, and by the affilcted for relief. It
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, En· will benefit all.-Lond<n Lancet.
There is no member or society to whom The
l~r.?e~'ls~nd Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
Scleuce of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, instructor, or clergyman.-.ArqoNoA.f.iii- T.,:aJ!fa:~pment or the sptrit naut.
Address the Peabody Medicallnstltute, or Dr. W.
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass,
Price, 10 cents.
who
may be consulted on all diseases requiring
No. 4.-TJJe Process or Mental &ctiou·
Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price sklll and experience. Chronic and obstinaLe dis·
eases that have baffied the skill or allLI
Lother
15 cents.
s u c·
Noi:u--:-The Origin or the Christian Reltg· physicians a specialty. Such ueatedn
cesstully, without an ln8tance ofT \t
!I;;
I
..,
How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated Ohrls· failure. Mention this paper. 1yl4
tlanlty, Confessions of Its Founders. TrallBcribed
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75
cents; Paper, 50 cents. Postage 5 cents.
Rome, Not Bethlehem, the Birthplace ot
is a regularly educatJesus.
ed and legally quau.
Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
!led physician, and
Who Wrote the New Testamentf
the most success(ul
Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
as his practice wlll
No. 6.-0bession, or Tbe O••Jgio of Evil·
pr0ve. He has ror
A Paper, Given In the Inter eat of Silirltual Scie~ce.
twenty years treated
By Pror. M. Faraday, late Electrician and Chem·
excluslvly all dlsea.ses
ist or the Royal Institution, London, Eng. 10 eta.
of the Sexual Organs,
Evidences of a Future Life:
In the cures or which
" If a Man Die, Shall he Live Agalu?" A Positive
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YES. By Oapt. H. H. Brown. Price, 10 cents.
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and IMPOTENCY
as the result or self·
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
abuse in J outh and
No. I.-Experiences of Samuel Bowles,
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sexual excesses In ma. Lung Invigorators,
Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In
turer years, causing G~>ntlemen's Body Be Its,
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a Spir·
n i g h t emisslollB b;v
ltual Standpoint. Written through themediumshlp
dreams, Joss or sexual Sciatic Appliances,
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N. Y. 25 cents.
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While these g <rments can be procured at the
above low prices no one can atrord to be Ill. Our
ladies' supporters are just what every lady in the
land needs, as It wm be found a great assistance\;
certain periods; all those garments are made: 1
measure, anC: a ftt guaranteed. To ladles who H l
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay for
Itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made fr3m actual measure, and a
perfect fit assured.
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TALK not or this or that sub)ect being too sacred
!or Investigation! Is It too much to assert that there
Is but oneob)ect beneath the skies that Is sacred, and
that Is Man? Surely there Is no government, no In·
stltutlon, no order, rite, day, place, bu\lding, creed,
or book, BQ sacred as he who was before every govern·
ment, Institution, order, rite, day, place, building,
ct·eed, and book, and by whom all these things are
to be regarded as nothing higher or better than
means to an end, and that end his own elevation
and happiness; and he Is to discard each and all of
them, when they ran to do him service or to minister to his neces3ltles.- W. L. Garrison.
WHAT a piece ot work Ia man I How noble In rea·
son! how lnfinlt In, faculty! In form and moving,
how express and admirable! In action, how like an
angel! In apprehension, how like a god I the beauty
of this world-the paragon or anlmals!-Shakspere.
Do ye not know that the saints shall judge'ftle
world? and It the world shall be judged by you, are
ye unworthy to judge the smallest matters? Know
ye not that we shall judge angels? bow much more
things that pertain to this life.-1 Corinthians vi, 2, 3.
IF a man Is very good we do not look to see him go
to a Christian church on Sunday, but he may 'take
some elck neighbor out for a ride. We cannot est!·
mate the religion of men by holding t.hem up by
their belief or their d lsbellef of the Christian dogm~s.
I prefer to hav men say or me when I am
gone, "He helped to ma]te the world a brighter and
better place for men to Jlv In," than to hav It said,
"He called the Bible the best book In the world and
believed Jesus to be divlne."-L. K. Washbum.
AND Samuel said, Hath the L<Jrd as great delight
In burnt ol!'erings and Eacrlllc~s as in obeying the
voice ot the Lord ? Behold, to obey Is bettor than
eacrlflce, a'Qd to hearken than the fat of rams.-!
Samut.l

xv, 22.

THOUGH your ancestors bav left you In a condition
above the ordinary rank, yet lt'R yourself alone that
can advance yourse!C; tor It's not either your going
upon two legs, or living in a great house, or po~ses~:.
ing many acree, that glvs you advanbtge over beasts
or over other men, but the belog either Wiser or bet·
ter. I speak not this to make you careless or your
estate; for, tbongb riches he not virtue, it's a great
instrument or it, wherein ltes a great part or the
usefulness and comfort of lito. In the right manage.
ment or this ilfs a great part of prudence; and
about money is the great mistake or men. wbllRt
they are either too covetous or too careless or it. It
you throw It away idly, you lose your great support
and best frienrt. It you hug it too closely, you lose
It and yourseli too.- Locke's Familia>· Letter.<.
IT is only by the exercise ot reason that man can
discover God. Take away that reason and he woul·1
be incapable ot understanding anything; and In
this case it would be just as consliltent to rear! even
the book called the Bible to a borsa as to a man.
How, then, is it that these people pretend to reject
reason ?-Pain,'s Age of R<ason. They who oppung
[i. e., call in question and oppose] the force and cer
tainty or reason as a chimera, mu•t argue against
reason, either with reason or without reason. In the
latter way they do nothing; and In the former, they
botray their own causq and establish that which they
labor to dethrone. To prove that there Is no such
thing as right reasrn, by any good argument, Is Indeed Impossible; because that must be to show
there is such a thing, by the manner of proving that
there Is not- Wollaston's Religi<n nf Nature.
BE:l<EVOLENT Intention and beneficial tendency
must combine to constitute the moral goodness or
an action.-Sha':Jle's Letters and Essay•. It a brother
or a slater be naked ancl destitute of daily food and
one of you say unto them, Depart in pes.ce, be ye
warmed and filled; notwltbs\anding ye giv them
not those things tl!at are needful to the body; What
doth it profit !-James il, 15, 16.
WE cannot serve God In the manner W9 serve tllose
who cannot do without such >ervice; and, therefore,
the only idea we can hav of serving God, Is that of
contributing to the happiness of the living creation
that Go1 has made. This cannot be done by retiring ourselvs'from the society of the world and spendIng a recluse life In seltlsb devolion.-Paine's Age of
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IF fish Is good for the brain ,Jonah ought to bav
developed ability.
THEBE Is nothing that so takes the starch out or a
Young man who has been wedded a bout a year as to
hav to go to a store where there Is e. girl C!Prk With
whom he used to keep company and Inquire for a
packet ot thOse large sarety pine.

THE
1

Truth See~~Der Annual

"Do they bav house•cJ~aning daya In heaven
ma ?"a llttJeSomervlllegirllnqulred tbeotherday:
"Why, certainly not, dear; what put that Into your
head ?" "Because the angela sweep, don't they 1"'
"What gave you sUch a notion as that?" "Pa diU.
He said you were a spectacle in a Mother Hubbard
that would make the angels sweep,"

~rt~thinitt~~' ~lma~t,

MBs. SLIMDIET: "You seem to know everything
about horses. Won't you explain to me how you
tell a horse's age?" Thin boarder: "Certainly; by
the teeth." "Oh, yes; I had heard or that, but 1
bad f<:>rgotten it. Oan the ages or all animals be
known In the same way ?" ·.,Yes: .I can tell a chicken's age by the tee! h." "A chicken bas no teeth."
"No,. bu:t I hav."

1885.
CE. M. 285.l

THEY were par!lng on the door-step. Her head
was resting on bls shoulder ~nd he was looking
down into her upturned eyes, etc., ad nauseam. A
bulldo~ swung slowly around the corner and bit
greM chunkq·out or his legs. Be nev9r noticed the
ravages or the animal until be was halt-way home
eo ahsorbed wM he in the crowding chaos or bl~
bllaorui dreams. This giva one a faint Idea ot how
deep-seated and abiding his passion tor the gJrl
mu,qt r>ecessarlly bav bPeo.

®yv'iffi. @fR.irty-~e\?en ~ortro.it~ of ~rominent J\merico.rz
~reeffi.inK"er~,

o.nGl. ll.umerou~ ~ffu~tro.tion~.
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BROWN (to minister): "Mr. R., Smlt.h and 1 were
talking about the P"""!blllty or cholera this sum.
mer, and I bet hlm $300 that we vouldn't bav it. Do
you think I am likely to· win tbe " - - Minister
(horrified): "My dear sir, I am shocked at thP Jdea
o! you and 1\!r. Smith making a bet. It is sinful,
and bad In every"-- Brown: "The one who wins
Is to put a stained glass memorial window in tbe
church, an'!"-- Mlnls!Pr: "You bet that. lbe
.cholera won't come?'" Brown: 11 Yes, sir.'' MJnt8 •
ter: "Well, I think you will win, Brother Brown."
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A YEAR or two ago a certain neighborhood in Da.
kota.I!Ot crazy over futures In wheat, and even the
clergyman was carried away tor the tim A being and
took a band in, 'I' he craze csme to a c'lmax, how.
ever. before any grP•t amount or money bad
changed bands. ThB <:l9rgyman returned trom a
thref> day•' trip to Fargo to find one-baH his congre.
gallon holding a prayer-meeting tor raln and the
other bA.lt praying equally as liard for the drouth to
continuA. "Brothers and sisters," said tho good
man in bls next eermon, "all who love the L~rd
will let go of wheR.t with me and turn to silver stock.
It Is giving the devil too muc.b of a show here when
we are dlvlded upon prayers and the weather too."
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WE still pray tor a fine harvest; but we really con·
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
suit the barometer, and believe more in the prophand Prof. George P. Fisher. Paecies of meteorologists than In an answer to our
per, 50 cents.
prayers; Te Deums tor victories excite more ridicule
than sympathy; and we encounter the cholera by
Improved systems of drainage without attributing
Paper, $1,00;
much value to fasting and processions.- Leslie
cloth, $2.00.
THEBE Is such a recommendation by nature or one
man to another, that one man ought never to appear unfriendly to another tor the simple reason
that he Is a man.- Cicero.
AND, as a hare whom hounds and hOrse pursue
Pants to the place from whence at first he flew,
I still had hopes, my long vexations past,
Here to return-and die at home at last.

Some Mistakes of Moses.
The Christian Religion.

INGERSOLL CATECHISED;

Stephen.

His Answ-ers

WHEN man grows wiser than his creed allows,
And nobler than the church he ha.s outgrown;
To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
When that which was his old familiar house
No longer Is a home, but all alone,
by the Editor of the San Jilranciscan.
Alone with God, he dares to Jltt the stone
From ol!' the skylight between heaven and himMillions of these should be circulated by
Then shtnes a grander day, tbon fade tbe specters
Freethinkers.
dim.
-The Church, by (), P. Oranclt.

Tben the poet makes some verses, and be wr!'es
'em, and he writes 'em,
And be brings them t•) the office when they're
done, when they're done,
And the editor he takes ll. club and smites '1m, club
and smites 'lmOh, the pc,et's Jot is not a happy one, happy one,
Oh, the poet's lite is not a happy one 1
SHE came into the sanctum or the Minnesota Bazoo
selling letter files and patent bill holders. She wa•
pretty and sweet, and somewhat talkatlv. "My lite
!a bard," Bbe said, "but I hav a jG!ly lot or fun.
When I was at St. Pa.ul I stopped at the Science Ho·
tel. My husband Ia a traveling man aad was In
town at the same time. I happened to meet a Bible
agent. who was determined I should go to work for
him-got mashed a ltWe, I thlnk. Anyway, be fol·
lowed me about until I got rather tired ot Jt. Ho
wanted to call and see me at the hotel, &nd I l<t him
come. Now, my husband stands six teet two and is
built like John L. SuJllvan, and when that little Bl·
ble peddler got Into our room the sweet, funny
smile died out or his face, and when my husband
took hl m on his knee and told him sweet little sto·
rles about good little children that had gone to
heaven and bad their pictures pr .. served In Sunday.
school books, I drought be would die. My husband
told him he was real glad be found such a nice I!t·
tle fellow, and was so glad he liked me, and that
when we got rlch we would adopt hlm-but I must
go. No, I don't filrt; but It Is lmpos~lble to keep
some conceited puppies !rom making tools of
themseJvP," and gathering up her samples she went
away.

Interviews on Talmage.

What Mnst We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

COMPLETE WORKS, in One Volume. Half calt', 5.00
THIRD EDITION.

BIBLE MYTfiS

A SUPERHUMAN creed may pretend to tell man his
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
relation to the inflnit, and to prepare him for eter.um THEm
nal bliss; but what Is wanted here Is something to $1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
tell him his relations to the finite where he now Is,
and bow he Is to do his work honorably In this
Being a Comparison ot the Old and New Testament
transitory but very ungentle and very dlllicult
Myths and Miracles with those Q! heathen nabodily life on earth.- Frederic Ha,·rison.
tions ot Antiquity, Considering' also their
u ANT I CHRIST."
Origin and Meaning. With nuIT Is vain to say that questions or religion anrt polProving conclualvly that
merous Illustrations.
Itics are above the understanding or the poorer
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
1 Vol. Royal Svo. Olotl&. About6Bil pages,
c!af;ses; politics and religion are not above their
His b!r,h, life, trial, execution, ete.-11 a myth
p~~
$3~
understanding, and they Will think and talk about
TRUTH BEEKER Omce.
Bent postpaid, on receipt or price,
Address,
,,
them.- Dr, Arnola.

Parallels in Other Religions

i'rloo, u.oo.

llll CIIDtoll l'Jaoo, lllew Yor•

Tlllil T~UTB SEE:S:E~,

HE slept, and dreamed that the kangaroo
Had given a fancy bali;
The elephant came with the testiv gnu,
The mouse With the ostrich tail.
A tunny giraffe, that did nothing but Jaugb,
Dropped In with a centipede;
And a cricket and Ilea, that had just been to tea,
Walrzed round with remarkable speed.

A wasp and a bumb 1 ebee had a ch~t
Just over his little ~lOse;
And abo& constrictor, upon the mat,
Dressed up In his Sunday clothes.
A crow and raccor n, In a fire balloon,
Paused over biB bed to sing;
And a neat armadillo crept Up on his pillow
To dance the Highland Fling.
Then all, ere they lett, made a graceful bow,
And out In the moonlight sped;
Except 11 ponderous brlndl e cow,
Which stoppod to stand on its head.
'rbe Jlttle boy woke, and grinned at the Joke,
Sprang out, of bed with a liltI Will dream It over," said he, "if they cover
Me up with a crazy.qun~.··
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RICHARD A. PnocTon, the astronomer, s'ays
this country. They hav been let alone in
their grasping and undermining policy until of those who practice tight-lacing: "No one
they hav come to think they can do anything. can reasonably hope that those women who
Perhaps they hav thrown off the mask too are foolish enough to compress their waists by
FouR thousand immigrants landed.at this
"WHAT must we do to be saved?" asked the soon."
tight-lacing (I am not here speaking merely of
port last Saturday.
Sunday-school teacher of her new pupil. "Git
A GEORGIA paper relates the following as corset wearing) will ever be persuaded to
lost," was the very suggestiv but incorrect reply. having happened at a church iJi: Alabama: In change their ways, or their waists, if they call
FouR German citizens of New York comIT is believed there is great rejoicing i11 the Sabbath-school the teacher asked who was help it. A woman of this sort will not giv up mitted suicide on May day.
heaven. Ike Buzzttrd, one of the celebrated the first man. A little boy answered, "Adam." tight-lacing until she has giv·en up all idea of
TWENTY-mGHT poor families lost their homes
family, who is in prison at Lancaster, Pa., pro- "Who was the first woman?" "Mrs. Adam." attracting the attention of men, a~d few by a fire in Hoboken, N. J., on the 3d.
fessed conversion at a prison service Sunday After Sunday-school was over they began to women of this sort giv up their idea until long
THE people of Maine were treated to-fifteen
prepare for sacrament. Their bread and wine after they hav 'passed the time when it can
afternoon and made a speech from his cell.
inches
of snow and a northeast gale May 2d.
A ZEALOUS Christian woman in Lowell has was laid upon the table, and there was a man make the least difference whether their waists
present
by
the
name
of
Bill
Brown-they
call
look
large
or
small.
So
far
as
I
can
judge,
the
NEW
YoRK police sergeant is in jail charged
A
left her husband's bed and board because he
will not be converted. She has reached the him "Brother" for short. The preacher gave only real advantage which this world is likely with criminal assault on a fifteen-year-old girl.
·«perfect state," and is so outraged that her out a song, and said: "Sing, Brother Brown, to derive from tight-lacing resides in the cirTHE typhus-fever epidemic at Plymouth,
husband, otherwise an exemplary man, will common meter." Brother Brown, who was cumstanoe that tight-lacing is killing; even Pa., seems to be increasing in virulence, and
hard
of
hearing,
thought
the
minister
said
when
it
fails
to
kill
the
woman,
it
tends
to
kill
not come to her way of thinking that she will
is spreading to adjoining towns.
"Brother Brown, come and eat," and rose up her offspring. And as the woman who laces
no longer liv with him.
SLossoN won the billiard tourney held in
and said, "I ain't very hungry;" and had it tightly is of neeessity foolish, and her off"\VILLIA~I WASHBURN, in
John Swinton'S not· been for the interference of the deacon, spring is likely to inherit her folly, there is a New York last week. Many thousands of
P<tpe1·, says that "the Young Men's Christian would hav stopped the sacrament.
cause here steadily at work to remove the more dollars changed hands on the result.
Association is one of the most attrt~.ctiv featTHE Ohl·istian Intelligencer says: "The Ro- foolish sort, and so to relativly increase the
THERE is talk of offering James Russell
ures of New Eoglaud vill11ge life. By simply
manists in this vicinity receive from the state wisdom of the world. There is always a germ of Lowell, ex-minister to England, the Merton
paying a rlollar a year you are entitled to .the
and city treasuries for charitable and reform· comfort even in things evil-they tend by their professorship of Oxford. College. 'fhe salary
privilege for a whole year of making as many
ativ institutions in round numbers $ 940, 000 very evilness to cause their own elimination." is $4,500 per year.
contributions to tbe society as yon wish."
"WHILE I speak of the loveliness of peace
yearly, and other similar institutions under the
J. HAnvEY MoTT, the Spiritual medium, arA TExAs paper remarks: "The names of care of Christian and Jewish societies, such as I do not propose to protest against war," said
Jesus and Cllrist sound very sacreu to English- may be called sectarian charities, receive about Professor Adler last Sunday. "Visions of rested at Kansas City, Mo., on a charge of obspeaking people, but among the Spanish both $350,000, and non-_sectarian institutions $220,- battlefields red with the harvest of the slain, taining money under false pretenses, was tried
are very common names-given ancl surnames. 000. These are about the proportions in of burning cities and ruined commerce, are all and acqnitted on the 2d inst.
THE Chinese generals in Tonquin refuse to
At Laredo the other day Jesus H. Christ was which state and civic aid is given. But such a too horrible to be even thought of on this
registered at one of the hotels. We reme!llber statement is only a part of the story. The fact bright May morning, with its soft blue skies retire from the positions they hav gained, and
noting a few years ago that a Mexican named is that Romanists giv very moderately to the and gentle breath of flowering nature. But new complications in the relations between
Jesus Christ harl. been hung for horse-stealing." institutions they control-do not giv, we be· the very fact that war is still possible between China and France are feared.
EIGHT lives were lost by a tenement-house
IT is reported that Miss Effie Irons, of Salem lieve, half as much as they draw from the pub- nations that hold to the Christian religion is a
church, near Jarvis, 0 , who had been bedrid- lie treasuries. Yet the papal church here is crushing argument against Christianity as a fire in First Avenue, this city, last Saturday
den for three years, began praying recently, endeavoring to force through the legislature a final religion. Whatever it has done to purify night. Suspicion points to one of the dead
and kept up her supplications for relief for bill that will compel everyone of these institu• private life, Christianity has not purified pub- tenants as the probable incendiary.
PnESIDENT CLEVELAND neglected the means
fourteen hours, when she suddenly a.rose from tiona to supply facilities for the performance lie life nor _provided a power with which to
her Le,l, cured, and attended a revival meeting of the popi~h mass-in other words, to make grapple the ethics of nations. It teaches pea- of grace and did not attend divine service last
pie to look upon the state and its affairs with Sunday. Many visitors were accordingly disthe same night. If it takes fourteen hours to each one a papistical institution."
disdain. The church has never duly recogmake the Lord hear, no wonder so many
" RusSELL (Hampden Co.) is considerably $ed that the state has moral functions to appointed at not seeing him in his pew.
pmyers fail.
NoTICE was sent to all the Protestant minisworked up over the result of an order 1"ssued perform independent of religion, and these
A COLORED preacher in the outskirts of Co- by the selectmen acting as a board of health. functions in one sense may be far more high ters of this state asking them to preach against
lumbia, S. C., notified his congregation on a George Washington Williams is a dudish old and sacred than those of the church. Chris- the Freedom of Worship bill on May 3d. The
recent Stmday that he would not preach until man living at the poorhouse, who has taken
request emanated from the Evangelical Alii·
has not proposed any saving principle
be had $5.00 The hat was passed round, and great pride in his flowing locks. For sanitary' tianity
to rescue the state from moral chaos and exalt ance.
when returns were made $3.50 was in the pot, reasons the selectmen ordered Constable Chap· it into moral order. It has allowed intrigue
THE outlook for peace between England and
whereupon the preacher said he must hav man to shear him. When the job was done
al
Russia is considered more favorable. It seems
$1.50 more before he would preach. The hat Williams had the constabie arrested for as- and f sehood and hypocrisy and injustice to
go on in the national life. The end is war. that England is willing to grant valuable conwas passed around the second time, and the sault, 'Und Justice Fuller of Westfield has fined We shall hav to wltit for a new ethical view of
cessions, and Russia is not slow to ask them.
$5 00 made up, when the congregation was him $2 and costs."--" Several arrests hav the world to supplant Christianity before war There may be no war.
treated to one of the pastor's happiest efforts. been made in Waltham for unlawful work on will be abolished, and it may take centuries to
DISGRACEFUL demonstrations, brought about
A NOTORIOUS scamp, much affected in a re- the Lord's Day. Two men were arrested for become rooted."
through incendiary speeches by Anarchists,
painting
the
inside
of
a
provision
store,
one
for
vival, went to Henry Ward Beecher's father
THE Mormon authorities hav forwarded to are reported to hav oGcurred at Chicago on the
engaging in athletic sports, and two for moving
and said to him, in the religions parlance of
scenery from the station to the Music Hall." the president a declaration of grievances and 29th ult. A carriage was mobbed and a lady
the time: "I realize that I am the chief of sinThe above items are cut from the Spy of last protest against the arrest and conviction of occupant severely injured.
ners." "Glad to hear it," replied the domweek, 11 local paper published in Worcester, Mormons on the charge of unlawful cohabitaA BREWERY in Pittsburgh, Pa., containing
inie; "your neighbors hav long realized it."
Mass. The best comment to. be made is the tion. The declaration is addressed to the 10,000 barrels of beer caved in last Sunday,
"I feel," persisted the whining penitent,
statement of the following fact: The past win· president and the people of the United States, spilling all the contents. It is reported that
"that I am willing to be damned for the glory
ter a man in this city advertised for the pur- and is throughout a defense of polygamy. many persons improved the opportunity to
of God." "Well," responded the hard-hearted
chase of a farm in Massachusetts, and in less The document, which is a long one, concludes get drunk on the fluid, with which the streets
preacher, "I don't know anybody around here
than two months he received two hundred and as follows: "We protest against unfair treat- were flooded.
that would hav the slightest objection."
sixty-three invitations to come and buy.
ment on the part qf the general government.
GENERAL GRANT keeps on improving, and is
THE Salvation Army finds a powerful and
We protest against a continuance of territorial
avowed rival at Portland, Me., in the shape of
THE lower house of the Prussian Landtag bondage, subversiv of the rights of freemen, at work on his book. He is writing now about
the "Gideon's Band," which the Rev. Mr. rejected, April 23d, by a vote of 182 to 128, the and contrary to the spirit of American institu- Appomattox.
The physicians continue to
Pearson has organized as 'an attraction of his proposal of Dr. Windthorst, the Ultramontane tiona. We protest against special legislation, meet occasionally in counsel, but hav given
mission. The instruments of the band are leader, to repeal the law stopping the tempor- the result of popular prejudice and religious up issuing bulletins informing the outside
plainly of scriptural origin and throw the bass ali ties of the Catholic clergy. The proposal interference. We protest against the con- world how long their patient may be expected
drum and tambourine quite into the shade. was opposed by Herr von Gossler, minister of science of one class of citizens being made the to liv.
The twelve men are armed with toy squawking ecclesiastical affairs. The latter said that since criterion by which to judge another. We proCoMSTOcK's society for the Suppression of
trumpets, an equal number of women shake 1884 nothing had occurred at Posen to induce test against the tyranny of federal officials and Vice is at work in Toronto. Their aim is to
in the air pitchers containing loose beans, while the Prussian government to abandon the nega- the continuance in office of men who disgrace suppress Sunday papers. Three boys were
the Rev. Pearson leads the chorus with a po- tiv attitude which it had hitherto observed their positions and use their official powers as fined $5 each for selling papers on the alleged
liceman's rattle. The din occasioned by the toward the clergy. The only way to effect the a means of oppression. We protest against Lord's alleged day. The police commissioners
opposition orchestra when ig full blast near repeal of the law was by the Vatican making the partial administration of the Edmunds law of the city appear ready to become the tools ot
a fresh appointment to the vacant archbishop· -the punishment of one class for practicing the fanatics.
by one another is said to be distracting.
A DISPATCH received at Montreal, Can., says
THE Christian Ad-vocate says: "The Catholic rio of Posen. This, he said, was almost a fait their religion, and exempting from prosecution
Review charges the Methodists who oppose the accompli, but Polish and other influences pre- the votaries of lust and crime. We protest that General Middleton, who went into the
Freedom of Worship bill with 'boundless vented its fulfilment. It was necessary for the against the breaking up of family relations Northwest to suppress the Riel rebellion, was,
cheek.' This may truly be called an' elegant archbishop of Posen to feel himself a Prussian formed previous to the passage of the Ed- at last accounts, unable to find the enemy and
extract.' For Roman Catholics, who in every prelate, and a Prussian subject, to confine munds law, and the depriving of women and was fearful of an unexpected attack in the rear.
city hav stood with open hands to receive himself to church matter~, tmd avoid the rocks children of the support and protection of A newspaper advocating the cause of the halfWe protest breeds has been started at Montreal.
money from the public treasury, who hav upon which his predecessor had been wrecked. their husbands and fathers.
massed their votes and delivered them to As long as the title of primate of Poland, ap- against the prosecution of persons, many of
THE Russian war vessel, Strelok, and the
those who would favor their plans, and who plied to the archbishop of Posen by the Vati- whom are infirm and aged, who entered into English oorvet, Garnet, are both lying at ancan,
had
real
meaning,
it
would
be
the
duty
plural
marriage
before
it
was
declared
a
crime,
hav tried to break up the public school syschor in New York harbor. If war is declared
tem, to accuse those who endeavor to frustrate of the Prussian government to see that the and hav never violated any law. We respect- between the two countries, these <essels will
claim
implied
should
not
be
conceded.
A
mofully
ask
for
the
appointment
by
the
president
their Jesuitical schemes, of 'boundless cheek,'
probal:.ly leave the harbor and fight at sea.
proves that they know by experience what the tion to exempt from punishment priests who of a commission to fairly an.d thoroughly in- They must go out nine miles before firing a
say
mass
and
administer
the
sacraments
withvestigate
the
Utah
situation,
and,
pending
its
qualities are which the refined figure they
shot, so that New Yorkers will get no more of
hav employed suggests. They are doing all out authority was rejected by a vote of 169 to report, we solemnly protest against the oon- the fight than the noise.
tinuance
of
this
merciless
crusade.'
127.
they can to bring on a bitter sectarian war in
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between them, and called them three in one and .one that his own people would persecute that great
in three. The Holy Ghost was represented under prophet and meditate evil against him and would
put him to death, crucifying him upon a. cross; and
the form of an eagle.
Their devil had been turned out of heaven for accordingly, he was represented . in the painting a~
The Catholicism of the Ancient Mexicans: conspiracy. They had their Eve, who committed crucified with his hands and feet tied to the cross
the first sin by eating the fruit of a tree; and several and without nails. The article of the resurrection
ITS PARALLELS IN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.
paintings represent the devil in the guise of a male how he had to return again to life and ascend t~
I.
No doubt this heading will be a source of surprise serpent tempting her; she is also pictured as the heaven, were likewise painted."
When Bishop Las Casas took possession of his
to some, but I propose to demonstrate that all the woman "whose seed was to bruise the serpent's head,"
essentials of the Roman Catholic-the Mother Chris- and was known as " she by whom sin came into the bishopric in Yucatan in 1545, he delegated Father
tian-church were known to the ancient Mexicans, world." Veytia says he saw one painting, "represent- Francis Hermandez, who was well acquainted with
and her various rites and ceremonies were in prac- ing a garden with a single tree in it, round which the language of the country, to visit and preach to
tice among them for nearly, if not more than, three was .coiled a serpent with a human face." In speak- the nativs. A yeat· afterward, the father wrote him
thousand years before the Christian era. I will di- ing of Torquemada not entering fully into this sub- ?fa C?nversation. he had held with one o~ the nobles,
vide my proposition into thi:_ee parts-tile firF>t, to ject, Kings borough says that he did not do it, "lest m whwh he rece1ved proof that the nabvs believed
prove the above; the second, to giv a short account he should too clearly prove that the Mexicans were in one God, who was in heaven, three in one, one in
of Mexican civilization, their arts and sciences, which acquainted with the history of Adam and Eve." But three; God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy
had attained to a flourishing state prior to the con- Torquemada admits that their Eve "had two sons," Ghost; that the Father had created man; that the Son
quest, and compare the moral status of the two whom he compares with Cain and Abel; and on page was born of a virgin, was scourged and crowned with
nations, conquered and conquerors; and the third, 48 of the Vatican Paintings I find their Eve with two thorns, and placed, with his arms extended, upon a
to prove conciusivly, from Spanish sources, that the children; they hav been fighting and one of them beam of wood, to which he was tied, I!.Ild where he
welfare of the church, and its hold on the credulity has been killed. Humboldt, in speaking of this, re- died for the sins of mankind; that he remained
qf its followers, necessitated the extinction of the marks: "We might be led to suppose that the two dead three days, and on the third day came to life
Mexicans, and the destruction of their monuments, vases which we see at the bottom of the picture, one and ascended into heaven, where he is with his
of which is overturned, is the cause of this conten- Father; that immediately afterward the Holy Ghost
symbols, and traditions.
tion."
came and filled the earth with whatsoever it stood
Afier Cortez had conquered Mexico, and despoiled
Their fourth period shows the world destroyed by in need of; and adds: "I remember that, being in
that gentle and refined people of their material
wealth, the pope undertook to care for their spiritual water, and although Humboldt is not inclined to Chuquisaca, an honorable priest showed me an inforwelfare. Cortez had written a secret letter to grant thwn the antiquity they claim, he admits that mation which I had long in my hands, where it was
Charles V. (which has ve'ry mysteriously disappeared "it is, nevertheless, remarkable that we find an proved that there was a certain· Oratory whereat the
from the archives), and in answer to it Pope ·Alex- American people who, according to the same calen- Mexicans did worship an idol which they said was
ander VL annexed Mexico to Spain. In his " bull " dar in use among them on the arrival of Cortez, in- one in three and three in one; and as this priest
he commanded that none but Spaniards should be dicate the days and the years in which the world stood amazed thereat, I said that the devil, by his
allowed to visit the conquered country, and even underwent great catastrophes, further back than infernal aud obstinate pride (whereby he always pretends to make himself God), did steal all that he
they had first to register at Seville. All " lawyers, twenty ages."
Their Noah, with six others, was saved in an ark. could from the truth to employ it in his lyings and
surgeons, students, or people of an inquiring mind,"
·
were especially prohibited; also all heretics or per- His decendants built the tower of Tulan Cholula in deceits."
order
to
see
what
was
going
on
in
heaven,
and
its
Prescott
says:
"The
Spaniards
met
with
the
cross
sons suspected by the Inquisition, and their descendants to the third generation. Even secular priests ruins were pointed out to the Spaniards. Kings- in various places, and the image of a cross may be
were excluded, and only Dominicans and Franciscans borough says: " The base of this tower is, at the seen at this day, sculptured in bas-relief, on the walls
were allowed to go. This law remained in force for present day, still remaining, and its circumference is of one of the buildings of Palenque, while a figure,
1,800 feet." Humboldt holds that their account of bearing sume resemblance to that of a child, is held
over thirty years.
The D._,minicans, founded by St. Dominic, who the deluge and the subsequent events, even to the up to it as if in adoration."
Concerning the birthday of Quetzalcoatl we learn
caused the slaughter of the Albigenses in the south sending out of the raven and dove (only they substiof France because they refused to r~ceive the Cath- tuted a humming bird for the dove), which returned from A.costa that, "in their first month, answering to
olic version of "the glad tidings of great joy," and with a leafy branch, is identical with the Old Testa- our December, they celebrated a solemn feast called
who is credited with having founded the Inquisition ment, and " they showed Mount Colhuacan as the Capacrayme, wherein they made many sacrifices and
there, were notorious for their intolerance and cru- place where the ark rested." Prescott says that" the ceremonies, which continued many days. Humboldt
boat in which he (their Noah) escaped was filled with thinks he was born during the third cycle, as he saw
elty. The Inquisition was under their control.
a painting representing him appeasing the wrath of
The Franciscans, a body of mendicant friars owed various kinds of animals and birds."
They also had the legend of the " confusion of the gods, when, 13,060 years after the creation of the
their origin to St. Francis, a man who had been of
"dissolute habits," and who had been "confined for tongues,'' saying "that the gods, angry at the au- world, a great famin prevailed in the province of
insanity." They followed the example of "James the dacity of man, set fire to the tower, and then each Culau."
Of his life few records hav been left to us, though
Just, Brother of the Lord," as described by Eusebius: family received a language of its own." The Span"A razor never came upon his head; he never an- iards found over thirty different and distinct lan- all the historians agree that there had been a comointed with oil; and never used a bath." So they guages between Florida and Panama, and one hun- plete history. There are many incidents of his manvowed poverty, humility, and chastity, and, from ob- dred and twenty dialects on the continent. In eighty- hood that would appear familiar to a reader of the
vious reasons, it is a fair presumption that they kept three of them, examined by Barton and Vater, only New Testament, but space forbids my mentioning all.
one hundred and seventy words were found the The Mexicans believed that their supreme deity,
the last vow, enforced or otherwise.
who punished them for their sins, was the one
Father Joseph De Acosta, a learned Jesuit who roots of which appear to be the same.
The 11th, 12th, and 19th pages of the Borgian who tempted them, and he it was who tempted
visited Mexico in 1586, has left us a valuable 'work,
" Natural and Moral History of the Indies " which manuscript describes the plagues. "A man is repre- Quetzalcoatl. Kingsborough remarks: "The tempwill be quoted, together with the "Conquest'of Mex- sented holding up in his left hand a rod, which be- tation of Quetzalcoatl, the fast of forty days, the
The plagues, consisting of frogs, cup with which he was presented to drink, with many
i~o," by Prescott, the histories by Diaz, Martyr, Gar- came a serpent.
Cia, Torquemada, Sahagun, and other Spanish writers locusts, lice, flies, etc., were also represented, and the otherfJ' relating to him, which are here omitted, are
and the "Antiquities of Mexico," by Lord Kings~ thick darkness which overspread the land for three very curious and mysterious."
Torquamada, in his history, speaks as follows of
borough, who, if I understand matters correctly, was days, and the slaughter of the first-born, and the cuone of his journeys: "Coming to a place called
elevated to the peerage as a recompense for his work. rious symbol of one serpent swallowing another."
It is very extensiv, and explains the facsimiles of the
Their God the Father, Tezcatlipoca, once appeared Quauhtitlau, where was a large, thick, and lofty tree,
Mexican paintings and hieroglyphics in the various on a mountain. "No one ever saw his face;" and "a he leaned against its trunk and desired one of his
royal libraries of Europe.
figure with eyes bandaged, or a veil over his face pages to giv him a mirror, which looking into, and
I hav been obliged to confine my researches almost (like Moses), frequently occurs in these paintings.'' perceiving himself older than he was before, he exenti~el~ to Christian writers, but, by gathering an They practiced circumcision, and had a legend that claimed, ' I hav become old,' and gathering up stones
admrsswn here and a concession there, I hope to one of their holy men once caused the sun to stand from the ground flung them at the tree. From this
place he passed on and was accompanied the whole
pl'Ove my proposition.
still.
In reviewing the " bull " above referred to which
In regard to-their God, Herrera says: "The Mexi- of the way by a great multitude of people playing
he givs in full, Kingsborough says: "It would' appear cans confessed a supreme God and Lord and framer flutes and other instruments. He arrived at another
that, whether or no she (the church) wished to con- of the universe, . . . and he was the principal place, whiCh was a hill adjoining the city, where he
~eal. fro.m ~urope a fact which she feared might shake object whom they adored, looking up to heaven and sat down on a stone, and l!iid his hands upon it, and
its mst~tutwns, shoe~ and confound the prPjudices if calling him the creator of heaven and earth," and left their impression there, the marks of which are at
age~, and unmodel ~ts laws, she took all the precautions Martyr admits that "they believed in the immortality the present day quite visible." On this journey he
winch she could hav done if she really had en- of the soul and a future state of rewards and punish- is also credited with having cured the blind and
lame. Now, Sahagun says that the tree referred to
tertained such a fear."
ments."
When the missionaries went among the Mexicans
In regard to the second person. of their trinity, was called Pochult, which means barren, and the orthey found them a highly cultured and intelligent they informed the missionaries that, while the virgin thodox Kingsborough, commenting on it, remarks:
race, who in their religious rites and beliefs so closely Chimalman was seated in her house, with her two "How many incidents analagous to those which are
resembl.ed their own that the difference was hardly sisters, an angel appeared and announced that she related in the gospels of Christ occur in this short
perceptible. They claimed to hav originated in a far was to col?-ce~ve a son. The two sisters died of fright, passage. The withered fig-tree; the crowd which
distant Eastern land, and had emigrated by expre~;s but the vrrgm conceived a son and he was called followed him strewing branches in his way, singing
command of their God, who promised them a new and Quetzalcoatl. Plate 10 in the Codex Vaticanus rep- hosannas; his custom of sitting on the ground and
beautiful country; and they divided their time since r&sents the annunciation. The devotion to the virgin discoursing with the people and the drsciples by
t~e~r emig~ation, into f?ur periods, and th~y ex- was universal. They designated her " Queen of whom he was attended. . . If more of his history
hibited the1r proofs, copies of which are now pre- Heaven," and she was their chief intercessor before and of the actions of his life had been preserved, we
cannot tell where these analogies would hav ceased."
served in· the" Codex Vaticanus."
the throne of their God.
Humboldt claims that the first period covered
In one painting he is represented as crucified beThe vicar of St. Dominic, a Dominican monastery,
5,206 years; the second, 4,804; the third, 4,010; and relates that, in proof of this annunciation, he was tween two persons who are in the act of reviling him,
the fourth, up to the time of the conquest, 4,008; in shown sheets of paper containing drawings, copied and who hold, as it would appear, halters in their
all 18,028 years, "being 6,000 years more than the from some extremely ancient paintings, and adds: hands, " the symbols, perhaps, of some crime for
Persian Ages, described in the Zend Avesta." All "She who was represented as our lady had her hair which they themselvs were going to suffer." On
historians admit this sum total, and many who had tied up in the manner in which Mexican women tie page 73 of the same MS. (the Borgian) he is crucified
facilities for examining the subject say that their and fasten their hair, and in a knot behind was in- on a cross of the Greek form, as also his burial and
fourth period covered more than 5,000 years.
serted a small cross, by which it waa intended to descent into hell. On the 4th, 72d, 73d, and 75th
They worshiped a trinity of Father, Son, and Holy show that she was the m:ost holy, and that a great pages of the same MS. he is represented as nailed llo
Ghost; the Father had created man after his own prophet would be born of her, who would come from the cross as an atonement for the sins of mankind.
image and likeness; the Son was co-equal with him; heaven, and whom she would bring forth without And the B1st page of the same, and the 9th in the
Jl,nd the Holy Ghost sprang from the love existing connection with man, still remaining a virgin; and library at Bologna, show him with his side pierced
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by a spea~, _and water fl_owin~ from the wound. always lavish in her favors for a small c~nsideration. within a certain jurisdiction; but he was answerable
Various pamtmgs show their claims that the sun was Prescott informs us that "long after the conquest o:aly to the pope. All the clergy dressed in black
darkened at his crucifixion.
the simple native, when they came under the arm of cotton mantles.
He wsts also called Christ, and Kingsborough is the law, sought to escape by producing a certificate
On taking holy orders they were anointed, but the
~urprised into sayin~?: "With respect to the appella- of their confession.''
oil used is described al!l being unsavory and unlike
tion Mesi, or Mesitli, the name by which he was
In treating of the Lord's Supper-which is a mis- " that sweet composition, which God defend should
known among the Mexicans, it is remarkable that it nomer, al!l it is partaken in the morning-we learn be employed in any other -thing than in his divine
is precisely the same as anointed, which is applied ~hat '.'the virgins came out of their convent, bring- service." The rosaries or beads are fully depicted in
by Christians to Christ." · He was also called our mg pieces of paste, ·. .
then placing them- several plates, but more especially in one now in the
dearly beloved son, and it has been clearly demon- selva. in order about these morsels, they performed Codex Vaticanus. Gomara says that they had a
strated that for obvious reasons the missionaries certam cere~onies with singing and dancing, by cross like that of St. Andrew and used it like us Cathchanged another of his names from Teopiltzin-the means whereof the pieces were blessed and conse- olics, to defend _themselvs against nightly specters,
son of God-to Topiltzin-our son. As it is claimed crated for the flesh ap.d bones of this idol.'' The and also placed It over new-born children.'' Martyr
that Jesus is shadowed in the Bible under many people then gathered together, morsels of this paste indorses this statement, and also that crosses of coptypes, Kingsborough thinks "it very strange" that were given them, and they declared "that they did per or wood were placed over their graves. Prayers
Quetzalcoatl should also be named "The Morning eat the flesh and bones of God." On the feast day were uttered at theile ceremonies, in a language unStar," "Light," ".The Vine," "The Heart," " Our every one fasted till noon, as this sacrament had to known even to the priests, thus proving the antiquity
of these rites. .
Bread," and others.
be taken on an empty stomach.
In the Mendoza collection is a curious symbol
The Mexicans believed in a second advent. All
!n the Codex Vaticanus there is a plate showing
called
Yxcoymec, a beast with an eye in the middle
the historians agree on this point, and Kingsborough this ceremony, and it is so life-like and exact that
comments: "But his (Quetzalcoatl's) second coming, the commentator, after vainly endeavoring to explain of his body, and on the lOth page of the Vatican MS.
after the lapse of a long period of time, is an enig- away the similarity, adds: "I am disposed to believe is another with five eyes on its b'l.ck. A peculiar
matical piece of history, which it is not probable will that these poor people hav had the knuwledge of our figure is also depicted, throwing off rays of light, and
speedily be explained." As it is generally admitted mode of communion or the annunciation of the gos- a stone in the Vienna collection has seven eyes.
that this God had been born during the latter part pel; or perhaps the devil, most envious of the honor Speaking of these and others, Kingsborough reof their third cycle, he had been dead considerably of God, may hav led them into this superstition, in marks, " H cannot be denied that a passage in the
over four thousand and possibly over five thousand order that by this ceremony he might be adored and twelfth chapter of Revelation which has perplexed
years.
s~1ved as Christ our Lord." The 4th and 74th pages all commentators on scripture, 'and· there appeared
After the advent they taught the total destruction of the Borgian MS. itlso represent the ceremony of a great wonder in heaven, a woman clothed with the
of the world, and the resurrection of the physical " eating the body and drinking the blood ·of their sun,' receives considerable elucidation from·some of
the figures contained in the Mexican paintings."
'
body. One historian informs us that " when the God."
Owing to the great and almost total destruction of
Spaniards opened the graves (looking for treasure)
" The rites of marriage,'' says Prescott, " were celeand scattered the bones, the Mexicans entreated them brated with as much iormality as in any Christian their symbols, which will be shown hereafter, it would
not to do so, assuring them that the bones would be church, and the institution was held in such rever- be difficult to follow the comparisons further, with
united in the resurrection." Page 76 of the Borgian ence that a tribunal was instituted for the sole pur- the means at my present command. As all these
MS. represents the scene of the last day, and the pose of determining questions relating to it. Di- verbal admissions hav been collected from Christian
dead awakened by the sound_of a trumpet.
vorces could not be obtained until authorized by a lluthorities, and are fully corroborated by those
paintings which escaped the hands of the conquerIn reference to the teachings a:ad example of this sentence of th's court, after a patient hearing of the ors, I think enough bas been presented to entitle me
god, Torquemada is forced to say: "In truth, the parties.'' Ae in their politicitl economy marriages to claim that my first proposition has been sustained.
dominion of Quetzalcoatl was sweet, and he exacted were considered to be for the convenience of the in- Moreover, the secret letter of Cortez and its mysteno service from them but easy and light things, in- terested parties and the ultimate benefit of the state, rious disappearance hav been explained, and also why
structing them in such as were virtuous, and prohib- no fee was charged for the ceremony, and Acosta the bull allowed only the fanatical Dominicans and
iting such as were wicked, evil, or injurious, teaching ruminates: "Although it seems that many of their Franciscans to attend to the spiritual welfare of the
them likewise to abhor them.'' Dr. Brinton in his ceremonies agree with ours, yet differ they much.''
Mexicans.
admirable work pays him this tribut_e: "He was rep·
They had many feasts. One, celebrated in May,
It may easily be conceived that Christian Europe
resented of majestic stature and dignified demeanor. was called the" Jubilee," at which they were granted would hav been shaken "from center to circumferIn his train came skilled artificers and men of learn- "full indulgence and remission of sins." On August ence " had the news been spread broadcast that the
ing. He was chaste and temperate in his life, wise 23d was the " festival of all the dead," for the pur- Mexicans worshiped a trinity, had their virgin-born,
in council; generous of gifts; conquering rather by pose of securing their souls a " safe passage through crucified Christ, and indulged in all the feasts, fasts,
arts of peace than by war; delighting in music, purgatory.'' September 12th was the "purification and ceremonies of the church, and could date the
flowers, 'lnd brilliant colors, and so averse to human of their Virgin Mother;" September 13th the fes- foundation of these institutions back almost to the
sacrifie~~s that he shut his ears with both hands tival of " the woman who sinned by eating the fruit
time of the Mosaic creation.
when they were even mentioned. Such was the ideal of the tree," and November 11th was dedicated to
The only difference that I hav been able to disman or supreme god of a people, who even a Span- the gods" who fell from heaven;" and every day had cover bet~een the ancient Mexican and Roman Cathish monk (Sahagun) of the sixteenth century felt cpu- its particular saint.
olic faiths is the absence of physical torture to the
strained to confess were ' a good people, attached to
They fasted before their feasts, and "these fasts wicked in the first, which is a prominent feature in
virtue; urbane and simple in social intercourse; were the same unto them as our four ember weeks.'' the last. But I feel to say that when the true state
shunning lies; skilful in arts, pious toward their They fasted forty days in memory of Quetzalcoatl, of ancient Mexican civilization becomes better
God.' Is it likely, ie it possible, that with such a who was tempted forty days on a mountain, and known, and they are recognized as having been a
model before their minds, they received no benefit Bishop La,s Casas says that they fasted one day in gentle and refined people, we will be better able to
from it? Was not this a lever, and a mighty one, the week, "like unto our Friday, ia commemoration understand why they did not engraft on their religlifting the race toward civilization and a purer of the crucifixion.
ious system a doctrin which could only hav emafaith?"
·
Their purgatory was for the souls of children who nated from a Jewish Jehovah or a dyspeptic saint of
As the fundamentals of this creed are an exact died before attaining the age of reason, and for the Dark Ages.
McARTHUR.
counterpart of the Roman Catholic, it is by no means adults who had been guilty of minor offenses. Of
strange to find that the two approximate in their this Kingsborough says: "In the same way as our
Brooklynite Ideas of Church and- State.
holy doctors teach the existence of Limbo fer chilvarious ceremonials.
dren
who
died
without
baptism.''
Women
dying
in
At
the meeting of the Constitution Club, on the
Father Acosta admits that " the Mexicans had an
infinit number of ceremonies and customs which re- child-bed were exempted from purgatory and went 15th ult., the question of the relations of the church
sembled to the ancient law of Moses, and some ap- straight to heaven. Their hell was a place of dark- to the municipality and the state were again disproached near to the law of the gospel; as the baths, ness, and situated in the center of the earth; and cussed. Mr. Duryea brought up the matter of the
or opacuna, as they call them; they did wash them- " the absence of all physical torture," says Prescott, bill to place the management of the money for reforselva in water to cleanse themfrom their sins.'' It " forms a striking contra11t to the schemes of suffer- matory institutions in control of the city, and the bill
was called the "water of regeneration," and Martyr ing so ingeniously devised by the fancies of the most exempting clergymen from taxation in real or personal estate after reaching a certain age. He comsays: "The priests seem to baptize children with enlightened nations."
They had their penates or household gods, whose mended the former, but the latter he regarded as
holy ceremonies, pouring water cross-wise out of a
cruet upon their heads, saying, 'May this bath wash little images were to be found in the humblest dwell- very objectionable, as he also did the bill exempting
away and remove the stain of defilement which thou ing, and at their funerals, Acosta says, " The priests the property of religious and charitable organizaderivest from thy parents.'" It was also called " to did sing the funeral offices like to our answers. At tiona from taxation. Mr. Duryea went back to 359
be born again," and during the ceremony the child tllese mortuaries they ate and drank.'' This seems A.D., when the first effort was made to free church
property from taxation. It was the result of the
was named, several sponsors vouching for its future like a " wake.''
The same writer says, "The devil has even in Mex- union of church and state. The growth of the world
good conduct.
They also had auricular confession. Acosta re- ico some kind of religious women.'' They were vir- had favored their entire and absolute separation.
marks: "The father of lies would likewise counter- gins; were closely immured; dressed in a peculiar The only relic was the exemption from taxation of
feit the sacrament of confession, and in his idolatries habit; cut their hair close; rose at midnight to per- religious bodies. It was the belief of many that a
seek to be honored by ceremonies very like to the form the same offices as the priests; the elder ones republican state should not exempt any religious
manner of Christians." The priest becomes exceed- were called mothers; and they had their abbesses, body from tax. Charitable and educational instituingly wroth as he finds how " very like" this is to the who employed them in making cloth for the adorn- tutions, free to all, should not be taxed. Here in this
city was unimproved property on a street, and build· sacrament of the " holy church;" calls their confes- ment of the idols and temples.
Before describing the priests, he says, " What ing materials for banks, churches, factori~s, and
sors sorcerers and penitents dupes; scouts the idea
that "the confession was held a secret;" wonders made me wonder was that the devil would usurp to dwellings. Why should the one be taxed and the
how his satanic ma.jesty managed to impress on these himself the service of God, yea, and use the same 1other go free ? The chm·ch had all the protection of
poor, deluded people that the most grievous sins were name; for they hav their Acolytes and Levites, and goverr.ment, and on what ground should it be ex" to be fm•getful in reverence to their priests, and call their high priest pope.'' He then describes a empted? Was it mora the house of God than a
not to obey tliem, and not to observe the fasts and monastery having cells for the monks; that their cottage of love and peace? It was a luxury, and
feasts of the church," and concludes by saying, as if daily duty was to swing a censer full of incense be- should be taxed at its full value as such. All private
astoJ?-ished at the information: "rr:hey (the penitents) fore the idol; and that the acolytes (altar-boys) as- institutions should be taxed, but public ones, workreceived penance; yea, sometimes very sharply, espe- sisted in these ceremonial!! by handing them the ing for the public, should not be taxed. Iliuch dancially when the offender was a poor man, and had incense, garments, lights, etc., with many bowings ger is accruing in the country from the vast wealth
and genuflexions. Humboldt describes one painting in incorporated institutions which are not taxed.
nothing to giv his confessor.''
This confession carried with it an absolution, that he examined, which portrayed these genuflexions. The farms and homes of citizens of the state were
The menks rose at midnight, went into the chapel, jeopardized. There were already too many eleemowhich was in reality an indulgence, and was received
in place of the legal punishment for offenses, and and there did penance. They were divided into two synary institutions. The flat and the tenement broke
authorized an acquittal in case of arrest. But it was classes: seculars and regulars. To every large city down the privacy of home life and made these instigranted only once during a lifetime, which seems to there was delegated a priest of superior rank (bishop) tutions necessary. While all institutions of charity
be an improvement on the "holy mother," who is who acted as the head and was obeyed by all others should be fairly regarded, it would be for their ad..,
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vantage if all others were taxed. Instead of exempting these it would be better to giv them public support according to their merits. The recent bill to
exempt the Young Men's Christian Association from
taxation on religious grounds was defeated, but it
claimed exemption on the ground of having a library,
nothing being said of the value of it. Every man
might seek freedom from taxation on the same ground
if he had a few books.
Colonel Hemstreet said that in 1880 church property and sectarian schools worth $9,276,500 were exempted from taxation. The Roman Catholic church
owned one-fourth, the Episcopal one-seventh, the
Methodist one-seventh, and other proputy exempted
was over $6,000,000, equaling about one-fourteenth
of the entire realty in the city. There was a covert
design in the mind of every man who favored this exemption. .A. great many influential Roman Catholics
·did not want their churches to be free, but wanted
their charities and asylums exempted, as otherwise
the beneficiaries would fall back on the community
for support. The issue should be squ&rely met.
Mr. Douglass urged that the great propertyowners felt that they were paying for the protection
of their property. But it was really paid by the men
who did not own the property, but paid rent.
In whose interest were any exemptions made?
When the state supported the church there was
reason for the exemption. And more recently, when
the governing classes had control in municipal affairs,
it was easy to exempt the churches. Now society
was entirely different. Many thousands held no
religious tenets, and were as good citizens as those
who supported churches. Those men who supported
churches felt like freeing them from taxes, others
did not. No one institution should be freed from
taxation, as it would" be unequal and unjust. It
would bring down the government on our heads and
end in revolution unless the wrong was righted.
The whole matter of exemption was unconstitutional.
If men could afford to build churches they could
afford to pay taxes upon them.
Mr. Dumont urged the blotting out of the exemption law for the benefit of the entire city.

The Liberal Club.
Friday evening, May 1st, was what Mr. Mantalini
might call " demd damp, moist, and unpleasant."
The rain fell in a dreary, disconsolate way, and
dripped from the umbrellas of about one hundred
persons who attended the 377th regular meeting of
the Manhattan Liberal Club. The torch of reason on
the reporter's badge pin flared but dimly as he
seated himself at the secretary's table to make the
following notes of the proceedings.
.A.t 8 o'clock Mr. Wakeman called the scattered
assemblage to order, and the secretary read the minutes of the previous meeting and the business thereat
transacted. Then the usual notices were read, and
Mr. Henry 0. Cherouny was introduced as the
speaker of the evening, and a man who was better
known than people generally supposed. Mr. Cherouny said that his subject was "Free Competition,"
and that he would take a retrospectiv view of history, which he proceeded to do. This gentleman is
a foreigner, apparently of Germanic nativity, and his
English is modified accordingly. This as regards his
accent. The matter of the lecture was ably and
grammatically arranged. .A.s far as this writer
caught the speaker's words and meaning, something
was considered to be wrong in our economical system. The laborer was worse off in some respects
than he was a thousand years ago. Free competition was selfishness and egotism, and logically called
for the extinction of all opponents. Its results had
not been altogether salutary. Mr. Cherouny deprecated the American tendency toward individualism.
The decline of the powers of the state was the
beginning of evil. Common sense was sense of
common weal, and justice was far more important
than liberty.
By virtne of its great staying powers, acquired
through previous severe disciplin, the audience were
enabled to listen patiently to the lecture for an hour
and a half. Librarian King remarked that the duration of the discourse gav him quite a comprehensiv
idea of what was meant by eternity. It is really a
lamentable misfortune for an orator addressing an
American audience not to be able to speak in intelligible English; but, after all, compared with the
affiiction which his audience suffer, he is to be felicitated.
Dr. Eccles, who was urged to go forward and make
a speech, observed as he did so that he supposed it
was necessary for him to say something in order that
the rest of the critics might hav a basis for their remarks. He would say that the lecture was too long
and too prosy for such an audience and such a night.
Continuing, Dr. Eccles held that Socialism on the
one side ought to go to the bottomless pit, and that
Anarchism, on the other, ought to be sent after it.
This country, he said, needed more competition
among the rich, and less combination among the
poor.
Mr. Langerfeld gave Dr. Eccles about a stickful of
advice, urging him, by a proper course of study of

the literature of Socialism, to gain sue~ a k~owledge
of its aims and methods as would quahfy him to express himself intelligently upon the subject. To this
end Mr. Langerfeld recommended that Dr. Eccles
should purchase a copy of a pamphlet entitled "The
Reporter and Socialist," by Alexander Jon as, to be
found on the table, price ten cents.
It seemed to be the sense of the meeting that Mr.
Wakeman should offer some suggestions. The chairman compared Mr. Cherouny's ideas to some of those
mysterious rivers in South America or elsewhere that
vanish in the sand. The lecturer's expression was too
elaborate and his thoughts were lost in a multitude
of words~ Mr. Wakeman then sketched his plan for
a reconstruction of society. It included salaries for
h
h
professional men, with pensions for t e SaJile w en
superannuated, support guaranteed to females, and
other pleasant things which the author hopes one
day
to Cheroun:v
put in print.
Mr.
did not care to offer any further remarks. The chairman warned all present to attend
the Wednesday night meeting of the Institute of
Social Science at the hall of the Young Men's Christian Association. On that occasion, they were assured, the lion and the lamb would lie together.
The card of invitation bears the names of upward of
a dozen ministers, about an equal number of Atheists,

honor? I do not know the sex of the writer, but
should be sorry to know i~ to be a woman.
Let us be glad for all good ~hat comes to _the advocates of Liberalism, not saymg paltry thmgs that
may hurt their feelings.
Are we never to hear again from T. B. Wakeman
and T. C. Leland? How much we miss them, even
with all the good things which Watts, Plltnam, and
Reynolds giv us!
Lucy N. Co~<.MAN.
Syracu.~e, N. Y., April 27, 1885.

Some Reflections by a Farmer.

d f
I am a practical farmer on the last deca e o life.
I made my debut into this world in total ignorance of
what should come after, and if I could hav known beforehand that the odds were ninety-nine to one that
I should suffer for my brief stayforever in another
life which life could hav had no being if I had not
be~n drafted into this, I certainly would hav entered
my protest against being com~elled to hazard so
much with such fearful odds agamst me. As I hav
had a beginning, 80 sh~ll I _hav an endi~g-a fact I
cannot ignore, daily Witnessmg the commg and going of my,fellows the past seventy year~. We now,
when thinking of a Qhange, naturally Wish. to know
where we will bring up. Some tell us, In words
more laconic than polite, we'll bring up in a place
five doctors, four professors, one honorable, two gov- we would not like to think about until later in the
ernors, one general, and other gentlemen whose proh b"
t d
fessions are peace or war as the case may be. Parke season. Presuming we might get a Itua e .to the
Godwin was president of the institute and would giv heat of its fires, the monotony from everlastmg to
the inaugural addi·ess, and other eminent gentlemen everlasting would be intolerable. C?thers tell us that
would make brief addresses.
upon certain conditions we will m1grate to another
Next Friday evening the lect.ure will be upon '.'So- country whose climate is much preferable, yet subcialism in the United States" by S. E. Shevitcb, ject to the same objectionable monotony.
editor of the Volks Zeitung. The name sounds of
The conditions upon which we secure a home that
Russia. It is hoped the lecture will be free from its knows no eviction, in either place, w~ arde t?ld, ~ie
accent. Some of the audience are growing weary of between two personages, God and t e evil; t at
dialect artists, however accomplished, and would sug- God created this latter person so much astuter than
g est that these non-English-speaking gentlemen be himself that he gets ninety and nine per cent of all
of us· that God in order to get any of his own creaallowed to put their remarks in print.
tion 'was compelled to sacrifice his only begotten
son to save, by proxy, those who bel~eve in the marMI·s. Slenker's Ghost-Hunting.
velous feats performed by this son e1gh_te~n hundred
I hav been purposing for some time to write a note years since. But as we are always behevmg, and as
for THE TRUTH SEEKI<m concerning this ~uch-talked- often find our credulity imposed upon, we ara beof affair, not because I think I can convince anyone coming skeptical except where we are actually cogof the truth of Spiritualism or prove to them that the nizant of a fact, either from personal knowledge ot•
whole thing is a fraud, as I know that there is no some reliable source consistent within itself.
saying more certain than the oft-repeated one that" a
Now to the point. We are told that the son of
man convinced against his will is of the same opinion God (which we are informed embodies God himself)
still," but to ask our friends if it is fair treatment to gave his life for the B·1Vina
of the wJrld, yet [ cannot
0
accuse Mrs. Slenker of being false to her convictions, learn that any but the Je ws at the time of sacrifice
avoiding the Spiritualists and hobnobbing with us in had knowledge of this grave and certainly important
Syracuse, so as to help the author of "Bottom Facts." fact and the entire Jewish nation consisted of less
I think the trip was taken in good faith, and surely tha~ two millions, and the other .A.sit~.tic nations, numthose of us who paid nothing toward it lost nothing, bering over four hundred and sixty millions, letting
and if we gained nothing we need not complain. It alone Western Europe and the American continent,
may be our own fault. Would it not be something were all ignorant of the means whereby they could
gained to open our eyes, by the help of another, and be saved from the undesirable place. Of com·ae,
see how we are imposed upon by the trickery of pub- they could not hav been able to obtain this knowllic mediums? ~piritualists are n~t slow to d~sc?ver edge iu the barbarous period of that time, n:o t~le
and make p~bl~c the frauds practiC~d by Chns~Jans graph system or other means of rapid commumcation
upo~ ~h.e behev1~g peopl~. Why Will t~ey not hsten being known (waiving the fact that if God could
to critiCism of their own faith? I hav studied all phases I make a world in six days he should be competent t,>
of Spiritualism; commenced with the revelations hav transmitted these glad tidings to all his creatures
and prophecies of .A.. J. Davis (how false the_y hav in less time than eighteen hundred years}, for at this
proved!); list~n~d ~o the "Ro_chester knockmgs;" moment sixty-seven per cent of the population. of
hav seen matenahzatwn, slate-writmg, etc.; hav been the world hav not heard of this plan of redemptiOn,
sh?wn t~e goods, pie_ces of dresses, shawl~, even. the and of the thirty-three per cent called Christian the
hair, which were sa1d to be produced m a dimly larger portion take no stock in the story when they
lighted room in the course of an hour; and I h~v do hear it.
always found that though it was easy to do all this,
We should much like you or some of the teachers
the money to pay for .seeing the show co~ld n:ever be of this business called Theolvgy (for it is a business
produced by any medmm, however clever m his ~rade. as much as the profession of law, fortune-telling, rum
I_ hav nothing _to sa~ at this .time about .a conti.nued selling, or lottery dealing), to giv us a clearer view ?f
hfe; I am dea~mg with. the tncks of pubhc medm~s, this plan of redemption. Our question is asked m
such as our friend Elmma met, and such as the Spir- all honesty and sincerity.
PAx'roN.
itualists support and defend. I attended several
seances with Mrs. Slenker in Syracuse, not because I
The Prospect.
hav any interest in them, but because I believe in
Mrs. Slenker, and know she is trying to help humanAre we living in the nineteenth century, or the
ity to advance in knowledge and righteousness, and ninth? Is the light of science still shining upon us,
I can testify to the truthfulness of her statement. or are we still enveloped in the midnight gloom of
Mr. Truesdell is my neighbor; I hav known him many superstition? How much hav the murky clouds of
years, and like him. I once told the readers of THE ignorance lifted since the dark. day when the Ch~is
TRUTH SEEKER that as a medium he was a fraud, but tian church held the world m the death-deahng
they would not believe me, and some of them said of clutch of anti-naturalism?
me what they say now of Mrs. Slenker, that I was not
Reading Silas J. Chesebrough's article in THE
honest, but was trying to hurt mediums. I am very TRUTH SEEKER of .A.prill!:lth, I am carried in imaginaglad that "Bottom Facts" is published. I know the tion back to the time when not OJ.'le man in a thoustatements are true. I wish all Spiritualists would sand in Europe could write his name, and when,
read it, and then rely upon themselvs to find out the consequently, diakkism was a popular belief. That
"hidden things of the spirit," if such there are. I the gross superstition has survived the age that was
repeat, I hav no argument to make concerning a stained with the bloodshed in the saturnalias of its
world beyond-" sufficient unto the day" is this life power is the saddest fact that confronts us, for it
- I took my pen to testify to Mrs. Slenker's honesty shows us how slowly, how very slowly, the human inand fidelity.
tellect emerges from the chaos and night, the weakAs I am in a critical mood, I wish to say that I ness and erraticism, of its infancy.
wholly dissent from the article-I should say from
Mr. Wakeman's maeterly review of Frederic May
the spirit of the article-of a correspondent from Holland's latest work is very timely, especially those
Syracuse who says, " There are women {in the judg- portions of it wherein he points out the causes which
ment of the writer) whose writings are superior may lead to a relapse into the barbarism of universal
to Miss ·Helen H. Gardener's, and who were not Catholicism and despotism. The very fact that there
introduced by Colonel Ingersoll to the platform." are among Freethinkers large numbers of people who
Cannot one be glad for another that she may hav had read with eagerness and assent to such stuff as that
that advantage, even though she may be alone in the written by Chesebrough, is proof positiv that our
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camp is yet good recruiting-ground for holy mother
church.
.
Mr." Holland's work is a good one, but it has the
defect that Mr. Wakeman has pointed out. But Dr.
Felix Oswald's "Secret of.the East" should be in the
hands of every Freethinker in the world. · It truly
estimates the effect of the teachings credited to the
mythical Nazarene. Publish Mr. Wakeman's review
as a tract.
EDWIN C. WALKER.

New Fields iii Old Lands.
It seems to ine that our philosophers and literati
hav never enough studied the lives of Asiatic races
and nations. All our considerations are confined to
a few pages of history of Greek races and Egypt,
Rome, and Carthage before Christ, and to what has
occurred since in certain small territories of Europe,
most of which, until within the past three or four
centuries, hav been occupied by semi-barbarous races.
Meanwhile India, China, Japan, and Thibet, with
all Mongolia, hav been neglected comparativly. A
few scholars hav delved a little, a few travelers hav
passed through portions of these countries and given
us reports enough only to show the vast importance
of the subject.
We hav volumes on volumes about what a few million people hav done in Western Europe during the
past few hundred years. Meanwhile some six hundred millions living in the very highest states of
civilization, with a religion superior in many respects
to our own, hav led their lives for thousands of years,
and all we know of them can be comprised in two or
three volumes. Admitted that more has been written,
but not popularized, A hundred years ago the learned
world began to take a profound interest in the life
of these nations, and it was predicted by the most
brilliant Oriental scholars that great results must follow. Suddenly, as it seemed, and with one accord,
the leaders of scientific research, the heads of
schools, dropped the subject. Why? The writer of
this believes this is due to the reaction from the old
French Revolution. For just consider what would
be the effect upon the popular mind if it were once
thoroughly apprized of and familiarized with the
fact that this comparativly little ·stream of history
that has its source in and around Palestine, Greece,
and Egypt, and has run through Italy and up
through Western Europe, is a mere brooklet: that a
vast, mightily-tided ocean exists all round it. To
one who has a conception of the magnitude of this
other, how ridiculous seem some of the ideas and
plans by which the story of the human race is illustrated in the schools. A little chart that used to be
popular will giv one an idea how the human mind is
dwarfed on this subject. It was called the "Stream
of Time." It was based on the Bible story, of course.
The human race began with Adam. Two-thirds of
the subject was filled by England, France, and the
United States. It would not do to tell the truth.
The fact would burst upon the mind that when Adam
was created mighty nations existed, whose civilization, save in two or three respects of rapid transport,
labor-saving and life-destroying inventions, lately
made, too, was equal to anything the imagination of
the modern man can conceive. But there is another
condition of life, very different from that of a land
covered with cities and villages, equally civilized,
more natural, subject to few fluctuations or changes,
that has been lived by great races from immemorial
time. I mean the nomadic pastoral. It lacks the
refinements, corruptions, and vices of city life, even
as does our own country life to-day, but is none the
less a life of the very highest civilization, as it is and
has been led by mighty races of Western Asia and
Eastern Europe. Its religion is its main feature.
Here for countless ages man has led the same life,
following the -sun within certain degrees of latitude.
Here the race maintains eternal youth because it livs
in harmony with the divine laws of nature. Effete,
dying races are unknown, and age on age may pass,
seeing little alteration in it(f external life. Like all
others, it is profoundly stirred by moral causes; singular religious developments hav followed on this
life. Here is a vast and comparativly new field for
the explorer.
HoLT.
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News and Notes from the Field.

The meeting on Monday evening, .April 20th, at Dodge City,
in spite of stormy weaiher was a success. Dodge City is destined to occupy a central position in the growth of this Western frontier, and its unconventional life is favorable to the
development of Freethought. The grip of the church is not
so firmly fixed here as in older societies. Its prominent and
leading business men are interested in our movement, and the
organization formed will be activly indorsed by the best intelligence of the place. Dodge City will be one of the banner
towns of'Liberalism.
On our way to Wichita, we ran around the edge of a waterspout which did an immense amount of injury in southwestern Kansas. The papers reported that the survivors of this
terrible flood gave thanks to God that it came in the day-time
instead of at night, when twice as many lives would hav been
lost. How very accommodating the deity was ! It is to be
hoped that he will be always be as obliging to his children,
and if he must send a cyclone, send it in the day-time and giv
people some chance to escape.
Through the energetic efforts of G. W. Collings, a very good
audience greeted us at the Opera House on Wednesday evening, April 22d, although the weather was quite unfavorable.
The lectures were received with enthusiasm, and an auxiliary
society was ·established. G. W. Collings was elected temporary secretary, and through his persistent and able management the Freethought element will no doubt be prominent
and influential in this rapidly growing country.
Mr. John Fisher, the sheriff of the county, Fred Sowers,
Mr. Mathewson, and others, leading professional men and
merchants of the city, will co-operate with Mr. Collings for
the advancement of the Secular Union. With such pronounced elements of ability and energy in our cause a very
marked success will be achieved, and the thoroughgoing Radical spirit of the West will show how effectually it can progress to the highest civilization. There is, indeed, a freshness
and intensity in Western life that givs vast opportunity for the
attainment of our noblest ideals. Mr. Mathewson, of Wichita,
has had a remarkable experience of frontier adventure. He
was the first white man that ever set foot in Kansas. He has
been scout, hunter, fighter; has lived among the Indians, and
has traversed nearly every part of this Western country. He
has witnessed from the beginning the magnificent growth of
the American nation in this once almost untrodden wildernerness. He has seen humanity in many and wonderful
changes, and has acquired that sturdy education from actual
life which givs one confidence in his fellow-man and but little
faith in deity. He is a specimen of that valuable and trustworthy material out of which scientific Liberalism will build
in this new world a genuin humanitarian republic.
The cyclones and waterspouts sweeping up and down the
plains in reckless fashion almost prevented us reaching Fort
Scott in time for a lecture on Thursday evening, but the audience waited, and w arrived at half-past eight and went immediately to the platform. The Opera House was well filled on the
first evening, and on the second was crowded. Our reception
at Fort Scott, both by the press and tl!e people, was one of the
most pleasant we hav received in our whole tour. The following notices and comments from the papers of the city demonstrate the liberal sentiment that is in the community, and the
promising field opened to our campaign work. The daily
Trib1~ne says:
"Mr. Charles Watts is an earnest and forcible speaker. His
address was a fine intellectual effort, sparkling with rhetorical
gems and at times intensely eloquent. He was also scathing at
times, and unsparing to what the speaker considered the weakness of the Bible and Christianity. Mr. S. P. Putnam is a gentle)llan of pleasing presence and manner, and is evidently a
scholar of considerable research. Both gentlemen more than
sustained their well-earned fame on the rostrum. None could
deny their earnestness, their courteous bearing, their high intelligence, or their logical and oratorical powers. In all these
respects they are on a level with the very best lecturers in the
country. They are polished speakers, and evidently sincere
in their utterances."
And the daily Monitor observes:
"The audience which faced the Secularist lecturers, Jl.'[essrs.
Watts and Putnam, at the Opera House last night was cerMr. Reynolds's Tent Fund.
tainly one which was decidedly complimentary to these gen$149.20 tlemen. It was a representativ gathering of the intelligence
Previously acknowledged,
1.00 and culture of Fort SGott, and the attention paid the speakers
L. De Witt Gr.iswold,
2.00 was such as is always dictated by refinement. Many ladies
William Reynolds,
50 graced the occasion, and at least two of the prominent minisHenry Beichling, Henry Berger, $2-$1 previously acknowledged,
1.00 ters of the city were present."
In speaking of these gentlemen, Governor McComas said to
Total, $153.70 the T1·ibune reporter: "Yes, they did me the honor of calling
C. B. Reynolds will lecture at Scranton, Pa., Sunday, May upon me, and of giving me a most. agreeable surprise by more
lOth, afternoon and evening. Subjects: Afternoon, "What than filling my conception of them by their well-known repuLiberalism Teaches;" evening, "Why I left the Pulpit."
tion. They passed several hours of most animated intercourse
with several of my Liberal neighbors and myself, both to our
A MEJCICAN historian makes a new attempt to show pleasure and profit. It was not difficult to perceive at once
that America was discdVered in the fifth century A.D. that they were gentlemen, and further intercourse gave us
by a party of Buddhist monks from Afghanistan, of ample assurance that they well deserved their high reputation
whom one, Hwui Shan, returned to Asia after an ab- for talent and culture. Both hav the social qualities. Watts
sence of forty-one years. A short account of the is an excellent specimen of the best type of Englishman in
land which he visited, supposed to be Mexico, was form, feature, and style, and has that portly and commanding
included in the official history of China. There is presence and self-possession which ara so essential and
proof that H wui Shan actually visited some unknown effectiv on the rostrum. Putnam is rather gracious and
Eastern region, and the traditions of Me~ico coptain pleasi.Dg t4all com:tnanding, but not Jess interesting and euan account of th~ ttniv!\1 of JUonkl:l~
ga~ing."
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I quite enjoyed my visit with Governor McComas. He is
the author of those well-known books, "The Divine Problem" and "The Religion of Christ." In the latter book the
remarkable theory is propounded that Jesus did not die upon
the cross, but survived for many years. The analysis of evidence is exceedingly clear, and is one of the finest exhibitions
of legal ability in the language. Mr. Watts has delivered
many lectures on this book in England, and it was a gratifying surprise to meet its author unexpectedly in this remote
country. I read "The Divine Problem " with great interest.
It is somewhat Platonic and Pantheistic in its philosophy; but
original both in language and method of illustration. His
processes of reasoning are very subtle, and if it be allowed
that the mind can pass beyond the boundary of phenomena
into the world ·of being or substance, and formulate a science
of ontology, I think Governor McComas has done this with a
grasp of mind and felicity of expression that is surpassingly
entertaining. It could not be better done, with a more genial
spirit or brilliancy of logical deduction. His deduction is correct. Allowing his premises, I find no fault with his conclusion. His three unities are admirably correlated-the unity
of the ultimate atom, the unity of the finite organization, and
the absolute unity, or the unity of the whole. But, after all,
these beautiful pictures of the play and interplay of the eter.
nal force in these correlated unities are, to my mind, philosophy, and not strictly science-but a philosophy that it is well
worth our while to contemplate. Mr. McComas's system of
thought, like that of Universology, is one that no student
should neglect, for though it may never become a certainty, it
unfolds a splendid and fascinativg possibility. It is a wondrous and delightful dream, not of superstition, but of that
exultant thought which sweeps beyond the bounds of space
and time.
I was glad to meet John Farnsworth also, an old-time valiant
Freethinker, who has always been ready to do his share of
work, and who has never yet been afraid to express the honest
convictions of his mind, and who has won and retained the
thorough respect of the community. M. S. Fox is also a valuable promoter of the Freethought cause. He has quite an
inventiv genius. He has already secured patents on some of
his mechanical appliances which promis practical success, and
I hope fortune. In every respect our work at Fort Scott was
encouraging. We came in contact with hearts and minds that
furnished fresh intellectual and moral equipment.
From Fort Scott we came to Kansas City, where one of the
most difficult fields of work in the whole country had been
prepared by that faithful afficer of the American Secular
Union. Mrs. Mattie P.Krekel. The following from the Kansas
City News shows how earnestly she is enlisted in this movemeut:
" THE GOSPEL OF RIGHT LIVING.
"EDITOR Daily News: Will you allow me, as matter of public
interest, to call attention to the fact that we are to hav in this
city during the next few days two public teachers of exceptional excellence, Mr. Charles Watts, of London, England, for
many years editor of the Secular Review, and co-worker with
Bradlaugh, Holyoake, Renan, and Victor Hugo, at present vicepresident of the American Secular Union, of which Colonel
Ingersoll is president, and Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, secretary
of the same society, also a fine speaker and writer as well as
poet of acknowledged ability. These gentlemen come among
us to voice the new gospel of that already large and rapidly
increasing army of truth seekers who believe in the authority
oftmth and th~t alone, whet.her in the oli or new creed, whether
founded on religious or scientific ground.
"An opportunity is now presented Christians to hear for
themselvs (not by proxies, of whom we hav had many, in pulpit
and press, during the last year) what the outcome of the scientific gospel of right living is. I, for one, most earnestly hope
the courage of our orthodox friends will be equal to the occasion, and that our Secular friends will call as large and attentiv audiences to listen to their presentation of Constructiv
Rationalism as do their opponents to hear the demolishing of
these gentlemen and their views, when they are at a safe and
comfortable distance from the attack. A free platform will
be offered-no firing from an entrenched and sheltered position, but a fair, open, available field. It is proposed while
these gentlemen are with us to organize a chapter, or auxiliary,
to the National Secular Society, which this year comes into
fellowship with the European Secular Society, organizing the
Universal Brotherhood of Man, the Religion of Humanity.
"Yours in the·interest of truth,
MA.TTIE P. KnEKEL."
We had a meeting Sunday morning at Turner Hall, and
after addresses by Judge Krekel, Mrs. Mattie Krekel, Dr.
Bowker, Charles Watts, and others, an organization was formed
auxiliary to the American Secular Union. In the afternoon
Mr. Watts lectured on "Secularism and Christianity." In the
evening a reception was held at the residence of Mrs. Krekel.
On Monday evening Mr. Watts lectured on "Agnosticism and
'Iheism "and myself on "The Demands of Humanity." Good
reports' of these lectures hav been published in the daily
papers. We lecture at the same place on Wednesday and
Thursday evening of this week. Next Sunday we shall lecture at Chicago; May lOth at Grand Rapids; May 12th and 13th
at Springport, Mich.; May Hth and 15th at Auburn, Ind.;
May 24th at Louisville, Ky., and I hope at New Albany, Ind.,
and again at Nashville, Tenn., May 31st at Cleveland, June 'fth
and 14th at Canton, Ohio, and vicinity;_ June 21st at Pittsburgh;
and June 28th at S11lamanca. There rs a prospect of a debate
at Waynesburg, Pa., and if the Christians a!e sufficiently
valiant it will certainly come off about the mrddle of June.
We are now enjoying the hospitality of ~'l:rs. Krekel with he,r
happy and beautiful family. Mrs. Krekel is o_ne of our m.o3t
brilliant speakers, but she has also a pre-emment practical
ability, and is a wonderful housekeeper,. an_d so ~e are really
in " paradise of Freethought, and find mv1gorabon both for
mind ana body. Judge Krekel is a man of de~p and comprehensiv views a thorough student, a brave thinker, and one
who underst~nds and applies the philosophy of law with the
genius of originality. In the progress of our work he will
render valuable assistance in spreading abroad· a true understanding of the Rpirit of our government, and what should be
the scope of its laws. This is a subject upon which he has
spent years of study, and h1s theory of legislation is,_ to my
mind, just, profound, and in harmony with natur~l h~ert~.
His contributions to the literature of Freetl!ought m this direction will be of vast importance, for surely there is no question so difficult to set.tle as the harmonizing of the rights of the
individual with the happiness of society; and th.e efforts of a
mind trained in legal lore and precedent. but which J;ns never
lost the philosophic spirit and insight, will be recogmzed as of
priceless service in the cause of liberty and order.
J(ansas Citu, April 2Rth 1 2~5.
SAuruFJr, P. PuTNAM.
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tar. Motion, light, heat, electricity, are merely mod- astrology before we began to teach astronomy; we
ifications of the one, original, primal force inherent knew all about heaven before we knew anything of
in all matter. Motion, change, is the eternal order this world; we had made theology a science before
Matter-Man-Mind.
of existence. Nothing is stationary. Grow or decay, we knew anything about human nature. Now, there
is the decree of nature. Matter is ever on the march. has been a little progress in every direction, even in
The infinit universe, from atoms to astral worlds, Atoms attract or repel each other. ~ss~ciated atoms the direction of mistakes. You can hardly imagin
is a material unity. All matter is essentially the form organizations. Through orgamzatwns .are elab- the debt we owe to the mistakes of the world. The
·same. It varies only in its forms. They are chang- orated the higher forms and finer forces of life.
mistakes we hav forgotten hav almost made us rich.
ing constantly. No two are ever exactly alike;
So we see that the character of bodies, their modes
I say there has been a little advance. Take, for
nature never repeats herself. Leibnitz once picked and capacities of action, always ~orrespond t? their instance, music. At one time the little pipe of Pan
up a leaf, declaring there was but one such leaf in structure. The complex, mysterious mechamsm of was all the music there was. One poor little flute,
existence; that whatever might be the resemblance man is capable of converting the chemical and alec- the sound varied by stopping the aperture with the
between the leaves of one tree and another, each had trical forces of his being into nervous influence, and, fingers. But there was one good thing about that
its own distinguishing tint-each its wave-like sur- through this, of transmuting them into tho~g:ht. little flute-it excited the love for music, it increased
face.
Every atom has an aspiration upward, an amb1t10n the desire for harmony, until finally the orchestra
All bodies are being constantly decomposed and for the highest office that matter can assume. It was born, and the opera, with all its expression of
recompos€d, but their constituents are indestructible. serves its apprenticeship in the mineral, vegetable, human emotion. Growth is a very slow process. I
'These admit of i::J.finit combination and assume an and animal, to fit it for its finer duties in the human tell you it is a long way from the. first whisper to
infinit diversity of forms, but not an atom can be economy. The world is as a mighty mill for ~he Lohengrin. · But we hav traveled all that distance.
created or annihilated; so that the same elemental grinding up of granit and gross matter, and refim~g
Now, I find this not only in music, but in everymatter is e,verywhere eternally existent. There is it through a gradation of forms and forces for 1ts thing else. The savage eye takes cognizance of a
never a grain more nor one less at one time than mission in making perfect man.
very few colors-nowhere near the colors we see.
another.
. Through the marvelous mechanism of man's organ- Now, I hav said of music a great many times, that
Matter in all its myriad forms may be resolved into ism, matter finally attains a form 80 fine that it eludes
the first music of the world was the music of timP,
primal elements. These admit of no further reduc- further chemical analysis-mind. Is that, too, matethe music of the feet. That is all. Joy is time and
tion; they are the simples of existence. These ale- rial? It must be, as we hav no knowledge of it apart
tune, with emphasis added. This is what I call the
ments compose the world. Their number is about from organization, no manifestation of it except
mueic of the heart. It produces states of feeling.
sixty; some scientists say sixty-four. Only about six- through matter. The brain is its organ. We think Now, there is another kind of music, such as is proteen of these enter into the human organization; through that. Thou.ght tires us. The thing that
duced by Wagner, the Shakspere of music (you may
these same elements also compose all other animal thinks requires rest, recuperation, sustenance, the not all agree with me, but you will some "day), that
bodies. All the materials in man are common to the same as an exhausted muscle. There is a throwing off produces not simply states of feeling, but trains of
of something in thought, .a tangible loss to be replan- thought.
whole world: there is no especial human element.
_
There is a nonsensical notion that there are two ished. The brain ceases its action, and there is a
So
our
religion,
at
first,
played
only upon the
totally different kinds of matter-dead and living; termination to thought. There is not a trace of
the eye of science has never detected a dust of dead
·
Ab
"th
b" b · · single string of feeling. That harp of God never
or inert matter. This distinction without a differ- thought beyond bram.
oy Wl
a Ig ram IS had but two strings-one of fear, and the otaer that
said to be "bright." Brightness is also an attribute of selfish joy, that you had escaped eternal pain, no
ence was devised by theologians to giv a need for a
t
"ll
t th t 1
God. If matter were dead, then there would be a of polished steel. A drop of wa er w1 rus
e s ee , matter who had failed. Now, this was a religion
demand for a deity to breathe into it the breath of a pistol-ball put out the brightness of the brain.
born in what you might call the caves of the soul.
So that the prime product of man's organism is That religion no longer suffices the cultivated brain
life. An animal body is declared dead when it com- nervous force, tbe product of that brain, and of
mences to decay; but, as science sees it, it was never brain, mind. Like always produces like. The mind or the cultivated heart.
Now, millions imagin that if you take away the
more alive. Every atom of it is activ; every part is is the extremest measure of man, and all the antecedoctrin of eternal pain nothing is left, but the conseenergetically engaged in picking itself to pieces. dents of that are material.
Chemical action is even more potent in the process
The flower givs forth a fragrance that fills the quences of all actions still remain; the absolute fruit
of pulling to pieces than in putting together.
· f
d f ·
t" of all the seed you sow is still saved. And some peoForce is an attribute of matter; it is one of its atmosphere. This perfume lB orme o Impercep !- ple imagin if you do not love God there is no goodble particles of matter. These attenuated atoms act ness in you, but I do not see why you will not love
principal inherent properties, and is manifested in upon
but one of our senses. Without smell we would
all its forms. Force and matter are inseparable; one know no more of this fragrant emanation from the your children just as well, and why you will not feel
under the same obligation to your friend or neighcannot exist without the other. The mind of man is flower than of man's mental forces.
6 know that
merely a modification of nervous force belonging to these forces are evolved from the operation of car- bor.
his bodily structure. What we term death is but a
f
In the early stages of civilization each tribe had
transformation of material elements and forces.
tain organs-that they are an effect rom purely its own god, and when these tribes became a nation,
physical functions. We also know that the minds of
These processes of decomposition and recomposi- men act and react upon each other, that they are the god of the tribe that conquered the other tribes,
tion, of growth and decay, are ceaseless. In inor· became the god of that nation, and the reality of
·
ul
subject to material conditions and produce matena1 that god was established by the club of barbarism.
ganic bodies, or those without reg ar form or parts, effects, and that therefore they must be material.
such as stone, these processes are much slower than
H
Now, this national god hated with all his heart all
in organized bodies, or those with definit form and
S. · PRESTON.
other nations. But it is gradually dawning upon
functional parts. This is owing to the more complex
orthodoxy that if there is any god at all he is the
.A. Few Remarks by Colonel Ingersoll.
combination of elements in the latter.
God of humanity; that he does not like the EnglishIn animal bodies are found but few of the metallic
Colonel Ingersoll lectured in Boston on the evening man any better than he does the Russian; that he
elements, such as iron, copper, calcium, etc., which of April 19th. In the afternoon he attended the does not absolutely love the American and hold in
impart to inorganic matter its immobility and fixed- meeting of the Ingersoll Secular Society, and in re- detestation all other nations.
ness of form. Say that the standard weight of the sponse to a most enthusiastic welcome spoke as
So we are gradually widening and finding that the
human body is 154 pounds. Of this weight 88 follows. We take the report from the Investigator:
whole human race must permanently rise or parma·
pounds are water; the metallic compounds weigh less
L.1nms .rnn GENTLEMEN: To tell you the truth, I felt nently fall together. In other words, we are getting
than fiva pounds; the weight of one of the gaseous ele- a certain delicacy about coming here this afternoon philosophy in the place of religion, and philosophy
ments, oxygen, is 109 pounds, while that of some of -a little delicacy about coming to a meeting of a is only a higher form; that is all, and whatever we
the metals is but a few grains. It is this large pre- society that had done me the honor to bear my name; are endeavoring to do we ought to try to make ourponderance of liquid and small proportion of solid but I'll be as frank with you as you hav been with selva happy. There is no other good. The gods
substances that renders the body soft and supple, me. I'm glad I did come. We hav heard a very can do me no good but to add to my happiness. Let
and causes it to so decompose much sooner than in- excellent discourse, and hav heard reasons given why them put all their heads together, let them hold a
organic or more metallic matter.
a man is called a Freethinker.
divine caucus in every star. There is nothing they
These observations are pitted against the prevalent
I'm disposed to think that this world has been can do but that.
opinion that man is a distinct order of being by him- reasonably honest. I'm disposed to believe that,
There is only one good-that is happiness; and by
self, apart from all other animated entities. The ab- generally speaking, the founders of all religions, and happiness I mean the fruit that a decent action bears;
surdity of such an assumption is apparent when it is nearly all the followers of those religions-especially the result of trying to make somebody else happy.
ascertained that, scientifically considered, he does not those who hav been paying members-ha.v been rea- Now, if happiness is the only good, -the man who
materially differ from the rest of the animal world, or sonably honest. You know that this is not a very makes the most people happy is the best man, and
even i;he vegetable.
good world. I hav heard a great deal of flattery ad- the man to commence with is himself, so that he will
Like all other bodies, man is but one of the many dressed to God for the wisdom he manifested in not become a burden to others. He must see to it,
manifestations of matter. The same elements that making it. I hav never been able to see it. I do not if possible, that some time in his life he shall be able
make up a man would, were they put in different think that human life has been, in the history of this to stand alone, and not go through the world on
proportion and arranged differently, produce a plant poor world, a very great blessing, but we must take crutches and a pain to other people.
or a quadruped, just as from the same brick may be into consideration the condition of our poor ancestors
The next thing to do is to help somebody else.
constructed a crypt or a cathedral. The rock and the when we pass judgment upon their superstitions.
That, to my mind, is all there can possibly be to any
rose, the babe and the butterfly, and all the infinit
We must think of the huts and holes and misera- religion. I am a believer in the family. This is the
diversity of forms the objectiv world presents, are ble dens in which they lived, surrounded by heat, only society I hav any great confidence in. The man
only different states or conditions of the same, orig- and frost, and storm, attacked by all the diseases we who makes a happy home is fit society in this world.
inal, universal matter.
now know. Just for one moment imagin this world or any other, for man or gods. No god can disThe carbon in the air we breathe also constitutes at that time. Poor mothers, clasping naked infants grace him111elf by associating with a man who has
the solid structure of the corrugated oak. Chop to naked breasts; famin, disease, and war ! Just been devoted to making a happy fireside. This is
down the oak and burn it to ashes; the same matter think of the condition of our ancestors when they what I call religion; and a young man instead of
still exists, chiefly in the form of gas and water. If laid the foundations of orthodox religion !
getting in love with God, had better get in love with
consumed under proper conditions, every particle
I also take another step and say that every bo(!.y some good, sweet girl that he is willing to giv his life
can, weight for weight, be chemically accounted for. does as he·must. He is the product of all that has for. It is a thousand times better than the worship
So with the forces of matter. They can be gone before, so that he is entitled to a certain degree of any imaginary or of any real being.
changed, be converted into each other, but can never of. charity. I want some charity myself, and so I say
If there be a God, I certainly can do him no parbe destroyed. In the course of centuries the oak of these others, I presume they did as they must, ticular good. The only way I can help him is to
becomes a carboniferous deposit deep down in the which, as a rule, is bad enough. So, taking into con- help him to make his universe a success; and it can
earth. The light and heat of every sun ray that ever sideration the circumstances, with the idea that they only be a success by making the creatures into which
fell upon it is still retained, and can be given out did as they must, I find charity even for those who he has breathed life happy, making their lives better.
again in light and heat from the combustion of the conceived of the doctrin of eternal pain; and that, in
Now the :fi.rst thing for a young man to do is to
coal into which it changed.
my judgment, is the worst thing the human mind make a home. This is the real temple, and you will
As before remarked, matter, in all states and under ever has conceived.
understand the worship of this religion. There is
all conditions, is endowed with energy or force. It
Another thing we must bear in mind: In those no mystery about it, and yet nobody has ever under·
could not exist without it. And as far as human things that touch human nature the closest, progress stood it. There is no mystery about human affecknowledge ranges, there is no force apart from mat- is the slowest. We made considerable progress in. tion, and yet it is infinitly beyond our conception.
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Now, if we hav a child and allow it to grow up in
the sunshine of affection, in the perfume of love, and
see that little bud of humanity burst into flower and
giv back joy for joy, that is success; and whoever
bas raised such a child, has lived a tr\llY religious
life; and when men and women hav gathered about
them such ties, and when they truly love each other
there is real worship.
'
I understand the name you hav taken for this society is the "Secular Society." What does that
mean? I understand it to mean to attend to the affairs of this world? But are you never to hav any
thought about another world? Yes, dream about it
~hink ab?ut it, build your castles in a future Spain:
If you will, and wh~n one dies that you love, hope to
meet that one agam. Nobody can object to that;
but when you say your neighbor has not the ·same
right to look into the stars and guess that you hav
then you hav become an intellectual tyrant.
'
.I believe in Freethought. Fear is the jailer of the
mmd; and you can take a little child before it has
left the cradle, and make its poor little soul the slave
of fear. Fear is the only thing that can forge chains
fo: the mi?d. . You may finally get people so they
Will not thmk, simply because their minds are imprisoned by this tyrant.
We not only want Freeth ought, bot in addition we
w~nt free s~eech. Now I do not mean by this, anythmg offeJ?-s.Iv. If I know myself, I hav been driven
to the positiOn I now occupy by the cruelty of religion. When I was a little boy, sitting by the jamb of
the fireside, watching the sparks, .hearing my good
old father read the Old Testament, I do not rememb~r the time when I did not, with all my heart, hate
his God, and so I hav broken away from all religions.
We want not only Freethought, but we want every
Freethinker to do what he can to cultivate tenderness, kindness, especially at home. That is the· real
church, and it is about the only church worth preserving, and it is the only religion.
Think how many religions this world has outlived!
Hundreds and hundreds of religions are dead, and
we love one another still. Thousands and millions
of gods hav grown old, and deaf, and wrinkled, and
toothless, and finally joined that shadowy throng;
yet there are husbands and wives, lovers, firesides,
and little children; so this is really the religion in
which I believe.
I'm satisfied (but about that I may be mistaken)
that these questions which we hav always been asking of the sphinx, in the desert of time: "Where
did we come from?-Whither are we going?- What
is all this for?" will never be answered by the intellect of man, and in my judgment cannot be answered.
I believe, then, in spending time in asking questions
that can be. What is the best way to prevent poverty? What is the best way to prevent crime? How
can we increase the sum of human happiness? And
without having the egotism to think, or to imagin,
that what the speaker of the day has been kind
enough to say about me, is true, without even dreaming t~at I hav ever accomplished anything worth
speakmg of-because I know, after all, how little he
can do without somebody to help him-:-so, I say,
knowing how little one man is, and knowing that he
can only succeed when he givs utterance to the
thoughts that other8 think, I want to thank, here and
now, every man who has, either publicly or privately,
sympathized with the efforts, no matter how feeble,
that I hav made, knowing that without them, all I
hav done, which is little enough, would be absolutely
nothing.
And now, thanking the gentlemen who hav done
me the gr~at honor to call this society by my name,
and thankmg you for your kindness and attention
and hoping, as I now do, that the lives of every on~
of you from this day until the last may be rich with
human affection, with love given and love returned,
and that you may be happy husbands and fathers,
happy wives and mothers, and happy children, with
tl!is wish I bid you good-bye_.
·
·
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able to report by this time at least a hundred soci- Athenian school. Passing mention may be made of
eties. You say:
a. famous woman, Hypatia, pathetic victim of Chris"Touching Colonel Ingersoll, Mrs. Severance is very far tian fanaticism, daughter of the famous mathematiastray. He did not ask for the presidency of the League, and cian Theon. Pupil of Plutarch, the Athenian innow that he has accepted it, that the work may not be im- spirer of the poet-bishop Synesius, Hypatia, beautipeded by any .action of his, it is in the vecy worst possible
taste to slur hun as Mrs. Severance does by her quotation of ful, chaste, and eloquent, became the vindicator of
"o~r noble leader." Whether Mr. Ingersoll believes in self- the rights of Freethought and science in the midst c$.
sacnfioe or not, we know that he lectured for years in the the Jewish, Pagan, and Christian sects, whose sanWest and footed his own bills. We know, too, that he could guinary dissensions were desolating Alexandria. Evhav been governor of Illinois had he been willing to keep his
erywhere in those unhappy days of the opening of
opinions to himself."
·
the fifth century, but nowhere more than in AlexanI never intimated he wanted the presidency; on dria, where the most senseless and wild docrins, addthe contrary, I had no reason to believe he woulci ing the chaos of internecine strife to the confusion of
accept it; and you as well as I know that his letter the barbaric invasions, the old world was devouring
pu?lished in the same issue, dated April 2d, wa~ its own vitals, and was falling a prey to its savage
written two months after my article was written, and progeny. The jealousy of a Bishop Cyril of Alexanthat this was the first word of his that was given the dria, combining with the ferocity of frenzied monks,
public on the subject. My quotation" of our noble let loose the blind hatred of the populace aaainst
leader" was no slur upon him, but a quotation from Hypatia, dragged from her pulpit, stoned and t~rn to
those that were ringing the changes upon it when he pieces. Hypatia, whose lessons had inspired the enhad not manifested enough interest in the matter thusiasm of the few surviving noble and enlightened
to even notice the fact of his election, or whether he minds, sealed with her blood the triumph of Chriswould accept or not. I hav always admired Colonel tianity. The school that she had restored perished
Ingersoll as the eloquent opponent of the churches' with her, and Hypatia was the last Alexandrian phiideas of Bible inspiration, and that I consider his es- losopher in Alexandria. The schools of Athens were
pecial role. That he has always "paid his bills" closed by a decree of Justinian in the year 519, and
while lecturing I hav no reason to doubt. We all the philosophers who remained took refuge in the
~enerally do that, and especially would we be able to
court of Chosroes, emperor of Persia, in order to
If we could command the prices for speaking he escape being murdered by the bloodthirsty Chrisdoes. But it seems to me, Mr. Editor, when you tians. The fourth century was on~ of the most trousay you know he could hav been governor of illi- bled, one of the most sanguinary and disastrous, that
nois had he been willing to keep his opinions to him- mankind has outlived. But it is celebrated by the
self, you must hav had a. special revelation, for you church because it ushers in the era of her political
could not prove any such thing certainly.
and social supremacy. Yet, for all the ostentatious
Was it not a little far-fetched to assume that pride she may take in her great men Athanasius, J eI was "throwing a stone in the way of the League," rome, Hillary, Ambrose, Augustine, she cannot conor planting thorns along the paths of workers, be- ceal from history the wrangling of her dignitaries,
cause I saw fit to offer some opinions or even criti- the furies of the sects, the fooleries of monasticism, ·
cisms? I think I hav manifested by my works the ruin of the arts, the proscription of thought, the
my interest in the League in the past, which, I disembodiment of the Roman world, that crowning
assure you, is no whit abated; but as a worker and work of a religion in league with a truculent barbarlife member I feel I hav a right to express my opin- ism. What characterizes the fourth century is the
ions, even if they differ from some others, whose divorce of faith and reason, the substitution of faith
opinions, of course, differ just as much from mine.
for philosophy, causing thereby the debasement,
In conclusion, is it incompatible with the "Nine degradation, and wild insanity of human thought and
Demands" to giv to women as well as to men their human morals. We get an insight into the extent to
justly earned titles? It requires one letter less to which Christianity had debased the human intellect
spell Dr. Knapp than Mrs. Knapp.
by the two councils of Nice and Constantinople,
Yours for Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity,
whose chief labors were to define the nature and perJuLIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
sons of the trinity. To wl;J.at a state of degradation
Milwaukee, April
25th._.._
______
was humanity brought by Christian superstition.
There is no more abject humiliation than a belief in
Canadian Notes.
such idiocies as a god conceived in the womb of a
Ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw City, Mich., virgin, the death and resurrection of a God, and such
gave his last lecture on Sunday evening last, in insane logomachies as the trinity, with its attendant
Albert Hall, to a crowded house, his subject being idiocy, transubstantiation. St. Augustine, after writ"The Philosophy of the Religious Emotions." The ing fifteen books explanatory of the doctrin of trinity,
Ex-Rev. riveted the attention of his audience so that was fain to confess that he had explained nothing,
you might hav heard a pin drop. The wily and wary but he adds, "We must always make believe to say
clergy of the present day, being conscious that Chris- something."
tianity is nothing but a ridiculous piece of tomfoolEschylus's Tragedies including Prometheus, tranery, which is incapable of being defended or tested
by examination, warn their flocks not to enter into slated by Buckley, in Bohn's Classical Library, pubdisputations with Freethinkers; to use no arguments lished by Harper, is as good as any other. I believe
on the Christian side, but to oppose the arguments it is publi8hed at 3s. 6d. Euglish-$1.25 United
of Freethinkers with Christian experience. To such States. It can be had at any book store, or, still beta lame and impotent conclusion has the boasted ter, send $1.25 to THE TRUTH SEEKER' office, and you
religion revealed by God arrived at last-the clergy will get Prometheus by return mail. Taylor was a
are so conscious of the rottenness and idiotic imbe- very learned man. I believe he translated Promecility of Christianity-that they dare not defend it. theus for his own use and never published it. He
They enjoin their flocks to trust to experience only, also translated, for his own use, many hymns adknowing all the time that the devotees of all the dressed to Prometheus, and various fragments of
other religions of the world pass through an experi- ancient Greek poetry on the subject of Prometheus.
ence precisely similar to that of the Christian. " As After Taylor left the church he set up a church of
the fool thinketh so the bell tinketh." The whole his own, and published his sermons under the name
thing is a "will-o'-the-wisp "-an ignis-fatuus of the of the "Devil's Pulpit." He also published a work
on theology called "The Syntagmia," and, best of all,
mind.
another entitled "The Diegesis." Send $2.00 to THB
In noticing a Secular reunion, the Toronto Daily TRUTH SEEKER office. On receipt of $2.00 for each of
these works, we can post them by return mail. "The
World remarks:
"A concert and social took place last night at the rooms of Diegesis" is a perfect mine of wealth of anti-theologthe Secular Union, under the management of the ladies of the ical ideas. The Rev. Robert Taylor, M.A. and MR.
society. The rooms were crowded with members and their C.S., while at the University of Cambridge, won
friends. Miss Nellie Stewart sang 'Jessie's Dream' in a very double first-class honors and gold medals, and, altoDoctor Severance Retorts.
pleasing manner. Arthur Tilney sang an old plantation song,
to his own accompaniment on the banjo, very effectivly. gether, achieved extraordinary honors for his learning
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH. SEEKER, Sir: As you Mrs.
Stevens sang in an artistic style 'Jock o' Hazeldean.' and literary attainments. His writings should be in
hav taken occasion to criticise in no very tender D. Richmond gave a negro sermon in character, and produced the possession of everyone.
R. B. BuTLA.ND.
manner my article, "What Has Been Done ?" of niuch merriment.
"Charles
Peters,
an
old
member
of
the
society,
who
is
about
course you will publish a brief reply.
to leave the city, was presented with a gold-headed cane by
SEVERAL new facts will be brought forth by the
You say, "Mrs. Severance is in error in regard to Ex-Rev.
J. H. Burnham, on behalf of the society. The even- American Association for the Advancement of Science.
~hat has been done?" I do not see how you can ing's entertainment terminated by a grand ball in the Opera
A.mong new and valuable discoveries were Professor
Justly come to any such conclusion, as I did not state House lecture hall."
Hildgard's communication regarding the difference
what had been done, as I did not know, but did ask
for information. It seems to me, with a department
Julian the apostate was born at Constantinople 331. of the sea level between the mouth of the Mississippi
especially devoted to that subject in THE TRUTH When he became emperor he shook off the yoke of and Sandy Hook, Professor Cope's discovery of a
SEEKER, if organic work is done, it should be reported, Christianity that had been imposed upon him; he human tooth in a stratum which would demonstrate
as encouragement to all of us who are working in attempted to arrest the old civilization in its head- t.he antiquity of man on this continent, and Professor
season and out, through evil as well as good report long career and to restore the edifice with the frag- Morse's collection of facts regarding the habits and
for Liberalism.
' menta of universal ruin .. This was his glory, and his customs of the Coreans.
No one would be more rejoiced than myself to see premature death was a real calamity. His chimeras
PoPE Prus IX. has been dead seven years, yet he is
a mighty organizing of Liberals throughout the might not indeed hav got the better of those of Chriscountry, and if it is being done, I want to be in- tianity, but during the respit afforded by them some still in purgatory. At least, we judge so from the
forme? thereof. Last year in two weeks I helped half rational heresy, whether of Arius, Pelagius, or Catholic churches offering on the anniversary of his
orgamze four Leagues. I think they still liv-at Manes, might hav succeeded in breaking Catholic death solemn requiem masses for the repose of l.J.id
least, I hav seen no obituary notice. Now, three unity and thus hastening the hour of a general return soul. If it takes seven years to pray a pJpe's soul
able agents such as we hav in the field, botcked by to common sense. Towards the end of the fourth out of purgatory, how long does an ordinary siuner
money and influence, it appears to me, should be: century the Alexandrian had taken the name of the stay there ?-Sunday Gazetteer.

______
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New England Superstition.
Since the culmination of the Millerite excitement
in 1843, in which year Miller predicted the final collapse of the world, but little has been heard of the
Adventists. They then wisely concluded not to set
definit dates, which led to disappointment and afforded the ungodly opportunities to scoff, and confined themselvs to preaching the near destruction of
the world i:s a general way. Mr. Miller, it will be
recollected, was a Massachusetts man, and his doctrine found numerous believers in New England. In
Maine, especially, Miller found devout followers who
went so far as to giv away property and prepare
their ascension robes. Since the subsidence of this
craze, Miller has had but few imitators, though there
are some twenty or thirty thousand Adventists in
the country.
During the last two or three months, however,
there has been a revival of the delusion in the towns
of Corinna, Newport, Orrington, and one or two others.
A " prophet " named Nickerson has been laboring
there and has made many converts. The end of the
world was set for April 29lli. This prophecy was
based on the seventh chapter of Daniel, Nickerson
declaring that all the things which Daniel saw in his
dream had come to pass except that described in the
tbirteenth verse-"And behold one like the son of
man came with the cloud of heaven, and came to the
Ancient of days." The previous sights of Danielthe four great beasts which came up from the seathe lion with eagle's wings, who stood upon its feet
like a man, and bad a man's heart given it-the bear
which had three of its own ribs "between the teeth
of it "-the leopard, which had four wings and four
heads-the fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, with
iron teeth and ten horns, with a little horn with eyes
and mouth-all these sights hav been symbolically
fulfilled and are clear to the eyes of the faithful who
look over the world's history. One of the brethren,
in conversation recently with a correspondent of a
Boston daily, averred that Napoleon was one of these
beasts. The correspondent suggested that perhaps
O'Donavan Rossa was he of the iron teeth and ten
horns, and the brother thought the suggestion worthy
of consideration. In an interview with the prophet
Nickerson just before the 29lli he said that "the
time included in the vision of Daniel is 2,300 years.
We hav passed that time. The last great day is at
hand. The seventh seal is about to be opened.
There will be silence in heaven about the space of
half an hour. Then the ten thousand times ten
thousand will be gathered before the Ancient of
days. So it was with Noah. He was given the year
(120) and then he was ordered to move into the ark.
He obeyed instructions. After that, seven days and
then the awful flood."
The correspondent visited one of their meetings
and thus describes it:
"It was a weird scene. There were about one hundred
people in a small room lighted by two kerosene lamps. On
the wall where all could see it was a large chart on which the
allegory of Daniel was illustrated and explained with realistic
pictures and mathematical demonstrations. The dragons,
horned beasts, and impossible monsters, frolicking over this
great map in red, yellow, and green colors, looked partly ferocious and partly fantastic, in the dim light. There were the
lion with eagle's wings, and the bear munching his own ribs,
and the other monstrosities prancing in bright paint before
the Ancient of days with his throne of tlame and chariot of
fire. It was a spectacle well calculated to appeal to credulity
and superstition, and the application of these pictures to the
tragic events in the career of the world by the prophet who
was speaking was ingenious; but his addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division, by which lle made the world end
ou the·2~tb. o April, l885, W!\!l teli~o,w, fit\d ~qt -veq lw.M,

"Some of the leading disciples, as well as the prophet, took
part in the meeting, and one or two brethren, who agree in
the substance of the doctrin, but differ slightly from the chief
priest in their arithmetic, also lifted up their voices. These
men are called by the others 'opposers.' They argue that
the judgment day should be postponed till 1889. A debate
was kept up for an hour between the two sects, with seriousness and good temper. The 1885 people seemed to get the
better of it."
As April 29lli approached the sect got their robes
ready. The same kind of robe was put on by all,
men, women, and children. It was a flowing garment of white cotton cloth, " something like a priest's
surplice, something like a butcher's frock, and most
like a nightgown." The farmers who had been
drawn into the craze did not get out any wood last
winter, and neglected all their usual spring preparations. Some of them sold their cattle.
The proceedings of these Ohristian fanatics d uring the past winter hav been barbaric in the extreme.
When the prophet baptized a convert he cut a hole
through the ice in some pond or stream, and doused
the man or woman into the frigid water. "It has
not been an unusual spectacle," says the correspondent, "to see the disciples kneel and pray on the
street corners in loud voices. Sometimes they hav
gathered groups of people around them in the open
air. Their favorit mode of self-disciplin has been to
crawl through the streets in the mud and slush.
One woman crept half a mile in this way, singing anq
groaning alternately. Strangest of all, one of the
believers declared last week that nothing would mortify his pride but to sink him in the ground like a
fence post, with nothing but his head out. He induced two of his brethren to dig a circular hole in
the ground, and he jumped in and prayed while they
shoveled the dirt around him up to his neck and
shoulders. He remained in this position several
hours."
If all this had happened in the infancy of the race,
when our ancestors wore necklaces of snakes and
ornaments made from their enemies' bones, or even
in the ~ay~ when Cotton Mathe~ and his fellows
were :Whippmg Qu~kers and accusmg old ~omen of
occas1?nally appearmg as toa~s, or of changmg t~emselva m~o bl~ck cats and flymg through the air on
br?omsticks, I~ w~uld not be a matter for much ~~r~nse. But thiS IS commonly supposed to be a CIVIlIzed era,_ when people ar.e accus~omed to re~son, and
are ~redited With know~ng a bttle somet~m~ conc~rnmg the laws g~vernmg the earth and Its Immediate planetary ~eighbors. T~enty-three _hundred
years ago t?e ~nc1ent of d~ys might hav ansted for
the barbariC t~Ib?s w_andermg 0 ~_er ~he Eas~ern deserts, and DaDiel s picturesque _Jim-Jams might hav
bee_n thought, by _a people feastmg on horrors, s~mbohcal of somethmg or other, but one would think
that th~ prop?et wh~ s?ould preach_ them now wo~d
fin~ his audie~ICe bmited t~ the I~sane asylum m
wh~ch he was confined. It IS certam ~hat th~se deluswns can spread only among devout Bib)e-bebevers,
and the per~cious influ?nce of that ~ook_ can scarcely
be ~een p~amer than m the halluci~ati?n ,of :he~e
semi-luna~lC~- And, after all, the Miller~tea fait~ 18
no more ridic~lous than the story of th~ mcarnatwn,
the resurrectiOn, or even the Athanasian creed, to
which most of the Christian world subscribes.

Hear Them Talk.
Mr. Keiley, the pope-supporting gentleman who
was appointed minister to Italy, has resigned that
mission and been appointed to Austro-Hungary. His
resignation was due to a gentle hint from the Quirinal that his reception in Rome would not be over cordial. Speaking of this gentleman's appointment to the
Italian mission, the Oatholic Union and Times says:
"We think it a mistake on the part of our esteemed Catholie contemporaries to hav dragged in Mr. Kelley's religion into
this appointment. The subject of a man's religion is entirely
foreign in such connection. The only pertinent question is
one of fitness. All creeds are equally free in this republic.
But they hav no rights before the law. It is only American
citizens who profess them that hav rights; and among these is
the right to profess the religion of their choice without citizen
detriment. Therefore, neither the Catholicity nor the Protestantism nor the Judaism of an American citizen should exercise any intluence in his selection or rejection for political
honors."
This is square, all-wool-and-a-yard-wide talk, so far
&Bit goes, and if it only were sincere it might giv us
some hope of the reformation of the Jesuits. But it
will not wash. The idea of Catholics now is, keep
mum, get our men into office, extend the power of
the Catholic church, and then seize the opportunity.
'l'hi~;~ t!\lk Rbout freedom, Ptud Americt\n citiz;en~hip,

is only a blind. In the days of church power, heretics were turned over to the "secular " government
"to be punished without shedding of blood." This
meant the stake. And the burning by the government officials enabled Catholics to claim that the
church never murdered. With the same sinister
hypocrisy the church now strokes the Eagle's head
and cries, "Glorious bird!" but let her get a firm
grip on the eagle's neck and she would choke him to
death and laugh at the impotent flapping of his wings.
By the way, were the Infidels intentionally omitted
from the list of citizens whose religious opinions
should be no bar to political preferment ?

A Defense of Herbert Spencer.
E. L. Youmans has edited and the Appletons hav
published the controversy on Religion held recently
between Frederic Harrison and Herbert Spencer.
Professor Youmans has given the work a Preface and
Introduction, and has appended an article by Count
Goblet D'Alviella on "The Religious Value of the
Unknowable," the "Cardinal Principles of the Syn~
thetic Philosophy," and "A Positivist Religious Service."
The book might very properly be called a defense
of Mr. Spencer. By its heat and, in one instance at
least, unfairness, it indicates that the editor almost
concurs in Harrison's characterization of Mr. Spen~
cer's "The Man versus the State," namely, that it is
Spencer against all England. The papers which make
make up the work, with the exception of Count D'Alviella's, hav been published in THE '!'RUTH SEEKER, and
reviewed at the time by Stephen Pearl Andrews; and
we are further promised a comparison of the two
philosophers from the pen of T. B. Wakeman, himself
a Positivist, but a " follower" neither of Comte, Congrave, nor Harrison. Frothingham, though educated
as a Christian, once said that he was willing to be
known through life as a Frothinghamite. In the
same way Mr. Wakeman, though a Comtist, is a
w akemanian one.
The controversy between Messrs. Harrison and
Spencer, though incidentally touching many points,
has for its main theses: (1) the origin of religious
feeling; (2) the value of Mr. Spencer's Unknowable
or "Infinit Eternal Energy from which all things
proceed" as a substitute for deity, and (3) the reasonableness of adopting humanity as an adequate
object of religion. Mr. Spencer finds the origin of
religious feeling in the ghost-theory; Mr. Harrison,
following Comte, finds it in fetichism, or, as Mr. Harrison prefers to call it, nature-worship, before spirits,
ghosts, or gods ever took definit form in the human
mind. Upon this point it is admitted by some Positivists that Mr. Spencer has the best of the argument. Upon the question of the religious value of
the Unknowable, it is generally held, and rightly, we
think, that Mr. Harrison· has shown the logical impossibility of depressing tbe unknowable to the uses
of religious conjuration or of its forming the basis as
Count D'Alviella has p~t it in his paper, of the reiigion of evolution. Upon the remaining point-that of
adopting humanity as an adequate object of religionopinions will differ, as the bias or studies of the
readers incline.
But we dislike the unfairness
of the editor of this volume in quoting a Positivistic
service held by Richard Congreve, of London,
~nd thus implying that that was Harrison's doctrin
and ritual. Mr. Harrison has time and again disavowed the " worship" of humanity in any sense, and
in his second paper in this very controversy he takes
pains to repudiate any addressing of prayers to
"holy" humanity, or the use of the banners which in
the religious service of Comte is a prominent object
for ridicule. Mr. Harrison is no blind devotee of
Comte; he regards much that that individual threw
out as tentativ and utopian; he has no sympathy with
the theological parodying of Comte's more Romish
followers, and it is, therefore, rank injustice to Mr.
Harrison to endeavor to make him responsible for
them. The special pleading in Mr. Youmans's notes
to Mr. Harrison's side of the dispute is also in bad
taste. It is well known that Spencer is Professor
Youmans's philosophical deity; his notes therefore
hav the same value as the ministerial instruction
offered Jehovah in the prayers going up from the
Christian pulpits. This partiality of Mr. Youmans is
further shown by the editing into the book of Count
D'Alviella's paper, which is entirely in favor of Mr.
Spencer. It seems to a lover of fair play in philosophy as well as in religion that a spirit of strict justice
would bl'v enforced sileu<Je upon the p111rt of outsid·
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ers, or the admission of an equal amount of expert
testimony upon either side.
With these criticisms of the make-up of the book
we shall turn it over to our legal and philosophical
friend Wakeman, who has something'to say upon the
subjects discussed by the two great heretics.

Dr Severance and the League.
Except for one or two errors she makes, we are
disposed to let Dr. Severance hav the last word.
The tenor of Dr. Severance's " What has been
done r" was to the effect that nothing had been done.
I n assuming . this by ill-concealed implication we
thought the doctor erred, and said so. Mr. Putnam
and Mr. Reynolds hav reported from many places
that " a League was formed here after the lecture."
The Campaign Fund and the efforts made by the
League officers hav been published from week to
week, and Dr. Severance has probably seen them.
In the secretary's report to the next Congress we
presume the number of new Leagues will be given,
their condition stated, and other information afforded.
Perhaps the secretary may enlighten us sooner.
W e do not care to discuss Colonel Ingersoll. Admiration of his powers must be second to respect for
him as a man with those who know of his many
noble acts. In saying he paid his bills we meant
that in his early lecturing days he went into his own
pocket to foot advertising bills, hall rent, etc. There
is a story current among the colonel's acquai\}tances
that upon being applied to once by a lecture agent
to make a contract for a series of lectures, he refused.
"No," he said, "I lectured for. years and
paid all my own expenses; now I am going to hav
for myself whatever I make," or words to that effect.
·
· 1
1 t'
t 1c
It d 1· d not reqmre
any spema reve a un
now
about the governorship of Illinois. Mr. Ingersoll
could hav had the Republican nomination for that

°

office had he kept his heretical opinions to himself.
A nomination by the Republican party in Illinois
meant election as surely as in Vermont, as any one
conversant with politics knows.
We cheerfully acquit D1.·. Severance of any intention to roll a stone in the way of tb.e League, though
her letter seemed a trifle sharp and premature.
She certainly has a right to express her opinion,
and the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER are open to
her in which to do it.
In conclusion, if we hav done Dr. Knapp any injustice by printing "Mrs." instead of "Dr.," we
humbly apologize. We hav great esteem for Dr.
Knapp, and no less for the wife than for the physician.

Editorial Notes.
THE Freedom of Worship bill is probably dead for this session. It came up last week on a motion to discuss in committee of the whole, which was defeated, fifty-eight to fifty-eight,
the Republicans of the Assembly voting almost solidly against
it. Unless the bill is called from the committee and rushed
through in the closing hours of the session, when the Assemblymen are more or less excited and careless, we hav heard
the last of it till next session.
"Th e cry ag a·ms t S un d•"y 1aws
A METHODIBT paper says:
th
ki
. tl f
does no t come na t ura 11 y or d uec y rom e wor ngman.
The clamor for larger liberty does not come so much from
· th
·
th
t
f
th ose wh o d esue e convemence or e amusemen , as rom
thoso who hope to enrich themselvs by supplying it." The reverse of this is nearer the truth. The people are not clamoring for the re-enactment of the Blueo'Iaws. It is the preachers
who desire to enrich themselvs by forcing everybody to support the churches.
MR. TucKER has resumed the regular fortnightly publication
of Liber·ty. Tucker is doing solid work for individualism, but
Anarchy is too one-sided and extreme 11 philosophy to contain
the whole of tm~h, and is unfitted to replace the present order of society, as we took considerable pains recently to show.
the WI'sh expressed that Mr. Tucker would
We h "nv he•rd
a
throw out some of his novels and giv more of himself and
Kelly and Appleton. "Edgeworth," also, one of our own correspondents, is a trifle too obscure for ordinary human minds,
but he, means well, and occasionally reaches the level of his
readers.
CoNsiDERING the differences between Mr. J. Harrison and
his Freemason lodge, the story of which was told by l'vir.
Harrison himself in the last TRUTH SEEKER, the 'lbwn 'l(!lk of
'.r·oronto says:" Now, if the religious test required to be passed
by Masonic candidates amounts simply to belief in a supreme
being, it stands to reason that no initiated member can be required to believe in anything more. Even were the defendant
all that he is charged with being-a Secularist, a Freethinker,
and an Agnost1c-this would not go one inch to prove his disbelief in a God. Many eminent UJJit!llians hav been Seculariats; there are Freethinkers in every enlightened and progressiv body of Christians. As to the charge of Agnosticism,
that sounds more formidable on account of the word being,
generally misapplied. An Agnostic may-thousands of them
do-believe in the existence of li supreme being, but he can
not affirm that existence to be a part of his own positiv in tellE)ctua ki:!O'I'\'ledse, 'l'ht;J tnatter }s Oll!l wl\ich 4&s 'Qeen frett
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that the world shall believe that their prayers hav induced a
miracle for this case, they must establish: 1. That the gen.
era! had a cancer. 2. That it was decreed by the almighty
that he must die of that disease at a certain time past, which
they shall exactly fix to an instant. 3. That having that disease, and that God had decreed his death from it at a certain
moment, he did not die. All of these three propositions being
each established beyond question, we may then, and never
before, reasonably conclude that the survival of General Grant
is because of a miracle performed by the Almighty in response to the prayers of Drs. Talmage, Newman, and others.
far it does not appear that General Grant has now,.or
MR. EVERETT, editor and publisher of the Labor Advocate Thus
ever had, a cancer."
at Shelbyville, Ill., is having a lively time in his town. In
his issue of April 28th he thus explains:
THE Rev. F. J. Fisher, of the First Methodist church, of St.
"Since I commenced running this office every expedient has Paul; Minn., is:in trouble. Cause: heresy. At a "pastor's
been resorted to to run me out of this place, by ridicule, de- meeting," held on the evening of April 13th, Mr. Fisher read a
fami~~:g, and every other way they could devise, but Monday paper on "The Use and Abuse of the Old Testament." This
mormng as I came to the office I found on the door the infa- paper was so radical that the Pioneer Pr·ess reported the listenmous initials, K. K. K., with a skull and cross-bones depicted
thereon, with the word 'Warning' underneath, and in another ing pastors as being "all torn up" over it. Some of his senplace written 'a word to the .wise,' which is going one step tences are as follows:
too far, and I wish it distinctly understood that the mob that
"Thirty-nine so-called books, containing the larger part of
waits on me with any Ku·Klux designs I will see that subjects the ancient Jewish literature, hav been translated by the
for six funerals are prepared from out of the mob for this church and bound together in a single volume called the Old
editor don't scare worth a damn."
.
'
Testament. The dates and authorship of most of the manuALEXANDER LoNGLEY has changed the name of his Commu- scripts are unknown. They cover a period of a thousand years
and comprise history, legend, laws, poems, prophecies, gene.
nist to Altr'Uist, and moved from ~len Allen to St. Louis. Mr. alogies. By the philologist and antiquary they are placed in the
Longley appears to hav left his common sense·on the farm at same class as the Vedas, Shastas, a11d Greek and Roman classics.
Glen Allen, if we may judge from these comments UJilOn the The tendency to-day is to place them on the same basis. Is this
tendency right, or must it be resisted as pernicious? We may
recent lectures of Messrs. Putnam and Watts at St. Louis:
"Well, if these men make a living by lecturing a~ainst re- define the Old Testament as the literature naturally produced
ligion, it is doing the same as the preachers, who also make and preserved of a people in whose national life God had gradually revealed his holiness and his law of human liie. The
their living by upholding it. These Secularists are generally right use of this literature is the discovery of the unfolding of
strenuously opposed to liquor prohibition, while at the same
time they zealously advocate religion prohibition. A free divine truth in the life of the people. There also are two ad•
ditional uses of the Old Testament-the devotional and litercountry should allow of the greatest personal liberty that is ary. The Old Testament is abused, first, when it is used as a
compatible with the public good, but at the same time should
restrict its citizens in doing anything to the injury of Qthers." text-book of morality. Neither its precepts nor examples exhibit the highest moral law. Many people still cling to the
We should like to hav Mr. Longley point out the Secularist old Ten Commandments. Excruciating attempts hav been
who advocates the prohibition of religion.
made to prove that .Jesus did not supersede the moral preof Moses. High and lofty tumbling has been perTHE American hierarchy, during the late Plenary Council, cepts
formed by the skilful theological acrobats in this arena.
addressed a letter to the German bishops. Its import was Their failure has been pitiable. In his Sermon on the Mount
"How d'ye do?" By the following sentences from the reply Christ distinctly put his teachings in opposition to those of
it will be seen they do not do very well:
the Mosaic law. The Christian morality has outgrown the
"Far off as yet appears the end and our delivery from afll.ic- precepts of the Old Testament, even the Ten Commandments.
tion, the chain of the May laws by which the liberties and Polygamy is not only not condemned but inferentially, at
the rights of the church are fettered still binds and galls us. least, approved in the Old Testament. If the Old Testament
Our seminaries and monasteries are suppressed; thousands of be taken as a statute-book of marriage law, then the Mormon
parishes still remain desolate, bereft of pastors. The relig. apostle has the divine sanction. Laws claiming the divine
ious orders and congregations are still expelled and exiled sanction legalized the buying and selling of men and women.
from their nativ land. Still are the church's disciplin, the The condition of woman and the training of children prefunctions of the episcopacy, and the mangement of the sents facts painful to us. and the ethics, or rather vices, of war
church's good subjected in many things to the jurisdiction and which assert a' Thus saith the Lord' shock the highest moral
control of the government, which, moreover, arrogates to it- sense of to-day. Thus there are many things that make any
self the management of our schools. Clerics and even priests attempt to use the Old Testament as a text-book of morality
are still impressed into the military services. The arch- an insult to him whose life was law and whose law is life. In
bishops of Prussia continue to languish in exile beneath alien the second place, the use of the Old '.restament as a textbook of religion is an abuse. To treat those ancient writings
skies."
collections of aphoristic sayings of unchangeable truth inWhat a pity that a priest should be put on the same footing "s
dicates puerility or hypocrisy. The careless use of the Old
as a peasant in the defense of his country! What a shame Testament for illustration is often dangerous and delusiv.
that the church cannot govern Germany, and her ecclesias- Mr. Moody cited Samson's terrible slaughter of men and beasts
tics wax fat and rich at the expense of the state, and be ex- as an illustration of what the holy spirit can accomplish. To
empt from all disagreeable duties of citizenship ! Too bad, what strange work the Holy Spirit had come ! Abraham's intended offe1ing of Isaac, Jephthah's actual offering of his
too bad!
daughter, Jacob's deceit and treachery, and many other inTHE Boycotter·, which is supposed to be published in the in- stances of dubious morality and piety, when regarded as unterest of labor, but which, we are afraid, is being prostituted equivocal divine teachin~s, only by logical jugglery can be
given the semblance of nghteousness. The further attempt
to advancing the political ambitions of a few men, double- to teach the great doctrin of the atonement by the crude
sacrificial notions of early Judaism is not only misleading,
leads the following sentiments:
"We hav never had the slightest sympathy for the woman reading into the doctrin much of bloody cruelty, but truly
politician, or the advocates of woman suffrage, so-called. We blasphemous, by ascribing to deity a disposition that would
do not believe it to be any part of a woman's business to en. shame a savage parent.. In the third place, it is an abuse to
gage in politics-and usually she don't, unless she is so ugly read the Old Testament indiscnminately. Much of its history
that she fail~, or is unable, to 'engage' herself in a more con- and legends cannot be read before promiscuous audiences.
genial direction. Short-haired women and long-haired men We purge our editions of Shakspere for general use; there
instinctivly excite our inherent abhorrence. And we hav no are many chapters of the Old Te8tament equally unfit for genhesitation in asserting that the woman suffrage movement is eral reading as anything in Shakspere. Many beautiful and
largely responsible for the loose divorce system that is now so inspiring passages are to be found in the Old Testament by
prevalent all over the country, and particularly in New Eng- judicious selection, but the wisdom of the serpent and the
harmlessness of the dove are necessary to such selection. It
land.''
If the BJycotter allows itself to indulge in this antediluvian is an abuse of the Old Testament to regard its utterances in
morality and religion as final and place it on an equality with
slang, its days of usefulness are over, and the sooner the the New Testament."
workingmen withhold support from it the better. While such
--------~--------senseless talk will not alienate from the labor movement the
Mr. Eckler Sees the Point of the Cartoon.
people abused, it will alienate them frG>m the self-assumed
MY DEAR MR. ~I.'CDONALD: Allow me to thank you
leaders of that movement in this city. The Boycotter and for your very flattering notice of " Voltaire's Roother labor journals hav received 11 large proportion of their mances." The extract from the circular which you
support from those who also believe in and work for woman credit to me was written by our mutual friend, Mr.
suffrage; but if the present style of editorial is to continue,
C. P. Farrell, the Liberal publisher of Washington,
we think that support will soon be withdrawn.
D. C., and it is his criticism of the book.
THE Day Star is a semi·Christiau paper published in this
Allow me also to thank you for publishing that
city, in which often appear common-sense articles. Speaksplendid cartoon, "The Modern Balaam," in the last
.
mg
of doctors, ministers, miracles, the prayer business generally, and especially of the claim that General Grant's con. number of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The artist has truly
valescence is due to the free use of prayer on the part of the shown the people under the form of the patient ass,
wearing the collar of subjection, held by the bit of
general's fliends, the Day Star observes:
"If he did anything of this kind for Ex-President Grant, faith, guided by the reins of credulity, goaded by the
why did ht~ not do it in answer to the universal petitions sent whip of hell, and ridden by barefaced priestcraft.
up for the recovery of President Garfield? Why should he be But the absurd animal seems to be thinking and readeaf to the prayers of the same people in the one case and soning.
He has seen before him the spirit of
answer them by a life-sparing miracle in the other? Why,
also, does he allow the ex-secretary of state, ;F. •.r. Freling- liberty illumined with the torch of truth, and armed
huysen, to sink day by day and remain unconscious, in spite with the sword of reason. He has read the glorious
of numerous and earnest prayers, and permit General Grant names inscribed on her soaring pinions: the noble
to go out riding in Central Park these beautiful spring days? TRUTH SEEKER, the gund old Inve.~ligafor, that for
Is it just for God to permit thousands to daily pass away amid over half ·a century has borne aloft untarnished the
weeping fliends and pious prnyilrs for their recovery, leav.
ing .helple~s ":ido'!s and friendless orphans, and yet perform sacred flag of mental liberty, the young and energetic
a miracle m v1olat10n of every law of nature, and contradic. Iron Clad .Age, the Nonconformist, the Angostio, the
tory to all reason, for the sole purpose of gratifying the friends Liberal, Liberty; Lw:ifer, Banner of L.ight, SCcular Reof General Grant? If, as the Bible declares, • God is no
respecter of persons,' and to him all his creatures are equally view, London Freethinlcer, etc., all of them brave and
precious, then why should we believe that Dr. Talmage and brilliant names that form the wings and bear aloft
Parson Newman and the Baptist ministers were permitted to the genius of li,berty. Seeing before him this brillcome in and reverse God's decree that General Grant should
die of cancer some time since? If it was not decreed by the iant host, the beast of the ro,odern Balaam turns to,
Almighty that he should die, then his recovery was no miracle. ward his cruel tyrant a questioning look. He even
If it was so decreed, then the Bible is false, and God is a re. dreams of justice, and begins to doabt whether the
specter of persons. Is it not ·clear enough that the talk of people were really "born with saddles on their backs,"
these men who say that General Grant's Ufe was saved by aud the favored priesthood "booted and spurred to
their interference with 'God's management of the universe·
.Pt~n;u EcKL~~a.
is inexcusable nonsense-is iL not worse than that ?-indeed, r1de them by the grace of God,"
.NtJw York, April 1 1885.
Wh~t is ~t lJ-qt iq'eVe~eUQ!l l\nq ~elf·I\S~Umption? lj; t~eyinsjst
openly discussed of late, both by members and by non-members of the craft. It is urged that the expulsion of Mr.
Harrison under such circumstances would be a glaring scandal
and a lasting disgrace to the Masonic order. It is freely asserted that, while impure livers and convicted ·offenders
against justice are permitted to sit unimpeached night after
night in their lodge rooms, this prosecution of a man who has
ever worn 'the white flower of a blameless life' is a monstrous
mockery of the principles on which the order was founded."·
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CENTRAL CITY, CoL., April 14, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: "The Bible Analyzed" came some days ago.
The paper, printing, and binding are lovely. Colonel Kelso
knew what hardships and warfare were in the late Rebellion,
having fought for freedom in no less than sixty battles. It
seems now in his war on superstition, as I read from his preface, he fights in a soldier-like manner, exercising a brave
soldier's self-denial. Such a book as this, written so clearly,
so tersely, by such a man, ought to sell by thousands. I trust
our Liberal friends will add it to their libraries.
Inclosed you will find money order for $10.00. I wish $2.00
to go to the Campaign Fund, $2.00 to Tent Fund, $1.00 to
Bruno Statue, $2.00 to Brother Hacker, $1.50 for "All in a
Lifetime;" the remainder will pay for placing the donations
where they belong. I giv away my TRUTH SEEKERS as fast as
I read them, so I hav none by me at this writing to get the
addresses for these gifts, therefore you will pardon me for
troubling you.
I believe THE TRUTH SEEKER grows better as it grows older,
though it was hard to tell some years ago how it could be any
better. Should it ever get in a hard place it can call on me to
help it over with a- few dollars. Hoping, however, it may
flourish while my head is above the sod and long after I go to
my rest, I am
Yours truly,
Mns. BucKNER-JOHNSON, M.P.

ATLANTA, GA., April 8, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: The ladies of this city hav been spending their
energies in getting up an entertainment for the benefit of the
widows and orphans of this city, and from the first, because
the young folks wanted to hav dancing, the pious, hypocritical
preachers hav been violently opposed to it. I hand you a few
samples of their charity. If ever the sword is beaten into the
plowshare and the spear into the pruning-hook, it will hav to
be done by us Infidels, for the priests of the orthodox God hav
been working at it for these eighteen hundred years with fire
and sword, and all they want to-day is the power and they
would keep on in the same. Oh, for an Ingersoll to wake up
their dry bones.
GEo. W. PRICE.
COMMON SENSE AND CHRISTIANITY.
JERSEY CITY, N. }., April 13, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Trinity Church, M.E., this city, has a new sky·
pilot who expatiated last evening on the theme of theological
therapeutics, or prayer cure.
He said: "Christcommanded men everywhere to pray. The
model prayer which Christ gave transcended human power to
think. Lincoln's Gettysburg oration was much the best human speech ever made, but the Lord's Prayer was far above
that. The order to pray is accompanied with the direction to
use means. 'Pray and anoint with oil, and the prayer of faith
shall heal the sick.' I think the man was ' cranky ' who went
to Memphis on a mission ·to the yellow fever sufferers and
would not hav a physician when he took the disease. Common
sense is a good thing in Christianity. I hav my doubts about
those who go about the country-' faith-healers,' so-called.
God sometimes curses men by his own will, as he also takes
them away."
Mr. Editor, it strikes me that a little more uncommon logical consistency, which this preacher calls common sense,
would be an improvement in his utterances. If, short of the
so-called Lord's Prayer, the best literary production were Lincoln's oration, would its unparalleled excellence hav proven
Old Abe to hav been a God or a son of a God, had there been
no Lord's Prayer or any other superior production? Does the
fact of pre-eminence prove preternaturalism? What real excellence is there in a person who himself declares that " God
is not tempted, neither tempteth he any man" when he begs
God to "lead us not into temptation?'' If prayer and oil
together is what the prescription of Dr. Paul calls for, why
does he not giv credit to the oil as well as to the prayer when
he says the praye~ of faith shall heal the sick? Because men
die without known ailment, and get well without known manner, is no more e7idence of a supposed God's work than it is
of the art of the devil or any other hobgoblin.
JOHN P. GUILD.

PALATKA, FLA., .April 16, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find five dollars, to be appropriated as below directed. I look upon THE TRUTH SEEKER as
the very best paper now published on the "footstool." That
is to say, it is doubtless benefiting humanity more than any
one of the many excellent Liberal journals now published. I
should feel lost were I to miss it from my table. I hav just
paRsed the sixtieth "mile-post" on the journey of life, and
certify that it is the most liberally and fairly conducted exponent of Liberal thought that has come to my knowledge during
nearly half a century, and, withnl, I doubt very seriously if
another journal of any ilk can boast of a greater amount of
well-written, logical, and educational (education in the larger
sense) editorial matter than is from week to week found within
its- columns. This is not intended for taffy, but penned only
in testimony of what every Liberal reader of the great and
grand mouthpiece of the truly Liberal ranks of America must
admit; and should L. L. Northrup, Materialist's, "fear [see
pp. 202-3 current vol. TRUTH SEEKER] that you will, like its
former editor, finally bring up within the fold of the semi·
religious society commonly called Spiritualism" some day become fully realized, then, in my humble judgment, will you
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., April 20, 285.
hav mounted another rung higher up on the ladder of proMn. EDITOR: As Geo. N. Hill is very anxious to hav his
gressiv development, enlarging your mental horizon and add- "blunt and (to him) practical question concerning the ruming much to the already almost inestimable usefulness of the beverage traffic " answered, and: seems to be liberal enough to
journal you so ably edit.
accept an answer from almost anybody, I wish to giv what I
I, like Mr. Northrup, "hav never seen any of the remarka- consider as practical an answer as the question is blunt. His
ble mediums," neither hav I any doubt but a very large per question is: "If the drunken stabbing of three innocent
cent of what goes for spiritual phenomena is only fraud and people upon the public street does not giv me a right to vote
deceit; and yet 1 know, even with more certainty of con- against the further sale of alcoholic liquor as a beverage, what
viction than I know the earth is globular, that life, individual- would?"
ized human life, survives the grave.
For, while all the
Our answer is: "Nothing will ever giv you a right to meddle
evidence Ihav of the rotundity of the earth comes to me sec- with other people's rights, or set yourself up as censor for
ond-hand, from the mathematicians and other savans, directly other people's morals or appetites, business or pleasure, so
through my own senses I hav both seen the forms, including long as they do not interfere with your rights or privileges,
size, complexion, and features, and heard the voices (observing and then the one guilty of the offense should alone be held
the motions of the lips meanwhile) of, and held intelligent responsible, and not another or all others be punished on the
intercourse with, friends and acquaintances whose grosser vicarious atonement plan." As well might Mr. Hill ask: If the
organizations I had followed to the sepulcher. Also hav I been recent stabbing, clubbing, murdering, and numerous other
visited by the so-called spirit (a misnomer) before I had other· crimes caused by over-religious excitement does not giv me a
right to vote against the holding of revivals and preaching,
wise received the slightest intimation of its dissolution.
I wish in this connection to mention a fact of which all self- what would? Or, if the disasters and deaths caused by coal
styled Materialists, so far as I hav observed, are either su- mines does not giv me a right to vote against coal mining,
premely ignorant or wholly ignore it, to wit, that a very small what would? and many other equally "blunt (dull) quesproportion of the representativ Spiritualists (probably not tions," the bluntness of which is quite apparent, but where
more than five per cent) hold to the doctrin of the existence the practicability? No, Mr. Hill, the "stabbing of three or
of "pure spirit" any more than the veteran and venerable T. three hundred times three people" will not giv you a right to
Winter does. The most of them assent to all the demonstra- prevent the sale of alcohol more than it would the sale of
tions of science, and on doubtful matters are eminently Ag· knives, as neither the sellers of the alcohol or the knife are to
nostic. (This last fact probably indicates the only real blame; but the one that did the stabbing, and he and no other
difference between them and the pronounced Materialist. He should be punished. I cl;im the right to eat meat, if the eat·
knows what is not; they only know what is-what has been ing of meat does giv some one else dyspepsia; the right to
shown to be.)
hav money and horses, if some others do steal theirs; and
The intelligent and well-posted Spiritualist does not believe the right to make and drink wine, if some one else does get
in sup~rnaturalism of any kind; nor has he any faith in the drunk, and do not think it right to hav my rights and liberties
existence of either entity or phenomenon wholly independent curtailed because a few others abuse theirs.
Yours for freedom,
H. H. HuTCHEsoN.
of matter. With very few exceptions, they think as little of
Yahweh as Winter and Northrup possibly can, and with most
--of them even Spencer's" Eternal Energy" is vague and apocNEw VALLEY, N.Y., April 20, 1885.
ryphal. ._
MR. EDITOR: We hav looked in vain for some more able
The facility with which some Liberals are able to "set up pen than mine to make favorable mention in THE TRUTH
straw men" of their own creation and then qemolish them is, SEEKER of John R. Kelso's works, especially "The Bible
to say the least, very remarkable, and would be amusing were Analyzed." His attack upon the idolized book of the Chrisit not a habit so fraught with mischief to the Liberal cause tians is like the storming of a fortress from every quarter at
itself. They will persist, among other errors, in calling Spir~ once. Its absurdities, contradictions, and unscientific teachitualism a "religion,'" and so treating it, when in fact it claims ing, under his scathing irony, keen witticisms, cutting sarto be, and is, a system, a genuin philosophy, based wholly casms, and convincing logic, seem to collapse from every side.
upon the phenomena of nature, and evolved under the scru- In my humble opinion, this grand work ranks among Liberal
tiny of pure science, and by scientific methods only. I speak literature as does "The Origin of Species " among scientific
now of what Spirtualism really is, and not of what mounte- works; and I do not think I am putting it too strongly when
banks and unprincipled jugglers make it appear to be to many I consider John R. Kelso the Darwin of Secularism. His Ianhonest and earnest truth seekers.
guage is simple and plain, yet scholarly and dignified, so that
It is my humble but most candid opinion, Mr. Editor, that anyone of ordinary attainments can understand and com pregentlemen (and ladies too) of the "death. ends all" school hend him. Each of his works is well suited to the mass of
· would do well before they make an attack upon "modern readers. It is a misfortune that each one__:__" Bible Analyzed,''
Spiritualism" (so-called) to learn something of it, to accu- "Deity Analyzed, and The Devil's Defense," and "The Real
rately acquaint themselvs with its real claims, and, at least Blasphemers"-could not be in every household; and had I the
moderately, look into the grounds of its pretensions, and fortune of a Vanderbilt or Gould, it sh'ould be the crowning
thereby save themselvs the mortification of some day discov- work of my life to place these grand books in the reach of
ering th~yhad been_fighti~gwindmil~san<f giants having little I every one that would read them. We hav the eloquence and
or no eXIstence outsrde therr.own brams.
MARY A. VoRE.
reasoning of an Ingersoll to vanquish the Ju~ge Blacks; We

hav the keen debater in the person of Charles Watts, ready for
every opponent; we hav the dignified lectures of Wakeman·
we hav the sledge-hammer blows of John Peck to knock out
of time all such mountebanks as Talmage; we hav the poet.
ical flights of Chainey; yet it is left for Kelso to attack the
citadel of superstition and the whole army of bigots, and with
the pruning-knife of science and common sense cut off every
root and brauch of the Bohun-upas of civilization-the Chris.
tian Bible, and the false teachings of the Christian religion.
I write this as a eulogy on no man, but simply to do justbe
to and bring prominently to the notice of all friends of Seen.
larism these splendid books, and to induce each and every one
to use his best endeavor to place these books in the hands o
every one who has independence and courage enough to inve
tigate the errors of his own early religious teaching and training.
E. W. CouNOILMAN.
MYSTERIOUS LETTER.
SAuvm's, On., March 22, 285
MR. EDITOR: With your permission, I would like to tell Mr
T. Winter and Aunt Elmina how they can convince themselvs
that spirits do exist. They can do so by making the following
"f11vorable conditions:" Stretch your arm out at full length
from your body, let your thumb stick up and in line with
some object like a post, tree, or man, say four or five rods from
you, and look direct at your thumb and you can see two objects of the m11n, tree, or whatever your thumb is in line with
one side. One is the exact counterpart of the other, so one
must be the spirit of the object split out of it by your
thumb. Next look direct at the tree, man, or whatever it is;
its spirit jumps inside of it, but you can see a shadowy spirit
thumb-can see clear through it; and what can it be if it is
not the spirit thumb of your own spirit? Now, 1 want to
show you how an "endless life" is possible by referring you
to common objects. Take a rail, for example. Can't a rail
be split out in the endless future that will hav one end (the
first end) and no more. Can't you see what an easy task it
would be for some "infinit being" to commence making a
rope now that has a beginning, or first end, but will neverhav
the other end? If you can understand arithmetic you cau
work it out by the following example. Six thousand years
ago a Jew commenced making an endless rope, and in
A.D. 1885, a Christian commenced making an endless rope
also. Which will have the longest rope-each rope to hav
but one end? Again-you can see into it by studying geOJ·
raphy-six thousand years ago Abel landed at the "SummerLand,'' ana has been advancing and progressing ever since,
and in 1885 a Methodist preacher landed there also. When
Abel landed there were no o!lrs, as there ~:ow are. Won't the
preacher progress or travel faster than Abel does? Now,
if the Summer-Land progresses both before and behind Abel,
is there not a chance for him to progress by turning about and
coming back? Hav not Washmgton, Greeley, Alexander the
Great progressed so far that they hav got back to the same
place they started from? Don't you know that the farther
you get away from the earth when you get to be a" spirit,"
the apter you are to land in somebody's box, or under the
table of some one on earth you never saw, but are well
acquainted with?
Get you a little box, a table, and a few slates, and take your
thumbs out of your mouth and go to work as I hav directed,
and if you are then not convinced, there is no show for you.
"Spiritualism" must be true, because it is so plain and easy to
prove. My thumb proves to me that even a little doll-baby
and a brass monkey hav a spirit.
THUMB MEDIUM.
.A

SAN JosE, CAL., April14, 1885.
To MY Goon BROTHER-LIBERALS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER
OFFICE: I see by the tab on my last paper that I am a few days
behind, but here is your money for another year's subscription, and I ought to send for a whole pile of your good pamphlets for general distribution, but just now I am "short,"11ud
must wait till I pay my $40 subscription to the League fund.
I hav sent in $20 of it already; the rest will come in the course
of time, and I am looking every week for names to the League
fund which I know ought to be there, bnt they do not cotne in
yet. I saw a rich ,nan's name down for only $1. Well, well;
that is like a stockholder taking $5 stock in the P,tnama Canal!
If they wish to see good lecturers kept in the field, let them
take for a pattern Courtlandt Palmer and Dr. Foote's subscription, and such as gave the thing a good start.
By the by, good Dr. Foote was at our house in this San
Jose valley a few days ago, and we had a good time with
him. Success to him on his journey back to New York.
George Lynn, of Lockport, Ill., in my last TRUTH SEEKER,
writes well of subscribers growling about not having everything in the paper just to suit them. The poet says:
" Or fast or slow, or bold or lame,
Lofty or low, 'tis all the same;
Too haughty or too humble.
And every editorial wight
Has naught to do but what is right.
And let the grumblers grumble,"
SAM OS pARSONS.
HAGERSTOWN, Mn., March 6, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty-five cents for a copy of
the "Bible Morals." I get a copy of your valuable paper
weekly, and by its influence and masterly arguments hav convinced several of my enslaved friends, who hav always looked
upon the Bible as an inspired work, that it is no more than a
mythical work devised by the crafty priests of former ages.
JIIIay the work of liberating those poor souls who hav been
drawn into the maelstrom of superstition continue succf'ssfully.
I am only seventeen years "of age, but I shall do all in my
power to increase thoa circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER and
to spread the flames of Freethought through the youth of the
land, so that, by the time I shall hav reached manhood, I may
see this country a grand republic of Freetbought.
Yours, etc.,
B. B. SHBIEVEB.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, :!\fAY 9. 1885.
THE ORUROH HAS MISSED A GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
NEw YoRK, April 18, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: When Garfield was shot by the saintly
Guiteau, a lot of wise doctors pronounced his case very uncertain, but still left some hope that he might get well. Then
the churches, as with one voice, went before the throne of
God to ask for his almighty aid to make the president whole
again; but he could or would not hear or do it. Anyhow, he
left them in the lurch, and Garfield had to die.
Now here is ex-president Grant sick, and another group of
the most renowned doctors gave him up to incurable cancer,
but not a cry from any church through the land we hear, to
supplicate their God's help to restore Grant to his health, or
even to assuage in some degree his terrible sufferings. What
is the cause of this?
Evidently they must hav lost all confidence in their God, or
themsel vs either, or in the doctors, and their last farce played
at G;rfield's sickness must hav discouraged them entirely.
Garfield died contrary to all prayers and. doctors, and General Grant gets well without prayers, and in spite of doctors.
What a great opportunity the churches hav lost for their glorific~tion!

Now, how many cases do not happen whPre doctors glv up
all hope and abandon their cases, and the patient takes refuge
in any and all remedies next handy, or in prayers, and gets
well, because he would get well anyhow, and then we hear
how his, or somebody else's, prayers had worked a wonder.
F. KOEZLY.
BRONSTON, KY., April 11, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Please continue to publish everything from
every quarter that you may think worthy of a place in the colmnns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Let the Spiritualists prove
their position true if they can. Don't muzzle Brother Winter.
Brother Winter's position is a great deal more tolerable than
"Wid0 is the gate and broad is the way that leadeth to destruction, anci many there be which go in thereat; because
strait is the gate and narrow is the way which leadeth unto
life, and few there be that find it" (Matthew vii, 13-14).
Inclosed find twenty-five cents, for which send me the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885.
J. N. BROWN.
A LETTER TO MR. REYNOLDS.
AuBURN, N. Y., (Runday) April 19, 1885.
DEAR BROTHER REYNOLDs: To day is the Christian Sabbath;
so-called. You hav shown, however (in "Facts and Fallacies"), that this day is not intended by Bible authority for
rest; that it is explicitly commanded us to rest, not on the
first, but seventh day (Saturday). One has only to refer to
the old Jewish scriptures and be convinced. It will be difficult for the Christian church to show by wh~t authority it
calls this first day of the week" holy." The Christians themselva are the breakers in the fullest extremity, and it will be a
long day, I fear, before they can extricate themselvs from the
Sabbath-breaking position in which you hav placed them. I
would like to see just one effort set forth to show why this
day (Sunday) is God's day, so-called by Christians. Why it is
more "holy "than any other day. The Christians will never
learn that the Sabbath had its origin in the faet arising from
a needful day of rest instead of worship, that mankind hav
always required one-seventh of the time for rest, but never is
it necessary for worship.
Sometime ago I promised you $1 for the Tent Fund, and as
I am now "flush," I, on this day of rest, forward it to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, whose columns will acknowledge it. Yours
for truth, liberty, and reason,
L. DE WITT GruswOLD.
Saco, ME., April 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: You will see by glancing at your list my name
as a subscriber is of only a recent date and that in my first
letter it was intimated that I would take the paper on trial.
On quite a number of perhaps our best citizens, church gO·
ing people and some members for thirty years or more, Tn:E
TRUTH SEEKER has had the same test as with me, and although they hav had far more education and ·experience in
years than myself, when these papers are returned to me there
is an inquiry as to how I came with them and if that was the
only one I had, and on finding that I had them supplied every
week, will naturally ask for the loan of another. Some of
these gentlemen hav said to me that reason is, or should be,
one of our best advisers, and they would hav said more about
it years before only it would hav a tendency to hurt their
business.
·
I hav a copy of "Bible Morals" in my possession, or hav
had it, and now when it is returned to me it makes me think
of the story I hav read somewhere about an old soldier that
carried his Bible concealed in his coat over his heart, and the
bullets were so thick that they at last completely destroyed
the covers. "Bible Morals," in my opinion, does not cover the
heart, but there are pages in it that cause a man, if he has a
heart, not to try to conceal it, but use his reason rather than
to exercise his superstition.
C. E. SAWYER.
BaRRE, Mass., April 18, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Your correspondent, Wm. Hart, has entirely
misunderstood me in your issue of April 18th. My questions
had reference, as will be seen by turning to THE TRUTH SEEKER
of 'March 14th, to an article. published December 6, 1884, in
which the writer suspects that "Mr. Truesdell possesses the
power called mediumship, can answer unknown questions,
and write upon slates," and to refute this suspicion and im,
plication of fraud and liar, I inquired: "Mr. Truesdell says
that he does the writing on the slate himself, etc. Does he?
If he does he does not lie, neither is he a fraud. If he does
not do it then is he a liar and a fraud. Will his accusers
show that he does not do it, by proving who does do it?"
Instead of answering my question whether Mr. Truesdell
does or does not perform the tricks which he says he does, and
which if proved he does not do, I will admit he is a fraud and
liar, Mr. Hart substitutes a statement and another question
thus: "If practicing tricks for years, and passing them off for
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genuin phenomena, which I believe he admits having done, the Christian religion help.ed in any way to civilize or benefit
does not constitute him a fraud, what would?" which amounts the world.
W. H. MALING.
to inquiring whether a detectiv is a fraud and a liar when deceiving for the purpose of discovering and capturing a crimiMORRILL, RAN., April 19, 1885.
nal. Now this introduces another question, viz: If Mr. TruesMR. EDITOR: I hav taken your paper for nearly two years,
dell assumed the role of mediumship for years in order to and think it is improving with age. It is all the Bible I hav
discover the tricks· of mediums by performing those tricks or want. I keep it and other Freethought papers in my
himself, and to show how far he could deceive the very elect rooms, and giv back numbers to all that ask for them. Libfor the purpose of exposing the frauds in Spiritualism, and erals are scarce here, yet we manage to hav a lecture once in a
when thoroughly posted attempted to expose them by pub- while. J. E. Remsburg, who, by the way, is an old friend and
lishing a book in which he gi'CS names, dates, and places, acquaintance, gave us his lecture on "Bible Morals" on the
should he be stigmatized any more as a fraud and liar than 17th inst. We had a good crowd, and John told them some
any other detectiv who plays a similar role for the same pur- things that did not seem to set very well with the Christians.
pose? If Mr. Truesdell has been thus disguised as a detectiv But not until he was gone did they hav aught to say. Now
all these years for this purpose only, and has, when satisfied they are anxious to discuss the question of "Bible Morals," or
with his discoveries, given to the world his conclusions, every any other, with him, finally concluding that the divinity of the
Spiritualist and lover of truth should rise ·up and call him Bible should be the question. I told them to get their best
blessed instead of denouncing him. The. question is, was it representativ, name time and place, and I would get Remslegitimate in bim to employ his arts, under deception, to ex- burg or Jamieson to represent the Liberal cause, I shall do all
pose bogus mediums by witnessing their fr!l.uds and giving I can to bring about the discussion, as many would no doubt
their names to the public. In oth~ criminal cases detectivs come out to hear it that would not go to hear a Freethought
are hired and paid by individuals, corporations, governments, lecture. But whether or not t.he Christians will come to the
etc., to pretend to be what they are not, sail under false colors, scr11tch remains to be seen.
and bring the guilty rascals to justice. Mr. Truesdell was
self-appointed, .had no pay, took no fees, did his own work,
PIERRE, DaK., March 2; 285.
and kept his own secrets until he considered the time ripe for
Mn. EDITOR: I am pleased to learn by the last TRUTH SEEKER
him to disclose, so it appears.
·
th<tt you hav made the Rev. L. A. Lambert a fair offer to disWhen in the army, I became acquainted with a. secret ser_ cuss the question. But I am afraid that Lambert will not acvice detectiv. At· one time he was stealing the Union army cept your offer. But it is certainly a fair and square offer.
horses with the other thieves, running them through the lines,
w. D. CUliTIB, JR.
selling them to the rebels, and taking his share of the booty,
and he informed me that, had he been caught, he would hav
NEWARK, N. J., April12, 1885.
shared the fate of the thieves he was sent to detect and bring
l\II:a. EDITOR: In your issue of April 11th, I see an article on
to justice, providing he could not hav reached· hi~ superior Spiritualism signed Henry Charles, saying, "I hav myself inofficer with a cipher dispatch-yes, been hanged by the very vestigated Spiritualism for thirty years, and am well acquainted
party and government he was risking his life to serve. Was with nearly all the celebrated mediums from the Fox girls,
he a fraud, liar, and thief when he stole horses, sold them, and hav yet to find the medium that has ever accomplished
and pocketed. the money with the rest, in order to detect any good for himself or anyone else." He says every one of
them? Was this legitimate business to catch horsethieves and the celebrated mediums has been caught in trickery, Foster,
deceive while doing so? Is there justification in employing Slade, Davenports, Fox girls, and Eddy brothers, and goes
detective to lie, steal, and thus apparently becoming frauds to on to say, "Why don't they tell us at once who Cleveland will
recover horses, ferret out burglars, and bring to justice mur- appoint to his cabinet?" and such nonsense. He says he
derers and other criminals? If so, why not to catch bogus should like very much to be convinced of the truth of Spiritmediums, who, under false pretenses, are swindling people ualism, so much so that he will giv $1,000 to any medium that
out of their money under advertisments of being able to giv will answer him three questions correctly, or will giv to any
them information from the dead? Why, then, should Spirit medium $500 who will move a table one inch, or produce a rap
ualists hang Mr. Truesdell for exposing impostors within their upon the table, without contact, either public or private, beranks? He was a self-appointed detectiv; his tricks, his ex- fore a committee of six persons, three to be selected by himposures, hav nothing to do with honest mediums; they need self and thrAe by the medium, money payable before the menot fear any more than any honest man or woman, any other dium leaves the room. Now, for him to say that all these
detectiv or sheriff.
mediums hav been caught in trickery is a false"hood of the
Mr. Truesdell's exposures hav nothing to do with genuin first water, as I am acquainted with most of them and know
phenomena; he only exposes those he has proven as fraud~. there is not one word of truth in all he says, and it is only
This is where the great mistake has been made by Spiritualists, put in print to injure a cause that, after thirty years' investigamany of whom hav become his foes. No one need fear hrm tion, he knows nothing about; and I am prepared to say that
but impostors, for it is as true in this instance as in any other: he never caught Slade, nor Fox sisters, nor Eddy brothers, in
any tricks. And I am prepared to meet him any time and will
"No rogue e'er felt the halter draw
With good opinion of the law."
prove that all he says is false, for we hav plenty of mediums
ELLA E. Grn SON.
here, or near by, that can move tables without contact, and
write more than three words in the presence of anyone that
CoLON, MrcH., March 15, 285.
is not evil disposed, and if I should fail it would only prove
MR. EDITOR: It is with pleasure I again address you. I re- the same that Christ taught when on earth. He could not
ceived the ANNUAL and monument all safe and sound; the heal the sick nor do any mighty works where they would not
monument, I must say, is very nice, and a very fitting tribute believe. Charles is evidently one of this kind. One dozen
to the memory of one of nature's noblemen. It shows that or twenty of such unbelievers would break up the best spirithis friends are many and true. The ANNUAL also is full of ual meeting of any kind. I will meet Mr. Henry Oharles at
.good. Long may the hands that furnish such instruction be any time he givs me one week's notice.
A. BRASs.
held up and supported, that more may be done and more may
see the light. I met an old friend, J. W. Turner, of Mattison
MAYNARDVILLE, TENN., April 5, 285.
yesterday. After a pleasant greeting he handed us a two dolla~
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER comes to me as regular as
bill and said: " Will you send this to THE TRUTH SEEKER
office for me? I must hav the paper, can't do without it. I pig-tracks, and I am always eager to get it. "It is a faultwill hav it while I liv if money will buy it. When this is up finder," as one told me after' examining a sample copy, "and,
I will giv more. The correspondence is of great interest. therefore, I can't take it," said he. This is the reason why
One gets the views of the many, and much food for thought." I like it; it finds the fault and exposes it. Bible superstition
With thanks for sending to him so long after the money last as a religion is nothing but a bundle of faults and errors held
sent is used up, etc. There are but few outspoken Liberals together by church organization under the influence of the
here in our little town, but many that are of us. If that old clergy. THE TI\UTH SEEKER exposes all this; knocks out all
block, fear of being unpopular, could be removed, much their slender, rotten props, and lets their fabrics tumble.
good would be done, and many would come to the front who Take away the idea of fault-finding from all governments,
religions of all sects, and all organized political bodies, and
now are led, by fear of others· opinions, to stand still.
then think of the condition in which we to-day would find
Yours fraternally,
B. B. PowERS.
ourselvs. There can be no reform in any nation, in any organized body of any sect, except we find fault and expose it.
BREWER, ME., April 12, 1885.
T. H. BUTCHER.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find one dollar, for which
please send books of your own selection from those advertised
in "False Claims." I would like something to assist me in
argument against the Bible religion and the whole of Christian
creeds. I sometimes argue on these points. I was brought
up in the Christian faith, but when a boy I happened to leave
this belt of commerce and trade, and for a time traveled outside of civilization, where people knew nothing of arts. education, commerce, or trade. None among them could read or
write, but the priest had been there before me and taught
them of Christ and his mother, and all believed that either
mother or boy could forgiv all sins, if they believed the story.
So all believed. And now let me say that here I found the
pure, undefiled Christian, the man of God, the most devoted,
pious, best Christian that I ever met.
None ever slept without first asking God to care for them
while they did. so. None ever went out hunting or fishing
without first telling Christ or his mother to be sure and prosper their undertaking. If lucky, they thought that God helped
them; if not, they said he was angry and punished them.
Nevertheless, they were the best Christians I ever saw on top
of this globe; at the same time as citizens they were the most
degraded cursed scoundrels that ever cursed the world. They
would kill you, if they could, for a tin plate or a red ribbon,
and hide you in the s<tnd, pray for forgivness, and the next
day be all right and ready for heaven and Chr·ist. That is
fOrty years ago. But since that time I hav never believed that

j

KEOTA, IowA, March 15, 1885.
!lin. EDITOR: Do we want a free paper? Yes, sir! Yes, sir!
we do; and you are the one best qualified to sail between ~1
these rocks, and keep the good TRUTH SEEKER afloat. It IS
natural, however, that ever reader would like to see you dwe!l
on the same rock with him, but as long as all may thiow in a
shovel or two of coal none should complain.
I stand in line with E. C. Walker and Bell on prohibition, and with Wettstein and Winter on the eternal question,
but read with much interest contributions by all sides, such
as E. A Chapman, tho Spiritist, gave us in former years, full of
thought.
All visions between Damascus and Cassadaga, between Paul
I.'s casket of unclean animals and Paul II., Lilly ;Dove, with
heavenly lights surrounding, prove that their irritated brains
are overworked, and need rest.
I did read the R-P Jouma! and' Light for Thinkers on three
months' trials, but could not continue. A variety of diet,
physical and mental, is wholesome, and healthy, and preferable to any one-sided paper. H. Heine said: "One of the
devil's latest inventions, surpassing all former cruel torments,
is this, one of the ainners has to read, and all other~ to liste~.
1.0, every silly sermon that has been pre~ched on thrs _t-arth.
Think of this, truth seekers, and be thankful to om edrtor.
CHARI.ES NAUMAN.

'l,HE TRUTH SEEKER, MAY 9, 1885.
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So she was made glad by a nosegay, and went gave the flowers from her father's conservatory
little thought how far their influence would
away smiling and happy.
"Won't you please giv me a rose for my extend, nor how many hearts they would cheer
babies?" and a fond mother paused and and help. Just in this way does the influence
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Ftdl River, blushed, as if she half expected to be 1·efused. of net and word reach out and on. How careMass., to whom all Communications for this
"Of course I will," was the answer. "How ful, then, should we all be that thought, aot,
G:lmer should be sent.
and word be as sweet and fragrant as the flowmany babies are there at home?"
ers.
"
Only
two."
" Between the dark a.nd the daylight,
"Well, here are two handsome buds. Put " There is a tongue in every leaf,
When the night begins to lower,
A voice in every rillthem in water, and they will unfold toComes a pause In the day's occupations
A voice that speaketh everywhere- .
Th&t Is known a.s the Children's Hour."
morrow. They are pure and sweet like the
In :flood and fire, through earth and air,
babies," and the mother smiled her thanks as
A tongue that is never still."
she received the buds.
And so we are all talking by our acts, our
The Farmer's Three Boys,
The 1·emainder of the :flowers were then
thoughts, and the expression of our faces,
AND HOW THEY TURNED OUT.
gathered up and taken away. News came to
even when we utter no word, and our influence
., 'Tis plain to me," said the farmer's wife,
the one who held them of the death of rm aged
is always being felt in one way or another.
" Theae boys will make their marks In ll fe I
woman whom she had known a long time.
They never were made to handle a hoe,
" Our acts our angels are, if good; if ill,
She had died, like so many others, poor, old,
And ttt once to college ought to go;
Our fatal shadows that walk by us still.''
and
uncared-for.
"No
one
will
think
to
lay
a
Yes, John and Henry, 'tis clear to me,
We
should endeavor to hav them always
flower upon her breast," said the one who posGreat men In this world are sure to be;
But Tom, he's little above a fool;
sessed the flowers. So she took some pf the good and true, in order that they may bless
So John and Henry must go to school."
fairest and freshest of the flowers, put them others as well as oursel vs, for
"'Now, really, wife," quoth Farmer B.rown,
in a little box, and went to the house where
" Only the actions of the just
As he set his mug ot elder down,
the aged woman lay in the stillness of
Smell sweet and blossom in the dust."
n Tom does more work in a day, for me,
death, plainly robed, and lying in a hard,
Than both of his brothe~s do In three.
Who does not know how a smiling face
plain casket unsoftened by drapery or
Book learning will never plant beans or corn,
brightens and beautifies a whole household?Nor hoe potatoes-Sure as you're bornflower, waiting burial. The little orphan
how
a loving word gladdens flveryone that
Nor mend a rood or broken fence;
granddaughter, herself an invalid, clasped her
hears it ?-how a warm clasp of the hand carFor my part, glv me common s-ense."
little hands with JOY at sight of the flowers.
ries strength and courage with it? We may
But his wHe the roost was bound to rule,
"I am so glad you brought flowers !" she
think, sometimes, such little dots as we hav
And so "the boys" were sent to school,
whispered. . "My grandma thought flowers
only slight weight in this world, where there
While Tom, of course, was left behind,
were so pretty. She used always to bring me
For his mother said he had no mind.
is so much pushing, jostling, and stl'iving for
one when they bloomed. I wanted to get
place and preferment, but the slightest and
Five years at school the students spent,
some for her to-day, but there are none iu
Then each one Into business went;
smallest child has influence untold. Nothing
bloom
yet,
only
the
pussy
willows.
If
the
John learned to play the !lute and ftddle,
is truer than that we cannot liv to ourselvs
daisies had only come, I would get daisies for
And. parted his hair {of course) In the middle,
Though his brother looked rather higher than he, her; and blue violets, too-they grow in the alone.
"'Not to myself alone,'
And hung out his shingle-•· H. Brown, M.D."
fields, you know. But these are so beautiful,
The little flower transported cries,
Meanwhile, at home, their brother Tom
and
just
the
same
as
rich
people
hav!
And
did
• Not to myself alone I bud and bloom;
Had taken a" notion" Into bls head,
With fragrant breath the breezes I perfume,
Though he said not a word, but trimmed his trees, you really bring these for my poor dead grandma!
Poor
grandma
!
she
would
be
so
pleased!
And
gladden all things with my rainbow
And hoed his corn and sowed his peas;
dyes.'"
But somehow, either by hook or by crook,
and she would thank you so much! But she can't
He man..ged t<> read full many a book.
speak now ! Poor grandma !" and the little
And since we can no more liv to ourRelvs
lips trembled, while the tears gathered in her alone than can the flowers, let us try to liv
Well, the war broke out; and "Captain Tom"
To battle a hundred soldiers led;
nobly and well, that the influence radiating
eyes.
And when the rebel !lag went down
The lady soothed and comforted the little from us may be as sweet aud generous as the
Came marching home a.s General Brown."
one, as she placed white rosebuds, and a fragrance of the flowers, and as wide-reaching.
But he went to work on the rarm again,
green leaf or two, at the neck of the dead
S. H. W.
Planted his corn &nd sowed his grain,
Repaired the house and broken renee,
grandmother.
And people eald he had common se::Jse.
"Won't you put a white rose in grandma's
Rapatap.
hand?" pleaded the little one. "She used to
Now, conimon sense was rather rare,
'rwo little Moody boys with two little drums.
And the state house needed a portion there,
bring me the first rose she found."
Rapatap, rapatap, tap.
So o11r "family dunce" moved Into town,
So the white rose was placed in the lifeless To hav seen them you'd thought they were
And people called him " Govemor Brown."
General Tom Thumbs,
fingers, and the other flowers arranged in
And his brothers that went to the city school
Rapatap, rapatap, tap.
vases seemed to smile upon the little mourner,
Came home to llv with mother's !ooll
Then the music, how charming, from such litand point to brighter hours.
tle toys,
t>_till there were blossoms left from that In the hands of such brave and athletic boys!
A. Box of Flowerswonderful box of flowers. And some were ar- Their music consists in making a noise.
wHERE THEY WENT AND WHAT THEY DID.
ranged in a little vase that had belonged to a
Rapatap, rapatap, tap.
A large number of people from several cities dear child, whose sweet face grew suddenly Oh, the drums, the drums, the little snareand towns met in convention. The last day gray and grave with the chill that closed her
drums,
of the meetings, a collation was served in a dear eyes forever nearly one year ago this time
Rapatap, rapatap, tap.
lower room, in which were fifteen long tables, of the year, and buds were placed beneath her Stand by to be 1·eady when the little band
comes,
and each table was adorned with a beautiful picture. Then her mamma took the slips of
Rapatap, rapatap, tap.
bouquet. One of the largeot bouquets was con- scented geranium and put them in pots to They march here and there, and all round the
. tributed by a lovely and intelligent lady whose grow, so, by and by, there will be some new
square,
father is owner of a conservatory. The one plants and blooms from these old ones to They march across lots, and make music so
rare,
who solicited these flowers did not expect to make more beauty and adornment in garden
Oh, what shall be done for the musical pair
receive so many as came in the box, and and home.
Of rapataps, rapatap, tap ?
would hav been thankful for a much smaller
"And were these the last of the flowers?"
"To the fields we'll hie, and the drumsticks
number.
you inquire.
shall fly
Hence she was very much surprised, as well
Not quite. There were still some clusters
'l'o the tune of rapatap, tap.
. as delighted, at the abundance of rare and of scarlet and crimson geraniums, plenty of And all other bands we will knock sky-high,
elegant blossoms, roses, large and fragrant, green leaves, and a few little bell-like flowers
Rapatap, rapatap, tap."
geraniums whose scarlet hues and scented left. Some of these, with the leaves that were So they marched all day and were greatly admired,·
leaves filled the room with beauty, brightness, cut from the geranium-slips, were placed by
and perfume, fuchsias in graceful, drooping loving hands upon a child's grave in Oak But then the little Rapataps 'gan to grow
clusters and crimson plumes fit to adorn the Grove Cemetery, and the remainder, a few And tired,
to march any longer they couldn't be
cap of some noble knight of olden legend lore, tea-rose buds that in water hav bloomed into
hired,
besides many other buds and sprays of blos- roses, and hav kept fresh by care, are now beRapatap, rapatap, tap.
soms that seemed like fairies straying from fore me, although it is more than a week since
some elfin home to foretell the sunny hours they were cut from the parent stem. They
Our Puzzle Box.
that soon will make the earth a lovely summer cheer me by their fragrance and convey many
1.-AN INVOLVED CHAIIADE.
garden.
lessons of love, pnrity, and contentment.
AN ESTA'rE IN REVERSION.
The flowers when properly arranged made
Now, do you not think that box of blossoms
He died one day and so did his bird,
the handsomest bouquet in the room, and ex. bore many blessings in it? How they brought
As all must die that hav life;
cited much comment, and, possibly, a little smiles aud gladness into the eyes of the weary
Soma will, in a single wo1·d,
envy. Everybody present admired the flowers, sufferers languishing on heels of pain ! How
He left its cage to his wife.
An empty cage or purse is bad,
and one vioitor from abroad said, "The rich- they brightened the sick-room and perfumed
But this an uglier feature hadness and luxuriance of these flowers remind the air with sweetness! How they whispered
If, indeed, there could be a worBe oneme of the sunny South-their beauty is almost of warm sunshine and balmy skies! How the
For he left it to her "in reversion."
tropical !"
little children laughed and chattezed their
His was the death of a sailor lad, .
After the collation was over the flowers still baby-talk whPn they saw the lovely buds with
His elegy a sea 1oide must tell;
Its surge, a dirge, a requiem sad,
drew many admh·ing glances, and the eyes con- the delicate petals just opening to the light of
Murmurs and moans in every swell;
tinned to be feasted by their presence.
day! And how pleased was the little bereaved
But you who read this, let me add,
Presently a lady timidly approached and, in granddaughter to hav the flowers put insille
Must, letter by ,letter, my answer spell.
a low tone, said, "I hav a sick friend-a the casket that contained all that remained of
lrtcin, fa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
flower would brighten up her room amazingly. her best and dearest friend! She will always
Won't you giv me one flower for my friend?" think of her dear grandmother asleep with
2.-INVOLVED REBUS.
"Certainly, I will," instantly responded the roses in her hand and sweet buds on her
A happy family were they,
one who presided at the table, and she gave, breast. And the sweet child who went away
I knew them passing well,
not only one, but several bright buds, and in the springtime of her life, tJre she had
'fhey oamped beside a sparkling brook
Within a quiet dell.
leaves of the scented geranium.
known the trials and sorrows of life, has her
They had no wish for worldly gain,
By and by, another lady lingered, and memory shtined in roses and evergreen, and
They cared not foT its strife,
looked longingly at the bouquet, then sighed livs daily and hourly in the hearts of those who
They· wanted nothing on this earth,
and was passing on, when she was recalled. will love her to the end of time. The flowers
They led a happy life.
Above thtir door a letter stood,
"Would you like a flower? You looked at them in the vase beneath her portrait and that lie
It might hav meant a hundred,
on her grave to-night but speak of her loveli·
so tenderly."
What they had it paintedjor
"Oh,· I would, indeed," she replied. "My ness and purity, for she was herself a fair
Us tourists often wondered.
mother is an invalid these many years; she flower of our human kind.
I asked thein one day what it meant1
Cl.ln never be well again, and she loves flowers.''
The sweet.faoed woman who ~Q willingly
Thia t~ymbol 1 ao oon~<picuouR
11

I

1

The ~nswer was so simple,
It really was ridiculous.
Grand Rapias, Mich.
ESPRlT FORT.
3.-ENIGMA.
I am composed of thirteen letters;
My 1, 3, 7, 2, 5, 8, 4, 6 is something the gltls
~1~;
..
My 13, 3, 7, D, 9 is something that is indispens~
able to a gids happiness;
.
My 13, 7, 10 is something the girls do;
My 13, 7, 8 is ~omething that the girls are;
My 1, 11, 13 is something that the girls never
object to;
·
My 9, 7, 9, 1 is something that the gids weal"
My 10, 5, 6, 6, 8 is'\ girl's name;
'
My whole is a place in one of the Middle
States long noted for its holidays and pretty
girls.
WILLIAM J. BuRNs .
Altoona, Fa.
4.-A BATCH m' PI'S.
I ese het givlin dite lorl no,
Ti srownc whit yierf rowets
Het yic sepac fo brnraldo,
The driansaps dnal fo lowferR
Ti mearsts boyend het redtinstJle dirge,
Thta prats het hernostn rowshes.
Rom£ ternsea cork ot tensus eavw,
Hte tincenton si ruos.
Newburgh, N. Y.
Ro.nER'r BERNHEIM.
5.-P.\.LINDROMIC ANAGRAM.
Young Edwai:d was a gallant swain;
With Rose his courtship well begun,
He asked her, and she answered plain(Backward or forward. it must run)" fVin, Ned, I am a woman done."
BILLY Doux.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
APRIL 25, 1885.
1. Massachusetts. 2. United States.

Correspondence.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: Will you pardon an old,
old lady, nearing her fourscore years, for contributing an idea to your Children's Corner,
with which she is well pleased, by saying that
I was delighted hearing one of my grandchildren reading "Going Strawberrying," when I ·
noticed the puzzled expression on the face of
little Willie, eight years' old, as he burst out
with: "·why, grandma, you and gmndpa don't
eat so-with such a noise." "No, my child," I
replied, "but mauy other people do-and very
good people, too. Lida is just right, Willie;
and I am glad Miss Wixon published her letter in the Children's Corner, for you all to
read."
But, Miss Wixon, lest other ohildren get a
false impression, as did my little grandson, and
a prejudice against the aged, I want to say to
them that all old people were once young
like themselvs, and full of play, ftln, hope,
and vigor, and that their lives hav been spent
in caring for their children, grandchildren,
and others, and when they grow old ahd
feeble, and can no longer care for others, or
even for themselvs, that those younger, whom
they hav toiled for and hav instructed, should
be kind to them and wait on them in return, and should never despise and insult
them by calling them "old man," or "old
woman," or "old granny," or in any other
way ridicule or ill·treat them, for it is very
wrong and improper. They should be re·
spected and honored, and their faults and oldfashioned ways pardoned and overlooked, for
you can learn much from your elders and
superiors, if yon will but listen and take heed
to their advice, for they hav been young and
hav experienced during a long life what you
you are ignorant of and must learn. Bnt remember ubove all, dear children, that if you
liv you, too, will be old and infirm, !Lnd I.I,~v
to be taken care of, even as are the ageu nnd
feeble that yon see around you
GRANDMA CRAGGIN
DUNKIRK, N. Y., April 25, 1885.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Plegso acoept my hearty
congratulations for your success in so well
conducting the Children's Corner. The fact
that the little ones should not be neglected is
doubly impressiv when we realize that in them
we hav our future women and men.
I conceive that you in your work hav commenced nearer the base of the future refor·
mation of sooiety than anyone has yet done.
Om best and smartest women and men of the
present hav spent the better part of their lives
in outgrowing the superstitious teachings of
childhood, and now, when the pleasures of
mental freedom hav dawned upon them, they
must step into the grave.
Your Liberal teachings will save for your
preoent litt!e'reade1·s this needless loss of time,
and will help them to begin life with a free
mind, one without the taint of supel'Ht-ilion
to spoil their fntnre pleasure and usefulness.
To my mind there seems but one step more to
insure a more perfeot reformation of society,
and that is to properly educate the girls, the
mothers of the future generation.
'fhis done, children will be born Liberals
and born temperate; then there will be none·
cessity for fighting superstition nor voting for
ProhiLition.
Wishing you unbounded success in your
good and useful work, I remain
Yours very truly,
RosE E. PHILLIPS.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Like "Silly Lida" (and
not so very silly, either), I, too, hav my griev·
ances, but unlike hers1 mine do not especially
arise from bad habits m the grandfathers and
grandmothers, but f1·om my young friends.
And if you please, I will state som~ of them aa
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briefly as possible, which wP,l giv you a sample
of what I hav to contend with.
r am fifteen years old, attend high school,
and hope soon to gradu!lte. Therefore I am
strivin" to perfect myself not only in every
branch of my studies, but in manners also,
hence endeavor to use conect language in
writing and speaking, invariably, as I hav
learned that habit becomes second nature, and
that 1 must never permit myself to depart,
knowingly, from strict grammati«;ml rules, mislace or mispronounce words, unless I am
~illing to be considered by E.cholars and critics
as ignorant, careless, or foolish.
I do not include here ''slang phrases,''
which no lady, miss, or well-educated boy
will ever use, but such gross inaccuracies as I
hear every day from my schoolmat.es, young
people generally, and adults even, those whose
education, social position, and profession
should elevate them far above such flagrant
transg1·essions of the kiilg's English as I will
point out to you; and if you discover any errors
in my composition please specify them, for
I shall always be a learner.
But to my grievances. My ears are constantly assailed with such expressions as: "I
aint-er gont.er," for ''I am not going to." "I
haint got none,'' for" I havn't any." "Taint
nuther," for "It isn't neither" "I'd druther
not" for "I had rather not." "I wont touchtar,~. for "I will not touch it." "Less go,"
for" let us go." "I haint·er min-ter,'' for "I
havn't a mind to." "I see," for "I saw."
''Come," for ''cnme." "Sot" and ''set," for
"sat'' and ''sit." ''Jes-so,'' for ''just so."
"Great big apple." " !:lunthin ,' for " something," etc.
Now, Miss Wixon, I could fill the whole
Children's Corner with similar offensiv enors,
perhaps, every week, but hav I not given sufficient to call the attention of your readers to
the subject, who will smely desire to improve
and overcome any bad habit they mny huv
fallen into, lest in maturer years they find it
impossible to change, and when they might
otherwise be sweet and affable parents and
gmndparents, they disgust and repel by their
nnconth manners, inelegant conversation, 11nd
gross habits incurred in youth, which might
hav been easily avoided or corrected by taking
pains ns Lida ~nggests, and proposes fo1· us nll
to practice.
GEoRGIE M---
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CLEOPA'l'!lA Mo., Aprill7, 285.
DEAR MISs W1xo;>;: My parents take THE
TRUTH SEEliER and we think it is a very nice
paper. I read the Children's Corner and see
many nice letters from the girls and boys, so
I thought I would write. I never did write
any for a paper before, so I cnnuot write a very
good letter. I am a little girl twelve yem·s of
age.
I hav two sisters, one younger and one
older th1m myself. Pa got us "The Darwins"
and "John's Way" for us to read, and we
think they a1·e so nice. We got the FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC for 1885, and I SllW your
picture in it; you looked so nice with your hair
shingleil that I had my hair shingled. Well,
I will close, hoping you will hav room in the
Corner for my letter.
Your friend,
FANNIE F. DAY.
Sahuday, April18, 1885
DEAR Miss WrxoN: lVIy mamma soys yon
WiHh m., to write a letter for your Chilt!H·n·,
Corner. I can't write very good, "~ I l..lill'
jn ..;t begun to learn. I go to school, btudy
spelling, 1·eading, and writing. I hav a lovely
teacher; she is so kind, we all love her, and
try to learn and please he1·. I hav a sick
muruma-she has Leen sick for a long time. I
wisu she could get well. But she is &O kind,
and tries t9 mnke us happy. Mumma's room
is the pleasantest in the house.
I h,w one sister and two brothers; hav a pet
canary that will sit on my finger and sing, eat
frvm my mouth, scolds me, and is, oh, so
sweet and cunning! u,w a pet rabbit, too. I
love flowers. My gmndm>l hn.~ a conservatory
full of lovely flowers, and sends my sick
mamma some. l::lhe loves them, ·~nd says they
teach her lessons of patience.
··
I am eight years old, and am going to study
and learn as fast as I can, so as to be a help to
my mamma.
Good-by from
CoRA.
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Thomas Paine.
The mighty debt this world owes Thomas Paine
Has grown no-less, though church and state disdain
Officially to pay It-sore afraid
Mankind might thus learn how it was betrayed
And outraged by the wickedness or those
Bon's or perdition, liberty's worst roesPriests, princes, presidents, and kindred knaves
Around the world, whose dupes are always slaves;
Inspired by malice, quick to stab or stain.
Now where are they? Their crimes a.re all in vain;
Enlightened freedom honors Thomas Paine.
Near New Albany, Ind.

THOMAS G. MORRISON.

.A. Useful and Interesting Book.
During one of my recent tours I sought to
destroy the monotony of the long railway
journeys by reading 1\fr. S. P. Putnam's new
novel, "Waifs and Wanderings." As a rule, I
hav neither time nor inclination for much novel
reading, but having heard so much from different sources in praise of Mr. Putnam's latest
effort, I was induced to read it for myself.
Having corr:menced the little volume I became
so thoroughly in teres ted in its varied and
graphic contents tha~ I read the whole with
eagerness and delight. The plot is clever in
design, and for the most part masterly in its
working out. Two or three of the chapters are
really grand, and I fully indorse the opinion
of Colo:ael Ingersoll, who told me that he considered some parts of the book more worthy of
Charles. Dickens himself. The object of the
story is to show that humanity is essentially
good under all conditions, and that creeds and
dogmas are no real help to kindly feelings and
generous actions. Cupples, one of the heroes
of the book, is a man in a humble situation of
life, given to drink rather freely and to swear·
ing too frequently. He finds a strange infant
thrust upon his care much against his will,
and he tries to get rid of it, but is unable to
discover anyone to take charge of the little
stranger. Various characters-many of them
original in conception-are introduced in his
endeavors to obtain a home for the waif. Mr.
Putnam has here availed himself of a good
Qpportunity to delineate the hypocrisies of the
·church and many of . its pious members.
Cupples is compelled to keep the baby, and
ultimately he learns to love it as his own.
After a while the child is lost, and then the
:reader is introduced to many thrilling adventures, and devotion and heroism vf character,
in the endeavor to find the lost one. The story
:runs through the Civil War, and is of a most
·exciting nature, with its accounts of romantic
incidents, narrow escapes, and charming loYe
'SCenes. Some of the pictures of human nature are exceewngly accurate, showing that Mr.
Putnam has studied mankind very closely.
[n my opinion the earlier chapters are superior to the later; still, with this trifling drawback, an unflagging interest is kept up to the
·close, and noble lessons of liberty, justice,
~ove, and heroism are inculcated throughout.
Persons who desire to see these ·:virtues couched
-in choice language, and pvesen:ted in a lofty
oand charming manner, should :tead "Waifs
oand: Wanderings."
·CH>A:RLES WATTS.

"All in a Lifetime."
(Extract from a l<tur to the Author)

1\iilss SusAN H. WixON: If I am a competent
'judge of fictional literature-and I hav read
tons of it-you may safely rest your reputation
,as an author on" All in a Lifetime." You sur'prise me with your vivid delineation of intense
·human passions. Is it possible that this is the
'-result of cool, calculating art? Or did the
irresistible current of an inspired fancy drive
,you out upon the wild, tempestuous ocean of
human life? Did you really weep in sympathy with poor Regina and Donald Stewart?
How could you help dispatching that villain
Kaslar at his :first appearance? And how
-could you let Falsun liv till the very last chapter? The answer must be that you were but
the helpless spectator of life's panorama as it
passed before you. It is a thrilling story, and
the interest increases from the beginning to
the close.
The view of Somerset and Mount Hope Bay
from Kissen Bridge, beneath an autumn sunset (two pictur_es in one), are so well presented
in less than a qnarter page that, although I
generally skip the stereotyped landscapes that
are so often borrowed from guide-books and
other works, yet here upon Kissen Bridge I
stood and drank in the ripe, mellow glory of
the Ecene, and for the first time wished for
more scenery. If you hFHl not given me this
pleasant glimpse from Kissen Bridge, I might
hav thought it a grand merit that you were free
from landscapes. But with this very delightful little sketch, my appetite was whetted for
more.
Your book furnishell more plain instruction

in Constructiv Liberalism than most works of
the same size devoted exclusivly to the subject. It will answer the question, " What will
you giv me in the place of Christianity?" more
to the satisfaction of the average inquirer than
any work I ever saw. Your ghost is as near an
approach to one as you can probably find in
fact; but old Peter and the whole Commikle
outfit are more interesting than any ghost
could b11. Mrs. Nancy did well to keep Christopher "under her thumb." In that court
scene. when he was asked about those letters
-if he could produce them-and replied,
"Wall, I dunno' 'bout that; I-I rather guess
I lost them 'ere letters !" and when Mrs.
Nancy arose in her seat, and, pointing her
umbrella at him, exclaimed, "Christopher!" I
smiled. At his startled look and hung head
my smile became audible; but when she continued, still pointing at him, in her emphatic,
commanding tone, as if she knew both the_
master and the man, "Christopher ! feel in
the right-hand pocket of your coat," as he
obeyed her I snorted right in court, at the risk
of having a fine imposed by "his honor " for
"contempt." I wish everybody and his wife
and children, too, would .read " All in a Lifetime."
Yours sincerely,
J. K. P. BAKER.
P. S.-I am glad to notice that your book
is stereotyped, for I predict it will "wear,'
and I suppose that, being stereotyped, we can
depend upon any future demand being supplied.
J. K. P. B.
Irwin, Iowa.

so, when the great inevitable strug~le approaches between Christianity and liberty of
conscience, speech, and action, or national
Secularism in its entirety, where will you be
found? Even a Good Templar must bow his
head to the sacred shibboleth of God's word
before he can be initiated. Come ye out from
among them, and touch not the unclean thing
of Bible authority or theology.
Mrs. Kate Gannett Wells spoke on the "Relations of the Minister to the Sunday-school."
at the mo.nthly meeting of the Unitarian Sunday-school Union, in Boston, March 16Lh.
She said: "The minister has a great desire to
make them [children] God's children,
even if at variance with those taught at home,
or by the teacher.
In the highest relation of the minister to the school, he should
be the ordained mediator between the child
and God." Come, Liberals, now send your
children to Sunday-school to be taught doctrins
at variance with yours, with the pastor or
superintendent a mediator between the child
and God, with yourself thrust ·out just nowhere, for that is the way "to make them
God's children." Do you want them thus
made God's children?

"A French traveler who bas just returned
from Terra del Fuego says the Fuegians are
the lowest human beings in the scale of existence. They hav no word for any nm;nber
above three; they a1·e unable to distinguish one
color from another; they hav no 1·eligion and no
funeral rites, and they possess neither chiefs
nor slaves. Their only weapons are bonepointed spears; they grow neither fruit nor
--------~.-------vegetables, and, as their country is naturally
Stray Scraps.
barren, they are obliged to liv entirely on
"The Freedom of Worship bill reappears in animal food. But they are not cannibals; they
the New York legislature this year for the ill-treat neither their women nor their old people, and they are monogamous."
seventh time."
I hope it will reappear the seventy-seventh
Now, Christians, send on your missionaries
time before it will pass. [See TRUTH SEEKER, with your woman-degrading, polygamou~ God,
March 21st.]
Bible, and religion, and convert these heathen
Dr. Howa.rd Crosby made the statement i!l to a Christianity _of which you boast to your
Boston a few years ago, that he could not call own disgrace.
that poison which Christ blessed. Would it make
"A nativ paper of Japan has advanced the
poison innocuous, because Christ blessed it? proposition that the nation should become nominally
Christian, regarding it as a stroke of
To he consistent, no Christian should prohibit
policy to enter the number of Christian
the sale or use of an article that his divine nations, at least in name. This is a new idea,
Lord and master not only blessed and drank, or rather a very old one, recalling the time
but actually manufactured (?) at a wedding when tribes were baptized at once."
carnival for the use of the company, drunkBehold the fulfilment of prophecy-" a naards included.
tion shall be born_ in a day !" Is not this a
"Here is a pretty conceit of a child, noted nice way to increase numerical Christianity in
by an exchange: 'What does God send the Japan, or any other country? Whole nations
snow for?' asked one little girl of another. turn at once when~ an Emperor Constantine is
'Why, the snow flakes are the umbrellas he
converted, all his subjects following suit, or
covers hie flowers with,' was the answer."
being reckoned Christians, as all the employees
"Pretty conceit," we should think! What
in a boot shop vote as does their· master on
had those parents and teachers, who had inelection day, or else are turned out in the cold.
structed the poor child in such nonsense and
All who will not embrace Christianity are thus
falsity, to do but to correct· it? Instead, they
whipped into the traces, as Jesus commanded,
parade it in print as if something smm·t.
"Compel them to come in." And so ChrisAnd here is another, much more sensible tianity is regarded as politic already in Japan !
than the former, for, really, there is not as Liberals, are you asleep or a wake? and do
much difference between baptism and vaccina- you realize what is being done in in the prostion as might at first be SUpposed:
elytizing of whole nations from an honest
"A Sunday-school teacher asked a little girl
of her class if she had been baptized. •Yes,' belief to to the most absurd, tyrannous, cruel,
said the little girl, 'two times.' ' Two times ! false, and demoralizing religion on the face of
Why, how could that be?' exclaimed the the globe?
teacher. 'It didn't take the first time,' said
EVANGELICALMINISTERS.-0n Monday, March
the little girl.- The Independent."
9th, at the regular meeting of the Evangelical
"A bright wife whose husband had contracted a club fever hit upon a brilliant scheme MinistPrs' Association in Wesleyan Hall, Bo3recently. She. procured a partly-worn gentle- Boston, Rev. V. A. Lewis, of the Columbug
man's glove and left it on the parlor sofa when Avenue Presbyterian church, for the Special
she retired, after sitting up until 12 o'clock for Committee on Indecent Pictures on Bill
her derelict lord. He does not go out in the Boards, reported that there is sufficient law
evenings now."
to meet this evil, a:Q.d that the society for the
This plan will not work a second time with
Suppression of Vice and other like organizathe same husband, nor yet with this wife's
tions be requested to move and be supported
husband who reads this, therefore, a "partlyin moving against it. Mr. Lewis said that in
worn" boot, hat, overcoat, or some other relic
this city there is civilized degradation. In
of mMculin wearing apparel will hav to be
proof of this he cited the criticisms which the
IJUbstituted. Wives, take note, for husbands
erection of the Cogswell fountain evoked, aswill henceforth be on the alert.
serting that this came not from true artistic
"An Anti·Deist society has just been formed feeling, but because the fountain has a temin Paris, the object of which' is to combat re. perance element behind it. He declared that
ligious dogmas of every description. Members
are bound to labor to SUJ?press the word God the posters on the walls oppoilite the Proviand all its equivalents m all languages, and dence Railroad station are fit "wall-pape1· for
are pledged never to use it in conversation or hell,'' and that pictures of ballet dancers shown
correspondence."
in the windows of the piano warerooms are of
Good ! I wish a similar society could be such character that he would sooner bury his
formed in thiA country. We need new name8, children in the years of their innocency than
terms, and phrases wherewiLh to express our hav them exposed to the contamination of such
Agnostic, Deistica.l, Atheistical, or even Liheml vileness. In fact he is of the opinion that
views, and giv theology and Christianity the Boston in this way is Sodom and Gomorrah,
go-by. Who will set the ball rolling?
and that unless something radical be done
'' TJIE PRINCE OF WALES ON GENUIN FREE· this city will meet with the fate of the cities of
MASONRY.-London, Feb. 17th: The troubles be- the plain. He would hav the bill-posters and
tw:een the English Free!llasons and the grand the piano manufacturers proceeded against if
orrent of France contmue. The Prince of they do not heed a suitable warning, and put
Wales, replying to a recent letter of the French
grand master, says: 'English Masons hav al- in state prison. Mr. Lewis's words were
ways held to the belief that God is the first warmly applauded. The report of his comand great landmark of gennin Freemasonry. mittee, with its recommendation, was adopted,
Without such belief nobody can rightly claim and Rev. J. L. Withrow, D.D, was selected to
to inherit the traditions of true Fnemasonry. • represent tlie Alliance before the Legislativ
It is expected that the grand orient will convene a meeting in London in order to explain Judiciary Committee, to urge upon its attenthe attitude of the Orient, which intended to tion, in connection with the GraD.d Army lot.
allow the fullest liberty of conscience."
tery question (so-called), thia special subject,
Liberal and Infidel Masons, is this true? If if perchance the laws relating to it re9-uire

___

~

modi~cation.

The committee was continued,
and Instructed to call the attention of the
mayor to the subject. And yet all these reverends believe in the divinity of the obscene old
sacred Bible, and at this very meeting Prof. H.
C. Sheldon, of Boston University, read a paper
on "John Wycli;ffe and the English Bible.''
"Wall-paper for hell!" "Sodom and Gomor•
rah !" Please illustrate some of the Bible
scenes, in which, it is assumed, God took a
part, and see if the bulletin boards are not
moral by their side ! While we do not believe in
indecent posters, literature, etc., we would beg
these clergymen to purify their Bible and their
lives before they make war on ballet dancer
pictures, posters, etc. "Would sooner bury
his children in their innocency than hav them
exposed to the contamination of such vileness?" Would not many a parent echo
"ditto" rather than hav thei1· children exposed
to Bible, and Christian, and ministerial vileness, did they fully realize the extent of this
influence?
ELLA E. GillSON,

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SgNSK By Dr. l<~. B. Foote. In one hand.
some l 2mo volume of nearly 1000 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or Germr.n.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCmNCE JN STORY; or, Sammy 'l'ubb~
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, tlw 'l'roublesom~
1Ionkey. By Dr. K B. Foote; five volumes, at
$1 each, or $5 per set; or five volumes in one
for S2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR the YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The
fifth volume of " Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128
pages. By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam·
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz: "Bacteria in
their Relation to Disease," presenting the o·erm
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposmg vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam." considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sick and well. -By mail, io cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The
Law of Heredity,'' by Prof. Brooks, 336 page~,
cloth bound, S2; ''Heredity," by Loring Moody,
159 pagE's, cloth, 75 cents; "The Law of Heredity," by F. H. Marsh, 10 cents; "The .Alphabet
of the Human Temperaments," ..yith illustrations.
by Dr. E. B. Foote, 10 cents; "Generation be:
fore Regeneration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10c.;
"Reports of Conventions and Parlor Meetino-g
during 1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Conve~J
tion of the Institute of Heredity, May 29. 1883,'
10 cents. Address THF. TRUTH SEEKER.

THE Bll}E

OF

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of
"1'he Reign of the Stoics."
" This is a book not only to be read ov ce, but to
be kept and refened to, and pondered over from
year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
through the past centuries plior to 1600, the era
of Copernicus and Brnno. It does not take the
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
out the white light that has been cast upon the
lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cru·
elty, from the little stream of Freethought th11.t
has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
course down through the ages which now Jiv
only as our realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50.
Address 1'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Missing Link
-IN-

MODERN SPIRITUALISM
By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, of the Fox family.
This book pnrports to be a truthful account of
the phenomena occurring at Hydesville in the
house of Mr. Fox, aud since to various member•
of the Underhill family, especially the author,
who has had a good offset to "Bottom Facts"
being essentially controversial, and will 'be us~d
for oJiense and defense by believers in Spiritual
manife~tations.
Mrs. Underhill contends that
the 0xhibitions of an occult power, as narrated iu
her book, demonstrate beyond doubt the rettlitr
of the survival of man's spirit; that death is btit
birth .int? au other stage of pro~ressed tmd progress tv hfc; and proves what has hitltcrto been
but a tlogma of an nnpt·oved and unprovable
faith, tho immortality of the son!. PRICE, $2.00
Address THE TRUTH SEJ£KER.

A PHOTOGH..A.PH
OF THE BIBL~'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
HEAVEN.
A Picture of the world as described in Geuesis, .with the texts of the Bible teaching the
doctrm, and the passages from profane writera
supporting it.
Price 25 C<.lntl,
.A.~drllili THE TRUTH SE:EKER,
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A HEATHEN desiring to learn the doctrlns of Obrlstlanlty might attend the best of our churches for a
whole year and not bear one word of the torments of
bell or the anger of an offended deity, and not
enough of the fall of man or the sacrificial surrerlngs
or Christ to orrend the most bigoted disciple of evolution. Listening and observing for himself, he
would Infer that the way of salvation consisted In
declaring hls faith In a few abstract doctrlns which
both preacher and hearer seemed quite ready to ex
plain a way as far as possible; become a regular attendant at church and church sociables; put something into the contribution-box every Sunday, and,
In every way, behave as much as possible like hls
neighbors. Why Is tbls? Simply because the demand for doctrinal preaching Is dying out. The law
or supply and demand In our time controls sermons
8.'l wen as !lour, doctrine as well as dry-goods. Men
bav ceased to demand doctrins, not necessarily because they hav ceased to believe In them, hut because they bav taken the first step toward unbelief
by losing their Interest In them. Their faith Is
dragging Its anchors without their knowing lt.-The
Religion of To- 'Jay, Nrrrth American Review, Dec., 1879.
MEN of great and stirring powers who are destined
to mold the age In which they are born must first
mold tbemselva upon lt.-S. T. Coleridge.
GIVEN your man of genius-your Sba.kapere or
Dante-we can dimly see how be was created by the
conditions of the time. He Is great In virtue of bls
capacity for gathering Into one focus and uttering In
• articulate language the thoughts and emotions indistinctly fermenting In the minds of Inn umera.ble
contemporaries. Yet no one can predict the appearance of a man of genius, or show deductlvly that a
Sba.kspere must hav arisen In the time of Elizabeth.
The founder of a. religion belongs to an order still
more ex~lted than that of poets. philosophers, or
statesmen. When he has solved the problem, the
answer Is simple enough. Tlll he has solved It, we
are still blindly groping In the dark, conscious of a.
want, but totally unable to glv It distinct utterance
or to predict what wlll sa.tlsfy lt.-Leslw Stephen.
0 YE who pined In dungeons for the sake

Of truths which tyrants shadowed with thelr hate;
Whose only crime was that ye were awake
Too scon, or that your brothers slept too late;
Mountainous mlnds!-upon whose tops the great
Sunr!se of knowledge came, long era Its glance
Fell on the foggy swamps of fear and Ignorance-
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SUNDAY·BOHOOL teacher: "Why dl<l the Cbllolren
or I<rael sprinkle blood on the door poqts?" Pupil:
" Pl~ase mum they wanted to paint the town red."

I

T I-I 8

A MODEBN novel has the following passage: "With
one band be held the beautiful golden bead above
the cbllllng wave, and with the other called loudly
for assistance."

Truth Seeker Annual

A BAPTIST minister was once asked how It WIUJ
that be consented to the marriage of his daughter
to a Presbyterian. "Well, my dear friend," he replied, "as far as I bav been able to discover, Cupid
never studied theology."

-AND-

MB. MONOPOLE (anti-collegiate): "So your fa'ber
Is going to make a doctor of you ?" Divinity freshman (facetiously): "Oh, yes. A D.D.; doctor of
souls, don't you· know/' Mr. M.: "Oh 1 they call
'em chiropodists, don't they ?"

JOfrt!fihinkt~!i' ~lmlUUft,
1885.
(E. M. 285.)
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NEW YORK:

"MB. MOODY says tba~ If a person prays while
roller-skating be Is all right," said a little Brooklyn
girl to her mother. "Well, my child, did you ever
bear anybody pray while at the rink?" "Ob, yes!
P.<pa did last night when he Bat down so hard that
tbe gas went out." "What did be say?'' "Hesald,
'l\Ierclful heavens I' and lots of other thlngs, just
like a minister does when be pounds the pnlDit."
SUBSCRIPTION agent: "I would like to get you to
subscribe !or our handsomely-bound, elegantlyprinted, profusely-Illustrated edition or the revised
Old 'I'eetament, just-" Chicago man: "We've got
an Old Testament ~omewbere about and don't want
no more." "But tbls Is not the same. It's there·
vised edltl.on, and has a lot or things out of It, and
ever so many changes, and-" "Eh ? I badn't
beard or tbat. Is the 'l'en Commandments taken
out?" "Oh, no.'' u I don't want it."
WHEN France WM threatened with the cholera,
the board of health telegraphed to every town In the
country: "Cholera Is coming; prepare for it."
From a certain Interior town came bactt the answer
·• We are quite ready." The board of health, thinkIng that perhaps a new scheme of sanitation bad
been die covered and Rp!Jlied In the wwn referred to,
tbat eo prompt an answer was recelveu, wired to the
mayor, "What hav you done?"
His reply WM,
"We estimate that about four handred people will
dle here of cholera., and we bav graves dug for the
Wll0le Of them."

LocKE was opposed to the dogmas of Puritans and
Episcopalians, Presbyterians and Ca'bollcs alike.
Let each man. he said, do bls utmost lry to llv up to·
the Ideal of a Christian lire M set forth In the Bible,
and let no man dare to force upon another hls own
notlons as to what even the Bible teaches.- Browne·,
Life of Locke.

I THINK that In life not to be cheerful Is to lllaspheme against God.-Numjord.

thinkers' Creed. By Horace Seaver,

The D. M. Bennett Memorial,
41
Inspiration. By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, 45

The time shall come when from your bights serene
Beyond the dark, ye wlll look back and smile
To see the sterll earth all growing green,
When science, art, and love repeat heaven's style
In crowded city and In desert Isle,
Tlll Eden blooms where martyr-fires bav burned,
And to the lord of life all hearts and minds are
turned.
-The Church, by C. P. Oranclt-

I BELONG to the republic Of Intellectual liberty,
and only those are good citizens of that republic who
depend upon re1son and persuasion; and only those
are traitors who resort to brute force. Now, I beg or
you to forget, just for a few moments, that you are
Methodists, or Baptists, or CatbOliCil, or Preobyterlans, and let us, for an hour or two, remember only
that we are men and women.-Ing.,·soll's What ]Jfust
We JJo w be Saved ?

•

Universal Mental Liberty. The Free·

Calendar for t88S,
5
Freethought in the United States, r884, 17

I THOUGHT you Bald the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage
was such a great preacher," said a visitor to Brooklyn. "I beard him yesterday, and cannot agree
with you." "My dear sir, Talmage Is tllil finest
pulpit orator In America. You ought to hear him
preach when be Isn't wearing now boots." "Why
so?'' "Because new boots butt his corns so badly
that he cannot gesticulate with his legs."
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ITls now becoming a religious duty to enjoy llfe. A
man ought to be ashamed to say, In the face of nature, that " life protracted ls protracted woe." I
venture to say that, nine times out of ten, the man
that declares life to be only "vanity and vexation of
splrlt" would not be the man to start a subscription
A Leetnreby
to buy the winter's coal for a poor widow. The world
Col Robert G. Ingersoll.
Is finding out that the people who call life so hard
and undesirable are the ones that make It hard and
undesirable for others. We do not take a man for a
saint because he reads the Bible, nor for a sinner bePaper,50cts; cloth, $1.25
"The clergy know that I know that they
cause be does not read the .lllble. We no longer
•
,I¥g~u'B~~{s;~t/~.:'~I
{gae~:n'lie~~Yia·~lb~':,_~ :rf..~'tJ~
weigh men in the scales of orthodox piety. -L. K. know that they do not know."
in IWnols;"" The Grant Banquet,"" The Rev. Alexan.
Washburn.
der Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a Dream;•
and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
IT Is the nature of extreme self-lovers as they wlll
One of the best documents to circulate ever
set a house on fire an It were but to roast their eggs printed. Every man, woman, and child in
Paper, 50
-Bacon's Essays.
· the United States should read it.
Every
cents;
cloth,
$1.25.
EVEN doves bav their llttle dllierences or oplnlon, reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
as anyone who has kept a wedded pair of them In a
Ry R. G.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
wicker cage can safely avouch.- Rhoda Broughton.
Ingersoll,
Judge
J"eremiah
S, Black,
33
Clinton
Place,
New
York.
A YOUNG man named Joshua, or Jesus, a carpen-
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and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pater by trade, believed that the world belonged to the
devil, and that God would shortly take It from hlm,
per, 50 cents.
and that he, the Chr!st or the Anointed, would be
appointed by God to judge the souls of men and to
Paper, $1,00;
reign over them on earth. In pollt!os he was a levcloth, $2.00.
eler and Communist; In morals he was a monk. He
believed that only the poor and the despised would
His Ans-wers
PaInherit the kingdom of God. All men who had
riches or reputations would follow their dethroned To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
per, 25 cents.
master Into everlasting pain. He attacked the
by the Editor of the 8an Franoisoan.
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a.OO
he declared that piety was worthless 1! Jt were
praised on ear.th. It was hls belief that earthly
Jl.oiillionB of these, should be circulated by
TIIIRD EDITION.
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fore be refused. If a man were poor In this world,
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Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
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Interviews on Talmage.

What Must We Do to be Saved t
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BIBLE MYTifS

Parallels in Other Religions

SMALL boy (to young minister): "Mr. Watergruel,
were you a ball player before you got good?" Young
minister: "Yes, my boy, I belonged to a b~ll club
when I was at college." Small boy: "Did you-"
Anxious mother: "Johnnie, don't bother Mr. Watergruel any more. Run out and play with YOII!' sls·
ter." Small boy: ·'All right, maw. Dlcl YO<! play
on a b:.:~se, Mr. Watergruel?'' Young minister: "No,
I generally played right llelu." Anxious mother
(very anxiously): "Now run along, Johnnie."
Small boy (with great unction): "Well, I thought
you played on one of the bases 'cause father says
you're off your base."
Anxious mother slnks
through the floor.
THBEE SIZES.
Maud WBtcbed Sl's ship wltb ·streaming eyes
And aching heart sail out the bay;
And watching there that dlsmal day
Her bosom rose and fell-with sighs.
Great giant cliffs In warrior guise
Threw up the spray with mighty ban•l,
And all the while old ocean's grand,
Great bosom rose and fell-with size.
Yet when to port Maud's eager eyes
His ship discerned, and Sl with grace
Did leap ashore, In stout embrace
Her bosom rose and fell-with Sl's.
A FEW Sundays ago, a minister preached a sermon
on the evils of mendacity to a congregation In tlle
backwoods near Flpandtuck. In the course of his
remarks be alluded to the tragic death of Ananlas.
At the closo of the sermon an old deacon took tho
minister aside and Informed the reverend gentle·
man that he bad made a mistake In regard to Ananlas. "How so?" asked the astonished divine,
"Why, by telling the congregation that Ananlas Is
dead," said the deacon. ''I-I don't understand,"
said the minister In some confusion. "Please ox
plain." "Dang it!" said th& deacon, "nearly everY
ma.u In the congregation Is an office seeker, and
when they learn that Ananlas Is dead the whole
d urned mob will want to till his place!"
THIS Is given by Sna,p as a bachelor's reverie:
"Somehow I never weary of watching the girl I am
going to marry •. It Is so odd to think that she and
I are to pass the greater part or our lives together.
As I watch her close her eyes In a moment of
reverie, I wonder If she will wake me In the mornIng with a sweet kiss, or whether she will pull the
pillow from under my head with a jerk, and make
me dream I bav fallen down a precipice 111,000 teet
high. Will she be ready to open the door and receive me k!ndly when I come homP late, or wlll sbe
call me bard names and threaten to go home to her
mother? As I take her soft palm In mine and kiSS
the tips .of her pink fingers, I wonder 1r they will
ever glv me a box that may make my ears tingle.
She has a pretty little mouth and pearly teeth; and
will she ever put them to bad use by reading me
Oaudle lectures? Will those mild blue eyes ever
!lash In anger at me, and will that wealth of auburn
hair, so neatly coiled, ever bang In frowsy disorder
down her back? She has cunning little feet. She
says they get cold very easily. Horror 1 Will she
ever put them on me when they are cold? No; mY
darling will do none of these things. She Is a little
lady, and I know that her greatest happiness will be
to make me happy. If I began married life by an·
tlclpatlng so many sad things, I should deserve aD1
tate which mlght befall me."
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J8ofts and gilippings.
PROFESSOR HuxLEY is in feeble health and
has been. obliged to cease work.
THE Mormon church, it is said, has more
missionaries than the American board of foreign
missions.
AN applicant to St. Peter, being refused admission into heaven, looked him steadily in
the eye and crowed three times. The apostle,
coloring, and fumbling his key, said, "You
may go in, but don't do that to me again."
CANON FARRAn's latest work, on the "Message
of the Books," contains the statement that
'~the number of competent critics who still
believe Mark xvi, 9-20 to be genuin is diminishing." These passages, as reference to the
gospel of Mark will show, are rather difficult
of defense, and it is no wonder that the
Christians are anxious to be- rid of them.
THE following blasphemous rhymes appeared in the Pall j'!-Jall Gazette:
We don't want to fight;
But, by Jingo, if we doWe've ProteBtant and Catholic,
Turk, Infidel, and Jew;
We've God and Mammon, Allah,
Buddha, Brahma, and Vishnu;
We've collared all the Deities, so what can
Russia do?
Ma. J\fooDY declined to commit himself
when. a Milwaukee brother asked him if he
had grace enough to die at the stake. All he
wanted, he said, was "just grace enough to
hold this convention for three days in Milwaukee." - Mr. Moody is a sensible man.
There are plenty of people who will, as Poe
said, suffer for religion and die for it-anything but liv _ -for it.-Leavenwo?·th (Kan.)
Times.

Ne-w York, Saturday, May 16,1885.

REGAaDING the incomprehensibilities in the
form of slang and local expressions daily making their appearance among the words which
go to form the English language, George A.
Sala suggests that it is about time we had a
society for the protection of that tongue. He
is moved just at present to this conviction by
the introduction of such an uncouth piece of
verbal coinage as" vestrify," by Mr. Chaplin,
in the House of Commons. It is as abhorrent
a word, Sala says, as "interviewer." The first
thing to be done by the society should be the
publication of an "Index Expurgatorius," in
which such detestable innovations as "vestrify," "interview" (as a verb)," collide" (for
to come into collision with), "cloture" (for
closure), etc., should be gibbeted with the
names of the offenders who most persistently
coin words or seek to familiarize the !public
with unauthorized expressions•.
A METHODIST clergyman, recently in Eng·
land, visited Westminster Abbey, and in the_
Indfpendent givs a quite interesting account of
the graves of distinguished men which he
saw in that vicinity. Then he goes on: "Yet
there is one tomb which attracts more visitors than the novelist, the theologian, the
chemist, the philosopher, or the sociologist.
Mysterious are the vagaries of human nature.
It is a large marble closet on whose doors is
carved a head of the deceased, and lying in
front of it is a marble figure, life size, of a
huge English mastiff, the companion of the
deceased in life. Does the reader wonder
whose grave it is that attracts more visitors
than any. other whose tenant has been so long
buried? Let the marble tell its own story:
" Sacred to the memory
of
THOMAS SAYERS,
England's famous prize-fighter."

I

IT would appear that the study· of SbakAN English country dentist recently made a
spere in Sunday-schools fatally affects Bible set of teeth for the bishop of his diocese. He
research. The Ch1·istian Union says: "In one 1 anxiously watched the prelate as he examined
of our church paper8, not long ago, was a' himself and -his new teeth in the pier-glass,
1
communication from a Methodist preacher, in and was startled when he heard the bishop ut1
which he makes the sweeping declaration ter language ending with that fearful word,
1
that 'the plan of furnishing every teacher a "damnation." The dentist ventured to sug1
Jonmal, and every scholar a "Lear," has re- gest that his lordship might feel them rather
suited in banishing all Bibles and Testa- ' uncomfortable at first, but in a little time he
would get used to them. Without appearing
ments from the Sunday-school."'
SAID Richard Grant White: "When at last to_ notice the dentist ~is lordship exclaimed
it dawned upon tbe pedagog.; tbat English Wit~ vehemen~e, "}Vt,t,hout _doubt he shall
was a language, or rather, in their significant pertsh everlastmgly;
But, mdeed, my lord,
if you bav patience, ' ple21ded the dentist, "in
the
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selvs to giving rules for the art of writing and a wee~ s_ tu~e or so-- "What do you
speaking it correctly, they attempted to form m_ean? mqmre~ the. pre~~tte, turning round
these rules upon models furnished by the Wit~ an apostolic smile; why sh?uld I _h~v
Latin language. From this heterogeneous pahence? The teeth fit me beautifully; It IS
union sprang that hybrid monster known as the first time I hav_ found mys_elf a?Ie to proEnglish grammar, before whose fruitless loins nounce the Athanasmn creed wtth distinctness
we hav sacrificed for nearly three hundred for these twenty years."
yea1·s our children and the strangers within
WAR is, of course, economically purely deeur gates."
structiv. The men employed produce nothSAYS the Brooklyn Eagle of May 4th: "Mr. ing; the engins prepared are useless, except
Anthony Comstock, whose statement before a for killing; the money expended is most of it
convention of clergymen that Kings county is consumed on objects which can yield uo direct
a paradise of gamblers the Eagle took occasion return. Enormous quantities of food are
to contradict a day or two ago, has thought fit wasted in transport, domestic animals are used
to write a communication to the Eagle, which up in unproductiv labor, and the men slain
was published on Saturday. The general tenor are necessarily among the strongest in the naof this epistle is characteristic. Brought face tion. Nevertheless, the economic loss of war
to face with facts, the writer informs us, among is often not felt for a time; a~d it is probable
other things, that the laws against gambling that in the war supposed to be coming with
are enforced in Brooklyn, and consequently Russia this will be the case to an unusual dethat Kings county, which is mainly Brooklyn, gree. It is by degrees that the economic effect
is not a paradise of gam biers. The insignificant of wur comes to be felt, through the agency
foundation of fact, namely, that there has been usually of taxation. No nation can throw
some gambling at Coney Island in the past, is away perhaps two years' revenue in one on
reluctantly put forward as the best he can do unproductiv effort without becoming gradfor his case. Had Mr. Comstock exhibited the ually poorer-that is, without having less to
courage and candor to tell the listening clergy- spend in giving good wages to great multitudes
men that Coney Island was one among many of men. Suppose a war to cost £50,000,000 a
places in this country at which gentlemen bet year-and the American war cost £120,000,000
money through pools on horse races he would -though much of that is spent in wages, the
hav told all the truth there was to tell; but it whole is loss, for even the wages are paid, from
would hardly hav served his purpose of self- the economic point of view, for doing nothing.
glorification .. Solely on account of the fact When .the war stops, therefore, there will be
thas he is, ostensibly at least, connected with distress, great or little, in proportion to the
certain moral and religious organizations this expenditure, but great or little, equally inevcommunity will be satisfied by characterizing itable, not to be kept off by any financial
his statement as a sheer falsehood and himself arrangement. It may be rendered short, of
as a falsifier. If a mere unsanctified layman course, or even innocuous, by other causes,
had done as much he would hav been open to such as a sudden discovery of a new and
the charge of lying and being a liar."
cheaper motor, which, by reducing the energy
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to be expended on producing a result, positivly adds to the national force, and therefore
to the national producing power, or ]:>y the
opening up of new channels of industry; but
apart from these there is no avoiding the
'economic consequences of war. War is waste;
the nation pays for the waste by taxation, and
therefore every individual in the nation must,
pro t~nto, suffer. The particular war may be
right, or unavoidable, or purely self-defensiv,
but one of its consequences must be this; and
it is never wise to conceal what must inevitably
happen.-Londcn Spectator.
THE following letter, written nearly fortyone years ago to Mr. Curtis Whipples, of New
Britain, proposes to hav a debt canceled, in
view of the coming of the Lord " in the clouds
of heaven:" "WALLI)ifGFORD, Oct. 12, 1844o.
Ma. WHIPPLES: Si1': I take this favorable opportunity of writing a' line or two. I am indebted to you and Mr. Stanley some considerable amount, and hav been for nearly or
quite twelve years, but hav never been able to
pay without distressing myself and family,
and am not able to pay you now, but hav
always had the disposition to pay you, if I had
the means. I must. therefore beg you to forgiv the debt, trusting that God may incline
you so to do, for if ye forgiv not men their
trespasses, neither will your Father which is in
heaven forgiv you yorirs. In expectation of
meeting the Son of Man in the cloud~ of
heaven on the tenth day of the seventh month
of this Jewish year, prepare to meet thy God
in judgment.-LYMAN CuaTrs."

Jjltws of( fht 1/tth.
FRANCE and China are still negotiating for
peace.
THERE is no prospect of immediate war be·
tween Russia and England.
IMMIGRANTS landed at this port average
about four thousand per week.
GENEaAL GRANT takes short walks on pleas·
ant days, and works industriously upon hts
book.
THE scourge of typhoid fever which recently struck Plymouth, Pa., remains unabated.
FIFTEEN roller skaters started on a six-duy
race at Madison Square Garden in this city
last Sunday night.
QuEEN VrcToau will be 66 years old on the
24th inst. Her health is good and she enjoys
an income of $1,925,000 a year.
THE revised Old Testament did not appear
May 1st, as promised. May 19th is the day
now set for putting it upon the market.

SHoaT, the dynamiter, .who attempted to assassinate Phehm in Rossa's newspaper office,
has been acquitted. Everybody except Short's
friends believes that the verdict is an unjust
one_
"OuR Duties Toward the Dead " was the
subject of the Rev. Ht ber Newton's sermon
last Sunday. He considered the present mode
of interment revolting, and hoped to see the
GoPAL VE~A.YAK JosHEE is a Hindoo and a introduction of cremation.
nativ of Sangamner county, in the Bombay
'l'HE Rev. J. H. Dally, formerly of Jersey
presidency. He left Bombay more than nine
months ago and traveled hither, via Burmah, City, N. J., committed suicide-last week by
Siam, China, and Japan. Joshee was visited jumping from a Mississippi steamboat. He
by a Ch1·onicle reporter in his rooms, on Bush recently left the pulpit confessing that he had
street, and having placed a lighted candle on a been unduly intimate with a woman not his
s~all table, with his legs crossed under him wife.
on his chair, his small bronzed hanJs clasping
GENEaAL MIDDLETON's forces attacked the
his small bare feet-, he proceeded to explain rebel army in the Northwest last Sunday, and
that the communications he was about to defeated them with heavy loss, capturing Bamake were not voluntary, but only in answer touche. One Canadian was killed. It is beto questions. " I travel for my pleasure and lieved that the rebels are nearly out of ammu~
instruction, and to find out for myself if all nition.
that English missionaries say is true; they
Loms KELLMEa, of Newburgh, N. Y., WEnt
make attacks on my religion and customs, and to the Catholic church one day last week and
I want to find out what is fact and what is was developed into a lunatic. While insane
falsehood." "Are you a Brahman or a Buddh· he jumped over the rail and tore the cloth
ist ?" "I am a Brahman. There are very from the altar, creating a panic. The man
few Buddhists, but hundreds of thousands of was locked up.
Brahmans. We are all idolaters, and we are
THE pious banker, Fish, ex-president of the
proud of it. We do not respect the images,
but the holy men whom they represent." "Do Marine Bank, in jail for embezzlement, is still
you believe in a Supreme Being?" "Yes. further disgraced by the discovery that a
But we do not worship him. Of course not. woman with whom he lived, and who was not
A Supreme Being does not want any worship. known as his wife, has recently died under
People cannot worship what they cannot con- suspicious circumstances, after giving birth to
ceive." "Tell me about your religion." "Peo- a child.
REPOaT says that Elder Thomas Smith, a
ple in this country respect the memory of
their dead relativs; they worship insignificant prominent Shaker, is married. Elder Smith
beings such as their fathera and mothers. We was talked of as successor to Elder F. W.
worship those who hav been worthy men and Evans, and his apostasy has caused much sorhav left records behind them, and who are row at Mount Lebanon, N.Y., where the minGod incarnate like your Christ. Our religion istry and highest authority of the Shaker
is not idolatry; we do not worship gods, but church is located.
godlike men." "You seem to hav studied differ·
YrNELiND, N. J., began with prohibition,
ent religions." " I believe I hav studied well, and has grown up that way. It is surprising,
and maintain my ground. Our aim is to de- therefore, to learn that out of seventeen instroy our individuality. We should be above dictments just found in the county court, nine
our passions, else we are only animals." "But were agninst citizens for illegal liquor-selling,
you worship animals," remarked the reporter. and that eight of the nine pleaded guilty, and
The Brahman, however, was not to be cor- paid $40 fine apiece.
nered. "We do not worship the serpent, but
THE congregation of the new Methodist
the extraordinary powe~ it possesses. A serpent
church at Fuir H<tven, N.J., were considerably
with us is the symbol of eternity, because
worked up on the 7th inst. by the downfall of
with a single sting he can pass a mrn into
their pastor, the Rev. Charles D. Lupple. The
eternity." "What other animals do you thus
minister was on the first tower of the edifice
revere, since we must not say worship?" "The
and fell off. It was forty feet to the ground,
cow is very divine. We respect it the same as
but he landetl in a pile of sand nnd was not
our mother, because it givs milk to all, as our much hurt.
.
mother to us. I must tell you we do not worship animals themselvs, but their powers. I
THE Rnssian and British war vessels remain
am a Hindoo-a so-called idolater; our religion in New York Haruor. Last Sunday "divine '•
-is superior to yours. We strive to look on all service was held on both ships. The Russians
things with even eyes. A rna~ who s~ys 'this I are_ Greek_ Catholics and the Englishmen are
thing is good and that thing IS l nd ' IS not fit Eptscopahans. A New York man swam out
for absorption in God, because he is selfish.J and placed a dummy torpedo under the buw
Nothing is bad in this world. If a man hits of the G~rnet the other ni~ht, and fri~htened
1
me I must bear it, or I am selfish, for I am the the marmes somewhat. Smce that time the
1
one hurt."-San F1'ancisco ChJ'onicle.
visitors hav kept out a torpedo net.
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Their gardens were subjects of great wonderment
which differs from the methods of the monkish historians of the Middle Ages, who " often dispose of to the conquerors; and in describing the city of Huaxtep? it is stated .that "Sa:ndoval took up his quaryears in a few brief sentences."
The Civilization aml Moral Status of the Ancient The Mexicans divided their year into eighteen ters m the dwelhng of the _lord of the place
Mexicans.
months of twenty days each and then added flve surrounded by gardens which rivaled those of Izta:
II.
days. A month was four weeks .of five days each, palapan in magnificence and surpassed them in
There can be little doubt as to the intelligence and and as the year has nearly six hours more than three extent. They ai'e said to hav been two leagues in
civilization of the ancient Mexicans; indeed all who hundred and sixty-five days, they provided for it by circumference, having pleasure-houses and numerous
hs.v written on the subject admit it either openly or intercalation, add~ng twelve days at the expiration of tanks stocked with various kinds of fish, and they
by implication. Acosta devotes much space to prov- fifty-two years and carrying the odd half day over to were embellished with trees, shrubs, and plants, nativ
and exotic, some selected for their· beauty and fraing it, cites many instances, and concludes by saying: the next cycle of fifty~two years, "which brought
"For my part, I think they surpass us (Spaniards) in them within an almost inappreciable fraction to the grance, others for their medicinal properties. They
those things whereunto they do apply themselvs." exact length of the tropical year, as established by were scientifically arranged, and the whole establishZurita, an eminent jurist, who lived among them the most accurate observations. Indeed the inter- ment displayed a degree of horticultural taste and
knowledge of which it would not hav been easy to
nineteen years, is indignant at the epithet "barba- calation of twenty-five days in every one hundred
rians" being applied to them, which, he says, "would and, four years shows a nicer adjustment of civil to find a counterpart, at that day, in the most scientific
come from no one who had personal knowledge of solar time than is presented by any European calen- communities of Europe. Such is the testimony, not
the capacity of the people or their institutions."
dar. Such was the astonishing precision displayed only of the conquerors, but of men of science who
But it was obligatory on all the earlier writers to by the Mexicans in these computations so difficult as visited these beautiful repositories in the day of their
picture them in conformity with the behests of the to hav ba:ff:led till a comparativly recent period the glory." "But a generation had scarcely passed away
"church," and even Prescott felt constrained to fol- most enlightened nations of Christendom." Hum- after the conquest, before a change came over these
low in the same path and failed to render justice boldt claims that they lost only one minute and scenes so beautiful. The town itself was deserted
when it was in his power to do so. Few, if any, hav twenty-six seconds every year. So, when the Span- and the shore of the lake was strewed with the wreck~
had his facilities, as various unpublished MSS. were iards, who had adopted the Julian reform, landed in of buildings which were once'its ornament and glory.
freely loaned him, and gratitude for these favors Mexico, their reckoning was eleven days in advance The .gardens fllha~ed the fate of the city. The remay possibly account for the eminently Christian of the exact time, the time of these barbarous (?) treatmg wat&rs withdrew the means of nourishment
converting the flourishing plains into a foul and un:
view he takes of the subject; or perhaps it paid Mexicans.
better. But, as in the former article on their religHumboldt says they knew "the real causes of the sightly morass, the haunt of loathsome reptils; and
ion, by gathering an admission here, and a concession eclipses," and Professor Draper that " they had sun- the waterfowl built her nest in. what had once been
there, together with the fact that many of their man- dials for determining the hour and also instruments the palaces of princes."
The kingdom of Mexico was over 1,200 miles long,
uments still exist, having defied both time and the for the solstices and equinoxes, and had ascertained
"church," enough may be gleaned to prove the sec- the globular form of the earth and the obliquity of and contained about twenty millions of people. Its
and part of my proposition.
the ecliptic." Representations on their maps show breadth is a disputed point. The collflction of MenThe government was an electiv monarchy-" The the disk of the moon projected on that of the sun and doza givs the tribute roll or revenue of the governscheme of election, however defectiv, argues a more an immense circular block of carved stone which was ment, as paid by each city. It is too lengthy to enter
refined and calculating policy than was to hav been disintened in 1790 "sho~s from the calendar en- into here, and should be examined to be appreciated.
expected from a barbarous (?) nation;" and one of graved on it that they had the means of settling the But the wealth of the country must hav been enorEngland's great claims to civilization, "the law of hours of the day with precision; the periods of the mous.
There were thirty high officers under the crown·
entail," was recognized as one of the bulwarks of solstices and of the equinoxes and the transit of the
and as each bad his district, and one vied with th~
their constitution. sun over the zenith of Mexico."
They had a council devoted to the "encourageKingsborough remarks: "It can hardly be doubted other t? beautify his immediate surroundings, it rement of scie~ce and art." W arks on astronomy, that they were acquainted with many scientific in- sulted .m a scene of picturesque beauty which, if only
chronology, history, or any science, had to be sub- struments of strange invention, compared with our a fractwn of the records be true, far surpassed Moormitted to its judgment; and wilful perversion of the own; whether the telescope may not hav been of the ish Granada, which was despoiled only a few years
truth was a capital offense. This council wafll drawn number is uncertain; but the thirteenth plate of M. previously by Ferdinand and Isabella. Clavigero
from the best instructed men -in .the kingdom, and Dupaix's 'Monuments,' which represents a man hold- says that besides the three principal cities, Mexico,
they decided on the qualification of the various pro- ing something of a similar nature to his eye, affords Acolhuacan, and Tlacopan, there were "forty emifessora and the fidelity of their instructions to their reason for supposing that they knew how to improve nent cities· in the valley of Mexico alone." In1 depupils. On stated days, historical compositions and the power of vision. Torquemada admits that Man- scribing a minor city, one writer remarks, ' The
poems on moral and traditional topics were recited. tezuma was a skilled astronomer, and several others Spaniar~s were particularly struck with the style and
S~ats were .provided for eminent persons, who dis- mention that observatories were built on the palaces commodiOus structure of the houses, built chiefly of
tnbuted pnzes to the successful competitors.
and public buildings; and Dr. McCullogh allows stone, and with the general aspect of wealth and even
elegance which prevailed there;" and that all the
One academy in particular was, par excellence, the their superiority to the Europeans in this science.
nursery of all their sciences and various useful and
Their code of laws were simple and well adminis- houses, except those of the extremely poor, were
ornamental arts, and its archives were stored with tered. Over each of the principal cities was placed a large, and attached to each "were .a chapel, a vapor
the records of primitiv ages. Clavigero mentions supreme judge, appointed by the crown, and he was bath, and a granary."
Having read the description which Cortez gave
four of its historians. Even kings appeared as com- endowed with "original and final jurisdiction in both
Charles
V. of the city of Tlascala, in which he pictpetitors for its prizes, and Prescott mentions one es- civil and criminal cases." They were independent of
say in particular which "reminds one of the -rich the king, and there is no record of any conflict be- ured it as larger, more populous, and better built
breathi~gs .of ~pa~ish-Arab poetry, in which an tween the crown and them. Below these superior than Granada, Humboldt paid it a visit and found it
ardent 1magmatwn Is tempered by a not unpleasing judges were lower courts, from whose decision an dwindl8d to " a miserable village of 3,400 inhabit·
and m?ral melan.choly." Sahagun bas furnished appeal could be made to the higher. These lower ants."
Every
city
had
police
to
provide
for its health and
~ranslabons of their more elaborate prose, " consist- magistrates were elected by the people. All the
mg of pr~yers and public discourses, which giv a judges were hedged around by very severe laws. A cleanliness; the streets were watered and swept
fa':orable Idea of their eloquence, showing that they bribe was death. Just prior to the conquest, one of daily, and pure water was conducted to the most
paid much attention to rhetorical effect." A collec- them was put to death "for deciding a case in his convenient places by earthen pipes. Hospitals were
tion of si.xt;y odes, composed by one of their kings, own house." Great crimes were punished by death established at given points, for the cure of the sick
~nd con~IStl\tlg of prayers and thankgivings, written -even the murder of a slave. The penalty of thiev- and permanent refuge of disabled soldiers; "and
~~ IaiJ?biC m.eter, were destroyed, because the mis- ing was slavery; yet they could hav been under~no surgeons were placed over them who were so far betswnan.es "might hav feared the possibility of paral- · great apprehension of this crime, since "the entrances ter than those in Europe that they did not protract
'lel bemg made between them and the Psalms of to their dwellings were not secured by bolts or fast- the cure in order to increase the pay."
Their pub)ic works were on a scale of grand maaDavid." "Such," says Prescott," are the marvelous enings of any kind."
accounts transmitted to us of this institution· an inAll the ju~ges, presided over by the king, met nificence,, and their canals and aqueducts of sto~e
stitution certainly not to hav been expected' among every eighty days. Officials attended to preserve were subJects of surprise to the Spaniard. The pyrthe aborigines of America."
order. There were no lawyers. Under no pretext amid at C~olula was 177 feet high and 1,423 feet
Of the education of the priests, Dr. Brinton says: was a case allowed to go over for more than one square at 1ts base, covering 44 acres, and on the
".It ~a:s completed at the Calmecac, a sort of eccle- term. Each party stated his case, supported by summit stood a sumptuous temple dedicated to
Biashcal college where instruction was given in all witnesses, and the testimony was taken down by a Quetzalcoatl. This pyramid was twice as long as the
the. wisdom of their ancients, and the esoteric lore of clerk in hieroglyphics. These were executed with so great one at Cheops. Another, dedicated to Tonathe~r c~aft. . The art ~f mi;x~ng colors and tracing much accuracy that in suits respecting real property tiuh, was 682 feet square at the base and 180 feet
designs, the Ideographrc wntmg and phonetic hiero- they were allowed to be produced ~~osgood testimony high. As they were built of large stones, sometimes
gl~·phs; the ~ongs and prayers used in public war- in the Spanish tribunals, very long after the con- of over 50 tons weight, and as the Mexicans had no
ship; the natwnal traditions; principles of astronomy· quest.
•
beasts of bard en, it has been a serious question as to
~idden meaning of l!!ymbols and the use of musicai Their palaces and public buildings were numerous. what extent their mechanical ingenuity was develmstrume~ts, all f?rmed parts of the really extensiv One is described as 1,224 yards long and 978 yards oped, in view of the fact that they were quarried, in
course ?f m~tru~twn they there received." The boys wide; surrounded by a wall of unburnt bricks and some instances, many leagues from where they were
were hkewise Instructed, and the girls learned to cement six feet wide and nine feet high. Within it used, and had to be transported over streams and
weave.and embroider and praclice other feminin ac- were two courts, which contained the great market rivers. Of their antiquity there can be no doubt
co~phshme~~s. Torgyemada admits that the youth of the city, and the council chambers and halls of and the orthoilox Siguenza, having all the proofs be:
weie taught to abstam from wrath, to offer violence justice. The walls of the rooms were incrusted with fore him, feels that if it were not a matter of faith to .
and. do wr.ong to. no man; in short, to perform the alabasters and richly tinted stucco and bung with believe the Bible stories he would allow that these
duties _plamly pomted out by natural religion."
gorgeous tapestry of variegated feather-work. Aqua- monuments were contemporaneous with the deluge.
MSS. were of . four kinds- cotton cloth, rmms
·
· · a b oun d e d , an d many b'1rd s and
Several years ago I inspected a ruin which at that
1 Their
th
an d aviaries
ea - er, ·a compositi?n of silk and gum, and a sort of animals which could not be obtained alive were rep- time was much commented on. The two walls were
paper much ~esembhng the Egyptian papyrus. Some resented in gold and silver so skilfully as~" to hav supported by a solid piece of masonry, about a foot
of .the .s~ecuuens of the latt()r even now "exhibit furnished the naturalist Hernandez with models for square, fifty feet long, and perfectly level-no arch
tbei~ otigi~al f~e~hness, and the paintings on them his work." This lordly pile contained three hundred being used. Colonel Totten, who built the Panama
1:etam t~e.Ir bnlhancy of color."
The books closed apartments, and it was pulled down and _utilized for railroad after it had been decided as impracticable
hke a fo.dmg screen, with a leaf of wood at each end the building of churches by the Spaniards.
by the best English, French, and German engineers,
and had the appearance of" one of our bound books.'~
A summer retreat is described as being laid out in declared that it could not be duplicated by any mod.
1l!ar~tr says they gave evidence of a "positiv civiliza- terraces or hanging gardens, with 520 steps reaching ern contrivance, except a beam of wood. Yet the
han, and we are informed that their method of to them, many hewn in natural porphyry. It had Mexicans knew the use of an arch, also, and had four
computation was" a more simple arrangement prob- three reservoirs which distributed water through the different wol'ds to express its various shapes.
ably, than any existing among Europeans.,; 'Humd
Th b t
Speaking of their manufactures and commerce, on&
boldt claims that the few annals he saw, " exhi'bi't gar ens.
e a hs were excavated in solid porphyry, and are still shown as the " baths of Monte- writer says: " The circumstance of the Mexicans havt h e greatest method and astonishing minuteness," zuma."
ing an extensiv internal commerce among themselvs

THE
presents their state,lllf ·civilization in a strong light."
But Prof. J. W. Dr,ffper, than whom it is impossible
to find a more painstaking and conscientious .investigator, givs in hi£ -inimitable style the result of
hie researches, and I can do no better than giv the
quot~ttion- in extenso: "'They practiced with no inconsiderable skill the more delicate mechanical arts, such
-~a.>' those of jeweler and enameler. From the aloe they
obtained pins and needles, thread, cord, paper, food,
and an intoxicating drink. They made earthenware,
,knew how to lacquer wood! employed cochineal as a
,scarlet dye. They were skilled weavers of fine cloth,
1and e:s.eelled in the production of feather-work, their
,gorgeous humming-birds furnishing materials for that
]PUrpose. In metallurgy they were behind the old
\WOrld, not having the use of iron; but, as the old
wor'ld had formerly done, they employed bronze in
its stead. They knew how to move immense masses
of., rock; their great calendar stone, of porphyry,
weighed more than fifty tons, and was brought a distance of many miles. Their trade was carried on,
not in shops, but by markets, or fairs, held on the
fifth day. They employed a currency of gold dust,
pieces of tin, and bags of cocoa. The women did not
work abroad, but occupied themselvs in spinning,
embroidering, feather-work, music. Ablution was resorted to both before and after meals; perfumes
were used at 'the toilet. The Mexicans gave to Europe tobacco, snuff, the turkey, chocolate,· cochineal.
Like us, they had in their entertainments solid
dishes, with suitable condiments, gravies, sauces, and
desserts of pastries, confections, fruits, both fresh
and preserved. They had chafing-di):!hes of silver or
gold. Like us, they knew the use of intoxicating
drinks; like us, they not unfrequently took them to
excess; like us, they hightened their festivities with
~ dancing and music. They had theatrical and pantomimic shows. At Tezcuco there was a council of
music, which, ·moreover, exercised a censorship on
· philosophical works, as well as those of astronomy
, and history."
Their trades were divided into guilds, and the
· merchants reminded Sahagun of the " merchant
princes of an Italian republic." Olavigero says their
'cotton cloths were as fine as the linen of Holland;
·.that they wove them with various-colored pictures,
:and by intermixing feathers made a serviceable carpet; and from the maguey they made a strong
hempen cloth, and a fine one, like linen. They also
interwove the delicate hair of rabbits with the cotton, and embroidered it with birds and flowers.
Count Carli, speaking of their work in feathers, says:
"Never did I behold anything so exqisit for brilliancy and nice gradation of color, and for beauty of
design. No European artist could hav made such a
thing." ·
They manufactured silk from the thread of a caterpillar indigenous to their soil, and Humboldt has
collected many interesting facts in regard to it, but
for political causes the rearing of the worm was prohibited after the conquest. From obsidian they
made mirrors, knives, lancets, etc., and their culinary
utensils and agricultural implements from an alloy
of tin and copper. They could harden it, for Herrero says "it cuts like steel." With tools made of it
they could cut any metal, by the use of a siliceous
dust, "even basalt, porphyry, amethysts, and emeralds." They had both mineral and vegetable paints
and dyes, and their cups and vases of lacquered
wood were impervious to water. "Some of their silver vases were so large that a man could not encircle
them with his arms. They imitated very nicely the
figures of animals, and, what was extraordinary,
"'
could mix the metals in such a manner that the
feathers of a bird or t1te scales of a fish should be
alternately of gold or silver. The Spanish goldsmiths admitted their superiority." Humboldt had
in his collection "a well-cast brass bell, dug from
one.of their graves.''
They understood surveying, as Cortez says that a
map of the city of Mexico was prepared expressly for
him by IYiontezuma, which was perfectly correct in
every respect, and equal to any he had ever seen, and
Martyr describes the "great map of the city of Tennstitan, containing all its temples, bridges, and lakes."
Humboldt says that, though not deemed very civilized," yet they had executed drawings the just proportions of which hav been admired by English
navigators."
They also painted, for Cortez relates that while he
was interviewing one of the nobles he noticed an
.attendant busy witlt a brush, and on loooking at the
·work, "found· that rt was a sketch on canvas of the
:Spaniards, their costumes, arms, and, in short, differ-ent objects of interest, giving to each its appropriate
form and color." And in a letter to Charles V. he
:also states that Montezuma presented him with a
hunting tube which was so exquisitly painted with
:birds and flowers that " language fails to describe
·their beauty of finish and accuracy." Martyr, Ca'margo, and Oviedo agree "that they pecuilarly ex•celled in pottery, which was considered as equal to the
best in Europe," and Acosta mentions approvingly
some of their works of basso-relievo in stone.
As the Mexicans are admitted to hav been a religious ;people, their customs were of necessity inter-
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woven with their religion, of which we hav the counterpart in the church of Rome. Yet, as the basis of
a true civilization rests on the relations of tile sexes,
enough has been preserved to enable us to form a
fair estimate of their character, which, I think, will
compare favorably with that of the average Christian
of the present day. 'I hav already shown that the
marriage tie was considered so sacred that a special
tribunal was instituted to determin all matters relating to it, and all the early writers agree that the
Mexican women were treated with consideration,
" partook equally with the men in social festivities
and entertainments," and that " when she had come
to a mature age, the maiden was treated by her parents with a tenderness from which all reserve seemed
banished." She was taught to preserve "simplicity
in her manners and conversation, neatness in her
attire, with strict attention to personal cleanliness,
and modesty was inculcated as the greatest ornament of a woman.'' Cousins were allowed to marry,
but none of a nearer degree; thus they were more
enlightened in this respect than the English of today, as a man could marry his deceaf!!ed wife's sister.
Sahagun (a monk) says that polygamy was not practiced, and givs in detail the ad vice of a father to his
son, about to marry, 'in which the one-wife principle
is distinctly laid- down.
They are accused of being jntemperate, but " intemperance, which was the burthen of their religious
homilies, was visited with severe penalties, and Zurita, who lived among them nineteen years, " bears
testimony that those Spaniards who thought they
were addicted to it, greatly erred."
They had several kinds of slaves; prisoners of war,
public debtors, and persons who, from extreme poverty, sold themselvs. But the contract of sale, in
order to be bi~ding, was executed "in the presence
of at least four persons, and the services to be exacted were limited with great precision." The slave
was allowed to hav his own family and hold property,
and his children were free. No one could be born
to slavery, " an honorable distinction not known in
any civilized community where slavery has been
sanctioned."
Agriculture was encouraged, and " there was
scarcely a spot so rude, or a strip so inaccessible, as not
to confess the power of cultivation;" and Cortez tells
us" there is not a hand's breadth of land that is not
cultivated." Draper remarks, "Their agriculture was
superior to that of Europe; there was nothing in the
Old World to compare with their menageries and
botanical gardens." The description given of their
haciendas reminds one of a well-stocked and wellcared-for farm of a thrifty New Englander-except
they had no cattle. But every farmer had large
droves of turkeys, which fowl, so it seems, was introduced into Europe from Mexico. Humboldt informs
us that they made syrups and sugar from the maize
stalks, and Cortez mentions that both these articles
were sold in their markets.
One could go on indefinitly describing their products, but enough has been given to prove that they
were as civilized as their conquerors, and I hav
entered thus in detail to disprove the charge that
they were barbarous, and at the same time to compare the civiliz3.tions of the two countries.
Cortez givs three reasons why they were barbarians: "They do not know the use of iron or milk,
and hav no written language like ours." Yet their
alloy of tin and copper would perform work that tried
the best iron of Europe. In regard to the second
charge, we can take it home to ourselvs, as within' a
decade Mrs. Stowe, writing from her Florida home,
said that, with thousands of cattle in her immediate
neighborhood she could not obtain a pint of fresh
milk, and depended on the condensed article put up
for exportation. As for the third, I refer to the signature of Cortez in the third volume of Prescott,
which, in order to prevent mistakes, is very propsrly
labeled " this is the signature of Don Hernando Cortez." No sane man would hesitate· between that signature and the Mexican phonetics, a system we hav
engrafted on our civilization, and consider an art, and
which enables many thousands of our citizens to earn
an honorable livelihood.
It has often been queried how a handful of Spaniards could hav conquered this populous and wealthy
kingdom, and this fact is cited by the Spanish historians as a "direct interposition of God in their
favor." This might answer for the times in which it
was written, but our intelligence revolts at the idea
of a Catholic archbishop, in enlightened America,
using these same arguments to prove the care his
God has always had for the church. Archbishop
Spaulding believed it, so he says. He is entitled to
his balief, but I prefer facts.
The Mexicans were surrounded by many uncivilized nations, who banded themselvs with the invaders,
one tribe alone furnishing 100,000 warriors. The
use of horses and firearms, together with men clad
in steel, all novelties to the Mexicans, performed the
work; and if God had any band in the business, I
think he might hav been better engaged. Whoever
it was that did it, God or the Spaniard, the brutality
is unquestioned, as the pages of history teem with
recitals which vie in horror with anything recorded to
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hav happened in any other part of the world. But two
instances w~ll s~rve to illustrate. Describing one
scene, the historian says: "The struggle was short
but desperate. Most of the Mexicans were put to
the sword. Some were thrown headlong over the
battlements, and others, letting themselvs down the
precipice, were killed on the borders of a stream that
wound round its base, the waters of which were so
polluted with blood that the victors were unable to
slake their thirst with them for a full hour." On
another occasion a large number were lured into the
~panis~ camps, ostensibly to carry the baggage, but
m reality to be murdered, so as to strike terror into
the balance. After charging the chiefs with conspiracy," the fa~al signal, the discharge of an arquebuse,
was then g1ven. In an instant every musket and
cross-bow was leveled at the unfortunate Mexicans
in the court-yard and a frightful volley poured into
them as they stood together like a herd of deer in
the center. They made scarcely any resistance to
the Spaniards, who followed up the discharge of their
pieces by rushing on them with their swords; and,
as the unprotected bodies of the nativs afforded no
protection, they hewed them down with as much
ease as the reaper mows down the ripe corn." All
were killed except a few who hid under the heaps of
slain.
This was most certainly a war of extermination,
and it had the sanction of the " church," for " there
was a Dominican friar who brought a quantity of
pontifical 'bulls,' offering indulgences to those engaged in the war against the Infidel." He drove a
prosperous trade with his wares and returned home
"well freighted, in exchange, with the more substantial treasures of Mexico;" and "his holiness, the
pope, who, it may be added, received at the same time
from Cortez a substantial donation of gold and
jewels, publicly testified, by prayers and solemn processions, his great sense of the services rendered to
Christianity by the conquerors of Mexico, and generously requited them by bulls granting plenary absolution for their sins." This gentleman is known in
history as Alexander VI., the father of C:.:esar and
Lucretia Borgia. These "bulls" were a merchantable articlo, and the price fluctuated according to the
needs of the papal treasury. During the reign of
Elizabeth, Capt. Thos. White, a Londoner, captured
two Spanish ships having on board two millions of
"bulls." They had cost the Spanish king 300,000
florins, and were marked to sell at such prices as
would hav netted him a profit of 5,000,000 of florins.
The profits on such a transaction leave the realm of
-simple interest and enter that of larceny.
Wondrous tales are told of the exploits and providential escapes of the Spaniards, who are always engaged against from ten to one hundred times their
number, the principal authority being one Oabeza de
Vaca (cow's head). Why not ass's head? Prescott
says that " more than one grave historian refers the
preservatian of the Spaniards to the watchful care of
their patron apostle, St. James~ who in these dreadful conflicts was beheld careering on his milk-white
steed [possibly like Lord Lovell in the old song] at
the head of the Christian squadrons, with his sword
flashing lightning, while a lady, ·robed in white,
supposed to be the Virgin, was distinctly seen. by his
side throwing dust in the eyes of the Infidel. The
fact is attested both by Spaniards and Mexicans-by
the latter, after their conversion to Christianity."
This St. Jago, or James, made his first well-authenticated appearance at the battle of Clavijo, A.D. 84:4,
and in honor of it the "church" was allowed, by
King Ramiro I. an extra annual tribute of corn and
wine from every town. He was the patron of the
Franciscans, and from the amount of tribute they
drew from the conquered country, I shrewdly suspect that, like Joe Bagstock, they were" sly, devilish
sly."
Well, Mexico was conquered, "and the conqueror,
as he strode among the smoking embers on the summit, calmly surveyed the scene of desolation below.
The palaces, the temples, the busy marts of industry
and trade, the glittering canals covered with their
rich freights from the surrounding country, the royal
pomp of groves and garden.s, all the splendors of the
imperial city, the capital of the western world, forever
gone, and in their place a barren wilderness."
I had made an extract of Spanish civilizatitm,
to be used as a comparison with tb.e Mexican, but as
it is· mislaid, I will substitute Draper's description.
o! the condition of the English. It will answer
equally as well to illustrate my point. "The peasant's cabin," says he, "was made of reeds and sticks
plastered over with mud. -His fire was chimneyless;
often it was made of peat. In the objl!Cts and manner of his existence he was but a step above the industrious beaver who was building his dam in the
adjacent stream. There were highwaymen on the
road, pirates on the rivers, vermin in abundance in
the clothing and beds. The common food was peas,
vetches, fern roots, and even the bark of trees. . .
. . Nor was the state of the townsman better than
tha.b of the rustic; his bed Watl a bag of straw, with a
fair round log for his pillow. If he were in easy circumstances, his clothing was of leather; if pam·,
a wisp of straw wrapped round his limbs kept off the
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cold." It is a well conceded fact that the majority of many years. But the opinion is beginni~g: to pre- eigners, ~e were .all foreigners except the North
the intelligence of the Spanish Peninsula was centered vail in Zacatecas that these early Fra1hes were American Indians. Mr. Shevitcb then clused the
in the Moors and Jews. The Spaniard wasted his time rather jolly old fellows after a~l, .d.espit~, the rigors discussion. The lecture is the last one on Socialism
for this season. The subject bas proved prolific, hein disputing whether "promises made to an Infidel which they exacted from the ummt1ated.
·
McARTHUR.
cause it includes all the various economic reforms;
were obligatory on a Christian." Although the art
and there are very few persons so far behind the age
of printing was invented in 1440, it was thirty-four
as not to hav some scheme for the reconstruction of
years before it was taken 'to Spain, and the first book
The Liberal Club.
society. Next Friday night Courtlandt Palmer will
evet printed in that country was on " The Immacu.:.
Whereas, on sundry boughs and ~prays
talk about "The New Education: Manual Training
late Conception of the Virgin." At all thei~ acaNow divers birds are heard to smg;
an Indispensable Department of It," and everybody
demic celebrations the principal topics were praises to
And sundry flowers their heads upraisethat lady·, and as late as 1771 the "University of SalHail to the coming of the spring.
knows without being so informed that the lecture
The songs of the said birds arouse
will be interesting and valuable.
amanca, being urged to teach physical science, reThe memory of our youthful years,
As young and green as the said boughs,
fused, and this was its answer: 'Newton teaches
nothing that would make a good logician or metaAs fresh and fair as the said flowers.
The birds aforesaid, happy pairs,
.
Love'midst the aforesaid boughs enshnnes
physician, and Gassendi and Descar t es d o no t agree
In household nests, themselvs, their heirs,
so well with revealed truth as Aristotle does.'"
Prescott. says that lawlessness was in full sway:
Administrators and as.si~ns.
·oh busiest term of Cupids court!
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
"Every man's band seemed to be lifted against his
When tender plaintiffs actions bring,
neighbor. Property was plundered; persons were
Season of frolic and of sport,
·
CHARLES W ATTB,
SAMUEL P. Pu·rNAM, Secretary,
violated; the most holy· sanctuaries profaned, and
Hail, as aforesaid, coming spring!
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.'
the numerous sanctuaries scattered throughout the
The above attributed to a prominent legal memcountry, instead of sheltering, the weak, we~e con- ber of the cl~b, is called out by the fact that Fri- CouRTLANDT PALMER~ Treas.,_850 Broadway, New York.
verted into dens of robbers.
The penalties for day evening, the 8th inst., was fair, and gave promis
theft were literally written in blood. "The most of spring-like weather. 1\s _the cl_ock on St. Georg_e's
Annual and Life Memberships.
petty larceny was punished with stripes, the_loss of a Episcopal church was stnkmg eight, the mau VI'Itb
Every
Freethinker
should become an Annual or Life- Memmember, or of life itself, and the law was admm·stered the badge pin banded Treasurer Morris ten cents
ber of the National Liberal League. Life-membership certifiwith an unsparing rigor. Capital executions were and passed into the hall, where the Three Hundred cates are issued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These
conducted by shooting the criminals with arrows. and Seventy-eighth Regular Meeting of the Manbat- certificates are adapted to framing, and bear the .signatures of
Tbe enactment relating to this provides that 'the tan Liheral Club was about to be held. The ball the president of the League, Robert G. Ingersoll, and of its
convict shall receive the sacrament like a Catholic was crowded, and President Wakeman was reading secretary, Samuel P. Putnam; they are therefore an orna.
ment to any place and a memorial of great value. They
Christian,' and after that be executed as speedily as some notices to the large and intelligent audience. should
adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close
possible, in order that his soul may pass the more Among other things be said the report in THE TRUTH of the year. The support thus given to the League would
A. C. MAcDONALD,
easily.'' Speaking of the execution of Alvaro de SEEKER of the last meeting was a remarkable one, and make its success certain.
Chairman of the Finance Committee.
Luna, constable of Spain, the highest officer under deserved careful consideration. He then introduced
33 Clinton Place, New York city.
the crown the historian says: "As he ascended the Mr. S. E. Sbevitcb, editor of Volks Zeitung, who was
scaffold b~ surveyed the apparatus of death with to be the speaker of the evening, and who would
The Campaign Fund.
composure, and calmly submitted himself to the speak as one having authority. The subject was
$4,103.26
stroke of the executioner, who, in the savage style of "Socialism in the United States." It was feared that Previously acknowledged, Fort Scott, Kan., per John Farnsworth,
50.00
the executions of that day, plunged his knife into the the relations between the lecturer and the American Kansas
City, Mo., per Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel,
30 00
' . throat of his victim, and deliberately severed his language would be dissevered, discordant, and bel- Chicago. per E. A. Stevens,
50.00
bead from his body." The rich paid no taxes. The ligerent, but when Mr. Sbevitcb began to speak George Krahmer,
1.00
N.
S.
Burnham
(ann.
mem.)
1.00
workingman supplied everything, and tb~ church re- it was at once seen that the contest was to be
1 00
ceived her tithes. The papal bulls of mdulgences a friendly one. The speaker said that the represeJJ- E. Carpenter,
were sold for two hundred maravedis each, and in tations of Socialism that bad sometimes been preTotal, 5!,236.26
four years Castile alone spent four million maravedis sented to the club were made from the standpoint of
for these luxuries. As some doubted their efficacy, blissful and absolute ignorance. This remark was
Execntiv Committee of the League.
it was decided by a council that "as the holy father understood to be aimed at Dr. Eccles, and was
By resolution of the last Congress of the National LibPral
possessed plenary power of absolution of ~II ~:ffenses received with much satisfaction by many persons in League the chairman of the Ex:ecutiv Committee was authorcommitted upon earth, and as purgatory Is situated the ball. Mr. Shevitcb then proceeded to enmin the ized to appoint his associ~tes on the committee-one in each
upon the earth, it. properly fell within his jurisdic- many remedies recommended for the troubles of the state. In accordance therewith I hav nominated the following
tion." One painting made after the conquest, by world. Competition, co-operation, religion, charity, ladies and gentlemen:
special request, I suppose, represents the Virgin ap- and trades unions were all condemned afl inefficaALABHIA.-E. W. Smith, Massilon.
pearing to a Franciscan monk living in ~ome, order- cious. Socialism alone offered an adequate refuge.
ARIZONA.-S. C. Rogers, Charmingdale.
ing him to go to Mexico and place her Image on the Mr. Shevitcb called cletlc "clark," and used the
ARKANSAs.-J. Victor Pedron, Camden.
pyramid of Cbolula, aBd Humboldt was solemnly as- words fool and liar, which, together with their synCALIFORNIA.-Dr. J. L. York, SRn Jose.
CoLORADO.-Jervis Joslin, Leadville.
sured that a certain extinct volcano bad formerly been onyms, had been decided to be unparliamentary at the
CoNNECTICUT.-Byron Boardman, 63 High street, Nc,1wioh.
in flames, "but that a very pious man, vicar of the last meeting of the club. The lecture was very long,
DAKOTA.-N. S. JOHNSON, Sioux Falls.
village, bad succeeded by his frequent aspersions of and if printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER would fill this
DELAW,\.RE.-James Dykes, 2 E. 7th street, Wilmingtrn.
holy water in extinguishing the subterraneous fire." paper and reach far into next week.
DISTinCT OF CoLUMBIA.-W. H. Bnrr, Washington.
FLORIDA.-Evald Hammar, Grahamville.
The present liberal government does not place much
Dr. Ecdes wa'! called for to reply to the lecture,
GEORGIA.-A. A. Bell, M.:b , Madison.
importance on these monkish stmies, as, under the but be was not in the room. Mr. Cohen was there,
IDAHO.-A. Ervin, Murray.
law, all the property of the church, which cost so however, and having attained the platform, be made
ILLINOrs.-F. F. Follet, 302 State street, Chictgo.
many millions of lives, bas been confiscated to the the greatest effort of his life. He saiu something
INDIANA.-J. R. Monroe. Indianapolis.
IowA -M. Farrington, DeiLver.
state, and, unfortunate to relate, neither Archbishop was wrong. Things must be changed as they are.
KANSAS.-J. E. Remsburg, Atchison.
Spaulding's deity, nor St. Jago, nor the Vir~in, after The laborer is worthy of his hire. If any one knew KENTUCKY.-D.
B. Cozine, Lexington.
all their trouble, and exposure, and tbrowmg dust, of something better than Socialism, they were inLoUISIANA.-R. Glennon, Arbroth.
bas been able to prevent it. I cannot close this al- vited to bring it out for examination. Mr. Cohen's
MAINE.-Albert Lewis, 11 Jpfferson street, Bangor.
MARYLAND.-C. Garwood, 103 Fairmount ave , Baliimore;
ready too long article better than by quoting from a speech was spoken of by a lady visitor a9 somewhat
MAsSACHUSETTS -Horace Seaver, Paine Building, Appleton
letter of Fannie Brigham W:ard, published in the staccato.
street, Boston.
·
Springfield Republican, March' 11, 1884. It will giv
Madam Delescluze followed and made a fierce atMICHIGAN.-J. H. Burnham, Saginaw City.
the reader an insight into the true character of these tack upon Mr. Sbevitcb. His reference to the church
MrNNESOTA.-W. F. Jamieson, Lake City.
Mrssouar.-Mrs. Mattie Krekel, Kansas Uity.
divinely protected gentlemen.
and the board of New York alderman bad excited
MoNTANA.-Thomas Burk, Salesville.
She says: "The other day, in removing a portion her sympathy for these two honored institutions.
NEBRASKA.-A. Jacobson, 2022 Harney street, Omaha.
of the old wall in this church for the purpose of put- She accused the lecturer, in effect, of being a forNEVADA.-G. L. Green, Eureka.
·
ting in side-lights, the workmen came upon several eigner-aye, a German. He was merely a guest of NEw HAMPSHIRE.--N. Monroe, North Walpole.
NEw JERSEY.-J. W. Frankel, Press Club, Newark.
skeletons embedded in a standing position, each the American people, and be bad outraged the boaNEw Yoarr.-C. B. Reynolds, North Parma.
blackened skull showing a small round bole above pitality which they bad so generously extended to
NoRTH CAROLINA.-Joseph Fritts, Highlands.
the left eye. I bav one of these skulls now on my him
Omo.-W. J. Irvine, 243 Superior street, Cleveland.
0REGON.-Lee Laughlin, North Yamhill.
desk before me, with a few of the slender bones beMr. Sutherland said it took a foreigner to point
PENNSYLVANIA.-Wm. Seymour, 231 Vine st., Philadel'pliia·.
longing to it, this smallness indicating that the out the defects of this country. Americans were
RHODE IsLAND.-L. L. Northup, 25 Page st., Providence.
owner must bav been a woman or a very slight pretty well satisfied with America, but it didn't seem
SoUTH CAROLINA.-J. S. Thomason, Pacolet.
young man. The theory, gleaned from the ancient to suit the gentlemen from Europe. He did not
TENNESSEE.-W. S. Bailey, Nashville.
records of San Augustine (the name of the church) is think the lecture bad been consistent, and proceeded
TExAs.-Jas. D. Shaw, Waco.
UTAH.-Wm.
Reynolds, Wanship.
this: In the days of the Inquisition one mode of pun- to call attention to some of the portions wherein it
VERMONT.-John Belknap, St. Johnsbury.
isbment for certain offenses against the church was did not consist. ·
·
VmmNu.-Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
to wall the victims up to the chin, and keep them as
Mrs. Norton spoke by invitation. She said she
WAsHINGTON 'l'ERRITORY.-S. F. Albert, Cathlamet.
horrid examples, in full view of the congregation, till bad come there that evening full of great thoughts,
WEsT VrRGINIA.-C. Ornold, 748 Main street, Wheeling..
WrscONSIN.-Dr. Juliet H. Severa11ce. Milwaukee.
death by starvation was at band. Then the torture but the lecturer bad expressed tbein. She would
Meredith, Rock Spring.
was concluded by driving a small nail into the fore- therefore only say that people must be barB right WYOMING.-Albert
CANADA.-J. A. Risser, 9 Opera House Building, Toronto..
bead, and the wall was closed up, biding the crime, in order to be happy. Preliminary to this, women
TJ the Members of the E:1;ecnUv Committee, N tiona! LiberaZ:
as it was supposed, forever. Other things bav been must be cared for and made wards of the state.
L~agne,
discovered within the walls of this same San AngusAt the close of Mrs. Norton's observations, someLADIES AND GENTLEMEN: The Congress of the Nation11l Lib-·
tine, which do not tally well with the tale of the body said "King !" Then everybody else said King
pious monks who tore up the pavements because a also. This was to convey to Mr. Edward King, there era! League will probably be held at Oieveland, Ohio, in"
woman's feet bad touched them. For example, when present, the intimation that a speech by him would October. It is very necessary that the Executiv Committee·
the great high altar was removed to make place for a be appreciated. Borne on a blast of applause that at on'ce proceed to devise and carefully consider plans and
Protestant pulpit, a square aperture, evidently pre- nearly swept him off his feet Mr. King reached the methods for carrying on the work, and be ready to submit·
pared with care, was discovered piled to the brim platform, made his manners, and followed them up such plans to the consideration of the Congress at its coming
sessions.
with hundreds of tiny skeletons, 'infants bones not a with the liveliest series of remarks of the evening.
The need of this work being done by our committee is'
span long,' like those old-time orthodoxy used to de- He supported Mr. Sbevitcb in his strictures on the threefold:
,
scribe as the accepted flooring material of bell. church, and said that Madam Delescluze rushed to
1. Because such plans or methods may require to be adver-·
What crimes that mysterious vault concealed, by the defense of Christianity without pausing to con- tised with the call of the Congress, in accordance with Article
whom committed, and why the evidences were bid- sider whether the charges against it were true or XVIII. of the Constitution;
den beneath the very holy of holies, instead of being false.
Mr. King thought that religion and eco2. Because members of the Executiv Committee, being rep··
destroyed by fire or acids, none can tell, since both nomics should be kept separate.
resentativs of their respectiv states or provinces thus officially·
ainned ·against and sinners hav been dead these
Mrs. Leonard arose to say that, speaking of for- invited to make suggestions, propose plans and methods, and'
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being a:fiforded opportunity to consider,. criticise, amend, object to, or approve, all plans offered by others, would inspire
mutual confidence, prompt mutual forbearance and concessions. And the plans, :finally so agreed on, would be sure of
hearty co-operation and approval of all sections;
·
3. Because, if the Congress convenes and then appoint.s
committee for this work, there will not be time to consult all
interests-there ·is liability of grave mistakes from undue
haste. And if no practical plans are laid before the Congress
at its early sessions, all opportunity for calm consideration
will be lost.
You will doubtless agree with me as to the imperativ necessity that the Congress should take such action, and adopt such
plans, as shall meet the views and needs, and, as far as possible, unite in harmonious action, the Liberals of all sections,
alike in the United States and Canada. We must adopt practical plans to expedite efficient organization; popularize Secu·
larism; decide best methods to raise propaganda fund, to be
devoted to extensiv, yet judicious, circulation of Liberal literature and periodicals; open up new fields, and supply 'Deeded
lecturers; provide facilities for all-especially the women and
children....:.to attain more thorough and scientific education;
increase sociability; publish the facts ~o extensivly that the
general public shall realize the necessity of vigilance, and
persistent and wisely-directed endeavors to defeat the efforts
of the God in-the.Constitntion party, calling themselvs the
National Reform Association.
A party embracing leading ministers, and the roost wealthy
and zealous fanatics of the Protestant churches, at their recent convention held at Pittsburgh, Pa.,.most solemnly pledged
themselvs to devote time and means to enforce rigid religions
observance of Sunday, which they boldly avowed they "re ·
gard as the entering-wedge to secure enforcement of other
religious observances, and would help in their great work of
making the government entirely subservient to the church."
How shall the aims and objects of the American Secular
Union be most speedily accomplished? Your earnest consideration and suggestions are solicited. Too long hav we tamely
submitted to oppression, ostracism, and denunciation by re·
ligions intolerants-too long tamely sanctioned, by our lack of
real, vigorous, united opposition, legislation in favor of special
religion. If we believe in the justice of the Nine Demands, if
we really desire the secularization of our government, securing
equal rights ang privileges to all, regardless of religions f,tith,
or the lack of it, then it behooves us to do something more
than q11ietly wish for it, or simply vote "Aye" to high-sounding, euphonious resolutions. We must up and to work. Our
adoption of well-expressed resolutions must be backed up by
united endeavor,
Will each of you, at your very earliest convenience, write
me your suggestions, plans, methods, etc., for carrying on the
work?
I will send copies of all suggestions or plans received to each
member of the committee, for each one to carefully consider
and then return to me with their criticism, objection, or
amendments. And such plans or methods as finally meet the
approval of the majority, the Executiv Committee will lay be·
fore the Congress for its consideration-thus greatly facilitating its work, insuring perfect harmony and consequent triumphant success.
I giv a list of the names and post-office addresses of the members of the Executiv Committee, and respectfully urge your
corresponding with each other in regard to this most important
matter, and remain
. Your faithful co-worker,
CRAB. B. REYNOLDs, Ch. Ex. Com. N. L. L.
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Mr. Watts and myself gave several lectures at :Kansas City,
Encouraging Items.
and though the weather was stormy, good audiences greeted
When will Mr. Watts and the activ secretary of the League
us at the last. Over thirty names were enrolled for the new be able to visit California for a course of lectures? If they
organization. The daily papers gave favorable notices, and a can make a tour so far West they shall hav a hearty reception.
.
wide interest has been created. Both Mr. and Mrs. Krekel -B. FORD.
Colonel Ingersoll's letter to Mr. Watts, accepting the office
made addresses whicb added greatly to the. practical retmlt of
of president to the League; should fill all Liberals with hope
the meetings.
We are now in Chicago, and a live League we find, and noble for the future. The noble colonel having done his duty, let us
do ours and render the League all support possible.-J. WILLiberals. Our meetings on Sunday were quite successful; in soN.
the evening especially the hall was filled, and ll~r. Watts made
SANTA A:NA, CAL., May 3, 1885.-At the annual meeting of
one of his most eloquent addresses, which was greeted with the Santa Ana Liberal League (268), held to-day, Wm. Chestmost enthusiastic applause. Some came from fifty to seventy- nut was chosen president, and D. Edson Smith Eecretary and
five miles to hear these lectures. There was a representativ tre>tsurer for the ensuing year. The meetings of this society
assembly of thoughtful men and women. Chicago canuot fail witl be held the first Sunday of each month.-D.· EDsON
SMITH.
to do nobly in the work of the future. All the daily papers
CHICAGO, May llth.-Yesterday (Sunday), passing through
gave good reports of the lectures, and thus they reached hunthis city, I happened to see a lecture announced by Charles
dreds of thousands of readers.
Watts, of England. I attended and was delighted with the
Mr. E. A. Stevens, the president of the League, is well large audience and the excellent lecture, with its powerful delivknown to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. He is one ·of ery and the marked influence it had en those present. To me,
our ablest workers. I am sorry that he feels the necessity of an old Liberal, it was really gratifying to see our movement in
declining the presidency of the League after this year on ac- such a flourishing condition. I shall certainly make an effort
to be present at the Cleveland Convention in October next.count of private business. His aid has been invaluable. He A. JAcKsON, Prescott, Iowa.
is persevering, self-sacrificing, and ardent. He is thoroughly
John Wilson·writes: "The work being done by Mr. Charles
loyal to his own convictions, and is heartily in favor of the
Watts and Samuel Putnam in the lecturing field is, to my
present method of national work. I trust that he will still see mind, truly grand. Never before do I remember so much achis way claar to remain an officer of the· League, for though tivity being displayed in the Liberal ranks of America. Mr.
he has noble co-workers, he himself has an admirable capacity Watts seems fitted in every particular for the important posifor leadership. However, even if he chooses to be a private tion he fills. He is as amiable in private as he is ready and
in the ranks, we know he has too much energy, and too much powerful in public, while Mr. Putnam's gentle and kind manner wins for him general respect. With such gentlemen on
generosity of spirit, not to be still a most efficient laborer for the Jl!latform, and such able papers as THE TRUTH SEEKER and
human advancement.
Invesligatm·, our grand cause must triumph."
·
Mrs. M. A Freeman made a brilliant and eloquent address
CATHLAMET, W. T., April 28, 1885.-The Wahkiaknm Libof welcome and introduction on Sunday evening. She is a eral League held its first meeting the 26th of April, 1885, and
gifted lady, and only her modesty has hitherto prevented her the following officers were chosen: President, S. F. Albert;
from being better known to the Liberal world. She is author vice-president, W. Y. Thornberg; secretary, Mrs. Lida I. Alof many stories and dramas, and has a rare facility ·for literary bert; treasurer, W. Andrews; trustees, J. J. Foster, Charles
Stannard, H. M. Bownan. Think we shall adopt the constiexpression. She has been presented recently, by the Chicago tution and by-laws as given in the "Truth Seeker Collection."
Liberal League, with a beautiful gold watch and chain in ap- We start with twenty membArs, but think we shall get nearly
preciation of her generous services. She always has crowded all in the place, as there is a strong Liberal element here.
houses when she lectures. Mrs. Freeman is, indeed, a grace- Wishing you every success in spreading Freethought over the
fnl.orator~
I hope the brilliancy of this star will not always country.-LIDA I. ALBERT, Secretary.
The following is from Mr. GoodmoDll, Buffalo: "I am debe confined even to the mighty city of Chicago. We need her
lighted that Colonel Ingersoll has aceepted the presidency of
in the national field.
our
Liberal organizB.tion and that he has promised Mr. Watts
General Trumbull, General Stiles, VanBuren Denslow, Dr.
to be preeent at the coming Conventions. This is good news,
Randall, and others, are able and interesting speakers, and and ought to giv an impetus to our movement. It is to be ex·
the Chicago League has rich m~terial for its Sunday lectures, pected that all friends will do their best to be present, and
which are kept up all the year round, both summer and win- those who can subscribe to the Campaign Fund should do so
at once and thereby show an appreciation of the extensiv work
ter, with full and sometimes ove1·flowing houses.
which is being done by that able lecturer and debater, Charles
The thanks of the Liberals of Chicago ar!;l due to Messrs. Watts,
and by our genial and efficie?t secretary, S. P. Putnam,
Hannah and Hogg for the generous manner in which they to whom I shall shortly send my m1te."
gave the use of Hershey's .Hall for the lectures. These gentlemen are in sympathy, I believe, with advanced thought, and
Lectures and Meetings.
so they themselvs will appreciate the value of the gift to our
COLONEL INGERSOLL is delivering his lecture On "Blaswork in thi's city.
phemy" throughout the West. He has 1ectured at Cleveland,
I had the pleasure of meeting with Mr. Otis Favor, one of
Detroit, Chicago, and will lecture on Sunday next in St. Lonis,
the prominent members of the Ethical Society in this place,
afternoon and evening.
but who is heartily in sympathy with what he deems the someJ. E. REMSBUll.G is still at work in northern Kansas. Friday
what different method and work of the National League.
Like Mr. Adler's Society in New York, the Ethical Society here evening, May 1st, he spoke in Concordia to an audience of five
is doing valuable service in the domain of practical morality, hundred. Saturday evening and Sunday morning he adbut the impression among some of its members seems to be dressed large audiences at Centralia; Sunday afternoon he
that the National Liberal League is entirely negativ; but there spoke to a good house in Seneca, and again in the evening to
is not a principle or method in the Ethical Society that is not an audience of six hundred. Monday night he lectured at
emphasized by the League, and, in every respect, the latter is Axtell.
W. F. JooESON is engaged by the Liberals of Alexandria,
as constructiv as the former. Therefore, there can be only
harmony between these advance movements, for surely scien- Minn., to deliver a course of lectures on the Sundays of May
tific ethics are one, and what is based upon human reason and 17th, 24th, and 31st. Other towns in that part of the state,
News and Notes from the Field.
St. Cloud, Sauk Rapids, Fergus Falls, Breckenridge, Moorexperience cannot lead to diversity, but to unity.
KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO.
Mr. D. A. Blodgett, of Grand Rapids, came to Chicago to head, Glyndon, Herman, Morris, and in_termediate points, can
Both at KansaR C.ity and Chicago, in spite of many difficul· attend the meeting and to complete arrangements for lectures secure lectures by Mr. Jamieson by writing to him at Lake
ties, the outlook is exceedingly favorable. An organization has to be given at Grand Rapids next Sunday. Mr. Blodgett is City, Minn.
been formed at Kansas City in which many prominent citizens one of the most enthusiastic of Liberals, and is ready with
SPEAKING of the approaching pnblicatiou of the revised Old
will take an activ part. Our earnest, hard-working, and gifted both time and money to advance the interests of the National
Testament, and comparing the influence it is likely to exert
vice-pre~ident, Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, with her husband, Judge League.
A Hev. Mr. Gilbert, of Grand Rapids, has taken it upon with the influence of the revised New Testament, the Sun
Arnold Krekel, Dr. Bowker, Dr. Hayden, and others, make
success assured. Judge Krekel will deliver from Snaday to himself to attack Ingersoll, for which effort he has received says of the latter: " So far as the doctrins of the church
Sunday lectures upon civil government, which will be of sur- many compliments from the friends of the church. His lect- in all its branches are concerned, the revised New Testament
passing interest to all those who desire to see an interpretation ure has been published. Mr. Watts will review it next Mon- has produced no change whatever, and it seems to hav had
of our laws in the light of a real American democracy. Judge day evening, and it is to be hoped that the reverend gentleman little or no effect in spreading the faith in the religion it proKrekel has been for half a century a most painstaking student; and his friends will be present. Mr. Watts has also chal- claims. Perhaps it has rather tended to increase the modern
his information is wide and accurate, his judgment keen, and lenged Mr. Gilbert to a three nights' debate. If I were a disposition to weigh and criticize the teachings of Christ, not
his ideas philosophical. He is not warped by precedent. believer in prayer, I should certainly pray that this preacher as the utterances of divinity, but as the wor:ls of a religious
Law to his mind is not the arbitrary creation of the majority, may hav the courage of his convictions and meet his foe in all enthusiast, excited by the contemplation of the sorrows and
but the just expression of a natm·al right and custom. 'l'he the brightness of his Christian armor. There can be no better inequalities of human existence and the awful mysteries of
life and destiny. The reader of the revised New Testament
judge is about to publish· a student's manual for use in schools, way of spreading the gospel.
etc., concerning the Constitution, government, and legislation,
Besides our engagements at Grand Rapids on Sunday and approached it with a very different feeling from that with
which will be a most valuable addition to legal literature. Mond1y, Mr. Watts and myself lecture at Springport Mich., which he opened the pages of the old version. His mood was
Our movement is fortunate in having the aid of such a well- May 12th and 13th; Auburn, Ind., May 15th and 16th; at no longer reverential, but critical."
furnished and progressiv representativ of law and order, for Louisville, May 24th, and near this date at New Albany, Ind.,
1'RE first page of THE TRUTH SEEKER is graced With a well
certainly no problem is so vast, so interesting, as that of the and Nashville, Tenn.; May 31st, at Cleveland, 0.; June 7th,
executed cut of the "Modern Balaam," who is confronted by
relation ot the individual and society. We must recognize at Canton (the engagement for June 14th is not definitlyfixed); the angel of truth, with the sword of ren:son in on~ hand and
the limitations of. freedom, but just what those limitations June 21st, at Pittsburgh and vicinity; June 28th, at Sala- a scroll of Freethought in the other, wh1le t~e qmll feathers
shall be is the question. The answer requires not only won- manca. I wisli all friends along the route who desire any of the wings each represent one of the leachng Freethonght
derful insight, but patient investigation and adaptation of the lectures during this season to make arraugements at the ear- paperR. The ass is a human form with an ass's head, the face
of which wears a very tired expression, and is 'mounted by a
wealth of human experience.
liest possible moment.
dominie who guides it with the rein of credulity an~ unconOur cause will suffer no defeat in the West while we hav
W. S. Bell, who has been laboring in the lecture field this scious of truth's presence, with spurs and the clu~ of he!~ atsuch a standard bearer as Mrs. Krekel. She is not simply an winter, is now in Chicago, and we had the pleasure of meeting tempts to drive it past the angel. THE TRUTH SEEKEn 1s a
eloquent speaker, but a sagacious and undaunted worker. him. Like ourselvs, he finds plenty of difficulties, but his success at the picture business and promises to follow it up. If
any more as good as this are to follow, it will pay to ~~ke it
She has a comprehensiv view of what should now be accom- courage does not desert him. He still rings for liberty.
plished tor human progress. She is not a dreamer, but a
Mr. Watts and myself expeGlt to meet our president, Robert for this alone, to say nothing of its other excellent q uallhes.Missow·i Libc1·aZ..
woman whose battle with life has made her strong and inde- G. Ingersoll, to-day, and confer in regard to the future work
pendent, yet most tender in feeling, and wise and generous in of Liberalism, and the Conventions of September and
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FnEETRINKEns' AL:\L\.~AC
her judgments. The visit of Mr. Watts and myself in this October.
for 1885. A pamphlet oil 120 large octavo pages, ?-lied w1th
'
Fraternally yours,
useful,
interesting, and instructiv information,. and 1llustmted
beautiful, bright, cheery Liberal home, where ten or a dozen
Chicago, May 6th.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
with portraits of prominent Liberals. ~t should be ~n the
gathered daily about the table, and thought flowed in varied
table of every Freethinker, as a reference for d~tes. Th1s usecontact like sparkling light, will not soon pass from our memful work will be found in our list of adverhsed books, and
ory. It givs courage, zeal, and faith in the happy future.
Mr. Reynolds's 'l'ent Fund.
can be had through our agAncy. It is all that it purports to
Surely the whole race will some time come to this bight of ex- Previously acknowledged,
$153.70 be, and the price is only 25 cents. The. •rr~1th Seeke1: C~m
cellence. If one home can be so free from superstition, and J olln Cosgrove
1.00 pany hav displayed commendable enterpr1se lil the publlcatwn
of such a work. Every Liberal family o~ght to hav a. copy.
yet so gracious, a thousand, a million, will rejoice in the same
$154.70 The eP.grtwings are worth the money.-lnaependent Pulp1t.
Total, glory of humanity.
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Qiommnnilfafiotts.

the tax collector, and you shall presently hav, as in serious stumbling-blocks than Sunday newspapers, you will
reason to be happy, and your flocks will no longer need
Europe, a pauperized peasantry with crime for its hav
your services.
EDMUND E. SHEPPARD, .
EDGEWORTH.
amusement.
Editor Toronto Daily News.

"Social Problems.-No. HI."
Shows, mermaid like, the bust of a fair maiden, but
which tapers off below into the fish-tail of our old
enemy-government. Certainly, the evil of lands
lying idle, while starving labor is kept off of them
either by individual or corporate speculaters, or by
government itself, as now at Oklahoma, is a symptom
of social disease that he that runs may read; but the
fallacy of e~pecting the cure of it at the hands of its
creator and maintainer, the very axis of all privileges,
the power whose betrayal of the people's trust is the
sole efficient cause of this disease, is a curious folly,
not originalwith Mr. Malcolm, but which almost confounds him with the George suhool. Suppose government were, like " existence, though a great misfortune, yet too l!tite to be helped." Why need you
ask of its authority more than to make the industrial
occupation and use of land essential· to titles of proprietorship? Unless, to be still nearer the ideal of
justice, you exclude hireling labor from the title of
property by use; thus limiting this to small farmers
who work it themselvs. Waving the consideration
that the privilege to levy taxes lies at the root of others,
and of government itself, and pauperizes labor all
over the world, let us confine our study to the bearings of a land tax. As a friend of labor, who would
leave the "house and barn, clothing and food," untaxed, why do you not ex~mpt also the land within a
homestead limitation? Otherwise, your aim will be
frustrated by the fact that capitalists owning machinery, as well as land, and employing skilled labor
with the steam-plow, reaper, etc., can distance the
competition of small farmers and pay much higher
rents. Long before our thick-headed clodhoppers
could learn to co-operate with machinery, they would
be outbidden, exiled, or enslaved, so that the adoption by government of Mr. Malcolm's pian would
hasten the advent and intensify the evil of that
monopoly which he deplores. Face the figures, will
you? Twenty-five acres is the largEl.st average of
culture by a. man and horse; while, twelve years ago,
machinery had reached the point at which three men
and a horse plowed two hundred acres per week.
Reduce the difference, in consideration of other
works incidental to crops, in which such machinery
cannot intervene, still the balance in favor of the
capitalist employer remains enormous, and will suffice,
under a tax of so much per acre, to expel small
farmers from the arable surface of the globe. A few
of them only may pick up a living among rocks, or
where natural obstacles prevent the introduction of
machinery, which a few more may tend as hirelings.
Friends of labor, by the help of government and
taxes, you draw water like the Danaides, in buckets
full of holes. Economic reforme1:s, your wrigglings,
within the ·grasp of the governmental eagle, only
serve to bury his talons deeper in your quivering
flesh.
What a fine thing, and how superior to the censorship of despotisms, is this freedom of a press, which
spontaneously employs itself, under guise of Liberalism, in advocating the measures most favorable to
capitalist tyranny!
Monopolists hav swindled labor out of its inventions and machinery for great production by their own
cunning, but it is through their willing tool, government, that they wrest the soil from labor, and by a
faith currency tax it upon every exchange of productions, in addition to the ostensible revenue. So
long as political schemers amuse themselvs with belaboring the national banks, which are paid to grin
and bear it, without changing aught in the current
superstition that government is a sort of gland whose
proper function is to secrete mooey, they leave us, in
our poverty, the consolation of a livelihood by labor
independent of money.. But when they would vest
in the same government, identified with moneyed
privilege, the title of proprietorship in the soil, they
strike at the laborer's very life. And a high tax on
land amounts to the same thing as rent. Either will
:k>rce him into debt, which, with interest, or even
without it in some cases, i!l ruin and slavery.
Local taxes, for the support of schools, for roads
and other public uses, farmers freely contribute without government. A local autonomy, likeo its component farms, is self-fertilizing; for its local taxes supply local wants, and generally return a profit to the
payer, as manure does to the soil. But when local
autonomies cede to general governments the taxing
power, they commit moral suicide, which is not seldom followed by physical ruin. For here no physiological circuit is formed. Farms and farmers are
drained of their substance to glut the insatiable maw
of parllBites.
But for government taxation any able-bodied man
and woman, with common farm tools, dog, and gun,
can liv comfortably by moderate labor, without
money or merche.nts, and all the wholesomer for lack
of store goods. This I know by experience and observation. But make this primitiv and self-reliant
couple tributary to a civil army of chatterboxes and
quill-drivers, the pick of the country for knavery,
set on them your state hounds, the land agent and

'

Canadian Notes.

Nearly every family in Toronto· hav relative and
friends among the troops who hav marched to the
Northwest to fight the rebel half-breeds and In~ians.
To relieve the anxiety of loving mothers and sisters,
the Toronto- daily papers issued Sunday editions
when any particular telegrams arrived with important news-these issnes being frequently gratuitous.
Our modern pharisees, the Christilm clergy of Toronto in honor of the imaginary fiend which they
nickn'ame God, arrested the poor little helpless newsboys and put them in jail. Edmund E. Sheppard,
of the Toronto News, has published "A Sermon to the
Preachers." He says:

DEARLY BELOVED BRETHREN: It seems to me eminently
proper that you who preach so much, an~ express so freely
your opinion of other people, should occasiOnally be preached
to yourselvs and hear other people's opinion of you. Permit
me to use as a text a passage from the sacred word, though I
do not make my living by expounding it, and, perhaps, may
interpret more liberally than you do: Matt. xviii, 15-16,
"Moreover if thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and
tell him his fault between thee and him alone; if he shall
hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother." In view of these
teachings, and the divine method of remonstrating with an
erring' brother, it seems to me that you hav made a grave mistake in denouncing the publishers of Sunday newspapers as
beyond' redemption. Hav you done as your master did when
he went about doing good, healing the sick, and opening the
eyes of the blind r Did you oome to us as to other offenders
and reason with us-, and, with charity for our mistakes and a
desire for our well-doing, ask us to to desist from practices
which you deemed sinful and likely to do harm to the people?
Never! No Christian word of remonstrance was ever spoken
to the offending publishers- as far as I know. At once you set
the police· upon us; and by the might of law you sought to
crush what you claim is wrong. You had reasonable and
fairly intelligent men to deal with, men whose every interest is
allied with the good'conduct of the people,and who hav no.profit
which does not come from the support of the best citizens.
You knew this, and yet you preferred to set the dogs of war
loose, rather than personally, or collectivly, ask us to desist.
"Rev." "Dr." Rose, who is presumably a Christian minister,
but who is wearing carnal titles and asking" reverence" which
is due alone to the one above, said it would be humiliating to
remonstrate with the publishers. In those days when thousands were converted in one day by the preaching of an
apostle the ministers did not hesitate to humble themselvs
that th~ cause of Christ might be exalted. Yet you, who
would not humble yourselvs by making a simple request
which as far as I am concerned, would haov been granted,
seek t~ teach us the humility and self~abnegation which you
refuse to practice.
Ye preachers of glorious tidings of love to God and goodwill toward men, take heed lest in your pride you· hav the fall
which in Satan's case was from heaven into the deep and
gloom-clad valley of darkness! Ye who follow the meek and
lowly Nazarene at ~o much per annum, hav a care !' Mind ye
that in this wide and so-called wicked world there· are men
who follow the master afar off, and do deeds far grander than
yours.
.
.
Those who preach from p·aneled pulpits to the smners
in cushioned pews hav no monopoly of grace and no mortgage
on heaven. Ye who hold fast to forms, and forget to raise the
fallen or to stz-engthen the we11k or comfort the suffering, look
you that though with flowing diction you speak, with tongu~s
of men and of angels, that, lacking charity, you become as a
sounding brass and tinkling cymbal.
It is possible for even " reverend" gentlemen to go too far.
It is possible that people may dread the return of a time when
priestcraft ruled the world. Elated with victories over. the
anti-temperance people, some of the clergy hav become a httle
too overbearing for their own good. Are you sure you are
not like Demetrius the silversmith, who, alarmed lest his craft
was in danger, persecuted a great teacher, and cried, "Great
iR Diana of the Ephesians ?" "Sirs, ye know by this craft we
hav our wealth." Are you afraid that Sunday newspapers
will ruin your congregations and deplete your collections? If
not, why this bitter crusade? You know that the newspapers
are the great teachers of the present age, and you hav n_o reason to think that they are not actuated by as noble mot1vs as
your owl'l, If, then, you recognize the power of the press for
evil or for good, why do you not seek to lead the publishers
aright instead of trying to drive them? You are manifesting
the same spirit which in olden times consigned men to the
dungeons of the Inquisition and stretched agonized sufferers
on the rack. You know right well, " reverend" sirs, that you
hav lost both the methods and the power of the apostolic
faith. You know that your business is as secular as that of
the editor, your efforts liB mercenary, your lives as cold, and
your hearts as unwarmed by divine grace. ~ou know that_ the
ti.Jasel of the show, the carpets and the cushions, the fashionable ushers, and the costly choir, repel the poor worshiper,
and the poor no longer hav the gospel preached to them except in shabby missions by volunteer evangelists, who, unlike
you, giv their toil !IS a _love offerin~ t? the master, while. you
in riches, and often m comparat1v Idleness, seek to appear
busy faithful, and zealous by a noisy clamor and a pursuit of
Sunday newspapers, kno~ng that the world wi~l hear of your
"Society for the SuppressiOn of Vwe," though It never leaTnB
that you are possessed of that charity that envieth not, charity
which vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth n<1t behave
itself unseemly, is not easily provoked, and thinketh no evil.
You draw your salaries and preach, but you convert few
sinners; you do not pay taxes, and yet seek to dictate the taxes
of others; you toil less than the painstaking editor, and are
paid better though you do less good; you say, "Let b~otherly
love continue," and yet you count all that are not With you
as an enemy, and refuse to admonish him as a brother_; _you
can manipulate the dead languages, but you cannot mampulate live human hearts unless behind your oratory there shines
the li~ht of a manly heart which burns with zeal, and _is
warmed with love. You preach for money, and you know It.
If your salaries were stopped your sermons would cease, even
though you know " ye were not redeemed with corruptible
things such as silver and gold."
Remember these things, reverend sirs. You should in future
conduct yourselvs more scripturally; reBign your salaries and
fat livings, and liv the life of self-abnegation, the noble ~x
ample of which was set you by the master, or else be less VIOlent in your intolerant bigotry.
.
Reverend sirs, you hav much to reform within yourselvs
and your churches, where the flesh and pride of life are of
rank growth. If the good work is never retarded by more

On Sunday evening last Mr. J. Ick Evans lectured
in Albert Hall on the subject, "What is Christianity,
and Who are Christians?" Applause and laughter
were loud and frequent from the crowded audience.
A piano solo, "The Mermaid's Song," from the opera
"Oberon," by Carl Muria Von Weber, ~as played by
a little girl nine years of age. A readmg was given,
"A Sermon to Preachers," by Edmund E. Sheppard,
the editor of the Toronto Daily News. The entertainment was a most successful one.
Toronto, Can., May 6, 1885.
B. B. BuTLAND.

"Only Wait a Little Longer."
That is what is being repeated to woman suffragists on all sides, by all parties.
That was the admonit.ion of the old Antislavery
veterans, when the Republican party was, formed.
When at last victorious, did it fuifil its promis ?
No. Pre-eminently a party of a broken pledge, it
went on its highhanded way to defeat.
Had it kept its pledge at the time of Grant's second nomination, he might hav held a third term, aud
the party hav still been in power.
Woman suffragists all over the country fought for
Grant's election by every means in their power (thus
helping to bring him an overwhelming victory) as
valiantly as ever he fought for the country. Alas!
to what purpose ?
Now the Prohibition part.y hav arisen to re-repeat,
"Only wait a little longer."
They hav remanded woman back to the states for
suffrage while they are attempting to "steal our
thunder "-our sixteenth amendment.
"Only wait a little longer, till we hav scotched the
whisky-demon, then We [with a big WJ will giv you
the ballot."
Do you believe them ? Are men so magnanimous
in politics that they do not find some ready excuse,
some apology better than none, for not keeping their
promis?
Now a bomb has exploded in their camp. Miss
Willard has had" a divine revelation" that all women
are to work especially for suffrage, this " revelation "
undoubtedly originating from the conviction which
the suffragists hav all along entertained that Prohibition will never become national without· the ballot
in woman's hand.
Of this the liquor-dealers, also, hav all along been
convicted; hence their bitter hostility to woman's
political freedom.
Could not the new party in their blindness see
that ere the end they might, like the old party, hav to
make a "military necessity " of the emancipation of
woman?
And the Liberalists. " What has been done ?"
Dr. Juliet Severance pertinently asks in THE TRUTH
SEEKER for April 25th. They hav made "Nine Demands" for the secularization of the government.
Supposing they had included a Tenth Demand for
the enfran<:hisment of woman. You think they
would hav been "overloaded?" The "perfect love"
of liberty, like the perfect love of anything else,
"casts out all fear." Do you expect the majority of
intelligent, liberty-loving, long-su1l'ering women to
do aught else but let you work out your own salvation, with fear and trembling? Hav not the whitehaired veterans in the cause " possessed their souls
in patience " for lo ! these many years?
How many dollars more do you suppose you would
get for that much-coveted tent if you had a woman
suffrage plank in your platform ? How many more
glad voices would be heard by tongue and pen for
your party. Just imagin all the woman su:ffragists
on your side! Perhaps you would be scared. Perhaps that is why these wondrous Liberals never so
much as thought or dreamed of a Tenth Demand.
But no; "woman should not invade man's domain." Poor man! What a helpless being he is!
He cannot liv without invading woman's domain, as
man-milliner., dressmaker, corset-mender, tape-measurer, teacher of A B C's, etc. Well, let him. The
more the merrier. Woman cares to invade his domain only to put things to rights, to clear lolP the filth
and purify the atmosphere.
LEwrsE OLIVER.

What M.r. Bell Has Been Doing.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I regret to report that Liberals are uot activ in this
state in organizing new Leagues or in reviving old
ones. It is with great difficulty that the Freeth ought
lecturer finds opportunities to talk about liberty and
justice. However, I hav found a few chances to giv
public lessons on these grand themes. On the 20bh
inst. I spoke twice in Elgin, Ill., where some years
ago there was a very flourishing League. As in
other placelil, the Elgin Liberals, or rather haif-liberals, hav ceased to take any interest in carrying on
the League work, and hav left the burden to fall upon
a few who are not able to shoulder it alone. I find
in many places the very best Liberals saddled with
the expenses, while scores of others, calling them-
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selva Liberals, will do nothing. The man who has
not enthusiasm enough to support the Liberal papers
and occasionally do his share in defraying the expenses of a Liberal lecture, is not much of a Liberal.
I stopped with our good friends I. W. Archibald and
wife, who are Liberals of the right stripe. Mrs.
.Archibald is an artist, and paints very handsome oil
pictures. Mr. Archibald deals in sawing machines
and organs, and the Liberals who can will find it to
their advantage to deal with him.
Yesterday I returned from Rochelle, Ill., where I
gave three lectures. The people of that city had never
bad the tranquil air of their town disturbed by such
teaching, and consequently to some of them it was
not so delectable as the glorious gospel, which so
cheers the heart of God and man by the sweet doctrin of total depravity, that hell is crammed with infants damned, without a day of grace-the good news
which informs us that the whole race deserves to roll
in the eternal fires of hell; the glad tidings that assure us that nine-tenths of the human family will
get there. My audiences were, however, on the
whole pleased with the lectures, and as an evidence
of the fact., I am happy to say that on the 24th of
May I am to go there again to giv my lecture on
Anti-Prohibition.
I was very kindly entertained by our well-known
Liberal writer, Otto Wettstein, who is certainly a
man of large and Liberal ideas, having a head which
measures twenty-six inches, in good working order.
Mr. Wettstein is a jeweler, and carries a large stock
of excellent goods, and I can confidently recommend
the Liberals of the country to trade with him, not
only on the ground of his being an honorable man,
but because I am quite confident that he sells genuin,
first-class goods at lowest possible rates. His new
badge pin is something any Liberal may b~ proud _to
wear, as it is a gem of art. Mrs. W e_ttstem. was 1~1,
temporarily I trust, and I was much d1sappomted m
not having the pleasure of meeting her.
Chicago, Ill., April 27, 1885.
W. S. BELL.
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tiaJ?i~y. The millers' association thus proves to be almost as
rehg10us a body as the Monday ministers' meeting. The
wholesale men make an excellen.t showing also. Of 46 proprietors and managers of 18 wholesale houses, 37 are professing Christians, 7 are nominal Christians, and 2 are opposed to
Christianity. Of 182 directors and officers of 15 banks, 127
are professed Christians, 47 are nominal Christians, and 8 are
opposed to Christianity. Summing up these figures, a total of
82 of the largest business establishments of Minneapolis hav
391 proprietors and leading officers, 286 of whom are church
members (all Protestant), 94 are nominally Christian, and 11
are not believers in the Christian religion. A member of the
club interposed a query as to the religious condition of the
real estate men; but the gentleman who had gleaned the
figures had not ventured to look up the dealers in Minneapolis
dirt. It was understood that in making his figures he had not
attempted to cull out the religious firms."

Perry at once proceeds .to unequivocally condemn
the work and ventilate his entire ignorance of its
contents.
Regarding the $500 reward offered in said book,
Mr. Perry says: "If John W. had offered $500 for
any writiJJ.g upon a closed slate of his own selection,
without the contact of any part of the medium's body
in the manipulation of the slate, that would be a fair
proposition, but he knows better than that."
If Mr. Perry had read the book which he so bitterly denounces, he would hav 'discovered that this
"fair proposition " made by him is in substance the
very one I hav had standing-unaccepted by SpiritU'll mediums-before the public during the last two
Like nearly all Jesuitic maneuvers, it is harmless years. As he has been pleased to change the wordin appearance to the casual observer. '!rue list of ing without destroying the substance~ I will accept
pious firms is not published, but who will say that his proposition verbatim. If Mr. Perry will bring
the list is not preserved for the use of the saints? any medium in the world to this city and cause
It is surprising, if the Rev. Mr. Montgomery's statis- writing to appear in my presence as worded by himself
tics are designed to show the general drift of thought abave, I will reward him with $500.
among Minneapolis manufacturers, that nearly all of
Again Mr. Perry says, " Mr. Truesdell bats on his
them are Christians, nominal or actual. Antichris- own game and is sure to win." This I deny. I am
tians cut a very small figure. Materialists and Spirit- not a betting man, and I defy Mr. Perry to point out
ualists are not mentioned. Yet, strange to say, a single statement in all my writings upon the subMinneapolis, above any city on the continent, accord- ject of Spiritualism which can. be tortured into the
ing to size, is saturated with Spiritualism and scien- nature of a bet. It is a hard thing to tell any man
tific Materialism.
that "he knows better," but if Mr. Perry does not
Why was that clerical tour of inquiry made? Has know batter than to thus misrepresent me, he has
it no bearing on trade? Why should the investiga- read. press notices of my book, and my own writings
tion of manufacturers stop with "twentr proprietors during the last two years, to little purpose. One of
and officers?" He confesses this is as far as the in- his own correspondents writes me that she has repeatedly
quiry we:qt. Does the Congregational Club mean informed hirn that my qffer is not in the nature oj a bd,
nothing by its investigation into the piety of busi- but a reward.
ness men? The church already bas its thumb on the
To show that Mr. Perry is not so ignorant of the
free school system of this nation. The shepherds nature of my offer as appears, also his unfairness 'lS
notify t:l::eir sheep to hire no Freethi~ing wotf to an investigator, I quote-with permission-from his
teach their children. I hav met with several in- autograph letter before me, dated Nov. 4, 1884, in
stances where excellent teachers were denounced which, after stating that "Mr. Truesdell must not be
and discharged on no other ground than because present at the sitting" (! ), he continues," In fuis way,
they are Freethinkers. Some of those Liberals free from all mental and magnetic and spiritual exstood high in state universities. I know an able citement and opposition, Mr. Truesdell can be relieved
teacher who was compelled to adopt the law as his of his $500 as easily 'as a piece oj' greasy pork will slide
profession. I know another who was forced out of down a lightning rod.'"
The Michigan State Association.
a university (he was one of its most gifted profesAgain Mr. Perry says: "Then the writing must be
The State Association of Spiritualists and Liberalsors) into insurance business. All because those from the dead. Here is his loophole of escape. If
ists concluded its nineteenth annual meeting at this
teachers are not loving Christians.
a dozen spirits should write as many words upon a
place yesterday. All things considered, it was one
When all Infidels are quietly weedea out of our slate, he could easily insist that they were not written
of the most successful ever held. At the closing ex- institutions of learning, it will giv Christianity pres- by the dead.'' I most certainly should deny that
ercises last evening an audience of fully 500 was tige as its devotees proudly inquire, " Where are spirits of the dead did the writing, provided I depresent. The exercises throughout were marked by your In:lidel schools, colleges, teachers ?" It will tected-as I hav repeatedly upon similar occasionsharmony, earnestness, and determination.
The soon be supplemented with the Congregational Club spirits of the living in the act of producing the phespeakers from the state were J. H. Burnham. ~nd chorus, "Where are the Freethinking merchants?" nomena through the physical hand of the so-called
Mrs. L. A. Pearsall, while lYir. Babcock, as a mttzen Piety and profit, friends.
medium.
of St. Johns, was cordially and enthusiastically reNo one will deny that the living can write upon a
Well, let them whistle their courage up. They
ceived and attentivly listened to, by his fellow- will need it.
slate. It is the dead that skeptics want to hear from.
W. F. JAMasoN.
towns~en and those from other parts of the state.
Lake City, JJfinn.
If Mr. Perry is willing to admit that t:ili!lte-writing is
The addresses were all of the high order characternot executed by the dead, then further argument
istic of the speakers. W. A. Mansfield, the st~te
upon-the subject is useless.
Mr. Perry-Mr. Truesdell.
writing medium, was present, and g~ve good satisI do not believe that spirits of the dead can comfaction by his tests. Mr. Garnsey, edt tor of the New
To THE EDITOR oF THE TauTH SEEKER, Sir: When I municate by writing with the living, because I hav
Era the new ·spiritualist and Liberal paper at first read in your paper Mr. J. R. Perry's statement never witnel!!sed any genuin phenomena of the kind
Gr~nd Rapids, together with the Misses. Sha": and that members of the Seybert Commission had ex- during more than thirty years of careful investigation.
others rendered excellent music. The friends m St. pressed an opinion favorable to the Spiritualistic
I am called by hundreds of people a slate-writing
Johns' entertained with a most cordial hospitality, theory regarding the exhibitions of Dr. Henry Slade, medium mys8lf. I h!!.v" developed"(!) a good many
and nothing was wanti~g to round out the general I was charitable enough to believe that when cor- slate-writers-jugglers-like Watkins and Caffray,
satisfaction of the occasiOn. The expenses were all rected, Mr. Perry would hav the fairness to acknowl- who now sell their tricks to the credulous as genuin
liberally met, and the A:ssociation has no financial edge his error; but I was mistaken in my estimate spirit phenomena. Since the appearance of" Bottom
obligation hanging over tt.
.
of the man.
Facts," in which is explained how slate-writing is
The following officers were elected: Pres1dent, J.
In your issue of the 18th inst. Mr. Perry not only done, I bav received letters by the S'Core from promH. Burnham, of Saginaw; secretary, Mrs. M. Bab- fails to do this simple act of justice to those he has inent mediums and laymen asking to be "developed"
cock, St. Johns; treasurer, Mrs. M.A. Jewett, Lyons; traduced, but adds insult to injury by repeating the for slate-writing.. Nevertheless, if our dead friends
director Mrs. Ida A. McLin, Battle Creek. S. L. slander, and further stating that be Jlas" direct infor- can write, I am willing and anxious to be convinced
Sbaw, of Saranac, was chosen director to fill the va- mation from those who k.aow," in substance, that of the fact.
caney caused by the advancement of Mr. Burnham members of the commission hav priv_ately violated
Is it reasonable to suppose that I would, if I could,
to the presidency.
AcTING SECRETARY.
their pledge to themselvs and to the public. On the exert any "will-power" over the spirit world to deSt. Johns, JJfich., May 4, 1885.
23d instant I addressed a copy of the inclosed letter feat the object of my offer? Is there a person in the
to the various members of the commission, and re- world who would not be happy to know for a ~
ceived in every case a reply denying most emphatic- tainty that life continues beyond the cold, cheerless
Christianity and Business.
ally the truth of the charges made by Mr. Perry. grave? Is it fair to insinuate that any sane individThe Christian church relies but little upon arguAmong these letters is one written on a postal card, ual can be found who would refuse to part with any
ment for victory over the Freethought movement which I feel at liberty to publish. Below is the cornumber of paltry dollars he might possess for proof
of our day. Its methods are becoming m~re Je~uit
respondence:
positiv that he would sometime inherit that immeasical every year. At my home here, Lake Ctty, ¥mn.,
SYRACUSE, April 23, 1885.
I attended a Congregational ~oi?-ference of mimste~s.
DR. JosEPH LEIDY, My Dear Si1·: Various iitc,tements havre- urable boon called immortality?
We all want to believe in future life, but we are
One " divine " insisted that 1t 1s the duty of Chris- cently appeared in Spiritual and Secular papers, to the effect
tians to see to it that none but Christian men and that members of the "Seybert Commission" hav acknowl- not willing to quietly shut our eyes and ears to fraud,
edged their inability·to account for certain phenomena ex- and, "lamb-like," innocently swallow with a relish all
women should be permitted to teach in. our commo!l hibited
through Dr. Henry Blade, except upon the hypotheschools or higher institutions of learnmg. Even 1f sis of spirit power. I had supposed that no intimation of the senseless gush and sickening" Lily Dove" twaddle
the teactJ,er does not teach Infid~lity, it is. enough an opinion would be made, either pro or con, by any member prepared for the credulous by p1·ofessional sharpers.
of the commission until their official report is rendered. Will As I hav before written upon this point, I mn,y be
that he or she is an Infidel. The m:fluence 1s bad.
kindly inform me if there is any truth whatever in the pardoned for rewriting the following: There is
That is an indication of how the church respects you
reports referred to? Respectfully,
JoHNW. TRUESDELL.
hardly one among us who does not crave posit.iv
honest conviction.
proof of continued existence at;d iden~ity of l;wed
Last Monday the Congr~gational Clul;> met in the
PHILADELPHIA., April 25, 1885.
Pilgrim church, Minneapolis, and the Tnbune reports JoHN W. TRUESDELL, Dear 8i1· : In answer to your letter of ones gone before; but when evtdence Is offered to
yesterday, the~·e is no trut~ in the report ~h.at the Seybert C~m us in the dark circle, or in very dim light, surrounded
the following:
·
,
mission hav g~ven eApress10n to the1r opm10n as to the eAhlbx- by such conditions-invariably exacbd---;-as preclude
"Rev. M. W. Montgomery presented oert~in statistics as. to tions of Dr. Henry Slade or any other professed Spiritual
the religious attitude of Minneapolis busmess men 'Yh1_ch medium. As yon hav supposed, all that is learned by the fair investigation; when our pure and lovmg mothers,
elicited some surprise. Inquiries had J:>een made at h!s ~~ commission in relation to Spiritualism will be reserved for a our fair daughters, or guiitless babes, appear at the
stance in regard to the church membership of the propnetors final report. .
cabinet window and regale us with mixed odors of
Respectfully,
JosEPH LEIDY.
and official heads of various leading business houses of th1s
onions and tobacco, unclean teeth and poor whisky,
Unless Mr. Perry can giv to the public the name of we should, at least, be treated courteously by our
city. 'fhe first line of manufacture inve~tiga~ed included 20
proprietors and officers, so far as the mqmry w~nt, 18 _of one member of the commission who has expressed an
whom were church-members, and the other 2 nommal Chr!S· opinion that Dr. Slade's tricks are of spiritual origin, opponents if we are skeptical as to the identity of our
friends.
JOHN W. TRUESDELL.
tiaus, i.e., believers in the Christian religion. Of 23 pr_oprletors and officers of sash, door, and blind manufactones, 20 let him at this late day apologize, or stand convicted
Syracuse,
N.
Y.,
April
29,
1885.
in the eyes of the people of circulating a report

are Christian men (i.e., members of churches), and 3 ar~ nominally Christian. Ot 30 proprietors and. heads o~ ~awm1lls, 25 which hfJ knows to be untruthful in every particular.
are professing Christians, and five nom1~al Chnst1ans. Of 47
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's publica-·
After explicitly stating that be has never read
proprietors and officers of ~7. flour mllls, 32 are profes~~d
tiona
sent free upon application.
"Bottom
Facts,"
and
has
no
intention
to
do
so,
Mr.
Christians, 14 nominal Chrxshans, and 1 opposed to Chns-
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..::
But this fifth doctrin is the beginning of a line of
reasoning which seems to shut the holy spirit out
from all. Although the holy spirit is given to all
men, yet by implication only those can receive assurance of its presence who hav first been made children of God.
The sixth doctrin goes on to say that,

used by Christian nations. The Infidels who are
protesting against their use are laughed at, and their
doctrins
sneeringly termed " uncanny " and too good
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
for this world. .A.nd so they may be for the present
Editor. attainment of Christians to civilization. But it is a
E. M. MACDONALD,
. 0. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager. curious and not very flattering commentary upon
some seventeen centuries of Christian preaching, and
PUBLISHED BY
"All who receive the fo1-givness of sin are at the same time
would seem to indicate that an enormous mistake
THE T R U T H SEEKER 0 0 M PAN Y. had been made in the claims for the. " only divine made new creatures in Christ Jesus."
.A.nd then;
33 Vlln&on Place, New York.
religion."
"All who are made new creatures in Christ Jiesus are ac.
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The Foolishness of Methodism.
"In 1729 two young men in England, reading the Bible,

cepted as the children of God."

.A.nd then,

"All who are accepted as the children of God may receive
saw they could not be saved without holiness; followed after the inward assurance of the holy spirit to that fact."
Addrt8s all Oommunicatiom to THE TRUTH SEEKER OO.M- it; and incited others so to do. In 1737 they saw, likewise,
First we are told that the holy spirit is given to
p ANY. .M~ all Drafts, <Jhecks, and Postal Ordf!rs payab~ that men are justified before they are sanctified; but still holiness
was
their
object.
God
then
thrust
them
out
to
raise
a
incline
men to. God, but at last, that in order to relo CHARLES P. SO.MERBY.
holy people."
ceive assurance of the presence of the holy spirit we
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A Bill To Be Defeated.
Mr. Daggett, commonly lmown as ".A.l.," has iiitraduced in the Senate of this state a bill to set aside
three-one-hundredths of the annual expenses of the
city of Brooklyn to-form a charity fund to be divided
among the institutions of that city.
'Ibis is another attempted church steel. The attempt is made in the interest of Catholics, who, from
the fact thut they furnish the most paupers, possess
the greatest number C'f charities. Though propressed to the third reading, the bill should be
defeated. Brooklyn can support her poor in her own
institutions cheaper than in those of any of the
churches.

From these words of John and Chal'les Wesley and
their subsequent labors sprang the Methodist Episcopal church. The Methodists hav "ten doctrins of
grace," the first of which is,
"I believe that all men are sinners."

Supposing this to be so, whose fault is it? Holding, as t9e Methodists do, that the condition of man,
"after the fall of .A.dam," is such that he cannot redeem himself from the charge of being a sinner, but
must hav the "grace of God by Christ" in his heart,
we fail to see how men are in any way censurable
for being sinners, because Christ is known to but a
very small proportion of the human world. If every
man is corrupt in his nature, and very far gone from
original righteousness, inclined to evil a.ud that con·tinually, God must hav made him so, and this first
doctrin of grace is a reflection upon God. Ii the
second
doctrin is trne, that
"I Came Not to Bring Peace but a Sword."
"God loves all men and hates all sin,"
The distrefsing spectacle of two of the mightiest
nations of the world plunging at each other's throat Why did he make all men sinners? It would hav
will probably be witnessed within a year. Russia been as easy for a "God of infinit power, wisdom,
and England seem bound to fight, and the fight will and goodness" to hav kept man up to the highwater
be desperate and bloody. Hundreds of thousands of mark of original righteousness, as to make him cormen will be aHayed in the field, and in every battle rupt in his very nature, and thus eternally damn him
for what is in no wise his fault. Would it not hav
thou'!ands will die. Heaven will be filled up fast.
It is noticeable in this case that the parties are all been more just for this God to hav damned himself?
The third "doc~rin of grace" is:
Christians, and that the more orthodox nation-the
"I believe t4at Jesus Christ died for all men, to make poscpe closer to the primitiv barbarity called Christianity-is the more eager for the contest. Russian piety sible their salvation from sin, and to make sure the salvation
takes the form of Greek Catholicism, the oldest of '>f all who believe in him."
How can Christ's death make possible the salvathe Christian divisions, and for several_cenlmries the
ch ff tmpporter of its claims. The Greek church pro- tion of the two-thirds of the human race who never
duced the first Christi11n literature, the first apologies heard of him? If their salvation from sin depends
of the Christian faith, the first refutations of heretics,- upon the "grace of God by Christ," as we are assured
the earliest commentaries of the Bible, sermons, it does, was it not an act of injustice upon God's part
homilies, and aEcetic treatises. Polycarp, Ignatius, not to hav informed the people of that fact? He
Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Eusebius, .A.thanasius, might at least hav started a newspaper, printed in all
Ohrys.•stom, Constantine the Great, and all the great the languages chattered since the fall of the tower of
lights t.Jf the early church belonged to the Greek Babel, to let the heathen know of it. If Christ can
communion. The Greek church elaborated the dogma take upon himself the sins of those who believe in him,
of the trinity, and ruled the first seven ecumenical they thus escaping hell; if God loves all men and
councils of tLa church. There can be no question of wishes to meet them in heaven, why was Christ's
the soundness of its orthodoxy. The cz:1r is the visit to the efl.rth cut short before he had time to take
the trip around the world? .A.nd if his suffering rehead of the church as well as of the empire.
England, to0, Las a state religion, established, say deems men, why should he not go to the lower rethe Catholics, bnuJh Henry the Eighth's desire to gions, take the sins of the occupants upon himself,
marry Annie B-1leyn. The Churoh of England's and suffer in their stead? He would benefit a billion
'1 birty-Nine .A.rticl~::s are th., t'Ssence of Christianity, times more souls than he did in his short career upon
'' •X·~ept which a man belteve he canna~ be saved." the earth.
The fourth doctrin of grace affirms:
England has, it is true, a large amount of religious
"That
the holy spirit is given to all men to enlighten and
heresy within her border~, and a large number of
to
incline
them to. repent of their sins arid to believe in the
Secularists, but these with one accord cry for peace
and the submission of national differences to arbitra- Lord Jesus Christ."
tion. But peace societies and advocates ate powerHow can the holy spirit be given to all men when
less before the Christian thirst for Christian blood in " all men" never saw, felt, or heard of such a thing?
response to Rllssia't! challenge to fight or lose the Do the Methodists think that all men are Christians?
practical protectorate over territory the occupation
The fifth doctrin also affirms that:
of which might be dangerous to English supremacy "All who repent of their sins and believe in the Lord Jesus
in india. Russia is a country of some eighty mill- Christ rec€ive the forgivness of sin."
ions of Christians, Eagland of some thirty-five millThe technical term for this is "justification." In
ions, with a vast province of some three hundred following this out we must come to the inevitable
millions of Mohammedans, Parsees, Buddhists, and conclusion that all who do not believe in the "L0rd
other sects as a tributary.
Jesus Christ" are not forgiven, and the consequences
We are told that God is love, that Christ is the of such unbelief are unhealthy, and dangerous to
very apostle of peace, that all men are brethren, but' their future welfare. But what injustice}· .ks here!
yet the ~ery nations loudest in these professions, and God made man, and gave him a brain. .._'o operate
s11pportmg thousands upon thousands of priests and upon this brain requires certain phenomena, or eviministers to iterate and reiterate them, are the dences, which God withholds, and consequently the
promptest to threaten a resort to the sword when man is damned. Then who is to blame? Surely not
affronted. Though .th.e Chinese may hav invented the man. No matter how hard he may try, he can?unpowder, the Chnsbans bav improved vastly in not believe unless something takes place to convince
1~s use.
Krupp cannon, Gattling guns, repeating him. But the holy spirit, we are told, is given to all
rifles, torpedoes, and all t~e. hor:ible i.nstruments of men to incline them to believe. Then why does the
modern warfare are ChrJstJaD JnventlOI!s1 and Me holy spirit not make itself manifest?

must be children of God.. This is reasoning in a
circle, and to most people the difficulty is to know
how to get into that circle. Where is the beginning
of this golden thread ?
The ninth doclrin is:
"That all who truly desire and seek it may love God with
all their heart and soul, mind and strength, and their neighbors as themselvs."

We think we see in this doctrin the reason why 110
many Methodist pars:>ns adorn our penitentiaries.
.A. man and his wife are one. This, we believe, there
is scripture for. The ministers truly desire and seek
to love their neighbors as themselves. The man
being away from home a good deal, the ministet is
unable to love him, and so loves the wife, which, according to scripture, is all the same. This leads to
trouble, and trouble of a certain kind leads to the
penitentiary.
But why should this doctrin be necessary? Does
everybody in the world naturally hate God, and hav
to make a strenuous effort to abate their hatred?
Then there must be some good reason ror it, and
perhaps the reason is found in this very idea of total
depravity. Ought not people to hate the God that
made them totally depraved, inclined continually
to evil, when he could just a.s easily hav made them
perfect ? If their wills were free, they certainly
should choose to hate him; and if their wills are not
free, and their minds controled by the strongest influences, God's action in this respect would be
strong grounds for enmity.
But the crowning "doctrin" is the tenth. If the
nine are foolish, the tenth is fiendish. It is eternal
damnation for all but the saints:·
"I believe that all who persevere to the end, and only those,
shall be saved in heaven forever."

Presbyterians call this doctrin "peraeverance of
the saints." In Methodist nomenclature, it is "the
true final perseverance." About the only real difference between the two is that in Presbyterianism the
saints are entitled to no credit for per~evering, God
ordaining who shall and who shall not attain celestial bliss, while the Methodists maintain that a man
can be sanctified through his own efforts, and that
those attaining sanctification stand a chance of persevering to the end. But if they backslide, they are
lost, for only those who so persevere shall be saved
in heaven forever. This doctrin is a premium on late
repentance. Suppose a man gets converted at twenty.
He perseveres for a few years, and then backslides
from grace; though he may liv a life worthy of all
praise, yet he is condemned. On the other hand, a
man leads the wickedest kind of a life till he comes
finally to the edge of the grave. Then he repents,
and, being too weak to be wicked, he perseveres to
the end. He is saved in heaven forever. If this doctrin be true, a very small proportion of the people of
the world will get to heaven-principally murderers
who are hung, and others passing away without time
to fall from grace. Late repentance should be the
rule, for very few can hold out for a term of years
against the temptations of tbe world, the flesh, and
the devil. This trinity is altogether too much for the
average person, and even frequent revivals are inadequate to attract from the broad road that leadeth to
destruction. What an impotent or a wicked God
that cannot, or will not, keep his children out of
hell! What a foolish scheme that depends upon impossibilities for its success I What a humbug is the
church that sells tickets to heaven, and le!Wes ninetynine of every hundred passengers a million miles
from the gates! Presbyterianism has no chance for
the failure of the elect. Methodism has stolen the retributiv terrors of Presbyterianism, but has made
the possil?,ility of avoiding them infinitly smaller.
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More Information for a Contemporary.
To our revealment f~r its benefit of the sources of
the Freethought literature circulated so extensivly
in .Asia as to cause the missionaries alarm, the Independent replies:

Morris K. Jessup, Colgate's right bower in bigotry;
Dr. John Hall, ministerial supporter of both, and
others equally set in their determination to prescribe
what other people may do. .Against them are Benjamin -H. Field, James M. Constable, of the wellknown firm of· .Arnold, Constable & Co., and a majority of the Park Commissioners. The city pays
$5,000 a year to support the .Art Museum, and certainly the people hav some right to see the treasures
contained therein. But if the church can prevent

A CHURCH congress is in session at Hartford, Conn., the
avowed object of which is to unite all Protestant Christendom upon some common basis. It is hoped that before this
congress adjourns it will see its way clear to appoint a few
champions of the cause to meet in debate the advocates or
Freethought. Just now there seems to be a dearth of representativ Christians of this sort.
WE regret the death of James D. Wait, of Antwerp, N.Y.,
which occurred May 1st, after a short illness. Mr. Wait was a
warm friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER's founder. No man !n his
town had more friends than Mr. Wait, and his funeral was a
large gathering of the prominent citizens of Antwerp. Mr.
it they will·not be allowed to do so. Even one of Wait was quite wealthy. He leaves three children and several
the gentlemen in favor of opening the building on grandchildren. He will long be mourned by them, and remembered by all who became acquainted with him.

"We are informed by TrrE TRUTH SEEKER that the translation, publication, and circulation of Infidel literature in Asia,
to which we referred recently, is done by Asiatic Freethinkers,
chiefly at their own expense. We could hardly credit such
benevolence to Engli11h and American Infidels. But the organ
of Inftdelity assures us that 'thousands of people are willing
to giv of their substance' to save those nations which are not
Christian from the 'blight and curse' of Christianity. It evidently prefers the civilization of India and China to that of Sundays wishes the hours restricted to between two
the United States and Great Britain."
P.M. and sunset, "so all who desire to attend church

With whatever sense or nonsense there may be in
the first part of this paragraph, we hav no concern
at present. In the last sentence, however, there is
a glaring non sequitur. Only on the assumption that
the civilization of the United States and Great
Britain is the result solely of Christianity can our
contemporary say that we prefer the civilization of
India and China. But civilization is in no manner
the result of Christianity. On the contrary, it has
taken centuries for the civilized people to get Christianity up to their own level, and the task is scarcely
complete.
Christianity, for decades upon decades, dragged
Great Britain through the blood and flame of
·

religious persecutions, and the early settlers of this
country, though a good deal nearer being orthodox Christians than the editor of the Independent,
were not half so civilized as that gentleman. Christianity has been, and is, an obstacle to civiliz~tion.
Leaving out of sight for a moment the wars it has
waged, the inquisitions and star chambers it has established, the thousands of autos·da·H~ its priests hav
held-letting all these go, yet history's indictment
ag&inst the church is terrible in its compact showing
·

of her opposition to 'progress in every science and in
almost every art. Priestly opposers hav barricaded
with Bibles the path of almost every special science
from Bruno to Lyell, from Servetus to Darwin. .And
even to-day, in our own city, when it is proposed to
further civilize the laboring people by opening to them
new sources of inspiration, instruction, and delight,
the church is the one opponent.
India and China can hav carried to them whatever
is good in the civilization of the western world unburdened by an irrational and absurd theologyinfinitly more irrational and absurd than their ownwhich the best and most civilized people of the Western world are struggling against and endeavoring to
sliake off.
The Independent itself is a protest
against the Christianity of John Wesley and Jonathan Edwards, and in their time would hav been
considered as. heterodox to simoR-pure, hell-fire
Christianity as the pantheistic Bruno was to Catholicism. Universalism, Unitarianism, Beecherism, Newtonism, the recent split in New England Congregationalism over _matters of eschatology, are all endeavors to civilize the very ChriRtianity whose advocates, in intemperate moments, claim it as the source
of all civilization. A great many absurd, irrational,
and ridiculous dogmas hav been civilized out of it
already-many more must be. .As fast as people
grow in the grace of knowledge they backslide in the
"grace of God" as contained in the Christian church.
It is a most fallacious idea that Christianity is the
parent of civilization, or that the Christianizing of
"heathen " nations must precede their elevation.
The climate of a country has more to do with the
welfare of its people than all the sermons or prayermeetings that could be preached or held between now
and the crack of doom. And our esteemed contemporary should not forget to store that fact away
among the gray matter of its brain. It will be
handy to know.
--------~---------

The Op('ning of

Ou~·

City lluseums

The Park Commissioners of this city hav passed a
resolution to open the Museums of .Art and Natural
History in Central Park to the free use of the public
on Sundays. But there is to be the usual fight on
the matter. .As soon as the action of the commissioners became publicly known the church people
made it their business to see the Board of Trustees
of the .Art and Natural History Museums, and hav
since been exerting their utmost influence to get the
trustees to refuse to allow the request of the Park
Commissioners for the opening of the buildings on
Sunday. .Among the trustees of the art building are
Soapfatman Colgate, who livs in Orange, N. J
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THERE is a Christian down in Waco, Texas, who is praying
for the "removal" of Mr. Shaw. On a former occasion when
a minister prayed for the removal of all Liberals in Waco the
object was apparent, the minister being in debf to some of
them. Just now, however, Mr. Shaw says he is unable to
fathom the. Christian's motiv. It occurs to us that it may be
that the glory of God may more abound, .for Mr. Shaw's persistent fight against Christianity is making that commodity
scarce in Waco.

can do so in the morning, and can spend the enning
as they see fit." One would sappose by this that the
_opening of the museum would be accompanied by
the enacting of an ordinance compelling people· to
visit it. Or is Mr. Field, who expressed these sentiments, painfully aware that, as between the church
and museums as attractions, the former would hav
no chance? Park Commissioner Crimmins's senti- A GREAT number of letters commending our picture of" The
Modern Balaam" hav been received, and m&ny of them ask
menta are more worthy of a New Yorker. When ap- for copies printed separately. The difficulty of complying
pealed to for his opinion on this subject he said:
with these requests is {!l"eat, inasmuch as some wish the pict"There is no doubt about this thing meeting with success,
I think. Of course, it may encounter some opposition, but in
the end popular opinion will prevail. Just as when Sunday
music was first broached, some church people were up and in
arms against it, but so soon as it was allowed they came over,
and besides some of the most prominent members of the
clergy applauding the idea, our leading citizens were only too
willing to follow in the same line and approve of all. So with
the opening of the museums, just as soon as the benefits are
seen, just so soon will these straitlaced fellows come over, and
be glad the resolution was carried out. In England, it is true,
the opposition to the opening of the museums on Sunday was
carried to almost serious consequences, but even with this the
masses were successful in their demands after all. I hav
always thought it a pity the working people of this city were
not given the chance to visit the museums, and now that the
opportunity has come, if the trustees of the museum of Art
hav any consideration for humanity and justice they will grant
our request."

One of the objections that the trustees advance
is that the additional.expense would seriously embarrasa them. This can easily be overcome by the city
appropriating the money needed, and it would undoubtedly be done with alacrity. .Anotp~r objection
is that many bequests hav been made to the museums
on condition that they shall not be opened on Sundays. This objection is hardly wodhy of consideration. Such bequests constitute but an infinitesimal
part of the exhibit, and might safely be returned to
the donors or their heirs. The value of the museum
is measured solely by the use that is made of it. .Accessibility on Sunday would certainly increase its
value to the people who pay for it, and far outweigh
the value of the specially-conditioned bequests.
And an exhibit not fit to be seen on Sunday is nJt fit
to be seen any day, and might, advantageously to the
morals of the visitors, be immediately withdrawn.
.Another thing the straitlaced fanatics of the church
may well consider, and that is that the closing of
these instructiv places of resort drives the people to
beer saloons, which in this city can no more be
closed than miracles can be performed by ministers.
Are they willing to take the responsibility of making
drunkards for the sake of "respecting" a Sabbath
for the appointing of which a pagan politician is
responsible?

Editorial Notes.
THE attitude of Catholicism toward our public sch~ols-11.
pi·oblem of grave concern at the present time-is to be discussed from opposit premises in the June number of the
North American Review, by M. C. O'Byrne, of North Carolina,
against the Roman Catholic church, and Bishop Keane, of Virginia, in defense of its policy.
A SAN FRANcisco Chinaman remarked to a Christian the
other day that the church sent thousands of dollars to China
to "prepare her people for a home in heaven, but refused
them a home in the United States." This indiqates that the
Christians consider the United States a better country than
heaven. They are right for once.
Onr neighbor 'fhdh, of Pittsburgh, has done a good thing in
copying from the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS'
ALMANAC FOR 1885 Dr. J. L. York's article on Liberalism. We
mention this to assure those who read the article, and do not
know where '1'1·nth got it, that the ANNUAL contains other
contributions of equal value. Everybody should hav the
ANNUAL.
WE hav received a number of papers containing Clark
Braden's fnlminations against the town of Liberal, and hav
forwarded a copy to Mr. Walser, who is the proper person to
prosecute the parties. Every paper publishing the stuff
should be made co-respondent in a suit for libel. As for the
fellow Braden, he is just out of jail for swindling, and should
be sent back for slander.

ure as a chromo, some just enlarged, others want something
added, and so on. We cannot change the piciure without
making a new one at large expense, and we are afraid enough
would not be sold to defray the cost. We can, however,
print the picture, just as it is, on heavy paper, and in that
form can mail it for 10 cents-the principal expense in that
shape being the cost of mailing tube and postage. If our
friends wish it in that form and will immediately notify us, it
will be furnished.
DR. A. A. BELL asks in Light fo1· Thinkers: "I see Mr. Hanson in the last· issue of Light for Thinkers, in reply to Mr.
Brown, quotes Mr. Darwin as saying: 'That God miraculously
formed the first organism and breathed into it the vital spark,
which constituted it a living creature.' Did Darwin say so?
I think the writer has been led into error by using a secondhand quotation.'' Not having Darwin's works by him, the
editor of Light fm· Thinkers sends the inquiry along. As it always givs us pleasure to help as good a friend as Dr. Bell and
enlighten as well-meaning a paper as Light for Thinkers, we
refer both to Darwin's " Origin of Species," of the last sen·
tence of which the above is a gross distortion. Darwin's sentence is: "There is a grandeur in this view of life [Natural
Selection], with its several powers, having been originally
breathed by the Creator into a few forms or into one; aml
that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to the
fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms
most beautiful and most wonderful hav been and are being
evolved.'' Since writing this, Darwin avowed himself an Agnostic.
JoHN SwiNTON has been hearing some hard reports from the
Bible House of this city, where Bibles are manufactured. He
is told "of women working there on wages that won't even
moisten their bones, and of some who can't earn over $1.25 a
week. At the same time it appears from the annual accounts
of the Bible society that the managers of the Bible House enjoy incomes that compare with these as the Nova Scotia giant
compares with the living skeleton." Mr. Swinton expresses
no surprise at this. He is probably old enough to know that
Christianity makes little claim to consistency. · The men who
"grind the faces of the poor" are always Christian capitalists,
and the manufacture of Bibles affords as good an opportunity
for this grinding as does the manufacture of bricks. And,
for the heathen, the glories of heaven are in nowise dimmed
by the fact that the people who set the type, print and bind
the Bibles brought to them by self-seeking missionaries, are
slowly starving to death. Besides, if the ":orking-women in
the Bible House believe all they read in the book they make,
they ought to be thankful to the managers of the Bible Society for speeding their journey to the blissful shot·e.
AFTER months of patient and persistent work the Albany
Liberal Association is enabled to meet in commodious quarters. The removal to their new place (No. 69 No. Pearl street)
was celebrated, May 3d, by an entertainment of a miscellaneous but exceedingly entertaining character. The association is now prosperous, and proposes to repeat these entertainments every month. Mr. McDonough delivered the
inaugural address, welcoming those present and congratulating the members upon the prosperity that enabled them to so
greatly improve upon their place of meeting. Mr. McDonough
invited all to join the association who were earnestly inquiring for the means of human progress. He did not believe
that men and women should be bound by creeds invented by
our ignora!lt ancestors. The effort spent in appealing to the
clouds he considered misdirected, when there were so many
questions that needed. the en~ir~ energies of all. A most interesting branch of this assocmt10n, and one that ought to be
imitatc:,d by every League in the country, is the Sundq-school.
This was started a short time ago by Mrs. Iliohan with but
three or four scholars, and now numbers over thirty, with
constant accessions, the young people of Albany coming out
in large nnmbers, some deserting church Sunday-schools for
this of the Liberal Association. Mrs. Iliohan attracts children
by her lovable character, and the association is most fortu.nate
in having her services as superintendt>nt of the school. When
first begun the association obtained no recognition from the
Albany press, but the papers are slowly coming over to the
Secular side and the Albany FJxpress of the day after the en.
tertainment' contained a very good and encouraging report.
The Albany Liberals are anticipating a grand time at the New
Yorlr State Freethought Convention, to be held t~ere in
September, and at which Colonel In\l"~r~oll a~d Eh~beth
Cady Stanton will be present. The VISiting friends Will do
well to attend Mrs. Iliohan's Sunday-school, and then go
home and found one just like it.
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Wakeman, for that splendid admonition. It is grand ! Would and try to introduce a better sta~e ?f things for the general
do honor to Mohammed or Lord Buddha. It reminds me of I good of you: race. And from this time f_orward.my laws ~re
Goldsmith's preacher who "allured to brighter worlds and fixed, and will not change. The earth will contmue to yield
led the way." It is certain to redound to your honor. It is its increase when properly attended to. I shall hold every.
ST. CATHARINE's, ONT. CAN., May 2, 1885.
a great solace to a man's declinilag years to know .that through one responsi.ble for his own. a_cts. I do not want to _hear any
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which send me the TRUTH no act of his has a pang been added to the woes of poverty; more complamts, or to be solicited for any more speCial favors
SEEKER ANNUAL, "Bible Morals," a couple of "What Liberal- that the widow and the orphan remember him with kindness from any of you; so take this, my last advice, this 12th day of
ism Offers in Place of Christianity," and Ingersoll's answer to and gratitude; that the gentle horse and patient ox hav not April, 1885."
JoHN RAY.
his critics.
fled at his approach; and that he has interposed betwe~n ~he
I had the pleasure of hearing Mr. Reynolds lecture in persecutor and the oppressed, the extortioner and his VICtim.
MINNEAPOLIS, MiNN., April 20, 1885.
Thorold last March. In my opinion he is the best missionary Well, this is beginning to look devilishly like a sermon.
MR. EDITOR: The 1st of May is near at hand. The date on
that ever came into Canada. He not only shows up the shams Whistle! aown brakes.
the tab of The TRUTH SEEKER to my address needs to be
Yours truly,
Jel5EPH ToWSLEY.
and absurdities of Christianity in the most amusing style, but
changed from May 1, 1885, to May 1, 1886, for which change
points out very clearly how something better can be adopted
WICHITA, KAN., April 25, 285.
you will find inclosed the necessary paper. Please send a
in its place. The churches got up tea. meetings and socials
MR. EDITOR: The renowned Watts and Putnam lectured at copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL to my address for the
and other attractions, but in spite of all this Mr. Reynolds Turner's Opera House, in this Christian city, on last Wednes- balance.
had the pleasure of addressing a full house. Upon closing, day evening, and in spite of the combined opposition of the
It amuses me to see how Liberal some people are Wbo
Mr. Reynolds invited a,ny clergyman, or other representaHv elements, and open, lighted gospel-shops, there was a good would like to be called or do call themselvs Liberals. Why,
of the church, to reply. After waiting about five minutes, audience of ladies and gentlemen, who seemed more than bless you, they are so Liberal they are perfectly willing every.
one arose, who appearod to me a cross between a Salvation pleased with these energetic workers.
.
. .
body should believe just as they want to. believe on any and
Army crank and a Methodist preacher. He rose up bold as
Mr. Watts spoke with a wonderful force, and his logtc swept all subjects. But, mind you, everybody must believe as they
a lion, exclaiming, "Well, my good fellow, if no one else will everything pell-mell before it. His closing prayer to nature do, or friendship is withdrawn, and the poor unbeliever is cast
tackle you, I'm your man!" Whereupon the audience began to was simply grand, and elicited a hearty "Amen" from every away as rubbish of the earth. Can you tell me the difference
call him to the platform. After a great deal of encourage- listener.
between these Liberals and the Christians whom these Lib.
ment he got there. His nerves began to weaken about this
Mr. Putnam, the poet-orator, is a perfect poem of himself. erals call bigoted and superstitious? I pity sut1h Liberals, for
time, and, scratching his head, he announced that he was _not His form is symmetrical, his voice his musical, and bis words I know they cannot enjoy life. A man or woman who is so
in the habit of speaking. After gaping around for some hme are thoughtful and wise. The audience was delighted and narrow-minded as to want all people to believe as he or she
he managed to ask this question, "How did evil get into this gave rapt attention to his discourse. He is as clever a speaker does on any subject, has failed to learn the lessons taught by
world?" TJl.en he began to grow very weak, and, reachi:ng for as I ever heard.
nature. Why not hav flowers, animals, people all one color?
a chair, dropped into it, wiping the cold sweat from his fore·
There was not a "defender of the faith" i• all that audi- Why not all one size? Trace to the cause all this great
head and looking around with a ~ckening smile, as much ~ 8 · ence. Christ's mission was to save sinners, and his chosen variety in color, size, etQ., then I think we all will be willing
to say "Ain't I brave?" Mr. Reynolds explained in a very plam leaders stayed cautiously back to preach to the saints. Why? tci let others think and believe as they can, and feel glad that
and so-that-any-one·might-~nderstand sort of. a. way. how May be for fear "that at anytime they might be converted there is variety in thoughts and beliefs. If the time comes
science accounted for the evil spoken of, hut. thiS. did not sat- and their sins be forgiven them." And tlle "Eds.," oh, where when all think and believe alike, what will become of progisfy Mr. Christian, who shouted, "I've been!~ this worl~ and were they? Go ask of the night wind and "Deacon Smith." ress? Shall we hav arrived at perfection? It seems to me
every other world and never found out yet. The audience But I forget. There was one. Out of a round baker's dozen, that tllrough all the endless eternity progression will be the
by this time were tired of his nonsense, and made _a rush for there was just one. His soul was a little larger than the latest law of nature. Eternal change of forms; perfection only in
the platform to secure so~e of the books" M_r. Reynold~' had approved and adopted spring style of editor's soul.
the whole. Let all try to find a grain of truth in every thought
for sale. If he had had twice as many of Bible Morals and
Liberals are in a fine minority here, and before the oppor· t~xpressed by others, and treat them as we would hav them
Paine's "Age of ;Reason," he would hav sold them all. Mr. tune coming of the great organizer, they were "without form treat us for the difference in thought and belief. I fear 1110
Christian did not seem to like this, and began to shout, "All and void." Now there is a League here. I did not learn the one of us holns all truth, or believes all that would be best
he wants is your money."' As the lecture was free some gentle- number of members, as I was not able to join, and I hurried for us to believe. Shall I condemn one for believiB.g in Spir.
man asked him ho": muc~ it cost him to come in.. This had away that I might feel my misfortune less keenly. It is t~e itualism, another for being a Materialist, another for being a
the effect of stoppmg his mout~ .. About the ~Iddle of the old story. Those who will, cannot; and those who can, will Christian? No; our bodies are formed of the same elements,
lecture, as Mr. Reynolds was givm~ a quotatiOn from the not. Nevertheless, I say, with a full heart, Success to the but in different proportions in the different bodies, resulting
Bible, some Christian, moved by the Holy Ghost. proba~ly, newly-formed League, and success to the gallant workers who in the different sizes, forms, colors, etc. The surroundings of
shouted out, "You're a liar!" No o~e paid any attention ~ 0 ~Im, are 80 earnestly and zealously spreading the gospel ef liberty each. person hav much to do with the difference in our
however, and everything ended qmetly. Mr. Reynolds I? vi ted and light.
Fraternally yours,
S. V. M.
thoughts and beliefs. I read articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER
all Liberals to meet him at the hotel, where he orgawzed a
which are not in harmony with my mind, but I cannot afford
Secular Society, electing Mr. McPherson president.
WELLAND, ONT., CAN., April13, 1885.
to say "Stop my paper!" That would be putting out my eyes
I had the pleasure of hearing three sessions of the Watts
:MR. EDITOR: All systems of religion that I know anything to hide a hideous object from view. Better turn the eyes from
and Walker debate. It has done more good for Freethought of are founded upon the worship of some mythical or
the object.
than a dozen lectures would hav done. It has started loca1 imaginary being they call God, -and some hav many gods-a
Let us try to be honest with ourselves, then we shall find
discussions here, and, in fact, everywhere around Weiland. god for every special object; and one religious body knows little to condemn in others. Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER
The only fault that I could find is that the debating was all just as much about their god or gods as the other, and that in and to all truth seekers. If there is a thought in this tllat is
one-sided, Mr. Walker taking up a greater part of his time in reality is nothing, All we know about gods is what has been worth sending over the world, by clothing it in better lan·
telling little anecdotes about the love of Jesus that can be conveyed or told from one generation to another to· children guage, start it on its mission. If not, trot it to the yawning
heard from any pulpit every Sunday, and giving quotations in their infancy, before their minds had developed to know waste baeket. Yours for more Liberality in Liberals,
from Voltaire to show that Mr. Watts differed in some things the difference between truth and untruth, and accepted as
;J. F. MAcoMBER.
from him. In fact, if he had not been surrounded with four truth all that was told us by our .dear parents, whom we
clergymen writing up something for him to say, together with knew loved us, as we loved them, and had full confidence
A LETTER FROM AN OLD FRIEND.
a small book that he had to continually refer to, he would hav in them that they would not deceive us. And so far we were
0RTONTILLE, MICH.
been completely lost. As it was, between dodging and quib- right; they would not had they known better; but they, like
MR. EDITOR: We old stagers are becoming mute. I havfelt
bling and misrepresenting, he managed to worry through. The ourselvs, had been trained in an ignorant superstition from a discouraged for a long time about ever offering another note
general verdict is that he had no business with Mr. Watts. time when ignorance was supreme. And those false teachings for your columns, and am not now sure that you will publish
The Liberals of Weiland are more than satisfied with the :i:e· were taken up by a class of men more cunning than the rest, this. But the fact is, Mrs. Severance's noble, ringing article
suit, while the Christians do not like to say anything about it. who assumed to know something about gods and the wills of that appears in your columns April 25th, entitled, "What has
I hav just finished reading Mr. Ingersoll's "Which Way·?" gods, and got up religious creeds and doctrins to blind the been Done?'' which I hav just perused with deepest interest,
and I think that if I was not already decided that would settle people and keep them in a state of mental darkness, so that inspires me to grasp right hold of pencil and say to her, Grand!
it.
Your3 truly,
J. LovELL.
they could be the more easily controled and made to contrib· noble! and to thank her from my heart for thus stirring the
ute to their support, and in this they hav been very succ.ess· live coals of the earlier inspirations of true Liberalism. You
hENCH CREEK, IA., March 7, 1885.
ful. Every religious order can see the folly and absurdity of are just right, Mrs. Dr. Severance-thirty years ago the work·
MR. EDITOR: I was somewhat amused at John McCrory's every other, but none of them can see their own. But those ers in the cause went by their own inspirations, like BeJ;mett,
remarks about a school-teacher drawing pay for legal holidays whose minds hav became illuminated by a knowledge of and leading-strings and leaders were unknown. I recollect
on which he did not teach, hence these few remarks.
nature's laws, as revealed by the sciences, are enabled to rise visiting the flourishing village of McHenry, Ill., twenty-five or
Last winter, finding I had a few leisure months before me, to an eminence above all religious creeds, and look down upon thirty years ago, to giv lectures on physiology, hPaltb, and
' I engaged a four months' term of school. I do not know the them all, and see they were founded in ignorance and super- human character, and upon my arrival at the town I learned
law regarding holidays in this state, but the contract does not stition, and advocated and perpetuated by this class of cun· there was a Universalist church there, and it made me feel
exempt thein, therefore I think they should be taught. I ning priests, and made to contribute its millions of money to hopeful, for I felt that I could not only get use of the church
offered to teach on those days if the scholars would come, support in luxury this godly aristocracy of popes, bishops, but get hearers also. I inquired out the trustee-there was
who, with an air of "What do you take us for?" said they cardinals, and priests of every grade and description, down to but one-and he said, "Oh, yes, you can hav that or any of
would not; and since I did not want to spend my time making the very Amen man who, in response to the prayers of the the other churches of the place for that purpose." I was snr·
up for those days after the expiration of the term, I drew my clerk or white-surpliced pri est, drawls out "Glory be to the prised at his reply, and thought him jesting, for I had gloom·
pay in ·full; nor do I find my conscience troubling me for hav- Father, to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost, as it was in the ily peered at two or three tall church spires as I had passed
ipg received pay for days I dicl not teach. It was not my beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end. along. "Why, sir," inquired I, "what do you mean?"
fault that we hav "legal holidays."
JOHN H. HrRT.
Amen." How long is this silly cant and nonsense to be in- "Oh," said he, "Mrs. Britt, Spiritufllist, of St. Louis, has been
dulged in? Are we to remain children, or even worse, idiots, here lecturing and converted all the peo{lle of the town, in·
DIAMOND, Mo., May 2, 1885.
for all ti,me to come?
eluding all of the preachers, to Spiritualism, and all is free to
MR. EDITOR: After much delay and rash promises, I send
Is it not degrading to the human intellect to be so easily you." And, sure enough, I had crowded houses, and they
this Janus-faced inclosure. The term seems appropriate, in- gulled? There is much said about this personal God and his invited me to each of the churches to Apeak, and the three con·
asmuch as it looks into the past as well as the future. Send designs. Now, if this God is what Christianity claims for him, verted orthodox ministers were among my very best listeners.
me the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885, and credit the balance infinit in power, wisdom, mercy, and other good attributes, "But, oh ! that was Spiritualism !" Yes, sir; and I want to
on my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Money is exceed- how is it that his design plan is such a ·failure? Sre the assure you younger workers of to-day that it was Spiritualism,
ingly coy, uncertain, hard to corner in this occidental retreat. amount of cruelty and suffering that millions of his poor and with its noble humanitarian doctrins, that compassed all the
Like the Irishman's flea, when I get my thumb on it, it.is not halpless chiidren hav to endure from disease, starvation, and needs of the people, and the reform which made the way pos·
there. Like an ignis-fatuus, it has led me many a weary, untold miseries.
sible for the more conservativ Material teachers of to-day. I
fruitless chase during the past year. A few minutes tardy
Which of us, if we had the power, would not relieve the suf- miss the inspiration, I miss the sparkling articles of T. C. Le·
in catching that "tide that leads on to fortune," leaves a man ferings of our brothers and sisters? And if we did not, would land· and H. L. Green that we used to hav in Mr. Bennett's
E-verlastingly in the lurch. I haT been on the most intimate, we deserve to be called good or God? No, but tl~e whole God time, while the space is used up with praise of the leaders and
confidential, sub-rosa terms with destitution. Being a bach- pretense is a myth, and if brothers and sisters are helped, it new workers in the Liberal field. I went with Mr. Bennett to
elor, and prone to help "the dog that's down," my solicitudo is brothers and sisters must do the helping.
call npon. Mr. Charles Watts, at his little publishing house on
for other people's welfare has quite submerged my own inPrayers are ineffectual, and it is well they are so, for, among the Strand in London, the first time Mr. Bennett saw him,
terest, while others, for equal services at the same time and so many conflicting interests, a God would be sorely puzzled and we found Mr. Watts all tinctured full of the conservativ
place, hav received full compensation. Jozif has had to use to know how to act, and would be likely to arrive at the sen- Abbot-Underwood prejudice against Mr. Bennett and the acts
his wonted patience and wait; and he's waiting yet, and liable sible conclusion to say: "I hav given you the world and en- of the League against the Comstock laws. But Mr. Bennett
to wait till doom's-day in the afternoon, and his due-bill on dowed you with the faculty of reason to enable you to inves- made it up with him after great patience, explaining the whole
the world is assuming vast proportions. Ah! well, T. B. tigate into nature's laws, into cause and effect, and if you do matter. We were then on our way to the Brussells conven·
Wakeman, in nis noble lecture, "Liberalism-Its mission," so to the extent you are able you hav no need to call upon me tion, to which Mr. Watts was also a delegate, and put in good
'.'points to the gl0rious goal of Infidel aspiration as that for any special act or favor. My laws are the same to all; if work. This article I fear will be too long, but I don't plague
of utter abnegation, and the merging of our own interests you hav got into a jangle among yourselves, that is your you with them often, and so let me ooze off a little more o~ mY
in the happiness of others." Accept my thanks, Brother doing, not mine, and I would advise you to seek for more light, pent-up impulse, and if it goes to the waste-basket, all right.
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But 1 want a word about your great enterprise, the beautiful
TRUTH SJDEKER ANNUAL. It's "just nice," and the likenesses
of the grand workers in the cause are a prize. What a privilege to look and see what manner of physical make-up they
possess, after reading about th.em ! M~s. Severance, to me, is
very like Mrs. D. M. Bennett m her picture, and John Peck
very like old John Brown of· Ossowatomie. The likeness of
Mr. Bennett is perfection. But it amazed me to read a discourse upon the general make-up of those characters by a
physiognomist in your col~mns not very long since. He made
Thomas Paine's mouth everything that bespoke courtesy and
agreeableness, while I see in that face sarcastic shrewdness, an
e:Kpression as if to say, "I've got 'em." But in the mouth, and
especially the upper lip, I see the eagle and vulture combined,
but happily the tearing nature all under control of an absolute
• benevolence '1'\'bich would tear to pieces thrones and all false,
tyrannical powers which oppress humanity, not even sparing
the hell-hound structures of llcclesiasticism. His analogy
(comparison), memory, and language (use of words) are his
three greatest mental talents, while his nose indicates a great
fearless leader of men. But Mrs. Severance is right. The
great old genial and thoroughly intellectual Colonel Ingersoll
is not adapted for a leader. Contrast the "bridge" of his nose
(as seen by side-view in the ANNUAL) with that of Paine, or
better, John Peck, who is a natural leader, only too much so,
as his nose indicates rashness. Colonel Ingersoll's nose is too
much like Kossuth's-a thinker, scholar, orator, or statesman,
but not a leader. But enough. Let us pray. That is, pray
for the fearless, non-speculativ inspirations of the earlier
DR. T. S. ANDREWS.
workers in Liberalism,
P.S.-1 must just say right here that I like Mr. Somer by's
likeness in the ANNUAL tip-top, also that yours, Eugene, makes
yon look like an old liner. I wish I could exhibit to your
readers a likeness I hav of you a few years ago when a boy.
You're a regular singed cat. Can jump farther than anybody
ever thought, save D. M. Bennett. He khew, and kept his
hold on you.
T. S. A.

the Infidel that he would be glad to meet him and discuss the
question from the Bible standpoint whether or no it was God's
holy word. He promised to do so, but never kept his word.
He shunned the Infidel for some time, but afterward began
to speak on meeting him, and to shake hands, and from that
time for a year, as long as he stayed here, he treated the Infidel with all the respe-ct he could ha.v asked.
Mr. Editor, I hav written the above simple statement of
facts merely to show .thQt my treatment of_ the minister was
beneficial to him. Some ministers, especially young ones, outgrow their clothes. They think nobody must contradict them.
Their hearers mostly think the same, and, having a good deal
of egotism, they get to be almost unbearable. They Phould
be let to know sometimes that truth will not die with them.
I am now an old man of sixty-seven, ana last summer I lost
half of my life's hard earnings by fire; but as long as I can
raise enough to pay for THE TBUTH SEEKEB I must hav it.
Yours for Secularism, etc., B. C. WooD.

see nothing of phenomena or of spirits I gave it up, and visited my Materialistic friends. Then Dr. Dillingham wrote me
he had intended having a seance for me had I stayed a day or
two longe1- ! Why did he not tell me so before I left? He is
mistaken about saying "he would giv me an opportunity as
soon as he had time to make arrangements." I had intended
calling on him again before I left, but my other friends were
so kind in taking me to see the "lions" that my time was up,
and I had to leave before getting around to the doctor's again.
When I got home he wrote me very huffily because I did not
mention him in the report of my trip. It was an oversight in
me; but really he merely gave me food and shelter, and a few
moments now and then 1 of his society, and walked with me ·
once to Paine Hall, so I had nothing to say of him that I
thought would interest the public. I wrote him several times
afterward, but not a line hav I ever received in return;· so is
it strange I did not ·call there on my last trip?
I seldom reply to such personalities. We hav a more important work to do than to bicker among one another. I
would not hav noticed this attack at all only I hav had several
OCCULTISM.
similar experiences, till I bogin to wonder if believers are all
BisHOP CBEEK, CAL., April 20, 1884.
talk and no do, or if it only happens so that I meet most with
Mn. EDITOR: This occult or hidden force, called in the
this class whose experience is all in the past, and who hav
East Akaz, and Odic in the West,.is the means by which its
nothing new to show.
Respectfully,
ELMINA.
adepts prove that man has a soul that survives the dissolution
of the bodily form.
Modern philosophy deals only with the material or visible
ONEIDA, N. Y., May 6, 1889.
side of nature, .while the occultist is, and has been for ages,
MB. EDITOB: Find inclosed twenty aents, for which please,
studying the forces that underlie all life and its phenomena. send me two copies of THE TBUTH SEEKEB, No. 18, dated May;·
As Mr. Beck prefers to hav this subject discussed publicly, 2, 1885. The illustration on the first page is the most appro-.
I will throw what light I can upon it, as no knowledge is more priate thing I hav seen. I would like a lithograph picture of·
needed than the demonstration of whether or not we liv after it to frame and hang up in the parlor. I received the TRUTH·
death.
SEEKEB ANEUAL all right, and "Bible Morals also. I am very,I know not if Occultism can sustain its claims to the solu- much pleased with both.
G. BEJmEE.
tion of this momentous subject, but I will quote from Sin·
nett, who seems to be well versed on the powers of. itS adepts.
lliABYVILLE, Mo., May 4, 1885;
He says: "The importance of occult knowledge turns on the
MB. EDITOB: Inclosed find postal note for one dollar, for·
. manner in which it affords exact and experimental facts con- which you will please send me publications as ordered. I
cerning spiritual things, which, under all other systems, must send for some of these to giv to my friends. Your ANNUAL I
CLIFTON, KAN., April 8, 1885.
remain the subject of speculation or blind religious faith; and consider a gem of the first water, and your copy of THE TBUTH
MR. EDITOR: Ihav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKEB since who can realize the bearing on ethics of certain knowledge SEEKEB of the 2d inst., with picture, is unsurpassed. I sent
the second year of its birth, and of other reform papers as concerning man's survival after death? Ordinary science my copy to a friend in Colorado.
JosEPH E. ALEXANDER.
well. 'fhe motiv that prompts me to write at present is the knows nothing of that power by which those versed in Occultagitation of the Liberal Tent Army of Music and Reform. To ism can hold converse with other adepts, no matter what disshow you that I hav been in the 'field with the same il:icentiv tance may lie between them. The whole science is so utterly
WHITELAND, IND., May 5, 285.
before I heard it spoken of in THE TBUTH SEEKEB or else- strange to ordinary conceptions that it is difficult to know how
MB. EDITOB: "The Modern Balaam" in the last TBUTH
where, "I will inclose copies of my bills. I am a teacher of to make explanations. It proves that man has a soul as clearly SEEKEB is decidedly the best hit in the way of a cartoon I ever
vocal music, but cannot consistently produce any more music as that he has an overcoat, and it is substance, but when he saw. It is to be hoped the ass, like his mythical prototype,
that will serve to draw people to an in tellecti:Ial dungeon. I!rojects it from his body-which he is able to do and some- will see the angel of reason, crush the foot qf his ridE:r against
Should such a troupe be formed it must be of first-elass tim- times for others,-his soul is the man and his body the over- the wall of superstition with which hl,l has been hedged in,
ber in many respects-those who do not use tobacco or liquor coat; he can go out at will and return even from distant and turn aside into the green fields of truth. Giv us more
and those who feel within their souls the necessity of a correct planets with lessons of wisdom not expedient to utter. If pictures like this, they speak more forcibly than words.
understanding of the principles of vocal and instrumental there is· ever to be a science of religion or knowledge of a
s. E. BBEWEB.
harmony. I would be pleased to open a personal correspond- future state, it must come through Occultism. The majority
ence with those who feel favorable to the movement.
of civilized people believe that man has a soul which will
CENTRALIA, ILL., May 4, 1885.
Respectfully,
FRANK HANAN.
somehow survive the dissolution of the body, but they hav to
MB. EDITOB: The picture representing priestcraft seated on
confess that they do not know very much about it."
the people is the truest likeness that has ever been got up. It
The whole burden of Ohristian teachings are:
is simply immense. It speaks volumes. If ever there was a
PAINTED PosT, N. Y., Apri113; 1885.
man inspired of God to giv a faithful representation of his
" A charge to keep I hav;
MB. EDITOR: Please find inclosed a draft for $3.25 for THE
A God to glorify;
servants, it was the fellow that got up that picture. If it were
TBUTH SEEKER for another year, and for the ANNUAL. I hav
A never-dying soul to save,
a little larger, and the letters showing plainer, so as to be
tried to get some subscribers for THE TBUTH SEEKEB, but find
And fit it for the sky;"
read when the picture was framed, it would sell fast. Some
it impossible. In this little town of eight or nine hundred in-While the proof is wanting, and cannot, from their stand- four or five persons (all so far who hav seen it) said they
habitants there are but three or four of my way of thinking,
point, be given, that we hav a soul, or who, what, and where wanted it. I want one ranging in price from fifty cents to
and they are too cowardly to think aloud. I count them
is God or heaven.
one dollar or more, if larger and well executed, with this adworth nothing in the cause of Secularism.
The secrecy Mr. Beck objects to is nothing more than the dition: I want "justice" in plain letters on the bare arm holdWe hav three churches here. Some of the members are
waiting for the fitness of minds to receive the light, as we do ing the sword of reason. It needs that to make it complete.
good, honest people, and some are as great hypocrits as
not think it wise to explain to children the mysteries of genG. w. BIDDLE.
I know of. The ministers· treat me with respect and appear
eration until they hav reached mature years.
to be friendly, though one of them, a Presbyterian D.D., took
The tree of life has been symbolically guarded by a flaming
KOMOFFDEBUl'F, April 26, 1885.
me to task for my attendance at the last state League meeting
sword, and few hav had the courage to pluck its leaves and
Mn. EDITOB: Please accept the money you find in this letthat was held at Hornellsville. We talked about two hours;
know that they would liv forever. But the time is fast ap- ter, be thankful, and giv me credit for the same.·
the main subject, the truth and inspiration of the Bible. I
proaching when these leaves for the healing of the nations
Allow me to say I appreciate and enjoyed your criticism on
think the doctor had more conundrums to solve than hard
will be freely gathered from both sides of the river of life, and Mrs. Severance's article. The car of Liberalism is moving~
words to spell when a pupil at school. The doctor finally
its twelve kinds of fruits banish disease and death from the don't let the boulders and landslides remain on the track. If we'
concluded that our arguments were of no use, for neither of
world. Light is in the world, but the people choose darkness will npt lend a helping, we certainly must not be allowed to·
us could convince the other; so we would drop the argument
because they love evil, or are not yilt ready for the new day. convert ourselvs into a pull-back. And will you giv me per•
and be friends as usual. I thought if he was as little interWhen the light of Occultism or spirit power shall shine mission to run my nimble fingers over the cranium of "Fair·
ested financially as I, and had the moral courage, he would
brightly on the cloudy mists of Materialism and religious Play," and I'll tell you that I find conscientiousness and benev-.
hav owned up convinced.
faith, then will shine forth the rainbow of hope, spanning the olence not quite as prominQnt as could be desired. If you
The worst con:!1ict I ever had with a minister was about six
dark gulf of death, and the morning stars-children of the don't believe it, look over the article ''Fair Play" in the Invesyears ago. There was located here an ignorant, bigoted Methlight-sing the anthem of a new creation and revelation.
tigator of the 22d. She has borrowed a boomerang from Ausodist minister. He was a stranger here, and I suppose wanted
L. HuTCHINSON.
tralia, and gone after the majestic Putnam and our friend
to do something to bring himself into notice. So nearly every
Miss Gardener.
Sunday he would bring up the Infidel and (figurativly speakSNOWVILLE, VA., April 30, 18~5.
Envy and jealousy are words that should be uprooted from
ing) knock him down, mop the floor with him, etc. The InMB. EDITOB: In THE TBUTH SEEKEB of April 25th, Dr. Dil- the hearts of Liberals. Miss Helen had the good luck to be
fidel bore it patiently until" patience ceased -to be a virtue."
Finally, one Sunday evening he brought up the case of the lingham accuses Elmina of untruthfulness, or words to that introduced to the world by our worthy president, Robert G.
Infidel again, and said the Infidel kept a Bible in his shop, effect. Perhaps he does not liv in a " glass house." Anyhow, Ingersoll. It was certainly a send-off, a protection that few
and was in the habit of reading and ridiculing it to any<-ne I do not think I should better my own standing by trying to receive. But as Miss Helen is good and true, a friend and adthat would listen to him (there he lied), and that hell was not lower his, nor do I believe in people needlessly aspersing one vocate of women, a star of the first magnitude, brilliant and
hot enough for him. It was repol"ted to the Infidel, and I another. Yet he has placed me where I am compelled to say fascinating, and admired by our Liberai lords, let us not
throw misails of vengeance to drive her from the bights, but
think the Infidel got somewhat wroth, but_ not so much so as a few things in self-defense.
The doctor did invite me to make his house my home while send up a fresh bouquet from nature's bowers, with messages
Moses when he broke all the Commandments. The Infidel lay
in wait f01• him till he caught him in the store with a number I was in Boston the first time, and I went directly there from of love and kindness, for there's no telling the great good she
of others. He was then asked if he had made such assertions, the railroad depot, and met with a cordial reception from him yet may do.
Hav charity for our worthy secretary if he blundered. For
or similar ones, about the complainant. He, putting on much and his kind little wife.
I found them living in grand style, and supposed that, as there are stars that dazzle and bewilder us with their mystery
holy indignation, denied making any such or similar assertions. ~r being informed that "there could be ample proof the doctor was such an enthusiastic Spiritualist, he would and beauty, and if in this spiritual condition he erred, I hardly
brought 't'ftt he did, he then admitted that he did say some- introduce me into some of the myst'lries of the ism, or take think it human to wake him from this blissfu1 dream with
thing like this, that there was a man in town that kept a Bible me where I could see something of the wonderful phenomena. such a doubie-headed arrow dipped in gall. He may hav
in his shop and would read and ridicule it, etc., and if there He assured me he had been lifted iu his chair to the ceiling of been studying that interesting but horrible unity question
was one corner in hell hotter than the rest, he would find his the room by spirits many times, and set down hard or lightly, just to get rid of the monotony of gods and devils. Let the
way there. The Infidel told him he had better get conversant just as he willed it. I asked to see something of this, but he scintillating diamonds send forth their sparks of lite, and we
with some of the first principles of Christianity before at- said he had long ago given up experimenting. I hinted to him of the leaden hue must be content with existence as it is,
tempting to preach the gospel. He would find where Christ strongly my desire to see some medium. He simply advised knowing that the fates hav willed jt so.
We cannot all be stars in this Liberal sky, or presidents, or
said, "Judge not." He had judged and condemned me to the me to go into his office and read A. J. Davis's works. But I
hottest corner in hell. He had likewise lied in making the had read them, and had read piles and piles of similar things, secretaries, or even conductors on this great Liberal railroad.
statement he did, and again lied in denying it; and if I had no and I now wanted to see something. I had no money to pay But to be even a track-man, yard-master, anything that comes
more charity than he, I should condemn him to the place a medium then, but supposed, as he seemed so wealthy, he within our capacity, is honorable, and each and every place
where the Bible says all liars go. ~e had something more to would at least take me once, out of courtesy. I wai1ed for must hav some worthy and trusty hand.
Fraternally your friend,
THERESA SOBIESKI.
say about ridiculing God's holy word. He was informed by days, but found I was wasting time, so when I saw I was to
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bones, also in the hair and nails and muscles.
'l'his is a piece of lime, and maybe some of you
can tell me where that is found in the human
system."
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, &.U River,
"I can," said Harry Coalskuttle. ".It is in
Ma8s., to whom all Communications for this
the bones."
Chmer should be sent.
"Right; and I am glad you remember so
well our previous talks," and Polly Peppercorn
"Between the dark and the daylight,
patted his head gently. " Here is a package
When,the night begins to lower,
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
of saleratus, or soda, an.d that yon may find in
That is known aa·the Children's Hour."
the muscles and in the same fluids where pot·
ash is found. This is a box of sand. ' 1
"And are we made of sand, too?" inquired
Baby.
Tommy Clovertop, opening his eyes wildly.
Oh I what art thou thinking of, darllng,
"Yes; it is in the hair. Of course it is comThat thine eyes look so rar away
bined, as are all the substances before na~ed,
From 'neath the soft fringe or their lashes?
Why is baby so thoughtful to-day?
with gases, like oxygen, hydrogen, and mtrogen."
Thine eyes are like sort woodl'>nd shadows,
So thoughtful and pen>!v are they,
"I-jolly! but they're big words," said
And gone Is their bright. eager sparkle;
Sammy Stripedgrass.
Oh 1 what art thou thinking or, pray?
"I suppose they sound so to you," remarli:ed
Thy hands, like a breezs-startle<l. blnssom,
Polly. "And of course you don't know what
Were !I uttering a moment ago,
they mean. I'll tell you, briefly. Oxygen is
Thy face wa.s allllushlng and smlllng,
the best part of air, the vital or life part, and
Thy ch_eeks were all dimpling aglow.
What sweet, solemn thoughts stealeth o'er thee we could not breathe without it. Hydrogen is
the name of one of the gases contained in waAnd changes thy bonny fa ·e so ?
ter, and nitrogen is the other part of the air;
Why motlonlesslleth thy wee hands?
What caused thine eyes' laughter to go ?
with oxygen it makes the atmosphere. It is a
kind of potash or saltpeter-you've all seen
What sweet baby-thoughts art thou thinking,
Tha.t leave on thy features thelr trace?
saltpeter ?"
Theu'lt forget, when thou•st power to tell us
"I hav never seen Salt Peter," and Molly
What made so divine thy sweet face.
Mulleinleaf
giggled.
Irwin, b.
M. LOUISE BAKER.
" Well, take a look at this, then," and Polly
held up a lump of niter," which is another
Peppercorn Stories.
name for the same substance. ·when we were
WHAT ARE 'lYE MADE OF.
out for a walk yesterday, what was it we
The children were gathered in a semicircle smelled when we went by Farmer Watkins's
in front of Polly Peppercorn, who had just de- house.
posited a basket upon the table at her side.
"Singed hens!" shouted Johnny Gotobed.
TommyClovertop stood on tiptoe trying to see
" What was the cause of that bad smell?"
what the basket contained, and they all whis"Dunno l"
pered together, and wondered if Polly was in"What! Which sounds better, 'dun no,'
tending to giv them a treat.
or, 'I do not know?'"
"She always does that," said Daisy Dew"I do not know."
drop. "She says things in such a way that
"Certainly. I will tell you what was the
we learn, my mamma says, when we don't cause of the bad odor. Is was the nitrogen in
know it, and so it is a treat to hear her talk." the animal matter that caused it. And when
"Peggy Primrose!''
this same material is dEcayed, it forms what is
"Ma'am!" answered that little lady, looking known as hartshorn or ammonia. Then there
straight in Polly PeppErcorn's eyes.
is carbon another substance found in bodies;
"What did you say the other day that you in fat p~ople, like Frankie Muttonchops, for
were made of ?"
instance, therA is a lot of it, as it exists in fat,
"I thed I wath made oth thugar and oil, etc. We get it from the food we eat
latheth!"
Now, these substances and gases, united,
"Do you believe that, Sammy Striped· blended in a beautiful manner, make up our
grass?" asked Polly.
bodies. There is phosphorus, too, and some
"No-sir -ee !"
other substances in the make-up of our bod·
"Why, Sammy!" and Polly looked at him ies. As we liv on and on, we shall learn more
amazed.
and more about ourselvs, and you will under·
Sammy blushed very red, while he stv,m- stand the composition of your little forms, and
mered, "No, ma'am, then. If Peggy was all know much more about the matter than your
sugar and 'lasses, she wouldn't be around here grandfathers and grandmothers did. What
very long-that's one thing."
we do not know is a mystery, but just as soon
" Why not, Sammy? '
as we know all about a subject it is no mystery
"We should eat her up in no time!"
at all."
"I'd hav her thumbs!" said Frankie Mutton"I am glad I'm not thugar and latheth, any
chops.
way," sai<} Peggy Primrose, "for I wath afraid
"And I'd take a sugar finger," laughed I would melt in the thun or the wain !"
Molly Mulleinleaf.
"You're a very solid girl," said Polly Pep.
''I guess I would sop out her molas&es percorn. "And now let us hav a game of
~yes!" Raid Johnny Gotobed, and while they tag."
tittered and laughed, Peggy Primrose began
And such a scramble as there was. " Higto -cry. ·
glety, pigglety !'' "catch me if you can," and
"Now, you've made Peggy cry, you had away ran Polly as fast as her lame little legs
better stop," and Polly drew down the corners would carry her. Peggy Primrose stumbled
of her mouth demurely. "Perhaps Master and fell, and Sammy Stripedgrll.SS went head
Johnny Gotobed will tell us what he is com- over heels on the ground, and Pussy White.
posed of."
foot distanced them all. And then they had
"Dust!" spoke up Johnny very promptly. a merry chase after her, around and around
"Oho!'' said Polly, "coal dust, street dust, the yard, over fences and hedges, until finally
or what?"
she climbed away up in the wild cherry-tree,
"No, dust of the earth-all the same kind- and looking down upon them, whisked her
black mud, or red clay- one."
tail merrily, and looked as if she would like
"Now, you do not know as much as you to laugh if she only knew how.
think you do, Johnny Gotobed. Perhaps I do
not, either, but I think I can enlighten you a
Wonders of the Ocean.
little," and Polly proceeded to take several
small parcels from the basket on the table.
SPONGE.
"ThesE\ are a few specimens of the composiHow very nice it is to know something about
tion of our bodies. We are of the earth, the common things that we see and use every
earthy, that is true, and we can be reduce·d to day; often, however, things seem so familiar
a little heap of ashes, or a quart of water, and to us because we hav always used them that
in either case that would be all there was of we fail to think of their wonderful history.
the fluids and solids of these bodies of ours."
As an example of this statement, we will take
"Queer, isn't it?" whispered Molly Mullein· sponge. Perhaps yon hav, this very morning,
leaf to Daisy Dewdrop. "Do you believe it?'' empli'lyed one in tuking your bath; one so large
"Daisymade no reply, and Polly proceeded. that it would hold clear, sparkling watm· enough
"In this paper are some slivers of iron," to giv you a shower ,bath. And do you not
and she passed them around for inspection.
feel, after you hav rubbed yourself all aglow,
"Iron is found in the blood-it makes it just like a real new boy or girl? Does it not
that beautiful bright-red color."
pay 100 per cent tv be good to the covering,
"Oh-h-h !" exclaimed Tommy Clovertop. or, in other words, the skin, of these magnifi.
'' I'm an iron boy, then !"
cent bodies of ours? My word for it, if we
"Please be quiet, Tommy. In this package take better care of the outside and inside of
is potash. That is found in the blood, too, these pretty houses that. our minds liv in, we
and in the perspiration, the'bile, etc. And would not worry about our souls. These,
here is a little magnesia, real magnesia-you'll through a healthful body, would grow strong
find it in the bones and in your brains. Here enough to care for themselvs.
it is-examin it. And here is somE> sul•~u
There is the small sponge for cleaning the
see !" and she held up the vial it was 1~ that slate, well washed before starting for school,
all might observe. "Sulphur exists in the leaving it just moist enough not to drip as you

snugly tuck it away in the little oil-cloth
pocket fastened to the inside· of your booksatchel; I am sure, if you use it carefully, you
will not disturb your teacher during the day
by saying, "Please, may I wet my sponge?''
Now, I must tell yon that sponge iR the
frame-work or skeleton of an animal. It was,
for a long time, a question with naturalists
whether this curious substance was of vege·
table or animal origin. Some wise persons
thought it was a plant; the ancients supposed
it to be the connecting link between the two
organic kingdoms.
Modern students are
pretty well agreed as to its animal nature.
As you all know, it is a product of the sea.
When undisturbed in its ocean home it is covered with a substance much like the white of
an egg in appearance. This is the flesh of
the sponge, and is so delicate· that drawing it
from the water washes it off the skeleton. The
strange animal is very sensitiv, and perceiv~
ably shrinks from the hand that reaches forth
to tear it from the rocks to which it is attached.
The slimy flesh covers the outside of the
frame-work. and extends into all its cnrious
pores which givs it its great capacity for
moist~re. This flesh is made up of little
points or cells too minute to be examined
without a microscope. Each cell is constantly taking up nourishing particles from
the water and appropriating them for the
arowth and sustenance of the animal.
n There are many species of spon~e found in
different parts of the 01ean, but the principal
fisheries are in the Mediterranean Sea, around
the Grecian Isles, and near the Syrian coast,
A fi~hing boat generally contains a crew of
four or five men, who· search along the coast
under the shelving rock, for sponge. Those
found in shallow waters are torn from their
rocky dwelling places by three-pronged harpoons. Those found in deep waters are
procured by diving. When a great many are
gatherad, they are cleansed and sent to all
parts of the world. I hardly know what chil·
dren would do without sponge for bathing and
cleaning their slates.
Mas. BucKNER-JOHNSON, M.D.

Our Puzzle Box.

9-5 so sweet appears
That my impatient teeth shed tearsFrom 9 around in either way, ·
From joint to joint the sweet grains lay·
From 1-9, in early spring,
'
Fvr table use is the thing;
And now 11, 12, 13,
A curious kind of .fish is seen;
14, 15, 16 spells plain
A vesselliqttOI'S to contain;
14-17, the sick,
Lame, old will find a walking-stick·1
The 9-17 produces
.
Sugar and syrup from its jqices. .
UNCLE JAMES.
4.-CHARADE.
•
The whole I hav no doubt you wear
As it is a slipper for the foot.
'
'Tis often placed in the corner there
And often under seconcl stood.
'
The ji1·st a shallow vessel means,
Though seldom under second's found
The answer to the whole now glean
'
A prize yo1l win that is whole and 'sound
PitlsbUI·gh, Pa.,
H. E. JuERGENs:
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
MAY 2, 1885.
I.-Grand River. 3.-Panther. 4.-Salt
and pepper.
Solvers, Jenine Kerns, A. C. Vau~han.
The Army Problem is still open for solution.

Correspondence.
LAURA, 0., May 3, 1885.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I am a little boy ten
years old. I go to school most of the lime. I
cut wood Saturday forenoon, and went a-fish.
ing afternoon, but did not catch any. I bav a
little pony; I call her Dolly. My pa bouobt 11
house and lot, and we moved into it. I ~vent
to the young folks' meeting. The preacher
said he could not tell why he could raise
his arm. Dear Miss Wixon, can you explain
it? And he said (the minister), if you would
open your mouth the word would come out.
I hav three sisters living and one dead. I like
to write to THE TRUTH SEEKER, I go to Sunday.school to learn singing. My pa is a
mechanic. We hav a good school. I bav lots
of fun with the boys. Miss Wixon,· come over
and see my pets.
0TTIE L. HALL.
P.S.-How will this do for my first?
[All motions of the human body, and, in
fact, the movements of all animals, are caused
by contraction of the muscles. The act of
raising the arm, lifting the foot, bowing the
head, etc., are voluntary motions; that is, they
are under control of the will, and are pro.
duced by contracting or drawing nearer to·
gether the muscles of the limbs, neck, etc.
Other motions are independent, not only of
the will, but also of the consciousness, as, £or
instance, the motion of the heart and stomach.
Our bright correspondent will readily under·
stand this brief explanation of how the arm is
raised, and may perhaps explain in turn to
the preacher he refers to in his letter above,
which is a ver1 good one for the first.- Eo.

1.-EASY POETICAL ENIGMA.
1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 16, 23, _3 was a prophet who la·
men ted and wailed;
1, 2, 4, 23, 3 was another prophet who
preached and got whaled;
23, 15, 16, 14, 3, 23~ 13 was a virgin, who an
aged king cherished;
1, 23, 19, 2! was a murderess by whom Sisera
perished;
·
1 23 8 7 9 condemned faith without works;
9' 7 '8 '23' 1 is a chief of our Infidel Turks;
22, ln; 20,'19 in an ancient city for superstition
famed; _
19, 18, 4, 21, 22, 23 many a fair damsel has C. C.]
been named;
13, 5, 4, 7, 9, 16, 25 in conflict with science
SPECIAL NOTICE!
doth stanil;
20, 21, 25, 19, 14 by magic brought frogs on the
On Sunday, May 31st, inst.,
land;
1, 2, 9, 3, 11, 23 to slaughter his foes in bloody
affray
9, 11, 4, and 20, 21, 21, 4 commanded to stop
a whole day;
LECTURE
17 11 12 13 is a suffix for many a town;
FOR
6, '7, S, 5, 8, 17, 19, 22 each letter, in order,
note down;
F1:ieudship
Liberal
Leagne,
13, 12, 11, 10, 9 is what Freeth ought does with
7:30 [l. lll. 1 itt
error;
My whole is a regular orthodox terror.
MEMOHIAL HALL,
West Union, Ohio.
J. F. BECK.
Oth and Girard AvoHuos,
Philadelphia.

Miss H. H. Gardener

2.-ENIGMA.
I am composed of thirteen )etters.
My 6, 2, 11 an animal;
My 1 7, 111s a part of the head;
My 8: 12, 11 is a part of household work;
My 4 7, 6 is to pinch;
·
My 7: 12, 13, 6 is to cry;
3, 10, 1 is not then;
My 1, 5, 8, 9 is not simple;
My whole is a lake in United States.
Aliceville, Kansas.
SAM B. REED,

!s

3.-NUMERICAL f!UGAR·TONGS,
Sweetness to the sweet belongs,
So, cbildren, try om sugar·tongs.
1
2

3
4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R
6
10
7
11
8
12
9 10 1112 13 14 15 16 17
14
15
16
17
1, 2, 3 the handles make,
Ornamented with a snake;
1-5 is q mte a beam;
4-7 a shred must seem;
" At 3-5" if "stocks" be sold,
That's their face va ue, we are toldBut here, as with the human race,
No certain index is the face;
A coin by 3-6 is meant'furkish, e.nd worth one-quarter cent;

Subject--" Mo.n, \Yoman, alld Gods."
Lll Liberals alld the public in gencml arc cor·
dially iHvitod. Scats free.
ilt~O

CHRISTIANITY
A R E WARD F 0 R C R I ME.
Substantiated by the Bible.

BY
0. B. WHITl!'ORD, M. D.
Price, 10 Cenls.

Per Dozen,$1.00.

Address THE TRU'l'H BEEKER,
33 Oltnt,>ll Pta,m. N~w

Yor~.

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF

COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
WITH AUTOGRA.I'H,

Price, 20 cents. ·:,t~~
CABINET I'HOTOGRA.I'HS,

Price, 40 Cents.
Address this Office.

SEALED

LETTERS ANSWERED
ON BUSINESS, ETC.
By Mrs. E. A. Martin, Oxford,
Mass.

Two question•, $1; two stamps ror return or Jet~~~
From three to tlve questions, $2.
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BOOKS FOR OBILDREN!

si"'

BOOK FOR~CHiLDREN AND YOUTH.

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STORY OF THE niGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.

BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWN:E
For sale at this omce.

price 10 cents.

"APPLES OF COLD."
Astory-book tor the young tolks. By Miss SusAN
Price, $1.25. This very
'celleD work tor young mastere and misses, has
e!ssed through a very large edition, and a second
been Issued at a reduced price ot $1.25, tree or
ostage. ThiS new edition has a photograph or the
~uthor which adds very much to the value ot the
votume.
H wrxo . Secon<1 edition.

gas

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
Price !lO cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
BY prot. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M.

I

Price, $1.00.
ThiS volume alms at the education or youth hi the
principles or Freethought, at the same time that II
Inculcates moral duties and human rlghte trom"
stllndpolnt of fctu.f:e~o.son ~ff:Eco.{?k~~~~~e:KER

'

I

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL FOR 1885.
Agnostlcl•m and Atheism, Charles A. Watts.·p68slm1Bm and Physlohgy, c. N.-•rne Rationale or
Agnosticism, G. M. McC -Islam; or, Tbe Universal
Hymn, Albert .T. Edmunds.-A~nostlclsm and •rueol·
ogy, Oharles Watts.-Bruno ot Nola: A poem, Lara.Unrs Hl\1 In London, Mon, ure D. Cnnway (Review
o! Harrison-Spencer Controvers)·).-'rne Philosophy
o! Aguostlclsm, Jgnotus -Agoostlcl"m and •ruelem,
w. B. carpenter, M.D -Reply to Vr Carpenter, W. B.
Mc1'aggart.-The Cuunctl or Ten, Thomas Mead.Tile 1\Iessrs. Faclng-Botb-Ways of Sclerce, Edward
Avellng.-Agnostlclsm and Christianity, F. Sydney
Morris.- D~trwln aod Tbeolngy, Charles C. Cattell.Tile Antiquity or ~Ian, IV. W. Colllns.-Scraps, A. M.
D., etc
Prl1~d~e~ents. THE TRU'rH SEFKER.

WAIFS AND WANDERINGS
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SA.MUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOR OF
"GOLDEN THRONE,."

''PROMETHEUS," ''INGER·

BOLL AND JESUS." ETC.
Pr,ce, Ul ·th, Sl.OO; Pap r, &0 Cts.
"A prose epic ot the. war, rich Wltb Incident and
dram&tlc power; breezy rrom ftr1t p•we to last with
the Uvlng spirit or to-day.-John Swinton's Papc:r.

Address TilE TRUTU !ilEI<.KER,
AA OLIN'l'ON PLACE. NEW YORK.
MQ~It.i'i,

POPE•,

AND

'l'HEIR POLI"riCAL ISTRIGUES.
BY JOHN ALBERGER;
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK. SOMU: OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WOHK IS TO SHOW THE PO
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHUHCH
AND ITS TREASONABL!i: DESIGNS WITH Rn.GARD
TO THE AMERIGAN REPUBLIC.
Price, 50 cents. 75 c<mt!l, and $1.110, R('•
cordiu~ to condit•ou of book.
AddreBS
THE TRUTH REEKER,
R3 Clinton Pl .. New York.

file BiDle AnalyzeU.
BY

.John R. l'-elso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreatlon.-Tbe Deluge.-'rhe Exodus.-The Mira·
cia. o! the Blble.-The Errors or the Blble.-The
Propnecles.-The Devil or Satan or the Blble.-The
Heaven and the Hell or the Blble.-The Sabbath or
theB!ble.-The God ot the Blble.-The Messiah or
Bavlor.
Orown octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Bent
bY mall, post paid. Price, $8.00.

John Swinton's Paper,
PLAIN, PRACTICAL, GENUIN, STRONG,
AND FREE.
A WEEKLY PAPER OF AMERICAN IDEAS, PROG·

RESS, AND RIGHTS.
21 1'ark Row, New Yorll.
$1 PER YER post paid).

3 OENTS A OOPY.

Spechneats Free.
-Boldly upholding the Rights ot Man In the
American way.
2-Battllng against the Accumulated wrongs ot Society and Industry.
3-Btrlvlng tor the Organization and Interests ot
Workingmen, and giving the news ot the trades
and the unions.
~-Uniting the New Political Forces; searching tor
a common plattorm, and giving the news ot all
the young bodies In the fteld.
6-Warntng the American people against the treaor,
able and crushing schemes of m1lllonalres,
monopolists, and plutocrats, and against the
coming bllllonalree whose shadow Is now loomIng up.
'-Looking toward better times ot fair play and
public welrare.
1-Livlng views o! public questions and EOclal top-

Ics.
'1--Literary sketches and stories,

--:-PRICE. $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.-

·- ------ -------------------------------------------------------·-----------PAINE'S AGE OF Rl ASON.
CAPT A INS~~ INDUS fRY. The
Greatest o:f all Anti·theoiOK•

FALSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

J. E. REMSBURG.

lt!al 'Vorks

MEN OF BUSINESS WHO DID SOMETHING BESIDES MAKING MONEY.

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution.
Price, Single copies, 20 cents.
Eight copies
for $1.00.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

I

BY .TAMES PARTON,

Revised and Enlar,ed.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
Price, 10 OT~. SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DOZ treating ot torty·slx characters In history who have
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
PBICE,
,1,211.
Add
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ress RR liltnton PlacA. NAw York.

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Ohurch and Morality; Oriminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the priRoners in
the penitentiaries; the Churoh and Civilization; the Ohurch and SciencE.'; the Ohurch
and Learning; the Ohurch and Liberty; the
Ohuroh and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Ohurch and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address
THE TB"UTH SEEKER.
88 Olinton l'laoe, NEW YORK

Speaking ot this work In connection with the proposed Independence or America trom Great Brlta.ln,
Washington wrote: "A tew more such !laming
arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss
to decide on the propriety or a separation."

GOLDEN TH R0 NEI
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Price,

3;")

cents.

For either of these works. or any of Paine's
wr.itings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

I LI"ttle Lessons " for Little Folks'

Author ot "l'rometbeus.'' .. Gottlieb,'' and .. Ingersoll "
and Jesus:•
A. Radical romance ot pioneer Ute. delineating tho virAre n.o w ready to mail to any addre~s,
toes of nt\tural humauJty ~• ooposed to the hypocrisy ot a
at 30 cents for board cover, and
oupernatursl religion; crowden with Incident and full of
20 cents for paper. Address
progTeBBiv Ideas and the poetry of the future.
"
.
. . .
PRIOR ~1.00.
A.DDRER..q THIR OFFICE Elmina D.
e koer, onowvllle, Vlrglma.

I
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"'Little Lessons' are g1ilnd. I hashed and
B IBLICAL ANTHOLOCY : rehashed
tho lesson on spiders this evening in the

A Vollectlon of Pa!isBges

•

illustrating the
•

, Sunday-school. 1 nm nmning two Sunday-schools.
I The children are slow in learning the mystery of

•

the God-head; in comprehending the Trinity; but

Pu:r'tty and Moraldy of The B~ble. , their eves bri""hten and they take kindly to disPrice, paper, 35 cents; :flexible cloth, 50 cents. courses on sn~ils, toads, spiders, and lizards, sol
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
think I'll keep it up."-.Bertil!_ ~
'i,
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llfotfru.
To the Late D. M. Bennett, Freethought's Martyr.
·[Died, a victim to Ohr1stlan t)Tanny and perf!ecutlon, Deo. 6, A.s. 282.]
. "The founder Of THE TRUTH SEEKE!I; the defender of liberty, and Its martyr; the editor tireless
and fear I eBB; the enemy ot Superstition, as of Ignorance. Ita mother; the teacher of multitudes; the
friend faithful and kind; the man honeot and true
-resta here. Thougn dead he etlll speaks t<> ue and
asks that we continue the work he left unl!nlshed.
" • When the 'tnnocent Ia convicted, the court ts
·condemned! u
r· -_Frnm, the inBcriptio'JJ upon his monumtnt in Gremwood
a..,.,e.ry, trected by""" thou.andfrimds.

" Truth crushed to earth shall rise agaln;
The eternal years of God are hers;
But Error, wounded·, writhes with pain,
And dies among his worshlpers."-Bryanl.
We know not where thy soul doth dwell,
0 brother brave and true I
Perchance In earth-perchance where watts
Yet grander. work to do.
We know not It agatn our eyes
May see thee, face to face,
Nor It 1n spangled fields Of light
Thou stm hast dwelling-place.
It we but knew beyond the tomb
That we should see thy form,
What matter how the tempest smote,
How roared the wtntry storm ?
We ne'er may know; we can but do
The task thy hand begun,
The plowshare setze that hand forsook,
And guide It grandly on.
Thy hand did sow truth's quickening seed
For all the sons of earth;
'Tis lett for us, who loved thee well,
To shield from drouth and dearth.
Then join we, brothers, one and all,
Forgetttng each hie creed,
Nor let weak discords sap our strength
In this, our time of need.
What matter though a brother's faith
Be Qther than mine own ?
Shall either, for 110 slight a cause,
Jl'Jght the good fight atone ?
Oh, shame I Oh, let not Christians polnt
To us 1n righteous scorn 1
No true reformer of his race
Hath aught of malice borne.
Then rally, brothers, as his soul
Were marching In the vanOur martyred hero, well beloved,
The steadfast frte,nd of man I
6 Park 1q., Boston, Mau.
ELLIOTT PliESTON.

from its first poem, which, by the way, is a
very good one. In it the author says:
"'Behold, injustice conquers;
Pain curses evei-y hour;
The good and true and beautiful
Are trampled like the flower.
You say he is our father,
That what he wills doth stand;
If he is thus almightY,
Why don't he lend a hand?'"
"In the same poem he says:
" 'Alas ! I fear he's sleeping,
Or is himself a dreamA bubble on thought's ocean,
Our fll.ncy's fading gleam.
We look in vain to find him
Upon his throne so grand;
Then turn your vision earthward,
'Tis we must lend a hand.'"
"This is followed by several fine poems, the
sweetest of which are "Nature's Gospel" and
an "Address to Deity." On the last page is a
selection, "Giv us Light," which is worth
more than the price of the book. Send to the
Truth Seeker Company for it.

Of the same pamphlet Mrs. Slenker writes:
The collection of poems embraced in the little
pamphlet, " Why Don't He Lend a Hand?" is
excellent. The sentiments are not only beautiful, but the true soul of a poet breathes in
every line. .The pure philosophy of Nature is
dressed in the garb of the Muse, and right
royall;r does she become her robes. The poems are full of enthusiastic romance, and of
beauty, light, life, and love. '!'hey are materialistic and practical, and are full of golden
truths baaed upon "this word" and its ecstatic joys and sweet delights.
Putnam's poems are always something more
and bette~ than mere rhymes. They are the
full outpouring of the mind, heart, and spirit
of the man. You see hope, love, joy, and
bliss everywhere waiting for the earnest laborer in the vinyard of hu\llanity.
I open the book, seeking for a specimen of
its gems of thought. They bestrew its pages
so thickly, I pause bewildered which to choose
where all are so perfect: ·
" Weave then the golden future of your race,
With heart, hand, hope, and all your actions
grace;
In sorrow labor, for the joy will burst;
Still bear the burden, and endure the worst;
For evil passes, while the good remains,
The seed we plant will laugh along the
plains."
. The S'ew Books.
Isn't that beautiful, hopeful, and jubilant?
Of Voltaire's Romances, just brought out by
No one can read Putn~m's poems and say
Mr. Eckler, the Index says:
there is no poetry in Materialism !
"Mr. Eckler seems to be editor as well as
publisher of this excellent collection of some
"The poems (in Why Don't He Lend a
of Voltaire's most charming stories; for he givs
in the preface a short sketch of the life of the Hand?] are written in Mr. Putnam's incomfamous wit, author, and politician, has embel- parable style, and are exquisit productions."lished it with sixty-seven fine illustrations, and Pittsburgh Truth.
has added copious notes to enable the reader
of to-day to understand more thoroughly the
In "The Religion of Humanity Better than
purport of these romances. He has been discriminating in his selection, declaring. in his Eternal Punishment"; '' the writer has
preface that 'the romances and tales in this thoroughly but concisely dealt with all the
publication hav been selected for their grace- principal portions af the Christian religion
ful and sprightly wit, as well as genial humor that are false, and shows the Bible up in its
and keen satire; and, further, because they
are free from even a suspicion of impropriety. true but horrid light. The book is written in
They each teach a lesson of· wisdom and mo-' a very pleasing style."-Pitlsburgh Truth.
rality; they teach courage, fortitude, lind resignation; and, what is perhaps of even greater
He Will Get Drunk in Hell.
importance, they also tend to free the mind
There is a fellow working the evangelizing
from the baneful errors of priestcraft and superstition." Among the illustrations are three "racket" in Tennessee named Sam Jones.
portraits of Voltaire; one, the frontispiece, is Here are a few samples of his talk as clipped
from a bust by Rondon, representing him as from a report of one of his harangs at Nashhe appeared in his eighty-third year; a fulllength portrait shows him in his seventieth ville:
I believe that the whale swallowed Jonah,
year; and the third, copied from a French edition of his works published in 1746, was taken ancl the only reason I don't believe that Jonah
in his early manhood. The full-length like- swallowed the whale is because the Bible don't
ness givs a much kindlier expression to his say so.
You don't believe what you don't underface, while preserving all its marked characteristics, than any other picture of him we hav stand. Do you understand why some cows
hav horns and some are muley?
ever seen.
You don't believe what you don't see. Did
Moses Hull's New Thought likes Mr. Bab- you ever see your backbone?
Custom is the law of fools, and is running
cock's "Religion of Humanity:"
this country.
"A cursory perusal of the above mentioned
God pity the man that can't run his home
pamphlet satisfie.; us that it ought to be circu- without a deck of cards. He ought to ha v
lated among Christians as a kind of missionary been in hell long before he had children born
document. The author says:
unto him.
"'If I shall ever arrive at heaven's sate, I used to dance, but when I wanted a wife I
when St. Peter shall open the great book, If he went to the prayer-meeting, and I beat your
has a correct account ·of all the facts, it will sort, too.
show that I hav sometimes given a little to the
You dance with this world and you'll go to
poor, and hav been good to dogs and cats, and hell with this world.
hav always been merciful to my cattle and
Some men think they hav backbone, but it
horses, and i_n my anger never struck my chil- is nothing but a cotton string run up their
dren a blow m my iife. And if there is a God, backs.
it seems to me that when he examine the book
Any man who pretends to be a Christian and
he will say: "Peter, never mind about this drinks whisky is a great big old humbug-a
man's faith account, but let him in, for the two-legged hypocrit.
book shows that he has been merciful to aniSociety is a heartless old wretch, and if you
mals and mezciful to his children. A father don't get out of it you will go to hell with it.
who has been merciful to his children shall
If anyone of you don't like the way these
never hav it said that I hav not been merciful services are going, there are three doors-you
to my children."'
are cordially invited to leave now.
"The author pours his red-hot shot into the
Whisky is a good thing in its place, and that
Christian castle. To those wanting that kind place is in hell. If I get there I will drink all
of reading the book is worth three times the I can get.
price, which we believe to be 10 cents. To be
had of the publishers."
Putnam's "Why Don't He Lend a Hand?"
also meets Moses's approval:
"This little poetic brochure gets itl! name

TRAVELS IN FAITH,

From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Cloth, $1.25.
For f?ale at this Office,

~-- '<""---~

--

BOOKS ON MEDICAL .A,ND SOCIAL
FREETHOUGHT WORKS;
SUBJECTS:
Publi11hed at TI.rE TRUTH Sli!E.KER Office
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand· A.dvancement of Science.
The In

some 12mo volnriw of nearly 1000 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubba,
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. By Dr. E. B. Foote; five volume1, a\
$1 each, or $5 per set; or .live volnmei in on•
for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR the l;'OUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The
fifth volume of "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128
pages. By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz: ''Bacteria in
their RtJiation to Disease," presenting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposi~ vaccination; " Health in ·the Sunbeam," considering the blue-glass cme-of value
to sick and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY (Books ancl Pamphlets). "The
Law·of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 page11,
cloth bound, $2; "Heredity," by Loring Moody,
159 pages, cloth, 75 cents; "~'he Law o! Heredity," by F. H. Marsh, 10 cents; "The .Alphabet
of the Human Temperaments," with illustrations,
by Dr. E. B. Foote, 10 cents; "Generation before Regeneration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10c.;
"Reports of Conventions and Parlor Meeting•
dunng 1882,'' 10 cents; "Third Annual .Convention of the Institute of Heredity, }.fay 29, 1883,'
10 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE. RUE

OF

INTELLEGrUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of
"The Reign of the Stoics."
" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam·, or
Lecky, but it makes the·m intelligible by pointing
out the white light that has been cast upon the
lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty, from the little stream of Freethought tha~
has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstmcted
course down through the ages which now liv
only as our realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 .pp.
PRICE, $3.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Missing Link
-IN-

MODERN SPIRITUALISM
By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, .of the Fox family.
This book purports to be a truthful account of
the phenomena occnrring at Hydesville in the
house of Mr. Fox, and since to various membera
of the Underhill family, especially the author,
who has had a good offset to "Bottom Facts,"
being essentially controversial, and will be used
for offense and defense by believers in Spiritual
manifestations. Mrs. Underhill contends that
the <lxhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
her book, demonstrate beyond doubt the reality
of the survival of man's spirit; that death is but
birth into auother stage of progressed and progressiv life; and proves what has hitherto been
but a dogma of an unproved and uuprovabl101
faith, the immortality of the soul. PRICE, $2.00
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

augural Address of Prof. JoHN Tn;nALL
delivered before the British Asaooia.tii:J~
for the Advancement of Science. With
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELM
HOL'rz, and al'tioles of Prof. TYNDALL and
Sir HENRY THOMPSON on prayer. Price
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Addreu alone
in paper, 15 cents.

Amberley's Life of Jesus. His Char

acter and Doctrins. From the Anulysi
of l{eligious Belief. By VlsooUNT AMBER
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 lllents.

Chronicles of Simon Chl'istiauus

His Manifold and Wonderful Adventure
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture
(evidently inspired) discovered by J. N
FIDEL. From the English. VfOry Rich
Price, 25 cents.

Crimes

ol Preachers

in the United

States. By M. E. Brr.LrNGs. Shows how
thick aml fast the goclly hav fallen from
grace. Price, 25 cents.

Deity Analyzed and tlte Devll's De
fense. . In Six Lectures by Ool
JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. These are among
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and
should be read by everybody. $1.50.

I.ast Will an<l Testament of Jean
1\leslier, a curate of a Roman church
in France, containing the best of his writings. 25 cents.

Nathaniel.Vanghan. A radical nove

of marked ab1lity. By FREDERilLI. M.<~.c.
DONALD. 404 pages. Piice reduaed to
$1.25.

Nature's Revelations of Character;
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The

'

science of individual traits portrayed by
the temperaments and features. Illua
trated by 260 wood cuts. By Jo5EPH
Sn.rru:s, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gil
edges, $4.50.

New Englan<l an<l the People up
'fhere. A humorous lecture. By
GEORGE E. MAcDONALD.

10 cents.

Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Oom

prising terse, w1tty, and sarcastic defini
tions of the termll used in theology. The
only edition in English. 25 cents.

Proceedings and Addresses at the
Watkins Comention. 400 page
of excellent Speeches and Essays.
reduced to $1.00.

Pric

Pyrami<l of Gizeh. The Relation of

' Ancient E:'jyptian Uivilization to the
Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus,
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By
VAN BUREN DENsLow, LL.D. 25 cents.

Religion Not History. An able ex

amination of the Morals and Theology of
the New Testament. By Prof. 1?. W.
Newman, of the London University. 25
cents.

Outline of the French Revolution
Its Causes an<l Results. A clear
and comprehensiv portrayal of this interesting portion of human history. By W.
S. BELL. 25 cents.

By F. E~
AsPINWALL, M.D. JVIost acceptable to
Liberals of anything of the kind pub
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Outlines of Phrenology.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
Price, 20 cents.

A PHOTOGRAPH
OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
HEAVEN.
A Picture of the world as described in Ge•·
esis, with the text! of the Bible teaching the
doctrin, and the pa!sag~e froiJl profane writera
supporting it.
Price 211 centl.
..il.d.dren THE TRUTH SElilKER,

ALL in a LIFETIME.
A ROMANCE.
BY MISS SUSAN H, WIXON.
"The great charm of this novel Is Its absolute
l!dellty to nature. Ite personages are those one meets
with In common llfe, and are portrayed with a
vividness and persploutty I was scarcely prepared
to expect to Jlntl, In such a marked degree, even
from so gifted a pen ae that or Miss Wixon, whose
br11ltant and lucid style Is ramlllar to most readers
n the Freethought ranks. • . . But what pleased
me most In this charming srory was the unntnchlng
honesty with Which Its author holds up to the derision of the world the rottenness of average minIsterial character, pa.rttcular!y that of revivalist
type. I hav not space here to treat, In detail, or the
characters of this truly absorbing novel. Bulllce It
to say that It !B sare to predict that anyone who
reads Its l!rst chapters will be loth to Jay It down
till the denouement Is reached. Miss Wixon has long
been doing a noble work In educating our children
Into the ranks of true Liberalism, thereby robbing
the church of hundreds of tho.;e Who, In after
years, might hav become Its willing dupes and servll tools, and she certainly deserves the generous
and substantial recognition of all Freethinkers.
Let everyone send for a copy of • Allin a Lifetime.'
It will yield a liberal reward for the outlay.
" ELLIOTT PRESTON.
l'r1ce, $1,60,
Address, TilE TliUTil SEEKEJI,

PAINE'S \,7\i-'ORKS.

Paine's Theological Works, incTud

ing The Age of Reason, Ex~mination o
Prophecies Letter to the Bishop of Ll(lll'
daff, Reply to Mr, Erskine, _Letter ~o Ca·
mille J~rclan, ett.., etc., with a life of
Paine and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

Paine's Great Wot']{s (complete

in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
$4.00; mOl'OCCO, $4.50.

Paine's Political Worl\:s,

incl ucling

Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of
Mlln. Cloth, $1.50.

'fhe Age of Reason. An investigation of true ancl fabulous theology.
Whhout a peer in the worlcl. Paper, 25
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Ag.e of ~eason and .A1! ExaDI· ·
ination of the Prophemes. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Common Sense. Paine's first work-·
15 cents.

The Crisis. Containing numbers from·
·I. to XVI. inoh12iv.
cloth, 75 cents.

The Rights of Man.
pressed of humanity.

oloth, 75 oent11.

1?aper, 40 cents;.

For the op··
Pa:per, 40 cintS!
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REMARKABLE BOOK," o~1i.ci'\i?b~~~tD~~~

: a graduate of three universttie~, and retired after 50 years' practice, he

~~C:i.a~~r~::~c~~;~ l~ f:."!~~ ;t!r:.tT:!::;,ea:3~eC..a~1~~~~~~:.~~:;;
8

[t IB the most popular and comprehenBlve book treating of

MEDICAL, SOCIAL, AND SEXUAL SCIENCE,

P roven by the sale of. Hai.r a Million j;o be the most popula R

R eadabl~ ber.a.use. wntten

_languag-e plam, chc.1.ste, and forciblE
I nstructave,_pracpcal pres_!'!ntatwn of HMedical Common Sense" med1 A
V aluable to mvali.ds, showmg: ~ew D;IeanR by which they maycbe cure D
A pproved by cdttors,. phystcmns, clergymen, critics, and liLerat 1
T horough trea~ment of subjects especially important to young meN
Everyone who ·wants to know, you know," wtll find it interestin
1n

c

4 Parts, 35 Chapters, 936 Pages, 200 Illustrations, anti

intr9duced, consists of a series
A NEw FEATURE' ofjustbeautiful
selhng A GENTS who have already found a
mine in it. Mr.
work for
Koehler writes;
soJd the first six books in two
1

cotor~d ann.tom ..

~:r pi1 ;~~fo h;~l ~6!;f~~o~d· Fe:J:~~:~;uf:!~rt~ea~~Jbe~~tfa~~~e~nW ~Ji~k:
1

8

~:old

~~I

hours. 11 :Many agents take 50 or 100 at once, at special

r~tes.

Send for terms.

16-p!lj<e Contents Table of Plain Home Talk, red, white and
circulars, and a sample of Dr. Foote 18 Health Jfonthly.

Standard Editlon, $3.25 ~ Same print and illustrations. the
Popular Edition,
1.50 5 difference is in paper and binding.

MURRAY BILL PIJB, ()O,, 129 (N.) East 28th St., New York,

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY

WRY DON'T HE LEND A HAND~
AND OTHER POEMS.

BETTER '!'HAN
E'· PUTNAlU, Author of Ingersoll and Jesus, Prume:heus, Golden Throne, Walls
Eternal Punishment.
and Wanderings, Pcoblems of
the Universe, etc.
OON'rENTS: Why Don't He Lend a Hand ? The GolBY M. BABCOCK.
den Age, Tlle Ideal and the Real, Not Dead but LivIng, Fruition. Hope, Thomas Paine, Nature's Gospel,
Address to Deity, Glv us Light (Holdreth's poem
The subjects discussed in this finely-printed
often recited by Oharles Watts).
pamphlet are, besides the title above given,
PRICE 10 CENTS.
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
a Chl'istian, Divinity of the Bible, Theological
.A.ddl'ess Tm: TRU'l'II 'SEEKER Office.
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
Sometimes Di:ffer, Infant Damnation, Prayer,
'INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT The Cloak o£ Charit)', The Clergy were Afraid,
No Fear of Bemg Damned, But What are We
A HISTORICAL SKETCH.
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
By G. F. RINEHART.
Erice 25 cts. Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
Address THE. TRUTH SEEKER,
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
33 Ol!nton Place,
NEW YORK.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
BY

s.

voLT AIRE'~ R~MANGEs.

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,

Price,

CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A SatiricatRomance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.~
The Huron; or, The Pupilof Nature.
Micromegas.
The World as it Goes.
The Black and the White.
Memno:n the Philosophel'.
Andres Des Touches at Siam.
The Study o£ Nature.
A Conver8ation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dl'e:tm.
A Pleasure in Httving No Pleasure.
An Adventure in Indin..

Exeter Hall. " One of the most excitPrice, paper

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FBEDEBIXA
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From ~he London edition.
By WmwooD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life.

A .romance of

earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
written by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.

The Darwins.

A Domestic Radical

story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, au·
I choose that a story should be founded on
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible, probability, and not always resemble a dream.
and numerous essays. 257 PP· Paper, I desire to find nothinz in rt trivial or extrava·
50 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
gant; and I desire ab~ve all, that under the apJohn's Way. A pleasing domestic 1 penrance of fable there may appear some latent
Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. SLENKEB, truth, obvious to the disceming eye, though it
15 cents.
escape the observation of the vulgar.- Voltaire.
AddreSil
THE TRUTH SEEKER Ofllce.
--Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
. boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
OTTO WETTS'l.'Eil\'S
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33~Clinton Place, New York.

Let There Be Light!

PROSE POEMS
And Selections,
BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
FREETHOIJGIIT
(Design patented Feb. 2 ~• 1885 ·)
Dedlcated to Progresslv Minds of every School or
Thought and Religion.
WhenTnE R!SING SuN OF ScrENOEshalllllumlnate
the universe, THE BURNING TORan OF REASON shed
Its beneficent light Into every household, when
FREETHOUGHT shall be demanded by and conceded to
every man and woman-then, and not till then, will
humanity attoin thaG benign condition of utopian
bliss, which ,heretofore they have sought only beYond the skies.
DESCRIPTION:
The above cut Is about one-third larger thap
actual size, but no drawing or description can do It
Justice. It Is seen only to be admired b7 all. Ool.
Ingersoll says: "Your Freethought badge Is beautlful and ex 1,reeslv. I have shown Jt to many and
all agree with me that It Is the best badge that has
been made." It graphically symbolizes the world's
~1r anslt!on rrom the night or superstition to an age
1 umlnated by the l!ght of Reason, Sclence, and
Freethought, It Is intended to, and, no doubt, soon
Will be, a popul"r emblem or recognition among
g~~!r~sslv minds throughout the world, and a
tal r~fo~~X:.~~n t~~~~~i~~~ the grand cause of menSolid gold beautifully enameled In contrasting
s~ades. Prices, $3.00, $S.50, $~ oo, and $10.00-latter
W th genu!n diamond representing sun.
10 per
cant discount In lots ot 6; 15 per cent In lots of 12 or
more. dent postpaid per registered mall, and cash
refunded If not satlsfacwry and returned firth day
atter receipt.
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
(Jeweler) Rochelle Ill.
--------------'----·--

THE TRUTH SEEKER .ANNUAL

"'

~rice, 1!5 cents,

NOUN

AND THE
CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
Are superseded by a few simple rules; and
comprising the most rational ana progres3iV
views of the best grammarians of the 19th
century.
By .J L. BARKER.
Author of "An Improvement on I. J. Morris'~
Grammar."
PRICE,
35 CENTS.
Addl'ess THE TRUTH SEEKER.

GERMAN !'il.MPLIFJED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted tor
self-Instruction as well as for use In schools. To
consist of about twelve numbers.
Six numbers
now published. Sent to any address on receipt Of
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO.
"These books contain a wealth of knowledge for
self-lnstructlon."-ED. .Al~any Union.
3tf

EVOLUTION:
A SUMMARY OF . EVIDENCE.
By Robert C. Adams.
Paper, 25, cents.

For Sale at this Office.
Bibles at 1-2 and Old

Testaments at less than
1-3 theprlcesofthe Ena·
lish editions, and equal

to the English in type,

:fc~~e}frr;?~~~f:~n~cg~i
';izfo}~~ ~~o01~Jk~t ~i~

chance for agents to make

money. Send $1.00 for
:fit. TERMS VERY LIBERAL.

out·

The Henry Bill Pttb. Co.,

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY$1.
BY MAIL POST·P.&ID.

A. New Edition, with Sixty-seven Engravings, P1·ejace, and Notes.

$1.25.

Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN·

ing romances of the day."
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

IN WHICH THE
DECLENSION OF THE

NorwiCh, Conn.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

NELL, author of "Exeter Hall."
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.

GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH;

'33 Clinton PI.,·NewYork.

NOVEL~.

FREETHOIJGBT

A COMMON SEXSE

..4. Great Med·lcal Work on Manhood
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors ot Youth, and
the untold miseries resulting from indisoretion or
excesses.· A book tor avery man, young, middle.
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic djeeases, each one of which Is Invaluable. So found by the author, whose experience tor 23 years is auch as probably never before
fell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound in
beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, fullgllt,
guaranteed to b.e a finer work in every sense-mechanical, literary, and professional-than any other
work sold in this country tor $2.50, or the m<mey
will be refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. Illustrativ sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
National Medical Association, to the president ot
which, the Hon. P. A, Bissell, and associate officers
of the Beard the reader Is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the youDg
for Instruction, and by the amlcted for relief. IG
will benefit all.-Lr.ndon Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom The
Science or Life will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, li:Uardlan, lnltructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W,
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch lltreet, Boston, Mass •
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
skill and experl6nce. Ohronlc and obstinate diseases that have baffied the skill or allHEALother
physicians a specialty, Such treated
s u ccesstully, without an Instance ofT
failure. Mention this paper.1y14

Hy SEl f

DR. R. P. F.tLLOWS
a regularly educatis

I

•1

CONSULTING

ROOMB,

471 WEsT MAD !SON ST.,

CHICAGO, IL

Something f'or InvaUds1o read and stud
ov .. r ,-Stop Drugging and try
Na .. ure'l! ~eJnedy,
MAGNETISM.

For yean past it has oeen known to the profession that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents tor Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn·out sutrel'br from disease. Many humanitarians in the profession, thinking more or the alleviation of sutrerlng than they did or the code of
ethics bY which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetlctreatmeDt as a last resort and found 1hemselves astonished at the etrect upon their patients.
They had been taught that medicine was an absolute essentialln all cases, and that that falling, the_
patient must dte, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker has fiung asld&
the tie which bound him to his dogmatic brethren.
and has resorted to other and more scientific methods of treatment. As a result many, having.br<>ken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barba,
rona as it was unscientific, have used their best en-.
ergles to devise means for the alleviation or human,
sutrering, Here and there the wondr<>us power of
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases.
hitherto classed as incurable. readlly submitted to,
its mild but potent lntluence. This agent to the.,
intelligent observer was found everywhere. Bein~•
as it It!, tlte very essential or all life, it was foun~
that the human bo y when in a diseased condition
was &lmost bereft or this vital principle, If we can,
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the·
patient will get well.
Ah I but how Is it to be done, says the physlcl~:u~
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved,
the prot>lem. Here and there throughout the world'
are fields of what are known as magnetic <>re. It
was observed that the ore, when carried upon tb~t
person, was found to be a safeguard agaill8t disease.
and to this circumstance we are largelY lndeb'ted for
magnetic wearing apparel, for itwaos an easy trans!,
tlon from carrying magnetic o:re to covering Qtil,
body wit-h permanently charged magnets, pl~i11n
garments fitted to every part or the body. i!ince
the firSt introduction of magnetic appliances as a
curative, there has been a number or these so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by Itien
whose sole object was gain. Unscientific in con.
structlon, and having little if any magnet!Bm In
them, their life was of short duration; It was long
enough, however. to demonstrate that when con,
structed upon scientific principles there wasscarcr..AO"
an allmtnt that human flesh Is heir to that WQilld
submrtto tiH•if healing lnt!uence.
THE EUREKA MAGNETIO APPLIANOE!il ue su.
perlor to everything of a slmllar char~r heretQo.
fore otrered to the public, being the only sclentlf!q,
ally ccnstructed appliance in the marltet; It Is now
two and a half years since they were firat otrered
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case of taU·
ure to receive benefit reported to us, while Wll &re
in dally receipt or testimonials of cures trom &ll
parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn in quantities,
as advlsed by us.
To all who may be a!'lllcted with any of the folio""'
tng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments wm cure you :-Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lum.
bago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion of the l!;idneys,
Oatarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Disease,
Constipation, Oonsumptlon, Prolapsus Utert,
Ohronlc Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors,
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. Vitus' Dance. and all for~
of. chronic ~nvalidlsm.

ed and legally quall
fied physician, and
the most successful
as his practice will
pre>ve, He has for
twenty years treated
excluslvly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
tn the cures of which
he stands preeminent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
PRICE LIST.
and IMPOTEN OY
as the result of sell·
abuse in youth and
sexual excesseB'in ma- Lnn~ Invigorators.
turer years, causing G"ntlemen's Body
n i g h t emissions by
•
dreams, loss of sexual Sciatic Appliances,
power,renderlng mar. Knee Caps,
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per. Leg Bilts,
manently by an outside application In sixty days.
NO STOMAOR MEDIOIN USED. It Is one of Dr. Anklets,
Fellows• valuable discoveries, which is entirely un- Shoulder Appliances,
known to the medical profession. Send five 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full in· WrisHets, each,
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N. Hat Bands,
J., and say where you saw this advertlsment.

This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, manv other gems selected
"
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks., and day-to-day conversations
of the author.
The work is desianed for, and will b& ac"'
cepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serTe this purpoae,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
h
b
d
· ll f
't
J'rom tlu Ironckul .Ag•.
as een prepare espeCia y or I ,
"Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken Infidel, there tore nQ
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
cheat
or
humoug.
The Freethinkers of the lana
volume is eminently suited for presentation
should glv the doctor their patronage."
lYS
purposes, for any senscm or occasion.
In workmanship the volnme is a master·
piece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; an~ the binding, as perfect as the
best ~aterials. an~ skill can p~oduco. The
book IS quarto Ill Size, and con tams 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES·
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WHY trouble ourselvs about matters of which,
however Important tbey may b~. we know nothing
and can know nothing? We llv In a 'world wblcb Is
full ot misery and Ignorance, and tbe plain duty of
each and all ot us Is to try to make tbe little corner
he can Influence eomewbat less miserable and
somewhat less Ignorant than It was before be entfred it. To do tbls etrectually It Is necessary to be
t>osseesed of only two beliefs-the first 18 that the
order or nature Is ascertainable by our faculties to
an extent that Is practically unlimited; the second,
that our volition counts for something as a condition
or the course or events.-l'lux!l!lf,
THE lazy, the dissipated, and the fearful should
patiently see the actlv and the bold pass them In the
course. They mU:st bring down their pretensions
to the level ot their talents. They who bav not enfrgy to work must learn to be bumble and should
not vainly hope to unite the Incompatible enjflyments or Indolence and enterprise, or ambition and
·selt-lndulgence.-Sharpe'• Lette.·s an<f. Essay•.
P.\N lB avenged I Tbe talr dethroned gods
Whose awful wall," Great P"n is dead l" proclaimed
The victory or the dying Naz~rene·Tbe gods who, pale with fear and-wonderment;
Were stricken on a sudden !rom their seatsWho through the years bavseen man slaughter man
For the sweet sake of Pan's great conquerorAre all avenged. Tbelr memory has been kept
That men may tell their cblldren how of old
Tbelr ancestors were strangely credulous;
They may go now-tbelr places In the past
Are needed ror a mlgbtler form tuan theirs.
P"n Is avenged I The cry, ' Grea& Pan Is dead I"
Was but the prelude to a deeper wall;
For one whose form doth coVdr baH the world,
Whose strength has gathered with the centuriesPan's conqueror-bath met a plain-faced foe,
L•cklng In subtlety and outward grace,
But with a 'I eye th<>t plerceth through the vell
or mystery the conqueror holds up
'l'o daze men's sight, and wltb a 'I arm that makes
A mona! wound at every blow It strikes,
And wltb a stride that moves but slowly, true,
But never drawetb back, and wlrb a heart
That dareth all, so that It find the truth.
Pan Is avenged l The veil 1~ rent In twain;
Serene-eyed Science standeth In the breach;
The Holy Place, forbidden unto men,
Unknown and unexplored, yet held In awe,
Proves but a vacant chamber. One step more,
Another blow like that wblcb rent the vel!,
And through the very wallllgbt shall come ln.

"PAT,wltat.tlme lslt?" "01 don't know,Mtke·
but let's guess at It and then, begorrll., the m~n a~
comes furtbe~t otT can go out to the kitchen and
look."
A Bl!CIPE for lemon plo vaguely adrls: "Tluin sit
on a hot stove and stir constao,tly." Jn~t as if anybody could sit on a bot stove wltbout stirring con•
stantly.
IN the cemetery In the town or Duxbury, Ma.qs,,
Is tbls ln'crlp'lon on a headstone erected by a loving
son In honor of bls mother: "The chisel can't help
her any."
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WH!T think you of St. A!hanaslus's creed? Is the
sense or that so obvious and exposed to everyone
who seeks It which so many learned men hav explained so dltrerent ways, and wblob yet a great
many profess they cannot understand ? Or Is It
necessary to your or my salvatlO'l that you or I
should believe and pronounce all tho•e damned who
do not believe that creed. t bat Is, every proposition
In It ?-Which I fear would extend to not a few of the
Church of England, unless we can think that peop!A
belleve, that Is, assent to the truth of propositions
they do not at all understand -Locke on Tolerali'n
COULD the thunders and lightnings ot excommunication bav corrected the atmosphere of the church,
not one pestllentlal vapor would hav loaded It ror
ages. The air or paradise would not bav been more
pure, more refreshing. But what does history tell
us? It tells us that the spirit of exclusion and denunciation bas contributed more than all other
causes to the corruption of the church, to the dltru•lon of error; and has rendered the records of the
Cbrlstlan community as black, as bloody, as revoltlug to humanity, as the records of empires founded
on conquest and gullt.-Dr. Ohanninfl on Creeds, Ir~tol
u·anct>, etc.
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CANDID persons of all creeds may be willing to admit that It a person has an Ideal object, his attachment and sense of duty toward which are able to
control and dlsclplln all his other sentiments and
A Lecture by
propensities, and prescribe to him a rule of llfo, that
person has a rellglon; and though everyone natCol. Robert G. Ingersoll.
urally prerers his own rellglon to any other, all must
admit that If the object of tbls attachment and or
this teellug of duty Is the aggregate of our fellowPaper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
creatures, this rellglon or the Infidel cannot, In hon"The clergy know that I know that they
Includlna: "Liberty for Man, Woman,· and Child;"
esty !l.nd conscience, be called an lntrlnslcally bad
''The Declaration of Independence," "About Farming
know that they do not know."
one.-J. S. Mill.
:In Illtnote;",. The Grant Banquet,"" The Rev. Alexan.
der Clark."" The Past R1eea before Me Like a Dream,''
Rl!FOllJUS are not so orten carried by pitched batand "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
tles as by an unconscious change or habits, an InOne of the best documents to circulate ever
sensible abandonment of prejudices, a new atmos- .printed. Every man, woman, and child in
Paper, 50
phere or thought You can no more replace the the United States should read it.
Every
cents;
cloth,
$1.25.
American woman In the position occupied by the reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Turkish or Hlndoo woman than you can put the bird
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Ry R. G.
back Into the egg. All that you ran do is to recogAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
nlze that proposition and accept the consequences.
. 33 Clinton Place, New York.
-T. W. Higginson.
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa-

ORTHODOXY. Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Ghosts.

Some Mistakes of Moses.
The Chrir;·lian Religion.

per, 50 cents.
TO everyone of us the world was once as tresh and
as new as to Adam. And then, long before we were
sueceptlbleor any other mode or Instruction, Nature
Paper,$1,oo;
took us In hand and every minute or waking life
cloth, $2-00.
brought Its educational lnliuence, shaping our acHis Ans'Wers
tions ln'o rough accordance wltb Nature's laws so
1 Pathat we mlgbt not be ended untimely by too gross
per, 25 cents.
dlaobedlen<:e. Nor should I speak of this process or To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
education as past for anyone, be he as old as he
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
may. For every man the world Is as fresh as It was
at the first day and as full of untold novelties for
blm who has the eyes to see them. And Nature Is
Millions of these should be circulated by
THIRD EDITION.
still continuing her patient ed-.Icatlon of us In that Freethinkers_
great university of which we are all members-Nature having no Test acta.-Hu,;ley.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
No man can glv another man power (and It would $1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
AND THEm
be to no purpose If God should) over that over which
he has no power hlmselt. Now that a man cannot
command his own underotandlng, or posltlvly deBeing a Comparison of the Old and New Testament
termln to·day which opinion he wlll be or to morMyths and. Miracles with those or heathen nations or Antiquity, Oonslderlng also their
row, Is evident !rom experience and the nature of
"ANTICHRIST."
Origin and Meaning. With nuthe understanding, which cannot more apprehend
Proving conclUJlvly that
merous 111 ustratlons.
things otherwise than they appear to It than the
THE 8TOBY OF JE8U8 CHBI8T
1 Vol. Roval Svo. motll.. .About6a() pagu_
eye see other colors In the rainbow than It doth,
His birth, llfe, trial. execution. etc--11 a m:vth
Price,
$3.00
whether these colors be really there or not.- Locke'•
TRUTH 8Kli:KEB OIDceBent postpaid, on receipt ot price,
Address,
;l'oltration,
Price, $2.
33 Ciinton Place, New York.
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BIBLE MYTfiS

Parallels in Other Religions

I LmE the mlld spring 'air," said Deacon Gllpln
as he sat down on Squire McGill's porob lioor the
other morning to~ a friendly chat. "How fresh It
makes everything seem. Do you know of anything
fre~ber tbau the gentle spring zephyr?" "No, t
don't know as I does," replled the squlre, "unless
!tIs that ere pnlnt you'r slttlngln. 'Taln't been on
the floor over two hours."
THE minister was struggllng to put on a new fourply collar, and the perspiration was 'starting rrom
every pore. "Dless Ute collar," he ejaculated, "oh
yes, bless It. Bless the blessed collar 1" "My de!tr ,:
eald his wife, "what Is your text for this morntu~·s
sermon?" 11 F-fourteenth verse, f-flrty.fHth P3alm "
be replied In abort gasps. " The w-words or h'ts
m-mouth were S·Smoother than b-butter, but w-war
was In bls b-beart."
SHE bad a voice llke a siren wben abe sang:
"'Mid play sure, sand pal aces, though beam a
Ron1e,
Be ~~ ~~~rse, oh wum bull there, snow play sly

11

H, arm from tbesk eyeseam stew wallow a sheer,

Witch seek through the whirl dlsneerm et twltbel
•wear!"
There wasn't a dry eye In the tabernacle, but tr
the program hadn't said In clear, unmlstal!.able
print tbat sbe was going to slug" Sweet Home" a
man mlgbt bav thought his teeth loose without ~ver
guessing H.
"THERE'S a great dlllerence In people, Isn't there?"
"Yes; there is tlt'\t." "Now, there't\ Deacon·Pd.rHer.
Yon know wb~t a mild· mannered man be Is. Wuen
be asks a blessing, for Instance, he does It so quiet
and timid llke that he seems to beg p9.rdon for venturing to do It at all; but with EldQr Rboret It Is altogether different." "How does he do it?" "Why,
be bumps hlmsetr over bls plate, and be goes at It
as though It was bttslness that coul<ln't be p~t oll,
and he wanted It attended to rlgbt away. When be
mentions the name or the Lord be don't do It with
reverence and timidity, as Deacon P.Lrlfer does, but
be blurts It out as tbougb he had just hit his thumb
with a hammer."
A PREACHER In Southern Missouri, after sending
his bat around among the brethren and vainly asklug them to contribute, clasped his hands, raised
his eyes, and salt: "Lord, this 13 tbe tou~:hest crowd
I hav ever found. I bav preached In the Black Jack
nelgnborhood, and bav ridden the Red R~nge circuit; but tbls congregation occupies a place a little
further removed from the giving spout than any
people I ever saw. Amen." Then, turning to the
sexton, he said: "I've got two gallons of whisky
stored away not far from here. As I don't use llquor
myself. I am going to glv It to some worthy man.
Carry tbe hat around once more." The hat came
back run of sliver. The preacher went lnt~ tile
woods to look for the whisky. Up to a few hours ago
he bad not returned.
" HO\V queer it is," said Jim to Jack,
" That It should be man's wont

To think things said behind bls back
Are meant as an a:f.Iront."

Jack's answer came quick, sharp, and blunt,
"It's more strange," he replied,
"That man sbould take as an allront
What's said a.s an a<Jide."
"Yet you'll concede," said Jim at once,
" Much stranger it appears,
That one should ever get allronts
From debtors in arrears."
"You're right; but, arter all, I don't
Think that's so queel.'," said Jack,
" As tbls-tbat ever an atrront
Sl!ould take a man aback."
ELLA WHEELER, describing the meeting or two
fond young lovers, slugs In her own sweet, wild way,
"Love, when we met, 'twas like two planets meetlug." I never saw two planets meet, says Bob Burdette, and always had an Impression that the cere·
mony of Introduction would be marred by the
preeence of a large acreage of cold and formal obaos.
But If they only smlle In a rapturous, over-thegarden-wan eort Of ·a way, and look nervously up
and down the street, and then go glggllng oll to the
skating rink, where they can go slldlng around on
casters and lean up against each other and thinkwhy I believe I don't care to see a whole recept•ou
of planets. H would be ten times more exciting to
watch a man turn round a crowded corner with a
long ladder on his shoulder.
FLIRTATION.
Fllrtatlon Is damnatlon.-Ta!mn.ge.
Well, If tllrtatlon
Is damnation,
Our fears away we'll fling;
For, if he's right,
Da,mnatlon's quite
A pleasing kind of thing.
And, by the way,
We bet'e may say
'l'bat past experience teaches
There'll be once more,
Just as of yore,
Damnation at the beaches.
And sad to tell,
He knows run well
Wbo his experience searches,
There's often been,
Plain to be seen,
Damnation In the churches.
-BoBton Oouri"'•
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Jlolts a1td f!ilippings.
======---BOYD WINCHEBTEn, the best poker-player in
Kentucky, is said to hav purchased four sets
of poker chips as a most necessary equipment
in connection with the consulship at Nice.
He propoi!es to make some innovations in the
"Nicene creed."
OLD Mr. Bently: "I see by the paper that a
revised edition of the Old Testament is to be
published soon." Old Mrs. Bently: "Does it
say who writ it?" Old Mr. Bently: "No."
Old Mrs. Bently: "Well, it's perfectly scandalous. I s'pose it was that man Ingersoll."

Nevv York, Saturday, May 23,1885.

A MISSIONAnY paper tells us, "It is one of
the most hopeful features of our Christianity,
at the present day, that she no longer treats
the Jew with cold indifference." To which
the Aberdeen Standtlrd replies: "Judging
from the Jewish homes that hav been destroyed
by fire, at the hands of Russian, Hungarian,
and Roumanian Christians, we should infer
that they take a warm, nay, a burning interest
in the Jew."
A LoNDON crank, who ass-umes to be prophetically inspired, predicts that the queen of
England will die a violent death, either during
a fire, or in consequence of a fire, on the lOth
of September, 1889, while the Prince of Wales
will lose his life through some revolutiomtry
movement on the 20th of January, 1891. '[he
emperor of Germany will survive till the lOth
of July, 1890; Prince Bismarck will probably
be assassinated May 30, 1890.

THE original manuscript of "Tam o' Shantar" was sold in London the other day for
$760. This is the highest price ever paid for
a manuscript of Burns's. It consists of six
leaves, foolscap folio, and on the last page
A NEwYonK Sunday-school teacher told her
there is also the whole of "Queen Mary's Lapupils that when they.put their pennies into
ment," and a fragment of another poem.
the contribution box she wanted each one to
THE following sentences were passed by the repeat a Bible verse suitable for the occasion.
Recorder of Liverpool on the same day at the The first boy dropped in his cent, saying,
late Sessions: 1. Eugene Quinn, for stealing " The Lord loveth a cheerful giver." The
from his employer £862, eight months' impris- next boy dropped his penny into the box sayonment. 2. Bridget C. Thompson, for steal- ing, "He that giveth to the poor lendeth to
ing a pair of boots, twelve months' imprison- the Lord." The third and youngest boy
ment. 3. Samuel Purcell, for stealing a fowl, dropped in his penny saying, "A fool and his
twelve months.
money are soon parted."
THE elaborate "icing" used on cards where
THE publication of the "Life" of George
a frosted surface is desired is said by the Mid- Eliot, says the London Tr!!lh, has brought forth
land Medical Miscellany to consist of powdered numerous biographical sketches of her hus
glass. It is dangerous material to hav about band, Mr. J. Cross, and in one of them, which
the house, especially where there are children. has appeared in a great number of newspaThe girls who manufacture the cards and pers, it is asserted that his relativs "were
breathe the sharp particles of glass die early, strongly opposed to his marriage, and used all
or soon become helpless invalids.
their influence to prevent it." This is pure fie·
IT is said that in the criticisms of the revised tion; there is not a shadoF of foundation for
version of the Old Testament much comment any such allegations, which, of course, are
is heard over the new translation of Ecclesias- most painful to Mr. Cross and his family.
tes ii, 17, which instead of" Vanity and vexaTHE salary of the occupant of the White
tion of spirit" reads " Vanity and a striving House is never applied for by the president,
after wind." This certainly is not a literary but is made out in the form of a voucher at the
improvement. Yet in some pulpits it will be end of each month and signed by the treasurer
found a truthful and appropriate change.- of the United States in regular order with
New Yor/c lVc,rld.
hundreds of other vouchers. The private BfC·
THE story is told that a certain man in Alabama desired to join the Episcopal church.
The rector questioned him as to his religious
viewll, and finding that he had no· adequate
idea of the obligations he Wtts about to assume,
-advised him to wait until he had more fully
studied the subject, whereupon the man turned
away with the remark: "Very good; then I'll
.jine the Free Masons."
A NUMBEn of wicked little boys were playing
hase ball in a vacant lot up town last Sunday
morning. "This is scandalous," remarked a
gentleman on his way to church. "I wonder
:the1·e is no policeman about to stop it."
... He'll be here purty soon," said a small boy;
'"I'm watchin' out for him." "Watching out
'for him!" "Yes, he's over at de beer saloon,
playin' seven up wid de boss."
1

THE immediate publication of the manu.
'script diary of Shakspere's cousin, the town
'Clerk of Stratford-on-Avon, is announced. The
'(liary extends from 1613 to 1616-the years of
:Shakspere's residence at Stratford previous to
his death on the 5th of May (April 23d, o.s.)
·of the latter year. From beginning to end it
is a record of the attempts made to inclose,
and of the resistance offered to the inclosure
of, the common fields of Stratford, in which
Shakspere wilB interested, not only as a freeholder, but also as the owner of a moiety of
the tithes.
A MINISTEll well known by name throughout the land, who has one of the best equipped
houses of worship, says the Boston Jow·wtl,
was showing a friend not long since, through
its various rooms, when they came to the
kitchen, which was connected by a speaking
tube with the pastor's study. On the wall was
printed in large letters, "The Lord will provide," while in smaller letters on the Wt1ll near
the mouthpiece of the tube was the direction,
"Blow and wnit for an answer." The visitor
naturally asked if the two inscriptions had any
particular connection with one another; and
·1\ change was soon made in the lettering.

{ 3!3 CLINTON PLACE. }$3.00 per year.

it again with Mr. McAll," who, "if he was the
man these good ladies take him to l e," would
hav a great church somewhere, instead of do·
ing the work he does at Paris.
THE last blast against divorce is by Bishop
Stevens, of Pennsylvania, and the Diocesan
Convention immediately appointed a committee to confer with other committees in the
several states to abate "the evils of divorce by
public sentiment and legislation." These
anti-divorce screamers hav become nuisances.
They would practically stop marriages by preventing the application of a ready remedy in
cases of unhappiness. The more stringent the
divorce laws, and the more ceremonial impediments are thrown in the way of lovers, the
fewer weddings. Bishop Stevens should call
off his preachers and puritanic laymen.-Sunday Merc11ry.
FAITH may remove mountains, and make
other changes in the landscape, but it can't
take the chill out of a Texas norther. Three
negroes died at Palestine lately of pneumonia
contracted by being baptized during the cold
weather. The telegraph editor of the Galveston News consoles himself by heading the dispatch: "They are angels now-perhaps."
The doubt expressed in that little "perhaps"
is a very reasonable doubt. The only negro
about whose condition there can be no doubt,
who is absolutely safe, is the one who just before being swung up for some horrible crime
"gits 'iigion." Heaven must be crowded with
that class of cherubim. -1'ex'ls S(ftings.
THE Penitentes of New Mexico are said by
Birge Harrison, a fresh writer on the subject,
to number 20,000. A statue of the Virgin was
lately placed in the centre of a church, and the
floor in front of it is strewn knee-deep with cactus, whoee poisonous spines will sometimes
pierce the heaviest soled shoes. Through this
bed of thorns the Penitentes march with naked
feet or crawl along on bare knees, calling piteously the while to the Virgin for forgivness
of their sins. As if this were not sufficient,
they scourge themselvs with great bunches of
cactus tied together on a thong and slash
themselvs with knives. The natural result of
these horrible exercises is a death now and
then, and many maimed and pitiable creatures who drag out a miserable existence for
the remainder of their days.

Jltws off tht fl!tth.
THE "Freedom of Worship" bill is dead.
MooDY and Sankey are at their old tricks in
Brooklyn.
THEilE were 15,454 immigrants landed at
New York last week.
THE skater who won the six-day contest in
this city last week made 1,166 miles.
GnANT's physicians, in their latest report,
announced that the patient's "general condition is pretty fair."
THE rebellion in the Northwest is practically
ended, Riel, the leader, having Qeen captured
by Middleton's scouts.
OuT of the many thousands of persons who
broke the law by selling liquor in New York
last Sunday, sixteen were arrested.
BEECHEn preached last Sunday on the progress of religious change. The sermon will be
followed by others on evolution as it affects
religion.
THE English war V(Bsels hav left this port,
and the Russian corvet will go next week.
Her officera say there is no prospect of war
this year.
MATILDA AVEllECK, a nun, escaped from a
convent at Milwaukee, Wis., and drowned herself last Sunday evening. The coroner promises to make a rigid investigation.
SEIJJEANT CnOWLEY, the policeman charged
with criminal assault on a sixteen-year-old
girl, was found guilty and sentenced to Sing
Sing prison for seventeen years and six months.
THE English government will send a medical
mission to Spain to test the results of the
system of inoculation with cholera microbes,
which is claimed to hav proved beneficial
where tried.
MILLIONS of feet of lumber were burnt last
Sunday in a yard at Oscodo, Mich , and also
at Lakeside in the same state. The losg is
about $200,000. There are forest fires in parts
of Wisconsin.

retary receives the money, but the department
WHEN the new administration came to count
requires the receipt to be signed by the presithe cash in the United States Treasury at
dent personally. The monthly voucher is
Washington, there were two cents missing
$4,166,66; but for March, the month just
out of about $584,000,000. These are said to
closed, Mr. Cleveland drew $3,888,87, and Mr.
A JAPANESE superstition has just been hav since been found.
Arthur $277.79.
brought to light by the working of the conBunTON and Cunningham, the Irish dynaAFTEn communion the minister called a scription law. The head of a certain family
member of the church aside and said to him: was instructed that the time had come for his miters who made several attempts to destroy
"Brother R., a little matter occurred in the son, whose name'appeared on the census list, government proptrty in London with explocourse of the communion services this morn- to undergo medical examination prior to en· sivs, were found guilty on Monday last, and
ing to which I think it best to call your atten- listment. The father lost no time in inform- sentenced to penal servitude for life ..
BESSIE WEED, a fourteen-year-old member
tion. I do not think anybody else noticed it, ing the authorities that the individual referred
and it's a matter of small importance anyway, to, though bearing a male name, was his of a Methodist church in Chicago, committed
but the force of habit is stronger in some men daughter. He explained that, having lost two suicide a few days ago by drowning. She was
than others, and-and-" " Force of habit ?" daughters, both about .one year old, he had deeply religious, and left letters saying tba~
interrupted Brother R., considerably non- been driven to this expedient to keep the third she had long intended to leave this world for
plused. "I am utterly at a loss to know alive. In many districts of Japan people re- the glories of the next.
what you mean." "Why-er-I noticed that sort, in their anxiety to prolong the lives of
their children, to the custom of bestowing
THE legislature of Tennessee has made it a
after sipping the wine you surreptitiously con·
upon their offspring names ordinarily given to misdemeanor to preach polygamy in that
veyed a clove to your mouth, Brother R."
infants of the opposit sex, whenever death has :~~~o~:l!::st~:;er::~:i~t~~ :fn t:: ~~tt~~~~
AN eminent scientific man lately paid a visit made frequent. visits to their households.
1
11
h
· ·
· p h
held for trial. Mormonism is gaining many
to an d co ege c urn, a mmlster m ert •
THE /:!tar's "Man About Town" says: There proselytes in Tennessee.
shire. The minister, being asked about the
is a terrible break-up imminent in Beecher's
visit, said: "He came to see me here some
NEGno RuGG, who committed some halfcongregation. And over what, of all things,
dozen murderous assaults on people of Long
time ago, and stayed a day or two. He is terdo you think it is? Why, the pool-selling on
ribly unsound." ''You had a tough argument,
Island, and murdered the Maybeo women, was
i dare say." "'Deed had we; he is awful the race course. A great proportion of the hanged last Friday. He had accepted a ticket
church-going Brooklynites are race goers on
clever, and we sat up half the night debating. the secular days of the week. And they bet to heaven by the Catholic route, and died in
He is very unso•·1nd." "But you felt you had
the hope of a glorious resurrection
'
their little pile, too, and they insist it is per.
·
the best of the argument, didn't you?"
fectly
proper
and
moral
and
religious
to
do
so.
A
THIEF
has
been
working
the
Brook! J,.n
· " W eel, I am not verra sure that I made much
impression-he is awful clever; but I was up- Beecher's son is counsel for Comstock. who ch urc h es f or th e pas t t wo week s. L as t Sat urhas begun war on the poo1 selling, and day night he robbed one contribution box in
sides in the mornin'." "How?" "I pat him Beecher comes Ollt flat-footed to a!'d hi's son
· 1
•
St. Luke's Protestant church, and six in St.
mti my prayer.'
w1'n h1's case. Th1's 1's not "all1'n the fom·l.v,"
a
Patrick's Catholic rhmch. The name and de·
TnE Evening Post does not fancy the Ladies' though. It affects the deacons who amuse nomination of the thief are unknown.
Association undertaking "to help the Rev. R. themselvs by scooping in the dollars of the
W. McAll fight Infidelity in France." It does suckers on the red-hot summer days when the
LARnY O'Bm~N was once an alderman of
not pretend to know who Mr. McAll is, but it dominie is "taking of h s do'ce jm· niente" at New York. George T. •rruman was formerly
has a "profound conviction" that he cannot Peekskill. They kick against the parson and a druggist in Chicago. Both are now toughs
show "$20 worth of vanquished Infiddity" his forensic kid so vigorously that they and bad men generally. 'rhey met each other
for the $20,000 he received from this country threaten to take the roof off Plymouth and on Bro<tdway one day last week and had a
last year. It says that "the French Infidels knock the salary props from beneath their quarrel. •rruman slashe(l O'Brien across the
are exceedingly tough customers," and that "beloved pastor." When you touch a Brook- stomach with a bowie knifa, and O'Brien
they hav gone over the ground so often that lyn deacon on the pool box you hit him in the fired two bullets into the person of Truman.
they are hardly likely to be 'l'l,illing to go over 1 most vital spot.
. It is feared that both will recover,
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ing to over thirteen thousand years, and for which bly the most irrational of the later historians, admits
they also had :fixed dates. These three peJiods were this, and remarks, "But indignation is qualified with
pronounced myths by all Christian historians, yet, contempt when we see them thus ruthlessly tramone be true, why not the others? But, under the piing out the spark of knowledge, the common boon
The Destruction of the Mexicans a Necessity if
paternal care of the Inquisition, it would not b.e srlr- and property of mankind. We may well doubt
for the Church.
prising if the Mexicans had made the date fit any which has the stronger claims to civilization, the vicIII.
groove demanded.
tor or the vanquished.''
Having, in my previous articles, substantiated by
There seems to hav been some discontent pervad.Another says: "The war has never ceased against
incontrovertible testimony and existing evidence ing Earopean circles at the awful slaughter of the the monuments of the country, a'lld the few that
that the religion of the ancient Mexicans was simi- Mexicans, and, in order to exculpate herself and fanaticism has sparecl hav been nearlv all demolished
hn· in almost every respect to that of the Roman show that there was. a necessity for these severe to serve the purposes of utility." From Cogolludo
Catholic church, and that a degree of civilization ex- measures, it was given out by the church that they we learn that " the ecclesiastics whose care accelisted among them superior in many respects not were cruel to their prisoners, and were also cannibals. erated the conversion of the Mexicans to our boly
only to their conquerors, but to the most enlightened These charges were made principally by Torquemada Catholic faith, animated with a zeal which they felt
nations of Europe, I propose to consider in this -a very uns,avory name. History records three of for their interests, not only destroyed and buirnt all
article their antiquity, and the direct ll9cessity the this family: Juan, a papal theologian who procured the idols which they worshiped, but likewise all the
church felt for their complete extinction.
the condemnation of Wickliffe and Russ; Toma'l, the books which they possessed and whatever else they
As to the former, no better authority can be found first inquisitor-general of Sp~tin, a man of bloody imagined might furnish occlsion fot· the p1;~ctice of
than Humboldt, who observes that their traditions memory; and this historian. Tney were all members superstition or any p!t~an rites." Even those which
remind him "of others of high and venerable antiq- of the Dominicans, who sought "to merit heaven by escaped the h~tnds of the conquerors and were caruity; that it is impossible to read the descriptions making earth a hell."
ried to Spain as curiosities suffered in like manner.
which Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus hav left us of
Bishop Zumarraga, in a letter written a few years One valuable 1\IS. belonging to the family of Giustinthe temple of Jnpiter Belus, without being struck after the conquest, states that "twenty thousand vic- iani was given to the children as a plttytlling for the
with the resemblance of that Babylonian moimment tims were yearly slaughtered in the capital." Tor- nursery, and on several occasions they tried to burn
to tbe teocallis of An~thuac;" and in describing one quem ada improves on this; and makes it "twent.y it, but, being painted on tough del'r·skia, it was preof their ancient pictures, he says: "We distinguish thousand infants," and Herrera, "that twenty thou served, though budly scorched. This feeling against
in the relief represented in the eleventh plate; a sand were slaughtered on a specified day in the the Mexic~tn evidences seems to hav been lndulged
group of tbree figures of Blender form, and drawn y€ar." But Bishop las Casas says: "This is the tee- in up to a recent period, as an attempt was made to
too correctly for the infancy of art." He considers timony of brigands who wish. to find an apology for erase several passages in the Codex-Telleriano-Retheir calendar to be " one of the most ingenious to their own atrocities."
mensis, by crossing out some lines with a pen and
be found in the history of astronomy,'' that nothing
Some of tl1ese veracious histori~tns also state that totally obliterating others.
in the "denominations and hieroglyphics of their at a dedication of a temple in 148G, the 1\~exicans
Kingsborough informs us that in Mexico it is
months indicates tbat they hav taken birth in a more sacrificed 70.000 slaves; Torquemada give the number probable that great pains were taken by the monks
northerly clime;" and in regard to their knowledge at exactly 72,34.4, another at 80,400, and still another and clergy to root out all remembrance of Q:tetzt~.l
of the elephant, which is 1·epresented in many of rounds it off with an even 100,000; and all claim that coati, and that l~gendary tales relating to his hfe were
their pictures, he wonders if they sprang from the Mexicans feasted on the dead bodies. "But who not allowed to be inserted in books published either
.Asiatic origin, or if their traditions (burnt by the can believe that so numerous a body would hav suf- in Mexico or in Spain, and adds: " It is very remarkmonks) went back to a period when .America was fered themselvs to be led unresistingly like sheep to able that Baru·d Diaz, who wrJte a circumstantial
peopled wit.h those animals whose petrified remains the slaughter? Or bow could their remains, too account of the conquest of New Spain (}'[exico), and
are found even on the ridges of the Mexican Cordil· great for consumption in the ordinary way, be dis- whose memory seems S:Jarcely ever to hav failed him,
leras," and that the analogies which are apparent be- posed of without breeding a pestilence in the capi- shoulJ, in describing the city of Chalula and its
tween the Mexicans and Asiatics "perhaps preceded tal?" Yet this statement was accepted as a fact on famous temple, hav declqred that he hal forgotten
the present division of .Asiatics into Chinese, Moguls, the testimony of two common soldiers, who claim to the name of the idol (Q Ietzalcoatl) to whom it was
Hindoos, and Tungooses." "It cannot be doubted,"
hav counted 136.000 skulls in one temple.
dedicated; although it appears; from what he says a
says he, "that the greater part of the nalions of
In the educational statistics of Spain, published in few chapters afterward, tba.t he had not forgotten
America belong to a race of men who, isolated ever 1880, it was noted as a lamentabie fact that less than the number of steps of which the stairc~se leading to
since the infancy of the world from the rest of manone in forty-seven of the population could read and the upper area of that temple consisted." The origkind, exhibit in the nature and diversity of language, write, and as at the time of the conquest, 365 years inal MSS. of Torquemada's "Indian Monarchy" were
in their features and the conformation of their skulls,
ago, this ignorance was even more widely spread, mutilated by command of the church, and when the
incontestable proof of an early and complete separa- it is hard to credit that two common soldiers of that second edition was about to be printed the editor
tion."
admitted that the entire first chapter of the sscond
Professor Draper scouts at the monkish stories, day could count 136,000 skulls in one heap.
.As
the
Mexicans
had
all
the
ceremonies
of
the
book, which he calls "the key," was omitted, and apand says that the student "wiil find himself constrained to cast aside such idle assertions as alto- " holy church," is it not more probable that these pealed for permission to publish it, saying that "the
gether unworthy of con·utation, or even of atten- skulls and bones belonged to their saints and holy reasons for secrecy seemed no longer to exist." But
tion." The celebrated Count Galindo, "fired with martyrs? One of the wonders of the cathedral of this permission was refused, and had it not been for
the contemplation of the Mexican ruins, pronounces Cologne is the chapel of the three magi, which c:>n- the "preservation of a chance copy of the first edithat country the true cradle of civilization, whence it tains the skulls of the three wise men who came to tion, from which a second was printed in 1723, the
worship the infant Jesus; and any historian who will name of Qlletzalcoatl would scarcely hav been handed
rassed over to China, thence to Europe."
vouch
for the genuinness of a "bottle of milk of the down to us."
Prof. John Fiske, in reviewing this subject, says:
Don Martin Fernandez de Navarrette tells us that
"Now the .Aborigines of this continent were made Virgin Mary" and "a finger of the Holy Ghost" is
out to be Kamtchatkans, and now Chinamen, and not, in m~ opinion, entitled to credit on any subject, when the publication of the "last will" of Bishop las
Casas was referred to the Academy of History at ~!aagain they were shown, with quaint erudition, to be not even his own personal identity.
One writer assures Ufl, as a fact beyond dispute, drid their decision was that they did not think it
remnants of the ten tribes of Israel. Perhaps none
of these theories has been exactly disproved, but that the devil introduced himself into the bodies of convenient to a low it to be published. This bishop
they bav been superseded and hav lost their interest. the idols and persuaded the priests that his only diet had spent fifty yeard of his life trying to ameliorate
We now know that in the earliest post-Pliocene was human hearts. "It furnished a very satisfactory the condition of the Mexicans, and crossed the .Attimes, if not in the Pliocene age itself, at least four solution, to his mind, of the frequency of sacrifices in !antic twelve times to plead their cause. In vain
hundred thousand years ago, the American continent Mexico." Yet these slaughters and cannibalistic ·had he shown that whole provinces were depopulated
habits are not in keeping with the character of the for the sake of working the mines; that thousands
was inhabited by human beings."
Sume of the early writers take a semi-enlightened king, who is rEcorded by these same historians as a were perishing in the pearl fisheries, sugar plantaview 0f this matter, but the Inquisition placed its man "of a mild and moderate disposition;" and of tions, and other laborious and unaccustomed work,
iron hand on all works tending to disprove the Chris- whom Diaz says: "On our way home [after the first and beg for mercy for the remaining few. The fiat
-tian theory, and they were prohibited being pub- interview with .Monte:zuma] we coulrl discourse of of the church had gone forth; the secret must be
nothing but the gentle breeding and courtesy of the kept; legends could not contend with fixed dates, and
lished.
Botmini spent eight years in his researches, pro- Mexican monarch;" nor with the account of the siege Earope trembled in the baltlnce so long as one educured many ancient pictures and valuable manu- of the city of Mexico, where all admit that no suffer- cated, un-Catholicized Mexican lived. Humboldt
sclipts, and his museum was declared to be the most ing from famin could induce the Mexicans to eat the speaks of a picture painted after the conquest, showperfect in existence. But just as he was about to flesh of the killed, but is in better keeping with the ing a number of Mexicans being driven to the banks
commence h1s work, be fell under the suspicion of reports of the siege of Roussillon, a city in .Aragon, of a rivEr, where they were first baptized and then
the Inquisition, was sent to Spain, and his museum in 1475, where the Spaniards "did eat their own drowned.
We find a peculiar reason given for the extermina
destroyed. He published a ~:imple sketch from dead."
The United States hav been dedicated by the tion of the Th-1exicans, in the following: "The clergy
memory.
,
Although thoroughly Catholic, he seems to hav church to the "Sacred Heart," and cheap prints, who first proceeded to the New World were exbeen enthusiastic on this subject, aBd in his eager- showing the Virgin and Jesus with their exposed tremely desirous to discover the fulfilment of the
ness to make the Mexican and Christian traditions hearts pierced with a knife, are for sale in all Catho- prophecy in the history of the Mexicans; nor did
correspond, says: "No pagan nation refers primitiv lie book-stores. This custom seems to hav been taken some of them scruple to affirm that they had discov~
events to fixed dates like the Mexicans, . . and from the Mexicans, as their pictures show that they ered the beast mentioned in the B.'3velation, q.ud pious
the first who were converted to Christianity, who were particularly fond of bleeding hearts; and the enthusiasts like Rev. Elwd.rd Irving easily persuaded
were at that time perfectly well aware of their own church must hav adopted it, after having condemned themselvs, from the shape of the Mexican lake, that
chronology, and applied themselvs wiLh the utmost it as an emanation from the devil. This is not the Mexico must be the beast spoken of in the prophediligence to ours, hav transmitted to us the informa- only custom which she now indorses that could be cies, since nothing in their opinion could be more
clear than that a beast must mean a state or city, and
tion that from the creation of the world to the happy traced to a similar source.
.As far as the teachings and practices of Cluistianity ;\'Iexico being situttted on the shorec~ of two lakes
nativity of Ghrist, 5,199 years had elapsed, which is
the opinion or computation of the committee of are concerned, I hav shown that the Mexicans far which presented in ibeir shape a mysterious com·
seventy." Or, in other words, as the Mexican :fixed antedated the present scheme, differing only in name, bination of the seven component parts of an animal,
datE:s would not fit exactly into the Christian legend, and they proudly pointed to their monuments and and the sign of the beast was indicated by the licen
the legend was made to fit the fixed dates, and tile fixed dates as unquestionable evidences of their ac- tious (?) manners of the Mexicans, therefore the
barbarous Mexicans, supported by the learned com- quaintance with theee things for thousands of years; church should crush this sanguinary monster."
mittee of stventy, bav given Christianity a new date so, finding it necessary to Catholicize what were left
Could fanaticism go further? Simply because the
for their Mosaic cnation. But, as these Catholicized of them, the conquerors commenced by destroying peculiar confurmation of their lake, with its outlets
11txicans were asked to compute from the birth of their symbols and perverting their history. The and supply s'raams, could be magnified into some·
Qae1 z~lcoatl to tb(J commencement of the Christian first archuishop, J aan de Z11marraga, collected all thin~ resemblmg the component parts of a camel~
e1a, it is evident that they must hav had a fixed date thtir paintings, ~tc., from every quarter, piled them hEal, neck, body, and four legs-the inhabitants
for tbe birth of their god, who was supposed by the in a "mount11in heap," and reduced them to ashes. should be slaughtered 1 W nat a pity that the "luna·
Spaniards to bav been .Adam, but it does not ac- Even the common soldiers destroyed every chart and tic of Patmos" had visions, was inspired to write
.;ount for their other .three periods of time, amount- volume that fell into their hands. McCI,lltoh1 possi· . Revelation1 and left no key for their elucidation l
4
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Another writer justifies the "church" in her con- had for its symbol" a deer's foot." So it was claimed Iserpents and hR.rmless as doves," therefore the saints
duct and gravely insists that the Mexicans were that the name was originally Ch:urula--;-and a~ analogy who con~ert~d the Me~ica6.s called therpselvs serbarbarians and deserved the most extreme measures, between that and Jerusalem bemg arnved af;the song pent.s, whwh 1s the meanmg of the word coatl"
because they called their devil "the rational owl;" of Solomon,," The voice of my be~oved I, ~ehold, he
Kings borough ebbor:ttes many theories, but alfor, says he, ·• How can the devil be rational?" Yet come~h leapmg upon t~e .mountams, sk1ppmg upo~ ways keepa in vi~w his Jewish theory. Yet he canhe forgot that the Christian devil, their "Prince of the h1lls. !'~y beloved. 1s hk.e a roe or a young hart., not help ":onderm~ at the acc?racy displayed by the
Darkness," is milieu "Lucifer" (light.).
was quoted m connectwn w1th the deer-foot symbol, Mexicans m reportmg the actwns in the daily life of
But" the business of conversion went on prosper- to prove that Cholula was named aftu Jerusalem. their god, and compares it with the few accounts
ously. It was not difficult to pass from the ffa9ts But .by far the m?s.t ingenious reasomng is to be transmitted to us of Jesus; for," deducting the three
and festivals of ~~e religioD: to the feasts a,nd festi- credited to Boturm1: He says that ~e was abl~ to last gospel!!, which are simply a repetition of Matvale of the other.
It w~s s1mply a change of name. pr~ve_ by the MexiCan records that the echpse thew, his (Jesus's) biography is reduced to a. few
Drop ~uet~al?oatl and m~ert Jesus. A fe.w years. cla1med t? hav taken place at t~e deat?. of Jes~s pages. But possibly the four .evangelists were the·
ago, wh1le 111. South A"?enca, on ?ne occasiOn I at- a.ctual_ly d1d occur, and as the l\1ex1can~ d1v1ded their only primitiv Christians acquainted with the art of
tended a pubhc gathermg, and hem~ then very or- hme mto cy~les of fifty-t:v-o years, whiCh was n~arly writing." .
thodox, was greatl.y shocked. at hearmg a man, call- the age attamed by Chnst when be was crumfied,
Having rans:1cked the Bible to find a "type" fLr
ing for one of h1s compamons, cry out: "Jesus I they must hav been Jews. Moreover, as Bar Cho- Quetzalcoatl and closely scanned the claims of all the
.Jesus!" but I almost had a paralytic stroke when I coba, the Jewish messiah, came to the front exactly saints from' Adam to· Jesus, ·including Jnda~, the
saw the bome.lies~ negro in the world, as I then fift:f-t":o Je~rs after the d~ath of Christ~ the;y divided D-:>minicaus, headed by Torquemada, gravely inform
thought, come forward and answ~r to the name. Be- the1r time m cycles of fifty-two years m h1s honor. us that the missionaries supposed him to bav been an
fore many months bad elapsed, I found that Jesus This reasoning had such weight with the Dominicans Irishman, because be was cailed Cuculan in Yutucan,
was a very common name, and that many a pretty and Franci3cans that their authorized representa- wore a hood and vest covered with red crosses, and
gir~ delighted in the eup,h?nious title ?f "Jesucita" ti.v, Friar Tho~a~. Ortiziufl, in add~ess.ing the" coun- ate raw meat. This certainly is a libel, and can only ,
-little female Jesus. Ilns was the d1rect result of ml of the Ind1es, urged 1t as a prmmpal reason why be accounted for by the fact that the mi~sionaries
the system a?opted by tJ;w missionaries. If there the J'lhxicans should be made slaves.
were Spaniard~:>, and presumably at that day, as now,
were a Jesus m every famtly, there would be no fear
Whole columns could be filled with these compar- were, like all foreigners, op,posed to the Irish.
is?ns, each writer seeming to bav some particular
But Dr. Siguenza, supported by other learned
of his being forgotten.
Having destroyed, as tbAy thought, everything that fnencl whom he wished to nominate for the position; Spaniards, unwilling that all the credit should go to
could militate against the" Holy Mother," the monks but all agreed that the MHicans were the "lost ten the" Isle of Saints," insists that Qaetzalcoatl was St.
proceeded to make a history for the Mexicans, and it tribes of Israel," and although no two could agree on Thoma'l, giving the follow~ng reason: The Muican
was duly given to the world that they wue "the ten any one person to substitute for Qaelzalcoatl, yet, be- God was named Topiltzin Qaetzalcoatl and that of the
cause the Mexicans practiced circumcision, did not saint was Thomas Di iymus. The "T-:>" in the Mex:lost tribes of Israel."
Acosta devotes several chapters to a description of eat pork, presented their guests with water to wash ican name was an abbreviation of Thomas (in Spantheir wanderings, for it is an unquestioned fact that their feet, and their paintings represented their gods ish spelled Tomas); piltzin means son or disciple,
in remote anLiquit.y the Mexicans had been a noma- with long noses, it was unanimously conceded that and Quetzalcoatl ·corresponds with Didymus, and
die race. He says: "This going forth and perigrina- these eastern customs and exhibit of long noses were means a twin. Therefore, as QuetzaJcoatl was a twin
tiou of the Mexicans will happily seem like to that indubitable evidences of the truth of the Jewish the- and St. Thomas also, they must be the same person.
of Egypt, and to the way the childrEn of Israel made, ory. But Garcia, after vainly trying to make the Jew I respectfully protest against this style of reasoning,
seeing that they, as well as those, were warned to IU into the Mexican groove, give it up in disgust, and for, if it be allowed, it might be productiv of unpleasgo forth and seek the land of promis, and both the remarks: "There are not wanting those who affirm ant results, as the only escape from canonization I
one and the other carried their God for their guide; that the Mexicans feigned theit· own early history af- can now see for a modest, retiring man would be to
consulted with the ark and made him a tabernacle; ter having heard the early history of the Jews." And bring evidence that be was a triplet.
and he advised them, giving them laws and ceremo- Prescott passes over "some remarkable traditions
The admirers of St. Patrick, however, were not innies, and both the one and the other spoke many bearing a singular resemblance to those found in the clined to allow his claims to be disposed of in such a
summary manner, so another learned man insists
:years in their voyage to the promised land, where we scriptures."
observe the resemblance of many other things as the
After a while it dawned upon these commentators that the Mexican god was the Irish saint, because
histories of the ME:Xicans do report and the holy that as the so-called" lost tribes" were conquPred by when in Palenque he (the learned man) saw au idol
:scriptures testify of the Israelites." But "the inge- Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, and carried captive with three heads, and this was St. Patrick's emblem,
nuity of the chronicler was taxed to find out analo" into Mesopotamia in the year 721 B c., it was not for he bad converted Ireland by exhibiting the threegies between the Mexican and scripture histories. clear bow they could be identified with the Mexi- leaved clover. This shrewd exhibit of the first reThe migration from Aztlau to Anahuac was made cans, in vew of the latter possessing a knowledge of corded patent seems to hav carried the day, and Sb.
typical of the Jewish exodus. The places where the all the fundamentals of Christianity; and then the Patrick now st!lnds as the pat~on of Mexico. If I
Mexicans halted on the march wue identified with war broke out afresh. ''The eye of faith could trace were indulging in surmises I might be led into specthose in the journey of the Israelites, and the name in the Mexican paintings the whole story of the pas- ulations, but being simply a compiler, I will only
of Mexico itself was found to be nearly identical sion, the savior suspended from the cross, and the add, palmam qui meruitjerat.
with the Hebrew name of the Messiah. This parallel Virgin Mary with her attendant angels." As all the
The Abbe Ulavigero, who wrote a complete history
was so closely pressed by Torquemada that he .was knowledge of the Mexicans had evidently been im- of Mexico, in three volumes, uudertak;es to defend
compelled to suppress the chapter containing it on parted t? them by the devil, and. it was not within the'?- from all charges, and at the s~me tiJ?-e to recthe publication of his book."
the prov1den_c~ of God tha~ t~e ev1~ one should b~ al- .onctle t?e two records. He. admtts th~1r delug~,
While the Dominicans were 80 busily engaged try- lowe~ to utJhze true· ChnshanEI, 1t was determmed and . chums the tot!l'l destruct!~~ of all hfe on tb~s
ing to find J ewe in America, the Inquisition in Spain, that m l!lome unaccountable. manner he managed. to contment. A c?nsiderab~e por,wn o~ one volu~e 13
under the control of the same order, was equally transport some of the Mamcheans over to l\Iexwo, ~evoted to provwg that 1t was pJS3Ib!e for ammll
busy in trying to turn J ewe out of that kingdom.
and tb~s a per~erted knowled~e of the trut~ was hfe to. cross the ocean or .by way of Asia. to repeople
This Jewish craze lasted down to tbe time of Lord spread m Amenca. As, for obv1_ous reason&, 1t was Amerw11, and he enters 1~to an ex:hausbv argument
Kings borough, whose work, published in 1830, is de- not stated how the tra~sportatwll: of these early to prove that though. a slotu can ;n?ve only _seven feet
voted to the proving of this hypothesis. It is pos- schismatics took place, th1s theory d1d not ~onff hold a day, yet _by ~he ~ssistance of d1v!ne prov_tdence _he
sibly the most elaborate of its kind in existence, and sway, though all concede_d the power of leVIt~twn to would arnve .m bme: :rhen, as If dt_ssatlsfied :v-1th
was so PXpensiv that the publishers were obliged to the devil, for he bad carr1ed .Jesus up to. the pmnacle his ow~ prem_Ises, he mtim~tes that the a~gels mtg~t
ask $875 for the nine volumes. Much midnight oil of the temple. But the l~v1t~ted ~Iamchean ~onld hav assisted m t?e work .of transportation. ~e 1~
was wasted and many learned treatises written to sus· hav equal rights to canomzatwn With the lev1tate_d careful not to asEngn ar:y gr~en ?ne to any partiCular
tain the above reposition. The Mexican writings St. Theresa. Theref?re. they looked further, and 1t part, ~JUt le_aves to the n~agmab?n of tbe.rea~er the
were twisted a~d turned into every possible shape was demonstrated this time, beyond the peradvent- beauttful.sight of Ga::mel or l\Itehael fiy~ng "o~11rd
and position, and some wonderful discoveries were ure of a doubt, that Quetzalcoatl and Jesus were the the Amencan shore w1th a ~kunk un~er either wmg.
· - ·t b t
Q 1 1 tl nd self-same persons
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pared with Jesus, according to Isaiah,: "His visage whic_h, if history recorJs tru 1y, ." at!acke~ t,~e pope
· ·
d was so marred more than any man.' And as the on b1s throne and the peasant m bis cabm -a sad
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had been born 5,19!) years before the Christian era; ehat,'f accor f mQg ytt ~ ~twan~ a e ca es fo th otey \
In o~der not to tire the r~ader I will cite only one
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e .east ~· hue za co~ ~ and ah one th' e av~n more instance in respect to the ~akin()' of a history
:another historian, finding in one of the Mexican writings an adjuration commencing," 0 .Sun and Earth,'' l'n~x.ICan d ~s ehs wt asd't' s tahnt Cho~ety't hiS .cludsfiomh for the "·I~x'c~ns
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h l d g d born in 15G8 nearly half a cen~ury after the conquest,
heavens and earth to record this day," etc.; Kings- u
t ~elr ~n .mgsf we~ tc;e~0llu e. a ~~~, :~d was educated by the p;iests" and being somewh11t
borough maintains the same opinion and claims that one k" 18 0~~an, lfavmg ~un h e
~w~~g, 8he 1~ t precocious a bri()'ht idea t~ok possession of the
the Mexican Bible, which was called Teoamoxtli, was the _mg 1dmset prese~ 'twh. osehwort ~ t ?U hou tls clergy
he wa~ set to work to '>'rite a history of
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divine and amult is book, and mox.li must mean qufot~~ themhas ,f~~o ~ ~ IV ~I
~18go 'd ~~nl
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blood ~nd bad every facility for treatin()' the subject
1
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Moses; therefore the true meaning is 'divine book of ' ' ort, hsaysk 1\ th e .rgm 0 f ;ry Sf~:I h , . }1e~1·t ~. ' in a t;utbful nianner He estimates th~ duration of
Moses.'" Bnt Dr. McCulloh brings many labored 51' 0 ~v ep . e saymgs
er son m ~~
the Mexicans as a nation A.t 1,417 year;;;; the foundt!.•
and equally sane at·guments to prove tha~ he w:as
~otwtthstandmg the undo~bted samty of the tion of their city in A D. 13:li5; th~t they did not begin
Noah. AnothH scouts at the rest and claims him wnters, and t?orough ~oncluslVness of th~se a:gu- to wear clothes until A D. 1390, or just thirty ye3n
to hav been Job, "for the Mtxicans haviug a g; eat ments, they ~hd not smt all; so ano~her mgen~ous befc,re the conquest, and differs WJth Turq aemada,
predllection for sculpturing figures, Quetzalc?atl must gen_tleman discovered t~at. t~e l\Iexwans received who in ordf"r to reconcile the two records, !raq•lently
hav been Job, as it is plainly set forth m the nmeteenth th6lr knowledge ?f Cbnstiamty froi? some of t~e m k~s a king reign one hundred years and in one
chapter of his book, 'were graven with an iron pen early saints. He mforms us that their language did
a 0 ne hundl·ed ancl ei<Yhty years.
'
and l.ead in the reck forever.'" As one of their not hv.v the letters B, D, F, G, R, and S, and that ca~e t t k'
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grass growing out of it, another enthusiast presents Christ to Quetzal coati will appear as a near ~~.tempt t;le runs ~~~oothly eno:g
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the claims of Isaiah to that honor by triumphantly at the afsimilation of these two proper names.
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wg, and the letters by an easy trans1t10~ becam~ tz, adventures of. Alfred t~~ ra.at 0
~"an · . ~-~u~
Every castom of tbe Mexicans was closely scanned and we then hav Que·z for J,.s; tbe Latm termma- conquered his enemt~Et, hke Alfred, this kmo
and, if possible, fmced into a Jewish groove. They tion us being changed into al, ns better adapted to m~u.nted the .throue, ~nd t_hen we hav the, s~orJ: 0 ~
offered their children in the temple· so did the Jews. the Mexican lauguage, we then hav "Jesus trans- D,~nd and Unah, only m t~B ~:s? the wo~a.Cilsls£~
.They held their naming as an impcrtant ceremony; so formed by this easy and s~mp!e ~ethod into Qu:tz2l." ply b~troth~d i ~ut otherw1~e 1 Is the sc~Ip.ur.a a e
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the king retired to his country seat and fasted fo~ty any existing form or name, they will carefullJ: c~n
days and was then soothed by a vision showing him sider the claims of Quetzalcoatl. He was a VIr~m,
that' he would hav a son. to comfort his old ag~. born cruJilled savior and Christ; was born, accordmg
When this became a fact, he built a temple and ded~: to the Mexican fixed dates, before that eventful day
cated it to the "unknown t;od, the cause of causes, when the Lord God turned tailor for the benefit of
and spent the rest of his days in meditation ?n the Adam and Eve, and come~ to us well vouched _for
future. When on his dying bed he called . h1s son, both by the records of his own . p_eople and h,I,gh
and besought him not to neglect the worship of the Christian authority. Moreover, he I~, so sp_eak, t.o
unknown god, and assured him that "the time would the manner born," hating been a natrv of th1s contiMoAR'rHUR.
shortly come when this God wo!}ld b~ kn_own ~nd nent.
worshiped throughout the land.
This kmg died
1470, about fifty years before t~e conquest. The
The Libeml Club.
royal historian, being und~r the direct co~trol of t_he
At the second-story window of a house on Third
Dominicans, is thereby shielded from bemg consid- avenue on the evening of Friday, the. 15th, sat a
ered either a plagiarist or a liar, or both.
.
large ~d contemplativ G_erman in his shirt-sleeeves,
Had these various historians been better acquamted gazing down the street m a dreamy way. He was
with church history; or somewhat less of zealots, they baldheaded; and was smoking a pipe that bad a long
might hav found an easier'solution to the problem stem.
than any of the above theories. " Bible Myths,"
" • Ach i • spricht er, 'die grosste Freud'
page 409, givs the key in this one sh?rt yaragraph:
Ist doch die Zufriedenheit ! '" ·
"Melito (a Christian bishop of Sardis), m a~ ap~lThe match with which the pipe had been lighted
ogy delivered to the Emperor Marcus Antomnus, m fell upon an awning below, which began to burn.
the year 170, claims the patronage of the emperor The contemplativ German smoked on. Somebody
foi' the now-called Christian religion, which he calls on the street let ·go the awning halliards and t~e
'our philosophy,' on account of its ~igh ~ntiquity, as awning spread itself with a snap. A round hole big
having been imported from count1·fes lymg beyon_d as a peck measure was seen to hav been burnt in the
the limits of the Roman empire, in the reign of his cloth and was surrounded with a narrow rim of fire.
ancestor Augustus, who found its importati~n _omi- A dapper man in a high hat came along and poke_d
. nous of good fortune to his govern:n;tel?-t.. Thi~ IS an at the fire with his cane. Then the contemplativ
elaborate demonstration that Chnstiamty did not German aroused himself. Laying down his pipe, he
originate in Judea, whic~ was a Roma.n pl'Ovince, but procured a pail of wa~er, b~ought itt? the window,
really was an exotic onenta! fable, Impo~ted fr~m and, taking a careful aim, drscharged It at the hole
India, and that Paul was domg as he claimed, VIz., in the awning. 'fhe water went through the hole in
preaching a God, manifest, in the ~esb, who h~d ~een a solid volume, put out the fire, and struck the dap' believed on in the world centunes before h1s time, per man fair in his upturned face. He sat suddenly
and a doctrin that had been- already preached ' unto and unexpectedly down. When he got up he was
swearing mad and made derogatory observations
every creature under heaven.' " . .
So the Mexicat;s ~ere Ca~hohmzed, and " under about the average intelligence o~ Germans as a peathe Spanish dommahon . their ~umbers hav been ,ple. Then he walked away, lookmg savag_ely back to
silently melted away; their energies are broken. In fire a scathing remark at the contemplativ Germ~n.
their faltering step and meek and melancholy aspec,~ The German relit his pipe, spread a handkerchief
we read the sad character of the conquered race. upon the top of his bald head to keep off the draft,
Yet only a short time ago Mgr. Capel mformed the and still gazed down the avenue in a dreamy and
American people that " my church" was the only one contemplativ way.
that bad converted and civilized a_natio~.. _If h_e wo~ld
Wit.h his mind cheered and enlivened by this inc~
compare the present state of MexiCan mvilizahon With dent a man wearing a badge pin with a torch on It
that which obtained under Montezum~, he would see sought the Three Hundred and Seventy-ninth Regwhat Roman Catholicizing her has produced. Let ular Meeting of. the Manhattan Liberal Club. The
him open a telescope before one of the peons of t~e hall was full. There were no copies of THE TRUTH
present day, and he will find that the fellow will . SEEKER upon the secretary's table, as the supply had
hasten before the nearest alcalde and s_wear out an not been equal to the demand. Numerous people
indictment claiming that Capel had tned to shoot had to go without it, which should impress upon all
him with a Gatling gun.
.
the fact that now is the time to subscribe. President
In these articles, all my information is derived Wakeman sat on a front seat. looking over a prooffrom what might be termed eminent. Christian au- slip upon which marks had been made regardless of
thority, and I hav quoted but. three times from op- the sensibilities of the printer. ~ mem?er ne,ar by
posers of the church. The mferen~es are my_ own, looked at his watch and saw that It was eight o clock.
and being given as natural deductwns, hav simply He therefore told the president that it was quarter
the weight of an individual opinion. Much more past eight and that he had better open the meeting.
could hav been said, but lengthy articles ar~ not f?r
The le~turer for the evening was Mr. Courtlandt
newspapers. If inquiry be sta~ted, my obJect will Palmer, whom the chairman introduced, with :emarhs
hav been att~ine_d, an_d I hol?e, m the near future, of a flattering character. Mr. P_almer s subJect '_Vas
that some activ, mtelhgent mi?d, such a~ Prof: J?h.n "The New Education.'' To avmd any error bemg
Fiske, will become interested m the tmbJect, giv It a made in this report the lecture had been printed and
thorough investigation, and ~lace t~e results before was handed the writer by the secretary.
the public; in that event, I tbmk. I Will be sup~orted
It appears that in the rear of All Souls' church on
in my claim that to fully appremate the true htstory East 20th street in this city there is established a
of the Mexican people, it is necessary to read the school and tool-house where children are given an
various accounts carefully, and not to accept as a f!lct industrial education along with the common sort.
any statement that. is not full~ :prove_n, and whiCh Herr G. von Taube, a member of the Liberal Club,
does not commend Itse.lf !o one s ~ntell1gence.
is principal of the school, an~ this lecture was an
I think that the antiqmty of ~his people has been explanation of its methods, wntten at ~he request. of
proven; also, that they were kmd, gen~e, and re- several well-known gentlemen. The pnmal nece.ssity
fined; possessed many of the arts and smences, RJ?-d of ·life, Mr. Palmer said, was to be a good ammal.
bad a thorough knowledge of what ~~ call the Chns- A sound body must be taken as the desirable basis
tian religion. That they were anmmlated needs no of a sound mind and of a clear conscience. Thereeffort on my part to sustain; it rests with each reader fore they had physical training first at this school.
to determin for himself the reason why. The
Next, on the theory that it is better to learn things
minicans, who "armed the hand of brother agamst than to learn words, the powers of observation were
brother, and, setting their burni~g seal upon the assiduously cultivated. The speaker went to some
lip, did more to stay the march of Improve~ent than extent into the question of sensations and percepany other scheme d~vis~d _by hu~an. cunmn~, an~, tions and the power of the sensory organs, and t~eir
having branded the1r vJCtims w_1th mfa~;y IJ?- this susceptibility to improvement. The mode of pumshworld, consigned them to everlastmg p~rdit~on m the ment adopted in this school was to send the refracnext,'' are no longer a factor, and the mev.Ita~le law tory pupil home, which usually broke him up comof compensation will mete out to them their Just re- pletely. The tool-house played an important part
ward.
.
. in teaching the scholar to apply his knowled~e, beTo the student of comparativ mythology, th~ hi_s- sides having a good moral influence. Morality Mr.
tory of Quetzalcoatl is of great importance, as It Will Palmer defined as the science of right living. Edanable him, in a measure, to trace the course. of t~e ucation here was strictly secular. But if a secular,
great Trinitarian myth, which was first conceived ~n in no sense can the school be called au irreligious
the East, and thence spread over the world. He 'Yill one. As Mr. Von Taube had eloquently said, "a
also be able to determin that this Mexican god, hke fully developed and educated mind cannot possibly
all of similar de&cripti.on, loses all pe~so.n~ exi~t~nce be irreligious in the higher acceptation of the word.''
and becomes a creatwn of that pnmibv rehgwus The lectare was attentivly regarded, and everybody
sentiment which clothed "~he unco~~re.he~fed said it was a good one.
powers of nature with the attnbutes of divimty.
It was then announced that the able and instrucSome may feel satisfied with the "devil theory;" tiv discourse to which we had listened was open to
others that Quetzalcoatl was the "type of Jesus discussion in speeches of ten minutes each. MewChrist;" few, I hope, that he was either an "Irish- hers of the club had the preference.
man" or a "twin." The many will say:
Mr. Leipsicker said that the present· system of
'Tis strange such difference should be
schools generated dudes who were fit for bookkeepers
'Twixt tweedledum and tweedledee.
and clerks, but wer.e not workers. Our schools are a
If there be any others who really believe that our relic of the past. Teaching has not been reduced to
civilization needs a distinguishing adjectiv, I hope a liCience as it should be.
that, before becoming too deeply compromised with
Dr. Eccles agreed with the speaker. Education

po-

was all there is of life. Education, acquired through
superior means of observation, constituted the difference intellectually between the frog and the oyster;
and· the amount of information which man obtains,
as compared with the limited educational a~va_n~ages
enjoyed by the monkey, gave the human Individual
the bulge on .the simian. ·
.
Herr von Taube spoke next. Persons at the back
part of the ha1l could not hear what he said. Those
forward understood him to recommend manual train'ing as the solution of the lab~r and soc~al .question.
}3esides this he would hav a fnendly feeling of equality cultivated, and the spirit of caste exorcised. It.
was hoped Herr ~on Taube would add a wo~d on the
subject of religion and education, and dispel the
doubts raised by Mr. Palmer's reference to "irreligious in the higher acceptation of the word,'' bu~ the
audience were left to work out the problem unaided.
It must be admitted that the phrase contains vast
.
possibilities of construction.
Mr. Blissert inquired fervidly how the waifs of
Baxter street were to be benefited by the Gramercy
Park School and Tool-house in the rear of All Souls'
church. Mr. Blissert is a bloody dynamitard, and
doesn't believe any of New York except the Catholic
churches and the poorer quarters is worth saving.
The rest might as well be loaded with dynamite and
fired off.
Mr. Palmer had very little to add in closing the
discussion, except to return his acknowledgments for
the kindness of his hearers.
It is useless to disguise the fact that the next
meeting will be one of absorbing interest. The leeture is to be delivered by Hermon Shook, Esq., of
the New York bar. His name has been previously
mentioned in these reports, more latterly in ord~r to
express regret at his absence from the meetmgs.
His subject is" Wisdom Traps,'' and those who hav
allowed themselvs to be led astray by the allurements
of philosophy or th13 delusions of science will be
warned to return to the fold while it is the accepted
time and during business hours.
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News and Notes from the Field.
GaAND aAPIDS, MICH.

The noble generosity of D. A. Blodgett resulted in a splendid series of meetings at Grand Hap.ids, among the most successful of the campaign. From twelve hundre~ to sixteen
hundred people attended. They were held at the Opera
House on Sunday afternoon and evening, May 10~h, and Monday evening, May 11th. J. M. Jamieson, a pronounced Lib· ·
eral and earnest worker, editor of the German-American, and
a prominent lawyer1 presided.
On Monday evening Mr. Watts reviewed a lecture by the
Hev. Mr. Gilbert, who had taken it upon himself to attack Ingersoll, and had proudly vaunted his ability to debate with
the Infidels. But when the challenge really came, as usual
with his cloth, he pleaded other duties and refused to defend
his faith upon a free platform. Evidently he is as wise as the
serpent, who knows how to wriggle away when he finds an
enemy too strong for his poisonous fang. He was, however,
brought squarely to the book by Mr. Watts, before one of the
most brilliant audiences of the season, and his absurdities, ignorance, and cowardice were thoroughly shown.
All the local paper'! spoke in the highest terms of the meet.
ings. Alluding to the Sunday evening meeting the Morning
Telegram observes:
"A large audience listened to the lecture, nearly every seat
on the two lower floors being occupied, and a number of persoils on the third floor. The audience was evidently composed largely of people who think favorably of Liberalism, as
shown by the fact that the name of 'rh«;~mas Paine was received with heartv applause when ment10ned. Samuel P.
Putnam of New York, also made a few remarks before Mr.
Watts ttppeared, urg~ng ?-POD Liberalists and Freethinkers the
importance of orgamzat10n.
. .
.
"Mr Watts is an orator, and h1s d1scourse was mterspersed
with m~ny anecdotes and witty Rayings like Ingersoll's."
The Daily Eagle 1·emarks: "Mr. Charles Watts spoke before·
a crowded audience in Ponier's. Opera House. He is a very
eloquent and powerful as well as a. pleasing speaker, and. the·
audience manifested their approval by frequent applause."
I~efening to the Monday evening lecture the Times says:
"!{edmond's Opera House was literally packed last evening
with an attentiv audience to hear Mr. Charles Watts." The
Morning 'l'elegram observes: "Mr. Watts handled his subject
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in an eihaustiv manner. He is a scholar and orator, and
deals with his opponents with fairness. He leaves an impression that he is thoroughly in earnest and ap.x:ious to discover
ttuth.''
The thanks of Liberals throughout the country are due to
Mr. :D. A. Blodgett fol" th~ energy, the self, sacrifice, and generosity with which he inaugurated and conducted this magnificent enterprise in behalf of Freethought.
An organization has been started, and under the management of such ardent Liberals as Mr. and Mrs. Bayne, Mr. and
Mrs. Colestock, Mr. jamieson, and others, both ladies and
gentlemen, no doubt a most successful society w!U be estab·
lished.
To our surprise and delight, we met our undaunted coadjutor, C. B. Reynolds, at Grand Rapids. He is busy laying out
plans for a summer campaign. He has· almost concluded arrangements for the purchase of a tent, and soon his banners
will be floating in the air and orthodoxy will be attacked in its
strongholds. Mr. Reynolds has rare gifts for an undertaking
of this sort, and undoubtedly will carry it forward to fruitful
results. He has h'ld years of experience;. he thoroughly understands what is to be done ancl the best methods to do it; he
is plucky, energetic, enthusiastic, and, above all, he has faith
in his work! '!'he manifold life of Liberalism to-day; which
touches the highest bights of the intellect and must meet the
wants of the humblest toiler, can hav no one particular way
by which to unfold its resources and power. The very breadth
and importance of our cause demand the trial of different
methods in order that all paths of progress may be found.
Our movement is thoroughly democratic, and ·cannot attain
its sublimest excellence unless it answers to each form of life.
On the broad bosom of nature we recognize not only the glory
of the star but of the rock and sod.
Our bright and genial co-worker from Chicago, E. A. Stevens,
was again with us, having the good fortune to tarry for a
"Sabbath day's journey" at Grand Rapids. We also enjoyed
the companionship of Professor Orchardson, the well-known
artist and dashing Liberal campaigner who bearded the lion in
his den and defied the bishop even in his church and flung the
lie back into his face. With all these congenial spirits present, Reynolds, Stevens, the professor, Mr. Blodgett, and others, we might say that we hav had an impromptu Liberal
convention of the raciest sort, and it has been a sparkling inspiration indeed. These hav been bright days in the midst of
difficult labors; and our heart takes to itself new courage, new
hope, and exultation in the progress of mankind.
Not among the least of our delights at Grand Rapids was
fellowship and acquaintance with Mr. Powers of the Unitarian
church. In common parlance, he is a "Rev.," but as he does
not like the handle I shall not giv it to him, for I know by experience what an uncomfortable appendage it is. It always
sounded to me as if it were the alias for humbug. Mr.
Powers stands, like Mr. S<>vage and Mr. Chadwick, upon the
extremest verg,_e of the Unitarian movement where it almost
blends with Liberalism itself, and one can t~carcely see the
difference. I suppose there is a difference, but, perhaps,
more in method than intellectual conception. The question,
of course, is a practical one. At what point can this or that
radical thinker best advance the cause of humanity? There
must be some limitations of course. Absolute freedom is impossible. Therefore each must choose his limitation as well
as liberty, only one must choose not for worldly advantage,
but for moral power and opportunity to himself.
·
I recognize the invaluable service of the advancecl Unitarian
movement of the West, and the manliness of Mr. Powers and
others, who, choosing a different point of vantage from ourselva, labor with such courage, and charity, and whoiehearted conviction. Mr. Powers gave us a ringing discourse
on Sunday morning on the value of t-ruth. I wish every
Liberal could hear it, and read it too. I would like to see it
puLllshed in the columns of TH_p; TRUTH SEEKER. It was an
eloquent exposition of the truth as we hold it. It was a
trumpet call to the duty of.t.he hour. The imperishable truth
is that truth which we can practice, which we can J)Ut into
the life of humanity, which is available for its happiness.
Buy this truth. Possess it ·at any sacrifice, and then sell it
not, but liv it forth so that it makes more beautiful the path of
human endeavor.
The best of friends must part, they say, and the happiest
day will come to a close, and change is the law of life; and so,
having hung our banners on the outward walls, and driven
the clerical fox but would-be lion into his holcl, we strike our
tents and seek fresh adventure and other fields of conflict.
We cannot complain of our present lot. How delightful it
is here at Springport! It is a fresh May morning. The beautiful birds are singing in the sky. The air is balmy with the
sweet wings of spring that flo<lt and glitter in the azure heavens; the bosom of the earth seems to thrill with a sense of
coming glory, and the cloud8 drop music.
This is a small village of about five hundred inhabitants,
but there is a rich and flourishing farming country about it,
and materi-1l prosperity, of conrse, makes Liberals. Mr. M.
L, Day is the leading Fr~ethinkor in this place, and with the
like generosity of Mr. Blodgett, planned the series of lectures
to be given here, the first Freethought lectures in Springport.
From five to ten miles around whole families of Liberals came
in last evening, with a sprinkling of Christians, and the Opera
House was well filled with an attentiv audience. As Mr. Watts
arraigned the errors of Christianity, soroe who perhaps did
not know exactly what might happen, and fearing the wrath
of God, took their departure. The majority, however, evidently sympathized with the glowing and bold utterances of
the orator.
•
We lecture here again this evening, May 13th; at Auburn,
Ind., 14th and 15th; at Sturgis, Mich., May 1'l'th; at Louisville
and vicinity, May 24th; at Alliance, 0., May 31st; at Massilon,
June 2d and 3d; at Medina June 4th and 5th; at Canton June
7th; at Pittsburgh, Pa., June 14th, and from thence return to
New York. There is probability of a debate at Waynesburg,
Pa., between June 7th and 14th. We hav been compelled to

change our dates on account of unforeseen circumstances, but
whether here or there the work will still go on.
Fraternally yours,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
May 13th, ISS 5.
--------~---------

The League Executiv Committee.
Mr. C. B. Reynolds, having appointed the Executiv Committee of the League, it may not be amiss to call the attention
of the members to the duties attached to the office. Article
XI. of the League Constitution is:
The Ex:ecutiv Committee shall be composed of one member
from each state and territory of the Union, and shall act
under the instruction of the Board of Directors. It shall be
the duty of each member of the Executiv Committee to select
and associate with himself four other good citizens of his own
state or territory, as the Ex:ecutiv Sub-Committee for that
state or territory, and. he shall himself be chairman of the
same, and promptly report its organization to the Secretary of
the Liberal League. E~ch Sub-Committee shall appoint a
Local Agent in as many of the cities and towns of its own
state or territory as possible; it shall be the duty of each Local
Agent, with the help and co-operation of the state Sub-Committtee, to organize, if possible, a local auxiliary Liberal
League in his own city or town; to report its organization
promptly to the Chairman of the state Sub-Committee, and to
promote by its means the general objects of the National Liberal League.

Mt·. Reynolds's Work in the Field.
The indomitable energy and wisely directed enthusiasm and
zeal of the trinity, R<Jman Staley, S. F. DeJones, and Harry
Hoover, baclred by the ready aid of the band of real workers,
preserves for the Pittsburgh League the honor of being the
banner League of Pennsylvania.
We lectured befere the League on April 5th on " Facts and·
Fallacies" to a large and attentiv audience; ·on April 12th on
"Biblical Ghostol~gy," and, notwithstanding the bright warm
sunshine made outdoors so attractiv, the hall was crowded, and
the interest so great that urgent requests were made that the
subject be continued next Sunday, which were complied with,
and we are encom·aged by the conviction that not alone was
new and effectiv ammunition supplied our friends that would
clo good Aervice against the enemy, but tho shackles of super.
stition that bound many honest hearts in the dark dungeons
of fear and doubt were shattered.
The work is making gooi progress in Pittsburgh. It is to
be regretted that a more suitable hall cannot be obtained.
Many are kept away, especially ladies, on this account. Then,
too, there is need of a library and a suitable room for science
school, elocution, music, and other classes.
We respectfully suggest to those who most complain of these
lacks that they at once go earnestly to work and induce the
wealthy members to form a stock company and erect a suitable building tor the Pittsburgh Secular Society.
The lower floor could be fitted for stores, the upper front
rooms for offices, and would rent for sufficient to pay handsome dividends on the capital invested; while the League
would be provided with suitable hall (which could be rented
to other societies when ·not used by the League), library, class
room~. etc.; at mere nominal rent.
It must be admitted that the pre>ent workers hav all and
much more than their share of burden and responsibility to
carry. Here is opportunity to supply an urgent need, greatly
advance the cause, and erect an enduring monument to the
memory of those who will t:tke the initiativ in this work.
There are plenty of wealthy members ready and willing to invest if the plan is made feasible and promises profit. An
earnest, persistent effort will insure success.
A large number of the members of the Pittsburgh League
reside in Allegheny, but are somewhat dilatory in crossing the
river to attend the League meetings. In company with the
indefatigable Roman Staley ("the noblest Roman of them
a'l "), we waited on Brother J. H. Ebeck, of Ohio street, and
found a kindred spirit, who readily entered into our plans,
and, reg>trdless of p1·essing business calls, secured the German
Bank Httll for Sunday, April 19th, and so aroused the_ enthusiasm of the Liberals and people in his vicinity that we were
greeted with a crowded hall of most intelligent ladies and
gentlemen. We spoke on "Heaven and the Angels." All
were deeply interested. And thus was inaugurated what we
hope will prove a long-con tin ned series of lectures in Aile·
gheny that cannot fail of most glorious results.
The eloquent., able, and energetic president of the-Pennsylvania State League, Prof. Wm. Seymour, will lecture there
May 3d and lOth.
There is good prospect of the hall being rented for the year;
this will afford opportunity for establishing science school,
elocution and music classes on each Sunday evening when no
regular lecturer is engaged.
The work in the twu cities is booming. A spirit of fraternity, generous hospitality, and deep interest in all that pertains to the advancement of. the ca~se is a marked peculiarity
of the Liberals of the Pittsburgh Laague. May this spirit
permeate our ranks and thus lighten the labors of the workflrB
until glorious victory shall crown our endeavors.
On Sunday afternoon, May 3.d, we had the honor of making
our debut before a Philadelphia audience. The large upper
hall had been engaged, and was about two-thirds filled. We
were very much pleased to find a large and efficient choir of
some fifteen ladies and gentlemen, under the leadership of
Brother King. They gave a delightsome concert as prelude
to our lecture on "Salvation."
'fhe indefatigable secretary, Geo. Longford, did a thriving
business at the book stand. THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its admirable cartoon, was in great demand. Immediately after our
lecture the supply was exhausted, much to the chagrin of
Brother Longford, and the great disappointment of a large
number.
The noble example of Brother Longford in devo~ himself to the circulation of Liberal literature is worttrOf all
commendation and emulation by all League secretaries:
Every Liberal publication sold is read by many persons. The
ideas and arguments advanced by lecturers are all forgotten

or distorted. Those contained in the little publication at
every reading repeat and reiterate with the same calm, quiet
earnestness, the same plain truths which, at first angrily rer.ejected, are studied, then endured, and finally embraced.
Securing subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER invariably adds
honest-hearted, intelligent men and women to our ranks, pnd
paves the way for the lecturer, not alons securing hearers, but
inducin~ contributions to defray the cost.
The Philadelphia League, in addition to its music class, resulting in its accomplished choir, hav instituted a series ~f
social festivals. On the first Sunday of the month they provide
not alone a feast of reason, and sweet melodies to exhilarate
the mind, but a substantial banquet-under the modest name
of supper-so that all can stay through the interval between
afternoon and evening lectures and enjoy a social visit.
It is well to cultivate a spirit of sociability and hospitality
so that visiting friends- will not be so forcibly impressed with
the fact that they are strangers in a strange city-the City of
Brotherly Love with the love and brotherhood dropped out.
Sunday evening the hall was crowded, extra chairs till
there was no spot to crowd another in-standing-room was at
a premium. We, by request, told'' Why I Left the Pttlpit,'
and for an hour and thirty minutes, despite the heat and di»comfort from their overcrowded condition, the audience ga\e
most earnest attention.
Our sojourn at Philadelphia was rendered most pleasant
and enjoyable by the great kindness and genuin whole-hearte•i.
hospitality of the family of the energetic and able presideilt
of the Philadelphia State League, Prof. Wm. Seymour.
The Philadelphia League is a power for good. We trust one
and all will realize in unity there is strength, and that only
through efficient organization can we hope for salvation.
CnAs. B. REYNOLDS,
Secretary Pennsylvania State Liberal League.

Mr. Reynolds's Tent Fund.
Previously acknowledged,
D. A. Blodgett, J. J. Taylor, J. :M:. Cosad,
Dennis Jacobs,
R. B. Jackson,
Chas. Laperche,
John Riggins,
D. Higbie, M.D.,
Total,

$154.70
5.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
$178.70

The J{ausas City, Mo., League
From the KaKsas Oity Jou7"nal of ltlay 4th.

The first regular meeting of the Kansas City branch of the
National Liberal League took place yesterday n.fternoon at
Turner Hall, 12th and Oak streets. Mr. D wid Eccles, who
filled the position of temporary chairman, opened the meeting. Mrs. Judge Krekel was suggested as the first regular
president of the society. She refused to be a candidate for
that oosition. Judge Krekel was then unanimously elected
president. Mr. EgcJes and Mrs. Krekel were named as candidates for the secretaryship, but Mrs. Krekel, not believing in
having too many representativs of the same family among the
officers, again declined, and Mr. Eccles was elected. 1.fr. J.
W. Weirt was elected viGe-president, ancl Mr. Ebenold, treasurer. A committee of three, consisting of Mr. Eccles, Mr.
Ebenold, and. Mrs. Judge Krekel, were appointed to make ar•
rangements for getting a hall. It was decided to meet next
Sunday evening.
Mr. Eccles said that they must begin right or the whole
undert~tking would be !t dismal failure. A very little is enough
to turn the direction of !t stream, and a very little might result very seriously for the society. He stated that it is proposed to form the society on the Nine Demands for humanity.
Judge Krekel delivered a short lecture on "Civil Government." "My lecture," he said, " will be the fir at of a series
showing the objects and benefits of government. I hav found
by an experience of many years the great advantage a person
gains by knowing something about the government in which
he livs. If any one goes to the polls to vote for, say a member
of Congress, this candidate being one out.of fourtetln or fifteen
aspirants for similar positions iv the state, could he explain
the law of his voting for this one candidate ? When you see
a policeman arresting a man, and claiming him as a prisoner,
can you tell why and how he has this right that no ordinary
man has? Thus we may run over the whole system of government. If we were asked what rights hav certain men to do
certain acts and duties, we should be able to >tnswer intelligently. Men say often that they hav not time to examin into
these affairs. Our republican government is made of the
smallest links, each one not too large for a child to grasp at.
Other countries intend to keep their government a mystery,
so that their people will hesitate to act. HBre it is desirable
that every man should know the workings of the government.
Does a man by his vote act directly upon the government
itself? For the want of knowledge, men will attribute the
shortcomings of the government to others. It is said that
rascals liv in Washington. '!'hey are, however, our agents.
What riaht· hav we to complain when we hav the J)Ower to
remedy the evil in our hands. I propose, during my course
of lectures to take the government of this country link by
link, part by part, and show, when our duty is fully comprehended the corruption of the government must cease. When
we kno'w that we erred in depositing our votes, we see the·
way to correct our error next time. The family is a government in itself. 'fhe parents are the lawgivers. The father
says do this or that, and when the child refuses to obey he is
punished. In judging if a child has made a mistake the
father or mother acts as judge. When a person :has examined
into fauiily laws he knows th'3 principles of government. In
civil society everything may be called government. When
there was no law men agreed to do SJ and so. In sm>tll communities then agreements became usages. \fhen two communities come together they compare usages and adopt the
best. Finally they become laws."
The following are the names of those who ar€ regular members of the society in this city: Judge and Mrs. Krekel, Mr. ~
D. Bowker, Miss Mattie V. Krekel, Mr. L. Wiener, Mr. Loms
Ehntich, Miss Matti<~ Parry, Mr. Z. T. Hulett, Mr. ,John HadIon, Mr. Charles C. Morin, Mr. Michael M. Garry, Mr. ~enry
Ebenold, Mr. A. P. Wicks, M1·. Harry Locum, Mr. Rwhard
Fuller, Mr. John Koestner, Mr. BAnjamin Gauz, Dr. G. E.
Heydon, Mr. David Eccles, 1\Ir. John W. Worth, Mr. E.
,Jaserich, Mr. Charles B. Eames, Mr. Henry Paar, Mr. Man
Grossner, Mr. Joseph Bestman, Mr. Charles Baum, Mr. Ed.
G. Pueschl, Mr. John Larson, and others.
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'l'he Relocation of Religion; or, Harrison versus
Spencer.

. This bo(lk* is important and interestimg, and yet
m some re 8 pects bad and regrettable. lt is made u
of the articles with which Messrs. HarrisC'n an~
Spencer hav of late wildly belabored each other in
En~li~h magazines ~nd newspapers on the subject of
Rehgwn. 'l'he editmg has been done by Prof. E. L.
Youmans in the manifest interest of the Spencerian
philosophy.
"The lions were not painters," said the noble
b;rute, when shown the picture of a man slaying the
kmg of the forest. The Spencerian editor has taken
equally good care to picture his hero as the victor
and so he is, .on the defensiv, but not over his oppo~
nent. In tb1~ controversy both parties are victors,
~ecause each IS successful in defending his own posibon, but each is signally d 6 feated in his attack upon
the other. Each, in claiming too much for his own
position and rejecting all religious value as to the
position of his opponent, has left himself and his
cause, an? indeed the whole subject, in an unfortunate position. Lst us ~ee how and why this is true.
The ~ottom trouble IS that science has swept the
f?undahons from ~nder our old religion and its sentiments and morality. The business of modern philosophy, rel?r?sented ~y Comte and Spencer, is to
:elocate rehgwn an~ Its substitutes and belongings
m the new world mto which we hav drifted since
Copernicus and Bruno, i. e, since A D. HiOO. Let us
take ~~e question i~ its simplest form. The original
c?nd1t10n of conscwusness and of all philosophy is
sm~p1:z that of the two factors: I not J-that i~, myseh related to the 6X ternal world about me. Now this
worl~ w~s originally i?entical with god or gods, a~d is
s) still w1th the fetichJst or nature-worshiper. Therelation of man to these world-deities was therefore the
sum and substance of religion. But these gods hav
passed from fetiehism to aslrulatry, to polytheism
and t~ence to m~notht-ism, and now under Spence;
there IS no d~elhag-place for the last stage of theism
but the Infimt or "Unknowable," whue God dwells
a~ an "I~filli~ Eternal Energy." In a word, the
Not ,I, or God, 1s but another and the last way of construmg o~r Wu.Tld ~ow, this world has been divided
up or ddl:uen~Iated 1.nto five grand divisions by the
progress of SCience, VJZ :
1. Tbe DLknowablt>c: Infinit absolute existence beJ( ~d the nl."tiO.us .by which hu~an ];~~wledge is p~ssib,e. OJ this Thit.~pencer lays his rehgwus emphasis.
2. 'l'ne wmld of Matter EX~ending !rom each br 4 in
to the, farthe~t star. On. this world the Materialist
la~ s bs nl•lnous (:rup1asJs. .
~· Tb~ Vttal wor~d of hving, organic, growing
thmgs, _viz., plant~, ~mmals, and man. On this world
Laturalu:.ts lay rehgious emphasis. So that Nature is
the God of, b1~l~g1sts. .
. 4. The Soc!al orgamc ~orld of the whole successw~ of lllankmd: 01_1 th1s world t~e Sociologist or
Posi~mst lays bs...t~h~~o';ls emphasis. To him Hu~a,mty becollle,~ the C~nst~Go~; to them, the ideal
So~ of Man, as we find m Comte, Congreve, and
Hal't'H;on.
.
.
.5. _The Ideal ,w?r,d oi Ideas, thoughts, and feelings
WI~~m men. 'Ibis. becomes to the Positivist a true
spm,~u.al world--the "k1~gdom of Le!iv.en _within
:lou, and your race, contiLlued and conbnumg for
coul!tltES ~~ner~t!c.Ds.
These five. f:.It.Lnd departments Lav been worked
out of .theongma; conh,sed wo~·ld which was all o~e
co_nfuswn+to the s.,.v~ge .. _Now, It must be borne m
lUIDd tha", ~~e 1ehgwus I~eas ~L the uce hav grown
a.nd been mv1ded and dlf1erentiated so that a part of
tnem h~~ ~~be fo~nd and rtlocated in each of these
gnm,d dJVIs.wns of tbb world. Religion is the sum of
mans relatiJn to the whole wor ld, me
· l umng
"
b'B fe1l~ds and race. ~hHefore, as the world has been diVI ed, t~ese rblalwlls, and the consequent sentiments
and
dulles
w''h
r . h av b een grad .
' . . connocted
.
.
h . re.Igwn,
ually d,f'fEaeutiated and _d~~:,~nbuted to and among
these sev~ral_ five grand. divisiOns.. .
. .
Th~ smenhfic .x~locatwn of rehgwn consists in the
truthful
·
h
.r l c Jg mt100 0 f th'Is f_ac,t an d t h e findmg
of·
t e;tlatlo.ns m thought, senh~ent, and action which
roo i[~ hfe beara to man m each of these five
gran . epartments. Evolution has ca11sed this dif·
ftr<lntlatwn of both world and religion to occur as
counterparts of e~ch. other. Ali of this immense
c~ange 0~ "'orld-' Ie~Ing has come about as natur~h y, tofo,l~~ the f shbhme pro~res~ of humanity as in
~"~~hotb mgh .0 t t e petals of a ~Ily.
I d ~8 ~n we can see plamly how that Speneer an
arnson are both right and both wrong.
·
,· on the UnknowS pencer 1ays the
. .n I'1g10us
emp h a~Is
a~lc>, b~cause It IB, and alwaJ:s has been, the source
0 ~on /r, ~w~, and the feel_mg of. dependence and
r 3s1gna I m e ore the Infimt, whiCh is a plenum,
*"The ,Natu~e and .Reality of Heligion," A Controvers
betweez:t I< re~er1c Harrison and Herbert Spencer. With an
trouuctwn, Notes, and an Appendix on "The Heligiou y 1
of the Unknowable," by Count D'Alviella. Appleto; & c~e
New Y~rk. 12mo, pp. 228; price, $1. (Order throu<>h '£h;
Tra.th Seeker Co.).
"'
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back of all conceivable relations and correlations of
the knowable w;;rld. These overwhelming sentiments hav alwa.ys been present in religion as its
backlog. His doughty-assertion of this truth is well,
but when he goes, or seems to go, farther, and claims
t~at thehse ubltimattehtholul ghfts a~~ senhtim~nts ar?f~ an d
~1ways av een, · e ~ o re tgwn, e IS .~am est1y
m .error. The practwal part of all rehgwns has
res.,ed, ~nd always ?lust rest, upon the knowable, or
that whwh man b~h~ve~ t~ be ~no~able and .known.
Thus the Mat~nahst IS rJght IU h1s emphasis upon
the laws, necessity, order, and grandeur of the mateIial world as the basis of all practical religion and
life, as ~uechner teac~es us. So, too, the Naturalist
may cla~m that man IS bup the feeder .upon plants
and a~1mals, through whwh need he I~ co~pelled
to cultivate, and to catch and domesticate them,
with ~he consequent en~argement of his intellect and
a~echons. He fin~lly mcludes the whole world as
ahve-as Goeth~ .d~d.
Then the PosihVIst proves that the whole human
race is the sublime organism growing by generations
through the centuries, as to which Niagara is nothing, and old ocean hardly worth a comparison. Here,
~s Comt~ ba.s shown, the mora 1 i~ies! duties, and spirItuo.l as:pnatwns of man t~o.k then· nse, and must eve.r
~a~ thti.r cult~e and frmtwn .. Therefore the PosibVIst seizes this ~ower and frmt o~ all th~ ~orld aud
all m~n and all. time as the pract1cal rehg10n-and
why IS he n0t nght?
<?ur modern harp must hav all ~f these five
strmgs, and all that there was of good m any old religion will be found to echo from one or the other of
t~ese strings. The true _Pbilosophel: and religiot;Iist
~Ill play them ~J:ll ha~J:?omonsly, an~ 1.n~tea~ of losmg
Bight ~f any, Will. rfJ)ICe th~t the diVlston mto separate stnqgs has g1ven mankmd the power to rise to
higher integra~i~ns of iruth and harmony than the
past of any rehgwn or philosophy bad ever conceived
as possible. Nor less true is it that be who keeps
harping upon one string only, and especially if in
defiance of all the others, will make sad discord, and
spoil the religion which is the music of life.
Now, this is just what Spencer and Harrison hav
been doing in their foolish and short-sighted quarrel.
Spencer should hav known better, for he dares not
say that the unknowable will fill the bill of religion,
old, or new, or practical. He admits defeat when iu
this ver;v book he repeatedly refuses to s<ty this. (pp.
162, 163.)
·
"Awe and wonder" as to the Unknowable make a
~ood foundation of religion, but plainl~ t~a~ is of
httle use unless followed up by culture, disCiplm, and
worship necessarily based on the knowable laws of
the Cosmos and of Man, and inspired by enthusiasm
for an Ideal which will prompt to action, and make
life worth living.
Now, as the old creeds fali away or change, the
Positivists bring forwarJ the motive of Altruism
based upon the Cosmos and Humanity to inspira, console, and rewarl. From this point of view .Mr. Harrison is not only impregnable, but fitly supplements Mr.
Spencer. Couid they but see that one is piaying upon
the ba>s and the other the alto string of the same
harp, how sweet the music~ Instead of that, they
strike the hitter jangle that ri'!es from this book unworthy of them both.
The effect of the whole book would be bad andregr.:;ttable indeed for the reasons above given, but for
the inserliJn iu it of the admiuble review of this
very controversy by Count Goblet D'Alviel 1a, the distinguished author of" The Contemporary Religious
History of l!lurope," and the professor of the H1story
of R"ligions in the Univerdity of Brussels. This
scholar, from his habit of comparing religions, could
not but see that each of our disputants was but
emphasizing his own part of the same wol'ld story
of The Infinit The Cosmos and Man· and that t'-'ey'
·were doing it ' so earnestly ' that they 'could not take
time to listen to and to underatand each other. This
duty of listening comparing and understanding
' too busy' in battle to heed, we,'
which our chiefs ar>e
as their followers, must all the more carefully attend
to. In this regard, l\Ir. "\Vm. Frey, a member of the
Society of Humanity in the city of New York has
: led the wa~ m
· some articles,
·
·
'
worthily
entitled
"The
Religion of Humanity," which were originally published in the Index ol Boston. Count D'Alviella refers to these articles as noteworthy and coming from a
Positivist of the Liberal school
Could they be
largely read, as they should be, 'we should hav no
more of this blind work of setting up one part of the
world as excluding the other, or supplying its place
in science or religion. THE TnuTH SEEKim could not
do better than to reprint these articles of Mr, Frey
and send ·a copy to Mr Spencer Mr Harrison and'
·
'
' Youmans.
'
' say'
above all to our fnend
Professor
We
to the P;ofessor last named, for be should be, if possible, brought to see that the. Positivists hav the
flower and fruit of the new scientific Tree of Life
whose roots, indeed, are hidden in the Unknowable:
wh.!ll:.~e it is useless to dig after them, or to worry over
or¥wonder at them. They will take care of themselva beyond our knowable world. The ma n concern
is to make the human will, in Comte's happy phra>e,
the complement of the laws of the Cosmos and of

1

Man, so that the estate of mankind shall be constantly increased and bettered on ea.rtli. The humblest Positivist who works and aspires and "prays"
for this result is not a safe su bj act for ri licule.
Prof. Youmans has seen fit to close this book with
"A Positivist's Religious Service," evidently with the
purpose of rai~ing a laugh at all Positivists, and particularly Dl'. Congreve, the leader of one of the Societies of English Positivists referred to.· This is
quite. unfair and will not aid the cause for which it
was mserted. For, first, it is well-known that Dr.
Congreve has sep~r~t~d from Mr. Harrison's society
and phase of Pusibvism expressly on this ground of
"formal" religious worohip. Mr. Harrison, in this
very controversy, -declines even to apply the word
"holy" to Humanity, and would not, and, therefore
should not, be ~easu~ed or ridiculed by any doing~
of Dr. Congreve s society, Then, too the account itself is evidently the caricature of s~me sensational
visitor or reporter, who knew about as much ot the
true inwardness of what Dr. Congrave and his fellowworshipers were about as a Hottentot does of the solar
system. No scientist should allow himself or his
readers to be imposed upon by such an account
much less use it to excite the mirth of the ignorant'
the vulgar, or the prejudiced.
>
Every sociologist knows that nothing is more
absurd than a new religi )n, except an old one. But
v~~era~ion and fear of C)nsequences keep him from
r!dwuhng the old theological egoistic religions. The
time has come to let curiosity and hope. treat with
the same resp~c~ the .fi~·st lispings of the only ecienbfic and altrmshc rehgwn that has cJme to voice on
our planet. That its infancy will seem meaningless
~trange,absurd,and uncouth is to be expected, but only
to a surface observer. For if, as Count D'Alviella the
expert critic, intimates, and as Mr. Frey proves' the
Infinit~ the Cosmos, w!d Man are back of that si:Uple
wors~Ip, a~d. can by It console, disciplin, and inspire
men mto hv1ag a truer, better, and higher life than
th~y cJuld ~it~wut it, the judicious will grieve at
this grou.ndhng s laugh. No great religion has c )fie
to mankmd except by upheavals of the human soul
that hav to ot~ers !J:Ppeared only as folly, absurdity,
and generally msamty. So was it with Buddha, St.
Paul, Mohammed, Swedenborg, and George Fox.
But the real blessing comes after the volcano and the
storm. Read Macaulay's account of the rise of the
Q11akers-could folly and insanity go further? But
what hav not "the Friends" done for philanthropy
science, and humanity?
'
The time may_ come when the self-made philoso~her, Herbert Spencer, will appear to hav been but
little more than a useful scientific critic and commentator of and upon the scientific and religious
movement inaugurated by the foolish absurd and
insane Auguste Comte, who taught Mr.' Spence;, and
the world, the two new and most "religious " of
words, Sociology and Altruism, realiz!l.ble only by
the Religion of Humanity.
We must try to do justice to the founder of this
religion, and of the philosophy of science upon which
It rests. He first clearly. conceived the classification
of the sciences on the scientific Jaw of correlation· he
first seized the law of progress and evolution in sodiology, and taught us the word; he first conceived. of the
human race as a grand organic being, as thtl test of law,
morals, and of !ill human conduct-the ba.sis inde10d
of all human welfare and progress; he first developed
the _ide!l'l kin_gdom of heaven out of the hopes and
aspuatwns o~ the human heart based, upon the truth
an_d the sublimest a::1.d purest devotion of altruism.
H1s personal idiosyncraaies,Lis Utopias and Ok thild€w?ril~ip, and even his papacy, with all it implies,
Will fall away before the great truths and impulses
for g_o~d which h,e i.mpressed upon hi~ fellow-men by
a rehgwu~ ~Ife of smgular devotion and eccentricity
-eccentricity natural enoucrb, as we hav remarked
in the founder of a new vie; of life and destiny C)m~
~only and prol?erly enough called a practical religIOn. Out of th1a new order of human conceptions
has beg~n t~ grow, and ~nally out of it the republic
of mankmd IS sur£oly destined to arise for he builded
wis~r .than he knew-wiser and gr~nder than the
papistw dream he thought he was born to realize.
This new view of human lot and fate may, in its intellectual phase, be called the PoEitiv, the Synthetic,
the Cosmic, or the Integral philosophy. The names
matter not. They hav a common method test and
object. They are all varieties of the scientific species
of philosophy which came to us three hundred years
ago. All who are of it should recognize their brethren a~ working iu different ?elds of the same great
d~~am, a~d l&.arn to co-ordinate instead of antagomzmg their eff0rts. May books of controversy like
the one before us, be henceforth of the p1.st!
'
New YoTk, May 10, 285.
T. B. WAKEMAN.
INDUC'riV SciENCE AND THEOLOGY.-The rise of the
Baconian philosophy, with its determination to sub·
ordinate an~ient principl.es to modern experience,
was the heaviest blow whwh has ever been inflicted
o17 the tb.e?logians, wh?se m~thod is to begin, not
With ~xpenenc3, but with pnnciples which are aaid
to be mscrutable, and which we are bound to believe
without further diffi)ulty.-Buckle..
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Some Chl'istian ISu perstitions.
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J::laces in the New Testament where the subordina- her with the lash of scorpions. When the nations
of the ear~h shall s~e the once proud Btbylon thus
prostrate m the bitterness of humiliation and waO'
their heads in derision as they pass by, the~ we shall
hope for England's conversion to the God/of her
fathers-not before.
Twenty-five miles north of Calcutta on the river Christiana admitted that, they would be guilty of
very
bad
paganism
in
giving
a
physical
form
to
God.
HugH, is the village of Bhatpara. Thi~ place shares
Canadian Notes.
with the town. of N uddea t~e distinction of being onA The only answer is, then, that man is the imaO'e of
G?d's
nature,
spirit,
and
love;
because
we
recognize
Mr. J. A. Risser lectured in Albert Hall on Sunof the two chief seats of Hmdoo learning in Bengal
Some time ago Pundit Maheswar Vidyaratna thereof. glimpses of these godly attributes in him, more or day last on the "Coming Man's Religion." · Mr.
delivered a series of lectures on the "Muit~ of th~ less. And if God's nature is infinitly pure, holy, and Harrison gave a reading on the "Telephone; and
Different Religions Existing in India" vindicating perfect, ho.w, t)len, could his image, man, be totally Recent Discoveries in Science.'' A little crirl nine
the superiority of Hindooism over the ~est. During depraved m his'nature, as these same- Christians tell years of age play6d on the piano forte select~ns from
this course he made some pertinent remarks on us ? How, alsv, could an utterly and inherently de- Balfe's opera, the "Bohemian Girl/' with variations
" Ce~tain Christian Superstitions.'' The lectures praved creature follow up Christ's commission, ' Be by Czerny, a~d in response to an encore, periormed
ye perfect, even as your J~th€1' in heaven is perfect?' "La Chatelame," by Alphonse Leduc.
were ~idely notice? in the Hindoo papers, and the
followmg account Ilil taken from one of these reports · " What is the logic of the prayer over the 'heathen
soul' ?f .the poor hungry man who is decoyed into
Concerning the Rev. T. W. Jeffery, the Toronto
and put in !lhape for Americ!ln rea·lers:
the
m1sswn-room
by
means
of
rice
and
soup?
Are
Daily
News of May 5, 1885, contains the following:
Pundit Vidya:atna (Learning-Gemmed) is fifty
the chances not that the ignorant man, who has not "We bav had any amount of vulgar abuse, irrational
~ears of. age, a .httle over the middle bight, and of
hght bull d. His features are sharp and aquiline his the remotest idea of self-culture; would come to be- maundering, and hypoC1·itical denunciation from cerface is clean shaven, and on his shaven head he w~ars lieve from all he hears and sees, as we know he gen- tain reverend gentlemen lately, but the person whose
a slight tonsure. He is perfectly healthy in body erally does, that everything in the Christian scheme name heads this article must be credited with an enand possesses that companion of good health, a fund was to be got vicariously-the soup, the salvation, tirely new method of bringing his profession into
of good spirits. The pundit's reading is vast and and the prayer too-and that all one had to do was contempt, and bespattering the cloth which he wears.
industrious, and has lain specially in the field of ex- to mutter 'Amen' at the end of each mouthful of For years past .Toronte has been content with the
egesis, both of his own and foreign religions. His gru? ~r prayer? 'Struggle is the law of life,' so our eff~rts of the Bond street p9,stor (Dr. Wild) as miujaviews are rather optimistic, though he holds that ChrJStlan rulers and merchants tell us as they giv an- tenal pantaloon. Mr. Jeffclry, it seems, is anxiout tft
however hopeful and happy human aims and ends other turn to the screw by which to wring out our augment the circus by appearing as clerical clown:
may be, our methods should always be serious-not every means of subsistence. Very well. But if one He is said to hav succeeded in making his congregareckless from"mere buoyancy. Since the death of must toil from morn to night for a loaf of bread tion laugh, but it is Wtll known that people who hav
his wife, fifteen years ago, Pundit Maheswar bas re- mus~ he not strive of himself all the greater for pur~ assembled ostensibly to worship God titter on the
chasmg eternal bliss for the soul? Or is this prayer slightest provocation. Besides, the cap and bells,
m~ined a wido~e.r, and bas taken up the championsystem
a contrivance by which missionaries make when they surmount a reverend brow, hav often an
ship of true rehgwn, and the combating of what he
calls " western errors " as his vocation for life. " We their own struggle in life pretty easy? Or is it rather irresistibly ludicrous effect. Newspaper reports do
hav enough of our own old mistakes," savs he a schem,e suggested by the banking system of trad- not inform us whether this buffoon in broadcloth
"without being deluged by new accessions. 'Let u~ ing peoples, of drawing checks upon the deity on began his discourse with the time-honored saying,
be ever on the watch that, duped by gilded titles we behalf of themselvs and their converts-checks 'Here we are again,' or that he performed a bandwhose worth must, of course, depend upon the reai spring on entering the pulpit. Perhaps he thought
'
take no tinsel for gold."
.of .the payee and the solvency of the payer? his wealth of original holy humor would make up
" The first fact, my children,'' said the professor in claims
What
If
either of these be fomid unsubstantiai on the for the want of such accessories. Nobody criticises
one of his lectures, "the :first fact that you ou~ht
always to bear in mind in connection with this n;w- appointed day, and if prayers don't draw? Wouldn't an ordinary clown's jokes, but a reverend clown
our enthusiastic friends, then, be in a bad fix and from the fact that he is fortunately rather more of ~
fangled nostrum of Christianity is that our wise fore- sorely vexed-the more so because their want of fore- rarity, may be worthy or unworthy enough to be the
f~thers ~av taught .a~ain and again that the prinand their practice of speculating in morals subject of a passin,!! note or two.
mple of atonement IS good and useful so far as it thought
had left them complete bankrupts?
"Ignorance and falsehood. One is often the parent
goes, but that it does not go all the way· and that
"Iu regard to the threat of eternal condemnation of the other, and let it be hoped it is so in the Rev.
'incarnations' show to deluded mortals ' only one
to hell-fire, I find it difficult to admit that sensible Jeffery's case-from the gist of his jokes. Rev. J sfstep farther on the road. This so-called atonement
Christians can believe in such a monstrous doctrin. fery said, 'It is all very well for editors to get berightly viewed, is nothing more nor less than the ex~ It
carries absurdity on the very face. It would im- hind the walls and write about the preachers, but
pression-the pl'Omis, so to sa_v-of the ultimate reply that, after all, God's plans ended in disastrous has one editor volunteered his services in the Northunion of God and man in the lives of men who form, failure, and- that an 'all-wise and merciful Pl'Dvi- west? (Laughter). Not one.' For the benefit of the
as it were, a link between the higher and the lower
must see that the greater part of the creatures Queen street Methodist congregation, not for that of
world, and whose noble seif-sacrific.e cannot fail to dence'
of his' handiwork were absolutely worthless and :fit the Rev. Joker Jeffery, it may be stated that the
make the world cleaner and lift it higher, as all good only for everlasting tribulation. It would also imply editor of the News long since volunteered his peractions of necessity do. The sacrificed lives of God's that the future world was only a great deal worse sonal services to the government, offering also to
true children do, indeed, purchase salvation for the th~n the !?resent., and, if generally indorsed as true, organize an irregular troop of cavalry. But the
human race, but only in so far as they are the this doctrm would strengt,hen the position of the congregation should understand, aho, that the word
earnest of other good lives among mortals of hum- Materialists who want to make the best of this exist· 'editor' i9 often used in a misleading way.
bler pretensions
"An editor is, compared to an ordinary newspaper
ence. On this supposition I can appreciate the wis"The lesson of the life of a Buddha (seer), or of a dom of our jolly folks' song, 'Let us eat, drink, and· man, what a bishop is, compared to au ordinary paryogin (devotee) who givs up his life to high medita- lose our brains; he that will retain sight or sense son, and can just as easily leave his charge. But
tion and sacrifice for his fellow-men, is that the shall go straight to hell.' For doubt being, in our probably the Rev. Jester Jeffreys has a child-like beyearning after the Ideal Being and self-abnegation mental constitution, the root of knowledge, sensible lief that the editor writes the whole of the paper,
are the primary stepping-atones towards regenera- men will always doubt. Christians, least of all, ought from the quack advertism~nts to the death notices.
~ion. The ' incarnate' is only one after whom, not even to be suspected of such a belief, since in their Now, for the still further mformation of the Qlleen
tn whom, we shallliv. The final beatitude of nirvana system the whole idea of providence, from the crea- street congregation, it may be added that there are
may be attained only by the continuous efforts of the tion of man, is the restoration from the fall. Wnat no less than eight newspaper men, who correspond
seeking self toward the Central or Ideal Soul. Good a pity it must be if, after repeated interferences and to ordinary parsons, at presant fighting for their
works (km·man) and self-culture (jnanam) are the plans to keep his men in the right road, and after country in the Northwest. But the duties of the
only means for that p~rpose. The great superiority giving up the son of his bosom as the atoning sacri- chaplain, after all, are not to fight; they are scarcely
of our religion over all others is that we do not try fice, poor Jehovah had to confess, alike with his in- as dangerous as those of the war correspondent, and
to sneak behind a Mediator. Our own selves are our significant mortal creatures, that all was but vanity we would not like to say, within a dozen or so, how
mediators at every stage in the long chain of trans- and vex.ation of spirit. In fact, whichever way you many journalists are at present, on the march w.ith
migratory existence from the time when we were in- look, thH~ theory of eternal damnation is a reductio our troops. Rev. Jeffery says: Half a dozsn mmcased in the body of a dog to when we shall be one ad absurdum of the whole Christian scheme, and is isters volunteered to accompany the troops to the
with God; and we are liable to advance or slide back altogether suicidal.
Northwest.' If, gentle and consecrated Joker, these
according as we do well or ill in the present life.
"No, my children, it seems to me that this brim- men volunteered their services before the governThe great lights of the world only show us the way, stone and fire business is·only a missionary dodge to ment proclamation was issued, you an hereby chR.lbut we stand or fall by ourselvs. There is no high frighten the timid and superstitious into the mission lenged to name them. Your previous t:.ssertions too
morals in escaping upon another's shoulders.
folds. The lay Christians, we are well aware, giv plainly show your want of knowledge or your lack of
"Yes, my friends,'' he concluded with a triumphant heathens the choice between 'civilization' and buck- veracity to allow any one to accept such a statement
wave .of his right hand, "we hav reason to glory that shot.; and .as .long as we are weak-kneed enough to on you~: ow~ unsupported .word.
.
"This mirthful Methodist, after alleg!ng that he
ours Is no passport system to pack off deadheads with retam a chngmg to an unworthy life, we hav to put
up with the Christian's civilizll.tion and its peculiar would be willing to ride on a broomstick and fire
a Tract Society's waste papers.
"What a self-contradictory, unintelligible riddle is 'resources,' which famish the body and harden the a pop-gun in order to get to the Northwest, says
the triune God of the Christians! Men distinguish soul. Thank God, however, that brimstone and hell- that ministers didn't gu to the front because their
persons by their respectiv individualities. The Fa- fire are not as real objects as buck-shot and gun- conference didn't order them. Here is ecclesiastical
tyranny with a vengeance ! The men's consciepces
ther, the Son, and the Holy Ghost must each hav a powder.
"Let us hope, my friends, that our Christian breth- impelled them to go forward, the ~read of t~e conferdistinct individuality, otherwis1~ they could not be
persons; and so they must hav their wills and affec- ran, as they grow older in the experience of human ence held them back. Was pnest ever m WiJrse
tions separate from one another. And how could life, will gain broader conceptions and outliv their bondage to his spiritual superiors? They dared not
rro. ·They were not afraid of half-breed cannon, but
any sane Hindoo be expected to believe in an absurd superstitions."
~f Methodist canons. Oh, mighty and enlightened
confusion of one into three and of three into one
Methodist church, which hast so inculcated the spirit
1.'his is Terrible !
~hen his own religion offers a trinity far more log~
of obedience in thy disciples that they had rather wit.Ftom, the Catholic Union and Times:
ICally and clearly defined? Our trhd of the Creator
(Brahma), the Pro.vidence 01· Sustainer (Vishnu), and
We .hear much of the conversion of England. ness a thousand heroes fight for their country a whole
the Destroyer (Siva), instead of being a trinity of There IS not the shadow of a hope for such an event month without a word of t.he gospel spoken t.o cheer
persons, is the trinity of the attributes of the same, until she is smitten into the dust of national humili- them than break a sing1e rule of their awful discip1in.
one, great being. Perfect equality prevails between ation by the mighty hand of God. England must \-Ve don't see much chance of escape from the alterthese attributes, whose personifications we worship. do penance in sackcloth and ashes for those dark nativ of calling Mr. Jeffery untruthful or a fool. But
Ill: our sacred history Brahma offers praver to centuries of Ireland's bondage and slaughter. She be has solved the difficultv for himself. He remarks,
VIshnu, VIshnu pays homage to Siva both Vishnu has fattened on the spoils of the poor, and grown with unmistakable emphasis: 'I will not let every
and Siva worship Brahma, and so on. ' Whereas far drunk upon the blood of martyrs; and she shall'not fool in the country hav hii3 say without raising my
from there being an equality between the three per- escape the sword of the vengeful angel who will voice.'"
R. B. BuTLAml.
Toronto, May 1H, 1885.
sons of the Christian godhead, there are numerous make her eat bread mingled with tears, and scourge

[The foll.owing artie!~, fr.om the lecture of a Hindoo pundit, tion of the Son is indisputably and clearly set forth.
apart from Its other menta, Is valuable as showing something of
"The Chlistian Bible teaches us that ' God created
what tJ:!e ~i~doos ha.v for a religion as well as what they think
of Cbristiamty. It Is from the Ben~?alee, translated for THE ~an in his own image.' In what sense is man the
1ma~e of God? Clearly, not in his person ? If
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Did God Send a "Savior" to the

.Aztecs~

The series of articles on Mexico completed in this
number of THE TRUTH SEEKER possesses more than
ordinary interest for Freethinkers-and should for
Christians-as involving Christianity in a still more
impenetrable mist of doubt and uncertainty as to
its origin. The points made by the writer are: 1.
That the veneered paganism now known as Christianity was fully developed in. Mexico several thousands of years prior to the supposititious advent of
Christ, every rite and ceremony in the Catholic
church, from baptism to extreme unction, being practiced by the Mexican priests; also that the principal
events in the life of Christ were duplicated in the
career. of the Mexican God; 2. That the Mexicans
were highly civilized centuries and centuries before
the Spanish advE>nturers landed on their shores; and,
3. That it was necessary for the church to destroy
the Aztec monumeRts and evidences of civilization,
and murder the people, lest the resemblance between
the two forms of religion and the acknowledged antiquity of the Aztecs should destroy Christianity.
The writer has pursued his researches into this subject for years, aided by one of the best public libraries in America. His information is derived almost
wholly from Catholic sources, both in English and
Spanish, and there is not a point made, he assures
us, that cannot be incontestably proven by authoriiiies which no one can question.
If this be so, what becomes of Christianity? Did
God repea£ in several countries the theological
· scheme with which our priests and ministers hav
burdened this country ? There is not a shadow of
doubt that Constantine's Christianity was but revamped paganism-that Catholicism especially is in
all its material essentials patterned after the religion
of the Roman empire. Ftlix O.;wald finds, too, the
roots of Christianity in the dirt of Buddhistic pessimism. Now again we hav it in another country sepa·
rated from the East by thousands of miles of sea-and
hav it, too, with all its wealth of ritual and elaborate
mummery. If all but the J udean savior were frauds
how are we to know it ? Every argument for th~
divinity of Christianity supports with precisely the
same pertinence and force its eastern and western
prototypes. The 1 ci6nce and reason that destroy
their pretensions also demolish the claims of Christendom. If, on the other hand, all are divine and
God-given, the worll might as well put its trust in
the ancient gods of Mexico as in the more modern
one from Asia.
We invite the Christians to explain how it is that
Mexico possessed Christianity before Christ was
born.

A. Foe of the League.
In most of the states the churches are already
gmnted extraordinary privileges, and are in much
closer relation to the government than is consistent
with our national constitution. Church edifices are
tax free, absurd Sunday laws are upon the statute
books, the oath which recognizes the Christian deity is
administered in all the courts, Christian fast and holidays are observed by official appointment., the Christian gospels are daily dinned into the ears of the
~chool children, the government remunerates chaplains for their useless services, and the different
states are unconstitutionally and unwisely liberal in
granting subsidies to sectarian "charities." One
would suppose that with all these concessions and
favors the church might be content. But that she
is not is evidenced by the flourishing existence of the

~3.
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National Reform Association, a society laboring to
secure in both state and national constitution " an
explicit recognition of the moral laws of the Christian religion as the standard of all legislation."
Tacitly this association has the support of all orthodox Christians, and openly of a great portion of the
preachers and papers. The headquru:ters of the
plotters are in Pittsburgh, where on April 21st and
22d they held their annual meeting. The titles of
the speeches delivered there outline the work of the
organization. The opening address was .a defense
of the Bible in the public schools,. the speake1' holding that, the actual character of the nation being
Christian, its use is justified. Another speaker took
for his subject, "The Rights of Christian Citizens;"
another, "The State and the Sabbath." One reverend's discourse bore the title of "The United States
Mail Service and Sabbath," in which it waa argued
that the whole mail service should be discontinued
on the" Lord's day." This preacher lamented that
this form of Sabbath desecration was alarmingly increasing, facts and figures showing that the number
of towns in which the mail is delivered and the postoffice kept open is increasing every year, and that
the post-office is increasingly resorted to even by
Christian people. Some hundreds of tbousau'ds of
'fficials and employees, the discourse recited, are compelled by the regulations of the postal service to
labor on Sunday. Another minister set forth what
he considered to be "The Duty of the State to
Christ." The "Christian Amendment to the National
Constitution," was the subject of another address.
The" National Divorce Reform League" was represen ted at the meeting, and the constitution of the
association so amended as to recognize and aid it in
its efforts to repeal divorce laws. Prohibition was
also made part of the work of the association, as
was the abolition of "other kindred evils."
"The existence of this association," said one of
the speakers, " is one of the noteworthy signs of the
times." We think so, too; but it is noteworthy principally for the openly arrogant claims it puts forth,
and as a forewarning of what we might expect should
the church obtain that power in legislation she is
seeking. The narrow margin by which Edmunds's
Christian amendment to the United States Constitution was defeated should make patriots careful, for
that amendment was prompted, and urged upon the
Senate, by this very association. Say what they may,
the people now indifferent to the machinations of
the church are foolish. The Freedom of Worship
bill about which so much has been said this winter
was a good test of the power of the church. Cathalicism passed the bill through the state senate, Protestanism defeated it in the assembly. In the first
instance the Jesuits showed what they could do with
the city Catholic vote at their backs; in the second,
the Evangelical Alliance displayed the power it passasses through being sustained by the country Protestant vote.
The only force in the country directly and organically opposed to the National Reform Association is
the National Liberal League. The Nine Demands
are the affirmations of political Freethought, as the
constitution of the Reform Association is the political
affirmation of Christianity in this country. The one
is for practical as well as theoretical religious freedam; the other the expression of organized religious
tyranny. It is not too harsh to say that every supporter of the Reform Association is a traitor to the
country, for the Constitution of the United States,
from beginning to end, in spirit and in letter, is
framed in accordance with the principle of the total
and complete separation of church and state. The
Reform Association is not only an open enemy of this
Constitution, frankly avowing the desire to substitute
for it an organic law which shall recognize Christianity, b11t is traitorous inasmuch as it seeks to make
that document nUll and void so far as religion is con:
earned. Every practical connection of the several
state governments with the church is in contravention of the national charter, violating ij;s spirit and
letter, and antagonistic to the unwritten law which
dedicates this country to the natural rights of man
in matters of religion as well as of politics.
We think tbat in view of the openly exercised influence of the church upon our legislatures, it would
be well for the National Liberal League to turn its
attention a little more to politics. This Reform Association maintains four district secretaries in the
field, lecturing and organizing societies to work for
their avowed objects, and if the League lecturers

could make a point of following them occasionally
setting the people right upon their duties to the
government (in reality themselvs), and expounding
the principles and making plain the motivs which
influenced the men who drafted our Constitution, a
great deal of practical good might be accomplished.
We are glad to see that Judge Krek~l has announced
his determination to deliver in his city a course of
such lectures, and we hope his example will be followed by all the lecturers in the field. Especially is
it the duty of the League lecturers to do this, as the
organization is nothing if not political. As soon
as the League can bear the expense, pamphlets
by able jurists (and there are several in the
League) upon all the Nine Demands should be prepared and circulated extensivly, thus counteracting
the efforts of the secretaries of the National Reform
Association. The petition to stop all Sunday trains,
recently ~ent by the Presbyterians to Washington;
the persistent efforts of the church everywhere tl>
close all places of decent amusement on Sundays; the
constant lobbying and log-rolling of religious bodies
for grants of money from the states, are all part of
the program to make this a "Christian" nation, and
should be met and thwarted .at every turn by the
true friends of religious reform-the Freethinkers.
It will be well for the League directors to bear this
in mind, and act upon the suggestion. Our Christian
opponents need the closest kind of watching.

Changes in the Unchangeable.
·«For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the
prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these
8
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the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of
the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things
which are written in this book. He which testifieth these
things saith, Surely I come quickly; Amen. Even so, come,
Lord Jesus."-Rev. xxii, 18-20.

The revised version of the Old Testament has been
made public in England, and a semi-official article
prepared explaining the changes made. The revision
involves, the revisers explain, "no changes of the
Hebrew text-no older manuscripts than the Maso'retic having been discovered-and the idiom of the
authorized versions is most carefully preserved, out
of regard for the conservativ feeling of the church in
its attachment for the language of the old version."
Whether this is the case or not, those familiar with
the Bible will hav to judge for themselvs. For it is
not for Hebrew scholars alone that the Old Testament is supposed to be written. A word, even in
our mother-English, cannot and does not convey the
same shade of meaning to everybody, and the words
substituted in the new version as given in the incomplate list telegraphed to this country will not convey
the ideas now received from the King James translation. Who that sees the poetical passages of Psalms
in poetical form will recognize them as the same rugged rhapsodies and lamentations he is used to? "For
thou hast made him a little lower than the angels,"
has been changed to, "For thou hast made him a
little lower than God." Surely there is an important
change in that, unless God and the angels are one,
and the words synonymous, which supposition would
inv.)lve extensiv alteration in the text of both the Old
and New Testaments. The revisers hav proved unable
to reconcile the two accounts of creation in Genesis
with the latest words of science, but a lame attempt is
made by putting some " good whiles " between the
days: "And there was evening and there was morning one day;" "there was evening a.nd there was
morning a second day," a third day, and so on. Instead of there being " giants in the earth in those
days," we are now told "the nephelim were in the
earth in those days." Job's desire that "mine adversary ha? ~ritten a b?ok" is now the wish "that
I had the mdiCtment whiCh my adversary hath· written." A glance at the following more important
"?orr~ctions and _amen~ments " of the Testament
will dis~l~se that, mcludmg the changes mentioned,
the Chnstian worl? has hereto~ore ~een blindly misled as to t_he meanmg of_ certam mmor but not altogather ummportant particulars:
"Tabernacle of the Congregation" has been everywhere
changed to "Tent of Meeting." In regard to the word "Jehovah" the usage of the authorized version is followed, the
revisers not thinking it advisable to insert it uniformly in
place of "Lord" or "God," which, when printed in small
capitals, represent the words substituted by Jewish custom
for the ineffable name. Of te~hnic al terms from the Hebrew
one in three seems to hav been generally introduced. Tb~
w?r d ."grove .. (J udges vi, 28) has been replaced by "ashera,"
with Its plurals, "asherim" and "asheroth." In the poetical
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books "sheol" replaces "hell," which has been changed in thy mother that thy days may be long upon the land which must follow the production of this new Old Testament
prose passages to "the grave" and "the pit," with "sheol" in the Lord thy God giveth thee."
will familiarize many more people with the text-book
the margin. "Of these renderings, ' hell,'" says the preface,
The following are examples in which the actual task of reof the church, and destroy, for them at least, all sa"if it could be taken in its original sense as used in the vision is distinctly seen:
creeds, would be a fairly adequate equivalent for the Hebrew
Authorized version-Genesis xxii, 14: "In the mount of the cred feeling f~ it. Only in the starless night of
word, but it is so commonly understood al'l the place of tor- Lord it shall be seen." Revised version.-:" In th·e mount of faith is the Christian safe.
ment that to employ it frequently would lead to inevitable the L01·d it shall be provided."
The Slanderer of Liberal, Mo.
misunderstanding." In Isaiah xiv, where "hell" is used in
Authorized version-Exodus xix, 20: "And it was a cloud
more of its original sense, the revisers hav left "hell" in the and a darkness to them, but it gave light by night to these."
One or two of our friends refer in this week's issue
text, putting "sheol" in the margin. "Abaddon," which has Revised-" And there was the cloud and the darkness, yet to the recent abuse by Clark Braden of the peopl_e of
hitherto been known to English readers of the Bible only gave it light by night."
Liberal, Mo. Incidentally Braden refers to Mr. Ben~
from the New Testament (Revelation ix, 11), has been intro·
Authorized-Job xxviii, 4: "The flood that breaketh out
duced in three passages-once in Job, and· twice in Proverbs. from the inhabitants; even· the waters forgotten of the foot nett in these words!
"Before the war there was a little knot of Infidels in the
The term "meat offering" has been changed into "meal they are dried up, they are gone away from men." Revised
offering," the former term having ceased to be the generic -"He breaketh open a shaft; away from where men sojourn town of Paris,- in Eastern Illinois. Their leader was the notoname for all food. A new plural-peoples-has been intro- they are forgotten of the foot that passeth by, they hang rious D. M. Bennett, a renegade preacher, who had been
kicked out of the church for misconduct. Bennett started an
duced, although sometimes this becomes "Gentiles" when the afar from men, they swing to and from."
Authorized- Job xxxi, 35: "Behold, my desire is that the Infidel sheet, which he afterward moved to New York City,
contrast to the Chosen People is marked. All headings
where it became notorious as THE TRUTH SEEKER, and Ben0 chapters hav been dropped, as in the revised New Testa- Almighty would answer me." Revised-" Lo, here is my sign
nett became infamous for spending nineteen months in the
ment, and the text has been divided into paragraphs, but the above, let the almighty answer me."
Authorized-Job xxxvi, 18: "Beware lest he take thee away penitentiary for circulating obscene literature."
old chapter and verse divisions hav been retained in the margin for convenience of reference. By this means the revisers from his stroke." Revised-" Beware lest thou be led away
Braden also refers to Mr. Walser as one of Mr.
hav been enabled to rejoin Psalm x to Psalm ix, and Psalm with thy sufficiency."
Bennett's associates at Paris. To show just how
xiii to Psalm xii, and to begin Isaiah !iii at chapter Iii, verse
The most striking part of the revision is, of course, much the fellow knows a boat the history of Mr. Ben13. The several days of the creation are made more promi- the intimation that long periods elapsed between the
nett, we will say: 1. Mr. Bennett did not liv in
nent by breaks of a line between the verses. This expedient
successiv stages of creation. It is a concession to Paris, Ill., before the war; 2. Mr. Bennett was never
'has enabled the revisers to make use of the dialog form and to
show the dramatic character of the Song of Songs, the first evolution forced from unwilling ecclesiastics by the a preacher; 3. He never was kicked out of the
.chapter of which, for example, is divided into seven speeches. recently acquired knowledge of the age. The at· church; 4. His sentence was thirteen months. We
The Psalms are definitly divided into five books, the last four tempt, however, is likely to bring no peace to the do not think Mr. Walser ·and Mr. Bennett were acbeginning respectivly at Psalms xlii, lxiii, xc, and .cvii. A church, for the orthodox Christians will not accept it,
quainted in Paris. Every Liberal in the country
striking improvement is the printing of all poetical passag~s
and the scientific men and the Infidels will laugh at knows why Mr. Benn(:ltt was imprisoned, and how inin poetical form. This has been done in the Psalms, Proverbs, Job, and the Canticles, but the Prophets hav been left the spectacle of a body of churchmen trJing to catch famously false was the charge, and there is no occain prose, however passionate their oratory. The songs of La- up with the times by such an oft-exploded expedient. sion to defend his fame against the assaults of such
mech, Jacob, Miriam, Moses, Deborah, and Hannah; the The very fact of the revision is an open confession a mongrel cur as Clark Braden, who has slandered
Psalms of Jonah and Habakkuk, and David's Lament (in that the Bible is the work of fallible men, full of ernearly every prominent Freethinker in the country.
Second Samuel, i) appear in versified ballad. The origin of
Joshua's miracle, "S11n, st nd thou still upon Gideon," is in- rors, and. needing correction. Now that both the Mr. Underwood once thought it necessary to print a
dicated by its verse character; so, also, is the triumphal cry of New and Old Testaments hav been changed, what pamphlet describing " The Kind of Man Clark
becomes of the doctrin of plenary inspiration ? Into Braden Is," but Col. Ingersoll declined to befoul his
Samson (Judges xv, 16).
The high priest no longer casts lots for the scapegoat; he what corner of what church has it gone ? And who boot by kicking him.
Braden's notoriety has redoes so for Azazel. The summary of each day's work at the insures the accuracy of the Bible as now lefb? The
cently
been
helped
by
his
arrest in Missouri for
creation now runs according to the formula:
American revision committee recommended many swindling a man in Nebraska out of several hundred
"And there was evening and there was morning one day;"
"there was evening and t':lere was morning a .second day;" a more changes than were made in the New Testament; dollars.
third day, and so on, giving 11 suggestion of successiv stages we are told now that many phrases are left intact that
Mr. Walser has had him arrested now for crimiwith long intervals.
might hav been changed had the revisers not been nal libel and the trial was set down for May 18th, at
The "apples of gold" of Proverbs xxv, 11, are now incased constrained by the "sacred" feeling in which the old
Lamar, Mo. The papers publishing the libel will also
in "figured work" of silver, not irt ''pictures."
"Vanity and vexation of spirit," Ecclesiastes ii, 17, has be- literary form is held by the people who pay these be prosecuted. In the next TRUTH SEEKER Mr. Walser
gentlemen for their erudite services. But with how will present the statements of the treasurer of Barton
come "vanity and a striving after wind."
"Happy is the man th11t hath his quiver full of them," Ps11lms much respect can a revision influenced by such fear county, of the circuit clerk, of the sheriff and deputy
cxxvii, 5, has been changed into "lhppy is the man that hath of " sacred " feelings be regarded? And, too, the old sheriff, of the recorder of deeds, and of some Chrisfilled his quiver with them. ••
unanswered questions are bound to be asked again tians, that Braden's story is a lie manufactured from
Reuben's curse, Gen. xlix, 4, "Unstable as water, thou sh11lt
not excel," now reads, "Unstable as water, hav not thou the and. again, If God wrote the Bible, why did he not whole cloth: This ought to be satisfactory to even
write it right? Or if he inspired its writing, why did the most prejudiced Christian, and if the people of
excellency."
The following changes also grate against associations: The he not guide aright the pens of his amanuenses, or Liberal can also get Braden sent to the penitentiary
authorized Genesis, vi, 4: "There were giants in the earth in else inspire the readeril so they would know what he for a few years they will hav done a good service
those days," is revised: "The nephelim were in the earth in
meant? This may be the " coarse criticism of the to the country.
those days." •
In the authorized etlition, Job xxxi, 35: "Oh, thr,t one Paine school," as the milk-and-water critics say, but A Statesman and His Virtue are Soon Parted.
would hear me! Behold, my desire is that the almighty would these questwns are those that come naturally to the
While the labor leaders are urging the workinganswer me, and that mine adversary had written a book," is lips of doubt, and must be answered if the church is
revised: "Oh, that one would hear me! Behold, my desire is to be longer regarded as a believer in her own dog- men to unite and right their wrongs by means of the
legislature at Albany, a notice has been posted in
that the almighty would answer me; and that I had the indictmas. Every revision widens the breach between the
ment which my adversary hath written."
the depot at, Frankfort which cannot but hav a disThe authorized Psalm viii, 5: "For thou hast made him a inquirer and Christianity and renders faith in the courttging effect upon such efforts. The notice reads:
little lower than the angels," is revised: "For thou hast m11de gospels less and less possible. The dogmatic atti"To conductors: Annual pass No 130, in favor of the Hon.
tude of Catholicism is the only logical one to assume. Lewis B. Sherman is lost. If presented for passage, take up,
him a little lower than God.''
The authorized Psalm cxvi, 11: "I said in my haste all men Truth is truth; and if the church had the truth collect full fare, ll.nd return to this office."
are liars," is revised: "I said when I made haste to escape all
eighteen hundred years ago, what was then truth
The Ron. Lewis B. Sherman is the Democratic
men are a lie."
Ecclesiastes xii, 13: "Let us hear the cone! usion of the must be truth now. A change in attitude admits Workingmen's Anti-Monopoly Assemblyman from
whole matter. Fear God," etc., has been revised to read: error; a revision is a confession that mistake has the second Oneida districb. · It looks as though the
"This is the end of the matter; all has been heard. Fear been made. Every change in the Bible is a human- first step necessary to insure reform through legisGod," etc.
izing of the book, bringing it nearer to men and lation is to relight Diogenes's lantern and continue
Proverbs xiv, a: "Fools make 11 mock at sin, but among the
familiarizing them with the manner of its production. his search.
righteous there is favor," revised reads: "The foolish scorn
the guilt offering, but among the upright there is good will." The world has no reverence for familiar things; they
Lectures aml Meetings.
'rhe above are nearly all of the passages in which a shock is must come from the dusty past and be unexplainable
Mns. C. Fa)[NIE ALLYN has been lecturing lately in Springgiven to old associations. In other passages there are found to inspire awe and reverence in the minds of the comvariations which cannot be c11lled rash alterations. For in- mon people. A.s Denslow says, a cause, to admit of field, Mass., to good audiences. Her address is Stoneham,
Mass.
stance, in Isaiah Iii, 13, in tJfe authorized version, reads: "Beperpetual advocacy, must be one that cannot be subE. C. WALKER lectures at Friend, Neb., May 16th, 17th, and
hold, my servant shall deal prudently; he shall be exalted and
extolled ancl be very high." 'rhe revised reads: "Behold, my jected to the analysis of experiment; it must relate 18th. Going thence to Omaha, he will proceed from that
servant shall deal wisely; he shall be lifted up and shall be to that which is both unknown and unknowable. point through Northern Nebraska, Dakota, Iowa, and MinneThis revision, so far as it makes the Bible better sota. For lectures, etc., address him at Valley Falls, Kan.,
very high."
Isaiah, !iii, 3, in the authorized version is: "He is despised known, so far as it reduces the unknowableness of it, until June lOth; later than that at Sioux City, Ia.
and rejected of men; a man of sonows and acquainted· with
destroys the reverence for it and shortens the period THE president of the Ingersoll Secular Society, G. N. H 11,
grief; and wfl hid, as it were, our faces from him; he was deEsq., will be one of the speakers at the fEstival of the Free
spised and 'we esteemed him not." In the revised this reads: in which it will find advocacy and allegiance. The Heligious Association, in the Meionaon, Boston, Frid~~ ~ven
"He is despised and rejected of men; a man of sonows ac- good of this last Protestant struggle with early mis- ing, May 29th. There will be discussions of the possibility of
quainted with grief; and as one from whom men hide their takes will be exactly the reverse of what was intended. scientific religion that f01·enoon, and Socialism that afterfaces; he was despised, and we esteemed him not."
Orthodox Christians can but regret the remodeling of noon in Parker Memorial Hull.
The same chapter, verse 7, is changed to read: "He was
TuEsDAY evening, May 5th, a reception was tendered Mrs.
their idol; Freethinkers will rejoice that ib shows to
afllicted, yet he opened not his mouth; as a lanb that he led to
Amelia H. Colby by Mesdames Smith and Randolph, at their
the
world
of
what
common
stuff
are
holy
things.
It
the slaughter," etc.
home for "Light 11nd Color Cure," 72\.l Tremont street, Boston,
Same chapter, verse 8: ."He was taken from prison and is admitted by all impartial men that the revision of ~s a farewell greeting from her many friends ere her departure
from judgment, and who shall declare his generation," is re. the New Testament bred a critical spirit among those for the West. Mrs. Colby's lectures in Boston hav been highly
vised to read: "By oppression and judgment he was taken who previously had nought but reverence for the successful, as they deserve to bJl everywhere.
away; and who considereth his generation."
book. The gospels were put upon the level of pro- EvERYBODY is cordially invited to attend the annual picnic
The Ohristology of the Old Testm:bent is almost entirely un.
fane
history, and s6larched and weighed and criticised and Sunday assembly of the Cassadag11 Lake Free Association
affected by the revision. The crucial passage, Isaiah vii, 14,
at Cassadaga Camp grounds, Chautauqua county, N. Y., June
"Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a son," remains un- as human productions and not as the utterances of
Gth and 7th. Mrs. Elizubeth L. Watson, of California, will·
changed", except that the margin suggests, " 'rhe virgin is with divinity. This criticism led to skepticism in thoube the speaker. Damoil's banii will furnish the music for the
child and beareth.'"
sands upon thousands of cases, and Infidelity flour- two days. '!'here will be dancing on the Saturday evening,
In the fifth commandment, "Honor thy father and thy
ished ap~ce. The Protestants seem to hav forgotten the 6th. For further informution address T. J. Skidmore,
mother, that thy days may be long in the land which the
president, or Ida l'YI. Lang, secretary, Fredonia, N. Y.
Lord thy God giveth thee," becomes: "Honor thy father and this, for which we rejoice, for the discussion that

sso
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BRATTLEBORO, VT., May 8, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Your illustration of a "Modern Balaam," in
THE T:suTH SEEKER of May 2d, contained volumes, and speaks
plainer than words; in fact, it is the best illustration of priestly
tyranny I hav ever seen. Now, I would like to make a suggestion. Why not strike off several thousands of that cut by
itself, suitable for posting or framing, at a nominal cost, and
scatter them broadcast? Such a move would be the me1ns of
opening the eyes of a certain class'which it is impossible to
reach in any other way, for people who will not spend time to
read a book or paper will invariably pause to look at a picture
or engraving.
I will agree to take one hundred or more of them, to begin
with, provided you conclude to do as herein suggested. I
will also see that they are put where they will do the most
good. Please giY this matter consideration, and to those who
are subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER, I would say send in
your order at once, and by so doing give the publisher an
idea of the number wanted. I inclose an article from the Boston Globe of to-day, purporting to be a statement in regard to the town of Liberal, Mo.,
by the notorious Clark Braden, minister of the gospel and
alleged forger ,of notes, which rather reflects on the place and
its inhabitants. Can you throw any light on the subject?
Seems as though something ought to be done to counteract
such a damnable lie.
Being an outspoken Infidel myself, I feel rather hard to
read such a torr~>nt o~ abuse as this ass Braden has seen fit to
pour out on the heads of the people of Liberal.
Yours, for truth and justice,
A L. FRISBIE.

power, it is a gratifying reflection th<tt in the great warfare
against the most gigantic system of wrong the world has ever
seen he is not alJne.
Send me four copies for disf.ribution. Reform in these days
can, I think, be best promoted by the dissemination of books
and papers, and everyone interested should lend a hand to the
extent of his ability. People that now for various reasons refuse to commit themselvs will quietly read and think, and in
due time, when the pressure of bigotry and intolerance begins
to giv way; the humor and innuendo so freely indulged in in
relation to some of the fundamental doctrins of the church,
and which everywhere indicate the prevailing skepticism
among the common people, ·as well as those in higher life, even
in orthodox circles and under orthodox influences, will ripen
into bold and earnest ali.raignment.
N. L. PERKINS.

should join the church, do the will of God, and afterwards
reason.
I told him I preferred to go on investigating yet a while
whereupon he shook his head very solemnly and mournfull;
and prepared to go, not, however, without charging me that
whenever I came to a knotty question to bring it to him, and
he would endeavor to enlighten me. Now, I thank the man
for his kindly int!Jrest, but endeavor to answer such knotty
questions is all he can do. No satisfactory answers are ever
given.
Hoping you will excuse my delay, and thanking you for
your leniency,
CLARENE RHOADES.
RACINE, Wis., May 8, 1885.
llfR. EDITOR: My subscription is about to expire, and I wish
to renew, for I cannot think of doing without the paper,
which I hav had from the first number. And I wish to do a
little, if pos~ible, to extend its circulation and usefulness. I
shall therefore take advantage of one of your advertised terms
to wit: "One subscription with four new subscribers in on~
remittance, $10." I trust that if the cash is sent in one remittance the names aud. addresses of suh3criberd m~y he
sent subsequently as they are obtained.'
I hav room here to say that I hav the honor to be a life
member of Jhe National Liberal League, and am in hearty
sympathy with its objects and its course in the past, and like
the name; but if I am able to attend its next Congress I shall
cheerfully vote to ch~nge its title to "The American Secular Union," thus fraternizing with and including our brethren of Canada and all the British provinces, and making it a
continental instead of a national institution.
ALMOND OwEN.

SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis., May 3, 285.
"WAsHINGTON, D. C.- Whereas, It has pleased God to
aftlict, almost unto the door of death, that great and exemplary man, the successful leader of the Union hosts," etc.,
etc.- Union ,Soldiers' AtLance.
llfR. EDITOR: If this is not blasphemy iu every sense of the
tljlm, then no such thing as blasphemy has ever existed.
Would it not be in order with good Christian propriety to
bring charges of blasphemy against this Union Soldiers' Alliance for accusing our "God" of such inhuman barbarity.
Aftlicted almost unto death's door-what for? And one of the
followers of the Right Rev. Mr. Newman, and possibly one of
the elect! They even accuse God of being pleased while engaged in that most damnable outrage upon General Grant.
And for no cause whatever, except, possibly, for leading successfully the Union hosts. Surely if God is responsible for
this fiendish outrage the courts should be open to giv his acBAKERSFIELD, CAL , April 25, 1885.
cusers a chance to prove it. If this case of blasphemy gets
MR. EDITOR: After reading THE TRUTH SEEKER, I send it
into the courts, I suggest that Robert G. Ingeraoll be employed
DETROIT, MrcH , May 10, 1885.
as counsel for Grant. Robert has always spoken well of the on its rounds, and I hav found quite a number that are willing
Mn. EDITOR: I wish you could hav been with me on Sungods, and I know that he would do his level best for our God. to read it. Others, too prPjudiced to read it, only assert.that
day last. I took that " Modern Balaam " with me, and called
it contains nothing but lies. There is quite a Liberal idea
Yours,
NELSON HuNT.
o;n a friend who is the one lost sheep in a French Catholic
about Bakersfield, if we only had some stirring lecturer here
family. I showed him the paper, and he called his father,
PEM, IND., May 7, 1885.
to giv it a start or set it afloat. For the past six months there
and sisters, and mother, and a lot of visitors around him, and
Mn. EDITOR: A gentleman by the name of Reynolds-Pro· hav been several church sociables and concerts, or something
then gave them an explanation in French, and there was fun
fessor Reynolds-has been giving entertainments here for the of the kind. The lady members are selling tickets of admisalive for awhile. "There you are," said he, "and there is
past week on mesmerism or animal magnetism, and has cre- sion for their grand raftling.off of some of their scarfs, and the
your boss with his club," and then he pointed to the patches.
ated .quite an excitement. There are not so many believers in proceeds to go to the church, which reminds me of an occurI wish you would get the picture up in good shape in a chro
Spiritualism as there were prior to his landing here. I think rence at S<~.n Luis Obispo, in ibis state. The Methodist minmo, and then I want one to ha1;1g up in a frame where everyhis entertainments a great benefit in enlightening the people ister there was tJansferred to a place further south, and
body can see it, and I think I could get places for five or six
You would be surprised to learn the number of people who previous to his going the members got up a sociable for his
at least. They will just be a grand thing. Get them up nice
are ignorant in reg-trd to animal magnetism and its power- benefit, and as the proceeds were small some of the young
and every real Freethinker will want one as a challenge to
who were ready to attribute such phenomena to the supernat- people said if the members would giv the use of the hall they
bigotry and superstition. It is the very best thing I hav seen
would turn it into a ball and giv the proceeds to the minister,
ural.
Yours truly,
J. H. WooD.
Professor Reynolds demonstr.~.te:l the fact that such power and some of the members saw the minister and asked him if
was derived from the natural only, and any person possessing he had any scruples as to how they raised the money. His
PALATKA, FLA., AprilS, 1885.
a certain amount of animal magnetism could control the reply was, '·No; any way to get the money-any way to get
MR. EDITOR: Please send me one copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER
minds of others.
the money."
!sue GA.JIIBEL.
of April 18th, and balance of stamps in issue of May2d. You
I am in receipt of the last A=uAL you sent me, and I must
hav never issued a positivly iLferior number of the great LibLEXINGTON, KY., ,April 26, 285.
eral periodical, but May 2d, according to my way of thinking, say I hav not words to express my gratitude for the estimation
MR. EDITOR: Recently, in the Irvnolad Age, Dr. Monroe
and value of such a book. S_everal years hav I been reading
is the best one you ever printed. I first thought of marking
from the pens of the illustrious authors whose grand intelleet· published an exceedingly interesting editorial adyocating the
the worthy articles and items therein, prer;aratory to sendual physiognomies adorn the pages of the ANNUAL, but nevtr death of that artful old serpent of wickedness, Satan. All
ing it to a friend, but soon found that I would hav to make
having tbe good fortune to meet with one of them, I find my who hav the cause of Christ at heart will, I know, concur in
an index at every heading, and so covered every p~ge with a
ideal conception of my brother· Freethinkers greatly inferior the doctor's views, and none more so than the good ministers
single ji&r. Any man who can put, by selection or otherwise,
to the noble portraits presented in the ANNUAL. I take great and myself. The" old boy" has always be~n a disturbing elea like amount of instructiv, newsy, and readable matter in
pleasure in looking at the pictures every day, and showing ment in the godly plan of salvation, and as long as he's
each of the fifty-two numbers of any periodical in one year,
them to others, explaining to them the great object of those allowed to run at large and tempt us poor weak mortals, just
would be peerless in the arena of journalism.
indefatigable workers. Since receiving the ANNUAL and look- that long are we prone to do evil and to commit all ml\nner of
LEWIS MORRIS.
ing at those portraits so often, I feel as though I were inti sin. This is no idle question, but a practicable one-one that
mately acquainted, and long to gr11sp their hand and giv a should receive respectful consideration at the hands of the
BosTON, MAss., April 30, 285.
MR. EDITOR: I am unable to understand how Brother Cha- hearty shake. The ANNUAL cannot be prized too highly, as it pulpit preachers and all others who place explicit faith in the
pel can find fault with my short way of figuring up our glo- will be the means of bringing Freethinkers closer together atoning blood of the "crucified "Lamb." Christ can never
rious Freethought calendar, but here is another and a longer more intimately related, as every Liberal in the land can ho.v carry out successfully his "father's" will as loag as Satan has
way that may suit him better. I made the first year to begin the ineffable pleasure of seeing the great leaders who are try- a free pass from the same father to go to and fro in the earth
on Jan. 1, "A.D." 1600, and, as is mathem>1tically necessary at ing to blot out superstition and supersede it with the grand counteracting the elevating influence of the "spirit" (not a
Spiritualist's spirit, but the "holy spirit") with his wicked
the beginning of all first years, I write the figure 0 for that religion of science and humanity.
Friend Macdonald, I will send you the Indianapolis Journal. whisperings. It's just as Dr. Monroe says, if we wish to reday, the new era having but just commenced and having no
time as yet to its credit. The following Jan. 1st (1601) I write which contains a couple of articles, one from the pen of the move sin from the world, WA must first destroy the a~thor of
the figure 1, and so on down to the very last January, when I editor on "The Mormon Daliverance." and one from Rev. ~in, and the rest will come easy.
But the questions arise, How can it best be done, and in
Clark Braden-or the proper name to designate him would be
write 285, as is mathematically correct for me to do.
The result is the same as by the shorter method of deduct- "the Boss Liar," or "Jo Cook No. 2." If any person wants to what manner? And who will undertake the job? Even the
ing 1600 from 1885, but possibly may seem clearer to some make me hot, let them slander that noble, generous-hearted good doctor, with all his qualifications as a literary genius,
D. M. Bennett. Oh, how I wish I was an Ingereoll ora Watts! and his fidelity to truth and humanity, not to mention his acfriends.
A calendar is simply a register of the age at last birthday, of I would go down there and drive that ground-hog in his hole quaintance with the God family, and his vast knowledge of
and make him take his hole in after him. State your opinion the" divine plan," is powerless, as it were. What we need is
the era it stands for.
GEORGE N. HILL.
in regard to the veracity of the article by Braden, and what the assistance of preachers. What we want of them is to
you think of the Christian editor who. believes the Bible to be petition the "aavior" iu behal( of us poor heathens to adopt
NATIONAL CITY, CAL., April 20, 1885.
MR EDITOR: Inclosed find 25 cents for your ALI'>IANAC, In God's word and denounces the Mormons for practicing its radical measures for the final removal of the enemy of souls.
this locality we hav intelligent people, a great many Free- teachings. Let·us hear f:i·om you in THE TRUTH SEEKER. As And inasmuch as the savior is a member of the all-powerful
thought and free speech, men and women both. I hav heard I am in Indianapolis every day or·so, I would like to show to "trinity," it could easily be done, and the hard, overworked
Liberal League spoken of, but nothing has been done to speak the editor of the Journal an article from your pen relating to moral guides would hav no more opposition, and, what is in·
W. A. HATHAWAY.
finitly better, they would be enabled to rest from their labors
of. Why can't San Diego havthe pleasure of hearing and see- those subjects.
in the "vinyard." It would practically settle the whole issue,
ing that noble man, Colonel Ingersoll? What hav we done
and everlastingly end the unequal war, and mammon and all
TRAPPE, PA., April 22, 1885.
that he will not come in our midst? We .believe he would
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, due you for that best wicked flesh would be overthrown, and righteousness reign
make it financially, an,l cur f e Jple are hospitable and generous, and finer climate and place to sojourn for a time is very of all papers, TnE TRUTH SEEKER. Papa has returned from supreme.
I am so interested in the wondrous beauties of the Christian
hard to find. I believe he could bo induced to make his home the West, having closed up affairil there for the present.
in view of our beautiful bay, ocean, and environments. You Times are hard, and the needful is scarce with us, but calling religion that God's lieutenants and Dr. Monroe, if they need
'hav many other speakers that we should also be glad to hear. together a council, consisting of the members of our own help in the work of curtailing the l)OWer of his Satanic nibs,
family, we unanimously came to the conclusion that 'l'HE 1hey can count upon me to render all the assistance I posA. N. BuRGEss.
TRUTH SEEKER was indispensable, and we must hav it; for sibly can.
Right here a somewhat delicate question presents itself.
BANGOR, ME., April 27, 1885.
what would the children do without the Corner-papa with
lib. EDITOR: The ANNUAL for U185 reached me in due time. out those discourses on 1!'reethought subjects? And as for What if the watchers of Zion don't want the evil one to "go
I am more than satisfied with it. Every lover of freedom and myself, a sorry plight I would be in had I no TRUTH SEEKERS dead?" Suppose they are in partnership with his nibs in the
reform 6hould hav a copy. I could wish it were in every to accidentally lay upon the tabl-e when the clergymen call to soul redemption business? What then? And suppose the
'' pardB" will "divide up" in that "great day" when the Lord
household in the land. The reading matter is instrnctiv, and turn me from my ways; and call they do.
the articles are well written. To me, however, its chieE attracWhy, only a short time ago, one talked to me for nearly two of lords comes in the white cloud to judge. the wicked flesh?
tion lies in the fraternal spirit it awakens, the companionship hours and a half on the sin I was committi.ng in not coming to Oh, won't there be groaning and grinding of teeth? What will
it inspires with the noble men and women whose portraits the Bible God; and when he paused to take breath once or become of us poor Liberals? Doubtless we will be cast into
adorn its pages. One almost feels in looking upon these ft1ces, twice, I very demurely offered a few of my thoughts and 1he bottomless pit so kindly prepared for our reception by our
many of them bearing well-known names, that he is receiving opinions on the Bible God, using as a reference Remsburg's heavenly father, there to roast and broil throughout all etera personal introduction. How isolated soever his locality, and "Bible Morals," and we all know that facts are found there. nity. Perish, horrible thought! Think of our awful fate, all
how· much soever the community in which he livs may be per- He, however, commenced talking on something else, telling ye who aspire to Infidel honors, and seek safety in the promeated by the old superstitions, and hedged in by priestly me that blind obedience was better than none at all; that I tecting shadow of the " cross" if ye would liv and escape eter-
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nal . death .. ~eei~g, then, t~at God will d_ispense impartial
justiOe and InJUStice to the righteous and ww~ed. alike, 1 hav
,to, in such an emergency, console myself by smgmg;
"What will_ befall us below,
Is somethmg I do not k??W;
Or what dang61ls are wa~tmgWhat troubles are brewmg
In the hot country called hell,
Only the devil and priest can tell;"
DAVID B. CoziNE.
PAOLO, lA., April 29, 285.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav received the books all right. I am well
,:pleased ~ith them. I wish t~at every family had that kind of
reading; 1t would open the1r mental eyes and show them
-where they stand. ~feel well fortified now to meet any one
that attacks me on any of their creeds and dogmas. This
is a priest-ridden people, and it is hard to do anything with
:them. They will not read any books that will teach them bet.ter; they do not want to learn that they hav been deceived
.all their lives. But I think it is better to do it late in life
than never. I was almost sixty years old before I had my eyes
opened. But if I had been where I could hav h 1d the books
and papers that I hav now I should now be far ahead of where
I am. I am well pleased that the cause is doing so ·well. I
hope our great champions will be kept busy in the field, and
those that hav money to spare will shell it out to keep the
ball a-rolling. I will, now close this by wishing you all well.
I remain, as ever,
. Yours, in the cause of truth,
J. STRATFORD.
ONTONAGQN, MICH., April 2, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Your splendidly godless paper comes to hand
regularly. But although it is gouless, it is not without
its share of other Rpooks. Can you, Mr. E litor, tell me what
Dr. Cheseborough means in his article in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of l\1arch 21st? Do you know if he meant it for a ghost story
for children? If so, I would humbly suggest that it should be
published in the Children's department, unless Miss Wixon
would object to such trash to corrupt the minds of her young
pupils. How does the doctor know that there was a "stupendous battle raging in the spirit world for many years ?" It is
the old story of God and Lucif~r fighting. The diakka is a
good substitute for the devil. It is very convenient to hav a
few of the diakkas on hand to lay the blame on them for
everything that goes crooked. Why not stick to the devil of
our forefathers, doctor? If we must hav a devil, I, for one,
would prefer to stick to the old one, than to hav a Tiger-faced
Jim and all the other diakkas in his place.
Yours truly,
DoN D. McLEoD.
ANAHEIM, CAL , March 26, 1885.
J','ln. EDITOR: I am much encouraged about the position of
our League at Santa Ana, California. We hav quite a library
of Liberal literature, with a promis of more books from friends
of the cause. If the Leagne changes its name, as proposed, to
the American Secular Union, aB.d gets the big tent--to use in
the East summers, and come here to winter, there is no doubt
but a rich harvest could be reaped of dollars, besides convincing the waveting of the worse than useless expenditure of
money and time in upholding the worn-out myths of Christianity.
When such elo1uent speakers as Putnam, Remsburg, Ingersoll, Watts, Reynolds, Jamieson, and others can hold forth the
light of reason to the minds of the masses without being arrested for blasphemy, it shows that human minds are growing, and that in time the laws of our land will hav to conform
to the advancPment. May th!l good work go on; and as this
climate is so well adapted to tent and grove meetings, I hope
to see our brave brothers in this section. The harvest is ripe.
MRs. KATE PARKER.
RocHELLE, ILL., May 1, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Permit me to say a few words in behalf of
Professor B.ell, who has just completed a course of three lec"tures here. I think it is a pity that a worker so efficient., so
enthusiastic, scholarly, genial, and good a speaker and companion, should be out of a "job" 11t any time. There are not
in any town in the country a half-dozen Liberals who could
invest the few dollars a course of two or three lectures would
cost them to better advantage, and who would be better compensated on any other investment than this. Every lecture
of this kind attracts at least a few of our pious friends, and
every "sermon" of the professor they listen to broadens their
heart, mellows their p1•ejudice, awakens their intellect, and in
like degree makes them fraternal and tolerant toward us. As
it is, they are ignorant of the many claims and unanswerable
arguments we can advance in the establishment of our belief,
and they go horne from the lecture meditating and perplexed
over the. many new thoughts and startling truths revealed to
them, and which often may become the germ destined to
evolve them from the darkness and misery of superstition to a
glorious state of enlightenment, Freethought, and reason.
Therefore all Liberal lectures as an investment-if for no
other purpose-decidedly pay. Fraternally,
OTTO WETTS1'EIN.
ASHLEY, 0.
M11. EDITOR: Your postal card notice of my time expiring as
a trial subscriber was duly reoeived. I inclose you $4, for
which you wit please giv me THE TRUTH Sil:EKER for six
months, and you will also send me two "Story Hours," one
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, and one "Bible Morals." The half7
dozen "Bible Moral2" I got of you a1•e all nicely disposed of,
and I think they are doing much good. I make wy subscription to your great and good paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, believing it to be the best. Its pages are full of food for the inq uiring mind. I spend many happy hours in reading it. Keep on
in the good work and your name will be handed down to posterity as one having done a gi;eat and good work. Oh, if every
one would only -stop for one moment and exercise that grnnd
gift _which nature has given some of us-reason-what a
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change there would be! But no; they go to church Sunday I than he or hi~ family can hav any earthly use for, and wh'>,
after Sunday, and swallow down without tasting whatever the holding it tight in his avaricous hand, calmly sleeps under the
minister says, just as a· young robin with closed eyes and mild admonition of his pastor, while upon the air is borne the
ears gobbles the worm down, and say, "What a grand sermon \Vail of the ·dying who die for the want of a morsel of the
we had to-day!"
CaAs. F. OLMSTED.
waste from his abundant table? This is the old, old story.
We are told it has always been so "ll 1
b
Wh
• WI a ways e so.
Y
ADRIAN, MICH., May 11, 1885.
has it always been so? Because of a wrong conception of the
Mn. EDITOR: The saints hav been having a lively time here I relations between man and his creator. Instead of looking
lately, ~-y~u ':ill see by the slips I send you from the daily'! fo~w~rd to a life bey~nd the grav_e, instead of flattering and
Ttmes of th1s 01ty. For the past two months or more a small caJolmg God and trymg to let h1m see what a tremendous
squad of the Salvation Army has baen hera making the nights! being we think he is, we should hav turned our attention enhideous with their how lings and raving. There has been here I tirely to his gift of life and_ the use of the earth which he has
~--.
-"' t_ime a company of equally fanatical Free Method-'! given us, and shown godly qualities by equal dispensation of
.
· - ' may well believe that between them both we benefits, of love for our fellow-tenants on the earth, and a
'·
. d music. The city authorities hav now· forbid kindly and generous heart and solicitude for others which it
til .. . ·rade the streets, as it had become an intolerable is said Christ alone has shown. Of the future we know nothnuisance. If the authorities had waited but an hour or two ing, of the past we can hav nothing, but of the present we can
longer they would ha v had the godly sinner behind the prison do something to drive out of the minds of the ignorant and
bars for bigamy
' - oo
superstitious the nightmare of an avenging God who exists
I heartily indorse all your correspondent Councilman says only in the idle vaporings of ministerial leeches on the body
about Colonel Kelso's "Bible Analyzed," as too much cannot of the people.
WM. ALLEN SMITH ..
be said in praise of that great work. The more I read it the
--more strongly am I impressed with its great power. I hav
BLUFFTON, 0., April 25, 285.
never yet seen anything. to equal it; It is hard indeed to
Ms. EDITOR: Inclosed find. $5, for which please credit me
select any particular chapter as the best where there is so for one year's subscription, and send me the ANNUAL and one
much that is-good, but, for a blind, fanatical GCJd-worshiper, copy each of "Bible Morals" and "False Claims," and turn
I think the chapter on the GCJd of the Bible is the most power- the balance over to the Tent Fund, and oblige.
ful of all. I hope every Liberal in the United States and
I am well pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER, and your plan
Canada will buy a copy, and persuade his Christian neighbors of giving all sides a heating. This makes it interesting and is
to read it. If a fair-minded, intelligent Chri~tian has read it the only way to arrive at the truth.
carefully, he is of no more good to the church. I hav perOf course I heartily wish that everybody (especially Liberals)
suaded three Bible believers to read it, and it has fixed them could get rid of superstition in all its forms and be content
all. They hav lost all faith in tb,e Bible as the infallible word with "one world at a time," and use all their best energies
of God. Please send me Brother B~bcock's last little book.
toward making it better. And when I see people (apparently
Yours fraternally,
P. B. REASONER.
rational and intelligent in everything else) spending their
---time in writing ahout the "diakka" and their doingg, and
other
(to me) foolishness of a like nature, it makes me sick,
FonT WORTH, TEXAS, :M:ay 10, 1885.
MR. EDI'I;OR: Please find inclosed some clippings taken and I think "what fools these mortals be!' Bnt then, there
from one of our daily papers, with accompanying comments, are many true and noble souls among Spiritualists, and they
which will selVe to show you the state of the spiritu11l ther- hav done much to loosen the bonds of priestcraft. Indeed,
it is to them that I myself owe the mental liberty tha~ I now
mometer in this important city of the Southwest.
An ecclesiastical sky-scraper, a veritable "meteor, a wander- enjoy. Hoping that all Liberals will continue to giv all ~ides
ing star of the first magnitude, has been here for quite awhile a respectful hearing, and that the glorious old TRUTH SEEKER
haranging the multitudes, averaging from two thousand to will continue to be the medium through which it can be done,
Yours for universal mental liberty,
F. C. S.
four thousand nightly, and the sensible and silly are being
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treated to a wholesale regimen such as this town never knew.
It would perhaps be a terror to the place where your hea.rt
is supposed to be to hear his impassioned philippic anent
Gehenna, with all its brimstone, blood, and thunder. The
crotchety gospel pedler, to whom reference is ma-le, goes by
the title anJ cognomen of Rev. R. G. Pearson. He is of the
Cumberland Presbyterian order of faith, I believe, and has a
capital dome above his shoulders somewhat larger than a croquet ball-let's see, it may be near the size of a ten cent cabbage, with pedal extremities that will mash all the vacancy out
of a number nine boot. His voice is a "still small voice,"
what I would denominate feminin, but the preRs calls it
"Randolphian." Some pronounce him a Guiteau II., while
all of us gentiles agree tl!at he bids fair to add largely to the
insane list for this county. A considerable sensation was
arouRed by the distribution of a large number of TRUTH
SEEKERS and Truth Seeker Tracts throughout the immense
tabernacleof the faithful. The person who did this must hav.
been some reckless ingrate, with no fear of Jehov~h or the
reverend be'fore his eyes. It seems that the aim was good, and
that the shot struck true, if W'l may judge from the "fine
firenzy rolling" into which the reverend gentleman was precipitated upon learning of their pernicious presence.
To say nothing about other results, the hippodrome seems
quite a success in a monetary point, as United States currency
is turned in by the hatful.
Now, Mr. Editor, I'll approach the primary object of this
writing. My request is for some information, if you can
glean it, touching the ante-career of this itinerant "moral
policeman," a number of us heathens being quite anxious to
get the "scales" off our vision in reguJ to such history, becanse we can't help thinking that there is one of the usual
"bugs under the ship."
Fa.1.Ncrs W. BRADLEY.
[We hav no knowledge of the revivali>t referred to. Perhaps some of our readers may. Circulation of Truth Seeker
Tracts and other Liberal literature ought to do some goodthough the people may be too crazy to read.-ED. T. S.]

ITHACA, N. Y., May 11, 1885.

Mn. EDITOR: I send you one dollar to continue your Lib-

era! paper.
In No. 19 this volume, May 9, 1885, I see a communication
from the pen of S. H. Preston, whose subject is "MatterMan-Mind," which to my mind, observation, and experience
is worth more than all others put together upon matter, its
forms, and the science of mind, which subject has engrossed
my attention for many years. It encircles the whole of material nature, with the embodiment of man, and his animal and
intellectual mind. He says the infinit universe, from atoms to
astral worlds, is a material unity; that all matter is essentially
the same, and varies only in its forms; and all the material in
man is common to the whole world, and there is no especial
human element, and no distinction between the elements of
the living and the dead; that is to s!ly, only a change of chemical conditions in operation in the perpetual evolution of nat.
ure; that the prime product of man's organism is nervous
force, the product of the brain, and of brain, mind; like will
always produce like. The mind is the extremest measure of
man, and all the antecedents of that are material.
I hav long since noted the truth of this asRertion, and
waited for some one to giv it expression; and· now we hav it in
elegant,and scientific language from our friendS. H. Preston.
This brings to my mind the logic I tried to get into the papers
some time sinc.e, that no one had the capacity to trace form to
its beginning, that form was eternal, and begot its own likeness; that man did not originate from protoplasm, and thus
through a long line of successiv forms up to monkey and to
man; that matter in form and mind cannot be traced to its beginning collectivly. Individuals hav a beginning and ending
in human form and mind, but no extinction in elemental life.
Water is productiv of animal life and form. All animal forms
hav minds. Nature in male and female order produces form
and mind, and they grow and expand together from the
earthly production of material element until maturity; when
the form decays, and the mind correspondingly, and by chemical action returns tl) mold in successiv reaction, to sustain
NEw YoRK, May 12, 1885.
animal form again. Thus form succeeds form in the order of
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. E. Cady Stanton thinks that Christianity the law of nature. I heartily indorse Mr. S. H. Preston.
has not been of any benefit to women. She might go further
·
Yours fraternally,
ZENAS KENT.
and say with truth that it has always been a curse and a
stumbling-block to reasonable progressiv reform, being used
THE MYSTERY DEEPENS.
as a weapon of menace to stem the tide ·of free speech,
STRAsBURG, ILL , May 11, 28S.
thought, and action. While these good Christians are pray·
Mn. EDITOR: I hav always been interested in Spiritualism;
ing and exhorting, holding out promises of future reward and
eternal joys for a mere belief in a senseless dogma, the earth and when I read "A Mysterious Letter" by "Thumb Meis being despoiled, murder is rampant (dignifi!ld by the name dium" I got a slate and pencil, and sat holding them, expectof war), exiles are undergoing penal servitude and brutal ing every moment a message from the other world. Every
treatment, for protesting agt1inst monarchical government; the little while one of the children would say, "Keep stil~ pa is
poor all over the wol'ld are becoming poorer, many dying of going to cipher directly." Then I would hold my thumb up,
starvation; wages for the workers are scarcely above the starv- and see two thumbs, or two door-knobs. The children would
ing point; misery, degradation, want, and suffering has never then say, "Ready-bang," and giggle, while I tried the slate
trick again. Presently my wife brought the baby to me, saybeen so painfully visible as it is at the present day.
The present day ! day of civilization, day of Christian benef- ing it had the ear-ache. I told her I did not believe it, and
icence, with millions for ourselL's and pennies for the poor. On would prove it. I made a ~ube out of a piece of paper, and
one side piled up, garnered in safe places, the kindly fruits of placed it at the back of baby's -head; and with one eye to the
the earth, with a Christian standing guard over them, pro- tube, the other opposit the ear, I looked at the door-knob
tected by Chl'istian laws, claiming and receiving obeisance with both eyes, and could see right through the baby's head.
from Christian ministe1·s, safe fro:.n invasion by the starving I told her there was no ache about that ear-to look for hermultitude, who bow before the words "thou shalt not steal," self. She looked and jumped back, thinking there was 11 hole
in their simple honesty forgetting that the "second thief is clear through the baby's head, and asked what made it.
I told hH that was a spiritual sight-that under the influence
the best owner."
For what is that man but a thief who, either by cunning or of spirits a person could see through anything.
TunE MEDIUM.
by tricks, or "financial genius," absorbs unto himself more
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When a teacher, over forty years ago, I he did not know better and could not use the 5.-" Now, Ned, I am a maiden won."
SolVers, :m. A. Richards, David Stanley
exercised the pupils on these words, compell- most elegant language, but he had fallen into
'
ing them to prolong the final g until the habit the bad habit of speaking carelessly. We all Homer A. Billings.
do it, and we all ought to do better. There is
·was
formed'
and
could
not
be
eradicated.
The
nothing which is more charming than correct
Edited by Mrss StrsAN H. WIXoN, Fe:.ll River,
Cori·esponderice.
Mass., to whom all Communications for this words were written upon the blackboard and speaking. When you find men or women who
FAmus, N. Y., May 10, 1885,
the whole school pronounced them in concert use the best language in speaking, you like to
Wrner shoUld be sent.
DEAR M1ss WrxoN: We read THE TRUTH
as I designated Mch with my pointer, and, hoar them talk. It is like good music. Why
SEEKER with pleasure. My child, aged nine
children, it was an exercise they loved better should not all who can write ooJTectly also givR us no peace until the Chilrlren's Corner~~
"Between the dark and the dayilght,
speak correctly, an(!. avoid those slips of gramWhen the night begins to lower,
than play, and I myself would like to liv it mar >tnd the slang expressions which so gener- read first, and also thanks Miss WiXon for
Oonies a pause In the day's occupations
over ag11in to-day with the same dear children, ally mar our intercourse with each other. Children's Corner. We hav taken THE TRUTH
That is known as the Children's Hour."
many of whom are now parents and grand- The Banner has a great mind to take up the SEEKER from its commencement.
HOMER A. BILLINGs.
parents, while some we shall never see more. subject at length and point out many expresThe World and All.
My young friends, you can make a play of this sions which .should. b~,pped forever from
our speech. But.
·-,·., .
SUNDAY, May 10, 1885.
yourselvs far more useful than silly games in
She was ready ror bed and lay on my arm,
Instettd, it givs r.
:
spelling and proDEAR Miss WixoN: I hav just come from
In her little frill cap so fine,
which there is no profit, and not half the fun. nunciation below,,. . ,~ any of our young Sunday Rchool and found my mamma writing
With her golden hair falling out at the edge
Those persons. who clip the g from off the readers can corr~ob)y,ifll'onounce the words to you, so I thought I would write too, and tell
Like a circle of noon sunshine.
given in this jumble, and again, how many can you about how I came to go. All my little
And I hummed the old tune of" B~nbury Cross," words I hav mentioned, almost always add it spell all these words? Suppose you try it? plRymates go, and mamma says it will do me
to words where it does not belong, as "RavAnd" Three men who put out to sea,"
Let some one in the f11mily cR.ll out the words, no harm. Wo hav a lovely minister, he tells
When she sleeplly said, as she c'osed her blue eyes, in' been out in the garding, hang in' out my and lP.t the others spell. Here is the lesson:
us stories, and we hav singing, and I hav 11
'' P"pa, fot would you take for me?"
-washin', on comin' in and pullin' down the
The most skilful gauger I ever knew was a ma- nice time. I hav a little friend, her name is
cnrting (curtain), and shuttin' out the shinin' ligned cobbler, armed with a J)Oni•mi, who C.n-rie, she is a Spiritualist, and I laugh at her
And I answered" A dollar, dear little heart,"
And she slept, b~by weary with play,
m ornin' sun, and standin' there by the winder, drove a pedlar's wagon, using a mullein stalk when sho tells me about Spirits coming back
But I held her warm In my love strong arms,
hopin' the coolin' air of the evenin' would be as an instrument of coel'rion to tyrannize over here to see us. 1\'Iy mamma tells me that this
And rocked ani rocked away.
his pony shod with calks. He was a Galilean belief is just as foolish as the other. I am so
revivin', askin',' etc., etc. Here ·is the cock- S>tddu<lee, and he had a phthisicky catarrh, glad. that I hav a Liberal mamma, and I am
Oh, the doilar meant aU the world to me,
ney style: "My 'and haches clear up to my diphtheria, and the bilious intermittent erysip- her little girl. Good bye. From
The land and the sea and sky,
ConA.
The lowest depths of the lowest place,
helbow" (my hand aches clear up to my el- elas. A certain sibyl, with the soubriquet of
[Cora's letter is good, but we mnst ask her
And the highest of all that's high.
bow); which misplacing h sounds no worse to "Gypsy,'' went into ecstasies of cachmation not to laugh at her little playmate on account
The cities with streets and palaces,
me than misplacing g. We would suppose at seeing him measuro a bushel of pease, and of her belief. We must not ridic,mle those who
separate saccharine tomatoes from a heap of
Their plc\ures and works of art,
that some persons took pains to misplace g did peeled potatoes, without dyeing or singeing believe differently from ourselvs, but try to
I would not take for one low, 80ft throb
we not know that it arises from thoughtless- the ignitible queue which he wore, or becom- convince them of their errors, and do all we
Of my llttle one's loving heart.
ing paralyzed with a hemorrhage. Lifting her can to make them see things in their true light.
ness.
Nor all the gold that ever wa~ found
In the busy. wealth-finding pa~t,
In 1882, when visiting in Winchendon, eyes to the ceiling of the cupola of the capitol We know a good many v :ry kind, intelligent
Would I take fJr one smile of my darling's face,
Mass. (my birth-place), I was surprised to )lear to conceal her unparalleled embarrassment, people who are Spiritualish,who devote muoh
making a rough courtesy, and not harassing
Did I know It must be'the l'lst.
nearly all its residents, nativ or otherwise, with mystifying, rarefying and stupefying in- time to doing good in the world; and while we
So I rocked my baby and rocked away,
separating the syllables of the name of their nuendoes, she gave h1m a conch, a bouquet of may not understand all things as they do, we
And I felt such a sweet content,
own town, and inserting g, thus Winching- lilies, mignonette, and fuchsias, a treatis on can imitate their example of goodness. Cora's
For the words of the song ex pressed to me more
don, and accentuating the interpolation g as if pneumonics, .a copy of Apocrypha in hiero- dear mamma will tell her this is the better
Than they ever before ha 1 meant.
their reputation depended upon their making glyphics, daguerreotypes of Mendelssohn and way te do.-ED. U. C.]
And the night came on and I slept and dreamed
Kosciusko, a kaleidoscope, a dram-phial of
Of things tar too gl'l.d to be.
that letter the most prominent in the word. ipecacuanha, a teaspoonful of naphtha for delAnd I wakened with lips saying close to my ear,
What but the most inexcusable carelessness able purposes, a ferrule, a clarionet, some
•· Papa, fot would you take for me?"
licorice, a surcingle, a carnelian of symmetri- MISS H. H. GARDENER
could account for such a palpable blunder?
will
Others seem to hav a dread ·of the letter r, cal proportions, a chronometer with a movable
Stay with Mother.
and with them it is hoss, cuss, pus (purse), balance-wheel, a box of dominoes and a cate·
LECTURE
chi~m.
we stood In the press at the ferry gate,
fust, wust, dassent, for dare not, etc., while
'l'be gauger, who was also a trafficking recat
Breathless,. weary, and just too late,
some court the 7" with "this here,'' "that ar,'' tifiei· and parishioner of mine, preferring a
Watching the great boat plunge and strain
ALBANY, N.Y.,
kinder, sorter, hern, yourn, hisn, barlanr:e surtout (his choi~e was referable to a vacillatThrough a roaring chaos of Ice and rain.
for tltc
ing, occasionally-occurring idiosyncrasy), wo(balance), and prehaps.
And over the sullen crash and din,
fully
uttered
this
apothegm;
"
Life
is
checkAlbany
Libera-l
A:;:::"'oeia.tion,
I shnll never forget my mortification when 11
O'er the turbulent tide thundering In,
ered; but schism, aposta~y, heresy, and
iu their New Hooms
Over the feet or the restless crowd,
young girl teaching school in the now city of villainy shall be pnnished." The sibyl apolA young voice caroling sweet and loud
Fitchburg, Mass., at being introduced very ogizingly answered: "There is .a ratable,_ al- 69 Nort-h l'cnrl St., OJ>J>. n:entnore Hott>l,
Rose for a moment and beat the air
Suurlay E,·cning, :May 2±th.
emptatically by the head of the house where legeable difference betwee:1 conferrable ellipse
Like the strong white wings or the angel Prayer:
I was boarding as "Mrs." Gibson. Possibly and a trisyllable dimresis." We replied in
"0 feet that are rain to go astray,
;7J.J~
E,·eryborly is Juvilccl.~
Stay with m~ther when her hair turns gray."
this may account for my hatred of substitut- trochees, not impugning her suspicion.
1t2l
ing Miss for Mrs., so common with many when
Only the words of a worn quatrain,
With a pitiful plea In liS sad refrain.
speaking of or to married women or widows,
Our Puzzle Box.Only a lad's voice sweet and strong,
just the reverse of my girlish experience, you
1.-POETlCAL ENIGMA
Trolling the catch of a threadbare song;
perceive.
As the tired and shivering crowd made way
i\Iy 6 and 4, and 3 anrl 2 is named a forest tree,
Now,
my
young
readers,
I
call
all
this
slovFor the pale little woman whose balr was gray.
While 12 and 5, and also 1 is called the deep
enly language-as slovenly and loose as for you
The world may ~e crowded with sorrow and care,
blue sea;
But sweet human nature s\.111 thrlve3 everywhere.
to appear in company with yollr hair disar- My 15, 6, and also 11 spell a f,unous general's
There's an Instrument locked In each hardened ranged, your face dirty, dress soiled or torn,
name.
breast
shoes and gloves ragged, and in a general ap While 16, ·6, 12, 10 and 8 is a king well known
Whose C'Jmpass may never be proven or gu(lsscd,
fame;
pearance of confusion and untidiness; and yet My 6toand
As the heart of the multi ude echoed ttlat day,
10, 11', and 12 is something all should
"Stay with the mother when her hair turns gray." many young persons, and even adults, who
hate,
DORA.
would scorn to be caught thus dressed at home, While 6 and 7 as initials stand for a great and
Rovereign state;
do not hesitate entering society using lanSlovenly ~peaking.
guage in contravention of all known rules, Of 17 letters I am composed,
I h av read with deep interest in Children's even more objectionable than any I hav hinted N'ow do your very best;
For my whole is a lady Liberal
Corner in April 4th, "Going Straw berrying,'" at,.interlarding their conversation with slang In the great afld bountlless West.
and on May 9th "Grandma Craggin's" and and with substitutes for oaths and profanity.
Altoona, Pa.
WM. J .. BunNs.
" Georgia M-'s" letters, and think all
Now, children, it is as necessary that yon
three may be ranged under the general head, should be proper and clean in your langu11ge
2.-NUMERICAL ENIGliJA.
"Bad Habits;" and though I am not a critic, as in your attire; there is a fashion in the one
The whole composed of eleven letters is a
nor a philologist, but hav suffered all my life us well as in the other, and any departure valuable species of grapes.
from the defect I deplore, viz., imperfection from the rules of the former is noticed as
The 1, 2, 3, 4 is a swing;
The 5, 7, 9, 10, 11 is a pointed projection;
of language from lack of privileges in youth, readily by educated, well-bred people as is
The 6, 8 is a prefix.
yet I wish to notice, for the benefit of chil- unfashionable, threadbare, ancl soiled apparel
H. E. JUERGENS.
Pillsbm·gh, Pa.,
dren, some errors of speech that are so uJ1i- by the crowds of fashionable people you may
versal, and yet such flagrant violations of the meet; so I hope, my young friends, you will
3 -ENIGMA.
simplest grammatical and orthoepical rules hav as great a dread of being heard or seen
I am composed of four letters.
that I think they may be classed under my using improper language in speaking or writ
My 1, 2, 3, 4 names my child;
title, " Slovenly Speaking."
ing as you hav of being caught in shabby garMy 2, 1, 4, 3 is to go;
"Georgia M-" (see Tnu'rH SEEKER, May ments; then you will take pains to form good
My 3, 4, 2, 1 is a female name;
9th) points out one set of outrages. Permit habits and correct bad ones in all directions,
My 4, 3, 1, 2 is a valley;
CHRISTIANITY
M:~ whole is the name of a good little girl.
me to supplement them with others no less of- as Lida suggested, and which is so very impor
A
R
E
WARD F 0 R C R I M E.
fensiv to refined ears and cultivated tastes- tant to your success in life.
HooTER A. BILLINGS.
Snbstnntiated by t11e Bible.
that is, clipping a class of words ending with
If your editor, Miss Wixon, will pardon this
BY
4.-INVO;LVED !CEVERSED CHARADE.
" ing,'' of which there may be hundreds, as long letter, and desires it, and you are pleased
0. B. WIJ.ITB'ORD, M. D.
hearing, seeing, feeling, touching, eating, with my lecture, I will write you again on Oh, thou q( the early Ion.ic school,
Price, 10 Cents.
Per J)ozeu,$1.00
smelling, asking, giving·, going, coming, walk- some other topic more lively, and, perhaps, Permit a poor puzzler to call thee a fool;
For if rnattw is evil, and the cause of all harms,
Address •.rJIE TRUTH BEEKER,
ing, talking, speaking, and so on, almost in. more interesting-how I kept school when a Say why fold that island so close in thy arms.
aa Ollnton Place. New York.
definitly. Children, you can search these little girl, wrote sermons and preached for No wonder her "mountain of fire" is aflame,
--PHOTOGRAPHS
words all out, and then tell me if I am correct play.
Your friend,
ELLA E. GmsoN.
Indignant that thou hast Teve7·sed her- · good
name.
REKA!l SEMM.
in sayin' that one-half of the time in speakin'
Ba7-re, JJ1ass., May 8, 285.
OF
the soundin' of the
is unheard, which is a
[We thank dear Miss Gibson for her timely
COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
COMPOUND ACROSTIO.
bu~nin' shame when so much is bein' done to- and instructiv lesson, and for her kind inWI:I'Il AlJ'I'OGRAPH,
1.-.Jolly; 2.-ltadical; 3 --A game; 4.-A
ward educatin' the risin' generation against terest in our Corner. We shall be delighted Hussian punishment; primals, to steep in lye;
Price, 20 cents.
the cryin' evil of ignorance. Parents are to hear how she kept school, wrote sermons finals, acorns; combined, the fruit of a tree.
standin' in their own light by refrainin' from and preached for play, when a little girl, and
CABIN t:'r 1• HO'I'OG RAI•flS,
Newburgh, N. Y.
ROBERT DEnNHEIM.
Price, 40 Cents.
trainin' and teachin' their children in speakin we think she never taught a lovelier class, or
Address thiR Office.
readin', and writin' properly, and they are not preached to a more appreciativ audience, than AN<i!WERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
.
MAY (), 1885.
doin' their duty by them in settin' bad exam- she Will always find in the Children's Corner.
SEALED
1.-L-egac-y spelled, 1-'(el)-e-g(gy)-a-c(sea)ples before them, by themselvs utterin' im- -ED. C. C.]
y(wide). 2.-C-on-tent-meant, contentment.
proper language.
Therefore, parents and
!l -Hollidaysburg.
teachers should always be seekin' opportuThe following from the Nashville BunneY 4.-I see the living tide mil on,
nities for instructin' youths against omittin' may appropriately follow Miss Gibson's
It crowns wiLh fiery towers
the final g, as I bav ·done in this sentence article:
The icy capes of Labrador,
ON BUSINESS, ETC.
The Spanim·cls "land of flowers!"
in ord:r to show you \hat the erroneous habit
By Mrs. E. A. Martin, Oxford,
It streams beyond the splintered ridge
'rhe writer was conversing with a very inhas become so common as to be scarcely pertelligent gentleman the other day, and he was
That parts the northern showers.
·
Mass.
ceived, and yet all these words we hear daily, surprised at the number of ungrammatical
F·rom eastern rock to sunset wave,
'l'wo questlonA, $1; two stamps for return o! letter
·and many others.
The continent is ours.
expressions used by him. It was not because
From three to five questions, $2.
~~~ 0
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BOOKS FOR CBJLDREN!

BOOK FOR0:CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
J. STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.

BY JENNIE BUTLER BROW};F
For sale at this ofllce.

Prloe 10 cents.

"APPLES OF COLD

II

A story-bookfor the young folks, By Miss SUSAN
:a. wrxo . Second edition. Price, $1.25. 'l'bls very
excenen work for young masters and misses, bas
passed ·through a very large edition, and a second
haS been Issued at a reduced pt·lce of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition bas a photograph of the
author whiCh adds very much to the value of tb~
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddle,.,
Price 20 cents,

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDI~.
By Prot H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles of Fr0ethougbt, at the same time that II
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from B
sto.ndpolnt of pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL FOR 1885.
Agnostlcl•m and Atheism, Cbarles A, Watts.-Pesslmlsm and Phyglology, C. N.-'rhe Hatlouale or
Agnosticism, G. M. McC.-Jslam; or, The Universal
Hymn, Albert J. Elimunds.-Agnosuclsm and 'l'heul- ·
ogy, Charles Watts.-Brnuo of Nola: A poem, Lara.Mars Hill In London, Mon• ure D, Oonway (Hevlew
of Harrison-Spencer Controvarsy).-Tlle Phllosop!Jy
of Agnosticism, lgnotus -Agnostlcl•m and 'l'helsm,
w. B. Car('enter, M.D.-Re[,ly to Dr Carpenter, W. B.
Mc'raggart.-The Ouuucll

or

'ren. 'rhomas Meact.-

•rne Messrs. Fat-'lng-Both-Ways of Science, Ed ward
Avellng.-Agnostlclsm and Christianity, F. Syd"ey
Morris.- Darwin a ad Theology, Cuarles C. Cattell.•rlle Antiquity or l'vian, W. W. Colllns.-ScrajJS, A. M.
D., etc
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE 'l'RU'l'H SEFKER.

WAIFS AND WANDERINGS
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SAM pEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOa OF
''GOLDEN THUONE,"

''PROMETHEUS," '' INGEh

BOLL AND JESUS," ETC,
.Prwe, l;t ·tit, Sl.OO; Pap r, 50 Cts.

"A prose epic of the war, rich with Incident a no

dramatic power; breezy from ttrn p~.ge tu la:~t w1111
the Uvlng spirit of to-day,-Jo/m Swinton'• Po.per.

I

Address 'I'HE TRU'l'H SE~<:Il>:ER,
:J.q CLINTON PLACE. NEW YORK.

MONKS, POPE•,
AND

THEIR POLITICAL

I~'l'IUGUE~-

BY JOHN ALBERGER.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMi3ER
OF THIS BOOK, SO Mil: OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY lillDUCED R~TES
THE OBJECT OF THE WO!~K IS TO SHOW THE P<>
LlTrOAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC ()HUHCtl
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH Rn.GARD
TO THE AliiERlLJAN REPUBLIC.
Price, aO cents, 7a c<>nts, nod $I.<l0, at··
COI'dill!l"

Address

to conditton of book.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
3~ Clinton Pl., New York

BOOI{S ON MEDICAL A~D SOCIAL
SUBJEC'fS:
PLAIN HOME 'rALK AND MEDICAL COM1ION SENSK By Dr. K 13. Foote. In one haudoome l2mo volnmc of nearly 1000 pages, fully
illustrated.. Cloth, S3.25-in l~nglish or Geru1au.
A new cheap editio)l at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubba,
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsic, the Trou blesorue
Monkey. By Dr. K B. .B'oow; tlvc volumeli, at
$1 each, or $5 per ~e:; or live volnmei In one
for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY .B'OR the YOUNG.
250 pages, ill ustmted und cloth bound. ('!'he
tifth volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of US
pages. By Dr . .B'oote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SBRIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz: "Bacteria. in
their Hulation to Disease," presenting tho germ
theory, ndvocr1ting personal and pnblic hygiene
and opposmg vaccination; "Health in the Sunbourn," considering the blue-glass cm·e~of value
to sick and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDI'l'Y (Books and Pamphlets). "The
Law of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p~tg·es,
cloth bound, $2; "Heredity," by Loring Moody,
159 pagE's, cloth, 75 cents; "The Law of Herodity,"by F. H. 1Im·sh, 10 cents; "Tho .Alphabet
of tho IIuman Temperaments," with illustration~,
by Dr. E. B . .B'oote, 10 cents; "Generation before Regeneration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., lOc.;
"Reports of Conven Lions and Ptll'lor J\feetinga
d.unng 1882,'' 10 cents; "Third Annual Oonventwn of the Institute of I-Ioredity, May 29. 1883,'
10 cents. .Address 1'1-Il<J THU1'H SE}l;KER.
A NEW BOOK OF DIRECTIONS
FOB

CLEANSING THE BLOOD,
And Curing all forms of Disease that the
Human Family Is Subject to,
Without the Use ot Any :Medlalne Whatever.
By Professor Nathaniel Piereo.
Price, 80 Oents.
-lltf
Address 'l'HE '!'RUTH SEEKER OJlloe.

TH E~TR UTH *SEEKER* COMPANY*~~ NEW*YORK.
~PRICE,

$1.25; TWO

COPIES~

FALSE CLAI}lS. CAPTAINS~! INDUS fRY.

$2.00.,

PAINE'S AGE OF R£ ASON.

The Greatest or all Anti·tltcolo~;·
teal Work!!
MEN OF BusrNEss WHo DID SoMETHING BE-

-BY-

SIDES MAKrNG MoNEY.

J. E. REMSBURG.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution.
Price, Single copies, 20 cents.
Eight copies
for $1.00.

BY JAMES P.4..RTON,

Revised and _Enlart;ed.

THE CRISIS.
By Thmnas Paine.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
Price, 10 CTI:!. SINGLY; 75 C'rS. PER DOZ treating ot torty-slx characters In history who have
helped the world; together with eight portraits,
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
AS A
are standard.
. .PIU<:E,
$1.211.
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
Address
H3 Ollnt"n Place. New York.

IT IS UNEXCELLED.

Speaking of this work In connection with the preposed Independence of America from Great Brl taln,
Washington wrote: "A few more such !laming
arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a 1CS8
to decide on th" pJ'()prlety of a separation."

GQ LDE N THRQNE

Pr' ce, 3;) cents.
For either n' th9se works, or any of Paine's
writings, Ac'<ire>s THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Qlinton Place, New York.

Among the subjects considered by Mr..
Remsburg are:
I
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
The Churoh and Morality; Criminal Statis- Author of "Prometheus," "Go:~l!eb," and "lngerooll ,. Little Lessons" for Little Folks,
'
th
d
f fu
'
'
and JeBUB,
tics, s h owmg
e cree s 0
e prumners In
A Radical romance of pioneer life. delineating the virAre now ready to mail to any a,ddress,
the penitentiaries; the C)lurch and C1viliza- tueo of natural humanity •• on posed to tne hypocrisy of a
at 30 cents for board cover, and
tion; the Church and SciencE.'; the Church supernatural religion; crowdeu with luc!dent and full ot
20 cents for paper: Address
·
L'b
h
progreBBiv Ideas and the poetry of the future.
and Learnmg; the Ch~rch and I erty; t e PRIOE ~l.OO.
ADDRF.AA THTA OFil'TOF Ehnlna D. S!.e, ker, Snowville, Virginia.
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
W
' R' h M
t h T
"'Little Lessons' are gl,lnll. I hashed and
oman s Ig ts ovemen ; t e emperance
rehashed the lesson on spiders this evening in the
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
1
A (Jollection of Pa!lsoges
Sunday-school. 1 am rnnningtwo ~nnday-schools.
These pamphlets should be circulated by;
illustrating the
The cllih! 1 en arc slow in learning the m,r~tery of
the thousand, Leteveryreadersend fora..,. •
d,.,..
l't
·~'T.''" B'bl
theGod-head; incomprehendingthe.Trnnty;b_ut
0
dozen at least. Address
. .L unty an .JU.Ot'a " Y J
ne t ~. their eves brighten and they take kmdly to disTHE TB1JTH SEEKEB.
Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents, courses on snails, toads. spiderR, and lizards, 1101
33 Olinton Plaae, NEW YOBK
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Sociology of the South.
.&tract from Correspondmc-. ot"the New Yol'k Tinoes of
May 10, 1883.

bf all the obstacles, however, in the way of
6ur development, the most formidable is our
theological status. I know no people so dominated by their clergy, no clergy such resolute
and consistent foes of progress. The clergy
upheld slavery to the last gasp, and still often
defend the system. The clergy sounded the
tocsin of war from hundreds of pulpits. Of a
large portion of the church the clergy are even
now engaged in thrusting bac"k the too eagerly
proffered fraternal grasp of their Northern
brethren. The rlergy oppose to scientific investigation an unelastic system of dogma, and
stigmatize as heretics, not those of their number who fail to preach the great precepts of
love to Godard love to man, but those who
doubt the identity of the laws of the.Christiari
and the Jewisk Sabbath or who venture the
assertion that "evolution is probably true."
The influence of the so-called religious press
is scarcely less at the South than that of the
pulpit. A man who reads nothing else reads
his "church paper "-and what does it teach
him? I can speak from accurate knowledge
of but one such publication. It is issued from
the most prominent city of the South; it is the
leading organ of its denomination; it receives
only encomiums from the dergy and allegiance from the laity. But if, indeed, it be true
that to "call evjl good and good evil" is the
"unpardonable sin," there are not mariy
successiv weeks wherein this ~beet is not
guilty. A man scarcely receives his imprimatur
as a lofty and noble spirit until canonized by
the abuse of these religious columns. They
hav denounced nearly every man proclaimed
good and great by the consensus of humanity.
Even such men as Longfellow, Phillips
Brookes, Dean Stanley himself-that Christlike
"bigot only of intoltrance "-hav not escaped.
This paper silently ignores public 7ices of our
political partisans, while in article after article
the one lamentable error of a great and conscientious woman is so coarsely interpreted
and so unceasingly reiterated, that her high
personal qualities and the unswerving rectitude of her teaching are buried beneath the
stones which her accusers, themselvs presumably "without sin," hav cast upon her.
A duel of peculiar atrocity agitates the entire community. But for dueling our religious paper has no denunciation. Drunkenness defiles the church, but the liquor-sellers
are generous to the clergy, and for their traffic
the church's organ has condemnatory words
very few and faint. It is vigorous, however,
on the subject of dancing, encouraging purity
of thought by an imputation of unspeakable
evil inherent in this universal impulse of lighthearted youth. It is silent in regard to infidelities of conduct, but it makes haste to brand
as "a thesaurus of Infidelity., the new edition
of the Encyclopedia BritanBica. It rejects, on
the ground of "a want of Christian courtesy,"
a wholly impersonal article which chances to
be opposed to its own scientific views, and
prints an attack upon the Cenhtry Magazinethe wisest and stanchest friend the South pos
sesses-an attack which for vindictivness, contumely, and mendacity might hav been
penned, as it was inspired, by the very spirit
of evil ! The Century may well exclaim, as
did Frederick Robertson of his similar persecutor: "The 'Record' has done me the honor
to abuse me for some time past, for which I
thank them gratefully. God forbid they
should ever praise me!''" The "pity of it" all
is that these are our guides in the most important issues of life.
Stuart Mill tells us that "the evidence of
history and that of human nature combine by
a striking instance of consilience to show that
there is oue social element predominant and
almost paramount among the agents of the
social progression." Thi3 is " speculation,
intellectual activity, the pursuit of truth."
We hav seen that our isolation, in part unavoidable, but largely wilful, our lack of a
"noble di3content," our impatience of criticism, our inhospitable ''climate of opinion,"
our dogmatic and intolerant theology, all mili
tate "against the main determining cause of
social progres5." If our opinions and modes
of thinking never chan[,e, our advance is impossible.
Are we of the South willing that it should be
so? Are we content to be a people without a
literature; withoutan intellectual and moral
influence; without a part in the great task of
the future, that "of rendedag life, not what it
now is, almost umversally pueril and insig
ni.ficant, but such as human beings, with
biahly aeveloped facultiea, can can to hav ?"

Are we willing to be of interest only as a
unique people, a sort of modern Aztec, a type
left behind by the current of civilizt!ion?
Above all, are we willing to hav the vitality
crushed from our religious faith, and to substitute pharisaic formulas and ferocities for
the Christian ideal of the brotherhood of man?
No political changes, no material prosperity,
will giv us th!l life we need. The impetus
must come from within, from a change in the
very "ply and tendency'' of our minds.
Happy for us is it that "sociology is not a
science of positiv predictions, but of tendenCies only." Another generation may reverse
the horoscope of thi8? We of the old, look
to the young South, believing' in its possibilities, hopeful of its achievements. If this paper
helps to show even one whose career is yet
befure him "the way not to go," it will not
hav been written in vain. And yet, ever before. my too adventurous pen has seemed to
rise the warning:
"Truths would youteach, and save a sinking
land,
All fear, none aid you, and few understand."
A SOUTHERNER.

The Liberal

~outh

Holds Out Her
Hand.

From the Indryende'llt Pulpit for May.

The New York TRUTH SEEKER is perhaps the
most vigorous and effectiv Liberal journal in
this country; Agnostic in regud to the future,
but duly alive and aggressiv in its opposition
to bigotry, ignorance, and super;tition. In
replying to a criticism by our correRpondent,
"Independent Thinker," in the April Pulpit, the
editor disavows any spirit of bitterness towar<i
the people of th9 South, which we are inclined
to accept as true, notwithstanding, now and
then, there appears a reflection that to Southern ears sounds harsh and unkind. As to_his
remark that the South is a "long way behind
the East and West in development, both physically and mentally,'" we may admit its partial
truth, without suffering any disparagement
whatever, since circumstances that are painfully sensible to every one hav conspired to
confer upon the E.st and West many great advantages. As to the mental and moNl condition of the white people of the two sections,
statistics giv the superiority to the South; and
but for the disasters consequent upon the late
war, she might hav been equal to the other
sections in physical development. Liberalism
has not been urged upon the Southern people
as long and as vigorously as it has upon those
of the North; but a brief experience and opportunity for observation teaches us that the
people, where tested by agitation, are about as
Liberal as those of any other section. The
condition of the negroes is to be deplored, and
the Southern people are striving with all their
power to elevate these unfortunate people,
who, in their turn, are making some improvement. Our contemporary evinces a manly
spirit of candor and conciliation in his reply,
and we rejoice that among Liberals these sectional animosities are handled with a great deal
more charity than among Christians. The following part of Mr. Macdonald's reply is so
manly and conciliatory that we reproduce it
with pleasure, as an example of a truly Liberal spirit:
"Our remark that 'all the old Abolitionists
are now Liberals,' was in response to an inquiry, and is strictly true, with not the slightest shade of sectionalism concealed therein.
Though a soldier's grave at Manassas Junction
is a sacred spot, we hav no hatred of the.foomen who took a father's life. All fought for
what they considered right. The cry against
the South, raised even now by certain political
papers, is, in our opinion, not only totally unfounded, but criminally unwise as regards the
future of the United States. Let the dead
past bury its dead. We believe that, with the
exception of a few of the older generation, the
people south of Mason and Dixon's line are
glad that slavery has been abolished, and are
willing to forget and forgiv, and strive now as
mightily as their Northern brethren for the
upbuilding of the common republic. And
certainly Liberals should be among the .first
to help heal the wounds of war, and we believe
they are. There is more tolerance expressed
by the old soldiers and the old Abolitionists
than by those who never went to war, or the
politicians who profited by the war, anrl would
profit by a continuance of the sectional feeling.
We are sure that our Independent Thinker
has drawn wrong conclusions from premises
wholly insufficient. Let the Liberal South
hold out her hand, and the Liberal North will
leap clear across the bloody chasm to grasp it."

$300,000,000, one-third of the entire p11~perty
of the nation. In the city o~' Mlexioo there
were 5,000 hous~s, valued at $BO:ooo,ooo, of
which the church owped more· tl:l.:~n one-half.
Domes rose in every block, the tl?oss was
lifted upon every hand. The· annual income
of the church in the city of Mexico was
$20,000,000, while that of the republic was
only $18,000,000. The clergy in the city of
Puebla held mortgages on f1ums, in that state
alone, to the amount of $4!0,000,000. Between
Pueblot and Apizaco, a distance of thirty miles,.
were 124 churches, and the valley of Puebla.
numbered 365-on~ for each day in the year.
The grand cathedral stands upon the site of
the Aztec Teocalli; it covers a space of 426 by
500 feet, and its high altar, which is in the,
center of the edifice, is above the spot once oo-.
cupied by the sacrificial stone. The choir is,
one mass of elaborate carving~. Extending
aro1w.l3: i.t, e.nd leading to the high altar, prob-.
abl"y 200 feet, is a railing of lumbago, manu-.
fr.ctured in China, and weighing twenty-six
tons. It is a brassy-looking metal, composed
of gold, silver, and· a small alloy of copper,,
but containing so much gold that an offer has:
been made to replace it with pure silver, and'
giv many thousand dollars in addition. The:
altar itself, placed upon a marble platform, is:
of wrought and polished silver, and the whole·
surmoutJted by a small temple, in which for•·
merly rested the .figure of the Virgin of Reme•·
dios, who was dressed in three petticoats-one•
embroidered with pearls, another with emeralds, and a third with diamondsJ the value of·
which was over $3,000,000. This was only one•
part of one church in Mexico~ and that said
not to be the richest.
_I dropped into the sacristy on& ilEtJ, and:
found two or three padres indulging in a quiet
chat after mass. They politely vol unteeroo to·
show me the magnificent set of vestmentE!l
worked for the cathedral by command of Is~~t-·
bella of Spain. They are of cloth-of-gold, in:crusted with gems, and with passages of hoi:y
writ, so exquisitly worked in silk that it re•
quired the closest inspection for my woman:'tJ
eyes to discover traces of the needle. These
gorgeous ve,stments are useless for practical
purposes, being so heavy that no man of ordinary dimensions could sustain their enormous weight during mass, or even long enough
to pronounce benediction.
The cathedral of Puebla is the best specimen of architecture I hav seen in Mexico.
The material is blue basalt, and the massiv
buttresses and lofty towers without, the noble
arches and artistic pillars within, giv a dignity
and solidity often lacking. A. favorit legend
tells us that, w bile in process of building, this
cathedral gained mysteriously in bight during
the night exactly as much as the masons had
accomplished during the day. This was said
to be the work of two angels who came down
from heaven, and wrought with golden trowels
in their hands; hence the city acquired the
name of "Puebla de los Angeles" (the city of
the angels).
Here, the great altar affords the finest dis- ·
play of Mexican marbles in the republic, and 1
beneath it is the sepulcher of the bishops. ·
Before the revolution there depended from'
the center of the vast dome an enormous '
chandelier-a mass of gold and silver weigh-·
ing tons; one may imagin its value from the 1
fact that the cost of cleaning it alone amounted :
to $4,000. Here the candelabra were of gold,',
and so ponderous that a streng man could notr.
lift them; the value of the jewels was of his"·
toric notoriety, and an image of the Virgiill
boasted a zone of diamonds valued at $1,00@~000.
The cathedral of Santa Guadalupe is the
most famous in Mexico, and was once the
richest and most venerated shrine; but the
grand old Italian president, Benito Juarez,
confiscated most of its gold and silver ornaments, and coined them into money to carry
on his war against the church party. Even
the frame of solid gold which surrounded the
patron saint was taken, but this was afterward
returned. The altar railing, weighing tons, is
of solid silver. This alone, of all the sumptuous church .fixtures, was spared by the Liberals.

Christian Persecution of jews.
A correspondent of the

Teleg1'arrt? under date
of April 25th, writes from Constantinople: "An
incident has just occurred here which serves
to show how the .fire of r£>ligious fanaticism
still lingers in the heart of the Eastern Christian, and what scenes of persecution would
doubtless be witnessed from time to time but
for the controling pressnce of the Moham·
medan Turk. A whole Jewish quarter on the
Asiatic side of the Bosphorus h'!.s been depopulated, the inhabitants being dispersed among
the other villages by the eare of the police, in
order to preserve them from the furious attacks of their Greek neighbors. It is the old
story, 'Giv a dog a bad name and then hang
him.' Some one started the idea during Holy
We~k that the .Jews of D.oirmen h11d wantonly
insulted the emblem of Christianity, and the
ill-feeling this engendered, intensified by a
subsequent ineident, culminated ou s~turday
last in a serious riot which, but for the wise
forbear,mce of the Turks con •led with great
.firmness, would undoubtedly hav had a most
sanguinary enciing. That tl:.te feelings of the
Greeks h~v been cruelly outraged cannot be
denied, but there is not the slightest evidence
to show that the Jews are in any way responsible for this. It is more than probable that the
real authors of tha evil deeds by which a whole
population was set by the ears are Greek robbers, who were looking to profit from the row
they knew would take place. The opening
scene in this chapter of religious strife was the
appeart\nce in a Jewish garden at Deirmen on
the morning of G.Jod l!'riday, of a wooden
cross, with a cock in a high state of decomposition nailed upon it. This naturally excited the wrath of the Greeks living in the
vicinity, but they contented themselvs for that
time with au appeal to the police. Six Jews
were arrested on suspicion, and in order to
calm the excitement that prevailed, the owner
of the gardeu and his family were moved off
to Constantinople.
"The -Jews indignantly denied having had
any hand in the outrage, and the affair was being
forgotten, when fresh provocation gave a new
impetus to the fury of the Greeks. A Christian grocer, called Stepan, living at Deirmen,
found on Saturday morning, nailed to the door
of his shop, a cross covered with filth. This,
like the former deed, was at once attributed to
the Jews, and the news, tlying rap1dly from
mouth to mouth, in an incredibly short time a
vast crowd of men and women had collected
in the streets, crying out for vengeance. A
voice in the crowd suggested that they should
take the law into their own hands, and siege
was immediately laid to the Jewish houses, the
owners of which had immediately proceeded
to barricade themselvs at the first sign of
danger. Stones began to rattle at the windows, ando .finding it difficult to force an entrance, prepar,.tions were being made to set
the houses on .fire, when, fortunately, a strong
detachment of cavalry from the Scutari barracks made its appearance on the scene. The
police had been unable to do anything, and
even the presence of the soldiers, although it
served to put an end to the incendiary proceedings, did not suffice to make the crowd
disperse. All the efforts of the 'Ephors • of
the Greek and Armenian churches to induce
the people to leave the matter to the authorities were of no avail. The summary punishment of th~ Jews they would hav, for nothing
could convince .them that they were not the
authors of the outrage, although a gendarme
stationed at Deirmen had been arres~ed on
SUSplClOn. Not until they received a solemn
promis that the whole of the Jewish families
would be cleared out of Deirmen would the incensed Greeks think of retiring. It was well
that the authorities kept watch and ward during the night, for the fury of the populace had
in no wise abated by morning, although it was
the day of peace among Christians. A vast
crowd collected, clamoring for the fulfilment
of the promis given by the authorities, who
saw no way of calming the excitement but hy
the removal of the Hebrflws. Escorted by
cavalry and police they were marched off to
where the Jewish communities are strong
enough to hold their own against any ebullition of Christian fanaticism."

SPECIAL -NOTICE!
On Sunday, .May Blst, inst.,

Mexico·s Wasted Wealth.

Miss H. H. Gardener

Emily Pierce in F1'ank Les1ie's.·

WILL
It is a fact, frankly acknowledged, that the
LECTURE
Homan Catholic church in Mexico is now surFOR
rounded by the ruins only of its former greatness. Fifty years ago this opulent institution Friendship Liberal League..
7:30 p. m., in
owned over "three-fifths of the city of Mexico.
MEMOI-UAL HALL,
The iucome of the archbishop was greater
Philadelphia,than that of the queen of England. In 1827 9th and Girard Avenues,
SAID a geological girl to an apple merchant: there were 150 convents and monasteries in
Subject.-" Man, Woman, &nd Gods."
"Giv me some gneiss apples, that's schist Mexico. One-tenth of the produ0ts of the
what I want; giv me two quartz, strata way, so country went to the clergy as tithes. The es.A.ll Liberals &nd the public in general are ec.r•
I may catck mioa."
timated value of church property in 1850 was ilially invite)d. la~Jf.tl f.~"Vt,
lt39
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WRY DON'T HE LEND A

The Missing Link
-IN-

MODERN SPIRITUALISM
By A. LEAH UNDE~ILL, of the Fox family.
This book purports to be a truthful account of
the phenomena occurring at ilydesvtlle in the
house cif 1fr. Fox, and since to varwns membera
of tlw Uuderhill farriii_v, especially the author,
who has l1>1d a gootl offseL to ''llutt?m Facts,"
being ess0ritmlly contl'Oversu.tl,. and w~ll be ~tsed
for offense arid defense by lieh~vers m Spmtual
nianifestations.. Mrs. Undoriull c:mtends th~t
the exlubitions of an occult power, as nrrrmted Ill
!ler book, demonstrate beyond doubt the reality
of the snrvil•al of man's spirit; that death is but
birth into ·~uother stage of progressed and progressiv life; and proves what has hitherto been
but a dogma of an unproved arid. unprovable
faith, the immortality of the soul. PRIOI!;, $2.00
.Address TilE TRUTH SEEKER.

A PHO rOGH.APH
elF

TRUTH SEEKER. MAY Q3, 1885•

THE BIBLE'S FLA'r EARTH AND SOLID
HJ~AVJ£N.

A PicLme of the world as d~scribed in Geuesis with the texts of the Bible teaching the
doctrin, and the passage~ from proft>ne writers
supportino- it.
Price 25 centa.
A_cl'"dr<Jss TilE TRUTH Sl£b:KER,

By

s.

HAND~

A~D OTHER POEMS.
H. PUTNAlU, Author of Ingersoll and Je-

IN WIIICII THE
!:;j
sus, Pr.Jme heus, Golae.n Throne, Walls
and Wanflerlngs, Pcoblems or
DECLENSION
OF
THE
NOUN
P'i
tbe Unlvers.,, etc.
;:;
0
AND THE
CONTENTS: Why ri m't lle Lend a Hand 1 The (bi<..)
den Age, Tne Icleal and the R~al, Not Oe.~d but LivCONJUGATION Ol!, TilE VERB
f;;
Ing, Fruition, ~>ope, TtwmasP.tlue. N>ture'sGosvel;
Address to Oo!ty, Glv n• Ltght (Holdreth's poem .Are superseded by a few simple rules; and ~
often recited by Ch.,rles Watt")·
comprising the most rational and progressiv ! ~
PRICE 10 CENTS.
vi~ws of the best grammarians of the 19th ~
cehtury.
~
.Address THE TRUTH Sr.mrum Office.
By .J L B,\RIU~R.
.Author of "A.n Improvement on I. J. Morris's

TilE RELIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

Eternal Pu:riishn'le:r:i.t;
BY 1f. BABCOCK.
The subjects discussed in this finely~pi-inted
pamphlet are, besides the title above given,
Satan and HP.des, Some Reasons Why I am Not
a Christran, Divinity of the Bible, Theo!Of(ical
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
SometimAs Differ, Infant Ilamna\ion, Prayer,
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were .Afraid,
No Fear of Bemg Damned, But What are We
to Do? Bnt Why Should I Be Dnmned? Why
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
.PRICE, 10 CENTS •

.Address

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Gramn1ar."
PRICE,
35 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKJ!;R.
GERltiA~

SIMPLIFIED.

An easy and practical new· method, adapted for
self-Instruction as we II as for uee ln schools. To
con"ist of about twelve numbers. Seven numbers
now publlelled. Sent to any addrees on ~ecelpt nt
lhe Pi ICe, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKFR CO.
•· These books contain a wealth of knowledge for
self-!nstructlon."-ED. Albany Union.
3tf

EVOLUTION:

A. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE_

Price 25 cts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Cllnton Place,
NEIV YORK

Paper, 25 cents_

$1.25_

Family Creeds.

By WILLIAM MeDoN·
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall.'' Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents_

Exeter Hall.

"One of the most excit·

ing romances of tlle day."
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents-

Price, papez

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
By FREDERIKA
MACDONALD- 404 pages, $L25.

to George Eliot's works-

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story_ From ~he London edition.
By WrNwooD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man_ 30 cents.

Bibles at 1-2 and Old
Testaments at less than
1-3 the prlcesofthe English editions, and equal
to the English In type,

1ft~~~~1~~n~c~i

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.

an order at every
call for two weeks. Rare

chance for agents to make
lnoney_ Send $1.00 for out-

jJONTENTS:
The White Bull: A. SatiricaljRomance.
Zacjig; or, Fate.
The Sag-e and the Atheist.
The Princess of Ba_bylon.
Tho 1fan of Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, The Pupil_of Nature.
· l\ficromegas.
The W oriel as it Goes.
The Black and the White.
:Me!!l!lom the Philosopher.
.Andres Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Natnre.
A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dre<tm.
A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
An Adventure in India.

I choose that a story should be founded on
probabi\it.y, and not always resemble a dream.
Gottlieb : His Life. A romance of I desire to find nothin)! in 1t trivial or extravaearth, heaven, and helL
Beautifully gant; and I desire above all, that under the aprearance of fable there may appear some latent
written by S. P. PuTNAM- 25 centstruth, obvious to the dtscerning eye, tbough it
The Darwins. A Domestic Radical escape
the ob~er' ation o~ the vulgar.- Voltai1·e.
story_ By Mrs. ELMINA D. ~:!LENKER, author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays_ 257 pp. Paper, Handsome l2mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
G7 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
50 cents; cloth, 75 centsboards, $:2.00. Half cal£ or lmli
John's Way. A pleasing domestic
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER.
.AdJress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
15 cents_
33 Clinton Place, New York.
THE TRUTH SEEKER Omce.
Adrlress

Let There Be Light! PROSE POEMS
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FREETHOUGHT BADGE.

(Design paten ted Feb. 24, 1885.)
Dedicated to Progresslv Minds of every School of
Thought and Religion.
When THE RISING SUN OF ~CIE:NC~ eball lllumlnate
the UDIV••rsP, l'HE BURNING TORCH OF REASON ehed
It" bAnencent Ugbt Into every hou~eh •ld, wben
FREETBOUGHT shall be demand en by and cnn"'ded tn
every man and woman-then, and not till then, wll!
humanity at.toin tba• benign condition of utopian
bliss, which heretofore they have sought only beyond the skies.
DESCRIPTION:
The above cut Is allouo one-tlllrd larger than
actual slzq, but no drawing or deecriPtion can do It
Justice. It Is seen only to be admired by all. Col.
Xn.:ersollsays: "Your Freethougllt badge Is beautiful and ex •resslv. I have shown It "' many and
all agree whh me that It Is t.he best badge that llas
been made." Itgraphlcallysymbnllz s rhe world'~
transition from the ntgllt of superstition to an ag"
lllum1nated by thl'l ligbt of Reason, Science, and
Freethought. It lslntAnded to, and, no dr·ubt. soon
will be, a popular emblem or recognl' ion among
progresslv minds tllrougnout the world, and a
potent agent In advancing the grand cause of mental rer.,t·m and tolerar ion.
,
Solid gol<l, beautifully enameled In contrasting
Shades. Prices, $3 00. $3 50, $4 00, and $10.00-latrer
With genuln diamond representing san_ 10 per
cent dlscouat In Jots or 6: 15 per cent In lots or 12 or
more_ dent postpaid per registered mall, llnd ca.•h
reftlnded If not satlscactnry and returner! firth day
afterrecelpt.
OT'rO WETrSTE!N,
(J rlWeler), Rochelle, Ill.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
fJioe, 25 oontB.

CoNSULTING RooliiS,

For Sale at this Office_

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

fit.

A New Edition, with Sixty-seven EnFREE I'DOUGHT NOVEL.!!.
g1·avings, Preface, a11,(1 Note-s.
The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
written Radical romance_ By WM.. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, FamilJ
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc_
500 pages.
Price reduced_ Paper, 80 cents; cloth,

And Selections,
BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
This new book is a gem_ It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever isstted_
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published,
<ind all the famous " tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks. and day-to-day conversations
of the author_
The work is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare per·lOnal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
b.as been prepared especially for it_
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes, for any season or occasion_
In workmanship the volume is a masterpiece_ The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
best materials and skill can produce_ The
book is q narto.in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
Bilk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
Half-calf, mot.tled edges, elegant llbnry style, 4 50
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exqulsl\ely flue,
7 50
Full tree calf, highest possible style and flnlsh, 9 00
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From T1"'adition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C ADAMS.
Cloth, $1.:15.

For Sale at this Office,

Will C'!M'e all Forllls et: Dt.ease Witho
Medicine.

By Hobert c. Adams.

.A HISl'ORICAL SKETCH.

:By G. F. RINEHART.

I

.A COMJ\10N. SK:ti:SE

GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH; A_

TERMS VERY LIBERAL.

'!'he Henry Bill Pub. Co .•

Norwich, Oon?h

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
BY MAIL POST·PA.JD.

A Great Medical Work

01~

Manhood

Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, ann
the untold miseries resulting from lnd ls:retlon or
excesses. A book for every man, young, middleaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic disease•, each one of which Is Invaluable. So found by the author, whose experience tor 23 years Is such as probably never before
fell to the lot or any physician_ 3W pages, bound In
beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt,
guaranteed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical, literary, and professional-than any other
work sold In thiS country for $2.50, or the money
will be refunded In every Instance. Price only $100
by mall, post paid. Illustral!v sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal r.warded the author by the
National Medical Aseoclatton, to the president of
which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
of the Br•ard the reader Is respectfully rererrea.
The Science or Life sbould be reau by t'he young
for Instruction, and by the amlcted for relief. lL
will beneflt all.-Lcmdf•n Lanc<t.
T.l:lere Is no member or society to whom The
Science d Ll!e will not be useful, whether youtb,
parent, guaraian, ingtructor, or clergyman.-.Aruonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. IV.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulflnch "treer, Boston, Mass,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
skill ancl experkn"e. Ohronlc and obstlnaLe diseases tllat have b•flled tbe skill or allw£ALother
pllyslclans a specialty. Bach ueatedl1
s u ccessfully, without an Instance or
\1
failure. Mention this paper.lyl4
!
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DR.· R. P. f.r,LLOWS
is a regularly ed ucat-

471 WEST l'IIADISON ST.,

CHICAGO, iL

Soinf'thlng Cor Invalids •o read and stud
ov ..r,-Stop Dru(i(ging and try
Na,.ure'• Remedy,
l!IA.GNE'l'ISM.

For years pa.st It has oeen known to the profession that Magnetism and Electrldty were powerful
agents for lru parting vital force and ene• gy to the
worn· out sutrert.r from disease. Many hum anita•
rlans In the professlon, tblnklng- more of the alleviation of suffering than they did of the coae of
ethics by whlc·h they wer" bound, bav" resorted to
magnetic treatment a.s a last resnrt and found them•
selves astonifhed at the etfact upon their vatlents.
They had bePn taught that medicine was an abso·
lu t@ essential In all caBes, ana that that falling, the
patient muf't die, as nothing more c<•nld be done_
Here and there a.n auvanced thinker has flung aside
the tle wblch bound him to h1s dogn atlc b ethren
and h!!.'l resorted to other and more scientific meth•
ods of treatment. As aresultmaDy, bavlngbloken
the bonds which bound them to a .system !!.'l barbarous as it was unsclentlflc, bave nsed their best energies to devise means for the alleviation of human
suffering. Here and tbere the wnnorous power of
MAGNETISM was establlshed, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readlly submitted to
Ita mild but potent Influence. Tbls agent to the
Intelligent observer was round everywhere. Being,
as It Is, the very essential of au life, It was found
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vital principle. H we can
supply tbls vital force to the worn·out body the
patient will get wen.
Ah r but how Is It to be done, says the physicianScience, however, came to I he rescue, and solved
the problem. Here and tbere throughout the worll,l
are fle ldd ot what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, when CRrtlod np0n the
person, was found to be a saregnard agaln.t disease,
and to this clrcumst&tJce we are largely Indebted ror
magnetic wearing apparel, for it was an easy transition from carrytng magnetic ore to ccverlng the
body with permanently cnar~ed magnetB, placed In
garmen;s fitteato every part of the bo~y. !IInce
thA flrst in trod uctlon of magnetic arpllances as a
curat've, tbere bas been a number of the•e sn-ca.Jl<'d
magnetic garments foisted upon the pnbllc by lnen
whose sole object was gain. Unsclentlflc In con·
structlon, and having little If any magnetism In
them, the! r life was of short d nratlon; It was long
enou"h, however. to demonstrate that when con·
structed upon sc!enttflc prlndples there was scarcely
an allmtm that human fleeh Is heir to that would
submit to thPlr hP"llng Influence.
THE EUREKA MAGNETIC APPLIANCES are superior 1o everything of a similar Ch!u actsr heretofore offered to thA public, being the only sclentlflc·
ally ccnstructed appllarce In •he manet: It Is now
two and a half Years since they were flrst offered
to the publlc, and during that time we hav treated
thousands or patients, and not a single case of failure to recel ve bene fl t reported to us, while we are
In dally receipt of testimonials of cures from all
parts or tb.e country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn in quantities
as advleed by us.
To all who may be a1lllcted with any or the follow.
lng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments will cure yon :-Paralysis,
Rheumatlem, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lum.
bago, Bleed!Pg at the Lungs, Spinal Dlsea•e, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepeta, Loss of Energy, H<'art Dll>f'aae,
Oonstlpatlon, Consumption, Prolapsus Utert,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumor11
Syphilis, Epilepsy, ~t. Vitus' Dance, and all torm
of chronic ~nvalldlsm.

ed and legally qual!·
fled physician, and
the most successful
as his practice will
pr<l>ve. He has fot
twenty years treated
excl usi vly all dlse!We>
of the Sexual Organs,
In 1he cures of whlcll
he stands preeminent
S PER MATORRHIEA
PRICE LIST.
and I MPOTEN C1'
!!.'l the result of selt
abuse In youth ancl
•
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tJem# oJ lfhought.
TOUCHSTONE: Hast any philosophy In thee, shepherd?
Gorin: No m0re but that I know tlHl more one
•lckens the w0rse at eii.Se he Is; and tbat he that
wants money, means, and content is wi~ho·lt three
good friends; that the property or rain Is t'l wet and
fire to burn; that good pasture makes fat sheep and
that a great cause of the nlgllt Is lack ot the sun;
that he that hath learned no wit by nature nor art
may complain or good breeding or comes of a very
dull kindred.
Touchstcn<: Such a one Is a natural phllosopher.Shaksptre.

YOu cannot change a man's thoughts about things
as you can change the books In his library. The
mind Is cot a box, which can hav opinions inserted
and extracted at pleasure. No belief Is good tor
anything which Is not part or an organic growth and
the natural product o~ a man's mental development
under the various conditions In which he Is placed.
To promote his Intellectual activity, to encourage
him to think, al).d to put him In the way of thinking
rightly, Is a plain duty; but to try to Insert ready,
made opinions Into his mind by dint of authority Is
to contradict the fundamental principles or tree
Inquiry.- Leslie St~phm.
LET us, If possible, banish all tear from the mind
Don't lroagln that there Is some being who would
glv to his children the holy torch or reason, and then
damn them tor following where the sacred llght may
lead. Let us hav courage. Priests hw Invented a
crime called blasphemy; and behind that crime hy·
pocrlsy has crouched for thousands of Jears. There
Is but one blasphemy and that Is Injustice. 'l'here
Is but one warship and that Is j ustlce.
You
need not rear the anger of a God whom you cannot
Injure. Rather tear to Injure your fellow-men.
Dun't be afraid of the crime that you cannot commit. Rather be afraid or the one that you <>.an com·.
mlt.-lngtrsoll"s What Must JVe Do to· ue &wed?
ANY engAgement, which is Innocent, iq better· than
none; as the writing or a book, the bulldlng or a
house, the laying OUt Of a garden, the digging Of a
lisa-pond-even the raising or a cucumber or a tulip.
Whilst our minds are taken up with the objects or
business before us, we are comn1only happy, whatever the object or business be; when the mind is
absm! !l.llll tho thought~ are wandering to something
else than what Is passlog In the place In which we
are, w~ are ortt:Hl mlserable.-Pa.ley's Mental end Political Philosophy.

'l'EEY who fancy heaven to be a state In which
tbere Is nothing to do, but everythtng to wjoy; no vic·
tory to gain, but"()nly garVtnds to wear, must be peo-

l•le wuo hav never learnerl how tiresome enjo)l.ment
Is. 'l'he hardeet thing to hav long Is j0y. Men can
more easily bear work for years than ~·lay for weeks.
Tile heaven1lness of existencB consists in brave,
buioeful eJiort to gain something to make the world
llapp!er. An hour of til at wIll g!orlfy, will make
the heart almost leap o-lt of tbe bosom to get room
enough to be&.t ln.-0. B. Frothingham.

'l'nouaa It Is not a direct article or the Christian
system that the wvrld we Inhabit Is the whole or the
habl able creation, yet1t Is so worked up thorewlth,
!rum what Is called the Mosaic account or the creation, the story of Eve and the apple, and the counter·
part or that story, the death of the Son of God, that
to believe otherwloe, that Is, to believe that God ere
ated a plurality or worlrls, at least as numerous as
whac we call stars, renders the Christian system or
fai hat once !HUe and rldlcu!,ms, and scatters It In
the mind like feathers In the air. 'l'he two beliefs
cannot be held together hi the same mind; and he
wbo thinks that he believes both has thought but
little of elther.-T/wmas Paine.
'l'HERE Is a moral phenomenon more prevalent
than we are apt to BUS!JSct, the exlnence, In the
same understanding, or two opinions mutually de·
structlv, without any consciousness of their lncom·
patlb111ty.-Bailey's Pursuit qf Truth.
HOW strange and sad Is the laxity with which
men, in these days, su1Ier the most inconsistent
opinions to lie jumbled lazlly together In their
minds 1-S. T. Coleridge.
I FLATTER myself that I am so sincere a lover or
truth that It Is very indu:rerent to me, so I am pos
sessed or 11, whether It be my own or any other
man's discovery. For I count any parcel or this
gold not the less to be valued, nor not the less en·
rlchlng, because I wrought It not out or the mine
IDJSelf. I think evenone ought to contribute to
the common stock, but to hav no otMr scruple about
the receiving truth but that he be not Imposed on
and take counterfeit, and what will not bear the
touch, for genuln and real truth.- Locke.
REASON was given man to be exercised, not to be
s'.lfied. Destroy tbat and you dwarf a man to a
brute. Take reason away from man and you take
all that Is noble In him; It Is the motion from the
atr, the hue from the flower. the light from the sun.
Reason bids man throw vff false reverence or castoms, and embody his 111e In higher forms. Reason
Is radical. lt does not believe that goodness Is all
known, that greatness is all dead, and that man's
whole duty Is to worship the lormer and weep over
the latter; but it points forward and wys: "There
are holler truths to be learned, loftier high ts to be
reached, and a better humanity to be Uved.-L. K.
Washburn.

THE ltEFOR"IER.
Aloof he stands and tal irs with God,
A Moses understood by none;
And men who trade and men who plod
Revile him fiercny, or but shun;
But he, cloud-wraJ't and victory shod,
Abides his time till right be done.
Poor task It were to stoop and heod
The senseless sneer, the empty joke,
While truth unto ids the coming creed
That yet shall sever error's yoke;
Absorbed In one prophetic deed,
lie hMh no time tor meaner stroke.

IF yon hftV moved recently, you w!ll know that the•
easier a ohalr, the harder It Is to carry np tour·
fllgllls or stairs.
I"t' Is stated that ont or one hundred men who•
parade in" brass band at least forty are dummies and·
only i'retend ·to play. It wl!l be s.een that bands are•
more considerate than Is generally supposed.
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"DID a woman ever clean up a rented l1ouse When
she moved out or It?" asks Texas Siftings: And 11
she did, did another woman ever move In Without·
declaring that the house was a " perfect mess," and
Immediately proceeding to glv It another 'thorough
cleaning ?-Norristown lltrald.
A's the green Apple that kills little boys;.
B Is the Barber and Boarding-house joys;
C's the spring Chicken and Clam In the Chowder;
DIs the Dude and the Dynamite powder;
E Is the Editor killing a poet;
F Is the Foot, as Chicago girls show It;
G's empty Gun, Goat and Gas-meter utter;
HIs the Hash and the Hair In the butter;
I Is the Iceman, or course, and Ice-cream;
J Is the Jersey moequ!to supreme;
IC Is the Kick ot the mule when he's mad;
L Is the lover that's bounced by the dad;
M !s May Moving and Mother-In-law;
N's the Niagara hackman's big maw;
O's the On" Osster In church stews so thin:
P'e Picnic, Plumber, Pie, Poet, and Pin;
Q Is the Question that's popped by us all;
R Is the Roller-rink-newest of all;
SIs the Stove-pipe. and Short-cake so murky:
'1' Is the 'rramp and tile 'l'llankeglvlng Turkey:
U's the Umbrella, that's Used-up and lent;
VIs the Verses to newspapers sent;
W Is Watermelon Immense;
X Is the small Easter bonnet's expense:
Y Is the leap-Year, that tickles men folks:.
z Is the Z!l.ny who "chestnuts" these jokM.
-11. 0. Dodge in Detroit Free Pl'tid.

DR. TIUcS!LLEUR AND HIS 1\IAllVELOUS NOiiTRUMS
AND TEEIR EFFECT.

"Doctor," said a slckJy.Jooklng man, as ha seated
himself In the office or Dr. Bousllleur, who "dvertlses
as "late of the Hosplta1 La Charlt~>, Paris,"
7.3
"Doctor, can you glv me something tbM will cure a
pain In the che<t?"'
"Oui, certatnment, monsieur/' orled the doctor.
"One remede mervellleux. "l("ou take one little
boutellle-poor I Good-by all 21se dooteur, all zeeNEW YORK:
paln or zee poltrlne-zee chest."
n A dead shot, is it, dootor?"
"Ma roi, oui," he replied, "One medecine beautiful, magnl!lque. He kill zee pain avec oelerlte, Instan• alnement. He go at once to zee situation ot zee1
pain-one medectne or great Intelligence."
"Is It bad to take, doctor?"
"Le d!able, non! He be dellcleusement-aN same
you swallow one what you call rainbow. Every personne take hlm w!s enthouslasm."
"How much do you charge tor one bottle, Dr.
Bo029yur ?"
"One boutellle zee medeolne puissant cost you
fife dollalre en monale d'or des E'ats Unls Unite
State gold coin."
POltTRAITS.
"That is very dear; can't you take less?"
"Impossible; mon cher sir I Pa.role d'honneur,
J. E. Rcmsb.1rg,
G. H. Walser
Thomas Paine,
Luther Colby,
c'est entlerment Impossible. Bah 1 zee medeclne Is
J o!m Peck,
'
Courtbtndt Palmer,
R. G. Ingersoll,
J. P . .Memlum,
not watalre or zee rlvlre. He Is on~> mervellle de l<t
Lucy Colman,
J. H. Burnham,
J. L. York,
D. 11. Bennett,
nature-nne chef d'ouvre d'art. Me can submit me
J. R. Monroe,
John R Kelso,
'l'. C. Leland,
Chas. P. Somerby,
to no eacrl!lce pecunlalre. You take zee dGml-bout·
J<~lmin2. D. Slenker,
'r. B. vVakem11n,
H. L. Green,
E. .M. 1Iacclonald,
ellle, pay me two dollalre halt or sortlr; go to le
Amy Post,
E!iznr Wright,
Cbas. B. Reynolds,
J u!iet H. Sevemnco,
quartler Cblnols. It iB there you find le docteur, le
Helen !I. Gardener,
James Parton,
Chas. "\V atts,
Susan H. Wixon,
medicament tor you. Allez-vous en I"
M2.ttie Krekel,
Parker Pillsbury,
W. S. Bell,
Wm. Denton,
"No, doctor, I'll not go to Chinatown tor medlcln;
S. P. Putnam,
Homce Se2.ver,
I'm not that mean,"
S. P Andrews,
Mrs. II. S. Lake.
"Ver' goot. Vous avez !'air malade, and my med·
W. F. Jamieson,
Elizabeth Cady Stantorr, J.D. Shaw,
eclne certalnment make zee cure parfaits and lm·
medintement. Peste lit Is no one maladle Incurable
-Immedicable."
"Well, doctor, here are $5; glv me a whole bot·
tie."
A Lecture by·
"Ah, mere!, monsieur I You Will find him one·
medeclne ~gnlfique-lnetrable."
Col. Robert G. ln~ersoll.
"I hope so. Good-by, doctor."
u Au plaisir, monsieur; au revoir."
The next day Dr. Bousllleur's customer returned·,
Paper,50cts;
cloth,
$1.25
entering the office with: "See here, Dr. Boozeyur,
"The clergy know that I know that they
1
· ¥6~u~~~fa;~l~:~r f~:ie~~~e~~;,a.~.A.b~~~ F~~%i~ that medicine-"
know that they do not know."
in Ill1no1s;" u The Grant B.~nquet," ''The Rev. Alexan"0, hoI Bon jour, monsieur," broke In the doctor•
der Clark,"" The Past Rises before Me Like a. Dream,''
"Ah, ha, you reel yourself pretty well to-day? Avez·
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
votts bien sleep-bien dorm!? You feel goot-tres•
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
Paper, 50 bien?"
"Internally bad, doctor; Internally bad."
the United States should read it.
Every
cents; cloth, $1.25.
"Pas tres-bleni Ah, gooti Me hav prescriber
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
you zee medeclne to make you feel pad. Zee mede•
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Chris~.lan
By R. G. cine work by the rule of contrarletle, d'une man!·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, ere remarquable."
33 Clinton Place, New York.
"But I didn't take It, Dr. Boozeyur I"
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa- "Le
dlable I Zat Is pourquol, why you teel bad:
per, 50 cents.
pour queUe raison you do not reel good."
"But, Dr. Boozeyur, the medlcln was not for mY·
Paper, $1,00; self; It was ior my rather."
"Eh! Ver' well-comment se J:.Orte, monsieur,
cloth, $2.00.
votre pere? How Is your !adder reel?"
I-Iis Ans-wers
is dead."
1 Pa- "He
"Mort! Le dlablel Mort? Seralt II possible. lJJ
per,
25
cents.
To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
you not make to me one plalsanterle caprleuse-one
what you call joke, humbug? E.range-supren11.ntl
by the Eclitor of the San _ltranciscan.
He did take It?"
S. Bush, Esq.,

The New Apostolic Succession.
T. B. \Vakl!mau, E~q.,

Ey
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"Yes."
"And he Is dead-mort?"

"Dead."

"How long time he llv !rom when he did receivolr
take zee medeclne?"
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
"About ten hours."
$1; 100 copies $3. Address THE 'fRUTH SEEKER
AND THEm
"Bon-goot J"
" Wilat I Do you say good?"
"Oertalnment, monsieur-avec parfait tranquil•
Being a comparison or the Old and New Testament lltle. It he no vlll hav take zee melleclne, he vlll
Myths and Miracles with those or heathen nahave die !lte hour after zee time when he hav not
"ANT I CHRIST."
tions of Antiquity, Considering also their
take him. Ze medeclne superbe hav give himOrigin and Meaning. With nuProving conclnslvil' the.t
monsieur votre pore-fife hour amplification or lite.
merous Illustrations.
THE STORY OF JESUII CHRIST
Zts, my tren,' be one taveur partlculler from zee on
1 Vol. !loyal Bvo. Oloth. About600 pagu.
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Price,
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Address,
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fully, as the Celestials believe that if they opinion, of which the gist was that as Beneshould perjure themselvs after passing through dict's act 'was not without the inception of
the ceremony they will die an everlasting death, juri.~diction,' his conduct was judicial and not
personal, and hence J\!Ir. Lange was without
A FREETHOUGHT demonstration, attended by and that the gates of the Flowery Kingdom
FREDERICK T. FRELINGHUYSEN, ex-secretary
remedy (73 New York Reports, 12). Thus
be
closed
upon
them,
will
"five thousand persons, was held in Sydney,
of JBtate, died in Newark, N. J., on the 20th,
THE subjoined compendious vocabulary of Folger stood between a judge whose conduct aged 68.
New South Wales, to condemn the conduct of
could not hav been gratuitous, and the pun'the colonial government in sending troops to abusiv epithets directed against the Russians,
GENERAL GRANT has had his ups and downs
ishment he well deserved, and screened him
arranged
for
convenience
in
alphabetical
order,
:the Soudan. The resolution of condemnation
from the consequences of his rascality; and during the past week, but his health on the
is
extracted
from
a
Delhi
newspaper:
"Ruswas carl'ied unanimously.
whole is improving.
sians! asses, blockheads, boobies, clowns, dolts, thus Folger wrote his name beside Benedict's
E. M. PwKAED, arrested in Brooklyn for empty heads, fanatics, flats, fools, fallow on the list of infamous judges Judge Krekel,
VrcTOR HuGo died on the 21st inst., aged 82.
•embezzling $50,000 fl'om his employers, al- brains, gabies, geese, hypocrits, ignoramuses, when two offenders were convicted before him While on his death-bed, he declined the prof.
ways had a well-thumbed Bible on· his desk. jobbernowls, jabber heads, knaves, logger· of minor misdeeds, detained thellll in jail long fered services of a priest. ·
Evidently his fa vorit biblical story was the heads, mooncalves, numskulls, oafs, pumps, enough for one to teach the other to read and
ENGLAND continues making activ warlike
flight of the Israelites and the "borrowing" quacks, rogues, ruffians, squatters, simpletons, write, and then discharged them both. What preparations, but it is not known at what
:transaction which preceded it-.
tomnoddies, ualators, vultures, wreakers, yell- a contrast is there between the Krekels of the power they are directed.
bench, who, I am sorry to say, are few, and the
Bon INGERSOLL may be an Infidel, and he ers, zokels, zanies!"
RrnL, the rebel leader in the Northwest, is
incompetent and corrupt judges, who find it
THE following epitaph in addition to the
may be going to hell when he leaves terresin the hands of the civil authorities. General
necessary
to
bolster
up
their
pretended
dignity
·trial scenes; but there are several thousand usual record appears on a tombstone in a BufMiddleton is now paying his attention to the
by injustice and cruelty.''
•Christian men in the world whose wives would falo (N. Y.) cemetery:
Indians.
TI!E proposed railway from London to Bom"My wife,
be far more happy were their husbands half
FRED. DouGLAS, the colored statesman, has
bay
will,
it
is
estimated,
extend
over
a
distance
Whose remains lie below,
as decent as Colonel Bob.-Grit, HanOVf1",
taken
a pew in the church at Washington
Was faithful and true.
of nearly seven thousand miles, and this disKan.
where the president attends. He sits in a conHer life was as pure as a drop
tance, it is calculated, can be traversed in nine
spicuous place, and attracts much attention.
Of dew on a rosebud.
A BELFAST gentleman who recently returned
" A true woman, a stranger to superstition days, or an average of thirty-five miles an
from Portland visited the Salvation Army and
THE Rev .•T. R. Reasoner, pastor of the first
cant, she was never torn again, had noth- hour. The route contemplated is through
while there, and discovered in one of the ing to repent of, but had the esteem of all the Paris, J\!Iadrid, Gibraltar, Tangiers, Tunis, Presbyterian church at Collinsville, Ill., comleaders a tramp who spent the larger portion noble and good who knew her worth.
Tripoli, Cairo, Bassorah, Kelat, to Kurrachee mitted suicide, May 21st, by shooting himself
of the winter in Belfast jail. The tramp has
"Love, truth, and virtue never die;
and Bombay. Use will be made of the exist- through the temple while laboring under a
Such as she are immortal.''
become converted and is now a leader in the
ing railways in France and Spain, and steam temporary fit of insanity.
The lady was the wife of Alexander Cole, transit will be established from the Bay of
Army.
FATHER O'FLAHERTY, a priest of Syracuse,
AT the morning session of the Presbyterian and the inscription is an honest tribute of his Gibraltar to Ceuta, in Morocco, from which N. Y., started a sensation recently by reportlatter point will begin the international rail- ing that two of his nephews had been abAssembly held in Cincinnati May 22d, Judge love.
AT one of Mr. Bracllaugh's meetings, when way, the works of which will hav to be con- ducted. At latest accounts it appears that the
Drake, of Philadelphia, offered a resolution
which deolared the Roman church apostatized, the petition for the passage by Parliament of structed in Moroceo. This line will then form lads ran away to escape the cruelty of the
its priesthood usurpers, and its baptism in- an affirmation bill was presented, one of the a junction with the system of railways under priest.
valid. Such a resolution as that from a Pres- signers was a poor fellow with no arms, hold- the administration of the French railway comLAsT Sunday morning at Sand Lick, R'\laigh
byterian would cool the most torrid atmos- ing the penholder in his mouth. The signa- pany in Algeria and Tunisia. Thence the county, "YV. Va., while a number of men were
ture, made by bending his head over the sheet, route will continue through Tripoli, and form returning from the M. E. church quarterly
phere.
was very clear and firm. Mr. Bradlaugh re- a junction with the Egyptian railway system. meeting, a dispute arose on some church
A GREAT fuss has been made by English
lates that the man had lost his arms in the From Egypt, the route to India would be con- quEstions, in which R. C. Calloway was fatally
Christians about the "abolition of church
rolling mill to which he had been carrying the tinued to the Euphrates, and then along the stabbed.
rates," but the abolition, says Annie Besant,
white-hot iron with tongs. The tongs had coast of the Persian Gulf to Kurrachee; thence
BARTI!OLDI's colossal statue of Liberty is on
has been very imperfectly performed. In the
been held by the metal feeding the rollers, and to Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras.
its way to New York in the steamship Isere.
rates for which payment has lately been dein trying to disentangle the tongs the poor felCHRISTLI.NrTY loses its effectivness when car- The New York World has raised by subscrip·
manded from her, she found a church rate of low slipped and was gripped, and both his
lOs. 5d. under the 51 George III. c. 151, an act arms crushed off to the elbows. Mr. Brad- ried into a cold country. It is related that a tion a fund of nearly $60,000 toward building
to enable the vestrymen of the parish of St. laugh adds, " My eyes moistened as I saw this missionary who had been sent out to Green- the pedestal. The statue when erected will be
Marylebone to build a new parish church, or signature, and it will at least serve to encour- land had to be recalled, after having lived for 305 feet high.
a long time among the Eskimo, because he
two or more chapels. She comments: "Thus
SAMUEL NuTT, editor of the 8pi1·it of Truth,
age me in my wearying fight."
had not made a single convert. On reaching
I am forced to pay in support of an estaban odd sort of religious paper publish<Jd near
JuDGE DouGHERTY, of Alabama, was noted home, he was interrogated by the president of
lishment and a creed which I detest, while at
Bloomington, Ill., died on the 21st. He bethe same time church people hav the impu- for eccentricity and sarcasm quite as much as the society as to the reason for his failure. lieved that he had been commanded by the
"Sir,''
he
replied,
"the
nativs
listened
to
me
dence to pretend that they receive nothing by for impartial administration of justice. DurLord to liv without eating for forty days. He
ing a term of court at Montgomery a young with the greatest attention, and would crowd
gift of Parliament."
died of starvation on the thirteenth clay.
man was tried for petit larceny-taking a around me in the bitterest cold and the
RonERT EMMET 0DLUM jumped from the
AN Arizona man who subscribed for a relig- pocketbook. The next case was for murder. deepest darkness, until I began to talk of the
ious paper some time ago sent a letter to the The evidence in the former was slight, in the terrors of hell-fire which would be prepared Brooklyn Bridge, a hight of 140 feet, one day
{)ditor to stop it, in which he. said: " We find latter conclusiv, yet the jury convicted in for all those who did not giv heed to my last week. He struck on his back and side,
the Gila Howlf1', our local paper, muoh livelier the first and acquitted in the second, much to words. The thought of going to a place where and died within an hour after being picked
than your old milk-and-water affair. Besides, the surprise of the judge, the audience, and it was always warm affected them differently np. Odium kept a swimming academy at
you havn't played a square game in your' ads.' the prisoners tbemselvs. In the first case the from what I expected, for the prospect ap- Washington, D. C., and the jump was taken
My wife bought a pair of the corsets you ad- judge said to the prisoner: "Young man, you peared so desirable to the poor creatures, to advertise his business.
vertise and blamed if they didn't bust in three hav not been in this country long?" "No, trembling with cold, that from the same hour
Lours FRANCOIS, a Frenchman, living in New
weeks, and we use them now to mend the sir,'' replied the young man. "I thought so. they left me thtlY never came back.'' It is York, strangled his wife one night last week,
-chicken-coop. I took half a dozen of the dead- You don't know these people; you mo.y kill said that another missionary was shortly after put her corpse in a bag, and started for the
shot pills you puffed up in a reading notice them, but don't touch their pocketbooks.'' sent out by the same society, who was warned river with it. He was stopped by a policeman
to be less explicit in his description of the and lodged in jail. His wife was buried in
week bef<OO.\e i.ast, and the next day I was so The Mobile Register tells this anecdote.
place of torment awaiting the unconverted Potter's Field. On going to prison Francois's
'Sick th~>t ~u the doctors in the town published
ON the subject of " False Judges " a correGreenlanders after death.
ibul.Jetins about my approaching death, and the
first request was for a minister.
sponclent of John Swinton's Paper sflys: "Long
lboys said I had the jim-jams. For these rea•
IT has been objected to the theories of the
Mrss RosE ELIZADETI! CLEVELAND, sister of
accustomed to the sycophantio adulation of
rsons I hav determined to quit your paper and
Judge Folger by a partisan press, the 'article origin of species, as propounded by evolu- the president, has written a book, the title of
:read the IIowlf1" only. As I know it always
in your last issue, 'The Befouled Bench,' is tionists, that, though we may grant the proba- which is not yet decided upon. The papers
-Hes unless it is paid to tell the truth, it can't
most refreshing to me. The small mischiefs a bility of the doctrins they enunciate, there hav hav published some extracts from advance
-1ead me into temptation."
bad judge may do are easily coverecl out of been few attempts to indicate species that hav sheets. Judging from these, the matter is
THE Chronicle reports that in a Mongol mur- sight under power and prestige, but there are actually arisen in this way. Prof. Thomas mainly what goes under the head of religious
•cler case in San Francisco the following oath judicial offenses which can never be hidden Meehan undertakes this task in the Proceed- slush. It is not worth re~ding.
was administered to each of the Chinese wit- nor forgiven, ' neither in this world nor in the ings of the Academy of Natural Sciences at
AT a temperance meeting in this city on last
nesses: "This is to inform the spil'lts of the world to come.' When Ward Hunt, willing to Philadelphia, just issued. Pinus e(."1dis, the Sunday tbe Hon. Neal Dow said that he in·gods, also the evil spirits and the demons, all gain a little trumpery popularity at the ex- Pinon nut of the Mexicans on this side of the tended to wipe out of existence the breweries
:to descend here to hear, oversee, and examin pense of an innocent woman, so far exceeded Rocky Mountains, has two or three leaves in a and grog shops of the whole United States as
into the case of Wong Ah Foo, charged with his powers as to direct a jury to find a verdict sheath. On the Western side, in Nevada, they hflcl been wiped out of Maine. He said
murdering Loi Ah Gow. If I come here to of' guilty' against her, he wrote his name on there is a smaller tree, with the leaves solitary that Maine had saved $24,000,000 under pro'swear profanely and tell the untruth, or not the eternal roll of infamy. His offense shall in the "bundle," just as if two leaves had hibition, and that there was net a pRuper in
·according to the facts of the case, I humbly be punished with the scorn of ull ages. Ben- beet.• rolled into one. This is known to bot- tbe state.
'beg the celestinl and terrestrial spirits to re- edict added his name to the clisr,raceful roll by anists aR Pinus monophylla, or the single-leaved
RELIGious services were helcl on Boston
·dress Loi Ah Gow's grievance and to punish his outrage upon Lange. (See 9 il&bany, Law pine. Besides this difference, there are othfrS Common on Sunday, the 17th, which is against
which
warrant
botanists
in
regarding
it
as
'the false witness immediately, and to arrest Joumal, 102.) Mr. Lange was wrongfully conthe law, and the leaders in the m£~tter were arhis soul. May he die under a sword, or die victed of a trivial technical offense, quite good a species as any ot4er well recognized as rested and placed under bonds b appear for
Professor
Meehan
finds
this
monosuch.
·on the half-way of the sea, and hav no life to harmless in itself, and the imposition of a
trial. Last Sunday the offense was repeated,
return to China. This is the true and solemn malicious and illegal sentence led to the cele- phyllous character occasionally in Pinus edulis, and the police took the names of those who
declaration of oath sworn by my own mouth brated case of Lange t•s. Benedict, in which and shows that the two must hav had a unity participated. More arrests will probtlbly fol·and signed by my name by my own hand. Mr. Lange, with laudable public spirit, sought of origin, notwithstanding their acknowledged low, and the Supreme Court will pass upon
Dated this - - day, second month, in the .to bring Benedict to justice. In this caee the separate specific identity. Pinus edulis is a the constitutionality of the ordinance forbid.
eleventh year of Quong Soi." It is believed whole judiciary of the country proved faith- more highly developed species than Pinus mon· ding preaching without a licen3e.
that all who take this oath will testify truth- less, and Folger distinguish eel himself by his ophylla.
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How They Lie About Libe1·al!
To THE EDITOR OF THE ·TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Please
excuse the uncouth heading of this article. I would
not use so harsh a heading, could I find a milder
term to use without violating the rule to always use
language befitting the subject of one's remarks. But
I confess in this instance I am not a sufficient linguist to bring in use sufficiently strong terms to
convey the feeling of contempt that I entertain for
that poor, wizened soul, Clark Braden, who bas published the citizens of Liberal, all along the line, as
a most despicable set ofwretcbes. We are placed
in the' llgbt of designing oppressors and bigots, the
people as serfs, the men as scapegraces, and our
mothers, wives, and daughters, as walking evi~
deuces of impurity. There is not a social crime of
which that wretch Braden has not accused us, and
all of which hav found a willing and ready space in
mRny of the leading journals of the country. You
know the object of thosfl libels as well as I do. The
same loving (?) spirit of Christianity which is leveling its shafts of calumny and vile filth at tbe names
of our loved mothers, faithful wives, and innocent
daughters did the same thing away back in the dark
days of the world, when the Christian religion ruled
the state and destinies of man. Then the fagot-fire,
torture, and the rack were suasiv arguments and
heaven-inspired instruments to bring man to the
knowledge of the efficacy of God's love for an erring
world. His love bas always been typified by the
love of the big bear for the child when it was being
hugged to death. If God is love and the minions
of the church are his vicegerents, we would that we
could hav less of his expressed affection for us.
If we do fail, if we are utterly crushed out (of which
I entertain no fears in the world), we will hav established one thing in this the nineteenth century, and
that is that the Christian religion is, as it always was,
an implacable enemy to all forms of human freedom,
unless it comes through the churcb, with the clergy
as rulers and men as underlings, always ready to support them and their designs, even at the expense of
their own manhood and better judgment. You can
hear from all the pulpits of the land that the religion of Christ is not aggressiv in any sense of the
term; that it is mild and f0rgiving, subduing the
people through the spirit of kindness, as breathed
up0n the Christian heart by a loving savior. A bigger lie was never uttered than this old hackneyed jade
of a stereotyped saying. They love you only to your
destruction. When that will not catch you, their
hypocritical pretensions are laid aside, and you and
all your household, your friends, and your kinsmen
are attacked in a manner that would bring the blush
of shame to the cheek of the hardest reprobate in
the land. When the exigency of subduing a man or
a people comes, they do not stop to measure terms or
consider the rules of honorable opposition. When
they decide upon the expediency of crushing a disbeliever, depend upon it it will be done, even if they
hav to resort to an attack upon innocent schoolchildren, pure girls, and loving mothers, as they hav
.
done in this the last onslaught on us.
They hav assaulted the citadel most violently; but
let me tell you that we hav buried the white flag and
raised the red one. We hav volunteered for the
entire war, and by the eternal hills of justice, we
will never let up until the vile thing lies cringing at
our feet! We will never let uu until the courts of
the land vindicate us and cond~mn them.
If God made us, he did not use pliant mud in the
making, for we never will yield to those vile
scoundreif', and will never let them rest until we
show to the world that Infidelity means manhood in
its broadest and most comprehensiv sense.
We hav the scoundrel Braden now under arrest
for criminal libel. Suits will follow of the Globe-DemrJ-·
crat, St. Louis Post-Dir;palch, Pittsburgh Commercial
Gazelle, Indianapolis Journal, Elmira TelPgra:ph, and
all other journals publishing the libels.
For the benefit of your inquiring readers, who do
not know that Freethought means the highest type
of humanity, I send you a few statements from official and Christian sources, that they may judge between Br~den's libels and honest people's certificates.
I could g1v you a thousand such if necessary.
Liberal, J}[o., May 14, 1885.
G. H. WALSER.
FRO:\I OFFICIALS AND CHRISTLiNS REGARDING TilE
STA;>;DING OF THE PEOPLR OF LIBERAL.
LmERAL, Mo., May 12, 1885.
I hav read the article plU'porting to come from Clark Braden an~ publishe~ in th~ St. Louis Post-Dispatch and reproc~uced m the Indianap~hs -Journal, and I pronounce it a base
llbel ~:m the people of Liberal. I am now living in Liberal. I
hav hved here for about two years. I hav lived within three
miles of this pln"e for over eighteen yenrs. I Rm a member
of th~ Metboi!ist chnrch and a firm believer in the religion of
the Bible and New Testament. I am acquainted with all the
people of the town, and bav been acqu11iuted with G. H. Walser for twenty-f~nr y~n,rs, and I _know from my own knowledge
tha,t Mr. Walser 1s umversallylnncl to all ahke, both Christians
and Liberals. No one has ever been oppressed here on account
of his or her belief, on the part of Liberals. The people here
are sober, kind, generous, and industrious. The females are
pure in mind, in conduct, and in speech. There is not a disSTATE~IENTS

-~----··------------------__.

reputable character in town and never has been o11e to ~tay.
There has been no case of feticide in the place to my lmowl.
edge, nor hav I hav I heard of such a thing. The young girls
and young men are modest and well behaved. The hotel conducted by S. C. Thayer is as nice a house as can bo found anywhere. There is less profanity among the people here than
any town I was ever in. There is no place where a person
can ge~ intoxicants by the drink unless on a physician'K prescription for medical purposes. I pronounco the article by
Clark Braden a scandalous outrage ana a tissue of falsehoods
from beginning to end. The above are facts.
MARY A. LEWIS.
I was one of the first settlers in Liberal. I came here and
bought property of Mr .. Walser, and he knew that I was a
Christian. I hav always been treated kindly by 1\'[r. Walser
and the people generally. I own the Opera House in Liberal.
It cost me fotty.five hundred dollars. The principal dances
are held there, and no lewd women hav ever attended those
dances. Those dances are always conducted decent1y and in
order. The Liberals were not turned out of the hall for the
non-payment of rent,
Jl.f. BURGEss.

1 am a farmer and I liv one mile fl'om Lihel'al. I bought
my land from G. H. Walser, and I told him at tl1e time I bought
that I.wtlS a member of church. He remarked that that m11de
no difference; thttt religion did not make a man a good man
nor a bad man; that people should be judgecl according to
their manly bearing ancl not from a religions standpoint. I
am well acquainted with the people of Liberal, and I know
them to be high-minded and honora.ble, a people who love
virtue and hate vice in all its forms. Without an exception
they are all tempE>ratEJ, and fully four-fifths abstain fl;om the
nse of tobacco. Their morality equals that of any people I
ever knew. No man Oi' womo.n is ever molested on account of
their belief. When differences hav arisen, they hav always
grown out of an infringement of their rights as citizens and
not on account of religion. There are many church people in
Liberal, and they are all kindly treated.
GEORGE F. NELSON.
LAi\LI.R,

J\fo.

I am a minister of the gospel in the .Freewill Baptist church.
I am well rtcquainted with G. H. Walser; he hn.s lived in this
city and county for many years, and hs has always enjoyed
the esteem and respect of those who hav known him: his best
friends ore those who hRV known him the longest. I am also
acquainted with the people of Liberal, and taking ont their
skepticism they are as worthy the i'espect of th« world as any
people I know of, or hav ever known. Infidels as they are as
to the teachings of the Bible, they hav done what Christian
communities in this country hav failed in doing, in keeping
saloons and places of intoxication out of their town. To this
extent Christian towns could well take pattern of Liberal. I
do not believe that Christianity requires such services as
those of Clark Braden in this respect.
J onN A. PooL.
L,uLI.R, Mo., l\'[ay 13, 1885.
To ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Having read Ill the public
prints an interview regarding the people, I will say I hav
many times visited said town, and am acqnainterl. with a number of its residents. While there I hav alway:> been treated
with respect and kindness. While not in sympathy with them
on religious matters, I hav failed to see practiced any of the
immoralities spoken of in said interview, the conduct of the
people being the same as in other places, so far as my observation extends.
With Mr. Walser I hav had business relations for many
years, and hav always found him prompt and reliable in all
transactions.
R. P. s~rrTH,
Treasurer of Barton county, Mo.

LAMAR, Mo., May 13, 1885.
We are acquainted with G. H. Walser, of Liberal, and with
the citizens of that place generally, and from our own knowledge of that people, we know them to be good and respectable
in every sense that it takes to make up good citizenship.
'!'hey are as pure-minded, well. behaved, and as worthy the es.
teem of the world as any people in the country, and we pro.
nounce the chai·ges made against the citizens of Liberal by
Clark Braden, as published in thA Post-Dispatch, as infamously
false.
W. L. MAcK, Circuit Clerk.
B. B. BosTON, Deputy Sheriff.
S. P. FINLEY. Sheriff.
G. F. BuRKHART, Recorder of Deeds.
BARTON Co., Mo.
I am deputy sheriff of Barton Co., Mo., and, as such officer,
I arrested Clark Braden lat3t March on a warrant issued by
the governor of the state of Missouri, in compliance with 11
requisition from the governor of Nebraska on the govnnor of
Missouri, as a fugitiv from justice. I turned Braden over to
Sheriff Lane, who took him back to Wilber, Nebraska, to answer to an il;Hlictment for felony. He is now on bail here for
criminal libel. I arrested him for that crime last Friday,
May 8, 1885.
B. B. BosTON, Deputy Sheriff.

The indictment was quashed because it was inartfully drawn, and the lamb skipped out before
another one could be found.
·
WALSER.

One View of Shakspere.
One view of Shakspere's works is this: he does not
portray character to be understood as individua.lities,
but as portions of the whole human race, strata or
currents in nature's vast ocean.
Thus in Hamlet we hav the "infirm of purpose."
Informed by the ghost that his suspicions were right.,
satisfying himself by the mock play, exercising caution, enjoining secrecy on others, nerving himaelf ·up
to a high pitch, and swearing recenge-just let the
reader see what he bas to say of himself-and then
fails in all, or by mere chance accomplishing his object, by sacrificing his own life.
So it is with all his characters-merely types running through life. Sea Macbath-unalloyed allegiance until "vaulting ambition o'erleaps itself."
See Othello-what a brave and loving husband until
"trifles light a;~ air" transformed him into IJ,n incarnate fiend! See Coriolanus, "the noblest Roman of
them all" until domestic ties and filial affection seduced him; and Lear-what a noble "heacl and
front" until tron bles accumulated and reason was

______ _

dethroned! And so on through the whole catalog of
different phases.
How often do we say-or could. say if we were observing-" There goes Poor Tom," or, "There goes
Horatio, ' as just a man as enemy coped withal,'" and
so on ud infinitum.
Persons going to the theater should not go to see
Shakspere's pieces merely as a pastime, but for instruction, to see nature's "filtore unrolled." By this
means they would derive both pleasure and profit,
and on every step of their road would find
" Tongues in trees, boob in the running brooks,
Sermons in stones, and good in everything."

lN'o.

Elizabetll Cady Stanton aml Ji'emale Suffmge.
There is no woman in this century who more entirely commands the public respect for the grand
virtues of her character than Mrs Stanton. But yet
she is not the embodiment of all wisdom, as is shown
in her course in regard to woman suffrage. 'rhe
greatest, and, I may say, the only obstacle in the way
of securing for women their proper place in sol'iety,
and endowing them with the right of suffrage, is the
women themselvs. If the population of the country
be fifty millions, then there are twenty-five millions
of women. Of these there is only a comparativ
hilndfnl who hav any desire to vote. Even in the
educated class, not one woman in a hundred, or perhaps in a thousand, feels herself wronged in being
denied the suffrage. So far from this, some of this
clasS' hav recently astonished the public by petition·
ing the legislature not to grant this privilege, either
to themselvs or others of their sex.
Now, wisdom is the adaptation of means to ends.
And the most enthusiastic and persevering use of
means to accomplish the most desirable of ends is all
love's labor lost unless tht> means are judiciously
chosen. The state of Ma8sachusetts, in seeking, some
years ago, an outlet for her manufacturing industries,
and an inlet to the produetions of the West, found a
mountain in the way of her enterprise. What did
she do? Whine about it, and establish prayer· meetings asking the Lord either to remove it himself or
else strengthen the faith of the saints so that they
could uproot it and cast it into the sea? No; she
tunneled the mountain, removing the rocky obstacles
with the most powerful explosivs, at the expense of
millions of money and years of time and labor. This
was the first thing to be done. This was a wise adjustment of means to ends. . After this, as was foreseen, everJthing in the WP.Y of commercial prosperity
came to her, naturally and necessarily.
Look at the job which Mrs. Stanton and her noble
cvadjutors hav h?.d in hand for a quarter of a century.
They wish to place the ballot in the hands of twentyfive millions of women in this country, believing that
the beneficent consequences of such a policy would
show themselvs in many ways, first, on the women
tbemselvs, and secondly, in promoting the well being
of the republic as a state. But a mountain of rock
stands in their pathway. It is not the selfishness of
the male sex and their lack of coudesy to the women
that confines the suffrage to tbemselvs; for these
women are our mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters, and t.be moment they, as a class-not a mere
handful of them-signify their desire to be enfranchised, the legislature will promptly comply with
their wishes. But the fa1~t is undeniable that the
women themselvs do not wish the privilege. This is
the great trouble. What! Au oppressed class of
intelligent human beings who do not wish to be relieved of their oppression? Why, the dumb-driven
negroes o[ the South were so tired of their bondage
th!J,t they ran away from it as soon as they found out
that the North Star bung over a land of freedom.
How comes it to pass, then, that twenty-five millions
of women seem to hug their chains and take no steps,
because they bav no desire, to secure their freedom?
It is becr1use the church and its religion dominate in
this natioN, and both are opposed on pr-inciple to the
liberation of the female sex, either politically or socially. For eighteen hundred years women hav been
under the harrow of the chnrch, and of the civil laws
dictated by the church, until their subjection has
become an inherited instinct. Paul the Apostle,
whom she has been taught to regard as divinely inspired, blames the introduction of sin, death, and
sorrow into the world on W'>man. He silenc s her
voice in the church on this account, and enjoins the
most absolute submission on her, in a department
where, according to the theory, she has a soul to be
saved as precious as that of her brother. Even in
the holy relationship of love and marriage, woman, in
the capacity of wife, according to Paul's teachings, is
only a private prostitute, bound by law, unlike public
prostitutes, to submit, sexually, to her husband's will
at all times and under all circumstances. Instead of
firing her soul with resentment and self-respect, these
barbar,.,ua ideas hav been dinned into her ears for so
many u;;es, and the laws made in consonance with
them bn.v so long been enforced, that no wonder she
feels, as if by instinct, that subjection to man is her
duty, as it has for ages been her lot.
No one knows better than Mrs. Stanton and her
colleagues that these things are true. Yet old age is
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overtaking them, and the cause to which they hav h~ad-which teaches that a child ma:y be as old as' t 1r havi~g ~ubsioed for. a time, is being renewed, and'
devoted their lives is not much further ::tdvanced his father, nay, may actually beget his own father, Jresh smentlfic theologians are comin(o{ into tue tie d.
to-day than it waq when they began their self-denying as the . E~ernal . S~m, conjointly with the Eter?-al
A r~_;cg,nt writAr on t1e subjeot claimq to sl-tow that
work. What is t.he reason of this humiliating fail- Father m the Tnmty, begat the Holy Ghost, which "so far fr•1m any established discoveries of Ecience
ure? It ia because they hav been laboring unwisely, Hol:v ~h.ost begat t~e Et.ernal Son on the body of being fatal, or even h Jstil, to a reasonable theology,
as much so as it would be to put the cart before, the V1rgm Mary, which son waa born 1.1:!84 years ago such a theol•)gy may be inferentially founded upon
instead of behind, the horse, and expect him to go. on the 25th day of last December? How could you them; and thoJ., mrl.eed, the highest use of our
Mrs. Stanton knows, and has been g-oaded lately to frame an argument to reach the intellect of a Catholic knowledge of the physical order is to force us to the
say it aloud, that it is the church, with her priesthood who believes that a wafer of bread in the sacrament acknowledgment of a spiritual order, the former
and her holy books, which, through the law, degrades o~ ~h? mass is transm~ted into the body, hl~od, and b~ing, as it were, t.~e visible and tangible representwoman on principle; and the great error of her life divmity of Jesus Chnst, so that a congrf'grtbon of a atlV of the latter' -very pretty reading, and no
was that she did not begin this work of reform by thousand persons hav, each one of them, the eternal doubt perfectly intelligible and convincing to the
making war, first and foremost, upon the power and God manifest in the flesh in his stomach, undergo· author, and a sentence like that looks as thouah the
prestige of this organization, instead of losing thirty ing the process of digestion with his cahbage and pota- author was very learned. I don't think I shrJl pur.
years of time in waiting to see whether the Ethiopian toes? Such stupendous absurdities of creed cannot chase t.be work, neither should I be inclined to read
would not change his skin, and the leopard his spots, be touched by sober argument. Ridicule is the only it even if I h.~d. the precious volume presented to me.
·of their own account. As there is many an ailment weapon that can find the vital spot. The medieval I. hav been decoyerl into reading similar works, and
in the human body which defies all local and specific tomfoolery of chivalry and knight-errantry, sanctified find· they are generally such very dreary compilatreatment, but which disappears entirely when the as it was by the church, might hav he!d its sway to tions that they can only he recommended in case~ of
the general health of the person is established, so the present time had not Cervantes, in his '' DJn insomnia, but even then they should be taken
cautiously, or the remedy may prove worse than the
woman's rights, in all their departments, political, Quixote," laughed it out of existence.
social, and otherwise, will adjust themaelvs properly
Colonel Ingersoll has his equals in logic, but he disease.
and without friction aR soon as ever the people come has no equal, either in this country or Europe, in the
The theory of evolution, as expounded b:v Darwin,
to their senses and throw off the degrading super- skilfulness with which he uses the legitimate weapon and elaborated by other writers, will neveT be overstitions of the church. But as long as this organi- of ridicule. No man born of woman, who has tha thrown by the puny efforts of the greatest theologian
zation exercises its ghostly dominion over the human least twinkle of fun in his nature, can hear Ingersoll in fxistence. It is qmte as well, however, that these
intellect and conscience, with its false standard& of ridicule one of the church superstitions and ever get attacks should be made, as the truths of science are
truth and duty, so long will reform of all kinds be over it. For it may be set down as a fact that when never injured by the mud thrown by theologianR,
hamstrung. The strength of the church to-day, next a man is compelled to laugh at the absurdity of his but., strangely enough, only stand out all the clearer
to her complete organization and command of wealth, religion he has taken a long step toward its rejeclion in consequence.
J. D.
consists in the women, who are besotted with the altogether, for, "nulla vestigia retrossum." Such a
uondon, Eng., May 8, 1885.
namby-pamby emotionalities called piety, on which man may leave the audience, swearing between his
Sh akspere-Bacon.
such men as Moody and Sankey play as if on an chuckles at the "blasphemy" of the lecturer, but
organ. These, for the sake of society, influence their after he cools off and reflects, he will be convinced
"Holt" does not "depreciate Bacon" as a writer.
husbands and !\ODS to go sometimes to church and to that no power in heaven or earth could be so unrea- There are some very fine expres~ions in the EsRays.
contribute to the funds. If, perchance, a woman, sonable as to require biro to do violence to his ·own But one will search in vain through all Bacon's
escaping for a while from the stupefying influence of intellect by believing a manifest absurdity.
works for those words and peculiar combinations of
the church, and coming to !eel that she has rights
It is useless to mourn any longer over the waste of words characteristic of Shakspere, and never so used
which are not respected by the laws, if'! inclined to time and influence which the cause of woman has before by any other English writer. It is improbask for them, she is met by her religious teacher with suffered from the unwisdom of the female suffragists able that Bacon ever read Shakspere, else he must
a "Thus saith the Lord," which remands her to It would be lik.e crying over £c~pilt milk. But it seems hav quoted occasionally, as he was in the habit of
silence and submission at the peril of being called an proper to say to those women just coming on the quoting. These expressions, "mark now," "topful
Infidel, and risking her soul's salvation.
stage of public life, with aspirations to impro-ye the <>f," "sans reproach," ''flat perjury," "all sorts," "as
More than twenty years ago the writer of this arti- condition of their sex, that the firijt thing to be done who should say," ''sky-aspiring," "eagle-wiuged,"
cle, at the l'equest of a certain Female Suffrage So- in the way of securing th~t object is to destroy the "fantastic summer," " braying," " harsh-resounding,"
ciety delivered an address to the public, in which he malign influence of the church in human affairs. "deep-mouthed," "mind's eye," "hell-pains,'' "loud
trac~d the dependent and degraded condition of After her authority is gone, and with it the authority churlish drum," "wavering many," "fond many,"
woman to the Pauline writings of the New Testa- of the Bible as a plenarily inspired revelation from "candied," "an' 'twere," "purge away," "steaming
ment, and contrasted them with the teachings of heaven-which authoritv the Bible itself does not time," " mure," "margents," "rondure," " blench,"
Jesus, who, in regard to marriage, said, "For this claim-woman naturally, and without any further "deracinate," "neglection,'' etc., etc., or kindred
cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and contest, will take the place in society for which she ones, found on every page of Shakspere, we look for
cleave to his wife," instead of a woman leaving father is so eminently fitted by nature, and where she will in vain on Bacon's pages. (Shakspere's errora of ignorance were impossible to Bacon.) Writing on so
and mother and cleaving to her husband, taking with be a lasting blessing to her race.
A. B. B.
many subjec~.s, and so many letters to private friends,
her name, fortune, and happiness, to be at his disEnon Valley, Pa., May 7, 1885.
he must hav dropped some of these expressions;
posal. But the clergy took the alarm, and intimated
sometime the mask must hav fallen.
Our London Letter.
that the lecturer was tinged with Infidelity, and the
One might suspect, from their C)mments, that
dear good women, " belonging " as they did to the
In the hard struggle for ex1stence the clergy, like some of Bacon's admirers regard him as the auj;hor
chu;cb, and who for years had been toiling, like the other tradespeople, find it highly necessary to move
fabled Sisyphus, waiting and expecting the church to with the times, and frequently introduce novelties in of Reasoning. But there is nothing said on the sub·.
giv her powerfu~ ~nfluence in fav.or of ~his reform, are the wares they sell, unless they are content to shut ject by him which had not bAf\n s1id hnwlreds
laboring, and waitmg, and expechng still. No, woman up shop. Their goods are not worth much at :my of years before by Roger B~tcon. Indee:i, Francis
will never hav the place in society for which she is time, and are dear at any price, but as the sellers in- Bacon, without scruple, took thr; very best ideas of
fitted and designed by nature until the authority of form the public that no home is complete without the "Opus Majus," "OpuR lHmus," and "Com pend.
the church is completely destroyed among men. their celebrated "faith," and advertise the article Studii," of Roger. The " Four Idols" of Franc1s are
This colossal organization stands in the-path of hu- so largely, there are still found plenty of simple- the "Four Hindrances" of R'lger; the "E'l:periman progress like a mounta.in. We cannot go around minded folk who believe in goods bought at the gos- ments" of one are the "Experience" of the other;
it nor under it., nor over •t, with our best engineer- pel shops. If it were not for those who possess more the "Antiquity is the Youth of the World" of the
is the "Juniors of Times the Heirs of Predei~g. But we can blow it to pieees wi~h the dynamite money than sense, and who back the dealers up former
cessors" of the latter; "Novum Organon" is due to
·Of science, logic, and ridicule. And If Mrs. s_ta~~:ton so largely, the whole swindle would be broken up. "Opus ~:Iajus;" so is "Advancement of Learning" to
~and her fellow-suffragists had acted on this prmmple It puts one very much in mind of ~ertain notorious
Studii," etc.
.during the last twenty-five years, there is no telling mining companies continually being introduced here, " Compand.
Francis
cleatly
took many of his best ideas from
how near we might now be to the realization of their and where the mines are in some extremely remote Roger and improved
on them, as the advantages of
hopes in reg11rd to the leg11l status of their sex.
corner of the earth, where the prospectiv shareholdErs his later time permitted. Who knows from whom
I h11v mentioned ridwule as one of the ·weapons of are never likely to go in search of them; calls are Roger derived them, or cares? It is not he who first
our warfare against the church superstitions.. Now, always being made with a view of introducing new says, but he who says it so loud, S'l long, he compels
1 admit that ridicule has no efftoct whatever m de- machinery, and the miners are invariably closely ap- a hearing, deserves the praisfl.
molisnlng a truth which is established as such by proaching a very rich lode, which generally, however,
But yet, Franc s might as well hav gi':en old
facts and reason; but it is omnipotent in destroying they never succeed in reaching. In reading the re- Roaer a little credit, instead of a sneer. No, mdeed!
absurdities and superstitions like those on which the port of the missionary meetings at E:..:eter Hall Ou~ Bacon was not so generous of fame as to let imchurch swindle is mainly based. We bav had in 0ur during the present, I find the same thread running mortality gather around unworthy brows for his
own day an illustration of this fact. vyhen Dar~in through all of them. The poor benighted heathens work. He loved plaudits as well as ducats. He was a
announced his grand theory of Evolutwn, the milk- are just on the point of being converted wl10leE<ale, very great man; but when the comm•s!'l\oned offiCBrs
sops of the pulpit in England and this country, to but more missionaries, and, of course, the means to diss~pear the ranks always supply the sa who gt:audly
keep on the sunny side of _the _ig?orant ~eople, support them in luxury, are wanted, and when the fill their places. He was not a poet. In all candor
loaded their little pop-guns Wlth ridicule, saymg to necessary funds are collected, the subscribers will let it be submitted !IS to those "Psalms" of his, had
every Darwinian they met: "So, you hav com~ to b~ see what will be done-and the same tale is related they been published last year as the work of some
lieve that your gmndfather was a monkey.
Th1s year by year, and the gulls continue p:1ying up the gifted, sky-aspiring youth out West, the! woulr\
feeble attempt at wit was kept up, as we all know, calls, and thus the merry game goes on. I find in hardly elicit such admiration as they do from my
for many vears. But when Darwin died the very one case it was stated that the only missionary who critical friend.
HGur.
churcbme~ tbemselvs sang him to his grave in West- was in the district (somewhere in China) had no
ALL recognized truths once resteil, · solitary and
minster Abbey, although his writings, in which the doubt he could easily bring over the nativs to the
words church and religion were scarcely used at all, only true religion if _he understood their language, alone in some one brain. Truth ifl born an acorn,
hav done as much, if not more, to undermine the or they understood his, and therefore the promoters not a~ oak. The Rev. Sydney Smith once said that
popular religion, and swf'ep it from the earth, as of the scheme thought that money ought to be there was a kind of men into whom yon could. not
subscribed to send out to his assistance a few more introduce a new idea without a smgical operation.
those of any other writer, living or dead.
Some good Rttdicals, whos~ breath sti~l s~ells .of missionaries. Perhaps they were under the impres- He might hav acldPd that, when you. had one,) foroed
the onions and the garlic whiCh was their chief d1et sion that if half a dozen of them all talked together an idea into the head. of such a man, yen conl•l uot
in the land of EO'vpt and the house of bondage, the heathen Chinee might better be able to arrive at deliver him of it without im'ltruments. Ti.le cnuser·
don't approve of the use of ridieule which Colonel their meaning. It was satisfactory to know that a vatism of unthinkinguess is one of the potentia~
Ingersoll makes in his lectures. They would rather vast number of Bibles and tr11cts had been sent out, forces of the world. It lies athw,a·t the progreJs o!
he would treat the theology of the church in a ID:ore but it was not stated in what language they were mankind like a colossnl mountain-chain, chilling_the
solemn and reverential manner, and m·gue agamst printed, though if the paper was good enough to be atmosphere on both sides of it. for a thousand z:nl~s.
instead of making fun .of these dogmas sanctified by made in papier mache, no doubt that would be no ob- \The Hannibal who would reach the eternal c1ty of
truth on the other side of tbesa Alps must fight his
the belief of ages. But how would you go about ar- stacle to the distribution of this class of literature.
The ingenious little dodge of endeavoring to prove way over ice and hew his wa.y through rocks.-Igna·
_guing with a churchman ~gainst t~e fundamental
doctrin of his creed-the tn-personahty of the God- that science and theology are very closely allied, af- 'tius Donnelly in "Ragnarok."
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The Liberal Club.

Mr. Furbish corrected the lecturer of the evening.
According to the revised Bible the text should read,
"He excels the wise in their craftiness." That put
another aspect on it. Mr. Shook, said the speaker,
has made a mistake in bringing religion to the Lib·
eral Club. There is more here of true religion to the
square inch than in any church in New York.
Dr. Foote, Jr., recommended that those desirous of
reaching a right conclusio~ as to whether evolution
and geology cqrro borated Genesis, or not should read
the works of Professor Draper. These would throw
much light upon the subject. The doctor did not
seem to be in the best of spirits. There appeared to
hav been none of the environments fui:n~shed necessary to a pun, and therefore, though he made a cunsecutiv and systematic series of remarks, it cannot be
said that he did himself full justice.
Mr. Shook, in summing up; claimed that none of
his arguments had been answered. All the critics
had criticised Chtistianity, which it had not been his
object to defend. This declaration left his hearers
in immense doubt as to the purpose of the lecture.
It is no very flattering commentary on the perspicuity
of the speaker that so many intelligent persons
should hav misunderstood him. Nevertheless, the
meeting was an interesting one and will be looked
back to, so to speak, as something beautiful not elsewhere met with in the routine of this world.Madam Delescluze was present, and apparently enjoyed the lecture_ very much, though she refrained
from taking the platform, much to tlie writei''s regret.
It is appropriate here to append the following explanation which was handed in to the TRUTH SEEKER
office during the week. It is evident that the scribe,
in admiring the charming address of the lady, made
some mistake in reporting her rem ~rks. By the way,
the reporter is not the author of the able spring
poem alluded to:

the othel' up the St. John's- to Sanford, and thence
io the Convention. There is no time to delay.
Alva, Fla.
J. L. BARKER.

dn the evening of Friday, May 23d, was held, at
220 East Fifteenth street, the Three Hundred and
Eightieth Regular Meeting of the Manhattan Liberal
The Bruno Statue.
Club. What shall be said of it, and bow shall this
feeble though expensiv stylographic pen do justice
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Since
to the occasion? As the man with the badgepin
the last announcement I hav received the following
shed the light of his torch on Treasurer Morris, and
S'!Ibscriptions for the Bruno Statue to be erected at
a ten-cent piece upon the table, President Wakeman
Rome:
was reading notices of other meetings which were to
Previously acknowledged,
$126.65
be held in divers parts of the city. These having
Mrs. E. L. Rose, London, per J. P Mendum,
24.33
Charles
Eckhard,
been got along with, he said he would go through
10.00
Walter
W.
Conley,
1.00
the u.sual formula of saying that he had the pleasure
Theodore Evert,
1.00
as well as the honor of introducing as the speaker of
J o:Q.athan Nichols,
1.00
the evening Mr. Hermon H. Shook; of the New York
Isaac Blenker,
uio
H. Beichling, •
bar. Mr. Shook, he said, was one of the few Chris.50
tians who hav at all times clung to the hope that tlre
Total,
165.48
members of the club would finally be saved. He
I hav also 1'eceived from the committee at Rome
then indicated to the lecturer that he might let
the papers which they stated they had sent to me in
her go.
their letter lately printed in your paper with their
As Mr. Shook approached the front of the platauthorization to me to receive subsCI;iptions.
form and threw back his shoulders, the audience
These papers are very satisfactory. The print of
clapped their hands in token of welcome. A map of
Australia hung behind him on the wall, but it had no
the statue discloses a noble work of art; a colossal
connection with the lecture, except that Australia is
bronze figure of the madyr on a pedestal which givs
it, a very imp1;es3iv elevation. The letters of apaway off. Mr. Shook said he should be false to his
ptoval from the leading Freethinkers fully sustain
own feelings if he did not express his appreciation of
the kindness of the Liberal Club towards him, and it
the movement. Among those names are Victor
Hugo, Herbert SpencEr, Ernst Haeckel, E. Castelal',
was not because of any lack of interest in the topics
there discussed that he had absented himself. The
and hundreds who represent all shades of Liberalism
club was designed to giv everybody a hearing, and in
in Europe.
his case that principle bad never been violated. He
How much this statue will cost, and how much
inquired of the audience what was the condition of
ought America to contribute, are the only remaining
their minds. As for himself, he did not feel · as
questionf:l; which I hope soon to be able to answer.
pugilistic as he used to when he came there reguI will remit the funds I hav 1-eceived on the first of
larly. He had lost some of the war fever then prevJune next. Those who desire to be among the first
alent. He perceived we were to hav a lecture on
to contribute to this "Act of Reparation" of an "Act
" Why Are We Liberals?" He knew a young man
of Faith," will send at once to
who became a Liberal because he was left at a Sun- THE WORDS OF MME. DELESCLUZE AT THE LIBERAL
· T. B. WARRMAN, AuthorizedAgent.
CLUB.
day-school election. Mr. Shook took for the text of
93 Nassau st., New York City, May 20, 285.
THE EDITOR Ol!' THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: There is much
his lecture, which, he said, would be something of a to To
be pardoned to poets, particularly when they are possessed
sermon, the words of Job v, 13: "He taketh the by the fine frenzy necessary to produce such good poetry as
Satan Can't Stand Codfish Liver.
. wise in their own craftiness." From this he ap- that which heads the report of the proceedings of the Liboral
The belief in a devil has drenched the earth with
proached, by easy stages, the subject of his lecture, Club on the eve of the 8th inst., when Jl.'l:r. Shevitch, of the
Volks Zeitung, was the lecturer. I occupied the platform a blood and tears. It has filled men and women with
which was "Wisdom Traps." It took forty-five min- short
on that occasion, criticising some of the statements fear, till they hav fallen upon their knees and cried
utes for him to accomplish this. Wisdom traps were of the·time
speaker, but surely your poetical reporter must hav
defined as traps which people get into through fool- been "in the clouds " studying the harmonies of rhyme and aloud for help. And the people hav been so badly
ing with the unknowable. Those who called them- rhythm to be introduced into his musical description of the frightened as to cause them to keep constantly in the
selves Rationalists fell into the trap when they showed "coming spring," otherwise, as a seeker after truth, he could field a great army of professional devil-fighters.
not hav so entirely misunderstood my words and their meanThese priests never hav made any attempt to kill,
that revelation could not be reasoned upon, because ing.
As one must sometimes go to a neigl:tbor's house to find
that proved exactly what 1·evelation claimed for itself. out what takes place in one's own, so we must sometimes but always hav been satisfied to fight the old fellow
Then, again, disbelievers in God and worshipers of look into the newspapers ·to discover what we hav thought or with prayer, but somehow, in spite of all of their tears
nature put their foot in it. No man (and here Mr. said. It was a great surprise to me to read that I "accused" and prayers, the old fellow, as said, still continues his
of being a foreigner. My husband was a foreigner- work, and is like to get the most of us. In all ages
Shook spoke very solemnly) could gaze upon nature anybody
a Frenchman-and since his death, six years ago, I hav lived
without looking up to nature's God. Evolution, the in the one house with foreigners-Germans, and Freethinkers of the world there hav been men who professed to
hav great influence with ghosts, and who pretended
speaker said, corroborated Genesis, and so did geol- at that-and always on the friendliest terms.
· Pray, Mr. Editor, entreat your poetical scribe to leave those to know just how to manage and what to do to scare
ogy, though he would not stop to giv the details.
absorbing young ladies, the muses, out in the vestibule the the old fellow and drive him away.
The lecture continued a good hour, and was not next
time he visits the Liberal Club. Then, perhaps, he may
For the benefit of the clergy I will giv an old reespecially condensed or of absorbing interest. Most giv some attention to mere prose. Believe me, sir,
ceipt for driving the devil out of the country. I find
Very truly yours,
ELIZABETH M. DELESCLUZE.
of the arguments were hopeless "chestnuta," and the
pleasantries had been in the past tense for several
At the next meeting, which is the last for the sea- it in the Catholic Bible, in the book of Tobit. It
generations.
son, Mr. George Krahmer speaks on "Why Are We reads, " Thou shalt take the ashes of perfume, and
sbalt lay upon them some of the heart and live1· of the
President Wakeman said that those who wished to Liberals?"
fish, and shalt make a smoke with it. And the devil
discuss the subject would now be given an opportushall smell it, and flee away, and never come again
tunity in speeches of ten minutes each.
Information Wanted.
any more" (Tobit vi, 16, 17). Let us hope the clergy
Dr. Caleb S. Weeks, protagonist, described himself
In THE TRuTH SEEKER for Nov. 22, 1884, p. 741, the will profit by the above advice, and if there is a devil
as a Methodist with modern improvements. He was
drive him far away.
M. BABCOCK.
grateful to the lecturer for admitting that revelation following notice appeared:
"Geo. Jepson, Smithfield, L. I, N. Y: We hav fifty. one
could not be reasoned upon, because that was an adfifty take activ interest. We hav a League library,
mission that revelation was irrational. There was members;
NOTICE TO FmENDS OF LlllERAL: Please giv me
aiid free use of good hall."
one class of Freethinkers whom he liked to see curnames of all persons kept away from Liberal on acSince that date I hav written to the said Geo. Jep- c011nt of the libels of Clark Braden and the paper
ried down with a brick, as Mr. Shook had done. Dr.
Weeks then went on to examin other arguments, and son at Smithfield, at Smithtown, and at Smithville, containing the charges. I am going to sue them all.
walloped the lecturer until his ten minutes were up. and in every instance the postmasters hav returned
G. H. WALSER.
[3l22] Libe1·al, Mo.
Mr. McLeod next ascended the steps to the plat- to me my letters, stating that Jepson could not
form. He is a tall person, and waves about some- be found. I hav also been out on the Island about
AGITATORS PuBLIC BENEFACTORs.-The great enemy
what like a tree in the wind. He made a good eeventy miles from New York city, with the purpose of knowledge is not error, but inertness. All that
of
purchasing
a
home
near
the
place
where
that
speech, however, mainly devoted to the phrenological
we want is discussion, and then we are sure to do
aspect of things. Casually he paid a high compli- .tl.ourishing League is located. I made extensiv in- well, no matter what our blunders may be. One
quiry
in
every
village
and
hamlet
that
I
visited
conment to the great moral beauty of Mr. Shook's charcerning a League, but I am sorry to say that I was error conflicts with another; each destroys its oppoacter as indicated by his dome of intellect.
nent, and the truth is evolved. This is the course of
Mr. Wakeman, by request, ran over the lecture not able to find any person who had ever before the human mind, and it is from this point of view
heard
of
Geo.
Jepson,
or
of
a
League
now
in
existbriefly, touching upon the questions of evolution,
that the authors of new ideas, the proposers of new
Christ, and other religious and scientific conundrums. ence on Long Island. A League of fifty-one mem- contrivances, and the originators of new heresies are
bers
shoul<ilet
its
light-beam
forth,
so
that
an
itinerHe thought it probable that there never was a hisbenefactors of their species. Whether they are right.
torical Christ, as data as to his identity, nativity, ating inquirer after truth could find congenial or wrong is the least part of the question. They
lf
any
reader
can
giv
information
concernspirits.
and age were altogether absent. This did not extend to excite the mind; they open up the faculties;.
clude us from believing in an ideal Christ. We were ing the League alluded to, I hope he will notify us the~ stimulate us to fresh inquiry; they place old
not fallen angels, in Mr. Wakeman's opinion, but through THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I wish to locate on subjects under new aspects; they disturb the public
Long Island near that League.
Ess. E. TEE.
rising men and women.
sloth.- Buckle.
Mr. Cohen said as some remarks about the people
Let
the
League
be
Up
and
Doing.
of his race, the Hebrews, had been made, he would
THEY learn nothing there but to believe: First tu
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will believe that others know that which they know not;
add something himself. The Jews, he said, did not
believe in Christ, because their God declared himself you allow me space to call the attention of Liberals and after that themselvs to know that which they
to be the only duly authorized god, all the rest being to the fact that a state Convention has been called for know not.-LonZ Bacon on Colleges.
but base imitations, and when this other fellow came the first Monday in June next, to revise our constialong and claimed to be God also, they very natu- tution, and to suggest that thousands of Liberal
Lectures and Meetings.
rally doubted his veracity. But they gave him a papers, tracts, etc., should be distributed throughout
Mns
H.
S.
LAKE
spoke at Kalamazoo, Mich., May 3d; at
show. When about to crucify him they told him if the state; the state thoroughly canvassed, and the
he was God be would be allowed to prove it by help- convention besieged during its session in order that Vicksburg Dth and lOth, and Grand Hapids the 17th; returning to Ottumwa, Iowa, for the 24th and 31st. She goes East
ing himself if he could. This was, said Mr. Cohen, a Liberal constitution may be assured.
the greatest opportunity of his life to convert thlil
Another such opportunity may never present in June, to begin a course of Sunday meetings at Watertown,.
Y. Parties wishing to arrange for grove meetings will adJews. He did not do it, and the opportunity was itself, and the matter, in my opinion, is of the first N.
dress her at 12 High st., Watertown, N. Y.
lost forever. Mr. Cohen's was one of the best importance.
speeches of the evening, and in the matter of forcible
At least two good lecturers should enter ihe state, W. F. JAMIESON will now accept calls for lectureB, and will'
expression there was nothing like it.
at Fernandina, one go directly through to Pensacola, attend grove meetings. Address him at Lake City, Minn.
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sturdy in their use and enjoyment of this. I always like to
meet with these wise and comfortable believers in the glory of
hereafter. So long as imm6rtality is a vague,. transcendent
hope it is intensely fascinating; I only object to its formulaROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
tion into an iron creed as a test of fellowship-as a standard
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. Pu·rNAM, Secretary, by which to labor.
·

First Vice~President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
CounTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York.

Annual and Life Memberships.
Every Freethinker should become an Annual or Life Member of the National Liberal League. Life-membership certificates are issued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These
certificates are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of
the president of the League, Hobert G. Ingersoll, and of its
secretary, Samuel P. Putnam ; they are therefore ali. orna.
ment to any place and a mem01·ial of great value. They
shoula adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close
of the year. The support thus given to the League would
.
A. C. MACDONALD
make its success certain.
Chairman of the Finance Committ~e.
33 Clinton Place, New York city.

News and Notes from the Field.

'' It is 'not endlessness high natures prize,

But the rich fulness of all faculties."
It is the kind, not the quantity of life we hav, that crowns

us with supreme bliss; it is not mere existence that the human
heart longs for, but wealth, grandeur, and beauty of existence;
it is that each moment shall be a] sparkling jewel and not a
mere breath.
All the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the Th urstons,
who hav done such faithful service through many years for
liberty. It was by invitation of A. H. Thurston that we came
to Sturgis. We would like to hav gone to the big farm which
has been so long the hoine of Freethought, and reveled a day
or two in the delights of nature and forgotten everything of care
in the sunshine and glory of spring. Indeed, I felt very much
like that remarkable seripture character, Nebuchadnez3ar-I
did want to go to grass; I wanted to see it, lie down upon it,
and be thrilled by the electric pulse of earth while gazing
upon the infinit blue of heaven. However, business prevented
and we could not accept the kind invitation of our friends.
We hope to do so in the future. We were obliged to stick
to our dusty way and follow the music of the smoking
locomotiv, catching now and then glimpses of the fresh
magnificence of this birth of the world in tree and flower, in
winding meadow and sunny hill-side, in beauteous grove and
sparkling stream, in the soft, luminous horil"OD that seemed
ever opening into new pictures of delight and enchantment.
N. G. Watkins, favorably known to readers of THE TI\UTH
SEEKER and other Liberal papers as· an earnest writet•, was
also at Sturgis, and we were glad to make the acquaintance of
so genial and sturdy a reformer.
From Sturgis we went to Angola, where Dr. Mor~e, a veteran
in the cause, a worker for more than half a century in the field
of Liberal thought, had made arrangements for a lecture.
The attendance on Tuesday evening was very good. Angola
and the neighboring country can boast of a large and influential Liberal element. Many lecturers hav been here before,
and the ground has been well cui tivated. It was a great pleasure to meet with such a generous and devoted Liberal as Dr.
Morse, and also with his amiable wife, an ardent Freethinker
and supporter of Secular philosophy.
Important business has compelled Mr. Watts and myself to
forego all lecture engagements for this season, and adjolll'n
until fall. I hav not been able as yet to answer many letters
which I hav received while busy in the campaign, but now
that I am again in New York I shall endeavor to communicate
with friends, and, in the way of correspondence, keep up the
growing fellowship of our cause. I shall lecture in and about
New York during the summer months; work for the success
of the two great conventions in 'September and Oc:tober; and
prepare for a wide and vigorous campaign for the coming
year.
We hav done the best we could during the past year; made
some mistakes of course, but I believe, on the whole, the record
will stand good; and, learning by experience, we shall endeavor to accomplish more fruitful results hereafter. ·
Mr. Watts sails for England to prepare for his removal to
this country and full devotion to the interests of the great
work here. 1\'Ir. Watts has labored most faithfully during the
past year, and his eloquent exposition of our principles has
been of invaluable service to our cause. He goes with our
hearts' best wishes for a happy voyage and a speedy return to
fortunate lab:>rs in this new world.
Fraternally yours,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
May 23, 1885.

M. L. Dey has done a good work in breaking the ground at
Springport., Mich. The lectures were eminently successful.
The Opera House was filled both evenings, and they who had
never listened to the doctrins of Liberalism before found that
there was something new in the world, and also something
more true than they had ever listened to before.
Mr. Dey has been a sturdy Liberal in this community for
years and has alwa) s openly maintained his convictions. He has
held important offices in the township, and has the thorough
respect of his neighbors, although some of them are in the orthodox fold. Sometimes the clergymen get scandalized at the
awful Infidelity of Mr. Dey and endeavor to defeat him at the
polls with all the instrumentalities of "Christian charity," but
he is invariably elected by a triumphant majority, and the
churches are obliged to admit that so far as this world is concerned the Infidel is ahead. Their only consolation is that he
will never hav an opportunity to play upon the goldep. harp.
Well, so long as we can make music here we will not trouble
ourselvs about the hereafter.
We did hav music at Springport. Porter's brass band gave
us a good welcome and smoothed the way for our iconoclastic
blow. Thus the muses are beginning to array themselvs on
our side, and the rugged way of the pioneer is beginning to be
adorned with flowers.
C. B. Reynolds was with us also and aided in the success of
the meetings. He remains to carry on the work, lecturing at
Duck Lake twice on Sunday and once at Springport, making a
Sabbath day's journey of twenty or twenty-five miles, which is
far ahead of what the ancient Jews undertook to do. Whatever the chairman of the execntiv committee does he does with
might and main. The splendid list of representative which he
has chosen in the severnl states shows that he has not been
idle, and his letter to them is a valuable contribution to the
better understanding of the great work that lies before us. I
hav no doubt there will be a cordial response all over the
country and that at the next CoiJgress. we shall hav enla-rged
and better methods for the prom.ulgation and organization of
li'.reethought.
The formation of an auxiliary society was initiated at Springport, and under the inspiration of Mr. Reynolds's continued
labors no doubt a successful League will be instituted. There
is a vast Liberal element throughout this section, especially
among the farmers, and under the able leadership of Mr. Dey
and others this element will become a power in the community,
not simply to modify the churches but to create ind('pendently
a nobler civiliz11tion.
From Springport we went to Auburn, Ind., and found here
The Cause in Michigan.
the amplest encouragement. The Court House was packed
for two evenings. Friends came from a distance of twenty
Ft·om Philadelphia I was suddenly summoned to New York,
miles to attend. 'l'hese were the first Freethought lectures in friends having been informed of a large tent, flooring, seats
the ]!llace, but the community was ripe for them. W. H. Rake" and equipment, for sale at low rate and easy terms in Girard,
straw is the leading spirit in this movement, and its brilliant Mich. I opened negotiation by telegraph, but not being willing
success shows the ability and energy which he puts into the to risk purchase without per3onal inspection, and desiring to
canse. His brother, Samuel Hakestraw, John Leasure, H. R. hav consultation with my colleagues, Messrs. Watts and PutHeberling, J. J. Van Auken, temporary secretary of the auxil- nam, in regard to ge?eral interests of the work, and especially
iary League, and others are valuable co-workers. Over twenty the National LibE~ral League Congress at Cleveland, and to
names were subscribed for tho new society, and without doubt arrange preliminaries with Brother S. P. Putnam (who is
one hundred names will soon be enrolled, and we shall hav Chaitman of the Ex:ecutiv Committee of the New York Free.
here one of the most prominent Fnethought organizations in thinkers' Association) for the annual convention at Albany,
the country. I look forward with ·great interest to the con- N. Y., September 11th to 13th, I started for Grand Hapids,
structiv work which it will accomplish in the spirit of human Mich.
brotherhood and social progress, showing by actual achieveSunday afternoon a large attendance greeted Messrd. Watts
ment that the new is better than the old.
and Putnam at the Powers Opera House. In th" evening the
'I.' he markeil development of Liberalism in some places is crowd was immense; even standing room was unatt~inable,
simply astonishing. In communities like that of Auburn and and the vast audience g~ve undivided attention to the
vicinity, where no open endeavor htts ever been made for the speakers.
.advancement of Freethought, the moment the living word is
That Charles Watts was logical, eloquent, and ca1Tied conspoken it is responded to by hundreds who almost uncon- viction to his hearers despite their prejudices, goes without
sciously hav drifted in the forward direction. 1.'his shOW!'\ th(l saying. But the legion of f~·iends of the gentle, genial S. P.
spirit of the age and the immense promis of our work; that it Putnam will be delighted to know that' he has made a wonder·
is the evolution of human growth; that it is not thought only, ful improvement in his delivery. Without notes of any kind,
but life, and springs from human hope and aspiration; it satis- with grace of motion and dulcet cadence, he pours out 1is
fies a mighty hunger for something more beautiful and more heart's convLctions, clothed in the glowing beauty of poesy,
noble than the world has ever yet enjoyed.
delighting and entrancing his audience.
The Auburn string band furnished music for both onr meetOn Monday evening 1\lr. Watts delivered a most crushing
ings, and added much to the pleasure of the occasion. T:Qe rejoindor to a Rev. Gilbert's so--:Jalled reply to Colonel lugeraudiences were among the most refined and intelligent that soll'R lecture" Which Way?" So great was.the interest to hear
we ever addressed. In every respect the meetings were Mr. Watts that, long before the hour appointed, even the third
well arranged.
gallery-always reserved for the roughest of the gods-was
We had the pleasure of meeting E. R. Shoemaker, of crowded by fashionttble ladies, and, despite discomfor~ and
Waterloo, Ind., Dr. Morse and his wife, of Angola, Ind., and crowded condition, for nearly two hours all gave earnest
other friends good and true in the Freethought ranks, \Vhose attention.
presence was a delight to our pilgrim journey.
Brother J. D. JJlodgett, who, with prince-like generosity,
From Auburn, Ind., we went to S_turgis, Mich., where we bore the entire expense of these meetings, was delighted with
mingled with some of our Spiritualistic friends, whose delec- his investment, so thoroughly satisfactory was everything contation of another world does p.ot make them a:P.y the less , nected with this great effort.
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I obtained seventeen new subscribers for THE TRUTR
SEEKER, and sold a large number of Liberal publications.
On Monday I accompanied Messrs. Watts and Putnam to
Springport. Two meetings were held on the evenings of May
11th and 12th, at the Opera House, under the auspices _and
through the efforts and liberality of M. L. Dey. Wednesday
morning I bade adieu to my colleagues, and went to Girard,
only to find the tent I had expected to purchase shockingly
dirty, and ,altogether unsuitable for our purpose. Disceuraged but not dismayed, I wrote and telegraphed in several
directions, and finally gave order3 to the well·known tent
makers, =Murray & Baker, of Chicago, to make us a· circle
tent fifty feet diameter, they guaranteeing to ship it to me at
Kalamazoo on or before Thursday, May 28th.
I returned to Springport, and on Saturday afternoon that
stanch, tried, and true Liberal, J. Courtright, escorted me to
his happy and hospitable home at Duck Lake. Sunday morning, May 24th, I spoke at South schoolhouse at 10 A.M., subject, "Salvation "-good attendance and deep interest. A
pious Methodist doctor attempted to reply to JYir. Watts's lecture at Springport. He had learned by rote about fifteen pages
of Watson's reply to Paine, and inflicted it on the audience,
trying to palm it off as original. The audience were much dis,
gusted. But I succeeded in restoring them to good humor by
my rejoinder. Rode over to Sprin-gport, five and one-half
miles, and at 3 P.M. lectured at t:Pe Opera House on" Heaven
and the Angels." The parsons had worked for the past three
days, with all the desperate energy of men whose bread and
butter was at stake, and plied the stay-away argument for all
it was worth. Yet I was assured my effort was not in vain. I
rode back to Duck Lake, North schoolhouse, seven miles and
a half, and at 8 P.l\1. delivered the lecture, "Why I Left the
Pulpit." The schoolhouse is a very large one. Every possible
place was occupied. I hardly had room at the desk, so great
was the crowd.
On Sunday next, May 24th, I am advertised for Augusta,
Mich., afternoon and evening. I go from there to Kalamazoo
to pitch my tent, and shall open Tent campaign Sunday after.
noon, May 31st. Expect to remain two weeks. Correspond,
ents will take take due notice and govern th&mselvs accordingly.
Contributions to the Tent fund should be sent to the TRUTH
SEEKER office, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
c. B. REYNOLDS,
--------~---------

Watts and Putnam in Grand Rapids.
The German Ame1·ican, a paper published in Grand R1tpids,
in its issue of l\IIay 16th, ha9 the following notice of ihe recent
lectures in that city:
"The first of the course of Liberal lectures was delivered
Sunday afternoon at Powers's Opera House by Mr. Charles
Watts, on 'Agnosticism and Theism,' to an intelligent and
appreciativ audience. In this addre;s Mr. Watts developed
the Agnostic philosophy as understood by him, to the evident
satisfaction of all Agnostics. H~ then contr.1sted the two,
showing the former to be a real philosophy based upon life,
while the other was the creature of imagination and had its
origin in ignorance and superstition.
"In the evening Mr. Watts was introduced to one of the
largest and most appreciativ audiences that ever gathered
under a roof in this city. The subject for the evening was
' Secularism and Christianity.' For more. than an. hour and a
half the justly-celebrated English lecturer and Freethinker
held his audience as by magic power. He has a thorough
command of language, shows a thorough acquaintance with
present and ancient history and of the snbject of Freethought.
Frequent outbursts of applause by the audience were sufficient to demonstrate the fact that the lecturer's utterances
were heartily apptoved.
"Probably the most interesting of these lectures, to Grand
Rapids people, was the one given Monday night at Redmond's
Opera House. It had been announced that Mr. Watts would
reply to Rev. J. E. Gilbert's criticism on Colonel Ingersoll's
'Which Way?' The house was crowded with an eager and
attentiv audience. Throughout the entire lecture the speaker
was greeted with repeated rounds of applause Except to applaud, the audience was held as by a magic spell, giving the
most intense interest and attention to catch every word that
was said. During all our travels in this country and in Europe, it is not too much to say that never before hav we witnessed so attentiv and interested an audience. From the first
sentence until his conclusion, which was nearly two hours,
the speaker cut right and left, showing conclusivly the faJ,;ehood, misrepresentation, and ignomnce of the reverend gentlemun. His keen wit, his logical reasoning, nnd his eloq nence
as an orator, backed by a thorough historic11l knowledge of
the world and its greatest thinkers and writers, make him a
power, both as a public debater and lecturer, for effectiv work
that must be felt wherever he goes."
IN AUBURN.
MR. EDITOR: Watts and Putnam lectured here on the eve of
the 14th and 15th, in the court house, to a full house. The
audience for the first night consisted of but few Christians,
but on the second night a good many of them were there, and
the very strongest at that, also three ministers. One of these
with great courage asked the ushers to fincl him a back seat
before he would come in. When Mr. Watts made his closing
remark he challenged any of them, or all of them, to deb,tte,
but they made no reply-still as death. But I think Le gave
them some facts to ponder over. They no doubt will defend
their side to-day when he is forty miles away.
We took down some twenty odd names toward organizing a
League here. This is the first Liberal lecture we ever had,
and the belief or tea(lhings of Secularism were new to most of
the people, as there are but few who take any Liberal ·paper,
but become Freethinkerd from reasoning for themsel vs. All
were well pleased with the lecture. I heard some Methodists
make the remark, ''It )Vas very good." I hope it will do them
good, and cause them to look at humanity in the right light,
and not to pay so much attention to something they know
nothing about.
I want to say to all readers of this: Make mTangements to get
Watts and Put.nam, and you will hav fl grand treat. I say,'
Success to the standard bearers in spreadin" the light and
truth.
W. li. ll,.~KES'etU.\\',
Aubum, Ind., lU&y H, 188:>,
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f/kommuni~ations.
The American Congress of Churches.
This project was started on the lOth of November,
1883, the four hundredth anniversary of Luther's
birthday, when a circular was issued entitled, "A. Call
for an InterPccl~>siastical Church Cong"ress" On New
Year's day, 1884, the Pittsfield (Mass.) ministers came
together again to read the nearly two hundred replies they had received from eminent divines, college presidenh:, and laymen. The third conference
was held at PittBfield on the 18th of June last,
when, after a full discussion, the above t.itle was
agreed upon as the namA of the new organization,
and the purpose of the movement was formulated
"to. promote Christian union, and to a.dvance the
kingdom of God by a free discussion of the great
religious, moral, and social questions of the time." A.
"council" of twenty-five clerg-ymen and laymen were
appointed, which met in New Haven on the 20th of
November lA.st, when a permanent organization was
effected, and Hartford, Conn., was selected as the
place for the first meeting on May 11th, 12th, and
13th. A. faint ioea of the purposes and extent of the
movement may be gainprl by the following quotation
from the Boston Journal:
CONGRESS OF CHURCHES.-THE PROGRAM FOR THE MEETING AT
HARTFORD, CONN,
WATERBURY, CoNN., April 21st.-The arrangements for an
American congress of churches in Hartford, Conn, May 11th,
12th, and 13th, are approaching completion. The program embraces topics of great importance. The discussions will be
opened by men widelv known as Rpecialists, such as Rev.
Howard OroRby and Rev. James Freeman Clarke, Senator
Hao,yley, Dr. N. J. Dunton. of Hartford; John Henry Hopkins,
leader of the ritun.lists; Washington Gladden; George Dana
Boardman, of Philadelphia; Prof. Samuel M. Hopkins, of Aubmn Seminary; President Robinson, of Brown University;
and REv. Frederick D Power, pastor of the late PrPsident
Garfield. Governor HtJ.rrison, of Connecticut, will preside.
The management of the congress is in the hands of a council
in which the chief religious denominations are represented.
Its chairman is Dr Joseph Anderson, of Waterbury; its secretary, Rev. Wm. Wilberforce Newton, of Pittsfield. Among
the members are Hon. Francis Wavland, of New Haven,
Bishop Clerk, of Rboile Island, Dr. A. P. Peabody. of Cambridge, Dr. Chas. S. Robinson. Dr. William Ormiston, Rev. T.
C. Wtll>anns. 11.nd A. D F. Randolph. of New York, Dr. J. B.
Thomas, of Brooklyn, Dr. Daniel Merriman, of Worcester, Dr.
l!'. W. Conrad, editor of the Luther m Observe1·, and Isaac Errett, editor of the Christian Standarcl. Among the fifty vicepreBidelits who hav given the congress their indorsement are
some of the leading men of America, representing various sections and denominations, such as Bishops Andrews, Foss, and
Warren, of thA Metho<1ist church, ex-President Haygood, of
Oxford, G,l . Bishops Harris, of Michigan, Howe, of Pennsylvania, and Tuttle, of Utah, of the Episcopal church, Senators
Dawes, Edmunc1s, and Hawley, ex-Governor Long, of MassachnsEctts, and R. M. Bishop, of Ohio, and many others. Of
the Hartford Local Committee Dr. E. P. Parker ig chairman,
and Charles Dudley Warner, Henry E. Robinson, Gen. W. B.
Franklin, F. W. Cheney, and J. L. Greene are members.
A

This conference has just closed, and, in view of
these facts and othe1·s, let me inquire, what is the significance of the inauguration of such a great movement as this promises to become in the not distant
future?
To giv !<Ven a synopsis of the speeches delivered
duril:lg the four sessions of this congress would quite
exceed my limits; permit me, then, to condense by
sa:ying that the congress, which embraced representative from all tbe Protestant churches, was opened
on the evening of May lltb, Governor Robinson, of
Connecticut, presiding, Rev. Edward P. Parker, D D.,
making the address of welcome, after which " A.n
Historical A.cconnt of the Congress of Churches"
was given by Rev. Joseph Anderson, D.D. These
preliwiuaries were foilowed by the presentation of
the first topic for discussion, which was "The Relations of a Divided Christendom to A.ggressiv Christianity." Dr. Crosby, of New York, read the first
paper, the gist of which was, the curse of Christianity is a divided church. "Who can visit a village of
one thousand inhabitants, with its three eburcheE~,
and not c1nfess its divisions are unchristian?" "But.,"
he declared, ''there should not be the illightest compromise. Such cDmpromise comes often from the
union of church and state, which is not true unity."
Dirl be mean that?
Bev. Henry Hopkins, D D., of Williflmsport, Conn.,
an Epi~:>copalian, fnlinwf'd, givwg an account of three
Plvpty Lou8<::S of worship on the main street of his
t,.wu, saymg- that t.ht:s" fti!ures hav been due to
doctrinalJ!iff•.rences. Surh, be said, is to a greater
or lf't'B ext..-nt ihe case of thousands of villages. Bemmse of these divisions people decline to take part
in Christian wr-r:Jhip, nnd Rbroad it is even wnrBe.
Nin~:>teen diff0rent s~:clt-~ a.rtJ trying to convPt-t the
Japanfse from beatheniPnL Even on the two p-reat
sacramei.Jts there are d:fftrences of opinion. If in
eighteen centuries Cbri~ti~ns bav not settled their
points, bow can it be expected that heathens will be
able to do so? While the missionaries may be willing to giv up their indivi.dual peculiarities, they dare
not- do sn because of then sects at home.
After Christ's great prayer for unity the voice of
Rectariani8m should be dum b. The whole world seeH
the divieiou that exists, and therefore men do not
belitve. We must leev unity first, and then we may
Hpect the WorJd Will belieVe in the same line Of
tLought.

Rev. Frederick D. Power, of Washington, D. C., I ion is one of calm. sup.eri?rity," but com!orted hi~
Garfield's pastor~ said th~~ot a divided Christend~m self by adding, ".his prm~I~al purpose bemg ~o make
was unknown to Christ and the apostles. If Chris- money, he chromcled rehgwus news as he did dogtendom is divided the divine plan is disregarded fights and divorces."
and men are living in ~in. Workers together with
Rev. Julius H. Ward, of Boston, made a long
God, the early Christians carried everything before speech, in which he stated, " The ethical element in
them· with schism came confusion, shame,,failure and religion is the chief element;" admitted changes, but
death.
claimed that "God speaks to each generation in just
Rev. Dr. Peck, of Trinity Methodist Church, New these silent changes. . . . This work [of unity J
Haven, said that "union will never take pl~ce on !1 is possible only through channels that are not eccledenominational basis, nor will there be umon until siastical. . . . People of all beliefs . must look
every Christian body recognizes the points of every more and more for that substantial unity among
other. Each must hav conceded to it its perfect right American Christians which a broken Christianity
of interpretation of the great original charter." constantly imperils," and so he welcomed the newsThen why not grant the same concession to Anti- paper as one of those silent agents.
christians?
Rev. James M. Pullman, D.D., of Lynn, Mass.,
Rev. Theo~or~ C. Williams, of All .Souls' church, regretted that "full reports of Ingersoll ar~ ofte~
Nev.: York, s9:1d there can be no umon °~. consent given, while of the remarks of most clergy.men a b:ief
to vital doctrms ~nless you.hav some authmtty to_d~- summary only is made,'' but consoled himself with:
clare what doctrms are VItal. O!lly upon .Chns~ s "Notwithstanding all flings against religion, and all
character for the agreement of h1s squabblmg dis- jests at sacred things ample reports are given of
noteworthy sermons, se'ctarian theology being entirely
ciples can union be had."
Rev. G:e~rge :!!'· Pentecost, D.D., Brookl.yn,. ~e- ignored. On the whole, tbe secular press toward replore,~ existm~ d~fferences, and expres!led h_Is b~hef ligion is reverential and fair. Ron. Joseph R. Hawthat. ~he. world I~ ~?t so badly off after al~, .s~nce ley quoted Mr. Dana of the Sun as saying: "Every
Christiamty has laid It~ hands u~on every mv1hzed newspaper ought to be a religious one," and concountry, and. the doc.trms ?f Christ ~ay been. fixe.d tinned, "There are men doing religious work who
upon them With a gnp .of 1:oJ?. Cbrt~tJa? u~,wn IS are not inside the church at all.
It is not for
only to be had by reahzmg It m sectariamsm.
thei 1• interests [the edi~ors] to offend any denominaRev. A.. A.. Miner, D.D., of Boston, Universalist, Jion as to i!s peouli~.t~·ities. . . Editors publish alclosed up the evening's entertainment with" helL" mo 8 f, everything-some things because they say the
Hear him. He approved heartily of Christian unity, public will bav them. How is it so many of you
saying that" such unity is possible when it is consid- know about Bob Iugers·1ll if you havn't read what he
ered that we hav one Father; that we are brethren of has said as it "\\<as publi~hed in the papers? I would
one family in no formal sense; that God loves every not giv apace to the promotion of his doctrins. I
man as his own child. Here is a basis of unity broad think they are cruel and cold [well, some think yours
as the universe, high as heaven, deeper tban hell." are swaO'e and hot], and it is a crime to spread them,
A.ha! has hell become engrafted into his creed be- but they are what he says, and if you don't want
cause of the evangelicals aronnd him?
things in the papers you must not let them happen
The topics discusse i on the second day's session [that is, not let the colonel lectm·,;]. Some of you
WBre, in the morning, "The Function of Worship in are s11.ying that the press has taken so much of the
Promoting the Growth of the Church,'' and in the field that the people do not care to hear the preacher.
evening, "The Attitude of the Secular Press in This is not so; there ~s no place equal ~o that of the
America Toward R~li<>ion." Rev. Nathaniel Burton, preacher. He goes mto a place dediCated to A.lD.D., of Hanford. Uo;n., said in dealing in all t.erres- mighty God, and in which there is preaching, mu~ic,
trial affairs the church has improved. . . . Christ's and prayer. There h,e. can approach a~d deal with
disciples no longer liv a natural life, but a super- his people as n~ pohbcal orator. or edttor can. So
natural.
Worship cann0t do its whole work the newspaper Will never be substituted f~r the o~ce
Pxcept as it is prescribed and fo!'mu'ated by author- of the minister. If the ~ec:ul~r paper IS drawmg
ity. He seemed to favor the Liturgy, as dici Rev. away people from the pulp1t It IS your fault and not
Dr. Hopkins, Presbyterian, of Auhurn, N. Y. He that of the newspapers." Rev. Dr. Langdon, of Pennshowed that while the." Westminster divines treated sylvania, and Rev. Freeman Clarke, of Boston, agreed
public devotion as the most important part of the in saying that if the se~u~ar press does not help the
service, the Presbyterians assigned it. to the most in- church and tn.e pulpit, It IS the fault of the ch:u~·ch
ferior; the minister in the pulpit floes all the pray- aud the pulpit. And so, as a whole, th_e demswn
ing; a choir in the organ loft do all tbe urai;,ing; the was favorable toward the newspaper, that It could be
people constitute nothing but a silent aurlience." used as a means of building up Christ's kingdom by
But still he " would object to the rigid impm;ition of uniting all sect.s as one, and would not supersede the
liturgical forms.
The sermon, as a means of creed, church, and preacher.
.
drawing people steadily to the house or God, has surThe closing session of the congress, W ednesclay
vived its usefulnHs The itverage pulpiteer presents morning, was opened with prayer by the Rev.
only slight attnwt ons" He quoted Dr Oliv>r Wen- Chauncey Giles, of Philadelphia, Swedeuborgian,
dell Holmes " that the essentially intellectu11l char- after which R~v. Dr. Clarke began the discussion
acter of an extemporaneous composition spoken to upon the "Historical Christ a!! the True Center of
the Creator, with the consciousness that many of his Theology." It would be impossible to report him;
creaturE"s are listening to criticise or admire, is t.be suffice to say orthodoxy received no blows from him
great argument for set forms of prayer; that as the while he could turn out of his way to say, "With
C(Jngreg!l.tion praise by means of a hymn-book, they such a united churt.Jh [the Protestant that he had
might equally pray by mea.ns of a prayer-book," w 1s described] how long would the outcast heathen in
his argument, "and that the changed social condi nur cities be left uucared for? How long would
tion demands a concession
under peri! o' :Materialism, Agnosticism, Pessimism, Atheism, the
having our congregation desert the church altu- spiritual diseases of our time, resist the radiance of
getber." He would hav "the clergy make this cou- this new advent of Christ to the world?" A.nd yet
cession ill good season;" that is, hurry up and" shape he had declared, "As long as we define beforehand
your creeds to the world," as a Boston minister said for each other what we ought to believe about Christ,
a few Sundays ago.
there is little prospect of church union." Why, then,
Rev. Charles C. Grafton, of Bost1n, said "worshin should he define for Atheists, etc., what they ought
consisted of prayer and sacrifi.~e," etc. Rev. D. G. to helieve about Christ?
Boardman, D.D., of Philadelphia, said, "Worship is
President E G. Robinson, D.D., LL.D., of Provia b·unan instinct. No man was ever bom an Atheist," dence, R I., said: "The historical Christ is a perand attempted to prove it, summing up at tl-ta.t point sonal Christ., not a metaphysical, not an ideal Christ,
with, "no wnnder, then, that worship will be the but a veritable living person, the risen Christ, the
blessed occupation of 1he beav"lnly immortality!" glorified Cbrisf;. Christ is as real a person to-day as
He "did not believe in the elabor tt.A ritual that has we who are here are persons," with much other pious
been done away with in Christ. Verily one mi!!ht fanaticism like, " Christ is the center of what we
fancy that the story of Jacob's well were ~ltogetbe~ a might call true ethics. To-day the ethics of Jesus
myth and the prophet of Naz1reth had never been Christ are the standard, the test, of every ethical
born, the church had learned so slowly the vast Jes- theory that man has brought forth. [A.ha! didn't he
son that worship must be of the spirit
but invent the telephone and bicycle also?] Not one
even spiritual worship must take on some kind of solitary principle that Jesus taught has been outliturgy. Beware then of pantheistic philosophy. livAd; not one has been disproved; not one essenti~l
Man's plowing is as holy as his praying. . . . bas bAen added to his code. On the person of this
Worship is the thing for which man was historic Jesus we will stake all, and say to skeptics,
made." Then he cited the story of Martha and Mary, You may explain away Jesus if you can. This Jesus
that "Mary's one thing neeOful was in ward dev~tion . . . holds us with the grip of omnipotence."
to mA [Jesus]." Right Rev. Bishop Coxe followed; Then a bugle blast was sounded by Presid~nt Porter
them Rev. Thomas K. Beecher, of Elmira, N. Y., who of Yale College, another by Chauncey Giles, afte1·
said, "If ye stop trying to imitate, if ye borrow noth- which Rev. Dr. Plumb ignorantly said, for we must
ing, if ye cease all boasting and bumptiousnesR, and not suspect him of hypocrisy, that "Christ has transsimply wait, ye shall achieve great results." Presi- formed civilization, promoting its humanities and
dent Long, of Antioch College, Ohio, and Prof. Pliny charities [like Girard college], until even Infidels
Earle Chase, of Haverford College, Pennsylvania, a seek his name to giv their utterances credence."
Friend, ended the morning session.
Here the discussion closed; thanks, congratulations,
ThA avenin~ session was opened by Rev. Washing- and fraternal compliments ending the congress with
ton Gladden, D.D., of Columbus, 0., who said: "The "Godspeeds for the second congress next year at
attitude of the average American editor towl\l'd relig- St. Louis."
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Now, let me inquire what prompted this congress.
Why this " effort" to promote Christian union and
to advance the kingdom of God? Let me answer in
their own words, disguised as they are, "Earnest men
of all communions here come to see the necessity of
uniting their forces against a common foe. . . .
.A.ll varieties of evangelicll Protestantism should be
allied in defense of common interests and in furtherance of common faith.
. From an early period the followers of Christ hav been compelled to.
witness the spectacle of a divided Christendom. . .
It may be that the time is near when the organization
of a state church, like the national church of England, will be an impos3ibility, because society will be
too much disintegrated to maintain it, but there can
be no question but that the best feature of English
life to-day is the pervasiv and penetrating influences
that come from its national organization of religion"
(Rev. Julius H. Ward, of Boston). There, does not
that last statement divulge the whole plot? Does it
not open up to our astonished vision that this congress of American churches was organized for the
sole purpose of inaugurating a _conspiracy by which
a national religion would be established, similar to
the one in Christian England, with God in the Constition, Jesus Christ as the ruler of the nation, and
the Bible the law of the land? Is this not what is
meant by "advancing the kingdom of God?" Is not
this the reason why the clergy are so anxious to promote Christian union? Do not they see Infidelity
coming in like a flood, and is not "an impossibility"
to organize state and church, unless done sO<'Jll, the
cause of this whole action that I hav thus briefly re·
v·iewed? I hav watched this movement from its
incipiency, and present it as it appears to me. Ought
not a note of warning he sounded in the ears of a
slumbering nation? The press, the people, the
moneyed power, the clergy believe, are subservient to
their wishes. Wealth is pouring into their cuffers
from all quarters in the form of donations, bequests,
endowments, and millionaire gifts, and the immense
power and influence thus gained cstnnot be estimated.
Our only hope is in a divided church; but should
Protestant and Catholic unite our ooom is certain.
It seems to me we hav as much to fear ·from the one as
from the other, with equal power once in their hands.
The whole aim of the church is to converL the world
to the Lord, aud they are working with a will unequaled by Cm;ar, Alexander, or Napoleon.
Yes, I am in earnest, and hav been ever since a
national God was first proposed. I shrink from the
possibility of realizing that my thirty-five years of
continuous, persistent labc·r to destroy the authority
of the Bible has been of no avail in preventing this
monstrous crime.
Barre, Mass, May 15, 285.
ELLA E. GmsoN.

Canadian Notes.
On Sunday last a lecture was delivered in Albert
Hall by R. B. Butland on" The Evolution Philosophy." .A. reading was given by 1\Ir. Risser. .A. piano
solo, "The Overture to the Caliph of Bagdad," was
played by little .A.llna Butland, nine years of age.
Christianity triumphed, reason and common sense
were overthrown. There remains now only one
authority, the Christian church. Beyond the pale of
the cburcb. no salvation. Whoever is not Christian
has no longer any rights whatever, and we must accept the most dett.s,able doclrins if put forward by
Christianity. Now we hav nothing left but the gr'l.ce
of God, the predestination of the elect, and original
sin; the pleasure of God and the church take the
place of virtue and freedqm of inquiry. There ia no
longer anything that can be called conscience, or justice, or virtue, Authority ttnd obedience become the
formula of the word of life; the advent of Christianity,
resulting in a hierarchy of slaves, professes to be the
mainstay of freedom and justice. But we find their
maxims to be be senseless, immoral, and anti-social.
Christianity has laid violent hands on reason, on
thought. If intelligence endeavors to escape from
Christian bondage, it is brought. back by blows and
stripes, anathemas, and fir,e and fug~t. All reason
will be suppressed by the church w1t h fire, sword,
the torture chamber, and gibbet. During· aU periods
of great public calamities, great fires, -great famins,
great pestilences, the minds of men are filleJ with
awe, fear, dread, and superstitious terror. .A.t such
times prophets, supernatural revelations, new relig·
ions, spring up like mushrooms. Christianity arose
during one of those periods. 'rhe Christian Ch1·ist
was born just at the close of the great civil wars of
the Roman world, during whi0h neighbor was arrayed
against neighbor, brother against brother, child
against paren,t. .A.ll over the whole of the Homan
empire, i. e., the whole civilized world, it was a time
of universal famin, pestilences, destitution, and
misery. The minds of men were filled with awe, fear,
dread, and superstitious terror. This condition of
humanity produced Christianity. It heralded the
birth of the Christian Christ. Another cause of its
rise was the utterly rotten state of society and public
morals in the ancient world at the time of its advent.
At such a time some great, sweeping, radic.il change
must inevitably take place. In this case Christianity
supplied the change which was imperativ. Had it

not come along some other religion would hav done
so. The old theologies and systems of religion were
all stone dead. This caused a vacuum into which
Christianity rushed, being the fittest, and having the
greatest affinity to existing circumstances. Yet another cause of the rise was that Christiani~y was the
most democratic of all the contemporary s:vstems.
It appealed to the poor and lowly, the oppressed, the
weary and heavy laden. "Come unto me all ye that
are weary and heavy laden, and 1 will giv you rest,
fer I am meek and lowly of heart." It appealed to
the poor, the weak and oppressed, against the rich,
the strong, the oppressors-can you wonder at its
rise? Another potent cause of its rise was its wholesale system of bribery, in the way of rewards in the
next world, in a future life beyond the grave. To a
wretched, downtrodden, despised people, with no
prospect of anything but misery in this world, supreme felicity in the next was an irresistible bribe.
Lastly the political necessities of .the usurper Constantine insured its final triumph. Usurpers in all
ages hav found it necessary to call in the aid of superstitious religion to strengthen their usurped thrones.
Constantine was in this fix. Christianity was the
strongest and most available superstition at hand.
He invoked its aid. It helped him to be the tyrant
of the whole civilized world. He helped Christianity
to be the tyrant of the whole world of thought. He
destroyed all political and civil liberty. Christianity
crushed out alL reason and common sense from the
region of thought.
Toronto, May 23, 1885.
R. B. BUTLA.ND.

Shall Mr. Wakeman be Ordaine(U
Now that Mr. Wakeman has definitly entered upon
a new career-that of advocating the principles and
doctrins of Universology and its accompanying philosophy, Integralism-allow me to propose that thf.l
Liberals of New York institute a new religious society and make him the'i.r pastor.
Ordinarily it is presumed that one, unless he is
regularly" prepared for the ministry," may preach
himself out in a few weeks, but the doctrins of Universology, and Integralism, and Pantarchism are inexhaustible, it is claimed, so that Mr. Wakeman will
hav ample room to display his keen logic and brilliant oratory, of which he unquestionably possesses a
large share. Or there i~ in this city a Society of
Humanity, of which Mr. Wakeman is already an
activ member, and, if not incompatible with the purposes for which the large fund they hav was willed
to them, will that not enter into the work? It is a
splendid opportunity, wiiih so abls an expounder of
so immense a system of doctrin, for the society to
"make its n;1ark" in the world.
The proposition suggested itself as I read in the
present issue of your p1.1,per the very able review by
Mr. Wakeman of" The Nature a-nd Reality of Religion," edited by Professor Youmans, and published
by the .A.ppletons. In this review Mr. Wakeman advocates the theory of "Emphasis" to explain the
diverse views on the same subject of equally able
men, which is the only logical explanation possible.
Now this doctrin is, as you yourself know, unquestonabl_v U uiversological and .A.ndrewsian, arising of
necessity from the science as a part of the system of
Integralism, and Mr. Andrews has been preaching it
to more or less appreciativ flars, as often the less as
the more, the past fifteen years
Now that Mr.
Wakeman has taken it up, it is hoped he will keep on
and popularize, if he can, other doctrins which Mr.
Andrews has lubored, with hut litlle succesR, to make
acceptable to the public. Perhaps from Mr. Wakeml1n's lips, in his Jess obscure even if less profound
way, they will be more readily grasped.
If he does this he will earn and probably receive the
lasLinr; gratitude of Mr. Andrews and his school, for
it will equally bentifi.t humanity to know the truth,
even though it rob }Hr. Andrew:> of the honor that
justly belongs to him. Beside3, Mt·. Andrews's discoveries t~.nd elaborations in the sciento-philosophical field are so immense, co:nprehensiv, and profound that he can well afford to share some of the
minor glories with his neighbo t's. In time, when his
work shall hav become known (and we hope and pray
that Mr. Wakeman will contribute to that knowledge), there will be honor and glory enough for any
one man to bear.
I say this because I know that Mr. Andrews prepared and THE TRUTH SEEKER published, just followiog Messrs. Spencer and Harrison's articles, a profound and labored article-too profound, perhaps, for
the majority of readers-in which he set forth just
the same ideas that Mr. Wakeman has made use of
in his review, though Mr. Andrew:> dwelt more upon
the fact of the double or all-sidedness of all truth
than he di.l the on emphasis itself.
Not the least notice of that article, that I am aware
of, has been taken by the chief parties iu the controversy; but Mr. Wakeman seems to make good use
of the ideas abstracted therefrom, only, I am sorry to
say, he givs no credit. He speaks of Comte and Spencer, and even mentions" Integral Philosophy," unquestionably Mr. Andrews's system, as unquestionably as
that the " Positiv " system is Auguste Comte's, but
never once writes " Andrews." I for one should hav
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thought more highly of him had he _frankly acknowledged the source of his ideas, instead of leaving the
reader in ignorance; but it is only those at a distance or who are unacquainted with Mr. Andrews
w~o are ign_orant. We who are at all acq uaint.ed
w1th the philosophy of Mr. .A.ndrewe, who hav listened to the eloquence of his profound utterances the
last decade or more, recognize the fatherhood of the
ideas, and sincerely thank Mr. Wakeman for his
attempt to put them in a more popular form, even
though he puts them forth as his own. .A.s I said, Mr.
Andrews can afford to share the glory of his work
with his helpers.
But it is not specially to emphasize this point that
I write. · My objeet, a~ indicated at the commencement of this communication, is to suggest the establishment in New York of a society something after
the pattern of that presided over by Richard Cong_reve in London. This church, with Mr. Wakeman
as "pasbor," expounding the doctrins of Auguste
Comte, as interpreted and modified by Uuiversology.
would worthily lead the way toward that new and
higher Integration which is tlie hope of the world.
CoNSTANT READER.

Miss Gardener in Her Own Behalf.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I
believe that I hav never before written to your paper
upon any personal matter, and perhaps it is fo:>lish
for me to do so now; but in your issue of May 9th I
read (in a· communication from Mrs. Lacy N. Colman) this paragraph:
"As I am in a critical mood, I wish to say thl1L I wholly dissent from the article-! should say from the spirit of the arti.
cle-of a correspondent from Syracuse, who says, ' There are
women (in the judgment of the writer) whose writings are
superior to Miss Hillen H. Gardener's, and who were not introduced by Colonel Ingersoll to the pi atform.' Cannot one bA
gla<l for another thaL she may hav had that advantage, even
though she may be alone in the houor? I do not know the sex
of the writer, but should be sorry to know it to be a womau.
Let us be gllid for >tll good thM comes to the advocates nf
Libemlism, not saying paltry things that may hurt their
feelings."

I ha<l not and hav no~ seen the article to whici.l
Mrs. Colman refers, and against the spirit of which
she so kindly protests in my behalf, but if I had, it is
not whully impossible that I might agree with the
writer thereof, at least in the substance of his (or
her) statement. It Las certainly not been held s.s
one of my opinions that my writings are superior to
those of many other women. 1 should be sorry to
think that they are; but I do not know how my critic
can know much of their quality, since nothing beyond one or two fugit:v articles or letters of mine
has ever yet been published.
It is true that certain extracts, condensed reportil,
etc., hav appeared in newspapers from time to time,
but I suppose that one who is a critic would hardly
think of judging me by such things as these.
Colonel Ingersoll knew of work which I had aud
hav in hand that he is pleased to think of sufficieut
worth to justify him in his kind introJ.uction of rue.
Surely this should not appear as a hardship to auy
one else? .A.nd although I hope my work ma.v liclt
fall short of his generous Astimate of its worth, I am
entirely willing to concede the point at issue, ~Jz :
"There hav been and are other women whose writlu>;os
are superior to Helen H. Gardener's who were uot
introduced to the public by Colonel Ingersoll."
So, while I heartily thank Mrs. Colman for her
kindly Jefense of me against what she deemed an
ungenerous spirit of criticism, I at the same time
desire my unknown adverse critic to feel assured
that I do not claiu1 for myself, nor hus anyone
claimed for me (so far as I know), either supeliorioy
to all other~, or that I hav not a wide field for improvement open before me. But untii what I can
do is better and more fully demonstrated than has
been yet possible (both for want of time and oppurtunity), perhaps it will be just as kind aud rather
more just to permit each one to go her own way, take
her own course, do her work as best she c!ln, aitm·
her own plaPs, and not institute comparisons (which
hav nothing. whatever to do with earnest honest,
work), nor infuse jealousy and venom into a field
where already there are thorn.~ enough, and ~here
there is ample room and work tor all who are mtent
upon offering tbeir best energy and efforts to a great
cause rather than in wasting them upon per:>o1al
questions, which hav nothing whatever to do w1th
the labor which is before us all. I, at lea~t, am wllling to work side by side with those who are my
recognized superiors in ability, and still bJ content and happy, trusting that my adverse critic may
be the same.
Sincerely,
HELEN H. GAHDEN.l!.R.
IT seems they still hav laws in Rome fot·biddiug attacks
upon religion. On the Friday preceding Pain: Sun~.ay the
auti·clericals of llorue held a btmquet to "unbelievers lll the
immediate vicinity of a place whore the Catholies wen• wor·
shiiJing. This the Catholics con,idered au insult, which was
further aggmvated by ar-ticles criticising the "lwly ". religio~
in the Capii .le an anti-clerical journal. These arLWttls offended the people of Ito me so much that the Hom<m ladieo; of
the aristocracy held a meeting and wrote a letter to the magistrate, req nesting that he tihoni<l, accoriling to .e:s:!stmg Ia ws
which forbid attackH upon religion, proceed ag><lllst the paper
and confiscate it. This letter ho<d its effect. 'l'he procumtor,
who had been ii.E>af to previous insults was uot il.et<f to therequest of the ladies, aud issued orders 'that the Cupitu~e should
be seized at once,
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not come to the religion the religion must progress
to them.
This move on the pad of the revising committee
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
should not, however, create surprise. That is more
Editor. likely to be excited by the fact that the eminent
E. M. MAonoNALD,
gentlemen hav been able to resist the temptation,
Business Manager.
C. P. SoMERBY,
which must hav been great, to make still further
PUBLISHED BY
changes. The spirit of criticism now ~rev alent would
TfiE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY. hav upheld them in relegating the Old Testament
to its rightful place as a crude record of the tradi83 Clinton Place, New York.
tiona history and religion of a nomadic and almost
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Mocking at Misery.

Addrm aU Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COMA writer who has evidently been " in shallows and
pANY. Ma~ all Drafts, Chec~, and Postal Orders payabk
in
miseries " all his life applies to the Christian Advolo CHARLES P. SOMERBY.

cate for advice and consolation.
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Money Needed.
The Business Manager has this week sent bills to
those subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER who are in
arrears. We urge upon the attention of those receiving them the necessity of a prompt response.
The Truth Seeker Company has publiRhed during
the past year a great deal of good Liberal literature,
at low prices, and the various enterprises hav been
a severe drain upon an exceedingly limited treasury.
1\'I:oney is now urgently needed, and we ask those
owing for their papers to make a strong effort to pay
up. The sums are not large to each individual, but
collectivly they are all in all to us. We do not ask
anyone to earn the Lord's love by being a cheerful
giver, but we hav a right to E:xpect that those who
hav had the favor of several months' credit should
now promptly respond to our call.

The Mo{lern Balaam.

He says:

"Would you allow a long-suffering and perplexed one to
state his troubles? The writer can say that he has never
knowingly wronged, defrauded, or corrupted any man, though
frequently wronged. Yet his life has been a discomfort and a
pain for long, long, long weary years, and yet he has prayed
for relief, and endeavored to keep the scripture commandments;and yet, apparently, he might as well hav prayed to a
stone. Do you think a parent would tell his child that he
would be a 'present help in time of trouble' if he would call
upon him, and then fail to do so when called upon? It seems a
strange perplexity that such a one as you can say God is, who
can behold suffering of all degrees without extending the
helping hand, is sinlflss; but for man to do so is a gross sin."

The editor of the Advocate reads the sufferer a
homily, assures him there is in the Bible no promis
to remove physical suffering in every or any particular case, and then prescribes as follows:
"Carefully study the eleventh chapter of Hebrews. Acknowledge that God is wiser than you. Imitate Job, and say:
'I hav heard of thee by the hearing of the ear, and now mine
eyes seeth thee, and I abhor myself, and repent in dust and
ashes.' Do you think that you are better than Job or Paul?
The natural law that you speak of, under whose heel you are,
may be made of God, and, looked at from the point of view
of cause and effect, you may seem like a worm crushed under
the mighty wheel. But you are not a worm. You hav a soul
that can commune with God, who has said that 'all things
work together for good to them that love him.' It -is your
duty to believe that against all evidence to the contrary.
Hold on in simplicity and piety until you get relief, or die by
the will of God. If you do not get relief, by the grace of God
you will hav strength to achieve persevering and victorious
virtue, and when you die, your reward in heaven will be proportionate to all that you hav suffered here."

Quite a number hav written for prices in quantities of the picture published in THE TRUTH SEEKPm of
May 2d. We hav therefore had a large number
printed on calendered paper, as it appeared in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, which we will Fend, postage free, at the
following rates: one dozen, 30 cents; one hundred,
If anyone desires more frigid comfort than this, it
$1.50; one thousand, $10. We hope a large number
will
be necessary· to wait until cold weather sets in
will be ordered, and posted up everywhere, as those
again.
Dr. Buckley has not touched upon. the final
who hav written about it say the cut speaks volumes.
consolation of Methodism. Ba:ffied and beaten and
tossed about by the winds in the wilderness of
Hell.
doubt, the wayfarer still has left open to him the
One of the improvements made by the revisers of dominions of Satan, to which Methodism dooms him
the Old Testament is the substitution of the word unless he believes that which is contrary to all evisheol for hell, the latter name for the supposed place dence.
of torment not being the exact counterpart of the
This correspondent should bear in mind that no
Hebrew sheol.
man ever accomplished anything while on his knees.
Sheol means the under-world, but does not mean a It is not until he gets up and goes to work that his
place of torment. Hell originally meant "covered," prayer begins to take effect, and work brings the
and in that sense was synonymous with sheol, but it same result whether preceded by prayer or not. Let.
has become so generally used as meaning a place of him therefore arise and see if he cannot discover and
punishment that it is no longer a synonym. The remove the cause of his p1iseries. Failing in this,
Greek hades, used in the New Testament, is the un- let him bear them like a man. One thing is certain
seen place; gehenna is from the name of a valley near -when relief comes, it will hav an earthly source.
Jerusalem where refuse and offal were burnt.
The Christian world is indebted to the church for
"Socialism to the Bar."
the doctrin of an eternal hell, or place of punishThe trial of Justus Schwab in this city last week
ment. With the Jews, after the exile, sheol was divided into paradise and gahanna-the abode of bliss was one of the most unfair that has ever disgraced
and the place of burning. Between the heaven and our judiciary. The indictment of Schwab was for
the hell of the Ch1 istians, the Catholic church places assault and inciting to riot, and was the result of a
purgatory, divided, like the J a wish sheol, into com- meeting in Concordia Hall last winter. The meeting
partments of more or less discomfort. The church was called by the social agitators, chiefly foreigners,
bas always and universally believed in a future eter- who call themselvs Socialists, but use the word Sonal punishment for the unbelievers and the wicked. cialist indiscriminately with Communist and AnarchThe Unitarians and Universalists, with the followers ist. The audience was divided into two factions,
of Be£cher and other preachers like him, are there- dynamiters and anti-dynamiters, Schwab belonging
fore htretics, and, if the dogmas of the orthodox to the former faction. One of Schwab's opponents
church be sound, will upon their decease be eternally taking the chair at the meeting, he interposed, and his
punished in the place the existence of which they do interference led to a squabble and war of words.
not believe in.
Police Captain McCullagh was present, and, going
Like the attempt to introduce " good whiles" be- to the platform, commanded silence. His presence,
tween the days of creation, this modification by the instead of producing silence, turned the enmity of
revising committee is a concession to nineteenth cen- both factions toward himself, and being a small man
tury ideas. If, in the course of a decade or two, the in civilian's clothes, he was hustled around to the
Bible is again revised, it is the most likely thing in great detriment of his dignity. He then sent one of
the world that a committee would find good and his detective for the reserve police platoon, and,
valid reasons why all references to sheol, hell, or upon their arrival, ordered them to clear the hall,
hades in both Old and New Testaments should be which they did with much brutal clubbing. Schwab
translated "heaven." There is nothing like possess- was afterward arrested upon the charges mentioned.
ing a "progressiv" religion; and if the people will
~ast weal!; the trial came off. Mr. FeUows, of the

district attorney's office, was the public prosecutor,
It being his business to convict a prisoner if he can,.
little blame should perhaps attach to him, but upon
the judge tbe most severe censure should be visited ..
From ~he firs~ it was plain that ~he ideas of Schwab.
a~d his assomates were upon tnal, and n~t Schwab.
himself for an a?eged assault upon ?aptam McCullagh. Introducmg scarc~ly any testimony to pr~ve
th~ ~~sau!t, the pros~cutm.g att~rney bega~ an mqmsitwn mto Schwab. s ~e~tefs With. the ma~ifest a.nd
open purpose of preJudiCing the Jury agamst h1m.
To this Schwab's counsel properly objected, but
Judge Van Brunt overruled his objection. The in~
quisition then proceeded, and to such an extent was:
it carried that one of the jurors arose and protested.
"I want to know," he said, "if we are trying this
man for an assault or for being a Socialist." But the.
inquisition continued, eliciting from Schwab an incoherent jumble of Socialistic, Anarchistic, and Communistic ideas.
When the time came for the prosecuting attorney
to address the jury, he glided over the evidence, and
drew a lurid picture of the desolation that would
reign should Schwab's Socialistic theories prevail in
this country. He told of the dark workings of_
Schwab and his conspirators, and described how Socialism would rob every person of his wealth and
leave him penniless. As a stump speech, his effort
was successful, but as a summing up of evidence
tending to convict, it was unworthy of a lawyer of his
attainments.
After Schwab's lawyer had enumerated the many
virtues of his client, the judge delivered his charge,
which, for unfairness, must rank Judge Van Brunt
with Benedict. The charge dwelt almost exclusivly
upon the evidence produced against the prisoner.
Schwab had avowed himself an "Atheist or Materialist, but a very religious man, because religion was
nothing more than 'the reunification of many,' " and
the judge charged that it was right to compel him
to disclose his religious and Socialistic views, " because then the jury, by finding out whether or not
any moral or religious restraint was thrown around
him, could tell whether or not to believe his testimony." This insult to Schwab and Atheists was entirely gratuitous, for the prosecution, coerced by a
cloud of witnesses, admitted that the Schwab's moral
character was good. The prosecuting judge then
touched upon a fact not brought out in the evidence,
and which, of course, be had no legal or moral right
to do-that " when Schwab became a citizen of the
United States, he must hav sworn to uphold and support the Constitution. He must at that time hav
sworn falsely, since on his examination he declared
his desire to overthrow all government, and his belief
that government was the badge of man's slavery."
After this illegal deliverance, the judge sent the jury
out, with directions that when the verdict was ready,
he could be sent for. The place where he could be
found, he said, was Wallack's theater.
Though, notwithstanding the judge's evident effort
to convict, the jury disagreed, and Schwab will probably not be tried again, we think that every fairminded man must protest against courts of inquisition in which a man is tried for holding certain
heterodox ideas, and not for the misdemeanor set
forth in the indictment.

Religious aud Secular Pedestrianism.
The Massachusetts Supreme Court evidently believes in making haste slowly. The public statutes
of the Puritan Commonwealth declare that "whoever travf31B on the Lord's day, except from necessity
or charity,.shall be punished by fine not exceeding
ten dollars for each offense." The Supreme Court
has just decided that if a man takes a short walk" for
air and exercise," or to " call on a neighbor," he is
not an unlawful traveler or a breaker of the Sunday
law. In reaching this conclusion the court lays
much stress onthe brevity and innocent purpose of
the walk.
This decision is encouraging, and indicates that
sometime in the latter part of the twentieth century
Massachusetts will hav outgrown her pantalet and
pinafore .days.

Church and State are Separated !
New York state's very accommodating assemblymen voted last Thursday to. giv free water io all the
" charitable " institutions of Brooklyn. This is a
comparativly small steal-only a few thousands per
year-and the churches hav such a hard time in sup·
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porting their paupers that the people will not, of A GOOD many ministers are taking upon themselvs the task fashioned doctrinal preaching is going out. Many old docof "answering" Elizabeth Cady Stanton's recent paper in the trins hav been renounced or hav sunk into oblivion. Future
course, complain.
North American Review. In lieu of any evidence to support retribution is only alluded to; eternal punishment almost
--------~------

Editorial Notes.
IF Victor Nelson, a former subscriber to 'rHE 'l'RUTH SEEKER,
should see this paragraph, he will please call on Dr. Sievers,
of 202 E. 28th street, this city.
SEWARD MITCHELL has printed a small quarto sheet containingwhat he thinks are "Important Truths, Preparing the Way
for Coming Generations." Mr. Mitchell is an all-around reformer, an Anarchist, Freethinker, Spiritualist, Anti-Usurer,
Anti-Monopolist, Abolitionist (not only of slavery, but of
government), Free Trader, Labor Heformer, and Freelover,
and his little paper is spicy reading. His address is Newport,
Me., and five cents would be none too much to send for his
"important truths."
THROUGH the effort of a revivalist, Fort Worth, Texas, is
passing through a spasm of "purity." A. man was arrested
two weeks ago for selling a banana and five cents' worth of
candy.on Sunday. The liquor stores were all closed, but this
did not prevent drunkenness, rather increasing it than otherwise, for the cittzens of bibulous desires purahased supplies on
Saturday. The Evening Mail says that scores of men drank
twice or thrice the amount of liquor they were in the habit of
doing on any other day in the week.
AN American girl, writing from Berlin to a New York paper,
regretfully states that "tbe Germans are certainly not a religious people; their way of spending Sunday is very different
from ours. Tho ladies think nothing of having a dressmaker
~n Sunday, and they crotchet and sew just as on other days.
Among all my acquaintances I only know a few who go to
church at all. The number of state churches does not exceed
sixty in a city of over a million inhabitants. The tendency of
the nation is to Freethinking and living."
THE Ntw Em, a Spiritualist paper, published every two
weeks at Grand Uapids, Mich., advises everyone to send for
the·TRU11il SEEKER ANNUAL. We think the advice is sound.
With "The Modern Balaam" the New )]},·a is also pleased. The
picture is, it says, "one of the best illustrations we hav ever
seen. We wish this picture, in all its significance, and full
comprehension by them, could reach all the priest-ridden
people, both Homan Catholic and Protestant, to the accomplishment of their freedom from the slavish fear of 'hell,' and
the bigotry of the churches and their ministry."
FoR some weeks past Stephen Pearl Andrews has been prostrated bybronchial and other physical ills, and his condition
has been at times very serious, but the latest reports from the
attending physicians is very encouraging. We trust that their
skill will be sufficient to preserve to this world for many years
yet one whom the Liberals and Iteformers can so ill afford to
spare. Mr. Andrews has many ideas of importance yet to
print, and there could be no economy of nature sul>served by
his going over the river. He is needed as a balance-wheel to
the various sociological reforms, and we conjure him to make
haste in his convalescence.
THE Toronto Secular Society gave a concert and social hop,
at their rooms, 9 Grand Opera House, May 20th. Mr. W. M.
Scott presided over an exceedingly pleasant entertainment, in
which MillS Annie Butland, the charming ·daughter of our
Canadian correspondent; Mr. Glochlin, Mr. McFedries,
Mrs. Stevens, Professor Brown, Mr. Piddington, Mr. J.
Slack, Miss and Mr. Seaton, Mr. A. Tilney, Mr. T. Sewell,
Mr. D. Itichmond, Mr. Edwards, Mrs. Elliott, Mrs. Verrall, Mr. Gibbs, Mrs. Bell, Mr. J. Harrison, whom the
Freemasons are trying to expel becausE' of his Secularistic
opinions, and Miss N. Stewart took prominent part. These
entertainments are an established feature with the Toronto
society. We thank the promoters for printing upon the program the wholesome advice to subscribe for THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
ABOUT the most beastly sermon we ever read was preached
by the Rev. Mr. Pearson, revivalist, at Fort Worth, Texas, the
other day. After the choir had sung, "There is a Fountain
Filled with Blood Drawn from Immanuel's Veins," the preacher
announced his text from Exodus xii, 13, "And the blood shall
be to you for a token upon the houses where ye are." The
sermon was divided thus: 1. Blood; 2. Shed blood; 3. Applied blood. At the close of the sermon the choir sang, "Noth-.
ingBut the Blood of Jesus." The harvest from such horrible
preaching will undoubtedly be some crazy conversions, perhaps a suicide or two, the departure of the revivalist with full
pockets, and a general backsliding of the converted population. Itevivalists are public nuisances and will find occupation only till the mass of the people get a little common sense
into their heads, and a good deal of superstition out. of t{leir
hearts. We are glad to kni)W there is at least one Infidel in
Forth Worth who is doing what he can to restrain the paople
from going crazy.
WHILE the subject of what Christianity has done for woman
is still under discussion, the action of the Southern Baptist
Convention, which assembled in Augusta, Ga., May 6th is of
interest. Two ladies were in the Arkansas delegation, and a
committee of five was appointed to report on the question of
admitting them. Three of the committee reported in the·
ladies' favor, and two were adverse. The convention, however, adopted the minority report, thus placing the Southern
Baptist church on record against the equal rights of women.
One of the.Arkansas male delegates favored the admission of
ladies, who, he said, not only contributed more, but did more
mission work than the men. An opponent said he based his
opposition on the "customs of their fathers and the word of
God." While we favor the equal right of women in all things,
we cannot help thinking they hav only themselvs to blame for
the persistent snubbing they receive at the hands of the
clergy. Let them leave the church, and refuse to longer be
the "untiring beggars for its benefit," and they will soon be
offered a premium to return. Without the women, the
churches would shortly be destitute.

the claim that Christianity lias benefited woman, .tJ:te most of
them abuse the " heathen " nations, and depict in. sentences
more nerve-harrowing than true the awful condition of their
females. Several of these sermons hav reached us, but men
who think tlj.at abuse of one religion will rehabilitate the character of another are hardly worth serious treatment: If Mrs.
Stanton lived in India she would undoubtedly berate the sectarianism of the province in which she resided as soundly as
she haB the nominal religion of her <awn country.
WE regret exceedingly, and we are sure the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER will share the regret, to learn of the serious
illness of the senior editor of the Ame1·ican Nonconjo1·mist, a
paper that has in the past done valiant service in the cause of
freedom. Mr. Vincent is prostrated from continued ill-health,
aggravated by overwork. His breaking down is caused in
some degree by the fanatical raid made upon him a year or so
since by the Christian element of his town, from which trouble
THE TRUTH SEEKER family was largely instrumental in rescuing him and his Nonconjm·mist. We hope it will cheer his
sojourn in the sick room to know that he has hosts of sympathizing friends who would rejoice to hear of his speedy
recovery.
·
A FREETHINKING business man of this city recently met a
Methodist gentleman engaged in the same line of trade. To
the inquiry, "How's business?" the follower of the "prince of
peace" responded, "Bad; going to the dogs. Oh, if tl:ley
would only fight !" the prayer for battle having reference to
the English and Russians, a struggle between whom, it is generally thought, would advance the interests of the United
States. The Methodist was earnest, honest, and sincere in his
wish, and the thought that war is a dreadful thing, to be avoided at almost any cost, never entered this mind devoted to the
gathering of the almighty dollar. He was perfectly willing,
and even anxious, that the Christians of Russia and England
should slaughter each other that the pl)ckets of the Christians
of the United St1tes might wax plethoric.
THE Obse1·ve?· says: "Another movement is on foot to get
the museums open on Sunday. It is the old plea that the
working people cannot give up their time on secular days,
and therefore are deprived of all opportunity to enjoy the
museums. This is an old and oft-refuted plea for wrongdoing." We do not believe there is one person in this city
who desires to visit a museum of art who cannot afford to take
the time on any day he pleases to go." Prime must be approaching his dotage. Either he is fool enough to think
there are no workers who wish to visit the museums, oi: that
they can get a day l)ff when they choose. His opinion, however, is of no aceount one way or the other except as showing
that Presbyterianism is just where it was in Calvin's time.
A FRIEND senqs the following, which we observe is also going the round of the ,pape1=s:
"Stephen Bulmer, the well-known English Atheist, recently
deceased, left $5,000 to his co-worker, Bradlaugh; and to his
wife, who had supported him for years, he left the princely
allowance of $4 a week."
On the authority of th·e Nati:mal Rifm·mer, Mr. Bradlaugh's
journal, we can state that this is a lie. Mr. Bradlaugh inherits only the residue in reversion: the widow is given the
clear income and all the personal effects. Once before Mr.
Bradlaugh had property bequeathed him, but he refused to
accept it because the widow was left without proper subsistence. His action in that case, if known, would stop the circulation of the above paragraph in all but Christian journals.
GEORGE STANDRING celebrates the completion of the tenth
volume of his Republican by printing hi~ own portrait and a
modest account of how and why he has for a decade advocated
the establishment of a republican form of government for
England. l\'Ir. Standring is an ardent Freethinker and his
shafts are directed against the church with the same frequency
and force as against monarchy. He has the further merit of
having been one of the warmest friends Mr. Bennett found
in England. For his many virtues we regard him as Mr. McElsancler regards Mr. Winte,r, and express the friendliness by
the same quotation:
"Hale be his heart, hale be his fiddle;
Lang may his elbuck jink and diddle
To cheer him through the weary widdle
0 war'ly cares;
Till bairns' bairns kindly cuddle
His auld gray hairs."
SuNDAY, May 17th, Mr. Beecher preached the first of a series
of sermons on evolution, more particularly as applied to religion. This series of discourses, he said, would be the last of
his life's work. He expects to put them into a book,· and
then die." If the sermons are all as radical as the slim reports
show this to hav been, Mr. Beecher can congratulate himself
that the Inquisition is gone, or he might die in an unpleasant
manner. Some of the things he said are: "The unbelief of
to-day is the faith of to-morrow. Skepticism· unveils truth.
The theology that is rising upon the horizon will continue to
rise. Each succeeding generation will find new beams. You
young men and maidens are living in a morning which thousands of noble natures desired to see, but they died without
the sight. A great change has taken place in the churches.
No church now is as it was forty years ago, unless it is away
back in the mountains, remote from railroad and telegraph,
and has been kept up there like a dried-up mummy. The
churches that are out in the world hav changed and are changing. Some men are greatly alarmed over this. I rejoice at
what they grieve qver. Sunday is not kept as it ust~d to be.
'l'hey say the Sabbath has been popularized. Iteligion don't
forbid cheerful converse nowadays, and Sunday don't begin on
Saturday night. The churches are not so awful as they once
were. Children are not petrified in them. The doctrins are
not so rigorous as they used to be. Foreordination and election are not preached nowadays, except by exchange. Old-

never taught in the pulpit to-day-to the honor of the pulpit
and the honor of God be it said. These Ghanges cause muoh
alarm am·eng old-fashioned theologians. They are slow to
license a man who is not perpendicular in theology. I am too
wholly gone to be licensed anew, but I preach just the same.
In the whole subject of religion there is far more cheerfulness
and elasticity than there used to be. There is more social life.
Sunday-school life is raised many degrees above anything that
was known in my childhood. Into the theology of that day
the idea of happiness never entered. Fifty years ago when a
cl'ergyman walked down the street children ran into doorways
and hid."
THE "mind-cure" craze has reached considerable proportions in Boston. The leading "Christian scientist" is a woman. She is also au healer." She denies the reality of mat.
ter, and the existence of all natural laws. She also denies the
existence of a human body, and of the so-called senses. The
mind of man, she holds, is only a belief that man has generated in"himself. When he thinks he is sick, he simple deludes
himself. His sufferings are all the work of imagination. If he
thinks he has a cancer or a broken leg, the " Christian scientist" convinces him by argument that his ailment is wholly
imaginary, and then directs his alleged mind to a consideration· of God, until the cancer disappears, and the fracture no
longer exists. The Christian scientists are supported by many
of the clergy of Boston, but the ministers of this city and
Brooklyn hav discussed the subject of faith cure, and hold a
general opinion that it is a humbug. For which rational advance we think they should be commended.
THE Finlanders and Swedes are making an effort to effect
the separation of church and state. A "Society for Religions
Freedom" has been lately formed at Stockholm. Every man
or woman who wishes to work for complete freedom in religion and the complete separation of church ani state can be.
come a member. The society is undenominational, and takes
up a position of complete neutrality as regards the personal
opinion of its members in matters of religion. It is the aim of
the society to abolish all those laws, regulations, and institutions that still bind together church and state, and this aim it
will endeavor to accomplish by means of meetings, publications, petitions, and other declarations of opinion, as well as
by doing its utmost to influence the elections. Among the
laws the society intends to get repealed are the blasphemy
laws, the marriage laws, and the oath, instead of which last a
simple affirmation is to be substituted. Marriage is to be considered a purely civil ceremony, and blasphemy is to disappear
altogether from the legal code as an offense.
IN the case of Barbour, Sheriff, vs. Louisville Board of
Trade, on appeal from Louisville Chancery Court, Chief Justice Hines reversed_ the action of the lower court, granting exemption from taxation of the Louisville Board of Trade. His
reasons were that the act grants a separate public privilege not
"in consideration of public services," and is therefore unconstitutional. "It is not every enterprise tllat is incidentally
beneficial to the public that will authorize the state to foster
it at the expense of the people at large. The object must appear upon the face of the legislation to be for the public good,
and of such a character as to call for the aid of the state to
forward it in the exercise of a governmental function." This
decision is sound, and, it seems to us, affords solid grounds
upon which to tax the churches. The teaching of Christianity
is an enterprise that in no appreciable way benefits the public,
and the state has no right to foster it at the expense of the
people at large. If some public-spirited Liberals of Kentucky
could get this matter before Judge Hines's court, it might well
be that they would win.
A CORRJGSPONDENT of the St•n of this city has been collecting
notes on the church attendance of the London churches. "I
had read in a religious paper," he writes, "that the total sittings provided by all the churches, chapels, mission rooms,
and halls in the capital are 1,398, 792, of which about half are
taken advantage of on the average. Reckoning the metropolitan population at 4, 769,000, this does not indicate a torrid
religious fervor. I took a few interesting statistics at three of
the greatest sanctuaries of the city. At All Hallows, Barking,
an old historical shrine, which, however, does not really possess the lion heart of Itichard I. beneath its high altar, for the
heart is in the museum of Rouen, there were just six devotees,
including myself and a female pew-opener, to listen to the
eloquent sermon of a distinguished Oxford Don. At St. Andrew Undershaft, in St. Mary Axe, so called from the relic of
one of the three axes which served to decapitate the eleven
thousand virgins long kept in that church, there were seven
citizens and the clergy. In St. Paul I was quite puzzled over
what I saw. There were people sleeping and eating, people
engaged in conversation, people reading the papers, lads larking, and there was an old, dissipated-looking woman snoring
so loud that it sounded as though something had gone wrong
with the organ. There were brazen lovers behaving as if they
had been in an English public park after sunset, and there
were also a few who came there to pray. Having been told of
a mis~ion carried on day and night with the forlorn hope of
improving-matters, I hastened _on to St. Thomas, a holy place
out of Regent street. There 1s a small and narrow passage
leading to it from this thoroughfare. I arrived as the congregation was leaving the church. It was a queer sight. 'fhe
congregation seemed almost exclusivly compos(ld: of the harlots of Regent street and Leicester square and of thieves and
rogues, Why had they gone there-for a job, for the fun, or
for prayers? I don't know; butr ever~one m_ust hope that. the
mission does some good. An esthetw-lookmg young pr1est,
stooping and bald like a senil hermit, ~t?od _under th~ porch
and shook hands with every outgoer as 1f m Vlew <?f trymg also
what mesmerism could do. The lights of the shrme had been
put out, yet he was stili standing on the darkened threshold
looking in the night for strayed friends. 'Bless'd be the
Lord,' respectfully uttered a bonnet~e~s, consumptiv-looking
flower girl, as she passed by the d1vme. 'A few coppers,
Father ' begged from him in her turn a reeling and pamted
creatu;e, • Just to drink the 'ealth of the heverlasting.'"
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BLACH HAwK, CoL., May 14, 1885.
MR .. EDITOR: The record of another life is closed forever,
and another earnest Liberal has 1·eached " that undiscovered
country from whose bourne no traveler returns." On the 17th
of March, Mrs. Eva Russell, after a short illness, died, aged
25 years and 1 month.
The deceased was a nativ of Blair, Nebraska, was raised by
very religious parents, and at an early age joined the religious
body known as the Christian church, of which she was an enthusiastic member for some time. But as she grew older,
doubts of its rather rigid doctrins crept into her mind, and
after shuggling against them a little while she gave way and
was soon known among the nnmerons clasa designated as
"backsliders." About this time, a copy of .Thomas Paine's
"Age of Reason" having fallen into her ,hands, and having
read it in great secrecy-for such literature was strictly fDl'bidden in the family-she was so thoroughly convinced of the
fallacy of the Bible, and the arguments were, to her, so conclusiv, that she earnestly desired her father to read it, "just to
see the other side," she said. But he, like the majority of
Christians, shut his eyes and refused to see.
Her short life was one complete story of well doing; although
many nnfortunate circumstances combined to make it singularly unhappy, she cheerfully and patiently went he1· quiet
way. Her ready ~ympathy and many kind acts secured her
a host of warm friends, and proved to some Christians that
a "love for Jesus in the heart" is not always necessary to a
gentle, loving, dutiful life.
Her friends would hav liked to hav a Liberal funeral, but
owing to the painful nature of the disease (small-pox) that of
course was impossible. And so, very early one cold, bleak
March morning, a very few of us followed the dear remains
over the long, rough road to the lonely little graveyard IJn the
mountain-side, and there we left her, with the morning sun
just touching the snow-crowned peaks with a soflen<Jd light;
they seemed to look down and kindly guard the poor grave
where after life's fitful ftver she slept so well.
Many long and weary days followed her death. We returned
to the city a quarantined party, anrl shortly after others of our
numbm· were stricken by the dread h>tod t1j_ the same disease,
and for weeks we were shut from the world. But we were
not forgotten by the outside world. Bl11ck Hawk contains
many good people. The good Dr. Reed was very· kind, while
our stanch and true Liberal friend, W. H. Germain, exerted
every means in his power to lighten the gloom of those dark
days when some of our friends lay dying and the recovery of
others was doubtful. Such men as he owe no duty to any
unknown or unknowable. They recognize only their duty to
the known humanity around them; they are true to their own
ideas of right; they follow the advice of Polonius to Laertes,
" To thine own self be true,
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man."
And as he is a reader of THE TBUTH SEEKER, we lake this
opportunity of thanking him for the feeling of universal brotherhood that prompted his untiring efforts in our behalf, being
strangers to him. The churches here thought it advisable to
forsake "the assembling of themselva together," fearing that
too great a zeal in his service would cause the Lord to show
his appreciation by striking them with the disease, and so by
the exercise of a little reason and common sense they were
enabled to bridge over the time of danger aud until they could
meet together again and thank him for his kindly protection
from the threatened evil.
JESSIE BREWSTER.

prison, so he could overcome the habit which was leading him
relentlessly to a miserable end. Were every distillery in the
world razed to the ground, and the manufacture of liquors
prohibited by law, with the p!Jnalty of death for infringem~nt,
man would still find the means to gratify'his morbid cravmgs
for intoxicants. Much of the "fire-water" now dmnk never
saw the inside of a distillery, but was made from chemicals
and water; and if the pure al'l-icle we1·e entirely prohibited,
does any one suppose the impure would be lessened? A law
might be passed, should Mr. Hill and enough others vote for
it, to prevent the manufacture of nitro-glycerin, but the three
ingredients of which it is composed could be pmchased at
!IS many different drug stores, if thought necessary, and then
combined, and all the officials in state and government employ
could not prevent its being made. Dynamite is now taken to
England with ingredients separatli and there mixed or compounded, and it is something England and Russia, with all
their officials and great standing armies, cannot supp1·ess; and
when anyone for an instant supposes a state or the United
States would be more successful in suppressing intoxicants,
they must possess a ve1·y sangnin disposition. I am strongly
opposed to drunkenness, opium-smoking, hypodermic injections of morphia when not p1·escribed by physicians in sickness, religious insanity, religious and rum murders, feticide,
thieving, arson, and many other evils that uftlict society; but
I do not know of any law that could be passed whic\1 would
prevent them. The law can punish the evil-doer, but it can
not and never has prevented his evil deeds. Morality cannot
be legislated into the world. It has a! ways resulted from the
growth of intelligence and ever will. 'l'he naturally moral and
conscientious man needs no law to prevent his committing
arson or murder, and the vicious and immoral, though needing one, according to the logic of some, is not restrained
thereby. New laws are constantly being enacted, but they
don't seem to lessen the number of inmates in our pen:<! institutions. If law prevents as well as punishes crime, why is
it? 'l'he stabbing of three innocent persons referred to by Mr.
Hill shows the injurious effect of excited passions, but religious cupidity, jealousy, and revenge oft en lead to murder, and
religion has still more murders to answer for than rum,
though Mr. Hill hasn't yet made the proposition to suppress it
by law. The rum curse of this eountry is bad enough, but
future generations will find a worse one in the supremacy of
the Catholic church, if that time, which is now feared, ever
comes. Tle human passions are easily stirrerl by vurious
causes, and unless some device can be suggested by Mr. Hill,
and such advocates o' forced morality, that will regulate man's
passions as a "governor" does the speed of a stationary engin,
these passions will at times override reason, and work injury
to life and property, whether rum is made and sold or not.
We can regret and deplore this fact, but we cannot remove it
by legislation or any known means. All great changes are
gradual, and if the people of this world ever atte.in that perftction which reformers behold in their "ideal'' man, it will
be by iong ages of growth and progression, and not by legislativ enactments enforced by the iron hand of the law.
Yours for reason, first, last, and al w3-ys,
~C. SEVERANCE.

each seance, al!-d hav compelled me to know it was she. One
line in her hand-writing would be a test. But, no; I could
not get a medium to even giv me her name! Well, I'll ilo my
part, I promised Keeler to adve1·tise him. Here it is. E. D. s.
PIERllE L. 0, A. KEELER,
SPIRIT-PHOTOGRAPH PSYCHOMETRIST.
'14 DOVER STUEE1.'1 BOS1.'0N 1 MASS,
. Persons having receivell unrecognized spirit pictures from
Mumler Keeler, Hu~eltou, Brown, and other spirit artists
can send same to me for psychometrization, and I will ob:
tain, through independent slute w1·iting, names of spirits, date
of decease reason why they appeared on the plates etc
Terms, $1.00 and five two cent stamps per pictme. All' pict·.
ures promptly returned, and in event of fuilure, money refunded.
"44 DovER ST., BosToN, MAss, April '1, 1885.
"Mns. ELMINA D. BLENKER: I hav had a hard tussle with
your photograph. It is the worst thin~ I ever. tackled. I get
the nttme of the l~tdy at your back as Ef1za D. Young, deceaBed
in Burlington, Vt., May 16, 1882. 'rhe Ially at the lower
right of the photograph was Julia Montrose, deceased at St.
Albans, Vt., in 1870, and the one over her was a sister
Adeline Whiting, of the same place, deceased in 1879. 'rhey
stty you did not know them, but as they hav frequently re.
turned to earth conditions they could come in this way. Your
positiv nature repels many of your own friends from you, a!.
though they do appear elsewhere.
I expect something lllore, and as I hav your add1·ess, I will
mail it to you.
P. L. 0. A. KEELER."
SoUTH BosquE, TEx., April 19, 285.
MR. EDITDn: Christ's lnmbs of the Methodist persuasion are
without a shPpherd at this time on the Waco circuit. Their
pastor, Sam. P. Wright, is a raving maniac on the new mode
of worship cmze, Sam Jonesism, introduced here last fall by
that g1·eat theological cn1nk. The Rev. Mr. Wright, attending,
became enthused, and has Bince been comlucting revivals on
the sarue plan, imitating that great " clown-preache1·,'' Sam
Jones of Georgia, i.e., holding 6 o'clock AM. prayer-meetings,
talking slang, etc. The poor man is really an object of pity,
as well as his family, as I am reliably informed he wished to
be releasell long enough to kill his wife and oldest daughter,
for God had demanded it. He is now in the asylum at Austin, Texas. The last report states the1·e are some hopes of his
recovery. His friends attribute his demented condition to the
loss of sleep and overwDl'k in conducting a three weeks' revival
11t one of our Texas towns. Mr. 'Vright was above the average
preacher intdlectually, and was liked by his people.
Sam Jones is announced for Waco ag<tin in May, and I think
the better class of Christians should write the lunatic-making
crank to stay away, for very many ignorant priest-wDl'shipers
ure almost crazy over prospects of hearing him again, and that
to the neglect of better ministers, by paying the clown
preacher their money and stinting their own pastor's salary.
I see from reading various religious journals the cle1·gy are
somewhat jealous of these religions tramps, and if it were not
for the fact that they (the evangelists) often enlarge the class
to a more remunertttiv "charge," the preachers in charge
would not put up with them much longer, but the more sheep
they hav to shear the greater the crop of wool and mutton.
D. F. MARRS.

PRESCoTT, IA., May 4, 1885.
KANE CrrY, PA, May 4, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: Here is $3 for another year's subscription. I
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed fin~ S3 for your pap~r for the year
hope that J'OU can make illustrations a permanent feature of, 285 _ Inclosed also fin~ a sl~p cut fro~ the_ P1ttsburgh CcmTHE TRUTH SEEKER, as that will m 1 terially help in getting the m:'I'Cwl of l'l'I~t): 4th,_ whiCh g1vB a. hornble piCture of t~e only
paper into the hands of new readers; but even without that Ltberal town m ex1stence . . Commg from the source 1t do~s,
THE TRUTH SEEKER was never as good as now I like the viz., Clark Emden, stamps 1t as false, as I bav heard of h1m
short discussions upon all questions, but am freq nently before.
.
.
amu~ed, and sometimes annoyed, by the effJrt:l of Infidels, in
In the ~ore part of last wmt~r there came to th1s place a
the interests of drunkard makers, trying to make the readers phrenolugtst_ by the n_ame of F1elds. I attended two of his
of THE TRUTH SEEKER in other states believe that Prohibition jlectures, wh_lC~ w_ere, mstead of lectnres _on ph1·enology, lectis a failure in Iowa. It is a succes>, exeept in a few places! urEs on Chr!Stl>tlllty. He had ~mong h1s charts the helld ~f
ORANGE, CAL., April 26, 1885.
where men who hav become criminals through and by the ltuloff the murderer, and took~~~ as an example of the_ternMn. EmTDR: The " blunt and practical question" pro prohibited traffic hav been successful in electing men of their ble effects of Infidelity. He smd 1t was on account of h1s nopounded by G. N. Hill is misleading when taken alone. Mr. own class and calling to office.
belief that he was one of the worst, if not the worst, of murHill is a Prohibitionist, and his oLjeet in asking the question
Laws prohibiting larceny, arwn, and murder are too fre-. derers on record.
. . .
which appears so "childlike and bland" on the face of it is quently violated in Iowa, but I hav heard no one advocating - After he got through I asked hlru lf It would not be a g~~d
to sustain his posilion as a Prohibitionist and to demonstrate their repeal yet., and I hav never heard a temperance man or 1dea to get a few more charts and be sure to get among e
that Prohibition is just and right. Now, if the unanswerable woman advocate the repeal of Iowa's temperance or prohlbi- rest the heads ~f Gniteau and Frank James, so that after he
logic of E. C. Walker on th~l mooted snbJ'ect has made no t ory 1aws; nor a·h i I , d unng
·
th e war, s e e a Un 1·00 man or wo- had shown what very bad people Infidels
were
•
. . he could
. . .enimpression on Mr. Hill's sensorium it is useless for me to man th at was no t m
· f avor of pro h'b't'
large upon the great and grand effects or behef m Chnstm. m1•Y·
1 1 m g d's
1 u n·10 n •
make the attempt, but being a Yankee I will answer his quesThe man that advocates the whisky traffic is not a temlJer- "Oh,'' said he, "all Infidels are wicked. Look at Ingerso 11 tion by asking another. lf the many murders constantly ance man, argue the question as he may.
he is a blasphemer and a drunkard."
.
being committed by religious fanatics or monomaniacs "do
Ver trul yoms
]!] CLARKE.
Now, Mr. Editor, I could stand the blasphemy all right, but
not giv me a right to vote against" the further perpetuation of
y
y
' ____
I when he said that Colonel Ingersoll was a drunkard I got
SNowviLLE, May 15, 1885. ' somewhat " riled," and demanded his authority. He said he
religion, " what would?" It urn and religion are two gigantic
evils, as history fully attests; and the evidence to substantiate
MR. EDIToR: I promised you a report of the rendition of my did not know Ingersoll personally, but he h_a~ good a~thonty.
this statement is very prevalent thbse days. Can one or both spirit photograph as given by Mr. Keeler (when it should I told hilll that I must know where he got h1s mformatwn, tmd
theqe evils be suppressed by law'! Mr. H 1ll thinks the rum come). I waitc:i months for it and though I dunned and re- he said, "Clark Braden, a preacher of the gospel." One
evil can be, but I do not; and the religion evil we all~ know dunned it came not but fin din~ I was determined to hav some- Christian lady said bhe did not think Clark Braden told the
cannot. E. C. Walker, who may hav equals in the ranks of thing f~r my mone~ or denounce him as a fraud he at last truth. I am very certain he told what was not true about
the Liberals, but no superior us a logician, has fully demon- sent the following.
'
· Colonel Inge1·soll, and I think he haa done the same with re·
strated in these columns wherein Prohibition is wrong, so I
Now I leave it to you all if the rendition is satidfactory. I gard to the town of Liberal.
Wnr. M:. KENNEDY.
shall not touch that side of the question, but will confine my leave it to you if you or I had sent strange names from a
[The Rev. Clark Braden is a notorious liar, and what he says
remarks to the absurdity and impossibility of its accom~ st1ange place-names any schoolboy could pick up, and so cannot be depended on in any instance.-ED. T. S.]
plishment.
lame an excuse for not giving those of my own friends -if you
First, the unequal condition of society, matrimonial infeli- would think yon had your money's worth?
ALEXANDRIA, ONT., May 10, 1885.
city, and the general in harmony which prevails the world over
Below is his cil·oular. Don't you think he ought to refund
MR. EDITDlt: I notice in the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER
between man and his environments, explain the cause of his the money, and pay me damages for loss of time and trouble? a letter signed "Mary A. Vore," wherein dear Mr. Bennett is
rec<,m·se to stimulants and intoxicants. Man is constantly Do you wonder that I pl'Dnounee ninety-nine out of one h.un- represented as having been a Spiritualist, and this is not the
seeking real happineRS; but finding it not, except in detached dred of all the spirit phenomena fraud? My whole trip has first time that our honored founder of 'rnE '.rRuTn SEEKER is
and limited quantities, he resorts to that which will producA been just of this nature, and my entire experience before it referrr.d to in this manner, which I consider very unfair, as I
the fictitious. Thus it h>is always been, and ever will be, and since I came back. No one can make planchet write am positiv Mr. Bennett was not a Spiritualist. He was toluntil want and woe are exterminated, and nothing exists to for llle, yet the advertis:nent says: ''lt htts been proved be- erant enough to allow Spiritualists to enjoy their belief as well
cause mental perturbation Ol' tenebrious reflections. "Opium pond question that where a party of three or more come to- as other folks. He allowed them to discuss their ism in TnE
fienfls'' are rapidly increasing in this country, and ,;bsinthe, a gether, it is almost impossible that one cannot operate it. If TnUTH SEEKElt. I will even admit that he sometimes wrote
fearfuly ruinous intoxicant to mind and body, ia becoming a one be not successful, let two try it together " It is ten or I quite f_avorably of Spiritualism, but always ended his remarks
prevalent drink. The rum evil sinks into comparativ insig- more years since I first tried planchet. This time I got a ' by saymg that he was not one of them.
nificance when we reflect on the alarming increase of the two "magnetized" one, but with no better success.
Another reason I hav fDl' saying positivly that Mr. Bennett
mind destroyers and imbecil producers just mentioned. The
You notice Keelel' Rays my positiv na.ture 1·· pels many of was not a Spiritualist is that _I believe I read all that Mr._ Benhold which opium retains upon the pen;on who once com- my own friends, yet all along my trip I was told by the me- I nett ever wrote for. t~e pubhc, and hav always fou~d h1~ _t~
mences its use is seldom broken except by death, and Ban c1iums that my mothe1·, father, and sisters were present at the, express my own opmwns, and I am as far from bemg a Spll
Francisco furnished the ease of a young man last year who seances. My mother died while I was preparing to go. Of itualist as anyone can be.
. .
committed a crime for the purpose of being incarcerated in . course if "coming back" was possible, she would hav baen at ' M;r. Bennett, like myself, admired the bright side of Spmt·

I

I

I
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ualism as a pleasant fancy, but could not see any truth in it,
and you, Mr. Editor, must smile every time you tax your kindness to insert this false claim in your tolerant TRUTH SEEKER.
Mr. Bennett never said that death endH all, as Brother Winter
does, but the fact that he did not say it is no proof that he did
not believe it. He was not obliged to giv his opinion in the
mattei:, and it would hav been very unwise for him to do it in
the position he occupied: He probably believed, like all sen.
sible men, that disorganization is the end of any phenomenon,
that when one is dead he exists no more. The substance that
composed him exists still and goes into the formation of life
again, but does not make over the individual that died.
What do you think of Master Thumb Medium's letter? Is
he joking or in earnest? Is he a crank or am I a lunatic? One
or the other must be the case, possibly both, but Brother
Thmnb don't seem to know that he has two eyes and that an
intersecting object at the proper point will giv him a double
vision. I wonder if he ever closed one eye, or if he ever tried
11 stick in place of his thumb, and saw a shadowy spirit stick
as well as a " shadowy spirit th urab."
·
It is really 'amusing to see some of those Spiritualists accuse
us Materialists of ignorance because we cannot see the ghost.
I cannot see that we are to blame; think the fault is in the
artist who paints it so thin that one must draw like delirium
tremens on his imagination to see it, or rather to imagin he
sees it. The fact that they want us to believe in spirit life on
such meager evidence is to me sufficient guarantee that they
themselvs hav accepted on evidence altogether too thin for me.
If I was told that the air we breathe and in which we liv, and
without which there could be no life, is in itself a living substance, and that the portion of this air occupied by our body
during life returns to the big bulk at the dissolution of the
body and livs on as part of the whole, I would say that maybe,
though I do not know it, but that each individual has a sepnmte ghost that continues to liv in an individual state after
the body that caused it is dead, I hav tried the last twenty
years to believe, and the more I try the less I succeed, so,
brother spirits, do not blame me; it is not my fault. If the
cause of it is my iguorotnce, then I know no cure for ignorance
and my case is hopeless. I am near onto fifty years, and hav
spent"Iny life so far reading and thinking, and I believe I hav
read pretty ne>tr all Frtlethought and Spiritualistic works issued
in thi8 America, nO a plea of ignorance will hardly do in my
case. The cause must be a screw loose in my organs of
thought, or in the organless spirits.
Yours for truth as far as I can see it,
CHA.s. LA.PERCHE, Materialist N·o. 3.

also explained to Mrs. Culver the manner in which all the
rest of her tricks were !mposed upon her credulous audiences.
As soon as Mrs. Culver found out the fraudulent practices of
these girls, she wrote down a full expose of the whole thing,
which she swore to and of which statement a copy is given in
the above named treatis.
In regard to the following mediums, namely, J. V. Mansfield, "Dr." Henry Slade, "Dr." H. C. Gordon, R. W. Flint,
"Dr." Parker, and "Dr." Foster, I would ~ay that if Mr.
Brass will refer to a pamphlet by Pendie L. Jewett, entitled
"Spiritualism and Charlatanism," he will there find that all
of the above-named mediumshav been found to hav practiced
trickery by a committee of seven gentlemen forDJ.ed to investigate as to the truth of alleged Spiritualistic manifestation.
Mr. Brass can also find some interesting facts regarding the
exposure of the tricks of several prominent mediums in the
files of the IIemld, World, Times, and Sun for March, 1873.
Fraternally yours,
CHA.S, F. GA.uL.
MERIDIA.N, TEXAS, March 18, 285.
MR. EDIToR: I hav had a hard time this winter to keep my
cows from starving, and I must say that God does not temper
the north wind to a poor cow. I think I am in just the same
faith as T. Winters. I can't get outside of nature and don't
want to unless I can find a better God than the Bible givs. A
God that begs the widow's mite and the orphan's nickel is
not the God for me.
·
I think I will send Mr. Hill and Mr. Fred Koezly an almanac, one that will settle their differences, as I hav seen one
that says that Cmsar named the months and gave us the year
and date as we now hav it. Goodrich's history (ancient) says
that J. C. Uhrist was born about the year 23, but some historians put it about four years later, which would carry it to
the year 27.
I hav read a sermon by the Rev. H. N. Conden. He claims
everything except Paine and Voltaire. Hear him:
'' I am the owner of the sphere,
Of the seven stars, and the solar year;
Of Cmsar's hand and Plato's brain,
Of Lord Christ's heart and Shlikspere's brain."
I wish I could write so as to be understood, etc., but I hav
not the confidence in myself that one should hav. I feel to
say this, that Liberalism wants women like Mrs. S. B. Anthony
and Cady Stanton, women that will go for the parson in the
pulpit, etc.
·
I am like T. Winter, and want to know how many Naturalists there are of THE T.auTH SEEKE.!t readers. The Salvation
Army attacked Meridian on the 1st of this month; they did
no serious damage only to the bell-they rung it at four o'clock
in the morning.
Inclosed find $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am hedged in
on all sides by superstition and ignorance; little hope for Liberalism.
Yours,
S. D. GREER.
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ship of the goddess of Liberty to drink liquor is to the drinking class of the community?
It is the hight of silly nonsense to claim that the privilege
to drink liquor does not carry with it the privilege of getting
drunk.
I hope, if I ever write again upon the liquor question, I will
hav the pleasure of meeting it upon its true merits, profit and
loss, usefulnes~. and injury, good and evil, resulting from its
use. It is laughable to see the ingenuity used in arguing on
everything but the point at issue. Friend Hutchison covers all
existing evils: "And if the evil of the use of liquor is stopped
by a prohibitory law in Kansas, under a promis the people .
will get rid of all other evils, even the stealing of money and
horses can be stopped by not having any." (This last is the
best point in his argument, as no one will dispute it.) And he
closes by saying, "If we persist in 'prohibiting all that has
evil in it, we may as well petition the Great I Am to prohibit,
blot out, the existence of our sin-stricken earth."
What is such argument used for. To make the idea of the
prohibition of liqn~r ridiculous, having no other argument.
IsA.A.C PADEN.
P.S.-How many thumb mediums hav yon on your subscription list? If not too many, I will pay their subscriptions ,.
if they will only keep quiet, and not expose modern Spiritualism any further. Yet as it was intended for the special benefit of Brother Winter and Aunt Elmina, I may be doing wrong
by trying to stop further J.isclosures, for it truly is about as
good an argument on (against) modern Spiritualism as I hav
seen. It outdoes the toe-joint and knee-joint rappings of
the Misses Fox.
I. P.
ELKTON, DA.K., May 10, 1885.

Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find ten dollars to be

appropriated as directed. I was away all winter, and hav
allowed my subscription to get behind. Many thanks for
your sending it along. I like THE TRuTH SEEKER, and hav had
it from the first. I like Freethinkers. I like the "Secular
Union." I like and feel grateful to the brothers in the field.
The whole scheme is developing to my entire satisfaction, but
not fast enough to suit a man who has no patience with superstition. Your liberality in publishing every side is com:Qlendable, and I only smile when some one growls at Brother Winter or at Sister Elmina. I also smile when one prates about
land. I guess they never heard of the homestead law, or is
it not more likely they want to jump an improved claim.
This government never oppressed me. It never owed me a
living, but it has given me every chance to make one for myself. That is all I ask Don't we owe the government assistance and support? Did the grumblers go out in 1861 ?
BosTON, MA.ss, May 15, A..s. 285.
I
guess not. But never mind that, let us work harmoniously
·MR. EDITOR: I desire to thank Brother Hutcheson, of Leavto see that,superstition gains no new hold upon the people,
enworth, Kan., for no less than three dtfferent things, the first
and to try to relax the hold she already has. We hav every
of which is, for his use of our glorious Freethonght calendar,
reason to be encouraged. 'fhe revivals of last winter were in
and which calendar, now that it has the indorsement of the
very many cases dead failures. In fact men are not converted
Bruno Statue Committee at Rome, mu8t soon be recognized as
any more. I feel it is wicked for a healthy man to sell intoxthe only proper dating for Liberals to use, it seems to me.
THA.T MYSTERIOUS LETTER.
icants
for his living, and it is equally wicked, and more conThe next thing I desire to thank him for is his manly attempt
CINCINNA.TI, 0., May 15, 1885.
temptible, for men to make a " tony" living off the fears of the
to answer my, as he thinks, "dull" question, but which quesMn. EDITOR: In your last issue, page 298, this strange and ignorant, but mostly by scaring women and children.
ion has certainly shown itself sharp enough t·) cut his a uti- somewhat funny letter claims to point out the way to disYours with pleasure,
DENNIS JA.COBS.
prohibition fingers, and very badly too, as he will see further cover Spiritualism. Well, sir, perhaps this comical method is
on. And, lastly, I desire to thank him for his satisfactory ac- about as good as any other, for, as to discoveries, neither Mrs.
FA.RLEY, IowA., May 7, 1885.
knowledgment that "meddling" with morals, business, or Elmina Slenker nor T. Winter hath discovered anything as
Mn. EDITOR: The Young Men's Christian Association of
pleasure, can rightfully be done when these things "inter- yet, although tried hard to do so, but that which is imposfere" with rights and privileges. Better prohibition doctrin sible to discover most remain a blank. This letter is a big Dubuque has sold its effects, closed its doors, and disbanded.
than that I ha v never heard, and all that is necessary after burlesque on this spiritual craze, and no doubt the writer Lack of encouragement-financial and otherwise-is the main
snch an admission, is for me to request of Brother Hutcheson thereof knows full well that no spirits, ghosts, goblins, de- reason for the steps taken. This, in a city of nearly 30,000, is
r.n answer to the following question: Did not the sale and mons, deities, spooks, specters, angels, or any other unnatural encouraging to the Infidel.
The Rev. Mr. .B:arrison, Congregational minister of Dudrinking of alcoholic liq nor result in an "interference" with the thing, exists only in the frenzied brain of fanatics. Sir, all
rights of those three stabbed people spoken of in my last. this antiquated nonsense is the relic of a barbarous age, buque, has been forced to resign and seek another congregation, because he would not vote for Mr. Blaine for president.
Thankfully yours,
GEo. N. HILL.
which should now be consigned to oblivion. The two un- 'l'he church is divided, some for and some against Mr. Harswerving Materialists mentioned in this queer letter is proof rison, and the split is likely to be very damaging to the peace
BROOKLYN, May 12, 1885
against Spiritualistic bugaboo, or any superstition which exMR. EDITOR: I notice in your issue of May 19th a commu- ists. It's only a question of time, and the tricks and schemes and harmony of the church, as the war has got into the papers
nication from a person who signs as his name, "A. Brass." of religions swindlers will cease, and Materialism, the grand- and is red-hot on both sides.
The Presbyterian preacher of our town has gone to greener
He states among several other very remarkable things that he eot truth in nature, will triumph over deceit and falsehood.
pastures, as his congregation here was unable to support him;
is acquainted with most of the following mediums, namely, Hasten on the happy time.
T. WINTER, Materialist.
at least, that is the reason he gave for leaving, but some peoFoster, Slade, Davenports, Fox girls, and Eddy brothers, and
ple are uncharitable enough to think that a certain slander
that he is prepared to say that he. (referring to Mr. Henry
suit that was brought against him by one of his members,
GA.LEsnuRG, ILL., May 15, 1885.
Charles) never caught Slade, nor Fox sisters, nor Eddy brothMR. EDITOR: You will please indulge me once more to talk placing damages at $10,000, had something to do with his
ers, in any tricks.
He is also so very gentlemanly (?) as to state that Mr. throngh your columns to wy brother Liberals who are so loth leaving. Whatever the cause of his going, the church is alCharles is guilty of telling a "lie of the first water" when he to giv up the worship of the goddess of Liberty "to get drunk most dead and cannot last much longer unless there is a great
states (in your issue of Aprilllth) that every one of the above- if they want to." Should this be taken out of their arguments change for the better.
The ''Modern Balaam" is rich, and shows the situation far
named mediums hav been caught in trickery (take notice that there would be but little left. It is the same in friend
in hi~ communication :JI.'lr. Charles did not claim that he had Hutchison's reply to Mrs. Snyder's appeal to his manhood, better than words can express it. The cartoon ought to be
caught these mediums imposing tricks upon a credulous au- asking him, Shall this privilege be spared you because you printed by the million and be posted up in all the highways
can use and not abuse it'/ He says moderate drinkers do not and byways in every part of the Christian world. I hope
dience).
that you will make it one of The Truth Seeker Leaflets so
He (Mr. Brass) seems to imagin that if he can prove to want their liberties taken from them.
Here I appeal to the better feelings of ~>ll such. Should they that we can get hundreds of them to scatter ove1· the country.
Henry Charles that Henry Charles personally has not caught
It has been snowing here to-day.
Ice froze an inch thick
these celebrated (?) mediums at their tricks, the reputations hav a next-door neighbor who had the misfortune to be born
of these gentlemen (Slade, Fox girls, etc.) will immediately with an appetite for liquor, and gets drnnk every chance he last night. 0 nr farmers are nsually planting corn by this
become cleared. He, apparently, does not seem to realize the gets, and abuses and starves his family (this is the condition time, but there is nothing done as yet toward preparing the
H. GILMORE.
fact that most of the above-named mediums hav been pr<Jven of thousands and thousands of otherwise respe~table men), is ground for corn.
it not selfishness in them to refuse to dispense with the use of
to be frauds by other people than Mr. Henry Charles.
FRA.NKFORD, Mo., April13, 1885.
If Mr. Brass will refer to page 150 of a work by Mr. Wm. liquor if by doing so it would cause the happiness of their
Mn. Em-ron: By way of introduction, you will please find
B. Carpenter, entitled "Mesmerism, Spiritualism," etc., he neighbor? This any unselfish man will do unless the use of it
will there find the sworn statement of Mrs. Culver who was would add more comfort to him and his family than the use of inclosed $3, which is, I believe, the subscription price of your
a connection of the Fox girls by marriage. 'fhis lady gained it produces misery and loss to his neighbor (each one exercis- paper for one year. This, no donbt, is all you will see or hear
the confidence of the Fox girls by offering to assist in their ing the liberty asked for). Here lies all the argument in the from me for a year, while I shall reveive from your hal\ds each
manifestations. This offer was accepted by the :Fox girls, who, question. If the usf' that is made of liquor produces enough week truths, facts, thoughts-truths that are truths without
completely deceived as to the real object this lady had in view, more misery ttnd loss than it does good as to justify a radio al disbelief; facts that are facts without faith; thoughts that will
revealed to her that the manner in which they produced their reform, then he who ha:; a respect for his neighbor's happi- stand the test of reason. Freethinkers, or free speakers, are
rappings was by their toes, but that in case of an emergency, ness the s,tme as his own needs no law to reach the reform gaining numbers here slowly. The majority clasp t:heir holy
like that when the Itochester Committee held down Catherine's wished for. Laws are only needed for the selfish man. Do book, and as they hav been taught believe every word. Poor
feet, they got the Dntch servant girl to rap on the floor un- not all Liberals claim it is ma~'s duty to ms.ke his neighbor souls! they do not know what tha~ bock contains only as told
them by their sky-pilots. They don't know that the God they
happy if possible?
derneath from the cellar.
It looks strang.; to mo to see a man who condemns the WOl'· worship ever received the spoils of war, that he encouraged
Catharine explained to Mrs. Culver how they held down and
moved tables. She told Mrs. Culver that the reason why she ship of a sectarian God, and demands laws and the repeal of crime and vi co in all their forms. At the same time they are
asked people to write several names on paper, and then point laws to secularize our government, opposing all laws and re- gifted with power to know, to feel, that three are one and one
to them until the spirits (?) rapped at the right one was, that peal of laws that would out off the worship of the goddess of is three, and claim the right to tell me I will go to hell if I
she might watch the countenance and motions of the person, Liberty to get drunk. Is not the worship of the sectarian God don't believe. I say, "Hell forever, rather thaR a hypocrit
Yours truly,
F. D. HuTCHINSoN.
and in that way they could almost always guess right. She as sacred to the Christian class of the community, as the wor- for life,"
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so many people bowing to me, or, it might hav
been, the handsome face I shaded.
"My new owner soon entered a house and
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fl';ll River, passed into a large room where was a company
Mass., to whom all Communications for this of richly dressed people that I perceived was
a wedding party, and I belonged to no other
COrner should be sent.
than the distinguished bridegroom, there to
wed a beautiful and rioh heiress, The bride
" Between the dark and the daylight,
. When the night begins to lower,
met him and, taking me in her soft, gloved
Comes & pause In the· day's occupations
hand, remarked that I suited her taste and
That iS known as the Children's Hour,"
was a very stylish hat. 'l'o this compliment I
gave a nod of thanks as she placed me on a
stand, where I was witness of the nuptial cereMay: a Fragment.
monies.
Long, long ago In yonder glade,
"The bride looked pale and a tear stole down
·Beside the brook's clear flowing,
her sost cheek so unused to sorrow; but not
Where, all amid the leary sha1e,
The violets were growing,
of that bitter grief I afterward saw her shed.
The tWilight shadows gathered round
"I cannot relate the many scenes that followed
Two little children playing,
for a year or more; but, after that time, I used
With careless mirth aud merry soundto be frequently doffed among a pile of hats
Two little chlldren Maylng.
on a table at night, most of them smelling of
Dear little Bess-her golden hair
whisky and tobaoco smoke, while my owner
Fell all In tangled tresses
Upon her shoulders, brown and bare,
and a number of men sat at small tables, playor wooed the wind's caresses;
ing with bits of pictured pasteboard, which
Upon the velvet of her cheek,
they held in their hands, keeping them
To music of her laughter,
screened from the view of those around.
The dimples played at hide and seek
"Large piles of money, laid upon the table,
With sunbeams chasing after.
rapidly ohanged hands by some magical power
Oh, that above the brooklet's flOW
of these different colored little papers.
I now mlgh t hear her calling,
" There were bottles and glasses filled with
As in that time of long ago
some kind of pungent fluid that they all drank
When twlllght shades were falling I
from time to time, and, I noticed, caused my
She sleeps amid the violets thereowner to use ba 1 language and to stagger on
The pretty violets creeping
And singing gentle requiems where
his way home. Once he stumbled and fell,
Dear little Bess Is sleeping,
and I rolled off his head into the gutter, and
-Chicago News,
received several severe bruises that sadly damaged my good looks ever afterwards, as well as
An
Proverb
my owner's.
Pouting, my darling, because It rains,
"One night, after a mishap of this kind, on
And flowers droop and the rain Is fall!ng,
reaching home-I was always glad to get home,
And drops are blurring the window panes,
And a moaning wind through the lane Is calling. where soft hands smoothed out my rumpled
Crying and Wishing the sky was clear,
coat and put me away in a quiet nook-but
And roses~;tgaln on the lattlca twining I
this time all was still; no one came to meet
Ah, well, remember, my foolish dear,
us, and I was retained on his head as he went
" 'Tis easy to laugh when the sun Is shining."
to the bedside of his loving wife, who was
When the world Is bright and fair and gay,
deathly pale, with a look not of earth in those
And glad birds sing In the fair June weather,
b€autiful eyes. Placing her arms around his
And summer Is ga\herlng, night anti day,
neck, she asked him to promis her never
Her golden chalice of sweets togetb er;
more to go to those bad places.
When blue seas answer the eky above,
And bright stars follow the sun's declining,
"I felt ashamed that I, too, had beent here,
Why, then 'tis no merit to smile, my love;
though it was ever against my wish or incli"Tis easy to laugh when the sun Is shining."
nation. A few .days thereafter, with a broad
But this is ~he time the heart to test,·
·band of black crape around my crown, I bent
When winter Is near and storms are howling,
over the white, sweet face .of my dead mistress,
And the earth from under her frozen vest
whose-loving eyes were now closed forever.
Looks up at the sad sky mute and scowllng;
Not long afterwards my owner sold me for
The brave little spirit should rise to meet
The season's gloom and the day's repining;
th1:ee dollars to a man who took me to a shop
And thlsls the time to be glad, fo•, sweet.,
and had me dressed over, and when he put
"'Tis'easy to laugh when the sun Is shining."
me on his head and surveyed himself in the
-!Vide A wake,
glass of his shaving-box lid, I felt no longer
proud of my good looks, but believed I had
History (Jf a Hat.
fallen into good hands from the neat and
One day as I was passing by a shoe-shop, benevolent appearan'le of my new owner. I
and remembering that I had some repairs I soon learned that my present possessor was a
wished done on one of my boots, I stepped in preacher, and in time I became to look as clerand gave it to the shopman to mend.
ical as he, and could hav repeated several of
I then took a seat on the outside in the his written sermons, which I often carried
shade of the awning near the window, where about for him. After being worn for a year or
I observed was an old hat which had been two, I noticed that I was getting ruther shabby,
substituted for a broken pane. It had a look and the preacher would put me under his seat
of seediness and individuality that took my instead of on the desk, as formerly, when in
attention, and I began speculating upon its my new polish. At this indignity I turned up
previous history. In the absence of any one to my brim in chagrin, and refused to sit upon
talk to or something to read, I said to myself, his head with grace or dignity. Seeing this,
"I should really like to know that hat's ca- he sold me to a newAboy for a lot of papers,
reer?"
and I was pleased to exchange the bald head I
"Would you?" said a voice close by me. had so long covered for the sunny curls of the
On looking around and seeing no one near, boy, although I sat rather loosely on his little,
the voice continued, and I soon perceived it round head, and was held on by one of his
came from the hat itself. "Well, if you wish hands, when the wind blew hard down the
it, I will tell you some of my varied life which street.
I still remember, My first recollection is of
"Turning into an alley-way, tl:le boy entered.
being clipped in a black dye until I was almost a little house where were his two sisters, orsuffocated, then I was pulled and beaten, and phans like himself. They took me in tlieir
put upon a wooden block and made to stand hands and tried to improve my looks by pullthere and dry; next a fine fur coat was given ing out a wrinkle here, and banding in a
me, and that was rubbed and polished until it bump there, while their comments on my genshone like silk. When lined and finished, I eral appearance was not very flattering; yet,
was put i~ a nice paper box, and, with many as it was all in good humor, I did not mind
others, was sent a long way off, where I was their remarks, but hoodwinked the younger
taken out and plactld upon a shelf in a large as she put me upon her head.
store, and I felt quite proud of my high posi"One day, as my boy owner was going his
tion, as I ornamented the very top shelf on daily rounrls with his newspapers to sell, he
one side the room.
saw a man standing at the corner of the street
"I was so wrapped up in paper that I could who was intoxicated and asked the boy to lead
not see anyone, but I could hear people call him home. The boy, not rightly comprehendfor me sometimes, but I was objected to on ac- ing him, led him to his own home in the alleycount of my high price.
I
war. On looking around the room, he espied
"One day I was taken down and showed to me on the floor, and taking me up, he discova gentleman, who smoothed my crown, put ered a mark he had made on me when he
me on his head, and surveyed me and himself first bought me for his wedding hat, and passin a large mirror opposit, and I looked so nice ing his hand caressingly over my dilapidated
on his head of fine, curly hair, sweetly per- fur coat, while it trembled with emotion and
fumed, I was delighted when he said he would dissipation, he spoke to himself in low tone
take me, and put down a ten-dollar gold piece something about the past that couldn't be
as my price without saying a word about my recalled, and taking out his purse, gave the
being too dear.
boy a five-dollar gold piece, and added, 'I will
"As he walked out upon the street, I put on see to it that you and your sisters are sent to
a tnnst jaunty air, and began to feel quite school, and I will try to amend my past life
}Jtutul to see that I was better looking than by doing what good I can to others in the
mo~t Q[ !~o~~ l sa.w on tile street1 and to ha.v future.'

Old

"Soon after this, I was thrown out into the
street, and this man, seeing me there, picked
me up and put me in his window. where a
pane of glass was broken by some boys playing ball in front of his shop, and no doubt
this is the last humble use I shall fulfil,"
Just then a -gust of wind blew the hat out
the window, and it went whirling on down
the street, out of sight. I arose, went in,
paid the man for mending my boot, when he
remarked that he would now go and get a
pane of glass and put it in his window, "for,"
said he, " that old hat has been very good to
keep out the cold, but bad to let in the light,"
It was evident that he did not know how enlightened it was.
Thus, thought I, are many persons misjudged by one act or appearanoe, because their
better deeds are unwritten and unknown. .,
LUNA. HUTCHINSON.

Rome Influence.
A dirty little face peeked in at my window a
few days since, and said, "Mrs. Willumms,
please giv me a flower." The little hand outstretched to receive them was black with dirt.
I said; "Charlie, those hands are too dirty to
hav my flowers. If you will come in and wash
your face and hands I will giv you some flowers." His black eyes danced as he said, "I'll
do it." After washing he came baok. I said,
"How nice you look !" With a mischievous
look he said, " It won't stay clean, for my
mamma savs it is no use to wash or dress me
up, for I get soiled so soon." I gave him the
flowers; he buried his little face in amongst
them and said, "Thank you; I will go home
and plant them in my garden." "Charlie," I
said, '' they will wither and die if you put
them in the earth; put them in a glass of water." "Oh, dear," he said, "my rna won't hav
them in tlle house; she don't love them-they
make a litter. I can't hav them there." So I
told him w plant them in his little garden and
giv them water, and they would iiv for a while.
I could but think if that mother loved flowers,
one of nature's most beautiful gifts, and enteretl into her little boy's feeling, shared with
him and took an interest in what he loved, and
helped him cultivate flowers, oh, how much
better it would be ! As Aunt Elmina says,
interest ourselvs in what concerns our little
ones; make them our equals; make home one
of the most attractiv places on earth; and when
they become men and women they will not
leave it. It is the home influence that tells the
story. You will often hear parents exclaim:
"Why is it that my boys are so bad ? Never
at home only to their meals, and late at night
they return from either a billiard room or some
other place not half as good." I find that such
young men as these are the ones that found no
place for them at home, where children were
sent outdoors so as not to litter the house; and
when they became older they sought for pleasure outside of home. Oh, we mothErs can't be
too carefuL We must make home one of the
sweetest, best places on earth for them, e:il.ter
into all of their little pleasures, furnish them
with the best of books and with music. I will
risk our boys and girls with such a home; they
will grow up to be a comfort to us in our old
age,
JENNIE.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-ENIGMA.,
My 1, 6, 8 is an animal.
.My 2, 7, 9, 11, 3 is a vegetable.
My 4, 2, 13, 6, 1, 14 is tu comfort in sorrow.
My 6, 5, 9, 10, 5 is to stain.
My 12, 9, 10, 14 is a tree.
My whole is a European city.
A. LAURIE SAILOR,
2, -CHARADE,
l'r'Iy dearest friend, Roxana Lee,
Has traveled far and wide;
Has been to many foreign climes,
And sailed the ocean's tide.

In traveling o'er the earth's broad fields,
My ji?-st she always longed to be;
Allh:mgh my second's dangerous hand
Prevented her my ji1·st to see.
My whole with heavy hand had laid,
Miss Lee so close to death's dark door,
That when at last my ji1·st she saw
She then desired to roam no more.
Altoona, Pa.
WILLIAM J. BURNS.
3.-PERSONA.L ENIGMA..
An agedj1·iend I now present,
And yet my puzzle bold
Says if his name as one be blent,
And then to good old England sent,
He is a two-yea1·-o'd,
Bereft of his half sisle1· now
A pair qf eq1vtl age behold.
Again behead them, I avow
'fhis triumph still is told,
A triumph over death and sin,
For still enough is left to win.
REKAR SEMAJ,
~·

4.-PRIZE RIDDLE.

You can see my form where'er you roam
Or wander far away.
I am found in every land on earth
'Mid cold intense or heat;
'
You can find me by the dollar's worth
In the very food you eat.
To some I always am a friend,
To some a de11dly foe;
While some to me a hand do lend
To soatter human woe .
To many men I bring great ga,in,
To others war anu strife;
While some in sorrow and in pain
Through me hav lost their life.
For the best answer sent by mail to w J.
Burns, 1323 Eighth ave., Altoona, Pa., a c~py
of "The Story Hour" or any other book sold
by the Truth Seeker Co., price not to exceed
$1.25, will be sent. A poetical answer is preferred, suitable for publication in THE TRUTII
SEEKER. Open two weeks,
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHII,DREN'S CORNER,
MA.Y 16, 1885.
1. John E. Remsburg's "Bible Morals.
2. Winnipiseogee. 3;
A

s

p
A

ASPARAGUS
A
U

G

G

U
A
SUGARCANE

c

A
N
E

4. Pan-table.
ANSWER TO A.RMY PROBLEM IN CHILDREN'S COR·
NER, MA.Y 2, 1885.
I found within the puzzle box
A sort of soft-shelled nut,
From which I took the kernel,
With just a single butt,
Remember that the general rides,
And thus observes them all,
Just ten miles down the marching line,
To where the foot shall fall.
Ten miles back along the line,
Just this and nothing more;
Though some may think he surely rides
On down the entire corps.
The general then turns round again,
And riding toward the head,
Gets there agnin their camping-time,
When all incline to bed.
You see I mashed this soft-shelled nut;
Now, rodents, cast your smiles,
For the distance that the general rides
Is five and thirty miles.
WILLIAM J. BuRNS.
Altoona, Pa.

[We are very sure our readers will appreciate
the kindness of W. J. Burns, who offers a prize
riddle in this number of the Children's Corner.
Let us see who will be the lucky prize winner,
and obtain a copy of our beautiful ".Story
Hour," or any other book sold by the 'l'mth
Seeker Co., the price not exceeding $1.25.
Answers to be sent to Mr. Burns as directed
above.-En. C. C.]
[Henry Beichling, Lucas, Iowa.
'fhanks
for article, which will appear in condensed
form as soon as room can be made for it.-Eo.
C. C.]

The Missing Link
-IN-

MODERN SPIRITUALISM
By A. LlDAU UNDERHILL, of the Fox family.
This book 'purports to be a trnthfnl account of
the pheuomona occurring at Hydesville in the
house of Mr. Fox, and since to various members
of the Underhill famtly, especially tho a~1Lhor,
\Vho has had a good offset to '• Bottom }acts/'
being essentially controversial, and w!ll ~'~ ~~sod
for offense and defense by believers ttl Sp1rttual
manifestations. Mrs. Underhill contends that
tho oxhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
her ·book, demonstrate beyond doubt the r_culily
of tho survival of tntLn's spirit; tit at dmt\h IS but
birth into auotltor stage of progressed :wd pro·
gressiv life; and proves what has hitherto boon
but a dogmr1 of an unproved rtnd unprovable
faith, tho immortality of the soul. PRICE, $2.00
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A. PHOTOGRAPH
OJ<' THJD BIBLWS FLAT EARTH AND SOI,lD
HEAVEN.
A Picture of tho world as described in Gon·
esis, with the texts of tho Bible tonching tho
doctrin, and tho passages from pr~f an~,writers
•ont8.
supporting it.
Pnce 2o c
address THE THUTII SJDEKlm,

SEAL!BD

LETTERS ANSWERED
ON BUSINESS, ETC.
By Mrs. E. A. Martin, Oxford,
Mass.

You can find me in the poor man's home,
Two questions, $1; two stamps for return ot letl?{o
And in the palace gay;
From three to five questions, $2.

THE

TRUTH

S:E:ERER. MAy ao, iss{).
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BOOKS FOR OBILDREN!

BOOK FOR. CHILDREN AND

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE,

BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
For sale at this otllce.

Price 10 cents.

"APPLES OF COLD."

Astory-book tor the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
!l wrxo . second edltlon. Price, $1.25. This very
· uen work for young masters and misses, bas
eJceed through a very large edition, and a second
!:~"been Issued at a. reduced price of $1.25,. tree of
a tage. ThiS new edition has a pbotograp)i of the
~~~nor which adds very much to the value of the
volume.
.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
Price 110 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBER.t\L GUI~E.

By prot. H. M;. KOT'tiNGEn; A.M. Price, $1.00.
Tnls volume alms at the education ot youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the. s.ame time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint of pure .reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL FOR 1BB5.
Agnosticism and Atheism, Ohai-les A. Watts.PesslmiBm and Physiology, 0. N.-The Ra.tionale or
Agnosticism, G. M. McO.-Isiam; or, The Universal
Hymn Albert J. Edmunds.-Agnosticlsm and Theol'
0 y Obarles Watts.-Brunoof Nola: A poem, tara.Jars Hlll'ln London, Moncure D. Conway (Review
o! Itarrlson-Spencer Controversy).-The Philosophy
o! Agnosticism, Ignotus.-Agnostlc!sm and Theism,
w. B. Carpenter, M.D.-Reply to Dr Carpenter, W. B.
McTaggart.-The Council or Ten, Thomas Mead.The Messrs. Facing-Both· Ways or Science, Edward
Avel!ng.-Agnost!cism and ChriStianity, F. Sydney
Morrls.-Darwin and Theology, Charles c. Ca.ttell,The Antlquity of Irian, W. W. Colltns.-Scraps, A. M.
D. etc
Price, 25 cents,
'
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

WAIFS AND WANDERINGS
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOR OF
"GOLDEN THRONE," "PROMEXHEUS 0 " "INGER·
SOLL AND JESUS," ETO.
Price, Cl<>th, $1,00; Pap•r, 50 Cts.

"A prose epic o! the war, rich with Incident and
dramatic power; breezy from tl.rF t page to last with
the living spirit or to-day,-John Swintm's Po.per.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 CLINTON PLACE. NEW YORK.

lUONKS, POPES,
AND

THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
BY JOHN ALBERGER.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
. OF THIS BOOK, SUMK OF THEM DAMAGED, WHWH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES

THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
LIT!CAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH R!!:GARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
AND

Price, :>o cents, 75 cents, and $1.00, aecording to condition ot' book.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 C!tnton PI., New York.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL A.ND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PJ,A.INH01m TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. :K B. Foote. In one hand~ome 12mo volume of nearly 1000 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or Get·man.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; o1·, Sammy Tubbs,
tho Boy Doctor, tt!Hl Sponsie, the 1'rou blesome
Monkey. By Dr. lD. B. Foote; five volumes, at
-PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.
$1 each, or $5 per set; or five volumes in ona
for $2.
I
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR the YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The
fifth volume of "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
• )
on,
-~The Greatest or all Anti-t.lteologHAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready
MEN OF BusiNEss WHo DID SoMETHING BE-·
leal '\\' orks
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128
SIDES MAx:rNG MONEY.
By THOMAS PAINE,
-BYpages. By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime PamPrice, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
llhlets). By Dr. E. B. J!'oote, Jr., viz: "Bacteria in
BY .JAMES PARTON.
for $1.00.
their Rehition to Disease," presenting the germ
Revised ami Enlarg;ed.
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
THE CH,ISIS.
and opposing vacciuation; " Health in tho Suntreating o! forty-six characters In history who have
B
'I,l
p ·
beam," considering the blue-glass cure-of value Price, 10 OTI:!. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ helped
the world; together with eight portraits.,
y
lOmas
a1ne.
to sick nne! well. By mail, 10 cents each.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
Speaking of this work in connection with the proAS
A
are
standard.
posed
Independence
of
America.
trom
Great Britain,
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The
PJUCE
ai.:!IS.
. Washington wrote: "A row more such flaming
I,aw of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages, MISSIONARY
'
arguments . • . will not leave numbers at a loss
DOCUMENT
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
to d Ide on the propriety ot a separation."
cloth bound, $2; "Heredity," by Loring Moody,
H8 .Olinton Place. New York.
J
ec
•
'""'
159 pages, clot!!, 75 cents; "The Law of HeredIT IS UNEXCELLED.
Pr1ce, d;) CCII l s.
ity," by F. H. Marsh, 10 cents; "The .Alplmbet
i For either of these works, or any of Paine's
of the Human 1'ernpemmen ts," with illustrations,
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
writings, Addnss THE TRUTH SEEKER,
by Dt·. E. B. Foote, 10 cents; "Generation be- Remsburg are:
By SAMUEL P. PUTN.A.M,
1 ·
33 Clinton Place, New York.
~?re Regencmtion," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., lOc.;
The
Church
and
Morality;
Criminal
Statis-.
Author
of
"Prometheus,"
"Go~~lleb,"
and
"Ingerson
"Little
Lessons"
for Little Folks
Reports o£ Conventions and Parlor Meetings
th
d
f h
.
. j
and Jesus.
I
'
.
h .
~unng 1882," 10 cents; "'rh.ird Annual Conven- t ICS,
s owmg
e cree a o t e priROners In A Radical romance of \lloneer ll!e. delineating tho virAro now ready to mail to any address,
tion of the Institute of· Heredity, May 29, 1883,' the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza•. tnes of natural humanity as ooposed to the hypocrisy or a 1
at 30 cents for board cover, and ·
10 <)ents. .Address TilE TRUTH SEEKim.
tion; the Church and Science; the Church anpernatnral religion; crowdea with Incident and tun of
20 cents for paper. Address
.
.
I progressiv !deliS and the \)Oetl'y of the future.
•
,
S
·
· · ·
and. Learmng; the Church and Liberty; the PRIOE Sl.OO.
ADDRERR THIR OFFICE 1Elnuna D. S. e. ~er, nowv1lle, V1rgmia.
A NEW BOOK OF DIRECTIONS
Church and .the Antislavery Reform; the I
-FOR
ANTHOLOCY "'J,ittlc Lessons, arc_ gi,wcl .. I lla~he~ and
CL.EANSING THE BLOOD, Woman's Rights Movement· the Temperance
rehashed the lesson on spiders tlus cvenmg m the
Reform; the Church and the Re~ubhc,
A Collection of Passages
Sunday-school. 1 am nmningtwo Sunday-schools.
And Curing all !orms o! Disease that the
Human Family ts Subject to,
These pamphlets should be Circulated by
illustrating the
The children a~e slow in learning the mystery of
Without the Use ot Any MedlcinelWhatever.
the thousand. Let every reader send for a Pu 't
"" M.
l't·
,., Th Bible the God-head_; in comprehending the _Trinity; b_ut
0
By ProCessor Nathaniel Pierce.
dozen at least. Address
I " Y an... ora "' Y J
e
• their eves brighten and they take kmdly to disPrice, 80 Cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents, courses ou snails, toads, spiders, and lizards, sol
6tt
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Otllce.
US Olinton Plaoo, NEW YOBK
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
thillk I'll keep it up."-.Bortie 8tfnd.
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kindle thought, even though they do not continue to feed the flame. This is just what
Miss Wixon has done, and she deserves all the
encouragement we can giv.
Free Will verE<us Necessity.
The story is really excellent, both as to style
I never could Jove merely from a command,
and substnnce. Like a good play, it makes us
But easy enough !rom affection;
laugh and cry with the ~Rme breath. It deAgainst that old saylllg, ''Believe c>I' be damned,"
scribes a varietv of characters, in sunshine and
t hav a decided objection.
shadow, just a~ they exist in the real world,
Whenev,.r,an object's presentf'd to rnA,
and powerfully illustrates the terrible conseCongenial, attractlv with beauty,
I love It-a-• averyone plainly can seequences to a confiding woman of allowing the
From necessity rather tlian duty.
accident of association and the persistence of
Whence comes one's belief but bysearcblngof f~cts. a villain to determin her choice of a husband.
And drawing !rom them our conclu•ions,
From tbe tone of the book, it is easy to
Inspecting the nature and mot!v of acts
j ndge that the author is personally a lRdy of
Regardless of faiths and delusion;;?
the purest and noblest instincts, and we can
"Free will" is a humbug, but stl!l how p'erslstent
proudly point to her character as a rebuke to
Tills doctrln Is wught bidding man to rejoice!
White bl,.ckb!rds could be j 'I"t 11bout as consistent those who assert that the highest type of
As tho dogma of free will dependent on choice.
woman is to be founi! only in the church.
Is the human will freA? If "o, it c~tn act
Let us show our appreciation of this effort in
Independent of motlv or choice. An<l it s'lll
R suhstantial way.
Yours, EDGAR C. BEAL.
Must act uncontroled. Now is thi~ the fact,
No 27 Arcade, Cincinnati, May 15, 1885.
And, If not, what become• of this boasted frf'e
wlll?
Love and fear b~th compel this free will to obey,
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
The former's attractlv, an object of beauty,
ThrrnkR to the Trnth Seeker Company for a
The lattf'r, repulslv, bath tormen,, they ray;
copy of the ANNUAL of the present year, conWe obey love from p1easure regardless of duty.
taining, besides much of the best thoughts of
Love Is attraction, fear Is re;mlslon,
Between these two fo•·ces tile hnmau will's placer!, the ablest writers of the age, the pleasant and
To the force that Is greater it yields from compul- highly intellectual faces of the household, not
of faith, bnt of knowledge.
sion,
Here's your free wtll in choice-how is that to your
I take pleasure in looking at them, two of
taste?
whom I hav met on this coast-Dr. J. L. York
How little we know, how much we believe I
and Colonel Kelso.
Let us only affirm what we prove In due SASson,
I thought it looked a little emhRnassing for
Let's banish intolerance that tends to deceive,
Accept of no faith until tested by reason.
the colonel to be put on a page alone with five
strongminded women, especially as I know
All motion Is change. Cg,n you move and not st.lr?
Can you think, plan, or breathe without motion? him to be very diffident toward the ladies, for
In fine,
when I was lecturing in San Francisco in 1872
Can youuv without motion? Yet Christians aver
An unchangeable God does both place and design. he was present one evening and was called to
the platform to make some remarks. He
If God is unchangeable how can be actSince an act implies chauge?-or how ~an he plan, came forward, glanced at the number of ladies
Design, fl.nd create, can such be the fact,
seated on it, ani! took his stand below it. It
Unless he be finite and chang!ng-llke ma.n?
might hav been that he thought himself tall
Man, being Imperfect, must reason and plan,
enough to overlook the audience without takDeslgn and contrive, separate and combine,
ing the few steps higher.
To accomplish his purpose, 0 weak, puny man l
Although the portraits are only one-third
Necess\1y drives thee to plan and design.
women, it is a great gain toward their intelHow much we are told about God "nd divinity,
Design and forf'knowledge, and boundless Infinity I lectual equality with men, and when women
They are Inferred assumptlonel What know we hav had time for the development of their
about them?
Christians, glv us more proofs elsA Agnostics may minds through hereditary instincts-the innate
law of progress-men may find they hav helpdoubt them.
HOMER A. BILLINGS.
meets in the higher as well as in the lower departments of life. What brain power may not
Favorable Opinions of Good Boob. then
be developed? Problems that seem now
''DIBLE MORALS "
so hard to solve may be only recreation for
Mrs. Eva Barnes, secretary of Clara (Pa.) minds then to grapple with and prove their
Liberal League, thus writes: "I hope never relations to :W.fe and its destiny. What Mr.
to be without 'Bible Morals.' I hav often Ingersoll says of each person seeing only in
found myself where I would hav given a for- accordance to his or her capacity to see is nry
tune to hav had that to quote from in defense true indeed, as when I visited the Yosemite
of my position and in opposition to clerical valley and falls, and would stand enraptured
and orthodox false statements. It is invalu- before the majestic wonders of the scenes preable."
sented to view on every hand, I would hear
the most commonplace expressions by those
''ALL IN A LIFETIME."
in company, that would strike my feelings like
To THE EDITOR oF THE TJ.mTH SEEKER, Si1· : a blow upon the physieal form, and I would
May I say a word about Miss Wixon's novel ? often go out alone to commune in silence with
We hav still a long and bitter war before us, these mighty voices of nature whose language
and this book is a new weapon in our hands. is felt and heard by the inner sense of percepIt is indeed not a battle-ax with which we can tion and sound.
cleave the heads of our adversaries, or a lance
The poem by Conrtlandt Palmer is superb.
of logic with which we can at once unhorse S. P. Andrews, the Bishop Berkeley of our
the knights of the cross; nor will it, like R clay, soars so high in his philosophy that it is
rough ( WinteTy J wind, chill the heart of the hard for the keenest eye of the intellect to
Christian traveler and cause him to tighten his follow him, yet one gets glimpses of another
cloak of superstition. It is more like the gentle world and a new order of things which is transun, whose warmth will render the supernat- scendently grand. No doubt he is blazing the
ural cloak so oppressiv that its wearers will way for the new highway of progress.
throw it off of their own accord.
S. P. Put.nam is truly the right man in the
It shows that belief in the Bible is no guar- right place, as well as the efficient corps of
antee of goodness, and that true virtue is just workers within the Liberal ranks, with so able
as natural as vice, with this difference, that a band of women to aid in the grand work of
the former is the flower of nature, while the spreading the truth broadcast, and weetling
latter is only a noxious weed.
error from the miu.1s of the young. I hope to
As a lesson in the philosophy of life, Ibis be able ere long to not only, like Mr. Preston,
romance will appeal to thousands who would use my pen, but to assist financially in the
never read our dry debates, or follow our deep cause of Liberalism. All honor and success to
delvings into the mysteries of the Unknowable. those in the front of the battle, who are makThe maRses will not think much, at least not ing way for the liberty of future generations.
correctly, for so little is known of the mental
Bishop Gteelc; Cal,
LUNA HuTCHINsoN.
mechanism. People think in much the same
manner that they eat; that is, they are guided ''WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND," AND OTHER
simply by appetite, and they are perfectly satPOEMS.
isfied with poison if it is only sweet to the
This little brochure contains nine poems
taste. Like the toper, they do not consider written in the well-known masterly style of
the fever ani! pain of the morrow if they can the author, to which is added Holdreth's
only be happy to--day. They use their brains "Giv Us Light," often recited with peculiar
about as iutelligently as a painter might work and significant emphasis by Mr. Watts. They
in the dark, picking up the nearest brushes are all excellent and Liberal reading, as in·
and simply guessing at the colors. Snch peo- deed is all that our friend Putnam writes.
ple, who liv in the dark, who only feel, we The book is a little gem, to be tucked in our
must meet in the tlark. We must follow them pocket and pulled out and read when travelhome into the castles of their hearts, beating ing on the rail way train, when we feel "blue,"
down, as we go, the thick hedge of ignorance tired, sick of earth's racket, and still more so
which now obstructs the light of reason. In of its ignorance, bigotry, and selfishness, or
this part of our labor notiling can help us when, of a Sunday, we "lop" on the lounge
more than good works of fiction, for nothing for a rest.
·
appeals to us all more quickly than the old,
We can read them over and over (and we
old theme of love. Around this magic cord, can't do that with all poems) and be rested
which is the marrow of all good novels, may and refreshed every time. The price is so
be woven words of wisdom which are sure to cheap-only ten cents-that we can buy them,

l!lotfru.

as we buy sugar, by the dollar's worth, and
scatter them broadcast, and thus benefit .the
masses, and help at the same time a faithfnl,
hard-working, S.IJ.d worthy friend of the cause
of freedom and humanity.
SusAN H. WrxoN.
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IF we are to suppose a miracle to be something so
entirely out of the course of what Is called nature
that she must go out of that course to accomplish It,
and we see an account given of such miracle by the
person who said he saw It, It raises a question In the
mind very easily decided, which Is, Is It more probable that nature should go out of her course, or that
a man should tell a lie ? We hav never seen, In our
time, nature go out of her course, but we hav good
reason to believe that millions of lies hav been told
In the same time. It Is, therefore, at least millions
to one that the reporter of a miracle tells a. lie.Paine' s .Age of Reason.
VANITY FAIR Is a queer place at best, and, amid all
the confused outcries that rise ceaselessly from Its
noisy Inhabitants, the screams and curses of rival
religious quacks are surely the fittest to provoke a
bitter smile. We may pity the poor pilgrim groaning
In Doubting Castle, and despise the Impotent fury
of Giant P.:>pe In his ancient den; but the empty
brag of charlatans and humbugs In the fair Itself,
though they are masquerading In the most_lmposlng
of robes, Is best met with silent contempt.- Let us
trust that, somehow or other, the mad bustle will
S'.Ibslde In time, and that the great world will blunder In Its own clumsy fashion Into some tolerable
order, and some scum of errete superstition be
worked of! in the Chaotic fermentation.- Leslie
Stephen.
IN these days mind without muscle has greater
power than muscle without mind.- Waller Bagehot.
BENEATH the rule of men entirely great,
The pen Is mightier· than the swol'd.
-Bultoer's Richelieu.
KNEELING or sitting at the sacrament can In Itself
tend no more to the disturbance of the government
or Injury of my neighbor, than sitting or standing at
my own table; weaz:lng a cape or surplice In the
church can no more alarm or threaten the peace of
the state than wearing a cloak or coat In the market.
Being rebaptized no more make a tempest In the
commonwealth than It doth In the river, nor than
barely washing myself would do In either. If I observe Friday with the Mohammedan, or Saturday
with the Jew, or Sunday with the Christian; whether
I pray with or without a form; whether I worship
God In the various and pompous ceremonies of the
Papists, or In the plainer way of the Calvinists, I see
nothing In any of these, 11 they be done sincerely
and cut of conscience, that can of Itself make me
either the worse subject to my prince, or worse
neighbor to my fellow-subjects, unless It be that I
will, out of pride or overweenlngness of my own
opinion, and a secret conceit of my own Infallibility,
take to myself something of a godlike power, force
and compel others to be of my mind, and censure or
malign them If they be not.- Locke's Tole>'ation.
I READ the other day an account of a meeting be·
tween John Knox and John Calvin. Imagln a dialog between a pestilence and a famln. Imagln a
conversation between the block and the ax. As I
read their conversation It seemed to me as though
John Knox and John Calvin were made for each
other. and that they fitted each other !Ike the upper
and lower jaws of a wild beast. They believed happiness was a crime. They looked apon laughter as
blasphemy. They did all they could to destroy
every human feeling, and to fill the mind with the
lnllnlt gloom of predestination and eternal damnation. They taught the doctrln that God had a right
to damn us because he made us, but that Is just the
reason that he has not a right to damn us.-Ingersoll's
What Must lVe Do to be Saved ?
IN the history of spiritual civilization and of Eu.
ropean progress, Armin! us and his followers take an
honored place, as daring to stem the current of
tendency In their time, and to maintain, with their
lives In their hands, that the clay, If It ceases to be
clay and becomes human, has a personality not to
be extinguished by God himself; a personality Involving rights which, If justice admits of any definition whatever, can be pleaded against power even
when lnflnlt.-Peter BaJJne.
WE grow by admiration, hope, and love,- Words.
worth; He that borrows the aid o! an equal understanding deludes his own; he that uses that of a
superior, elevates his own to the station of the man
that he contemplates.-Edmund Burke. No one can
be a great thinker who does not recognize that as a
thinker It Is his first duty to follow his Intellect to
whatever conclusion It may lead -J. S. Mill.

--

THE fourteen-year-old school"boy who ·doesn't
play truant" When Barnum•s circus comes to
town Is about ripe enough for a pair of angel wings.

READ not to contr'adlct and confute, nor to believe
nhd take for granted, nor to llud talk and discourse,
but to weigh and consider. Some books are to be
tasted, others to be swallowed, and some few to be
chewed and digested; that Is, some books are to be
read only In par;s; others to be read wholly and with
diligence and attentlon.-Bacon's Essays.

11

"TENNYSoN can't write a poem on the American
naVy,'..:_ says an exchange. Jlldglng from recent de.
velopments, Lord '.rennyson can't write a poem
about any navy.

THB
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'.rHEY are making rapid advancement In clvlllzatlon In the far West. The citizens or. Jug Tavern
Idaho, hanged five members of the local vlgl!anc~
committee last week.
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NEW YORK:

AN Auburn shoe factory employee, Who wanted
his pay raised not long ago, took rccaslon to touch
his employer on the subject during a lull in conversation at a church sociable, and the plan worked admirably.
" PA, Who was Shylock?" Pater famlllas (With a look
of surprise and horror): "Great goodness, boy; you
attend church and Btmday-school every week, and
don't know who Shylock was? Go and read your
Bible, sir."
AT Adrian, Mich., a lady saw an engln-house with
a steeple, and Innocently asked a gentleman attend.
ant, "What church Is that?" The gentleman, after
reading the sign, "Deluge No. 3," replled, "I guess
It must be the Third Baptist."
ONE of the converts at the Holiness Meeting went
up to an old maid at ch arch the other night and
asked her " If she was ready for the bridegroom."
The old maid Informed him that she was ready now
and had been for the past forty years.
NOT to be outdone as a medium of revised religIous Information, the Tribune remarks that" elaborate preparations are being made for the consecration on Tuesday, June 2d, of the Stewart Memorial'
Cathedral of the Incarceration, at Garden City, L. I."
"so you hav got twins at your house?" said Mrs ..
Bezumbe to little Johnny Samuelson. "Yes, mam,.
two of 'em." " What are you going to call them ?"
"Thunder and Lightning." "Why, those are strange
names to call children.'' "Well, that's what pacalled 'eril·as soon as soon as heard they were In the
house."
"NEYER go back," advises a writer; "what you·
attempt, do with all your sttength.'' 'How about a
man who has attempted to catch a train, but failed?'
Is he never to go back? Must he walt, no matter how
long, for the next one? Ah, we fear that abstract
philosophy Is scarcely applicable to the events or·
our concrete existence.

"Is this O'Donovan Rossa?" 11 Yes, sir-that'S·
me." "I called to see If I could get you to blow up
something for me." "Well, I am In Chicago for the·
purpose of Jecturlng, but I don't mind blowing up
a building or two In an Incidental way. What ls-I~
you want blown up, an orphan asylum or the home>
for decrepit women?'' "Neither; It's a balloon.''

ONLY a penny-a-liner,
Only a business pote,
Who lives by writing humorous things
[Alleged] on the pranksome goat.
PORTRAITS.
Thomas Paine,
R. G. Ingersoll,
D. :M. Bennett,
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Who sings of the jointed stove-pipe,
And eke of the yellow dog,
Of Chicago feet and St. Louis ears,
And of Cincinnati's hog.
Who touches on beating carpets,
And the woodshed-pounded boy"
And the maid WhO devoureth the cold fee-cream
With a gusto that will not cloy,
Only a penny-a-liner,
With his pen In his nerveless hand,
And his seamy brow shows an Inward grief
That his soul can scarce withstand.'
It tells of a terrible struggle

OR T H 0 D 0 :XY. Ingersoll's W"orks.
A Lecture by

Come away out of the chamber,
Leave him alone with his grief~
Let your parting footsteps fall as light
As the fluttering autumn leaf.

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
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Parallels in Other Religions

"ANT I

In his worn and weary brainOf a feverish strain on his aching soulOf a deep, unspeakable pain.

He Is trying to write some dainty
Vers de societe,
Of an aristocratic coaching-trip
And patrician maids In May.
He will touch up the world of fashion
In a style to suit the queen,
And the delicate work will be brought to an end
With an 11 ad" of 11 Bronchitisene!'
LITTLE AND LONG.
0 maid with all-snclrcllng arms

And eyes that smile down from al;love,
I look upon your lofty charms
And wonder If you'll stoop to Jove;
0 sweet and fair perspectlv dove,
Hearken to my lowly song:
I, little, IOV<> you; will you Jove me, long?
You see me-l am at your feet;
Bend down and hear me whlle I say
lVIy heart alone for you shall beat
Until It turns to senseless clay.
0 sweet, you hear my bassoon bray
Its lowest notes of yearning song:
I, little, love you; wUI you love me, long?
I1 I shall raise my eyes 1o thee,

Thou wilt not spurn my love, dear maid,
Nor kick my heart Into the sea;
For It would drown where you could wade.
My voice floats up thy corsage braid,
And smites thy ear with gentle song:
I, little, love you; wlll you love me, long?
And when the roses bloom once more,
And pansies blossom round my feec,
And swallows round thy forehead soar,
I'll get upon my stllts, my sweet;
And then, when our tour !Ips can meet,
'l'hey'U join In this old-fashioned song:
You kiss me little and I kiss you long.
-Tl'icotrin~
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be delivered between 7 A.M. and midnight; because it is written by 11 minister? Just as
and that the regulations for the delivery of likely as not.-The Claricm ( Pa.) Jackscmian.
these specially stamped letters shall in no way
THE following is the text of the resolution
interfere with the prompt delivery of letters as
GENERAL GBA.NT is about the same.
introduced into the General Assembly of the
NoTHING makes a Boston man so mad as to provided by existing l11w or regulations.
Presbyterian church, which has excited widesay something 11bout the hanging of witches in
PEACE is reported to hav been ratified by
THE book, "Nature and Reality of Religion," spread interest and discussion: "Resolved, That
New England.
treaty between France and China.
recently discussed in THE TRUTH SEEKER, bids it is the deliberate and decided judgment of this
A CLERGYMAN indignantly announces that all fair to make something of a stir. Frederic
THE ministers who persisted in preaching
Assembly that the Roman Catholic church has
the salaries of religious teachers in the coun- Harrison writes to the London Times that the
essentially apostatized from the religion of our on Boston Common on Sunday, the 23d, were
try added together would not amount to so· articles in the book were p11blished in that
,
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, and therefore arrested -and fined.
much as the country spends imnuallyin keep- form· without his knowledge and consent, and
cannot be recognized as a Christian church.
THE
New
Orleans
Exposition
will
not be
ing dogs.
stigmatizes their publication as an act of piracy And as we do not recognize it as a portion of continued longer. Financially, tlle exhibition
LivERPOOL, Eng., wishes to throw open its on the part of Mr. Spencer. Mr. Spencer re- the visible church of Christ, we cannot conhas not been a success.
public libraries and museums on Sunday, but. plies that he is willing to leave the matter to sistently view its priesthood as other than
THIRTY thousand people listened to the muthe Liverpool Presbytery will petition the arbitration, and if three arbitrators decide usurpers of t-he sacred functions of the minismayor 11nd town council to keep them closed. against him he will indemnify the Appletons try, its ordin11nces as unscriptural, and its bap- sic in Central Park last Sunday, it being the
first Sunday concert of the season.
The churches there, as here, stand in the wav and suppress the edition.
tism as invali.d." There is no doubt about
of Sunday liberty.
'
•
THE Dolphin, the steel cruiser"built by John
the soundness of this resolution. And if the
THE REVISED VERSION.
Roach for the United States government,
PROFESSOR SwiNG, the noted Chicago preacher,
Presbyterian
church
were
substituted
for
the
A monkey and a parrot once,
is in favor of not allowing anybody to vote who
Catholic the statement would be equally scored a success on her third. trial trip, steamLeft in a room together,
ing 16 knots an hour.
cannot show up at least $500 worth of propwater-tight.
Began to fight, an:i fought so h<~.rd
erty. "This," says the Clevehmd Plaindeale1·,
THE Apache Indians of New Mexico hav
IN one of the factories in Maine, a few years
They nearly killed each other.
"would hav ruled out Christ and all the aposago, the proprietor reduced the wages, where- been on the warpath lately, and hav committed
tles except Judas.''
Their mistress coming home perceived
Regular troops and
upon there was a general determination to numerous atrocities.
Their wrongs they had been righting,
A GOOD use for a god has been discovered by
strike, and as they were obliged to giv a many volunteers are after them.
And said to them, "I'm deeply grieved
Judge Case, of Connecticut.
The Winsted
month's notice before quitting work, they, in
JAMEs N. DAY, clerk for l'riartin & Runyan,
To think that you've been fighting.''
Press reports that a "Hindoo god on one of
the mean tine, issued a circular to the world at bankers, of Newark, is a defaulter to the exhis park buildings has frightened away the
large, in which was the following interesting tent of $50,000. He is a strict church-memThe monkey really felt 'lnite bad
crows, and given the song birds peaceful asy.
paragraph: "We are now working out our ber, and seldom absent from his pew.
In thinking of his crime; lum in the•surrounding trees."
notice, and shall soon be without employment;
The parrot, gleeful, said, "We've had
THE Catholic priest at Milford, Mass., locked
can turn our hands to most anything. Don't
THE New York World has made arrangeA sheol of a time!"
the gates of the cemetery to keep the local
like to be idle, but determined not to work for
ments with a certain Mr. Day, who livs a little
IT is not generally known, says an exchange,
Gr11nd Army post from entering on Decoration
way up the Hudson, to provide the boys of that the man who refuses to pay for his news- nothing where folks can afford to pay. Who Day. The veterans went over the fence and
the city a place to play ball without fear of paper can be prosecuted like any ordinary wants help? We can make bonnets, dresses, decorated their dead comrades' graves as usual.
the police. The boys are specially invited to criminal for theft. A New York paper has be- puddings, pies, and cakes; patch, darn, knit,
THE wife of Sullivan, the pugilist, lately
spend their Sabbaths in the field. It looks gun suit against several delinquent subscribers roast, stew, and fry; make beds, feed chickens,
like a deliberate attempt on the part of the under the United St11tes postal laws, which sweep out the kitchen, kindle fires, wash and sued for a divorce on the grounds of drunkenWo1·ld to dislocate the Third Commandment. say: "The taking of a newspaper and refusal iron; besides being remarkably fond of babies; ness, abuse, and unfaithful_ness: She did not
in fact, can do anything a housewife is capable get the divorce, it being shown during the
THE Jewish Advocate thinks it "strange that to pay for the ~arne renders a person liable
trial that they were two. of a kind, and both
if accuracy was the object chiefly desired [in to crimin11l prosecution as a thief, and the of doing, not forgetting the scolding on Mon- bad.
days
and
Saturdays.
For
specimens
of
pluck
the late revision of the Old Tsstament] no person guilty of the same can be punished as
NoTWITHSTANDING Rev. William F. Marshall,
representativ of the Roman Catholic church if he had stolen goods to the amount of sub- and determination, we refer to our manager
was invited to assist, and still more remarkable scription." The penalty is the same when a and overlookers. Speak quick. Black eyes, of Kinderhook, N. Y., has a wife already, he
that in translating a book, the opginal of w,hich subscriber refuses to take 11 paper from the fair foreheads, clustering locks, beautiful as ran aW!J.Y with a colored girl week before last.
angels, can sing like seraphs, and smile most She was arrested at Poughkeepsie, and when
was written in Hebrew by Jewish poets and post-office without first paying arrearages.
bewitchingly.
An elderly gentleman in want he came back to Kinderhook a sheriff took him
seers, no invitation was extended to a Jewish
AN old preacher, about fifty miles from Rich- of a housekeeper, or a nice man in search of a in also.
scholar, who surely might hav been expected
mond, asks us to explain several things. "I wife-willing and ready to sustain either charto hav superior qualifications for the work."
THE Catholic church has been forced to rewish you to tell me how a man who delights acter; in fact, we are in the market. Who
cede from the stand it took agaill.st the Ancient
ANOTHER good old Providence story is in re- in telling all he knows to the disadvantage of bids? Going-going-gone! Who's the lucky
Order of Hibernians. The church condemns
lation to the foreknowledge of God. One of his brethren can hold up his head as a man ?"-Cincinnati Unicmist.
secret societies, but a man may now belong to
the wags of those days got into an argument preacher. Then I wish you to e:xpl!tin to me
A DISPATCH from St. John's, N. F., dated
with a Baptist minister upon that subJ"ect. ho w a pr ea cher whose whole conversatr"on r·s May 18th, relates that the feud between the the Order of Hibernians and still remain a
"Do y·ou suppose that God knew," asked the on th e 1owes t p 1ane-wh o never says a wrse
· or orange and the green has' again developed into good Catholic.
wag, "that Brown & Ives would launch the appr 0 prra
JOHN TERRY, colored, was hanged at Barn· te thr"ng 1·n pr1·va•e how can that
• flame at Conception Bay. Late dispatches
ship Ann Hope to-day at twelve o'clock?" same man preach beautiful and sprightly and from Bay Roberts say that on Monday night a well, S. C., on the 28th ult. for the murder of
"Yes," said the minister, "as much as that I godly sermons? Is it possible for the man, as crowd of Orangemen attacked the dwelling of the Rev. John Sessions, white. On the scafam here now." "Well," said the wag, "he you see him in the pulpit and out of it, to be Mr. James Dailey, a ·conspicuous Roman fold he said, "I hav made my peace with God,
got mistaken, for they hav put the launch off explained except on the ground that his ser- Catholic citizen and trader, smashed in his and he has pardoned my sin." Mr. Terry is
mons are borrowed?" Ask us sometlring else, windows, demolished a large quantity of prop. therefore an angel.
till next week."
Le Joumal d'Hygiene publishes a comparativ and let an.other answer that.-Richmond ( Va.) erty, and compelled him to fly to the capital.
THE Rev. Mr. Brown, who ministers to a
table of the probabilities of life for moderate Religious He1·ald.
Just previous to this outrage the Orangemen flock on West Fifty-first street, wandered off
dr~nkers and total_ abstainers. According to AN alleged minister of the gospel is writing flung over the wharf into the harbor some last week, and his parishioners could not find
thrs, a moderate_ drmker at twenty Y_ears of age a continued story for the Brookville Democrat. valuable property belonging to Captain Hen- him. He had considerable money with him .
. may expect to hv 15.6 years; at thrrty, 13; at The following is a random extract: "With a neburg, also_ a Catholic. A Spaniard's Bay Several parties met Mr. Brown about town':
forty, ~1_.6; at fifty, 10.8;_ at si~ty, 8.9. The whoop and a revolver flash they are up to the correspondent says that on Sunday evening a and report that he appeared very tired. Last
probab!lrty for tot~l abstamers rs: At twenty boys, leaping from their heaving ponies like number of Orangemen, at first only about a Sunday he was unable to preach.
A MANIAC named Reume, under the influence
years, 44 2; at thrrty, _36.5; at forty, 28.8_; at Comanches. Stray bullets whistle here and dozen individuals, but afterwards swelled to
fifty, 21.25; and at srxty, 15.285. It Il!l a there and one goes crash through the window about a hundred, paraded the streets and in- of liquor, boarded a train at Kansas City, Mo.,
st~ange fact that in spite of these figures men at Sa:U•s ear. Bottles break and the landlord suited and outraged every Roman Catholic last Saturday, took possession of a car, and
Will continue to drink moderately.
I swears in tho bar-room. The cowboys yell they encountered. Their hootings and yell- fired his revolver at everybody who came near
Ol!! July 1st the following changes will be and another bullet goes into the window near ings disturbed the tranquil Sabbath. They him. At Chicago he shot and killed a policemade in the rates of postage: L Any article Jim's ear. 'What a lark!' says Jim. 'On a kept up a constant howl of execration against man and fatally wounded another, and was
in 11 newspaper or other publication may be blizzard!' says Sam. 'Landlord !' yell the the Catholics, the refrain from which was that himself seriously wounded before his capture
marked for observation, except by written or wild Arabs, 'you sne11k-thief, pimple-faced, they were going to sweep every one of them could be effected.
printed words, without increase of postage. 2. gut-starving, bottle-necked old hypocrit, out off the face of the earth. They deposited the
DECORATION DAY was observed in the usual
All newspapers sent from the office of publi- with your best smile _and biled owl, or by the ~lest of nni~ances on the do~rste~s of ~ro~- way in New York. People who lived in the
cation, including sample copies, or when sent bon17s of these two city chaps we'll pipe the ment Catholics, at the _same t1me I~dulgmg m city went out and those who lived outside tlle
from a news agency, to 11ctual subscribers dev 1 out of your tiger hole.' 'And now, you blasphemy and the vrlest obscemty. They I cicy came in, and there were paraded 11nd races
thereto, or to other news agents, sh11ll be en- two fellows, who thunder double shot towers next assaulted a number of young men who: and regattas and g11 mes of all sorts. It rained
titled to transmission at the rate of one cent. into one standing-eared, white-tailed jack-out were on their way to the chapel to attend even-· in the afternoon but not enough to seriously
per pound or fraction thereof, the postage to with the chink.' • All right,' says Sam; 'smile ing catechism. They knocked down several of interfere with the services. President Clevebe prepaid. 3. The weight of all single-rate o!l, boys. We'll pipe the devil for you, big as the boys, kicked them, and otherwise mal-! land was in Now York and reviewed the proletters is increased from one-half of one ounce Colorado. Clear the way there, rot-gut, givthe treated them. The rabble next attacke~ two J cession.
each, or fraction thereof, to one ounce each, boys a chanoe.' Up comes the fiddle and out Catholic young men named Ryan and Fmn 11s;
or fraction thereof. 4. A special stamp of the pulls the flute, and the bar-:room rattles with a: they were approaching the house of a common 1 THE family of' Thomas Helriegel were starvvalue of ten cents may be issued, which when cowboy musical hell. Glasses are broken, friend on a friendly visit. Ryan is thought to ing, and he _tried to throw himself from _the
11ttached to a letter, in addition to the lawful chairs are smashed, and the ceiling riddled be fatally injured. The brother of the injured Br-ooklyn Brrdge, but was stopped by a police.
postage thereon, shall entitle the letter to im- with bullets." Where' is the Society for the, man, on hearing of the affray, rushed from tho man. His wife, b~ing a Catho!ic, and fearing
med-i11te delivery at any place containing 4,000 Suppression of Vice? We wonder if the good house with a double-barrel gun. His appear- the baby would dre of starvation, called on a
population, or over, according to the federal Christians of Brook"l'iUe, who would be horri- · ance was the signal for the rapid disappear-' priest for assistance. The priest christened
census1 within the carrier limit of any free fied to see thei11 children reading 11 novel, im- ance of the Orangemen. The affair became ·.the child and did not charge a cent, but did
delivery office, or within one mile of the post- agin that such 11 mass of vulgarity and profan- the subject of a judicial investigation, and the no more. A fellow-workman of Helriegel's
office coming within the provisions of this ity as the above is calculAted to inspire a love Orange-loving judge of Harbor Grace fined the brought in a bottle of milk and saved the
law; that such specially stamped letters shall for the true, the good, and beautiful, simply~ murderous ringleaders $10 to $20 each. baby's life.
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The effect of the light and heat of the sun upon
the atmosphere is rapid. To illustre.te, let us suppose the light and heat of the sun withdrawn to the
The Cause of Planetary Motion.
extent that it shall be night all round the planet, the
same as it is on the side of all planets oppoeit the
1 think it will be generally admitted that there has sun. What would be the immediate consequence of
been a greater advancement made in the knowledge of such a state of things? Of course the aggregate atthe arts and sciences within the last half century than mospheric presure would be alike all round the
at any period of equal length in any other age of the planet. The center of gravity would leave its natural
world. If this is so, it is certainly gratifying to know position and be found in the center of the planet.
that we. are advancing in the right direction. There The diurnal, and consequently its revolutionary, roois, however, one branch of science which seems to tion would cease, and then, according to the laws of
hav been very much neglected; aad that is' the sub- attraction, the planet could hav but one motion, and
ject of planetary motion. It seems to be conceded that would be directly toward the sun. Now, if the
that this is not only unknown but unknowable, and rays of the sun be restored the revolution of the
that every attempt in this direction must necessarily planet would commence as soon as the rays of the
. prove abortiv. We are moving at the rate of one sun reached it. Now, under the conditions assumed,
thousand miles the hour by the rotation of our planet, these results could not be avoided. A planet cannot
and at the rate of more than sixty-eight thousand liv in darkness. Without the light and heat of the
miles in the same time, in its revolution around the sun it would, as a planet, soon cease to exist. We
sun. Shall we nlmain forever ignorant of the cause? are now, by the operation of the forces in question,
I propose to explain and to demonstrate the cause of to consider the planet in motion. The light and heat
planetary motion, however difficult the solution of of the sun-as we hav seen-cause· the ditierence of
·such a problem may appear,
. atmospheric presure between the dark and enlightVarious hav been the conjectures and suppositions ened side of the planet. Now this difference is conin regard to this motion; many beliGving that a stantly and rapidly moving upon its surface as difsupernatural force produces these results, while oth- fer.ent portions of it are being brought under the
ers claim there is some mysterious property in mat- rays of the sun by the planet's rotation, which, of
ter itself which is the cause. But they giv us no course, recedes from one side of the planet as fast as it
information upon the subject.
advances upon the other, producing as perfectly regIn speaking of matter, it is sufficient for our pur- ular and uniform motion as the mind can conceive,
pose to consider it as divided into solids, liquids, and the same cause perpetually producing like results;
aeriform.
while, at the same time, the center of gravity is made
The pla~ets are really little systems; and hav their to, and is constantly discribing a circle within the
positiv and negativ centers or foci, as we observe in planet at a certain distance from the center. We
the solar system, and of course are governed by the will now advance a step further in our inquiry and
same laws.
see if the principles we are discussing hav anything
It is a fundamental law of matter that as we recede to do with a certain other motion which our planet
from the sun-the center of attraction in our system is known to hav, bearing in mind that whatever
~matter becomes more sub til and attenuated. We motion a planet has, there is always of courae a legitimate and adequate cause for it.
find it the same in individual or single planets.
Starting from the center, the home of attraction and
There is a motion of our planet called nutation;
the solids, on arriving at the surface we meet with an that is, as the term implies, a vibrating motion of
exceedingly elastic substal\ce called the atmosphere. its axis, which, at some seasons of the year, is
This subtil fluid surrounds all the planets, in ours to
'k
the bight of about forty-five miles, revolving with it greater than at others, operating precisely h e the
and exerting a. pressure of about fifteen pounds upon balance.
every square inch of the earth's surface.
In order that I may be the better understood, I
Of the forces which perform the important parts in shall hav to speak briefly of what is very well known.
planetary motion, there are two to be considered At the equinoxes, w:hich take place on or about the
which are positiv and negativ in their action. One 21st of March and the 23d of September, the sun
of these; the. negativ force, is attraction, by which all shines from pole to pole. But at the solstices on the
bodies and particles of matter tend to a center, while 21st of June and the 21st of December, the poles of
the other or positiv force is the light and heat of the the earth are alternately in light and darkness. This
is caused by the obliquity of the equator to the plane
sun, both being universal.
Now, the latter force, by· its operation upon the of the ecliptic, which makes an angle with it of about
atmosphere, establishes and controls the center of 23.28m., and, aside from nutation, the earth keeps in
gravity of all the planets.
this position in its revolution round the sun, causing
And here the reader will not fail to observe that the various seasons of the year.
As already observed, when the sun is directly over
these forces are the poles, where matter in its extremes of condition and the forces meet, one pole the equator the center of grav-ity will be in the side
being at the center, the other at the surface. In this of the earth directly opposit the sun, and as the
connection I will observe that the center of gravity equator is equidistant from the tropics, we will asand the center of the planet are positiv and negativ sume that here there is no nutation. But when the
centers, as has already been spoken of in regard to sun advances to the north from the 21st of JY!arch,
the solar system, without which planetary motion the center of gravity will move to the south (as it
could not take place.
must always be directly opposit the sun), and will
These are simply statements of facts as they exist, ·continue in that direction until the 21st of June,
which will be fully understood as we proceed with when it reaches its farthest point to the south, and
our investigation.
the north pole becomes elevated to a certain extent.
It is a truth self-evident that there is always the It then returns and meet13 the sun at the eq11ator on
same aggregate atmospheric pressure upon a planet, the 23d of September, and passing to the north confor in a substance so exceedingly elastic as the atmo- tinues in that direction untill the 21st of December,
sphere, wherever there is in any particular locality a when it reaches the farthest point to the north, and
greater pressure, there always is and necessarily must the south pole becomes elevated; then it will return
be a correspondingly lighter pressure at some other and on the 21st of March again meet the sun at the
place not far distant. Comequently the aggregate equator where we started. Thus we see alternately
• pressure is never changed. Local barometric differ- an elevation and depression of the poles of the earth
ences can never change the general result.
the year round.
But the great difference in the aggregate pressure
This, as we hav already said, is called nutation,
is between the hemisphere of the planet under the and, as will be seen, can never exceed certain limits.
This motion also embraces in its opei·ation what is
rays of the sun and the opposit side.
The greater expansion of the atmosphEre undEr the called the precession of the equinoxes, which we will
light and heat of the sun causes it to occupy far more now explain.
space, and by that means holds a great portion of it
If there were no nutation, the tropical and the siin absolute suspension as far as pressure is concerned, dereal year would agree. A complete revolution of
and of course there is a correspondingly greater the earth round the sun, or from a star to the same
pressure on the dark and cooler side opposit the sun. again, is called a sidereal year.
The immense d fference in prEssure is very apparent
From an equinox or solstice to the same again rewhen we consider that it embmces the whole of one quires 365 days 5 hours 48 minutes 47.8 seconds,
hemisphere of the planet. We now see clearly that which is 20 minutes 22.8 seconds shorter than the
the pressure must necessarily be far greater on the sidereal year.
side of the planets opposit the sun.
Now it is plain, starting from the vernal equinox,
This being the case, the rotation of the planet is for instance, with the center of gravity moving from
the inevitable result.
the equator to the north and south of it, the motion
The reader will now readily comprehend the im- of the sun toward the tropics is necessarily accelerportant fact that the centF of gravity is not in the ated and must reach those points sooner than it
center of the planet.
·
otherwise would, and return to the same place again
The operation of the light and heat of the sun before the earth can make a complete revolution in its
upon the atmosphere of one-half of the planet does orbit.
not admit of it. Where, then, is the center of gravity,
But when the center of gravity is moving toward
if not in the ceni er of t.he planet? The answer is the equator the advance of the sun toward the trapobvious. It is in the side .of the planet opposit or ics is normal and governed wholly by the advance of
farthest from the sun, where it always remains a dis- the earth in its orbit. Thus we account for this mota.nce €qual to the difference of atmospheric pressure tion, the precession of the equinoxes, precisely as it
between that part of the planet under the rays of the takes place.
sun and the opposit side.
The cause of nutation and the precession of the

equinoxes has long been sought; but without a knowledge of the laws of planetary motion, explanation
of course, was impossible.
'
I am aware at one time it was supposed that the
moon had no atmosphere. At a later date, however
the idea seems to hav been abandoned and it was ad~·
mitted that it had an atmosphere, but not extensiv.
But more recently, I find, the original supposition
bas been revived, and it is now claimed by some
astronomers that there is no atmosphere surrounding
that planet.
Now, aside from its being an unnatural supposition, we might not consider it strange. Indeed, under the circumstances, not knowing that the difference ..in the elements and condition of. matter had
anything to do with the motions of the planets, it
would be strange if there were not conflicting opinions in regard to it. This arh1es from two causes
viz , the exceeding uncertainty of their observations:
and, secondly, the small amount of atmosphere surrounding that planet.
The truth seems to be that the difference in the
amount of atmosphere surrounding a planet is in proportion to the magnitude and amount of matter the
planet contains. ·
Although the light and heat of the sun must hav
an effect more or less powerful on the atmosphere by
the planet being nearer or more remote from the sun,
yet we may instance the planet Jupiter, by far the
largest of the planets, with its immense atmosphere
and rapid diurnal motion, compared with the diminutiv size of the moon, with little atmosphere and slow
rotation. Besides, it has been shown that a planet
without an atmosphere to some extent cannot exist
as such, because matter and the forces of light and
heat could not effectiv ly meet to change the center of
gravity, which. would be in tlie center of the planet;
its motion would cease, except that it would be drawn
immediately to its primary. It is needleos to add, the
supposition is erroneous. We cannot claim that natural forces hav failed, and in this case left their work
unfinished. And I may say, in addition, that in matters of this kind, unless the truth sought can he demonstrated, our suppositions are of little consequence,
as they prove nothing either way.
It now only remains to consider the revolutionary
motion of the planet around the sun. This will require but few words, as it follows as a matter of
course. In the foregoing I hav barely alluded to this
motion, not because the two motions are disconnected
at all, for as soon as the rotation of the planet is effected, that moment it is on its journey round the
sun, but because I thought the subject would be better understood if I spoke of the two somewhat separately. It will be seen that these motions act
exactly at right angles-the first principle of planetary motion. Planets do and necessarily must advance
in the direction they rotate, and, were this the only
force, would continue in a straight line a tangent to
its orbit, but it is held in check by the attraction of
the sun, and these two forces, acting in conjunction,
compel the planet to describe a circle; and as the
planet is compelled to revolve round both the positiv
and negativ centers in the solar s;rstem, its orbit must
therefore be elliptical, as the orbits of all the planets
are.
And lastly, the reader will of course observe that
the sun, combining both the positiv and negativ elements in this respect, is the prime cause of planetary
motion.
Thus I hav, I think, in as short compass as the
subject would admit, fully redeemed the promis I ·
made at the outset, and shown conclusivly why the
planets move as they do.
GILES CHASN,
Mechanicsville, Conn.

The Advance of Theology •
Applying, then, the method of science to an enmination of theology, it appears to consist in an
attempt at explaining the facts of nature, and the
sanctions of duty, in distant ages of scant knowledge.
Its scriptural revelations come down to us through
centuries of untrustworthy custodians, and when
they reach us at last they are not revelations to ua,
but hearsay about revelations, and must be judged
by the canons of criticism which we apply to other
departments of literature. Every theology, no matter how emphatic its assertion of a supernatural
source, bears about it the plain marks of i~s human
origin. The conceptions of God vary with the zones,
and closely parallel the grades of culture in which
they arise. 'I'he commandments called divine become more elevated as the civilization of a people
advances. The disciples of a prophet or apostle d[rect the noble impulses be has implanted in their
hearts to broaden ·his teachings and correct his
errors. Contrast the almost human tribal God of
Abraham, Isaac; and Jacob, with the lofty idea of the
Deity entertained by Isaiah. Compare this latter,
again, with the universal Father whom Jesus taught
his followers to worship. Mark the cumbrous legality and ritualism of the Old Testament, and its silence
respecting the future life; how different this from
the teaching of Jesus, who exalted the spirit above
the letter, valued love more than sacrifice, and assured his hearers of an immortaiity which made this
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world but a ten;pora1:y scene of trial and l?robation !
Note how the h1gh-mmded Paul saw nothing reprehensible in slavery, an_d co~pare tha't with tb~ hu!lltlnity of an age whiCh g1vs even dumb ammals
rights against their owners. The evolution of
thought in general is fully exemplified by thought in
theology, notwithstanding its assertion of a sacred
fixity. John Wesley, sensible inan that he waR, said
that if he were to giv up his faith in witchcraft, be
would giv up. the Bible. Yet . his. followers hav
dropped the Witc~craft, and kept the Bib1e.-George
l/es in Popular Scwnce Monthly.

Why Go{l Lets the Devil Liv.
At the Brooklyn Tabernacle Mr. Talmage devoted his sermon to the question " Why does God allow Satan and sin to
Jiv when with one blow he could annihilate them?" "In the
first place," said Mr. Talmage in the courRe of his remarks
"God allows Satan and sin to liv to demonstrate the long
suffering of Christ. What God does is not so wonderful as
wbat he does not do. He could take all the fraud on the west
side of Broadway, and hurl it into the Hudson River, and all the
fraud east of Broadway, and hurl it into the East River. He understands all the combination locks of all stolen money safes.
He could blow them up. But that he does not do it is because
of his divine leniency, divine long suffering. I wonder that
God did not burn the world up two thousand years ago, and
drop the fragments into other worlds to be kept in museums
as specimens of a recreant planet. • God waited one hundred
and twenty years for the people to go into the ark, and warned
tbem all that time-one hundred and twenty years of incessant
warning. Why do the wicked liv? To hold up their mischief
tbat the people of the community may see it. It has been so
in the past; it will be so in the future. God will not allow sin
to sneak out of. the world; he will not allow it to resign or quit.
It will not be a case of default because no one appears against
it. God will run it; handcuff it; try it; gibbet it.
"God allows the wicked to liv also that they may be made
the implements to do good to the righteous. Recently there
came to me the fact that a college had been built in the far
West for Infidel purposes. There was to be no nonsensical
sharu or pray€l'S. Not long afterward the college failed, and
it was handed over to a Presbyterian company, and this was
done, and it is now run in the interest of that orthodox religion."

Eliot the apostle, as he was called, who preached
to the Natick Indians, and made himself a reputation
by translating the Bible into their language-a. pe,rfectly useless labor-was asked a most pertment
question by one of his Indian converts, who, whether
he got a satisfactory answer or not, shows that be was
level-headed. His question was: "Why does God
not kill the devil?" Poor old Eliot must hav thought
the devil was in the Indian, for the question underlies our theology, and strikes at the character of God
terribly. Who can answer it, satisfactorily, if God
is as powerful and as merciful as he is represented ?
"In view of all the suffering in the wm}d," said a
gentleman to me, "as I do not like to question God's
love, I am compelled to question his power." It was
a reverent feeling in the gentleman that compelled
·
this answer.
You will see that it is precisely th_e Indian's question that our rattle brained, not level-headed, Brother
Talmage thinks he answers, but how does be answer
it? He does not leave God a leg to stand on. He
takes away his "karacter" entirely. He makes him
merciless, selfish, an abettor of rascality. In a word,
as men generally do, he creates God in his own image, and givs us the Brooklyn braggart and ranter,
Talmage, infinit in power to do evil.
.A man is justly held respomible for an evil which
he can, but refuses to, prevent. " God can annihilate
the devil with one blow," says Talmage. If he em
he is responsible for all the evil in the world, and
this Talmage admits, and givs us his God's reason,
which is a purely selfish one, viz., "to demonstrate
the long suffering of Christ," who is supposed by
men like Talmage to be God's son. Of course, all
the glory from this source belongs to the family.
But let us estimate this glory. Christ, until the last
year of his life, was a carpenter. .As a carpenter he
was nevEr heard of outside. of his nativ village, nor is
it claimed that he ever suffered as a carpenter. So
we are limited to the last year of his life for his suffering, and whatever glory may attach to it. When
the devil took him into the wilderness, we read that
aftf'r he had fasted forty days he was hungry. But
his hunger was appeased, and it is not claimed that
he suffered, but if he did, the devil was in the same
predicament, and it is only fair to call it square.
We are limited, then, to the suffering connected
with his death. .And here, if his biographer tells the
truth about him, we are compelled to admit that it
is difficult to find in history an account of such abject
fear of death as was exhibited by him. "His sweat
was as it were great drops of blood." But the two
men who were to be crucified with him took the
thing as coolly as two North .American Indians could
hav done. The spectators may bav pitied him, they
would hav respected the thieves. So far, there is no
_glory in the case.
But let us look at this case in the light of the re•sult. He was to btl crucified but not to die, only lie
in a swoon for three days, or, if fully dead, he was
,to rise again and join his disciples in a fish dinner.
Look at the record and see if I misstate the fact.
'IT'he worst feature of the business, the most tmpleas!1-nt thing about it, was the embalming him, plastermg him all over with a hundredweight of myrrh,
aloes, and sweet spices. But that did not justifiy his
.fe&r. He declared that he was to rise on the third
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d~y. Who is there that would n.ot willingly, gladly
?1e for t~ree days for the knowledge of another life,
1f there 1s one, .to be obtained in that time? Fortitude in suffering always commands respect. But he
was so completely unmanned at the prospect of only
three days of death that the very thieves who were
crucified with him reviled him, forgetting their own
sufferings, though their legs were broken, in their
contempt for his fear, Look at the record. I am
?efcribing the historical Jesus of the gospels, not the
1deal Jesus of F1·eeman Cl9,rke, who is a creature. of
his imagination. What right has James Freeman
Clarke te put his theological ideals into the world
under a false label more than a merchant to put his
goods on to the. market under a stolen trademark?
The historical Jesus consigned all who did not believe in him to a hell of fire. Mr. Clarke's Jesus
winks its hell out of sight. Mr. Clarke tells us that
the "historical Jesus rose above J a wish limitations,
and saw in all men his brethren." Mr. Clarke should,
if possiblP, be truthful, The historical Jesus was a
Jew, with all the race hatred of a Jew. He came to
"save the lost sheep of the house of Israel" only. It
was Paul's ideal Jesus who s-aid, as Mr. Clarke well
knows, "Go into the world and preach the gospel to
every creature." .And the proof of this is that when
he visited his disciples after his rel'mrrection, and
found them fishing, he told them where to let down
the net to got a gpod haul, and they got it. Had he
told them to go and teach all nations, would be not
hav reproved them for not doing as they were· bid?
His first question was, "Hav ye any meat?" The
next thing he says is," Come and dine." .All the disciples were there. They all dined together. That
was their last meeting, and he never opened his lips
about "foreign missions;'' if he had he would hav exceeded his instructions, for he says expressly, "I am
not .sBnt but unto the lost sheep of the house of
Israel."
"Sell all that thou bast and giv to the poor, Mr.
Clarke," the historical Jesus would say, but he is dead.
Mr. Clarke has no right, it is not· honest in him, to
set up an ideal or an idol of his own, and ask us to
worship it as the original historical Jesus.
"God could take all the fraud in New York and
hurl it into the East and Hudson Rivers." Tweed
could hav done something in that line, had he been
so disposed.
"God understands all the combination locks 011 all
the stolen money safes, and could blow them up."
If be understood the combination he would not need
to blow them up. But this would be as sensible as

Christianity is abs 1lutely essential to civiliz'ltion to
education, to building colleges, schools, charit~ble
institutions. Without it earth would be dEsJlate,
an~~ black :fb~ ~o~ld float ove~ the ru~n.. ~ll opposition to Chnst1amty would fa1l. Chnst1amty is a
triumphant blessing.
I looked around over the audience to view the
"triumphant" army! There were twenty children,
twelve women, and five men, besides the preacher
and leader of the choir, and not counting the two
Infidels "without God."
It looks dubious. Such an army is enough to
strike terror to the stoutest-hearted.
In the afternoon at three o'clock I was greeted by
as attentiv an audience of fine-looking people as [
hav met with usually. The day has come when the
masses giv earnest heed to Freethought discourse.
It is not necessary for a Freethought advocate to
abuse any fellow-being in order to successfully present his principles. He can be as sharp as a raz0r
without being as uncouth as a pick-ax. We can affJrd
to leave personal abuse with the clergy. It is the
best argument they hav, and the poorest weapon an
intellectual being evH employed. While a public
lecturer on Liberalism should never pander to prejudice, he should freely express his convictions<; his
profession does not require him to part company with
courtesy in order to tell the truth. Unless our Liberalism makes us better specimens of manhood and
womanhood than Christianity produces, of what
practical value is it?
I hav just seen by a St. Paul paper that Colonel
Ingersoll is to speak in St. Paul Sunday, May 24th.
.Although we are about 150 miles away, I w~nt to go
and hear him again, so I hav proposed that my five
lectures, which I engaged to giv on Sundays, should
be packed into this week. My friend Trenham, and
perhaps others, will go and hear our silver-tonged
orator.
.Alexand1·ia is a lovely town, built on the high
banks of two pretty lakes-Lake .Agnes and Lake
Winona. I wish I could send your readers a picture
of Lake .Agnes. It is a delightful little lake, nearly
three-fourths of a mile wide, a couple of miles long,
with a smooth, sandy beach, abounding in white
pebbles, the water as clear ae ice.
Mr. N. J. Trenham, landscape and porhrait photo· L b 1
h
grap El', a hve i era • owns a boat. He proposed a
row across Lake .Agnea, which I joyfully accepted. We
were boys again. Such are the hardships of itinerant's
life. Oh, if the clergy could only know how we enjoy
ourselvs ! True, we do not get a " bloated bondholdmuch that is attributed to him. Why sink God be- er's" salal"y, but we do hav a peace that passeth a
low the level of an ordinary cracksman? Let it be minister's understanding.
known that the night police were to be off duty for
Alexandria has some piety, but it is subdivided
only one hour, and every safe in New York would be
cleaned out.
into seven churches, which makes a thin spread of
.And here I would respectfully present a label for heavenly manna. You can judge something of the
the fragments of our planet, when God distributes good sense of its inhabitants from the fact that its
them to the other worlds: "This specimen is from a splendid school building cost three times more than
planet which I made after the experience derived the seven churches.·
from the creation of millions of them. I was satis'ied
.At this point in my narrativ, G. A. Kortsch, a leadthat I had, at last, a perfect thing, and pronounced ing merchant, and his son Willie drove up with a carit good. I then peopled it with my own children, riage, and took the artist and myself for a delightful
chips of the old block, created in my own image, as drive among the lakes. There are one hundred and
you see, and pronounced by me good, also, and the fifty lakes in this county. vVe did not visit them all.
result was exactly_ what you might expect from a We drove on the beach of Lakes Cowdry, Darling,
knowledge of my character as described in the in- Carlos, and La Homme Dieu, only a ro::dway bespired volume which accompanies this specimen."
tween them. Lake Carlos is betwe€'n five and six
.As I write, two six-year-old boys are playing near miles 'long. Others are larger and many smaller.
me, who show some knowledge of right and wrong. The beaches are beautiful and clean as a picture;
Were they as deficient in this respect as Talmage bard, pebbly, sandy shores. Heaven can't beat the
seems to be, I should tell their father that, in my "heart" of this Park Region. The day-a May day
opinion, it would not pay to raise them.
well along toward June-is exquisit; the buds aud
I suspect that the Infidel college in the far west leaves bursting into life; the birds singing throatfell into the hands of Presbyterians about the time splitting notes; the air clear and pure enough for
that Paine Hall, in Boston, after having been sold gods to breathe.
four timEs at auction, came into the possession of the
The artist, the merchant, and the lecturer engaged
Young 1\'I:en's Christian .Association.
in a game of" auck," dear to a boy's heart, on the
SrMEON PALMER.
sandy beach. They entered into the frolic with the
----~---zest of boys.

Great Park Region.

"Oh, for one hour of youthful joy !"

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Yesterday afternoon I gave my first lecture " in the
heart of the ' Great Park Region' " of Minnesota.
The building in which the audience assembled, Cowing's Opera Honea, is almost as fine as, and closely
resemble~, Loomis Temple of Music, New Haven,
Conn., in which we used to hold our free lecture association meetings.
Yesterday morning friend Trenham and myself
went to bear the Methodist pat'SDn, Mr. Ogle. He
preached with reference to the Freethought lectures
announced to be given, taking for his text., "Without
God." In fact, he took two or three texts, one, that
famous passage from the Psalms, "The fool hath said
in his heart, There is no God." What minister, with
a chance to preach at a couple of Infidels, ever did
forego the felicity of quoting that nonsensical text?
It saves the necessity of employing argument.
The reverend would be'' awJully "lonesome "without God." He admitted if there is no God the
imagination of man would make one. Poor parson!
he spoke wiser than be knew. Man makes. gods. .A
god never made a man.
This Methodist pai"son assured his hearers that

We took two hours. Back to dinner we whirled
with sharpened appetite. I am stopping at the Letson House, a well-managed hotel, with ladylike
waiters and attentiv clerks.
Out again for another drive, thi3 time to L!lke
Geneva and L'tke Victoria. Our landscape artist,
N. J. Trenbam, brought along his photographic apparatus, and took half a dozen views. I will send
you some by and by.
Besides Mr. Trenbam and Mr. Kortsch, already
mentioned, I will introduce to the fttmi!y of Liberals
.A. W. Swe.nson, W. C. Roland, Chas. Schulz, N. N.
Hardy, .Andrew Tanger, R. J. Roth, .A. Wilton, W.
H. and C. J. Hutchinson, Richar l Partridge, L. S.
Hill, E. C. Wagoner, W;llard Buck, Rudolph Wegener,
and othera, whose names I hav not been able to obtain. The wives, sons, and daughtem of most of them
are Liberals too. I hav been royally entertained
during my stay, and there is a Cllll for me to visit them
again this season.
The press, 'Douglas County News and the P9st, hav
given the lectures fine notices; but many of our
Christian friends are not happy. W. F. JAiiiiESON.
Alexandria, Minn., May 18, 1885.
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son taught that the unknowable can be knowable,. or hav to thank Professor Denton for his valuable eye-openers
which enabled me to be born into Liberalism, and gratitude
that the irrelativ can be relativ. The creed of_ Lib- led
me to call attention to them.
The Three Hundred and Eighty-first Regular
eralism teaches, not that we are fallen, but that we
· Yours truly,
E. B. FooTE; JR.
Meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club, held on the
are rising; that the greatest happiness will ~e real- 'May 29, 1885.
evening of Friday, the 29th ult., was the last of the
ized on earth, and that thus we may here du:!count
Sometime in September the club will convene
season. Everybody was there. The lecturer of the
the promises of heaven:
·
again and President Wakeman will deliver his inevening, Mr. George Krabmer, with his brother, who
Madame Delescluze and Dr. Weeks arose simulta- augu~al address. There is no othe_r place. in the
looks just like pim, sat upon the platform as the man
neously to address the meeting, but the doctor world where so much amusement and mstructwn can
with the badge piL.* dodged the treasurer and took yielded with· the remark, " Ladies first, until they
his seat at the secretary's table.
. get their legal rights." Madam Delescluze thE-refore be obtained for a nominal sum as at the Liberal
Club.
Mr. Wakeman read a portion of a letter from Mr.
bad the floor. She said: "As this is the last meetParton, in which Mr. Parton said he was pleased at
i~g for the season, I cannot let the evening pass
The War of the Philosophers.
the election of Mr. Wakeman ns prefident of the without having something to say. The fault that I
club. The Krabmer brothers were then presented,
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Please
find with the address of the evening is because it is
and Mr. George Krabmer said:
so dreadfully illiberal-illiberal from begin_ni_ng to allow me space to express my thorough appreciation
"This is a Liberal Club,
end. Eight or nine years ago the club was Illiberal. of Mr. Wakeman's article on " The Relocation of
This is a Liberal meeting,
Now it is quite Liberal. It will soon rival the Religion; or, Harrison versus Spencer," lately pubWe'll sing you a Liberal song,
Th e cb urcb 1s
· open t o a tt ack . lished by.you. It is indeed able and notewort~y,
And giv you a Liberal greeting."
church f or L i b era l't·
I y.
The Christian church of to-day is not the real Chris- and· shows that Mr, Wakeman must hav been qmte
The song was sung according ~o prom~s, and the tian church. It professes brothfrly love. and allows a student of the "Integral Philosophy," as founded
speaker proceeded with the readmg of h1s addrfss. people to starve. The. illi?erality of the ch~rchfS by Mr. Andrews, but still not enough so to fully ~om
He was a Liberal, he said; because Liberalism meant sometimes shakes my faith m them, but the Liberal prehend it, as his last paragraph shows. In It he
liberty and progression. Liberalism depended upon Club is so much more illiberal that I come here to says that "this new view of human lot and f~t~ JDay,
dev.elopment for improvement, and looked forward to r av my belief strengthened. In dealing with the in its intellectual pbsse, be called the Pcsthv, the
co-operation as a means instead of to selfishness. opinions of others we must giv all credit for sincerity Synthetic, the. Cosmic, or the Integral Philosophy.
The names matter not." Here I beg leave to differ
We are Liberals because it givs us strength to tell and noble aims."
the truth regardless of who likes it. We are Liberals
Dr. Weeks followed. He was glad to bear that the from him. The Positiv Philosophy is not Integral,
to right the monstrous wrongs committed i~ the madam bad to come to the club to grow in· grace. as Mr. Wakeman in this very article has shown by
name of religion. The lecture was short, pomted, He trusted it might continue to prove beneficial to his criticism upon Harrison. The Synthe_tic ~~i!os
and full of good reasons why people should be Lib- her. The doctor bs.d no unfriendly feelings toward opby is not Integral as he bas shown by his. cntimsm
erals.
The audience enjoyed and applauded it that old gentleman the pope, but there was no simi- of Spencer, and, in fact., as both Harrison (represenheartily.
]arity between him and a chief justice, because every tativ of the Positiv philosophy) and Spencer (repreThe brothers sang another song, the deacons took one was at liberty to differ with the judge, even to sentativ of the Synthetic phil0sophy) hav shown by
up a collection of $15 for the Bartholdi pedestal fund, denounce him and seek his removal, and still remain their quarrels with each other. Had they been Inand then President Wakeman suggested that in. the a citizen, while, if a Catholic, you are obliged to tegral, each while "empj:lasizing" his own side of the
discussion to follow each one should giv a reason for accept the pope as infallible, whether you agree with truth, would not hav denied the other. Only an
Integral philosophy-a pl ilosopby based upon a unithe faith that was in him.
him or not.
Mr. Searing, the first to respond, was pleased with
Mr. Sutherland would remind those who saw rio versal science-can be Integral. "A rose by any
the discourse and believed it would be unkind to field for Liberalism, that at a recent trial in Washing- other name may smell as sweet," but calling a cabcriticise it in any way. Continuing, Mr. Searing ton (the Swaim court martial), a witness was rt-jected bage a rcse does not make it one, and calling the
said he was brought up among the Quakers, who because be objected to swearing upon a book called Posiliv and the Synthetic philosophies Integral does
A. C. MAcDONALD.
called themselvs the Society of Friends, but who the Bible. It was the same in Massachusetts. Over not make them so.
New Ym·k, May 30, 1885.
were lees a society of friends than any other society in Brooklyn the Univasalist children were not
be was ever in. Therefore he left the society of the allowed to parade with the orthodox Sunday-school,
Friends.
and Talmage was anxious to hav Ingersoll locked up. Jngnsoll a lllile-Post on the Millennium Road.
Mr. McLeod esteemed the lecture highly, and Mr. Sutherland bad examined the Bible to find ont
From the North American Ret iew.
thought it would hav been a credit to anybody, h?w- where the Christians got the notion that Ctrist was
I regret· to learn, throagb his article on " Freeever distinguished. He then gave a phrenologiCal of irregular parentage. He discovered that the thought in America," in your April number, that ~he
opinion of the lecturer which was favorable, miticised whole story rested upon a dream.
distinguished Briton, Mr. Robert Buchanan, bas ImMr. Cohen made a notable speech. If Madam bibed so unfavorable an opinion of the United Sta~es
Materialists for being straitlaced, and said there was
an aroma of the human brain which was destined to Delescluze found the church -more Liberal than the and of IngersolL I, in common with the Enghsb
survive the dissolution of the body.
Liberal Club, why did she not go into the churches critic, deplore the materialism ~f our age, a!ld reco~
Mr. Wakeman here nrose to say that Mr. Krabmer and state her Liberal opinions.
nize the need of a more humanized bumamty. This
was self-educated ymmg man, and a good example
Mada{n Delescluze: ".I do."
is why I support our great poet-orator. Therefore,
of what the enthusiasm of Liberalism produces.
Mr. Cohen: "We know better."
when I find him characterized as "a devil's advocate,
The next speaker was a stranger to the club named
Mr. Cohen did not wonder that religious people preaching the gospel of ~ot ginger, cakes, and_ alet
Brennan. He shook hands with Mr. Krabmer as objected to reason. Let reason loose in the church I feel like saying-little as he needs it-a word m his
though he bad it in his mind to knock him out. Mr. and Christianity would die in twenty-four hours. vindication. If our country is materialistic, who
Brennan first paid attention to Mr. McLeod's refer- Sincerity was no test of truth, Mr. Cohen said. He made it so? The Christian church has hitherto held
ence to the aroma of the brain. He had never never saw a lunatic that was not sincere. Our asy- almost ·undisputed sway. Freetbought cannot do
beard of anything quite so ridiculous as that. He lums are full of them. He did not know whether much worse. Ingersoll, rightly understood, is a
followed this with tne remark that Mr. Krahmer was " God "would exist as long as people bad an imagi- modern prophet. L_et us reme~ber that it_ was
an ignorant youth and had better go to school, but nation or not, but be had never existed outside of the Christ who anathemat1zed the scribes and phanr;Jees,
Mr. Brennan was generous enough to say that some imagination, and never would. Mr. Cohen's words and drove the money changers from the sanctuary.
of the members of the club might be possessed of were replete with sharp bits, delivered with -great Ingersoll, fDr from "entEring the temples of religion
ordinary intelligence. The infallibility of the pope energy, and made the audience laugh till their arms with his bat on one side, a cigar in his mouth, and a
Mr. Brennan compared to the power vested in a ached. The speech could not be transfet;red to jest upon his lips," is assailing t~e shrines of sup~r
judge of the Supreme Court. All the facts of nature, paper with anything less· cogent than a battering- stition with the bludgeon of his mtellect; the rapier
he contended, were unreasonable; therefore, we ram.
of his ridicule, -and the sword of his righteous wrath.
Mrs. Leonard, in a brief address, said she gave He, happily, bas no reverence for rot nor :aspect for
should mistrust our reason. God would- exist as
long as mankind retained thfir imaginativ powe:s. people credit for sincerity, and did not disc·riminate pretentious pietism, but, far from "trampling on the
It is the province of the reporter to speak descrip- agafnst others on account of their belief. Neverthe- lotus, the rose, and the lily in the garden of the
tivly, and therefore it may not be out of place here less a lady then in the ball had refused to work with gods," be would root up the deadly nightshade ?f
to remark that Mr. Brennan impressed himself upon her (the speaker) because of difference of opinion. error and the poison vine of ignorance, to replant m
this writer as the freshest and most conceited person Several people here looked significantly at Madam a better earth the flowers of a fairer life. Mr. Buwho bas occupied the platform of the club for many Delescluze, and Mrs. Leonard went on to point out chanan admits that "the history of Christianity bas
a weat·y day. His utteranceEt, which he delivered the inconsistency'of those who preach one thing and been a long chapter of horrors," and that" its priests
under tae evident impression that they were facts practice another.
and paid professors ha\' been the enemies of human
and arguments, as compared with what .the other
During the discussion upon religion, Mr. Brennan progress." In this confession he givs up his case
speakers said, were as chaff to wheat.
.
stood in the rear of the hall in a high state of perspi- against our great champion, since to crush out such
Dr. Foot.e said the people of almost Every faith .ration. Opinions which differed from his own he crimes and evils Ingersoll takes his sturdy and recalled themselvs liberal. Monsignor Capd, who had characterized as the result of ignorance. -He is some- lentless stand. Two great antagonistic currents of
been capeling about the country, would giv others thing o't a curiosity, being the first person who bas philosophy are discernible as running through civilliberty to believe as he did, and could not conceive brought against the members of the club the charge ization: the theological and the scientific. Theology,
bow anyone could be more Liberal than that. Lib- that they don't know what they are talking about.
as a body of dogma, positing a supposititious de_ity in
It was raining when, at a late hour, the meeting an impossible heaven, erects upon such ar?Itrary
erals, Dr. Foote held, were still to some extent illiberaL There is still among us the bigolry of wealth, adjourned, and the members shook bands and went divine authority the tyranny ofking over subJect, of
of learning; we hav the bigotry of" culture," al!-d the out into the wet.
,
priest over layman, of master over slave, and finds
bigotry of high morals. In any of these ways bigotry
During the evening, Dr. Foote, Jr., executed the its motiv in a selfish other-worldliness. Science, on
is as reprehensible as it is i:&rdigion.
following note and €-"ave it to the writer. It is to cor- the other hand, though it declines to affirm an unMr. Courtlandt Palmer was very glad to hear this rect a slight heterophemy. If these reports were to knowable god and an unverifiable immortality, would
lecture because it introduced the element of enthu- be continued, letters from misrepresented speakers make " man the master of things," would in governsiasm ~nd aspiration. No one could criticise, they would form an attractiv feature of them, though ment dfcree democracy, in industry co-operation,
could only supplement it. There was no higher doubt might be thereby raised as to their strict ac- and would recognize its motiv in human mutualism.
morality than that taught by Liberalism. Mr. curacy. Dr. Foote is quite right in presuming that Against the one tendency and for the other IngerPalmer did not believe that Mr. Brenran believed in Professor Denton's works are. to be found at this soll ever lifts the magic of his voice. On the one or
transferring our sins and shortcomings upon some office. They are advertised in another page.
other of these sides all must sooner or later array
son of God murdered by his father in braven. He
To THE EDITOR OF TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: Your reporter themselvs; and in this holy warfare Liberals of every
did not believe that Mr. Brennan believed that rea- of Liberal Club meetings should sit on a front seat, or I school, uniting on the main issues and_ sinking their
should speak more distinctly, for he reports me incorrectly minor differences, should show one solid front. That
* STATEMENT.
in writing that I recommended the writings of Professor Ingersoll represents completeness no man claims;
NEw YoRK, June 1, 1885.
Draper to those who a:o:e perplexed in studying the "Irrecon.Mi·. OTTO WETTSTEIN,
cilable Records of Genesis and Geology." Professor Draper's but were all men more like him, the world would be
To THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., Dr.,
writings are to be highly commended, but as A B C primers far nearer its millennium. To oppose him is to oppose
Publi~hers, Booksellers and Importers of Freethought Works. for "anxious inquirers" I recommend the pamphlet lectures progress.
CouRTLANDT PALMER.

The Liberal Club.
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No. 33 CLINTON PLACE.

To five reading notices of Badge Pin at $5,
Prompt remittance will prevent publicity.

of Prof. Wm. Denton, of Massachusetts. They are doubtless
to be found in the lists of THE TRUTH SEEKER office, and in
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Compan-y's publica·
$25.00 their line of biblical criticism are parallel to and well supple·
mented by Mr. Remsburg's recently published lectures. I tiona sent free upon application.
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cannot understand that the peopl~ will no longer endure their
oppression."
$178.70
1.00
The following pregnant sentences are from Judge E:rekel's
1.00
lecture on "The First Settlers:"
ROBERT G. INGE~SOLL, President.
1.00
"The attachment to a government of their own making the·
1.00
SAMUEL P. Pu·rNAM, Secretary, colonies first showed in their resistance to encroachments upon
300.00 CHARLES WATTS,
them by the English government. Deeper than the ·question
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York. of taxation lay the idea of self-government which had grown
Total,
$4.82.70
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York. up in the colonies. There is something in human nature,
when properly deve1oped, which teaches us that. self-control
The Tent Campaign Inaug11rated.
is not only best, but the only safe guide in human affairs. The
I had hoped the Tent Fund ere this would hav reached $500,
&trnggle for the recognition of this truth has in the past reAnnual and Life Memberships.
modeled human institutions, and will continue to do so until
as the summer campaign might hav been inaugurated under
Every Freethinker should become an Annual or Life Mem- this longing is satisfied."
most favorable circumstances, and success insured.
ber of the National Liberal League. Life-membership certifiThe necessity for eternal vigilance and persistent effort, if cates are issued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These . Thus we see what solid and aggressiv work the Kansas sociwe would secure that civil and religious liberty the Nine De- certificates are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of ety is doing.
G. W. Collins, ou:r energetic co-worker at Wichita, E:ansas,
mands of Liberalism guarantee, namely, equal rights and priv- the president of the League, Robert G. Ingersoll, and of its
ileges for all, regardless of Christian faith, or .the lack of it; secretary, Samuel P. Putnam ; they are therefore an orna- writes as folio ws:
ment to any place and a memorial of great value. They
putting an end to prie~;tly arrogance and exactions, and reliev- should adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close
"We hav had a meeting- of the members of our Union since
ing the gentle, true, and worthy from cruel ostracism and per- of the year. The support thus given to the League would you left, and decided to get a place and hav weekly meetings.
I feel that with energy and perseverance we can make them a
A. C. MAcDol!!ALD,
secution on account of their honest convictions, prompted us make its success certain. .
Chairman of the Finance Committee. success. All of our people express themselvs as highly pleased
to make one earnest, determined effort, even under ad verse
with the lectures of yourself and Mr. Watts. Many hav ex33 Clinton Place, New York city.
conditions.
pressed a desire to hav you here again."
I rejoice at the e.vidence of love and devotion to the cause
Joseph Lee, of California, writes:
manifested by the.large number of 'l'RUTH SEEKER readers who
The Campaign Fund.
" I hope you will receive liberally for the Campaign Fund,
hav contributed to the Tent Fund. My devotion to the work Previously acknowledged, $4.,369.26 and be able to carry on your glorious work. I wish to see you
shall best express my thanks and appreciation of their confi- Sarah C. Hilton,
1.00 making a tour through our own state-it would help the
Chas. Townde,
dence and liberality.
1.00 cause."
5.00
Since I cannot do what I would, I determined to do what I Dr. John Collins,
William Reynolds, of Utah, writes:
1.00
could, knowing it were vain to seek celestial aid (although if G. Youanides,
"I wish you could send us a field-man. I think there are a
Sturgis, Mich.,
10.00
all the angels of heaveo are really interested in the welfare of Angola, Ind., per Dr. Morse,
25.00 great many Liberal people in Utah-a thousand times more
humanity they would hav donated their superfluous flowing J; E. Jurgenson,
1.00 Infidelity than fifteen years ago; and if Liberals in every village will work, it would increase a thousand times faster. To
white robes to make the tent of and so saved us incurring debt,
$4,413.26 encouruge such a result is my desire."
Total,
they could hav thus practically helped promote human peace,
The cry comes up, too, from Florida. There is an immense
joy, and happiness). My prayer was answered by ungodly ter-.
work to do th-ere at once-if we had the sinews of war, which
News and Notes.
r~strials of New York, who, destitute of faith in either celestials
o1· Christians, no!Jly came to my aid and loaned me money, so
There has been quite a lively campaign at Kansas City since W€ hav not. If any work is done at all, it must be thoroughly
that with the Tent Fund already subscribed I hav bought a new th e forlllat 1.on of. an aux1·1·a
1 r y £ oc'et,
1 ~. Th e cl ergym en hav done and with our best forces at the front. A brilliant battle
circle tent, fifty feet in diameter. (I can at comparativly taken up arms and made quite a vigorous onset upon the might be fought, but not without the powder and ball.
Vve cordially respond to the summons of Tam TRUTH SEEKER
small cost, whenever funds are subscribed, purchase a fort.y- '·Nine Demands." The Rev. Mr. Croner said: "I think the
foot center-piece, and make circle tent iuto pavilion, 50xVO). platform of the Secular League the most.:flagrant of the Gen- editor to follow up and attack the Christian Reform· Associa'fhe fifty foot circle will seat five hundred, and with seats, out- tnry." In this style he goes on through a whole sermon. tion. This is a dangerous organization-more powerful, per:ll:t, everything complete and of the be~t, most durable quality, Mrs. Krekel came to the defeMe of Liberalism, and publi 8 hed haps, than we think, and we must watch it closely. It is
an ftble and admiuble reply in the Kansas City paper3, which backed .up by men and money, ancl is constantly at work.
will not cost to exceed $300.
'l'his somewhat dwarfs the magnitude of om enterprise, as not only completely answers all the violent allegations of the Wherever it holds a convention we must endeavor to do the
at first conceived, and quadruples our individual labor. But clergymen, but will no doubt by its clear and powerful pre- same, and thus meet them on their own ground with public
it will keep the car of progress in motion during the sumni er ssntation of our side of tha question convince thousands who discussion and agitation. Now that I am once more at head·
read it of the truth and justice of the "Nine Demands." She quarters in .New York city, and expect to remain during the
months when other <=fforts are impracticable.
I cil.nnot this season hav our first-class choir to attract and says: "Natural morality is that basis of human asso-ciation summer, I want to hear from all parts of the country in regard
delight the multitnde with sweet melodies; I must dispense which has resulte.d from man's natural unfoldment in the at- to the progress of our· cause. Will friends please send me
with large company of fil.ithful co-workera in distributing Lib- tempt to solve the problem of communities living together in word? Forward all papers in which there may be any items
eralliterature. J\oiy effort, at least in the beginning of the sea- justice toward·each other, and with deference for the natural of interest. Inform me concerning all meetings of Leagues,
son, will nEcessarily be confined to my poor little individnal rights of each individual. No divine aid was invoked in the subjects discussed, etc. We wish to keep up constant comtfforts, assisted by a tent-master.
formation of our secular government, and when it was moved munication and inter-communication all through our lines.
I cannnot coiDmand success, yet hav no fears, for if diligence, that prayers be offered every morning before proceeding to We are one grand army, and we wish to know what each corps,
patient endurance of privation, and persistent endeavor will business the motion was opposed and defeated by adjourn. each regiment; each company, each pioneer is doing. Let us
encomage one another :with every advance that is made, be it
do so, we will win triumphant silcces~, despite all obstacles, ment without a vote.
greater, or be it less. Let us try and formulate better plans
and demonstrate that tent effort is the best possible method of
"When President Jefferson was reque,;ted to appoint days of of work for the future. I realize there is much to learn in repopularizing Secularism.
fasting, of prayer, and of thanksgiving, he refused, and in a
I shall deliver a lecture every afternoon and evening, and do letter to Rev. Mr. Miller, in the :lear 1808 , said: "I consider gard to the best development of the varied material in our
all possible in circulating Libeml literature, effecting organ- the government of the United States as interdicted by the con- ranks. I am ready for any criticism, however adverse, and for
iztttion, providing facilities for all to attain scientific ednc'ltion, stitution from meddling with religious institutions, their doc- any change whereby a vaster good can be accomplished.
Fraternally,
SA.MUEL P. PuTl!!A.M.
especially in physiology and hygiene, and inspire a spirit of trins, disciplins, or exercises"' (Jefferaon's Works, vol. v, p.
emulation among the women to advance the interests and take 236).
direction of science schools on Suriday.
Colonel Ingersoll in Wisr·onsin.
Mra. Krekel concludes her eloquent letter as follows: "As
Friends having clean back numbers of THE '£RUTH SEEKER Secularists, we are accused of having a platform with the
O,;aKOSH, WIB , May 24th.-Colonel Ingersoll delivered a
and other Liberal papers are solicited to forward them to us 'boldness of Satan' in it, a platform 'which mikes man an lecture at our Opera House on the 18th inst., and I was ~ur
for gratuitous distribution. Send by mail; if by express or animal;' we are termed 'malignant demoralizers' and 'haters prised to see the house so well filled, for there were very few
freight, charges must be paid. We would gladly l'ay express of religion;' our probity and honesty are questioned; our clean- seats, if any, vacant, and here, where we hav so many church ell
on all such gifts, and hope soon to be able to do so; but cannot liness in regard to obscene literature is doubted. We are ad- and so many foreigners, I did not expect the ·house would be
at first. We must pay our tent-master's board and wages, and vised if, as Infidels, we do not want the services of chaplains h!llf filled; but it seems that Freet"l;ought is on the increase
the running expenses of the tent, and hav pledged myself to in prisons, to 'keep out of our prisons; cease breaking our even in Oshkosh. And I noticed that they all seemed well
• repay the money loaned me at the earliest possible moment. laws,' and 'they may hav their freedom as other men.' Well, pleased, and even sorry when he got through. · As for myself,
'l'his last is the one only responsibility that oppresses me. I in view of the fact that our prisons show, by actual count, I could hav stayed there all night without being tired. We
can and will endure uncomplainingly all other burdens, but nioety Christiao offenders to ten non-Christian, we are not had what they call Salvation meetings here all last winter and
debt to me is like S!l.nd on a·piston-rod-it cuts deep, and the much concerned about spiritual comfort inside the walls, and this spring, but I hav not as yet heard of anyone being saved,
friction wears on us. We rely on the generosity and sense of we submit again that it is unfair and unjust discrimination to and I think that some of tho Salvationists had better go out of
justice of those who love the cause to furnish the needed lu- ask Sec.ulalists and others who do not uelieve in a sectal'ian the business and follow some honest occupation. Colonel Inbricator, the money to discharge the debt, so th,,t the wearing creed to pay for continuing efforts inside the prison which gersoll's lecture made a favorable aud a lasting impression
and irritating frictien may not impair my effectivness or break prove so ineffectiv outside. Let that denomination that getsa upon all present but one, and he was a preacher, and I hav
me down.
·
sufficient number of its children in prison pay out of its own heard 'that he intends to reply; but so far he has failed to do
Any fnencls who desire to enjoy a week or two of holiday pocket for that kind of sectarian comfort which they can ad- so, and I guess he has concluded to let out the job.
and change of scene, antl hav a good time helping fo1·ward the minister. Iteviewing the whole matter since our Secular
I receive 'l'IIE TRUTH SEEKER regularly every week, and
work of Secularism, will ue most cordially welcomed. They Society was formed, no stronger proof of the necessity of such those books I bought when I was at your office ha,v been kept
can greatiy help by getting acquainted wit\1 people who attend an organization could be found than io the attitude of these going all the time, and hav had the desired effect. I shall
the tent lectures, distributing litemture, etc., etc.
gentlemen of the cloth who feel it to be their Christian duty to want more books as soon as they are published, but they must
Those desiring Tent ~ffort in their vicinity are invited to cor- attack our methods, our morals, and our character."
be in the shape of a novel or romance.
GEo. M. HARE,
respond immediately. Address lblamazoo, Jlllich.
Yice Pres. Veteran L. L.
'!'he Kansas City papers also report that the members of the
Contributions to Tent Fund should be sent to TRUTH SEEKER Secular U Dion had tt very lively meeting at Pythian Hall.
CnA.m,Es WA.TTS sailed for London on the·G,lllia, May 23d,
office, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
C. B. HEYN~LDS.
The hall ~·as comfortably filled with people, many of those
present being young people of both sexes. Mrs. Krekel do- whither he had been preceded by his wife some two months.
Lectures and Meetings.
livered an address on the object of the society. Of the pre- The directors of the League consider the summer months as
1\Ins. A. H. CoLBY is speaking for the Spiritualists of vailing system of exempting churches from taxation, she said: the most valueless ones for lecture efforts, and the best for the
Brooklyn.
"'l'his is an encroachment upon the people. Money is taken lecturm·s to use for necessary private affnirs. Mr. Watts reS. P. PuTl!!A.iYI delivered the last lecture of the season for the from the public treasury to be devoted to purposes which many turns for the Albany Convention. Mr. Pntnam iq at headthink useless. Every man's belief should be placed upon an qum·ters, and will conduct a literary campaign during. the next
Newark Libeml League on Smiday, JIIIIJ.y 31st.
eqrtal footing. Our government was instituted not in the in· two or three months.
HELEl!! GAHDEimn had a large audience at her lecture in Al- terest of the Chri,llittn religion or any other. Our governbttny, N.Y., on tbe24lh nit. Hersuuject was" Men, ·women; ment, which claim,; from the beginning a purely secular charTHE Anti-(h?·islian, a Freethought magazine published in
and Gods," and its development, sayH the l!.'xp?·ess, "lE,l tn an acter, should be perfected in this respect. Hereafter we shall
see more clearly and fully the necessity of individual and per- Calcutta, India, Kaliprasanna Kavyabisharad, editor, contains
unsparing dcmun,ciation of the Bible and its teachings, which sonal liberty-the right to stand for what we are worth inde- a lengtoy reviEW of" Dible l\IornlH," from which we quote the
were de~cl'ibed as irnworal and most cruel in theit· effect on pendently of our creeds. Par this, and this alone, our Nine following: "We hav before us an admirable little book by Mr.
women. Quotations were given to show that the Bible sanc- Demand~ of LibemliHm are formulated."
John E. Hemsburg. The author is a well-known American
tioned polygRmy, slavery, and traffic in wives. Miss Gardener
Dr. Bowker said: "'l'he Nine Demands of LilJemlism hav propagandist, and his recent publication is worthy of the rep·
is yomig, witty, and pretty, and adopts a style which rivols the been formulated by ruen earnestly at work. '.rhe ministers utation he has made for himself. The twenty reasons he put
ttttention of the audience and rivals Colonel Ingersoll in the promis you a lively time. '!'hey havnot got a great conception forth for not accepting the Bible as an infallible moral guide
humorous treatment of sacred subjects."
of these Demands. '.rhey simply know that they should pitch are beautifully arranged and expressed. The Truth Seeker
into you, and that is all. If the Christian religion is true, why Publishing Company deserve our heartiest thanks for bringing
li'IAnK W ALSEn, general manager of the CaRl Company at not let it stand alongside of other religions on its own merits.' out such a work as this. It em bodies in a small compass
Libe1 al, Mo., wishe~ to employ good coal miners, Liberals preSecretary Eccles said: "If the Sabbath should be destroyed, twenty hard nuts the,t will break the jaws of Christian orthoferred, and promises steady employment. He o.m furnish
work for one hundred men, lw aays. ]'Ol' fnrt4er partir.ulars then superstition would lose its greatest hold upon the human doxy. It should hftv the greatest possible circulation, and
address him at Libeml, Mo.
mind. I,ong accustomed to many pdvileges1 the clergymen Freet!liukors everywhere Rhol.il_d try to oiroul;;te it."

Mr. Reynolds's Tent Fund.

Previously acknowledged,
Sarah C. Hilton;
·
Edward Ross,
•
Mrs. Edward Ross,
Chas. Travers,
Wm. Smith,
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as they were not given to me, nor, as the friends are
unknown to Mr. Truesdell, would it be of any public
interest to parade them before THE TRU.TH SEEKER
readers. I feel under neither necessity nor obliga.
Secret Societies and Liberalism.
tiona to betray their confidence by doing so.
Mr. Truesdell would like the public to think him
BIGOTRY IN MASONRY.
a
very
humble ·seeker after truth, who is willing and
Under this head Mr. J. Harrison, of Toronto, has
anxious to bless some medium with $500 cash that
a long article in a recent TRUTH SEEKER, endeavorwill convince him of the reality of a future life and
ing to explain why be was ousted from the Masonic
that his offer is in no way a bet; but in the f;ce of
lodge in his city, and making bitter complaint bethis, if my memory serves me, he does insist on
cause of their action in expelling him. BE>ing a past
being liberally paid for his valuable time wbile thua
master of Pocahontas Lodge No. 211, F. & A.M., of
engaged in seeking in his "humble" way. I think
Seneca Falls, N. Y., and thoroughly conversant with
one of his propositions to a Mr. Lacy was that he
all of the workings of Masonry, I will try .to make a
must have $10 or $20 an hour, with unrestricted lib.
few explanations to the readers of THE.TRUTH SEEKER
erty to snatch, pull, twist, and humbly try the spirits
in regard to some of their tenets, and leave them to
during the performance. ~f I am not mistaken, and
judge whether Mr. Harrison should hav stated his
Mr. Lacy can correct me If I am wrong, it was $20
case to the lodge and honestly withdrawn, or waited
for
every failure. I think I read something of his
until charges were preferred against him.
conduct that was so distasteful that the medium re.
No man can be made a mason without first declarfused to sit, and in view of those obstacles I was led
ing his belief in a God, and be also promises to take
ODD FELLOWSHIP AND FREETHOUGHT.
the holy Bible (!) "as a guide for his practices
The prime object of the order of Odd Fellowship to make the offer that Mr. Truesdell should select his
through life;" and the whole round of the ritual- ~eems to be identical with that of Liberalism, viz., to best and most trustworthy friend, I to select mine·
except a. few signs and passwords-is a constant ex- ~mprove and. eleva~e the mora!- characte: of man, to the medium to know nothing of a reward; the friend~
hortation to depend on God for all things, together n:nbue manki~d With con.ceptwns o! domg g.ood to to be authorized to choose a third person, who should
with copious prayers and quotations from the Bible .others, to enl~ghten t?e mmd to a higher and no?ler wait upon ibe medium I should select, and each to
to show the great beneficence of an all-wise and spher.e of then affectwns and true fraternal relatiOns remain away from the sittings and depend on their
powerful God, who is alleged to hav protected ~ban .Is ta_ught b:y ol.d ortbo?oxy. Inde~d, the order report of and examinations of the slates, and if intelso carefully his chosen people for seven years, while IS qmte hber~l m Its requ~rements of Its me~bers. ligent and pertinent writings occurred thereon, Mr.
building that great temple of Solomon that was to In c?mmon wxth the Ma~omc order, they reqmre tb.~ Truesdell would be obliged to acknowledge slatebe dedicated to his holy name-an event that in all apphcant for membership to assent to only one arb- writing without physical contact a fact, and pay over
•
probability never occurred except in the mind of cle of faith, and''that is belief in a supreme ruler of the $500.
I wrote this to Miss E. E. Gibson in a private letter,
some crank.
the universe. Its members are composed largely of
When a man joins a Secular society, it seems to Liberal~, outspoken Infidels! b~t if Atheists _they dare wishing to know whE:~ther the gentleman would
me that he renounces his belief in those o!d myths, not say It. The order has m Its membership men .of place his disinterested offer on such a basis, and, if so,
and bas but one honorable course to pursue; and every orthodox church exce:pt ~he ~oman Cat~o~IC, I bad no doubt his $500 offer would slide away from
that is to not run for an office in the lodge, but step alt~oug~ the lodge teac~es m Its r1tual that ~IVlng him "as easily as a piece of greasy pork would slide
·
down and out. To announce oneself as Agnostic is striCtly m a?c?rdance with the· Golden Rule Is t~e down a lightning-rod.''
To the above Miss E. E. Gibson replied that I
simply placing a pillow under your Christian neigh- :vhole of rehgi?n, and a. safe transport t.o a hai;>PY l.Ife
bor so as not to let him down too hard. It is only m a ;never-endmg etermty. Yet t.here IS n?Lhmg m- ought to be willing to pay him $500 if the person
anotber name for Atheist, and is a very just cause COJ?-Sis~ent for. a m~mber to becoi?e a bawhng M~th failed t0 produce the writing, and said she would infor preferring cherges against any member of a odist, If he thmks It Will make his transport a little quire and see wb~tt Mr. Truesdell would say to such
a proposition, bo1t for about a year I beard nothing
safer.
.
.
.
Masonic lodge.·
In my own case, ·when I became thoroughly conIn considera.~wn of the amount of ta!ent m. the .or- from him; but of course that would be no bet. He
vinced that Christianity and the Bible, together with der, and the prn;ne _and ~undamental obJect o~ It b~mg pays $500 H I succeed and I pay $500 if I fail-but
the belief in the existence of a God, was a myth and to advance ~ prmmple, It seems to us there IS a httle that is no Let, say they. Well, what is it?
a. fraud, I severed my connections with Masonry, too roue~ m1lk-and-water.
In quoting from the private letter by permission
and plainly stated my reasons for doing so; and I do
The ntual teaches all that the orthodox church (of whom?) be failed to quote the proposition at all,
not find that I hav lost any friends or gained any teaches ucept the fall of man and the aton~ment.
and if this is a specimen of the gentleman's fairness,
enemies by my honesty, and my own conscience is
It teaches God ~he supreme rul~r, the Bible as an I do not wonder that he is laboring to bring me into
perfectly free from the feeling of hypocrisy that exbau~tless foun~am of truth commg from God, the the same public estimate.
could not fail to come were I trying to serve two nece~sity o.f s~cnfices to appease the :vrath of God,
He asks pardon for writing the following_: "There
masters. And the statement that the Masonic lodges ~ut m t~err ntual c.arefully_ guard agamst any secta- is hardly one among us who does not crave positiv
bav "locked their doors against the intellect of the nan behef as a savi~g ordlllance e_xce,ft that adv?- proof of continued existence, and identity of loved
world" is not strictly true, as they never were opened cated by Thomas Pame when h~ ~aid, The world IS ones gone bd,JrE\ but when evidence is offered to us
to anyone except upon conditions that no person my co~ntry; to do ~oo.d, my r~hgwn:"
in dark circles [just what be admits he did] or in
who gave the subject a careful study in the light of . Agam, the lodge m Its ~ec~eG meetmgs attempts to very dim ligbr, surrounded by such conditions [John
DR. H. J. PURDY.
mculcate only those pnnmples among themselvs hfls no conditbns attached to his munificent $500
reason eould accept.
Seneca Falls N. Y.
which Liberals are trying to spread to the whole offer J, invariably exacted, as preclude fair investiga'
'
world. How small and insig:nificant it seems com- tion Lthat's him], when our pure and loving mothers,
CHRISTIANS OR MASONS-WHICH?
pared with the broad and noble views and language our fair daughters, or guiltless babes appear at the
"By their acts ye shall know them."
of Ingersoll to take up the ritual of Odd Fellowship cabinet window and regale us with mixed odors of
The action of the Master Masons' Lodge of Toronto, and read:
onions and tob11cco, unclean teeth, and poor whisky,
Canada, in expelling Brother Harrison because he
".It is thfl duty of each member to help and sup- we should at least be treated courteously by our oplacked faith in Christianity-although all who hav port any afflicted and persecuted brother; to warn ponents if we are skeptical as to the identity of our
the honor of his acquaintance acknowledge him to him of approaching dangel'; to save his property, friends.''
be an honest, generous, true gentleman, one who in- character, or his life, should opportunity offer.''
In my thirty years of invEstigations, I never hav
variably acts upon the Equare-tbreatens destruction
The true Liberal says this to the whole world, in a single instance been regaled by onions, tobacco,
to the order; a consEquence wbicb,if produced by con- black or white, rich or poor.
or bad whisky by any spirit manifesting, and if John
tinned indulgel\CEi in euch bigotry and intolerance,
But we are not wishing harm to Odd Fellows. W. Truesdell was, it is an unfortunate circumstance
will hardly be lamented by true widow's sons.
We do wish to say that we think they are inconsistent for him that he attracts spirits of that low class; but
Masonry is a lilystem of religion with its own plan in holding up the Bible as their guide as the worJ of as probably no other could approach him, be ought
of salvation, its prom is and method of securing eter- God, and at the same time denouncing every creed of to be charitable enough toward bimself to be thanknal life in heaven, which utterly iguores and repu- faith tkerein taught as a saving ordinance, and adopt- ful for even this opportunity to be convinced of imdiates Christ and Christianity.
ing that of Thomas Paine.
W. H. PENFIELD.
mortality. The well-known chemical law of "like
The name of Christ, or any reference to Christianattracts like" will apply in his case. If be attracts
lUr. 'l'ruesdell-}Ir. Perry;
ity, is rigidly ignored; never, under any circumsharpers and cheating spirits it is because he has for
stances, is the name of Christ permitted to be uttered
I hav just read Mr. Tl'llesdell's article in this issue a long time, as he admits, and as his friends state
about the Seyberb Commhsion and his reply to my for him, practiced deceptions on others who were just
within a lodge of Master Masons.
Masons are taught that if they liv up to the teach- criticism of his famous $500 off<Jr, and "ill say a few as anxious for positive proofs of immortal life as he
ing o£ tb6 lodge, can keep faithfully their Masonic words in reply, and then hope to diRmhs the subject professes to be now, and for this fa.ct of the kind of
obligations, when death comes they shall be admit- so far, as, I think, the public is not interested in the influence he exerts at a sitting, I want to get the
ted by the Grand Tyler to the supreme lodge above; gentleman's efforts to prove me untrus~worthy while slate writing for him without encumbering the meor, in plain English, if they liv up to the teachings of he is dodging the propmition I in reality made. dium with his presence, and would not consent on
. Masonry, ~h~y are sure of eternal li~e in heaven.
~he letter of Dr. Joseph Leidy leaves the question any other grounds.
Our mutual friend, E. E. Gibson, in defending Mr.
All Chnsbans declare that there Is no other name Just wbtre I left it in my last article. The Seybert
under bea_v~ll:· that by ~~ other plan of salvation is Commission as a body, of co.urse, bas not given any Truesdell, puts his case on high . and patrio~c
there possibility of attammg heaven save by faith in expres~ions of opinion, and I never stated that it grounds. She makes him a self-constituted detectiv,
JeE>us-the one only savior and redeemer.
had. I did say that members of H had talked pri- with the high secret motiv of helping a deluded
How vile, false, and infamous then, for the avowed vately to their friends about Drs. Slade and Keller, public .to first believe a damnable lie in order to
Ch~istian to deny his master and his faith, to giv al- and I hav evHy reason to believe what they told me; effectually wipe it out by subsequent exposure. ~ut
legiance to Masonry, all:d not alone sanction, but but, as the rumors and reporters' stories were often the logic is a failure, because ten thousand big lies
teach a system of salvatwn that ignores Christ, for exaggerated on both sides of the question, it was seen exposed wHI not blot out one little truth. It o~ly
the sake of the benefits membership in the order by the commission that unless a atop was made their makes the little diamond shine out with greater brill·
confers.
report would lose much of its public interest, if it iancy when surrounded by the paste and polis.hed
~t ~ay be that some who bav always hired their did not result in a complete squabble, and finally ones, and it will be detected the moment it stri~es
thmlnng done for them by the parsons hav, hitherto, prevent a harmonious report altogether; but it is a the eye of wisdom in search of truth. This domg
erred through thoughtless?eas. But now Christians fact not t? be rlenied that Dr. Pepper bas publicly evil that govd may follow is a pernicious church docthemselvs hav forced the I_ssue; they bav attempted lectured m an Eastern college, I think, on the very trin, not in favor in our days of moral ethics.
Personally I bav nothing against J. W. Truesdell;
~o expel fro~ Masonry Liberals who really believe question which the commission has in band (see
m. the teachmgs of Mas?nry, that heaven can be at- Banner o/ Light) in which the several propositions I only condemn his methods of investigation, a:nd
tamed only_ by a pure, VI;t~ous, and useful life; and were stated at the time, April, 1885. Mr. Truesdell can very easily relieve him of his money on fair trx~·
waul~ retam only Chns~IaJ?-s who repudiate the should bav published their answers to his letters in But I do not intend to go to Rochester nor pay hl~
teachmgs of Masonry, and msist that the vilest wretch full, or at least one which denied the statement as it $20 an hour for a sitting, nor do I want to atten
where spirits regale with onions, tobacco, an~ P}f
is sure ?f ~eaven if, just whep at his last gasp, be was made.
·
I shalluot giv the Parnes of any of the commission, whisky, becaqse1 if he has stated faots1 while 8
avows fa1th Ul J e~;~u6,
Let every honest man at once resign-sever all
connection with eithei' church or Masonic lodge;
none but the most vile, mercena1·y hypocrit will attempt to continue membership in both.
No conscientious Christian can remain a Mason.
The New Testament declares that any who teach any
other gospel or plan of salvation than through Christ
shall by Christians be accursed. John declares, "If
there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrin,
receive him not into your house, neither bid him
Godspeed" (2 John i; 10).
No sincere Christian can affiliate with a Master
Mason or bid him Godspeed.
.. No honest, intelligent Mason will affiliate with a
professed Christian who, within the lodge, accepts
the teaching of Masonry, and in the church repudiates it. Let Christians be true, at least to something,
and not claim to love Hiram while affiliating and
abetting Jubalum.
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS.
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physical side of life may ~e respectable, his spiritual
side is in a deplorable state indeed, whioh no medium
that wishes to retain his or her powers intact would
desire to encounter.
J. R. PERRY.
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
P. S.-If the lights were so dim, how did he deteet the unclean teeth?
J. R. P.

Canadian Notes.
The Toronto Secular Society celebrated the public
holiday on the occasion of the Queen's Birthday, on
the twenty-fourth day of May, by holding high carnival at Alton. The festiv season extended over a
period of several days, from the twenty-second to the
twenty-sixth of May. Concerts, balls, and every
description of merry-making kept up a perpetual
round of delight. The open-handed, open-hearted
hospitality of the Algie family transcends all bounds.
May their shadows never grow less!

•

On Sunday evening last a meeting of the Toronto
Secular Society was held in the hall at the Grand
Opera House. Mr. Appleton, the financial secretary,
gave the paper of the evening on D'Holbach's "System of Nature," which, together with the musical
pR.rt of the entertainment, made an enjoyable time.

former sta;te of a nebulous, fiery cloud, again filling
up the enhre space at present circled around by the
outermost of our planets in its orbit and far beyond,
again to be condensed into orbs, and so on to all
eternity.
Ths history of our solar system is the history of
all other systems, suns, planets, stars, comets, aerolites, and all the orbs and heavenly bodies whatsoever. So much for the nebular hypothesis propounded by Kant, mathematically expounded by
Laplace, based on positiy science by Herschel. Now
for spontaneous ~reneration. A.s the earth gradually
cooled down, land and water began to appear and
organic life became evolved by the apontaneous action of the essential properties of matter. You hav
all seen the common experiment in -physics of loosely
strewing steel filings on a paner down underneath
which is lying a magnet. Immediately the fragments of steel arrange themselvs in geometrical lines.
And another, where an unshaken ma:~s of matter,
previously arranged in chemical proportions, by
merely waving a feather over it suddenly assumes the
most beautiful crystalline forms. So, as soon as the
heated matter of the earth had cooled enough to
form a medium for the existence of organisms, and
the hitherto unorganized, but organiZ'l.ble, matter
(protoplasm) was ready to spring into organic life,
it took place by s-pontaneous generation.
Taronto, May 31, 1885.
R. B. BuTMND.

It is curious to see the amount of faith which
church-goers hav in the power of their parsons
to overwhelm any number of Freethinkers. Said Secular Superstitions-The Seduction of Abysses.
parsons hav made this assertion regarding themselvs
"Saw the gloomy eyes of Panguk
so many times that their congregations believe them,
Glaring on bim in the dnrkness."-Hiawatha.
spite of the fact staring them in the face that these
There
are
few who upon the pinnacle of a -precianointed braggarts dare not venture out of their
pice, or in crosf:ling- a river upon the trestles of
coward's castle to meet a Freethinker in debate.
a railroad bridge, hav not been conscious of that
vertigo in which the voice of the abys;;~ says--:The Toronto Secular Society hold a concert, ball, " Plunge!" This is the basso of an orchestra in which
and general reunion once every week, on each the Lorelei of lucid streams sings the soprano or
Wednesday evening. On each occasion there is contralto.
a very large attendance, and all the perfo1·mers are
Such is the animal fascination of the SPrpent.
members of the society, who supply vocal and instru- Hope attracts, love enthrals; so do fear ani! hate.
mental music, character sketches, interludes, etc., Certain personal presences combine these effiuvia.
etc. The talent and versatility displayed at .these They blend at the gaming table. they are genii of
concerts will compare favorably with any perfor- the bar-room and the bottle. Soldiers fe8l their
mances of the kind.
weird spell in the shock of battle, and before the
mouths of cannon belching a hail of deaths. It peneThe popular, the prevailing vhilosophy of the pres- trates collectiv masses. Hell yawns from beneath for
ent day is that of evolution. Just as at other periods the faithful of the churches. The Inquisition borat one time it has been the Epicurean, at another the rowed a coal of hell-fire to kindle its auto-da-je.
Platonic, the Aristotelian, the Scholastic, etc., so in
Our government craze owns a like inspiration.
our day it is that of evolution.
The French Revolution had also its fanatics and its
It has four main component parts-the nebular inquisition, thoug~ purely political. And Russia!
hypothesis, the theory __ of spontaneous generation, Passions-! speak not of their paroxysmal ereDarwinism, and the evolution of intelligence, the hu- thisms in demonstrativ phenomena of speech or acman mind, intellect, or soul, as it is commonly called. tion, but of their essential qualities as modes of
These four departments hav been advocated by personality-passions persist, become hereditary
various writers, some advocatiug one, some another, even, while their objects change. Born heir to a
of these leading domains and rejecting the remain- elerical superstition, education, social influence, reder; some accept the whole four. It is only these fled.ion, may make one what is called an Infidel; yet
last who are evolutionists in the most complete sense unless he hav an original genius for skepticism, the
of the word, the others being so only partially.
chances are that be remains, without suspecting it,
Among those who teach the evolution philosophy in thraldom to some other RUpFlrs!:ition, ~reneral!y the
in its entirety are the great German philosopher, governmental. Th11re is Mr. Malcolm, for instance.
Ernst Haeckel, and the great English philosopher, As he writes for THE TRUTH SEEKER, no doubt he
Herbert Spencer.
claims to hav obtained his free papers; yet it is eviWe will now state in a few short, simple words the dent to me that nothing more than an accident
outlines of this the po-pular, the prevailing philosophy of circumstances prevents his being on his marrow
of the present day, which embraces in one consecutiv bones evflry Sunday in no matter what sort of
system the whole of the knowledge which man has church. Every would-be reformer by authority of
ever acquired, so far as known in the present day, hw-m~tn-made law-would, in Moses's place, hav
physical and mental, social and moral, regardin~ the had "Thus saith the Lord" on h.is tongue just
whole universe around us and within us, as it in- 11s glib as Moses. He has changed only the idiom of
cludes man, physical and mental, soul and body.
language to suit our modern prejudices. And there
On a clear night when we lift our. gaze to the is Mr. Wakeman. He hardly suspects how readily,
Milky Way overhead we are looking at matter in a with education and position, he might hav been
nebulous condition. For although some of the neb- another Mgr. Capel. Their differences lie moJ:e in
ulm hav been resolved into clusters of stars, yet our policies than in principles of character relativ to
most improved astronomical instruments, including aut.bority.
the spectroscope, hav proved and demonstrated the
When the predatory instinct is the dominant facexistence of masses of nebulous matter-that is, mat- tor in the superstition of anthorit.y, it seeks state
ter in the most simple, the most primitiv form, at offices and levies tributes. When conscientiousness
present known to us.
prevails, it is still more prPjudicial to liberty, requirThe nebular hypothesis is, that this earth and all ing with inquisitorial spirit that others shall conform
the planets of the solar system, including the sun, to our own notions of orthodox conduct; viz., legiswere, at one time, in the condition of a nebulous lation about ma1Tiage, about the Sabbath, about
cloud. 'l'hat getting attracted closer together as it drinking, about games, about sales, about work,
rotated, a ring was thrown off from the outer rim, about private contractA, etc. It is at those epochs
which condensed and became a planet, which circled and among those peoples when the evils of g·overnaround the central sun a further condensation of mental action are most poignant, that our blind
which caused another outer ring to be thrown off, t.o leaders of the blind are heard invoking government
be condensed, and become another planet, to circle on all occasions and for every purpose. Because
around the central sun, ·the second, consequently, among the forms of hereditary insanity, intem-perhaving a smaller orbit than the first. This process ance is numbered, therefore government is called on
was repeated until the whole of the planets of the to forbid the sale of even light wines that make nosolar system had been thrown off which now circle body drunk. China went farther; its government
round the sun. Consequently, at one time, the com- had the vine destroyed; consequently the Chinese
bined matter of the sun and planets of the solar made rice wine and distilled from it arrack, and took
system, when in a nebulous state, filled up the entire to smoking opium.
Mr. Malcolm, smitten with the fallacy of prohibispace at present circled around by the outermost of
our planets in its orbit and far beyond. These orbs tion, but holding fast his faith in Uncle Sam, like the
keep continually cooling, and, as their motion lessens dying Brahman to the cow's tail, invokes government
in velocity, they will all gradually, one after the other, distilleries and .government dispensaries of pure
fall back into the sun from whence they cllme. The liquor for the administrativ providence of drinking
beat engendm·ed by these concussions will again re. men! Governro(;lnt liquor would be innocent &~ ~acraaolve the whole of o-ur presel!t ao1ar system to ita mental wine,
·

Some raiiroads overcharge for freight; therefore,
government must fi:x: the rates. The legislature of
Texas forbids railroads to charge -different rates
within that state with a view to successful competition with other lines. In consequence, New Orleans
and St. Louis receive the consignments which would
be made to Galveston for export were the roads left
~ee to manage their own business, and even Texan
produce to be consumed in Texas has to make the
roun<l through other states.
In its blind idolatry of ~overnment the American
people imagin that the ballot has some occult faculty
of endowing with wisdom representativs ignorant of
everything beyond the arts of popularity, and faithful, at best, to some petty class interest. The same
state that has so neatly cheated itself in the railroad
muddle now undertakes to regulate insurance. By
Section IV. it puts upon insurers the responsibility
of proving that a given stock of merchandise has not
been decreased in amount or depreciated in value!
The state, moreover, sets up at Austin an office
of certification to tell tha people which companies
are trustworthy! Of course, the state certifier is an
incorruptible person. Of course, he is incapable of
bias toward his friends, or of prejudice against
others. Of course, he is omniscient. Then the state
must decide whether the company's agents are or are
not to hav plenary powers of negotiation! See what
apt -pupils Uncle Sam has got!
This "in fan tine familiar clasp of things divine"
reminds us of his own brilliant exploits with the cur~
rency, that breath Qf life for commerce aud for war;
reminds us of our faith tax in fiat creations, and the
mediatorial atonement of our divine brother Jay
Gould, and the scheme of salvation by the'national
banks.
In 1862, his great heart being aggrieved that Cu:ffy
was debarred from the manly sport of free competition for wages, and Cuffy's dignity compromised by
allowances of food and clothing; Unce Sam, foreseein<>' moreover, the Malthusian catastrophe of our
pr;~ent 50,000,000 bellies, determined on pr()pitiating
Cerberus by a sop of at least one (1-50), and the
pick of his young roosters. But the purse being a
more sensitiv organ than the skin, and its sphincters
contracting after Bull Run, our uncle wa.q puzzled
about raising a few paltry billions. Go a bluff game
on your credit., urged Thaddeus Stevens. But to
this, Republican mod~sty d~murred, and the bankers
insisted on a gold basis, whiCh they offered to, supply
for a trifling consid~rat~on, about 30~_:_100, ~earing
interest and to be paid m gold, metall1c fact mstead
of the gilded idea. With sa~acity no less acute than
his generous devotion to Cuffy was sublilll:e, Uncle
Sam said: "Damn the odds; the people will stand
treat. Here, do you take my credit, since I havn't
any use for it at present. We'll swap, and make as
broad a basis of national debt as our i·espectable
dandy BuB's."
He spoke and it was done, and his bonds are here
to show for it and still he gratefully allows the banks
a bonus upon' their deposits, and it tickles him so to
found his currenc.v upon a debt that he ~an't. bQar to
lessen this engagement and tnat of paymg mteres!,
even when his surplus in the treasury could clear It
off with mercantil integrity. Jealous, however, of
the fortune of our national jackdaws, decked with the
Samuel feat.hers, the Greenbackerd repeat in time·of
peace old Thaddeus's fiat warcry : · Chea-p money,
chea; money, and none so cheap as faith money!
Fling a thousand dollars of it at the head of each of
your fifty million children, cries the kind heart of 'I'.
B. Wakeman. Let us abolish poverty! And the
"capables" are ready to respond, "Oh, yes, giv them
all the faith paper they want, and w~'ll keep the land,
and the machinery, and the goods-m trust for them,
you know.
.
.
A white man and an Indian went a-huntmg together like capital and labor. They shot a turkey
and a' turkey-buzzard. When it came to sharing,
said Captain C.: "Now I'll take the turkey and you
take the buzzard; or else, you take the buzzard and
I'll take the turkey." Poor Lo remarked: "You
never said turkey to me once." It never occurs to
our green illusionists that the bill of exchange is still
cheaper than fiat notes, and yet represents real, welldefined values of -produce. This is now the privilega of merca.util intelligence and probity; but why
should not all exchangeable values, including even
promises of labor, be represented impartially in such
a currency? What would it lack but the government
idea?
Other illusionists fasten on the soil. Blind to the
settlers' indefeasible right to what he cultivates,
nothing short of a government rental will consecrate
this riO'ht in their eyes. For would not the plan hav
the ad';antage of furnishing thousands of land-agent
offices for partv patronage ? And what could ever
shak1~ the stability of a government tbat owned all
the soil and created all the money? Its creation
would be something like that of Genesis. Natnre
being a theological secretion, money ought to be a
political secretion, both equally fiats and founded on
faith, for the state is the visible providence of the invisible God.
EDGEWORTH.
CATALOG
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that the government should refuse to hav his religious other man might be. Such doctrin is more hetero~
dox than Unitarianism, and such iiite~pretation would
opinions made the cause of factional strife.
place the preacher a long distance outside the pale
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
of
Christianity. It will probably .take an ecumenical
.A Specimen Chaplain.
council to decide just where Mr. Beecher stands
Occasionally the religious press :finds fault with
Editor.
E. M. ~ODONALD,
theologically. But two things seem ce:tain: the doc~
some
individual connected with the. church, and
Busmess
Manager.
C. P. SoMERBY,
trin of evolution has in him a warm friend, and real
thereby shows how true is the old saying that when
l'UBLISHED BY
Christianity a very powerful opponent.
rogues fall out honest men get their due.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
About $60,000 per year is spent by our . governFor Being a Freethinker.
33 (Jlln&on Place,l!few York.
ment upon chaplains in the navy: ~ust about one
In the present day religious persecution has to take ·
year ago the resignation from his smecure of one a different form from that of the three centuries
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. Brown brought out the information that he had been preceding this. But that. t~e ~a~e sp~rit of intolpaid $19,246 for three years and seve~ m.onths' ser- erance still pervades Ohristiamty IS evtd~nt. by the
vice.
By way of a religious paper of this mty another occasional outbreak of some orthodox Chnst1an who
Address aJl Oommooications ·to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMequally
disgraceful case of sinecurism is. brought ~0 happens to be possessed of power. The latest inp ANY. Make aJ1, Dro,fts, Ohecks, and Postal Ordera payable
light. The name is not given, but the h1story of this stance that has come to our knowledge is the dislo CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
chaplain's career is as follows: He has been on le~ve missal of Miss Kate Stephen£! from the professorship
for two years. For the past six months he ?as occupied of Greek at the Kansas State University. The St.
~ JUNE 6, 1885.
SATURDAY, •
a pulpit on shore, and has recently received and ac- Joseph Herald is the authority. .
·
cepted an engagement with the churc~ for a year.
It appears that Miss Stephens Is a graduate of the
He will not resign from the navy, saymg he wants University where since her graduation she has :filled
Victor Hugo.
The last of a trio of historic European Freethinkers to be kept on leave for eight or nine years more, the Greek chair in the college with great ·credit to
has passed away. Though separated from one by when he will be retired,d;rawing his pay (three-fourths herself· and to the entire satisfaction of some three
over half a century and from the other by half as long, of that of a captain), without liability to be ordered or four hundred students.· The University is governed
Hugo can be compared with none but Voltaire and to duty .. He has not been to sea for the past four by six regents, who, with the chancellor, ~ompose a
Goethe. Like them, he was a man of towering gen- years, but has drawn his pay regularly. At present board vested with almost absolute power m all matius a most wonderful literary artist, and the one man be receives $1,900 per year, which is the "on leave" ters pertaining to the University. .of this. board of
of his time and country. Like Voldire and Goethe, or " waiting orders'' remuneration of cha.plains w~o seven, one is a friend to the lady m questwn, three
Hugo believed in a God, hoped for immortality, and hav been over :five years in the navy. He IS also paid a1·e her enemies, and the other three follow the lead
·
rejected the'Christian theology. They were all Infi- $500 or $600 by the church in which he is at work. of the inimical regents.
The
objection
of
the
religious
paper
to
this
petty
·The
reasons
why
Miss
Stephens
was
dismissed
are
dels.
swindling
is
that
it
deprives
the
sailors
of
those
also
three:
1.
Miss
Stephens
is
a
Freethinker;
2.
She
In the obituary printed on another page Hugo's
services to France and the world are briefly told. It "Christian mfluences which the faithful and vigorous is a woman; 3. One of the regents has a standing
holds the record unbroken that the most ardent chaplain would giv." It says: "On what priiiciple grudge against her father. These reasons, however,
friends to mankind in all ages hav been despisers of the government cm:1tinues such a man on a salary are totally inadequate, for it cannot be charged that
priestly shams and thaumaturgy. When it l!ecame three or four times what his ability would command Miss Stephens has obtruded her ideas in her duties,
known throughout Paris that Hugo was dying, Car- elsewhere, and then fails to require of him even such or endeavored to teach Freethought to the students.
dinal Guibert., the archbishop of Paris, sent specially performance of the duties of the station as he could For the fact that she ia a woman, it will probably be
to Hugo's residence, offering to visit him and admin- render, while the prestige of his position secures ad- admitted that she is not to blame. So long as the
ister spiritual aid and the rites of the Catholic churcb. mittance where it probably would not be accorded University admits female students, it cannot consistently refuse to employ female professors, provided
M. Lockroy, the poet's son-in-law, who was in attend- without it, it is impossible to imagin."
The
objection
ot
Freethinkers
is
based
on
much
they are as competent as males. And in these days,
ance at the death-bed when the cardinal's proffer
broader·
grounds.
There
is
in
our
Constitution
a
discrimination
against a woman solely because of her
came, replied for Hugo, declining with· thanks the
archbishop's tender, and saying for the dying man, positiv prohibition of the establishment of religion sex is a disgrace to a state. The personal malice of
"Victor Hugo is expecting death, but he does not by Congress. Every cent paid to navy or army chap- one of the regents toward Miss Stephens's father, a
desire the services of a priest." Hugo left a bequest Jains, or to the chaplains of the"two branches of Con- lawyer and judge of high rank and state repu~at~on,
that his body should be conveyed to the grave in a grass, is in flagrant violation of the First Amendment. is a matter too despicable for comment. In b1bhcal
"pauper hearse," and without any religious rites. Our mquiry is, on what principle can the government times the sins of the fathers were visited upon the
children, but it is not nineteenth century doctrin,
The Pantheon· of France is an ecclesiastical mstitu- employ chaplains at all?
and a man who copies the Jewish Jehovah so closely
tion, l!ut it has been secularized by the Chaml!er of
What is Mr. Beecher~
may well be looked upon with suspicion.
Deputies that Hugo's remains may rest by the empty
In the course of the sermons on evolution that Mr.
Heretofore Kansas has been given the credit of
sarcophagi of Voltaire, Rousseau, and Mirabeau. Beecher is now delivering on successiv Sunda:ys, he
being a state with progressiv ideas, but this action of
Let us hope that against this protection of the state takes particular pains to declare that he is " neither
the government of her representativ institution ~ay
the church will be unable to despoil his coffin as she an Infidel, Agnostic, nor Atheist," but continues to
well shake that reputation. The petty persecution
has those of his iinmortal predecessors.
enunciate sentiments that prove him to be all these.
of an estimable lady, :filling a difficult position with
France buried Victor Hugo with tears and flower!', He rejects the Bible, which constitutes him an Inprofit to the University, and in herself worthy any
while the whole western world stood with uncovered fidel; he spurns the orthodox Christian conception
honor the college could confer, will, unless rebuked
head. For a day the body lay upon a catafalque of God, for doing which he is an Atheist; he has
by the people and the press of the state, be a blot on
under the Arc de Triomphe, inclosed with drapery created his own God, which is very much like Herthe escutcheon of Kansas, and in the future not a
and crape. At the front masts bore escutcheons in- bert Spencer's Unknowable, and he is, therefore, an
slight impediment to her growth and influence.
scribed with the titles of Hugo's works. The burial Agnostic. With some loose talkers, rhetoricians,
took place on Monday, June lat. The funeral pro- and pulpit orators, words hav very indefinit signifiThe Baptists.
cession was so large that when its head, guarding cance, and they can even make assertions of doctrins
To meet the approbation of those indicated we
the body of Hugo, had reached the Pantheon the which mean one thmg to the audience, but" upon will supply, so far as we can, the information desired
end had not left the Arc de Triomphe. Hundreds of which the preacher makes mental reservations to by the writers of the following letter:
thousands of people crowded the streets of Paris, satisfy his own conscience. Mr. Beecher, we are
"It would meet with the approbation of several at this
and the buildings along the line of march of the pro- sorry to say, is one of this kind. Last Sunday he place for you to giv us some information in regard to the folcession were black with people. Six orations were -said:
lowing questions:
delivered under the Arc de Triomphe in the presence "I believe-in God; I believe in immortality; I believe in "Who founded the first Baptist church in America? And
of nearly all the illustrious men of France. The Jesus Christ as the representativ of divinity in God. If I am did his church prosper or go down? What church in America
hearse was preceded by twelve floral cars, besides anything, by the grace of God I am a lover of Jesus Christ as was founded by John Clarke, and at what time? Benedict,
· d b th
·
the representativ of God, and in no part of all my life has my Chambers's Encyclopedia, and all the school histories that we
eight hundred wreaths carrie
Y
e variOUS ministry seemed to me so solemn, so earnest, so fruitful as this can get say lioger Williams was the founder, but a Baptist
deputations. It was not a funeral, said M. Floquet, last decade will seem if I shall succeed in uncovering, in the minister here denies these as authority, and affirms that
but an apotheosis. Hugo was the immortal apostle faith of God's people, the great truths of the two revelations Roger's church went down in four months, and that John
who bequeathed to humanity that gospel which -God's building revelation of the material globe and God's Clarke planted the first church in America. We call on h~m
could lead the people to de:fi.nitiv conquest of liberty, building revelation in the history of the unfolding of the for the evidence, and he refers us to a sermon that was delivered in Philadelphia by a Baptist minister in 1838 as authorGod direct me."
equality, fraternity. M. Goblet, president of the human mind. May
.
. .
. .
ity, but we won't accept it: . So you see .' th~ layman disChamber of Deputies, declared that Victor Hugo will
To an audience of average ?~r1st1ans this would cusses theology with the m1mster and smiles. Please anremain the highest personification of the nineteenth mean that he accepte~ the Chr1st1e.n theology. But swer through the columns of your paper. Very truly yours,
"ED. MusGRAVE and J.D. F.A.In."
century, the history of which, with its contradictions, I he does not. In pr~vwus se1·mon~ Mr. Beecher has
As reference bookf', we use the Encyclopedia Bridoubts, ideal:', and aspirations, was best reflected in contemptuously demed tha~ th~re IS. an~ future punhis works. His character was profoundly humane, ishment; has announced his d1sbehef m ~he re~ur tannica, the standard authority in nearly all interand represented the spirit of toleration and of peace. rection; has declar.ed the .atonement a~ ImposSible national matters; Johnson's, a very fairly edited cycloBefore the funeral the Catholics protested against and immoral doctrm, and m other ~u~p1t utterances pedia, in the preparation of which many Freethinking
the burial of Hugo in the Pantheon, which was shown himself to be no more a Chnst1an than were writer's were employed; and the People's Cyclopedia,
originally the church of Saint Genevieve, but the Voltaire and Pain~. His words qu?t~d above even a Methodist work, of considerable unfairness. The
government paid no attention to their protests, be- hav a double meamng. A good Chr1st1an would.say, Britannica says that " the introduction of Baptist
yond ordering the priests to quit the building after "Well, he believes in Christ as the representatiV of views in America was due to Roger Williams, who
the decree of secularization had been passed. The God-his son, and that is enough for me." To a emigrated to Boston, Mass., in 1630. Driven from
funeral was in every way worthy of France and the d9ubter the words would m?an only. that Mr. Beecher .Massachusetts on account of his denying the power
great poet whose memory abe honored. It was right thought Ohri6t to be a representatxv of God, as any ot tbe civil magistrates in matter$ of religion, he
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formed a settlement and founded a state in Rhode
Island, and having become a Baptist, he formed, in
1639, the first Baptist church in America, of which
he was also for a short time the pastor." This "short
time" was four months, at the end of w~ich he withdrew from the church, and was never agam connected
with any church. The John Clarke referred to was
Dr. John Clarke, who came to this ~ountry, landing
in Massachusetts. A~cording to Johnson's Cyclopedia, he also was dnven from Massachusetts " to
Rhode Island, in 1638, and in the same year founded
the first Baptist church at Newport. This church
claims to be older than the f!rst church at Providence,
and therefore the first of that faith in the New World.
Clarke visited England in company with Roger Williams, and together they obtained from Charles II.
the charter which secured civil and religious liberty
to Rhode Island." Concerning this D.r. John Chi.rke
the Encyclopedia Britannica is "ilent, but the People's
Cyclopedia (Methodist) says that he was the "founder
of the first Baptist church at Newport, R. I., in 1638,
which claims to be the first in the New World," thus
agreeing with Johnson's, from which De Puy, the
editor, very hkely obtained his information. In describing Providence, however, the same Cyclopedia
says that it contains " seventy-six churches, among
them the oldest Baptist church in America, e~tab
lished in-1638 by Roger Williams." This, it will be
observed, is a. year earlier than the. Encyclopedia
Britannica has it, and corresponds with the date assigned by Johnson's to the establishment by Clarke
of the church in Newport. According to Johnson,
Roger Williams settled in Providence in 1636, and as
Clarke, by the same authority, went to Newport in
1638, it is probable that Williams founded the first
Baptist church in America. A man of his activ habits
and burning faith in his then heretical notions,
would scarcely liv two or three y~ ars in a settlement
of his own founding without establishing a church in
which to preach.

The Modern Balaam.
Quite a number hav written for prices in quantities of the picture published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
May 2d. We hav therefore had a large number
printed on calendered paper, as it appeared. in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, which we will send, postage free, at the
'following rates: ~ne dozen, 30 cents; one hundred,
$1.50; one thousand, $10. We hope a large number
will be ordered, and posted up everywhere, as those
who hav written about it say the cut speaks volumes.

Editorial Notes.
AcoORDING to S. H. Preston, writing. in the Day Star, Paul
was" a small, swarthy, sickly, sharp-eyed, shrill-voiced, beetlebrowed, hooked-nose Jew,"
WJc are under obligations to Lewis Rothermel for a donation
of $5, and to Wm. H.· Godfrey, of St. Louis, Mo., for a similar
favor of $3.05. The purpose for which these sums will be
used is pointed out in a note appended to Mr. Rothermel's
letter in the "Letters from Friends."
_
THE North 'American Review concludes its seventieth year
with its June number. The editor says that it never had so
large a circulation, nor greater influence, nor a more brilliant
staff of contributors. This number discusses seven topics of
vital public interest. Price, 50 cents.
THAT is a gem of thought which our correspondent, Simeon
Palmer, quotes from the Rev. Mr. Talmage in another part of
this paper. "What God does," says the reverend gentleman,
''is not so wonderful as what he does not do." Thosewhohav
all their lives watched and prayed in vain for some slight manifestation of divine power will agree with us that Mr. Talmage
has stat~d cold and fo:mal. fact. Any further_ elabora~ion of
the subJect would be, m the language of revrsed scnpture,
"vanity and a striving after wind."

a

WE advise the Chi~ago 1It1'ald and other would-be respectable papers that hav dilated upon Clark Braden's slanderous
.abuse of Liberal, ~Io., calling the alleged immorality of the
people the "fruits of Ingersollism," and drawing therefrom a
column of "morals," to revise and rewrite their editorials now
that even the Christians unite in denouncing Braden as a liar.
The facts being exactly opposit to what they hav based their
deductions upo.n, it will be in order for them to giv Infidelity
as much credit for promoting morality as they hav given it
discredit for a suppositional production of the other thing.
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from the wrath to come, and further exhortations would be
superfluous.
Mns. H. S. LAKE writes us: "In your issue of May 2d, I
find an article headed 'The Apostasy of a Christian F.reelover.' I write you for the purpose of correcting this misstatement. It is well known by all who hav been acquainted
with Leq, Miller, to whom the above article refers, that he has
been a pronounced Liberal for ina_ny years, writing for its
press and speaking on its platform. So far as I know, or any
of his friends with whom I hav talked, he is still a Liberal.
That he has held 'peculiar' views in regard to marriage, has
been known, all along, by the Liberal public, and it ill not
just to characterize him as a Christian in order that stigma
may be thrown upon Christianity. I feel certain that THE
TRUTH SEEKER will not willingly lend itself to a work so repreheilsible as that of doing injustice even to an opponent." If
this be as Mrs. Lake says, Mr. Miller's Liberal work has. been
conducted remarkably quiet-a" still hunt," as it were. Judging, however, from Mr. Miller's assertion that marriage is a
divine institution ordained by God, and his reference, in
another part of his letter to the Sun, to Jesus as an authority,
we are inclined to doubt that Mr. Miller has much spmpathy
with Rationalism.
"S!.M" JoNEs, a reformed drunkard and gambler, of Georgia,
is turning the religious part of Nashville, Tenn., upside down
by his wild revival talks. He is so ignorant as to believe the
Bible literally, and in his sermons uses, a correspondent writes,
the most insultingly vulgar, coarse, brutal, and indecent backwoods slang of the backwoods of his· nativ state. But there
are a few Liberals in Nashville, and they are helping him along
by circulating a large po8ter, of which the followi~g is a copy.
It was sent to us by F. :"'fister: We cheerfully ~v Mr. Jon.es
. th~ ~.enefit of our large. c~cul~tiOn among people mterested m
rehgrous matters by prmtmg rt:
G EA.T SSHAOMWJONEANs·Ds CIRCUS
R
WILL T!.KE PL!.CE !.T
NA.SliVILLE, fuy 15, 1885, AND CONTTI<UE TWENTY D!.YS.

The laughable farce, CHRISTIANITY, will be expounded by
the Clown, SAM JONES.
His great fanatical oratory will furnish lunatics for the new
Lunatic Asylum, about to be erected at Knoxville, at the ex·
pense of the taxpayers, where he has already been very successful in confusing the minds of his hearers.
Seats will be occupiecl by religious cranks, hypocrits, unlettered men and women, fanatics, defaulters, snuff-dippers,
morphine and opium eaters, murderers, robbers and thieves,
besides some misguided though well-meaning men and
women, most of whom will go only to see the show. It will be
the grandest farce that ever took place in Nashville.
IT
appears
from
researches
made
by
Messrs.
Tucker
and
l\'Iurderers always profess on the gallows to believe in a God.
A. Generous Man.
Appleton that the late Charles O'Conor was an Anarchist, of and devil, supposing that the clergy can send them straight to
The Liberals of the country should be grateful to which fact we are re:t:ninded by LibErty. Whether he was or heaven from the gallows, regat·dless of the heinous crimes they
William Smith, of Geneva, New York.
While con- not, however•, can no longer be of importance, as li'Ir. O'Conor may commit.
None will be considered eligible for the throne of grace who
tributions to the League Campaign Fund hav been is dead. In order to deserve the credit for being_ a reformer a hav minds of their own, or are strictly homst and moral, or
quite gemrous, money for the Tent for summer cam- man should assert himself during life. As far as THE TRUTH don't believe in impossibilities. All persons whose minds are
SEEKER is concerned, it has little use for that cl11ss of people not clouded with superstition, bigotry, and sectarian hatred
paigni:i:Jg bas come in so dowly that Mr. Reyndds who are too cowardly to proclaim their convictions, and too mean will be ruled out as incompetent.
The sille·show will be very attractiv for the matrimonial marhas been obliged to borrow funds to pmchase the to encourage others in proclaiming them. It is hardly worth
ket and sight seers.
tent and its fixtures. This be did rather than giv up while to dig these up and load them with posthumous honors.
Tickets free, but don't forget the missionary box, for you
an enterprise promising so much for the spread of
THOUGH Mr. R. B. Hayes has acquired a national reputation know the action of the clergy is, No money, no preach.
HUMBUG & IGNORANCE, Managers.
Liberal ideas.
The tent and appurtenancEs cost as a temperance man, it is now discovered that he owns propRIEL, the captured Canadian insurgent, has been interviewed
in
Omaha
upon
which
is
located
a
flomishing
saloon.
erty
some three hundred dollars. Simultaneously with
Many papers are expressing surprise at his allowing such a by a Hercdd correspondent. The reasons of the half-breed rethe purchase of the tel}.t and since the writing of Mr.
business to be established upon land owned by him, but they volt are familiar to the public, but tb.e part religion played
Reynolds's communication in another column, we re· would not did they know t.he contemptible, canting hypocrisy has not heretofore been dwelt upon. Asked if the priests
ceived from Mr. Smith a check for just, this sum. with which the man is filled. He is a veritable Pecksniff-a were friendly to him, !'tiel· said: "They were not and they
This donation will put the enterprise on its feet, sniveling Methodist, with a mental capacity equal to hen farm- were. They insisted on our being submissiv to them. They
were against us trying to redress our own grievances. Ever
release Mr. Reynolds from debt, and enable the con- farming and penny-squeezing, but a man in no right sense of
that word. He lied to -Colonel Ingersoll in Mr. Bennett's case, since the doctl'in of the infallibility of the pope was protributions already in, and those that may come hereand was .Janus-faced in ether matters all through his political pounded they hav been very tyrannical. They did not wish
after, to be used for the running expenses, and the career.
the people to do anything, but the priests to do all. IE they
had been in favor of peace I would hav been with them. They
free distribution of Liberal literature.
THERE is published in Kansas City, Mo., a religious and proThe wisdom of using· a tent for summer work is hibition paper called the Oent?·opolis. The establishment in were in favor of fighting for the priests, but not for the people.. They used double edged swords. They turned Catholic
more than ever apparen-t, now that Messrs. Putnam Kansas City of a Liberal League is made the occasion by the people against them because they usurped civil functions, and
and Watts hav been compelled to retire from the Ce,,f1·opolis of an editorial contrasting the League with the Na- they turned Protestants against them because they opposed
field before the hot weather.
While 1\ir. Watts is tional Reform Association. Of course, its views are exactly them. 'I he priests seek power for themselvs, not for the good
opposit to those ·expressed by THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 23d. of the people. 'l'hey are against the Protestants both politiclosing up his business in England, and Mr. Putnam
But the conclusion is identical with the idea often expressed in ca,ly and religiously. They are against me now, not Lecause
is engaged· i~he East developing the pessibilities of these columns: "The aim of the National Reform Association
I rebelled, but because I did not succeed in helping them."
the Albany Convention, and speaking wherever he is the very opposit of the Liberal League or Secular Union. In How like the priests of all times ! Riel calls the half-breeds
can get a hearing, Mr. Reynolds will go on carrying the light of present demands of the Secularist it looks very "God's people." The creed adopted by Riel's council is given
the truths of Liberalism to crowds to whom such much as though everyone would hav to make his choice, and under seven heads: "1. We believe that all true believers constand either with the one or the other. One thing is very cer- stitute the true church. Believers in the Lord Jesus Christ
teachings are new. It is safe to say his voice and
tain, that the time is not distant when the friends of our are Christians, and all Christians make the church holy, caththe reading matter he can scatter will reach thot:- Christian institutions will hav to unitedly stand against those olic, and vital. We thus embrace all denominations in our
sands who could never be coaxed into a hall to hear who hav determined to overwhelm them."
faith. 2. We do not believe in the infallibility of the pope.
a Liberal lecture, though the speaker were as eloThat infallibility dognm of Rome has done much harm. 'fhe
THE luminous but somewhat dilatory Boston Libert.11 finds
prophets and apostles were not inLdlil.Jle. 3. We believe in
quent as Putnam or as solidly logi'cal as Watts. fault with the Libeml press:
the inspimtion of the holy scriptures, and the right· of every
Therefore, for one, we heartily thank Mr. Smith for
"Tho sentiment of true religion is first set free when the man to read and learn the truths they contain. 4. We believe
ecclesiastical machine is lifted from it. So is the impulse for
enabling this to be done on a secure basis.
mutual st>lf-government by consent first set free when the in a regularly ordained ministry. We would accept ministers
Outside of this last contribution some one hundred political machine is lifted from it. Strange, indeed, is it that, of all denominn.tions-EpiscOlHLlians, PresbyterianR, and Conand fifty-five dollars cash hav been collected. This while the Index, THE TRUTH SEEKER, the Investigator, and all gregationalists-in our ministry without reordaining, We
the free religionistR, Agnostics, Materialists, and oth~r Infidel~, would be somewhat doubtful about Baptisi.s. 5. We believe
will pay the expense of the tent for some time, so-called,
constantly proclaim this on the religious side, they
should the collections and sale of books be insuffi- refuse to recognize it on the political side, and thus ~owardly in a form of church government We prefer the Episcopal
belie their whole philosophy. All these religious Liberals are form. We would like to see a head bishop for the Dominion,
cient.
THE TRUTH SEEKBR pledged Mr. Reynolds Anarchists
in theology, and zealously preach the Anarchistic or for the New World, who would be independent of Rome.
twenty-five dollars' worth of books to be sold for the gospel in that sphere; but when asked to confront exactly the We do not think that the affairs of the church can be rightly
benefit of the Tent Fund. This can now be given in same situation in the political sphere, they are stiff-necked administered so far away. In f11ct, Rome has oeased to be the
Presbyterians, hard-shelled Baptists, and straitlaced polittracts and pamphlets to be gratuitously circulated, ical orthodox, of a very fanatical type. When I meet them, holy apostolic see. She is now a great organization of· politicnl diplomacy. 6. We pray to God, to Christ, to Mary, to the
should purchasers be scarce. We would suggest they politically invite me to rise for prayers, seek J esns, and
saints. Three persons of trinity are i!l th~se three first. God
flee
from
the
wrath
to
come."
that this missionary work be continued by further
We can only speak for THE TRUTH SEEKER in r·eply to this, the Father is perfect and highest; God the Son is perfect and
donations of reading matter from Liberal publishers
but
so far as we are concerned it is not so. Instead of rebuk- the savior; Mary is pure, but not perfect, and in her dwells the
and of money from the people. Nothing would suit
ing Mr. Tucker for his political heresy, we hav on three occa. Holy Ghost. 7. We believe in the final salvation of all men.
Mr. Smith so well as to hav his donation made the
sions invited him to expl.Un it. This he attempted to do, but God's mercy will reach further than man's sin. He will not
basis of a vast propagandist effort. . He himself is
stopped so far short of supplying the information sought that allow thin1;s to go so far that restoration is impossible. No
constantly buying books and sending them broad- we were constrained to point out his deficiencies and renew injrrry can be done to a soul which he cannot repair. The
cast. Let us all aid him and advance our common the invitation, which last obtestation remains unheeded. By agonies of hell may be endured for countless ages, but the
cause by supporting the summer campaign.
this silence we conclude that Mr. Tucker has already fled mercy that reached earth is not beyond the reach of hell,"

----------------
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ORANGE CITY, lA., April 24, 1885.
MB. EDITOR: An incident of some time ago has lately come
to my personal notice. It has neyer, I think, been published
by any of the Freethought journals, and may be of su~ient
interest to justify publication now. Names, letters, etc., can
be furnished if necessary.
A young Englishman came to this country in search of employment. He had been prominently connected in England
with the Liberal movement, and had met and become slightly
acquainted with Charles Bradlaugh. While visiting friends in
Wisconsin he attended a meeting-a sort of union affair
in which· the Baptists, Congregationalists, and Methodists
of the town were jointly. interested. The Baptist minister was
the orator of the eve.ning, and, after the usual nonsensical and
disgusting preliminaries, delivered a lecture in which he
attacked mercilessly all people who were not '· lovers of the
Lord." In the course of his address, after making a wholly
unwarranted attaek on Charles Bradlaugh with regard to his
virtues and morality, the speaker made these two statements:
(1) that he was personally acquainted with Bradlaugh; (2)
that he was a graduate of the University of London. The
·young Englishman waited patiently until the services were
concluded, and then walked quietly up to the platform, where
the three ministers were still standing. He said that he
desired to make no disturbance, nor cause any unnecessary
trouble, but that he had- some grave charges to make then and
there against the lecturer. The "representativs of God"
were astounded, but made no reply. The young man then
said: "I claim, and can prove that the Rev. Mr. B- is a deliberate liar; that he lies when he claims to be a personal acquaintance of Charles Bradlaugh, and that he also lies when
he says that he is a graduate of the University of London."
Mr. B- became angry at once, and refused to take any notice
of the young man "s demand for public retraction. The "interview" ended thus, but not so with the charges. These
were published at once in the local paper by the youog Liberal, together with the demand for retraction. Mr. B- again
refused to retract in either case. The young man then wrote
to Charles Bradlaugh, who replied, as he expected, that
he had never seen nor heard of Mr. B-. This letter was at
once published, and also one from the University of London,
saying that the name of Mr. B- did not appear on the books
of that institution either as graduate or undergraduate. The
brazen-faced minister of the gospel then came out with a
lengthy reply, in which he said in substance that, though not
personally acquainted with Charles Bradlaugh, he had met
and often seen and been in company with that gentleman;
and that, though not exactly a graduate of the University of
London, he was a graduate of the Baptist College in London,
which was affiliated with the university, and that a graduate
of the former was virtually a graduate of the latter. The
matter here rested until the young Englishman could get a reply from the Baptist College. This answer, which cleared the
affair effectually, was to the effect that Mr. B- had been at
one time an undergratnate of that institution, that he had
never graduated for "very good reasons" known to them and
himself. Furthermore the letter said that if Mr. B- was
leading a life of usefulness and uprightness in his profession,
they had nothing to say, but that if such was not the case,
they had some very important disclosures to make on their
own part.
The result was that Mr. B- stepped down and out.
SUBSCRIBER.

superstition. The leaders assert everywhere the fearful inroads of Infidelity and other isms, call for the most Herculean
efforts to beat back the powers of darkness, and, of course,
inaugurate the reign of light. if that light be darkness the
people are not being saved, but surely deceived and deluded.
By song, sympathy, and prayer many are psychologized and
drawn into their snare. So may our splendid leaders, Ingersoll, Watts, Reynolds, Remsburg, Burnham, Chainey, Colville,
Buchaoan, Mrs. Richmond, Mrs. Kimball, Mrs. Britton, etc.,
continue their grand and noble work until the age of reason
with its electric lights shall forever hide the tallow-dip Of superstion.
D. HIGBIE.
ScRANTON, May 4, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for
285. Each individual, Freethinker or Spiritualists, ought to do
all they can toward the good that is near, to destroy the evil
that oppress others, to uphold the constitutional liberty. This
growth had its rapid advance, building up the grandest of all
human structures-knowledge, that which distinguishes the
higher from the lower type of man is what he knows. Let
each one help to erect freedom's everlasting tower, as our revolutionary heroes built the capitol of Washin~ton, D. C., the
pride of the nation. The new truth marches dou-ble-quick
time on our side; ere long the house of humanity will be built
in the new world of America. Let us be peaceful, brothers
and sisters, not like the religious sects to quarrel, to hate, to
divide among themselvs. The spiritual and moral statues of
the age are with us, and millions of men and women are working hard on our side to destroy the stronghold of priestcraft
(so well given in your last paper), the originators of the most
evil in the world. There is a physical evolution that links into
one pulsating unity all along the chain of our life, from the
single cell up to our great writers llolld orators, m tle and feFREDERICK HENKE:
male.
Yours truly,

ent, we hav concluded to k<3ep it ourselvs and show it to all
who are capable of appreciating its worth' who may visit us in
our mountain home.
The faces all look as familiar as old friends-we hav studied
them so much already; and their writings all possess a new
interest since we know how the writers look.
They certainly do great credit to the Moss Engmving Co.,
and hon01· to every Freethinker in the land by theiJ· noble intellectual faces. We would like to send copies of the FREE·
THINKER's ALMANAC to•some of our Christian friends, but they
would hav to be made of fire-proof material, or they wouldn't
last long enough for them to read and appreciate them.
Your fiiend,
JENNIE E. TIDBALL.
READING, KAN., May Hl, 1885.
MR. EDrroR: The books, pamphlets, and TRu~rB: SEEKER
ANNUAL were duly received, and I would say that the portraits
of those noble ladies and gentlemen who are the leaders and
emancipatbrs of thought, truth, and reason are well worth the
price.
The cartoon "The Modern Balsam " is finely executed, and
in looking at the trio I am anxiously waiting to see his prie~t
craft's hair stick to the branch above his head. It is a grand
hieroglyphic, which should be preserved, distributed, and
posted up.
Inclosed find twenty cents in stamps for two CO}Jies of the
cartoon.
W. 0. DaviES.
CAN THIS BE SO ?
CoRvALLIS, On., May 18, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: It seems that the tendency among Liberals is
to criticise Christians and Christianity pretty severely. Would
it not be a good plan to look to ourselvs a little? l::iome of our
best writers and speakers are given to hifalutin' theories on the
happy condition of society or mankind in general when Liberalism becomes the rule. Now, really, is there anything to
justify such opinions? Will a narrow-minded, hypercritical
Christian be any better by becoming a Liberal? Or, in fact,
can such a person become truly Liberal? THE TRUTH SEEKER
correspondence and conversation ·with Liberals show up a
large number to be far from Liberal on anything but religion,
and rather narrow on that. Hadn't we better try to be Liberal
on all subjects, and also leave the fixing up millenniums or
impossibly perfect human conditions to Christians? L. JOY.

LuDLOW, ILL., May 12, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: For inclosed stamps please send "Why Don't
He Lend a Hand?" by S. P. Putnam. I am confident it will
be very interesting and instructiv, like all of his writings. It
·is pleasing to note your fairness in giving all sides a hearing,
and I see no reason for complaint. In my humble opinion; H.
H. Hutcheson, of Leavenworth, is on the right side, and consequently comes out in advance. (I hav just finished reading
his answer to Geo. N. Hill's question.) The Congregational
CLEOPATRA, Mo., May 12, 285.
church in Ludlow has been sold and is now used· for a town
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find two dollars to apply on my subhall. They hav theatricals there occasionally, and the pious
are greatly shocked at the expectation of a ball in what was scription for the best weekly paper published in this age, and
the Day family has been reading this paper long enough to feel
called "the house of God." But time will bring changes.
assured that they hav help that will enable them to keep pace
Your friend,
MELLIE NEWKIRK.
with the progressiv tendencies as the age is writing thelll.
And I want to say to you, and all who write short commuTAPPAN, 0., May 10, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: If it takes 1885 years for 33 per cent of the in- nications, that it is very instructiv and encouraging to every
habitants of this world to hear of the savior of man and Jesus member of the human family that has a mind to come aboard
Christ being the only son o£ God, what time will expire, and this great train of investigation steaming up to meet the neceshow many souls will be in perdition, by the time the circuit is sities of our time. Let us hav courage, tempered with faircomplete? Will Christians please answer, or hand us over the nes, earnestness that knows no f<~ilure, for women and men
are shaking off the shackles of the old bygone, and walking
cake?
S. SMITH.
forth to a life full of peace and chaer and good will, and superFRESNO CITY, CAL., May 12, 1885.
stitious legions are being assailed from needles" point to nineMR. EDITOR: Allow me space to notice the letter of Samutl pounder bytha marvel-doing host which are imparting knowlKelso in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 11th. Let him put to the edge to all the people as their only salvation from sin. The
believers in endless punishment the following question: "Do strong right arm of science is hurling from the long-defiled
you hope, if your wife or your children, or your mother or fa- judgment-seat in the court of Progress that cruel old Jehovahther, sister or brother, or relativs or friends, die in unbelief or J ove of the old, barbaric Hebrews, and installing insten.d the
in sin, that God will punish them and yourself to all eternity?'' highest order of human love, under the motherlike influence
If the believers do not answer Yes, then ask them if they do .of which men as gods will walk this earth, and women as
not hope that it is a myth and a falsehood. I hav asked the seraphs will act as wardens, and every flower that opens beSoLDIER's HoME, Wis., May 18, 285.
above question the past forty years Only one person has neath the beams of human symp~thy will be cherished and
MR EDITOR: I once belonged to the G. 0. P., and I don't answered, "I do hope they will."
protected. Now, my co. workers, East, West, North and South,
want to be a "deadhead." I hav "once embarked,'" and now
The question contained in the letter of C. Close, May 2d, let us nerve our whole being for the execution of great purI want to "see channels through which I can make myself viz.: "What should we think of parents who bring children poses and humane achievements. My friends, I would enuseful." But alas! I am too old to "dig;"and havri't the into the world with a knowledge thttt they will be lost?" is courage and speak out oftener than I do, but my nerves are so
nerve to steal, and hence honesty becomes my only surviving also one. that I hav frequently asked Ohristian mothers and fa- unsteady from hardship and exposure of twenty-five years
GEORGE PADDINGTON.
policy, which is most uncomfortable policy when others don't thers. It should be often repeated.
ago that its a hard task for me to talk to you with pen and
"tote fair." I hav not the slightest doubt whatever about
ink. I want to go down to Liberal, that Godless town, if I liv,
EARLVILLE, ILL., May 15, 285.
your sending all my papers regularly, as your card stated
some time during the present or coming summer, just to find
MR. EDITOR: I hav long been contemplating sending my out if all or any part of the charges. made by the Globesometime ago, for Ben Parkin's paper comes; and mine sometimes fails, so I borrow Ben's and say nothing. But these few mite to help along the good cause of Secularism, but old age Democmt are true.
Yours,
J. W. DAY.
last straws hav nearly broken this camel's back. I am not and poor health hav p1evented, so I will send you five dollars,
sure, however, that my missing papers are not doing some and please divide it as directed below-one dollar to Campaign
A GOLDEN WEDDING IN MICHIGAN.
secret missionary work in this place. I hav distributed many Fund, one dollar to Tent Fund, and one dollar to Bruno Fund,
MR. EDITOR: At the pleasant home of the venerable bride
of them that were not missing, and when I get a little money to put my name under the eternal rock of ages, against all and groom .in Texas, Kalamazoo county, Mich., on the 17th
I will send the balance broadcast where they will do the most priestcraft. There is so much good reading in TB:E 'fRUTH day of May, of the present year, there assembled 1\ large numgood. If I had missed "Balaam" I should surely hav been SEEKER! I only wish I were able to givone hundred dollars to ber of relativs and friends ·to celebrate the golden wedding of
compelled to deadhead for another. Yes, "Balaam" got Mr. Reynolds's Tent Fund. His "Facts and Fallacies of the Mr. and Mrs. McLin.
through all right, though he looked somewhat out of humor, New Testament" are so good he must be kept at work anyhow.
A more genial gathering is seldom seen. They came, not in
SARAH C. HILTON.
and the poor ass is in sorry plight. Our good friend, Miss
a formal way, but as warm-hearted friends and neighbors, to
Liberty, looks healthy yet, and I believe she means to put a
pay their respects to a gray-haired couple who had lived
SA.N JosE, CAL., May 'l, 1885.
flea in the ass's ear that will make him open his mouth and
among them for over half a century.
MR.
EDITOR:
Inclosed
find
postal
order
for$5;
apply
in
any
speak for his rights, and that to some purpose. Long liv the
I shall not undertake to describe the wardrobe of those
way in your judgment, wherever it will as~ist our Liberal cause present, for the fact is I could not tell to save my life whether
THE TRUTH SEEKER! Giv us more pictures.
the most.
Yours fraternally,
LEWIS RoTHERMEL.
Yours for truth,
NELSON HUNT.
the ladies were dressed in silks, satins, or cotton, but I can
[Thanks. It shall go ttoward spreading Liberalism in the say their looks indicated 1\ good degree of intelligence, lit up
shape of TRUTH SEEKERS and tracts. Now that Mr. Reynolds with a heartfelt, kindly feeling, as each took Uncle Allen and
BuRTON, MICH., May 12, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is doing a great and noble has got his tent in shape he can advantageously distribute Aunt Eliza (as they were lovingly called) by the h1md, exwork in the extension of Freethought, Liberalizing the masses, Liberal literature, and we know of no better means of convinc- pressing their congratulations on their living to enjoy this mecurtailing tbe arrogant and domineering power of the churches, ing people than by getting them to read. We hav, also, nearly morial clay.
whose foundation stones are blood, myth, and superstition, every day calls for tracts and papers for distribution. We alAs this fiftieth anniversary, like their wedding day, came on
without one scientific element on which to base their warring ways do what we can, and during the past winter we havgiven Sunday, and as Father and Mother McLin hav been conHtant
theme!<. Faith, and faith alone, is their battle cry-faith in away tracts and papers that cost many dollars to print. A lit- readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER for several years, their friends
churchal dogmas conceived and born in times of barbaric ig- tle help is gratefully appreciated, and enables us to do much did not hesitate to work a surprise on them, even on the fabled
norance, and now sough!; to be fastened upon the souls of more than we can otherwise.-ED. T. S.]
Lord's day.
men as absolute revelations of God; a stupid acceptance and
The gray-haired groom, after recovering from his first daze,
observance of which, as taught by the designing, treacherous,
SHERIDAN, WYo., May 3, 285.
and learning fully the intent of the incoming multitude,
and truckling priesthood of to. day, are presented as the only
MR. EDITOR: The TnuTH SEEKER ANNUAL came all right. It although the register says seventy-nine years old, danced like
means of elevation and salvation of the wretched, hungry, and is just good. Whether we feel serious or saucy, there is some- a boy, as he was at the age of nineteen when he married his
struggling poor of every race and clime. The greatest, per- thing in it that just suits our mood, and everything in it is first wife, who passed to spirit-life ere a half-score years had
sistent, and, to a careful and close observer, dying struggles just splendid. It is cheap at 25 cents.
passed.
hav been made all over the West this past winter to induce
We want to send it to all our Liberal friends, but as one
Just ten years adown his life-line, without any thought or
people to accept their stale, l?loody, and heathenish system of oopy won't go 'round, and we can't afford to buy more at pres- prearrangement1 he WI\S D')arrjed to t}le one who h.&s be0n his
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constant companion through dark clouds and bright-shining
sun for these long fifty years.
· Uncle Allen and Aunt Eliza were formerly Methodists, and
good ones too; but, like the spirit of the age, they hav pro~
greased. They hav outgrown their belief in a personal God,
and the other fellow also, the warm abode of the wicked,
besides the long train of Bible absurdities. They go hand-inhand with THE TRUTH SEEKER, and are great admirers of the
lamented D. M. Bennett, whose shade adorns their parlor wall ..
They are truly generous in their estimate of others' opinions, and do not blame Materialists for what ~hey cannot indorse. They claim to know whereof they speak when they
say, "We know continued life beyond the dissolution of the
body is a fact." The brightest jewel that adorns the crown of
their honored lives is that the cause of humanity has ever
found in them devoted and unflinching champions. No cause
so unpopular but that they would espouse it if they thought
it right; no fellow-creature so despised or oppressed but that
they would help and defend him if justice demanded it; no
road so long but that they would travel to the end of it to aid
a friend in need.
Thus you hav an outline of the father and mother of Dr.
McLin, who crossed to the further shore of the mystic riyer
some years ago, whose widow and daughter were among the
company here convened to do honor to these pioneers of Freethought.
After a sumptuous dinner, and a formal presentation of
many golden keepsakes, with a few remarks by Mrs. A. A.
Fuller, of Mattawan, and the writer, the company dispersed
with kind words for each other.
L. S. BuRDICK.
"MATTER, MOTION, LIFE, AND MIND."
ORANGE, CAL., May 17, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Among the voluminous writings of D. M. Bennett, the little tract bearing the above heading ranks second
to none for deep thought, sound logic, and clearness of expression; yet, I presume, hundreds, if not thousands of THE
TRUTH SEEKER readers hav never perused its contents. No
writer since Paine has exceeded D. M. Bennett in plain, terse
language and the ability to retain the attention and interest of
the common people. The common people-the bone and
sinew of the world-both these men sought to reach and to
teach, and most effectually did they do it. The writings of both
are entirely free from ambiguity and transcendentalism, and
therein lies the secret of his success, for, as Emerson said,
"nothing astonishes men so much as common sense and plain
dealing. All great a-otions hav been simple."
My object in referring to this specified tract is to induce the
dogmatic Materialists oE the Sir Thomas Winter school to
peruse and reflect on what it contains. Presumptuous must
be the man who can and will assert, after thoroughly digesting its contents, that he knows 1he limit and finality of
.nature's powers. If he be not inflated with self-conceit, and
has not renom:iced the use of reason, the thoughts which Mr.
Bennett's ideas and logic will arouse may humi!iatA him
enough so he will admit in candor that possibly there are
some tLings he doesn't know. I much fear, though, that some
of these dogmatic deniers of infinit power to nature hav discarded reason to a certain extent, and if so, to use the language of Paille, it will be like administering medicin to the
dead. When one becomes dogmatic on a mootable question
his hunkerism is plainly apparent, and with him the boundary
line of progress has been set. This is exactly the case with
the person who ridicules the subject of a future existence, be
his name Winter or Summer. We hav all heard of the "dogmatist" who refused to look through the telescope, for fear he
might be convinced against his will that his opinions were
erroneous; but that is just the position taken by those who
ridicule the idea of naturtJ's power to continue man's existence
in a form of matter so sublimated that it is invisible to the
human eye, and who refuse to search for evidence to prove it.
Thomas Paine, on whom Infidels, Materialists, etc., bestow
more hero-worship than any other man of the past, spoke
thus: "I content myself with believing, even to positiv con·
viction, that the power which gave me existence is able to continue it in any form and manner he pleases, either with or
without this body." But those who so believe in these days,
and from evidence Paine never had, are called poor, weakminded imbecils, and occasionally d--d fools. To be popular with.the dogmatic Materialist, one must believe, or profess to, that there is nothing in the universe except matter
that is visible to the physical eye, though we all know that
not a force exists but what is invisible. It is said that the
human body is ~o watery that the corpse of a man weighing
150 pounds and carefully dried would come out a shriveled
mass of about fifty pounds weight, yet the Winters inform us
that this shriveled mass and the evaporated water are all there
was to the mind which may hav left an undying reputation
for power and wisdom in the history of the civilized world.
This dust and power were "organized," you see; therein lay
its wonderful power. "Organized" is a good word with the
Materialist, and explains the secret and mystery of life. Coalgas, which is capable of producing intense heat and a bright
light, cannot be seen, felt or weighed, and, to be consistent, a
Materialist should deny its existence, because he can't see it;
and electricity also. But they don't do it, and, while admitting the existence of these invisible entities, I fail to see the
reason for their persistent denial of spirit simply because they
can't behold it. A corpse is just as much " organized matter"
as it was before the spark of life had fled, but there is something missing, a11d I, with ten millions or more of Spiritualists
in this country, claim that that something is the invisible counterpart of that "organized" form-a spirit; and though, like
coal-gas and electricity, magnetic aura and the breath we inhale, it cannot be seen, that fact doesn't prohibit its existence.
When solid rocks can be made to melt and disappeaf in invis·
ible gas, it isn't best to be too hasty in declaring that sublimated matter called spirit eannot exist. "He who uses the
word impossible is wanting in pntdence," and he who professes to know the limit of nattue's poweJ: is, to say the least,
prodigiou>ly self-c.>nBHed.
0, SEVERANCE.

able again for worldly duty. But lest he might cause som e
CENTER CREEK, May 13, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Sunday last as I was enjoying myself studying _trouble and delay in collection, and, as the "holy man of
your "Modern Balaam," I observed a gathering of people at a God" was in great need of the coin just at that time, he rushes
schoolhouse near by, which called to mind the fact that there to a money-broker and discounts the note, rakes in the cash
was to be "divine services" in the aforesaid building. As I and starts on his holy mission for another sucker, which he
had not been to. such a place for several years I did not deem finds in the person of Lago's father, who. had an illegitimate
it altogether out of place to enter in. Shortly after seating daughter of sweet sixteen, whom the lecherous brute wished
myself our would-be instructor, or in the words of some others, to marry, and _applied, as usual to the priest for the desired
" Sky-pilot,'' entered. There is no mistaking one of them, permit. The priest informed him that it would be necessary
for, as usual, that solemn visage, long ulster, and a measured to consult his "venerable highness" the pope, and that it
tread, pockets stuffed with gospel songs, a Jew book, and his would cost fifteen hundred dollars to fix the matter so that all
father in heaven knows what else. After the usual prelimi- the parties could liv respectably while here, and buy them a
naries, he opened ottt like unto a sea clam in fresh water. He pair of wings for a tour of the New Jerusalem, "the abode of
took for his text " The Solid Rock," the reference to which is all those who love the Lord and believe in his holy name."
These are only two of many instances of a similar character
found in Deut. xxxi.
His first remark was: "Cur enemies admit that their rock is that occur in the church, and they, the priest and clergy,
not our rock." How pleasant it iB to be aware of that fact! hav the presumption to declare to their congregations, and to
He dwelt long and loud upon the nature of a rock, placing a the world, that they are good and holy, and that they are
great deal of stress upon the solid part, and was positiv that a delegated by this unknowable God of theirs to dictate to the
rock "never growed ;" in, fact had proven by actual measure- balance of mankind a line of thought. And, Mr. Editor, these
ment that a rock "never growed." How much better it would barnacles are not all in the Catholic church; they are to be
hav been for him had he taken the same pains to measure the found in every religious organization on this globe; they are
doctrin he preaches, in order to ascertain the truth or falsity willing to set aside and subvert all human law, if they beof it. His remarks- were the "tailings" of sermons I listened lieve it is in conflict with the mandates from on high. Only a
to years ago when a boy in California; such stories as the death few days ago the holy ire of the Young M:en's Christian Asso
of Col. E. Allen, Thomas Paine's dying drunk, etc., the latter ciation of Pomona, assisted by their right and left bowers, the
story being somewhat modified-instead of calling on God to Methodists and Presbyterians, and the little ''joker," the
forgiv him, they now hav it that he was so drunk that it was Baptists, was aroused to a white heat over the rumor that
impossible for him to do so. . Finding that the former lie is· there existed, on Second street, two "soiled doves ,-who did
not belong to any of the above-named spook-house band, and
too well worn, they hav hashed up a new one.
Our friend also stated, should a person tell him, one who that they must, for their own (the Young Men's Christian As·
had experienced religion, that they found it untrue, he would sociation's) safety, be ousted. They organized a mob and, in
solemn tread in the shades of night, strong in faith, but weak
tell that person that they lied. Wonderful! What logic!
Be a little cautious, my pious frauds, .how you utter such in virtue, they made the assault. Frightening the frail createpithets, for the side of the good book you preach from does ures out the den and their wits, they turned in the water
not sanction such remarks as ''fools" and "liars." It occa- from the city water·works. Their anger and holy wrath was
sionally appears that these pulpit-pounders read their Bible not appeased until the contents of the den were destroyed and
in the wrong quarter, in order to find the most appropriate the wealth confiscated. Arrests followed, but a farce ensued,
and in a few days a portion of our town was in ashes. All
passages for the edification of their hearers.
It might be well for this one to search the scriptures more now is quiet, and the only reason that this holy mob are out
of the state prison is because no one would prOSi~Cute them.
diligently, and giv us something from the other side.
It may be possible that this'young man takes the Bible for While I hav no apology to offer,for the presence of that class
his moral guide; if so, no wonder that he perverts the truth, of women. I do feel an utter contempt for the men and the
for his God that he worships has set him the example by doing methods ~f their assault. If they were inspired from "on
so himself, and commanding others to do so, and even rewaJ;d- high," their acts were low and hellish. They used one of the
local papers of the town to work up a sentiment that would
ing them for deception.
I've no doubt could this man of God secure a position drum into their ranks an indorsement of their unlawful acts.
whereby he could support himself without much exertion, and The thing did not work _as well as they anticipated, and their
be allowed the privileges that men of his cloth generally take, hypocrisy is apparent.
Inclosed please find $6.50, which use as directed.
he might be persuaded to abandon this soul-saving " racket.'•
H. L. SHAUG.
I am really sorry for such young men, but the time will come
when, perhaps before it is too late to reform, they will see the
dawn of light, and work for things visible. I will kindly make
this offer to this young man, that if he wishes any instruction
concerning the Bible, I will gladly do all I can for him. It
may be appropriate here to mention a fact or two for this
young man's enlightenment, in case he is too puffed up with
knowledge, or that he may fear becoming contaminated with
Infidelism and not giv me a call. My heavenly insurance agent
will find, by referring to his good book, that God could find but
one man on this mundane sphere who was worthy of saving
the human race from a prolonged bath, and that this same
man, as soon as he had grown a few grapes, became intoxiicated, and performed an act that ought to make a nineteenth
century preacher blush. A thousand times better had he
died before the damnable act had been committed, the record
of which has been handed down to the present generation as
holy writ. "How long, 0 truth, how long" shall this trash
endure? Lot's performances would also hav been very appro-.
priate on this occasion. But enough for the present. For
further information concerning the scriptures, apply at the
TRUTH SEEKER office for literature, or to the undersigned at
his residence.
E. M. BoHALL.
BoULDER, Cor.., May 12, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which send four copies
of the ANNUAL for 1885.
A banker died here in our place not long since, who was a
Liberal in sentiment. He attended the Unitarian church last
season regularly; about January he was confined to his bed
by cancer and died aboutAprillst. He had given instructions
where to be buried, and to hav the Unitarian minister to
preach his funeral ser:zp.on. But his wife, who was a Christian
(Campbellite) in faith, took advantage of his weaker moments
and persuaded him, with the assistance of her minister a few
days before his death, that there was no hope on! y by baptism,
and got the consent of the doctor that he might be immersed
in a large bathing tub, the preacher _telling him that it was
necessary to be put "all under." He then preached his
funeral sermon contrary to the deceased's instructions.
Yours truly,
EPHIIAIM PouND.
PoMONA, CAL., May 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The following incident, 'which occurred in this
county a few years ago, illustrates the frauds of Christianity
as practiced on this coast.
Some years ago a man by the name of Lago, who lived in
the city of Los Angeles, was taken sick, having an attack of
colic. He sent for the priest, who, on arriving, stated to his
aching dupe that he was in arrears to the church for several
years, amounting to two thousand dollars, which amount he
must pay forthwith, before he (the priest) could giv him ab.solution-check his baggage to the New Jerusalem, and guarantee safe arrival. Lago not having that much filthy lucre
at hand, but being possessed of lands and "cattle on a thou·
sand hills," gave his note for the amount, witnessed by two
good men now living in this vicinity, who will vouch for the
truth of what I write. A doctor was also called in, who administered an antidote to the wind-stranded Lago, which had
the desired efl:eGt, &nd1 ill- & few hours, he WI\S ou the st:reet,

BuRR OAK, 1\<ilcH., May 23, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Please giv the accompaning verses insertion in
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
s. K. T.
WIFE AND MOTHER'S LAST FAREWELL.
Lines dedicated to his father, M. P. Thurston, by Solon
K. Thurston, on the death of his mother, which occurred
April15, 1885.
Through tear-dimned eyes I can see her, with that heroic
fortitude and resignation so characteristic of her, calmly facing death, while disease slowly wastes her strength away; and
I fancy I can hear her saying, with her last feeble breath:
Let me go, my work is finished,
A.ll my labors now will cease;
And in nature's welcome bosom,
I shall slumber in sweet peace.
Let me go, dear children, from you,
Fold my arms across my breast;
Sighing winds are softly wh~spering,
She has earned eternal rest.
Let me go, kind husband, won'~ y(Ju;
Still that bosom, hush that srgh;
Children ask ymw counsel longer,
But you'll follow by and by.
Spring for you again shall blossom,
Summer :flowers, their fragrance bring,
While above my form unconscious,_
Birds their sweetest songs shall smg.
You will still go on achieving
As the night givs place to day;
Lovi11g hearts and hands are with you,
Let them cheer your lonely way.
And when you've reached life's journeys end
And to all you've bid adieu,
Side by side, without a murmur,
Nature's course we'll then pursue.
If it be where rounds of pleasure
In undying echoes roll,
Or, unconscious through the ages,
. . Help to form the wondrous whole;

Or if it leads us to some haven,
Where enraptured we'll behold,
While the ceaseless sweep of cycles,
Nature's wonders shall unfold.
But now farewell, my life companion,
Children, friends, adieu, adieu;
In your hearts my memory cheriJh
As I hav cherished love for you.
Slwwood, Mich., May 11, 1885.
Los ANGELES, C.u.., May 8, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I am so well pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER
that I hav no advice to offer, criti<iisms or suggestions to make,
believing that no other, not even the complainants (of whom
there are very few) could publish the paper that could giv
more general satisfaction.
My subscription would e4pire the 17th of August, 1885. I .
send the· money to pay for the books and tracts herewith or.
dered, and to renew my subscription for one year from that
date.
Very respectfully yours,
JoHN :RICIQIN.
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Rer body's beauty here I shrine.
builded on the hearth. The kettle hung upon but the Inilians did not dream to what grand
A mermaid moving moving mid the brine-the crane, and, no doubt, breakfast then pro- uses_would come this lovely sheet of water.
Even
Venus--were, to her, a swine.
Across the bridge we went--there were four
gressed as rapidly as does that meal in modern
From where its eq nal parts combine,
Like wedded jewels from the mine,
Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN, l<e.ll River, times. How different in our day, when a of us in the caniage, Bethiah, Martha, Charley
To left or right, behold a ":sign,"
Mass., to whom all Communications for this touch, and in an instant the electric light the driver, and myself, besides Bonnie, the
And that, alone by sense define;
Cbrner should be sent.
makes a room at night as brilliant as noonday ! dog-and thence on past many lovely little
But this, by type in "Auld Lang Sync."
--when the scratch of a match and its applica- farms and green meadows. :Ehrly vegetables
Rash youth will crave hope's frothy wine.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
tion to a few kindlings start the kitchen :fire were abov9 ground, and pease and potatoes
Sage Age to Mem01·y's cup inoline,
When the night begins!{) lower,
seemed
to
be
laughing
roguishly
and
tossing
in an instant of time !
A riper vintage of the vine.
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
A nectarous draught to calm, refine,
In the old time, care was taken to heap the their young heads at us as we bowed goodThat is known as the OhU<iren"s Hour."
And fi~ us for our life's decline.
ashes over the coals at night in order to keep morning to them. There were mothers in the
REKAll S:EMA..T.
them alive till morning, so as not to hav re- orchard, surrounded by troops· of lively little
Other Mays
2.-A DEFINITION IN LETTER REBUS.
course to the tinder-box, but in spite of all pink babieS-CUnning little black-and-White
precaution the coals would frequently fade and pigs, and, oh, such darling little bossies " M
How sweet, on the far away highland,
played in the :fields, brown, speckled, and
Woven under and over with blue,
die out long before morning.
The morning mist down from the skyland
When we survey the long line of disadvan· white! Now and then a young colt kicked up lX, n. (Ch,m. J An acrid, crystallizable subWakes the Mayflowers for me and for you.
stance, obtained from some species of. M 1 "tages our ancestors labored under, we can but his heels and galloped across the pasture or " M. "- }Vebsle1·.
Through dim ether spaces of amber
congratulate ourselvs on our good fortune in while his mother looked on with grateful pride
S!ow·salllng are sliver-white cranes,
being born in the modern time, with its many in her offspring. Jersey cows, and other kinds
J. K.P. B.
E
False dreamers from riva! September,
of cows, nipped the grass contentedly,. and
improvements-and inventions.
S. H. W.
Wnen 'tis Ma.y with her bells on the plains.
seemed to be in love with themselvs and all ANSWEns 'l"O PUZZLES IN CRfLDREN'S CORNER,
Oh! here are the lost <lays of childhood,
MAY 23, 1885.
the world beside, while all kinds of fowl
Floating In on a hitherboun<l stream,
A Ride in the Country.
I.-Annie
Laurie
Sailor. 2.-Scuppernong.
chatted
together
in
the
barnyards,
little
Bringing back the gay blooms of the wildwood,
It was a lovely morning in the bloom-time of chickens looked for bugs and flies, and proud 3.-Elda. 4.-liylicist, a philosopher of the
Replaced by youth's roseate dream.
the year, one of the days when it is altogether chanticleers mounted the rostrum of the fence earlier Ionic school who taught Hylism, or,
And the mosses and pebbly treasures
that matter is the original principles of evil.
too pleasant to stay indoors, and so we started and nearly split their throats crowing good- Involved reverse, Sicily--her mountain of fire
We bore with the burdens ot noon
out for an airing and a ride in the country.
morning to everybody, and telling to all that -Etna. 5.--B U X 0 M.
Exchanged for the heart-beat that measures
The dawning horlz:m ot June,
ULT llA.
The stillness of.the Sunday, with all its calm good children lived at their house.
CHESS.
The peach• trees that blooms by the garden
restfulness, lay like a blessing on the houses · And the apple orchards were just a sight to
KNOUT.
Rain pink spells on fences and hars;
and on the long granit cotton mills, where the behold! They were full and running over,
How sweet Is the hawthorn's white burden,
big engins that set all the machinery in mo- fairly alive with bloom and beauty. I never
How frail are the elder-sown stars.
Correspondence.
tion had been whirling' and buzzing for the six saw such wealth of blossoms. It seemed as if
CLEA.RWA.TER, NEB., May 18, 1885.
Oome into the porch where the shadow
working-days
just
passed.
All
was
quiet
as
we
every
old
scrubby
tree,
as
well
as
the
young
DEAR Miss WixoN: I come with a poem for
Is dark on the door-stone below.
rode along past the rows of tenement houses, and handsome ones, had dressed itself in pink- May; which reminds me of what Horace
Hark 1 the blackblrJ.s yet sing in the meadow,
pausing a moment beside the" rolling rock,'' and-white buds and blossoms. Cherry and Greeley once said of :Margaret Fuller, that she
Where the brooklet is bent like a bow.
so delicately poised on the edge of the granit pear trees were snowy-white with bloom and was "always a day after the fair." My lines
St111 green i~ the crest of "ho ·sa-heaven,"
And <lim are the port ale beyond;
quarry, to look down where the great rocks nad beauty, and the peaoh blooms wore soft, pink for June describe our western country, where
there are so many thousands of timber claims
Our one mystery morning and even
been cut in pieces, smooth and square, like so dresses. Such masses of color and wealth of being planted to trees tha~ are now beg_in~ing
The duplicate world of the pond.
many huge slices of cake, where the wide perfume as filled the air and made us almost to make a beautiful showmg. The pnnCipal
Such a halo ot gold-bearing lil!es
seams, and layer upon layer of stone, indicated intoxicated with delight and wonder ! Great kinds of trees planted are cotton-wood, ash,
Has the spring 'neath tts maple and beech,
the wonderful age of the solid earLh. Below, clumps of purple lilacs grew along th.e. road- box-elder, walnut, and willow.
And the fiow gliding down where t}e mlllis
For the benefit of those who care to know
deep down, grew mosses and grass, and a few side and in the gardens, and tulips, many
Smgs a song that no-mortal may reach.
more about it, as di<l a Chicago woman once,
early wild flowers on the margin of the little colored, looked brightly up from flower beds who wrote to us for information and asked if
Yet dearer the songs we remember
pools where two or three boys were lolling and smiled a blessing on all beholders.
"all the land out here was not timber claims,''
Falling over the rvof with the rain,
with rod and line, trying to catch some sort of
We stopped briefly at the house of an eccen- and for those who, like one Eastern· man on
And the little white bells In the chamber
:fish that mayhap inhabited the shallow water tric old gentleman whom we used to be ac- his arrival in Nebraska, mystified on hearing
Repeating a mother's refrain.
there. The mcky :fields, near by, and little quainted with, but the house was closed and people speaking of "sections," "half secThe brown house of honest old Martin,
tions " and "quarter sections," will say that a
hills seemed alive with goats grazing and frol- he hatl gone.
A busy hive, set on the h!ll,
secti~n is 640 acres, making a mile square, and
Where braw lassies wove the gay tartan,
icking soberly, while little girls and boys
Upon inquiry we found that he had become that only 160 acres in each section can be
The wealth of our own mother's wheel.
stretched out on the new grass drank in health qnite feeble and had gone to liv with his son. taken under the Timber Culture Act, the reWhat bright shawls and plaids for our dresses,
and sunshine with the bearded billy-goats and His furniture had been sold, and his house was maining 480 acres being reserved for horneQuaker hues for the boys and the men,
the gentle nannies around them,
to be sold also. He had been living alone sev. steads or pre-emptions, homesteads predomBestow mem'ry's lingering caressesinating. Let me further add thf!t 36 sectionR
Three girls in a little clump of trees that era! years, and bad once .11dopted the name of ru-1ke a township, and that the numbers 36
Such mother come~ never again.
might
answer
for
a
grove
where
groves
are
"Quadrilateral"--which
means
having
four
and 16 (they are all numbered) are invari~bly
And sweetly she sang, till her slaglog
scarce, were making preparations for a pbnic sides-as a nom de plume, which title still re· set apart for the benefit of schools.
Fllls all the sad years wilh het' chime,
When the :first settlements are begun in a
As the dream of a golden harp I·!ng!ng
on a big flat rock, upon which they had spread mained in large letters on his woodshed. We
'.rhrough the fault-fin•liug echoes of ti.ne.
a clean, white cloth, or it may hav been a late walked around his garden, and picked some new country in the West, a traveler on inquiring for a friend's residence will be told that he
That Maytime w!th incoming blllows
breakfast that they had in the baskets and tin specimens of house-leek from the rocks where livs on "10" or "18," as the case may be, and
Blooms sweet on the Islas of to-day,
pails near by. Anyway, it was a genuin good he had planted them, as souvenirs of the old meaning the section so designated, but sounds
Where the soul of the sott-whisp"ring willows
time that their faces anticipated, if one can man. We found a white rose bush, too, that odd to a stranger. That is soon done a way
Has lured my spirit away.
judge by appearances. On the other side of he had promised us in other days, and brought with, however, when villages appear.
I shall walt through the years coming a'ter
Very respectfully,
. MARY B. FINCH.
the road was erected a canvas tent, and we in- it away to place in our own garden in the city.
For the dream of its beautiful sea,
quired
if
it
was
a
camp-meeting
Ol"
a
circus.
From
there,
after
chatting
with
a
neighbor
That the double light gtld!ng each· ratter
REPLY
"'Tis a show," said our informant. "What of the old man's, we went on all the way
Return with Its meaning to me.
1'0 REV. L. A. LAJIBEHT'S
kind of a show-snakes, two-headed calves, through a road with lovely blossoming trees
MARY BAIRD· FINCH.
and such?" I asked. "Oh no, ma'am; 'tis a and flowers on either side, until we .came to "NOTES ON I~GERSOLL."
'riety show--singun', and dancin', an' cuttin• the pine woods, where the trees are tall and
Birthday Verses.
By B. W. Lacy,
up. But t'night," he added, solemnly, "'tis a straight, and massed with great green plume~
Tenth of May, happy May!
thorough exposure of tho Catholic priest's
sacreed
consart.
Fifteen
cents
admussion!"
of
pine.
Dark
and
cool
was
the
road,
and
we
A
That brought to us a little fay,
sopltisti-y, unfairuoss, and histor·
he screamed, as we drove on toward the bridge stopped to refresh ourselvs with a lunch that
Nineteen years ago to-day.
ic:Ll ntisstatcment.
Dearer was she then than gold:
that spans Watuppa Lake-the "Narrows," it we had had the foresight to bring with us.
t•rice, (Jloth, $1; I•n1•er, r,o Cents.
And as round the years hav rolled,
is called.
We gave Bonnie a cookey, and the silly litWe hav found a wealth untold,
Address
THE TRU'l'll SgEKim.
The bright sun kissed the blue waters, and tie dog tried to bury it under some leaves near
Richer with each coming May,
sent thousands of bright sparkles all over the a log, but as he might never come that way
~EALltD
That does our warmest love repay.
wide bosom of the lake. On one side .of the again to dig it up, we took it, knowing he
Ae the May brings birds and flowers
Loveller after April's showers,
bridge the water was placid, and g.entle as the would be hungry ere long.
Sn, throughout thy ll!e'sloog way,
quiet day, while on the other side they seemed The woods were fragrant with spicy odors, and
1\Iay each Avril bring thee May.
to jump and swing as if they played at rough- healthful, beautiful influences made the hour
ON BUSINESS, ETC.
MRS. M. J. BAKER.
Irwin~ Iowa.
and-tumble every hour. On the right some and scene a most enchanting one. :Further lly v
E A v t'
0 · "o d
--------~---------·
lJ.LrS.
•
• 111.ltl' In,
Xl' r ,
were repairing
the 1ong ra1·1roa d on, we stopped again to gather blue violets that
~lass.
The Way 1'hey l\lade a .Fire in the workmen
bridge where a smash-up occurred a day or gr·ew 1· n thi.ck clusters on both sides of the
t
r t'"
Two qneRt!One. $1; two stamPs for re urn o 1e ~·r.
Olden 'l'ime.
·
two before. We could see the terminus of the road and then on, through long stretches of From three to nv., qUPHtlons. $2.
____ ~_:o
Before me is a circular box of tin-very dark. road at "Eight-Rod Way,'' and the gingham wood, until we came to the upper bridge th>lt
dingy, and rusty. It is said to be one hundred mill, as well as print-cloth mills, dotting the spans the Lake Watuppa again. Over the
and twenty years old, and I guess it is. Inside margin of the lake and extending out to "Rat bridge we went, passing more farms, at one of
the box io a piece of flint and another of steel, tlesnake Hill,'' which was adorned with lovely which we stopped to borrow a bucket and to
with some bits of inflammable material called forest-trees and, perhaps, infested with rattle- gi v Blackey, the horse, a draught of cool well
tinder. The box itself is known iu; a "tinder- snakes, from which it may hav received its water. We turned into the New Boston road,
box." You and I, dea1· reader, would never name. There are no vipers of that sort there and uownwartl toward tho city, always seeing
know thttt this box contained hldden :fire if now, however, and the stranger would nevllr the Luds and the blossoms of this glorious
sorn e one did not tell us.
know ·that Sunday meetings, picnics, and springtime.
An aged lady picks up the piece of flint and clambakes were once helt1 beneatli the tre·es
·'·This will be a great year for apples," Marsteel, aml strikes them together with a sharp long since ~gone beT,.·>tth the woodman's ax, tha said, as were passing the htst farms.
click, click, click. This action throws bright and where now is ht<>l"•l the busy hum of the
Groups of merry children were scattered
little sparks of fire into the box, and then by loom and spindle.
here and there along the roadside, and clung
blo>Ving quickly it very slowly ignites the tinThe" Scotch Hole," near by, would never be to the back of our carriage as we dashed ou
der, when a bit of wood with some bl'irnstone taken for a paradise, but industry and tLrift and reached our home about four o'clock in the
on one end is applied, and thus is made a dim hav made a sweet home amid its bogs and afternoon, refreshed and strengthened by our
but solid little blaze. It would take some brakes. On the left of the bridge are wide ride amid 80 much Rweet, fresh beauty and rare
minutes, at times, to catch the tinder, says our stretches of woodland and meadow, the tall loveliness, and wishing that we had all the
aged friend, and in til.e dark, of a cold winte1·~s trees making shadows of themselvs in the children who will read this account, to enjoy
morning, the waiting for the fire or the groping water whose borders they adorned. :From this tho day and the ride.
S. 11. W.
for the tinder-box was anJthing Lut agreeable. lake comes all the water used by the inhabitWild rushes dipped in taliow were once con- ants of Fall River. The lake covers :five
Our Puzzle llox.
sidered the hight of ingenuity in lighting thousand acres, and is supplied by many everI.-PUZZLE,
dwellings, and after them the tallow candle existwg springs. It is eleven miles long, and
I sing The Mother r:f 'l'he Nine, .
was the glory and pride of the age. But the its hydraulic power is very great. It is said
ln this poor ragged rhyme of mme.
tinder-box was in use for some time afte:r can- that this power and the navigable waters of
A t!Lusand pleasant memot·ies twine
dles were in vogue. And after a good deal of Fallltiver make this city without a parallel on
Amund her mofhm·-head divine.
clicking of the flint and steel, the fire, often the American continent. The term Watuppa
But not alone her head shhll shine
dying out to lJe r;tnwk into life again, was is Indian for "boats,'' or "plaoe of boats;"
In living luster through my line;
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A BOOK FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE
Price 10 cents.

BUTLER

BROWNF

For sale at this omce.

"APPLES OF COLD.''
A story.book!or the young folks. By MiBB SUSAN
H. wrxo . Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen work for young masters and misses, has
·passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price or $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph or the
author which adds very much to the value or thP
volume. ,

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddle!<
Price 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education or youth In the
principles or Freethought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint or pure reason and common sense.
AddreBB
THE TRUTH SEEKER

AGNOSTIC!NNUAL FOR 1885.
Agnostlcl•m and Atheism, Charles A. Watts.-. Pessimism and Phys\olngy, C. N.-The Rationale Of
Agnosticism, G. M. McC.-Islam; or, The Universal
Hymn, Albert .T. Edmunds.-Agnosticism and TheoJ.
ogy, Charles Watts.-Bruno of Nola: A poem, Lara.:...
Mars Hill In London, Moncure D. Conway (Review
of Harrison-Spencer Controversy).-The Philosophy
of Agnosticism, lgnotus -Agnosticism and Theism,
W. B. Carpenter, M.D.-Revly to Dr Carpenter, W. B.
McTaggart. -The Council of Ten, Thomas Mead The Messrs. Facing-Both-Ways of Sc!erce, Edward
Av<·IIng.-Agnostlclsm and Christianity, F. Sydney
Mm !'Is.- Darwin and Theology, Charles C. Cattell,The Antiquity of Man, W. W. Colllns.-Scraps, A.M.
D., etc

· Price. 25 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

WAIFS AND WANDERINGS
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SAMUEL P. PUTN AJH,
AUTHOR OF.
''GOLDEN THRONE,"

''PROMETHEUS," ''INGER

SOLL AND JESUS," ETC.
Price, C:lnth, $1,00; Pap·r, 50 '!Jts.

"A prose epic or the war, r(ch with Incident and
dramatic power; breezy from firE! page to last w!tb
the living spirit of to-day,-John Swinton's Pap~T.
Address

THE TRUTH !ilEEKER,
83 CLINTON PLACE. NEW YORK.

lliONit.S,

POPE~,

AND

THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
BY JOIIN ALBERGER.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHit:H
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF l'HE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
LITWAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH RJ<:GARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
Price, 50 cents, 75 cents, and $1.00, a('·
cording to condition of book.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN IIO.ME TALK AND :MEDICAL CO :!If·
MON Sl£NSK By Dr. K B. Foote. In one hand·
some l2mo volnme of nearly 1000 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German .
.A new cheap edition at only $,1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs,
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
l.{onkey. By Dr. K B. l<'oote; five volumes, at
$1 each, or $5 per set; or five volumes in one
for $2.
SJ<JXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR the YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The
fifth volume of "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
H.AND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet o£ 128
pages. By Dr. l<'oote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz: ''Bacteria in
their Rehttion to Disease," presenting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; " Health in the Sunbeam," considering the blue-glass cure-of vnlue
to sick and woll. By mail, 10 cents each.
II!m.EDil'Y (Books nnd Pamphlets). "The
r,aw of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages,
cloth bonnd, $2; "Heredity," by Loring Moody,
1u9 pagc·s, cloth, 75 cents; "The Law of Hm·edity," by F. ll. 1Iarsh, 10 cents; "'l'he .Alphabet
of the Hnman 'l'ernpemmonts," with illustrations,
by Dr. E. B. Foote, 10 cents; "Generation be·
fo1·e Regeneration," by Dr. R B. Foote, Jr., 10c.;
"Reports of Conventions and Parlor Meetings
uunng 1882," 10 cents; "Third Anmml Conven·
tion of the Institu'te of Heredity, May 29: 1883,'
10 cents. .Address 'l'Im TRUTH SEEKER.
A NEW BOOK 01!' DIItECTIONS
FOR

CLEANSING THE BLOOoD,
And Curing all rorms or Disease that the
Human Fam!Iy Is Subject to,
Without the Use or Any Medicine~Whatever.
By Professor Nathaniel Pierce.

Price, 30 Cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Oftl.ce.

THE*TR UTH*S EEKER$ COMPANY*~ ·"NEW-~YORK.
~PRICE,

$1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.

-------·--------------·

FALSE CLAIMS. CAPTAINS~! INDUS fRY.

PAINE'S AGE OF· REASON.

Tile Greatest of all Anti·tlleolog·
MEN OF BusiNESS WHo Dm SoMETHING BEleal Works

-BY-

SIDES MAKINo MoNEY.

J. E. REMSBURG.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

Revised and

BY .fAttiES

PARTO~.

By THO}fAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
for $1.00.

Enlar~cd.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
TH ~ CRISIS.
Price, 10 CTI:!. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ treating of !orty-slx characters In hisUJry who have
By Thomas Paine.
helped the world; together with elgh t portraits.
Speaking of this work In connection with the proMr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
AS A
posed Independence or America from Great Britain,
are standard.
Washington
wrote: "A few more such flaming
$1.215.
arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT PRICE, AddreBB THE TRUTH SEEKER.
to
decide
on
the
propriety or a separation."
SS Cllnton PIR.Ce. New Vorl<.

IT IS UNEXCELLED.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality.; Criminal Statis·
th
d
f th
·
·
.
h
t ICS,
s OWing
e cree s o
e priRoners In
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
.
.
and Learmng; the Oh~rch and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance

:

I

GQ L DE N THRQNE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Price,

3;) CCII&'!l.

For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writings, Address THE TUUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Author or "Prometheus," "Go~~lleb," and "Ingersoll
"Little Lessons" for Little Folks,
' A Rsdlcal romance orand
Jesus.
pioneer life. del!neatlng the vir
Are now ready to mail to any address,
tuea or natural humanity os ooposed to the bypocrlsy of a
at ao cents for board cover, and
oupernatural religion; crowdeu with Incident and full of
20 cents for paper. Address
~rogresslv !deliS and the poetry or the future.
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BtBLICAL ANTHOLOCY "'Little Lc~~ons, arc gland. I hashed and
relln.shecl the lesson on spidC"rs this evenh1g in the
I Sunday-school. 1 am nmningtwo Sunday-schools.
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
A Collection of Pa!lsogcs
These pamphlets should be circJllated by
illustrating the
'i'lJe children are slow in lcan~ing the m1~tery of
the thousand. Let every reader send for a p
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Borgia" for the stage: "Les Orientales," "Les spend the whole of his time in watching the assembled to do him honor. The festival furFeuilles d'Antoinne," and "Les Chants du sea, for in 1856 appeared, "Les Contempla- nished M. Albert Wolff with the opportnnity
Victor Hugo, the greatest man' of the pres- Crepuscle" in verse, and a vast quantity of tions," a collection of lyrics ranging over of sketching the old master at home, which he
ent France, died at one o'clock on the after- miscellaneous writings issued from his facil twenty-five years of the writer's life, and con- did most graphically as follows:
pen, and delighted the world. Bnt all was taining some of the most melodious poetry
"It was on returning from his last trip to
noon of May 22d. The following sketch of his not destined to be delight. In 1843 he experi- ever written in the French language. He reGuernsey, at the end of 1878, that Victor Hugo,
life is from the Hemld:
enced the harrowing sorrow of losing Leopol- fused to accept the nmnesty offered to polit- to whom his medical adviser, Dr. Emile Allix,
Comte Victor Marie Hugo was born at Be- dine, his only d!mghter, the wife of M. Charles ical refugees in 1859. Associating himself had recommended plenty of fresh air, went to
sancon on February 26, 1802. Victor was the Vacquerie, of Havre, a young man of great with MM. Edgar Quinet, Louis Blanc, and liv in the Avenue d'Eylau. The hotel in which
youngest of three sons, and their father being talent. She was drowned in the Seine near Charras, he replied to the imperial pardon by he installed himself stands close to the corner
engaged in the various campaigns of ttaly and Villequier, and her husband perished in the an indignant manifesto. In August, 1869, he of the Rue des Belles-Feuilles. It is small.
Spain up to the time of Napoleon's defeat and endeavor to save her. It was 11 singularly gay haughtily rejected the last amnesty it was in The salon is on the ground floor, hung from
the power of Napoleon III. to offer him. His top to bottom with stuffs of harmonious tone.
exile, Mme. Hugo and her children followed boating party that had this tragic end.
Hugo's literary reputation was so brilliant friend Felix Pyat pressed him earnestly to re- On Thursday evening that house whose intihim into both countries, and amid the sights
and scenes of war their earlier years were that., de~pite the strenuous and determined op- turn, and offered to accompany him. He macy was so charming, that artist's nest; was
passed. After the fall of the emperor, Gen- position of the members who worshiped at answered in the well-known line "S'il n'en open to the good friends and to some of those
eral Hugo was deprived of his command, and the shrine of the old classic school, he attained reste qu'1tn, je semi celui-la." In his "History on whom the master let fall a little of his kindcoming to Paris he placed Victor and his broth- the highest distinction in literature, nnd was of a Crime," he hns given his own version of ness, as a title of glory and of pritle. Before
ers in a preparatory school in the Rue Sainte- elected. to the French Academy in 1841. In the coup d'etat, and it is a version that has been the great fireplace, hidden under the hangMarguerite. Before reaching his fifteenth 1845 he was created a peer of France by King variously reviewed.
ings like all the rest of the apartment., stood
On his return to Paris after the fall of the the poet in a dress coat; 11 whitejo1tl.ard, tied
year Victor competed for an Academic p1·ize. Louis Philippe, and the revolution of 1848
The subject was "The Advantages of Study," found him also an officer of the Legion of Empire, he issued an eloquent address to the carelessly, replaced the horrible white cravat
and his poem was unquestionably the best. Honor, !md a mntin•. He was elected to the German people, inciting them ·to proclaim a which is de 1·igeur in our evening costnme.
but as he h~td signed it ''A Poet of Fifteen " Cons!Huent Assembly as member for the city Teutonic republic and free themselvs from the Age had given an incomparable sweetness to
he was denied the prize, though the judges al- of Paris by the partial election of the 4\h of thrall of the iron emperor, and to extend the the factl of the grand old man; yon felt that in
lowed him honorarv mention. He lived at June. His votes at this time were far more right hand of friendship to France, their sister the hand which he offered yon with so much
this time in the ancient abbey of the Feuillan- conservativ than democratic. He twice de- republic. He was received with enthusiasm by cordiality there was a little of his heart. It
tines, where he .studied privately under La- clined to sanction proceedings against Louis the revolutionary government of the 4th Sept., was not the commonplace welcome of the mashoni, a proscribed general. At this age the Blanc and M. Caussidere. He demanded that 1870. On the lOth of October he pronounced ter of the house overwhelmed with visits, but
one woman in the world for him was his the penalty of death should be abolished. He against the municipal elections. Three weeks rather a few charming words which put you at
mother. To her he addressed the best of his refused to declare that General Cavaignac had afterwards his name appeared on the Commit- your ease and lessened distances; the respect
early poetry; from her he derived the passion- deserved well of his country. He rejected the tee of Public Safety, but the next day he pro- with which you felt yourself penetrated on
ate royalism which in his youth held the place draft of a new constitution, and, acting with tested it had been used without his authority. entering was immediately mitigated by a more
of creed. She was an ardent disciple of Vol- the conservativs, he supported the decree of He refused to offer himself as a candidate at intimnte sentiment which the poet encouraged
taire, and her influence asserted itself upon July 28th against the clubs, and opposed the the general election of the mayor of Paris, by a benevolent look. Hugo had reached that
the boys from their earliest years. When principles on which were based the d1·oit du which took place on the 5th of November.
noble apotheosis of privileged old age when it
On February 8, 1871, he was elected one of spreads around it, as •it were, a radiation of
placing them for a time in a Catholic school in trav .il, progressiv taxation, and the abolition
Spain she objected to the rule compelling all of military substitutes. He pronounced against the represent11tivs of th<1 Department of the kindness to which there responds a sympathy
scholars to attend mass daily. And later on, M. Grevy's amendments, by which the presi- s~ine. to the National Assembly at Bordeaux. so great and so respectful that it has the emoin Paris, when the rest of the school went on dent might be revoked, and which required There he opposed with all his characteristic tion of tenderness. The gallant poet kissed
Sundays to mass, Victor, by special permis- that the constitution should be ratified by the vigor the parliamentary treaty of peace be- the finger-tips of the ladies as do the heroes of
tween France and Germany. The party of his pieces clad in silk and velvet; the young
people.
sion, remained at home and wrote verses.
His attitude in the Legisl-ativ Assembly was the "right" were infuriated at this, and so daughters of his most intimate friends conHis mother, Madam Hugo, died suddenly in
1821, and General Hugo, who had allowed his very different. He was elected tenth among violent was the opposition that Hugo left the tributed to this salon the grace of their eighteen
wife the entire charge of his sons, now stepped twenty-eight candidates for the Department of tribune and resigned his seat, sending at the years, and it was a sweet sight to see that youth
in .and offered them a regular allowance if they the Seine, and it was supposed that Emile de same time the following characteristic note to blooming forth under the eye of the master,
would quit the path of literature and adopt Girardin converted him to the platform of the President Grevy: "Three weeks ago the As- which soared over a life so long and so great
some regular profession. Victor gave an un- social and democratic republicans. The ardent sembly refused to hear Garibaldi; to-day it re- that its beginnings already belonged to history,
conditional refusal, and cut himself adrift young royalist of 1822 was transformed into fuses to hear me. I resign my seat." Within while the present had already passed down to
from the paternal guidance. For a time he the vehement republican of 1851, and in burn- a brief space he lost his favorit son, Charles posterity. The dining-room, separated from
earned but a scanty subsistence by his pen, ing words of fire he opposed the policy of the Victor, who died suddenly on March 16th. He the salon by a small ante-chamber, was also
and those who desire to know his style· of prince president, and denounced the coming took his corpse to Paris on the same day that very homely. In .the middle was the square
·
housekeeping hav only to refer to the budget empire with impassioned eloquence. He en- the Communist insurrection commenced.
In the Rappel he vainly appealed against the table on which the twelve candles of a brass
of Marms depicted by himself in "Les Mis- deavored to turn the forces of legitimacy and
luster shed a soft light; on the walls some old
erables." In 1822 he published the first vol- of imperialism against each other, and to save destruction of the Vendome column, and did pictures; a profusion of shifting colors all
his best to calm the madness of the rioters.
ume of "Odes and Ballads." ·He awoke to France from the ascendancy of either.
around. The master placed himself at the
His penetrating mind perceived at last that Seeing that his efforts were vain, he repaired to head of the table after having kissed the hand
find himself famous. Louis XVIII. bestowed
on him a pension of l,OOOf., and on the strength republican principles were the only ones pos- Brussels, and on May 26th he wrote a letter of of the lady to whom he had offered his arm;
of this income he married Adele Foucher, the sible for his age and country, and that the sole protest against the Belgian government, cen- he would do the same at the end of the meal
daughter of his father's oldest friend, a charm- question was as to the best method of apply- suring them for their action as regards the in- after having led her back to the salon. The
ing girl of sixteen summers, who had been ing them. His conversion occupied about five surgents of Paris. He also offered an asylum dinner passed in unpretentious chat; the
brought up with him at the convent of Feuil- years. It was in 1853, when there was no such to the soldiers of the Commune in his own guests brought to the poet the echoes of the
lantines. He was thoroughly happy. He thing as liberty in his country, that he seized house. The government became alarmed at great town, the gossip of the Boulevard, the
adored his wife, and in a little house, No. 42 the opportunity to proclaim himself a " demo- his violent writings, .and the populace also event of the dry, the scandal of the morrow.
Notre Dame des Champs, conceale'd by trees, crat." He told a friend about this time that were up in arms againEt him. Smrounding Victor Hugo, like all men of superior intellihe received his large and increasing circle of .there was no phase of his career of which he his house, they threatened his life. The po- gence, had the gift of knowing how to listen,
friends. His books had commenced to sell, felt prouder than this. "I had to giv up," he lice intervened, and the authorities ordered and it was that which gave so great a charm ro
and although he could not be said to be rich, said, " many cherished prejudices, and many him to quit Brussels immediately. He re- his hospitable house. If the newcomer was
his means were sufficiently ample for all his fair illl'lsions, and to part with some dear tired to the little secluded town of Viand en, in not a fool he felt at once that it would be abwants. In this delightful retreat two beauti- friends. I had, too, to confess myself mistaken Luxembourg, where he composed "L'Annee
ful children were born, and here the wife and Now I am proud to look back on it all. I Terrible," a volume of poetry depicting the surd to seek effects and romid off his phrases
mother welcomed in a graceful manner the dared, I spoke, I conquered." In 1848 he ROrrows of his country, and afterward went to in this milieu bon enfant. After dinner the poet
himself in the big armchair to the
friends of her husband. They were such men started a daily paper called L' Evenement. It London. The leaders of the Commune hav- installed
as Dumas, Alfred de Vigny, Mery, and Sainte- was prosecuted, condemned, suppressed, re- ing been condemned to death, he ~gain went right of the fireplace, and conversation began
Beuve, and they formed a powerful art co- suscitated (under the title of L'Avenement) in to Paris, and interceded with M. Thiers on more freely between the master of the house
terie, of which Hugo was chief.
the customary manner. Among the many at- behalf of Rosel, Rochefort, Ferri, and the and that guest whom he had signed to sit beIn 1826 the "Odes and Ballads" were pub- taCJks made upon this journal was one against other Qommunists, but in vain. The radical side him."
When in Paris Victor Hugo's mode of livlished in two volumes, bringing increased f<~.me his son, who, in a vehement leading article, newspapers advocated-his election as member
and fortune, and it was about this time that had insisted upon the abolition of capital pun- for the city of Paris at the election of 1872. ing was very uniform. He got up early, and
his political opinions underwent a change. He ishment. Victor Hugo defended his son in He refused to accept the "Mandat Imperatif" practically at daybreak, winter and summer.
had not ceased to be a royalist, but his loyalty person, and his speech on that occasion en- which his constituents desired to impose upon During the finer half of the y_ear, in fact, he
was a matter of sentiment rather than convic- listed all the better feeling of his countrymen. him, but offered to accept a "Mandat Con- rose at four in the morning. Directly he had
tion. " Cromwell," a drama, with its striking His personal quarrels with Montalembert, last- tractual," which he eloquently defined. Only performed his toilet Victor Hugo took an early
preface, was composed, and it was the signal ing three years, his bitter and sometimes terri- 95,000 votes were recorded for him, and he breakfast, invariably consisting of coffee and
for a terrible battle. The newspapers pro- ble vituperation against ·and denunciation of was defeated.
eggs. The former he was inveterately fond of
In 1877 the Emperor Dom Pedro, who was and indulged in, not only after each meal, but
claimed that he was a barbarian, and that he the prince president, gave rise to some violent
persistently violated the rules of good taste. scenes, and evoked a great deal of recrimina- in Paris, sent Victor Hugo word that he was at intervals during the day. Having refreshed
The "Dernier Jour d'un Condamne" was is- tion from the majority.
desirous of making his acquaintance, and the himself by this slight repast, he set to work,
sued in 1829. It was a work of terrific grandOn the cmtp d'etat of December 2, 1851, poet replied by expressing his regret that he having always been accustomed, even from a
eur, and was the first manifestation of those Hugo was one of the Deputies who attempted himself had given up paying visits, but at the very early age, to get through his work in the
sympathies which side with the malefactor to assert the rights of the Assembly and to same time intimated that he should be at morning, though once the hour for the midday
rather than with society outraged byhis crime. preserve the constitution. This conduct led home on Friday, May 22d, and happy to meal has arrived, the poet broke off for the
Its success was triumphant.
to his proscription. He fled to the Island of receive his Majesty. "Monsieur Victor Hugo," day. His study was on the first floor. It was
In one of his prefaces he has declared that Jersey, and resumed his literary pursuits. His said the emperor to the bard on arriving, "you large and fitted up without method or orderhis three romances, "Notre Dame," "Les opposition to Louis Napoleon continued as must excuse me-I am so timid!" When Huge with tapestry on the walls, old furniture in
Miserables,"and "LesTravailleurs delaMer,'' bitter as ever, and in 1852 he published "Na- motioned him to a seat by his side on the sofa every corner, chandeliers in one place, pictures
are the expression of his revolt against the poleon le Petit" and '.' Les Chatiments," a the emperor bowed and remarked, "A sofa in another, and portmanteaus all over the
threefold tyranny of religion, society, and nat- scathing and bitter satire, in the following shared with Victor Hugo is like a throne!"
room, so to speak. These latter articles form
ure. "Notre Dame" is probably the most year. But in vain were all his attempts to
But little more remains to be told, aLd that the receptacl€B for the manuscripts of all Vicartistically complete of his works. It contains rouse the people of Paris and the country at may be told briefly. The evening of his life, tor Hugo's works, these documents passing by
noble thoughts portrayed in words of burning large into some practical form of resistance although not passed in repose, was free from will to the Bibliotheque N ationale after his
eloquence, touches of intense pathos, and against a usurper whom he compared to N eJ'o the storm and strife of his earlier days. Since death. The manuscript sent to the printer
vivid and brilliant word-painting. It abounds and Tom Thumb.
1878 he lived in a little house in the Avenue was generally recopied either by its author's
with passion and power.
Very intense was his scorn and loathing of d'Eylau, close to the corner of the Rue des old friend, Mme. Drou, or by M. Gabriel
The little family established themselvs in the tliird Napoleon. He looked upon him as Belles-Feuilles. There, a,mong his pictures Richard Lesclide, his private secretary. M.
1830 in the very heart of Paris, in the house a blood-stained adventurer. In this hatred he and his books, he entertained his friends in Hugo always wrote on one kind of paperNo. 6 Place Royale. Hither flocked all his old had the sympathy of nearly every man of let- the most delightful manner. As an ordinary large sized Holland-made expressly for him,.
friends and a host of new allies, eager to join ters in France. Napoleon, who aspired to be rule he published a new work on the anniver- of which he had an enormous stock on hand.
the new school of literary men, of which Hugo a third-rate Augustus-a patron or literary sary of each birthday, which of late years has As he worked standing before a high desk he·
was the acknowledged chief. Alfred de Mus- men and artists-felt this scorn deeply. It .been observed as a triumphal fete. In 1881 was enabled to diversify his literary labors by
set, Alphonse Karr, Theophila Gautier, Arsene wounded the egregious self-love which was 3,000,000 people marched in procession to the a little muscular exercise, which formed a part·.
Houssaye, Jules Bandeau, and twenty. others perhaps his chief characteristic.
old poet's house. A deputation of little chil- of his daily course of hygiene. He paced,
formed a brave phalanx under the banner of
In Jersey the Hngos dwelt in a pretty Eng- dren also did him honor. "Hernani" was about and up and down his study, stopping:
"romanticism" eager to do battle against the lish house, very simple, but comfortable. Be- played to an enthusiastic house at the Theatre now and then to swallow a mouthful of coffee,
hated ogre of "classicalism," the conventional hind it lay a beautiful garden, ending in a Francais, and "Lucrece Borgia" filled the or vin sucre, but never by any chance sitting
rules of which could not restrain the younger terrace bathed by the waves. From the win- Gaite. '" L'Ane," a poem, "La Pitie Supreme," down. After breakfast on the days when he·
writers of an age that was to literature what dows the exile could see the shores of France. and "Religion and Religions" were among his had not to attend the Senate, M. Hugo sets,
the Revolution was to politics. · Against this He had tried Belgium and England, but could last works.
out for a stroll through Paris, taking the first.
school "Hernani " was written. On its first not be content in .either. The fogs and bad
His eighty-third birthday was celebrated in omnibus or tram he came across, getting down
representation in 1830 it was an assured suc- weather of London annoyed him excessivly. a manner characteristic of Paris. It was al- whenever the fancy struck him, walking along:
cess. The whole audience enthusiastically "The good God who has deprived us of coun- most a national holiday. The Avenue Victor with no definit goal in view, like a lounger·
rose_to it, and a publisher gave the poet 6,000f. try," he wrote, "will surely leave us the sun." Hugo was thronged with visitors. Arsene who was in no hurry and took interest in.
for rt, an amount, by the bye, which was very In Jersey he resided until 1855, when he was Honssaye, in the Figa1·o, compared him to the everything, happy enough in being able to·
opportune, as the author, on that memorable driven out for having protested against tbe ex- Oak, the King of Trees. Jules Claretie, in the breathe the open air in freedom. On the·
occasion, had only 50f. in the world.
pulsion of some French refugees. He went to Temps, recalled the circumstance that he was "literary" evenings, when he was about to,
" Marion Delorme " was played two years the more hospitable island of Guernsey, only a puny babe at birth, his mother having read some unpublished fragment, he never sat·
after. After its eighteenth representaton, in where, in Hauteville House, he lived until the likened him Tat':ter to a table ·knife than a hu- down to his table, covered with lamps and,
accordance with the public wish, the last mag- fall of the empire. When Victor Hugo dis- man being, He related how the puny babe candles, without. previously drawing a large•
nificent scene was added, in which Marion cussed with his son, Francois Hugo, the occu- had become a giant, and paid a high tribute to pair of spectacles from his pocket. This al-·
is pardoned. Its reception was as flattering as pation of their exile, he declared he would the genius and character of the poet. Hugo ways produced a series of exclamations all·
that of "Hernani."
spend his time in watching the sea. His son received his guests as usual, and seemed strong around him, on which the poet never fatl:ed to·
From this date his success was assured. replied that he would translate Shakespere, a and full of life as he shook hands with and say: "But I am 900 yearB of age, children"Ruy Bias," "Le Roi s'Amuse," and "Lucrece promis which he kept. His father did not smiled pleasantly on the distinguished visitors an old man."

Death of Victor Hugo.
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Bible Balanced.

The Infidel's Text
Book; comprtring some of the best teachings and sayings of the Bible with those
of Sages and Philosophers who lived previous to the Authors of the Bible; also a
Partial Exposition of its Errors. By GEo.
0. DARLING. P1·ice, 50 cents.

The Figures of Hell;

or, The Temples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers
of beer and whisky.
By Mrs. ELIZABETH
THOMPSON. A neat little volume of between two and three hundred pages. $1.

Liberty and Morality.

A capital full
.1\ lecture on these important subjec~s. ~y
'i11 W. S. BELL.
J. J9amphlet of tbuty-s1x
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents.

SuperstitioR in All Ages.

By JoHN
MEsLIER, a Roman Catholic priest, who,
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etrepigny and But in Champagne, France,
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left
as his l11st will and testament to his parishioners, and to the world, the work entitled "Common Sense." Price, cloth,
$1.50; paper, $1.

Marr.iage and Parentage

and The
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The
Production of Children of Finer Health
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanita,..
rian. "The virtues of men and women
as well as their vices may descend to their
children." Price, $1.

The Bible-Whence and What 1

By
RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B.
The questions, Where did the books of
the Bible come from?
What is their
authority? and, What is the real source
of dogmatic theology? are treated fear) lessly in the light of history, philosophy,
and comparativ religions. It is impossible to giv even a condensed statement of
what is itself a marvelous con&msation.
Whole libraries are here concentrated
into one little book. Printed in good
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1.

The Bible of the Religion of Science.

By H. S. ·BROWN, M.D. "This volume is
most respectfully dedicated to those persons who will cordially unite with others
to establish the religion of truth and a
just government, by the scientific methods of reason, experience, experiments,
and observations. For this is the way to
wisdom, and to the material, mental,
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that
make peace on earth and good will among
men."_ Price, $1.50.

Socialism and Utilitarianism.. Bf
JoHN STUART MILL.

Price, $1.50.

Specimen Days and Collect.

By
WALT WHITMAN.
Including autobiography, hospital sketches, democratic vistas,
etc.
Three hundred and seventy-four
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and
poetry, never before published. Price, $2.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

Conversation
in verse between the two great reformers.
By SAIIIUEL P. PUTNAIII. Price, 10 cents.

The Sabbat11.

By M. FARRINGToN. A
thorough ex~tmination and refutation of
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying
to foist upon the country their holy day
by unconstitutional legal enactmentR.
The author shows by an appeal not only
to the facts as they exist in the nature of
things, but by reference to the Bible, and
the writings of distinguished historians
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday
is no more a holy day tbar:. Saturday.
Price, 10 cents.

The Religion of Common Sense.
Prof. LIEBRECHT DLICH,
P1·ice, 25 cents.

of

By
Germany.

The Sunday Question.

A Historical
and Critical l~eview. ·with replies to an
objector. By GEORGE W. BRoWN, M~D.
Price, 15 cents.

Truth Seeker Tracts.

Bound in volumes of 525 pages each-Vols. I., II., III.,
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525
pages-thirty tracts or more. A Libl·ary
within themselves of most excellent Uadical reading matter at a low price. Pttper,
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the
whole set are taken-paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents each.

The Truth Seeker

in bound volumes.
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; -vols.
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII.,
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set
by express for $15.

Voltaire in Exile.

Translated from
the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of
the life of the great writer never before
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

.I!'REETHOUGH'l' Vf0lt1{S.
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Bii-th and Death of Religions~'~
JoHN E. BuRTON.

1)

;;.:

By

Price, 10 cents.

Christian an<l Deist.

A Business
Man's Social and Religious Views. Bold
and trenchant blows against theology
and inhumanity. Price, 1.00.

Christianity from a Scientific and
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N.
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LAUREN, attorney at Law. Contents: Ini!l:
troduetion, Unrevealecl Religion, Old
<
0
Testament Religion, Evidence in Support
·<~~
FREETH OUGHT BADGE.
of Christianity, Alleged Failure of Christianity, Proposed Substitute for Chris(Design patented Feb. 24, 1885,)
tianity, Conclusion. 50 cents.
Dedicated to Progresslv Minds of every School of ~
Thought and Religion.
§j
Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of When THE RISING
SUN OF SCIENCE shall Uluminate <II
Christianity.
St. John never in Asia
universe, THE BURNING TORCH OF REASON shed ;:!;
Minor: Irenrens the author of tho Fourth the
its beneficent light into every household, when ;;,
Gospel; The Frauds of the Churchmen FREETHOUGHT shall be demanded by and conc.!ded to ~
of the Second Century Exposed. By GEo. every man and woman-then, and nottlll then, will ~
humanity attain thao benign condition of utopian >-<
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2.
bliss, which heretofore they have sought only beyond the skies,
Classified Bible Extracts;_ or, the
DESCRIPTION:
Holy Scriptures Analyzed. Hy RoBERT
The above cut-is about one-third larger than 1
CooPER. Price, 25 cents;
actual stze, but no drawing or description can do It· Will C'IU'e all Fo~s •t: Dioea•e Wltho
j ustlce. It is seen only to be admired by all. Col.
• ·~
says: "Your Freethought badge is beau·~
Medlctne.
Confessions of an Inquirer. Why Ingersoll
tltul and expresslv. I have shown It to many and
and What Am I? By JAMES JACK~oN JAB- all agree with me that It Is the best badge that has
OONSULTING RooMS,
YES. Price, $1.25.
been made." It graphically symbolizes the world's
transition from the night o! superstition to an age 4'2'1 WEST MADlSON ST., CHICAGO, IL
by the light of Reason, Science, and,.
Cooper's Lectures on the Soul. In llluminated
-which the doctrin of immortality is re- Freethought. It is intended to, and, no doubt, soon
will
be,
a
popular
ot reoognlllon among SoDlethlng for Invalids to read and stud
ligiously and philosophically considered. progresslv minds emblem
throughout the world, sud a
ov ..r -Stop Drugging and try
Price, 75 cents.
potent agent In advancing the grand cause of men·
Na•ure• 11 ReDledy,
tal reform and toleration.
MAGNETISM.
Cradle of the Christ. A Study in Solid gold, beautifully enameled in contrasting
For years past it has oeen known to the pro resPrimitiv Christianity. B;y 0. B. FRoTH· shades. Prices, $3 00, $3 50, $4 oo, and $10.00-Jatter
with genuln diamond representing sun. 10 per sion that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
INGI!A!II. Price, $1. 75.
cent discount in lots of S: 15 per cent in lots of 12 or agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
dent postpaid per registered mall, and caeh. worn-out sutl'ert.r from disease. Many humanltaCultivation of Art, And Its Relations more.
refunded it not satisfactory and returned fifth day! rians in the protesslon, thluk1Dg more o! the aile·
OTTO WETTSTEIN, .
viatlon of sutrermg than they did o! the code ot
to Religious Puritanism and Money-Get- after receipt.
(Jeweler), Rochelle, Ill.
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
ting. By A. R. CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp.
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found themPrice, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20.
selves astonished at the eJiect upon their patients.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $ 1• They had be~n taught that medicine was an abSO·
lute essential in all cases, and that that faU1Dg, the
Divine and Moral Works of Plato.
BY MAIL POST·PAID.
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Translated from the original Greek. With
Here and there an a<ivanced thinker has flung aside
introductory dissertations and notes.
the tie which bound him to his dogrr· a tic brethren
and has resorted to other and more scientlllc methPrice, $2.50.
ods of treatm•nt. AS aresultmany, having broken
the bonds whiCh bound them to a system as barba·
Doctrin of Inspiration : being an
rous as it was unscientlftc, have used their best en.
Inquiry Concerning the Infallibility, Inergles to devise means tor the alleviation or human
spiration, and Authority of Holy Writ.
sutl'erlng. Here and there the wondrous power ot
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
By the Rev. Jo.HN MACNAUGHT, M.A., Inhitherto cla..osed as Incurable readily submitted to
cumbent of St; Chrysostom's church,
its mild but potent lnftuence. Thts agent to the
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50 A Great Medical Work on Manhood intelligent observer was touud everywhere. Be1Dg,
as it Is, the very essential of all life, it was found
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility, that
the human bo y when in a diseased condition
Elegant Extracts from the Bible. Premature
Decline ln Man, Errors o! Youth, 1<11d was almost
bel"eft or this vital principle. It we can
(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper the untold miseries resulting from indis~retlon or
supply
this vital force to the worn-out body the
excesses. A book tor every man, young, middle· patient will
term.) Price, 10 cents.
get WP 11.
aged and old. Ir contains 125 prescriptions for all
Ah l but how is it to be done, says the physician.
and chronic diseases, each one o! which is In· Science,
English Life of Jesus•. BY THoMAf\ acute
b.owever,
came to the rescue, and solved
valuable. So found by the author, whose experl·
Dedicated· to those who see1 ence tor 23 years Is such as probably never before tbe problem. Here and there throughout the world
t:lcoTT.
are
fte
Ids
or
what
are
as magnetic ore. It
rather to know the truth of facts than to fell to the lot or any physician. soo pages, bound in was observed that the known
ore, when CArli•d upon the
look on unhistorical pictures. Price, $1.50. beautiful French muslln, embossed covers, full gilt, person, was tound to be a sate guard against disease,
guaranteed to be a ftner work in every sense--me· and to this clrcumsta.!lce we are largely Indebted for
llterary, and professional-than any other
Epidemic Delusions. A Lecture by chanical,
work sold in this country for $2.50, or the money magnetic wearlrg avparel, tori twas an easytransl·
FREDERICK R. Muvm, M.D. Price; 10 cts. wlll be refunded in every instance. Price only $1.00 tion from carry' ng magnetic ore to crver!ng the
body wlt.h prrmanently cb&rFed magnets, placed In
by mall, post paid. Illustrativ sample 6 cents. garments
IItten to every part of the body. Since
now. Gold medal awarded the author by the the tlrst introduction
of magnetic apPliances as a
Essays on.M.ind, Matter, Forces. The- Send
National Medical Association, to the president of curative, there has been
of these so-called
ology, etc. By CHARLEs E. -ToWN- which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers magnetic garments foisteda number
upon the public by men
the Board the reader is reepecttully reterred.
SEND. Extm cloth, 12mo, 404 pp. Price, ofThe
whose
sole
object
was
gain.
Unscientlftc
1D con.
Science of Life should be read by the yourg
$1.50. Seqnel to Essays. By same au- for Instruction, and by the amicted tor relief. 1 t struction, and hav1Dg little If any magnetism in
them,
theIr
llfP
was
of
short
d
uratlon:
it
was
long
thor. Price, 75 cents.
will beneftt all.- Lond<n Lancet.
enough, however. to demonstrate that when COn·
There is no member of society to whom The structed
upon
eotenttftc
principles
there
was
scarcely
Science or Life will not be useful, whether youth, an atlmcnt that human ftesh IS heir to that would
parent, guard ian, instructor, or clergyman.-.Argo· submnto tnetr healing lnftuPnce.
naut.
THE EUREKA :MAGNETIC APPLIANCES are su.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w. perior
to evl!ryth!ng of a similar ch!>Jact"r heretoWORKS OF PROF. DENTON.
H. PHrker, No. 4 Bulftnch Ntreet, Boston, Mass , tore
otl'ered to the public, being. the onlY sclentlllc·
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
ccnstructed appli8J1ce In the market; it Is now
skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate dis- ally
Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents.
two and a half years s1Dce they were ftrst oJioced
eases that have bamed the sklll ot allHEALother to the publlc, and during that time we hav treated
physicians a specialty. Such treated
s u C· thousands of patients, and not a single case ot tall·
Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit- cessfully,
without an instance o!J
ure to receive benellt reported to us, while we are
ualism Superior to Chlistianity. 10 cents. failure. Mention
this paper.lyl4
In dally receipt o! testimonials of cures from all
parts or the country. We know that disease cannot
Common Sense Thoughts on the
exist where these garments are worn in quantities
Bible. Price, 10 cents.
65 adviEed by us.
To all who may be amlcted with any o! the followis a regularly ed nestcomplaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts.
ed and legally quail· ing
Magnetic
Garments will cure you :-Paralysis,
fted physician, and Rheumatism,
Debility, Neuralgia, Lum.
Geology; The Past and Future of our
the most successful bago, BleedingNervous
at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
as his practice w1ll Asthma, Bronchitis
Planet. Price, $1.50.
)
Congestion
of the Kidneys,
pr0ve. He has tor Oata.rrh, Dyspepsia, i.oss of Energy,
Heart Disease,
twenty years treated Constipation,
Consumption,
Prolapsus
Uteri,
Is Spiritualism True'~ Price, 10 cts.
exclusivlyall dlsea.seE Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
of the Sexual Organs, Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. Vitus' Dance, and all torm
Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents.
in the cures of which
he stands preeminent, of chronic ~nvalldlsm.
Orthodoxy False, sin-ce Spiritualism is
8 p E R MATORRH<EA
PRICE LIST.
and IMPOTENCY
True. Price, 10 cents.
.
a.a the result of selt·
abuse
in
youth
and
Radical Discourses on Religious Subsexual excesses in ma- Lung Invigorators.
• $ 6 00
jects. Price, $1. 25.
turer years, causing
6 00
n i g h t emlselons by Gentlemen's Body Bt lfs,
Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25.
dreams, loss of sexual
5 00
power,rendering mar. Sciatic .Appliances,
3 00
Sermon from Sha1.:spere's Text. riage improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per· Knee f'aps,
Price, 10 cents.4 00
ma.nently by an outside application in sixty days. Lt'g Belts,
•
•
NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It is one of Dr.
4: 00
•
•
Soul of Things; or, Psychometric Re- Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is entirely UU· Anklets, •
4: 00
searches ana Discoveries. In three vol- known to the medical profession. Bend ftve 2·cen1 Shoulder .Appliancefl,
stamps tor his "Private Counselor," giving full 1D·
I 50
umes. PricA, $1.50 per volume.
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N, Wris•lets, each,
1 00
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Science. Price, 10 cents.
The God Proposed f01· Our National
Constitution. Price 10 ceLts.
The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene·

From the Irtmelad .Age.

"Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Inftdel, therefore n<
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the lanr
should giv the doctor their patronage."
· lyll

sis and Geology· Cloth, 40 cents; pa.:;oet
25 cents.

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents.
[s Darwirr Right1 Price, $1.25.
Why Don't God Kill the Devil ~ A What Is Right 1 Price, 10 cents.
Series of Essays dedicated to the St.
Johns School Board. By M. BABCOCK. 25 What Was He1 or, Jesus in the Hght
cents.
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of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth,

$125; paper, $1.
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1
Price,
10 cents.
ity 1 A discussion between MosEs
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THEN gently scan your brother man,
Still gentler sister woman;
Tho' they may gang a kennln wrang,
To step aside Is human.
One point must still be greatly darkThe moving, why they do It;
An-1 just as lamely can ye mark
How tar, perhaps, they rue ft.
-BnrnS'.
/

TO found any hopes of an em'tnclpation from superstition upon a belief In the elevation of the average Intellectual standard Is, Indeed, to build upon a
ftlmsy foundation. I am quite unable to see that
the cultivation of the masses has reached a point at
which-! will not say Catholicism, but-paganism Is
made impossible by the Intelligence of mankind.
It even witchcraft has became obsolete, It Is not be·
cause Its absurdity has been demonstrated, but because men's Imagination has been directed elsewhere. Indeed, the phenomena of a survival of
superstition In the upper classes Is too common to
excite astonishment. A mind that can be edified by
the tricks of a " medium " Is saved not by Intrinsic
ability, but by the accident of time and place, from
sharing the grossest superstitions of Zulus or Eskemos.-L<slie Stephen.
ALL fair contenders tor the opinions they hav I
like mightily, but there are so few that hav opinions,
or at least seem, by their way of defending them, to
be really persuaded of the opinions they profess,
that I am apt to think there Is In the world a great
deal more superstition. or at least want of concern
tor truth, than Is lmaglned.-Loc7ce' s Famil-iar Letters.
THERE are habits not only of drinking, swearing,
and lying, and or some other things, which a~e commonly acknowledged to be habits, and called so,
but of every modlfictttlon of acting, speech, and
thought. Man Is a bundle of habits. . . There Is
not a quality a function, either of body or mind,
which does not feel the Influence of this great law
of anlm'<ted nature?-Paley's MD'tal and Political Philosophy,

CHATHAM rejoiced when our fathers rebelled.
For every single reason that they alleged, Russians
can now .count a hundred, each one of them ten
times bitte~er than any that HancJck or Adams
could giv. Dr. Johnson's standing toast was "Succe~ lo the first Insurrection of slaves in the West
Indies," a sentiment re-e.,hoed by Robert SGuthey.
"Eschew cant," said the old, sturdy moralist. But
all of the cants that were ever canted In this canting
world, though the cant of piety may be the worst,
the cant of Americans bewailing Russian Nihilism
Is the most o!Ienslv and disgusting.- Wendell Phillips.

·~BOYS will be boys ;••: which is, upon the whole
Ia's conftt•lng than If they Insisted upon being girls:

WHA'r Is the di1Iflreuce between a !iood and an au.
gry brakeman? 09e breans the dam and the other
sweara with considerable vigor.
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RIGHTLY It Is said
That man descends Into the vale of years,
Yet hav I thought that we might also speak,
And not presumptuously, I trust, of age,
As of a final eminence. though bare
In aqpect and rorblddlng, yet a point
On which 'tis not Impossible to sit
In awful sovereignty.
-Wordsworth's. Excursion.

Thomas Paine,

R. G. Ingersoll,
D. i\L Bennett,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
· Elizur Wright,
James Parton,
Parker Pillsbury,
S. P Andrews,
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J. H. Burnham,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
C!Jas. B. Reynolds,
Chas. Watts,
W. S. Bell,
S. P. Putnam,
Elizabeth Cady Stan torr,

TO:r:.ER.l.TION has become a popular name, and I
sincerely hope that it Is being slowly drilled into
people's minds. Yet It would be hard to prove that
tt really rests upon any stronger basis than that of
generallndi!Ierenca. We don't burn people for not
believing what we don't b>lieve ourselvs, and so iar
we are rlght; bUt IsH quite plain that, It the world
A Lecture by
were again agreed In believing anything, It would
retrain from enforcing It by the old physical arguCol, Robert G. Inr;ersoll.
ments? When struggles between rival classes aredeveloped, Involving deeper Issues than those of
tari!Is; when Lazarus and Dives come, It they ever
"The clergy _know that I know that they
come, to a downright tussle, I cannot feel certain
that phtlosophers will be allowed to arbitrate. • . know that they do not know."
But I tear that their best arguments may be as lne!Iectual as the trampet-blast of modern times to the
One of the best documents to circulate ever
destruction ot a city walL-Leslie Stephen.
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
TIME was when nature's every mystic mood
the United States should read it.
Every
Poured round my heart a flood of eager joy;
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
When pageantry of sunsets moved the boy
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
More than high ventures of the great and good;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
When trelllssed shadows In the vernal wood.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
And little peeping flowers, so sweet and coy,
Were simple happiness without alloy,
And whispered to me things ! understood.
But now the strange, sad weight of human woe,
And all the bitterness of human wrong,
Press on my saddened spirit as I go,
And stir the pulslngs of a graver song;
:bread mysteries of life and death I scan,
His Ansvvers
A.nd all my soul fg only full of man.
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Amy Post,
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OR T H 0 D 0 :X:Y. Ingersoll's 'Works.
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WE are so framed, EO constituted, that any em- To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
ployment of mind, any ex~rclse of body, w1i1 weary
by the Editor of the Ban . Jilranciscan.
ancl unfit us to continue longer In that employment.
The springs by which all our Operations are performed are finlte, and hav their utmost extent, and
Millions of these should be circulated by
when they approach that, like watches that hav gone Freethinkers.
t1II their force Is spent, we stand still, or move to
llttle purpose It not wound up again. And thus, after
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
labor of mind or body, we hav need ot recreation to
set :Is going again with fresh vigor and actlvlty.- $1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRuTH SEEKER
Loc7ce's Familiar Letters.
THERE Is a tide In the affairs of mea,
Whl<lh, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their lite
Is bound In shallows and In m !series.
On such a full sea are we now afloat;
And we must take the current when It serves,
or lose our ventures.
-Bhalcspere' s Julius Cmsar,

A BROOKLYN lawyer glvs as a reason tor no\ going
to Europe this summer that a rich client of his has
just died,. and he Is afraid the heirs Will get the
property.
MAnr~u (pOinting to some unclothed cherubs):
" Lizzie, It you are a good girl you will go to heaven
and be like those little angels." Lizzie (who has a
strict sense of propriety): "Well, I hope I'll be bett ..r dressed than they are."

WOMAN enters grocery store. "What can I do tor
yon, madam ?" asks the grocer. " I hardly know
what I want. Let me see-. We are all going to glv
our minister a pound of something. I declarewell, j)lst glv me a pound of anything; It makes no
di:trerence."
"FATHER," inquired a yourg lad," who wrote the
new edition of the Bible ?'' " It Is the work of a
number of eminent scholars," replied the father,
very much pleased that his son should show an Interest In such matters, "but the old edition, such as
we hav on the parlor table-, was written by lUng
Jame~ of England."
'
BOSTON girl (to Uncle James, a farmer): "Do you
like livlng on a farm, Uncle James?'.:.... Uncle James:
"Yes, I like It very much:" Boston girl: "I suppose It's nice enough In the glad summer time, but
to go out In the cold and snow to gather winter ap.
pies and harvest winter wheat I lmagln might be
anything but pleasant."
BELKINS to his !rlend Cobbleton: "Say, I bear
that you hav manled your Washerwoman." Cobbleton: "Yes." B.: "What on earth prompted you to
so lower yourselt ?" C.: "Well, It was this way: I
owed her tor washing. Said that If I didn't pay tte~
she would sue me. :Married her to prevent litigation. Now she'll never get a cent."

A GOOD deacon of a city church meandered along
one of the docks last ·sunday_ and noticing a crowd of
boys fishing he commenced to reprove them for
brea,klng the Sabbath. In the midst of his harang
he stopped suddenly to ejaculate, "Look out, Bub,
you've got a bite I'' to a small boy whose attention
had heen dlsLracted from his line. Human nature
was too strong tor him.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

-Pain'!.'s .Age of Reason.

KARL: "Mamma, mayn'.t I go Into the street a
bit ? The boys say there's a comet to be seen."
Mamma: "Well, yes, but don't go too near."

"How do you like the character of Saint Pa.ul ?"
asked a parson of his landlady, during a conversation about the old saints and apostles. "Ah, he was
a good, clever, old soul, I know-tor he once said,
you know, that we must eat what Is set before us
and ask no questions, for conEclence' sake. I alWays
thought I should like him tor a. boarder."

NEW YORK:

To be happy In old age It is necessary th~t we accustom ourselvs to objects that can accompany the
mind all the way through lite, and that we take the
rest as good In their day. The. mere mall of pleasure Is miserable In old age, and the mere drudge
In business Is but little better; whereas natural philosophy, mathematical and mechanical science, are
a continual source of tranquil pleasure, and, In
spite of the gloomy dogmas of prle3ts and of superstition, the study of these things is the study of the
true theology; It teaches man to ·know and admire
the creator, tor the principles of science ar~ In creation, and are unchangeable and of divine origin.

TALMAGE has $00,000 Insurance on his life, and the
companies are discussing the feasibility of placing a
neL under him when he preaches.
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"You ought to hav your baby baptized, 'Rastus,"
said a member of the church to a colored father.
"Yes, sah; but I can'ta:tiorgde cost." "It doesn't
cost anything." "I know It doesn't cost nuthln' fo'
de mere act of baptism, sah; but yo' see I owe de
minister two dollars for perto'mln' de weddln' ceremony a yeah ago, an' he might object, sah, to baptlzin' a baby dat hadn't been paid to'."
DURING a revival effort of "the boy preacher" In
Chicago last week an Invitation was extended to all
In the congregation who wanted· special prayers offered up tor them to arise. An old fellow stood up
and the revivalist ask6ld, " What shall we pray tor,
brother?'' "Well, I'm out $20,000 on wheat." "Yes,
but we can't pray for the price of wheat to go up."
"I don't want you to. I'm Into hogs, just now, and
It's pork I want to see boomed." The revivalist
passed on to " next."

A. CLERK of one of Boston's courts tells a very good
story of a somewhat filghty lawyer, who was once
trying a case In which there was a great scarcity of
witnesses, and the evidence was about all circumstantial. Finally the lawyer got excited and exclaimed, "Well, j lldge, the angel Gabriel came to
me last night and said this man Is Innocent." The
judge, who happened to be writing, did not even
look up, but said, In the most matter-of-fact way,
"Let him be subpo:maed."
A DISTINGUISHED divine, of unusually solemn and
lmpresslv appearance, went out from his city to a
country town not long ago to lecture. He arrived
early In the afternoon, and all the town of course
"spotted" him within five minutes a9 a very great
and very saintly man. He went Into a drug store,
and, In tones that froze the young blood of the clerk
behind the counter, said, "Young man-do-yousmoke ?" "Y-yes, sir," said the trembling clerk;
"I'm sorry, but I learned ~h.e habit young and
havn't been able to quit It yet." •• Then," said the·
great divine, without the movement of a muscle or
the abatement of a shade ot the awful solemnity of
his voice, "can you tell me where I can get a good
cigar?''

A YOUNG lady at a party at Boston the other night
gave the following advice to a young man In reference to the use of big words: "In promulgating your
THIRD EDITION.
esol eric COgitation, or articulating your superficial
sentimentalities and philosophical, psychological
observations, beware of platttudlnouq ponderosity.
Let your conversational communications possess a
AND THEm
rare lied conciseness, a compact eomprehenslvness, 11
coaleecent consl.sti-ncy, and a concatenated cogency.
Eschew all conglomeration of flatulent garrulity and
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament jejune babblements. Let your extemporaneous
Myths and Miracles wtth those of heathen nadescantings and unpremeditated expatiations hav
tions of Antiquity, Considering also their
"A NT I C H R I S T .;,
lntelllglbll11Y, pslttace.ous baclnlty, ventriioqulal
Origin and Meaning. With nuProving oonelustvly that
verbosity, and vanlloquent rapidity. Shun double
merous 1llustratlons.
entendres, pestiferous profanity, obscurant or apTHE STORY OF JESUS CHlUST
1 Vol. Royal 8vo. OloU.. .A.bou! 00 pages.
His birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-fa a m:vth
Price,
$3.00 parent. In other words, talk plainly, brle!iy, naturally, sensibly, truthfully, purely. Say What you
TRUTH SEEKER Omce.
Bent postpaid, on receipt of price, . Address,
Price, $2.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
mean, mean what you say, and don't use big words."
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ON the occasion of the dedication of the
Stewart Memorial Cathedral at -Garden City,
Long Island, N. Y., Mrs. Stewart was allowed
to lay the deed of the property upon the altar,
which is· said to be the first time a woman was
ever admitted inside the chan!)el of an Episcopal church. Her presence there has always
been regarded- as an abomination, which it is
-to the woman.

lJloits and g[lippings.
THE Prince of Wales will in a few days un.Yeil a statue of Darwin in the Natural History
Museum, London.
BosTON still refuses to allow Snnday preach·
ing on the Common. This· is right. 'l'he
sacredness of the Christian Sabbath must be
preserved!
THE Rev. Dr. Stanton, of Washington, having the malaria, started for London to attend a
faith cure convention. He died on board
ship and was buried at sea.

THE Bishop of Tonquin, China, writes a let·
ter to the Missions Catholiques, in Toulon,
France, reporting that Catholic priests and
residents are being massacred in great numbers by the heathen Chinee. These reports
are· supposed to be preliminary to a general
passing of the hat for the benefit of the sufferers, the proceed'3, of course, to pass
through, or at least into, the hands of the
bishop.

A TRAMP who put up in the Newburypo:rt
police station the other night was seventy-four
years old. In his day he had been worth
twenty-five thousand dollars, and had been a
minister of the gospel. Rum had fleeced him
of everything.
THE directors of the Philadelphia Academy
of Music, according to the New York T1·ibune,
hav refused Colonel Ingersoll the use of their
hall "for the dissemination of Atheism or In·
fidelity." The number of people for whom
golden harps loom up in the near future is
rapidly increasing.
THE Synod of the Reformed church of
America, in session at Syracuse, N. Y., last
week, passed a resolution condemning the
"desecration" of the "S~ibbath" by excursions, amu-sements, and secular newspapers,
and urging the synod to frown upon it and
lend its opposition thereto.

TALMAGE recently preached a sermon on
the use of tobacco, in which he asserted that
Jefferson hated it, and that many men had
died of cancer caused by its use. Somebody
has been unkind enough to hunt up a letter
of Jefferson's written in praise of the weed,
and medical men declare that no case of cancer
on record can be traced with certainty tfl the
use" of tobacco. All of which goes to show
that Mr. Talmage, however good or bad his in·
tentioils may be, is in a measure unreliable.
WHEN General Grant was very low one day,
and the family thought he was dying, Parson·
Newman took advantage of the sick man's
helpless condition, and baptized him in the
name of Father, Son, and others, and then
went down on his knees and prayed with all
his might. Meanwhile Dr. Shrady hustled
about, procured some brandy, and gave General Grant a hypodermic injection. The general rallied and opened his eyes. "Ah!" said
Parson Newman, "my prayer has saved him."
Said Dr. Shrady, "Excuse me; I think it was
the brandy." Thus General Grant is unable
to decide whether it was the holy spirit or the
ardent sort that preserved his life.
La Livre, a French periodical, in its May
number say that Count Clesieux lately addressed an eloquent appeal to Victor Hugo to
return to a belief in Christianity. He received
the following reply at the hands of M. Richard
Lesclide: "M. Victor Hugo, with whom inten.
tiona are the ·prime consideration, instructs
me to thank you for your beautiful verses.
The idea of death is one of those with which
he has made himself most familiar. He will
die as he has lived, a Deist, and he often repeats to us, with perfect serenity, Dei vohmtas.
But he is absolutely convinced that priest
and dogma are bad in all possible religions,
and that their influence has always been fatal
to humanity."

THE Rev. Dr. Sunderland, chaplain of the
United States Senate, refused to preach because Fred Douglass, the colored statesman,
has secured a pew in his church. But Douglass is a greater man than Sunderland, and
can get even with the preacher by staying
away from church altogether.
A STATUE of the "Pilgrim," by Ward, the
sculptor, was unveiled in Central Park last
Saturday, representing a ·typical New England
.Puritan as he looked when he reached Plymouth Rock in 1620. It is presumed that Mr.
Ward imagins he has found semething in the
make. up of a Puritan that is worth perpetuating.
THERE is in this city a religious organization
known as the "Society of the White Cross,"
the object of which is to promote personal
purity among young Christians. The thought
suggests itself that if the society would revise
its constitution so as to include some of the
older Christians, it would greatly enlarge the
horizon of its utility.
FREDERIC HARRISON has written another
letter, apologizing for having called Herbert
Spencer a literary pirate in publishing their
recent discussion without his consent. Mr.
Spencer prefers n"ot to let the matter rest,
though, and has cabled the publishers to suppress the work. The publishers hav not as yet
made their decisio1l in the matter public.
THE sexton of St. George's Episcopal church,
one of the fashionable worshiping places in:
New York, is in jail charged with criminal assault on two girls 11 ged about twelve years.
When parents suffer their little children to
come unto St. George's hereafter, they should
notify the Stuyvesant Park policemen to keep
a close watch on the officials of that church.

Nevv York, Saturday, June 13, 1885.

IN Miss Rose Elizabeth Cleveland's forthcoming book occurs the passage quoted below.
Though somewhat submerged by words, it
will be observed that an idea is therein attempted to be expressed unfavorable to Oatholic <Jonventual institutions. She says: "The
medieval monastery has passed away. It will
not return. But mimachism remains, and will
remain while human nature bides its time.
Over and over again will a wretched phantasy
of Mnscience bid the conscience-s_tricken turn
his.back on ho~ely present duty m the battle
plam of world life, and_ ma~e the same old experiment at self-salvation m unhallowed reTHE_ clel'lcal paper~ of Paris . are claiming' nunciations, spite of this mighty monument of
that VIctor Hugo, while upo~ his death-b~d, its folly, the medieval monastery. Over aud
called for a pri~st, but that h~s cruel relativs over again will the same stupendous sacrifice
wo~ld_ not a~mit _one. T~ere IS no reason for of energy be made, is making in manifold ways
believmg this cl111m, and It woul~ seem ~o be about us every day, in vain!" To this the New
contra~icted by th~ fact that C~rdmal Gmbert, ! York Tablet, a leading Catholic journal, replies:
Archbishop of Paris, has published a protest "The opinion Miss Cleveland expresses on
against the body of the great heretic being de- I conventual life is made up of gross ignorance,
posited in the Pantheon.
narrow observation, inherited bigotry, and in·
AccoRDING to the Toronto Week, tq.e royal, tolerable insolence. The worst assailantsfamily of England are Spiritualists. People the most blasphemous, the most illiterate, the
tell tales of the queen; they know that the most vicious-of religion never wrote aught
Princess Louise has been at seances; they re· 'more expressiv of individual ignorance and
call the story of the Duke of Albany's death- bigotry than the characteristic paragraph
warning from his sister Alice. They put quoted above." Thus it will be seen that if
down the whole royal family, therefore, as Miss Cleveland is not destined to be damned
•:Spiritualists. The claim is that the queen and in the next world for attacking Catholic instiseveral of her children are believers in com- tutions, her damning in this is already an ac, munications between the next werld and this. complished fact,
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IT is reported that Prince Mirza Gholam
Ahmed, an Indian potentate of fabulous
wealth and a Mohammedan of great proselytizing zeal, proposes that Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, the eminent English Freethinker, shall
come to his domain iu the Punjaub and put
himself under tuition with a view to his conversion. The prince agrees to furnish the
neophyte with a suitable palace, and a retinue
of servants, to provide for all, his household
expenditures, which shall be on a scale of
magnificence consistent with th_e honor due to
a prince's guest, and to furnish him an allowance of two hundred rupees per month during
the Antire process of conversion. Mr. Bradlaugh is said to be seriously considering the
invitation, although he says 'that the task of
getting converted would probably be a lifelong job.

Jltws olf tht . Jlftth.
IT is rumored that the ameer of Afghanistan
has been assassinated .
THE redemption clerk in the sub-treasury at
New Orleans, La., is $60,000 short in his accounts. He has absconded.
Ex-GoVERNOR HALE, of New Hampshire, has
failed for nearly $1,000,000, and attachments
aggregating $277,000 hav been filed against his
property.
THE Russian war vessel Strelok has weighed
anchor, left New York Harbor, and put out to
sea. Russia and England show no disposition
to go to war.

THE pleasant weather last Sunday caused
the Sabbath to be broken into a large and pictTHE Reverend Henry. Ward Beecher, gibes uresque variety of fragments. Notably there
Puck, has come nobly to the front to try to were picnics, games, and concerts.
giv us something like a decent, respectable,
Dr. BYRON TEMPLE, of Amelia, 0., committed
clean sensation; but we grieve to say that we
suicide June 6th, by taking morphine. He is
fear his praiseworthy attempt will prove futil.
reported to hav been a noted Inti.de1. His
The trouble with his sensation .is that it is a
notoriety had not reached this office. He very
very old sensation. Bless our poor old theolsensibly left worcl for his relativs to permit no
ogy racked soul! how many an excellent min·
hypocritical cant over his dead body.
ister of the gospel hav we seen ·march smilTHEBE were tornadoes last Monday night at
ingly up to do this very same act. And the
act remains undone, and the circle is yet un. Utica and Canajoharie, N. Y. At Woodstock,
squared, and the old orthodoxy and the new Va., a church w.as unroofed by the wind.
science are just as much at variance as they Damage was also done done by storms at
ever were. The successful performance of Owatona, Minn.; St. Thomas, and Port Hope,
the feat may be reserved for Mr. Beecher; but Ont., and at New Albin and Victory, Wis.
we don't believe it. It will take something
THE printers had an international convenmore than a plank from Plymouth church tion in this city last week. They interspersed
platform to bridge the chasm between Darwin business with festivities of various kinds, and
one day had a type-setting match in which a
and the first chapter of Genesis.
"FREETHINKERS claim the right to express compositor named McCann set over 6,000 ems
thought whether the words ..are music to the of solid type in three hours, beating all previous records.
most cultivated ear, or filth and slime and
WALTER C. WHIPPLE, a young medical stnhorror to even the reprobate or gutter snipe.
The Freethinker bows before the well-filled dent, son of Anjutant-General Whipple,
purse of Mammon's chosen few, grovels at the U. S. A., committed suicide by shooting himfeet of railroad kings, whines before the door self last Monday morning. He had recently
of the gambler's den, and brazenly asserts his been converted. He showed symptoms of
independence and freedom while senselessly religious mania; his pockets were found
ridiculing those who ascribe praise to the stuffed full of tracts, and he died making
author of our being."-Ow· Ohrislian Visitor. pious remarks.
It would be hard to concentrate more vinHENRY VAI\LEY, an English revivalist, now
dictiv meanness and downright falsehood in in America, alarmed New Yorkers last Sunday
the same space than is contained in these few by saying in the course of his harang: "The
lines. And the Christian Visitm· is a journal United States and England are not Christian
"devoted to moral, religious, and philosophic countries. We Christian people are a small
thought." Possibly the editor considers such minority. These countries are not Christian
blackguardism religious, but it is certainly except in a formal sense. I think we are on
neither moral nor philosophic.-Sunday Gazet- the verge of judgment for our sins."
te€1".
SANFORD Srsco, a colored murderer, was
A GOOD many honest people are halting be- hanged at Hackensack, N. J., June 5th. He
tween respect for George Eliot, and the was a~companied to the scaffold by two clergyauthority of religion and custom. Professor men, and had no doubt about the salvation of
Everett, in the Andove1• Review for June his soul. Robert Williams and Foster Chase,
says: "It is not necessary to speak at also colored, were hanged c.n the same day at
length of her relation to Mr. Lewes. The New Orleans.
Both confessed and were
world seems to hav settled down to the view shrived by a priest, and are ready for the
that in this she was acting conscientiously, bridegroom.
anir with the highest motivs, but that it was
A DRUNKEN fireman went strolling through
unfortunate that she suffered herself to be
drawn into a position that was in itself con- the Chinese quarter of this city last Sunday in
sidered a false one. Certainly, we must ad- company with some sailors in the same conmit that nothing can be more technical and dition. One of the sailors tried to pick a
artificial than many of the minute regulations quarrel with a "heathen," and the fireman
in regard to marriage and divorce which differ pulled out a pistol and shot three of them,
among different peoples occupying a like stage one, Ong Ah Mon, fatally. He was locked up.
of advancement. A violation of such techni- The dead Chinaman was possessed of considcalities cannot be confounded with a disregard erable wealth.
of those fundamental duties of life which are
THE Central Labor Union of this city gave
everywhere the same. A reference in one of a concert last Sunday to aid the girl carpet
her letters to 'Jane Eyre' shows that the prin- 1 weavers of Yonkers in their strike against a
ciple upon which she acted was early formed / reduction of wages. J. W. Bogert, who used
and thus was not the result of personal con• I to work on THE TRUTH SEEKER, and who is
siderations. While she was w:rong in the eye now prominent in labor circles, was master of
of the law, she believed that she was right with ceremonies. Edward King, of the Liberal
reference to any true standard of living. It I Club, was the orator. JIIIadam Delescluze was
must be remembered, however, that such laws: expected to recite an original poem, but illas hav been referred to, however imperfect · ness prevented. The Karl S_ahm Club furthey may be, are yet the barriers which society nished music. All the pe_rf~rmers gave th~ir
has raised against evils more to be dreaded , services free; the landlord did the same with
than almost any other. Behind them securely j the hall, and the concert was largely attend~d
stand the stability of home and the purity of and successful. Great numbers of attrachv
human intercourse. The dyke which has been: looking working girls were present. Nfxt
built to keep out the waters may seem to us to Sunday evening Miss Lillie Hall and other·
hav been stretched needlessly far into the sea.! emin~nt ~rtists, to_ help along the cause of inIt is, however, all the protection that we hav, dustrial liberty, Will appear before the Labor
and a breach in it would be.pe.rilous."
Lyceum at 361 Broome street, at 8 o'clock.
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t.rinsically bad, and his whole after-life has been every man his brother, his companion, and every oae
spent in influencing humanity into wickedness and his neighboi;, and the result was that about thre.e
thousand were slaughte1;ed.
·
misery. Much more might be said on this point.
It is remarkable that religion has caused more
A Theory of the tJnivetse Plainly Stated.
Religionists in their efforts to make their theory of
There are many religions. All cannot be true; all creation correspond with facts of nature hav made it wars than any other one thing~ The religionists hav
exerted their ingenuity to its utmost capadity in inmay be false. All"agree that it is the interest of the so complicated that they are in a confused state of venting cruel methods to destroy life, and yet <;mthuman race to believe the truth; that truth leads to mind. They assert ,dogmatically that there is an side of religion they were amiable and kind. :Elven
virtue, and virtue to happiness; that error leadS to eternal design, and that everything is to go on Jesus (whether an ideal or historical person) was most
vice, and vice to misery. As a petson canndt take the according to the design. At the same time they are amiable when teaching natural morality, but when
happiness of another to himself, nor transfer his constantly sending up petitions asking that the deteaching religion he was ferocious. He tells his folmisery to another, and as eac_h person is more in- sign may not be acted on. They argue that the uni~
lowers "that he did not come "to bring peace, but the
terested in his own happiness than any one else can verse is gove;r.·ned by infinit wisdom, and yet con- swol'd; to set a man at variance against his father
be, it is to the interest of all that each should examin stantly complain that almost everything is going and the daughter against her mother, and the daugh~1
whether there iS any true religion. In making the wrong. They insist that this theory is the perfection
ter-in-law against the mother-in·law, and a man's
exami,nation each person should depend upon hiS of wisdom, and yet they educate young men to foes shall be they of his own household~" All relig·
own judgment, and not depend upon the advice or explain it; instead of doing which they quarrel ions hav generated persecution, and persecuted when
judgment of anyone else. Preliminary to the exami.: amongst themselts, and cause the uneducated ciasses they had power, even the Deists when they undernation, it is requisit to dismiss from the mind all to hate and despise each other. .This theory qf crea.: took to set up a new religion in France. The Ath~
preconeeived opinions instilled into the mind in tion, in connection with the theory of especial salva- ists never persecuted. In ancient timoes theologians
youth; all prejudice for or against, and all fear. The tion, has caused incalculable misery to humanity. and philosophers thought the producel's of wealth
inquirer should feel that as he is doing his duty, the And, worse th,an all, it makes immortality impossible, had no rights that they wH'e obligated to respect.
result, whatever it may be, cannot be sinful. Faith destroying all rational hope in consequence of the Epicurus, the Atheist, was· the only one that we hav
is the i;oot of all religions-a belief, not in supernat- annihilation of all things, as has been previously any account of that recognized manhood in the slaves,
ttral being, but that there exist such being; a :first proved.
and invited them to attend his lectures. He was an
cause; a creator.
Up to the present men hav not attained absolute
interrogator of nature, and hence he could not do
If there has been creation, it is reasonable to sup- truth,, but they ma.y attain reasonable faith by a very otherwise than see that all men were organized of the
pose there is a creator. But if there never was ere- simple method, the method in use in secular transac- same elements, and consequently were entitled to the
ation, it is equallynasonable that there is no creator. tiona-a balance of probability weighed in the scale same rights. For this the religionists from that day
The whole r~ligious question turns upon this point. of experience. The wage-worker does not know in
to this hav vilified him.
If this question is answered a:ffirmativly, then there the morning that he will be paid in the evening; but
The theory of past as well as future eternity of the
is one religion that may be true. But if the answer he has been paid before, consequently he has faith universe based upon experience is simple, and easily
that he will be this time. The farmer in the spring understood by the uneducated as well as by the eduis negativ, all religions must be false.
The religionists make assumption the basis of their takes his team, his plow, and seed to his field. He cated.
WILLIAM JoNEs.
reasoning. The fact of the existence of the universe does not know that he will reap a crop in the fall; he
to them is a proof that there was a time when it did knows there ai'e many contingencies, hence he has
Freethought in Australia.
not exist, but that a personal being had existed from some doubt whether to go on with his work. Finally
eternity, that by his will-power brought all things he puts the contingency in one end of his scale, and
The champions of liberty are as busy as ever fightinto existence: If that assumption is true, then there his expel'ience in the other end. If the experience ing for their cause in these young colonies, while the
was a time when he was alone in nothing, nothing end of the scale is heavier than the other end, representative of ancient tyrannies. are_ equally busy
but himself. Then it is legitimate to ask how he came his doubt will vanish, and faith takes its place. Un·- in opposing them. Since I last wrote to you, several
to think of creating the universe. He could not be the der the stimulus of faith he works full of courage.
episodes of interest to Freethinkers hav occurred,
cause of the thought, for he would then be cause and
The case of the farmer and the day laborer is the and I shall relate them to you as briefly as possible.
The most remarkable event has been the publica·
effect at the same time. Hence the thought came case of all humanity. Probability is not a perfect
by chance. It is as conceivable that nature came by guide; there is possibility of mistakes; but it is the tion of an extremely Liberal book written by a local
chance, as that a thought should come by chance. best we hav, and is the only reasonable guide; conse- judge named Hartley Williams. The title of the
Besides, if the thought of creating came by chance, quently it is the best method to decide the question work is "Religion Without Superstition." It has
come like a bomb into the camps of the various rethe thought of annihilation may come by chance. of creation or non-creation of the universe.
·
But if it is said that the thought, the design and
No man knows that the universe was in existence ligious bodies, producing the greatest consternation
plan were eternal, then there was thought but no a thousand years ago, yet every person believes it to and horror in the minds of many of the "unco guid,"
thinking, design but no designing, plan but no plan- hav been, because they know by experience that it who would not hav condescended to dip their holy
ning. All were necessary. If necessary, then the exists now. This belief, in its effect on the mind, is noses into its pages had it not emanated from one
creator had no volition. He could not do otherwise equal to actual knowledge, because it is more prob- holding such a distinguished social position. The
than he did. Creation was necessary to verify the able that it existed than that it did not. There is an judge treats his readers to a diligent study of some
design, for the design could not be the design of the equal reason for believing that it existed five thou- of the most vital points of Christian theology, viz.:
universe if the universe was not created. Creation sand year& ago as one thousand. It matters not to the Trinity, the Incarnation, Miracles, the Atonewas a process. There was a beginning and an end what point in duration one may go in imagination, ment and Advent, the Inspiration of the Bible, and
to it. The beginning was not the end, nor the end the belief that the universe was in existence is as ra- the question of Deity. All these doctrine, except the
the beginning.
tional at five thousand as at one thousand years ago. latter -one, are carefully analyzed, scriptural quotaThe first part created was limited; if it was un- The unbelief in its existence at any point in duration tions and references being freely given; and 1 need
limited there would be no room for the other parts is irrational. Time will not change the rational into scarcely add that they all suffer, as the natural result
that were to be made. By adding limited to limited irrational, or the irrational into rational, any more of logical scrutiny. Of .course such a production
it will never be unlimited. Hence the universe has than it will change truth into error, or error into could not pass unchallenged, and "replies" hav been
an outline and center and is in nothing;. nothing out- truth. There is as much reason for past eternal ex- given from many quarters. Amongst these is a printed
istence as there is for future eternal existence of the reply by Rev. D. M. Berry, a Church of England
side of it to keep the parts from separating.
It was necessary for the creator to pursue one or universe, or its infinit extent. lt is often asked, How clergyman, wherein he talks the customary twaddle
the other of two courses. He had in organizing came this or that? Questions may be asked that of his cloth, but nevertheless makes at least one very
nature set two forces in the center, an attraction and cannot be· answered until the whole univerae, good point-and that is, against the-judge's Theism.
repulsion, one to attract to the center, and the other with its past and present activity, the relation of After Judge Williams has thrown overboard the doc·
to repel from the center. These two forces must be every particle to every other particle, and the effect trin of Biblical inspiration, he has to seek elsewhere
equal in power. If the repelling force is more of every movement of every particle, is understood. for evidence of his "God of love " on which to build
powerful than the attractiv, then the parts would The sixty-two chemical elements admit innumerable his "pure faith," as he terms it. The reverend Berry
separate and keep separating until they became in- changes, and each change will be an antecedent to thereupon asks him if he has gone through the world
conceivably fine. Or if the attractiv force is more an event. It must be evident from what has been with his eyes shut, _or if he has been living in an unpowerful than the repelling force, the parts would eaid. of the sixty-two chemical elements that the ulti- real world, when he finds evidence of this " God of
be attracted toward the center until the universe mate potency of nature is unknown and unknowable. love" in the study of nature around him. He informs
becomes inconceivably dense. But if the forces are Hence it is rational to believe that nature is camps- the judge that this study of nat~re is one of the
equal the universe would be motionless. Hence it tent to produce all phenomena that take place, and greatest, if not the very greatest, of obstacles to such a
is obvious that the creator bad to exert his almighty irrational to assume a cause outside of nature.
belief, as it reveals the existence of so much evil,
power personally, to keep the universe in its proper
The theory of past.and future eternity of the uni- which, if anything, predominates over the good. The
size and form. The movements of all its parts from versa admits the possibility of immortality, which reverend critic then jubilantly refers to revelation for
the largest planet to the smallest particle, are fast spellial creation does not. Hence it is a consoling proof. Mr. Berry has yet to learn that "children
or slow, start or stop, by his direction. All phenom- theory to believe in as human nature is constituted. and fools shouldn't play with edged tools," fpr in
ena are produced by his personal activity; all his
An eternal conscious existence after death, to some overthrowing Theism he adopts a line of argument
action is necessary to verify the eternal design; noth- minds appears probable; they may be in possession which upsets the dogmas of his own trade at the.
ing can take place by chance, not even a thought; of facts that warrant the belief; their belief is there- same time.
for one single thought, to take place by chance, might fore rational. Others that are not in possession of
This same judge, Mr. •Hartley Williams, has just
by its influence in time derange the whole universe. such facts are in doubt, yet they may desire continued heard the two cases against Mr. J. S. Robertson and
If it is true that the univerae had a beginning, it existence, and would be glad to attain facts tci war- Mr. Joseph SymeSj for conducting and delivering a
necessarily follows that it will come to an end; for it rant the belief. But if they hav no facts for bases to lecture one Sunday night at the Hall of Science,
is as unreasonable to suppose that it has a beginning reason from, their skepticism is reasonable. The Melbourne, upon which occasion money was charged
and no end, as it would be to suppose an end but no majority of mankind believe in immortality as are- for admission. He gave judgment against them in
beginning. The proposition that a thing that has a suit of authority, and their belief is superstition and each case, but recommended them to carry the cases
beginning will hav an end is as plain a9 that a part not rationaL
to the Full Court. This they hav decided to do, and
is less than the whole. It is so plain that it cannot
The rationalists are charged with being unbe- so the matter stands at present. Another court case
be made more plitin by any argument. It is self- lievers, and promotors of immorality. The question is threatening: the government is taking steps to
evident.
is not a question of how much or how little belief, prosecute the Libetator for publishing without the
This theory of creation is so contrary to facts that but of rational or irrational faith. Probably the necessary sureties against blasphemy and sedition
religionists are under the necessity of making many Atheists believe as much as the religionists; the dif- as required by the local act.
assumptions in their effort to bring their theory to ference is in kind and not in quantity. As to moralMr. Symes continues his course of Sunday evening
correspond with facts. Among their numerous as- ity, doubtless it is true that there are too many im- lectures for the Australasian Secular Association; the
sumptions there is a very conspicuous one. This is moral persons of all beliefs, and of no belief. If it is subject dealt with lately being of a political character
that the Creator has created a being who is as immoral to persecute, then the religionists should as well as theological. This departure has proved
powerful as himself, and has so organized him that forever hold their peace, for persecution has come very successful, one lecture in particular, which
he has a quality that the Creator himself does not down the ages in connection with religion. It is strongly condemned the public character of Queen
possesl:'-a power of volition. He was able to change recorded that Moses commanded the sons of Levi Victoria, being honored with a leadex in the pious
himself from a being intrinsically good to a being in-. to p-Ut every man his sword by his side, and slay Daily Telegraph, wherein the police authorities were
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called upon to interfere. Another novelty to which lara will buy and plant a thousand acreti. A.tttr pendent on the newsdealers-froi;ll whom went up a
Melbourne lecture-goers bav been treated lately is three y~ars some of the states repv,y two or three dol· howl. The newsdealer would take the papers from
that of lectures before male audiences upon Phallic lara per acre for every acre so cultivated in timber. the wagon when it suited his convenience, but inworship and its supposed connection with present- This will pay interest and all expenses. In seven variably leave the He1'ald. This proving abortiv,
day beliefs. We hav bad three lectures on this sub- years the prunings will pay several dollars per acre a gigantic company was formed, composed of four
ject by as many speakers, and all hav proved highly yearly. Soon the thinnings will furnish railroad ties. millionaires. called the Kiosk Comp!!.ny. This comsuccessful. The Mutual Improvement Class of the Aus- By the time the timber is growing, if I can count, pany went before the board of aldermen and offered
tralasian Secular Association, and the secular Sunday- there will not be a spare stick on thi3 continent. to pay ten thousand dollars yearly fer the use of the
school continue to fulfil the fmictions for whicli they The timber will be worth from five hundred dollars street cornErs. Another yell went up from th"
were started; although the latter does not meet with to one thousand dollars per acre, as sure aa we rv.
American News Company, who offered fifty thouanything like the patronage its importance deserves
Oregon, Mo.
CLARKE IRVINE.
sand dollais for this privilege. Able counsel was
-freethinking parents in too many instances being
employed on both sides. It was found this august
indifferent to the great importance of juvenil edubody of disinteres'ed aldermen had no me>re r:ght to
The Power of Organized Labor.
cation upon the spread of their principles, and as
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Among the street corners than the devil had to all tae land
frequently being the slave of that lazy and selfish the various schemes proposed for securing to work- be viewed from a mountain top and off'lred to a cersentiment which causes them so often to say, "Oh, I ingmen their _rights as opposed to the greed of cap- tain individual if he would fall down and worship
grew out of superstition, and my children can do the ital, probably none has shown itself more efficient him.
.
same." We need a few Miss Wixon's to teach them than that which goes under the name of trades
What next? A company was started; called the Mua lesson.
unions. "In ·union there is strength," and never. has tual News Company,in which every newsdealer should
The Melbourne Free Discussion Society has· sus- the truth of this maxim been better illustrated than hav a share for the sum of twenty-five do'h1s But
pended operations; and it is uncertain whether they in the organization of the· Newsdealers' Association through the able discussions at the weekly meetings
will re-commence in the winter season or not.
in defense of their interests against the attempt of the newsdealer had become an old bird, and· C.)uld
The bigoted W esleyans hav been hard at. it peti- the New York Herald to crush them. The Herald distinguish chaff from the real article, and took no
. tioning parliament to discontinue running Sunday commenced. its existence some fifty years since, a stock in it.
.
trains-this practice having been greatly extended small, puny sheet, edited by an errati(l Scotchman
Whatever were the feelings of the Associated I'r-3ss
lately, and with the most gratifying results. The in defiance of public opinion, never for a moment 0n the question, they were not ma.de appuent, with
Presbyterian bigots hav also been activ, having ex- troubling his brain as to" what other people thought one or two exceptions, whicJ. o:-~eptions WErJ not
pelled one of their num her, the Rev. G. Dods, from about him;" ever on the alert to turn to pecuniary forgotten by the newsdealers.
his pulpit, for heresy. The Rev. Chas. Strong, advantage in his journal any indignity offered ·him. . The Herald all at once claimed to hav great love
another outcast from the same body, has returned To read the Haald at this period was to lose caste. for the blind, the lame, and the baH, erecting little
from England, and is· delivering a series of Sunday But the editor thoroughly understood the power of stands over the city for them to sell the J[yald, but
lectures in the Temperance Hall, Melbourne.
a newspaper coupled with a "one-man power." He the blind wouldn't see and the lama WJuldn't walk,
A new branch of the. Australasian Secular Associa- bad a complete knowledge df.htimau weaknesses and and th'e Herald halted. Tile nex~ philanthrop'c meastion bas been started at Ballarat, and has made fair knew that the "free and enlightened people" shouted ure was to enlist the street Arab, pu+ting on his head
progress.
as loud for the man mounting the steps of the scaf- the emblem of the Commune, ~nticing him with a
The South Australi!ln Freethought Association fold, as for the one mounting the steps of the White square meal daily, and all the H-:J,·ald.~ he cJuld sell.
(which stands unique as an "incorporated" Free- Honse. With the frunlity inherent in his nee he He ate his dirmer with a relish, s .;ll the HErald, and
thought body) continues to move along smoothly.
determined that for all this shouting they Bbould divided the money on the Cummur.istic principle.
Mr. Thomas Walker is lecturing at Sydney, N. S. pay him-the fiddler. So notoriouB had 4;he Her.Jld
Sharp practice on the part of the Hemld was met
W., with great success-his recent utterances on the become in its catering to the masses, making a spe- by sharp practice on t.he part of the new3dea1ers.
Soudan campaign having earned him the encomiums ciality of certain items necessary to the business com- One Sunday morning the newsdealer found himself
of the daily press. The Free Discussion Society in munity, it soon became the legitimate channel for cut off from the Sunday Herald and a scarlet-headed
the same city continues to hold satisfactory and suc- advertising-the cash box of all daily papera.
boy parading in front of his stand with the desired
cessful meetings each Sunday; while the Hall of
A generation having passed away, aud with it its paper. But the newsdealer knew the weak spot in
Science at Newcastle continues to supply the inhab- conservatism, the best talent money could procure the street ArabEt. The"Hemld soon passed from their
itants of that progres~iv district with a steady sup- was employed to write its editoriais, and the Herald hands to the newsdealer's, and the young Modocs reply of Freethought knowledge. The Sydney Ltoeral became a paper for all cl<.tsses, from the street sweeper tired to their lava-beds to count their money. This
has ceased publication, but the society which it rep- to the merchant prince, from the moBt fervent ruse of the Herald thus pt·oving abortiv, the next
resented is still flourishing. Miss Ada Campbell has teacher of Christ's precepts, to the most effectiv Sunday the newsdealer could hav aU the Heralds he
paid a visit to Tasmania, and is endeavoring to agent of his satanic majesty. The editor, James wanted. But he didn't want any, and the junk marwake the pivus inhabitants of that unenlightened Gordon Bennett, passed away respected as a suGcess ket was glutted. During aU this play of finesse on
little isle to the stores of knowledge which await in life, leaving one son, his namesake, who became the part of each the Herald editor loudly blew his
them.
the possessor of the Her·ald and its emoluments, valued horn in his journal, but the blowing and the practical
Of Queensland and Western Australia I can giv at one million yearly. Young Bennett possessed all showing were at variance. The newsdealers claim
you no intelligence, as the Melbourne Secularists hav his fathers eccentricities minus his aetute discern- that the Herald circulation was reduced one-half at
not yet sent their missionaries to preach their gospel ment or irugal habits and industry, and abandoned the close of the contest. They also claim the pres·
to the heathen in those parts. But in New Zealand himself to Axcessiv pleasure; becoming satiated in tige of the Herald as " the paper" is gone. The anino such state of affairs exists, and the action of Free- one he would in the absence of another direct some mosity engendered during the trouble will tell on the
thinkers there can better be· estimated than in any new innovation in the management of his paper. In paper, and James Gordon Bennett., Jr., will leave off
of the other Australasian colonies. Freethought As- one of those freaks he orders the Herald to be sold where James Gordon Bennett, Sr., began. 'rhe
sociations are dotted all over the colony, and the do- for two cents·per copy it having previously been sold readers of the Hemlrl, with few exceptions, paid the
ings of each are regularly chronicled in the W anganui for three cents per copy. At the old price the news- newsdealer the old price during the strug~le, so that
Freethcught Review. From this source I learn that dealer realized three cents net weekly; at two cents, pecuniarily he Etuffered no loss. The loss was aU on
there are four professional Freethought lecturers be realized two cents weekly. The newsdealers did the side of the Herald, not only in money, but in its lost
activly engaged in their oratorical capacity. They not object to Mr. Bennett selling the Ilel'ald at the respect, self-reliance, and, best of all, its swagger and
are: Mr. Isaac Selby, "Ivo" (whose correct name I reduced price to the public, but tbey 4id object to bombast. Its editorials are not as logical and reasonforget), Dr. Hughes, and Dr. York, the latter of its being done at the expense of their labor. They ing as formerly, a fact apparent to the most casual
whom has lately arrived from your own country, in- weU knew he could a:ffvrd to serve the Herald gratu- reader. While tbe work was going on, to coerce
tending to make a lecturing tour of the Australian itously in view of its immense advE:rtising patronage, the newsdealers, ibe advertising rates advanced five
colonies.
and they took no stock in his pretended phihuithrop- cents per line. Did the slow shilling beat the nimble
Christianity is meeting with a certain' amount of ic interest in the public. They first endeavored to sixpence?
The Hemld previously had never permitted newscompetition in New Zealand, the Maoris having got arbitrate with the editor and. telegraphed to bim at
up a sort of religious "rival." A Maori Messiah, or Newport. The arrogant reply of this one mm to dealers to return copies of unsold papers. Its minrather Messiahess, has arisen, and she informs the four thousand laborers was," If you do not liJ..e the ions were allowed this privilege, and they availed
defeated Maoris that their millennium is close at hand, Herald on my terms let it alone," and all attempts to themsdvs of it by returning not only the most of
what they received, but those unsold by the newswhen they sha}l assemble together on the ranges of compromise were repelled in like manner.
Hokianga. A great river shall suddenly flow down
It now became a war of right against supposed dealers.
from heaven and wash them white-whiteness being, might, commencing in October, 1883, arJ.d ending in
MonAL.-Producers of all property, the newsdealaccording to the prophetess, a necessary qualification April, 1885, in 11. complete victory for the news- ers of New Y.Jrk hav shown you the p::>wer of org!lnfor obtaining entrance to heaven. W.ben all the dealer and the public. The Herald was sold at two ized labor. Will you profit by it?
PAXTON.
Maoris hav been white-washed in this manner, they cents, and the newsdealer got his three cents weekly
shall go to heaven and reign with Christ one thousand net per copy.
years. It is reported that a daily sacrifice is made
Details of the fight would fill a volume. The newsGrm.lT PoETS TEE FouNDERS OF ScmxrE -The two
of cats and dogs (and some say children) to the dealers called a meeting, and enthusiastically pledged mightiest intellects our country h3s produced are
deity. Fortunately, in this instance, the Christians themselvs to stand by each other and to use every Shakspere and Newton; and that Shakspete should
are on the side of reason, and are endeavoring to means to protect the bread earned by their toil. hav rnceded Newton was, I belitva, no C>lSU9l or
check this superstitious mania. With this I must They well knew the Herald 0 wed more to the despised unmeaning event.· Shakspere and the poets sowed
conclude, and again send you my best wishes for the newsdealer than the newsdealer to the He~·Ad.
the seed which Newton and the philosophers reaped.
prosperity of your cause.
DAVID A. ANDRADE
Nothing was left undone to force the newsdealer Discarding the old schohstic and theological pur. Melbourne, Australia, April14, 1885.
to the wall when it was found he had the temerity to suits, they drew attention to nature, and thuq became
assert his right. It was claimed the newsdealer had the real 'founders of ull.natural science. Tuey did
Th1Iber Y.~niin Near.
no right that the Heml(l was boand to respect. On even more than this. They first impraguated the
If I could convince peC'ple that by going into the other hand the newsdealer claimed that capital mind of England with bold and hft,y couc~pt.ions.
silver mining there is a probability of rich ~etll:rns in was derived from labor, and that the latter should They taught the men of their genfr«tion to crav3 afa few· years, I could get thousands of capttahsts to not cringe or humble itself to the unjust demands of ter the unseen. They taught them to piue for the
contribute though knowing the risks. are danger~us. the former. The weekly meetings of .the fraternity ideal. and rise abC've the visible WOJ ll of sense. Iu
Here ill a speculation where the:e 1s not a~y nsk, were becoming the school for a class who never this way, by cultivating the emotious, they ope~ned
and profits are immense. Large mterest. o.u mvest- before had thought upon the rights of man o~., the one of the paths which lead to truth. . . . Smce
ments is sure. In a very few years our t1mber sup- great industrial cyeloue of the day, with a few excep- tl~e seventeenth _century we haY bad no p::>et. of the
ply must be consumed, in spite of all human effort. tiona. Industrial quesli.1 n8 wera given a thought. h1ghest order, though ShE-llay, had be l v3d, wuul_1
If we ex •ept l11s
Governor Morton says we destroy over twenty thou- Brain and talent were brouO"bt toe the surface that perhaps hav become one. .
immature, though miracr lms, ffLrts, we mity assand acres per day. Kansas, with all her efforts for would honor any rostrum. "'
.The Hemld started a-delivery company, with office suredly say that for neailJ two h_u~dred years Eog-.
twenty-five years, has planted but two hundred thousand acres. Soon timber will become immensely in Beekman street, to deliver not only the Ilemld, . Ja?-d has produced no ~oat~·y ~.hw.1 baara th~s3 u::valuable. As fast as substit:utes are invented, new but all other papers. . This conflicted with the Amer- 1 mtstakn.bl_e marks of msp:_r .bon, that we, find m
inventions call for more timber. Ten thousand dol- ican News Company-that monster monopoly de- Spenser, In Shakspere, and In M·lon.-Euc,le• .
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Funeral of T. C. Leland.
It _was a sad company that gathered at the hall of
the Liberal Club last Sunday morning to attend the
funet:al of Theron Chapman Leland, ex-secretary. of
the National Liberal League, who died June 3d.
Every stlat was occupied and many peop1e remain~d
standing throughout the serV-ices. At half-past 10
o'clock the body, borne by those who had been his
associates and friends in life, ,was brought into the
hall and placed upon a catafalque near the platform.
'.phe pall bearers were Alonzo Van Deusen, William
U. Dame; Henry M. Parkhurst, Edward F. Underbill, Willi!lm Rowe, and tJ... S. McWatters.
The hall rapidly filled up while the voluntary was
playing, and then a hymn was sung by Mrs. Chamberlain, Mrs. McCune, and Mr. Jones, the latter of
the Spiritualists' Society in this city; Mr. S. P. Puttiam rtlad with dMp feeling this poem:

iss5.

on return tickets to those who pay full fare going to
convention on that line.
·
The Delaware and Hudson Canal Company will
make the same rates.
. ·
We expect to make equally favo:l:a.ble ai-rangements
with other railroads; and will publish in due time.
I call attention to the following important letter
from H. t. Gi·een, who has been such a faithful
worker in the interests of our association for the last
eight years. 1n losing the official services of o)lr
honored president, Dr. Brown, and secretary, Mr.
Green, we can only hope that those whom the convention shall choose as their subcessors will be
equally earnest, a.ble, and efficient in the administration of affairs. The Liberal movement in this state
owes much to the work of these indefatigable officers,
and the success of the future will be largely the fruit
S. P. PuTNAM.
of their devotion in the past.

Thanks to the princely liberality of such . whole-so~led
friends of humanity and Secularism as William Smith, of deneva, New York.
The Tent is bought, pitched, equipped, doing its work, and
we hav no fears now as to its being sustained. And while words
are all too poor to express our gratitude to Brother Smith for
his ti.mely assistance and confidence in our ability to carry on
this momentous enterprise, we do not the less appreciate the
spirit
self-sacrifice of the friends who, at detriment to the
interests of their own business, voluntarily risked loss, and
loaned funds sufficient to make up amount needed to putchase
the Tent. Nor do we fail to appreciate the contributions of efen
the smallest amount, freely given in many cases, contriouted
from scant resources absolutely needed in many instances td
tlupply necessities.
,
We realize it is no light l:iurden we hav assumed. It shali be
our earnest endeavor to insure to one and. all good and satiii·
fa9tory returns for .theii- investment. By winning honest
hearts to our ranks, judiciously cii;culatiQg lai;ge quantities of
our best Liberal literature; promoting efficient organization;
securing to ali additional facilities for obtaining scientific education, promoting sociability, and building up and populatizing the cause of Secularism, so that the Nine Demands shall
be secured and all shall rejoice in equal rights and privileges,
regardless of religious faith or the lack of it.
Contributions to the Ten£ fund ate still needed, and will be
thankfully acknowledged.
The following advel'tisment tells its own story:
FREE LIBERAL LECTURES
AT THE

of

SAi.AMANCA, N. Y., June 6, 1885.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, EsQ., Chairman of the Executiv Committee of the New York State Freethinkers' Association, Dear
Si1·: On account of impaired health and editorial duties I feel
that the interests of the New York State Freethinkers' Association ana the cause of Freethought generaliy will be advanced
by my resigning the office of corresponding secretary of the
above-named association, and by having some younger and
more energetic person electe~ in my placlil. I do therefore
herewith file with you my resignation of tliis office, which I
hav held for the last eight years; an<il when the association
meets in annual convention at Albany, next September, please
. convey to that body my most sincere thanks for the many
tokens of kindness that I hav from year to year received at
TENT!
their hands.
1\IAIN STREET, NEAR AMERICAN HOTED,
It will be doubtful if I shall be able to be with you, but I
BY THE
hope you may hav a grand, good convention that shall result
Ex-REv. C. B. REYNOLDS,
in advancing the cause that,,every friend of humanity must
OF NEW YORK,
love when they understand it. Fraternally yours,
fot fifteen years a most successful Evangeli~t. Commencing
..
H. L. GREEN.
Ah, memory's halls are beautiful for aye,
SUNDAY, MAY 31, 1885.
Crowded with treasures ever sweet and new,
SUNDAY AFTERNOON AT 3 P.M., SHARP; SUBJECT:
The Bruno Statue.
Bright as the morning's freshness of heaped gold,
''WHAT LIBERALISM TEACHES."
In earth and sky, in flower and sailing cloudsSUNDAY EVENING AT 7:30 P.M; SUBJECT:
1'o THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Since
In this fair memory he is blazoned now,
"SALVATION!"
the last announcement the following subscriptions
And cannot fall or fade to nothingness;
LECTURES EVERY EVENING DURING THE WEEK.
hav been received:
He is a part of the illustrious past
Admission Free.
Seats Free.
Which naught can change and naught annihilate.
POSITIVLY NO COLLECTIONS.
Sarah C. Hilton,
$1.00
John Corbet,
1.00
NoTICE.-A number of extra, comfortable camp chairs hav
With what a solemn glory over life
B. F. Hyland, Cornwallis, Oregon, 1 00 been provided, for use of which 10 cents will be charged to
Death draws its mystic and unfathomed grace!
Walter C. Wright, Boston, Mass.,
1.00 defray cost of freight and keeping in repair.
We know it not, nor ever hath the veil
Louis H. Freligh, Jr., St. Louis, Mo.,
1.00
SPECIAL INVITATION.-Any minister, in good standing in his
From its unsounded deep been put aside;
I. and Mrs. Bardtmann, Atlantic, Iowa, 1.00 own denomination, desirous to defend orthodox Christianity,
No music from its endless ocean drops
Contributions received by THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
or to oppose the teachings, or attempt to refute the claims of
In harsh or mellow accents on our wayheretofore therein announced,
16,75 Secularism, can hav Free, Exclusiv Use of the Tent on any
But 'gainst that awful silence life bursts bright
Previously
acknowledged,
$164,98 afternoon, or from half-past seven until half-past eight on any
And wonderful, and seems more excellent,
evening, except Sunday.
More fruitful for the dark unknown wherein
Total,
$187.73
Prove all things, ventilate the facts. Let free men and
Its wealth appears to perish, but, transformed,
women dare to think for themselvs, and reason, right, and
Becomes a grander luster, purex..stream.
T. B. WAKEMAN, Authorized Agent.
truth prevail.
93 Nassau st., New York City.
AT KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Humanity dies not, and in its soul,
0 noble friend, thou hast thy royal grave;
Of the above sum $185.73 was this day forwarded We pitched our beautiful new tent on Saturday morning,
The labor thou hast done is ours, is man's,
by draft to the Committee at Rome, and their receipt May 30, 1885, in Kalamazoo, Mich. One half the Tent is supThe dear possession of the race to come;
will be published when received, together with any plied with comfortable plank seats, the other half, less the
Within our thoughts and zeal thou art alive;
other matter of interest. Thanks are due to the In- space occupied by the platform, is filled with chairs. We purThou hast struck hands with generations far
vestigator and TRUTH SEEKER for their aid, without chased one hundred and twenty very durable, neat, comfortIn the ennobling purpose of thy work.
The stream dries not; invisible it flows,
which this respectable sum could not hav been raised. able cane seat camp chairs, but as they could not be made and
And makes more swift the upward steps of men.
The
work of extending the subscription will be un- delivered until Wednesday, we hired ordinary wooden chairs
Thou art at rest; no storm can shake thy frame;
dertaken on a larger scale as soon as reliable infor- to use till then. They are of course neither so comfortable nor
But the unresting motions of thy soul,
mation as to the cost of the statue is received, which inviting as our camp chairs will be We hav a handsome serLike pulses of the summer air, still touch
The world to beauty and our hearts to hope.
will be laid before your readers. Meanwhile, with viceable family Tent, 12i17, as retiring-room for lecturer and
to those who hav done so much for liberty, I helpers, sleeping-place for Tent-master, etc. All aclmire the
thanks
Following the poem came a second song. Then
neat and pretty appearance of the Tent. When lit up with
am,
Yours sincerely,
T. B. WAKEliiAN.
Mr. T. B. Wakeman stood near the head of the coffin
our
seven lamps at night it is very attractiv.
93 Nassau street, New York, J una 1, 285.
and delivered the funeral discourse. He spoke
Mr. Henry Lewine, of New York, joined us on Friday evenearnestly and at times eloquently, and the absence
ing, and is at present learning the arduous duties of TentThe Tent.
of the bursts of applause that on other occasions
master.
never failed to greet his glowing period!.', made the Sound the glad tidings ! Hosanna to the Liberal hearts that Kalamazoo is a very hard field,.but our tried and true friends,
giv practical proof of their desire to advance "peace and good Mr. ancl Mrs. Elias H. Gault, from Rochester, N. Y., whose
address particularly impressiv.
At ·the close of the address another hymn was will toward men," by enabling us, in the tented field, to pro- devoted labors brought us, with the aid of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
sung and opportunity was afforded for the audience claim tlie glorious truth of Secularism to all classes- FREE, from the darkness of Christian superstition to the glorious
to take a last look at their dead friend. The body without money and without price; who by their contributions light of the gospel of humanity, reside here, and their devowas placed in a vault at Cypress Hills, to which 1t continue the good work of propagandism through the summer, tion to the aause of Liberalism goes far to smooth all the
was followed by carriages containing the family insuring the judicious circulation of our best Liberal litera. roughest places. Their geniality, hospitality, and unfailing
and nearer relativs of the deceased. There were no ture, arousing the people to the necessity of thinking for them- kindness inspire us with redoubled energy and courage,
selvs, and awakening the masses now soothed to indifference while their good, useful, benevolent, and exemplary lives
services except those at the hall.
The following telegram, expressiv of the senti- by the lullaby of the .church to realization of their dangers and challenge admiration and giv them potent influence in the
ment of the Newark, N.J., Liberal League, was re- the stern truth: "Eternal vigilance is the price of Liberty!" community.
How bright and glorious are the true, loyal, generous hearts
The attendance is steadily increasing. The best people of
ceived from Mr. Frankel:
who, released from the fetters of faith and the dark, dismal the city are becoming interested, and with our more comfort" S. P. PUTNAM, Dew· Fl'iend: Though it is impossible fer prison of superstition, learn and liv out the ennobling princi. able camp chairs will doubtl'lss be regular attendants.
me to be with you, I mourn the loss. Such men as Leland
pies of Secularism, and bravely, perseveringly, do all in their
The press of duties and cares has prevented our advertising
are hard to spare. May his works be emulated.
__________"_:_J. W. FRANKEL,"
power to help others to the joy of that freedom they hav at- by painted bills, etc., as we could wish, but we initiated Mr.
tained! Justice becomes their creed, their religion, their Henry Lewine, our Tent·master, by arousing him at ·half-past
standard, their god. As they realize in their enfranchisment three iu the morning, equipping him with a step-ladder and
The Albany Convention.
the sad condition of so many of their fellow-creatures; as they brush, while we wrestled with a huge tobacco pail of paste,
I expect to be at Albany June 21st to make ar- look back With gratitude to the brave, noble hearts who dared and posted a few bills, one about forty feet by nine, one
rangements in conjunction with the Albany Liberal risk not alone money and social position, but liberty and even twenty by nine, and a few smaller ones.
League for the September Convention. As soon as life itself, to advance the cause of universal mental liberty, We hav not deemed it best to lecture every afternoon this
the executiv committee hav decided upon the list of their sense of honor prompts them in their turn to do all in week, fearing to overtax our ability and fail to do justice at
speakers, the names and subjects will be published. their power. Justice demands, and with glad alacrity and our evening meetings.
Of course, we cannot hav all the speakers that we de- cheerful liberality they devote time and means to the cause, so We shall be pleased to hear from those who desire the Tent
sire-the funds and the time will not permit-but that the priceless legacy they hav received from the pioneers in their vicinity.
the executiv committee will endeavor to secure rep- of liberty shall be preserved and augmented to bless genera- Write full particulars, and what the friends are willing or
able to do. We make all our lectures free, and positivly no
resentativ speakers who shall present our cause to tions to come.
the attention of the public with eloquence and It is one thing to admit the truth; it is quite another thing collections; prefer, when practical, to hold meetings every
power.
to possess intelligence sufficient to hav the truth take hold of afternoon, as our first, great, and most earnest wish is to arouse
The general ticket agent of the Boston and Albany the inner life, to recognize and obey its claims, to struggle out an interest and induce the women to take ·prominent part in
Railroad writes that with a guarantee of fifty or more of the ruts of error and turning from the way of evil, patiently, the work, and our afternoon efforts would be especially deperseveringly, climb the steep hill of rectitude, and with love, voted to this purpose.
names the round trip tickets will be as follows:
tenderness, and a spirit of self-sacrifice, giv of time and means
We must make this a genuin missionary work. The chief
Boston, $6.80;
to assist and encourage others to ascend with us.
object of Tent labor is to reach people outside the Liberal
Worcester, $5.35;
Brave efforts hav been made-honest hearts hav generously ranks.
Springfield, $3. 75.
Let the Liberals in these and neighboring places responded to the appeale for funds to sustain Messrs. Watts The Tent is not designed simply to afford gratification and
and Putnam in carrying on propaganda work during the fall intellectual feasts to Liberals, but to giv without money and
be on the alert and secure at least fifty to attend the and
winter. They hav done good and faithful work. But we without price the bread of life to honest hearts, starved by
convention.
feared if all effort stopped during the summer the good seed feeding on the dried husks of. moldy old orthodoxy.
The New York, Lake Erie, and Western Railroad sown would fail to germinate, so long neglected, or the black- Liberals of means and leisure can be sure of a very enjoyable
Company will accept one-third of the regular rates cloth Cl'OWS of the church would pluck up and devour it.
time attending Tent meetings, getting acquainted with those
I see thee in the sileJ?.Ce of great death,
Calm as the ete,rnal hills upon whose front
Shines the soft radiance of the pure white day;
I see the crystal beauty of thy soul
Unclouded in the marble of thy face;
The glowing ardor of thy life.full set
I,n diamond .stillness, with no flaw to dim;
And to my heart I say, He is not dead,
But living in the glory of his work,
ln things accomplished that no fate can kill,
Linked with the endless process of the world;
For he has lived for truth with manly deed,
And grown to bights of virtue through long yeats,
Touched with the spirit of our common weal;
And so he passes, not. like petal blown
Or like the floating mist on summer's sky;
But is immortal in the glorious life
That beats from age to age in deathless man.
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who attend the lectures, visiting house to house, carefully and
judiciously distributing Liberal literature, securing subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal papers, etc.
'
CHAB. B. REYNOLDS.

Mr. Reynolds's Tent Fund.
Previously acknowledged,
B. F. Hyland,
F. C. Scharnhart, M. H. Woodbury,
Total,

$482.70
1.00
.50
2.00
$486.20

=========================~

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary,
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York.

News and Notes.
It was quite pleasant after wide wanderings to return to old

camping-grounds and greet familiar faces and see how the fires
of freedom are still kept burning. TheN ewark Liberal League
has been busy at work this winter. It has had lectures and
debates every Sunday, with full houses and a wide range of
discussion. After my lecture there was an exceedingly in·
teresting debate on Theism and Agnosticism and kindred
phases of this great problem of human thought-the whence,
the how, and the whither. I suppose that our humanity will
never cease to toil more or less with these mighty questions.
Some will always perhaps believe in a supreme being, or perhaps a supreme intelligence, or infinit goodness, while some
will accept with philosophic calm the limitations of human
knowledge and be satisfied with making the best of what we
know. These are questions concerning which there can be no
dogmatism, there can be no mathematical certainty. -It is a
question of outlook, of temperament, of mental color. Victor
Hugo believed in a God. He might, perhaps, with his happy
and wonderful experience, with such a rich, poetic nature, that
could catch all the graces and glories of human life; but those
who hav seen the darker side and study its awful logic find
vindication for an opposit belief-that not in God but in humanity is our great hope and trust. I am perfectly willing
that one should be a 'Iheist, but somehow or other the Theist
does not seem to be quite so willing that I should be an Atheist. The spirit of Atheism seems to me therefore more charitable than the spirit of Theism, for it recognizes all the wants
of humanity and seeks in a legitimate way to satisfy them. It
certainly has all the knowledge of them, an equal hopil .and
faith in essential justice, only it has not quite so large an in·
ference as to abstract being, which to my mind is a difference
hardly worth quarreling'about, but rather
" A difference without discord, which can make
Those sweetest sounds in which all spirits shake
Like tremulous leaves in the continuous air."
One of our best and bravest has fallen-Theron C. Leland,
former secretary of the League, whose work has been so self·
sacrificing, and whose spirit has been so fearless in the many
combats for freedom. His life has been one of genuin
triumph-his death is a harvest of precious memories, twined
with flowers of hope. He has ennobled our thought; he has
made more abounding our belief in human progress. The
eloquent discourse of Mr. Wakeman gave us an animated
picture of his unique and varied life. He was in himself an
original force. He was no echo of the world about him. The
light by which he advanced was the genius of his own personality. He was a dreamer indeed. He was stirred to the very
depths of his soul by wondrous visions of human progress.
His nature was touched to high issues, and amid the discords
realized the inspiring harmony. But his dreams were wrought
to deeds. He was a practical power, and the value of his
work il!l with us in the organized Liberal movement of to. day.
He has been a faithful servant of Liberty; he was a reformer
through and through, and would not be satisfied with any
half-way measures. He surrendered all to what to his mind
- was right. He gave up wealth and position, and flung himself
with the forlorn hope, even that· in old age he might do something for human welfare. There was always a greater good to
be accomplished. One :victory only made imperativ the
struggle for another. He had no rest. His life was one of
perpet-c.al labor-his energy was unflagging. Gratefully do
we accept the memory of his bright, heroic career. He shall
be one of the saints in the calendar of human freedom-he
shall make us more earnest, more hopeful, and more devoted.
•ro his honored grave we bring the flowers of affectionate regard; over his mortal dust we twine the wreath of victory. He
has fought and conquered.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

The Executiv Committee.
C. B. REYNOLDS, EsQ , Chairman of the Executiv Committee
of the National Liberal League, Dear Fr-iend: Yours, appointing me a member of the ;Executiv Committee, at hand.
I confess just a little pride to be an officer of the League,
and considerable anxiety for fear I will not do honor to our
cause, not through lack of zeal, but through inexperience in
such matters, and a lack of ability to properly represent and
defend our principles.
But until a better selection can be made, I will do as I think
will best further the interests of the League. I hav been trying to obtain the names of our friends in Utah for a year or
two, and hav got quite a little directory, and I hav lately written to what I call the leading Liberal, also to the appointees of
the committee in Montana, Idaho, Nevada, and Wyoming, asking their opinion as to the feasibility of the five territories employing a_ home missionary to travel a la Watts and Putnam.

I suggested that a lecturer could do immense good by lectur·
ing, taking subscriptions for our papers, visiting and cheering
the lukewarm or persecuted Infidels (I assure you that we are
not by any meims popular in Utah).
It is too early for answers yet. I will let you know all their
opinions, and think we can surely afford one; and I cannot
think of a better way to organize, and perhaps such a large
scope of country may afford more than one field man. But a
start of this kind will be good, however small a start, for what
is everybody's business is nobody's business.
Fraternally yours,
WM. REYNOLDS.
Wanship, Utah.
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world, bringing the moon within thirty miles of the earth,
whereas eighty miles is the limit of existing telescopes. The
wonders which such a glass will disclose can hardly be foretold.
SociETY, says Donn Piatt in John Swinton's Paper, crucified
Christ; "He died not because he taught the poor and downtrodden their right to heaven, but because, in the eyes of the
Vanderbilts of Jerusalem, he was a low, pernicious fellow, the
friend of labor and the associate of harlots. Were our savior
to appear on earth to-day, with his humble disciples, he would
not be crucified, precisely; but he would be laughed at and
shunned as a crank, He might, on account of his miracles,
get an offer from a dime museum; but in no other way could
he obtain a hearing. This sounds like profanity, but the real
profanity appears in the church it is claimed he founded.
Were he and his dirty, nay, torn, ragged disciples, to appear
at the door of one of the temples erected to his memory, the
sexton would hurry out to deny them admittance, or crowd
them into a corner, where they would not offend the silka and
satins of the c.>ngregation."
_ THE Sunday Gazetteer, of Dennison, Texas, says:"Two pamphlets hav been received at this office 'from the New York
Truth Seeker Publishing Company, one entitled 'Why don't
he Lend a Hand?" and other Poems,' by Samuel P. putnam.
Mr. Putnam's name is no doubt familiar to many of our readers as the author of 'Golden Throne • and other productions.
Mr. Putnam, if not an Atheist, is at least a very pronounced
Agnostic, yet be has 'music in his soul,' and his rhymes not
only jingle, but giv expression to thoughts that will survive
the shock of criticism. The other book is by M. Babcock,
'The Religion of Humanity Better 'than Eternal Punishment.'
Some one appropriated this before we had a chance to read it,
through. Mr. Babcock is a good reasoner, and in this, his
latest book, he asks the clel·gy several exceedingly puzzling
questions, which, we fear, they will never answer. The
Truth Seeker Publishing Company h&s a large cat&log of
Liberal books, which will be furnished on application."

C. B. REYNOLDs, EsQ., Dear Sir: I received yours with appointment fer me as a member of the Executiv Committee,
and allow me to thank you for the honor you confer upon me.
I will try to aerve you and the League to the best of my
ability.
There are two important points to be considered in regard
to our work: First, how to get money; second, how to use it to
the best advantage to our cause. And to get money I would
suggelit for you to appoint in each state and territory a treas·
urer and receiver, and let him appoint one in each county of
his state or territory, to receive money in small sums, such as
each Liberal 'could spare weekly, and each county receiver to
report and remit monthly to the state receiver, and the state
receiver to remit and report to the National Treasurer every
three months, and also for each receiver to sell Liberal papers
and pamphlets, and the proceeds to go· to the National Treasurer, and hav each of thqse receivers' names and addresses
published in all the Liberal papers,. so all the Liberals will
know that they are authorized to receive money in that way.
I think we could collect a large sum in that way in the course
of a year in the treasury; and to dispose of it let the National
League hire lecturers and send them out in the field where
they are most needed, and distribute Liberal papers and· tracts
to those that will not buy them.
It may be that some of our friends hav a better plan th~n
this. If so, I shall be happy to receive it, or add to this and
HUGH P. J14cELRONE, editor of the Catholic Min•J?·, Balti·
make it better.
A. ERviN.
more, writes to a New York Protestant paper concerning the
Mun·ay, Idaho.
Freedom of Worship bill, happily dead: "Of course, in the
necessary discussion of this measure, it was inevitable that ill·
Two Brooklyn churches refused to hire a choir in which a informed Protestants should refer to the Spanish Inquisition,
colored man was a principal singer. The color prejudice, it St. Bartholomew's massacre, and other instances of C.ttholic
seems, is still stror.g in the churches. The negroes hav only intolerance in the Old World. So far as they are concerned,
one consolation-their white Christian brethren will hav to I, in common with my millions of Catholic fellow.countrymen, condemn them as utterly foreign to the spirit of our
associate with them in the next world, or preaching is vain.
religion. Protestants hav been guilty of similar offenses
CIVIL service reform is a good thing, urgep.tly needed. But against justice, as in Calvin's burning of Servetus, in England's
when it takes the form of asking in the examination of an ap- Star Chamber, which exceeded the iniquities of the Inquisi·
plicant for a position as stenographer how far the moon is tion, and in a hundred other instances which might be cited.
from the sun, it looks as though a little of it applied to the But these are all things of evil ages. Why cannot we agree to
civil service reformers would not be entirely wasted. The bury such foul r!)membrances out of sight? I, for one, am
use of such information to a stenographer is not apparent, un- willing, with our great poet, Longfellow, to 'Let the dead past
less it be that he is expected to prompt political speakers.
bury its dead.'" How well the Catholics of this country would
Mr. TALMAGE in his Sunday sermon said: "Recently there like to havthe world forget their aets of the sixteenth century!
came to me the fact that a college had been built in the far And wh 1t a. relief to the Protestants of to-day it would be if
West for Infidel purposes, and not long afterward the college an impenetrable curtain could be hung between the y-ear 1885
failed, and it was handed over .to a Presbyterian company,
and is now run in the interest of that orthodox religion." And and the years of persecution gone before t But it cannot be.
this reminds us that there was recently published the fact that The ghosts of the murdered dead will not down at their bida church in Brooklyn had been converted into a skating rink, ding. Both churches hav striven hard to keep the multitudes
and as such drew much larger crowds than when it was a ignorant of their crimes against humanity, but the peopl,e are
bouse of worship. Both of these fA.Ots are significant, and are beginning to find them out, and to despise them more as
distended with a big moral.-NorJ"istown Hemld.
their knowledge of these infamies increases.
The conversion of the church into a skating rink instanced
FREDERIC R. MARviN has collected for the Horne Jo1trn:zl the
by the Non·istown Htmld is genuin, we believe, but we should
like to know when and where the Infidel college was built and last words of many great men. Of Paine he quotes the conclusions of 0. B. Frothingham: " 'I hav no wish to believe
handed over to the Presbyterians.
on that subject.' These words were in answer to his physiALL the daily papers hav a theological editor whose business
cian's inquiry: 'Do you wish to believe that Jesus is the Son
it is to detect heretical utterances in either pulpit or press,
of God?' There is a dispute with regard to Paine's death.
and to make comments thereon. The theological editor of
S6ine writers say he recanted and became a Christian, while
the HtralJ seems to hav lost his hold upon orthodoxy, for in
others affirm that he died as he lived-an avowed Deist. In
reViewing Beecher's sermons on evolution he expresses himhis last will and testament he says: 'I hav lived an honest
self thus:
and useful life to mankind; my time has been spent in doing
"The idea that God is himself gradually evolved from the
human comprehension as intelligence grows broader and good; and I die in perfect composure and resignation to the
thought more solemn is a conception vast and beautiful in its will of my creator, God.' On the other hand some authors
say that he was grossly intemperate and licentious, and that
boundless possibilities."
As the World remarks, it thus appears that in the beginning he discarded Christianity not so much from conviction as from
a base desire to lead a bad life. The truth is, that Paine,
God did not make man, but in the end man made God.
though not rich, was in comfortable circumstances. He had
THE Hel"ald of Health has begun to collei)t a new series of letconsiderable property, which is specified in his will. His sick
ters from some of the oldest of our brainworkers concerning
bed was surrounded by friends who ministered to his wants,
their physical habits. Ten years or so ago, Dr. Holbrook pubwitnessed the firmness and calmness of his last hours, and
lished similar letters of greab interest from William Cullen
Bryant, William Howitt, and others. The first of the series, attested the sincerity and sufficiency of his convictions. Not
even the impertinent intrusivness of the clergy disturbed the
Dr. Holbrook thinks, was by Rev. Dr. Bartol; the second, to
entire serenity of his death.'' 'Ihe last words of Theodore
appear in the June number of the Hemld, will bear the signa·
ture-familiar to almost overyone who has handled an Amer- Parker were, "It is all one, Phillip and Clarke will come for
my sake." He meant that Wendell Phillips and James Freeican Greenback-of F. E. Spinner, who is now in his eighty- man Clarke would attend his funeral. Of the chu.racter of
fourth year. The third is being prepared for the next month's Parker, Marvin says: "His tone of morality was high. His
issue by Dr. James Freeman Clarke. These letters should motivs were ele7ated, and, apparently, sincere. His firm grasp
possess much practical value as well as literary interest. The of some of the fundamental principles of natural rights, to·
letter of Mr. F. E. Spinner will relate most graphically the very gether with his unfailing confidence in his own powers, gave
a strength to his utterances of truth an_d duty which oft~n
curious and remarkable manner in which he has preserved stirred and swayed the moral nature of his hearer.s. But m
vigorous health to a very advanced age.
all his writings we find. no expression of a. .c?nscwusne.ss of
guilt and of need as 11 smner, and no recogrution of Christ as
THE San Luis Obispo Mi?,·m· reports that the Lick Observa- a savior. Of Theodore Parker, L:lwel! speaks thus wittily, in
tory, on Mount Hamilton, Cal., is already, even without the his 'Fable for Critics:'
great telescope in course of construction, one of the most com- " His hearers can't tell you on Sunday beforehand,
plete in the world. There has recently been added a meridian If in that day's discourse they'll be Bibled or Koraned,
circFe, made by Reifold, of Hamburg, and a house has been For he's seized the idea (by his martyrdom fired),
built for it. Two disks for the great thirty-six inch lens hav That all men (ftot orthodox) may be inspir-ed;
been successfully cast, and a member of the firm of Alvin Yet though wisdom profane with his creed he may weave in,
He makes it quite clear what he doesn't believe in,
Clark & Sons recently went to Europe to examin them, and to While some, who decry him, think all kingdom come
ascertain whether either of them is suitable for the lens. If a Is a sort of a, kind of a, species of Hum,
perfect disk has been obtained, it is thought that the great re- Of which, as it were, so to speak, not a crumb
fractor may be mounted and in use by 1886. Already the Would be left, if we didn't keep carefully mum,
observ11tory has a twelve-inch equatorial, a four-inch transit, a And, to make a clean breast, that 'tis perfectly plain
That all kinds of wisdom are somewhat profane;
comet seeker, a vertical circle, and a six-inch equatorial. Then Now P's creed than this may be lighter or darker,
there are five clocks connected by a complete electrical system. But in one thing 'tis clear he has faith, namely-Parker.
Superintendent Frazier states that the thirty-six-inch glass, And this is what makes him the crowd-drawing preacher.
when finished, will be by far the most powerful one in the There's a background of God to each hard-working feature.'"
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acted honestly in your investigations, but yet doubt predominated, and thus the development was greatly retarded.
Y(Ju ask of the doctor a receipt for the cure of that mqf1d
malady, c-. Well, if the old doctor was present he might
Mrs. Slenker's Experience with Mansfield. giv ~·ou one that might eradicate that, if taken in its incJpiency;
. .
. .
but when the blood or circulation has become thoroughly imThls IS probably the last step of the Spll'ltual ex- pregnated with the disease, it is then beyond human r~ach.
perience belonging to my trip. I giv it to my read-) I beg pardon f?r taking this time, but trust it ~ay be accept.
ers in full. A friend inclosed funds for me to send , !lble ~mder the circumstances. Can I be of servrce to you at
·
d
. any hme, I shall be most happy to be so.
!h e .mclose
letter to J. V. Mansfield. I wrapped 1t 1
Kindly,
DEBoiGNE M. BENNETT.
m tissue paper and covered that all over with impres-, To A. D. BLENKER.
siam; fro~ my r~bber ~tamp, pasting all up sem~rely,
[If l\Ir. Bennett wrote- this, he has certainly forso t~at 1~ was lJ?possible for anyone t<;~ re~d It by gotten his own name. DeBoigne was the name used
calmum hght or m any way but by openmg 1t. You by the United States district attorney who did not
will see by the reply that the letter was really read,: know the right one.-ED. T. S.]
'
though I could discern no marks of its having been
opened, still I knew it could hav been and carefully Is Science Lilwly to Furnish a Basis for
repasted. But there is enough in the reply to con. Religion~
damn it as a spirit production.
You see it purports to be from Bennett. All who
This question has just been discussed by the Free
knew his style will :find nothing of our dear friend in Religious AesoC:iation in Boston. If it could actually
it. Not even the opening words are his way of com- be asked of Sciance, she might very probably reply, as
mencing a letter to me.
the man did who was asked if he could play the fidI don't understand who he means by "the doctor." dle, ''I don't know-I never tried." The history of
Was Abner Kneeland his patron saint?
the conflict of science and religion has been udmi. You will see that se.veral of ~my questions are an- rably written, aud there will be more of it still to
swered (!), showing conclusivly that the letter was write. Individuals may try to reconcile science nnd
really read. But any of us could hav answered them religion, but one interest or the other usually suffers
just as well, and those who really knew Bennett could in the process.
hav done it far better.
Agassiz, for instance, would probably hav become a
You notice th,.t not a question concerning my dead Darwinian if he had not kept a theological prejudice
cousin, or anything requiring real knowledge, is for the doctrin of special creation. The so-called
touchEd upon. As Ingersoll would say, we could all Christian scientists could not seriously be compared
huv "guessed'' as correctly as he did at those that with men like Darwin and Humboldt. Religion has
trd re~olied to.
Mr. Bennett has written and printed always rested on faith in doctrins about which scimy initials hundreds and perhaps thousands of times, ence is creating skeptics. What results science
and n~:;ver onco a:~ "A. D. S.," though strangers often achieves are in regard to those things which we see
write me as "Almina."
and handle. Rsligion founds itself on theories
You wiil see that he says Paine died in 1816. H~ about the unseen, the unknown, the in:finit. Religmust bav forgotten that he has it 1809 in his valu- ion begins 'far beyond where science ends. Bealia and inln 'sting book, "The World's Sages, i tween them is ~ chasm which seems bott()mless.
ThinkerP, and Reformers."
Herbert Spencers theory of the Great Unknown
Well, I must pronounce Mansfield a fraud, just as ~ay bridge over this chasm for a few daring exI hav the majority of all the mediums I hav yet en- plorers, but cannot :fill it up. How do we know
countt-red. If there be one honest clairvoyant I shall that the Unknown is great? Why talk of the Unbe gLtd of his or her address-that is, one who is known rather than of the Unknowns? It is perfectly
clairvoyaiJt 6nough to giv us real facts that we could possible that there is one Great Unknown; it is
not find out in any other way.
equally possible that the1·e are two Great Unknowns,
J. W. Truesdell offers :Mansfield one hundred dol- a good and a bad one-Ormuzd and Ahriman-as is
Jars if he will read, in his presence, a letter of his still believed by the Par~sees. Or there may be three
sealing up and {:reparing.
· Unknowm in one, a~ is held in most of our churches.
Sun's Day, 1Hay 31, 285.
ELJHEU.
• 0l' there may be an infirdt number of very small Unknowns, as was tau~ht by Epicurus and Lucretius.
= LETTER To A co't'srN "no DIED WHEN I w.;.s A GIRL, sE~T Why trouble oursel':s about such pr~blems, when we
To ;uA~SFIELD To BE ANSWERED cLAIR'I'"OYANTLY.
hav so much that Is known, espemally the known
pEAR Co~sn; DHm: I write this to ask. thee if t.hee is still! hws of morality, to love and live by?
ahve, and tf so will thee tell m'3 where m the umwr;e thy
F. M. HoLLAND.
hom~ is, and if thee is still interested in things upon this earth
•
-thts side of life-and what thee has been doing since we
luJ'nstice in the Courts
parted?
'
·
Has thee ever visi~ed any other star, pl~net, or world since
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKEH, Sir: A
t?e.e left us?. And tf so, tell me somethrng about them and better sense of justice would prevail if articles
tnetr
productwns
peoples.And does thee ever see mine and l'k
"S oc1ansm
· ,.
t o th
· your ISsue
·
with thy and
parents?
t e
" e B ar " m
of M ay
Is thee
my ch!ld and sisters who are gone? If so, tell me what 'they '30th were mo. re frequent. Your censure of Judge
are domg.
Vs.n Brunt's conduct in the case of Justus Schwab is
Te~l ~e ~ow I can find proof of a life to come-of some way just pertinent. and timely.·
that Js rea~tble for· me to try.
· I ' "~ d · . -u
·
•
Tell. me tf Planchette will write for me, and when, and, if I
.: vte fc.r v.an Bru~t wh~n he last st<;~od. fox renot. who hereabouts can make it write~
I electwn. Notwithstandmg h;s lack of d1gmty, and
Where is thy brother? If livin!? on earth, what is his post· Ihis utter dieregard of the amenities which we hav a
offi~e address? And has he a famtly? ~
right to EX'Ject from a J'udge I believed him to
Dtd I not honestly and earnestly try to find out the real truth!
. L
'
·
of Spirit.ualism while I was gone?
be honest, and thought he could be trusted to
Is materialization and independent slate writing a real fact? do what was right rather than what he might deem
T~ll me of s?me new i~ventions th3;t w~ hav not.
politic. My eGtimate of him was based upon the fact
Grv me a rectpe, for cunng and erudwatmg cancer.
that when Mr. Ed ward Lange sued tlte infamous
Tell me motber s full name, and thy own.
·
· · ·
.
What is D. M~ Bennett doing, and Abner Kneeland?
Bened1~t for damages for aJUdl~Ial optrage. as wexcusMy questions are for this world, so I ask them in the hope able as It was lawless, and as dishonest as 1t was atroof full ~epli~s for print.
Affectionately,
.
cious, Van Brunt was the only judge throughout the
~lay u, 28 u·
EL:rnNA (formerly Ehzabeth).
whole range of our judiciary before whom the case was
REPLY.
brought up wbo did not lry to pervert justice and to
:iYIY DEAR SisTER BLENKEr.: In absence of the doctor, I come cover up Benedict'n roguery. I re~ret that I was
to s~y a fe_w words to you which, I hope, may not be considered mistaken, and that ruy confidence in Van Brunt was
an mtruswn. IIad the doctor been present, or within my mis laced
.call, I would not hav taken such precious time. I rejoice to
P•
..
.
•
know you are yet seeking to know if one die shall he liv again
Toe lr1al of Scbwab IS one of a class of cases that
That was my life study; and radical as might seem my views; are becoming too Jrequent, C:J.ses which an; simply
yet I was bound ix? be Lonest to ~yself. I gave this subject effvrls to gain popularity by managing the conviction
thought, and ?utsJde w~at I recetved through this source, I of one aaainst
whom the cry of" m•td dog" ha~ been
had not a parhcle of evtdence that man or woman had a con. - 0 .
•
•
' •
tinned existence beyond the body mortal. I was Infidel to the ra1sed, and whiCh are 1n :no Bense trials of the quesP?Pular ideas of another life, but not because I wanted to titJn, " Guilty or not guilty ?" Such a case was that of
~Iffer from the majority, or with my most intimate hiends, but I D. M. BenmU; such'a case was that of Dr. Lambert
lt I_
was
facts I the
needed-facts
· "fu1 appea1 f ?r mercy ~vas spurn.e d. b y th'e
traveled
world overI sought
to gleanfor.new thought and the 1 Y'_,b cse pltl
var1ed exp_erience which I gave to the world. Not one word, Judge who sentenced .h1m, and wnose conviCtiOn was
embrac"d 1n my manuscript or book contains a word but is as reversed by an appellate court after he had served
true as though an angel wrote it; and yet how heavily did it out his sentence· such a case was that of James D.
fallWell
befo1·e
world-just
because
.' d b ef.ore B ene d'wt,· m
· w h'lCh Benethethe
truth
moves slow
buts it wasMtruth'
ld. tt
. t F'lS b , recent1y t ne
ure. oftenyotalked
pa the
ernmatter
satn , d'lCu,, l:l t ffor t s t o m
· fl uence th e Jury
·
d out
. Ill
· a
Abner ,Kneeland, Jo Barker and I hav
croppe
1
over touching the present,' past, and to come. Kneeland is harang about the sacred nature of the oath they
tJ:;e same-same stanch advocate for truth, as characterized had taken and the oath he ha.d taken, and thus
~tts edarht~ l~bors; but .Jo Barker .weakened a bit _when _death preyed on their i<>norant minds and unsettled their
are tm m the face, but now 1s Jo Barker a.gam, seemg as · d
t
"
·
· '
h:e does an~ seeing as I do, we were both wrong in our conclu- JU g~e_n so ~hat h~ might gam the applause of the
SlOnS touchmg a_n after-life~ Tom Paine is the same champion CODV!Chon. rhe New York Ilerald, May 16, 1885,
for truth and hberty as whe? died 1~16; but he now, as I prints a letter from Londoo in which is this very aug~dnclt~(nebeland,ddoes accept tmmortaltty or .more conscious gestiv statement regarding the late J'udicial farce in
1 en tty,
eyon the mortal body. I see at ttmes your mind- E l
·
sky is beclouded with doubt-even with all that you havre- 1 ng a.nd, the tnal of Burton and Cunnmgham:
ceived to conv_ince you to the contra1y; but, sister, weigh well "Tbere is a wbi~per in legal circles that Justice
:;w:hat you rec(tvP, and among the much that may appear rub- Hawkins some time ago declared that he would try
msh,
youyour
maye:'er
findbeing
the real
· not unalhe
· d
. As to
de~eloped to the phase of materializa· tb e d ynam1't·ers, ~I;t d t,h at h"lS h arsh ness Is
~wn! I doubt_ It at your time of liCe; but slate-writing I am to per~onal amb1hon.
.
.
mc~med to tbv:tk you may, when yJu rid yourself of the doubt
I might go on at length wrth the enumeratwn of
whwh has, and now does, trouble your thoughts. Yes, you., such ca~:ws, but cui bono? I hav no sympathy with

giontntnnilfatioqs.

--

'I'

I
I

I
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malefactors, but I say that if they cannot be proceeded against legally and justly, if it requires trickery and dishonesty to deal with them, courts had
better be abolished. Our Western friends prefer
lynch law, and I think they are right.
New York, May 31, 1885.
ED. W. CBAl\iBERLAIN.

Canadian Notes.
Last evening a pleasant gathering took place at the
residence_ of Mrs. Scadding, Wellesley street, on the
occasion of the departure for Chicago of Mrs. Elliott,
the daughter of the hostess. Mrs. Elliott (nee Miss
Ettie Scadding) was for many years pianist to the
Toronto Secular Society, and leaves behind her many
warm friends, some of whom utilized the occasion by
making her the recipient of a number of elegant
presents, as farewell tokens of their regard for the fair
lapy's accomplishments and goodness of heart and for
auld lang syne. Adieu and bon voyage.
On Sunday evening last a meeting was held of the
Toronto Secular Association, at their hall, when readings and other exercises made up the usual weekly
bill of fare; The society hav just brought to a close.
a very successful lecture season. The engagements
comprised Watts, Remsburg, Reynolds, Bumham,
and Putnam among the professional lecturers, and
Cook, Risser, Harrison, Evans, Butland, and other
Toronto amateur lecturers. The next season commences with the great convention of Freethinkers
from all parts of the dominion of Canada on Sunday,
September 13th, and following days, on which occasion Mr. Charles Watts will come to Toronto from
London, England, to take part in the Convention.
Excursion trains from all parts of the dominion of
Canada will bring delegates and their friends to the
Convention at reduced fares. In the mean time the
society-will continue their lecture season during the
summer months by the aid of the Toronto amateur
lecturers, Cook, Risser, Harrison, Evans, Butland, and
others; and seeing that these last mentioned supplied
the lecture platform every Sunday for ten years, unaided and without a break even for a single Sunday,
it is confidently hoped that the summer season of
lectures will prove to be a successful one.
The most complicated animal organism, such as
that of man, is only a combination of an in:finit number of single individual cells, all working together as
a co-operativ community to accomplish one de:finit
purpose. The theory of spontaneous generation was
rendered easy of conce_ption by the existence of organisms so simple as to consist of only one single cell.
But eaey conception }las been carried further-next
door to ocular demonstration-by the discovery of
organisms even lower than single cells. The bathybius
is merely a I um p of mucus possessing organic functions.
It bas been lat~:oly attracting great attention, especially
the Bathybius Haeckelii, discovered by Professor llux1ey, an d name dby h'1m after t h e grea t G erman philosopher, Ernst Haeckel. The scientific corps of the
Challenger expedition found great numbers of these
lowly specimens of animal life inhabiting the "vast
depths of the ocean. So much for the nebular
hypotb.esis and spontaneous generation. Now for
Darwinism.
The investigations of Huxley, Darwin, and others
in the border-land of vegetable and animal life prove
that there is no dividing line, and so also in the
border-land of unorganized and organized matter
there is no dividing line. It is an unbroken successian from unshaped nebulous matter to orbs and
worlds, thence from unorganized matter to organized
vegetable and animal life. It has been demonstrated
by a multitude of proofs that with regard to the in:finit variety of forms of animal life, from a simple
cell to man, so-called species of which there are hundreds in one department alone-that of insectsth
·
h th'
· th
·
a· 'd'
ere IS no sue
mg as spemes, ere IS no lVl mg
line; they all shape insensibly the one into the other
through the whole series.
Haeckel and other evolutionists hav traced the
gradu. al process of th. e development, evolution of animal life from the lowest form, the bathybius-which
is lower than a cell that assumes organic life by
spontaneous generation-through all the intermed'tat e I'm k s up t o th e mos t campI'1cat e d ; one form
springing out of another throughout the entire pedigree, by means of variation, descent, adaptation, and
natural selection.
~
I n the
- same way as the nebular h ypothesis, spant aneous genera t'wn an d D arwm1sm
· ·
· a SliD·
acconnt In
pie and natural ma.nner for the origin of the whole
universe around us, celestial and terrestrial, animate
and inanimate. So language, religion, the arts and
sciences, political and social economy, the soul of
man, the mind, human intelligence, hav been shown
to hav been a growth, to hav been developed, evolved
in precisely the same manner as the earth and other
orbs, and any inhabitants, vegetable or animal, which
may exist upon them.
As representativa of the various forms tht·ough
· of ammal
·
wh'1ch the evolutwn
life has taken place
may all be seen in existence at one time in our day,
from the bathybius, which is only a little lump of
fatty matter possessing organic functions, up through
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all the infinit variety of forms and species, to · the
most complete-man. So what is called the human
soul, or mind, or intelligence, can also be seen in the
different re:pres«pntativs of the human family in the
different parts of the world at the present day, in all
the stages of its development, from that of the Digger Indians, the earbhman, bushman, and other tribes
of men scarcely to be classed as superior in intelligence to the lower animals, up to the enlightened
European or American. In like manner the germ of
every living member of the human family exhibits
to-day the whole process of evolution of all the intinit variety of animal life, as it assumes in succession
the forms of all other animal germs.
1bronto, June 6, 1:885. ,
R. B. BuTLAND.

Mr. Malcolm-Mr. Wood.
I was surprised on looking over my '!;RUTH SEEKER
of the 11th to see that friend Malcolm, of Hutchinson,· Kansas, had answered my short note of February 7th. I hav been so busy that I then first learned
that my letter was noticed. Please allow me now to
ask Mr. Malcolm why he failed to notice the question
l asked and directed all of his answer to that upon
which I placed less importance. Why does Mr.
Malcolm take 1879 and say there was $683,943,799 in
paper money in circulation, when the treasurer's report for 1879, page 115, says there was $346,681,016,
while the debts of the national bank robbers, $384:,181,418, makes nearly the amount Mr. Malcolm
($683,862,434) givs io. his article Jahuary 3d. But
national bankers' debts are not money, and no law
can make them anything but bloodsucking robbers'
tentacles? On page 107 (1879) the comptroller of
the currency givs the amount of real money in circulation in 1865, which the miserable robbers' tool calls
debt:
Funded debt,
Matured debt,
Certificates of indebtedness,
Temporary loans, Five per cent legal tender notes,
Compound interest legal tender notes,
Seven thirty notes,
Fractional currency,
Suspended requisitions uncalled for, Total

$1,109,568,l!J1.80
1,503,020.09
85,093,000.00
107,148,713.16
- 33,954,230.00
217,024,160.00
- 830,000,000.00
26,344,742 51
2,111,000.00
2 845 907 626 56
$ •
• • ·

This was money, more than twenty-eight hundred
millions of real money in use in little more than onehalf of the country. It was the life-blood of a great
nation, and yet there was not enough. When there
is enough money in use in a country there will be no
debt, and if there is no debt there will of cour'ae be
no interest drawn from the lives of the people, no
slavery. The great war called the slaveholders' Re·
hellion was rightly so called. But the slaveholders
were not in the war nor in the South. The men who
are and always were the real slaveowners and slavedealers liv in the great cities by creat,ing debts and
drawing interest from the slaves of debt, and frien:l
Malcolm wishes to hav a real national bloodsucking
banking system, with the amount of circulation fixed
by arbitrary enactments, which is no better than the
present robber _system. We want· no interest; we
need to pay no tribute; we want real money, issued
by government, and enough to put the people out of
debt entirely and forever keep them so. I ask Mr.
Malcolm to read the foot note in THE TRUTH SEEKER
Nov. 22, 1884, page 739, and try to ·see the true inwardness of it. The money lenders of the world got
up the war called the Rebellion on. purpose to enslave the people of this country, and if Mr. Malcolm
will read the report of the comptroller, 1879, pp. 107
to 111, he will see how the money-lenders copied in
the management of this country from the plans that
worked to enslave the people of the United Kingdom of England. By means of the Peninsular war
the amount of money issued was $4,040,543,G10.
History tells us that this period, from 1814 to 1825,
was the most prosperous of any that England ever
experienced, and those who htlv lived in this country
for fifty years know that the period from 1863 to 1870
was the most prosperous of any that was ever enjoyed since this country was settled; and yet no
country ever had money enough in circulation, and
so no people were ever free.
I must say that for a man professing to love liberty
Friend Malcolm has the most absurd idea of money,
as expressed on Jan. 31st, that I ever saw. A Jew
pawnbroker could not beat it for a licensed robbery.
Mr. Malcolm has very queer ideas of values. He says
that money has no value, and in the next moment
says that to double the amount of money in circulation is equivalent to decreasing the value of the
money a man has, and to paying one-half of every
man's debts. This is only half true; it would not
decrease the value of the money anyone held. There
is no purchasing power in money. If Mr. Malcolm
will get his facts and fancies separated he will do
better. He contradicts himself by proving that
money has value, and when every day's issue of
a daily paper givs accounts of murders for money of
sums varying from .five cents to thousands of dollars
! can see a most unlimited and most damnable value
in money, a value that Mr. Malcolm and every lover
of his race should condemn and fight against. There
is only one way to stop the murderous system. There
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is at present about three hundred and fifty or four
hundred millions of money in circulation. There
should be ten thousand millions; There should be
no limit to the amount, but wherever any man could
lend money and get interest there would be evidence
of w11.nt of money. The world has been governed
and enslaved by money-lenders long enough. They
are to-day working to set the whole eastern hemisphere at war. All of the nations of earth are
in slavery to debt, and, all of the earnings of labor
will not pay one-quarter the interest. And yet the
press of. this country is used to make th epeople believe that a war in Europe will be a great blessing to
them. It is liberty that the people of this and
all other countries need, and no people can hav liberty without a free money in unlimited quantities.
The last number of the .American Nonconformist,
Tabor, Ia., tells of one county in Kansas that has six
million of dtlbts, five millions of recorded mortgages,
drawing over one hundred thousand dollars more for
interest than the entire surp1us of production in that
county last year, 'and the debts increasing fifty thousan-d dollars a month. ·
Is Mr. Malcolm so obtuse as not to see the value of
money in this county of the new state of Kansas?
If money has no value, what is it that Secretary Sherman and McCulloch destroyed $1,808,000,000 of, and
put $360,000,000 of bankers' debts in the place of?
If destroying one-half of the money of a nation
doubles the amount of every man's · debts, as Mr.
Malcolm says, will he tell us the· effect of destroying
$1,808,000,000 of the money in use in one half of the
nation, only leaving about $300,000,000 for use in the
whole country, ani while studying it up, wiil he get
and read" A Fool's Errand,"and tell us if the destruction of that money had any effect in destroying over
one hundred thousand lives in the South since the
war, and many thousands in the North, besides the
other thousands in prisons, jails, and workhouses,
that would be at work if there was money, not
bankers' debts, in circulation to put the people out
of debt and keep them so ? Debt is slavery, interest
is robbery?
J. H. WooD.

Edgeworth.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is on a warm trail and after big
game, when with a sleuth-hound like McArthur she
hunts toe Catholic church in Mexico. I was familiar,
through the pages of Prescott, with the outlines of
that cannibal story where the Holy Mother, seeing her
face mirrored by the institutions, customs, and creed
of· a rich cJuntry, at convenient distance from the
world's observation, is struck with holy horror at this
ingenious imitation by the devil, and proceeds to
wash it, all except the gold and silver, in blood, from
the face of the earth. The logic of a systematic lie,
which claimed the plebeian iconoclast Jesus, as the
founder of Christianity and Lord of Christendom, denied to the Mexicans brotherhood in Christ. Nothing
less than the sacrifice of their own flesh and blood
was exacted for the s~tcrament. ·
They were too rich to enter the kingdom of heaven.
This excited clerical compf!.SBion.
Mr. McArt4ur fills out the historical picture with
able zeal. A good work, however, entails the intellectual obligation to other, and at the cost of exposing my own ignorance for the public benefit, I will
ask the explanation of certain points which hav not
been touched upon in the two papers before me.
How reconcile the antiquity of many thousand years,
ascribed to the Mexican records in question, and the
origin of that people's faith, with what I had supposeo well establi3hed in history, viz., the comparativly recent date of the Aztecan invasion from the
northward, and its conquest of the more ancient Taltecan civilizat on? That the Aztecans, being imitativ, should hav soon learned the arts of their predecessors, who are still found in Yucatan and elsewhere,
is less improbable than the complete adoption of their
superstitions and devotional customs, and what is the
rel»tion of the Aztecan dynasty which Cortez overthrew with the mystical QJ.etzalcoatl, etc., of the ancient Mexicans?
·
• Again, what is the relation of the higher and milder
religion described as the old Mexican Christianity,
and the sanguinary tiger-worship, whose altars reeked
with the blood of human victims, and whose carved
idols hav so often been .figured in our antiquarian
plates? Was this confined to outlying provinces and
tribes distinct from Mexico proper?
The tragedies of Mexico and Peru add frightful
testimony to the fact that the key to theologies is
.financial. Admission by the Spanish Catholic of true
religious fraternity with the Mexican would hav
withdn1.wn from plunder and its accesory, murder, on
so grand a scale, the sanction of religious zeal. The
true animus of the church and the nullity of its doctrins are here manifest with the exclusiv sway of personal cupidity. Slit the purse, suppress the tithe,
and you disarm all religions of their mischievous
power, you extract the faags of the viper. Remark
the correlation of the three imperfections of the Mexican Christianity as compared with the Catholicsuppression of the priest's fee for marrying, of the
legal profession, and of hell-fire tortures. It would
seem that some impression of the ancient simplicity
remains. Stephens says of a Central American peo-
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ple, that since the introduction of l11wyers by the
Spanish authorities, they had been found such a nuisance that this people by common consent hal abolished legal forms and reverted to the judgment of
their differences by umpires.
The insignificance of doctrins, which the clerical
brain spawns as easily as toadstools, and the fallacy
of spenaing iconoclast ammunition upon them, while
leaving intact the organizaiions qf authority from which
they derive all their power to hurt, is most salient
from studies like McArthur's. Here we see how the
very coincidence of faiths is a provocation to hostilities, for greed'of power and pelf. It suits the church
perfectly to hav the doctrins which She* throws out
as a blind, made important as the subject of attack.
The enemy's Freethought forces thus diverted, She
can plot and plan all the more at her ease against
our liberties and purses. Her faith, her true faith,
and which events hav never decaived, reposes in the
boundless capacity of ignorance, the insatiable appetite for humbug, and the willingness of slaves to en·
slave others.
·
EDGEWORTH,
Guntersville, Ala., May, 1885.
*I write She with a capital S, as the personal pronoun for
Church, as He for God or Devil. But this triumvirate, like
Rome's, is but nominal. The church is, like Cresar, all in all.
Is it not illogical to honor the figment created with capitals,
which we withhold from their clerical creator?

The Holy Ghost Afraid of Satan.
On Saturday last Rev. Rufus Choat called on me,
and asked if I remembered his ·writing to me some
two or three years ago to see if he could get me to
giv the people of Orion a Liberal lecture. I recollect the circumstance, and that he said that he was a
profess'Jr in the high school at Orion, and he wished
to become a le<ti;urer in the Liberal cause, and would
giv his fir.:lt lect\xre at St. John's if it would meet my
approval, and if I would help him a little in the good
work.
In my reply I advised him not to giv the lecture,
a13 it sometime might prevent him from getting a
position as a teacher. He said that after writing
me, "the Holy Ghost got hold of him, and that now
he is a minister of the gospel in St.. Johns," and he
invited me to come and hear him, and at the same
time admitted that he would not be willing to attend
one of my meetings and hear me.
When I consider that he, at the time of writing
me, had no faith in· Christianity, and was anxious to
work against it, his conversion seems almost as wonderful as was the conver.sion of St. Paul. He savs
he is under the influence of the Holy Ghost, and
always speaks from inspiration, whilst he believes
that I am under the influence of the devil.
I kindly invited the reverend to meet me at our
public hall, and we would divide the time and giv
our opinions to an· intelligent audience, and let them
judge as to which one of us had the best argument.
But the reverend declined a public discussbn either
in his church or in the hall, which fact, in my judgment, is a confession that he fears the devil through
me would be more than a match for the Holy Ghost
through him in the discussion.
The Salvation Army in our town keeps trying to
drum up recruits, but the Holy Ghost is unable to
protect the Army from Satan, so it keeps a police
officer to arrest those who are not afraB of ghosts,
and who consequently are disturbers of their meetM. BaBCOCK.
ings.
St. Johns, ])lay 26, 1885.
--------~-------

Fragment.
Unfortunately for truth, hypocrits cau fatten on
falsehood. There iii a class of them who make a fat
living by teaching what they do not know to be true.
They are well aware of the effsct of outside appearances, and dress in solemn black.
· "These blackcoats," says Alexander von Humboldt,
"are the only persons of my acquaintances who resemble the chameleon, in being able to keep one eye
directed upward to heaven and the other downward
to the good things of this world"
And the great German philosopher said: "The
pfaffen [pfaffa is a sort of generic and contemptuous term for any sort of clergyman] fear God less
than other men do; they use him for their own purposes. Like showmen .at a f~ir, they exhibit God_for
money. They extol h!m ~VIth absurd paneg:yncs;
blow a trumpet to glorify him; wear a smart umform
in his honor and all the time despise in their hearts·
the poor cr~dulous, staring mob."
The cierJ:!Y charge people with Infidelity. "I, for
one," says David Page, "reply that I r~g~rd it a~ a
senseless accusation. If it were true, It IS nothmg
that calls for defense, or needs any vindication. n is
neither a. fault nor a virtue in itself. Belief and disbelief are, of course, mere results of evidence or of
the lack of it."
,
The Mohammedans call the Christians Infidels, and
the Christians call the Mohammedans Infidels, but
the truth is, as David Page says, "there is no skepticism so offensiv as that which doubts the facts of
honest and careful observation; no infidelity so gross
as that which disbelieves the deductions of competent and unbiased judgments."
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Death of Mr. Leland.
The Liberals of the city were last week shocked to
learn of the death of Theron C. Leland, the former
secretary of the League. Though it was generally
known that during the past winter he had been ailing, sometimes seriously, and that his general health
was not very robust~ no one, and least of all himEelf,
had a thought that the first bright days of summer
would be his last on earth. He had planned a trip
to Minnesota and Wisconsin, to visit friends, and
would hav started ere this had he lived. On Decoration Day he visited his wife in the oountry, returning to town Monday morning.
During Monday
he was taken with something like bilious colic, but
remedies being applied, he was relieved and slept
through the night. On Tuesday a renewal of the
pains did not alarm his friends, but at midnight his
case assumed a serious aspect, and physicians were
sent for. Two physicians were in attendance
Wednesday, but their skill was futil, and a gradual
failing of the pulse and heart beat ended his life in
the afternoon of J una 3d.
Mr. Leland was born April 9, }821, in a log cabin
in the wilderness of western New York. His boyhood days were such as usually befall the son of a
pioneer farmer. He obtained very little schooling,
but was an omnivorous reader, and spent all his spare
money for books. In his eighteenth year his parents
placed him in the Wesleyan Seminary at Lima, N.Y.,
from which he graduated in three years with high
honors. It was the intention of his parents that he
should enter the Methodist ministry, but before he
began that career he was engaged to teach school in
a country district. Around his school dinner one
day the lady with whom he boarded wrapped a New
York Tribune, then recently founded by Horace
Greeley. It contained one of a series of articles by
Albert Brisbane on social science, as discovered and
promulgated by Charles Fourier. He obtained the
whole series of articles, and the pictures drawn by
Fourier of a happy social state so filled his heart that
he resolved to devote himself to studying and teaching Fourierism. He joined the movement inaugurated by such brilliant scholars as Dana, Greeley,
Brisbane, Channing, Ripley, and Godwin, and spent
the years of 1842-4 in lecturing in and about Rochester. This activ Fourier propaganda came to an end
in 1844, and the last of the associations with whicli
Mr. Leland was connected dissolved in the spring of
1845.
His social lectures h11d made Mr. Leland acquainted with Augustus F. Boyle, who was lecturing
upon phonography and teaching the art to such as
would learn. Mr. Leland studied with him three
days, picked up the basic principles of phonography,
and with Pitman's "Manual," the only instruction
book then published, learned the art. In six weeks
from the time he took his first lesson he began lecturing upon phonography. For three years he went
from place to place lecturing and teaching. In 1848
he came to this city, and joined Andrews and Boyle
in their phonographic academy, which they had
maintained for several years on the corner of Canal
street and Broadway. He there obtained the activ
skill which enabled him lo report speeches. He also
became one of the best teachers in the country. He
always remained closely allied with Mr. Andrews,
bking much interest in the later developments of the
Pantarch's ideas. Though remaining a stanch Fourierite, Mr. Leland possessed an all-sided and generous sympathy with reform generally. Naturally he

was one of the early Abolitionists, and worked with
them in many of their campaigns. In October, 1853,
he reported the first National Woman's Rights Convention. It was at this convention that Garrison's
nose was t~eaked. Joseph Barker was about to
reply to a speech of the Rev. Dr. Nevins, of Cleveland. Garrison interfered, saying, " Oh, never mind
him, Brother Barker; he is evidently only a blackguru:d and a rowdy." In a few moments a brother
of the clergyman mounted the platform and gave
Garrison's nose a vicious twist.
In 1862 Mr. Leland entered the New York Custom
House as shorthand secretary of Collector Barney.
He remained connected with ·this institution under
Collectors Draper, King, and Smythe. For four
years he was appointment clerk, a position of great
power and responsibility. During the six months'
interregnum which elapsed between Collectors King
and Smythe, Mr. Leland was practically the collector,
and Congress made a special appropriation to remunerate him. He was Collector Smythe's confidential
clerk, and Mr. Smythe often introduced him as the
real collector. "Go to Leland," 'he would say, when
his political friends applied to him for information or
official action; "he is collector of the Port of New
York." In 1869 Mr. Leland resigned his position
and went West, receiving the appointment of official
reporter in the Circuit Court of Adams county' at
Quincy, ru. In 1874 he became private secret"ary to
the president of the Delaware and Hudson Canal
Company, a positio~ he held for several years, and
resigned- to enter upon activ work for Liberalism.
When Mr. Bennett was attacked and imprisoned,
Mr. Leland espoused his cause with all the ardor of
his nature. Our readers will remember the fiercely
sarcastic articles from his pen which appeared in
these columns. In the rupture which occurred in
the National Liberal League Mr. Leland took the
side of the repealers, and performed herculean work
in enlightening the people upon the real question at
issue. Through all those stirring times Mr.,Leland
was in the front of the fight, and his services were of
inestimable value to Liberalism. At the Fourth
Annual Congress of the National League he was
elected secretary, a position he held for three years,
devoting his whole energy to the labor. With Mr.
Wakeman, he conducted the League Man until its
consolidation with THE TRUTH SEEKFm. To Man he
gave his whole time, teaching evening classes in phonography to support himself. After his voluntary retirement from official connection with the League he
taught day classes. .As a teacher of phonography he
was, perhaps, the most successful in this city.
~
In respect to what may be called his religious
opinions Mr. Leland was very peculiar and decided,
but very little understood except by his most intimate friends. He was early emancipated from the
old theological belief, and was sarcastic and sometimes bitter in his sentiment toward the church.
With Fourierism he adopted a sort of metaphysical
Spiritualism, which was, as he thought, scientific,
and which was taught by Fourier, under the name
of" compound immortality." This is to the effect
that there is a spiritual or aromal world, which
is the day-world for the human soul, and that
this life is its night-world-its sleeping and dreaming period of a less perfect or less awakened existence; that the same individual habitually and periodically dies out of this world, which is a mere
resurrection and awakening into a higher life.:..._the
waking, in other words, into the true life; and that
the soul remains in that life twice the length of tim~
that it has remained in this, when it dies out of that
life and returns into this. The analogical reason
why the life in the day-world is twice as long as this
is that we giv sixteen hours to wakefulness and eight
only to our sleeping period. Imbued with this doctrin, Mr. Leland, like the Swedenborgians, held a
somewhat contemptuous feeling toward the manifestations of modern Spiritualism, the consequence of
which was that he was felt to be an uncomfortable critic and hopeless opponent of mediums, and
even popularly ranked as a hard-head~d Materialist.
While he took no pains to remove this impression,
and his habitual association with Materialistic philosophers tended to confirm it, yet in fact he was the
farthest removed from Materialism, and held himself
to be more spiritualistic than the Spiritualists.
In literature Mr. Leland was very delicate, fastidious, and rare. He had a very subtle and refined
wit, which bubbled up on all occasions, was irr~
pressible1 and greatly appreciated by the few, but 1t

was too subtle and refined for the many, the point of
his jokes being finer than the apprehension of his
hearers or readers; and the temptation to yield to
the ready suggestions ·of witticism brought them
forward in too great profusion, and seemed sometimes almost to unfit him for seriously treating
grave subjects. Whatever. he did was admirably
done in respect to execution, and his intimate friends
will greatly miss the manifestations of his elastic and
buoyant spirit. Socially he was one of the most entertaining of men. His conversation sparkled with
wit and genial good nature. As old age approached
he lost none of the youthful impulse which ins)?ired
his efforts in the cause of reform. He was ever ready
to hear new thoughts and to act upon those which
commended themselvs to his judgment. His thought
was only to realize, or at lea'3t to make possible, on
this earth that felicity which the church says must be
postponed to a period beyond the grave. The here
was always uppermost in his mind. The prime office
of man in his view was to beautify and adorn th~
planet, that it might be made an intellectulll, social,
and esthetic paradise, in which industry could be
made attractiv, poverty eliminated, and every man
and woman attain the highest unfolding which his or
her talents and endowments would admit of. He was
one of the most unselfish of men, working always for
others more than for himself. There are many in
New York who will sadly miss him. There will be a
vacant place at our meetings, a missing voice at our
councils, a tried and true friend gone. He was one
of the patriarchs of reform, preserving the conn~JC
tion between anti-slavery times and the. present.
The past month has seen two of these links shattered,
and it will be but a few years more before the
younger generation of reformers will be without the
counsel and example of the men who accomplished a
mighty political revolution, and one of the bravest of
whom was Theron C. Leland.

Work Done in Massachusetts.
At the annual meeting of the Free Religious Association, held May 28th, F. M. Holland, assistant
secretary, reported upon the endeavors made in
Massachusetts during the past year to achieve the
secularization of the state government. At the annual business meeting of last year the association
directed its executiv committee "to labor in protecting witnesses in court from molestation on account
of theological disbelief, as well as in otherwise secularizing the state." The persons intrusted with this
duty presented to the legislature a petition asking
for a repeal of the law discrediting Atheistic witnesses, but it was rejected by the senate. A petition
for the taxation of churches was also presented, but
this request was likewise refused. Two full hearings
of the association's committee were, however, given
by the taxation committee of the General Court,
which were so fully reported by the press as to carry
to those unfamiliar with the Freethought platform
the arguments with which our demands are supported.
The defects in the Massachusetts Sunday laws hav
also received the attention of the association, which
finds that two decisions of the Supreme Court of that
commonwealth are still in force-one. preventing the
collection of damages for fraud committed on Sunday, the other permitting anyone who purchases
property on that day to keep it without paying for
it. To remedy this the following petition is now in
circulation in Massachusetts, and can be obtained by
addressing box 61, Concord, Mass.:
COMMONWEA.J,TH OF MaSBA.CHUSETTS.

To the Honorable the Senate and Ilmtse of Representativs in Cleneral Court assembled:

Your petitioners, citizens of Massachusetts, respectfully
represent that the Supreme Judicial Court of this Commonwealth has decided that "an action cannot be maintained f01•
a deceit practiced in the exchange of horses ,on the Lord's
day" (Robeson v. French, 12 Met., 24), and also that payment cannot be enforced for.goods sold and delivered on Sunday, even though kept by the purchaser {Myers v. Meinrath,
101 Mass., 366, and Cranston v. Goss, 107 Mass., 441). To
prevent repetition of such injustice your petitioners ask that·
a law may be enacted substantially as follows'
"1. The provisions of chapter xeviii of the Public Statutes relating to the observance of the 'Lord's day' shall not
constitute a defense to an action for damages for fraud committed on that day. 2. The provisions of chapter xcvili of
the Public Statutes relating to the observance of the 'L·ord's
day ' shall not constitute a defense to an action _for the value
of real estate or personal property sold and delivered on that
day and afterwards retained by the buyer. 3. This act to take
effect upon, its paBsage."

An association in activ sympathy with his, Mr.
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·Holland hopes, will petition the next General Court
,to amend the law against Sunday amusements. For
•his part, he proposes to see t.:> it that steps are taken
to induce the legislature and govunments of towns
,and cities to enact measures looking to the emancipation of the public schools and the purification of the
laws from all ,sectarian influences.
We cannot too heartily commend the association
for undertaking this practical work. That its efforts
will ultimately meet with success there can be no
doubt. We, in New York, propose to keep this state
up to the old Commonwealth, and shall, so soon
as the effort would be e:ffectiv, start the petitions here.

nothing to do with the question. The philosophy
of evolution and the theology of the Ch1·istian church
must be settle(\ apart from any moral considerations,
and upon their own inherent probabilities and such
evidence as can be adduced in their support. Mr.
Beecher's guih could only show that Christianity
does not restrain from crime; if innocent, this longcontinued suspicion of him is a proof that the world
does not regard a minister's position, or a prefession
of Christianity, as any barrier to the outbreak of a
man's pas.sions. However it may be, Christianity
ought to go.

Bigotry.

Quite a number hav written for prices in quantities of the picture published in THE TRU,TH SEEKER of
May 2d. We liav therefore had a large number
printed on calendered paper, as it appeared in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, which we will send, postage free, at
the following ratlls: one dozen, 30 cents; one hundred, $1.50; one thousand, $iO. We hope a large
number will be ordered, and posted up everywhere,
as those who hav written about it say the cut speaks
volumes.

The following is from the Independent of J llne 4th:
"In casting -about for a specimen of Protestant bigotry, the
Catholic Review found, as it thought, a good case against·St.
Luke's hospital of this city. A priest, twenty-one years ago,
had been refused permission to see a lady who was a patient
in the hospital. It is a very old incident, but the chaplain and
superintendent admits that it occurred, and that there ha~
been recent cases of the same nature. He says:
"This hospital has frequently been compelled to deny visitors free access to our patients, sometimes on the physician's
orders, and sometimes because requested by the patients themselvs to protect them from visitors they wished not to see,
though, where possible, it has always been the rule of the hospital, in regard to religious ministrations, to act upon the
wishes of the patients."
"He also says that, though the hospital is maintained by the
charity of members of the Protestant Episcopal church, its
managers 'always freely invite for 'private ministration any
priest or minister ' whom the patients may desire to see, and
they hav never turned away a sufferer on account of creed or
poverty. Of the 22,635 patients admitted to the hospital down
to the present time, 5, 736 were Roman Catholics. If this is a
specimen of Protestant. bigotry, it is one to be gloried in."

Yet for all of this, the Catholic Review need go no
:farther for a case of bigotry than this same St. Luke's
Hospital. Some three or more years ago Porter 0.
Bliss (since deceased-his death occurring in the
:same hospital) was receiving mediMl treatment at
the hospital, for which he was paying. One of his
-visitors was A. L. Rawson. Upon one occasion Mr.
:Bliss asked Mr. Rawson to bring him something to
read. At that time Mr. D. M. Bennett was away on
his trip around the world. Two volumes of his
travels had been published. As Mr. Bliss was a
Freethinker and a friend of Mr. Bennett, 1Ur. Rawson thought these volumes would interest him, and he
took them along on his next call. The clerk in the
office of the hospital asked Mr. Rawson what the
bundle he had with him contained. J\Ir. Rawson
told him. "Mr. Bliss cannot hav them," said the
clerk. "We do not '11llow such literature to be
brought into the hospital."·
That was a case of bigotry, undefiled by a ray of
common sense. St. Luke's Hospital receives thousands of dollars annually from the state, from taxes
peid by Christian and Infidel alike, and the statement that "the hospital is maintained by charity of
the members of the Protestant Episcopal church" is
not the whole truth; or, if designed as the whole truth,
it is false. It is, therefore, purely Protestant bigotry
that would keep heterodox works from its patients.
Christianity is a sectarianism so long as there is a
single person in the country who disbelieves in it,
and a single unbeliever is constitutionally guaranteed
his religious rights as fully as the mass of believers.

The Modern Balaam.

Editorial Notes.
C. OsBORNE WABD, the well-known Freethinker and Socialist,
has been appointed agent for this state of the National Labor
Bureau.
JEBEliUAH HACKER, we hear, is again sick and destitute. Any
charitably disposed person will not be encouraging worthless
indigency by sending their poor offerings to him at Berlin, N.J.
ALEXANDER CoLE, of Buffalo, offers in the Evening Teleg1·aph
to sell tickets to heaven at fifty ilents each. "After anyone
dies and return~ who says the tickets are not good, he will get
$10 and a new ticket.''
WE wish our correspondents who feel anxious to further discuss the calendar conundrum would transfer their remarks to
suitable halls, which can be obtained low, or to pamphlets,
which we will print cheap. The circle of arguments, pro and
con, has been run to the entire satisfaction of most of our readers.
MB. TucKER, in LibE1·ty, speaking of S. P. Andrews, says:
"I hav long been accustomed to assert that his work, ' The
Science of Society,' is the most important political and eco.
nomic work ever published in the English language. It is
a great pity that it was ever allowed to drop out of sight.
That work alone entitles him to immortal life in human
memory."
THE citizens of Brooklyn are groaning under unnecessarily
heavy taxes, and the Constitution Club will endeavor to get
the tax laws amended. One of the relief measures is to tax
the churches, because, said one of its members, there is no
good reason for exempting them, and they may, if forced to
pay their share of the city expenses, become interested in
having honest government.
THE Chioago T1'ibune says: "One cause of Ingersoll's prejudice against Orthodoxy has been said to be because his father,
a Congregational clergyman, reared him so rigorously as to de,
prive him of every rational pleasure. The exact contrary is
true. The paternal Ingersoll, of whom Robert was very fond,
was remarkably Liberal, and on account of h1s Liberality was
always in trouble with the members of his church and other
Evangelical persons, who made him very unhappy. This
seemed so narrow and unjust to Robert that he came to hate
the name Calvinism and all its teachings."
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THE Secular Review flatters us in this way: "Our old friend,
THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York, is pressing on to higher accomplishment under the energetic editorship of Mr. E. M.
Macdonald. Besides playing the role of a popular Freethought
newspaper,_ it poses as a literary magazine of Antichristian
thought, and frequently contains articles which we read with
pleasure and profit, and occasionally transplant into our own
columns. The last issue that has come to hand inaugurates a
new departure by resorting to the artist's pencil, like our
English contemporary, the JJlreethinker. But, unlike the Freethinker, it seems to affect metaphor rather than caricature, and
the representation of the modern Balaam's ass meeting the
mod(;ll'D. angel is excellent both in conception and execution.'
DB. J. L. YoRK, as our readers know, is cll.rrying the gospel
(good news) of Freethought to the New Zealanders and ~e
Australians. A correspondent of the :b·eethought Review, published at Wanganui, N. Z., writes of him: "An American lecturer, Dr. York, has been lately occupying the platform in
Auckland, where he has delive·red a series of lectures on Freethought and other subjects. The lecture on the Sunday evening I had the good fortune to be present was on the subject
of 'Revelation.' · The lecturer, with a sustained reasoning
power not to be excelled, went on step by st.ep, and with cumulativ force, to show that nature was in herself all-sufficient
to produce the phenomena of man's experience; that it was
contrary to reason to think of an external force to nature
which contained within its mighty bosom all the potentialities
of mind and· matter. No mere sketch could do justice to the
power of the lecturer, and it may be added that the style,
while distinctly American, conveyed the idea of culture. Dr,
York was at one time a Methodist minister, and is now a MatE>rialist and a humanitarian-a Materialist in philosophy, and
a humanitarian in those emotions and sympathies which are
sometimes called religious feeling. I hav not heard any lecturer who goes more to the 'bed rock '-to quote a familiar
phrase of our American cousins-of his subject than Dr. York,
and this is the opinion, openly expressed, of the Freethought
party in Auckland." This correspondent ·makes only one error
-Dr. York is a Spiritualist. We are glad to note by other correspondence in the same journal that the doctor's audiences
are increasing as he becomes better known, and that the Freethinkers of New Zealand are much in love with him..RoBERT CUMMING writes to John Swinton's PapE1' that our old
friend George Lynn, of Lockport, ill., was the victim of a serious accident on May 16th. "While out riding, a bolt in the
carriage thills gave way; the horse btJcame frightened and unmanageable: the carriage was dashed to pieces, and Mr. Lynn
was picked up and taken to his home, nearly a mile away,
bruised, bleeding, and unconscious. The doctor reported 'no
ribs broken,' ' no fracture of the skull,' and expressed hope of
his recovery. His accident was a shock to the whole town,
where he bas long been a resident, loved and respected. Mr.
Lynn was a radical Abolitionist, and did efficient work as a
writer and speaker on ihat question. He was a fearless, uncompromising leader in those dark days. He was intimately
acquainted with Henry C. Wright, Charles Burleigh, Benjamin
S. Jones, the Carrolls, Coffins, Post, and others of their kind.
He met in convention with William Lloyd Garrison, the Fosters, Chapmans, Fred. Douglass, Lucretia Mott, Lydia M.
Childs, Mrs. Rose, Mrs. Francis Gage, Lucy Stone, and others.
He was a friend of Wendell Phillips, who at the close of his
speech in Joliet on 'Daniel O'Connell,' which, I think, was
the last speech he made in the West, while talll.ing over old'
times, Glasped Mr. Lynn· by both hands and exclaimed, 'Oh,
Brother Lynn, there's lots of Abolitionists now, blit none like
the old ones.' Truer words were never spoken, and George
Lynn, like Wendell Phillips, is 'one of the old ones,' who will
wear the armor of a righteous cause and wield the uncompromising sword of Right till the night comes on and his work is
forever done. It is reported that Mr. Lynn is dying, but I
believe there's hope for him. The world cannot afford to part'
with such men. The old warrior will surely liv to do some
glorious fighting yet.'' We sincerely join Mr. Cumming in
this wish. But why did Mr. Cumming, or Mr. Swinton, suppress the fact that George Lynn is also a radical Freethinker
and Spiritualist-as are nearly all of his old comrades in the
Abolition war? Mr. Cumming, too, if we recollect rightly, is a
Freethinker, an old friend of THE TRUTH BEEKER, and one
with whom we once crossed swords on the labor question.

GEORGE CHAINEY and Anna Kimball hav issued a prospectus
of a new monthly magazine to be called The Gnostic. It is
proposed to be published from Oakland, Cal., whither the
two editors hav gone, their Boston enterprise not proving
successfuL We are afraid Mr. Chainey's friends are a little
tired of subscribing for his various new papers, and we hope
this will prove more permanent than the Independent Ptt pit.
The general idett of The Gnostic, providing it survives the
Lectures and Meetings.
Is Mr. Dana Sure Mr. Beecher is Guilty 1 prospectus, will be to instruct the people in Theosophy.
Those having sufficient faith can .send ten cents to The Gnostic,
HELEN H. GARDENER lectured before the Philadelphia
The Sun of J una 5th has this:
Oakland, Cal., for a single copy; or if their faith is very great League to a large and very greatly pleased audience on Sun"It appears that Mr. Henry Ward Beecher is delivering in th~y can send one dollar for a year's subscription.
day, May.3lst. She is at present in this city reading the proofBrooklvn what he calls sermons on the doctrin of evolution,
sheets of her forthcoming book.
THE following letter from H. L. Green appeared in the
and th~t avowed and able Infidel journal, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
BuRNHAM WARDWELL spoke to the Constitution Club, which
Albany Evening Jow·nal:
llpeaks of them as follows:
"As has been heretofore announced in your columns, the meets at 64 Madison Avenue, this city, last Wednesday even"In the sermons that Mr. Beecher is now delivering he Freethinkers of this country and Canada will hold their Eighth
takes particular pains to declare that he is ' neither an Infidel, Annual Convention in Leland Opera House, in your city, on ing. His subject was "Prison Reform;" the lecture being a
Agnostic, nor Atheist,' but he .enunciates. sentim_ents th~t Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, the 11th, 12th, and 13th of consideration of the best methods by which to ameliorate the
prove him to be all these. He reJects the B1ble,_w~nch consh- September next; and I am authorized to cordially invite some condition of prisoners, the insane, and the paupers.
tutes him an Infidel; he spurns the orthodox Chnstran concep- orthodox clergymen of our city in good standing m his church
tion of God, for doing which he is an Atheist; he bus created to occupy the platform on either .Friday or Saturday evening
W. F. JAMIESON will be kept busy in the Liberal lecture
his own God, which is very much like Herbert Spencer's Un- of the Uonvention, and deliver an address in behalf of the field this summer. He now has calls to deliver lectures in
knowable, and he is therefore an Agnostic.''
Christian religion, and I will guarantee that he shall hav the Sterling, Mapleton, and Good T~under, Minn., beginning the
"All true enough, we daresay, but of very little conse- whole evening to himself, shall not be interrupted, and shall middle of June. Some of the lectures will be given in a grove.
'luence. What difference does it make whether Beecher pro- be· treated in the most respectful manner, and shall be liber- Mr. Jamieson has addressed out-door meetings of from two
ally compensated for his labor in preparing and delivering the
fesses imy religion or none, except to cast shame upon that to address.
Any clergyman of your city who will accept th1s in- thousand to five thousand people. This is the season of the
which he pretends to give his adhesion? The preacher who vitation will please notify me."
year to use the "leafy temples.'' !!'or lectures, address him at
puts on the livery of heaven while seducing the wife of his
Lake
City, Minn.
As this Convention is to hold but three days, and as the speakbosom friend, and who lays perjmy upon his reeking soul
ers from our own ranks are much better worth listening to than
THE Wisconsin State Association of Spiritualists will hold its
when brought into a court of justice, may still hav the impuany Albany minister, we think an evening will hardly be given ne;_t meeting in Musical Society Hall, Academy of Music
dence to preach, but all his preaching is sham, and his disup to the clergy. If the churches will put forth a represent- building, No. 381 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, on the 26th,
cussion of divine truth is blasphemy.
ativ man to debate with Mr. Watts, one session might thus be 27th, and 28th of June. Warren Chase and Mrs. J. A. Shep"There is but one honest and decent thing left for Beecher to
profitably employed. But with Colonel Ingersoll, Elizabeth ard are engaged to speak, and vocal and instrumental music
do. That is to confess'his guilt and depart from the sight of
Cady Stanton, T. B. Wakeman, Helen Gardener, Courtlandt will be discoursed. The platform is free, and an invitation is
men."
Palmer, Mrs. Krekel, and others occupying the _platform, the extended to all Liberals as well as Spiritualists. By paying
M.r. Dana seems to be very sure that the Plymouth ordinary minister would be a pitiful spectacw in the Con- full fare to Milwaukee, attendants on the Convention will be
pastor is a bad man. But Mr. Beecher's conduct has vention.
returned at one-fifth the usual rates.
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MoNTEzUMA, N. Y., May, 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, amount of one year's subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I also inclose $1 for myself $1 for Mrs. Edward Hoss, and $1 for Brother Charles
Tra~er, to apply on Tent Fund of Brother Reynolds, which
please carry to that account.
My disposition has been to subscribe more for the Fund, but
in view of the fact that the expense incurred in getting
Messrs. Reynolds and Remsburg here in January last (nearly
all of which was borne by Brother Traver and myself), and the
~ubsequent misfortunes befa_lling me, ~he $2 is all we ca? spare
il'b present. It is accumul_ating so rapidly I am determmed to
place myself on record as a subscriber to a fund so important;
and the benefits to humanity resulting therefrom are so many,
is my reasons for hurrying forw11rd this small pittance. My untiring efforts, and my purse-so far as I can-now and ever
will be with you. Every opportunity is and ever will be utilized
in diffusing Freethought views and literature-not even forgetting to add, occasionally, a new subscriber to the best of all
papers, THE TRUTH SEEKER. Your many readers must reme~
ber that Cayuga county, and more particularly that part m
which, unfortunately, I am located, is the hot-bed of superstition; demons and angels clog the imaginaUon and warp the
brain with ignoraRce and fear. The united an«;! untiring efforts of this class o'f so-called Christians hav been put forth to
·injure my business, crush me, and destroy my social standing,.
but with Ingersoll I exclaim, "The church can never crush
me." It may _temporarily do some harm, but it cannot be
lasting. Good work has been done here, and it is beginni.p.g
to bud, and wiH soon blossom and ripen. The inestimable
fruit, Secularism, right reasoning, and the dispersion of the
Gods will follow, and Liberalism will stand forth arrayed in all
its beauty. Heretofore clogged and dormant brains now are
beginning to inquire after truth. A Methodist Episcopal
preacher was heard recently to remark from the pulpit, "The
way they [the congregation] were going on, in two years they
would not hav a prea.ch~er here." Lack of interest, large fall.
ing off in attendance (which necessitates a corresponding decrease ifi"salary), church piques and· petty differences are the
causes. The effects are more Liberals.
A fanatical young convert had the habit, while at the bight of
excitement in prayer, of screaming out, "Keep the fire burning !" So I say to you and all readers, keep the fire burning
till superstition and ignorance are driven from this world.
For me one world at a time, and that a happy, honest, right
reasoning, humanity-loving o.~e..
EDWARD Ross.
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CARROLLTON, Mo., May 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Several weeks ago I sent a copy of the accompanying letter to Mr. Horace Seaver with a request that, after
showing it to Mr. G. N. Hill, he would be kind enough to giv
it a place in the Investigok1·, but, for~some reason best known
to himself, he did not wish to do so, so now I herewith inclose
it to you, hoping that you will giv it a place in THE TRUTH
SEEKER. If you do noL wish to do so, will you please return it?
I did not fairly make up my mind to send it to you until I saw
a she>rt letter in the " Friendly " correspondence of THE
TRUTH SEEKER of last week on the same subject. Mr. Hill
seems to hav strange notions in regard to the starting of his
new calendar, and says he starts with the 1st of January, 1600,
and in proof of this he speaks of subtracting 1600 from 1885,
which leaves 285. Now, all this would be very correct, pro: vided he had the required 1600 to subtract from, but the idea
has never entered Mr. Hill's head that on the 1st of January,
1600, he did not hav any 1600, but only 1509. Mr. Hlll and
I hav had a long debate on that point. Among the many positions I hav taken the following is one, viz., that he must commence his new calendar wilh the first of some year and century in order to hav the last two figures of the new calendar
agree with the last two of the old calendur. Mr. Hill says he
begins with the 1st day of January, 1600. He does no such
thing; it cannot be done and hav the figures agree with the old
calendar. In the place of beginning with 1600 he begins j1·om
1600, which makes twelve months' difference, but thus far I
hav been unable to make Mr. Hill see it. I hav a copy of the
last letter I sent to Mr. Hill. I may send it to you in a week
or two, if you think this is worth anything.
I should be pleased to hav the address of Mr. Fred. Koezly,
WM. BLACK.
of New York.
CARROLLTON, ILL., May 5, 1885.
FRIEND SEAVER: I see in the last Invesligalo1· a few remarks
of yours in regard to Mr. Fred. Koezly and Mr. G. N. Hill, concerning Mr. Hill's new calendar. Although I think there is not
much doubt that both Mr. Koezly and Mr. Underwood felt
a little mortified from what you said about discussing the subject of the calendar in the Investigator, still I am sorry to learn
that Mr. Koezly felt so hurt as to stop the paper. I should
write to Mr. Koezly in regard to it myself if I had his address,
but so far I hav foiled to get that. I should certainly urge him
very hard to renew his subscription and help the dear old Investigator all he can. A more wort'hy cause could not be conceived of; a most noble cause, that yourself and Mr. Mendum
deserve great praise for your energy and perseverance for almost half a century, and your efforts, I hav no doubt, hav and
will prove a perfect success for the cause of humanity. There
is no doubt in my mind but 'that Mr. Koezly and Mr. Underwood are correct in regard to the new calendar, and ·Mr. Hill
is in error. Mr. Hill has got a strange idea into his head; he
makes an entire failure in defending his position. He says he
commenced his new era with and at the 1st clay of January,
1600. A more absurd position could not well be taken. I was
at St. Louis and attended the Congress in the fall of 1882,
when the vote was taken on the new calendar, to see whether
we should use the letters E. B. or E.M, Era of Science or Era
of Man. I did not vote. If I had I should hav voted in the minority, for EM. was carried by a large majority. I of course
considered that final, being the highest Liberal court in the
United States, but Mr. Hill ignores that altogether aud comes
out with A.B. Well, just so soon as the vote was taken the idea
entered my head about the time we would commence the new
~alendar-whether we would go back six weeks to the 1st of
Junnai-y or forward ten and a half months to the 1st of January next, which would make 1601, when one word from Mr.

Wakeman settled the matter. Mr. Wakeman said that we must
commence so as to hav the last two figures agree with the last
two figures in the old calendar. Well, then I knew there was
no other time we could commence only on the lstof January,
1601 as no other would make the figures agree. But Mr. Hill
flies 'off from that and says he will commence wit~ 1601 in the
place of .{1·orn 1600, which makes twelve months' difference.
But Mr. Hill don't seem to see that. Here are two or three of
the positions Mr. Hill takes: First, that 1~qo is in t~e s.eventeenth century. Another very absurd positron, Mr. Hill seems
to hav a great faculty for commencing with 0. ~ ~onder if he
thinks that at the time they commenced the Christmn era they
commenced the first year with 0? ·I think not; th.ey had no
Mr. Hill at that time to tell them that 0 was progressiv. Wh~n
I ask him how many O's it would take to buy a good dinner m
Boston he does not answer. I know the question was rather a
silly one, but I thought his po~ition called for just such a que.stion, and again when I ask him how many years there are m
the present century after this year is out, he tells me there are
fourteen. I knew when I asked the question he dar.e not say
fifteen for that would condemn everything he had s111d before.
I hav taken a great many positions, and asked him why, if I
was wrong ht:r did not try and drive ~e away from them; but
that he n~ver has undertaken to do. I hav insisted that he
eithsr drive me away from my positions or acknowledge his
error, or publish the whole correspondence, but so far h_e ~as
not done either, I am seventy-eight years old, and I still msist that if I hav to liv to be one hundred years old I will hav
twenty-two years more to 'liv, Mr. Hill to the contrary notwithstanding. When he says there are only fourteen years more
of the present century, instead of fifteen, and when I tell h~m
there are just 584,400 days in sixteen centuries, and defy him
to make that many days without going clear to the last day of
December, 1600, he does not, nor cannot answer.
Now, Friend Seaver, if you see fit to publish t~e above. in
the Invesligato1· I will be ever so ~ell please~, but If anythmg
deters you from doing so please return; I will not tell you to
stop the Investigat01· on that account.
WM. BLACK.
ALExANDBtA, MmN., May 19, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. W. F. Jamieson of Lake City, Minn., delivered last Friday evening the last of a course of five lectures
at the Opera House in this village. That the people were astonished and confounded at the bold and fearless manner in
which the truth was stated. has been plain to be seen since,
and during the week that the lectuJ:es were in progress. It is
impossible for people to listen to Mr. Jamieson, and not think
long afterwards of his clear-cut statements and his earnest
manner when he is delivering them. To Liberals who are
contemplating a course of lectures I would say, Get Brother
Jamieson if possible, and you will not only hear a pleasant,
earnest, and talented speaker, but you will become ae;quainted
with a splendid man-one of nature noblemen.
A course -Of lectures will do good in any community. It will
arouse the Liberals to renewed effort for the spread of our
principles, and win from the churches their. best supporters.
In fact, the only salvation for the Protestant minister of ·the
future will be for him to become a Liberal lecturer, and teach
truth in place of superstition and error. Hoping that the time
of all Liberal lecturer's may be fully employed, and that all
who hear the truth as it is in humanity may become truly
Liberal, I remain Yours fraternally.
N. J. TRENHAM.
STRASBURG, ILL., May 15, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: There are a good many county newspapers
that hav ·a patent inside which is neutral on politics, but
stands by orthodoxy. Could not some Liberal journalist and
printer furnish a patent inside for county papers, and in that
way spread the light of truth and get the masses to reading
and thinking of what is man's true position in society? A
large majority of the people are Liberals, but don't know it.
When I was a little boy, attending Sunday-school, I thought I
was a Christian, but I wasn't. They told· me· God made the
little birds. I didn't believe it. In fact, I knew better. I
saw the little nest, the little eggs, then the little birds, and
the old bird feeding them, and that was all that was necesA. YORK.
sary. God's service was not needed at all.

what it was, and the father said, "Be of good cheer, my son,
thy prayers ,and supplications hav come up before me as a sweet
incense and the daughter is healed Be ever faithful; keep in
the ·straight and narrow path, for there is a crow:& laid up for
you eternal in the heavens, where neither moth nor rust doth
corrupt nor .thieves break through and steal .. Ta-ta." I awoke
and told my wife the dream, and it fitted the cure which is
called a miracle here so close I shall ever believe in dreams
hereafter, and I hope you, dear readers, will too.
TERRANTILER JONES,
NASHVILLE, May 21, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Our friend Putnam informed us by letter that
he could not come to us on May 24, 1885, and to our sorrow
we hav to forego the pleasure of hearing him aud our noble
champion, Mr. Watts. There are only a few here who openly
express their Freethought ideas, while we hav hundreds among
us who lack the courage and are guided by self-interests to
play the hypocrit. Since May 10, 1885, we hav had a fellow
here from Georgia-Sam Jones-who has been turning the ..,
heads of our religious people by preaching three sermons
ev~ry day. His attacks are mostly made and directed against
the preachers and members of the Christian churches, showing up all the different practices of hypocrisy and hollowness
of the present church-goers. He does not claim to know much
of theology, but professes to believe the Bible literally, using
the most insulting, vulgar, coarse, brutal, indecent backwoods
slang of the language of his native state of Georgia. He is a
reformed drunkard and gambler, and delights to attack the
liquor business. It is astonishing how the people of Nashville
take in all his brazen assertions, and· the thicker he puts on
th~ paint the better our fools here seem to like and swallow it.
.There is not a daily paper here that has the courage to say
even one word of criticism against his cruel butchery of the
English language, much less than against his lying assertions
uttered by him three times every day to an assembly of from
4,000 to 6,000 people. He will stay with us perhaps until
June 4, 1885, and how many lup.atics we taxpayers may be
compelled to support hereafter as the legitimate fruit of his
ravings and religious ebullitions, we will very soon find out.
His method is to raise a good old-fajlhioned Methodist emotional excitement, and then, after he gets his dupes to the
mourners' bench, to leave them to the tender mercies of ou\'
resident ministers, who stuff them with their old worn-out theology in exchange for the dollars exacted for the glory of God
and the benefit of the sky-pedlars.
In one of his lectures on May 17th, he used the following
language: "It is a good deal like Inge1·soll, while lecturing in
Milwaukee. While lecturing there there were four or five
drunken fools who muttered in undertones when Bob would
say anything pretty sharp. In his lEcture Bob said, 'There is
no hell, and I can prove it!' Of course that caugkt the attention of that crowd, and one of them staggered up to him and
put his hand on his shoulder, and said, 'Can you, Bob?' and
Bob answered, 'Yes.' 'Do it, and make it mighty strong, for
aboui; nine-tenths of us fellows in Milwaukee are depending on
what you say."
Now, do me the kindness to show this to our president,
Robert G. Ingersoll, to ascertain the truthfulness of the above
stated episode. In connection with this, I would urge upon
you one fact, and that is, that in order to pave a way to place
Freethought in the South and at Nashville on the same plane
as at Boston and other northern cities, it is necessary that
such a man as our president, with his wide fame and national
reputation, should come among us and deliver several lectures.
He would commend the attendance at his lectures of the socalled Christian people. Mnny that are now afraid would
come out boldly, and a good, activ, Secular union could be
formed, and our cause would receive a large addition to its
open and bold ranks, We hav had our friends Remsburg and
Putnam here. They delivered UR some very good locturcs here,
but the result has not been what might be and is expected
by us if our president could be induced to come and to help
us to broak the ice of intolerance and superstition.
Yours,
FERDINAND PFISTER,

EDGEWOOD, MICH., May 1, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Do you believe in dreams? I will tell you of
one I had a few nights ago. One of my neighbors was very
sick, and the doctor said no human aid could reach her. The
sisters of the church had prayed for her, and she had bid her
BRATTLEBORO, VT., May 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which please send me by
friends farewell. Then she asked the doctor, who is a
preacher, to pray for her, and as he got warmed u,p in the return mail five copies of TnE 'fRUTH SEEKER for May 23d,
cause the patient arose in bed and shouted for joy. God had also five copies of Col. R. G. Ingersoll's lectures on "Ortho- heard the prayer and she would liv. She is now all right. doxy."
Now for the dream. I dreamed I walked the golden streets of
I am doing all I can to help our grand and noble cause by
the New Jerusalem. And I saw a great golden throne, ana reading, talking, and circulating THE TRUTH SEEKER, the In·
God sat thereon, and angels were upon the right hand anJ vesligato1·, and other Liberal works. This place contains eight
upon the left. I found that the description given by hisser- or nine churches, and· although the oldest settled town in the
vants was nearly correct. The sweetest music I ever heard state, it is anything' but progressiv, so far as Freethought is
from millions and billions of sainted voices, accompanied by concerned, the ministers-especially the Baptist-:-still harping
as many harps, filled every corner of the sainted city. You oh hell, the Rev. F. E. Tower, of that denomination, having
may think that the city, as its measurement is given by Jolin made that the subject for his disGJourse a few ·Sundays since,
the revelator, could not hold so many saints and angels, but when he proceeded to quote every passage, from Genesis to
you must know that they were corded up as we cord wood, Revelation, that had any bearing on the question in support
yet those at the bottom could sing as sweetly as any of them. of his theory of hell fire a.nd damnatio:p., and, as one of his
And it came to pass as they were singing a sacred melody in audience remarked to another at the time, he was full of hell
high praise to God, that Gabriel came flying over the throne. that day.
And he blew a shrill blast upon his trump and all was quiet.
What a pity that a man can be hired to preach such pure
And we heard a plaintiv cry come up from earth to the cussedness in an enlightened age like the present ! Does he
throne of grace, and Gabriel spoke unto the. Lord, saying, imagin people are fools to believe his insane ravings, bosh that
"Your son and faithfu). servant, Dr. Gulic, is praying for a no sensible person pretends to take any stock in? Shame on
sister who is loth to be corded up just now." And God put the man!
on his omnipresent mantle and immensity was filled with his
This same fellow paid his particular respects to Infidels last
glory, and I slid down a ray of light and sat on a cloud to see Sunday, and gave his congregation to understand that they
and hear what was going on in Lafayette, Michigan. And the were not making any progress against Christianity, and rakreverend doctor said, "0 Father, thou before whom angels ing them fore and aft, he vented his spleen on them to his enand archangels bow [and he whispered, Here am I, my son], tire satisfaction and the disgust of many who listened to his
incline thine ear and hear my prayer." And the father in- senseless jargon.
clined his ear and it covered Lafayette township. "Smile
The man shows his dense ignorance when he prates about
propitiously on us," continued the doctor, and he was an- Infidelity and Freethought not making any progress. He
swered back, "I am smiling, my son," and he smiled. "Hear Iknows better, if he knows anything at all. It is so seldom
our suplicatio_n, 0 father!" "Yes, I hear, I will smile; I will! that ministers tell the truth, however, that it is nothing to be
ha ha!" And the people of Michigan, Ohio, and York state w.ondered at.
th~ught it was an earthquake, but the doctor and myself knew
·Yours for truth and justice,
A. L. FRISBIE.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE 13, 1885.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., May 24, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The p"apers you sent me were received and
carefully noted. Thanks. Inclosed is $1 :for THE TRUTH
SEEKER on trial, though, should it fairly sustain the reputation given it by Messrs. Wm. A. Thompson, in No. 18fand J.
F. Macomber, in No. 20,•I shall find no cause to complain.
Being a new subscriber, it is probably in order that I should
present a brief statement of my present position on the questions of God and the Bible philosophy, so that we may note the
progress I make as a pupil of THE TRUTH SEEKER. It will
doubtless suggest the probability of there being at least one
live Freethinker who will undertake to defend the basic prinofthe Bible philosophy against all comers, whether Christian,
Jew, or Mohammedan, or any other man~
It appears to be a self-eVident and incontrovertible fact 'that
all nature is instinct with life and intelligence. It is equally
evident that this universal instinct, spirit, or principl~ of life
and intelligence animates, enlightens, and governs all things in
nature that are susceptible of its. influence, and to the extent
of their susceptibility. T~erefore, I shall accept it as the God
of nature and of the Bible philosophy; the God by whose
power and presence we liv, move, and hav a being; by whom
all things were made that are made, and without whom nothing can be made that is ~ade.
The Bible philosophy virtually assumes that this God
created man in his own image: In the image of God created he
him; male and female creat~d he them.
·
"And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruit~
ful, and multiply and replenish the earth, and subdue it; and
hav dominion over the fish of the sea, and overthe fowl of the
air,- and over every living thing that moveth upon the face of
the earth, etc. And it was so."
Now, I -shall accept the fact of its being so, as prim~ facie
evidence that the God of Nature designed that it should be so,
unless it can be' logically proven that adaptation of means to
ends is not prima facie evidence of intelligent design.
The foregoing probable facts may fairly regarded as basic
principles of Bible philosophy, and should be accepted as premises to reason from when solving other relativ statements that
we meet in the Bible.
'!'hey logically imply that the male and female of the human
race were created at the same time, and that fruitfulness was
enjoined with a blessing, if not as a blessing. Therefore -it
should seem clearly evident that the rib story was intended for
a philosophical illustration of the probable scientific fact that
the relations of the sexes in animal formations are analagous
to their relations in vegetable formations where both are com.
bined in one body. That is the logical import of the cl6Sing
sentence of the story. Therefore, seeing no good reason for
intelligent, fair-minded Freethinkers, permitting themselvs to
be misled by the infamous blasphemies of a corrupt and Infidel priesthood, who make it a trade to pervert the Bible
philosophy, I shall look deeper for the animus of their hostility to the Bible philosophy.
The fable about Adam and Eve being the parents of the
whole human race simply illustrates the common brotherhood
of man; as indicated by the natural law of our being. It appears that those relations are dissolved-and dissolution is
death. When we hav ascertained what has caused or effected
the dissolution of our relations and condition as a common
brotherhood, and substituted the relations and condition of
masters and slaves, we should hav an intelligent understanding of the logical import of the tree of knowledge of good and
evil, and shall find that woman was the first to partake of it;
and her doing so will not be regarded-even by an Infidel
priesthood-as discreditable to her.
It is a well-established fact that woman was the first to till
the ground and claim the product, and logically the ground on
which it was growing, as her own private wealth by virtue of
the labor expended upon it. That claim involves exclusiv
ownership, which is the basic principle of monopoly, and is
the.basis of our civilization, whose justice to our working-men
having become a subject of discussion by clergymen of all
creeds and denominations, I desire to giv them a few points
that may be of some importance to them:
(1) I will suggest that the social question involves the principles of a common brptherhood; therefore it cannot be fairly
discussed on a class basis. (2) According to Webster, and the
usual acceptation of the term, all movable goods subject to
commercial exchange are chattels. (3) Then, a price for a
commodity should subject it to commerce and make it a
chattel. (4) Man and his labor-or ability to labor-being inseparable, if we make either a chattel the other virtually becomes such. (5) The basic principle of our civilization makes
it an economic necessity that man for his labor shall hav a·
price, and be a chattel slave. Therefore, our civilization cannot be just unless chattel slavery is just.
The dissolution of our relations as a common brotherhood
being the only death that the philosophy of the Bible implies
or takes note of, the restoration of those relations is the only
resurrection it logically promises.
J. A. TUTTLE.
Nol\TH LouP, NED., May 22, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5.00. Please send me
two copies of the ANNUAL, and credit balance on THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I am sorry I could not send sooner, but it seems to
be a common thing for truth seekers to be poor.
Out here we are between two monopolies-the sky-pilots
and the U. P. R. R. After they get their fleece the picking is
close, and we are compelled to go slow. We are more favored
here than most places. We hav two holy days each week.
For the benefit of the Sabbatarians God comes into the valley
at sundown Friday, stays until sundown Saturday, retires, and
again makes his appearance· Sunday morning for the benefit
of the Presbyterians and other sinners that may hav been left
out on the Sabbath. I was the first to break the sacred solitude of the holy Sabbath in the valley five years ago. The
Sabbatarians hav exclusiv control of the hydropathic soul-saving system patented by John the Baptist, but since the
advent of the railroad other patents and other holy days are
coming to the front. The mass of the people here are of the

tired jassack order that you so nicely illustrated in THE TRUTH
SEEKER. We hav some good and true Freethinkers here, but
they dare not make it publill. We need some one of our Liberal lecturers he're for a week or SO to wake them Up and giv
them courage to claim their own souls. I received a letter
from Bro. E. C. Walker, wanting me to make arrangements
for a course of lectures in our town. I canvassed the town,
but could not raise :five dollars. The cowards wanted to hear
him, but did not want the ~burch people to know that they
had any such thoughts. Therefore I could do nothll,lg, as I
did not feel able to stand the whole expense myself.
Hoping that through the influence of such papers as THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and of our noble workers in the field, the
scales of the old superstitions will soon fall, and that they will
be the means of making men straighten up and be no longer
the cringing jackasses for the chicken-eating priests to ride.
A. Z. CuLVER, Materialist.
Yours always,
CoNRAD Gnovz, lA., May 30, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In your last issue "Constant Reader " intimates that the system of a universal science originated with
Mr. Andrews, and calls it Andrewsian. What does Plato mean
when he says there is a science of sciences? I hav seen none
of Mr. Andrews's works-if he has written any-yet I believe
there is a universal science, and hav ever since I was able to
draw a continuous chain of inferences. My belief, I presuiile,
regarding first principles; is very unlike his, came from no one
else, but is an original, spontaneous growth; and why not thus
with Mr. Wakeman, who is accused of purloining from Mr.
Andrews? I hav thus far never found anyone with whom I
could agree, so what I recite is my own interpretation of nature. Emerson commends Plato for' saying there is a science of
sciences, but destroys its possibility by positing Theism, or a
cosmic dualism, as a first principle. He says not more than a
dozen persons liv at one time who read and understand Plato
but does not say whether he is one of these. If I am not
wrong, he· either is not, else Plato did not mean or understand what he says. If Mr. Andrews is really the parent of
Universologyhe may be able to set us right. My belief is that
matter alone exists. All other assumed entities are but attributes. It is infinit in age, durability, quantity, divisibility,
compressibility-inftnitly aggregativ and attenuant. Matter
annihilates all space, and to create a vacuum would shock the
universe and destroy all harmony. In cosmic unity is the only
possibility of Universology. Were matter and force, or spirit,
separate entities, we would hav general antagonism instead of
harmony. It presupposes unlimited force for matter to exist.
As the supposed atom is infinitly divisible, matter can only exist as an aggregation of unlimited aggregations.
The universal sameness of all matter can only be conceived
far back of nebulosity, and were it possible to supply the conditions, we could extract diamonds from the atmosphere.
Evolution is better learned by deductiv than inductiv philosophy, and becomes as axiomatic as mathematics.
The_re is more. to learn beyond the evolution of first terrestJ.ial protoplasm, which took the combined forces of the sun
and earth, assisted· by the outside universe, millions of years
to evolve, than is contained in nature since the era of spontaneous generation. Spencer makes"a comment upon himself
and his first principles when he attempts to draw a line between the knowable and unknowable, inducing the ridicule of
all his contemporaries, who pose him as the author of the
"Unknowable Philosophy," as compared with Plato when he
said even the unknowable may be known. '!'here is no limit
to the possibility of knowledge, no limit to the variety of phenomena. Each effect is but a link composed of endless chains
in an endless chain of causes, becoming itself a cause. Matter
contains within itself as a part adeqnate susceptibility to expressions in. millions of forms different from anything we hav
ever dreamed of, seen or heard. Unlimited variety in phenomena springing from unity or individuality in matter is explained
by the universal law ,of infinity. The same combination of
causes can never exist th1i second time, yet it may be possible,
by mathematical calculation of distance, quantity of matter
and motion, to outline the types of life which perambulate the
ring of Saturn.
Joseph Cook beats the atmosphere on the "naturalness of the
frictionless," never dreaming that there is no unnatural and no
frictionless. This is a dual nothingness worse than the creativ theory, and I can find no definition of reason wild enough
to include his class of intellects; yet all such stages are necessary in the exposition of Universology. When we can compute the deoreasing motion and temperature of the planets we
can determin their age.
Aggregations of matter now in the center of the earth hav
not only enjoyed life but hav mingled with Orion and traversed the Milky Way, and will again, and when we are sufficiently sensitiv to the laws of psychometry we may read the
history of dynasties and republics beyond the planets. The
earth is but a bubble in time, a phenomenon which will end in
becoming a cause.
Pain and pleasure, joy and sorrow, balance and are as one
in the evolution both of life and consciousness. The Optimist
and Pessimist are both right, as all is the result of inevitable
necessity. The only true physician is the pathetist or selfinductionist. The hope of the world is not in Universology,
as that has always been, but in the evolution of an army of
honest, vigorous thinkers and their unevolved microscopes.
GENELLI.
CARrnou, ME., May 27, 285.
MR. EDrroR: Having been a pretty constant reader of the
lnvestigato1· and THE TRUTH SEEKER (and speaker) for the last
twelve years, and having never seen any report from this farfamed land of Aroostook county, Me., and having seen a picture of your face, together with those other thirty-eight bold
heroes of Freethought in the ANNUAL last Sunday over to the
house of my friend and your subscriber, B. W. Conant, I hav
come to the conclusion that you are really approachable even
by an humble citizen like myself. So I hav concluded to write
you a letter, which if you do me the honor to publish, or if

not, I shall not, of course, bother you very often. Some
twelve years ago I procured u. copy of the" Age of Reason"
which I read with surprise and pleasure, laughter and tea;s
gaining alternate victory. After reading that I gave up everything but God. And after reading Colonel Ingersoll's lectures, I gave that up. I grew up a Universalist, but I hav read
many Infidel tracts and documents of various kinds, and like
them first-rate-so well that the more I read the more I
want to.
Infidelity is as natural an element to me as water is to a fish
or air to a bird. I am now almost forty-nine years old and
hav read so much Liberalism that I don't think I hav a n~igh
bor that cares to tackle me on the subject. There are four
ministers here handy, and my nearest neighbor is a very warmhearted, praying man, so I am almost the only real outspoken
Infidel in this community. I read with pleasure the writings
of almost all of your prominent writers, especially of Mr
Peck where Tah:nag·e is under the hammer. That's a first-rate'
article.
I think every Infidel in the nation certainly ought to take
your paper, because . that and ~he Investigator contain the
most solid, sound, sensible, scientific, and truthful reading
matter of any papers that I know of. I hav long ago renounced and denqunced the idea of. any hell, heaven, God,
Christ, Bible; devil, or religion. I believe they are all monstrous traditional m~s of the most monstrous and traditional
kind, and I thank you, sir, not any for me. If this goes forth
to the world, may my love to all my Infidel friends go with it.
H. GILMAN.
WJ~ST HoDOKEN, N. J., May 30, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I obtain Freethought documents and I cut
them in leaflets for circulation. I hav received many Freethought journals and then distdbuted them, but your journal
is the largest and can be made to reach the many when cut in
leaves. Inclosed please find $1 for National Liberal League.
The more I read your good paper the more I find myself free
from superstitions. Oh, how I am filled with surprise to see
the intelligent Americans in groups marching to wor§hip my
countryman, the Carpenter!
G. YouA.NiDEs.

WE RECEIVE ADVICE.
SAN JosE, CAL., May 30, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Oust that disgusting-looking "Story Hour"
picture. Giv the ghosts and spirits Hail Columbia. Help
Elmina and Truesdell fight that gross fraud or superstition.
Help Otto Wettstein and T. Winter. Don't encburage dyna- •
miters too much. Put more ink on your type. Do yon hear
me? Use coarser type. Hav the p1int plain, so an old man
like me can read it. Now, if yon don't mind wliat I say I
shall stop my paper and break your whole establishment
S. PARSONS.
down so you can't do a thing. Look out for
QuENEMO, KAN., May 28, 285.
MR. EDrl'OR: Inclosed find $5 to pay up arrears, and what
is over credit on next year. I am truly thankful to you for
sending as loJJg as you hav, for I don't see how I could do
without it, but I hav had a hard job to get any money. If you
will fotgiv me this time I will try and do better hereafter. I
am a Materialist "of the worst kind." By that I mean I speak
my sentiments wherever I am without fear of what some one
will say. Let a man show his sincerity by_ his actions and
dealings with his neighbors and fellow-men, and, my word for
it, he will hav plenty of friends. Now, I liv near to a deacon of the Christian church, and his father is a preacher, and
I hav had his corn-planter two years on wh<J.t they call Sunday. I can work on Sunday when I choose, and he goes to
his gospel-Bliop. I hav heard him say he wished it would
rain so he would not hav to go to church.
I like to read the arguments of Spiritualists and Liberals,
for I would not giv a fig for a doctrin that ~ill not bear investigation, and I hav no fear of Peck or Winter or Elmina or
Wettstein getting defeated. There are a great many books
and pamphlets I should like to hav, but am not able at the
present time to get them. I shall try to get enough to keep
the noble TRUTH SEEKER coming. Long may it liv.
W. H. GrnsoN.
Yours for truth and justice,
· LITTLE RocK, ARK., May 21, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclos€d find three dollars, which please
credit to Mr. Peter Minkwitz, formerly of this 01ty, now
living at Hensley, this state. He is an old friend of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and paid my subscription for your paper last year. I
now take pleasure in returning the compliment.
TERENCE O'DouGHERTY.
Respectfully,
BINGHAMPTON. N.Y., May 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I finu myself at this date in this beautiful city.
I say beautiful, for there are few ph10es that hav more superb
mansions than this, which has taken the name of Parlor City,
and boasts of its stately edifices erected for '' worship." It was
here that Father Harrigan, after accepting an invitation from
the Methodist brethren to deliver an address, stood behind
their black-tasseled pulpit and in a blatant harang insulted the
whole people; and though some fifteen years hav since passed,
his insolent slang still remains upon the tablets of memory as
fresh as if uttered only yesterday. Hear what he said, and
then say if it was not an insult to every citizen of America.
He said: "Every man and woman living together, not mar1ied
under the rituals of the holy Catholic church, are living in
adultery, and every child born to them is born a bastard."
Yet the people swallowed it down with ea!!e, for such is the
kingdom of--I leave you to tell; I don't profess to know.
I remarked that this city boasts of her fine churches. I
would add that she might boast also of her bar-rooms, saloons,
grogshops, her halls of vice and dens of wicke!lness-rnm and
Romanlsm.
~
I want you to send me some extra copies of your " Modern
Balaam." It is one of the finest representations of priestcraft that ever was conceived in the mind of man.
l'teceive $2 to apply on the glorious TRUTH SEEKER, and 25
cents for your ANNUAL.
B. F. WARDWELL.
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SOLUTION OF POOL'S SHELL-LESS PROBLEM,
tional, at other seasons he . was what is believe he'll be very hard with me when he
comes to know that Adelaide Grey stopped to Rearward ten miles the general rides
termed, silly.
To where army's foot shall fall.
He was known as 'Crazy Luke,' but as he notice and help me."
Forward twenty-fl·ve miles, he goes besides, ~
"Oh, never mind about that. Take good To head of column, no sheU at all!
was harmless, he was suffered to go at large,
i!Jdited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, FtoU River,
of
yourself
here,
my
friend,
do
rilht,
and
care
an.d
the
people
generally
encouraged
his
efTen plus tw~mtyjive, givs '.'forward and back
'f /.SS., to whom all. Communications for this
forts to " earn an honest penny" in his own do not mind it when thoughtless and silly chil- Tairty:ftve miles, an<l no nut to crack.
OJrner should be sent.
w.st Uttion, 0.
' J. F. BEOX.
way by peddling fruit and nuts. Only a few dren seek to annoy you, and I think all will
thoughtless boys called him names and threw be well with you hereafter. Good-day."
"Between the dark and the daylight,
ANSWERS TO PUZZLE!;! IN CHILDREN'S OORNJIIB,
"She has made me very happy," mumbled
When the night begins to lower,
sticks at him in order to see him "get mad •'
MAY 8, 1886'.
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
and fly at them in anger. Upon this occasion, the old man, "very happy, indeed."
1.-Comstantinople. 2.-Homesiokness .. 8.That Is known as the Children's Hour."
"Who would hav thought," said Adelaide T. Winter.
however, the old man'~'did not appear to no.tioe
the boys, contrary to his usual custom. But Grey to herself, " that there was poetry in his
as ill lu·ck would hav it, a gust of wind, as poor, half demented brain. But .I hav done
WANTED.
South--wind.
though· in league with the naughty boys, lifted him. a good turn, and I am happy, too."
A business partner WITH CAPITAL for the
Blow, snuth-wlnd, blow,
My love with thee doth go;
the old man's hat from his head, and, tossing
publication of !L national, radical and independent
"'Tis a little thing ·'
Blow sott, and sweet, and low,
WBEKLY newspaper. Address
it into the gutter, danced it up and down, To giv a cup Of water; yet its draught
Blow sott and let her know
J. G. HER TWIG,'
along the street, to the evident delight of his Of cool refreshment, drained by fever: a lips,
I love her, love her so;
3t24
P.O. Box ~06 1 Washington, D. C.
May giv a shook of pleasure to the frame
tormentors.
It
bobbed
this
way
and
that,
and
Oh, breathe It sott'and low,
More exquisit than when nectalian juice
rolled along, while its owner made frantic ef- Ren<;~ws the life of joy in happiest hours.
My love would say It so,
Blow softly, sottly blow.
forts to recover it.
"'Tis a little thing
"Oh, shoot the hat !" screamed Georgie
Bott kiss my mo~her's cheek,
To speak a word or common comfort,
In sort Wind whispers speak;
Kingsley, and, "Tip top foot-ball," cried Rush That by daily use hath almost lost its sense,
Tell her 'tis I who speak;
Davis, giving the hat a kick, which was fol- Yet on the ear of him who thought to die unTell her 'tis I who seek
lowed by a succession of kicks by ever;v boy in
m'ourned
In thy sort breath to speak;
BY
'Twill full like choicest music.''
the crowd.
Tell her I kiss her cheek;
.John R. Kelso, A.M.
Thus ended what the boys intended for a
'' Giv me my hat, you good-for-nothing young
Tell her and let her know,
Oh, south-wind,. quickly go!.
sarpents, you !" and, in endeavoring to reach half hour's frolic, and all the actors in that
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
one of the "young SRl.'pents," an unlucky turn frolic, if such it might be called, were made
Bott lltt my mother's hair;
OreaUon.-The
Deluge.-The
Exodus.-The Mira.
'Bot& kiss the dear race where
upset the cart, and the old man fell sprawling happier and wiser than before.
oles or the Blble.-The Errors or the Blble.-The
Looks out a beauty rare,
Prophecles.-The Devil or Satan or the Blble.-The
upon the ground, while apples and nuts rolled
Boul·beauty, heavenly-fair;
Heaven and the Hell or the Blble.-The Sabbath or
about in every direction.
A Prize to Write For.
the Bible.-The God or the.Bible.-The MeBBI&h or
Oh, with thy hands or air
Savior.
The boys commenced filling their pockets
Touch the dear forehead ralr,
EDITOR CHILDREN'S CORNER: I ha': no doubt
crown ootavo, SSS pp. Splendidly executed. Sent
Touch the loved race and hair,
and laughing at the situation of "Crazy Luke.''
that among those who enjoy reading the by mall. post paid. Price. SS.oo. · •
L1.y, lay thy kisses there;
"Oh,. I'll kill you ! I'll kill you? I will! I
Sort whisper In her ear
will! I shall do something dreadful-! know I sketches in your Corner there are mimy who INTELLECTU.A.L,DEVELOPMENT
When no one else Is near,
A HISTORICAL SKETCH.
shall!" and the poor peddler scrambled to his could write stories as well as r!lad them appreLow, that none else may hear,
ciativly. I would like to encourage such to By G. F. RINEHART.
feet, a wild light gleaming in his eyes.
Price 25 cts.
Whlspel.' or me.
The boys were uproRl.'ious, and began pelt- exercise their talent in that line. I hav among
Oh! tell her, one by one,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Ot the good deeds I hav done,
ing each other with apples, and applying my books Lossing and Spencer's "COMPLETE 83 Clinton Place,
- NEW YORK.
But let th'y wind Ups shun
stinging epithets to the old man, who was fast
HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES" from 1492 up
Wrong done by me.
FREE'I'HOlJGHT NOVELS.
losing all control of himself, and would, perCall to her loving mind
haps, in another moment or two hav com- to Garfield and Arthur, and I propose to offer The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
Not, not the deeds unkind,
written Radical romance. By WM. Memitted some evil deed, but just then a richly- this as a rewRl.'d for the best story contributed
But, It thou aught canst find,
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
dressed
lady came upon the scene. Observing to the Children's Corner of THE TBUTH SEEXER
Unselfish and true,
Creeds,
Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
the trouble, and quickly comprehending the say within the next two months; the story not
That to her mayst thou tell,
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
Only that I've done well,
whole affair, she quietly p\cked up the poor to exceed three columns in length (2,400
$1.25.
Mention not any Ill,
pedlar's hat, and gently placed it upon his
'l'hls must thou do,
Family
Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN
words).
head.
irwin, Iowa.
M. LOUISE BAKER,
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
This
History
is
in
two
royal
oota'Vo
volumes,
Then she righted the cart, and commenced
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
to pick up the apples. When she had' picked bound in sheep, and illustrated with steel and Exeter Hall. "One of the most excitLittle Meta.
them all up she said: "I wouldn't bother colorej plates. The volumes are the same as
ing romances of the day." Price, paper
Ltttle Meta, come to me,
about saving the nuts-let the boys hav them. new. They will be sent, all charges paid, to
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Sl& awhile upon my knee,
Here is money to buy more," and she handed the winner, whom I will leave it to you to name. Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
"Little sweetheart," don't you know
the thoroughly astonished man a silver dollar.
A Radical novel of mRl.'ked ability. Equa
That I cannot let you go
This offer is open to all, though-! would espeto George Eliot's works. By FREnEBIXA
Then she turned to the boys, who with crestTill trom childhood ·s cry8ta.lsprlng
invite
the
youngsters
to
accept
it.
cially
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25,
Waters tor my thirst you bring?
fallen faces had been watching her movements
Little Meta, come to me,
GEOR~E E MAcDONALD.
and remarking thereon among themselvs.
The
Outcast. A deep, finely written
And my little "sweetheart" be.
Radical story. From the London edition
[We commend the above communication to
"Boys," she said, " I do not think you inLittle Meta, on some day,
By WmwooD READE, author of Martyr
tend to be wicked, but you hav been very un- the attention of our readers. We feel quite
When to womanhood you stray,
dom of Man. SO cents.
kind,
thoughtlessly
S(),
I
must
bclieve,
to
a
c<rtain
that
there
is
genuin
talent
among
our
Some great •• six-foot," ~oustached man
Gottlieb
: His Life. A romance 9f
poor old man. You cannot realize how badly bright young friends, and we trust that this
Will outbid me It he can,
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
And I'll bet my newest shilling
you hav made him feel. Do not insult him offer will stimulate iiis exercise, and produce
written by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents.
That you tOo .will be quite wlillng;
11n
original
story
worthy
of
our
columns.
again, please, do not insult any one. And reLittle Meta, may he be
A ·Domestic Radical
member always that the infirm and weak hav Write on one side of the paper only, spell and The Darwins.
Better tar than I to thee.
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENXEB, au
special claims upon us who are strong and punctuate properl~, and let the manuscript
thor gf John's Way, Studying the Bible
Little Meta, kiss me now,
well. We should not abuse or injure the un- be free from blots or other disfigurements.
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper
Kiss my Ups, and eyes, and brow;
fortunate and aged, for we know not what our Let each .do the best he can, and not be
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Once a little glrlllke you
ll'Ondition may yet become-perhaps as pitiful offended or distressed if another can do better. John's Way.
Her sort arms about me threw,
A pleasing domestic
But upon one autumn day
as the most abject that we see, and let us not We look for a lively competition for the prize.
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. SLENKEB
Llnnle went with Death away.
15 cents.
.
do to another the thing we would dislike to -ED. C. C.]
Llttle Meta, kiss my brow,
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER OIJI.ce.
------'--hav done to ourselvs.
No one calls me" mamma." now.
Our Puzzle Box.
"Now, my young friends," she continued,
TRAVELS IN FAITH,
Little Meta, When I go
"I think you ought to ask pardon of this .man
1.-METAGBA.MIC CHARADE,
Where the sleeper resteth low,
From
Tradition to Reason
for the trouble and annoyance you hav caused The right hand and the left hand meet;
When my race or lite Is run,
Within
something
clasped
between
they
greet.
BY
ROBERT C• .ADAMS.
bim."
All its pleasant labors done,
.
Will your heart my lessons hold
The boys whispered and parleyed among But ·now if what is in were gone,
Cloth, $1.25.
For Sale at this Oftl.oe.
And still three others added on,
As I now your rorm Infold?
themselvs.
But one appears who may be styled
Will you love the good and true
"I think we orter," said Benny.
Your parents' other female child.
As I love and cherish you?
"Yes, you was the ringleader," remarked But now the abs nt we recall,
MBS. BUCKSER-JOBNSON, M.D.
Again clasp hands for once and all.
Charley Brown.
A.las, if there be truth in sense,
"You go ahead !" said another.
BY
A.nd all be not a mm·e pret~mse,
Crazy Luke;
"No, you go," and Rush Davis slid back- Of all our right hands we're bereft,
ROBERT
G.
INGERSOLL
OR, A HALF HOUII'S F.ROLIC,
ward.
For all that we hav lift is left
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
"Y<mder comes 'Crazy Luke' with his apple
REKAB SEliUJ.
"Let's all go together, then," and Harry
every respect. In fact, one of the richest
,. rt. Let's hav some fun now, boys, and get Brown, Charley's cousin, drew Charley along,
brightest, best ev:er issued.
2.-A
CHABADJ~.
! im to chase us around the square.
Oh, we while the others followed closely, and, boy
It contains, besides the celebrated "Deco
I'll just take a look
ration Day Oration," never before published,
,.• n make him so awfully mad! Come on, fashion, rather awkwardly, they asked "Crazy
In Webster's big book
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
! •nys," and Benny· Carter ran down the street Luke's" pardon not only for that, but for
For charade to see how he derives it
printed in various shapes, but never brought
1 •ward a decrepit old man who was dragging many similar offenses. He freely forgave them,
And so !•find out
together till now, many other gems selected
>l ter him a small hand-car~ laden with apples and handed them an apple each, for they had
Beyond any doubt
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letud nuts.
ters, table-talks and day-to-day conversations
silently unloaded their pockets while the lady 'Tis a "cart-load," no matter who drivelil it.
of tho a:uthor.
But
this
is
so
small,
Benny was followed quickly by four or five was talking.
Fuu1·
gr
..
ins,
that
'is
all,
The work is designed for, and will be ao
"ther boys, his playmates, all intent, not on
As she moved on, the old man, in a r«verent
cepted by, admiring friends as a rare perbean, or a pea-pad we make it.
G,a behavior-though bad behavior it was all tone, his anger all calmed, and all trace of From aThe
vehicle part
sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
t ite same-but on having a little, as they temper gone, said, "Stay, if you please, a
a fine steel portrait, with autograph fao simile,
Is three jou1·ths of a cm·t;
t :10ught, innocent fun at a poor old, half- minute; I should like very much to know your For a team, genus mus, we must take it.
has been prepared especially for it.
And now, 'pon my soul,
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
crazy man's expense.
name if you belong to the earth."
volume is eminently suited for presentation
I think that my whole
"Hello there, old hobblety-gobblety! How
"Oh!" she answered, laughing a soft, silvery Marked Aaron's golcl calf with divine-ness;
purposes, for any season or occasion.
do you sell apples, l;t.ey ?"
laugh, "I am of the earth ear~hy, you may be
At least what they stole,
In workmanship the volume is a master"Suy, Daddy Long-legs, why don't you get sure, but names are of little consequence.
pie.ce. The type is large and beautiful; the
Those Hebrews of old,
a horse?"
Y!lU may safely be told,
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
Mine is simply Adelaide Grey."
Was honestly gold;
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
"0 ho, Shuffie-ty-hop, why don't you go
"I bless you, Adelaide Grey, now and alAnd the calf was no "pinch-beck" for :fine- best materials and skill can produce. The
faster?"
ways," and the old man's voice trembled.
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
ness.
"I say, old Futher Thump-cat, what's the "When I lie down at night I shall go to sleep
No item of expense has been spared to make
So if there was fra.ud
1 rice of peanuts?"
·
thinking of the kindness of a goocllady, and,
the work worthy of author and public.
It was not with that "Gawd,"
These and similar insulting questions an- in the morning, the remembrance of her bright If it fashioned itself without mould
PRICES:
H0yed the old ·man very much, for he was of face will be a stream of sunshine that will light And the word says when Moses began to scold, Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
Halt-calt, mottled edges, elegant library style, 4 50
Poor
Aaron
replied
to
his
chaff;
"'1 irritable temperament, and not .!tltogether the whole day through, however dark and
Full 'furkey morocco, gUt, exquisitely fine,
1 50
" I but cast the old gold in the fire
Full tree calf, hlghost possible style and finish, 9 00
• F sound mind,
stormy it may be. And when I come to die, And behold you! it came forth a calf,"
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
ln his youth his brain had been injured by a if I should meet .the Lord, as they say I will, But Aaron perhaps was a liar.
price.
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,., vere hurt, and although at times quite ra- I'll tell him how you took my part, and I don't
Irwin, lowa,
J. K. l'. BAKER,
88 Clinton l'l., New York.
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detail. These controversies are long since past. Their cause These are seen in countless multitudes where no trances or
-slavery-disappeared in blood and fire. This review is de- nervous spasms occur; and the trances hav occurred, and do·
in the last few years the readers of THE TRUTH signed to give some idea of the personal and· intellectual to this day, in innumerable instancljs. among thll, heathens;
SEEK1!:R and other Liberal papers hav become well power of the man wlio could meet and prevail against such the Mohammedans, the more fanatical~£ the Jews, and among·
•h L
R
S
1 d H..
t opponents as all the bishops, the New York Conference, and the less disciplined, and may by contagion extend to the most
acquainte d Wit
a
oy under an •
IS recen in direct conflict over Bishop Soule, Bishop Hedding, Nathan highly educated, and among the colored people of the South,
death (May 15th) has been the occasion of an acri- Bangs, and Francis Hodgson. When was the same man tried where n«JJichange of character occurs at all. In some countries
monious review of his life in the columns of the and acquitted at fonrsuccessivconferences? When were such hundreds and thousands of Roman Cath.olics succumb to
official organ of the Methodist church, the Qhristian forces arrayed against one? Never in Methodism, North or their influence, and in Russia they are common.
Not at once did La Roy Sunderland reach this conclusion,
"f
f
t
South, Europe or America. It would hav been remarkable if
4dvocate. B ut, f or th e l I e o us, we canno see upon he had not been crushed, even though innocent; if guilty, but as ·his own personal religion declined, and he gave up
prayer and other religious exercises, he came to it. He now
what the lamentations contained therein are founded, amazing.
entered \tpon a career as a public lecturer, and attracted great
except that ·Mr. Sunderland came to realize how great
rn another article we shall show how La Roy Sunderland attention.
Thousands crowq,ed to hear him in Boston; Springa fraud'is Christianity, and boldly said so.
came to renounce Christianity, mention some extraordinary infield, and elsewhere. Mr. Sunderland was, without. exception,
The important events in Mr. Sunderland's car~er ciilelits in his life, trace his deplorable plunge, not only into the most remarkable lecturer upon what was known as magInfi l elity. but into the depths of blasphemy, and giv an acare briefly stated in the review, and every inciden • is count of his attempt to convert the writer to his way of think- netism; or mesmerism, and the most successful in his experiments of all who appel\red before him or who hav appeared
favorable to his- honor, his humanity, his ability. ing, with some facts about his last years.
since in this country. Having great powers as an orator, he
Mr. Sunderland became a Methodist minister in 1823,
·
II.
· th f 11
·
t
t
1
t
t th
Some historic facts are necessary to prepare the way to an was more successful, also, in experiments than any other. He
an d m
e o owmg wen Y years a mos ren
e understanding of his course. The bitterness with which he had the following controversy with John Brown, afterward at
northern Methodist church in twain on the question was pursued; the acerbity with which he resisted; the con- Harper's Ferry. On one occasion, when lecturing in a city in
of slavery. He forced that church to take an official tinued strain to which he was subjected; his intercourse with Massachusetts, he placed a young lady in a trance state, in
stand against the Abolitionists, and thus put it before a number of skeptics and open Infidel§! who sympathized with which she endured, did, said, and acted many things to the
• •t t
li ht
f · d f 1
him on the subject of slavery, and with men like William astonishment of the entire audience. At the close of some
th e world lD 1 s rue g
as a rien
s avery.
Lloyd Garrison, Henry C. Wright, Parker Pillsbury, Stephen of her most amusing performances Mr. Sunderland said:
The Advocate givs Mr. Sunderland's history as fol- s. Foster, and others who, having been Christians in the be- "Some persons think that this is the result of fraud or CJllulows:
•
I.
ginning, as the controversy between them and leading minis- sion, and is done because of the strong will and determination
The first Methodi<~t Antislavery society was formed October, ters became more malignant and personal, either partly (and of the person. If there is any body in this house who thinks
1834, at the house of N. Dunn, 73 Leonard street, in this city. in the estimation of the public wholly) rejected Christianity, so, let him or her come upon the platform and submit to the
La Roy Sundullflld presiden at the meeting. The next was as Garrison, or did entirely reject it, as Elizur Wright and tests of strength or endurance which this young woman will
formed by members of the New England Confer(lnce in June, Parker Pillsbury, formerly a Congregational minister (both of bear." John Brown arose.
"I believe," he sa~d, "I believe she knows what she is
'1835, and another was formed by members of th~ New Hamp- whom are still living), had much to do with preparing him to
shire Conference about the same time. In less than a year renounce the church and, finally, the gospel itself. But the about; and whatever she can do I can do."
"Come up on the platform," said Mr. Sunderland. Browri,
after the American Antislavery Society was formed, great ex- chief cause was not any nor all of these.
citement was produced in the Methodist Episcopal church by
Having read the writings of Mr. Sunderland upon a great with the same determination with which he afterward w'alked
the publication of an "Appeal" to Methodists against slavery, variety of subjects, met so many of his former associates in to the gallows, ascended the platform. "Bare your chest,"
signed by ministers of New England. The "Appeal "was the church, and heard in New En!lland such extraordinary said Sunderland. He did so. The young woman also loospublished in December, 1834. It was written by La Roy Sun- accounts of his powers and peculiarities, the writer some years ened the upper part of her raiment. Stinderlancl took cowderland.
ago went to see him, and had an interview of several hours, hage, whose common name is "cow-itch," and rubbed it all
So intense was the excitement caused by it that~ "Counter devoted entirely to conversation upon his mental exercises, on over the upper part of the girl's chest and neck until the skin
Appeal" was written by Dr. D. D. Whedon, who still survives, the subject of religion and certain occult doctrins of human turned almost as red as fire. She seemed asleep. It was obthen professor in Wesleyan University, and signed by Wilbur nature, Spiritualism, somnambulism, morbid states of health, vious that her suffering must hav been awful if she felt at alL
Fisk and others. To say that Dr. Whedon .wrote the "Coun- hygiene, etc., to which his writings hav been devoted. From The audience applauded. Said John Brown: "Proceed; I am
ter Appeal" is to say that it was written with great ability. his own lips we heard the tale delivered with a strange and ready." Mr. Sunderland rubbed his chest all ovllr until it was
We do not express any opinion as to which was right, but re- weird power, and often he was in tears. For the aged man, scarlet, and he never flinched. The applause of the audience
cord two facts, namely, that La Roy Sunderland subjected the deaf and lame, rose to his feet and, with the air of one ad- was long and loud. Then Mr. Sunderland placed at the nos" Counter Appeal" to a critical investigation, replied to it with dressing a large audience, but unconscious of their presence, trils of the young woman a bottle of the most powerful spirits
equal ability, and that the force of the original "Appeal" in narrated, argued, illustrated, and explained and appealed. of ammonia. She took three long,-deep inspirations, and reNew England was not broken. As the Ch?-istian Advocate ana Subsequently he sent us all his writings on Christianity, with mained unmoved.
"Bring on your bottle,'' said John Brown.
Jou1·nal at that time was held by Abolitionists to be opposed to passages which he considered unanswerable marked.
At the first inhalation he burst into the a paroxysm of sneez"Abolitionism," La Roy Sunderland came to this city and on
Excepting his deafness and lameness, he was the best preJan. 1, 1836, began as editor, under the auspices of" The New served man, intellectually and physically, that we hav met. ing and coughing, which compelled him to hasten to his seat.
He subsequently confessed to our informant that he could hav
York Wesleyan Society," the publication of Zion's Watchman, "His eye was not dim, nor his natural force abated."
an organ of Abolitionism. This caused much agitation here,
His head was covered with bPautiful iron-gray hair, which borne any amount of pain without flinching, but that "cut
and the paper was continued for seven years. It is impossible stood as erect as that of Andrew Jackson; his eye peculiarly him loose from the foundation."
Of Mr. Sunderland this may be said-he alone, of all the
to coolly read (as we hav done) the controversies of those days black and bright; his nervous force, in speaking, of the greatest
and not feel that Mr. Sunderland was equal in ability to any and most sustained intensity. He then said that he expected men of his tim,,, mastered the real cause of these phenomena,
who contended with him.
to live twenty years, that he had not a symptom .of disease, repudiating the absurdity of "will pCJwer," and the mythical
The first Methodist Antislavery Convention in New England and slept like a child. upon its mother's breast. His bight "animal magnetism."
Not one idea did the late Dr. G. M. Beard set forth on these
was held Oct. 25, 1837. Of that Convention La Roy Sunder- was less than five feet four inches.
land and James Porter (still living), with two others, were secWhen Mr. Sunderland entered the ministry, Methodist, subjects that this man had not declared before ;Dr. Beard was
·
retaries. May 2 and 3, 1838, a great convention was held in Baptist, and Presbyterian (in the South) revivals-as Congre- out of his cradle.
Alas that this eagle intellect should hav sunk, not only into
Utica, N. Y., of which La Roy Sunderland and James Porter gational in the time of Jonathan Edwards had been-were
were secretaries. At that convention Luther Lee, D.D. (still generally accompanied by great nervou~ spasms. These still Infidelity, but into the lowest forms of blasphemy. We quote
prevail among the colored people, except the more self-con- from a work which he published in 1883, and which he sent
living), delivered an aidress.
In 1841 the anniversary of the American Wesleyan A.ntislav- trtined, and occasionally reappear among whites. In the to the writer as his last utterance upon this subject.
ery Society was held in Albany, N.Y. Cyrus Prindle (stillliv- beginning of this century the Cumberland Presbyterians had
That barbarian book, that claims to be
ing) presided. La Roy Sunderland was appointed delegate to them, and Lorenzo Dow says that, after passing through the
A "holy revelation " or decree,
Made in our humanity's early dawn;
the first convention in the West, held at Cincinnati; also to the grove where one of their camp-meetings had been held, "he
World's Convention in London, 1843.
noticed the large number of saplings from which the bark had
As to Omniscience of a virgin born,
In the General Conference of 1839, to suppress Mr. Sunder- been denuded by those who had the jerks holding them to
And as to what a "holy spirit " said
land, who was a superannuated preacher, on motion of N". prevent their spasms." They also had the "rolling exercise,"
When it" overshadowed" a Jewish maidBangs a committee was appointed to inquire "whEre super- head and heels together, moving like a wheel, and the "spinShe was "God's" mother, by the "Holy Ghost,"
annuated preachers should be made responsible when living ning exercise," when women "would spin around like a top,
And of all the thunde1·s, this excites the most.
olit of the bounds of the Conference to which they belong." with such velocity that their long hair would :fly out at right
In the Christian arch this is the "keystone;"
The committee recommended their trial "by a council called angles from the head," and the "barking exercise," etc., run'Ihe Christian's only hope, and telephone!
by the presiding elder in whose district they might reside, ning and yelping like a dog. Such performances greatly puzin this ~ay "f~ith" m~kes the." evide.nce" right,
which council-should hav power to suspend them till the next zled John Wesley and Jonathan Edwards; as we learn from
When the invisibles appear in sight!
conference." In June of the same year the New York Confer- their writings. These great men would not hav been as much
ence by resolution condemned Zion's Watchman. ~n July, perplexed if they had known what modern travels and tele"The clouds then disperse, and all the doubts fly,
1836, at the New England Conference, J. W. Hardy, of that graphic and newspaper correspondence make it possible to
And God himself is seen by mortal eye.
conference, presented charges against La Roy Sunderland of know-that such phenomena are common to all religions, true
"misrepresentation and slander." Nathan Bangs appeared and false, to Spiritualism, to masses of men on the'field of batThat same beast this myth spoke to Balaam through,
as prosecutor. The trial took place before the whole confer- tie, to panics of every kind, and that in certain conditions
As in Balaam's journey, it came to pass,
ence. Mr. Sunderland was acquitted by a vote of exactly two- they may appear sporadically.
When this myth spoke, and "ass intoned to ass."
thirds, namely 42 to 21.
.
These things were common when La Roy Sunderland enThe next year the New England Oonference met at Nan- tered the ministry. Under the first sermon he ever preached,
The last words he ever uttered to the writer were as follows:
tucket, and Nathan Bangs appeared there, and himself pre- June 9, 1823, the entire audience was "struck down by the The writer said to him:
sen ted and prosecuted two charges against La Roy Sunderland: power of God," as it was called-entranced upon the floor.
"Mr. Sunderland, many men who hav renounced Chris(1) Slander); (2) falsehood. The defendant was triumphantly Ever afterward when he preached with reference to the awak- tianity, as they approached the close of life, hav come back to
acquitted. But at the next session, in Boston, June 1838, an ening of sinners such phenomena, more or less, appeared. the faith of former days, called upon God for mercy, and died
opponent still more formidable appeared-Bishop Hedding, The people were afraiq to go to hear him, yet could not keep professing to hav found it."
who brought a bill of five charges against him. One specifi- away. The "fathers" in New England hav told us of these
"Yes," said "Mr. Sunderland, "in old age, when the mind
cation was sustained, based on a publication by the editor of things. As Mr. Sunderland grew more analytical, and was begins to break up, such things happen; but whatover may
Zion's Watchman of a letter by George Storrs. Every other absorbed in other things-that is, as he gave his energies happen to me, I think I shall be able to holtl myself steady.
was decided in the negativ. And on the final vote on ev&y chiefly to the slavery question and to controversy-be began I now know and hav believed for forty years that Christianity
charge La Roy Sunderland _was acquitted by a large majority. to inquire into these phenomena.
is a fraud."
So incensed was Bishop Hedding that he threatened the New
In 1836 Monsieur Poyen came to this country from Paris,
The memory of the poor old man whose wife had left him a
England Conference that he would bring the matter up in and created much excitement by lecturing on Mesmerism. quarter of a century before; ,.,ho was cut off by his deafness
the General Conference, which he did.
·
Mr. Sunderland went to see him, and began to study the sub- from much intercourse with his fellow-men; who had once
In 1839 the New York Conference adopted a memorial ject, and soon found that he could equal the Frenchman. been a powerful and consoling preacher of the gospel, and
against Mr. Sunderland, and appointed Nathan Bangs and What transpired afterward we giv in his own words to the whose eyes filled with tears as he spoke of his early associates
Francis Hodgson a committee to present it to the New Eng- writer:
and of a daughter who had died; who yet had no communion
land Conference. In his defense Mr. Sunderland exhibited
"It so happened that at 131 Varick street, where my family with any other mind than his own, and was advancing to the
transcendent ability, speaking with a logic and power quite lived, I had a visit from two Methodist friends, the Rev. C-- grave without a ray of light from any authentic source,
unparalleled, analyzing the evidence, and the following ver- M-- and his wife. I recognized her as one of my' converts' remains as a warning to all not to reject the "True Light" for
diet was passed by the committee and adopted by the Confer- who had been entranced under a sermon I had preached in the vain imaginations or the inferences of the "natural man."
ence: "That the Rev. La Roy Sunderland be, and he hereby 1824. Hence, when the opportunity came, I asked Mrs. M - "Let me" [not] "die the death of" [La Roy Sunderlaml]
is, acquitted on the charge preferred against him by the New if she had heard of M. Poyen and the entrancement of Miss "and let" [not] "my last end be like his."
York Annual Conference, and that, therefore, his character Gleason? 'Oh, yes,' she said; 'and I hav often been enNow what is there in that career that calls for
pass." Timothy Merritt, one of our predecessors in the editor- tranced in the same way by my husband.' At this statement
ship of this paper, and James Porter, were on this committee. I was much surprised, and said to her that I would feel much hypocritical cant about Mr. Sunderland's " deploraEight months afterward he was suspended by certain elders obliged if she would allow me to see her in that state. Where- ble plunge, not only into Infidelity, but into the
of the New York Conference, under the curious provision upon she immediately complied, and, leaning back in her
previously spoken of, but at the next session of the New Eng- chair, she closed her eyes in a state of trance. In a few mo- depths of blasphemy ?" Was he a worse man after
land Conference at Lowell, July, 1840, the proceedings were ments she appeared to be in a state of ecstatic joy, when she this than before ? Giving the writer of the articles
declared null and void.
grasped my hand and said: '0 Brother Sunderland, this Is credit for being sincere in his Methodism, what is
At this C~:mference, howev~r, he was charged with having the happiest state I was ever in. It is heaven. And do you there but a difference of opinion between him and
slandered Bishop Soule by saymg that a piece of poetry about remember how I went into this state under that powerful serhim was true. But the charge of immorality based upon it mon you preached in our church in Scituate Harbor years ago? Mr. Sunderland? And will Dr. Buckley acknowlwas voted ~own. ~he penalty was that he should publish I was then "'caught up to paradise,'" as St Pal'll was, and edge it is Christian ethics to abuse a man simply
that vote disapprovmg of the remark "in Zion's Watchman where I saw Jesus and all the angels so happy. Yes, Brother because he does not believe as true what he has the
without note or comment."
Sunderland, and this is the same heaven-the same as when best of reasons for knowing to be a montrous imOn another occasion in this state La Roy Sunderland was my soul was converted and filled with the love of God. •"
tried in the ciyil courts.for slander, growing out of charges he
Mr. Sunderland concluded that if all this could happen position ? Infidelity cares not a pin for these slurs,
~ad made agamst_men I_n office. The prejudices of judge and then all conversion and all r~ve_la~on might be a myth, and for its opposition to the religious scheme that is
JUry were all agamst him. But such was the power of his attempted to accou_nt for Chrrstiamty on natural principles. weighing our people down as though a millstone
speech in defense, and such his ability in cross-examining
He made _the mistake of confounding the accidental with were about their necks is founded on love of liberty
the wit!less~s, that the judge had to warn the jury against his . the fundamental. The fundamental elements in Christianity
mysterrous m:fluence, but he was promptly acquitted.
are doctrins of God and Christ-immortality, the moral law, and the progression of knowledge. And could La.
As a student of Methodist and American history, years ago, the Sermon on the Mount, and the permanent and radical effects Roy Sunderland read these articles he would be the
the writer read these proceedings, not only in general, but in on the character made by belief in and practice of them. least disturbed of all.

Lit Roy Stindei'land.
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certain periods; all these garments are made;J
measure, an<! a fit guarant8ed. To ladles who\O
all dragged out a combination Jacket and corset
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay tor
itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
garment is only made rr3m actual measure, and a
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ORTHODOXY feaches that man was create<! In a
~tate of moral p~rfectlon; lh tbe especial Image of
his walrer; free from sin; not ~ubjected to d~ath; en:dowen with a conecl~nceshOWII'g him thedJtrerence
)JetweAn right and wrong. From this state of per·
faction he fell Into what we know he has been In
pa8t tlii\eB by a Bingle act Of tranrgresslon, and has
again elevated only by the supernatural laterfer·
ence of his maker. On the theory of evolution,
man was not created at all, In any sense in which
the ~ord has ever been understood. Inileed, there
never was any personal Adam, the human rae~
being simply the descendants of an Improved race
of apes. Originally man had no more conscience
than his brute progenitors, and right, wrong, or
morality applied no more to his actions than to
those of the tiger. If he was tree from sin, it was
only for the same reason that the lower animals are
free from It: because no conscience told him the
distinction between right and wrong. Conscience
was a gradual growth from such small beginnings
as we now see In the domestic dog, and never at·
talned FU<:Jh a development as It now has among
men The progre~s of man, though frequently sta·
tlonary wl1h certain races and during long periods
of time, has, on the whde, been steadily upward,
by virtue of the primeval laws of nature itself.
Death was In the world from the beginning of life,
and was inherited by man from the brute. In one
word, the theory of evolution pronounced the whole
~heologlcal doctrln of the origin and ran of man to
be a fiction as complete as anything In pagan myth·
;:,logy.-Norlh .A.mericon Review,

Dectm~bf?·,

TRUTH SEEKER,

of paeslng events, ought to resemble the ship, which
currents may carry and winds may Impel from her
eourse, but Which; amidst every deviation, stln
presees onward to her port with unremitted perse·
verance. In the coolness of reflection, he ought to
PUI vey his aJl'alrg wl1h a dispassionate and com pre·
henslv eye, and, having fixed on llls plan, take the
neceseary steps to accomplish It, regardless of the
temporary mutations of his own mind, the monotony of the same track, the apathy of exhausteil.attentlon, or the blandishments of new projects.Samwl Railey's B.<SaiJS.
DOUBTLESS to believe an opinion Is to believe that
lt Is true, and to doubt that truth will ultimately
prevail Is to suppose that the development of
thought Is nothing but a vague fluctuation hither
and tblther of endless and contradictory blunder.
Jng And yet tlle man who can believe that his own
conception ls dellnit and complete, and that truth Is
to be funy reached the day after to morrow, shows
that he possesses the sanguin temper and dogmatic
eelf·confldence which are, Indeed, conditions of the
successful propagation of a creed, but which are
very far from being sufficient conditions of success.
Too many philosophers and preachers. hav an.
nounoed themselvs to be In possession or the truth
to leave us much confidence In such predi 'tlons.-

1885.

A PROHIBITIONIST Is a man who says he' wants the
saloons closed. So Is a druggist- G1·aphic,
TIME Is always represented caHylng a scythe, and
II Is suppoEe1 he wlll continue to carry thlsprlmltlv
agricultural Implement until Time shall be no
mower.
IT Is !aid by tile Obtcago Ledg•r that away back
somewhere In the remote past the heel of a woman's
shoe was bigger than a nickel, and was not placed In
the hollow of her foot.

-'-AND-

~rt~fltinkt~~' jlmatUtt,
(E. M. 285.)

®yv'itl\ @TR.irty-~e'$en ~ortro.it® of ~rominent J\merico.rz
~reetl\inlZ"er~, o.n01. 11umerou~ @Jffu~tro.tion~.
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THE office of education is to can forth power of
every kind, power of thought, atrectlon, wlll, and outward action; power to observe, to reason, to judge,
to contrive; power to adopt good ends firmly, and to
purslle them efficle:::ttly; power to govern ourselvs
and to lnfl uence others; power to gain and to spread
happiness. Reading is but an instrument; education Is to teach Its best use. The intenect was created not to receive passivly a few words, dates, facts,
but to be activ In the acqulsitlrm of truth.-Dr.
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ORTHODOXY. Ingersoll's 'Works.
A Lecture by

O!tanning.

I AM sure the principal end why we are to get
£:ol Robert G. In;-ersoll.
knowledge here Is to make use of it for the benefit
of ourselvs and others In this world, but it by
gaining it we destroy our health, we labor for a
The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25
thing that wlll be useless in our hands. He sinks
"The clergy know that I know that they
his vessel by overloading it, !hough it be with gold know that they do not ~ow."
.I{!g~'N~~ia;;.tl~ri'~! :{gae-:tn':ie~YI".'!A.b"o~~ :f..~1J~
In Ill1nols;"" The Grant Banquet,"" The Bev. Alexan.
and sliver and precious stones, wlll giv his owner
der Clark;''" The Past Rises before Me Like a Dream,''
but an lll account of his voyage.-Locke's Familiar
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
Letters.
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in Some Mistakes of Moses.
Paper, 50
the United States should read it.
Every
cents;
cloth,
$1.25.
Victor Hugo.
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
The "stormy voice of France" Is still,
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
The Chris'£1an Religion. Ry R. G.
Laid down at last the pen,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
That kindled an abiding thrill
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Within the hearts of men.
and Prof. George P. Fisher, Pa-

•

per, 50 cents.

It tears are in the eyes of France,

He was not her's alone;
All men hav heard, in willing trance,
That voice, and hushed their own.
To us, who know him by the page
On which his thoughts are writ,
He cannot die, for neither Age
Nor Death can alter lt.
·The poet has not journeyed hence,
His soul must ever dwell
·Within the noble eloquence
He spoke so passing well.
.Among the living he was great,
And now among the dead;
· The present mourns, and ages walt
With crowns to crown his head.
· What matter it his face Is hid
From the warm light of day?
His life, in what he said and did,
Cau never know decay.
He loved the people. Let them weep;
Their tears were never shed
Above a truer patriot's sleep,
A worthier hero's head.
A, OOUCII,

In g er-s o11 C"a tech is e d:
His

Ans~ers

To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
by the Editor of the

San _JJ!ranciscan.

Millions of these should be circulated by
Freethinkers.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
$1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

Provtng oonclulvly that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
Hla birth, lite, trial, e:a:ecutlon, etc.-Is a myth
TBUTH SEBKEB Oll!ce.

Price, $2.

33 Clinton Place, New York.

" IT has always seemed a very curious thing to
me-" said a lady at tile theater, and then she
paused. "Well," said her husband, a little impa•lently, "what Is It that has always seemed such a
curious thing to you?" "Why,,that bald-headed
men should care to sit so near the Illes."- Good 0/te.r,
THE editor of the Battle Oreek (Mich.) Moon has a
dOg, and made this argument ·after paying license
for him: "In Michigan they assess a dog one dollar
ror b~lng a dog. In Tennessee they assess a man
fifty cents to become a doctor. It costs • heluf a
to liar • more to be a dog In Michigan than a doctor In
T~nnessee. Don't be a dog."

A GOOD old deacon In Oonnec•!cut was very pious
R.nd very tond of clams. When once upon a time he
attended a Rhode !;land clambake he overta:X:ed hiS
capacity and was sorely distressed. But his faith In
prayer was unabated. Leaving the party and going
down on his kness behind a tree he was heard to supplicate: " Forglv me, 0 Lord, this great sin of glut.
tony. Restore my health and I wlll never eat any
more clams." Then, after a judicious pause, "Very
few, If any."
A MINISTER was complaining of the lndlfterence
displayed by the congregation during the passing o!
the contribution box. "Yes," assented a deacon,
" the collections are very small. " " Cannot you aug.
gest a remedy ?" Inquired the dominie. "I think It:
would be a good plan, Mr. S.," replled the deacon,
"if the collection were to be taken up before Instead•
of after the sermon. Anticipation, you know, is always greater than realization, and a dlsappolntedJ
man Is not apt to be generous."
COUPLE OF REFLECTIONS.
By Puck's Omar Khayyam.
Roses may do to make a poet's bed,
Roses may do to crown a beauty's head;
But they are not a circumstance unto
Brandy and soda for a large swelled head.
A

Ne'er wed a woman when she's growing old,
Ne'er pluck the ros9 before it doth unfold,
And ne'er forget the man who sticks to you,
When you're In trouble, with his bright red gold.
THE origin of one of Franklln's most celebrated
sayings has just been discovered. One day his fa·
ther sent him to collect a bill amounting to ninepence. On the way home he met a boy much larger
than himself, who, being a great bully, proceeded to
glv him a thrashing. When his father saw his dirty
face and brutsed countenance he naturally asked the
cause. "I met Tom Jones down the road," answered
Ben, " and he gave me a pounding." "You didn't
lose the money, did you ?" "No," satd the embryo
philosopher," but I wouldn't be pounded that way
again for nine pence twice over." "Holty-tolty," ex·
claimed his father; "that wlll never do. Take care
of the pennies and the pounds Wlll take care ot
themselvs."

"MY bruderlng," said a colored pulpit orator,
"de Israelites went over de Red Sea on de Ice. 'l'hey
got over all safe; and dat's the reason why Moses
sung de song of praise. In the morning, when de
sun was up, hot, Pharloh and de Gyptlans come wid
THIRD EDITION.
delr great lumbering chatlots of Iron. Dey broke
through de lee and all went to de bottom of de sea."
"Stop dare I" exclaimed a hearer; "I want to ask a
question. I've read g'ography, and Egypt's a hot
AND TllEm
country. It's under de tropics, It's near de 'quator,
and dere ain't no Ice dere. How could dey go over
on de ice, an' dere no ice dere ?" To this the
Being a Oomparlson of the Old and New Testament preacher responded : " I'm glad you asked that
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen naquestion .. Now I can 'splaln. That comes of read·
tions of Antiquity, Considering also their
ing g'ography Instead of the Bible. My bruderlng,
Origin and Meaning. With numerous illustrations.
when de children of Israel go over de Red Sea, dat
1 Vol. Royal B~o. a!oth. .A.b&Ut 00 pagu.
was a great, great while ago, before dere was any
Price,
$3.00 g'ography, before dere was any tropics, before dere
was any 'quator. Dat's de rea.son dere was ice, my
Sent postpaid, on receipt of price,
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
J;>ruderlng."

COMPLETE WORKS, in One Volume. Half calf, 5. 00

BIBLE MYTIIS

Parallels in Other Religions

"ANT I C H R 1ST."

'I,'HE new version of the Old Testament places man·
kind considerably above Instead of a little lower than
he angels. We are not surprised at this. We hav
never yet ~een a plc'ure of an angel that didn't look
like an Italian opera chorus girl with wings on.-

YOU want to know why It Is called the li:ngllsh
aparrow, do you, Ethel'? · Well, dear, it is because It
is very English In Its ways. Ma1!ing more noise than
any other bird of Its size, quarreling all the time
that it Is not eating, and seeming to think that this
great universe was created for its especial benefit.
Tbat is why It Is called the Engllsh spar.row, Ethel.
-Boston Post.
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"YEs, slr, our minister Is just boss." "Just boss?
What do you mean by that?" "Minds his own bus!·
ness and lets alone what doesn't concern him." " I
don't exactly understand." "Why, he doesn't meddle with either pollt!cs or religion."

Grapltic
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T. C. Leland,
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IN P.ltagonla they l!ne a man two goats for killing
his wife. The le.w Is very strict on the subject, too,
and If the fine Isn't promptly paid he Is compelled tzy
marry again. That makes him hustle around for
the goats.

9I

Leslie St,phe:n.

IN every corner of the world there is the same
phenomenon of the decay of established religions
In Catholic countries as wen as in Protestant, nay,
amonl'( Mohammedans, Jews, Buddhists, Brahmans,
traditionary creeds are losing their hold. An Intel·
lectualrevolutlon is sweeping over the world, breakIng down established opinions, dissolving the foundations on Which historical faiths hav been built
up, Science, history, philosophy, hav combined to
create universal uncertainty, and Catholic France
and Italy are no better otr In this respect than Germany, England, or Amerlca.-J. A Froude.

THEJewi•h Mes•e:n11er says that to the curious specimen of a prayer lately published may be added this
of a modern rabbi: "o Lord, thou rememberest we·
eald last week," etc.

A YOUNG person of Tomahawk Blutr
Carried pistols to make him look tough.
When they asked, "Do you chew ?"
He replied, "Yes, I do,
I'm a wegular wetch of a wough. ••

1885.

1879.

MAN, amidst the fl uctuatlons of his own feelings and
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JJotes and .Qilippings.
HERBERT F. BEECHER has been appointed
collector of customs for the district of Puget
Sound. This Beecher is the son of Henry
Ward Beecher.
A CLERGYMAN of Connecticut, who recently
died, left all his money to missionary societies,
and did not leave a cent to a feeble and penniless brother who is in a public institution.
THE Sunday law is said to be so strictly enforced in the Sandwich Islands that the nativs
are not allowed to feed the silkworms on Sunday. Consequently silkworm culture has aJ.
most entirely died out.
ONG AH MoN, the Chinaman who was shot
by a drunken rough in this city last week, was
buried with both Chinese and Christian
funeral rites. His future destination, therefore; must remain a question of profound uncertainty.
THE advisability of starting a Roman Oath.
olio daily newspaper here is being discussed
by the authorities of the church. They had
better not try it. The number of Catholics
who can read is not sufficient to warrant the
enterprise.
IN the last phase of the Harrison-Spencer
discussion, Mr. Harrison refers to Professor
Youmans, of New York, as a "Yankee editor."
P.rofessor Youmans may yet hav something to
say, and then it will be incumbent on Mr.
Harrison to take it all back.
A BRIDGEPORT, Conn., man had a revelation that the Lord wanted him to work for
fifty cents a day less than he was receiving.
This is the first instance of the kind on record.
Usually, remarks TexJ.s Siftings, the "revelation" comes to the employer.

Nevv York, Saturday, June 20, 1885.

atahs, an' he wants to know when you receive
gentlemens.' 'Show the colonel in,' said the
secretary.''
A SALT LAKE CITY parson sends· to the Independent a transcript of the inscription on the
tombstone of George A. Smith, a Mormon.
The inscription declares that "his name will
go down to the end of time." As Mr. Smith
had seven wives and twenty children, this is a
safe statement to make. The name is already
known wherever the English language is
spoken. Everybody has heard of Smith.

THE publishers of the revised Old Testament may be said to hav an eye to business.
A great many people, remarks an exchange,
bought the new version of the New Testament
when it appeared, flattering themselvs that
they would buy the Old Testament when it
came out, and thus hav both parts. The
English publishers, however, do not propose
to issue the Old Testament separately, and to
obtain it purchasers will be obliged to buy the
Bible.
PRESBYTERIANS are a good deal perplexed
over the question of the validity of Roman
Catholic baptism. "What constitutes valid
baptism?'' the Evangelist inquires. "Does it
require any more than the reverent sprinkling
in the name of the Father and the Son and the
Holy Ghost?" The conclusion is that the
Roman Catholic baptism is as good as any.
Both are good, but neither kind of baptism, it
may be added, should be allowed to replace
the bath.
THE Winneconne, Wis .• Entm·prise contains
this item: "Last Sunday about ten young men
assembled and proposed that they would go
and cut some wood for the Widow Ferry, and
the result was that some six cords of pine
wood is out in her yard. They were boys who
work in the mills through the week." We
Dr. R. A. GuNN, of this city, accuses Senator doubt if any other ten young men in Wiscon·
Coggleshall of asking $1, 500 for championing sin, even though they did not break a coma bill which the doctor was interested in get- mandment, feel better satisfied with the way
ting through the legislature of the state. Cog- they spent that Sunday.
gleshall denies it, but the matter does not
WIFE: "Here is an item i.D. this paper about
seem likely to go any further.
.
.
a man who lost a thousand dollars last night
MRs. OHM, who professes to cast out devils at poker. I do think it is scandalous the way
and perform oth~r feats commonly regarded as 1, men squander their money; there ought to be
superhuman, resides near Laketon, Ind., and 1 a law against this gambling business. By the
is regularly consulted by persons who believe II way John I would like some money to pay
themselvs under the influence of a malign that' milli~ery bill." Husband: "Why, I gave
spirit. She lias been at least enabled to amass J you $10 yesterday to pay that bill." Wife:
a snug fortune.
"Yes, I know; but I spent that money in
THE Prince of Wales has been presented · 'chances' at the church fair last night, and
with a copy of the revised Bible. By an inad-1 wasn't lucky enough to win anything.-Philavertence, probably, on the part of either delphia Call.
.
author or publishers, a similar. cour~esy has
THE Cooper Institute is doing a good work
not been extended to any one m_ this office, in educating and improving the young people
tho~gh THE TRUTH ~EEKER has yrelded some of this city. An abstract of the last annual
of 1t~ spa~e to advertise the work. .
/ report shows that during the year there were
IT IS a httle awkward for the revisers, says 4,208 pupils in its schools. Of this number 531
the Indeptndent, to find that their statement in attended the industrial art classes for young
the preface to the revised Old Testament-" It women in the day time, including the classes
is well known 'its' does not occur in the Bible in phonography and telegraphy. More thaa
of 1611," is not well grounded. A sharp critic 650,000 persons hav used the reading-room
has found the little word in Leviticus, xxv, 5- during the year, and nearly 200,000 books hav
"That whillh groweth of its own accord," etc. been lent to readers to take to their homes.
THIS is Beecher's latest shot at the Bible: The evening urt schools are largely attended,
''On the theory of the plenary inspiration of and there are also scientific classes which purthe book the Bible is already set aside. I don't sue a regular course of study extending over a
believe that any honest and consistent man period of five years.
who believes that God spoke every word in the
THE American Protestant League asserts
Bible can save himself from going head first that the Roman Catholics, under direct orders
into the gulf of Infidelity. If he doesn't go from Rome, and immediately directed by Carover it is because he is too stupid."
dinal McCloskey, hav gone very far in a sysTHE Washington correspondent of the Sun tematic effort to capture Washington as a
tells how Colonel Ingersoll penetrated the In- center of political influence. The evidence
terior Department: "Bob Ingersoll called at cited in support of that view is the immense
the Interior Department yesterday, and asked acquirement of property by the church in the
to see the secretary. 'The secretary is occu- District of Columbia. Sites for schools, conpied, sah, with members and senatahs only. vents, colleges, churches, and asylums hav
Won't see any one else now, sah,' said the col- been purchased there greatly in advance of
ored messenger at the door: Bob waited for a actual needs; and now sixty-five acres of
moment with his hands in his pockets. Then ground hav been bought for the projected
he pulled out a half dollar and dropped it into seminary, to found which a Catholic lady rethe janitor's hand, after giving a few whispered cently gave $300,000 as a beginning. The ininstructions. A moment later the messenger stitution is to be under the management of the
walked into the secretary's room, where a Jesuits. The aotiv controller of all these conlarge number of senators and members were oerns, however, is the archbishop of Baltiassembled, and addressed the secretary: 'Mr. more, in whose diocese the capital is situated,
Secretary, Mr. Bob Ingersoll am at the doah. and who is to-day the heaviest individual
He says he understands that dis am de time owner of real estate in Washington. In all
when you won't see any but members and sen- this the League sees a determination on the
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part of the Roman Catholics to make Washington their potent American center.
SERIOUS anti-Jewish riots hav broken out
during the Reichstrath election in Vienna. The
inciting cause was the excitement of the people growing out of the election agitation. The
Carmelite Platz was filled with a howling mob,
and free fights were frequent. The shops of
the jews were raided and ruined, and their
owners violently assaulted. No less than forty
persons were severely wounded. The police
made many arrests; still they were powerless
to repress the rioters, and had to call for the
aid of the military. Other riots, of like violenee and destructivness, hav taken place in
the Wieden and Nuebau districts.
THE Catholic Examiner is not willing that
Sunday newspapers should be suppressed,
and sees more reason for the suppression of
the Monday edition, because, while the work
of getting out a Sunday paper is done on
Saturday, that of issuing a Monday morning
journal is performed on Sunday. The Examine1· finds still further reason for suppressing
the Monday newspaper in the fact that "it is
very largely made up of the sermons preached
on Sunday by the most sensational of the
Protestant divines, and the seizure and suppression of the journals containing these lucubrations would tend to improve mentally and
morally the general public."
AT a conference of the Baptist ministers
held last week a discussion of the revised edition of the Old Testament was the main feature. The Rev. Dr. G. W. Sampson read a
long paper upon the injudicious changes
made. He objected to the use of " one day"
and "a second day" in the Genesis instead of
the first day and the second day, and especially to the description of man as a little
lower than God instead of a little lower
than the angels. He also objected to the way
"sheol" was left untranslated in certain
places, while in others it was translated into
grave, and again in one of the Psalms it was
rendered hell when it evidently stood for
grave, but this way of putting it, he considered, was simply to fit to the prayer-book
of the Church of England.
THE young preacher who has succeeied
Parson Newman at the Madison avenue Methodist church, in this city, is a somewhat notable youth. His mime is Price, and he is
While preaching at
a Harvard graduate.
Keene, N. H., his congregation once feared
that he was drifting from orthodoxy and asked
him to preach on probation after death. He
did so, and quoted everything in the Bible
relativ to the subject, extending his discourse
into twelfthly, and tiring out the whole congregation. He was asked by his hearers not to
preach on probation after death again until
they were dead. When the Rev. Joseph ,Cook
was in Keene, Mr. Price woke him up one day
to attend a prayer-meeting, which aroused the
ire of Cook, and instead of a prayer-meeting
the two preachers had a slugging match, being
finally separated by the keel"er of the hotel.
THE French astronomer, Faye, has recently
published a long and elaborate paper upon the
evolution of our system. Accepting the nebular hypothesis of Laplace, in the main, he
modifies it, in some respects, to account for
certain facts with which the original theory
failed to deal. He points out that, in the
original nebula, the central force at fir~t would
not follow the law of gravitation; that is, each
particle of the nebula would be attracted to
the center by a force varying not "inversely
as the square of the distance" from the center,
but nearly as the distance directly. As the
system grew older, and the matter concentrated more and more in the central sun, the
central force would come gradually to its present law. Assuming this, he shows that planets
formed from rings developed in the primitiv
nebula, near the center, and while it was still
young, would rotate on their axes in the direction of their orbital motion. On the other
hand, those developed more lately, near the
outskirts of the mass, would hav a retrograde
rotation (as Uranus and Neptune actually do).
His theory, in opposition to all others, makes
the outer planets the youngest, instead of the
oldest, members of the family.

J/Jtws ofl the fileelt.
CHOLERA is spreading in Spain.
RIEL, ths rebel of the Northwest, will enter
a plea of insanity when he comes to trial.
THE doctors now report that General Grant
is growing weaker. The general has ·finished
his book.
A TORNADO passing over Bridgewater, Iowa,
one day last week, left but one house in the
village uninjured.
THE seventeen-year locusts in countless
numbers hav appeared in Fayette county, ill.,
and begun their work on the orchards.
THE Presbyterian church at Shippensburg,
Va., one of the finest church edifices in the
Cumberland Valley, was destroyed by fire J•ne
14th.
OuR police arrested forty-five women Sunday night for walking the street with immoral
intent. It will now be safe for the male citizen to venture out.
TwENTY-FOUR persons were killed and one
hundred and sixty-three injured by the falling
of a stone staircase in a court-house at Thiers,
France, on the 11th inst.
THE New Orleans World's Industrial and
Cotton Centennial Exposition will reopen in
November and be continued for a year independent of government aid.
THE police of this city made twenty-four
arrests for violations of the excise law last
Sunday. There ·were probably twenty-four
hundred saloons open by way of side-doors.
AN activ movement is on foot among New
York merchants looking toward the closing of
all stores and business houses at 1 o'clock on
Saturdays to giv the employees a weekly halfholiday.
·
MR. BEECHER continues his series of sermons
on evolution. His Sunday sermon dealt with
immortality, which he made conditional, consigning those who had not lived good lives to
annihilation.
MYRON BAILEY, a Salvation Army soldier,
was twice ejected from a train in Connecticut
for trying to beat his way. He got aboard
again, and, when put off the third time, fired
a pistol at the brakeman. He is in jail.
THE Rev. Daniel Denison Whedon, D.D,
LL.D., for many years a very prominent Methodist, died last week, or, as the church paper
puts it, "the heavenly mansion has reeeived
him." He was seventy-seven years old.
MATTIE PALMER, of Louisville, Ky., married
William Montgomery in 1877 and is the mother
of two children. She now sues for a divorce,
claiming to hav discovered that her husband
has negro blood in his veins. He is said to
look like awhite man.
QUEEN VICTORIA's daughter Beatrice will
shortly be united in marriage to a man named
Battenberg, a German bearing the title of
prince. The wedding cake is to weigh two
hundred and fifty pounds. The English government stands the expense.
IT is estimated that forty thousand people
went to Coney Island last Sunday to escapa
the heat of the city. Two thousand boys went
to Shady Side, up the Hudson, to play base
ball on the new playgrounds which hav been
provided for their use by the New York World.
KEELY recently gave an exhibition of his
celebrated motor before the stockholders in the
concern. Several mechanical engineers were
preBent, some of whom claim that Keely has
discovered a hitherto unknown force, and
others say it is a humbug, the machine being
actuated by compressed air.
PHIL DALEY is the name of the most notorious gambler at Long Bmuoh. Nevertheles;
he has a private chapel, built at great expense,
and hires a priest to celebrate a mass every
morning. Nobody has as yet remarked any
inappropriateness in the thing, because it is
well known that if all the money dishonestly
acquired were taken from the church there
would be hardly a fashionable church building
standing in the world.
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parison of ideas than of things, the solution of diffi~ primary importance. Its value consists in its applicult problems, etc., etc.
cation. Lets us take an example; to understand the
The first two of these stages represent the absorp~ thr~e kinds of lever is frequently found difficult, even
The New Education
tiv capacity of the human mind from without, and for elder people, but Mr. Von Taube assures me that
the two latter ones the inner systematization and through a task performed by the pupil himself
AS EXEMPLIFIED IN THE GRAM:ElRCY PARK SC!!OOL AND TOOL- Working out of the materials previously gathered.
simply with the aid of a stick or a butcher's scale, the
HOUSE.
How to select the materials for these stages, as- theory becomes at once understood in a manner
This fchool, long known to New Yorkers as con- pecialfy the first two, which must be adapted to the never to be forgotten,
We know how eager childr,en are from the earliest
ducted by Miss Haines, has shuck out, under the younger childrenl that has been the problem.
This much has been discoveredl namely, that the age to investigate all the possible purposes to which
guidance of Mr. G. Von Taube, on a new departure,
a departure, indeed, really inaugurated by that cele- difficulties encountered by older people in mastering any kind of material can be applied. With such an
brated instructress hfi'self in the founding by her of minutiro do not exist in anything like the same inborn instinct to urge the pupil on toward the
a model kindergarten, from which; as a nucleus, this degree for children. Hence the little ones should ready ownership .and control of knowledge, why negmethod of infant object-teaching has rapidly spread hav offered to them, not empty words and arid for- lect so inestimable a faculty? The kindergarten
mulas, not fairy tales and fantastic poems, but they utilizes this faculty. The tool-house would simply
till it is now becoming universally adopted.
The tool-house is the legitimate successor of the should be provided with the facts of those sciences continue its work, without whichl it is claimed 1 the
kindergatten, and both are the natural outgrowth of the knowledge of which conditions our existence, thread of education would be rudely snapped. In
the modern ideas which are gradually taking posses- and which, if properly presented, the young will grasp this process the scholar is introduced into the fasci·
!!ion not only of the educational but of all domains. for with avidity. Hence in the school system under nating handicraft, mysteries of forging, printing,
Just as the old-time system of government in church consideration-consisting of a course of twelve years, turning both in wood and metal, scroll-sawing, wood ...
and state was based upon arbitrary authority; so it six devoted to the objectiv and six to the subjectiv- carving, joining, carpentering, plumbing, enameling,
was with the rule of the olg-time .pedagog, whose are given gradually developing lessons in plants, photography, etc. .
In these practical ways the minutire of mathematics
dominion was upheld by frown and ferule, and under animals, and place, leading to botany, zoology, and
whose awful sway school hours were long and dull, geography; oral lessons in language, including qual- and mechanics become taught to the interested learner,
and much study became a weariness of the flesh. ities and names of objects, attention being drawn to and ere long the secondary effect begins to manifest
His drilling was despotic, artificial, and mechanical, thoughts rather than to words; lessons in writing, itself in the acquisition of what is in familiar Yankee
and the pupil's minds were regarded not much other- the pupil later on attempting to describe in his own pbtase called "gumption," or a sound, activ, and
wise than as waste-bask~ts into which so and so many words the objects learned from the oral lessons in constructiv judgment, enabling knowledge finally to
disjointed scraps of dry rules and empty formulas the shape of compositions on clothing, cotton, linen, extend itself to all questions and ocaasions of our
were to be flung.
silk, etc., the ABC of future technology; lessons in life, till even the intrigues of courts, the strength or
But the fiat of time is decreeing the mightiest of form, size, and number, leading on to arithmetic and feebleness of human nature, the good and evil pasrevoluiions, and that is the irrevocable change from solid measure; lessons in esthetict~, beginning with sions, become, as it were, so many mehanical enerroyalty to republicanism. Under royalty it might objectiv outlines of familiar thingt~, coming later on gies, every one of them representable by its numerical
hav been well for the teacher to make machines of to figures drawn from memory, and finally to rudi- exponent, and of value to him-the constructiv
statesman-only as he may be enabled to separate
the boys a:Qd girls. Under republicanism -ry;e need ments of the human figure and perspectiv.
to make of them men and women. To effect this we
So, in very brief outline, passes the first stage, or combine them. So it comes about that the cormust introduce better systems of physical, mental, comprising six years and constituting the objectiv relation and resolution of mechanical forces, as applied and illustrated in the tool-house, lead us on by
and moral culture.
course.
Physical education as conducted in the Gramercy
Next comes the second stage of six years, making graduated steps to face, and, as far as may be, to
Park school I cannot here treat of, but of the intel- up the subjectiv course. This relates to ideas rather to solve the deep enigmas of humanity.
As a direct corollary from what has just been said
lectual and moral education instituted there, and of than to things, that is, the comparison of perceptions
the tool-house as an indispensable department of the rather than of objects, depending, therefore, like a an infuence of vast practical importance must hav
general regime, I would speak.
house upon its foundation, upon the successful already been drawn by the intelligent reader, to wit,
As to the course of intellectual education, recent gathering of materials during the previous objectiv the practical effect of the education of the tool-house
in providing the pupil with many means of livelihood
psychological science has brought to us, perhaps, stage.
the greatest of all modern discoveries, the existence,
Let us see, then, what it actually embraces. In through his skill in various crafts.
A.mid the chances and changes, the ups and downs
that it~, of a strict correlation between the brain and ~:cience forces tend to take the place of facts; the
nervous system on the one hand, and thought with mechanical prin~iples involved in physiology are of life, it is impossible for anyone to exaggerate how
its workings on the other.
dwelt upon; biology, and mental and moral science; essential it may be for a young man to know a trade,
With this clue in hand, educational methods may are in time approached; logic, inductiv and deduc- and, as already indicated, the general tool-house
now follow an established line of mental facts, which tiv, comes toward the end, and politicar economy is training should fit him not only for one, but for ,
embraced; in language, higher readings, and in many such industrial occupations.
may be summarized categorically as follows:
(a) The development of the senses in the young is writing more complex compo~;itions follow upon inLet us turn now to the moral education peculiar
the basis of their future mentality.
dustrial, scientific, historical, social, sociological, and to the Gramercy Park school ani tool-house. As a
(b) Such development, to be successful, necessi- artistic topics; in mathematics higher arithmetic is preparation and introduction thereto, the pupil is
tates individual work by the pupil, instead of rote- brought in, leading on to book-keeping, algebra, everywhere brought face to face with truth, with the
trigonometry, surveying, and astronomy; in esthetics great truthfulness of nature, the great truthfulness
teaching and book-learning.
(c) Commemoration is based, not on direct verbal comes the gradual introduction of colors, also draw- of fact. But, strictly speaking, morality appertains
drilling of the memory, but upon the association of ing and skeleton sketching from nature, and, finally, not to the world of dead matter, but tp the world of
impreEsiont~, conducting thence to the association of philosophy is arrived at, involving a training in the living human beings. It is the science of right livideas.
evolution of human thought, in the principal systems ing; its object is to fit one for the duties and activ(d) Ideas presuppose facfs, and are the results de- of philosophy, Greek, French, German, and-English, ities of life, and it rightly regards that as the truly
rived from comparisons of perceptions, depending, together with a review of the most famous literatures salutary disciplin which visits upon all conduct, good
therefore, for their clearness upon the quality of the of all nations. I may add that throughout the and bad, the pleasurable or painful consequences
perceptions which are obtained.
whole curriculum the modern and, if desired, the which, in the nature of things, such conduct tends to
Education, depending thus on things instead of ancient languages are taught according to nature's produce. Moral cause and consequence is, thereword!!', is necessarily, as Herbert Spencer has so well methods.
fore, the chief thing to be inculcated. The school
shown, from the particular to the general, from the
But what incentivs are to be relied upon to stimu- system must be one of pure justice. The learner
simple to the complex, from the concrete to the late the students and cause them to apply themselvs? must discover that " whatsoever. he soweth, that shall
abstract; and in this process the pupil should be Experience has amply proved that not rewards nor he aiso reap," and that "the way of the transgressor
taught by his teacher as little as pmsible, and should punishments (in the ordinary sense), not love or fear is hard."
teach himself as much as possible. The most impor- of mamma and papa, are to be depended on. Upon
But such rude experience is often not only a hard,
tant new practice undoubtedly is the systematic cui- what motiv then can we fall back? The answer but a hardening master While pain and pleasure
ture of the powers of observation, i. e., the develop- comes that here again the path is clearly pointed out felt as consequences may lie at the root of morality
ment of the senses and perceptions by object-teach- by mental physiology, which directs us to those two as a science, it must be remembered that this same
ing.
familiar states of consciousness which we call pain morality is not only a science, but an art and pracTo accomplish this effectually, it has been shown and pleasure; the first, pain, ever retarding us; the tice as well. True, the art and the practice must
by all the great educational reformers, from .Pesta- second, pleasure, ever inciting us onward, meaning wait upon the science, but they must also supplement
lozzi down through Froebel, Bain, Carpenter, Mauds- by pleasure the interest which flows naturally from it. Under this view, morality becomes nothing more
ley, Youmans, and others, that a fundamental pre- absorbing occupation, and further meaning by than habits taken in the right direction. If some
requisit must be understood and considered, which pleasure an innocent and wholesome enjoyment of evil proclivities need to be eradicated, the best way is
prerequsit comists in the Eimple yet inestimable life in its substantial pursuits. Taking advantage of to stifle them by means of good predispositions subtruth that there is a cErtain s€quence in which the these keen proclivities which exist in every healthy stituted through consistent examples set and steady
faculties spontaneously develop, and that a properly child, the skilled teacher leads his pupils on day by habits formed.
adapted kind of knowledge is necessary for each step. day to the self-acquisition of new data, the charm of
And just here it is that the ethica.l power of the
In entire ignorance of this, hitherto highly abstract such creativ activity being almost invariably a suffi- tool-house manifests itself. Remarkable as are its inand complex subject!!', like algebra .and grammar, cient inducement to the child to whet his intellect- tellectual advantaget~, these really pale before its
hav been forced upon the unfortunate children, for ual appetite and keep it evEr keen.
moral effects. In the first place, the mere habit of
w.hich _their tender minds ~r~ no more fit than a babe's . Having thus given a sketch of the gener~l educa- organized recreation is of itself an enormous aid. It
digeshv organs are to assu;rnlate bard tack.
twnal regime and its methods, I fancy I hear some is an unspeakable gain, even if a negativ one, to keep
Thus, at last, on the basis of mental physiology we one asking: "Well, what has the tool-house got to boys out of mischief. How enchanted any boy behav ?een enabled to _classi~y Echool existence physi- do with all this?" My reply is, Everything. Those comes over some machine or model which he seeks
ologiCally as presentmg different states or _ages of who hav grasped the philosophy of the kindergarten to fashion for himself! Under a proper curriculum
mental growth a~d ther~fore of mental c~pamty.
hav also grasped the philosophy of the tool-house. of manual training, these inherent youthful impulses
From the earhest childhood up to SiX or seven The fundamental object of each (intellectually speak- are taken hold of and so systematized that the otheryears of age we n?w know the human mind to ing)_ is the acquisition of knowledge through its wise idle and refractory youngster is kept continube possessed of an mcomparable freshness for per- practical application. Knowledge unapplied can ously and absorbingly occupied.
captions of the concret~. Th~ next st~ge of a child's hardly be called knowledge at all, and the study of
One of the too frequent effects resulting from the
development would brmg him to thirteen or four- the natural sciences, unless supplemented by the con- old methods, whether of the school or home, was to
teen, and manifests the characteristics of curiosity joint training of the mind and hand remains doubt- make both school and home hateful. As a necessary
~nd natural propensity to investigate hi~ surround- ful_in its results and tedious in its a~quisition. Let reaction the pupil was driven to seek his pleasure in
mgs. From fourteen to seventeen or nmeteen we us Illustrate what we mean from mechanics. Mechan- mere pleasure seeking. Not to find his joy in his
find a well-pronounced capacity for comparison, or ics, as far as its theory is concerned represents only work, but in skylarking and mischief-making, became
the recognition of similarities and differencEs be- abstracts. Abstracts are merely m~ntal symbols of his chief end of life. How many a wayward and retween the items and parts observed. From that age the concrete. They are used only for the purposes bellious boy, ungovernable by the old disciplin,
to twenty-one or twenty-three comes rather the com- of the concrete. The concrete remains always as of might not hav been saved, if taken at a sufficiently
~·

•r~·

~HE

early age by this new, judicious, and beneficent system, a system which provides materials for the hand
and head to act upoR as naturally as the digestiv
organs assimilate appropriate food.
.--·
But let us look at the subject a little deeper.
There must needs be an objectiv training in morals
as well as in intellect. To begin with the definitions
or rules in moral instruction (as has always been the
old-fashioned way) before having cultivated its ob:jectiv perceptions would be to make the same mistake as to start in grammar with the laws of syntax
'before having inculcated the signification of the
:parts of speech.
The physical objectiv morality of sound health
through diet, air, and exercise must first be implanted. This ·must be accompanied by the disciplin of work-of work motived by curiosity and
gratified inquiry-so leading on to steady preoccupation and to steady habits.
The pupil finds himself in this way continually
overcoming difficulties by his own personal e.ffort,
and therefore finds himself gaining that inestimable
moral stimulation, the feeling of self-reliance.
But, further, the scholar is all the while objectivly
acquiring a continual insight into the most important facts which relate to the productiv activities of
the world. The popular nature of his employment
tends necessarily to lead him into a close moral sympathy with the wants, needs, and difficulties of the
workers of the world. Moreover, when the toolhouse shall be fully organized, it is the intention of
the management, in connection with a proper supervision, to introduce a democratic method of adminis·
tration (self-government) among the pupils. They
are eac~ to be t~e owner of ?ne or n;tore ~~ares of
stock,. With t~e nght to ~ra'Y Its accr~nng dividends:
thus Impartmg a financ~al mterest m t~e concern,
the boys are to elect their own foreman .m each de_partment; they are .to manufacture their own pro·ducts, a~d sell them m the open market; th~y are to
keep th~Ir own books, and by means of meetmgs and
·de~ate m open caucus to regulate, as far as may be,
.their own order.
This school, therefore, instead of being something
:apart from the great run of common life, becomes
jncorporated with it and no violent break is felt
when the student c~eer merges naturally and almost imperceptibly into political, business, or professional existence.
And So I't comes about that by means of this ever•
repea~ed experience of what ~ay be ca~ed o_bjectiv
mor.alit;-y, the. scholar enters his·l~ter hfe With ~he
habit meradiCably fixed upon him of comparmg
pleasurable and painful ~tates of consciousness, the
pleasurable always resulting from work and duty
done, duty always being found in the doing of w.ork.
His experience and love for the smaller republic of
the school now become extended subjectivly to the
larger republic of country. He realizes that outside
of him is the great social organism and the feelings
of losses and gains to himself are applied in imagine.tion unto others. Their losses and gains become a
. own b emg.
·
I n th
· h appmess
· · h e comes
part of h IS
· eir
to seek his own. The knowledge of rights and the
feelings of duty widen till finally, the moral keynote
is reached in the adaptation of his life to a wide,
harmonious scale, whe1·e the physically moral, the intellectually moral, and the emotionally moral combine in a lofty, esthetic, and human enthusiasm.
Such, briefly, in its actual scope and reasonable
possibilities, is the New Education with the tool·
house as its indispensable adjunct. :May the Gramercy Park Experiment become the model for thousands l
CouRTLANDT PALMER.
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terribly indignation? What horrible crime havthey minority; neither does it follow that the demand of
perpetrated~ A number of intelligent and highly: the Secular Union that all laws, directly or indirectly
respectable people hav had the audacity to differ in enforcing the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath
their religious views from the Ministers' Alliance, hav shall be repealed, is- unjust. As long as no voice
had the unpardonable courage to express their belief from on high has as yet, by any special revelation to
before the public, foolishly thinking that on this soil, the peoples all, proclaimed and made known that the
where religious liberty and freedom. of conscience Christian morality is the morality " par excellence,"
are supposed to hav built their home, the Sec- and as long as there are vast numbers of people,
ular Union has as much right·to inform the public of sectarian as well as secular, within the United States,
its belief and its aims, as the Minister's Alliance has that believe, and, if required, can prove that they
to express its views. Alas! it was an idle delusion possess at least as good a morality as any that was as
when we believed that the old theological spirit had yet put up by the Christian people, s'l long will
been compelled not only to descend from its long rational people, secular and sectarian,"wtthout wishestablished supremacy, but also forced to relinquish ing to reflect upon Christian ·morality, heartily inall its most cherished pretensions. The spirit of per- dorse the demands of the Secular Union, that all laws
secution is not yet dead. · Fanaticism is still glim- looking to the enforcement of Christian mora.lity
mering on the hearth of the church. The individ- shall be abrogated, and that all laws shall be conual's right of private judgment is still interfered with. formed to the requirements of natural morality, equal
Those who, in the exercise of their sacred and inal- rightg~, and impartial liberty; that not only in the
ienable right to free judgment, refuse to acquiesce Constitution of the United States and of the several
in religious D(ltions which seems to them obsolete states, but also in the practical administration of the
and irrational are still pointed ont with the finger of same, no privilege or advantage shall be conceded to
scorn. But since there exists not among the people Christianity, or any other special religion; that our
of the United States one universal religion, since entire politic'l.l system shall be founded and adminthere can be no unity in religious belief, since this istered on a purely secalar basis, and whatever
government claims to be totally separated from the changes shall prove necessary to this end shall be
church, since the state has no right to show favorit- consistently, unflinchingly, and promptly made.
ism to a particular denomination, since the state can
What is there so outrageously criminal in these denot possibly make provisions to suit the large variety mands of the Secular Union? They teach not one
of denominations, since a large number of its excel- immoral idea, neither do they advocate one improper
lent, intelligent, moral citizens are not members of movement, nor do they disseminate in their platform
any church, I cannot but recognize the justice of the one religious sentiment. Why, then, is the Ministers'
Nine Demands of the Secular Union.
Alliance so much exercised? Hav they not as good
The Secular Union has a right to think that its a right to promulgate their doctrins and viewa, even
mission is as lofty, and its work as beneficial for though they clash with those of some denominations,
society, as that of a:ray church; but the state refuses to as has the Ministers' Alliance, or as has Mr. Varley
exempt the property wherein the Union meets from or Mr. Moody~ In the name of reason, justice, taltaxation, a privilege for which they never ask, and erance, Americ11.n liberty, I ask: Why are they
they hav a right to demand "that churches and all branded ~sa d~ngerous pe_?ple, pounced upon with
other ecclesiastical property shall no longer be exempt ~atred, stigmatize~ as. a somet.y,. and a state corruptfrom ·ust taxation." As Ion as Con ress state le _ .mg people? . Theiril I~ ~ rel~gw~ as much as. any
islatu~e, navy, militia, priso!s, asyluJs, an'd other i~- represented m the Mtmsters AU~an~e, and entitled
stitutions supported by public money are composed to equal re~p.ect.. W:hen yo~ examm mto the e~sence
of citizens who belong to diffei·ent religious denomi- of real religwn, It ~s 9-uesbonable whether ev~n the
nations or to no denomination at all and church and mo~t orthodox sect. I~, m a moral se~se, s~penor to
t te '
t d th . de nd th t 'th
10
t then·a. If true religwn means "to dive With a passfa h selp~ra ~ 'th eir .ma · t~t t' e embp d~men sionate charity into the darkest recesses of misery
o c ap runs m ese vanous ms I u wns e Iscond f · "t · · t
t
f th
th
t'mue d IS
· a J. u st one, as IS
· a1so th eir
· d em an d th at a11 an· o VICe,
f 'To · Irriga
t e every
f quar1 er ot b e ear
dl
0
public appropriations for educational and charitable with the eroitzing ~ream
an a mos. oun es~
. t't
·
all
ms
I u t'wns of a sec t-anan
ch aract er sball cease. As benevolence,
. · hand · to mclude
f
· the sections
d ffi of ·hulong as the public schools are attended by children mamty I~ t. e Circle o. ~n mtense an e cacwus
whose parents are either pelievers of both Testa- sympathy' If t:ue ral~gwn means to destrvy or
ments, or of only one Testament, or of no-Testament weaken the barriera which separ.ate class froll:l class,
at all, or who, while believing in the Bible, do not and se~t from sect, and erect m~tea~ eq~al~ty and
believe it fit and proper for the young, or they hav fra~e:mty am~ng the ~uman famtl;y, If ~his IS true
not sufficient faith in the religious sincerity of the rel~gwn, then Its ho~e IS not exc1usivly ~tth the secteacher who is to use the Bible, or they think that tari.an peoples.. ~t rugues a weak platfo.Im a~ well as
the Sabbath-school is sufficient for the religious tra.in- an mt?lerant spmt wh.en terror and ti ambling .and
ing of the children, so long do I heartily concur with gnashmg of teeth seize upon orthod~x reltgl~us
th . d
d th t th
f th B'bl . th
bl' people era yet the real W9rk of. the ~-cular U mon
sc~~olse~:thera oste~~~~/as ae te;t-~o~~ o~ ~~o~~ Thahs be~~~: I can see onlyt:ood l~n. their m~~e:fkent.
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sacrilege in the administering of the oath continues ~I?:~ ~~
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~ t~c e~ til~y as ~
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are people wh~ do not believe in the efficacy of an rAvotm tohr I~Pr..)vtem,e1u~n e 't eo.fig~a
co~cfep ;~ns.
oath administered in the name of G~d; as long as t sl 0t the Sim~ er-'b . Ia~e, I w~h . e w~.. or fem
there are even religious people who strongly object 0 · e
decu a~ mon f one. ful mr re ·'f~?usthe:to being sworn in the name of God by irreligious vor canti nf ldampLe stctohpe ortt usda t nthes~ Whl m t edlr
e
em a en o eir ome ra e
. .
. respec v o s.
peopl.e, or by c?n;upt war d po litICI~ns,. so 1ong WI.l1 in social demoraliz~tion and general wickedness, and
A Rabbi On the Nine Demands.
mtelligently relig:wu.s yeople ~eadlly mdorse the.Ir they may hav occasion to say with Moses: "WheraThe Secular Union of Kansas City. Mo., under the demand that the JUdimal oath m the courts, and m fore bast thou laid the burden of all this people upon
energetic management of the Krekels and their all ~ther departments. of the govern~ent, shall be me? Their iniquity is too great; I am not able to
friends, is waking the city up. The" Ministers' Alli- ab?hshed, and .t~at simpl~ affirmation unde~ the bear this eople alone, because its wickedness is too
f p e"
ance" hav fulminated against it, the clergy attack it, pams and penalities of perJury shall be established h
and the people attend its meetings. A new defende1· in its stead. As long as there are respectable and eavy or m · _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
of the political platform of Freethought has also dis- law-abiding citizens of the United States to whom
Passing the Time of Day.
. closed himself on account of it. Two weeks ago last the first day in the week is not the holy day, who
The
following
lettera will explain themselves:
Saturday Rabbi Joseph Krauskopf delivered in the prefer the last day of the week as their day of rest,
and
who
hav
as
good
an
authority
for
their
preferMISS
GARDENER TO MR. M'CA.BE. '
synagog before a large audience a lecture with the
NEw YonK, May 25, 1885.
.Union for his text. He said that at the present time ence as the others hav for theirs; as long as these
·intolerance is more injurious to the cause of the people, though entitled under the Constitution of the Mn. J. J. Mc0A.BE, President of the Liberal League, Alba?y,
Y.: Will you be so kind as to extend, at the next meetmg
. church than it is harmful to those against whom the United States to as much protection from the govern- N.
of your League my hearty thanks to the Liberals of Albany,
illiberal spirit is aimed. There is little use in con- ment as is the other, yet never get that protection, and in my behaif say that I appreciated their cordial a?d h1s·cealing the fact any longer that the church has ceased and are rational enough not to claim special legisla- pitable reception, and am glad that my personal acquamtance
to be society's ruling power. The spirit of the time tion to favor their special religious needs; as long as and public experience will be richer and better as a result of
visit with them. Wishing the League the prosperity it
is opposed to the priesthood's tyrannical sway of the there are excellent and moral citizens for whom the my
deserves, I remain
Sincerely,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
•dark ages, and to the creeds and doctrins of medie- first day of the week is not at all a holy day, but a
REPLY.
·valism. Society is pervaded by a strong predisposi- day of physical recreation, so long has a government Mrss HELEN H. GARDENER: As an association, we are glad to
·,tion to question all forms of belief, and to discard all that does ·not claim to be Theistic, as little right to hav an opp01·tunity of expressing the great pleasure your rethat is in opposition to the facts of science and to the place obstacles in the way of the better class, as it cent visit to Albany gave to th~ friends_ of Liberali.sm. And
enlightened spirit of the age. An attempt to check has a right to indirectly compel the former class to we think we can speak for our Troy friends who hst~n~d to
lecture on that occasion when we say that your VISit has
that predisposition, to interpose obstacles in the way observe the Sunday as its day of rest. If for the your
left a pleasant memory which will not be soon forgotten.
of free inquiry and rational research, is equal to the welfare of the state, and for the good of the people,
C. H. LucK, Secret.ary Albany Liberal Association.
attempt of damming up a powerful stream with bull- it is necessary that one day in the week should be
rushes; the waters may recede for a moment only to set aside for rest, for mental, physical, spiritual recreLE bon Dieu having made a mouse, said to himacquire greater force, and madly rushing forward ation, and in accordance with the wishes of the maself, "Hilloh! i hav done a foolish trick;" and he
again, will cause much greater ruin than they would jority, the Sunday is set aside for that purpose, it
does not follow that by conceding so much to the made the ca.t, which is the erratum of the mouse.
hav done had their course not been impeded.
And why should the Secular Union be subject to voice of the majority, rigorous restrictions and cruel The mouse plus the cat is the revised and corrected
an attack from the Ministers' Alliance ? Why this interference shall be imposed and enforced upon the proof of creation.- Victo1· Hugo.
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He changed the base of his life from one of doubt, of dissatisUnder the guiding genius of Stephen Pearl Andrews the art
.Address by T. B. Wakeman
faction, and of teaching merely as an occupation for a living, was placed upon a scientific basis and was established as a
AT THE FUNERAL OF THEilON c. LELAND.
into that of an advocate, a satellite,if notaharbinger,ofa system of practical phonography and reporting now in comOnce more, my friends, yet once more the inevitable har- great philosopher and of a great social revolution. Our friend mo~ use, ~nd indispensable in the legal and many other provester, Death, has called us around the bier of one we loved has been unintelligible to the world, even to many of his dear- fessions. Thence came teachers of the art like Burr, Parkand honored._ Death the harvester, not Death the king of est and best friends, because they never knew the underlying hur&t, and Underhill, all associates of our friend, and all social
terrors, fo: this one we hav loved was_-one of the emanoi{lated inspiration. which sustained him, and never appreciated the reformers. For it has not been noted as it should be that this
":ho had rrsen above the superstitions which make death the high ultimate hope and ideal which led;him on throughout art i~ a direct development of the harmonic philosophy and
kmg of terrors. He was one who in a free and Liberal life his whole subsequent career. That sage, Fourier, became the was m direct sympathy with the Fourier system of Socialism
had made his peace with all the world, with all its powers here fundamental power and reorganizer of his whole nature, giv- and, I believe, without its inspiration would never hav achieved
and ~ereafter. To him no fate could presage anything but a ing him a hope and an_ occupation to whioh he was true to the success that it has. That idea of harmony in all nature
reuruon with the powers which had given him to us, a free, even his last breath. He will never understand our friend, was best illustrated at first by the harmony and contrasts in
grateful, and blessed return to the mighty World from which nor the world in whioh he lived, who does not take into ao- light and colors of which Newton had been the exponent.
he came, and from which we all are. Nothing marks the con- count the immense influence over his life and throughout the Out of the harmony and contrasts in articulate sounds and
trast more distinctly between the Liberal views which he en- world of that singular and unique philosopher of France to ways of indicating them by lines and signs, arose a direct
te~tained a:r:td those views of the past, which he had left, than whom we already owe so much, and to whom future genera- application of the fundamental principle of Fourier, and
this very chfference in regard to the contemplation of death. tions, if I mistake not, will owe far more. Fourier started a nearly all, so far as my knowledge extends, of the early teachOf old _death was the horror of horrors; the eternal penalty new phase of life, a great wave in the social world, whioh has ers of phonography in this country were Fourierites or Socialand pums_hment; death was the infinit calamity, the infinit by no means spent its force. Upon his tomb he ordered to be ists sympathizing with that movement. Certainly nearly all of
terror, which no hope eould ever assuage, no rite or ceremony engraved the two maxims which involved the substance of his those who first taught and practiced that art in this city were
~ould do m'?re than to merely relieve. Our race began its relig- philosophy: First, that "The series distribute the harmo- of that school of thbught, and many of them are with us toIous worship as a worship of fear. The devil-worship pre nies," and second, that "Attractions are proportional to desti- day.
Falling thus right in line with our friend's new social inspiceded that of the gods. Down now through all the wails nies." Those sentences, dark as they seem, in their depth of
which hav culminated in the sound which reaches our ears meaning underlie all the movements of soci!ll regeneration ration, he grasped upon this art as the future practical business
from the neighboring church their object has been to avert if which hav since been taken into the world. Consciously or of his life, and such he made it. He taught it and became an
possible, or at least to pacify, that terrible calamity which is unconsciously-but generally the latter-the philosophers expert in its practice, for it was to him a congenial occupation.
He finally came to New York, and here practiced it associthe inevitable end of every individual life on earth and which since Fourier's time hav done little more than to try to realize
has always made it an inevitable tragedy. No ;eligion has and to make intelligible his aspirations embodied in those two ated with Mr. Boyle and Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews, who well
ever been able to really take away the fear of death-to say to fundamental principles which that great thinker, that pro- illustrates the part that the students of Fourier had in origideath, "Where is thy sting?" to the grave, "Where is thy vic- phetic heart, fell upon by intuition: Tne se1·ies distrib!tle the nating this art. To him we owe the introduction of this art
tory?" That was impossible until we had risen to a philos- hm·moni s. What is there in Comte's Positiv Philosophy with into our country, and only his unfortunate illness prevents him
ophy large enough to unite our individual existence by natural all its wonderful elaboration, what is there in all modern from being here to-day to testify his appreciation of Mr. Leand normal law with the great order of the world which sur- science, but this attempt to discover, arrange, distribute and land as his life-long and steadfast friend.
From his early coadjutors ia this art, some of whom are presrounds us, and to make our little individual life a natural part synthesize the order and harmony of the world accordi~g to
of some grtoater whole-apart of theinflnitlygrand and sublime the series of its actual laws? Law is the master of the series ent, I wish that a proper occasion would allow some tes. history of the World and of Man. In so far as we hav been able and underlies and distributes the harmonies. Law, arranged timony to his skill, and the great part that he had in making
to do that, death has ceased to be, what it always had been a in its series, is the explanation of all this mighty Cosmos the art a practical, substantial reality among us. All his life,
rnere penalty and terror, always a disaster. _We now come to- around us. Let us only discover its harmonies and we are at remember, whatever else he had been or became, he was first of
gether under the_ reign ?f science, law, and humanity; in a peace with the world. Discover our place in those harmonies all a craftsman in the phonographic art, proud of it, teaching it as
word, under auspices which hav entirely changed the way in and, as I hav said, even death becomes not so much a terro; a science, teaching it as something that would enable the human
which _we formerly looked upon the close of earthly life. as a blessing. We who were estranged become a part of the voice to become an exponent of the higher thoughts of man.
Death IS, therefore, no longer the king of terrors but the world as our own home, our own life giver, and harmonious It was a part of his philosophy of harmony which by no means
stopped with the harmony of light or of sound. It became
necessary, the inevitable, and often, if not always, th'e benefl- receiver at life's close.
cent harvester of nature. The sheaf of grain i1> our symbol.
Thus this new explanation of the world and of our human the glory and the hope of that philosophy represented particWe entwine it with the myrtle, ever green, and with the flow- !ot and fate struck our friend. 'Ihat was a revelation, a reHg- ularly among us by Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews, that this coners of hope. This is the saving and consoling truth in so far IOn, to him, and through all the duties of his after-life I never ception of harmony would lead to continued and renewed
as we hav J:>eg~n to develop in our own hearts that kingdom of failed to see how, underlying them all, this faith in the bar- discoveries in every domain of existence. Such discoveries
heaven which IS not only within you, but within all the hearts monies of Fourier enabled him to receive and explain the new Mr. Andrews fully believes that he has made, so that the
of the rational human world, uniting them together in one im- philosophies which hav come to the light in hi& day. He whole universe has, by harmonies and analogies, been intermense granary of the results of the human souL Into that readily assimilated all as parts of the series of harmony. In preted by his Universology, the grammar of the cosmos. In
world our dead pass, not to decay, but to revive with renewed ~eart and ~ind he was thus united with the Cosmos through that work our friend Leland gloried. He had struck the same
powers and to liv in and with humanity forever. The grave is Its harmomes. He was fundamentally reconciled with the lead; his friend Andrews had followed it out to an extent as
not in the ground except for the body. The grave is replaced world. He needed no other redeemer. He had redeemed yet little known.
He was proud of the part his life had been able to play in
by a :r:tew spiritual world in the human s'oul, in your own himself by making the world a part of himself. That was the
hear~, m which the soul_ of the departed is not only buried, flrst dream of Fourier which underlies the philosophy of our the development of the great law of harmony, and his faith in
but IS consecrated to hv as a new power in each one who human-age, not less important, as Fourier thought, than the its ultimate triumph was to him a snstaining power. It had
knew him, and in the whole world, who, through those who discovery of Newton in astronomy. Nor less important to our fallen to him to be its exponent in one department only, but
continue his power, receive the harvest and _the beneflcence friend was Fourier's intuition in so .;logy that Att!·actions m~1st that only more and more opened his eyes to the vast conseof his life. Therefore, we sing no longer in fear and terror ·be propo1·lional to destinies, and that destinies were simply the quences which must fall upon mankind when the same princithe old so~gs of death. We regard death with an entirely dif- co~verse of attractions. All social philosophy has no other ple was extended until it became the explanation of the
ferent feelmg- a fear that we shall not properly appreciate its ultu:aate problem than to realize this higher aspiration of man. thought in the brain of man and of the remotest nebula that the
solemn lessons, and, first of all, that we shall hav no sufficient ·All the passions, the appetites of man, Fourier believed, would telescope can bring to our sight. Thus our friend always had
new spiritual world in our hearts in which properly to receive flower out healthy and beautiful, and harmonize, if under the a good solid, hard bottom to his life. He had a faith and a
_the new angelic life which has come as the conclusion of a proper arrangements they could hav the free play and devel- religion which nothing ever overthrew and which he was very
useful earthly life. The great danger is that our hearts shall . opment which _ma~e the flower to grow and bloom in beauty. far, however, from exposing to unsympathetic auditors. He
not be sufficiently enlarged, or our thoughts expanded so as To set all asprrahon free became the flower of life. That cared not to talk of it to people who had become indurated.
to sense this new ideal kingdom of man on earth. To hav a dream that hum_an nature, instead of being fundamentally to- Like Fourier, he was of a delicate, sensitiv temperament, and
heart in which to properly receive the dead is the greatest gift tally depraved,-Is fundamentally healthy and right if it cot;tld though graceful, aff_able, and pleasing in his manners, hethat man can hav when he stands in the face of death. Man- hav the ~ha~ce ~o develop itself in its fulness and its glory, is would not talk on his serious topics if he could avoid it; a
kind has happily begun the development of this new view of the o!le msprratwn_ that underlies all the social philosophy of pleasant punning wit was his defel!t!e against pachyderms; but
life and of its final transition to other forms. The Liberal world our time, as -our frrend felt and saw. Nor did he lose his heart his best friends knew and felt that he had a mooring in the
is beginning it and growing in the ~ffort to realize more and and faith because social philosophers, and this particular phi- Infinit, that he had dropped his anchor beyond the sight of
more this new kingdom of heaven, that new, ever-filling gran- losopher who had become his teacher, hav failed because their ordinary mortals, and that he had an inexpugnable faith that
ary, that new spiritual realm, which 1s the blessed combina- special phalanx, system, or mode, in which they sought to ra- that anchor would hold him fast and true through this life and
tion of human sympathies in worthy hearts and souls which alize their aspirations had failed. In this sense it is the fate every form of life that might come.
From this feeling it came that he avoided the expositiofi
fits them to worthily receive those who pass from us in the of all social experiments and systems to fail. The law of evform of death. Therefore, my friends, it is rather a sign in olution compels_ a failure of every special organization, and of his ultimate views. Thus in regard to immortality he wasthis age of the world, of a narrow, of a selfish heart to 'in- forces every philosophy to suecumb to a higher synthesis. reticent; but he entertained Fourier's belief that this life of
dulge in inordinate grief over the death of our rel;tivs or Unless _societies did so succumb, unless all philosophers did ours was simply a dream, not rounded by an eternal sleep,.
friends. That grief which has been hitherto appalling and thus fail, each permanent system instead of being a cradle but rounded by an eternal day. The theory of Fourier seemed
overwhelming, often so violent as to dethrone the reason-all would become a coffin. The spirit of growth which is the es- to be that all the world was an infinit plenum, an infinit fulthat is out of place-is illiberal. That feeling of utter loss sence of. evolut~on is constantl_y best illustrated in attempting ness, an infinit good; that our soul and our little life is but a
and despair belongs to a past view of the world, which was to org_amze soCial systl)ms which can never be fully realized. dream of consciousness, lasting for a short time and then
one of terror and fear. Yet, in the new light, death is a ter- That Is, the constant attempt becomes none other than a con- breaking up into an infinit light and intelligence. Therefore
rible lesson. It is and always must be a solemn event often stant growth. So was it with Fourier, St. Simon, Owen and when our Spiritual friends sought to bring to him the ne~
and indeed principally, because we are not risen high ~nough Comte. Their labors can only be realized by incorporati~n in methods of reaching a spiritual world by manifestations, ouT·
to judge it properly under the light of n~ture ~nd humanity, the race at large. Therefore our friend, instead of changing friend Leland would simply smile just as the SwedenborgiaD!
and therefore are unable to meet the duties whwh it devolves ·his fundamental views, sought to enlarge them, to add to is accm>tomed to smile at our modern Spiritual phenomena
upon us. We hav no spiritual granary fitted to receive prop- them, and to make them the basis by which he could co- as trivial. They had an aristocracy of Spiritualism, and could:
erly the harvest and wealth of human lives which death is operate_ with all other phases of philosophy and religion in say to phenomenalists, "Ye are but toying with what we hav
ever bringing home for us to assimilate and consecrate
furthermg th~ gospel of harmony. And thus, to begin with, felt roll over our souls in infinit torrents years and years ago."
Whether we adopt his view or not, it is needful, to underWith these remarks, let us say that our brother whose re he sought to meorporate them into his own life unique in its
stand it, to understand our friend and the large numbers who
mains lie before us, in a life ripe in years and fur'! of works utility and inspiration. This is the key to his whole future.
hall brought us a harvest wonderful and unique, which we no~
The first result of his adoption of these views was that he are of the same faith. Infinit light was and is the infinit
hav come to ~arner up and continue. We come not only out of sought to change his profession as a teacher into that of an world in its infinit power, and our little day-dream can only end
respect for his memory, but out of gratitude for his life. We e_xponent and illustrator of these views. He became a pub- in absorption, and return to the infinit power that produced
a~sembl~ to receive him into our hearts, to accept the blessed he lecturer, and taught the system and views of Fourier us, which is "spiritual " for want of a better name. Such
grfts whwh he has through years of toil brought to us and throughout western New York. He was one of -those who faith in our friend made him Liberal; it emancipated him
to place_them where they shall continue to grow, expand, and helped to make the Rochester district to be widely known from the old theologies thoroughly. He had never the slightbea; frmt for ~ges to co~ e. This life was, in many respects, as the "volcanic district," the district in which reforms est word to say about them other than to make them the
vaned and umque, and m order to gather its harvest we are of every kind hav risen to disturb and finally to bless our subject of kindly remark, or, if forced upon him, of a kindly
compelled to glance over his career from its early to its later w~ole country. He was one who planted the seed there sarcasm. It kept him aloof from modern Spiritualism. It
years.
qmet~y and unost~~tatiously, and yet through him largely the saved him from all theology. He needed it not. His real
. Our friend, Theron Chapman Leland, was born in 1821, Fourier-movemeno m New York, Pennsylvania and New Eng- faith gave his heart to this world as a part of an infinit whole,
In Catta~augus_ county, New York-then mostly a wilder- land-for he was activ in all those parts of o~r country-be- having a reality knowable in this life, and whieh was tjpical
ness .. His family were of New England origin, on both sides came the seed-bed out of which all of the grand reforms and of infinit harmonies. 'l'herefore, he was a practical man
boastmg of clergymen for several generations, imbued with all changes which hav taken place in our time hav been most for- in developing the freedom, aspirations, and welfare of manthe culture, virtue, thrift, and perseverance which charac- ~ibly sustained. As a teacher of this new philosophy he had, kind. He was willing to work with the Materialists, so called,
terized that old New England stock. A bright child he m that d_ay a rare quality, the catholic spirit which saved him and with every phase of social regeneration. He was ready to giv
scarcely knew, and could never remember, how he cam'e to from bemg closely and fatally committed to any one of the his hand and heart to everything which could make this grand
know_how to read. His mother had taught him all that from phases of its realization. He saw the truth of the remark fact of Humanity on earth a solid continuance illustrativ of
~he Bible, the hymn-book, and the one rtligieuu paper which, that I _hav just made, that it would be impossible to attempt the mighty power_ which he believed lay behind it in the inm those early days, reached the wilderness of the West-the to realize the phalanstery under the environments in which finit. 'fhat was the feeling with which he was firmly inspired,
Ch?"istian Advoeaie. A bright boy, there was no other employ he was placed. . Practical details of much of that philosophy, and no light joke, which was often his method of turning
ment open to him than to do the farm work and the work of the effect of which can only be seen in the far distant futuril, away what was sometimes forced upon him irreverently, as he
the frontier, a life which then devolved on all the settlers in mu~t, h_e saw, be left to that future; and yet that future, as would feel it, should ever be regarded as other than the ripple
~hat part of the country. Yet there he showed that versatil- ~n Ideal, ~e knew would be the dominating power in orginat- on the surface of a soul whose depth had reached the Infinit.
Now let us gather the next sheaf in this harvest of his life.
Ity, cheerfulness, and amiability of temperament which at- mg hope m the human heart and leading it upward and ontracted the love of all. •
ward toward the realization of its ideal. And therefore he After he had become proficient a1 a teacher of sociology aRd
_At about the ti~e he reac~ed his 21st or 22d year, our was willing to labor and to suffer during the rest of his life phonography, the great slavery question arose. How should
frrend Leland accidentally hit upon an article in the then that the whole world might some day become a great federai its terrible limitations, by which social harmony and freedom
were obstructed, be removed? The first application of his
newly_ foun~ed New York Tribune, writ-ten by Albert Bris- phalanstery of peoples and nations.
bane, mvolvmg a grand scheme of social renovation which
Turning from teaching as a business to that of a lecturer and philosophy was to this subject of American slavery. Our
h~d ~een propounded in France by Charles Fourier. Fourier advocate of this new sociology, he found that his material re- friend, applying the philosophy of the great teacher of France,
died m 1837, and his works, thus falling under the notice of sources dem~nded a new profession.
By singular but most said that of all the iniquities of the world this attempt to deour friend, became his inspiration. He obtained every paper fortunate accident, he met with the then new science and art stroy social harmony and the development of a whole people,
he could which treated of him. He became acquainted with whic~ ~as developed into the art and craft of phonography, because we hav the power to subject them to our own greed
the men who advocated the views of.Fourier in this country. or wrrting by the sound of words instead of their letters· this and lust, was the most iniquitous. He therefore entered heart
soon_ became stenography, or the art of rapid writing and re- and soul into the antislavery movement. And let me say
portmg. At Rochester he met with one of the first teachers that this same social philosophy and sentiment inspired by
*We omit for want of space facts in the early life of Mr. o~ t~is new_ art, Au~ustus F. Boyle. Boyle had this social as- Fourier led a large part of the activ antislavery element in
~eland, the substance of which appeared in last week's TRUTH piration which Fourier had inspired. The two flamed together; this country to take part in that movement. Without Fourier
,SEEKER.-ED. T. s.
it is by no means certain that American slavery would be a
they worked, taught, and trav(,lled together.
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thing of the paHt to-day. To a great extent that movement
was. found~d on Fourier's inspiration. That, together with
the mner hg~t of the Society of Friends and the love of liberty
of the few Liberals or so-called Infidels in this country, were
the three elements of the original irrepressible hostility to
slavery, and the great11Bt of these elements was the soul of
Fourier.
Such friends of liberty as acted with our deceased friend
show ~his a_t once. T~ere were Ho_race Greeley, Ripley, Dana,
Godwm, PillHbury, Brrsbane, Garrrson, Wright, and our own
late prophet Emerson, together with many distinguished and
devoted ladies-friends of our friend-like Amy Post Lucy
Colman, Lucretia Mott. Most, if not all, of theRe had di·
rectl:y: or indirectly received their spirit largely from the
teachmgs of the one who had been his teacher, the great soul
~ho taug~t the freedom and harmony of life as his ultimate
Ideal. Without them I do not believe that that great slavery
movement could ever hav been initiated or ever achieved success. T_h~ disciples of Fourier could not realize in special
form their Ideal phalanx, but they had in them the spirit that
in the ultimate end will make this country, and let us hope
~~e whole ~orld, one grand phalanx of social harmony, realIzmg practically more of happiness than ever yet has been
dreamed by man in his mirage-heaven above. That antislavery movement made our friend a practical politician
From being an _antislavery lecturer and advocate, he becam~
a stanch Republican, and aided in the formation of that party.
Even before that, when the liberty party was started in this
state! under such men as Myron Holley, fr~m that "volcanic
dl_strrct of Rochester," aided by Elizur Wright, that Nestor of
Liberals, now still happily surviving among us, he was with
t~em, and when that movement enlarged to make the Repnb·
hca_n party he was there with the friends of liberty reporting
their speech~s and urging on the movement. Finally, Lincoln
took the chair of state at Washington and the dream of the
sl!lve power began to wane forever. Then he stood iirmly by
Lmcoln throughout all that trying period of war, declaring
that unless our federal government could be sustained the
ideal, the hope o~ a union of manki~d in the grand rep~blic
of peoples secnrrng harmony and liberty, would fail forever.
Next he took part in this city in the administration of Re·
publican government by the Republican party. He became the
reporter, and even the adviser, of our party leaders, because
oft~n those who had brought him into their councils to report
therr speeches found that he could report a wiser speech than
the one made. 'He became the confidant of those who held
power. For years he was in our custom house as one of ·those
trns~ed and honored mainstays whose advice 'was sought.
Durr~g a long vacancy in the collectorship of this port, he was
p:actically the c~llector-for a year or more-withontthe sstlary,
without ostentatiOn, without any pretense whatever. Hereceived a ~ecognition of that fact, however, from the government, which showed th'lt for once republics were not wholly
ungrateful.
When the war was 07er, then came the question, What
next? Whither would his reforming instinct lead him? He
could, as a politician, easily hav taken care of himself. He
could hav sought a life of ease, if he had not had within his
breast still burning that fire which was kindled in his youth
by the works of Fourier. We should hav heard no more of
him than of the hundred of other reformers and politicians
who passed from public sight when the great conflict was
over. Not so with him. It seemed to him to enlarge the hori.
zon of his utility and of his aspiration and labor. He said
"This emancipation of the colored people is grand; this es:
tablishment of the federal republic as the model of the world
as it ultimately must be, is, indeed, a crowning glory of
our century. But there is prore to be done. What still hindered the development of those divine social harmonies that
Fourier had predicted? He saw, he felt, he spoke. It was
the slavery of the human soul, bound down by the religions
dogmas of the past, and he said, "Never will I take my rest,
never my ease, ~ill these chains which bind the e:ouls of my
fellow-men are broken, as far as it shall be within my power
to break them." He voluntarily left the party of which he
w~s fast becoming one of the leaders. He came among us
Liberals, then the despised, the slandered, the ignominious,
but the handful of true reformers, no small part of the invincible phalanx that has in the past broken the slaves' chains,
and which is now growing strong to break the chains of the
victims of ignorance, superstition, and bigotry. He came
here, and took his place as one of the trustees of our club.
He became activ in the American National Liberal League.
He, unwillingly at first-not from want of interest, brit from
want of the feeling that he could suc~essfully address public
andiences-wished to take a retired and quiet place, but he
was called to the front. He became the business leader of
the National Liberal League. Its secretary was really its
principal offiuer. He became the reorganizer of Liberalism,
and, but for one untoward event, he would, by his talent for
organization, hav put that League forward where it will not
reach for at least a decade. That untoward event, you remember, was the unfortunate difference which arose among
Liberals in regard to Comstockism, or certain laws, state and
national, in rAgard to what should or should not pass through
the mai!il. How easy it would hav been for him to hav t11ken
the popular, the illiberal side ! How readily pewerfnl friends
would hav extended their hands as to one who had done well,
if be had done what those wished who maintain an unjust
and dangerous sectarian power which they are always able
to cover by the specious pretense of a higher morality. But
no; he all the way through took the position that our government must be purely secular, and that no· laws should be enacted or enforced under the influence and pay of churches,
or of societies inspired by them.
In the end this secular principle will be triumphant, and this
system of amateur nnsecular government which for a while
~laced Libera!s ~nder a. shadow w~ll giv w~y, ~nd the true
light and prmciple which our frrend mamtamed will be
founded and sustained as the only one fit or possible in a democratic republic. But the false cry of our opponents made the
Liberal movement unpopular; it made him unpopular; it lost
him many friends, even Liberal friends who were not able to
Bile clearly, or who lacked courage to stand up bravely to the
issue, which they can never escape till they make it the basis
of their victory-for it is their vital principle.
_Therefore, in many respects, his attempt to organize the
Liberal movement did not result in fruits that he and we had
hoped. But he never despaired nor regretted the effort, for
-back of him and within him lay that great -inspiration which
nothing could daunt. He never lost heart, but worked on
faithfully to the end, and though apparent failure for the mo·
ment seemed to be sure, he worked and lived in the belief that
the final result would be that the Liberal movement would become stronger than ever and finally be the great regenerativ
movement of the country, the chief bulwark in the defense of
liberty. The future of the Liberal cause will be the continuation of the soul of our friend, as it will be the continuation of
the souls of others, some of whom hav bee11 carried to their
graves from this hall, and whose lives and inspirations are the
great moral capital which lies back of that movement, and
which will compel its success.

Thus, my friends, for sixty-four years this man struggled,
worked, and lived-graceful, pleasant; and affable, the idol of
his family, his children doting upon him, his whole environment being one radiated by his personal existence. He has
lived among us and borne aloft the lamp of truth and hope.
Thus for years he has beEn.our main stay and our quiet and
safe adviser. He has laid in our hands, as the last gift he
could bestow, the clues of future progress, with the injunction
that we follow them up, until the discordant labyrinth of nature shall be unraveled and the social harmonies which
echoed through his heart shall be realized. We come here ostensibly to honor him, to express our sympathy. He lies here
to enjoin upon us a higher duty. He says, "As I sought the
harmonies of the world, you feel them and realize them. As
I worked that the slave might be free, as I taught from city
and village the harmony of social life, I place in your hands
as a trust the clue which shall lead to the realization of that
wondrous haven of hope. As I struggled that the minds of
men and women might at last be free from the slavery
of dogma, from the authority of the past blind generations; as
I labored that light might beam in upon human souls, so that
the infinit harmonies around us may be reflected in them,
take up that line of battle, and make it the line of victory!"
We hav, all of us, loved our friends, our neighbors, but the
higher harmony expands a love ef the human heart to all who
are a part of the human form. Beautifully was he accustomed
to illustrate that none were so low, none B() fallen, but that in
his nature they had a friend indeed. When the prejudice of
caste made the man and woman of color an outcast in the community, Leland purposely made himself their friend and
teacher. He came and gathered them into classes, he taught
them his art, often without remuneratien. He would do this
simply because they were then the lost children of humanity,
and he would insist that they should be reclaimed, and even to
his later days his sympathy with that people was so great that
he was never more pleased than when he had some of them
a:r:ound him as his assistants or as his pupils. So was it ever
with the outcast or tramp of either sex: his kindness to them
and efforts in their behalf were only limited by his time and
means. Never hav I seen him exhibit one single particle of
that limitation which said, "I am hfllier than thou." This
man had in him a heart which was really a brother heart of
the ideal Christ, and that sympathy I had occasion to see ill us.
trated from day to day. For three years I worked with him in
this Liberal work and in other work, calling us in constant
contact under circumRtances of almost unequaled anxiety and
irritation. Never hav I seen him yield for a moment to any·
thing but a slight vexation that some humorous witticism would
relieve. He had that in his soul, that ideal hope, that love of
humanity, which was a bank that always paid the drafts which
the exigen':lies of the present made upon him. His genial manner, his gracefulness, his beauty,hav made me often feel that although far older than I in years, he was the younger of the
two. . It seems to me now as though the graceful and the
beautiful had fallen away from my sight forever.
Thus I come here with you to honor him, and to gather up
the inspiration with which he ennobled and honored us. We
can never do anything better than to enlarge our hearts so as
to receive the beneficence which such a life should send
abroad through us; we can never realize the kingdom of
heaven within us until we can make it up of the results of
such lives which hav been spent to realize it. We shall never
find any kingdom of heaven more real than that which the
dead thus gathered make in our own hearts. Vve never shall
learn to feel that even death may be blessed until we know
how to feel and appreciate the harvest which it brings. Instead of its being the king of terrors, we shall regard it as the
angel who reaps for us and conserves in the granary of Humanity all of the priceless treasures which make our lives
worth living, or the human soul. worthy of being preserved.
Let us say to the family, relativs, ·and immediate friends of
the deceased, let the bitterness of your grief be sweetened by
o_ur tenderest sympathy and those higher considerations which
hft us above personal feelings. Death is the condition of a
higher life. Therefore hav we come here, and it is well. Our
grief has been assuaged as we recall what we hav received for
the temporary loss of his personal intercourse. Our spirits
are enlarged by the new soul which has gone into them. Our
lives are broadened and ennobled as the great purpose of realizing his ideals has fallen upon our shoulders. We consecrate these remains to the Mother Earth whence they came;
we say to his mourning brothers, "Rise up, commit this mortal form to its kindred dust." But we shall consecrate and take
with us the soul of this man by taking it into our own souls
as a_part of them and making it liv, through the powers that
are m us, until all that mighty dream of his shall be more and
more realized throughout the depths of the ages. We are
here for that; consecrating his memory in order that we may
be c?nsecrated to the realization of the great hope and ideal
of his life. Therefore we say to his remains, "Farewell;"
therefore we say to his soul, "All hail, brother, thou hast become a part of us and through us a part of life evermore."

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON is engaged to speak in St. John grove at
Cedar Falls, Iowa, Sunday, June 28th. Address him at Lake
City, Minn.
THE Hot Springs, Ark., Daily News notes the arrival in its
town of Dr. Joseph Simms, author of "Physiognomy," who
intends spending some time there while engaged in the prep·
aration of a new book. The doctor spent the past winter in
Australia lecturing and gathering items for his future use in
his work.
E. C. WALKER lectured at Hooper, Neb., June 1st, and at
Scribner, Neb., June 2d. He desires to spend the next four
months in Dakota, Minnesota, and Iowa, but will go into
Wisconsin, Michigan, or illinois if lectures are desired. For
the present address him at Sioux City, Ia, Permanent address,
Valley Falls, Kan.
Tm~ lecture of Helen H. Gardener before the Philadelphia
LMgue affords the 1Yheeling Intelligence?· the opportunity to be
very much shocked that a woman should publicly declare her
unbelief in the Bible. That her opinions should be at vari·
ance with those of St. Paul and St. Peter the Intelligencer considers astounding. The huelligencer is a very well-preserved
fossil; but half a century ago its remarks would hav been considerably less anachronistic.
WE bav received the following from A. W. Zoellner, of Jarhalo, Kan.: Rev. D. J. Moulden, of this place, challenged J.
L. Andrew to debate the following question with him, "Resolued, 'Ihat true science is in harmony with the teachings of
the Bible." The Rev. Moulden is a member and preacher of
the seventh day Advent doctrin, but he is not well-informed
on scientific subjects. The debate commenced Saturday
evening, May 30th, and ended Sunday afternoon, May 31st.

The school,house was crowded from the commencement; all
the members of the Advent and other churches siding strongly
with ,Mr. Moulden, while the more Liberal class of people
sided with Mr. Andrews, and both parties claim the vi~tory.
There were, however, a number of questions which Mr.
Moulder. failed to answer. The miraculous conception of
Christ, the history of a universal Noachian deluge, the story
of Jonah living three days within the whale, the story of dead
men coming to life, these, and many other questions, cannot
be answered from a scientific standpoint, and such teachings
and beliefs in the supernatural are not admitted by science.
True science se6s in all things the operation of natural law,
and cannot accept as evidence anything-outside of a natural
process; as science does not admit of miracles and sees no'
evidence of a power aside from nature, it follows that the
teachings of the Bible are not in harmony with science.

Suggestions from the Executiv Committee of
the League.
As far as is in my power I shall zealously act in concert with
you and the entire committee to consummate the aims and ends
suggested in your open letter. Priestcraft' has too long been
astride of the people, and by stolen marches has feund its
way into thousaRds of controling positions in the political
arena of our goverL.lllent, as well as all other parts of the
world.
First, Let us hav the enforcement of the Nine Demands.
Second, I would gladly see the Tenth Demand added, the
Enfranchisment of Women.
Third, I think it is impossible for us to accomplish import lnt results in organizing an independent political party and
placing fully pledged candidates in the field for several years
tQ come. Therefore, I would suggest that we let the two great
opposing parties nominate, and immediately thereafter hold a
convention and indorse one or the other, publishing to the
world that we are a solid unit, and that we hold the balance
of power in our votes; vibrating from time to time as we
please, always, however, supporting the greatest Secular expression.
Fourth, Change name of the League to The Ame1·ican Secular

Union.
Fifth, Keep the Tent movement going. I will drop in a
few dimes for it shortly.
Sixth, Increase the Campaign Fund. I will soon add my mite.
Charming Dale, ·Arizona.
S. C. RoGERs.
[We hope our member from Arizona will correspond with
the member from Utah (Wm. Reynolds) and a good efficient
lecturer be sustained in the territories.
C. B. R.]

The Tent.
The work is making steady progress. We are gaining each
evening in attendance, and awakening a real interest, many of
our audience being regular attendants and taking notes of the
lectures.
We hav distributed over one hundred copies of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and only given them where there was a real desire to
read manifest. We·find more people become interested, and
are awake to the duty of investigation and doing their own
thinking by reading copies of the Liberal papers than by any
other means.
To those interested we hav supplied a goodly number
of copies of Paine's "Age of Reason," "Bible Inquirers,"
Remsburg's "False Claims" and "Bible Morals." These
books take the lead in our propaganda work.
We expect next Sunday to organize those who hav become
interested as the Kalamazoo Secular Union.
We hav suffered from severe cold, which over-taxing our
strength greatly aggravated. But we are on the gain, cheered
and sustained by assurances of support and sympathy from
C. B. REYNOLDS.
all sections.
Kalamaz9o, Mich., June 8, 285.
TESTIMONY.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: C. B. Reynolds with his tent located in this city is doing yeoman service for Liberalism and humanity. In the ranks of Freethought he fills a niche that no other can. Last Sunday
afternoon he lectured on "Why I left the Pulpit," and it was
a brilliant affair, delineating the steps of an honest man out ·
from the deadly miasma of theology into the broad, clear
light of Freethought, and, in speaking or the unselfish, undeterred course of E. H. Gault in placing before him such
reading matter as led him to think for himself, he gave great
encouragement for Liberals to do missionary work. And
Sunday night in a lecture showing no biblical authority for
keeping the first day as Sabbath, he struck the so-called
"Law and Order League," in this place, a blow fnll in the
face, as they need, for trying to curtail the rights of men.
Space or time will not allow an extended notice of his lectures, but I want to add that all Liberals should see to it that
such men as Reynolds should hav such a generous support
as will keep them entirely in the field.
.
I wish to add a word in regard to the suRpension of the
L'lbor Advocate for the benefit of the Liberals in southern
Illinois. I carried the office at my own expense without a
particle of remuneration from the commencement until the
paper stopped, and I could still hav carried it on to the end
of the six months, but receiving proof that a part of the
stockholders were not willing to turn over their stock, and
thus carry out their part of the contract, I had to suspend.
Liberals of southern Illinois, yon may hav lost a moiety by
my suspension, but I hav lost everything. I save not even my
clothes, and if in the future I become able, I will pay every
cent I owe, but if I am not I can't help it.
Kalamazoo, Mich., June 10, 1885.
AnTHUR C. EYERETT.
THAT the Secular Union of Kansas City is doing good needs
no better evidence than is shown by the report taken from a
Kansas City paper of Rabbi Krauskopf's speech in support of
the Nine Demands. We urge our friends everywhere to circulate this speech as a campaign <'locum ent.
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can be called perfectly ventilated. This is effected This is most easily explained by an imaginary tabby immense subterranean galleries opening ;north lean. You enter a large room, where you see from
some distance from the palace. These galleries run eighty to a hundred children seated at an immense
all aro~nd the cellars and und~r the courts, and the long table, a plank on trestles that can be easily put
'l'he Palace of Guise.
fresh air pass~s through th~m mto the courts and up in its place when wanted. Small cabinets are brought
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Why thr?ugh .mterwr passages ID the wa~ls that op?n by and placed upon this table, and from numerous
do not the reverend Sccialist, Rylance, and the rev- register ~nto every apar.tment. It _Is the design of d~awers are produced miniature boards, blocks, posts,
erend reformer, Da Oosta, who are crying over the Mr. Godm to put hot air furnaces ID t~ese pa_ssages sticks, plastic clay, and many other objects, and with
ills of the poor workingman, and trying to get them and thus warm the palace at the same time It IS ven- these the children commence to construct houses
into Episcopal chapels where they can be told that til~ted; about the time his b~ok was written (1871) villages, fences, balconies, furniture, stationery, etc:
the wages of their sin is death-why do not they, in- this had not yet been accomplished.
You think they are playing with toys .. So they are;
stead of this, go to work on the rich men of their conThe ground story of the palace is used for shops but they .ar~ pursuing a method, and their play is
gregatior s and get them to " mcralize their wealth " of all kinds. Everything that families or individuals coLs!ruct1v play. Some of them show remarkable
and found a few institutions like Godin's? Did you can want is there supplied without going into the invention and skill, stimulated by friendly emulation
ever read the story of the Palace of Guise, as told by open air, and at a moderate advooce upon the cost. and the :natural love of beautiful forms; and to all it
Marie Howland? Here it is. Print it, and let the Mr. Godin has suffered untold persecution through is a rare culture of the mind, at the same time it
rich hav an opportunity of knowing how easy it the merchants of Guise, who considered him an en- trains the muscles in skilful and exact manipulation.
would be, if they were in earnest, to make a heaven amy to their profit!'.
When the exercise is finished the same little hands
of this earth :
The
adjuncts
of
the
palace
are
the
school
building,
replace
every object in its allot.ted place i~ the cabiTEE SOCIAL PALACE.
Mr. Godin, the founder of the Social Palace of with the nursery on the first floor, and connected net, and thus the whole ends With a lesson ID method
.
Guise, in France, seems to hav had a marvelous in- with one of the quadrangles by a covered corridor, so and order.
All the educatwnal advantages are free, and in the
sight into the wants of the people when he organized that all the little and big children can attend without
the social life in that magnificent home which his hu- umbrellas or overshoes, whatever be the state of the nursery and pouponnat (the poupons are the little tots
manity led him to build for his workmen and their weather; the theater, a very beautiful, ornate build- from the age when they can walk well up to about
ing, with a fine auditorium, stage, stage wardrobe, four or fi_ve years, when they enter the bcmbinat or
ft.milit s. He reasons in his book, thus:
To know what the poor should hav, we hav only to and all modern appointments for theatrical repre- lowest .department of the. school proper) food of the
see what those who hav riches llivariably supply for sentations; a restaurant.,,a bakery, a cafe, 8 billiard ?est kn~d and prepared m the most proper manner
themselvs, for mankind is one in all essential needs. room, and a reading room; swimming baths; a fine 1s. supphed. Parents. take the l?oupans h?me. for the
The rich build themselvs palaces with spacious steam laundry with the best modern improvements; mght, and the nurselings al~o, If they dEsire 1t. The
grounds and gardens to delight their leisure hours. stables and carriage ho·uses; and an abattoir (slaugh- mother .can leave her bah~ m the nursery all o~ part
Very well; the poor should hav their palaces with tar-house). These are the adjuncts of this splendid of the time, g_o and nu~se It from hH breast at.mterspacious grounds and gardens to delight their leisure workingman's home. The management is under vals, or keep 1t wholly ID h.er own department, JUst as
control of two councils of twehre, one of men, the she pleases. Freedom reigns everywhere. "Women
hours.
The rich hav separate rooms f<·r sleeping, for din- other of women, which unite in deliberation when- yolunteer as nurses, or are chosen for known capacevf r necessary. The councils are elected by universal 1ty, and thm~g~ mothers at fir~t thought they could
intr, for cooking, for washing, etc.
suffrage. Citizen means person in the Social Palace, not leave their mfants out of sight, they soon learned
Very well; the poor must hav all these.
The r:ch do not drag out the lives of their women and no certificate of sex is nquired in the elections. to be grateful for the nursery, bEcause the ?abies
with the nHer-ceasing nursing of children. They All vote who. are over sixteen years of age, and themsdvs fretted at home ~nd were cross unhl th~y
hav nurseries and nurses whose special function is younger than that., even, if they are able to support were taken back among their peers. The nursery. Is
to see that the children are well cared fc·r and happy. themselvs by their industry. Mr. Godin says this kept as sweet ~s a rose g~rden, the ~oungest ba?Ies
Very well; the poor must hav thfir nursuy where may not be considered wise by many people, but it go to bed Without cr?,ng and . Without rockmg.
the needs of children can be better supplied than--in works admirably. There is a reason for this. The Strange~s hav freely testified to th1s. They hav toys
children, even in the lowest classes of the school, un- of all kinds, and from the broad balcony of the
the family rooms.
The rich hav fine schools for their children whue derstand wen the simple system of democratic gov- n~rser;r on fine ?ays they watch the. pa1rots and gay
the best teachers are engaged and every means taken ernment that prevails. They elf:ct by ballot their bn·ds ID the aVIarJ:, and are taken mto the grounds
little industJial chiefs who lead them forth into the and gardens to frohc and roll on the lawns. There
to secure them a good education.
Very well; the poor must hav fine school!', the best gardens on fine days,' where, supplied with their im- ar~ magnificent hot and cold and shower and swimtes.cht rs, and every means to develop all the forces plements, they carry out the instructions received by !Dlllg baths for all. One of the latter has a floor that
their chiefs from the head gardener. For this they IS brought up nearly to t~e surface of ~he water, so
of their children.
.
The rich hav leisure to study and for social entn· receive a certain amount of money; and 1\lr. Godin that th~ very. smallest chtldren may disport themtainment. They hav libraries and works of art. says these little chiefs are exceedingly anxious to fi;l selva w1th enbre safety.
In the palace there is a medical department where
They hav baths every day, comfortable and becoming their office so well that they may gain the approbatheir
constituents.
From
what
Mr.
Godin
two
physicians and a midwife are in constant attendtion
of
attire for all seasons, and a generous supply of good
says it is evident that the young generation growing ance, and all surgical and nursing paraphernalia are
and wholesome food.
·
Very well, the poor must not be obliged to work up in the Social Palace use the words ballot, election, at the service of the sick. Whenever a workman is
all the hours of the day. They must hav leisure for constituents, candidate, etc., with the same com- ill, he draws a daily amount from the sick fund for
study and for social intercourse. They must hav prehension that they do doll or hopecotch; so when the support of his family, and if he dies his children
libraries and works of art. They must hav baths they come to vote for officers controling higher de- are adopted and trained up to a useful, industrious
evt ry day, comfortable and becoming attire for all partments they understand that they are dealing with career.
In the schools there are many prizes. Those who
seasons, and a generous supply of good and whole- different features in the problem of which they hav
I aka high rank for politeness and grace of bearing are
studied the first principles already.
some food.
The law, "attractions are proportional to desti- rewarded by being admitted to~the dramatic society
And so Mr. Godin goes on showing that all which
wealth and industry can obtain should be at the dis- nies," is fully recognized in the Social Palace. The -a much-c~veted hQnvr. Music, both vocal and inposal of those who do the world's work. This logic woman council can discuss any part of the manage- strumental, IS taught thoroughl:f- In May and Se.r-was the inspiration of the grandest enterprise of the ment, but it is found that they naturally gravitate tember there are two west festivalP, one to the chiltoward the domestic department, the nursery, the dren . and the other ID honor of labor. On those
century, the Social Palace at Guise.
This Palace stands just over the river Oise, opposit schools, the laundry, and they oversee and report occaswns the vast court of the _great quadrangle is
decorated from base t<;> dome w1th garlands of flowthe city of Guise, and has been in successful opera- upon the quality of the supplies.
" There 1s but one law in the Social Palace and ers, banners and trophies of labor, physical or in teltion over ten years. It is adapted to accommodate
nearly fifteen hundred people. He is a noble and that is liberty," says Mr. Godin. Any woman c~n do lectu~l, and the~e, amid thousa:nds of spectators· that
generous :man, a day laborer himself during his all her cooking and washing in hu apartments; she pour m from miles around, filhng the tiers of galluyounger years. He would gladly hav his workmen can keep her babies there all the time or a part of 1e~ that extend all around the court, p1 izes are disown the Social Palace, but througll trouble with his the time, and the rest in the nursery, just as she tnbuted, speeches are. made, and when this is over,
heirs, and especially through the laws of France, he pleases. There is only one thing obligatory, and that the cor~s of fir~men 1!1 gay u?iforms tra~sform the
1s that the children must be kept at school. 1t is scene with magical qmcknes~ I?to a magmficent ball
has not been able so far to accomplish this.
Tht re is the same trouble in this country. The hardly necessary to add that there is a remarkable room, where, un~er the brilhant gas, and to the
·law does not recognize the responsibility of owner- unanimity of sentiment among the women relativ to sound of the Somal Palace bands of music, happy
ship except in the individual. An associativ estab- the advantages of the laundry, the nursery, and the ~eat "trea? to the measures of the dance" until far
lishment must be controled by one or two trustees, great cuisine or kitchen. This last supplies a con- mto the mght.
For all th~se adyantages of _comfort, ~ducation, and
or what not, whom the law regards in the light of stant demand for hot soups, roasts, made dishes, vagowners of the whole. But to return to the Social etables, and everything necessary for the simple or culture the mhab1tants pay simply their rent, which
Palace. It is a magnificent structure, surrounded by the elaborate repast. As the women are free from is about the same others pay for their crowded, infields and groves and gardens, through which winds nursing and cooking cares, they take various posi- co!lvenient accommodations; and for all this, be it
the picturesque river of Oise. The great iron man- tiona in the industries, schools, shops, laundry, etc. sa1d for. the bene~t of narrow-minded capita:lists, the
ufactory is at a little distance. The palace consists Over seventy are thus engaged on regular salaries. ent~rpr~se pays Hx: per cent on the n;toney mvested.
of three quadrangles, each one having its interior These women, coming in at noon and meeting their Oap1tahsts can make more by the ordmary tenement
court, with an immense roof of glass. These quad- children from the schools and their husbands from system, to be sure, but the result of their cupidity
rangles j .)in, and corridors on each of the floors pH- their work send to the great cuisine and order what- will be-what their worst fears anticipate. Let them
mit free communication. Around the interior courts, ever they ~ant, all hot and perfectly cooked, and at learn a lesson before it is too late."
This is an enterprise which in magnificence of conunder the glass roofs on each story, run corridors, a cost which is but a very slight advance upon the
protected by strong iron balustrades, and to these actual cost of the articles, and thus an excellent din- caption, in nobleness and comprehensivness of aimfl,
the apartmenl s open. The walls are very high, ner is quickly served without the loss of time, or in- and in triumphant achievements, stands in the world
studded and elegantly" hard finished;" the windows curring the trouble of making and preparing it. without a parallel, and should receive the heartfelt
are large, and open in 6very suite of apartments on Wines, being purchased in great quantities directly plaudits of univnsal man.
Where is the American Godin who will launch
the court, also on the outside of the palace. A steam from the producers, are furnished cheap and pure to
such a magnificent enterprise upon the shores of this
engin forces the water from distant living springs on the members of the Social Palace.
Of the internal order of this residence of over a new world, to be "like a city set upon a hill," the
to every floor of the building, and on the roof of the
principal one is a great reservoir of this water. This thousand people one comment alone is sufficient: admiration of- all nations, and an example for them
reservoir~ is connected with hydrants in the courts, there has not been one single police case in the So- to follow ? Thanks, ten thousand thanks, in the
and on warm days the courts, the walls, the balcc- cial Palace since its foundation; and as the courts name of humanity, to Mr. Godin for his glorious exnies, and even the great roofs themselvs are tbor- are lighted with gas fll night, the opportunity for the ample.
ougl:ly sr:rinkled, thul!l rendering the air cool and operations of burglars is reduced to a minimum.
There you hav a plan, Messrs. Rylance and Da
Education in the schools embraces a wide range of
BW(et. The floors of the balconies being of tiles, the
scientific and practical drill. In the lower classes the Oosta, by which you can turn the surplus wealth of
water can do no harm.
Tbe ventilation of the palace is on a new plan. So Froebel exercises constitute an important part. the fair-minded of your congregations into practical,
far as I know, it is the only building in the world that What are Froebel exercises? many readers will ask. useful channels. No souphouses in this, no giving
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of cast-off clothes, but a straight-out business enterprise where the laborers earn what they get, and get
somewhere near what they earn. Preach this doctrin of helpfulness, 0 reverend seigneurs, if your
sympathy for the workingmen is more than pocketbook deep.
Mox.

A Pious Fraud.
From !he Chicago Express.

[A friend sends us the following on Greenbackism with the
request that it be reprinted:]
.
'

The literary thief and Shylock lickspittle, the Rev.
Joseph Cook, of Boston, in a tirade against the " 85
cent" silver dollar says:
"Here is my friend, Mr. Jones, who sells merchandise and
groceries, and-here am I. He .sees me coming with silver
dollars, what does he do? He r111ses the price of his groceries
and l.J.is ~erchandise rather more than 15 per cent, a.nd when
I reach hrs salesroom, my dollar has shrunken to eighty-five
cents.
. •: How is it that we do not see that the poor, the extremely
mdtgent, who must pay high· prices for food in parcels are
inju1·ed by all irif!'Ltions in currency?"
'
'

prove ~h~ o~casion to cla~m that civilization belongs
to Chnstiamty, that law IS founded on the Bible and
this republic was established by Puritans whiie we
know tha~ civilization is ~lder than Christianity, law
more anment than the Bible, and our nation was established by such Freethinking apostles as Thomas
P~ine, who. are rarely mentione~, ~nd then generally
with a passmg curse; by the Christian Fourth of July
orator.
Is it not about time all this were changed? Why
sho_uld not Liberals,, all over the country, engage all
their speakers, at different points, on that day, and
procure home talant besides, to tell the people the
true history of American Independence ?
.I stand read~, for one, to accept an engagement by
l,J1barals to deh ver my Fourth of July oration, "The
D~ngers that Threaten American Liberty I''
Let us hav the truth-even on the Fourth of July.
Lalce City, Minn.
W. F. JA'MrESON.

Current Events.

before us. The situation is very grave, and wise
counsels and prompt and thorough action are imperEDWIN C. WALKER.
ativly demanded.
Valley Falls, Kan.
-------.~------

Canadian Notes.
The usual Sunday evening lecture of the Toronto
Secular Society c1me off at the Grand Opera House
Lecture Hall. These amateur lectures will be continued during all t~e.' summer months (d. v.), and
should God not be Willmg, the lectures will take place
all the same.
1\ltlmbers of the Toronto Secular Society hav
elicited golden opinions from the newspaper press
when.ever theJ: hav appea~ed on the· public stage as
vocalists, comiC and sentimental, or dramatic performers in low cJmedy and tragedy. The names of
Arthur Tilney, D. Richmond, Charl3s Hicks, 1\lr. EdWilrds, John H;u-rison, George Piddington, Miss
Ste":art, Mrs. Stevens, Miss Etty Scadding, Miss
Anme Verrall, Miss Hattie Selly, the pianist, and
many others-all the above mentioned are old estabtablished favorits of acknowledged abilHy, pos~ess
ing talents ao.d versatility unsurpass3d on the amateur stage. Negotiations are in prograss for the
possession by the Toronto Secular Society of a new
and elegant hall of their own, in the very best and
most centul part of the city. "Arise! Shine !
The D~rkness Flies Away."

Whe:ra a preacher of the gospel sinks so low as to . ~· -~· ':':ilco:x; says, in critici~ing me regarding Probecome a "capper" for money gamblers and offers hibitiOn, I will never advocate the building up of a
himself" To Let" to the best paying b~nd of rob- business in which I would not engage." Mr. Wilcox,
bers that will accept his service, without rebuke from ~av I a·iv~cated the building up of the business of
his professional colleagues, it is time for the people hquor-selhng? Do you advocate the business of
to prospect for a route to heaven other than through preac~ing when.you plead for the equal rights of all
creedists to ?mld churches and employ ministers?
the church. Mr. Cook knew he lied when he char3ed
0
that a merchant will not take a silver dollar in p ay- Is ~here no middle .ground between building up that
which y~u do not hke, and tearing it down by brute
See the rosy mora appearing,
ment for a hundred cents' worth of goods.
force
? As to the religious belief of those engaged
Gilds with gold the upland lawn;
He lied wlien he said that the poor were injured
Bee~ on banks of thyme disporting,
by" all infl~tion of currency." All expansions of the in the liquor busines~, what has that to do with the
Stp the sweets and hail the dawn.
principle of p~ohibi.tion? Judging from his recurrency hav brought relief to the poor.
marks
upon
this
pmnt,
I
am
led
to
infer
that
Mr.
All contractions of the currency h·av brought povEvolution supposes that all these vast changes
Wil~o~ finds in th.e .fact ~hat most saloon keepers are must hav occupied vast, immeasurable periods of
erty, want, and wretchedness to the people.
Speaking of the cause of the D~rk Ages the 0Jn- Chnstians _an ad<ihtwnalmcentiv for enforcing prohi- time to accomplish; and an unlimited amount of tesbition. How nobly tolerant!
gressional Monetary Commission say:
timony of the highest authority proves that vast, im•: The c:umbling of institutions kept even pace with th'e
Would it not be a good idea for the' Truth Seeker measurable periods of time hav not been lacking.
shrmkage Ill the stock of money awl falling pl'ices. The disMan has existed upon the earth for hundreda of
Company
te bring out in one volume the arti<~les of
ast~rs of ~he Dark Ages were caused by de.Jreasing m011ey and
of years, but that length of time is only
thousands
Spencer,
Harrison,
Andrews,
and
Wakeman?
I
am
fallmg pnces, and ·the recovery therefrom, and the comparlltiv prosperity which followed, were due to an incre1sing quite sure that it would sell well. It would be a very short, almost inappreciable, when compared
st~pply of money."
·
valuable work and much good coull be accompllshed with the geological age of the ear~h's crust. It is
only les3 than one-third of one per cent, or a.s one
David Hume, Alexander Hamilton, Ernest Said, by its extensiv dissemination.
day when contrasted with the length of fifty-two
Le~m Fanchet, M. Rowlan~, _in fact every prominent
wnter on money and politiCal economy, concur in
Few Liberals realize the dangers that threaten weeks, a complete year.
The only divine revelation which the evolution
the one axiomatic fact that with the increase or " in- religion~ and moral liberty through the operations of
flation," if Mr. Cook pleases, of money:
'
the NatiOnal Reform Association and its allied soci- philosophy recogniz3s as true is written everywhere
. "Everything takes a new face. Labor and industry gain eties. Eune.st, activ~ vigi~an~, and untiring, the agents in nature, and to everyone with healthy senses and a
llfe. The merchant becomes more enterprising the manu- of t~~ ~~d-m-the-Oonstttuhon Society are rapi Jly healthy reason, H is given to participate in the unerfacturer more diligent and skilful, and even the 'farmer fol- f~miharrz~ng large ~umbers of people with the prin- ring revelation of the temple of nature by his own
lows his plow with greater alacrity and attention."
mple~ .whwh underlie that movement. Cunning and inquiry and independent discovery.
A few years ago, when there were no Greenback Jesut~ICal, they are, to use the slang of the period,
The evolution philosophy is based on positiv filets.
sentinels on guard to sound the alarm, Mr. Cook workmg the moral1ty ra.cket for all that it is worth. Natural selection is a posHiv fact.
might hav forced his quackery down the public Rev. M. A. Gault, secretary for this district and
The laws of inheritance and adaptation are unithroat, but he c~ot now. . It is all labeled poison, agent of the Chrtstian Statesman, is a suave, bhnd, vers!IJly acknowledged physiological facts, the former
and although bnbed official nurses might be glad to and ~Jurteous. gentleman in private converoation, tra Jeable to propagati Jn, the latter to the nutrition
deceive the people, they dare not attempt to enforce seemmgly desirous of fair play in discussion and of organism.
a treatment branded with death's·heads and cross· anxious only to advance in an honorable mann~r the
The struggle for existence is a biological fact,
bones.
c~use which he so enthusiastically espouses. But in which, with mathematical necessity, follows from the
his lecture announcements, in his lectures them- general di !proportion between the average number
Our Blessed Religion.
selvs, and in his reports to his paper an entirely dif- of organic individuals and the numerical excess of
"In 1861 our navy consisted of 34 old wooden war steam era ferent m!l'n con;tes to the surface. Then the priest, their germs. But as adaptation and inheritance, in
48 old wooden sailing war vessels, or 82 old wooden vessels alto: th~ unfair par.tisan, the speci!ll plea ler, is discovered. the struggle for life, are in cuntinual interaction, it
gether. In a little over three years' time it was increased to
inevitably follows that natur,ll selaction, which every836 vessels, of which 63 were ironclads and 102 unarmored His lecture bills ara short and to the poLl.t for his
cruisers. The owners of our private iron steamship yards con- purpose. "The Demands of Liberalism" and "The where influences, and continually changes, organic
tributed a fleet of 165 monitors, ironclads, and unarmored L:lws of Moses" seem to be his favorit topics but species, must, by making use of divergence of characiron cruisers. This was the first ironclad fleet in the world whatever the subject may be, the bottom of th~ bill ter, produce new species.
Its influence is further
and was copied by all maritime nations. If need be ou~
especially bvored by the activ and passiv migration
contains
an
ur~ent
invitation
to
the
people
to
come
builders cau again put a fleet of vessels afloat that ~ther
out and hear disc~ssed the question whet'1er "Chris- of organisms which goes on everywhere. If we giv
nations will be glad to copy."
tian morality or Infidel licentiousness" shall control these circumstances due consideration, the continual
. I c~t t~e ~boye pa~agraph from a religion~ paper, thi3 government. This is Gverywhere the burden of and gradual modific:ttion or transmutation of organic
1U whiCh It Is g1ven simply as an item of news withspecies will appear as a biological process, waich
out a word against war or about the cost of ali these his song and the animus of his plea. He is con- must, according to causal law, of necessity, follow
stantly
at
work,
lecturing,
canvassing
fJr
the
Chrisvessels, which is ground out of the muscles and
frvm the actual nature of organisms and their musinews of toiling men and women who earn all that tian State;-; man, raising funds to carry on the propa- tual correlations.
ganda,
and
sc.1.ttering
missionary
documents.
I
find
the government squanders, and by incessant toil are
The evolution philosophy teaches tha.t the whole
ha;dly a.ble to.keep their families from starving. And the circulars and leaflets of this association in of the organic world, through the whole series of the·
hot.els,
shops,
stores,
and
car
seati!.
He
is
ably
this natwn, with all these war vessels and implements
vegetable and animal kingdom, from the lichen up to
of human destruction, professes to be a Christian ~snsted by other regular agents, and by an increas- man, are c Jmposed mainly of one sort of matter,
large
number
of
the
loc!l.l
clergy,
including
mglJ:
nation, worshiping a God of love, and pretending to
which in all cases, even those at the extramity of the
be inspired and guided by a Prince of Peace-a presidents and professor3 in collegei! and many scale, are almost identical in composition.
nation with. a church on almost every hill, all costing D.D.'s. Where their regular conventions are held, it
Also, every living action, from the vibrations of the
hundreds of millions, and untaxed, with ei<>'hty thou- often happens that business hou~es ara clvsed, and cilia of the foraminifer to the im'lgination of Hamlet,
bankers
and
others
go
to
the
meetin
78 and read
S'lnds of priests, all pretending to preach ao gospel of
or the compositbn of the Messiah, is accompanied
~
peace, a.nd though they hav been preaching eighteen papers in favor of the movement.
by, an l in a sense finds an equivalent expression in,
Under
the
pres
mre
of
various
infl1ences,
chief
hundred years, cannot now show one nation, state,
the definit waste or disintegution of materi \l tissue.
county, or town in the universe that practices the among which is the necessity for strengthening the
It is no less certain that the muscles of a horse are
Christian
mini
lters
and
laity
Prohibition
army,
the
peace principles they pretend to believe.
.
strained
by a heavy load than it is that the brain of
No wonder sensible people are flaeing frum such are looking more and more favorably upon this Shakspere underwent molecular agitation, producing
attempt
to
establish
in
this
land
a
national
ecclesiaschurches as from burning buildings; no wonder that
definit chemical results, in the s 1blime effort of imthe very rabble in the gutters and slums scoff at such tical hierarchy. The hitherto q •1He scattered forces agination. Sooner or later we shall arrive at a
of
r.epressioll:
and
sacerdotalism
are
rapi
Hy
concanreligion; no wonder that all sensible meli and women
mechanical expression of consciousness, just as we
want such a religion buried out of sight, as it will be tratmg, rallymg beneath the fl~g of" Chri&tian Mor- hav arrived a'. a mechanic1l equivalent of heat. By
ality,"
a
fl;~.g whose folds are quite broad enough to
in a generation or two from this time.
cover the Christianizing of the Constitution, Sunday the law of c Jrrelation of physical forces any given
Berlin, N. J.
J. HACKER.
legislation, prohibition, press laws, no divorce, and amount of force of one kind can be expressed by its
anything else essential to the success of the church eqivalent in another-electricity in heat, heat in
Liberal Foul'th of July Celebrations.
and the destruction of liberty. What these men and weight, etc.
Tbe evolution philosophy tr11ces the development
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: As an women mean to accomplish was incautiously revealed
American citizen, I hav always felt that if there ia by J. Ellen Foster, attorney, in a speech at Webster of all things-the whole universe-from the primeval
one day above all others which should be celebrated City, Ia., some three years ago. She said, "Prohibi- state of a nebulous fiery mist, and on through the
by our people without regard to political lines or tion is but beginning. We mean to keep on until whole variety of forms of matter, inanimate and anreligious differe:races, that day is the Fourth of July. we hav God in the Constitution and all enlisted imate, vegetable and animal, culminating in man.
We can well imagin the intellect of a Sbakspere or
But I hav not had the pleasure of attending such a under the banner of Jesus."
Cedainly it is time that the Liberals should arouse a Homer as being at some time latent in a fiery
celebrati?n, with the exception of two far apart inR. B. BuTLAND. ·
stances, m twenty years. As a rule, Christians, and from their lethargic inaction and face the issues cloud.
Toronto, June 13, 1885.
frequently preachers, are put to the front, who im- presented. This is no child's play, the work that lies
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The Cause Abroad.
The Annual Conference of the English National
Secular Society was held this year at Birmingham,
May 24th. Mr. Bradlaugh, the president, presided.
The annual report of the society shows that, notwithstanding the severe depression of industry which
prevails throughout England as well as this country,
the society has grown to a creditable extent. Considerably over a thousand (1367) new members hav
joined the organization, and eight new branches hav
been formed during the year. The balance sheet of
the society showed over $1,200 on hand. Several
Secular hall companies hav registered, and the Camberwell branch has built a hall and institute. The
Manchester Freethinkers hav had left to them nearly
$2,000 with which to build a hall. At Bolton Stephen
Bulmer left a building to the Secularists, but owing
to the wording of his will the estate is in litigation.
Mrs. Besant has maintained her science classes,
which are of high repute, and the classes are acquiring a considerable amount of apparatus and a fair
library.
Mr. Bradlaugh reports that very little progress has
been made in Parliament during the year toward the
repeal of the blasphemy laws. This stagnation of
the movement is due chiefly to the agitation in connection with the Reform bill, over which the House
of Lords raised such a tempest that when it ultimately passed it was found impossible to get Parliament to pay attention to so serious a proposal as the
repeal of laws under which Freethinkers may be imprisoned. Mr. Bradlaugh continues his fight on the
oath question, the next step being his appeal to the
House of Lords. Several cases of Freethinking
jurors hav lately been before the law courts of England, and questions hav been asked in the House of
?olll:mons which show that the cases of persons avowmg themselvs Freethinkers are being made known
in sufficient numbers to compel public attention.
The affirmation bill has received generous support
from the Liberal and Radical parties, and even from
the more progressiv Unitarians, but so far the Seenlariats hav been unable to forward the bill in Parliament, owing to Gladstone's lukewarm support and
his habits of procrastinating. In New Zealand, Mr.
Bradlaugh said, this oath question had forever been
set at rest by the adoption of a general affirmation
act. In South Australia an affirmation bill lately
passed tla.e representativ house, but was rejected by
the Council. In New Zealand the Hon. Robert Stout
and the Hon. John Ballance, both deservedly respected Freethinkers, hav become, and still are,
m~mbers. o_f the ·colonial cabinet, Mr. Stout being
prime mmister and attorney general. The Freethinkers_ of France, Spain, and Italy_ convened an
Inte:nahonal Freethought ?onference m Rome, concludmg on June 2d the anmversary demonstration in
memory of_Garibaldi. Permission was accorded them
by the Italian government to take pad in this demonstrati_on, which ~~ offended the p_ope that he directed
Cardmal Jacolamt to address a mrcular letter of protest to all the foreign Catholic powers against this
".new outrage on relip-ion and infringement of the
rights of the papal authority." The Freethinkers of
F~ance hav _cele~rated the centenary of the death of
Pierre Dams Drd~rot ~y the erection of two statues,
one at La.ngres, his b1rth-pla.ce, the other in Paris,
near the house where the great philosopher dwelt
and worked for the famous Encyclopedia. At
Stockholm, Sweden, as was recently noted in these
col~~ns, a society has been formed for promoting
H ltgwus freedom.

Australia and Queensland send word to the parent
country that with them Freethought is progressing
with rapid strides. At Melbourne, Mr. J. Symes, the
editor of the Liberator, has been prosecuted under an
act of George III., under which the keeper of any
room opened for debates on Sunday might be prosecuted The case is being defended by Mr. Symes,
and is still pending in the courts. An interlocutory
decision has been given against Mr. Symes, but without costs, the judge expressing the hope that the
matter would be argued before the full court; and
Mr. Symes seems to consider this decision a substantial victory.
The Secularists of England take activ interest in
politics, their sympathies going to the Liberal and
Radical parties. During the past year a People's
League has been formed in England for the abolition of the hereditary.principle in legislation, and on
invitation of the promoters the Secular Society sent
delegates to its meetings, and two Secularists are
upon the administrativ committee of the league.
The Secular party early protested against England's
unwarranted war in the Soudan, and a great meeting
was held in St. James's hall to giv fuller and wider
effect to the protest. In Sydney, Australia, the Freethought party took similar steps in favor of peace.
The closing part of the Conference was held in
the town hall of Birmingham, the use of which was
voted free by the town corporation. Five orators
addressed a patient audience numbering thousands.
The Conference shows that Freethought is progressing in England very rapidly, and that before many
years Mr. Bradlaugh will be regarded as a rather
conservativ individual instead of a firebrand.

Think Over This.
The suggestion of a writer in a recent issue of THE
TRUTH SEEKER that the Society of Humanity of this
city be rehabilitated, with Mr. Wakeman installed
as "pastor," is not one to be lightly thrown aside.
Whether it should all be as the writer suggests remains, of c<;>nrse, to be determined. But the proposition that the Liberals of this city should organize a society, to hold meetings every Sunday, at which some
constructiv philosophy should be taught, is worthy of
serious thought and energetic action. If the constructiv philosophers can be induced to lay aside
their sectarianism-that is the best word for their
differences-and teach an affirmativ and utilitarian
philosophy of life and morals, such a society would undoubtedly flourish and do a world of good.
The Society of Humanity has a large fund, the interest on which would pay for the rent of a hall, and
though the ·charter of the organization is for Positivist propaganda, the " creed " or articles of agreement
of that society are broad enough to admit to membership all the. Freethinkers. Indeed, the Society of
Humanity is an auxiliary League, and is in direct
and activ sympathy with Freethought. Such a society should be entirely scientific, affirmativ, and constructiv. The Liberal Club affords the opportunities
for discussion, and the new society should not encourage intellectual combats between the various reformers. The socity should, above all else, strive to
be a social organization. Particular attention should
be paid to the cultivation of the " heart side" of
Freethought. Art, music, poetry should be drawn
upon to interest the congregation. The "preaching"
should be short and designed principally to direct
the attention to the duties each one owes to every
other one, and the obligation resting upon all to endeavor to help the rest. Extreme "individualists"
can hardly object to this, for under our present system of society we are all bound together, and while
each individual has rights not to be disturbed by
society, he also has obligations to:society not to be
disregarded. But these different views may well be
dl·opped out of sight, for the proper place for their
discussion is at the Liberal Club that the work of
the new society might be confined the establishing
of a social gathering which should replace the church
and Sunday-school. The young people should be the
ones catered to, not the battle-scarred warriors who
can take care of themselvs, and who care for nothing so much as an intellectual hair-splitting contest.
The wisest of the philosophers may be called to teach,
but it must not be all teaching, nor the congregation
all teachers. The genial souls who know how to entertain should hav high positions. Organs skilfully played
hav as great attraction for young Infidels as for
young Christians. A trained choir is as potent a
teacher of righteousness as the best sermonizer out-

to

side as well as inside the church. Let us hav a
temple without a priest; religion without theology;
morality without dogma; a social organization that
meets the emotional and artistic wants of the people
without degrading their mental faculties by a blind
faith.

A Wide Difference.
The Stewart Memorial Cathedral of the Incarna~
tion at Garden City, L. I., was the scene of a huge
farce in the early part of this month. The papers
describe tlie " consecration " of this edifice as a
"touching tribute to the dead merchant prince," but
it is rather a desecration of his memory. When
Stewart bought the immense tract of land on Long
Island which he subsequently turned into a " Garden City" his idea was that he had made a shrewd
real estate speculation. The monument to his life he
designed to be the "Stewart Working Women's
Home," in this city. His heirs, however, hav completely reversed his intentions, changing the Working Women's Home into a huge hotel, and transforming the modest church he contemplated building
at Garden City into a magnificent cathedral. Mr.
Stewart, if our information is accurate, was not so
much in love with Christianity that he would willingly hav given the millions spent in building this
cathedral, and the use of hundreds of thousands, to
secure to the diocese the annual endowment of
$15,000 already made,· and contemplated to be increased to $25,000. Mr. Stewart had in his mind for
several years before his death the intention to found
an institution of practical -philanthropy, which should
entitle him to the gratitude of the people from whom
and by whose services be had gathered his immense
wealth. This intention finally took shape in the
Home referred to. Though this Home was completed
by his heirs, it was conducted as such just long
enough to make it a failure, and then it was converted
into the Park Avenue Hotel.
Mrs. Stewart, a devout Episcopalian, announced
her intention of building a most magnificent cathedral and consecrating it to the memory of her dead
husband. In this she was encouraged by the Episcopal priests and bishops. The result is that instead of by a practical philanthropic work-and perhaps an act of justice to those poor women from
whose labors Mr. Stewart so largely profited-Mr.
Stewart's n:.emory is kept before the world only by
an idle pile of masonry and a poor little religious
school. Instead of benefiting thousands of deserving
women, the Stewart estate is a crib from which feed
useless bishops, rectors, and curates, and a swarm of
parasitic wardens and vestrymen.
What a difference between the use of his millions
made by Stephen Girard, Infidel, and that to which
theirs hav been devoted by the pious heirs of A. T.
Stewart!

An Essay on the Early Christian.
In all ages of the world, so far as we are enabled
to discover by consulting history, it bas been the fate
of men who denied the truth of prevailing religions,
and of all other religions, to experience unkind treat·
ment at the hands of their contemporaries. They
hav, in fact, been burnt in one age, while the next
has venerated them and expended large sums of
money in celebrating their birthdays. There is also
another variety of the reformer whose earthly existence has been made equally unpleasant by the religious enthusiasm of his neighbors, and he has likewise suffered, as it were, ante~mortem cremation.
The difference between him and the iconoclast is that,
in addition to being called infamous in his day, the
people of the coming days hav held him in the same
estimation. Of the latter variety was the Early
Christian.
Tacitus was a Roman historian who lived about
eighteen hundred years ago, and he is accredited by
his biographers with having had a rare knowledge of
human nature. It seems that at that time Christianity was represented by a Salvation Army, toward
whom the authorities of Rome were not favorably
disposed. Tacitus says:
"Nero inflicted the most exquisit tortures on those men
who, under the vulgar appellation of Christians, were already
branded with deserved infamy. They derived their name
and origin from one Christ, who in the reign of Tiberius
had suffered death by the sentence of the procurator Pontius Pilate. For a while this dire superstition was checked
but it again burst forth, and not only spread itself ove;
Judea, the first seat of this mischievous sect, but was
even introduced into Rome, the common asylum which receives and protects whatever is impure, whatever is atrocious.
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The confessions of those who were seized discovered a great
multitude of their accomplices, and they were all convicted,
not so much for the crime of setting fire to the city as for their
hatred of human kind. The guilt of the Christians deserved
indeed the most exemplary punishment."
·

It is instructiv to read of events as described by
men who lived and wrote contemporaneously with
their occurrence. Rome, at the time Christianity became epidemic in its more squalid quarters, was the
home of religious toleration. A thousand forms,
perhaps, of religion subsisted undisturbed, and every
individual was p£~rmitted to go to paradise or to the
burnt district according as he might elect. It is
evident, therefore, that the early Christian was an
offensiv partisan, and very unpopular with the administration, or he would not hav been molested.
It will be inferred from the quotation just made
from Tacitus that he had never heard that Christ
was the son of God, or he would not hav spoken of
him as "one Christ." If the Christian scheme is
true, Tacitus has been getting sheol for that remark
during long ages past. We now understand why he
is called a profane historian. His assertion that the
Early Christian was a pestilential and law-breaking
person seems to be supported by the historical fact
cited by Swinton in his " Outlines of the World's History," namely, that with other crimii!_als "the Christians suffered most under good and reforming princes
like Trajan and Marcus Aurelius, men of pure and
humane character, while under the infamous emperors
they were generally let alone." Tacitus observes
casually that the Early Christian was sometimes
smeared over with combustible materials, and used as
a torch to illuminate the streets of Rome. When we
read hereafter about Christians being sent to shed
light upon the world, we shall know what it means.
Under the radiance of history closely scrutinized,
therefore, an apparent misstatement becomes a sordid
and literal truth. To thus search out and explain
the significance of fugitiv lies of this sort is one of
the most delightful and profitable duties of the student.
Recurring to Tacitus, we find, in conclusion, that
Christ was regarded as a common malefactor; that
the term Christian was a vulgar appellation; that
Christianity was a dire superstition, and its adherents a mischievous sect; that they took root in Rome
because that city was a common asylum for whatever
was impure and atrocious; that they had a multitude
of accomplices, were suspected of setting fire to the
city, and were guilty to the extent of deserving the
most exemplary punishment. The Early Christian
was, therefore, the kind of man we would not desire
to meet on a dark night, and the most comforting
reflection in regard to him is that he is now no
more.
It is due the Early Christian to observe that the
passage herein quoted, and credited to Tacitus, according to the best evidence was written by some
good old soul who flourished in the fifteenth century
after the historian's death. These remarks, therefore, are built either upon Christian or historical
authority. It is not within the province of an essayist to say which.

---------

The Modern Balaam.
Quite a number hav written for prices in quantities of the picture published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
May 2d. We hav therefore had a large number
printed on calendered paper, as it appeared in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, which we will "!end, postRge free, at
the following rates: one dozen, 30 cents; one hundred, $1.50; one thousand, $10. We hope a large
number will be ordered, and posted up everywhere,
as those who hav written aboat it say the cut speaks
1
volumes.

Editorial Notes.
THE Rev. William Lloyd, of this city, graciously concedes
that when" the day of general summing up" shall come Victor
Hugo will be found to "stand in high favor with his maker."
No doubt, no doubt; but this is not Christianity, which Mr.
Lloyd is paid to prea._ch.
THE Rev. J. W. Spriggs has resigned the pastorate of the
First Christian church of Salem, Oregon, because he no longer
believes in all the doctrins of the sect. He seems to be intellectually honest, and will probably blossom into a full-fledged
heretic ere long. The air of the Pacific coast is very bracing_
Mn. REPLOGLE and wife hav been replaced in the editing of
the Missouri Liberal by Mr. and Mrs. Scovell, formerly of Columbus, Kan. "In this new phase of editorial management
of the Liberal, it will be the desire of those connected with the
paper to represent the higher element of Rationalism in its
columns; and they hope to l'eceive sufficient encouragement
to warrant them in the work to be. done," Simultaneously
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SoME, perhaps, will remember that a few weeks ago we had
with the advent of Mr. Scovell the Liberal opens war on the
Frealovers, announcing that it has in preparation a series of occasion to defend THE TRUTH SEEKER and one or two of our
correspondents from the charge of entertaining animosity
articles against them by C. W. Stewart.
MR. JoHN McGUIRE, of Modoc Landing, Ark., has been toward the Seuth. "Independent Thinker," in the lndeptmilent Pulpit, was the gentleman making the accusation. In his
fined for opening his store on Sunday and distributing rations
succeeding number Mr. Shaw published a part of our rf'ply,
the government had sent to the sufferers from a flood. The
and commended it. In the Pulpit for June, "Independent
prosecutor was a church-member. The court was unwilling
Thinker" makes a mild rejoinder, the last part of which we
to push the case, but this man was not satisfied until Mr. Mcquote only to say that we heartily second his wish, grasp his
Guire had been punished for breaking the Sabbath. "And of
extended hands, and allow him the last word: "Again the
such is the kingdom of heaven,"
editor [of THE TRUTH SEEKER] says, 'Let the Liberal South
J.D. Sru.w, of Waco, Texas, indicates in the last number hold out her hand, and the Liberal North will leap across the
of his magazine his willingness to engage in debate with any bloody chasm to grasp it.' This is all right, except that it
person of his community whom the Christians will put for· seems, by implication, to charge the Liberals of the South
ward and whose orthodoxy and good character they will vouch with being unwilling to hold out the hand. The fact is, we
for. Mr. Shaw givs them a long list of propositions for dis- hav been holding out the hand of reconciliation ever since the
cussion, and if the ministers fail to take him up it must be olose of the war, but we found few takers. I do hope that a
because of a feeling of inability to meet his arguments, not new era is abut to dawn on us through the kind offices of Libthat he does not giv them ground enough to cover.
eralism. .
. But here I am, Brother Macdonald, on
WE learn by the following note from Elder Evans, of Mt. the very edge of the bloody chasm with both hands stretched
toward you-will you take them ?"
Lebanon, N. Y., to the 'lhbune that an old friend of Mr. Bennett and THE TRUTH SEEKER is dead: "Oliver Prentiss, aged
HEBER NEwTON does not put it iu such plain words, but if
eighty-seven, died on May 14th at 11:30 A.M. Oliver was his statements are true (and they are, and more too) the Bible
widely known. He had a 'large circle of friends, including is a hotch-potch of ignorance and a jumble of contradictory senpresidents, governors, and statesmen. ' He loved his fellow- timents. How, knowing what he does, Mr. Newton can in any
man,' and loved those most who stood in need· of his love. degree believe in it as a divine word, or in the religion founded
After using tobacco and animal food, with their corollaries, for upon it, is past our comprehension. In his sermon on the
fifty years, he totally abstained the remaining thirty-seven 31st ult., in speaking upon the late revision of the Old Testayears. He was a live, proper, fine man. Died by act of his ment, he said: "The work did not purport to make all the
own indomitable will, without sickness; sitting in a chair, he changes that were desirable, but only such as seemed necesclosed his own eyes and mouth. There is no death about it.'• sary in order to secure greater accuracy and clearness. A considerable class of verbal changes which constitute a great imTHE Pittsburgh League closed its season on June 14th with
provement to the English reader is found in the case of words
a sociable, consisting of musical and literary exercises, and a
of a more or less offensiv character which hav been softened.
closing address by F. M. Gessner. Officers for the ensuing
In Micah vii, 2, is a passage which is neither very plain nor
year were also elected. The season has been a prosperous
very forceful in the old rendering. The prophet is lamenting
one for the League, a very large increase of membership bethat ''the good man is pel'ished out of the earth; and there is
ing noted by Pittsburgh Truth, which says that "it is apparent
none upright among men; they all lie in wait for blood; they
that the lectures and the large amount of Liberal literature
hunt every man his brother with a net." Men were very much
the League is circulating are having a wonderful effect upon
the same, you see, in the olden times as now. While the word
the minds of intelligent people, and it is only a question of a
hell stood upon the pages of the Bible, ignorant readers and
short time when the organization will become such a power
ignorant preachers-of whom there are, alas! not a few still
for good in the city and throughout the state that its oppoleft-<l'Onsciously or unconsciously smuggled into the innocent
nents, both political and religious, will be compelled to rewords of the Hebrew or the Greek the frightful visions of the
spect our rights and afraid to refuse to grant our demands."
medieval theology. There was no honest course open but to
THE United Presbyterian Assembly recently in session at eliminate the word and to substitute either the original itself
Topeka, Kan., adopted during its deliberations a resolution or the nearest rendering possible of it. The most interesting
re1uesting the publisher of the D..~,ily Capital of Topeka "to dogmatic aspect of the Old Testament is its messianic chamcdate his edition of Sunday morning, and intended for distri- ter, real or fancied. The traditional understanding of the Old
bution through the Assembly, Monday, June 1st (instead of Testament found a collection of predictions purely miraculous
Sunday, May 30th), and not to distribute it through the Assem- of the coming messiah. In such miraculous predictions thebly until that date." The Sun of this city calls this "en- ology has taught us to find the chief argument for the messicouraging humbug," but to our mind it is a revelation of the anic claims of the character of Jesus. It has long been known
inward dishonesty of the Presbyterians there assembled. that most of these passages did not bear in the original the
The work upon Sunday papers is chiefly done on Saturday; meaning which they conveyed in the English translation. On
upon Monday papers, on Sunday. The Presbyterians know no point has the work of the revisers been awaited with more
this, but seem to care more for the looks of the thing than for expectancy than upon their handling of these passages. Of
the real observance of ·the Sabbath. In other words, sin, in course no questionable changes were to be expected. Changes
their view, lies not in the commission of the act, but in the of such a nature could, from the circumstances of the case,
public's knowing of it,
only be made when they were absolutely demanded by fidelity
IT is a striking truth that though the church, collectivly and to the original. Where there was a doubt it was but natural
each one in particular, is willing to receive from the state and that the conservativ instincts of the Christian scholars should
city every cent that can be wrung from them by lobbyists, not incline thc;~m to hold by the old rendering, even though its
a Christian institution is willing to return any favor whatever. correctness was more problematical. Thus, for example, the
Some years ago this city opened a street by St. Mary's church famous passage in Isaiah, which has been the chief proof test
in the annexed district. The claim for damages has long been for the dogma of the miraculous conception, has long been of
outlawed, but at the last session of our legislature, the priest more than questionable authority. The consensus of schollobbied through a bill depriving the state of this defense, which arly judgment is that the word there rendered 'virgin' should
the governor will undoubtedly sign. The delay in this suit properly be translated ' a young woman ' or 'young wife.' The
lends color to the suspicion that the chmch's damage is largely passage has no possible reference to anything beyond the hoill. the priest's imagination, and that his action is an after- rizon of the immediate day in which Isaiah was speaking. It
thought to further drain the pubUc treasury for the benefit of is only by the most arbitrary and unnatural emphasis upon the
his own. It may also well be a question of how much consid- description of the young woman and upon the title given to
erationchurch property, whieh the city protects but obtains no the young child that any possible allusion can be found to
benefit from, is entitled to where the damage does not exceed Jesus. The doctrin of the immaculate conception must stand
the amount of the many years' exemption from taxation it has or fall upon the historic evidence of the New Testament, and
not upon such a flimsy foundation as that which theologians
received.
hav laid in this passage of Isaiah.'' And yet Mr. Newton is
SPEAKING of the condition of the WOl'king girls of this city,
preaching "Christianity."
their restricted and uncomfortable habitations, and the great
--------4rl~------relief they experience in attending balls and walking upon the
FEw things (so philosophize the publishers of the North
streets, the Sun expresses surprise that so few of them yield American Review) are more fttsoinating in their way than a
to the temptations that beset their narrow life. They are, it study of the subterranean history of man, whether in caves or
says, "liable to be made the victims of conscienceless young in mounds, whether it be to corroborate written history, or to
scoundrels in their own line of life, for the enemies of their take testimony that ante-dates all writing. President Bartlett,
purity are usually the men with whom they natumlly come into of Dartmouth, contributes an interesting article on this topic
association in their early days." The ability to resist the young to the July number of the North Amm:can Review. From the
scoundrels, thinks the Swt, comes "first of all from their religion men of unknown ages and their works underground, to men
and from the protecting care of their church. Without that sup- grappling with the latest questions of our own day, and disport the most of them would probably be utterly lost. What, cussing the parceling out of the earth's surface, is a long step;
then, would be the condition as to morals in New York if the but in the same number of the Review appears a conversation
simple faith of these girls was destroyed after the manner of between David Dudley Field and Henry George, on land and
that of the Infidel Agnostics, who treat their religion as a child- taxation. Another ui·gent qn!'stion, which_ rna~ S?On m,nke a
ish supel'stition, and yet are unable to suggest for it any substi- very serious issue, the extradition o~ d?'namite _cnm~nals, IS detute which would hav an equal power for good." The Sun bated by President Angell, of Mwhtgan Umversity, George
forgets that the "conscienceless young scoundrels" are mem- Ticknor Curtis and Justice T. M. Cooley. Dorman B. Eaton,
chief of the ci~l service commission, givs his views of the rebers of the same church as the girls. Therefor a, to make good sults of that reform. William Clarke shows the fu~il charthe assertion !.hat the chmch is the restraining influence, its acter of any scheme for British imperial federatiOn, and
effects should be visible upon dissolute men rather than upon Thomas W. Knox givs a brief but interesting sketch of the
girls naturally modest and virtuous. The blackest scoundrels progress of Europea~ influence i~ ~~ia .. The o~her articles
of history hav been good Christians, and the criminals of to- are one by Gail Hamilton on ProhibitiOn m practiCE', and one
by Rev. Dr. C. H. Pttrkhurst on the decline of Christianity.
day, from the cruelest murderers to the meanest drunkards, These with the batch of free-hand comments, make up a
are Christians. It was only a few weeks since a good Catholic numb~r of unusual interest. If the allotted age of man were
jumped from the gallows to the pearly gate. We think the sufficient for a magazine, we might hav to part here with an
oase is accurately stated, and credit enough given the church, old friend· for the Review has just completed its seventieth
if we allow that a gil'l is made no worse by attendance upon year. But' outwardly it renews its youth with a new cover,
and inwardly it seems more vigorous than ever.
religious services, and when that attendance is upon Catholic
iilstitutions, and the service is the confessional, a good deal
Now We Hav It!
is allowed. The Sun's insinuation .that "Infidel Agnostics" hav
From Liberty.
nothing upoll. which to bnse morality is bosh. Human happiAnarchy
is
the
Synonym
of Order.
ness is the solidest of all foundations.
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a people." He continued: "I never saw a more social, kind
people in my life." And my informant was a Christian, a
member of the Catholic ohuroh. He had the appearance of a
very moral, truthful young man.
WARREN, 0., June 1, 285.
I would like to make a ftJw remarks in regard to Brother LaMR. EDITOR: I saw in a late numbe1· of THE TRUTH SEEKER
perche's letter in the last TRUTH SEEKER. He rather critia notice to delinquent subscribers to pay up, and though I am
cises Sister Vore for intimating that our lamented D. M. Ben- ·not one of that number I feel that as I am somewhat advanced
nett was .a Spiritualist. He sayil: "This is unfair, for I am
in years I will secure the reading of THE TRUTH SEEKER for two
positiv Mr. Bennett was not a Spiritualist." He believed he
years by paying for it in advance for ~hat time. Inclosed find
had read everything that he (Mr. Bennett) ever wrote for the
$6.00. If my Christian friends pay as much attention to me
public, and. admits that he always wrote favorably of Spiritin the future as they hav in the past I may not be able to pay
ualism, but always ended his remarks by saying he was not
my subscription very much longer. In my business transacone of them. I am of the opinion that our friend's memory is
CHICAGO, May 27, 1885.
tions for a number of years, throwing aside all prejudice, I can
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2, which will pay for at fault, for if he has read everything that our good D. M. Benhonestly say I hav lost ten dollars to one by those who professed to hav been washed in the blood of the lamb. Doubt- your much-valued paper up to end of the present year? With- nett wrote, and still thinks he did not believe in a continued
less the course I pursue-being an outspoken Infidel for forty out the instructiv reading afforded by its pages, much of the existence, what construction does he place on our martyr's
years-has not helped me any in my business. This is a very ideal of life and of. existence would to me be enigmatical. May' words when he wrote, "I can hardly yield my consent that
orthodox town; two-thirds, however, of the business men are it prosper and hold aloft the banner of Freethought, of Lib- this is the last of our individuality, and I fondly think that
skeptics, but still-born. They would sell their birthright eralism, and of th:tt assul'ance as to things unknowable se- F.tther and Mother Nature are able to accomplish the best,
greatest, and most desirtlble of all problems-a continued incheaper even than Esau did. Many of them support the cured by true skepticism.
The only Robert Ingersoll and his English counterpart, dividual existence; but I am borrowing no trouble about it.'•
churches liberally for the purpose of securing Christian patronage. But for me, sink or swim, heaven or hell, I must be Charles Watts, as also your Mr. Putnam, hav lately visited us Again, some years back, Brother Bennett attended several
true to my own convictions. I will not sustain a thing that I here, and treated us to intellectual feasts of such excelsior seances with Dr. Slade. I recollect on one occasion he was
believe to be false, a curse to society, by either my money or character as only Freethinkers and believers in the kingdom favored with a slate-written communication purporting to
come from his _father, at least it was signed "John Bennett,'
my presence. "A few years more and I shall hav done, but of humanity can prepare and offer.
Oh, for some such men in every community of civilization, and D. M., the son, if I mistake not, said that he had no
when the shades of death are growing thick and fast around
my brow I want to hav the satisfaction of knowing that I hav and life and mind, reason and spirit, of man would become knowledge how Slade could have known his father's name. It
done some little to rid the world of superstition-that I am sweetened and brightened in all its good aspects and higher also adverted to incidents that had taken place between him
and his father. How the medium could hav been in possesleaving it somewhat better than I found it. With regard to aspirations.
sion of the fact was more than he could comprehend. In his
" When from the lips of truth one mighty breath
another world I know nothing. Although I hav not the concomments he signified that he would hav to admit that it was
Shall, like a whirlwind, scatter in its breez<!
solations arising from the belief that I will meet my friends in
The whole dark pile of human mockeries;
spirits, until there was a better solution given, but that in time
a more congenial clime, I still hav the unbounded satisfaction
Then shall the reign of mind commence on earth,
science might demonstrate differently.
in the belief that I will not meet them in hell.
And starting fresh, as from a second birth,
Now, in regard to his test with Slade, I hav quoted from
"Why should I fear the future? I murdered no Uriah for
Man, in the sunshine of the world's new spring,
memory, and I will not say I hav quoted him verbatim, but
Shall walk transparent like so:r;ne holy thiag."
his wife, turned no Hagar out in the wilderne~s with her child
think it the import of what he said. So, no ,doubt, Mrs. Vore
to starve, neither turned away any hungry person from my
CH.4.S. J. SUNDELL.
and hundreds of others who hav also read his writings are in·
door."
clined to think that Brother Bennett was almost persuaded
Whatever there may be in the future, it is a fact in nature,
CLARA, PA., June 4, E.M. 285.
to be a believer in immortality. I myself thought so, and I
and we can't escape it. But for me, I hav quit years ago payMR. EDITOR: OurLiberalLeague secured the service., for the am not a Spiritualist, from the fact that I hav never had suffiing insurance against fire in another world.
past two weeks of Capt. E. M. Lester, president of the Friend- cient evidence to convince me positivly of spirits or immortal·
THos. DouGLA.S.
ship Liberal League in Philadelphia, and we were so pleased ity. I am a Materialist, but will not put myt~elf down as No.
with his work that I feel as though I wanted to tell the readers 4, lest I might hav to change the number to some other
NEw YORK, June 5, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I notice in to-day's &m a reprint of your criti- of THE TRUTH SEEKER about it. You see, our county is away figure, and I believe it best not to set stakes. This is a procism in the last TRUTH SEEKER on one of the Rev. Hel;lry Ward back in the wilds of Pennsylvania, and scarcely touched as gressiv age, and there is no telling what the future may disBeecher's recent statements. The editor of the Sun evidently yet by railroads, hence the difficulty of reaching the host of close. Mr. La.perche hl.s for the last twenty years tried to be_
lieve in J1 continued existence, but the more he tries the less
approves of your remarks in regard to the reverend gentle- Liberals in the county by the average lecturer.
But Capt,,i:l Lester wanted to canvass for his paper and he succeeds. Now, if he is really desirous of this condition,
man, and describes THE TRUTH SEEKER as " an avowed and
make
the
acquaintance
of
the
Liberals
of
Pennsylvania,
and
able Infidel paper."
perhaps there is no surer means to its consummation than to
That THE TRUTH SEEKER plainly advocates its principles and we wanted a missionary, hence we arranged with him to can- try for the next twenty years to not believe it. The proverb
has the courage of its convictions is apparent to all its readers, vass the county pretty thoroughly. He gave, I believe, fifteen is that a rule that will not work both ways is no rule at all. So,
that it is ably conducted goes without saying and cannot be lectures, often having to walk from point to point. At every as Mr. Laperche has not succee.ded by trying, he might by not
disputed, and if the editor of the Sun, instead of describing it point, so far as 1 can learn; he was well received. He is a trying. I do not understand the modus operandi by which he
as an Infidel paper, had stated that it was a "journal of Free- fluent speakoc, and well versed in scriptural authority, having can try to believe a thing. I was of the opinion that our belief
thought and reform" he would hav told the exact truth. But been formerly a Universalist minister. He always urges people was formed'from the weight of evidence. I may be mistaken.
probably the term Infidel, which was formerly considered as a to question him or debate. At Millport, where he spoke twice, llrlateria.list and Spiritualist, in my estimation, can do no better
reproach, was not used in an unfriendly spirit. So many peo- he was questioned a good deal, and was always on his feet in than to work together for the common cause-universal menple who hav been called Infidels hav lived noble and useful an instant, with a telling reply.
talliberty-and not dispute about what we know nothing
Elder Willis, the one minister of the place, was in the audi- of. If some learn there is a continued existence, and, on the
lives, hav illustrated their principles by moral and philanthropic acts, that the term "Infidel " is by ll'any now consid · ence, and when called upon to ask questions, or defend his other hand, some learn, as T. Winter and a few more, there is
ered as a synonym of honor and virtue, and it is probably in position from the fierce onslaught of the captain, had nothing not, it is not for me, who am ignorant on both points, to fall
out with either.
this sense that the Sun applies the term to THE TRUTH SEEKER. to say.
At West Bingham, though, the church and ministers were
It is encouraging to Liberals to observe the great influence
Yours for progress,
WM. A. THOMPSON.
out
in
force.
They,
however,
fired
their
biggest
guns
without
that Freethought journals are exerting on the Secular press,
and it is to be hoped that this benign influence will be greatly effect. Hence, the next night they, for once, were united
LEXINGTON, KY., June 6, 285.
in the cry, "Down with Infidelity ! " One of the leading men
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 2d contained an
augmented iu the future.
PETER EcKLER.
in the church, a merchant by the name of Howe, gave a lot article making inquiries as to whether the religion of the "sinof fellows whisky and got them drunk with the understand- less one" is true or false, by Brother Thomas Knott, of JorORTON, MICH., June 2, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: One Charles Laperche, of Alexandria, Ont., ing that they were to occupy the btiCk seats at the next dan (not the river Jordan of the blessed holy land, but Jorasserts in a letter published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, that Mr. lecture, and; at a given signal, break the meeting up in a row. dan, Minn.). After divesting himself of his views on the
Bennett was not a Spiritualist, and that he never said or wrote But, unfortunately, they did not take the Lord into their con· momentous subject, he goes for the "good book" and the
anything contradictory to the thesis that death ends aU. Well, fidence, for as soon as the noise began, the justice of the "dear Christianity" founded thereon sans cm·emonie, in regular
now, that is not true. In the first place, a gentleman of peace (whose name I, unfortunately, cannot remember) rose bruiser's style. At the same time, however, he asks what he
Ypsilanti, Mich., wrote and asked him the question, "If a man and demanded silence in the name of the law, saying Captain terms a few pertinent questions. Unable himself to answer
die will he liv again?" to which Mr. Bennett emphatically re- Lester had a perfect right to express his opinions, and those them satisfactorily, his theological education being sadly negsponded "Yes!" And further, sir, so sure as I liv and exist who did not wish to hear them could keep away, and the first lected, he waxes wroth, and defies the "babbling, good, sancas an organized human being, Mr. Bennett. told me himself, man who created a disturbance he would hav arrested. This timonious" Christians to substantiate their 13iblical absurdities,
personally, that both himself and wife had had positiv proof effectually squelched the last argument of the church in West claims, and silly speculations pertaining to the future abode
Bingham, and the evening following the lecture passed off of man. As the good shepherds are pm<fectus classi$e8, adof spirit communion for forty yeus.
T. S. ANDREWS.
harmomously.
mirals of the heavenly-bound fleet, and do not wish to be disFrom here the captain went on to Ulysses, where he spoke turbed in their little godly enterprise of soul-saving, they will
AuBURN, N. Y., June 6, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In common with hundreds of others, I had twice to good houses. The band was out in honor thereof, not, I presume, condescend to notice such depraved pagans as
almost despaired of the success of raising sufficient funds for and he was treated with much courtesy, although this was Brother Knott. Hence the great ubiq11e gentium, the everyMr. Reynolds's tent,. The question has often been asked, their first Liberal lecture. Captain Lester has made many where-present God, will pardon me if I myself execute the
" Why don't some one possessing the means advance Mr. warm friends in this county, and done a noble work for Lib- work his agents are called upon to accomplish. Yes, I, even
Reynolds the necessary money, that he may at once be put eralism. As a pioneer, we heartily commend him to all soci- I, vile heathen that I am, can correctly answer the gentleman;
gloriously upon his way in carrying on the summer's cam- eties. We are to hav Remsburg hoce the last of August or the and I won't charge him a cent for it either, nor take up a colfirst of September. We are all so glad to hear that Reynolds lection-a religious necessity, by the way-as my rivals, the
paign crusade ?''
·
And now, "blessed be God," as rejoice the Christians, "it has inaugurated his tent campaign, and hope h€l will be helped good ministers, invariably do. Yet I don't claim any inspirahas so pleased him in his inscrutable wisdom and mercy to by L1beral.s everywhere to free himself from indebtedness.
tion, and I want it distinctly understood by the reader that
EVA BARNEs, Secretary Clara Liberal League.
cat\Be to be lifted up among us" one '\Vm. Smith, of Geneva,
I'm neither "babbling" (I don't tell everything I know) or
N. Y., who has heard our cries and lamentations in the wilder"sanctimonious," my only desire 11 being to furnish Mr. Knott
ness for more lucre, and has responded to them and comforted
the information he is so earnestly in search of.
ST. JoHNs, ILL., May 31, 1885.
our aching hearts by generously giving $300, the necessary
MR. EDITOR: I see by the arrival of the last TRUTH SEEKER
First, the gentleman wants to know what blasphemy is. I
amount to place squarely upon his feet the aggressivinstigator that G. H. Walser is on the warpath, with his sword of defense am afraid I will become "stuck" on this answer. It's a comand prime mover of the new propaganda movement for the drawn to protect the citizens of Liberal from the vile and plete "jaw-breaker." But let me gather up the "reins of
dissemination of Liberalism. Surely Mr. Smith is entitled to slanderous lies of their Christian opponents. When I read thought, which triumphantly marches through the darkness of
the thanks and well wishes of all true Liberals in his noble ef- the article in the Globe Democr·at of the correspondent, I was superstition, dispelling with its golden rays the shades of orthofort in bringing about the consummation of Mr. Reynolds's of the opinion that the falsfier would be attended to. While doxy, the dreary vast, a world of chaos of religious nonsense,
grand idea of propagandism. This bespeaks resoundingly to I am decidedly in favor of peace when we can hav it on hon- then adding the noonday glory of Freethought, and bringing
our credit what can be done by Liberals and Freethink~>rs in orable terms, at the same time, when we are misrepresented with it the hum and bustle of universal mental liberty, that it
carrying on our good work for the remodeling of orthodoxy's by falsehood, it is our duty to defend ourselvs, and I hope might so prepare this planet of ours to be a suitable dwellingold, revamped, and obsolete ideas, teachings, creeds, and in- Brother Walser and the Liberals at Liberal, Mo., may bring place for man-a heaven here and now, and not hereafter.'
famous doctrins. Thanks also must be cordially extended to those hypocrits to justice. A young man who livs in Pennsyl- Why, blasphemy is blasphemy, and nothing else can be made
the very many others who hav liberally douated their $1, $2, vania came to our town this spring, on his way home. He had of it. I thought every one knew that. The ignorance of poor,
$5, and upwards, not only to the Tent Fund, but all general been visiting his cousins, who reside at Liberal-Mr. John and weak man on the theological matters is amazing. Mr. Knott
funds which hav for the past six months been open to dona- Jacob Bettz. He remained there about two months. I saw goes on to say that before one can use blasphemy, there
tions for the general cause of Liberalism. Never before in the him and had an introduction, and before he learned anything must be something to blaspheme, and then asks what that
history of the Liberal movement has there been so much hard ia regard to my religious views, I asked him the question, something is. Oh, horrors alive, here's an out-and-out Athework done and money raised. This shows that the people "Are the citizens of Liberal harmonious?" "Yes," said he, ist! Yet I can be but surprised at the brother's ambiftO, his
t1.re rapidly leaving the church and her doctrins, relegating "you would not think that such harmony could exist among doubts as to a supreme being. Did he know how wicked it
them to the limbo of heathen mythology. Let us evermore
faithfully " Strike till the last armed foe expires ! "
It can hardly be expected of those who hav already donated
$5 or $10, and larger amounts, to double their very liberal
sums, but those who, like myself, could only afford at first to
pay $1, can they not, one and all, double this amount and forward same as soon as possible to the Tent Fund and hid an
everlasting farewell to all indebtedness? I hope it will not be
thought I am asking ~r suggesting too much. Herewith, for
example-setting, I inclose another $1 to help spread the light.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
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was to doubt he would not, I'm ·sure, hav asked that ungodly
question, but hav believed in the blessed Bible, and implicitly
relied on all that sacred book teaches in regard to the wonderful stories about the sinless saints and the sufferings of the
.savior, and how we are to be saved through the merits of
,that crucified lamb.
0 brother, there's a great judgment
-day coming, when Jesus, bless his royal nibs, pays it all by
rewarding the righteous with beautiful white robes and golden
harps, and sending tho godless qelow to reside with the devil
and his angels throughout all eternity. If this graphic description of J. C. and Co.'s divine plan doesn't fetch the brother
and cause him to relinquish his wicked ways and weep over
his earthly sins, for heaven's sake, what will?
Second, he asserts that the whole fabric of our holy religion
rests upon five mere superstitions, namely (1), that there is a
god (who said there wasn't?); (2) that there is a devil (and I
.don't doabt it, to judge from events transpiring among Chrisiians); (3) that there is a heaven; (4) that there is a hell (I
knew that all my life); (5) and that man has an immortal soul.
This opinion of Mr. Knott's is blasphemous and irreverent in
tthe extreme. How can he intimate such Ingersoll-like things
when the scriptures, rightly interpreted, pointedly and emJPhatically say it is founded on a rock against which the very
gates of hell itself cannot prevail ? It is only sufficient for us
to know that holy writ asserts this, and I think I am compe-

!~~:eto1a;~~e~:sp~·:e~~n~h~r~~~:~~c~~e~oa~~- :x~~i~e~:o~~:
angel and a participant in the heavenly joys. To. hear him
talk, one is astonished at the gentleman's non-religious makeup, and if I were he I would liv in constant fear of our kind
heavenly father striking me dead for such wicked heresy.

h:~:~~~~ ~~ek::~ 1:~~:~i:sna:::r~~~::db~~~~~n:t~ i~ :~:~
ity." How God is a trinity?

I hardly know what to think of

the brother. Eternal torture taught in the "divine word,"
and the beautiful and effectiv and affecting story of Christ and
him crucified is distasteful to him and makes no impression
whatever on his hard heart, for it falls on his ear like water on
a duck's back. And he vainly imagins that the sacred writings
of the holy apostles and evangelists can be overthrown, and
godless Infidelity immortalized instead! Idle thought! It
will never be; this is a Christian nation, not a heathen one,
and consequently I would advise the brother to cease building
his air castles. I started out to tell him how God is a trinity,
but I had almost forgotten that arduous duty, therefore he will
excuse this little enlargement on the.subject. God himself
says he is a trinity, and if Mr. Knott will read and carefully
antl prayerfully study the good book in which the Lord has
revealed his will and intentions to a sinful and unappreciativ
world, he will find evidence there that will reconcile him to
the crude theological notions about God, and the sacred absurdities, cruelties, and falsehoods countenanced by the infallible church. If he still rebels against the way the kiogof the
universe carries on business, he can get the pope's or Dr.
Monroe's signature to an affidavit attesting to the truthfulness
of my statements. Oh, how painful to contemplate that we
hav a reader of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER who is so singularly constituted as to necessitate a constant search for origina! (or stale, just as you please) evidence of God's trinity!
And this, too, when that book of priceless value, the Lord's
own word, is full and overflowing with such proofs! When
Brother Knott again dtsires to l'£spus, to "spite out," his ob·
jections to the bases of Christianity, I suggest the advisability
of his reading up on the Bible and the Catholic catechism.
Herein he will discover food for thought, and be introduced
into the laboratory where the materials necessary for the
proper prosecution of that religion are manufactured. Thus
he. would be supplied with the information he seeks; and all
such information, I may add, is conduciv to life everlasting.
Fifth, again, Mr. Knott wants to know how it was found out
that God had a son, or that God has said this, and done thus
and so. Thisis an unfeeling, blasphemous question, and will
no doubt touch the tender religious sensibilities of the reader.
Evidently t~e brother is one of God's implacable enemies, but
he will hav to excuse me this time, for I can only answer him
by referring him to the above-named catechism, and if he
would learn more of the mysterious operations of the only true
and Godlike religion, our dear Christianity, let him consult it
frequently. Having answered Brother Knott to the best of
my ability, thus saving them from such wholesome labors in
the vinyard, I hope soon to be upon the most excellent terms
with the sky-steerers.
DAVID B. CoziNE.
PROVIDENCE, June 1, 285.
MR. EDITOR: I took occasion in my last letter to giv my
opinions in relation to Spiritualism. There hav been a few
allusions to them, but not until May Dth was my name used
so that I could really tell whether they were intended for me
or not. Now Mary A. Yore takes me in hand (together in
common with othEr Materialists whom she classes as "supremely ignorant") in such a manner that I must say something in return. tlhe commences by flattering the editor, who,
it will be hoped, will not be deluded by her "taffy," and jump
from tho solid foundation of Materalism into the quicksands
of Spiritualistic belief.
There are several points I should like to touch upon, but
do not wish to be too lengthy. She refe1·s to Mater& lists as
"setting up men of straw." Now these, although of very
light material, I cerhtinly think contain more substance than
the forms which tlpiritualists "set up," and call people names
for not being able to see them. I ttm pleased to note that she
admits there are swindling mediums, and also that there are
a great diversity of opinions among Spiritualists as to what
Spiritualism is. If that is true, it would not be at all strange
if I should err in my judgment in relation to the 6ubject.
She says: "I know even with more certainty than I know
the earth is globular, that life, individualized human life, survives the grave, for the evidence I hav of the rotundity of the
earth comes to me second hand." She seems to be somewhat
favored, while I am not permitted to learn anything about my
dead friends, except at second-hand, the same as she says she

gets her science. In my letter I alluded to Spiritualism as a
semi-religious society. She says, "They [the Materialists)
will persist, among other errors, in calling Spiritualism a 'religion,' and so treating it." George Ohainey delivered a lecture in this city last fall, and if he was reported correctly by a
local paper, he spoke of Spiritualism as a religion, and said
that it took hold of humanity's cause where previous religions
left off. A convention of Spiritualists was held in this city a
short time since, and at. least two of the speakers took the
same ground-that Spiritualism supplied the wan-t of religion.
Now what is religion? It is a system of supernaturalism,
fraud, and hypocrisy, based upon the hopes and fears of man·
kind. What is Spiritualism ? It is a system of supernaturalism, fraud, and trickery, based upon the hopes of mankind.
The poet says:
"Hope springs eternal in the human breast"Hope that somehow or some:where beyond this life there is, or
at least should be, something more in store for the human
family than the usually miserable existence we drag out here;
and from that hope hav sprung up systems of fraud claiming
to be able to gratify it; but in reality it has proved to havbeen
one of the most debasing and gigantic systems of human
·slavery ever inflicted upon mankind.
Spiritualism treats of life beyond the grave the same as religion. Religion says you may liv as you may, only believe a
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over, or not go in until they were through; but the teacher
made them disobey me and gave them to understand that
their father was a liar and a very bad man. My youngest, six
years old, told the teacher that his pa wouldn't lie and that
there was no God or Santa Claus either. They talk now ·of
keeping my children from going -to school, and I guess they
can do it, as we hav no regular school section or school law in
this place yet. The parents pay so much per week, but it
will soon be a thing of the past, and then we will see if my
children will go to school or not.
You will see by the paper I send that the half-breeds are
conquered, but the Indians are on the war-path; yet it is the
best thing that could hav happened for the good of this country, as it and everyone in it was about bankrupt, though I don't
believe in paying for anything in blood no matter how good
it may be; but it is a great advertisment for the country and
has brought a few millions of money into the Northwest Territory, and I hope it may end at once.
W. P. WEsT.

ONTARIO, CAL., May 28, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3.00-$1.50 to apply on
.THE TRUTH SEEKER, 25 cents for the ANNUAL, and $1.25 for the
"Story Hour." Although money is scarce and times hard, yet
I feel as though I could not do without THE TRUTH SEEKER.
It gets more and more interesting. ·I like to read the letters,
and get the different ideas of people, especially on the temperfew moments before you die, and it will be all right; you will ance question, ancT I fully agree with H. H. Hutchinson; also
go to heaven, hav a harp, sing praises evermore, and enjoy Mr. Malcolm on the money question, and Mr. Hunt regarding
yourself immensely in plain sight of nine-tenths of the human
labor and capital.
Now, of all the questions of the day this is one that should
race suffering eternal torments; among whom may be some of
your own immediate friends, which, however, will not mar engage the attention of every true Liberal. All the trades
your _happiness, but only serve to increase your joy. Spiritunions and labor unions that were ever organized can vever
ualism says after you hav ceased to breathe you will pass into be of any benefit to the working class until they are conducted
spirit-land (wherever that may be), and there you will be per- under a different principle from what they are at present.
mitted to roam at large; you can mingle with your friends How are the laboring classes benefited by the strikes we are
upon this earth; you can see them suffer, languish, and finally continually reading of? They only tend to make matters
die; you may know the remedy that would touch this case, worse for them. Now there is a way out of the trouble, and
perhaps save them, but you will not be permitted to do so be- to my 'mind the hint given by Mr. E. E. Park, April 25th,
cause the "conditions" are not right, nor will you be allowed might be carried out in all or nearly all branches of business,
to. communicate with them except through the catch-penny
and especially agricultural pursuits. And I would suggest
seance of some juggling medium.
that if the working class of Liberals and Freethinkers form
The· devotees of religion sing, "Salvation's free," and yet
themsel vs into secular co-operation societies for this purpose,
you cannot get one spoonful of it except by paying pew rent,
they let none but workers in. Hav your officers, that i!l, presior donating to some pious fanatic. Spiritualists demand a
dent, treasurer, secretary, and foremen in the dffierent departfee for admission into their seances, and unless you pay that
ments chosen from yourselvs. Let all work for a common
fee you will not hav the privilege of receiving a message from
treasury. The hours might be six or seven.
any of your friends in the "spirit-land," notwithstanding that
And here I will suggest that southern California would be
communication may be the means of your conversion to Spiritone of the best places in the world for such a union. I will
ualism. And so I might continue comparing the two systems,
giv some of the industries that might be followed: Fruitbut will not.
growing of all kinds, canning, and drying the same; raising
I am led to inquire at this point why we do not get some
of chickens and eggs; sericulture; also keeping bees for
communications from men of science-from Humboldt in rehoney. Many others might be added, and carried out by the
lation to his cosmos, or from Charles Darwin with some inforsame union on a small piece of land. For instance, the socimation as to whether his theory of evolution will progress
ety is small at first, say only twenty-five, about fifty acres
beyond this ·life. Why do we not get some communication
would be large enough. Add to that as the society should
from some one with brains-from them direct, not leached
grow. The number might run into the thousands and still
through the half idiotic spirit brain of some Indian squaw,
add to and keep work for all. Old and young, male and feand then peddled out for money through the trick performmale, all might find homes and interest in the common
ance of a medium?
brotherhood. And what more lovtly employment could be
But I think I shall be obliged to drop the Spiritualists. In
found? Truly we might hav the Garden of Eden without the
the language of the Bible, "They are joined to their idols; let
forbidden fruit. Families might hav their private homes,
them alone."
L. L. NoRTHUP, Materialist.
wl;tile the single might hav their hotels or boarding-houses,
with board set at a low figure, all under the management of
SouTH BosQuE, TExAs, May 23, 1885.
the union.
MR. EDITOR: I admire your cartoon, "Modern Balaam,"and
I am a resident of Ontario, southern California, and will say
send yon 10 cents for as many as you can afford for that sum.
that right here is a grand opening for a canning factory and
If you will make it larger or make a chromo of it I will take
fruit-drying establishment. The union might be started now
$1 worth as soon as I learn of it. P1wlc had a picture about
and run that part, together with the poultry, while the
two years ago that I would like to see reproduced in THE
grounds were being prepared for the planting of trees for anTRUTH SEEKER, viz., "An Ineffectual Attempt to Muzzle the
other spring. I suggest this because there is no need of any
Great Watch Dog of Science," or some such title; an attempt
delay. I, for one, would be glad to join such a union, and can
to suppress Liberal literature by the clergy of London, Herfind others right here. We can also J.llake up some amount of
bert Spencer being the "Watch Dog." It was splendid and capital. I should like to hear from others, either through THE
appropriate.
D. F. MARRS.
TRUTH SEEKER ()r privately, and shall be glad to answer any
questions. I hav lived North, South, East, and West, and will
DETROIT, MrcH., June 1, 1885.
say this is the finest climate and country I ever knew, and the
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which please send me
healthiest. Pure air, and plenty of pure water.
copies of the "Modern Balaam" to the amount of fifty cents.
c. B. JOHNS.
For the other fifty cents send me the colored lithograph of the
monument. I did intend to honor myself by subscribing to
MINNEAPOLIS, KAN., May 1[), 1885.
the Monument Fund, but circumstances prevented it, and I
MR. EDITOR: I received the "Crimes of Preachers," and
hav procrastinated too long studying how to get the picture.
I now expect to hav lots of fun and great satisfaction in plac- think it one of the best gems that I ever came across. I can
ing " Modern Balaam" where it will be most attractiv to the get the preachers where the wool is short. Several: of my
neighbors hav seen it already, and I havn't had it a week yet.
asses. Christ said: "Think not I ha v come to bring peace,
but a sword." He came to set father against son and mother All who see it say, "How do those fellows find all those things
against daughter; and I will be enabled with that picture to out?" Then I ask them how they feel to be led by such
greatly assist the great reformer in that kind of work. A He- pilots.
I hope that all the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER who hav
brew barber, to whom I dE>scribed it on Saturday evening, says
money
to spare will send for everything that contains Freehe will hav it up in his shop, and I shall try and place them
all in t-he most conspicuous places possible, and in the care of thought, and scatter it all over their neighborhood, and as far
as they possibly can. I, for one, will do all I can in that direcJ. H. WooD.
those who will answer all objectors.
tion. I hav been a subscriber for only a short time (some six
months), and to-day find only two copies of THE TRUTH
BROADVIEW, N. W. T., May 1D, 1885.
J. H. FnEEM.L'<.
MR. EDITOR: I feel ashamed of my neglect in not sending SEEKER in my house.
you your due for THE TRUTH SEEKER, but don't stop it, for it
MoumsTOWN, N. J., May 26, 1885.
is the best companion I hav ever had, and I would feel as
MR. EDITOR: I shall be under an everlasting obligation to
much lost without it as a papist without his cross. Inclosed
find $1, which yon can place to my credit, and fifty cents for you and to the Liberal readers cf your paper, if you or they
will inform me if you or they know of an invalid lady who
"Bible Morals" and your ALMANAC. The balance of subscription you may expect soon, as times are getting better since the would want a young girl to travel with her as her traveling
companion, that is, which includes everything she would
rebellion, thanks to Mr. Ueil, God, and other Indians.
want me to do for her. If you or the persons will inform me
I mail you to-day a Manitoba paper wherein you will see by
Riel's letter that God is working hand in hand with the host.il through the columns of your paper if you know of one, I will
Indians, but if the old man t.md his insurgents leave my scalp write to the lady if she would want me. I shall leave the
place named at the heading of my letter, and am going some
alone you will get the balance due you soon.
I hav a hot time here with the gospel preachers, teachers, whHe else, so for that reason I would like to hear about it
and seekers. They seem determined to teach my children through the columns of your papH, which I always manage
(two little boys) their doctrin, and when they can't compel me to get from a friend no matter where I am.
Sum it up in a few words, 'rnE TRUTH SEEKER is a truth
to send them to Sunday-school they hav formed a sort of
seeker
after the truth. It is the best of all Liberal papers for
praying business in the day-school. I gave my children orders
F. LAUREL SlllPMAN.
me.
to get up and walk ont of school until they had their prayers
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•.l:lited by MISs SusAN H. WixoN, Fdl River,
to whom all Communications for this
'h tter sh01.11d be sent.
·! '~s-,

·· Between the dark and the dayl!ght,
When the night begins to lower,
Comes a pause !u the day's occupations
That is known as the Ch!ldren's Hour."

A PRIZE TO WRITE FOR.
Our young friends should not forget that
I .•.1sBing and Spencer's "Complete History of
1 he United States" is offered as a prize for the
I • st story cont-ributed to the Children's Cor'J,,·r before August 15th. The story need not
l"· more than three columns in length (about
~ ±00 words). Send the manuscript to Miss
1\'ixon at the address given above.

A June Morning.
A wind with a song of ocean
Came after a night of rain,
And the balm of poplar branches
Blew over t-he western plain;
A shower of golden 11Jox-bells
Fluttering d 1Wn on the prairie grass,
Through the windy glens where wild bees
Disputed every pa3s.
'Twas one of the bright clean mornings
When the world seems newly made,
And the human heart grows tender,
And the birds are Izss afraid;
When the young trees spring as legion,
Just born of their winged seeds,
And their leaves are veined with crimson
Where the mists are held like beads.
Where the plow had been upturning
The so!! in the walnut ground,
I walked all the fresh rows over;
And eome of the things I found
Were clouds of white wings coming
From the river mnes awayT.Ite ghost--l!ke seeds of cottonwoJds,
The trees of a golden day.
Wild roses, and roses, and roses,
In the low box-elder grove;
Red roses among the wu•ow trees
Where the velvet spider wove;
Pink roses along th3 wheat 1lelds,
And such a l!qu!d song
From the white rose near the l~rk's neot,
Where the grass was lush and long.
The "w!l1 rye" slowly waving,
As a host of sickles swung,
:MeBSur!n~ the t!ms In hean-bsats
or a song that's never sung.
Its speara hav laid the grass lauds
In a wave of fallen sheen,
Through all Its whitening harvest
Not a gleaner come,, between.
TB.ere was purple grass and golden,
Sliver when the dew was on,
Bend!ag their pi ames to the roses
When the blue-bell's dream was gone;
0 pink leaves l!ke to sea shells,
Come swift to my waiting band,
And sing to me sweet, my roses,
Your songs of the wester-land.
Clearwater, Neb.
MARY B, FINCH.

and all sorts of tiny crafts, float hither and
thither on the smooth waters of the bay, while
excursion steamers come in and out of the harbor, like majestic birds stooping low while on
the wing from port to port.
·
These perfect June days are glorious from
beginning to end, and every one is the color of
the roses that are coming into bloom in the
hedges and along the highways and by-ways of
this old, yet new, country place.
Every morning the wild birds carol such
sweet melody as is never heard within city
limits though one liv there ten thousand years.
The woods are fairly alive with birds, and each
one sings his own sweet song. The dear old
robin red-breast lures us with the same tuneful notes we heard in infancy. The bob-olinks, the pewees, the chick-a dee dee, the
butcher bird, the cat bird with its peculiar
me-ow so much like the scream of a oat, the
whip-poor-will, all send out theirJpeouliar and
well-known notes. The golden oriole sings
his song of melody, while the blue bird lifts
his clear, flute-li~e voice, and bewitches us
with his pure minstrelsy.

" Sweet song-bird, robed in softest blue,
Proudly the grand old tree
Holds high its arms so stout and true.
Is he not fond of thee?
Thy nest is trimmed with beads of dew,
Thy eggs a radiant rosary."
There is no jealously, no rivalry, among
these singers in the trees, but each one does
his "level best," and is apparently glad if
another can do better.
A papa and mamma robin hav built their
nest next door to me in a corner of a piazza,
and as I write the mother bird is feeding her
four little babies, who stretch up their little
necks and open wide their mouths to receive
their morning meal.
The tide is growing low, and as the waters
slowly recede the great king crabs, or "horse
feet," as some call them, can be seen swimming among tangles of sea-weed, close to the
shore. Yesterday I took off my shoes and
stockings and waded in the water ankle-deep,
and brought two of these queer-looking fish to
land. It was such fun; how I wished the
children were here ! The king crab is shaped
like a horse's shoe, and has a hard and horny
shell, and moves quite rapidly. Lively little
fellows are the "fiddlers," that are hopping
all about the beach. "Bonnie," my dog, has
great sport catching them and tossing them in
the air. They are a species of crab, and are
used for bait by fishermen. They travel sidewise, and hav little nests in the sand, into
which they dive on the approach of footsteps.
They can bite, too, when disturbed, as Bonnie
found, to his chagrin, when he took one in his
mouth. Bonnie is learning to dig clams, and
you would laugh to see the little fellow dig,
dig, dig, dig in the sand with his two forefeet,
and then with his teeth pull out a big, whiteshelled clam, and march off with it as proud
and grand as a king.
'l'here are many little boys and girls roaming along the shore, gathering pebbles and
shells, jumping and dancing and enjoying
Onset.
Would you like me to tell you about Onset, these lovely days to the very utmost.
I think of one dear child who has gone to
where I am living this summer? Look in your
'nap of New England and find Buzzard's Bay come no more, and my heart is very sad, for I
on the Massachusetts coast. West of that you know how much her mind was in tune with
will note a smaller body of water, and that is nnture, and how sweet would be life to her
«nown as Onset Bay. Several little islands amid these bright influences. Eagerly I look
'lot its smooth surface, and one large one, into the faces of the little ones I meet, hoping
•HHnprising a large tract of land covered over to see one who might chance to resemble her
,vith a fine growth of oak, pine, birch, and who was once the light of my eyes, the hope of
·~edar. It is a part of the town of Wareham, my heart~ but all are different; there are none
<1onnected with it by a bridge. This is Onset, like her anywhere.
I look up to the blue sky, upon which flocks
which within the past few years has been converted into a lovely and attractiv summer re- of cumuli float lazily and serenely, and down
sort. If I am correctly informed, it was never where, beneath the window, a robin is scratch~ettled by white people until 1877, when the ing a luncheon for his babies, and looking up
first house was erected on wh~t is now termed occasionally, as if he would say, "'Tis a beauthe South Boulevard. Since that time, year tiful world that we liv in.
after year, as its beauty of location, its cool
"Gather the roses while you may,
and healthful breezes, its charming and roOld time is still a-flying,
And this same flower that blooms to-day
mantic scenery, became known, more cottages
and hotels hav been built, until now the whole
To-morrow may be dying."
A woodpecker is busily engaged pecking
island is dotted over with little gems of dwelliogs, as well as neat, commodious hotels for holes in a treo:e close by, and has never a
summer rest and repose.
thought, apparently, but that the world was
There is a large auditorium for meetings. I made for him.
omitted to mention that the place was origiBonnie is teasing me for a run in the woods,
nally purchased by Spiritualists for a camping and lest I should grow too sad if I stay indoors,
ground, but has gradually grown into a water- I will go and gather some buttercups and vioing place exceedingly attractiv to everyone of .,lets, and read the lesson that they teach, and
whatever creed or belief. There is, also, a some time I will tell you more about this sweet
large cathedral, or temple, a skating rink, and summer home at Onset.
a school-house where a school is now in sesA Letter from a Teacher.
sion.
The island is nearly encircled by high bluffs,
MANISTEE, MicH., May 28, 1885.
surmounted by fine young trees, which overDEAR Miss WIXON: It is ever so long since I
lnok the water and are consanttly fanned by heard from you, and, in a fit of desperation, I
cool and invigorating breezes upon which are hav seated myself with writing utensils to write
wafted the spicy and refreshing breath of sweet you a few lines descriptiv of my new home.
; m, bay-berry, juniper, ancl me.ny other
My school closed May 8th, and the follow!J,,_ Hh-giving herbs. 'l'he boating and fishing ing day I left Bear Lake for Brown Town,
are excellent, and fleets of handsome yachts, where I was previously engaged to teach.

I am away out in the back woods, and can When you reason that way the heart grows
commune with nature all the time if I wish to. hard pretty fast, and you feel a bit revenge.
The country is very wild indeed. I wish you ful. We talked the matter over-four or five
could see the large extent around me where, of us-and the conclusion was that the boy
for miles, there is not a single home. Only would die on the gallows.
Well, the train came along after awhile; and
the black and charred trunks of tall pine-trees
lift their heads to tell what has been in the it was movin·~ away, after a brief stop, when a
past and to testify to the destruotiv power of piercing shriek, followed by shouts and calls,
the terrible fires- which sweep through their brought us to a stop.
"Somebody's been run over!" called a vbioe,
midst. Young trees are growing up, but it
witl be many years before they are large and in a moment the coaches were emptied.
Yes, somebody had been run over-had a
enough to use for lumber. A thick underbrush renders it very difficult to penetrate leg out off above the knee by one of the cruel
far into them. Berries of all kinds are abun- wheels. Who was it? How did it happen?
dant, and as there are very few people around It was our boy-the lad who was to end his
here there are enough for us all to. eat our fill. days on the gallows. He had crept under the
The spring flowers are gone now, but I do coach to steal a ride on the trucks. There he
not think I ever saw any more beautiful trail- was having only a few minutes to liv-his face
ing arbutus than I hav seen here. It is much as white as the snow banks-his eyes roving
larger than with us, and the flowers are very from face to face-his lips quivering as twenty
perfect indeed; My desk has been literally men bent down and spoke words of sympacovered with the sweet Mayflowers, and the thy.
"Who are you?" asked the conductor.
air of the room filled with their fragrance.
I
am fed on wintergreen-berries at recess and
''Tim!"
"You shouldn't hav tried it."
begin to like them.
"But I wanted to get to R-- so bad I I
I am living in a veritable log house, and
teaching in a log school-house. The houses was up here to find work, but nobody would
are comfortable and clean. In regard to cook- hav me, and ·yesterday I heard that mother
ing utensils they are rather in advance of some was dead!"
"But anybody would hav given you sixty
of my Eastern friends. The very nicest kinds
of ranges grace the kitchens, and cooking cents to pay your fare."
utensils of the newest patterns are found in
"Oh, no they wouldn't. I asked lots and
daily use. We hav plenty of ventilation, with- lots of men and they said I ought to be in
out opening windows, through the cracks and jail. I-I-wanted-!"
There we were-the half dozen of· us who
crevices.
It is a logging region, and before long I had repelled him with insult-wrung his heart
hope to pay a visit to the camps and gain still more-sent him to his horrible death unsome idea of the life the river drivers lead.
der the wheels! We dared not look into his
The musketoes are terrible, and are so thick face-we even shunned each other.
If it could only come to pass again-if
that, sometimes, life seems unbearable. About
six o'clock we make a smudge in an old iron heaven would but send him back to earth and
kettle and smoke them out. Such a dense let him stand before us as he did that winter's
smoke as we do hav! The room is fairly blue. night-but it is too late!-Det1·oit Free P1·ess.
When we think it has been in operation long
enough, the kettle is removed. After that
Our Puzzle Box.
comes ·the grand massacre of any poor muskstoes who hav dared to remain and retain their
1.-NUliiERICA.L ENIGMA.
homes in our sleeping-rooms. Armed with an "Behold, all t~.e hairs ~f ~our he_a~
old apron or towel you rush frantically about, Are numbered, the savior has said,
.
'
.
I Not a hair or a sparrow can fall,
u~tll the foe has ~een extermma~~d. ;reace I But the deity notices all.
reigns for a short time, and then, Jmgle-Jangle , He also has told us, good· lack!
you hear the bells in the,distance, and grad- IWe" can't make one hair white or black,"
ually it comes nearer and nearer. The cows i And yet both the barbers and birds
must be very domestic, for they stand near the 'Are dy( e)ing in sp~te of his words.
.
.
.
. j And now even I will proceed
wmdows to giV you the benefit of their mus1o. 1 To number the h'Lirs of a weed;
Should a man pass the house, three dogs salute 1The velvety nap, pi.e, or down,
him with gntwls and barks. Some one has • That on such a• the mullein is shown:
written a poem on "Sounds in the Night." j 1b 6 just, a td 50 and, then 51- ,
. .
I could not write. poetry but think I could do 'Why, children, you 11 find you can do 1t like
justice to the subject in 'a prose article.
fun.
Ri!:KAB SEMAJ.
I hav only fifteen scholars and they are all
2.-CONUNDRUM.
related. It is the only family school I was
ever in before. The whole district numbers
four families. Strange as it may seem to you,
there is as much rivalry as in larger communities. I am perfectly oblivious to it all and
don't see any little p~tty assumptions on the
part of the children unless they are forced
upon me.
The year past has been a profitable one to
me. I am gaining more self-control and selfreliance every day, and hav a more just appreciation of my own powers. I want to rise
and gain a good position, and I am studying
this summer to be in readiness when the way
opens, and I can enter the fair land which I
know will come to me for my feet t.> tread if
[ am only patient, persevering, and couraH.
geous.
Yours with love,
0

"Tim."
They said the train was an hour behind
time, and that information made us all feel
put out and annoyed. Therefore, when a. boy
How are these two animals on the question
of about fourteen, poorly dressed and having
a trampish look, came along the platform ask- of beer?
ing for financial aid to get him down to R-3.-PICTORIAL ENIGMA.
on the train we were waiting for, it was but
natural that one and all replied:
"If you want to go toR-- take the dirt
road! You look as if you were used to tramping!"
He had no saucy word in reply. When he
went and stood in the light of the window; and
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lOcents.
On Ete••nal Torture. I? cents.
On Pray e.-. 5 cents.
Giordnno Bruno, the Freethought Martyr ot the
16th Centur)-. 5cents.
:r.andlortls, Tenant-Farlllers, and Labor•
er~. 5 CCI.'{~.
Libe•·t y, Equality, and Fraternity. 5 ccnto.
Tlle Goo! I:iea in the nevolntion. 5 cents.
En;;Us~• RepubHcauism. 5 cents.
'I' be Englisl:t Latul Systmu. 5 cents.
Mrs. Besant's Essny,._ Bound In cloth. ~1.20.

Miscellaneous.
Bradlangb a1~d Besant's '1'.-ial. The Qneen

c

a
1CI
a

Ui vii and Religious Libel'ty; with some hlnta
takeu trom the .l:<rtmcn }:{evolution. 15 ceut::~.
The 'I' rue Dasis ot'Uoraiity. A plea for utility
as tile Sca.ntlard ot Morallty. lU cents.

Geneml Agent wantedfoi' evei'Y City and Town in the Unite
States.

Send re¢ttance by P. 0. order, registered letter, or check payable to the ACTI~~ CO.

5

they of
Mnu's Place in J'liatnre: Or man an anlmill
amongst animals. By Joseph Sym•. 15 cents.
Philosopbie Atheistn. By Joseph Syms. 1:1 cts.
Robert Cooper's Holy Scripture" :l;tao
lyzed. By C. Brud~•ugh. 25 cents.
.' ·
Essays on Miracles, By David Hnme. 10 ceut6.
Cotn•t FJunke,ys; Tll.e!r Wwk and Wlill811oo ;,
• tllll<l:·fn!r, I ~nY.
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IJiottru.
The Faith Cure.
Who says the good old days hav :!led
That fondly nourished superstition,
When charms could conjure up the dead,
And men believed each Wild tradition?
When simple wights devoid of brains
Did penance as a cure for phthisic,
And doctors for all stomach pains
Prescribed long prayers Instead of physic?
When kings the scrofula could cure,
And bruised ones, for each fresh disaster,
Counted a priest's touch far more sure
Than arnica and sticking piaster?
Go to, thou simple one, to-day
We hav the same old superstition;
We tread once more the well-worn way,
And Faith Is now the great magician.
Lotions and drugs hav lost their power,
Blisters and pills no longer needed,
Cripples are cured now In an hour,
Throw crutches by and dance unheeded.
Victims of rheumatism's pain
Renounce physicians and their erro~s,
Dyspeptic ones are on the gain,
And gout has lost It's old-ttme terrors.
Ye boards of health who trembling stand,
Let cholera now no more alarm ye,
The ant.ldote we hav at hand
In faith and the Salvation Army.
What inlracles are working now
I could not half begin to mention;
To cure us priests are telling how,
And gaping crowds are ali attention.
A piece of mud from Chapel Knock
Cured Mrs. Murphy of the colic,
And gave her husband quite a shock
To hav her well and spoil his frolic.
A draught o! Lourdes water brought
A crippled Frenchman's leg In order,
And saved a shivering wretch who thought
His ~pree would take him o'.er the b>rder.
Miss Artichoke for years had Jain
A paralyzed and helpless creature;
Doctors and cures were tried In vain,
Till faltb, at last, arrived to teach her.
Salvationists, who passed th'lt way
Last week, prayed for her long and hearty,
Presto I she rose, and walked next day
Some six miles to a quilting party,
Of wondrous cures each day we hear,
And every one glvs greater promls;
Physicians, ah I I fear, I fear
Your day Is surely going from us.
Doctors must go, for :!lesh Is grass,
And cannot stand such competition,
And those who hav no faith, alas 1
How sad wm then be their condition,
It seems as If the clergy might ·
Hav been content with their vocation 1
But somehow they still keep In sight
The notes we hav In circulation.
And now each shrewd exhorter Jugs
Into his trade the art of healing,
Nor has to spend a cent for drugs.
Fy I fy! 'tis hardly Iesll than stealing.
How sad to see these learned men
Spending their time In such delusion,
Hunting for miracles, and then
Drawing an Impotent conclusion.
What wonder that your minds decay
When moored amid these s1Ily preachlngsThat thoughtrui thousands, day by day,
Are growing skeptic to your teachings.
Vainly you bid their doubts depart;
The world Is slowly growing stronger
From mental weakness, and your art
Is taxed to keep your hold much longer.
Speed, speed the day when blinded eyes
Shall open to a happier season,
And truth untrammeled shall arise
To reign throughout the Age of Reason.
M·iddle Falls, N. Y., June 4.
D. L. B.

New Books.
MaN's BrnTIDUGHTj or, The Higher Law of
Property. By E. H. G. Clark. Price, 75 cts.
Sold at this office.
Mr. Clark is not a believer in the leveling
process of Communism, but he sees that here
"in the United States the various systems of
monopoly, aided by political corruption, hav
been the means of turning between two and
three millions of people out of employment,
and hav reduced the average workman to
eighty-five cents a day on which to support his
family," and he thinks" it is time to giv serious
attention to the rights of mankind in relation
to property." The result of this serious attention on Mr. Clark's part is "Man's Birthright."
The premises of the book are that the country
is going to the dogs; the conclusion is that it
ought not to; the means to prevent it he givs is
to tax the wealth of the country just two per
cent. Why the wealth should be taxed just
this much and no more is learned from the following simple statement:
"The people OWl!- the earth-own it while
they liv on it-each generation while they pos·
sess it. But the people die. Turning to the
tables of statistics, we find that two in every
hundred die yearly. Now, if such is the case,
two per cent of a country's wealth falls back
annually into the common estate. If, at the
death of every citizen who now passes away
from the earth, his effects should be seized by

their sovereign owner, it would take just fifty
years for the reversion of present individual
property to the general store. But this direct
reversion is not the thing wanted; for the
whole property would only hav to be again dis·
tributed into individual hands in order to make
it yield its full value to anyone. If we consider the matter a moment, however, we perceive that the table of human mortality-the
average death-rate-fixes the precise annual
share of the people in all property. If the
wealth of the earth reverts from one ge'~:teration
to another every fifty years, then one-fiftieth,
or just two per cent, reverts in one year. Thus
the i,nterest of the, est~te-:-what must be termed
the natural rent of rt-rs exaotly tv:o per cent
ad valm·em. The"Share of the soverergn owner,
therefore rnay be simply levied and collected
in the fo;m of a tax."
,
Having thus settled the matter off-hand, Mr.
Clark is waiting for the world to grow to him.
His book is tersely, forcibly, and brilliantly
written, and it may be that he is right, but if
so everybody else is wrong. However, this latter contingency is no reason whatever why the
book should not be studied, for in the past a
single clear-headed man has often upset the
notions of whole peoples. And there must be
some way out of our present social trouble,
whieh is growing greater day by day.
-WoRKING PEOPLE's RIGHTS, By a Printer.
Co-operative Printing Co. Price 10 cents.
This is another panacea for the labor-world's
VOcOes. The author has considerable more affection for Henry George and the Communists and Socialists than h9.s Mr. Clark, but his
remedy is less radical than that of the author
of "Man's Birthright." Eventual justice will,
he thinks, be secured by a recognition of these
rights:
I. All men are born free and, with respect
to rights, equal.
II. The land of a country is nature's trust
to all the citizens of the nation.
III. All wealth is created by labor, and by
labor only, and in equity belongs to labor only.
IV. The equal, natural, and unalienably
right of every citizen to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness involves the right of free
access to a share in nature's resources.
The author would then hav American workmen adopt the following platform:
1. The repeal of the laws under which pub.
lie land now passes into private possession,
the·most of it by fraud.
2. The forfeiture of unearned land grants to
railroads.
3. The revocation of treaties with Indian
tribes whereby vast tracts of lands are closed
to small farmers, but opened to large cattle
companies.
4. The prol;libition of the possession of land
by foreigners or non-resident Americans.
5. The forfeiture to the state of agricul·
tural lands not cultivated, and urban lands
not improved.
6. The fixing of the maximum,amount in
value of land to be acquired by any one citizen by gift, purchase, or inheritance.
7. The Abolition of national and state taxes,
save those on land values.
8. The conversion of title to lands now held
in fee simple, on their transferral from the
present possessors to others by any method
whatsoever, into leases from the government
for the longest practicable period, subject to
renewals to the holders at official valuations,
the taxes being payment for the leases, possession being thus made secure in the holding of
all lands not exceeding in value the maximum
fixed by law.
9. The passage of a homestead law as a substitution for the present land laws, by which
public lands may be leased to settlers in lots
to suit in the manner prescribed for lands in
the previous paragraph.
10. The encouragement of labor by extending to settlers upon public lands sufficient aid
to enable them to get transportation to a place
of settlement, and to sustain life until a crop
is raised, annual interest on the sum borrowed
to l:Je paid by the borrower until the principal
be paid, the maximum loan to be fixed by law,
and penalties to be attached to a violation of
faith with the government; this step being
taken in accordance with a precedent established by Congress in extending aid in land
and money to capitalists in the buil"1ing of the
Pacific roads, under the mistaken policy of
thus assisting its citizens to small parcels of
public lands, but which has resulted in establishing vast estates held by corporations and
a foreign aristocracy, and in defrauding the
United States Treasury and the American
people of hundreds of millions of dollars.
There is in this book, as in Mr. Clark's, mnch
meaningless talk about what "God" intended
men to hav. Such idle sentiments are a detri·
ment to the cause advocated; for the arguments from the God side of the question are
all against reform and in favor of existing in·
stitutions, with class rule and monopoly. Under the " divine '' idea has grown up a social
organization which proves to be unequal and
detrimental to the interests of the larger portion of th"e human race. What is needed is a
new start from the vantage ground of science,
and in such a scheme there is no use for the obstructing iclol whose worship and obedience to
whose supposed commands hav been the rivets
in the enslaving chain. In this country, too, the
people are very much to blame for having al-

WANTED.

lowed laws to be enacted and to stand by which
.A business partner WI'rH CAPITAL for the·
one part. of society gets about nine times as
much as the other portion. For instance, the publication of a national, radical and independent·
h WEEKLY n owspaper. .Address
projectors, promoters, and management oft e
J. G. HERTWIG,
3t24
P.O. Box ~06, Washington, D. C.
Pa:cific Railroad hav been enabled, through
controling Congress, to wax rich, while the
farmers and settlers along the line hav been
ELEMENTS
left as poor as before, though they are a rnaOF
jority and could hav sent men to Congress who
would hav seen to it that a railroad built by the
people's money should be run in the people's
interest. So with the workingmen of New York,
.in whose defense and for whose enlightenment
the "Wo k'
Peo 1 •8 R' his" is written.
_r mg
P e . rg
They are Ignorant of thell' power and careless
of their votes, and are controled by the
church to their own destitution and ultimate
slavery to theocracy and plutocracy. If they
could comprehend what the ~ap_ers contained,
there ought to be weekly dts~rrb~ted a~~ng
the dollar·a-day laborers of thrs crty a million
copies of both THE TRUTH SEEKER, to educate
them as to the real tendency of the church, and
of Jvhn Swinton's Pape1' to_ teach t~em their
own power under democratic republican gov<ll'nment. But if they die starving, they will
still say, "God is good;" and though the politicians sell them out seventy times seven times
they will continue to vote as directed. Brass
bands and fireworks hav a thousand times as
much influence with them liS arguments.
Therefore the workingmen's platform in this
work will never be more than the formulation
of an ideal-a thing to be hoped for, but not
realized-until the lethargy of superstitious
ignorance is thrown off.

UNIVERSAL HISTORY'
FOh
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS·
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Pror. H. ltl. Cottingcr, A.ltf •.
Freethinkers will find this; for an outline,.
history the best for their use, as Professor·
Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports.
of the church's actions has stated facts with a.
truthful freedom not found in ordinary his
tories. He dates his work from the beginning.
of historical certainty and not from the mythi
cal Eden, liB do most "universal" historians,.
and brings it down to 1883, with a brief men
tion of subsequent important inventions andl
discoveries.
Price, ()lotll, $l.liO.

For Schools, In Quantities, Sl.OO.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER:.

FREETHOUGHT NOVEL!!.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely·

written Radical romance. By WM. Me
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family.·
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth;.
$1.25.
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN·
THE B.m BoY AT HoME. His Experiences in
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price~
trying to Become an Editor. Price 25 cents.
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
This book is alleged to be the funniest of the Exeter Hall. "One of the most excit
age, but the allegation is false. The most huing romances of the day." Price, paper
morous thing about it is that anyone should
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
ever hav printed it.
Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equa
CR!li[ES OF CHRISTIANITY. By G. W. Foote and
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
J. M. Wheeler. London; P.rogressiv PubMacDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
lishing Co. Price 5 cents.
The · Outcast. A deep, finely written
The two authors of this tract (which is well
Radical story. From the London edition
By WINWOOD READE, author of Martyr
described by the title) are doing a good work
dom of Man. 30 cents.
in England in exposing the prevailing religion.
A romance of
They are able men, :fluent and interesting Gottlieb : His Life.
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully ·
writers, and energetic publishers. In this
written by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents.
tract new cases of Christian cruelty are unA Domestic Radical ~
earthed, and new authors cited as authorities. The Darwins.
story. By Mrs. ELMINa D. SLENKER, au
We wish every English reading Christian could
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,.
hav a copy.
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, ,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
ANciENT CREEDS aND MoDERN Cusro~rs. By
John's
Way. A pleasing domestic·
James 1\fanderfield. London: Watts & Co.
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. SLENXER.
Price 10 cents.
15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER Olnce •.
.A very nicely printed pamphlet of sixteen
pages showing the similarity of the systems of
the alleged Moses and the pope-both beggars. The gist of the essay is that the. more
superstitiously religious people are, the more
BY
freely will they bleed financially for the bene·
fit of their gods. "Any creed that piety may ROBERT~INGERSOLL
conjure up can become popular; but the
This new book is a gem. It is a. model in
money which it can beg will always be the every respect. In fact, one of the richest
'
standard of its respectability and the proof of brightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celeb:vated "Decoits merit. Thus every mode of worship which
ration Day Oration," never before published,
man can invent is but a newly-found lucky- and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
stone for pious credulity to caress."·
printed in various shapes, but never brought
From the same author and publishers is together till now, many.other gems selected
"Fashionable Belief versus the Logic of Facts." from the speeches, a~gU:ments, lectures, let•
The price is about 25 cents. It is an essay in ters, table-talks, and,da.y-to.-day conversations
of the author.
answer to the Christian assertions that the
The work is des1gned: for, and will be ac•
Bible is the only rule of conduct for mankind, cepted by, admiring friends as a rare perthat Christ is a savior of sinners, and that the sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
Old Testament prophecies were fulfilled. a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
·
Mr. Manderfield is a clear and scholarly writer, has been prepared especially for it.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
makes his points forcibly, and seems to volume is eminently suited for presentation
thoroughly understand his subjects. He is purposes, for any season or occasion.
not, however, very radical, and wars more par·
In workmanship the volume is a master·
ticularly with the "mint and cumin" of piece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper
heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
Christianity than in exposing the inherent imfaultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
possibility of its being true. His pamphlets best materials and skill can produce. The
are, however, first-class documents to put into book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
the hands of Unitarians and thinkers of that No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
class to induce them to come up higher.
PRICES:
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
Half-calf,
mottled
edges,
II bury style, 4 50
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT Full Turkey morocco, gilt,elegant
exquisitely fine,
7 50
Full
tree
cal!,
highest
possible
style
and finish, II 00
.A HISTORICAL SKETCH.
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
By G. F. RINEHART.
Price 25 cts.
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A<ldress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
33 Clinton Place,
NEW YORK.

PROSE POEMS
And Selections!'

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF

OOL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
WITII A.UTOGRA,PII,

Price, 20 cents.
<JA.BINE'l' PHO'l'OGRA.PIIS,

Price, 40 Cents.
Address this Office.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Tradition to Reason.
BY BOBERT U. ADAMS.
Cloth $1.25.

For Sale at this Office.

The Bi~le Analyze~.
BY

.John R. Uclso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creatlon.-The Deluge.-'l'he Exodus.-The Miracles or the Blble.-The Errors of the Blble.-The
Prophecies.-The DeVIl or Satan of the Blble.-The
Heaven and the Hell or the Blble.-The Sabbath of
the Blble.-The God of the Blble.-'rhe Messiah or
Savior.
Crown ectavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Sent;
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.
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BIBLE MORALS.

OTTO

Fal~ehood.

and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Robbery-Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Conquest and Extermination-Despoti:3m-Intolerance and
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Children-Crueltv to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibal•.
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancv- Ignorance and Idiocy- Obscenity.
BY .JOHN E. REMSBURG.
2~

.

cents;

6 Copies, $1.00

Special Dheount on Lar«cr

A. PHOTOGRAPH
OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT gARTH AND SOLID
HEAVJ£N.

Qnantttiet~~.

THE RUE

GERMAN SlltiPLIFIED.

PRICE, 10 CENTS.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.

An ea.ey and practical new method, adapted tor

self-Instruction as well a.e tor use In schools. To
consist o! about twelve numbers. Seven numbers
now published. Sent to any address on receipt or
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO.
" These books contain a wealth o! knowledge for
selt-instruction."-ED. Al!mny Union.
3t!

A New Edition, with Sixty-seven EnEVOLUTION:
gmvings, Priface, a:nd Notes.
.A SUMM.A.RY OF EVIDENCE.
CONTENTS:

The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
·
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, 'l'he Pupil of Nature.
Micromegas.
The World as it Goes.
The Black and. the White.
Memnom the Philosopher.
Andres Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Nature.
A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dre<tm.
A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
An Adventure in India.

Headquar;ors f• r Fine G'ods In the line of Genuin
Diamonds; Flae Gulu and ~liver Watches; Chains;
Bracelets; weddU>g and Pre•entatlon Rings; Jewelry of Latest &t;Je: Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
and Fancy Goods; 3 0U"ce Coin Sliver E'gln Watch·,
$10; 4 ounce. Fnll Jeweled, A~justed Pat. Regulator
Stem Wind, $20; tilts sarue, fine movement, in best
gold filled case, i35; wl• h cheap movement, $c5
Ladies' Soltd G lu Elptu Mtem wind watches, $<0,
$24, and $32-14 karat, upward. Watches cleaned,
finest work In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
tot the trade at reduced rates and agentR sendiug
work once a week !rom every stare In the Union are
making lots of money. Best spectacles In the
world, $i. All goods must suit or cash back on demand. Try me I
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
Tne most beautl!ul-ba,dge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sale. Elegant pre8ent !or Lady
or Gent. Solid gold, $3; $3.50; extra heavy, $!;
with diamond, $10.

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY

THill TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

RochelJ e, Ill.

OF

A Picture of the world as described in GenFrom Thales to Copernicus.
esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
doctl"in, and the passages from profane writers By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of
supporting it.
Price 25 centli.
"The Reign of the Stoics."
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
BETTER THAN
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
Eternal Punishment.
of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
BY M. BABCOCK.
Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
out the white light that has been cast upon the
The subjects discussed in ·this finely-printed
pamphlet are, besides the title abovo given, lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and ern•
Satan aud Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not elty, from the little stream of Freethought that
a Christian, Divinity of the Bible, Theological has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers course down through the ages which novr liv
Sometimes Differ, Infant Damnation, Prayer, only as our realm of Memory and Admonition."
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid,
Octa,vo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50.
No Fear of Bcmg Damned, But What are We
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
Address

WETTSTEIN'S

Popular Jewelry Store

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.

Price, Sln;-lc Copies,

By Robert
Paper, 25 cents.

c.

Adams.

For Sale at this Office.

.A COMMON SENSE

GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH;
IN WHICH

DECLENSION

899

OF

THE
THE

NOUN
AND THE
CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
.Are superseded by a Jew simple rules; and
comprising the most rational and progressiv
views of the best grammarians of the 19th
century.
By .J. L. BARKER,
Author of "An Improvement on I . .J. Morris's
I choose that a story sl10nld be founded. on
Grammar."
probability, and not always resemble a dream. PRICE,
35 CENTS.
I desire to find nothing in it trivial Ol' extravaAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
gant; and I desire above all, that nuder the appearance of fable there may appear some l:ttcnt
truth 1 obvious to the discerning eye, though it
escap e the obsermtion of the vulgar.- Voltaire.
-IN-

The Missing Link

MODERN SPIRITUALISM

Will CuTe all FOrDIS •t: Disease Wltho

Medtc1ne.

CONSULTING ROOMS,
4,71 WEST MADlSON ST.,

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY$1.
BY MAIL POST·PA..ID.

A Great jJied'ical Work on Manhood
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline in Man, Errors o! Youth, anct
the untold miseries resulting from ind!s~retion or
excesses. A book !or every man, young, middleaged and old. ·It contains 125 prescriptions tor all
acute and chronic diseases, each one or Which Is Invaluable. So round by the author, whose experi·
ence for 23 years Is such as probably never before
fell to the lot or any physician. 3(}0 pages, bound in
beautiful French muslin, embossed ccwers, tun g11t,
guaranteed to be a finer work in every sense-mechanical, literary, and professional-than any other
work sold in this country !or $2.50, or the money
will he refunded in every instance. Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. Illustrativ sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
National Medical Association, to the president o!
which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
or the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science or Lite should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the afllicted tor relief. It
will benefit all.- London Lancet.
There is no member or society to whom The
Science or Lite will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-.A.rgo~~
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulflnch tltreet, Boston, Mass ,
who may be consulted on all dlsea.ees requiring
skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases that have baflled the skm of allu EALother
physicians a specialty. Such treatedJ1
s u ccess!ully, without an instance orr
failure. Mention this paper.lyl4

Hy SEL F

DR. R. P. F.tLLOWS
is a regularly educat-

ed and legally qualified physician, and
the most successful
a.e hiS practice will
·pr<l>ve. He has !or
twenty years treated
excl uslvly all disease•
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures or which
he stands preeminent.
S PER MATORBH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result or seU·
abuse in youth and
sexual excesses in ma·
turer years, causing
n i g h t emissions by
dreams, lOSS O! SeXUaJ
power,rendering ma.r
rlage improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside application in sixty days
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. 'it Is one o! Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, Which is entirely Un·
known to the medical profession. Send five 2-cent
stamps for hiS "Prlvat<'l Counselor," giving full in·
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N
J., and say where you saw this advertifment.

CHICAGO, IL

Sonuthlng for lnva lids to read and stud
over"-Stop Drugging and try
Na.,..urs'• Re~nedy,
MAGNETISM.

For years pa.et it has neen known to the profession that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for imparting vital force and energy to the
worn-out surrerer from disease. Many humanitarians In the profession, thinking more ot the alleviation or surrerlng than they did or the code of
ethics by Which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and round themselves astonished at the e!Iect upon their pa,tients.
They had be~n taught that medicine was an absolute essential in all cases, and that that falling, the
patient mu~t die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an aavanced thinker bas flung aside
the tie which bound him to his dogD' a tic b1 ethren
and ha.e resorted to other and more scientific methods or treatment. A.s a result many, bavlngbroken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barba•
rot'S as it was unscientific, have used their best energies to devise means for the alleviation or human
su!Ierlng. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submitted to
Its mild but potent infiuence. This agent to the
intelligent observer was found everywhere. Beina-,
as it is, the very essential of all life, it was round
that the human bo y when in a diseased condition
was almost bereft or this vital principle. If we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient wlll get well.
Ah 1 but how is it to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
tbe problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fields of what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, when carried upon the
person, wa.e round to be a safeguard againH disea.ee,
and to this circumstance we are largely indebted for
magnetic wearing apparel, !or it was an easy transition from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently cbarged magnets, placed in
garments fitted to every part of the body. Since
the first introduction or magnetic appliances as a
curat've, there hiLS been a number of these so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose sole object was gain. Unscientific in construction, and having little if any magnetism in
them, the! r lite was or short duration; It was long
enough, however, to demonstrate that wben constructed upon sclentlflc principles there wa.escarcely
an ailment that human flesh is heir to that would
submJttothelr healing influrnce.
THE EUREKA MAGNETIC APPLIANCES are superior to everything or a similar character heretofore o!Iered to the public, being the only scientifically C("nstructed appliance in the market; it is now
two and a halt years since they were first o!Iered
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
thousands or patients, and not a single case or !allure to receive benefit reported to us, While we are
in daily receipt ot testimonials or cures !rom all
parts of the country. We know that dlsea.ee cannot
exist where these garments are worn in quantities
as advised by us.
·
To all who may be aflllcted with any or the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments will cure you :-Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion o! the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsla, Loss of Energy, Heart Dlsea.ee,
Constipation, Oonsumptlon, Prolapsus Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. Vitus' Dance. and all form
ot chronic Invalidism.
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IF we Indeed are sure our faith Is best,
Then may we dare to leave It large and free,
Nor fear to bring the creed to reason's test:
For best Is strongest, fearing not to see
As well as feel. Then welcome, Liberty I
Down with the scatroldlng the priest demands I
Let truth stand tree, alone, a house not bullt with
hands!
-a. P. Oranch
WBEIIE are the footprints of the ancient dead
Who dwelt and wrought In Rome and made mankind?
What memory hav the mighty left behind
In thts Imperial place Where they were bred ?
Llk~ minute sands the centuries hav sped
To cover nations with their dust-cloud blind;
Fragments of beauty past are all we find,
Whose purpose, with the flying years, 1s fled.
In thts vast universe Is left no place
For that fleet breath that fleeting man calls "fame. '•
These stones, that mind us of some fading name,
And watched the passing or earth's strongest race
Will vanish too; the long years hold no grace
For earth's memorials of pratse and blame.
-TIM Spectator.
IT Is a verbal objection merely that what Is with
out God Is not religion. As a question of mere Jan:
guage, this objection 1s captious and unsound, The
nature-worshipers, the sun-worshipers or fire-wor.
shlpers, Oonfuclanlsm, Buddhism, hav perfectly real
religions, although they do not admit God. H we
take the whole world and all ages, the religions
which start from the Idea of God hav not embraced
one-tenth of the human beings whose r11llg!on has
started from some other Idea. A rt>llglon, In ordl·
nary speech and In good sense, Is lillY system which
binds masses of men Into common beliefs, stimulates them to common action, and softens their
hearts In one worship, Tbat body of Ideas by Which
a race of men are moved, which they believe as one
man, and by which they llv and die, Is a·rellglon always. It ts a mere accident whether this body of
Ideas Includes the Idea of God or not. Very often It
does not.-Fredel'icHarrison.
SELF· LOVE, In Its due degree, Is as just and morally good as any atrectlon whatever. Benevolence
toward particular persons may be to a degree of
weakness, and so be blamable; and disinterested.
ness ts so far from being In Itself commendable that
the utmost possible depravity which we can In !mag.
!nation conceive 1s that of disinterested cruelty.Bishop Butler.
WHEN Socrates wa3 condemned to die a friend said
to him, "What I mourn for, Socrates, Is the lnjust.
tlce with which they treat you." "What ?" said
Socrates, "would you prefer that I should sutrer
justly ?"--It Is better, If the wlll of God be so, that
ye sutrer for well-doing, rat.her than for evll-dolng.
-1 Peter iii, 17.

•

1885.

A ·B!~IGRT story In

FnliiT TiliiOTHY, 1!, 13, Informs us that Adam was
first formed, then Eve, which Is PJ.ul's authority for
woman's eubmlsslon to ht>r husband. What- reasonIng! Animals were made before A"am; should
Adam. then, be ruled by hls ox or his ass ?- 0. B.
Whitjm·d.
THE enormous apologetic literature designed to
reconcile faith and reason Is a sufficient proof that
the reconcll!ation Is a necessity for the old faith-and
that It Is an lmpoSBiblllty. The ablest thinkers are
always taking up the Impossible problem afresh, and
the emptiest charlatan tries to surround himself
with serene halos of scientific twaddle. Science,
moreover, touches men's Interests at so many points
that It has the key of the position. The common
sense of man.klnd, as well as their lower passions,
would crush any open attack upon the tangible material results of modern sclentlfic progress. Science
means steam-engine, telegraphy, and "machinery,
a.nd, whether the reflection be consolatory or the reverse, we may be fully confident that all the power
of all the priests a.nd all the phllosophers In the
world would be as Idle wind If directed against these
palpable dally convenlences.-Les!ie Stephen.

~o.

girl.

~ramniar is tol·l or a llttle school

"Quarrel/' she parsed, •• ld plural!' "Why?''

•· Bec3use It

t_,~ke~

two to make one."

"YES," said Jones, "when my wire gets ma<l she
reminds me of a vessel under wdgb.." "How so?"
Inquired Sml'h. "Because she"s got her rancor
up."
A LITTLE grammar Is a dangerous thtng. "Johnny,
be a good boy, and I wlll take you to the circus next
year." "Take me now, pa. The olrous Is In the
present tents. "

1'HE

Truth Seeker Annual

P.IIETTY teacher: "Now, Johnny Wells, can you
tell me what Is meant by a miracle?" Johnny: .,,
"Yes, teacher, Mothe·r says It yon don't marry the
new parson 'twlll be a miracle."

-AND-

~rt~fhinkt~~' ~lmatUft,

SHAKSPERE wlll now hav to be revised In accordance with the blblloal revision as follows:
Hear It not, Duncan, for It Is the kneol
That summons thee to heaven or to sheoll

1885.

SAID Bobby to the minister at dinner: "Can a
church whistle, Mr. Longprayer?" "Why do you
ask?'' ·• 'Cos pa owes $12 back pew rent, and he says
he's going to Jet the church whistle tor It,"

<E. M. 285.>

AT one of our colored churches the brethren were
surprised at the shortness of the contributions, but
their wonder ceased when they discovered that one
of the collectors had tar In the top of his hat.

®ylitl\ @JRirty-&>e~en portrait&> of prominent J\mericarz
;Jreetl\in~er&>, anel. l1umerou&> @lrru&>tration&>.
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Hon. Elizur Wright,
·
Liberalism: What to Do and How
to Do It. By Charles Watts,
A Dream of Earth and Man. By
Courtland! Palmer,
An English General Election Fifty
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The Demands of Liberalism. By W.
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Universal Mental Liberty. The Freethinkers' Creed. By Horace Seaver,

A BOY, presented with a pie to share with his sis·
ter, was told that In cutting It he must glv her the
larger part. Rellectlrig a moment, he passed the
pte to his stster, with the remark," You out lt."
PAGe.

The Relation of Childhood to Freethought. By Susan H. ·wixon, The New Civilization, By Stephen
Pearl Andrews,
The Moral Sphere of Liberalism. By
Samuel P. Putnam,
Are We All Infants? By George
Macdonald,
Maytime in Midwinter. By A. C. e
Swinburne (Selected), Soul Hunger. By Elliott Preston,
Liberalism. By Dr.]. L. York,
A Difficulty and its Remedy. By
C. B. Reynolds,
r884: Its Story m England. By
Charles Bradi<~ugh,

THIS remarkable statement occurs In the Cologne
Gazette:' "Switchman Schultz was caught by the
wheels or a locomotlv yesterday and was Instantly
kllled. A similar accident betell him last year."
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"WHY are they called pyramids, pa?" asked
Georgie, who was looking at a picture of those won·
ders of Egypt. " They are called pyramids, my
son," replled his father, without hesitating, "becauee, you see, they appear amid the general desolation of the desert."
PARSON WHANGDOODLE B.I.XTER dtstlngufshed
himself once more at the funeral of an aged
colored man: " Our deceased brudder was married
foah times during his life," said Whangdoodle,
" but only one ob de widows am BO fortunate 88 to
be able to survive him long enough to be present on
dis heah solemnlous occashun."
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MBs. MINKS: There It Is again. Tobacco, always
tobacco.
What will you do when you get to
heaven, where there are no spittoons? Mr. Minks:
Perhaps there wlll be some there. Mrs. Minks: In·
deed there won't, The !deal What wlll you do
then, Mr. Minks? Just llllSWer that. Mr. Minks:
I really don't know, my dear, unless we can get
seats near the edge.
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JoHN HOWLAND, the barber, who was a violent
Unitarian, got Into a controversy With one of his
customers, who was an Eplscopallan. Finally, Mr.
Howland said: "Who are you that knows so much
more than the rest ot us?" "Who am I ?" said hfs
aged opponent with his face covered With soap
lather, "Why, I am an humble, praying Chrtstla.n
you d-n heathen you I"

.
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ORTHODOXY. Ingersoll's W"orks.

A Lecture by
WHO can reasonably expect arguments and conviction from him In dealing with others whose unCol. Robert G. Ingersoll.
derstanding Is not accustomed to them In deallng
with himself, who does violence to hts own tacultlee,
tyrannizes over his own mind, and usurps the prerogatlv that belongs to truth alone, Which Is to com"The clergy know that I know that they
mand assent hy only Its own authority-that ts, by
know that they do not know."
and In proportion to that evldenee Which It carries
with It ?-Locke'• E$say on the Uncl<rstanding,
One of the best documents to circulate ever
A MAN that Is young In years may be old In hours,
If he hav lost no time; but that happeneth rarely. printed. Every man, woman, and child in
the United States should read it.
Every
-Bac<>n's &says.
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
FEAR to do base, unworthy things Is valor;
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
H they be done to us, to suJier them
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33 Clinton Place, New York,
THE old phllosophers-these most learned menthought that there was In the mind Itself something
heavenly and divine. But If the chief good consisted In pleasure, as you Fplcureans say, then It
would be natuzal to wish to llv, day and night, In
the midst of pleasure, without any Interval or Interruption, wb!Je all our senses were, as II were,
His Ans-wers
steeped In and Influenced wholly by pleasure. But
who Is there, Who Is worthy of the name ot man,
who would llke to spend even the whole of one day To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
In that kind of pleasure?- Cicero.
by the Editor of the San .Flranciscan.

Ingersoll Catechised:

The Gods.

WHEN Helen of Troy did her Parts annoy
With remark that It was her Intention
Very shortly to beam at the cake and lee cream
Acropolltan Feeders' convention,
The expression he made In return, It Is said,
Put the Trojan coquet In a flurry,
And was she to blame when she heard him exclaim :
"I'm going to Helena; hurry?"
TOBACCO·SMOKING Is a common thing In some of
the rural churches In Holland. This suggests an
Idea. Let the clergymen who hav been asking why
the people do not go to church, glv notice that hereafter gentlemen wlli be allowed to bring their cigars
and morning papers with them and smoke and read
d urlng the hours of service, and It wlll not be long
ere the pews wlll renew their old-time popularity.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In five lectures eomnrlatng, .. The Gods,"
boldt,"., Thomas Pa.tne.',- "IndivtdualttJ'," and
tics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth,

"MY dear friend," said a minister at the beside
Hum·
Here· of a sick man, "do you feel that you are prepared
to die?" "I realize only too well that I am not,"
replied the sick man, feebly. "I would be glad to
$1.25 speak with you concerning matters Which at this
11

u

time must concern-" 11 You are very kind, sir,"
• l¥g::Z~~~fa;~t~~ri'~~ {gae~~'lie~~~~'o'lb~~~ FC..':ii~J~ Interrupted the patient, "but the physlc!ans are
In Illlnols·1"" The Grant. Banquet," "The Rev. Alexander Clark,' "The Past Rises before Me Like a Dream,'' holding a consultation, and I would llke to learn
and "A Trlbnte to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
their verdict first."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.
·

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.
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What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
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IF the ehlp (orthodox Chrlstlanlty]ts dragging her
anchors before the rising gale, who can tell how
Millions of these should be circulated by
THIRD EDITION.
much further she may be driven? However firm Freethinkers.
may be her present anchorage, It behooves us to look
to leeward and ·see. What rocks lle In the direction In
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
1he direction In which the wind Is blowing. There
Is no difficulty In telling. them ol!; the personal $1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
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Deity a rellc of old Jupiter; man a highly developed animal, having the same origin as the brutes
from which he sprang, and dis: lngulshed from them
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament
Myths and :M:!racles with those ot heathen naonly by the development of certain Ideas; heaven
tions of Antiquity, Oonslderlng also their
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Origin and Meaning. With nuSanta Olaus; the Bible a collection of ancient
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1 Vol, Royal8'1Jo, (J/.oth. About GO pagu.
Ious and theological doctrine of the past go to wreck
His birth, llfe, trial, execution, eto.-la a m:vtll
Price,
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BIBLE MYTfiS

Parallels in Other Religions

THE Sunday-school lesson was about Moses and
the Israelites In the wilderness, and the teacher was
asking questions of her scholars. "What did Moses
strike the rock for?" she Inquired. "For water,"
answered the class promptly. "Was Moses blessed
tor What he had done?" "No, ma•am., "Why
not?" This was a poser for some time, but finally,
a tough looking small boy held up his hand. "Well,
Tommy, why not ?" asked the teacher encourag·
lngly. "'Cos, mum, he didn't strike It for beer."
AN Oshkosh minister relates the following Inc!•
dent: He was attending the spring meeting of a
mlnlsterlal association In the Northwest. A certain
minister, noted alike for his veracity and warm l!eal,
was opening the session with prayer. The day,
wlllch he forgot for the moment, was about as Inclement as possible-rain, hall, and stormy wind.
He prayed, "0 Lord, we thank thee for this gatherIng, for the prlvllege or meeting,. each other once
more, for the beautiful weather-which we had last

tan.••

11
THERE,, said a. woman to a tramp, "ls a nloe
dinner, but 1 shall expect you to saw a llttle wood
tor It," "Certainly, madam," polltely repl!ed the
tramp, attacking the dinner with both hands, "but
you will pardon me, I trust, If I venture to correct
your English." "My what?" "Your English.
Some modern authorities claim that grammar Is
played out. I know better. The word • saw' Is a
verb, In this case, singular number and Imperfect
tense. You cannot say, 'I shall expect you to saw
wood. • ' I shall expect you to see wood • 1s correct.
H you wllllndloate the plle to me I wlll now look a~
It 88 I pass ·out."
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IJlolts and l[lippings.
SAM JoNEs, the revivalist of Georgia, according to the Kansas City Times, is a howling idiot.
IT .is repol'ted that the Prince of Wales was
greatly pleased at his being selected to unveil
·the memorial statue of Darwin in London.
He has a great esteem for the scientist's lifework.
Miss CLEVELAND, the president's sister, who
·has written a book, will hav a copy bound regardless of expense to be presented to Queen
.Victoria, who also calls herself something of a
writer. ·
REMA.llXING on the fact that the Revised Old
Testament has made its appearance, the Hollenberg, Kan., Argus remarks: "A.half inch of
dust will make it look as handsome as the old
one ever did."
THE Reverends McGlynn and Littlejohn, in
recent speeches, hav planned out a new civil
service plank: No man should be put into office who is not a church-member. The politicians will at once " get religion."
THE Toronto Salvation Army has offered to
supply two hundred men in place of striking
laborers. The Salvationists might do more
toward effecting the only salvation possible to
those who work for a living by helping to sustain the stri)ters.
T HE G erman government has discharged all
women who were employed in its postal, telegraph, and: railway service as clerks and in
other capacities. As during the last twenty
years they nearly monopolized such service in
some towns, much suffering has ensued among
the discharged. The motiv alleged is that
women are unfit for such public service.
"WRY Not Eat Insects?" is the title of arecent English book. The writer thinks that
such a diet would hav certain advantages for
poor people, and he insists that an "appetizing relish'' is to be found in "boiled caterpilIars, fried grasshoppers, and grilled··cockchafera." His argument rests mainly on the
descriptions of half-starved travelers concerning their personal enJ·oyment of cooked insects,
and the fact that certain savages thrive on such
diet.
AT a fair and collation recently given for
aome church object a b ad boy gained access to
the lunch room some hours in advance of the
regular performance, and did some disagreeable things. Between the crusts of the strawberry shortcake he bestowed a coating of mustard, infused kerosene oil into the pickle jars,
'distributed snuff in the ground coffee pack.
ages, and finding the "grab bag," dropped
several cream cakes into it. The committee
are searching for the boy.
WILLis BoYD ALLEN told a Boston audience
of a saloon-keeper who sprinkled liquor on the
Sl. dew·'k
w r"n front of hr"s dram shop for the purpose of tempting the appetite, through the
S ense of smell ' of some
. poor victim · Ma ny
accepted the statement as a mere embellishment of a fictitious tale, but a city missionary
who was present corroborated it. Another
activ temperan<le worker related how carefully
. it is necessary to guard tanks in which icewater
is kept, in places for reformed men, lest whisky
be poured in surreptitiously.
THE oldest paper in the world, the Pekin
Gazette, has lately taken a new lease of life.
This venerable journal, alone almost in a
changeless land, has changed its form. Established in the year 911, the Pekin GctzeUe has
been published regularly since 1351. Under
the new arrangement three editions are published: the first, thll King-Paou, printed upon
yellow paper, constitutes the official gazet of
the Middle Kingclom; the second, the HsingPaou (commercial journal), also printed upon
yellow sheets, contains information interesting
to the trading community; while the third, the
Titani-Paou (provincial gazet), printed upon
red paper, consists of extracts from the other
two editions. The total circulation of the three
issues is 15,000 copies. The editorship is conftded to a committee of six members of the.
Academy of Han-Lin.
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GENERAL BooTH predicts that the year 1900
will find 20,000,000 soldiers in the Salvation
Army. If the morale of the Army at that
period is no higher than at present, it would
be better for religion and order if the year
20,000,000 didn't find any more than 1900 in
its ranks. Twenty millions of soldiers in the
Salvation Army, says the. Norristown Herald,
would overwork our criminal courts.
WE are getting to use the term crank too
freely as the designation of any man or woman of special individuality. A man who
fights a great corporation on public grounds
is called a crank; so is a man who devotes
himself to any unique work of charity or philanthropy. Reformers in general, no matter
how sincere or self:sacrificing, are about as
certain to be dubbed cranks as the sun to rise
and set.-New Ha'fl.enNew8.

{ 33 CLIN1'0N PLACE. ~ $3.00 per year.

THEBE was a tall desk in Victor Hugo's bedroom. It was the one he most used. He arose
every morning at 6, washed in cold water, and
then took a cup of black coffee ·and raw egg.
This refection kept up strength and did not
draw blood from the brain. If ideas did not
come l'apidly, he went to the window, which
was all day open, winter and summer, sought
inspiration by gazing thence, returned to the
desk, sketched, and then wrote. If his ''go ".
slacked, he walked about, ·again looked out,
and drew. At 11 he breakfasted. His Pegasus
was the knife board of an omnibus. He mounted
it early in- the afternoon, and did not return
untillate.
THE discovery of a nervous system in
sponges has been made by an Australian naturalist, Dr. Von Lendenfeld. According to.the
American Nat1walist for June, in certain calcareous sponges this observer has detected ganglion-cells, with branches connecting them
with other nerve-cells, which are spindleshaped: In the Leucon sponges sensory cells
are present, but not concentrated round the
pores, or so-called mouths of the sponge.
These cells are scattered here and there in
groups over the general octodermal surface.
These results clearly show that the calcareous
sponges, at least, can no longer· be considered as protozoa. Heretofore the jelly-fishes.
were the lowest forms of animal life in which
a nervous system was known to exist.
ALLUDING to "Chr!"stian Scr"ence , as a new
n.ame for what the Apostle Paul called the

iJltws off tht lfeeh.
LoWELL, minister to England, has retlll"Bed
to Boston.
GoVERNOR Hn.L has signed a bill making it
illegal to be a tramp in this state.
T. HE number of arrests made in this city last
Sunday for illegal liquor-selling was seventeen.
DENIS KEAIINEY says be will run for governor of California next year on the workingmen's ticket.
HARvARD defeated Columbia in the intercollegiate boat race at New London, Conn.,
last Sattirday.
~IXTY vessels and an unknown number of
lives were lost in the storm on the Newfoundland coast June 7th.

THE Rev. Dr. Todd has hauled out of the
GENERAL GRANT has gone to Mt. McGregor,
New Haven Central Association (orthodox).
in this state, where his health is much imHe believes the association givs too much free.
proved by the fresh air.
dom to independent thinkers. For instance,
A SouTH BALTIMORJ!l wife-beater was publicly
a theological student applied for a license- to
whipped on June 19th. He received fifteen
preach, and was asked, "Do you believe in
blows on his naked back.
the deity of Christ?" and the student replied,
"I am not prepared to say that I do." An· BARoN voN MANTEUFFEL, the distinguished
other was asked "Do you, in your own pracGerman commander and governor of Alsacetice, pray to Christ?" The answer was, "I do
Lorraine died on the 17th
d '"6
1
•
'
' age
not." Both these applicants were licensed as
ADVICES from Indian territory say the Arapaorthodox preachers.
.
hoe and Cheyenne Indians hav been stealing
TREY get ready for camp-meetings in a busica ttl e an d h orses and murdering cattlemen.
ness-like way down in Texas. It will be noticed that in the following extract from the "gift of healing," a writer in a recent issue of
THE people of Boston turned out and helped
Basir(YJJ Advertiser, nothing is said about the the Hartford, Conn., Times so fully expresses to make Wednesday of last week memorable.
preaching, but this was probably an oversight: the Banner of Light's sentiments that it adopts It was the 109th anniversary of the battle of
"Immense preparations are being made for his remarks: "When we consider the attitude Bunker Hill.
.Major Penn's camp-meeting, which begins in of the church toward Galileo and our Iiew sysTHE colored pastors are having a convention
Hill's prairie on the 1st day of July. August tern of astronomy which science has dis· in this city. One of them has created considAlbrecht will run a- restaurant, ice-cream, I em- covered; when we remember how long and erable amusement by denouncing ice-cream as
onade, and soda-fountain on the grounds-a bitterly it .opposed the science of geology- demoralizing.
building now being erected for that purpose how in all ages the church has been the enemy
W
L •-h
_,
fu
and opponent of science, we can scarcely
ILLIAM
• ~EN, t e so-cwled "
nny
forty feet in width by seventy in depth."
man"
of
the
N
Y
k
11"
h
b
avoid the con.clusion that this ("Christian
ew or
tmes, as een· apJUDGE MAcKAY, father of the American con- Science") is a ridiculous misnomer, calculated pointed consul-general at Rome. He prosui under arrest in southern Brazil, bears this to excite th& skeptic's scorn and the ridicule of fesses considerable piety of the Episcopal sort.
t est·rmony t o his sons
• pre
· t y: ".MY son IS
· a very everyone familiar with the history of science
WILLIAM PATTERSON made a hot-air balloon
·
· ascension at Charleston, W. Va., last Friday.
re1·rgrous
young man. H e says h"IS prayers and tha church."
every morning, and practices with a Colt's
Th b 11
ht fi
d
II
d t
WE are indebted to Pompeii for our great
e a oon caug
re an co apse a a
navy revolver the balance of the day. His
h" ht 0 f thr h d d f t
p tt
ee un re ee ·
a erson was
mother, mindful of his spiritual welfare, has industry of canned fruits. Years ago, when the rg
sent a Bible. I, mindful of his bodily welfare, excavations were beginning, a party of Amer- killed.
hav just forwarded to him two excellent re- icans fo~nd, in what had been the pantry of a
THE Court of Appeals has decided that the
house, many jars of preserved figs. One was law prohibiting the manufacture of oleomarVolvers that will Shoot like a Cannon. I am Of
the opinion that in the country where he is lo- opened, and they were found -to be fresh and garine is unconstitutional. The decision has
cated a revolver is of more practical use than a good. .Investigation showed that the figs had produced a marked falling off in the price of
.ble."
been put into jars in a heated state, an aper- butter.
Bl
ture being left for the steam to escape, and
CLUVERIUS, the young man charged with mur
,THE revision of the Old Testament has re- then sealed with wax. The hint was taken,
dering his betrothed and throwing !ter body
vived the hopes of some people who expect to and soon after fruit canning was introduced
h av th"mgs smooth ed f or th em all th roug h th"IS here, the process being identical with that in into the reservoir at Richmond, Va., was
found guilty, and the judge sentenced him
life: It was this interesting fact that induced vogue at Pompeii twenty centuries ugo. There
Sh u ttl e t o. a tt en d ch urc h yest er d ay. " H ow are many ladies among us who can tomatoes to be hanged.
SoUTH CAROLINA has a law prohibiting the
d"d
·
· d a fri en d, and peaches for domestic use, and.do n.ot real1 you I"k
1 e th e sermon ?" mqmre
as he paRsed out of the vestibule. "Never was ize that they are indebted for this art to the selling of liquor to inebriates. Several liquorsellers ignored this law in the case of a habitso disgusted in my life. Why, the man took people of Pompeii.
ual drinker living in Greenville, and the wife
'Thou shalt not steal' for his text." "That's
THE torture of the Sun Dance is thus de- brought snit, which was compromised by their
a good text." "It's the same old text. I scribed by the Regina Leader: "On Friday the
thought the new version would read, 'Thou lieutenant-governor, Colonel Oswald, Ajt.- paying her $50 each.
shalt not compromise for twenty-five cents on Major Atkinson, Major Laurie, Captain Ste·
THE Abbe Battiffol has discovered in a
the dollar.' "-HarljO'rd Post.
venson, and Dr. Elder visited Pi-a-pot's re· church at Berat, Albania, in European Turkey,
THE New York papers, in giving the. history serve and saw the Sun Dance. The beauty of a manuscript of the gospels of Matthew and
of the defalcation of Paying Teller Scott, tell a the situation of Pi-a-pot's reserve was greatly Mark, written in uncials of silver on purple
pathetic story of a little boy employed by a admired, surrounded as it is by forest. There vellum of the date of the sixth century. At
merchant. The merchant sent him to the were 150 wigwams, and about 1,000 Indians all least, so says a dispatch from London.
Manhattan Bank with a check for $1,000. With told. The Sun Dance took place in the center
Two lawyers came to blows in a Fort Worth,
the package in his pocket and his hand on it, of the camp, in a large wigwam constructed of Texas, court last Saturday; Beckman, J. The
the boy ran back. The merchant found only branches of trees, put together in a most ar- court tried to separate them, and was struck
$8SO in the package. Scott said that he had tistic manner. On a sort of balcony were a under the ear by the associate of one of them.
given the boy $1,000. His word was enough. number of braves with whistles, who beat time The court knocked its assailant down, and
The merchant dismissed the boy as a thief. to the music they made-very mournful music called upon the jury to separate the combatWhen Scott's dishonesty came out this mer- it was. They had been going on turning and ants. It then fined the fighting lawyers $50
chant bethought him of h_ is loss, and was con- playing the whistles and beating time for each for contempt, and adjourned.
vinced that Scott had stolen the money, giving forty-eight hours, and without a morsel of food.
1
the boy $150 short, seeing that he was a little , On the second day the party saw one man tortTHE statue of Liberty, presented to this
fellow, who did not understand business, and 1 ured. He was naked, save for a thin pair of country by France, arrived in New York last
had afterward branded the lad as a thieE to save drawers, and pai'nted a lurid whitish color. week on the tmnsport !sere. The event
himself. Aud what did this merchant do? One of the medicin men came up and thrust a WI\S celebrated by a great naval and military
Did he waste time in hunting up the wronged wooden skiver in his breast, and then tied display. About one hundred steamboats got
boy and restore him to his place with an ad- 'round the skin above the hole made by the in line, and went down the bay to meet the
vance of wages, as the noble employer always skiver a piece of tape so as to draw it up Isere. All that had cannons firei them as
does in stories? No; he put on his hat, ran tightly. The tape or cord was attached to a often as possible, and the guns at th~ forts on .
to his lawyer, and instructed that gentleman to beam, and the tortured brave moved round in each side of the narrows added to the noise.
sue the bank and recover that $150.-Det?·oi time to the tune, the skin being drawn out The captain of the !sere expresses himself as
1
Post.
about six inches from the breast."
greatly pleased with his reception.
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''The

MQral'Aspeets:~ot vivisection." :

wrong "to sacrifice the"\velfaie of the br)lte to the ·No one can -for·a moment doubt--the ·intelleQtual
welfare of man, for it is not a trespass on its rights, ability and the loyalty -tQ right 'of th~)~·re~t~f6under
they having in that reJation shru~ a-w:ay. ·_· If, then, of,Metlic)dism, or pf.~at !li!'ltingJ;lished NeW:'$ngl~nd

-pea!s;~,.huli1~8'ty,
1

~~~~;lt!i~:l:!~~~~~b;~:~;:k'Si~~\~~~~~.~~~- :~~~t~&;~~!~~!t~~~~J~ f~1t. ,~!r~i\{fe~~f~~4 ~

An ~ticle Ullder the abo~~ -title byP~ofessor Da-yis ~~s nghta yan1sh\ _Th_e. concl~~~on •S_(lems ::~!ear, tha~; :~oralS.\~e n?t}q _bEl;~~ttl~~;b
in a recent number of,; the 'Qortk Amwicart-Remt}w b~~ore sue~ st-qpend~u~ adY:!I.~tage~--7t~~J~e )~~ID:IL~.-o.r t~El~:p.est lDJ,tWS.~Et::pf ~:.
e," ~.9~~s~l~~!·~-nd
cannot fail to awak~n aJi intenSe
painful int~rest rnce, the right of the ·}j_rute t<5 exemptiOII from lD~ adnsed· the exeoutlOti-qf· me
. womelJ.'~fo;\VI' h._ . in every sympathetic heart• . .
._ ._. -_ .. -.-. _ .• . · - .• -_ :(lictEld. p_!ilit becpmes _null. llen9e ~vi.)~_iE!.e.P!~oni!'l pot· Qraft . i11 tfl?.(l.@te.n~Ei :J~-l, -~e.. ~i.9t~~f! ~>L!i.:'~en:!!!:r.2-;:c n- "Most intelligent "persons hav some gelierhl 'kiiowl- a trespass; and so is not cruel and not wrong.
science, and as a religious duty~ 'thedatter ''l:>eing
edge of the practice of vivis~ction, and will; th(lr~From the law thus laid down· -\fe are admonished ma_inly responsil,)le f~r what has passed into history
fore, not be surprised at the astounding exhibitions that this question cann'ot be settled· by_appeals to as t~e "Sa~eni tragedy," w~ich served to round out
of cruelty and wickedness incidentally refe1·red to by hJimanity, or the b(l~t impul~es ?,four nature; not. by ~he .m~re<;Ii~le number, est1,r;nate~ by ~r: Sprenger,
the wi·iter -of this paper. But when it is remem- the abhorrence it naturally exCites; by the shockmg m hls ~tfe of ~ohammed, at nme milhons of hubered tliiit these disclosures are scarcely more th~n agonies;· the distres.Sing cries of pain, and the loath- ~a.Il b~1~ga; ~acr~~eq .tQ the ~~o~qy 1\:[olocJ;i. 9(' an
:ln{lre hint!'!. of itsenormous and extensiv brutalities; some and disgusting tortures that almost invariably 1mpo~s1ble crime _w1thm the_Chrl~tlan_!!J!_och~- :~
-when the-bs;rbarous experiments of Magendie, Bra- attend it. .All these must be controled till •:judgIt 1s compara~1v~y ~ut, a, few years smce.a,movechet, and other French physiologists; the atrocities ment, is rendered.. Questions of this kind are not ~ent was made;I.njth_tt~C!>.u~P'!'P~.!!o fe:w,phj\~thro
systemii.ticallf 'carried ·@n in the great French vet- to be decided by appeals to the tender heart, but to. p1ats for the abolitwn of :fl.oggmg m the navy. The
erinary colleges, upon the most useful of the domes- the tender conscience; a conscience, by the way, that '' calm,. col~ reasoners " ~t once ~prang t_? t~eir
tie animals, the details of which are too abhorrent· for can see Ro distinction between the surgical opera- feet w1th p1ctures of mut~ny and msu~ordmatwn,
repetition, are called to mind, no humane reader can tion, the slaughter-house, or even the anatomical dis- and a for~cast of total rum ·to the e_ffiCiency of the
escape the conviction that this attempt to vindicate secting-room, and the physiological laboratory in naval sernce.. The reason of humamty, however, at
it by a course of reasoning tending to show that which pain is :not merely incidental and momentary, lengt~ prevruled, the pr~pose~ measure . became
with certain restrictions and limitations it is; in the but in which deliberate and long-continued torture established law, and suffi~1ent .ttme has e~ap:'ed to
interest of phJsiological science, necessary, has sig- is made a business-a business too that must be show, not only the total failure of the prediCtions.of
nally failed, and that the great h~art ofhuJAanity, conducted with "much delight" ~nd ~ith the" pleas- it( opponents but the. superior .wisdom of a. judgthe tribunal before which all such: questions must ul- ure of the chase." The "pitiful folk" must no~ let ment fro.m the formation of wh1ch. ~he el~mep.t of
timately come for revision and final settlement, will their feelings judge; they must accept without de- human km~ne~s had not been excluded, aJ,ld to Illusreaffirm with still greater emphasis its judgment al- mur th'e judgment of the physiologist, both retro- trate the prm01ple that; as Tennyson says,
ready rendered, that the conscious, deliberate, and spectivly and prospectivly; of the. importance of a
"The blil'ld wild beast of force
gratuitous infliction of the most atrocious and long- method of investigation, to which for cold-blooded
Whose home is in the _sinews of a man"
protracted tortures the imagination can conceive, a_trocity _civil__i_zation certainly offers no parallel.
·
h 1 t ffi · t
· ·
t'
upon unoffending and helpless beings, and especially
IS not only t e. eas e Cien . agency m promo mg
upon those that liv in our companionship, administer
It seems never to hav occurred to the:writer of disciplin and good order.among men, but that in the
to our comfort, repose in us their simple confj.dence, this essay that no judgment ce.n be either safe or nature of things it defeats its own end.
look to us for protection, ~~ond exhibit a patience and sound that does riot spring from the co-ordinate ac'.l;wo years ago a· majority of the legislature of
faithfulness not alwaJS returned, is cruel and de- tion of those faculties of a well-balanced mind that Maine was accidentally composed of men who were
moralizing in the extreme; that no results to man are naturally called into exercise by a presentation of in the habit of forming their judgments upon imhowever beneficial can justify it, and that any ap- the facts, or to which the facts naturally appeal in portant questions of right and wrong, of justice and
peal to rights in its behalf must b_e fallacious.
any given case; that the judgment of a mind upon injustice, of humanity and cruelty, with the humanity
No one can for a moment contend that the "stern any subject affecting our relations wi~h other sentient left out, .and the result was the re-enactment of an
operator," as he is here graphically described, plying beings, and involving our moral obligations toward old law which had not been in force in the state for
his nefarious vocation, going steadily on in· his them, in which the human feelings hav for the occa- forty years, the relic of a barbarous age, under which
ghastly work « a long, long wbile," the bitter cries of sion been laid aside, were that possible, or in which it would be deemed suitable and proper, and even neeagony all unheard, has even the semblance of what they never had place, which is not only pessible but essary for the suppression of crime, and for the prois usually denominated a human heart. Mr. Darwin, too common, must be a distorted. judgment, usually taction: of a commol).wealth of six hundred thousa:nd
in his ,, DeJwent of Man," relates the incident of the the judgment of a despot, often the judgment of a people, in the highest stage of civilization the world
dog suffering under vivisection, that licked t.he hand .fiend. . There. can be no ~ct. of judg~ent. by the hu- has ever seen, living in peaceful, orderly, and quiet
of the operator, and he remarks, "This man, unless ~an mmd upon. any sub]8~t of the kmd. referred to colllmunities, un,der the. administration of just -and
he had a heart of stone, must bav felt remorse to the ,mto the formatw:n of wh1ch the emot1~nal _nature wholesome: laws,. to take two, t~ree, or a hll.lf dozen
last hour of his life." The great naturalist, who was does n.ot enter as a ~otent factor. Wh~e m the .human bemgs every year, place them up<_>n a sQafno less distinguished for his amiability and his hu- formatwn of such·. a Judgment .there· m1g~t be no fold erected for the purpose, and with due ceremanity than for his talents and learning, knew very ?oubt of the :excluswn the fee.hngs .(by ';l;h1.ch t~rm mqnies and . formalities proceed to strangle them in
well that to a successful operation of that kind_ an .1s meant, of COlllise, ~he tender emotwns ) 1t. m1ght cold blood.
These illustrations may help to show the pernicious
adamantine heart must be a prerequisit ;. that. none •bear melaneholy ev1denc? of the presence and pobut a nature of transcendent brutality could witness, t~nc;y o.f the strong e.motions, as fear, hate, reven~e, and merciless nature and effects of the principle anmuch less engage in it.
·
vmd1~trv_ness, etc., stimulated to unwonted sever~ty derlying the italicized words in the foregoing quotaBut we are told that this is first and prominently by fa1th .m ~ cloud of l.egend and fable, .acceJ?ted w1th tiona, and which is invoked in justification of this
a question of· ethics, of casuistry, a pure case of con- unqueshon.mg creduh~y f?r. the gen~m . h1story of brutal and demoralizing practice; a principle which
scimce; that it is a quesHon involving relativ rights, fm;egone t1mea, and ~s d1vme author1ty m ~he con- it is not too much to say is at the foundation of
the limits of which, though, in some cases, extremely d~ct of human affa1rs. J udgme~ts. of th1s latt~r nearly all the cruelties--that hav ever been perpetrated
difficult to determin, must lie generally between k.md, based upon the sa~e. prl~eiple of rel.ativ by man upon what are commonly termed the lower
man's wtolfare a,nd that of the brute. For, quoting ~ghte, and supp?rted .b;r a s1md':'l' lme of reasonmg; orders of creation. First claiming an immortality
Lord Erskine, " the animals ~re gicen jor, our use. JUd~ments cla1mm~ ~lVIJ?-e sanctwn, and to, hav be~n that he especially denies to the brutes, and then arTheir fr~dom and r'f!joyrne'f!.iS, when these cease to be fashw~ed after a d1vme model, we find sc!"tte11ed .m rogantly taking them under his dominion to the exconsistent with our just dominion and enjoymer:tts, can profuswn do~ the ag~s. Such were the Judgments tent of his power, and not content with their services
be no part of their natur:r+_l rights." -.And quoting ?f St..Augustme, Calvml and Ed~ll:l'd~ as expressed patiently and cheerfully rendered, and their contrifurther the "pious gentle and ·genial Cowper "
m therr formulas of orthodox Christianity. . The doc- butions to his sustenance and comfort, he proceeds
'
'
·
·
' - trins of the two former, as Mr. Lecky says in his to sacrifice them wantonly, and often in the most
"The sum is this: If man's co?).venience, health,
- "History of European Morals," "surpass in atrocity cruel manner, to his avarice, his ambition, or hie
O.r safety irderftre, his rights and claims
any tenets that hav ever been admitte<l into any pleasure.
Are parame1mt, and must eJ;ting1f,ish theirs."
[TO BE COJ!jCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
pagan creed;" and of the latter Canon Farrar has
It is true, as this writer says, that "the butcher's just p.ow. observed, ''He disgusted, offended, arid
trade is revolting, but we pay him well." If Pope's stnnned the greater number of his adherents by
Freethougbt in Asia and Europe.
picture of the State of Nature, when
utterances that he himself entjrely believed, but
From the Lcndon Freethink"··
" Man- walked with beast joint tenant of the shade,
which we now read )Vith shudders of inexpressible
Traveling round with the _sun, we nnd Free~
The same his t-able and the same his bed;_
abhorrence." These were all men ef surpassing in- thought activ in Japari, which has been called the
No mu.rder clothed him and no mru;der fed,"
tellect, and eminent representative of the "tender France. of Asia. Imbued with Western culture, the
was drawn from the conditions of p1imeval life,' it is conscience," and neither of them evel! fell under the Japanese are deserbing their nativ religion, and our
too painfully apparent that his
suspicion or. incurred the. reproach of' a " tender missionaries cannot persuade them to embrace Chris" Man of times to come,
heart." They were either wanting in human 'hearts, tianity. Free thought literature is extensivly circuOf half that liv the butcher and the- tomb,
or they had plucked them fl:om their bosomf', while lated there, and producing good fruit.
Who, foe to nature, hears the general groan,
by a process of "calm, cold reasomiJag" they "settled
India also is awakening. Pqsitivism is known to
Murders their species and betrays his own,"
important questions of right 'and· wron~, of justice be making considerable progress among a· certain
has long since. appeared. But even the butcher, and injustice, of humanity and cruelty." ·.Compared educated section of nativ society, and Atheism is still
though his calling is, like that of the hangman, to a with three other persons, a Howard, a Nightingale, more prevalent. We receive copies of the Philosophcertain extent brutalizing, is supposed to inflict upon and a Hopper, whose names readily drop into the ical Inquirer, the Antichristian and the Thinker..
his victims no unnecessary torture. To say that the recollection as representativs of the "tender heart," Each .is edited by a Hindoo and a determined oppo" surgeon is not cruel" is pointless. His ,operations can there be any doubt of the pitiable and wretched nent of all forms cif theology.
are professedly remedial; they are performed for the nature of their achievements? The rapid disintegraFreethought is rapidly advancing in Russia. The
benefit of the sufferer, and usually,· perhaps invari- tion of a belief in those old doctrine, thus settled by universities are hotbeds of "Infidelity" as well as
1
' calm, cold reasoning," under
ably, by his express or implied consent,
the sanction of a Liberalism. Educated men and women there are
After stating that the prime charge against vi vi- "tender conscience," is believed to be due, in large nearly all Freethinkers. A Russian professor assured
section is its cruelty, the writer postulates that cruelty measure, to the fact that the human element has, for us the other day, in an interesting conversation, that
cannot be justified on any ground whatever; that the last few years, more and more permeated the his colleagues all smiled at Christianity as a creed for
slaves and fools, and they were doing their best for
nothing can palliate or excuse it. But cruelty is es- public thought concerning them.
sentially a trespass, an infringement of rights, and
Sir Matthew Hale, one of the most eminent jurists Freethought, though sadly cramped by the iron desthe trespass 11lone makes it morally wrong, vicious, of modern times, noted for the general wisdom and potism ofthe czar. The best blood' of young Russia,
and wicked. As the brute, when confronted by man's justice of his decisions, in the exercise of a deliberate ·congealing amid Siberian snows for the crime of lov,, convenience, health, or safety," has p.o rights, it fol- judgment, to which It will be readily admitted the ing freedom, pulses in the hearts of Freethought
lows logically that man, in the exercise of his "para- feelings were no guide, " with the facts and their heroes and heroins who regard kings and priests
mount right," by a t:eatment of the ~rute in any way estimated value" fully before him, as late as the with equal hatred.
.
that .may promote his welfare, comm1ts no trespass, middle of the seventeenth century, sent two women
Germany is Freethought to the core. Among its
and IS, therefore, not open to the charge of cruelty. to the gallows for a crime which an age of intelli- scientists and philosophers it is difficult to :find a
This, it is said, is in et1ict conformity with the law, gence tempered with humanity has determined never Christian. Every educated man is more or less a
Qf kindness: "Be kind to your kind."
It is not existed.
.
Freethinker; it goes without saying. Haeckel does

and
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not, like Darwin, hesitate .about religion while bold 1 of tb,e premises, going into the cellar, upon the roof, of. answering t~ese questions, says: "She (E. E.
in science; he frankly owns his skepticism, and won- and through every room, and testiRg the strength of Gibson) makes him (Mr. Truesdell) a self-constituted
detectiv; wi~h the high s~cret motiv of helping a dedei·s · why Englishmen are. so timid. . ])Irs~ Grundy the :floor,,-eeiling, .and walls of ~he closet.
may 'still ·bi:l' a 'power· iil.' Gerinany; but' Bumble is
Following is a diagram of.tb:e 'house:
lude.d. p~bl!c Go first behave a qamnable lie in order
tq effectuaJly wipe it out. by sub~equent exposure.".
played out; Nobody fears him; except perhaps in the
Noith ..
rm;al districts. In Berlin·, ab:>ut five per cent .of the
Do I_? . As I unqerstand. It, a deluded public already
"believed a damnable he," else how could they hav
inhal;>itants (!llostly woD1en),.go;tp cb;urcb on Sunday,
been "deluded;" and Mr. Tniesdell, in order to exand the r.est spend their leisure m.ore pro~tably ,and
pose the lie, performed the sa.tne tricks that the meagreeably in tl:le . museums, art .. gitlleries, theaters,
diums said ware done by spirits, then told a deluded
cafes, public gardens; a!id' country fields~ .·
public how he did it through a book, which the meIn •France the sun.I'ise of Free thought is splendid.
.c
diums and Spiritualists curse him for publishing, beThe church ·pales before it, withers, and vanishes like
cause he told the. truth and exposeo ·their frauds.
ai ghost .at the .approach of daylight. We doubt
I I
Had he still continued his tricks and pretended that
w;b,ether there has bf:!en .. a single Cl:lriE!tian .in a)ly
spb,its performed them, he would be as strongly deFren;ch .cal;>ip.~t; fo~ the l~st .~ight years. . ~resident
I I
iE.,· fen_ded an,d as dearly belayed as Sl~e, Baxter,. Mr<'~·
O;revy Is ~nms,elf a .Freethmker. Gambetta was :;1
l"'l l!'ay, and the other no.ted exposed mediums are to'bti,cied by the nation 'wit.hout religious. rites, and the ~
day. His sin is hi deceiVi:ng for the purpose rj expos~
:sanhr happy fate has befallen 'Victor Hugo. Not
ure, instead of swindling fiJr money! · Then telling
:single priest fignred in his' funeral procession. The
D
D'
B
how did it, and exposing these mediums who ha·l
•church stood aside ·with looks of i111potent hatred
deluded a too confiding public! What a crime !
while the people .buried thei.r hero like pagans. , It
Then of how much sorer punishment are those deis .not a funeral, said.M. Floquet, but an, apotheosis,
serving who ~e still continuing the guilty practice !
It iE\ not a burial, said M. Angier, but a coronation.·
· Mr. Perry says, further, in continuation of his senTo the people he was a king by geiiiu's, and god by
tence quoted above, "the ·logic is a failure, because
hi~ mighty heart. · What need of dead divinities. of
ten thousand big lies exposed will not blot out one
South.
Greece ot Palestine, Olympus or Calvary, while hu"
manity produces greater glorieS? When .the true A, sitting room. B, parlor. C, kitchen. D D, porches. little truth." Very true, and, following his logic, ten
thousand horse-thieves caught would not blot out
gods come, the· half gods go, says' Emerson; and. E, closet wherewritj.ng takes place;
Paris turns from the deities. of the ch;u~<;~h ~o w~rt~~ip
The closet, Is· seventeen inches deep, some three the one little truth th11.t Mr. Perry was not one of
the poet who expressed her npblest aspiratwns lD liD- feet wide, and six feet high, l;>eing framed into the those ten thousand horse-thieves unless he was one
of them. So ten thousand mediums caught does not
mortal words.
.
. .
. .. .
.·
ho.use, and as will be. se(m in the diagram, the w~lls prove
all mediums frau is, but it does prove that those
Londo_n shows us the Ignommwus spectacle of !1'. of the closet are partly formed by the walls of t.he
1
vulgar bigot as ~ord ~a~or, and a Common ?ou~cil rooms. The ceiling of the room is formed on the who are caught are frauds; and that is a l I claim, as
will
be
seen
in
my
nex~ paragraph to Mr. Hart,
too lar~ely sharmg his. vtews and character, I_efusmg rafters of the roof, and the clos 9 t at the top takes. the
to consider a : resol~twn of . condo~ence With the sh~pe of the roof, thus making it impossible for any where I say, "Mr. Truesdell's exposures hav nothing
F~ench people m t~err. great loss. Sir John Bennett one to be secreted above, while the floor of the closet to do .with genuin phenomena." Let us all try to be
might hav saved his time; for,. after all, t~e condol- is. the continuous floor of the room. There is a ceil~ fair, and to get at the real meaning of our opponents,
ence of such a body would be rather a;umsult.than ing in the closet made of matched flooring securely for in no other way can we ever arrive at the truth.
. Mr. Perry's offer to Mr. Truesdell, of which he
an honor. Fortunately> t~e cit! ,of London does not nailed in its place.
·
'
represen~ t.he I?etropohs. I~ this ma:tter. The LonI hereby append an affiiavit made after our exam- speaks in his article, wa~ made through me, as he
states; ·and, as Mr. TruesdeH must know what tbi l
don M~Dlct:J?ality, when ~t. co~~s, will know ho'Y to ination of the premises:
offer was, in order to accept or reject it, I sent him
fratermze wtlh the mummpalities of other capitals
LIBERAL, Mo., June 5, 1885.
on such occasions.
. · ,·
:
, We, the undersigned citizens of. Liberal, Barl;on Co., Mo., hav the letter; but as Mr. Perry proposed to take away
The London workmen are outside the churches - a personal acquaintance with Dr. J. B. Bonton, and know him the very security against fraud on whicb Mr. Truesdell depended, viz , "I must be the last one to handle the
and their leaders are nearly all Freethinkers. 0~ to be a man of tr.uth and a :vqrthy citizen.. ,
..
.. .
.
. .
·
.h
We hav been gtven the privilege of exammmg the conditions
prmmples ar? rapi~Y .ga~nmg ascendancy Wlt the under which certain slate-writing takes place in the said Dr. slaJ.e,'' by not even allowing him to be present, he
masses. It IS a sigDificant fact that the London Bonton's house, alleged to be through the instrumentality of thought it not fit to accept; but wrote me recently
weekly papers, one after another, embrace the spirits. We hav availe~ o~rselvs of sai~ privile~e, and hav that he would like to use these fads in an article.
·policy of. printing a long list of Sunday lectures made a thorough ~xammati.on of ~he srod pr~miBe~, _and we Never thinking that Mr. Perry's pNposition wa!'l
..
hereby pronounce It utterly Impossible that said wr1tmg can private, as it must hav been public if accepted, I
lD Secular halls. , By and by we shall hold great pub- occur through visible or tangible human agency.
answered, "Why, yes, publish it if you desire," havlie meetings.in the metropolis, as we did in Birmingc. W. STEWART,
ing the example before m& of others, for instance,
ltam on Whit-Sunday: Freethought is advancing even
D. P. GREELY,
in stolid, Protestant England, withits Bible and its
c. W. GoonLANDER, JR., Mr. Lacy, a Spiritualist gentlemen, a•1thor, and poet,
. F'ranee, alth ough more sow
l ly, State of M;issouri, l.
JOHN
MEYER,
having done the same by me in L1:ght for Thinkers;
b ear. H ere, as m
G. H. G.
WALsER.
but as no offense was intended, I felt none, though
education is being hicized, and the church knows . Barton Co.
f 88 •
'
that this is the beginning of the end.
Subscribed and sworn to before me,.·a notary public in and mine was a private, personal diagnosis, not intended
. for the county of Barton, s.tate of Missouri, this fifth day of for the public, while Mr. Perry's,! understood, might
June, 1885.
·
F. L. YALE, Notary Public.
be made as public as Mr. Truesdell's offer. To be
Documentary Testimony.
The following additional affidavit shows.that simi- sure, I might hav asked permission .of Mr.. Pt~rry,
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Apropos lat writing takes plao~ at the house of :I)r. Clark:
but it did not occur to me that it. was necessary, so I
· LIBERAL, BABTON cO., MO, J une 5, 1885 . hope he will forgiv me if, through ignorance, a priof the discussion now goin 0~ on between ultra Materialists and Spiritualists, I wish to briefl.y d ascribe This is to certify that I am a citizen of Barton eounty, Mo., vate matter has been made public.
certain phenom.ena now going on at this place.
and a practicing physician of Liberal. Mo.
: Thus much in answAr· to his question" of whom"
. Some. time last winter. a.few skept.ics formed a circle That on the evening of May 24th there was no one present was permission obtained? I desire to be fair on
· d
· t"
f II
d but myself and wife. That on said evening my wife placed a
for the purpose of lD ependent i:qvest1ga wn o a age clean slate wHh a fragment of pencil on a bed in a bed-room, both· sides of this great subject, for I know, by perspiritual phenomena. They soon obtained raps, table- and fastened the door. Some twenty minutes afterward, on sonal experience, that there are genuin phenomena intipping, etc., and early this spring a slate was placed opening the door, the following message was found on the corpor~ted within what has been named "Spiritualunder a table .and a message was written upon it.
slate:
ism;" whether produced by spirits or otherwise, I
"It is me-MaUie."
. The rest of the circle accused 'the gentleman who The above is the fact in the case as witnessed by me,
do not consider yet proved; therefore, I hold a sushal~ the slate of perpetrating a trick, and. he was State of Missouri, }
J. W. CLARK.
pended judgment, largely preponderating against
naturally indignant at the accusation. At the next Co. of Barton.
ss.
the Spiritual theory, for I do not believe that spirits exmeeting of the circle the raps ave.r'red that the spirits On this, the fifth day of June, 1885, personally-appeared J. ist. But bow do I know that they do not exist and
·
k
t th e s1ate, scribed
W. Clark, to me known to be the person whose name is subwould wnte, and when as ed where to pu
to the foregoing.
are not the_ cause of the genuin phenomena?
they said put it in a little closet built in the room Subscribed and sworn to before me,
Barre, Mass, J una 8, 285.
ELLA E. GIBSON.
where the circle was held, at the residence of Dr. J..
FRANK L. YALE, Notary Public.
R. Bon to~.
. ·
Now; Mr. Editor, as this communication is suffiThe Religious State of New Zealand.
_Accqrdmgly, the slate was pla~ed m the closet and ciently lengthy, I will defer any comments on the
t~e. door locked~ Dr. Bon ton takmg a seat on the out- subject for the present.
.
The religion of New Zealand, although church and
s~_de .. Soon raps announced th~t the do?r should be I. One thing, however, I will say, that if D. M.Ben- state are not united, is quite stupid enough to suit
O!Jened, and a message was found wntten on the nett did write the foregoing. message to me, he car- the most primitiv Scotch Presbyterian, and these
slate.·
·
tainly assisted me in the debate with Bud en, in old fosil preachers are still trying to enlighten the
cMr. G·: ~·.Walser too~. a slate then, and und.er overthrowing the position assumed by Christian· people upon the mysteries of circumcision and such
·the most rtgid test condttwns a. me~sage was. wnt- Spiritualists and the whole metaphysical screed con- like antiquities, still thought essential to salvation
·.te)l,.and the name of ,D .. M. Bennett signed to It.
earning the dualistic theory of matter and spirit, in New Zealand, or at least in Dunedin; while at
_On Wednesday evenmg, J una .3d, ~ procured a for my position in that debate was that there is noth- Christ Church, an •English colony, the Church of
new slate, and went to Dr.. Bon ton's residence, wh~re ing in the universe-but. matter and force, and that all England prevails with the utmost rigor of pomp
I found some twenty persons assembled. After a phenomena in nature are referable to them.
and show which superstition and bigotry can devise.
·.thorough examination of the cabinet, or closst, and
C. W. STEWART.
And yet morals are at a low ebb. Sporting seems to
finding 'it to be as represented, we saw the slate
be the order of the day; horse racing, cock and dog
placed on a shelf in the closet and the door locked.
Mr. Perry-Mr. Truesdell-Miss Gibson.
fighting, rat baiting, and beer drinking seem to be
Dr..Banton took his place in the cir.cle outside, and
religious excercises in the colonies. The Salvation
the room remained lighted with full lamplight.
If the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will turn to Army rans riot here, with a full brass band in the
Soon raps on the door were heard, and I took the its issue of May 9th, they will there read in my reply lead-the most fanatical and degraded lot I evt~r
light and stood at the closet door when it was to Wm. Hart: "If Mr. Truesdell assumed the role of saw, who seem to think that God is deaf, and the
opened, and saw that the slat.e was just as when the mediumsbip for years to discover the tricks of medi- more noise the better. On the other hand, Freedoor was closed; But upon it was the following:
ums, ·
. If Mr. Truesdell has been thus dis- thought is rapidly on the increase, and Secular solilriend· Stewa 1·t: I endeavored to make. my influence felt guised as a detectiv, . . . Mr. Truesdell was cieties are being organiz:3d in all the large tow11s. At
and known .to you in your debate with Braden.
self-appointed," etc., on which supposition and claim Dunedin, the largest city on the island, the FreeYou al:e to do' a great work; keep on and be brave in it.
I base a question, "Why should he be stigmatized thought people own a most magnificent hall, and hav
D. M. BENNETT.
any more as a fraud a.nd a liar than any detectiv who a large membership and Lyceum school. Theit·
·
· ·
' Yours,
- The writing and signature are almost fac-similes plays a similiar role for the same purpose?" Which prosperity is largely due to Robert Stout, the presotspecimens of D. M. Bennett's writing in my pos- resolved itself into the qu,.ry: Is it ever justifiable to ant premier of the government of New Z9aland. I
session, especially the. signature, there being .just employ detectivs. to steal and lie in order to bring was a little surprised to'find two Infidels aud a Jew
about the "differenc!'l that would nat)lrally exist be- c.dminals to justice; and if so, is it not as legitimate at the head of government in this church and priesttwe«:~n penand slate writing..
in ferreting out bogus mediums as in catching horse ridden country-prophetic of a better state of things
Ori the following Friday I went, in. company with thieves?
.
in the future, when the people wake up to the sham·
Mr. Greeley, an4'riiade a moat t]?.orough investigation
In THE TRUTH SEEKER June 6th, Mr. Perry, instead of ro~~ty by divine right.
J. L. You.
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A Borrowed Religion.

came more complete. Festivals sacred to the memory of the lance with which the savior's side was
pierced, the nails that fastened him to the ~ross, and
the crown of thorns, were instituted. Though there
were several abbeys that possessed this last peerless
relic, no one dared to say that it was impossible they
could all be authentic.
" We may read with advantage the remarks made
by Bishop Newton on this.. paganization of Christianity. He asks:
"'Is not the worship of saints and angels nowinall respects

doors of the church were thrown open, they must ha
been
offended by the smoke of incense, the perfume
A Christian friend. of one of our friends became
of
flowers,
and the glare of lamps and taper!'!, which
indignant over the perusal of the articles on Mexico
diffused,
at
noon-day, a gawdy, superfluous, and, in
recently published in these ·columns, and especially
their opinion, a sacrilegious light. If they apso over our comments thereon. E:e would like
proached the balustrade of the altar, they made their
answers to the following questions!
way
through the prostrate crowd, consisting for the
"You say in your issue of May:23d 'that Catholicism especimost
part of strangers and pilgrims, who resorted to
ally is, ln its material essentials, patterned aftet the religion of
the city on the vigil of the feast, and who already·
the Roman empire/ Please show wherein it is patterned after
the Roman religion, and giv your authority.
felt the strong intoxication of f!lnaticism, and, per" Is Chambers;s Encyclopedia a standard work?
haps, of wine. Their devout kisses were imprinted
" Did the Aztecs offer human sacrifice?"
the same that the worship of demons was in former times? on the walls and pavement of the sacred edifice, and
If the writer of these questions had made himself The name only is different, the thing is identically the same, their fervent prayers were directed, whatever mig!J.t
familiar with the history of Christianity from the • • the deified men of the Christians are substituted for be the language of their church, to the bones, the
time of Constantine to the sixth century, he would the deified'men of the heathens. The promoters of this wor- blood, or the ashes of the saint, which were usually
never hav asked them. The amalgamatioa of Chris· ship were sensible that it was the same, and that the one suc- concealed by a linen or silken veil from the eyes of
ceeded to the other; and, as the worship is the same, so liketianity with Paganism began with the " first Christian wise it is performed with the same ceremonies. The burning the vulgar. The Christians frequented the tombs of
emperor," and was thoroughly completed under his of incense or perfumes on several altaTS at one and the same the martyrs in the hope of obtaining, from their
successors. Constantine was a politician, and his time; the sprinkling of holy water or a mixture of salt and powerful intercession, every sort of spiritual, but
adoption of the new religion seemed to make him common water, at going into and coming out of places of pub. more especially of temporal, blessings. They immore unscrupulous than he was when a Pagan. lie worship; the lighting up of a great number of lamps and plored the preservation of their health, or the cure of
wax candles in broad daylight before altars and statues of
Draper says that "if he built Christian churches he these deities; the hanging up of votiv offerings and rich pres- their infirmities; the fruitfulness of their barren
also restored Pagan temples; if he listened to the ents as attes.tations of so many miraculous cures an.d deliver- wives, or the safety snd happiness of their children.
clergy, he also consulted the haruspices; if he sum- an-ces from diseases and dangers; the canonization or deifica.. Whenever they undertook any distant or dangerous
moned the Council of Nicea, he also honored the tion of deceased worthies; the assigning of distinct provinces journey, they requested that the holy martyrs would
statue of Fortune; if he accepted the rite of baptism, or prefectures to departed heroes and saints, the worshipiBg be their guides and protectors on the roads; and if
and adoring of the dead in their· sepulchers, shrines, and
he also struck ~ medal bearing his title of ' God.' relics; the consecrating and bowing down. to images; the attrib- they returned without having experiflnced any misAs years passed on Christianity was incorporated uting of miraculous powers and virtues to idols; the setting fortune, they again hastened to the tombs of the
with the old Greek mythology. Olympus was re- up of little oratories, altars, and statues in the streets and martyrs to celebrate, with grateful thanksgivings,
stored, but the divinities passed under other names. highways, and on the tops of mountains; the carrying of their obligations to the memory and relics of those
Views of the trinity in accordance with Egyptian images and relics in pompous procession, with numerous heavenly patrons. The walls were hung round with
lights and with music and singing; flagellations at solemn
traditions werei established. Not only was the ado- seasons under the notion of penance; a great variety of relig- symbols of the favors which they had received; eyes,
ration of Isis under a new name restored, but even ious orders and fraternities of priests; the shaving of priests, and hands, and feet of gold and silver, and edifying
her image, standing on the crescent moon, reap- or the tonsure, as it is called, on the crown of their heads; the pictures, which could not long escape the abuse of
peared." Isis and her child are the Christian Ma- imposing of celibacy and vows of chastity on the religious of indiscreet or idolatrous devotion, represented the
donna and child., The extent to which the adoption both sexes-all these and many more rites and ceremonies are image, the attributes, and the miracles of the tutelar
equally parts of pagan and popish superstition. Nay, the
of Pagan mythology and ceremonies was carried very same -temples, the very same images, which were saint. The same uniform original spirit of superstimay be learned from the words of Faustus to Augus- once consecrated to to Jupiter and the other demons, are tion might suggest, in the most distant ages and
tine: "You hav," he says, "substituted your agapre now consecrated to the Virgin Mary and the other saints. countries, the same method of deceiving the credufor the sacrifices of the Pagans; for their idols your Th~ very same rites and inscriptions are ascribed to both, lity, and of affecting the senses of mankind; but it
the very same prodigies and miracles are related of these as
martyrs, whom you serve with the very same honors. of
those. In short, almost the whole of paganism is converted must ingenuously be confessed that the ministers of
You appease the shades of the dead with wine and and applied to popery; the one is manifestly formed upon the the Catholic church imitated the profane model,
feasts; you celebrate the solemn festivities of the gen- same plan and principles as the other; so "that there is not which they were impatient to destroy. The most
tiles, their calends and their solstices; and as to their only a conformity, but even a uniformity, in the worship of respectable bishops had persuaded themselvs that
manners, those you hav retained without any altera- ancient and modern, of heathen and Christian Rome.'"
the ignorant rustics would more' cheerfully renounce
tion. Nothing distinguishes you from the Pagan exThe Rev. Robert Taylor, in his "Diegesis," p. 235, the superstition of paganism, if they found some recapt that you hold your assemblies apart from them.'' says that the only difference in those times between semblance, some compensation, in the bosom of
In quoting this, Draper adds: "Pagan observances the two religions "was that Jupiter was turned into Christianity. The religion of Constantine achieved,
were everywhere introduced. At weddings it was the Jehovah, Apollo into Jesus Christ, Ven us's pigeon in less than a century, the final conquest of the
custom to sing hymns to Venus. Heathen rites were into the Holy Ghost, Diana into the Virgin Mary, a Roman empire; but the victors themselvs were inadopted, a pompous and splendid ritual, gorgeous new nomenclature was given to the old materia the- sensibly subdued by the arts of their vanquished
robes, miters, tiaras, wax tapers, processional services, ologica; the demigods were turned into saints; the rivals."
lustrations,goldandsilvervases, were introduced. The exploits of the one were represented as the miracles
"Should anyone inquire," says Mosheim (Hist.
Roman lituus, the chief ensign of the augurs, became of the other; the pagan temples became Christian Chris., veil. i, p. 392}, '"what causes could possibly
the crozier. Churches were built over the tombs of churches; and so ridiculously accommodating were hav led the Christian teachers to adopt the rites of
martyrs, and consecrated with rites borrowed from the converters of the world to the prejudices of their paganism, I answer, that in all probability their only
the ancient laws of the Roman pontiffs. Festivals pagan ancestors and neighbors, that they _generally motiv was an anxious desire to enlarge the bounds
and commemorations of martyrs multiplied with the observed some resemblance of quality and character of the church. The rites, themselvs, certainly posnumberless fictitious discoveries of their remains. in the saint whom they substituted to the old deity.'' sessed no very particular recommendation in point of
Fasting became the grand means of repelling the The "priests, altars, temples, solemn festivals, melan- grandeur or dignity; but a hope might very naturally
devil and appeasing God; celibacy the greatest of choly grimaces, ridiculous attitudes, trinkets, baubles, be entertained that the heathen worshipers, upon
the virtues. Pilgrimages were made to Palestine bells, candles, cushions, holy water, holy wine, holy finding somewhat of an accordance to subsist beand the tombs of the martyrs. Quantities of dust biscuits, holy oil, holy smoke, and holy vestments," tween the religion in which they had been bred up,
and earth were brought from the Holy Land, and of paganism were all incorporated into Catholicism. and Christianity, as to externals, might the more
sold at enormous prices as antidotes against devils. Ammonius Saccus, the teacher of Origen, taught that readily be prevailed on to dismiss their prejudices,
The virtues of consecrated water were upheld. "Christianity and paganism, when rightly understood, and embrace the latter." .
"The oriental ChrisImages and relics were introduced into the churches, differed in no essential points, but had a commoa tians of this age were accustomed to compare baptism
and worshiped after the fashioa of the heathen gods. origin, and really were one and the same religion." with that lustration with which it was the practice to
It was given out that prodigies and miracles were to That popery has borrowed its principal ceremonies consecrate, in a certain degree, those who were about
be seen in certain places, as in the heathen times. and doctrine from the rituals of paganism, adds Tay- to be initiated in the mysteries, and the profession
The happy souls of departed Chtistians were invoked; lor, "is a fact which the most learned and orthodox of faith, delivered at the font, with the watch-word,
it was believed that they were wandering about the of the established church hav most strenuously main- or sign, communicated to the candidates for admisworld or haunting their graves. There was a multi- tained, and most convincingly demonstrated. That sion to the secret rights of heathenism, on which acplication of temples, altars, and penitential garments. Protestantism has borrowed its principal ceremonies count it was usual for this profession of faith to be
The festival of the purification of the virgin was in- and doctrine from the rituals of popery is a fact which solemnly delivered in the very act of baptism to every
vented to remove the uneasiness of heathen converts the most learned and orthodox of the Catholic church one admitted into the church. Indeed, in its operaon account of the loss of their Lupercalia, or feasts as strenuously maintain, and as convincingly demon- tion the profession of faith, to which we allude, was
of Pan. The worship of images, of fragments of the strata. The conclusion, therefore, that Christianity by no means dissimilar to the sign of mystical initiacross, or bones, nails, and other relics, a true fetich is .altogether paganish, is inevitable.''
tion amongst the heathen."
worship, was cultivated. Two arguments were relied
Gibbon, in "The Decline and Fall of the Roman EmIt occurs to us that these are authorities sufficient
on for the authenticity of these objects-the author- pire," in writing upon the introduction into the church to quote for the benefit of our indignant Christian,
ity of the church and the working of miracles. of pagan ceremonies, says: "As the objects of religion but they could be multiplied many times were it necEven the worn-out clothing of the saints and the were gradually reduced to the standard of the im- essary. That it was no rash assertion to say that
earth of their graves were venerated. From Pales- agination, the rites and ceremonies were introduced Catholicism, in all its material essentials, is patterned
tine were brought what were affirmed to be the skel- that seemed most powerfully to affect the senses of after the pagan religion of the Roman empire, we
etons of St. Mark and St. James and other ancient the vulgar. If, in the beginning of the fifth century, think, is fully shown. Indeed, Draper, in his "Inworthies. The apotheosis of the old Roman times Tertullian, or Lactantius, had been suddenly raised tellectual Development," charges that Catholicism is
was replaced by canonization; tutelary saints succeed from the dead, to assist at the festival of some popu- a more " dreadful Materialism " than the philosophy
to local mythological divinities. Then came the mys- lar saint or martyr, they would hav gazed with aston- of the Materialists themselvs. But even in this the
tery oftransubstantiation, or the conversion of bread ishment and indignation on the profane spectacle Catholics are imitators of the pagans. When imageand wine by the priest into the flesh and blood of which had succeeded to the pure and spiritual wor- worship crept into the early church, it was a revival
Ohrist. As centuries passed, the paganization be- ship of a Christian congregation. As soon as the of pagan idolatry, and, Gibbon says, led to the adop-
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tion of the pagan rites of genu:flexion, luminaries,
and incense.
Whether Chambers's Encyclopedia is a standard
work or not depends upon what standard the reader
desires. Chambers's is a popular work, on account
of its cheapness, but we should not take it as final
authority on any matter~ A great many of the articles for cyclopedias are written by clergymenespecially on religious subjects and history-and are
of course made to uphold the ·Christian version of
theolop"ical affairs. The Britannica has the greatest
reputation for scholarly work, but it will be recollected that the publishers of that threw out Robertson Smith's article on the Canon of the Old Testament because it contradicted current opinions of that
book: It is unsafe to take the ipse dixit of any one
work, unless corroborated by others. The seeker for
truth should read many volumes, giving to each the
weight it is entitled to because of the known honesty
and fitness for his work of its writer. A cyclopedia
edited in the · interest of Christianity would most
likely be unreliable in treating of other religions, and
giv as evidence for its own faith tradition and beliefs
which the common sense of the world would laugh at.
So far as we know, the accounts of human sa.crifices among the Aztecs are true in substance, though
much exaggerated. They seem to hav bad numberless Abrahams and Jephthahs among them, ready to
do the bidding of their priests. Religion has ever
been cruel, in all lands and climes, but we doubt if
the number of victims offered to the Aztec gods is
as great as the number slain on account of the Christian religion. The Aztec priests would hav been kept
very busy to murder as many millions as perished in
the Crusades, in the Inquisition, and in the numerous
religious wars of Europe.

thought undertakings in the world. Mrs. Iliohan has a rare
faculty for interesting the children and teaching their minds.
She can touch the hearts of the young with the beauty and the
nobleness of scientific thought, and make truth far more delightful than the sentimental dreams of religion. The Liberal
Sunday-school must . become a great feature of our future
advance, for we must meet the multiplied instrumentalities of
the church. The church seeks the young, and would capture
even the infant with the subtleties of theology. As a matter
of self~defense we must train the youthful faculties with what
science can giv both for mental and moral advancement. We
must teach the art of life, unfold the ideal, and fill the heart
with hope and aspiration based upon the world in which we
now are. In. this religion of humanity, in this cultivation of.
noble sentiment and purpose in the ardent soul of youth,
Mrs. Iliohan has accomplished a work of vast significance-a
work whose fruit is not in to-day, but in the infinit future of
the race.
Nearly a hundred were together, men and women, boys and
girls, and the big wagons were ready, and away we went.
The clerk of the weather was all right on the main questionhe had given us a clear sky and a southerly wirid, and the
most brilliant sunshine of the season, that was like sparkling
wine and almost intoxicated with delight-but he forgot (I
suppose he had an orthodox turn) tO' giv us a little bit
of a shower the night beforehand just enough to lay tlie dust.
As the roads round about Albany are sandy, and as the wind,
in spite of the Sabbath, did frolic around quite liveiy, and the
wagons were of colossal size, and the wheels so large that they
thundered along the highway-why, there was considerable
of a dust-yea, clouds of it-and at times the doleful old orthodox ejacula~ion seemed quite appropriate-" Dust thou
art, · to dust thou shalt return." But we kept right on,
although we had no expectation of going to the other side of
Jordan and haVing a cool time of it-in Sheol-and so after a
five-mile ride the comfortable country homestead of Mr.
McCabe :floated upon our hungry sight, with its tall trees, its
wavy grass, its comfortable mansion, and soon we tumbled
into its happy embrace, as Ieckless as the :flying bird. And
what a rollicking time we had all day long, swinging and daneing, playing ball, hunting for strawberries, and when the time
for dinner came, eating with an appetite that is one of the
greatest blessings of human existence. Ah, how .much better
off we were than the dyspeptic Christians praying in their
melancholy churches, and, as some one puts it, absorbing religion and rheumatism at the same time.
Soon after the arrival of the Albanian hosts on this campingground of freedom we were joined by the Trojan phalanx, and
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, P:tesident.
right glad we were of their merry company. I guess most of
CHARLES WATTS,
SaMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary, you know Robert Wade, the good Hercules of Freethought in
Troy, who has borne the brunt of many a battle, and with him
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York. was Mr. Jeffries, president of the Troy Secular Union; Mr.
CoURTLA.NDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York. Gardiner, Mr. Wilbur, and others, the brave and the fair of
this ind]Istrial center. The hand of fellowship was struck, and
New York, Albany, and Troy met in happy gre_eting, and from
The Campaign Fnnd.
thence an arch of triumph shall be '\Voven for human prog·
Previously acknowledged,
$4,413.26 ress.
B F. Hyland,
2.00
By and by, when the shadows began to deepen and the
M. H. Woodbury,
1.00
r ht to take on a deeper gold, we all gathered together
Louis Wolfer,
1.00 sun 1g
Albany Liberal League (per J. J. McCabe),
10.00 beneath the apple-trees, and had an out-door business meetFred. Garing,
1.00 ing, and talked up the Convention, and made arrangements for
Thos. Beeson Smith,
1.00 its ample success. Our Troy and Albany friends are taking
hold of this affair with splendid enthusiasm. They realize
Total,
$4,429.26 wh a t an Immense prac t"1ca1 power it will be both for home improvement and world·wide advancement. The program of
News and Notes.
the Convention is not yet fully determined upon, but the folA GRAND FIELD-DAY.-N~TURE VB. CIWRCH.-A FREETHINKERS' lowing speakers hav been selected by the Excutiv Committee
for the course of lectures to be given: Robert G. Ingersoll,
PICNIC.-THE TROJAN PHA.LA.NX.-THE GREAT CONVENTION.
A beautiful ride through sunset and the brilliant moon- Elizabeth Cady Stanton, James Parton, Courtlandt Palmer,
lighted night brought me in the early morn to the stately city T. B. Wakeman, Charles Watts, Mrs. Krekel, and Helen H.
of Albany, which, crowned with its Capitol that has already Gardener. Such lln array of speakers cannot fail, with the
cost seventeen millions of dollars and still cries for more, other attractions of the Convention, to command the attention
looked quite queenly on the banks of the :flowing Hudson. It of the public and win the recognition of the press. With such
was a bright June morning, and lovely landscapes stretched noble local elements as are in Albany and Troy, and with the
away on every side. A happy-hearted pilgrim, I wended my grand response which must be made from the state and the
way up the Broadway of Albany, and soon found myself at country, the Convention will perhaps be the most notable so
the residence of President McCabe of the Albany Liberal As- far in the annals of Freethought. It is proposed to hav course
sociation, and, with the genial greeting of himself and wife, tickets·for the seven lectures besides Mr. Ingersoll's, for which
felt that I was in safe hands for a royal heterodox time. Mrs. there will be separate tickets, and the price for the course
McCabe, is a good Christian still and loves the Methodist ticket is $1, giving admission to all sessions of the Convention
church into which she was born, but for all that she is a up to Sunday afternoon inclusiv. Mr. Ingersoll's lecture will
thorough-going Liberal in heart and spirit, full of generous be on Sunday evening.. The zeal of our Troy and Albany
fellowship and ready to lend a hand without a particle of re· friends is shown in the fact that they hav agreed to dispose of
gard for sectarian boundaries. If all Christians were like six hundred of these dollar tickets before the meeting of the
her, I don't think we should hav much to quarrel about. Convention. Thus it)!! linancial success is assured, and finanPeace and good will would then be the prevailing law.
cial success means a crowning success in every other direction.
I suppose the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know J. J.
So our hearts beat high with hope; our banners are :floating
McCabe who is the efficient president of the Albany Society, on the breeze; the spirit of unity prevails; the fire burns in
who never does anything by halves, and who works for the many a heart; from rank to rank goes the word of cheer.
success of Freethought with an enthusiasm that knows no
We all returned from the picnic-ground in season for a lectfsilure, and a practical sagacity that hits upon the right thing ure in the evening, which I gave upon the "Demands of Huto do at the right time. He is a poet, .too, and sings of the manity."
good time coming. He has music in his soul, and I hav just
I was glad to meet again with our good friends, Mr. and
had the pleasure of reading his "Poems and Poetry" recently Mrs. W. H. Williams. Mr. Williams was formerly president of
published, where we fiud some vigorous Freethought verse the Albany League, and he has done most valuable service,
and tonches of romance. His lecture, "An Evening with the and is a most noble Liberal.
Poets." iA qnite entertaining, and "Science and Theology,'•
Charles Luck, the g!lnial secretary, is always on hand. He
which he delivered before the Ingersoll Secular. Society of has the fire of youth and its indomitable spirit. He can laugh
Boston, is a very fine presentation of these two opposit modes dull care away, and at the same time do earnest deeds.
Mr. Joseph McDonough is a prominent business man in AI·
of belief and moral culture, and is a valuable contribution to
our Freethought literature. The Albany Association is quite bany, and. has for years been an outspoken Freethinker. He
fortunate in the possession of au officer of such ability and says it has not injured, him, that he knows of, to thus speak
earnestness.
·
his own mind. He has been respected for his courage. He is
A Freethinkers' picnic, on Sunday, out in the green fields, one of the finest extemporaneous speakers in our ranks. He
with old a)ld young altogether,-what a splendid thing ! and I is thoroughly posted in our ideas and history. He recently
hope that the summer will be filled with them from one end gave a lecture on "The Struggles of Freethought" before the
of the land to the other. How the gloomy old churches Troy Secular Union, and his audience were delighted with his
would sink into insignificance, pelted with laughter and eloquence and ability.
drowned with the music of joy!
Next Sunday eveuing Mr. Howard Williams lectures before
I suppose most of our Liberals hav heard of Mrs. Diohan's the Albany Liberal As.ociation. He is a young journalist of
Sunday-school at Albany, one of the mo~t promising Free-, promis aml ability, lately from London, England. He baa
0
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the enthusiasm of humanity, and is a most earnest worker for
freedom. He will be of great service in the Freeth ought ranks
with his facil pen and wide knowledge.
'
So we had a feast indeed, as all our readers will admit. We
hav had the best of company, and all the glory of mother nature, and we hav renewed courage for our toil. Onward and
sunward, that is our route, and I feel as if I had bought a
through ticket, palace car and all, for this goal-of all our race
except for the deadheads. We don't want any de!ldheads on
our line. We must work our passage somehow, by muscle or
brain.
Now, Friends, Liberals, attention. We propose to open our
books for the sale of tickets and subscriptions for the Albany
Convention at once. The expenses of this Convention for
Opera House, speakers, advertising, and music will be at least
a thousand dollars. We must do this work on a grand scale,
and the results will be in proportion. The churches will realize that our organization is to be respected. We do not purpose to take up a single collection or to make a single appeal
for muney at the Convention. We must .settle its pecuniary
affairs before the Convention meets, and so not be troubled
afterward. Our Troy and Albany friends hav bought six bundred tickets. We ought at least to sell in the States and elsewhere four hundred tickets before the Convention. Who will
speak? Send your names and money at once, and the ticket
will be forwarded. Buy one ticket, at least, whether or not
you purpose to come to the Convention. Buy it for good will
Get your neighbors to buy. Levy a good-natured tax on some
of our Christian friends. They are continually asking us Liberals to patronize their church fairs, etc. One good turn deserves another. Let them buy a ticket for our affairs. Perhaps they will come. I want every Freethinker in New York
state, especially, to be interested in this matter, and, together
with Albany and Troy friends, sell a thousand one-dollar
tickets before the Convention. If we more than pay the expenses of the Convention, and the State Association has a nice
little bank account of a couple of hundred dollars or more,
you may be sure that something lively will be done next wi nter that will make the old bones of theology shake. We do
not purpose to be idle.
Moreover, besides the sale of one dollar tickets in which
every Liberal can join, there will be perso:r;tal subscriptions
received from those good and fortunate Liberals who hav, in
spite of their heterodoxy, been smiled upon by the goddess of
this world, and hav a little more money than is actually necessary for the needs of the hour, and who esteem it a luxury to
giv of their wealth to that which is so dear to their hearts, like
Courtlandt Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. McDonough, and others. I
am not rich, alas! but I esteem it a privilege to put my mite
into this stream which is destined to :float one of the richest
argosies that ever gladdened the eyes of the nations.
The call is gone forth. Look at the list below. Let it be
rapidly increased. All names will be announced in THE TRUTH
SEEKER and Investigator. This year there will be a treasurer's
report, and a strict account of all moneys received and expended will be published.
SUBBCBIPTIONS FOB THE ALBANY CONVENTION.
$25.00
Courtlandt Palmer,
10.00
Samuel P. Putnam,
Mr. Joseph McDonough,
5.00
Mrs. Joseph McDonough,
500
400.00
Albany Association, per tickets,
200.00
Troy Secular Union, per tickets,
Total so far, $645.00
With boundless hope,
Fraternally yours,
SAMUEL P. PUTNA.lll.

---------------In Memoriam.

DEAR TRUTH SEEKF..R: The death of T. C. Leland,
so sudden and unexpected, is certainly a misfortune
to the Liberal cause, and every reader of THE TRuTH
SEEKER will so consider it; he was emphatically a
worker and believed fully in work, and for such
work will be held in honorable remembrance by us
all; but Mr. Leland was not entirely absorbed in the
public life which he lived to such good acceptance;
he was a true friend, and, as such, his death is to me
a special loss. We old people make few new friends,
and when one like him we hav just put away from
our sight leaves us, it is to those blessed with such
friendship a deep sorrow. Alas I alas! that we shall
see his his face no more.
I thank you for the notice by card af his funeral.
I found it impoBBible to attend. The sickness of my
sister, for more than two years, has changed my
habits so much that I hav become a" stay at home;"
and then the infirmities that come upon one when
within two years of the time alloted to humanity
make it easy to find large lions in the way, and so,
both of necessity and from disinclination, I go very
little from home, but every word of good for the
truth's cause is always a delight, and surely the editor
of THE TRUTH SEEKER has my weekly blessing. Mr.
Wakeman's speech over the remains of our friend
was so very good, and Mr. Putnam's poem I think
one of his bes~; and now we bid him a heartfelt
good-bye.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.

Lectures and Meetings.
WE notice that A. B. Bradford, J. H. Burnham, Mrs. H. S.
Lake, and W. F. Peck are engaged to speak at the "World's
Camp·Meeting," to be held under the auspices of the Rochester Society of Spiritualists at Sea Breeze Grove, June 27th
to July 27th.
E. C. WALKER lectured at Sioux Falls, Dakota, Sunday, June
21st, afternoon and evening. He will deliver the oration at
Ashton, Iowa, on July 4th, and will speak at the same place
on the 5th. On July 12th he will begin a series of ten lectures at Ortonville, Minn. For lect11res, etc., address him at
Sioux City, Iowa.
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And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of
the heavenly host praising God, and saying, Glory to God in
the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men (Luke
ii, 10-14).
I

iron and under axes of iron, and made them pass through
the brick-kiln; and thus did he unto all the cities of the!children. of Ammon· (2, Sam. xii, 29, 31 ). .Tho,u shalt J;lot bu;ilg a
house unto iny name, because thou hast shed much blood
upon·
the earth in my sight ~1 :'(Jhron. xxii; 8). · The ·sword
Bible Harmony.
The good tidings were not great joy to all people: shall neve.r
,depart' from. thy house, becamte ,thou ,hast despised
That
the
blood
of
all
the
prophets,
which
was
shed
from
the
Since the Bible contains many things which are foundation of the world,. . ·. ; from the blood of Abel me (2 Sam. xii, 10).
,
.·
totally inconsistent and incre~ible, I shall theref~re unto the blood of Zacharias. . . . Verily I say unto you,
David's' acts were to God's entire' satisfaCtion: '
point out a few passages to which I shall refer specifi- it shall be required of this generation (Luke ii, 50, 51). Sup- t hav .found DavW.; the scin of J es'se,· a man after mine. ow'n:
cally, so that the reader may see for himself, and pose ye that I am com~ to:giv peace on earth? . I tell y~u .nay heart ·which shall fUlfil all my will (Acts xiii-, 22); Who fol~
(Luke :x.ii, 51). The brother shall deliver up the brother to lo:wed me with all his heart, to dQ that only which was ~ight
test their digestibility, so as to more accurately de- death,.
and the father the child; and the children shall rise up
termin the harmony of holy writ, wherein is stated, against their parents and cause them to be put to death. . . . i:Q mine eyes (1 Kings xiv, 8).
No man on earth i~ righteous:
.
among other things, that of several men, each I came not to send peace, but a sword (Matt.- x, 21, 34). And
has had more than one father; that some had more he that hath no sword, let him sell his garment and buy one In thy sight shall n9 man living be just~~ed CPs: cxliii, 2): ·
·
There is none righteous, no, not-one (Rom. m, 10). For there
than one natural mother; and that father and son (Luke x:x.ii, 36).
is ·not a, just man upon earth (Eccl. vii, 2Q).
Christ spoke intelligibly tO the world:
0

were both of one mother; also that a. king of Judah
was two years younger than his youngest son, and
that a king of Israf 1 built a city .after. he had been
dead ten years; and many such contradictory, absurd
fables too numerous ttil mention. Yet advocates of
ChristiaDity r laim that such irreconcilable ~~:bsurdity is
infallibly true, and instead of adducing a particle of
proof, defame and slander others for disbE-lieving; it.
Would it not be proper to quote a few passages and
compare them, so that a correct estimate of their
similarity, and of the purity and harmony of the holy
.
book, may be formed?
It is stated in Luke that Salah was a son of Caman:

0

0

I spake openly to the world; . . . .. and in secret hav I.
said nothing (John xviii, 20). That the world may know that
I love the father (John xiv, 31). Who will hav all.men to be
saved, and to come unto the knowledge of the truth t1 Tim.
ii, 4). For I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners,
to repentance (Mat.- ix, 13). Neither do men light a candle
and put it under a bushel, but on a candlestick, and it .giveth
light unto all that are in the house (Matt. v, 15).
.

· He.spoke iJJ.tentionally so as not to be. understood:

He hath blinded their eyes, and hardened their hearts, that
they should not see with their eyes nor understand with their
heart, and be converted, and I. should heal them (John xii,
40). But without a pa,rable spake he not unto . them; and
when they were alone, he expounded all things to his disciples. He said unto them, Unto you it is given: to know the
Salah which was the son of Cainan, which was the son of mystery of the kingdom of God; but unto them that are withArphax~d (Luke iii, 35, 36).
out, all these things are done in parables. That seeing they
It is stated in Genesis that Salah was a son of may see and not. perceive, and hearing, they may hear and not
understand; lest at any time they should be 'Converted, and
Arphaxad:
their sins should be forgiven them (Mark iv, 34, 11, l2). I
Arphaxad lived five and thirty years, and begat Salah (Gen. ai:n not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel
xi, 12).
(Matt. xv, 24).

In Matthew is stated thus:

· The twelve apostles were to sit upon twelve thrones:

Jacob begat Joseph, the husband of Mary, of whom was
born Jesus (Matt. i, 16).

· Just Lot was righteous:

Just .Lot, vexed with the. filth;y conversation of the wicked;
for that righteous man dwelling among them, in seeing ar~:d
hearing, vexed his ·righteous soul· from day to day with therr·
unlawful deeds .(2 Pet. ii, 7, ·8). And Lot went up out. of
Zoru:, , . . and he dwelt in a cave, he .and his two daugh~ei:s. . ·. . Thus wer(i both the daughters of Lot with child
by their father·(Gen. xviv, 30, 36).

God was with Joseph, yet his brethren stole and
sold him.:

The. patriarchs . . . . sold Joseph into ~gypt; but God
was w.ith him (Acts vii, 9) . . Judah said unto his brethren:
What profit is it if we slay our brother; and conceal his blood?
Come and let us .sell him to the Ishmaelites, . . . and his
brethren 'were content; . . . and sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites for twenty pieces of silvfr (Gen. xxxvii, 26, 28).

He who steliJs and sells his brothu must die:
If a man be found stealing any of his brethren of the •children of Israel, .and maketh merchandise of him, or selleth
him, then that .thief shall die: and thou shalt put evil away
from among you (Dent. xxiv, 7).
·

Hating our relativs enjoined:

If any man come unto me, and hate not his father and
The father loved the son, and hath given all things into his
hand (John iii, 35). When the son of man shall sit in the mother, and.wife and children, and brethren and sister~, yea,
In Luke is stated thus:
throne of his glory, ye also shalJ.. sit upon twelve thrones and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple (Luke xrv, 26),
And Jesus . . . . being, as was supposed, the son of judging the twelve tribes of Israel (Matt. xix, 28). [If so,
Hating our relativs condemned:
then Christ has not yet occupied that throne.]
Joseph, which was the son of Heli (Luke iii, 23).
Honor thy father and mother~ (Eph.- vi, 2). Husbands, love
The twelve apostles never. did sit on the twelve your wives. ·. . . No man ever yet· hated his own flesh
Now, my Christian friend, unless you can believe
(Eph. v, 25, 29). Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer
thrones:
that Joseph was the son of Jacob, and that ·he was
(1 John iii, 15). He that loveth not his brother whom be
also the son of Heli, you will hav to believe that the Hav not I chosen you twelve, and one of you is a devil? hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen (1
(John vi, 70). Woe to that man; . . good were it for that
holy book tells downright li(s, which havbeen im- man if he had never been born (Mark xiv, 21). But he turned John v, 20)?. .
.
.
·
.
posed on you'by priestcraft.
·
and said unto Peter: Get the behind me Satan, thou art an
Man and beast go to one place aftn death:
Moreover, can you believe that one son had two offense unto me (Matt. xvi, 23). Whosoever shall deny me The dead know not anything; . • . For there is no
before men, him will I also deny before my father which is in work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom in the grave
mothers?
.
heaven (Matt. x, 33).
whither thou goest (Eccl. ix, 5, 10). For that which befalleth
Abijah was a son of Maachah:
the sons of men befalleth beasts, . . . as the one dieth
The twelve left him all, and forsook him:
Rehoboam [king of Judah] loved Maachah, the daughter of
Then all the disciples ~orsook him and fled. . . Now so dieth tbe oth·er; yea, they hav all one breath; so that a man
Absalom, above all his wives [18 in number, 28 sons and sixty
hath no pre-eminence above a beast; . . . All go unto one
daughters] . . . . And Rehoboam made Abijah, the son Peter sat without in the palace, . . but he de11ied before place (Eccl. iii, 19, 20). ·
.
them all. . . Then began he to curse and to· swear, saying,
of Ma.achah, the chief .(2 Chron. xi, 21, 22).
!'know not the man (Matt. xxvi, 56, 69-74). Whosoever shall
Not
all-some
go
to
endless
misery:
And Abijah was a son of Michaiab:
be. ashamed of me and of my words, of him shall the son of
These shall go away into everlasting punishment (Matt.
In the eighteenth year of King Jeroboam .[king of Israel] man be ashamed, when he shall come in his own glory (Luke x:x.v, 46). Where the' beast and 'the false prophet are, and
began Abijah to reign- over Judah. . . . . Ris mother's ix, 26). To sit on my right hand and on my left is not mine shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever. . . .
name was Michaiah, the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah (2 Chron. to giv, but it shall be given to them for whom it is prepared And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was
xiii, 1, 2).
of my father (Matt. xx, 23).
cast into the lake of fire (Rev. x:x., 10, 15). And the smoke of
Suppose it should be assumed that Maachah and
their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever (Rev. xiv, 11).
God's chosen people a kingdom of priests:
Michaiah were only different names, but bne and the Ye shall be unto me a kingdom of priests, and a holy nation
ANDREW JACOBSON;
same persori, yet it would make it no lees absurd, (Ex. xix, 6). For thou art a holy people unto the Lord thy
God,
and
the
Lord
had
chosen
thee
to
be
a
peculiar
people
asp£ cially since their fathers' names are recorded also.
Canadian Notes.
himself, above all the nations that are upon the earth
Or if it should be presumed that there were two unto
(Dent. xiv, 2). Ye are a. chosen generation, a royal priestThe Toronto Secular Society held a grand strawkings of Judah by the name of Abijah, in such a hood, a holy nation, . . which in time past were not a peo- berry festival on Wednesday evening last. The
case see "Bible Inquirer," page 18, where Bible ple, but are now the children of God (1 Peter ii, 9, 10). Be first part consisted of a miscellaneous concert, introreferences and citations are given that all the names ye therefore merciful as your father also is merciful (Luke ducing a variety of sentimental and comic songs, tovi, 36).
0
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of the :kings of Judah froin David to Zedekiah can be
The same book says their father was a murderer: gether with readings and recitation~:.~, making up a
·
·
seen at a glance.
Secondly came an unYe be witnesses unto yourselvs, that ye are the .children of first-class entertainment.
God will hav .all men to know the trutb:
them which killed the prophets. Fill ye up then the measure limited supply of the most luscious and tempting
The Lord is good to all, and his tender mercies are over all of your fathers. Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how strawberries, with the delicious accompaniment of
his works (Ps. cxlv, 9). Who will hav all men to be saved, can ye escape the damnation of hell (Matt. xxiii, 31-33)? Ye clotted cream; verily a feast for the gods, a fitting
and to come unto the knowledge of the truth (1 Tim. ii, 4). are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye
The statutes of the Lord sre right, rejoicing the heart; the will do; he was a murderer from the beginning, . . he is a prelude to tripping on the light fantastic toe, which
brought a delightful evening to a close. ·
commandment of the. Lord is pure, enlightening the eyes liar, and the father of it (John viii, 44).
--·· ...
(Ps. xix, 8).
God (in his bo'Ok) declares himself to be the murDr. Wild, of the Bond Street Congregational
God conceals the truth, and imparts deception:
!'leru:
churcb, has thought proper to bring charges against
There is, verily, a disannulling of the commandment going
I will destroy man whom I hav created from the face of the
before for the .weakness and unprofitableness thereof (Heb. earth: both man and beast, .. . for. it repenteth me that I the Freethought settlement in the United States.
vii, 18). The Lord hath poured out upon you the spirit of hav made them (Gen. vi, 7). Because they had looked into He accuses them of unbridled licentiousness, disgustdeep sleep, and hath closed your eyes (Ts. xxix, 10). God the ark of the Lord, even he smote of the l?eople fifty thou- ing debauchery, and all manner of filthy practices
hath given them the spirit of slumber, eyes that they should sand and three score and ten men (1 Sam. VI, 19). The Lord
not see, and ears that they should not hear (Rom. xii., 8). cast down great stones from heaven upon them (Josh. x, 11). and obscenity. Will the editor of THE TRUTH SEEK:ER
Wl:J.erefore I gave them also statutes that were not good, and So the Lord sent pestilence upon Israel, and there fell of Israel be kind enough to procure all the information he can
judgment whereby th.ey should not liv (Ezek. xx, 2_5). And seventy thousand men (1 Chron. xxi, 14), And it came to on the subject, and forward it to the present writer,
if the prophet be decerved when he hath spoken a thmg, I the pass that at midnight the Lord smote all the first-born in the R. B. Butland, 37 King street West, Toronto, and also,
Lord hav deceived that prophet (Ezek. xiv, 9). Ab, Lord land of Egypt (Ex. xii, 29).
·
if he thinks it advisable, will he kindly write an arti~
God, surely thou hast greatly deceived this people (Jer.
God's laws were never to be revoked:
iv, 10).
·
cle on the subject, and issue ib in THE TnuTH SEEKER?*
This is my covenant which ye shall keep between me and
Propheey is reliable: .·
you, and thy seed after thee. Every man-child among you
The Alton Secular Society is a very remarkable one.
We hav also a more sure word of prophecy, whereunto ye shall be circumcised. . . And the uncircumcised man-child
do well that ye take heed, as unto a light tha.t shineth in a , ,. shall be cut off from his people; he hath broken my They hav built the first Freethought hall in Canada,
dark place.- . . . Holy men of God spake as they were covenant (Gen. xvii, 10, 14). My covenant will I not break, and hav made the name of Alton a familiar housemoved by the Holy Ghost (2 Pet. i, 19, 21). 0 fools and slow nor alter the thing that is gone out of my lips (Ps. lx:x.xix, 34). hold word in .every corner of Canada. Alton posof heart to believe all that the· prophets hav spoken (Luke Think not that I am come to destroy the law and the prophets,
sesses a very remarkable family in the Algi as; the
xxiv, 25).
. . fqr verily I say unto you, till heaven and earth pass one various members of the same family supply the platProphecy and priest craft denounced by the Lord: jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be
.fulfilled (Matt. v, 17, 18). Whosoever shall keep the whole form with lectures on every topic of interest in the
The prophets prophesy falsely, and·the priests bear rule by law, and yet offend in one point, he is guilty of all (Jas. world of literature, science, and art. They are welltheir means (Jer. v, 31). From the prophet even unto the ii, 10).
9
read, well-informed on every subject, good speakers
priest, every one dealeth fals~ly (Jer. vi, 13).
For both
God's law revoked by the Christian dispensation: and writers for the public press; they are excellent
prophet and priest are profane. . . . Thus saith the Lord
of hosts, hearken not unto the words of the prophets. . . .
Behold I, Paul, say unto you, that if ye ·be circumcised, readers, reciters, and declaimers on the public platFor who hath stood in the counsel of the Lord, and hath per- Christ shall profit you nothing (Gal. v, 2). For there is verily form, and possess the histrionic faculty as exemplified
ceived and heard his word? who hath marked his word and a disannulling of the commandment, . . for the weakness
heard it (Jer. xxiii, 16, 17, 18)? As.troops of robbers wait for. a and unprofitableness thereof. (Heb. vii, 18). The law and the by the exeellent manner in which they produce
man, so the company of priests murder in the way by consent, prophets were until John, since that time the kingdom of God dramas, farces, and standard plays.

for they commit lewdness \Hosea vi, 9). Yea, they are greedy
dogs which can never hav enough, and they are shepherds
that cannot understand; they all look to their own way, everyone for his gain (Is. Ivi, 11). Beware of false p:r;ophets, which
come to you in sheep's clothing. . . . By their fruits ye
shall know them (Mat. vii, 15, 20).
·
·
·

is preach·ed (Luke xvi, 16). But now we are delivered· from
the law (Hom; vii, 6). Having abolished in his flesh the enmity, even the law of commandments contained in ordinances
(Eph. ii, 15).

David's cruelty to innocent people:

. David saved neither man nor woman alive, to bring tidings
Good tidings of great joy to all people:
to Gath, saying, lest they should tell on us (1 Sam. xxvii, 11).
And the angel said unto them, Fear not, for behold, I bring And David, . . . went to Rabbah, and fought against it,
you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people; for and took it. .
And he brought forth the people that
unto you is born • • , !' Savior, which is ·Christ the Lo:rd. were therein, and put them under saws and under harrows of

The Toronto Secular So'ciety are fortunate in the
possession of a comic vocalist of the very first water
in the person of Mr. Arthur Tilney, who is, beyond
*In THE TnuTH SEEKER of May 30th Mr. G. H. Walser givs
Mr. Bntland the information sought. In the issue of May
23d we gave our opinion of Clark Braden. A. perusal of the
two issues will enable our Canadian friend to successfully
confute the Oongregational preacher-Eo. T.
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comparison, the funniest mii.n in Canada, and ranks
He Rests -ft·om His Labors.
.· Clerica,t.Studies.
among tbe!btightest stil;rJtof· con:iedy t!'> be,Jou,nd on
th~. ~~~g~jn .. ~ny P!lr,t of ,tlie w;o!ld. Managers of ·Close iby a cathedral; in'-Maraeilles there livs ·a • _To THE EDiiroR> oF;TH:E :r'RuTH SEEKER, Sir: It was
c(>.ncerts arema1Hng ·it~ point to'engage h1m·aa the merry ct;>l>bler; W~() v~ry jnno~ently has given gra-ve w1th h~artf~lt and m~st--smeere--feelings of sorrow
ll:1iidin'g attraction. · · . · ·, ' ·
·
· ?:fft:~nse to the bhck-gowned dignitari~s of hi(:! .par- that I read m a mornmg paper a notice of. the death
.f "
.. ,
·
. ~ . _._.
Ish.
· - · · · · · · ' · · · of ;m~ friE)»<t aJ1d !'hilom associate i:D. the Liberal
.
·· d
.
.
This cobbler, p·erqh_ed_.· i~_-th.·'_-·e_--__ ,_c_or_n.e_l''of an old wall, cause, Theron C. Leland. It was my go'·~od ._,o·r-·tune
;:A
l'
. 8 'regar
. ds- the ·origin· ;of .the mental .faculties of h a~ a p_et. monkey, w_~o.' an.· day 16rig'- is cap_ering and to hav ma-:le his acquaintance over a quarter
of .,.
1s, .an · more ·especi'alLy ; their'. specific expres•
a'nuna
th
·
f
'hid
t
d
t
·
si~ms, th~ ·so-Ga).Je:d in_stincta, we. -must r~gar<i instinct~:~ gnmaCI';Jg a~ong a parmgs: o .· • es and.soleless cen. ury; ago,_ an a .. a tulle -~hen many of- ~he great...
as essen.bally,tb,e b,a_b_it_s_. of .t'4e so_ul, acqu_-ire. d by_ and sh~!IS With: :vmdaws.a~ t~e tQefk S()me;co}>Qlers are ,s~~~~l quest~ons wh1ch, ~though not all solved, are
t
tt d
fi
b
h •
.
sa~1sfi~d w1th tl. .c11-nary bird pr ;goldti~qh ,m a cage; yet m a fair way of ultimate soluthn, were new,
~ansmi. ,e . ~ ' ~~d . Y- iJ). enta.nce throligh ina}ly t~Jf:'! friend o_f ours _keepa a sapajou. ~yerybcidyfakes strange, and exceedingly unpopular.
generations.< Instmcts are, therefore; like all "other hiS 'pleMure where. ~e.fip.ds it, and- this is no crime.
M,r. Leland was amo:p.g the earliest to catch the
habits;' wh~cb, acco,rdl.ng· to the ·laws of cun:i.Ulativ ~ut' t.J.iis. monkey/prescient _of his ·proximate 'huinanJ gleam of the new truth, and among the ftl'st ·to suffer
ada.p~ation ~rid inheritance, lead to the origin of- hew Ity, m. ii.Dife_st_s. ri:tysteri_mis re.ligi_ous -tendeii~ies... His the pen_alty wh_ ich follows the bold assertion of unfunctiODB, and-thus also to new forms of the organs. f
t
t
h b
1 b
1 d t
Here, as e-v.eryw:here, -interaction between, function avorl pas Ime as een c lm mg along .the •front of popu ar oc nns.
.
and
h d .
d
the cathedral. There, seated on his tai1, he- peeps ·. He- did not liv to see, as we may not the full ref
o:gangoes hn_ m han·. Just_~J.f!·the ment!-L~ t~oug!,l:yvindow p~n.e~:.atwhat.i~ golngon-within. alization of his hopes and aspirations for.ahigher
acuities of· m_an - av been acquired by the progress1V Several ti!Des the sa-n-istan, ~rOf:'!SIJ!g the. stre(l£, has a_nd better life for man on this planet; still the aspiraadaptatiq:n of the brain, and been fixed by continual come to g1v the cobbler a ratmg in the name of the twn W!J.s_a sourc_e of enBoblement to himself as well
transmission
the instincts of ·animals, curate... B ut .th_e pwus
·
-h" h d"ffi :frby inheritance,
ih
votaJ;"y of St. Crispin pleaded as t. o oth era with whom he came in contaot
and .
"!". lc .: 1 ~r oin eni only in quantity, not'in qual~ that bis,:J;~lO?k~y; ,havhig been :brouglit up among which ~pirations, though not f11lly realized:-can
1ty, hav -arisen by the gradual perfecting of their men• good .o_. h:nst_~ans, a_nd· in_d_ eed unde_ r- tlie very shad_ow never fail to haste:p. th_.eir reali_._zatJ,on. . N.one realized
tal organ, that
is; their central
system,
by the o.f the ~h t;trch ,-was a..
b east -w~th ou~ 'gt;tile,. and that b ett er th
interaption
of- adap~at_ion
and in_nervous
hen
..tance..
. Instincts,
, an he th at- for th.e " city yet to be,"
~
his cU~IOai~Y rather e:vmced piOUS lDGhnatwns. He
"-·--We still must labor,'
as.,if:'! :well known, p.re inherited, but experiences and also re,marke<l that. our. pious forefathers those won~or its sake bear paiiJ. and grief,
new adllptatioDfl ol the im.imal mind are a]so tra:p.s~, derful_ b,ui~ders- ;and sculptor~
friezes: in tlie byIn It find. the end of livi!lg•:,
mit_ted
the tr_ aini_ng
of do_ mea_tic g_one
ag·es of f a:LI. th, h.a_d --not f!!Crupe
. _.· . 1.. d .t·.o a_d ornw1.
"th· ,.,..
··· "l·.b_'y
t-__inhen_
·d•.ec· "tance,
·· t · an_· d· ·.
L
.
·
·a·And the anohor
. of. behef.
.amma s· d ' Iueren mental ac£ivh;ies which animals heads. ot beasts the cornices of old . . cathedrals, ii.!! . Jnr. Lelan .w_as no p~SBlmlst. 'N 0 one who ha_d
are incapable of accoiilplishing, rest upon the pos~ Notre ;Dam,e bears witness. Thus- the monkey Qb- the. honor of hiS acquamtance can _e_ver for~et hiS
· •. - _·--__ . ·- · · ·. ··
· · · · · ·_ gem~! buoyant, and ·hopeful ~IspositiOn .• H1s w:as
sibility•of adaptation. We already know oL a series tained grfl;ce.
o_f examples in which s_uch adaptations, after they
On~ morning; llQweveJ', observing the· door of the a spirit that no defeat coull d1she~rten, or c_.1la.~~~y
h!lod bee~ tranamitted through 1\ succession, of gener- sa(}risty open, he Slipped in, and finding a square cap c~ush. He was not only hopeful, w~s.e, a;nd Witty , m
at,ions; ftnitlly appeared as ,innate inf:'!tincts, and. yet and surplic~ _tp _his_ Jiking,_ put them on. _Thus himself! but _the cause _of t~ese qualities m o_thers..
theyhav only been acquired from the ancestors of sacredly-accoutred, h,e enters the sanctuary and gets
To h1s emment serviCasm the cause of Ltberahsm
the animals~ Inherftance has here caused the result upon t4e steps of t}le great altar: In the bodJof the_ I need hardl~ refer, as they_ are known to all, an~
o'f training to become instinct. The characteristic building at this time there were-o]]ly two old ladies hay been fittmgly rec11led m THE TRuTH SEEKERS
instincts of.spo_rtirig•aogs, shepherd .dog's, and other kn ee·1·mg,
·· w1"th th81!'
· b ea·aH ·bowed against a prayer obituary·. . . .· .
.
-- :
·
domestic animals, and the natural instinct of wild desk, in- eestatic meditations.. _
. .
The_ obJee:tiv ~1fe _of our assoCI~te has mdeed ended,
animals, w}liQh. they possess ,a.t b)rt}l, were in t4e first ... The!l':the monkey; emboldene.d; began to toss ab~ut but. hts. subJe~hv hfe has only Just begun.. To that
pl~ce,: !loCqu~t)d _;~Y their a~ces~ors by ,adaptation. the missals, the candlesticks, vases, and statuets. .·. s:n?Jectiv wor,d that _more and more domma.tes the
T-!Iey ~!lay, IJ?,. tli1s respect ,be compared to mali's
The de-vout -ladies roused became conscious th t hvwg, he bas. contributed more th~n the, average
-1i!lowledge pr~ori, which; like aU other knowledge, the ~onsure di8f!lay~d. by the hindquarters of th~s of me~. The I!latrument or perso~ahty through a~d
wits originally acquired by our remote ancestors a prodtgy was neither the curate's nor the vicaes; by ~hiCh the ~~press on the world w~s ~ade lias
posteriori by sensuous experience. It is,evident<that ci-ied al<>.'ud, "0 ·Lord; hav mercy on us," and ran vamsh~d fro~ ,s1ght-go~e t<;> recombm~ m _other
.knowlMge a posteriori arose only by long enduring, away aBif the devil was aftel" them.
forms m nat~re s endl.ess c1rcmt-but the 1mpre8s of
acqu,-ired adaptation of the brain ~:mt of originitlly
The whole church membership was presently in th? yerBO;DahtJ: remams forever as a -I?a;t of the
empiric or e:x:perimental knowledge a posteriori The commotion, and the penitents believed that the devil spmtual mhentanc3 of the race. In a higher and
be~ter sense than that ?leant by the ~a-called sacred
t.ruth of the doctrin of fi~iation is proved by the well- had in fact taken lodgings in the house of God. ·
Curate, vicara, beadle, bell-ringer, and the Swiss wnte~, he rests from hxs labors and his works do folknown facts of comparat1-v anatomy and embryology.
.
.HuGH B. BRowN.
All t~e ~r?at and general laws an_d all the compre- guard, all drew back, frightened at the monkey's low h1m. .
henm~ series of phenomena of bxology can only be gambdls· on the altai.
·.
.
Th E I M rt L ·
explamed and un_derst.ood ~y th~ theory of developThe Swiss, whose religious education is defectiv, .
e ar y a yr I e.
ment, and especx~ly Its. _biOlogiCal _part, .the the~ry owing to his birth in. a country of heretics, was the . It was a law of the Roman emperors that no subof d~scent; and. w1tl;wut 1t th~y remam c~mpletely m- first to SU(:Ipect that, howev-er probable the subtil in- ]~eta should assemble for any purpose. .The law wa_s
explicable and _mcomprehensible. The mternal_ a~d, stigations of the enemy of mankind; the phenomenon. hke that of Eagla~d, referred ~o by Buckle, vol. 1,
c_ausal connectiOn between th~m all ;proves the ~heory admitted of a naturalistic explanation, and as it did chap. 7. The Eogltsh la~ XXXVI of. George III. was
of descent to be the greatest m.duct1v ~aw of bwlogy. not seem proper that the devil should hav- things aU very sev~re, and declared 1f the ~eetmg hel_d a~ hour
· The advocates of the evolutwn philosophy _natur- his own way, this -view gained credence.
· after bemg ordered by any ~a~pstrate t~ dismiss, the
ally_ask, Why does the human germ assume .-m su~- · Then the Swiss alone, armed with his truncheon, penitlty ·wa.s- death .. Any JUB~ICe appomtee of the
cessiO~ the forms ofthe germs of al! other ammals m marched upon the sapajou, wao, apprehending dan- c:own cou~d prevent. the meetmg. It was fo: :pergradatiOn, from the lowest to the lnghe~t? .Instead ~er, clim?ed along the frame of a; picture represent- SIStently ~wlatmg this law that the early Chns¥a:Ds
of, as :waul~ nat~rally be expect~d, havmg Its own, mg the ft1 ght of i[srael from Egypt, and, from mold- '!ere pumsb.ed. The act _harl no reference to. Consproper and pecuhar form, w~y th!s ap~arently need- ing ,to molding, from cornice to cornice, reached au bans. The Emperor :rraJan refused. to perm1t a fira
less, useless waste of energy m this straight doW:J;~ the open w~ndow, au.d absquatulated. A minute later he company to be orgamzed be,?ause 1t ~auld lead to
crooke~ lane ~11 around the square way o~ working? was qmetly playmg before the cobbler's door.
assemblages of ~he people.
My ~ub}ects must not
Why this particular process? How came 1t abou~?
The carate, wnose terror now gave way to indig- meet tog.ether, said he. See P~IUJ s letters. All
There IB ..only _one answer,. that _all the varwus nation, lodged complaint. against the cobbler wlth these stones of early ~artyrs _ara hes. The ~a-called
forms of animal hfe that hav evet· ltved on the,s~r- the police,· and the cob~ler wa!3 summoned to an- martyrs were determi~ed vwlators of a ~us~ 11:nd
face o~ the earth hav be_en ev?lved out of precedmg swer. Confounded by this strange event, he no wholesome law of the tit;nes.. Never ~as a Christian
or~~msms ?Y a r~g~lar gradatiOn frozp. the lowest, or- longer defenqed the pious inclinations of his mon- persecute~ ~ecause of ~IB belie~. It Is tr~e that the
gan1sm, wh~ch or1gmate?- b:y sp~ntaneous ge;Derat1on; key, but he pleaded, "Would it not redound more to early Chnst1ans so habitually vwla~ed th1~ la.w th~t
~p to t~e h1ghes~, culmmatmg 1n man. It IS utterly the glory of religion to change the beast's heart, t~_ey drew u:pon the~selvs a peculiar not1_ce, s~spi
Impossible to. giv any other answer or any other than to tie him up? In Spain, where I was raised, ClOD, and odiUm. Fmally they be~.ame ~0 .tde~tdied
theory that Will account f_or all the phenomena. Ar- .good Catholics were used to hav their asses and their ~s la.w-breake~s. that the words
Christian
and
res~e~ development _(rudimentary organs) are proofs pigs baptized, and s.urely my monkey is more human hw-breaker were synonyms.
C. I.
pos1t1v of the e-volutiOn theor;r, the embryo teeth a_nd than they. Try this on him, and I will go his surety
~Ir. Hacker Very Badly Off.
feet pf wh~es, em~r;ro ~eet. m serpe,nts, eyes ~hiCh for good behavior to the extent of supplying the curate
To THE · EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
do not see JD fish hvmg m nvers underg:ound m the with shoes." This proposition rests sub judice, the
dark. II?- some c~ses '!e find these .r~dimental"! or- question being considered too intricate for the carate numerous reader& of the Liberal papers who received
gans are mconvement, m ot)lers po~Itivly dangerous. to decide upon his own respmisibility. An answer their first Liberal views when young from the lectures of J. Hacker and the Portland Pleasure BoJ.t, that
All th~se are peri~ctl:t c_on.ststent. w1th and proofs of is expected from his holiness the pope.
~voluhon, but whiCh It IB Impossible to account for
Without altering any of the facts in this narutiv I he published seventeen years, will regret to learn
that the old gentleman has now passed his eightyID any other way.
R. B. BuTLAND.
hav permitted myself a few pious reflections.
Toronto, June 20, 1885.
The religious education of a11imals is not a new fourth year in very feeble condition. He was taken
idea. It dates at least from the epoch of the prophet down suddenly some weeks ago, and says he suffered
"THE God of the Christian " is an arithmetical Bitlaam, and Wordsworth, iri his "White Doe of more and severer pain in one week than ever before
conundrum, an amorphous spawn of intellectual de- Rylstone," has voiMd it· with tende1· sublimity. But in e.ny ten years of his life. He now is able to sit up
bauchery which starts with the axiom 3=1. · Christ the clerical educ11tion of the monkey is a promising about one-half the day and works about a little, but,
himself is the second person of the Christian God- suggestion, especially since it has becvme difficult, at though cheerful, has little hope of ever being any
.
ELLA E. GIBBON.
head, and, at the same time, the whole of the Chris- least in .Europe, to engage children of respectable better.
Barre, Mass, June 7, 285.
tian Godhead. The Fa.theris the first person oHhe families for the service of the altar.as enfants de cha;ur.
Christian Godhead, and, at the same time, the whole I hav noted tJ¥ myself in Paris, even under Louis
INsURRECTIONS AND REVOLUTIONS -Insurrections are
of tbe Christian Godhead. The Ghost is the third Napoleon. I commend .it to my Darwinian brethren
in
Christ;
such
as
Henry
W.
Beecher,
as
a
second
generitlly
wrong; re-volutions are always right. An
person of the Christian Godhead, and, at the same
time;· the whole 6l the Christian Godhead. The title to immortality, ·to be added to his illustrious insurrection is too often the mad and passionate efChristian God is infinit; but Father, Son, and Ghost and physiologicitl researches in Christian Socialism, fort of ignorant persons, who are impatient under
are all equal; and although it takes the three of where he has found that "brea-:1 and water" are some immediate injury, and never stop to investigate
them to make up the Godhead, yet any one of them, plenty good enough for workingmen, and ought to its remot~ and general c.:1uses. But a re-volution,
when it 'is the work of the nation itself, is a splendid,
with the two others deducted, makes up the God- satisfy them.
You also, Brother Swing, you itlso, Brother Tal- imposing spectacle, because to the moral quality of
head. In other words, you take two from three, and
three remain. Each one of the three par~s is not the mage, though not an. evolutionist like' those whose indignation produced by the presence of evil it adds
part, but the whole. The whole is God, and God is catholicity embraces Jesus and Malthus and Darwin the intellectual qualities of foresight and combinainfinit; but each one of the three parts is God, and in one clasp, you ought, all of you, to feel a divine tion; and, uniting in the same net some of the highGod is~infinit; ergo, there are three infinite, three sympathy with our monkey, for do you not every est properties of our nature, it ll.():.lteves a double
heaven at tbe purpose, not only punishing the oppressor, but also
pleroma, three somethings, each one of which is Sunday "play such tricks before hi,.h
0
make
the
angels
laugh?"
EDGEWORTH.
Irelieving the oppressed.- Buckle.
altar
as
everything.- W. Stewart Ross,

a

<>t

0

a
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greater or less degree in every human heart. The men competent, and who possess the confidence of
evil wrought by Christianity has been the result of the people.
fanaticism bred by a most intolerant theology.
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
Catholic Idolatry and Superstition.
It is greatly to be regretted that religious journals
One of the sadd~st results of Christian superstition
feel it necessary to slander Victor Hugo's intellect by
Editor. saying he was a Christian.
E. M. MACDONALD,
were the scenes enacted in Montreal this month over
Business Maliager.
C. P. SoMERBY,
the remains of two Catholic prelates. A correspondPUBLISHED BY
JlUnister to Italy.
ent of the Evening Post, of this city, in relating them
it proves plainly that the age of superstition and
says
T fiE T R U T H SEEKER 0 0 M P ..4. NY.
Since Kelley has been withheld from accepting the
belief in priestcraft has not departed from Montreal,
·Italian
mission
because
of
his
avowed
hostility
to
the
1111 4Jlla&on Plaee. New York.
Italian government, and openly-expressed sympathy notwithstanding that its inhabitants are wont to boast
with the pope, Mr. Cleveland has appointed as min- of it as the commercial metropolis of the dominion
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
ister to Italy Judge Stallo, of Cincinnati, whom the and a center of culture and education. For six conTrWune calls " well nigh the most conspicuous Free- secutiv days, says this writer, the body of Archbishop
.Addres6 all lJommunicatioM to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOM- thinker in this country." The TrWunB adds:
Bourget lay exposed in St. Peter's Cathedral. A
p .ANY. Makf all Drafts, Ohuk8, and Postal Orikr11 payabu
"Whether he will be particularly welcome at the Vatican is motley crowd, including all sorts and conditions of
I• OH.ARLES P. SOMERBY.
not, perhaps, a. matter about ::which President Cleveland men, smitten with every conceivable infirmity, blind
and maimed, flocked to the death-chamber of the
thought fit to ask himself."
archbishop,
and as they approached his bier fell on
To this the Sun says:
- JUNE 27, 1885.
SATURDAY, "And why shorud Mr. Cleveland ask himself any such ques- their knees, and .touching the cold clay reverently,
tion? The minister to Ita.ly is accredited to the government called upon the departed prelate to heal their infirmiWhat Is a Christian l
of Killg Humbert, and his instructions.oontain no reference to ties. A French paper, describing the scenes, related
When dictionaries and church manuals are so the Vatican.
that immediately after the archbishop closed his eyes
cheap it would seem that religious journals ought to "It is true that Judge Sta.llo is eminent as a rationalistic in death, which took place in the presence of about
philosopher, a follower, so far as a man of original mind can
speak with some degree of accuracy. But here we be
called a follower, of Spencer and Haeckel; but soll;le com- three hundred people, the room being thrown open
hav the Independent endeavoring to convince its pensation for the Freethinking of the minister may be found to all the faithful, two priests and three nuns were
readers that Victor Hugo was really a Christian:
in the circumstance that Mr. Alden, the new consul-general in placed around the body to direct those who came to
"He was neither a Socialist nor an Infidel, though he found Rome, is both a pious Christian of the Anglican or Episcopa- touch the prelate's hands and vestments with their
much in the soci!'l order of the world which inflamed him lian communion, and a. very learned ecclesiologist. At the
beads and other pious objects, and to preserve them
against it, and much in the current conventional Christianity same time, his pronounced sentiments in favor of ritualism
as talismans. Millions of articles were in this way
carry
him
far,
but
we
trust
not
too
far,
toward
the
confines
of
which drew his fire. ms ethical position as a man and an
brought into contact. A few minutes after the archauthor was unmistakably Christian. His great work, 'Les the greatest of all churches, the church of St. Peter."
Miserables,' is Christian in its primary intention, and we reOn this matter the Sun is right. The president bishop had breathed his last, a fashionably-dressed
peat, with Dr. Pressense, that 'we shall forever bless the should giv no weight to the religious proclivities of lady drove up in her carriage, and, with a sick child
memory of Victor Hugo for the manner in which he reprohis appointees. The capacity of an officer of this in her arms, knelt reverently, and clasping the hands
duces the drama of a good conscience in the admirable chapter,
country should be measured by Jefferson's political not yet cold in death, cried in the most piteous manentitled Une lempete scrus un crane.'"
This memorandum of August 2, 1883, given to M. creed in appointments: "Is he honest? Is he capa- ner," 0 Monseigneur, you cured one of my children;
ble? Is he faithful to the Constitution?"
will you do as much for another ?" At her side knelt
Vacquerie, is also quoted:
The
ground
for
objecting
to
Mr.
Kelley
as
minthe son of Hon. Louis Beaubien, a school commis" I giv 50,000 francs to the poor. I wish to be carried to
the cemetery in their hearse. I refuse the prayers (oraisons) ister to Italy was that he was an offensiv partisan of sioner, a member of the Legislativ Assemby of the
of all churches. I ask for a prayer (priere) from all souls. I the pope.
The pope, as is well known, claims that Province, a member of the Council of Agriculture and
VICTOR Huao."
believe in God.
temporal power in Rome should be his. He is in Public Instruction. The young man was blind, and
Further evidence the Independent pretends to think constant warfare with the government of King Hum- as the dead prelate had in his lifetime promised to
it finds in the letter written to the London press by bert, saying that the rightful head of Roman affairs cure him, he prayed: "Hear me, 0 Monseigneur;
the Rev. Dr. Pressense, "in which he declares that M. resides in the Vatican, · where he is now a pris- now is the time to cure me. You told me I would
Renan has proceeded ' without warrant ' in the oner. The pope, therefore, is the head of a vir- see; cure me, cure me!" He then retired, and in
'strange article ' in which he has endeavored to make tual rebellion in Italy. Mr. Kelley is on the side of company with a vast multitude of the faithful who,
out Victor Hugo's God a mere abstraction. He as- the pope, and against the rightful government. He suffering from all kinds of infirmities, proceeded to
serts that, to the end, and in the delirium of sickness, makes no secret of this. It would hav been a piece partake of the "host," remaining in the vicinity until
he held fast his faith in God, in the immortality of of impertinence, if not a graver offense, to hav in- the conclusion of the obsequies, and daily expecting
the soul, and in the great.ness of man's destiny, and sisted that the Italian government should accept as to hav their prayers answered.
On the 13th instant the scenes in the cathedral
that from the depth of his heart he honored Jesus." the representativ of this government a man notowere revolting. The body, we are told, lay on a high
That Hugo believed in a God and hoped for im- riously opposed to its own.
As well might the president send as Minister to catafalque around which four priests were busily .enmortality we hav no doubt. But so did Thomas
Paine. That he honored the character known as England a man in open sympathy with and an activ gaged receiving books, beads, crucifixes, and even
Jesus, may also be true. But so does -Robert G. In- helper of the rebellious portion of Ireland. Repre- children, to be placed in contact with the body.
gersoll. That he sometimes argued against Atheism sentative of this government should be absolutely Others were doing a rushing trade in disposing of
we are prepared to admit. But so did Voltaire. Yet neutral in the domestic troubles of the governments rosaries which had already been " sanctified " by contact. During these proceedings a procession of
we doubt if the Independent would hav the brazen to which they are accredited.
priests, headed by ten bishops, entered to sing the
hardihood to claim that either Paine or Voltaire was a
The Tent.
last libera prior to laying the remains in the vault.
Christian, or that Colonel Inger!!oll is.
Mr. Reynolds has moved the tent from Kalamazoo The body of the archbishop was taken from the cataA Christian is one who believes that a faith in
Christ as the son of God, and the savior of mankind to Hickory Corners, Mich. Hickory Corners is a falque and removed from the wooden casket to one
through his death upon the cross as an expiatory of- small town, in which only one Freethought paper is of metal. A rush was made for the discarded coffin,
fering or vicarious sacrifice for the people's sins, will taken, but it has a hundred or so Liberally inclined and so indecent became the scene that the police had
save his soul from sheol and insure its arrival in people and a large number unacquainted with Lib- to be called in in order to keep the fanatical multi·
heaven. It will not do to simply believe in God eral ideas. It is just one of those places, Mr. Rey- tude from injuring each other in their attempts to
and a future life. Belief in Christ as the savior is nolds thinks, that the tent is intended to reach. Too capture the lining and trimmings. Finally order was
the one prime essential of a Christian. And no mat- small for expensiv lectures, yet needing to be woke restored. Then the priests commenced breaking up
ter how bad a character a man may possess, if he has up on the pressing questions of Secularism, the the coffin and distributing it to the people in small
this faith, he is a Christian. And, per contra, no milt- popular tent method of free lectures will arouse an pieces. The French Catholic papers announce that
tar how good a man may be, unless he has this faith interest among the people that must last when the hundreds of miracles hav been performed through
he is not a Christian.
lecturer has departed, making the people less in- idolatrous contact with the corpse, and say that hundreds more are expected to follow.
Victor Hugo did not hav this faith, and conse- clined to yield to the efforts of the churches.
quently was no Christian. Though the Independent
We are sorry that the Spiritualists of Kalamazoo But these disgraceful scenes were not confined to
expected " from him a great deal of reckless assault hav worked rather to hinder than to help the Free- St. Peter's Cathedral. In another sanctuary, that of
on Christianity," yet, because he was a great man, a thought efforts in that city. Mrs. Gault,. herself a Notre Dame Pitie, were exposed the remains of the
humanitarian, his life work is called "Christian." firm Spiritualist, rebukes them as being " no help to predecessor of the archbishop, who had been interred
We cannot conceive why an intelligent journal should the cause." This is all wrong, for who has stood up in its vaults nearly fifty years previously. The Sisdo this, unless it be to conceal from the common straighter for the rights of Spiritualists than the Lib- ters of the Congregation, with the approval of Mgr.
people the fact that France's greatest man was an erals? What paper has given them such extended Fabre, the present bishop, secured one of the dead
Infidel, and to keep up the delusion entertained by opportunity to discuss their philosophical doctrine prelate's feet as a relic to be deposited in a special
most church-members that all that is good in the and set forth their material phenomdta as THE TRUTH altar and venerated each year on the anniversary of
world is Christian. But such a reason would be no SEEKER? The churches would, if they could, wipe his death.
Such scenes as these exhibit a · most deplorable
less than dishonest. Hugo's "Lea Miserables " is the Spiritualists out of existence, and it is worse than
humanitarian "in its primary intention," and no folly for Spiritualists as a body to obstruct the work absence of civilization in Montreal. These doings
more Christian than it is Mohammedan. A philan- of allies they may sometime sorely need. were not confined to the ignorant classes, nor to the
throphic spirit is not a Christian spirit. On the conWe think, however, that in most places the Spirit- " Canucks " of the surrounding country. Profestrary, the spirit which Christianity has inspired in its ualists will zealously aid the missionary efforts of Mr. sional men and " educated and cultured " women,
more noted characters has led them to commit the Reynolds, and we advise him not to form a too hasty says the correspondent, were seen crowding round
most monstrous crimes against humanity. The good opinion to their disparagement. We hope his tent the coffin, in many instances with their children in
that the church has been is the outward manifesta- campaign will be the starting-point of a grand propa- their arms, in order that their little ones might be
t;ons of that be:p.evoleuc~ which ~I! ipher~nt 4l a ~andist work, to be pursued summer and win~r1 by " sanctified" by the touch of the dead. And' when a
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son of a school commiSSioner and member of the
council of public instruction, judges and lawyers, mayor and aldermen of the city, are seen taking part in
such barbarous practices, a good ·idea can be obtained
of what Catholicism is doing for the province in
which it has almost unlimited power. And the archbishop himself was largely responsible for this exhibition of superstition, for during recent years it is
said he claimed to be gifted with miraculous healing
powers through the "intercession of the Virgin."
Throughout his whole life the archbishop was a
fanatical Catholic. He forbade Catholics to hav social intercourse with Protestants, and refused to recognize a dominion statute passed to prevent clerical
influence in elections. He aided the " Ohristiap
Brothers " in establishing schools, forbidding his
flock to attend. any others, even though under the
supervision of the lay members of his congregation.
The result is seen in the gross ignorance of the Oatholio population of his diocese.
It is painful to read of such groveling superstition
in any country, but the pain is keener from knowing
that it is but the legitimate and expected result of
the teachings of a religion that has a dangerously
strong foothold in our own nati9n, and especially in
our own metropolis.
----------~------

The Modern· Balaam.
Quite a number hav written for prices in quantities of the picture published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
May 2d. We hav therefore had a large number
printed on calendered paper, as it appeared in THE
TRuTH SEEKER, which we will <:~end, postage free, at
the following rates: one dozen, 30 cents; one hundred, $150; one thousand, $10. We hope a large
number will be ordered, and posted up everywhere,
as those who hav written aboat it say the cut speaks
volumes.

Editorial Notes.
THE selectmen of Clinton, Mass., refused to rent the town
hall for a lecture by Colonel Ingersoll on a Sunday night.
IT is, perhaps, an ungallant thing to say a word against a
lady, but Miss Cleveland's presentation of an elaborately
bound copy of her new book to Queen Victoria, implying
thereby a sort of equality with the occupant of the British
throne, is in very bad taste for a republican. Miss Cleveland
seems to hav a very erroneous idea of her place in American
politics.
UPoN the discussion of the •· nud{l in art," which is again
rife, the Nashville Banner has a pertinent say: "If the advo·
cates and opponents of the nude in art would devote a greater
part of their energy to clothing the poor and naked, and
thereby render comment upon the nude in nature unnecessary, they would contribute more notably to the sum of human
enjoyment,"
IN one of his recent sermons on evolution Mr. Beecher said:
"But if the Bible is the word. of God, according to the old
theory of plenary inspiration, then Mormonism is right."
This is what the Liberals hav said ever since Mormonism has
been a factor in religion. Mr. Beecher has a picturesque way
of putting things in his series of sermons, but he 'is guilty of
an enormous amount of plagiarism from the Infidels.
THE successful community of the future will be based on
agreement concerning the things of this world; not upon the
lonesome fact that its members can all subscribe to a creed
dealing with the ne;x:t. . It is folly to try to organize a new society in which every member has separate ideas of how to liv
here and has in common with his fellows only the belief that
whe~ dead they will all go to one place. Such a community
could succeed only when the members were all dead.
THE members of Dr. Kittredge's congregation in Chicago
hav retained counsel to restrain the Sunday sports now common in that city. A temporary injunction has been issued
forbidding Sunday hippodromes, and from the tenor of the
bill it appears that the persecutors intend to put a stop to outdoor sports on Sunday as far as they conflict with the state
laws or can be construed as public nuisances from a Sabbatarian point of view.
MB. BURNHAM: WARDWELL, the prison re.former, has left New
York for Vineland, N.J. During the week he passed in New
York he spoke at the Constitution Club, the New York SpiritualiRts' Association, the Baptist Conference, the, Labor Lyceum, the Science of Life Olub, and elsewhere, everywhere
exciting great interest in his work by his ardor and earnestness. He devoted one morning to a pilgrimage to Greenwood,
for the purpose of visiting the resting-place of D. M. Bennett.
CoMM!lNTING upon our comments on Mr. Green's offer to
pay a clergyman to occupy a whole evening at the· coming
Albany Convention, the Investigator says: "Any clergyman,
orthodox or otherwise, appearing at the Freethinkers' Convention, and desirous of speaking, would no doubt be indulged
in a short speech. But to crowd out Liberal speakers to make
room for an orthodox clergyman, who would attend for the
purpose of opposing, and paying him for his work, reminds us
of an old Puritan law which sentenced the offender to be
flogged and made him pay forty shillings to the officer who
performed the task ! If the Freethinkers should run short of
speakers, it will be time enough to call on clergymen for
help."

Mr. BEECHER said last Sunday that "those sublime theologians, the newspapers," were asking him why he did not go
out with Colonel Ingersoll, and he wanted to say that he believed that "Mr. Robert Ingersoll is a gentleman, and worthy
of anything but ridicule. He is as good as many men in the
pulpit, but one does not need to .be very good for that." Let
us assure Mr. Bee~her that Mr.,-;Ingersoll is as "good" as the
best of the pulpiteers-and a good deal better.
FoB refusing to arrest two men who attempted to steal his
pet dog, John Stetson, the theatrical manager, called a Boston
policeman a "d--d fool." The policeman reported this
language to the Police Commissioners, making a charge of
blasphemy against Mr. Stetson, who was compelled to pay
costs of court. Mr. Stetson thinks it a great town where a
man is made the subject of court proceedings for saying
"d--d," and sneaking dog thieves are left to go undisturbed
under police protection.
FRIENDSIIIP LmEBAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, and the Pennsylvania State League hav received charters from the state,
and are therefore dtily incorporated organizations with legal
rights and obligations. We note with sorrow that the !!ditor
of the A?noslic is picking a bone with Professor Seymour and
the Pittsburgh Truth. 'fhis is all wrong, gentlemen. Though
the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Leagues are strong organizations, they are not strong enough to quarrel.. Besides, it sets
a bad example for smaller Leagues.
WE learn by a telegram from Lancaster, Pa., t~at another
old Abolitionist has left this world. Orson S. Murray died at
his home in Warren county, Ohio, on the 16th instant. In accordance with his desire his son, Charles Murray, editor of the
Cincinnati Price Current, had the body conveyed to the orema·
tory and incinerated. Mr. Murray was a Freethinker and
Materialist. He was one of the original Abolitionists, and had
the honor to be mobbed in Boston, the home of culture, along
with Wendell Phillips. He suffered the hard injustice meted
to Infidels by Christians in Cincinnati, his testimony being
twice ruled out of important oases because of his Atheism.
THE Rev. Washington Gladden has given, in the Chl'istian
Union, his opinion that editors of our great papers are so de-
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possible to him, he simply goes out. What inhumanity is
that? He that would liv again must liv well now. As for
the rest, that, beginning high, go down lower and lower, they
lose the ability of renovation. In the great abyss of nothingness there is no sorrow, no pain, and no memory. The idea
that God continued through ages and ages to manufacture
damnation-! hate it because I love God. I won't be silent
about it. I am a lover of mankind. It is my business to
make the path in which men's thoughts travel just as plain as
I can; to remove errors-and no errors are more mischievous
than this theory of the origin and punishment of sin. It can
be used only where ignorance prevails. Men can be crammed
with it. They can hav the facts recited to them and be told,
'You've got to believe it or be damned.' Of course they will
respond, 'Well, rather than be damned, 111 believe it.' I say
you are damned if you do believe it. It is hideous. It turns
creation into a shamble and God into a slaughterer.''
Could Mr. Beecher ever evolute so far as to know that
Christ, if he lived, could hav no supernatural power, he will
be at one with the Materialists, as he is now with nine· tenths
of the Infidels.
W. A. CnoFUT~ in the World of the 14th, says of his old
phonographic teacher: "Theron C. Leland, who died last
week, was the oldest and, excepting E. F. Underhill, the best
known of the aotiv phonographers of America. I studied
phonography under him thirty years ago, when I was a
youngster. Underhill and Theodore Tilton had just been
turned out of his school. The teacher also served as amanuensis for C. Edwards Lester, a prolific author and one of the
great literary lights of that time, and our school was in a corner of the office. I remember a phonographic .feat which
wotild still be considered very remarkable-indeed, I do not
think it has ever been repeated or paralleled. Leland announced a lecture, at Clinton Hall, on the novelty phonography, and during his address Mr. Lester, whose figure was
familiar, appeared on the platform and said: 'It is well
enough known that I am the New York correspondent of the
London Times. Mr. Leland is my amanuensis. I will now
dictate to him, in your presence, my regular weekly letter.
He will take it down as fast as I utter it, put his phonographic
notes in an envelope without reading over, and seal it in your
presence, post it to-night, and it will go abroad by the morning steamer, and be set up by a compositor in the London
Times office who understands phonography, and ·it will be
printed as you hear it spoken.' The program was exactly
followed out, and Lester's letter appeared in the 'Thunderer'
without being revised or read over either by the author or the
reporter. This extraordinary triumph of the mysterious art
gave Leland great prestige, and his classes were filled with
pupils who caught his own enthusiasm. He was one of the
most industrious, faithftil, sincere, humane, brave, and earnest of men."

voted to making money that their ostensible purposes as
eth~oal teachers are constantly crippled.
In answer to this
t-he Times says that it has been observed that clergymen hav
often deserted their duty for an increase of salary; and while
it does not go so far as to say that money is the first consideration of the preacher, it thinks that there are more hypoorits
in the pulpit than fn the editorial sanctum. "If the light of
noonday ootild be suddenly let in upon the secrets of news·
paper management and upon the workings of the clerical
.mind," it says, "we are confident that for every editOr who sup.
presses the truth and for the sake of gain writes what he does
AN Independent Liberal church has been built at Greennot believe, there would be found two ministers of the gospel wich, Mass. Mr. Henry W. Smith is the generous builder.
who hav continued to preach the dootrin of eternal punish- At the dedication exercises he thus explained why he built the
ment years after they were inwardly oonvinoe.d that it was a edifice:
monstrous and hideous lie."
"I did not build this church for myself alone, but for t.he
THE Christian Advocate, in considering the recent congress of community; not alone to emb~dy my personal views, but to
permit free expression of the VIews of all honest and earnest
churches at Hartford, says that a complete unification of seekers after truth. We dedicate this church to God-that
churches is impossible, but thinks that unity among individ- eternal life and sotil that is over all, through all, and in all.
ual Christians can be attained. The Advocate closes by say- We dedicate it to the preaching of the word-not the word
alone of Moses and Jesus, but the combined wisdom of all naing:
"Under the conditions of a cordial recognition of one tions; the knowledge embodied in the records of the ra~e; th.e
another's churches, as component parts of the kingdom of truth elllbalmed in the libraries of the world. We dedtcate It
Christ, a closer union of American Protestant Christians wotild to perfect freedom of thought. We demand assent to no
settled creed. I wish this church to be broad enough to recogbe an unmixed blessing. It wotild enable us to present an nize
truth wherever found. Unitarians, Universalists, Spiritundivided front against our common antagonist, Rome. It
ualists, Materialists, and those whose belief has yet n? name,
would enable us to resist more effeotivly unchristian legisla- let
all unite in the study of the great problems of life and
tion by the states of our Union, to protect the Lord's day, the
sanctity of marriage-in short, to guard the moral life of the duty. Larger than all creeds, nobler than all personal vie~s,
is
the
grand dootrin of philanthropy-the lov_e of_ humam~y.
nation. We could better then check the encroachments of My own
personal views are well known. I behev~ m tl?-e mmSeotilarism, which is slowly but surely taking the American istration
of angels. I believe God's angels find It their duty
commonwealth off from its original Christian foundation. and pleasure
to labor for the uplifting of hu~anity. I hav
We Methodists are ready to unite for these ends with our fel· called myself a Spiritualist, because that word IS the only one
low-Christians."
that expresses a belief in the living presence of the angelThe gist of this is that while the Methodists insist on keep- world. My own experience has brought to me abso~ute knowling up the separate church or~anizations and creeds, they are edge of the interblending of t~e two worlds, a oert!'lllty beyond
willing to unite to oppress the Catholics, to tyrannize over the doubt or cavil that the grave IS not the end of hfe. I k~ow
people by Sunday laws, etc., and to fight the Secularists and that beyond the tomb lie the fair, bright fields of etermty,
where families, sundered by the hand of death, are once m~re
put God into the Constitution, making this a Christian nation united in the- bonds of love; where the wrongs of earthly life
in which none but Christians wotild hav equal legal rights.
are righted by the hand of eternal justice. Upon this g:round
let us stand and let enthusiasm for our common faith be
SuNDAY before last Mr. Beecher gave his views upon immor- united, with ioving charity for our little differe~oes of opinion.
tality. In the fewest words, they are that good people go to 'l'hus we shall stand with a united front opposmg the hosts of
heaven, while bad people are annihilated. Some of his re- darkness, the enemies of progress."
marks, directed against New England Congr!Jgationalism and
Judging from the exeroiiles which followed, this church will
its cheering dootrin of eternal punishment, are worth quoting: be very orthodoxly Spiritualistic; but if Liberals can occasion"If you sweep out with the broom of indignation that hid- ally be allowed to occupy the platform, it will be an improveeous pit that theology has dug under the world; if you take ment on the Christian organizations.
away all those grotesque, infernal, and malign images that yet
populate the brains of men, then you hav taken away all the
diffiotilties that inhere in the origin of evil and the origin of
Compliments from Over the Water.
sin as springing from the very nature of our evolutionary govMR. STANDRING APPRECIATES OUR ARTIST.
ernment in this world. It is these considerations that hav
From the London Republican.
revolutionized my educational beliefs. I cannot separate myself from my fellow-man. I cannot content myself with sttting
THE TRUTH SEEKER (New York city, U. S. A.) hRS
down in a sweet little parish in New England, where every- taken a new departure by publishing ~ extr?,mely
thing is regtilated by the highest morality, where the garden
The
sings with birds, and where a sweet and loving people re- e:ffectiv and well-executed cartoon ent1tled
gard me with trust and admiration, and then cipher out a Modern Balsam." The editor annou uces that he
dootrin of the sinfulness of man, and the reasonableness of has "some more illustrations in preparation." We
eternal punishment. I cannot do that. When I think of hope they will all be as good as the first.
the condition of men after death, and think of all Africa
and Asia, and of ~e myriat!_s who hav passed away through
MR. FOOTE HAS A KIND WORD FOR HIS FRIENDS.
thonsa:nds of years, I ask myself, What has God done with
them all? Where are they? Are they wailing in unmitigable
From the London Freethink<r.
torments? If they be so, let me never mention the name of
THE
TRuTH
SEEKER,
under Mr. Macdonald's editorGod again, and let me never violate my own nature by calling him father. It tramplE's under foot the very foundation ship, is more lively and interesting than ever.
thoughts we havof fatherhood. But if yon take that all away,
and then, having a olean foundation, say, 'Suppose that men
Philosophy from a Heathen.
go out of existence, and that is the end of it; suppose that men
Am rita Lal R<Jy in John Swinton's Paper.
attain to Jesus Christ through faith in Jesus Christ. So far as
Prudence is but the arithmetic of knaves, and
they hav gone away from animal conditions, and are susceptible
of further conditions in a life to come, plant them again. Or if, compromise the philosophy of cowards.
having been planted and nourished, they hav not developed'
-what happens when a taper goes out? The earth does not
THE fig tree is the grandfather of petticoats.- Vi(·
shake; the sun does not fall; nobody notices it when it goes
out. And when a man has not reached the stages that are tor Hugo.
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PoMONA, June 8, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Thl> TRUTH SEEKER ANNuAL received, and it
fills the bill; it is well worth the price to gaze on the faces of
the thirty-nine representativs of :J<:reethought once. The
world does move. The evidence of that fact is demonstrated
right here in Pomona, a village of about fifteen hundred people, where we hav some seven churches .and three weekly news.
papers (and only one wears the collar of the church), two of
which hav opened their columns to Freethought~ The names
Qf the papers that hav recognized the fact that the " world does
move" are the Index and Progress, and I suggest to all Liberals
through the country to make a note of this.
·
The followers of the "meek and lowly" in Pomona had
been circulating the falsehood that R. G. Ingersoll had retired
from the lecture field, had gone back on all that he had ~aid
heretofore; in short, had backed down. This was constantly
reported on the streets, and was announced from the various
pulpits in Pomona. It seems as though they took my silence
ill the matter .as an acknowledgment that such was a fact,
and as Christians never read any of the Liberal pllpers, there
was no way of refuting the lie, unless some of the local papers would admit us to their columns. I applied to the editor
of the Index, Mr. E. L. Buck, wl;10 gave me the use of his columns for the purposes above stated.. I wrote a denial, and included some vigorous assertions as regards the veracity of
Christians generally when their target was Infidels. The next
week appeared a reply from an ex-clergyman,. who doubtless
felt the holy fire burning in his sanctified breast; he asked
me the usual conundrums that are so" pat" with thes_e fellows,·
who "feel it in their hearts," and I, of course, like a business man, proceeded to giv the facts in the matter, quoting
largely from their holy scrap-book to show its utter unreliableness as a guide to the morals of the human race. This seemed
to arouse their wrath, and I soon had another, and a:Qother;
aslring me the usually silly questions, but in another paper,
the Progress, which had opened its columns to us. And now
there are several on both sides contributing to the columns of
these two papers, on both sides of the questions. And I am
happy to report to our friend Liberals elsewhere that the
cause of common sense will not suffer or our banners trail in
the dust in Pomona. We are on deck, and ~hall remain there
until the last gun of the sky-pilot is effectually spiked.
I expect to be able to report twelve months hence that there
will be several churches to rent in Pomona.
We hav two splendid Liberals here who hav come to my
assistance in the above-named papers, and who are doing good
service for Freeth ought. Their names are J. W. Sallee and a
Mr: Mell; there are others here that will come to the front in
time.
It is wonderful what a little back-bone will do, especially
when the back: bone is strengthened by logic, reason, and
common sense, and that is what the clergy lack.
And now let me say to Liberals ·that all that is necessary to
make their cause popular with the masses is to continue to
present facts. They are the sledge-hammers that will eventually knock hell, hades, or sheol, out of the minds of the
people.
H. L. SHAUG.

aider it much more injurious, we are not in favor of prohibiting it by law, if we could, as they are. trying to do in the goddess of liberty to drink case, but hope to be able to do so in
time by e~lucation.
·
·
·
·_ In conclusion, he asks;" wh~tt is such argument used for?''
and givs the correct answer-" To make the idea. of Prohibition look ridiculous." Just so, Brother Paden; it deserves to
be shown up in its true light, and the sooner people come to
see the impracticability and ridicillousness of it and all such
laws, the sooner we will get rid of them.
H. H. HuTCHESON.

Beecher, yea, and even our own priest-scalping, Ingersoll, hav.·
destroyed both hell and the devi!, the ·very bu,lwa;rks qf orth,.O•
dox Christianity; and left them nothing to. know them by. . . ,
·
Nl!lLsiJN_HuNT., .

GRINNELL, lA., June 9, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4.25, which please. fix up as di.:.
rected. I am glad to be able to send a few new n!J.in~s to your
list as subscribers. I am one of those good-natured fellows
who can't find any fault with your paper, but would suggest'
that you send the " man with the badge-pin " on a journey; so
that he. may write letters to your paper, as .he did last' year
whell he went to Maine. He's a brick, and we are just in lov,eBRADFORD, PA., May 24, 1885;
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find 50c., for which please send me With his reports of the Li);>eral. Club meetings. In. fact, we,
the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL and Remsburg's "Bible Morals." devour every word written, with hungry eyes and miJ:ldsthirst·
W.. LEINS and WJ:FE. ·
I read your TRUTH SEEKER with intense delight. 'Ihe articles ing for knowledge.
upon ancient Mexico are intensely interesting. I hav peen
SQUAW CREEK, IDAHO TER., June 3, 285.
permitted to get a faint glimpse of what that wonderful
MR._EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, {or which· please !lend m,e a
country was before the conql?-est-in civilization in advance
of Spain to-day. It is an undeniable fact that there is not a TRUTH SEEKER ANJ:<UAL, and the balance in copies of the
foot of earth on which Spain has planted a colony but what modern history of sky-pilots, "drime_s or" :l?ref!chers.'' i use
she has left a withering, paralyzing, fearful curse. When the .them as tracts in doing missionary work. Every i·eader of
Catholic church ean crush· Liberalism, she will turn her at- THE TRtrTB: SEEKER knows who :b. M. Bennett was and his
tention to the Protestant churches. I am a humble but earll· persecutors. i would ask them one and all if they know who
est advocate of Freethought. Let m& add that if the car- james yincent·is; .and for fear there may be some recent subtoons in March 21st and May 2d could be distributed broad- scribers not posted, I will say he is the senior editor of the
cast, it would do a work difficult to obtain in any other way. AmErican Nonconfolmist, published in Tabor, Iowa, .at $1.50
per year-published weekly when possible. It is the ·paper
Yours truly,
J. W. PRENTISS.
tried to be suppressed by those worse than bloodhounds, by'
WANSIIIP, UTAH, June 6, 285.
ti'ickery and an attempt to get him into the insane asylum,
MR. EDITOR: A party of two hundred and fifty new converts even trying to get his Christian -wife 'to help in their hellish
to Mormonism has just arri11"ed in Salt Lake City. It must rEi- work. iie now lies on his bed of pain, one leg gone );>y. the
quire a thorough Bible-believing people to· accept so unpop- surgeon's knife. Wlll those who stood by THE TRUTH SEEKER
ular a faith: 1 should think they could see that the Mormon see the Amei·ican Nbncon.formist go down with her colors nailed·
God is failing to protect his people in carrying out his orders to the mast when one dollar and a half in subscription for
(to marry numerous women), and that th~ government is one year might save a sinking ship? In haste, with kind
determined to prevent them .from obeying their god •.. For all wishes to every truth seeker,
A~ G . CHURCH.
those that hav obeyed him in this are compelled to flee from
their homes and hide from the officers of the law (prophets
CINCINNATI, 0., Ju11e 6, I8S5.
and apostles not excepted), or hide their numerous wives so
~h. :EiDITOR: Doubtless it might· be expected that some
they cannot. be convicted. Every stranger is suspected to be (perhaps mnch) abuse would be·heapad upon the hend of the
an officer with a warrant for their arrest,_ and they are not en- man who is bold enough to oppose and. po"sitivly deny the
joying the peace of mind that the elect should. But the Bible fanatical assertion of a. spiritual existence, and this, sir, as a,
furnishes precedents for prophets hiding for violating the laws Materialist, I do most honestly -deny, inasmuch as ilo proof
of the iands. Also of polygamous people being God's favorits. was ever or ever can be. manifejlt to show the le 1st truth of
So Bible believers can still be converted to Mormonism. Now such an assertion. I challenge the entire religious world to
the proper way for the government to repress polygamy, show and pro've one single ·case. wherein any dead persbh is
would be to require their chaplains to devote their entire time. ·still alive." Sir; it is on this glaring falsehood that religious
to teach the people th~t the Bible God's ways ai\d the-ways of superstition in a.U its multiform knavery and duplicity, is
the government are absolutely incompatible.
plundering the thoughtless millions; it's the chief stock-in·
The po!ygamists now suffering i~prisonnient are looked trade of all the pedlars of gospel~craft and spook wonderupon as martyrs, and it is counted a good investment for glory ment, and merits the condemnation of every honest-minded·
hereafter. The amount expended to prosecute these people man or womn.n. Sir, Materialism is the·bright star that is, and
should be invested in Remsburg's "Bible Morals'' to be the ·will shine clear through this dark and murky ignorn.nce, and
text books for all Sunday-schools; is the opinion of
must, ere long, triumph over the stale and meaningless nonYours truly,
WM. REYNOLDS.
sense which hath fooled .mankind for agPs, and still keeps them
as slaves to false and crafty zealots whose only motiv is to
NEw YoRK, June 13, 1885.
fleece them and liv. in luxury, idleness, 11nd uselessness.
MR. EDITOR: For Genelli's information I will state that in These wind-bags and their minions prate about what they
the "Basic Outlines of Universology," a book of nine hundred know to be false, but a hypocrit is ripe for any system with
pages published in 1872, but the "text" or main portion of money in it. An impostor glories in fraud, and exults at a
which was completed, according to a statement in the intro- successful cheat. Sir, this Infidel-Materialist fears no abuse
duction, in September 1866, the Philosophy of lntegralism is of man, gods, or devils; he is ironclad proof ag~inst all and
LEAVENWORT-H, KAN, June 4, 285.
M:a. EDITOR: With your consent, I will answer, as briefly as duly set forth, and, as a philosophy, a:rising of necessity from every; attack, whether it· be my Lord Severance, or any other
possible, the letter in No. 22 by Isaac Paden; then I hope to the science (Universology) of which the book in question is an man. I fear nothing but that which is degrading to manly
Yours,
T. WINTER.
hav done with it, as far as Liberals are concerned, at least. exposition. This is only one among various books published honor, truth; and honesty.
That orthodox Christians should resort to law to suppress by Mr. Andrews. And, besides, his acquaintances in New York
BRoNsTON, KY., June 12, 1885.
vice and set themselvs up as judges and dictators for other and vicinity know that he has imprond every opportunity
MR. EDITOR: I think one of the greafest errors of the world
people's morals and appetites is natural enough under their available to him, and has been constantly teaching his science
education. But how anybody indorsing the. Eighth Demand and his philosophy. So the answer to Genolli, when making is the belief that the cause of everything that we see and know
of Liberalism can be a Prohibitionist is not so clear. Yet, if the statement that his own belief regarding first principles is to exist is an intelligent personal God, who does hear aild·oail
the Prohibitory law could ever be .a success, or result in any original, asks, ''Why not thus with Mr. Wakeman?" is appar- grant or reject th~ prayers of his children_ at pleasure.
If such a personal. intelligent God does not exist, all the
good, I might forego my liberality in its favor; but, being a ent. "Constant Reader" was dealing with a question of fact,
lover of liberty (the more the better), and seeing the results of and it was neither in his province, nor did he presume to giv •prayers that hav ever been offered to him are wholly uselesstwo years of its working in Kansas, in which time she has any reasons why. He is willing to believe, if anyome ean offer time and energy spent in the wrong direction. P.rayer is the
paid more revenue on alcoholic drinks than ever before in the sufficient eviden_ce to convince him, that Mr. Wakeman is un- _lever. by which the priesthood, from the most ignorant iron·
same length of time, and seeing the saloons in Leavenworth conscious of the injustice that he is doing not only Mr. An- jacket Baptist preacher in the backwoods of Tennessee to the
increase from 100 to 120 during the same time, I cannot giv it drews, but himself as well, but even· if this proof were offered ·pope in Rome, keep the mass of man)dnd paying homage and
•
·
much credit as a moralizer. Besides, two of our best judges "it would no~ ·change the fact-scarcely justify it. It would tribute to them.
I hav five children. I am teaching them to be truth£~1,
hav declared it unconstitutional, so I consider such laws im- palliate the offense. Proof of all this is available and producpracticable, meddlesome, and injurious. Mr. Paden places a ible at any time if required, but, perhaps, it may not be nee- honest, sober, and industrious, and to do unto oth.ers what
great deal of stress on "the liberty to get drunk." Has he essary.
they would hav others do unto them under like circumstances.
I might reply at length to Genelli's suggestion and queries, I also teach them to look after the goods of this world, and to
dwelt @U the theme so long that _he thinks all anti-Prohibitionists are <lrunkards? All Prohibition lecturers seem to but will only say that I think he is mistaken in. his assertion try in an honorable way to procure them~elvs home and sur·
want to convey such an idea. How ridiculous! Not more than that Universology "always has been." It is true that philoso- round it with all the comforts they can, so that when they be·
one in twenty drinks to excess. The appeal to the better feel- phers and thinkers of the past hav conceived the possibility come old they will not become a public charge.
·
J. N. BROWN.
ings of all such moderate drinkers, and the question, " Should of "the unity of the sciences," but no one claimed ever to hav
they hav a next-door neighbor who had the misfortune to be discovered it until Mr. Andrews. Plato said: "God perpetuborn with an appetite for liquor, and gets drunk every chance ally geometrizes," but nobody understood what he mean~
WENTWORTH, DAK., June 8, 1885.
he gets, and abuses and starves his family," claimin~ "this to probably he could not tell himself-until Mr Andrews had dis·
MR. EDITOR: I cannot forbear relating the grand success of
be the condition of thousands 11nd thousands of otherwise re- covered and explained it.
the last meeting of our League. We arranged at the last meetFor a synoptic exposition of Universology let Genelli read ing for a grand picnic, and although the orthodox God sent a
spectable men." How respectable? In what way would such
a man be respectable? " Is it not selfishness in them to re- ·the article, "The New Civilization," in the T.RuTH SEEKER week's rain before (and during the time sent a bolt of light·
CONSTANT READER.
fuse to dispense with the use of liquor if (?) by doing so it ANNUAL for 1885.
ning through the barn of an orthodox preacher) to scare us
would cause the happiness of their neighbor?" Certainly it
out, yet Sunday morning, June 7th, was as beautiful as any
would, be if it would do so, but it is not my drinking that makes
SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis;, June 9, 285.
Liberal could wish. At about 11 A.M. we proceeded to the
him drunk, nor would my abstinence make him sober. The
MR. EDITOR: As lightning has now shattered the capstone of grove on the shore of Lake Madison, ate our dinner, and then
matter lies wholly with himself and family, and right here is Washington's monument, notwithstanding the precaution of held our League. Following.is the program: Opening, readt]}e place to begin. Herein lies the remedy: Make woman the lightning conductors, we shall donbtless soon hear from the ing Underwood's prayer, W. L. Horton; oration, "Liberalism,
equal of man in the eyes of the law, and let society giv her an disgruntled mob of church bigots how "it hath pleased God" a Year Ago in Wentwc,rth and as We Find· It To-day," R.
equal chance to earn a living; open all the avenues of employ- to humble those enterprising sinners for attempting to imitate Olander; music; "The NineDemandsof Liberalism Definecl/
ment to her that men hav, and withhold the sneers of society; Babel's tower in running their worldly shaft away up so much R. R. Wentworth; music; select reading," Talmage Under t.he
repeal the law that says, "Wives submit yourselvs to your nearer heaven than the ordinary church steeple. Ah me ! I Hammer," W. L. Horton; closing remarks by Brother R. H..
husbands in all things;" make marriage a civil contract, and dread to think that God should be offended at the tower built Wentworth. The Wentworth Cornet Band was in attend•m •JEl
thereby put such drunken, abusiv, family-starving (otherwise in honor of the only man that could not tell a·lie, and still re- and gave us some fine selections. There was an audience
respectable) men on their good behavior instead of their di- main on good terms with that most notorious liar, St. Paul, present of between two and three hundred. Everybody was
vine authority, and it will hav
tendency to sober them up who justified himself in lying, and bragged in public of hav- well pleased, and all joined in saying it wns the best thing
quicker than all the prohibitory laws ever enacted. "Is not ing taken them in.with guile. Alas ! for the good old times, they had heard since Professor Jamieson left us. How I wish
the worship of the sectarian God as sacred to the Christian when we had a scapegoat devil to bear the blame of this devil- we were able to hav another course of lectures hy friend Ja·
class as the worship of the goddess of liberty to drink liquor ish mischief to life and property. 'Tis sad to contemplate the mieson, but times are so hard we cannot think of it now. A
is to the drinking class?" Certainly it is, but while W!l con- fact that tlJ.e Westminste~ ,Abl;le_y }"i>bble, Henry Ward few more snch events as the one yesterday and sky-pilots will
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begin to fear us. · They were mighty scarey before. They
tried to get up a Sunday,school concert ih town at the same
hour, but there were not over a dozen persons .left in town to
attend, and by the angry glances shot at us to-day I feel that
they fe_el t~uiir case is hopeles~. I will hav .to beg your endurt~nce a liftle ~urther. The Wentworth Bund, our paper, is dead
as.a mackerel, and in its place rises the Dakota Letter. The
proprietor! J. E. Patten, is an outspoken Liberal, and will dewote a share of his paper to our cause. Things begin to look
mp, and I feel more like hoping we may yet succeed. Too
;much cannot be said in favor of Brothers R. R. Wentworth
,and· Rudolph Clauder in their untiring efforts to promulgate
.our principleS. Nor can I forget to say to Brother Jamieson
'.The little sprig you planted i:nay yet flourish and become ~
' ;grlirid oak. With best wishes to you and the TRUTH SEEKER
.'•'
-staff,
I ,lim
yet
Fraternally,·
W. L. HORTON.
\
....
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ment of the churches has had a tendency to disclose, to some Liberalism, in presenting which he could say: "I was elected
Liberals at least, the aims and object of the hosts of super- on a platform declaring in favor of a total separation of church
stition, as well as the true source whence they derive all their and state. Not only my colleague, but·our opponents as well,
power, viz.: first, the state, and second, capital.. These three were elected on the same or similar platform. [Here read the
-church, state, and capital-combined will crush out the life bill.] We find church and state united in the various ways as
and liberty of the people of these United States unless speedily enumerated in the bill. Therefore I move your honorable
checked, and this is the force that we Liberals must sooner or body tp.at we prohibit these privileges by a unanimous vote of
later meet and overcome before we can hope to realize the the house." This would not be betraying any trust imposed
universal mental liberty, peace .and good will among men, upon them by their constituents. My plan would be to get
which we so fondly dream of. And the sooner we learn this as many delegates as possible to the various conventions
fact, and giv more attention to politics present and less to the and caucuses. There could be a goodly number got, ~spe
cially in the rural districts. I never attended a caucus but
religion of the future, the better it will be for us .
Let our able.lecturers now in the field, with ·more to follow, what I could hav been a delegate if I had wanted to. Organfirst instruct the people in their political rights and duties; izing new parties is too much like Jonah's gourd. If we unhow to wield the power of the ballot in their own favor in- derstand each other we could no doubt get quite a number
nominated throughout the United States. In our last election
stead of their oppressors', and thus become a free and ind
pendent people in fact as well as iri name .. Teach the people in this county for state attorney, John W. Krieger, or FarmingALTOONA, PA., June 1, 285.
to do their own thinking in politics as well as in religion, and ton, Ill., and W. M. Vandeventer were the candidates. Both
MR. EDITOR: There seems to be quite an antagonism between the evils we now complain of would speedily vanish.
were Infidels. Krieger was th~> most outspoken, and he ran
the. ·Materialists on one side, and Spiritualists on the other,
JOHN A. BROA.DBECK.
ahead of his ticket, but Vanderventer, of Canton, Ill., was
through the columns of the good old TRUTH SEEKER. Although
elected, it being a pretty strong Democratic county.
ScoTT TowNSIDP, IA., June 17, 1885.
You understand, I mean not to work as Liberals, but as
Jhi.s ,qu~stion of Spiritualism has been pretty thoroughly disMR. EDITOR: Yours of June 7th came to hand on the 12th. Democrats or Republicans, or whatever other party has that
cussed, and in nearly every case proved fatal to the great philosophy and phenomena, yet I beg leave to giv my honest In answer I would say that 'E-arn sorry that circumstances hav plank in their platform that Liberals chance to belong to.
thought concerning it. To me it seems almost as great a su- been such as to compel me to let my subscription run behind, This would not be asking anyone to sacr_ifice any principle,
perstition as old orthodoxy. Certainly we admit that they are but I am inuch obliged to you for sending it, for I hardly politically or religiously; we should always be sure to hav a
, ,Liberal an!l hav done, and are now doing, a great and noble know how to keep house without the good old TRUTII SEEKER. Liberal spoken of for the position of the offices above named.
· work in the cause of state secularization. It is only the super~ There is one thing sure: you may set me down as a snbscriber If we should get several nominated, as in the above case, then
stitious part that we oppose, the same as in ·Christianity. We to your valuable paper as long as I can see to read it, and it would be a mere political choice among Liberals. It is not
hope that· science may soon reign supreme. With its world- when my eyesight fails, if I can hear still, I will hire some one the object to try to get a Liberal Democrat or Republican to
wide truths it is fast crowding the spirits from the earth-not to :read it forme. I am living in a neighborhood where there is vote the other's ticket; it would be too much like the Methodist
spirits contained in barrels, but those arising from the vivid a large ma'jority of the straightbacks, and some of these are trying to get the Democrats to be Abolitionists in the time of
'imagination .of our Spiritualistic brethren. The article on a good deal like the gun barrel that was so straight that it the war by excommunicating them. They said they would
Spiritualism in a recent number of this paper by "N. G. W.'• leaned back a little. However, I hav one neighbor that is rather giv up what little religion they had than their politics.
I think this plan would, eventually, teach the two old
was a heavy blow against these visionary phenomena. Dr. T. sound. His name is Alex Risk. He takes THE TRUTH
·L. Brown, of Binghamton,- N. Y.,' has, for ma~Jy years, fre- SEEKER, and I tell you the long-faced sky-pilots giv us a parties, as well as all new ones, to say in their platforms just
quently shown, from a scientific standpoint, the. utter ab-surd- wide berth. It is singular how quick and easy these sky- what they mean to carry out, and would finally evolute the
ity of this delusiv doctrin, an!l with his trenchant blade has pilots learn to navigate the ethereal regions. They must be Liberal party. We believe in evolution, you know. Besides
more web-footed than a duck. And then it is singular how forcing all parties to expunge things from their platforms
dealt it blows from which it never can recover.
, As far .as I am personally concerned I would state that, for they know so much more than other folks in regal"d to the they hav no intention of carrying out, it would popularize our
a number of years, I hav endeavored to investigate this so- upper regions. I hav been lending my books to some of my cause, and this would bring out everybody that is a Liberal.
called ~·Spiritual science," but "hav. never found one single, neighbors, and induced one of them to subscribe for -THE The timid become dreadful bold when a thing gets to be
solitary grain Of truth in any o'f its claims. I hav been pres- TRUTH SEEKER for three months, He and his wife and whole popular, and they are generally the big men- the office
ent at table-dances, !lpirit-rappings, slate-performances, visited family are of a Liberal turn of mind. Inclosed you will find seekers. And hence, as soon as all parties leave out the above
places where photographs of those in the spirit-form were on $5.50, for which send papers and books as directed on inclosed plank, then the evolution of our Liberal party would set in.
Having been fed at the public crib to some extent, they would
WM. REDFIELD.
exhibition, and yet it all seemed to me as nonsensical as a paper.
become ravenous, and would unite in a party of their own.
negro minstrel performance. The people to whom I went
KALAMAZOO, MrcH., June 16, 285.
Until other parties excluded this plank, it would giv us as
were, no doubt, honest in their convictions, but, as phrenoloDEa FRIENDS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: We are having a many chFmces as there are parties.
JoHN W. AnnOTT.
gists say, "their organ of hope was very large;" something
they should restrain, or use it in making happy "one world at splendid visit with our ex-reverend, also enjoying an intelHARWICH, J\!IA.ss., June 14, 285.
a time." There are thousands of people that believe in spooks, lectual feast listening to his splendid lectures (fifteen). We
J\!lR. EDITOR: I read in THE TRUTH SEEKER that ,T. Hacker is
and in curing certain diseases _by pow-wowing. When all these hav heard every one-mimy of them as good as Coloml
people advance by investigation, they most generally launch Robert could giv us. _I am' sure there is not another man in again in feeble health, and in need of help. Please find
the field that cauld make them interesting to the audience within one dollar for him. I don't hav to pay any pew rent,
off into Spiritualism and take mediumistic degrees.
But it is not our aim to assail in any abusiv way whatever for two weeks. He has been working too hard, and I am or for any pipes, tobacco, or cigars, nor am ·r extravagant in
our Spiritualistic brethren. Could it be proven that their doc- sorry to say he has not been appreciated as he deserves to be. anything that costs money, and it would seem that I can afford
trios are t~ue we would gladly accept them. Believing that The spiritual element :P.ere is no help to the cause. Last Sat- to spare a dollar for the old veteran. I send it through 'l'HE
our conclusions are correct in regard to their principles being urday evening his lecture was powerful. The subject was the TRUTH SEEKER so as to eall the attention of others to the matfounded on delusion; we think that our justification is com- "Defense of the Devil.'' Mr. Gault says everyone in Kalama- ter. I hope those that hav ample means will be mindful of
zoo ought to hav listened to it. The interest seems to be in- the dear old pioneer and send on the needful.
plete.
B. F. ROBBINS.
Did I possess the, riches of all the orient lands, or all the creasing. If he could stay two weeks longer these half-Libercrown-decked jewels of ,all the brairilesskings, I would gladly als might get awake. We were sorry to hear of Brothers
WE STAND CORRECTED.
giv it all ttl hear one wqrd from a once loving mother who now Brown and Green resigning, but since there is to be a new set
LEBANON, 0., June 15, 1885.
sleeps beneath the starry .dome of heaven, and o'er whose of officers, allow me to nominate Mrs. Reynolds for secretary,
MR EDITOR: In reading over the last copy of THE TRU'IH
grave for years ha.v crept the trailing vines. Not from one and giv practical evidence that we are in favor of equal rights
that ever passed ·away, or who sleeps the sleep of death, has to woman as well as man. You could afford to pay her $250 a SEEKER, June 13th, I come across a paragraph that I must
co.me one solitaty word. Seasons, years, centuries, yes, ages year, and you would hav your work well done. She is a wo- protest against. Being one of the old Abolitionists myself,
pass, yet no response. This earth in its unweary cycle moves man of education and ability, and would be an honor to the mobbed and driven out of the state of Illinois for declaring
steadily on. The stars and suns keep their courses amid the cause. Those who met her at Cassadaga will agree with me. myself one and acting accordingly, I do not want to be classed
countless constellations, while the millions of years that pass Our interests are yet in York state, so allow me to say this with those dupes of superstition worse than Christianity itself.
are as drops of wate·r in a shoreless sea. Generations pass for the New York Association. Hoping we shall all meet at In speaking of an accident that had befallen one Geo. Lynn,
of Lockport, Ill., you ask: "But why did Mr. Cumming or
from life to the silent tomb and there, with all the proof that Albany Convention, I remain
Mr. Swinton suppress the fact that Geo. Lynn is a Radical
Yours for equal rights of Woman,
POLLY M. GAULT.
was ever known, they sleep,, "wrapped in the dreamless '
Freethinker and Spiritualist, as are nearly all of his old comP.S.-Your Balaam is just splendid.
drapery" of eternal siience~
rades in the Abolition war?" If you had only said "Radical
It ls with anxious eyes that we look for the dawn of a day
Freethinker," it would be about right. But "Spiritualists !'•
CLEVELAND, 0., June 6, 1885 .
. when demons and devils, gods and ghosts, popes and priests,
Mn. EDITOR: I send you by this mail the Catholic Universe, Pshaw! They were not all c-r nearly all daft.
spooks !lnd sphits, witches and wizards, shall hav vanished
JOHN DOWNES.
from the mind of man. When all mankind, living in loyal a paper than which there is not one in the United States more
hav
marked
several
things
in
it
full
of
un-Ame1ican
ideas.
I
friendship, shall unite to fill this, the only life we know, with
FAIRBURY, NEB., June 6, 1885.
all the blessings of health, happiness, and pl:)ace, then shall that could be commented on; they are all rich and could be
MR. EniTOR: Inclosed find S3 for THE TRUTII SEEKER, and
we witness that entire union of all hearts which is f)urely "the laughed at if a man did not feel more ·like cursing when he
reads them. Take, for instance, " First Communion Day;" it 30 cents for " Modern Balaam. '' I can't do without THE
truest bliss this earth affords.''
WILLIAM J; BURNS.
makes me think of the little boy, a hard nut, who stayed away TRUTH SEEKER.
I must tell you a little circumstance that happened at my
from his work, where I also worked; when he came back after
NoRTH JAvA, N. Y., June 13, 1885.
house. We had a wedding, and the preacher said the cereMR. EDITOR: .Your notice of my indebtedness to THE TRUTH a few days, I asked him what had detained him. He replied
mony. When he got through, he rolled up his eyes and said,
SEEKER brol.lght me to my senses, and I resolved to remit at to the effect that he had been prepared by his priest for and
"Let us bray." I told him that was not on the bill. We did
once and get you a new subscriber, which I hav found. In· had taken his first communion. In a few days he stole a cerour praying with the plow and cultivator. He came to me in
closed find $5.25. The paper grows better with age, and tain article, which was confessed by him, and no change could
a few minutes aud said I hud bettEr take that back. I told
should I l~v for the next hundred years, and i.f it is kept up to be observed in his deportment otherwise, as regards to lying,
him, ''No sir-ee." Dinner was on the table, and there was
the standard of what it is to-day, you can count me one of your swearing, etc. When questioned by me in regard to what the
quite a company present. I asked them to walk in to dinner;
priest's
or
church's
preparations
consisted
in,
he
said
he
was
subs~ribers.
all went in but the pre:tcher and his wife. He said he could
I shall not say "stop my paper'' because I find articles that told all about the blessed Virgin and the saints' miracles-not
not eat where he could not "bray." As I don't like a
do not suit me. · It seems there is bigotry out of the church a word about a better life here, not one word about honesty,
F. WELLS.
But I should like to comment on all the articles I send you hypocrit, I think I did just right.
as well as in.
IRA ADAMS.
mttrked, but will speak of only one more, "Lord Napier and
LEMOORE, CAL., May 28, 1885.
the Sisters of Mercy." Did you ever think, Mr. Editor,
PINAL, ARIZ., June 7, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Miss Ella Kimball, a young lady about twentyMR. EDrron.: After some months' unavoidable delay, I in· that the Catholic church lets nothing be done free except in five years of age, and residing near Smith Mountain, Tulare
close $3.25 to pay a year's subscription to THE TnuTn SEEKER war. times, or on the occasion of some great calamity when the Co., Cal., was examined by Drs. Russell and Asay on Monday
and for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 285. Good as has been public will know all about it? Who ever heard of their visit- of last week and pronounced insane. The same evening she
'fHE TRUTH'. SEEKER in the past, I must say I think that ing the poor quietly? And what enormous charges they do was sent to the Stockton asylum in charge of her father and
make for their services almost invariably !
M. G. F.
within the past few months· it has even surpassed itself.
friends of the family. Symptoms of madness were first
I am glad to--note that the fierce battles beyond the clouds
noticed in the unfortunate girl about six weeks since, when
hav in a manner subsided, and given place to topics of more
CANTON, lLL., June 8, 285.
she became infatuated with a so-called "Sanctify Band"
MR. EDITOR: I will pay my subseription just as soon as I which made its appearance in the neighborhood. She proterrestrial aml rational utility. One single article such as Mr.
McArthur's "Catholicism in Ancient Mexico," published in hav time to turn something into market.
fessed perfect sanctification, and claimed to be spiritually
I hav a suggestion to offer for your eminent ronsideration, married to the leader of the band, desiring to be in his comTHE TRUTH SEEKER recently, will do more to enlighten the enslaved mind of man than ten thousand volumes of speculation viz., most all political parties hav a plank in their platform in pany constantly. It was found necEssary to watch hn conas to which was first-mind or matter? That summary of favor of total separation of church and state. I don't see why tinually, as when left to herself her first impulse was to start
historical evidence should be published in pamphlet form and a Liberal belonging to any of those parties could not run for in search of the band. Her mental aftiiction, which assumed
oir.culated and read by everybody. I am glad to notice al~o the legislature or for Congressman, and, if elected by his re- the form of a violent suicid11l mania, is attribnte:l to religious
•r. J. CoNLEY.
that recent attempts at legislation and the combination move- pectiv party, prep1u·e a bill embodying the Nine Demands ot excitement.
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classes, and the girls did not hav much to do other branches, with books for my scholars,
with "figgers "-reading and spelling, and until, as I grew older, I would coax little boys
sometimes writing, being considered enough and girls, hav them go through exercises as if
I were really a school teacher. I liked it much
Edited by Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fd River, for them, with some exceptions.
1£a&s., to whom aU Communications for this
But it was fun to see the classes called out better than playing with rag-babies and dolls,
(,\)mer shnuld be sent.
to spell. I hav forgotten to tell you that these broken china and old glass.
were not graded schools such as there are now,
But I think I hav told yon- enough about
"Between the dark and the daylight,
but composed of all ages, from twenty-one "school keeping" for one time, and shall hav
When the night begins to lower,
down to four, and even three, all in one room to defer my " preaching" to my next letter, as
Oome11 a pause In the day's occupations
and taught by one teacher; hence these many this is too long already. Your friend,
That IS known as the Ohlldren's Hour."
classes in different degrees of advancement.
Bar1·e, Mass.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
Well, this was the way they spelled: The
A PRIZE TO WRITE FOR.
master, or mistress, wonl d "put out" the first
To Mamma.
Our young friends should not forget that word of the lesson that the class had been
Pretty, useful, loving tokensBirthday gifts-! hav a score;
·Lossing and Spencer's "Complete History of st\ldying from the spelling-book, to the scholar
But than all my other love-gifts,
at
the
head,
by
pronouncing
"Contract,"
and
.the United States" is offered as a prize for the
Here Is one I value more.
he or she would try and spell it thus: "C-o-n,
·best story contributed to .the Children's Cor'Tis a sheet of paper whitecon, t-r-a-c-t, tract, contract." "Right!" the
! that sheet a treasure holdner before August 15th. The story need not master would say, and then put out to the
On which a loved hand- did write,
be more than three columns in length (about next scholar the word "Condemn." He would
On which a treasured love Is told;
2,400 words). Send the manuscript to Miss spell as did the first, "C-o-n, con, d-e-m, dem,
Told In words, oh, sweet and dearcondemn." "Wrong," the master would say;
Wixon at the address given above.
Words that none but she could write;
"try again." Then he would blunder over it
In her own quaint and graceful way,
Told on that dear sheet or white.
again, and if he misspelled it, the master would
Mamma's Version.
say, "The next," and he would try it, and if
Above all· other gl!ta I hav,
Oh, oh, oh I where would you go,
I that sheet or paper hold;
he spelled it correctly the first or second time,
Ll tt le feet ?
Dearer, sweeter, •us to me,
the master would say, "Right; take your
·• Ga-ga-ggaal" says baby's voice
Than all else a thousand fold.
place," and the scholar who had "missed the
Irwin, Iowa_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M_._Lo_u_I_SE BAKEB.
so sweet.
word"
would
step
down
in
the
line
as
the
one
Llttlfl, restless. rose-hued feet,
Baby voice. so heavenly sweet.
who had spelled it stepped out, and the latter
Our Puzzle Box.
would take his place above him. Sometimes
"Ga-s.a-wa-g~l"
What did you say,
I.-GEOGRAPHICAL PUZZLE.
Baby, dear?
a word- would be tr~ed by nearly every one, or
A port on the southern coast of ~fri~a
She said, ·• Papa," I declare I
"go round the class," before it would be started to visit her sister, a mountam m
Papa, hear!
The weather was
spelled right, and then the lucky one who had Washington Territory.
Darling, cunning, little dear I
spelled it would march up above all who had pleasant, but looked something like mounShe said," Papa," don't you hear?_
missed it, or take his place at the head, as the tains in Africa. She wore on her head a
" Ca-ja-wa-ba I" There the darling goes
mountain in Oregon. · Her dress was a river
case might be. I hav known a whole class to in Texas. Her cloak a river in New York.
Again!
miss a word; then was no changing of places. Her shoes, a country in Africa. Her jewelry
Sh& said, "Mamma," then, bless her I
Just as plain !
Each morning the scholar who was at the head was set with a citv in Idaho. She had in her
Now I know you heard It, then.
the night previous took his place at the foot pocket a city in "Nevada-in her hand a can
Oh 1 she said ltju>t as plain!
of
the class; and I hav known him or her walk filled from a spring in Wyoming. and to save
REKAB ESIUOL M.
it all she put in the can a city in Ireland. She
up the length of the whole class the first day, saw a great lake in Nevada, but did not enjoy
and be at the head sometimes two or three going through another lake in Nevada. She
A Little Maid's Discontent.
nights in succession. Every time a scholar had for her dinner a country in Europe, baked
A restleBS child, I often pined
was at the head at night, the master gave him and seasoned with a river in Dakottl, and a city
For joys that lay beyond my hand,
For greener hills, and brighter meads,
a head mark, and the scholar who had the in Guinea-for extra flavoring she took a river
in Vermont. The distance was an island south
Than t.ltose upon my little strand.
most marks in his class at the end of the of Connecticut, but she at last reached her
One Sllmmer day I cried outright,
school was awarded the premium; so you see destination, just as the mountains in -Africa
That life was such a listless round
there was great competition. Sometime I will were rising. She received a warm welcome
Of homely tasks With nut-brown friendstell you about the premium I won when I was from her sister, was refreshed by an export
And spurned the ways their teet had found.
from Brazil, seasoned with an island in St.
nine years old, if you would like.
Mary's river, Michigan, and a river in Montana.
My mother's voice came low and sweetAll
teachers
did
not
hav
the
scholars
"take
She stayed until a bay east of Central America
" This Is the time or rosy June,
began
to fly. She received calls from a mounplaces" in spelling, but let them stand each
The loveliest month In all the year,
When birds and blossoms slug In tune.
day as they happened to file out, and put out tain in New Mexico, and a .city in Oregon.
the words just the same, though some did not Upon her return she was frightened by a lake
"And roses white, and roses red,
in British America. She screamed, and there
Whose brims are beaded with the dew,
permit them to try the word but once. But came to her assistance an island in the Irish
Shall drink your health In dainty cups,
they did not study their· lessons much under sea. He drew from his belt a river in Dakota
And bring glad birthdays down to you."
this rule, as they were never told the utility of and killed it. She thanked him for his kindThen reach no more for things afar
education-not even why they went to school ness and arrived at her home just in time to
When summer comes with joyous Junes,
-and when very young, they supposed it was dress for the wedding of a city at the west end
And natal roses ll 'led with songs
of Lake Ontario, and the country. seat of a
for the sole benefit of their parents and gentleman in southern Michigan. If any one
From sort harps tuned to golden noons.
teachers. And so lazy boys and girls, as they can solve the above, after so doing he may
Though humdrum toll, and weary rounds,
Be yours with nut-brown friends or foes,
grew older, became very disobedient, thinking wash his face in a river in Wyoming, and await
JENNIE,
A !Itt!" mal•1 with lips or song
the te11chers were tyrants and spies set over results.
May be the twin or June's sweet rose.
them to watch and punish them, thus making
·Clearwater. Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
2.-I:NVOLVED REVERSE.
a great deal of trouble, and never realizing
How sweet, indeed, the wedding song
they were damaging themsel7s.
Could we its strains through life prolong!
Keeping School.
When I first began to go to school I watched
For spite of bo?k, priest, la":V, and ring,
DEAR CHILDREN: I promised a few weeks all that the teacher said and did, and it was
Love is the all-Important tbmg.
The weddin~t song may hide a curse,
a-:o to tell you how I used to teach school and not many years before I wanted to "keep
A very devil in reverse;
preach when I was a little girl, but I hav been school" too. But how should I begin? I had
And prove "a" veritable "foe,"
, ll since and could not fulfil my promis until neither school-house nor scholars, so I must
In fact, as well as verbal show.
How.
make them. My school-house was my bed
• [BILLY Dou:x:,
But, first, I must tell you how schools were room, and I took books and stood them up on
'· kept" fifty or sixty yeats ago, else you will end in a line on the floor as my scholars, just
3.-REBUS.
uot understand me; it was done very dif- far enough apart so that when I touched with
, rently from what it is now, for the manner of my finger the first one at the hea<i it would
tPaohing has changed as has everything else. sti-ike on the second in falling, and that on the
Then, a class of scholars was called out into third, and so on until the whole line would fall
the floor to read and spell every forenoon and down. The arranging them thus was, "Second
every afternoon, all but the first class, which class take your places," or, "Second class may
was supposed to be beyond the need of spell- read." I took the spelling-book, and "put
iug, so they used to read in their seats and out" the words to the books in imitation of the
r ... rely spell at all. The first scholar would "mistress." Of course, I had to spell or miss
dse and read a parag1·aph, or, until he or she the words myself, and when my second or
heard, "Enough, the next," when he or she third book missed a word by my pw·posely
would sit down, and the second, third, and spelling it wrong, I stepped down from my exfourth would read until the class had "read alted position (a chair, which was my desk),
round," after which, the school-master or took the book that I played had spelled the
>~Chool-mistress · (sometimes she was called word, and walked it up above those that had
·• the school-marm") would say, "The second misspelt it, saying, "Clara, or James, rightclass may read," then they would all file out take your place." Then I would return to my
of their seats to area in front and stand in line, desk, and put out another word, and so on.
4.-GEOGRAPHICAL REBUS,
the one at the head reading first, then the Frequently my scholars (books) would be renext, and so on down the whole line, when fractory, and I woulcl go to them in a pet and
they would be told, ''Take your seats; third giv one or more of them a good shaking, or
dass take their places," and so on, until all pinch their ears, as I had seen my teachers do.
the classes had read; down to the small scholars But though I playd this, I learned better bewho could not put words into sentences, and fore I taught school with real boys and girls
the alphabet class learning their letters. Les- for scholars.
sons would then be heard in geography and
When I had played spelling long enough, I
grammar, or "parsing," until the boys would would say, "Take your seats," step down from
be so pleased to hear, "Boys may go out," my desk, and touch my first book, and they
but, oh, so sorry when a large ferule, striking would all fall down to the floor. I wonld set
on the open window sill or doorway, "rapped thorn up again, again ascend my throne, and
them in." Then," Girls may go out," sent the say, "School is dismissed," step down, touch
girls rushing for the door, to be "rapped in" them, and they would all fall down. Then I
again in five or ten minutes, as were the boys, would pick them and pack them away for the
after which more lessons were heard, the boys next time. I used to let the boys and girls go
" ciphering" on their slates, as there were no out in the same way by throwing down my
1
llackboards in those days, and no arithmetic booll:s. ! also taught reading, writing, a,nd the
The name of a river in Virginia,

ANBWEIIS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S OOIINIIIR,
JUNE 13, 1885.
1. Sinis ·ter-in-sister. 2. ·Carat.
ANSWER TO PIIIZE RIDDLIII.

Matter I find in the poor man's home;
Matter beneath the palace dome;
In some form there's Matter wherever I roam,
In every land, in the rook, clay, or loam;
Or-yet m the river's and ocean's foam.

It exi'i!ts amid intense cold or heat;
'Tis a Matter of cost to all who eat;
Those who are cheerful and truly discreet,
Will find it a friend and joy complete;
But intemperate users, a foe must meet,
Though dramsellers make it a Matter of gain,
The drunkard will find it a Matter of pain;
Though brandy saved Grant when all else was
vain,
(Doctors say it was brandy, Newman says "it
was pray'n',")
Yet for one that is saved are a thousand slain,
If one cannot make this puzzle out
There h " something the Matter·" with him no
doubt·Stupidity, worms, or, if aged, the goutAnd yet, strange paradox, reason to rout,
And still more destruotiv of "faith most devout"
If the M~tter but came to his mind he would
shout
"It is Matter, though no matter how the Matter
came about!"
J. K. P. BAXI!In.
Irwin, lowa.
THE AIIMY PROBLEM:, AND W. J. BURNS'S ANBWEB.
"I found, I took, I mashed," the nut,
With egotism supernal;
I did it with " a single butt."
You failed to get the kernel!
The rate of motion is the same,
Advancing and reviewing,
Which makes your answer very lame
In spite of rodent's chewing.
If down the line the general rides
Ten miles to meet the army,
They must hav risen like angry tides,
Or foamy tankards balmy.
They walk fifteen while he rides ten I
Fifteen for his returning !
Then twenty-two five-tenths the meB,
While he fifteen is spurning !
So while he rides your thirty-five,
The army has proceeded
Too far, some two score miles, alive,
The station all unheeded.
At morn they part at station 07Ul1
And meet again, at set of sun,
The general and the army's head;
The army moves fifteen as said.
He rides along the entire corps;
Rides back the same and fifteen more.
The corps and general move all day
With speed unchanged the entire way,
He meets the foot where it may fall,
After reviewing one and all;
Returns along the moving line,
To gain the head, to fractions fine;
Together join at station two,
Precisely to a moment true.
Now try once more the rodent's power!
I'll giv a prize, "The Story Hoilr,"
To him who prints in Puzzle Box,
Solution full (by teeth. or rocks)
And true, by Independence day,
If none, I'll giv "soft-shell" away.
Is.ua A. :PooL.
Escanaba, Mich., May 31, 1885.

Correspondence.
LoUDONVILLE, N.Y., June 14, 1885.
MY DEAR Miss WxxoN: That was a very
happy and generous thought of Mr. Macdonald that induced him to offer such a fine premium for a good, or rather the best story written within a certain time. But is not two
months too short a time ? It will necessarily
limit the number of stories, and therefore the
number of competitors.
I had commenced something for the little
folks, and now I'll hurry up and send it in,
not that I think I shall win the premium, but
for the example, you know.
Cannot "Silly Lida" be induced to enter
the field? Her story, "Going Straw berrying,"
waR so excellent, moral and all, that I wish she
would favor us with some more stories. She
understands children pretty well. How easily a child is disgusted by such a display of
gross11ess by those who ought to know better I
Not only the children, but a good many
adults who read that story, could well take the
lesson home.
Miss Gibson contributed a good article, in
which I was well pleased, even though it rebuked me. Alas ! those little ingM will get
dropped. I had been sadly aware of my failing in that direction before reading the article in question, but it set me watching others,
and it's really wonderful how many people
commit the same error.
Wishing you still greater success in your
work,
WINEFORD V. ASPINWALL.
[No, we do not think two months too bhort
a time to write a short story, but jf our friends
generally think the time too limited it can be
extended another month. The proposition
has met with general favor, as letters from
friends indicate, and we hope for a very general response in the story line.-En. C. U ]
CLEARWATER, NEll, June 11, 1885
DEAl\ Miss WnoN; Although I send wore
poems, I do not wish to intrude. I read with
delight the story of your ride to tha.t lovely
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Fall River country, that seems so poetical to
me who hav only the boundless prairies, va
ried by the beautiful Elkhorn River.
I am always pleased to see im the Childr~n's
domer letters and stories from Mrs .. Hutchinson, Mr. Perry, and the letters from the children themselvs are very interesting. I am
giad that Liberals hav so good and entertaining_ a Comer. Wishing you all success, I am
Fraternally yours for truth and humanity,
MARY B. FINCH.
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BOOK FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

FALSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

J. E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlar;ed.
Price, 10 CTI:J. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ

AS A

MISSIONARY DOCUMENT·
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr:
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the priRoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and ClVilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic,
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. 'Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address
TUB TBlJTH SEEKER.

SS Clinton Place, NEW VORF

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY.
OR,

MBN ol!' BusiNEss WHo Dm SoliiETHING BE
smEs MAKINo MoNEY.

A BOOK FOB YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .JA.!tiES

P.~RTON.

This book cont&lns 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating or forty-six characters In history who have
helped the world; together wl•h eight portrait•.
llr. Parton's works need no commendation. Tbey
are standard.
PRICE,
$l.:M.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
HS ffilntnn Place. NAw Vnrk

GOLDEN THRONE
_

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author or .. Prometheua," .. Gottlieb," and
and Jeaue.••

11

l.ngetsol1

A Badical romance of pioneer life. dellneatlnl!" the vir
tue.e or natural humanity •• opposed to the hypocrisy of 8
1npernatnral re.llglon; crowllen with Incident and rnn o
llrotrri!.IIIV Ideas and the poetry of tne tntnre.

PBIOE tl oo

4nnRF.fl!.! 'l'Pl!'l nl""P'lf1'

PAINE'S AGE OF Rf ASON.
The Greatest of' all A.D.ti•theolo~r·
leal Works
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the RevolutiOn."
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
for $1.00.

T H t<, CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Speaking or this work In connection with the proposed Independence or America rrom Great Britain,
Washington wrote: "A tew more such flaming
arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss
to decide on thA propriety or a separation."

Price, .3;) cents,
For either of lhese works. or any of Paine's
writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

.. PRICE, $1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00..

TRAVeLS IN FAITH,

BOOKS FOR UHILIJREN!

From Tradition to Rea.son.
BY ROBEB'l (,, ADAMS.
Cloth, $1.25.

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;

For Sale at this Office.

A STORY Ol!' THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.

""It(
11..

BY JENNIE
Price 10 cents.

BUTLER BROWNE
For sale at this omce.

PlAN.;.

Tile Great Eye Restorer.
Only Known Cure :for Catarrh.
Restores the Eyesi~rht.
Restores ttte Hearin;-.
Cures Catarrh.
Cures Neural~ria an(l Severe Ileadaclle,
As well as diseases of' the Eye after tile
oculists :fall.

* * ~ Th:f:: mn:rvPlnn~ hmt"'C has been bnilt m_ore ~han
3(nn .Ill'S from OUt' p :1 n.-~; ·if i."H) ,,·f'lf rfll111HtitJI:lt tta.t\ord~

"APPLES-OF COLD"

~ ::~)~~:~~. !"~:~;'~. 1(~~·~;~~ !~:~. ~ );~~!f~o~:l\~l~i ..~;u ~~~t<l n·iglz ~~~~~~~~
l'lf'nt Voff'lnJo:t•tR. 'l'lle whnlc warmed hy one chimney.

A story-book tor the young folks. By Miss SusAN
H. wrxo '· Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen' work tor young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price or $1.25, tree or
postage. This new edition has a photograph or the
author which adds very much to the value or tbe
volume.

l.:ll'g-0 illnstratiOll~ ant} full th~RCI'iption OfthC above
ns \\"('11 n.R o r:3H other hou:-;es, rang-ingi n cost from $400up
to $6 !i'lO, may he ton!Hl in "~Hol'l'EI.L'S MODEI~N LowCosT IIOl!~KS," a.lat·~c quarto pamphlet, sho~mg also
how to select sites, get loa.ns, &c. Sen~ postpntd o.n receipt of50c. Sta.mrs taken, or send $1 btll and we wl11 re·
turn the chn.n~e . .AUUre:->:.!, RUII.DING PLA:'i ASSOCIATION,
(Mention tlliti l'nper.)
2·1 :Beckman St., (Box. 2702,) N.Y.

WAJ FS AND WANDERINGS I Blakeman's
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

ITHE YOUTH'S

P · P U TN A M ' ,

Send for Catalogue containing all information to the

"ACTINA" CO., Sole Prop'rs,
88 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK.

~?2 ~~~ne:ical

Riddles

LIBERAL GUIDE.

By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
BY S A 1\>I U E L
This volume alms at the education or youth tn the
or Freethought, at the same time that It
principles
AUTHOR OF
., "
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
"GOLDEN THRONE," "PROMETHEUS,
INGER· standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
BOLL AND .JESUS," ETC.
i
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price, (:Jl ·•th, Sl,OO; Pa.p•r, 50 Vts.

[Piecue mtntion this Paper.]

ACTINA BATTERY,
PmoE $10 EA.oH.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN'l,

Jjii1!r' A Gtneral Agent wanted fm• eve1-y City and Town in the United
States.

Send remittance by P, 0. order, registered letter, or check payable to the ACT~~ CO.

5

"A prose epic ot the war, rich with Incident and
A HISTORIC ·'L SKETCH
dramatic power; breezy trom fir~t _pag? to last with
-"'
'- '
·
the living spirit ot to-day,-John Swmt&n • Paper.
By G. F. RINEHART.
:Price 25 cts.
Address THE TRVTii SEEKER,
38 OLINTON PLAOE, NEW YORK,

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
3B Olin ton Place,
NEW YOBK,
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1/!otlrg.
The Revision Considered.
Were those revisers linguists real,
Who hellln Bible changed to sb.eol ?
At ancient clpherlngs " much our betters ?"
"Far seen in Greek-deep men o' letters,u

ln Sanscrlt up, an' Hebrew schoolln',
Or were they lullln' us, or roolln'?
They who hav hell to sheol turned
A something llke Gehenna,
Where erst the Aryans dead folk burned
In centuries back so many,
By bigots since moved out In space,
Yet not Its name renewln',
Who ntleds would hav some red-hot pla,ce
For heretics to stew· ln.
H rlgh t these scribes, then gone is bell,
Or on Its last legs dyln',
This pit where claimed lost spirits dwell
In brimstone fires a-fryln'.
In brains becrazed a dogma born,
So modern thinkers cry out;
From brains or men, no distant morn,
L. S.
Dead sure, they say; to die_ out.
Only a Girl.
I hear a sharp ring on the frosty way,
And I catch the gleam or a cycle brlgh t,
Just a gllmpse of a form In Quaker gray,
And then, the dear boy! he Is out or sight.
Ah, out and away, ere the sun Is high,
While the early clouds are all rose and pearl,
And the air llke a wine that Is bright and dry;
And I'm -only a girl.
I think of the hollows where leaves lle dead;
or the gaunt trees' shadows against the sk.Y;
or the cool clear stretch or blue overhead,
And the low, lush meadows he rattles by.
I look on the road with Its dusty track,
Where the wind-gusts meet to whistle and whirl;
And-yes! I may look for hls coming back,
For I'm only a girl.
I may watch and walt all day for the ring
or hls pretty plaything's gllstenlng steel;
And, dressed In my gayest, may slt and sing
Over my work till I hear the wheel.
Then I shall see the eyes o' my lad,
And he a cheek and a drooping curl;
And-well, yes-perhaps-I'm a little glad
That I'm only a girl.
-Ruth Hall; in Outing.

"Well, if you do die, you will hav the satisfaction of being a martyr to civilization."
" You are very kind."
"Don't mention it. What do you do for a
living, anyhow?"
"When I am hungry, I eat a banana. I eat,
drink, or sleep, just as I feel like it."
·
"What horrible barbarity! You must settle
down io some occupation, my friend. If you
don't, I'lll!av to lock you up as a vagrant."
" If I've got to follow some occupation, I
think I'll start a coffee house. I've got a good
deal of coffee-and sugar on hand."
"Oh, you hav, hav you? Why, you are not
such a hopeless case as I thought you were.
In the first place, you want to pay me fifty
dollars."
" What for ?"
"As an occupation tax, you ignorant heathen. Do you expect to get all the blessings
of civiliza.tion for nothing?"
"But· I havn't got any money."
"That makes no difference. ·I'll take it out
in coffee and sugar. If you don't pay up I'll
put you in jail."
"What is jail?"
"Jail is a progressiv word. You must be
prepared to make some sacrifices for civilization, you know."
"What a great thing Christian civilization
is!"
-"You cannot possibly realize the benefits,
but you will before I get through with you.''
The unfortunate nativ took to the woods,
and has not been seen since.-Siftings.

-ALL in a LIFETIME.

A ROMANCE.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
"The great charm or this novel is Its absolute
fidelity to nature. Its· personages are those one meets
with In common Ute. and are portrayed with 'a
vividness and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared
to expect to lind, In such a marked degree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon, whose
brilliant and lucid style ls ramlllar to most readers
In the Freethought ranks. . . . But what pleased
me most In this charming story was the unlllnchlng
honesty with which Its .au thor holds up to. the derision or the world the rottenness or averag& mlnlsterlal character, p,.rtlcularly that or revivalist"
IYpe. I hav not space here to treat, In detail. of the
A Modern Brown Jug.
or this truly absorbing novel. Suffice It
characters
To the tune of Hambw-g, N. Y.
to say that It Is safe to predict that anyone who
The little brown jug has been oft-times praised,
reads Its first chapters will be loth to lay It down
And Its story sung In bygone days;
tlll the denouemenl. Is reached. Miss Wixon has long
been doing a n'lble work In educating our c!illdren
But the llttle brown jug I tell of now
into
the ranks of true Llberallsm, thereby robbing
Is a different one from that, I trow.
the church or hundreds or those who, In after
years, might hav become Its wllllng dupes and serThis modern jug has a hole In the side,
1 vll tools, and she certainly deserves the generous
Where pennies and dhnes do IntO It gllde,
, and substantial recognition or all Freethinkers.
And a dollar or two, I've heard them say,
Let everyone s.end for a copy or' Allin a Lifetime.'
Into this jug ott finds Its way.
It will yield a llberal reward for the outlay."
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
Poor little boys and maidens gay
Price, $1.50,
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
May be seen with this jug from day to day,
Gathering up the pennies scarce,
ELEMENTS
To help furnish a church which 1s all a farce.
OF
H 'this money was used for clothing and food,
It mlgh t do-the poor a little good;
But an untaxed church, without any right,
Is ready to seize the widow's mite.
FOh
This llttle brown jug used lil olden time,
Well filled with beer, and sometimes wine,
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
Was bad enough, I will allow,
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
But a far worse use Is made or It now.
The money begged goes to provide
By Prof'. H. M. Cottin;oer, A.l-'I.
For a bouse where Ignorance and pride
Can feast on myths and dogmas, too,
Freethinkers will find this, for an outline,
While lying back In a cushioned pew.
history- the best for their- use, as- -ProfessorThe Liberals here <&not propose
Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
To hav this jug t h . 'neath their nose,
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
But leave It for the Ohrlstlan meek
truthful freed·om not found in ordinary hisTo help the priests grow fat and sleek.
tories. He dates his work from the beginning
Now, my advice to young and old,
of historical certainty and not from the mythi·
Is to keep clear or this priestly told;
cal Eden, as do most "universal " historians,
For wolves In sheeps' crothtng assemble there
and brings it down to 1883, with a brief menTo lead you !lBtray; so beware, beware!
tion of subsequent important inventions and
discoveries.
Price, Cloth, $1.1iO.
Civilization in Africa.
For Schools, In Quantities, $1.00.
A large, strong man dressed in a uniform,
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and armed to the teeth, knocks at the door of
a hut on the coast of Africa.
THE
"Who are you, and what do you want?"
asks a voice from the inside.
" In the name of civilization open your door
AN:O
or I'll break it down for you, and fill you full
of lead."
" But what do you want h-ere?"
WITH SOME
"My name is Christian Civilization. Don't
talk like a fool, you black brute, what do you CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
suppose I want here but to civilize you, and
By SA.JUJEL P. PUTNAM.
make a reasonable' human being out of you if
Price
20 cents. For sale at this offic~>.
it is possible."

UNIVERSAL HISTORY

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
Its Scientific Solution,

" What are you going to do ?"
"In the first place you must dress yourself
like a white man. Its a shame and a disgrace
the way you go about. From now on you
must wear underclothing, a pair of pants,
vest, coat, plug hat, and a pair of yellow
gloves. I will furnish them to you at reasonable rates."
" What shall I do with them?"
"Wear them, of course. You didn't expect
to eat them, did you. The first step in civilizatioR is in wearing proper clothes."
"But it is ·too hot here to wear such garments. I'm not used to them. I'll perish
from the heat. Do you want to murder me?"

The Bi~le Analyze~.
BY

.John .R. Kelso, A.M.

SPIRI'l'UALISTIC WORJ{S.

SPIRI'I'UALIS'riC WORKS._

For Sale at THE TRu'rH SEEKER Office.

For Sale at THE TRU1'Ii SEEKER Office.

A.chsa"'-'W.
Sprague's and""' Mary
Clark's Experiences in the First
Ten Spheres of Spirit-Life. Paper, 20
cents.
After Death ; the Disembodiment of
Man, The World.of Spirit, Its Location,.
Extent, Appearance, Inhabitants, Customs, Sex and its uses. there. By P. B.
RANDOL;pH. Price, $2.00.
·
A.fter Dogmatic Theology What 1
Materialism, or, a _Spiritual '!>hilosophy
and Natural Religion. By GlLEB B. 'STEBBINS. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Agassiz and Spiritualism: Involvi~g
the Investigation of Harvard College Professors in 1857.
By ALLEN PuTNAM,
author o_f "Bible MarveL-Workers,"
"Spirit Works," "Natty a Spirit," etc.
This sterling work combines ih itself the
characteristics of memoir, essay, and review. The matter considered is of vital
interest to the cause of Spiritualism, and
readers cannot fail of being pleased with
the treatment which Mr. PuTMAN accords
to it.• Price, 25 cents.
Angel of Horeb. By M. B. CRAvEN:
A Critical Review of Biblical Inspiration
and Divinity. Paper, 10 cents.

An~el Voices from the Spirit-World.
'"Essays taken indiscriminately from a
large amount written under angel infiu) ence. By JAMES LAWRENCE, Dial and
Transcrib\ng Medium, and Reputed
Author. Cloth, pp. 400; $1.00.

An Hour With the Angels; or, A
Dream of the Spirit Life. By A. BRIGHAM.
Price, 50 cents.
Answers to Charges in General Belief. By Mi.-. and Mrs A. E. NEWTON.
Price, 15 cents.

Clock Struck One, and · Christian
Spiritualist.'
·Revised and· cor~ ·
rected. Being a Synopsis of the Investigations of Spirit Intercourse by .an Epis~.
copal Bishop, three Ministers, five lJoc- :
tors and, others, at Memphis,' Tenn~;in
1855. Also, the opinion of many eniilient
divines, living and dead, on the subject.
Communications received from a number·
of persons recently. By tile Rev., SAMUEL'
wA,T~ON,, of t};fe J¥[etho~is_t' Eris~Opai-:
. qhyrqh,, Glotll•, $1.00.
;: . ~ ;, ;:- \ '~~\
Clock Struck Three; Being a Review
of "Clock Struck One," and reply to it:
aud Part Second, showing the Harmony
betwElen Christia,nity, Science, and ~pir
itualism; By. Rev. SAMu~ WAWSON.
Cloth, $1.50.
Criticism of the Apostle Paui ih Defense of Woman's Rights. · By M. B.
CRAVEN. Price, ~5 centos.
Curious Life of P. B. Ramlolph.".
· By P. B. RANDOLPH. Paper, 00 oents. ·

on

Danger Signals; An address
the·
Uses and Abuses of Modern Spiritualism ..
By MARY F. DAVIS. Paper, 15 cents.
Death in the Light of Harmoniar
Philosophy. By MARY F. DAvis..
A whole volume of Philosophical truth is:
condensed into this little pamphlet ..
Paper, 15 cents; cloth, 30 cents; cloth,.
gilt, 50 cents.
Debatable Land Between this.World~
and the Next. By RoBERT DALE:.
OwEN. The main object of this book is:
to afford conclusiv proof; aside from his-torical evidence, of immortality.
Cloth,
$2!
.
.

Diakkaismj or, Clairvoyant Travels illl
Hades. Hy A. GARDNER, of London, Eng.
Price, 10 cents.
Armageddon ; or, the Overthrow of
Romanism and Monarchy.
By S. D. Dialogues and Recitations, Adapted
BALDWIN.· Price, $1.50.
'-to the children's progressive lyoeums, and
other forms of useful and 1iberal instrucBaptisln of Fire. An Autobiographition. By Mrs. LoursA. Sl!!':PARD. Paper,
cal Sketch. By LuciFER. Price, 30 cents.
50 cents.
Battle-Ground of the Spiritual Reformation. By S. B. BRITTAN, M.D Dissertation on the Evi<lences of Divine Inspiration. Price, 25 cents.
The latest and best defense of Spiritualism-at once a text-book and a vindicatiOll. ·An armory from which Spiritualists Defense of Modern Spiritualism. By
A. R. WALLACE, F.R:B., with American
will draw weapons for years. Price, $2.
· Prefa.ce by EPES SARGENT. Paper, 10 ots.
Better Views of Living; or, Life According to the Doctrin, "Whatever Is Discussion. Between Mr. E. V. WIL-soN, Spiritualist, and Elder T. M. HARRIS,.
Is Right. By Dr. A. B. CHlLD; Price, $1.
Christian. Subject discussed-Resolved,.
Beyond. the Breakers. A .Story of
That the Bible, King James's version,.
the Present· Day. By RcmER<r DALE OwEN.
sustains the teachings, the phases, and
Finely illustrated. This story of village
-the phenomena of Modern Spiritualism•..
life in the West is, in its narrow and inPrice, 10 cents.
'
terior meaning, a profoundly spiritual
Divine
Law
of
Cure.
By
W. F."
story, through and by whose numberless
EvANs. This treatis is the result of the··
incidents, scenes, characters, and narraauthor's six years· of careful research,.
tions is illustrated the'· great truth of
study, and experience, and makes its apspirit-life and communion. Cloth, $1.50.
pearance at a time when the necessity of •
Beyond the Veil.
Dictated by the
the age seems to demand a work of this.
Spirit of P. B. RANDOLPH, through the
nature. Cloth, $1.50.
mediumship of Mrs. E. H. M'DougLl and
Empire
of the Mother over the Char~-.
Mrs. Luna Hutchinson. Cloth, with
acter and Des.tiny of the Race .. By -HEN-·
steel-plate portrait of P. B. Randolph.
BY C. Wnt<>.dT. Price, 75 cents.
Price, $1.50.
~
Biblical Chronology.
By M. B. Experiences ofJ udge J. W. EdmondS"c
CRAVEN. Contrasting the Chronological
in Spirit-Life~ 'Paper, 30 cents.
~Computations of the Hebrew and SeptuaExperiences
of Samu'3l Bowles, Late
gint Versions from Adam to Christ; Crit-:Editor Springfield Republican, in Spiritical Essay on the Geographical Location
Life, or Life as he now sees it. ·Written
of the Garden of Eden. Paper, 10 cents.
through the mediumship of CARRIE E. S.
Bible in the Balance. A Text Book
Twnm. Paper, 20 cents.
_
for Investigators. The Bible weighed in
the balance with history, chronology,_ Fabulous.Tendency of Ancient Au·
science, literature, and itself. With illusthors. By M. :B. CRAVEN. 10 cents.
trations. By Rev. J. G. Fl:sti:. Cloth, $1.50
Bible :Marvel-Workers, .And the Pow- Faiths, Facts, and Fra_uds of Relig- ·
er which helped or made them perform
ious History.
By }jMMA HARmighty works and utter inspired words;
DINGE BRITTEN. Price, 75 .cents.
"together with some personal traits and Flashes of Light from the- Spirit
characteristics of prophets, apostlee, and
Land. Through the Mediumship
Jesus, or New Readings of "The Miraof Mrs. J. H. CONANT._ Comp!l1ld. aJ1d
cles." By ALLEN PUTNAM. Price, $1.25.
... ·p r1·ce , "'1
arrange db y ALLAN p UTN~.
.., .50
Boo~ on Mediums; or, Guide for Me- :Ghost Land· or, Researchesinto the
dmms and Invocators. By ALLEN C.umEC.
M t .
'f
It
· ·t· . Til t ted
Price $1. 50.
. ys ene~ o 0 ccu 8 zy.n 1sm:.
us ra
'
m a senes of autobl0graph1Cal·papers, .
Buddhism and Christianity Face to
with extracts from records of magical
" Face.
By J. Thi. PEEBLES.
A Disseances, etc. Translated by. Mrs. EM~MA
:d cussion between a Buddhist priest and an
H. BBITTEN. Cloth, 75 cents, paper, oO.
English clergyman. Paper, 25 cents.
Gospel ·of Nature
By SHERMAN and·
Chapters from the Bible of the Ages.
I,.Yvl'l, authors of ''The Hollow Globe
Compiled by G. B. STEBBINS. Price, $1.50
Price, $2.00.
Christianity Before the Time of
Christ. By M. B. CRAVEN. With
Quotations from the Ancient Sages -and
Fathers, Hhowing the Historic Origin of
Christian Worship. Paper, 25 cents.
Christ and the People. By A. B.
CJilLD. Price, $1.25.

He~~~~!~~a~~~l ~~-~ ~~~r~!;i~fe~fs~~ ·
ences.

By ALLEN CARDEC:

Price, $2.00 ..

Higher Aspects of Spiritualism. By
""M.A. (OxoN), author of" Psychog-raphy"
and "Spirit-Identity.". English- edit~o~.;
Blue cloth, in form with "Spiiit,_1den~Jty
and "Psychography." Price, $1,25 .
Hollow Globe; or, The World's Agi~tator ancl Reconciler .. A Treatis on ·the·
Physical Conformation of the . Eart~•.•·
P1·esentecl through the organism of M.
SHERMAN, M.D., and written by WM. F.
LYON. Cloth, $2: 00 :
r" ·

Christ, the Corner-stone of SpiritualCONTENTS:
ism. By J. M. PEEBLES. 10 cents
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-'l'he
Creatlon,-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Mira- Civil and Religious Persecutions in
cles of the Blble.-The Errors of the Blble.-The
the State of New York.
Bv
Prophecles.-The Devll or Satan or the Blble.-The
~
Heaven and the Hell or the Blble.-The Sabbath or
'THOMAS R: HAZARD. Paper, 10 cents.
the Bible.-The God or the Blble.-The Messiah or
·
Savior.
Orown octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. s.~nt oClaims of Spiritualism. By a Medi 1 How ·to Magnetize ; or, Magnetism
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.
cal Ma:n. Price, 25 centa.
and Clairvoyance~ ·Paper, 25 cents.
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WANTED.

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY GRIMES AND:¥lG;E3S.SANGTlO:NED·
BY SCRIPTURE.
F;:tlsehood and Deception~Cheati:rig_::_Theft and·l~ob. bery..:__Adultery a:q.d ,I::T9stitutfon-Murder-Wars df Con7
quest and Extermination-:D!3spotif:'lm-Intolerance ana
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Children...:...Crueltv to Animals- Human-.~Sacrifices-Cannibal
:i,:;:;m' _:__ \Vitchc:r,'aft- Slavery-Polvg~mv;-:-: In,tE)mperan~~
Povertv and V agrancv - Ignorarlc'e a:p.~ i ]C(iobv - bor
scen.itv.·
"·-"
... ~
BY JOHN E. ~EMSBUKG.
Price~ Stn;'le~

Copies; 2:i cents;

~Special

!

6 f)opJes, $1.00

Discount on i.a.-;-er-ctoantl:tJes.

A PHOTOGRAPH

TD E

OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
HEAVEN.

lNT

RISE

ECTUA

OF

A business~ partner WITH CAPITAL for the
publication of a national, radical and independent
WEE;KLY newspaper. Address
.
J. G., HERTW.IG, ,
3t24_
P.O, Box '706, Washington, D. C.
OTTO

WET~TS~EIN;S

,

POPULAR JEWELRY STORE;
ROCHELLE. ILL.
ne•><uqu:an•ers toi- Fine G'odM In the llne of Genuln
~~::;'l~~~·;w
Gold an<18!!ver Watches; Chains;
l'
eddliJg and Pre•ent.at!on Rings; Jew; Gold PenM; Silverware; Opt!cal
3 ounce C<iln l:lllver Elgin Wa~ch,
Adjusted Pat. ReguJat<>r
ful:e mov~ment, In )jest
cheap ml)vement, $25.
-&rein wind¥ watches, $20,
karat; upward.· watches cleaned,
In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and ;reper. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. work
trade at reduced rates and agents sending
work once a week from every state-In the Union are
making 'lots o,f, money. Best s.pectacles ln · the
$1. All go_odl!~ :must suit or casli back on de~ .Try me 1-: . ·
OTTO_~W~TTSTEIN .
. P&tentee:ot Wettstelh•s.New FreethOught Badge.
The most beautltul badge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sale. Elegant present tor Lady
or Gent. Solld gold, $3; $3.50; extra heavy, $4;

LIBJRT:Y,~W:...,:..:_..lth~~dl=-on_d._·$lO.--~

ELL
L
A Picture of th~ world as described iu Gen·From Thales to Copernicus~
TJ:l.E SCIENCE OF LIFE•. ONLY $1.
esis, with"' the texts of the Bible tei~ehi~g ~the
·BY MAIL POST·PAID.
doctrin, and the passages from profane writers By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of
supporting it.
·
Price: 25 cents.
"'1'4e Reign .Of-tl:le 'Stoics."
.
' A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
·" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
b~ kept and referred to;·ai1d-- pondered ·over from
OF~
year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
BETTER THAN
tl;lrough the past centuries prior to 16oo; tlie
Eternal Punishment.
of Copernicus ~dJ?runo... It does_ not take the
place of other histories -like Gibb~on, E:~ii~in, or
BY M. BABCOCK.
Lecky, but_it~makes them intelligible by pointing ..4.
Medical Work on Manhood
out -the white light th_at has been cast l]_rt(m the
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Deb!llty,
-"
·Premature ·Decllne ln Man, Errors of Youth, and
Th_e subjects discussed. in .this finl;lly-printed
lurid clouds o_f ignorance, superstition, and cru- the untold miseries resulting from ~ndis}retlon or
pamphlet ·are,· besides the title above given,
·
·
·
·
excesses.. A book for every man, young, mlddle·satQ,ri and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not elty, from the little stream of Freethought that a'ged and· old. It contains 125 prescriptions tor all
a Christian, Divinity of . the Bible, Theological has flowe_ d itr its rag·ged,~ broken,· and obstr_t;cted acute and Chronic diseases, each one of which Is lnv'aluable. So found by the author, whose experlLogic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers coui-se down through the ages which now liv ence tor 2?":Years !s such as probably never before
~Sometimes Differ, Infant Damnation, Prayer, only as o_ur i-ea_ lm oCMemory and Adm_onition." feu
the lot of any phy·slc!an. 300 pages, bound in
French muslln, embossed \)Overs, tun gllt,
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid,
Octavo; 458 .pp,
PRICE, $3.50. 1 "'"'"u.uc~• to be a ·finer work In every sense-meNo Fear of Bemg Damned, But What are We
~ •ndress THE TRUTH SEEKE_ R·~.
·
and protess!onal-than-a.nyother
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
-"'
country for $2.50, or the money
every instance Price only $1.00
Not Pray for the Damned? Con<;:lusipn,
~,GERDAN SIDPLIFIED.Illustratlv sample 6 cents.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
.
awarded the author by'the
An eil.sy and practical new method, adapted tor
Association, to the president of
Address_
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
self-instruction as well as tor use in schools._
P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
~33 Clinton Pl., ,New York.
oonsist of about twelve numbers. Seven numbers of the
the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read. by the young
now PUblished. Sent to any address on receipt of
the . price, lO:cents per number, by THE_ T!tU~.EI tor Instruction, and by the allllcted tor re1let. It
SEEKER po,. ~ · .
:. ~
w!\f-beneflt aii.-London Lancet.
I
•· These _))ooks con~in a wealth of know!edge tor
There is no member of society to whom The
self-1nstruction."-En •.t!!Ja!J?l "l!ni9'1}.-.~-- : ~·
~
_Science of Life_ w:lll -notr JJe~ useful, whether youth,
· 3tf.
parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.
-~
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w.
A New Edition, with Sixty-seven· EnH. Parker, No. 4 Bulflnch ,Street, Boston, Mass.,
who may be consulted on all diseases requlrlng
gmvings, P1·ej'ace, 'and Note$.
A SUMMARY OF' EVIDENCE. sklll and experience. .Chronic and obstinate disA~Loth_ er
eases that have baffled the sklll of
physicians a. specialty. Such treated
s u cCONTENTS:
B)' Robert
A~ams.
cesstully,
without
an
instance
otT
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
tallure. Mention this paper.lyl4
Paper,
25
cents,
For
Sale
this
_Office.
· -~- Zadig:; -or, Fate:
The Sage and the Atheist.
.A COMMON SENSE .
· The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of Forty ~Crowns.
GUIDE TO CORRECT EN_GLISH;
is a regularly ed ucatThe ~Hurqn; or, 'rhe Pupil of- Nature.
ed and legally quallIN WHICH THE
fled physician, and
Micrvmegas.
the most successful
DECLENSION OF THE NOUN
The World ad it Goes.
as his practice 'Wlll
The- Black and the Wl1ite.
prt!>ve. He has tor
AND T!fE
twenty years treated
Memnom the Philosopher.
CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
excluslvly
all disea.ses
Andres Des Touches at Siam.
of the Sexual Organs,
Are superseded by a few. simple rules; and
The Study of Nature.
In the cures ot which
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Something :for Invalids to read and stud
over.,-Stop Drugging and try
Na .. u.re'• Ren1.edy,
MAGNETISM.

For yeiU"fl. past 1t has oeen Jrnown to the profession that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn~out sutrer<>r from disease. Many humanitarians In the profession, thinking more of the alleviation of sutrering than they did of the code of
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found themselves astonished at the etrect upon their patle;nts.
They had been taught that medicine was an absolute essential In all cases, and that that falllng, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker has flung aside
the tie which bound him to his dogmatic brethren
and has resorted to other and more scientific methods of treatment. As a result many, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a. system as barbarous as It was unscientific, have used their best energies to devise means fQr the a.llevla.tlon of human
sutrertng. Here and there the wondrous power ot
MAGNETISM was establlshed, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readlly submitted to
Its mlld but potent 1n!luence. This agent to the
intell!gent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as It is, the very essential of all Jlfe, It was tounll.
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft of thls vital principle. If we can
supply this vital farce to the worn-out body the
patient Will get wen.
Ah 1 but bow is it to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
the problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fields of what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, when carried upon the
person, was round to be a. safeguard against disease,
and to this circumstance we are largely Indebted tor
magnetic WElBJ:lng apparel, torltwas an easy transition from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed In
garments fitted to every part of the body. Blnce
the first introductio~ of magnetic appllances as a
curative, there has been a number of these so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the publlc by men
whose solO" object was gain. Unscientific in construction, and having Jlttle 1f any magnetism in
them, their. Ute. was of short duration; It was long
enough however, to demonstrate that when constructed upon scientific principles there was scarcely
an aliment that human flesh is heir to that would
submrttotnelr heallng ln!luence.
. .THE EUREKA MAGN;ETIC APPLIANCES ar~ superior to everything of a slmllar character heretotore otrered to the publlc, being the only sclentl!lcally ccnstructed a.pplla.nce In the market; it ls now
rwo and a halt years since they were first otrered
to the publlc, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case of failure to receive benefit reported to us, Whlle we are
in dally receipt ot testimonials of cures from all
parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn ln quantities
as advised by us.
~
To all who inay be allllcted With any of the tollowlng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
:Magnetic Garmente will cure you :-Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss ot Energy, Heart Disease,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syph!lls, Epllepsy, St. Vitus' Dance, ~d all form
of chronic tnvalidlsm.
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Whlle these gGl'lllents can be procured at the
above low prices no one can atrord to be lll. Our
ladles' supporters are just what every lady In the
land needs, as lt wm be found a great a.ss!stance1t
certain periods; all these garments are madeo>
measure, an<! a fit guaranteed. To ladles whoua
all dragged out a combination jacket and -corset
will restore you to new Ute and energy, and pay for
Itself an hundred told In a few weeks' wear. This
garment ls only made fr~m actual measure, and 11
perfect fit assured.
All co!Jl,munlcatlons answered free ~t charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
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ftm# oJ f[honght.
IT would be almost amusing. If It were not rather
Irritating, to note the Impossibility of Impressing
upon the ordinary dlspu ta.nt the fact that a. man
may disbelieve In hAll without dlsbe llevlng In the
value Of all morality. He can see no diiTerence between a. denial that murderers will be tormented
forever and a.na.saertlon that murder Is unobjectionable. The most amiable and candid critics will Inform you that to deny the supernatural character of
morality Is to deny Its existence; and that, In denyIng the existence of supernatural ea.nctlons, you are
not only unconsciously removing a. useful safeguard
of mora.llty, but consciously and explicitly denying
that there Is any dliTerence between right a.Bd
wrong -Lulio Stephen.
THE tendency of religious doctrln to become lese
literal, and more myetlc and poetlc~l, Is of course
encouraged by the growing dlst&ste tor doctrinal
dlscu•slon. The mere Intellectual acceptance of
doctrine as true Is being left In the background, and
relfgious services are becoming more and more emotional. Everything looks as If the more advanced
church of the present day Is developing Into a place
where the jaded mind shall revel In poetic Imagery
and thA emotional nature be cultivated by the
charms of music and the forms of worship, In fact,
ha.v not our more fashionable city churches of nearly every denomination just a.bou t a.ttalned this Ideal ?
We believe that those who Will either deny or regret
It will soon be In the mlnorlty.-North American Re-

THE reason that a. womiUl does not. make a. good
collector Is because a. woman's work Is never dun,
A REPORTER overheard the following remark one
gossip made to another yesterday: "I llv down by
the canal. Won't you come down and drop In?"
DON'T spend your money for a. motto " Save my
lambs," until you ha.v cleaned out your back yard.
Cholera. don't care a. Bungtown copper for mottos.
MISS OLEVEL~ND"S book Is all right, no doubt, but
when It makes the Voice of Destiny address .Joan of
Arc, saying; "Thou art the man," we feel bound to
protest. We don't l:!elleve Destiny makes any breaks
ol that sort.

THE

Truth Seeker Annual
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IT Is ea.ld that the French ha.v more suspension
bridges than any other nation In the world. That
may be; but America. can beat France In the matter
of business suspensions and suspenders generally.
-Peck·, Sun.

1885.
(E. M. 285J

@'y\'itl\ @JR.irttj-~e\:len portrait&>

of

prominent J\meriea.12

~reetl\i nl('er~®, on®!. 11umerou.® ~ffu~®tra.tionl®.

viow, Dec. 1879.

YET hath Sir Proteus, for that's his name,
Made use and fa.lr advantage of his da.ye;
His years but young, but his experience old ;
His head unmellowed, but his judgment ripe;
And, In a. word (for far behind his worth
Oome all the praises that I now bestow),
He Is complete In feature, and In mind,
With all good grace to grace a. gentleman.
-8/taktpere's Two fkntlemen ~f Verona.
IT I• a. mistake to suppose that the rich man maintains his servants, tradesmen, tenants, and laborers.
The truth Is, •hey maintain him. It Is their Industry that supplies his table, furnishes his wardrobe,
builds his houses, adorns his equipage, provides his
amusements. It Is not the estate, but the labor employed upon It, that pays the rent. All that he does
Is to distribute what others produce; which Is the
least part of the buslnese.-Palev's Moral and Polit-
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THE grand almighty builder
Who fashioned out the earth
Has set hi£ 8eal of honor
on Labor from her birth.

NEW YORK:
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THERE Is yet another tal' h besides that of the re·
llglon of the present-a. faith that whatever Is Is
right; a. faith that the pillars of tellglon and moralIty wllJ stand, though the very foundation on which
they ha.v always been supposed to rest be washed
a.way bv the flood; a. falth that no change In thereligious doctrlns of enlightened men clill occur, except such as wlll be better for humanity and bring
man nearer to eternal truth; a. faith that the throne
of the moral universe, whatever and wherever It may
be, wlll stand unshaken before a.ll human discussion.
Such a faith fears no fa.lse tea.chlng,se•s no limits on
the freedom of human thought, and views With perfect calm the subver8lon of any o.nd every form of
doctrinal belief, confident that the ultimate result
will tend to the elevation of the human soul and the
un•ea.slng progress of spiritual development. What• ven becomes of other forms of faith, we may expect
thl" •n • rengthen as lo gas humanity shall endure.
-The R•ligwn of To-d•'JI·
LITTLE do men perceive what solitude Is and how
far It • x•endeth; for a. crowd Is not company and
facPs are but a. gallery of pictures and talk but a.
tinkling cymbal, where thera Is no love.-Bae<m's
Eunys.

There Is a. pleasure In the pathless. woods,
There Is a. rapture on the lonely shore,
There Is society, where none Intrudes,
By the deep sea., and music In Its roar.
I love not man the less, but nature more,
From the86 our Interviews, In which I steal
From all I may be or ha.v been before
To mingle with the universe and feel
What I can ne'er express, yet cannot all conceal.
-Byron.

THERE Is no boundary to the search after truthtlll you ha.v found It, and to be weary In the search
Is base, when what iS sought for Is most beautiful.
-Cicero.
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AN almighty creator does not need our eiTorts;
there Is no work of.hls that we can rea.lly do, for his
all-seeing providence can ba.flle evE>rythlng we attempt. He needs not our well-doing, for he Is beyond all service and all good. We are to glv him
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Panothing but praises; we may show our virtue by beper,
50 cents.
nevolence; but virtue Is not devoutness. " When we
ha.v done all that Is commanded of us, we must say,
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
• We are unprofitable servants.'" Silent adoration
cloth, $2.00.
Is all we can really glv. " Thou art necessary to
me," says the Oathollc mystic to his God; "I a.m not
His
Ans-wers
necessary to thee." In every way that we turn It,
What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paa.n absolute perfection paralyzes our reason, unper, 25 cents.
To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
mans our energies, refines a.wa.y even our actlv goodby the Editor of the Ban Franciscan.
ness Into a. mere ecstatic prayer. MonkS and nuns
COMPLETE WORKS, in One Volare logically consistent with their creed.-FTederic
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THIRD EDITION.
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Parallels in Other Religions

ta.oo

MORE than half a. century ago a good New Ha.mp·hlre d-eacon, by the name of Day, Uvlng not far
from the White Mountains, had seven children-six
daughters and one son. They were known as his
six week Days and one son Day.
WHEN a. Chinese laundryman sends home with
his customers' collars and cuiTd a set of steel-plated
finger-nails, warranted not to snap otT when buttonIng a. collar or culT to a. shirt, he will receive more
work and fewer curses.-Norris!own Herald,
FEw experiences In· this life are more trying to a..
church-going young man than to paste a. scrap-book
full of ·newspaper clippings, with every care to
avotd mistakes, and then to ·llnd, while glancing
complacently over his completed work, that he has
baguu a.t the wrong end of the book, and pasted the
whole business In bottom side up.
PICKDIS COUNTY, Ga.., has a. post-ofllce named
.. Talking Bock." The origin of the name Is thus
s•a.ted: Some one discovered In the vicinity a. large
.. tone, upon which had been painted the words:
• Turn me over." It required consldemble strength
to accomplish thLI, and, when It was done, the command, "Now turn me back, and fool somebody
else," was found painted on the under side of ·the
stone.
THE liTMkiin Tidings, published In Izard county,
A.rk., IB a. complimentary sheet. A recent Issue contains the following : " The Tack Hammf:r has been sold
to Rev. W. D. Barnhouse. The Rev. Wha.ngdoodle
Ra.ntankerous Hiner tried to buy the Ofllce, but the
Wiseman boys refused t{) sell to the ga.lva.nl.zed
fraud. He would make about as good a. newspaper
man a.s he does a. preacher, and God knows he's a..
hell of a. preacher."
A BBOOKLY:N Wife lay dying. Her husband an<P
children were gathered sorrowfully about the deathbed, watching the last breath of a. loved wife ancl
mother, when she feebly whispered: "James, wllll.
you promls me not to marry again ? It's my last
wish." "Yes, dear wife, I promls you," replied the.
sobbing husband, "Oh I If I could only believe lt.
James; but you are such an a.wtulllar," and with a
soft, sweet, placid smile, she ca.lmly sank to rest•
"BLESSED are the peace-makers." Bismarck gets
three hundred dollars a. day for keeping all :europe
In a. state of llghtlng suspense about what he Is
going to do next. General Koma.roiT gets one hundred thouea.nd rou blee for killing a. few Atgh&ll8,
and standing all India. up on end, a. good cannon
costs eleven thousand dollars, and a. city mlselona.ry
wears out his life for six hundred dollars a. year,
and you can get a. Bible of the Tract Society for
nothlng.-Brooklyn Eagle.
DB. SLOP Is one of the most pious men In his section of the state. He observe~ Lent very closely, A
few months ago he ea.w his colored servant with a.
piece of fat pork, and he asked him what he proposed to do with It, "l'se been greasln' yer boOts
and de harness, ea.h." " Greasing my boots with
fat pork, s.nd here we are In the middle of Lent I
Well I'll be d--1 Why, you Infernal black-·-,
ha.vn't you got any religious sentiments In your Infernal black ca.rca.ss?" And, seizing the sa.crtle·
glous darky by his trousers, he slung him against a
picket renee, and broke three of his ribs.
AN editorial heart bowed down: " They are galled
epochs In every man's life when he would willingly
divide his patrimony with a. Journeyman blasphemer In exchange for one hour's solid cursing,
applied according to directions. A fa.lr instance of
justlfla.ble exasperation, and one that requl.rell a.
vast amount of restraining grace to preserve the orthodoxy of our religious SJ8tem-ls when a. $4 cow
breaks In and eats up a. $10 garden for us In one
night. The tumult that distracts and distorts a.
man's soul under such trying clrcumsta.noes IS
harder to control than the a.lr-pump of a wheezy
hand organ. Gentle reader, we ha.v suiTered. "Hmry Oounii/(Ga.) Weeklll•
A MilliliTER wa.s tlown town the other day without
his pocketbook. As he walked toward the street ear
he dlscovered that he ha.clln his pocket only a. nickel,
and he dlscussed In his own mind whether he should
walk home and eave the nickel or ride home. He
llna.lly decided that he was too tired to walk, and
wa.s in the act of ha.111ng a. street car, whell a.n old
da.rky, bent and decrepit, accosted him. The old
man ~xpla.lned that he had had nothing to eat since
morning, and that he was so faint that he could
scarcely stand, and that he wasln grea.' dlstreas, and
that a. very Utile would help him. He told, In short,
a very pitiful story, a.Dd the Clergyman, always
sympathetic, listened patiently. At last he told the
colored man that he only had llve cents In his
pooket, and that If he gave that to him he would be
compeHed to walk home. The old da.rky became
more earnest In his plea., told how miserable he was,
and a.ssured the clergyman that the Lord would
bless him for giving to the poorest of the poor. FInally the clergyman gave the old fellow the nickel,
and started to walk home. He had not gone more
than two blocks when the street car passed him, and
on the rear wa.e the old darky. As he pa.seed, h&
raised his hands and shouted:" May de La.wd bre88·
Jou," cut a. plgeen-wlng, ~nd skipped Into the car,
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A OONSUMPTIV lady of Chicago, while on a
AT the Convention of Civil Engineers at Deer
street-car, and afraid that she-was going to die Park, Md., June 24th, Professor Egleston read
before she could get home, opened a Bible and a paper. He said it was true that the obelisk
BRIGHAM YoUNG, JR., is on his way to the read a few verses from Job. This gave her in Central Park, New York, was· undergoing
CHOLERA is spreading in some parts of "Spain.
city of Mexico to negotiate for large tracts of sufficient strength to reach a mission chapel, decomposition. This was due to the fact that
GENERAL GRANT's health, it is said, is not so
the
obelisk
was
brought
from
the
dry
climate
where
prayers
were
offered
up
for
her.
She
land for the occupation of Mormon colonies.
suddenly arose and declared herself cured. of Egypt to a moist climate, under the influ- good.
A MAN may thoroughly believe in. the faith- Persons similarly affiicted would like to know ence of which it was being rapidly decomRussiA is reported to be sem:etly making
cure for snake-bite, says the Palestine, Tex., what verses in Jet! she read, and whether posed. Professor Egleston said he might go
cannon.
News, but at the same time he will take the the Bible was a revised edition.
into Central Park after a heavy frost and pick · SALisBURY has succeeded Gl!idstone as prime
whisky to brace up his faith on.
THE first book published in Philadelphia was up from the ground as many relics of the obe- minister of England.
AccoRDING to the Hev. Dr. Wills, of San Atkins's Almanac, 1686-an unpaged pamphlet lisk as he pleased. He gave it as his opinion
THE French people are to hav a revised "\'erFrancisco, what the Apaches need is a gospel of twenty pages, only two copies of which are that unless the obelisk was placed under shelsion
of the Bible in their language.
that will get hell out of the Indians, and not a known. One of the first copies fell into the ter in some museum it would within fifteen
gospel that will get the Indians out of hell.
EDITOR NICHOLSON; of the Deseret New8, the
hands of Colonel Markham, Penn's deputy, years be decomposed beyond repair.
organ of the Mormons in Salt Lake City, has
· II!( consequence of the withdrawal of the who reported to the Provincial Council" that it
A CORRESPONDENT of the Boston Globe givs
government grant from the five Catholic ',rheo- declared Pennsylvania to hav been begun by the following as' the correct method of apply- been arrested for having two wives.
THE Rev. C. E. Loughlin and his sister Relogical faculties of Paris, Lyons, Rome, Aix, "Lord Penn." The Oouncil emphatically dis- ing for a drink in Maine. Of course it is a lie,
and Bordeaux, twenty.:eight professors hav approved of this euphemistic falsehood, and because, as everybody knows, the sale of liquor gina, of Lenox, Iowa, were drowned last Sundirected both author and printer (William
lost their positions.
in Maine is prohibited. The correspondent day in the Platte river while on their way to
LITTLE Annie was founcl one Sunday morn- Bradford) "to blott out ye words 'Lord says: "It is all shrouded in mystery. Yougiv church.
ing busily crocheting. "Annie, dear, it is Penn,'" which was done.
LuCILLE YsEULTE DUDLEY, on trial in the
the sign of distress to any member in good
AT the beginning of the present century all standing, pound three times on the outer gate, General Sessions this week for her attempt to
Sunday,'' said her mamma. "Did you forget?" '' Oh, no, mamina," she· replied. "I Christians were rigorously excluded from the giv two hard kicks and one soft one on the in- kill O'Donovan Hossa, was acquitted as irreknew it was Sunday, but I am playing that I mosques except in the case of the mosque at ner door, giv the password 'Rutherford B. sponsible.
Tunis, where a Christian workman was allowed Hayes,'.turn to the left, through a dark passam a little Jew."
THE president has appointed Edward L.
JuDGE STALLO, of Cincinnati, is a man of to enter on all fours to repair the clock, " be- age, turn the thumbscrew of a mysterious gas Hedden co,llector of customs of the port of
cause,''
as
the
sheik
said
to
his
co
religionists
talent, and will, no doubt, worthily represent
fixture ninety degrees to the right, holding the New York. Hans S. Beattie will be surveyor
the United States at Rome. There is s~ little who objected, "in case of repairs, is it not goblet of the encampment under the gas fixt- and Silas W. Burt naval officer.
of the sectarian in his character that he will true, 0 true believers, that a donkey enters ure, and hunt up the nearest cern etery, so that
ST. ANN's Roman Catholic church, in Brook·
this holy place carrying stones on his back; you will not hav to be carried very far."
~eel just as much at home in the Vatican as
lyn,- had a picnic one clay last week. Incident
he would at a Tom -Paine love-feast.- Wash- and is it not true that one who does not believe in the true religion is an ass, and the son
REPORTS hav reached New York by various to the festivities of the occasion Charles Bail~y
ington Critic,
of an ass? Therefore, 0 brothers, let this private channels that another rebellion has was dangerously stabbed in the back.
THE Freeman's jou1·nal recently devoted its man go in as a donkey."
broken out in the republic of Costa Rica. It
JoHN McCuLLOUGH, the distinguish trage•
leading edit\)rial to "The Apostasy of Paris."
BoB TooMBS seems to be familiar with God's is stated that the clericals; taking a,dvantage dian, is in the Bloomingdale Insane Asylum.
It declares that "the secularization of the intention and reason for making the negro. of the unsettled state of political affairs, hav
His mind is gone and he is partially paralyzed.
Pantheon, the expulsion of the priests, and Bob professes belief in the religion and history
organi~ed a revolution against the existing au- His friends do not think he will recover.
the tearing down of the cross, hav sh9cked the of the Bible. Why don't some sinner ask the thorities in order to force recognition of their
BEGINNING with Wednesday, July 1st, the
whole· Christian world," and it bitterly de- cranky old man if he accepts the Mosaic ac- claims to a voice in the government. It is said
the new postal regulation takes effect which
nounces the people as apostates.
count of creation? If he answers, " Yes,'' then that the archbishop of San Jose is the leader
permits one ounce instead of half an ounce to
THE London Truth givs the following obser. he should be asked, "How can one race be of the movement, which is believed to be of
be sent through the mails sealed for two cents.
vations on astronomy from li sermon of a 'superior' to another when all descended from an extensiv character. In addition to the reHouGHTON, MimrN & Co. hav in press the
Welsh preacher: "A starr is but a lid! dot in a common parent? Our notion is that from a port is the statement that the clerical party of
the skyee. Saw many starrs mek one plan- really Christian standpoint, General Toombs's Nicaragua, which holds the balance of power journals of General Gordon at Khartoum. Exnatt. Saw many plannats mek one constel- postulates that God meant this or that concern- there, will also rise and compel President tracts hav been published in the newspapers
lesshon. Saw many constellesshons mek one mg this or that race of his human creatures is Cardenas to support the clerical revolution in in which Gordon complains very bitterly of his
milkee we. Six milkee wes mek one rorribor- impious, blasphemous-at least would be in Costa Rica. If this is true it is but another treatment by the British government.
riallis."
the mouth of a sane man.- Chattanooga (Tenn.) proof of the pestilential character of CatholiJAMES D. FrsH, president of the Marine Nacism in every country in which the church has tional Bank, of this city, and founu guilty of
THE French papers attribute this mol to La- Times.
misapplying funds, has been sentenced to the
martine. Some one asked the poet whether
IT is claimed that cremation will render epi- power.
Auburn prison for ten years. Fish is sixtyhe was not spending too much money in ad- -·demics almost impossible._ There are sentiTHE Schenectady, N. Y., Sta1·, in describing five years old. He was tried before Benedict.
verlising his publications. "No,'' he is re- mental considerations which interfere with the
a Sunday-school celebration, tells of this inciported to hav answered, "advertisments are general acceptance of the system of cremation
THE Rev. Sidner H. Russell, pastor of a
dent: "The church was handsomely decorated
absolutely necessary. Even the Almighty needs in this country, which will certainly be overwith flowers, while numerous canaries in cages, Woodhaven, L. L, church, cut his throat with
advertising. Otherwise what is the meaning· come: That the living shoald be menaced by
suspended about the edifice, added their sweet a razor last Saturdtty, and was found dead.
of church bells?"
the dead, as the long use of cemeteries ren.
music to the singing of the children. One He was a young man, and overstudy of religTHE city and province of Grodna, in western ders fact, as population increases, is senti· lady, not having a canary, brought an accom- ious subjects is supposed to hav deranged his
Russia, hav bedome the scenes of terrible anti- ment, the sanitary aspect of which will domi- plished but not genteel parrot to church. The mind.
n~te to the safety of the public. The exhumSemitic riots, the populace being inflamed
parrot behaved quite well for a time, .but
PROFESSOR JOHN TYNDALL, the English scienagainst the Jews by reports of murderous ation of the remains of cholera patients has finally when a little boy of his acquaintance tist, has sent $10,800 to each of three Amerionly too often been the sad means by which
practic~s in connection with their religious
stood on the platform and began a recitation can colleges-Harvard, Columbia, and the
the seeds of the dreaded disease were sown.
rites. The rioting is stimulated by organized
the bird commenced to mock him, causing University of Pennsylvania. This sum reprebands of thieves, who hav no interest in the So also is it with every infectious disease. The considerable amusement to the congregation sents the proceeds of Professor Tyndall's lectsooner the people realize the inevitable necespersecution except the opportunities which it
and greatly annoying the boy. Finally the ures in this country.
affords them for pillaging the victims.
sity that the cremation system be accepted, the
sooner will epidemics cease through impossi- parrot screeched out, "Hey, you little devil !"
THERE is no liberty of the press under the
A LA.DY living on Madison avenue undertook bility, and the reign of contagion be usurped which had the effect of completely breaking czar of Russia, who professes to get his power
up the youthful declaimer, and demoralizing to rule from" God." Tile government of that
to teach her little boy the Lord's Prayer. He and overthrown.
the congregation. The bird was led out of the country has forbidden the newspapers to
got along very well until he came to the words,
The Musical Ccnwit1' talks plainly to the
church in disgrace.
make any reference whatever to the action of
"Giv us this day our daily bread,'' then he Presbyterians: A memorial was presented to
paused for a while, and at last asked: "God the United Presbyterian Assembly at Topeka,
IT is difficult, observes a writer in the New Russia in the Afghan affair.
knows everything, doesn't he, rna?'' "Yes, Kan., recently, which, among other absurd York Sun, to imagin how Victor Hugo wrote
THE Salvation Army has invested New
my son." "Then it's no use trying to fool him statements, says that the use of musical instru- so much, considering the way he is said to hav Hampshire, to the sorrow of the inhabitants.
by asking him to giv us our dnily bread. He ments in chui"ch is not warranted by the labored. We are told that he always worked A local paper reports that the Salvationists
knows that the baker brings us bread every scriptures. Resolutions were adopted on the in the mornings; that he wrote standing with hav a mania for attaching themselvs to other
morning."
strength of the memorial to the effect that as a quill pen on large-sized paper; that after people's property, hardly a week passing that
A SENSATION was caused in-Atlanta, Ga.; on some "brethren" feel that instrumental music slowly and care'fully coming to a period he some of them are not arrested for theft.
June 26th, by the remarks of United States is a corruption of worship, their qualms of con- would read the sentence over, and immeBunnENSIEK, the New York builder who
Senator Jo~eph E. Brown. The occasion was science should be treated tenderly. However, diately proceed to alter it and tinker at it until
used mud for mortar, in consequence of which
tho commencement exercises of the Atlanta in order to civilize the " heathen" of Egypt he had it hammered into the "desired shape,
a row of partially completed houses fell, killGirls' High School, and Senator Brown was $36,000 was appropriated, and for those miser- after which he would commence a new sening a workman, was found guilty of manthe orator of the day. Upon the stage was the able wretches in India $31,000 was granted for tence, which was predestined to undergo the
slaughter in the second degree, and sentenced
Hon. D. E. May, a prominent Hebrew, and missions. If instead of interfering with the same process. In other words, he roughto serve ten years in state prison antl to pay a
two out of the five honor girls were daughters people of Egypt and India (who, by the way, hewed his idea at first, then planed, sandfine
of $500.
of Hebrews. 'fhe entire Hebrew population never disturb the equanimity of a Presbyterian papered, and varnished it before he chopped
of the city was present. In disregard of their Assembly), these Presbyterians had appropri- out another one. His manuscript presented a , THERE is inharmony between the C,lt.holic
presence Senator Brown extolled the Christian ated a sum of money to !tdvance the education singular appearance. It was a sort of battle- Father Damen, of Denison, 'l'exas, ancl the
religion as having elevated woman from slav- of their own people and" civilize" their chil- field on paper, in which the killed were well 'I Episcopal Rev. Mr. Atkin. "Hurling" has
ery, and, turning to the graduates, called upon dren by having them instructed in the art of stamped out and the new recruits pushed for- already begun. F!lther Damen says the Rev.
them to be ready to suffer for Christianity. All music, some benefit might hav resulted. The ward in anything but good order. It has also Mr. Atkin is "ignorant of the Bible, a falsifier,
this, says the report, fell with strange E>ffect money would at least hav remained in this been compared to a sheet of music, in which and a ignoramus," and the Rev. Mr. Atkin
upon Jewish ears, and they are outspoken in country to "civilize,'' instead of going to Af- the blots looked like crotchets and quavers. "hurls the foul imputation back into his teeth
their denunciation of drawing the religious rica and Asia for useless and utterly impracti- But, one way or another, Hugo managed to with scorn." Their remarks are published in
get along.·
the Sunday Gazetteer.
line in the public scpools.
cable purposes.
·
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or three minutes of a heat over the turf, has he not a' matic. Says Professor Tyndall: "Some of the greatright to lash, overdrive, and torture him for that est discoveries hav been made under the stimulus of
purpose? If the spectacle enhances his pleasure, or a non-scientific ideal." "The scientist ponders the.
gratifies a sordid emulation, has he not a right to pit knowledge he possesses, and tries to push it further.
"The Moral .Aspects of Vivisection."-Con- his dog against the mountain wildcat in ·deadlv He guesses, and checks his guess; he conjecture1;1,
cluded.
strife? These questions, it would seem, admit bl'rt and confirms or explodes his conjecture."
It is true that man should liv, as he undoubtedly
It will be perceived at once that the argument of one answer; and if. so, whoever "hinders him com:..
this writer rests wholly upon the old doctrin of par- mits a trespass on him, and does wrong;" and it fol- will liv in the nobler estate to which he is destined,
amount right or dominion conferred by divine au- lows that every law yet passed for the prevention of for the "perfecting of his character." While no one
thority or inherent in the nature of man's relations cruelty to animals has been an infriu.gement of indi- should discourage scientific pursuits, or speRk lightly
to the brute, and under which he is neither amen- vidual rights. It is difficult to perceive why one of scholastic attainments, it should be remembered
able to the charge of trespass, cruelty, or wrong in would not hav the same right to sacrifice his beast in that character depends chief1.y upon moral excelsacrificing the brute, under the most excruciating any way he pleased for his immediate pleasure or lence; upon righteousness, virtue, kindness, charity,
and long-continued tortures, to what he deems his profit, as to send him to the physiologicallaboratory and whatsoever other element is comprehended in
own welfare. Such an argument might hav been to be dissected alive under the most atrocious suf- the general term goodnes.~. Knowledge, properly
held valid, and hav passed unchallenged, in other ferings, upon a remote contingency of benefit to his speaking, does not enter into the formation of char·
acter as an essential element. It is frequently found
days, but in the light of modern science, and of own health or that of posterity.
The qlJestion of man's relation to the lower ani- occupying the same chamber with yice.. Igno~ance
rational interpretation, we find ample evidence that
man's pretended lordship over the brutes had its mals is not one of ethics or ca1;1uistry, and with it does not always exclude the compamonship of virtue.
origin in his own conceit; that no absolute right conscience has nothing whatever to do. He destroys
The moral standard-that is, the importance ator dominion is either found in nature, or conferred them, reduces them to his service, or devours them, tached to recognized virtues-has been constantly
by any authority whatever; that the egotistic claim as his safety, his inclinations, or his appetite may changing from the earliest times; and this change
to such dominion by divine investure draws its only prompt him. No moral quality is believed to exist has, on the whole, never been retrogressiv. The
support from a mere diction of legendary origin, in dining upon beefsteak, or in placing the ox or the crowning glory of our civilization is the prominence
which, admitting its foundation in fact, has no more horse under the yoke or in the hamess. Nor can the it givs to the practice of the "amiable virtues," as.
binding force upon us, or upon our civilization, than question of their treatment be determined by the they hav been called, and the recognized force with
the special law of ancient Sparta, under which, after "ought" or the "ought not," or, in other words, by ~hich they .el!-ter into t~e deter~i~a~ion of all q~es
a careful examination, all newly-born children that the "tender conscience." By this criterion the most twns pertammg to somal.and mdi.vldual well-be!ng.
were weak and sickly, or affected with any bodily atrocious 'fickediiess, the blackest crimes the world They are not merely subJects of Ideal speculation;
has ever seen, hav too often sought and found justi- they are realized with an intense and earnest
infirmity, were killed.
Man's dominion over the brutes, such as it is, re- fication to render its claims, as a guide to human interest among the people. To this fact are .we
sults entirely from the vis major. He has achieved conduct, for a moment admissible. The most fla- indebted for the eleemosynary institution, the reit, as he has to a certain extent turned the forces of grant wrongs, the most cruel oppressions. the most form school, the retreat for the insane, and the
nature to his account, and learned the advantages of savage and rapacious wars, the most bloodthirsty thousand unnamable instrumentalities for the mitia conformity to the laws of his environment, under persecutions, hav, at one time or another in the gation of sufflilring and the~·o relief of want, so
the operation of the principle of natural selection, or world's history, been fully sustained under a " plea characteristic of our times, and which to the anthe survival of the fittest. This right, however, is no- of right." The .only safeguard against cruelty to. cient peoples were unknown. These virtues are the
where absolute and complete; it is, to a. certain ex- animals, as well as cruelty to man, lies in a continued polished stones in the foundation on which the great
tent at least, interchangeable. Let man, singly and development and improvement of the human senti- temple of social order and good citizenship. rests.
without ample means of protection; but once step ments, the elevation of the tender emotions, till kind- They should be cherished, respected, and honored.
across the limits of his encroachment upon the wilds ness becomes spontaneous, and the infliction of un- No community in which they predominate can be
of nature, and invade the habitat of the tiger in his necessary pain an insufferable outrage.
wicked or unsafe. Representative of these virtues
··nativ jungle, or of the lion as he roams at will over
That the anatomical results of vivisection the ac- hav occasionally appeared in the most cruel and barthe plains of southern Africa, or crouches in the quirement ·of abstract knowledge of the 'parts or b.a~ous times .. When eighty thousand of the fir~t
reedy swamps bordering upon the Tigris and the organs of the human system, and to a certain extent Citizens of ~nCient .Rome filled .the seats of her <?ohEuphrates, he will find that other "rights are para- of their functions, may be considerable, is not denied; seum .t? Witness with k~en ~nJoyment the atrocwus
mount," and this "dominion," conferred upon him but that it has any adequate corresponding patho- brutalities of he.r gladiat?rial shows, the heathen
so long ago, by divine authority, or as a "primor- logical or therapeutic results is, at least, an open Seneca ":as ~ttermg a sentiment that has challenged
dial law of nature," together with himself, will be question. As a distinguished physician lately re- th~ ad~Iratwn of the w~rld, and thaG should be ,
speedily "extinguished."
Man's right, therefore, marked. "We may hav the most comprehensiv written m letters of gold: We should hav a bond of
over the brute is simply the right of might, depend- knowledge of the anatomy of the human body, we sympathy for all sentient beings, kno~ing th~t only
ing mainly for its successful exercise upon the right may take it in pieces and name all its parts, but let the depraved an? b~se ta~e ple~sure I~ the Bight of
of domain, the permanency and almost universal ex- the minutest nerve even become diseased and we blood and suffermg.
This sentiment IS an honor to
tent of which are secured by the gregarious situation. know next to nothi~g of ~ny means by whi~h it can h';lmanity, and will one. da;y. become. u~ivers!l.l. It
Even where his dominion seems fully established, in- be restored to its normal condition. Any effectiv will brush away,~ll techmcahties, so~~Ist~Ies, schemes
stances of its summary extinguishment are not in- work in that direction must be performed by nature of morals, and schemes of nature, which advocate
frequent. Sometimes when
herself."
or excuse deliberate and consciously inflicted torture
"He feasts [on] the animal he dooms his feast,"
While the real causes of disease are neither ac- for mere experimental or speculativ purposes, M it
the tables are turned on him, as in trichiniasi3; "un- knowledged nor known by the medical faculty, and has already don.e in. the case of ~itchcraft, of. chattel
seen assassins steal into his vitals upon his very medical science is confessedly still filled with idle sl~very, and as It wlll do .at no distant day. w1th war,
breath; parasites, spores, and bacteria make his body speculations and superstitions concerning them, how With the de~th. penalty, with corporeal p~ms~men~ of
their permanent home in life, and when death inter- can any light be thrown either on their cause or cure every descriptiOn, and every other practiCe m whiC?
by the barbarous dissection of healthy living animals? man! upon ol!-e pretext or another, see~s t?e. grativenes he is promptly devoured in his turn."
This conceited claim to divine interposition in The accomplished vivisector lacerates the quivering ficatwn of his br~tal nature bJ:' the mfli.ch.on of
man's behalf seems characteristic of the race; and it flesh of his victim with as little thought of any direct unnecesS'uy sufl:'ermg u~on the mnocent viCtims or
is, moreover, by no means contined within the narrow benefit to man, as the astronomer turns his telescope the helpless subJects of his power. N. L. PERKINS.
limits of his relations to the lower animals. It ex- toward the heavens. He is simply a " scholar," and
Nihilism.
tends generally, under various forms of manifesta- "sei~ed with and entirely absorbed by a scientific
tion, to the right of lordship over his own ,kind; the idea." The admitted fact that nine thousand doThe people of the United States hav mixed up
step between beings universally recognized as brutes mestic animals were destroyed by two operators in Nihilism with so many other isms that it is hard to
and certain orders and conditions of the genus homo this inhuman and brutal manner, in proof and dis- find two A.mericans who would define it alike. The
having been found a short one and easily taken. The proof of a certain theory, is a ·sufficient commentary Nihilists, in fact, hav shown instances from which a
truth of this remark received an apt illustration but on the animus and ultimate purpose of vivisection.
member of1 any advanced school may draw conclua few years ago in the sententious and sweeping aphMost of the ills that flesh is heir to come to man sions about Nihilism being more or less the same as
orism enunciated by the highest judicial authority in and take up their abode with him by invitation. the school he or she belongs to. The revolutionist
this country: "The negro has no rights that the white They result from his indiscretions, from the unre- heard of open revolts by Nihili,gts; the politicai econman is bound to respect.'' This decision was based strained or inordinate indulgence of his appetites omist and Socialist, of the most advanced plans for a
upon laws founded upon an. ancient and barbarous and passions, or from non-observance of the plainest new structure of political and social life drawn up by
code, and it drew its inRpiration from the flame di- laws of health; and the plea that his "dominion" Nihilists; the Anarchists, of Anarchy preached by
vine authority as the law under which man claim!'! over the lower animals may be invoked in excuse for Nihilists; the unbeliever, of bold expressions made
d<;>minion over the brute, and the right to lacerate inflicting upon them the most atrocious tortures, for by Nihili~ts on the subject. "God is a lie," was said
and torture him at his pleasure or convenience.
the purpose of mitigating or relieving tbe penalty of by a Nihilist. Nor can complain a terrorist or a
The writer makes no reference in his article to " the his own recklessness, is not only infamously wicked, it dynamiter on the Nihilists; instances of terrorism
field sports, hunting and fishing, because," as he says is shamefully base and brutal. Let man but implicitly, were shown by Nihilists to such an extent that the
in a note, " as mere sports they seem to be a relic of or even reasonably, observe the laws of hygiene, a tyrants of the whole world tremble still; and as to
barbarism, both cruel and demoralizing, and should, science almost wholly neglected, and not only would dynamite, who doesn't know that they handled it on
were it possible, be suppressed." But why sup- the vivisector be driven back upon the "pleasure " many occasions as boldly as a human being ever
pressed? The vivisector engages in his work, as it he derives from his heartless practice as the only ex- could? What is Nihilism, then? is a question that
is said, with "the pleasure of the chase;" he conducts cuse for its continuance, but not many generations naturally follows. Is it an extract from all the isms
his experiments with" much delight" and "with ex- would elapse before the "iniquities ot the fathers " existing, or a combination thereof? Is it an outtreme pe.tience." If so, the chief stimulus to its pur- would all hav been "visited upon the children," and growth of any particular ism, or a summed-up whole?
suit must be his own gratification. The description the itinerant quack, with the mere medicin men that
In order to arrive at any conclusion as to what
of Claude Bernard in another note is siq1ply that of now swarm in all our communities, would nearly or Nihilism is, we ought to trace it to its origin. The
a monster. It reminds one of the "priest of the sac- quite disappear.
meaning of a. word is certainly of no significance,
rifice" before the altar, of the rack and the thumbIt may confidently be denied that "man's greatest since we hav radicals in politica, and radicals in
screw, during the most flourishing days of the Holy need is to know," or that "knowledge is the very mathematics. Nihilism means nothing; but to draw
Inquisition. May there not be some relic of barbar- essence of his excellence, the chiefest end of his be- conclusions therefrom that it preaches nothingness,
ism in the "joyful excitement" attending this busi- ing." Even in the promotion of civilization and the as a most popular dictionary does, is an absurdity.
ness?
·
increase of material prosperity, empiricism, enter- We, therefore, ought to trace its origin not by the
But if this is a question of trespass, who is to de- prise, and adventure hav been the prime agencies. meaning of it as a word by itself, but as applied to
cide it? Who but the owner of the brute, in whom, In nearly all the great utilitarian inventions and dis- something certain. That certain was a representativ
if in anyone, this paramount right must inhere? Who coveries of moflern times, the philosophy has either of the most educated class of the Russian nation,
but he is to determin when his rigl:it to welfare con- followed or been suggested by the fact. Scarcely whose name in Turgenieff's novel, "Fathers and
fronts that of the brute? If his health, convenience, one has been the mere embodiment of scientific Children," was Bazaroff, a doctor. Arkadi tells his
or enjoyment can best be promoted by limiting the thought on the result of a priori reasoning. The sci- uncle, Kirsanoff, that the doctor is a Nihilist.
life of his beast to a single week, or even to the two entist is confessedly an Agnostic. He is never dog~
"A Nihilist!" exclaims the uncle. "That word
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must come fro~ the Latin nihil, 'nothino,' and con- lished an Essay on Gardening, containing several ures? Rich manufacturers may complain that wages
Q
sequently it signifies a man who recognizes
nothing." passa.ges t aken a1mas t ver b a t'Im f rom "WI'nt er's are higher in heaven than elsewhere, and hav a law
"A man who looks at all things from a critical Tale" written in 1611. Mr. Spedding notices the to protect them against the pauper .labor of hades.
standpoint," says Arkadi.
resem bl ances an d · remark s th a t , I"f th e E ssay on G ar- These men may then put up pr ces so high th.at they
·
h a d b een con t ame
· d m
· th e ear1·Ier ed't"
d emng
"Doesn't it come to the same thing?"
\ 10n, will become millionaires in a few yea.rs. Then they
·
"Not at all; a Nihilist is a man who does not bow some expressiOns
wou ld hav rna d e h"Im susp!lc t th a t will speculate in real estate, buy up millions of rooms
.
·
· cer- and hold them vacant so that when a poor soul ar•
down. before any authority, and accepts nothing with- Sh ak spere. h ad b een rea d mg
I·t . B u t smce
I't Is
· th at . " w·m t er •s T a1e " was wn'tten fi rs t , I·t IS
· rives from earth he may hav to go so far from where
t am
out examination."
· th at B a~on s t o1e f rom. Sh ak spe~e. there
arewill
anynot
neighbors
before
can get
a room
In that conversation is not only Nihilism defined, equa ll ~ cer t am
that he
be able to
attendhechurch
more
than
but every one and all warned against the mistake Therefore we mu_st set him down as a literary thief
A NTI- BACON.
once
twice
a year.
It isorsaid
they
neither marry nor are·given in mar•
people generally fall into by looking to the meaning of th e meanes t k m d .
of a word, as Uncle Kirsanoff did. "Accept nothing'
h th t
f th
t t
The Heavenly Inheritance.
riage there, as thoug
a. was one 0
e g~ea es
WI' thout examination," is the motto of the Nihi'lists,
evils we hav to contend with here, What will the
and according to this motto he or she is not conI hav just been hearing a serm:m about heaven, Mormons dci about it? No courtship 1 No going
fined to any one particular question, aS' a Socialist and the preacher gave us a few figures about its ca- home with the pretty angel girls! What shall we
confining himself to the social question only, or as an pacity for holding the souls of the saved which were· do? Sit in our golden rooms and play on our golden
unbeliever to the religious question only. The Ni- to me quite interesting. These figures were derived jew' s-harps all the day long, _and night to_o? But I
hilist, adhering upon examination to one or another from Revelation xxi 16 where it is shown that the am forgetting myself-there IS to be no mght there,
sc~ool, joins it un~er hi_s or her own respo~sibility New Jerusalem is t~ be' a cubic city, 12,000 furlongs nor any change of the seasons. It will be spring all
without any cons_Id_e~atiOn for the ~?nclus10ns of ,each way. The preacher showed that to reduce the year round. What should we do when we get
others, be they;, Nihihsts t~e~selvs.
I bow down these furlongs to. feet we would hav the cube of tired singing "Oh, to beN othing !" " Hold the Fort.,"
before no man, sa~s _t~e Nihilist. ,
.
.
.
7,920,000, and that this would equal 49G, 793,088,000, and other revival hymns? Twelve thous<tnd furlongs
Such are tl1e N1hihsts. They may differ II;l opm- 000 000 000 cubic feet. He allowed one-half of this make fifteen hundred miles. Think of a city
ions as wi~e ~s an ?rthodox frat:? an unbelie~er. entire space to be occupied (according to aristocratic 1.500 miles ~quare, with buildings 1,500 miles high.
O'oly one thmg IS reqmred, an(! that IS reason. With- custom) by the throne of God and the court of It makes my head dizzy to think about it. The
out it no examination is possible.
·
heaven and one-half of the remainder to be devoted Washington Monument is only 500 feet high. SupN o~h~ithstandi~~ _such p~ssibilities for d_iffering to stre~ts, the remaining space then to be divided up pose each foot in that bight to be stretched_ in_to one
in opm10ns, the N~hll~sts, havmg one w~apon m com- into rooms twenty feet square and fifteen feet high, mile and this whole column to be multiphed by
mon-reason-umte m almost all questiOns of reform. one of these rooms to be assigned to each saved soul. thre~, and you will hav the bight of the houses in
Under their weapon systems will fall to be substi- According to this estimatE>, he showed that there the New Jeruealem. Whew! I'm downright dizzy
tuted 'Qy others, and one has fallen already never to would be room for 207,824,378,6G6,GGG,GGG saved with the thought!
J. G. MALCOL:\L
revive again. By this I mean religion. The people souls in the New Jerusalem. The houses in this city
of Sacramento and Stockton, of this state, hav given a would be 800 stories high, but as the inhabitants are
Clarl{e's Contortions.
very rough reception to the Salvation Army, whose to be supplied with wings there will be no climbing
Inasmuch as the worst forms of intemperanc3 hav
members were badly beaten. Such outbreaks in the of stairs.
undeniably increased under prohibition, it is rather
vicinity I liv by made many put me questions as to
This kind of plain talk about heaven stirs up a unkind for Mr. E. Clarke to allege that the opponents
what wol!-ld the Nihilists hav t~o_ught of ~hem. ~nd great many thoughts, as, for example, who may we of that useless and worse than useless criminal tyrI find this mean~ th_e beat for givi~g my VI~ws, which, suppose will compose the court of heaven and occupy anny are working " in the interests of drunkard
I may assure, commde not only with the views of the one-half of the entire city? Of course, the Father, makers."
Nihili~ts, whose_ names beca~e as high as _their.nitro- Son, and Holy Ghost will occupy th~ throne, and they
Is Mr. Clarke quite sure that there are statlites in
glycerm explosiOns were loud~ but also with those of may hav each several large receptwn rooms. Then Iowa prohibiting larceny, arson, and murder? Certhe educated class of all Russws, who only loolc on.
the twelve apostles will each hav extra space allotted tainly, there are law3 defining the punishm~nt to be
We admire freedom of and in everything, and to them and each hav a smaU throne fixed up to sit inflicted upon persons who commit these crimes, and
heartily respect the religious feelings of every one, no on. Then, the Virgin Mary may hav about a million that regardless of the immediate or remote causes
. matter how they may differ _fr~m those of ours, and, rooms (no throne) set apart for her. Adam and Eve that led to such wrong actions, whether those causes
. can almost assure the Sa.lvat10msts of the same; but will likely hav a grand suite of rooms and will prob- were bad ancestral conditions, alcoholic intemperthe sufferings that mankind underwent for such our ably liv together as of old. Then, Enoch, and Noah, ance, avarice, perverted love, revenge, etc., etc. Mr.
respect for the feelings of others, w~ile they used and Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob will each hav com- Clarke proposes to remove one of these causes by
dungeons, fire, axes, cords, etc., aga~nst th_e true modious apartments. Moses, Aaron, Joshua, Sam- prohibiting the . sale of intoxicants. Why. does he
nobles, are so well kno'!n to us that, If Russia ever son, Samuel, David, Solomon, and all the prophets single out one particular cause to the exclusiOn of all
does become a republic, she would never suffer a will hav at least one thousand rooms each. Then all others? The perversion of the faculties of love and
Salvationist in the midst of th_e peop~e. By law or the popes and cardinals, Luther, Wesley, Kno:x;, and acquisitivness each leads directly to _the commis~ion
not, but the people wou!d ~ut him, at his first appear- many smaller lights will hav extra room as.signed of more crimes than does the perversiOn of the bibuance, to a trial, and wait tlll he returns and reports them in the court of heaven. These fellows wlll con- lous appetite. Why strike so wildly at the lesser
. stitute the aristocracy of heaven. They will be the while leaving untouched the grettter causes of
of how much salvation he got over there.
The dynamite bomb, that sooner or later will giv lords, dukes, earls, knights, etc., of the city. Com- crimes? The Communists of the Alcander Longley
salvation to the master on earth, will also say" good- man folks, like myself, will hav just one room apiece. school say: "Destroy private property and you take
bye" to the imaginary master in heaven. Parents We will hav to get along as best we can with kitchen, away the only incentiv the s~loon-~eeper ~as for e_nwill tell their little ones that t~ey had su~ered from parlor, and bedroom all in one. As_ everything there gaging in his business, the mcen~Iv of pnvate ga~n.
two lies-one above there, which was offimally called is to be made of gold, no carpets will be needed.
Besides this, you at the same time destroy th.e ~n
God, and the other down here: Czar was his name.
Then, another ·question has been troubling my centiv thfJ.t leads to the commi~sion of a maJOrity
They possibly will be taught to respect the gods mind a good deal: Will those rooms be given to us of the murders and most of the thefts.' If
that another citizen may hav of his own, but never free gratis" when we get there, or will we hav to Mr. Clarke 1s sincere in his advocacy of prohibit~on,
the one that was once a potter, made this little earth, pay for them, as we do for real estate here? Who and if that partial prohibition will lessen the evil of
created a man, and from his rib a woman, prohibited 1 knows but Adam or some of the older settlers £here intemperance, then he is ~n logic a~d honor b~~nd
to taste the fruit of knowl~dge ;_ flood~d every living may hav either ~omesteaded or pr_e-empt~d or bought to join with Mr. Longley m demandmg the aboht10n
being except a drunkard with his family, dogs, hogfl, up the whole mty at a mere nommal price long be- of the institution of private property. Equally, and
and other animals; ordered the Jews to murder all fore the flood, and that each new immigrant to the for similar reasons, must he become a state Shaker
non-Jews on the way to the pron;tised _land; disguised city may hav to work at low wages for some of these and labor for the prohibition of all manifestations of
himself and fooled a young Jewish girl; put a shame lords or dukes for a thousand years or so before he the love faculty. But these gentlemen are too acute
on her family, then ordained to kill himself, and on the can earn enough to buy one of those nice rooms ? to follow their own premises to their logical concluthird day sbowed a trick-alive again! And what Of course, our Christian enthusiast will say that these sions and this explains why it is impossible to get
since? Kept his seat far above, where no arrow rooms all belong to God, that he made them himself, Mr. inn, Mr. Clarke, or any of the rest of their school,
ever reached; by tric'kery and smartness hid himself that Jav Gould will not be allowed to buy them up, with the exception of a few like Mr. Longley,_ to
from the telescope, and did so many mischievous that th~y are not for sale, and that God simply givs touch, even the most remotely, upon these vital
works-ha~ sent c~ars and priests on the helpless each person who ~ets t~ere a war;antee deed 6~ one points. Mr. Hill,,!or insta!lce, ta~ks blandly of my
ninety million Russians!
of the rooms. Still, this answer IS not very satisfac- ·"comical mumble, but he IS preciOus careful_not to
Such is the oflicial biblical God, and the very one tory, as he made the earth and he has allowed it ~o II get involved in any serious attempt to answer It.
the Salvationists would ever preach and make much be bought and sold. True, he never sold out hiS
Mr. Clarke avers that he has never heard a terndisplay about. No! The Nihilists would never right to anyone, but certain peop_le claim to hav perance man or woman ad_vo~ate the repeal of Iowa's
1
sufl'er them.
.
,
bought it, neverthele~s, and ~o o_wn_It1 and to hav the i prohibitory law. The s~r~nkmg modesty a~d &"entl~
If we feel a kmd. of an offense when w~ hear of right to sell it. I~ this _rracbce IS right ?n earth, why Itoleration of these prohibitor~ ~entlemen ai e simply
men and women havmg been beaten for this or that may it not be nght m heaven~ If It would be marvelous. The average Christian assumes that the
religious stuff, as at Sacramento and ~tockton the wrong in heaven, then it must be wrong on earth.
rejecter of his creed is a ~at~ral scoundrel, and the
other day, we on the other hand look at It _as a J?led~e
This theme opens up a tremendous field for the 1 prohibitionist courteously msists _th_a~ he_ who doubts
that never again shall autocracy recover Its ~e1gn m imagi~ati_on. For example, Jay Gould is. not. noted 'i the efficiencJ: an~ justic~ of pr?hibitiOn IS only _a sot,
this country. God and czar (as an embodiment ?f for his piety, and when he crosses the river I~ may known or disgmsed. '\ ery mce people to discus.s
autocracy and aristocracy) are brothers-cannot liv be decided (by the board of canvassers) that he IS too with-very!
.
.
separately. The foundation of bo~h was a lie. The good to send to hades, but not good ~nough to join
"The man that advocates the whi~ky traffic Is no,~
lie about the former we <Jail absurdity and blasphemy the aristocratic circle of heaven; and It would really a temperance man, argue the questiOn as he may,
-disrespect for nature; that of the latter, shame and be pretty tough on ~im if he nad to ~itch in and work says 1\'Ir. Clarke. The gen~leman well knows that we
injustice-disrespect for ourselvs.
.
(perhaps for a maJor of the SalvatiOn Army) for a 1 are not advocating the whiS~:f traffic; he knows th~t
In conclusion allo:V m~ _to Rtate that If I ~~v not thousand years to get money enough ahead to buy his conclusion does not legitimate!~ follow fro~. his
succeeded this time_ m givi~g the true defimtl?~ of one of the golden _rooms above referred to.
premises. W auld h_e be advo~ati!l~ . Cathohms!ll,
Nihilism, and the views of Its adherents on rehg10n,
Then the questiOn comes up whether the people 1 should he protest agamst a law piohibitlng Catholics
I shall face any criticism, and confess my ignorance will be allowed to sell their ;eal .estate in heaven or; from building church_es? How absurd! . ~~d ;yet
if met, by reason, and if th~ columns of Trn: TRUTH not. If so, many of them will sell out and hav _no this is the chief stock-m-_trade of the prohibihomsts
SmcKJcR be open t'or the subJect.
room or home any more tllan they hav here. RICh· in their attacks upon their opponents.
M.. "8. WAHRHAF'l'In, Editor of The NihiliNt.
men will buy up millions of rooms and ~·ent them at
Valley Falls, Kan.
EDWIN C. WALKEU.
San Franci8eo, Cal.
as high rates as possible, and then when the poor
f th
. 't . t th
1
fellows cannot pay their rent they will be turned out
"THEN was Jesus led up 0
~ sp~f~, (I~ ott ~ wll
Lor(l Bacon a Litcrat;y 'L'hief.
on the golden streets.
derness to be tempted of the evi
a · Iv, ·
The tariff question will also come up in the New Since, as _James. (i, 13)_ declares God cannot be
·Francis Bacon stole all his best ideas from his
1
:namesake Roger Bacon, says "Holt." Quite likely. Jerusalem Wili the saints be allowed to buy goods tempted with evil, and smce Jes_us was tempted of
But when "Holt" adds that Bacon probably never in the ch~apest market-say hades, for instance-or the devil, we are bound ~o admit eit~er tba~ J ~uJb~~s
read Shakspere, he is mistaken. In 1625 Bacon pub- will they be compelled to patronize home manufact- not God or that the devil was not eviL-Jo n · 1.e so.
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Refining Libetalism.
A Letter from Paris.
social life. A higher, uweeter, purer tone ought to
Everything that becomes sectarian has a tendency be cultivated in the journalism of Freethought. Not
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am
to become narrow, not to say bigoted. I fear I hav everything cutting, pungent, and severe is either confined to my room with rheumatism, and the
discovered a tendency among Liberals toward nar- smart or helpful to the cause. Many a good man interesting conundrum, "Is life worth living?"
row-mindedness, a disposition to carp at everything. and sweet, gentle woman has turned away from Lib- stares me in the face with all the raw-head and
Perhaps I hav caught just that sam~ ungenerous eralism because they could not endure the coarse bloody-bones distinctness the inventor of the aforesaid puzzle could wish. I am under the impression
spirit myself, at least manifest it in some parts of manners and heartless words of fellow-Liberals.
LIBERTA.
that the parents of the author of "Is Life Worth
what I am about to say.
Living?" must hav been coffin makers or Roman
Under the head of "A Pious Fraud,'j I notice that
Lights and Shades
C!Ltholic priests, for no class of people take more inyou republish some observation of a very disgraceful
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF CHRISTIAN CIYILIZATION.
terest in, or make more money out of, life, considernature regardingtthe Rev. Joseph Cook, "from the
The Coaching Club held their annual parade yes· ing the amount of labor they do for the dollars they
Chicago E:cpress." And why is Mr. Cook assailed in
this vulgar style? Simply because he thinks a silver terday. It was the most brilliant that has hereto- get. If you ask either of these business fellows, " Is
dollar ought to be equal to a dollar's worth of silver. fore taken place in this country, something like life worth living?" no doubt the answer will be,
" Life is worth living for us when we are planting
According to the writer, who seems to style himself $200,000,000 being represented.
The body of a man well advanced in years was yes- life." When I see a Roman Catholic priest I. always
a greenbacker, whatever sort of an amphibian that
may be, he who believes that in buying goods with terday found in a vacant lot in Harlem. A well- look around for a hearse and undertaker. They hav
silver money one should giv the full value in silver thumbed copy of the Bible and a few pennies were such a grimly satisfied look-an inward pleasure, so
for the goods he gets by the transaction is "A Pious found upon the body. The physicians state that it tp speak-.:...that suggests cholera, cancer, pine boards,
and varnish. To giv the devil his due, the underFraud," and should be called a "literary thief," was a case of slow starvation.
Jay Gould's yacht has now been thoroughly re- taker is more the man than the priest; for he givs
"Shylock lickspittle," " capper," anA offering himself
"To Let" "to best paying band of robbers," one fitted. For elegance of design, sumptuousness, and you boards for the money he gets; the priest boards
magnificent appointments, it fairly outrivals Alad- you in the nowhere, where the sidewalks are red-hot,
who " knew he lied," etc.
and the apples are ashes; and for an extra fee he will
The doctrin of honest money is called "quackery," din's dream.
At Scranton, Pa., yesterday, a riot was averted by let you climb icicles after your roast. Nothing like
and is said to be labeled "poison," and to be "branded
the prompt arrival of the police, who dispersed the having a corner on the things you deal in.
with death's-head and cross-bones."
I saw the great crowds of people on Sunday night
It may be that such an article is fit for republica- mob, after roughly handling a few r;>f the ringleaders.
tion in a Liberal journal, but I, for one, don't believe The trouble arose from the fact that a deduction of and Monday to do hom~ge to Victor Hugo. I walked
it. I fail to find in it one word of .3rgument or one ten per cent had been made upon the pay of rail- with and amongst the French people, from the
fact upon which an argument could be hung that road laborers. They had been receiving $1 per day, Louvre to the Arch of Triumph, on Sunday night, by·
the way of the Rue Rivoli. I looked for the hungry,
would help either the writer's notions on the subject and refused to return at 90 cents.
Our readers will be pleased to hear that Mrs. howling Red Terror, the Ft-eethinker, the Socialist,
of inflation, or his idea of courteous language.
It is a shame, a burning, disgraceful shame, that Chowlumskey Gore Jones has resumed her charm- and, with due respect, the Devil-all the bad of toour Liberal papers are to be crowded with the dis- ing " dejeuners," and that our young millionaire day-but in. vain. I hav seen a London mob, and
gusting language of half-educated and less than princes and princesses can again enjoy their brilliant New York mobs. Now I was in a French. mob. I
half-refined or half-cultured persons, who answer all dawdle and languid inanity, which is, however, but a walked two miles and back with H. Wherever I
opponents as the clergy are so wont to answer pale reflex of the English article.
looked, I saw the best behaved, the cleanest dressed
The courts hav been appealed to in the matter of crowd of men, women, and children I ever met.
Colonel Ingersoll-with personal abuse. Because
we differ with Mr. Cook about religious matters, be- the Yonkers strikers. If capital and monopoly can- This French mob was most orderly-no police, no
cause we think he gets into petty difficulties some- not buy a judge or two, we should like to know what savage Irish in uniform, to provoke and go two-thirds
times, because he and Mr. Bennett (who was not things are coming to. If judges fail to sell out, of the way for a fight with the people. This element
quite an angel in his own style, though he may be legislatures are always in the market at current of Catholic education was not there.
now) had some ill feeling and harsh words, for prices. Let ·a law be passed at once making it a
It was the general talk in London that there
which both aright to hav been ashamed, givs us no penal offense for a striker to approach within a mile would be a riot in Paris. The Christians wanted it,
right or occasion to go out of our various ways to of the factory in which he has been employed. Cap- apparently, as anothe:r example of the wickedness of
ital must be protected. "Are there no prisons?" the Freethinkers. The riot did not come off, and
cast disgrace upon ourselvs in befouling him.
When our press runs in this direction, when we said Mr. Dickens.
heaven was disappointed.
Parliament has recently granted a life pension of
continually carp at every expression, word, or actiQn
My impression is that two-thirds of the two and a
of the church-people, is it any wonder they despise £6,000 ($30,000) to Princess Beatrice, Queen Vic- half millions of inhabitants of Paris turned out to see
toria's
youngest
daughter.
us, speak of us as impure, cruel, and disgp.sting?
Tenants of the County Clare, Ireland, who were the show. It is a great satisfaction to see the results
Liberalism can afford to treat its enemies with the
a
short
time ago evicted, are in a deplorable state. of the shaking off of the false education of the Roman
greatest generosity. It can afford to teach and beSome
hav
died from absolute want, and whole fami- Catholic church. The mass of the people are cleaner,
lieve that its enemies are right-hearted, pure, gentle,
they are rising to the dignity of nten that know their
lies
are
absolutely
left without food or shelter.
and sweet-minded though mistaken. The majority
power, and know how to use it. They hav kicked
The
Rev.
De
Witt
Talmage
recently
announced
of mankind hav always clung to the teachings of
the
king out, they are kicking the priests in an enerthe past; the true and the false alike. Not because himself as being perfectly happy and well satisfied getic manner, but the party kicked is very fat and
that
this
is
world
of
beauty
and
divine
beneficence.
they loved the false for its falseness, or they loved
hard to make an impression upon. The French peothe truth for its truthfulness, but because they are His salal:J is $10,000 pe:r year.
ple, in fact all peoples, must rub out this business inA
case
of
peculiar
hardship
has
recently
come
to
not sufficiently developed to distinguish in all casea
stitution before they can keep a clean house.
light.
A
Mrs.
Newcamp,
whose
husband
died
about
the false from the true. The conservativ conceive
Contrast the written condition of the past (of the
many truths as well as errors. Let us giv them a month ago, leaving her with three small children to masses) with the results of the- present, and sane
provide
for,
secured
.
work
of
a
Jewish
firm.
By
credit for all that they do that is in the right diworking eighteen hours a day, she managed to make men must ask the question, "What hav men been
rection.
enough
to feed herself and children until within a about for two thousand years?" And the answer is,
If a church feeds a lame child, orphaned and helpfew
days
ago, when she was taken sick and confined that men hav woven webs in which the great mass of
less, if the l.adies of the church meet and cry and
to
her
bed.
Being a woman of sensitiv feelings, she mankind hav been strangled. The Roman Catholic
pray over him, and feed him, let us not forget when
beg
of her neighbors, and before the truth church is the greatest web; the great spider is at
hesitated
to
we hear them telling him of Jesus; and God, and
C. E.
was
known
they
were on the verge of starvation. Rome.
angels, and heaven, that, however unprovable, or imParis, France, June 3, 1885.
They
were
temporarily
relieved
by
the
Society
for
possible, or crude their religious notions may be,
they did nevertheless feed the lame and orphaned the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
The Rev. Morgan Dix, rector of Trinity church,
child, and more from sympathy than from dogmatic
A VERSE in the New Testament precludes all drunkwill
pass the summer at his elegant villa at Newport.
impulse. Some frauds about their charities? Quite
ards
from entering the kingdom of heaven, but no
likely. Some of the frauds are Freethinkers, who His salary is $20,000 per year. His parishioners hav such law exists against murderers. Hence it is, perall
secured
boxes
in
Paradise.
stay with the church because it pays not ta kick up a
The life of the factory hands at Cohoes, N. Y., is haps, that the latter almost invariably become conrumpus. That is no reason why we who do not
not
an enviable one. They are practically slaves. verted, and go to the scaffold in the " great and
choose to stay should indulge in vulgar, coarse langlorious hope," etc. A notable case is that of John
guage. We would feed the orphan if we had the They get up at sunrise, work for some time before Lee, who was convicted in Exeter for murdering his
breakfast,
hav
a
half
hour
for
dinner,
and
work
inthe means to do it! Oh I yes; but we havn't the
mistress. By a series of misfortunes the criminal
means. Then let us hold our mouths, except in cessantly, reaping the rich harvest of poor board, a escaped with his life-having been three times
Woa"ds of praise and commendation for those who calico gown, and a wretched existence.
The Rev. Dr. John Hall's church in this city is one brought to the gallows, and hearing the funeral serhav both the means and the heart to do these deeds
of the richest in the country. His salary is said to vice three times-the drop being faulty and refusing
of wondrous and noble charity.
be
$15,000 per year. His palace car, " Orthodox," to go on. The home secretary commuted his senThat religious charitable institutions receive
tence to imprisonment for life, and Lee then wrote
moneys occasionally from the state is true enough; has been engaged exclusivly by the elite of this city. to. his sister: " Dear sister, I did not fear to walk
It
goes
direct
to
the
heavenly
kingdom,
issuing
no
that the state ought to attend to its own charities is
into death with a firm foot, because I knew the Lord
also true; but do we make the matter any worse by stop-over checks for purgatory.
It is said that a new church is about to be started. was with me, and if I had passed through the shadow
calling these people thieves and robbers, as seems
of death I knew I should hav went to the home which
It will be called the Church of the Present. It will the blessed Lord has promised all who believe in him.
often to be the fashion in the Liberal journals ?
Sometimes-and they are frequent times-the ignore the past and the future, worshiping God by I hav had kind attention shown me, and, dear sister,
church people say hard things of the Liberals. Do loving and caring for the whole human family now, I was at the brink of death three times. It was my
we thereupon set them a good example? Oh! no; aiming to secure justice for the worker by giving him will to die, and I hope to do so yet. I hope the next
we make it a point to get even with them; we let off or her the fair fruits of their labor, and a fair chance time I go to the scaffold that I shall pass from this
some styles of linguistic skyrockets just a little fuller to enjoy this world as well as the rich. Its cardinal life to the home above. It is my wish to die. I am
of brimstone than anything the church people ever principles will be that we best serve God by making tired of this world, and I am waiting for the time to
the best use of the. present life, and leaving the
dreamed of.
come, and I hope it will not be long before the time
How will the other Liberals, or rather .<;ome of the future to be unveiled by him as he will; that the does come. I hav been dead to this world three
pricelells
gift
of
this
life
should
not
be
deprecated,
other Liberals, treat this rebuke which I here giv
times, and I giv myself up to the Lord, and whatthem? Oh, they will turn their mud batteries on and a life to come (of which we know nothing) ex- ever the will is, ' His will be done.' I leave it all in
alted
above
it.·
"Be
ye
content
with
this-none
know
me, and I shall know by experience just how unculthe Lord's hands. I believe what has occurred was
tured, coarse, and brutal some of the right royal In- what is to come," will be its motto.
a miracle worked by the Lord." No fault can be
w. ALLEN SMITH. found
fidels can be when they really make an effort in that
with the home secretary for granting a respit
direction. Perhaps the Liberal editors, for their own
after
such
an ordeal, but the majority of Chlistians
One Result o.t the Revision.
sakes, will keep most of it off their pages. Some
will hardly relish the idea of spending eternity with
As
hell
is
knocked
out
of
both
the
Old
and
New
Testaments
there will, no doubt, be who will say as they read
such a noted villain as John Lee, even though they
the revisers, we suppose that now the obsolete word- can
these words: Alas I they are too true. The Liberals by
be used with the most powerful emphasis without the speaker profess to believe that Christ came to save all men.Wanganui Freethought Review.
~f t:be world hav much to learn of the amenities of being considered profane.-Sunday Gazetteer.
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ter's more aggressiv campaign. I hope that friends will understand this, and realize that lam still hard at work, although
Previously acknowledged,
$486.20
there is not quite so much of public labor to report. There is
Thomas Monaghan, 5.00
machinery to watch-and oil, perhaps-so that the practical
"ROBERT
G.
INGERSOLL,
President.
·s. Brewer,
1.00
outcome may be more fruitful.
A. C. Lake,
1.00 CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary, There are several hundred dollars of the campaign fund
William Thorpe, 1.00
Louis Garlick,
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York. which hav not yet been paid in, and I earnestly request all
.1.00
M. Tucker,
friends who hav made any pledges to fulfil them, for the treas·
10.00
Mark Rowe,
1.00 CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York. ury is empty, and we need f]lnds to carry out our summer's
Henry Bennett,
1.50
work-office business, correspondence, etc.-and as the secreL. 0. Bass,
5.00
tary devotes himself exclusivly to the affairs of the League,
The Campaign Fnnd.
Total,
$512.70 Previously acknowledged,
$4,429.26 without which many things of public importance would fail,
3.50 it is hoped that all promises will be made good, and that still
Henry Bennett,
5 00 further contributions will be made by those who see that the
L. 0. Bass,
The Tent.
15.00 work of Liberalism must be carried on by business methods,
F. A. Lamont,
On Friday, June 19th, we struck our tent at Kalamazoo. Ernestine L. Rose,
10.00 and that some one must do this at the sacrifice of other modes
Our last lecture, Thursday, June 18th, "The Bible the Enemy
$4,462.76 of income, and therefore Liberals must see to it that he
Total,
of Women," was received with undivided attention by the
who endevors to keep the flag flying must be paid for the ser.
largest audience since we pitched our tent.
vice like other men, who cannot liv on the spirit, but must
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THE AJ;.BANY CONVENTION.
We hav delivered twenty lectures, carefully distributed over
hav food, shelter, and clothing.
- 1 $25.00
350 Liberal publications, and disposed of a goodly number of Courtlandt Palmer,
The National Liberal League has a great 'work before it, .
10.00
Samuel
P.
Putnam,
our best publications. Many most influential citizens exbut this cannot be done in a moment, and much of the work
5.00
Mr.
Joseph
McDonough,
pressed to us their regret at the removal of the tent, and their
5.00 must be hard, silent, solitary work. The field must be
Mrs. Joseph McDonough,
conviction that great good had been accomplished; that the Albany Association, per tickets,
400.00 thoroughly studied. Conventiol!lB and eloquent lectures are
people of Kalamazoo had be!)n stirred as never before, and a Troy Secular Union, per tickets,
200.00 not all that is needed. There must be much previous and
spirit of investigation and earnest thought aroused that could
$645.00 apparently unremunerativ labor performed in order that the
Total so far,
not fail to yield a harvest of true Liberals.
way may be made clear for a more public and splendid advance.
Some discordant elements, that we trust brief time will reI presume Liberals will be wise enough to provide for these
move, rendered it advisable to postpone organization. While
News a~d Notes.
arduous but obscure tasks.
some were afraid of Mrs. Grundy, and held aloof, only with
THE ALBA.NY CONVENTION.
The following from far-off Arizona shows how widespread
bated breath, and fearful glance over their shoulder, daring to
The program of the Albany Convention will be in the main our movement is, and that its gospel is as wide as the world:
whisper they were with us in feeling and conviction, but their as follows: Friday morning, business meeting and opening ad"Last year I found myself in the hospital, but this year I
business forbade t-hem to be present at or seem to encourage dress by J. J. McCabe, president of Albany Liberal Associa- hav done some hard work and made a little money; and as the
our meetings. We cannot too highly commend or fully ex- tion. Friday afternoon, lecture by Charles Watts, of England; government pet, the marauding Apache, is leaving his trail of
press our appreciation of the kindness and co-operation of subject "Secularism: Constructiv and Destructiv." Friday blood and rapine over this section, and as I am liable at any
such stanch and true Secularists as Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gault, avenin~, lecture by Elizabeth Cady Stanton; subject: "The time to lose my scalp, I thought it better to make sure of a
Mr. and Mrs. Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Hicks, Levy Hicks, Religious Liberty of Woman." Saturday morning, lecture by life-membership; so please find inclosed $15.00-fourteen to
complete life-membership, and one for annual membership of
Mr. and Mrs. M. Tucker, H. Oppenheimer, Silas Fisher, B. Courtlandt ·Palmer; subje(lt: "The_ Aristocracy of Free- James T. Lyon. Hoping that you and other officers of the
Witkowski, Samuel Folz, J.D. Schell, Mr. Sweet, A. C. Everett, thought." Saturday afternoon, lecture by Mrs. Mattie P. League may meet and defeat orthodoxy, I remain an Agnostic.
Hm·shaw, .Ariz.
"Yours,
F. A. LAMONT."
and our genial son of Vulcan and good friend, J. T. Goin. Krekel; subject: "The Demands of Liberalism." Saturday
Perhaps some of our other friends can find equally solid
After our last lecture, on Thursday evening, Mr. M. Tucker, evening, lecture by James Parton; subject: "Victor Hugo."
with kind words of sympathy and cheer, shook us by the Sunday morning, lecture by T. B. Wakeman; subject: "The reasons for securing a life-membership, although they are not
hand, and left a ten-dollar bill in ours, his method of expref!S- Outlook of Liberalism." Sunday afternoon, lecture by Helen quite so near to the wild Indian as our Western comrade. At
ing appreciation of our efforts.
H. Gardener; subject: "Historic Facts and Theologic Fie- least secure an annual membership with Ingersoll's autograph,
of which every Liberal should be proud.
Mr. Shakspere, of the Gazette, in view of the fact that finan- tiona."
They want a rousing debate at Denison, Texas. We hope
cially our labor at Kalamazoo had failed of adequate remunerThe price of course ticket, admitting to all these lectures
ation, generously donated four-fifths of his advertising bill. of the Convention, is one dollar. Short addresses during the soon to hav one, and from the electricity of mental combat to
All treated us with uniform kindness and courtesy. Really sessions may be expected from Horace Seaver, editor of Boston hav a little more light for human progress.
We hav received the following from Mechanicsburg, ill.:
we were unable to do justice to Kalamazoo. Lecturing every Investigator, George N. Hill, president of Boston Ingersoll
night necessitated our devoting the greate_r part of our time to Secular Society, C. B. Reynolds, S. P. Putnam, Joseph Mc"There are about fifteen Freethinkers here who would join
study and preparation of our lectures, filling in the time paint- Donough, Mrs. Iliohan, and others. Robert G. Ingersoll will in a Liberal organization. I am sure, after a start, that this
ing bills and attending to absolutely necessary correspond- lecture on Sunday evening. The price of admission will be number would be doubled. Please send the necessary information and papers and we will form a local auxiliary League
ence (those failing to receive replies will please accept this as 50 cents, reserved seats 75 cents and $1.00. The proceeds of at once.
Fraternally yours,
W. A. BEcK."
excuse for seeming neglect). Every moment of our time was this lecture will be for the benefit of the State Association
Thus slowly, from point to point, the new thought of the
occupied. We could not visit as we should hav done, nor de- and the National Liberal League. Let the bountiful generos- world becomes its life. It creates fellowship and instrumenvote time to canvassing, and increasing interest in those who ity of Colonel Ingersoll arouse us to new efforts, and let each talities for human ·growth. So our hearts are glad, for not
attAnded our lectures. We hope to do better.
Liberal contribute of his best to the cause. The expenses of alone in the solitude of our individuality do we see the illu' We parted with our tent-master, who has returned to New the Convention will be large, and, besides, what is made above mination of truth, but in the electric currents of a thousand
York. At present we hav to "go it alone." We need an, earn- and beyond the expenses will go into the state and national sympathies flowing into one.
SA.MDEL P. PuTNAM.
est, self-sacrificing, brave Liberal, a really good musician and treasury of the Liberal Associations, and will be used for the
vocalist, to sing and accompany himself on organ; one willing carrying out of practical measures of reform. A strict account
Mrs. Ernestine L. Rose.
From the InvestigatOJ".
to do, dare, and endure from love of the cause and his fellow- will be rendered of all receipts and expenditures. The more
By the following extract of a letter from Mrs. Rose, dated
creatures. We cannot afford to pay salary anything like the that is received, therefore, the more powerful will be the work
equivalent for the services required, but will do all the fund done in the future; the greater will be the thought and agita- London, Eng., May 25, 1885, it will be seen that she alludes
permits, and will guarantee payment of whatever we agree on. tion produced in the minds of the community. We should to the National Liberal League here and also to the Ingersoll
Immediate application requested. We are now doing double utilize the eloquence, the enthusiasm, and the renewed fellow- Secular Society, and with her characteristic generosity donates
auty-acting as our own tent-master. We are hopeful as the ship and nobler devotion which will be the gift of this Con- to each the sum of $10, to constitute her a member of both.
good results of tent effort become more and more manifest, vention to the world. So long as anything contrary to the Though in feeble health, and far away, she still retair s her
our friends will contribute so liberally to the tent fund that Nine Demands exists in our laws; so long should we earnestly interest in the Liberal movement:
"Your mention of the New York Convention of forty years
we shall feel justified in offering inducements to some of our strive to remove the injustice, not simply by talking, but by
able lecturers to giv us the benefit of their occasional services, doing. We wish to make this Convention notable in the his- ago brought a flood of events visibly to my mind. I lived
then now I ouly linger. In New York I lived and worked for
but at present dare not incur the expense.
tory of Freethought, not only for the grandeur of the ideas year~ -almost alone. I am glad that there is now a National
The object of the tent is to do missionary wo:rk; to carry the which it expresses, but the practical and immediate action that Libe;al League there, and I should like to belong to it. Please
glad tidings of the gospel of Humanity without money and will result from the gathering together of such moral and in- to send my name and $10 to them, to make me a member. I
would write myself to them, but it is very difficult for me to
without price to fields where otherwise the truths of Secular- tellectual forces.
and very likely no one now in New York would know
ism would not be proclaimed, and to do real propaganda work.
I hope, therefore, that every Liberal who possibly can will write,
about me.
.
We are convinced that the printing press is our true savior, be interested in this Convention; will come to it and partake much
"I am very sorry to giv yon that trouble, but it would very
and look for greater results from the careful distribution of of its social life, will aid by whatever pecuniary gift he can much oblige me for you to send it in my name. Please also to
our best Liberal literature, and securing subscribers to our spare, so that from the Convention we can go forward with a giv $10 to the Ingersoll Secular Society, whic~ meets in ~he
leading Liberal papers, than we do from our efforts on the replenished treasmy to the enormous work still to be accom- Paine Memoral, and make me a member of It. I am With
these societies in heart and soul, and as I cannot be with them
rostrum.
plished for the assertion of liberty and justice.
in person, I like to hav my name among them."
We would take occasion to roturn thanks to Converse Close,
I am SUJ."e that all friends will be delighted with the speakers
Abbie Knapp, and all the good friends who hav sent us papers and subjects arranged for the Convention. We hav endeavChicago League Resolutions.
a11d Liberal literature for gratuitous distribution. .
ored to hav the widest representation of Radical thought. The
WHEREAS, The Chicago Liberal League learns with
Under the pilotage of Mr. E. Flansburg, we hav pitched the main trouble has been the wealth of material at command.
tent at Hickory Corners, Mich., which will be .our address for
profound regret the demise of ex-Secretary of the NaWe hav been compelled to make a selection. We could not
the next two weeks.
tional League Theron C. Leland, through whose
hav
all
our
best
and
wisest
advocates;
time
would
not
allow.
HIOKORY COBNEBS.-0n Saturday, June 20th, we packed
long
official term such intimate and cordial relations
can
we
tell
just
exactly
what
our
funds
might
allow.
Nor
tent and belongings on two teams and started ei~hteen miles
League were continuously maintained; be it
with
this
from Kalamazoo to Hickory Corners. Arrived at about 8 P.M. Last year there was a lack, and we could not pay our speakers
Resolved That we can express no keener sense of this great
Early Sunday morning we pitched tent. Thanks to the will- their just dues. We wish to avoid this in future, and be able
ing hands and sturdy muscle of the friends here, we soon had to pay to each lecturer what we engage to do. Against these loss giv nb better estimate of his work and worth, than to apeverything ship-shape. We were advertised t.o lectme at 2
pro~e and reaffirm the eloq~1ent and tiJ?ely trib~te paid to tJ:!e
o'clock, but immediately after we had pitched tent it com- mistakes which hav been made in the past we must guard, and life and labors of this heroic veteran m the Liberal cause m
menced to rain furiously, and did not abate until after four the wiser course for the present is to hav a smaller number, the oration recently delivered by T. B. Wakeman, of New
o'clock. At 7:30P.M., it looked dark and squally. Yet there and be able to giv a just remuneration, and those whom we York, at the funeral of our esteemed, venerated friend and cowas quite a good attendance, and two parsons present. We cannot hear this time will hav a better opportunity in the worker.
are favorably impressed with this place, and look forward to future. This is one of many brilliant Conventions to be held,
OuR Agnostic "brother " of· th_e New Yo;rk TR~TH
large attendance and good interest.
CHAs. B. REYNOLDS.
and therefore there will be ·a chance for all. • If any do feel
SEEKER pays a good deal of attenhon to Jewish a:ffi.W's,
disappointed that some favorit speaker is not now on the list,
and always in a fraternal and manly way. In a recent
Christi~tn Progress in the Soutli.
we hope they will consider the circumstances-that there
The meeting which commenced nearly two weeks ago closed
issue our contemporary reports the substance of a
must be limitations; and what we do not hav now will certainly
last night. Twenty were added during the meeting, among
be a joy to come, if, with unselfish and public-spirited effort, speech delivered by Mr. Cohen before the Liberal
whom were our pressman and ink-boy. The Bible tells us we all unite at this vital point, and make a success of the Con- Club of New York," and says "it was one of the best
that devils believe and tremble, but this is the first case where
vention, and so providing the way for a wider development of speeches of the evening, and in the matter of forcible
we hav seen one baptized.-1'exas Gh1·islian.
expression there was nothing like it." We p~litely
our resources in the coming years.
raise our hat to Mr. Cohen and congratulate him on
say
that
I
am
ready
for
work
at
any
time
and
place
I
wish
to
Was Hugo a Spiritualist?
having carried off the honors of the evening, no small
the
east
during
the
summer
months.
There
may
throughout
At the oLseqnies of Victor Hugo, in Paris, a deputation of
ho:q.ors in such an assemblage. As between Jews
Spiritualists was included in the procession, alluding to which be places where much good can be accomplished by Sunday and Agnostics there is really a complete intellectual
out
of
doors
perhaps.
I
will
respond
to
any
call;
lectures
the Gh?'onicle termed it "a singular feature;" whereupon Light
very justly remarks, "We, in turn, might consider it singulm· wherever a few friends can get together, and raise enough for fellowship. " In union there is strength " agai~st
the common enemy of intolerance. -San Franctscu
if such a deputation had not attended the last rites of our tr&veling expenses, I will come and do my best service,
companion in belief."-Banner of Light.
Much of my summer's work will be organizing for the win- Jewish Times;

Mr. Reynolds's Tent Fund.

-------
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be a few d~grees in advance of a line with the sun, wait for his funeral to say so. The over-praised
and the center of expanded atmosphere should be orators of the ancients are not comparable with our
directly opposit. Moreover, when the sun is north living, breathing, nineteenth-century orator, an Infiof the equator, the center of density should be equi- del, and matchless. Who were they that cowpli~
i'he Cause of' Planetary Motion.
distant south of it, and should cause the south pole mented Jesus Christ by saying, "Never man spake
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr.
to dip toward the sun. A like action should occur at like this man?" They were people, even though
Giles Chase propounds a novel theory of the cause of
the north when the sun is south of the equator.
rulers, who were ignorant probably of classic Greece
planetary motion. He attributes it to a difference in
J. A. TUTTLE.
-who perhaps never heard of Pericles. It is exceed'the degree of pressure of the atmosphere, and argues
ingly doubtful if Jesus could equal Ingersoll in oraa p1·iori that the pressure is greater on the dark and
tory.
Bacon a Concealed Poet.
cooler side of a planet than on the light and warmer
The throng of two thousand in the Grand Opera.
To point out and answer, ever so briefly, all the
side. If such is the fact, it can be easily proved with
House,
Minneapolis, that night seemed to be of the
a barometer. But if the barometer registers no dif- mistakes of " Holt" would take more space than he
same opinirm-that we hav the greatest orator of the
ference between midday and midnight, then the has occupied. '
He passes over in silence my answer to his criti- ages now living with us. He is one of the great,
theory is exploded.
To me the cause of planetary motion is plain cism of Bacon's" hav took." I half-erased two words good blessings of this nineteenth century that the
enough. Planets grow by meteoric accretion. The at the end of a line quoted from Shakspere, hoping Christian church does not claim. His printed words
are eloquent. Grand are the lines of Shakspere. But
first meteor had its own force and direction; .collid- the printer would let it stand thus:
as we never know their real depth and meaning until
ing and uniting with a second one, the necessary re"Thou h1st ;;poke too much already; get.''
spoken
by a Booth or a Barrett, so we miss Ingersult was a ch~tnge of direction and rotation. A third
Anyhow, "Holt " didn't take the hint, but came soll's chief charm until his word is spoken by himself
meteor being added, there was a further change; and
so on until in the course of ages a planet was formed again, blundering as usual. Some of his mistakes -the exptession, the look, the tone, the attitucle, that
whose motion was the result of the aggregate force are excusable on the ground of ignorance, but his wonderfully exquisit cadence in some passages, those
final one is simply stupid. Speaking of Bacon, be monotone syllables; his imagery; illustration, always
of the innumerable meteors that composed it.
apt; anecdote, which serves as lightning to reveal the
The planets do not revolve in the same plane. The says:
"·He was not a poet. 'In all candor let it be submiLted us to bhckness of the clou!1 of Christian theology-back of
satellites of Uranus hav an orbit nearly perpendicular
those Psalms of his, had they been published last year as the
to the ecliptic. Jupiter, although twelve times as work of some gifted, sky-aspiring youth out West, they would all is the sunshine of his ever-present good will to
large as the earth, makes more than two revolutions hardly elicit such admimtion as they doj?·om my c1·iticalji·iend." man. His mirth bubbles and sparkles thrpughout
his entire discourse, and brightens everybody's face
to the earth's one. All these differences are easily
Now, the fact is that the "critical friend" did not
accounted for on the theory of world formation by express a word of admiration. He only quoted Ba- -except now and then a countenance molded in the
despair of Christian rigidity.
meteoric accretion.
W. H. B.
con's biographer, whose admiration of the ex-chanIngersoll, in private conversation and public speech,
cellor's poetic talent, as imperfectly shown in a ham- is teaching the world, and especially the Christian
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The pered versification of the Psalms, was expressed be- part of it, the value of t.he gospel of good naturecommunication of Mr. Giles Chase in THE TRUTH fore Spedding heard it claimed that Shakspere did
and. he practices what he preaches.
SEEKER of June 6th being the best theory of planetary not write the plays.
It may be that I notice these traits in him with
motion that I hav met with in print, I regret that it
Spedding was candid enough to say that Bacon quicker eye because I hav labored so hard for
is badly marred with. incongruities-incongruities might hav taken the highest rank as a poet; and that
a quarter of a century with clergymen, with whom I
that, being unneces3ary, should be avoided.
, judgment was based upon the versification of a few
hav had a hundred oral b!i.ttles, to exercise more
He recognizes the fundamental law of matter that Psalms by the old man on a sick-bed. The early
kindliness toward man and less piety god ward.
as we recede from the center matter becomes more poetical works of Bacon his biographer failed to disThe colonel conducted me into an adjoining room
attenuated.
cover. But within the last few years enough evi- and introduced me to his daughter, Maude, who is a
Then the relativ position of matter around the cen- dence has been brought to light to prove Spedding's
pleA.sant, intelligent-appearing young lady.
ter is determined by its comparativ density; that possibility an absolute fact.
Lake G1'ty, Minn.
W. 1!,, JAMIESON.
which is the most dense takes position nearest to the
Take only three of these discoveries:
center and forces the more attenuated matter toward
1. We know that. Bacon wrote sonnets to the queen
"'l'he Pebt of Laws."
the circumference.
.
and excused himself by saying, "I profess not to be
A strange delusion possesses the minds of most
Water, being a dense fluid, sinks to a common a poet."
level around the center by the inherent force of its
2. We know that he wrote masques anonymously people that, because our government is popular and
own density. When expanded to vapor, it becomes before Shakspere appeared as a playwriter, and that good, we cannot hav too much of it. They forget
less dense than the lower atmosphere and is forced those masques were essentially poetic compositions that government itself is a necessary evil, lik& docoutward by atmospheric pressure. It could not move in the; nature of plays, and sometimes contained toring. · People are flattered that they are law-abidoutward of its own volition, for all matter presses to- verses in' rhyme equal in merit to the average of ing until they hug their chains and hear their
clanking as some noble music. The lower, more deward a common center with the full force of its Shakspere's.
graded,
less self-restrained a people are, the more
density.
3. We know that in 1603 Bacon wrote a private
Then, density being a positivly known and suffi- letter to the poet John Davies, begging him to speak absolute must be their government. As they emerge
cient cause for the centripetal action of matter called a good word for the writer to the incoming king, and from this inferior condition, they require less external
gravitation, why should we persistently attribute it cloaing with thE>se words, " So, desiring you to be control; that is, they govern themselvs more. Many
of the most important affairs d vast communities
to an imaginary cause ?
good to concealed poets, I continue."
are
conducted on business principles-each man does
Balloons being constructed on the same principle
But all such evidence I suppose will hav no weight
that planets are, the only difference being in the ap- upon a mind like "Holt's." So let him continue with his part and thus all is done exactly and well.
.Our government was the best in the world because
plication of the principle for obvious reason, they the misguided multitude to calumniate the greatest
should serve to illustrate the cause of planetary mo- thinker and justest chancellor that England ever had, it was plain, cheap, and simple. There is danger of
tion.
while he bows down to worship the mythical·bard of our becoming ruined by what Tacitus calls the "Pest
The planet, like the balloon, is a combination of Avon, and characterizes as "hypercritics" all such of Laws." The growth of the evil may be seen in
dense and attenuated matter that causes it to be sus- wicked fellows as
the increasing cost of it. The real cost of governIcoNoCLAST.
pended in the matter of our solar system, called
ment is seen under the head of "Miscellaneous " in
ether, the same as a balloon is suspended in our
the treasurer's report. This excludes all but the
A i'alk with Ingersoll.
bare cost of running the thing. It has no relation
atmosphere. Therefore, a planet can no more recede
beyond a given distance from the sun than a balloon
To THE EDITOR oF Tm: ~RUTH SEEKER, Si1·: After to the army, navy, pension, public debt, interest, or
can recede beyond a given distance from the earth, my rustication among the lakes of Alexandria, in anything else. Annually the treaRurer publishes the
for the all-sufficient reason that matter in that direc- company with Messrs. Trenham and Tenger, I took receipts and expenditures from 17!JO. We see by
tion is not of sufficient density to support its weight. the midnight train for Minneapolis, and early in the this that it cost us but about five million dollars
A planet can no more approach nearer than a given morning procured our tickets for Ingersoll's lecture. when we had one-third our present population. Now
distance from the sun than a balloon can app:roach We were joined by Mr. A. W. Swensen, a prominent it costs us some seventy or eighty millions.
nearer than a given distance from the earth, for the Liberal of Alexandria, and called upon the colonel at
Calhoun said that it could be demonstrated that
all-sufficient reason that matter in that direction is of the West Hotel, a granit-marble palace. We were if the necessary cost of any government like ours
greater density than it can penetrate or displace.
shown up to his room, and were soon swimming in must double faster than the population doubles, it
Then, density being the cause of gravitation, the talk. It was an enjoyable visit. We are nq mere must end in the OV(;)rthrow of the government. But
planet should always present the side to the sun in man-worshiper, but who can help feeling gratified in ours is increasing some eight times fttster than the
which density preponderates. Expansion of. atmos- meeting manhood ? As Liberals, are we not justly population. It will create such poverty and disconpherB on the side to the sun givs a preponderance proud of such a splendid specimen as Ingersoll? No tent as must cause explosion. We shall need military
of density to the opposit side and makes the rotation artificial dignity about him. Instead, he is a hearty, force to hold these self-rulers-the people-in order.
of the planet a physical necessity.
open-mannered man. As he sat in his easy chair he A despot republic is what we are coming to. Every
That is precisely what the language of Mr. Chase was the picture of comfort. He remarked that he session of Congress and state legislatures sees several
on that point implies, though somewhat obscurely, had no idea, when he began lecturing, that he would thousand new laws (cure alls) proposed. Instead of
and it has enabled him to reach correct conclusions be paid as he has been for delivering Infidel lectures. eternal vigilance .we hav eternal stupidity and sleep.
in the middle of his letter which he could not hav Few bishops of the Christian church hav been paid Any good business man could run the whole governdone otherwise.
so well. Indeed, Ingersoll reminds one of an old- ment, were it put in commission as was once aug"The rotation of the planet iB the inevitable re- fashioned English bishop, minus a bishop's lordly gested about the British government, for ten million
sult," for the simple reason that, density being the dignity, plus an inexhaustible fund of good nature. dollars, and hav a large sum over and above. '\;Vere
cause of gravitation, the planet, in obedience to the He is a man full of joy, warm-hearted, humane, sym- all laws repealed save the criminal acts to punish
law of gravitation, must inevitably present the side pathetic. Ingersoll may hav :~:!is faults, like the rest mala 'in se, we would then hav something like selfto the sun in which density preponderates. In doing of us; but they cannot be marked or prominent. government. The states, countries, and cities could
so, the surface of the planet's atmosphere nearest the The race has dreamerl of its perfect man, but he has manage their own affairs. Is it not plain that this
sun becomes th.e center or pivot on which the dense not yet been born. Perfection, infallibility, of a hu- vast monster which is rising up, called general govpart of the planet turns to the sun, describing a man will probably never be achieved.
ernment, is a disease that grows by what it feeds on,
semicircle around the opposit sidt; the expanded .Once in a while he would bring out a "cuss-word" and that the more it feeds the more it must conside is tben forced outward by t;he pressure of other (just to show his contempt for Christian swearing) to sume? Just think how people would hav laughed
matter of greater density.
emphasize a sentence. Even his tinge of profanity at any one who in 1845 would hav predicted the size
That action being continuous, and all the condi- is pithy, and it did seem to me that I would rather of our civil list in 187G.
tions that attend it being always the same, the planet hear him swear out of the pulpit than any clergyman
A great city daily has just published an article on
is compelled to roll around the sun like a ball over a I ever heard swear in it. Less venom, more good the growing spi:r:it of Anarchy in France. The signs
roailway, and with mathematical precision.
humor, than the minister exhibits in his.
were never worse before the old French Revolution.
Now, the dense atmosphere cannot be expanded
It is a custom, I know, to reserve our good words Yet the writer is amazed. Here is France, a repubinstantaneously, nor can the expanded atmosphere for the dead, but I am not going to do it. I think; lie, free, government of the people, for the people,
.be at once condensed; therefore, when the planet is Ingersoll is a nobler type of man than were any of by the people, and millions under some oppression
l!l motion, the center of the dense atmosphere should the Roman and Grecian philosophers, and I will not ready to rend society in pieces.
What wickedness 1
J
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The study of the course of organic life upon the fid~l looks on O?J= nationa~ Constitution, and says: 'I am
earth _shows that it conforms to the same great plan. satisfied. The:re Is no mentiOn there of God in whom I do
Th 1 f
f
not believe, or of religion, which I repudiat~.' Our fathers,
e 1 e o the globe a few milllions of years ago we must confess, left a blank in that great instrument. That
was a very different thing from what it is now. Dif- blank is widelyint~rete<l to mean ~the~sm. We are striving
e~ent races of plants and animals hav appeared and to fill the blank With the na~e w~c? IS above every name,
disappeared in slow succession, and their remains are ·and we are sure the Woman s Christian Temperance Union
found entombed in successiv rock formations.
applauds and will join our efforts.''
. The facts are a part of geology, ~¥Id hav been arYes, my dear s_ir, the Constitution that was good
~1ved ~t by· the same processes of observation and enough for Wil.shmgton, Jefferson, and Paine is good
mductwn that hav revealed the order and history enough for us Infidels of to-day, and if it is not good
of the stratified systems. The course of life upon enough for you Christians, you can emigrate. The
the globe has been conformed to a method and that governmentofRussiawouldnodoubtharmonizebetter
method is universally described as a prog~ess and a with your ideas of the legitimate sphere of the church
develop~ent. It shows an advance from the simple and by emigrati~g_you would, ~o.doubt, save yours~U
to the. complex, from the general to the special, from much useless friCtiOn and repmmg, for I tell you in
the lower to the higher. In short, it is an evolution confidence that the Infidels of to-day mean business
in the strictest sense of the word. There was first a also; and sooner than see this government draggled
period of no life-the azoic age. Then appeared the in the mire of ecclesiastical corruption, our free inl~wer forms of life-vegetable and animal. Then stitutions throttled in their promising infancy, and.
higher and higher kinds until man, the highest of man once more the martyr of the gods, they will
all, appeared last. The pro~ress evinces continuity, once more shoulder the musket and strike for " our
harmony, and gradation. The beginning of an age altars and our fires." Let those who hav one iota of
has always been in the middle of preceding age, and love of country, of home, and of 'humanity in their
the ~arks of the future ?oming out to view are pro- hearts stand firm for the truth and be alert. The enephetiC of that future. ·The age of mammals was mies of our free institutions and free government lie
foreshadowed by the appearance of mammals long in wait behind every Christian organization ready
before ~n the course of the reptilian age, and the age to stab in the dark whenever they feel safe in so doing.
of rept1ls was prophesied in types that lived in the "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty."
early carboniferous age. Coming events cast their
EvA BARNES.
shadows before. The lower forms that perish do not
Ezra H. Heywood Should Be Indemnified.
reappear. No group or specieshav ever come into
It
is not very consistent for us to put up statues of
existence twice. But every species has come into
existenca coincident, both in space and time, with ·a "Liberty Enlightening the World," and send money
pre-existing closely allied species. That the great to Rome to erect a monument to Bruno where he
. advancing movement of organic life has been a di- was burnt two hundred and eighty-five years ago, if
vergence, an opening out, or an evolution, is incon- we let our own living martyrs for liberty suffer withCanadian Notes.
testable, and is admitted by the highest biological out indemnity. Such was the thought that occurred
The Toronto ·secular Society are organizing a se- authorities. It is proved by the fact that if we go to me while I read this letter from our old libertyries of Sunday excursions by steamboat to various back a million of years or so, there is an obvious loving Nestor:
Feb. 17, 1885.
points on Lake Ontario. Some of their summer converging of types, or the different kinds of animals MY DftAR MR. HEYWOOD: You are MEDFORD,
quite right in opining that
course of lectures will be delivered in groves on the are nearer together in character, and as we recede I do not indorse some of the theories for ventilating which you
lake shore at various romantic spots.
still further into the past the approximation becomes bav been so insanely persecuted. But as a citizen of a republic which has bound itself before all mankind to maintain the
still closer.
perfect liberty of the press, and the perfect liberty of eVfJry
Mr. Arthur Tilney was the recipient of a compliHumanity is not now what it was in ages long individual
who regards the rights and liberty of others, I feel
mentary testimonial benefit on Wednesday night past. During some scores of thousands of years of that the republic
is bound to indemnify you for the wrong it
last, the occasion being his departure for New York man's presence upon earth an immense s~ries of has done you by a foolish and unconstitutional law hypocritito join the Lingard Star Combination. The event changes hav taken place in the history of the race. cally administered. I could not respect myself if I wholly recame off at the Grand Opera House Concert Hall. Only a few thousand year.s ago Europe was barba- fused to do my shnre of such a manifest duty. It would be a
very mean argument to the contrary to say, "You might hav
Now that the funniest man in Canada is about to rous, and its inhabitants warred and worked with avoided
the persecutions you hav suffered by suppressing your
leave us we must look about us for the next aspirant implements of stone; society was rude, low, homo- pinions.'' l honor the br~tvery which spurns such prudence.
for honors as chief priest of Momus.
Yours truly,
ELIZun WRIGHT.
geneous, and undeveloped. Its movement has been
E. H. Heywood is the one living man in MasThe next annual Convention of Freethinkers from a slow unfolding into diversity and specialty. There
all parts of Canada, to take place during the great has been an increase of human capabilities; a rise in sachusetts who has fought the fight for liberty in our
fair early in September, will be the greatest and most. ~ntelligence; an advance of morals; a growing capac- day and generation against church tyranny and has
important that has ever taken place yet.
1ty for social co-operation; a multiplication of arts won. The consequences for good are now very great,
and industries; augmented power over nature; an and must increase from year to year. He has stood
The fundamental doctrin of evolution is that the emergep.ce of institutions, in short, evolution of civil- in the gap and suffered as few are called to do. He
universe and all that. it contains did not come into ization.· This is a broad deduction from the facts of has, like a h~ro, refused to avoid prosecutions by
existence in the condition that we now know it nor history-from the facts of prehistoric archeology- suppressing his opinions and allowing the church to
in anything like that condition. It implies that the and it is fast taking the place of the teachings of ride rough-shod over the remains of American libheavens as they appear above, the earth as it exists theology that the course of humanity has been a de- erty.
What has been the result?
beneath us, the hosts of living creatures that occupy generacy, which was firmly believed until science reHis hotel and book business by which he was getit, and human1ty as we know it are merely the final versed the method of studying the subject as taught
R. B. Bu·.rLAND.
ting a living has been largely broken up, and he is
terms in an immense series of changes which hav by the Bible.
Tv1·onto,
June
27,
1885.
in danger of losing his home.
been brought about in the course of immeasurable
If Americans allow this to be the result of his herotime. It affirms vast changes in vast periods, that
ism, it will be a victory for Comstockism after all.
They Mean Business.
these changes hav been according to a method, and
The only way to prevent it is to indemnify l\Ir.
that this method has been of the nature of an unfoldTo those Liberals who feel that when they hav
ing. The essential changes of evolution hav bee:u taken the first step in Liberalism, and freed them- Heywood for his loss, and it ought to be done
comprehensivly formulated as from the simple to the selva from the thr11.ldom of superstition, they hav abundantly. Consult him as to the ways and means,
complex, from the homogeneous to the heteroge- nothing more to do, I earnestly recommend reading or better, send him some money or patronage at
neous, from the general so the special. It is a scien- the following extract from an address by T. P. Stev~ once. His address is Princeton, Mass.
But you say, "I do not approve of Mr. Heywood's
tific induction, t1iat is, an idea formed ~fter the facts enson, delivered before the convention of the Woare known, and based upon them.
man's Christian Temperance Union, at St. Louis, Mo., opinions, methods, and expressions." Neither do I.
That the solar system was gradually formed in the last year. Stev~nson is corresponding secretary of But because we do not, it is all the more necessary
·way the nebular hypothesis implies, and that its facts the National Reform Association, which organization to liberty that he should hav the legal right to excan be explained by that hypothesis and no other, is hopes to bring about in this land a complete union press them, and, above all, that such right should not
now the general belief of astronomers. Consisting of church and state, reviving the horrors of the In- be taken away by amateur, irresponsible organizaof 150 bodies, revolving and circulating according to quisition, and spreading once more over Infidelity tions outside of regular secular government.
Liberty is the one incalculable blessing, and it is
one grand method, it has been pointed out that there the pall of the Dark Ages. He says:
are no less than 370 facts concerning the distribu- • "Finally, I salute yon because yours is a 'Christiim Union. measured by the freedom to do either right or
tion, form, and motion of the sun and planets, which By the very logic of your name you are pledged in advance wrong, unttl dired injury results to another from
are the simple consequences of the nebular hypothe- to the whole reform which we are striving to accomplish. The which he must be protected. I hav yet to learn that
identity of your work with ours is not merely superficial or Mr. He:vwood has ever injured man, woman, or
sis, and can be accounted for in no other way. Geol- apparent,
but of the deepest and most essential character.
ogy has given us a vast mass of facts and inductions You are laboring for the reform of govern~ent at a single child. Yet he has been cruelly imprisoned, tried
which establish with certai~1ty one proposition, viz., point, in accordance with the laws of the Christian religion. again and again, his business ruined, and his health
that our planet is not what it was millions of years We art> seeking to apply ~he same laws to our whole national and life endangered.
You are asking the government to adopt a policy which
He has fought this fight single-handed, but he
ago, but has . und~rgone a ~eries of developing life.
can only be justified on the ground that nations hav moral
changes, resaltmg m the present order of things. responsibilities, and are amenable to moral law. We are ask- should not singly bear the loss. The friends of LibThe law of specialization, the general being before ing the nation to declare, authoritativly_ and decisivly, its ac- erty should certainly indemnify in this life those who
T. B. WAKEMAN.
the special, is the law of development. The egg is knowledgment of the supreme authonty of God of J esns are suffering for her !lake.
Christ,
and
of
the
moral
law
set
forth
in
his
word.
'
The
supNew
York,
June
21,
285.
• at first a simple unit, and gradually part after part pression of the drink traffic, on moral grounds, will logically
of the new structure is evolved, that which is most involve, the better enforcement, on the same grounds, of our
'!'he Truth Seeker Essayist Corroborated.
fundamental appearing earliest, until the being is laws against blasphemy and Sabbath desecration, tbe reform
of onr corrupt divorce legislation, the extirpation of polygamy,
complete in all its outer and minor details.
Tacitus
did not write about Nero's persecution of
and the wise, kind, and firm employment of all the powers
The principle is exhibited in the physical history and
resources of government for the restraint of moral evils. Christians. Robert Taylor in 1829 proved that pasof the globe, which was first a featureless globe of The education of the children of the republic in temperance sag·e in the "Annals" to be spurious; and in 1878
fire, then had its oceans and dry land, in course of principles in the public schools logically involves the main- another English scholar proved that the whole of the
time received mountains and rivers, and finally all tenance in those schools of the Bible as the great text-book in "Annals of Tacitus" was fmged in the 15th century
Valuable and convincing as is th" scientific arguthose diversities of surface which now characterize momls.
ment, you would not be willing to rest your whole case to-day, by a papal secretary. A summary .of the evidence
it. The climates began with universal tropics, cul- in this convention, on the platform, before the nation, on the internal and external was given in THE TRUTH SEEKBR,
minating at last in the diversities of the present day. scientific argument alone. As a Ch?·istian Union yon canpot August 21, 1884, by
ANTICHRIST, A.I¥L
We may remark in passing that the science of geol. rest satisfied while the word of God is excluded from the pubschools of this city, of Chicago, of San Francisco, and
ogy was thrust back for 200 years by the enslave- lic
many other cities and towns, while adulterous divorce laws
0ATALOG of the Truth Seeker Oompa.l!;y"s publicsllltlnt of the human mind to tlie superstition of theol- defile our statute books, or while polygamy is welcomed, in the
tiona
sent free upon application.
ogy and Christianity.
pe1·son of its representativ to the halls of Congress. The Inple· may be found here.
We may be sure that a comfortable, busy people
never reb~lled. When they rise up something is
wrong somewhere. Every i ile person is living at
the expense, finally, of common labor. Every tax is
shufll.ed off on to the lowest, most defenseless class.
"Hence these tears," this distress, and spirit of Anarchy. Dissatisfaction spreads over and is lost on our
cheap lands. Therefore our present safety. But these
lands are being occupied. What becomes of the
discontented then? What if the self-government must
keep armies to restrain the self-governed? For hide
and strain as we may, we Cl!-nnot lose sight of this
fact; that this government was made for the happi·ness of these discontented, toiling masses.
May it not be that we are deceived by names and
forms? Is not government the same in effect, no
matter by what name we call it? Do we get rid of
aristocracy by simply banishing the titles of honor,
parchments, and ribbons, if we reserve all that gave
to aristocracy its power? If the offices are numberless and powerful, does it matter whether we fill
them by election or they are filled by persons previously designated by law? Having displaced "one
master who is responsible andfaken over us a multitude of irresponsible ones, ·as Jefferson once
hinted, will our condition be easier? ·
Is it not a little alarming when we review our past
and see how rapidly we hav hurried on from the
plain; cheap, simple govel"nment originally founded,
and hear the excuses for it by ignorance and shallowness in high place? Is it not frightful to see such
blindness leading the blind?
HoLT.
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Independence Day.
This issue of THE TnuTH SEEKER dates upon the
anniversary of a memorable event-the signing of the
Declaration of Independence. It is a good day to
observe in a thoughtful manner, to study anew the
Constitution of olir country, which recognizes no king
here or hereafter, and to ask ourselvs how far this government has been true to its fundam:ental principles.
This is the day our forefathers retired the ghosts
from politics, and the Secularists are the only persons who can conscientiously celebrate that event.
Those who expect to become subjects of a king in
heaven deny their faith when they celebrate the
establishment of a republic on earth. He who prays,
"Thy kingdom come," invites a monarchy. Only
those termed Infidels recognize and contend for the
full meaning of the Declaration of American Independence. Others may celebrate it more demonstrativly; none so consistently with the principles
which they profess.

Signs of the Times in Europe.
A religious paper of this city has summarized the
movement now going on over nearly all Europe for
the separation of church and state. The outlook is
hopeful for the Secularists. In Scandinavia the movement is not only being pushed from with~ut the
. church, but is receiving aid from within the fold
itself. Various denominations hav sent their missionaries there to establish churches independent of
and in opposition to the Established Church, and
what is called a Free Church party has recently
transferred its activity to politics and to the Parliament. In Swede:n the Secularist movement, noted
by us some time ago, is receiving the aid of one of
the most prominent Christians of the country.
In Germany, the attack on the state church is made
by all shades of politicians-orthodox, conservativ,
and liberal. In Saxony the free Lutheran churches
are opposing the state church, accusing it of apostasy-an old charge for one branch of Christians to
make against another.
Before the overthrow of the !:liberal party in England, Gladstone refused to bring up in Parliament
the question of the disestablishment of the Episcopal
church, but notwithstanding this there is no question
that the Secularists are increasing fast in England.
When the Soudan, Afghan, Irish coercion, and beer
tax questions are out of the way, it may be that the
government will turn their attention to separation of
church and state. It seems an anomaly in a country
supposed to be free that the opponents of Christianity should be systematically taxed by the state
for its support.
But nowhere, we are told, are the ties that bind
church and state so loose as in France. Only a few
months ago the Parliament withdrew all state aid
from the Catholic theological faculties. So powerful
has the tendency toward Secularism become that
Archbishop Guibert, of Bordeau;x:, in a recent pastoral letter, has issued a strong appeal for the relation now existing on the basis of the Concordat of
1802. After stating that he would hav no fears of
the welfare of the church if the proposed separation
would bring with it the independence enjoyed in
America, he adds:
"But will the church really be free? Will she be free to
receive the gifts and presents of the faithful ? Will she be free
to keep her temples, to celebrate her festivals, and hav her
asylum.s for the protection of the priests? Would the church
be free to choose her bishops and other servants? Woulcl she
he free in the management of her affairs and the fulfilment of
l.er mission? We doubt it very muoh.''

Probabythe archbishop would hav less ground for
fear had his church in the past not been such a dangerous force in France, working unceasingly for the
overthrow of the republican form of government and
the restoration of the monarchy. The need for the
suppression of the Jesuits was urgent because of
their intrigues against the country and for tli~ir own
aggrandizement. The freedom that Archbishop Guibert would like is the freedom for his church to be
practically a traitor, a:n,d it may be doubtful if the
government would care to allow this repetition of
former experiences with Catholicism.
Secularism means perfect independence in religious
affairs, and those of the faithful who wish to present
their worldly wealth to the church ought to be
allowed the blessed privilege. But it cannot in reason be asked that the thousands of churches, asylums,
monasteries, and nunneries shall be so exempt from
taxation as to allow of a dangerous accumulation of
riches, as has been repeatedly done in the past, and
as we see over the Canadian border in Montreal
to-day. The church in France has so long controled
the state, and is possessed of so much power, that it
will be the part of broad statesmanship to erect legal
barriers to prevent her regaining the ascendancy.
Republican France is becoming anti-Catholic France,
and the evidences are that it is fast becoming secular
France. When once out of Catholicism the people
accept no half-way religion, and Protestantism,
therefore, has but a very slight foothold in the third
republic.

Women May Vote in New York.
Dr. Clemence S. Lozier, chairman of the New York
state Committee of the Woman Suffrage Party, has
forwarded us a circular to the effect that a very curious discovery has been made, which concerns the
rights of over a million people-of every woman in
New York state. A legal work has lately been published, entitled, "Cases of the Legislature's Power
over Suffrage," by Hamilton Willcox, M.S., LL.B.
The author has laboriously examined the legislation
and history of New York for the two hundred and
fifty years of its existence (as colony, province, and
state), as well as the state constitution, and common
law for many centuries, and has thrown light on the
constitutional law of this disputed point by the information he has dug out and arranged. It has of
late years been taken for granted that the legislature
has no power over suffrage, and that the constitution
settles who shall and shall not vote, as that of Massachusetts does; but this work points out that in New
York such is not the case, and adduces many
instances wherein the legislature has not only extended st¢'rage but curtailed it. The constitution,
it is shown, secures suffrage to the persons whom it
names; it is the legislature which has forbidden others to vote.
The curious discovery referred to is this: In the
researches made by the author of the "Cases," he
claims to hav found that the portion of the General
Election law, passed in 1842, which prevented
women from voting, has been repealed, and that
there is now no law left to prevent a woman .from
voting who takes the oath required of a challenged
person, or who can truthfully take it; nor any law to
punish her or the inspectors of election. The sole
statutory provision which could be thought to warrant punishing her is that which imposes ·a penalty
for "knowingly voting without being qualified according to the laws," and the laws now do not prescribe sex as a qualification, but this provision, it is
pointed out, applies only t.:> persons who vote in districts where they do not liv, or who are not American
citizens, or are under the required age; and who by
fraud, or by collusion with corrupt inspectors, vote
without being challenged and .thus escape the penalties for false swearing. The qualifications required
by the law for voting are specified only in the oath
which a challenged person must take; and masculinity is not one of these. The right of women, recognized for ages by the common law, and guarded by
the state constitution, to vote on the same terms with
their brothers, the author holds, has thus now n~
legal obstruction to its exercise. The inspectors of
election throughout the state are advised to take the
votes of women who hav the qualifications mentioned
in the oath; and every woman in the state who has
these qualifications is asked to offer her vote at the
next election, and take the oath if necessary. Mr.
Willcox offers to furnish all needful information and
instructions to any woman or election officer.

The right to vote. is a privilege .often altogether
barren of benefits to the voter, but if woman desires
to exercise it, she should certainly be allowed to do
so. There is no reason in equity why she should
not; and if it has been shown that there is none in
law, and if the woman suffragists hav the courage of
their convictions, which doubtless they hav, we may
expect some interesting developments at the next
election in New York.
'

Is a Divorce Wanted 1
The last issue of the Banner

of Light has this:

"It is time Spiritualism obtained a full and absolute divorce
from what is miscalled Liberalism, says the Bpi1•iiual Offering
-and we hav about come to the same conclusion. Spiritualists offered them the right hand of fellowship in opposing bigotry and superstition, but they hav of late ignored it by traducing our mediums in public, in private, and in the columns
of their newspapers, and calling us all delusionists I This is
a quality of Liberalism we do not understand. No wonder the
Qtl'ering wants the two divorced."

We are sorry to see this in our Boston contemporary, but we presume it will not make much
difference in the state of the two philosophies. Orthodox Spiritualists vtJ.l continue to abuse the Materialists, and Liberal Spiritualists will continue to
work for the enlightenment of the people. Liberalism· is not particularly Materialistic any more thim it
is Spiritualistic. As to traducing mediums, people
hav the right to say what they think of the performances of the public characters who pose in the place
of priests as a means of communication between this
world and the next. There is nothing in the calling
of a medium that places him beyond criticism. And,
besides, were the space compared that Liberal papers hav given to the discussion of Spiritualism, we
think the columns in favor of it would equal at least
those opposed.

--------.---------A Pressing Need.

In most of our large cities there are public institutiona known as dog-pounds. Here vagrant, unlicensed, or unmuzzled dogs are collected, through the
efforts of officials called dog-catchers, and, unless
claimed and redeemed by their owners, they are
placed in a cage and sunk in the river. Great benefit has inured to the people in this way, and the
death rate from hydrophobia has largely decreased.
In view of the salutary working of the dog-pound
and dog-catching institution, it is rather singular that
no one has suggested to our officials the passing of a
city ordinance having in view the gatheriBg in of the
many vagrom, unlicensed, and unmuzzled preachers
who infest our street-corners, parks, and wharves, to
the great detriment of the populace. These preachers !\ppear under various guises, to wit, revivalists,
Salvation Army soldiers, boy preachers, Texas wonders, messengers of the covenant, etcetera. It is well
known that wherever they appear, mental hydrophobia, in the form of religious insanity, crops out with
startling and often disastrous results. Mr. Chris
Dongel, an inoffensiv but unbelieving German, of
Ohio, it will be remembered, but a short time ago
came under the influence of one of these vagrom
preachers. Mr. Dongel immediately exhibited syruptoms of rabies in such unmeaning expressions as
"Praise God," "Glory 'to Jesus," etc., and shortly
thereafter struck the minister a violent blow on .the
head with a large club. For this absurd conduct he
was placed in an asylum. It is plain to be seen that
if the preacher, when found at large unmuzzled, had
been captured and caged in a pound for such purpose made ~nd by law provided, Mr. Dongel might
not hav fallen from the desirable position of an unbeliever.
The people of Boston must feel 'the need of such
an institution as we hav suggested. In order to
preserve the sanctity of the Sabbath, the constable
of that berg was called upon to arrest, collar, run
in, and otherwise deter several vagrom preachers
from occupying the public common for the purpose
o:f inoculating the Bostonian with their special virus.
In Nashville, Tenn., just now, sanitary measure~
similar to this are becofuing an absolute necessity.
An unlicensed and unmuzzled revivalist named Sam
Jones is loose in its streets; lunatics, suicides, and il·legitimacy ar~ prevalent, believed to be caused
thereby, and there is not a pound for preachers in
the state. Something should be done at once.
Here in New York the proper meat for the crank
catcher is the Salvation Army soldier. On a recent
evening, as the audience were leaving the Bijou
Opera House, they were confronted by this sort of
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warrior in the person of James Neil, who carried :a PHoTros FisK has presented the Paine Memorial Corporation I1 words of Bishop Hedding: ' The right to hold a slave is
with a collection of rare paintings and engravings, natural founded on the rule: "Therefore, all things whatsoever ye
banner bearing these atar~ling words:
"What are you livirig for?
Is it the wages of sin ! ! !
Or death in the Lake of Fire!!!
Or the glory of the God Ete:rnnl!! 1"

The crank-catcher who should omit to imr.ound
Mr. Neil might well be disciplined for negl•ecting
his duty.
01 course it is not necessary tha~ vagrom, unmuzzled, Qnd unlicensed preachers sholilld be ·drowned,
though such a course could hav but •:me zeJsult, and
that a.beneficial one. Until claimed ancl redeemed
by responsible persona, they might b0 set at inflating
balloons, working the wind-pumps on eual-boata, or
at any other calling where their great Wowing powera could be utilized.
We commend this suggestion to all aldermen for
immediate action. The heated te:nn is upon us, and
the regular pastors baing out of town, the·vagrom
preacher claims unusual attention. Shall he be lassoed and rendered innocuous? ,. The industry thus
created would furnish employmentfor large numbers
of activ laborers who now eat the broad of idleness.

The Modern

Balaam~

Quite a number hav written for prices in quantities of the picture published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
May. 2d. We hav therefore had a larg~ number
printed on calendered paper, as it appeared in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, which we w:ill "3end, postage free, at
the following rates: one dozen, 30 cents; one hundred, $150; ono thousand, $10. We hope a large
number will be ordered, and posted up1everywhere,
as those who hav written about it say· the cut speaks
volumes.

Editorial Notes.
THE Altruist says that the TRU!l'B SEEKER ANNUAL "is a prize
to all who get it." The Altruist seems to know good books.
THE Anaheim weekly Gazette l'emarks.that the substitution of
sheol for the more familiar designation of the under-world is a
sheol of a change. ·
FBOM the Melbourne Liberator, we learn that George Chainey
contemplates a visit to Austr!ll.ia, and Mr. Terry, of that city, is
soliciting subscriptions to gnarantee him against loss.
THE Aurom, a Catholic joulnal, published in AntigorLish,
N. S., has been obliged to suspend because out of twenty-four
hundred subscribers, fifteen hundred were in arrears "for
one, two or three years," and some since 1881, the date when
the paper was established. ·
WRITING of the Hugo obsequies, a corrospondent of the
Eveni7VJ Post reports that Freemasons of . France, who hav
made themselvs famous by removing '~God" from their ritual,
ru ade a gigantic demonstration, while "as for the Freethinkers, there were so many societies that one could not dream of
counting them."
THE general indecency of Christians in their references to
Freethinkers, says Mrs. Besant, 'in the National Reformer, is
very m,11rked in connection with Victor Hugo's funeral. The
Chtwch Times heads a letter, "The Exit of Victor Hugo,'' and
in a leading article speaks of the "mob of Atheistic roughs '•
who did not make "the apprehended riot" at his funeral.
Never was there a worse-mannered religion than the religion of
the Christian Church.
"THE doctrin of evolution,'' said Mr. Beecher last Sunday,
"at first sight seems to destroy the fact of intelligent design
in creation; for a Ion~ time it seemed to be shaken from its
basis. It is being restored in a larger and grander way.
Evolution only places it upon a wider plane, and makes the
outcome more wonderful." That sounds very fine, but -it is
only a striving after wind. There is no plane so wide and
wonderful that upon its surface two and two make five.

curiosities, and works of art. "The intrinsic value of this .would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them, for
collection is very great," says the Investigator, "but what ren~ this ·is the law and the prophets."' Remember, this was said
ders it of special worth to the Liberal public is its association of the right to hold a slave under the system of American alawith the life of one we hav all learned to venera~e for his very, which Wesley declared to be 'the vilest that ever saw
boundless philanthropy." Mr. Fisk not long ago gave $1,000 the sun.' In respect of profanity the bishop bears away the
to the same corporation to be applied to carrying on Liberal palm."
meetings.
TXE Chl"istian Advocate fell in line with the meanest of our
WE hav received a new· and expanded edition of Seward
Americ~n press, and two weeks ago published against the
Mitchell's "Important Truths, Preparing the Way for Com- town of Liberal; Mo., the slanders which originated with the
ing Generations." It is, he explains in a private letter, more
Rev. Clark B~aden. There was some excuse for the other
crazy than the former edition. The "Important Truths " are papers publishing these slanders, but with the Advocate there
made up of a statement of Mr. Mitchell's own principles,
could be none. It had already been apprised through THE
which he practically carries out in his every-day life, and-clipTRUTH SEEKER that they were false. Certain pressure having
pings from other people's principies. Mr. Mitchell is antibeen brought to bear upon the editor of the A·lvocate, he now
everything but spirits, and makes it plainly apparent in his makes this statement:
little paper, which, on the whole, is bright readin15. He has
"IIi QUr Religious Department appeared a quotation conexpanded the 'Price to ten cents, and his address is Newport, cerning the terrible condition of the town of Liberal in
Maine.
Missouri, a place founded by Infidels, and for the most part
The Catholic Univt rse says that Virginia, down to the time of occupied by them. 'fhe sub-editor did not admit it until it
had appeared, in one form or another, in most of the leading
the Revolution, " crowded her statute book with penal laws pap_ers of the country. The people .of the town are greatly
whose depths of infamy can be imagined when we :find that, exCited by the charges made. They hav also published along
in the Old Dominion, no Catholic could be a witness in any list of letters, one signed by a woman, who declares herself to
case, civil or criminal, so that a murder or other atrocious be a member of the Methodist church; another by a farmer
crime might be committed with impunity in the presence of who livs a mile from there, who claims to be a member of~
church; another by an alleged minister of the Free-Will
a hundred Catholics, as not one of them could enter the wit- Baptist Church; ~no~her from the t~·easu!er of the county;
ness-box to testify against the guilty!" The Universe is right- another by the crrcmt clerk, deputy sheriff, sheriff and reeously indignant at this bigotry on the part of the early set- cord~r of deeds. These all testify, 'that, taking out'their Intlers, but we hav looked in vain through its columns for a :fidehty, they are as worthy of respect for morality and virtue
condemnation of the laws on several of our state statute as any other class of people.' We hav not time to go out there
to examin the matter, and, having published the quotation in
books which rule Atheists out of court.
the Religious Department, we giv the above summary of the
CoNCERNING the Revised Version, Moncure Conway remarks: defense put forth by the people of Liberal."
In view of the fact that the editor had the same data before
"The recent translators hav not ventured to handle some
errors of the old translation, but others they hav preserved him when he published the slanders that he had when he resimply because the age has not generally attained the religious tracted them, it is difficult to understand why he should hav
elevation required for their elimination. Thus the revisers printed them at all. Perhaps with some Methodists a lie is as
hav continued the confusion of the names translated God and good as a truth, without the usual proviso tbat it shall be well
Lord-Elohim, Eloah, Jahve (Jehovah)-as if they alL repre- stuck to.
sented one deity or one conception. Really, it is as if a writer
Lectures and Meetings.
on Greek and Roman religion should lump together Zeus, Jupiter, Herakles, Apollo, and the r&st, as ' God.' U,nder those
OF Helen H. Gardener's recent lecture in Philadelphia,
several names in the Bible different deities are hid, and they Prof. Wm. Seymour, president of the Pennsylvania State
represent an evolution through many ages."
League, writes: "Dear Sir: Permit me a small space in the
THE more enlightened of the ministers of the country are columns of your v!ll.uable paper to ofl:er a few words in favor
falling into line behind Beecher. The Rev. H. W. Thomas, of of Miss Helen Gardener, who lectured before the Friendship
Chicago, has written a letter in which, among other things, he Liberal League in this city on Sunday, May 30th. I looked
says: "It seems evident that if religions belief is to be vital- over the columns of several of our dailies on JuntJ 1st in hopes
is to be anything more than an indifferent as9ent to what nei- of finding (if only short) a somewhat truthful report of the
ther the reason nor the he11rt can believe-there must be some circumstances attending the lecture, as well as the lecture
restatement of the hitherto dark problems of the government itself, but in vain I sea"rch for such a favor to our noble cause
of God, and th~ destiny of the _race. Nor does it seem possi- Yesterday my attention was called to the fact that in the Tomdt
ble for thoughtful minds to any longer accept the old views of of this city, on the aforesaid date, a brief, sarcastic, and conthe verbal or equal and plenary inspiration of all parts of the temptible report was made, in which the r!'porter's description
Bible. And there seems to be a duty laid upon this age-the of personalities shows an attempt at wit, coupled with ignoduty of making lighter the burdens of belief and making plain rance and falsehood. The lecture was well received by an
audience who know how to appreciate iutelligence and merit.
and more rational the way of faith."
Miss Gardener is a pleasant speaker, and has a fascinating
A REMARKABLE instance of prayer-answering, which the re- style of delivery. Her matter is full of sound sense, and I
ligious papers are not making so much capital out of as they hav no hesitation in recommending to every intelligent body of
might, has recently occurred in Kentucky. Sam. F. Spencer, Liberals who feel the need of culture, reason, and truthfula poor lawyer of Greensburg, Ky.-so poor a lawyer, indeed, ness combined in a speaker, Miss Helen Gardener."
that he could not make his living by his profe(!sion-but a
THE Albany Evening Journal gave the Liberals of that place
good Christian, on April 4th last purchased a ticket in a
Louisiana state lottery, and prayed specially, particularly, and the following good notice of their recent picnic and meeting:
fervently that it might draw a prize. When the drawing came "The annual picnic of the Albany Liberal ~ssociation and
off, Mr. Spencer found that he had won $75,000. He regards the Troy Secular Society took place upon the farm of Mr. J.
it as a direct providence of God, and has written the lottery McCabe, situated about two miles beyond West Albany, yesdealers to that effect, and they publish his letter under the terday. Seventy-five members attended from Albany and
head of "Prayer Answered," as an advertisment of their busi- forty from Troy. In the evening Mr. S"mul'll P. Putnam, secness. God is, therefore, in partnership with gamblers. This, retary of the National Liberal League, lectured on 'The Deit seems to us, is carrying enterprise farther than is con sis tent mands ()f Humanity,' at the Liberal A~sociation Hall, 69 North
Pearl street. He said humanity is the word now, wherjlaB all
with good morals.
·
our duties used to be summed up in the word God. We hav
THE New York Wm·ld has raiseq nearly $90,000 by popular thrown aside the supernatural and believe in nature, the
subscription to go toward providing a pedestal for the statue grandest form of which is humanity. The lecturer said: 'I
of "Liberty Enlightening the World," presented to this coun- wish to see less worship and more recognition of duties to our
try by the people of France. The object is a commendable neighbors. I claim the right to deciile what is right and what
one, and the Wo1·ld's enterprise in working for it is equally is wrong without reference to an infallible book freighted with
deserving of praise. But the Wo1·ld has done better. It has barbarities and manipulated by an iufallible church. I find
provided a playground at Shady Side, near the New Jersey Christians more eager to be saved by their faith than their
shore of the Hudson, to which boys can go on Sunday or any generosity, which conduct contrasts strongly with the teachother day and play ball without fear of molestation by the ing "Sell all and giv to the poor.'' The church property being
police. The fare for the excursion by steamer is but ten cents. exempt from taxation, is a symbol of injustice. Secularists
It is amusing to see some of the religious papers commending believe in a progressiv morality and being as good on week
the W01·ld's enterprise in "raising the money for the compJe. days as on Sundays.' The lecturer closed his remarks with
tion of the pedestal," and at the same time denouncing its the recitation of his Agnostic poem entitled, 'Why Don't He
"enterprise" in giving the boys a playground. Everybody Lend a Hand?' It was announced that the convention to be
knows, or ought to know, that boys hav the same right to play held in this city in September would be attended by delegates
on Sunday that the trees hav to grow on that day. These re- from the branches of the National Liberal League and that
ligious editors do not seem to realize the full significance of a the committee would do everything to guarantee that it should
statue of Liberty.
be the most notable Liheral convention on record."

A CLERGYMAN of the chmch of England, at a recent meeting
presided over by the bishop of Durham, said that "there is
more Infide1ity and skepticism among the upper than among
the lower classes." Quoting this, the Sun of this city says:
" It is true that modern Infidelity prevails rather among people of education than among the simple and unlettered, It
is an intellectual skepticism, and takes hold most strongly of
studious and critical minds-exists in colleges and theological
semina:?ies rather than in workshops and on farms.'' This is
what THE TRUTH SEEKER has said all along. Ignorant people
are the very ones among whom Christianity-or indeed any
IN Dr. Buckley's reminiscences of the late La Roy SunderA Tardy Admission.
supernatural 1·eligion-most largely obtains. And it seems land, recently copied into this paper, it will be remembered
Withal, Thomas Paine, by his pamphlets signed "Common
~so to be equally true that the more "orthodox" a commu- that he referred Mr. Sunderland's Freethinking tendencies,
nity is, the denser is the ignorance of the people.
which led him from Methodism to "Infidelity,'' mainly to his Sense," and his treatis on the "Rights of Man,'' was of great
association with Wendell Phillips and other antislavery advo- service to this country.-Ciu·istian Advocate.
THE ministers in the vicinity of Central Park are running cates. Dr. Johnson now comes forward to repel what he calls
Comstock Still at It.
opposition to the band _that plays there Sunday afternoons. the "false charge" that these men were not Christians. On the
One dominie advertises as follows:
contrary, they were, he says, not only Christians, but led
As advertised, Anthony Comstock delivered a temperance
ISITORS TO CENTRAL PARK WILL FIND REST oth~rs to that faith ! It will probably be news to the Hon. lecture at the First church, in this place, Sunday evening.
and welcome at the Baptist Church of the Epiphany, ElizurWright and Parker Pillsbury, especially mentioned by It was certainly not a temperate lecture, for, after discuss64th st. and Madison ave., Sunday from 5 to 6 P. M. Grand
C
h d ff ·
tir d
organ music. Lively song service. Short St>rmon. Free Dr. Johnson, to learn that they are orthodox Christians and wor- ing his main theme, IYir. om stock branc e o ll;'to a
a e
&
shipers in a Christian church. We leave it to Dr. Buckley to against Infidels and blasphemers, forgetful of the fact thllt in
seats. No collection.
Something should hav been inserted in the above •ertis- substantiate his own statement, which he has promised to do. India, Japan, and many other countries, he would be esteemed
·
"
d"
We agree WI"th Dr. Johnson 1·n one thi"ng. Thi"s 1•8 when he as much of a blasphemer an~ Infidel as !:te est.eems those here
ment to show wheth er th e per formance IS a sacre
or a
who do not believe as he does. In classmg Liberal people as
secular one. Itis probable that few people will care to pa- says: "It may be all right to call Mr. Sunderland a bias- the friends of impurity and intemperance, he went too ~ar,
tronize the church of the Epiphany when they can get in the phemer; but the verses which the.writer in the Christian Ad- and only betrayed the same indiscretion of utterance which
park all that the church offers without the disadvantage of .vocate quotes in support of the charge are not more irreverent has marked his speech and actions elsewhere.-N01·thampt· n
being wearied even by a "short sermon."
toward God, nor more shocking to the moral sense, than the: (Mass.) Joumal.
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pie, while we havless than 2,000 population. We are well sup- most happy to hear from other. truth-seeking checkerists; if
_plied with salvation machinery, yet two-thirds of the business there be any amongst the many readers of our grand journal.
men are Freethinkers. The church is almost entirely susYours for recreation as well as study,
tained qy the women. I wish some Freethought lecturer
WILLIAM FoRSYTH.
FRUITS OF THEOLOGY.
would come here. This is a place worth working up.
ATLANTA, GA.
ONEIDA, N. Y.; June 9, 1885.
J. N. BREWER.
MR. EDITOR: At a recent exhibition of the "Georgia WonMR. EDITOR: Find inclosure, for which please send to my
der," Miss Lulu Hurst, in De Gives's Opera House in this city,
address one dozen copies of " Modern Balaam." I want them
WORCESTER COUNTY, MASS., June 26, 1885.
the following scene occurred, showing the perversity and deMR. EDITOR: I hardly understand why the New England to send to some orth9dox f1iends. It is the most appropriate
pravity of the human intellect from the study of and.belief in
Society should wish to perpetuate the memory of the May- illustration I hav seen. I would like to be able to scatter
the "inspired word."
After her introduction to the audience, a number of gentle- flower on Manhattan· Island by· erecting the mark of the beast thousands of them around the country. One of my neighbors,
men responded to an invitation by the manager, Mr. Paul At- in Centr·al Park in the shape of the statue of Mr. Ward's" Pil- an artist, is going to paint one for me 22x36. It will be a good
kinson, to come upon the stage and test Miss Lulu's powers, grim." As a work of art, it seems unnecessary; you will find size to frame and hang up in the' parlor. Mr. Canfield, a
amongst whom was a rather uncouth gentleman in appear- its counterpart in every New England cornfield, for frighten- friend of mine, a machinist, saw the "Modern Balaant'." He
ance, attired in blue flannel shirt, with pantaloons in boots, ing crows, the province of which is to serve as a roosting- said it was the best illustration that he ever saw. He thinks
etc., a horse-trainer from Kentucky named W. N. Webster. place for this bird to watch the sprouting of that esculent pre- of having one painted. Mr. Canfield has invented a new plan
As he ascended the stage voices from the gallery calle'a out, vious to gobbling it. You are sure to find him perched on the for doing his praying. He said he wrote his prayer on a piece
"Boots ! boots ! boots !" Turning toward the audience with highest pinnacle of the image the moment the farmer's back of paper and tacked it on the head of his bed, and when he is
a catuteous bow and wave of the hand, he took his seat amid is turned. Though he may fear the farmer, he knows the about to retirtJ he calls God's attention to it, and informs the
old gentleman that it is his (Canfield's) sentiments, and then
exciting cheers and laughter. After various tests of Miss effigy is as harmless as the statue at Central Park.
This statue brings to our mind a historical fact, that the asks him to read it at his leisure. Mr. Canfield likes his plan
Hurst's wonderful power and skill by gentlemen on the stage,
"Boots" was called for. The curious Kentuckian arose with Mayflower was chartered for Manhattan Island, but the good very much. He considers it quite a saving l'lf time, and a good
G. BEEDEE.
an air of dignity and gentlemanly bearing, showing that he old Dutchmen, with pleadings, money, and schnapps, bribed thing to be adopted. by all Christians.
was not a stranger to the situation, while aD. acute and observ- the captain of the Mayflower to land at Cape Cod, in the folNEWARK, N. J., June 25, 1885.
- ing intellect revealed itself from beneath his homespun garb. lowing words, "Now, if you blease, vere ish you going to take
MR. EDITOR: Since my former communication on the relat.v
The chair which had just friske.l so glibly about with his stal- dem Roundheads, mine goot capten ?" " To Manhattan
wart predecessor he held for ·a moment with a firm grasp. Island, North America," was the reply. "Mine Got I dis ish claims of Atheism and Agnosticism, I hav listened with inPresently a gentle move, a jerk to one side, a violent bobbing as bad as never was. Come to mine house; I make you one terest and delight to two lectures here on evolution by Mr.
up and down, caused him to rise to his feet, and turning to- bresend dis night." In the evening, over the schnapps, he be- Wakeman, which enlightened me upon the advancement in
ward the audience said: "Gentlemen and ladies-or, ladies guiled the honest mariner to steer his bark clear of Manhat- physical science, and modified my views upon modern Atheistiand gentlemen, as I should hav said [applause]-! came up tan, saying, "I planted the colony on Manhattan; it is peace- cal Agnosticism, which Mr. Wakeman represents; but the conhere for your merriment. I profess to know something about ful and happy. Wherever these Purituns go, they quarrel." viction remains that within the entire compass of religious
this power, and I tell you there's not a man on earth who can This settled the :'lestiny of the Mayflower. They were landed controversary nothing is defensible but absolute Atheism,
on the shores of Cape Cod, and called it God's Providence. which, afte1 careful examination into every subject relating to
hold that chair," and took his seat amid great applause.
Dr. Catching and Officer Reed next tried the test, with the Soon they verified the words of the burgomaster. What Qua- primary causes in nature, sweeps away every shred and fragkers and Baptists didn't run away they hung, and when noth- ment of belief in the supernatural, and leaves nature supreme
fate common to all.
Then followed the exciting scene referred to. Suddenly a ing was left to q U:arrelabout .they fell to hanging each other and eternal. It is presumption in me, perhaps, to thus criticise Mr. Wakeman's Agnostic opinions, but it seems to me he
young lady in the audience arose, and in an excited manner for being witches.
As the IndicUl fled before the Puritan in New England, so is has a weakness for the worship of the unknown. In his ineiclaimed, "Woman shall not rule the world; that is man's
province, and woman shall not rule the world." All eyes were the Puritan fleeing before the French Canadian. As the quiries into the occult causes in nature, he pursues his invesat once turned toward the lady who had given utterance to Knickerbockers of New York are becoming numerically small, tigations thr·ough facts in science, and by induction traces
Jiuch strange words, who was Miss Zelia Graves, a sister of so are the Italians and Chinamen becoming numerically large; cause and effect through the whole course of known phenomRev. Z. B. Graves, of this city. For a time she was com- and the pedestal will hav the same relation to Americans in ena in nature to the very verge of the unknowable, without
pletely unbalanced, and thoroughly incensed at Miss Hurst for the practical future as the block of stone imported from the the necessity of once referring to any supernatural cause, and
overpowering a half-dozen strong and powerful men. She shores of the Mediterranean. Socrates, Burns, and Gold- when this point is reached he pauses, and, in pious devotion,
repeated, "Woman shall not rule the world; let me go to smith needed no monument-they lived for humanity. I intimates, like Herbert Spencer, that beyond the circumference
of present knowledge is God, and imitates the savage by raisher," attempting at the same time to gain the middle aisle versify:
ing an altar to worship the unknown cause of all causes, him'Twas morn, the ·winds were blowing high,
leading to the stage. "Sit down, my sister; 0 my sister, sit
self uncaused. This is precisely where. all religions hav
The foreRt trees were rocking,
down and be quiet!" said a gentleman by her sida. "I will
The birds flew frightened from the skystarted. Where philosophy ends, religion, or the belief and
not sit down," said she; "I will go to Jjulu Hurst. A woman
It hailed and snowed most shocking.
worship of the supernatural, begins. This idea has been well
shall not prevail."
'Twas
then
a
ship
from
Albion
came,
expressed by Pope in his Pantheistic "Essay on Man,'' thus:
By this time she had succeeded in getting into the aisle,
With godly folks well freighted,
"Lo! the poor Indian, whose untutored mind
and pulling away from her friend, went hurriedly in the direcAnd each one had a scripture name,
Sees God in clouds, and hears him in the wind."
tion of the stage. The wildest excitement prevailed. Upon
As history hath related.
reaching the foot of the stage an attempt was made to enter
Again, to the r·eflectiv mind there can be no more interestAy, there was many a hqly man
the door leading from the parquette to the rear of the stage,
ing study than the philosophical search into the origin of aniFrom land of Tam O'Sbanter,
but the door was closed and she was prevented from so doing.
mated existence, and the reproduction of our race. Science,
Both fighting Whtg and Puritan
And crop-eared Covenanter.
Tearing away from those around her, she raised herself upon
with the aid of art, has been able to follow the intricate and
a chair, and made an effort to climb over the footlights on to
wonderful process to an almost infinitesimal speck, the protoThey sang "Old Hundred" on the sea,
the stage.
plasm, which, "small as it is," says Sir John Lubbock, "conThe fishes heard the racket,
Just at this juncture a voice cried out, "Lulu Hurst has
And wondered what the noise could be,
tains, latent, the aharacteristics and destiny o( the future
Andwho was in the packet.
been taken away." This had a quieting effect, and with
being, whether it be that of a jelly-fish or a man."
patient coaxing she was led from the hall, placed in a carriage,
Even in nature, whose marvels abound everywhere, there is
They sang "Old Hundred;" on the wave
and driven to her home at the corner of Chamberlain and
nothing that excites our surprise and admiration more than
Their nasal tones resounded,
Younge streets. It was feared by many that if she had gained
the knowledge that from this tiny germ, by the simple process
Because tlie Lord their bark did save,
And none of them got drownded.
the stage before Miss Hurst was taken off, she would.· hav
of nature, the simple yet perfect organization of the human
suffered violence at her hands.
·
anatomy is in due time and under proper conditions developed,
Thf1y landed close to Bunker Hill;
Thus we hav another example of the baneful effects of a
having the highest known function of matter, thought, or inNo monument was there seen,
"well grounded faith" in divine (?) revelation. The idea that
Nor navy yard, nor shop; nor mill,
tellect, giving man pre-eminence above all other of nature's
Nor Medford rum, nor pea-bean.
poor, insignificant woman should rule or control man, so obproductions.
noxious to the sacred belief of Miss Graves in God's holy word,
Still, man, good as he is in capacity and attainments, is but
They. landed all their goods and trunks,
was p;eposterous, and such an outrage upon divinity couldn't ./
the creature of this incomprehensible whole called nature,
Their corn, their beef, and taters,
be tolerated. So thoroughly rooted and grounded was she in
puny and feeble compared to some of her other works, yet.,
And pork all salted down in junks,
gospel belief that woman should be in subjection to man, and
To prop their carnal natur's.
like them, at death dissoLves into the original elements which
should not teach or usurp authority, that she believed this
composed his body, and is no more. · In nature all is continual
They landed shingles, boards, and nails,
blasphemous act of Miss Lulu's too bold and defiant to go unchange, and in nothing does she seem to be more persistent
And leather for shoemakers,
rebuked, and that punishment should be meted out to her
and activ than in reproduction, yet is destitute of the least
And pots and pans and tubs arid pails,
now as well as in the hereafter. Poor, deluded, demented
And ropes for hanging Quakers.
sentiment, and destroys her most skilled productions without
woman, otherwise smart and intellectual, like crazy Guiteau,
.
pity
or remorse. Creation, conservation, and dissolution proThey landed powder, ball, and gun;
Freeman & Co., she felt in duty bound to prove her faith by her
ceed from necessity in unintArrupted succession. ''Nought
This was the sine qua non
works, even at the cost of respectability to herself, and viomay endure but mutability."
'
With which they made the heathen run,
lence to Miss Hurst.
As Joshua did in Canaan.
·
Having a great dislike to religious worship, I think H not
The great frequency of such demonstrations of religious
wise of Mr. Wakeman to abjure the worship of divinity, and
ThAy felled of trees a countless host,
frenzy forces us to the inevitable conclusion that they are
set up that of humanity. Let us be sensible, and cast away
With saws they did divide them;
simply the legitimate fruits of an earnest, honest study of the
all our idols, whether of gods, heroes, or men.
They reared a church and whipping-post,
Bible. Will Christians, as a whole, ever come to see and
And gallows close beside them.
The highest morals men can attain to is to be just to one
realize this fact?
J. S. LYON.
another. When justice pervades society, instead of narrow
Sons of Confucius, Ham, or Jew,
selfishness, the millennium will hav come; but so long as human
Had you been on Cape Cod, sir,
nature is what it is, that will never be. Nor hav I any symWhen this apostate, canting crew
WEST UNION, IOWA, June 10, 1885.
Lit on that barren soil, sir,
pathy with Mr. Wakeman's ego, or the philosophical speculaMB. EDITOR: Inclosed please find five dollars to.apply as
tum
and pantheistical vagaries of such deep and subtle
You had been greatly horrified,
directed. I am pleased with 1'nE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav past
thinkers as Bruno, Descartes, Spinoza, and the' German school
The way they'd clipped your queue, sir,
the 11ixty-seventh year on the journey of life. More than fifty
of philosophy. Maybe I am of too gross nature to appreciate
Thstt heaven might be glorified
years of that time I hav been paying to the church from one
. PAXTON.
Through Beelzebub and you, sir.
the abstract· reasoning of this class, who, like Bishop Berkeley,
dollar to more than one hundred dollars a year. January 23,
often reasoned away the material world, and propounded the
1883, I closed my account with the church. I inclose canceled
FREETHINKERS DON'T PLAY CHECKERS.
" system of absolute idealism " in its place. If acceptable, I
check as evidence. I was taught from my youth to lay up my
GRAFTON ST., HALIFAX, N. S., June 2, 1885.
may say something on Theism and Pantheism again.
treasures where moth and rust would not corrupt nor thieves
MR. EDITOR: Last October I proposed in THE TRUTH SEEKER
NEWARK.
break through and steal. Ye gods! what a mistake in the to play a match at checkers by correspondence with any of its
place of deposit ! When I began looking after my treasures I numerous readers.
T h'
ADRIAN, MruH., June 18, 1885.
found to my sorrow they had gone to fatten an itinerant
o t rs 1 received on1y one response, and that was from a
MR. EDITOR: 1 hav been reading Lossing's life of General
priesthood. I am reminded by the brethren that hell will be young girl in Michigan. We hav just finished a match of ten Garfield, and in it I find the following articles of faith as prohot_ for me. Well, according to the new version, sheol will be games, during whieh we had some very pleasant chats anj fessedJilf the sect to which Garfield belonged-the Campbellan Improvement on the old hell; and judging from the com- friendly interchange of opinions, etc. I hav to record a defeat ite or ~ristian-and it is really a marvel to •me how a man
pany the priests send there I am satisfied I will like th'l place. in this match, the young lady winning three, I winning two, possessed of
80 much brain power as General Ga.rfield ·unI hav not for years taken stock in the three gods in one nor and five draw1;1. Thus two of THE TRUTH SEEKER's large con- doubtedly had could for a single moment entertain such nonone in three. I am satisfied that if Joseph was not Christ's gregation, though 1,500 miles apart, became closer friends than sensical ideas in regard to religious belief:
father some priest had been near Joseph's ranch. I hav lived had they simply remained readers of that fearless advocate of
here in this town more than thirty years, and here I ex-pect to universal mental liberty. This encounter goes to prove that . "1. We calL ourselvs Christians or Disciples. 2. We believe
in God the Father. 3. We believe that Jesus is the Christ,
remain while I liv. We hav nine Christian organizations; if a fellow-feeling mak~s us wondrous kind, two cement the the son of the living God, and our only savior; we regard the
buvcn churches with seating capacity for more than 3,600 peo- kindness into friendship. In conclusion let me say I will be divinity of Christ as the fundamental truth in the dhris~ian
1
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system; 4. We believe in the Holy Spirit, .both as to its
agency in conversion and as an indweller in the heart of the
Christian· 5. W~ accept both the Old and the New Testament scriptures as the inspired word of God. 6. We believe in· the future. punishment of the wicked and the future reward of the righteous. 7. We believe that deity is a
prayer .hearing and prayer answering God. · 8 We observe
the institution of the Lord's Supper on ·every Lord's day-to
this table it is our practice neither to invite nor debar. We
say it is the Lord's Supper for all the Lord's children. 9. We
plead for the· Union of all God'~ people on the Biule and the
Bible alone. 10. The Bible is our only creed. 11. We maintain that all the ordinances of the Gospel should be observed
as they were in the days of the Apostles."
Such is tl;te creed as professed and believed by a man :who
has occupied, the high and honored position of chief magistrate of this free and enlightened republic, and that in the
last quarter of the nineteenth century of Christianity. When
such as he can subscribe to a creed like this, can we wonder
that so many millions of the human race are blinded and deluded? But it is asserted on pretty good authority that General Garfield, during the last few years of his life, had almost
entirely outgrown the superstitions of his early days. A.t all
events, here is the creed laid down by his own biographer,
and one which we hav every reason to know he once professed
to believe and teach.
Yours truly,
P. B. REASONER.
TRENTON, TEXAS, June 20, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: The eternal clock is pulsing The sea is moving with life; ·each comes to the surface, casts its worth, and
goes back to pay its lovely debt. Animal life is so sweetly
subservient and submissiv, imitatio~ its great parent. Brain
has not nor cannot invent what is already in full operation
within man's own C'tt.Stis vera. Look along the telegraph poles,
and see the world's nervous system: The universe is an organism and each planet is a sub. Each individual life is a
product, and "like begets like." Thought is the result of this
miniature organism, and reason is her congress of bieplasts.
No thought, mind, spirit, ghost, or soul, all one, can exist
without a food supply. OJ,'thodoxy is a chain of ideas, begin• ning 'vith primitiv man, always had and always will hav a
food oupply, and our nineteenth century link will be in the
middle. That food supply is every little tributary of scientific research becoming popularized, and taking its place in
the Milky Way.
In this orthodox command comes to us the history of the
principles of right and wrong, sub-named Good and Bad, God
and Devil, Virtue and Vice, Love and Hatred, Truth and
Falsehood-all from the fact that things affected man pleasantly or unpleasantly, all essentially the same, and all look inward. The sinner made the sin; the righteous made the right;
both made their joys and sorrows. Tlte ancients were honest
when they supposed they had a mind, and that the snake in
the garden, whose poison fangs could produce the phenomena
of disease (sin) and death, was inhabit~d by an evil deity
(mind), perhaps the first glimpse ever caught of cause and
effect. But later the seed of the woman should exchange
bruiBe for bite; later a man should come to destroy the cause
death; later its failure necessitated such falsehoods as the divinity
Christ, resurrection, judgment, miracles, the church,
the conglomerate religious foolishness, and a thousand bushels of '' cheat in the tailing."
Of Sin-Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God
in vain, for fear of this snake deity, or whatever may hav
been its first meaning-man is constantly lashed with new
meanings to make new means of sinning, while the original
sin'diminishes inversely as the square of its distance.
Our legislature is now inviting crime by exempting property from debt by legislating for self. Licensing improper
uses makes honor and dishonor; sectionizing land made landsharks; look and safe makers make lock and safe breakers, as
fence makes fence breakers. Coining money has made gamblers, and an easy task for one man to walk off with another's
house hid in a pocket ready prepared. Money makes an easy
soil for growing Vanderbilts, Rothschilds, and railroads, and
changed a herding into a mercantil government.
Man is morally carnivorous, in imitation of his parent, that
is, every life is sustained by robbery, in one sense. All that
man has done has fanned the flame that brought him from his
ancient "dug-out," but he is no better. All is right, and
wrong is a relativ thought; but alas! my looked-for improvement through Freethought force is a mirage as yet.
ANONYMOUS.

ot

QuiTMAN, GA., June 23, 1885.
"Oun a man by searching find out God ?"-Job.
Mu. Enl'l'on: A gentleman, whose name it is unnecessary to
mention, promised me to pay the expense of publication (not
to exceed a V), if I would submit, or sttbject-as he himself expressed it-my views in regard to the so-called "Divine Existence" to public 01·iticism, which I proceed to do without
furth~r ceremony-sans ceremonie-provided the sapient and
urbane editor of the Qtlitmttn li1'ee P1·ess will consent to yield
roe space in the columns of his valuable and widely circulating
journal so to do.
Now, it is quite evident to me, at least, that the onus p!·obandi rest upon the Theist, who assumes what he ought to
prove-that this world is an effect, and (fan effect (that "if '•
is well put in), it must necessarily-.... em necessitate rei-hav a
cause, which is the quod e1'at demonsimndum-the very thing to
be proved.
Of course, if the thing designed require a designer, much
more will the designer himself require to be designed, as
Colonel Ingersoll and others of that school hav time and time
again said and so often demonstrated to the enth·e satisftlction
of every unbiased inquirer after truth. Thus an infinit series
of gods (and goddesses as well-if not, why not?) would be the
necessary result-the logical and inevitable outcome-and like
that "long-famed dove of old," we would hav to return at last
to the spot from whence we started, "having toile'd 11ll night,"
so . to. speak, "and caught nothing" (" fisherman's 1uck, as
usual," methinks I hear you exclaim)," in order to rest the
spread-eagle pinions of our wild-goose imagination, now

"wearied, wrung, and ri-:en " by a too long, tedious, and fruitless soaring, voyage, or peregrination through the far-off, uniliscovered realms of boundless space-the illimitable expanse
of ether-" regions unknown to song," etc., vr words to that
effect.
Thus much premised, I next proceed
To giv you what I feel my creed;
And in what follows to portray
Some errors of the present day.
Job's question above is eminently suggestiv, not to say,
equivalent to an outright negation, or a positiv denial of the
"Divine Existence" in toto-tantamount to a prima facie acknowledgment of a non-sequitur, non-est-inventus, et ceteraprovocativ of a derisiv smile (risus sardonicus) at· the palpable folly of attempting to accomplish an impossibility-declarativ, in short, of the egregiousness of a feat or solution at
once so preposterously absurd, so pre-eminently utopian, and
so transcendently or extraordinarily superhuman withal.
Selah.
But let us hav done with panm;amic words and phantasmagorian sentences-with utopian ideas and hyperbolical hallucinations-mere "tinkling alliterations and resounding antitheses" (brutum fulmen et preterea nihil), and come down at
once to hard-pan-to "bottom facts," so to speak-to the very
bedrock of philosophic truth and scientific research and_ investigation.
Revenous a nous moutons. We repeat, Job's question above
is eminently suggestiv, like many other passages of so-called
"scripture;" as, for instance, in Ecclesiastes, where 'tis said,
''Who knoweth the spirit of man that goeth upward [the then
current belief of the common people, as it is to-day among
that class throughout the civilized world] or the spirit of the
brute that goeth downward to the earth?" or that other question propounded in the book of Job, "If a man die, shall he
liv again?" (as was also currently believed by the riff-raff hoi
polloi; ignobile, vulgus, rag- tag and bobtails, etc.)- questions
evidently not requiring affirmativ answers, as no living man
could then, or can npw, .be found competent to giv satisfactory relllies thereto. And so, too, of the question under consideration-the implication being that it would be a work of
supererogat;ion to attempt even to " find out" what no man
could ever hav known, or will ever be.able to "find out," to
wit: the existence of a Great First, or· First Great Cause-the
unverifiable reality of Herbert Spencer's "Great Unknowable," whose "footprints on the sands of time," if they were
ever visible in any age or country, hav long since faded from
the view of man-been obliterated from the face of the earth
-forever disappeared from human observation,· under the
electric light and noonday glare of the nineteenth centurvthanks to the illuminating rays of the glowing sun of scie~ce!
It was an aphoristic saying of universal reception among philosophers ages ago, and will be just as true ages hence, a~ it
is to-day (among our sapient sav~ns),
" Whence we came and whither we go,
Is more than mortal man can know."
But we do know that all the lesser ghosts hav forever lied
from human sight and ken-" faded from the view of man"
-and that Great Big Ghost, which we are pleased to designate, dignify, or dubb with the soubriquet, title, or appellation
of deity, must llhorUy follow, and will soon be numbered with
the false and forgotten things of thil never-returning pastrelegated to the limbo of'' non est invent1~s."
Yes, the gods and the ghosts hav fled, but, as Colonel Ingersoll says, "man is here," and he has come to stay (and
"don't you forget it"), if so be that "the earth abideth forever," as recorded on the pages of so-called "holy writ.''
Fearing least we·might trespass upon your valuable space,
Mr. Editor, we will conclude our remarks, for the nonce, in
regard to the existence of deity, by appending the following
pertinent lines of George E. Mtlcdonald, culled from the columns of that sterling Freetliought expositor, the New York
TRUTH SEEKER:
We stand by the graves of the old-time gods,
Who sleep with their prophets and seer,
Whose crowns, and kingdoms, and scepters, and rods
Hav passed with the vanishing years;
And we know they are gone, and that even so,
l:;hall ours and the gods of our children go.
Yet man shall abide though the gods may be dead,
And he bury them one by one;
He shall witness the last of the Triple-Head,
The Father, 11nd Spirit, and Son;
And shall c_ry, as his deities disappear:
" The gods hav departed, but I am here!"
We stand in the valley, or on the hill,
Or move by the rolling stream,
And we query, "All these, are they older still
Than the God of the prophet's dream ?"
Vale, river, and mountain, as one, reply:
"Before Jehovah was am I."
Yes, "let the ghosts go," as Colonel Ingersoll ("our Bob")
says, "we will worship them no more. Let them cover their
eyeless sockets with their fleshless hands, and fade forever
from the imaginations of men."
A J. OLIVER.
P.S.-Our paper here, the Free Press, is afraid to publish.
What a misnomer~.li1·ee P1·ess! forsooth ! I therefore send
my communication to THE Tnu'l'H SEEKER.
A. J. 0.
TnoY, N.Y., June 23, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: The age of ignorance commenced with the
reign of Christia11ity, and Christianity commenced with the
age of ignorance. These two terms are synonymous; if we
strike either of the two, both will fall.
Thus, united they
stand, united they fall. Liberal education is the pondernus
trip-hammer that Is crushing them to atoms. The Christians
say their religion preserves a man, both body and soul, from
hell-fire. But before they make this assertion, they should
analyze this snperlativ nonsense. They h11v not the faintest
idea of what the sonl is, or of its properties, neither can they
givtheir hell any possible location on this whole earth. Thus
it must exist in their imagi.uation. l know nothing about

soul, unless it is life; but they cannot burn life, which is a
principle pervading all nature; life is something they cannot
grasp. Of what use is thebody anyway after life leaves it?
Success,ion is the immutable law of nature, new forms or none
is her motto.
Can they produce again the body of their dear
missionaries who hav been eaten by cannibals, and returned
to earth to enrich it, and blossom forth again in the fragrant
rose? How will they sa:ve the body of Roger Williams when,
through the process of t1me and decay, the roots of trees had
entirely absorbed him, and gave him again to earth in the
shape of 1uscious apples? How will they produce the bodies
of people who hav laid in earth for centuries, and hav entirely disappeared in grasses, rocks, and flowers, while they
in their turn will appear in various forms of gase,s, liquids,
coal, etc.? Oh, the study of nature is wonderful; there is no
such thing as immortality; there is nothing added and nothing
lost. Nature is continually producing the raw material, and
men are continually <;ievouring men. Not physical men, but .
men absorbed and compounded by old nature, through the
force of centuries, into grasses, grams, fruit, trees, and also
iron, coal, silver, gold, rocks, water, gases; from solid into
liquid, and liqmd in gaseous, then back again into solid; from
mind (the result of brain) into matter, then back again into
mind. Nut for one second can all the clergy in the wide
world stay the course of nature.
S. D. JEFFERS.
CHILLICOTHE, 0., June 20, 1885.
I am much pleased to learn that there are several at least among the truth seekers who are decided Prohibitionists. In discussions with religious friends I hav fre·quently been confronted with the statement that all temperance work is being done by the church, and all outside the
church are opposed to it. Although I did not believe this, I
lacked proof to the contrary. I wish there were some way of
finding out how many Liberals voted the Prohibition ticket
last fall. lt is often true th11t reformer,; confine themselvs exclusivly to one branch of reform, 'and perhaps Liberals hav,
so far, found it needful to giv all their attention to theological
matters, but now the;£:_ are certainly far enough advanced to
define their position on a subject so important as that of the
temperance movement. I hav been a total abstainer for eight
years, and hav certainly not been injured thereby. It has been
a source of great satisfaction to me when discussing the subject with moderate-drinking church members (I am a Spiritualist) to be able to say that my religion forbids bad habits, or
lending my example to help others in forming them. As the
eyes of many uncharitaLle people are on us, I consider it a
duty we owe to the cause we love to avoid every appearance of
evil.
EwnA.

Mn;

EDITOJ~:

CoLu~ums, KAN., June 20, 1885.
:!\'ln. EDITOR: I had just been mourning for my dear departed
friend, La Roy Sunderland, and now I hav just opened THE
TRUTH SEEKER to be shocked and pained at my lo,;s and humanity's lol:!s in the death of one of nature's best specimens of
human worth and manhood, 'I'. C. Leland. "How blessings
brighten as they take their flight!"
I hav known Mr. Leland forty yet~rs by correspondence and
through published articles, reports, and appeals in behalf of
truth and humanity. I saw him' in 184o9 in New York when I
was teaching phrenology and he phonography, and agaia in
1854. I, too (being two years older than he), lived in a
cabin in New York, suffered hardship and deprivations,
thrown upon the world at ten, and, like him, otruggled, read
everything, was my own teacher, became a Fourierite in 1840,
read all the F·ourierite literature, and lectured upon it, became
a phonographer in 1846, in which I corresponded with my lamented friend. He once gave uw 11 private sketch of his life,
in many respects so much like my own. I wrote to a mutual
friend a year ago that our dear brother ought to stop brain
work and go into the country. He seldom wrote or said anything to which I did not respond, and through the mental
telegraph I was ever in sympathy and rapport with his spirit,
purposes, and aspirations.
Brow and face of love, wisdom, truth, science, hope, philanthropy, justice, goodness and humanity, hail and farewell.
J. H. CooK.

ELGIN, ILL., June 15, 285.
Mn. EDITOR: Elgin is crowned at last. 'l'he tlulvation Army
arrived here yesterday, as per hand-bill inclosed. What
cheek! to insult the intelligent citizens of Elgin or any other
city with such stuff.
I attended their pow-wow in the afterneon. Five creatures
in ruen's apparel were there, and two in the fi:Rrb of women.
One old, bald-headed male, phrenologically a th1ef and liar,
gener-lly called a hard citizen, tmd a medium-sized male (I
don't waiJ.t to call any of them men), did most of the shouting. This poor fellow is a maniac; eyes deeply sunken; don't
look long for this world. Another fellow looks as if he was
hired to tell what a wicked sinner he was until the Salvation
Army took him in. I believe that ptut of his story, but I
should not like to trust him with much money yet. 'l'he opposit sex appear very God-forsaken, and don't look as if they
knew enough to be very wicked. 'l'hey did some praying and
singing. One of the bipeds had a small tambourine, with
bells on it, that he rung and beat with his hand, and tried to
keop limo to the music. If God was pleased with the performance, he is etlBily suited. In the evening they held forth in a
hall. The first part of the performa!lce was typical of Christianity. They passed round the box for a collection. After
singing and praying came confe8sions. How terribly wicked
they wer"! which no one doubted. They told us they had
come to Elgin to stay. If Got! has 11ny care for Elgin he will
pasti them nlong, I drew the nttention of a good Methodist
who wati in the crowd to the hand-bill, and told him if I was
a Christian I would certainly be ashamed of such a sheet as
thRt He said perht~pH it was a " little too thick.'' I thought
it too thin. Uncle Sam would not enlist any of this crowd to
fight his battle, and if God expeets to win n11my to glory, he
must get better soldi~rs in his army.
J. W. Al\CillllALD.
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Edited by MISs SusAN H. Wn.oN, Fell River,
M"ass., to whom aU Communications for this
Cbrner should be sent.

" Between the dark and the dayllgh t,
When the night begins to lower,
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

.A PRIZE TO WRITE FOR.
Our young friends should not forget that
Lossing and Spencer's "Complete History of
the United States" is offered as a prize for the
best story contributed to the Children's Corner before August 15th. The story need not
be more than three columns in length (about
2,400 words). Send the manuscript to Miss
Wixon at the address given above.

June on the Prairies.
A rose bloomed at my window to-day,
A very queen, and her sweet, wild way
Wa.s a mute appeal, a captlv strain
Mourning the lark's song sung In the rain,
Where roees &woke, mornings and noons,
The pralrft!i fires of the early Junes.
Down In the grass with a yellow cup
A cactus lifting her strange leaves up
Broader, I'm sure, than your own white hand,
A pioneer on this border-land,
Bearing so pro)ld In eaeh thorny shield
The spears of a southern battle-field.
A low wild cherry-a western MarsLights the golden .l!ax·beli's silken stars;
Modest, yet brave, this volunteer
Plants the outpost of Its new-born peer
'Neath wild peas, jack-o'-tbe-lantern wings,
And a thousand sweet and nameless things.
A dairy-maid's winding path Is laid
Where the purple nowerlng milkweeds made
Their world or sweets, now noating afar
Through cool ravines where the bluebells are,
Where the sheep and cows are coming home,
And soon shall the bold coyotes* roam.
What an under-world of waving green,
And the prairie chickens in between;
Though the curling grass brief whiles ago
Made camping-ground for the buffalo, t
Lsaulng the d"er and her pretty fawn
And brown-eyed antelope farther on.
Clearwater, Neb.
MARY BAillD·FINCH.
*Pronounced co-yo-tes.
tThe b ul!alo is always the first to retreat on the
approach of the white man.

Some Children at Onset.

with one of them. Eliza is very original, and
a very sensible little lady. Some children
might object to selling cakes, but Eliza views
the matter in a very matter-of-fact light.
""What matter?" she says. " One must earn
a living some way, and it is wise to be honest,
and sell good cakes."
Flossie and Oscar Cassell are our nearest
neighbors among the children. Flossie is
seven years old or thereabouts, and Oscar is
five. When he laughs he squints his eyes and
they laugh also. He speaks pieces and sings,
and so does Flossie. She sings the "Pretty
Red Rose" very nicely, and she can play parts
of tunes and the scale on the piano very well
indeed.
Flossie has two kittens, a black-and-white,
and a maltese-and-white. One she has given
away, but her kitty, whose name is Pansy, she
dresses up like a little girl and comes visiting
with it sometimes. The kitty is quite young,
but old enough to spit at Bonnie, who, doglike, wishes to scrape acquaintance. Flossie's
mother has a p:t;etty boat that looks like a
canoe. She takes the children rowing nearly
every day. She can row nicely, and appears
very handsome in her boating suit, with the
oars over her shoulder, on her way to the shore
with the children, herself seeming almost like
a child. She , knows where the water-lilies
grow, and the wild strawberries and huckle·
berries, and is well acquainted with all the
country round about.
Dora B. has lately come in the neighborhood, and is not intending to stay long this
time, but may come again.
One day she waded in the water, but was
very much afraid the tide would run up and
catch her shoes and stockings and carry them
to sea.
Dora says she does not mean to learn much
about working, because her grandmother killed
herself with hard work, and when she dies she
wants to die a natural death!
On the shore there is a monster of a rock,
and, as it resembles an elephant lying down,
or we think it does, it has been christened
Jumbo. The children climb to the very top
of this rock, and hav grand times playing
there. They take solid comfort, barefooted
and bareheaded, running in the water and out
again, and, at the same time, they are getting
a stock of good health that will last them a
lifetime. With a book and line they can catch
small blue fish and little eels, while sitting on
the rock, which is close to the water's edge,
and along shore they can dig clams, quahaugs,
and frequently pick up oysters; besides, it is
always fun to watch the fiddlers dive into their
holes and up again. Wild flowers grow under
the bluff, too, and the bushes are full ofwhat do you think ?-wood-ticks! And should
one get on you, H sticks. One day Oscar went
to the barber's to hav his hair cut, and there
wa8 a little tick burrowing in his head ! The
barber picked it out and Oscar will be careful
how he nestles his little head among the
bushes after this.
These children know nothing of care or sorrow, but are as happy as happy can be all day
long. May it be long ere sorrow or sadness
will visit them, and may their days be as
bright and joyous as the sunshine of this
summer afternoon.
Sometime we will talk more of these and
other children at Onset.
S. H. W.

There are a number of children living in
this summer resting-place by the sea, and per-.
haps you would like to hear, this afternoon,
about the children in our neighborhood that
we hav become acquainted with. There is
Willie W--, who is, we think, the oldest of
the children around this boulevard, and he is
eleven. He Js not very strong, but he is a
good boy. He cannot swim, he says,' but he
can "dog-paddle" some, and he can play
"jigs" on the piano-forte, two accomplishments
that some boys do not possess.
Then there are Willie, Eliza, and Bertie Alex·
ander, two brothers and one sister. Eliza is
perhaps seven years aid, Wille is older and
Bertie younger than herself-" two outside
and one inside," as Eliza expresses it, " and
I'm the insider," said she. The two older ones
go to the school that is in session here, and
they are good scholars, too. Eliza tells that
Egyptian Superstition.
she is at the head of her class a good deal of
the time, and has a mark for good conduct
There is no department of THE TRUTH
every day, a-nd last Friday she received from SEEKER I take so much delight in reading or
her teacher a beautiful merit card, with a but- recommending to my young friends as the
terfly and roses on it; She brought it in and Children's Corner. .It makes me feel that I
showed it to us with a great deal of pride. am a child again, and on the arrival of 'l'HE
Eliza's. mother makes beautiful tea-cakes, TRUTH SEEKER, I always, first of all, turn to
Yankee doughnuts, Parker house rolls, etc., the Corner, and partake, in company with the
and after school hours Eliza and Willie sell little ones, of the intellectual feasts Miss Wixon
tliem to the neighbors, who are not so smart so kindly favors us with. Having never seen
at cooking as Mrs. A. About five o'clock may anything of the kind in the children's depart.
be heard the patter of Eliza's little feet on the ment, or, indeed, in the whole paper, I thought
piazza, and her clear, musical voice rings out, perhaps the following superstition of the
"Any cakes, bread, or rolls wanted for sup· Egyptians, culled here and there from the
per to-night."
study of Oriental history, and reading after
One evening the sky was dark with heavy historians treating on those far-away Eastclouds that had wet in them, and there was a ern lands, would be of some interest. to the
low rumble of thunder. "Aren't you afraid young readers. And as the majority of
of the rain that is coming?" we asked.
our young friends are no doubt familiar with
"Nonsense, no. If it rains on me I'll get the wars of extermination practiced by the
clean," said she.
Christians and Mohammedans of the middle
We thought she was faultlessly clean al- ages, these odds and ends of information about
ready.
the latter people will not, I presume, be out
" But the tempest is coming.''
of place.
"Who's afraicl of thunder?" said she, laughTo begin with, the Egyptians are, or were,
ing. "I hear it rumbling ~nd rolling. I a peculiar people, and fully believed the most
guess it will be a smasher-but I must get rid absurd things imaginable. They believed the
of these cakes and things. Good by,'' and hyena to be the handiwork of an angry god,
away she ran to the next house, and every from the fact that he subsists chiefly on dead
night, after she has disposed of her cakes, she bodies when in his nativ state, and for this
plays with the other children.
reason miraculous powers are attributed to
Willie goes in one direction with his cakes the skin, flesh, teeth, and hair of that animal.
and Eliza in another. Bertie sometimes goes According to the Koran, the Mohammedan

Bible, the flesh of the hyena when killed
(which is not often done) is to be sold as food
at a high market value. Doubtless the chi!dren will think that a hyena steak would not
be pleasant eating, and I'm inclined to believe
with them, especially when there's· no account·
ing for Egyptian taste, that such would un.
doubtedly be the case.
The pope, or head of the religion in Egypt,
called the nlema, is extremely fond of the flesh
of the hyena; the haunch, legs, shoulders, and
ribs, which the Franks (as Europeans are
called) term unclean, are held to be as sweet
and savory as a spring chicken. The universal
idea is that hyena flesh imparts vitality and
strength to the masculin anatomy, an!l when
a_man has a pain in his back or other parts of
the body, he forthwith diets exolusivly on
hyena steak, believing, and that firmly, his
pains will v11nish. Terrible things though
they are to look upon, hyena fangs and
teeth are esteemed very much, and are disposed of at a high figure. They are used to a
great extent as amulets an(j. bracelets for old
and young, male and female alike, while the
tufts of hair from the mane are also highly
prized, and are accepted and fondly believed
to be promotors of love and faithfulness on
the pa:rt of either sweetheart, wife, or husband.
One writer, Dr. R. S. Mackenzie, tells us
that he many years ago dined with a friend in
London, and he (his friend) greatly praised
the flavor of some stewed chickens. "It re·
minded him," the doctorgoes on, "of a. favorit
dish of which he had often partaken in Hindostan. This consisted of small pieces of ser·
pents nicely stewed, and served up in boiled
rice. Whether the serpents were poisonous
did not matter to him, my friend said, so long
as their heads were cut off immediately after
death, and the skin slipped from their bodies,
just as eels are skinned in this country and in
Europe. I hav no doubt that my friend told
the truth, though the fact was unusual."
Foxes also occupy a high position, and, ac·
cording to Egyptian folk-lore, Master Reynard
figures very extensivly as a kadi, or local
judge. Of the legends and fables illustrating
the cunning and craftiness of these animald
there are many in Egypt, but I shall only relate one, which is sufficient for all purposes.
A man was once carrying some fowls to the
market-place, and a fox who was hungry lay
down on the road and feigned death. The
mtln was astonished on seeing what he naturally supposed was a dead fox in the public
highway, but passed on without stopping. A
little further on he found another, which, like
the first, appeared cold in death, and still fur·
ther on a third.
"That is stran!Je," the man thought, " and I
believe I will go back and see what it all
means; besides, three fox-skins are worth tak·
ing with me to sell in the market."
So he set his basket of fowls down, and retraced his steps to pick up the foxes. Of
course, he found none, and .he came back
more perplexed than ever to where he had left
his basket, but his fowls had all mysteriously
disappeared! No doubt, as conjectured by the
young reader, there was only one fox, and he
had slipped forward by paths unknown and
unseen by the man, and he alone it was who
had purloined the pullets.
If the foregoing proves of sufficient interest
to our young friends, I shall, with Miss Wix·
on's kind permission, resume the study of
Egyptian super3tition (for this is not half, I
can assure those who hav read the above), in
future articles until completed.
Lexington, Ky.
DAVID B. CoziNE.
[We thank our friend for his kindness, and
shall read his articles on Egyptian superstition
with interest, only asking that they be brief,
ancl condensed as much as possible, as our
space is limited.-En. C. C.]

Onr Puzzle· Box. ·

A passenger train leaves Philadelphia at 5:29
P.M., and runs westward at the rate of 49 1-10
miles per hour, except in two instances when
it slacks its speed for a quarter of a mile each
and runs at the rate of 33 miles the hour.
Another train·leaves Pittsburgh at 7:59 P.M.,
and runs eastward at the rate of 44 1·2 miles
per hour, exQept in one instance of a quarter
of a mile, when it slacks its speed and runs at
the rate of 33 miles the hour. At what time
do these trains meet each other, and at what
distance from Philadelphia aDd Pittsburgh do
they meet?
For the first three correct answers sent to
my address, I will send each person a stereoscopic view of the place where these trains
meet each other.
WILLIAM J. BullNS.
Altoona, Pa.
4.-lllDDLE.
DEAR CHILDREN: I send you a riddle I read
in an almanac when I was quite young; perhaps some of you can find out tho answer:.
"No mortal can my power withstand,
I conquer all by sea and !'and;
The fair ~tre smitten by my charms,
And yielding, fall into my arms.
Proud Cato I likewise ensnared,
No age or sex I ever spared;
Grim death himself can't frighten me,
I've conquered thousands more than he."
Bm·re, )lfass.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
5.- ·CONUNDRUM.

One screw is loose, the other fast:
Why is the first just like the last?

6.- CONUNDBUM.

Why is the rumerl column llke the canopy
over the king'8 head?
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNI!IB
JUNE 20, 1885.
1.-6=VI., 50=L., 51=LI.; VILLI. 2.0ne has a little bruin (brewing), the other has
a little brood (brewed). 3.-Candy, nuts and
oranges.
ANSWER OF PBIZE BIDDLE.
I hav received six answers to the prize rid·
die, two of which are correct. One called it
"Love;" one "Water;" one "Air;" one "Disease and Death." Two persons named it correctly by calling it Alcohol. The best answer
given by one of these was by Mr. E. B. Jones,
and to him I hav awarded the prize-one copy
of the" Story Hour."
Altoona, Pa.
WILLIAM J. BURNS,
ANSWER TO PRIZE RIDDLE OF MAY 30TH.
The name of your riddle
I am sure I can tell;
For the prize is worth having
If I answer it well.
And now the strange thing
That you speak of so plain
Is extracted from fruit,
And also from grain.
It is found in all lands,

Of intense cold or heat;
In poor and rich homes,
And the bread that we eat.
It has caused many crimes,

Made the humble to fall;
And when it's unmaRked
It is called Alcohol.
New Haven, Gonn.
E. B. JONES,
CONUNDRUMS.
. 1. What two letters will be of great value to
you in old age?
2.-l~NIGMA.
2. Where does every emigrant first go on
I am composed of eleven letters.
coming to this country?
My 1, 2, 3 is an important organ of all animals;
3. Why is a bass viol in perfect condition
My 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 is avlanet;
for playing like an air played by a violinist?
My 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 pertains to that planet;
My 2,. 3, 4 is the solemn form of a common
verb;
THE real true blue orthodoxy seems to get
My 4, 5, 6 is an adjectiv;
hold of some of the little folks with a fascinat~
My 4, 5, 6, 7 is an adverb;
ing sort of a grip, Heaven and the "other
My 5, 6 is a pronoun;
place" are realities to them. Said Johnnie the
My 5, 6, 7 is a fowl;
My 8, 9, 10 is a ''curse to any veople;"
other day as he picked up his sister's doll and
My 8, 9, 10, 11 is in every dwelling;
looked at it earnestly, "I'll kill you and then
My 9, 10, 11 is another form for my 4th.
you'll go to--" "Johnnie I Johnnie!" said
What am I?
•
his mother, "that's very wicked.
You
shouldn't send the d?lly to the bad place/~
3.-NUMERIPAL PUZZLE.
The distance from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh "She's chuck full o' cotton and she'd burn,
is 3531-10 miles by the Pennsylvania Railroad. anyhow."-Hm·iford Post.
1.-PUZZLE.
Take six and ten,
Reverse two-thirds of one,
And name a person,
Whom most people shun.
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FALSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

J. E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlarged.
Prioe, 10 CT8. SINGLY; 75 CTB. PER DOZ

AS A

MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the priRoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Ohurch and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address
THE TRUTH SEEaEB.

33 Clinton Place, NEW YOB:R

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY.
OR,
MEN OF BUSINESS WHO DID SOMETHING BE·
SIDES. MAKING MONEY.

A JJOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .TAMES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters In history who have
helped the world: together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. The)
are standard.
PIUCE,

•

' Address

... 23.

THE TRUTH BEEKER.
liS ffilnton Placl', Naw York.

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author of •• Prometheus." .. Gottlieb," and .. Ingersoll
and JesUJ."
A Badlcsl romance of pioneer Ufe, deUneatlng the vir
tues of natun<l humanity a• oopooed to the hypocrisy of •
aupematural religion; crowdea w1tb Incident and full O'
progre11111v ldeu and the paetry of tne fntura.
PRIOE tl.OO.
AllHRF.RR 'T'llTR Oli'li'lfP

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest o:f all Anti·theolog·
lcal Works
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
for $1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Speaking or this work In connection with tbe pro·
posed Independence of America from Great Britain,
Washington wrote: "A few more such tlamlng
arguments . • . will not leave numbers at a losP
to decide on thA propriety ot a separation."
Price, 31i cents.
For either of th$Jse wo1·ks, or any of Paine'R
writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL A.ND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICALCOMMON SENSK By Dr. K B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly 1000 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
• SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs,
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. By Dr. E. B. Foote ; five volumes, at
$1 each, or $5 per set; or five volumes in one
for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR the YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The
fifth volume of "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128
pages. By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. l~oote,Jr., viz:" Bacteria in
their Ru!Mion to Disease," presenting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sun· beam," considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sick and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HERgDI1'Y (Books and Pamphlets). "The
Law of Heredity," .by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages,
cloth bound, $2; "Heredity," by Loring Moody,
159 pagE's, cloth, 75 cents; "The Law of Heredity," by F. H. 1{arsh, 10 cents; ... The .Alphabet
of the Human 'rempemments," with illustrations,
by Dr. E. B. Foote, 10 cents; "Generation before Regeneration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10c.;
' "Reports of Conventions and Parlor Meetings
dunng 1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of the Institute of Heredity, May 29. 1883,
10 cents. Address Tim TRUTH SEEKER.

TJIE

TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Prioe, 25 oents.

·~PRICE.

BOOKS FOR OBILDBEN!
TWO LIT'rLE RED MITTENS;
A STORY OF TR!t RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE,
BY JENNIE
Price 10 cents.

BUTLER BROWNE
For sale at this omce,

"APPLES OF COLD..,
A storY-bookfor the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. WIXO '· Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen• work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
author which adds very much to the value or ~b.e
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
Price !10 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prot. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00,
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles or Freethought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint ot pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
A HISTORICAL SKETCH.
B:f G. F. RINEHART.
I! rice 25 cts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
3D Ollnton Place,
NEW YORK.

$1.25; TWO COPIES, $2.00.'

/WAIFS AND WANDERINGS

FKEETHOUGHT NOVELS.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
AUTHOR OF
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
$1.25.
"GOLDEN THRONE," "PROMETHEUS," "INGERSOLL AND JESUS," ETC.
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoNPrice, {)loth, $1,00; Paper, 50 ()ts.
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
"A prose epic or the war, rich with Incident and
dramatic power: breezy from tlr~t page to last wltb Exeter Hall. "One of the most excitthe living spirit of to-day,-John Swinron's Paper.
ing romances of the day." l'rice, paper
Address THE TRUTH SEEJi:ER,
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
• 83 OLINTq.N PLAOE, NEW YORK.
A NEw AMERicAN sToRY,

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

RICHARD'S CROWN

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling portrayal of Society Life as it
now exists.
The third edition of this remarkable book
has just been issued by its author, :Mrs. Anna
D. Weaver. It is a story of thrilling interest,
tho1·oughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinating,
forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" was to the slavery question, "Richard's Crown" is to the cause agitating the
masses of the people of to-day.
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy
paper.. Beautifully illustrated. with eleyen
~ng~avmgs, handsomely bound m c!oth; t1tle,
m gilt, embossed on the back and s1de of the
book, Price, $1.50, For sale at this office.

The Outcast.

HOW HE WON AND WORE 11.

A Rndical novel of marked ability. Eqnal
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
MACDONALD. 40·! pages, $1.25.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition.
By WrnwooD RF~ADE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 cents.

Gottlieb: Uis Ute.

A romance of

earth, heaven. and hell,
Beautifully
written by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.

The Darwins.

A Domestic Radical

story. By Mrs. EL:MINA D. HLENKER, anthor of John's WRy, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essRys. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

John's . Way.

A pleasing domestic

Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. SLJtNKEll,
15 cents
·
Add~ess
THE TRUTH SEEKER Olll.ce.
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l/!otf'1!.
The Tramp's Soliloquy.
Oh, I am nothing, nothing,
And at the rumseuer•s feet,
A broken and emptied vessel,
I lie, for his use made meet.
Emptied that he may flU me,
As In trom his service I come
Dead broke; he take·s mY pennies,
And flUs me up with rum.
Oh, I am nothing, nothing,
Only as Jed by his hand;
A messenger from his doorway,
I wander abroad through the land;
I am, like a beer keg, ready
To be kicked about at his will,
Giving him every penny
I can.beg to obtain a fill.
Oh, I am nothing, nothing;
Painful the humbling will be
It the horrors ever catch me,
And the snakes I happen to see.
But rather that, and nothing,
Than existence without a spree,
Rum Is a fountain of blessing.
No prohibition for me.
EIDDA,

A Crack wi' Rab's Ghaist.
Ae night I had been reading Burns,
WI' gay or mournfu" thought, by turns;
Whiles I would greet, and whiles wl' glrns
I'd turn the page;
•
I could but wish, wl' heartfelt yearns,
He'd seen this age.
Through wl't, I hugged the lngle-cheek
And glowered at the eldrltch smeek,
When, wow! outfrom the spewing reek
Stepped Rab hlmsel';
He sonsle smiled to see me keek,
And leuked fu' wen.
"Wee!, Rab, I hae just read your beuk
Frae outer edge to benmost neuk;
WI' glrnlng chaps or glowering Jeuk,
rse read 1t a·;
Wee! pleased am I the pains ye teuk
On me to ca.'.

Just sit ye donn beside the Ingle
(Gin spirits' toes wl' cauld e'er tingle),
And, while the rain beats on the shingle,
We'll hae a crack.
'!:'hough howling blasts the wlnnocks jingle,
And IItts be black."
Quo' Rab: " I hae had mony a chlel
Ride owre me roughshod as the dlelBuppose ye criticise me wee!;
I'd like to hear it.
My rants, I ken, ye would reveal,
And rouse my merit."
"Hoot, mon l I dlnna like to doH,
And a! bUns 11 I did ye'd 1'1le It,
But, Robin, gin ye put me to It,
ree crack a.wa•;

I'll gle ye sic a hearty flewlt,
'Twill drap your jaw.
"Ye did yoursel' a waefu' wrang.

To make Ilk ode a pot-house sang;
Ye ken yoursel' sic doings dang
VIrtue tapsalteerle;
Awa' wl' purity she'll gang,
Looking unco• eerie.
" Och I mony a lad has ruin made,
And mony a lass has been betrayed,
Because of things ye sang or said
That favored sin;
Bright humor's grace owre vice ye spread,·
WI' drncken grin.
" Na man can doubt ye had lnglne,
The mlckle powers o' your mind
Are brawly ken'd by a' mankind,
Balth large and sma';
Nae obstacle your Muse should bind,
Or drive awa'.
"'Twastlpenny that wrought ye Ill,
And usquebae gle ye ths die!,
And obscenA thoughts the nappy swill
Pllt I' your pow;
The reaming swats and whisky gill,
They bro·t ye low."
I stopped a wee some fuel to add
(The winds were sk!rllng round like mad,
And mlckle fire mann be had
To warm the room).
Pulr Rab sat looking unco' sad,
A' wrapped In gloom.
Bae I teuk up the lther side
(I had nae heart owre lang to chide,
For VIce's doors are uuco' wide
Whiles a' gang In;
And e'en the kirk, Christ's sonsle bride,
8' been ken'rl to sin).
•' But leese m~ on ye Rab,'' quo' I,

" When ye roose the blink o' Freedom's eye;
By,.ne 'tis ye are the bonny boy,
The noble bard;
Ye gar the tyrant dlels to fly,
And smite them hard I
"For Freethought, too, ye did fu' well;
Ye turned cauld water Into hell.
And gar'd auld Calvin fairly yell
WI' rage and spite,
When down his stony towers tell
Afore the rlght.
"But when ye sang Ilk bird and beastie,
Syne 'twas ye showed your kindly breastle;
I ken na better way to test ye
Than • Twa Dogs ' read ;
A better poem than that at least ye
Hae never

m~de."

Syne Burns he gle $sprightly loup;
"Ye are a right gley-spoken pup;
But dish o• truth ye'se gar•t me sup,
I ken It well;

Sae gude-bye, till some time you're up
Where spirits dwell." ·
I started up to bid him stayTrowth, sirs I the light o' coming day
Showed me that I had snoozed away
Upon twa chairs;
The dawn W!L9 breaking cauld and gray! ganged up-stairs.
J. WM. LLOYD.

Boo:( Revie"W:.
THE OLD TESTAMENT. Anonvmous. Translated Out of the Original Tongues: Being
the Version Set Forth A.D. 1611 Compared
with the most Ancient AuthoritieR 11nd Revised. Published by the Henry Bill Publishing Co., Norwich, Conn.
This latest aspirant for literary honors comes
at us with a volume of one thousand and
thirty-five large pages, bound in Persian morocco, and with gilt edges to 'the leaves. As
indicated by the stamp on the back of the
book, as also by the title nage, the work has recently been revised. A glance at the contents
leads ns to remark that it ought to be revised
again. Reasons for this will appear later.
The exact nature of this production it would
perhaps be difficult to define off-hand. The
author has divided his work into thirty-nine
essays, called books, largely made up of laudatory matter concerning an individual variously termed God, Jehovah, Jah, and the
Lord; a single division called "Esther," the
history of a· remarkable woman of no morals,·
being an exception to the rule, and containing
no reference to the hero of the others.
Our an thor breaks ground with "The First
Book of Moses, Commonly Called Genesis."
Moses apparently had no last name unless we
accept that of Schaumberg, ascribed to him by
Texas Siftings, a religious journal published
in the South. We may here say that five of
these books are written .by this man Moses,
the last. containing an account of his funeral,
which we must regard as a remarkable literary
achievement on the part of Moses. As to the
book of Genesis, it may be said that in it the
author displays a woful ignorance of ·scientific
facts, and no regard whatsoever for accuracy.
Instances of this are too frequent to be enumerated here.
In the next book, called "Exodus," we find
a preposterous tale about the career of a foundling. The writer must hav ha.d an idea that
his readers would swallow anything. It cannot be crammed down the throat of this writer.
"Leviticus," following, is a most· disgusting
performance, evider.' I v written by a cannibal.
We pass it with a f • ,,.ing of relief that lasts
only until w" reach the succeeding book,"
"Numbers," which describes a census-taking.
The method of enumerating the population
consisted of killing those. who were not agil
enough to get away, and counting the slain.
This saved the expense of taking their names.
"Deuteronomy" is a series of directions to
the inhabitants as to their conduct toward one
another. A people barbarous enough to need
these statutes would not be worth praying for.
"Deuteronomy" was promulgated beyond
Jordan. The locality of "beyond Jordon," it
will be readily 'Conceded, would depend mainly
upon which side of that river the speaker was
situated.
"Joshua," the sixth book, givs the history of
a red-handed robber and murderer who should
hav died young. The statement therein contained that this individual caused the sun aud
moon to stand still relieves the story of all'
probable truth. Mnnchausen was a talented
liar, but it was his miRfortune to come after
the writer of "Joshua," compared with whom
for promiscuous mendacity he was a truthful
man.
"Judges" iR the story of a strong man
named Samson, who married the daughter of
a Philistin.e. "And it came to pasR," we read,
that after a while Samson presented "hiR wife
with a kid." In the due course of nature it
might be e:x:pected that she would hav reciprocated, bnt there is no record that she did RO.
Samson's decease was effectecl by a Bnddensiek tenement falling on him.
The book of "Ruth" bears internal evidence
of having been interpolated in the present
century be Emile Zola, author of the sisterw.ork, "Nana."
The book of "Samuel" we paRs; it iR inco.
herent.
"KingR" might be dismissed for the same
reason; and as there is no reason at all for noticing it, it will hav to slide.
''Chronicles" is just aR bad. It is not of
the slighteRt interest to know !.hat " Josiah
gave to the children of the people, of the
flock, lambR and kids to the number of thirty
thonsand, aud three thousand bullocks," etc.
If he had given each a ticket for a bath, good
might hav resulted.
"Ezra" contains no central idea around
which any remarks can be clustered. Ezra'R
chief feat was to induce the men of his congregation to put away their wives and children,
and take other wives.

Nehemiah was the son of Hacaliah, and has
a book named after him in this collection.
The book is a wail.
Esther, after whom the next book is named,
is a Madam Pompadour without any redeeming
qualities to speak of, · She topped off an evening's entertainment by causing a man named
HaD;lan to be hanged on a gallows three hundred feet high.
The hero of the book of "Job," smitten with
boils, was very miserable. Having scraped
himself with a piece of a broken pot, and
rolled himself in ashes, which doubtless greatly
aggravated his uneasiness, he indulges in deep
thought. He is something of a student of
nature, and is greatly impressed with the behemoth-which is to say, the hippopotamus.
This animal, he declares, eateth grass like an
ox, moveth his tail like a cedar, and lieth
under a lotus. "Behold," goeR on Job, ''if a
river overflow, he trembleth not; he is confident though Jordan swell to bis mouth." If
Job had known that the hippopotamus could
swim, the confidence of that animal in the
presence of a freshet would not hav so surprised him. Job recovered and enjoyed thereaft.Pr one hundred and forty years.
·~·uo "Psalms" number one hundred and
forty-nine. They are not without uRefulness,
as illuRtrating what a man will say when reduced to delirium by debauchery and dissipation.
"Proverbs" are solid chunks of wisdom.
They are the only part of the work that asks
for justice to the working woman. Of her it
says, "Giv her the fruit of her handR." Christian employers who pay their. female employees twenty-four cents a day, and then hint to
them that they must "dresR a little more respectably," should make a note of this.
"Ecclesiastes" is not without merit, and we
are therefore somewhat surprised to find it in
the collection now under con~ideration. Of a
future life this preacher says, " Who knoweth
the spirit of man whether it goeth upward, or
of the beast whether it goeth downward to the
earth?" Questions like this indicate modesty,
if nothing more. We see here, also, the ere1
lim
·
f A
t" ·
pnscu ar g
menngs 0
gnos ICI!!m.
"The Song of Songs" repreRents a bad caRe
of two hearts that beat as one and are not used
to it. They are wholly unable to keep their
condition to themselvs. The ·work is not
adapted to general and indis·criminate perusal
A compositor, unless indurated, conld. not put
it in type without blushing.
"Isaiah " is an exhortation.
" Jeremiah " is a wail.
"Lamentations" is Jeremiah continued.
"Ezekiel " was not half revised. It should
hav been edited with a paint-brush, and de
clined with a reprimand. In printed for:u it
h'about the only excuse for the existence of
Anthony Comsto~k.
"Daniel" tells of a man so objectionable
personally that the lions would not eat him.
" Hosea"· iR unfit for publication.
"Amos " informs ns that "the day shal
come that the plowman shall overtake the
reaper." It will then behoove the plowman to
turn to and bind, and help the reaper along.
" Obadiah" comprises a vision, and is an ex
ception to the rule that brevity is the soul of
wit. It is the fartheRt from being funny of
anything we ever saw. Obadiah greatly over
rated his ability aR a hnmori~t.
According to "Jonn.h," a prophet whose
prophecy was not fulfilled, a fish obligingly
swallowed a man and took him ashore after a
three days' cruiRe. The tale might be diverting to a marine.

can ·scarcely indemnify the publisher. The
volume is on our shelf. We should be glad
to let any one hav it who would reimburse us
for the advertisment of the "Holy. Bible"
which has recently several times appeared in
these columns.

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAjl'JBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. Lacy.
A thorough oxposmo of the Catholic priest's
sophistry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.
Price, Ciotll, U; PAper, r.o Cents.
THI~

Address

TRUTH

SBI•~Kl~R.

The Missing Link
-IN-

M0DERN SP IRIT UAlrl SM
By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, of the Fox fnmily.
This book pmports to be a truthful account of
the phenomenn occnning at HyLleBville in the
house of .Mr. J<'ox, and siuco to various membet·s·
of tho Underhill fnmily, especially the author,
who has had a good offset to "Bottom J!'acts,"
being essentially controversial, ttnd will be used
for offense and defense by believers in Spiritual
manifestations. Mrs. Underhill contends that
the f)xhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
her book, demonstrate heyond doubt the rcahty
of the smvival of man's spirit; that death is but
birth into auother stago of progressed and progressiv life; and proves what has hitherto been
but a dogma of an unproved and unprovable
faith, the immortnlity of tho son!. PRlOg, $2.00
Address THJ~ TRUTH SEI<;KER.

EVO~U ·.t'ION:

A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.
By Hobert C. Adams.
Paper, 25 cents.

For Sale at this Office.

--G-ERMAN' SIMPLIFIJ8D.
An easy and practical new method, adapted ror
self-Instruction as well as for use In schools. To
consist or about twelve numbers. Beven numbers
now published. Bent to any address on receipt or
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRU:J'H
8
Fi~::e!e ~~ks contain a wealth or knowledge for
self·lnstructlon."-ED. Albany Union.

_...:3:.:.tr::c...,~--------------
THE,

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution,
WITH SOME

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
By SA.liUEL P. PUTNAM.

Price 20 centR. For sale at this otlicP.

ELEMENTS
OF

UNIVERSAL HISTORY
FOh

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof. H. M. Cottin!;er, A.lll.

FreethinkerR will fin<l this, for an outline,
history the best for their uRe, as Professor
Cottinger iR a Freethinker, and in his reports
of the church's actionR has stated factR with a
truthful freedom ·not found i.n ordinary histories. He dates his work from the beginning
"Micah" calls upon the Lord to feed his of historical certainty and not from the mythipeople with a rod. We can merely remark cal Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
that it would t11ke a people a long time to ge and brings it do\Vn to 1883, with a brief menfat on that diet.
tion of subsequent important inventions and
discoveries.
"Nahum" is a nightmare.
Price, Cloth, $l.l'i0.
For Schools, In Quantities, $1.00.
"Habakkuk" furnishes a song "for the
AddresR
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
chief musicianR, on Rtringed inRtruments.'
LoverR of mnemonics can find some diversion
in Rpelling Habakkuk with an hand an a, and
a b and an li, and a k and a k, and a n and a lc
A ROMANCE.
"Zephaniah" was chosen of the Lord. I
DY MISS SUSAN' II. WIXON.
was bad taste. We should never hav picked
"The great charm or this novel Is Its absolute
him out.
''Zechariah" adumbrates a period when fidelity to nature. Its personages arethoseonomeets
with In common Ute. antl arA portrayed with a
" every pot in Jerusalem and Judah shall be vividness and perspicuity r was scarcely prepared
,. T
to expect to Jlna, In such a marked degree, even
h oIY unto t b.e L or d o f hostR.
he pot wil from so gltt.Ad a pen as that ot Miss Wixon, wboAe
then doubtlesR cease to reflect upon the com- brilliant and lucid style Is familiar to most readers
·
f h
ttl
In the Freethought ranks. . . . But what pl<~aaAd
p I ex10n 0 t e 1ro e.
me most In thlH charming story wns the unfiluchlng
"Malachi" iR an arRenal of expletivs in all honesty with which Its author holds up to the de·
·
f
h
rlslon ot the world the rottenness of averag~ ruin·
varieties o up o1Rtery. It has the merit of lsterlal character, p~rtlcuJarly that of revivalist
closing the volume, a'nd t.herefore Rhould hav type. I hav not space het·e to treR.t,ln detail. ot the
characters or this truly abeorblng novel. Suffice It.
come earlier.
to say that It Is so.re to predict that anyone wbo
ThuR we hav pas!'led briefly and casually reads lte first chapters will be loth to Jay It tlown
tlll the dennuemenl. Is reached. Miss Wixon has long
over this peculiar volume. The review may been doing 11 noble worl< In educating our children
be somewhat disappointing, but RO iR the Rub into the ranks or true Liberalism, thereby robbing
the church of hundreds or those who, In after
ject of it. We were miRled by the binding years,mlghthavbecomeltswllllng dltpesaudserand <1ilt edges into a belief that the book pos vii tools, and she certainly deserves the generous
.,.
and substantlo.l recognition or o.U lfreethlnkers.
ResRed merit which a perusn.l of it has failed Let everyone send for a copy of • All In a Lifetime. •
to develop. It is a whited sepulcher. If i It wlll yield a liberal reward for the outlay,'"
ELLIOTT PRESTON,
aell'3 only according to its merits, the proceeds
Prlce,$1.50,
Address,THETBUTHBEEKEB.

.
ALL 1n

a LIFETIME.
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BIBLE MORALS.

OTTO 'VETTSTEIN'S

TWENTY CRIMES . .f..-ND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRI :PTU RE.
Falsehoocl and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Robbery:--Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Conquest and Exte:rmination-Despotism-Intolerance ahd
:Persecution-:-In justice to Woman-Unkindness, to Children-Crueltv to Animals- B: uman Sacrifices-Cannibalism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polygamy- Intemperance. Povertv and Vagrancy - Ignorance and Idiocv - Obscenitv.
BY .TOliN E. REMSBURG.
Price, Sln;rle Copies,

2~

cents;

431

POPULAR JEWELRY STORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.
Headquarters !or Fine Goods In the line of Genuln
Diamonds; Fine Gold and Silver Watches; Chains;
Bracelets; Wedding and Presentation Rings; Jewelry or Latest style: Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
and Fancy Goods; 3 ounce Coin Silver E!gln.Watch,
$10; 4 ounce, F><ll Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
Stem Wind, $20; tbls same, tine movement, In best
gold filled ease, $35; with chea1• movement, $25.
Ladles• Solid G· Ia Elgin stem wind watches, $>,0,
$24, and $32--14 karat, upward. Watches cleaned,
finest work In the wnrld, $1. Springs, $1, and r~
turned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
for the trade at reduced rat~s and agentA sending
work once a ;week from every'• tate hi the .Union are
making lots of money.
Best spectacles ·In the
world, $1. !,11 goods must suit or cash back on demand. Try mel
OTTO WETTSTEIN•
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
Tne most beautiful badge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sale. Elegant present tor Lady
or Gent. Solid gold, $3; $3.60; extra. heavy, $(;
with diamond, $10.

6 Copies, $1.00
THE S.CIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.

Spectal Dh1count on Larr;er (luo.ntitlet!l,

BY MAIL POS'l'•P.U:D.

The Great EJ'e Restorer.
Only Known Cure for Catarrh.
. A Great Medical Work on Manhood
Restqres the Eyesight.
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Restores tbe Hearinf,;'.
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and
the
untold miseries resulting rrom lnais~retion or
Cures Catarrh,
excesses·. A book for every man, young, middle.
aged
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions ror all
Cures Neuralgia and· Severe Headache,
acute and chronic diseases, each one of which Is Invaluable.
found by the author, whose experiAs well as diseases of the Eye after the ence ror 23 So
years Is such as probably never before
fell
to
the
lot
of
any physician. 300 pages, bound 1n
oculists fail.
beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, run gilt,

guaranteed to be a finer work ,In every sense-mechanical, literary, and profeselonal-tha.n any other
work sold In thls country tor $2.50, or the money
will be refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. , Illustratlv sample 6 cents.
"ACTINA" CO., .Sole Prop'rs,
Send. now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
NatiOnal Medical Association, to the president ot
88 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK.
Which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
or the Board the reader Is respectfully referred.
[Pletue menli<m thir Paper.]
The Hclence of Lite should be read by the young
tor Instruction, and by the &filleted for relief. 1t
will
benefit all.- London Lancet.
ACTIN A BATTERY, fj&r" A General Agent wanted for every City and Town in !he United There
Is no member or society to whom The
Science
of LUe will not be useful, whether youth,
PRICE $10 EACH.
. States.
parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
Send remittance by P. 0. order, registered letter, or check payable to the ACTINA CO.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
' 4t25
H. Parker, No. 4 Bultlnch Street, Boston, Mass.,
who may be consulled on all diseases requiring
skill and experience. Ohronlc and obstlna.'e diseases that have baflled the skill or allH£ALother
physicians a specialty. Such treated
s u ccesstully, without an Instance ory
\1
failure. Mention this paper.1yl4
I
Send for Catalogue containing all information to the

VOLTAIRE'·~OMANCES. IN'TELLEGiUAL LiBEHTY
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A New EcliUon, with Si:r:ty-seven Engrcwings, Priface, wul Notes.

From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, .Author of
'"The Reign of the Stoics."

DR. R. P. FhLLOWS
Is a regula.rly educat-

CON1'EN1'8:

"This is a book not only to be read once, but to
be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
place of other histories lik;e Gibbon, Hallam, or.
Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
out the white light that has been cast upon the
lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty, from the little stream of Freethought that
has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
course down through the ages which now liv
only as om realm of Memory and .Admonition.''
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
Micromegas.
The World as it Goes. ·
The· Black and the )Vhite.
· Memnom the Philosopher.
Anu1·es Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Natm:e.
A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dre'lm.
A Pleasme in Having No Pleasnre.
An Allventme in India.

ed and legally qual!·
:!led physician, and
the most successful
as hIs practice will
pr&ve. He ha8 tor
twenty years treated
exclus!VIy all diseases
of the Sexual Organa,
In the cures or which
he stands preeminent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENOY
as the result of selt·
abuse· In youth and
sexual excesses 1n maturer years, causing
n I g h t emiBSiona by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,renderlng mar.
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside application In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDICIN .USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows• valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unknown to the medical profession. Send five 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving tull In·
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say where you saw this advertisment.

I ehoose that a story should be founded on
MONKS, POPES,
probability, anll not always resemble a dream.
AND
I desire to Jlnd nothing in it trivial or extravaTHEIR POLYriCAL INTRIGUES.
gant; and I desire above all, that under the ap·
From tltt konolad .Age.
"Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
pearance of fable there may appear some latent
.
BY
JOHN
ALBERGER.
cheat
or
humoug.
The Freethinkers or the land
trnth, obvious to the tlisceming eye, though iL
should glv the doctor thelr patronage."
1yS
escape. the obserration of the vulgar.- Voltaire.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIVH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper.. With THE
OBJ.&CT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
6~ ·engravings.
Price, cloth, beveled
LITICAL NATURE OF .THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
:nyJlledieal Compound and lmproTed
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
AND ITS TREASONABL'E DESIGNS WITH REGARD
EJ081!~a~\~t~~f:~el:~~~e~}jf[;:~~~~d
1'0 THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
morocco, marbled edges, 4,00.
•tamp for circular, and aa11 in What paper
vou taw mv adverti.seml!!!nt. ~ Addreu C&}'\.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price, 50 cents,. 75 cents, and $1.00, ac•
'\11', ,l. C41ll!l)fi,S!!\I\I!TUlt.38f- !!I!. !l,t.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
cording to condition oC book.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A PHOTOGRAPH
s.~ Clinton Pl., New York.
OF THE BIBLF.'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
A Collection of Pa!!lsoges
HEAVEN.
CHRISTIANITY
lllustrating the
A Picture of the world as described in Genesis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the A. R E W A R D F 0 R C R I ME. Purity and Morality of The Bible.
Substantiated by the .Bible.
doctrin, and the passages from profmw writers
Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents.
BY
supporting it.
Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

RUPTURES GU REDby

BETTER THAN

Price, 10 Cents.

Eternal Puni.Rh1nent.
BY :M. BABCOCK.

Per Dozen,$1.00

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
~~ Ollntnn PIRoCe. New York.
A COMMON SENSE
GUIDE

TO

CORRECT ENGLISH;
THE

IN WHICH

The subjects uiscnsseu in this Jlncly-printed
pamphlet arc, besides the title l\bove g·iven,
Satan l\nu Hadcrl, Some Hcasous Why I am N oi
a Christi:\n, Divinity of tlte Bible, ·Theological
Logic, Preachers aro Not Honest, Preachers
Sometimes Differ, Infant Damnation, Prayer,
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afmill,
No• Fear of Bcmg Damned, Bnt \Vlmt are"We
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned'/ Why
Not Pmy for the Damned? Conclusion.
PRICE, 10 CEN'I'S.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton PL, New York.

DECLENSION

OF

THE

NOUN

THE
CONJUGATION OF THI:<: YERB
ANO

Arc superseded by a few simple rules; and
comprising the most rational and ,progressiv
views of the bm;t grammarians of the 19th
century.
By .T. L. BARKER.
Author of "An Improvement. on I. J. ;Morris's
Grammar.''
PRICE,
35 CENTS.
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CONSULTING ROOMS,
471 WEST IIIADlSON ST,,

VHIVAGO, IL

Somf!thing f'or Invalids to read and stud
over.-Stop Drugging and try
Na.rure's ~emedy,
l!IAGNETISM.

For yea.ra pa.st It has ueen known to the profession that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn· out sun:er~r rrom disease. Many humanitarians In the profession, thinking more or the alleviation or sufrerlng than they did of the code or
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found themselves astonished at the efrect upon their patients.
They had be~n taught that medicine was an absollite essential in all cases, and that that tailing, tbe
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thlnkerha.s flung a.slde
the tie which bound him to hls dogmatic btethren
and has resorted to other and mofe sclentltlc methods of treatm~nt. As a result many, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarous as It was unscientific, have used their best energies to devise means for the alleviation ot b uma.n
sufrerlng. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submitted to
Its mild but potent Influence. This agent to the
Intelligent observer was found everywhere. Bein~,
as It Is, the very essential or all life, It was round
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft or this vital principle. If we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well. .
Ah I but how Is 1t to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
tbe problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fields or what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, when Cllrr!Pd upon the •
person, was found to be a safeguard against disease,
and to this clrcumsta.nce we are largely Indebted for
magnetic wearing apparel, forltwas an easy transition rrom carrylng magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magneis, placed In
garments lltted to every part of the body. Since
the first Introduction ot magnetic appliances as a
curat•ve, there bi!B been a number of these so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose sole object was gain. .Unsclentltlc In construction, and having little If any magnetism In
them, their life was ot short duration; It was long
enough, however. to demonstrate that when constructed upon scient! tic principles there was scarcely
an aliment that human flesh Is heir w that would
submlttotllelr healing lntlu~nce.
THE E.UREKA MAGNETIC APPLIANCES are superior to everything of a similar cha:racter heretofore o:rrered to the public, being the only sclentltlcally ccnstructed appliance In the market; It Is now
two and a half years since they were first on:ered
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
thousands ot patients, and not a single case ot fall·
ure to receive benefit reported to us, while we are
In dally receipt or testimonials of cures rrom all
parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
as advised by us.
To all who may be &filleted with any of the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, tbe Eureka
Magnetic· Garments will cure you :-Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia., Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchltlsz. Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, LOss of Energy, Heart Disease,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St..Vitus' Dance, and all form
of chronic Invalidism.
PRICE LIST.

Lung Invigorators,
•
$ 6 00
Gentlemen's Body Belts,
6
Sciatic Appliances,
00
Knee t~aps,
3 00
Leg Belts,
•
•
4 00
Anklets,
•
•
4: 00
Shoulder .Appliances,
4: 00
Wristlets, each,
1 50
DON'T HE LEND A HAND~ Hat Bands,
00
Ht'ad Caps,
4: 00
AND OTHER POEJD§.
Sleeping Cops,
4: 00
By s. B. PUT NAill, Author or Ingersoll and JeAbdominal Belts (ladies),· •
6 00
sus, Prometheus, Golden Throne, Wa!Cs
and Wanderings, Problems ot
Gents' Vests,
15 00
tbe Universe, etc.
Ladies' Jacket and Corset
CONTENTS: Why Don't ll'e Lend a Hand ? The Gol(combined), •
• 18 00
den Age, The Ideal and the Real, Not Dead but LIV·
lng, Fruition, Hope, Thomas Paine, Nature's Gospel,
Address to Deity, Glv us Light (Holdretb's poem Superftne Insoles (all leather), 1
While these g·uments can be procured at the
often recited by Charles Watts).
above low prices no one can afrord to be Ill. Our
PRICE 10 CENTS.
ladles' supporters are just what every lady In the
land needs, as It will be found a great assistance"
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
certain periods: all these garments are made; l
-O--RT
•LITV
I""'
DEREN
I' IN measure, an<! a. ftt guara.nWed. To la.dteswholr3
IM na
ts
•.,
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay for
NATURE.
ltselt an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made tr~m actual measure, and a
BY WARREN SUl\fNER BARLOW.
perfect tit 8o8Sured.
All corumunlca.tlons answered tree or charge.
Price. 60 cents.
Address, DR. L. TENNE!efll West Madison Street,
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
.
Ohtcago, Ill. _ . Agen~wanted tor BoetoD, l!l.'ll
ss ()]Jnton Plac6. New York. York BrooklJD &114 Ph11&delPil1a.

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY

THE RELlGION OF HUMANITY

Wlll Vu't"e all Fonns er Dileaae Wit.ho
l!ledictne,

WHY
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WHA.T New Mexico neAds LR more rain and Le•s
holy water-more sense and less rellglnn.-Ingersoll,
THEN let us learn to help each other,
Hoping unto the en.i;
Who sees Ln every man a brother,
Shall find In each a frleil.d.

.\

1

Is there a daring thought thou hast not crushed?
Is there a gtmerous faith thon hast not cursed?
Is there a whisper, however low and hushed,
Breathed kr the future, but thou wast the first
To sllfnce wllh thy tortures, t':tou the worst
or Antlcllrlsts, and cunnlogest ot foes
That ever against God and man's great progress
-The C!Aurck, by C. P. Cranck.
rose ?

•

!

LITTLE Lily: "Don't you t'htnk, doctor, th11t £look
I just like my mamma?'' MuLher: "Hush, child,
I
don't be "9'aln.''

THE

A MONUMENT Is to be erected In Parts to the Inventor or soda water. It will bear a representation
ot the Inventor's phiz.

-AND-

~rt~fhiniu~~s' iimaqpt,

"WHAT Is profanity?" asks a newspaper writer.
It Is what a church-member says when he tries on
roller-skates tor the first time.
YOUNG housewife: "What miserable little eggs
again I You really mRBt tell them, Jane, to let the
hens sit on them a little longer."

1885.

SUNDAY·SOHOOL teacher: "In What book Of the
Bible Is It mentioned that Nebuchadnezzar ate grass
like an ox ?" Little girl (doubtfully): "Timothy?"

(E. M. 285.>

IF buzzard dollars grew on trees,
And religion •nimth the sod,
Oh, what a cllmlng there would be
To get nearer to their god.

®yliffi. @JR.irty-.®e~en ~ortrctit.® of ~rominent J\mericctrz
®Jreetf\inl("ert>, ctn®ll1umerou.® @Jffut>trcttion.®.

"TilE tendency to do wrong. Increases ·toward
night," says a wen ·known clergyman. I think this
Is very likely to be true, for when ·Adam ate the forbidden rrult It was near Eve.
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A PREACHER who was not wen acquainted with the
elocutionary art placed the Inflection on the wrong
word, following the literal Italic In 1 Kings xlll, 27,
and read: ."And he spoke unto his soos. saying,
saddle me th!l ass. And they saddled him."
POOR fellow. He lay In a stupor. The physician
had said that he could not recover. The minister
came, and, bending over the bed, solemnly remarked, "You must prepare for the worst." The
poor fellow, whose wtte had been doing the cooking,
opened his eyes and said," Why, Is dinner ready?"

NEW YORK:
HED AT THE TRUTH SEEKER

THE minister was making an evening call, s.nd the
oppresslv heat was being-discussed. "By the way,"
he said to the head or the family, .. did you notice
just how hot It was this afternoon, Mr. Hendricks?"
"No,'' Mr. Hendricks replted, "I did not,, "Ye~,
you did, pa,"lnterposed Bobby. "You're mistaken,
my boy." "No, I'm not,"lnslsted Bobby. "I heard
you say It was damned hot."
VISITOR (at a dime museum): 1• I ~ee nothing remarkable about that man. Is he on exhibition ?"
Showman: "He Is. Stand up, please, Colonel. I
nfxt Introduce to you, ladles and gents, a Kentucky
colonel, born and brought up In the Bluegrass region, who n~ver drank a drop of whisky In his lite.
Keep moving, please, so that each and every one
may bav a chance to view the wonderful curiosity."
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WmLE the church has perpetuated from genera- ~====~~~==========~~==~------~~~~
tion to generation the doctrln of woman's subordinate position, has endeavored to circumscribe
woman's sp!Jere of action and usefulnes•, to shut
her out from the places of honor and trust, and to
close every avenue of employment by which she
His Ans-w-ers
could acquire a competency In life, Materlallsts
hav, consistently with their views, labored to overcome the ln!luence of the church respecting woman, To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
and to emancipate her from the trammels which
by the Editor of the San lilranciscan.
'Jt:.~.AHOA
centuries ,o! Ignorance and superstition hav ImPLAt.(~
posed upon her.- Underwood's 0h1'istianity and Mareri* * Thjs marvel.ous honm llas bP.en. buUt more than
aliBm.
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ot the reach of !ear or anxiety; and I! such a man
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covets nothing, and Is lltted up by no vain joy or
the mind, what can prevent his being happy? And
It these are the el!rlcts of virtue, why cannot virtue
ltselt make men happy?-Cic•r•.
AND THEIB

~

" PRAY tell me the difference, dear,"
Bald Edward to his lase,
" There Is between a store cashier,
~nd the teacher or a class?"
The damsel, smiling, sal(! : " I Will;
This difference you wlll find:
The store cashier he minds the till,
The teacher tills the mind."
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TRAVELS IN FAITH,
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"TIIEman who robs aclothesllne," remarks Puck,
"Is not necessarily a laundryman. but he generally
takes In washing"
A NORTHERN paper praises the Indian Hall• Restorer. He Is a fraud. No Indian was ever known
to restore any hair.

TrUth Seeker Annual

d, rstanding.

FOR five centuries at least the struggle has been
going on, In Europe, betwAen eclence and religion,
and, In every con!llct, theology has Lost some ground.
Over the whole field of physical science the reign of
law has been st.eadlly and forever established. The
heavens no longer declare the glory of God; they
declare the glory of Kapler, Gallleo, Newton, etc
Neither Jove nor Jehovah now manltests his anger
In the thunder, nor rides upon the wings of the
wind. ')'he electric force now binds two continents
together, and the law of storms Is yielding up to us
the secrets or the gods ot heaven. The ramlns, the
diseases, and the revolutions which afl!lct mankind
are no longer the judgments ot God. They are the
Inevitable sequences or known and preventable condttlons.-Fredtric Harri<on.

TilE silent watches of the nlgb t: Those not wound
u~

-Hymns nf tl!e Ages.

FROM the ripened harvest of the last haJf.centUly
there hav been garnered many priceless sheaves for
women-the right to be heard In their own defense;
the right to higher education; the right to the medIcal profession; the rlgh t to the pulpit; the right to
the bar; and the right to the wide fields of Industrial activity. Odious and unjust dlscrlmlnstlons
against women hav also been blotted from the
statute-book, and wrested from the common law.
In many or the stateR the old sin and shame which
gave to any father, whether he was of age or not,
the right to "wm " or "deed " his unborn child,
without the knowledge or consent or Its mother and
against her wish, has disappeared and she may now
be guardian of her own chlldren. A wife Is not now
legally deprived of personal property by marriage.
She can own what she earns outside of her fam!ly,
etc. These rights hav all been won peacefully by
argument and by appeal to the cmsclence and good
sense of the people.- Lucy Stone.
WHA.T it the grandeur and magnificence of the
ch tirches are only another branch of the ostentatious extravagance which Is sapping the simplicity
and honesty of modern life ? What If these costly
structures are erected, not for the glory or God, but
for the glorlflc ..tlon of their bullders I What If they
are the outcome-not or giving at all, either !rom
hum111ty or pride, but of borrowing, what Is given
being about enough to build a plain, substantial
church and the extra amount . • a great borrowIng speculation to draw a P.rowd and to be cleared
oli sometime !-Brooke H":fn·d.
WE can know nothing that we do not understand,
and they alone are philosophers who educate themselva Into avoidance or the unknowable a3 well as
Into the acq ut.ltlou or tha· whlcu can be known.
There Is a "q tllet Ignorance " to which the wisest
men must restgn themselvs, just a.s there Is a quiet
Ignorance "with which none nut fools will be con·
tent." The old-world Soph!sts, whether pre-Socratic
or post-Aristotelian, who professed to know everything, strayed as far from the paths or wisdom as
the mind less sen.uallsTs whose wnole theory or !Ire
was expressed In th~ motto, "Let us eat and drink,
tor to-morrow we dle."-Locke (,O'(ICtTning Human Un-

and ,fnd~.

Tho Bible Analyze~.

1

•· Yo' wan' ter know what rust started me ter to
preach de gospll, sah ?" repeated an old darky minIster. "Yes, Uncle Jake." "I will tole you 'zactly
all 'bout It, sah. One day I war workln' out In de
co'nfield, an, de sun war berry hot, an' de groun'
war stony, an' It's mighty pow'tul work, hoeln' co'n
In de hot sun on stony groun', boss, an' I war berry
tired, an' I leaned back on de hoe an' got ter thinkIn', an' all ob a sudden, like. I feel dat de good Lord
called 'pan meter ter preach de gospll, sah."
TWO PIOTURES.
Last night I saw l>.er at the ball
"In beauty's circle proudly gay."
A stately figure, fair and tall,
She was the belle, I heard them say,
I see her as to-day she standsThe !re~h breeze blowing !rom the southA pillow case Is In her ha.ads,
And several clothespins In her moutll.
And she's as talr to me to-day,
As winsome, beautiful, and bright,
As when, among the dancers gay,
I saw her at tile ball last night.

"No, my son," he replied, as he put on hfs hat,
"you can't go to the circus." "But why. father ?"
"Well, In the first place, I can't tool away my money
on such things." "Yes. but I hav enough of my
own." "And In the next place It Is a rough crowd,
OON'l'EN~rs :
The Old Testaraent.-The New Testament,-The I the sentiment Is unhealthy, and no respectable perCreatlon.--•rhe l'ieluge.-Th·e Exo<'Lus.-The Mira- son c&n countenance such things." "But, fo.th--"
cles of tho Blule.-The Errors of the Blble.-The "Th&t's enough, sir. You can't go. I want ynu to
Prophecies.-'I'he Devil or Snto.n of the Blble.-'fhe
Heaven and the Jilell of the Blble.--The Sabbath ot enjoy yoursel!, but you must seek some more rethe Blble..-Th0 <~od of the Blble,--The Messiah or specte.ble amusement." An hour later a curious
Savior.
thing happened In the circus tent. Abo}' climbed
<lrown <>ct&V41, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Sent to the top fi!P:ht of seats and sat down beside a mnn
by mall, post pa.ld. Pr 1too, $3.00.
who had just finished a glass ot lemonade and wo.s
lighting a cigar. He had his plug hat on back the of
A NEW BOOK OF DIRECTIONS
his hllad and seemed to be enjoying hlmsel! h ugoly.
FOR
It was father and son. The rather had gone straight
CLEANSING TIIE BJ... OOD, to the grounds from dtn'ner; and the boy had run
An~ Curing all forms or Dlsea!!(• that the
away. They looked at each other for half a minute,
Human Fa.mlly is Subje~ to,
and then the bOY got In the first blow by whisperIng," Say, dad, If you won't lick. me I won't tell ma
'Without the.Use of A:ny M:edlclnei'Whatever,
you was here." The father nodded hla head to the
BY ProresSoOr Nathaniel Pierce.
agreement, and the great spectacular parade In thE!·
Prlce, 80 -oents.
Address, TH~ [TRUTH ,~EEKEB Otlloe. ring began.
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Jjlotes and fllippings.
BEN HoGAN, the converted ex prize fighter,
is preaching at Chicago. He was a poor prize
fighter, antl srems to be a poor preachrr.-Sun.
A BANNER carried by the Salvation Army in
London bore the inscription, «Why pay lOd.
a pound for lamb, when you can hav the Lamb
of God for not bing?"
THE Old Testament revisers hav abandoned
"hEll" and hav put "sheol" -in its place.
That's better. When yon pronounce "s-h-e-ol -,
slowly it has a cool, swa~h sound that. is comforting.- Pitlsbnrgh Cln·onicle-1 eleg1·aph.
A SECT among the Mormons called Joseph.
ites is rapidly gaining numerically, and threat.
ens to absorb all Mormondom. It is. simply
Mormonism with polygamy left out, as promulgated by Joseph Smith. Apostle John
Henry Smi1 h, cousin of Joseph, has just been
arrested for bigamy.
DR. MoNcK, the "Christian healer," of
Brooklyn, has just been , forced to disgorge
some of the money which his claim to being
inspired has enabled him to extort from various dupes. One of his former patients denounces him as a fraud, and has recovered a
portion of her money.

New York, Saturday, July 11,1885 .

THE Freemon's Journal (Catholic) objects to
the Bartholdi statue on theological grounds,
and exclaims: " The figure of a pagan goddess
-that is, a devil-(' all the gods of the heathen
are devils') enlightening the world!" The Freemrtn's Jcurna.l may observe from the picture
on 'another page of this paper what Catholicism has done .toward "enlightening" the
world.
PROFANE words having been occasionally
spoken within the hallowed precincts of the
Court House at Palatka, Fla., the county
officers agreed to inflict a tax of ten cents on
each repetition. A fund for the poor is rapidiy
growing, and there seems to be some prospect
of a lawsuit to decide what shall be done with
the proceeds. A man from the country paid
forty cents for the pleasure of'a five minutes'
conversation.
A TRAMP applied at the back door for assistance just as the minister's family was preparing for morning prayers. "My good man,"
said the minister kindly, "we would be glad
to hav you join us in our devotions, after which
you will receive a nice breakfast." ;( Cntainly," replied the tramp, graciously; "show
me right in. A man who is kicked and buffeted about the world as I am ought not to be
squeamish in the face of a square meal."

HE looked earnestly at the two glass ·handgrenades that bung on the walls of the corridor at Drury Lane. "How thoughtful," ·he
said, "of the management to provide bottles
of water in case of faintness among the ladies. •'
"Them's fire extinguishers," interrupted the
attendant. "When a fire breaks out yon
throw a bottle at it, and they puts it out."
THE "J. Elimar Mira Mitta Congregation of "Any kind of fire?"' "Yes, big or little."
the Lm·d" allplied to a judge in Philadelphia "Then I'll hav half a dozen put into my
for a charter. This congregation worshiped a coffin."-Pm·'s McminJ News.
woman, now dead, who during life claimed to
THE Detroit Free Prrss says that a St. Louis
be the third person of the trinity, and pre- judge has decided that "a wife h!ts the same
- tended to exercise all the powers of the god- legal and moral right to chew, smoke, play
head. The charter was not granted by the cards, and sit on a cracker-box in a grocery as
judge.
her husband." "Despite this decision, how
THE advowson of Walkington, near Beverley, ever," says the Norristown J{q•rtld, "very few
was put up at auction recently, and the bid- cracker-boxes in St. Louis groceries are occuding was so low tb,at the property had to be pied by married women, smoking and chewwi1hdt·awn. The glebe land alone produced a ing. When a woman is accorded her ri~hts by
yearly rentnl of £920, yet the highest bid was the strong arm of the law, she is dreadfully
only a thousand pounds. Investors evidently slow to take advantage of therl'!."
feel that Disestablishment is rapidly approachAN Arizona paper makes the following- aning,-London F'r ethinkn·.
nouncement: "We will pay SlO for a good
THE Rev. Mr. Slytes, of Bungton (to ushEr epic poem of one hundred lines on the
in up-town church): "Will you show me to a 'Scourge of the ~even teen-Year Locust.' Said
pew, please?" Usher: "You can take any of poem must be sound in wind and limb; but it
the back pews, sir." The Rev. Mr. Slytes: must not be all sound; a litt-le sense is desir"Bnt I am the Rev. Mr. Slytes of Bungton." able. All metaphors must be new and appliUshfl": "That don't make any difference, sir. cable to the sn bject. No mm·e than one poetic
The back pews can he occupied by anybody license to ten lines will be allowed. Rhyme
who behaves himHelf."
not absolutely nsces~ary, but reason n sine qtt'l
"WELL, Johnny," said his mother," did you non. No parodies allowed. We reserve to
hav a pleasant time at the Sunday-school pic- ourselvs thetltight to work over the poems of
nic?'' "Naw," Johnny growled, I didn't get all unsuccessful candidates into editorinls on
nothin' to eat but a san'which an' a couple of the need of a new navy and the failure of the
dry cookies with red sand sprinkled on top." wheat crop."
"Why, what became of the beautiful chocolate
THE Freneh Socialists hav issued their platcake and chicken salad that I gave you to conform of principles for the coming electoral
tribute?" "The superintendent an' the teachcampaign. It demands: l. The abolition of
ers eat 'em."
the presidency. 2. The abolition of the senate.
A PRESs diBpatch says that the Catholic bish- 3. Bestowal upon the Assembly of the power
ops of Austria hav issued a manifesto to the to dismiss ministers of stat e. 4, Settlement
faithful, warning them against the incrPasing of all questions of war and constitutional reskepticism, secret societies, and the intluence vision by popular vote. 5. Reduction of the
of the anti-religious press, which are undel'- number of public officers and of official salamining the church. The bishops followed tb e t·ies. 6. The confiscation of church f>l"Operty.
manifesto with a memorial, asking the govern- 7. The separation of chnrch and state. 8. The
ment to legislate with a view of protecting t(le ]('gal equali' y of legitimate and illegitimate
church from adverse influences.
children. 9. The gradual abolition of standEMPLOYEES in a rolling mill at Cleveland, 0.,
struck against a reduction of wagea, and the
proprietors filled their places with cheap Bohemians. The Bohemians soon learned the
business, and then they struck and took
possession of the premises, forcing every.
body to suspend work. It is not yet settled.

THESE hops are a cmious vine, by the wny. ing armies. 10. The free education of chilI always supposed that a hop-vine and a baby dren at the public expense, and the free
knew how to crePp without being taught. feedi· g of children at the public expense
The baby may, but the hop vine does not. It in ttl! casPs where they are , not other·
can't shin a pole any more than n coclfish, un- wise pt·operly provided for. 11. Poliiicttl
less it takes lessons. It is like a kitten, it nmnesty. 12. The- abolition of the octroi
don't get its eyes open for sometime. It tJOmes duties. 13. The establishment of a progressiv
up out of the hill and lies sprawling on the income tnx. 14. The abt•lition of collateml inground till it is taken by the nape of the neck, 1 heritance. Hi. 'rhe gradunl nbolition of the
so to speak, and wound around the pole a few _1 public debt. 16. Reduction in the hours of
times, and then tied there. After that it will 1. labor. 17. Prohibition of the employment of
seem to catch on, and learn why it was put I c·hildren under fourteen years of age. 18. A
into the world, and will then ,hin up the pole I reorganization of the Rank of Frnnce. 19.
1
like a little man. lit. is not half as intelligent Prison t•eform. 20. The mai~tenance of disas a benn.-;-Be?fnst ( .~fe.) ,Jonmrzl.
'a bled workmen at the pnblic expense.
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No man ought to be elected to either branch
of the twentieth legislature who will not pledge
himself to vote for a bill declaring "povc rty"
to be a sin and a crime, and further declaring
CHOLERA is doing deadly work in Spain,
that no man in this state shall be permitted to
GENERAL GRANT is reported comfortable.
enter into the holy bonds of matrimony who
has less than $5,000 in cash, and who shall not
EMPEROR WILLIAM of Ger.nany's health is
first hav secured a home and one year's pro. not good.
·
visions. A law like this would in a short time
JESSE CRAFT, of Westville, L. I., burst a
rid the state of poor people, and such things
blood- vessel while praYing on the 4th.
as poor widows and orphans would be heard
MRs. DunLEY. who shot O'Donovan Rossa, is
of no more in the land. Prohibition is the
at Middletown, N. Y., in an insane asylum.
watchword.-Pm·is ( Tex(fs) Jflree 'lbngue,
THE total assessed valuation of renl and perWM. WAsHBURN, who writes for ,Jnhn Swinton's Pape1·, has evidently lived in Boston. He sonal property in this city is $1,371,117,003.
THE transport-ship Isere, which brought
says: <<In New England, if a man is a bigoted
Calvinist, the women love him for his religious over the statue of Liberty, has returned to
zeal. If he is a Freethinker, they love him be- France.
cause he is no hypocrit. If he is passionate,
A PARTY of Mexican editors are taking a
they love him for his warm heart. If he is tour through the States. They are at present
formal, they love him for his high intellect. comirg East.
If he washes his face, they admire him for his
THE Boston ministers who persisted in
beauty. If he does not wash his face, they ad.
mire his complexion for having about it some preaching on the Common hav been found
thing of the 'manly' that awed us in Daniel guilty. They will carry the case higher.
CHICAGO has been for the past week on the
Webster. Where men are as scarce as in BosThe employees of the horseton, one must be a shrewd rascal if the women verge of a riot.
Bloodshed is
can't find something good in him-bless their car railroad are on strike.
feared.
gentle hearts!"
THE main office of the Baltimore and Ohio
THE Charleston, S. C., News tells the following story of religious delusion: A young ward Telegraph Company, on Broadway, this city,
physician of this city was call'M, during the was burnt out last SaturdRy. Loss, about
present week, to treat a case somewhat out of $250,000.

Jilews off the fleeh.

the usual line. A family in his district failed
to elicit an.y response to the bell which was
for the cook to send in dinner. After repeated
ineffectual ringings the master of the house
went out to ascertain the reason. He found
the kitchen untenanted, and no prep1uations
made for the most interesting part of the day's
proceedings, the midday meal. Upon making
his way to the cook's room he found the looking glass covered as for a funeral, the pictures
turned with their faces to the wall, and the
little bureau shrouded in crape. On the bed,
full alive and awake, lay her majesty the cook,
clad in the habiliments of the tomb, and wait
ing, as she snid, for the Lord to take her, as he
hncl tolc1 her he was going to do. She refused
to come hack again to the ways of this world,
until, the phyRician being called, she was
threatened with amputation or some other
remedial agent. ~ven then she insisted up0n
compromise, and would not consent to liv un.
til she had given the matter a night's consideration.

CoMMANDER,__HENllY H. GoRRINGE, the naval
officer who brought the obelisk here from
Egypt, died Monday the 6th. He was 4!
years old.
MR. G. W. Cmws, of the Philadelphia
Le1ger, gave the newsboys of tbat city a dinner
on the 4th, and a ticket to Buffalo Bill's
"Wild West" show. Twelve hundred boys
were made happy.
THE New York Schuetzen, an association of
German-Americans, visiting the fatherland,
eel ebrated the Fourth at Bingen on the RhinP.
Fifty thousand Germans participated, and
there was great enthusiasm.
,JAMES N. DAY was bullion clerk for Martin
& Runyon, of New York, and robbed them of
$100,000. He was found guilty, but as he
stood high in the church, and as his orthodoxy
remains unimpeached, he will get off with two
and a hillf years.
-THE crse of Adolph B. Spreckels, charged
with assault with intent to murder M. H. De
Young, proprietor of the (hrnnicle, on trial at
San Francisco, CRL, for several wet-ks past,
was given to the jury July 1st. They returned a verdict of not guilty.
GovERNOR HoADLY, of Ohio, derlines to be
a candidate for re-election. Mr. Hoadly is a
Freethinker and an able man, and Ohio probably never had a better governor. The Prohibitionists of Ohio declare that they will
defeat the Republicans of that state.
St-.
John, it is said, will take the stump with this
end in view.
PRAYERS were offered in nearly all the
churches of Passaic and Bergen counties, New
Jersey, for rain, last Sunday morning, a drouth
having existed for more than six weeks. Gras~,
in many places, is burnt out, and small fruits
are blasted. With things in this condition,
the controller of the weather ought to know
enough to send rain without being asked.

THE London Timrs prints the following legend as to the origin of the Russians found by
Colonel Prjevalsky to be current among the
Mongol inhabitants of Zaidan, and published
in the Rnsski lnvrzlide: "In former times thera
lived in a cave, far away from all people, a
good hermit lnma, or priest, who passed his
life in praying. A pair of nomads, consisting
of an aged mother and her daughter, happened
to go that way, and the daughter while tending
cattle came upon the cave of the holy lama,
who was at that time ill. The compassionate
mniden offered him some sour milk, but he did
not like to taste it. At last he gave way to her
entreaties and took the sour milk every day
until he got well. Eventually, out of gratitude for the cure, the lama married the maiden. As soon as the cznr of that country heard
of this he sent his troops to kill the priest who
had so flagrantly broken his vows and com.
mitted the sin of marriage. When the troops
approached, the lama- gathered a bunch of
ON the reassembling of Parliament last
reeds and stuck them in the ground round his Monday, Mr. Bradlaugh qnietly advanced to
tent, and then by force of prayer caused them the table to take the oath and his seat. but
to be all turned into soldiers, who defeated the Sir i'>Iichael Hicks-Beach, Chancellor of the
troops of the rz1-r. The latter sent a second Exchequer, interposed an objection, which
and a third army, but both were beaten, as the was sustained by a vote of 263 to 219. Several
lama continued to pray and turn into more members, among them Mr. Gladstone, spoke
fighting men the reeds broken off by his first- in favor of ~peedy legislation upon the oath
created defenders, so that the holy lama soon question.
.had a great number of troops. After the deTHE Fourth passed off in the usunl manner.
feat of his third nrmy the czar left the lama There is a city ordinance against fireworks in
alone in pence, but the latter did not wish to this city on the Fourth of July, but it was not
liv anylonget· on th'a earth. The lama left his enforced. Firecrackers and bombs were Pc~
wife to rule the people created from the reeds, ploded all day and all night Saturday, and
nnd from those arose the RnssianH. 'l'hey h~v those left over were touched off Sunday morP~
white bodies and their hllir is often fair, be- ing. TheRe, with the hammering of church
cause•the stems of the reeds were of a yellow- bells, made New York a good place to get ollt
ish color and the tops somewhat darker."
' of. The damage by fire was $123,790,
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them, whether true or false, what they hav world, by which unnumbered millions hav 'Qeen
learned at the seminary, of whatever is calculated, robbed and plundered; the Bible which authorized
in their estimation, to increase their influence and the Christians of this country to rob and plunder
The Rise of Christianity the Decline of Civiliza- power. And thus, when the Roman empire was con- colored Americans and others as heathens rmJ.nd
tion.
verted to Christianity, Christendom was conferted about who had n~ rights w~atever; the Bible which
into an ecclesiastical despotism, civilization blo~ted has bee~ author_Ity _for. pnests, and ?espots, and
Q}t is often, affirmed that we are indebted to Chris- out, and the result has been ignorance and barbarism1 ~yrants! m all thetr pirames upon the nghts of man
tianity for everything in the line of civilization and war and bloodshed ever sin<ie. 'And even after the m Chnstendom for the last fifteen hundred years.
progress here, as well as everything that is to be light of the sixteenth century had dawned upon the- And this i~ what we are aske~ to. adopt as the. suhoped for hereafter. History, however, does not world, and the right of private judgment had been preme law m place of the ConstitutiOn of the Umted
sustain this view of the matter.
nobly battled for and partially sustained, the Prot~ States.
John Lawxence Von Mosheim, D.D., in his" Eccle- estants burnt Servetus, hanged witches; and supBut _let the Bible become. the s?preme law, an_d
siastical History/' translated byJamesMurdock, D.D., pressed heresy, heretics, and Freethought by fire under It, as heretofore, the prtests wtll marsh~l t~eir
and which "is adopted as a text book in nearly every and sword. And even to this day, and now1 misrep- forces, and renew the co~te~t betwee~ ecclesiastiCal
Protestant theological seminary on this side the At- resentation falsehood and slander are resorted to, tyranny and freedom, claimmg the nght to enforce
lantic," tells us, page 23, that " at the time when and every donceivable' effort made to destroy the r~p- their i_nterl?retation of the suweme law by banishGod became incarnate, a great part of the world utation of those who differ from them and exermse ment, Imprisonment, and death, and the battle for
was subject to the Romans;" and "that the Roman the right of Freethought and free speech; and both f~eedom ~nd human rights, and civil _and religio?s
government, if we regard only its form and laws, Catholics and Protestants are ready, in many places liberty, will hav to be fought over agam under mrwas sufficiently mild and equitable." Again, page at least, to fasten upon each other's throats like fam- cumsta~ces in which nothin_g can be achieve? but by
24, it is said: "Still this widely extended dominion ished tigers, and exterminate each other if they only revolutiOn and blood. With the same Bible, the
of one people, or rather of one man, was attended had the power, or it were safe to do so. To be sure, same dogmas, the same heaven and he!l, the . same
with several advantages. First, it brought into there has been some advance in civilization since the human nature and scheme of redemptiOn, history
union a multitude of nations differing in customs Christian forces became divided in the sixteenth cen- will repeat itself.
. WILLIAM WATSON.
and language. Secondly, it gave free access to the tury. After the slaughter of millions, the forces beLowellville, May 18, 1885.
remotest nations. Thirdly, it gradually civilized-the came so equalized that they hav been able to do but
barbarous nations by introducing among them the little for a century or more bnt watch each other and
Buried Alive.
Roman laws and customs. Fourthly, it spread 1lit- raise recruits, preparing for future contests.
The frequency with which the above headline is
erature, the arts, and philosophy in countries where
In the mean time there has been some progress.
they were not before cultivated." Again, page 25, The doctrin of inalienable rights has been taught- seen is startling, and were every case known where
"Each nation, without concern, allowed its neighbors the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi- people are buried alive, it would be still more so. It
to enjoy their own views of religion, and to worship ness, the right of private judgment, freedom of is estimated that one person in every pve thousand is
their own gods in their own way." And on page 65 speech, freedom of the press-and that governments buried alive, and I see no reason to doubt it. It is
we are told: "Among the Romans of this age (the are instituted to protect the people in their rights. but a few months since a young lady in Black River
first century), every branch of learning and science These principles embodied in our Declaration of In- Falls, Wis., was prepared for burial, and while the
was cultivated." And of the second century, page dependence and Constitution hav secured to the peo- funeral ceremony was in progress came to life.
97, it is said: "Most of the emperors of this century pie of the United States many of their. rights, and "Men turned pale with horror and women fainted."
were of a mild and equitable character." And protected them from some of the grosser forms of She said that while in a trance-like condition she re"hence the Christian community increased, and be- persecution. Some, however, who enjoy all these alized with unspeakable agony that she was being
came vastly numerous in this century" (page 98).
privileges, or rights, and the right to worship accord- prepared for the grave, but could not speak or make
Thus, under the" mild and equitable character" of ing to the dictates of conscience, are not satisfied any motion whatever. Last November, in San
the Roman government, each nation being allowed while others enjoy the same right, but hav organized Francisco, a man opened his eyes 1ifteen minutes
".to worship its own gods in its ow_n way,"_ civiliza- a National Reform Association, hold convention~ from after he was pronounced dead and his heart had
twn prevailed throughout the empire. L~terature year to year, and hav their emissaries prowling about ceased to beat, and said: "No, I don't die this time.
an_d t~e arts, an~ every branch o_f _lear~mg and 'the country, trying to persuade the people that the They are not ready just yet for me in heaven, but
smence, were cultivated, and the Chnstians
mcreased Constitution of the United States ought to be you may as well prepare everything, for I will soon
1
"and became vastly numerous in this (the second) amended so as to" acknowledge God as the source leave you." After he had been laid out by the undercentury." But ?tr~nge as it_ ma;r seem to s.ome, we of all authority in civil government, his son as the taker, the corpse arose almost upright and then sank
are told, page 161, m the history of the thrrd cen- ruler among the nations and his word as the su- back to move no more. Up to the time of his burial
tury, that :'literature, whi?h h.ad suffered. much i~ preme law, and authorizi~g legislation giving effect his cheeks retained a natural and rosy color, but in
the prec~di.ng c~ntury, lost m this nearly all Its glory. to the amendment." Now suppose this amendment less than two days they put,--him under the sod. I
The .Chnstians mcreased, and b~came va.stly numer- should be adopted, what legislation would be neces- believe he was buried alive. February 12th, this
~us m the seco~d century, ~nd m th~ thrrd century sary to giv it effect, or carry it out? If the son of year, a young lady of Okonoko Level, Virginia,
literature _lost. nearly .all Its glory.
And we are God is acknowledged as the ruler among the nations, dreamed that a lady associate of hers who was buried
further told, m}he history of the fo?~th ce~tury, and his word (the Bible) as the supreme law, and three days before was alive, and to satisfy her the
page 231, that It appears fr?m exphmt testimony these dogmas made a part of the Constitution, of grave was opened, and unmistakable signs found that
that very .many of ?oth the b~shops and presb:yter~ course the legislation necessary would be such as she was alive when buried and became· conscious
were .entrrely. destitute of smence an? .lear~mg. would enforce the supreme law, the Bible. And al- afterward. March 21st, in Freeport, Ohio, a young
And m the history of the fifth century It Is said by though there might be terrible contests about the man of sixteen years apparently died, and was pre~
the historian, pa.ge 321: "In the clo~e of this century, meaning or proper interpretation of the Bible, yet, pared for the grave. He presented such a lifelike
th~refore, learm~g was. alm?,st extmct, and only a judging from the past, there would be no doubt as appearance that the coffin was opened at the grave
famt shadow of It remamed.
.
.
to the supreme law authorizing or requiring the ex- to satisfy his mother. A slight moisture was obOf the seventh century, the htstonan says, page tinction of heretics. No matter what sect or party served, and the body was removed to a house, where
435, "The. profound ignorance ~nd barbarism of this might succeed in obtaining control, the a11thority and after several hours' labor the boy was restored to concentury Wlll hardly appear. cre?Ible to those ~ho hav duty of destroying the enemies of God-the heretics sciousness. From Mount Clemens, lVIich., comes this
not perso~ally exammed Its hterary pro~uctwns.
-could be· clearly established from the Bible--the report: Mrs. Charles Bollensen, aged seventy years,
: . Kmgs and noblemen were a~tentiv to every- supreme law-and then the work of prosecution, of suddenly expired of heart disease, as was su,pposed.
thmg rather than. the cause of learnmg. The r~de banishment, imprisonment, and death by fire and The funeral took place and the body was buried. It
and unlearned .bishops sufiZered the school~ which sword, would commence, and every vestige of freedom, presented so lifelike an appearance that it caused
had been c~mmitted to their care to languish and of the rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi- much comment, and after being in the grave two days
become extmct. It was very r~e to :fi~d among ness, will disappear. Any religious dogma whatever, was taken up. It was placed in a room with a unithem per.so~s able to compose the~r ?W~ discourses." inserted in tBe Constitution, will at once change the form temperature of 75°, and not the slightest traces
" ~hus It IS clear that as Chnstiamty advan?ed government from a government of equal rights, for of decomposition could be observed. Whet was
hter~ture .~n~ the arts and every branch of le~rnmg the protection of all, into a government of tyranny eventually demonstrated I hav not learned. Last
and smence. disappeared, the dark ages were m~~g- and persecution, and deliver the people over to the year a case of suspended animation puzzled the docurated and Ignorance ~nd darkness and supershtwn tender mercy of a religio~ hierarchy. This is the tor\ of Leadville, Colorado. A boy eight years old,
settled down ~pan Cht_tstendom fo.r a thousand years. meaning of the ame;ndment, and is supported by whom a doctor was called to see, was found lying in
Intole.rance, bigo~ry, ana persecutwn s~emed to hav many who know not what they do, for there is noth- bed wearing all the appearance of death. There was
been mt.ro?uced mto the Rom.an empue as part of ing equal to religious zeal and bigotry to blind the no sensible respiration, no pulse, no motion of the
the Chr.Ist.Ian s7,stem, .for even m the second centu:y mind, harden the heart, and stupefy men to all sense heart, no feeling, but a convulsiv motion of the right
th.e Chnst1ans bel~, It lawful to pers.ec?te heretiCs of justice and regard for the rights of man. This eyelid indicated that life was not extinct. He was
With fi.re and sword, . and the first. Cbrtsti~n. emperor will fully appear from the following extract from a pricked with needles, and a galvanic battery applied
to his most sensitiv parts, but without creating the
proclaimed .war agamf!lt the anment religwns, de- religious newspaper:
strayed their. temples, and exclud~d. the adherents
"No other religion in the world, much less irreligion, can least impression. After being in that condition
from all pubhc offices; and the Chnstians then com- claim equal favor and advantage in thifl country with the twenty-four hours he revived and came out of it.
menced the work of exterminating heresy and here- Ch~stian religion. It is tim~ t~ a~sert the plain truth on this
Now, here are facts enough to show that too much
tics among themselvs · fire and sword and banishment subJect. Freedom of worship 1s right. If men chooHe to be caution cannot be manifested in disposing of the
'
1
d
d
h
h
·
pagans,
let
them
be
pagans.
If they will be Infidels, let them
W?re th e means emp aye ' an t e churc reigned be Infidels. But if they make such a choice they musb-do it dead, for of all the conceivable horrors, what is worse
trmmphant for a thousand years. The duty of sup- without expecting to retain all the rights· and privileges of than being buried alive? As a Spiritualist, I am
pressing heresy by the death penalty is clearly taught Christians."
much puzzled to know why such burials are permit-in the Bible (see Deut. xiii, G). The Christians
Thus ignoring the principles of equal rights, and ted, for mediums are numerous enough to enable
early embraced the doctrin, and the Roman empire manifesting the very spirit of persecution which has spirits to communicate with the friends of the supseems to hav been converted to it during the :first heretofore deluged Christendom in blood, and then, posed dead, and by so doing such horrid suffering
three centuries, and as soon as the Christians came with an impudence peculiar to religious zealots and might be prevented. I am a firm believer in spirit
into power other religions were suppressed, and even bigots, the people of this country are asked to change existence and power, but I must confess that all the
Christian sects who were in a ·minority were extir- the government, and to allow the principles of equal- good spirits hav ever done, outside of settling the
pated by banililhment, imprisonment, and death. ity and protection for all to be given up. In other question of a future existence, is mighty little. How
This doctrin of the right to persecute for opinion's words, to giv up the Constitution of the United they can be so heartless, unless powerless, as to see
sake is one of the most pernicious doctrins ever held States with all its glorious guarantees of freedom and a human being consigned to the grave before life is
by any sect or people. It annihilates at once the equal rights; with the privilege of worshiping accord- extinct passes my comprehension. They talk about
doctrin of human rights, and consigns the minority, ing to the dictates of cons'cience, and, instead thereof, their desire to do good and benefit humanity, but it
whether larg~ or small, to the tender mercies of an substitute the Bible as the supreme law; the Bible all ends in talk; and much needless suffering they
ignorant and infuriated rabble, led on to deeds of under which the various hosts of Christians hav mar- might prevent is not hindered in the least. In view
cruelty and slaughter by an ignorant and blood- shalled their forces, and found authority for extermi- of these facts, as well Ms for sanitary reasons, I am in
thirsty priesthood. It hinders progress,. closes up eating and destroying.one another; the BibJe which favor of cremation. Between suffocation in a burial
the avenues to hnowledge, and leaves the peoplr.l contai:ils authority for the various systems of govern- case six feet under gronnd, and almost instant sepadependent upon the priests, who dole out to ment and misrule which hav prevailed in the old ration of the body and spirit in a cremation furnace,,
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there can be but one choice; and to prevent these
awful cases referred to; if for no other reason, eremaHan shoul~ beco~e general everywhere.
Orange, Cal , May 3, 1885. .
C. SEVERANCE.

' It is fair to consider the governments as the trustees lief or desire to p3rpetuate forenr one's identity.
of the public welfare. It is their duty to see that no Every person has the right to life, liberty, and the
person is wronged in either person or estate. It is pursuit of happiness, but no creeds, Christian or

their duty; to see that the weak, whether physically
or mentally, are not injured by the strong. It is
their duty to see. that no person is deprived of his
"Thoti Shalt Not Steal.';
natural rights. Life, for example, is acknowledged
To steal, according to Webster; means, "To take to be a natural right, and it is admitted that it is the
and carry away feloniously, as the personal goods 9f duty of the goternment to see that no person is deanother; to take without fight or leave;" accordingly prived of that right. But, since access to land is
we may say that to steal means the taking of any- necessary to life, it should be the duty of govern~
thing for one's exclusiv use to which he has no exclu- ment to see that no person is denied access to land,
siv claim.
and that all persons should hav equal ease of access
It is plain, therefore, that to discuss the question to land.
of stealing intelligently, we must first decide what
We do not acknowledge any degrees in our right
constitutes an exclusiv claim to anything. It is evi- to life. We hold that one person has as good a right
dent that there are things to which we all hav a claim, to life as another. But our chances of living are in
but to which no person can establish an exclusiv proportion to our chances of access to the means of
claim. Air, the oceans and great lakes, and sunlight, livelihood. Now, since all our means of livelihood
are among the things to which no one person lays come from land, we may say that our chances of livany exclusiv claim, and consequently no _person is ing are in proportion to our ease of access to land,
. charged with stealing for taking what he wants of or in proportion to the size or value of land which
these things. If wealthy men could buy up exclusiv we hav access to. When the United States governclaims to these things it·would reduce the poor man ment gave 15,000 acres of land to some of the solto a much more lamentable condition than he oc- diers of the Revolution and only 100 a,cres to others,
cupies at present. Where, then, shall we draw the they gave the one man one hundred and fifty times
line of distinction between things owned exclusivly as good a chance to liv as another; and now we find
by individuals and things to which we all hav equal some citizens hav the exclusiv use of more than
claims? Different nations hav drawn this line differ- 4,000,000 acres of land, and about 4,000,000 who are
ently. The North American Indians admitted that deprived of all right to it. . It is absurd to speak of
the person who killed the deer had the exclusiv right such people as having equal rights to life. Indeed,
to him; the person who built a wigmam had the ex- it is absurd to speak of people as having any right
clusiv right to it; but they did not acknowledge any- to liv who hav no right of access to land, and, conone's exclusiv right to the land any more than we do sequently, no access to the means of subsistence.
anyone's exclusiv right to the air. In Japan, also,
But some will say that people would not imp:rove
the oldest nation in the world, no person claims the land unless they could own it. People improve land
exclusiv righl to land. With us there are two who labor 0 n it, and no person can improve it who
methods of obtaining exclusiv rights to things. The does not labor. In this country there are about fiffirst is the claim of having produced it, and this teen people who do not own land for every one who
means, in the case of wild animals, the catching or does. Those who own Ian<i do not, on the average,
the killing of them; in the case of wild fruits, the labor any harder than those who do not. In Great
gathering of them; in the case of minerals, the find- Britain only one person in three thousand owns land,
ing of them, and taking of them from the earth. In and of those who own land verv few l'abor at all.
short, this claim means that the owner is entitlad to
In this country there are about 4,000,000 farms,
the exclusiv claim, because the thing was secured by and of these 1,500,000 are cultivated by tenants, and
his labor. Our claim to things of this kind has been the number of tenant farmers to landlord farmers
so long and so universally acknowledged that we do is constantly increasing. It is therefore not true
not need deeds of any kind to confirm it. But with that people will not labor on land unless they own
regard to land it is different. No man can claim the it; for land now is much oftener improved by tenants
exclusiv use of land on the ground of having made it. and hired help then by the owners. We find by exWhen we ask the man who forbids us to tr~spass on perience that people will labor on land and improve
a certlin piece of land why he does so, he does not it with no better title to it then an annual lease of it.
say he made the land, but he shows us a deed of' the Indeed, we find that those who lease land are very
land from the government, giving to him and his. much more certain to improve it than those who buy
heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns the ~x-" it; for the latter often let it Ire for years without imclusiv use of that piece of land forever. The claim proving it at all, but the former do not.
is that the government either gave or sold the land
Now, if we bear in mind that thieves are those who
to him. Until this deed from the government is hav taken possession of property that they hav no
given for the land it is called government or .public valid claim t.o, and that people who hav been robbed
land. We therefore find that there are two kmds of are those who hav been deprived of that which
property in the world; the one is from its very nature justly belonged to them, what shall we say of the
and origin private property; it bel?ngs to the person present state of society? Our greatest robbers are not
who produced, made, or secur~d It; the other from those locked up in our prisons, nor those outlaws who
its nature and origin is public property, because it is are hunted down by the police like wild beasts, but
~ot produced, made, or secured by anyone. The one they are our landlords who are living like princes on the
class of things we call products of labor, because they labor of others. They hold the exclusiv right to use
hav been procured by labor; the other we call natural property that does not justly belong to them, and it
things because they were produced without labor. is property that has been taken unjustly from the
To the first class of things we acknowledge that ths great mass of the people. It has been done legally,
laborer has the exclusiv right of possession. But we but when a man gets property that he has no right
all agree that all other things originally belong to to hav, the manner of his getting it does not lessen
the public, that is, they belong as much to one per- the moral evil, and when a man is robbed of what
son as to another. The next question to consider is justly belongs to him, it matters not to him how it is
whether the government has a right to sell this pub- done. Landlords and landless people must forever
'lie property, and make it private property.
stand to each other in the relation of robbers and
Suppose three men lived upon an island from robbed.
J. G. MALcOLM,
, which none of them could escape, would it be right
Huichinson, Kan.
. of any two of them to vote to put the island up for
_ _ _ _,_____
. sale, and then buy it in, depriving the third man of
Re-marks on Spirits, Including a Challenge.
. all right to liv on the island, and either driving him
· t th ocean or else compelli'ng hi'm to labor
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men o a rig
o a w IC was ongma y
h
h en'tance ? Th ese are quest'wns th a t Bh ou ld b e fairly foundation made of desire and hope to not lose immet and honestly answered.
self or herself in nature, and only end in a vain b~-
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Spiritual, hav a moral right to impose upon the minds
of innocence or ignorance.
Materialists ask for proof. Do they giv it? No.
Itav they ever prayed it? No. Are you not a production of nat~re? Yes. Were 1ou born in and on this
planet? Yes. Then, what IS there of you that is
immoHal and will liv forever? Answe1': My soul.
How do you know you hav a soul? I don't know
for a very fact, but I believe I hav one. Has soul
belief ever been proven? No. So is ever reason
set aside and asseveration and assumption admitted
and believed, aad both are possessed of spirit superstition. Christians believe in their fetich, the Bible.
A Spiritualist says spirits exist, and can return undet
conditions, materi~lize, take on the semblance of the
dead, and reveal themselvs to their friends, walk and
talk; and the like. All this I flatly deny, and ask the
proof. Spiritualism is an outgrowth of creeds. Materializing, slate-writing, are false, and made up of chicanery and tricks. All mediums must hav conditions.
Condition means a trick or a chance to play the trick
or jugglery. Anyone who wants conditions, mark
them down as a fraud. If there are any spirits floating
around, and ready to let their friends know of it,
they can manifest themselvs as well in daylight as in
darkened rooms, and can materialize as well. If
mediums say it is impossible, put it down as a cheat.
I challenge any medium, Christian, conjurer, or
necromancer on earth to mllterialize my parents now
dead-to be done in dayright with blinds up in a
room I shall select-and will put up two thousand dolIars. I will giv any person five hundred dollars who
will cause a weight of twenty-five pounds to be raised
six inches from the floor, the mediun sitting ten feet
from the weight, and one hundred dollars to anyone
who will cause a pebble the size of a marble to rise
·from the open palm of my hand. Now is the chance
for any medium to fill his purse. (I am honest and
hav the funds.) They may as well bring along his or
her friendly spirits who manifest. To say darkness
is essential I do not believe. That is where deceit
com-es in, and where the tricks are played on the
simpleton. Mediums and the like are very cunning,
and say spirits oonnot manifest except under certain
conditions-lights turned down, sitting behind
screens and blankets, and other ways. I am a Materialist; when the breath departs, my belief is that
my individuality is ended. People may talk science
and metaphysics, and sit and listen to learned disquisitions on life and spirits, and you may be in your
opinion more learned than a Solomon, or, like the
blustet·er Joe Cook, place the germs of life and
string them along the nerves here and there like viilages along the line of a railroad; but, to sum it up,
you are utterly ignorant of what you are talking
about. You know nothing about it. Materialism is
all we know to be a fact. Death ends all as far
as we know, and so far as mortal can know; all else
is assumption, a guess, and has no foundation in fact.
It is a vain delusion, and, so far as we know, a lie,
and will remain so until proven. All we are is
nature, all we can be before and after death, so far as
proven by facts, ends in nature. N'Othing, through
all ages, has ever produced a something, and something cannot be made out of nothing. Such ideas is
insanity.
J. BuRGEss.
Zanesville, Ohio.
---------

Canadian Note.

Last Sunday evening, while the congregation of
the Presbyterian church at Gananoque, Ont., were
assembled to worship the almighty ,, Gawd," said
"Gawd" got mad at something the preacher said,
and struck the sacred edifice with lightning. There
was some tall praying for a few minutes, but when
they found that only a few pa~es of glass had been
broken, and the door slightly damaged, they went on
wi"th thei·r show. Had any of our hotels been sf ruck,
I·t would hav been taken by the "unco guid" as evidence thnt
"Gawd" was down on the liquor
"' L.heir
•
traffi~,
or had any of the residences of o_ur Freet.hinkc·
ers been struck, it would hav beenh a. dispensa.
I fid ttwn of
providence, a just judgment for t eir n e1I Y·
A young man, a son of one of the elders of the
church was laid out by the flash. Had one of our
•
. h
tf
Agnostics fallen, i~ would hav be~n a. pu~I~ men or
doubting the inspired 'Yard (revised e.di!Ion) of the
great Almighty. That Is the way Chnstians reason,
and oh 1 how they growl at having the tables turned.
Of course, no sensible person believes that lightning
has any more affinity for Christians than it has for
't
k
th d"fti
. th
ld
Agnostics, but I ma ~sa11 . e I erence m e war.
"whose ox is gored.' It Is to be hoped that this
wi"ll be a lesson in charity to the bigots.
" Though I hav all faith, so that I could ,,remove
mountains and hav not charity, I am nothing.
"Charity' suffereth long and is kind. Charity
vau,teth
not itself·, is not puffed up; doth no. t behave
"'
itself unseemly; is not easily provoked; thmketh no
evi·l."
.
"Charl'ty never faileth. If I h_ av n. ot chanty;,,! am
become as soundi'ng brass or a tmkhng cymbal.
Tm·onto, July 4, 1885.
R. B BuTLAND.
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A New Picture.
Not wishing to crowd out all our correspondents,
we hav this week given up the editorial pages to a
vivid pictorial contrast of Science and Theology,
showing how the church has fought the former all
through her long career. After Luther-who builded
infinitly better thari he knew-had nailed his document of insubordination to the church door at Wittenberg, Catholicism had power sufficient to commit
the body of Giordano Bruno to the flames. When
Morse and Stephenson made their inventions which
revolutionized the civilization of .the world, the expresident of Cornell College relates that sermons such
as our artist has indicated were preached from Protestant pulpits. In connection with these inventions
it may not be amiss to recall the _fact that the first
steamship which erossed the oce~n carried to Liverpool an elaborate argument, in pamphlet form, by an
eminent churchman against the possibility of steam
propelling a ship to England. Denunciatory sermons
were the extent of the church's power to harm in those
days. To-day the last argument against Freethought
is the one Talmage wished to employ against Colonel
Ingersoll-a warrant of arrest for blasphemy. The
difference between Science and Theology is nowhere
seen plainer than in contrasting t.he leaders in the
modern scientific philosophy with what is perhaps
tbe most activ mi9sionary body in the Protestant
church-the Salvation Army.
Our artist has done his work well. The likenesses
are all good, and better characterizations of the
brutal churchplen who almost ruined this world will
be hard to find. Even the cavernous orifice across
the face of Brooklyn's pulpit clown is delineated with
fidelity. As a group of likenesses the picture is
abundantly worth preserving. As a short and easy
lesson in hhtory for Christians the picture is worth a
whole library.
~nticipating a great demand for this work of art,
we hav printed extra copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and shall also print the picture separately. Single
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER are 7 cents; in quantities of :five and over, 5 cents each. Oa heavy tinted
paper, in the style of" The Modern Balaam," we can
send the picture post-paid in rolls secure from breakage in the mails, at prices ag follows: Six copies, 30
cents; one dozen, 50 cents; twenty-five copies for $1;
and one hundred for $3. We hope to hav large
orders.

Were the Abolitionists Infidels?
We noted last week that Oliver Johnson had c.Jn1radicted the as>ertion of the editor of the Christian
Aduocate that Wm. Lloyd Garrison partly rejected
Christianity, and that Elizur Wright and Parker
Pillslmry· did so wholly, and noted also that Dr.
Buckley (who, let us say parenthetically, is the most
interesting contemporary Christian we know of) had
agreed to substantiate his charge. This he has done
in the Adu~cate of July 2d.
As thi3 is a question of historical importance, it
may not be amiss to transfer the testimony of this
Christian, with such other as we may hav, to the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The leading men in the
p.ntislavery struggle-when it was unpopular, and its

advocacy rewarded with more rotten eggs than good
words-were Wm. Lloyd Garrison, Henry C. Wright,
Parker Pillsbury, Stephen S. Foster, Elizur Wright,
Wendell Phillips, Henry Ward Beecher, Ezra. H.
Heywood, Orson S. M)lrray, and others. ·The theology of Phillips and Beecher is well enough known.
Heywood to-day has more heresies than any other.
man in America. Orson S. Murra.y died last month,
"a noted Infidel." Elizur Wright, as the editor of
the Aduo~ale truly says," has been for many years an
open opponent of Christianity." He needs no introduction to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The dispute between Dr. Johnson and Dr. Buckley
is warmest over Wm. Lloyd Garrison. The orthodoxy of Mr. Garrison has ever been one of Dr. Johnson's hobbies. To. assert that Garrison was an Infidel acts upon the ex-editor of the Independent as a
red flag upon the male bovine. Last year Mr. Johnson, in the Christian Union, denied that the Garrisonian Abolitionists were carried away into Infidelity, or
abandoned the Bible, or lost faith in Christianity.
"The vast majority of them," he said, "believed in
Christianity and the Bible under ,definitions which
satisfied their own judgment and conscience." Possibly this may hav been true, but if so, it must hav
been in the sense in which N. P. Rogeril accepted
the Bible. "I do not believe the Bible upholds
slavery," said Mr. Rogers, "but if it does, then the
Bible must go."
.
·That in his early years Garrison was orthodox no
one denies. Yet Dr. Johnson himself admits that
from 1838 to 1845 his opinions underwent great
change. In his article denying Garrison's Infidelity,
Dr. Johnson says:
"That Mr. Garrison's religious opinions underwent a great
change between 1838 and 1845, or thereabouts, I do not deny;
but that change was the result of a close study of the New
Testament, especially of the gospels."

This change found expression in the resolutions
offered by him in the O.Jnvention Against Churches
held in Boston, O::tober 26th, 1841, as follows:
"' Reso~ved, That the true church is independent of all
human organizations, creeds, or compacts,' 'Resolved, That it
is not withm the province of any man or body of men to admit or to exclude from that church an' one who is created in
the divine image.' In speaking to that he said: 'The Lord's
freemen are independent of all organizations.' In another
convention he said: 'For myself, I hav no reverence for wood
and mortar. The only sanctuary I need is Christ. The Sabbath is not necessary for man or beast. Who says it is but
the overworker of himself and beast?' "

Dr. Buckley might hav supplemented this by a
quotation from Dr. Johnson himself, in a letter written in reply to La Roy Sunderland, published in the
Boston Index of September 11, 1884. Mr. Johnson
says:
"Mr. La Roy Sunderland thiriks Mr. Garrison had no faith
in the Bible as a ' supernal ' or 'supernatural ' revelation.
Who says he had? Certainly, I hav made no such affirmation.
Again, Mr. Sunderland says Mr. Garrison ' was not at the
close of his life a Christian.' According to m·thodox cneds, he
certainly was not; but, according to a better and truer definition, he was one of the grandest Christians that ever lived.
So that he was able to say, with profound sincerity, in 1851,
years after he had dis Jarded the doctrin of the infu.llible inspi?·ation
of the Bible: 'I am a Christian: Why do you represent me as
an Infidel ? I am a lover of Christian institutions: why do
you accuse me of seeking their overthrow?"'

It seems to us that this is conceding all that Dr.
Buckley claimed-that Garrison partly rejected
Christianity. But there is in print a later utterance
of Mr. Garrison, which shows that if in 1851 he
had discarded the doctrin of the infallible inspiration of the Bible, in 1865 he had reverted to " primitiv Christianity," a belief widely divergent fro~ the
Christianity of to-day or of his day. The last number of Garrison's Liberator was printed December 29,
1865. In his valedictory, Garrison said, in recounting
the various positions the paper had taken:
"No journal has vindicated primitiv Christianity in its spirit
and purpose-" the higher law"-in its supremacy over nations and g<Jvernments, as well as individual conscience-the
Golden Rule, in its binding obligation upon all classes-the
Declaration of Independence, . , ,
and none has gone
beyond it in asserting the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man.''

the Golden Rule, doubtless this is true. But that
Garrison, in his later years, accepted Christian tenets
and creeds, there is no evidenc~, while there is evidence, direct and circumstantial, that he did not.
When Garrison and Pillsbury were working in the
Abolition cause in New Hamphire, they had theological controversiAs with the Rev. Rufus A. Putnam,
father of Samuel P. Putnam, now secretary of the
National Liberal League. Rufus A. Putnam preached
at Epsom, N. H., and was a rigidly strict Calvinist,
though an Abolitionist. We hav the testimony of
his son that both GaiTison and Pillsbury were regarded by him ~nd his fellow-Christians as entirely
outside the pale of Christianity. Further evidence
is had in Mr. GarriJon's conduct of the Liberator.
During the latter pad of 1864 and first. of 1865,
Leicester A. Sawyer, who conduct!:ld the "First Catholic Congregational church," of Boston, wrote in the
Liberato1· a series of articles on "Rationalism." Mr.
Sawyer was really a full-fledged Infidel, and was
violently attacked by the New Yot·k Obseruer. Mr.
Sawyer must hav had the sympathy of Mr. Garrison,
who was very quick to repudiate anything he disliked that crept into his paper in his absence, or
through inadvertence, and, of course, would not hav
addmitted Mr. Sawyer so continuously had he not
agreed with him in the main. We find also a correspondent-" C. K. W." (Cyrus K. Wright)-whose
communications were always leaded like the editorial,
and generally placed alongside it. "C. K. W." was
very. radical for those times. In the Liberato1· of
March 10, 1865 he unreservedly commends a sermon
by A. B. Bradford against the Gad-in-the-Constitution memorial which was then being circulated
among the pe:>ple of Pennsylvania. Mr. Bradford is
well-known as an outspoken Infidel.
The Liberator was, in fact, conducted on a basis too
broad for the supposition that its editor could hav been
a modern Christian. It was a tolerably good Freethought journal-with Theistic leanings-but certainly as advanced as the Index. We do not see how
this could hav been without Mr. Garrison's approval,
and his approval could not hav been had, had he not
agreed with the views of his heretical contributors.
':!;hat Mr. Garrison was an Atheist no one ~an claim.
He was firm .in his faith in God and immortality, and
there is some evidence that he was a Spiritualist.
One arhicle, at least, in an issue of the Liberator during 1863, would giv color to that claim. Probably
Luther Colby can giv some inform'ltion on this point.
The truth of the matter is that while Garrison began the antislavery struggle an orthodox Christian,
he emerged from it with his faith terribly shaken.
As he tells us in the Liberalo1· of January 6, 18G5, he
entered into the struggle confidently looking, "in
our simplicity and truthfulness, to the leading men
in church and state-especially in the church and
among the clergy, whom we had been taught to reverence-to go forward, assume its responsibilities,
meet \ts issues, and receive the laudation. But it
did not take us 1ong to be undeceived in the matter.
No matter how tender the appeals in behalf of the
oppressed; no matter how undeniable their claims
to sympathy and relief; no matter how fundamental
and time-honored the principles enunciated in opposition to such a barbarous institution; no matter
how exemplary their conduct, or humane and Christian the sentiments avowed by the antislavery nien
and women of the day; these were all met with bitter denunciation, coarse ridicule, reljgious anathema,
fiery persecution, mobocratic violence, and universal
proscription." Such treatment, one would think,
would be enough to force him to renounce a religion
whose leaders so universally reviled him and the
cause he was advocating.
About Parker Pillsbury's orthodoxy there can be
no dispute, and it impeaches Dr. Johnson's accuracy
upon the other points to say "he is a worshiper in
a Christian church." For years, Mr. Pillsbury worked
with the Fre'ethinkers, and ceased to take activ part
only because of a personal difference with Colonel
Ingersoll, with whom he was formerly very intimate.
He has now accepted the philosophy of Theosophy,
but is no less a skeptic to Christianity, but rather more.
He attended the last Congress of the National Liberal League, though taking no part in the proceedings. There is no need of quoting the following
from Dr. Buckley except to show wha~ that eminent
Methodist regards as comprising Christianity:

There is nothing in this that can be distorted into
an acceptance of any of the various phases of modern
Christianity. A " primitiv Christian" is now generally regarded as a crank. The Golden Rule is not
Christian-it is Buddhistic. The belief in the fatherhood of God and brotherhood of man is certainly
not exclusivly Christian. William Ellery Channing
said of the Abolitionists that they were as strongly
"If he will say that he believes the gospel narrativ of the
disposed to accept Christian precepts as any body of incarnation of our Lord-that Jesus had not a human father,
people he knew. So far as Christian precepts follow that the Old Testament is inspired of God, that Jesus in any
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sense suffered for the sins of men as a propitiation, or anything analogous thereto; that he has not affiliated with the
Freethinkers and open opponents of Christianity-indeed,
that he holds any single doctrin peculiar to Christianity-so
far from being unwilling to make that fact known, it would
giv us great pleasure to publiflh it. Having followed his public career item by item for almost thirty years, we think that
nothing he may say will surprise us."

negro is indebted to Christianity for his freedom. A
perusal of the early file!J of the Liherator, now in the
Asto;r Library in this city, will afford him ample materia], and he will be materially assisted by Parker
Pillsbury's "Acts of the Antislavery Apostles," and
James G. Birney's pamphlet "The American Churches
the Bulwark of American Slavery." The records of
Henry C. Wright was an Infidel. Dr. Buckley the Methodist church, more accessible to him than to
says he has heard him "speak definitly against the an Infidel, will help him wonderfully.
'
'churches,' the 'creeds,' the 'doctrins,' the 'bibliolatry,' the 'intellectual tyranny,' of Christianity. ClosEditorial Notes.
ing a speech by saying that he wanted to go where
OuR
"
Theological
Department" this week is replete with
some one to whom he referred, who was a rejecter oJ
news not found in the religions papers. The ministers, just
Christianity, had gone, said Mr. Wright: 'You may at this season, are many of them away on their vacations, and
call it hell, or you may call it heaven, it makes no their doings are chronicled in foreign papers, if at all. We
dift'er~nce to me.'" Volumes of testimony from the hav thus taken advantage of their absence to catch up with
older Freethinkeru and Abolitionists of the country the procession. These cases printed are not by any means all
that hav come to our notice. Quite a number of similar clip·
could be adduced to the same effect.
pings blew out of the window, and we let them go in serene
Of StephenS. Foster Dr. Buckley says:
!)Onfidence that equally appropriate ones would appear tore-
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The Tent.

HICKORY CORNERS, MICH.-The object of lhe Tent effort is
to do propaganda work-carry the glad tidings of truth and
freedom to those who otherwise could never hav the advantage
of a course of lectures on Secularism and would hardly be
likely to hear of, much less be induced to read and study, our
best Liberal papers and pamphlets.
Through the energy of that stanch, genial Liberal, Mr. Ed.
Flansburg, we were induced to pitch the Tent in this village.
It is admirably situated for our work, Augusta, Gull Lake,
Barnfield, and Thomasville being within eas;r distance.
On Saturday, .June 20th, aided by our stand-by, Elias H.
Gault, we loaded the Tent and belongings upon a lumber
wagon, ourself and baggage upon Mr. Flansburg's " Democrat,"
and rode eighteen miles, from Kalamazoo tv Hickory Corners.
Sunday morning we pitched the Tent, which we had barely
accomplished ere the rain descended in torrents and kept at it
until late in the afternoon, preventing our giving the afternoon
lecture as advertised. Sunday evening, despite cold and dark
threatening clouds, we had a fair attendance.
·
Monday and Tuesday it was severely cold, yet our attendance increased. Not alone this 'illage, but the country adjacent, is greatly excited. Secularism and the Bible is the one
"Stephen S. Foster we often heard, also, and his wife, Abby place them. We were not disappointed. Other springs dry all-absorbing theme of discussion. The Liberal papers llhd
Kelly, and once asked them if they believed a certain most up during a drouth; the fountain of pious rascality is peren- pamphltJtB we hav distributed are eagerly taken, read, and
savage attack on 'Churches, creeds; and almost everything else nitll.
'
loaned to others.
ordinttrily held sacred, for which they had just then voted.
This is the busy time with farmers; they are working their
SouTH A.MEBICAN countries are pretty badly off. In Lima,
They said, 'Yes!' Mr. Johnson says, 'Mr. Foster, especially,
hardest in the Lay. field till dark, yet every night, weary though
was a shining example of the self-sacrifice and obedience for a population o.f about 100,000, there are 126 ·Catholic they be, they attend the lecture at the Tent, bringing their
which Christianity enjoins.' Yet this man says of the Metho- churches, and 12 monasteries and convents; and the same re- wives and families with them. It would be impossible to
dist Episcopal church that 'it is more corrupt and profligate ligious privileges extend all over Peru. There· are two Prot- induce them to go into any building, but the Tent is cool,
estant churches in the republic. In Chili the Catholic church
than any house of ill-fame in the city of New York.'
comfortable, and a novelty; and once they attend, the subjects
"In his 'Brotherhood of Thieves," page 43, he says: 'Ire- controls the population in almost the commonest affairs of presented hav irresistible attraotion.
and
the
result
is
seen
in
the
great
amount
of
immorality
life,
gard every intelligent communicant in the Methodist church
We advertised three lectures for Sunday-rather a severe tax
as more guilty and infamous in the sight of God than the prevalent. In one "orphan" asylum in a city of two hundred on us, h11ving to act as our own tent·master, but will-power
thousand inhabitants, there are two thousand children of
common prostitute, the pickpocket, or the assassin.'
eked out where physical faltered, and we had a most satisfac'• In the same w'ork he attacks other denominations by name, unknown parentage. There is a very convenient mode for the tory and encouraging time, good attendance and deep interest.
even the SocitJty of Friends, calling them 'thieves,' 'mur. disposition of foundlings. In the rear wall surrounding the At the evening lecture, subject, " Heaven;' the Tent was
· derers,' 'adulterers,' 'man-stealers,' 'pirates,' etc. Stephen place is an apertnre, with a wooden box or cradle, which crowded, every seat being filled by deeply interested listeners.
S. Foster was the man who went into the meetings of the dif- swings out and in. A mother who has no use for her baby
If the Tent were folded up and did no more, the work acferent churches, disturbing their assemblies, and abusing them goes there at night, places the little one in the cradle, swings complished on Sunday alone amply repaid all expense init
inside,
and
the
nuns
on
guard,
hearing
a
bell,
which
rings
in the style which we hav just quoted. When he went into a
curred and labor bestowed, Some came twenty miles. One
certain meeting of the Society of Friends he had with him N. automatically, go out and take the infant to the nursery. The lady from Vermont vbiting friends here subscribed to THE
:next morning the mother, if she has no occupation to detain
P. Rogers, the editor of the Herald nf F1·eedom.
TBUTH SEEKER and took a number of Liberal publications to
"In number 35(j of the Htmld, Rogers describes the scene her, goes to the front door and applies for employment as a send home. They had never learned aught of ::,)eculariHm in
wet
nurse,
always
relating
the
pitiful
story
of
a
lost
child.
thus: 'Poster immediately mounted into the very High Seat
her vicinity. Thus the good work reaches far and near.
itself-thllt Quaker citadel and holy of holies, where Friends Last year, says a correspondent of a city daily, the official sta·
The continued course of lectures enables us to deepen conthemselvs may not mount and liv-and with amazing audacity tistics gave 62 per cent of the children born as illegitimate.; victions, meet objections, and make permanent impressions,
only
a
small
proportion
were
of
unknown
parentage,
according
got np and stood on his feet on their cushioned seat, where
and the Liberal literature the Tent effort affords sueh excelthe ancient overseers sit. He called out to them [they retir· to the records, as the majority came from the lower classes. lent opportunity to judiciously distribute cannot fail to carry
this
rests
with
the
church.
Until
re·
'l'he
responsibility
for
ing] to witness him treading on their High Places, and he
on the good w:ork.
walked to and fro before their eyes, and called to William cently only religious marriages were allowed, and the church
We are proclaiming the glad tidings of the Gospel of HuBassett to bring him Edward Burroughs's testimony to the placed a tax on the ceremony of some twenty-five dollars, a manity free to all, without money and without price, and no
sum
few
Chilian
peons
ever
possessed.
The
Liberal
party,
right of entEring the synagog and speaking without leave of
collections. Those who hav gemrously. contributed to the
the priesthood. There they stood, beholding him profaning which is fighting Romanism in Chili, as in the other South Tent Fund will divide up our converts and hav them as stars
their very deities.' Is this Mr. Oliver Johnson's idea of 'the American republics, has pased a law establishing civil mar- in their crowns of rejoicing.
·shining example of the self-sacrifice and obedience which riage as the onlY' legitimate one, and authorizing any magis·
SPECIAL NOTICE.
trate to perform the ceremony and furnish a certificate for
Christianity enjoins?"'
In
answer
to
many
inquirers,
we desire to positivly settle
twenty-five cents. This assault upon the ancient prerogativ
Mr. Johnson having said that La Roy Sunderland of the ehurch, depriving" the priests as it did of one of their and arrange the route for our 'fent up to September 11th, the
seceded from the American Antislavery Society in largest sources of revenue, called out an indignant remon· grand Convention of the New York Freethinkers' Association
at Albany, N.Y., from September 11th to 13th, &.nd a~ that
184.0, Dr. Buckley givs the reason. It was because strance from. the faithful, and the political issue in Chili to-day will be one of the most interesting and important meetings of
is lhe repeal of that law. The archbishop issued an edict ex"he was nol sufficiently astray then to endure all the communicating the president of the republic, the members of Liberals ever held in the United States, we desire to arrangtl
attacks on religion that were then being made by his cabinet, and the members of Congress who voted for the Tent route so as by September to be in easy reach of Albany.
most of the leading members of that body. But he statute, and directing that a similar penalty be visited upon We issue small hand-bills, and send copy, subject to sugges.
subsequently declared in print and in private that he every communicant who obeyed it >tnd neglected to recognize tions and alterations by friends. It i; always advisable to ha7
them printed by the local newspaper office.
had already begun to incline toward Freethinking. the church as the only authority competent to solemnize mar· A local -notice in home papers is better than half a column
riage vows. This, says the correspondent, brought matters advertisment. We send handsome painted posters.
He considered his Infidelity a great thing, and spoke to a crisis. On the one hand, the state declared all marriages
We need nice level lot, 70x100, greensward preferred; can
of the good his associates unwittingly did him.
not under the civil law illegal, and their issue illegitimate, re- get !!long with 70x80.
We
need the use of thirty. five or forty planks to make seatA
We affirm that Mr. Sunderland's association fusing to recognize rites performed by the priests. On the
and platform. We pay for all damaged and return and p1le
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9Jommuni~atioqs.
Religion and the Labor Movement.
The social movement of the present time is said
to be irreligious because it is unchristian; it denies
the providence of God, and refuses to rest satisfied
with the consolations promised by Christ. The clear
assumption is that religion must be taken to be
synonymous with Christianity, and that it is essential for a religion to hav faith in a supernatural and
personal God. To say the least of it, people who
can put forth such an objection at the present state
of enlightenment in regard to the development of
religion, are disqualified from their very mental configuration to grapple with any social question whatever. That great religion known as Buddhism, which
comprises by far a larger number of followers than any
other religion, has no recognition of God, and never
speaks of a providence. The God of the Brahman
has explicitly declared that the greatest mistake-his
:first, last, and only work-was the creation of the
-lorld, and he was so disgusted with the botch he
produced that he has taken a life-long vow never to
touch it any more. The attitude of the God of the
Brahman toward his misconceived creation is one of
utter indifference and sore compunction. 'It is the
Christian God alone, the Jehovah of the Bible, that
has always tried to meddle with the world, sent
prophet after prophet, put forth scheme after scheme,
each one destroying it!\ predecessor, until the very
name of religion has come to discredit in Christian
countries; and it is in Christendom alone that you
:find, not mere speculativ Atheism as among the Hindoos and Buddhists, but Atheism of the rankest kind
-open defiance of God.
While the facts of history show that belief in a God
is not at all necessary for a religion, the proper object
of which is to bind man to fellow-man, a little analysis
will prove that all our conceptions of the deity are
purely human, that the best God we hav yet been
able to think of is but the prototype of the ideal
man. As Emerson says, " to know God one must
be a God," or, in other words, knowing God and becoming a godlike man are one and the same. It is
only when a pretended revelation has come forward
to supplement our unaided conceptions that the
seeds of Atheism hav been sown. The pronounced
Atheism of modern times would be altogether unnecessary but for the God revealed. Open defiance
is thrown against his existence because he is represented as a God of thunder and fire, a God who
preaches blood and practices damnation-because
he is a God in the last degree inhuman.
pt The ·above remarks will make it clear how very
much the so-called irreligion of Socialism is necessary. For if the best conception of God necessary
to rouse our aspirations and direct our impulses to
noble conduct is that of the ideal man, and the best
heaven is an ideal society, with no suffering and sorrow, in which justice and love shall rule, the sole object of the labor movement is to constitute and realize the true religion of man by achieving an ideal
society and giving circumstances favorable to the
growth of the ideal man. It proposes to bring down
the kingdom of heaven upon earth, while it means to
do away forever with a hell, whether in this world or
the next.
What, again, is this so-called providence 1 On
analysis it will be found that the only beneficial providence in the growth of the world has been human
providence, and not a special or divine one. When
men, by using the best of human knowledge, judgment, and sympathies, hav provided for mankind, we
hav had all that is good in society; but whenever a
special or divine providence, crystallized in a priestcraft, has tried to meddle with llaman affairs, mischief
has been the only result. lt was human providence
that directed the building of hospitals, schools, and
colleges, that has encouraged l!!cience and spread
education. It was divine providence that prompted
the Inquisition, opposed science, burnt widows in India, and hanged old women in New England; that
sanctified slavery as to-day it canonizes capitalism. It
is human providence that encourages Sunday lectures, concerts, and music, that opens parks and museums on the Lord's day; it is divine providence
that would oppose every one of these things. It is
human providence that declared that all men are
equal and brothers; it is divine providence that has
set Hindoo against Mohammedan, Christian against
Jew, Catholic against Protestant, burned Infidels
and persecuted Hebrews-all for the love of God.
This truth about religion and providence that I
hav been trying to explain is most unexpectedly
borne out by even professing Christians, who hav
the genuin man in them, unspoiled by the conceit of
that queer revelation which in the average Christian
so much perverts the brain and makes the heart so
stale. The Rev. Mr. Kaufman, of England, who calls
himself a_ Christian Socialist, a man of great learning,
honesty, and earnestness, has an article in the current number of the London Contemporary Review entitled " Socialism and Atheism," in which he deplores
very much what he calls the Materialistic, irreligious,
destructiv, and revolutionary character of the aocip,l

movement, and he earnestly hopes that, although
the proletarians hav been detached from the church,
.they will return to it when they begin to understand
that Christianity brings ·them freedom and equal
rights, whereas Atheistic Materialism consecrates
their slavery, and sacrifices them to pretended natural laws. He is greatly concerned over the dangers
of such a tendency, and says that "nothing can
therefore save society but the restitution of religious
belief." But, most unconsciously to himself, he givs
a definition of this true religion on the very same
page that would satisfy the most rabid Socialist. He
says-mark you his every word-the province of this
religion should be " to direct society toward the
grand design of the speedy amelioration of the class
which iR at once the poorest and the most numerous." That's first-rate. That's the sort of religion
we want. And if that is true religion, then the true
religion is contained, not in any of the old churches,
but is just being born into life with the social move~
ment of the time. It is the great object of Socialism
to restore the true religion that the Rev. Mr. Kaufman is pining for-a religion which will direct society toward the grand design of ameliorating the condition of the poor, a religion purified for all time to
come from the dross of superstition, the confusions of
priestcraft, and the hoax of a revelation.
Having seen what true religion is, and that the
present social movement is evoluting in society this
religion, to be instituted as the religion of the world
with the growth and success of that movement, we at
once perceive that the labor question is bringing up
a dangerous competitor to the religion of the church;
it for ihe first time is bringing into sharp conflict the
kingdom of earth with the so-called kingqom of
heaven; we see that the faith of the labor movement
is conquest of the earthly paradise, while the church
seeks for a paradise in heaven. It is plain, therefore,
that the church, as an official body, can never believe
in the labor movement. I concede that individual
ministers, like individuals of any other profession,
are to be judged on their own special merits, and in
proportion to their faith in our cause. But I propose here to answer the claim which has been put
forth that the proper place for the solution of the
problem is within the church, that the church in it
has all the elements and principles for that end. We
are going to start a new doctrin for the conduct of
the world, and that is that salvation is to be attained
by work, and not by faith alone. Whoever shall
work for our kingdom of heaven, no matter whatever
his faith, Christian, Infidel, Jew, or heathen, shall be
saved and hav access to it; and whoever shall oppose
the growth of the industrial idea will be, not exactly
damned, for hell is not in our pro~am, but, in the
natural growth of humanity, extirpated from the face
of the earth, as parasites and obstructions, with not a
trace left to go even to hell.
The labor movement begins, as we h~y seen, where
the church ends, and their ways lie'·m directions
exactly opposed to each other. It is very superficial
to say that the social grievance is one of mere bread
and butter for some men. The greatest apostles of
the cause hav been far from poor men. Neither
Karl Marx nor Lassale was poor when he took up
the cause. St. Simon, Fourier, Cabet, Louis Blanc,
Auguste Comte, Robert Dale Owen, George Jacob
Holyoake, Frederic Harrison-none of these men
ever felt the extreme pinch of poverty. The rootidea of the movement is the interests of justice and
morality. Its origin is dissatisfaction with the ideas
of human relation and duties, and the order of arrangement of the social classes of the present day,
and its ultimate destination is a complete revolution
in those ideas and in those orders. No mere milkand-water philanthrophy, or a few crumbs of bread
and plenty of pious consolations, will ever remove it.
There will hav to be fundamental change of places,
and revolution of ideas.
For the ultimate removal of the social grievances
the labor movement demands that the best instincts,
knowledge, sympathies, and activities of mankind
should be devoted to its service. The church requires that these bett"er qualities shall be invested to
buy a ticket for heaven. The kingdom of earth and
the kingdom of heaven are competitors for the complate possession of the human heart, and each demands absolute fidelity, and the.whole of the small
energiesof nian. The social movement says that the
love of man and working for the kingdom of the
earth are the only things in man's province, as man
and world are the only things· he has any knowledge
about, and that the direction of our sympathies and
energies otherwise is pure wate; it creates a diversion, brings in confusion and mischief by creating a
breach between his sympathies and his activities.
The church says exactly the reverse of all this.
The church is aristocratic in its history, constitution, and policy. It derives its authority from heaven
above, which descends through a fixed hierarchy;
while the labor movement is thoroughly democratic,
and seeks its light from the abyss of life below. The
director of the church is an omnipotent God; the labor
movement takes its guidance from the misery and
helplessness of man. The church seeks to pay homage to a God of the past; the labor question is purely
humanitarian aud devotes it11elf to tbe future of man,

The church exists for the glory of a God that is dead;
the labor question has arisen for the sake of the man
yet unborn. The ways and ends of the two are opposed as the poles. The one is the very antithesis
of the other. The church will, by and by, go to
heaven, as it wants to (for I don't wish it to go to
the other place, where it wishes me to go), while the
labor movement will continue the progress of the
world.
The logic of .the church is extermination of the
earth; the idea of the-labor movement is an everlasting world. In one word, the labor question will be
the test question between the religion of God and
the religion of Man. It will bring in an institution
that will accomplish what the church has failed to do,
but has professed to despise-the regeneration of
man upon earth.
I would here remind some goody-goody friends of
the labor movement who are highly sensitiv on the
question of the church, and hav quite an exalted idea
of its grand missioD, that wherever the la.bor movement has taken a pronounced form it is positivly hastil to the church, and Christian Socialism grew up in
Germany to be a check to the movement of Marx and
Lassale. The Social Democrat, the organ of the Garman Socialists, says that Christianity and Socialism
are as fire and water. "God is the first traitor and
the king is the second," says the extreme Socialist.
Karl Marx, who was something more than a mere
demagog, and was a philosopher to the core, says:
"The evident proof of the radicalism of the German
theory, and thus of its radical energy, is its startingpoint from the decisiv, positiv abolition of religion "
(by which, of course, he meant a supernatural religion). The Knights of Labor at its beginning excluded
doctors, politicians, and rumsellers from its membership, and now it is beginning to boycott clergymen.
The labor movement is a revolt against the social
order with which the church is bound up and identi:lied.
Talking over the church question, I was told by no
less intelligent a man than James Redpath that the
attitude of the people in this country toward the
church is one of indifference, and that it cannot be
of much importance as a factor in politic3. While I
fully agree with Mr. Redpath that the people are indifferent toward the church-ao much the worse for
the church, since it shows that it has lost influence
as a moral power-yet the church can be a very powerful factor in politics, when it wants to, by being the
tool of the money power, with which it has always
been bound. Mr. Redpath knows very well that one
of the strongest oppositions he as an Abolitionist had
to encounter was from the hypocritical religion of
the church. The church has not yet taken a decisiv
attitude in regard to the labor movement in this
country, because the labor movement has not yet
become a coherent moral force. It is in embryo yet.
Every moral force arising outside of the church is
another nail in the coffin of the old dame, and must
count upon her interference, if not oppo!!.ition. It is a
declaration of the moral inefficiency of a played-out
ecclesiasticism. The church, like every other insLitution in the present system, feels the pressure of
competition, and, like all who desire to gain power
under that syl!ttem, does not scruple to use unscrupulous mea.ns. In Germany Christian Socialism was
started to take the wind out of the sail of the Socialism proper, and to divert the movement from its true
end. Here in this country there are already signs
of the cloven foot.
Christian Socialism is bosh. One might as well
speak of conservativ raiicalism. The church is committed to the existing order, while the primary idea
of the Social movement is a revolution. Let no one
start at the name of revolution. It does not necessarily mean blood and fire, but always a revolution in
ideas.
,
Revolution is but the parh.rition of society after a
pregnancy of sorrow, and the coming of a new-born
babe. It is a process quite natural and healthy,
though not without its risks. New conceptions are
growing in the womb of life, and their birth is indic~>ted by an outbreak whose character is determined
by the existing obstacles against safe delivery. A
revolution, then, is Ill. declaration that the new ideas
struggling so long hav become ripe, triumphed, and
are going to rule for some time to come. Revolution can no more be prevented by the extreme passivists than it can be hastened by the mere bloodfiends. It takes place wbenever the conception is
ripe. Humanity stands up regenerated after the
process, and presents a new idea to her spouse, the
world. In a country like America, with its free institutions, a successful strike on an important issue
might consummate a revolution. It is already' in
progress. Who ever thought a few years ago that
Christian girls would go out picketing and holding
secret meetings against a boss; and getting the better
of him? It is an accomplished fact to-day.
There are two ideas now growing to maturity with
our present movement, and they differ from the ideas
of previous revolutions in being positiv, not negativ.
The French !{evolution said, No God, no master. The
coming revolution will declare: There is humanity,
which needs all our care-and one thing is known to
be positivly above all, noble, holy, and omnipotent,
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and that thing is Labor. It has nothing to say
about God or Christ, one way or the other.
I ask, is the church prepared to accept this inevitable destiny of progress? 1;£. not, I say hands off.
For the risks of a revolution are only increased by
the presence of obstacles.
,
Dming the late strike of the carpet weavers, at
Yonkers, when nearly the whole of the society of that
place befriended the strikers, the_ soul of a leading
clergyman was sorely pained at the lack of Christian
meekness in the girls, and he used his whole influence, both in and out of the church, to break down
their spirits. When Mr. Lloyd, the corresponding
secretary- of the Central Labor Union, visited the
authorities of the church of which Doelger the brewer
is a member, on the matter of his mean treatment of
his employees, he was told that Mr. Doelger was a
most estimable church-member, paid a high pewrent, and was regular in attendance, and his Christian,
brethren are satisfied. Are you satisfied,. workingmen?
What can you expect from a religion whose prime
creed is salvation by faith alone, and in which conduct is at such a low discount? The mention of one
or two more points will conclusivly show that the solution of the labor question must take place outside
of the church, and in spite of it. Take, for instance,
the Sabbath question. Our Sunday lectures are
the bread and meat of the movement. Sunday is
the only day the workingman has to discuss the
misery of the other six. But if the matter is to be left
in the hands of the church, why, you will hav to giv
up your lectures and meetings, and derive intellectual
nourishment from sermons exclusivly designed to
flatter the vanity of the well-to-do.
A Christian Socialist writer, after reviewing- the
,serious dangers of the movement, concludes by saying that the " only solution of the question is contained in the true fraternity of the genuin Christian
heart."
Now, this Christian heart is a very dried-up affair.
There is no juice in it. It is said that the Holy
Ghost resides in the Christian heart, and to all appearances that spectral gentleman imbibes all the
milk, and leaves a withered fiber, covered only with
a tough coating of piety from which nothing can be
got but hell and damnation. My experience is that
the man who puts his trust upon a Christian heart
will get left. It has always been so.
. Giv me a good, human heart-not sucked up by the
Holy Ghost-with less gvsh for God and more love
for man. Every skin of a boss is a good Christian,
an orthodox of the orthodox, seven times godly.
Oh, no; the great mistake of the church is that it
treats the workingman as an infant, and not as the
growing man. It might be said to address him in
. these words: "Come back to church and we will giv
yap bread and molasses to eat. Be meek and humble, forgiv your boss with Christian love, while he skins
you with his Christian hand. Turn the right cheek
when the left is hit. Be like a good boy, and shut
your eyes ~nd open your mouth, and the church will
giv you a very nice thing." That's about all.
Having seen how the religion of the Christian
church, or, for that matter, any recognized religion
now existing, is inadequate_ to meet the modern
movement, let us determin in a few words what form
this new religion of ours, we often t~lk so vaguely
about, is to take. How is it to be a niotiv power of
our thoughts and actions.
My experience in this respect has been singular,
and I will giv it in a few words. I am a heathen in
search of a religion, and I think I hav found it after
all in this Western India, having lost it in the Eastern.
Of all the dead and dying religions, that of my country is the most completely dead.
I started fr.:>m home with the express idea, among
others, of seeing how Christians bore the cross, and
I hav seen bishops and archbishops roll in equipages
in the land of the pious Henry VIII., and I bav seen
the followers of John Knox and Calvin quaff inspiration from whisky-toddy, and I hav seen American
ministers grow dyspeptic on beans and pie, and all
the cross borne I hav seen up to this time, is the
jeweler's handiwork in the gold-chain of a dominie
or a deacon.
And I hav come across all kinds of people on
three continents, high and low, rich and poor, educated and illiterate, and I am convinced that the life
of to-day is. a gigantic lie, that all professions are
hollow, and every practice is mean, that religion is a
sham, and philosophy a compound of conceit and lust.
What is this thing they call .~ociety, that worships
horse-jockeys, and covers with gold opera-singers and
dancing-girls, and lets its workers· go without bread?
What is this thing that calls itself law, that commits
every kind of crime under heaven, that murders
heroes and gibbets saints, that is the ally of every
rich culprit and supports every incorporate manstrosity?
And what is this thing that arrogates to itself the
sacred name of religion, that damns the soul of every
honest and brave man who dares to think, ministers
to the vanity of the rich and idle, and tells the poor
and suffering, "Remain where you "~~ apd you, ~h!-\ll
hav the kinsdom of heaveu ?" ·
·

I hav found my religion among that band of men and
women who hav said, "This earth is our kingdom of
heaven; humanity is our religion; this is our brother
~an;, no tyrant shall hurt him; no God shall damn
h1m.
.
.And in this religion of ours, devotion to the needs
of the man struggling into life to help the work of
the world shall replace the fawning on an ompipotent God that sleeps away in heaven, earnest efforts
shall take tlie place of holy talk, pregnant resolves
shall form for useless prayers, the kingdom of heaven shall be instituted upon this earth, and human
tears shall soften the wrongs the blood of God has
failed to wash.
·
:ljet us, then, all ~ho believe in the kingdom of
earth, organize this sentiment, spread it far and wide,
let this religion take a form. Let every suffering
man in any corner of the world be told that the day
of rest is coming; that society may turn her back,
God may refuse to answer, but there is a band growing to take him in its folds.
Never was light more needed, never was sympathy
more in demand. For to-day man is bound to man
by the one tie of selfishness, which may snap at any
moment and let loose upon earth a hell.
What are we, most of us, to-day but the stepchildren of Mother Earth, born in misery and baptized in tears, with a Murdstone society upon our
head, teaching us the civilization of suffering and a
strength of despair? What are we but outcasts and
waifs, orphans and foundlings, slipping from a despoiled earth, debarred from a cornered heaven?
And confine not your thought to yourself, but think
of the countless millions yet unborn? What hav we
to leave to those that come after us but a society that
cries, "No mercy," a religion that says, "Be damned,"
a present that is lost, and a future mortgaged? Shall
they not curse us for bringing them into a world of
misery ? Shall they not curse us for leaving them a
life without a hope?
Make haste, then, all true children of mankind;
let our church be built. The misery of the world is
full, injustice is rampant everywhere, virtue is pale,
and heartlessness is stalking; and the cry has gone
out from many a sorrow-laden heart: "Giv us a new
light! Make this earth more habitable, pray l"
AMRITA LAL Roy.
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nev~r existed. It seems to hav been the same in
Mexico long before his birth, and as there hav been
probably several or a variorum edition of the Jesus
as of the Buddha, everyone may suit his taste in text~
sweet or peppery.
The importance of the genuinness of the tradition
ceases with the dissipation of the God-idea. It r•mains to utilize the moral influence of a character and
prestige of a name. Is it expedient for the welfare
of suffering ignorance rather to eliminate Jesus, or to
utilize him socially? It would be vain to expect
unison in the convictions of pronounced Freethinkers
and of the most enlightened but still earnest Christians, like Heber Newton or Rylance. But there may
be harmony qf action between· philanthropists in the
two camps. On the latter will devolve the rescue of
that Father Love, the .ideal of Jesus, and which society owes to· its unfortunate, from the death clutch
of the truculent Hebrew Jehovah.
Religion is ill understood by Mr. Jones as a crotchet
of belief in any sort of clerical tomfoolery. Beligion means for me, and many other Atheists, loyalty
to conscience. It is true, when the conscience is the
compass of harmony, organic by hygiene, and social
by virtue. Such religion may glow alike in Atheist
and in Christian hearts. Let us, then, both abjure
intolerance.
EDGEWORTH.

Burying the Dead in Cities.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: People
who hav been taught to look upon churches as sacred
and holy places generally seem anxious to be buried
at the close of their lives in close proximity to their
favorit church, or even within the very "walls of the
sanctuary," regardless of, or selfishly indifferent to,
the fact that the putrescent exhalations of decaying
mortality are inimiqal to human life, and are often a
fruitful source of disease and premature death.
This fact has frequently been explained by physicians and scientists, and enlightened public opinion
has at length decided against this morbid religious
sentiment, and declared that cemeteries should be
placed at considerable distances from populous cities.
Occasionally, however, this sensible rule is violated,
and dead bodies are buried in close proximity to the
residences of the living. Only a few days ago a person was buried in a vault in Trinity churchyard, New
York, anu another instance of the same nature has
"'A Theory of the Universe."
just occurred in the city of Brooklyn, as will be seen
This article, June 13th, brings into relief the null- by the following account from the New York Stm of
ity of metaphysical theology; a duplex nullity, in June 25th:
which the two follies, rebellious to the laws of Eng"The body of Mrs. Lucy Haskins, the wife of the rector of
lish grammar, fail to constitute a single wisdom. St. Mark's Episcopal church, in Williamsburg, will be placed
The two last columns contrast with the first by their to-day in a vault built by special permission of Health Comsound common sense. Mr. Jones is a sensible man, missioner Raymond in the narrow strip of ground at the side
the church on South Fifth street. The vault is 7 feet long,
a good writer, and an Atheist; in spite of which trin- of
6 feet wide, and 7 feet deep. It is divided into two compartity "of virtues his first column is neither more nor less ments. The Rev. Mr. Haskins intends that his body shall be
than that of any father of the church on such sub- placed in one of these compartments. There will be nothing
to show that bodies are buried there save a tablet which will
jects, like the rattle of peas in a gourd.
1
affixed to the church wall.
0 x 0=0; 0-0=0. The positiv clerical and the be"Some
of the neighbors who are opposed to the proceeding
negativ Infidel amount to the same thing, when the said yesterday that they were deterred from getting an injuncsubject may be defined, like the Irishman's screech- tion to prevent it only by a feeling of delicacy. It is said that
Mrs. Haskins EXpressed a desire to hav her bodfrest in a
owl, as "nothing but a damn noise."
Mr. Jones will hardly be offended if I say he is not vault next to the church."
In the Sun of the 26th inst. it was further stated
spiritual-minded enough to understand Jesus about
that
his bringing, not peace, but a sword, and kicking up
"The services were conducted by Bishop Littlejohn, assisted
hell generally. I hav the advantage or disadvantage
by the Revs. Messrs. Darlington and Maynard. The church
of Mr. Jones in being of the manor born, into the was
crowded, and many were unable to get inside. A number
oriental idiom of thought. Only analogists and per- of the people who had protested against the burial of the body
sons in a certain vein of sentiment can pick the meat in the churchyard viewed the interment from opposit the
church."
out of Jesus's hickory nuts.
Voltaire, whose satire, says the Magazine qf AmeriCompare Jesus with machinery, and suppose him
the cause of what is called Christianity. Now, con- can History, "was as keen and fine-pointed as a
sidering the noble fact of true insight between the rapier," tells us in his "Romances" (page 360) that
inventor and nature, the lesser cost and drudgery in B~~.bouc, when he visited the city of Persepolis, at the
production,, and the increase of material values due command of the angel Ithuriel, found a similar custo machinery, shall we not claim it as an admirable tom in vogue in the capital of Asia, which he de·
contribution of genius toward general prosperity? scribes as follows:
And, then, look at the operativs of our factories. If "Babonc mingled in a crowd of people composed of the
your heart sickens, go and refresh yourself by a chat most ignorant, dirty, and deformed of both sexes, who were
thronging, with a stupid air, into a large and gloomy inclosure.
with Mr. Chauncey Depew or Rev. H. W. Beecher By
the constant hum; by the gestures of the people; by the
on the evolution of the "capables." There intellect money which some persons gave to others for the liberty of
flashes in diamonds, and sentiment weeps in pearls. sitting down, he imagined that he was in a market where
These two monstrosities, of misery and of callous chairs were sold; but, observing several women fall down on
knees, with an appearance of looking directly before
extravagance, the despair of the hireling and the ar- their
them, while in reality they were leering at the men by their
rogance of the speculator, are results of machinery-:- sides, he was soon convinced that he was in a temple. Shrill,
are they not? Might we not say that it came to hoarse, savage, and discordant voices made the vault re-echo
bring, not a surcease of toil, bat misery and malig- with ill-articulated sounds, that produced the same effect as
the braying of asses, when, in the plains of Pictavia, the_Y
nity, into the world 'l Yet it is easy to foresee, and answer
the cornet that calls them together. He stopped h1s
not very difficult even to organize, opposit and benefi- ears but he was ready to shut his mouth and hold his nose
cent results from the same machinery. Take rna- whe~ he saw several laborers enter into the temple with picks
chinery from its priests, the financiers who hav kid- and spades, who removed a large stone, and ~hre~ up the
earth on both sides, from whence exhaled a pestllent1al vapor.
napped it, restore it to its operativs, and it will At last some others approached, deposited a dead body in the
emancipate, educate, and enrich them. Evaporate opening, and replaced the stone upon it.
" 'What! ' cried Babouc, ' do these people bury their dead
the God-idea, and Jesus, unfitted for the office of
in the place where they adore the deity? What ! are their
tithe collector, falls into the arms of his brothers, the temples
paved with carcases? I am no longer surprised at
proletaries, a harmless transcendentalist, whose great- those pestilential diseases that so frequently depopulate Parseest fault was the hypocrisy (pardonable in a young polis. The putrefaction of the dead, and the infected breath
Hebrew under the bias of traditional reverence) of of such numbers of the living, assembled and crowded toconfounding his ideal Father Love with the trucu- gether in the same place, are sufficient to poison the -whole terrestrial globe.'"
• **
lent Hebrew Jehovah.
At present the practical point is the prestige of
They Are Too Far Christianized Already.
Jesus with the people by heredity still more tlaan by
An, attempt is to be made to Christianize the Indians on the
tradition. Christianity, like the measles, often occurs reservations. It would be well also to Christianize the Chrisin a mild form, but even when it is severe, Jesus can- tians who rob, wrong, and provoke these l11dinns to acts of
;not help it; it would ~robabl! be ~11 the same had he hostility.-BLston .')Qturday EveniJlg Gazette.
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SNoWVILLE, VA., June 22, 1885..
FBIENDS: As so many are censuring me for ac.cepting donatiOns ~owa_rd ~~at they call a "pleasure trip," and say that
I hav failed m g~vmg satisfaction to tllose who contributed :to.
ward my journey in quest of Spiritual phenomena I hav
~aken_ pains to write to ntlarly every donor, nnd every ~esponse
IS an mdorsement of my effort. I sent one to the Investigator,
and now I send one to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I do this (limply
to save further clamor on the subject.
·
'
I hold tllat I was precisely as justifiable in doing this work
for pay as I would be at any other kind of work, and.:I labored
as ha:d at. it. Mr. Lacy being the first instigator of iny attempting to see slate-writing, and the·Iargest donor save
;rruesdell, has a right to be heard upon this question, and here
IS what he says. I hope tlle dissatisfied will read, and forever
after hold their peace !
ELMINA D. SL~NKER.
OPEN LETTER TO ELMINA FROM FRANCIS D. LACY.
About the use of money on your trip, why, my worthy
goo<i woman, I see not the least chance to censure you. You
know that I felt that you had been most judicious in its use
and songht every opportunity to get the truth and were will~
ing to receive it; but it was not for you, and i am sure in all
reason that you hav rendered an honest report.
You should not acknowledge what you deem not true for
the satisfaction of anyone. My lectures and perform~nces are
l~gely for the exposition of "spiritual frauds," but am cautw~s not to try to overthrow any of the facts.
I am a Spiritualist. but am death on frauds. The people who censure you
hav some of them doubtless been badly duped by chicanery
and are so dull that they hav not yet found it out.
'
FRANCIS D. LACY.
~o

WEST RICHFIELD, 0., June 14, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I wish some good lecturer would come here
and wake up the :Liberal element. I believe that there might
be a League organized. l am an old man, without much
means to do with, and less brain, so excuse me, and send me
some of the best literature you hav, and I will do the best I
WM. CuRVIER.
can to get folks to read it.
.
CANYON CITY, CoL., June 27, 1885.
MR. EDi:roR: Ypu want short articles, especially on the science of spelling. It is lamentable that the science of spelling
is so little understood. 1 hav asked hundreds of teachers and
a good many of them gra~uates, "What is spelling?"' and
never got a correct answer, and now will I fan under the censure of egotism if I undertake to to tell what spelling is?
Spelling, as it is used in relation to words, is simply representing to the eye by letters the sounds that make a word. A
figure represents a simple number, whether the number relates
to dollars, men, sheep, or cattle. So a letter represents a
sound in a word, but has no signification of or by itself; but
when its sound is combined with one or more sounds, a word
is formed which is sigiJ,ificant of an idea. More letters in a
ward than sounds, or less than the number of sounds, would
be a false representation. No lady would pay for a photograph of herself having three eyes in it, nor would she if it
had but one. Custom, it is said, is law. That will do where
no principle is infracted.
Dr. Webster says: "The spoken language is the legitimate
language, to which the written ought to be conformed." Now,
the word "though" has but two sounds; if I spell that word of
two sounds. with two letters, and no other two letters in the
alphabet would spell it, wouldn't I spell it right? Would I be
laughed at because I conform the written to the spoken Ian.
guage? No laughter is elicited if I spell t-h-o-u-g-h, but if I
spell s-o-u-g-h for so, I am called an ignoramus.
How many letters are necessary to spell one sound? How
many to spell two sounds? Then how many to spell any
word ?-As many as there are sounds in the word. More or less
is falsification. Suppose every letter in a word cost a cent
then "though " would cost si:liio cents instead of two; " eight .~
would cost five instead of two; "knowledge" would cost nine
cents instead of five; "thought" "wrought," "brought," and
others costing each seven cents instead of three; on an average
costin:g the bu!ers twenty-five per cent on all the printing
done m the Umted States above what it would cost if only a
letter to a sound was used. Who is gainer? The printers are
not. It is the buyers of books and papers-over the left.
Now, my dear friends who hav families of precious children
to ~ducate, at the _very threshold of their learning they are
obhged to load their memories with the useless lumber of' a
thousand years ago. Where are or what has become of the
old wooden mould-board plows that I hav scraped the mud off
of many a day? Where are the tow, flax, and wool spinningwheels and hand cards that used to be in every farmhouse?
Where is the crooked sickle for reaping great fields of wheat
and the wooden flail that I hav swung over my head week i~
and week out. They hav given way to advancing common
sense.
Ladies and gentlemen, you are interested in this business.
Why will you cling to a barbarism of a bygone age, damaging
both to your purse and intelligence, as well as disgraceful to
a free, advancing, and independent people? The past is past
forever. By correcting the present we correct the futrtre.
I had de_signed to giv a brief history of our orthography, but
my paper I~ too short and my letter is long enough now, so I
must defer It to some other paper, if acceptable,
A. B. PIRARD.
OsAGE MissiON, KAN., June 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to know that THE TRUTH SEEKER i':!
alive to the dangers of the Catholic church to our liberties.
Your. ~old exposures of their machinations are refreshing to
one hvmg where they dominate all Protestantism, and make
up two-fifths of the entire population in a radius of five miles.
T~e Catholic c~urc~ is ~he most strongly organized body exIRhng on earth m histone times. It Rupplements the strongest pagan systems of Greece and Rome, Persia, Egypt1 a:Q.d

India, with fifteen hun,dred years of despotic sway in nearly it so that saloons will not pay; so that saloon-keepers are
all. Christendom. The soul-saving part of their work is a forood to do what is right with their. patrons; so that people
mere blind, their only essential object being political. They . know what they take and ask for.
care not. whether governments are rep;nbli(lan; monarchical, or
·'Yhen all persons think for themselvs, what they· ~hall
autocratic, so long as they can.· gain control. They insist believe or acknowledge as true, and what is fit for the stomach
upon controling all governments. The pope of Rome is to. satisfy n?t to _injure its work, then will come 11berality of
superior to any and all governments. Our public sc.hoal sys- mmd and hberahty of body, a liberality on the side of reason
tem is their greatest dread. They seek its overthro~by any .and good judgment.
and all means.
~?en s?ience a~d reason control the mind, superstition: and
They invade the sanctity of every hearthstone within their religiOn will lose Its power. · It is a fact that superstition has
reach. If a Catholic marries a Protestant, it is against their an evil influence upon the mind; when we establish Freeprotest. Once married, they brave all dangers in bringing the tho~~ht, superstitiun will be the same as prohibited. ·When
invader of their rights into The .{lhurch. When forced to temperance is in the majority and in power, "drunkenness will
abandon hope in that, they seek to destroy that family rela-. be prohibited. · To prohibit drunkenness we must exhibit its
tion. The children of a Catholic father or mother caimot be evils and prohibit the drunk-making business; to stop superpermitted to receive a non-Catholic education while it is in the stition we must exhibit to the mind its folly and prohibit its
power of craft and cunning to prevent.
·
power to control us. They are alike, two great evils of huI repeat: Their organization is political, their purposes all manity, whose national and general influence must be abolished
FRANK MARTIN.
political. They hav lost power in Italy, Spain, and Mexico, by education up to prohibition.
and are now paying their best attention to our couiltry. The
CEDAR VALE, KAN., June 1, 1885.
pope is a virtual prisoner i~ the Vatican. What a gloriOl;lS
MR.
EDITOR:
Some
five
years ago, I well remembe> the
home, think they, this will make for his holiness !
I hope THE TRUTH SEEKER will gi•ncreased attention to death of a charming and beautiful young lady, the wife of a
young banker. They were both devout members of the
our hoary enemy. The Argonaut is doing a good work in that
chur.ch at the time of their marriage, and had
full comdirection. It is bold. B~t the Catholic church practically
petence of this world's goods (he being heir to a fortune).
owns nine-tenths of the press of the country. They dare not
They were united in the holy bonds of wedlock with the .full
breathe an offensiv word against the august fraud.
·
assurance of endless bliss. No two could seemiBgly be more
They hav good reason to know here, in their· stronghold,
happy. They were continually dreaming of their never-endthat I do not fear them.
·
ing perfect joy, witli all the assurance of a competen~e for
A Oatholic council convened in Australia recently passed
this life, and in their faith in Christ a greater assurance of
resolutions asking the government so suppress certain soci·
endless joy beyond the grave. Their co~versation would freeties, among them the Masonic. Such proceedings are about
quently be upon the possibility of being separated by death
as amusing as tlle efforts of the bull to arrest the farther progwhich they, of course, realized possible, but they consoled
ress of the locomotiv.
. themselvs in the thought that, if such should happen,
Next in order to the hoary giant, the Masonic order is the
they would soon be again united in the other world, where
stron:gest existing organization. I am no Mason, and if I were,
there would be no separation. Their only desire seemed to
nothmg would please me more than such insane opposition.
be that both might end this life at near the same time so that
One of our priests here (we hav five of them) can hardly
their separation should be as· short a time as possible.'
make out a sermon without assailing secret societieR, especially
They had lived together only two years when she was taken
the Masons. The one grand secret of this opposition is that
suddenly ill and died.
there is one class of secrets from which they are excluded.
A grand and towering monument was erected over her
The old fraud will probably outliv other frauds by about a
grave, pointing whence her spirit had taken flight with an
century.
inscription at its base assuring the world of. the husband's
·If your blows are only tlealt .fast and heavy, as the facts will
happy hope of again reuniting with her when his death sumwarrant, they will be sufficiently severe. Short of this, pray,
mons should come. The funeral was a sad one. Each had
ne-ver halt.
H. L. R. JoNES.
only commenced to stem the tide of life, and it seemed that
the young man would die of grief.
CHADD's FoRD, PA .. June 25, 1885.
The minister consoled him with the thought that "she was
MR. EDITOR: I am truly pleased with "Bible Morals," and
the ANNUAL also. There is a church close by, and I do quite a not dead, but had only gone before," and he, after a few years,
good bit of Sunday work, and hav to say some truthful thing~ would be permitted to reunite with her, etc.
In about eighteen months after her death, the young banker
to the church people. who are ;Baptists. I think there are a
great many Freethinkers here. but they are silent. I think was married to anotller. The marriage ceremony was perthey would org<mize quickly if S()me two or three would come formed by the same minister that officiated at the first wife's
out with me. I am poor, but say what I think, and they think funeral.
She, too, was a church-member, and both received the conall the better of me for it.
A. L. VALENTINE.
gratulations of the parson with the assurance that their united
devotion to Christ and his cause would certainly insure their
BozEMAN, MoNT., June 23, 1885.
.
MR. EDITOB: I hav just returned from an extended trip to never-ending bliss.
A year passed and the new bride had, in her charming devoCalifornia, Oregon, and Washington, and want to caution the
TRUTH SEEKER friends ag~inst paying any attention to adver- tion to her beloved husband, entirely obliterated, seemingly, all
tising pamphlets published in these Western countries, and remembrance of the first wife from his mind. They, too,
especially in southern California. That country is the poorest were talking of endless joy beyond the grave. In the short
country for poor men to go there is in the United States. And space of about three years she, too, was taken from him and
a'l for the place for invalids, it iR just tlie place to die. A con- the Bame minister that united them in marriage and atte~ded
sumptiv the damp and and chilly evenings will soon kill.. I the firBt wife's funeral was again called upon to soothe the
took my wife there and found that she got worse. The bu. grief-stricken husband by his beautiful thoughts of again
·
reaus of immigration are only real estate swindlers. I found meeting her beyond the river.
Another monument is erected even more grand than the
hundreds of poor men everywhere who had spent all they had
to get work and then could find nothing to do. The Chinese first, with even more in~pired ideaft of his future hopes of
hav all the work, both in California and Oregon, and a poor meeting her in that beautiful city. To cut short, I will say
white map. will starve. Go West and see first, before you sell that the young banker has recently taken a third wife and
seemingly, their mutual love for each other is as great a~ with
your home, and then you will know.
DB. W. J. STOVER.
either of the two others.
.
PouGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., June 27, 1885.
Now, the thought occurs to me that she, too, will, sooner or
. MR. _EDIToR; I take the pleasure of renewing my subscrip- later, pa~s the river of life. He, too; will, according to his
t10n With the mclosed amount, and shake hands by writing faith and the teachings of the church, be some day uRhered
with the many friendq who do their own thinking among your. into the gates of heaven, there to meet the trio.
If polygamy is right in heaven, it Cilught to be right here.
readers: I admire this meeting of minds in these colu,Jnns,
for which every one should feel thankful. Let every one But I don't believe it will be right in heaven and I don't bew_rite out their convictions, and by this means truth will be lieve either of those wives will agree to it the;e any more than
discovered at some time if it is possible. Some always will they did here.
advance extreme doctrins which hav a tendency to balance
I believe, as much as I believe there is a place called heaven
each ~ther, leaving the Libera1 nearer the right position.
that "there will be trouble there." I believe there will b~
I hke the~ame, "American Secular Union," better than an inclination for each of those three women to fight for their
"Na~ional Liberal League," although the name has little to man when he comes.
If I was a full believer in the Cilrisdo with the w:ork. 'Yet the new name may hav a better influ· tian faith, I don't think I would marry but once.
W H p
ence on outsiders, whereas the old name may bear to them
· · ENFIELD.
some odium.

a

All start in together for the new name; all drop the old
name, and work together in military fashion. The new organization, with a new and popular name, will work wonders
in the destruction of superstition and church .tyranny.
I 'hav not much to say about what I believe, when I
know no more than others about it; but there are a great
many practices and mistakes which ought to be remedied.
In regard to intemperance and its prohibition, there are mistakes and lack of work. Every one should feel the necessity
of protecting the weak and weakening the strong liquor interests. We do not want the valueless liberty which enslaves
the weak. We want the liberty to do anything in our power
which does no injury to others, and if we injure others we are
willing to suffer a just penalty.
I would hope that every beer saloon, liquor store, and manufactory of intoxicating drinks could be abolished, for I think
humanity would be far better without them.
You Freethinkers, Liberals, and Agnostics are working fo~
the abolition of orthodoxy, of superstition, of priestcraft,
which are far better for humanity mentally, morally, and
physically, than intoxicants are to-day. How do you work to
crush orthodoxy? Use the sawe weans for prohibition. ·Make

FLOYD C. H., VA., June 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Doubtless my name will be new to the kind
readers of 'l'HE 'l'RUTH SEEKER. Although I am not educated
and hav had but very little experience in the world I feel it i~
my duty to write a short letter to THE TRUTH SEErr'ER and let
it be known that I am an Infidel, or Freethinker, and don't
care ~ho knows it. I hav been made what r am by reading
the Bible and some Infidel papers that I accidentally got into
my possession. I read, studied, and reasoned on the matter
until I came to the cone! hsion that there is no reason for believing the Bible.
About the first thing that put me to thinking over the matter was a sermon I heard preached by a Methodist minister a
short time ago, who said, "God is the creator of all things; ho
oreated man, and man's own soul is a part of God's own soul."
The reverend gentleman then went on to picture off hell in an
abominable manner, telling of "the torrid flames " "the
.
1ak e, " "t~e bottomless pit," ancl the "wailing
'
b urm~g
and
gnashmg of teeth that are down .there, and using the absurd and vulgar language that is usually heard from such superstitious and brutiRh clergy.
I hav not beea decided on the matter very long, but since"!
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hav decided I hav talked with several young men of this
county, and nearly all who hav any pluck or energy at all
agree with me on the subject, although they are a little backward about letting it be known publicly, for fear it will injure
them in their pursuits of life while people are so superstitious
as they are now in this county.
But I say, let them treat me as they wish and keep me out
of what business they may, I'll be honest about my principles
and not wear the hypocrit's veil of superstition to aid me in
the avocations of life.
EVERETT T. SHOBTT.
P. S.-We are very much in need of a good lecturer in this
county.
E. T. S.

Then he asks again: "Art thou my son Esau ?" And he said:
"I am." This awful liar's sensitivness must hav been very
large. Isaac blessed his lying son, adding, "God giv him
plenty, etc.; let people' serve and bow down to him; be lord
over his brethren, and they must bow down to him (right or
wrong); they must be this awful liar's slaves.
Jacob, like a condemned criminal, still fears and longs to
con~iliate the wrath of Esau, who, like a gracious being,
finally forgivs his inhuman and lying brother. Christian
Bible-believers, do the preceding holy Bible !ICts of your omniscient, gracious, all-wise, ever-merciful, and omnipotent
Bible God harmonize with justice? He being omniscient, of
course knew that men would act just as he (did) had made
him. If you believe the fabulous flood legend, then you
must see that your. almighty Bible God created millions of
creatures, -man, beasts, birds, and innocent children, designedly, just to drown them?
Instead of striking his adulterous and murderous David
dead, he strikes an innocent child, make!! it very sick, and it has
to suffer death. Does this harmonize with justice? Holy
writ says: I kill; I make alive; I, the Lord, do all these things.
Ananias and Sapphira lied, and fell dead. God must
hav killed them; but where was this ubiquitous and mighty
God when Jacob lied st awfully to his blind father, that
he did not kill him? · Where was his justice now that he
says in this (Jacob's) atrocious, outrageous, and villainous
liar's seed all the families of the earth shall be blessed? Candid Bible-believers, consider well the preceding narrativ and
you will see that it proves conclusivly that this wondrous,
mighty Bible God never existed only in the ignorant minds of
men and women, and the greater their ignorance the greater,
more wonderful, and mysterious has been their Bible God.
And so it has ever been from the remotest time known to the
present. Common sense evidently sees at a glance that if an
infinit foreknowing, all-wise, and omnipotent being had
created everything, it would be perfect; there would be no
disgusting, loathsome, and poisonous animals to torment and
devour mankind and each other, and suffer from heat, cold,
hunger, and diseases, much less would they hav been created
to be cursed, drowned, and burnt. Daily observation and experience prove beyond the possibility of a doubt that just as
soon as men's and women's minds are enlightened by the grand
truths of nature's immutable and never-varying laws, this
phantom Bible God will then hav no place to dwell in-will
then be nowhere. They will then hav no evidence of any power
whatever above, below, beyond, or outside of nature. May
the immutable, invariable, and harmonious laws of nature
(by which we hav our being) ever be pre-eminent, and illuminate the minds of all mankind, that they may enjoy an enlightened existence whilst here and now.
A. MooT.
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pet volume; but it will be a cold day when they make really
intelligent people believe in their six-day creation, and their'
clay and rib story, which they pretend to believe literally.
They hav announced that judgment began in Ul84, and the
cases of the dead are being heard as. fast as the judges can
handle the 'books, and as soon f\B they catch up Gabriel will
sound his horn, and the wrath of the lamb, etc. Such is the
credulity of many of our Pli.OPle that ,they readily believe any
such childish fiction if it be from the Bible. I would that all
friends of progression would become aroused to vigorous IIC·
tion against the blight and curse of Christianity, and make a
strenous effort to oust superstition from our midst, and free
humanity from the tightening grip of the priesthood; and in
no better way can we do this than by distributing Freethought
literature with a Liberal hand; by organization; by holding
discussions with Christians if any can be found brave enough
to' defend the principles they espouse, and by living out a life
in strict a:ccordance with the laws of natural morality. Let
our motto be, "Forever onward, firm in the truth."
Yours fraternally,
JosEPH A. SHADE.

ST. CATHElUNEB, ONT., June 10, 1885.
MB. EDITOB: After the Bible God had cursed the ground,
serpent, etc., there were mighty giants on the earth who were
of old. Whence were they? Were they older than Adam?
God had told the fowls to multiply, and Adam to replenish the
earth, but now he sees. that man is wicked, and is sorry that
he has made him, and will now not only destroy man, but
beasts; fowls, etc. Candid Bible-believer, where is that allpowerful God now who created everything just by saying,
BosTON, MAss., June 27, 285.
"Let there be," and it was so, that he cannot now destroy the
MB. EDITOR: The inclosed letter on "Sugar-coated Drones"
wicked without wreaking vengeance on beasts, birds, and inis froin the pen of one of the oldest of the labor renocent children? Where is his mighty power now, that he
formers of New England, and he knows whereof he speaks.
has to get a man to make an ark, into which, with food, he
There are but five of us, to my knowledge, living, who flung
has to .Put some of his creatures to save them from drowning?
the labor reform banner to the breeze in "1833 under the
Then he displays his mighty power again by breaking up the
leadership of Douglass and Fisk. This reform was pioneered
fountains of the great deep and opening the windows of
in New York at that time by Ely Moore and William Leggett,
heaven and makes it rain forty days and nights and drowns
and other good and stanch men who were never wounded in
the world. After this he will not again curse the" ground for
the back. John Ferrell represented the workingmen of Philaman's sake, because his heart is evil (yes, but, omniscient
delphia in theN ew England convention held in Boston in 1833.
God, you made it so) from his youth, therefore he will not
All the 'subsequent years your correspondent has been activ
smite every living thing any more. He blessed Noah and told
in the great threshing-floor of humanity, winnowing the chaff
him to replenish the earth, etc., and now makes a covenant,
from the wheat, and has satisfactorily fulfilled his mission,
not only with Noah, but with every living creature, fowl, catand now, at an advanced age, is still watching the clergy, who
tle, and beast (this is too ignorant for common sense) that
ever hav been the allies of the moneyed ari•tocracy. If there
there shall not be a flood any more, and as a token he sets his
be any exceptions they are able to vindicate themselvs against
bow in the cloud. Untrue; we know it is not set. Again,
the charge preferred. The clergy of Massachusetts were very
when he brings a cloud his bow shall be seen in the cloud.
sure that if the workingmen should work less than from "sunNot true, for we often see hundreds of clouds without a bow.
rise to sunset they would saunter off to the groggery to the
We know the rainbow is caused by the unchangeable and
damage of total depravity and faith in the doctrin of foreordinever-varying laws of nature that govern all substances, and
nation and predestination of whatsoever comes to pass." Why,
is only seen when the eye is between the shining (diagonally)
our
indefatigable worker, H. C. Wright, in the morning haze
sun and falling water, whether from the clouds or any other
of the regeneration of man, took sides with the robbers of
bight, as each globule of water then displays the primary colthe poor; and the~great and good Dr. Channing, with broad
ors, blue, red, green, yellow, etc., of which the beautiful rainfaith
in humanity, trembled like an aspen leaf at the mention
bow is composed, thus proving conclusivly that it is not set in
of trades unions, and could smell gunpowder in my raiment
the clouds: Again, where is God's omniscience, that he has to
fresh from the outdoor atmosphere.
A. H. WooD.
look upon the bow to remind him of his promis that he will
not drown the world any more? Noah was blessed, but got
SUGAn-COATED DRONES.
drunk and cursed his innocent son, who must now be a serMR. EDITOR: There is a divinity doctor in New York who
BALLSTON, SPA., N. Y., June 14, 1885.
vant (slave). God will make a great nation of Abram, and he
professes great sympathy for the working people. He seems
MR. EDITOB:· Inclosed please find $3 80. Send me some anxious for them to strike something and join the church.
shall be blessed. Abram lies, which God sanctions by saying
that he shall be a father of many nations and tells him to cir- copies of the "Modern Balaam." I wish to present them to Outside the church, he thinks, "they hav none to look to
above the level of man; nothing to come in contact with but
cumcise every man-child. This barbarous and inhuman act my benighted Christian friends. We are laboring to extend selfishness; nothing to look to but toil and trouble, and then
the
kingdom
of
mental
liberty
and
the
gospel
of
humanity
and
upon children evidently proves the grossest ignorance of these
the grave; and nothing beyond that they know about." Yes,
Bible beings. Again, the Lord tells Abraham that he shall science. Now, Mr. Editor, do you think it is possible that the and what does the chur, h and its sugar-coated drones-the
surely become a great and mighty nation and all the nations tent will be able to reach here this summer? There are a few divinity tinkers-know about what· is beyond the grave?
shall be blessed in him, and th~y shall keep the ways of the of us here who will do our level best to make it a success and Surely, "a blind man wishes to show the road." There is not
a worker, male or female, in our laud, that does not know as
Lord, but this the sequel proves to be false. Again, where is pleasant. to Brother Reynolds. I feel certain there will be much about what is beyond the gr .. ve as any college churchthat ubiquitous God that he has to go down and see about good attendance, as there never was a lecture of the kind here man in tb.e United Slates, or any other man. The working
their sin, and then does not know how many righteous there It would raise trouble with the hell-fire merchants who hold people of our country, if they are considered simple by the
are in the city? And passing strange, angels having the power their ignorant dupes in fear and trembling by suspending sugar-coated drones, arlil too old to ask pears of the elm. No,
to smite wicked men with blindness, that they did not prevent them by a cotton thread over the flames of hell, as I heard a sir; the church has no food for the working people as working people. Did not the church oppose the introduction of
Lot from offering his virtuous daughters to a desperate mob? sky-pilot say some time ago. Only one year ago myself and the ten hour system of labor? Did not the church break up
wife
were
so
.suspended,
but
now
(thanks
to
THE
TBUTH
They were sent to destroy the city, but only told a few to
the Washingtonian movement to suppress rum drinking? "No
escape with their lives and not look back. The Lord then SEEKER) we are as free as the air, having nothing to fear. We wonder we hav despondency, dependence on stimulants, disrained upon· the cities brimstone and fire out of heaven. hav derived more comfort and consolation from Brother Inger- content, despair, and the shedding of blood "-no, none at all,
Horror of horrors ! Is God's heaven full of brimstone and soll's "Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child" in an hour than for all these passions originated from the influence of the doctrins of the church: an endless hell of fire and brimstone befire? Then where is the Christian's pearly heaven, with gold- we hav all through life from the so-called holy Bible.
yond the grave, an angry God and almighty devil, and other
many
different
opinions
in
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
and
IronI
see
paved streets?
imaginary heroes too numerous to mention, which gloomed the
The Lord now visits Sarah and she had a son, and now clad Age as to whether death ends all, so I will add mine, with- minds of the parents at a certain time in life, in days gone by.
out
comment:
I
am
a
hardened,
cast-steel
Materialist
of
Yes, it is no wonder that the sugar-coated drones of the church
orders Abraham to cast out his concubine and her (his) son,
who feast on the rust of ages should drum for recruits to reand this grieved him, but God tells him to hearken unto his Brother T. Winter's stamp.
Myself and family are more than pleased with THE TRUTH plenish empty pews. Let them drum. Drum-heads will in
wife (no matter how wrong), and accordingly he. sent them
time wear out, and so will orthodoxy.
A TOILEB.
into the wilderness to starve. An inhuma•1 and outrageous SEEKEB and Truth Seeker Library, as there is an ocean of
knowledge
contained
in
these
seven
volumes,
and
they
should
act toward a mother and an innocent child, but God sancCHARACTER.
tioned it. God now tempts Abrahan, but his holy writ says be in the house of every Freethinker in the land. Myself and
CLEARWATER, NEB., June 28, 1885.
most emphatically that God does not tempt any man, which wife will be at the Convention at Albany (if the sky doesn't
MR. EDITOR: Character in one sense is the disposition of
is false. Abraham does as God tells without a murmur, and fall) and hope to meet you there.
Wishing every member of THE TRUTH SEEKER office a long each person, a combination of the good and bad qualities.
raises a knife to kill his son, and then an angel out of heaven
Phrenology teaches us that for every pair of organs of the
tells him to stop. Candid Bible-believer, where was God's and useful life, I remain
WM. THORPE.
Yours for truth and human.).ty,
brain we hav a corresponding trait of character. It may be
omniscience that he does not know whether Abraham fears
partially or strongly developed, according to the development
him until he sees him raise a. knife to slay his son? This is
of the organ. Therefore we see that nature has given us our
really to pueril for common sense. God blesses him again,
CORUNNA, IND., June 21, 285.
and says his seed shall be as the sand, etc., and it should posMR. EDITOR: The wheel of progress was set to rolling here characters ns well as our bodies, and though we may train and
sess the gates of his enemies (slavery). Again here the gross- by Messrs. Watts and Putnam about a month ago, and there- educate both, we cannot entirely change either. We may by
est ignorance is manifest. A servant must put his hand under sults are already visible in a general awakening of our more education acquire refined tastes and manner~- habits, we may
Abraham's thigh to swear by heaven, earth, etc. Isaac is intelligent class to the needs of humanity. The church bigots say, which will, of course, change our actions. We may learn
married and entreats the Lord for his wife. Again here are hav been aroused, and hav becom~ pale with rage at our to control our instincts and feelings to such an extent that the
obscene verses that are shocking. However the Lord tells efforts to establish the truth among them. To avenge them- world will never know our real natures, but that is training a
Sarah there are two nations, the one shall be stronger than selva upon us, the ministers hav taken to preaching hell in its character we already hav, and not forming a new one. As the
the other, and the elder shall serve the younger. Esau and worst form, and hav consigned all Freethinkers to the bottom- child is, almost invariably the adult will be. For instance:
,Jacob are born. Jacob inhumanly wrests Esau's birthright less pit. It is but madness for priest and preacher to try to Two children of apparently different intellectual ability, one
from him when he was at the point to die. But holy Bible fetter the human brain with such childish nonsense as con. bright and quick-witted, the other slow and seemingly dull,
says he despised his birthright, but this is false, for he did not tained in the so-called word of God. I spurn with contempt given the same training, the same advantages, and though the
even insinuate such a thing, but, like any other human being, every attempt to dethrone the reason of noble man. I don't slower one may require more time and greater effort, in the
would giv all he had to save his life. Isaac tells Esau to get want to fix up a millennium, but I can plainly read the signs of end his mental ability is just as great as that of his companion;
venison and he will bless' him, but whilst he is gone for it the times pointing to a grand awakening of soientific truths all but though his ~ind is trained, he has the same characterthe wily mother tells Jacob to get kid's meat of which she over the known world. The bright star of reason has arisen, istics as at first.
Again: 'l'wo children of different moral natures, one honest
will make the savory meat, etc., and he should get the bless- Rnd will grow brighter as it ascends the heaven of freedom.
ing first. He fea1·s detection, but his crafty mother made him (')h, for more such heroes of truth to help spread the glad tid- and of strict integrity, the other 11 dishonest rogue-old age
obey her, and she disguised him in Esau's best raiment and ings-earthly peace and heavenly beauty-to the millions of finds them the same. No amount of education can change the
the kid's skin, etc., and he takes the savory meat to his blind enslaved minds that the church now holds in her deathly em- character of the dishonest man; he is still a knave at heart.
father, who asks him who heis. And he says: "I am Esau, brace in a slavery more to be abhorred than even the ravages Experience may hav taught him to govern his immoral prothy first born, and hav done as thou badest. me; eat, and of war or pestilence. The Seventh Day Adventists, in a tent pensities, to try and hide them from his fellow-creatures, but
bless me." Isaac asks him how he had found it so quickly? spread, are holding a revival meeting at the town of Corunna. our true characters are revealed in the expression of our faces.
H'e says: ''The Lord thy God brought it to me." To be They are preaching the nearness of judgment, and a general and, however much we dissemble, they are the same. ·we eJ•tt
sure he feels whether it is his very son Esau or not, and wind-up of humanity. They are making many converts among our lives with the characters that nature gave us.
M. FI:->n!
11ays, "It's Jacob's voice but Esau's hands," and blessed him. Bible believers, as they prove everything they say from their
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good deal to boast of, although liberty is not yet fully en- We met, also, Mrs. Campbell Wilson, the widow of Mr.·
throned in the laws of the land. Hope is still bright, and we Campbell Wilson, of Paterson, N. J., who, in his lifetime,
can keep step to the music of the Union.
was such a strenuous upholder of Libemlism.
I spent this holiday with our Liberal friends at Troy, and I
Returning in the afternoon, we visited Oakwood Cemetery,
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
must confess that it ·was a glorious Fourth indeed-enriched a lovely city of the dead, on high hills overlooking the
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. Pu·rnAM, Secretary, by companionship with those who hav the "divine discon- Hudson. Far off could be seen the· noble Catskills melting
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York. tent," and from the present look forth to a nobler future.
into the hazy distance, We could see Albany with its immenste
Our friends at 'l'roy are working along slowly but surely to capitol building-Troy, Green Island, Lansingburg, WaterCouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York.
a large and successful organization. 'l'hey hav 11 little club ford, Cohoes, embracing a population of three or· four hunroom where they meet every Sunday, and hav 11 lecture and dred thousand, and destined to become one of the greate'st
Annual and Life Memberships.
discussion. Thus the interest is deepened, social life is cul- industrial centers in the whole conutry, aJd affording a mag'
tivated,
the ties of fellowship are strengthened, and gradually nificent field for the progress of Freethought.
Every Freethinker should become an Annual or Life MemOur day's outside pleasure of traveling through this varied
ber of the National Liberal League. Life.membership certifi- new members brought in. The work advances by a natural
cates are issued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These and healthy process. The expenses are few, the burden to country was wound. up with a little sociable home gathering
certificates are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of
at evening, with music, etc. Mr. Warren Gardner gave us
the president of the League, Robert G. Ingersoll, and of its each is light. There are many places where th~ friends of "The Ingersoll March," and that afforded a pleasant and insecretary, Samuel P. Putnam ; they are therefore an orna- Freethought can join together in the same way. If they are
ment to any place and a memorial of great value. They not able at first to hire a large hall, let them secure a small spiring close to our patriotic celebration, and we slept soundly
should adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close and inexpensiv club room, where a few can come together at until the Sunday morning bells began to peal.
of the year. The supr)ort thus given to the League would regular times. In this way a life can be started and nourished
In the afternoon there was a good gathering of Troy friends,
make its success certain.
A. C. MACDONALD;
and I gave alPcturo, or a talk, rather, on the "New Heaven
that
will
unfoltl
to
grand
results.
It
is
these
limited
but
Chairman of the Finance Committee.
earnest efforts that become at last the factors of a mighty and Earth." Mr. McDonnough, of Albany, followed with 11
33 Clinton Place, New York city.
vrogress. After various struggles our Troy friends are begin- brilliant address in the same line of thought, and Mr. Howard
ning to hav a unity of power and purpose such as they never Wilfiams gave us some genial and interesting criticisms.
I cannot forget our a!lliable friend M. A. MorriRsey, who
The Campaign Fund.
had before. Eventually they will hav a lot, build a hall of
- $4,429.26 their own, and hav a home for Liberalism in this growing feeds both the inner and the outer ruan, a scholar !tnd a gentlePreviously acknowledged,
N. S. Fowler,
2.00 city. From our infancy we hav learned that "great oaks man, knightly and gracious, who can wield a keen Hword when
Robert· Wade,
6.00 from little acorns grow," and when, in the future, the wide- the oombat deepens in behalf of human liberty.
S. D. Jeffers, president of thtJ Troy Secular lrnion, takes
Total,
$4,437.26 spreading branches of Liberalism shall make beautiful the hold of his work with the enthusiasm of youth, and his conpathway
of
human
endeavor,
we
shall
find
that
the
massiv
PLEDGEs PAID.-Alonzo VanDeusen, $50.00; Elizur Wright,
trunks from whence they flourish were once "small begin- tributions to our Liberal papers show that, with study, he
$30.
nings," and reached these marvelous proportions through will use an available pen for our cause.
Mr. Charles McNaughton, Mr. William Witteu berg, and
the determined exertions of a few.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THE ALBANY CONVENTION.
others, ar~ earnest members of the society, and I was pleased
Courtlandt Palmer (paid),
$25.00
The most determined of all our friends in this pioneer work
to shake hands with them in thi~ noble fellowship. I was
Samuel P. Putnam,
10.00 is Robert Wade. I think I shall hav to call him the Bishop of
glad, also, to meet our good friend Hirum Wilber, of Green
Mr. Joseph McDonough, 5.00 Troy. He has quite a diocese, and is the friend and counMrs. J·oseph McDonough,
and his wife, who are enthusiastic radim>ls; who like
40g:~~ sellor of hundreds. Those of all denominations come to him Island,
Albany Association, ·per tickets, to see the world move on and are tJver ready to join the ranks
200.00
for
assistance.
He
has
enthusiastic
adherents
among
the
Troy Hecular Union, per tickets,
of war.
Elizur Wright (paid),
20.00 Catholics, the Presbyterians, and the Methodists. He has
In the evening I went down to Albany. They are having
Alonzo Van Deusen (paid),
25.00 been for years a resident of Troy. Thirty-three years ago he
Photius Fisk,
50.00 came from England to America with a good trade and six shil- some rousing meeting there and hav entered upon a wide field
of practical discussion, as will be seen by the following:
- $7!0.00 lings in his pocket. He has been all over the continent. He
Total,
"A discussion will be opened at the Liberal Association
was for several years in California. On his voyage thithe:r he
was almost crushed to pieces by a terrible accident, and was Hall, 69 North Pearl street. Suncl<ty evening, June 28th, on
'The Present Condition of Trade and Indn~try.' 1'he followc
News and Notes.
obliged to be transported across the isthmus by four nativs in ing points will be de>lit with: The struggle between l>tbor and
ALBA~"Y
CONVENTION.-A NEW ENGLAND GREETING.-ELIZUR a sort of extemporized palanquin of his own invention. Pure capital; strikes, loc.kouts, and hoycottings; organizations.
WRIGHT.-PHOTIUS FISK.
pluck kept him a.·going, and he arrived at the Golden Gate. trades unions, and the Knights of Labor; the attitu.lA of the
The good Elizur Wright givs us the following solid and spir- He won a small fortune in California, and then returned to pulpit and the press toward labor reform; moderu ,lavery;
itual comfort:
Troy, where he has remained ever since, and has acquired an immigration Hnd protection; prison anrl pauptr labor; COIUMY DEAR MR. PuTNAJ\1: I hav your live letter of yesterday. honorable position among his fellow-citizens. Although a petition of women and children in the labor market; the
If alive I shall waut to attend the great Albany gathering. As Republican in a Democratic ward, he holds the office of char- sphere of government in regulating production; rent, interest,
and taxation; land grants and r,ti!w,ty monopoly; machinery
to my contribution of Freethought, if I make any it will be on
"Bible Revision." I inclose check for $50, payable to Mr. ity commissioner as the representativ of that ward, and many and over. production; cO·Operation in production and distriPalmer's order. Please tell him to take $30, which I pledged a. man, woman, and child has received the benefit of his im- bution; Malthusi ... nism; the pt\uperization of the industrious
quarterly to general fund, and $20 is for the Convention.
partial kindness. The Christians know that he is an Ingersoll and the enrichment of the idle. A.d!llission free; the public
invited.
Yours for liberty,
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
man, but for all that they find that )le is the best one they can
Mr. Dodge opened with an excellent address on "Prison
We shall all welcome our venerable champion, whose.sun- go to in trouble. He subscribed in 1853 for the Invesligalo?·,
set oflife is so full of the glory of morning. His recent con- and since then he has distributed tracts and papers innumer- Labor: Its Effects on the Honest Industries of the State."
tributions to the Boston Herald show that his intellectual fire able, and has kept many an Infidel book in circulation. He Mr. Reed and Mr. Whetmore made some good, practical.sugis still unabated. An address from one who has fought so has always stood squarely by his colors. His good wife has gestions, having had some experience themselvti in labor matmany battles, upon "Bible Revision," will be of exceeding done the same, and they ha.v lived in delightful agreement to. ters. Mr. l\IcDonnough and Mr. Gregory made two of the
interest, and will add luster to the wealth of Freethought gather. Miss Jennie Armstrong, Mr. Wade's niece, his sister's best addresses I hav ever lisiened to on these vexed questions
which this memorable Convention will display. All honor to daughter, also livs with them, and is known to Liberals as one that, like the sea, never will be settled, it seems, although we
the glorious youth of our chivalrous octogenarian, whose white of the bright contributors to the Investigator, and who promises get more light the more we think of it, and if people will only
think freely, they will eventually think rightly. Mr. Howard
to do many a.brilliant service in our cause.
plume, like that of Navarre, is ever in the advance.
The following, from Photius Fisk, is another cheering mesQuite a remarkable man iti Mr. Archibald, the father of Mrs. Williams, who started these themes of burning discussion,
sage from our New England friends:
Wade. He is now ninety-seven years of age, and up to about gave a quaint but very interesting review of the speakers.
ninety
years of age was a fiery and devoted Methodist. He Mr. Williams is a radical of the mdicals, and believes, l should
DEAR FRIEND: I hav your letter of yesterday and noted
its contents. In regard to contributing to the expenses of the has given thousands of dollars to that church, and held every judge, pretty thoroughly in the idettti of Rarl Marx. At any
coming Freethought Convention, you may depend on me for office except that of minister. His brother was a Methodist rate he is a thinker, and knows how to express himself with
fifty dollars, to be paid on or before the day of meeting. I minister. Several years ago he became blind. This physical incisiv and a kind of electric talk that holds his audience in~
should be very glad to meet with you on that occasion. but
tently, though they might not ,agree with all hiH far-reaching
my health is feeble, therefore I cannot promis that I will at- affliction seemed to clear his mental perception, for he has theories of Socialistic philosophy.
tend, but I hope good work will be done and the cause of free- been able, as hE' says, to do a world of thinking in the silence
The entire discussion was V!tlnable and instructiv, and shows
dom and Liberal principles be advanced by the assembling of of his own soul, with no priests to bother him, and he has
so many together to consult and carry on our work for the reached conclusions very much in harmony with our most ad- that Liberalism is ready to deal squarely with these great
coming year.
Yours very truly,
. PHOTIUB FisK.
vanced thought. He has lost all regard for Methodism and issues of the day.
Again we greeted our friends McCabe, Luck, Strevor, WaldWhat a greeting thousands of Liberals would giv to this de- the orthodox churches'. He believes in a Supreme Being, but
voted and generous supporter of our cause, who in so many he does not think that this Being interferes in any miraculous fillig, and others, and after an hour or two of soci1tl festivity
ways is constantly showing his profound interest in human way with man, but leaves him to the natural development of we returned to our couch, and by the magic of the nineteenth
progress. I wish he could be with us and receive the personal his faculties. Manhood here, he says, makes for happiness century awoke in New York, fresh a~ a lark, with happy memcongratulations of his multitude of friends.
hereafter. On the verge of a hundred years, having been over ories and bright hopes, and the music of human progress
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
lt givs us courage indeed to receive these beautiful inspira- three.quarters of a century a professing Christian, in the ringing in our soul.
tions, these welcome gifts from honored comrades who were serene Ioftin ess of a peaceful old age, this sturdy worker is
doing such noble service before we entered the ranks, and ready to meet all the issues of eternity on the simple merits of
Lectures and Meetings.
who, amid the snows of age, cease not their generous toil. an honest and generous life in this. It was a joy, indeed, to
W. F. JAMIESON is engaged to speak in Waverly and New
It givs us boundless confidence in our work, glowing faith see and speak with this noble old man, whose mental vision
Hartford, Iowa, July 12th and 19th. He delivered the oration,
and fresh desire to do our best, when we receive such benedic- is so penetrating and lofty. .
July 4th, at St.. John's Grove, neu~· Cealar Falls.
tionB. The grand thoughts which bind old and young in such
Morning and afternoon we had delightful dnves about Troy
buoyant friendship must, indeed, make broad and bright the and the vicinity with Mr. Wade, Mr. Nelson Gardner, a solid
"THE People's Spiritual Meeting" has removed from 57
stream of human advancement. With such voices to cheer worker in our own ranks, and Mr. Goodfellow, and a good West Twenty.fifth street to Miller's Arcanum Hall, 54 Union
--the trumpet voices of :fifty years of labor-we can endure all fellaw he is, too, full of scientific information, a born skeptic, Square, opposit Everett House. Services are held every
the burden of the fight, knowing that victory will come. In t:~nd an inventiv Libera~. He recently gav a lecture before the Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M., and Friday afternoons at 2:30.
the name of thousands and tens of thousands of Liberals, I Secular Union on "A Journey to the Moon," which was illusTHE Vicksburg, Mich., Spiritual Association will hold a campthttnk the good, true, noble, and ever-honored friends of hu- trated by drawmgs, and was quite entertaining. With these
meeting in Fraser's Grove, one-h11lf mile south of the tJnion
manity, Elizur Wright and Photius Fisk.
choice spirits, the glorious sunshine, the music, and the noise Depot of the Chicago and Grand Trunk and the Grand Rapids
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. • of ten thousand crackers, and a spanking team, of course, we
and Indiana Railways, beginning August 27th next, and
P.S.-8till the good news comes in. Alonzo VanDeusen, had a memorable Fourth of July.
holding over two Sundays.
our most liberal New York Freethinker, both in heart and
We first wtmt to Lansingburg, a nice, quiet, old-fashioned
mind, contributes twenty-five dollars to the Albany Conven- town, scarcely distlll'bed by the busy railroad or canal. Here
THE Spiritualists of western New York, northern Pennsyltion, besides one hundred dollars already contributed to the we called upon Mr. Armstrong, of the Park House ; Mr. vania, and er.stern Ohio will hold their sixth annual campN "tiona! League. Ho, indeed, we see the·
Edward Matthews, and William Gibson. The latter is a tax- meeting on their camp ground!! ,tt Cassadaga Lake, Chautau"Jocund day
idermist, and his wonderful collection of birds and all sorts qua Co., N. Y., beginning 8atnrday, August 1st, and closing
Stand tip-toe on the misty mountain top "
of animals is a delight to the eye and is like having a glimpse August 31st. The circular says that those wishing proof of
immortality must not fail to attend this camp-meeting.
of the grand march of humanity.
S. P. P.
of nature's own wealth, so life·like are the preservations. •

Jjational liberal Jeague.

•

FOURTH 0}' ,JULY WITH THE TRO.JANS.
··coo
The beautiful holiday came with its thousand flags, its in·
numerable crackers, and all that noise which goes to show
that Young America is still alive and has great faith in sound
and explosion as a conclusiv proof that we are a free people.
'However, Fourth of July comes but once a year, and let us
make the most of it and get !lill the glory we can, We hav a

From Lansingburg we went to Cohoes, the Lowell of New
York state, looked at the Falls, the big mills, the dams and
the bnght and winding Mohawk, glancing to the broad Hud.
son. Here, we called upon Mr. Sessions, Mr. T · P. Hildreth,
Mr. Thomas and Mr. Samuel Page, all bra.ve soldiers of hu·
manity, and last, but not least, Peter Grand-Jean, whose
hearty grasp of the hand and Atlantean shoulders made us
feel that. he would bear with ua the brunt of numy a battl~,

'fHE seventh annual crtmp-meeting of the Spiritualists of
Philadelphia will be held at Neshaminy Falls. July 16th to
August lOth. Among the speakers are George Chainey, C.
Fannie Allyn, J. Clegg Wright, and other well-known platform occupants. Persons wishing to attend from New York
and further east should address James Shumway, 18 Decatur
street, :Phil&dl>lphia, for a certificate eP.Vitling them to reduced
fares.
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picking up three of the brass buttons, all that they knew that little Joe was dead. Not 11 the wilderness of Iowa, but rna said I could
remained of hi:a jacket, he put them in his word was said. They felt as if they were in write you a letter, and see if you would receive
pocket, ·and, with his crownless hat on his the presence of death itself. Their hearts contributions for the Children's Corner from a
stranger. I hav a little talent for literature,
were too full to speak.
'Edited by Mrss SusAN H. Wn:oN, Ft:ll River, head, started sorrowful)y for his home.
and if I could write for some paper my highest
''Goats must hav queer appetites," he said,
That' night one hundred boys met in front ambition would be accomplished. Dear lady,
Mass., to whom all Communications (0'1' this
, Oorner should be sent.
as he entered the presence of his mother, of the City Hall. They felt that they must ex- please write and say that I can write for your
Your Iowa friend,
after a roundabout walk in byways and across press their sense of loss in some way, but how paper.
A. G. McMANES.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
lots, for he was awfully ashamed for any .one they did not know. Finally, in accordance
P. S.-I am almo8t thirteen years old.
When the night begins to lower,
too see him in such a plight.
with the suggestion of one of the larger boys,
[We are pleased to hear from our friend,
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
"Why, Willie !" exclaimed his mother, they passed a resolution which read as follows:
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
and we shall be glad to encourage her talent
"where are your clothes?"
Resolved, That we all Hired Little Joe, who was the
best newsboy In N~w York. Everybody Is sorry he for composition. If she can write bright, spicy,
"Goat eat 'em."
original and brief articles, they shall appear in
"Did you stand still, Willie, and let the goat has died.
Nick of the Woods.
Corner, if she wishes. Let her try and see
was
taken
up
to
send
delegates
A
collection
eat the clothes off your back, and even the hat
When we first came down to the Gift Ridge Farm,
what she can do,-En. C. C.]
to
the
funeral,
and
the
same
hackman
who
off
your
head?"
we children round much to delight and charm;
bore
little
Joe
to
the
hospital
again
kindly
• But or an that was charming, delightful, and good,
Willie lowered his eyes and surveyed his
[WM. ScoTT: You are not too old to enter the
'l'herewas nothing surpassing old Nick or the Wood. shoes, with a piece gone from the toe of one. offered the use of his carriage. On the coffin "race." Send along the story.-En. C. C.]
How old was he could not be told,
"Tell me, Willie, did you stand still and l'et was a plate, purchased by the boys, whose
Except that he was very old;
language was expl,'essiv from its very simplicthe goat eat the clothes off your back ?"
Our Puzzle Box.
And though he'd been a glossy bay,
ity. This was the inscription:
"No,
ma'am,"
and
Willie
began
to
cry.
The luster had long since worn away.
CONUNDRUMS,
LITTLE
JoE,
"How
did
the
goat
get
away
with
your
His mane a rew tufts or grizzled hair,
Aged 14,
clothes in snch a Rhocking manner, and where
And scarcely the sign or a bang did he wear.
The Best Newsboy in New York.
is your new jacket?"
Corn, though It fed him,. fattened him not,
WE ALL LIKED HIM.
"Here is all that's left," and Willie passed
And he'd stand a whole day In a single spot,
There
were
no services, but each boy sent a
Leaning hjs Bide 'galnst a friendly ran,
the three buttons to his mother. ·
Brushing the files With his worn-out tall.
"I'll kill that goat, mother-see if I don't." flower to be placed upon the coffin of his
He could be as deat as dear could be,
"But tell me first how it happened," said friend. After all, what did it matter that
little Joe was dead?
And blind as one who cannot see,
his mother.
But bring the bridle or rattle the reed,
He was only a newsboy.
"I-I-was~that is-I left my clothes in
And he'd show himself liVely as any steed.
This is not a fancy sketch. Every word of
the barn-while-while-while-"
We'd think sometimes to take a ride
the above story is true.- New Yo?·lc Wcwld.
" Well, go on.''
On dear old Nicky, our joy and our pride,
'' While-I-I-I-went--a-·swlmming."
But he'd always make for the nearest fence,
Nor love nor money could driVe him hence.
"So you disobeyed me! Well, now, my litFor Good or Evil.
tle boy, I .think you .will hav to wear that hat,
"Get oft, and let him go," we sald;
A German philosopher asserts that "every
" To better things he has been bred."
and those trousers, and these three brass but- human being exercises (apart from his words
And gen ly from his back we'd glide,
tons for a jacket till you can make up your or actions) a poisonous or wholesome influContent to walk at his rlbby side.
mind to obey me."
ence on all who approach him. It is an effect
One day a sorrow we ne'er had felt
Willie began to scream and cry very loudly, of temper and temperament."
Came to us as by hie side we knelt,
but his mother relented the next day, and let
Lavater's theory was that each man or woJ.-Name the four different ldnds of noises.
While rather spoke these words or pain:
him wear his other suit.
man bears a subtle likeness to some animal;
•' You'll never see !'lick alive again."
But how much better it would hav been if and that just as the cow is cheerful, domestic,
Adding, he thought him or little good,
A Nick or all places as well as the wood.
Willie had minded his mother, and kept away and healthy, and the snake baleful and unBut this was language hard to brook,
from the river, wouldn't it? However, the clean, human beings spread about them rna·
An1 our juvenll heads we sadly shoGk,
affair made a Willie a more obedient Loy ever lign or gracious influences.
Crying, as he res.ted from every Ill,
after, and he always gains permission when he
The subtle influence does not result from
"With all thy faults; we love thee still."
goes swimming, and is very careful that there our principles, from our beliefs, or even from
C<ncm·d, Ky., 285.
VIRGINIA E. VANCE.
are no goats around when he goes in the our character; so much as it does from the
water.
S. H. W.
habitual temper and attitude of our minds. It
How Willie Lost His Jacket.
is worth study by young people beginning.
Only a Newsboy.
"Now, Willie, dear, you had better not go
life, for though intangible and almost indein the water again to·day. I am always afraid,
Little Joe first appeared on the streets of scribable, it is the strongest power which a
anyway, when you go bathing; and you hav New York two years ago. He was small and man or woman can possess.
been once to.day, and that ought to be suffi- slight, with great brown eyes and pinched lips
We hav all known women, neither young
cient."
that always wore a !!mile. Where he came nor beautiful, nor intellectual, to whom chilBut Willie kept leaning and lolling about from nobody knew and few cared. His. par- dren, animals, and every weak, hnrt, or needy
his mother, and teasing her to let him go ents, he said, were dead, and he had no friends. creature were drawn for help by the natural
swimming.
It was a hard life. Up at four o'clock in the motherhood-the gift of healing-that· was in
"Mother, you are so scared ! I shall not be morning after sleeping in a dry-goods box or them.-Youth's Companion.
drowned-and it is so hot to-day,. and I feel so in an alley, he worked steadily till late at night.
warm and sticky; can't I go swimming?"
2.-Why is this man like one preparing a
He was misused at first. Big boys stole his
Companionable Father and Son. feast?
"No, you can't-now don't you ask me papers or crowded him out of a warm place at
I know a most estimable father who is on
again !" and Willie's mother was just a trifle night, but he never complained. The tears
first-rate terms with his own sori. That
3.-ACROST!C AND ANAGRAM.
impatient with her little boy.
would well up in his eyes, but were quickly shouldn't be a remarkable thing, yet I fear it
Willie went out to the pig pen, and began brushed away and a new start bravely made.
is not just as common as it ought to be.
scratching the back of the smallest piggy. Such conduct won him friends, and after a litThey are, as it were, boys together. He has
"You can't go swimming, can you, Piggy? tle no other dared play tricks upon Little Joe.
never whipped that boy. He has admitted to
You don't know what fun is, you don't."
His frier.ds he remembered, and his enemies me that he would hav felt badly if the boy,
"Ugh!" said the pig, looking up in Willie's he forgave. Some ·days he had especially having the power, had thrashed him, so he
face, as if to say, "I like to hav you scratch good luck. Kind-hearted people pitied the saw no reason why he should not respect
my back, that's what I like."
little fellow and bought papers whether they the boy's feelings in this matter, and not
"Your nose looks like a little pink pancake," wanted them or not. But he was too generous take the advantage a father has over a
said Willie, tickling the pig's ear with a straw. to save money enough even for a night's lodg- young son if it comes to a physical encoun"Say, piggy, I've a mind to go swimming, any- ing. Every boy who "got stuck" knew he ter: This is certainly a magnanimous view to
how.
It's so plaguy hot this afternoon. was sure to get enough to buy a supper as long take, and the son has grown to be a fine young
Mother never will know it, unless you tell. I as Joe had a penny.
fellow, whose conduct quite refutes the saying
might as well go, and she will never be any the
But hard work and exposure began to tell on of Solomon. They occasionally relax into
wiser," thought he, hesitatingly.
his weak constitution. He kept growing thin- conundrums for amusement, and here is the
In another minute he was running as fast as ner and thinner, till there was scarcely an latest. They were talking of cocoons. " Why
he could toward the Tiver that ran through the ounce of flesh on his little body. The skin of are cocoons like knot holes ?" was the quesvillage where he, with his mother and sisters, his face was drawn closer and closer, but the tion. The younger had to giv it up, and, after
The initial letters of the names of these obwas spending the summer vacation.
pleasant look never faded away. He was un- the fashion of the end man, repeated: "Why
Down by the river side there was a big barn, complaining to the last. Two weeks ago he are cocoons like knot-holes ?" " Because they jects, properly nrrnnged, describe a l,lnitable
present for a boy.
and in that barn he threw off his clothes and awoke one morning after selling "extras" to are not holes," was the reply.-Detroit Free
donned his swimming pants. He had a new find himself too weak to move. He tried his Press.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHlLDREN.S CORNER
suit throughout, and a very handsome jacket best to get upon his feet, but it was a vain atJUNE 27, 1885.
with bright brass buttons, and a new straw tempt. The vital force was gone.
Correspondence.
2. H.ymene-a-n.
hat. He froli'Cked about in the water a long
"Where is Little Joe?" was the "llniversal
IillA~rAzoo, MwH.
3. Bee-whe.
time, until, thinking his mother would miss inquiry. Finally he was found in a secluded
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought, in accordance
4. Fa-monkey. Pamunkey river, north of
him, he shook off the water and ran to the barn corner and a good-natured hackman was per- with your request, I would write again for the Richmond, Va.
to put on his clothes. To his amazement, he suaded to take him to the hospital at Flatbush, Children's Corner. Mr. C. B. Reynolds, of
Solvers: Anna B. Strout, W. Wilkins, J. K
could not find his shirt, his pants had partly where he said he once Jived. Every day one Rochester, N. Y., has been lecturing here, in P. Baker.
his tent, for the past three weeks. l hav been
disappeared, and his jacket could not be found of the boys went to see him. On Saturday very much interested in his lectures. Inclosed
at all, while a black.-and-white goat was just a newsboy who had abused him at first and find the notice of his last lecture at the tent.
swallowing the crown of his new straw hat.
learned to Jove him afterward found him sit- I was his bookseller while he was here. I was
Willie was always afraid of goats, and he ting up in his cot, his little blue-veined hand very glad when I saw the notice in the Children's Corner that you were to giv a history of
looked nt the creature with horror and disgust. stretched out upon the coverlet.
the United States for the best story. I hav
•• Come out o' that, yon mean old goat,
"I was afraid yon wasn't coming, Jerry," he my story commenced already. When Mr.
said with some difficulty, "and I waiited to see Reynolds was here, he had several "Story
you."
"'Va--h !" screamed the goat, and went en you once more so much. I guess it will be the Hours" for sale, and he presented me with one
last time Jerry, for I feel awful weak to-day. the first Sunday he was here. I think the
ohe wing the hat.
"He says war," said Willie, "and war it is," Now, Jerry, when I die I want you to be good "Story Hour" is the best story book I ever
* * * This mar\elous house has be>en built m.ore than
saw. Grandma Gault and I had a good time
300 tLuPs rrorn our p!ans; 1't 1',~; •.;;o 1rt'll l>hwnt:d that 1& nlfords
at the same time throwing a stone at the ani- for my sake. Tell the boys-"
listening to Mr. Reynolds. He gave twenty•tmple room even for a. lnr•"e fami y. 1st tloor sho\\·n
But
his
message
!lever
was
completed.
Lit~thove; on ::!(1 tloor are 4 bed\·ooms nnd 111 attic 2.mm'l~
mal and snatching for his hat.
one lectures, so you see we had a feast. But
l'lentv o!'Cio:"Pts. The whole warmed hy on~ ch1mney.
The goat ran toward him with head down, tle .Joe was dead. His sleep was calm and I guess I will close, for I do not want to take
ns~,:~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~;1\~r;.116~1~e~·.ul~~~~~s;~\l;;~oo~t~:.:t;~e$~L~?l~·~
and Willie ran outside and around the barn, beautiful. The trouble and anxiety on his wan up too much space.
to $6 500, may be tound iu "SUOPPELL'S :\ronER;S LowHoping that yon will not put this letter into
CosT'HoUSES," a larg-e quarto pamphlet, sho~·1ng al.5o
the goat after him. Slipping in a ~ide door, he face had disappeared. But the expression was
110\V to select sites, get loans, &c. Sen~ postpa1d ~u tethe waste-basket, I remain
ceipt
of50c Stamps taken, or send $1 b1ll and we Will re·
picked up the 1·emnant of his clothing, and still there. Even in death he smiled.
Yours,
E. D. 'rucKER.
turn the chiwa;e . .Addre~s, BUILDING PLAS AS~OCIATION,
(Mention this Pupe~.)
2-1 Beekman St., (Box ... 70'2,) N: Y •
It was sad news that Jerry bore back to his
ran for the hay mow.
He put on his pants with one leg gone-of friends on that day. They feared the end was
NEw PnoviDENCE, IowA.
course, you understand, one of the pant near, and were waiting for him with anxious
Miss SusAN H. WrxoN: Perhaps you will be THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Prioe, 25 oents.
legs-and half of a stocking on ~ach foot, and hearts. When they saw his tear-stained face surprised on hearing from a stranger out in
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AN EMINENT IMMIGRANT.
Thos. Grigg, employed by Willis & Co.,
Montreal agents of the Wanzer Piano Company, as city agent, has left Montreal for the
United States with $8,000 belonging to his emReligious Intelligence.
ployers. Grigg was married, and conducted
What Is GoinJI,' On in the Churchi'S-Ou•
religious services in the Primitiv Methodist
ward March of the Militant Host.
church there. He took with him the wife of a
FATHER CAROLAN ON A TOOT.
member of his congregation.-Boslon Jon1·nal.
A well-dressed man, who said he was the
Rev. Father Carolan, a Catholic clergyman of
BEING ACCUSED, HE ACCUSES.
Ohio, was arrested in Jersey City the other day
The Rev. James Fellows, on trial at Rochesfor drunkenness.
ter, N. Y., on the charge of crJminallibel, was
found guilty. Fellows was formerly pastor of
A BAD BISHOP.
the Methodist church at Henriettta, N. Y., and
The Rev. Jabez Sytt Campbell, colored had trouble with members of his congregation,
bishop of the M. E. church, Philadelphia, was who charged him with immoral conduct. He
arrested and taken before a magistrate on the retorted with counter charges, and a pamphlet
charge of perjury.
was printed charging immoralities to Dr.
Mason and others of the village.
THE TRUTH WAS NOT IN Hli\I.
"The Rev. C. W. Turrill, pastor of the TarA CHICAGO HUMBUG.
port, Pa., M. E. church, on trial charged with
Aanund Reinertson, of Chicago, is in receipt
lying and imprudent and unchristian conduct, of regular communications from heaven, his
. has been found guilty.
latest being that some women who worked in
his laundry should leave their husbands and
liv with him. The husbands complain, but
ALL TO Lli:A.VE AND FOLLOW THEE.
Mrs. Lester, of East Hartford, Conn., and the women declare that they are happy and
Mrs. Warren, of the same place, left their glorifying God in the true spirit. Reinertson's
husbands to join the Salvation Army. Two influence over the women is founded on his
clmm to hav a mission from God.
divorce suits are pending.
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INVOKING THE STRONG ARM.
The Rev. Mr. Schoppe, pastor of the German Lutheran church at Union Hill, N. J.,
recently applied for a warrant at Recorder
Schleicher's court. He wanted the Rev. Mr.
Lonipaul, pastor of the German Evangelical
church, arrested for disorderly conduct. The
complainant baptized an eight-year-old boy
whose parents .attended the Rev. Mr. Louipaul's church. The latter was enraged and
gave the Rev. Mr. Schoppe a piece of his
mind, for which the Rev. Mr. Schoppe wanted
him punished.

A DISTINGUISHED CAREER FORESHADOWED.
The Rev. Mr. Herman is only 23 years of
age. He waff recently graduated from an Illi-·
nois theological institution. He went to Syrac
cuse, N. Y., and boarded with the family of
Philip Yeakel, a carpenter, who has a prepos-·
sassing daughter 18 years of age. She was a.
devout member of Herman's . church, and
played the organ for the Sunday-school class,
and was in every way looked upon as a proper
young lady. But it came to· light that she was
a mother. The Rev. Mr. Herman left the
house, but Mr. Yeakel out his flight short, and
forced him to aoknow1edge that he was the
child's father. He will not resume preaching
A HAPPY ARRANGEMENT.
The Rev. Henry Howe was dismissed from for a time.
the United Brethren church of Council Bluffs,
Ia., on account of improper relations with
LEAD US NOT INTO TEMPTATION.
Mrs. E. S. Jones. Howe's wife secured a diOswEGO, N.Y., May 23.-The Pazt,,dinm tovorce on the same grounds. Howe then pro- day publishes an interview with Thomas Crawposed to legalize his relations with Mrs. Jones, ford, the defaulting aity treasmler, who is now
and offered Mr. Jones a team if he would get in Hamilton, Ontario. Crawford's statement is
a divorce from her. Jones accepted the prop- that he found himself $GOO short at the end of
osition, secured the divorce, and Howe and his first year as treasurer. He could not acMrs. Jones left for St. Joseph, Mo., where they count for it, and confided his trouble to
were married. This is the third matrimonial Father O'Connell of this city, and, in accordventure for each of the contracting parties.
ance with his advice, engaged in margin dealing. At first he made a small gain, but subsequently was a loser. For two years past he
A HEAVY BURDEN FOR MERCY.
An esteemed correspondent residin~ in Lea- has been speculating with the city's money,.
venworth, Kan., contributes the following to generally losing, and the final result was his
this department. The Leavenworth papers flight from the city, leaving a deficit of $26,000.
contain the same story: R. Calhoun, of Marion, He places the blame for his course of action
A PASTOR WITH A REPUTATION.
A FIT OF ABSTRACTION.
Kan., leading member of the Presbyterian upon Father O'Connell.- Times.
The Baptist council called to receive the re- church, superintendent of the Sunday-school
A Rev. Mr. Armstrong, who figured as the
USING THE WRONG NAME.
pastor of theM. E. church at Algonac, Mich., port of a committee appointed to investigate and member of the church choir, has within
has been detected in abstracting various sums the charges against the Rev. George Guirey, a year seduced fourteen girls of his SundayRev.
C.
H.
Zimmer had been pastor of the
of Paterson, N. J., was in session all day, and school, some of them under twelve years of
of money from a parishioner's till.
finishe<i its labors by a verflict adverse to Mr. age, and none of them over fourteen. He German Lutheran church at Batavia, N. Y.,
Guirey. The charges were of improper con- pleaded guilty and threw himself upon the for three years. He hal! a large family and
A MERE QUESTION OF PROBABILITY.
duct toward women. Mr. Guirey is now the mercy of the court, receiving a sentence of small salary. He had a note for $50, which bore
Mrs. Ellen Nichols makes affidavit that she pastor of Emmanuel church, a congregation forty-two years in the state penitentiary at the indorsement of George Borchet, a wt~ll-to
do parishioner, discounted at the First National
boarded the Rev. Joshua Bowden; that a which he has gathered around him.
Leavenworth.
Bank. Borchet pronounced his signatare a
young lady visited his room, and that imforgery, and brought the matter to the attenproper conduct occurred. He denies it.
ANOTHER SALVATION ARMY SCAMP.
tion of the congregation. Mr. Zimmer acPASTGR AND DEACON.
Charles Corwin, an Englishman residing ~n
A gootl deal of excitement was caused at knowledged the forgery in the pulpit, but
A CANDIDATE FOR THE GALLOWS.
New York, a worker in the ranks of the SalvaTitusville,
Pa., by a fight between A. N. Per- pleaded ignonnoe of wrong-doing. The minThe Rev. Jesse Cook, colored, of Butler, Ga., tion Army in Wilkesbarre, Pa., was arrested rin, a deacon of the Baptist church, and the ister was roundly denounced by male membecoming enraged at his wife, knocked her there on suspicion of attempting to enter a Rev. C. A. Babcock, pastor of the Baptist bers of the church. A petition was circulated
down with an ax; then, putting his foot on her railroad pay car. When searched a key was church. Mr. Babcook, in his sermon, took oc- asking Mr. Zimmer to resign. He refused,
throat, he dealt her three blows with the ax, found in his possession which unlocked the casion to reprimand certain persons in the and a committee notified him that he would
car. From letters in his pockets it is known
knocking out her brains.
not be allowed to preach any more.
that he recently served a term in one of the church, Perrin taking a portion of the sermon
as having been directed to himself. On MonNew
York
prisons.
He
is
also
suspected
of
HIS SIN HAS FOUND HIM OUT.
day the two met, when angry words passed beTHE ENTERPRISING BURGLAR.
being implicated in other robberies.
tween them, until Perrin struck the minister
A council convened by the Firilt Baptist
The Rev. Joshua Chance, of Iowa, has been
in
the
face,
kicked
him,
and
attempted
to
use
church one of the largest and most iD;~portant
proved by investigation to be a habitual burgplaces bf worship in St. Paul, Minn., to inv~s ENLIVENING INCIDENTS OF COLORED WORSHIP. his cane upon him, but was prevented. The lar. Chance is a young man who had a large
While
attending
church
at
a
settlement
eight
pastor.
boarded
the
afternoon
train
and
went
tigate charges of untruthfulness and unch~stity
following in his community, and was ranked
against the late pastor, the Rev. R. R. R1dell, miles from Fort Worth, Texas, two colored to his home in Panama, N. Y.
with the most ardent workers in the Free
women
became
engaged
in
a
family
q
ttarrel
found him guilty.
Methodist church. He prays long and loud
within the sacred precincts. Two colored
RELIGIOUS EXERCISES AT A DARKY CAMP·liiEETING. every night in the jail, and seems to try to
members
of
the
church
took
up
the
quarrel
in
HIGH JINKS.
A negro camp-meeting was held at Mt. Zion create the impression that he is being persefront of the meeting-house, and began slash' The Rev. James McMullin, graduate of the ing each other with dirk knives. In the melee church, York county, S. C., June 11th, at cuted. His wife is an intelligent little lady,
Catholic Propaganda College at Rome, and Sam Coffee put in his appearance, and shot which a bloody battle was fought between a and stands well in the community. She first
who is said to hav been en route to California one Allison in the back, killing him instantly. crowd of country and Yorkville negroes. became aware of her husband's guilt a few
months ago, when she saw him quietly removto take charge of a parish, was arrested at
Pistols, razors, knives, and whisky bottles ing
a portion of the weather boarding and exChicago on a charge of drunkenness, and,
were the implements of warfare, and a rivalry
POLICEMEN AS PEACEMAKERS,
pleading guilty, was fined $25.
between the town and country negroes the amin the stolen watches. When asked by his
"The meeting was very exciting, and the cause. Whisky encouraged the fight. One wife to whom the watches belonged Chance
police
were called upon to prevent a breach of negro was killed, two fatally and not less than would giv no satisfactory explanation.
REPRINTED WITHOUT BE3fARK.
the peace." These words are from the New a score seriously wounded. The country
SAN FRANCisco, June 20th.-The Rev. W. F. York Herald, and apply to a meeting in a GerTHE REVE:REND LEECH.
Morrison, ex-grand councillor of the Order of man Lutheran chureh, in Trenton, N. J., negroes had warned the town "coons" to keep
The ecelesiastical council invited to conChosen Friends, who, on the 12th instant, was whose pastor was the Rev. Jacob Zintner. away from the meeting, and when the fight
convicted of grand larceny to the extent ?f This gentleman was accused of being the ended the town negroes were in full retreat. sider the disagreements between certain members of the Second Congregational church and
$3,000, was to-day sentenced to ten years m cause of a young lady's suicide, and the meetthe former pastor, Rev. J. A. Leach, met
the state prison.:-New York Bun.
A VERY FREE METHODIST.
ing was called to take action upon his profMonday afternoon. The council, as organized,
The Rev. John Locker (or Laugher) came to consisted of twe!lty one members, including
fered resignation.
Adrian, Mich., last spring, as we learn from delegates from churches of Fitzwilliam, WinTHREE OF A KIND.
>the Times and JIJ;cposilor, and took a job of chester, Marlboro, Fitchburg, Goffstown, BelAt Snow Hill, Md., three ministers named
ENAMORED TO AN L>n'ROPER EXTENT.
preaching at the Gospel Tabernacle, Free lows Falls, Harrisville, Dover, Concord,
Lightbourn, Aldred, and Tompkinson, were
The minister is the Rev. Thomas Keough.
tried for alleged intimacy with a domestic who The name of the lady is not given. They were Methodist. He was considered able and elo- Watertown, Mass., and Boston. Rev. Dr.
had successivly kept house for them. One enamored of each other, and it was charged quent. Among his parishioners upon his Quint, of Dover, was made chairman, and
stood up like a hero, confessing his sin. The their relations were improper. A conference of arrival Mr. Locker found Mrs. Sarah E. Rev. Mr. Gerould, of Goffstown, secretary.
others got away. The prosecution sustained Methodist dignitaries sustained the charge and Hughes, and between the two love ripened so Mr. Leach was allowed to appear by counsel.
their charges, but failed on the specifications. deposed the preacher. It is said that he is rapidly that their marriage was fixed upon Six charges were preferred, one of which conwithin a month of their first meeting. But the
about to become a father. This happened at sheriff of Adrian has been surprised by receiv- tained forty-seven specifications. The charges
Parkdale, near Toronto, Ont., culminating ing a telephone message from Jackson, re· were: First, untruthfulness; secGnd, slanderY. M. C. A. NOTE.
ing and defaming his brothers and sisters in
The case against John H. Collins, the secre- June 13, 1885. The Rev. Mr. Keough has a questing him to arrest Rev. Locker for bigamy the church; third, sabbath desecration; fourth,
tary of the Y. M. C. A. at Gloucester, Mass., wife and children.
should he persist in marrying the Adrian wo- neglect of religious duties; fifth, the use of
attracted much attention. The Ji!Olice court
man. The Jackson message also said that a spirituous liquors as a beverage; sixth, the haTHE PENALTY OF BIBLE STUDY.
room was crowded to its utmost, and the sidewife and some children of Mr. Locker's resided bitual use of morphine.-Keene, N. II., N. E.,
walks were lined with people. Collins and his
Fred Winch, of Milwaukee, became relig- in that place. The Adrian Times and Expositor Obsu·ve1·. The last two charge~ named hav
sister appeared in court charged with incest. iously insane, and was convinced that he would says: "Locker was formerly aM. E. preacher, been withdrawn, thus depriving the accused
In the afternoon several witnesses gave damag- be better off dead than alive. First he tried to but he seems to be drifting to the bad. Some of all excuse for being guilty of the rest.
ing testimony.
hang himself, but was surprised and saved by people who attend his church in this city think
Mrs. Winch. He next purchased a bottle of he has taken to drink, one gentleman having
"HOW LONG, 0 LORD, HOW LONG?"
sulphuric acid and poured the entire contents inforljiRtion the,t he was seen in a guzzling attiTHE LAST OF PASTOR DALLY.
Hiram Pfautz is a respectable laboring man,
thereof into his mouth, without regard to his tude no later than this morning. It is further
Racked by remorse, Rev. Jonathan H. Dally eyes, nose, or face, all of which were fearfully stated that he has already 'done time' for residing near Lititz, Pa. His family consisted
ended his sufferings by committing suicide. burned, as was also his body. His sufferings bigamy."
of himself, wife, and five small children, the
The cause of the pastor's downfatl. was a disso- were terrible, but nothing could be done other
latter ranging in age from one to ten years.
lute woman, with whom he had sustained im- than furnish some slight palliation until death
For some time past Mrs. Pfautz has shown
proper relations. Mr. Dally jumped overboard released him.
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE WITH HIM?
signs of weak-mindedness, but not to such an·
from a Mississippi steamboat May 7th. His
Professor James Allen Kibbe, of Kendall- extent as to cause apprehension among her
last charge was at Trinity church, York street,
ville, Ind., as we learn from the 8tandm·d, frien:'ls. She had been giving much of her
HIS GREAT SPEED WAS HIS SALVATION.
Jersey City.
" stood high in the community, was respected time to the consideration of religious matters,
The Rev. J. M. Meredith, of Heading, Pa., by all, so confided iR by the church to which had read the Bible through and through, had
not only neglected to pay his board but bor- he was attached that he was authorized to become converted, and often remarked to
THESE THINGS NO LONGER CAUSE SURPRISE.
The folbwing scrap is without date and un- rowed $9 of his landlord A Reading paper preach t:t.J.e sacred gospel of him who never friends that the world was becoming too
identified. It looks reasonable: "The Rev. says: "A strange sight was witnessed at No. knew sin, and by the city school board wicked to liv in. While her husband was at
Lemuel Moss, D.D., president of the Indiana 10 North Eighth street yesterday. Detectiv charged with the instruction of the children work she called her five children around her,
State University, to-day placed his resignation Kershner and an irate boarding-house keeper and youth of the city, employed for four years prepared their tmlet, dressed them in their
in the hands of the trustees, who accepted it. were in full pursuit of a stranger. The chase in the highest capacity at their hands to giv. A best, and took them out for a walk. She chose
The resignation is understood to be the result out of Eighth street.to the Scott hotel was wit- former graduate of his school, a beautiful girl a secluded pathway, and finally arrived at tbe
of a scandal involving a lady teacher, who has nessed by quite a crowd. Meredith got there of about twenty years, it was noticed, received edge of the mill-pond. On the way she oar·
in advance, and while his pursuers were search- marked attention from him. A few weeks ago ried the baby in her arms. Standing on the
also resigned."
ing up stairs, quietly slipped out of a rear door, they ware both absent from the city a few days edge of the bank she took the eldest, a boy,
with his high silk hat in hand, and disappeared at the same time. A rumor was started that and threw him far out into the stream; then
THE BEN'rENCE TELLS THE WHOLE STORY.
down a narrow all oyway. His trunk was found they were away together." Investigation the next two in the order of their ages, and
In the matter of Canon XII. on the disci- at an out-of-the-way place yesterday afternoon showed that they went to Detroit, and stopped finally, taking the baby of one year under one
plio of the clergy, and of the presentment of and was seized. Meredith appears to be forty- at a hotel, registering as man and wife. The arm and the fifth, a little girl aged three years,
the Rev. Timotby O'Connell. The board of five years of age, wears a heavy fur collar and Standa1·d proceeis: "He has a wife and four under the other, she kneeled on th11 bank for
triers appointed herein hav found the said cloth cape and is a good talker. It is said that children, all esteemed in the community, who a moment, uttered a silent prayer, and then
the Rev. Timothy O"Connell guilty of scandal- he was at Lancaster a few weeks ago, where he hav to suffer with him the shame of his con- with her children plunged in. The children
ous and disorderly conduct in frequently beat a number of first-class boarding-houses. duct, and the deprivations the loss of his posi- already in the stream called loudly for help.
drinking to excess, and becoming intoxicated At last accounts he was still at large, but the tion and salary will entail. They hav the sym- Some men working in the mill then ran to
at various times and places within the city of police hope to arrest him soon. Several pathy of the people, but for him there is a their rescue, but when they arrived all had disLondon. Ontario, within the past year.-MAu- charges of alleged swindling are pending loathing and indignation that is best endured appeared. The bodies were brought to shore
ICE 8. HURON, Chancellor.
against him.".
by his absence,"
and were laid side by side, not one exhibiting
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signs of life. The neighbors at once set to
work to resuscitate them. After hard work
the eldest three children were resuscitated, but
the mother and two youngest children were
already dead. Mrs. Pfautz was about forty
years of age.

•

REGULAR PROCEEDINGS OF A OONFERENOE,
I.-When the presentment of charges was in
order at the Newark M. E. conference at
Nyack, N. Y., recently, Presiding Elder A.
Craig said that serious reports were again in
circulation abont the Rev. George R. Bristor.
He said he was informed .by the· elder of the
Wilmington district th~t Dr. Bristor .had committeil a scandalous crrme on a day m February, 1885. Bishop Walden appointed a committee to hear the charges.
H.-Elder Craig then read a letter from the
Rev. J ..w. Dally, which contained a confession that he had been •· seduced into committing a terrible crime," and 11 request for the
forgivness of his fellow-clergymen, and for
permission to r·eturn his credentials and retire
from the Newark conference. Mr. Craig moved
that Mr. Dally be permitted to resign, and
the motion was carried unanimously.
OATHOLIO SEI\VICE DIVEJRSIFIED.
Los Angeles, Cal., Daily 'l'ime8: Jacob Pfeister, a blacksmith about' forty years of age,
created a sensation in the Cathedral St. Vibiana, about 3:15 Sunday. Services were in
progr~s~ when ~feister, who,has been crazed
by rehgrous exmtement, entered, walked up to
the altar, and proceeded to disrobe, saying
that he wished to be " naked like Christ.''
The fathers tried to hav him "keep his shirt
on," but he wouldn't hav it so. Officer Fred
Smith added his persuasiv ·powers, but was
only a feather in the hands of the madman.
Deputy Sheriff Hammel and Officer .Reel also
took a hand. For some minutf\a there was a
chaos of priests and policemen flying around
promiscuous-like, and at last .Pfeister was
overpowered and bound. He then quieted
down and was sent home in charge of Mrs.
Pfeister and Louis Mesmer. He was rather
obstreperous again yesterday.
A TIMELY SUGGESTION FROM THE IIEV. Mil.
APPLEGATE.
A most shocking statement of the condition
of things· in the churches was made by Rev.
S. P. Applegate, of the Methodist Protestant
chmch, at a recent ministerial meeting. As
his story goes, as reported, it appears that
some of the strait-laced members of the church
under his charge proposed to disciplin some
young folks who had been indulging in that irreligious amusement, "promiscuous dancing."
It was then suggested by Mr. Applegate, the
pastor, that they should first move on "the
many members who lied, cheated, defrauded,
used profane language, and Wfre guilty of intemperance." This proposition reduced the
censuring members to complete silence. They
well knew, said Mr. Applegate, that " such a
measure would hav swept the floor of the
church, turned the officers out to grass, and
disbanded the flock."-Pitlsbtwgh Sunday
Leader.
MEAT FOR BOOOAOOIO.
William Crawford, a brother of Mary and
Thomas Orawford, of Oswego, N.Y., went to
Bishop Mcinerney, at Albany, and demanded
the removal of Father O'Connell, saying: "If
you permit that man to remain over St. John's
church you will take a serious responsibility."
" What do you mean ?" the Bishop asked. " I
mean," said Crawford, "that I will do him bodily harm. He has dishonored my sister and disgraced my brother, and I will not endure it to
see him there." The charges against 0 'Connell
are that he seduced Mary Crawford, who was his
housekeeper for years, and that he was concerned in speculations with public money with
' Thomas Crawford, her brother, who was city
treasurer there for two terms, and is now a defaulter for $26,000, and a fugitiv in Canada.
The latter charge is based on statements by
Crawford, who is now at Hamilton, Ont. The
other charge was made by the woman, who
was discharged by the priest at the time of her
brother's flight, early this spring.
HIS FINGERS WEI\E TAUGHT TO FIGHT-ALSO TO
STEAL.
BRISTOL, CONN., June 13th.-0n the through
express train on the New England road was a
passenger named Myron Bailey, of Bristol, a
recent convert of the Salvation Army. He had
a ticket for Plainville, and refusing to pay his
fare beyond this point, was put off by Cond~ctor ,Jacobs. He again boarded the train
and was a second time ejected, and Brakeman
Thayer was delegated to hold him. As Thayer
released his hold to take his place on the rear
of his train, Bailey drew a revolver and fir·ed,
the shot passing through Thayer's clothing.
The train was stopped and Bailey was arrested.
Many stories of the fighting Salvationist are
told in Bristol. He was recently at a revival
meeting in the 'Methodist church, and went
forward for prayers. While the minister was
praying, Bailey, with a wire, pulled the contl'ibution box, which had just been passed around,
toward him, but the pastor, who was pmying
with one eye open, detected him, and Bailey
was marched into the vestry by one of the
deacons.
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Itself an hundred told In a tew weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made tr~m actual measure, and a
pertect fit assured.
All communications answered free o! Charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNEY.-J71 West MadiBOD Street,
Chicago, Ill. . r Agent'"~anted for Boston, Jlew
Yorlll!roo&JJD and l'h1llide1Pbla.
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WI' jnyuntelgne!\ brothers and sisters meet,
An' each for other's weltare kindly spiers;
The social hours, sw!tt-wlnged, unnoticed lleet;
Each tells the uncoe• [news] that he sees or hears;
The parent•, partial, eye their hopeful years,
Anticipation torward points the view.
The mother, wl' her needle and her shears,
Gars [makes] auld claes look amalst a.s well's tbe

new:
The rather mixes a' wl' admonition <lne.-B•mtS.
IT Is error only, and not truth, that shrinks !rom
lnqulry.-Thomas Paine.
THE Investigation and pursuit ot truth Is the special duty or ma.n.-Cic,r•.
HE Is the treeman whom the truth makes rree,
And all are slaves beside.
-Cowper.
TRUTH Is but a conformity to nature, and to toll ow
nature cannot be to combat truth.-Wollaston.

TAKE care or the poor Indians, and the poor In·
dlans will take hair or you.
THE new governor or Rllode 'l:siand Is named Wet·
more. He Is evidently a B!tptlst.

Truth Seeker Annual
-AND-

JOfrt~tltiuht~n' iimtn{!ttt

LET truth and talseliood grapple; who ever knew
truth put to the worse In a tree and open encounter ?-Milton.
IT Is falsehood, not truth, It Is guilt, not Innocence, which •tudlously excludes the light and flies
examlnatlon.-zn·. Gwrge Campbell ..
RING out the old, ring In the new,
Ring, happy bells, across the snow;
The year Is going, let him go;
Ring out the false, ring In the true.
-Ttnnys(n..
THE theory has been exploded that because areligion has stood the test or ages, It must ot neces~lty
be true. The test or one hour ot reason Is more crucial tban the tes' or thousands or years or blind credulity.- Chicago Times.
IN things or the mind we look tor no compulsion
but that ot light and rea:lOD.-0/iueJ' Oromwell.
THE judges ot Athens put Socrates to death on the
ground that his opinions tended to corrupt the youth
ot that city. The High Court or Jerusalem sentenced
Jesus to death on similar grounds. Practical Pilate
asked, " What evil hath he done ?" but he got no answer.-M. D. Conway.
BETTER Is a little with righteousness than great
revenues without rlght.--How much better Is It to
get wisdom than gold, and to get underotandlng
rather to be chosen than sllver!--He that Is slow
to anger Is better than the mighty .pnd he that ruleth his spirit than he that taketh a clty.-Prou.,·bs

A REOI!NTLY publlshe<J cook book lnrludes 1!. ~hap
tar with the odd title, "Why Not Eat Insects?" Did
the author never eat huckleberry pie In a resturant?
TEAOHER: "First boy, read." First boy: "Hope
for a season bade the world farewell, and Freedom
shrieked when Kosel usko tell." Teacher : " Why
did Freedom shriek?" Second boy: "I dunno;
guess a. mouse run up her dress."
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IN New Orleans they gave a show
To beat. the big Centennial;
To which her people said they'd go
When came the great millennia!.
And when the month or June had come,
With heat to melt our collars,
Tho great big show ha.d sunk the sum
or about two mill ton dollars.
WHEN a woman her home would decorate,
She stops not at obstacles small or great,
But the runniest sl~ht her trials al!ord
Is when madam essays to saw a board.

With lips com pre> sed she gets down to work,
And crosses the timber jerklty-jerk;
She can't keep to the line, her knee slips askew,
But she keeps to tbe work till the board splits In two.
She has damaged the chair, she has ruined the saw,
Her back Is aching, her hands are raw,
And she finds, when she tries to fit her prize.
It's an Inch too short or the requlslt size.

NEW YORK:

SHE practiced on him all her wiles
Till In love's silken net she catight him,
And Rhowered on him her ~weetest smiles
When to her feet she captiv brought him.
But when he pleaded with the maid
To be regarded as her lover,
She sighed a. lltt le, blushed, and said,
"Please wait u .. til the summer's over.''

Eu.aoPEANS believe In eternal punishment, partly
because It has been taught them In their childhood
and because they hav never considered what It
means; partly because their Imaginations are slug.
glsh and they are unable to realize Its cruelty; and
partly, also, It must be teared, because they hav
still the spirit ot revenge and persecution In their
hea.rts~-R~ade's Martyrdom of Man.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

And then began love's golden dream;
To every picnic, every dance he
Took her, and bougll.t hE'r lemon cream
And other tlalngs that maidens fancy.
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WHEN convinced that money may be earned with·
out disgrace, we ought to allow money to carry the
day. When we talk ot sordid gain and filthy lucre,
where Is the priest, the lawyer, the doctor, or the
Tntno EDITioN.
man ot literature, who does not wish tor dirty
hands? An income and the power ot putting by
His Answ-ers
.A.A
something tor old age 1 something tor those who are
to come after us, Is the whole,ome and acknowlAND THEm
edged desire or all protesslonal men.- Trollope'• To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
Thackeray.
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
Being a Comparison or the Old and New Testament
IF a trn.veler does not meet one who Is better than
Myths and Miracles with 1hose or heathen na·
hlmseit or his equal, let him firmly keep to hls soli..tlons ot Antiquity, Considering also their
tary journey; there Is no companionship with a tool.
:Millions of these should be circulated by
f>rlgin and Meaning. With nu--He who possesses virtue and Intelligence, who Freethinkers.
merous IllUstrations.
Is just, speaks the trutb, and does what Is his own
1 Vol. Royal Suo. Oloth. About 00 pagu.
business-him the world Will hold dear.--It one
1$:1.0()
Price, 5 c'ents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies Price,
man conquer In battle a thousand times a thousand
Bent postpaid, on receipt or price,
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greatest ot couquerors.-Bttddha's Dramapada.
THE "Pilgrim's Progress ·• Is a ludicrously overrated book. -Edgar Poe.

"l\

CHRTSTIANrrY 19 human In Its origin, erroneous In
Its theories, deluslv In Its threats and Its rewards,
Jesus Christ was a man, with all the faults and Imperfections ot tho prophetic character. The Bible Is
simply a collection or Jewish writings, The miracles In the Old '1'estament deserve no more attention
from historians than the miracles In Homer. The
miracles In the gospels are like Lhe miracles In Plutarch's Lives; they do not Jessen the value or the
biography, and the value or the blograplly does not
lessen the absurdity ot the miracles.- Win wood
Reade.
To the crying up or talth In opp )Sitton to reason
we mav, I think, In gcod measure ascribe thoae ahsurd !ties that fill almost all the religions w'llch posse as and divide mankind. For men, having been
principled With an opinion that they must not consult reason In the things or religion, however apparently [i. e., man!testlyJ contradictory to common
sense and the very principles or all their knowledge,
hav let loose their fancies and natural superstition
and hav been by them drawn Into so strange opinIons and extravagant practices In religion tna.t a
considerate man cannot but stand amazed at their
tomes and judge them eo tat· !rom being acceptable
to the great and wlee God that he cannot avoid thinking them ridiculous and otrenslv to a sober, good
ma.n.-Locke .Goncerning Human Uncb.I'Standing.

AMONG the sp~clmen fxlraels from Miss Cleveland's forthcoming bcok we find the following significant morsel: "The humanity or each or us Is,
like some vast rooll'an harp, constructed by the MW'ter Musician and iald down tenderly by him on the
seashore, where winds trom every quarter play con·
f.lnuously." This Is rot as truly pclentlf!c a. view ot
human origin, perhaps, as Mr. Darwin's monkey
theory, but It Is ever so much prettier.

With her knee on a plank, and the plank on a <:lhalr,
She poise~ her saw with a knowing air;
Makes several wild rasps at the pencilled line,
And Is eli with a whizz the reverse or fine.

THE gods who are Immortal are not vexed because,
during a long lime, they mmt continually tolerate
men, such as they are, and so many or them bad;
and, besides this, they a !so take care or them In all
ways. But thou who art de• tined to end so soon, art
thou wearied ot end urlng the bad, and this, too,
when thou art one or them ?-M. A. Antoninus.

JOHN LOCKE was born In 1632 and LeC!orc In 1657,
but though widely "eparated In age and though d!tterl ng. probably, In many ot their specific opinions,
they were conscious that they were traveling the
same road-a way then little trequ~nted-the way
which led !rom the received tenets or the churches
and the schools to the arena or tree Inquiry and Impartial investlgatlon.-Fowl<r's Locke.

"YES." boasted an Englishman In the West, "I
ha v Tudor blood In my veins from my mother's side
ot the family, and Plantaganet from my father's."
"Is that so?" said a citizen. "My blood Is a little
mixed, tqo. My grandfather was a Jersey tendertoot, an'. my grandmother was a Digger Indian
squaw. We're both half-breeds, stranger. Shake!''
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At beach hotels with her he hopped,
For she was quite an ardent dancer;
At length the youth the qt•estlon popped,
And waited tor the malden's answer.
It drew the sweetness from his lite,
It burnt and scorched him like a blister;
'Twas this: "I cannot be your wife,
But I will be to you a sister."
AN umpire went sallying out Into the east,
Out Into the east, ere the sun went down.
He thought or the club that loved him least
And the quickest way to leave the town.
But men must chi a and boys must cheer,
And the umpire's lot Is hard and drear,
Along with the crowd and Its groaning.
A man stood up and called out Foul I
And called out Foul! with an angry trown,
Then made tor the gate with a sudden howl,
While the mob with bricks tried to knock him
down.
For men will fight and boys will jeer,
And luck Is best when the gate Is near,
To e•cape from the crowd and its groaning.
A doctor was working the best he knew how,
The best he knew how, as the sun went down.
He thought as he plastered the broken brow·
Of the awful yo'IB and the miBBIIB thrown.
For clubs will play and mobs will fight,
And the umr•lre's lucky It he llvs till night
To escape !rom the crowd and Its groaning.
-Philadelphia Call.
THE" tree pass" questlc,n has very much agltat&d
the present session of the Arkansaw leglela.ture.
Tne other day a weu.known representatlv arose and
said: "Mr. Speaker, I wish to offer a reeolutlon
making It a misdemeanor for any member or a future session or the Arkansaw legislature to accept a
tree pass ever a railroad." "Why nnt lot It apply
to the members or the present ses~lon ?" some one
asked. "Oh, no, that won't do. We've ail got pasoes
and 1t would be Impolite to rBturn them. Sir, this
paes system Is wrong. It has a tendrncy. sir, to cor·
rupt.~ but It saves money. It they hadn't sent me a
pass I don't know how I would hav got here.
Reckon I'd had to walk, but, sir, It Is our dti•y to
relieve future legislators rrom temptation. I am In
favor or all good measures, and I proml~ed my peo·
pie that I wotald work tor the temperarce cause. I
am a temperance man from the word go." In turn·
lng 8Uddenl·y, his coat tails struck the corner or the
desk. Reaching back all!l taking the dripping
fragments or a bottle from his pocket he remarked:
"'1'emperance Is the salvation ot man and the joy
or woman, but I'd like devilish well to know Who
put that bottle In my pocket. Smells like pretty
good IIcker, too. Speaking about passes, why, sir,
the tuture legislator ought to hav every possible In•
ducement to behave blmself,"-Arlcansaw Traveler.
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Jjlotes and Qklippings.
CoLONEL INCIER!'!OLL and family are spending the summer at Marblehead, ne-ar Boston,
Mass.
·
TALMAtlm's iife is insured for $Bo:ooo. It is
safe to say that Talmage did the valuation
himself.-Galt'eston News.
THE Cong1·egationalist compliment~ the American press by saying there is no daily publication thoroughly deserving to be described as a
Christian ne~spaper.
IN Arkansas no saloon can be built within
640 rods of a church. Hence the nativs build
the. saloon first; then they erect the church
.right across the road.
No. 744 Broadway, where the office of the
National Liberal League was, is now headquarters for the special agents of the National
and State Labor Bureaus.
PRFlSIDENT McCosH, of Princeton, is credited
wit}l the statement that the age of nine or ten
years is the best at which to attempt to acquire
a knowledge of languages. He maintains that
a child of that age can learn more easily than
a man of twenty-five.
"I CAN'T account for the small attendance
at church Sundays," remarked Parson Jones.
"Neither can I," replied Fogg with his customary frankness; "I went a few Sundays ago,
and I couldn't see anything to attract the small
attendance I saw there."
A CLERGniAN never st1·ikes for more wages.
He doesn't hav to. He simply notifies his
congregation that he has received a call from
a church in a distant city where there is " a
broader field for his usefulness"-and a highn
salary.-Boslon 1lravelle1·.
·
IT was a center shot and a hard hit when the
New York woman suffragists called attention
to the mockery of making a statue of liberty
in the form of a woman to be placed at the
portals of a state where women are disfranchised.-Phi!ade!phia Ledge1·.
A Mrss HELEN TAYLO~ has consented to
stand for North Camberwell, England, at the
next election, there being no law against a
woman sitting and voting in the House of
. Commons. As she has every prospect of being
elected, the next house will possess refining
influences to soothe its anger of discussion.
VrcToR HuGo hated Goethe because the latter severely criticised "Notre Dame de Paris"
when it first appeared. "Goethe," said he to
a literary visitor, "only produced one really
good work, 'The Robbers.'" The visitor was
astonished. at the apparent blunder, until
Hugo added, with a sneer, "And that one was
written by Schiller!"

&' the I'ost-Oflloo at New Yorll:, H. Y., as Second.c~ Matter. (

New York, SaturdaY, July 18, 1885.

TRE New York Congregational church sent
out missionaries to Armenia and, at great expense, made an Orthodox Christian out of a
Turk named Siraganian, who came to this city.
Re fell in with tha Baptists, and has joined
their church. The Congregationalists are very
sore over•the affair, while the Baptists are jubilant. Brother Siraganian will shortly return
to Armenia as a missionary.
" THE public school-teacher, following the
text book, tells the pupil that the Reformation
was really a reformation, and that the world
is better and purer -because Luther lived.
Cath~lics hav to pay for the dissemination of
such knowledge as this." For which reason
the Catholic Freeman's Jo·urnal wishes parachial schools established, where the truths of
history will be sedulously concealed from the
pupil.
THE Heb1·ew Standa1·d says: "We are often
amused at the comparison of the Puritan Sunday with the Sabbath of the Jews. They are
entirely dissimilar and as opposit in their
character as the poles. The Sabbath is made
for the enjoyment of man, and if there is anything enjoyable in a long face, a sour visage,
a three hours' sermon, a cold dinner, or a day
passed in nasal psalm~singing, the Jews hav
not found it out yet.''
"How much for the trip?" asked a tourist in
Palestine of a boatman who had taken him to
several points of interest in the Sea. of Galilee.
"Ten shekels, sir." "'What?" excl>Limed the
traveler; "ten shekels? Why, that is an outrageous charge !" "Can't help it, sir. That's
what folks hav paid ever since the sea was
here." "Well," growled the voyager, as he
handed over the money, "I don't wonder that
Jesus Christ concluded to walk it."
REFERRING to Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
the Examinn·, a religious paper, says: "The
one thing that will most effectually hinder
woman from whatever rights she may still
justly claim to hav recognized will be the
championing of her cause by female Ingersolis." One reason why woman has never had
any more rights is because she has waited for
some female Christian to champion them.
Nothing good, worth speaking of, ever came
out of Nazareth yet if Nazareth could help
itself.
1\[R. ALFRED AUSTIN has published some religious poems. Here is b. specimen. It will be
seen that Mr. Austin is of a thankful disposition:
" Thanks for all things that areFor the fair, the foul, the fell.
Thanks for the-Morning Star,
And the nethermost murk of hell;
" For the music of moonlight nights,
And the savor of summer days;
For the swoop of carrion kites,
And the stench of gibbeted jays."

THE 0111'istian Lem1w has an editorial conti·ibutor of great fame for ability and accuracy. ; THE Pall Mall Ga~elte is publishing some terA while ago one of his paragraphs contained i :rible revelations about London immorality.
the followil\g: "To the impartial ~ye of the 1 It appears that rich, titled, and pious noble
Judge of all the earth we cannot doubt that :lords are in the habit of trafficking in the virtue
Protestant bigotry sme!ls as rank as Catholic!" ' of young girls. Dates, numbers of houses,
This is the first intimation the world has re- :streets, and descriptions of persons that leave
ceived that the A.! mighty smells with his eye.
:no doubt of their identity are given:' The
IN Tol~do, 0., two weeks ago last Sunday,.a general impression is that the charges are true.
riot occurred regarding the resignation of a .No suits hav as yet been brought against the
Roman Catholic priest. After the close of the papE'r.
London morality has never bee~
church services a body of his friends attacked high; but the people of England can point
the houses of some who had been prominent to one fact with pride: an Atheist, though
in the opposition to the priest. Two men thrice elected, will not be permitted to sit in
were killed, a woman was clubbed so that it the national Parliament !
was thought she would die, and one house was
THE Boston correspondent of the Examine1·
demolished.
says: "The Episcopal Theological Seminary
THE _ll{oming Stm'. a Roman Catholic paper at Cambridge has just ~aduated a senior class
published at New Orleans, La, givs these di- of eight members. It is evident that apostolic
rections for being saved: "There is a law of succession is no safeguard against rationaliz ·
nature, that is, an image of God's nature, im- ing tendencies; for this school, established as
pressed on the conscience of man. All that an antidote to the high church spirit of the
he has to do to be saved is to do what he be- New York Seminary, welcomes the largest
lieves to be l'ight. If lle does this, it is be- liberalism of the age. Some of its professors
cauHe he has the proper disposition, because might compete for honors with Unitarian
1
lle has a good will, because he wonld do any- : leaders of the extreme left wing. One· of its
thing else if he knew it to be right." Such a ' faculty still retains the influence of his former
man as tllis, the l:llm· thinks, would embrnoe · Baptist training, and is probably more evanChristianity when it was brought to his notice, gelical than any of his colleagues.. But the
and demand bflptism as soon as he heard of whole school feels a strong pressure Jrom the
it, so that all well-meaning heathen haY bf.en environment of Harvard, and the· trend is
saved.
·
strong toward ultra Rationalism."

{ 33 CLINTON PLACE. f$3.00 per vear.

THE Salvation Army is without honor in ~ts
own country. Says the London Saturday Review: "The· skunk-that is the name of the
animal-is, as everybody knows, difficult to
tackle, not because he is. formidable by his
strength or his courage, but for another reason. You may kill him if you hav the good
fortune-it is good fortune in this case-to hav
no sense of smell; "but even if you succeed you
remain unclean for eight days at least. An
odor as of a house in Lowndes Square after a
flood of sewage hangs round you. These wellknown facts hav been recalled to memory by
the most recent proceedings of the Salvation
Army. They are not to be touched, many of
them, simply because they are unutterably
offensiv. It would seem that the professed
religious world has more patience with blasphemous buffoonery than with differences in
creed."
THE revisers of the Old Testament hav
changed "hell" into "sheol." Two hundred
years ago the man who would hav suggested
any suoh thing would hav been burnt at the
stake just to convince him of his error.--Allegogha, an alleged Christian chief in Africa,
caused nine hostages to be cooked and eaten
because the m_en who had assaulted him were
not quickly delivered up. Some folks will
raise their hands in holy horror and say that
he did not act like a Christian, but he had not
been a convert long enough to learn all his
duties. If he had had more experience, he
might hav learnt how to act in a. more shocking manner.--A son of Dr. Howard Crpsby
is said to possess enough love for the world to
make up for <til his reverend parent's piety.
--You can set any two professional theologians to fighting by asking them what true religion really is. Th~ truth of it is that neither of
them knows anything about it.-Texas Siftings.

STRIKERS at Bast Saginaw, Mich., closed all
the mills and salt works.
THE report that there is yellow fever in New
Orleans is declared to be false.
CHINA is making preparations for war on .the
Corean front in view of Russian aggressions.
Mrss CLEVELAND:s book promises to beat
the revised Bible in the matter of circulation.
THE Egyptian government is said to be bankrupt. The sultan of Turkey is nominally the
ruler of Egypt.
LAST Sunday was Orangemen's Day, being
the anniversary of something or other, no two
seem to agree what.
GENERAL GRANT is making satisfactory progress considering the nature of his disease. He
has recovered the use of his voice.
FrnE at Albany, N. Y., last Sunday morning,
caused a loss "of about $100,000, and four firemen were buried beneath falling walls.
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND, Postmaster-General
Vilas, and Secretaries Manning, Lamar, and
Whitney went fishing last Sunday at Woodmont, W.Va.
- THE excursion party o Mexican editors is
in town. The majority of them hav Spanilih
names,and speak that language, in which, also,
their papers are printed.

THE striking workmen at Cleveland, Ohio,
are quiet. The difference between the horse·
car company, at Chicago, and their employees,
has been amicably settled.
A FIRE at Belfast, Me., on the 12th, resulted in the death of two men, twenty horses,
IN France, says the Independent, there is com- and the destruction of a block of buildings, bemotion in religion as well as in politics. The sides much other valuable property.
survival of the republic for fifteen years indiTHE French Chamber of Deputies has voted
cates its permanence, and that the hierarchy to maintain and educate the seventh child of
cannot hold a political dictatorship. There is parents in needy circumstances. This is to
steady progress toward the severance of the encourage the raising of large families.
connection between church and state. The
IT is said that El Mahdi, the False Prophet
appalling prevalence of Infidelity shows the
of the Soudan, Egypt, offered to save Gener&l
utter failure of Romanism as a power for
proper religious training. The hierarchy had Gordon's life if the British government would
giv him £50,000. The government refused.
full control in France; it was the sole teacher
of religion and morals; but it was unable to
ATTORNEY-GENERAL GARLAND has decided
hold the confidence of the people, and they that the government can not accept the steel
broke away from the guidance of the church, cruiser, the Dolphin, built by John Roach. He
and became not merely indifferent, but, to a says she does not fil~ the specifications of the
great extent, bitterly hostil to Christianity. contract.
Italy is another witness to the failure of RoAs Emperor William of Germany was taking
manism; for Italy, like France, is largely
a ride last Sunday, a miserably dressed man
skeptical. With only the papal hierarchy to
threw a flowerpot at his carriage, saying" Thus
guide them, the people hav wandered away
will the empire break." The man was profrom the gospel, and very largely deny the
nounced insane.
truth of Christianity.
SExTON PUDNEY, of St. George's Episcopal
THE industry of discovering ancient manuchurch in this city, who assaulted two little
scripts goes bravely on. The. latest is an- girls aged eleven years in the organ-loft of the
nounced from Vienna, Austria. A correspon- church, has been sentenced to twanty years'
dent of the London Times ·says: "An imporimprisonment at hard labor.
tant discovery bas been made among the manTHE clerk of a bank at Pittsburgh, Pa., was
uscripts which Archduke Renier brought back
two years ago from El Fayoum, in Egypt, and invited, last Saturday, to step into the street
which are known collectivly to orientalists as and see a man in a buggy. When the clerk
'Corpus Papyrorum Raineri Archiducis.' A returned, after a moment's absence, somebody
fragment of the New Testament has been found had robbed the bank of $8,000.
GREAT preparations are being made for the
comprising a chapter which differs from St.
Matthew, chapter xxvi, verses 30 to 34, and wedding of Queen Victoria's daughter Beatrice
from St. Mark, chapter xiv, verses 26 to 30, and a German named Batten berg. The groom
more than these evangelists differ from each is practically a pauper, having no income of
other. The fragment seems to hav been writ- his own. The government will allow him
ten in the third century A.D., though, accord- and his wife £30,000 per year.
ing to the style, it might belong to the first
WHEN the Rev. Father Brennan arrived at
century. In the description of the Last SupLondon, Eng., from New York his luggage was
per the passage in which our Lord predicts
subjected to the o1·dinary search, and some
his betrayal is quite different from that in the
copies of O'Donovan Rossa's paper were
two gospels, and the words, • But after I am
found. The authorities would not let the parisen again I will go before you into G.11ilee,'
pers into the country, and seized them in spite
are wanting. Peter's oath varies also in wordof the protests of the priest.
ing and length. The whole style of the fragTHE topic of the week L-; the exposnros by
ment is vigorous, terse, and clear. According
to Dr. Bicken, of Innsbruck, the fragment the Pall11Iall Cittzette of the traffic in young girls
must be the copy of a munuscript older than for immor11l purposes carried on in London.
those from which the accepted versions of St. The ubiquitous parson of course turns up. A
Matthew and St. Mark hav been taken. The bagnio-keeper confesses: "I once sold a girl
papyrus is at present in the hands of the aged twelve years for :C20. Her purchaser was
orientalist Professor Karabacek, of Vienna, a clergyman who came to my house p1·ofessedly
to sell tracts.''
and a fac-simile of it is to be published."
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What Is the Catholic School Policy 1

From the North. Amt1'ican Rtmew.
The Plenary Council of Baltimore has made our
national Thanksgiving Day a" feast of obligation,"
thus, as it were; sacra-sanctifying what the wili of a
free people 1ong since made really holy forever.
This may be considered by some as a proof that
Catholicism and democracy are not necessarily antagonistic, and it may even prepare the public to receive with composure, as a claim founded on justice,
the demand which will ere long be made for a division of the school-tax in such a manner as that
Catholic "parish" schools may be virtually endowed
by the state. From the standpoint of the Syllabus
the common schools of this country are not to be
trusted with the education of the children of Catholic
parents. They are, like the elementary schools of
Belgium, Germany, etc., "godless" places, on the
same principle that an "Edinburgh" reviewer once
termed George Eliot a "godless" writer. They teach
morality, but not as a pendant to the Nicene Creed;
they endeavor to lay the foundations of good citizenship, but not in connection with the postulates of aBy
catechism of theology. Consequently, the Roman
church-bound as it is to oppose to the uttermost
those principles of progress, Liberalism, and the new
civilization which are condemned in the Syllabuscannot look with favor on our common school system, and, as was long since foreseen, the conflict between clericalism and Secularism, begun in Prussia,
and continued in Italy, Belgium, and elsewhere, has yet
to be waged in the United States. It will be a serious conflict, becauss one of antithetical principles.
Under the late pope the Roman church was definitivly committed to absolutism, and the Catholic conscience was compelled to receive new doctrins which
some of the most eminent among modern statesmen
hav declared to be utterly destructiv of loyalty and
allegiance to the state.
The instinctiv antipathy between Romanism and
the modern secular school system must naturally find
expression in overt hostility to that system wherever
adopted. The papacy is the oldest monarchy in existence, and its traditions and history for over a
thousand years enable it always to maintain an
attitude of consistency. The secular system adopted
in the common schools in this country is necessarily,
from the point of view which the Roman church
must take, a "godless" system, inasmuch as it fosters
independent thinking, and inspires mental habits
antagonistic to passiv obedience or intellectual submissivness to authority. Nowhere in Christendom
has the church so much reason to dread this Secularism as in the United States. Everywhere in Europe
during the last half century Romanism has lost
ground; even in England its progress has been incommensurate w~th the increase of population. Hippeau says:

"In Austria all instruction, public and private, was handed
over to the Catholic clergy, by virtue of the Concordat of 1855.
. . . Since 1868 all has changed. The supervision and
the direction of education hav been taken from the authority
of the church and restored to the hands of the state. The
school is no longer confessional, for the reason that every
school that receives public aid must be accessible to all children, without distinction of sect."

In Germany, the so-called Culturkampf is suspended by a truce that can only be temporary; indeed, while these lines are being written, the telegraph tells us that the Clericals and Socialists hav,
by uniting their votes against Prince Bismarck, effectually broken the armistice, while it is certain that
the principle of completely secularizing the schools
must ultimately prevail. In France, the policy of
secularization has absolutely triumphed, and in England, despite "conscience clauses" and other compromises, the politicians of the future are almost
definitly committed to the same principle. Only in
the United States has the Roman church made real
headway during this period, and this expansion is
due really to immigration. In the Old World, as ignorance is being dispelled under the influence of the
public schools, so is superstition declining; hence
Romanism is making no gains in Europe. In this
country it is only thriving on the imported illiteracy
fostered by itself in other lands, an illiteracy which
our excellent school system precludes from being
transmitted to other generations. Having this prospectiv increase in view, the prelacy hav made vigorous efforts to. provide the Il!eans for preserving the
allegiance and securing the faith of the immigrant
Catholics and their children. They hav built about
three thousand parochial schools, and they now support about ninety colleges, six hundred minor academies, and various seminaries for training ecclesiastics. So rapid, however, has been the increase of the
Catholic population that the prelacy hav, in the matter of schools, been unable to keep pace with it, and
necessarily a large proportion of Catholic children
hav found their way into the common schools, undoubtedly to their own advantage, but to the detriment of Catholic progress. Prof. W. H. Payne, of
AIUl Arbor, Mich., writes:
··

not sure that the Catholic clergy know the full extent

of their danger from this source. On one ocoosion a po~r
widow brought me her little boy, saying, • Please place this
boy in your school; I am bound that this one of my children
shall know something besides his catechism, and I do not care
what priest or bishop may say about it, either.'"

There need be no doubt that the Catholic clergy
are not ignorant of the inimical operation of the
common school to Catholicity. Whoever credits
them with purblindness on this point mistakes them
gteatly. They know that the public school stands
for and represents the spirit of modern progress;
that it favors and develops the formation of the-modern conscience, wliich makes creed dependent on reason and knowledge, instead of authority; and ·that it
is an institution as utterly alien to their church as
were the sturdy colonists of Massachusetts Bay; by
whom the first public schools of America were established. They.hav known all this for two generations,
and over forty years ago they made a vigorous effort
in New York to secure for themselvs and their
schools a share of the public money. How they were
worsted in that skirmish is well known; but though
worsted, they were not vanquished. They hav not
ceased to complain, as Dr. Newman complains in
England, "We are forced to pay rates for the establishment of secular schools which we cannot use, and
then we hav to find means over again for building
schools of our own." This they characterize as an
outrage, not because they can urge any serious charge
against the public schools as means of educating children in secular knowledge, but because the common
schools cannot be used to disciplin children in accordance with Catholic belief and practice. Nothing
can be feebler than Bishop McQuaid's impeachment
of the American school system, as urged in the Boston Journal if Education of Jan. 18, 1883. It is, he
alleges, based on a communistic principle, in "utter
disregard of the rights of large numbers of citizens;"
and inasmuch as it meddles with the duties and interferes with the rights and responsibilities of parents, it is an "unmitigated despotism." It has failed
to eliminate the " street Arab " and the ·dangerous
classes, it is a costly experiment, and it has not redeemed the world or enabled us to dispense with
prisons. This doctrin of absolute parental rights is
rather a novel, not to say an eccentric, one; it has
never yet been accepted in any civilized state-among
pagans or Christians; and it is assuredly on·e which
Rome would hav censured in the ages when the
church engrossed and controled the prerogativ of
public instruction. The fundamental idea of our
public school is based on the principles of '76, and
its purpose is to educate the children of the nation
into good citizens on the broad ground of human
equality upon which the republic is founded. Nearly
every state in Europe has accepted the responsibility
of forming the mind and character of its children, a
responsibility whose assumption was rendered nec·
essary by the indisputable fact that no state church
has ever succeeded in educating a people, their failure in this respect being well-nigh as pronounced as
was that of the Roman church to effect the moral
redemption of society in the long period of its undisputed supremacy throughout Christendom. That
even this slight approximation to the communist idea
should 11hock the Romanist prelacy may be very natural, considering how exceedingly un-Catholic must
hav been the condition which prevailed among the
early Christians before Ananias and Sapphira opened
a way to the spirit of papalism, when greed induced
them to "lie to the holy Ghost.''
This is not the place, however, for a defense of our
common schools. They hav already been triumphantly vindicated from such puny attacks as that to
which reference has here been made, and the general
verdict, based on experience of their efficiency, economy, moral results, and equity, will render it more
than improbable for any machinations against them
to succeed. The time, however, seems an appropriate one for the inquiry to be made whether the church
of Rome, or any schools founded under its auspices,
can be trusted as a factor in educating children into
good citizenship. The demand,.made at the Plenary
Council of Baltimore for " such a division of the
school-tax as will enable the bishops to place their
schools on a level with the public schools" is a serious one, and common sense requires us to consider
the probability, in the event of such a division of
public money, of the Catholic achools ever attaining
this level. First, then, with regard to moral education. Criminal statistics loudly declare that Romanism does not insure law-abi<Hngness on the part of
those whom it educates. If the fountain-head be impure, we ought not to wonder if lower down the water
is found tainted. Morality has never been a very
marked characteristic of the See of Rome, and those
who care to study Liverani's "ll Papato, L'Impero,
e il Regno d'Italia " (Florence, 1861) will understand
the possibility of being "near the church, but far
from God." In 1656, Pascal pointed out the perils
of Probabilism in Casuistry, and Richard and Giraud,
later on, denounced it for its immorality; but Liguori
may now be considered the confessor's guide, and
however moral he hilll.self may hav been, his casuistry, and that of other text-books, can be said to hold
the can~e to the perpetrators of murder, adultery,
idolatry, and theft. The good sense of the American

people will not fail them if called upon to dE!cide be~
tween the ethics of daily practice, as taught iti our
schools, and a system whose merits ate strongly ap~
preciated bY the " cyprians" of our streets and by
footpads, as shown in· their evident belief that 'a life
of wickedness oan be atoned for at the last moment·
by merely " sending for a priest.!' ~he Italian gov~
ernment has rooted out brigandage; it can hardly be
likely that the Americanpeople will patronize or en·
courage brigand morality.
•
Intellectually it seems almost impossible for schools
conducted on the principle of observing Catholic disciplin to attain the level of our common schools.• If,
as· the Plenary. Council laments, the necessity is so
great for a better educated clergy, we may well ask
how badly instructed ecclesiastics can be regarded
as competent judges of education at all. Under the
guidance of Pius IX, the church deliberately elected
to wage war against independence of thought, and
in the fulminations of the Vatican Council we discern a spirit utterly opposed to that individualism
which it is the aim of modern education to encourage
and strengthen:
"Let him be anathema who shall say that human sciences
ought to be pursued in such a spirit of freedom that one may
be allowed to hold as true their assertions, even when opposed
to revealed doctrin:
"'Who shall say that it may at any time come to pass, in
the progress of science, that the doctrins set forth by the
church must be taken in another sense than that in which
the church has ever received and yet receives them?"'

There is no hypocrisy, no attempt even at concealment, in this. It is an open declaration of war against
modern thought, science, and the freedom of research; and were it possible for the Roman church
to deal with the pioneers of knowledge in our day as
it dealt with Bruno and Galileo, these fulminations
might prove something more than impotent gnashing of fangs long since blunted.
The highest intellectual training of Romanism is that of the Jtsuits,
and however thorough this may be in its way, it is,
after all, only a receptiv training, a system of words,
not thing!', whose condemnation may be seen in t.he
fact that neither modern philosophy nor sci~nce has
been indebted to the Roman church for any marked
triumph or discovery. Among modern metaphysicians the late W. G. Ward ranks high as an abstract
thinker, but he was the product of the Church of
England. The revealed doctrin of Catholicism is a
stereotyped thing, and what encouragement can
there be for the investigator into nature who has always before his mind the consciousness that, however
clearly it may speak, the "voice of nature mpst be
silent before faith?" Among the Reformed, or
Protestant churches, despite their first hesitation
when geological and astronomical discovery began
to open the way to generalizations that seemed to
conflict with the ipsisirna verba of scripture, not one
has been false to the grand principle of free inquiry
which underlay the Reformation; so that it has come
to pass that in every Protestant community the voice
of nature is now regarded as the voice of God.
Where enlightened reason and fuller knowledge hav
demonstrated that certain old opinions were erroneous, patient study and reflection hav also shown that
those opinions were in reality non-essentials of truth,
and they hav been quietly buried. With Rome the
case is different. It has consolidated and cemented
its teachings with every period of its existence, so
that consistency requires it now to uphold every
stone in the antiquated edifice, since for every such
portion an €qual1y divine authority has been claimed
with the whole structure.
The Catholics of Ireland hav for years had two
sources of primary instruction open to them-the
national schools and those of the Christian Brothers.
As a preparation for secular life the former is superior
to the latter, but both are decidedly below the elementary schools of England to which the Education
act of 1870 gave birth. The Irish prelacy know
well that, when tested by results, their diocesan colleges cannot compete with the "godless" Queen's,
colleges, while the Catholic University, which was to.
deprive old Trinity of the scions of the Catholic aria-.
tocracy of the country, has proved a miserable fail-·
ure in that respect. The civilized world has but re-·
.cently witnessed one result of Catholic education in>,
the hostility of the Italian peasantry .to the doctors
who were fighting the cholera, and in their superstitious confidence in the blood of San Gennarow as a
prophylactic. Little, indeed, did the sturdy settlers
of Massachusetts Bay foresee the time when the educational system founded, as Macaulay said, in accordance with the principles to which they pledged
themselvs, " that education was a matter of the
deepest possible interest to all nations and to all communities,
in an eminent degree deserving
of the peculiar attention of the state," should be
called in question as perilous to morality and religion
by the representativs of a church whose highest educational seminaries are hotbeds of irrational fetichism.
There is not one such seminary where some of the
students, and perhaps teachers, do not, wear the Carmelite scapular, to insure absolute immunity from
damnation and other spiritual premiums, or the
Franciscan cord, with its ridiculous indulgence,.
"more than enough to deliver thousands and thousands of souls from purgatory every day." There i&
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not probably in the world one such school whosa
controlers would dare to pursue the study of history impartially, to favor unrestricted scientific research, or any other philosophy than that of petrifaction. A crooked stick will hav a crooked shadow;
and in the light of the perverse twisting designedly
imparted within our own time h the Roman tree, we
should be fatuous indeed were we to expect it to
bear the fruits of civil and intellectual liberty. The
premier of England-himself an earnest Christian
and zealous Catholic of the Anglican type-has expressed his conviction that "every convert and member of the pope's church places his loyalty and civil
·duty at the mercy of another," and this opinion is
:general among European statesmen. Doubtless,
were American Catholics ever brought face to face
with the dilemma of a divided allegiance, they would,
:as men of other nationalities hav sometimes done
before them; fulfil the duties required of every patri•otic citizen. :None the less, however, does it behoove
-every citizen of the republic to reflect upon the possible, and to measure the inevitable evils certain to
result from interfering with our common school system, whose efficiency in trainin~ our children has
been amply and triumphantly demonstrated. " If,"
' says the proverb," we are bound to forgiv an enemy,
we are not bound to trust him;" and it is impossible
for us to forget that the demand for a change in our
:school system comes from those whose first allegi:ance and duty hav been claimed by and mentally
·conceded to an authority that has steadily and consistently opposed that New Civilization which is emphatically and energetically represented in the Con.stitution and life of the United States.
M. c. O'BYRNE
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late year a the German Jews hav acquired greater op- icals, of courae, he.v no recogniz'ld lea<ler, but in the
portunities by emigration for. advancement, both popular estimation Prof. Folix Adlar is re<Yarded as
materially and mentally, and therefore they are rap- their representativ. He lectures every Sunday in
idly winning a higher rank than was possible for Chickering Hall. His c1ngregation i'3 moatly ma<ie
up of German Jews."
them in former times."
"Do these divisions designate their religious di"What is the estimated population of the Jewish
race in America?"
vergencies alae ?"
"It can only be guessed. No authentic data exist.
"No; the Jews to~d ay are divided, religiously, into
Orthodox, Liberal, and Radical.. Yet these divisions An e.sti.mate .was made which gave 75 000 to this city,
are not so strongly emphasized as the same words and It IS behaved that 350,000 for the entire country
would denote in talking of Christian sects. The He- would not be far wrong."
"Is there really much social prejudice a"'ainst
the
brew ritual is sometimes a conglomerate of all three
0
forms of religious thought. Even in biblical times Jews in America.?"
"Yes," said my friend, "there is far more than is
the Jews were divided into Rabbinical and Biblical.
The Rabbinical party was the party of forms and commonly supposed. We might pass over such inciceremonies, and observances, and traditions. The dents as Corbett and ,Judge Hilton, and even as
Biblical party placed the spirit above the letter of this disturbance in the Hussars, if they were not
the law. This division, therefore, as it is fouNded in rather symptoms than exceptions. Take social life.
the nature, of things, will probably be perpetual. Dod worth's dancing. acaiemy in this city is regarded
Modern Jews are fond of contending that the work as the best private school of that kind for young
of Christ in his life was largely that of a Jewish re- ladies. Yet no Jewess need apply there, for she
former, bent on warring against the formalism of Rab- would not be admitted, however eminent in literabinical.Judaism, and that nothing was further from ture, in science, or in commerce her father might be.
his intention than the founding of a new religion." Do you remember the recent case of Mrs. Jacobi?
"What organization does the Jewish Radical sup- Dr. Jacobi, her husband, is recognized as an eminent
specialist in children's diseases. His wife was the
port?" ·
"The Jew who affects radical opinions in religious daughter of George Putnam, the noted publisher,
matters rarely attaches himself to any distinctiv de- and she, of course, was the sister of "George Putnomination .. He merely ceases to attend the syna- nam's Sons," who succeeded to his business. Mrs.
gog, or, perhaps, if he is not entirely emancipated, J"'cobi never embraced the Jewish faith-never behe attends the lectures of Professor Adler. But, came a J ewess-and Dr. Jacobi had not been inside
bear in mind, in becoming a religious R'l.dical, and of a synagog for twenty years. Yet she was refused
in ceasing to attend the ancient worship, he does not a suite of rooms for the summer at a hotel in Staten
the less cease to remain a Jew. For example, during Island. Oa, yes, there is great social prejudice
•
the controversies which social ostracism hav recently against the Jews yet."
I am not permitted. to giv the name of my Jewish
engendered in this country, some of the most fiery
advocates of the social rights and equality of the friend, but he is a well-known scholar and lawyer of
About the Hebrews.
Jews were found among men who had long ceased to eminence. I hav read the interview to other Jewish
.Although New York is the largest city in America, attend the ministrations of the synagog. Our pride men of learning and talent, and they pronounce its
"it is the least American of any large city in America. of race remains. For instance, among the most zeal- statements correct, from the "Liberal" point of view.
Nativ New Yorkers-the cockneys of America-de- ous of those who took part in providing for the RusAn American lawyer who has had large practice
light to call it " a cosmopolitan city," while its de- sian exiled Jews, recently, were men-Jews-who among the Hebrews of New York to whom also I
tractors sometimes describe it as " a dumping-ground had married Christian women, and whose children read the interview, corroborates its accuracy, and
for the race-refuse of Europe "-and sometimes as a had been baptized, and who, themselvs, had never made a few additional points.
modern Macbeth's witches' caldron. All these defi- been inside of a. synagog for from ten to fifteen years.
" The true reason why the Spanish and Portuguese
nitions are correct. New York is the city of many Christian writers, in discussing Jewish problems, Jews hav been more successful than the Jews of other
nations. Here only, in big crude lumps, can be seen often fall into the error of not taking into due consid- nationalities is owing to their intellectual advance"the race elements from which the coming American eration our pride-you may say, if you choose, our ment for one thousand years under the Moors. The
is to be molded. Not London even, nor Paris, has enormous pride-of race, of which Lord Beacons- Portuguese Jews stand high here. In South Caro:a more diversified population.
field, a baptized Jew, was a conspicuous ex!lmple; of lina and Georgia, particularly, they occupied leading
Sunday before last, it happened that I was called which 1\ir. Lewes, the husband of George Eliot, was positions before the war-higher, relativly than in
on in the forenoon by a Catholic Paulist father, and an equally striking instance in another field.
the North, for example, Chief Justice Moses, and
by a Jewish Christian mystic, and then by a VirginSenator Benjamin, of Louisiana. In Poland, as I
"Will
you
giv
me
a
few
facts
about
the
Jews
ian black and a famous Irish journalist. In the evenknow, the boys are driven to their Talmud at an
here?"
' ing I attended the celebration of the Commune-a
"Well, the ·Jewish parents spend more money on early age, and spend years in its study. This makes
large audience of French Communists, German
the
education of their children than any other class, them familiar with philosophy of a high character,
·· Socialists, and R•1ssian Nihilists, and there heard
full of subtle, metaphysical distinctions; sharpening
speeches made in three languages, and saw beer in proportion to their means. I never yet saw a man the naturally acute Jewish mind, and teaching him
or
woman
of
my
race
who
coull
not
read-at
least
in
drunk in seven or eight. I heard Most and talked to
the Hebrew tongue. They are at the head of the to regard form as the 'one thing essential ' of reli_gSchwab.
ion. They preserve to-day the practices of the PharIn one group there I saw four persons of the He- money markets-such men, for example, as Seligman isees-don't you remember Rubinstein who was
(an
orthodox
Jew),
Kuhn,
Loeb
&
Co.,
the
great
brew race-an American, a lawyer, whose ancestors
hanged for murdering his sweetheart? He killed
had lived here for two centuries; a German, also a bankers, and Halgarten & Co. There are large num- her lest his reputation in the synagog might be inbers
of
Jewish
brokers,
and
wealthy
Jews
are
found
lawyer, who had b.een long resident in this country,
jured by its being known that he had seduced her!
but w:ho was born abroad; a Bohemian maiden, with everywhere in every branch of trade. Everyone He wore phylactories and texts on his forehead; and
knows
that·fact.
We
are
strong
in
music.
Of
course
black, bright eyes, who had been driven from Prague
in jail went through a lot of formalities called prayers
by the recent Jew baiting mobs, and a young Russian, you know that Mendelsshon, Handel, Hadyn, Verdi, three or four times a day. Yet he and all his relaOffenbach,
Strauss,
and
R•1benstein
were
or
are
of
also of the Hebrew stock, who had been one of the
tions perjured themselvs to es~.ablish an alibi on the
Nihilist propaganda, and had escaped a long sen- the Jewish stock. Dr. Damrosch was a Jew. Most trial."
;tence to Siberia by evading the police and securing of the music teachers of this city are Jews or JewI read the interview to a Catholic friend and
·false passports. They were aU highly educated per- esses. In art? Well, we are not pru·ticularly dis- scholar. He said:
tinguished in plastic art. Perhaps it is true that our
:sons.
"The Jews deserve to be honored in America.
The topic of the day, in Jewish circles, was the religion killed plastic art among us, as Ingersoll says, They are good citizens. Very seldom do you see
boycotting of two Jewish candidates for admissi:)D but the same command preserved our race from idol- them in the prisoner's bar, as thieves or robbers, nor
to the Hussars. This led to a talk with one of the atry. In agriculture? Well, here again every edu- in the poorhouse, nor in other charitable institutions.
Jewish lawyers about the Hebrews in New York. I cated Jew acknowledges the deficiency of his race. They are a good-hearted race, kind to each other,
For ages our people hav not been allowed to hold
took down his answers verbatim in shorthand.
and affectionate to all their relations. I think that
"To begin with," I said, "will you tell me the dif- land, and, therefore, we hav cultivated trade instead the reason why they are so well-to-do, is not because
ference, if there is any difference, between the terms of the soil. But we are trying to remedy this inher- they cheat or overreach, but because they are conHebrew, Israelite, and Jew, and whether the term ited, this enforced deficiency. In our charities tech- tent with smaller profits. They are ahead because
nical education is now made prominent. We hav
Jew is offensiv to a man of the Hebrew race?"
they deserve to be."
JAMES REDPATH.
established a technological institute."
"The terms Hebrew, Israelite, and Jew," he re"Many attempts hav been made to convert the
plied, " are not synonymous, but represent distinct.
True Greatness
historical periods of our race. Hebrew represents the Jews to Christianity? What, in your opinion, has
When Washington advised the weak thirteen
early Abrahamic or nomadic period. Israelite was been the chief obstacle to these attempts?"
"The chief obstacle to the conversion of the Jews colonies to bAware of foreign influence and entanglethe title of the theocracy founded after the Exodu!:',
and in the land of Canaan; while Jew was the name to Christianity is that it has been attempted to make ments, no unholy ambition for empire and com_Petiof the remnant left in Palestine after the separation the Jew an anti-Jew as well as a Christian; not only tion with European powers had entered a smgle
of Judah from Israel and the loss of the ten tribes. to love Christ but to hate his race, instead of trying breast. Small in numbers, and limited to thirteen
The word Jew is not offensiv unless used in an to teach him that the Christian religion was not the colonies, how great we were ! What a mig~ty mo~al
offensiv way, just as the word Yankee may be used destruction of Judaism but supplementary to it. The power in the world! Out of an earnest desire to mas the name of a people, or as an insulting epithet. Jewish Christians regard Christ as a great Jewish crease our power has grown up a singular spectacle.
The greater our numbers and territo~y! the more. inWe Jews call ourselvs Jews among ourselvs. The prophet."
satiable our unholy, damnable amb1t10n to eclipse
" Where is orthodoxy strongj:lst ?"
two great divisions of the Jews are the Sephardic
"Well, orthodoxy is most prevalent among those the world. States rival states, cities compete against
and the Ashkenasim."
who hav the more recently arrived in this country. cities. We cannot rest till every state in this union
"What do they mean?''
"The Sephardic are the descendants of the Span- The longer the average Jew remains here the less is so crowded with people they shall be in the miserish and Portuguese Jews. The Ashkenasim are all orthodox he becomes. The most representativ syn- able condition of crowded Europe. "There is no
the rest of us. The Sephardic, until late years, hav agog, perhaps, of the orthodox in New York is the greatness but in numbers and wealth." If ever any
always acquired greater distinction than the Ashken- congregation Sheareth Israel in 19th street near people were cursed with such insane blindness as to
asim. The Sephardic hav a tradition that their Fifth avenue. The music at this synagog is espe- believe that gross, vulgar lie, it is ourselvs. As a rehigher rank and general freedom from persecution cially fine. It is arranged from Jewish melodies of sult, ere twenty years pass, our people sha:ll be cut
are due to the fact that their ancestors were resi- immemorial antiquity in Spain. The best synagog off from many privileges, a few shall be 1mmensly
dents of Spain during the period of Christ's life on of the Liberal is the Temple Emanuel in Fifth ave- rich and millions poor, the land will be denuded of
earth, and, therefore, not having been responsible in nue, corner of 43d street. Its services are princi- its forests, rivers dried up, climate changed unfavor(c 'any way for the crucifixion, were spared the curse pally in English and German, and its rabbi, Rev. Dr. ably, and yet in all the elements 0f true greatness
HoLT.
$hat fell so heavily on their brethren elsewhere. Of Gottheil, is a man of eloquence and learning. Rad- what more shall we be?

•
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Among the People.
grow vicious as they grow older. They will hate man
Rev. Quayle called to see me at my hotel. He inI never found the peopl~ more alive to Free thought in proportion as they love God. Hate a man, curse formed me that Charles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant
than now, which is indeed encouraging.
a man, kill a man for his honest opinions! Those ·are engaged in sending obscene literature to school
MAPT.ETON, MINN.-Mr. G. W. Rima an earnest who really believe in these two Bible texts would kill children. Liberals who never ·waste any time attendaggressiv, working Liberal, engaged ~e to delive~ Freethinkers if they had the power. But, as Thomas ing church would be surprised if they knew how
five lectures-two at Mapleton, two at Sterling, and Jefferson well said, "the laws of the present day extensivly gossiping 'parsons retail such stuff, and
one at Good Thunder.
withhold their hands from blood." When those who how eagerly their congregations swallow it,
Mr. Wyman conducted me to my quarters, and in di.d believe in these two textsliad the power they
W. F. JAMIESON.
an hour I found myself in a Baptist quarterly meet- tortured to death thousands upon thousands of those
William Lloyd Garrison Was an Infidel.
ing. There the information was furnished that the who differed from them in religious views.
To· THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
church would come off victorious in its conflict with
And this is the kind of Christianity that is taught
Infidelity., What a flutter of excitement even the in Mapleton, which was preached last night without evidence that the late Wm. Lloyd Garrison was an
bare announcement of Antichristian lectures does one word of apology for the atrocious doctrin of hate Infidel in the general acceptation of the term, and
as defined by Webster, is incontrovertible. He decause ! The more our principles spread, the more to man.
noticeable the alarm in the church. The leaders
Elder Augur told us last night that Christianity is fined his position in regard to the Bible in a speech
gather their flock, purse their mouths, look defiant, equally. well adapted to the strong-minded as the at the Hartford Bible Convention in 1854. (See a
and shout, "Who's afraid !"
weak-minded. Is it a strong mind,· or a brutal book of the above title published by Partridge &
Two good audiences were at our Liberal meetings, mind, that would. accept such doctrin as that a man Brittan.)
Again, in 18GO, when a pamphlet entitled "Selfmany coming a distance of eight and twelve miles, should curse his fellow, or wish him to be cursed,
and some came sixteen.
·
because he is of a different way of thinking?
Contradictions of the Bible "was published, Mr. GarThe Baptists held three services that day. The
The elder said, "It is the genius of Christianity to rison, in a notice of it in the Libemtor, said:
preachers raved. Women had contemplated holding invite thought and investigation.'' And then, what?
"It is an internal exhibition of the utter absurdity of the
a prayer-meeting at our hall entrance to request If the thought and investigation lead to Infidelity it dogma of plenary inspiration, showing as it does, at a glance,
the
multitudinous self-contradictions of the Bible, which no '
God to keep the people away from our Infidel dis- is the genius of ChristiaDity to curse him. The elder
of interpretation can reconcile, excepting that which
courses../ That would hav been jolly. They finally says so, or his entire sermon last nigl;l.t was without ingenuity
can prove white to be black, and black white."
concluded to do it themselvs, instead of speaking to point.
Furthermore I can bear witness myself. that in
God about it. Gentlemen were called to account in
It is said that the Lord chastises those he lovesthe street by some good Christian sisters for encour- and, in this case, so do I. If I scorch the elder to- 1854 he did not believe in praying to God. He and
aging Infidel lectures in their sweet and peaceful night, it is all for his good and your satisfaction, and I were at the house of a Quaker in Westchester, Pa.,
town of maples. The sisters indignantly protested my own. Our reverend friend tells us, "Peter says, attending the annual meeting of the Pennsylvania
that whoever sent for the horrid Infidel " ought to 'Be ready to giv a reason for the hope within you,'" Antislavery Society; and I heard him illustrate the
be ashamed of themselvs, so they ought.'' Our Infi- and that Paul advised to " prove all things, hold fast folly of praying in this way: " There is a stove, and
del brethren bore their castigations calmly and smil- that which is goodY This is just what we hav been here is coal; how absurd now for me to fall on my
ingly. They engaged me to giv double the number inviting him to do; but he shrinks from it. He pro- knees and pray God to make a fire!" This was said
of lectures. DiscussioDS filled· street and st:lre and fesses those precepts. but he refuses to practice them. in the presence of several men and women.
During our ·sojourn at that Quaker's house there
domicil. By Sunday evening the conflagration After he had announced that Christianity encourages
reached the Baptist pulpit. The church was full for "honest, earnest, candid investigation" he flinches. was no praying or saying grace. I slept in the same
once, and the Rev. Augur bored us through and Some gentlemen called upon him personally after his bed with Mr. Garrison, and there was no essential
through on the superiority of Christianity to Infidel- sermon last night to come and hear me, and accept difference in our views of religion or Christianity.
ity. I took notes, and on Monday evening devoted our platform, and welcome, half the time. He re- He always seemed to revere t:Qe character of Jesus,
about fifteen minutes to a reply, which is about all fused. Tnis is the way a Christian minister invites just as Thomas Paine did. I furnished a full report
that is needed to dispose of the average preacher, "thought and investigation.'' He, a minister of that of that annual meeting to the Antislavery Standard,
and which I submit verbatim:
Christianity of which he -bad just been boasting-he of which Oliver Johnson was then, I' think, assistant
ELDER AuGuR's SERMON AGAINST INFIDELITY.-Last had just declared that it had conquered every foe in editor, and about thap time became editor-in-chief.
Wa:-:hington, D. a., July lOth. WM. HENRY BunR.
night we listened to a sermon upon one of the most all its conflicts and controversies. He meets us not
intolerant texts of the whole Bible. The text was: half-way; thinks it safer, doubtless, to discuss at long
"But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach range. He thereby, however, commits himself to the
Canadian Notes.
any other gospel unto you than that which we hav principle of free discussion. Why not meet us, face
The Toronto Secular Society are in the midst of
preached unto you, let him be accursed" (Galatians to face, before the same audience? What is his ex- the summer vacation. Picnics in shady groves by
i, 18).
cuse? He really has'nonethati am aware of. He claims meadow, lake, and stream; sailing by moonlight over
An angel from heaven, probably no Christian will to hav God and truth and victory on his aide. Why, the blue depths of Ontario; camping out under the
deny, is supposed to be a perfectly truthful beir1g, then, should he not debate? Is it a fear, after all, starry vault and wide canopy of heaven-these are
else he would immediately lose his place in ll:eaven. that Christianity might receive damage in this com- the charms and witcheries of the season, which giv
If, therefore, that angel should contradict Paul' (who munity, although he boasts that it has won victories us a glimpse of fairy land.
referred to the possibility of his lying for God's elsewhere? We would like to see a few. If, as he
"There is a pleasure in the pathless woods,
glory!) the truthful angel should be disbelieved and says, in every former discussion Christianity has
There is a rapture by the lonely shore,
cursed in the bargain. The great mass of the bioody ~ained victories, why should he not show this people
There is society where none intrudes,
!eligio?s p~r.secutions .of the ages was prompted by JUSt how they were won? We are ready; is he? If
By the deep sea, and music in its roar."
JUSt this sp1nt of cursmg people for their belief or victories for Christianity hav always been obtained
The SecuJarists of Canada are gradually getting
unbelief. The early church fathers professed to preach in discm,sion, I am willing to help Christianity to anPaul's gospel; the Christian Inquisitors of Spain other victory in every town I visit. If discussion their rights in the law courts. It appears probable
preached Paul's gospel; the Puritans of New England helps the cause of Christ, I am willing to work for that Christians, with all their abominable bigotry,
groveling, ignorant superati~ion, slavish fear; and
preached it; the bloody deeds of all the Dark Ages Christ as long as I liv.
were prompted by this spirit of Paul's" gospel"-" if
According to the gentleman's own Bible, it is his fiendish hatred, and oppression of all who differ from
any man preach any other gospel " let him be ac- duty to meet the opponents of his religion and con- them in opinion, will yet be compelled to giv a· meascursed. That was the embodiment of the terrible tend with them, not at a distance, at long range, but ure of justice to their Freethought opponents.
inquisitions, ~oly wars, pious crusades, religious face to face, as Christ and the apostles met their opThe officers of the central and local societies in
m~s~acres, whiCh, a~ historians tell us, caused fifty ponents. Does he believe his own Bible practically?
Toronto
are receiving daily most encouraging acm~lli_?DS .of human hves to be sacrificed by Christians Says Isaiah, "Who will contend with me? Let us
w1thm ei.ght~en hundred years. In this way nearly stand together." That is it. This is just what we counts from all parts of the Dominion of Canada of
every sCientist was "cursed." Only a bigot says hav bee~ trying to get them to do, and they dare the noiseless but increasing advance of Freethought
"Let any man be cursed who preaches any othe~ not do It after all their boasting. Hollow, empty ideas and Freethought principles.
doctrin than we hav preached." It was in accord- boast. "Let us stand together,'' says the elder's
ance with that doctrin of Paul's that the Catholic Bible, not one here, in this hall, and another in
An Explanation.
church cursed and anathematized Martin Luther and yonder pulpit. Isaiah continued· "Who is · e ad
other Protestants. It was in accoi·dance wi'th that versary ?· L et h.Im come near t 0 me.
. " Th ere
m~nt
To THE
oF THE
SEEKER, Sir:
I hav
1 goes- noticed
in Em•.roR
your paper
and TnuTH
the Investigato1·
criticisms
doctrin that thousands of human bei'ngs were sacr1'- again ' "Come near"
Do
the
clergy
do
that?
No
· ·
·
·
• on my invitation to the orthodox people to send a
ficed, tortured, murdered, butchered in cold blood they stand off at a safe distance behind bulwarks
by the Inquisitors under Torquemada.
which h b
t . 1 th
d ,
d
representativ to the Albany Convention to speak in
av ecome no orwus Y e cowar s woo en behalf of Christianity. I hav published such a no·
And this is the text that the Rev. Augur chooses as castles• "Isa1'ah vaunted • "Behold • the Lord G 0 d tice, I think, nearly every year since the Association
a weapon with which to assail Infidelity in Mapleton. will help me." This is just what the clergy believe was organized, generally in one of the New York
A weaker and wickeder text he could not hav chosen, about t?emsel~s, and still they are afraid to venture, papers, and the invitation has heretofore extended
unless it be that one from the Old Testament which even with God s help, against an Infidel, backed, as to the whole country.
says, "If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thy they profess to believe, by the devil. "The Lord
This year I sent the notice to the Albany Evening
son, o~ thy d~ug~ter, or the wife of thy bosom, or God hath given me the tongue of the learned,'' said ,11
l
fi d
thy fnend w.hiCh Is as thine own soul, entice thee se- Isaiah. Their "learning" is the boast of most of the · ourna ., and con ne the invitation to that city.
tJ
L
T
This invitation has never been accepted but twiceere y, saymg, et us go and serve other gods c1ergy.
hey profess to be shepherds of sheep; but once by a young Catholic evangelist at Hornellsville
which thou hast not known, thou nor thy fathers; they are enjoined to leave the "ninety and nine," an d b y th e R ev. M r. M't
I chell at the Rochester Con~'
name I y, of th e go d s of the people which are round a lrea d y safe, and go out after the lost. Instead, they vention.
about you, nigh unto thee, or far off from thee, from stay by the safe sheep, and let the stray one go to hell.
As some of my critics hav seemed to be at a loss
the one end of the earth even unto the other end of
Th e1r
· own S o1oman urges, " D ab 1.\t e th y causa with to know the obJ. ect I had in view in giving these
the kearth; thou shalt not consent unto him·' nor th :( n~Ig
· hb or, "bu t at every t urn we fi n d the cI ergy generous invitations, I will inform them.
he~r en unto him; neither shall thine eye pity him, sh1rkmg .their duty, according to their own Bible, to
1st. I desired to show to the world that we were
neither shalt thou spare, neither shalt thou conceal meet their oppone~ts and contend with them as did what we professed to be-Liberals, That we were
him: but thou shalt surely kill him" (Daut. xiii, G-D). the. prophets, Christ, and t.he apostles. These are in favor of giving all sides a hearing on our own platTake these two texts-are they not twin beauties?
~heir exampl.es, as they cla1m, and J:et th~y utterly form-a thing the church dare not do in its pulpits.
And these are the fine "civilizing" doctrins that Ignore them m the matter of free d1scusswn. The
2d. I was satisfied that such a card was the best kind
Elder Augur is engaged in teaching this community. clergy of our day l~ck the moral courage of Paul, of an advertisment for our convention, which always
No wonder there is religious hate and bitterness Peter, Stephen, Chnst, and t~e prophets, wh.o all set proved true, as it was some years copied into a hunamong a few even in Mapleton. This is the narrow the~ the example ?f co,,nten~mg ".for t~e fa~th once dred secular P.apers. And if you are going to hav a
illiberal, bigoted, intolerant doctrin which thousand~ dehve.red to the samts, of discussmg, d1sputmg, and great conventiOn, you hav got to advertise it in a
of preachers are preaching as the gospel of Paul and debatmg.
business-like manner.
the religion of Jesus Christ. The elder could not
At the close of the lecture a believer in Christ said
3d. If our orthodox friends did not accApt the infav ~aken a ~~'Ct ~~dat would better ~erve m;y purpose he would "stand by the Christian religion, by God." vitation, then I always was sure to read the notice at
o s owdup
e I eous~ess ?f their doctrms. The He expects to repent of his profanity just before the convention and comment on the fact that the..&
;men an women who behave m such a "gospel" W1'll , he "'atarts f or h eaven.
'
·
· ·
·
. .Tr!''
would spend money
to send
";m1sswnanes"
to fore1gn
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lands, to convert the heathen, but would not go to
the heathen in their own neighborhood, when their
expenses were paid.
4th. That when they did accept the invitation, we
had not only the chance to refute their arguments
before a large audience, but what I was particularly
looking after, it gave us _large receipts at the door,
much of the money commg from orthodox pockets
when the orthodox: clnampion spoke. That was particularly the case at Rochester. I am sure that our
receipts were at _least one hundred and fifty dollars
more on account of the Wakeman and Mitchell discussion, notwithstanding we paid the full traveling
expenses of Mr. Mitchell from Brooklyn to Rochester
and return, and his board for a week at Rochester.
But probably I made a mistake in this matter. If
so, it was a case of misjudgment, for which I hope to
be pardoned. And as I hav now resigned my office
of secretary, and the management of future conventions will be under the control of other persons, I
hope they may be able to do much better than I hav
done and avoid my errors. The doctrin of evolution
should operate in the matter of organization as in
everything else. Fraternally yours, H. L. GREEN.
Salamanca, N. Y., June 24, 1885.

1.'he Statue to Bruno at Rome.
To -THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
following very interesting letter has been received,
with a receipt for the subscriptions which were forwarded by me on the 1st of June, ult. It does not
seem that $GOO, the amount suggested by the committee to be raised in America, is at all unreasonable
in view of the facts presented. Who now will add
their nanies tv the second instalment of the contributions to the noble purpose of making Bruno immortal?
I will forward as before all moneys sent to me for
the statue. Respectfully,
T. B. WAKEMAN,
Authorized Agent,
No. !)3 Nassau street, New York: City, July 10, 285.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM Secretary
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl.: New York:
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York.

Annual and Life Memberships.
Ev~ry Freethinker should become an Annual or Life Member of the National Liberal League. Life-membership certificate~ are i5sued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These
certificates are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of
the president of the League, Robert G. Ingersoll, and of its
secretary, Samuel P. Putnam ; they are therefore an ornament to a-ny place and a memorial of great value. 'fhey
should adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close
of th~ year. The support thus given to the _League would
make Its success certain.
- A. C. MAcDoNALD,
Chairman of the Finance Committee.
33 Clinton Place, New York city.

The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged,
Mystic, Conn.,
Total,

News and Notes.
A LECTURE AT MYSTIC, CONN,

- $4,437.26
10.00
$4,447.26
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feast worth going a thousand miles to enjoy. Their peers for
elnql!-ence cannot be found even in our halls of Congress. It
:eqmres a great cause to develop great orators, and it is the
JUstness and grandeur of our cause that inspires the eloquence
of Ingerso~l and of those who hav with him been chosen to defend the rrght.
"?'o help the Convention out with its work, please accept
the _mclose~. I shall see y~u in Albany, and probably at an
earlier day m New York. Till then good-bye.
''J. E. REMSBURG."
'fhesplendidmagnanimityof Remsburg will be felt through.
out all our ranks, and from East to West there will be a unitecl
front.
The following hav been appointed by the Albany Association to co-operate with the executiv committee:
GENERAL COMMITTEE.
Joseph McDonough; Adam Strevor; W. Dickson; J. J.
Jansen; W. H. Williams; Mrs. Iliohan; D. M.S. Fero; F. Newman; DeWitt C. Teelin; Thos. Dugan; A. F. Waldbillig.
COMMITTEE ON DECORATIONS.
Mrs. McDonough; Mrs. Gerdom; Mrs. Stevor; Mrs. Iliohan; Mrs. Watkins; Mrs. Williams.
The Troy Secular Society has appointed the following: S.D.
Jeffers; Robert Wade; Nelson Gardner; M. A. Morrissey; I.
F. Goodfellow; William Wittenberg; Peter Grand-Jean, of·
Coh_oes; T. P. Hildreth, of Cohoes; Hirum Wilbur, of Green
Island.
With this activ local committee nothing will be left undone
that will be for the advantage of the convention.

Mr. Reynolds's Tent Fund.

Previously acknowledged,
$512,70
On Sunday, July 12th, I went into quiet, orthodox New E. Flamsburg,
6.00
2.00
England, on the shores 'of Long Island Sound, where the James Roughton,
2.00
voice of Liberalism has not been heard before, except from N. S. Fowler,
David Fleming,
1.00
our eloquent Mrs. Colby, who made quite an impression some
months ago in this Puritanic stratum, which was then being upTotal,
$523.70
heaved by the usual winter's revival. We found a good audience waiting, consisting of the leading business and profes- For Members of" the Executiv Committee of the
·sional men of the place. Some heard the presentation of our
League.
doctrins for the first time, and were both pleased and astonTo
MY
FAITHFUL
CoLLEAGUES:
I would most respectfullv
ished to find such harmony with their own views, and that a
Freethought platform was something more than a place for a call the attention of every member of the Committee to th~
"bear fight," as so many think it is, under the instructions of following let~er from Brother Thomas Burk, of Montana. It
RoME, June 20, 285.
a Christian pulpit. There is a bright and lively Liberal ele- is replete with sound, practical suggestions, and will well relloNORAJ3LE Sm: I hope by the time I am writing this that ment in Mystic, and without doubt another meeting will be pay serious attention. If the great work entrusted to ns is to
you will hav received my last letter, in reply to yours of May
be performed, it is fully time each and every one of us was at
16th, wherein I endeavored to giv you the information you held there soon, with far larger results. A good begindesired. But in case you may' not, I will repeat it here in a ning bas been made; people are aroused, the crust of custom work. If any member of the Committee can sugaest-or betand tradition breaks, and the stream of thought flows and ter still, prove they hav-t> better plan, by givi~g us a~ acfew words.
The monument to Bruno will be a statue in bronze with a sparkles in spite of the ghosts of our grandfathers, who on count of better and more effectiv work done, than the faithful
base, bas-reliefs! etc., and will cost about 25,000 to 30,000 Sunday made every able-bodied man go either to church or carrying out of the system suggested by Brother Burk would
francs. We Italians hope to contribute thereto about 20,000
result in, please report at once through TnE 'fRUTH SEEKER.
francs. The work of the sculptor, Ferrari, will be fp·ali~;. We the jail.
Please read the appended letter over two or three times
It was through the earnest ·efforts of G. W. Haley that this
hav also to hope that when it is seen that the work is going on
bravely, the Commune of Rome (the municipal government) promising work has been begun, fhich will some time make carefully, and write me any suggestions of improvement.
will contribute a quarter of the amount above proposed for the intellectual life of Mystic as delightful as the outward Letters addressed to me at the TRUTH SEEKEI' ollice will be
Italy. 'Ihis is highly probable if the ensuing elections result glory of nature by which it is surrounded. Mr. -Austin Haley, promptly forwarded. Let all who approve Brother Burk's
in sending to the capittll an increased number of Liberals.
plan at once put it in practical operation in their own state or
We are very much pleaHed that our" First Number" has been Capt. George E. Tripp, Dr. Gale, the good physician, who has
territory.
realized
something
of
nature's
healthful
proceSSEIS,
Mr.
Ward,
so favorably received by you. We' would send you more
Dear friends, we are hasting to the time of our_ next Concopies of it, so that you might distribute it among the Free- and others, hav generously helped the movement, and will
gress-the most important ever held. We must be prepared
thinkers of America who are contributors to the fmad, if we form the nucleus of a growing Libeml society.
did not, in sending them, incur an expense greater, we fear,
I had the pleasure of meeting Jennie C. Williams, a well for it. The impossible is not expected from anyone. But
than the value of the brochure itself.
,
surely our profession of devotion to the cause should be demWe send you copies, however, for the two other members known correspondent of Aunt Elmina and Susan Wixon,
of the Committee of Honor in America, Hon. Elizur Wright whose thoughtful articles, written upon a bed of pain, hav onstrated by our works. Let us not remaim in the rut of orand Col. R. G. Ingersoll. We hav not sent to them before, as flashed occasionally upon the pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER thodoxy, and rest content with mere profession, and having
we received their names through Mr. Brad laugh without their and Investigat01·. A few months ago, while almost in the last our nameg on the roll as members, depending on some one
address.
stages of diseltse, her mind clouded with orthodoxy, the kind- else to do the work-" to pay it all, all the debt we owe."
I would not forget to thank you for the \!38 francs ($187. 73)
Co-workers for the noblest cause that ever claimed the selfness
of Dr. Gale opened to her a realization of the truth
which you hav sent with the list of subscribers. We shall
sacrificing efforts of its adherents, let us earnestly study to depublish it in the journals at Rome, which we will forward to through the pages of our Liberal books and papers. Now the
yon. At the sa~e time I ought to say to you that we still hope mental disease has passed off, and her mind is as clear as the vise the best possible methods, and then unite in carrying
for much more from the Americans.
sun. Though alleviated much by the skill of Dr. Gale, she them out with diligence and perseverance.
Why may they not more than twice double the sum they still suffers greatly, but she is happy, for now she recognizes
C. B. REYNOLDs, Chairman Ex. Com. N. L. L.
hav already given? Excuse the presumption of this question
SALESVILLE, MoNT,, July 1, 1885.
that
death
is
a
sweet
sleep,
and
life
a
joy
more
enchanting
for the sake of Bruno !
C. B. REYNOLDS, Esq., Dear Sir: Some time since I wrote
To your inquiry as to the contributions of the other coun- than ever. Thottgh deeply desiring to liv in order to enjoy you
in re~ponse to my appointment as a member of the Extries of Europe, I can only say that, outside_ of France, Eng- the mental freedom, death is not a terror, but simply nature's ecutiv
Committee of the Nutional Liberal League. 'fherein I
land, Spain, and Russia, the other Europeans hav responded inevitable course. A briguter, serener spirit could not be look the gruund that it is the duty of members of the Execuvery feebly to our appenl. From the countries nbove-named found than hers, whose bodily weakness is so great, and to tiv Committee to aid in effecting 1t thorough and systematic
we hav received some contributions, but as yet very little in
organization of the Liberals of the United l:ltates and Canada
comparison with that, which we expect from them. As to whom the silence may come at any moment. Such is the into a compact body under the name of the American l:lecnlar
l:lAl\IUEL P. PuTNAM.
Ituly, we hav every reason to be ;;nre of our success. Our noble power of nature's gospel.
Union, and at the same time to try and make the oraanization
idem; hav penetrated everywhere, but what a pity that here,
self-sustaining, so th>tt means could tlow through natural
too, the LiberalS" are not of the wealthy !
Albany Convention.
ch,annels steadily into the National Liberal League treasur.v.
We learn thnt at Paris one of the streets leading to the Sorfhe plan I hav concludecl to operate upon for l\Iontana is
bonne has been named" Gi'ordnno Bruno," and that the coun- LETTEI\ FROI\l INGERSOLL.-GOOD NEWS FROl\1 REI\lSBURG.-THE this: First. Form my territorial sub-committee. But as our
cil provisional of Paris has voted 200 francs to our philosopher RAINBOW Ol!' PROl\IIS SPANS THE HUDSON FROM BOSTON TO KANSAS. constitution only 11.uthorizes the selection of four ollicial asof Nola.
The following is an extract from a letter just received from sociates, it hampers me some. I should hav one in every town
Accept my tb,anks for the honor done in printing my letter
in the territory. However, I can do the next. best thing. I
in your journals, and if yon wish for further information you Ingersoll:
shnJl try and hav a co-opemeing agent in all those pl>tCes,
hav only to write to us.
,
"DEAR 1\!Il\. PUTNAM: I shall be at Albany-at le9.st I fully which will require some time, as I wish to make judicious
Wishing you to accept the sentiments of our highest con- intend to be there-and I sincerely hope that we will hav "a selections, and some method will be necessary.
sh~eration, we are, on the part of the committee,
good time. Yours always,
R. G. INGERSOLL."
Second. Then I shall ask each representativ to prepare a
Yours respectfully.
There
is
no
doubt
of
a
good
time
when
our genial leader is subscription paper, with the Nine Demands of Liberalism atDR. 1\IIAI\CE.LLO CAMPODONrco, President.
with us, and his pleasant fumily, where life's brightest har- tachecl thereto, which he will present to all the Libemls of his
GrovANNr AllliCE, l:lecretnry.
entire locality, both town and county. 'fhe object will be to
mony is revealed, and thought is enthroned in affection.
ascertnin how many 11.re willing to become members of a perA glad message from our mighty pioneer, Remsburg, with a m>lnent organiz,ltion, and how much each one is willing to
Sage :Say.in~s.
A woman's bonnet must be orthodox before_ her prayer- subscription of ten dollars tor the Albany Convention, answers contribute annually to defray incidental expenses of such organization, employ lecturer and organizer, ete.
generously to the noble offerings of the East.
book is.
We want a permanent lecturer and organizer. ComparaPrinciples, not pulpits, make a church.
" I note with pleasme the vigorous efforts being made in · 1
dd · 1
behalf
of
the
Albany
Convention.
'fhe
cause
of
Freethou<>ht
tiv
y, it a s litt e to our cause, 11.nd nothing to permanent
Hearts build religion for brainH to tear down.
coming year l&rgely depends upon the success of this organization, for OJ?-e to pass through the county, deliver !\
The preacher turns young love's dream into a nightmare.- for the
.
It · th d t ·
f
.
. few lectures, organrze a few Leagues, and then depart. His
Merch1nt 7.1ravclo·.
mee t lDg.
_Is. e_ u y, It seems to me, o every Liberal In tracks are scarcelv cold in the street before the oraanbmtions
the land to gtv It his support. L!Jt us ~o our best, let u~ sur- I are all clead. A failure is almost as bad as a defeat Por that
pass the great Rochester Conv_entwn of 83, and make _this the reason I think best to commence !tt the bottom and build up.
A Close Definition.
Hence the course I am pnrsuina
,, Minister: "My dear, do you know what the newspapers gmn~est Fre_eth'?ugJ:tt ~~;mventwn yet held on the contment.
. "Your a_ctwn Ill lrmitmg the numb,er of spe11.kers and selec~By consultation with promin~~t Liberals here, I find they
mean by ' chestnut?' I see the word very often."
mg tbem_m adv~nce was not only wise, but neces~ary. It IS coincide with me in the above methods; ltnd, also, I believe
Wife: "Yes; a 'chestnut' is an old joke, a revamping of trne_ ~hat m the list of speakers named there !I-re om1tted many that with a properlv managed system of organization the Libmatter which has been published before, or 11.nything that familmr names. There are other lecturers Ill the field whom erals of llfontana will sustain a perm>lnent lecturer and orgrmRmacks of age vr possesses some relish of the saltness of time. we would bo glad to h~ar. Underwood, Bell, ~urnham, !3md- izer of ability. But we cannot ask for such a one till we hav
For instance, the sermons you preach in the hot summer ford_, Reynolds, Jamieson, Walker, Shaw, l:ltewart, If.elso, firRt h\id a foundation ourselvs.
:JllOnths might easily be called chestnuts."
Charney, Putnam, Lake,_ Severance, Colby, Allyn_, llnd \\Eon,
I should be ple>\sed to hll.v suggestions from yon and others
each has a host of a~mirers, each has do;11e valiant work for on my methods. and shall report to yon as I proceed. :i\Iy
TJIE Spiritualists and Libemls of Van Buren county 11.nd our cause, and each IS capa?le of prel?ann_g an a?dress that gre>lt difficulty just now is to lell.rn who to <tppoint in clifterent
do honor t.n the occHH!On. Bnt It Is Imposstble _to hear parts of tho territory.
Tno;uAs BlTRK
southwestern Michigan will hold a camp-meeting in the grove would
them 11.11, ancl wah the list. seleeted there e>ln, I thmk, be
·
on the boating grounds at Four-Mile Lake, nea.- :Paw-Paw, found no fault. Colonf'l Ingersoll, James Parton, Eliz1tbeth
CATALOG
of
the
Truth
Seeker
Ooinpa;!y\~
llYl>lit>s-from July 30th to August 3d. Several good speakers lire en. Cady Stanton, Mattie P. Kreliel, Helen G1trdener, Chari es Watts,
T. J3. WulicmaiJ 1 1llld OO\lithmdt Pa!),).ler insure an bltelleotual tions sent free upon a.pplie.ation. · ·
aged, and vocal and instrumentAl musio will be furnished.
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Ufommunilfatioqs.
A.. Lesson of the Past.
The embarrassment and positiv suffering in all of
our agricultural districts for want of money at this
time is notorious. Men worth thousands of dollars
are obliged to borrow in dribs here and there in
order to pay their taxes. Thousands of poor families go to bed cold and hungry because the breadwitmer can get no work, or, having worked, can get
no pay. Thousands on thousands of men whose circumstances are comfortable are trembling on the
verge of bankruptcy on account of small debts and
their inability to get the money to pay them, although
offering property to secure it worth from ten to
twenty times the amount required. Truly a beautiful
state of affairs, and a condition brought on us by our
own folly.
Now is the time to think of the cause and to prevent a recurrence of the like in the future. If not
done now, it will not be done hereafter. For just as
soon as good times begin, all is forgotten, and we go
on as if the good times must last forever. .All this
was predicted long ago. .All this has been endured,
from the same causes, by ourselvs and other nations.
England suffered every ten years, or oftener, under
the very same causes until she provided the remedy.
From 1800 until 1850 she suffered terribly. During
the years from 1804 up 1820, Lord Brougham often
addressed the public on the "distresses." He once,
in 1816, remarked that" tbe distress existing in England was without a parallel in the civilized world."
At· another time, later, he referred to that statement
and said he thought, when he made it, that human
nature could endure no more, but that he was mistaken. He cited instances to prove how great was
the suffering. Among others he givs an instance of
one whole district, formerly prosperous, in which
every soul but one householder and his family was
on the parish for relief; families not long before well
to do, paupers at the time he spoke. His speeches
show that he was then groping about to find the
cause. He was too sensible, he knew history and the
life of the world too well, to believe the wretched
twaddle about "over-production," "necessary consequences of our modern civilization," and other drivel.
Finally he seized on it and expressed it, not in these
words, but; this idea: "While under her tariff Great
Britain was manufacturing for all the world, she was
farming exclusivly for England." You see her protectiv tariff was the reverse of o.urs, because it aimed
to protect her land cultivators. Her corn laws imposed a protectiv tariff on thE) importation of foreign
grains, breadstuffs, meats, and the like. Any tariff
on foreign manufactures W!J.B a delusion, because her
own factories were more than a match for foreign
ones.
Meanwhile, her corn law tariff operated on farm
labor just as ours does on our factory operative; first
a flush of high-tide prosperity; soon followed by
misery among factory operative from high cost of
bread; then reaction, low prices; for bread-glutted
marts, tens of thousands of farm hands thrown on
the world as tramps. 'Twas then and there the word
"tramp" originated. These farm-hands combined
by thousands and marched over the couniry, camping
out, robbing day and night the poor peasant farmers
around. Often the whole county authorities were
called out to repress them, and the military had to
aid; battles took place, and thousands were slain or
died of wounds and exhaustion.
Thus, in time, things would come around all right
to go the same round. Goody-good people consoled
themselvs by saying these evils were " mysterious
dispensations of divine providence." But at the
least hint of removing the corn laws, all the landed
interest, all the farmers, small and great, poor peasants, and the miserable outcast tramps loudest of all,
would exclaim their horror at the idea: "Bad as
things are, you would make them worse."
England was a brute despotism where anarchy
was kept down by the sword. Millions of miserable
laborers, perishing rapidly and as rapidly recruited
from the classes next above them, did all the labor,
while a few hundred thousands enjoyed the wealth.
In 1848 Sir Robert Peel, premier and head of the
protection party, became convinced by the Cobden
Club arguments that two, multiplied by two, are
equal to four, and suddenly, using the Irish famin as
a pretext., declared for free trade in grain, temporarily. The relief was so prompt, its cause so apparent,
that all saw the end would be free trade generally.
From that time on, England's progress has been
steady, her prosperity uninterrupted except by our
cotton blockade and our precipitation of bankrupt
manufactures in her market. During eaoh year her
imports hav exceeded her exports by from two hundred to eight hundred million dollars. Lamartine,
who, in 1846-7, visited her and predicted a sudden
end to her whole social system in explosion, in 1852-4
visited again and declared the change seemed supernatural. He was astounded, and could not imagin
the cause. Her system is by no means perfect, her
distribution is bad, and her financial system is based
on what tbis writer deems another humbug, specie.

The circulating principle of:credit is caught and fastened to a scarce metal for convenience of speculators
in the metal; but for all that the condition of her
people is very happy compared with that previous
to 1848.
She by her tariff was manufacturing for the world
and farming for herself. We, on the contrary, are
manufacturing for ourselvs and farming for all the
world. We protect the manufacturers and drive
away our farm customers. Empty ships come here
to buy of our farmers, as they came to England to
buy of her factories. We hav the same flush times
for a year or two, when down we go. Our reaction
from the depressed state is seen first in reviving
manufactures; hers was seen in reviving farms. If
anyone dreams of better times for manufactures here
next year he knows nothing of the condition. In
truth, the manufacturers hav not begun to feel it yet.
The consumers of our manufactured products are the
millions of agriculturists here who are beginning to
bend under a frightful depression and who are now
selling their products for the lowest prices ever
offered. Why low prices? Simply because our refusal to trade with other nations drives them to trade
elsewhere. England and France under compulsion
hav taken our cotton for years, and all the while are
seeking footholds in Asia and Africa where to raise
their own. By free trade we could hav twenty acres
in cotton growing where now is one. And we would
hav more cotton factories, too, whose South American
customers to-day wear the British fabric.
Free trade, speedy nnd sharp, is the only remedy
that will save these trembling manufactures from the
thorough, complete, and entire bankruptcy that swallowed them all up (steel rail monopolies of demand
and supply always excepted) in 1877.
Really, it is almost laughable, were it not so sad, to
see every experience we went through from 1872 to
1878 repeated. We are now where we were then
when we of the Northwest were burning corn. What
a long road we must travel! We must slowly pass
on to the time when we will again be saying, as we
were in 1786-7, during the great strikes and riots,
" How strange, amidst all this misery and horror of
the East, and while so many thousands of tramps
wander about, that we Western farmers are doing so
well! Did you ever know prices better ?"
At that very time it was predicted and written out
and published, time and again, that, ere ten years
went by, we would be going under precisely the same
circumstances, and for precisely the same cause, protectiv tariff. Then peo}lle blamed contraction for it.
Now, thank God, they cannot ascribe it to anything
of the kind.
HoLT.

Evolution.
Haeckel teaches the certainty that all natural
bodies which are known to us are animate; that the
distinction which has been made between animate
and inanimate bodies does not exist. When a stone
is thrown into the air and falls to the earth, according to defi1;1it laws, or when in a solution of salt a
crystal is formed, the phenomena is neither more nor
less a mechanical manifestation of life than the growth
and flowering of plants-than the propagation of animals, or the activity of their senses; than the perception or the formation of thought in man.
If the objections which are raised to the general
doctrin of evolution were not theological objections,
their utter childishness would be manifest even to
the most childlike of believers.
Man is essentially a questioning animal concerning
all phenomena that come under his experience and
observation. An answer he must hav, and a false
one if a true one is not at hand. In man's primeval
state, the only answer he gets to all questions is, God
made it-God did it. This is the Uhristian answer
to this very day. But, as man gathers positiv knowledge, the results of observation, experience, and reflection, the answer that God made it., God did it.,
grows less and less frequent. He gets truth instead
of mythology.
Darwinism marks the hegira of science from the
idolatries of special creation to the purer faith of
evolution. There were lately found in the mud deposits of one of the lakes of Germany, in the lowest
deposit, forms of organic life of the simplest kind,
and of one kind only. In tracing the strata of the
deposit upward from the bottom toward the top, the
first simple forms began to differentiate gradually
and slowly, and to assume by degrees other forms,
until at the top there were a number of what are
called distinct species. There is evidence which is
perfectly satisfactory to competent judges that we
hav clearly learned the actual historical process by
which the horse came into existence during the tertiary epoch. The evidence is based on the analogy
of known developmental facts that a three-toed hipparion form which lived in the miocene epoch gave
rise, by the suppression of the phalanges of the rudimentary toes and some other slight modifications, to
the apparently one-toed tertiary horse. The pedigree of the ox, the sheep, etc., hav been traced in the
same way.
Comparativ anatomy shows us an uninterrupted
succession of all possible stages of transition from

the simplest organ to the most highly perfected apparatus, so that we can form a pretty correct idea of
the slow and gradual formation of even such an exceedingly complex organ as the human eye. The
like gradual progress which we observe in the development of the organ during the course of individual
development must hav taken place in the historical
origin of the organ.
Darwin says many persons, when contemplating
perfect organs which apparently were purposely invented and constructed by an ingenious creator for a.
definit purpose, but which in reality hav arisen by
the aimless action of natural selection, experience
difficulties in arriving at a rational understanding of
them, which are similar to those experienced by the
uncivilized tribes of nature when contemplating the
latest complicated productions of engineering. Savages who see a ship of the line, or a locomotiv engin
for the first time, look on those objects as the production "of a supernatural being, and cannot understand
how a man, or organism like themselvs, could hav
produced such an engin. Even the uneducated
classes of our own race cannot comprehend such an
intricate apparatus in its actual workings, nor can
they understand its purely mechanical nature.
The theory of evolution applies itself to the solution of th.e greatest of scientific problems-that of
the creation, the coming into existence of things;
more especially the origin of organic forms and of
man at their head.
It is here the right, as well as the duty of free inquiry, to fear no human authority and boldly raise
the veil from the. image of the creator, unconcerned
as to what natural truth may be concealed beneath.
It was a favorit saying of Voltaire: "Let us suppose, for the sake of argument, that there is no God.
It will still be necessary to invent him, because there
is no other way to account for the phenomena. of
nature." Voltaire would scarcely hav said this had
he lived in our day, since the evolution philosophy
has shown how and in what manner nature possesses
within herself the promis and potency of all created things, and performs all her operations spontaneously of herself, and altogether without the meddling of the gods.
As contrasted with other systems, we may well
adhere to that purer evolution philosophy- that
great conception which had dawned upon the patriarchs of philosophy; which has been embalmed in
the immortal poem of Lucretius; which has been
submerged, but not drowned, in the muddy waters
of Hebl'ew and Christian mythology.
The beforegoing short articles on evolution form,
together, an attempt at a digest from Haeckel, Tyndal, Huxley, Darwin, Spencer, Youmans, and others.
Toronto, July 4, 1885.
R. B. BuTLAND.

The Common Notion of the Atonement Examined.
It has been assumed that all men justly deserve endless punishment. This is the false foundation on which
the whole superstructure of error has rested. Almost
the whole Christian world hav built upon this faundation a system of vicarious atonement as repugnant
to reason and common sense as can be conceived.
But it is a necessary rEsult of their false premises,
for if every man deserved endless hell every man
must hav it, or some other_ plan must be devised to
satisfy justice as well. But theologians, however fond
they might be of fire, hav always felt disposed to keep
themselvs and some others out of it. For this reason it became necessary for them to invent substitute
for justice. A substitute for just!ce, forsooth !-what
a contrivance it must be! Let us look it in the face.
First, they teach that divine justice, like a vindictiv
cloud, darkened all heaven, and was bearing down
like a storm upon all our raee to engulph us all in
hell. This was a dreadful doom. Angels beheld,
and were about to weep.
Jesus looked on in pity. He knew: that he could
suffer as much in a few hours as all men could suffer
in eternal ages. He generously offered to be punished in our stead, and in his own person satisfy the
full demands of justice.
Second, This scheme implies that the endless punishment of all men would hav been perfectly just and
right. If so, why was not God satisfied with it?
Why wish to substitute anything for what was perfectly just and right? This is truly a great mystery.
But justice could not be satisfied in this way. It
could not accept what it did not require as a substitute for what it did require. It required the suffering of the guilty, and not the innocent. If God was
offended with man and thirsted for revenge, and was so
regardless of all principle that he could be appeased
with any kind, whether just or unjust, then anything
would satisfy him, provided there were groans, and
tears, and blood enough in it. But if a moral principle was to be carried out, nothing could accomplish
this but the just punishment of the guilty, which it
required. Now, if the guilty escape, that is unjust;
and if the innocent suffer instead of the guilty, that
is again unjust. Now, it is supposed justice required the endless punishment of the guilty, but
they are permitted to escape. Here, then, we hav one
injustice. Again, the innocent suffer what the guilty
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justly ought to suffer. Here we hav another injus- savage says to his son: "My enemy has provoked skilfully that those keen, scrutinizing eyes of Elmina
tice. Now, it is thought these two a~ts of injustice my deep and- unrelenting hate. Nothing but blood would not hav detected it. In any case but espetogether are a very good substitute for justice. Is can feast my vengeance and placate my burning soul. cially wit~ tissue paper, such a feat wouid scarcely
it indeed true that1 injustice becomes ' justice by Stand· up, my son, and receive this knife into your seem possible. But if Mansfield did really open the
being doubled? If so, it would be best to double all heart, to a pease my wrath, and save the guilty wretch letter, and re-seal it so as to defy detection, the fault
the injustice in the world, and that would make uni- from my just revenge." W auld not common sense was Elmina's; for surely it would not seem to be a
versal justice; double all the sin, and make universal conclude the father to be mad indeed ? But the very heavy task to seal a letter satisfactorily secure;
holiness; double all the misery, and make universal Bible says, "God so loved 'the world that he gave and this Elmina was bound to do in duty to herself
salvation; indeed, double all the absurdities of a his only begotten sop.," etc. (John iii, 16). And and to the friend who furnished the money for the
paganized church, and they would all become sound again, " But God commendeth his love toward us, in experiment, and the balance of proof, I submit, is
and rational. If these things are not to be done in that while we were yet sinners Christ died for us" that the letter was so secured.
that way, how can justice be satisfied with the acquit- (Romans v, 8). So it appears that God loved the
Elm ina complains because her dead cousin, instead
tal of t_hose it condemns, an!'l the punishment of those world before the atonement was made. Hence the of Bennett, to whom she had referred in her letter
~hom It does not condemn ? If endless punishment is savior did not die to appease the divine wrath, nor did not answe~ her question. This was a matter, per~
Justly due to all men, the debt can never be paid till to. purchase the love of God for men.
haps, over which Mansfield had no control; besides
they all receive it. Paul says, " The wages of sin is
We will here examin an argument often adduced I don't see how, as a test, an answer from her cousi~
• death." These wages are due to the sinner who by the advocates of a vicarious atonement, to illus- could hav been much more satisfactory, since her letearned them, not to God. Suppose a clergyman has trate the justice, propriety, and beauty of the system. ter contains barely one question which is really a test
been preaching to his flock till they owe him $500 It runs thus: A certain king enacted a law that who- question, viz.: "Tell. me mother's full name and thy
salary. I come to them and say, " Here, gentlemen, ever among his subjects should commit a certain own?" Several of her questions her cousin, if still
pay his wages to me; although they are not due to crime should hav his eyes both taken out as a pun- in existence, might teasonably be excused for not
me, yet I am willing to receive them as his substitute, ishment. And it so happened that the first person who answering, on the score of want of knowledge, and,
for justice will- be equally satisfied when the debt is committed the crime was the king's own son. In of course, his failure to answer them would be no
paid, whether it is paid where it is due or where it terror and chagrin the king reflects on the awful proof for or against the spirit theory. Neither the
is not due." Would not the clergyman be apt to subject. He wished to save his dear son (better than fact that Bennett (inasmuch as she had ·referred to
think 1' this alters the case," and that it was unjust other men's sons, of course), and yet his law must him), instead of her cousin David, answered her
for them to pay the money to 'me, and again unjust be honored. At last he hits upon the expedient to letter, nor the manner of Bennett's reply, has any
not to pay it to him? Suppose they answer, "You take out one of his own eye!J and one of his son's, special bearing upon the main question at issue.
hav taught us, sir, that to do what justice forbids, and in this way fulfil the law_.· Now, this is thought which is, Was the letter read without being opened?
and not to do what it requires, are together exactly by many controversialists to be a beautiful illustra- As the case now stands, giving Elmina credit for
equal to doing what it 1:equires." The poor parson tion of substitution. No doubt it well illustrates the that amount of care and shrewdness which a keen
would be likely to discover that moral justice and substitution of wrong for right, but it fails entirely skeptic like her would naturally exercise, coupled
orthodox justice are two very different things.
to show that wrong is right, which is the thing to with what knowledge she has imparted of her method
Third, Again, if justice did require the endless be done in order to justify vicarious punishment. If in doing up her missiv, the preponderance of evipunishment of all men, and Jesus suffered as their the law was a good one, then it would hav been right dence, I think it must be conceded, strongly favors
substitute, his suffering must hav been equal to that, to execute it as it was, and, consequently, wrong not the supposition that her letter had not been opened.
Of course, it is easy for every skeptic who sends
unless the principle could be satisfied with less than to do it. The king's expedient did not by any means
it required, and if it could it might as well be satis- execute the 1a,_w. Had the law required that the Mansfield a letter, on getting an answer proving the
fied with none. If withholding from justice a part of criminal should lose either one or both eyes, then it same to hav been read, to say: "Well, notwithstandits demand would be just, then withholding its whole would hav been executed, whether the old man lost ing all my precautions, Mansfield, by some ingenious
demand would be just. Hence it was thought neces- an eye or not. The extraction of the father's eye process, must hav opened my letter and sealed it up
sary to hav an infinit sacrifice and suffering to be a was no part of the execution of the law, for the law so adroitly as to defy detectimi." But is such a
substitute for infinit punishment, which all men are did not require it. And the saving of one of the course fair and reasonable ? I think not. In case a
made to deserve. And as none could suffer infinitly s'Jn's eyes was in violation of the law which did re- peraon is lacking in ingenuity sufficient to enable him
in a few hours' time but an infinit being, it is next quire it to be extracted. Had the law required that to seal up a letter in such a manner that he will be abl9
devised that Jesus Christ is God, and that the great the criminal should sacrifice two eyes, either his own to tell whether the same has been opened or not, he
Jehovah really died to make an infinit sacrifice, to or some other, then this would do; but in that case had better leave the matter of tests to those havin'{
cover an infinit evil, to satisfy an infinit dissatisfac- he might as well hav offered two dog's eyes as his more ingenious hands and brains, and not spen'd his
tion, and to appease his own infinit wrath.
Such own and his father's. But the law required him to own or anybody's else money on Mansfield.
absurdities arise, one upon another, like hills on hills lose both his own eyes; and no other eyes would do. · It seems to me it would hav been modest, to say
to mountain bights, from beginning wrong, and as- Though ten thousand friends might be willing to the least, on the part of Elmina to hav omitted the
suming, in the outset, that sin deserves endless pun- sacrifice their eyes, this would be something unre- charge of fraud against Mansfield, after having bunquired by the law, and of- course would not satisfy gled and wasted her friend's money upon a spirit
ishment.
·
Fourth, If justice could be satisfied with what it its demands at all. If a penal law can be satisfied test which, through her own want of care and attendid not require, what could be gained by this theory? with what it does not require, then it could be satis- tion, turned out (according to her version) to be
Nothing at all Jesus suffers as much as the endless fi'ed with the unqualified acquittal of the guiity. It simply a test of Mansfield's skill and ingenuity.
I make no defense of Mansfield, for I hav neither
misery of all men, as their substitute. Well, if so, reminds us of the convicted Irishman, who was senth~tre was as much misery in the case as if all men tenced to death (as the story goes), but was finally knowledge nor belief as to his qualifications for thE;~
had gone to hell. Then no good is accomplished in allowed to choose his manner of death. He gravely office of spiritual postmaster; but then, as the old
the case. The misery is moved from those who informed the court that, upon mature deliberation, adage saith, "fair play is a jewel," and we like to see
S. BREWER.
justly ought to suffer it, and placed on one who justly he had chosen to die of old age! Now, all the above its operation in all things.
Ithaca, N Y.
ought not to suffer it. Nothing is gained to human- is sincerely believed to be correct reasoning on the
------~~------ity or philanthropy in the case. Justice still has a subject, and it is submitted with all due respect, to
A Correction.
all
Christians
believing
in
vicarious
atonement,
in
victim. Might it not better hav had its own proper
victim than to hav violated its immutable nature in the ardent hope that unsophisticated truth may triTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Glancaccepting a victim not its own, without diminishing umph over the antiquated whims of the Dark Ages ing over my hurriedly-taken notes, I find that the
*** words attributed to Rev. Mr. Kaufman in the article
a whit from the sum of misery? It is to be wished of the church.
"Religion and the L!!.bor Movement," indicating the
that our doctors could answer such questions. A man
has murdered; justice demands his punishment; a Has Medium Mans:field been Proved a Fraud 1 proper direction of religion (TRUTH SEEKER, 'July
friend offers to be punished in his place. W auld this
In Mrs. Slenker's endeavor to test spirit phenom- 11th), belong to St. Simon, though the former quotes
satisfy justice? It diminishes no suffering, but the ena I hav taken considerable interest, principally be- them as expressing his own sentiment. St. Simon
blow falls on the innocent instead of the guilty; that cause I deemed her a sagacious and fair-minded per- was a Deist. It is evident that Deists, Christians,
is, the thing is done which ought not to be done, in- son, upon whose methods and reports we could rely. and so-called Infidels, when they hav the good of the
stead of that which ought to be. Where is the won- But I must say that my confidence in this respect world at heart, all agree that, as the proper study of
derful display of mercy in this scheme, so much has been just a little shaken, more especially by her mankind is man, so the first and most important care
of religion is the well-being upon earth of struggling
lauded ? None-none; all is inflexible wrath, going last effort with Mansfield.
into full execution; but instead of going where it
It seems that some friend furnished her the funds humanity, since God can take care of himself and
·
AMRITA LAL RoY.
ought to go, it goes where it ought not.
necessary to try this last experiment, supposing, un- his heaven.
Fifth, But yet the theory says all who do not re- doubtedly, that she would take all needful precautions
Public Opinion to be Revolutionized.
pent shall be endlessly damned notwithstanding ! to make it a test case.
Accordingly, Elmina writes a letter to her deceased
Ah, then the endless misery of all this class is to be
The simple fact that worlds as a whole are combiso much in addition to the sum of misery which cousin David, and, as she says, wraps it in tissue nations of primary elements, and subject to the same
would hav been without the atonement. If it be paper, and covers that all over with impressions from laws of production and reproduction as their contrue that Jesus suffered as much as justice required her rubber stamp, pasting all up securely, so that it stituent parts or outgrowths; that all vegetables are
for the sins of all men, and justice accepted such was impossible for any one- to read it by calcium sexual, the tops and roots bearing the same relation
substitute, then no man could be justly punished at light, or in any way but by opening it. Having pre- to each other as males and females in the animal,
all. For if, as the theory teaches, the whole debt is pared it in this secure manner, she sends it to Mans- and making interchange of sex as necessary to animal
paid by proxy, there can remain nothing unpaid. field. In due time she gets it back, accompanied by as to vegetable life, is as sure to revolutionize public
And if any should be endlessly punished, their end- an answer which, she admits, is proof that the letter opinion in the not distant future, as was the disless punishment would be so much more than ev\ln had been read, although the very close scrutiny (and covery that wprlds are revolving spheres, instead of
it must hav been close) which she gave it did not being flat and stationary-any and ali isms to the
this kind of justice required.
This theory has been lauded by millions as an as- disclose any evidence. that the same had been opene\'1. contrary notwithstanding.
J. TINNEY.
tonishing display of divine wisdom, goodness, and There was the letter Just as she wrapped, sealed, and
Westfield, N. Y., July 4, 1885.
mercy. But surely, if such be a Bible theory, the stamped it, with not a vestige of legitimate evidence
Reciprocity.
that the sealing or wrapping had been tampered with.
writer could never find it there.
These difficulties hav arisen, in part, from the er- Now, mark the conclusion at which Elm ina apparently An Austin clergyman not long since met a prominent saloonroneous supposition that the unchangeable God was jumps. Why, the letter must hav been opened, be- keeper :with whose family he was acquainted.
"How is it I never see yon in church?" asked the pastor.
exasperated with men on account of their sins; and cause the answer showed that it had been read.
"Because I don't go there. If yon reverends don't patronize
this scheme has been devised as a means of appeas- Now, Elmina, that seems to me to be what in arguing his wrath and making it possible for him to love ment we call" begging the question." Your test let- my saloon I am not going to patronize your churches. It is
business to set the good example and come first. I keep
and pardon sinners. So it is assumed that the atone- ter had been read, and under conditions, I submit, your
open the entire season. We dealers in spiritual things nnght _
ment produced God's reconciliation and love to the which estop you from saying that Mansfield did the to swap pulpits once in a while. Suppose yon stan<1 b0hinrl
world. But, it may be asked, if the atonement pro- reading, at least with the ordinary seeing faculty.
my bar next Sunday, and I'll take your place in the pulpit,
But Elmina says, "The letter couid hav been eh ?-Texa.~ Sffting.~.
duced the love of God to the world, what produced
the atonEment? Did the wrath of God produce the opened, and carefully repasted." Admitted. But the
CATALOG of our books free on a.pplic"ci i. ,n,
af(DEnent, anjl the atonement his love? Yonder question is, could it hav been done so neatly and
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SATURDAY,

The Short Lesson.
Of the picture published last week F. E. Sturgis,
artist, of Upper Sandusky, Ohio, writes:
"I think the picture is the best by far, both in design and
artistic :finish, that you hav placed in the pages of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and such volumes of damaging matter and facts to
orthodoxy as are here focussed down is really wonderful. The
wonder is, too, how any lover of humanity, science, right, and
reform, in circumstances above want, can refrain from spreading it broadcast in their neighborhoods. It beats dynamite
out of time for blowing Faith and Fanaticism to sheol."

We hope a great many of these " Lessons " will be
circulated. The price of THE TRUTH SEEKER containing it is, single copies, 7 cents; in quantities of five
and over, 5 cents each. On heavy tinted paper, in
the style of "The Modern· Balaam," we can send the
picture post-paid in rolls, secure from breakage in
the mails, at prices as follows: Six copies, 30 cents;
one dozen, 50 cents; twenty-five copies for $1; and
one hundred for $3.

..

--------

~------

Primitiv Christians.
There is a lady prominent in labor circles of this
city who is endeavoring to bring the church back to
its original Communism. To hear her explain the
mode of life of the early Christians is well worth a
visit to the Labor Lyceum, but one is irresistibly
reminded of the enormous distance the church to-day
has drifted from the ideas of its founders.
Perhaps the clearest description of the early Christians is found in Acts: "And all that believed were
together, and had all things common; and sold their
possessions and goods, and parted them to all n;J.en,
as every man had need" (Acts ii, 44, 45). "And the
multitude of them that believed were of one heart
and of one soul: neither said any of them that aught
of the things which he possessed was his own; but
they had all things common. Neither was there any
among them that lacked, for as many as were possessors of lands or houses sold them, and brought
the prices of the things that were sold, and laid them
down at the apostles' feet: and distribution was
made unto every man according as he had need "
(Acts iv, 32, 34, 35).
But this community of goods prevailed among
the Christians for only a short time. It was the fervor of the first proselytes which prompted such generosity, and as the progress of the Christian religion
relaxed, says Gibbon, the custom was discontinued,
not to be again put in force. Still, the ministers of
the new sect were the same untiring beggars as now.
In their weekly or monthly assemblies the clergy
asked for their tithes, which were given according to
the wealth of the believer or the exigencies of the
occasion. The widow's mite was taken, as well as
the rich man's offering. "Nothing, however inconsiderable, was refused; but it was diligently inculcated that, in the article of tithes, the Mosaic law was
utili of divine obligation; and that since the Jews,
under a less perfect disciplin, had been commanded
to pay a tenth part of all that they possessed, it
would become the disciples of Christ to distinguish
themselvs by a superior degree of liberality, and to
acquire some merit by resigning a superfluous treasure, which must so soon be annihilated with the
world itself." So well did the people obey these
early priests that vessels of gold and silver were used
in religious worship, and many of the children of
these dupes were left beggars because their parents
had been saints. This was notably the case in the
year 1,000, when the people gave nearly "ll their
property to the church in the confident expectation

completion of the millennium, and the faithful be
caught up into heaven. , Just why the church should
care to own real estatlt that was about to become
chaotic dust, the people did not stop to think. It is
a noteworthy fact, however, and one to be explained
by the apologists of Christian charity, that none of
this property was returned when the saints were disappointed in the fulfilment of prophecy.
Nowauays Communism is a term of opprobrium in
the mouth of a Christian, and the advocates of a return to early Christian customs are termed cranks.
The interesting lady whose picturesque oratory captivates her hearers has been so called by the preach~
ers of the very gospel she is anxious to restore.
Socialism now is one phase of this primitiv Communism, but the Socialists are not loved by the
church. Why is this, when the early Christians had
the benefit of the presence of the apostles, and
might be supposed to know what Christianity was?
We hav a great deal of sympathy with those reformers in the church who upbraid the preachers for their
worship of mammon and general inhumanity to man.
In view of the wide difference between the teachings
of the apostles and the practices of their successors,
it would be' an interesting discussion to start as to
what Christianity really is. . We wish our religious
contemporaries could be induced to enter into this
debate, so that when another minister labors through
some dozen pages of a prominent magazine to show
that Christianity is not declining, the ground may
first be cleared by an intelligent understanding of
what he is talking about.
It is a fact we hav often endeavored to impress
upon the labor advocates that the church has nothing in common with them. One of the best evidences
of this is an incident occurring in the missionary
efforts of the lady orator spoken of. On one of her
visits to the Liberal Club she sought and obtained
aid for a labor paper published in the city. The aid
extended was very generous, and we took occasion to
remark that it was probably much larger than she
could get from any church in the city. With a praiseworthy zeal in behalf of her cherished Christianity,
she undertook to lay us in error. She wrote to the
pastor of one of the "advanced " congregations, asking permission to canvass his congregation in behalf
of the paper. Pending the reply, sne intimated to
several that she would now " down " THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and cause the editor to blush. In due course
'of mail the reply came. The pastor expressed his
regrets, but positivly he could not allow the proposed
canvass. His congregation decidedly objected.
Thus ended her glorious anticipation of enlisting a
fashionable church in the interest of labor.
There is a tradition of a carpenter who once wandered
around about Galilee. Upon some alleged teachings
of his was built by a few ignorant people a system of
Communism. To-day it is a great church. We wonder what the poor despised carpenter would say if he
could see the edifices dedicated to his name, and
upon whose doorsteps he would not be allowed to
rest if his sandaled feet grew tired of treading their
limitless aisles.
-------4~------

Funny Christianity.
In the last sermon of the series upon evolution
which he has been delivering, Mr. Beecher said:
"For a long time evolution was contested, reluctantly received, then finally embraced, but now embraced with contradictory results. The foremost thinkers of England differ
from those of Germany. Herbert Spencer, the typical man of
English thought, and Ernst Haeckel, the typical man of German thought, differ very widely. I think the foremost thinkers of England seem to be growing toward a spiritual center,
and those of the Continent toward a material center. The
English school seems to repudiate with growing intensity that
Materialism which is accepted on the Continent, and pronounces it gross, dangerous. They refuse to go further at
present, though many of them show themselvs to be impatient
of camping out permanently on that ground. I should not
wonder to find in Herbert Spencer, should his life be spared,
the ablest defender of the essential elements of Christianity
that has arisen in many days."

This is strange talk from a minister, and stranger
still coming from one .who is supposed to know what
words mean. Spencer and Haeckel do differ, but they
are at one as regards Christianity. Spencer's philosophy leaves no room for such a narrow, one-sided system of religion as the theologians hav formulated.
His "Unknowable" is in no sense a reflex of the
Christian God. It is an entirely new mental creation. As for Haeokel, he is an Athiest who takes no
pains to conceal his sentiments. "German Material·

tba,t the world would immediately dissolve upon the ililm '' is a philosophy based on

~scertained f~cts.

Until these facts are shown to be no facts, or new
facts are discovered, all the anathematizing of it as
"gross" and "dangerous" that English metaphysicians or American· pulpiteers can do will not lower
its standing among thinking people, nor change by
one degree its inevitable logic.
It would be a funny Christianity that Herbert
Spencer would defend, unless he first renounced all ·
that he has written. There is not a dogma held by
the church to-day that can find a sentence to support
it in Spencer's works. Religion with Spencer means
"a profo1:1nd respect for, and an iinplicit faith in,
those uniform laws which underlie all things." With
him scien~e--practically applied, utilitarian science
--is a religion. He recognizes the absolute impossi-•
bility of comprehending the ultimate cause of things;
and the whole tenor of his teachings is as Materialistic as the works of Haeckel. To him Christianity
is one of many religious traditions toward which the
attitude of scientific men must be "proud," which is
but a polite word for contemptuous.
Mr. Beecher's easy reconciliation of evolution and
theology may tickle the ears of his congregation, but
among men of thought it can only excite a smile.
Between two stools a man falls to the ground.

Real Christian Sentiments.
From the tone of these remarks we judge that the
Baltimore National Farm and Fireside is Catholic in
its religion:
''DEMONS' WORK.

"'It is stated that the cadets at the Naval Academy receive
regularly well-printed pamphlets containing the· most subtil
arguments for Infidelity.'-Ma1·y!and Republican.
"If there is no law to prevent the use of the millis for the
dissemination of such literature, there ought -to be, and we
hope the Maryland Congressmen will be foremost in trying to
hav such laws enacted as will effectually stop the distribution
of matter of this description. The laws now forbid the use of
the mails to obscene literature and lottery enterprises. The
laws of Maryland prevent the publication of lottery advertisme:rits in the papers of the state.
"Such laws are beneficial and insure the morals of the community and the decency and respectability of the en tire people.
"The fiends who would send to a set of half-grown youths
Infidel literature deserve to be tarred and feathered and then
hung without court or jury. The officers in charge of the
cadets should prevent the distribution of this impious matter
among them, and, if necessary, the secretary of the navy
should, by general order, for bid the cadets reading it.''

The editor of the N. F. and F. seems to feel pretty
bad, and he wants the Infidels tarred and feathered .
and then hung without trial. Perhaps such a proceeding might relieve hif;! feelings, but we can suggest several other ways of punishing the fiends who
send Freethought literature to the cadets at Annapolis.
They might be put in a pen filled with combustibles,
and the combustibles fired, as used to be done at the
autos-da·je, in Spain. Or if the individuals were
caught separately, they could be tied to stakes, surrounded with kindling-wood, and burnt that way.
It used to be a favorit method of the church in dealing with isolated heretics. Another plan which
proved satisfactory to the Catholics of the sixteenth
century was to st~ip the Infidels and stretch them
upon a machine known as the rack. Ropes around
their arms and feet attached to rollers turned by
levers were efficacious in drawing the Infidels apart
and preventing any future teaching of heresy.
Horses hitched to the ropes and smartly whipped
brought ab.:mt the same desirable result. Thumbscrews placed upon the hands of the heretics often
prevented the writing of blasphemy, and an iron
heated red-hot and thrust into the eyes was a drawback to making well-printed pamphlets popU:lar
in Europe at one time. Or the Infidels might be
bound hand and foot and thrown into the "cradle,"'
garnished within with sharp-pointed nails which
penetrated the epidermis as the cradle was rocked
by the tender nurses. Over in Bavaria, in the city
of Nuremberg, there is an ancient torture-chamber
whose resources might be drawn upon. There are
spiked collars for the neck, iron boots for the legs,
gags for the mouth, cloths to cover the face and permit the slow percolation of water, drop by drop,
down the throat of the person undergoing this form
of torture. There are rollers set round with spikes,
for bruising the arms and back; there are iron
scourges, 'pincers and tongs for tearing out the
tongue, slitting the nose and ears, and otherwise
disfiguring and mangling the body. There are instruments for compressing the fingers till the bones
shall be squeezed to splinters. There are instruments for probing below the finger-nails till an ex- ·
quisit pain, like t\ burning fire, ·runs along the
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nerves. There are instruments for tearing out the we cannot forget the experience of the Belleville, AnouT Sunday newspaptJrS the Congregationalist says: "Prob·
tongue, for scooping out the eyes, for grubbing up Ont., Freethinkers with the sl.l.me Mr. Slade, in which ably nothing else has helped on the misuse of the Sabbath,
the neglect of the house of God, and hindered the pr11gress of
the ears. There a1·e bunches of iron cords, with a he confessed that his work was trickery. Mrs. the church and religious work so much as the Sunday newsspiked circle at the end of every whip, for tearing the Slenker's experience with Mr. Manfield leads her to papers." The Ghristian Aivocate adds: "It is often the first
flesh from the back till bone and sinew are laid bare. the conclusion that spirits had no hand in penning step in the religious ruin of a family to let it in. Many haT
There are iron cases for the legs, which, tightened his reply to her queries. In this we coincide. But lost the whole life of piety by it. It means no Bible read, no
religious conversation, no prayer or meditation." If this is so,
upon the limb placed in them by means of a screw, even while writing this, there comes a letter from a Sunday newspapers ought to be multiplied.
reduce flesh and bone to a jelly. There are also iron personal friend_;not to be published-in which the
MR. A. TILNEY, of Toronto, has joined Mr. Reynolds in his
ladles with long handles, for holding molten lead or writer says: "I hav sat beside Mr. Mansfield several Tent Campaign, and proposes to giv the people good music to
boiling pitch, to· be poured down: the throat of the times, when he has answered my sealed letters oor- supplement good talkmg. Mr. Tilney has been prominent in
victim, and convert his body into a l?urning caldron. rectly. Never does he open' the letters." .Now, if Liberal work in Toronto, and to him is largely due the credit
Many other ingenious <lontrivances for prevention of this friend-whose perception is quite keen-is not of the fine socials and musical entertainments enjoyed by the
Toronto League the past spring and winter. A benefit enterheresy are preserved in this ancient castle, but we deceived, why not hav slate-writing?
tainment was given him on leaving Toronto, realizing some
hav mentioned enough to show the editor of theN.
We could quote the exp~riences and opinions of twenty-five or thirty dollars. We hav no doubt his musical
F. and Jf. how peuril and behind the times is his scores of friends on both sides of the question, but abilities will be appreciated by the people where the tent is
method of simple tar and feathers and a rope over what is the use? Mr. Truesdell once explained to us pitched, and lead to larger audiences.
WE hav just printed three new pamphlets, which are interthe limb of a tree. Christians were once quite ener~ how it was that Slade performed his slate-writing.
getic in the good work, and did not mind sitting up A Welsh gentleman who investigated Spiritualistic esting reading. "St. Matthew before the Court," by Secularprice 10 cents, shows that the only way for St. Matthew to
nights to invent new arguments against the printing phenomena in England has told us how Mansfield ist,
escape the charge of forgery is to prove that he did not write
of pamphlets containing heresy. The Baltimore ed- reads and answers sealed questions. On the other the gospel ascribed to him, which Secularist has done in a
itor is not zealous enough. Let him read a little hand, two of our acquaintances, keen business men, masterly manner. The style of the work is new and quaint,
church history and he will easily be enabled to de- honest in all the affairs of this world at least, hav and it will undoubtedly hav many readers. "Bible Fabricavise much better methods of punishing Infidels than pledged their sacred honors that they hav had slate- tions Refuted: The Bible's Errors Exposed," by 0. B. Whit.
ford, M.D., price 15 cents, is just what its name indicates.
hanging.
writipg and letters answered by these gentlemen "Truth: a Poem in Three Parts," by E. N. Kingsley, price 25
under such strict tests as precluded the possibility of cents, is his former pamphlet of the same title revised and
Mistaken.
fraud. In the absence of personal experience, what enlarged. It is good reading, and its sale should be commenIn answer to the question, "Did Thomas Paine, right hav we to pronounce judgment one way or the surate with its merits. All three of these pamphlets are clearly
printed on calendered paper, with heavy antique covers.
author of the ' Age of Reason,' spend his last hours other?
in great agony of mind?" the Methodist organ says:
If there is another world, inhabited by those who THE charge of being 11n Agnostic, made several months ago
"The New York Observer, in reply to Robert Ingersoll, made hav lived here, we should think the spirits would by the King Solomon Lodge of Masons at Toronto again J.
a very strong case a few years ago in favor of the prevalent wish to communicate with their friends here. Thou- Harrison, has resulted in an authoritativ statement by the
Grand Master of Canada that Atheists and Agnostics cannot
view that he did spend his last hours in anguish of mind. It
sands testify that they do. But this testimony has be Masons. He says: "No person can be initiated who does
is of very little importance whether he did or did not. He had
abundant reason to do so. If he did, it was natural; if he did never been sufficient to convince the skeptics. The not believe in the true God, the Great Architect of the uninot, it was only another proof of the depravity of the human assertion that there is a future life has not, we think, verse." The Grand Master added that the attention of Masons
heart, and an illustration of judicial blindness, for 'for this yet been proven. And our friend will see, too, that all over the world had been directed to this subject by the adcause shall God send them strong delusion that they might be- upen the question of slate-writing it will be more dress of the Grand Master of the state of New York, which
he quoted approvingly. Masonry, he continued, wisely relieve a lie and be damned, who hav not pleasure in the truth,
modest in us not to express an opinion without evi- quired no more than a belief in. God, who had revealed his
but hav pleasure in unrighteousness.' Ingersoll's unconcern
in the midst of his blasphemous career is a much worse sign dence sufficient to back it up. That evi<lence we are will to man, and would punish vice and reward virtue. It reof his moral state than the most terrible anguish of mind, and unable to obtain because of the malign influence our quired that, and nothing less would be accepted. The man
who denied the e.xistence of a God was already excluded.
if he dies in perfect calmness three. scripture words will de- presence exerts upon the spirits.

Practical Atheism should also be excluded in the persons of
those who only admit that there possibly may be a God. The
Editorial Notes.
Grand Master also decided that a Quaker, who does not take
A CHRISTIAN journal thinks a Saturday half-holiday is a good an oath or administer one, cannot be made a Mason; also that
thing because it enables clerks to hav their fun on Saturday an Indian not enfranchised can be made a Mason. This is
and go to church on Sunday. The clerks are yet to be heard . the first case of the kind ever occmTing on this Continent.

scribe him: 'being past feeling.' "

The eminent editor is mistaken. In 1877 Colonel
Ingersoll offered a thousand dollars to any one who
would "substantiate the absurd story that Thomas
Paine died in agony and fear, frightened by the
THE indictment against Riel, the Canadian rebel, sets forth
clanking chains of devils." The New York Observer from on this point.
THE
third
edition
of
"Bible
Myths,
and
their
Parallels
in
that
he has not the fear of God in his heart, but is moved and
of July 19, 1877, said:
"we hav published the testimony, and the witnesses are
on hand to prove that Tom Paine died a drunken, cowardly,
and beastly death. Let the colonel deposit the money with
any honest man, and the absurd story, as he terms it, shall be
shown to be an over true tale. But he won't do it. His talk
is Infidel 'buncombe ' and nothing more.''

Other Religions," has been printed, and the price reduced to
$2.50. It is an exceedingly valmible book for Freethinkers,
and deserves 'the most extensiv circulation.
ABouT the weakest slush that the book makers hav ever put
upon a long suffering public is Miss Rose Elizabeth Clevelimd's book, "George Eliot's Poetry and Other Studies," published last week. But, as the World says, it has been beautifully advertised.

Upon this, Colonel Ingersoll engaged the Observer
in controversy upon the subject, and the editor was THE New York Times says that "it can hardly be doubted
obliged to take back his boast, which in his issue of that fewer scandals would vex the community were devout
young sisters no longer liable to clerical kisses;" and in view
November 1, 1877, he did in the following words:
of the disclosures made in last week's TRUTH SEEKER of the

"We hav never stated in any form, nor hav we ever sup- falls of clergymen, we think the Times is right.
posed, that Paine actually renounced his Infidelity. The acOuR friend, H. M. Eastman, is stirring up the people of
counts agree in stating that he died a blaspheming Infidel."
Deadwood, Dak., to hav the public lib-rary open all day SunAs Colonel Ingersoll said, "this for all coming day instead of from 1:30 to 6:30. He thinks the clergy wish
time will refute the slanders of tlie churches yet to the library closed in the' forenoon and evening, that folks may
be compelled to "recreate" by attending church.

be."
We advise the editors of religious papers to obtain from this office a little ten-cent tract entitled
"Paine Vindicated." It is a reprint of the correspondence between Colonel Ingersoll and the Observer.
Both sides are presented, and Thomas Paine's name
and fame are triumphantly vindicated. But it may
be that because they are religious editors they will
not want to read it.

---------------Slate· Writing.

An esteemed correspondent from the antipodes
writes:
"I should like to see a few words in THE TRUTH SEEKER
per editor ?'e slate- writing business. Surely he could decide if
it ever occurs without fraud. London Punch says it does,
through Eglin ton, and that is a paper- that would rather go the
other way if uncertain at all in the matter. The editor of the
Investigato?' seems to fear it is spirits by the way he treats the
subject. I do not see it need be, even if writing doos occuz:."

It always affords us pleasure to giv information to
inquirers, but in this case we are unable to contribute
anything to our friend's stock of knowledge. We
hav an opinion upon the subject, but no knowledge.
All our personal investigations into phenomena of
this kind hav been unqualified failures. The mediums said the influence was bad.
We well 1·eme~ber how enth'usiastic the late D.
M. Bennett and his brother-in-law were over a seance
held with Slade, and described at length in these columns. Taking his word for it, there could be no

doubt that slate-writing is
I

as

'rwo pastors of Kenosha, Wis., churches stopped a Sunday
game of baseball in that town recently. Hissing and shouting
accompanied each step of the legal proceedings. The attendance was some five thousand. The ministers declare their intention of running the town on Sunday. It seems to us that
with five thousand people opposed to them they will hav an
interesting time in doing it.
THE ".Rev. Father" Holley, Catholic priest at Malden,
Mass., has received orders from his bishop to build a parochial school to cost forty thousands dollars. So important is
this considered that the church is to be mortgaged to obtain
the funds. If Freethinkers wish to learn the aims of the
bishop in this matter, 'let them peru$e M. C. O'Byrne's paper
transferred to THE TRUTH SEEKER columns from the No1·th
American Review.
WE neglected to announce that the Friendship Liberal
League of Philadelphia held a Victor Hugo Memorial meeting
on June 1\Jth. An audience of five hundred enjoyed the services. The platform was decorated with the French and
American flags. J. Clegg Wright was the orator of the evening. Miss Keyser gave a recitation from the "Hunchback of
Notre Dame," Hon. Charles Keyser made a short address, and
an original poem was read by Damon Y. Kilgore.
BROTHER BowEN, of the Independent, held his annual celebration at Woodstock, Conn., on the Fourth. The people
around the neighborhood Qall it "Barnum Bowen's show,"
but that is unkind. Although Mr. Bowen, like all othQr Christians, must hold to the republican form of government as
merely tentativ, in the absence of the kingdom for which they
pray, he is deserving of considerable credit for his display of
patriotism. Nevertheless, the people of the Episcopal ohuroh
in Philadelphia, who formerly rang their bell on the 4th of
June in honor of the birthday of George III., were more consistent Christians than those who pa.cticipated in the celebra·

real as rocks. But tionat Woodstock.

seduced by the instigation of the devil. 'rhis, however, Riel
shows to be wrong. His instigator and mover is the other
fellow, as may be seen from the following from his diary,
which fell into the possession of the troops with other papers
One entry is:
"The spirit of God said unto me: 'The enemy has gone to
Prince Albert ' I prayed, saying, 'Condescend to inform me
who this enemy may be.' It was answered, 'Charley
Larance.'
"The spirit of God shows me a measure of merchandise.
On the bottom of the measure are written the following words:
'The bowels of the North.' Oh! my God, grant me for the
love of Jesus, of Mary, of Joseph, and of St. John the Baptist, the grace to conquer the North, and to be master of all its
possessions. Giv me the 'bowels of the North.'"
One of Riel's prayers was:
"Oh, giv to all of us the foresight, prudence, courage,
force and plans which we need in order to attain the end of
all o~u good undertakings, >md fulfil thy holy will in every
point of view."
The blame for the rebellion, therefore, should be placed by
the authorities on the occupant of the throne the farthest removed from sheol.
--,----------

Lectures an(l Meetings.
IN addition to lectures previously mentioned, E. C. Walker
spoke at Wentworth, Dak., June 23d; Sanborn, Iowa, July lsi;
and at Sheldon, Iowa, July 2d and 3d. I-Iis address at present
is Sioux City, Iowa.
MRs. H. S. LAKE will speak at the CtLssadaga Lake camp
August 8th, 9th, 11th, and 13th, and will begin an engagement
at the Mt:Pleasant Park Camp-meeting (Clinton, Ia.) August
16th. Parties wishing the services of Mrs. Lake for the fall
and winter months will address her at Watertown, N. Y., 12
High street.
THE officer~ of the Pittsburgh, Pa., League for the ensuing
year are: President, George Dovey; vice-president, Roman
Staley; secretary, Harry .Hoover; treasurer, W. F. Schade;
financial secretary, H. H. Tim by. Council: H. H. Wolfe, John
Juergens, H. H. Timby, Frank Bacon, Wm. Evans, Mrs. W.
F. Schade, Mrs.- Anna Price, Mrs. James Wormersly, Philip
Bambach, Ed. Bambach.
THE following has been handed in for publit•ation: The
People's Spiritual Meeting which convenes at Arcanum Hall,
54 Union Square, every Sunday afternoon and evening, and
Friday afternoons, i>; enjoying quite a season of interest.
Several mediums of ability are present at every Ression, who
delight the attendants by speaking (as the "spirit giveth utterance") messages from 'spirit friends, also descriptions of
the departed. Among the most prominent of mediums >lre
Mrs. Mary C. Morrell, Mrs. Riggins, John Slater, Mrs. E. n.
Still, M.D., and Mrs. Henderson. llir. Charles Dawbarn has
delivered several very excellent lectlll·es at this meeting upon
subjects connected with the Spiritual philosophy which hav
been highly appreciated,
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NEVINYILLE, lA., July 1, 1885.
llfr.: EDITOR: I uged to hav many ..copies of THE TRUTH

l3mi:xlm when it was edited by D. M. Bennett, which I used to
circulate with the lnvesligat01· and the Iron-Clad Age, to which
I am a regular subscriber. I hav not had many copies of your
paper lately, and the idea seems to prevail among many here
that THE TRUTH SEEEKR is dead. Please enter my name on
your list of subscribers, for which find inclosed $3, and I will
convince my Christian friends of the fact, which I hav repeatedly told them, that the paper founded by D. M. Bennett will
never die while there is work for a reform journal to do:
F. I. GREEN.
A COMMUNICATION TO THE ":SUCKJ!:YE," REFUSED.
LAURA, 0., June 7, 1885.
To THE EDITOR OF THE BUCKEYE: I hav read a letter in your
paper from J. F. Sloan, of Pennsylvania, formerly of this
county (Miami). He seems to be terribly "soured" by the
Springfield Convention. He says: "Not a single crumb of
comfort and hope was given to the anxious and expectant
hungry temperance host." But how could the Rev. Mr. Sloan
expect any bread from the old reliable party which he was
identified with, but left-the great, grand old Republican
party, which has done more for the temperance cause than
any other organization in existence-and floated out into the
misty waves of Prohibition?
You may protect, but you can't prohibit. Look at Kansas
and Iowa; do they hav less'crime? The answer is, No. The
prohibitionists say that whisl-y is the cause of nine-tenths of
all crimes. If so, why are those states not freed from all
crimes except one-tenth? If you can by an amendment to the
state constitution prohibit the manufacture and sale of alcoholic liquors, can't you as easily prevent houses of ill-fame,
murder, aE.d preachers and all other men running off with
other people's wives, accounts of which I observe in almost
every paper? He says they know it is evil, and nothing but
evil; hence this grand old party gets down in the duet, and
eats a cart-load of dirt, to get its patronage and votes, saying,
"Am I not thine ass, upon which thou hast ridden ever since
I was thine unto this day?" Why, reverend sir, this G. 0. P.
doesn't stop for a cart-load. It can remove mountsins.
And now what is the matter? Why, last July this Prohibition party met, adopted resolutions (even putting God in),
bridled up their pet, mounted, and rode until they were
kicked square in the face, and they now come to ·the G. 0. P.
for a little comfort because they are so badly wounde1 by falling off the ass.
This old party will not down; it has the brains and the vim.
This the prollibitionist will learn. He says the Christian citizen, if he would be true to his God, must vote as he prays.
The Democrats doubtless will declare for license. We look
for nothing else. What, then, are the Christian men of Ohio
to do? Why, pray a·little louder to their God, who has all
power, and whose ears are open, that he will come to their aid
and sweep from the face of his footstool this ungodly demon,
intemperance.
·
Is it not a little carnal-minded for Christians to be mixed up
with the political parties of this world? This government of
ours is secular, not Christiun; not a word of God or his son in
the Constitution; but every citizen is declared to hav equal
rights. It is not intemperance that the orthodo'X: ministers are
smarting under. They use this for a cloak under which is
hidden the real viper. They want God in the Constitution.
The churches hav held conferences, sent petitions to CongreRs, and the Catholic and the Protestant churches are consulting for the purpose of forming an alliance. The seventy
thousand preachers are a great deal like the saloon-keeper,
giving to the people that which satisfieth not. f:lcience is doing more for humanity than all the divines, and they know
and feel they are losing power; with that goes the money, and
that touches them under the fourth rib.
Now, Brother Sloan, explain the first plank in the platform
of 1881 of the Prohibition party. Of course, you hav the
right to vote as you wish; and so ha,v we of the G. 0. P.
H. w. HALL'.
A·REVIEW OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, .JULY 1, A.B. 285.
BARRE, MASS, July 1, A.s., 285.
MR. EDITOR: " Why not review THE TRUTH SEEKER for my
next article? Surely it deserves it. Not this particular number
in preference to its predecessors, but because this is at hand
and new," thought I, as I lay here ill on my couch after perusing the entil'e paper. So here it goes.
First, then, "Notes and Clippings," as usual, are spicy and
varied, while "News of the Week," gleaned from all quarters,
is true to its name.
Under "Communications," by L. N. Perkins, we hav "The
Moral Aspects of Vivisection-Concluded," whwh goes down
into the marrow of the subject, leaving the cruel vivisectionist
no ground whereon to stand, unless he is willing to be ranked
wit.h barbarians and beasts. (See Elliott Preston's illustration,
TRUTH SEEKER, Sept. 6, 1881.)
"Nihilism," by the editor of the Nihilist, San Francisco, Cal,
comes next; and pardon me, kind editor and readers, if I restate his definition, as it is important that it be well understood and remembered by all: "A Nihilist is a man who does
not bow down before any authority, and accepts nothing without examination." Nothing bad in that, is there?
"Lord Bacon a Literary Thief," by "Anti-Bacon," on page
119, and "Bacon a Concealed Poet,"by"Iconoclast," page
122, the one against and the other in favor of the opinion that
Bacon wrote Shakspere, show that when great minds disagree
~mHller ones ought to hold a suspended judgment until stub1" oru facts either prove ,of disprove.
•· The Heavenly Inheritance," by J. G. Malcolm, based on a
1·•. cher figuring out the dimensions of the ·abode of the

saints, with rooms for each 20x20 feet; is ludicrous in the extreme. !.trust no one failed to read it.
It is to be hoped that the Liberals will not " throw their
mud batter:\es" on "Liberta," as he apprehends, for his ju~
dicious "Refining Liberalism," while he must remember that
each worker can only use the weapons in his possession, and
that to answer a fool according to his folly, sometimes, is the
surest way to silence a railing Christian, though it must be admitted that his demand that "a higher, sweeter, purer tone
ought to be cultivated in the journalism of Freeth ought" is
excellent advice, and possibly best if all were developed up to
his standard.
"Lights and Shades," by W. Alien Smith, is a contrast that
should be republished in every Christian paper and daily.
Cannot an effort be made in that direction?
"A Letter from Paris, France," merits a second reading.
I'm rejoiced that Charles B. Reynolds and tent are succeeding so well. My apprehensions that the degenerated would
demolish it, it appears, were not well founded.
The attention of Freethinkers is called to Mr. Putnam's
"News and Notes,·' and" The Albany Convention."
Mrs. Ernestine L. Rose we can all reverenae. Well do Iremember, while she was speaking at the Hartford Bible Convention in 1851, when a Christian mob had extinguished the lights
and our lives were threatened, her standing una wed and unmoved on the platform until they were relighted, and order was
restored, when, with Bible in hand, she poured out such invectivs upon the representativs of that book, who had sought to
break up the meeting, as I had never before heard. Blessings
in her declining years for her zeal and usefulness in the •past !
The discussion on "The Cause of Planetary Motion," by
Messrs. Chase, "W. H. B.," and J. A. Tuttle is :replete with
interest; but facts only can decide this cause; therefore the
value of agitat.ion.
W. F. Jamieson's characteristic "Talk with Ingersoll" is a
reminder of the first talk of your humble servant with the same
gentleman in 1868, in Portland, Me., while the gallant colonel
was "stumping the state" during the great campaign, and before either of us was aware that the other was Antichristian.
~ince then what a change! Jamieson's report i:; true in every
particular. ·
Holt's "Pest of Laws" is too true, alas! alas!
Every week, "Canadian Notes," by R. B. Butland, is among
the best reading in THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
•· They Mean Business," by Eva Barnes, viz., to get their
Christian God-into the United States Constitution, should be
deeply impressed upon the heart and intellect of every Liberal.
Our good editorials, "Independence Day," "Signs of the
Times in Europe," etc., witl! ''Editorial- Notes," more than
fill the bill. Whatever else you "skip," never miss those unparalleled editorials and notes. I would like to comment on
each, but can only commend the "Modern Balsam."
"Letters from Friends," though always excellent, are unexceptional this week. It would be invidious to mention any
and omit others, but General Garfield's religious belief, in the
letter of P. B. Reasoner, please review attentivly.
In "Children's Corner" the editor's "Some Children at
Onset" must delight the little ones, ~hich with D. B. Cozine's
"Egyptian Superstition," poetry, puzzles, enigmas, and conundrums, including Burns's prize riddle answer, make up
a page not to be ignored even by adults.
The poem by J. Wm. Lloyd, the same who writes those
sterling articles, "The Pursuit of Happiness," in the Sooiologi;d, is a mine of wealth, and the spirit of Robbie Burns need
not quiver if implicated in its production, while "The Tramp's
Soliloquy," by Eidda,, makes the poor wretch attribute all his
troubles to rum, even though he ends up with "No prohibition for me."
But I hav now come to the best of the whole paper, and, in
fact, what suggested this article, viz., "Book Review: the Old
Testament." For terseness, brevity, wit, irony, justice, and
trutl\fulness, " it can't_ be beat." Will not the reviewer accept
my unqualified approbation, warmest thanks, and sincerest
gratitude for his able work; and will not THE TRUTH SEEKER
readers hunt up July 4th, and reperuse this unique review
just to please me, if for no other reason?
"Gems of Thought" are gems indeed, while " Odds and_
Ends" are enough to make one laugh until he "sees stars."
On the principle "if you cannot .say any good about a person say nothing," mention of two articles has been omitted,
but numerous little deserving, items, scattered here and there
like pearls, could not be specified for lack of space.
And all this in one week's TRUTH SEEKER, and for a ~rifle
less than six cents ! Is there one reader of these sixteen pages
who begrudges the Truth Seeker Co. that moiety of compensation? If so, let him hide his diminutiv head beneath its ample
folds. Is there one to whom this heavily freighted sheet
makes its weekly visits, that can sit down and peruse the same
until the close of tb e year, and forget that his little bill of
three dollars is unpaid? · Oh, let us remember the poor editor
and hard-worked employees who furnish us with such rich,
luscious food; forget, or curtail, some of our luxuries, and
make glad the heart of those who labor so earnestly and faithfully for our pleasure and profit.
ELLA E. Gms(JN.
FERREL, TEx., June 27, 1885.
Mn. EDITon: We hav just organized a Liberal Society. If
you will ·send us something to read we will appreciate it.
We shall soon hav some money, then we will buy all we can.
We want to encourage the reading of Liberal literature. It
will be slow at first, but we'll keep our banner floating, we
hope. Your exchanges, after you get through with them, will
help us.
Respectfully,
'f. C. GLAss.
[We hav forw .rded Mr. Glass what we could, but we hav
given away so much the past winter that WA can hardly afford
to do much more. Letters like this are are often received,
and we think it will be well to organize a general Propagandist
Fund. We file our Liberal exchanges, but perhaps application to the publishers of the various papers would bring what
Mr. Glass wants,...,.ED. T. S.]

CLINTON, ILL., June 30, 1885.
GENTLEMEN: I am delighted (yes, though an old man eightytwo on the 4th July) with the lists of the names of hosts of
pamphlets and tracts. I am a poor man, or I would select a
number. I long (now the mists of religious darkness are removed) to develop my anxiety to remove, if possible, the
Bible prejudices of persons who were religiously educated,
and (as l was) sent to preach what is termed religion. This
day I met in our p'rinting-office the Methodist preacher here.
I explained to him my views, especially of the Old Testament,
as merely and only written by Jews, and only for the Jews,
not for us gentiles, from Genesis to Malachi. Henry VIII.
needed Moses's help as millions do this day. l can and will war
against kingcraft in all shapes, and popecraft and priestcraft.
Will some brothers and sisters supply me? I came here to be
an old hard-shell preacher; but prejudice severed us.,
If any brother or sister who can afford it will pay for papers,
tracts, and books, I will circulate them, and try to raise an Abstinence and Truth church here. Help hands, for I hav no
lands.
The 4th July is my birthday. I was born in the city of
Bath (and so was my partner), England. I drink no beer,
cider, wines, or liquors.
Yours very truly,
JAMES FAcKRELL.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., .July 4, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Being a pupil of THE TRUTH 8EEKEB, and
anxious to learn, I trust that my asking pertinent question11,
and offering logical suggestions, for the pm:pose of eliciting
reliable information on subjects of which we are greatly in
need of being more reliably informed than we are, will not be
regarded as unwarrantably intrusiv nor intolerably annoying.
The cause of planetary motion being fairly presented for
investigation, I will inquire if "W. H. B.," or any other of
our friends, wil! make the subject "plain enough" by proving
conclusivly that planets were formed by meteoric accretion.
I trust they will perceive the impropriety of drawing upon
imagination for premises to reason from, and will offer only
conclusions that are reached by logical reasoning from facts
that are positivly known, and from facts that are knowable by
analogical reasoning from facts that are positivly known, on
the scientific axiom that, the law of nature being the same
everywhere within her jurisdiction, like cause should invariably produce like effect, and vice ve1·sa, throughout the domain
of nature.
The fact that the firmament is thickly studded with motionless moteors, and probably has been from the time that matter was transmitted from formless vapor to substance, is anything but conclusiv evidence that planets were formed by the
conglomeration of such meteors, but is good circumstantial
evidence that they were not. Therefore, I will briefly state
some bottom facts.
(1) It should be a well known fact that nature recognizes
no law nor yields to any authority but of that despotic old
tyrant, Necessity. Therefore nothing can be in nature unless
there is an absolute necessity for its being.
(2) It appears to be the universal law of nature that all
forms must hav an imaginary before they possibly hav a mat arial existence. Even the farmer cannot make so simple a
thing as a tap for his cider-barrel unless the form and dimensions are suggested by imagination; then reason determins its
adaptation to the purposes, and will sets the physical forces
in motion that are required to giv material effect to the
design.
(3) Reason, imagination, and will are not matter, but inherent properties thereof; nor can they create matter nor
force, but utilize that which is pre-existent.
Such being the universal law of nature, it should logically
follow that imagination, reason, and will were in activ being
before any formation or form of matter was possible. They
being inherent properties of matter, co-existent therewith, it
should logically follow that all matter in incipiency was a
formless void, an impalpable vapor so attenuated that it could
neither be seen nor felt, that had not so much the appearance
of an existence as shadow has. The fact of its existence not
being perceivable nor conceivable by any faculty but imagination, it could not really hav had any other than 1\n imaginary
existence.
The transmutation of matter from that condition to substance was virtually and essentially equivalent to a creation ;
as a matter of fact, it really did create substance, without
which forms were impossible; and it being equally impossible for substance to exist without form, and the transmutation of matter being a chemical operation, should it not be
more compatible with all known principles of nature that all
formations of matter should hav been createcl or effected when
matter was transmuted than subsequently? Appearances in
nature are so deceptiv that when investigating them we ijhould
more safely trust to reason applied to known basic principles
of nature than to our eyes and imagination.
J. A. TUTTLE.
BE NATURAL.
CoLUMBUs, RAN., July 4, 1885.
I beseech you, 0 reader, Libeml, Freethinker, Humanitarian, to be consistent and practical, and try as far as possible
t~ lead a natural life. I regret not that I am poor, unhonored,
persecuted, and despised, and misr1;1presented by bigots and
many so-called Liberals, but I do lament that I did not inherit
a better organism, and that as soon as I was born I began to
be taught, by precept and example, to disobey the laws of life
and health.
Although I inherited a very activ brain and dominant nervous system, with deficient vital and nutriliv piJWer, yet I
could hav lived twenty years longer, and made life yield
twenty times as much ~njoyment, if I had been taught, had
known how to liv. Instead of such teaching, my impressible
and imaginativ brain was pictured with images, of unrealities,
God, devil, angels, Gabriel, ghosts, heaven, hell, the awful
judgment day, away up or down somewhere. I was taught
that the body was of little use or importance, but that the
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marriage contract than they hav ~ith the execution of a deed
or any other legal business.
Marriage is a simple contract between parties, and in making a public record of tl)e same, a religious teacher should hav
no more to say than a pedagog or shoemaker. Yes, M~. Wells
answered the dominie right when he asked to pray-" that he
did his praying with labor." So he would not eat unless he
could pray. I hav seen children that would refuse to eat unless they could hav their own way. Poor soul ! Like children, he will not die from starvation.
I am equally astonished to see the poor weak-kneed mortal,
that has not tb e least respect for or faith in Christianity, as
soon as a death occurs in their family, call .some orthodox
minister to abuse them at the funeral, and the one most avaiiable generally is the one called. He frequently is some old
moss-back that has come down from a former generation having never heard that Beecher had abolished hell. So, t;ue to
the letter of the Bible (old edition), they consign the departed,
also the mourners, to the abode of their best friend, the devil.
We~l, if people hav never read THE TRUTH SEEKER, or used
then good sense, they may be excused for the first mistake
but for a second offense, Brother Wells and others. should b~
McCUNE, KAN., June 30, 285.
condemned to listen to the bray of a priest until he would
MR. EDITOR: Allow me space in our best of all papers to
L. S. BuRDICK.
eat.
Yours for principle,
report once more from this place. Last spring one of the
noble men of this world died about five miles west of here.
Rocr,FOnD, ILL., June 20, 1885.
His name was Joseph Wein, and he was sixty years old. He
MR. EDITOR: Some think that mind overlies the whole unihad dared to think for himself, and asked that a Liberal verse in the same way that it does in the animars brain some
should speak ah his funeral, but he wanted no canting priest- that mind came first and! made thi~> matter, others that ~atter
on that occasion.
and mind were produced at ,the same time. Now, it would
Two weeks ago a preacher, J.P. Allen, near here whipped seem to me that when we talk !\bout matter we talk about
his wife and bruised her very badly. He has been before the Herbert Spencer's impersonal, unconscious, unthinking, etercourts for the offense. It is n.ot done with yet. His wife has nal energy, such as we know oxygen, _hydrogen, etc., nonsued for a divorce. And just here in our town, last week, a metallic elements, and iron, calcium, aluminum, etc., metallic
good Christian, one of the Lord's old sheep, a follower of the elements, most positivly to be; that it is theiJ; electrical propmeek and lowly, was caught reaching for the forbidden fruit erties, with their different circumstances or environments,
of another brother by being rather near where he should not that hav produced the varied phenomena of the universe
be in the absence of the husband; and at this time a preacher mind not _excepted; that matter is a serv1mt to mind on!;
sixty-two years old is. under bonds in this county to appear at when we learn how to handle it, which is the very thing that
court for trying to rape a girl ten years old.
M. S. GoWIN.
science is doing; as to wit: the calculations of astronomers,
,the compounds of. chemists, the appliances of mechanics, the
manufacture and control of gas, steam, electricity, of which
BANGOR, ME., July 7, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Who is" Liberta ?" Is it a man or a woman? I not one particle can be traced to revelation, intuition, dreamF,
often see articles from her, him, or it; but the last one takes visions, etc. But to persevering effort, the comparison of results, and profiting by the research of others that havpassed
the cake (slang).
Please excuse bad language as I never went to school; I away before us, has it been accomplished; and by science, the
am, therefore, one of the rag-tag and bob-tail of Liberalists. only thing that can improve the condition of both vegetables
If I belonged to the high-toned, kid-gloved class, I should and anim~ls, and develop the minerals of the earth; make
not read .the grand, old TRUTH SEEKER, founded by our la- human environment better, and by cultivation of the intelmented D. M. Bennett. But I should subscribe for the Index, lectual and re:flectiv faculties, control the selfish and social
or join a Baptist church, and become respectable, and help &:~ropensities, which would giv us natural morality without
make orphans, and then ask praise for helping to support any superstition.
" The mind of man may dwell on nature's laws,
them.
It nothing learns about .the great first cause."
Some of the best thinkers I ever saw were not college
graduates, or what are commonly called cultured. Yours for
If those who hav the leisure, and about $1.50 to spare,
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, whether would send for the science primers, "Chemistry," "Astronclothed in rags or silks.
ALBERT LEWIS.
omy," and "Phrenology," they would get an immense amount
of information out of them. I hav been asked by young folks
that hav been through the High School here, What is this
MORE COLOR DEMANDED.
matter? They hav been over it as a sort of a task, but it leaves
CLEVELAND, 0., June 16, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: InclQsed please find $1, to extend my day of but little impression. I would also say that my children engrace. I see by your last issue that you allow people to giv joy " The Story Hour " immensely, the stories are so true to
THOMAS BEALE.
you some advice without any talking back. It encourages nature.
me to do the same.· I am now nearly seventy-eight years old,
NEWPORT, ME., July 8, 1885.
stnd my eyesight very poor, so poor that I cannot read over
To THE LmERALISTS IN GENERAL, AND THE ALBANY UONV ENTION
half that I see in your paper. Now, I will say with S. Parsons, use coarser type and more ink. Then, perhaps, I shall IN PARTICULAll: Wishing to do all .in my power to help on the
be able to enjoy your paper better. Now don't get spunky, work of humanity, I offer the following for your consideration,
and tell me to get better spectacles. I hav got the best that I which I send to THE TRUTH SEE~R for publication:
WHEREAS, The history of the past shows tbat "church and
can find in three states, and yet for lack of ink on your types
state" hav always been partners in crime; that while the
I am not able to read all I want to read in your paper.
church has drunk the blood of millions slain by the sword,
Please remember us old folks, and oblige
her bloody teeth are still firmly set in the iron jaw of the
Yours most truly,
HrnAM VAN PELT.
state, and that without the aid she draws from the state, she
wonld be powerless for harm; therefore
Resolved, That the "Nine Demands" that the Liberalists
OsHKOsH, Wis., June 27, 1885.
· Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which please send me put forth as the hope-of humanity will prove powerless
while the state exists; that, instead of "Nine Demands,"
"Crimes of Preachers," and the balance of the money in there should be one universal demand for the immediate and
"Ingersoll Catechised," and the "Jl,fodern Balaam." In THE unconditional surrender of the state as a bloody usurper, a
TRUTH SEEKER of 27th inst. I read a large number of refer- tyrannical monster continually devouring the lives and subences by Andrew Jacobson, and I must say, I like his way of stance of the people; and that no true Liberalist can consistbringing those things before the public. You are probably ently support the state by his vote and at the same time
complain of the church for her persecution of Freethinkers.
aware that no sensible man of the present day believes the
.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
Bible, except those who do not read it, and many a man would
read such short references in a paper, in preference to huntCEDAR VALE, KAN., July 1. 1885.
ing them up in the Bible. That page of Mr.•Tacobson's will
MR. EDITOR: It perhaps would seem absurd to say that all
do a vast amount of good, and it is the only way to make peothe cowardice in the world is the outgrowth of Bible teachple read the Bible, and as soon as they do read it they will
ings, and yet I verily believe it to be so. Were it not for the
condemn it. There are, of course, in the Bible a number of
thought of future punishment, no one would fear death.
obscene passages sufficient to condemn it, and of the existWere it not for the thought of spirits, of God and devil, as
ence of which many people are ignorant. They should in
taught in our Sunday-schools, the children would not fear
some manner be pointed out. [See "Holy Bible Abridged."ghosts and hobgoblins when alone in the d11rk.
En. T. S.]
.
In proportion as the impressions of hell, God, devil, angels,
Every day when I am able to go out, I pass a church, and
and all other unintelligible teachings of the Bible, are fixed in
on the opposit side of the street is a school-house, and the
the youthful mind, the more cowardice and timidity we hav in
children are marched from the school to the church where
the world.
·
much of their time is spent. Now, I think it is criminal in
These assertions are made from many years of observation.
any man to teach our children such falsehoods, and those who
If any doubt the truth of the idea, let him select two boys indo it ahould be severely punished for it. I wish we could tellectually equal, both of the same amount of education, and
:pav a few le~:turers here this summer, but those who are possessed of the same amount of bravery and independence
traveling seem to giv Oshkosh a wide birth. But tell them of character.
Let those be selected who hav never had anyreligioua trainnot to be afraid, for if they come here I will not let anyone
hurt them. There are many Liberals in this place, and all ing at the age of say eight or nine years old; send one to
Sunday-school regularly every Sunday for only a few months,
they want is a stirring up 11 little. I am distributing all the and then start each of them out separately over a lonesome
tracts I can get. The Index sent me a package last week, but road after dark. 'l'he one that went to Sunday-school (if he
had a fair teacher) will see ghosts,, and hear niggers, wild
they are all gone now.
GEo. M. HARE.
animals, and declare that he had to 1·un all the way to keep
from being taken in. The <'-hA.nces are that he will forget
TExAs, MICH., June 29, 1885.
entirely the ermnd he is sent un; whiln the untutored youth
Mn. EDITOR: Brother Wells"s letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of will go on his errand singing and whistling. will do his erranrl
June 27th gave me a text to free my mind. Why, oh, why correctly, and will tell of nothing but facts. If you can Q L
will Liberals stultify their principles by calling a priest to the boys, try it. I hav, and that is the way it worked.
H. l;'.
legalize a marriage? They should hav no more to do with a

soul, and how to save it in an imaginary, and, to me, as yet
unproved future world, was my chief concern.
As I (so it looks to me) can only liv this life, with what vain
regret I see how, through my-ignorance and false precepts and
examples, little I hav made of it, and how much I hav
abridged it. I now try to run my own machine, do my own
thinking, am independent of priests, lawyers, doctors, and life
and body destroying habits, customs, and fashions. "I lean
' upon the bosom of the universe," and unto thee, 0 nature, I
bow; thee, and thee alone, will I resp,ect and worship, and as
far as I can I will liv in conformity to thee, will "take nature's
path, and mad opinions leave."
I care not how erudite, logical, and eloquent a man or woman may be, or how Liberal and reformatory in words and
precepts, if I see them marring, defacing, poisoning, compressing their bodies, every ato)ll of which is sacred for this
life's purposes, to me they are not true Liberals, to me it is.
mentally painful.
• There is nothing to compel a Liberal, in public or private,
to use tobaceo or alcohol in. any form, but his own inherited
or acquired appetite and want of knowledge, will, and independence. There is nothing to compel so many Liberals and
Freethinkers to shave off the beard, the beauty and strength
of manhood, and unman themselvs so far, and thus virtually
say to nature, "I will be fashionable, instead of obeying
thee." To every true physiologist and hygienist a man with a
shaved face is a forbidding and repulsiv sight. A man half
shaved is a still more repulsive contrast. Look at a recentlyshaved face through a high-power microscope, and see the
bloody capillary stumps, and if you hav a normal idea of a
natural life, and a manhood of strengtl;l and vigor, and the
uses of the beard, you will be still more disgusted.
To see lecturers on science, advocates of nature, go to the
barber's shop once, twice, or. three times a week, to mar and
thwart nature, and get their faces to look like a shaved hog, is
to me inconsistent and deplorable. It is not a pleasing duty
I feel I must do to all ode to so barbe(a)rous a custom. I will
not shave for any consideration unless I am physically compelled.
,
Our Liberal ladies who follow tl).e suicidal dress fashions,
and enslave their poor, diseased bodies, while they talk and
write so well about universal mental liberty-oh, that they,
too, would see the significance of their own and prospectiv
children's lives, and be natural.
" Who livs to nature rarely can be poor.
Who livs to fancy never can be rich."
J. H. CooK.
NEw YoRK, July 4, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In your late issue you publish a letter from
''Constant Reader," commenting upon one of June 13th,
sigued Genelli, relating to Universology and Integralism, or
the Andrewsian system of philosophy. In most of what "Constant Reader" says I can only concur; but it seems to me that
something more shonld be said in appreciation of what Genelli
has put forth. There is certainly a sense in w,hich Universology has always existed, as music and logic h~v; but in the
sense of being discovered by the human mind and formulated
as science, that has not been the case, and the perception all
the way along by a few leading· minds that such a unity of the
sciences must somehow exist came far short of the actual discovery of the science. In this latter sense Mr. Andrews is
clearly leading the way, and is, I think, doubtless in advance
of all the thinkers; but neither he, nor I, nor any other pupil
of his would repel or reject or do otherwise than accept and
approve of the brain-work of others on the same track,
when the work is hon8stly and truly their own, as in the case
of Genelli.
Several of his statements are truly admirable, are undoubtedly original with himself, and must be accepted as a contribution to Universological thinking. Ali, for example, " In
cosmic trinity," he says, "is the only possibility of Universology." This is a near approximation to Universological verity,
but Universology goes a step lower and discovers the principles out of which the "cosmic unity" itself is evolved. In
fact,- the discovery of these fundamental principles is the gist
and core of Mr. Andrews's work, and the elaboration of the
laws of their working is the continuation of it, and in that
work he is engaged constantly. Universology would also correct another of the proximate truths-truths which come just
short of being the whole truth-announced by Genelli. He
says, " Emerson commends Plato for saying there is a science
of the sciences, but destroys its possibility by positing Theism,
or a cosmic dualism, as a firRt principle. My belief is that
matter alone exists. Were matter and force, or spirit, separate entities, there would be general antagonism instead of
harmony. · If Mr. Andrews is really the parent of Universology, he may be able to set us right."
Mr. Andrews, or anyone competent, speaking as a Universologist, would set Genelli, and those thinking with him, right
by dealing out these few general facts and principles:
First, in point. of fact, we hav, and always hav had, and
always shall hav, "general antagonism," not "instead of harmony," but as necessary to harmony, as one of the factors of
harmony, or as one of the two legs upon which harmony
stands and rests. And this is because the Universological
principle back of the facts demonstrates that there can
be no harmony until there are opposits to be harmonized.
There is, first, a general, undifferentiated unity, to illustrate
from a social point of view, as in the Catholic church. There
is 'then stntagonism, the first stage of which is dualism, as
between Protestants and Catholics, and between the numerous
sects of Protestants. If reconciliation and harmony were to
come between them, which Genelli is probably not prepared
to anticipate, it could only be by the recognition of the principle that diversity or antagonism is just as necessary as simple unity. The error af Ge>nelli is in confounding mere unity
with harmony. There is first unity, then antagonism, then
harmony. Harmony is the higher unity that partially conquers
and fully reconciles the antagonism. Without a series of antagonisms there can be no harmony. There is, therefore, not
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only room in the universe for cosmic dualism, but an absolute
demand for it, 1\Iongside of- the simple monism, unism, or
unity, in order that we may hav the third thing, which is the
composit, artistic, and high harmonic unity which grows out
of the blending of the simple unity and the antagonism.
Hence it is that Integralism is the new and surprising thing in
the world_:_an absolute philosophy of reconciliation and barmony.
As an instance of the catholicity of Mr. Andrews in the ac.
ceptance of the contributions of other minds in the elaboration
of this great new science and philosophy, I hav heard him
speak in the highest terms of appreciation of an article by Mr.
Preston, published some months ago in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
with a square diagram illustrating slow and rapid composition
and slow and rapid decomposition. Mr. Andrews observed
that this was an important contribution to U niversology itself,
and that for thoughtful minds it would be more convincing of
the probability of Spiritual materialization than all the testimony and argument contained elsewhere in Spiritualistic literature.
A. C. MAcDONALD.
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Ere he tries the way that Is rough,
Outside In the cold world alone.

"What?" exclaimed Eliza, " is it possible teeth, which to him at this time were perfect
that I am to·be delivered from this place?"
treasures. He manipulated them to the asIt is unnecessary to dlltail all the minutiru tonishment of the Massi, and they hailed him
of the escape. Suffice it to say that on the at once as a veritable "lybon n'ebor" (white
Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN, lfr.U .River,
The Sailor's Bride.
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
morning of the fourth day after the interview medicin man). So much for superstition.
A STRANGE BUT TRUE STORY.
she made her escape. This was about daylbrner should be sent.
JENNIE.
Many decades ago a vessel from Boston ar· light. She immediately bent her steps to the
rived at a dock in London. Among the hands wharf where the Boston vessel lay.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
Seven Wonders.
When the night begins to lower,
on board was one named Tudor, a steady, wellThe amazement of Tudor and transport of
'l'he seven wonders of ancient times were
<Jomes a. pause In the day's occupations
looking young man, who acted as sailor. Very his wife at the sudden cl:lange of fortune may the Pyramid~ of Egypt, the Hanging Gardens
That Is known a.s the Children's Hour."
early one morning a young, beautiful, and de- possibly be conceived, but cannot be ex- of Babylon, the Tomb of Mausolos, the Temcently dressed woman came tripping down to pressed.
ple of Diana at Ephesus, the Colossus of
the vessel and inquired of Tudor for the capOne pleasant morning, some days after the Rhodes, the Statue of Zeus by Phidias, and
Where Mince-pie Grows.
tain. She was told he was not risen, but she
.
.
marriage, the crew of the Boston vessel's atten- the Pharos of, Egypt, or else the Palace of CyLittle Sam Sugartooth said to himself,
insisted .on seeing h1m w1thout delay.
Tudor
t"10n was d rawn t o a sp1en ct·d
Ai3 he sat by a great big rose;
.
.
1 carrl"age . ap • rus, which was cemented with gold.
" I wish I could go with a fairy elf
called h1m up, ~nd she ad~ressed him With:
-proaching the wharf. The driver let down
There are g>eater wonders in these modern
To the land where the mince-pie grows.
"_Good ~ornmg, cap~m. 1 hav called to the steps, and a gentleman and lady elegantly times, and more wonderful wonders than ·those
I'd sit all day, In a dreamy way,
see lf you will marry me.
dressed alighted. The gentleman asked the of antiquity, and in the time to come there
And I'd watch th~>m bud and bloom,
"Marry yon?" -believing her to be a sus pi,- captain what port he was from, and many will undoubtedly be still greater and mo),"e
And I'd eat and eat of the fruit so sweet
cious character-" leave my vessel instantly, other questions, all the time avoiding his scru- surprising wonders, for the march of mind is
Just as long as my stomach had room."
if you know what is fm; your good!" She next tiny; at last, turning to the captain, and call- ever onward, and there is no limit to the inLittle Sam Sugart<>oth fell asl.,ep,
went to the mate and received a similar an- ing him by name, he said:
genuity of the human brain, yet the skill and
And, as sure as the tale I te11,
The el:llns softly 'round did creep,
swer. She then went to where Tudor was, be"Captain, before leaving your vessel, per- patience of those who lived and wrought in
And the boss one said: " 'Tis well."
ing engaged in handling ship·tacks, and put mit me to make you acquainted with Mrs. earlier times may possibly never be surpassed,
With a graceful hand he waved his wand
the same question to him. "With all my Tudor."
if equaled.
And sleeping Sam arose
--------~~-------heart," answered Tudor, in a jocular manner.
The captain and those about him had not
On the el:llns' backs and they all made tracks
The Fireman's Daughter.
For the land where the mince-pie grows.
"Then," said she, "come along with me." recognized him to be their old friend and shipIn a large school, in which th·e pupils were
Tudor left his work and followed her. By the mate Tudor, whom they supposed some fatal
Little Sam Sugartooth opened his eyes
And he looked with a wondering gaze,
time the principal shops were opened the lady accident had befallen. You may judge of the assembled, imd busily engaged in their work,
And he saw 'twas the bakermen making pies,
there was a sudden alarm of fire. As usual, a
entered a barber's shop, followed by Tudor. congratulations that followed.
And the boss bakerman, he says :
terrible panic immediately ensued. In wild
She
ordered
a
knight
of
the
razor
to
clip
his
The
captain
regretted
the
harsh
judgment
"Dot's a nl~e leedle tog unt a olt creen frog,
beard and hair, of both of which he stood in he had at first passed upon the young lady, confusion, and with shrieks and cries, the
Unt some drash vat I fou.nt In de streed;
need. She paid the bills and entered a hat but unlike the mate, being a mar~ied man, he children darted to the doors of the schoolBhust schop dem nice mit dose rat unt mice,
Unt 'dw111 do for de next mince-mead."
store. She requested the best of beavers in was spared the added mortification of the fat- room, forming there a mass so dense as to renthe store, and told Tudor to select one, and ter that he had spurned even to consider so der escape absolutely impossible to many. In
Little Sam SugartOoth kept quite still,
But he thought that his sides would bust
the struggle to get out several of them were
he did so, the price being paid by the lady. fortunate an offer of marriage.
When he saw those bakermen with a will
Tudor threw his old tarpaulin aside. They
This remarkable marriage, the bride being seriously injured, and one young lady, a
Commence on the mince-pie crust,
next visited a shoe-store, and selected a pair of snatched from prison walls, as it w'ere, and the teacher, rushed to an open window and
In a great big trough, with tbelr stockings orr,
boots, the lady also paying for them. Tudor groom called from the hard and humble lot of jv.mped out of it. Throughout this. scene of
In their bare, red, :llat, Dutch feet,
They tramped that dough till the boss said " HoI
by this time was puzzled to devise the object a common sailor, both brought suddenly and confusion, one girl-one of the best conducted
Dot'll do, prlng de nice mince-meat."
the lady had in view. He solicited an expla- unexpectedly to positions of freedom and ailiu- in the school-maintained her self-composure,
Little Sam Sugartooth watched them close
nation, but she told him to be silent. She led ence-has hardly 11 parallel in all history, The and remained seated on the bench where she
AB they brought out their rolling-pins,
the way into a clothing-store. Here Tudor union thus formed proved to be a very happy had been when the alarm commenced, withAnd he saw them putting that horrid dose
was told to select the best suit of clothes in one. The large fortune that then fell under out once moving. The color had, indeed, forInto rusty old worn-out tins.
the
store. The man of the tar-bedaubed pants the activ management of Frederick Tudor was saken her face, her lips quivered, and some
But his stomach was sick and his sight grew thick,
and checkered shirt was in a few minutes met- wisely handled and largely increased. In due tears rolled down her cheeks, but not one
Ai3 any one would suppose,
And he wished In his heart that he might depart
amorphosed into as fine a gentleman as walks time Mr. and Mrs. T"!ldor transferred their cry, not one word escaped; and there she sat,
From the land where the mince-pie grows.
silent and motionless ns a statue, till all danthe streets, the bill, as before, being paid by residence to Boston.
Little Sam Sugartooth stirred himself,
the lady. Tudor's amazement was now comWith shrewd foresight, Mr: Tudor entered ger was deciared to be over. After order had
And he found he had dreampt a dream,
plete. He again and again earnestly insisted largely into the ice business, bein·g the first been restored, the question was askecl her how
But he looked around for the fairy elf,
on an explanation; the only answer he received person to make shipments of ice by sea. His it happened that she had been so composed as
For tbe whole thing strange did seem.
was," Follow me and be not afraid; all will be venture was made in 1805, when he sailed him- to sit still when everybody elJe was in such a
And since that day the folks do say
explained to your satisfaction." He therefore self with a cargo of one hundred and thirty fearful state of fright? Her reply was, "My
That he turns his nose up hls:h,
And hops like a frog and barks' like a dog
resolved to ask no more questions. Next she tons, in his own brig to Martinique, West father is a fireman, and he has told me that, if
When you otrer him fresh mince-pie.
conducted him into a magistrate's office and Indies. In 1815 Mr. Tudor obtained the mo- ever there was an alarm of fire in the school,
.,
-Louisville Courier-Journal.
politely requested thtl minister of th& law to nopoly of the Havana ice business, and im- I must sit still. I thought of his words, and
unite he.r and her companion in matrimony. portant privileges from the Cuban government. did as he desired me; and that was what made
Out in the World.
This was rather a damper to Tudor, but he In 1817 he introduced the business in Charles- me stay quiet."-'l'mct .M<Igazine.
Four little birdies dressed in brown,
yielded. The ceremony over, the couple were ton, s. c., the next year in Savannah, and in
From the home nest never had strayed,
[We presume it was simply an oversight in
pronounced 'man and wife. Without uttering 1820 into New Orleans. In May, 1833, he sent
They ne·et had encountered a single frown,
The
New Thought, in its issue of June 20th,
a
word
or
exchanging
a
kiss,
Tudor
and
his
the
first
oorgo
of
ice
to
the
East
Indies,
which
And always their parents obeyed.
But one morning Johnny struck Joe,
wife left the office-not, however, until she was delivered at Calcutta in the autumn of when it printed and neglected to ascribe our
Who was lame and weak from his birth;
paid the magistrate his fee.
The couple that year .• Of the one hundred and eighty story, "What the Fern Said," to "'[he Story
And he struck such an awful blow
walked in silence, Tudor hardly knowing what tons nearly one-half was wasted in the voyage, Hour;' from whence it Wa3 taken, or to THE
That Joe dropped right down to the earth.
he was doing or what he had done. Turning and in going up the Gan~es. The ice was sold TRUTH SEEKER, in whose columns it originally
He fell on a sharp-edged stone,
the corner, he saw a splendid house, toward immediately, at no more than half th:e cost of appeared. It is an old thought that credit
And Injured his dear little side;
He uttered one pitiful moan,
which the wife directed her steps and into that prepared by the nativs. In 1834 the first should be given where credit is dne.-ED.C.C. ].
Breathed gently a st,;h, and then died.
which they entered, passing into a room that cargo of ice was shipped to Brazil by Mr.
Disorder then reigned In tb.e home,
Our Puzzle Box.
was furnished in a magnificent style. She Tudor; and until 1836 he had 11 monopoly of
And Johnny declared he would go
1,-REVERSED INVOLVED CHARADE.
told
him
to
sit
down
and
make
himself
conthe
shipment
of
ice,
but
it
finally
became
so
In the great world at large to roam,
An ai{jectiv jind,
That something of life he might know.
tented while she went into another room. The large and profitable that others entered into
Eight letter,; combined;
first
one
who
.addressed
her
was
her
uncle,
the
business
from
various
ports.
He coaxed Nannle and May also,
"Moving around a center" 't must mean;
who
asked
how
she
escaped
from
her
room
and
Mr.
Tudor's
foresight
secured
to
Boston
the
His dear sisters, with him to :!lee.
And in it, reversed,
"Come,, he said, "where the wavelets flow,"
where she had been. Her only answer was: chief position of the Calcutta trade, and gave
'Twixt its last and its first,
Come out In t.he bright world with me.
"Thou fiend in human shape, I allow you just her ships cargoes for Southern ports, thus re- Anot/~e1· synonymous wm·d may be seen.
I can get my living," said John,
one hour to remove your effects from this ducing the costs of freighting Southern prod- And to aid the young poser who wibhes to try,
"And you each can scratch for yourself;
RememLer that each of these words ends in ry.
house.
You hav long deprived me of my ucts t.o the North. The extansiv and valuable
There's grain to be had by the ton
REKAll SEMA.J.
property, and meant to through life; but you Tudor estates in Boston and vicinity, where
To eat and to lay on the shelf."
So they went one beautiful day,
are frustrated. I am mistress of my own representativs of the family still reside, are ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
Intending their [ortunes te seek;
.
JULY 4, 1885.
house. I am married, and my husband is well known. The Tudors hav alwayH been
Johnny was brave, chipper, and gay,
1. Vixen. 2. Earthenware.
3. " '!'ired
here!"
noted
for
public
spirit,
intelligence,
and
refine• The sisters were modest and meek.
nature's sweet restorer, balmy SLEEP. 5. 'l'he
We must leave the newly-married couple for ment, and it was a streak or good luck for loosened screw is insect~re, you know; the
The :llrst thing, a monster with claws
the purpose of giving the history of Mrs. more than two that brought about the estab- tight one in secure-is it not HO '/ 6. Because it
Caught Nannle, and squeezed her to death.
Tudor. She was the only !Jhild of a wealthy lishment of the family in America.-Boston is overthrown (over throne). 7. Nand G, be"Oh dear J" said John, "I a.m the cause
cause they will make you young. 8. He goes
gentleman, Mr. A--, his daughter's name Commonwealth.
Of dear Nannle losing her breath."
being Eliza. He had been at great·expense in
_ _ _ _.....,.,..._ _ _ __
ashore. D. It is a viol in tune (violin tune).
"I wish we wei'e a.t home.'' sobbed May,
"Cuddled up In our little nest I"
her education, she being the only object of
Superstition.
But, alas I they had lost their way,
BOOKS FOR UBILDRENI
his care, his lllife dying when she was quite
I was reading an article not long since,
And, wearied, they sat Q.own to rest.
young. A short time before his death he made which shows how ignorant people are. A
All that night May thought she should freeze,
a will by which his brother was to hav posses- gentleman of the name of Joseph 'l'hompson
Ai3 she perched on a branching tree.
sion of all his property until his daughter in his recent exploration of Central Africa,
Next morning she said with a wheeze,
A BTOBY OF THE BIGJ;lTWAY ALMBHOUBll:.
"I a.m out in the world, I see J,
was married, when it was· to be given up to made the people believe that he was a great
Quite soon came a stranger that way,
her husband, but if she died without marrying, "lybon," or medicin man; claims that it was BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
Gaily dreSBed In a vest of red;
the property was to go to her uncle and his a better protection to him than an army, and
Price 10 cents.
For sale at this omce.
Low !lnd sweet he sang, "Pretty May,
family. After the death of Mr. A--, his his photographic apparatus and galvanic batCome with me and let us be wed I"
So May married, and then went abroad,
brother removed into his house and Eliza tery more effectiv than Gatling guns. He told
'~APPLES
And her housekeeping cares began;
boarded in his family. She soon discovered them in his "Through Masai Land," that he
A story-bookfor the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
Her leathers grew rumed and trowed,
that her uncle did not intend she should ever was the lybon of the Lajomba; that Jlilbaratien, H. WlXO '. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
And herself grew worried and wan.
work for young masters and misses, has
marry. He shut her up in one of the center their chief lybon, was a frauq. in comparison excellen
passed through a very large edl tlon, and a second
Poor Johnny was hungry and cold,
rooms in the third story, and refused her as- to him. "Now you there," he said, "just look has been Issued at a retluoed price of $1.25, free of
And one day he went to the shore,
postage. 'l'hls new edition hfLa a plwtogmph or .tho
sociates by telling them, when they called, here for a moment and I will show you a thing author
Where, caught by a kidnapper bold,
whloh atlds very much to the value of the
that she was gone on a journey. The unfor- or two. Gaze on my teeth. Observe how firm volume.
He never knew liberty more.
Ever since In a cage he sits,
tunate girl was thus shut out from the world they are," and here he tapped them with his
And he sings this dolorous tune :
for three years. Her scanty breakfast hap- knuckleB. "You see there is no fraud there. Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
"U I had had only my wits,
Price \lO cents.
pened one morning to be carried to her by her Just wait then till I turn my head. Now look
I would not hav lett home so soon."
old servant Juan. Seeing the face of ner old -they are gone." Every one shrank back in
It Isn't such fun as you think
friend and servant, Eliza burst into te::.rs. intense amazement. and the whole party were THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
To be out In the world unknown,
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. PrlcA, $1.00.
Juan well understood the meaning.
on the point of flight. " Once more I turned
The nectar ot joy that you drink
'fhiH volume alms at the education of youth In tbe
" Hush, Eliza ! Some of your old servants my head, put matters to rights, and bowing prlrwlples o£ Freethought, at the same time that It
May conceal a prisoner's groan;
Inculcates
moral duties and human rights from a
i\nrl the bird Who has wisdom enough
hav long been pl&~ning mell.nB for your and smiling to mywande1ing spectators I onoe
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
WIll wan t111 bla !eatllers hav gro.!n,
escape."
more rapped my teeth," He had two false
Address
TBlil TRUTH SElilXEB,
S, H. W.

OF COLD."
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Sepher Toldotb Jeshu; or, the. Book
of the Generation of Jesus. First translation into English of a remarkable Hebrew document, giving the original from
which the story of Jesus was made up.
20 cents.

Sixteen Saviors of None. By KEnsEY

GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles,
and Biogruphy of Satan. Paper, 75 cents.
cloth, $1.

Six Lectures on Astronomy.
PRoF. R. A. PRocToR.

By

ALBANY CONVENTION. I

FltEETHOUGHT WORKS,
PUBLISHED AT .THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE.

· Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the
contradictions and doubts in which the
subjE:ct is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revised edition. 25 cents.

COURSE TICKET-PRICE $1.00,
To the £lon,·entlon of" tlte ~·ew Yol'k StRie
tlon, to be ltcld In

Freetltinker~'

Associa ·

Revelations· of Antichrist. An . exhausth work proving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died Lefore ·
the Christian era. 446 pages and full index. Price, $2.

LELAND'S OPERA HOUSE, ALBANY, NEW YORK,
Sept. Iltlt, 12th, an•l I3tll,
ADMITTING TO ALL LECTURES EXCEPT COLONEL INGERSOLL's.

20 cents.

Socialism : Reply to Prof. Roswell
D. Hitchcock. ';!'he Professor's

The Anonymous Hypothesis of Creation. A Brief Review of the so-

Superstition; The Religion of Believe

The Brain and the Bible. By EnGAR

AMONG THE SPEAKERS ARE: Ob1trles Watts, Elizabeth C!!.dy Stanton, T. B Wakeman, Mrs. Mattie
Krekel, James Parton, Cour•Jaudt Palmer. Helen Gardener. Addresses will also be I'IV!ln by Ellzur
Wright, Horace Seaver, G. N. Hill, Joseph McDonough, Mrs. Illohan, C. B. Reynolds, S. P. Putnam, and
Paper, 25 others.

sophistries fully exposed.
cents; cloth, 50 c'lnts.

or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St.
John's School Board. By M. BABCOCK.
25 cents.

The Adventures of Elder Triptole·
mus 'J1nb. Containing startling

Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
Will speak SUNDAY EVENING, SEPT. 13th, and the proceeds of the lecture he will
contribute to the aid of Liberal work.

and interesting disclosures about hell, its
locality, magnitude, climate, emplo;vEveryone Interested In the success of Freethought should purchase at least one ticket, whether
ments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERS
attending the Convention or not, and thus aid the cause. The expenses of the Convention will be great,
15 cents.
while all above expenses will be used for carrying forward the practical work of petitioning the legislature to tax churches and abolish chaplaincies and Sabbath laws.

The Besant- Hatchard Debate.

A

two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE
BESANT and Rev. A. HATCHARD on Th~
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character,
and the Influence of Christianity on the
World. Held at the Hall of Science.
London, December, 1880. 25 cents.
,

Tickets for sale by SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
or.
,
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 33 Clinton Place, N. Y.

The Contrast : Evangelicalism and
Spiritualism Compared.
By
:MosES HuLL.

Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

The Darwins.

A domestic Radical

story. By Mrs. ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER,
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

T H IRD

BIBLE· MYTHS,'
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING A
Celitparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with th0111
of Heathen Nations of Antiqnlty,

ing the choice passages and lovely mor·
ceaus padicularly pleasing to CoMSTOCK.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.

Price,

S. BARING-GouLD. $1.50. The Uongrega. tionalist, in speaking of it, says: " There
are few Bible readers who hav ·\ot at some
time wished for just such a volume. It is
a thoroughly interesting book, and will
be seized with uvidity by all students of
the Bible.

A Oareftii

The Roaring Lion on the Track. By
Price, 15 cents.

The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and

The Martyrdom of Man. Embracing

the Philosophy and Treatment of ~Iedio
mania.
By FnEDERIC R. MARVIN, M.D.
Cloth, 50 cents.

A. Business Man's Social and Religious Views. Bold and trenchant
blows against theology and inhumanity.
Price, $1.

Alamontada, tile Galley-Slave. Translated from the Germun of Zschokke by
IRA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philosophical narrativ, intensely interesting.
Price, cloth, 79 cent~; paper, 50 cents.

Beyond the· Veil. Claimed to be dictated by the ::ipil·it of Paschal Beverly
Rrtndolph, aided by Emanuel Swedenborg, through the medinmship of :Nil's.
FnANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA
HuTCHINSON, with a steel engra.-ing of
Randolph. Price, $1.50.

Career of Ueligions Ideas; Their Ultimate the Iteligion of :Science. By HunSON TUTTLE. Paper, 50 r.ents; cloth, 75
cents.

I The Pro and Con of Supernatural
Religion. Both sides fairly and
ably presented. By .E. E. GuiLD, exUniversalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.

The Radical Pulpit. Comprising dis-

Do you wear Glasses.
and wish to do without theml

ACTIN A CURES DISEASES OF THE
AFTER OCULISTS FAIL.

EYE

Are you suffering from that most common of
all diseases,

CATARRHP

and Biblical Demonstration of a Futme
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Are you troubled with

Issues of the Age. Consequences Involved in Modern Thought. A work
showing much study and g1·eat familiarity with other writers and thinkers. By
HENllY C. PEDDEn.
Price, $1.

The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J.

If so, WHY NOT Investigate ACTINA? this will cost nothing.

Truth Seeker Collection of Forms,
Hymns aml Recitations. Con·

Gene'ral Ag<n! 1van!edfor ew:ry ci!!f and !o1on in the Unite& States.

Senti f"or

Ustnlo~ne

Containing nil Int"orn•ntion.

Remit Maney by Registered Letter, Check, Draft, or P. 0. Orde1· lo

By W. S. BELL.

courses of advanced thought. By 0. B.
FRoTHINGHAM and FELIX AnLER, two of
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
FnoTHINGHA}r: The New Song of Christmas, The Departed Years, Lifo as a Test
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New
Testament, The Secta1·ian Spirit, The
American Gentleman, The Language of
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell,
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The
American Lady, The Consolations of Rationalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics
of the Social Question, Emancipation,
Lecture at tho Second Anniversary of the
Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders,
Hay We Still a Religion? Conscienoe.
Price, in cloth, $1.

Deafness·, Neural;-ia, Hay Fever, or Severe
Headache.
JJf? A

Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teachD.~

Radical story. From the London edition.
By WINWoon RE.U>E, an thor of "Martyr.
dom of Man:" 30 cents.

·The Wonder of the lmeteenth Cenfur~!

Hereafter. A Scientific, Phenomenal,

:By :M:BS. E.

rhe Outcast. A deep, finely-written

Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.

Beautifully
25 cents.

.A. pleasing domestic

fession. By DAVID FRmm;mcH STRAuss,
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc.
Authorized translation from the sixth
German edition. 13y lVIATHILDE BLIND.
Two volumes in oue. The translation
revised and partly rewritten and preceded by an American version'of the authors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss
is too well known by the readers of America to require a single word to be said in
his praise. Price, $1.50.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50,

Eight Seientific Tracts. 20 cents.
Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of

ings, and imperfections.
2li oents.

The Old Faith and the New. A Con-

The worship of the "Holy Virgin," the "Q.ueen o£ Heaven," the ''Mother of God," etc., which has become one ot
the grand features of Roman Catholicism, was a tenet of
faith for centuries before the virgin now adored was born.
In India. they have wot·shiped f0r ages, Maha Devz:._The
Great Goddess-and have temples erected in honor of' her.
Like her Roman counterpart she is the Goddess with a
thousand names. As Devaki, she is the mother ofVishnu
~h~. ~reserving god, i!~ the form of !'Crishna. "The gods:
lnVJS!hle to mortals, says the Vzshntt Purana, (p. soz)
''celebrated her praise continually from the time that Vishnu
was contained in her person." She is represented in Moor's
Hindu P,mt!teon, adorned with jewels, and the infant Saviour
at her breast. BIBLE MYTHS shows that nearly all nations of
antiquity worshipped a Virgin Mother-Goddess.

the Worship· of the Devil, with obsm·vations on the honible and cruel ordinance
of Devil W cirship, to wit, Bloody Sacrifices all(l Burnt Offerings. By the Very
Hev. EvAN DA vms (Myfyr Morgunwg), D.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain.
Tmnslntod from the Wolsh by MomoN, B.
C. Price, 25 cents.

Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
written. By S. P. PrTNAM.

the four. divisions of War, Religion, Liberty, and Intellect. A work of rare merit,
and written in a superior style. By WIN•
woon READE. New edition. 544 pages.
Price reduced from S3 to $1. 75.

Hindoo Virgin and Child.

Ecce Diabolus; or, 'l1he ·worship of
Yallveh or Jehovah Shown to be

Radical story.
15 eiata.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAMIESoN and Rev. JAcoB DITZLEB,
D.D. P!IDer. 50 cents: cloth. 75 cents.

Comparison of Biblical Modern Hpiritual.
ism., By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1.

John's Way.

A finely

The Legends of the Patriar ells. By

The Question Settled.

B~cocK.

German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to 50 cents.

The Holy Bible Abridged. Contain-

\!5 c.;nt.s.

M.

The Essence of Religion. From the

written Itadical romance. By Wnr. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Pape~, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25·

The New Dispensation~ or, The HeavBy D 'N. Hm.

Its

foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By W. RATHDONE GREG. One
of the clearest and ablest works ever
written. Sl. 50.

The Heathens of the Heath.

25 cents.

enly Kingdom.

The Creed of Christendom.

History of all the women who figure in the
Bible. Shltrp and telling iu style. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

EDIT I 0 N.

The Ghost of St. Johns. By M. BABcocK.

C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT G.
INGERSOLL, Who says of it· "This book,
written by a brave and honest man, is
filled with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments it presents cannot be answered by all the ·theologians in the
world." Price reduced to Sl.

The Godly Women of the Bible. A

Tile Clergyman's Victims. A Rad-

ical story vividly portraying the wrongE.
committed by the professed men of God.
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.

called Mosaic Account. By JAMES F.
FuRNISS. Cloth, 50 cents.

"A£lTINA" £lOMPANY
BOLE PBOPBIETOBB
ACTINA BATTERY.

SS FIFTH AVENUE, nnar 14th Street, N.Y.

}'&tent applied tor

:Please mention thle paper.

it~9

R. KELso, A.M.

Price, 50 cents.

taining forms for organizing societies,
marriage, funeral services, naming of infants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns
for public meetings, funeruls, social gatherings, etc. To which are added beauti.
ful recitations for various public ooo~·
Jiolll, 550 pp. Cloth, 75 centa. ~

'!'HE TRUTH SEEKE:tt, JULY 18, 1885.
Obituary.

At the grave the services were very b1·ief,
consisting of a few simple words of parting in
Tuesday, June 30th, our League was called
consigning the body to Mother Ea:rth, whence
upon to bury an outspoken and activ wember
it came.
G. LoNGFORD, Secretary.
in the person of Susan Brady, wife of Peter
I
Brady, who died of congestion of the lungs
after Ies11 than twenty-four hours' sickness,
ELEMENTS
aged thirty-six years. She was a great admirer
OF
of THE . TRUTH SEEKER.
I send you an account of the services, and a
brief synopsis of the remarks of Captain E.
M. Lester, our president, as they may be of
assistance to other Leagues on similar occaHIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
sions, and encourage them to dispense with
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
the services of a priest.
'fhe president of the League stepped to the
By Prot'. H. M. Cottiuger, A.lli.
head of the coffin, and call!ld upon Mrs. King,
an intimate friend of the deceased, to read the
Freethinkers will find this, for an outline,
following Preamble and Resolutions adopted history the best for their use, as Professor
by Friendship Liberal League, at a special Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
meeting held at the house of Mrs. Lulia of the church's actions has stated facts with a
truthful freedom not found in ordinnry hisSteiner, Monday evening, June 29, 1885:
tories. He dates his work from the beginning
WHEREAs, Death has entered the social circle of historical certainty and not from the mythiof Friendship Liberal League, and torn there cal Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
from our beloved sister, associate, and friend, and brings it down to 1883, with a brief menSusan Brady; and
tion of subsequent important inventions and
WHEREAs, It is appropriate that this League discoveries.
should giv expression to the sorrow which perPrice, Cloth, $1.50.
vades the whole body of its membership; thereFor Sehools, In Quantities, $1.00 •
fore
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Resolved, That the sudden death of one so
endeared to us by all the ties of association,
friendship, and love has produced in this
League a sense of b~reavement attest~d by
tearful eyes and swellmg hearts; that m the
-INsummer of her days, when life was full of
joy, and her companionship a priceles~ treasure, she should be taken from our m1dst by
the grim Destroyer, passes comprehension,
and appears too sad almost for contemplation, By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, of the Fox family.
Resolved, That, from the fulness of our
-hearts, our deepest sympathy extends to the This .'book purports to be a truthful account of
stricken relativs, who, in this visitation, hav the phenomena occurring at Hydesville in the
lost one who was a faithful wife, a loving house of :Mr. Fox, and since to various members
mother, and a devoted sister.
of the Underhill family, especially the author,
Re.~olved. That this League attend the who has had a good offset to ,; Bottom Facts,"
funeral of Mrs. Susan Brady, to take place being esseutmlly controversllll, and will be used
from her husband's residence, No. 1227 Ger- for offense and defense by believers in Spiritual
mantown avenue, on Tuesday, June 30th, at manifestations. :Mrs. Underhill contends that
2 o'clock P.M., and hold such services as may the exhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
be appropriate for this League and the occa her book, demonstrate beyond·· doubt· the reahty
sion.
of the survival of man's spirit; that death is but
Mr. Lester then spoke in substance as fol- birth into auother stage o£ progressed and prolows:
gressiv life; and proves what has hitherto been
but a dogma of an unproved and unprovable
"Friends, we hav met to perform a duty faith, the immortality of the soul. PRICE, $2.00
we owe to a comrade in sorrow, and to com.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
memorate the life and services of one who has
left us. We do not, however, thus assemble
with any purpose of pomp and display. Such
a spirit would contravene the life and teachings of . our deceased sister, as we~l a_s be
foreign to all the objects of our orgamzation.
A ROMANCE.
"It is fitting and proper to erect in Memory's
BY
MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
temple a tablet on which we may engrave the
virtues of departed friends, proper to thus
"The great charm of this novel Is Its absolute
to nature. Its personages are those one meets
re cognize the worth and social value of a well - tldelity
with In common !He. and are portrayed with a
spent life, that we may profit by the ex- vividness and perspicuity I was s9arce!y prepared
ample and, in a spirit of emulation, strive to to expect to lind, In such a marked degree, even
· t0
f II
!rom so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon, whose
b e o f equaI semce
our e ow-men.
brllllant and lucid style Is tamlllar to most readers
"At best, with us all, the journey from the In the Freethought ranks. . . . . But what pleased
cradle to the grave is short. In view of this me most In this charming story was the untllnchlng
fact, and the additional uncertainties involved honesty with which Its authur holds up to the de·
·a t of J'fe
or the world the rottenness of average min·
· th
1 • wh'lch so hur- rlslon
1n
e many acCl en s
lsterlal character, particularly that or revivalist
riedly take from among us those we ha v learned tvpe. I hav not space here to treat, In detail, or the
to love and rely upon, it behooves us to, at all characters of this truly absorbing novel. Suffice It
times, hav the work of life well in hand, to to say that It Is sate to predict that anyone who
the end that midst the pleasures of life, we reads Its tlrst chapters will be loth to lay It down
till the denouement. Ia reached. Miss Wixon has long
may find appropriately interspersed the record been doing a noble work In educating our calldren
of duties faithfully performed.
Into the ranks of true Liberalism, thereby robbing
"Our sister, whose loss we mourn to-day the church of hundreds of those who, In after
as
frank
and
candid
in
all
the
relations
of
years,
might hav become Its willing dupes and aerW
vll tools, and she certainly deserves the generous
life, and more than ordinarily hospitable and and substantial recognition of all Freethinkers.
cordial to friends. As a wife, a model of a Let everyone send for a copy of 'Allin a Lifetime. •
the outlay."
Patient, faithful helper in providing a com- It will yield a liberal reward for
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
petence for the usual wasting years at the sun.to
Address,
THE
TRUTH BEEKER.
set of life which she was not destined to see
Price, ...1. 60 •
As a mother, she leaves a monument in the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - son she has reared so free from all the vices
R E P L Y
Of the age. As a friend and member of so- •
TO REV. L. A. LAJJIBERT' S
ciety, she was ever ready and willing to aid
"NOTES ON I~GERSOLL."
and oblige.
"A lover of flowers, she scattered them
By B. W. Lac}".
abundantly along the pathway of her life, and
the harvest you see in the fragrance that per- .A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest'~
meates the funeral gloom.
sophistry, unfairness, and histor" Speaking for the League and myself, ther_e
ical misstatement.
has been only pleasure in knowing and assoCIP•·ice,
Cloth,
$1; Paper, 50 Cents.
ating with our deceased sister, and can be but
sadness at this sudden parting. How much
.Address
THE TRUTH SEJ<JKI~R.
greater, then, must be the sorrow of the relativs so suddenly bereft, with scarcely a moment's warning!
THE RUE OF
"The .brothers and sisters mourn a circle
broken; the son, a fon:l and thoughtful
mother, that all the world cannot replace; the
husband, a partner in all the joys and sorrows
From Thales to Copernicus.
of life, and a competent helpmeet in all its
struggles and triumphs.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of
"Nature gave us our sister, with qualities
"'L'he Reign of the Stoics."
and powers that hav borne a rich harvest; but
her mission is now completed; and we can
" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
only giv her immortality by faithfully enshrin- be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
ing her virtues in our memories and our lives, year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
thus leaving them a rich legacy to all coming through the past centuries prior to 1600, the em
gen erationH. 'Tis a sad parting, but no shadow
C
of wrong mingles an element of bitterness with of opernicns and Bruno. It docs not take the
our sorrow."
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
Longfellow's "Bridge" was .then sang hy Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointiug
the League choir, followed by an opportunity out the white light that has been cast upon the
for three-minute ti:ibutes by members. J. C lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruHannon an• I Mr. Janney responded. Dr. elty, from the little stream of Frecthought that
Fernandzo Rang Beethoven's "Farewell;" after has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
which el\ch mr mber took a last farewell and course down through the ages which now liv
laid in the coffin a small bouquet they had only as our realm of Memory and .Admonition."
worn during the services. Then followed the
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $2.50.
usual farewells of other friends and the family.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

IT NI VER8AL H18T0Ry

•

The Missing Link

M0ll ERN SP.I RITUALISM

ALL lll
• a LIFETIME
.
•

INTELLEGYITAL LIBERTY

THE

Nature and Reality
OF

RELIGION.
A controversy between Frederic Harrison and
Herbert Speucer, ·with an Introtlnction, Notes,
and an Appendix on The Religious Value of the
Unknow!tblc. By Count D'.Aivicllla.

Price, paper, ;)0 cts.; cloth, $1.
.Address THE TRUTH

SEI~KER

CO.

Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In live lectures. comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "'L'homas Paine,"" Individuality," and " Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

Contents: "The Ghosts," ';Liberty for Man,
Woman. :tml Child," "'L'he Declamtion of
IndepmldQnce." "About l?al'lnin!r in 111inois,"
"The Gmnt Banquet," The Rev. Alexander
Clark," ''Tile Past .Rises before Me Like A
Dream," and ".A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper,50 cts.;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What Must We Do to be Saved
l Par

' BOORS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICALCOMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 1 2mo volume of nearly 1000 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German.
.A new cheap edition at only $l.Ci0.
SCIENCE IN S'rORY; or, Sammy Tubbs,
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. By Dr. E. B. l!'oote; five volumes, at
$1 each, or $5 per set; or five volumes in on"
for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR lihe YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The
fifth volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128
pages. By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. l!'oote, Jr., viz: " Bacteria in
their Relation to Disease," presenting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccimttion; "Health in the Sunbeam," considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sick and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and P:tmphlets). "The
Law of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages,
cloth bound, $2; "Heredity,' 1 by Loring Moody,
159 pages, cloth, 75 cents; "1'he Law of Heredity," by F. H. }.{arsh, 10 conts; "The .Alphabet
of the Human Temperaments," with illustrations,
hy Dr. E. B. Foote, 10 cents; " Generation before Regenemtion," by Dr. B. B. Foote, Jr., 10c.;
"Reports of Conventions and Parlor Meetings
durmg 1882, '' J 0 cents; " Third .Annual Convention of the Institute of Heredity, May 29. 1883,
10 cents. .Address THE 1'RUTH SEEKER.

pe1·, 25 cents.

The Chris-tian Religion. Ry R. G.

A PHOTOGRAPH

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

CHRISTIANITY
A R E WARD F 0 R C R I ME.

Ingersoll, Judge J eren,bth S. Black, and OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT l!JARTH AND SOLID
HEAVEN.
Prof. 'George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, Sl.
A Picture of the world as described in GenOrthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, esis, \vith the texts of the Bible teaching the
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed doctrin, and the passages from profane writers
Price 25 cent11.
in large, clear typo, and containing as much supporting it.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a gTand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
the attacks- of tlte New York Observer, by
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

Substantiated by the Bible.

BY

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.

0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine and Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to life,

price SL 50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles of Religio•Js Liberty should have
these busts.

Photogt·aphs of Colonel Ingersoll.
Superb photographs, 22 x 28, S5; panel,
10 1-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
'card, 20 cents.

Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
'Bound in one volume. To meet the dema11d
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Orthodoxy,'' bound in one beautiful volume, in
half calf, library style, and containing over
L300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
low price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes. There hav been so many
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The !Vision of W:tr," the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent address over ''Little Harry Miller's Grave,"
that they hav been printed on heavy toned
paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and in
large, clear type, suitable for framing, and
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.

Prose Poems and Selections. This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the
celcbrated ''Decoration Day Oration," never
before published, and all the famous "triL
utes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till now, mauy
other gems, selected from the speeches, arguments, Ieetnres, letters, table-talks, and
day-to-day couversations of the antlJOr. '!'lie
work is designed for, aud will be accepted
by admiring friends ns a rare personal sou·
vonir. To help it serve this. purpose, a llne
steel portruit, with autograph facsimile, has
been prepar"d especially for it. Price, in ~ilk
cluth, beveled edges, gilt back anrl side, $2.50;
in half-calf, mottled edge~, elegant Iibmi-y
style, $4,.50; in full 'l'lll'key morocco, gilt, ex
qnisitcly Jino, S7.50; in full tree c1df, liiglies
pos,;iblo style and Jinish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,
Address '.l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY
OR,
MEN OF BUSINESS WHO Dm SOMETHING BEBIDES MAKING Momi:Y.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY SAMES PARTON.

Price, 10 Cents.

Per Dozen,u.oo

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Ollnton Place. New York.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.
A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Engravings, Prefar;e, arul Notes.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: .A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, :Fate.
'fhe Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man' of Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, 'L'he Pupil of Nature.
Micromegas.
The World as it Goes.
The Black and the White.
Memnom the Philosopher.
.And1·es Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Nature.
.
.A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dream.
.A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
.An .Adventure in India.
I choose that a story should be founded on·
probability, and not always resemble a dream.
1 desire to find nothin!! in it trivial or extravagant; and I desire above all, that under the appearance of fable there may appear some latent
truth, obvious to the discerning eye, though it
escape .the observation of the vulgar.- Voltai1·e
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
Address TI-IB 'fRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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By G. F. RINEIIAR'f.
Price 25 cts.
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33 Ollnton Place,
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A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOR OF
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THRQNE,,

"PROMETHEUS," "INGER-

SOLL AND JESUS," JCTO,
Price, Vloth, $1,00; Pn.par, 50 Vts.

___
"A prose epic of the war, rich with Incident and
'rhls book contains 400 pages, plainly printed dramatic power; breezy from tlret page to last with
treating of forty-six characters in history who have the living spirit or to·day,-John Swinton'• Paper.
helped the world; together with eight portraits
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
33 OLINTON PLAOE, NEW YORK.
are standard.
PRICE,
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SEXUAL

PHYSIOLOGY
AND HYGIENE;

OR, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
By E. 1'. TEALL, M. D.,
Carefully 'Revised and Enlarged Edition.

Fully Illustrated.

This worlc was first published in 1866. Its success has been very great, and it has had a sale in
every part of the world where the English language is read. It has become an authority on" the
subjects of which it treats, In England, in Australia, in New Zealand, in this country, it has been
in constant demand since it was first published.
The advance in knowledge has made it desirable to revise the work and mcorporate in it new
discoveries made during the last 20 years. To this
end it has been carefully revised, most of it
re-written, several new chapters and a large nu~
ber of fresh illustrations added,1lo that it is to-day
practically a new book, and far the best of its
kind which has yet appeared. It may be relied
upon to give most complete knowledge of Sexual Physiology in all it departments.
Among the new chapte1·s may be specially
mentioned the one entitled, The Contests between
the Males of Animals and Man for the Female.
ln no work is this subject so fully and interestingly treated. The subject matter has been drawn
from a great variety of sources. This chapter
alone will fully repay for the entire work.
There may be those who thinlc the subject of Sexual Physiology one whicb. should not be
studled. There was a time when the subject of anatomy was considered improper, and it was
considered unsafe for a man to devote his life to it. That day is past, and the benefits to the
world from a knowledge of anatomy have been immense; and the benefits to the race from a
perfect knowledge of Sexual Physiology will be far greater; and while we may respect the feelings of those who would never read on
this subject, yet we must insist that it
is one of the noblest studies, and brings
one nearer than any other to the Creac
tive Power. and one which, thoughtfully investigated, tencs to tnake man
wiser and better.
The illustrations in this work are
111 in number, and will greatly aid the
reaqer by making everything plain and
clear. No work of its kind has ever
been ~o profusely illustrated; see samples in this adverisement.
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finest work In tlle world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
for the trade at red need rates· and agentR sending
work once a week from every state In the Unton are
making lots ot money.
Best spectacles In the
world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back on demand. Try mel
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee"ot Wettstein's New Freethougbt Badge.
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KNOW THYSELF

CONSULTING RoOMS,

.A Great Medical Work on Manhood

471 WEST MADlSON ST.,

Exhausted VItality, NervousandPbyslcal Deb111ty,j
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and
the untold miseries resulting from lndts;,retlon or
excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-~
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and. chronic diseases, each one of which Is Invaluable. So to und by the author, whose expertence tor 23 years Is such as probably never before
tell to the lot or any physician. 300 pages, bound In
beamlful French muslin, embossed covers, full gllt,
guarantoed to be a flner work In every sense-mechanlcal, literary, and professional-than any other
work sold In this country for $2.50. or the money
will be retundeuln every Instance Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. Illustratlv sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
Natlonal Medical Association, to the president of
which, the Ron. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
ot the Board the reader Is respectfully reterrea.
The Science of Lil:e should be read by the young
ror Instruction, and by the afl!lcted for relief. It
w111 benefit all.-London Lancet.
'l'here Is no member or society to whom The
~lence ot Ll!e will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.- Argo-

CHICAGO, IL

-So01ethtng ror Invalids •o read and stud
ov .. r.-Stop Dru~o~ging and try
Natur.,•• Re01edy,
·
MAGNETISI.tl. -,

For yeara past It bas neen known to the professlon that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn-out sufl'er<-1" from disease. Many humanltarlans In the profession, thinking m•ore ot the allevlatlon ot sufFering than they did of the code of
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found them·
selves astonished at the etrect upon their patients.
They had been taught that medicine was an absoJute essentialln all cases, ana that that falling, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker bas flung aside
the tie which bound him to his dogmatic brethren
and bas resorted to other and more sclentiflc methods of treatm•nt. As a result many, having broken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarona as It was unscientific, have used tbelr best energles to devise means tor the alleviation ot human
naut.
sutrerlng. Here and there the wondrous power ot
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. IV. MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass , hitherto classed as Incurable readily submitted to
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring Its mild but potent Influence. This agent to the
skill una experience. Ohronlc and obsti»aLe dis- Intelligent observer was found everywhere. Being,
eases that have bafl!ed the skill of allHEALother as It Is, the very essential of all life, It was found
physicians a specialty. such treated
s u c- that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
\r ~
was almost bereft Of this vital principle. If we can
The following are some the titles of cesstully' Without an Instance orr
!allure. Mention this paper.ly14
I 0
· supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
the chapters: The Origin of Life; The
patient will get well.
Contests between the Males of Animals
I Ah I but bow Is It to be done, says the physician.
'Science, however, ce.me to the rescue, and solved
and Man for the Female; Pregnancy:
1
,
1
.-Ll
I the problem. Here and there throughout the world
Embryology; Parturition; Lactat on; The Law of Sex; Regulation of the Number of OffIs a regularly educe.t- are fields or what are known as magnetic ore. It
ed and legally qual!- was observed that the ore, when carried upon the
spring; Hereditary Transmis~ion; Sexual Hygiene, etc., etc.
fled physician, and person, was found to be a safeguard against disease,
The price of the work is $2·0 o _by mail, post paid.
the most successful and to this circumstance we are largely indebted for
as his practice will magnetic wearing apparel, for !twas an eaaytranslprmve. He has tor tlon from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
ADDRESS,
twenty years treated body w1t.h pPrmanently charged magnets, placed In
excluslvly all diseases garments fitted to every part of the body. Since
of the Sexual Organs, the fl.rs t lntrod uctlon ot magnetic appliances as a
in the cures or which curattve, there has been a number of these so·called
hl' sts.Uds preeminent. magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
SPERMATORRR<EA whose sole object was gain. Unscientific In conand IMPOTENCY structlon, and having little It any magnetism In
BOOK,"J-t;~~~;::,n~~:
as the result of self· them, their life was of short duration; It was long
1
: a gradua.te of three universitie~, and retired after 50 years' practice, he
abuse
In youth and enough, however. to demonstrate that 'when con: •' ,..I, he work ill pa•iceleas In value, and culeulated to re ..
sexual excesses In ma- structed upon sclentlflc principles there was scarcely
re'"'"mt.e •oeiety. It Is new, startlin~:, and very lnsLructlv'""',
tnrer years, causing an ailment that human flesh Is heir to that would
most !)6pnlar and comprehensive book treating of
n 1gb t emissions by submttto tD~Ir healing Influence.
MEDICAL, SOCIAL, AND SEXUAL SCIENCE,
dreams Joss of sexua1
THE EUREKA :MAGNETIO APPLIANCES are auP roven by the sale of Half" a Million to be the most !JOpula R
power r'enderlngmar parlor to everything of a similar cha~acter heretoR eadable because written in language pl:tin, chaste, and forcibl E
•
- fore otrered to th~ public, being the only sclentlftcI nstructive, practical presentation of '"Medical Common Sense'' med1 A
rlage Improper and unu ' py, etc., are cured per- ally ccnstructed appliance In the market; It Is now
V aluable to inval~ds. showin~ new mean!'1 by which they may be cure D
manently by an outside .,,.plication In sixty days. two and a half years since they were flrst otrered
A pproved by ed1tors. physicians. clergymen, critics. and lHerat 1
T horough treatment of subjects especia1ly important to young- me N
NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It Is one of Dr. to the public, and during that time we bav treated
Everyone who .. \Yants to know, you know," will find it
a
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely un. thousands of patients, and not a single case or fallknown to the medical profession. Send five 2-cent ure to receive benefit reported to us, whUe we are
4 Parts, 35 Chapters, 936 Pages, 200 Illustrations, and
stamps for his "Private Oounselor,"' giving full In· In dally receipt ot testimonials of cures ·rrom all
just introduced, consists of a series
, of beautiful colored anaton'l..
!ormation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vlnets.nd, N. parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
1
1
1
J., and say Where you saw this advertlsment.
' exist where these garments are worn In quantities
~~~ pb ;~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~o~d· F~J:;~~ts~:!t~rt~ea~~s~e:rir~~ff;~e~n tr ~~k-as advised by us.
seihng
Q.J"
who have already found a e-old mine in it. }fr.
From tM Ironclad Age.
To all who may be atlllcted with any of the followwork for
Koeh1er writes: •• I sold the first six books in two
"Dr.Fel:ows
Is
an
outspoken
Infidel,
therefore
no
log complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
hours." Many agents take 50 or 100 at once, at special rates. Send for terms.
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the ls.nd . :Magnetic Garments will cure you :-Paralysis,
n 16-pnge Contents Table of Plain Rome Talk. red. white and
'lhould glv the doctor their patronage."
lyS 'Rheumatism, Nervous Deb111ty, Neuralgia, Lum-ulue ctrculnrs,
a sample of Dr. Foote's Health Monthly.
bago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Standard E'ditlon, $3.25 ~ Same print and illustrations, the
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion ·of the Kidneys,
Popular Edition,
1.50 5 dill'erenooisinpaperandbinding.
.0
Catarrh,
Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Disease,
MURRAY lllLL PUB, CO,, U9 (N.) East 28th St., New York.
f
b
Oonstlpatlon, Consumption, Prolapsus
Uteri,
Y
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
:nylUedjca} Compound and ImproTed
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. VItus' Dance, and all form
EJl\8J~~.~'h':.fi~~f.:'~efe~~:~e~"fj~~~~~;~d
of chronic '.nvalldlsm.
•tamp tor circular, and &aJJ in what paptt
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BIBLE MORALS.

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
Falsehoocl and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hobbery-Adultexv and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Conquest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and
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GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author of '"Prometheus," •• Gottlieb," and •• Ingerson

and J esu. ''
A Radical romance of pioneer Ute. delineatint~ the vir.
tnea of natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrta:r ot a
aupernatur&l religion; crowden with Incident &nd fall of
progreulv Ideas and the poetry ot tne future.
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- $ 6
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0
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3
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4
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4:
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I
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1
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4:
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.l.ND OTHER POEMS.
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Sleeping
Caps,
By s. E'. E'UTNAlli, Author of Ingersoll and Je6
Abdominal Belts (ladies),
sus, Promet.beus, Gold"n Throne, Walls
and Wanderings. Problems of
15
Gents' Vests,
the Universe, etc.
Ladies' Jacket and Corset
CONTENTS: Why Don't lie Lend a Rand ? 'rhe GolGERMAN SIMPLIFIED.

An easy and practical new method, adapted tor
self-Instruction as well as tor use In schools. To
consist of about twelve numbers. Seven numbers
now published. Sent to any address on receipt of
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRU'l'H
SEEKER CO.
"Theoo books contain a wealth of knowledge for
self-lnstruction."-ED. Albany Union.
3tf '

den Age. 'l'be Ideal and the Heal, Not Dead but LivIng, Fruition. Flope, 'l'homas Paine. Nature's Gospel,
Address to Deity. Glv us Light (Holdreth's poem
often recited by Oharles Watts).

PRICE 10 CJmTS.
Address Ttm

TRU'J'll

SEEKER Office.

CJLEANSING THE BLOOD, IMMORTALITY INHERENT IN
And Ourlng all forms of Disease that the
NATURE.
Human Family Is Subject to,
BY WARREN SUl\'INER BARLOW.
Without the Use of Any Medlolne Whatever,
By Professor Nathaniel Pierce.
Price, SO Oents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Olllce

pRICE LIST.
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Superfine Insoles (all leather), 1
While these garments can be procured at the
above low prices no one can atrord to be 111. Our
ladles' supporters are Just what every lady In the
land needs, as It will be tound a great assistance \I
certain periods; all these garments are made;>
measure, an<! a flt guaranteed. To ladles wholO
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay for
Itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made tr~m actual measure, and a
pertect ftt assured.
All CO:!Dmunlcatlons answered tree of charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNEY..J71 West Madison Street,
Ohtoago, Ill. #:r Agen~anted tor Boetoll, IIIW
Yor:k BrooklJD aDd l'bJl&delpllJa.

THE TRUTH SEEKElt, Jt1LY i8, 1885.

THEOLOGY Is no more the same thing as religion
than writing or reading a ch•mlcat treatls about
rood Is the SBme thing"'' eating it. But this Is how
the nBme or r<"ll~tl"n Is brought Into unmerited dlsreputA with Freethinker•: Jt. Is eonfonuded with
theology. We cannot accurately speak or the Chrlst!au, or J"wlsh, or Mohammedan religion. Religion
Is one and the same In every human breast; It Is
the Christian, Jewish, and Mohammedan theologies
that dlt:rer. And In this most unfortunate confusion
or terms lies one or the sourceo or that dlsashous
confusion and abuse or things embodied In the word
prlestcratt-a.n abuse which has done, and even now
continues to do, little Jess probably, In the way or
obstruction to general prosperity and happiness,
than Is accomplished by the most lawless crlme.Da!ttm's Religion and P>·iestctaft.
IF the main sanctions or morality are those or a
future state, and tr It Is Christians alone who reel
anything approaching to an assurance or such a
state, surely morality must come with somewhat
weak credenUals to the rest or mankind. And Locke
doubtless believed this to be the case. But then, If
this be so, Christians ought to be. prepared to to!. erate a much lower morality than their own In dealIng with· men or other faiths-one or the many Inconvenient consequences which result rrom rounding
morality on a theological ba.sls.-Fowl•r"s Locke.
EVERY Idea must hav Its lnlluence on morals;
whether that lnlluence will be ~ood or evil, cannot
be determined by any foresight, least or all by the
prej udlces or those who do not hold that Idea, Who
hate It, and hav not Impartially studied Its bearings.
Many or the best books In the world hav been pronounced Immoral and wicked In their time and
after It; and H the average commonplace or any
period, as represented by judges that know only
precedents, and jurors Instructed by them, be allowed to suppress all thoughts and works that do
not merely respect the prevailing notions, all Inquiry Is at an end and all progress paralyzed.-.M. D.
Conway.
THE sarety or ure Is this, to examlo everything all
through, what It Is Itself, what Is Its material, what
the formal past; with all thy soul to do j ustlce and
to·say the truth. What remains except to enjoy lire
by joining one good thing to another so as not to
leave even the smallest Intervals between ?-M. A.

THE mR.n who all th<) Jouz, Ions: da.Y
b"rom church t0 church Is running,
Ou Monday morriln~t finds his bra'n
Almost devoid or CU\}nlng,
"BRAcmupl" whispered the hangmR.o to n pont•
fellow whose hempen cravat he was skll!nlly ncij ustlng. "Yes, It.'s easy for sou to say that," wa.~ the

1' I-I :8

grim reply, "because you nre a suspender."

Truth Seeker Annual
•

DIGGER Indians sa.y that rood J.s more t>lenitrul
this summer than It h"s been at any time since 1868,
but this should not. be attributed to a change In the
administration. .Digger Indians eat the seventeenyear locusts.

-AND-

4Jfrt~fhiultt~s' )lmaJUlt,
1885.
<E. M. 285.)

@'yViffi @JR.irty-d>e'$en ~ortro.itd> of ~romi.;ent .J\merico.rz
~reeffiini\"erd>, o.nca l1umeroud> ~ffud>tro.tiond>.
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WHA'J' blessings thy rree bounty glvs,
Let me not cast away;
For God Is paid when man receives:
To enjoy Is to obey.
-Pope.
MRB. L, M. CHILD was no Materialist herself, but
Spiritualist In the highest sense, giving God-speed
to Spiritualism In Its candid Investigations, abhorring aught In It of trick and, while encouraging It In
Its explorations and convinced It was not all Imposture, not subscribing Its creeds, She believed In
and adored the Supreme One, would sometimes call
him Father, and doubted not his righteousness, but
professed no assurance, In the church sense, about
the rorms or detalls of a future life. She said, some
months before her decease, "I think, but do not
know, there Is for us a future state."-D>". C, A. Bm·tol. [In this modest judgment Mrs. Ohlld showed
hersel! much more of a philosopher than Theodore
Parker did when he answered the question " Do you
really think that you are to llv forever? "Think,
sir, I know it." Such arrant dogmatism might be
pardoned 1n Dr. Johnson, but In no one else.-HyZax.]
LIBEBTY means th&t every lndlvld ual Is left perfectly free to follow his own will, to pursue his own
objects in his own fashion, with no limit whatsoever
Imposed upon him by others; this complete freedom being bounded only by the equally complete
freedom of every one of his neighbors. NotlJ.lng
Jess than this Is liberty; nothing more than this Is
pogslble. This liberty Is the blrth-rlgh t of every
man and of every woman. The right to life comes
from the fact of birth; and life Implies something
more than mere existence; It Implies the right to
exercise every physical and every mental faculty,
to grow, to develop, to become perfect.-Mrs. Annie
Besant.
PEOPLE will always dlt:rer from one another about
religion and carry on constant strife and war, until
the right or every one to perfect liberty In these
matters Is conceded, and they can be united In one
body by a bond of mutual charlty.-Loclce's Familiar
Letters,
THE pulplteers Insult the conscience and Intelligence of their hearers and of the age when they
tell, with a long face, the old scare-crow rabies which
nobody believes, and teach dogmas and expound
miracles which the average lntelllgence of a child
rejects at slght.-Brooklyn Eagle.
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Ingersoll Catechised:
His Answ-ers

"WE.hav held a consultation," said a doctor to
his patient, " but we are unable to agree·as to the
exact nature er your disease. Three of the physicians are of one opinion, while I am of another."
"But, doctor, how will the matter ba_ settled?"
"Oh, the autopsy will show who knows best,"
AT the meeting of the New England Baptist Mls·
slona.ry Convention, Rev. H. N. Jeter pronounced
Ice-cream "a demoralizing substance." It Is In·
rerred that arter Rev. Mr. Jeter and his ladles ate
their cream, he made the startling discovery that
he had lett his pocket-book at home In his other
trousers' pocket.
"Now, whither may you be bound this beautiful
Sunday morning, my pretty little gld?" said the
benevolent old gentleman, "Please, sir, I'm going
to church, to hear my grandfather preach." "Ah!
Indeed; that's pleasant. And who may your grandfather be, my good little girl?" "Please, sir, he's
Thomas Harrison, 'the boy preacher. ' " u Oh, ah,
yes; I USild to hear about him when I was a boy."
OLD Mrs. Bennington: "Did ye lind out how Mrs.
Brown Is gettin' on? I heard she's very sick." Old
Mr. Bennington:" I ~aw the doctor as he was drlvln~
along to-day,an' he said she shuffied ot:r a mortal coil
last night. I s'pose It'll do her good to get rid or It,"
Old Mrs. Ben.alngton: "Drat these new-tangled doctors, they can't talk nothln' but Latin. The poor
soul may be worse. I'll try a.n' glt over there myself
this arternoon."
" I UNDERSTAND the old man doesn't want you to
come to see his daughter," said one young man to
another. "That's the state or the case, b\lt I went
all the same." uNo?" "Yes. Was there last night."
"Did he kick?" "Some." "Much?" "Well, no,
not a great deal," was the hesitating reply; "that
Is, not as much as he might hav done, He only
kicked me rrom the parlor to. the front door, aud I
went the _balance or the way myselr."
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A BOY In one or the pu·blic schools, while engaged
In defining words a few days since, made a mistake
that was not a mistake. He said: "A demagog Is a
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THE simple precept, Seek the truth, respect the To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
truth, speak the truth, and I!v the truth, Is one
BETTER THAN
by the Editor of the San .Fi-anciscan.
without which no character can be perfect; and It
Eternal Punishment.
Is one which wlll make a character for a man,
Millions of these should be circulated by
though he never read a line of theology, never listened to a single sermon, never entered the portals Freethinkers.
BY M. BABCOCK.
or a church.-J. G. Ilolyoake.
TO a man truly virtuous nothing Is so hateful as
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a hypocrlt.-Pope.
$1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TBUTH SEEKER pamphlet 'are, besides the title above given,
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
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lected that my subjec·.ts hypocrlsy.-CoZ•ndge.
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. BEWARE ye Of the leaven of the Pharisees which
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WHAT man so wise, what earthly witt so ware,
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned 'I Why
As to descry the crafty, cunning tralne
AND THE
By which Decelpt doth maeke In visor ralre,
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
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And cast her colors died deepe In gralne,
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TRAVELS IN FAITH,

WHOSE eyes upon me love are beaming?
Whose eyes with truth are ever gleaming?
Who gave to me his honest heart?
Who's free from artifice and art?
Who cometh at my beck and ca!U
Who singles mo trom each and all?
Who follows me like a faithful shade?
Who now before my reet Is laid?
Who seeks my hand with kisses warm?
Who'd safe defend me from all harm?
Who'd glv his life my own to save?
The little mongrel dog I hav,
IN a poem called " The Organist," we are Informed that "He sits him down at twilight hour,
Berore the Ivory keys, And lets his lingers wander
o'er, The clavier as they please. . . , Though
dark and still the empty church, An angel lilts o'erhead, And, paselng near, with drooping wings, He
leaves the player-dead." That angel should not
weary In his good work. Sometimes when a man
Is clawing the Ivory keys the neighbors want to hurl
a brick at him, but they would be satisfied If an
angel would hover over him and leave him dead.
'rhe angel ehould also hover o'er the amateur llutoplayer, the cornetist, the accordion fiend, and other
musical aggravations,
THE Orow and the Hare.-A. Orow and a Hare met
by chance one day, and were so well Pleased with
each other that It was Agreed to rorm a Partnership, "The first thing In order," remarked the
Orow, "Is to select a. Home, which will, of course,
belong to both of us. Hav you g'lt your eye on any
particular Tree I" "Tree f" echoed the Hare, u why,.
we want a Burrow, of course." · 11 Burrow I but I
can't llv In a Hole I" "And I can't Ollmb a Tree!"
"Ir you ·didn't Intend to Consult my Wishes, why
did you Propose this Partnership?" "And If you
weren't r<>ady to glv way In these little Matters, why
Accept my Proposals." They were hotly Disputing
and Abusing each other, when the Fox came along,
and, being Appealed to for his Opinion, he said:
Moral-" My Friends, while you are both wrong,
you hav still exhibited rare Judgment. The Human
Family alone are Fools enough to Marry first and
Quarrel over their likes and dislikes and Nature's
Incongruities afterward,"
niAN'S TROUBLES.
Man that Is married to a woman Is of many days
and full of trouble,
In the morning he dtaWB his salary and In the
evening,
Behold, It Is gone!
It Is a tale that Is told :
It Is vanished, and no man knows whither It
goeth.
He rlseth up clottted In the chilly garments
or the night.
And seeketh the somnolent paregoric,
Wherewith to soothe his lnfR.nt posterity.
He cometh as a. horse ot· ox,
And draweth the chariot of his o!Tsprlng.
He apeedeth the shekels In the purchase ot fine
linen
To cover the bosom of his ra.mlly;
Yet himself Is seen at the gates of the city
With one suspender.
Yea, he Is altogether wretched,
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IJolts and lllippings.
A GEORGIA man tried to cut the cords in the
feet of his daughter, so that she could not imperil her soul by dancing.
"WHENEvER you get near enough to an Indian, shoot him," was the remark made by a
man reported. to be an " activ Christian
worker" in one of the churches of Chicago.
Wli:ENEVEH a new an'd startling fact is brought
·to light in science, the church first says, "It
is not true;" then that "it ls contrary to religion;" and, lastly, "that everybody knew it
before," and it is an argument in favor of
Christianity.
As a result of religious excitement now prEValent at Carnesville, Ga., J. T. N. Hancock has
been seized with queer lunacy. He imagins
that he is John the Baptist, and has just been
beheaded by Herod, and is clamoring for the
return of his head.

York, S:Hnrdav, ,July

THE Salvationists of Schenectady, N. Y., are
a rare lot of scamps. , At a recent meeting one
of them got up and said that he was a devoted
Christian. A gentleman who knew him rose
and told the enthusiast that "the Lord didn't
love anybody who didn't pay his grocery bills."
This declaration caused so much excite~ent
that the speaker could not go on, and the order
was given to sing. This hushed the discussion
for a brief time. When the next man in the
little band arose, he said that for all the riches
of the world he would not exchange his harpiness since· he had become converted. At
this the same dissenter remarked that any
man who felt so good ought to pay a bill of
$55.20. This was too much for the Salvationists. They marched to their barracks, followed
by a disorderly crowd.

~.->.

18.85.

A RADICAL Socialist entered a fashionable
restaurant in Paris and ordered a sumptuous
dinner. "How is this?" said a brother Com·
munist, who approached him. "4-h, my
friend," said the champion of frugality and
economy, "I am now about to giv myself some
idea of the vile existence of the infamous rich
classes who. hav the heart to feast sumptuously while oitizi!bs are starving." "And I,
too," Raid the other, "hav come here with precisely the same intention." So they united
their appetites, and gained a crushing victory
over the aristocratic meal.

IJews olf tilt flleeh.
THE czar has extended peaceful assurances
to England.
'tHE car shops at Norwood, Conn., were
burnt Sunday. Loss, $200,000.
·
GENERAL GRANT's physicians state that their
patient is daily growing weaker.
CHOLERA continues epicl.emic in Spain.
'daily death rate is between 600 and 700.

The

THERE were 208 deaths reported in this city
A MINISTER in Cleveland rode to church last in the twenty-four hours ending at noon last
Sabbath on a bicycle. As he swept up to the Monday.
sacred edifice, a large Newfoundland dog, beTHE weather during the past week hns been
longing to the senior deacon, came lumbering
out to greet the pastor. The bicycle struck unnecessarily hot. Some days it sent the
THE El Paso Times says: Some of those the dog on the head under a full head of stea-m thermometer up to 99° in the shade.
Boston excursionists are very irreverent and and run him down with a shook that could be
JOHN RoACH, the ship builder, has macl.e 11n
will go to "sheol" yet, if they don't look out plainly felt with the naked -eye. The reverend assignment. His failure is supposed to he due
Some of those who passed through here on gentleman took a header, and jammed his silk to the withdrawal of government patronage.
their way to the City of Mexico seem to hav hat down over his ears 80 tight that he had to
THE excursion party of Mexican eilitors are
given offense to our pious and religious neigh. crawl through it to get out of it. The scatTHE population of Europe has increased in bars over the river. At least one of the most tered leaves of a seven-headed sermon flew in the Eastern states. They are rPceiving cona century from 145,000,000 to 350,000,000. influential papers of the republic complains around the avenue like a theological snow- siderable notice from members of tbe press.
Englishmen hav multiplied five-fold, the Rus- as follows: "At Paso del Norte some of them storm. T)le dog made Rom't howl with his
THE yacht Genesta has come over from Engsians four-fold, and the Germans less than chipped off pieces of the church to see what wails, and~ attracted a crowd of 300 people. land to try and win the American cup. She is
three-fold, while Frenchmen and Spaniards it was made of, and shook hands with the The parson's coat was split down the back, 90 feet over all, and of 81 tuns measurement.
hav added only about 50 per cent.
figure of the Virgin Mary. At other places and his trousers ripped across the knees. He
A LomsviLLE clergyman wishes ali" thl)
THE New York prison officials are being they walked into houses and looked about DB pinned up the knees, and had to wear a pep- clergy of New York to pray at once for Genhauled over the coals because they force con- if thEy were ancient ruins, without asking per- per and salt sack coat the sexton loaned him. eral Grant. 'I'hese ministers Reem to learn
victs to attend one sort of preaching all the mission or saying a word to the inmates." It When he appeared in the pulpit in this garb the nothing from experience.
time. A murderer belonging to one denomi- is plain that exoessiv. culture of the Boston congregation smiled, and when he announced
THE Northern Cheyenne Indilms, according
nation doesn't want to sit through a sermon brand and Paso del Norte simplicity and un- his text, 2 Kings, xii, 6, "But it was so .
to reports received at Fort Keogh, Mont., are
affectedness
don't
go
very
well
together.
the
priest
had
not
repaired
the
breaches-,"
by a preacher of another, and the officers
FoND papa (proudly displaying the accom· there wasn't a dry eye in the conventicle.- on the warpath, and encounters between them
ought to know it.- Detroit Free Press.
and cowboys hav taken place.
plishments of his six-year-old boy to the visit· King's County Wheelman.
FROM Paris it is reported that the most im- ing clergyman): "Now, Tommy, tell the
BISHOP LouGHLIN, of the Long Island dioTHE Chicago Tribune says: "Pain must
portant issue in the coming general elections gentleman what you would like to be, when necessarily be created in all proper minds by cese, is having a new house built in Brooklyn.
in France will be the religious question. This you grow up to be a great, big man." Tommy the news from Upper Guinea, Africa. The Sixty thousand dollars hav already been exfact is generally recognized, it is said, and the (pointing to the distinguished visitor): "I'd fact that Prince Allagogha, lately converted to pended in its construction, and it is not ne1uly
Pope and Cardinal Gnibert, archbishop of hke to be a minister like him." Visiting Christianity, so far forgot himself as to kill a finished.
Paris, are directjng all their efforts to prevent clergyman .(greatly gratified): "Ah, my young few offending villagers and eat them, must
A REPORT from Rome says: "A madman h<ts
a result which would culminate in the-separa- friend, you would "like to be a clergyman like create distrust in the thoroughness of some of
been arrested at San Dona, near Venic•e, nn
tion of church and state in France. It is said
me, would you? And now tell me, why our missiOnaries. The man who, feeling for a the charge of kidnapping. He confeGSRR tb11t
that a very large number of Catholics in France would you like to be a clergyman like me." dime when the contribution-box goes around
he has stolen and eaten a number of children,
fa'voJ," separation as valuable to the cause of Tommy (promptly): "'Cause I heard pa say in church, and, finding only a quarter, has to
because he was starving."
liberty of Catholic action.
yesterday that you had the softest job of any drop that in, consoles himself for the munifi
AT Baltimore, last Sunday, thirty eight
PROFESSOR BRIGGS makes an attack, in· the man he knew. Nothing to do but talk an hour cenoe of his gift by the reflection that it will young ladies took the nun's veil. and vowed t.o
every
Sunday,
liv
free
on
the
members
of
the
do
more
good
than
a
dime,
anyhow;
but
if
we
Pnsbylerian Review, on the revised version of
be eternally poor, chaste, and obedient to the
the Old Testament. He holds a chair of congregation, and be worshiped like a little cannot rely on our missionaries-if when they Catholic church. Their conduct is attributable
Hebrew in a leading theological seminary. He tin god on wheels by all the women in the convert a heathen they cannot do a good, to idiocy, insanity, and superstition.
workman.like job-what use is there in supcharges that the revisers hav slavishly followe:l parillh."-Somcrville Joumal.
A ML'I" who calls himself Bishop McNam11ra
the Jewish Masoretic text, instead of seeking
THE folly of the present system in England porting them? That Prince Allagogha should
to secure: as did the New Testame!lt revisers, a of selecting jurors by a religious test is shown hav killed a lot of villagers is bad, but that he has a following in this city who call themselvs
correct text; and that they hav proved them- by the following from the London· Tr'!t!h: should hav also eaten them is shocking, and Independent C>ltholics. They oppose Roman
selves incompetent, from their ignorance of "When the jury was about to be sworn in the proves his conversion to hav been of the Catholicism. A half-d,zen new converts to
Hebrew grammar to translate correctly the case of De Worms against Hughes, one of them slouchiest and most superficial kind. Mission this peculiar sect were baptized by the bishop
asked the clerk to swear him on an Old Testa· aries cannot afford to put such goods as this in Harlem last Sunday.
text as they hav received it.
SEVERAL American applic11nts for admission
ment, and, in answer to an inquiry as to the on the market. It won't do. The conversion
THE Marquis of Salisbury, England's ·new reason, explained that he was a Jew. A hur· of a thoroughly-bad, all-wool heathen like AI into the Bachelors' Club, a high-toned London
premier, replying to a letter from Glasgow ried consultation took place, and the Jew was la"gogha must be something substantial, some- association, hav I"ecently been black.balled.
asking his views on the proposal to disestab- ordered to leave the box. Baron de Worms thing which, like Bertha Ricci's kiss in 'Apa· Since the Pall Mrzll Gaz' tle'g exposme of immolish the Church of Scotland, declares his op- got his verdict, and, to my mind, most prop- june,' goes clear through and buttons at the ralities in English aristocratic circlPB the Amerposition to the movement. He contends that erly; but are we to understand that, in case of back."
icans may construe this -action of the Bachelthe established church secures to all districts
a Jew and a Christian going to l~w, the latter is
AccoRDING to information given to the Ch?"i.~ ors' Club into a compliment.
regular ministrations of religion, which, he
to be allowed to exclude all Jews from the jury. !ian Union by a large number of clergymen,
WILLIAM E. DoDGE. of New York, has brought
says, is "so necessary to the pu blio welfare." How would it be if the Jew were to insist upon not more than five per cent of American artisuit in the Atlanta, Ga., courts to eject sevProbably Lord Salisbury has heard this cant the exclusion of all Christians? This would sans in cities attend religious services of any
enty-five land holders in that state. Several
phrase repeated so many times that he thinks reduce us to juries of Infidels, and, if I am kind. All but two of the letters say that the
thousantl acres of land are involved, and Mr.
he believes it. It is not true, and never was. not mistaken, they, too, would be excluded if attendance is diminishing, and all but one that
Dodge claims to own nearly a whole !'ounty.
Further, all good people must hope that the th~y declined to swear, or if they stated that the neglect is not from unbelief in Christian.
This is the Dodge who has lost his reputation
community will ne7er become so depraved
an oath ha<i no meaning for them."
ity. The cause of non-church attendance, as in this city by backing Anthony Comstock.
that the adoption of Christian "morality," as
IT is a matter of official record that at the given by these experts, may be summed as fol
THE London Secularists hav a cricket club, and
exemplified by many of its shining lights, will
funeral of the pastor of the church in Ipswich, lows: The men hav to work all the week, and
indulge in that game on Snnday in the Abbey
tend to public welfare.
Mass., 200 years ago, there were consumed one they recreate on Sunday. They cannot dress
meadow•. They hav been mobbed once or twice
A BosTON legal authority says that the young barrel of wine and two barrels of cider, while as well as those with whom they must associby the Christians,· who regard rioting IIH more
lady who has been jiltea has the right to read the mourners at the funeral of a Boston cler- ate, and therefore stay away. They think
godly than cricket, and Rome of the players
the recreant's letters in her breach of promis gyman's wife about the same time required secret societies are as good as the church.
hav received Revere injuries, but they expre•s
suit, but she must not weave them into 11 novel "above fifty gallons of wine." A century later, They are unable to pay for the privilegeR, he.
a determination to play again. There is no
and copyright them. That privilege belon~s about the time of the Revolution, a New Eng- cause of the high price of things which they
l11W to prevent Simdny cricket·playmg in
to the gentleman. She may, however, demand land church had a pastor who was often the must hav. The large salaries of the ministers
London.
the return of her own letters as her property. worse for liquor, even in the pulpit, and once, disgust some. Some feel that the minister 1s
THE Rev. Mr. S. I. Prime i~ dead. He wM
This is not the popular idea, but there hav at least, at the communion table; but although 11 hireling, and therefore seeks to up build his
been many decisions. George Washington suocessiv councils were called to consider his church as a doctor seeks to increase his prac- editor of the New York 0'·sel"llf1", in which
· kept copies of his letters, and bequeathed them case, the neighboring clergymen stood by him, tice, not from love of souls, but to increase his capacity it is probable that he utterRd mnre
to his nephew, who had them published. A and he held his place till his death. It was salary. Some employers of labor are so bad slanders about Freethinkers-from Tbom•lq
compiler of another biography of Washington doubtless a fellow-feeling which made his in their· treatment of their employees that the Paine to D M. Bennett-than any other man
copied them. There was a lawsuit. The brethren of the cloth so kind, for the Rev. Dr. men do not want to go where they shallmret with the same amount of intelligence. conic!
judge said that Washington did not part with Leonard Woods, a clergyman "Who died only those in whose real Christianity they hav so hav·done. He belonged ~o that ~enerat10n_ of
the ownership by sending the letters to his thirty years ago, said-that he remembered when little faith. All the letters indicate that, espe- unscrupulous religions b1gots wlllch, hRpplly,
corre!lpondents, and he declare'd this· doctrin he could reckon up among his own acquaint- cially in the large places, artisans feel that they iR fast pas~in~ away. Hts works were ~ ot
to be applicable to all letters, whether of liter- ances no less than forty ministers who were , are not welcome in churches ffequented by 1goo(l, and 1t IS hoped they may follow him.
1 the wealthier classes.
intemperate.
He had attained the age of seventy. two years.
ary value or lilot.
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agent-a law which, because royalty has considered
womanhood vile. and venal, has by ~ase of precedence.
no punishment for ·the blackguard who applied vile,
·
·
venomous
n am· es t 0 ·your w· 1'ves and daughters unless
they can ptove special dam,ages to themselvs.
We hav no Bonaparte to take the curse of common
Jaw and co.mmon law practice lfway from us, andhistol"y has no instance yet where such an immense revolutionary measure, such a progl"ess of humanity
and human welfare, eame from the peopie, itself.
Tyrants alone, Freethinkers alone, hav achieved such
deeds, hav forced the benefit on the stupid; helpless
masses of humanity.
Will 8 reformer like Bonaparte ever come to this
continent? Or will the people wake up to see their
disg1"ace in living on unde:i> royal enactments of severa] hundred years ago governing their household
affairs, while in political matters they hav been independent now for over 8 hundred years, but hav
suffered them to be corrupted and assimilated to the
royal insti,_tutions still governing their property and
individual relations?
It is thus that at the hands of the law confraternity corrupt juries are created, perjurers are manipulated as the tools for undermining right, justice, and
morals, the people feeding meanwhile this costly confraternity with its life-blood, and bathing the confratemity's feet in the sweat of its brows, the result of
h_!l,rd labor in keeping up their own and their chil·
dren's lives... If ever people needed a reformer like
Bonaparte in this matter of law, court practices, and
,arrogance of the class of legal practitioners, this
American people does, and well we may look at the
hero who did for the French nation what no one did
for us.
I hav no French history of Napoleon I., and therefore I must refer to an Englishman's book, redundant
on almost every page with national hatred to the
hero. But this is an advantage almost, b£cause then
there will be lesS.. cause to doubt what good he may
hav to say about their ~treat enemy. In Charles
Macfarlane's" Life of Napoleon Bonaparte" we find
the following (pp. 215-217):

What the Englishman refe.rs to as " wilfulness and
obstinacy in error '' on the part of Bonaparte will be
found in the records of these deliberations, which
many
years ago I had an. occasion to read up, to
Nap·oleon I. a Ft·eethiliker and Reformer.
.
hav been the obstinate firmness in supporting LitIt is a fact, well established in history, that all the
eral views, amongst others the one holding that the
great men who accomplished great changes in politi.:.
best protection for women is the knowledge that
cal affairs, as often as these changes were of a prothey would hav. to bear themselvs the consequences
gressiv character, and were of practical benefit to huof improper conduct, and the co~sequent provision'
:Inanity, were Freethinkers. Churchmen know this
of the Code Civil, "L~ rechr-rche de la paternile est into be so, and they therefore attempt to pervert or
terdite," of which common law had not known, leavhide the real facts, covering up their misstatements
ing the doors open to extortion by bad women within apparent praise pl,easing to their kindred.
out protecting the decent ones-a provision which
The history of the United States furnishes two illusresulted, as shown by the statistics of fifty years and
trious instances of the cotrectness of this assump-'more, that there are less bastards in· France than in
tion, in ~ashington and Lincoln.
any other European country.
lt may not be without interest to Agnostics to hav
Bonaparte's opposition to trial by jury was limited·
teint.roduced to them evidence for the stated assumpto political offenses--'-an opposition well justified
tion v.ith regard to other great men~ or with regard
when the peasantry of France at heart was yet royto men having accomplished great results.
alist. But Bonaparte then already attempted to
secure a higher standard of juries to France than
To introduce such evidence concerning Napoleon
I.; I am induced by Mr. Elliott Preston's sympathetic
this republic boasts of at present by securing limits.;.
appeal in "Bonaparte's Defense."* But Mr. Preston
tion in the selection of jurymen by the amount of
taxes paid-a limitation valid until this day in France,
failed in not stating the real causes for which Freethinkers should consider Napoleon Bonaparte as a
and protecting it against Cincinnati's occurrences,
hero also in the field of human intellect and progress,
for which there is now so frequent cause on this
as he undoubtedly was on the battlefield. Not sooner
continent.,
did General Bonaparte accede to any in:fl.uence on
While with us the educated classes take no part as
political matters than he at once made work to lay
jurors in the administration of justice, but buy ofl: in
the legislativ ax to the root of the e~il under w~ich
some states, with ten dollars per annum, their duty
the people. of France had been suffermg ~lm?s~ smc~
to do so, leaving this duty to the poor and easily cor- ..
,the. conq~e~t by Roman consuls-to ~heir mvll law,
rupted part of the population, and in some cases, as
which pnvlle&'e.d the nobles and priests,_ and ~uphere in New York, to political court-runners and
pressed the mt1zens_ and peasants. The JUS pnrnae
professional fee· hunters, the function of juror is an
nocti.'> was not the only outrage on humanity, decency,
honorary one, which the law bestows on those only
family, and morals sanctioned under the old French
who carry the burden of the cost of administering
law. The leUre cachtt system as well as torture were
justice.
sanctioned by this law, and the people of France
The Code Napoleon is valid to-day, ·not only in
were then living under the S\tme laws as royalty had
France, but in Spain, Mexico, Cuba, B~lgium, Hoideveloped them, although their more·· hideous features
land, the Prussian Rhenish provinces, Louisiana, etc.,
had been practically abolished by the Revolution.
and the deep sympathy of the people living in these
The main effect of laws and legal procedure estabcountries for the memory of Napoleon I. is due, not
lished and grown under a despotical government
to his victories, but to his laws.
was then in France the same as it is under the same
This reminds me that New Mexico has, under Fed·
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e important undertaking of Bonaparte's consulship. In the eral rule, been rob bed o 1 8 0 e apo eon; t a Y
]aw ·this d ay m
who had more money could always beat his neighbor, year 1800, soon aftAr his accession to political power he ap- some stroke of legal escamotagc or legerdemftin this
having less money, out of his rights and property. pointed a commission composed of some distinguished civil- territory has been subjected to the abominable proThe only difference between the two otherwise ana- ians under the presidency of the second consul, Cambaceres visions of common law, and to the oppressiv rule of
logical cases consisted in the fact that the people of (who had received a legal education), to frame a civil code lawyers in place of the well established and wellwhich should be comprehensiv and clear, and suited to the
France had not acquiesced in this state of effairs, felt changes which had taken place in France. In the eighteenth liked code the people had when General Kearney
a moral repugnance at this state of its laws, and had century this country had possessed a number of very eminent drove out the handful of Mt,xican officials forming
revolted against it; while in the people of the United jurists, and the school was not quite extinct when the Revolu- its cheap administration and government in 1847, intion began. Tronchet, Bigot de Presmeneau, Portalis, and
t
h" h .
s tates th ere IS· no sueh fee )"mg except m· th e v1c· t•1ms, lVIalleville,
members of the present committee, had studied in stituting therefor a governmen w 1c smce has
and it is generally assumed that it would be preposter- it, and might be called distinguished French lawyers. They fu'rnished the bounties with which Washington polious on the part of a man of limited means, or of a poor supplied the knowledge in which the first consul was deficient; ticians paid off returning board services, and other
man, to attempt to find redress in law for any out- and it appears that if they were at times aided by his great services of similar description.
rage in person or property he has suffered at the natural sagacity, they were as often impeded by his wilfulWhen in 18G9 Castillo, then Spanish governor of
ness and obstinacy in error. They framed the project of a
.
hands of a rich individual or corporation.
code which was printed early in 1801: Copies were sent to Cuba, as he is now, once more attempted to do the
In practice the state of affairs was less intolerable the higher law courts of France, which were requested to same as our officials had done in New Mexico,
in France then than it is on this continent at present, make their observations upon it, these observations and namely, attempted only to abolish their Liberal code
because in France the op~essing nobility and clergy suggestions being likewise printed, the whole being laid be- of 1812, the Cubans revolted. They hav tolerated
J:'L
fore the section of the legislation in the council of state comwere people of refined manners, having a good deal posed of Boulay, Roederer, Thibaudeau, Portalis, and three political tyranny, "but they were not willing to tolerof regard for outward decency, while in the United others of name and note. Bonaparte and Cambaceres at- ate tyranny in their civil and criminal laws and
States wealth and control of legal procedure and ad- tended most of the sittings of the section in which the various procedure.
· a·1cat·wn are 1n
· th e h an d s o f peop l e l ack"mg no t Bonaparte
heads of the
codepart
were
. th e a db erence of even th e G erJU
tookprojected
a very activ
in discussed.
the debate, Occasionally
not, indeed,
So ent~usias t'1c IS
only refinement, but even almost all regard to de- on technicalities which hedid not understand, but on gen- man people to these Napoleonic laws, that when the
cency, because our moral standard tells us that money eral principles, concerning which he went on discussing, in Prussian government attempted to abolish them even
covers up shame, wrong, and crime of all or any de- his usual off-hand way, sometimes expressing sensible and that meek, subdued, pleasure-addicted, jovial people
scriptions. In France the state of affairs had been acute remarks, and at other times wandering away from the living along the border of the Rhine showed so much
·
subject for the sake of illustrating it. (He took an especial
brought about by the monarchical institutions, and part in the discussion concerning the law of divorce.) After fight, and did indeed growl to such an extent, that
had been fostered by the privileged classes under the passing the Council of State the various titles of the civil code the Prussian government, then not having a Hiseager co-operation on the part of the law profession, was laid before the Tribunate, where some of the clauses met marck, withdrew from the attempt.
with the
a warm
opposition.
length the
codepromulpassed
B onapar t e,s gory
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w h o th en un d erst oo,d ' as 1•t d oes now, h ow t o b ury both
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and theAtlegislativ
body,whole
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justice and good common sense under misapplied gated in 1804 by the name of' Oode Civil des Frangais.' After people of half the European continent, at his lifecases of precedence, and to drown right in a sea of pro- the consul became emperor it was calted 'Code Napoleon.'" time, for the hero was as much, if not more, the
cedure and formalities.
·
The genera1 obJect
·and arrangemen t of t h e co d e result of his action as a reformer, than of his victories
On this continent our grandfathers revolted against resemble those of the institutions of Justinian, de- on the battle-field. The reforming of the laws govthe monarchs, but their la.ws, cutting into their daily fining the civil right of the civilized, w~th their legal erning the lives of individuals and families; the
lives, and degrading their morals slowly but surely, relation to each other. And it rather minutely pre- making equal of all before the law; the abolishing of
thdy maintained.
scribes laws concerning persons, and laws concerning the odious privileges of hereditary nobility, and of
Bonaparte codified civil, commercial, and criminal property.
an arrogan.t, overbearing clergy; the regulating of
the relation between the people and the courts of
law, and created a new and ~imple procedure in
civil, commercial, and criminal cases, made the law
'''A Code de Procedure Civil,' defining the forms of civil law and lawyers, not only by codifying the civil, comand the practice of the courts, was framed likewise
I d over, made process,
uniform over a11 th e 1an d h e ever rue
by a commission, and became law in 180 7. Bonaparte took mercia!, and criminal laws, but by creating codes of
thus the provisions of law and practice_ of courts a little or no part in this discussion. The 'Code d'Instruction procedure- these reforms are the solid bases for
matter of public information and knowledge, and the Criminelle,' or of proceedings in criminal cases, was promul- Bonaparte's "gloire," and the criterions for his real
property of the peo, ple, and thus killed off a monopoly gated in 1808 · While it was under discussion, Bonaparte greatness. He created order where he found a
· d
1
showed himself very unfavorable to the institution of trial by
which, unt"il then, had sust ame a c ass worse than jury.. Two years after this came the , C.Jde Penal,' or laws chaos. This should never be forgotten. And this
the augurs of Rome and the priests of France-a defining crimes and punishments, in which many of the pro- great reformer also was a Freethinker, and as such
class of vampires feeding on the very heart's blood visions are certainly harsh, and savor of despotism.'' t
only could be what he has been.
of the people, the lawyers, and reduced. them to a
A commercial code, perhaps the best of these French codes,
In evidence thereof I refer to the same source
th
1b
t completed the number. These are sometimes called the
. h h
t
k lik
as o war
e o er a orers o "FIVe
· Co des, " as having been all publish ed m
· Bonapar t e•s to Bonaparte's fanatic enemy, Macfarlane, pp. 191:
class wh 1c
make an honest living, the law regulating their max- time. He likewise produced a military code, in the construe"B6naparte calculated that, by fostering the Catholic reimal fees and their duties.
tion of which he was more at home." :j:
Iigion and entering into terms with the head of the church of
Washington did not dare to interfere with this
Rome, be should detach the pope from the coalition of-saverdangerous brotherhood, and the consequence is that
• This is an English mistatement, the opposition being re- eigns, and the priests of France from the royalists. •It iR
we hav no English queen on this continent, but we stricted to political crimes, and to the qualification of jurors. indispensable,' said he, 'to hav a religion for the people, and
equally so that that religion should be directed by the governare governed in all our civil and commercial rights
t The severest punishment fell on crimes against public ment. At present fifty bishops in the pay of England direct
and criminal jurisdiction by English cases of prece- property, and property in trust of the people.
the French clergy. We must destroy that influence; we must
decloue the Uatholic the established religion of J•'rance, aR it is
dents. We maintain a law where the rich can beat
.
"th
t
:j:
This
military
code
legally
opened
the
road
of
promotion
the
faith of the majority of the Ji'rench people; we must reo·
the poor out of a11 h IS property Wl ou cause what- in the army to the entire people, while under the French ognize the constitution of the church. The J•'irst Consul will
ever, if he so chooses, by alleging constructiv trust, kings it bacl been open to the nobility excluHivly. The mili· appoint the fifty bishops-the pope will induct them. 'fhe
or by some other contrivance getting the coveted tary educational institutions had a most severe disciplin," and bishops will appoint the parish priests, and the people will
property only in the hands of a receiver, who wilJ, soldiers, not military dudes, were educated there, but advance- pay their salaries. 'fhey must all take the oath of fidelity.
before the case is adJ'udged, sell it to the rich man's ment remained open to all who distinguished themselvs in 'fhe refractory must be transported. The pope, in grateful
service. It was not a Napoleonic institution to exclude the return, will confirm our sales of the church property. He
,
common soldier from advancement, as this is' the practice in will consecrate the revolution. The people will sing, "God
* April 12, 1884, of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the North American army.
save the Gallict1n church.'' For this some will call me a papist.
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I am no such thing. I am no believer in particular creeP-s; loving though despising, believed that he for the 1 legislation--:-legislation as offensiv to free government
but as to the idea of a God, look to the heavens and say, Who
made that?'" (Compare Madame de Staal's Conside:cations.) people would better achieve reform and progress as ever the institution of slavery was.

These were words uttered in council. In private
he said: "I am convinced that a good part of France
would become Protestant, especially if I were to favor that disposition. But I am also certain that a
still greater portion of those who hav any rel;gion at
all would remain Catholic, and would oppose with
the greatest zeal and fervor the schism of their fellowcitizens. I dread these religious quarrels, which hav
been so terrible in France. I dread the family dissensions and the public distractions which a change
to Protestantism would inevitably occasion. In reviving a religion which has always been dominant in
the country, and in giving the liberty of exercising
their worship to the minority, I shall satisfy every
one without establishing a church separate from that
of Rome. I will be the head of the church in France.
In every country religion is useful to the
government, and those who govern ought to avail
themselvs of it in order to maintain their influence
over mankind. I was a Mohammedan in Egypt; I
am a Catholic in France. With relatioD,. to the police
of a state religion, it ought to be entirely in the
haads of the sovereign. Many persons urge me to
found a separate Gallican church; but before I can
resolve to any such measures the old pope must push
matters to extremities. But I believe he will never
do that." His secretary reminded him that Cardinal
Gonsalvi had aaid, " The pope will do all the :first
consul desires." "This is the best course he can
take," rfjoined Bonaparte; "he must not suppose
that he has to do with an idiot. What do you think
is the point his negotiations put most forward? The
immortal salvation of my soul ! But with me immm·tality only means the recollecticn one leaves in the memory of man. That idea prompts me to great actions.
It would be better for a man never to hav hved than to
leave behind -him no trace if his existence" (from notes
by Bonaparte's private secretary, Bourrienne).
He, however, continued through life to declare
that he was no Materialist; that he believed at least
in the existence of a God, or some first, great Cause;
and wishing at this moment to appear to believe more
than he did, he was exceedingly wroth with Salande,
who, while he was negotiating his concordat with the
pope, wishe.d to insert his name in a biographical
dictionary of ill ustriousAtheists(Bourrienne ). During
these negotiations he endeavored to elicit the sentiments of several of the councillors of state on the
subject of religion and a national church. Thibaudeau reports a remarkable conversation which he had
with one of the councillors, most probably with
Thibaudeau himself:
"On the 2d Prairial the councillor of state N- dined at
Malmaison. After dinner the first consul took him alone into
the grounds, and led the conversation to the subject of religion. He spoke at length against the various systems of the
philosophers, on Deism, on natural religion, etc. . 'All that '
said he, 'is nothing but ideology.' He repeatedly called Gar~t
the leader of the ideologists. ' Hear me,' he said; 'I was
walking about this solitary spot last Sunday evening; everything was silent, when the sound of the bell of the village
·church of Rue! suddenly struck my ear. . I felt deeply
affected, such is the power of early impressions and of education. I then said to myself, how great an influence these
things must hav upon simple and credulous men ! Let your
philosophers, your ideologists, answer that ! There must be
a religion for the people, but this religion must be in the
hands of the government. At present fifty bishops, immigrants, and in the pay of England, lead the clergy of France.
We must destroy their in:!luence, and for· this the authority of
the pope is required. They must vacate their seats, or the
pope will supersede them. We will declare that, as the Catholic religion is that of the majority of the Frenchmen, the exercise and worship of it must be legally organized. The first
consul appoints fifty new bishops, and the pope givs them the
canonical institution. The bishops appoint the parish incumbents, and the state pays them. They must all take an
oath of fidelity to the government; those who refuse shall be
transported. The pope sanctions the sale of the church property, and thus he consecrates the republic. They will sing in
the churches, "Salvam fac 1"empttblicam." People will say that
I am a papist. I was Mohammedan in Egypt, and I shall
be a Catholic here for the good of the people. I do not believe in religion. . . _ But the idea of a God '-and then
raising his hands toward the heavens he exclaimed, 'Who then
has made all this?' N- now spoke in reply, after having listened in perfect silence. ' To discuss the necessity of religion,' said he, 'would be foreign to the present question. I
will even grant the utility of a public worship. A worship
must hav priests; but priests can exist without forming an
embodied clergy, without a hierarchy animated by one spirit
and ever aiming at one end and at the same object. A hierarchy
\sa power, and a colossal power. Were the hierarchy to hav
for its head the chief of the state, it would not be half so formidable; but as long~s it acknowledges a foreign prince for
its head, it is a rival power.'"

a

In these last words there is contained a warni:pg
for the Protestant and Freethought people of this
republic. Already the vassals of this same foreign
prince, though now, and perhaps because now, a
prince without land, raise their bold voice demanding that the relation between their church and the
state shall be governed by their own (the canonical
or Roman) law, one of the provisions of which is to
withdraw their priests in all criminal matters from
temporal jurisdiction.
Whatever in Macfarlane's statement. is not to the
taste of a Freethinker of to-day is a consequence of
Bonaparte's belief that the people had not then been
educated for self-government. He had seen the
people become a sanguinary brute when . it was at
liberty to shape its own fate, and the liberal despot,

than the people itself, as yet ignorant and full of
venom, consequent· to the torment and atrocities it
had suffered under royal rule.
The Bona partes hav never been more nor less than
a revolutionary dynasty. European dynasties hav
always considered them so, and were always rea;dy to
conspire against them, because the Bonapartes were
progressiv, and the outcome of revolution. Now the
republic has been firmly established in France, their
time has passed, but, notwithstanding this, Bonaparte must .be considered as the son of the people, as
the promoter of liberty, of equality, and as a Freethinker.
If, under his leadership, the blood of a hundred
thousand has been sh'ed, it was in combating against
the prevalent power of European hereditary and absolute monarchy,_who claimed that the people were
their God-given property, and had to liv or die as
they saw fit to order. All Napoleonic battles were
fruitful in the destruction of that idea that Europe
forever had become the boon of a few monarchical
families. This is well illustrated by the fact that
Frederick William III., when taking possession of
the Rhenish Province, after it had been in war (1815)
reconquered from the French, found himself in the
necessity to leave Napoleonic law untouched, and to
promis to that province a constitution and the right
to vote its own taxation, a promis unfulfilled from
1815 until 1848, when fear wrung its fulfilment from
Frederick William IV., but soon broken again when
the tax-refusers were driven asunder by the bavonets of soldiery.
•
Such men as Bonaparte must in necessity .be
tyrants. The stupid people does not deserve better
than to be forced into rational progress if it shows
and proves that it can neither bring it about nor
enjoy it without abuse and self-destruction. But
progress Qnce established, the great man's small son
has certainly no right to palm himself off on the
nation as its owner. Nevertheless. has hereditary
devotion a deep hold on the masees.
Thibaudeau's statement, as given by Macfarlane,
leaves no doubt that Bonaparte' was a Deist. It
is more than probable, and almost certain, that in
this his creed he followed our Thomas Paine. While
Paine was in prison in Paris, in 1793, he published
in French and English his "Age of Reason." Bonaparte had then returned from Corsica, and, as his
own publication, "Le Soupe de Beaucaire," proved,
took a vivid part in the movements of the times. We
also know that he read at the time Jean Jacques
Rousseau's "Confessions." How could Paine's book,
then familiar to all who were participating in the
public events, escape Bonaparte's attention?
Bonaparte's pamphlet promoted him to the
colonelsh;p of a battery at the siege of Toulon, and
to his first military achievement. Paine remained in
prison until the A.merican envoy reclaimed him, but
he remained in France long enough to witness
Bonaparte's success, and when, in 1802, he returned
to America, he knew that the affairs of France were
in the hands of a Freethinker, then First Consul of
the republic, and who, as his enemy asserts, "was
anxious to promote the positiv sciences, was a utilitarian before that sect had adopted the name."
E.M.F.C.

Tramps and Strilres- Why?
Until about 1868-70 strikes were almost a novelty
in the United States, and tramps were quite so. If
you ask why these inauspicious symptoms hav grown
up of late, the reply will be," Our increasei population." This answer has satisfied everybody, almost.
But a little reflection will show it to be erroneous.
The population of the United States in 1877, the
year of the great strikes,. the Pittsburgh riots, and the
marching of tramps over the land, was by no means
so confined as it was in 1850. Of. course the words
"increased population" imply that a greater nu~ber
of people were confined within smaller limits, else
there is no sense in assigning numbers as the cause.
Prior to 1850 there was no m:tension of railways
over flew lands. From 1865 up to 1875 railways
opened up to settlement such enmmous areas of
new lands that the price of real estate fell very low
over Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, and other
stabes. The people were comparativly much more
crowded in 1850 than they are to-day. Moreover
there was a greater increase of manufactures both in
number of factories and in capital invested, from
1850 to 1860, comparativly, than since then. I remark this because it is generally supposed that the
tramps are from the factories. In this western country the tramps are so numerous along the railways
that they become a serious annoyance to the people
living there. Not long since .on one evening some
eighty were counted between Corning and Craig, six
miles along the Kansas City & Council Bluffs Railway.
The highways and byways of England, from 1820
to 18M!, were literally lined with tramps, and I believe it was about that time the word tramp originated. Another fact is that the population of several
Eastern states was about the same in 1855 as it is
to-day, and yet tramps were not known.
Tramps and strikes are the legitimate result of b~d

Repeal such statutes, and ere three years pass
tramps will hav become a tradition.
c_ I.

Speneer and Comte.
By discarding from his philosophy every prejudgment that is not scientific; by banishing across the
frontiers the problems of substance and cause which
human intelligence is incapable of solving~ by basing on experience the whole doctrin of the general
science which unitE¥~ the special sciences; and, above
all, by co~ordinating positiv knowledge according to
a law of evolution into a series, the gaps whereof are
skilfully covered by hypotheses that reason may accept and that reason does not contradict; by all these
features, and by the last especially, Spencer presents
to us one of the most complete types of the philosophical spirit of the nineteenth century.
To authors who maintain this class of doctrins, or
at least such of them as are considered fundamental,
it has been the custom for some years past to giv the
name of Positivists, and they hav been regarded as
the disciples of Auguste Comte. The puhlic, from
the midst of which this powerful mind had gathered
with difficulty a small circle of followers, had allowed
him to liv, think, and die, without giving to his work
the attention it deserved, and without cherishing toward him personally any feelings but those of utter
indifference.
A few years after Comte's death the opinion kept
gaining ground in the scientific and philosophical
world that Comte's Positiv philosophy would entirely
sup~rsede and replace Christianity and the old beliefs of mankind. Afterward, and without very close
consideration, Comte received credit for the grand
movement of contemporaneous thought which he did
not create, and which appeared to pursue another
route than that he would hav wished it to follow.
This term, "Positivists," is admirable. It applies
well to that general group of thinkers, savants, and
even mere amateurs, who base their general ideas on
the positiv sciences as a whole, and regard as insoluble the problems that the positiv sciences can do
nothing to explain. Still it e;umot be said that these
savants and thinkers belong to Comte's school. A
school supposes a master who has founded it, and
disciples whose chief care is to reproduce faithfully
the master's ideas of processes, allowing themselvs
more or less liberty in details. Here we hav certainly bold lines, fundamental doctrins, but points of
divergence cannot be called details. Besides, the
grand lines on which there is agreement were traced
out alfeady before Comte.
If, then, it was well to giv the name of Positivists
to all those who adopt those essentiaf principles, it
was wrong to connect them with Comte, as if they
were his disciples and he was their master. A confusion would arise from such thoughtlessness that
would misrepresent their respectiv attitudes.
In spite of the resemblances, and analogies, and
agreement on essential points between the ideas of
Comte and the writings of diverse contemporary
authorities who adhere te Spencer's synthetic, experimental, evolution philosophy, there exists a profound disagreement on points that are especially
characteristic of the philosophy of Comte. Hence
the protests that hav appeared from all quarters, especially from John Stuart 1\'Iill; who writes with a
good nature growing out of an acceptance of many
of Comte's views; from Herbert Spencer, whose impatience is mingled with a profound respect for the
illustrious thinker he differs fl'om; and from Huxley,
whose assaults go to the extent ~f injustice.
What Comte meditated was a systematic classification of our knowledge that might serve in the interpreta1ion of classes of phenomena that hav not been
studied in a scientific manner; a lofty idea, worthy
of all praise. Comte revived the conception of Bacon (so astonishing at an epoch when knowle?ge was
so little advanced). It contemplated nothmg less
than an organization of the sciences in a vast system
in which social science should appear as a branch of
the tree of nature. In the place of a vague, indefinit
conception Comte has given a definit, carefullystudied conception of the world. He has displayed
a reach a fertility and an originality of mind truly
great, a~ well as a 'rare power of generalization.
Comte's Positiv philosophy was an immense progress; it marks an epoch in the evolution of hum3.n
intelligence.
They who reject Comte's peculiar doctrins, and a~
here to Positivism as it was before Comte, possess m
common with him opinions that the past has bequeathed to the present; but such adhesi m should
not be reckoned in favor of the doctrins peruliar to
Comte. Such is the position of Spencer, and of the
main body of the scientific philosophers
to-daY:..
Comte himself always taught that tne pos1tiv
method in philosophy had been developing for. ages,
and was an inheritance common to all men of smence.
The principles that compose this com~on herit~tge
are the relativity of all knowledge, and 1ts coroll~ry,
the principle that forbids recourse to metaphysiCal
entities for the explanation of phenomena, and,
finally, the fixedness of the laws of nature.
·
Toronto, July 13, 1885.
R. :S- BuTL,\ND.
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indefatigable, ever on the alert, ever deeply intere!lted in all back freighted with new ideas and choice Liberal literature,
parts of the field and every branch of the work, had been awaking among their neighbors a desire to learn if these things
Good Thunder, Minn., is named after an Indian looking out for our interest, and wrote us of his success in are so. Large numbers hav expressed intention to be present
chief still living in the Northwest. .I gave two lect- securing the services of Mr. Arthur Tilney, of Toronto, an on Sunday. We look fqr a gala day for Secularism.
ures here. Several Adventists were out the first energetic, .devoted Liberal, a splendid singer and good mu· We strike tent Monday morning, 20th, and on 'fuesday pitch
night, and after my 'second lecture, and departure sician, willing to throw himself into the work as Tent-master. at Mason, Ingraham Co., Mich., which will be our address
for Sterling, with our Liberal friend Rima, by car- Gladly we accepted, and the gentleman joined us at Ithaca until after the 27th instant.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
riage, the Adventists sent a written acceptance of on Saturday, and we are jubilant, for we believe we hav found
my challenge to debate. Elder Hill is to be my op- just the right man for the place.
Lectures and Meetings.
ponent, or any one he chooses to substitute. Time,
lTHACA.-This is tlie county-seat of Gratiot county, a real
W. F. JAMIESON has now three debates on his hands, and,
November 1st. Question, "Is the Bible a Divine live, enterprising, wide-awake town. We delivered three lect- unless his opponents "back down," they will.take place as
Revelation ?" Since they hav lost some of their lead- ures on Sunday, July 12th, to good audiences. In the evening follows: With a Christadelphian, at Cedar Falls, Iowa; with
ing preachers by debate, I hav found them rather the Tent was not alone crowded, but there were over one hun· Moses Hull (no back out to him) at Clinton, Iowa, Camp
shy, but I am in hopes Elder Hill will not fail to dred and fifty outside who remained and listened attentivly.
meeting, Aug. 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th; with an A~ventist at
There are a number of live Liberals here. Mr. Isaac Ga- Good Thunder, Minn., first week in November. He is, also,
meet me in Good Thunder.
brion
is
an
honor
to
any
cause;
he
is
a
Liberal
Spiritualist,
On Sunday we held a grove meeting near Sterling
engaged to lecture at the Clinton Camp-meeting Sunday, Aug.
Centre, Johnson's Grove ; the day cool and rainy; sound,.practical, generous-hearted devotee of Liberalism. We 16th. For lectures address him at Lake City, Minn.
audience not large. Nevertheless, we had a good had the honor to meet Uncle Lon-Mr. Alonzo Peet-the grand
BuRNHAM WARDWELL is still at Vineland, N.J., where
time. Liberals: G. W. Rima, M. M. Pratt, Wm. old Liberal and apostle of Greenbackism; and we enjoy the heMn.
is the guest of Mr. John Gage. The following, which we
hospitality
of
his
son
Frank
Peet,
proprietor
of
the
CommerEllis, J. Dobie, Ole Oleson, W. M. Randall, G. B.
clip from a report of his speeches in the Vineland Jmwnal,
Lamp, W. A. Grover, Wm. Johnson, R. D. Boyer, cial House, a hotel we commend to all travelers, conducted in shows that his utterances hav the true ring:
all things on Liberal principles. We found the music and
and others.
"I do not know of more than one road leading to happiness,
singing of Mr. Arthur Tilney a great acquisition. The audiLiberals in Good Thunder are Paul Gloucke, ences are delighted with his choice and admirably rendered and that is the LOVE road. No one can afford to be cruel;
John Graham, P. Barner, A. Handy, A. J. Ziegler, A. songs.
no one can afford to be untruthful; no one can alford to get
F. Billett. L. Cook, and Mr. Austin, the latter-named We are hopeful of continueu good reports, and desire now drunk; and so on down to the end of all crimes. Not for the
world would I be a hangman, or a whip-master, or a preacher
gentlem~n the bearer of the Adventist dispatch.
to make our way eastward so as to reach Ballston Spa., N.Y., of God's anger."
At Amboy, Minn., while waiting at the depot for a by the first. of September. Let friends between here and
train, I received calls from several Liberals, one of there desiriHg Tent make immediate application.
AFTER Dr. York's first lectme in Sydney, Australia, the
whom, Mr. Councilman, was at the time I held my
News
says that a lady was overheard to remark, "Well, this is
ITHACA, MICH, July 18th.-We are having grand success
debate with Hull, in Paw Paw, Mich., in, 1862, an here, despite heat and busy season of harvest. We hav large the first time I ever attended a Freethought lecture, and, do
Adventist. Mr. Councilman is now a stanch Liberal, attendance, very great interest, and much excitement among you- know, every word Dr. York uttered was common sense."
The.News devotes a column to a report of the lecture, and
and, having heard that I was in town, came down to the sectarians.
see me. We all had an enjoyable visit of an hour. I
Our new Tent-master, Mr. Arthur Tilney, from Toronto, among its local brevities records Dr. York's success: "West's
hav promised sometime to visit Amboy, pound the Canada, proves a really valuable acquisition; he evinces taCt Academy last evening was crowded by people anxious to hear
gospel, and expound Freethought.
.
and judgment in distributing Liberal literature, etc , is ready Dr. York, the American orator. His logic, humor, and wit
I visited my printer son, Claude, who is editor and and obliging, and ever on the alert to help. His singing evoked storms of applause. Dr. York has made a great hit,
publisher of the Delavan Herald. He is not yet twenty- proves a very great attraction, and has made him deservedly and if his future lectures prove as interesting as that on the
one, and a thoroughgoing Freethinker. I remained popular here. There is nothing of the coarse negro-singer 'Science of Life,' his success in these colonies is assured. He
in Delavan one day, then on to Iowa by way of the or clown business in any of Mr. Tilney's selections. Many of succeeds in interesting both young and old, and his ideas are
Illinois Central mail route-the slowest railroad on them are very English, but all are such, alike sentimer.tal or those of the nineteenth century." When Dr. York left Auckearth, I believe. At Janesville, Ia., my correspond- humorous, as would be favorably received in the parlor of the land, the Bell of that city cheered him on his way like thia:
"Dr. York, last night at the Opera Hous<', made his last apent, M. W. St. John, met me with a conveyance. A most cultured and fastidious gentleman.
pearance before an Aucklstnd audience prior to commencing a
If
Mr.
Tilney
continues
in
his
well-begun
endeavors,
he
six-mile pleasant drive brought us to his farm, on
year's tour in Australia. The doctor, last evening, delivered
which he had planted a grove with a space 25x150 will speedily acquire a deservedly great name and become in- two discourses-one was on 'Father Lambert's Reply to Infeet, over which the arching trees secured us grate- dispensable to our work.
Tent work is mainly pioneer work. It has already afforded gersoll' and the other on 'Inspiration.' His exammation of
ful shade.
Father Lambe1 t's book was a scathing ~xposure of the sophisOur D. M. Bennett saw this lovely Cedar Valley, hundreds opportunity to hear lectures and thus incited them try and misrepresentation that ruJI!.s through it from title page
to
read
our
publications
and
become
versed
in
the
claims
and
and declared that in all his trip around the world he
to finis. Its shallowness and animus was also pointed out,
had not seen· its equal. From "Lookout Mound," principles of Secularism, who, but for the Tent, would doubt- and, while only dealing with three chapters, the doctor said
hav gone to their graves without ever hearing a Liberal
as far as the eye could scan, the scene 'is a vision of less
enough to show that no reliance could be placed on the book
lecture.
·
natural beauty-scores of groves in every direction,
The Examiner, the organ of the Baptists, says, "Indications at all. The second lecture on 'Inspiration ' was as full of
in each grove a farm house neatly tucked away.
are not lacking that the theological conflicts of the next few thought all the proverbial egg is said to be full of meat. There
Tomorrow I am to hav the privilege of dedicating years are to be waged about this question of the inspiration of is no doubt in the mind of any thinking man but that the
M. W. St. John's grove to free speech, and in my the scriptures. The fight may well be fought there. If the theory the doctor advanced is correct, that man is 'a receivEr,'
next will speak particularly of the people of this Bible is the word of God, an authoritativ revelation of his will, being acted upon and inspired from the outside world, both
region.
the system known as orthodox Christianity follows as a mat- the seen and the unseen. His lecture was no blasphemous
Before concluding this sketch I will say that ter of course. If the Bible is not the word of God, there tirade against Biblical in11piration, it was an earnest discourse
Brother St. John was a few years ago a zealous has been no revelation of his will. All preaching is v.Lin and on a deep subject. His recitation of the 19th Psalm we hav
never heard surpassed in any church. The doctor is intense
member of the Baptist church. Paine's "Age of our faith is vain. The question is fundamental."
Reason " opened his eyes. He has been just as ear- This is self-evident truth, yet it is impossible, even with the and his ideas trip one another up, almost so quickly does one
nest in spreading Freethought literature as he ever most kind, loving, and gentle spirit, to point out and expose seem to crowd upon another. He is not an orator, Lut a
was in upholding Christianity. Mrs. St. John is the fallacies of the Bible, giving, as we invariably do, chapter thinker. Like Beecher, he is a mimic, and enacts his points,
heart and hand with him in his Liberal work, and and verse, and, instead of quoting, turning to and carefully as well as argues them. He, however, never attempts to raise
reading it, without engendering fierce h!lte and vindictiv spite a laugh for the sake of it, but always to impress a thought or
even his children, to the youngest, are Liberals.
idea. The doctor believes man has a soul, and we think be
in the hearts of some of its fanatical worshipers.
Lake City, Minn.
W. F. JAMmsoN.
It is wonderful how this class seem to think the very exist· proved it. He leaves for Sydney by the Australia for a year's
ence of their God depends on their coming to his defense and tour of Australia, but he will call here on his way home to
The Tent.
the states."
executing vengesmce for him.
HICKORYCOBNERs.~We struck the tent on Monday, July 6th,
The· Atchison, Kan., Daily Pat1·iot says: "It has been about
"God ought to burn up the Tent and strike that man dead,"
under the dark clouds threatening rain, and worked very hard said one amiable a.ncient dame to her spouse. "Well, you three years since J. E. Remsburg left the school-room for the
to insure getting Tent packed before the deluge descended. see he don't, though," replied the husband. "No, but if I lecture field. During this time he has traveled nearly fifty
The friends not realizing the danger of pack;ing canvas if damp was God I would!" snapped the gentle Xantippe. This spirit, thousand miles, and has delivered from one to twenty lectures
were not on hand so early-4 o'clock, A.lii.; we took down and that instituted and continued the horrors of the Inquisition, in each of the following one hundred and fifty cities and
packed up with assistance of one man, and had only got loaded is the natural consequence of the self-same teaching of the towns: New York, Boston, Mass., Chicago, Ill., Philstdelphia,
up when the rain descended in torrents. We waited till the self-same book-called Bible-and this spirit it was doubtless Pa., Montreal, Can., Albany, N. Y., Newark, N. J., Milheaviest of the storm ahated, and then rode on the load (the that inspired some Bible devotee with the idea to crawl around waukee, Wis., Toronto, Can., Nashville, Tenn., Cleveland, 0.,
whole tent and belongings was loaded on a lumber wagon with the back part of our Tent and pour oil of vitro! on our ropes Rochester, N.Y., Pittsburgh, Pa., Dallas, Tex., Grand Rapids,
hay-rack) through rain to Augusta-nearly nine miles.
where they were tied to the stakes. If we had neglected our in- Mich., Kansas City, Mo., Norwick, Conn, Erie, Pa., Rockford,
We left a growing interest at Hickory Corners. A large variable custom to examin all our stakes every time we go to the Ill., Sioux Falls, Da, Waco, Tex., Scranton, Pa., Leavenclass of intelligent .Jews felt deeply interested in the study of Tent, the loving design might hav succeeded; the vitro! would worth, Kan., Davenport, Ia., Wasan, Wis., Hannibal, Mo.,
evolution, and safely removed from all liability of ever being eat the rope without giving any sign, until when the Tent was Olean, N.Y., Watkins, N.Y., McHenry, Ill., Dowagiac, Mich,
influenced by superstition.
thronged, a little shaking and clown it must fall, and in the Bradford, Pa., St. Joseph, Mo., Decatur, Ill., Altoona, Pa.,
We cannot refrain from expressing our appreciation of the scare .and fear, trying to escape, many helpless women and Salamanca, N. Y., Brocport, N. Y., Fremont, Neb .. , Doylesuniform kindness and earnest co-operation of Mr. Ed. Flans· children most likely hav been killed. For genuin malignity town, Pa., Sturgis, Mich., Carbon, Ind., Bradford, 0., Alliburg and every member of his family. He is a genuin lover and diabolical villainy, this feat is unexcelled even in the pious ance, 0, Perry, Ia., Moline, Ill., Whitehall, N.Y., Centralia,
of liberty, a persistent student, and accurate reasoner; and to days of the Inquisition. · But it was rendered futil-as all .Ill., Duquoin, Ill., Elgin, Ill., Montague, Tex., Hamburg,
his enterprise and liberality the good work accomplished at such designs must be-by our habit of careful exami'nation. N. Y., Concordia, Kan., Cawker City, Kan., Seward, Neb.,
Hickory Corners and vicinity is mainly due; while we feel Ammonia stays the corrosiv action of vitrol. We, in a few Burlingame, Kan., Polo, Ill., St. Johns, Ill., Nunda, Ill.,
assured there will be no lagging of interest among the young minutes, remedied the mischief and removed the cause of Nunda, N. Y., Lansdale, Pa., Wyoming, IlL, Seneca, Kan.,
folks under the lead of so worthy a son of a noble sire as danger. The same spirit would vitro! us, but such creatures, Union City, Mich., St. Petersburg, Pa., Chebanse, Ill., Manyoung Mr. Charles Flansburg.
although claiming they do such dirty work to help their God, teno, Ill., Kent, 0., Sterling, Ill., 'fama, Ia., Belleville, Kan.,
The brave old veteran (on our arrival there the only sub- are doubtful of his ability to protect them; they; are always Wamego, Kan., J.Jamar, Mo., Yorkshjre, N. Y., Bismarck
scriber to a Liberal paper in the place), Jas. Roughton-over cowards.
Grove, Kan., l!'orest Park, Kan., Temple, Tex., Durand, Ill.,
eighty-five years of age-a constant subscriber to 'l'HE TRu·rH
Tent work must always be extra arduous. ·we go to entire Dana, Ill., Carlyle, IlL, Stockton, Kan., Wilson, Kan., Morril,
SEEKER, is a genial old gentleman who was always at his post, new fields, like this of Ithaca, where heretofore nothing ha~ Kan, Gilman, Ill., Leona Kan., Republic, 0 ,_Republic City,
despite the cold, damp nights. His life has honored his pro- grown but the noxious weeds of bigotry, fanaticism, and Kan., Chalfont, Pa , Spiceland, Ind., Montezuma. N. Y.,
fession of Secularism, and gained for him the respect of the supl?l'jltition. In clearing up and ·ploughing such fields, we Olathe, Kan., Hberal, Mo., Salineville, 0., Creston, Ill., Popentire community-another proof that open avowal and con- hav tb remove the tangled roots of prejudice, and face the lar Grove, Ill, New Comerstown, 0., Leonardville, Kau.,
sistent living up to the principles of Secularism, instead of hissing of the venomous serpents, and endure the stealthy Ma.qtersville, 0., Pilot, Ill., Centralia, Kan., Hobinson, Kan.,
losing, gain the respect and esteem of the community.
attacks of the vermin that hav so long generated unmolested. Waterford, Pa, Randolph, Kan., East Handolph, N. Y.,
Our experience at Hickory Corners convinced us there is a
But, on the other hand; we are cheered and encouraged by Laura, 0., Axtell, Kan., ·capron, Ill., Patch Grove, Wis.,
limit to human endurance, even of enthusi~tstic workers, and the expressions of gratitude from many honest hearts who hav Stewartsville, Mo., Netawaka, K{ln., Wetmore, Kan., Summit
that if we would continue our efforts we must hav a Tent· been benefited by our labor, who start rejoicing along tho Station, N. Y., Meredith, Kun., Ulysses, Neb., Arrington
master. When we shipped Tent at Augusta we were sadly ex- broad, bright fields of science and freedom.
Springs, Kun., Cedarville, N.Y., Curversville, Pa., Union, Ill.,
hausted and went on to Kalamazoo, and found hospital, as
We are sowing the seed, the harvest will come hereafte1·; Ridge Farm, Ill., Scandia, Kan., Ashley, 0., !lflinesville, Ill.,
well as hospitable reception, at our dear friend Elias H. and the way is made easier for all who come after us to con- Forestville, N.Y., Irwin's Station, Pa., Palmer, Kan, J.Jincoln
Gault's, and gladly yielded to his advice to rest a day or two tinue the good work.
Center, Kan., New Holland, Pa., PoYt Clinton, 0., Huntley,
and recuperate.
We are advertised for three lectures here on Sunday. Each 01., Blair, Neb., Prairie City, Ia., Irving, Kun., Leesville, 0.,
Our dear colleague and honored friend, S. P. Putnam, the night some hav come from considerable distances; they go Chesterfield, Ind., Versailles, 0., Syracuse, Neb., Osage Mis-
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sion, Kan., Randolph, N.Y., Oconomowoc, Wis., Lacon, Ill.,
Linesville, Pa., Coloma, Mich., Ludlow Falls, 0., Weiland,
Can., Dwight, Ill., Leon, Ia., Scio, 0., Norse, Tex., Milldgeville, Ill., Etna Green, ·Ind., Waynesburg., Pa., Cassadaga
Lake, N.Y.

double. I presume that those who desire can secure accommodations at $1.00 per day at comfortable, private boarding
houses. Such can correspond with J. J. McCabe, The committee will spare no pains to be of service to all <>Ur friends
who come· to the Convention.
S. P. Pu-rNAM.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THE ALBANY CONVENTION.
Previously acknowledged,
- $740.00
John E. Remsburg (paid),
10.00
1.00
Mrs. H. Seller (ticket-paid), -

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President. ·
Total,
$751.00
CHARLES WA'rTs,
SAMUEL P. Pu·rNAM, Secretary,
From :Mr. Reynolds.
Firat Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
Our indefati~able colleague, Samuel P. Putnam, has done
Coun-rLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York. noble and herculean work in securing talent and means· to in.
sure a grand success of the Convention at Albany, N. Y., Sept.
11th to 13th.
Beyor/d. all question this will be one of the largest and most
Every Freethinker should become au Annual or Life Member of the National Liberal League. Life-membership certifi- interesting and important Conventions ever held in the state.
cates are i5sued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These The very best talent in our ranks has been engaged, every arcertificates are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of rangement perfected, railroad fare and board secured at
the president of the League,, Robert G. Ingersoll, and of its greatly reduced r~tes, tickets admitting to t>Very session of the
secretary, Samuel P. Putman; they are therefore an orna- Convention (except Colonel Ingersoll's lecture on Tuesday
ment to any place and a memorial of great value. They
should adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close evening, Sept. 13th), only $1.00. And remember, positivly no
of the year. The support thus given to the League would collections. The orthodox custom-" more honored in the
make its success certain.
A. C. MACDONALD,
·breach than the observance "-the begging or passing the hat,
Chairman of the Finance Committee. is positivly prohibited.
33 Clinton Place, New Yor.lr city.
While it will be a New York state meeting, especially designed to advance the cause of Secularism in New York, all
Albany Convention, Etc.
are earnestly and cordially invited; of course the Eastern
'l'he following ringing message comes from the president of states will be very largely represented, and we hav promis of
q!lite a number of delegations from Western states. Such
the Boston Ingersoll Secular Society:
"FRIEND Pu-rNAM: I shall be present at the Albany Con- genuin Liberals as Elias H. Gault and wife, L. G. Bragg and
vention and will do whatever lies in my power to make it a wife, of Kalamazoo, Mich., and many others like them, are
glorious success.
not to be deterred by distance. They express determination
"I am delighted that our Boston Liberals take such an in- to be present, for they rightly regard the cause of Secularism
terest in it, and I hope the good work will prosper mightily
as universal, and know no North, no South, no East, no West.
among Liberals everywhere.
" That reason, science, and progress mi!-Y receive an impPtus What advances Liberalism in one section is advantage to all
at AI buny that will be felt all over this continent is the ardent Secularists everywhere, feeling their indebtedness to the brave
wish of
Sincerely yours,
GEo. N. HILL."
and noble pioneers who at cost of liberty and lire itself purThe following is from one of our pioneers in the great West: chasecl for us the privileges we do enjoy. They feel it their
"Fou-r BuFOitD, DAR.
imperativ duty to do all in their power to secure a still grander
"~ln. Pu-rNAM: In our small community of three hundred I heritage of more perfect freedom to succeeding generations.
am the only Liberal. I hav had many discussions. There is
The time of abject submission to the arrogant dictation of
a wide field here for labor, and it givs me great pleasure to do church prelates, of slavish obedience to the whims of old
something for our cause.
"If I could become a member of the League or any branch Mother Orthodoxy and the decrees of Mrs. Grundy, is past.
We should•all.realize, as did _that great model truth seeker,
thereof it would giv me encouragement. 'fhis place, however, is RO far from any Freethought organization that I can the lamented D. M. Bennett, the necessity and duty to make
only become member by letter.
real, earnest, self-sacrificing efforts to shed abroad the light of
If in any way I can assist the work of the National League, truth for the benefit of our fellow-creatures.
I shall expect you to call upon me.
The time for practical, united endeavor, for commencing in
"Yours truly,
WM. R. CouRBE-r."
earnest the aggressiv war for our rights, the secularization of
S. D. Jeffers, president of the Ingerooll Secular 8ociety of our government, and the redeeming of the grand old Empire
'l'roy, makes a good suggestion:
state from puritanical phariseeism and bigotry, has arrived.
"DEAR MR. Pu-rNAM: Many people hav the idea that FreeOnly by agitation, by the presentation of facts, awakening
thinkers hav no principles and no platform. Would it not
be a good plan to publi,;h in the Troy and Albany papers and thought, and arousing a spirit of investigation can we hope to
el~;ewhere the Nine Demands of Liber11lism, so that the world attain the much-needed thorough and efficient organization
can see that what we seek is justice?
necessary to s!lccess. United action will insure victory, but
"Fraternally yours,
S. D. JEFFERS."
united action means individual effort. New York state is leavI wish all friends would curry out this suggestion, and wher- ened with Secularism, and yet remains sunk in the mire of
ever it is possible huv published in the city or village or county superstition and intolerance, because thousands of her best
newspa1Jer the Nine Demands of Liberalism, and thus our citizens dare not express their honest convictions, but yield
platform will become more widely known. By a little effort seeming allegiance to religious rites. and ceremonies they reeach Liberal may get into his local paper to which he sub- gard either with contempt or hatred, laboring under the deluscribes a notice of the Albany Convention and a publication of sion, fostered by the church, that Secularists are too weak in
the Nine Demands. In this way much can be done to arouse numbers and influence to dare express their convictions or
assert their rights.
the interest of the people.
What are we doing to help these mollusks and impart the
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS, ETC., AT :J.'HE ALBANY CONVENTION.
needed vertebra? What, dear reader, are you individually
We huv received the following from '1'. Hoessle, Son & Co,
doing to enlighten the people in regard to the aims and obliof the Delavan.
gations of Secularism? What hav you accomplished by dis"DEAR Sm: Your letter of July lOth duly received. Our tribution of Liberal literature? What done us canvassers for
house is the largest and best in Albany. 1We should be glad our best books? And, especially, and of first importance,
to hav you make your headquarters with us, and can offer you
the rate of $3 per day for single bed, and where two persons how many subscribers hav you. obtained for our best Liberal
.
uecupy the sA.me bed we will charge $2.50 each. This, you papers?
will Ree, is a very low mte; us we charge $4 per day to everyWe are not doing one-hundredth part of what we might,
body. We make this rate hoping to get 100 or more persons. could, and should do. 'fhink what is being done by the de'Ve are,
Hespectfully,
'1'. HoEsSLE, 8oN & Co "
votees of superstition, the Seventh Day Adventists. A poor
Mr. McCabe, pre"i,lent of Albany Libernl Association, ttlso despised sect raised in this state last year $25,000 for propcalled upon Mr. Hoessle, who said that he would giv to those agandist work. They religiously devote one-tenth of their
who attended our Convention the very .best rooms in the increose, and never less than one-fifth of their time to the
house that were unoccupied. He also said that September is cause they love. All this for error and fanaticism.
always a busy mouth, and he would like to know beforehand
Shall we do nothing for the cause of truth, reason, and huor us soon as possible, if there will be as many as 100 who manity? We earnestly hope every Liberal in the state of New
York will avail himself of the privileges of the coming Con
will come.
THE DELAVAN.
vention at Albany. The most able exponents of Secularism
As the Delavan offers the most favorable terms of all t~e leave other fields of labor to help the state of New York. · All
leading hotels in Albany, and is unquestionably a first-class who wish to be benefited by their labors must do their part
hotel, with ample ucco1lHnodations for the comfort of guests, of the work
Every school district throughout the whole
it will be chosen liB the headquarters of the Convention. 1t state should be represented.
will be for the pleasure of all those who attend the ConvenWhat can I do? Resolve to attend. The first important
tion to st.ay at the Delavttn if they can afford it, for they will duty to make the meeting a success is to commence at once
enjoy a delightful and stimuladng social life during the prog- and get ready; arrange to take your wife, mother. sisters, and
l"ess of the Convention. We shull hav a royal company in- children. Let us lay aside home cares just for a few days,
deed. It will be well worth Htraining the pocket a little in and devote the time to the cause we profess to love. Send at
order to partake of this exhilamting comradeship beneath the once the money for tickets; send by registered letter or postsame roof. It will be like having a grand part.y all the time- office order to S. P. Putnam, THE Tuu-rH SEEKER office, 33
a gorgeous dessert to the solidities of the lecture feast.
Clinton Place, New York. Send money for your tickets to-day,
It will be well for all those who purpose to go to the Dela- and half the difficulties about going will fade away. Having
van to secure their rooms as soon as possible, for the dates of paid for your tickets you are bound to go. Your sending for
the Convention, September 11th, 12th, and 13th. AJ it is a your tickets will induce others to do likewise. On learning
busy season, the state fair OC<J'tttring then, it will be first come you hav resolved to go, others will make special effort to go
first served. Write to T Hoessle, Son & Co., The Delavan, or also. It is hurd times! Yes. Cannot really afford it! Of
to J. J. McCabe, 35 Van Woort st1•eet, Albany, N.Y.
course not. But what do you liv for ? To delve and grind
As this is a free country, and everybody is bound to do as and slave and pinch and save, grow prematurely old and die.
he's a mind to, and, go where he listeth, I will giv the rates of If this is all you liv for, the sooner you are dead the better
other hotels that each may follow his own sweet will. Ken- for all concerned, especially your poor wife. What is the use
more House, $3 per day. StanwiJ: Hall, $2.50 for the fifth floor, of living unless you get some enjoyment out of life as it
$3.00 and $3.50 for the floors below. When two persons oc- passes? DPuth m••Y come before another year. Now you can
cupy the same bed the $3.50 will be $3.00. Hotel Brunswick go-you1· w•fe needs t.o go. Think of the dull monotony of
$2.00 single, $1.50 double. Dunlop House $1.50 single, $1.~5 her life-the weary round of unceasing 08.1eS and thankless
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duties so long, so faithfully, so patiently performed. Giv her
a holiday, brighten her life, gladden her heart, let a little of
the sunlight of pleasure shine on her pathway; giv her some
proof that you hav still some of the dear affection and tender
love of long ago; Think of those courting days when, if she
would only consent to accompany you on an excursion, you
felt so proud and elated; your suspenders could hardly keep
you from flying to the moon, you· were so loony with pride
and joy.. Has she not now even greater claims on your love
and care? We need the help, the influence, the inspiration
of women. You help yourself, you help others by attending
the meeting with your wife and family, Cost so much! What
do you liv fqr? Work for? Grind and squeeze and scrape
and slave atid save for? When are you going to get any good
of it all? Here is an opportunity for you, your wife, and
family to hav a real social enjoyment-intellectual recreation.
Get away from home; break up the dull routin of life; benefit
yourself and fellow-creatures. Justice demands your going.
Mercy enjoins it; it would be mean and cruel to miss so grand
an occasion of doing and receiving good. Yon wish to secure
your own happiness by promoting the happiness of others.
Here is your opportunity. For right, truth, and reason'fl sake,
do not, having deserted orthodox Christianity, practice its
worst habits, make loud profession of faith, and never liv
out your profession. Let, none but penuriouR nothingarians
stay away from the Albany Convention. Let all stayaways,
save those prevented by sickness or absolute pover1y, nevermore claim to be Liberals or Secularists, for Secularism is doing as well ns doubting-doing justice, loving mercy, and
promoting the happiness of our fellow-creatures.
"You and your wife going or staying, when there will be
such an immense gathering, won't make any difference?" Yes,
it will. You and your wife going will be talked about by your
neighbors; their attention and interest will be aroused in regard to the meeting; your going will induce some friend or
neighbor to investigate the principles, the aims and objects of
this Secularism, that prompts so close and careful a man as
you to take your wife so far to attend the Convention. They
will begin to think, to read, to Liberalize. Your presence and
that of your wife and family increases the numbers and interest of the meeting. Remember the fifteen or twenty thousand
Liberals present will consist of individuals. Numbers giv
importance to the meeting in the eyes of newspaper men, and
induce them to giv more full and careful reports of the meeting. The respect they pay it givs confidence to many lonely
ones. Let every true and honest Liberal rally, make an earnest effort to attend, and the Albany Convention will be an
acknowledged power, and Secularism will receive a mighty
impetus.
Send for your tickets now, to-day; don't lose a single mail.
All-important as we regard every day in Tent labor, we shall
leave the Tent to take part in the grandest and most import•lllt Convention of Liberals ever held in our state.
Come one, come all. Let us enjoy this grand opportunity
to cultivate sociability, and revel in the grand intellectual feast
that prince of poets and caterers, the genial, jovial, ever-energetic Putnam, has labored so hard to prepare for us at Albany,
8eptember 11th to 13th.
CHAs. B. REYNOLDS.

The Lesson for Christians.
From Liohtjor Thinlcers.

THE TRUTH SEEKER is becoming quite proficient in illustrating "old theology." Its latest and best is a full sheet size entitled: "A Short Lesson in History for Christians." It ought
to be widely circulated.
:\IR.

BAILEY'S OPINION.

From the Nashville, 1tnn., Libe1'a.l.

'fhe picture of Christian fire in THE TRUTH SEEKER, burning Bruno, every Christian ought to see. That alone should
cause all men to withdraw from a combination that would
murder a man for a difference of opinion. The picture should
be hung up in the house of every Christian.
'

YES,-BU'£ IS NO'£ RELIGION THE PARENT OF ECCLIIlSIAS'rlCIS!II?
Frorr• the Occidmt (Jewish).

Our esteemed contemporary, THE TRUTH SEEKER, publishes
a terrible picture, depicting the burning of men of science by
the Inquisition in the name of religion. Heligion itself is
blameless for all thA crimes committed in its name. We recognize Colonel Ingersoll us a religious man, and a preacher of
religion. Ecclesiasticism, not religion, played the devil with
mankind. Ecclesiasticism engendered superstition and fanatICISm. It is illogical to confound religion with church tyranny.
Heligion itself is an honest spirit.
THE PICTURE SUGGESTIV-AND

~lORE

DEMANDED.

"E. A. H., in the. New Thought.

THE TRUTH SEEKEn has taken to illustrating. Its issue of
July 11th contains a vivid picture contrasting the spirit and
fruits of science with the fruits and spirit of Christianity. In
one corner, the Salvation Army, with drums, tamborines,
bones, bugles, accordions, and banners "re marching along
close to a crowd of scientists, Huxley, Darwin, Tyndall, Humbolt and Haeckel. One of the banners bears the following inscription: "We will whip the Devil or Bust!" One can almost hear the clangor and clamor. the shouts of " We're for
Jesus," "I am the child of a king"" Hurrah for God." In
another place, Galileo, with mapl! and charts spread out
before him, and the sword of the Inquisition raised threateningly above him. is represented as recanting. Next to this is
pictured the mnrtyrdo'm of the immortal Bruno. How
patiently he bears his tortures, while the robed priests with
crucifix and crosier stand by, wettring smile3 of the most complete satisfnction. Over the words, "'fhe last argument of
the church," 'falmage is leading a dimiuutiv policeman carrying in his hand a warrant for the .arrest of the author of
"Which Way?" who stands erect, displaying a ripe, noble
manhood. Morse and Stephenson intent upon those inventions that hav revolutionized the world, are unmindful of the
frantic ravings of two disciples of Presbyterianism who a_re
shouting, "Thwarting the will 'of God," "Heralds of AntiChrist."' Altogether the illustration is suggestiv. Let us hav
more.

CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Compauy's '9\\blica·
tiona sent free upon 1\pplicat.ian.
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giomntnni~atiotts.
Popery in America.

~r>,

1885.

t~ the Catholics in 1854 can in our time be truthfully charged to the Protestants in 1885, for we can
foresee dangers equally imminent in the movements of
Protestant denominations for if the facts are true as
set forth by this writer, the Protestant church would
rather unite with the Catholics in crushing out Freethought and so-called Infidelity than to unite w~th
us supporting our governments, and allow Infidehty
to maintain its foothold.
The assiduous efforts put forth by the Cat~olics to
get possession of public funds, and to est~bhsh s~ctarian schools, prove that they feel their growmg
power, and soon will adopt other methods to enf?rce
their demands besides petitioning legislativ bodies.
The fqllowing paragraph, clipped from the Radical
Review a few months ago speaks for itself:
"The most formidable op;osition against all schemes aiming at the taxation of church property comes from Roman
Catholic quarters. We well remember that a few years ago it
was Roman Catholic influence that defeated a bill introduced
in the Wisconsin legislature by Mr.•A.rthur Bate, demanding
the taxation of church property. A similar bill, just now
before the Iowa legislature, is being vigorously opposed by
the Roman Catholics of that state. A special dispatch to the
1i-ibune from Dubuque tells us of a second meeting held at
the cathedral chapel to protest against the church and school
property tax bill. Bishop Hennessy- and others addressed the
large meeting of 700 persons, and a committee was appointed
to go to Des Moines and work against the bill."
It is a well known fact that the bill was defeated,
but what are we going to do about it? If the sinister influence of Rome can control our legislativ bodies
at the present time, how long will it be before it
can cont:r:ol the affairs of the nation. And on this
question the Protestants vie with the Catholics in opposing the taxation of church property.
When I see men and women who call themselvs
"Reformers" quibbling about trifles, with no unity
of purpose, and, on the other hand, the united forces
of ignorance, backed up by untold millions, ready to
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believe that among the so-called Liberals and reformers there is a lack of stability and true manhood.
Our forces are divided, and, so far as I can see, the:r:e
is little hope of uniting them.
Every earnest, sincere Liberal must heartily rejoice
to know that an effort is being made by the Liberal
League to bring about a better condition of things
among the thinking peopie, and it is to be hoped
that the League officers will find that hearty cooperation; support, and encouragement which they
deserve, and may the good work prosper until
we, as Liberals, stand united as one man, ready to
do battle with every form of superstition and error,
·
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Washington, Paine, and Franklin, so that in coming
years our children and children's children may enjoy
that perfect freedom and imnunity from all forms
of bondage and priestcraft for which all great men
ha'V labored so long and earnestly.
ROChester, N.. Y.., J U 1y 17, 1885 .
H • 0 · S OMJIIERS.

To •rHE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH "SEEKER, Sir : I am
glad to know that you are so persistent in warning
the thinking people, through your columns, of the
danger which threatens us by the rapid growth of
Roman Catholicism in America, as nearly, if not all,
the other Liberal papers are silent on this all-important subject.
H~re is a paragraph which I clipped from one
of our daily papers recently, which shows the rapid
growth of this pernicious sect in one state of the
union, and what is true of Kentucky is also true of
every state:
''In 1795 the Roman Catholics in Kentucky had one priest
and 1,500 ~embers. Now there are 2 bishops, 4 hospitals,
9 Hsylums, 57 colleges; 193 priests, 653 churches and stations,
16,344 schools, and 300,000 population."
These figures giv us some idea of the growth and
progress of popery in America, but it is only when
such statistics are brought to light that we can realize the power which this hydra-headed monster
sways in our state and national government.
Sectarianism has been the curse of every nation
on earth, and when we consider the fact that the
churches, both Protestant and Catholic, are fighting
for the supremacy, it behooves every liberty-loving
citizen to be on his guard, least we fall prey to the
machinations of priestcraft.
From an old magazine, published in 1854, I make
the following quotation:
"In 1817, when, Bonaparte being sa~ely stowed away on the
island of St. Helena, all the kings, pnnces, and potentates of
EuropP, either in person or by their deputies, assembled in
Brussels, or some other town in Germany, they assumed the
name "f the Holy Alliance, their object was to check the
growth of republicanism, _which threatened to turn their
thrones upside down."
The emperor of Austria was represented by Count
Metternich; this count was considered one of the
most profound, subtle, and Jesuitical politicians of
that time. He was chief director and spokesman in
that convention. In one of his speeches he said: "As
long as a republic exists in America, there will be
no stability for any throne in Europe.''
He proposed, as the safest, surest, and most expeditious mode of destroying this republic, to plant
and support the Roman Catholic faith in every town,
village, and hamlet in the country. Said he, " There
is no obstacle, all we want is money; all religions are
-tolerated in America. Our priests, monks, confessors,
bishops, cardinals, and Jesuits need no disguise;
there they can carry their heads as proud as the most
esteemed Protestant bishops. There, too, they hav
a vote; their naturalization is a rope of sand; the
false oaths, being sworn for the good of Mother
Church, are recorded by the priests among the deeds
meritorious."
Is it not a fact that, at every annual election, thouTemperance vs. Legislativ Prohibition.
sands, and ten of thousands, who never learned a
letter in their own language, and cannot even speak
Among the six articles of mark in THE TRUTH
English so as to be understood, and who know noth- SEEKER of July 4th, E. C. Walker's battle-cry indiing of our laws, yet hav the right of franchise? And cates the point where liberty is most imperiled.
their voteis as good as any nativ American.
The church allied with the state power by our
At that convention of the holy alliance, large Sabbath laws, church property exemption from taxes,
sums were subscribed to be paid annually for the and appropriation of school funds, steadily pursues
support of priests and the building of churches, col- its theocratic policy by a new alliance with the Proleges, monasteries, nnd nunneries in all the pomp hibitionist demagogs. Temperance is but the false
and ostentation of Rome.
pretext of this movement. A certain branch of comCould the effect be traced to the cause, I verily merce, at once useful and abuseful, and collateral to
believe that the most of the conversions of Protes- temperance, is singled out because it affords a chance
tant priests, Puseyites, etc., into Catholic bishops, for the intervention of the clergy in meddlesome l~>g
is found in the influence of this bank of faith and islation, to the negleet of their proper but less lucragold dust established by the holy alliance.
tiv social duties of influence over morality.
Money and promotion will turn the half of the
We cannot too emphatically declare the fact, to
bishops in Europe and America into journeymen for which, as I infer from divers communications to THE
the pope; his cardinals, and monkhoods.
TRUTH SEEKER, Lucifer, etc., many Liberals hav not
I thought last fall, when each of the aspirants for opened their eyes, notwithstanding the St. John
the presidency was courting favors from Catholic campaign, that Prohibitionism is only a plank of the
voters, how little the American people realize the clerical platform, the entering wedge of the ecclesisubtle influence of popish rule in America.
astical state party. The Catholics now look on, well
When we see the hordes of wild, ignorant, savage- contented to see the heretics pulling the chestnuts
looking Catholics from the shambles of Europe, out of the fire for them. When they hav cooled, the
vomited on our shores from the holds of every pope may condescend to eat them. Church plus state
packet-ship, we cannot but feel anxious for the safety =papal theocracy. Add to the blazon of God in the
of our republican institutions and the welfare of Constitution on its party banner, the pathogenic
our government.
symptom of clericalism, that it identifies itself with
France has been wading through fields of fire and authority, compressiv, repressiv, and centralized,
blood for a hundred years. Mexico is a den of against individual liberty. Catholicism is the church.
monks and thieves. The revival of Jesuitism in The rest are shams, skirmishers in disguise. EviEurope, and of the facts of the unholy leagues of dently reason is insufficient to meet this case, like
certain despotic powers to subvert and undermine that of religious superstition. I note with satisfacour own republic, ought to arouse every lover of his tion the proposition to anti-institutionize, among the
country, before his hands are tied and his lips sealed Liberals of New York under Mr. Wakeman's pastorby the power of the priests.
ate. It is quite a temptation to turn sheep. The
The states and churches are ripe for a popish har- young folks must find in the Liberal fold enjoyment
vest; there is not a Cranmer among the bishops of for senses and hearts, if Liberalism is to grow and
England or America, nor a Luther among the Prot- prosper.
estants. The Episcopal church is half Romanizad
So with the cause of Temperance 'IJS, prohibition
already; the Catholic is compassing larrd and sea in by laws confounding uses with abuses, in meddling
making proselytes; soon they will hold the majority, with a certain class of trade and trampling on the
when they can make, mend, alter, or destroy the liberties of personal discretion.
Constitution according to law.
The dealer in pure wines or beers is not merely an
It must appear to every candid-thinking mind that honorable merchant, but temperance has no better
what the author of the above quotation has charged friend than he except the vintner. This is proved by

the published testimony of United States consuls in
all parts of the world. . All the wi~e-drinkin~ peapies are t~In:perate. Neither the cr~mes nor diseases
characteristic of drunkards prevail among them.
The evils of intoxicati.on begin at the boundary line
to the north of the vme. Temperance must be socially organized by fe~al_e _in~e~ventio~. Mrs. Astor
has taken an honorable Illlt~ativ,m her mr?le, E. C. W.
is a popular lecturer; let him woo and wm the young
ladies ~o tre~t legisl_at~v. prohi?ition ho~eopathica~ly
by the~r somal prohibitiOn of _msane drmk~rs. Dl~
somama, the drun~ard craze, mste_ad of bemg m~ti
plied by generat~on, and orgamzed by heredity,
should be Shakerized by the _courag~o~s. No of her
who by wedlock becomes partweps cnmm~s and conspires against the unborn.
Socially responsible for drunkenness of the m_ost
criminal tendency, and on the largest scale, pressmg
on the whole proletariat class, are those mill-owners
and other capitalists who grind their wealth out of
the misery of their hirelings whom they drive to the
alcoholic suicide for a few hours' respit from OOD·
sciousness. Cut off from the dram, they find opium
or some other poison that takes precedence of food
of food and clothing, so that this class of drunkards
l 't t'
·
is incurable while misery persistu, and exp ot a lOD IS
held in honor. Meanwhile, let the drunkard answer
for his actions without reservation or excuse. If he
offend, measure his offense by its mischief, and don't
sentimentalize about guilty intention. He who abdicates his reason is potentially guilty of whatever he
may do in its absence. To get drunk is equivalent
to malice prepense, and men drink on purpose to
commit acts of violence beyond their sober courage.
Such murders are of daily occurrence.
Let society reason about drunkards as it reasons
about mad dogs or rattlesnakes. Society does not
plead in their favor, like General Crooks in behalf of
the Apaches, that murder is the natural exercise of
their faculties. It neither excuses nor blames them,
but it blots them out of being as inconsistent with
its welfare. The Apache, in killing, makes clean
work, the drunkard makes his family home a den of
filth and crime. Criminal acts are less frequent under influence of spirits among the rich, because,
their habits being less executiv, thought rather than
action is bewildered. Besides, they drink a better
quality of liquor, which, like man, is subject to the
etiquet of education and acts differentially upon the
same nerves. The knowledge of their responsibility
would send some into an asylum for medical treatment.
In vain may the scrutiny of facts, such as were adduced last year in THE TRUTH SEEKER from the Washington agitator and from Dio Lewis, showing the
practical faiiure of the prohibitory laws in New
Hampshire and in Maine to abate the nuisance, and
their stimulus to hypocrisy, and the opportunities
they
d afforded
· tto malice.
l
t" Youl may
t as well
" carry facts
.
an reason m o a una IC asy urn o convmce mamacs
of their crazes, as to combat with them the strong
delusion of representation, to which demagogs add
the ambitions of power and pelf.
These speculators upon law, these would-be legislators, paid for pretending to relieve individual conscience of its social duties, will persist for the same
reasons as the liquor dealers persist, in pandering to
a depraved taste and morbid habit. Of the two
cases, indeed, the craze of legislation is more dangerous than the alcoholic, and the profits of the legislator greater than the liquor dealer's-honors thrown
in gratis, honors peculiar to the legislator, and which
in a sane state of public opinion would be infamies.
Futil as a moral suasion propaganda has proved
in suppressing intemperance, the influence of woman,
concentrated upon liquor dealing, has been more
effectiv than legislation. Dio Lewis has proved this.
To the conversion of the mischievous publican nothing is opposed except his greed of gain, whereas to
this the mischievous legislator add's the prestige of
power and fame. The only argument that could hav
any weight with him would be the impossible one of
higher pay and greater esteem for minding his own
business at home, instead of meddling with other
people's at the capitaL
_ Now, as the American people are hellbent on subjecting the traffic in drink to majority votes, it behooves us to calculate like politicians on class interests. We can prove to the numerous small farmers
that they near the point at which the competition of
capital with machinery will render their independence upon arable levels impossible, by the cheaper
production of grains, cotton, and tobacco. Fruit
and wine, for which the mountains suit, will be the
only crops available for market. Their economic interest thus classes them on the temperance side
against the Prohibitionists.
Prohibitionist_ legislation, without the name of it,
is already oppressing Texan farmers. We read in
the Gal'IJeBton News :
"Referring to Comptroller Swain's decision that viticulturists must not sell their wine at retail without 11 license, and
must not sell by the gallon or cask without paying the state
and county tax as dealers-$450 a year-the German Post
takes occasion to remark that the vinyards of 'l'exas are
mostly small, and, as it will not pay them as a rule to meet
such an exaction, they will, of course, hav to be discontinued.
The Post is correct. Here is another subject for reflection for
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the citizens of this alleged 'freest country on earth.' The tainted, and the very officers you intrust with their
'fJ;te acting sense that things are not what they ought to be
farmer is persuaded that be is free, but he cannot sell the
.
creates the deepest unrest. As the social chasms widen, the
wine from his own vinyard without paying the state probably executiOn only use it to increase their own income." popular exasperation grows reckless. There is much that
more than the wine is worth."
And yet these hypocrite' will claim that Christianity offers pretext~ for dis)Jelief, ~nd tempts to despair.
· A general conviction of the folly of legislation, and is a blessing and a great moral eng in above all others . And t~us,_srde by srd~, actr_ng ~nd reacting, we behold Athethe fallacy of representation, ·is not to be . expected to make men and women virtuous! Why, even Mar- rsm-w hrch rs Anarchy m the mdrvidual soul-and the BO· called
"Anarchistic Socialism,". both plunging headlong and desfrom argument1 but only from the expedence of bet- monism is better than this; they perform their wick- perate,
they k~ow not whr~her. Nor let anyone imagin that
tar results from other methods of action. To ini.- edness at least under the form of law, and the woman the propagandists of Athersm and Socialism are slow to aptiate these we must influence the persons, the live is not blasted for life, as is the case with us, and preciate the power, as weapons, ther:e is in winged words.
Jlhall be very unwise if we do not wake up to see what
forces, least interested in political schemes. Now, when. once she falls is bou~d to be a prostitute the We
they are so busy doing.
this negativ indication givs the sex excluded from the remamde~ of her days, ~hd~ the_ man may and does _Th~ ignorant and hard elements of society, anywhere, it is
ballot and from government, and"who least inclined to 'fill the highest offi~es .m the land. Mormonism at sard, rf neglected, go to the bad. But in the cities, at any
rate, there are no "neglected" classes; the devil cultivates
alcoholic forms of intemperance, hav also tlie strong- least prevents prostitutiOn.
.
.
est personal' interest in the temperance of men, as
:Sut what can be done to Impr?ve t~IB state of every neglected field; on every unoccupied corner he builds
his own shops and circulates his own literature.
their husbands, their fathers, and, their children.
thmgs? I can see no way out of this while the :pea- The Congregational "Club," East and West and other re·
In the natural constitution of life there is such a ple can be led by the nose as they are by orgamzed ligious organizations, do well to recognize th~ power of the
correlation between faculty and desire, that the pas- bands of p~iests. While they .ca~ be made to believ_e press; they do well to recognize the fact that its power does
session of facultativ power awakens the desire to ex- that there IS 11: futu~e happy hfe m store for them If not all go one way. The new evangelism will not get on very
in its undertaking without the aid of the press· neither
ercise it. This we observe in the muscular develop- they only ?ehev? I~ ghosts, I can see no help f~r far
will it hav gone far before being made sharply awa~e of the
ment of the child and its proportional activity, th 6 n them. This behef m. future worlds .mus~ be ?radi- fa~t th'lt just here it will encounter one of its worst antagin the experimental curiosities· and explorativ ten- ~ated ?efore people WI~llearn to do nght m this. It omsts.
There is an Atheistic press; nlW!erous, multiform, and disdencies which coincide with cerebral development.
Is a mighty work, ?ut It must be done, and d~me by
with a dead-in-earnest assiduity. It is in its way
Now, the influential faculty of woman has likewise the young a~d with the young; and sometime~ I seminated
the breath of a pestilence. Because it does not come into vour
its natural physiological ambitions, which, if confined, almost de~pair: When I was youn~ I used to thmk home is no sign that it does not go iato other homes.
•
in most of them to household details transcend that certamly m twenty-five years, m a free country Here, for instance, lying before me is a big bundle of those
more
or
less
influential
edicts
of
the
Atheistic
press,
from
a
these in a goodly ~umber of the stronger~minded.
like ~his, ~he people would see the folly of being led
city; not all equally outspoken and defiant, but all
The restless impulsion of the woman's rights by the pnests, but now at sevent~ J:ears I seem to see single
steeped to the lips in the spirit of denial; some of them reekmovement, checked for a while in its political ambi- them bound as fast as ever to their Ido~s; and though ing with the ''sweltering venom" of blasphemy; not a few so
tion; combines with the "higher education" now r)l- w~ hav force? from them some of therr hell-fire_ doc- hot with wrath and rage it almost blisters the hand to hold
ceived by many young ladies to produce a self~con- trms, they still hav the masses .fast by the throat, and them!

scious force, susceptible of social direction.
It is deplorable to see a fine specimen of woman,
like Elizabeth Cady Stanton, pounding away at the
doors of the legislativ chamber, closed against her
ambition, when her forces, socially directed, could
achieve results far superior to the political. The
Franco-Prussian war was immediately due to a similar misdirection of the energies of Eugeuie. Here is
a whole army of live force, undisciplined, but spoiling for a fight with the abuses which are marshaled
under a masculin legislation. Here, reformers, is
your chance-see, in directly opposing the Prohibitist agitator, we meet the popular prejudice in favor
of legislation, and the personal ambitions of the politician. In circumventing him by female influence,
we avoid both these obstacles, we avail ourselvs of living interests, of a spontaneous force that only needs
guidance and encouragement. In guiding· it, we are
free to eschew the senseless indiscriminate opposition
to pure wines and beers, wholesomer than tea or coffee, and common to the use of both sexes. We concentrate our force against the still, or we relegate
this to uses of the arts, while enrolling the vintner
and brewer among our partisans.
TEMPERANCE.

:Fruits of Chl'istianity.
"The civilization of London-would not some of the barbarous tribes whom the English hav been butchering during
the !liSt decade be heartily ashamed of it, if foreign travelers
were able to convict them of the practices common a~ the
West End? What race has Mr. Stanley in all his journeys
through the great Congo Valley discovered that is as cruel and
ns monstrous in its treatment of the gentler half of humanity
as civilized London? Is there no moralit~in English religion,
no mercy in English blood? The Pall Mall Gazelle may end
by convincing us all that the Caucasian is well nigh played out
as a moral agent."

I clip the above from the Tribune of to-day, the
12th of July, 1885, and yet these hypocrite will deny
that Christianity is a failure. After nineteen hundred years, this is the outcome of the religion of
'Christ as a great moral force. They ask, Is there no
morality in English religion? and well they may; and
not only English religion but American religion also,
and French religion, and Italian religion, and, in
fact, the religion of all countries where Christianity
- exists. Is it not too true of our own country in every
town and city in the whole continent? Does the
expose of the Pall Mall Gazelle show up more crime
and lust and villainy ·than we know exists among
ourselvs? Don't we know that society is only veneered very siightly with common decency, while it
is rotten at the core? People go to church in cmwds
on Sunday and wallow in filth and the most disgusting immoralities the rest of the week. Only to~day,
in this city of Harrisburgh, where I am sojout.Bing
for the day, I was resting in the beautiful grounds
surrounding the state house, on the same seat with a
man who, in answer to my remark that this was a
very religious town, judging by the numbers of people on the way to church, said: "Ah, but if you only
could know tP,e amount of wickedness continuously
going on in this very ward, you would alter your
opinion. I was born and raised here, and my business has led me to know something of the ways of
both men and women who pass for very good Christians. I hav been out at all times in the night and
hav seen them come out after someone had opened
the door and look around to see if the ·road was
clear, and one go one way and the other another.
My friends put my name on the ticket for constable
and .elected me, but I would not accept it, knowing
as I did that there was no less than nineteen houses
of ill fame," or sporting houses, I think he called
them, who paid hush money to the officers in that
very ward, and he must either go in with them or
suffer their enmity. Said he: "It's no use making
laws against these things, for the whole mass is

all that I ~av been able to ~o IS t? show them that a
~an can liv an h?nest,, upnght hfe_a~d at the same
time be an unbeliever m any of their myths.
JoaN DowNES.

" Danger from an Atheistic Press."

We hav seen n~thing that bears stronger evidence
of the spread of Freethought than the testimony of
one of our theological enemies, Simeon Gilbert, D.D.,
of Chicago. In tbe Independent of July 16th he says:
There is a spirit of Atheism in the air. It comes to us from
the Old World; it springs indigenous in the New. It filters
down from the airy denials of the Materialistic philosophy; it
steams up from the slums. When the mountains are drenched,
the hills and valleys will not long escape.. When men converse by telephone half-way across the contment; and by telegraph a word flashes still and swift around the world, we may
be sure it will not take a great while for the most extreme
speculativ_tenet of a Spencer, a Haeckel, a Schopenh_auer ev~n,
to let fall rts seed among the people, and then begm to brmg
forth its fruit after its own kind. Between the great scholars
and thinkers on the one hand, and the toiling wage-earners
and bread-winners on the other, the intellectual tendency is
sorely continuous. The saying is a true one: "He is a fool
who thinks nobody else thinks." All men are thinking nowadays. It is no lo.nger a question whether men shall think or
not; it is not the question whether there shall be education
for the people, or no eaucation for the people. The question
is, Of what kind are their thoughts, of what character tne popular education?
"If you hav any faith," said Goethe, "giv me the benefit of
it. I hav doubts enough of my own." "They bite us," says
Emerson, "and we go mad." Has Christianity its missions,
its untiring propaganda? So has Atheism; so has Socialism;
so has even that most Satanic phase of modern Socialism, the
"anarchic revolution.'' And to.day, in countless forms, in all
our leading cities, by means of its own organizations and its
own press, the hideous contagion is spreading.
A few mornings ago, entering the rooms where a whole
batch of organs of Atheism and of Socialism in Chicago are
published, there was noticed on the wall a large and finelyexecuted engraving, presenting a group of portraits of the
leading theorists and propagandists of the new scheme of
" anarchy" that is to set men free. On one corner of this
eminently speaking picture was a scroll of honor bearing the
one name'' Darwin."
'
Mr. Darwin was no Socialist-strictly speaking, no Atheist;
only in the practical godles~ness of the Materialistic philosophy there was supposed to be hidden any amount of social
dynamite. "Philosophy can bake no bread," says Novalia,
"but she can procure for us G9d, freedom, immortality."
But, on the contrary, there is a philosophy of Materialism now
abroad which is doing its utmost to extinguish the very thought
of God, of the spiritual soul, of immortality.
.
'l'he term Atheism, as here used, does not hav in mind
merely those who brazenly lift the face against the skies and
shout their denials of God; for all that concerns life and conduct, or the weal of society, Agnosticism is as good as Atheism.
It amounts, in the end, to much the same thing. As Mr.
Frederic Harrison lately remarked, respecting the "ghostly
religion " of Mr. Spencer, "Agnosticism is 11 mere raft for
shipwrecked believers"-" a milder form of the Voltairian
hatred of religion that was current in the last century;" "a
subterfuge, an excuse for refusing to answer a troublesome
question." As certain of the leaders in the anarchic revolution avow, with a horrible bluntness characteristic of them, as
if words were clubs and thoughts were daggers and fire. brands:
"We are not Atheists," they say; ''we are simply done with
God. If there be a Q-od, he is no God for us!' It is because
there are so many thousands in our cities-not all foreigners
either-who are ready to say in their hearts, "We are done
with God!" and so many other. thousands quick to echo the
horrible word, that the dangers to society trom an Atheistic
press are so real. Always it is in theories and ideas that revolutions hav their genesis. Nor can anyone who pauses 11
moment to think fail to see what the moral, the social, it may
he the political, consequences of all these firebrands of the
Atheistic revolt are liable to be.
Then besides the fact that there are always those who hav
their o,;n private reasons for not liking to retain God in their
thought, how often tb e trials of life hard~n, the. wrongs. of
life madden and exasperate. The era of drscoverres and mventions has upset the old order of things, and revolutionized
the industries of the world. It is almost as if it were a new
world into which we hav come. A multitude of old notions
and customs hav va:qished before the new spirit of the time.
It is a period of tremendous transitions. Enormous populations hav been thrust into overcrowded cities. Wholly new
adjustments, both industrial an? social, ~av to be ?~vised. It
is like the resetting of broken limbs or dislocated JOmts, when
awkward hands are blindly fierce with their own several experiments. Strange doors of hope open to m~ny; whil~. for
myriads of others, all doors seem to close, as rt were, wrth a
slam in the face.

.,

Nothing is more certain than that alarm, in view of its baleful blight, is most reasonable. The present is an age of power,
of freedom of thought; so is it the "era of dynamite." If
things are allowed to go on in our leading cities as they hav
been going on of late and as they are going on to-day, those
who shall come after us will find that it is a fine heritage of
dragons' teeth we hav let the enemy sow up and down in our
fields. Let but the conditions be bvorable, a careless lamp
may fire a wire, a spark explode a magazin, a torch consume
a city; an Atheistic press let loose and set going its trains of
influences in individual hearts, in human society, in cities
large and small, so full of blasting and blight, we shall, ere
long, wonder at nothing so much as at our heedlessness and
apathy in the matter of endeavoring to prevent it.

:Much of this, of course, is rant, and some of the
rant is not worth reproducing but it is for all that
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Whipple, Not

Wri~ht.

EorTOR TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Friend : The correspondent of the Liberator, "C. K. W.," was Charles
K. Whipple, of Boston. He was a regular correspondent for several years, and his letters were of
the greatest interest to the readers of that paper,
because through them we were able to obtain facts
connected with the" Christian" work of the churches,
not easily arrived at in any other way. Mr. Whipple
had been a very orthodox Christian, and was a life
member of most of their societies-missionary, Bible,
tract, etc. Being a life member, he always made it
his special business to attend the annual and business meetings of the same and reported their doings,
which doings were often anything but creditable to
professed followers of the reputed Christ. Mr.
Whipple, like most of the early Abolitionists, found
it impossible to remain in an orthodox church, and
advocate the immediate emancipation of the slave.
He became a member of Theodore Parker's society,
and so long as I knew him was a zealous worker in
the cause of humanity.
I suppose to be a Christian, as the word has been
understood fo1: this century, not to say anything of
the earlier ones, means to believe in the nonsense of
the Bible and to practice its teachings, but the Abolitionists soon found that an impossibility, and most
of us emancipated ourselvs from all connection with
Christian organizations. Our worst foes were the
ministers, and they scrupled at no word or act to
destroy the influence of an antislavery speaker. I
was myself mobbed several times, and each time the
mob was led by a clergyman. If I were an artist,
as skilful as the one who represents so admirably the
work of the church in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I should
like to giv you a page representing some of the
scenes through which I hav passed in this Christian
country, but I am not, and perhaps its just as W~>ll.
The workers of to-day hav enough to contend with:
superstition is still activ; it may not believe in the
immaculate conception, but it believes in materialization, and all sorts of demonology, which put the
witchcraft of former times entirely in the shade.
Christians often pray for a baptism of the Holy Ghost.
I would pray most fervently, if I only knew any
power who could grant the petition, "Oh, send us a
baptism of common sense!"
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
Syracuse, N. Y, July 12, 1885.
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Companv's publiMtions sent free upon application.
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Work to Be Done.
The Convention of theN ew York State Freethinkers'
Association, to be held at Albany, Sept. 11th to 13th,
promises to be large iu numbers and influence. To
let slip the opportunity of emphasizing the demands
of Liberals would be very poor generalship. Albany is the home of law. Its people are familiar with
lawmaking, and to them a political delegation is the
most easily comprehended argument. The managers
of the Convention propose, thereforf', to utilize the
vast influence which it will hav in favor of the following Memorial to the legislature:
To the Senate and Assembly if the State if New York in
General Session Convened:
The Consti~ution ~f our State guarantees that "the
fcee exercise and enjoyment of religious profe~;sion
and worship, without discrimination or preference;
shall forever be allowed in this State to all mankind."
The general principle of Ameriean government is
equality of all men before the law. This, as your
honorable body is .aware, involves the principle, already acknowledged in theory, of the total separation
of Chutch and State. But Church and State are
now practically united by_ the following statutes:
1. The law exempting church property from taxation.
2. The laws appropriating money from the public
treasury for the support of institutions founded and
managed chiefly by sectarian denominations.
3. The law compelling the observance of Sunday
as a religious holy day.
The undersigned, citizens of the State of New
York, do therefore respectfully but earnestly petition
your honorable body to repeal all the laws or parts
of laws of this State which are violations of the above
principles. Our reasons for asking this are:
i. 'The churches are voluntary associations properly to be supported by the voluntary contributions
of their members. 2. The State is compulsory.
Every citizen must pay taxes. And we submit that
it is unjust to a large and growing body of .;oters to
be compelled to pay for the support of churches
which they cannot conscientiously attend; for the
Lire of ministers in our legislature and public institutions, in whose doctrins they are unable to believe;
and to observe as holy a day to them no more sacred
than any other. We also submit that the exemption
of churches from taxation, the appropriation of
money for hire of ministers and support of sectarian
in sf itutions, and the legal obEErvance of Sunday as a
holy day, are showing preference to one form of religion, are abridgments of the free exercise of religious preferences, and therefore unconstitutional.

will

The laws and parts of laws which
hav to be
repe!l.led are as follows: Chap. XIII. of Title I., Part
I. Revised Statutes, to be amended by striking out of
lmbdivibion 3 of section 4 the words, "every building for public worship;" and the whole of subdivision 8. The following sections of the Penal Code
should also be repealed: Sections 255 to 267 inclusiv,
also sections 269, 270, 276, 277, and subdivision 2 of
Paction 275. Also the whole of Art. VI., chap. 20,
Tille 8, Part I., of Hevised Statutes; also Section 70 of
11
'· VIII. chap. 20, Title 8, Part. I., sec~ions 71 P..nd
'i~, .J:jo tl.le whole of Article IX.

The legislature will meet next January. The Senate will be composed of the same men as the last
Senate (which passed the Freedom of Worship bill),
but the Assembly will be composed of men to be
elected this fall. This Memorial should be pushed
this summer, and Freethinkers should agree to use
their influence in electing to the Assembly men who
will favor it. The petition will be printed separately,
and we ask everyone who may receive a copy of it to
obtain the greatest possible number of signatures.
Let it go to the legislature with a hundred thousand
names, and indorsed by a representativ convention,
and the legislature will be compelled to act upon it.
That the laws will be repealed next winter we are not
so politically ~lind .as to expect. Bu.t we do expect
to force the discussion of these questwns, and when
the people understand them we hav no fear for t h e

as it did to sapport the man through his life. The
pope ~~Ii hav as much money as he wan~~· and he do. es
hav if: Last year the "Peter's Pence fund ran up
into the millions, and this was for the pope's personal
use. The revenues of the Catholic ~burch are simply
enormous. Sentimental talk about "Leo in his
want" is outrageous hypocrisy. He is not a "prisoner" in any sens~. ·He is not lowly, for he maintains a "court" superior in numbers and sham
"dignity" to many ·royal princes; and though he
poses in the picturesque attitude of injured piety, he
is really a most powerful despot. . .
From top to bottom, the Catholic church is a
,brazen lie.

An Older Gospel than Matthew's.
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taining about 105 words corresponding to Matt. xxvi,
Separation of Church and State." It is a Protestant 30_ 34, and Mark xiv, 28 _30. The manuscript is
meas~e,. and calls f~r ~ amendment to our .sta~e assigned to the third century by Dr. Bickell, of the
con.stitutwn. Its O~Ject 1s to defea~ ~he ?athohcs m University of Innsbruck, Tyrol. Nine words· are un- ·
~bel: e~orts to obtai~ equal reco~~ltiO~ m our state decipherable, and many of the letters besides are
mstitutwns. O.itensibly the petitiOn IS good-but obliterated or missing. Here is a translation of the
we fear it. The circular which accompanies it ex- ·fragment line for line:
plains that the party proposes such amendment as 1. "But after supper, as they went out . . .
will prohibit the making of laws recognizing the 2. "You will take offense this night . . .
claims of any one sect. But though sects may be
3. ''According to the scriptures, 'I will smite the shepherd,
ignored, any amendment proposed by these men and the sheep will be scattered'
4. "Then Peter spake . . .
would still recognize Christianity. The workers for
5. "And if all not I . . .
the measure are Henry A. Cram, one of the manag- 6. " He said to him . . .
ers of the House of Refuge, and the organizing sec- 7. "The cock will crow twice, and before that thou shalt
retary is Mr. Charles M. Plumb, 236 East 49th street, deny me thrice."
this city. Mr. Cram's ideas of the separation of
By comparing this with Matthew and Mark, which
church and state may be known by his works. He agree almost verbatim, it will be seen that there are
claims that the House of Refuge, on Randall's two important omissions, to wit:
Island, is a model unsectarian institution. It is,
"And when they had sung a hymn."
"But after I am risen I w:ill go before you into Galilee,"
however, Christian through and through, and conducted on lines widely divergent from the true theory
The doctors of divinity are chagrined to find that
of secular government. As Adler says, the Manual the writer of this early gospel has "left out the most
of Instruction is scarlet with sectarianism. Mr. Cram striking and important passage in ou~ Lord's converproposeR to perpetuate by constitutional amendment sation with his disciples." As if, because a later
this Christian sectarianism and ina.ke Protestantism scribe recorded it, there should be no doubt that
a part of our organic law.
Jesus Eaid, "After I am risen I will go before you
It is high time, therefore, for the Freethinkers to into Galilee." This prophecy of Jesus is found only
be up and doing. We might as well hav the Cath- in Matthew and Luke? Was it fulfilled? Mark says
olics quartered upon the state treasury as the Prot- nothing about the fulfilment, but Matthew makes an
estantS: We want a constitutional arr.endment that angel at the sepulcher say to the two Marys:
shall prohibit the payment of a single cent to any
"He i~ not here; tor he is 1·isen as he said. Come and see
institution not managed exclusivly by the state, and the place where the Lord lay.
"And go quickly and tell his disciples that he is risen from
forbidding the employment in any state institution
of any religious teacher, and forbidding also the the dead, and behold he goetit b~{q,1·e yon into Galilee; there shall
ye see him. Lo, I hav lold yon " . . .
teaching of any religion.
"Then the eleven disciples went away into Galilee, into a
The Memorial will be printed immediately. Let mountain whe1·e Jesus had appointed them.
every Freethinker exert himself to the utmost to ob"And when they saw him they worshiped him, but some
doubt.ed."
tain signatures.
But Matthew says nothing about an ascension.
The Pope's Poverty.
Nor does Mark say a word about the risen Jesus
Appealing for funds for the pope a Catholic paper meeting his disciples in Galilee; on the contrary he
is made to appear first to the women, then to two of
says:
.
. "Robbed of his rig'lttful revenues, and despoiled of his the disciples as they walked into the country, and
every possession, the spiritual father in Christendom has no lastly to the eleven as they sat at meat. And. even
other means but the generosity of the faithful with which to this part of Mark's gospel relating to the appearance
bear the heavy expenses necessarily devolving upon his high to the disciples is not found in the two oldest Greek
station, and to respond to the countless calls upon his charity codices, the Sinaitic and the Vatican; 80 that the

by the stricken and unfortunate everywhere. Nor shall appeals in aid of the holy father be made in vain. The unnum-·
bered tribes and tongue-s who bear the sign of the cross on
their foreheads will, even in their poverty, make his needs
their own. Leo, in his want and loneliness, is dearer, if pos.
sible, to Catholic hearts than if the pomp and pageantry of
power surrounded his pontifical throne. Whilst faith livs the
successor of the fisherman shall not want. In his Vatican
prison and personal poverty, Leo xnt. is to.day richer and
more powerful than those who sway the scepters of empires."

Undoubtedly the readers of the paper will believe
that; but what a despicable lie it is I The· Italian
people never robbed the pope. They only put an
end to his robbing them. If he has no other means
than the "generosity of the faithful," that "generosity" is quite sufficient. The whole Catholic church
is tributary to Rome, and the wh9le Catholic populations are tributary to the church. Every Catholic
servant girl in the country.must pay five or ten cents
to attend church; every Catholic :ro._erchant is drained
to support the priest; every Catholic lady is humbugged into giving all, and more than her means
will stand; every Catholic marriage is a source of
revenue, and every Catholic funeral is a bonanza for
the priest of the parish. :Masses for the repose of
-the dead hav to be paid for all through the year,
until it costs as much to get a soul out of purgatory

gospel really ends with the flight of the women from
the sepulcher, who went away trembling and amazed,
" neither said they anything to any man."
If therefore, we eliminate this addition to Mark,
,,\
t
·
t
nautely, the last twelve verses of chap er xv1, the fac
of the ascension of Jesus rests entirely on the tastimany of Luke, who describes it more particularly in
Acts.
And in regard to the resurrection, we hav in the
four gospels the following contradictions:
Only one woman came to the sepulcher (John).
Two women came (Matt.).
Three women came (Mark).
More than three came (Luke).
It was sunrise (!\lark).
It was sometime before sunrise (John).
Two angels were seen standing up (Luke).
But one angel was_ seen, and he was sitting down
(Matt.).
Two angels were seen within the sepulcher (John).
But one angel was seen within the sepulcher (Mark).
The one angel seen was without the sepulcher
(Matt.).
The women went and told the disciples of the res·
urrection (Matt.; Luke).
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The women did not go and tell the disciples
(Mark).
The angels appeared after Peter and John visited
the sepulcher (John).
The ·angE!ls appeared before Peter alone visited
the sepulcher (Luke) ..
Jesus appeared first to Mary Magdalene only
(Mark; John).
"
·
Jesus appeared first to the two Marys (Matt.).
He appeared to neither of the.Marys (Luke).
Jesus first appeared to the eleven disciples in a
room at Jerusalem (Luke; John).
He first appeared to them on a. mountain in Galilee (Matt.).
Jesus· ascended from Mount Olivet (Acts).
He ascended from Bethany (Luke).
Did he ascend from either place? (Mark.)
Did he ascend at all? (John.)
These palpable and striking self-contradictions of
the so-called inspired word of God cannot be reconciled by any ingenuity of interpretation, said the late
Wm. Lloyd Garrison, excepting that which can prove
white to be black and black to be white. And now
from time to time, as fragments of early manuscripts
or copies of them come to light they only add to the
perplexity of the priesthood. Alrea.dy distinguished
!{oman Cath.:>lic divine, Dr. Harnack, frankly admits
that the discovery of this little fragment of an earlier
gospel than that of Matthew "goes far toward suggesting a doubt as to whether the gospels ascribed
to Matthew and Mark were, in the form in which we
know them uow, composed by those didciples." In
oth~r words, our present gospels hav been. altered
and tampued with by priests of the first, second,
tMtd, and fourth centuri~s, until we are unable to
tell how much of the scriptures is the inspired word
of God.
As regards the alleged resurrection and ascension
of Jesus there is much more historical probability in
the story as told in the" Toldoth Je-shu." Jesus having been stoned to death, hanged and buried:

a
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into the city should hav been extinguished the revenue from the usa of Croton could not be diverted
from the sinking fund.
Mr. Cooper's name has been recently mentioned
in connection with the candidature for governor.
Mr. Cooper may be or may not be a good man f@r
that office. · At any rate, the:re is very little chance
that his party will nominate him. But the Catholic
church has made haste, through Mr. Joseph J.
O'Donahue, to avow her eternal opposition to him
because he vetoed the resolution giving two Catholic
institutions free water forever. M.r. O'Donahue is a
man high in the councils of Tammany Hall, and he
says he will defeat Mr. Cooper if it is possible to do
so. O'Donahue means Tamn;tany, and- Tammany
means the Catholic church.
It is a pitiful condition to which the Empire state
and the metropolis of the western continent hav sunk,
when, the selection of the chief officers is dictated by
a hierarchy of d'espotic tyrants, whohav nothing whatever in common with American traditions and principles.

To the Beecher Kind of Preacht rs.
Is a spade a spade, or is it an argument, "when
rightly understoo!J," for the divine origin of Christillnity?
l r

Paradise Located.
"Verily I say unto thee, To-day shalt thou be w1th
me in paradise."-Jesu.s to the thiif on the cross.
"Jesus Christ
su:fi;'ered under Pontius
Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried. He descanded into hell."-.Apostles' Creed.
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respondent says that papers charging him with inciting a riot
and with conspiracy are already prepared, but as thel'e was no
riot, and as it is extremely unlikely that he engaged in any
conspiracy, we do not see how he can justly be punished by
being sent to the penitentiary, as is threatened. This is supposed to be a free count-ry, in which men are punished only
for what they do, not for what they say. If any of Mr. Gorsuch's listeners had been so influenced by his words as to hav
proceeded to destroy property, the orator might then properly
be held accountable. As nothing of the kind occurred, the
arrest of Mr. Gorsuch is an outrage which his conviction could
only deepen. It is better that the right of free speech should
be a thousand times abused than once destroyed,
WE congratulate the Independent upon this advance toward
Freethought: "It strikes us as supersensitivness, as being
righteous over much, that the Grand Master, so-called, of the
Masonic lodges of Canada has decided that an Agnostic cannot
enter that mystical order, and that the expulsion of one Harrison from a Toronto lodge for the offense of Agnosticism was
justifiable. 'No person,' says the Grand Master, 'can be
initiated who does not believe in the true God, the great architect of the universa.' We hav always believed in allowing
JlVen Atheists the full privileges of all citizens to testify in our
courts; and we see no justice in shutting them out of our insurance companies."
IN the Wanganui, New Zealand, Freethot(ght Review for June
we :find the following hearty praise of our ANNUAL: ''We ·are
indebted to Dr. York for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL foi: 1885.
It is, without exception, the best Freethought annual we hav
seen. Besides containing an almanac for the year, it has a
history of the past year's work in the Unitecl States, an account of the National Liberal League, a description of the
Bennett Memorial, well-written articles by eminent American
Freethinkers, and last, not by any means least, excellent portndts of all the leading workers in the field. It starts with
Thomas Paine, Ingersoll, Bennett, Leland, Wakeman, Remsburg, Watts, Putnam, Seaver, Dr. York, Mendum, Macdonald,
H. L. Green, Denton, 'Elm ina,' Susan Wixon, and others.
We can cordially recommend it to Freethinkers everywhere."

THE New York correspondent of the Providence Telegram
writes about Mr. Beecher, Talmage, and Colonel Ingersoll:
"While Beecher is thinking away in Plymouth church, TalTHE Freethinkers at Chapel Hill, Texas, are building a hall. mage is not idle in the Tabernacle. As the boys say, 'Talmage
CoLoNEL KELso, the genial author of "Bible Analyzed," is is a corker.' He draws a much larger crowd than Beecher, but
visiting Colorado, lecturing occasionally as he finds oppor- it is a different crowd. It is the crowd without bmins-the
crowd that likes to be amused and finds Talmage a cheap
tunity.
man to amuse them. He is sensational, and so is Beecher,
THE London Repgblican is republishing the portraits from but they do not conflict. Beecher's sensationalism consists in
our ANNUAL. Tlie July number contains the portrttit of Thom- presenting startling facts about education, or religion, or
"About the middle of the night his disciples came and sat as Paine, embellished with a sketch of his life.
politics. Talmage's sensationalism consists in a monkey show,
down by the grave and wept and mourned for him.
SouTH ORANGE, N.J., is excited over the refusal of Merchant gyrating on the platform like a clown, and by raking up old
"Judas seeing this, took away the body and hid it in his
garden under a brook. Divertiug ·the water elsewhere, he George D. Hankins to discontinue the playing of lawn tenis and disputed topics for discussion, and in reopening old
buried the body in the channel and.hen brought the water on Sunday. The churclt authorities threaten to hav him ar- sore~. '!'he cornetist who leads the singing helps to attract
the crowd, and Talmage knows the cords of the human heart,
rested, but he defies them.
back.
for he plays on them unceasingly. He does not seek to edu"On the morrow when the disciples came again and sat
AT Barcelona, Spain, there is a Union of Freethinkers, who
down to weep Judas said to them, Why do ye weep ? Look publish an Infidel journal. It is .called La 11·onada. Surely cate in religious matters. He selects a text and around that
·he weaves a garland of words, and here and there he interand see if the buried man is there.
there is reason for congra,tulation when in priest-ridden Spain
sperses odd anecdotes and stories that sometimes cause a
"And when they looked and found he was not there, the Infidelity can be advocated.
smile or a tear. Beecher does none of this. He is above it,
miserable crowd cried out, He is not in the grave, but hath as
A ToWN has been discovered near the state line of Massa- and there are some things that he will not ·boldly plunge
cended to heaven.
chusetts of some two hundred inhabitants in which has never mto. Talmage will undertake anything for notoriety. He
"For he foretold this himself when alive."
been a physician, lawyer, minister, or liqnm; saloon. 'fhe would write a Bible if he were asked to. Both Beecher and
This was in the reign of Queen Alexandra, about people are healthy, peaceful, moral, and sober. Efforts are Talmage hav had their 'tussles with Bob Ingersoll, but havn't
75 B.C.- The queen aummoned the wise men to ac- being made to start a church there, and soon the other evils you noticed that Beecher has not had much to say against
count for the disappearance of the body, and the may also be found. Why can't the church lilt well enough Hoyal Bob lately? 'l'almage, however, seldom misses a chance
to hit the great orator. His blow is a blow of sandbag, though.
result was that Judas was compelled to produce it. alone?
The body was brought before her majesty tied to the WE hav received the :first number of George Chainey and He doesn't sharpen a delicate stilletto and stick it into his opponent's heart as Beecher does. Talmage exhausts himself at
tail of a. horse, and the wise men said, " Behold the Anna Kimball's Gnostic. It is well printed, and the cover is one swoop, and then Ingersoll jumps on him, and if one man
particularly
gorgeous,
being.
black
paper
with
silvered
letters
man of whom thou hast said, He hath gone up to
ever gave another a drubbing on the platform, Ingersoll cerand Theosophical symbols. The principal articles are Mr.
tainly did Talmage. A few' years ago Ingertioll wrote a paper
heaven."
Chainey's lecture upon ·walt Whitman's "Leaves of Grass,"
on 'The Christian Religion' that was published in the No1·lh
"The Idyl of the White Lotus," and a defense of Mesdames
American Review. It was a very able article, and attracted
Catholicism in Politics.
Blavatsky and Kimball. The general drift of the magazine is
great attention. It was nothing more than the old views that
Religion and politics are getting mixed in this Theosophical, and those interested will :find it entertaining Ingersoll had so often expressed in public, but each sentence
state.' The effort of the Republican party last fall to reading The price is ten cents. Published at 1003 1-2 Broad- was effectiv, and having been published in so prominent a
capture Catholic votes because Mr. Blaine's mother way, Oakland, Cal. We are obliged to Mr. Chainey for his magazine, they were' given more weight than they really decourtesy in advertising THE TRUTH SEEKER.
served. 'fhorndyke Rice, editor of the Review, had engaged
was a. member of the Catholic church; .Mr. Burchard's
famous speech, iu which he accused the Democracy DYNAliiiTER GoasucH has been arrested for inciting to riot. A Judge Jere Black, of Pennsylvania, to reply to the article.
Black h~d given the subject much thought and study. He
of being the party of rum, Romanism, and rebellion; meeting of the English, Scotch, and Welch strikers was called was tho ablest constitutiom1l lawyer in the country. He was a
the subsequent attempts of the Republit.lans in our in the town hall of Newburg, near Cleveland, and Mr. Gor- splendid speaker, a man of rare attainments, a clear logician;
such addressed the:n. In the course of .his remark> he is
he was just the man to reply to Ingersoll, and to smash into
state Senate and the Democrats in the state Assembly
reported to hav said:
atoms the indictment that Ingersoll had drawn up. The
to win suffrages by passing the " Freedom of W or"Men, yon are battling in a noble ca~se, and I ~ope you
ship" bill, hav all contributed to this mixing. But will succeed. I trust that your efforts agamst the mill bosses church people were confident. They believed their knight
would slay the Infidel. Well, the article was published, and
the chief cause is that Tammany Hall is almost will result in either the destruction of their property or the candor compels the admission that it was a lamentable failure.
raising of your wages. You ought to fight Destroy everyentirely Catholic, and John Kelly, the "boEs," is a thing, unless your aims are accomplished. You were not born Black seemed to hav lost his grip, but he severely denounced
nephew of Cardinal McCloskey. For several years, to starve. Society and wealth make war upon you, and yon Ingersoll as a charlatan, and in a general way scoffed at his;
should declare war upon wealth. Down with the aristocrats!
through Kelly, and from him through McCloskey, the That resounded throughout Europe once, end made the rich unbelief. To this Ingersoll replied, and Black admitted that
Catholic church has run this city, and its stealings and oppressors of the poor.JJ,·emble with terror. Up in Chicago for once he had bet:>n worstAd. The great Infidel did not
hav just gone through A. strike and been successful, but it spare his man. He took off his hair and hide at the same
from our city treasury hav been simply enormous. we
was only by force and war that we were able to wring anything time, and left his victim without a word to say. It was at this
They hav, in fact, been limited only by the church's from the rich and bloated bondholders. Employ everything juncture that Beecher came to the front, and this will establish
in your power. Dynamite is ~he greatest and ~os~ effectiv the point that I hav made-that there are some contracts too
needs and the available amount of money on hand. friend
of the poor. Place cart.ndges under the bmldmgs, and
When Edward Cooper, son of Peter Cooper, was blow them up. I bav here a small and seemingly harmless big for him to enter into. Editor lUce called on Beecher.
mayor of this city in 1879 and 1880, a. resolution was little instrument [holding up a small glass bottle]. In tliis 'Hav yon road the discussion between Colonel Ingersoll and
little bottle enough dynamite can be placed to blow to pieces Judge Black?' he asked him.
'Yes, very carefully,' was
passed by the board of aldermen exempting the the strongest building Now, what I want you to do is to take Beecher's reply. 'Which do yon think has the best of it?'
a
number
of
these
little
instruments,
fill
them
with
dynamite,
Roman Catholic orphan asylums at No. 32 Prince
'Ingersoll, decidedly.' 'But the argument is not finished,
and place them upon the street car track. When the wheels
street, and on Fifth and Madison avenues, between of the cars touch them they will explode and blow the ca-r to Mr. Beecher, and I came to ask you to take up the case against
51st and 52d streets, from the payments of all taxes pieces. This will interrupt travel, and people will begin to Ingersoll and refute his st.1tements.' 'I should like to very
much.' 'Then, why not do it? I will giv yon $5,000 for a
or rents for the use of Croton water. This exemption dread you.''
paper on "The Christian Religion" that will dispose of this
At
this
juncture
several
police
officers
who
were
in
the
crowd,
·amounted to about $1,500 per year.
dressed in citizens' clothes, made a dash for the speaker and Atheistic question once and forever.' 'Yes, I guess yon
On legal grounds Mr. Cooper vetoed this bill. He placetl. him under nrre3t. He was taken through the crowd, would,' conclndea Beecher, 'but I won't undertake it. I
was sustained by Corpora.tion"counsel Whitney, now no effort of any kind being made to rescue him. He was then can't do it. No man can do it. It is an impossibility. W"
secretary of t}Je navy, who gave it as his opinion that shackled and put aboard a B~:oadway car, crowded with police may believe that Ingersoll is wrong, but we oan't giv positiv
officers, and brought to the Central Station. The 2'imes cor· proof of it.' That was manly, anyhow.''

until the debt created for the introduction of water
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teriality only as a mechanic uses his tools to bring about the ala, if yon claim to be snob, just show it by making a little experfection of his ideas. 'fhese are the proofs yon call for, ertion, and do not hav the space in our valuable TRUTH
Mr. Burgess, and if yon accept them, must lead to a belief in SEEKER taken up dunning yon, but let it be used to better
the soul dootrin of humanity as of nature.
;·
advantage. Here is a start; who will follow? WM. LEWIS.
WILKESnARRE, PA., July 12, 1885.
I hav seen in broad daylight, and in full gas-light, under the
MR. EDITOR: W·hiie hundreds are going by my window to most convincing circumstances and conditions, phenomena
DEADWOOD, DAK, July 3, 1885.
lisk>n to the various subjects preached on at the churches, I that claim to be spiritual, and the observation of which leads
MR. EDITOR: I am here in Deadwood, after so long a time,
will RSk permission to am·us·e your correspondent J. Burgess, me to think it more reasonable to believe it to'be spirits than and I take pleas-qre in inclosing to yon the two dollars: balance
of Zanesville, Ohio, in issue of Jnly 11th, who sends out a lfnything else. Why? Because the things that take place on my subscription to the adorable old TRUTH SEEKJ£R. I love
challenge on the subject of spirits.
agree with intelligence akin to humanity, and as all the argu· it; but it is needless for me to praise-it speaks for itself to
If the gentleman is not one of the T. Winter order of men, menta point to a spirit, it seems that the Materialist ought to all intelligen:'t men and women who read it. Oh, that it were
whose emphatic say-so admits of no contradiction, and who show us how to account for this intelligence by some other ill every family in the land, and that all would•read and apwill ignore all facts and phenomena, I may be able to amuse m~>thod, instead of crying fraud about things they cannot ex- preciate it. R'eligionists can avoid or evade by oavi\, sophistry,
him, at least, by calling his attention to what nature is doing plain and do not understand.
prevarication, or a resdrt to miracle, all except ridicule; and
in the way of spirit-ual things. It seems to me that Ohio is a
Mr. Burgess calls for proof, and when we refer him to nat- as it is faroieal, absurd, and ridiculous, let's ridicule them, and
little suspicious to begin with, because T. Winter resides in ural phenomena, giving forth works that speak out an intel- their scheme and system.
Success to yon and your paper, world without end!
Oincinnati, but then there is nothing like t.rying. Mr. Bur- ligence that, by the nature of things, cannot belong to anygess starts out with two assumptions, and nnfqrtunately de- body but that of some certain spirit claimed, he simply says
H. M. EAs'riVIAN.
cides the very qnest1ons in dispute by presuming that "it "fraud," and rejects the proof.
BROOKVILLE,- KAN., July 5, 1885.
cannot be disputed-when dead it ends all and ends the indiI hav seen in daylight, material objects, such as bells, accorMn. EDITOR: Yesterday I attended, near this place, a little
viduality of the person." Again: "The elements of which dions, and musical instruments of various kinds played upon
the body is composed separate and are~eliroinated into other and carried around the room, hav held the accordion while it old-fashioned country· gathering in honor· of our country's
forms and things, and are absorbed into and become a part of played all sorts of tunes, and hav taken the instrument apart natal day. The meeting was held at the home of Daniel Hurthe fountain-head." Then he says, "I presume this view and examined it to see if anything but the reeds and bellows ford, who is one of our subscribers, and a very outspoken
will not or cannot be denied successfully, and is the sum and was there to do it, and I hav been a manufacturer of reed in- Freethinker, too. T. H. Terry and A. S. Hall, whose names
substance of all we know or hav the proof." The above em·- strnments for more than twenty years, and ought to know are on your roll, were there also. The regular orator for the
braces the exact points in dispute between the Materialists what belongs to them-am selling and handling them in my day was a very worthy clergyman by the name of Wright. He
and Spiritualists, and why presume that they cannot be dis- store every day, and I never found one that would play away talked very fair and quite Liberal for a minister. When he
puted, when they are disputed all the time? Mr. Burgess from the rooms of a medium. I ,and wife hav sat at a table h>ldspoken, I, at the request of some of my friends, otrered a
should not start out by begging the questions in dispute. The and laid a slate upon it with a bit of slate pencil between, and few remnrks, which· were given to show the friend,; there
Spiritualist does dispute it from the start. He denies that received communications from dear friends, characteristic of present that some of us, at least, still held the name of Thomas
elements ever change; forms of matter change, but the nature what we know of them, when not a soul in that room touched Paine in grateful remembrance. ·
This brought the minister out once more. He admitted that
of the element never does. The Spiritualist argues that mat- the slate from the time we laid it there. No fraud and no
ter never had a creator and of necessity has no destroyer. humbug here, but I hav also had humbug played at me. A I had spoken the truth in regard to Paine, also that Dr. FrankThere is do "fountain-head" to matter; it does not go to any. Mr. Briggs attempted it, and by adroitly substituting a slate lin was a friend of Pnine's. Then he told us that Paine confountain-head, as is assumed, while the atoms that compose which be drew from his hip_ pocket and exchanged f:Jr the one ferred with Franklin in regard to the publication of the "Age
the material body at death pass away into other ~ombinations, I had cleaned, gave me a long letter from Dr. .Rush, written of Reason," and that Dr. Franklin said to him, "Don't unso far as the body is concerned, all the refined particles which in a plain, round, schctol-boy's hand, but I had (accidently on chain the tiger." I soon got the attention of the audience, and
are eliminated go irtto a form to be reorganized into a temple purpose) hit the slate with three pencil marks in the corner, told them that Franklin was in his grave before the" Age of
for the residence of the spirit, just as naturally as the original which were not on the slate having the communication. I Reason " was written. '!.'he reverend then with some warmth
germ was formed into a human organism, to develop the lm- said, "This is not the slate I cleaned," and asked him how said that he didn't believe it, and away he starts for ho~IJ.~«
Now, the question is, am I mistaken or not? I hope yo'ii'will
man mind in. Now, to prove that such is the case, and that many he carriEd in his hip pocket, etc. Oh, yes, I hav had
there is such a spirit body, which retains all there is of the all kinds of tricks played, and paid for them, too; but I hav giv us a pointer on that tiger story. I send twenty-five ~nts.
i!
mind or soul of any particular person, we hav to establish it been able to distinguish between tricks and fraud by the only Please send one copy of the" Age of Reason."
NEWTON MITCHELL.
by appealing to certain phenomena which giv out the intelli· sure comparison that can be made, which is, sifti~g the charac·
P.S.-If my memory is not at fault, P11ine, in the "Age of
gence of particular persons, who are known to hav lived within teristic intelligence of the spirits.
a human body, and who hav died. This established, it would
Mr. Burgess asserts that Spiritualism is the outgrowth of Reason," mentiom• Franklin as "the late Dr. Franklin.'!
N.M.
argue the doctrin of the conservation of force in its entirety, creeds. If he means that it is the result of a belief in creeds,
[You are right. The tiger story·is a barefaced Christian
and thus only can it be done. To argue the conservation of he is very much mistaken; it is the outgrowth of creeds only
force while admitting or contending that all human force in the sense that it is growing away from all creeds. The fabrication. Franklin would hav had to speak from the grave
could die or pass into nothing, is breaking the main link in spirits teach the absurdity of all the creeds usually drawn to tell it.-ED. T. S.]
the chain of the argument, as every man of sense admits that from the Bible. While they do not wish to destroy anything
ODESsA, Mo., July 7, 1885.
all the force which any being can exert comes from his mind, good in any book, it is not worshiped by them, nor held in
MR. EDITOR: I hav. not seen THE TRUTH SEEKER for a month.
and on this hypothesis all nature is a mind force, governed by any other respect than a history of the progress of humanity,
inherent laws of motion, which are external, and always man- or the evolution of ideas. They usually oppose all creeds and I left California about four weeks ago, and hav been unsettled
ifest in an orderly way, the observation of which by man givs will not, and hav not to this day organized to any form of since. I am a strang~ here. I thmk that as soon as I can
get a little acquainted 'fl'~hall he ahle to get a few subscribers
him all his intelligence. Hence nature's manifestations are creed.
So far as the challenge of five hundred dollars is concerned, for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Please don't neglect to send my next
ull intelligent. To contend that man's body by the laws of its
desires and appeHtes was constantly governing him in all that Mr. Burgess puts it on pretty safe grounds. He wants it done paper to this place. I am getting hungry for it.
WM. L. WORLEY.
he did would simply make an automatic machine for the play by a medium sitting ten feet away; he might as well ask for
of material forces, and reduce the grandeur of the human a telegraph operator to send his messae(e by keeping the con·
mind to the meanest possible conception. What would be- necting wire ten feet away from the battery. Now, I hav not
MILwAuKEE, On., July 2, 1885.
come of the grand works of humanity for humanity's good? seen twenty-five pounds raised ten. feet away from the meMR. EDITOR: I hav jnst found another dollar greenback 'to
What of all the mental labor and study for the advancement dium, nor heavy stones tossed about, but I hav seen chairs apply on my 'fRUTH SEEKER account. Perhaps this will be
of science and philosophy? What of mathematics and meta- moved at least eight or ten feet away from the medium io the last-at least, until I return from my gold island, for I am
physics? What, in fact, of everything that makes man the broad daylight, and if Mr. Burgess will bring his five hun· arranging my matters for a start. But if so, I will let you
crowning work of natural force? If nature has anywhere de- dred dollars along and agree to go to Onset Bay for a few know in time. so that you shall not lose a cent by me, for that
veloped a greater thing on earth than man, with his conscious weeks, I will be there to try and relieve him of his mony, for is the way I deal with my fellow-man. I intencl to hav
spirit to retain and develop in the direction of immortality, I the benefit of some medium. Perhaps he had better bring matters so straight that when I arrive at the gate Saint Peter
hay no conception of it. Now, it follows that as the force that the larger amount he names, as there may be various things will not say, "Get out, you old liar, thief, and swindler; you
has-brought about all this manhood is intelligent force-I do to accomplish, although I am doubtful about the raising of a can't come in."
E. W. CRESSEY.
not say personal, but universal-so is man, the result, an in- p11bble from the palm of his hand, although there would be
telligent force, equally eternal. And as this force has con- no trouble to ·hav it rise from the palm of some other hand,
AununN, N.Y., ,July 12, 285.
stantly inspired him to labor for·the higher achievements and in his presence, and in broad day light. '
MR. EDITOR: Your grand paper of July 11th at hand just on
objects of life, and for immortality, so must he be immortal in
Mr. Burgess winds up with the following: "All we are is nat- my return home, two full pages of which are given up to
his very essence. "Well," says Mr. Burgess, "that is a finely ure; all we can be, before and after death, so far as proven "Lessons for Christians."
spun theory, but now prove it." This shall be the object of by facts, ends in nature. Nothing, through all ages, has ever
Whatever credit has already been given to THE TRUTH
the balancll of this article. Spiritual phenomena-what are produced something, and something cannot be made out of Hm~eKH:B and its artist for bringing out previous caricatures in
they? If there is such a thing as a spirit it is perfectly natural nothing."
ridiculing a ridiculous arid barbarous religion, greater and
that it should do something to show it, by coming in contact
The last two propositions are substantially the same· state- more praiseworthy credit must now be accorded to both in
with humanity, an'd in some way do something that human ment-that nothing can come from nothing. Spiritualists .this last effort, in placing before its many readers this "Lesbeings cannot do, and thereby 1panifest its presence and its agree to this, and argue from the very fact that, as something son for Christians," which in itself is ~re instrumental in
peculiar mental characteristics. This we claim is being done cannot come from nothing, therefore, something cannot go the destruction of superstition than whole volumes of printed
over the whole world by spirits and is bringing one Materialist into nothing. The human mind is something, exerts a force, matter would be. It is refreshing to hav these caricatures
after another into a belief in immortality. As a case in point, in fact, in all human force, and being a something, it must brought out occasionally, and no one will complain of "corI may refer to the communication from Liberal, Mo., a week hav come from so·mething, and something cannot, under t.my respondence being crowded out," especially when the work is
or so ago, published in THE TnuTH SEEKER, in which it is conditions, be made to get into nothing. We may add as done so well, and speaks so very much. Everything THE
clearly demonstrated that something purporting itself to be a many nothings together as we lilre, the result will be nothing. TnUTn SEEKER undertakes seems to be a grand success in all
spirit did write communications upon a slate, which was We may add somethings together and the result will always of its departments, and such successes as these are but encoplaced within a closet, aud absolutely not in any way in con- be something, whether of a purely physical or mental force. miums for what is now being recogni:.~ed aa the greatest
tact with the medium. I was introduced to Mr. Walser at the We came from something, we always were something, and will weapon with which Christianity has to contend-THE TRUTH
Watkins Convention a few years ago, and from his statementR, be forever something, augmented by the addition of some- SEEKEI\.
and non-belief in Spiritualism at the time, while making his thing. Therefore the Spiritualist is perfectly logical, and his
We all bid you godspeed in your great work, and feel that
appeal for assistance to build up schools, etc., in Liberal, was faith in immortality perfectly natural, which the facts of me- in and through the grand paper we hav tln anchor to which
induced to inquire whether by his statement any Spiritualists diumship prove and which no material philosophy disputes.
we can hold fast, and through its weekly teachings become
J. R. PERRY.
would be tolerated ih that place. And yet we find by the
strong and influential in bringing about one of the greatest
above article, sworn to, is the name of Mr. Walser. No one
revolutions known in the world's history in behalf of the edishould doubt the sincerity of an honest Materialist who admits
MouNT FonEsT, CANADA, July 7, 1885.
fication of the human race. I hope to see more "Modern
that intelligent communications come upon slates, untouched
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.00, for which giv me credit Balaams" and "Lessons for Christians," ~hree of which each
by any mortal hand. The writing was the most characteristic on THE TRUTH SEEKER, per your offer in circular.
please send me by return mail.
L. DE Wn"l' GmsWOLJ:l,~
of D. M. Bennett that I hav yet seen, and is most likely be·
I do not see how so many of your subscribers get so far because of the independent manner in which it was done. It is hind in paying for their paper. I think that it must be either
TURNER'fl FALLS, MAsH., June 28, 1885.
characte"ristic, because if he has the choice of doing a thing mismanagement, carelessness, or stinginess. Now, many of
MR. EDITOI\: I was at Northampton Friday evening, and
he will surely always do it in the least impeachable way.
them spend from six to ten times the amount in tobacco, sa- heard Colonel Ingersoll for the first time. I had he~trd S. P.
When Mr. Burgess makes the wholesale statement that all gars, or firewater, that would pay for their paper and help Putnam, C. B. Reynolds, am1 other good speakers, but Ingersuch phenomena are fraud, he is shutting himself and his along the good cause. But, no! they cannot afford to pay for soll goes away ahead of my imagination even. I am glad
class of thinkers outside of the pale of argument and reason, their paper-times are hard. They cannot afford to pay for a thousands do, and wish everyone could hear, him at least
and is doing himself a great injury by excluding himself from good Liberal pape1:, but still they can afford to pay for a pew once on "Liberty." I. had the pleasure of shaking hands
the light which natural phenomena are bringing to establish in the church; giv to the missionary; help to make up a purse with the colonel, and invited him to Lake Pleasant or Turner's
the conservation of mental as well as physical force, or, still for some sky-pilot, and such like, but would let their printers Falls, and hope he will come. I expect to see you this fall.
ueLler, that in a sense all force is a mental force, using rna- go to the dogs, or some other place of worship. Now, Liber.
GEORGE,E. HARTLEY.

my
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., July 1, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: No doubt it seems very strange to you that I
tlo not get any subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are
a great number of persons in this town, and at Oakland, who
know more or less about THE TRUTH SEEKER. But they are
all continually cautioned in all the several church, the Young
Men's Christian Associations, and the Salvation Armies, against
being in possession of that style df literature, or perusing any
kind of Infidel books or works. The tab]es in the hotels,
saloons, and restaurants are crowded with local and other
papers of various kinds, but none of these· dangerously misleading and soul-destroying papers. And the clergy, while
warning their congugl\tions against reading Infidel literature,
rarely forget to tell their· congregati9ns that Voltaire, Tom
Paine, and other Infidels who hav alarmed the Christian world,
are probably in hell. Even when they camE.I to die they would
become Christians, but they had no power; the holy spirit was
withdrawn: from them. If they could liv but a year.longer
they would gladly undo all that they had done. But no; they
were past redemption. Such is the awful nature and consequence of Infidelity.
I've heard this same kind of talk many times in the churches
in England, where I was born and raised. The Catholics, it
seems., provided they attend mass regularly, can get drunk
and fight.As much as they please afterwards, as far as they are
concerned with their church, and they very often do. The
policemen frequently giv them a night's lodging, and charge
. them five dollars each for the accommodation the next morning.
It's true here, as at other places, the more churches and
more religious devotion, the more crime. The Catholics are
not hostil to me, but they use dreadfully low !1-nd insulting
language against Mr. Ingersoll, and those of his stamp, his
followers, as they call them. Yet many educated and enlightened pulpiteers say his equal in one man does not exist.
Thousands more would hav said the same had it not been for
their bread and butter. We hav lively times here occasionally
with the Catholics. They say Ingersoll is nothing but a
lawyer, and the idea of an honest lawyer! I tell them that
there are honest men· in every position. No doubt there are
honest priests, though they are ignorant of the correct history
of the Romish church, but the pope, cardinals, and the educated priests are well aware that the superstructure on which
the church is built is a big lie. They are practically all profesTOMY BEESON SMITH.
sional liars,

47'5

or comfort to these every-day frauds, mystifies my conception; years. We were poor enough. But our relentless priest
of their mental compound. The frauds of the skies seem to preached and talked, "More pay." My wife. iterate'd and rehav more weight with church educated people than all the iterated: "Pay more. The Lord will bless us." So they insolid facts of earth combined, and the only way to break duced the submissiv donkey to go and borrow, and pay seven
down this barrier is for every freethinking man to continually per cent interest on it for a number of years, to help pay the
use his best efforts to eliminate from the minds of others their salary of this miserable donkey·r~der, when we had no way to
reverence for these phantoms called gods and devils. Then, earn any money to purchase the necessaries of domestic life.
aud not till then, will the light of sciE'nce radiate and reflect We were fifteen miles from the county seat, the nearest railits power upon the brain of mankinel.
road station, and the nearest lumber market. For a number
I would suggest to any Liberal who may contemplate re- of years we lived in my little workshop. As I had no money
!~lOving to the Pacific Coast, that San Diego county affords to pay for lumber, we could not build a house. For two years
splendid inducements in the shape of cheap lands that are I was putting forth all the efforts in my power to get timber
fertil, and a climate that is not surpassed on the globe. I and boards to build a house. When I was not at work on the
found the majority of the citizens Freethinkers, consequently farm, cultivating or securing the crops, I was directing the en" spook-houses" are few and far between. On the other hand, ergies of every available day to get stone for the foundation,
the school-house is numerous.
which I was obliged to buy, and haul over two miles, and
Since my arrival home, I found that the "meek and lowly sand, that was purchased four miles from home, and I umber
followers" hav bought out one of the papers here (the In lex), and timber out of my own woods. As I had no money to pay
and that the present editor wears the collar of ,Jesus, which a man to help me saw trees into logs, I Wtl.B obliged to change
excludes from its columns anything pertaining to this world's work with some neighbor. Then I was obliged to haul every
affairs that doeslnot furnish coin and comfort for the Lord. log over four miles, and a rough road, to the saw-mill. As I
Our articles increased the circulation of the paper· fifty per· had no money, I was obliged to giv half the lumber to pay for
cent, which so frightened the phantom dealerJl that they sawing. After working ~hree winters in such a slow and disbought the press. Glory enough for Freethought!
advantageous manner, I had got roof boards, floor. boards, aidInclosed find $l, for which please send "Bible Myths" to ing, and studdings enough to build a new house, all at home,
the address given.
H. L. SIIAUG.
piled up under the shed. The church then wanted to build a
___
parsonage for the donkey-driver. By the goadings from the
BRADFORD, PA, July 7, 1885.
pulpit, the urging of the deacons, and the irrepressible badgMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find 55 cents, for which please send ering of my good Presbyterian wife to pay more, I reluctantly
one dozen cartoons of "The Modern Balaam" and the" Crimes gave away all my lumber to build a parsonage, and th~n comof Preachers.". I find a great many who are very fond of draw- menced again to get another supply of lumber (without money)
ing my attention to the immoral tendency of Liberalism, and to build a house. Thus it was for more than forty years, until
I want to be able to answer them from the record by compari. I began to kick. Glory to THE '.I;RUTH SEEKER for enabling
son.
me to become a
KICKING DoNKEY.
I am a stranger comparativly in Bradford. There are a good
FORT MADISON, IA., July 7, 1885.
many real Liberal people here. I am acquainted with a few
MR. EDITor.: Inclosed please find $5, for one year's sub-Mr. Wheeler, Carter, Zane, and a few others. I believe they
hav a Liberal League here, although they hav no meetings. scription for myself and a new subscriber. I was just thinkThey seem to be indifferent, and heedless of the great ques- ing of writing when Mr. Somerby's circular came to hand antions commanding the attention of the religious world to-day. nouncing "time up."
We hav quite a number of intelligent Liberal people h·Jre,
They seem to view with indifference the persistent and systematic efforts of the religious denominations to secure in our and a lar·ge society could be built up if we only had a "starter."
national legislatio~ amendments and supplemental laws to Among our best Liberal minds are many Germans. Our city
perfect a complete union of church and state. These hav it contains between 5,000 and 6,000 people, and has a healthy and
pretty well now, having pretty much the control of all things, beautiful location on the west bank of the Mississippi, 250
the
making of all laws, and the execution of the same, the miles above St. Louis.
PoMONA, CAL., July 6, 1885.
I am very much pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER in its
Mn. EDITOR: On a recent trip to the city and county of San control of the education of the people, the making of all of
Diego, I visited the celebrated hot sulphur ~Springs (Agua the books used in the various institutions of learning, and the progressiv course under your administration, and shall unCalienta) located on Warner's Ranch. At this point there are officering of the same. They also hav nearly the control of doubtedly giv it my continued support. Although we may
some three hundred Indians who still maintain their tribal re- the public press, and when they can put God into the Consti- not agree on all points, we are certainly in accord for "unilations, and are under the protecting wing of Uncle Sam. A tution, and place Christ as the only legitimate ruler of the na- vt>rsal mental liberty." I am not prepared to giv solid, conschool is there supported at the expense of the government, tions, and the Bible acknowledged as the only source and foun- vincing proofs to all minds for the views I entertain, though
and a female teacher at a salary of seven hundred and fifty tain of law, Liberals will hav a sweet time, I can assure you. quite clear to me. But, being conscious of an indrvidualized
dollars per annum has been employed. She has been in There is not an infamous law, a cruel law, an abhorrent law, existence; knowing that all are. off;pring (mentally as well as
charge of this school for the past. four years. This teacher is a vindictiv law, a tyrannical law, an unjust law, but what physically) of parents; believing that the body is built up on
of Teutonic_extraction, full of the (Catholic) Holy Ghost, and must claim the Christian Bible for its parontage. Nor is there the food we eat and the surrounding atmosphere; that the
is instilling into the minds of these already superstitious peo- a humane law, a merciful law, a just law, nor a progressiv spirit, commencing in an embryo state, like the body, is built
ple more superstition in their school days than science will be law, but what can be traced to a different origin. I am an old up on the sublimated portion of food eaten and the surroundable to r~>move in fifty years of after life- and this, too, at the man, but I intend to spend the balance of my days in battling ing elements, and possesses a power that cannot be destroyed,
here I rest in peace, with perfect love, casting out all fear of
expense of the government, the taxpayer. Her school rooms the enemy of all human progress, the church.
a personal God o·r devil, or physical punishment for spiritual
are often turned into courts of inquisition that would put to
J. W. PRENTISS.
sins.
shame any of former tim11s; she is council, advocate, and law;
Everything in nature is to me as a finger-board pointing to
her religious influence over her pupils is supreme, above that
THOSE IMPREssrv PICTUREs.
a continued existence; still I hav no desire to quarrel with
WErssNICHTwo, N. J., July 15, 1885.
of parent or law. A sentence locked up in their brains with
any one who has not arrived at these conclusions preferring
the key of the cross through her manipulation, could not be
"Sounds falling on the ear are lo•t. and die
to believe that " death ends all." And I take great pleasure
extracted under penalty of death. Her will is law, and is imIn one short hour; but those that meet the eye
in looking around upon the world of mind and matter, fit·mly
Dwell long upon the mind. The faithful sight
plicitly obeyed, as the following incident will illustrate.
believing
th~t it will yet be well with every being upon the
Some few days prior to my visit at the springs, this teacher,
Engraves the knowledge with a beam of light."
this" heavenly dove with all her quickening power," in colluThose readers who reeollect what impressiv cartoons ap- universe.
Giving every form of religion its jt1st clue, and every honest
sion with one of her pet priests, caused all the married In- peared, a few years ago, in some of the New York city papers,
devotee credit for all the refonuatory good they do, I still look
dians, through her holy command, to appear at her school- concerning the far-famed ring that embE)zzled so many million
house on a certain appointed day for tire purpose of attending dollars out of the treasury of New York city, may also remem- upon Freethought as the highest phase of mental developml'!nt.
to religious rites and ceremonies. Of course they were all on ber how the ridiculous caricatures hurt. The illustrious Tweed
I am glad that Colonel Ingersoll is at t-he head of the column,
hand, to the exclusion of all other business or wants. All remarked, concerning some of the caricatures of himself: "I
and am willing to march with him and all such up through
things being ready, the priest made his appearance, with cross don't care what the papers print about me, for many of my
the gates of death, and face "the great hereafter !"
in hand, and an expression on his holy countenance that constituents can't read; and a great many that know how to
Ever yours fratemally, for an eternal progressiv developwould hav paralyzed any one of the sixteen crucified saviors of read cannot understand the language. But those infernal
ment,
J. R. TEWKSBURY.
yore, had they been present to witness the exhibition. The pictures! They hurt! If a man don't know how to read, he
business which he wished to make known to these poor dupes can understand the lessons to be taught by such pictures."
ALTOONA, PA., July 14, 1885.
was that he (the priest) was in possession of the knowledge
So with that picture in THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 2d. I
MR. EDITOR: Of the two great religious movements of the
(just got in from above) that all the Indians there who were hav often heard people remark that "Christians were priestday, viz., Protestantism and Catholicism, it can be readily
living together as man and wife, married according to the In- ridden." I understood the import of tire language; but I was
seen that the former is by f.lr the more liberal Although
dian custom twhich all their ancestors had lived and died never so thoroughly impressed with the facts in the case as
Protestants seem to be more oggressiv towards unbelievers
under), must get remarried right there and then, else all their when I first saw that cartoon representing a donkey-man ridthan Catholics, yet it is only like the common adage, "B.trking
children would be pronounced illegitimate, and they assigned den by a priest. I exclaimed, audibly, "That is me to a lifeclogs seldom bite."
to hell at once1 that the devil had been imported for the like representation!" My mind ran back to early manhood,
The Homan Catholic church is a crawling, slimy serpent.
special business of wafting the entire outfit to his red-hot and all along through life, and I saw how exactly I was like a
When it does not wield power you can caress it, and it
griddle; that he (old split-foot) was then in their immediate· donkey-man, with a Presbyterian priest on my back, directing
seems as clocil as "Mary's little lamb." But let it obtain su.
vicinity, and that nothing short of compliance with the priest's all my ways and actions. I would distribute a large number
preme authol'ity, and once more it would be audacious enough
demand would be sufficient to induce his satanic majesty to of them among my relations, but they would burn every one
to trample out free inquiry, punish heretics, and ft~.n the
retire from behind each and all of them. The scare worked before examining the contents. Tliey are exactly such packflames of religious persecution. 'l'his church is also becomlike a charm, and all the poor ignorant dupes walked up to mules as I used to be before I drifted beyond the pale of the
ing a powerful factor in party politics. It was not long since
the priestly rack and took the "fodder "-remanied to the church.
that we saw America's greatest statesman bow his head tothiE
tune of only nine dollars per pair, the priest and the schoolWe were all taught to believe that all there is, ever was, or
papal hiemrchy for notbing else than political preferment
marm raking in the shekels to the grand total of four'hundred ever will be worth knowing in morals, hiRtory, science, or litanrl the anxious hope to assume the dignity of president of
and fifty dollars. All for the glory of God and the replenish- erature, may be found within the pale of the church. Allow
this great republic.
ing of the priestly exchequer. "Praise God from whom all me to pen briefly only a paragraph in my priest-ridden expeIt is also thought by a great many that Monsignor Capel is
blessings flow "-to the priest.
l'ience, when I played the part of a submissiv donkey. :M:y
in this country for tbe sole purpoHe of endeavol'ing to add
Ah, you godly rascalR, it is apparent why you fight so per- father gave me a few acres of poor land, which had been
wealth and influence to the "holy chtuch," and also secure a
sistently our public schools and the enlightenment of the worked on share~, and impoverished until it was too poor to
better· abode for "his bolinesH·' the pope in this "land of th
masses. It is equally apparent why you cultivate the super- pay the expense of cultivation. He also gave me a span of free and the home of tbe brave." Now, "his holiness" is
stition that is so prevalent among the uneducated. It is the horses, and an old plow-harness. He refused to allow mother quite welcome to our shores, and should he not desire to
take a homestead on the front-ier, he might locate in the
modus ope1·andi of your illegitimate gains, thefts, and robberies. to sign the deed, so that I could not sell the land.
WILLIAM J. BunNs.
It get1 away with the "grab-bag," or any of the many gamBy judicious management, I raised grass, hay, stl·aw, anrl state of Delaware.
bling methods yet devised by the cunning but none the more oats barely enough to keep my horses. I was obliged to work
MuRRAY, IA., July 5, 1885.
scnpulous Protestant. We are made to exclaim in the Ian- two days per week for my father, to pay for my board. There
MR EnrToR: Inclosed find five dollars. Times are hard,
guage of the good-natured Dutchman, "The longer we liv the was only an old, little barn on the place. I was obligerl t.o
more we find by Jesus Christ out "-about his many hypocriti- borrow money to pay current expenses. As. soon as I could but Christianity is harder. The four ANNUALS you sent me
cal and rascally agents, of whatever religious denomination erect a small building for a workshop (as I was a carpenter didn't last fifteen minuteR, and one of them went to a
they may be.
and knew how to work at wagons and sleighs) I married a blue preacher. That is what I call spreading light in dark places.
J. E. WICK.
How sensible business men and women can longer giv aid Presbyterian wife, and we lived in my workshop for several The ice is melting.
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in downy nests amid the glossy, green leaves. yes. He was motioned to get in, and in a mo- seven persons in all. How do you explain
Beyond Onset island Hog island rears its ment he was sitting by the side of the presi- this?
M.
head, and Monument beach, dotted with many e nt, who opened the conversation by asking
3.--ICNIGMA.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN, F~ll River, little cottages, is only a short distance beyond. him who he was, and where he was going. He I am composed of 9 letters.
Mass., to whom. all Communications tor this But the cunning sailboat was turned another replied that his name was Morgan, and that he My 1, 2, 3 is a useful conveyance.
COrner should-be sent.
way past a lovely grove of fine trees on a knoll was going home from school, and continued My 4, 2, 3, 6 is a kind of fish.
that seemed to gradually ascend from the very by putting the same questions to the president, My 5, 7, 8 is an affectionate name.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
water's edge, and farther on they landed where saying, "I beg your pardon, stranger, but My 3, 4 5, 7 is the ending of the present par.
When the night begins to lower,
ticiple,
a point of land made out into the bay, and is a what might your name be?"
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
part of the Pond Lily farm.
''The president replied, ' My name is Thom- My whole is something in very om:hmon use.
That ls known a.s the Ohlldren's Hour."
JANE BENTON.
Helen and Bertha were delighted with the as Jefferson.'
wild beauty of the plaoe, and gathered beauti"The boy looked up astonished, and asked,
4.--PICTURE PUZZLE.
ful wild flowers, odd grasses, strange-looking 'Not Tom Jefferson, president of the United
Upside Down.
leaves, and 110ft; velvety mosses. And oh ! the States?'
H a.ll the world w"re upside down.
promis of huckleberries, blackberries, cran"'Yes,' replied Jefferson; and as he did so,
Our lilies would be stars so gay,
Our brooks would make the milky way,
berries, and beech pl nws in the saason in just the boy jumped from the gig and into the
And roses of the richest dye
that sheltered spot!
road, saying, 'I hav heard of you, Tom .TefferWould be the pretty sunset sky;
After walking about awhile, they embarked son. My father says you are a rascal, and
Instead of blue, the sky be brownfor a sail homeward, just as the sun was going wouldn't he thrash me if he caught.me a-1·idin'
Hall the world were upside down.
down in the west, bright, red, and glorious. with you. Father knows you, and he thinks
H all the world were upside down,
Its last rays fell sparkling on the water in fare- yon are the biggest scoundrel in the country!'
The moon would take the ocean's place,
"'No, he doesn't,' replied the president.
well blessing and good-nig'lt kisses. The wind
And stars the fields and gardens grace.
The ground, or course, would be sky-blue;
had all gone down, and the twilight stillness 'I know him very well. We 11re good friends
Another change would be quite newcrept slowly over the bay, and one by one the personally, though not politically. He won't The Indians stand around the campfire light,
We'd wear our shoes upon our crown
shadows crept stealthily along, while, like the care if you ride with me. I am JlOt a bad fel· 'l'heir maiden prisoner hidden out of sight
H all the world were upside down. -Selected.
eyes of watchful angels, the stars shone in the low; get in.'
Where can the mourning captiv hidden be'?
sky overhead.
"Still the young man refused to get in. He Young eyes, look sharp, and soon her face
Elizabeth Zane.
you'll Bee.
It was growing late, and the little sailboat reiterated the statement that he believed J efThis dauntless pioneer malden's name
made slow headway, for the wind was dead ferson tQ be a rasco;l, but finally was per5.-CONU IIDBUM,
Is Inscribed In gold on the scroll of Fame;
ahead. Bertha advocated scratching the mast suaded, and again took his seat in the gig.
She wa.s the lassie who knew no fear
"During the conversation which followed,
to raise a breeze, as she said that was the way
When the tomahawk gleame!,l on the far frontier.
old sailors did, though how she knew it no- Jefferson sucoeeded in making a friend of him,
H deedd of daring should wln renown,
Let us honor this damsel of Wheeling town,
and on parting told him that if he would come
body could tell.
Who braved the savage with deep dlsdalnFinally they all began to whistle, or tried to; to Washington he wouq giv him an office to
Brlght·e:red, buxom, Bllzabeth Zo.ne.
but it made no difference, for there was prove to him that he was his friend.
'Twas more than a hundred years ago,
"'No, yon won't,' said the boy; 'you will
ecarcely a ripple on the waves. The lights
They were close beset by t.he dusky foe;
gleamed out from the cottages en the bluffs, forget me.'
They had spent ot powder their scanty store,
"'No, I will not,' answeretl Jefferson. And
and twinkled ami1 the trees, while the doctor
And who the gantlet should run for more ?
" tacked " and tacked again, but the boat with that the two parted.
She sprang to tbe portal and sh ;nted, "I;
"Some months afterward young 1\lor'gan,
'Tis better a girl than a man should diet
scarcely moved at all. The night was coming
lilY Joss would be but the garrison's gain.
on, and Bertha an·d Helen thought they would becoming disgusted with things about home,
Unbar the gate!" said Ellz:.beth Zane.
hav to stay on the water all night. But after concluded to run off and go to Washington
The powder was sixty yards away,
awhile there was a faint little wind, that after his office. He stole out one night with
Around her the foemen In ambush lay:
This is evidently a brave man. Can you ii:J.d
sprang up and just fanne(l tb.e sail ever so his clothes in a bundle on a stick over his
As she darted from shelter they gazed with awe,
a braver one in the picture'/
shoulder,
and
walked
to
Washington.
When
slightly, but it was very welcome.
Then wildly shouted, "A squaw!'' "aequa.wl''
She neither swerved to the left or right,
The night, with its bright stars scattered he got to the city-it was nothing but a muddy
6.-REDUS.
Swift as an antelope's was her flight.
thickly amid flecks of floating cumuli, that, village then--he was covered with dust, and
"Quick I· Open the door!" ohe cried amain,
ere the sunlight had faded, had seemed to aB· his boots were the color of clay. He went,
"For a hope forlorn I 'Tis Elizabeth Zane I"
sume all sorts of fanciful shapes, grew more however, just as he was, up to the White House,
No time had she to waver or walt,
and more lovely, and the phosphorescent and, finding the door open, walked boldly into
Back she must go ere It be too late;
lights in thA water fl>tshed and· gleamed, in a room where he saw Jefferson writing, bendShe snatched from the table Its cloth In haste
ing over a table. He went up to him, and,
many brilliant jets.
And knotted It deftly about her waist,
Then filled It with powder-sever, I ween.
The doctor thought it best not to try to land laying his hand on his shoulder, said:
Had powder so lovely a magazine;
" ' Hello, Tom J tfferson; l've come after
at the wharf, if, indeed, they could tlver get
Then, scorning tile bullets, a deadly rain,
there, but tried to reach the bluff, which feat that office.'
Like a startled fawn, !bd Ellz.1beth Za.ne.
"The president looked up, but could notre·
after many a struggle, and tacking this way
Sht> gained the fort with her precious freight;
member the boy. Noting his amazed look, the
ani! that, was accomplished.
Strong bands unfastened rheoaken gate;
There is no wharf at the bluff, so, after young Morgan continued:
Brave men's eyes were suffused with tears
" ' There, I told you yon would not rememcoming as close to the shore as possible with
That h'l.d there bf'en strangers for many years.
From flint· lock rilles again there sped
the boat, the doctor hopped over the side, and ber me when I came here.'
'Galnst the skulking red skins a storm of lead,
''Jefferson replied that his face was familiar,
pulled the boat as far as he could on the beach,
And the war-whoop sounded that day In vain,
and on Morgan telling who he was, the presiand that was not very far.
Tlaanks to the deed of Ellz~betb Zane.
"I don't know," said he, dubiously, "how dent greeted him kindly, and asked hiin to be
Talk not to me or Paul Revere,
seated. He then called a servant, and sent the
A wild flower.
you
two are to get ashore."
A ma.n, on horsehJ.J.Ck, with naught tfj fear;
"I guess," said Helen, "we shall hav to boy off to be brushed up, asking him if he had
Nor of old John Burns, with his bell-crowned hatanother suit of clothes, to which he replied he ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S 'CORNEIR,
He'd an army to back him, so what of that ?
wade ashore."
JULY 11, 1885.
Here's to the heroin, plump and brown,
"You aren't afraid," and the doctor spoke had. He was then given a room in the White
1 --Fizz (phiz), pop, rattle, crack (in the
Who ran the gantlet In Whsellng bown I
Honse,
and
the
president
told
him
to
look
very low. "I must keep the boat from drift·
wall). 2.--He is making a banquat (bank
Her's IB a record without a stalning off, you know. If yon are not afraid,'' he about for a few days, and see what kind of an WHt). 3-Alter, Jacket, Image, Grate, Spider,
BeautL!ul, buxom, Elizabeth Z<ne.
. -St. Nichola•.
continued, "take off your shoes and stock- office he wanted. This young Morgan did; Acorn, Watch-A Jra SAw.
and at the end of the first day told Jefferson
ings."
A Sail on the Bay
ANSWERS TO PRIZE PROBLEMS.
So off came the shoes and stockings, and the he believed he would take a oolonelcy in the
It was about 4 P.lii. when Bertha and Helen latter were tucked into the boots and passed army.
E. l\I. Been givs the distauoe traveled by the
"President Jefferson laughed, and told him generul, in Mr. Pool's Army Problem, as .fiftyembarked on the doctor's boat for a short sail to the doctor, who placed them on a rock.
on thf' bay. The day had been disagreeably Then Bertha jumped into the water with a that the colonels were always old men. He fvur and sixteen-one-hnnd1·edths mile11. Mr. Been
hot, and the breeze on the water was as agree- big splash, followed by Helen with another must take something else, but not to be in a adds: "Now for that book, Brother Pool!'
ably cool and delicious. The doctor, who is splash. The water was warm and not un- hurry-to look around and see the city. He
In answm· to the same problem Is11!1tJ A. Pool,
an intimate friend of the girls, was chatty and pleasant. Reaching the shore they found shoes theu sent a midshipman with him to m1tke of Ei;canaba, Mich., say~;:
witty. He pointed out all the lovely bits of and stockings, and with many a laugh and jo- things pleasant for him, and in a day or two
"The miles he rides are fifty-four;
scenery around, and on Wickett island, that vial remark they started barefoot for home, young Morgan decided that he would rather
Adding of rods forty-nine more,
be
a
midshipman
than
anything
else.
Jefferrises like a gem of emerald beauty high up walking in the soft sand along the shore. '
Eight feet besides, und inches seven,
With still a fraction to be given."
from the blue waters of the bay. On its sum"But it was a pleasant sail, if we did hav to son at once gave him the appointment, and
m.
1·oris
.ft.
in.
mit is a cozy hotel open for summer visitors. wade ashore','' remarked Helen.
"And we he went on a ship immediately. He made a
19
HH
12
6. 78
But who would like to liv on such a sm11ll gathered in such bits of beauty, so much calm splendid naval officer, and he died a com- The Gen. rides
The army moves
5
135
3
11·22
island all summer ? 'l'he trio in the boat loveliness, that I am more in love with nature modore."-Ex.
The Numerical Pnzzleof W. J. Bnrns in THE
thought it would not be so very nice for eithE:r than ever before."
TRUTH SEEKER of July 4th Mr. Pool answers
Our Puzzle Box.
of them.
"I was awfully afraid we would get stranded
as follows:
1.--li!DDLE.
They sailed around the island on the right, on the flat as we came across," said :Bertha.
If the titnes of slowing occur before meeting
I once was king and warrior bold,
past the long strip of land known as Burgess "But we didn't, and I shall dream of sunlight
with both trainR, they meet at 10h., 26m.,
In the olden days gone by,
Point, but which, in the time gone by, rejoiced and starlight, singing birds and lovely flowers.
.52.348seo. P.M., 24:!.51503 miles from Phila·
And all the years in which I lived,
delphia, 10!1.584!16 miles from Ptttsbnrgh.
in no other cognomen than the not very ro- But I thought I should just scream, though,
A perfect heart h1Ld I.
If the slowing is after the rneetiag, then
mantic one of Hog Neck, while in front and on when you asked the doctor what kind of a bird
The work of art my mother made
253.1
the left might be Be~·n the high bluffs of Onset, note that creaking sound was, and he told you
I stamped it to the ground;
---------- = time,
clothed in the deep-green drapery of pine and that ' bird note' was the croak of a frog !"
'l'o show the Lord th1Lt he had chose
49.1 pl·u.s H. 5
oak, back of which cuddlecl the gayly painted
'fhe wisest man around.
and time multiplied by velocity = di~tance.
"I just betrayed my city breeding then,"
cottages, " Vtu d' l'eau," "Bayside," "Rob- said Helen. " But it sounded like a bird in
When with my braves I went to war
bins' Nest," "Rest," "Bay View," "Shell the twilight. It just teaches me that we do
BOOKS FOR OBILDREN!
Against tbe dreadful host,
Point," "Woodbine," and many others whose not know everything, even if we think we do."
I captured all the sheep I could
names are not discernible from the water side,
To make the Lord a roast.
_________________S.H.W.
'l'WO Ll'l'TLE RED Ml'l"fENS;
but all sheltered amid bright flowers and
But when my warlike days were gone,
A BTOBY OF THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
A Story of J efl'erson.
greenest shrubbery, while at various points
My feet grew awful sore;
could be seen the tops of hotels and other
And when I called the doctor in
Colonel Wintersmith, of Kentucky, tells the
BY JENNIE BU'l'LEH. BltOWNE
The Lord's help came no more.
buildings, with the American flag flying in the following good story of Thomas J efrerson.
For Ball' ~t this omoe.
Price 10 cents.
breeze.
Said he: "One day when Thomas Jefferson
When God had called my soul away,
A short distance from Wickett is another was riding through Virginia, on his way from
They laid me in the tomb,
HAPPa....£8 OF COLD."
And round my form the people spread
smaller strip of land known as Onset island, Washington to Monticello, he came upon a
Sweet spice and rioh perfume.
A. storY-bookfol' the young folks. By Ml"s SUSAN
famed for its berries, clams, and woodticks. boy trudging along with his olothes in a satchel,
H. Wrxo . Second edition. Price, Sl.~G. 'L'hls Vf!r'Y
Altoona, Pa.,
WILLIAM J. BURNS.
Very pretty it appeared in the afternoon sun- which hung on a stick from his shoulder, He
excellen work for young mMters and misses, has
passed through a very lal"~,;e edition, an<l a second
light, with the waves dashing gently against stopped his gig and fiBked the youth if he did
2. -l'lJY.ZLI!l.
has been Issued at Q. reduoeu price or $1.25, tree ot
its sandy beaches, and the birds singing soft, not want to ride. The young man looked at
postage.
i'hla nf!W eultlon has a photograph ot the
Three widows li v in one house, and each
which adds vecy much to the value o! the
bWeet lullabies to their babies tucked snugly him a moment in a bold way, and finally said widow has two child!'ell, yet there are but uthor
olume,

--------------------
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Price, 15 ceu ts.
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AL BANy CONVENrfiON.
COURSE TICKET-PRICE $1.00,.
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TRUTH:

A Poem in Three Parts.
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BY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth Finde1·.
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33 Clinton Place, New York.
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. WilL speak ~UND'\Y EVENING, SEPT. 13th, and the proceeds of the lecture he will
contnbute to the aid of Liberal work.

By Andrew .Jaelison Davis,
entitled

Beyond the Valley

Everyone Interested In the succe•s of Freeth ought should purchase at least one ticket whether
atlend!ng tbe Convention or not, and thus aid the cause. The expenses or the Oor-ventlon wlll 'be great
while all above expenses w!ll be used for carrying forward the practical work of petitioning the leglsla:
ture to tax cburcbes and abolish chaplaincies and Sabbat,h laws.

sequel to the

MAGIC STAFF

Tickets for sale by SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
·or,
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 33 Clinton Place, N.Y ..

An Autobiography of

Andre-vv Jackson Davis.
Six Illuslrati011s Picturing what Mr. Davis sayg
he h s seen.
" Beyond the Valley" is a record of events awl
scenes in his private ami public career, beginning
where the Magic Staff ends, and bringiug hiR
psychological and private expe1·iences truthfully
up to the pres(mt day. 1'his attmchve volume
will interest thousands who IHlV never read his
preceding works. It will auswer the ever-recurring questions concerning remarkable events in
Mr. Davis's private life, and fully explains hi~
various public labors for mankind.
"Beyoud the Valley'' is a companion volume
to the ":Magic Staff," ami resembles it in style
of workmansl1ip-in paper, press-work, binding,
etc. 408 page~. Price, $1.50.
For Sale by THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THIRD

EDITION.

BIBLE MYTHS,
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
TIEING A

Comparison of the Old and New Testament nlyths and ~Iirades with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR OHIGIN AND MEANING.
WITH :N"Ul\IEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

His Cha~
acter and Doctrins. From the Analysb
of Religious Belief. By VmcouNT A~mER
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 eents.

Mental Me1licin. A TheoreHcal and
Practical Treatis on :Mctlical PsycJ,ology.
'rl1is book cont(tins a (nil cxposit.iun of tlw
natmo and laws o[ magm•tis1n, :mel its appli·
cation to tho cme of disease. Pl'ice $1.~ii.

Soul and llo(ly; or, The Spiritual
Pl'ioe $1.00.

The Mental Cure, illustrating t.he Influence of the Mind on tho Body both in
Health and Disease, and tho J's_,chologieal
Method of Treatment. Prko $1.50.
All tho above hooks sent by mail, post paitl, on
receipt of price.
Athlress '!'HI<] 1'RU'l'H Sl<;EICJ<:R.

MONKS, POPES,
AND

THEIU POU'NCAJJ IN'rUIGUES.
BY JOIIN ALBERGER.
WE HAVE JUST m;cEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF l'HilM DAMAGED, WHIUH
WE WILL SEI,L AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH RRGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBJ,IC,

Price, liO cents, 71i cents, and ,1.00, ae•
cording to condition of book.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

38 Ollnton Pl., New York.

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De·
fense. In Six Lectures by Col.
JoHN R. KELso, A.M. These are among
the ablest lectures ever tlelivered, and
should be rcau by everybody. Sl.50.

Last Will and 1'estament of Jean
ltleslier, a curate of a Roman church
in France, containing the best of his writings. 25 cents.

Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical novei
of marked ability. By FnEDEll!KA MAcDONALD. 40-! pages. Price recluced to
Sl.25.

Nature's ltevelations of Character;
or Physiognomy Illustrated. 'rhe
. science of in>llvidual traits portrayecl by
the tempemments and features. illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH
SarMs, l'II.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
edges, $4.50.

10 cents.

of excellent Speeches and Essays.
reduced to $1.00.

Price

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation o1
Ancient E:;yptian Uivilization to the
Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus,
and the Relativ Claims of Moses nnd the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By
VAN BuREN DENSLow, LL.D. 25 cents.

Religion Not History. An able ex··
"The volume, 'Bib1e 1\Jyths, and their Parallels in Othr-r Religions,~ is clearly
1ihe result. of years of patieHtaud plmlt.ling research made over n. va~t fiehl or rendIng. The aim of the boo)i: is to show not. Ollly that 1101 hi11g of tlH: 1niracu!ons
which is to be found in tlle Old 'l'estanwut can be cousidt.:'retl of l-lel.n·ew origin,
lmt al:;o that nothing of the same son which is to be fonHd in the New Test::unent
can be considered of Cluistian origin. 'l'lle author, by an overwhelming nmonnt
of eviLtencc, pl'oves his point. 'Ye cannot see how his positiOIJS arc to be gain•aiLl. It is useless, in the light thrown upon the matter throughout the pages of
this book, to argue that tlle Bible must be of special ctivine origin because of its
contents, for here WB have evidence upon evidence that th(·t·e is no myth lege1Hl,
snpernatnrn.l oecurrelJce, doetrinc, rite or ceremony recorded in the Bitie ,\·hich
eannot bP parallPled in !:iOIHe a11Cient n·cord ce11turies older than the }Ja;!(~ on
\'dtich tile same thi.ng is uarrnted in the l-ichrew and Cltristian Scriptm·es. lf tho
existL'tH~e of sneh mHl sucl1 things in the Bi!Jlt: is to be aceepte<l as proof that tlte
Hilde is ofspeeial diville origin, tilen tlw existence of tile like things in other
atwient books of tl1e world must be ncc(·J 1t.<'d m~ proof that they a18o art> of ~peci!ll

~<iJ~I\ ~~cf ~~·~\~i :: j{ e ~~~ ~~l~~-w 1~\r ~l~~) ;·: fp!~\~et·~~;~c ,\ ~l :.~: ~)~~!· ~~~c ~}:\~·~ !~~,~-~~~~I~~~- t,\ ~of'ti(;~~ ~~~ e~i
the Christian wnrld will ~reet this hook. 'YP. more than ~llSpC'I·t tlmt tlwy will
uot greet it at all, but will bo colllellt tu pas:; it !Jy ill f~arf1ll ~il<::llce."- J.:o,..;ton

amination of the Morals and Theology of
the New 'festament. By Prof. F. W.
Newman, of the London University. 25
cents.

Outline of the French Revolution:
Its Causes and U.esults. A clear
and comprehensiv portrayal of this interesting portion of hnnHm history. By W.
S. BELL. 25 cents.

Out.lhws of Phrenology.

By F. E

AsPINWALL, 1\'L D. Alu<st acceptable tu
IJihemb of anything of the kind published. Paper, 5iJ cents; doth, 75 cents.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Pri..,e, :W cents.

t'ommll!IH"calth.

"11. has loug bPen adnwwlPdgf'd h~· the most eminent Bihlical students that
the Hebrew Scriptm·e::; contaiu a Jarg-e mythic:d P.Jement: but, sn far ns we know,
the preseut. is the tlrst eo111plete aud seholarly at.rempt tn tr:~e ...' tlH·se myU1s to thei1.·
source, and ase~rtain tlH~ii' origiual siguitkatioll. '.l'he wnrk is the re8ult of a
v:u~t:unountnf iutclligcnt and indefatigable re:::c:n<'\1, aud cannot be oYerlooked
by any one engaged in theological R1 udy: ~in1•e it is of too mueh aC'.mncn aud
1\U.thority to be ignorecl, even by those whn JU(l:.:t ~f.l'('llttously oppose the conclu~
sfOns at which the author arrives."- lhuilon Cow· in·.

l Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages.

Price, $2.50.

WANTED:

2>30

Preach~rs in the United
:By M. E. lliLLINGR. Shows how
thick anti fast the gorlly hav fallen from
grace. Price, 25 cents.
St~ttes.

Proceedings and Addresst:>~ at the
)Vatkius Convention. 4UU page~

PAR'l'N~~R with about three thousand dollars

capital to eRt.ablish a manufactory for felts and
feltingH. Snbs~ribet· has been nine years with
present cmployorR in tho businesH and desires tn
Ht:wt for himself in connection with a 111:tn willing
to work an<! able to furnish above lllllillllll, to he
nscd in pmclmsing machinery ami stock.
Address l·L J ..M., 'l'RU'l'II SI~I~Kim Office.

Crimes of

prising terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of the terms used in theology. The
only edition in English. 25 cents:

A stan-

dard work on the philosophy and practice of
the Mind-Cure, a reliable text-book in all the
schools of mental healing. No work has ever
been written of more practical value to physi·
cians of all schools. The book is the msult o(
the extensiv learning and research of the author, and exhibits a familiarity with tho lit·
eraturc of tho subject. It is profoundly relig·
ions without being offensivly dogmatic. It
has been received with universal favor bv all
who arc seeking light on the snliject on which
it treats-the cure of disease m ourselvs and
others by mental and spiritual agencies.
Price $1 .50.

Hi>~ 1\lanifolu and Wonderful AJveutures
in the Land of Cosn:ws. A new scriptm·.,
(evidently inspired) <1iscovered by l. N.
FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich.
Pr.ce, 25 cents.

Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com,

ure and Power of Faith; or, Elementary Lessons in 'l'mnscendental Mcdicin. This wol'l;
is a complete exposition of principles nnclcrlying the system of men tal healing. It contains a full comse of instruction in the philosophy and practice of the Mind-Cure. Price
$1.50.

The Divine Law of Cure.

Vhrouides of Simon Christianus.

GEORGE E. MACDONALD.

The Primitiv Mind-Cure. The Nat

Address

The In-

augural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL
delivered before the British Associatio~
for the Aclvancement of Science. With
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELMHOLTZ, and m-ticleR of Prof. 'fYNDALL and
Sir HENRY 'i'HOMPSON on prayer. Price,
cloth, 50 ccntR. Inaugural Address alone
in paper, 15 cents.
'

New England and the People up
'rhere. A humorous lecture. By

WORKS OF DR. W. F. (VANS

Science of Health and Disease.

Advancement of Science.

Amberley's Life of Jesus.

SJ<]COND lWI'riON.

:1

FREE'rHOUGHT WORKS,
Published at TnE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

The Missing Link
-IN-

PAINE'S \7\.·0RKS.

Paine's Theological Works, inelud-

ina The Ago of Henson, Exncninat10n ot
Pr~phecies, Letter to the Bislwp of Llanclaff Reply to J\Ir Er~kine, L~tter to Carnill~ J·.1nian, ct,__, etc., with tt life ol
Paine, and a steel-plate -portrait. 1:!mo
In pape:· cov"rs, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

Paine's Grent Works (comph•te)
in one volmnc. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, $4.fi0.

Politi<~al Works, including
Common Sense, The Crisb, and Rights of
Man. Cloth, $1.50 .

M0DE RN SP IR11 UA1ISM

Paine's

By A. LEAH UNDERHILTJ, of the Fox family.

The Age of Reason. An investiga-

1

•

'rhis. book pnrports to be a truthful acconnt of
.:-· P'A'h
* • 'fh'~ mftr·.-,"'lf'lllS hmt'l~ hns lu'"rn built more t.hnn
the phenomena occmring at Hydesville in the ~ 'llltl.nr>s!'ronJ
Ollt' Jl an:-;; il•"·'o 11 t'll1•·',tnnrdll:;lt it:t!t'nrtl~
house of Mr. Pox, and sin co to various mom bers
n •i•! , ",·n f'\'•~n r •r a. hr~t~ ltu:,\ly. bt 11 or shDWil
•<~\'t1 ; fJ:l:!d tlO•II" !ll't_' 4lwd l'tJUHI.'i :Jtld 1H fl1 1 iC 2 l•lOl't-'•
of the Underhill family, especially the author, .'l··nT
v oJ'C'l<~..;Pt s.
'l'he ,, lln'c w:lrlll~'ll by 1Jl1e ,•Junilll'Ywho. has had a good offset to "Bottom Facts,"
1
1
.
L/
,·,;.~!;~~l~
\
~~~'
~~~
(~~n;~.\
· ~ 1i~~~ ~~.;-~;~ !t ~~~;i~~-~\~~; ~;~~· (;-,~~;:,\es=~\~~~ ·~~-~
being essentially controversial, and will be used Lo $6.5'10, ma.y lJe Ju1t\lJ :u ":,t:OI'l't~T.t.'S .:\10I•hiL'i Lowfor offense and defense by believers in Spiritual CosT HntT.•ll·~~." a l!u·~c qnnrt.0 llllmp1llt-t, ~->hnwiug al~o
manifestations. :Mrs. Underhill contends that ~~l?i'~ttgt~~lg~t ~i·~~~~;,~·;;t~~~~l:~r ~;~HI ~~i'L~~r~~~tJ~~-i~ ,~\V1 ::~.thocltanf!e. :\JJn·~s. RT'IT.lli'\IJ 1'1 •.\~ A:.::->ni'IATIO!'f,
the exhibitions of an occnlt power, as narrated iu .tnm
Mcutlou thil! l'n11~r. l
:.!·1 Bl·C~IIl!Ul St .• (Box ~ill'.!,) ;'f. Y.
her hook, demonstrate beyond doubt the reality
of tho survival of man's spir·it; that death is bnt
"ANTICHRIST."
birth into auother stage of prop;rcssed and proProving conclnslvly that
gressiv life; and proves what has hitherto been
THB STORY OF JESUS GHRIST
but a de~g·ma of an unproved and unprovable
Hl1 birth. lite, trial, execution, etc.-11 a myth
faith, the immortality of the soul. PRICI<J, $2.00
TRUTH 8Rli:KKB Olllco.
Price, $2.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Addr.esa THE TRUTH SEEKER.

tion of true ani! fabnlons theology.
Whhout a peer in the world. Papal', 2fi
~ents, or 5 f01· $1.
Cloth, GO cents.

The Age of Reason mul An Exam·
ination of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Common Sense. Paine's first work.
15 cents .

The Crisis. Containing numbers from
I. to XVI. inclnsiv.
cloth, 75 cents.

The Rights of Man.
pressed of humanity.

OloUl, 76 oents.

P~tper,

40 cents;

For the

op-

Paper, 40 oents;
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lfotfrg.
On the Death of a Friend.
One man the less to look upon the sun,
One man the more to lie beneath the ground;
This Is the sum or all the empty round
That men call lite; and When the str!te Is done
Let only this be written or each one:
Victor and vanquished, thus we all are crowned.
And fitter eplraph could not be round
For Orosa.r's selt, his last llght lost and won.
And as tor others, so, my friend, tor thee
We hav none hopeeuner. Ab()ve thy name
We trace It, and all bitter though It be,
A.t least It hath not any hue or shame.
A.nd turning !rom thy tomb unfalteringly,
We do not weep, tor ours shall be the same.
-Bostlln Courier.

A Lesson to Lovers.
She, with a. mllk pall on ber arm,
Turns aside, with her young cheeks glowing,
And sees down the laue the slow, dull tread
or the drove or cows that are homeward going.

occurring in families, and among children,
showing a moral that cannot fail to impress !t
chilu's ruind for good.
Among the best stories the book contains
are "Cressbrook Cottage," showing how by industry, sobriety, and economy, a pleasant
home from small beginnings as well as !t competency for old age may be obtained; and
"Meddlesome Mollyl'' showing the trouble
which children bring not only oil t.hemselvs,
bnt npon the entire household, by meddling
with what they should not tonch.
"Alone in an t1nfnrnished House," is the
title of a little story used to illustrate what it
is to liv in a body with an uncultivated mind,
and that without study and application the
mind may be as blank and cheerless as the
walls of an unfurnished house.
The book from its opening to its closing is
fnll of beantifnl and useful lessons for the
yonng, and too much cannot be said in its
praise. I hav one for a gift for a little 'girl in
whom I am interested, and whoever invests
money in like manner will not throw it away.

•' Bessie," he said; at the sound she turnell,

Her blue eyes full or childish .wonder;
"My mother Is feeble, and lame, anct old! need a. w!te at my farmhouse yonder.
"My hea·t Is lonely, my home Is drear,
I need your presence ever near me;
Will you be my guardian angel, dear.
Queen or my household, to guide arid cueer met·•
u1~

has a. plea.saut sound," she sa.ld,

"A household queen, a guiding spirit,
Tv warm your heart and cheer your home,
And keep the sunshine ever near it.
But I am only a simple chUd,
So my mother says, In her dally chiding,
And what must a. guardian angel do,
When she fi'st begins her work or guiding?"'
" Well, llrot, dear Bessie, a smiling face
h dearer tar than the rarest beauty,
And my mother, fretful, lame, and old,
W!ll r~qulre a daughter;s loving duty.
You will see to her fiauuels, dt"<)ps, and tea,
A.nd talk w!th her of lungs and liver;
Glv her your cheerful service. dear,
'The Lord he loveth a cheerful giver.'
"You w!llsee that my breakrast Is piping bot,
And rub the clothes to a snowy whiteness;
Make golden butter and snowy rolls,
A.ud polish things to a shining brightness;
Wlll da.rn my stockings •nd mend my coats,
A.nd see that the bur.tons are sewed on tightly,
You will keep things cheerful. and neat, and sweet
That homa"s altar fires may still burn brightly. '
'" You w!ll read me, at evening, the dally news,
'rhe tedlou.s winter nights beguiling,
A.ud never forget that the sweetest face
Is a cheerful face that Is always smll!ng;
In short, you'l'l arrange In a general way
For a sort of sublunary heaven;
For home, dear Bes!lle, say what we may,
Is the highest sphere to a woman given."
The lark sang out to the bending sky,
The bobolink piped In the nodding rushes,
And out or the tossing clover blooms
Came the sweet, clear song or the meadow thrushes.
And Bessie, listening, paused a while,
Then said, w!th a sly glance at her neighbor,
'"But, John-do you mean-tr!lat Is to Say,
What shall I get for all this labor?
• To be nurse, cumpanlon, and servant girl,
To make home's altar fires burn brightly;
To wash, and Iron, and scrub, and cook,
And always be cheerful, neat, and sprightly;
To glv up liberty, home, and !i:leuds;
Nay, even the name or a mother's giving;
To do all this for one's board and clothes;
Why, the lite or an angel Isn't worth living."
A.ud Bessie gayly went her way
Down through the fields of scented clover,
But never again since that summer day ·
Has she won a glance !rom her rustle lover.
The lark slug" out to the bending sky,
The clouds sall on as White as ever;
The clovers toss In the summer wind,
But Bessie has lost that chance forever.
_ _ _ _ _._.. ._ _-_11_1"_.,__;ago
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A Valuable Annual.
Elizaueth B. Mye:rs in the Investigator.
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Freethinkers will find this, for an outline,
history the best for their use, as Professor
Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
truthful freedom not found in ordinary his·
tories. He dates his work from the beginning
of historical certainty and not from the mythical Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
and brings it do\vn to 1SS3, with a prief mention of subsequent important inventions and
discoveries.
Price, <!lotb, U.aO.
For Schools, In Quanti UPs, $1 00.
Address
THE 'TRUTH SEEKER.
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THE RISE

OF

INTELLECfiTAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FRlWERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of
" 1'he Reign of the Stoics."
" 'Phis is a book not 011.ly to be read ooce, btrt to
be kept anu re-ferred to, and pondered over from
year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
through the past centnr-ies prior to 1600, the era
of Copernicus and Bruno. It does n<Jt take the
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
Lecky, but it mukes them intelligible by pointing
out the white light that has been cast t'1pon the
lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and ern·
elty, from the little stream of Freethought that
has flowed in its rag·ged, broken, and obstructed
course down through. the ages which now liv
only as our realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $11.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Please allow me a little space in the Investigator to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of
CHRIST IAN I TY
the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS'
ALMANAC for 1SS5.
A R E W A R D F 0 R C R I M E.
I am delighted with it, and would like to
Substantiated by the Bible.
suggest to the Liberal public that all who hav
BY
not already supplied themselvs with one, be
0. B. WHITllORD, M. D.
sure to do so. It is well' worth the price, I• rice, 10 Cents:
1
Per Dozen,u.oo
which is twenty-five cen.ts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
Several years' publications bound g ether
sa Olin ton Place. New Y()rlt
in book form would make a desi~able addition
to one's center table, also a valuable book for
1
the library.
OB,
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A Good Story Book.

Will you allow me space in your columns
BY JAMES PARTON.
for a few words of commendation of Miss
Susan H. Wixon's book entitled "Story Hour,"
This book t:9ntalns 400 pages, plainly printed,
for children? I hav been favored with the treating o! torty.slx characters In history who have
the world; together with eight portraits.
helped
perusal of this book, and wish to giv it my un~r~ ~~;::g~~~~orks need no commendation. •rhey
qualified approval. It contains something
PRICE, •
•
•
•
•
U.21i.
over two hundred pages, clear type, splendid
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
paper, and numerous pretty illustrations.
R8 Olin ton Place. New York.
The stories are not fables or fairy tales, but
are drawn from life and real character, and 'flHE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
are made up of just such incidents as are daily
Prioe, 2li oents,

and Wakeman ................................... .
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The Heathens of the Heath. A .finelw
written Radical romance.

By WM. !ibl-

g~:eN:S~LDaa~th~f i~s~,xe!~:. H~go ~~~
Price reduced.
$1.25.

Paper, SO cents; clath,

Family Creeds. By WILLIAM

Moll>oNNELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
·

I Exeter Hall. " One of the most excit-
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OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EAR'l"H AND SOLID")
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1{;2 A Remarkable Bo,k. R. W. Douglas ...•........
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new book is :1 g-em. It is a model in every:
respect. In fact, on a of the richest, brightest,.
best enlr issuetl. It oontains, besides the·
cel.ebmtcd "Decomt_ion Day Oration," nC\~er ·
before ptt blis,hcd, ami all tho famous " trib- ·
utes" heretofore pri11ted in various shapes;.
but never brought toge.ther till now, manY'·
othe1· gems, selected from the speeches, tu,;..
guments, lectures, letters., table-tulkB,. arull
day-to·day conversations of the aullhon:. '111\e
work is desiguecl for, and will be· aaaapted
by athmring friends as a rare patiSQno.l souvenir. To help it serve thi.s gtll:]]a~W>, n fine
steel portrait, with >L11tograph. filL!· simile, has
been prcpnred especially. fon·iil.. FuiaGl, in silkcloth, beveled eugos, gilt:l:lt\llk anrlside, $2.50;
in half-calf, niottleci edges,. alegUJJ.~ library
style, $4.50; in fnll T1~rkcy mQr.occo 1.gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.50 ;: in fnll trco-aa.lifi, highest
possible style and Jinlish, $9.
Sent on rccci pl of Rl:ii.:<>,
Address 'IHE TRUTH SEli:KER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

.A. Picture of ~he world as described in Gen.·esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the :
10 doctrin, and the passages from profane writers'
: supporting it.
Price 25 cents ...
Address THE TRUTH Sl£EKER,
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A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

applicaoons for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His .Brother," "The Vision of \V;tr," the
"'Grnat Bunq11et Toast," and the recent address over '·Little Harry Miller's Grave,"
th:tt they hav bllen printeu o.n heavy toned
paper, 18x22, illmuinated border, and in
large, clear type, suitable for framing, and!
the fom will be focwar<led to any address,,
prewai.d, for $1, or eitltcr one fo.r 25 cents.
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E. Anne Hinm'ln in the lnve&tigator.

Superb photograpl1s, 22 x 28, $5;
panel,.
10 l-2xl7, $3; bomloii·, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;:
card, 20 cents.
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Large· size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

Bound in one volnme. To meet the delll1l!lll'llilJ
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publis!n.Gnr !IJJllls
had all his lectures, except the hitest iim. "''t-thodoxy,'' bound in one bemrtifnl v<DL11lilllW, in
half calf, library style, anu couta.iwlin>g over
1,300 p.<oges, which is sohl at t,he· e-xeeedingly
low pri~ of $5. Sent by maillJl<DO!~paid.
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56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Priuteu
in large, clear typo, and containing as much
us could be delivered in two ordinary lectm·es.
..._ 1'his makes :1 grand missionn1·y document.
Liberals should scatter it genm·ously.
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Ingersoll, .Judge .Jercnti>th S. Black, and
Prof. Ge<Hge P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill ..
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Some Mistakes of Moses.

ss Orthodoxy.

57 Jusus nota Perfect Churucter. Underwood......

By Pror. H. ltl. Cottinger,

Contents: 11 The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "1'he Declamtion of
Inucpcndcnce," "About Fat·minp: in JllinoiR,"
"The. Grant Banquet," 1'he Rev. Alexander
Clark," ''The Past Rises lJOfore Me Like a
Dream," and "A •rribute to Ebon C. Inget·soll."

g What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa-
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~ueetionsfor

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25
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The Gods.

In five Iectnt•es, compl'isiug, "The Gods,".
" H urn boldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and "·Heretics an!i Heresws."
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ing romances of the day."
60 cents; cloth, SO cents.

Price, paper

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FmmmRIKA
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition.
By WmwooD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 cents,

·THE TRtJT:M SEEKER, JtJLY Q5, 1885.

PHYSIOLOGY,
SEXUAL.
..
AND HYGIENE;
OR, THE M.YSTERIES ·OF MAN.·
1:.,

By E. T. TEALL, M. D.;
Carefully Revised and Enlarged Editiorl.

so

The following are some the titles of
the chapters: The Origin of Life; The
Contests between tl!e,Males of Animals
and Man for the Female; Pregnancy:
Embryology; Parturition; Lnctat on; The Law of Sex; Regulation of the Number of Otr•
spring; Hereditary Transmission;. Sexual Hygiene, etc., etc.
The price of, the work is $2.00 by mail, post paid.

.AEDRESS,

Truth Seeker Co., 33 Clinton Place, New York.

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
Falsehoo<l and Deception-Cheating--Theft a:p.d Hob~
bery-Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Con~
quest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Chil~
dren-Crueltv to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibal~
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocy- Obscenity.
Bl' JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Prlct>, Single Copies, 25 cents;
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ROCHELLE, ILL.
~
Headquarters for Fine Goods In the line of Genuln [::;1
Diamonds; Fine Gold and Silver Watches; Chains; ~
Bracelets; Wedding and Presentation Rings; Jew- .. ~
elry of Latest style: Gold Pens; Silverware;· Optical o
and Fancy Goods; 3 ounce Coin S!lver Elgin Watch, w
$10; 4 ounce, FHII Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator. t
l:!tem Wind, $20; this same, fine movement, In best u;
gold filled case, $35; with cheap movement, $~5. p:.
Ladles' Solid G• lu Elgin stem wind watches, $.0, t
$24, and $32-14 karat, upward. Watch~s cleaned,
finest work In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and rP- ~
turned per. reg. ma!l or ~x., pale! one· way. Work <
for,the trad·e at reduce<! rates and agent~ sending ,
work once a week from every state In the Union are &;
making lots of money.
Best sroectacles In the ~
world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back on de-. c.maud. Try mel
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freethought Badge. ;::
The most beautiful badge ever placed upon the · ..,
market. Immense S&le. Elegant present for. Lady [::;1
or Gent. Solid gold, $3; $3.60; extra heavy, $4; C!>
with diamond, $10.
<

I;:;

Fully Illustrated.

'
.
This worJc was first published in 1866. Its success has been very great, and it has bad a saie irt
every part of the world where the English language is rel'l.d. It has become an authority on the
subjects of which it treats. In Englund, in Australia. in New Zealand, in this country, it has been
in constant demand since it was first published.
The advance in knowledge has made it desir~
d
able to revise the work and incorporate in tt new
discoveries made during the last 20 years. To this
end it has been carefully revised, most of it
re-written, several new chapters and a large num~
.. ,z ber of fresh illustrations added, so that it is to-day ·
practically a new book, and far the best of its
kind which has yet appeared. It may be relied
upon to give most complete knowledge of Sex~
ual Physiology in all it departments.
Among the new chapters may be specially
mentioned the one entitled, The Contests between
the Males of Animals and Mim for the Female.
In no work is this subject
fully and interest~
ingly treated. The subject matter has been drawn
from a great variety of sources. This chapter
alone will fully repay for the entire work.
There may be those who think the subject of Sexual Physiology one which should not be
studied. There wns a time when the subject of anatomy was considered improper, and it was
considered unsafe for a man to devote his life to it. That day is past, and the benefits to the
world from n knowledge of anatomy have been immense; and the benefits to the race from a
perfect knowledge of Sexual Physiology will be far greater; and while we :Qlay respect the feel~
ings of those who would never read on
this subject, yet we must insist that it
is one of the noblest studies, nnd brings
one nearer than any other to the Creative Power, and one which, though~
fully investigated, tends to make roan
wiser and better.
The illustrations in this work are
111 in number, and will greatly aid the
reader by making everything plain and
clear. No work of its ldnd has ever
been so profusely illustrated; see sam~
pies in this adverisement.
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. POPULAR JEWELRY srr.OltE,

6 Copies, $1.00

Special Di!lCount on Lar;"cr quantities.
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THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
BY JIIAIL POST·PAID.

Will Cu-..e all For:ms •f Dloea•e Wltbo
.llledlct..e • .

CONSULTING ROOMS,

A Great Med·ical Work on Manhood

471 WEST liiADlSON S'l'.,

CHICAGO,IL

Exhausted VHallty, Nervous and Physlc>Atl Debility,
Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth, ancl So:methlng tor Invalids •o read and stud
the untold miseries resulting from indls~retion or
over -Stop Dru{lging and try
excesses. A book for every man, young, middleNa•ure'* Reme•ly,
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
lilA G N E'l' ISM.
acute and chronic dlsea.ses, 'each one of which !sinvaluable. So to und by the author, whose ~xperi- 1 For yeara pa.st It has oeen known to the profesence for 23 years Is such a.s probably never before s!on that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
fell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound in agenM! for Imparting vital force and energy to the
beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, rullgllt, worn. out sutrer<>1' from diSP&Se. Ma.ny humanltaguaranteed to be a finer work in every sense-me- 1 rlans In the profession, thinking- more of the alJe.
chanlcal, literary, and professional-than any other,. vlat!on of sutrer!ng than they did of the code or
work sold In th!s country for $2.50, or the money ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
will be refund'ed In every instance Price only $1.00 magnetic treatment a.s a !sst resort and found themby mall, post paid. Illustratlv sample 6 cents. selves astonished at the effect upon their pat!ent.s.
Send now. Gold medal a"arded the author by the They had be!'n taught that m~d!clne was an absoN&t!onal Medical As•oc!at!on, to the president or lute ess~ntial!n all cases, ana that that faillng, the
which, the Bon. P. A. Bissell, and associate ,,meers patient must d!e, as nothing roo re could be dor.~.
of the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
Here and there an aavanced thinker has flung &Bid~
The l:!c!ence or Life should be reau by the young the t!e which bound him to his dogrr. a tic brethren
for Instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. I& and ha.s resorted to other and more scientific meth·
will benefit &11.-Lon®n Lancet.
ods of treatment. As &result many, having bzoken
There is no member of society to whom The the bonds which bound them to a system as barb&·
Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, rous as !t wBB unscientific, have used their best ~n
parent, guuralan, Instructor, or clergyman.-Argo-~ ergles to devise means for the alleviation of human
naut.
,
•
suffering. Here and there the wondrous power or
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W, MAGNETISM WBB established, and many diseases
H. Parker, !'lo. 4 Bulflnch. Htreet, Boston, Mass, hitherto cla.ssed a.s Incurable readily submitted to
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring, its mild but potent Influence. This agent to the
skill and experience. Ohron!c and obstinate dis- inteiUgent observer was found everywhere. Being,
eases that have ballied the skill of allu£ALother as it Is, the very essential of all life, it WBB round
physicians a specialty. Such tzeatedtr
s u c- that the human bo y when in a diseased condition
cessfully, without an Instance or
'V
L
was almost bereft of this vital principle. If we can
failure. • Mention this J,Japer.Iyl4 .
I
II;
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
Ah I but how is It to be done, says the physician.
Science. however, came to the rescue, and solved
the problem. Here and there throughout the world
Is a regularly educat- are fl~lds of what are known as magnetic ore. It
ed and leg&lly qu&li- wa.s observed that the ore, when CRrri~d upon tb~
lled physician, and person, WBB found to be a sate guard ag&llli>t disease,
the most successful and to this circumstance we are largely Indebted fOI
o.s h!s practice will magnetic wearing apparel, foritwBB an easyirBllfll·
prtl>ve. He has for tlon from carrytng magnetic ore to covering the
twenty years treated body with permanently charged magnets, placed In
exclus!vly all d!seases garments fitted to every part of the body. Since
of the Sexual Organs, th~ first introduction of magnetic aPpliances BB a
In the cures of which curatrve, there bas been a number of theee so-called
he stands preeminent. magnetic garments foisted upon the publlc by men
S PER MATORRH<EA Whose sole object wa.s ga.in. Unscientific In cc.n.
and IMPOTENCY structlon, and having little If any magnet!sm in
o.s the result of self- them, their life was of short duration; It was long
abuse in youth and enough, hDwever. to demonstrate that when cc.nsex uBI excesses in ma- structed upon sCientific principles there wa.sscarcelv
turer years, causing an a!lmlnt that human flesh is heir to that would
n i g h t emissions by subm1ttotn~lr healing Influence.
THE EUREKA MAGNETIC APPLIANCES are sudreams, Joss or s~U&J
power,renderingoblar. perior to everything of a sim!lar Ch&>acter heretofore offered to the public, being the only scientific.
riage improper and Ullh npy, etc., are cured per· ally ccnstructed appliance In the marll.et; It Is now
manently by an outside &J.>pllcation in sixty days. two and a h&lf years since they were first offered
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It is one of Dr. to the public, and during that time we hav treated
Fellows' Valuable d!scoVeries, which Is entirely un- thousands of patients, and not a single case of fail·
known to the medical profession. Bend five 2-cent ure to rece\ ve benefit reported to us, while we are
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full in- in da!ly receipt of testimonials of cures from all
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N. parts or the country. We know that disea.se cannot
1., and say where you saw th!s ad vert!sment.
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
as ad vised by us.
J'rii'IR the Ironclad Age.
To all who may be afflicted with any of the follow"Dr. Fellows!s an outspoken Infidel, therefore no Ing complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the land Magnetic Garments will cure you :-Patalya!s,
Should giv the doctor their patronage."
lyll
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchlt!s, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart D!seo.se,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus
Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
IDy!Uedical Compound and lmJ>roTCd
Syph!lls, Ep!lepsy, St. Vitus' Dance, and all form
Elastic Snpporter.'l,rnss in from 30 to
of chronic !nvalid!sm.

f H 8 Lf

D;R. R. pI F1L10 ws

RUPTURES GUREDby

90 da11s. Reliable references given. Send
I tamp !or circular, and 8(LJJ in what paper
:vou taw mv advt!rltsement. A.ddre!l! O.Jl'~
0

W.. !, lloll!U:!.illllliiiYU!t,:4!r- iii. llf,f,
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Lung Invigorators,
- $ 6
6
Gt>ntlemen's
Body
Belts,
An ea.sy and practical new method, adapted for
self-Instruction as well a.s for use In schools. To Sciatic Appliances,
5
consist of about twelve numbers. Seven numbers
3
now published. Sent to any address on receipt of Knee f'aps,
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH Leg Belts,
4
•
SEEKER CO.
4
"These books contain a wealth of knowledge for Anklets,
•
Do yon W('ar Glasses.
self1:J:structlon."-ED. Albany Union.
4
Shoulder ApplianceR,
and wish to do without them'~
1
Wris•lets, eacb,
1
ACTIN A CURES DISEASES OF THE EYE WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND~ Hat BandR, 4
Ht>ad Caps,
AF'fER OCULISTS FAIL.
AND OTHER POEMS.
4
Slet>ping Caps,
Are you suffering from that most common of
By s. Jl', ~UTNAlll, Author or Ingersoll and Je'6
Abdominal Belts (ladies),
sus, Prometheus, GoldAn 'rbrone, Walls
all diseases,
and Wanderings, Problems of
15
Gents' Vests,
the Universe, etc.
CATARRHP
Ladies'
Jacket
and
Corset
CON~ENTS: Why Don't lie Lend a Hand ? The GolAre you troubled with
GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.

Tne Wondtr of the N,nefeenth Cenf.urJ!

Dco'"ncsw, 1\"ct••al;:ia, Ilay Fever, or Severe
II cad ache.

den ~e. 'rhe Ideal and the Real, Not Dead but LivIng, Fruition, Hope, Tboma.s Paine. Nature's Gospel,
Address to Deity, Glv us Light (Holdreth's poem
often recited by Charlea Watts).

If so, WHY NOT Investigate ACTINA? this will cost nothing.

PRICE 10 CENTS.

.1/clf" A G n· ral A gmt. wanted fo1' eve>·y cily and town .-n 1/u U11iled Stales.

Send for ()at.nlogne Containing nil Inforauntton.

Remit Money by liegisl11·ed Letter, (heck, Drojl, or P. 0. Orde1· to

"AC'l'INA" COl'tiPANY
SOLE PROPRIETOllS

ACTINA BAT'I'.ERV.
Patent applied tor

THE 'TRUTH

Sf;EKF.H

Office.

IN
NATURE.
BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.

Price. 60 cents.

!OS FIFTH AVENUE, nrur 14th Street, N. Y,

Ple&Ee mention this paper.
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Addrese

THE TRUTH BEEKER,
88 Clinton Place. New l'orlt;.
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Superfine Insoles (all leather), 1
While these g-.rments can be procured at the
above low prices no one can afford to be Ill. Our
ladles' supporters are just what every lady In th<'
land needs, as It will be round a great assistance"
certain periods; all these garments are made: •
measure, an<! a !It guaranteed. To ladles who 1 c'
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay for
itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
garment 1B only made fr~m actu&l mea.sure, and " ·
perfect fit o.ssured.
All communications answered free or Charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNE_!1;~71 West M&dl.son Street,
Oh!oago, IU. ¥r Agen...:~anted t.or Boston, IIIW
York BrooklJD and l'hll&delPbla.
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fem~ ot ~ltought.
WHAT more d08t thou want, when thou hast done
a man a eervlce: art thou not content that thou hast
done somf'thtng eon:rormable to thy nqtnre, RlHl
dost not se k to be pal•! ror i•? Just as tr the eye
demqnderl a recompense for Bee1ng, or the fePt for
walking. For as these members are ronneLI ror a
particular purpose, and bY working according to
their several ronstltut•ons ob•aln what Is their own;
so also as man Is formed by nature to acts or benev·
olence, JVhen he bas done anything benevolent or,
In any other way, conduclv to the common Interest,
he has acted conformably to his constitution, and he
gets what Is his own.-A!. A. Antoninu.s.
AND as ye would that men should do to you, do ye
also to them likewise. For It ye love them which
love you, what thanks havye? For sinners also love
those that love them. And It ye do good to them
which do good to you, what thanks hav ye? ror sinners also do the same. And It ye lend to them or
whom ye hope to receive, what thank bav ye? for
sinners also lend to sinners, to receive as much
again. But love ye your enemies, and do good and
lend, hoping ror nothing again; and your reward
shall be great, and ye shall be the children or the
highest, ror he Is kind unto the unthankful and to
the evil. Be ye therefore mercltul, as your rather
also Is merciful-Jesus.
TSZE·KUNG a~ ked, saying, "Is there one w·rd
which may serve as a rule or practice ror all one's
lite?" The master (Confucius, b. B c 551)sald. "Is
not raiprocity such a word?" ·• What you do not
want done to yourselt, do not do to others." Oa a
kindred topic he thus delivered his opinion. Some
one said, "What do you say concerning the prlncl·
pie that Injury 8hould be recompensed with kind·
ness?" The master said: " With what, then, will
you recompense kindness? Recompense Injury
with jus' Ice, and recompense kindness with kind·
ness."-Ambo·Zey"s .Analy~ir.
OUR ft:lend ask3, "What can comrort and cheer
like the do~trln that • Our Fa' her's at the Helm?" "
We tall to see here anything of Importance. When
we, ror Instance, preserve our health, or do a good
deed-that Is, when we help some poor traveler on
, the journey or ure-we are rewarded In the doing or
the act, and never think or looking up to the sky and
asking "Our Father at the Helm" to glv us credit
in the "book or life " ror the performance or the act.
Not at all. It would spoil all the pleasure or the
deed by divesting It or generosity, and making It a
mere mercenary aliair to be paid ror, as It it were a
job or hard and distasteful work.-Boston Investigator
(Nov. 17, 1880).

1CHERRY ripe, cherry red";
Littl@ boy, ®ctor, bed.
IN the civil service lists or Britain Mr. Brarllau!!h
Is ~nown as(a decidedly olidnslv part!Pan.-Philade'·
pliia Times.

'r !_:_IE

A VAss•R graduate being out In the Cl)llnt.ry went
Into the stable or a rarm-house. "Dear me, how
close the pbor ~owe are crowded together I" she re.
marked. "Yes, mum; but we bR.V to do that:.''
"Why so?" "So they will glv condensed milk."
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A!IIoNG all these sweet girl graduates who are
turned loose on the world this summer how many
are fitted lor wives and mothers? How many, with
all the prizes and .honors they hav won, can cook a
meal flt for a human being to Pat ?-Narhville Uni,n.
Great Scott I this Is narrowness. Girls are not ex·
pected to be wives or mothers this ran, or all at
once. It IB not a part or their business. Moreover,
there are many things for women to do that are bet.
ter than cooking, or even ... ashlng and Ironing.
When they must rook, a seminary education will not
prevent them rrom learning how.-New Orleans Pic·
ayune.

SIGNS OF THE SEASONS.
Frnm the Evansville A1·gus.

When winds are cold and chill a;~d wet
The Iceman ne'er your house will miss;
The ple,ce or Ice you always get
Is large and shapely, just like this:

I-I

Againrt the Church.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.
THE question or miracles may be said to be settled,
and It is hardly ralr, at this time or day, to call uron
PORTRAITS.
any sincere and competent student to glv a mo·
ment's consideration to the subject. Still we ask
Luther Colby,
J. E. Remsbarg,
G. H. Walser,
Thomas Paine,
our readers to turn to Luke xx, 2G, where we re&d,
J. P. Mendum,
Courtlandt Palmer,
R. G. Ingersoll,
John Peck,
"Then came Jesus-the doors being shut-and
J. L. York,
Lucy Colman,
J. H. Burnham,
D. M. Bennett,
stood in the midst." Here It Is Insinuated that
Chas. P. Somerby,
John R. Kelso,
J. R. Monroe,
T. C. Leland,
Christ cam<> into the house when there was no vial·
E. M. Macdonald,
Elmina D. Blenker,
H. 'L. Green,
T. B. Wakeman,
ble means or Pntry, but, In dealing with Thomas, he
Juliet H. Severance,
Amy Post,
Elizur Wright,
Chas. B. Reynolds,
appeals to the natural attributes or matter. In enSusan H. Wixon,
Helen !I. Gardener,
James Parton,
Chas. Watts,
tering the house the lo.w or the imprnetrabilitg o! mat·
Wm. Denton,
Mattie Krekel,
Parker Pillsbury,
W. S. Bell,
ter-a law which tells us that no two particles can
Mrs. H. 8. Lake.
Horace Seav\)r,
S. P. Putnam,
S P ARdrews,
occupy the same place-Is quietly set aside, and then
Elizabeth Cady Stantorr, J.D. Shaw,
~F. Jamieson,
It is Immediately resumed to convince the doubter,
Thomas. H Jesus could come before the apostles
With no possible means or entrance, then his body
THE
must hav been a shadow, and, Indeed, It Is possible
that this is what Thomas meant when he cried out,
"My Lord and my Go.d I" There Is a blunder some·
where.
AND
ONCE let It be admitted that the publication of any
book or pamphlet Is In good faith, meant ror the
BY
public good, entirely rree rrom corrupt motlva, and
John R. Kelso, A.M.
it cannot be suppressed without violation or the run·
WITH SOME
damental prlnclple3 of liberty. Tl.is would appear
CONTENTS:
at once It such suppression were equitably applied CRITICISMS OF "UNIVERSOLOGY •
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
to all works which are liable to the charge or oliend·
Creatlon.-The
Deluge.-The
Exodus.-The Mira·
By SAJilJEL P. PUTNAM.
lng the conventional moral rentlment. Goethe, be·
cles or the Blble.-The Errors or the Blble.-The
lng once In K le l, was Invited to attend a meeting Price 20
Prophecles.-The
Devil
or
Satan
or the Blble.-'l'he
For sale at this offic~>. · Heaven and the Hell or the Blble.-The
Sabbath or
called by some clergymen for the suppression or ob·
the Blble.-The God or the Blble.-The Messiah or
scene literature. He attended, and propcsed that
Savior.
they should begin with the Bible. That ended the
Crown octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Bent
conference, and It was never heard or again. And
by mail, post paid. Price. $3.00.
that Will end all these attem pta to suppress hooks
His Answ-ers
called Immoral by prurient Imaginations just as
1
soon as the same measure Is meted out to Free- To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
thinkers and to Bible socletles.-M. D. Conwo.y.
BI~TTER THAN
by the Editor of the 8an Franciscan.
IT argues a narrow and corrupt nature to Jose
Eternal
Punishment.
sight or the general and lasting consequences or rare
Millions of these should be circulated by
and virtuous energy In the brier accidents which Freethinkers.
BY M. BABCOCK.
accompany Its flrst movements to set Jlghtly by the
emancipation of buman reason rrom a legion or
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
devils, In our complaints and lamentations over the
Tho subjects discussed in this finely-printed
$1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
loss or a herd or swine.- Colrrtdge.
-pamphlet are, besides the title above given,

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,

ThsBiOls Analyzs~.

Its 8'cientific Solution,
cents.

Ingersoll Catechised:

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY

THEBE are those In our time who stand honestly
A COMMON SENSE
and openly outside of all that can properly be
called Christian, and even outside or all ballets that GUIDE 1'0 CORRECT ENGLISH·
'
hav hitherto been called religions. '!'hey find no
-IN wmcn TIIE
help In the teachings of JesuA; tt.ey believe In no
God; they hope for no Immortal ure, and yet thPy
DECLENSION OF THE NOUN
claim (and there are Theists ancl Chrlsttans who ad·
AND THE
mit the claim) that, because they are still truthful,
CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
loving, reverent, and desirous or knowing what Is
true and doing what Is right, they hav not lost any. Are superseded by a few simple 'rules; ancl
lhlng essential to rellglon.-Chi<tian RPgH , .•
comprising tho most rational and progrcssiv
views of the best grammarians of the l Dth
OUR life Is nothing but a winter's day;
CP.ntnry.
Some only break their fast and so away.
Dy J. L. BARKER,
Others stay dinner and depart run ted,
The deepest age but sups and goes to bed,
Author of "An Improvement on I. J. :Morris's
He's most In debt that lingers out the day;
Grammar."
Who dies by times has less and less to pay.
PRICJil,
35 CENTS.
-An Old Poet. ·

"BELOVED brethren," remarked a cOuntry minis·
ter at the eloPe or his sermon, "among the pennies
and two-cent pieces or last Sabbath's collection I was
surprised to flnd a gold coin Of considerable Value,
As there were no sirangers In the congregation It
was evidently put there by mistake. By applying
to the treas\Irer and proving propertythe,ownercan
rrcover his mon"ey. Let us unite In prayer."

But when 'tis awful, burning hot,
And sultry winds the parched earth kiss,
In case you are not clean forgot,
You get a little chunk like this:

NEW YORK:

CHRIST'S MIRACLES No BETTER THAN THOSE
oF BilltoN MAGUS.-Dr. McCcsh sees an essenllal dllierence in character between the mlr·
rcles of Je,us and those or Simon Magus, fer
example: The latter Is said to hav flown through
the air, rolled hlmseJr unhurt upon burning coals,
caused statues to talk, <1tc. In as much as Jesus Is
reported to hav walked upon the water, conjured
money Into a flsh's mouth, passed through closed
coors, and done numerous other similar acts, I
tail to discern Dr. McCosh's distinction. -The Case

DURING the visit or tile Mexican editors "to St.
Louis, one of the enterprising reporters ror a large
dally paper Interviewed them, pencil In hand, and
wanted to know If any one or the Halls or the Montezumas was present. He was politely Informed that
Mr. Hall was not In the editorial business, but would
probably be round In the brass band.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not

i a Christian, Divinity of the Bible; Theolog-ical

i Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
, Sometimes DiJicr, Infnnt Damnation, :Prayer,
I 'J.'he Cloak of Charity, 'l'he Clergy wcro A [mid,
No Fear of Bcmg Damned, J3nt What are We
to Do? Bnt Why Should I Be Dam nod'/ Why
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclnsion.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
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'I'lm TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton PI., New York.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
Fll:'om Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBER1 6. ADAMS.
Goth, $1.25.
For Sale at this Office.

so you want to know It the fir-tree bears rrult. eh ?
or course It does, Julia, of course It does. And what
kind or fruit does It bear? Why, seal-skin sacques
and fur-lined circulars, to be sure. But you should
be careful not to pluck them before they are ripe,
You don'tsee what dllierence It could possibly make,
eh? Well, did yon ever pluck a chicken before It
was ripe? You did, did you? Well, how did you
pluck It? · Oh, you plucked It oli a perch•, did you?
What kind or a perch ? Oh, a brindled perch, eh ?
Did you ever hear the fable or the brindled perch
and the brindled bulldog ? Did, eh ? Well, you are.
just about the most prevaricating, falsltylng, ~qulv
ocstlng, lying ralsehooder we know or, because
there Is no such fable, Julia. You had now better
step out under the most convenient flr·tree, and
watch the tippets and mu!Ta ripen In the summer
sun -Puck.
THE First Baptist Church or Pawn ticket, B. I., has
been flghtlng the devil with his own weapons. Num·
bared commutation tickets, good for ten admlFslons
to Its prayer-meetings, were prepared and Issued
gratuitously to the young people of Its flock. The
deacons took turns at the door. and punched out one
number ror each person admitted. When the ten
numbers had been thus canceled, the punched
ticket was exchanged rnr a ticket to the Pkatlng.rlnk,
and a new one Issued In its place. This ~cheme
worked admirably, rrom a spiritual point or view,
giving odds or ten to one a:;:alnst the devil, and. regarded as a purely business scheme, resulted In run
houses. Last Friday night, however, certain un·
scrupulous members or the congregation put Into
etiect a plan to break the bank, as It were. Deacon
Fatllng was on the door that night. The de a ·on was
the proprietor of the skating-rink, and the Inspired
author or the above scheme. He was also near·
sighted to a degree. Con~equently he punched
away at th~ commutation tlokets as they were presented without penetrating the Identity or the bear·
era. '!'he doors had been opened at seven o'clock,
and at eight the deacon was still wearily punching.
The church only held about three hundred people,
auol yet .• a steady stream or humanity" had been
pouring In to "the sacred edifice " for a good hour.
The deacon figured tha"t It they were cor<.' ad up ln•lde-and he could see no other way or disposing or
them-they must fill the room up about evan with
the chandelier. The unwonted success o! his plan
surprised hltn somewhat, but flattered him still
more, and so he went on blindly punching IWd peddling out skating-rink tickets, mentally tif,';')ng up
the probable amount or the collection he proposed to
spring upon this large and no doubt enthusiastic
asseml>lage later. At quarter past eight the steacly
stream that stIll flowed past the door began to wear
upon the deacon's patience. At eight-thirty his pa.
tlence and his skatlng.rl k tickets gave out together.
He had had flve hundred or these at seven o'clock
and now they were all gone. The temporal aspect or
this unwonted boom rather worried the skating-rink
proprietor, but Its spiritual side filled the deacon
with joy. Leaving another man on the door, he
started otT ror a rresh supJ!IY of ticket•. As he
rounded the corner or the church he had a revelation. It consisted of a procession or sb adowy figures
emerging In an unbroken sequencerrom a s!clewln•
dow. 'rl!e deacon returned sadly to the door, and
passed Into the body of the church. It WM barely
filled. The deVIl had won against odds.
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will hav the comforting . thought that it is minister's coat a hitch to get his attention.
doubted by some of the wisest thinkers of the The divine, thinking it a dog having designs
age whether life is in any circumstance worth on his pocket, raised his foot, gave a sudden
kick, and sent the good brother sprawling . SEVEN hundred babies died in this city
OF the signers of the ·antislavery declaration living."
AccoRDING to an English paper, the London down the steps. "You will excuse me, breth- last week.
in 1833, only ElizurWright, John G. Whittier,
street Arab is a fatalist like the Turk. r. Do you xen and sisters," said the minister confusedly,
and Robert Purcis are alive.
ever wonder why you are so miserable?" was and without looking at the work he had just
IT is no longer doubted that El Mahdi, the
A woMAN called at a Rutland, Vt., store, the asked one of the fraternity. "Well," he said, done, "for I could not avoid it. I hav sau- False Prophet of the Soudan, is dead.
other day, and sold her set of false teeth for "it's all the Lord's doing this way: you are sages in my pocket, and that dog has been tryTHE president has ordered all the cattlemen
one doll!li". She explained that she was work- grand like and dress well and livs in a big ing to grab them ever. since he came upon the
to leave Indian territory within forty days of
ing for the Lord, and wanted to raise money house, and you hav a pianner an' a sofy; so premises."
July 23d.
to giv to convert thEl heathen in China.
the Lord sees as how you are a gentleman and
MARY FLYNN, of Cincinnati, has waked up to
THE weather continues tropically hot. It
THE California Chinaman hit it plumb-cen- thinkil lots of you. But we are very poor, we find herself famous through the attractions of
ter when he said, "Your churches spend mill- are. Mother pawns the blankets, and father esoteric Buddhism. It is just a month ago is evident that the revisers of the Bible bav
We hain't since Miss Flynn was admitted into the Buddh- made a mistake.
~ons of dollars to teach us the gospel, and then beats mother and swears awful.
your Christians use us like dogs if we seek got no Sunday things; we're all ragety, so the ist communion at the nativ college, Colombo,
AN anti-vaccination congress met at CharleLord don't. take much notice on us."
Ceylon. The recorder, describing the rite of roi, France, last Monday. Herbert Spencer,
homes among you.!'- Detroit Free P1·e~s.'
A "LAYMAN" writing the Rutland He1·ald reception, says the neophyte took her seat Haeckel, and Buchner sent approving letters.
IT is being whispered that the Italian ministry resigned on account of an attempt to tax says: "That the pulpit is a waning power is among a circle of yellow-capped priests, who
NEARLY one hundred thousand people went
macaroni and hand-organs. A few days ago a an undeniable and lamentable fact, of which questioned her as to her reasons for abjuring sailing down the bay from New York to Rockmany
of
its
occupants
are
too
painfully
conthe
error
of
Christianity
and
embracing
the
small boy drew a mule on a wall of the Vatiaway and Coney Island .last Sunday to escape
can with a lump of mud, and was immediately scinus. This is equally true in city and coun- true faith. . The novice, with nativ modesty, the heat of the city.
For'
some
reason
the
larger
part
of
all
explained
that,
having
thoroughly
studied
the
try.
excommunicated by the pope. Leo will work
BosTON has a murder mystery. Portions of
the incident into his next lamentation about classes absent themselvs from the church various religious systems of the world (over
services of the Sabbath. The day itself 'has 2,000), she found Buddhism alone in accord- a woman's boilyhav been found in the Charles
imprisonment and persecution ..
lost much of the sanctity with which it was in ance with her reason and common sense. On river, and the police are unable to either
WHEN a Liberty Hill squire got to that pas- former years invested, and is rapidly degen- this the Ulema anointed her forehead with the
identify the remains or discover the criminals
sage in the marriage ceremony wherein the erating to the low level of pleasure-seekimg consecrated spittle in token of acceptance, and
in the case.
, groom pledges himself to do the square thing Paris. And all this in spite of the great ex- Mary became a member of the largest church
QuEEN VICTORIA's daughter Beatrice was
by his bride, the old darky who was being tied pense to render the places and services of in the world. The interest of her curious
up exclaimed: "Hole on dar, boss; 'slong es public worship attractiv. It is a grave ques- translation lies in the fact that Miss Flynn is married July. 23d. to Mr. Battenberg, of Gershe treat me right en 'tend ter her own busi- tion whether all this glittering paraphernalia an Irish girl by race, as he name proclaims, many. The event was celebrated after the
ness, I will; en ef she don't, I quits her. Go has not, in its excessiv splendor, damaged the for it is poetic lore that "the Raffertys and manner in which Americans observe the
Fourth of July.
'head, boss."-Macon (Ga.) 1(legraph.
cause it sought to support. Nor Qa.D it be Bralaghans, the Flynns and the Hallaghans
A SYNDICATE composed mainly of English doubted that the materialistic spirit of the age are sprigs and boughs and branches of the
THE Rev. John Simpson, a Baptist minister
capitalists has bought up all the black walnut has overridden and, to a large degree, sub· true shillelah tree," and few of them ever for- of Fredericton, New Brunswick, was arrested
timber it co'nld find in this country. Its opera- merged the less ostentations and more self- sake the old faith. Other still more distin- last Saturday for horse stealing. He had two
tions were quietly conducted for a year past. denying requirements of Christianity. It may guished Americans hav gone Mary's way. The horses with him. He drew a revolver and
Some of the tracts in Indiana will be stripped also be conceded that the formulated creeds late accomplished and kind-hearted Sam Ward tried to shoot the officer, but was overpowered.
as Ohio has already been, and the lumber of our churches hav been overloaded with was a professed disciple of Buddhism and on Simpson's reputation has been very poor for
shipped to Europe. Fnrmers now find they minutenesa of detail on speculativ points of his way to its center.in India when death stood some years.
could get far more for the timber if they had doctrin about which the wisest men differ, and on the road.
MR. LoNSDALE and Mr. Clretwynd, two
not sold it.
the masses are ii), a condition of utter confnTHE bitter enmity of Catholicism to Free- noble lords of England, battered and slugged
thought was thus voiced by the Catholic Uni· each other in Rotten Row, London, the other
A BoliTON girl was showing her rural cousin' sion."
the Christmas presents she received. and the
THE New York correspondent of the Galves- verse when Colonel Ingersoll lectured in day until separated by the police. Mrs. Langlatter particularly admired a gold watch set Iton Neu:s writes to his pap_er: "A man of forty- Cleveland last May: "Last Sunday evening the try was the cause of it. Lonsdale is the man
with pearls. "But here is a gift," said the five, .w?th curly bl~ck hatr and full beard, an Opera House, Cleveland, was filled from top who sent Edmund Yates, of the London
Boston girl, taking up a book, "that I value 1 acqm~me nose, _bnght, eager eyes, and an ex· to bottom with an audience that paid fifty World, to jail for intimating in his paper that
more highly than all the other presents com- f press~on of_ busmess shrewdness. ~y do I cents a head to hear the now noted Ingersoll Lonsdale had eloped.
bined." The rural cousin took the book and describe hlm? Oh, because somethmg over insult every sentiment of Christian faith. The
A COMMISSION has been appointed, or has
read the title "The Dissection of the Atomic $1,000 has been paid to save his soul. He was wonder is n"t that Ingersoll insults the ChrisTheory in its'Relation to Evolution."
a Jew; now his religion is Christianity. He is tian religion. It pays Ingersoll better than it appointed itself, to investigate the current
A CLERGYMAN and a professional gambler had one of the seven co:averts made in a year by did Judas; yet Judas is not the less Judas, nor charges of immorality against London's nobila bicycle race in Arizona. The pastor's con. the Rev. Jacob Freshman, an evangelist among Ingersoll the less a standing infamy to Chris- ity, and see whether they hav done altogether
.
b roug ht a ch arge o f . unseem1y oon. the Hebrews of New York. This mission has tian society. The wonder is that Christian according to the cry of it. The commission is
gregation
composed largely of church dignitaries. They
.
. a·1gnan tl y re- cost more than
and
. $7,000,
.
. is sustained by .vol- men and Christian women will pay to hav
d uc t aga1ns t h"1m, an d h e h as 1n
signed. He says that it is folly to erect too · untary contnbutlOns! chiefly fr~m Meth?~sts. their God and their religion insulted and their will probably report this week. The Bel'lingske
Tidende and Dagsanen, newspapers published
. h a s t an d ard ofa·1gn1"ty m
. a b or d er oommu- I The expense
ostensible
. of making
.
. Chnstians faith outraged. Here we hav an audience of
h 1g
at Copenhagen, Denmark, refer to a public
"t
d
m
h
d
't
b
1"
th
t
I out of Chmaman m New York lS only about supposed
Christians
pa'tring
to
hav
their
n1 y; an , oreover, e oesn
e 1eve a
.
.
b
J•
the brethren would hav complained but for 1 $4 apiece; the three spec~mens of ~ra con- God insulted, Jesus Christ mocked, and the scandal involving a professor in the university
the unfortunate fact that he lost the race.
~erts whom 1 h~v found did not entad, accord- holiest sentiments of religion ridiculed. of that city, the president of a leading scien.
mg to the ·estimate of the good woman who Were the possibility of such an audience tific society, a most eminent author, several
FoR a month past a man carrying an accor. got them, more than $6 each; and I suppose confined to Cleveland, we might suppose the wealthy merchants, and some members of the
dion, paint pot, and brush, has traveled ' it is fair to say that on the whole the acces- cause was peculiar to local training. But this magistracy. These are accused of crimes sim1
through Rockland county, New York, and sions to the churohe~ from the ranks of unbe- infamous blasphemer is greeted with just such ilar to those mentioned in the Pall Mall Gazette's
Bergen county, New Jersey. He plays his, lievers are equally cheap in money, notwith- applauding and crowded audiences wherever charges.
instrument of torture at hotels a~d public 1 standing the earnest labor often involved; but he goes. The cause is in the audiences and
GENERAL ULYSSES S. GRANT died at 8:8
places and then takes up a oolleotlOn. The Jews come high, and for the soul of the man not in the lecturer. It is folly to say these o'clock on the morning of Thursday, July 23d.
rooks and buildings in many public plaees hav I havmentioned as much money was expended audiences do not sympathize with Ingersoll. His last word was "Water," indicating thirst.
been defaced by his clumsy lettering of the '.as would, in slavery days, hav bought the body Their applause and laughter at his sneers and There was no priest or minister at his bedside.
mockery of Christ and churches, and the holi- General Grant was born April 27, 1822, and
words, "Prepare to meet thy God; repent or of a stalwart black man or woman."
go tok hell."
There
a presumption
that the
·
· t"mn was th ere fore 63 years o f age. Th e prmClpw
· · -1
b
t th isSal
t"
A
A MINISTER 1n one of our orthodox churches, est dogmas of re1"1g10n,
show th at Ch r1s
oran
e1ongs 0 e
va 100 rmy.
while on his way to preach a funeral sermon faith has no place in their hearts. Ingersoll events in his career are as follows: He was
THE practice of retiring to "cyclone pits", in the country called to see one of his mem- but prings to light the irreligious condition of graduated at the West Point Military Academy
1
during a stor!ll has led to a schism in a Geor- bers, an old lady, who had just been making American sooie~y. No man will permit what in 1843; engaged in the Mexican war; married
gia church. A majority of the brethren con- 1 sausages, and, as she felt very proud of them, he reveres to be insulted. No man would in 1848 Julia, daughter of Frederick Dent, of
sidered such a means of safety an evidence of insisted on the minister taking some home to allow his mother to be insulted, far less pay a St Louis, Mo.; August 7, 1861, he was comdistrust in God. The minority replied that his family. After wrapping the sausages in a man to insult her. Yet here in Cleveland, missioned brigadier-general, and March 17,
they trusted in God as much as anybody, but' cloth tlie minister carefully placed the bun- and throughout the whole country, wherever 1864, he assumed command of all the armies
when they saw an able-bodied cyclone coming I die in the pocket of his great coat. Thus this blaspheming insulter of God and religion of the United States; and April 9, 1865, dethey W!lre _going to get out ~f the way~ All ef- equipped he started for the funeral. While goes, he not only oan get, and does get, the feated J_,ee at Appomatox Court-house, which
forts to br1dge over the 'sch1sm hav fa1led, and attending the solemn ceremonies of the grave largest audiences to listen to him insulting practically ended the civil war. In 1868 he
the church is now divided under the heads of some hungry dogs scented the sausages, and God, but they pay him to do it. But will any was elected president, and in 1872 was re~
Cyclone Primitivs and Anticyclone Primitivs. were not long in tracking them to the pocket man pretend that his mother is more sacred elected with a larger majority than any other
OF all the cool things in this world the pas- of the good man's overcoat. Of course t.his than his God? The man who would not strike candidate for president ever received. At the
sage cited from the sentence df death passed was a great annoyance, and he was several down the insulter of his mother is no man. close of his second term he made a tour
by a Wyoming territorial judge upon a oon- times under the necessity of kicking the Yet here in Cleveland supposed Christian men around the world, and was everywhere redemned murderer is certainly the coolest. Af- whelps away. The obsequies of the grave pay to hav their Ged insulted. It shows full ceived with distinguished marks of respect.
ter reviewing the tri;u, he said to the prisoner: completed, the millister and the congregation well where we are, and whither we are going. His subsequent career as a business man, and
"I am by no means satisfied with the evidence repaired to the church, where the funeral dis- It shows, further, what our godless schools his failure through the rascality of his partner,
in the case, and am not sure whether you 1 course was to be preached. After the sermon and godless education are producing; whi~her Ward, are still fresh in the memory of all. He
1
killed John Forbes or whether he died by the was finished the minister halted to make some Protestantism is driftin~ a~d w_h~re endin_g. leaves his family_ '::ll pro;id~d for, the ~a
visitation of God, but. my sentence is tha~ you ( remarks to hifl congregation, when a. brother, At the rate Amerioa_n soCiety 1s dnfti~g we will 1vance orders for h1s Memotrs alr~ady havl_ng
be hanged on the third Friday of June; and I who wished to h_av an appoint~ent g1ven out, s_oon be a people w1thout ?'od, and~~ morals [ ~mo~nte~ to over $300,000. :s;e will be burled
~hould you know of your own innocence, you· ascended the sta1rs of the pulpit and gave the, little better than pagans-1f as good.
m R1vers1de Park, New York Olty.
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9Iommunifalions.
Facts and Fallacies of the New Testament.
HEAVEN• .

Heaven is ..the hope of the Christian. But for belief that it is an abode of perfect love, peace, and happiness, people would not deprive themselvs of
needed comforts and innocent pleasures, and giT of
their earnings to build grand, gorgeous, and costly
churches and cathedrals, ut:Jed only for an hour or
two one day in the week, too grand, too sumptuously
upholstered for poor folks to sit in. But for the hope
of heaven and its supposed joys, people would not
stint themselvs and children so as to pay fat salaries
to priests and parsons, enabling these to revel in luxury, dress in broadcloth, and look dow'n in sovereign
contempt upon the poor workers who help to keep
them so fine and dainty.
The exactions of the priesthood hav been onerous
and heavy. They hav never been a producing class
in any sense of the word, but always lived and ilourished upon the toils and labors of others. The fat
of the land and the fattest of yellow-legged chickens
hav always been theirs. In return they claim to care
for our poor souls; tell us all about heaven and how
to get there, and threaten, if we fail to submit to
their dictation and exactions, we shall go to sheol
(hell is now voted obsolete, old style, and vulgar).
But what do priests or parsons know about
heaven ? They declare that all they tell us is revealed in the Bible; that no other book can tell us
anything about heaven; that the blessed Bible is
God's revealed will-" a lamp to our feet and a light
to our path."
Then, why cannot we read it for ourselvs, and
understand it, without a priest to tell us what it
means? The Bible tells us, "The holy scriptures are
able to make us wise unto salvation" (2 Tim. iii, 15).
If heaven is now the abode of God, where did he exist
before creation ? Christians declare God created the
heavens and the earth, and all that in them is, about
six thousand years ago, but that God always existed.
Where?
Where was this all-wise, omnipotent God during
all eternity, before he created heaven to dwell in ?
The Bible says that on the first day, after creating
heaven and earth, he made light, " and God saw the
light, that it was good." When? When he first
made it, six thousand years ago. Then for all eternity this all-powerful, all-wise God was in utter darkness-was blind. Think of it. An almighty God
going it Wind for all eternity I
Did he create for himself eyes at the time of the
creation ? It is alleged he could s~e in the dark just
as well as in the light. We demand the proof. What
could be see? Gazing into darkness, he could not
see, for there was not anything to see-no heaven,
no earth, no stars, no sun-nothing, neither living
nor dead. "Darkness was upon the face of the deep."
Could an all-wise God grow in knowledge? The
the Bible God did:
"And the Lord came down to see the city, and the tower
which the children of men builded" (Gen. xi, 5).

At this time the " all-seeing eye," which we now
hear so much about, had not been invented. God
had to come down to earth to get a view of the tower,
and see if there was immediate danger of men
building it close _up to heaven. God came down
from where ? Down from heaven. How many miles
is it from heaven, God's dwelling-place, to the earth ?
Ministers all unite in asserting that heaven is beyond space. Every Sunday they inform us that " at
death the immortal soul of the righteous takes its
flight beyond the realms of time and space, and goes
to God, who gave it."
·
We know heaven (God's dwelling-place) is not
within space. Herschel, with his wonderful telescope, has scanned the space; he has discoTered nebula within space so far away that its light takes two
million years to reach the earth. If God had so far
to come, although he came with the rapidity of light,
the tower must not only hav been built, but moldered
away with the ravages of time, hundreds of thousands of years before God could hav got to it.
Again, we ask, could an all-wise God increase in
knowledge? The Bible God does; for no God in
our day would say of people who imagined they
could build a tower that should reach to heaven,
"Notb\ng will b~ restrained from them which they
hav imagined to do (Gen. xi, G). Any kind of a God
to-day ought to know there was no need to restrain
them; that, let the people do their best, they never
could build a tower as high as the peaks of the loftiest mountain-and they were building on the plain.
The Bible God did not at that time know that as
they ascended, the air being more and more rarefied,
they would be unable to liv. There was no need to
confound their language to prevent their building a
brick tower to heaven.
Then, too, think what a journey all the Gods had·
for be said to the other Gods, "Let uB go down.':
Heaven must be far beyond the farthest planet,
millions of millions of miles from earth. What a jour-

ney for a lot of all-wise Gods to take for so pitie.ble a
small foolish matter I
The Bible very po!!itivly declares its God did not
know anything about the present-still less about
the future. We read:
"And the Lord said, Because the cry of Sodom and Gomorrah is great, and because their sin is very grievous,
"I will go down now, and see whether they hav done altogether according to the cry of it, which is come unto me; and
if not I will know" (Gen. xviii, 20, 21).

God had to come down to see; couldn't tell until
he got there and made an investigation. This is not
man's say•so, but God's own declaration.
In this chapter he proves he had no knowledge of
the future and was a very poor prophet, for, speaking
of his chosen people, the Jews, the descendants of
Abraham, he claimed to know what subsequently he
admits he did not know:
"For I know him, that he will command his children, an.d
his household after him, and they shall keep the way of the
Lord, to do justice and judgment" (Gen. xviii, 19).

Nothing could be further from the facts; they did
nothing of the kind. But although the Bible abounds
with absurdities, and its God is but a barbarous reflection of a degraded, ignorant people, we hav all
our lives been taught to revere it by priests and ministers, and they hav assured us the Bible taught virtues, truths, and morals vastly superior to all other
books. They hav made us believe this world is all a
fleeting show, a wilderness of woe, and bid us be regardless of the here and now, but seek for perfect
loTe, peace, and happiness in heaven.
What is the Christian heaven ? Where is it situated? In what part of the holy Bible can we find a
clear, intelligible account or descril!tion of heaven,
this promised land of never·eriding pleasures?
Christ when on earth promised to send the comforter, "the spirit of truth, who would guide us into
all truth" (John xvi, 13), so that all would come t9
the unity of the faith. That promis was made over
eighteen hundred years ago, but that holy spirit has
not materialized yet. Conditions never proved
favorable.
Is it not evidence of some mistake, somewhere,
about the Bible being the revealed will of God and
teaching a religion of love and unity of faith when
honest people cannot agree as to its meaning', but
hate each other most fiercely because they honestly
differ? Why don't that. Holy Ghoet bring all to
unity of the faith in bonds of peace?
For lack of any scripture that describes heaven, or
even intimates that it is in any sense a desirable
abode for saints, priests and parsons quote 1 Cor.· ii, 9:
"But as it is written, Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither hav·entered into the heart of man the things which God
hath prepared for them that love him."

This text they "wrest, as they do also the other
scripture," perverting it from its plain and obvious
purport so as to make it seem to sustain the dogmas
of their church creed. Reat'Jing the context will
convince anyone that there is not even an allusion
made to heaven. Both Paul and Isaiah, whom he
quotes, refer only to the advantages resulting from
faith in this present life. The very next sentence
proves this.
The first approach to anything like a description of
heaven is found in Heb. viii, 1-5, and we propose to
avoid the possibility of any mistake by confining
ourselvs to the Bible, giving the chapter and verse, so
all may know just exactly what the Bible does teach
about heaven:

trade of a carpenter, but siace so much carpenter
and joiner's work had to be done in heaven-and it
is claimed Christ was there from the very beginning
-" All things were made by him, and without him
was not anything made that was made" (John, i, 3)
-it is easy to 11.nderstand why Christ chose a trade
with whieh he had long been familiar in heaven. It
is strange, and much to be regretted, that the savior
and benefactor of men, who spoke as never man
spoke, never sajd a word about a circular saw or a
planing machine. Too busy preaching. Preachers,
following bis example, never do anything useful.
Over the ark was a mercy seat of pure gold, 3x9
long, 2x3 broad, with two cherubim, one at each
end; a table, 3 feet long, 18 inches broad, and 27
inches high, with rings and staves to carry it about
(verse 23); "dishes, spoons, covers, and bowls, of
pure gold shalt thou make them" (verse 29).
Doubtless many hav wondered that heaven should
be surrounded by a mighty wall, compared with
which that of China. sinks into jnsignificance (Rev.
xxi, 17).
Since all the wicked are cast into a lake of fire,
there could be no need of " a wall great aitd high "
(Rev. xxi, 12) to keep out the sinners. The wall and
gates must therefore be to keep the saints in and
prevent their escape. What troubled us was, why
should saints wish to escape from heaven and get
away from Paradise ? But this mystery is now fully
explained.
God had in the beginning, in his great grief of
heart, repented he had ever made man, because every
imagination of the thoughts of man's hear~s was evil
continually" (Gen. vi, 5, 6). So, when he made heaven,
be built this wall great and high, and stationed
an~els at each gate, perhaps to prevent the missionaries, Sunday-school superintendents, and other pillars of the church stealing the gold spoons and skedaddling to Canada. How plain and easy to be understood are many of the mysteries of godliness, if
men would but search the scriptures and believe
" all scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable" (2 Tim. iii. 16).
On the table is the shew-bread (Ex. xxv. 30), then
there are candlesticks, lamps, tongs, and snuffers
(verse 38). What! all these things in heaven? The
Bible says so. There is no other reliable source of
information as to what is in heaven (Ex. xxv, 40; Heb.
viii, 4, 5; Heb. ix, 8, p).
The twenty-sixth chapter of Exodus givs an
account of curtains in heaven (10), of fine twined
linen, blue, purple, at1d scarlet, 42 feet long, 6 feet
wide; 11 of goats' hair (Ex. xxvi, 7). H is to be regretted that Jesus, when on earth, did not bless
mankind with the secret of making alpaca, a most
useful fabric. Only recently has the genius of men
succeeded in manufacturing it to perfection.
Rams' skins, dyed red, and badger skins-'' And
thou shalt make a covering for the tent of rams' skins
dyed red, and a covering above of badger skins" (Ex::
xx:vi, 14). Rams and badgers killed in heaven, and
their skins dyed fancy colors and made into curtains I
So the Bible, book divine, declares:

"And look that thou make them after their pattern which ,
was shewed thee in the mount" (Ex. xxv, 40).
"We hav such a high priest, who is set on the right hand of
the throne of the majesty in the heavens; a minister of the
sanctuary, and of the true tabernacle, which the Lord pitched,
and not man: who serve unto the example and shadow of
heavenly things, as Moses was admonished of God when he
was about to make the tabernacle: for, See, saith he, that thou
make all things acaording to the pattern shewed to thee in the
"Now of the things which we hav spoken this is the sum: mount" (Heb. viii, 1-5).
'
We hav such a high priest who is set on the right hand of the
We
read
of
about
fifty
boards
in heaven, 27 inches
throne of the majesty in the heav~ens: a minister of the sanctuary, and of the true tabernacle, which the Lord pitched and wjde, 15 feet long-each board with two tenOns (Ex.
not man. For every high priest is ordained to offer gifts and xxvi, 15-25).
sacrifices; wherefore it is of necessity that this man hav someYet Jesus, working at carpenter.work four thouwhat also to offer. For if he were on earth, he should not be
a priest, seeing that there are priests that offer gifts according sand years in heaven and about twenty on earth,
to the law: who serve unto the example and shadow of heav- never told us how to make a mortising machine.
enly things, as Moses was admonished of God when he was What straBge forgetfulness on his part! We might·
about to make the tabernacle: for, See, saith he, that thou
make all things according to the pattern showed to thee in the think he had not time. But suppose he had used the
time and same number of words in describing useful •
mount" (Heb. viii, 1-5).
"The Holy Ghost this signifying, That the way into the ho- inventions that he did use in wild, fierce denuncialiest of all was not yet made manifest, while us the first taber- tions of those who differed with him, calling them
nacle was yet standing: which was a figure for the time then
present. But Christ being come a high priest of good things hypocrite, vipers, and other hard names, wouldn't it
to come, by a greater and more perfect tabernacle. It was hav been more in character with the blessed redeemer
therefore necessary that the patterns of things in the heavens and savior of men? Did calling hard names ever do
should be purified with these, but the heavenly things them. any good ? ever reform anyone ? ever prove anything
selvs with better sacrifices than these. For Christ is not entered into the holy places made with hands, which are the save the lack of judgment on the part of the person
figures of the true; but into heaven itself, now to appear in doing so? You say you will call names and use
the presence of God for us" (He b. ix-read the whole chapter). harsh words when people make you angry. Yes, but
The New Testament declares Christ is now in how about denu~ciations by one who "was oppressed,

and he was affitcted, yet he opened not his mouth:
he is brought as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a
sheep before her shearers is dumb, so he openeth not
his mouth" (Isa.liii, 7); who, Peter declared, "when
he was reviled, reviled not again?" (1 Peter ii, 23).
Gentle reader, please ask your minister to explain
why the Holy Ghost ruled Christ out of the kingdom
"And let them make me a sanctuary, that I may dwell of God. He most certainly did, for we read:

heaven acting as our high priest in the original tabernacle existing in heaven (Heb. viii, 2). The Mosaic tabernacle was made an exact copy (Heb. viii, 5).
To understand this tabernacle and the priestly
work of Christ in heaven, and learn just what kind of
a place heaven is, we must examin Bible teaching in
regard to this tabernacle. In Exodus we read:

among them.
"Be not deceive-:}: neither fornicators, nor idolate1·s, nor
"According to all that I shew thee, after the pattern of the adulter(jrS, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselvs with mantabernacle, ·and the pattern of all the instruments thereof kind, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers
even so shall ye make it" (Exodus, xxv, 8, 9).
' nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God" (1 Cor:
First we read in this chapter that there was an ark vi, 9, 10).

45 inches long, 27 inches broad, and 27 inches high,
Christ reviled -the Pharisees, called them fools,
made of accacia or shittim wood.
hypocrite, whited aepulchers, murderers, serpents,
Many people hav wondered why Jesus chose the vipers, and sent them to the damnation of hell (Matt.

.
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xxiii). So if the Bible is true, if Paul wrote by in- black coat was buttoned to his chin. I turned in my
spiration of the Holy Ghost, Christ will be expelled seat and looked at the seven other men. They were
clad in black. They sat erect. They all smiled confrom heaven.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
tinually, through excess of cheerfulness, I supposed.
What the State Should.Do for the Worlringman. I hav had one or two disastrous experiences with
men who smiled in and out of season, and I am a
In the first place, it should not tax him too much. little shy of them at present. So I abandoned my
Taxes must be levied, but they should fall on the intention of making acquaintances, and turned to
useless class rather than on the· useful. There is a look out of the window. The red-headed man, who
kind of chess-board made for traveling, which car.- sat opposit me, arose and crossed over to my seat,
ries the men attached, each to a s11parate square. and, after settling himself comfortably, opened conThey can be moved to and fro, but they cannot be versation by asking where I was going. "To Kantaken off without danger of loss. If you want to sas," I replied. He brightened visibly at my reply,
get all the men off from your side of the board, you and exclaimed, enthusiastically, "Ah, to the prohibimust put them on your opponents'. If you want to tion state! A grand state ! A grand state !" he reget taxes off of that property which is acquired by peated, and·then he inquired into the practical worklabor, you must pnt them on that which is not ac- ing of the prohibition laws. I courteously explained
quired by labor, but by bequest.
to him the perjury, the lying, the frauds, the meanProperty owes its origin to labor, either manual or neeses that are called into life by the prohibition
mental; but some property has been gained by the laws, and that troop around the Kansas courts.
labor of the owner, while other property was not When I had finished my explanation he wasn't so enworked for by the present owner, but by some thusiastic, but he was crafty, even foxy, in manner.
former owner, from whom it bas been inherited. It was evident that lie suspected that I was a Kansas
We hav made a great advance on the old system of druggist, and consequently heavily interested in the
exempting the so-called nobility, who lived on the liquor business. He smil!:ld a smile indicativ of suacquisitions of their ancestors, from taxation, and in perior wisdom, and left my section. He joined the
consequence crushing the laboring classes. We seven apostles who were sitting behind me.
should do well to take still another step forward,
Froni fragme-nts of conversation that all the octhat of encouraging industry, economy, and enter- cupants of the car were at liberty to overhear, l
prise by letting the property they create bear gathered that the eight from Marion were country
less of the burden of taxation than falls on the prop- clergymen, bound for the Rocky Mountains, where
erty which is handed down to the possessor simply they were to travel for a couple of months, and that
on account of his birth.· We all know that the men the red-headed minister was their guide, their Moses,
who· inherit large fortunes are not, as a rule, those He had evidently boasted in rural places that he
most able to use them for the public good. Sup{!ose could travel cheaply, that he could circumvent the
that a manufacturing village is built up by the joint wiles of the wicked Western men, that he possessed
exertions of the operative and their employer. He highly desirable economic knowledge of cheap
own-s one-half of the assessed property, and pays hotels, cheap eating houses, cheap lines of travel,
one-half of the taxes. This seems to me a just ar- and, presumably, of cheap and valuable silver mines
rangement. His death hands over the property to that lie on the pine-clad flanks of the Rocky Mounyoung men who hav done nothing for thGJ community tains in Colorado.
that has not been already amply recompensed.
The newsboy entered the car, carrying late Chicago
There is no hardship or injustice in making them papers for sale. He offered them to the eight
pay a legacy fee equal to all the ta.xes which would apostles. Therdeclined to buy. Then Moses, in a
otherwise bav been levied that year, and letting loud tone, asked him if he had the revised Old Testaevery holder of property, which he has earned, be ment for sale. Courteously the newsboy replied:
. relieved accC'rdingly.
" No; I carry only such books and papers as will sell
What would be better still for the latter class, of readily. The Erie's passengers do not ask for the
course, would be to hav their taxes permanently and revised Old Testament," and he passed on. The
regularly diminished by a tax on all bequests and in- apostles were silent. Apparently they were absorbed
heritances all over the state. Thus thev would be in inward contemplation of the wickedness of the
better paid for their labor, and more enc~uraged to Erie's passengers. I saw the porter standing by the
work and save.
door of the drawing room. He had overheard the
An important move in this direction has recently question of Moses and the newsboy's answer. The
been made in New York by tlie passage of a law im- light, the joy, had faded from his black face. He
posing a tax of five per cent on collateral inheritances gazed down the car with a far-away look, as though
of over $500. This is to bring $1,000,000 into the intently watching the legal process of grinding a
treasury annually, and all other taxes will be less in PuJiman car porter to dust between the upper
consequence. Now is the time to propose an exten- and nether millstones. of a bankruptcy court. I
sion of this principle to the property inherited di- arose and walked back to the smoking room. Soon
rectly. The poor man's earnings should pass un- the porter followed me. He leaned wearily against
hindered to his children; but anyone who inherits the door frame and said plaintivly and lowly:
$5,000 or over from his parents might justly be re"Colonel, are they all ministers?'' ''Yes, porter,
quired to pay one per cent to the state, and this rate all," I replied. He looked at me solemnly for an inmight be increased gradually. If the people ask for stant, and then said sadly: "I am ruined. Clergy•
this, they can hav it.
F. M. HoLLAND.
men are worse than women. Women, even if they
do not giv freely to a porter, do not cut down our
How Minister's Travel.
receipts from the other passengers. Clergymen do.
Frank Wilkeson in the Svn.
They exasperate the men who may be traveling in
A few days ago I went West over the New York, the car, and a man will not giv a porter ~uch if he
Lake Erie, and Western Railroad. When I entered is irritated." The porter ceased talking. He gazed
the sleeping car at Jersey City, the Pullman car at me intently. He rubbed his chin re:flectivly with
porter, an old acquaintance, greeted me cheerily. In his hand, and leaned more wearily than ever against
reply to my inquiry as to the progress of his material the door frame. Then he plaintivly wailed, " I wish
prosperity and the welfare of his family, he replied they would stay at home." I tried to cheer him. I
that travel was light, that people seemed to be poor, prophesied that the eight men from Marion would
that his last two trips had been almost dead failures probably pan out better than he expected. Without
financially, that his room rent was almost due, and a smile he shook his head negativly, and said: "They
that if business in his line did not speedily revive, can easily do that. It would trouble them to do
there was one Pullman pqrter who would become a worse than I expect.': Then, subdued in spirit and
bankrupt.
At this direful prospect he smiled with dejected manner, he turned his attention to
brightly, 'as is the wont of his race when contemplat- lamp cleaning and marble rubbing.
Dinner time came. The apostles were hungry.
ing disasters that are obscured in the shades of the
They formed column behind Moses, and in Indian
future.
When we arrived at Marion I was busily engaged file stalked solemnly into the dining room of a waywith a box of matches and an alleged cigar, and con- side eating station. I heard Moses try to bargain
. sequently failed to observe the people on the plat- with the eating-house keeper, a sallow and lank
form. Soon after the train left Marion the porter young man, whose temper had been tried by fever
came into the smoking room. He rubbed his hands and ague and five-grain doses of quinine, for eight
together. He smiled cheerfully. He nodded re- dinners for fifty cents each, instead of seventy-five
spectfully to me, and , then said, joyfully: " Colonel " cents each, which was the regular price. The sallow
(passengers out of whose pockets half a dollar is to and lank young man refused to cut rates to clergybe coaxed are always addressed by Pullman car men. He tnsisted that they ate as much as laymen,
porters as colonel), "Colonel," he said, "I picked up and that they should pay the same price. The seven
eight Chicago passengers at Marion. That will make followers of the red-headed man gazed reproachfully
a good trip for me. The luck has turned. No bank- at him. His prestige was impaired. It was evident
. ruptcy for me." Then, having dropped into the that there w Juld be a rebellion in the apostolic ranks
smoking room in a friendly way, and solely to impart if this thing continued. After eight dinners had
reassuring information to an acquaintance, he hurried been eaten Moses again endeavored to hav the price
reduced on the ground of underdone roast beef.
off whisk-broom in hand.
Entering the body of the car I was greatly pleased The attempt failed, and, with great reluctance, he
to see eight well-dressed gentlemen occupying seats paid the obdurate and sallow and lank young man
in the hitherto almost empty car. One, who occu- $G. I stood on the platform by the open window
pied the section opposit mine, was a tall, slender, red- talking to the young man. As the last of the clergyheaded man. His mouth was crooked.- His nose men filed into the sleeping car he winked irreverwas ·dished. His eyes were small and black, I had ently at me and said, as he dropped the money" into
almost written piglike. He smiled continually. His the till, "I am on to the clergyman racket," I was
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sorry that youth's temper had been sharpened by fever and ague and quinine. I felt that he would hav
done justice to the occasion if he had been stronger
and in better humor.
As the train ~rew nigh t? Chicago the porter bustled around, whisk:broom m hand, and invited man
after man to come mto the rear room of the car to be
brushed and to cross Lis palm with silver. Assiduously he brushed the eight from Marion. Then he
came to me with outstretched hand and said: "See
what the eight clergymen. gave me ! It puts me in
mind of the days I ran between Denver and Leadville on the Rio Grande." His left hand was half full
of cents, three-cent pieces, and nickels. With the
dusky index finger of his right hand he pushed three
blackened cents to one side of his left palm and said:
"The leader, the red-headed one, gave those to me.
They almost pay for the blacking I used on his big
boots." A three-cent piece followed after the blackened cents. "That," he said, "was the gift of the
little fat preacher, the one who snored so loud last
night "-this simply to identify him, and not in the
least disrespectfully. A battered and disreputable
looking nickel joined the three blackened cents and
three· cent piece. "That," said the porter, "was
given to me by the bald-headed one who chewed tobacco. Well," he added, as he put the collection
into his pocket, "I got fifty-three cents from the
eight of them." He stood looking at me for an instant. Then he revolved his dusky palms one above
the other to represent the millstones of a bankruptcy
court. He blew away a pile of supposititious dust,
and shot a smile at ·me as he turned to enter the
body of the car. I saw him no more.
At Chicago the apostles marched in column of
twos out of the depot. I was delayed for an instant.
When I reached the omnibus stand Moses was talking with a square-jawed, black-moustached man, who
had charge of Parmeeter's stages. Moses was trying
to hav the fare of his party reduced from :fifty cents
to twenty-five cents. The manager of the stages was
a hardened wretch, probably a nativ of the wicked
city of Chicago. At any rate, he refused to carry
clergymen for half price, and dryly suggested to
Moses that he and his party had best "hoof it" to
the Burlington depot. The apostles looked scornfully at Moses. They openly murmured against him.
They sulkily straggled up the street, heavily laden
with gripsacks. Moses was not in the lead. He had
been deposed. The hollowness of his profession to
be able to travel cheaply had been promptly exposed,
and exposed before the West had been reached.
Oh, the humiliation, the shame, the m<?,Itification,
that await the apostles in the Rocky lfioqntains I
And await them simply because their congregations
are too mean to pay them fair salaries for the arduous work they perform. Their meanness forced these
gentlemen to practice economies when traveling that
drew forth the scorn of the unthinking, and caused
the cheeks of unbelievers to bulge with derision.

Row Did Thomas Paine Die?
In 1877 the editor of the New York Observer said:
"We hav published the testimony, and the witnesses are on
hand to prove that Tom Paine died a drunken, cowardly, and
beastly death."

The testimony upon which the Rev. Sam. Prime
relied was nearly aU to be found in a letter purporting to hav been written by the Right Rev. Benedict
Joseph Fenwick, bishop of Boston, to his brother, a
Jesuit priest, in Georgetown, D. C., who died in 1827.
The first appearance of the letter was after the death
of Bishop Fenwick in 184G, where it was published
in several Catholic organs. In 1872 it ~:eappeared in
the lives of " Deceased Bishops." If the letter is
truthful as well as genuin, then it must be admitted
that Paine did die a drunken, cowardly, and beastly
death.
But the letter is a fabrication. If Bishop Fenwick
wrote it, he was a!! big a liar as Baron Munchausen
and as wicked a sinner as Judas Iscariot. It was
doubtless the work of a Jesuit priest in 184G, palmed
off upon the deceased bishop. In 1883 a full exposure of the fraud was made in THE TRUTH SEEKER and
Investigator, and a pamphlet edition was printed by
both offices, price five cents. Copies hav been sent
to the principal Catholic papers and to many priests,
but they are all mum about it. Not one of them
dares now to assert the authenticity of that " Roman
Catholic Canard;" nor will the New York Observer
again dare to allege, on such fabricated testimony,
that "Paine died a drunken, cowardly, and beastly
death."
When the Rev. Editor Prime crawfished in his
controversy with Colonel Ingersoll in 1877, his last
afJsertion was:
"'\Ve hav never stated in any form, nor hav we ever supposed, that Paine actually renounced his Infidelity. The accounts agree in stating that he died a blaspheming Infidel."

That fabricated account of a scene at the deathbed of the dying Deist is the only basis for the charge
that "Paine died a blaspheming Infidel." There was
a single Catholic church in New York in 1809, and
the priests in charge of it were Fenwick and Kohlman; but neither of them ever saw Paine on his
death-bed. Next to a Scotch Tory, Paine hated a
Catholic priest.
ANTIQUARY.
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In the other letter I called for one single word, but
I imagin that reflectio~s such as these swept through ~he
minds alike of loving friends and of honorable a~tagomsts one word which would at once establish the identity
it is not often that the unveiling of a statue is at- when Mr. Darwin died; and that they were a:t one ln the de- of my friend, but it was not forthcoming. While I
tended with an interest at all comparable with that sire to honor the memory of the man who, without fea~ and concede that the letters were replied to by Mr. Manswithout reproach, had successfully (ought the hardest Intelwhich characterized this ceremony as performed last lectual
field's hand, without his reading the letters, accordbattle of these days.
.
.
Tuesday [June 9th] in the great hall of the Natural It was in satisfaction of these JUSt and generous Impulses ing to the best of my knowledge-and I was watchHistory Museum. .If the greatness of a man is to be that our great naturalist's remains were deposited in Wes~ ing him all the time, neither the letters nor himself
estimated by the measure in which he has influenced minster Abbey; and that, immediately afterwar~, a public leaving my presence all the time-yet they were not
meeting, presided over by my lamented predecess.or, Mr.
the thoughts of men, it is scarcely open to question Spottiswoode,
was held in the rooms of the Royal So01ety, for fully answered, and, consequently, I cannot accept
that the greatest man of our century is Charles Dar- the }9Urpose of considering what further steps should be taken the letter-writing as a proof of spirit power. Perwin. As Pro~essor Huxley remarked in the course toward the same end.
haps another might hav been more successful. Toof his singularly judicious and well-balanced address, It was resolved to invite subscriptions, with the view of day I expect to hav an interview with Henry Slade,
erecting
a
statue
of
Mr.
Darwin
in
some
suitable
locality;
';lnd
Mr. Darwin's work has not only reconstructed the to devote any surplus to tile advancement of the biological and will report you the result.
science of biology, but has spread with an organizing sciences.
Yours always in the investigation of truth,
.
influence through almost every department of philo- Contributions at once flowed in from Austria, BelgiUm,
SusAN H. WrxoN.
sophjcal thought. Yet it was not merely the great- Brazil, Denmark, France, Germany, Ho.lland, Italy, Nor~ay,
Portugal
Russia,
Spain,
Sweden,
Switzerland,
the
Umted
The Let .Alone Doctrin.
ness of the naturalist which invested the proceedings States, a~d the British colonies, no less tha~ from aU parts of
in the Natural History Museum with an interest so the three kingdoms; and they came from all classes of the
A friend in Canada who reads THE TRUTH SEEKER
unique. It was known to the whole assembly that c.Jmmunity. To mention one interesting case, Sweden se~t writes the following:
the man whom they delighted to honor was one whose in 2,296 subscriptions "from all sorts of people," as the dis- "Your ideas would likely be a great improvement on the
man of science who transmitted them wrote, "from present state of things, still the mills grind slowly. Buckle,
moral nature had been cast in the same lines of sim- tinguished
the bishop to the seamstress, and in sums from five pounds to in his 'History of Civilization,' shows and proves that whenple grandeur as those which belonged to his· intel- two pence."
ever goveJCnment tries to help it always _does an inj~ry. What
lectual nature. It therefore only needed a passing The executiv committee has thus been enabled to carry out is
wanted is to let people alone. Canada IS curse(!. with a paterallusion from Professor Huxley to enable the whole the objects proposed. A "Darwin Fu"nd" has been c_reated, nal government at present. In 1878 John A. McDonald
which
is
to
be
held
in
trust
by
the
Royal
Society,
and
IS
to
be
promised to help in ev~ry direction, to . ma:ke aU rich and
assembly to reflect that it was due as much to mas- employed in the promotion of biological research.
sivness of character as to massivness of work that The execution of the statue was intrusted to Mr. Boehm; happy. The people behaved, and put h1m m power. Now
the
country is going to the dogs as fast as it can. The policy
within three years of his death Mr. Darwin's name and I think that those who had the good fortune to know Mr. of the
government has been one vast blunder. The fact is,
should constitute a new center of gravity in every Darwin personally will admire the power of artistic divination we are not yet a civilized people."
which
has
enabled
the
sculptor
to
place
before
us
so
very
system of thought. And it was this reflection which characteristic a likeness of one whom he had not seen.
I wish to giv the above extract because I am
gave to the ceremony so unusual a measure of inter- It appeared to the committee that, whether they regarded anxious to indorse it in the most emphatic manner.
est. Around the statue were congregated the most Mr. Darwin's career or the requirements of a work of art, no We are governed too much.
representativ men of every branch of culture, from site could be so appropriate as this great hall, and they apProgress is impeded and civilization nearly stranto the trustees of the British Museum for permission to
the Prince of Wales and the Archbishop of Canter- plied
gled even in this country by bad laws. Herbert
erect it in its present position.
bury to the opposit extremes o~ radicalism and Free- That permission was most cordially granted, and I am de- Spencer says the best laws ever passed by any legisthought. Indeed, it is not too inuch to say that there sired to tender the best thanks of the committee to the trus- lato~s hav been those repealing bad laws. Tb.ey hav
can scarcely ever hav been such an occasion on which tees for their willingness to accede to our wishes.
I also beg leave to offer the expression of our gratitude to passed laws in the state of Michigan which hav ~n
so many illustrious men of opposit ways of thinking your
royal highness for kindly consenting to represent tile abled rich men to buy up and hold out of productiOn
hav met to express a common agreement upon a man trustees to-day.
28,000,000 acres out of the .36,000,000 acres of the
to whom they hav felt that honor is due. The inter- It only remains for me, your royal highnes~, my lords and lands of that state. In this state we find the same
national memorial could not in any nation hav found gentlemen, trustees of the British Museum, m the name ~f condition of things, thousands of acres of valuable
a more worthy site than the one in which it has been the Darwin Memorial Committee, to request you to accept this lands lying in idleness from year to year and from
of Charles Darwin.
placed; but, if anything could hav added to the" sol- statue
We do not make this request for the mere sake of perpe~u decade to decade. Hundreds of vacant lots in every
emn gladness " with which the personal friends of ating a memory; for, so long as m~n o~cupy themselvs w~th village ~noccupied and unused. It is !aw that. is
Mr. Darwin witnessed the presentation of this memo- the pursuit of truth, the name of Darwm runs no more nsk doing th1s. Any poor man may prove th_u~ ~y gmll:g
rial, it must hav been the evidence which the assem- of oblivion than does that of Copernicus or tilat of Harvey.. and building on these vacant lots, or cultivatmg this
most assuredly, do we ask you to preserve the statl!e m
bly yielded that, among the innumerable differences itsNor,
cynosural position i!l this entr~nci-hall of our Nat10_n~ vacant land. The strong arm of the law will soon
of opinion which it represented, his memory must Museum of National History as eVIdence that Mr. DarWin s be invoked to eject him into the street. It is not
henceforth be alw~t.ys and universally regarded as a views hav received your official sanction; for science does not more laws we want, bat just laws. We want laws
changeless monument of all that is greatest in human recognize such sanctions, and commits suicide when it adopts which shall make it impossible for one man to turn
nature, as well as of all that is greatest in human a creed.
No; we beg you to cherish this memorial as a symbol by another off of land he is not using, and never has
achievement.
which, as generation after generation of students of Nature used. We want laws making it impossible for rich
Concerning the statue itself, we hav only to speak enter yonder door, they shall be reminded of the ideal accord- men to hold three-fourths of the land of a state out
in terms of almost unqualified praise. It is, in the ing to which they must shape their lives, if they would turn to of production. We do not want more law about
best account the opportunities offered by the great institruest sense of the phrase, a noble work of art. The ths
tution under your charge.
land, but less, and we want it so that no person can

The Du.l·win Memorial.

attitude is not only easy and dignified, but also natural and characteristic; the modeling of the head
and face is unexceptionable, and th~ portrait is admirable. The only criticism we hav to advance has
reference to the hands, which not only do not bear
the smallest resemblance to those of Mr. Darwin, but
are of a kind which, had they been possessed by
him, would hav rendered impossible the accomplishment of much of his work. Although this misrepresentation is a matter to be denlored, it is not one for
which the artist can be justly held responsible.
Never having had the advantage of seeing Mr. Darwin, Mr. Boehm has only to be congratulated upon
the wonderful success which has attended his portraiture of the face and figure; the hands were no
doubt supplied by guess-work, and therefore we hav
only to regret that the guess did not happen to be
more fortunate.
The following is the address made by Professor
Huxley, in the name of the Darwin Memorial Committee, on handing over the statue to the Prince of
Wales, as representativ of the trustees of the British
Museum:

The following reply was made by his royal high- be deprived of the use of land. The North American Indians had less law about land than we hav,
ness the Prince of Wales:
PROFESSOR HuxLEY AND GENTLEMEN: I consider it to be a high and they all had equal rights to the soil. As a re~
privilege to hav been deputed by the unanimous wish of my suit there was no such wretched class among them as
colleagues, the trustees of the British Museum, to accept, in the poor in all our great cities.
their name, the gift which you hav offered us on behalf of the
"What is wanted is to let people alone.'' Yes, if
Committee of the Darwin Memorial. The committee and subscribers mav rest assured that we hav most willingly assigned government would only do that ! But instead of
this honorable place to the statue of the great Englishman this it has been selling our natural rights; it has
who has exerted so vast an influence upon the progress of those been arming one class with the power to drive the
branches of natural knowledge the advancement of which is other class off the earth, or at least into the streets,
the object of the vast collections gathered here. It has given
me much pleasure to learn that the memorial has received so and from thence into the sea.
When the government sells land to one person, it
much support in foreign countries that it may be regarded as
cosmopolitan rather than as simply national; while the fact that takes it away from all others. Already it has sold
persons of every condition of life hav contributed to it affords nearly all the best lands in the country, and I notice
remarkable evidence of the popular interest in the discussion
of scientific problems. A memorial to which all nations and it stated in the Bible Banner of Philadelphia that
all classes of society hav contributed can not be more fitly there are nearly two million landowners in this
lodged than in our museum, which, though national, is open country. If this is the correct statem.ent (and surely
to all the world, and the resources of which are at the dis- the Bible Banner would not lie), then we hav more
posal of every student of nature, whatever his condition or
than fifty million people who hav no land; that is,
his country, who enters our doors.-London Nature.
we hav twenty-five who hav not for every one who
has. In Rhode Island the next inevitable step has
Miss Wixon Investigating Spiritualism.
been taken. All who hav not a certain amount of
E. M. :MAcDONALD, Dear Friend: Through the kind- property are deprived of the right to vote, and there
YouR RoYAL HIGHNESS: It is now three years since the an- ness of A. S. Hayward, of Boston, a magnetic physi- more than one-half of the males over twenty-one hav
nounceme:nt of the death of our famous countryman, Char leg cian of excellent ability, as has been demontrated in no votes.·
Darwin, gave rise to a manifestation of public feeling, not my own case, as well as hundreds of others, I am
Now, if selling land is right at ~1, _then it ~s wholly
only in these realms, but throughout the civilized world,
which., if I mistake not, is without precedent in the modest witnessing the "phenomena of Spiritualism " through right. Suppose, then, that on ach1evmg our mdepenannals of scientific biography.
some of its most noted media. I shall carefully and dence, the government had sol~ the whole country to
The causes of this deep and wide outburst of emotion are honestly investigate and report things as they appear one man, say to the highest bidder. Suppose that
not far to seek. We had lost one of those rare ministers and to me.
General Washington had been the buyer. Suppose
interpreters of nature whose names mark epochs in the adYesterday I had a seance with J. V. Mansfield, the he had had the country surveyed out as fast as
vance of natural knowledge. For, whatever be the ultimate
verdict of posterity upon this or that opinion which Mr. Dar- well-known writing medium. I wrote two letters, needed and suppose he had just rented the land to
win had propounded; whatever adumbrations or anticipations one to my father, who has be!m in spirit-life thirteen those ~ishing to use it for just as. high re~t as ~e
of his doctnns may be found in the writings of his predeces, years, and ·one to a friend recently deceased, carecould get, and continued to rent It, and his heirs
sors; the broad fact remains that since the publication, and
by reason of the publication, of the "Origin of Species," the fully folding and pasting the edges, and across the should hav continued to do the !'lame. . W auld there
fundamental conceptions and the aims of the students of liv- folded page. Mr. Mansfield, a pleasant-faced gentle- be anything wrong in this system ? Or suppose each
ing nature hav been completely changed. From that work man of seventy years or thereabouts-too old to state should hav been sold to the highest bidder,
has sprung a great renewal, a true "instauratio magna" of the stoop to humbug, we should say-took the letters,
and the purchaser should hav· rented the lands to
zoological and botanical sciences.
But the impulse thus given to scientific thought rapidly one at a time, and, in my presence, commenced writ- others, would that be right? If it would not hav
spread beyond the ordinarily recognized limits of biology. ing below the folded slips. The letters were an- been right to sell the land all to one, or all to forty,
Psychology, Ethics, Cosmology were stirred to their founda- swered, but not the questions that I asked. Had how can it be right to sell it to 2,000,000? The diftions, and the "Origin of Species " proved itself to be the they been, I should hav felt the evidence important.
ference is merely one of degree. The 1,500,000
fixed point which the general doctrin of evolution needed in
order to move the world. "Darwinism," in one form or another, I asked my father to name some of the members of tenant farmers now in this country would be no
sometimes strangely distorted and mutilated, became an every- our family, either living or deceased, but he either worse off if they were paying all their rent to one
day topic of men's speech, the object of an abundnnce both would not or could not. It was not the custom of man than they are now. Nor would they be so bad
of vituperation and of praise, more often than of serious my father to refuse any request of mine, especially so
off for rents would not then be so high as now.
study. ·
Renting land is either right or it is wrong. If it
It is curious now to remember how largely, at first, the simple a one as the above. I will say, however, that
objectors predominated; but, considering the usual fate of the signature at the bottom of the reply bore a close is right, there is no reason why the government
new views, it is still more curious to consider for how short a resemblance to the way my father was in the habit should not rent to all and put all on an equal foottime the phase of vehement opposition lasted. Before twenty of writing his name when living. I addressed him
ing and keep them so, so far as natural opportunities
years had passed, not only had the importance of Mr. Dar,
win's work been fully recognized, but the world had discerned by name in the beginning of my letter to him, and are' concerned. If it is wrong to rent land, then
the simple, earnest, generous character of the man that shone addressed him as my father, in accordance with Mr. the government should not allow private citizens to
through every page of his writings.
Mansfield's request.
do it.
J. G. MALCOLM·
1
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sible to this petition. Send at once to THE TRUTH SEEKER
office and procure copies aud circulate all over the s.tate of
New York. I,et us hav several thousand names attached be~ore the meeting·of the great Albany Convention in order that,
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
/
m ·and through that Convention, we can prepare our forces
CHARLES W ATTB, ,
SAMUEL P. Pu·l'NAM, Secretary, for legislativ action this winter. Our Massachusetts friend
First Vice-President.
3S Clinton Pl., New York. are fighting persistently on the oath question and are doin:
practical work.. Let
· t0
.
. the New York col~mn swing Ill
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850Broadway, NewYork. 1grand,
me on the three pomts of battle presented: the taxation of
<,~hurches, the abolition of chaplaincies, and Sabbatarian laws
We hav here a fighting chance. Even some Christians ar~
Annual and Life Memberships.
.Every Freethinker should become an Annual or Life Mem- broad-minded 'enough to see t4e justice of our claim. Win
ber of th~ National Liberal League. Life-membership certifi- here and our foes will be immensely weakened and we can
cate_s are1esued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These press on to greater victories. We believe that it i~ best to concertificates are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of centrate on these points and push the campaign vigoroDBly
the president of the League, Robert G. Ingersoll, and of its and we will not stop until the end is attained.
'
secretary, Samuel P. Putnlfttl ; they are therefore an ornaI hav received the following from Judge Brewer. Where
ment to any place and a memorial of great value. They
should adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close are t~e five hundred good and true Liberals throughout the
of the year. The support thus given to the League would emprre state who will do likewise without delay, and so make
assurance doubly sure for this great Convention?
make its success certain.
.
A. C. MAcDONALD,
Chairman of the Finance Committee.
"ITHACA, N.Y., July 24, 1885.
33 Clinton Place, New York city.
"ME. S. P. PUTNA.'>i, Dear Si1·: I inclose one dollar in currency for ticket to the Albany Freethinkers' Convention. 1
may not be able to attend, but want a ticket all the same
The Campaign Fnnd.
Please send it to me.
Fraternally yours,
S. BBEWEB.'' '
Previously acknowledged, . - $4,447.26
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
FOB
THE
ALBANY
CONVENTION,
Mrs. A. M. Booth and daughters,
7.50
Mrs. H. Caller (first installment on life-membership)
5.00 Previously acknowledged,
751.00
3.10 S. Brewer,
Merrick, Long Island,
•
•
'
1.00
Edward Ross and wife,
2.00
Total,
- $4,462.86 Chas. Traver and wife,
2.00

ITHACA, MIOH.-We struck tent on Monday, July 20th.
Sunday, the 19th, was a gala day, never to be forgotten in
Ithaca. Early in the morning it poured of rain, laid the dust,
cooled the air, and at nine the air was beautiful, clear, and
pleasant, and we had a most interesting meeting.
We hav had large attendance every lecture, and steadily increasing 'interest. A goodly numher of the best and most intelligent ladies of the place attended every lecture. Many declare they never before imagined the Bible was so bad a book,
or that Secularism was so admirable in its teachings, and so
adapted to the wants and capable of elevating and promoting
the bllst happiness of the human race. They had always supposed Infidelity meant contempt for every pure and ennobling principle. Prejudice has been removed, and a very large
number hav begun to think and investigat'e for themselvs.
The ministers dec~are that "it is the most awful, wicked,
cruel thing that ever occurred-so many of the best people
hav had their minds filled with doubt and distrust; quite a
number will forsake Christianity and be lost." They declare
there should be a law to prevent the open proclamation of
such horrible, God-dishonoring doctrins, ruining and breaking up the church.
An immense assembly listened to our "Defense of the
Devil" on Sunday afternoon, and on motion of Uncle Alonzo
.Peet, seconded by County Treasurer S. Haverlo, Mr. F. S.
Kelly acted as foreman of the jury, and took viva voce verdict
that the evidence most fully proved that the charge against
the devil of being a liar from the beginning, and a murderer
was false and utterly without foundation; that according t~
News and Notes.
the prosecutor's own witnesses the devil had n1!ver done
Long Island Out· door Meeting.
Our valiant friend, E. A. Stevens, is not idle, as the followaught to injure, but very much to benefit mankind.
On Sunday, July 26th, we beg~n a series of out-door meetings
The verdict was affirmed by a most vigorous and unanimous ing interview, published in the Detroit Evening News, will at Merrick, Long Island, in Hyatt's Grove. Mr. E. Hyatt is
show:
vote.
well known as a Liberal worker. For several years he has
"E. 'A. Stevens, of Chicago, chairman last year of the exec- had more or less out-door meetings in his grove, which adIn the evening, having had the devil for a subject in the af<if
the
National
Liberal
League,
and
president
utiv
committee
ternoon, we naturally got to " Heaven" at night. Wonder
for several years of the Chicago society, now in Detroit on busi- joins the Methodist camping-grounds; and for this reason, 1
seemed to fill the minds of all present. Even those well ness, was found in the Griswold House this morning and suppose, the Christians consider that he is "the wickedest
posted in the Bible declared they had never imagined the Bi- questioned concerning the strength and prospects ~f the man on Long Island.'' He always contrives, by lectures, disble heaven could be so cl.early brought to view, and the facts League.
tribution of Liberal literature, etc., to keep Christians upon
"'I hav no means of knowing the strength of the Free- the anxious seat.
made to tell such crushing blows against orthodoxy.
To Messrs. Alonzo and Frank Peet, to Mr. S. Haverlo and ~hough~ sentiment of. the country,' he remarked, 'except that
The weather was hot on Sunday, indeed, the thermometer
rt runs mto the hundreds of thousands. We hav about three
Mr. F. S. Kelly, we are under obligatio~s for kind help and hundred societies. principally in the West and North but the running up into the nineties. The musketoes were plenty
encouragement. But to Isaac Gabrion, a man poor in the great majority of Freethinkers are constrained td conceal and of massiv proportions; However, we had a good audiworld's goods, but rich in intelligence, sterling worth, energy, their opinions for business and social reasons.'
ence, and I spoke of the "New Heaven and Earth."
" 'Do the Liberals lay any particular stress on the fact that
and devotion to the cause of Secularism, and a Spiritualist of
Mr. E. Hyatt, Mr. Nelson Smith, Mr. Merritt Smith, Mr.
church
property
is
not
taxed?'
the right royal, Liberal, Elias Gault type,. Ithaca is mainly in"'That is one of our particular grievances. There is over Carman, and others, are faithful laborers in the ranks of Freedebted for the good work accomplished. His ·self-sacrifice, $700,000,000 of church property in the United States that thought in Long Island.
zeal, and devotion to the work are only equaled by the grand, never pays a cent toward the support of the government that
Next Sunday I shall lecture at Uniondale, Long Island, in
good, irreproachable life he livs, and his example is a power protects it. This increases the burdens of those who do not Carman's Grove. Horace Greeley said that Long Island was
for good. He is an enthusiastic solicitor for subscribers for beli~v~ in. churches. ~t _is taxation without representation, ahead of all the world on two things, "ignorance and mtiBTHE TRUTH SEEKER. May he and his good family reap the and ISm drrect contradrctron to the basis on which our govern- ketoes.'' I don't expect to get rid of the musketoes-they
ment is founded, whlch is a purely secular one.'
deserved reward of their devotion by seeing large numbers reseem to hav an unalienable right to this sandy soil. But I do
" ' And your idea of Christianity is--'
lell.sed from the chains and terrors of superstition.
"·T~eir chief s~~n, "I. H. s.," expresses it: Ignorance, expect to get rid of the ignorance. There are plenty of brains
We hav just arrived at Mason, to remain here over Sunday, hypocnsy, superstrhon.'
in Long Island to offset the efforts of superstition. The
" 'How about God?'
the 26th. We open at Owosso on Wednesday, the 29th, and
Christians cannot hav it all their own way.
S. P. PUTNAM.
" 'God implies ft personality. I, in common with Liberals
Henderson, August 6th. Then over the lake, and only a few
do not_ deny the existence of a God, because I cannot deny
stands before Albany.
the eXIstence of something I know nothing about. I am an
THE July number of Mr. Green's Freethinkers' Magazine is.
We expect to make Bradford, Pa., en 1'vt!te. Will friends in Atheist--that is, a non-Theist.' This is alEo the position taken
out. It contains an article by Oliver Johnson on "The Church
that vicinity rally and write encouragement to B.rother 0. H. by Bradlaugh and Annie Besant.'
"'Do you ever expect to succeed in winning a majority of and Slavery," copied from the Boston Commonwealth; "Mrs.
Wheeler?
Stanton Criticised," by A. B. Bradford, reprinted from THE
Mr. Arthur Tilney proves a really valuable acquisition. His the people to your way of thinking?'
" ' Most certainly; but it is a work of time. We are deter- TBUTR SEEKER; "Education," by James Beeson; "The Past
singing is a great attraction, and his suavity and geniality mined to secularize the state. and to do this the church God
and Present," by J. J. McCabe; "Free Religious Festival,"
make him hosts of friends.
idea must be educated out of the people. We cannot all the .by F. M. Holland; "Who Are Freethinkers?" by Charles Weil,
The weather here is fearfully hot--109" in the shade. Tak- time see our ideas growing, but neither can we see an oak
M.D.; a Poem by J. D. Curtis, and several editorials by Mr.
ing down and putting up the tent is quite a picnic, especially grow; yet bot~ events are constantly taking place. GovernAltogether, the issue is interesting reading
~ent_has. no_nght to enco~rage or suppcrt religion, and relig- Green himself.
after three lectures on Sunday. Encouraged by the good reIOUS mstrtutrons hav no rrght to ask or receive government and worth the 25 cents asked for it.
sults of our labor, and the earnest kind words and practical support.'
sympathy and aid of friends, we are determined to do and to
" 'When is your next Convention?'
"'It meets at Cleveland in October, when the League's THE following notice of the North American Review for
endure.
C. B• .REYNOLDS.
name will be changed to the American Secular Union and the August is from the publishers: "The American nation has a
Cana_dia_n Lib~ral societies, some of whom are very l~rge and double birthright--liberty and land. Its liberty it has guarded
The Picture.
flounshmg, wrll send delegates and be admitted. There has jealousy, but until very recent years it seems to hav been inA DESCRIPTION.
been
great activity since Ingersoll became president last year. different to the loss of its landed estate, and ignorant of the
Front tlw Gtttnan·.American.
THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 11th coJt~;ained a double sheet Charles Watts, formerly editor of the London SeC'Ular Review methods by which it has been diminished. A veteran legislapictorial conicature contrast of science and theology, an enter- and Samuel P. Putnam, a celebrated poet and writer in th~ tor, the Hon. George W. Julian, who has given special attenprise worthy that excellent advocate of advanced thought. Liberal cause, hav been constantly in the lecture-field for the
'fhe arlist has done himself credit. The palmy days of the past six months, for which object a considerable snm of monev tion to the acts disposing of onr public lands, tells the story in
• brief in a contribution to the North Ame1·ican Review for AugtiBt,
church witnesses the burning at the stake of Bruno, the pope has been subscribed.'
"Mr. ~teve~s was_in the lecture-field himself for a year, but In the same number five medical authorities discuss the quesand priests witnessing the burning of the heretic with expressions of joy. Galileo is represented sitting in his study, the now he g1vs hrs serVIces whenever he stays long enough in a tion, 'Can Cholera be Averted?' Felix L. Oswald contributes
pope holding the sword of inquisition over his head, and to place to do. so. Last week he lectured in Grand Rapids before a suggestiv article on.' The Animal Soul,' and the Rev. M. J,
t~ave his life be ·forced to recant his philosophy.
Martin the Evolutron, the Spencer, and several other Liberal clubs.''
This comes from one of the noble working women of the Sava~e. in 'A Profotne View of the Sanctum,' brings an indictLuther is represented tacking up his "Right of Private Judgment;against the daily press. The other articles are one on
ment. ·• Behind him stands the pope with the bull of excom- West:
munication drawn, 1md beside him the headsman's block and
'The Price of Gas,' by Charles H. Botsford, one on 'Temper":My
best
wishes
are
with
you
and
all
the
Liberals.
Inax of infallibility. In their study are Morse and Stephenson closed please find $5 for a life-membership payable by install- ance .Reform Statistics,' by Prof. W. J. Beecher, and the chapapplying their inventions to practical tests, and in the rear of ments.
ter of ' Comments,' by various writers, on articles in previous
Yours very truly,
HELEN CELLEB."
them the Presbyterian pulpits are filled by two of the broadI would say to those friends that desire life-memberships numbers."
cloth gentlemen denouncing the inventions as "Thwarting
the will of God," and branding these men and their inventions the fee for which is $25, that they can pay by installments of
as "Heralds of Antichrist." Ingersoll stands on a platform $5 or more if they are not able to pay the $25 at once. Credit
PuBLIC PRAYER.-Is it not a little extraordinary that
apparently delivering his lecture "Which Way?" which he
in Leviticus and Deuteronomy there is not a single
will
be
given
for
each
payment,
and
when
the
$25
is
paid
the
holds in his hand. Talmage approaches the platform at the
It seems as if the Lecolonel's Qack, pulling after him, by the arm, the chief of certificate of life-membership, with Colonel Ingersoll's signa- formula of public worship?
police, who holds in his hand the warrant of arrest for blas- ture, will be forwarded. We hope that many will do the best vites were fully employed in dividing among themphemy. The colonel seems to take no notice of the spleeny, they can to become life-members of the League.
selva the viands that were offered to them. We do
cadaverous form ascending the platform at his rear. Then
The following from Topeka, Kansas, is good news from the not even see a single prayer instituted for their great
comes the modern teachers of salvation, the Salvation Army,
with thdr drums, bones, tambourines, and streamers (and rising generation. Along with t.he wisdom of age we hav the festivals of the Passover and Pentecost, the Trumpets,
the Tabernacles, and general expiation or the new
screamers too), almost a facsimile of our crazy army. A group bright dreams of youth:
of likenesses of the teachers of science, Haeckel, Humboldt,
The learned are almost unanimously agreed
.''DEAR Sm: Please. use the inclosed $1 for the .help of the moon.
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, is also shown. 'Ihe likenesses Lrberal cause, to whrch you hav devoted your attention so that there were no regular prayers among the Jews,
throughout are remarkably correct. As a pictorial history the earnestly. I read the Investigator, and note your progress
except when, during their captivity in Babylon, they
caricatures contain volumes.
with pleasure. With best wishes for your efforts, and to you
adopted somewhat of the manners, and acquired
A YouNG FRIEND."
personally, I am,
MB. GREEN AGREEs.
I suppose all hav read the leading editorial of last week's some of the sciences, of that civilized and powerful
people. They borrowed all from the Chaldaic PerFrom. the Freethinke1·s• Magazine.
T
S
1 1 ·
"A Short Lesson in History for Christians" is the title of a
RUTH EEKEB.
ts c anon notes summon us to the tug of
two-page illustration in THE 'fBUTH SEEKER of July 11th. It war. It is no easy crusade upon which we hav entered. We sians, even to their very language, characters, and
is a splendid design, and entitles the artist who drew it to expect to hav years of conflict; but the time has come numerals, and joining some new customs to their old
great credit.. We ~ope THE TRUTH SEEKER _will hav this valu- for action-to enter the halls of legislation and hav our Egyptian rites, they became a new people.
able productwn pr;nted o~ heavy paper, smtable for frammg. protest heard and considered.
Nothing is settled until Esdras ordained two prayers for every day, and
It would make an mterestmg ornament to adorn the walls of a 1•t ·
ttl d · htl
Th
· · · ·
Freeth ought home. TnE 'fBUTH SEEKER is entitled to great
IS se e . rrg. Y•
ere_ IS. I~JUS~rce upon our statute added a third for the Sabbath.- Vcltaire.
credit for bringing out so good an illustration of what Free- books.. !t IS ti~e that this lDJUstrce was removed and
thou~ht h.as had to contend '!ith in the past, and is also con-I t~e prmc1ples of liberty enthroned. These petitions will be
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Companf'a publics•
ten~mg wrt~ at. the p_resent trme, AD:d the best thing about circulated all over the state, and I hope that every friend of
theillustration1athat1trepresentsnothmgbutwhatisthetruth. freedom will use his utmost efforts to get all the names pos- tiona sent free upon application,
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Ukommnni~atioqs.
Dr. York in New Zealand.
DEaR EuGENE AND READERS oF THE TRuTH SEEKER:
You will doubtless be glad to know something more
of our mission in this far-off land in the South Sea.
We left our home in California with much fear that
our radical gospel might be too strong for the mental stomachs of the colonials; but I am glad to say
that our eighteen lectures in Auckland hav quite dispelled all fear on that score, and shown that the Freethought field is ripe for the harvest, and that the good
seed sown by W m. Denton, Mrs. Britton, and others,
has found a deep lodgment in the minds of the people. The sale of Freethought literature, as also the
large and eager attendance at lectures, attest to the
rapid growth of mental freedom among the people.
Since my letter in THE TRuTH SEEKER of May 2d,
I hav filled an engagement of six weeks at Dunedin,
a most beautiful city of forty-five thousand population, founded by a Scotch colony, and there still remains prominent a strong Scotch Presbyterian element of the old stubborn, Calvinistic sort. But I
am glad to say that, when Freethought does get
hold of these people, they make warm-hearted and
sterling workers in our cause.
The Freethought association of Dunedin, with
Robert Stout, the premier of the present government,
as its president, owns a splendid lyceum hall seating
about twelve hundred, and sustains a well-conducted
young people's progressiv lyceum.
My audiences were large and appreciativ, and I
will long remember the hearty response and cordiality of the Dunedin Liberals, and promised to visit
them again after my work in Australia.
The city of Dunedin is situated partly on flats, and
hillsides and tops, presenting a picturesque and
commanding outlook and appearance. It has many
magnificent churches, halls, theaters, gardens, and
public parks, as well as most e~nsiv suburbs,
reached by both horse and cable cars, the latter a
new feature in New Zealand, and recently introduced
by an enterprising Yank from San Francisco.
The passage from Auckland to Dunedin, a distance
of twelve hundred miles by steamer and rail, is a
pleasant trip, but doubly expensiv compared with
travel in America. The steamers are good, but the
cars and railroad are decidely slow, stiff, and bungling, and the only good thing in the rail travel was
that the miserable cars were hauled by engins built
in Uncle Sam's dominions, and that gave me some
comfort.. On our way back to Auckland we made a
short stop at Christchurch, a fine city of thirty
thousand population, situated in a large fine valley
• about two hundred miles in extent, called the Canterbury district, devoted to agriculture and grazing
cattle and sheep, the finest I hav ever seen, of which
many ship loads of frozen meat are sent to England
every year-and such fine, fat, juicy beef and mutton
I hav never seen in California. There is green grass
all the year round in this country.
The city of Christchurch is built on flat ground,
and is not so sightly as Auckland and Dunedin, and
yet has a beauty all its own, and contains a grand
museum of natural collections of bugs, be~ts, birds,
minerals, woods, ferns, and many other things useful
for man's sake, as well as many fine churches and a
most gorgeous cathedral for Christ's sake. Here,
too, superstition finds its natural antidote in a Freethought society, which hold forth in a German church
with a full chime of bells. Our time being limited,
we gave only two lectures here, with a promis to do
so again at some future time. The association liere
also maintain a splendid lyceum for the young under
the conductorship of Miss Button, which would be a
credit to San Francisco or Boston. And here, as
also at Dunedin, our people hav a fine orchestra of
music at all of their meetings. Brother Parker's
band of fifteen pieces evince in their performance
great proficiency for young people, and reflect much
credit upon Brother Parker as teacher and leader,
and I could only wish that the same musical spirit
would inspire our American lyceum schools.
On our way from Christchurch to Auckland our
steamer touched at Wellington, a city of twenty-five
thousand population, and the seat of the New Zealand government, which is a small and somewhat diluted copy of the home government, and yet, on the
whole, the government and country make a brighter
Britain than the old IQ.other country, as there is more
freedom, less royal humbug, better paid labor, and a
chance to own some land for a home. We were met
at the landing by the genial president and committee
of -the Secular Association, and treated to the sights
of the capital city.
The government house and grounds are most beautiful, and the building is said to be the largest
wooden building in the world. Here also at Wellington our people hav a lyceum school, reading
room, and Sunday lectures.
A hasty look over the city and a call on the editor
of the Times, Chantry Harris, a prominent Spiritualist
and a genial, kindly man, occupied all of the time al~
lotted to our stay hare, and with the urgent request

out of this beautiful land-locked harbor on our way
to Auckland to meet Mrs. York, the better half of our
family, who has also turned Freethought missionary,
as well as to hav an eye on the old man, that he do
not be led away by the vanities of this sinful world.
As per engagement, our farewell lecture came off
on the Queen's Birthday to a full house. And I
may well say that New Zealand has other large and
beautiful cities, but none more so than this, and no
people on earth more kindly than the Liberals of
Auckland. My many thanks are due to Messrs.
Searle, Cox, Sinclair, Fenton, Streeter, Potter, and
others, who hav always so warmly welcomed all of
our American speakers at Auckland. Hearty thanks
are also due to Thomas P. Farra and the committee
and friends at Dunedin for helping hands in our
work.
The cause of mental freedom is ably .sustained in
the colonies by quite an array of local talent. Mr.
Ivo, and Mr. Selly, besides Miss Chapman, a recent
convert from Romanism, are fighting the battle in
New Zealand, while Charles Bright, Joseph Symes,
and Thomas Walker are doing their level best to
hold the fort in Australia. There are· also several
Freethought papers doing good work in the colonies.
The Wanganui Freethought Review, at Wanganui, New
Zealand, and the Liberator and Harbinger qf Light, at
Melbourne, are all ably conducted journals, and are
making a good fight against superstition. It gave
ill!! pleasure to see THE TRuTH SEEKER and Boston
lftvestigator on the table of the reading room of the
Sydney Liberal Association.
My most sincere. thanks are due to F. C. Hall, of
Christchurch, for his kindness to me.
I will always remember New Zealand clad in perpetual green, and full of beauty, fruits, and flowers.
Her scenery of mountain and valley is romantic and
grand. Her waterfalls, although not so sublime as
Niagara, are not wanting in grandeur and beauty.
Her valcanoes, hot lakes, geysers, pink-and-white
terraces, deep canyons, and snow-capped mountains,
if not on so large a scale, remind me of our noted
Yellowstone Park.
We reluctantly turn our face from this evergreen
shore to gaze on larger if not brighter things. For
such is Australia, with the great city of Sydney-like
a proud queen situated among hills and slopes bordering upon an irregular and most picturesque harbor I hav ever sAen, and only approximated in
beauty by our own Puget Sound. The gateway to
this harbor is quite similar to our Golden Gate at
San Francisco, with heads not quite so prominent,
and when once within, you a:[!l charmed with its natural fitness and strange beauty.
We were met at the Sydney wharf by the committee of the Sunday Platform Association, who had
good quarters engaged for us, and under whose auspices we are to lecture for the next four months, following Gerald Massey, who gave his farewell here
the day after our arrival. Freethought has a strong
hold in Sydney and sustains three societies, Secular,
Liberal, and Spiritual, besides a Young People's
Progressiv Lyceum, which is quite as well conducted
as any I hav seen in America. And from the response to Mr. Massey's most radical thought by the
audience on last Sunday night I must conclude that
the Liberals of Sydney are well out from the shore
of old orthodox Christianity, and on the high road
to mental liberty.
Sydney is a great, stirring city, as large as San
Francisco, and full of activity. The style of its buildings is strongly English, and impresses you with their
massivness and the idea that the city has come to
stay for ages. The public parks are on a magnificent scale, evincing rare taste, as well as affording
comfort to vast throngs of well-dressed people who
delight in the grateful shade of overspreading trees,
feasting the eye on gorgeous flowers, statuary, monuments, and fountains spread out like a panorama of
surpassing beauty.
And now, as the story goes, let us say, "To be
continued in our next."
J. L. YoRK.
Sydney, N. S. W., June 12, 1885.

From the Continent.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, '!:rir: I wish to
recall your attention to the paragraph in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of June 13,1885, headed, "HughP. McElrone."
The idea this savage Irishman wishes to convey is
that the Roman Catholics hav become civilized, are
sweet, wholesome, and tame at this time. We read
that brutal natures are tame when fat or hungry. It
is between meals the trouble commences. It seems
this party is hungry.
You say the (Catholic) Freedom of Worship bill is
"happily dead." Not so, sir; it will never die until
the thing that hatched it is killed. The grand work
for man is the destruction of the Roman Catholic
education of submission. To-day it is the thorn in
the side of humanity. Wherever it is eliminated,
there the poor are battling for their rights, and
slowly getting them. Wherever the Roman Catholic
education is in the ascendancy, there is the dry rot,
Look at Austria, where the working people are called
"stinking feet, 11 where the Roman Catholic (lburoh

feet " cultivate the soil for the benefit of the immaculate, the celibate, that has sons and daughters now·
and then.
There is Bavaria. The king spends two hundred
thousand dollars to hav an opera performed, and his
Catholic majesty (or maggot) is the only one to look
and hear the music. This fellow's standing in life
should be organ-grinder. The people are 110 poor
in this Roman Catholic country that the women do
horses' work.
This is the outcome of the education of submission,
of divine rights, of the temporal power of the pope
or church.
.
What you say of the Protestants is true, and
should be said, but this fact remains; you would hav
been burnt, or had the advantage of being on the
first side of the Bridge of Sighs, if the Protestant religion did not exist. Look out how much weight
you put on the rotten plank that lets you cross the
lake of fire.
CHARLES EoKHARD.
Hamburg, Germany, June 24,1885.

Our London Letter.
The late change of government and consequent
re-elections hav brought out the true character of the.
clergy belonging to the Established church, and
clearly show what they would do if they only had
the power, which, thanks mainly to the unbelievers,
they no longer possess. · Applications hav been made
in various towns and villages by the Liberal political
party for the use of the national school-rooms, which,
though supported from the taxes, appear to belong,
like churchyards, to the rectors of the parishes. In
many instances insulting replies hav been sent to the
applicants, refusing to allow such buildings to be used
by any electioneering party but the Tories, who are
the retrograde portion of the community, loving the
darkness of ignorance and detesting the light of
knowledge. One " Christian minister" designates
the Tories as honest men and the Radicals as thieves,
owing, no doubt, to the continued efforts of the latter
to disestablish the church and make the parsons work
for their living or starve, and as they either would
not or could not do the former, the latter must be the
only alternativ, for it is very doubtful if one out of a
hundred of these useless members of society would
get a penny-piece if they were paid according to
merit and had to depend for their incomes on the
voluntary system. That they see danger to themselva in the near future is apparent by their strenuous
efforts to augment the number of their members.
At one time a parson was perfectly indifferent as to
whethel'. he had a congregation or not, as his living
was secure. No one was rash enough, to raise the
cry of confiscating their ill-gotten possessions, but
now they are beginning to find out the mistake they
hav made in neglecting to tout for custom, and are
using their utmost endeavors to make up for lost
time; but events prove that their efforts are slightly
too late, and the blandishments and inducements
held out are of no avail. The people are gaining
wisdom from bitter experience of the past, and are
not to be easily caught by the reckless expenditure
of chaff thrown out to trap them.
The chief dignitaries of the church find their lines
are not cast in quite such plea&ant places, though
they still hav the goodly heritage, but as the prospect of losing that is not pleasant to contemplate
they hav to stump the country and hold meetings
wherever they can to tell people what an immense·
amount of good ltle church is doing, and what a loss
it would be to the community if it is abolished. As
they are quite unable to show where the good comes
in as far as appearances are concerned, we are informed that it is being done quietly and unostentatiously, and "although the fruit is not yet visible (the
tree being such a young one), it will appear all at
once before very long and astonish the whole world;
and I hav not the slightest doubt it will. The mountain laboring and bringing forth the mouse won't
approach the feat. The archbishop of Canterbury
would like to see the church a great political partywhat a happy country this would be if the church
could influence the elections!-and it must be
strengthened by deepening its hold on the consciences of the people by raising their moral level,
and by being foremost to assert the laws of temperance, purity, and manliness. His grace surely wants
to revolutionize the church-fancy the clergy inculcating morality, temperance, and manliness ! They
might, perhaps, if it paid them, do so by precept,
certainly not by example. I think that history clearly
demonstrates that the established church of any
country has been the greatest curse that has ever
been experienced. The bulk of the clergy hav always
been morally and physically corrupt, the determined
foes to liberty and friends of oppression in every
sha.pe and form, and practicing every kind of vice
and allowing it in the laity who paid for the permission; the agents, and more often principals, in the
most horrible crimes, where it answered their purpose.
It is useless to pretend that these were not true
Christians, and that there has always been a little.
band of the faithful who h~tv kept th0 right path and
preserved the true religion. It surely shows, if that

tor a cour!Je of lectures on out return, we steamed owns one..third of the le.nd1 where the " stinking expla.na,tion is ~Accepted, that God must be either very
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weak or very wicked to allow such a st~te of things
to exist for so many centuries, and that It had to be
left to Atheists to bring forth liberty from its long
imprisonment.
·
In the face cif all the boast that the church is the
only conservator of morality, disclosures hav just been
made public in the columns of a daily paper of the fearful extent of prostitution in London, and showing how
the debauching young girls has become almost a fine
art. The supporters of this horrible system are
chiefly to be found amongst the ".high and mighty "
·of the land-princes, st!ttesmen, Judges, and others
who are well-nigh all firm supporters of the Christian
religion and who are horrified at the terrible blasphemy of Infidels and the attempts now being made
to pass an affirmation bill and to open the museums
·and art galleries on Sunday. The accusations made
hav so struck home to some of the miscreants that
an effort has been made in Parliament to induce the
authorities to commence a public prosecution against
the proprietor of the journal. It is doubtless feared
that the exposure made will stop the supply of victims to the foul passions of the aristocracy which a
few benighted individuals consider so necessary to
the well-being of a country.
J. D.
London, July S, 1885.

sage left by Jesus. I thank him for that loving message." With this idea of love and tenderness, I
should think the reverend's affectian would be a
rather undesirable acquisition for a lady who had not
an unusually robust constitution. Even then· I
should think she would rather risk scarlet fever, or
stay in St. Louis in a cholera season.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
-------4~------

"False Claims."

" Mr. Rems Burg Dear ~ir I see in your Book Called false
Qlaims a Declaration the Solid Church South fought for slavry
to the Bitter end. I Demand of you to show the whare the
Dunkered Ever Did fight or hold Slaves (if you will show me
the histry that Sais they tolerated slavery in any way Plese let
me know.
"JoHN G. NoBMAN.
"Mownd City, Holt w., Mo."

The above Jetter has been addressed to me throug4
the office of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Even admitting the
full force of the objection offered by this Christian
apologist, he is, I think, unduly captious. Were all
lan~uage gaged by his critical standard, every page
of English composition would hav to be modified.
In my impeachment of the church I referred to the
church South as a whole. Every rule has its exceptions, but common usage does not require us to state
the exceptions every time we quote the rule. The
------~
-------handful of Dunkers scattered over the South constiSt. Louis Clergymen .Aroused.
tutes too insignificant an exception to require a
To 'l'HE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : You modification of the statement made by me at
will remember, no doubt, that some time ago Messrs. Rochester.
No intelligent person understood me to mean that
Watts and Putnam came to St. Louis to lecture, and
that Mr. Putnam published a rather vigorous chal- every Christian in the South carried a musket in
lenge to any one or all of seven of the local clergy- support of slavery. No intelligent person undermen who had just delivere<\ a course of Lenten lect- stood me to mean that the entire church, without a
single individual exception, advocated slavery.
ures to debate with Mr. Watts.
T.here
were exceptions, there were some who did
In this challengl'J Mr. Putnam strongly hinted that
since the clergy always replied (?) to Ingersoll, after not defend it, and among them were a few Dunkers.
But if the Dunkers did not espouse the cause of
the colonel had left, it would look braver, manlier,
and more honest to offer such·replies as they had on slavery, I am not aware that they were particularly
hand while the object of their wrath was within activ in their opposition to it. I do not read cif any
antislavery conventions held by them in the times
range.
None of these seven wise men saw fit to accept the that tried the souls of Abolitionists. Among the
offer to defend their faith nor to oppose the "In- antislavery leaders of that day I fail to recognize
fidel power" on these terms. They were the quietest the name of a Dunker. Jesus says : "He that is not
set of little men you ever saw that week, and Mr. against us i,s for us" (Luke ix, 50}, and this was evidently the manner in which the Dunkers in the South
Watts could ~et nothing whatever out of them.
After Mr. Watts left, and the time of Mr. Putnam's were regarded by their pro-slavery neighbors.
The solidity of the Southern church in its defense
challenge had expired, one or two of these brave men
poked their heads out and crowed-little, ti!llid, faint of slavery is not, it seems to me, materially affected
crows, lest by some chance they might be heard by by the criticism made above. The church was about
• the two travelers, and the time of the challenge ex- as " solid " in its support of slavery as it is possible
for a people to be in a bad cause. Were the church
tended.
·
After a little, they grew braver; one came out of to-day as solid in its defense of liberty, in its defense
his closet, another appeared from behind the pulpit, of truth, in fits defense of justice, as the church
and two weeks ago the one who is bravery itself (in South was in its defense of human slavery, "False
times of profound quiet) caused to be published the Claims" would never hav appeared.
J. E. REMSBURG.
great fact that he would preach a "series of summer
sermons on •Infidelity: its Cause a11d Fatal Results.'"
Meteoric .Accretion.
They are called summer sermons to agree with their
J. A. Tuttle asserts as a " fact that the firmament
torrid setting. I did not see the first one of these
profound and brave discourses, being then in New is thickly studded with 11Wlionless meteors," and he
York; but the second one I had the supreme pleas- calls upon "W. H. B.," or any other man, to prove
ure of reading. This well-informed divine told his " that planets were formed by the conglomeration of
equally well-informed audience that Renan was an such meteors."
I giv it up; it's no use to attempt to prove that
Atheist. He also offered this profound evidence of
the truth of Christianity : " The truth remains that, motionless meteors ever conglomerate into whirling
after centuries of varied and violent assault, Chris- worlds. But it is a fact, nevertheless, which is known
tianity is still here." He neglected to remark in this to every astronomer and a few of the rest of manconnection that the same is true of a number of other kind, that in the course of a year some 3,000,000,000
religions,. but it may be he will do so next week, and or more of flying meteors add their substance to
call our attention to the fact that it proves as much our earth; and this is the way all planets grow.
Mr. Tuttle warns me, or any other man who unfor one as for the otherl3. He also remarked : " Christianity is not only the promoter, but the source of dertakes to prove so plain and palpable a fact, not
to draw on our imagination; and straightway he
every excellency."
He neglected to state the source which makes the proceeds to say:
Chinese the most orderly, law-abiding, and mob- "it appears to be the universal law of nature that all forms
avoiding people on the face of the globe; but it may must hav an irnaglna1·y before they [can] possibly hav a mabe he does not consider this an " excellence." He terial existence."
In other words, Mr. Tuttle appea1·s to draw on his
forgot to state that not one so-called " Christian precept" that is good is new, or originated with Christ. imagination to assert that all matter has been formed
He depended upon the ignorance of his audience upon out of imagination. He ought to take out letters
these matters, and, so far as I can learn, he was patent for a newly invented Creator.
An astronomical friend who takes THE TRUTH
wholly justified in his faith.
'
Then he did just what Mr. Putnam, in his chal- SEEKER, seeing the article signed with my initials on
lenge, told him he would do-tried to stab Colonel "The Cause of Planetary Motion," wrote to me sayIngersoll in the back, while he dared not meet in a ing:
manly way, an Infidel debater on these very topics.
"So far as it goes it seems unanswerable; but Giles Chase
He was pained by the fact that Colonel Ingersoll and J. A. Tuttle do not seem to hav any definit ideas of meforces and effects. There is a question back of the
made more money out of Infidelity than did Voltaire chanical
meteors, where they get a difference of force and direction."
and Paind. But he did not state the exact amount
W.H.B.
of his own fat salary and perquisits. Hence, I do
not know the precise relationship these would bear to
Planetary Rotation.
the 1·eceipts of the gentie Nazarene or his earlier folOur
TRUTH
SEEK~JR,
having put the gods to grief,
lowers.
He then took up "What Must We Do to Be Saved?" moved by the earth's forlorn expression of counteas expounded by Ingersoll, and since I do not believe nance, bestows on her a motiv of rotation. July 4th,
that I could condense so much untruth in so little Mr. A. J. Tuttle writes:
space I will simply send you the paper which re- "The planet, like the balloon, is a combination of· dense
and attenuated matter, that causes it to be suspended in the
ported his sermon.
matter of our solar system, called ether, the same as a balloon
Here it is, and the inventor of this trash, the orig- is
suspended in our atmosphere. Therefore, a planet can no
inator of these untruths, prates about morality! Ye more recede beyond a given distancQ from the sun than a
balloon can recede beyond a given distance from the earth,
gods ! he does not know the meaning of the word.
I neglected to say that last week's sermon of this for the all-sufficient reason that matter in that direction is of
serie11 was based upon tho te~t, " He that believeth sreater density than it can penetrate or displace.''

..

not shall be damned," and the reverend said that sen·

If, now, we isolate this ether, denser than our
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Semele, by falling into the the sun's embrace), from
our will-o'-the-wisp balloon, we are gratefully surprised to find in this invisible " matter," which we
had supposed only a rational hypothesis, strata,
doubtless gaged by some invisible barometer, and
whose resista_nce .sunward is attested by the fact (or
fancy) that It givs purchase to that atmospheric
stratum next it, and which serves as "pivot upon.
which the dense part of the planet turns to the sun."
A pivot this more spiritualthan the streamers of t:he
Boreal Aurora. If we had suppposed the resistance
of ether to be feigned in complaisance to the balloon
comparison, we must confess its mechanical necessity as a "roadway upon which the planet rolls round
the sun like a ball." Considering the regularity of
this action, and the quantity of iron in the solar
photosphere, we incline to the opinion that this ether
road may be a verit~ble railroad, and suggest to our
fellow truth seekers to make haste and secure
shares of stock in the same before Mr. Jay Gould or
Mr. Huntingdon gets wind of the discovery.
EDG:ii:WORTH.

.A Protest from a Tax Payer.
The founders of the Constitution of the United
States, in their wisdom, refused to have their sessions
opened with prayers (see Eliot's "Debates"). They
were careful to establish the new government on a
purely secular basis, leaving out of sight any of the
religious planks of those old European aristocracies
and theocracies, whose doctrin was that the common
people belongeJ to a God in the skies, and whose
political and religious history, for fourteen hundred
years, had been one of human slaughter among
themslvs and their neighboring nations. In view of
all this, they said, we, as a nation, will not acknowl·
edge any such power. This seven years' bloody and
cruel war that we hav had forced upon us by one of
these Christian theocracies has cost us too much for
us now to go back to that old Popish doctrin that
human governments must be established with a God
at their head, and that the common people belong to
the government. Now, they said, we will reverse this
order of things; we will hav a democratic and republican form of government, and we will establish the
doctrin that the government belongs to the people,
and when from any cause it does not suit them, it
shall be their right to alter or amend it to suit themselva; and no religious ~est shall ever be required as
a qualification to any office or public trust under the
United States-thus leaving out the :Bible God, the
Jewish Jehovah, with his Ghost-begotten son, which
had been at the foundation of so much bloodshed
and human misery among the Christian nations
themselvs, and between them and their neighboring
nations. To such an extent was this carried that the
great Scotch writer, Professor Dick, in his voluminous writings on thft! subject, says: "There has been
more blood.shed in these Christian wars than would
float the navies of the world;" and he was a Christian too.
Now, as the framers of our national Constitution
well knew the ty1·annical character of the Christian
church whenever and wherever it could get the politjcal power in its hands, and as the;y ha? just come
through a seven years' bloody war With one of those
Christian nations, in defense of their political rights,
and were now about to take their place among the
nations of the earth, as an independent nation; they
settled this matter then and there, that it should be
an independent nation in fact, as well as in name,
and entirely secular in its government. So they left
out of the Constitution all religious tests whatever.
It was moved that prayers be offered every morning
before proceeding to business. The motion was opposed, and defeated by adjournment, without a vote.
From that day to this, we have had a class of narrow-minded religious citizens among us who would
like to hav their special religious notions brought
into our governmental affairs, somehow or other.
And so it came to pass that, in laying the cornerstone of our new Court House, which is being erected
with the people's money, these religious minds must
hav the exercises of this purely secular affair opened
with prayers to their Bible God, the cruel Jewish
Jehovah. We now learn that this class of minds hav
it in contemplation to repeat this kind of religious
mummery in the building before t?e ~ounty can use
it for what the people's money built It for.
This friends and fellow-citizens, is all wrong, as
it is l~aving tbe solid basis which the framers of
our national Constitution laid down for the government to rest on, viz., the Rights of Man. Therefore,
in the name of humanity, common sense, and consistency, and as an American citizen of. over thr~e score
years and ten, and with an AmeriCan pedigree of
over one hundred and sixty years, we now and here
protest against this turning of our new Court House
building-built for secular purposes-into a religious
church, and thus to hav this religion mixed in with
our secular governmental affairs.
I
Signed in behalf of the friends of American iberties, Human Ri!,{hts, and Common Sense, ,
Adrian, Mioh., July 4, E.M. 285.
TAX PAYER.
-~ -

OA.TALOG

of the Truth Seeker Oomp~uy's publioa-

t,eDoe was the " gentlest, tenderest, most loving mes· earlh (and whiolJ prevents our incurring the fate of· tiollS sent free upon application.
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Sabbath and his love of prayer, Dr. Newman has recognize that the advent of a tender-skinned New
overdone the matter. His anecdotes to show the Yorker was their opportunity. The grove is located
general's piety beiU' very strong internal evidence on Mr. Hyatt's farm, and is bounded on one side by
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
a Methodist camp-ground, on another by a cornthat they originated with himself.
field, with the other two sides fringed by bushes ·in
Editor.
The
moat
celebrated
of
General
Grant's
public
E. M. MACDONALD,
speeches is that delivered at the reunion of the Army which are cultivated the musketoes. The Methodists
C. P. SoMERl'IY,
BuSiness Manager. of 'the Tennessee on the subject of the public schools, hav not yet begun their revival efforts, though some
• PUBLISHED BY
and in that he took substantially the ground that forty or fifty families are encamped there and serTHE T R U T R SEEKER 0 0 M PAN Y. Liberals occupy. The speech was delivered in Sep- vices are held weekly. Only one sheep strayed over
the fence, and he is known on the camp-ground as a
tember, 1875. He said:
83 Clinton Place, New York.
"CoMRADES: It always affords me much gratification to meet crank, and generally looked upon with suspicion as
my old comrades in ar~s ten to fourteen years ago, and to liv entertaini.ng heretical notions. The heat kept at
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. over again in memory the trials and hardships of those days, home all but about thirty Liberals, who sat upon the
hardships imposed for the preservation and perpetuation of
benches and wiped their perspiring brows with one
Address aU Oommunicatiom to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOM- our free institutions. We believed then and believe ROW that
hand and fought musketoes with the other and both
we
had
a
government
worth
fighting
for,
and,
if
need
be,
dyp ANY. Jfalu all Drafts, Ohuks, and Postal Orden! payabk
ing for. How many of our comrades of those days paid the feet. Their sacrifice was well rewarded. Mr. Putlo CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
latter price for our preserved Union! Let their heroism and nam has generally been regarded as a pleasant
sacrifices be ever green in our memory. Let not the results speaker, but his year's work upon the platform has
SATURDAY,
AUGUST 1, 1885. of their sacrifices be destroyed. The Union and the free insti=========;::::::::============- tutions for which they fell should be held more dear for their improved him greatly. The three-quarters of an.
sacrifices. We will not deny to any who fought against us any hour in which he told of a new heaven and a new
General Grant.
privileges under the government which we claim for ourselvs. earth as he would hav them seemed only a few minThere are three men who stand out prominent in On the contrary, we welcome all such who come forward in utes. Then he sold some pictures from THE TRUTH:
the history of this country-Washington, Lincoln, good faith to help build up the waste places, and to perpet- SEEKER, gave away sample copies of a half-dozen
uate our institutions against all enemies as brothers with full
Grant. The last of these died July 23d, at Mt. interest with us in a common heritage. But we are not pre- Liberal journals, urged the people to subscribe to.
McGregor, N.Y., after months of painful suffering from pated to apologize for the part we took in the war. It is to be one of them, and made the personal acquaintance of
cancer of the throat. From one end of the country hoped that like trials will never again befall our country. In all the audience. Mr. Hyatt took up a collection,,
to the other are displayed the emblems of mourning, this sentiment no class of people ean more heartily join than which netted three dollars and ten cents for the
and more than usual at the death of public men is the soldier who submitted to the dangers, trials, and hardships League~ Mr. Hyatt and Mr. Mollineaux having paidl
of the camp and the battle-field, on whichever side he fought.
this display a manifestation of sincere grief.
No class of people are more interested in guarding against a for the advertising in the local papers.
That our Union might hav been preserved without recurrence of those days. Let us, then, begin by guarding
Arrangements were m!Ale for another lecture nex~;
General Grant's aid is possible and probable; but against every enemy threatening the perpetUity of free repub- Sunday in another grove, more accessible, and near
nevertheless iii it a fact that he, more than any other lican institutions.
the village of Uniondale. Mr. Joseph Carman will
"I do not brlng into this assemblage politics, certainly not
field commander, contributed to that end. For this pf!,l'tisan
to get out a large audience, and every Libendeavor
politics, but it is a fair subject for soldiers in their
he has been the recipient of the highest honors our deliberations to consider what may be necessary to secure the eral on Long Island should visit his grove next Sunnation could bestow. And if as presiden the lacked prize for which they battle. In a rep_ublic like ours, where day, and hear Mr. Putnam on the " New Heaven
in statesmanship, and trusted unworthy friends who the citizen is the sovereign, and the official the servant, where and the New Earth."
made his administration corrupt, the failure will be no power is exercised except by the will of the people, it is
As the cars rolled out of the station· rain began to
that the sovereign-the people-should possess inforgotten, and only his qualities as a great soldier important
fall.
It is to be hoped those musketoes got wet.
telligence. The free school is the promoter of that intelliremembered. When the passions aroused by the gence which is to preserve us a free nation. If we are to hav
war were spent, and enduring peace came between another contest in the near future of our national existence, I
A Fool and His Folly.
the two sections, there is no doubt that General predict that the dividing line will not be Mason's and Dixon's,
The Rev. A. C. Morehouse is one of the shining
Grant, " the laureled soldier of the world," was loved but between patriotism and intelligence on the one side, and lights of Methodism in this city. He rattles around
superstition, ambition, and ignorance on the other. Now, in
by the citizens of every state. For, as Colonel In- this centennial year of our national existence, I believe it is a in the pulpit of the Seventh Street M. E. church. gersoll said at the Grant banquet, " The soldiers of good time to begin the work of strengthening the foundation Sunday before. last he chose as his subject, "Christhe Republic were not seekers after vulgar glory. of the house commenced by our patriotic forefathers one hun- tianity as Compared with Infidelity." The substance
They were not animated by the hope of plunder or dred years ago at Concord and Lexington. Let us all labor to of his remarks, as reported by the Herald, is :
the love of conquest. They fought to preserve the add all needful guarantees for the more perfect security of
free thought, free speech, and free press, pure morals, un"Infidelity should be divided into two classes-Atheism
homestead of liberty and that their children might fettered religious sentiments, and of equal rights and privi- and Deism. Atheists advance the theory that all things haphav peace. They were the defenders of humanity, leges to all men irrespectiv of nationality, color, or religion. pen by chance, and that the world owes its existence to
the destroyers of prejudice, the breakers of chains, Encourage free schools, and resolve that not one dollar of chance, and yet they are never willing to trust the affairs of
and in the name of the future they slew the monster money appropriated to their support, no matter how raised, life to that theory. They understand and believe in the laws
of their time. They finished what the soldiers of the shall be appropriated to the support of any sectarian school. of nature and of humanity, which, he said, were to him far
Resolve that neither the state or nation, nor both combined, more difficult to believe as emanating from an inconceivable
Revolution commenced. They relighted the torch shall support institutions of learning other than those suffi- and unknown chance source than the spiritual law claiming
that fell from their august hands and filled the world cient to afford to every child growing up in the land the oppor- origin from a divine, all-powerfu_l one. They believe that
again with light. They blotted from the statute tunity of a good common school education unmixed with sec- transgression of those laws will work sorrow and suffering.
books laws that had been passed by hypocrite at the tarian, pagan, or Atheistical tenets. Leave the matter of re- and yet they deny that those who transgress God's perfectlyinstigation of robbers, and tore, with indignant ligion to the family altar, the church, and the private school formed laws and creed ·can suffer punishment or pain.
supported entirely by private contribution. Keep the church
"Infidelity is degrading in its influence, tending to destroy
hands, from the Constitution that infamous clause and state forever separate. With these safeguards I believe in mankind all respect for authority and principle, and all
that made men the catchers of their fellow-men. the battles which created the Army of the Tennessee will not love of veneration, and productiv only of anarchism and revolt. Socialism and Communism go hand in hand with InfiThey made it possible for judges to be just, for states- hav been fought in vain."
men to be humane, and for politicians to be honest.
"Keep the church and state forever separate." delity, and their effects upon our people are fast approachThey broke the shackles from the limbs of slaves, That sentence is a rallying-cry for Liberals. It ing dangerous proportions. ]Jet the exponents of that creed,
so called, show any good works it had wrought for its followfrom the souls of masters, and from the Northern reveals the patriotism of the man, and his fealty to ers-where had it built hospitals, schools, or charitable instibrain. They kept our country on the map of the American principles. For this let him be honored tutions of any kind, and what had it accomplished for the
world, and our flag in heaven. They rolled the stone as well as for his services in defense of the republic. benefit of those it professed to raise from darkness and from
the yoke of bigoted ignorance? Infidels abuse and criticise
from the sepulcher of progress, and found therein
Christianity when totally ignorant of its principles and of its
two angels clad in shining garments-Nationality
The Pleasure of Missionary Work.
effects _on those who are faithful to its teachings. Christ had
and Liberty."
After Horace Greeley had traveled over the rest taught his creed unaided, in the eyes of the world, by any adAnd so the S@uthern people came tD look on Gen- of the United States, he visited Long Island. His vantages of position, education, or parentage. Without a
eral Grant, not as a conqueror, but as a teacher. opinion of the island was that in ignorance and mus- word of argument or a line of writing he had converted thousands to his standard, and then, for those he left behind him,
" They were wrong, and the time will come when ketoes it beat the world. It was part of the League and for those that came after, he had given them that holy
they will say that they are vietors who hav been van- secretary's duty last Sunday to endeavor to dispel Bible, inspired in its utterances, and recognized as a rule of
quished by the right. Freedom conquered them." some of the ignorance. He took the editor along for faith and conduct by millions of civilized and educated
And General Grant was but the servant of freedom. protection against the niusketoes, calculating that the people. It contaius the only existing history of our creation
His magnanimity to General Lee and the Southern editor's superior sweetness would draw them away and existence for hundreds qf years, and if that inspired book
were suddenly blotted out from -the world, we would be left in
soldiers will be remembered as long as will the vic- from himself. It may be possible in the great here- midnight darkness."
toties he won.
after for the weather clerk to get up a hotter day
This was too much for even the Herald.to let pass
A great deal of discussion has gone on during than July 26th, but it will embarrass him to do it, and without rebuke, and it pointed out the "clerical
General Grant's illness as to his religious opinions. the musketoes made the best of the weather by com- error " as follows :
This was due largely to the desire of one Dr. New- ing out in full force.
"When a clergyman perverts facts to make them contribute
man to advertise himself. That General Grant was
Merrick is a little hamlet about thirty miles from to a sound theAis, he injures the good cause in behalf of which
a Christian there is not much room to doubt. But the city. Elisha Hyatt is the activ working Liberal he preaches, for those whom he seeks to convince are often
his accepttmce of tqe effusiv and o:ffensiv ministra- of the neighborhood, and he met Mr. Putnam at the repelled from his whole argument if they detect the misstatetiona of the peripatetic preacher was probably due as depot to carry him over to the grove. The day was ment.
"This was illustrated a few months ago, when the Rev. Mr.
much to his regard for the feelings of his family and so hot that Mr. Hyatt thought but few could be as- Newman, preaching against Infidelity, challenged the specifihis tolerance of his ministerial friend as to any faith sembled; but Mr. Putnam, remembering that where cation of any great scientist of modern times, who was not a
in religion. All that the pres:s can gather now about two or three are gathered in My name there will I Christian. The name of Charles Darwin-not to speak of
his reli~ous belief is filtered through Dr. Newman, be also, was nowise daunted, but attacked the :minis- more-occurred, of course, to every person of ordinary iutelli•
and must therefore be largely discounted. Dr. New- terial dish of chioken provided by Mrs. Hyatt, took a gence who heard the sermon or who read it in print.
"The Rev. Mr. Morehouse falls into a blunder of the same
m~n makes him ~ut to hav ~een a very devout Meth- nap a.nd fought .musketoes till 2:30 :v.M. Then he ]dnd, according to the report of his sermon on the same subod1st; and there 1s no questwn that he attended and went over to the grove. The musketoes went also. ject, pre&ehed yesterday, and reported in another column,
supported that church. But as to his regard for the The:~ t_Qok_ their ~petites witl.J. tl.J.e~U) MJ.d «Jeemed to when he challenges 'the exponents of Infidelity 1 to specify
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·an Infidel who has 'built hospitals, schools, or cha;ntable in- 'differs from us in these thin:gs. He is only a genius
stitutions of any ki~d.' The name of Stephen Guard-not with one Idea.
·
to speak of more--will o:~cur, of course, to all persons of or---------dinary intelligence who read Mr. Morehouse's sermon, whether
Pictures that Speak Volumes.
they are ·' exponents of Infidelity' or not.
The picture, " A Short Lesson in History for Chris" Girard was an Infidel of the blackest dye, but he bequeathed more millions to 'hospitals, schools, and charitable tians," meets the cordial approval of the,Liberal public
institutions' in Philadelphia than his Christian co~temporaries and press. We hav sold a. great many copies both of
who were residents of that city did altogether. He also disTHE TRUTH SEEKER containing it, and of the separate
played the most courageous virtue by personal care of the sick
prints, and shall be glad to sell a great many more.
in time of pestilence.''
The price of THE TRUTH SEEKER with the picture is,
So far as it goes, the Herald's retort is well enough,
single copies, 7 cents; in quantities of five and over,
though we fail to recognize why the " dye"· of an In~
5
cents each. On heavy tinted paper, we send the
fidel is necessarily black. The 'total unfitness of the
picture post-paid in rolls, secure from breakage in
Rev. Mr. Morehouse to compare Infidelity and Christhe mails, at prices as follows: Six copies, 30 cents;
tianity is shown by his ignorance of the good works of
one dozen, 50 cents; twenty-five copies for $1; and
Infidels, or by his dishonesty in denying them. But
one hundred for $3.
a stronger impeachment of his mental capacity, perA new supply of " The Modern Balaam " has also
haps, could stand against his assertion that "Atheists
just arrived from the printer. The prices are: Per
advance the theory that all things happen by chance,
dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50..
and that the world owes its existence to chance." It
is hardly necessary to remark that this is a falsehood.
Editorial Notes.
Before Mr. Morehouse again enlightens his congreTHE high license law seems to work well in St. Louis, Mo.,
gation upon any subject, he should endeavor to comwhere it was put in operation July 1st. It is reported that
prehend as much of it as his seemingly limited abil- two hundred and fifty saloons hav closed their doors.
ities will allow.
to a correspondent of the Providence Telegram,
Mr. Morehouse's further remarks are the same theAccORDING
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher declined an offer of $5,000 to
kind of trash the pulpit has dealt out fvr many years. reply to Colonel Ingersoll's articles on "The Christian ReligWe hav so little respect for his honesty and capabil- ion,'' confessing inability to meet the latter's arguments. And
ity that we do not think it worth the while to waste yet, remarks an exchange, there are about five thousand onehorse preachers in this country who would jump at the chance
further space upon him.
for $2.50.

A. Pretty Weighty Charge.
With the vigor which usually distinguishes anonymous pens, because the wielders are safe, "X," one
of the editorial writers on Liberty, attacks THE TRUTH
SEEKER, the Im;estigawr, and the Free Religious organ.
He says.
"When tho Iniere, the Investigator, and THE TRUTH SEEKER
defend the existing state, they defend the existing theology.
I propose to hold Mr. Underwood's dainty Free Religious nose
down to this fact from time to time, until he either confesses it
or skulks away as a moral coward. I honestly believe that he,
and Macdonald, and Leo the Terrible of Paine Hall, are painfully conscious of the absurd and illogical position they occupy, and the time is not far off when they will either be
forced to show their hands, or stand convicted of the same
dishonesty and hypocrisy of which they accuse the pulpits."

HELEN WILMA.Ns, editor of Woman's World, writes to the
Gnostic:
"I don't like Liberals. Their position is a·sort of transitorial resting-place-gloomy as the desert of Sahara, and as
unproductiv-lying ·between the old death in life, religious
creeds, and the universe of the new that is opening upon us.
I was there once myself, but not for long. I backed out.''
Mrs. Wilmans is therefore now in the position of the person
described by Luke when he remarked that "the last state of
that man was worse than the first.''

TH!C Times thinks that people care little about religion in
midsummer, and that that is the reason why the ministers
preach on sensational topics inste&d of from the gospels. It
says: "People suffering from ninety degrees of heat think
more about Coney Island than heaven; and when they are
baking on earth sheol and its promised heat hav no terrors for
them. It must be that the gospel is a failure in hot weather,
and can succeed only in cool weather. Ministers are suppBsed
to know all about religion, and if they confess by their selecThis is a tolerably direct accusation that the three tion of topics on which to preach that the gospel is not ateditors are hypocrits, and know it. Certainly this is tractiv in summer we must accept their opinion."
a very old way of "answering" an opponent, but we
THE following report of progress was sent b'y one of the
never thought it a very conclusiv way. And we are clowns of the Salvation Army to their paper, the War Ory,
not convinced now. Mr. "X's" assertion that when printed in London:
·
we defend the existing state we also defend the exist"FROM cHALK FARM To ruGHGATE.
ing theology, is nonsense. And, so fal· as we are con"With a lot of hallelujah-go-a-heads under the command of
Sergeant-Major Gowing, we stormed the devil's kingdom in
earned, we are not particularly in love with some of our the neighborhood of Highgate. The open-air cathedral was
institutions. We hav said, and say now, that govern- beautiful to stand in, and the sunshine corresponded well
with the hallelujah sunbeams in our hearts. Commencing
mentis necessary, and a republican form is the best with a hymn we were very soon accompanied by a dog, who,
to which mankind has yet evoluted. But convince us delighted with the concertina, ran into the ring, and
" ON ITS HIND LEGS SANG A SOLO.
that there is a better, and we shall advocate it. We A crowd at once collected, and grasping the opportunity we
do not believe in kings, nor in presidents, except as told right and left of the pardoning love of God. A brother,
t · th
t f th
1 h. d b once a publican's dupe, told us how that, since he had given
the pres1 en lS
e agen o
e peop e, Ire
Y his heart to God, he could mind his own clothes; previous to
them for a certain length of time to conduct the doing so 'Uncle had the sole charge of them.'
affairs of the nation. The trouble with the Anarch"The next was a Church of England friend, who said he
had given five times the amount he usually gave to help roll
ists is that they are impracticable dreamers. They the old chariot along, for the simple reason he should not rest
will not take into account the stubborn fact that with- contented till a Salvation Army Barracks was opened there.
"We then placed before them the realities of heaven and
out restraint there are some people who would in- hell, and pointed to all the way of salvation; much conviction,
vade and violate others' rights. These people must ·and ere long we believe to report' the salvBtion of many preHAYWARD, for Capt. Jim Lainchbury."
cious souls.
be provided against; and were all government done
away with to-morrow, a new start would hav to be
THE papers state that President Cleveland,fished on Sunday.
made the next day. · We want as little government Although they ate none of the fish, all the religious editors hav
· t
b
the stomach-ache. Buckley, of the .Advocate, says:
as possible, and we want that ht le to e of, for, and
"This is not an edifying spectacle to the American people.
by the people themselvs. The world is governed too If the president has no reveren.ce for God's law himself, he
much now, and right here in the United States law ought to remember that he is at the head of a Christian nall
tion, and be careful not to outrage the consciences of the best
.
is made the tool of rogues to oppress the1r fe ows. people 0£ the country by his bold defiance of. the divine comThe cause is that the people send men to our legis- mands.''
latures who are open to negotiations for their votes.
How does Mr. Buckley know that it is God's law that a man
The remedy is to elect honest men who will work for shall not fish on Sunday ? The only Sabbath which Mr.
Buckley's God ever said anything about is Saturday. And
the interests of the wh:ole people instead of for a then again, this is not a Christian country. There are a great
class.
many Christians living in this country, we know, but that does
It is tomfoolery to say that in this country theology not make it a Christian country any more than the presence
and the state are the same. Theology is a system of here of some Turks makes it a Mohammedan country. And
why should the consciences of the "best people" be so tenreligion built up by men f01' guidance to another derly respected? They never respect the Jews' consciences,
world. The state exists to protect the people in this nor the Turks,' nor the Chinamen's, nor the Infidels,' and why
world.
We do not deny that our government costs are they entitled to hav theirs respected? If the "best peaaltogether too mucb, for it does; and our whole gov- pie" (meaning Christian, probably) will abstain from working
ernmental system will bear a great deal of refo1·ma- or going fishing on Monday, which is the sacred day of the
Greeks; or on Tuesday, which is holy to the Persians; or on
tion. But until the Anarchists show how we are to Wednesday, which is the Sabbath of the Assyrians; or on
exist without any government-except vigilance com- Thursday, which is the Sunday of the Egyptians; or on Frimittees, mob law, etc., which are governments in day, which is the Mohammedan's day of rest; or on Saturday,
themaelvs, and very poor ones-we must· claim the which is the day of devotion of the Jews and Seventh-Day
l
f
Adventists-why, then, these "best people" (meaning Chrisprivilege of supporting and he ping to re orm the tians, probably, though we cannot be sure) might with some
present republic.
consistency ask to hav their day of superstition observed,
We shall not call Mr. "X" a bypoorit because be Now, however, their demand has a smack of impudence,

·a

THE Wanganui, N. Z., Freethought Review says of Masonry
that " if the recognition of a 'God' depended on 'landmarks,'
Masonry would be wedded to the principle forever. It is
affirmed by some authorities that Masonry had its origin in
the early part of the eighteenth century, when Deism was
fashionable in society and among li~!lrary people. Nothing is
more certain than that its theology is that of the Old Testament, with a careful ignoring of the New. Its principles bear
a remarkable resemblance to those of some of the founders of
the American republic, and many of the changes in the humanitarian aspect might hav been written by Thomas Paine.
The internal evidence, however, shows clearly that the ritual
was not composed at the same time, and by the same hand,
but was, to a large extent, a growth or development, exhibiting traces of"·many minds acted upon by widely different influences. It follows as a necessary consequence that there
are inconsistencies which no casuistry can possibly reconcile.
The question that remains to be answered under these circumstances is, Sha~ Masonry remain controled and fashioned by
the' landmarks,' whose chief defense is that they are 'ancient,'
or by the central principle of the brotherhood of man, continually expanding under the influences of advancing civilization?"
A FRIEND sends us the followiitg note to the Pittsburgh Dispatch, and wants to know all about it:
"Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, the Agnostic, is in town as counsel in the big telegraph fight. As usual with him when in
New York, he spends.an hour or two every day in the gorgeous
and garish Stokes bar-room. His beverages at these times are
not alcoholic, and he never stands up at the bar, but is served
while lounging over a newspaper at a secluded table. He was
thus engaged when three young men addressed him. They
said that they were a committee from the Christian Believers,
which they described as an organization of orthodox Protestants devoted to the battling of unbelief. Their especial object was to convert Ingersoll, and to that end they had collected all his published Infidelity, studied it carefully, and
prepared answers to his arguments. They wished to arrange
a series of conferences with him. The colonel replied that he
lacked the time for such proceedings. The spokesman of the
committee, Robert Bradbury Hammond, a student in the
Union Theological Seminary, appealed strongly to Ingersoll's
good nature, to his sense of fairness, and finally to his courage, but without avail, for he declared positivly that he could
not go into the proposed discussion."
We know nothing about the affair. It may be so, for Colonel
Ingersoll is greatly pestered by Christian cranks. But of
course he cannot " debate" with them. His conditions for
discussion are well known. Let the church put up her best
and representativ man and Mr. Ingersoll will be with him.
Monsignor Capel has been asked to meet him, but has declined. Capel is no angel, but he fears to tread where the
three " Christian Believers " are anxious to rush.
DR. RICHARD S. STORRS has written a book on the ·• Divine
Origin of Christianity." In his prefatory note Mr. Storrs asserts that it is as useless to present arguments to those who
deny the possibility of revelation as to communicate philosophical speculations to dogs. In his first lecture (p. 13) he
further tells us "that only by spiritaal experiment of the
gospel can man be assured of its divine origin, as ultimately
proved by its divine energy." "If, therefore,'' says the Evening Post, " external evidence and argument are useless alike
to the believer and the unbeliever, one is somewhat at a loss
to appreciate the motiv which has led the eloquent author to
bestow on us this portly volume of nearly seven hURdred
pages, or to guess for whose benefit his labors are undertaken.
The fundamental difficulty which lies at the basis of all such
attempts is, that every writer assumes his own individual conception of Christianity to be that which Christ came on earth
to reveal to man. To Dr. Storrs, we presume, the faith of
three-quarters of Christendom is a travesty of Christianity, in
which the ethical precepts of the gospels and the dogmas of
the Pauline Epistles hav been used, with more or less intention, as a basis on which to erect a system enabling a hierarchy
to gain power and wealth from the superstition of the masses.
Now, when anyone assumes that he is able to declare the purpose of God, and to point out h·ow that purpose has Wrought
its fulfilment, he must deduce his arguments from the totality
of results and not from a narrow and self-limited circle. Notwithstanding the marvelous expansion of European civilization within the last two or three centuries, Christendom embraces to-day only about one-third of the human race. Latin
Christianity is the faith of probably a majority of Christians.
In Latin Christianity the two events of chief religious eignifi.
cance in our day hav been the settlement of century-old quarrels by the adoption of the dogmas of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin and of the infallibility of the pope, thus
carrying the Catholic church still further from gospel simplicity. Similarly, the only sect of Christians who really profess to practice the precepts of Christ-the Society of Friends
-is not only one of the smallest but is daily growing smaller.
Moreover, the missionary work of Islam is to-day obtaining
more converts to .Allah than that of Christendom to Christ.
Evidently, the time in which Dr. Storrs's conception of Christianity is to become the universal religion is yet far off. We
take for granted that 'its perfect contemplated supremacy
in the world,' which is to create a 'society as pure as the Sermon on the Mount' (p. 326), refers to the expected supremacy
of Dr. Storrs's own church. If it should happen that either
the Latin or Greek churches should obtain such supremacy,
believers such as Dr. Storrs would be suppressed by pope or
czar with the scantiest possible ceremony."

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON is engaged to deliver lectures in Burlington
Junction, Mo., the last week in August, and would like to
make engagements to lecture while in Missouri every evening
and twice every Sunday during the month of September,
Address, during August, at Clinton, Iowa.
E. C. WALKER closed a course of ten lectures lt Ortonvilh•,
Minn., July 19th. He wishes to be kept employed in ;Minnesota, Wisconsin, northern Illinois, and northern Iowa, during
August and September. Now is thesellionfordelightful grove
meetings. Address him at Minneapolis1 Minn.
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ELGIN, ILL., July 10, 285.
MR. EDITOR : Wishing to see as much of the inwardness of
Christianity as possible, I attended the breaking up, last-night
meeting of a two-week Free Methodist's camp-meeting. I had
just entered the camp, when I was assailed by a buxom lassie
of say twenty-five summers, who wanted to know if I loved
God and Jesus Christ. Not getting very satisfactory answers
from me, she started in to pray for me, and in about one
minute she was lying stretched on her back at my feet. I at
·once felt her pulse, and every two or three minutes from the
time she fell until she came to and got up I felt her pulse,
which was as even and correct a beating pulse as I ever felt.
To-day I asked one of our best medical practitioners about it.
He said if it had been an actual faint that her pulse would
hav been very uneven. At times it would hav been very low,
and at others fast and weak, so fast at times that it could
scarcely be counted. So, by his testimony, as well as my own
experience, I pronounce the whole a fraud, put on, perhaps, for my benefit. All the feeling it awoke in me was one
of pity and disgust. There were more than half-a-dozen lying
prostrate at the same time. 'Dhen another bad giv-away was
when the time came for them to march around in the camp
ground, preparatory to dismissing. One of the black-coats
made an announcement to march, and some one asked,
" What about these lying around the ground?" His reply
was, "Never mind them. God will take care of them;" and
sure enough, as quick as.they were ready to march these were
all ready to fall into line, showmg that it was all pnt on, not
only by my patient, whose pulse I was timing, but by the
whole lot as well. So I finally left the camp grounds at halfpast twelve o'clock at night, thinking the poor monkeys would
be ashamed to acknowledge relationship with such creatures.
I. w. ARCHIBALD.
ADRllN, July 14, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Your new picture in the last TRUTH SEEKER is
indeed a telling picture, in a nut-shell, of the history of the
Christian church, on the one side, and of science and common
sense on the other. When I opened the paper, I took a look
at the picture. I said to myself, "This must be put in a
frame at once," and so, after reading the paper through on
Sunday, as my custom is, I took the picture out, and had a
first-class frame on it, and it now hangs up in my room by the
side of our noble hero's monument. You will please send me
twelve copies of this picture, on tinted paper.
S.D. MooRE.

tem of supernaturalism, fraud, and trickery based upon the day is the only day left to him. Well, sir, a few weeks ago
hopes of mankind." Mr. Northup should not make such an some cowardly bigot sent him a letter, not by regular mail, but
absurd statement as that unqualified by reasons. I will cor- placed it under his door at night, warning him not to fish any
rect him. One of the first axioms of Spiritualism is to the ef· more on Sunday, and threatening him with prosecution. Now
fect that nothing supernatural ever has or can exist, because why may not Mr. Nagle go fishing on Sunday? First, because
everything in the universe, living or dead, is governed by un- he is not president of the United States. Second, because he
changeable laws. These laws control the "conditions" which is a poor man, and is honest enough to pay his debts and natMr. Northup and Mr. Burge~ consider so unreasonable. An· urally stay poor. Third, and most, because he is a Freeother principle of Spiritualism is that no wrong or dishonest thinker, and is honest enough to say so.
I was glad when I read that Mr. Reynolds was coming to
act ever remains unpunished, and that no persons can deceive
others without injury to themselvs. These two leading prin- Pennsylvania, but he went to Michigan. Michigan cannot be
ciples are a conclusiv denial of the charge that Spiritualism is worse than Pennsylvania. One outrage ~fter anoth'er is coma system of supernaturalism, fraud, and trickery, and any mitted by fanatics under our unconstitutional laws, of which
person advocating supernaturalism or using fraud in the we hav many. A campaign in Pennsylvania would certainly
do some good.
L. W. LIGHTY.
name of Spiritualism is a rank impostor.
Messrs. Northup and Burgess convey the impression that all
GoFFs, KAN., July 15, 1885.
mediums are money-makers. I hav had an extensiv acquaintMR. EDITOR: This place was the scene of an enthusiastic
ance among genuin mediums, and can testify that they seldom
Liberal meeting last night, conducted by A. L. Andrews, who
become rich, and are usually very generous.
.
Messrs. Northup and Burgess both insinuate that all the completely wrecked three theological force-pumps, and made
evidence of the truth of Spiritualism has been obtained either an impression on his hearers that will be lasting.
The audience was only limited by the seating capacity of the
through professional mediums in darkened rooms, or by communications. There may hav been a time when those were hall. Mr. Andrews's lecture was entitled, "Why I am Not a
"jest my sentiments, tew," but during the last five years I Christian." He is only twenty-six years old, but one of the
hav received hundreds of tests of the most unexpected and most profound reasoners I ever heard; and while he comconvincing character, entirely independent of any other hu- pletely riddled the doctrins of orthodoxy, he did n6t hurt the
man being, and often in the full glare of the sunlight. As feelings of anyone.
This is what Goff's has been needing for some time. We
these :&early always hav been a complete surprise to me, it
could not hav been, as I used to tell others, my imagination. hav in this place some of the most bigoted and prejudiced
It is very easy to accuse others of making believe, but if people that ever existed. It was gall, of course, to them, but
either Mr. Northup or Mr. Burgess should find themselvs sud- beyond their power to gainsay. After the lecturer had findenly thrown into a trance, and made to write things which ished invitations were extended to any who wished to repl~.
were an entire contradiction to all their previous ideas, and The state evangelist of the Oampbellite church was present,
then, upon recovering their own identity, be accused of being and, urged on by his followeks, undertook the task; but his
a "juggling medium," they would feel, as no doubt hundreds cake was, soon made dough by the unanswerable arguments of
U. L. KERR.
of mediums hav done, that this is a very unkind world, Mr. Andrews.
and, under these circumstances, they would in time come to
PouGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., July 16, 1885.
feel that any person who would say that no spiritual communications are ever received until they are " reached through
Mn. EDITOR: Your issue of July 11th contains a letter
the half-idiotic brain of some Indian squaw, and then peddled headed, "Sugar-Coated Drones," and this question (by way
out for money through the trick performance of a medium,'' of accusation) is asked, "Did not the church break up the
must be "supremely ignorant" upon the subject. If the Washingtonian movement to suppress rum drinking?" The
sentence I hav quoted is true, such men as Garrison, Denton, article is signed, "A Toiler." I know the church is guilty of
and hundrede of living male and female toilers for Free- about everything mean, and this fact I would like to hav
thought, like Cuainey, for instance, who not long ago was a authority for saying, as I am an advocate of temperance, and
most decided skeptic, must be either lunatics, imbecils, or generally charge the church with being opposed to all reform.
tricksters. Will not Messrs. Northup and Burgess condescend Will "Toiler," or anyone, giv me light on the subject through
to stoop from the exalted bights upon which they havplaced your columns?
·
R. BAKER.
themselvs, and found some charitable institution for these
foolish and depraved minds, that they may be expanded and
WASHINGTON, D. C., July 13, 1885.
lifted up from the depths of superstition and fraud into which
Mn. EDITOR: I send you a copy of a placard posted in conthey hav fallen, under the superior effulgence of the infallible, spicuous places in this city. As an advertisment for the
unlimited resources of the penetrating intellects of Messrs. churches it certainly beats the Baptist church of the Epiphany,
Northup and Burgess? If they will not do this, I entreat 64th street and Madison avenue, in your city, as it appeared
them to try and be lenient while contemplating the folly and in the issue of your paper of July 4th. If attractions of this
wickedness of the benighted Spiritualists, and to save their kind are to be found at the churches on the holy Sabbath, it
surplus ammunition to use upon those who do not advocate certainly will draw a great many old bald-headed "Majahs
Freethought. With the kindest of feelings,
and Jedges" who now desecrate the day by sitting in the parks
I:MPROVISATRICE.
dozing and killing flies. This is an average church-going city;

CINCINNATI, 0., July 4, 1885.
DEAR DISPENSER OF TRUTH: It affords your old Materialistic correspondent much satisfaction and pleasure to know
that many of your sensible and intelligent readers indorse the
honest sentiments of this aged Cincinnati Infidel, and the
time will yet come when this city of the great West will be
noted as the home of nature's son, whose firm conviction is
that nature IS all there is, or ever was, or will be, and every
system now in existence, or in any past age invented and
palmed off on the world as divine, and based on the supernatural or spiritual dogmas propounded or promulgated by
Theistical clergy or mediumistic deceptionists, is, to all intents
and purposes, a base fraud.
I demand that all of mankind should be put strictly to the
test, and made to prove, in a most satisfactory manner, that
what they propagate is positiv facts, and if they fail to produce genuin facts, the public should insist on its suppression,
as cliques of pious frauds and swindlers, obtaining money
under false pretenses. No party hath any right to cheat mankind, on religious grounds more than any other. All systems
of fraud are very unjust, and a crime against innocence or
ignorance. The public should be saved from their own folly
and duplicity. Mental blindness is widespread, and knaves
take advantage thereof. Let•truth and honesty prevail, and
every vestige of fraud be frowned down, so that mankind can
hav full confidence in the honor and right between man and
man.
The genuin Materialist hath no plotting or scheming trickery. His life is one straightforward course; all his acts and
deeds are above board, and every sly and crafty trick is hateful to his true and sincere principles. His head is level, and
free from all crankisms; his watchword is Progress, and the
comfort, happiness, and pleasure of humanity in life. My
motto is, Learn the way to liv, and never fear death, which is
a friend to deliver us from every sorrow, pain, or misfortune
forever.
T. WIN'.rER, Materialist.
P.S.-Your new and very agreeable departure, in giving
your readers picture glimpses of the cruel, barbarous, and
hateful religion called Christian, as promulgated by the
bloody-handed church of Rome, is much appreciated. Such
a religion should ·be ignored throughout AmeriQa; it is a dangerous element to our liberties, and should be heavily taxed or
suppressed. Let every Freethinker light up the worlcl. on all
the gullible and religious cheats of the period.
T. W.

about ten per cent attend when the weather is not too hot,
but just now that percentage has been reduced. Excursions
and picnics hav made sad inroads among the godly. But if
the sisters are offering these superior attractions, we may look
for better houses, after it is generally known.
B.
(PLACARD.]
"We recommend public meetings to be held under the
auspices of every Christian church to consider the speediest
and most effectiv way of purifying the temples of the ALMIGHTY
GoD against inroads being made on public decency and morality by females of our various churches-~hose who dare to enter
in a semi-nude or transparent garb which would be more in
keeping with the votaries of the Comique than the penitents
seeking peace with their God. We therefore PUBLICLY PRO·
cLAlM:. to whom it may concern, that all females who can so
grossly insult the opposit sex as to appear in dresses made of
white transparent muslin, or transparent material of any other
color, fitting close to the limbs and body, are unfit persons to
enter respectable society.
WAYNESBURG, PA., July 19, 285.
"N.B.-If parents or pastors are incapable of teaching
MR. EDITOR: It has been a long, long time since I hav in- them, the public will hear from us again in plainer terms.
dulged in the pleasure of addressing you. Indeed, I fear that
"DISGUSTED GEN1'LEMEN."
I hav unconsciously drifted somewhat away from the fold. I
re1,>Tet it very much, but the accursed necessity of bread-winBROOKLYN, N. Y., July 19, 1885.
ning has led me away from the occupation of my desire.
MR EDITOR: Being an uncompromising advocate of a comWhen I speak of having drifted away from the fold, do not mon brotherhood of the human race, .and of all that such reunderstand that I hav become any the less zealous in the lations should logically involve and imply, to be consistent, I
cause of humanity, but I hav become so enwrapped in busi- should be as uncompromisin!lY hostil to all class distinctions,
ness that I hav been precluded from directing my zeal in the and especially to extravagant claims that are based on assumpeffectiv manner that I feel it might be. Had I possessed a tion of distinctiv class merits. Therefore, I wish to inquire
better opinion of popular appreciation, I might hav com- into the justice of the claim that those who perform all the
bined the breaq-winning occupation with something more· labor should hav an exclusiv right to all the product.
congenial to my inclination. I trust that I may yet be able to
Does not that assumption smell strongly of the odor and
do so. Inclosed find $10.50, for which please send me the odium of an outrageous proclamation that might should be
within mentioned books.
H. CLAY LusE.
the law of right? That the weak should hav no right to liv,
except by sufferance of the strong? Should we wonder that
MuLBERRY, Pa., July 20, 285.
the advocates of such an infamous iniquity should refer us to
MR. EDITOR: In the latest TRuTH SEEKER I got I read a para- untutored savages for instruction on just principles?
graph to the effect that President Cleveland, Postmaster
They pretend that land should be as free and accessible as
CHILLICOTHE, 0., July 13, 1885.
Vilas, and a number of those big guns went fishing last Sun- air, ~unlight, and rain-water. Then, I will inquire, bow can
MR. EDITOR: I hav been waiting patiently for some one to day in West Virginia. Last summer we read that President an exclusiv right to product be secured, except by an equally
answer the attack made upon Spirit.ualism by L. L. Northup Arthur went fishing on Sunday. Now I do not hav a particle exclusiv right to the ground out of which the product is
in 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER of June 20th. As no one has seen fit of objection to fishing on Sunday, but what I do object to is growing? I· think we hav good reason to suspect some
to do so, and as you always seem disposed to giv everyone a the law against fishing on Sunday. To show the injustice "crookedness" in a principle that requires such crooked logic
hearing, I would like to preaent a few of my ideas upon the practiced, and the bigotry and cowardice shown, I will relate to make it plausible.
subject. I notice that the last TRUTH SEEKER givs an article a little inbident that just occurred in our benighted neighborIt is conceded that man has no claim to the ground by virupon the subject of Spiritualism by Mr. Burgess, of Zanes. hood.
tue of his labor expended upon it. lie simply ploughs the
ville. I will therefore try and giv him a little at the same time.
P. A. Nagle is an honest, industrious, upr{ght man. He ground, plants the seed, harrows it in, and leaves the rest to
Mr. Northup accuses Spiritualism of being a religion, and went fishing occasionally on Sunday. Why did he go? FiJ:st, the operations of nature until the harvest. It being evident
givs as proof a remark made by George· Chainey to the effect because he enjoyed fishing fully as well as Presidents Cleve- that nature has furnished all the material, and done more than
that Spirituajsm, as a religion, took hold of humanity's cause land and Arthur, or any of those noble lords. Second, because man toward' making the crop, to whom should the unearned
where previou~ religi.onB left off. Well, I, for one, ~m glad of he ~tnd hil> family enjoy a meas of iish ail muoh aY anybody jncremallt julitly belong? Labor advooateli ol~im it ~or ~holia
it if it does. .All I can ges no harm !n that, r will pasll on to el11e, including the pregident. Third, because be 111 a pool' who perform the labor; the advooatos of oap1tal ollum xt for
DUNLAP, KAN., July 6, 1885.
Mn EDITOR: The prospects in this place are somewhat encouraging with regard to Liberalism. The great drawback has
been no place to meet in. We will hav a hall ready in about
two montl).s, which will be open to free sp~ech or anything
that comes along. Will you be kind enough to send a lecturer
to dedicate it to Freethought? If you can find an old soldier,
we would prefer him. I will wait your reply.
Yours respectfully,
J. J. HoLLAND.
[We refer this invitation to our lecturers. Surely some of
them ought to be able to attend, and there is no dearth of veterans among them. Mr. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kan., we
believe, has borne a musket, as has also Colonel Kelso, of
California, to say nothing of the League secretary, Capt.
Samuel P. Putnam.-ED. T. S.]

tbe neJtt oharge Jllade r.gainat us, viz., "Spiritualiam ia a sys· ma:u, and has to work hllrd week-days for a livius, and Sun• those who etreot e;a;ohanse and distribution. Should not those
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children of nature who are unable to labor hav ai more just
claim to it than either of the others?
That view of' the subject should nar:cow the dispute between
labor and capital to a wrangle between thieves for possession
of the plunder, and we should see no good reason for intelligent, fair-minded men concerning themselvs about which gets
the worst of it, except so far as it may involve the question of
honest people getting their dues when rogues fall out. I am
beginning to suspect that speculating money-grabbers are not
the only nor the most formidable obstruction to a social reform that will extend a helping hand to those who are the
most in need of help, and the most outrageously wronged.
The price of products is simply the price of labor charged
to the product on which the labor is expended, and is necessary
to serve as standard of exchange. Exclusiv ownership of products makes exchange and a price for product an economic necessity, and that necessity furnishes the opportunity for all the
commercial fraud and villainy that is practiced. Therefore,
our carping about the iniquity of the fraud and villainy, while
we cultivate the root from which it springs and receives nourishment, is very like straining at a gnat an swallowing an elephant. I think it time that workingmen and their friends
should hav learned the expediency of basing their claim to a
right to liv, and to the means of living, on the broad plain of
human need, instead of on the contemptibly mean, narrow
plain of human greed in leading-strings that cannot lel):d.
J. A. TUTTLE.

sistent, and can "Qe made so efficient, that I hope American stances that I am a free man and you are prisoners. I present
Secularists will approve and gladly institute the measures he each of you with a new suit of clothes. After breakfast tohas outlined. It will be carrying the Liberal standard through morrow morning I shall present each of you with a well-filled
the midst of our enemies' delusions, and surrounding it with basket of food, and then we shall unlock the doors and giv
watchful workers, kindly but firmly showing the difference of you ten hours of unrestrained liberty, Go where you please;
the systems, the tendency of each, the justice or injustice. if you do an unmanly act, you do it at your own cost. Come
Those who hav heard my plan of successful operation will see back at night like true men. After this you wear no more deits likeness to this, and also see that as work advances the grading clothes, and we pay you all for every day's work you
regulations wP.l be made to greatly facilitate it and insure last- do. An account shall be kept, and when your time expires
ing permanence, by uniting sanitary measures which are ex- it will all be paid you for the use of yourselvs and families."
My friends, in the language of a noble woman twenty-five
pressly secular allies. With this, woman's aid and influence
will enlarge to ci:J.eer and strengthen, while in the ratio of her years ago, "if this world is ever redeemed it must be by love.'
And I say it can never be done by Christian hate.
·
help tyrannies' forces wm weaken.
The sermon of that Methodist priest stirred me as I never
The proposed plan would in effect be a secular college, the
national center be the receiving and supplying bureau, and was stirred before. And as I sat there looking into those
the diffusiv order of action be as efficient as it proved practical. men's faces, and hearing that worthless sermon, I saw clearer
Mr. Burk's plan is what I hav laid out under the head of than I ever did before why we hav so-called criminals. It all
"Integral Culture College" in a history of woman's efforts at comes from the teachings of Christianity, its Bible, and its
true and sanitary life, which will be ·out of press and before God. "Jesus payt1 it all," tells the whole story. If I execrated
the public in a few weeks. In the third department of the the teachings of Christianity before, I do a great· deal more
work, under the title, "Modern Martyrdom," this college is now.
To hear that detestable Methodist priest tell those ignorant
desCiibed with its diffused work. The term "Integral" includes the secular idea and sentiment, and I hav there in- men to "come to Christ," when they needed instruction as
stanced the adaptation of the plan and intent to the present children, was enough to make the very stones cry out.
Mr. Editor and friends, when will the people become intelneeds of the Secular Union." Now that a inan has seen the
bearing of the measures on the success of the Union, I trust ligent enough to keep these worst. of all criminals-prieststhe officers and friends of the only organization battling for out of all places of instruction?
Holding up my handkerchief, I told the warden, "I would
usurped liberty will most carefully consider the plan, and not
STERLING CENT!\lR, MINN., July 15, 1885.
allow its momentousness to prevent sanction and co-operation. not giv that for such talk as that priest made." I said to him,
"I would not ask if rum brought those men there, but I
MR. EDITOR: I heartily indorse "Liberta's" communication
MARY E. TILLOTSON.
would ask what were the prenatal conditions and the childunder the head of "Refining Liberalism." In it "Liberta"
hood of those young men?" Don't tell me· that it was rum
has.clothed my own ideas in words more eloquent than I could
MANKATo, MINN., July 14, 1885.
hav done. I hav wished so much that· some one would step to
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3. Your paper reaches that brought those men there. I know better. Their faces
the front and put some of the articles through the refiner's fire. me every Sunday morning, and I need not tell you that it is told a different story. I could see and feel the whole cause
"Liberta" has done this successfully. Surely we are Rot more welcome to me and its reading better enjoyed than any far better than I can describe it. I saw some good-looking
worthy the name of Liberals unless we are willing to accord to sermon I hav listened to, voluntarily or involuntary, nolens or faces, but most of them were far from being attractiv. I had
others the rights we claim for ourselvs. We do not make our volens, from early boyhood on. A man who reads THE TRUTH no hate, but a g1'eat deal of sympathy. I saw but one colored
own garments the whiter by staining with malicious words SEEKER needs not fear his last hour; he leaves his present state person there, q11ite a young man. I saw several youthful faces
those of others. We also find more convincing proof of the of existence to become another, a different part or particle of that I longed to send home to their mothers. I said to the
hollowness of the Christian religion in one column of Inger- the great universe, all content and perfectly satisfied that it is warden, "Are there no women here?" "Yes, five." "Why
soll's "Mistakes of Moses" than is contained in volumes of so and cannot be otherwise; even the idea of an eternal bliss are they·not here?" "We do not think it best." And now,
personal abuse.
is just as well a nonsense as the idea of eternal damnation~ How in closing this imperfect statement, I quote from the immortal
The Materialistic idea is, comparativly speaking, a new long would a soul feel happy in the eternal bliss and how long poet, David Barker:
thing with me. Instead now of praising a mythical redeemer, unhappy in the eternal damnation, without committing, in
" While one intellect is clouded,
While one soul in sin is shrouded,
I will bestow my praise upon the works of Thomas Paine, Col. both cases, if it could, self-destruction or suicide? Eternal
While a world for light is dying,
R. G. Ingersoll, the few Liberal journals that I hav been en- bliss as well as eternal damnation are both impossibilities, a
Brother, never cease your cryingabled to obtain, etc., for through their strong reasoning I hav monstrous thought, imposed on mankind by priestcraft,
Light!"
been awakened to a new life. As to the future punishment, which will fall with all the rest of superstition as soon as man
SEWARD MITCHELL.
which is, I think, the greatest dread to all still in the dark- givs up the unnatural, overbearing imagination that the world,
P.S.-I asked the warden if I could get the religwus belief
for how can one be so bigoted ali to think, "I am the one out especially the earth, was made for him, for his sake. Let me of the prisoners. Snapping his fingers, he said, "No; it is not
of the thousand which will be saved ?"-I hav no fear. If tell you that man has no more right to think that the earth worth that; they will tell you anything; you cannot depend
there is a continuation after life, we shall all be permitted to was made for his sake than the leaf-louse has that the tree on what they say."
taste the sweets of that life. For Mother Nature respects each with all its leaves was made for her or his sake. There are
I was pleased to see an improvement in one thing-the prischild alike. And as Colonel Ingersoll has so eloquently ex- Freethinkers or philosophers who proclaim that nature in oners are not compelled to be shaved, they can wear their
pressed it, "Suppose, after all, that death ends all. Next to bringing forth man had become self-conscious by the self- beard ad they choose, if it is not "fantastic."
S. M.
eternal joy, next to being forever with those we love and those consciousness of man ! If we are self-conscious, all other
who hav loved us, next to that is to be wrapped in the dream- animals must be self-conscious in their way, and we are very
EARLVILLE, ILL., J~y 10, 285.
less drapery of eternal peace. Next to eternal life is ete<rnal likely not to understand their ways of showing it, just as little
MR. EDITOR: I would like a dozen of your "Balaams." Evsleep." I think there are very few reasoning men and women as a goose would understand me if I would place myself be- ery church should hav one for their Sabbath-school children
.... who would not very much prefer an endless sleep to running fore her and tell her that I was a self-conscious being and that to look at. When I see so much superstition and bigotry in
their chances on heaven, when an "inspired " word givs them the earth was made for man's sake. Let us do away with all the world, I feel like saying, "Oh, for more Ingersollites, to
so little surety of a "complimentary" when they shall hav overbearing, with all the imaginary preferred and predestined preach the gospel of peace and good will to man !" And I
reached the gates. There is not, in my estimation, the faint- perdition of man in the creature, and we will be at once man, hope others will be raised up to take the places of those old
est possible show for anyone to come up to God's standard of women, boy or girl, and nothing else; and what can be-for Teterans that we hav had to part with by death.
what his right-hand "glorifiers" must be. Do any of us love us, of course-a higher attainment than to try to be a true
SARAH c. HILTON.
our enemies very excruciatingly? We may forgiv them, but man, a true woman, a true boy, a true girl ? Let us be conlove them-no. Do we sell all we hav and giv to the poor ? tent with what we hav and with what we are, and improve on
ADRIAN, MicH., July 7, 1885.
Do we take no thought of the morrow? Do we not build fires that, and let alone what man does not and never will compre.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.50 to pay for six monthss subin our habitations on the Sabbath day? Hav we not earthly bend. Why not be content with one good life? Men or scription. I would rather hav THE TRUTH SEEKER than any
gods that receive our first attention ? And yet he says, "Thou woman who spoil, embitter, or curtail their present life in or- other paper I know of. I am much obliged for its continushalt hav no other gods be'fore me." When we are commanded der to get an everlasting, blessed life "over there" are just as ance beyond the time pu.id for. If I could do my business for
by the same God to do two things exactly the opposit, how are wrong as a farmer who is not satisfied with his 160 acres and pay in advance I could always afford THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
we going to know which is going to meet with a reward? Cer- buys more and more, until he destroys the happiness of him- I wish all business could be done on a ready-pay basis.
tainly not both. For instance, " If any man come unto me, self and his family; he dies after a life of trouble and disco n.
Yours truly,
S. P. BA.l!COCK.
and hate not his father, and mother, and wife, and children, tent Let us be men and nothing else.
0. T.
FORRESTON, ILL., July 17, 1885.
and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot
MR. EDITOR: Your circular letter received. In response rebe my disciple" (Luke xiv, 26). And yet he says in Ephesians,
THOMASTON, ME:, July 12, 1885.
"Honor thy father and mother;" "Husbands, love your wives."
MR. EDITOR: Being on a tour through this state selling" Im- mit five dollars to pay for two years' subscription. I hav been
He also says in John that "whosoever hateth his brother is a portant Truths," I reached this place last evening. I hav long a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER since D. M. Bennett's imprismurderer." "Giv strong drink unto him that is ready to per- wanted to visit the state's prison, but never did before. As I onment. I believe the paper is doing a great deal of good,
ish and wine to those that be heavy of heart." "Look not walked through the streets I remarked to a man, a stranger. and hope you are receiY{ng the necessary financial encourageC. E. NICODEMus.
upon the wine when it is red: when it giveth his color in the "I would like to make an address to the prisoners to-morrow," ment.
cup." " He that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost hath not taking a thought that anyone else would hear of H. When
never forgivness." "And by him all that believe are justified I went to the prison this morning, and while waiting in the
MILwaUKEE, Wis., July 15, 1885.
from all things." Will some one point out the right of these reception room, an officer came to me and asked rue to step
MR. E'DITOR: I write to acknowledge the recipt of those
uncertainties to a seeker after truth?
LizETTA.,
into the warden's room. I was surprised, and knew not what pamphlets of "St. Matthew on Trial," and to tell you how
it meant, alii I was a stranger to anyone in town. 'Ihe warden much we appreciate them. They are just the documents to
PassAic, N. J., July 18, 1885.
said to me, in a very gentlemanly manner: "Mr. Mitchell, we be circulated. We took ours over to our Liberal League meetMR. EDITOR: Will you kindly tell me what the law is with understand that you hav said that you were going to talk to ing last Sunclay night, and they were eagerly taken.
regard to the naming of children? In England you can meet the prisoners. We cannot hav a sensational speech." I told
We take about all the Liberal papers published, and we
the requirements of the law by simply registering them. I him I made no such remark, but I did say I would like to save them all for free distribution at our League meetings, so
want to avoid the Christian baptism.
we furnish a great deal of reading to those that are not posted
mnke an address to the prisoners.
I send you one dollar for the Tent Fund, and am sorry I hav
In his room was the Jl.'[ethodist priest who was to preach at in all the Liberal movements. And I would say that whendelayed so long. I was good enough to send it in the begin- the prisoners, to whom he introduced me. I received him ever you hav any papers, or circulars, or pamphlets, that you
ning, but somehow never could well spare it. We Infidels are very coldly, much more so than I would the prisoners, whom eRn afford to send out free, we will gladly circult\te them at our
a mighty poor lot. For any Christian object the parsonB I considered his superiors. Soon we were conducted into the meetings. We only wish we were able to send five or ten
could :pav raised ten times the amount in half the time. I chapel, and, in a few minutes, one hundred and eighty men, dollars for such papers for free distribution to you, but, un.
hope Mr. Heynolds will carry on the good work. I hav some with a degrading suit of clothes on, the right side black and fortunately, we are not, for we do all we can to support our
doubt, though; he wtm't hold out. I seem to read between the left red, caps the same, marched in with their officers and Liberal papers, and then whttt we can in numerous ways otherthe lines that he is tired of his job. Well, if he had an easy took seats where I could see every face distinctly.
wise. We hav had very interesting meetings for the year past,
time in orthodoxy, he is botmd to get tired of Infidel lecturing.
And, my friends, no one but myself will ever know my feel- 'and theJnterest is so great that we shall not adjourn during
You know it is only human he should; it is rougher work.
ings as I sat there. I could not restrain my feelings as I the summer months, as we did las!Jo year, but keep the meetWooLSON.
looked into the faces of those unfortunate brothers. I burst ings a-booming all the while.
[We do not know the law in New Jersey concerning the into tears. How I longed to take the hand of every one of
Our meetings are run the same way the Manhattan Club is
naming of children. Perhaps some of ouJ:NewJerseyreaders those young men-most of them were young men-and talk managed, a lecture first and then discussions follow, and all
may,-:E)D, l'. S.J.'
to them as I could at that time. Had I had the means, I would subjects are ably discussed.
THE TRUTH SEElrER grows better all the time, and it is read
take ·off those degrading ChriBtian clot4es, and they never
should be put on again, and I would let each one hav a neat every week with avidity. In the last l'RUTH 8EEK.8R an article
VJ1'1Jll1.i4~P, N. J., July 20, 1885.
Mn. EDITOll: Mr. Burk's plan f4 llecuhuizatiou, beginuing suit, al'ld, on Saturday afternoons, I would hav callad them all by Amrita I~al ltoy, on ~<Religion and the JJabor Movem.ent,"
o n tho broad basis of the population and proceeding so sys· together and said, "My brothers, look up! I want you to feel it~ one of the best I hav read in a long time. You hav our best

ematioally as to S!lOIU'Il interest &nd Bltstrumne:ot, is ao con· tb11t you a.re just AB good. as lam. lt is o:oly throush oiroum·

wisbe~

&lwaya.

Ever your friend,

A. B. SEvlllWiolll.
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shadow of a doubt as to the veracity of Polly off to-morrow, kittens and all,' said she.
"It's a pity you were not a girl. The idea
Peppercorn. " Isn't she a studying and a stud- Sally was stretched on the wall, and heard of a boy running and telling his mother every
every word Aunt Nancy said. She just winked little tMng.
ying all' the time?"
one
eye and twitched her tail, and just as soon
"But
what
I
should
like
to
know
is,
what
"You may laugh if yon want to," said the
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fell Rivw,
as Aunt Nancy went in the house, down noble little boy. "I hav made up my mind
Mass., to whom all Communications for this makes us liv ?"
amw should be sent.
"Fah! don't you know? 'Tis 'cause we eat; jumped Sally and made for the wood-shed, never, so long as I liv, to do anything I would
if we didn't eat we couldn't liv," and Frankie where she had six kittens-two white and black be ashamed to tell my mother."
"Between the dark and the daylight,
Muttonchops leaned against the wall and be- ones, one yellow, and the others sort of all
Noble resolve; and one which will make any
When the night begins to lower,
gan to whittle a stick with the importance of colors mixed up together. Well, she took the life true and useful. Let it be the rule of
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
an individual who has communicated a val- six baby kittens, one at a time, right in her every boy and girl to do nothing of which they
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
teeth, and off she carried them over to Uncle would be ashamed to tell mother.-S~Zected.
uable item of information.
'
Just then they heard an audible titter on the Jim Bradley's and hid them in the hay-mow,
.An Old-Time Lullaby.
other side of the wall, and looking over who and she did not come in our house till fall, af·
Our Puzzle Box•
should the boys see but Polly Peppercorn her- ter Aunt Nancy had gone off to Connecticut
1.-CONUNDRUM.
Up tlie stairs they merrily cllm bvisiting."
self picking dandelion greens.
Three little white gowns at sleepy-time,
"Was that all she eTer did that was cunBig brother Benny and baby Grace,
" Hello, Polly, we were just a talking about
And funny Wee-boy with the happy !ace;
ning?" inquired Polly.
'
you,"
said
Tommy
Clovertop.
"Johnny
GoAnd mamma sings, as they mount the stair,
"She did a good many more things, and
to
bed
does
not
know
what
makes
us
liv,
and
These cranky words to a queer old air" Go to bed, sleepy-head,
Frankie says 'tis because we eat-was that some of 'em were not quite so cunning. My
father went fishing once, and caught one great
And sleep !or money to buy a cow I"
right, Polly?"
Said BennY, "Such humbug I never heard I
"Yes, it was right-I shall tell you all about toggy."
"What is a toggy?" and Polly looked quite
And I don't believe It a single word.
that by and by. Of course, everything grows
I! I slept all night, and slept all day,
by eating or absorbing, which is the same bewildered.
Do you think I'd be any richer, say?" ·
thing. Plants, animals, rooks, and roses all . "Why a toggy is a tau tog, t-a-u-t-o-g, tau tog,
The wee-boy nodded his curly head.
hav to eat, or they would change into some and we meant to hav it for our breakfast. But
"Mamma, sing It aden!" the baby said.
Sally sneaked in the pantry, where it lay on a
"Go to bed, sleepy-head,
other sort of material."
And sleep !or money to buy a cow I"
"They'd die, wouldn't they?" inquired plate, all olean and nice, threw it on the floor,
and eat, and eat, and eat so much that it made
Bald Benny, "Who made such a silly song?
Frankie Muttonchops.
It tells a story; It must be wrong."
"We should say they would die,"' said Polly, her· sick. My mamma was so offended with
" I can't tell, Benny, I only know
"but really nothing ever dies; it changes into Sally that she told Timothy, the man who
It was Sting to !lle long years ago,
other forms of life, and change is always going works at our house, to take that mean old oat
By your old Scotclil granny, sweet and dear,
John is a dull boy. If the bee should sting
on. You know I told you the other day about and carry her away so far that she never him, why would it hav a good effect?
When I was as small as baby here.
Bo go to bed, sleepy-head,
the gases and principles of life, and maybe would set her two eyes on her again. So Tim
And sleep !or money to buy a cow,"
2.-REBUS,
you thought those principles were only in hu- harnessed up old Billy to the light wagon, put
Sally in a oroous bag, tied it up tight, and car"I! grandmamma eald It, It must be true:
man beings-did you?"
ried her nine miles and a half, and when he
But I don't believe it, now say, do you?
"I did," said Johnny Gotobed.
And tell me, mamma, I'd like to know,
got opposit a good-looking farm house with a
"But the same principles are in everything,
When she sent you to bed, did you always go?"
big barn and good fences, and a lot of pigs
"Yes, I aJwa.ys went, just a.s you must now.''
in all matter, and· just the same elements are
Said the funny Wee-boy, "Then where's your cow?'• always in the world, in one shape or another down in the orchard; he let Sally out of the
bag, and drove for home as fast as he could.
" Oh, go to bed, sleepy-head,
-they cannot be destroyed. People who hav Timothy said he knew the man that lived
The cow jumped over the moon, they said."
studied a great deal id the science of life say there, and he thought he was a pretty good
-Nancy Patton McLean.
that all the substances or elements in the sort of man, because he always kept the place
world can be counted, and make less than a
looking so neat. But two days afterwards,
Which is the Strongest 1
hundred."
when Tim got up in the morning, Sally was
The Persian king sat on his throne;
"How many different substances ru:e there?" sitting there on the door-step as contented as
Around him, file on file,
asked Tommy Clovertop.
ever. Tim was scared and said, 'Lord bless
The lords or all his mighty zone,
"Well, some say sixty, others sixty-four. me, Sally! where'd you come from?'"
From India to the Nile,
There may be more that are not known, but
With gold and gems resplendent shone,
"Was she real good after that?" asked
And smiled to see him smile.
somebody will find them, if so, by and by. See Johnny Gotobed.
11
this sweet-fern leaf-smell it. Perhaps you
Now, tell me," said he, halt in scorn,
"She was for quite a while, but she soon
"Which Is the strongest thingthink that what you smell is not a substance, got bad again, and when Aunt Nancy went in
Pronounce the names of these animals in
Woman, or Wine, or Truth, sky-born,
but it is, all the same, very fine indeed; but if the bed-room nne day, the company bed-room, pairs in such an order as to form words meanor Persl~<'s mighty king ?
our eyes were as fine in proportion I guess we and s11w Sally curled up on the new white bed- ing the following: 1. Perhaps; 2. To worry;
Who answers best, a purple vest
could see it, and if our sense of touch was del- spread, and a whole lot of new kittens squirm- 3. Steril; 4. A kind of drinking vessel; 5. A
Shall hav, with golden ring."
icate enough we might take the substance of ing and stretching themselvs inside her best kind of fruit.
Then spoke the first and said, " BAd wine
odor in our very hands, but, as it is, we can bonnet !-oh, if she wasn't so mad ! She told
0! allis strongest tar,
Correspondence.
only smell it, and the sense of smell tells the Timothy to drown every kitten, and she said
It fills the heart with joy divine;
Ll!e brightens like a star;
MuRRAY, IDAHo, July 5, 1885.
mind that it is an agreeable odor."
she would attend to Sally herself. She carThe rich and poor embrace benign,
DEAR Miss WrxoN: As there are so many
"But
is
mind
a
substance,
too?"
inquired
ried her down in the pine woods, tied a string boys and girls that write for THE TRUTH
And all men brethren are.
Johnny Gotobed.
around her neck, and tied the other end of the SEEKER, I thought that you would like to hear
Then said the second, bowing low,
"Why, yes, it is, but it must be very, very string to a high limb. She thought she was from this part of the country. I hav not seen
"Earth's strongest Is the King.
fine indeed, because nobody has ever got hold dead, sure enough, but Sally got home before any letters from way. We are acquainted
He says, • Go forth!' his armies go,
They rear no living thing.
of it to pick it to pieces and analyze it and tell she did! When Aunt Nancy came in she said: with Mr. Pritchard, the man who discovered
the mines. Times are dull now, for there is
They smite the foe with deadly blow,
all about its properties, any more than they ' I guess she won't spoil another bonnet for no water to work the claims that are on the
And home rich treasures bring."
can discover the perfumes of plants and flow- me. She's as dead as a door nail.' All the hills, but they are working the creek claims,
Then said the third, " Woman o! all
ers, or the keen faculty of some animals like time Sally was under the stove, peeping out at and some claims pay better than others. This
0! th.,se Is strongest still.
cats,
for instance, who can find their way back Aunt Nancy, as- if she would like to Ray, 'You is a go<.d gold country, but the gold is very
She rules the king within his hall,
to their old homes, walking miles and miles didn't come it that time, old girl !' She didn't deep here. They had a celebration here and"
And has with each her will.
sent a paper balloon up in the air. but it did
till they reach the old homestead.
What man most values, at her call
liv long, though, for she mourned herself to not go very far. Papa takes THE TRUTH
He brings her lap to fill.
"We think because we hav brains to think death for her kitten.s. I don't think Aunt SEEKER, and has ever since it was first pub"I saw Apame sitting !air
lished. I write to some girls in California that
with. If we had no brain, we should not Nancy did just right, myself."
Beside the king ot the land;
think."
"I am very sure she didn't," said Polly. I never saw, but I am acquainted with their
She plucked the crown from his dark hair
father, and he takes THE TRUTH SEEKER.
"Do you suppose cats think?" asked Johnny "Of course Sally did not know any better. It Their name is Waybright, and one of the girls
With air or mock command,
Go tobed.
shows she was intelligent by her going fishing, said she would WriLe to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
-Then placed It on her tresses rare,
And slapped him with her hand.
" I know our cat thinks," replied Tommy and carrying off her kittens when your Aunt As I hav no more news, I will close for the
Clovertop. " We had a cat once, and her name Nancy threatened to do what she did, and by present with success to the Children's Corner.
"Nor frowned the king, but only smiled,
MELISSA ERwiN.
Submlaslv to her mind.
was Sally, and she was smart, and no mistake. coming back home when Timothy carried her Good-bye, from
To her caprice he was a child.
She would climb the highest tree, jump over a away, and I think if your Aunt Nancy had
So always with mankind;
GREELEY, CoL., July 16, 1885.
five-foot wall, go fishing, and catch 'em, too. talked and reasoned with Sally she would hav
No matter how untamed and wild,
DEAR Miss WrxoN: As I hav not written beShe used to go to the shore and dig clams when done better. Cats oan be taught as well as
Woman can tame and bind.
fore, you will be surprised to hear from me.
the tide was low. She was crazy for clams, children. But this isn't picking dandelions for I wish there was a Liberal Sunday-school here,
"But Truth Is stronger still; Its hand
was
Sally.
Before
she
learned
to
dig
them,
dinner.
You
take
the
knife
and
dig
some
for
Reaches !rom heaven above.
as we do not like to go to an orthodox school.
she would go and steal the fisherman's bait in me, while I pick some blue violets, huckle- We h~tv a Liberal hymn book, but wish to hav
It binds the ages with a band
0! wisdom and or love.
the boathouse down there at the shad-hole. berry blossoms, and pussy-willow buds for a one having the words set to music. Do you
The earth stands still at Its command,
know where we could get one?
One time she got a clam in her mouth that had bouquet."
The sun and stars do move.
We all like the Children's Corner very much
a hook in it, and she came home with the hook
Very soon the three boys had the basket full but I hav not seen a single letter from thi~
" Wine may exalt us to the skies,
in her mouth, fastened there, and the line was of young dandelion leaves, and Polly had a place. This place has about three thousand
But then It blteth sore.
dragging after her. Sally walked straight up pretty little bouquet, and thimking the boys inhabitants, and over one thousand school
A woman's sweetest witcheries
to my father, and looked up in his face, with she hurried down the lane toward her home. children.
Will !ade when youth Is Q'er,
Hoping this letter will not go in the waste
But Truth eternal never dies,
real tears in her eyes, and with the awfullest
When nearly at the end of it, 'l'ommy
basket, I remain truly yours,
And gladdens more and more."
"Me-e-e-e-ow" that ever you heard in all your Clovertop screamed out, "Polly, the cat we
ANNA LEIGHTON.
The princes shouted, " Grllat Is Truth,
life, she just begged him to get that hook out. hav now is one or" Sally's grandchildren, and
P.S.-The answer to the pictorial enigma
And mightiest over all!"
And she kept just as still as a mouse, sir, while she's the best cat you ever saw."
No.3, in the June 20th number of THE TnuT~
Darius said, "o, Hebrew youth,
he out the hook out. After that you couldn't
"Yes," said Polly, "come over to-morrow SEEKER is candy, nuts, and oranges. A: L.
Stand first In court and hall.
hire Sally to taste of fishermen's bait, and she about five o'clock, and we'll hav a little talk."
All things, forsooth, !eel Time's fierce tooth,
learned to dig her own clams herself, and then
"All right, Polly," said the boys. " We'll
But Truth shall never tall!"-Henry Peterson.
MAINELAND, .NEn., July 15, 1385.
she would bring them home for somebody to be there." Then Johnny Gotobed called,
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Dear Friend: We
open and get out the inside for her. That looks "Pol-l-y, are cats made of the same kind of may all address you thus, though you do not
Peppercorn Stories
know us personally, because you are doing a
as if she had some sort of thought, doesn't it?" elements as we are?"
friendly work for all mankind in your labor for
WHAT WE ARE MADE OF.
"Did she do any more tricks ?" questioned
"Just thE> same," answered Polly.
the little ones. I read the Corner with deep
Tommy Clovertop, Frankie Muttonchops, Johnny Gotobed.
interest and look upon it as being one of the
and J ohhny Gotobed were sitting in the shadow
"She used to roll on my Aunt Nancy's
.Ashamed to Tell Mother.
most important, _if not the most important, deof a rough stone wall in the middle of a heap flower-beds--"
"I would be ashamed to tell mother," was partments for Liberal effort. One man said,
of ferns, discussing Polly Peppercorn's last
"I s'pose she wanted to see them come up," a little boy's reply to his comrades, who were "Let me make the songs of a nation and I
care not who makes the laws." He might bettalk.
laughed Frankie Muttonchops.
trying to tempt him to do wrong.
ter hav said, "Let me mold the minds of the
" Isn't Polly too funny for anything?" said
"Aunt Nancy livs with us, and she had
"But you need not tell her; no one will children and I will make your laws in a few
Johnny Gotobed. "Do you suppose it is all planted sweet 'lyssum, marigolds, velvet pinks, know anything about it."
years." Your work is for eternity as well as for
true that she tells us?"
hollyhocks, and poppies, and when Sally
"I would know all about it myself, and I now. The little minds with the hood of su"Course 'tis true," and Tommy Clovertop scratched 'em all up and rolled on 'em, I tell would feel mighty mean if I could not tell perstition and fear lifted will be clearer,
stronger, and better able to work and raise
ovkad the indignation he felt at hearing a . you Aunt Nancy was mad, • I'll carry that cat mother.'' "
others than those who later in life were liber-
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a ted, after having felt the. galling chains.
While the church holds ~he children our work.
will progreoss but slowly. I need not multiply
reasons why the Cor!ler is a good work, for
itself givs sufficient evidence that you yourself hav seen and know the full value of the
work upon which you are engaged. I desire to
throw in a mite and so help to amuse and interest the little ones. I inclose two puzzles,
which, if worthy, please place in the Corner.
I also inclose some of the wild flowers of these
great,prairies. They are very pretty now. I
hope they will retain at least their colors. The
Corner is no place for long letters, or I would
be tempted to giv the little Eastern truth seekers a description of our broad prairies where
flowers of every hue are nodding and flashing
in the sunlight at this season. But they must
wait till another time, if at all. We also hav
some very strange little animals which they
never see except in the pictures. If Miss
Wixon will permit, I may make up a letter of
some interest.
For the present and for all time an interested reader and a heart full of love for a.ll
rea~ers of the Corner,
L. E. HuGGINS.
[We thank our friend for this kind letter.
Such words of encouragement and appreciation are a great inspiration in our efforts for the
entertainment and instruction of our darling
children. The prairie flowers arrived in good
condition, bright in color and fragrant. They
are very beautiful, and, we think, must make
a lovely picture blooming amid the waving
prairie grasses. We in the East, and all of us
everywhere, we think, would be delighted
with a sketch from the pen of our friend descriptiv of the Western prairie, which is a
wonder-land to us who hav never seen one in
all its bright and glowing beauty.-ED. C. C.].
[Our thanks are due little Cora for a pretty
cardboard picture. It is done very well for so
young a child, and adorns a shelf in our room,
and is admired by all who see it.-ED. C. C.]
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lfottru.
Old Hundred and Doxology.
REVISED VEReiON,
All people that on earth do dwell, .
Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice;
No matter It you can't sing well,
Come ye before him and rejoice.
Know that the Lord Is God Indeed;
·From nothing he himself did make,
And us his sheep, s.nd each sheep's creed,
Also the devil, s.nd the snake.
Oh, enter, then, his gates with praise,
Approach with joy his courts unto;
Flatter s.nd laud him s.ll thy days,
For he commands us so to do.
For why ? The Lord our God Is good;
His mercy you may thus secure;
For centuries his hell has stood,
And shs.ll from age to s.ge endure.
DOXOLOGY.
Praise God, from whom all blessings flow,
And also every form of woe;
Praise him above, ye heavenly host,
And thus delight the Holy Ghost.
IMPROVIS \TRICE.

:.Mr.

Beecher's Christianity.

From the Brooklyn Eagle nf July 6th.

Yesterday Mr. Beecher ended the series of
sermons upon the subject of evolution, which
he began some weeks ago. In making this
known, however, to his congregation he took
care to tell them particularly that with one
branch of the subject, that, namely, of miracles,
he proposed to deal somewhat later in the
year. This and the related questions of
prayer, of t_he atonement, the divinity of
Christ, and the resurrection, he leaves to be
discussed in the light of the major truths of
evolution, and in setting the sermons which
will treat of them aside from the present
series, as corollaries dependent upon what
has been demonstrated before, he acts consistently enough. At the same time he makes it
perfectly clear that these matters hav become
subsidiary in their importance, and so, of
course, cease to occupy toward the thought of
the present day any such relation as they held
to the laAt generation. And, in truth, provided that Mr. Beecher iR perfectly sound in
his position, as dllscribed in the series . of sermons now closed, where else could he place
them?
How much value these charming discourses
may possess as contributions to the literature
of the subject; how profound will be their
effect 'upon the thought of the day, coming as
they do from the most daring and original of
American pulpiteers as well as the most intellectual and influential; what, even, will be their
full weight, estimated by their effect, on
Plymouth congregation, must be determined
after an interval. The world will watch all
these relations with deep interest, when the
time comes. At present it will concern itself
wisely with what is immediately involved.
Whatever, then, may follow in the future, one
thing has already been accomplished. No intelligent reader of this memorable series need
be under any doubt as to where Mr. Beecher
stands, what he believes of the biblical story,
or what value he places upon the generally
held and time-honored system of religion,
which cannot better be described than by the
term dogmatic Christianity. In a word, he
will hav none of it. He has outgrown it. No
longer do its terrors move him. Its pathos is
no longer immediate, to influence his reason
as well as his emotion. It is, as history, interesting only as a sample of what a cluster of
extremely consequential persons thought of
themselvs and the phenomena of nature and
spirit about them. Its real hold upon the
wodd is that it contains certain truths. These
hav been told heretofore in a fragmentary way,
and with varying accuracy, perhaps all through
recorded time; the one virtue of the Bible is
that it presents them better than has ever before or since been done.
But the Bible is not to be accepted as the
sole guide of man. Mr. Beecher does not only
decline to accept its literal accuracy; he even
stands aloof and condemns much of its doctrinal effort as pagan, heathenish, irrational,
and perhaps demoralizing. There never was a
fall. To teach that man was little lower than
the angels originally, and by some misadventure sank to the lowest and most hopeless depths
of estrangement from God; that that state was
consequently characteristic of all who hav
since lived, and that some fitful break in the
order of nature was necessary to bring about a
reconciliation, is to teach foolish fables. There
was no fall; then, necessarily, there was no redemption,,and so the whole story of human
depravation and vicarious atonement is an offense to the intelligence of mankind, when
pr~ffered as a litera.! fact in the world's history.
As to the crucifixion of Christ as a sacrificial
act, by means of which all mankind might

forego its penalties for offenses for which it
could not be held responsible, that, too, is a
mere assumption, more or less poetic, perhaps,
but wholly without foundation. The resurrection, in the actual sense in which Christians
of the old orthodox creed understood "it, is
equally unauthenticated, equally opposed to
what we know of the processes of law, and
wholly unimportant. Hell Mr. Beecher disposed of long ago; and the Old Testament revisers hav justified his disposition of it.
Thus stripped of its authority and of its assumptions, Christianity must stand or fall as a
system of morals in due proportion as it receives the sanction of the intellect and the approval of experienr.e. If it is in conflict with
logic, so much the worse for it, since the principles of logic are based upon irrefutable truth.
It is no longer a privileged system, ringed
round with terrors to warn off investigation;
no longer a pretext for privilege such as once
hedged about a king and made the priest a
temporal prince.
So far as we can see, Mr. Beecher's Christianity differs in no particular way from the
ethical system of philosophy which satisfied
the pupils of Socrates and Plato. Jesus the
Christ is only a personification of the Kalon
K'Agathon, the Beautiful and the Good. He
becomes an art form of the same splendid order as an epic poem, the Parthenon, St. P,eter's,
"Macbeth," or one or all of Raphael's paintings. He is a living symbol of the art idea
which expresses itself in the several ways that
are here suggested. As the Son of Man, potentially sitting at the right hand of power,
armed with Jovian lightnings and awaiting
permission to " come again with great glory"
to "shake terribly the earth," he is unthinkable, pagan, irrational, and .wholly non-existent. As a study in perfection he is without a
peer, perhaps; vastly more beautiful than
Apollo as he remains in marble for all time, or
even than Socrates or Buddha., so far as a no.
bier conception of humanity is the test; still,
he has not by any means the beauty or sublimity of the universe of law of which science
is the gospel.
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For yean past it has neen known to the pro res.
slon that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn-out sull'ert.r from disease, Many human Ita·
rians In the profession, thinking more or the alleviation or sull'erlng than they did of the code or
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supply this vital force to the worn-out body tloA
patient Will get WI' II,
Ah 1 but how Ia it to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solvPtl
the problem. Here and there throughout the worl<'
are fields or what are known as magnetic ore. I 1
was observed that the ore, when cart it'd upon tbe
person, was round to be a safeguard aga.lnet dlseMr,
and to thl8 circumstance we are largely indebted 1 or
magnetic wearing apparel, rorltwas an easy tram- I·
tion from carry! ng magnet! c ore to covering t1 ~
body with permanently charged magnets, placed It•
garments fitted to every part or the body. E!h PA
the first Introduction of magnetic appliances 118 a
curattve, there ho.s been a number or these so-callNl
magnetic garments folated upon the public by m ""
whose sole object was gain. Unscientific in CJ•t•·
structlon, and having little if any magnetlam 111
them, their life was of short duration; it was l<•l•!l
enough, however, to demonstrate that when Ct.!l·
structed upon scientific prlnciplestherewasscarceb·
an ailment that human fiesh is helr to that wvuhl
submittotnelr healing infiuence,
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tore oll'ered to the pu bile, being the only scient! fi, ·.
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two and a half years since they were first oll'er... '
to the public, and during that time we hav treatNl
thousands of patients, and not a single esse of rau.
ure to receive benefit reported to us, wh1le we a1 e
In da1ly receipt or testimon lals of cures from all
parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantltt~s
as advised by us.
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Uter·1,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumore
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. VItus' Dance, and all form
of chronic tnvalldlam.
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.FOB forms ot government let fools contest,
Whate'er Is best administered Is best;
For modes of faith let graceleBB zealots fight,
His can't be WTong whose llfe Is In the right,
In Faith and Hope the world will dls~gree.
But all mankind's concern Is Charity,
All must be false that thwart this one great end,
And all of good that bless mankind or mend.
-Pt>pe.
ONE man Is continually led by the complexion of
his temper to forbode evil to himself and to the
wotld, while another, after a thousand disappointments, looks forwatd to the future with exultation,
and feels his confidence In providence unshaken,
One principal cause of such dltrerences Is undou btedly the natural constitution of the mind In point of
fortitude,- Dugald St.wart,
THE wretch condemned with life to part,
Still, still on hope relies,
And every pang that rends the heart
Bids expectation rise.
Hope, like the glimmering taper's light,
Adorns and cheers the way,
And still, as darker grows the night,
Emlta a brighter ray.
-Goldsmith,
No honest man can look upon the world and see It
as It really Is, without the question rising In him
whether there be any God that governs It at all. No
one can accept the popular notion of heaven and hell
as actually true, wlthou t being as t~rrlfted as Bunyan was, We go on as we do, and attend to our
business and enjoy ourselvs, because the words hav
no real meaning to ua, Providence, In Its kindness,
leaves most of us unbleased or uncursed with a nature of too fine fiber, -Froude's BtJnyan.
CoNFUCIUS Is distinguished among the religious
teachers of China by his worldly and practical character, All religion In his handling Is brought down
to the business of dally life, and estimated by Its
temporal benefttl!. A rationalist of the common type,
he made no pretension to knowledge of supernatural things, and even advised his -followers not to
concern themselvs with Inquiries about the nature
of God, but to Jearn well their own duties, and 10
practice In their respectlv places, and especially to
g!v attention to political knowledge, as the path to
usefulness and honor,-Dr. J, L. Moffat (•j PrinC~:ton),
THE tree man Js king of himself, but he Is ruler
of none other; s&lf-respectlng, he must respect the
rights of others; jealous of hB own liberty, he must
be equally jealous of the liberty of every one else;
.stern defender of hJa own dignity, he muat, With
equal sternneas, repress any pereonalinc11natlon, or
any inclination of the many, to Injure the same dignity, which Is In each Individual allke.-Mr•. Annie

C.!.PITAL puni~hment I as the boy said when the
s"hoolmlstre!is seated him with the girls.
DOGS are beginning to use their summer pants,
It the heat continues they will all need muzzlln'.

'rH.8

THE Prince of Wales has stopped taking the Pall
Mall Gazette, It Is possible, however, that he has
done worse things than that.

Truth Seeker Annual

A.NONG the new books soon to be published Is one
on Herod and one on Mal thus, The names of these
two famous persons can never die. Both did their
utmost to relieve the world of the small boy,
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WHEN the contribution box came back to him
empty a clergyman said solemnly: " Experience
may be a dear teacher, but the members of this
particular !lock who hav experienced religion ha v
acccompllshed It at a very trlftlrig cost, The choir
Will slog the seventy-ninth hymn, omitting the first,
1hlrd, and fourth verses, In order to save unneceseary wear on the organ."
''Is the coon a smart anima.! ?" asked a stranger
of old Sl Jackson on Onion creek. "Talk about
coons being smart, I should say dey was smart."
"Well, how smart are they?" "A coon played me
de meanest trick you eber heard tell on. I, foun• a
hole whar de coon went Inter de groun', an' I waited
dar all day long to shoot dat coon, an' when he did
come out he was a polecat."

"CAN any little boy or girl tell me why the lions
woilld not hurt Daniel ?" said a gentleman, addr~ss
lng a sunday-school, "I know," eald one bright
little fellow, holding up his hand. "And what was
the reason, my little man ?" said the speaker, stepping forward, with his face In a joyous glow.
"Speak up loud, so that all may hear you. Why
wouldn't the lions bite Daniel ?" " I guess It was
e0z he b'longed to the circus."

It I &m right, thy grace Impart,

L_

"Now, then," said the school-teacher. who was
an ardent advocate of temperance, "what Is It that
causes men to fight ?" While waiting for some one
to shout" Bum I" a little boy held up his hand and
cried: "Dogs I" • "Dogs I" exclaimed the teacher In
astonishment, "Yesem, When a man says his dog ·
Is better'n another maa's dog there's sure to be a.
fight,"

A POLICEMAN died In Erie, Pa,, a feW days agO,
drinking copiously of Ice-water, It Is not
often that a policeman so far forgete himself as to
Indulge In colorless and ftavorleas beverages; but
when he does step aside !rom the beaten track, It Is
all up with him. Keep water away from a polleeman and glv lllm plenty of sleep, and he'll llv, It
not forever, long enough for all practical purposes.

v~•.,··~~ AT THE TRUTH SEEKER

LET not this weak, unknowing hand
Presume thy bolts to throw,
And deal damnation round the land
On each I judge thy foe,

-Longfellow.

"MOTHER, the other dar you said God made everything for a good purpose. I'd like to know what
good purpose there Is In these doggone files."
" Why, son, to keep you from being lazy," "Whoa,
Em my I I got you now. I wasn't horned when the
files were first made."

a~ter

Be~ant,

To find that better way,
-P&pe.
FAR more Important than specific lnftuence on
other writers, or even on the development of the
au bjecta with which they deal, has been the etreet
of Locke's writings on the lllstory of progreas and
clv111zatlon. In an age of excitement il.nd prejudice
he set men the example Of thinking calmly and
clearly, When philosophy was almost synonymous
with the arid discussion of scholastic subtleties, he
wrote so as to Interest statesmen and men of the
world. At (he time when the chains of dogma were
far tighter, and the penalties of attempting to loosen
them far more stringent than It Is now e&sy to conceive, he raised questions which stirred the very
depths of human thought. And all this he did In a
spirit so candid, so tolerant, so liberal, and so unselfish, that he seemed to be writing, not for his own
party nor his own times, but tor the future 01
knowledge and of manklnd.-FC>W!er's Locke,
THE hlghte by great men reached and kept
Were not attained by sudden !light;
But they, while their companions slept,
Were tolling upward In the night,

" WHY did the Apostle Paul go to Athens ?" asked
a Sunday-school teacher. "Please, sir, was It to
tbrow the detectlva orr his track ?" answered a
Oanadlan tourist's little boy whose papa left him
behind,

A IDNISTEB sat at the beside of a lady who was
very Ill. "We must all die, my dear madam," he
said gently. "But what Is death compared With the
glories that are to come? Think of heaven, with Its
slivery streams, Its clear running fountains, Its
eternal hills, lte green fields, and Its pleasant meadows; Its clustering palms and crystal lakes, Its-"
"Yes," sighed the lady, "It must be a delightfUl
place to look upon, but I should be dreadfully afraid
ot ma.la.rta.."
"I UNDERSTAND you had qUite a lively time at
your house Saturday night," said Johnson to young
Mr. Smlrel on the Monday after the celebration of
the national anniversary, "Yes, rather," replied
Mr. Bmlrel, with a pleased and happy blush, which
rather disconcerted Johnson, "What was the excitement ? Celebrating the Fourth?" "Oh, no,"
hastily answered Mr. Smlrel, with a blush," It was
only the first." "Why I" exclaimed Johnson, surprised, " Saturday wasn't the first; It was the "then he stopped, made a little calculation on his
fingers, remarked "Oh I" with a peculiar significance, and went In with Smlrel to help him to select
the cigars.
THEY stood beneath the summer skies and
watcbed the twinkling stars In ceaseless brilliant
twlnk. It was a night to bring the angels !rom the
blue that they 'lllght lay their gentle hands upon
the evening air, and, touching every heartstring, fill
the world with harmony. "And this Is love," she
said looking Into his face. "And love Is religion,"
he continued, stooping to kiss the pretty plnkneas
of her cheek. "What religion?" she asked naively,
" Presbyterian, or Methodist, or Baptist, or Episcopalian?" "None of these, angel mine," he Whispered, folding her to his throbbing heart; " none of
these; It Is You-an'-I-tarlan," Devotional exercises
were continued until a late hour.
DOUDLE ACTION POETRY.
In his court King Charles was standing on his head
a golden crown,
And his royal brow was wrinkled In a most portentous frown.
Fifty courtiers entered walking on their hands were·
jewels bright
Set In rings of gold and silver what a rare and splen-·
did sight,
Four·and-twenty noble ladles proud and fair and ten
feet long
Were the trains that flowed behind them borne by
pages stout and strong.
In a bower of fragrant roses the m uslclans no'!\o oompete
··
Blowing trumpets with their noses they Inhale the·
'fragrance sweet.
See the queen how sad and tearful W! the kl ng cut.
orr her head
One bright tress of hair at parting and she wishes
she were dead,
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civilization comes into contact with barbarism, fortably now.' They say we must economize
Bibles and brandy are always used to giv the by buying a cheaper article of clothing. We
first upward impulse.-Herald.
say, 'Hard work givs us a good appetite, and
A GEORGIA physician took the precaution to we can't set a substantial table.' They say:
secure a certificate from a woman whom he ' Corn is cheap; your table ought not to cost
had treated, stating that it was his services much.' This creates an ill-~eeling between
which had given relief. When some praying capital and labor. When. the capitalist prays
visitors announced that their petitions to heav- for us one day in the week, and ··preys on us
en had brought about the result, the doctor the other six, it can't be expected that we will
triumphantly shook the document in their hav much respect for his Christianity." Simfaces, and they retired from the scene dis- ilar sentiments no doubt prevail among
workers, but there is a deeper and more sigcomfited.
'
nificant reason why the more intelligent workAGENT DAVIDSON, of the Mormon church of
Utah, passed through Washington last week men no longer attend church. They hav lost
en 1·oute to Jackson and DeKalb counties all faith in the dogmas of Christianity•.

llolts and 9Jlippings.
A C~ciNNATI paper says: "Hell by any
other name is just as hot." . This is, no doubt.,
official.
EPISCOPAL Bishop Bedell condemns· the revised version because "it tends to unsettle
fixed beliefs."
THERE is a clause pending before the Florida
constitutional convention wh\ch makes clergymen ineligible as members of the legislature.
A FLOATING joke says the whale that swallowed Jonah was like a milkman retired on
an independence, because he took a great
profit out of water.
Dn. BnowN-SEQUARD, a resident of this conn·try, has just received the biennial prize of
20,000 francs from the French Academy of
Sciences. He received 74 votes against 7 in
favor of the explorer, De Brazza.
A CATHOLIC priest named Bruzza has been
arrested at Leghorn, Italy, for enticing young
girls to· ruin by means of an "orphanage."
Twenty little girls were found in the institution. The lady superior has fled.
TnE will of Dr. Prime, editor of the Observe1·,
indicates that he had gathered a large amount
of this world's goods. He leaves his relativs
nearly $50;000 in money, besides shares in the
Observer which hav a considerable commercial
yalue.
ARTHUR J. CAPEL, a brother of Monsignor
Capel, has had his six months' invitation to the
liberties of the Union Club, New York, revoked, because of behavior not becoming a
. gentleman, in getting drunk and sleeping in
one of the parlors.

·.Alabama, where he expects to purchase suffi~
cient territory for the settlement of three hundred Europeans, who hav joined the Mormon
·church, and are soon to arrive in the United
States. Davidson is provided with funds aufficient to accomplish his undertaking without
delay.

CATHOLICS are advancing in all parts of the
country upon the. principles of religious liberty, and their aggressions are going to compel
a bitter conflict. We formerly thought that
some were extravagant in their views of the
purposes of Rome in America, but recent
events show that the Jesuits are as sleeplese,
as unprincipled, as plausible as they hav ever
been. By their political craft they are able to
develop a band of traitors among Protestants
who will join hand in hand with them.-Advocate.

MissiONARIES in the equatorial lake region of
Africa hav discovered that a kind of beer made
of bananas is a prophylactic against malarial
fevers, and that this drink is indispensable to
their health. Of course the missionaries take
the beer only for the stomach's sake and their
often infirmities. Contemporaneous with this
discovery, a priest in Spain has found that
absinthe will prevent cholera, and he therefore imbibes the liqueur in generous quantities. It was a theological student, we believe,
who first discovered that smoking was good
for corns.

Mn. J. H. HART, the Utah emigrant agent in
this city, ii, making arrangements for the reception of six hundred European converts to
Mormonism, who will be landed here about
August 20. These people will come in one of
the steamships of the Guion line.
LonD CoLE~IDGE, one of England's great
guns, being threatened with breach of promis,
is about to marry. Sir Charles Dilke, another
IN a recent article on prohibition published
noble lord, has just paid an injured husband in THE TRUTH SEEKER, our correspondent
$125,000. All London's nobility seems to be "Temperance" held that light wines and beer
suffering exposure. "God save the queen.' were more conduciv to temperance than the
Mn. C. DE RoBERTS, of Albion, Neb., has efforts of Prohibitionists. The following cliptaken his children from the public schools, ping would seem to support that view: " I
and declares his intention to resign as a mem- hav sold hundreds, I might almost say thouber of the board and hav nothing to do with a sands, of lots' to Germans," said a real estate
school district that compels his children to lis- man, "and I hav noted one significant fact.
ten to the reading of the scriptures and the The moment a German takes to whisky he's
gone. He may swallow beer, ale, wine, and
repetition of the Lord's prayer.
FAITH cures are recognized by the London cider enough to float a ship, and yet pull
Lancet, which says there is no question that through and pay for his lot, but old rye will
they are wrought. There is no miracle in faith lay him out. When a whisky-drinking Gerhealing, but it would be a miracle if faith man wants to deal with me on time, I say
'No.',
healing did not occur under favorable conditions. 'fhe mistake that has been made is in
A Bunn OAK, Mich., paper reports the proproclaiming faith cures as a religious function. ceedings of a camp-meeting as follows: "Last
AN exchange regrets that the form of law did Sunday a Mrs. W m. Simkins got ' the power'
not permit the jury in the Dudley-Rossa case at a Free Methodist camp-meeting at Algansee.
to find a verdict thus: "We, the jury, find After some hours, friends- outsiders- got
that Rosstl being a dynamiter, and a blather- alarmed, called a physician, and attempted to
skite, the irrepressible little English woman, remove her. The elders objected, and in the
especially as she is a woman, was somewhat row that followed a Mr. Navison was hit in the
excusable for taking a shot at him-especially jaw by an elder-Clark. He swore out a warrant for Clark's arrest upon a charge of assault
as she could not shoot to kill."
'l'wo colored clergymen presented themselvs and battery. War followed. He was taken,
for recognition at the Convention of the South and is under $500 bonds to appear before a
Carolina diocese of the Protestant Episcopal Coldwater justice to-day; and Elder Matthews,
church at Columbia in May last. A brother who took a prominent part in the camp-meettried to hav them kept out on account of their ing held south of this village a few weeks ago,
color, and a great deal of discussion is going is under $100 bonds for resisting an officer."
on about it. 'l'he darkias threaten to divide
THE Rev. Washington Gladden, of Columthe church unless they are recognized.
bus, 0 , is trying to find out why a majority of
'fnE advance of civilization is a very curious , workingmen hav deserted the churches. One
affah. There are missional'ies in the island of worker writes, no doubt expressing _the sentiZanzibar, and there is rum also-both of them ments of many others: "Ot course, the manimportations from representativ Christian na- ufacturers can and should dress better than
tions. The missionary preaches to a ·Score, 1: the laborer. But when we see them so full of
while the liquor affects a hundred. Zanzibar religion on Sunday, and thea grinding the
is in one sense Absorbing the spirit of modern faces of the poor on the other six days, we are
times, or, perhaps, we had better say the' apt to think that they are insincere. They
spirits. It may be according to the laws of say to us, 'We are not making as much as we
so!lial evolution that a people must first be- would like; we will hav to reduce the cost of
come drunk before they can become Christian; our goods by cutting down your wages a little.'
but it is certainly a :veruarkable fact that when We say, 'We can't clothe our families com-
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Jjltws of fht 1/tth.
ToRONTO, Can., had the biggest fire in its
history last Sunday night.
SING SING prison netted a profit of over
$6,000 for the month of July.

A Hoi\EL at Quitman, Ga., has been tarned
into a seminary for colored girls.
THE mystery of the woman's body found
in the Charles river at Boston .remains unsolved.
Mrss MoonE, an American young lady, has
taken the first prize for singing at the Paris
Conservatoire.
THE cholera is spreading in Marseille~,
~ranee
In Spain there is no apparent abatement of the scourge.

THE Smithsonian Institution has received
from Barton county, Ga., a natural curiosity
that is ·arousing much interest. A company
which is getting out limestone from a solid
ledge found, 100 feet below the surface of the
Ex-GoVERNOR ST. JoHN, of Kansas, is in New
ledge, an immense deposit of human and animal bones carelessly heaped together and im- York, and will make a series of addresses on
bedded in the solid rock. The bones are in- temperance throughout the state.
tact, but break when an effort is made to free
EL MARDI, the False Prophet of the Soudan,
them from the stone. A mass of this conglom- recently deceased, left two young sons and
erate of stone and bones, weighing 5,000 numerous wives to mourn their loss.
pounds, has been received there, and the
GENERAL GRANT's remains arrive in New
Smithsonian authorities will send an expert York on the 5th to lie in state in the city hall
down to examin the deposit, which is repre- for two days, the funeral taking place on the
sented to weigh many tons. No explanation 8th.
is offered for the bones being there, save that
SARAH ALTHEA HILL, plaintiff in the Hilla cave eXisted there inhabited by antediluvians,
Sharon divorce suit, has entered the lecture
and it afterward slowly filled with a limestone
field to raise funds to continue divorce prodeposit which cannot now be distinguished
ceedings.
from the original rock.
"IT is astonishing what timber the Green- • IN a balloon race at Chetenham Beach, Ill.,
back party pick up when they want a public last Sunday, both balloons collapse.d at a
officer. The man whom they hav put in nom- hight of 1,200 feet. One man alighted in
ination for superintendent of. public schools safety, while the other received fatal iojuries.
RIEL, the Canadian rebel, was found guilty
has a record that he probably now wishEs was
slightly blotted out: The Keosauqua Republi· and sentenced to death by the court at Moncan has this to say of his past actions: 'Mr. treal. He took high religious grounds, and
Moore, of Davis Co., the man whom the Green- prayed with much fervor while in the dock.
backers hav nominated for superintendent of His address to the jury was a pious exhor•
public schools, and whom ·the Democrats are tation.
expected to indorse, is opposed to reading the
ENOR:t>rous frauds in the accounts of the susBible in our public schools, and he it was who pended Munster Bank, at Dublin, Ireland,
filed a petition for an injunction before Judge hav been discovered. Warrants hav been isBurton two or three years ago, asking him to sued ·to secure the arrest of Mr. Farquharson,
restrain the teachers of Bloomfield from read- one. of the joint managers of the Dublin
ing the Bible when they opened their schools, branch. He has fled, and it is alleged that he
which injunction Judge Burton refused to is a defaulter to the bank in the amount of
grant. He would be a nice man ind()ed at the $350,000.
head of the public schools of the state.'"A TERRIBLE tornado swept up the Delaware
G?·innell (Ia.) He1·ald. Concerning the forego- last Monday afternoon, wrecking two steaming rather foolish utterances, we can only re- boats that were in midstream, and unroofing a
. mark that Mr. :Moore's views on the Bible in number of houses. Five persons are known
public schools recommend him strongly to the to hav lost theh lives, and more than a hun·
place for which he has been nominated. No dred were injure&. The damage to property
man holding opposit views is ·fit for the office. is believed to reach $1,000,000.
If the Greenback party always chose as wisely
SENATOR AuGUSTus VEnA, of Italy, died at.
as in this instance, it would deserve better
Naples a few days ago. He was a great Hegelsuccess than it has as yet achieved.
ian philosopher, and his philosophy was antiTHE Indianapolis Sentinel, of a recent date, Christian. It is said tb at upon his death-bed
reports that the Ohio wing of the temper- he recanted, received the benefit of the clergy,
ance party is fast splitting apart on the and became reconciled with the church. His
rock of politics. The larger wing has grown friends say he was not of sound mind at the
arrogant over the figure the prohibition cause time of his death.
has cut in politics, and has gone in for a hot
campaign against the Republicans. The canON the 23d of last month a band of about
didate for governor, the Rev. A. B. Leonard, fifty gypsies landed at Castle Garden in this
declared in a speech here last night before city from Bosnia, which is a part of northern
1,500 men and women, in the Tabernacle, that Turkey in Europe. They were the dirtiest
their first duty was to beat Foraker and the immigrants the commissioners had ever seen.
state ticket in Ohio this fall, and defeat the They had trained bears, monkeys, musical inparty at all times, because it was not prepared struments, and other attractions, which they
to bow down to the dictation of the Prohibi- purposed to display throughout the country
tionists. In another hall the Cleveland Worn- to catch the unwary penny of the rural popuen's Christian Temperance Union met and lation. Judge Cullen has decided that the
passed a long series of resolutions declaring steamship company that brought them _over
· h a d d em·aed t o ai·a ·i will. hav to take them
.
th a t , as th e N at IOna
1 u mon
t h back, as they are liable
the Prohibition party against the best interests to become a conn Y 0 arge.
of the temperance cause, its connection with
THO)!AS M. BRANTLY, of Bainbridge, Ga.,
the Ohio and National Women's Christian beat his wife and heaped indignities upon her
Temperance Union is to be henceforth sev- of the most shocking kind. The wife bore it
ered. The Cleveland Union will go into the for eighteen months and then confided the
arena where the Reverend Leonard is at work, 1 story of her sufferings to her brother. When
and try to lead the temperance workers of the the matter became publicly known, Brantly
state back to their legitimate work. Most of was arrested, and one night last week a mob
the real organizers of the great campaign for took him out of jail, hung him to the limb of
state Prohibition, two years ago, came from a tree, and shot him full of holes. If the
the Cleveland Union. Among those ladies of sto>ry of his crime is true, his fate was denational reputation who are against political served. The law could hav imposed only a
temperance work are Mrs. Ellen J. Foster and small fine and short sentence, which fact probJennie Duty.
ably prompted the lynching.
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Superstition has as many lives as a cat, and· is as
ious doctrin and disciplin hav been too various,
disturbance and contingency too common, and the nimble. The last quarter of the last century saw it
influence of sudden and original personality, that ousted from public recognition in France, and almost
tertium
quid among elemental powers, which Mr. from respectability, and the same quarter saw it seat ·
· The Development of Religion.
Spencer is apt to ov~rlook or belittle, too frequent itself again there nigh as lively as before. So no
The article from Herbert Spencer, published not and controling, for human intellect or industry to small part of the same New England which long ago
long ago in the Popular Science Monthly, entitled, gather even the chief of them into a plan of nature. quit believing in the pinches· of witches now
"Religious Retrospect and Prospect," is, to me, the As well undertake to draw up a scheme qf the North- listens devoutly to the rappings of the " spirits."
least satisfactory of all that hav proceeded from his ern Lights, or frame a diagram of the clouds.
Warfare against it is as thankless as it is tedious, and
august pen. Remembering the good, ancient authorOwning the sole motiv of blind fear, and utterly sometimes seems hopeless; but none the less is it the
ity that even Homer sometimes nods, I venture to
duty of everyone who recognizes in all history its
say that there appears to uie to be vagueness and ignoring the guidance of reason, as we constantly constant baleful influence on the welfare of mankind,
confusion· of ideas about it not unlike what attend see, religion affords no field or foothold for philo· unredeemed by one essential benefit, to echo on every
the dreams in which its author thinks he finds the sophie inquiry. Its varying attitudes are as casual fit occasion the famous war-cry of its greatest enemy,·
as the turn of a die, and as little within the scope of
source of our belief in ghosts.
"Ecrasez l'infame." Far more public respect than
To illustrate what I mean, he, in effect, puts in the calculation. It is easy to understand and account for odium will be gained thereby, for a certain deep symsame category, and embraces with a deep identity; the origin of the several arts, of different forms of pathy with the sentiment, not by any means all hidthe emotion of the frightened ignorance, which, when political government, and of whatever else has had den, is fast pervading the general mind. The conthe Northern Lights play, sees" war waged in the human needs and intelligent purpose for its motiv; trary endeavor of a certain set of philosophical writers
troubled sky," with banners, serried lance, and but the why and wherefore of Judaism, Mohammed- to find some worthy element. in all its various forms
stain of blood, withwhat is awakened in the man of anism, or Mormonism in the career of humanity, or to make it the companion, as ally or handmaid, of the
science at the same spectacle when the law of its sud- the scheme of nature, is a mystery impenetrable, be- spirit of science, and to tool along its decaying
den and varied changes . baffiefl hie scrutiny. Nay, longing to what Tennyson aptly calls "the hidden influence, will prove as futil as it is unworthy. It
he would make the philosopher who is struck with depths of personality."
is the nativ antagonist of truth and virtue, and must be
Moreover, to comprehend the philosophy of a mat- constantly worsted in the scuffie.
amazement at the revelations of geology concerning
the age of , the earth even more deeply religious ter implies some power of prediction concerning its
c. c. P. CLARK, M.D.
in that emotion than the devoutest worshiper of the behavior-as we can now foresee with certainty that
Mosaic cosmogony. Nothing less than this can he personal despotism in Europe is destined more and
Colonel Ing-ersoll on the Revision.
mean when he says (p. 350), "Science, under its con- more to giv place to popular, and the telephone, from
Col. Robert G. Inge1·soll was corraled by a Record
crete forms, enlarges the sphere of religious senti- the hour of its invention, to play an important part
among the methods of human intercourse-but would reporter this morning and asked if he bad read the
ment."
To giv the term " religion" any such wide inter- Mr. Spencer, sitting in Pilate's seat, ha.v felt in his revised Testament. He replied, "Yes, but I don't
pretation as is here involved is in utter violation of all-comprehensiv and stirring brain any premonition believe the work has been fairly done. The clergy
that " good, customary use" which has long been that the subdued victim before him was destined to are not going to scrape the butter off their own
held alone to establish the meaning of words, and, "turn the world upside down?" It may be said, to bread. The clergy are offensiv partisans, and those
though it may be excused in the numerous pious be sure, that we all fef'l able to prophesy that religion of each denomination will interpret the scriptures
writers whe of late, getting ashamed, as it would is destined to be greatly tempered in the future by their way. No Baptist minister would countenance
seem, of religion in its simplicity, would fain associ- the growth and spread of enlightenment; but this a 'revision' that favored sprinkling, and no Catholic
ate with it morality, philosophy, and whatever else is expectation in no way concerns the proper develop- priest would admit that any version would be correct
of good report, is quite unworthy of the scientific ment, that is, the activ, automatic behavior of the re- that destroyed the dogma of the 'real presence.'
ligious sentiment, but only its passivity, or incapacity So I might go through all the denominations."
reasoner.
"Why was the word sheol introduced in place of
There need be no great difficulty in getting at the -as though we should foretell how a servant will
nativ mAaning of tbis word. As says the learned yield observance to his master, or flowers be with- hell, and how do you like the substitute?"
"The civilized world has outgrown the vulgar and
author of the Delphin edition of the classics: "Reli- ered in a frost. It is a prophecy that relates to the
gio pro meter sumitur a veterebus." Philology itself nativ power and influence of knowledge, not to the brutal hell of their fathers and founders of the
churches. The clergy are ashamed to preach about
confirms the interpretation, for, whether the word activ forces of religion.
To descend to a topic of detail in Mr. Spencer's sulphurous flames and undying worms. The imagincomes from re-lego-to reconsider-as Cicero
thought, or from re-ligo-to tie back-as some other discussion, I cannot but consider his attribution of ation of the world has been developed, the heart has
learned linguists have considered, it equally implies our belief in disembodie_d spirits-which, by the way, grown tender, and the old dogma of eternal pain
some influence that deters and hinders us from foi- appears from all accounts to be the most constant shocks all civilized people. It is becoming disgracelowing the obvious path-along which our senses and among the most barbarous--to the testimony of ful either to preach or believe in such a beastly lie.
our reason solicit us. The meaning still holds good; dreams as far-fetched and unsatisfactory. For every The clergy are beginning to think that it is hardly
some form of fear or apprehension concerning the man very early in life is sure to find out that the manly to frighten childre:p. with a detected falsehood.
unknown is still the inspiration of every form of visions of the night are not at all to be trusted as Sheol is a great relief. It is not so hot as the old
piety, from the fetich-worship of the savage on the evidence of any reality, past, present, or future. Ac- place. The night!! are comfortable and the society
Congo to the adoration of the Host by assembled car- cordingly they make little impression, even on the is quite refined. The worms are dead, and the ijir
dinals in the long-time capital of the civilized world. minds of children, the morning so constantly bring- reasonably free from noxious vapors. It is a much
This is why the customary offerings at every altar ing their refutation. Thus it happens that though worse· word to ·hold a revival with, but much better
hav been prayer, sacrifice, and privation, to appease among ourselvs superstition is by no means extinct for everyday use. It will hardly take the place of
an angry and avenging god. The classic pagans, it in all its forms, the study of dreams is as dead as that the old word when people step on tacks, put up stoves,
or sit on pins; but for use at church fairs and mite
is true, had also festivals to Bacchus, Pomona, and of witchcraft.
A better explanation of the wide-prevailing belief societies it will do about as well. We do not need
other representative of joy, but these were but the
idle gayeties of a Fourth of July among onrselvs. The in ghosts appears to be found in the fact that to the revision; excision is what we want. The barbarism
serious heart was not touched, nor the exercises of unschooled mind it is hard to believe that the dead should be taken out of the Bible. Passages upholdreligion made a solemn business at Rome or Athens are dead. That what so long and so powerfully ani- ing polygamy, wars of extermination, slavery, and
till when fire from angered J ave might touch the mated this familiar form, which now .I find so still, religious persecution should not be attributed to a
summit of the capitol, or birds of sinister wing but changed in no other way, has suddenly forever perfect God. The good that is in the Bible will be
alight on its entablature; just as among ourselvs to- ceased to be, is too strange, and too perturbing to saved for man, and man will be saved from the evil
day the regular services of the Sabbath hav become long habitude, to be at once and unhesitatingly ac- that is in that book. Why should we worship in God
formal and perfunctory, or but supply an arena cepted for a fact. Nor (,Jan even reason for a time what we detest in man?"
"Do you think the use of the word sheol will make
where respectability may assert or fashion display make it seem such. Constantly our excited imaginaitself, leaving the religious soul unstirred till som'e tion re-creates his voice and his behavior in our ears any difference to the preachers?"
"Of course it will make no difference with Talprofessional revivalist comes along and threatens us and before our eyes. The creak of the door becomes
the creak of his familiar footstep, and the bark of his mage. He will make sbeol just as hot and smoky
anew with hell torments.
.
The only point in common between religion and dog the welcome of his returning presence. Add and uncomfortable as hell, but his congregation will
science is that the provocation and study of them the awe that the aspect of death inspires, paralyzing laugh instead of tremble. The old shudder has gone.
both is the ever-tempting field of the vast unknown. the understanding. Such a frame of mind, which Beecher had demolished hell before sheol was adopted.
In the inspiration, 11im, and path of their pursuit does not soon or easily altogether pass away, is ready According to his doctrin of •Evolution,' hell has been
they are utterly diverse. The worshiper is moved by to welcome any, the frailest, testimony that favors its slowly growing cool. The cindered souls do not even
apprehension, his own safety is his chief aim, and own leaning-a baseless inference, a casual sugges- perspire. Sheol is nothing to Mr. Beecher but a new
acquiescence in the will of some superior power his tion, or downright lie, from any quarter, or concern- name for an old mistake. As to the effect it will hav
law of duty; but it is the hunger of knowledge that ing any other case. The double influence of hope on Heber Newton, I cannot tell; neither can he, until
impels the student of science, its augment is his aim, and apprehension lends its strengthening aid. This he asks his bishop. There are people who believe·
and an unwearied struggle against whatever en- would seem to be a natural and sufficient explanation in witches and madstones and fiat money, and canshrouds truth from his sight his willing destiny. of the common belief in ghosts, a belief vastly in- turies hence it may be that people will exist who
The deep obscurity of things awakens in him no ter- vigorated among Christians by the undoubted ap- will believe as firmly in hell as Dr. Shedd does now."
"What about Beecher's sermons on Evolution?''
ror, but is only an enticement to their explanation. parition of Jesus after his supposed and apparent
"Beecher's sermons on Evolution will do good.
He looks upon the wonders of the sky above him, not death.
As to what changes time may bring in the several Millioiis of people believe that Mr. Beecher knows at
with an anxious awe, but with admiring delight, and
the fires beneath are a mere crucible to study and attitudes of science and religion, it would be a meta- least as much as the other preachers, and if he renot a Gehenna to shudder at. Can "development" morphosis stranger than any in Ovid if the one gards the atonement as a dogma with a mistake for
ever work such a t.ransformation that this state of the should droop its towering winga, and slip its never- a foundation, they may conclude that the whole sysspirit will deserve to be called religion? You may daunted courage, to sit in the tabernacles of cower- tem is a mistake. But whether Beecher is mistaken
use what names you please, but things must remain ing devotion, or if the appetite of the other should or not, people know that honesty is a good thing,
forever different.
so alter as to feed on sweet and solid realities instead that gratitude is a virtue, that industry supports the
Indeed, for my own part, while I am a firm and of its ancient diet of fearful fancies. Only this can world, and that whatever they believe about religion
thorough believer in Mr. Spencer's development and be safely looked for, that as the unsubdued spii'it of they are bound by every conceivable obligation to be
consider that everything the most apparently c~sual science still more and more uncloses to light the just and generous. Mr. Beecher can no more sueis yet governed by unchanging law, I cannot help realms of shade, the imaginations that hav lived in , ceed in reconciling acience and religion than he
thinking that tbe attempt to bring the phenomena of that murky precinct, little by little ousted of their free- could in convincing the world that triangles and
religion, current or historic, into a systematic ar- hold, will turn by degrees to a happier vocation. But circles are exactly the same. There is the same rerangement, or to set forth an established order of to look, at least at any near day, for the entire dis- lation between science and religion that there is besequence between them, is altogether futil, and not lodgment of fetichism, savage or cultured, would be tween astronomy and astrology, between alchemy
unJustly exposes the undertaker to the ridicule which too sanguin. The field of its occupation in the timid and chemistry, between orthodoxy and common
George Eliot in "Middlemarch " throws upon kin- and unreasoning fancy of man is too wide, and the sense."
"Hav you read the reports from London about
dreJ endeavors. The start, succession, characteris- power of tradition, custom, and early education over
tics, and behavior of the innumerable forms of relig- our opinions, behavior, and professions too dominant. the recent exposures of vice?"

U!ommnni~afions.
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" I hav never read the' Pall M~ll Gazette. If the
charges are made in good faith, the editor is 'in the
right. Virtue does not liv on ignorance, and vice
flourishes in the dark. All the guilty parties will object to the publication, but I see no reason why good
people should. If the charges are true they ought
to hav been published. I know, in a general way,
what the acts are claimed to be, and nothing could
'be more horrible."
"Hav you read Miss Cleveland's book ? She condemns George Eliot's poetry on the ground that it
has no faith in it, nothing beyond. Do you imagin
she would condemn Burns or Shelley for that reason?"
"I hav not read Miss Cleveland's book, but if the
author condemns the poetry of George Eliot, she has
ma.de a mistake. There is no poem in our language
more beautiful than 'The Lovers,' and none loftier
or purer than 'The Choir Invisible.' ·There is no
poetry in the 'beyond.' The poetry is here-here in
. this world, where love is in the heart. The poetry of
the beyond is too far away, a little too genera_l.
Shelley's skylark was in our sky, the daisy of Burns
grew on our ground, al!ld between that lark and that
daisy is room for all the real poetry of. the earth."

-Boston Euening Record.

~------~------

e,

HEAVEN.
But to return to heaven.
chapter of Exodus tells us of the heavenly altar of
burnt offering, seven feet six inches each way; with
pan to receive the ashes; shovels, basins, and fleshhooks (verse 3); linen curtains one hundred and
fifty feet long; fifty-three pillars of silver with sockets of brass (Ex. xxvii, 9-19). That all these things
actually exist in heaven, did so in the days of Moses,
and do exist to this day in heaven, where God and
Christ are, we hav text after text-the most emphatic
" thus saith the Lord." It is declared by Moses,
David, and Isaiah, in the Old Testament, repeated
and insisted on by Stephen, Paul, John, and Christ
himself, in the New Testament.
David, inspired of God, declares not alone the
existence of a real 8anctuary or tabernacle in heaven,
but that God's dwelling-place is between the cherubim (Ps. lxx.x, 1; xcix, 1; cii, 19; Isa. xxxvii, 16; Ex.
XXV, 22, 40).
,
The New Testament confirms all this. The martyr
Stephen, a man full of faith and the Holy Ghost, declares:
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"But I say unto you, I will not drink henceforth ·of this
fruit of the vine until that day when I drink it new with you 20-22, how they wilfully lie, and .in 2 Kings xix,
35, how ready they are to murder men in the night.
in my father's kingdom" (Matt. xxvi, 29).

So there will be treating and wine-drinking in
heaven, Jesus himself says so.
Many I!< poor, worn, and ·weary wife and mother,
heartsick of dreary household drudgery, and monotonous round of duties, meals to cook, dishes to wash,
bread to bake, longs for heaven, where there is no
bread to bake, no emptyings to sour. "Ah !" she
sighs, "thank God, there will be none of that in
heaven.'' But there will if the Bible is true:
~

"Beloved is he that .shall eat bread in the kingdom of
neaven" (Luke xiv, 15).
"And I appoint unto you a kingdom, as my father hath appointed unto me. That ye may eat and drink at my table in
my kingdom, and sit on thrones judging the twelve tribes of
Israel" (Luke xxii, 29, 30).
.
"And thou shalt Eet upon the table shewbread before me
always" (Ex. xxv, 30).
"And thou shalt takEr fine :flour and bake twelve cakes
thereof: two tenth deals shall be in one cake. And thou
shall set them in two rows, six in a row, upon the pure table
before the Lord" (Lev. xxiv, 5, 6).

"Glad there will be no dishes to wash when I get
to heaven," says the young girl. Sorry, bJtt there
will:

'' And thou shalt make the dishes thereof, and spoons
thereof, and covers thereof, and bowls" (Ex. xxv, 29).
"And look that thou make them after their pattern which
The twenty-seventh was showed thee in the mount" (Ex. xxv, 40).

Facts and Fallacies of the New Testament.
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We read:

"And it came to p~ss that night that the angel of the Lord
went out and smote m the camp of the Assyrians a hundred
fourscore and five thousand. And when they arose early in
the morning, behold they were' all dead corpses."

Revelation is full of their horrible, wicked anrl
destructiv doings-maiming, torturing, and killing
poor human creatures who never injured them. Who
with human sympathies would desire to dwell in
heaven with such cruel beings to love, instead of
near and dear ones of earth? Heaven is filled with.
the vilest miscreants of earth if Christian theories arfl
correct. They assert that none is so acceptable to
heaven as the worst of sinners. Priests and mini-•.
ters assure the vilest criminals, the most brutal m11rderers, .of prompt admittance to heaven and eternal
bliss, and dispatch them, by way of the hangman,
direct from the gallows to glory. Who could hopfl
for joy, love, and happiness in such company? ''Who
could love or be happy in the society of an~elf!
who delight in pouring out vials of wrath, immixe l
with one drop of mercy, upon all m<tnkind? We hav
too much of this spirit in God's chos3n ministers
here.
But the Bible declares heaven is not at all a quiet,
peaceful, or even a safe place. We read in 2 Sam.
xxii, 8, that the foundations of heaven shake when
God gets wroth ! There was war in heaven:

" There won't be any nasty, greasy ()andles to
make or lamps to clean, dirty old snuffer-trays_ to
"And there was war in heaven; Michael and his angels
empty; nothing of that kind in heaven." Sorry fought against the dragon, and the dragon fought ancl his
angels " (Rev. xii, 7).
again, but the Bible says there will:
What is to prevent another rebellion? Was not
"And thou shalt make the seven lamps thereof; and they
shall light the lamps thereof, that they may giv light over God just as powerful then as now? Was not heaven
against it. And the tongs thereof, and the snuff dishes just as holy then as now? If war broke out among
thereof" (Ex. =v, 37, 38).
the angels before heaven was so filled with earthl.v
"I know the Bible says there are lots of linen cur- villains and miscreants, why should it not again?
tains, but they will be always clean. In heaven all What kind of love can be in that heart that can look
is purity. There can nothing that needs cleaning down into sheol· and witness the horrible suffering>~
enter there. No dirt in heaven. Oh, I long for of its loved ones of earth, and then try to drown
heaven, where I can enjoy rest and not hav to be the wail of agony of the damned by singing hosau- ·
everlastingly fighting dirt!" 8ays the good house- nahs to the loving, ever-merciful, heavenly father?
wife. The Bible says heaven needs cleaning:
Gentle reader, do you wish part in such a heaven?
Could
you bow in adoration and shout songs of
"Yea, the heavens are not clean in his sight" (Job xv, 15).
"It was therefore necessary that the patterns of things in glory to a being who, for no possible good purpose,
the heavens should be purified with these, but the heavenly for no other reason than the gratification of fiend-like
things themselvs with better sacrifices than these" (Heb. ix, 23). malignity and hate, would cause and continue snell
There is dyeing curtains and ram and badger skins, scenes of horror?
We cannot lament that the Bible declares heaven
weaving linen and alpaca. Then for men there is
"Our fathers had the tabernacle of witness in the wilder- catching badgers, butchering rams, tanning, carpen- itself, and all the host, shall be burnt up at last:
ness, as he had appoi!lted, speaking unto Moses, that he tering, brass founding; gold-beaters, wick-snuffers,
"And all the host of heaven shall be dissolved, ancl th13
should make it according to the fashion that he had seen.
l!teavens shall be rolled together as a scroll, and all their ho"t
But he, being full of the 'Holy Ghost, looked up steadfastly lamps, candlesticks to make, and last, not least, flesh- shall fall down, as the leaf fa!leth off from the vine, and as a
into heaven, a!id saw the glory of God and Jesus standing on hooks.
falling fig from the fig-tree" (Isa. xxxiv, 4).
the right hand of God" (Acts vii, 44, 45).
Mark well! We are taught God is unchangeable,
"But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in
Paul declares: "We hav such a high priest, who the same yesterday, to-day, and forever. The Jews the which the· heavens shall pass away with a great noise, an<l
is set on the right hand of the throne of the majesty hav ceased to offer their continual burnt offerings, the elements shall melt with fervent heat. The heavens being on fire shall be dissolved, and the el aments shall melt
in the heavens. A minister of the sanctuary, and of but God is not to be deprived of his "sweet smelling with fervent heat" (2 P~ter iii, 10, 12).
the true tabernacle which the Lord pitched and not savor," and 'so he has an altar of burnt offering with
Christians expatiate on the superiority of fait 1t
man" (Heb. viii, 1, 2). We read that John was per- flesh-hooks, pans, etc., in heaven (Ex. xxvii, 1-3).
over works, and that we can only be saved by thA
mitted to take a stroll around heaven, and he saw
"And look that thou make them after their pattern which former and not by the latter, meaning that belief_ in
the real, genu in, original seven candlesticks: "And was shewed thee in, the mount" (Ex. xxv, 40).
creeds and church dogmas takes precedence over usebeing turned I saw seven golden candlesticks, and
How rash are the members of the National Liberal ful lives and works of benevolence, kindness, and
in the midst of the seven candlesticks, one like unto League ! They would stop president and governors love. We, on the contrary, hold that acts of kiudthe son of man " (Rev. i, 12, 13).
from appointing Thanksgiving days; yet who knows, nes~, goodness, and benevolence outrank faith, an· {
He saw the altar of incense and the golden censer if the Bible is true, what terrible calamity we are that it matters little what a man believes, so that he
and fire on the altar:
spared, not by the thanks, prayers, or praise of does what is just and right.
"And another angel came and stood at the altar, having a Christians, but by the roasting of the Thanksgiving
In the language of the heroic, noble, and lamented
golden censer; and there was given unto him much incense,
that he should offer it with the prayers of all saints upon the turkey, its savory smell ascending to heaven ? The founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER: "How excellent is the
smell of roast beef and chickens is and ever has been practice of virtue and how commendable in every
golden altar which was before the throne" (Rev. viii, 3).
pleasing to the Lord, and to his servants, the preach- sense of the word is a life of morality! They are
He saw the ark-the ··real original:
the sources, and the only sources, whence are de"And the temple of God was opened in heaven, and there ers:
was seen in his temple the ark of his testament" (H.tv. xi, 19).
"And Noah builded an altar unto the Lord; and took of rived peace of mind, happiness, and contentment.
"And thou shalt put the mercy seat above upon the ark; every clean beast. and of every clean fowl, and offered burnt It is a great consolation to know that acts of kindand in the ark thou shalt put the testimony that I shall giv offerings on the altar. And the Lord smelled a sweet savor, ness and love produce the same happy results
thee. And there I will meet with thee, and I will commune and the Lord said in his heart, I will not again curse the
whether performed by those of much or little faith,
with thee from above the mercy seat, from between the two ground any more for man's sake" (Gen. viii, 20, 21).
Christians or Infidels."
cherubim which are upon the ark of the testimony" (Ex.
Who knows what dreadful curses are spared us by
xxv, 21, 22).
Let us discard the barbarous teachings of· a de"And look that thou make them after their pattern which those heavenly flesh-hooks being kept constantly to graded, barbarous people, a.nd instead of talking
was showed thee in the mount" (verse 40).
work?
about being cleansed by being washed in the blood
Priests and ministers are paid to tell us all about
The one grand incentiv to attain heaven is the of a mythical savior, shed on an imaginary cross, after
heaven. They hav not done so; they hav been ob- hope to be reunited and dwell forever with our loved he was already. dead, let us seek real purification in
taining money under false pretenses.
.and lost. Take away this hope, and women, the last the clear, beautiful, living stream of knowledge;
However reluctant they may be to admit it, or ac- stay, the main support, of the church, would forsake cleanse ourselvs from errors of life as well as errors
knowledge such a Materialistic heaven, with its ark, it. Being reunited to the love of the dear departed of faith, and, instead of· obeying the arbitary exaccurtains of linen, skin of animals, pillars, boards, is the grand hope held out to become devout Chris- tions of Christian priests and ministers, in hope to
candlesticks, lamps, snuffers, ash-pans, and flesh- tians, yet Jesus himself declares there is no human attain the Bible heaven, with its slaughtered rams,
hooks, Old and New Testament alike declare it, and love in heaven. The Sadducees asked Jesus, If a badger-skins, altar of sacrifi-:e, flesh-hooks, candlethat Christ is now officiating as high priest in that woman hav seven husbands, in heaven whose wife sticks, and snuffers-all relics of barbarism of the
sanctuary in heaven.
shall she be ? Jesus answered:
past-let us see:K to promote tht:l happiness of all
Many a poor, heart-broken woman, wife of a "In the resurrection they neither marry, nor are given in around us, and make for ourselvs, here and now, an
1
miserable drunkard, longs for heaven. No more marriage, but are as the angels of God in heaven " (Matt. xxii, Eden paradise-a heaven of every home. Instead of
leading kind, generous hearts to vice through treat- 30).
cringing in abject fear at the altar of ignorance, let
ing and drinking there. She wonders bow the allHere is the plainest possible, the most poeitiv, dec- us worship only at the shrine of reason, science, and
wise, ever-loving, heavenly father could hav sanc- laration that there is no human love in heaven, that truth.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
tioned it here:
angels were never fathers, mothers, husbands, wives,
"He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb for or children; that in heaven there will be no more
No CoNTE3IPORARY NoTIOE OF JEsus.-The writers
the service of man, that he may bring forth food out of the
earth; and wine that maketh glad the heart of man, and oil to love for husband or wife than for any other saint- of the first century were all silent as to the contemmake his face to shine, and bread which s!rengtheneth man's nay, not so much as for the pious Charles Guiteau. or porary existence of such a man as Jesus. Philo,
heart" (Psalms civ, 15).
.
holy Jesse James, for Jesus tells us there is more JOY Pliny, Justus, and Josephus hav not so much as
"Giv strong drink unto him that is ready to perish, and in heaven over the arrival of one sinner than over named Jesus Christ, nor one of his apostles, nor
wine unto those that be of heavy hearts. Let him drink and
noted any of the wonderful events narrated by the
forget his poverty, and remember his misery no more" (Prov. ninety-nine that need no repentance (Luke xv, 7).
We sing and talk of our loved ones having gone to gospel writers. Something had to be done to supxxxi, 6, 7).
But ministers assure her that since that day heaven be angels, being pure as an angel, innocent as an ply the omission, and in an uncritical age, when forhas adopted prohibition, and so there will be no angel. The comparison is odious. Angel~ are .n?.t ger~es were ripe, the remedy was at hand;-Anti·
treating, no drinking in heaven. Yet Jesus declared: pure or holy or innocent. We read in 1. Kmgs xxu, . chrtst.
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Mr. Beecher.

The press of the country, THE TRUTH SEEEKER included, puts forth-and justly-sundry sharp thrusts
at :M:r. Beecher's recent series of discourses on Evo1ution and Christianity, wherein the latter continues
what for some years past has seemed to be his favorit
. employment of putting new wine into old bottles.
Now, this putting of the new wine into old bottlesj
though not by any means the best work a man could
put his time and talent to, is perhaps better than not
to handle it at all; since by attending upon and observing the ingenious process, now and then one who
would not otherwise secure it may get a taste of the
new wine.
It is unaccountably strange, however, that :M:r.
Beecher, with his acknowledged sagacity, does not
see how futil must be all his efforts to acco111plish the
end at which he seems to be driving. Although
quite apparent to others, the Plymouth pastor seems
wholly oblivious to the fact that if he is succeeding
at all, it is in reconciling evolution, not with Christianity as through a thousand years of life and activity it has crystallized into a well-defined system, and,
as such, is universally apprehended and understoo:l,
but with Christianity as revamped and reconstructed
by Mr. Beecher.
This final and great effort (by himself so-called) of
Mr. Beecher's long and industrious ministry, how. ever impotent it may seem to himself and to a small
band ot ready followers, can hav, in the direction intended, no permanent influence with the great majority of thoughtful people either in or out of the
church. It may do this, however: call attention to
and in some measure emphasize the fact of the ut\.er
irreconcilability of the antagonistic systems, evolution
and Christianity; and this, though not intended, is
in itself a good and desirable result, and worth all
the time and thought the great preacher has. given to
these late discourses.
S. BREWER.
Ithaca, N. Y.
--------~-------

Miss Wixon Among the Mediums.
In answer to numerous inquiries, and which I hav
not time to answer individually, I would say that I
am doing my best to get at the " bottom facts" oi
the Spiritual philosophy by giving it a candid, earnest, and impartial investigation. I am having
seances with the so-called best and most powerful
mediums. My sitting with J. V. Mansfield was not
satisfactory-that is, my questions were not answered
at all. I will giv one instance. I asked my father, if
it should be he who would answer my letter, to tell
me one or more of t-he given names of our family.
A simple thing to do, yet he, who in this life never
refused a request of so simple a character, or, indeed,
of any character relating to my interest or happiness,
utterly failed to grant so slight a desire as that above
mentioned, knowing, if he livs and was present at
the interview, that it would hav afforded me infinit
satisfaction.
· At the same time, I must say that I do not think
Mansfield read, except by some subtle instinct, my
question, it being fol&ed and sealed securely, and
neither the letter, nor himself, leaving my presence.
It is evidently true that the mind has power to read
manuscript without the aid of the outward vision,
but that "the spirit postmaster," as Mansfield is
called, can tell more than he knows himself, I do not
believe.
'
My interview with Henry Slade was not more satisfactory, aithough I am not able to account for the
writing that appeared upon the slate-two messages,
one in French, and the other in English, and neither
by anyone that I ever heard of before. But because
I am not able to account for the ·performance is no
reason I should say it was a specimen of spirit
handiwork. Nor will I say it was not, only that I do
not know, and it does not appear either plausible or
probable that it was the work of spirits. While at
this sitting something touched my limbs on the
farther side from Slade.. I thought it might hav
been his foot, and I calmly asked- him if it was his
foot tliat touched me. He was quite indignant at
the question, though it did not seem to me there was
'
·
sufficient cause.
For the first time in my life, I attended a seance
for materialization of spirit-forms, at Mrs. Fay's.
It was with some awe that I teak my seat, but it was
not long before that feeling melted before the presence of a hundred different "spirits," men, women,
and children, who appeared one after another in a
light so dim and misty that one could not distinguish
his dearest friend.
One appeared for me, but
could not tell her name ! Perhaps I am wrong, but
I could not feel that I was at any time during the
evening in the presence of those who had once lived
on earth and departed for the unknown shore to return again in such a shape.
With Mrs. Beste-my experience was not different.
Objects purporting to be "spirits" came and sang,
whispered, lectured, etc. Voices were heard, deep
and resonant, and anon gentle and child-like. Ventriloquism could do all in that line that was done
that night. There was no light whatever, even the
light of the moon and stars being excluded by black
cambric nailed before the windows, the illumi-

nated garments of the "spirits" making the only
light on the subject that was afforded. To my mind
there was not evidence sufficient to warrant the idea
of \he appearance of a single spirit outside of the
medwm, though, viewed as a performance, an entertainment, it was quite clever, though its length was
objectionable. However, othera believe when I disbelieve. I advise all to go and see for themselvs,
and the mediums mentioned are called as good as
any in that line.
At Mrs. :M:aud Lord's seance I did receive some
tests that were unlooked for. I went a stranger, unknown to all present. I was touched several times
during the evening by little fingers, apparently, that
I was unable to grasp or hold, for they seemed to
melt as I touched them.
I was addressed as daughter by what purported to
be my father, who told me some fact.s that I had forgotten. He called me by my original name, Mary,
which I bore till five or six years of age, a circumstance that I had quite forgotten for the time being.
Other matters were told me that I may not mention here, and which I consider as somewhat remarkable, but whether they came to me through or
by means of spirit power, I am not yen prepared to
say. I am still investigating the phenomena, but, so
far, hav had the best results throrigh the mediumship of Mrs. Lord. She herself is a very bright and
attractiv woman, and her seances are characterized
by a spirit of quiet harmony that is very agreeable.
'SusAN H. WrxoN.
Onset Bay, Mass., July 30, 1885.

Found Dying.
A MISERABLE DEA.TH.

In Leominister, last week Wednesday, an unknown man
was discovered by the roadside unconscious, and fast sinking.
A pint bottle about a quarter full of whisky, and an empty
laudanum bottle, told tlie story. He died soon after his removal to the station-house. He was about sixty years of age,
decently dressed, and apparently an American. In a coat
pocket was found a letter written with a lead pencil, which
was inclosed in a white envelope, and addressed, "To whom
it may concern," and was as follows: "Out of money, and out
of health. I hav worked all my life since I was ten years old,
so I don't owe the world a great amount. I hope you will forgiv me for the trouble I cause yon, for I could go no farther.
I cannot beg, so I take the shortest way out of trouble. Make
as short and cheap a job as you can of it, but do not put me
under ground until you are sure I am dead. There will be no
use in asking who I am, for I do not wish anyone to know. I
belong many miles from here. Again I ask your forgivness,
and bid the world good-bye. I expect eternal sleep. I hav
done my best to do unto others as l would that they should
do unto me."

he didn't wish to be that one; hence his request in
view of the mourners being hurried. He need hav
had no anxiety about his burial. He would hav been
buried not for his sake, but for the sake of that
society of whose creation he was.
.
"There will _be no use in asking who I am; I do
not wish anyone to know." How ·thoughtful for those
he loved! Hav they in the pa3t been so thoughtf,ul
of him? "I expect eternal sleep." He might hav
formed his conclusions from the progress of science
during his period, or fr.om Ecclesiastes iii, 22:
''Wherefore I perceive that there is nothing better
than that a man should rejoice in his own works, for
that is his portion; for who shall bring him to see
what shall be after him?" But whatever his opinions
may hav been, to him they were sacred. "Eternal
sleep !"-what a joy it must hav been to him, freed
from toil for an existence! How many mornings
during his long life had he awakened from his previous day's toil, and wished the night had been a
little longer! How sweet to think that last long
night had come when he could not be awakened to
his unrequited labor again!
.
"A miserable death !" Can that be a miserable
death when we lie down on the bosom of our mother,
the earth, in the soft summer eve of July, under the
canopy o.f the blue sky, with the gentle breezes of old
Wachusett fanning our brow, singing its sweet lullaby? No, it was a beautiful death.
Yes, and we can fancy the low murmurings of the
dying stranger.by the wayside as life was ebbing:
And now my pulse is ceasing,
And hands and feet grow cold,
And death, my colors :fleecing,
Prepare me for the mold.
" 0 grave, where is thy victory?
0 death, where is thy sting?"
The grave is but a bed to me
And death my waiting wing.

GEORC1E M. DAVENPORT.

Snowflakes from Snowville.

Variety may be the spice of life, but we hav rather
more of this spice than we covet when it brings cold
winds and creeping chills up one's back way down
here in Dixie in July.
But as we cannot alter, correct, or amend the
weather, we must e'en make the best of the inevitable, if we do it by sitting in the kitchen by the
cook-stove, so that we may benefit from the conserved heat that the trees hav gathered from the rays
of Old Sol during their growth. Yes, even this box
of stove-wood here by my side may say as you or I
The '-'bove item I cut from a local paper printed would say:
.
. .
in Massachusetts. It deserves more than a passing
"I am the acme of things accomplished,
notice. The heartlessness of its caption, "A MiserAnd an in closer of things to be."
able Death," induces comment. We cannot think
All that was in the past united in bringing what is
that a miserable ending when, after fighting a battle in the present. As the tree is " the acme of things
for existence sixty yearil, weary, worn, and exhausted, accomplished" so far as vegetation is concerned, so
this man surrenders a life forced upon him. It was is man the "acme· of things accomplished" when we
a miserable beginning-a beautiful ending. Let us consider the animal world. And once again to quote
quote his dying recorded words; we must presume from the "good gray poet:
them true in the absence of any knowledge to the My feet strike an apex of the apices of the stairs,
contrary. Dvin~ words are deemed the best evidence On every step bunchss of ages,
in public tribunals, and we, must think it so in this And larger bunches between the steps,
instance. "Out of money, out of health." Out of All below duly traveled, and still I mount and mount.
Rise after rise bow the phantoms behind me,
money is bad, but couple that with an expiring vi- Afar down I see the huge first Nothing, I know I was even
tality, without a home, and the c11se is indeed dethere.
plorable. We may call him a dead coward, but I waited unseen and always, and slept through the lethargic
mist,
unable to work he could no longer be a living hero.
His condition, when found, supports his written dec- And took my time, and took no hurt from the fetid carbon.
larations.
All fo~ces h~v been. steadiiy empioyed to complete a~d delight me,
•
"Decently dressed "-he had not lost his selfrespect. Sixty years of age, his days had not been Now on this spot I stand with my robust soul.
All is quiet and no special news stirring, or if there
lessened by vices. Ha<J he possassed an appetite for
strong drinks, he would hav followed the injunctions is, it comes not to our little home-world.
To-morrow is the glorious Fourth, but one would
of the Bible (Proverbs xx.xi, 7)-" drank and forgotten his poverty, and remembered his misery no never dream of it here. Not the fizz of a cracker or
more." He would not hav left a "quarter of a pint of a preparation is going on to show that it is to be a
whisky untouched by his side." "I hav worked all holiday; nor will it be so.
The weather is very dry and windy, and gardens
my life since I was ten years old, so I don't owe the
world much." No! on the contrary the world owed and growing thirigs suffer for rain.
Snowville is bright and gay with sunny faces and
him. His proiluctiv capacity must hav been greater
than his consumptiv powers. The world had ab- girlish forms, making glad and joyous our quiet little
sorbed his surplus, which, when unable to longer village. Many are rusticating here as country boardlabor, would hav carried him to the end of his vital- ers and visitors from the cities, trying to find health,
ity.
. rest, and recreation among our mountains.
Oh the gleesome ~aunter over fields and hill. sides!
"I hope you will forgiv me for the trouble I cause
The leaves and :flowers of the commonest weeds,
you, for I could go no further." Such sensitivness
The exquisit smell of the earth at day-break
could not ask help. Hear him: "I cannot beg, so I
The moist, fresh stillness of the woods,
take the shortest way out of trouble." He would not
And all through the forenoon.
prolong his misery; he preferred to end it.
E. D. SLENKER.
This stranger would hav preferred life; despair
Why is 'J'his 'fhus ~
made hi:n seek death. The cancer of poverty was in
his throat. He could swallow-he could get nothing . What is the matter with the Banner and the Q(j~r
to swallow. Hence, Spartan-like, the hemlock to mg? When the Freethought paper admits to its
remove the desire and necessity. There were other columns both sides of a question, why a cry like this
reasons than his sensitivness why he could not beg. which the 'Q(j'ering emits and the Banner echoes?
To seek employment on the road, asking for food, in Has not THE TRUTH SEEKER (and the ln'IJestigator
Massachusetts is crime. He could not commit crime. also) given the Spiritnalists as fair a show as it has
Suicide is also a crime in Massachusetts, but that is the Materialists? Hav the former been muzzled more
only when it is not a success. ":M:ake as short and than hav the latter?
Aside from the New Thought, what Spiritualistic ..
cheap a job as you can of it, but do not put me under
ground until you are sare I am dead." How thought- paper allows its opponents, or, rather, the opponents
ful! He knew the spot where he was to be buried of Spiritualism, anything like the chance that Spirithad been anticipated-the paupers's corner in the ualists hav in the papers that the Banne1· and the
graveyard of Leominster.
He also might hav Qffering seem to look upon as enemies?
EDWIN C. WALKER.
thought one in the millions had been buried alive;
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'J'lle Tent.
Owosso, Mich , - July 28 to Aug. 4.
Henderson, "
Aug. 5 to Aug. 11.
Bradford, Pa.,
Aug. 16 to Aug. 23.
MAsoN, MrcH.-Lack of judgment in appointing time, and
inability to personal! y attend to advertising, etc., by the party
who induced us to take Tent to this place, added to delay of
freight train with our Tent, and it being race week, made comparativ failure of our efforts in Mason. Yet a very large num.
ber of our best periodicals were given to people really inter.
ested, and a large number of. books and pamphlets were sold,
half of it a good deal below cost, but it will plfy in the near
future.
Mr. J. B. Worden came three miles to every lecture. He
had never before heard 11 lecture on Secularism. He is rejoicing in the truth and at the good work done. His wife and
family are Salvation Armyists, but he hopes to induce them to
read Liberal literature, and after a little get them ·so far Liberalized as to permit him to read THE 'tRUTH SEEKER in his
own home in pe!!ce. He looks to the Liberal press as his
savior, so his faith is well founded.
/
Many others expressed gladness at hearing of Liberalism;
nearly all were astonished and delighted as we laid the facts
before them, and expounded the beauties of the ennobling
Gospel of Humanity, and urged their individual study and in.
vestigation.
Mr. H. Wixon walked over six miles every night, after hard
days' work in the harvest-field, inducing others to accompany
him. Poor in this world's goods, he is rich in hope and confidence of the grand triumph of universttl mental liberty, and
in a helpmate in full sympathy with him.
Several came three lind four miles. We are hopeful, despite
discouraging financial results, that our effort at Mason was in
all else a success. ·Certain it is that it awoke quite a number
to earnest thought and careful reading. Mr. Arthur Tilney,
our efficient helper, won golden opinions from all sorts ·of
people by his geniality and courte"y to all attending, and in.
duced many to attend to listen to his artistic rendering of
choice gems of song.
We take two day~> of needed rest; open at Owosso Wednesday, July 29th, under the auspices of Geo. H. Bedford, one of
the most energetic, intelligent, and eoterplising citizens of
this section, an outspoken, live Liberal, des~rvedly respected
of tlll classes-the only TRUTH _SEEKER subseriber in Owoss<:>.
d
We are confident of a good time, and determiRed to win a gran
success.
1
INSOLENT DOMINEERING OF THE CHURCH--A l\IOST EXEMPLARY CITIZEN THREATENED WITH PROSECUTION FOR ATTENDLSG TO HIS
OWN BUiiiNESS ON HIS OWN FARM ON HOLY SUNDAY-NEED OF.
UNION AMONG LIBERALS-" ETERNAL VIGILANCE THE PRICE OF
LIBERTY!"
The following letters tell their own story. Liberals are too
apt, because they do not at the moment them8elvs suffer from
tlle irritating, insolent dictation of the church, tc> regard it as
altogether unnecessary to giv of their time, influence, or
means to insure Efficient organization und sustain the Na.
tional Liberal League.
How many timid but honest hearts are slaves to priestly
tyranny-forced to servil obedience to rites and ceremonies
they at heart despise!
Let every Liberal rally. The spirit that instituted the In.
quisition is not dead. The serpent is ceiled, and only waits
opportunity to dart on its unprotected victims.
"BRIGHTON, MoNROE Co., N. Y., July 26, 1885.
"C. B. REYNOLDs, Chairman Ex. Com. N. L. League, 1lf,y
Dem· Si?·: I inclose you letter sent to me by Justice Boure, of
Penfield-he is the son of the minister of the M. E. churchalso copy of my reply. Please advise me.
"Yours truly,
\VALTER BuRROws."
THREATENING LETTER FROM THE ,TUHTICE.
"PENFIELD, N. Y., July 23, 1885. .
"WALTER BuRROws, EsQ., Deur Si1·: Complaint has been
made to me at various times by citizens of the town in regard
to your wprking on Sunday. You, of course, know the same
is contrary to law. It is therefore unnecessary for me to call
your attention to thttt fact.
·• I hav received written notice to t>tke action against you,
with names of wttnesseH, etc., but I do not desire to hav anyone criminally prosecuted unnecessarily, and therefore t><ke
this mode of 1nforming you of the feeling at preseut exi,ling
in the neighborhood in regard to the Harn<l, in order thaL you
may govern yourself accordingly, and perhaps be the me>IDo
of saving you trouble in the matter. Very truly your;,
,
"WILSON \V. BonnE, Justtce Peace '
REPLY 0~' CBAinl\IAN m' EX. CO;\I, RErNOLDS TO l\Il< WALTER
~
BURROWS.
·• Owosso, Mrcn., July 30, 1885.
"\VAw.'ER BuRROws, EsQ., 1lfy Dem· t!i?': Your favor _and in.
closed letter of W. W. Boure, justice of the peace, JUSt received, with copy of your reply.
"I admire your auswer. l'tusue the even tenor of your
way. I.f· they do arrest you, telegt·aph me. 'I'he Nat10n1ll
Liberal'"teague will dtfe., d you in yom just rights. We will
prove to them our organiztttion is a stern reality. Should they
dare persecute you, we will hav the Tent at Brighton, and d.,.
vote a week to lectures on this Sunday questiOn, and flood the
whole county with leaflets on the subj 0tJt.
"Yours for reason, rights, >Lnd truth,
·'UHAS. B. Rl!1YNOLDS,
"Chairman Ex. Com. N. L. League.''

'rhe Prehistoric Cross.
Long before the Romans, long before the En·uscans, there lived in the pla.iu1:1 of Northern Italy a
people to whom the cross was a religious symbol,
the sign beneath vrhich they laid their dead to rest;
a people of whom history tells nothmg, knowing not
the1r name; but of whom antiquarian researcll has
learned thil'l, that they lived in Ignoranctl of the arts
of civilization, that they dwelt m villages built on
platforms over lakes, and that they trusted in the
cross to guard, and may be to revive, their loved
ones whom they committed to the dust.- Rev. 8. Ba;ring-Go_uld.

The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged,
A Young Friend, •
Uniondale,

- $4,462.86
1.00
3.00

Total,
- $4,466.86
PAID PLEDGEs.-Samos Parsons, $20; Dr. E. B. Foote, $100.

News and Notes.
Concerning the aggressiv purpose of the Albany Convention
to move at once upon the works of the enemy, and demand
justice in the halls of legisl~tion, we hav the following vigorous words from the activ president of the Albany. Liberal Association:
,
"A,LBANY, June 26, 1885.
"DEAR MR. PuTNAM: I think this should be one of the most
important matters for the Convention to emphasize with all
the boldness and determination tg which words can giv power
of expression.
·
"It will not do to be continually tickling a' cancer with
a straw. It must be cut out. The exemption of church propllrty from taxation is contrary to the principles enunciated in
the Declaration of Independence, and also contrary to, and
incompatible with, the whole spirit of our national Constitution.
"Guizot, the great French historian, says in his 'History of
Civilization' that 'every great idea that has been born into
the world in modern times has been born in France, or after
its birth in some other country it has had to come to France
to be fully elaborated and finished.' N;,w, may there not be
some truth in this statement of the great French scholar and
historian? The French Republic is not fourteen years old,
yet see the unparalleled progress that Liberalism has made in
that country in this short space of time. I hav always had the
patriotic hope that our own country would be the teacher of
the nations of the e.uth, but if France makes the same progress in the next fourteen years that she has in the fourteen
that are drawing to a close, I am afraid that the United States
will not be the advance guard of civilization. It is a. singular
fact that the only country in the world where the worst form
of superstition is allowed an unlimited field in which to operate, and ply all all of its various modes of deception, is the
very country whose political institutions it assails and condemns. IE fraud can thus with brazen front assail our institntions, where is the Freethinker so meek and lowly and so
time-serving as to fail toJet his voice be heard in honest protest against the rank injustice of the legal exemption of property from taxation simply because superstition is taught on the
premises? We do not expect to accomplish all the objects we
hav in view through the agency of our few Radical journals
and public speakers. 'Ve must organize SOCieties, and demonstrate a gallant, agggressiv spirit.
"We are in favor of the protection of all the sacred rights Of
liberty and property, but no property must be tOO sacred to
pay for the protection it receives. If the people in tlfis conntry who sit down and growl about the many injustices that a
barbarous superstitious sentiment has heaped upon the shoulders of toiling humanity would now make a grand rally for
the cause, victory would certainly crown our efforts. Superstition in all its ramifications is now gathering for the final
defense. Theology has gone down before the keen edge of
the scientific scythe, but the spoilsmen are entrenching themselvs behind the fortress of ignorance and innocence. As we
pass through the streets of any city or large village, our ears
are assailed by the can-can instruments of the Salvation Army,
or some agent of the Young Men's Christian Association asking us to go to their rooms and hear some windy exhorter talk
about a God, soul, heaven, etc., that he knows no more about
than a brickbat.
"Theological seminaries are built and endowed, and young
men are educated, or rather trained systematically to become
public impostors. These young men receive, at their ordination, a guamntee that they will be taken care of, and will never
come to want as long as they continue to be impostors. But
should they see fit at any time to hearken to the voice of a
manly con1cience, their means of livelihood are taken away.
"Many a brave minister who could not afford to see his family
in need of the common comforts of life has been doomed
by the accident of the profession that he or somebody else
chose for him, to liv a life of lingering torture. Many a talented and high-minded priest has been compelled to ·liv in the
most abject mental slavery under the imperious exactions of
tyrannical bishops. And even in those churches where heresy
is not condemned by high ecclesiastical courts, the ignorance
and emotional nature of the common herd must be nursed
and pandered to, so that even in the field of religious latitudinarhmism the honestly-disposed minister of the so-called gospel is sometimes compelled to submit to a fate that is worse
than ' sheol.'
"Now, we are charged with the duty of liberating the priests
from the mental toils that surround their path, and also to
liberate the people from the shackles of sl!wish superstition.
There are enough Freethinkers in this country to accomplish
this result in the very near future, if they will only come out
boldly and put their shoulder to the wheel. Therefore, when
we meet in Convention let no time be lost. The great army of
young Freethinkers are ready to join us if we show that we
are harmoniously aggressiv, that we know who the enemies of
mankind are, and that we do not fail to denounce every fraudulent advantage that organized priestcraft is continually taking
in trying to shape legislation, state and municipal, for their
own protection and aggrandizement.
"Onr platform is comprehensiv enough for all Liberal-minded
people to stand upon. Let the order go forth from the. C_on·
vention that we hav come to stay and to put down all InJUStice, and when thf'l smoke and dust of the conflict hav ~ettled,
then ana no~ till then, will we begin to canonize the piOneers
in the causA of human progress. The bold spirits who faced
the jeers and taunts of ignorant fanaticism and eloquent
hypocrisy will then receive the crown of immortality-immort>lhty here in this world. Yours truly,
J .•J. McCABE."
Our good friend Edward Ross, of Montezuma, N. Y., whose
noble and pathetic st1uggle with superstitious tyranny during
the past year is remembered by all readers of TnE TRUTH
SEE:KER with feelings of sympathy and triumph, writes as
follows:
"MONTEZUMA, N. Y., J nly 27, 1885.
"FRIEND PuTNAM: Inclosed find four dollars for tickets to
Albany Convention for Charles Traver and wife, myself and
wife. I am taking a deep interest in th~ fast-groimg ca~se
of Freethought, and am constantly arousing in y locality
inquiry into nnd after the principles of which you are a representattv and champion. ·nd which in thunder tones this great
Convention "tll enunciate and proclaim to the world. The
people here are becoming more and more Liberalized day by

day, and more especially on the subject of church taxation
and exemptions by statute of the clergy, and many @Xpressions of assent to taxing church and priest can be had from
those heretofore opposed to or unaccquainted with the present
unequal and iniquitous system of taxation and exemptionP.
I want a blank petition mailed to me, and I hav nq doubt of
obtaining a goodly number of names to it. Brother Traver
and myself hav had an uphill fight here, the whole power of
the church having been hurled against us relentlessly, and
from which we hav escaped unhurt, excepting an insignificant
injury to my business. This feeling is fast being obliterated
by a persistent and persevering warfare, and by a free and voluntary circulation of Liberal literature. I am well pleased
with the prospects of success of the Convention, and hope
that every nook and corner of the United States will be represented. By a large attendance, a plain, comprehensiv statement of our cause, the legislature will take cognizance of our
claims, and long-standing and iniquitous laws will be expunged from our statute books, or amended to conform to a
sense of right and justice, and an advance step hav been
made in the right direction for a wider and enduring separation of church and state. Ye men and women of brains and
tongue, ye workers, push on the works!
EDWARD Ross."
Canada also comes wheeling into line. Our gallant and
cheerful comrade, John Ray, of Welland, Ontario, writes:
"FRIEND PuTNAM: "I hav been with you at the last three Conventions and hav had pretty good times, and shall be pleased'
to meet you and my many other friends at Albany. I am in
my eightieth year. I expect some of our Well and friends will
be there also, and I hope for the success of the Convention.
"Ever your friend,
JOHN RAY."
Our glorious veteran, Horace Seaver, will be with us in Convention, and an army of Liberals will giv him a mighty welcome. He says this, in reply to a certain criticism:
"We think P. is about right in setting us down for a short
speech, if any, at the Albany Convention. We are a great admirer of short speeches, and agree in this with Franklin, who
said that ten minutes were long enough to talk at a meeting
if a man had anything to say, and too long if he hadn't. Of
course this refers to ordinary individuals, and not to lecturers
and essayists" Larger ships may venture more,
But little boats should keep the shore."
Short addresses are most important in a Convention of
this sort. A world of meaning, of power, and of influence
can be put into a twenty-minute speech. It is sometimes a
brilliant, burning focus, wherein some vital thought is uttered
that more than anything e,lse expresses the heart of the Convention. It was by such an address as this that Ingersoll
flamed to world-wide recognition.
We need elaborate lectures, clear and profound expositions
of some great and leading truth, but we need also bright,
extemporaneous, rattling speeches of fifteen or twenty minutes, that will set our hearts OR fire. It is a grand gift to be
able to make a short address every word of which is like a
lightning-stroke. Such a speech as this Horace Seaver can
make every time, and what he says will be one of the most
inspiring utterances of the Convention, and one of the rarest
treats that Liberals of to-day can enjoy.
"B. F. W.," Greenfield, writes in Invfstigat01·: "I hope all
who can will be sure to attend the Albany Freethinkers' Convention in ·September. It should be a great gathering, and
with the talent that will be there, the meetings cannot fail to
be of a superior quality. Pass the word along the whole line,
and let us see if we can't bring out such a host of heretics as
will make the orthodox shake in their shoes with more fear
than is said did old Belshazzar when he saw the ominous
hand-writing on the wall of his palace, announcing that he
had been weighed in the balance-and found wanting."
s. P. PUTNAM.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THE ALBANY CONVENTION.
S756.00
Previously acknowledged, 3.00
Elias H. Gault and wife,
3.00
R. B. Jackson,
1.00
Capt. Nelson Smith,
1.00
F. H. Mollineaux,
1.00
Mrs. S. J. Lenont,
Total,

$764.00

Outdoor Meeting at Carman's Grove, Uniondale.
We did not consult the clerk of the weather, and we had no
prayer machine whereby with Christian zeal we might change
the purposes of an unchangeable God, and so just before the
hour set fer our Freethonght meeting the clouds gathered and
a slight shower precipitated itself upon the bosom of the
parched earth. This prevented the attendance of many who
lived at a distance, and though the sun partially appeared,
when the honr for meeting arrived only a few were on hand.
However, tbe earth looked so beautiful after the rain and
seemed so revi\'ed with the precious balm of the skies that we
had no heart to find any fault with the operations of nature,
and made the best of .the situation. I gave my lecture, and
we had a friendly conference with the pioneer spirits of Long
Island whom nothing can daunt and who for years hav kept
up a steady combat with orthodoxy. One thing was favorable
-the musketoes were thoroughly wet, and seemed to be quite
discouraged. They did not present their bills upon this occasion-and their bills are about the most uncomfortable ones
that ever bother our struggling flesh; not even a doctor's or a
lawyer's bills are quite so audacious.,.
We had a delightful visit with Joseph Carman, who has
lived for a quarter of a century in this locality and has helped
to make Long Island the cultivated spot that it is, and who
has always been an outspoken Freethinker. The grove near
his house is a handsome one and well fitted for outdoor meetings, having open spaces for the breeze, and lofty trees whose
spreading branches shut off the fervor of _th~ &kles. The orthodox often hold their Sunday-school ptcmcs here, and no
doubt get a little ·secular philosophy by good eating and contact with the face of nature.
.
1 had a few Christians in my congregatiOn on Sunday, and
they paid good attention to the end, except one, who went off
in a flutter about the middle of the discomse. But I hope ~he
good seed was planted. That which startles at first remams
oftentimes to produce a mental growth.
We lecture next Sunday at tb.e same place, afternoon and
evening, the weather clerk permitting.
S. P. PUTNAM.
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flommuni~atio,s.
Death of a Heb1·ew PhiJanthropist.

move in the matter. Then Sir Moses Montefiore
took up the case and went personally to ask the pope
for the return of the boy to his parents. He had the
indorsement of both the French and En~lish government, but they availed nothing, and for the first time
the great philanthropist failed in a benevolent undertakin~. The disgraceful alid execrable action of the
church in this affair can never be overlooked by
thinkin~ people, and will serve to keep fresh in m\nd
the contrast between the Italian harlequin, Pia Nona
-masquerading as pope, and voted infallible by the
combined i~norance of Christendom, while for~ot.ten
by the intelligent-and Moses Montefiore, the Jew,
the promoter of intelligence, the dispenser of charity,
and the friend of the oppressed everywhere.

Jmnius Silvius, afterward Pope Pius II., in the fifteenth
century, was the first that questioned the truth of the fact,
saying "that the story was not certain."

Upon the evidence, tl!erefore, it does appear that
Bower was right in saying that the Catholics did not
begin to confute the story until the Protestants reproached them with H as reflecting great dishonor
on the see of St. Peter. Indeed, it is admitted by
the Rev. S. Baring-Gould that "a marble monument
representing the papess with her baby was erected
on the spot." Its existence in 14:13 is attested by
Theodoric of Niem, a papal secretary, who believed it
to represent a female pope, though it might hav been
an ancient pagan statue. It was placed in the cathe·
dral of Siena, among the popes, between Leo IV.
and Benedict III., and inscribed, " Joan VIII., o.n
Enf{lish woman." But Joan VIII. reigned from 872
Pope Joan•.
to 882, and it was subsequently metamorphosed into
The earliest notice of Pope Joan is by Marian us the statue of Pope Zachary, who reigned from 741 to
Scotus, who died A.D. 1086. He inserts in his chron- 752. Finally the statue was destroyed in 1677.
ANTIQUARY.
icle this passage:

Sir Moses Montefiore, the philanthropist, is dead.
He quietly passed away at his home in Ramsgate,
England, Tuesday afternoon, July 28th. He was
called the" Ideal Jew," but was beloved by "gentiles " as well as those of his own religion. It has
been said that " he belonged to no race, reli~ion, or
country; his name had gone all over the broad earth,
and had been received without regard to birth, or
nationality, or faith." He was born at Leghorn,
Italy, on Oct. 24, 1784, and when, a few months ago, he
reached his hundredth year, the day was celebrated
in England, America, and every land that civilization
has reached. His father was an English merchant,
and traced his ancestry back to Spain. Driven from
that country by religious persecution, the Monteflares amassed wealth in Italy. They went . to England after Manasseh-ben-lsrael's intercession with A.D. 854, Lotharii 14, Joanna, a woman, succeeded Leo, and
reigned two years.
Cromwell for the admission of the Jews.
From this small beginning the story ~rew, its first
Sir Moseswas educated in London, and, after a
careful commercial trainin~, became a member of enlargement a few years later being as follows:
It is. reported that this John was a femaie, and tha~ she conthe Stock Exchange. In 1812 he married Judith ceived
by one of her servants. The pope, becommg pregCohen, who was the sister-in-law of Nathan Meyer nant, gave birth to a child, wherefore some do not number
Rothschild, the founder of the London branch of the her among the pontiffs.
Rothschilds' banking-house. Their wedded life was
In 1282 came this further enlargement:
one of happiness, and his wife's death, which hap- After Leo IV., John Anglus, a nativ of Metz, reigned two
pened nearly fifty years after their marriage, was Sir years five months, and four days And .the pontificate was
Moses Montefiore's great sorrow, and a sorrow that vacw{t for a month. He died in Rome. He is related to hav
been a female, and, when a girl, to hav accompanied her
time did not seem to lessen.
sweetheart in male costume to Athens; there she ailvanced in
Lady Montefiore possessed much literary ability, various sciences, and none could be founil to equal her. So.
and wrote an interesting account of one of her many after having studied for three years in Rome, she had great
for her pupils ani! hearers. And when there arose a
Philanthropic· visits with her husband, which was masters
high opinion in the city of her virtue and knowledge, she was
published in 1844 under the title, "Notes of a Private unanimously elected pope. But during her papacy she beJournal of a Visit to Egypt and Palestine." It was came in a family way by a familiar. Not kn,owing the ti~e of
while visiting Palestine' with his wife, in 1829, that birth, as she was on her way from St. Peters to the Lateran,
· t
t d · h'
I' · · t sbe had a painful delivery, betwPen the Coliseum and St.
Su. M oses b ecame In
eres e Ill IS co-re Igwms s Clement's church, in the street. Having died after. it is said
there, and ever afterward it was his desire to see the that she was buried on the spot; and therefore the Lord Pope
holy land peopled by his own race, and the seat of always t.urns aside from that. way, and it is supposed by some
the Jewish empire, with Jerusalem as its capital. out of detestation of what happened thPre. Nor on thflt aeOn his coat-of-arms is a banner on which "Jerusa- count is she placed in the catalog of the holy pontiffs, not
only on account of her sex, but also because of the horriblelam " is written in 1etters of gold.
ness of the circumstance.
Sir Moses Montefiore was chosen sheriff of the
As a further addition to the story it is said that, her
city of London in 1837, the first of his faith who had holiness having presumed in that condition .to exorever held that office, and in the same year was cise a demoniac, and command the devil to tell her
knighted by Queen Victoria. The honor paid to him when he was to quit the body he possessed, the evil
by city and sovereign was for his'efforts in the cause spirit answered:
of liberty and philanthropy. .In 1840 he made a secPapa pater patrum, PapisRae pandito partum,
ond journey with his wife to the East, in company
Et tibi tunc eadem de corpore quando recedam. *
with Cremieux, on the occasion of the persecution of
The whnle story of Pope Joan is fabulous. Leo
the Jews in Damascus. He carried with him are- IV. died July 17, 885, and Benedict III. was conselief fund of $35,000, half of which was his own con- crated on the 1st of September following, so that it is
tribution. He saw Mehemet Ali, pasha of Egypt, impossible to insert between their pontificates a
nnd made such an impression on him that he at once rei~n of " two years, five months, and four days." It
released the Jews who had been imprisoned, granted is however, true that there .was an antipope elected
the free return of fugitivs, and guaranteed such u~on the death of Leo, but his name was Anastasius.
future p:r;otection as Sir Moses demanded. After- This man possessed himself of the palace of the popes
ward, when the pasha sent his son to England to and obtained the incarceration of Benedict. But his
he educated, he placed him under Sir Moses's care. supporters soon deserted. him and Benedict assumed
When he got back to England from this expedition the pontificate, reigning two years and a half. AnQueen Victoria showed her pleasure by granting to astasius was never charged with being a woman, and
.uim the "high distinction" of bearing supporters to cannot be the supposed Joan.
his family arms-a privilege· conceded only to peers
Bower in his" History of the Popes," 1758, says:
of the realm and knights of the various orders. At
The female pope owes her existence and her promotion _to
the same time a magnificent memorial, sculptured by the Rom11n Catholics themselvs; for by them the fable was mBailie in 200 ounces of solid silver, was presented to vented, was published to the world by their priests and monks
him by a deputation of citizens-Hebrew and Chris- before the Reformation, and was credited, upon their authority, even by those who were most zealously attached to the
tian-who joined in this testimonial to his worth and Roman see, and among the rest by Saint Antonius, archbishop
work.
of Florence; nor did they begin to confute it till Protestants
In 1846 Sir Moses prevailed upon ,the Emperor reproached them with it as reflecting great dishonor on the
Nicholas to suspend a ukase against t.he Jews. On see of St. Peter.
his return he was created a baronet. In 1854 he colMosheim seems to assume the truth of the story,
lected $100,000 for the relief of the sufferers by famin for he says:
in the East, obtained from the sultan the right to During the five subsequent centuries the witnesses to this
extraordinary event are without number; nor did anyone prior
hold real estate, and establi~hed poorhouses ~n Jeru- to the Reformation by Luther regard the thing as either infalem. He also promoted mdustry and agnculture credible or disgraceful to the church.
there. In 1863, having secured at Madrid the coThe Rev. S. Baring-Gould, an English churchman,
operation of Queen Isabella, he obtained a firman is indignant at the above assertion by Mosheim, and
from the sultan .of Mor?cco in favor of ~he P?rsecut?d 'says:
Jews, guaranteemg their equal protectiOn With Chris- For two centuries there is not an allusion to be found to the
tians. In 1866, when he was eighty-two years old, event. The only passage which can be. found is a universally
he made his last visit to Palestine, where the people acknow~edge~ i!lterpola~ion of the." ~Ives of t~e ~opes," l?Y
h d b
ffi' t d b th6 h 0 1
d h
Anastasrus Brbhothecarm61; and this mterpolation IS stated rn
a
een a IC 6
Y
c era, an W ose crops the first printed edition, 1602, to be found only in two manuhad been destroyed by the locusts. The next year he script copies. . . . Mosheim is false again in asserting that
~ent to Bucharest to us? his in.fl.uence against the ~o one. prior to. the Reformation regard~d t~e t~in~ a~ either
Ill-treatment·of the Jews m Roumania
mcredible or disgraceful. . . . Platma, m his Lives of
There was one mission however ~hich the good the Popes," written b~fore Lll;ther was born, after relating the
.
. '
. ' .
. story says, ·• These thmgs which I relate are popular reports,
man undertook which failed of Its obJect, because It but derived from uncertain and obscure authors which I hav
had to do with that most unscrupulous and heartless therefore inserted briefly and baldly, lest I sh~uld seem to
of all institutions, the Catholic church, as represented omit obstinately and pertinaciou~ly what most people asse:t."
by Pope Pius IX. The case was this: Edgar Mortara,
But does not' this quotatiOn from an author prwr
son of a Jewish cloth-merchant in Bologna, was taken to Luther's birth rather go to confirm than to refute
by force from his parents by the papal police on Mosheim's assertion? Platina relates the story from
orders from the inquisitor-in-chief at Bologna, for "pop~ar reports," an? records "what most people
the reason that he had been surreptitiously baptized assert, though he himself expresses a hesitatmg
by a Catholic servant girl, and the church considered doubt of the fact.
itself under the 9bligation of protecting hiin against
Furthermore, the learned Bower adds to the quotahis parents. Both the boy and his parents were in tion already given this:
despair, and addressed themselvs in vain to the papal
.
~
authorities. The church kept its hold on the lad.
*Metrical translation, by " Antiquary:"
The Evangelical Alliance in London presented a pro0 father _of holy m~n !, !em ale papa!
test against this outrage to the English go rnment
0 pontiff rotnnd rn Episcopal see !
.
, .
ve .
•
lf you can tell when you're to be a mamma
};ut Wltb no effect; the Engl~sb go.vernmtmt d~d not
'.l'4(lP J'U M yon ~ow wbe~ ~lJ.e 4emou alu~11 tlee,

" Liberty of Personu.l Discretion."
The above is a phrase in an article entitled "T.emperance tls, Legislativ Prohibition," in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of July 25, 1885. It is a remarkable fact that
the champions of the "liberty of personal discretion" are Antiprohibitionists. · The laws against
opium joints, one would naturally think, impeded the
practice of " liberty of personal discretion " in the
same manner as a law against liquor saloons would.
I wish the army of noble veterans enlisted in the
glorious cause of the "liberty of personal discretion"
would air their rhetoric in a philippic against the laws
prohibiting the keeping of opium joints.
How strange it is that the saloon-keepers to a man,
the manufacturers of all grades and kinds of intoxicating liquors, without exception, call the Prohibition movement a dangerous one, if it bas been, is, and
always will be inoperativ and useless! If it is dangerous to the saloons, then it is certainly a " bow of
promis" to suffering humanity. Oh, the suffering
women and children, whose only hope of a decent
home, of the respect and love of their fellows, of the
restoration to sobriety and sanity of a husband and
father, once loving and capabla, lies with the success
of this same Prohibition movement, so sadly misunderstood by so many good-hearted and intelligent
Liberals ! The Antiprohibitionists never call our attention to the innocent victims of the indirect effects
of dram-selling. Almost every newspaper that comes
to hand contains a story of some unfortunate persons whose death resulted from the insane and brutal
acts of a drunken wretch.
Common as these things are, they are beginning to
be noticed, and now that they are noticed, a reasonable
effort should be made to prevent their recurrence.
Absolute success cannot be expected; no law is an
absolute success, or accomplishes fully what it was
designed to do.
That the church and the temperance movement
should be intimately connected just at present is
quite natural, but not at all alarming. It is temperance which has captured the church, and not the
church which has captured temperance. The way of
it was something like this : the temperance people
had not where to open their mouths, though they
were in constant danger of having their heads laid
open.
The whole country was and is barren of Liberal
halls. Whoever goes about to teach the people
must take a tent along with him, as does our energetic Reynolds, or speak in the open air, which is not
always a delightful thing to do, or hire a hall, not a
thing to be done without money, or, as a last resort,
get the use of the thousands of churches in the land.
Now, the temperance people tried all these ways.
They hav had their tents, their camp-meetings, and
their halls. They wanted the churches as places in
which to talk temperance. If there were any Liberal halls they would want them, too, and they would
hav them. Well, they had to pay the price for the
churches. It would not be honest to take them without paying the price. The price was that the temperance meetings held in the churches should be
called "Gospel Temperance." No slurs were te be
fired at the " Christ" for making wine at the end of
the feast, after the guests had become so helpless
that they could not distinguish wine from water with
a drop of brickdmt in it. The innocent amusement
of opening the temperance meetings with prayer was
indulged in, and the texts, "No drunkard shall enter
the kingdom of heaven," and that other golden one,
" He who putteth the wine skin to his neighbor's
mouth shall be in danger of sheol," were to be repeated every ten or twenty minutes. You see the
price was not one that impoverishes anyone to pay.
The churches hav never got very -rich out of it; but
the temperance cause has daily prospered.
This temperance cause is a very great cause.
Even the brewers are temperance men of the most
ardent, if not verdant, kind. The civilization of our
day which supports these dreadful saloons will in the
future be deemed worse than any of the barbarisms
of Africa. We are such creatures of imitation, we
yield so easily to the influonoes around us, that this

twa.ddle about 11 liberty of :person"l discretion," when

"'
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used to prevent the use of strong measlires to desb·oy a business built up a~d sustaine~ b:y: the go?dnatured weaknesses of soCiety, resultln~ ~n the Impoverishment, misery, and dea.th of ~llhons upon
millions is almost a crime. Liberals, 1f you would
indeed be freemen, destroy this most extensiv and
most disgraceful slavery to old King Alcohol.
LIBERTA.

Where Ar.e the

Prophets~

Immediately after the nomination of Mr. Blaine,
Mrs. Morrell, a Spiritualist medium, of New York,
predicted that Blaine would never be pr~si~ent. Ah !
if prophetesses would only stop at the nght place
they would not lose honor in their own country.
But unfortunately, this medium predicted the same
thin'g about Cleveland. That spoiled the whole
yarn. Speaking of those two candidates, she said:
,, It seems to me as though one will die and the other
be killed." Wonder :why the one who was killed
didn't die ? If Cleveland was killed and didn't know
it, somebody ought to inform him that his present
course is irregular, if not positivly unconstitutional.
A dead man or a spirit might make a very good
president, but the presidency has not yet _fallen quite
so. low in public estimation that no live man can be
induced to accept it for $50,000. Afterward Mrs.
Morrell called on Mrs. Fisk, another medium, and
the spirit of A. Lincoln came into the room, and
wrote a distressingly gloomy message. Among other
things, he said that " the poor man's friend " would
be the " next in order."
The spirits are good at hugging, kissing, sitting in
people's laps, etc., but they seem to be rather lame
on politics. Abe was much shrewder while in the
flesh. He must be progressing backwards. But Mr.
D. S. White said: " This prophecy points to Butler,"
etc. Now, if Butler had been elected, what a blowing of trumpets there would hav been among the
faithful! That prophecy would hav been pointed
out as a clincher on the spirit question. But since
the election there has been a dead calm in this department. The silence is so thick that you could cut
great chunks out of it, and never hear a squeak.
Which way do the prophecies point in the coming
election in Ohio ?
Already the Spiritualists are weakening in the
Seybert Commission business, and conjuring up ingenious excuses to account for the forthcoming failure. Kind friends, when you hav a dollar to spare,
instead of spending it for something to eat, drink, or
wear, go to some one of these humbug prop~et~c
mediums, pay your dollar, and take the value of 1t m
prophecy.
•
N. G. W.

The Orthodox Belief as Applied to Children.
The d .:~ctrin preached and believed a few decades
ago, viz., that all infants that died before they
arrived at a sufficient age to realize they were sinners, and therefore could not repent, went to the
place of eternal punishment, was more consistent
with the doctrins of the church than the present belief viz. that all such infants are saved. The
pri~ary and most essent.ial doctrin of the orthodox
is that in Adam we all smned, and consequently are
born sinners. Without that doctrin there would not
be any plan of salvation, and consequently no Christian church. If all are born sinners, of course we
must all be "born again," or suffer everlastingly iDr
flaming fire. The moment an infan_t breathes he is a
sinner and the only result at wh1ch a person can
arrive 'and be logical, who believes in the Christian religion, is that infants who. die under a certain age
must be damned.
But the idea became so appalling to our ideas of
justice, in the advancement of ~ivilization, that the
belief is no longer now entertamed, only as an exception. It would not do to preach it, and it would
find no adherents if preached.
In surrendering the belief of infant punishment,
they hav not only abandoned their fundamental doctrin upon which their church is built, but they hav
not relieved themselvs from any of the unreasonableness of their doctrin of the fall of man, and the plan
of salvation.
Admitting that infants up to a certain age go to
glory when they die virtually admits that none are
condemned at any age. At . what age do persons
pass from that condition when if they die they are
safe into that state when if they die they are damned
if n~t "born again?" One may say when they arrive
at the age of accountability. When is t~at? When
they can tell right from wrong. When 1s that? To
that there is no answer. Gradually man learns one
thing is right, another wrong. The more knowledge
a person has the less he is liable to do wrong, other
things being eqnal. There is no certain time in any
man's life when he' commences to sin. In fact, man
believes largely as he has been taught, and acts ac~
cordingly, as a rule.
To him who believes the doctrin of the Christian
church there exists to~day a heaven and hell. Tomorrow a child is born. Heaven or hell is eventually
to receive him. They were made for him by God,
The child is not accountable or responsible for anyD

to do in the formation of these places, or in his coming into existence. He was forced here by the laws
of nature over which he had no control. He may
never hear of those places. If told about them, the
fall of man, arid the plan of salvation, he may not be
organized so as to believe it. He does the best in
life he knows how. He dies and goes into everlasting torment, and for what? God did not come to
him, at an age of understanding, and tell him of his
errors, how to correct them, and inform him that he
would make a place of torment for him if he did not
reform. No, it ali existed before, and the child is
born for the place, born under l.nfluences for which
he i!'l not accountable. Let them believe it who can.
It is too unreasonable, unmerdful, unjusti:tiable, for
my nature _to accept.
The unsoundness of the orthodox belief is nowhere more apparent than when applying it to the
condition of children.
FRANCIS M. :BucK.

Is It All the

Tari:O'~

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I am
especially pleased with the article of your correspondent "Holt," in your issue of July 18th, entitled
" A Lesson of the Past."
Taking, as I do, extreme radical ground on almost
every reform question, appreciating, as I do, in the
highest degree the efforts of radicals of almost every
class, I see no greater need anywhere than of just
such solid, clear-cut, plump, ringing arguments as
abound in " Holt's " article from beginning to end.
The tariff, any tariff, is a humbug, a fraud, a millstone tied to the neck of labor, a foe to human
brotherhood. Additional interest and value are
given to the article by its reference to that stupidest
of all stupid ideas, "over-production," and that giant
among frauds, "specie basis."
But I am not disposed, as your correspondent
seems to be, to charge the tariff with being the sole
or main cause of hard times and scarcity of money.
I charge as much, or more, to eur false financial !system. When there is a special. need. abr~ad of o~r
surplus produce we hav good t1mes, m sp1te of tanff
and bad finance combined. Free trade would be a
great promoter of prosperity in any case. But, I
believe, a true financial system could insure prosperity, in spite of any hindrances to foreign trade. This
country could, if necessary, liv within itself. With
capital and labor all employed, as it would be with
a plenty of reliable currency, the rest of the world
might be sunk in the sea, and we should never go to
the poor-house. I believe in American manufactures
and a home market. We do need cheap money, but
we d o no t nee d a t ar iff t o promo t e th em.
Whether we are now suffering from contraction
depends upon what you mean by it. Though there
is not enough money, there is enough to insure a fair
d
f
't
·d d 't
· · ul t'
egree o prospen y, prov~ e 1 was In Clrc a wn.
Of what practical, beneficent use is money hoarded
in bank and government vaults ? With bond and
bank system abolished, and government hoarding
abandoned, money would go into circulation and insure business activity inevitably. FRANCIS BARRY.
Kent, Ohio.

Liberal Spiritualists, and Sectarian Spiritnali•sts.
It is a plain fact that there are two classes, at
least, of Spiritualists. One class work as hard for
human progress as any Materialist, are as heartily in
favor of free thought, free speech, and free press.
Such Spiritualists condemn no man for his skepticism, his Materialism, or Atheism. But your sectarian Spiritualist is a Christian on the half-shell. He
does not believe in affiliating with Materialists. He
does not believe in free speech nor free press. On
this trip I hav met a large number of Liberal Spiritualists. At our grove meeting to-day Dr. J. C.
Corey, Waterloo, Iowa, was one of the speakers, and
he is a firm Spiritualist. He gave us a refined, iorcible, eloquent speech. I had not seen him in twentythree years, at which time we both lived in Michigan.
He is now a physician with ~ large practice, and is a
Liberal Spiritualist. In his address he let a Materialistic cat out of a Spiritual bag by informing the
audience that in those days of our youth I had furnished indubitable proof of the truth of Spiritualism,
converting him on the spot, so to speak.
With the exception of two or three sectarian Spiritualists, everybody appeared to enjoy the meetings,
forenoon and afternoon, with a picnic dinner between.
Mr. Matthew Farrington, president of the Liberal
League, presided. He is one of the ablest Liberals
and clearest thinkers in this part of the country, and
activ in our cause. Like Cincinnatus, he follows the
plow, and has a large farm, commodious house, huge
barn, and a number of the Lord's cattle. His wife
and the daughter at home are with him in his Liberal
work. Their taste is discerned in the extensiv
flower garden and other J?leasant surroundings of
the home. A few days' soJourn with them was ap~
preciated by the writer. Their son resides six miles
from Waverly.
Mr. Farrington was formerly a school-teacher by
profession; taught in New York state five years con~

thing that bDs pretltlded bim, Be bas bad nQthing tinuouBly, 1\t ~motber time two and v. half

ytl~s, ~ud

in the West a good while, making in all fifty terms
of school-teaching.
That prince of prevaricators, Elder Clark Braden,
says Ingersoll is so illiterate that he could not obtain
a second-grade certificate to teach a common schooL
Let him try Mr. Farrington, who was a young man
among the old Abolitionists, acquainted personally
with Wendell Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison,
Henry C. Wright, Pa~ker Pillsbury, and Abbie Kelly,
before and after marnage. One reason, he says, why
she and Stephen Foster married was because, as they
were co-laborers on the Abolition platform, people
talked about them.
Mr. Farrington is a strong Materialist; is willing
to be anything else when he gets the .evidence, which
must be satisfactory to his own mind. He has a
high regard for Spiritualists that are Liberal. Sectarian Spiritualists he ranks with bigoted Christians.
A bigoted Materialist he does not esteem.
Their daughter Delia. a couple of miles away, and
her husband, Fred. W. Jacob, are Liberals with whom
I passed a day. They hav two children, two aa near
perfect little specimens of humanity, boy and girl, as
I ever SQ;W.
Mr. Jacob is young, strong, enthusiastic, brimful
of Liberal gospel, and is nowhere ashamed nor
afraid to hav it knowa. For sturdy independence of
thought commend me to the youn~ farmers who hav
not been lassoed by the church.
·
On the 4tl:t of July a few of us met in St. John's
Grove, and celebrated our nat~onal birthday without
priest or prayer.
The next point which I am engaged to visit is
Cedar Falls, then Waverly, and next New Hartford.
By that time I will be close upon the time in August
when I am to meet Moses Hull in debate, at the
Spiritualists' camp-meeting, near Clinton, Ia.
These debates are kind but earnest exchanges of
thought on the chief questions of the day. Quite a
number from this part of Iowa intend to be present.
Lake City, Minn.
W. F. JAMIESON.

What Rav Mr p

to and Mr. Bonner to Say 1

• ar n
The Correspondents' Column of the New York
Ledger, August 1st, contains this curious paragraph,
which I wish you would say something more about
than can I in its reference to Mr. Parton:

R. M. C. (Tennessee) asks: "What effect did Tom Paine
and Voltaire hav on the Christianity of France? Did they
not overthrow the religion Of the nation? Or, at least, did
they not generate an era of doubt and uncertainty, which
threatened strongly the subversion of Christian faith? Kindly
refer me to a book or article upon the subject. What h"v been
the effects of Infidelity on the religion of Ameriea ?" Voltaixe
did more than any other one man to intensify the revolt
against authority in religion and in other matters which characterized the eighteenth century. Paine was more prominent
as a patriot and a lover of liberty than as an assailant of
Christianity. Both failed to distinguish between Christianity
and what men choose to call by that name, and often, when
they thought they were attacking the substance of the Christian religion, they were only attacking corruptions of it.
Paine's criticisms of the Bible are acute, considering the time
at which he wrote, but a large class of them is now seen to be
only criticism of certain interpretations of the Bible, and
another large class has lost its force through increased knowledge of Bible terms and places, so that his once f11mous works
hav little interest now. France's generous assistance to us
made French ways of thinking popular here at the beginning
of this century, but, in spite of some lecturers, the school of
Deism is now extinct among thinking people. You should
read Parton's "Voltaire."

Is it not worth Mr. Parton's while to notice such a
sweeping statement, absurdly making him subscribe
to being called unthinking, by an editor of a paper
which publishes his essays?
If Paine and Voltaire only assailed the corruptions
of Christianity, why should Christians of a better
stripe denounce them as Infidels? Who co~missioned the Ledger paragrapher to decide what 1s the
distinction between real and corrupt Christianity ?
As Christianity, jn all its phases, is a matter of faith.
in some authority or other, must not the separation
of authority from religion be a renunciation of Christianity altogether? Can a religion th:at depends. upon
the information of· scholars for the mterpretatwn of
its oracles be unreliable ? As the modern criticism
and interpretation, accepted by large denominations,
is Unitarian, or, in other words, Deistic and humanitarian, not looking upon God as a personality, but as
a power, are not the ~hr~stian .schools of ~eology
Deistical now? The sCientific philosophers, hke Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, Spencer, etc., if not Deists, a;e
more than Deists in their departure from old Christianity. But the most curious thing about the above
paragraph is that it refers to Mr. Parton's" Volta~re"
as the repository of corr~ct thoug~t on the_ subJect,
Mr. Parton himself bemg a De1st, or still ,more
oblique to orthodoxy, an officer of the great Infidel
order in America and being also the finest writer
for the Ledger, alo~g with Beecher and other Deists.
Togus, Maine.
JoHN P. GuiLD.
WHo ARE THE DECEIVERS ?-If the detection or exposure of error destroys faith, of what use is such
faith? If Jesus Christ is a myth, how much better
is Christianity than paganism ? . If the gospe~s are
monkish legends, who are the hars and dec~Ivers?
If Christendom is worshiping a falRe God, 1s not
"Antichrist" ~ btm~f!!rJk>r inotead (}$ 1! bl!lsph13w.er ?

-Antiohril3t.
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and few are so well qualified ashe to overcome them.
If every Liberal would learn to look upon laborers
in the field as his or her substitutes sent to fight the
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
battles of Freethought, which they must desire to see
Editor wo:n, the duty of supporting them would be plain.
E. M. MAODONALD,
Business Manager. Mr. Reynolds would appreciate a few more contribu0. P. Sol\IERBY,
tiona to the Tent Campaign, either in literature for
PUBLISHED BY
distribution or in the circulating medium of the
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY· conntry.
33 CU.n&on Place, New York.

Catholic Ideas on Education.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
.Address all Oommimicati<Jn8 to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMP.ANY. Mau all Drafts, Checks, and Posta! Order& payabk
'" OH.ARLES P. SOMERBY.
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The War is Not Ended.
The notion has been expressed, and is general
among advocates of the so-called " higher" biblical
criticism, that the day of destructiv Liberalism is
past; that the pe<fple who are worth Liberalizing
hav already rejected Christianity, and that all now
remaining to be done is to bury the cor~e of superstition, and then go about some sort of constructiv
work on a new basis. That notion is a mistaken one.
It is true that the higher criticism has its place, and
does work necessary to be accomplished, but not that
work which just at present is most important. A
great many books and newspaper articles of this sort,
thoroughly undermining the claims of supernatural
religion, hav been written and printed, and then
read by hundreds of people without raising the suspicion that Christianity had been attacked. The
writers hav a method of presenting evidence and
testimony in an able and wordy way, but no verdict
is reached; the bearing of the facts against current
falsehoods is not traced, often not hinted at, and the
reader at the end finds himself in possession merely
of a series of suggestions; all of which shows either
that the writers are too timid to press on from premia
to conclusion, or that they are less philosophers than
students, and dd not appreciate the significance of
what they hav learned. Of course, these works are
valuable reference books for writers, and furnish ammunition for trained thinkers, but to beginners not
yet accustomed to compounding thought they are
unwieldy and almost useless.
Thomas Paine was the first in this country to giv
the people a weapon which, even in the hands
of the most unskilful, could be successfully turned
against the trained advocates of superstition.
That weapon was the " Age of Reason," a book
which has probably had a larger circulation than
any work ever written in defense of the Bible.
Denton, and Ingersoll, and Remsburg hav followed
Paine's method, and the circulation and effects of
their writings attest their worth. Theirs is not the
"higher" criticism, but it is the criticism that aii can
understand.
Mr. Re~olds, also, has a way of presenting the
absurdities of the Bible in their most absurd aspect.
There are still ignorant fetich-worshipers who will
smite their Bible and declare that they "believe
every word that is between the leds _of that book;"
and while one of these remains the work which Mr.
Reynolds is doing will be needed. All the books
and pamphlets containing arguments directed
against the inspiration of the Hebrew scriptures
must be circulated.
Right here we would introduce a letter just received. The writer, well known for his activity in
Liberal work, has a practical way of expressing his
opinion on this point:
"GnA.ND RAPIDS, MicH., July 22, 1885.
"To THE TnuTH SEEKER CoMPANY, Gentlemen: I see by
your paper that C. B. Reynolds, of Tent fame, is struggling
away in this state with his tent meetings or lectures, and that
he speaks of distributing Liberal literature free amongst his
audience with apparent success. Now, as I am an advocate
of this last-mentioned movement, I inclose you $11-ten dollars to pay for leaflets, tracts, etc., which you will forward to
Reynolds for gratuitous distribution (these to be selected by
you). For the other dollar send me twenty-five copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKER of the 11th, containing the 'Lessons.'
"Very truly,
D. A. BLODGETT.''

As the familiar saying puts it, that has the right
ring. There is no movement on foot in the world
more deserving of support and success than the one
inaugurated by Mr. Reynolds. It is pioneer work
which he is doing. All can appreciate its difficulties,

At the last annual meeting of the Westminster
Diocesan Education Fund, Cardinal Manning presided, and his utterances on that occasion may be
regarded as unimpeachable Catholic authority. Manning was formerly an archdeacon of the Church of
Engla:ad, but differed with that body on the question
of infant baptism and regeneration, and joined the
Catholic church in 18i)l. The London Times prints a
report of the cardinal's address, in which he dealt
mainly with the question of schools, and gave his
notion of how they should be conducted.
The Catholic population of London is given at
200,000, which, compared to a total population of
4,000,000, is agreeably small. The average attendance at Catholic schools is 18,000. Very few Catholic children attend other schools, and the cardinal
gave the parents great credit for fidelity on this account, it being a fact beyond dispute the.t the public
or board schools possessed superior qualifications
for furnishing the pupils with both mental and physical training. The trouble with them was, in the
Catholic point of view, that the education which they
provided was not "Christian." They were intolerably godless. For this reason Cardinal Manning believes Christian education in England at this time is
in a crisis and in great peril. He holds that education is strictly a question of morals and religion, and
that the instruction of youth in the law of God, which
with Catholics is synonymous with the laws of their.
church, is the first duty of the teacher. The state,
he implies, has no further duty, in regard to education, than to furnish the school buildings and to pay
the salary of the teachers, .who in every case should
be Christians. He has great hopes from the new
House of Commons, and believes that it will be
pervaded with an atmosphere of Christianity.
When the state entered into questions of morals
and religion, as it had done in providing public
schools, the clergy had a right, said the cardinal, to
enter the realm of politics. ,-; Therefore he would say
that every man who loved Christianity and his country was bound, when anybody came before him to
ask his interest and his vote, to assure himself that
any person he voted for would protect" Christian education." Honesty, capacity, faithfulness to his trust,
are not to count with a candidate seeking Catholic
favors.
Cardinal Manning has been somewhat censured by
the wealthier classes in his church for his habit of
consorting with and preaching to the low and ignorant instead of cultivating the society of the rich, and
has thereby gained the credit of being democratic in
his leanings. But the pope knows that Manning is a
good servant. He knows that the low and ignorant
support the church. He knows that, under the new
franchise act, the low and ignorant will hav a vote,
and that in a revolt they carry the muskets. For these
reasons Manning. is doing the work of the politician.
It is the undoubted hope of the Catholic church
that England may become a republic, with the Episcopal church disestablished. Catholicism flourishes
best in a republic. Her foothold in our land grows
daily stronger, so that it has become a mere question
of speed between progress and enlightenment on the
one side, and the proselytizing enterprise of Catholics on the other. At the root of this prublem lies
the school question. If the church gains control of
the public schools, or if the Catholics can obtain
government support for their parochial schools, with
attendance made compulsory by law, the children of
the country will be at the mercy of zealots and educated in an atmosphere of superstition. The only
answer to priests and clergymen who wish reforms
made in school systems is that, except as citizens,
they hav and can hav nothing whatever to do with
educational institutions. Education is secular. A
pupil instructed only in ascertained facts will know
nothing of religion except. its atrocities. The teaching of religion must therefore be omitted. If, as the
Catholics claim, the ordinary school history tells the
pu:J;>ilS. ~hat the Refor~ation '!as :,.OE!all;f ~ J,'eformation•

and that Martin Luther was a benefactor ofhiskind.
that is a question for historians to settle. The reformation must be judged by its effects upon civilization
and progreSs. If the Catholics can show that it was
really a disaste1·, they will, no doubt, hav little difficulty in pointing out to their children the error 0 (
the popular text-book.
We can form no estimate as to how far Cardinal
Manning will be supported in England in his attempts to make the government pay for manufacturing Catholics. A people that will support an established church, as the English people do, cannot be
expected to protest very vigorously against any sort
of religious tyranny; but in this country, happily,
the ideas of this distinguished authority on infant
baptism hav as yet met with little general favo1·.

That "Unchaining the ·Tiger" Letter.
The statement that Franklin wrote to Paine, advising him not to publish his " Age of Reason," still
continues in current circulation though many times
shown to be spurious. A presentation of the following facts should set the question at rest.
In Volume III. of Bigelow's " Life of Franklin,"
page 364, appears the following 1etter:
To THOMAS PA.INE (?) datennce?'tain [I]:
"I hav read your manuscript with some attention. By the
argument it contains against a particular providence, though
you show a general providence, you strike at the foundation
of all religion. For without the belief in a providence that
takes cognizance of, guards and gnides, and may favor pru·ticular persons, there is no motiv to worship a deity, to fear his
displeasure, or to pray for his protection. I will not enter
into any discussion of your principles, though you seem to
desire it. . • •
"I would advise you, therefore, not to attem:pt unchaining
the tiger, but to burn this piece before it is seen by any ether
person, whereby you will save yourself a great deal of regret
and repentance. If men are so wicked with ?'eligion, what
would they be if without it? I intend this letter as a proqf of
my friendship, and therefore add no professions to it, but subscribe simply,
Yours,
B. FRA.NKLIN."

The editor's note to the above is as follows:
"This letter was first published by William Temple Franklin, but without the name of the person tg whom it was
directed. Mr. Sparks supposes it was addressed to Paine.''

William Temple Franklin was accused of tampering with the manuscripts left by his grandsire. This
tampering grandson" first published the letter without date or name of the recipient. Historian Sparks
supposes it was addressed to Paine, and biographer
Bigelow, on that shallow supposition, heads the letter: "To THOMAS PAINE-date uncertain."
Franklin died in April, 1790; in December, 1793,
Paine, who had never before written any thoughts on
religion, began his " Age of Reason." On his return
to America, in 1802, he published a series of " Letters to the Citizens of the United States," in one of
which he says:
"In my publications I follow the rule I began with in
'Common Sense,' that is, to consult nobody, nor to let anybody see what I write till it appears publicly.';

In the light of these facts, is_ any further argument
necessary· to prove that Franklin never wrote any
such letter to Thomas Paine ?

Rivalry in Revivalism.
In all varieties of callings in which personal
strength,. agility, or skill is requisit to excellence,
there is some gentleman or lady engaged who claims
the title of champion. Thus Prof. J. L. Sullivan is
the champion pugilist when sober enough to support
the title; Mr. Beach, of Australia, we believe, is the
champion sculler, besides being a gentleman; some
young lady of forty-five summers, and numerous
falls, connected with Mr. Barnum's greatest show
possible on earth, is champion equestrienne; the
Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage is the champion pulpit acrobat, and the Rev. Joseph Cook, by: general consent,
poses before Christendom as the champion liar.
Just now there is a dispute in religious circles as
to who is the champion converter. There is rivalry
in revivalism, or rivalism in revivalry, to state it
plainer; and the most conspicuous figures are Boy
Preacher Harrison, mt. fifty-four, and the Rev. Sam.
Jones of Georgia, whose age is unknown, but who
would properly belong to that age when the loftiest
dome of intellect loomed skyward between the ears
of the patient ass. These two gentlemen both claim
the championship, but it is admitted that just now
Mr. Jones is the favor it. His lofty atyle and elegant
diction giv him the call over Mr. Harrison To show
what these are we print the subjoined report from
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the Day, of Waco, Texas, where he was at las~ accounts laboring:
" Between two and three thousand people were in the Tabernaclelast night when Evangelist Jones stood up to open the
services. He prefaced his remarks with the statement that
there were some incidental expenses, such as the gas used,
etc. that would hav to be paid for, and that a collection would
be taken up to meet this. 'Any gentleman,' he said, 'will
cheerfully contribute his mite to help out, for the demand is
necessary and reasonable. There are some people here, I hav
no doubt, who will sneer .and say, "This is always the way
with these religious meetings; anything to get money." I am
not appealing to these flop-eared hounds. They can keep
their hands and their money in their pockets.' "

the Christian Herald, and offers to award a sum of money sufficient to cover the expenses and institute a~ investigation. "If
the Christian He:rald,'' he says, "does not concur in this investigation, the editor must submit to be classed in the category
of those unscnpulous and pious people who greedily use the
vilest falsehoods against heretic enemies." There seems to be
a class of religious dissemblers in England of unusual talent.
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fortunate. After breakfast he came up the path at so quick a
rate, with his arms waving, that he was short of breath. Dr.
Shrady saw him coming, walked out, and said, 'Hush ! he's
dead.' The doctor almost fell. His terrible disappointment
was depicted plainly on his face. He replied not a word, and
when he had recovered rushed into the house and led Mrs.
Grant to the sofa." The New York World observes: "Dr.
Newman beautifully remarks that 'some of the last scenes
of General Grant's death were pitiful and at the same Vime
eloquent,' which is creditable alike to Dr. Newman's elocution and eyesight, sinee he witnessed these scenes from the
breakfast table of the hotel some distance away from the cottage occupied by the general.''

WHEN Remsburg's "Life of Paine" was published in 1880,
copies of it were sent to prominent Christian clergymen.
Since that time, six of these clergymen-Rev. Robert Collyer,
of New York; Rev. Minot J. Savage, of Boston; Rev. J.
Lloyd Jones, of Chicago; Rev. Charles Wendte, of Cincinnati; Rev. H. L. Eads, the Shaker bishop, of Kentucky, and
Rev. J. Fletcher Williams, of :Liverpool, Eng.-hav, eitqer in
E. C. WALKER closed his 'course of lectures at Ortonville,
the pulpit or through the press, paid eloquent tributes to the
Besides indicating the degree of refinement which character and wor~s of Thomas Paine.
Minn., on July 20th, and is now in Eastern Minnesota ready
for engagements in that state, Wisconsin, :Michigan, Illinois,
Mr. Jones has attained, the foregoing extract shows
ONE of· the St. Louis preachers of whom Helen Gardener and Iowa. For the present, address him at Minneapolis,
what those people mentioned by our fair correspondwrote last week, asked in his sermon "if it was not true that it Minn.
ent " Liberta " may enjoy when, offended at the needed a man to be steeped in the depths of Infidelity before
bruskness of Liberals, they seek the cultured society he could become a distributqr of obscene literature, like BenA Catholic Prophecy~
offered by Christians. The present dispute between nett.'' He also repeated the" Don't unchain the tiger" story,
The kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland is on the eve of
Harrison and Jones is over the result~t of their re- and the regular stock tales concerning Paine and Voltaire. It a democracy.-- Catholic Union and Times.
is surprising what a number of dishonest and ignorant men
spectiv labors in the cause of Christ. Harrison was
there are in the pulpits of the country. It is of no use to labor
A Cause for Keen Regret.
so unwise as to make his statement first, but he with them. Their wooden heads are too thick and hard to
President Potter, of the Free Religious Association, an· put ·his estimate high enough, it was supposed, to take anything in. They a!e fitly described in 2 Peter ii, 22.
nounces that the subscriptions to the Index during the past
cover the mendacity of all future liars. According to
THE Mansion House Committee of the Pall Mall Gazelle's year hav largely decreased. That's bad news, surely, All
his figures, he has converted between forty arid fifty exposure of London vice, consisting of the Archbishop of Can- Liberal thought newspapers should be amply sustained.-Banthousand souls during his career. Jones says that terbury, the Bishop of London, Cardinal Manning, and Mr. ner of Light.
he has made between eight and ten thousand con- Samuel Morley, has 6ompleted its labors. The report is as
A Book for the Dollar NobiJity.
follows:
verts during the present year. This is a much better
The New York TRUTH SEEKER calls Rose Elizabeth Cleve"Having been requested to inquire as to the truth uf stateshowing than Harrison's, as the latter has been en- ments printed in the Pall Mall Gazette from July 6th to July land's new book "about the weakest slush that the book
gaged in the great work for some twenty years. lOth, we decided from the first to exclude inquiry into charges makers hav ever put upon a long suffering public." We do
against particular men, or classes of men, or' against the poFurtbe1·, Jones desires to bet 10 to 1 that ninety-five lice. We strictly confined ourselvs to an inquiry into the sys- not question the accuracy of this criticism, but by way of comment let us add that the days are not long enough, the capacper cent of his converts never recover. Harrison is tem of criminal vice described. After carefully sifting the
evidence of witnesses and material before us, without guaran- ity of the fastest printing presses is not great enough, to print
not a betting man, but he makes no bones of hinting teeing the accuracy of every particular, we are satisfied that, this slush in such quantities as the wealth and fashion of
oh the whole, the statements of the Pall Mall Gazette are sub- America at the summer resorts demand. 'fhere can be no
that Sam Jones is a liar.
stantially true."
question, of course, regarding the litemry excellence of a book
This question should be sGttled in some satisfactory
The London Salvation Army is taking a hand in looking which sells like that among the dollar nobility of this great
and decisiv way. The probability is on the side of after immoral persons, which will remind people of the dis- land.- Winsted Press.
Mr. Harrison in his opinion of Mr. Jones. It is well tinguished Mr. Bill Sykes, who joined in the pursuit of little
known that many of the latter's converts are darkies, Oliver with the cry of " Stop thief !"
One of the Salem Martyrs.
The de~cendants ·of Rebekah Nourse commemorated the
and that on their w11y from the meetings these do not
A LAMENTABLE feature of the literature inspired by the death
scruple to absorlJ whatever fowls may chance to be of General Grant is the bad poetry that has been written to 193d anni.;.ersary of her execution as a witch at the old Nourse
homestead in Ralem Village (Danvers Center), on July 30th
roosting for the night near the line of their home- commemorate the military achievements of the great soldier.
(o.s. July 19th). There was a meeting at the First Parish
Perhaps
the
verses
below
are
the
worst.
They
are
painted
in
ward route. But whethEr or not this can be concolossal letters and flank a heroic-sized picture of Grant on our church in Danvers at twelve o'clock, with addresses by the
strued as inconsistent with true piety is an open city hall. Rollin M. Squire, of the department of public Rev. Fielder Israel, pastor of the first church in Salem, of
which Rebekah Nourse was a member when arrested on the
question. Custom would decide in the negativ.
works, is the author. The poetry runs:
24th of March, 1692, and by the Rev. C. B. Rice, of the First
It might be recommended that these rival revival" He bore aloft our sword of fire,
Parish of Danvers (Salem Village), the church of the Rev.
A world-watched, envied nation,
ists, in accordance with a suggestion that has been
Samuel Parris, in whose house and family the witchcraft deWhere victory sang, while trembling kings
made, should attend the coming Albany Convention,
lusion which swept over Salem was ·born. A monument was
Bespoke.our desolation.
dedicated, and a perpetual endowment of the burial lot is to
and test their respectiv converting powers on the peoNo faltering marked ·the Titan's task,
be secured. Thus, after the IapRe of nearly two centuries, has
ple there to assemble. Fifteen minutes might be
No shrinking from the trial; .
the martyred woman's name been vindicated, and the very
He faced the foe ere Freedom's hand
allotted to each in which t.1 tell all he knows, and the
Fell shattered from Time's dial."
churches that with a "Thus saith the Lord, thou sh11lt not
converts could then be counted by some competent
It is the generally expressed sentiment of New Yorkers that suffer a witch to liv," hounded her to her death, \vith the
person. The result would set at rest all doubts as to this rhyme should be taken in out of sight. The occasion is Rev. Cotton Mather, D. D., at their head, virtually repudiated
which is the champion nuisance.
a tempting one' and a great deal more poetry will probably be God's command by commemorating the event in their
written, but the bard who kindly refrains in this crisis will churches. Is it not surprising that they cannot see that they
are now entertaining and preaching doctrins that two hundred
deserve the thanks of man and woman.
Editorial Notes.
years hence will be looked upon by their successers quite as
A CORRESPONDENT forwards us an account of "A Backsliding illegitimate as putting to death men and women as witches,
THE Springfield Republican says that "the rage which is said
to exist for Miss Cleveland's book of literary stuilies, if it be Infidel,'' purporting to be descriptiv of the recent action of and hanging Q11akers?
not a fiction of enterprising publishers, illustrates the inex- Leo Taxi!, the noted French Communist and Freethinker.
'ihe monument erected is a granit shaft, eight and a half
Taxi! was one of the characters of the Republic in Nance. He feet high, and is on a grassy mound two and a half feet high.
haustible supply of fools.'' Quite correct.
was originally a clever newspaper writer. When the ComTHE London Freethinker has published an illustrated summer mune began to get a permanent foothold in Paris he formed The base is of Rockport stone, with a die of polished granit.
number, with an illuminated cover representing palms, pyra- the Anti-Clerical Society. His writings, which were published The front bears this inscription:
"REBECCA NOURSE,
mids, Assyrian lions, and other oriental things. The pictures by the bOciety of which he was the head, were called blasphe"Yarmouth, Eoglaud, 1621; Salem, Mass., 1682.
inside, metaphorically speaking, would make the angels weep. mous. Among Taxil's' productions was a " Comic Life of
(Lines by John G. Whittier.)
IT givs us some pain to see paragraphs which we hav taken Jesus," illustrated with numerous irreverent woodcuts. His
"0 Uhri:stian martyr who for truth could die
!'Comic
Bible"
was
another
similar
work
in
character.
"The
the trouble to write republished in our American Freethought
When all about thee owned the hideous lie.
, contemporaries, and credited to foreign journals, after having Female Pope," "Sacred Stupidities," "Down With the E\llr'fhe world, redeemed from superstitions sway,
Is breathing freer for thy sake to-day."
crossed the water and returned. This occurs from not render- plice," and half a dozen similar volumes were each, in turn,
suppressed by the French police. . Taxi! was an interesting
ing ,; unto scissors the things that are scissors'."
The reverse is also appropri.ttely inscribed.
and popular man in literary circles, and had many friends.
I will only add that I am familiar with the location of these
THE Rev. Mr. Turner, of Georgia, lost faith in mankind and The account says he has recanted, thrown himself on the foreverything else, and committed suicide because he could not givness of the Catholic church, and entered a convent. Our places and churches, having stood upon the spot where this
make the narrativs of the apostles agree. If Mr. Turner had correspondent desires us to answer these statements. We hav unfortunate woman, and eighteen other victims, were hung,
recollected that the disciples were fishermen, and that their received no information on the subject further than that it since being called "Gallows Hill" (Salem), but now within
language on that account should not be pressed too closely, he cabled to the New York papers 'to the effect that Taxi! had the limits of Danvers. How much more sensible to hang the
might hav overlooked their discrepancies, given up preaching, resigned the presidency of some society on account of differ- Bible and the clergy, I thongbJ, as I stood there, a quarter of
a century since, than those innocent men and women!
and lived a long and useful life.
ences among the members. That is probably the truth about
E. E. G.
THE Author of the Hebrew scriptures owes the revisers a it. The information in regard to the recantation may safely
debt pf gratitude which they will probably never be able to be ascribed to the imagination of the writer of the account
"Rpiritual Retreat."
collect. In the one hundred and thirty-ninth Psalm of the our correspondent sends. Taxil's "Comic Bible" is not quite
From the Catholic Union and Times.
as indecent as the original Jewish version, but it is a performold version this verse occurs:
The anml!tl Spiritual Hetreat for the clergy of the diocese
"If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there; if I make my ance that reflects little credit on its author. The truth about will begin at the Seminary of Our Lady of Angels, l\Ionday,
24th
of August.
·
bed in hell, behold, thou art there."
·
his recent action will doubtless be made known in time.
From tlte Evening TiUgram, Jztly 26th.
By deftly changing the word hell to one meaning grave, the
READERS of the Independent will peruse with great interest
A troop of little girls I"f\n down Sixth avem~e last ,night to
revision committee hav extricated the Almighty from an unthe Rev. Jonn P. Newman's account of the last scene at the Policeman Schleier, at the corner of Twenty-mnth street, crycomfortably warm place.
ina,
"Oh, Mr. Policeman, there is a priest up on the next
death-bed of General Grant, but their confidence in the strict
THE Ghristian Herald contains this paragraph, printed on the accuracy of the parson's narrativ will be somewhat shaken blgck, and he's acting horrid. He's taking hold of all the
ladies' dresses " 'fhe policeman went in the direction indiwhen they learn that Dr. Newman was swallowing his break- cated by the girls, and on the next block, sure enough, he
authority of Evangelist Charles Cook:
"HEU MA.TEs~·y's PRISON, PENTONVILLE.-'I had not been fast in a neighboring hotel when the death occurred. The found a young man dressed in clerical garb, with his arm
here, had I not hav ;followed the teaohings of Bradlaugh.' facts of the case, as given by the tomme1·cial Adve1·tise:r, are around a young lady, trying to kiss her. 'fhe young lady was
'Ah! my friend, would. that you were the o~ly one ~ho thus these: "About 7:15 o'clock on the morning that Grant died screaming and struggling, and the spectators were convulsed
regretted being led_ away by such false teachmg, which.lea~s
with !tmghter. The man was oviilently intoxicated, and the
to open sin and vwe. Many-very many-who langmsh m Dr. Newman said he thought he would go over to the hotel policeman arrested him. He gave the name of Brady.
and.
get
a
little
breakfast.
The
physicians
warned
him
that
"durance vile " attribute the downward career to listening to
Mr. Brady found a spiritual 1·etreat in the Jeffersuch men· they became lawless in proportion as they threw a change might occur at any moment, and that he had better
off the fe~r of God, and now bitterly repent having imbibed not go. He turned to Henry, the nurse, and asked his advice. son Market station house, a month ahead of the pr••·
Infidel doctrins. Listen to this: " I AM ONE OF THIRTEEN IN- Henry thought the general would liv for an hour. So off the cession.
FIDELs. What has become of my friends?. I will tell you.
One became a Christian, six were transported, four were doctor went and ate his breakfast at breakneck speed. In the
hanged. there is one in the cell above me sentenced to penal mean time Dr. Sands, who had left the cottage at ten o'clock
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's P" •• [,o.·servitude for life, and I am tJ be hanged to-morrow!" ' "
the evening previous in order to hav a good night's rest, saunMr. Bradlaugh says that Evangelist Cook has been lying to tered back about 7:50, just in time. Dr. Newman was not so. tiona sent free upon application.
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CONRAD GROVE, !A.., July 23, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. Macdonald, in THE TRuTH SEEKER of
July 18th, proves to me that I hav been posing under a false
canopy in calling myself a Universqlogist. It was only an illusion. lfhe convergency of the divergent lines of my theory
of the universE! led me one stratum still below the "general
antagonism" of Universology to cosmic unity; and why not call
it Harmonology? It is Materialistic in seeing, with Mr. Tyndall, in matter the potency of all life; Idealistic, with Emerson, in knowing nothing as it is in itself, but only as it appears, which outline varies with each individuality. Would
not this be the Materia-Idealistic branch of Harmonology?
I am both pessimist and optimist, as life is both the worst
and best possible condition of things. Schopenhauer, Hartmann, and all the pessimistic galaxy are posing as the philosophers of disenchantment, themselvs only half-disenchanted,
seeing all on the pain and 'sorrow side of the great sphere of
life as real, and the pleasure side as illusion, while the optimists look through the reverse angle of the spectroscope.
Both are both reality and illusion, as relativly and absolutely
considered-all the result of inevitable necessity, the effects of
an infinit sucession, and each both the parent and child of
the other, becoming a unit in the universal h_armony. Joy
and sorrow, pain and pleasure, thus become equal, and are
prime elements in the evolution of life and consciousness. Is
not this the pessimo.optimistic branch of Harmonology, growing out of cosmic unity as a fundamental necessity?
We are all little spheroids struggling to grow larger, some
more spheroidal, fanatical, or "cranky," others more roundly
developed on all sides, or spherical. The true measure of our
greatness is double the diameter from the center to the nearest
circumferential point. Of the 1,300,000;ooo of these now suffering conscious life no two are alike, and if each of these
spheroids were to gravitate into an aggregation of the whole
human family, each taking its place by the inherent .bent of
its individual differentiation, the negativ points of their respectiv polarities would converge to one common center, the
opposit or positiv diverging to form the continuous area of a
smgle spheroid. Thus says "Cosmic Unity;" and crush one
or an aggregation of these spheroids out with the chain of its
successiv parentage, like Catholicism or Protestantism, no
matter how tyrannical, egotistical, or modest, and the whole
sphere would be impaired. Thus does Harmonology harmonize the antagonisms of sociology, and make them necessary
elements in its economy in the evolution and perpetuation of
consciousness. Consciousness is a little spark or aggregation
resultant from pervading curiosity, or the desire to know, inherent in all matter struggling between two infinities, one· so
great that in our smallness we cannot even Imagine its outlines, the other so small that in our coarseness its infinit realities fade from our vision, reaching out our tentacles-the
telescope on one side, and- the microscope on the other-reveling in ecstasy, imbibing the material truths of the sylvan
realms of zymology and bacteria here, and, \vith Herschel,
dissolving and resolving the nebulm of the Milky Way in its
alembic there, and we find the secret of its perpetuation in
that though we reach out beyond Spencer's line of the Unknowable, with Emerson, and Goethe, and Plato, we see still
beyond the outlines of a new and varying succession of the
Unknown, thus realizing that nature, not God, "perpetua1ly
geometrizes." Thus, were it possible to complete the" knowable," and pass upon an absolute line of the "unknowable,"
that moment consciousness must become unconscious.
So we are led, by successiv gradation, to the great law of
universal illiinitability, the interpretation of which discloses
the key to all phenomena, a·s it develops into that crystal
stream of prophecy.
Mrs. lliacdonald will not so misunderstand me as to think,
because I cannot see things as she does, that I do not appreciate her kind and encouraging words. As in the harmonizing
system is woven that mantle of charity which necessitates a
universal brotherhood, I never expect to find one who will
agree with me, as no one else can look through my horoscope,
and this is the embryo out of which grows the beautiful flower
of Agnosticism. Schopenhauer called his first ~;atellites fan.
atics. Emerson says, "Hitch your wagon to a star." 'Why
not rather say-do not be a satellite. Develop centripetally
and be a planet, growing larger and rounder until, with your
uncompromising individuality, you can swing far out into the
vibrant empyrean and be a star.
GENELLL

one of the combatants. While Spiritualists, outside their be·
lief in immortality, hav no important views on life and the
pursuit of happiness at variance with the Materialist, why
should that one be a source of enmity or ill-feeling? When
union is necessary for strength, why not encourage that union,
and strive to cultivate fraternal feelings, as long as both hav
a common enemy that must be fought and subdued? The
term Liberal is as applicable to Spiritualists as Materialists,
though there are individual members of both classes that hav
very slight claim to it. I regret this fact, but do not look· to
such as proper representativs of either belief. Bigotry and
intolerance, dogmatism and postulation, hav but one rightful
place, and that is in the church. No one afthcted with these
theological attributes should stray into the ranks of Liberalism, for such are out of their sphere, and traveling under a
misnomer. They should return to the church and mingle
with congenial society. In a recent fulmination by one of
these positiv postulators I notice all mediums are frauds, and
if any ask or want "conditions" they instantly prove it. -This
is a broad assertion, and shows an extensiv acquaintance
among mediums which I supposed no man but Mr. Winter
had experienced. La Roy Sunderland admitted, as does Miss
Gibson, that phenomena occur such as Spiritualists attribute
to spirits, but other Materialists deny it, which shows even
they can disagree on this much-ventilated subject. Now, a word
as to conditions. Everything that is ever accomplished is done
under certain conditions, and the a:bsence of the right conditions
will prevent success. Take the telegraph for one illustration.
The batteries and instruments may be in,perfect order, and
the two places between which a communication is to be sent
properly connected by wire; but if one of the glass insulators
on a telegraph pole is broken, and the wire comes into contact
with iron or wood, the "conditions are not right," and failure
results. Said Mattie Sawyer Hull to these condition-ridiculers,
as she stood on the rostrum, "You all hav to sleep; will some
of .you come up here before the audience ~nd go to sleep?"
They respectfully declined, for the " conditions wan't right."
"Materialism," says this same writer, "is all we know to be a
fact." Had he used the pronoun •'I" instead of "we" his assertion would not hav been improper or false, as it was, it is.
There are a large number of "we's" in this world, and no one is
an authorized spokesman for all. Said D. M. Bennett, on page
40 of the little tract, "Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind" (which
I would like to see in the hands of every dogmatist): "Now,
the question a1ises: Are there proofs of intelligences disconnected with vi~ible organizations? Thousands of people, yes,
hundreds of thousands and millions, answer Yes. They hav
repeatedly received such evidence as to satisfy their reason
that such intelligence or intelligences do exist. We are one of
this number." Henceforth will these enthusiastic annihilationists be more cautious in using the word "we," for as used
it includes these millions that do know spirit is as much of an
entity as matter? And will those who hav continued to claim
D. JYI. Bennett as one of their number now accept his own
words as evidence of their mistake. Let us be tolerant in the
discussion of all subjects, and never so presumptuous as to
think there are no undiscovered truths in the great realm of
nature. The truth of Spiritualism will naver be established
by discussion, for each attd every one, to believe, must hav
evidence. This evidence must come through the despised
medium, and if any are averse to seeking it there, they don't
hav to.
In closing, I will again quote from D. M. Bennett: " It is
not our purpose to here cite instances, nor to detail phenomena that thousands of times hav occurred, but simply to recognize the fact that they do take place. In doing this it
is by no means necessary to accept alf the claims of charlatans, frauds, and enthusiasts, of which undeniably large numbers exist.
.
C. SEVERANCE.
P.S.-" Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind" costs but 10 cents,
though worth many times that sum.
C. S.

FOXBURG, PA., July 23, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find four dollars-three for
my subsCiiption; rest for "Evolution," by R. C. Adams;
"False Claims," by Remsburg; "A Photograph of the Bible's
Flat Earth and Solid Heaven;" "The Crisis,'" by Paine.
I am away from home almost all the time, but I manage to
get THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I make it a practice when I am
through with it to giv it to some friend. It always institutes
a spirit of inquiry and starts them thinking in the right direction. When it is possible to get the followers of the meek
and lowly to look on the opposit side and to create within
them a desire to know the whole truth, in ninety-nine cases
out of one hundred they will see where they are wrong, and
Q.RANGE, CAL., July 17, 1885.
in place of a blind faith in the Christian's heaven an .;I. a superMR. EDITOR: Free discussion i'S something that should never
stitious fear of their hell (old ed.) they will become converts
be restricted, but abusiv and insulting opposition to the honto the more modern religion, the Religion of Humanity.
est opinions of those who differ ~ith us will never convert them
Yours truly,
L. W. ZuvER.
or stimulate friendship. I believe ~here are few Spiritualists
who object to discussing the question of immortality with
PoMONA., CAL., July 18, 1885.
Materialists, but if any exist who think it pleasant and proper
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed slip I cut from the Dayton Chronto be the recipients of harsh invectivs, I hav never met them. icle, published in Washington territory:
This mode of debating (?) the merits of Spiritualism has be"THE EFFECT OF GnA.vEs's PnEA.CHING.-At the coroner's income so common that certain men of prominence among the
quest held over the body of the infant child killed near WesSpiritualir;ts are in favor of a complete separation between ton last week by its mother, the fact was developed that since
Spiritualists and Materialists. Now, this is somethiug that is Evangelist Graves had been preaching in that place, she had
not really desirable, were it \possible, for both parties hav a become imbued with the idea that she had 'committed the
common enemy in the church and all theologians. If certain unpardonable sin and was doomed to go to hell.' She said
Materialists are so combativ and pugnacious by nature that after the deed was committed that 'the blood which coursed
in her veins was the same as that which ran in the veins of her
they must quarrel, let it be done with avowed enemies and chilcl, and, as she did not want the little one to go to hell, she
those who seek to enslave the human mind. There are would kill it and send it to its master.' Prior to the advent of
plenty of such, and they need never want for an opponent. Graves the woman was perfectly sane and thought everything
What is there in the simple belief of a spirit existence or of her child. The feeling in the vicinity of W eaton against
continued life beyond the grave that need to arouse ani- Graves is intense, as he is blamed with causing the mental
wreck and awful tragedy by his outrageous assertions in the
mosity in anyone? Is not such a thing· desirable? And pulpit. The unhappy woman was sent to the asylum on the
whether desirable or not, if true, what does it amount to to 24th."
oppose it? When Spiritualism draws a boundary line for
This is another of the many similar oases occurring of
thought, when it attempts to force men's mind,;~ into particu- butcheries of innocent children c11Used directly by the teach.
lar channalg, when it denies the right to reason or the ex!lroiso ings of this monijtrous ·un-holy book called the· Bible. I vent·
ot pl'ivate judgm{ltlt1 thol!. ~fi time t9 combat it, 111nd I Bball be m;e the M£H1J:tion tb~t tb!lrtl ifl not tl!lotl:l.tlr book pttbli&htld on

this earth the reading of which would or could so unsettle the
mind of a loving mother that she could deliberately put to
death her only child in the manner that this mother has done.
All other crimes ever committed in the name of the gods·dwindle into insignificance compa1•ed with the butchering of babes
by mothers. And who is responsible for these worse than
hellish murders? The blood of these innocent victims is upon
every "pounder" of Bibles that is giving force to the abominable teachings of the vicarious atonement.
Every protector of babes and virtue should denounce these
promoters of vice and murder wherever they may be found.
Our mothers, wives, and daughters should be impressed with
the fact that the parson is a useless ornament; that hiE! teach.ing is an incentiv to crime; that humanity owes none of its
better qualities to him or his teachings. He is, an,d has been
ever since man's intelligence began, the great stumbling.
block over which human happiness, comfort, progress, and
prosperity hav been' stranded. . Shall our superstition longer
liv to mock our intelligence? Or will we Jet the light of the
nineteenth century in and dispel the dar];ness of the past?
Can we expect anything better of our children if we continually refuse them the light of science, giv them instead the
musty, worn-out creeds of the past? The fallacies of the past
will not answer for the practices of the future; they are. only
storm signals that every teacher of science must avoid to be
successful. Let us strive to break 'the chains that bind the
l'ast to the future.
The most effectual method of ridding our minds of these superstitions is to stop listening to \heir teachers, stop building
churches, refuse giving for their maintenance or that of the
parson. Take away the great motor, money, and superstition
would soon die out, and the people would soon become happier and more prosperous. Our desire {or the good things· of
this life, of this real world, would increase until life would be
worth living for, and death only be welcomed as the inevitable.
H. L. SHA.uG.
NoRFOLK, NEB., July 17, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 to be applied on my
subscription to THE TnuTH SEEKER. I like to read sensible
articles, but from such cranks as are writing on prohibition,
Spiritual seances, great God (if there is one) deliver us! I
hav read everything that is worth knowing about prohibition,
God, devil, hell, angels, ghosts, Virgin Mary, and other trash,
coming from such writers as you hav to contend with. Let
people write on tmbjects they know and understand, and how
slight would the knowledge of these people appear to us !
JNO. GEIGER.
A. LETTER TO LUCY COLMAN.
MILWAUKEE, Wis., July 25, 285.
MY. DEAR FRIEND AND Co·LA.BORER: I hav been impressed
to write a reply to some of your remarks in the all-sided
TRUTH SEEKER. I am aware of the great work you hav done
in the past for liberty and equality for all, and I rejoice that
on these general subjects you are still clear and strong. I
esteem you very much as a grand and noble woman, and for
I his reason I write as I do, for a fault in those I love and trust
hurts me far more than in those less esteemed. Hence my
criticisms are usually of my friends; and I am always glad of
friendly criticisms from others, believing them a great means
of progress.
I hav noticed on various occasions you hav spoken in a most
intolerant and disrespectful manner of Spiritualism and Spiritualists-as some others of my friends hav on occasions
spoken in the same spirit of Materialism and Materialists.
Both I consider unjust, and unworthy true Liberals. I am
first a Materialist, having no evidence of anything in 'the universe except matter in its various stages of refinement. I am
also a Spiritualist in the sense that I believe in the continuity
of individual human life. This belief is based upon as substantial evidence as my belief in human existence in this
earthly life of which you as well as I are cognizant. If I know
of the one-fact I do of the other, and by the same.means-my
senses. Now, the fact that you do' not know this does not,
qualify you to declare no one else does know it.
In a court of justice it is the evidence of those that do know
that establishes the fact, or decides the case, and unless the
evidence can be impeached it stands as valid.
A while ago you were greatly exercised over the fact that
someone counted a man in your city as dishonorable (although
standing self-convicted), and in that same article you by implication accused hundreds of persons whose veracHy would
be vouched for by those most intimately acquainted with
them (mediums) of the same thing. That is not consistent.
One person's reputation should be as carefully handled as another's, irrespectiv of beliefs.
In the last TRuTH SEEKER you seemed to go quite out of
your way to giv materializations a dab. You say:" The workers
of to-day hav enough to contend with. Superstition is still
activ; it may not believe in the immaculate conception, but
it believes in materializations and all sorts of ,demonology,
etc.'' Now, my good sister, the "workers of to-day," a large
share of them, happen to be these same believers.
The majority of the workers in every reform movement,
whether religious, political, or social, I think are afflicted with
this same demonology, and, somehow or other, they seem very
deeply interested in the great reform movements of the day,
and I fail to see why a belief in a future life, with its conditions only a natural outgrowth of our life here, would, in any
way, make one less anxious for the welf!lll'e of the race.
Is your old friend and co-laborer, Amy Post, who has stood
in the battle's front for so many years, so deficient in " common sense" as you would intimate all were who hav had evidence of something that you hav not? .And should she and the
rest of us apologize for finding out, by patient investigation,
something that you hav not?
There is quite a differenoe in believing in a "thus saith the
Lord," a divine revelatioll made centuries ago, as an authoritativ
book, and believing soma new revelation of natura, made at

the ;preaent time A!':ld nbj ect!14 to the t~at of onr aensea,
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I never could ~nderstand why people should feel bitter and
vindictiv toward ,those who hav, or think they hav, learned
something they hav not attained; but such is the ?ase, as l)ll
past history shows every new idea or discovery havmg to fight
its way to acceptance.
, Let us work in harmony in all matters in which we agree,
,and treat individual opinions respectfully. I am no more to
blame for differing from you in belief than are you for diffaring from me. Kindly yours, DR. JuLmT H. SEVERANCE.
NEw ALBANY, IND., July 21, 1885.
Mn. EDITQR: As it has been some time since I wrote to you,
and as I thought it might interest some of your readers to
know what our society was doing, I thought I would write a
few words in regard to its aims, etc. We call it·'' The Liberal,
Mutual, and Scientific Society." We expect to locate near
Sulphur Springs, Texas; we are looking at a tract near there
now. Our idGa is for all members to contribute to a general
fund, buy land, deed it to the society, carry on farming, manufacturing, cattle-raising, and all the different industries; all
the land, factories, stores, etc., to belong to the society joint
ownership. Then all work eight hours per day and receive
equal wages. Buy all supplies from the society's stores, at a
small per cent above first cost. Of course we expect to manufacture a gre11t many goods, and these can be had (by the
. society) at manufacturers' prices. You see it will be a grand
co-operativ society, where all hav equal shares, rights, and
privileges.
We exclude preachers, saloon-keepers, and lawyers; we
want no drones. We will hav the best schools, libraries, etc.
Lecture-rooms, reading-rooms, all free. So that after the
eight hours' work is done, a person can educate and amuse
himself and enjoy life. I am sure some of the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER would like to enter a society of this kind. If
so, or they wish more information regarding it, write to
E. E. PARK.
LouP CITY' NEB., July 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I believe my subscription expires on the 24th,
so find inclosed $2.50; I got the "Modern Balaam" in good
shape and will frame, and hang up in my place of business.
"Gaud" has been raising Cain out this way this summer.
About the meanest trick was to allow the poor homesteaders
to use that which they needed for the support of their family
in building him a house, and just about the time it was all
done and dedicated, the great mogul sent a storm and blew it
all to pieces. Now they must, of course, build him another.
I asked some of them if they were not beginning to lose
confidence in their "Gaud," and they turned up their nose
and walked off. The latest message. here .from heaven came
through the Hev. Meizner, aM. E. pilot that fills the pulpit
here occasionally. He says that only two out of every thirty
people ever succeed in playing a harp before the throne; the
others all go to replenish the :fire to keep the devil's shins
warm during a cold snap.
GEORGE H. GrnsoN.
DowAGIAC, MICH., Jaly 15, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been waiting since the issue of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, July 4th, containing T. B. Wakeman's appeal
in behalf of E. H. Heywood, hoping an abler pen than mine
would take the case in hand, and do something to stir up
Liberals toward indemnifying him. I strike hands with
Wakeman and would here nominate our dear old friend Elizur
Wright as the one to receive contributions in his behalf, and I
herewith inclose post-office-order of $5.00, as a nucleus to that
end. Hoping this will meet your approbation, and that you
will start ·the." ball a-rolling," I remain yours for justice to
the living!
Late1·.-I send this to you for E. H. Heywood, hoping you
will hold it till others contribute. If you can do anything in
and through THE TRUTH SEEKER to that end, I pray you will.
If not, please forward to E. H. Heywood, and oblige,
Your friend,
ABBIE KNAPP.
PA.cmc, Mo., July 21, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I acknowledge, with pleasure and satisfaction,
the receipt of ANNUAL and "Bible Morals." The ANNUAL is
magnificent, worth more than cost. The ''Bible Morals " are
a ready weapon which no priest can counter.
Yours,
A. H. KRUGER.

1

Christianity. I appreciate your efforts in making THE TRUTH
SEEKER the great .exponent of Liberal principles that it is.
Although a Ma~erialist of the Winter stamp, I enjoy the articles on Spiritualism pro and con, and believe that in so publishing them you demonstrate that you are a Liberal in the
right sense of the term. I hav read, with much interest, Elmina's tour of inspection of 'the so-called spirits, and think it
has.been keen, knowing, and kindly. With best wishes for
the success of your journal and the cause, I am,
'
Yours"fraternally,
GEO. LA.mD.
ORANGE RIGHTs, FLA.., July 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find 25 cents, for which you
will please send me the ANNUAL for 1885 (E.M. 285). I, with
all people who hav a mind of their own, and are not afraid to
boldly express what they think, believe and say just what
you do. My nearest neighbor is the front man to freely express himself a Liberal in this vicinity. There are others who,
if they had THE TRUTH SEEKER, would come boldly and loud
spoken on the side you so ably advocate. Success to the Albany Convention and all who attend it. · R. P. WILLEFORD.
ALTON, ILL., July 22, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you a slip taken from the
Post-Dispatch, an evening paper of St. Louis. I do not expect you to read the whole dirty piece, nor hav I time to do
so, but I hav marked a few of the most vulgar sentences.
That a man'in this enlightened day could get up and make
such a mean harang as this is the most astounding thing out.
But vulgarity, as a rule, only demoralizes the man who indulges in it; but this typical Christian does not stop here, but
puts in downright abuse of ·a very large and respectable body
of people in our own city.· I believe three-fourths of 'our
most activ, energetic business men swear, to use 1:0 common
phrase. These men are ·as honest and as charitable as any of
our chu11ch people. I do not wish to disparage this latter
class, for they are, as a rule, good, honorable people, but no
more so than the former class, not one whit, and what we find
here is a fair sample this country over. The fact is, experience
has taught us that for a man to belong to a church does not
make him more honest or more charitable. Some of the noblest.
hearted men we ever knew are what are commonly .called profane
swearers. The practice is just like any other; it's a simple
manner of expression, like "infernal," "confound," "I will
be blamed," etc.; has no more significance; and now, for a
blatant blackguard to get up in what he terms a pulpit, and
call such people black-mouthed rascals, is a disgrace, not only
to himself, but to the!people he talks to and the church he represents. It's the old Peter Cartwright style, and has the
same ring as that of your great, sensational Talma~e. The
difference is, Mr. Talmage could not dare use sue 11 dirty language before his more refined audience. The man is the same
and the disposition the same. Either would gladly see their,
not enemies, but unbelievers in their creeds, burnt at the
stake. We despise such men. We know men who use what
they call profane language that, as compared to such men, are
angels as to devils. The one is an honest, whole-souled, bighearted man; the other is bigoted, selfish, mean, tyrannical.
But we leave you to judge of this harang, published .as a
sermon.
Very truly yours,
D. R. SPARKS.
LEHIGH, Ll.., July 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Our little town was overrun three weeks ago
by a mob of Methodist preachers. They held a camp-meeting
in the grove which lasted ten days and nights in bellowing and braying,
"And more and awful
To even mention would be unlawful."
They abused every denomination and sect outside of the
Methodist church, and claimed there was nothing but hell for
the sinner, and glory for the righteous in the future. They
did not seem to recognize the new revision of hell (sheol),
but rather ignored it, thinking the old sulphurous word, hell,
would hav more influence in bringing the sinners to the altar.
But after a ten day and night effort in singing, and slandering
and abusing Infidels, calling Voltaire an Atheist, saying that
J. Black outdid Ingersoll, and Thomas Paine recanted on bb
death-bed, and a host of other orthodox lies, the result of
their labors was a few old women were converted-or rightly,
got excited-with a few of the most ignorant, simple-minded
men in the community. The more intelligent portion of the
people were disgusted with the proceedings throughout. Even
ministers belonging to other denominations pronounce them
fools. Their appearance here has done good, as it has created
no little investigation, and has caused a great majority to think,
which has caused a good many to avow themselvs Freethinkers. It will not do at the present age to teach such nonsense to an intelligent people. The truth is spreading fast
and wide, and driving the orthodox trash before it. Orthodoxy
is corrupt in itself, and the more it is preached the deader it
is becoming. Let her remain without power a few years
longer, with the same rate of free inquiry and investigation,
and orthodoxy will become a de>!.d mummy of the past; it will
hav to be embalmed and ~ried in order to be rememyered.
Inclosed please find $3 to pay for my subscription. My best
wishes to yon all in carrying your good intentions to a sucROBERT FLEMING.
cessful end.

DAYTON, 0., July 21, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to aid in keeping Freethought
afloat during the hot season. While I write it is 100 in the
· shade, making us feel the l!"ttlh of the heat without seeking,
just enough to giv us a faint idea of an orthodox hell. And
just so long as the great mass of the people are more easily
governed by their fears that,. by their reason the priests will
find use for this hell.
·
1 take a number of periodicals; among them are several
Sphitual papers, but for substantial and intelligent variety,
giv me THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav had large experience in
modern Spiritualism, and hav been more fortunate than Elmina, for I am satisfied I hav seen many manifestations entirely free from fraud. But from whence comes this power to
thus operate upon mediums is the question. However, let it
be what it may, its tendency is to Liberalize, and aid in loosening the shackles of religious bigotry and superstition.
ST. STEPHEN, N. B , July 19, 1885.
It is too hot. I shall not enlarge on this subject, only to
MR. EDITOR: I noticed only yesterday that my subscription
ask what some would call a foolish question: Does brain generate thought, or serve only as a medium to convey thought? is overdue. Inclosed please find $3 for renewal coming year.
I hav no advice to offer.you as to how THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER
J. A. WALTERS.
should be run. This I think will make you draw a sigh of relief after so many suggestions in the "Letters from Friends."
GA.LT, 0NT., July 15, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.25-$6 to be applied on sub- Please enter me on your list as a subscriber whom THE TRUTH
scription for THE TRUTH SEEKER for current year and the year SEEKER suits exactly, and who thinks you edit the. paper as
following; 25 cents for five copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER for well as he cot!ld do it himself. It even suits me exactly in its
July llth. I cannot e;i:press my admiration too highly for the day of publication, as it arrives here on Saturday, and givs me
grand pictorial illuliltration of history in your last issue. This part of my Bawba~h reading, to the horror of my ohuroh.going
featUl'e of your work must hav a powerful effect in openiJJg friend~>.
l ma.y tell ~ou Bub rg~a I l.ll\d A yjijit la8t week from " J?restill~ t>f61J ot the people to the past lltllll pl'!)!Jtlnt ontlltitlf! g£
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byterian minister here (a new edition), ani our conversation
took a wide theological range, "to be continued," he agreeing
to prove_ the accuracy of ·Bible. history, its· geological record,
and testrmony not contrary to modern science, appeals to the
"faith~· of the "Infidel" (that's I) not to count, said" Infidel"
having no appeals to reason to count every time. Both thinking they are chockfrtl of it, I think the "lift" Atlas is represented as taking was light compared to the load my "pa.rsonical" friend has undertaken to shoulder.
There are but a few of us here who are not invertebrates,
but the pews, and more than one of the pulpits, are honeycombed with Infidelity. But terror of Mrs. Grundy makes
them Judas Iscariots to their own souls, and keeps them in
the "protoplasmic" state. But we will yet e7olute them into
something higher. This is all for your private ear, and only
meant as words of cheer, that ''your hands may be upheld"
by the knowledge that in places, in nooks, of which you ma.y
hav never heard, one or two are holding aloft the banner of
Freethought, and advocating the right of every man to do his
own thinking in or out of a church, and so discussing these
questions as, while defending what they believe the truth, not
to offend good taste or good manners. Orthodoxy looks for
(and betimes finds) vulguity connected with Liberalism, and
when she finds it, like Captain Cuttle she "makes a note of
it," and clamors, "See the· fruits of Infidelity," etc. H<re we
try to steer clear of it, though at times our opponents' arguments seem to invite a biting reply.
Wishing you every success, very truly yours,
JoHN McMuLLEN.
NASHVILLE, TENN., July 11, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3. It seems that fighting superstition is hard work and little money. The hope or expectation of benefiting future generations may be pleasing to
contemplate, but it won't pay bills.
Superstition is the drawing card yet, especially in the South.
Sam Jones, a revivalist, had no trouble here in raising from
three to four thousand dollars for a large tent, where thousands crowded to hear the old, absurd Methodist doctrins, not
in scholarly and polished language, but in coarse slang that
seemed insulting in this so-called Athens. of America, the city
of high schools. Sam preached the old-fashioned hell straight,
and managed to frighten many, and they were not all niggers
by considerable. It was a sickeni11g and humiliating specta.
MALCOLM GRAHAM.
ole.
OsHKOSH, Wis., July 26, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Recflived the package you sent me containing
"Crimes of Preachers," tracts, 'etc., for which I am under
many obligations. I hav distributed all of the tracts among·
people who will read them, and, as the preachers used to say,
I hope they will prove to be bread upon the waters to be
gathered after. a few days.
I hav been very busy since yesterday, trying to make some
arrangement by which I can get a hall for Mr. John E. Remsburg to speak in about the last of next month. I received a
letter from him yesterday, postmarked Atchison, K~n., stating terms, etc. I .am acquainted with but few of tb.e Liberals here, as I hav lived here only since last fall, but I am
using every endeavor to make their acquaintance. There are
a great many Liberals here for the size of the city, but many
are afraid to come out boldly just yet, as it would probably injure their business; and I cannot blame them much, for if any
Liberal man is doing business here, as soon as the churches
find it out he is ostracized in every possible way.
But it is only a matter of trme, for I can see a marked
change here since Colonel Ingersoll delivered his last lecture
here.
And now, while I am writing, I wish to draw your attention
to one particular outrage. You are probably aware that all of
our preachers and priests ride on all railroads in this country
f01· ha(f' fare, while the old, CJ:ippled soldiers pay jtdl fare.
Now, when I board a train and see a p1·eacher• or priest on
board, I cannot help thinking that ~am paying a part of his
fare, and the thought makes me as mad as h-1. I forget that
new word they hav ±or it, so I am compelled to speak plain,
and that is just what I mean. Now, as our Liberal papers are
first in every J:eform, I should like to see the railroads get a
severe blow on the nose in regard to their favoritism. Make
the preachers pay full fare, or else let the old soldiers who hav
done something for the country and railroads ride as cheap as
those frauds.
Yours mucbly,
GEO. M. HaRE.
HaMBURG, N. Y., July 9, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find S2-$1 for Campaign and
$1 for 'l'ent Pnnd. I also inclbse stamps for two copies of
THE TnuTB SEEKER for Jnne 29th, if you hav them to spare.
I second the motion made by !11rs. Gault, that Mrs. C. B.
Reynolds be nomin1tted for secretary of the State Association.
With thanks for past favors, I remain
E. M. SICKMON.
Yours truly,
CYNTHia~..~.. KY., July 19, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed eighty-five cents, and send si:s:
copies of 'l'HE TRUTH "'''":K>•a< of tue 11th inst., and six copies
of the picture contained therein, and the rest as directed. I
want these documents to circulate among my friends. The
picture is the most startling and convincing illustration that I
h 1w seen. It ought to circulate by the million. I am work.ing entirely alone here, and, of cour.;e, hav to go slow. I nm
encouraged when I hear of the success of Freethought in
other places.
H. A. BEA:UER.

LINDSAY, o~T., CAN., July 21, 1885.
Mn. EDITOn: Inclosed please find $3.00 to apply on my
subscription. The publication and all it views to accomplish
h1tv my best wishes. Freet]lougilt is making grand progress
the world throughout, and Canada is coming to the rescue
grandly. We need leQtnros iu t4il!oountry greatly. Confidant
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" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
<Jomes & pause ln the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Honr."

Johnny Blinker.
Johnny Blinker thought this was a gay old
world, and, although he was only five years of
age, he thought he would like to tr!l.vel around
it. He had a new pair of cunning little boots,
and he thought they would stand the wear and
-tear of a trip around the world, and still be
;pretty good boots when he returned. He did
not tell anybody his intentions, for fear they
.might prevent his undertaking the journey.
He put on his little black velvet cap one
forenoon, and his fur.bordered overcoat, and
off he started. Leo, his big Newfoundland
· dog, tried to tell him it was too far to travel,
and pulled the fur off the coat in trying to coax
him back.
•· You just let me alone, Leo," he said.
"I'm going to see the world, I am; and you
stay at home and take care of papa and mamma-do you hear, Leo?"
But Leo did not mind Jdhnny; and before
he was out of sight, started slowly after him.
Away Johnny went, singing-

When Johnny was taken home, soaking wet
and very weak from fright and danger, his
papa and mamma were so glad that they cried
and laughed at the same time, and kissed Johnny again and again-and they kissed Leo, too,
all wet as he was.
"Where were you going, Johnny, so far
from home?" asked his papa.
"Going 'round the world, papa!"
They all laughed as they explained to Johnny that he was too young to make such a long
voyage.
He will not start again until he is a grown
man.
Leo follows him everywhere, and will not
let him out of his sight long enough to go sailing on the pond again.
He is a wise and noble dog, and Johnny calls
him his "nice old savior."

Egyptian Superstition •

Some time has elapsed. since my first installment on Egyptian superstition appeared, and
I suppose the young reader wonders why this
is so. The fact is, dear children, my time, like
Miss Wixon's space, is lim,ited, and I havn't
much chance for writing; consequently it is
only by the hardest work that I hav been enabled to qomplete the series, but since completion, they will appear from week to week without interruption. Now we will return to our
subject.
In my first paper I quoted from Dr. Maokenzie; this q notation has no direct connection
with our subject, for Hindostan is qnite 11 dif" Hey diddle diddle, the cat and the fiddle,
ferent country from that of Egypt, and the
The cow jumped over the moon;
Hindoos* a race differing materially from the
The little dog laughed to see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon." Egyptians. My object was merely to make a
short digression, apropos of showing the young
"I wonder if the cow did jump over the
folks what strange food oriental people use.
moon," said Johnny. "It's a mighty long
Scorpions, large pinching-ants, and snakes,
jump, I think, for a cow, and I guess it jounced
according to the Egyptians, are transformed
her some when she lighted!"
villains, and feel a great pleasure in committing
"Why, Johnny Blinker, where are you goall kinds of mischief. Yet, at the same time,
ing?" inquired Ellen Vaughan, stopping him
it is alleged, these vile creatures GilD be inby the roadside.
duced to stand still, if one cries" homaJ"," and
1• 'Round the world," he replied.
and thus alluw themselvs to be killed. Another
"You are a little, silly boy-that's what you
thing-it is said, but how truly I don't know,
... re. Did you run away from home?"
that the camel discovers the rising of the sun,
"I'm not a silly boy at all, and I didn't run
before it becomes visible to human eyes, and
away. I walked away."
that, in the month of June, it always lies down
"0, Johnny, go home; you might get run
with its head toward the east. Why this is,
over," said Ellen.
no satisfactory reason has ever been advanced
"Run over! I guess I know enough to keep
further than that certain instincts are credited
out from under the horsEos' feet. •· And he
to this animal for things of which human senses
marched on up the hill, past the school-house,
do not take cognizance.
.and by the old-fashioned wind-mill which he
Flat-fish of all species and varieties, such as
stopped ~9 .admire, for its sails were spread,
flounders, plaice, sole, turbot, etc., as every
and it was whirling round and round like a big
one knows who has seen 'them, are white on
bird. Then he went out of Lis way to see the
one side and dark-colored on the other. Natpond. It was a pretty cold day in the fall;
uralists account for this peculiarity by saying
but yet he thought it not too cold to sail a
that these fish liv at the bottom of the sea,
boat. He found a piece of thick bark, and
dark side uppermost, to prevent their being
stuck a strck in it for a mast, and started it on
easily discovered by the ocean monsters which
the water. It floated about nicely, and Johndevour 'them. But the Egyptians hav a theory,
ny thought if it were only 11 nice big boat, he
which, if rightly named, we would call idle
would get in and sail across the pond himspeculations, that Moses was once cooking a
self.
fiat.-fish, and wh~n it had been broiled until
On the shore was a broad, fiat board; seeing
brown on one side, the oil or fire gave out, and
which, Johnny pulled with all his might till he
Moses, becoming angry, threw the fish, halfgot it in the water.
cooked as it was, back into the sea, and where
" It is a splendid boat, and now I'll take a
it became as lively as ever, and from that day
little ride on it," said he. So he slid along on
to this the descendants of _that species of fish
the board, and with a big stick pu~hed it
hav remained brown or black on one side, and
along. The wind helped him; and before he
white or colorless on the other.
knew it he was floating out into the pond.
DAviD B. CoziNE.
'"I want to get back on the hmd ! Papa !
papa!" and he began to cry and twist about on
tile board. He was near the shore, but the
water was over his little head, as in his distress
he rolled into it.
Leo, who had stopped to hav a friendly chat
with another dog, and, perhaps, to tell bim in
dog language that Johnny Blinker had started
on a voyage around the w<¥"ld, now came upon
the scene, running fast.
He saw Johnny in the water, and perceived
at once that he had come ~one too soon. He
could swim, but Johnny couldn't. In he went
into the water, head first, and just as Johnny
was sinking for the last time he snatched him
in his strong mouth, and bore his little wet
body to the shore. He was too heavy for Leo
to cauy home in his mouth, so he ran to the
nearest house, and barked so frantically that
the people came to the door to see what was
the matter.
'fhEo wet dog barking, leaping, and running
toward the pond, told them just the same as
words would tell that something serious was
the matter. They followtJd the dog, and found
Johnny quite unconscious, and at first they
thought he was dead. They took him up, and
carried him to the house, and soon he opened
hiB eyes. 'l'hey were all so glad when he could
speak and tell them how it happened, for
they recognized him as little Johnny Blinker.
Leo ran back to the pond-and what do you
Ruppose it was for? Why, he saw Johnny"s
"elvet cap floating on tile water, and went
!,ack to get it.
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the clear water, we.oan see with astonishment
and pleasure plain, meadow, and forest. The
sea soil is overspread with a verdant covering,
more varied in its tints and shades than the
green of the iand, far softer and more graceful
in its undulations than the grass of our meadows and prairies.
From the velvety carpet rise branches of red
and white coral, having attached to them, like
flowers and fruits, the most delicate and beautifully colored shells. In and out, through
their partings, d>trt fi~h of strange forms and
gorgeous hues. Some amuse themselvs in
playful gamhols as if fully conscious of the
magnificence by which they are surrounded,
while others quietly browse the tender algm
floating near.
These ocean grovee-teem with life in a thousand varied types; with animals that run,
creep, and swim; while others are almost immovably attached to rooks. Our terrestrial
forests do not maintain so many living beings
as there are of those which sport and swarm in
the bosom of the ocean.
The formations of the coral inS'ect are not
always in an upright position. They often extend in a horizontal direction, winding and
curving in beautiful 'convolutions over the soil
of the sea, covering it with all the richness and
variety of oriental tapestry.
You must remember that coral is not formed
in all locations, therefore you will not always
find it, but in almost apy place you can see
lovely things on the floor or bottom of the sea.
No doubt our dear Miss Wixon has seen very
many interesting objects of study during her
visit to Onset Bay. Hnw delightful it would
be if we could all visit with her a day, would
it not? As this is impossible, we must find
our delights-in other ways, always remembering this simple rule, "If we would be happy,
we must strive to make others so."
M:Rs. BucKNER-JOHNsoN, M.D.
Otni1·al 6ity, Col.

Isons."
On the other hand preaching may be,
the thing. Thera is only one fellow can de.
cide this for you, and he livs in your house.
Let no boy imagin that the trades do not
lead to fortune. Let no boy think, because
he sees some workmen who are always poor,
that all are poor, or stay at the'benoh all their
lives. There is really to-day no surer road to
success and fame, and all good things, than
by way of the bench and anvil. Let the weak
and the feeble-minded sell ribbons and keep
day-books. That road is not for the brave,
the strong, the lovers of good work. What
can you do? Do what you can best.- Golden
Rnle.
l'r was Themistocles, the Athenian statesman, who declared that his infant son ruled
the world. And how did he make his baby

boy such a power, do you suppose? This is
the way he proved it: "lVIy infant son rules
his mother; his mother rules me; 1 rule the
Athenians; the Athenians rule the Greekl!; the
Greeks rule Europe, and Europe rules the
world." Whether the famous Athenian's proof
is satisfactory or not, we all know that the
baby is king or queen of the household, as the
O"Se may be, nnd the children of aH ·ages are
"
"
folks. who hav some rights that
Very impor•~nt
""
good newspapers must regard.- Nashville Banne?·.

What Can the Boy Do~
If a boy reads the paper;, in these days, he will

see much about work, and learning to work.
He will hear much said of the difficulty of getting good workmen. He will hear of new
schools for boys, where carpentry, brick-lay.
ing, painting, carriage-making, and many
other trades are taught. Of courst~, he means
to ·do something himself, but somehow he does
not care for those splendid new schools. It is
nothing to him that good workmen are scarce,
and always find good wages. He is going into
a store or an office, or means to be a doctor or
lawyer. He does not propose to soil his hands
and wear rough clothes like a workman.
If there is any such boy, who may read this,
let him consider a moment. My cheerful
young man, are you surt~ that you know what
you are talking about? What do clerks earn?
How much does a young doctor receive? Oh,
but you don't mean to be a poor clerk. You
intend· to be a great lawyer with ten thousand
a year, or a doctor with a carriage. Charmed
to hear it. It is a noble r.esolve, but are you
quite sure you will get there? Really, now,
how can a young man tell, how can he be sure
he will succeed? In this way. A man succeeds who falls in love with his work. He
thinks about it day and night, he studies it;
he reads all he can find on the subject. He
tries and tries 1ill he can do it welL Then it
is he succeeds. You do not care much about
*Perhaps, in a future series of articles, I merlicin; you hav no burning desire to study
ohall tell the children somet'llmg of the Hin this magnificent machine, the humn.n body.
doos -their life, manners, religion, etc:
You don't care very much for dreadful work
iu hospitals, and yet you mean to be a doctor.
'l'he Wonders of the Ocean.
You would secretly much prefer to hav a kit
ITS GARDENS.
of carver's tool, but, of course, you could
" Gardens in the ocean !" I think I hear never be a carver by trade.
some bright-eyed boy or girl exclaim.
Let us stop here. This is the summing up
Yes; the beauties of submarine gardens of a vti.Bt deal of homely wisdom. Do you
must be seen to lie duly appreciated. Before love any work? Is there anything that, if you
I tell yqu more of these lovely spots I must were independent, you would ·do before any-.
tell you how to make a "water telescope," so thing else? If there ,is, do that. There is
you may see and study them. Get father, un- your success; that way lies all the money, the
cle, or big brother to knock the bottom out of rewards, the respect of others, and all the real,
a headless barrel, and insert a plate of strong, honest, happiness you will ever find. Boys
clear glass; attach the barrel, glass end down, make a mistake in thinking that only the lawto the side of your boat in snell a manner that yers and doctors and merchants succeed. It
it will sink twelve to sixteen inches below the is a terrible blunder to leave a trade in which
~urface of the water.
Thus the ripples will you may make a first-class workman, and hav
not disturb the rays of light by which you can a chance to win a home, comfort, and indesee the beautiful things at the bottom of the pendence, to go into u. profes~ion you do not
ocean as you lean ove~ the barrel and look love. Tllere is only ene end to that road-a
through the plate glass.
life of ill-p11.id drudgery. and failure after all.
Here I mu8t tell you where the water is
Look at your~elf; you are to yourself the
very, very deep-say twelve or fourteen hun- most important person in the world.., Find
dred feet-the sunbeams falling vertically, that out what sort of man you hav in the little.
is, straight down, are all absorbed before they What is your body good for? What sort of a
reach this depth. Consequently, beyond this mind hav you recPived? Look at your tools
darkness reigns, and there is almost an ab- -your hands, your senses, your brain. What
solute sterility of vegetable and animal life.
will they do best-make shoes, or preach a
You will hardly sail over such deep waters Rermon? Chonse now according to your tools,
in your investigations, yet it is nice to know according to you•· love of work. Shoemaking
the above fact.
may lead to a grtat· fortune, while preaching
1
Now, looking through our big telescope into may b~g you to the" Home for Decayed Par-

Our Puzzle Box.
1.--PUZZLE.
Whole, a fault;
Beheaded, halt.
2.-CHARADE.
My first was neat some time ago·;
Mv second will an island state;
My third one-half myself will show;
'wiy last to prove will indicate.
A useful study is disclosed
By my entire. Find the word.
From you my second may be heard;
But if you hav my first transposed,
You will my last to find my third.
3.-PUZZLE.
With my whole to be content,
We're urged both loud and long;
If from my whole the tail be rent,
'Twrll call attention strong.
But now return my tail to me,
My head out off transpose;
Then look sharp, and you will see
The word relation shows.
L. E. HUGGINS.
4.-CH.l.RADE~

My first is th11t which people find
To strengthen m11ny a weary mind;
It helps the g"od of every cause,
Seeks neither place nor loud applause.
As o'er thfl broad Atlantic's breast
Columbus sped his journey West,
My :second he proved himself to be,
When he had braved the angry sea.
My whole in many homes is found,
As we this country journey round;
It fights the wrong, 'defends the right,
I» filled with 'jewels rare and brigl:lt.
Allouna, Pa.
WILLIAM J. BuRNS.

5.- ·CONUNDRUM.

How much land does the boy represent?
What sott substance is represented by the
blows he 1 eceived '/
G -RERUH.

What evil does the rook represent?
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNHR
JULY 25, 1885.
1.-Asa, King-of Judah, mentioned in 14th,
15th, and 16th Chronicles. 2.-Seven in
family-one old lady, her two daughters, each
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of whom has two daughters. 3.-Carpeting.
4 . ..,-Turn left-hand side of picture down and
see the maiden's face.

"ALBANY. C0 NV EN 'f I 0 N.

Correspondence.

COURSE TICKET-PRICE $1.00,

CALISTOGA, CAL., July_ 9, 285.
DEAR Mms WrxoN: As you see, I am a Cali- To the Convention of the l(ew Vol'k State Freethinker~' Associa
fornia girl. I liv at the head of the celebrated
t•on, to be held In
wine valley of Napa. My father has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for seven years', and thinks
/LELAND'S OPERA HOUSE, ALBANY, NEW YORK,
it is the best and most worthy paper edited in
the United States. I think the Children's
Corner a very good ad?ition to ~he paper, and
Sept. lith, 12th, and 13th,
thanks to you, Miss WIXon for 1t.
I hav two brothers aged respectivly tweli,Q
ADMITTING TO. ALL LEC'rDRES EXCEPT COLONEL INGERSOLL'S.
and fourteen who ar~ eager to get hold of tlJ!I
paper to read the Children's Corner.
·
Inclosed you will find a sheet of paper conAMoNG THE Bj'EAKERB ARE: Chl!.rles Watts, Ellzab•th C:J.dy Stanton, T. B Wakeman, Mrs. Mattie
taining the Geographical Pu:lll!lle worked out Krekel,
James Parton, Courtlandt Palmer. Helen Garoener. Addresses wlll also be ll"IV~n by Ellzur
to the best of my understanding, which I be· Wright, Horace Sdaver, G. N._Hlll, Joseph McDonough, Mrs. Illohan, C. B. Reynolds, S. P. Putnam, anrl
lieve to be right, and which I will send. to you thers.
to see if it is right. The puzzle was printed
in the issue of June 27, 285. I will also answer two conundrums in July 4th issue:
No. L-I. C. No. 2.-To land.
Your Friend,
A. LrLE WEY;BRIGHT.

D. M.. B:ENNETT'S WORKS.
ADDRESS THE TRUTH BEE= OFFICE.

A Truth Seeker Around the World.

Four large volum9s. With_ a steel-plate·
engravmg of the author iii Vol. I., and,
each volume illustrated-with forty-seven,
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,.
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo ..
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
,

The World's Sages, Thinkers, am1
Reformers. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth,
$3.01); leather, $4.00; morocco, gil~ edges,
$4.50.

The Champions of the Clmrch; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo.

1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00: leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times. 'l'wo V olumeH.

Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 pet
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; iD
leathe1·, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges,
$8.00.

Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL

Will speak SUNDAY EVENING, SEP'r. 13th, and the· proceeds of the lecture he will
contribute to the aid of Liberal work.
.

Matrimonial.

A respectable and Industrious gentleman, llvfng
In New Jersey, wlsbes to coErespond with the same
kind or a lady, age from twenty years up, with decided matrimonial views. No objection to religious
Everyone Interested In the success of Freethought should purchase at least one ticket, whether
views.
address,
G. YOUANIDES.
attend lug the Convention or not, and thus ald the cause. The expenses or the Conventl!m wlll be great,
4!32
West Hoboken, N. J.
whlle all above expenses wlll be used for carrying forward the practical work of petltlontng the legislature to tax churches and abollsh chaplalncleo and Sabbath laws.

From Behind the Bars. A series of
letters written in prison.
Price $1. 50.

A. Truth Seeker in Europe. A series
of letters written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben·
nett was a delegate, followed by a description of what he saw in England.
France, Holland, and Italy. The letter<
from Rome alo~e are worth the price
of the book. W1th IL steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. $1. 50.

BOOKS FOR UHlLDREN!.
Tickets for sale by SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
.
or.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 33 Clinton Place, N.Y.

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STOBY OF THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE

BUTLER

BROWNE

THIRD EDITION.

The Semitic Gods and the Bible.

For sale at this omce.

l'rlce 10 cents.

Treating upon the gods of the Semitic·nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satall.,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgil!,
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 2311r
pages are devoted, showing that book "-•
be a very inferior production for a il.J·,l-class God. 333 large pages. Paper Ol>V·
ers, 60 cents; clotll, $1.

BIBLE MYTHS,

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-bookfor the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. Wrxo ; . Second edltlon. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
uthor which adds very much to the value of the
olume.

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING A

Comparison of the Old and New Testament lllyths and l!liratles with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGiN AND MEANING.

Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism examined historicallY
and critically. It is thought to be th'cr
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has ~tppeared.
500 large pages.
Price, $1. 50.

WITH NUlllEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
Price 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectm·es. 700 pages.

By Prof. H. M. KoTTINGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the euucatlon of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time that 1t
inculcates moral duties a.11Ll human rights from a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

The Hnmphre;r-Benuett Discussion.

A debate on Uhristianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work f01·
F"reethinkers to loan to Christian neighbors. 550 pages. Price. $1.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANGES

Bennett-Teet! Discussion. Between

.A New Edition, with Sixty-seven En-

D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULus R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of

gmvLngs, Priface, and Notes.

Heaven and Earth.
cloth, 50 cents.

CON'fENTS:

The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; o1·, :B'ate. The Sag·e and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, 'L'he Pupil of Nature.
· Micromegas.
The World aa it Goes.
The Black and the White.
J\Ie!nnom the Philosopher.
Andres Des 'J'ouches at Siam.
The Study of Nature.
A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dre'l.m.
A Plet<suro in Having No Pleasure.
An Adventure in India.

The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and JVIashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in the'r actions." But an evil demun came to them in
the form of a Sa-pent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
' immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence vv·as destroyed.
Consequently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins. .
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin o( the Hebrew
story.

·rhe Missing L•nk.
-IN-

MODERN SPIRITUALISM

EVOLUTION:
Por Sale at this Office.

* • *

ThiR marvelous

hou~e

has been built more

~~ ;)\~I~~~~~~I~~~~ ~-r~ru~; 1~/~;;> f~~i!~~1mi:ttlfi~t0i: ~~~~

nhove · on 2d tloor are 4 bed rooms and In atttc 2 more.
l'lenrYofc:lo!'E>ts. 'l'lle whole warmed by one chimney.

as~,:~~1~~ 1~~3~r~~~l~~\~~~e~~;~n~1~~ i~~1 o~t~;~es:&o;:
1

CAPTAINS OF INDUS fRY.
OR,
MEN oF BusiNESS WHO DrD SoMETHING BE
BIDES MAKING MONEY.

A BOOK FOil YOUNG AMERICANS.

RY JAIUoES

PARTO~.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating or forty-six characters In history who have
helped the wot·ld; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
PRIVE, •
•
n.21i.
Address ~ THE TRUTH SEEKER.
88 Ollnton Ple.ce, New York,

States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the m"il.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice,
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNET'l'..
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

TRUTH SEEKER.

' By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, of the Pox family.

Paper, ·25 cents.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United

.An Open Letter to Jesus Christ..

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
morocco, nuubled edges, 4. 00.
Address, 1'rm 1'RUTH SEEKER,

8y ltobert C. Adams.

A discussion between D. M. BENNETT a~d
G. M. MAIB, divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teaahers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cmroborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT affirms; MAIB denies. This is
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

l Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 I'e.ges. I'rice, $2.50.
Sent post-paid by the

Paper, 30 cents;

What Objections to Christianity 1

[Heathen .1//ustration of the Temptation. J

I choose thltt a story should be founded on
probability, and not always resemble a dream.
I desire to lind notltilw in 1t tl'ivial or exll!•avagaut; and I desirE: ab~vo all, that under the appeamnce of fable there may appear some latent
tmth obvious to the discerning eye, though it
escape the obsen ation of the vulgar.- Voltaire

A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.

Over 700 page~.

0

to ${).500, may be tound in "8HOPPELL S MODE~N LOW·
CosT Hou:;xs u a large quarto pamphlet, showmg also
how to select Sites, get loans, &c. Sent postpaid on re·
ceipt of50c. Stamps taken or send$1 bill and we will return the chn.nge. Address. BuiLDING PLAX ASSOCIATION,
(Mention thto Paper.)
2~ Beekman St., (Box 2702,) N. Y,

'

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL

P. PUTNAM,

Author of "Prometheus,'' "Gottlieb," and "Ingersoll
and Jesus."

Radical romance of pioneer life. delineating the virtues of natural humanity •• on posed to the ~ypocrJ.BY of a
supernatural religion; crowdeu with Incident and full of
~rogresalv ldell8 and the poetry of the tut~e.

This book purports to be a. truthful .acco_unt of
the phenomena occurring at Hyde_sville m the
house of Mr. Fox, and since to vanous members
of the Underhill family especially the author,
who has had a good off~et to "Bott?m Facts,"
being essentially controversial, and will be used
for offense and defense by believers in Spiritual
manifestations. Mrs. Underhill contends that
the exhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
her book, demonstrate beyond doubt the r_eahty
of the survival of man's spirit; that death IS but
birth into auother stage of progress~d and progressiv life; and proves what has hitherto been
but a dogma of an unproved and unprovable
faith, the immortality of the soul. PRICE, $2.00
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

"ANT I CHRIST:"
Provtng concluslviy that

A

PBIOE Sl.OO.

THB &TOBY OF JESUS CRBIST
Rta birth, life, trial, execution, etlll.-11 a myth

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE Price, $2.

TRTITll 8ll:l£KEI:J ()ft!CI>

33 Olinton Place, New York.

5 cents.

L:terrogatories to J ehovab. Being
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewh;h
Godship upon a great variety of subject;;.
Paper, 56 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. Fi1·st
1

Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church incidents and, hi;; evolution from Christianity to Libe1·alism. Pape:r, 50 cents; aloth, 75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh:
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

·The First Epistlf of Bennett the
Apostle to the 'l'ruth Seeker~
10 cents.

'l'he Great Religions of the World.
10 cents.

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.
10 cents.

Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infi.
del.

10 cents.

An Hour with the Devil.. 10 cents.

lint'olSainti and Sansual Shepherdar
lt......

'
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Jlotfr!l.
Ingersoll.
The poet wit~ the silver tongue,
The poet or the manly arm,
The poet or the tree-born thought,
The weaver or the mystic charmThy name shall stand on Fame's bright scroll:
The prince of poets-Ingersoll.
They call thee ora•or, and well,
For "never man !Ike this man spake,"
And !rom thy laughing tount or thought
Our children's thirst shall deeply sJ'a.ke;
But know they not-among the things
That shall in cour~e or ttme befallFair Fame will write with golden pen:
The prince or poets-Ingersoll.
The poet with the sliver tongue,
The gentleman with loving heart,
The witty sage, the kindly friend,
The orator of wondrous art;
Through coming ages Fame shall call
Thee: Prince of poets-Ingersoll.
J. Wlli. LLOYD.

Love and Duty.
"What shall I do lest life In silence pass ?"
. "And It It do
And never prompt the bray or noisy brass,
What need'st thou rue ?
"Remember, are, the ocean deeps are mute;
The shallows roar;
Worth is the ocean, fame Is but the bruit
Along the shore."
"What shall I do to be forever known ?''
"Thy duty ever."

"This did run many who yet slept unknown."
uomt never, never I

"Thlnk'st thou, perchance, that they remain unkn0wn

Whom thou know'st not ?
By angel trumps In heaven their praise Is blown;
Divine their lot."
"What shall ·I do to gain eternal lite?"
" Discharge aright
·The simple d utles with which each day is rife,
Yea, with thy might.
... Ere perfect scene or action thou dev'se
W(lllife be fled,
While he who ever acts as conscience cries
Shallllv tho11gh dead.
-F•·om Sc/,i/ler, by A. H. Clough.

Stray Scraps.
·said Mr. J. C. Carter at the opening of New
-York's great pleasure resort, Niagara Park,
July 15th, "There is in man a supernatural
element, in virtue of which he aspires to lay
hold of the infinities by which he is surrounded." How deeply the fanaticism of ~he
supernatural is ingrafted into mankind! When
will they learn that there can be no super.
natural any more than there can be space beyond space?
The king of Dahomey (West Africa), on
May lOth, made a raid on the villages under
French protection near Porto Novo. His
troops indulged in wholesale massacres, and
burnt all the dwellings. One thousand youths
and women were captured and carried back
'nto Dahomey to be sacrificed at the cannibalistic feasts. We need a new God to put a stop
to this foreordained plan from the foundation
of the world, inaugurate.d and carried on by
the present incumbent in office.
"What church is this?" inquired a stranger
of one of the brethren, after standing some
time in the aisle unnoticed. "Christ's church,"
was the reply. "Is he in?" was quietly asked.
The hint was taken and the stranger shown a
seat. How much more sensible had he gone
out into the open air, where, it is said, Christ
used to preach, and taken a ramble over the
hills, or sauntered by the seashore-a favorit
resort of Chri.st, where he angled for fish, or
men, on the first day of the week without any
fear of an arrest, though he violated the sanctities of the seventh day according to holy
writ!
The G(lrman Baptist church at Meriden,
Conn., is disturbed by the strange claim of a
new pastor, the Rev. Mr. Berkley, that he has
power to call the Holy Ghost down upon men.
Some believe it, and some don't. Well, :why
quarrel over it? Why not test the claim by
having an artist present to take the photograph
of the Holy Ghost after the reverend has got
the fellow called and well settled down upon
the congregation, and then exhibit and sell
the pictures for Christ's sake, thus proving the
theory, giving us a view of his godship, and
turning the whole into money-raising for
church benefit?
At the meeting of the American Baptist Missionary Union in Tremont Temple, Boston,
July 11th, Geo. W. Chipman, Esq., who!Jpresided, said he thought it was every man's duty
to return to the Lord one-tenth of what he
gave him. Now, that would be a pretty difft ..
cult operation sometimes, for how is a man o
always knQW just how much the Lord givs him,
how much the other fellow pays him, and how

SEEKER~
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much he earns himself? If Chipman meant
Bible Fabrications Refuted
one-tenth of the man's income, why, that was
and
quite another affair, as the money, or receipts, The Errors of the Bible Exposed.
of burglars, liquor-sellers, Sunday-school suBY 0. B. WHITFORD. M.D.
perintendent defaulters, Christian bankers,
Price, 15 cents.
.Address THE TRUTH· SEEKER CO.,
etc., might rake in quite a pile that is supposed
to be the reward of his satanic majesty who
33 Clinton Place, New Yotk.
rules the Plutonian regions and occasionally
catches one of the stray sheep who wanders
from the fold. But it would be just as good
A Poem in Three Parts.
money for missionary purposes for all that, for
BY E. N. KINGSLEY, 'Jlntth JiindeJ•.
my early remembrances are of a convention
--where the ministers decided that "the altar
SECOND EDITION.
Eanctifies 'the gift," when the price of blood
--t
was brought into the Lord's treasury.
Price, 25 Cents._ THE TRUTH SEEKER co.,
33 Clinton Place. New York.
Said the Rev. Thomas Armitage, -D.D., of

TRUTH:

New York, in the First Baptist church, Boston, Sunday the 13th, "Christ did not want
one coward among the twelve." Well, then,
what did he hav one among them for (Peter)?
If he was God, surely he mu~t hav,known
what he was when he chose him, and Judas
also. The doctor must try again at guessing,
or else giv up the omniscience and almightiness of his savior. He does try again; hear
him: "Men do not overmuch like being alone
with God." Perhaps men do not-the doctor
may know, and be speaking for himself-but I
know of one woman who would like to be alone
with God or in public with him, if so be she
could catch a glimpse of him, having had that
desire ever since she was told that God made
her and made this great world out of nothing,
never having been blessed with a view of hfl'
creator and the creator of all things, notwithstanding many years of earnest pleading for a
sight of the godhead, Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost, and the evil one included. One good
photograph of the four would insure the fame
and fortune of any artist on earth's mundane
plane. None of your spurious ones, but genuin ones direct from their originals.
It may not be known to some of the readers
of THE TRuTH SEEKER that we hav a New Eng
land Chautauqua at Framingham, Mass.,
where several evangelical denominations meet
yearly to "melt in Christian union." July
21st, the Methodist president called for $1,000
to secure an edifice for their headquarters, the
subscriptions on the spot reaching $700, while
at the Congregational gathering Rev. Robfrt
Nourse, of Washington, D. C., started the ball
. with $1,500 with which to build a.substantial
and appropriate structure for their use, and
upward of $600 was pledged at once. The
Baptists could congratulate themselvs on already having a Social Room built and furnished
for the modest sum of $700. The Presbyterians, though now in the minority, are sanguin
that ere long they, too, will hav denominational headquarters in this great family of sects
at the camp-ground, while the officers of the
W. C. T. U. are bargaining for the most conspicuous location in the lot. Thus, you see,
"the good work is going on in our midst."
On Dedication Day, the 22d, Rev. E.· E. Hale
delivered the address, so even a Unitarian was
not spurned by the evangelicals, so anxiJus
are they for" Christian unity." Even" Blighted Women" came in for their share by the
Rev. R. Nourse in the evening, in the "Hall
of Philosophy."
At the original Chautauqua, Chautauqua,
N. Y., Sunday the 19_th was a great day. Dr.
Vincent, gave a sevenfold answer to the qnestion, "Whl'-t can a man do with his past evil
life and the sins he has committed when th"
memory of his folly and sin haunts him con
stantly?" Were the reverend gentleman's answers based on his own experience in getting
over the sins of his own evil life, or was he
teaching what he supposed others might do
with a past evil life? Mercy on them ! What
a terrible haunting some of the clergy must
hav, if all their sins and follies are thus haunting them constantly ! No wonder they pray
so much; but why should they affiict otherd
with their guilt-us poor women who hav not
committed these sins and follies? Why not go
into their closets, as commanded, and hav it
out alone with their God, and not disturb us
innocent ones with their haunting terrors ov<-r
their evil Jives? I expect they fancy themselvs
not under consideration when preaching of a
man's sins haunting him constantly. Don't
you? Are they so hardened as not to realize
their own vileness? It looks so, doesn't it?
Bar1·e, Mass., July 25.
ELLA E. GIBsON.

st.

Matthew Before the court on
a Charge of Forgery,
BY BECULARIST.

Ingersoll's W'orks.
'

--

The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00
In five Jectnres, comprising, "The Gods,'
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individual
ity," and "Heretics and Heres1es."

The Ghosts.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man
Woman, and Child," "The Declamtion o
Independence," "About Farming- in Illinois,'
"The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream," and ".A. Tribute to Ebon C. Inger
soli."
·
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

Interviews on Talmage.

Paper, 50 cts.

plain cloth, $1.25.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1

Pa

per, 25 cents.

The Christ:i.an Religion. Ry R. G

An Autobiography of

Ingersoll, Judge Jeren.iah S. Black, and
Prof. George P. ·Fisher. Paper, 50 cents
cloth, $1.
Orthodoxy. 5G pages, 12mo, paper,
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
in lmg-e, clear (ype, and containing as mucl
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectmes
This makes a grand missionary document
Liberals should scatter it generonsly.
Vindication of Thomas Paine from
the attacks of the New York Observe1·, by
Robert G. Ingersoll. P1·ice, 10 cents.

Andrevv Jackson Davis.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKl;:R CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New: York.

ANE\VBOOK!
By Audre'v Jackson Davis.
entitled

Beyond the Valley
a sequel to the

MAGIC STAFF
8i.'r. Illustrations Picturing what 'Mi·. Davis says
he h •s seen.
"Beyond the Valley" is a record of events and
scenes in his private and public career, beginning
where the hlagic Staff ends, and bringing· his
psychological and pri\·ate experiences trnthfully
up to the present day. This attractiVe volume
will interest thousands-who hav never read his
preceding works. It will answer the ever-recnrring questions concerning remarkable events in
Mr. Dtwis's prin1te life, and fully explains his
various public labors for mankind.
"Beyond the Valley'' is a companion ,- 0 lume
to the ".Magic Staff," and resembles it in style
of workmanship-in _paper, press-work, binding,
etc. 408 page8. Price, Sl.50. •
For Sale by THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

WORKS OF DR. W. F. EVANS.

Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine and In
gersoll. Cabinet size; true to life
price $1.50 each. Every admirer of tl1ese
apostles of Religio•JS Liberty should have
these busts.
: Photog•·aphs of Colonel Ingersoll
Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5; panel
10 1-2x17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.
card, 20 cents.
,

! Ingersoll's
,

Lectures f'omplete •

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
had all his lectmes, except the latest on "Orthodox,·, '' bound in oue beautiful volume, in
half c:ilf, library style, and containing over
1.300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
low price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid. ·

Tribntes. There hav been so many
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
The Nat· His Brother," "The Vision of W3.r," the
me and Power of Faith; or, Elementary Les"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent ad
sons in Transcendental Uedicin. This work
dress over ''Little Harry Miller's Grave,"
is a complete exposition of principles underthat they hav been printed on heavy toned·.
lying the system of mental healing. It conpaper, 18x22, illuminated border, and in
tains a full comse of instrnction in the philarge, clear type, suitable for framing, andt
losophy and practice of the Mind-Cme. Price
the fonr will be forwarded to any address,.
$1.50.
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.
The Divine Law of Cure. A standard work on the philosophy and practice of Prose Poems and Selections. This:
the :Mind-Cure, a reliable text-book in all the·
new book is a gem. It is a model in every .
schools of mental healing. No work has eve11·
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,.
been written of more pn~ctical value to physir·
best m·er issued. It contains, besides the·
dans of all scl1ools. The book is the result @f
celebmted "Decoration Dav Oration," never·
the extensiv learning and research of the ll.u~
before published, and all the famous "trib
thor, and exhibits a familiarity with the llt-·
utes" heretofore printed in various shapes,.
erature of the subject. It is profoundly relig.but never brought together till now, many
ions without being offensivly dogmatic. 1lt
other gems, selected from the speeches, ar
has been received wi.th universal favor b7 all.
guments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and!
who are seeking light on the subject on which•
day-to-day conversations of the author. The·
it treats-the cure of disease in ourse1-vs- and.
work is designed for, and will be accepted.
others by mental aud spiritual agencies •. ·
by admiriug friends as a rare personal son
Price $1.50.
vnnir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine·
'Steel portrait, with autograph facsimile, has:
Mental Medicin. A. Theoretical and ,
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silk-Practical Treatis on liiedical Psyeliology.
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;:
This book contains a full exposibi"m' @f the· i
in half-clllf, mottled edges, elegant library·
nature and laws of magnetism, madiLts ltppli-style, $4.50; in fnll Turkey morocco, gilt, ex-cation to the cme of disease. JPrice $1.25:. 1
quisitely fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, highest-.
Soul and Body; or, The Spiritual ' 1Jossible style and finish, $9.
Science of Health and Disease. Price $1.00c
'&11t on receipt of price,
Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
The Mental Cure, illustrating the In33 Clinton Place, New York.
fluence of the Mind on the Body both iu
Health and Disease, and the Psychological
:Method of Treatment. Ptice $1.50.
A PHOTOGRAPH

The Primitiv Mind-Cure.

All the above books sent by mail, post-paid, on '()F THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH .A.ND SOLID'
receipt of price.
REA VEN.·
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
.A. Picture of the world as described in Gen#
•esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
·doctrin, and the passages from profane writerEt
MONKS, POPES,
:supporting it.
Price 25 centS'.
AND
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.

BY JOHN ALBERGER.

FREETHOUGHT NOVELI!i.

WE liAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO:
LITICAL NATURE OJ!' THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
$1.25.
F'amily Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoNPrice, riO cents, 75 cents, and $1.00, ac•
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
cordin~ to condition of book.
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents,
Address
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER,
sa Ollnton Pl., New York.
Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day." Price, paper
TO REV. L. A. LA§IBERT'S
CHRISTIANITY
60 cents; cloth, so cents.
"NOTES ON I~GERSOLL."
·
N;tthaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
By .B. W. Lac)'.
A R E W A R D F 0 R C R I M E.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
Substantiated by the Bible.
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
A thorough exposme of the Catholic priest'g
BY
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25,
sophistry, unfairness, aud histor• O. B. WifliTPORD, M.D.
i Tb.e Outcast.
A deep, finely written
ical misstatement.
Price, 10 Cents.
I
Per Dozen,u.oo
Radical story. From the London edition.
Price, Cloth, $1; I•al>cr, aO Cents,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
By WINWOOD READE, author of Martyr··
.Address
THE TRU'l'H SEEKER.
• 33 Ollnton Place, New York,
dom of Man. 30 cents.
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SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY
AND·· HYGIENE;

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

POPULAR JEWELRY STORE,

ROCHELLE, ILL.
Headquaroers for Fine Goods in the line of Genuln
Diamonds; Fine Gold and Silver Watches; Chains;
Bracelets; Wedding and Presentation Rings; Jewelry of Latest style; Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
and Fancy Gobds; 3 ounce Coin !'lllver Elgin Watch,
$10; 4 ounce. Ft<ll Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
Stem Wind, $22; this same, fine movement, In best
gold filled case, $35; wtth cheap movement, $~5Ladles' Soltd Gold Elgin stem wind watcbee, $10,
$24, and $32-,-14 karat, upward. Watches cleaned,
finest work In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
for the trade a~ reduced rates and agentR sending
work once a week from every state in the Union are
By ·.E. 1'. l'E.i/.LL, M. D.,
making lots of money. Best spectacles In the
world, $1. All goods must !mit or cash back on de·
mand. Try me I
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Carefully Revised and Enlarged Edition.
'Fully Illustrated.
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
The most beautiful badge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sale. Elegant present for Lady
or Gent. Solld gold, $3; $3.60; extra heavy, M;
This work was first published in 1860. Its success has been very great,_and it has had a sale_ In_ with diamond, artistically enameled, $10.
every part of the world where the English language is read. It has become an authority on the
subjects of which it treats. In England, in Australia, in New Zealand, in this country, it has been
in constant demand since it was first published.
$1.
The advance-in knowledge has made it desirBY MAIL POST-PAID.
;)
able to reyjse the work and Incorporate in it new
discoveries made during the last 20 years. To this
end it has been carefully reyjsed, most of it
re---written, several new chapters and a large number of fresh illustrations added, so that it is to-day
practically a new book, and far the best of its
kind which has yet appeared. It may be relied
· upon to give most complete knowledge of Sexual Physiology in all it departments.
Among the new chapters may be specially A Great Medica~ Wprk on Manhood
Exhausted V!tallty, Nervous and Physical Deblllty,
mentioned the one entitled, The Contests between
Premature Decl!ne In Man, Errors of Youth, and
the Males of Animals and Man for the Female. the
untold miseries resulting from lndls:retlon or
In no work is this subject so fully and interest- excesses. A book for every man, young, middleingly treated, The subject matter has been drawn aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic diseases, each one of which Is In·
from a great variety· of sources. This chapter valuable.
So found by the author, whose experialone will fully repay for the entire work.
ence for 23 years Is such as probably never before
There may be those who think the subject of Sexual Physiology one whica should not be tell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound In
beautiful French muslln, embossed covers, full gilt,
studied. There was a time when- the subject of anatomy was considered improper, and it was guaranteed
to be a finer work In every sense-meconsidered unsafe for a man to devote his life to it. That day Is past, and the benefits to the chanical, llterary, and professional-than any other
work
sold
In
this country for $2.50, or the money
world from a know ledge of anatomy have been immense; and the benefits to the race from a
be refunded In every Instance Price only $1.00
perfect knowledge of Sexual Physiology will be far greater; and while we may respect the feel- will
by mall, post paid. Illustratlv sample 6 cents,,
ings of those who would never read on Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
this subject, yet we must insist that it National Medical Association, to the president of
which, the Han. P. A. Bissell, and associate oflicers
is one of the noblest studies, and brings of
the Board the reader Is respectfully referred.
one nearer than any other to the CreaThe Science of Life should be read by the young
tive Power, and one which, thought- tor Instruction, and by the allllcted for rellef. lt
benefit all.-London Lancet.
fully investigated, tends to make man .will
There Is no member of society to whom The
wiser and better.
Sclenee of Lite wlll not be useful, whether youth,
The illustrations in this work are parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-Argona.ut,
lll.iu number, and will greatly aid the
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
reader by making everything plain and H. Parker, No. 4 Bulllnch Street, Boston, Mass ,
clear. No work of its kind has ever who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
and experience. Chronic and obstinate disbeen so profusely illustrated; see sam- skill
eases tbat have baflied the sklll of all&.!
Lather
ples in this adverisement.
'
physicians a specialty. Such treatedll
s u ccessfully,
without
an
lnstr,nce
ofT
\1
R;;
The following are some the titles of failure. Mention this paper.1y14
I
&;;
the chapters: The Origin of Life ; The
Contests between the Males of Antmals
and Man for the Female; Pregnancy:
Embryology; Parturition; Lactat on; The Law of Sex; Regulation of the Number of Off·
IS a regularly ed ucated and legally qualispring; Hereditary Transmission; Sexual Hygiene, etc., etc.
fied physician, and
The price of the wm;k is $2.00 by mail, post paid.
the most succeBBful
as his practice will
pr0ve. He has for
.ADDRESS,
twenty years treated
excluslvly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
In the cures of which
he stands preeminent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of self.
abuse In youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
n 1 g h t emisSions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,renderlng mar.
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
rlage Improper and unn upy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside a-pplication In sixty days.
BY SCRIPTURE.
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unknown to the medical profeBSlon. Send five 2-cent
Falsehoocl and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Bob- sta.mps for hls "Private Counselor," giving full Information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
bery-Adultery and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Con- J.,
and say where you saw thiS advertlsment.

OR, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY

WHl cu .. ., a.Jl Furm.s .. c Obean• Witbo
llledic1-ne.

CoNSULTING ROOMS,
471 WEST lliADlSON ST.,

CHICAGO, IL

Something Cor Invalids to read and stud
over.-Stop Drugging and try
Na.-ure's Rellledy,
lliAGNETISlll.

For years past It ha.s neen known to the prates·
slon that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn·out suffert.r from disease_ Many humanitarians In the profession, thinking more ot the alleviation ot suffering than they dld of the code of
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found themselves astonished at the effect upon their patients.
They had bePn taught that medicine was an abso ..
lute essentlalln all cases, and that that fa.lllng, the
patient must dle, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker has !lung aside
the tie which bound hlm to hls dogm atlc br etbren
and has resorted to other and more scientific meth·
ads of treatmont. AS aresultmany, havlngbroken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarous as It was unscientific, have used their best energies to devise means for the allevl atlon of human
suffering. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readlly submitted to
Its mild but potent lnlluence. This agent to the
Intelligent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as It IS, the very essential of all llfe, l twas found
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vital principle. It we can
supply tbls vital force to the worn-aut body the
patient wtll get well.
Ah l but how IS It to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
the problem. Here and there through aut the worltJ
are fields of what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that the ore, when carried upon the
person, was found to be a safeguard against disease,
and to this circumstance we are largely Indebted for
magnetic wearing apparel, for !twas an easy transition from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed In
garments fitted to every part of the body. Since
the first Introduction of magnetic appllances as a
curattve, there has been a number of these so-callf'O
magnetic garments foisted upon the publlc by men
whose sole object was gain. Unscientific In construction, and having llttle It any magnetism In
them, their llfe was of short duration; It was long
enough, however. to demonstrate that when constructed upon scientific principles there was scarce!··
an aliment that human fiesh Is heir to that would
submrtto tnelr heallng lnlluence.
THE EUREKA MAGNETIC APPLIANCES are su.
parlor to everything of a slmllar character hereto.
fore offered to the public, being the only sclentlllcally ccnstructed appllance In t-he market; It Is now
two and a half years since they were first offered
to the publlc, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case of failure to receive benefit reported to us, while we are
In dally receipt ot testimonials of cures from all
parts of the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
as
advised by us.
J!'rom tht. IronckuZ Age.
To all who may be allllcled with any of the follow·
"Dr. Fellows IS an outspoken Infidel, thereto~e no !ng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eurekn
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the land Magnetic Garments wlll cure you :-Faralysls,
should g!v the doctor their patronage."
11'8
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
ASthma, Bronchitis, Congestion of the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Disease,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus
Uter!,
Chronic Perltonltls, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
0
Syphllls,
Epilepsy,
St.
VItus'
Dance,
and
all
form
!11~~~~~~~8~~ "-!~~e~"~::~~ ~1~fi;n~3~~o
of chronic tnvalldlsm.
90 day~. Reliable references given. Send

EA
H S lf

DR. R. P. F1LLOWS

Truth Seeker 'co., 33 Clinton Place, New York.

BIBLE

~fORALS.

quest .and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Children-Cruelty to Animals-Human Sacrifices'-----Cannibalism- Witchcraft- Slavery- ~olvgamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocy- Obscenity.
BY .TOHN E. REMSBURG.

Price, Siu;-Ie C::opies, 2ii cents;

RUPTURES GU REDby

&tamp for circu1a.r 1 and &aJJ i'J. what papet
l/OU taw mv advertHement• .. Addre!!ll! O&pt,

6 Copies, $1.00

Special Discount on Lar;:-er Quantities.

GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted tor
self-Instruction as we II as tor use In schools. To

T~o Wond~r

of the Nmeteenth CenfurJ f

Do yon wear Glasses.
and wish to do without them1

ACTINA CURES DISEASES OF THE
AF fER OCULISTS FAIL.

HAND~

AND OTHER POEMS.

CATARBHP
Are you troubled with

Deal'nesw,

consist of about twelve numbers. Seven numbers
now published, Sent to any address on receipt of
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO,
"These books contain a wealth of knowledge tor
self-lnstructlon. "-ED. Albany Union.
3tf

EYE WHY DON'T HE LEND A

Are you suffering from that most common of
all diseases,

Ncural~ia,

Hay Fever, or Severe·
Hcadaclte.

By

s.

ll'. PUTNAl'II, Author of Ingersoll and Jesus, Prometheus, Golden Throne, Walls
and Wanderings, Problems of
the Universe, etc.
CoNTJ;!NTS: Why Don't lfe Lend a Hand? The Golden Age, The Ideal and the Real, Not Dead but L!V·
lng, Fruition, Hope, Thomas Paine, Nature's Gospel,
Address to Deity, G!v us Light (Holdreth's poem
often recited by Charles Watts).

PRICE 10 CENTS.

If so, WHY NOT Investigate ACTINA? thil'l will cost nothing.
~A

General Agent wanted for wery city and toWX> i>o the United States,
Send f'o•• ()atalogue ()ontaining aU Inf'ormatton.

.Address

THE

TRUTH SEEKER Office.

IMMORTA-LITY INHERENr IN
Remit Money by liegistered Letter, Check, Draft, or P. 0. Order to
NATURE.
"A(JTINA" C::OMPANY
BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.
BOLE PBOPRIETOBB
A()'J'INA BA'I"J.'.EBY.
Patent applled for

88 FIFTH AVENUE, ncar 14th Street, N. 1:",
Please mention thiS paper.

Addrees

Lnn~

Invigorators,
• $ 6
6
Gentlemen's Body Belts,
Sciatic Appliances,
5
8
Knee Caps,
4
Leg Belts,
Anklets, •
•
•
4
4
Shoulder Appliances,
Wris•lets, each,
1
1
Hat Bands,
Head Caps,
4
4
Slefping Caps,
•
•
Abdominal Belts (ladies),
6
Gents' Vests,
15
Ladies' Jacket and Corset
(combined),

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00

18 00 ·

Superfine Insoles (all leather), 1

While these g·>rments can be procured at the
above low prices no one can afford to be !ll. Our
ladles' supporters are just what every lady In the
land needs, as It wlll be found a great assistance'~
certa.ln periods; all these garments are made: 1
measure, an<! a fit guaranteed. To ladles who H'
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
wlll restore you to new llfe and energy, and pay for
ltselt an hundred fold In a tew weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made fr~m actual measure, and a

PS.U~c~:.:,.:~~I~tlons answered tree ot · charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNE_!I..f71 West Madison Street,
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
Ohla&go, Ill. _ . Agen..,.wanted tor Boston, JIIIIV
83 Ollnton l'l&oe, New York. Jork Brooii;J.7D aDd l'hJJa4eJpllJ•

Price, 60 cents.
•t29

PRICE LIST.

W. £, ~lllui.Sllllihf!n,.1Al!- ~ lU'.,
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wHY send thousands upon thousands or pounds
and flo liars to convert the so-called heathen or roretgn Jan·· s when at home there Is ten times as much
degrada•lon, ten times aa much suffering ?-D. M.
Bennett.
JEHOVAH, "rrom the clouds and darkness or SInai," said to the Jews: ,. 'rhou shalt hav no other
gods berore me • . . 'rhou shalt not bow down
thyselr to them nor serve them; tor I, the Lord thy
God, am a jealous God, visiting the Iniquities or the
rathers upon the children, unto the third and rourth
generation or them that hate me." Contrast this
with the words put by the Hlndoo In the mouth or
Brahm a: '" I am the same to all mankind. They
who honestly serve other gods, Involuntarily worBhlp me. I am he who partaketh or all worship, and
I am the reward or all worshipers." Compare these
pa.esages. The first, a dungeon where crawl the
things begot or jealous slime; the other, great as
the domed firmament Inlaid with suns.-R. G. Ingersoll in the (Jhristian Religion.
THE method, object, and dritt or all Locke's theological writings Is the same. Regardless or ecclesiastical tradition, but assuming the lntalllblllty or
the scriptures, he attempts to arr!VG> at the tru.e and
essential Import or God's revelation to man. His
theoretical conclll131on Is that the ru:tlcles or saving
talth are rew and simple, and the practical application or that conclusion Is that, not only within the
ample told ot Chrlstla.nlty, but even without It, all
men, whose conduct Is consistent with the maintenance or civil society, should be the object or our
good will and charlty.-Fow!e-r•s Locke.
IT Is only when digested In a clear and natural
order that truths make their proper Impression on
the mind and thllot erroneous opinions can be comtated with success.- Dugald Stewart.
TO him who Is compelled to pass to and rro within
the high walls and In the narrow courtyard or a
prison, all objects may appear clear and distinct.
It Is the traveler, journeying onward, tull or health
and hope, with a.n ever-varying horlzoft, on the
·boundless plain, who Is liable to mistake clouds tor
mountains and the mirage or drouth tor an expanse
or retreshlng waters.- Coleridge.
WHAT Tennyson says or our own country [England]
-that It Is the land "where a man may speak the
thing he will "-Is also eminently true or our time.
Anyone may say what he likes now, so long as he Is
not libelous, without rear or legal or even fOCial penalty. What had to be obscurely hinted five-and·
twenty years ago, Is now proclalmed as rrom the
house-top. The law has given up the theory which
It once sanctioned, that a man Is to be held responsible ror the expression or opinions, a.nd he knows
little or law who thinks that the only opinions thus
set tree ror expression will be those which rear or
legal penalties would previously hav repressed. A
barrier removed In one direction Is to some extentsometimes to a very considerable extent-a barrier
removed In alL-London Spectatm· (Nov. 20, 1880).
UNLESS this nation Is prepared to assume that all
religious truth has been attained, It must allow tree
criticism or popular opinions, even though the majority say the opinions destroy millions or souls.
Unless the nation assumes that It has reached the
supreme social and moral perrectlon, It must allow
tree crl\lclsm or social and moral customs; and It
such rreedom be accepted as right, all Its results
must he accepted as right. H the honest Malthu·
sian can be thrown Into prison tor corrupting morals, the honest heretic may be thrown there ror corruptlug souls. In every branch or Inquiry errors
will arise; that IB Incidental to the search tor truth.
-Jl. D. Conway.
THOUGH all the w lnds or doctrln were let loose to
play upon the earth, so Truth be In the field, we do
Injuriously, by licensing and prohibiting, to mlsdoubt her strength. Let Truth and Falsehood grapple; who ever knew Truth put to the worse In a tree
and open encounrer? Her contutlng Is the best and
surest suppresslng.-MiUon's AreopagiticJl.
IT Is an error to regard any truth as negatlv and
barren, tor all truth Is posltlv and rrulttul. The
contradiction or error, when error Is supreme, Is
necessary to make possible the 9.ffirmatlon or truth;
the destruction or ralsehood Is not negatlv work,
but Is the necessary preliminary to the assertion or
the truth which the raise hood has negated; just as,
In a darkened room, the shutters must be taken
down berore the sunlight can stream In and men
can see to read therein, so In the darkened Intelligence must be taken down the shutters or superstition, rastened by the priesthood over the windows o1
the human mind, berore the sunllght or knowledge
can stream In and the lessons or experience can be
learned.-Mr• .. Annie Besant.
AN honest man's the noblest work or God.-Pope.
AN honest god's the noblest work or man.-Ingersoll.
"WHEREFORE, thought I, the point being thus, I
am ror going on and vemuring my eternal state with
Christ, whether I hav com tort here or no. If God
does not come In, thought I, I will leap orr the ladder even bllndtolded Into eternity, sink or swim,
come heaven, come hell. Now was my heart run or
com tort. • 'rue lander wa• an Imaginary ladder, but
the resolution was a genuln, manly one, such as lies
at the bc.ttom or all brave and honorable action.
Or hers who hav thought very diiTerently rrom Bunyan about such matters hav relt the same as he relt.

Be true to yourself, wl1atever comes, even if damna.
tlon come. Better hell with an honest heart tha.n
heaven with cowardice and Insincerity. -F'roude' s
Bunyan.
THIB above all-to thine ownselt be true
And It must ronow, as the nlgt>t tile day,
Thou canst not then be raise to any man.

-Shalcspe'l'e,

IT Is not necessary to the peace and progress or
the world In matters or religion that all men should
think alike or reel alike or attend the same church.
What we need Is the abl~lty to keep the peace, so
that each hOnest man may be religious In his own
Way Without being molested.- C!n-istian Register.

SoJU!tONE remon~trated ·with John S. Clarke, the
actor, about his proranlty, and quoted the words,
\ "Swear not at an.,, ,. I doQ.'t," said Ola.rke," I only
swear at those who offend me."
1
WHI~N Eve besl<le young Adam sat,
His arm about her gilding,
'l'here was no younger brother then
Beneath the sora hiding.
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CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY

"OH, dear," yawned a little boy after he had returned rrom church. •• I don't wonder the world Is
so run or wickedness." "Why so?" asked the astonIshed mother. "''Cause God picked out such a
tedious day tor Sunday."
THERE was a young lady In Lynn,
Who said she thought kissing a synn,
·
But when her new beau
Tried to eee It 'twas sean.
She said, " Oh, please do It agynn."
"I DO not-aw-see," said he, as he withdrew the
head or bls cane from bls mout-h, ·"why there
should be so much objection to-aw-roller-skatlng;
It Is a harmless amusement." "Some physicians
say It Is Injurious to the health,"' she observed as w
she piled her crochet needle. "Perhaps so," he rejoined, "but-aw-they all seem to agree In the
opinion that "-here he blushed sllghtly-•• that-aw
It strengthens the calves." •· Ah I Indeed," she said
with an arch smile, "do you reel any stronger since
you began to skate?" He Is still wondering what
~he meant by putting her question In that torm.
GIRLS, don't say u yea" to any 1
Who wants 2 marry you
Whose breath 3 talns a whisky smell,
Or 4 It you w'lll rue.
Love can't sur 5 In such a caae.
No metaphys tl can
Make you believe It's 7 on earth
With an In temper 8 man.
Oh, Sat ur 9 will be your days;
Your 1.0 der heart will break,
And all your hopes will come to 0
H you 8 tippler take.
A FEW days ago the rollowlng advertlsment appeared In a New York paper:
HOW TO DOUBLE YOUR JUONEY.
A legitimate method, requiring wit, but no risk
beyond the cost of a letter and ten cents In sliver.
If you are not arrald or twelve cents, address,
MCILVAINE SAJUPLE Co.,
Box 98, Bible House, New York City.
, A druggist named Smith. residing at Irving, saw
the notice and wli.s not arrald of twelve cents. He
rorwarded the ten cents In a two-cent stamped envelope, and received the ronowlng reply :
DEAR SIB: In reply to your esteemed ravor or re·
cent date, asking us to teach you
HOW TO- DOUBLE YOUR MONEY,
We will tell you a plan tor gaining wealth,
Better than banking, trading. or leases;
Take a new greenback and !old It up,
And then you will find your wealth In-creases.
'l'hls wonderrul plan, without danger or Joss,
Keeps your cash In your hands, and with nothing
to trouble It;
And every time that you told It across,
'Tls plain as the light or the day that you double lt.
IT was night, midnight. The stars were shlnllig
overhead. Stars always shine overhead. The clock
had struck twelve times. It was twelve o'clock. All
Paris was hushed. Pd.rls was quiet. It was midnight. 'l'he gend'arme watched- The cares were
closed. The stars still shone. A man and woman
stood In the shadow or a court. They spoke low.
Very low_ It was midnight. The man spoke. "You
do not love me/' The woman spoke now. u I do!'
The stars still shone. Overhead_ All Paris was
quiet. The man spoke. Thls Is the second time he
spoke. " H you loved me you would kiss me."
They were In the shadow. Good chance. The woman again spoke. Her second Innings. "I cannot
kiss you." Her voice was sort, oh, so sort. The man
turned on his heel. He looked down the boulevard I
The boulevard stood the glance. It did not tremble.
l'he man came back. He spoke_ " Tell me why."
His eyes met hers. It was midnight. "I Will trust
you," she said. "Thank you." He spoke eagerly,
'"No occasion;• she answered him calmly, simply,
"I hav rever blisters. They at'e the curse or the
De La Mlphreys. I can never kiss you." " What,
never?, u Well, hardly ev-"
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A soN of Spurgeon, the famous London
preacher, has a church in Auckland, New
Zealand, where he delivers sermons almost as
sensational as those. of his father.
MaR. PATRICK ALLEN, a Catholic priest in
New Orleans, is accused of selling the sextonship of the St. Patrick Cemetery and pockt>ting the money. It is worth several thousand
a year to him.
A SuNDAY·SCHOOL teacher at Lamar, Mo.,
took his class of little girls, of from eight to
twelve years of age, to a grove to instruct
them, thence to the creek, where he had them
strip off their clothing and, take a bath, while
he sat on the bank and watched the little innocents,
THE archbishop of Dublin, Ireland (Lord
Plunket) in opening a church hazar lately,
spoke in favor of bazars, and declared himself
in favor of raffias, which were not, he said, incentivs to gambling, for the reason that not
more than one invester in five hundred ever
got anything for his money.
FBANK JAMES, murderer and train-robber, is
attending the revival services conducted by
Sam'Jones at Plattsburg, Mo. Whatever else
may be'88id against Colonel James, he has always been a pious man. During his whole career he never shot a man or stopped a train on
Sunday, and nci man has denounced Colonel
Ingersoll in stronger terms than this same
Colonel James.
A CORRESPONDENT of a Unitarian paper objects to the baptism of infants because it implies previous impurity. He says that infancy
is "an occasion that ought to be improved by
some religious service, but wants a better formula than the Trinitarian one." He suggests
that the minister, as the_ mouthpiece of the
parent, might say: "We gratefully dedicate
this child to a life of liberty, light, and love."
A. GEORGIA paper reports a local "prayergage" as follows: "Not long since, at an experience meeting at Gainesville of the sanctificationists, one good sister arose and said: 'I
am safe on the rock. The good Lord is with
.. me; I trust everything to him. The other day
:Mr. S. sent me word that ha would bring some
.(friends to dinner at twelve o'clock. It was
, then eleven o'clock. You know it takes beans
·,two hours to bile, but I just got down on my
i knees by that old stove and prayed that them
, beans would get done in an hour. When the
.clock struck twelve I got up, lifted the top, and
·,them beans were done.'"
·"I n·o not regret our separation, dear breth11.'en," said a Virginia clergyman in his farewell
osermon, "for three good and valid reasons.
'The first is that you don't love me; the second,
that you don't love one another; and the third,
that God does not love you. You don't love
me-my salary is several months in arrears;
you don't love one another-or there would be
no such dearth of marriages among you ; and
God doesn't seem to love you as you ought to
be loved, because there hav been so few funerals among you lately.'' He was not pressed
to remain.
THE other evening, writes William Washburn in John Swinton's Paper, I was standing
by my two little girls in an open field talking
to a clergyman. I was listening humbly to his
instructions about BOrne minute points connected with our future life, on which his
1mowledge was much more accurate than my
own. The moon was about an hour high.
My back was turned to the children. I had just
nodded my assent to one of the clergyman's
statements, when I heard the baby scream.
I turned round and saw that her elder sister,
who is three years old, was lifting her up, an
operation which the baby ·abhors. "Put the
baby down," I said, angrily. "What are you
teasing her for?" "I am not teasing her,"
said Susy; "I'm lifting her up, so she can b~
nearer to the moon, and see it better." I
turned to the clergyman. "My dear doctor,"
I said, "Susy was doing to the baby what you
hav been doing to me; but the baby .is. too
;young· to be grateful,"
•
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JAMES GREY and James Gallagher, of Washington, D C., attended Qhurch together last
Sunday, and, on their return, entered into a
theological· discussion. While the argument
was at its hight, Gallagher, angered at a re·
mark made by Grey, attacked him with a razor,
slashing him several tinies across the back and
arms. Grey managed to pick up an axe and
dealt his ass~ilant a blow on the head which
felled him to the ground with a fractured skull.
The poKce interfered, and both men, bleeding profusely, were taken to the station-house,
and .from there to the hospital. Gallagher will
probably die.

{ 33 CLINTON PLACE. }$3.00 per vear.

Mr. Fa ville thinks that some of these churches
should, bury their sectarianism lind pool their
issues, so ·that they can afford to hire somebody to preach for them who is worth listening
to.
·
A PROMINENT citizen of Jones county, Miss.,
who stood high in the church, made a visit to
Meridian recently, and upon his return told
his neighbors he had seen ice' manufactured in
that town with the thermometer standing at
98°-. It soon became a settled fact in the minds
of the members of the church that Brother
Blank had degenerated into an able liar.
Charges were preferred against him, and a
committee of church-members were appointed
to visit Meridian and convict the erring brother
of lying. They went, saw the ice manufactured;
and, returning home, so reported to a meeting
of all the church-members. A look of ,aston!shment on the faces of the assembled brethren soon gave way to one of indignation, and
Brother Blank and the entire committee were
incontinently expelled from the church.

I:N Cuba, two hours before 'I!. paper is distrib·
uted on the street, a copy must be sent, with
the editor's name, to the government, and
one to the censor. When the paper 'is returned with the censor's indorsement th~ paper may go out to the public. One of the
newspapers of Havana disregards the law,
publishes what it pleases, and when it gets
ready. Every few weeks the government fines
the editor and snppresses the paper. The next
ULYSSES S. GRANT.
day the paper appears under a new name. Its "Dead!" Thus we call it in a helpless phrase.
frequent brushes with the government adverNot so ! He.livs and joins the joyous throng.
tise it, and people buy it to see what new in- Life leads him down her fair, familiar ways
discretion it has committed. The subscription
Proudly, and with exultant voice and strong
price is $24, a ye~r.
Recounts his deeds and sings the victor's
&on g.
THE adherents of the Mormons, says the
London Starufard, commenced a new crusade He dieth not whose knightly presence sways
The centuries; whose sword and speech bein Berlin 0.11. Saturday, July 11th. There was
long
a large number of peopl&L-men, women, and
children-present, The .meetings are to be To all the endless future's luminous days.
continued every Sunday. Germany, more es- He livs for aye, whose purpose, grand and tall.
Beneath the love of millions ftnds a root,
pecially the cities, iS in no case a very favoraAnd lifts a liviD g bloom for all to see.
ble ground for new doctrins, except such as
will advance Materialism, Socialism, money- He walks with heroes in earth's glorious hall;
The tomb is but a dais for his foot;
making, or pleasure, and it will be the mateThe shroud a garment for his jubilee.
rial prosperity of the Latter Day Saints about
Salt Lake City, and not the Book of Mormon,
which will win the sect converts, if they obtain any at all, in a poor, expensiv, and unbelieving city like Berlin.
Miss CLEVELAND has been accused by a critic
of "mixing metaphors" in her new book. The
copy sent the Sun, with Elizabeth's compliments, has evidently been lost in the mail, 80
we cannot decide; but it is quite likely. Most
writers do it more or less, and malli' mix
something worse than metaphor!!. Her brother,
who has a good paying situation at Washington (Grover is meant) lately told somebody
that he would "be boiled in hell, before he
would remove an officer without cause. Here
was a case of mixed metaphor. 'l.'he place referred to (now obsolete) has always been supposed to be dryer than a contribution box or a
last year's sermon-not a drop of water within
miles of it. How, then, it may be asked, could
he be boiled therein? He should hav said
roasted, fried, or broiled,. It is due to his con·
stituents that he set himself right before the
country on this point at once.-Peck's Stm.
THE Rev. John Faville, writing on "Our
Over-Churched Communities," says: "The
Presbyterians of Wisconsin report 130 churches
and 104 ministers; the Episcopalians, 170 parishes, 130 clergy; the Baptists, 149 churches,
96 ministers; the Congregationalists, 193
churches, U7 ministers; theM. E. ch~rch, 257
churches, 240 pastors-a total of 89D churches
and 690 ministers. Of members, the Presbyterians hav 8,139; the Episcopalians, 7,·190;
the Baptists, 10,252 ; the Congregationalists,
13,091; the Methodists, 22,432-a total of 61,104, or an average of 67 members to each
church. Divided into three classes as to members, the Presbyterians hav 63 churches with
a membership less than fifty, 105 churohes
with a membership less than 100, and but
25 churches with a membership exceeding 100..
The Episcopalians hav 128 parishes with less
than 50 communicants, 136 with less than 100,
34 with more than 100. The Baptists report
68 churches having less than 50 members, 114
with less than 100, 35 with more than 100.
The Congregationalists hav 101 churches with
a membership less than 50, 135 with less than
100, 58 with more than 100. The Methodists
hav 69 churches with less than 50 names, 169
with less than 100, 88 with more than 100-a
total of 419 churches with less than 50 members and 659 with le.sa than 100." The Rev.

SEVEN lives were lost in a fire at Manchester
N. H., on Sunday.
A TRAIN wreck near Cmcinnati, on the 9th,
killed three persons.
A COLOBED woman died in Georgia last week
who was said to be 115 years old.
ToRONTo, .can., lost between $500,000 and
$750,000 at the fire reported last week.
THE New York World has completed its
fund of $100,000 for the pedestal to the statue
of Liberty.
A GREAT hotel at Las Vegas, N. M., was
burnt Sunday. Eight persons are said to ha"V
perished. Loss, $300,000.
THERE is talk of a secession among the north•
ern states of Mexico, on account of the financial policy of that country.
THE Prohibitionists of this city hav declared
themselvs in favor of the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage as candidate for governor of the state.
A PARTY of Canadian editors, fifty strong, is
in the city. They will view the elephant, take
in Coney Island, and then go to Albany and
Niagara.
CHOLERA in Spain is claiming from 1,500 to
2,000 victims per day, and the epidemic
spreads. The report that it has reached Paris
is denied.
A LoNDON ~other is trying to induce the
Salvation Army to return her daughter, aged
thirteen, who has been decoyed into that body
and cannot escape.

THE Boston sloop yacht Puritan came up to
Newport one day last week and sailed a 45A NOT at all strange story is told by the mile race with the Priscilla, owned in New
Philadelphia Press, which claims to be in- York. The Yankee boat won.
formed on good authority, that the recent raid
A POLICEMAN in Jersey City pretended to hav
resulting in the "revelations" of the Pall Mall been cured of some disease by prayer, and the
Gazette proceed from the ranks of the English event was regarded as a. clincher on those who
Salvation Army. This organization claims to doubted the efficacy of faith. It now tranhav a corps of so-called converts recruited spires that he was not cured at all, and is as
from the infamous resorts which furnished the badly off as ever.
revelations, 'and to which the alleged converts
AT Murfreesboro, Ark., on the 9th, a mob
temporarily returned, resuming their old busi.ness for the sake of securing the desiderated attacked two murderers in jail, shooting one
revelations. In this connection, remarks the and burning the other by soaking with keroWorld, it may be noted that General Booth, sene and setting on fire a pile of blankets
the leader of this army, is accused of abduct- under which he had crawled. A colored ra"V·
ing and concealing a thirteen-year-old girl who isher was lynched at Cuthbert, Ga.
was decoyed from her home-the Salvationists
ABouT 200 masked men gathered around the
say-" for the purpose of making her a spec- pastoral residence of the Rev. N. G. Countee,
tacle as a minor saved from a life of wickedof Memphis, one day last week and fired sevness.,
eral volleys at the house. The pastor fired his
THE Rev. J. Hyatt Smith relates this: "When pistol at the mob and managed to escape. . He
I was living with my brother in Buffalo Mark had divulged the workings of a secret society,
Twain occu_gied a cottage across the street. the penalty for which is scalping. The partieWe didn't see very much of him, but one ipants were all colored.
morning as we were enjoying our cigars on the
MR. DoNALD CnAWFOnD, of London, has
v~randa ~fte: break~st we saw Ma:k come to; filed a petition for divorce from his wife,
his door m h1s dressmg.gown and ~llppers and 1 citing Sir Charles Dilke as co-respondent.
look over at us. He stood at his door and. The noble lord had seduced the wife of Mr.
smoked for a minute, as if making up his mind! Crawford and had paid the husband $125 000
about something: and at last opened his gate : to settle it, but that money has been retur~ed.
and came loung:~_ng acro~s the s_treet. There Dilke was a member of Gladstone's cabinet.
was an unoccupied rockmg-chmr on the ve- ' It is asserted that he has been intimate with
1
randa, and ":hen ~y ?rothe: offered i~ to him other members of the family of Mrs. Crawhe dropped mto It with a Sigh of relief. He f d and efforts are being made to keep the
smoked for a fllw moments and said, 'Nice 0°r a' within the limits of the single issue bemorning.' 'Yes, very pleasant.' 'Shouldn't tasee Mr Crawford and his wife. Mrs.
.
d . b
d
I
•weII • we Crawford
w n
.
wonder If we ha ram Y an by.
is under twenty years of age while
could stand a little.' • This is a nice house you he husband is nearly fifty.
'
hav here.' 'Yes, we rather like it.' 'How's 1 r
your family?' ' Quite well-and yours?' 'Oh,
SoMETHING like half a million people came
we're all comfortable.' There was another im- 1 into the city from the surrounding country to
pressiv silence, and finally Mark Twain crossed attend the Grant obsequies. While the body
his legs, blew a puff of smoke into the air, and . lay in state in the city hall, 250,000 persons
in his lazy drawl remarked: 'I suppose you're passed by the coffin and viewed the remains.
a little surprised to see me over here so early. i The fraternity of thieves made a harvest of the ·
Fact is, I havn't been so neighborly, perhaps, crowd, and over one hundred pickpockets and
as I ought to be. We must mend that state of crooks were locked up. Forty or fifty thouthings. But this morning I came over because sand persons visited the grave at Riverside,
I thought you might be interested in knowing Sunday. Blaine delivered 11 eulogy at Augusta,
that your roof is on fire. It struck me that it Me., on Saturday to a great throng. The only
would be a good idea if--' But at the men- funeral sermon preached was that at Mt.
tion of fire the whole family dusted upstairs McGregor by Dr. Newman, previous to bring.
trailing language all the way up. When w~ ing the body to New York. A movement is on
had put the fire out and had returned to the foot, and a subscription is already started, to
veranda Mark wasn't there."
. erect a Grant monument in New York.

- W. A. Gro.ffltl.
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lished order of that system, the discomfited dogma-! the last brood of their larvm, rather _than see ~h~m
tists fell back upon biology, and confronted th~ir sta!ve. T.he facult;y tha~ enables ammals to distillassailants with the· announcement that our air-ship, gmsh food: from pmson Is not more marvelous than
though not itself a play-ball of supernatural agencies, that _by which our d_iges~iv or~ans select th?ir prop~r
The Animal Soul.
is occupied by a certain number of supernaturalpa~- nutri~ent from an m:fimt var1ety of orgamcand unFi'om tite North American Review.
sengers, distinct from all their fellow-traveler~ m orgamc substances: For both ~re clearly ~e result
The author of "Eothen" remarks that the history origin and consequently in constitution and destmy; ?f natural adaptatwll:• In f~ugivorous ammals,..for
of Spain, froin the landing of the Carthaginians.to the and since Darwin exploded the premises of that syl- mst~nce, the cumulativ experience ?f cm;mtl~ss genexpulsion of the Moors and Jews, is the chromcle of logism its exponents seek a new basis for ita _intri- era~wn~ has at last.become a hereditary ~natmct! but
a protracted duello between Aryans and Semites. If cate superstructure. In other words, the opponents an mstmct that fads ~o warn the~ agamst pmsons
the contests of the moral world should be summed of naturalism try to reconcile the doctrin of evolution tha~ escaped the co~mz_a~ce of their ancestors. . T_he
up in the same way, we might say that their history not only with the harmless belief in the eternal dura- fru_It· eaters w~o~e mtm~wns enable theJ?. to di~tn~
for the past three thousand years has been th~ record tion of life, but with their test-dogma that man ia an gmsh _the vacmmum. vacttlans. fr~m a str1kmgly s~l
of a. continuous struggle between naturalists and alter ens, a being governed by laws distinct from, or lar pmson berry, will ~nhesitati?gly swallow ~ miXtanti-naturalists. The philosophers of Greece and even opposed to, those of nature in general-an ure of sugar and arsen!c. The:tmporte? rummants,
Rome, Kepler, Newton, Rousseau, Goethe, Hum- earth-child, descended perhaps from that species of whose ~ncestors acqmred their experience on the
boldt, and Darwin fought on the one side; the quadtumana known as catarrhine monkeys, but char- m?untam pasture~ of the far East, were at first de•
Buddhists, St. Augustine, St. Francis, Loyola, Calvin, acterized by certain preternatural qualities not ceived by the pmson he~bs ?f th~ New World, but
and Wesley on the other. The naturalist appeals to shared in the least degree by any of his fellow- gradually learned to avmd mistakes of that sortl for
the highland counties of western North; Carolina_ hav
reason and experience; the anti-naturalist appeals to catarrhines.
authority. The one enforces hi1:1 doctrin with arguNor is the obstinate defense of that position dis~ -now a hteed of. sheep that will rather starve th~n
menta, the other with threats or entreaties. The one ro ortioned to the importance of its dogmatical touch the tempt1Dg leaves of the ~vergreen cal~Ia.
invites free inquiry, the other deprecates it. The P. ~fi
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e me ap ysicmns o tem that he proceeds to attack with the explosive of ~.e., o IS mgms an q I Ize, ? nu ri IV e emen t s
all nature-loving nations inclined to the former side. his "fatally plausible theory." He traces the river of o~ brea? and other substances wh~ch the stomach ?f
Poets wove their romances about the creed of Greece, life to a chasm, which for a little space seems to hide his lupm ancestor would hav reJected as so mncn
but there is no doubt that her gods were originally 't 'th 't 8
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grave. He held that. to enjoy is to obey, and that of the rocks at the source of the river. He demon- of digestwn, and the actwn of chemiCal a:ffimbes.
the wonderfl of creation we1·e n0t made to be de- strates that the rains of the upper valley affect the
And as surely_ as the problems of the present world
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nunciation of earthly sympathies were the keystone
d th im ulse of su ernatural a encies and but both modes _of mcent~v mfluen~e ?oth kmds of acho_n;
dogmas of the new creed. The westward spread of un er .e P
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the proportwn of their respectiv mfluence only varies
its doctrine inaugurated the era of a long war against for the vrrtue of c-ertam propitiato:y rit~mig ceas~ by imperceptible degrees. "Disposition," " characnature. It is well known that the progress of civili- to flow; and that on_ly the lower frivler d t ~vter reac ter," "passion," are so many different words for the
zation was interrupted for twelve hundred years. It the ocean orkas?,end m the form 0 c ou 8 0 I 8 proper inner impulse that modifies or intensifies the external
cannot be denied that natural science was almost home, tb,e 8 Y·
.
motiv; and "instinct" is not moved exc!usivly from
Yet th~ outwork_s of that hypoth~sis hav already within. Its manifestations are prompted by external
wholly superseded by supernaturalism. The constant activity of preternatural agencies was deemed bee!! carried, and Its defenders begm to concentrate incentive, by exigent circumstances, by. favorable
as unquestionable as the influence of atmospheric their ~orces upon the debata?le grou~d of gra~ual opportunities; as first October frosts prompt the decurrents. Speculativ thinkers postulated a spook for evolutwn. F_or natura nonfamt saltum IS a reversible parture of the migratory bird, as the approaching
every unknown phenomenon. Yet a still more sig- wea:pon, and If that saltus, a sudden leap from lower summer of the tropics awakens his home-sickness
nificant, though lees often admitted, characteristic of to higher plane_s of_develop~ent, could ~e anywhere after the temperate zone. The discovery of a conthat period was its anti-naturalism. "Whatever is demonstrated, It might form a presumptiv argument venient nook stimulates the weaver-instinct of the
natural is wrong," was the shibboleth of the medieval for the ~nterposition of J?reternat';lral agencies: But spider; even the imperious sexual instinct is prompted
Buddhists. The enforced worship of sorrow darkened the. basis ~f that hop~ IS ,~?com~ng rather err cum- by casual opportunities.
the life-light of countless millions. All cheerful in- scribed. 'Catastrophism IS losmg ground. From
Reason has been likened to a musical instrument
stincts of the human soul were denounced as sinful. year to year the. progress of s~ience leads to cl?arer that requires practice, which, once acquired, can be
Earth was supposed to be, not only possessed of, but proofs of_the umty of the COBmitC laws, and CODVln~es used or abused in an infinit variety of ways; instinct
possessed by, malevolent demons. The pagan dei- the despisers of nature that the lowty roots of hfe to a musical automaton, which plays its tunes with
ties were changed into devils. Woden, the hunter- hav evolved many a maz:elous flower, and tha~ the uniform correctness, but has a rather limited repergod, became a Wild Huntsman, Hulda a night-hag, goat-feet of Pan can chmb the . ver;y summlt of toire The instincts of the lower animals would, inVenus a lamia; the first May-night, when Hertha Olympus. The study ?f. comparatr!' bwlogy has re- deed, justify that comparison. A bee can defy any
awakens the slumbering wood-spirits, became a Wal- .vealed. the mo~t s~pri~mg analogies b~tween the mathematician to excel the symmetry of her fabric,
purgis-nacht with. its hellish revivals. Even objects o~erahon of ammalmstmct and the functi~ns of con- but her talent is limited to wax-work. The nestof scenic interest, the trysting-places of the nature- sCious. reason on the one hand, and t~e actwn of th_e building bird succeeds at the first attempt, but does
worshiping Druids, became" devil's pulpits,"" dev- ?rgam~ forces ~n the other; analogies that make It not improve with practice; the spider can only weave;
il's bridges," and "devil's caves." Nay, an elaborate I~possi~le to mistake the agency of the same forma- the dauber-wasp only plaster. Such instincts are
treatis was written to prove that the actions of ani- tiv law m the growth of !1' _coral reef !1-nd. the devel~p- one-sided business quahfications, sufficient for, but
mals are inspired by the devil. The cosmogony of ment ?f a system ?f political or~am~atwn, ~nalogtes confined to, a single purpose. But as we ascend the
the medieval schoolmen was, in fact, a systematic de- that dissolve all differences of kmd mto differences scale of evolution we must either modify that definimonology. In their writings Nature and Sin (like of degree.
tion of instinct, or admit that the actions of the higher
the world and the devil) were frequently used as
"Adaptation of means to an unconscious purpose," animals are guided by reason. If the mental faculsynonymous terms. "Naturist Sunde, Geist ist Teufel," is a definition that fails to distinguish the primitiv ties of the quadrumana are so many instincts, that
says the Prelate in "Faust." Hence their intense manifestations of that la:w from the functions of _the term could claim some curious synonyms, for those
mistrust of naturalism and natural philosophy, the lower animals. The young bee observes the metncal faculties can be applied and misapplied to an extrav~
suppression of the Olympic games, the savage laws rules of her c~aft wit~ scrupulous exactness, ;yet, lik_e agant variety of purposes. Does instinct, " the exagainst " sophists and mathematicians." Hence, the constructiv agenCies of a vegetable orgamsm, evi- horting voice of nature," teach a young Rhesus
also, the equally bitter, but perfectly consistent, op- dently without a conscious plan. Like reason and baboon to purloin the jacket of his fellow-Rhesus and
position to the introduction of the Copernican her- instinct, those agencies are able to adapt themselvs try it on like a pair of breeches? "Does reason ?"
esy, which they instinctivly recognized as the enter- to special and wholly abnormal circumstances. Con- it might be asked in return. But has reason, "the
ing wedge of a naturalistic reaction. Hence at last volvulus major, confined in a paper box with a small faculty of adapting· means to conscious purposes,"
the forlorn-hope assault upon the doctrin of evolu- air-h?le, will direct its tendrils ~award ~hnt ap?rtur.e, never been misapplied? Does the Salvation Army
tion, which has completed the triumph of that reac- and, If necessary, attenuate their buddmg pomts m play less fantastic tricks before high heaven than the
tion.
order to force its way to the outer air. The thorn- most eccentric baboon? Nor could it be asserted
For Superstition clings to the last tenable shred of Iiana sprouts alo~g the ground in a dir~ct li~e to_war? that the talents of our next relative a:re unav.ailable
her tenets. Lecky observes that multitudes "who the next c~nvement tree, and chan~es Its directwn If for business purposes. They plan tbe1r foragmg exrecognize the fact that the celestial phenomena are that tree IS removed. In the ammal body the re- peditions with a skill that would make the fortune of
subject to inflexible law imagin that the dispensation sponsibilities of a damaged organ are assumed by a Mexican patriot. No politician, angling for a colof rain i<S in some sense the result of arbitrary inter- other organs. The eyesight of a deaf mute, the hear- lectorship, can surpass the Macacus radiatus in the
positions, determined by the conduct of mankind . ing and feeling of a blind person, become abnormally art of making himself agreeable to his patron; and
. • It is still customary to speak of' plagues of acute; the skin, the lungs, unde:take to eliminate the holy apes of Benares l:)njoy the emoluments of
rain and water, sent on account of our sins,' and cor- substances that overtask the functwnal energy of the their sinecures with all the self-asserting dignity of a
responding language is employed about the forms of digestiv organs; nay, during the progress· of certain Grand Metropolitan. ·
disease which science has but imperfectly explained." diseases the digestiv apparatus often suspends its
[To nE coNcLUDED NExT wEEK.]
W orated dogmas seek shelter in mysteries, like van- functions in order to enable the organism to concenquished armies in a mist, as favorable to a discreet trate all its energies on the work of expurgation, just
How can a merciful ~od sit up in heaven on his
change of front. When it became mathematically as ants interrupt their foraging expeditions in order golden throne and look down and see all the poundcertain that our earth is not the center of the uni- to repel the attack of an enemy. The preservation of ing beating, and starving that poor, speechless aniverse, but only a subordinate member of the solar life is the highest law of nature; yet, in order to avoid mais hav to endure, and ·be perfectly unmoved at it,
system, subject to laws that could not for a moment hopeless suffering, she hastens the event of an incur- .and never raise even a little finger to :prevent it ?hav been suspended without subverting the estab- able disease, as wasps, at the approach of winter, kill D. M. Bennett.
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Is Theology Progressiv ~
astronomy, geology, . chemistry, biology, physics, as imagi?ed by the. man's. highest flights of fancy,
We are in the midst of a gigantic revolution. An psychology, etc., and m no instance, directly or indi- ~re all ahke equally Impossible. The universe being
intellectual transition is sweeping over the civilizeq r~ctly, do they, si!lgly or conjointly, point to, infer, here and there and everywhere," this fact naturally
world. It is a conflict between the authority of the discover, or predicate a God. The problem, there- excludes any God from being in the same place.
church and independent thought, divine authority fo!e, resolv.es its.elf into this.plain proposition: Is the · God, to ~e every~here, wipes out from existence
and human reason, science and myths, a war be- ~Ible. an mfa~hble. revelatiOn from the particular, all else; ~his ~ot bemg the case, but matter filling all
tween men of brains and the ignorant masses still Identical God It claims to reveal to us? Is this God space, .this Wipes out God And a God filling only
crouching in abject servitude at the shrine of a hoary a reality and fact·? Not, Is it a revelation from some a portwn of .sp.ace, ~hough a vast giant, cannot be a
superstition.
other (imaginary) God not revealed~in the Bible but God and all I~ Imphes, ~ecause the limited portion of
The conflict is as universal as modern education originating probably in the mystic brain of a Bee~her space he fills m proportiOn to the immensity of spaca
and enlightenment. It is not confined to the' layman Newton, Thomas, or' Swing? Because, in such a case' which would be "Godless" would not be as a tiny
and scholar, but_ the clergy of every denomination, the Bible would cease to be a proof and we would drop when compared to the .grand Pacific.
And the pe~son~l pronouns bestowed upon God
including priest and friar, freely participate in this hav no proof, and having no Bible proof, and science
struggle, and boldiy enter the arena of polemics to sadly failing to supply the same, and God not nowa- by our theologians m such profusion as "his" "him"
' ' yes,' necessi'
a ~r, " etc., all imply,
throw their lance against ancient formulas and myths, days condescending to reveal himself, and thus stop " our h ea~enI y fth
protesting against many creeds and dogmas hereto- all cavil and doubt, we, of course, would hav no God t~te, physical orgamsm, limit, outline, and organs
hke man. But these they indignantly repudiate in
fore universally revered as infallible and holy.
at all.
The principle causes of this intellectual struggle
The issue, therefore, it is plain, is either a blind their God. But without incarnation how can." he "
may be found in the startling and marvelous revel a- implicit faith in the Bible or Naturalism. There i~ be "our father,'' "good," "wise," "omniscient,'' etc.?
t1ons of modern science and, alas ! in the entire ab- no compromise, no middle ground. "We cannot by Are ~ot all t~E!se. t~rms expr~ssiv of qualities known
sence~ during the last eighteen hutJ.dred years, of a reason discover God," and the:· battle must be fought to exist only m hvmg, orgamc beings, and never presmodern revelation or additional communication from in defense o_f a blind faith in an assumed supernat- ent· in the air, water, earth, or sky? Can we think
a (supposed) God. While science is daily making ural revelation, and on the other side by science and of abstract wisdom, goodness, love, etc., existing inrapid progress in enlightening the world concerning reason. Theology must be and ever remain to the dependent of physical organism, or are they not
the grand realities of nature and life, its laws and world what it has been in the days of Calvin Wesley rather attributes or functions of the same? Can
order, its method and system, and tracing all phe- and Edwards, or it must fall. Each letter· ~ord and we imagin a " father in heaven" that can hear our
nomena to purely natural causes and to physical po- sentence of that Bible must mean what it did a thou- prayers and act intelligently, if not a physical being
tencies inherent in matter, it is evident that not a sand years ago, and must convey the same ideas to somewhat, at least, resembling man~
solitary fact has been discovered concerning a God the common understanding of man, or, in the ab- . s.cience postulates that without eyes the effect of
or corroborating the ancient Bible theology.
sence of a. new revelation, or a divine plenipotentiary hght cannot be produced; without ears no sound·
For over fifteen centuries many millions of earnest fully qualified to render an accurate interpretation it witho~t the nervous system no feeling, and without
a bram no thought, no intelligence. This necessiChristians hav clasped the old Bible to their hearts becomes an illusion and a farce.
'
and venerated it as an infallible revelation from their
If, by methods of reasoning, Beecher, Thomas an'd tates all these organs for any possible God. But while
only true God. As originally claimed to hav been ~o. hav. a right ~o repudiate "hell," they mu~t, by a God with such a body of flesh and blood and
revealed and compiled it has ever stood as the sole hke log~c, repudiate all the associate doctrins of ~ones would simply be a gigantic monstrosity, and
foundation of the entire Christian church. As God's heaven, immortality, redemption, rewards, etc., also. Impoten~, no matter how grandly conceived, to guide
word it has ever been looked upon as supreme and Says the Rev. Dr. Johnson: "But the great body of t~e m?twn ?f even th~ smallest planet within its
sacred, unlike other books which, written by man, humble Christian believers and the great body of gigantic orbit, a God Without such a body and withmight be subject to criticism, censure, and doubt. profound Christian scholars hear what these men out such organs could neither be a God because the
Conceded to be infallible from generation to genera- hav to say in advocacy of ' universal salvation' or mental attributes, such as wisdom, love,' etc., dependtion, revealing God's will and methods, no one pre- 'conditional immortality,' and they go back to their ent upon such organs, would not be forthcoming.
Thus w~ see that pure reason, unchecked by fear,
sumed .to doubt or qu~stion its authenticity and Bibles, and still they read, even as before the doctruth. No one dared to substitute his frail and finite trin. o~ eternal punishment. The vast W:ajority of forces us mto absolute Atheism. I therefore desire
muid for what was universally acknowledged to be Christian scholars, age after age, search these script- to pl~ad for consistency and h:mesty in the modern
" divine omniscience." In its very supernaturalism urea with the possibility before them of some other pulpit. The battle must be fought to tbe bitter end
was considered its strength, in its miracles its fasci- conclu~ion, and still they find it (hell). Why? between old theology, as represented to-day by
nation, and in its incomprehensibility its power and There IS only one answer. They find it because it is Romanism and our old-school divines as Moody
authority. Its assumed and conceded divine origin there. They believe it because they must." And Mercer, Williamson, Johnson, Spurge~n, Talmage:
and others, and scienc~. There is no half-way house;
satisfied all human objections, and replaced and every honest Christian must indorse the sentiment.
Heaven and hell, God and devil, are doctrins hav- no truce or compromise possible. Better by far a
silenced all doubts and reason.
Upon this Bible, accepted by the masses in abject ing identical origin, history, basis, and proof, and all blind, submissiv faith in ancient myths and dogmas
faith and blind simplicity, the church has been built alike must stand or fall, liv or die, together. If no than the ridiculous acrobatic performances and menand prospered. Since those early days when God hell, what did Christ die for? What becomes of the tal somersaults of our modern divines.
was supposed to hav walked the earth and personally entire plan of God as recorded in the Bible? Ofthe . Think of a "new theology," without a new revelato hav revealed himself, no new revelation has been doctrine of the fall, atonement, etc.? If no hell for the tiOn, and the foundation of all theology anchored
received, not one word of authenticated inspiration sinner, Christ was slaughtered in vain, and the whole deep out of reach of man for over fifteen hundred
has been added to that book. As a consistent di- divine economy becomes a burlesque and a farce. years!
Think of a " progressiv religion,'' and for eighteen
vine of the old school has said, "Theology is not a Or, if the heathen is saved without Christ, or knowlprogressiv science; the revelation is made once for edge of him, what a pity and calamity that Christ centuries not a new fact, word, or revelation from
all and the book is shut, the hasp is upon it and was sent at all, or that we were not all heathens, and any God, and the Bible in eternal statu quo (except
when revised by man)! Think of a progressiv mesealed."
.
thus all saved !
·
But in spite of these many warnings and admoniIf Professor Swing has a right ,to repudiate the chanical science, and for a thousand years not a new
tions uttered by many of the oldest and truest dis- personal God of the Bible, "walking in the garden idea, principle, or invention !
Think of a " revised edition " of God's book and
ciples of the Christian church, desperate efforts are at the cool of day,'' searching for Adam, and
now made by Beecher, Swing, Thomas, Newton, and " preach " a God entirely unlike the Bible God, God not present to assist in or superintend the job!
others to evolve a "new theology," and to establish whom he supposes to be infinit, unlimited, and" here Think of a revised edition of Shakspere by a lot of
a progressiv religion. Can it be done?
and there and everywhere;" in the sunlight and in schoolboys !
"It won't do!" The church, by its own hands, has
Theology, correctly defined, is the science of the the morning star; in the laughter of a child and in
sealed
its doom. Beecher, Swing, Thomas, and their
Bible. Not, as Webster says," the science of God the music of the song-bird, then, I say, I hav a right
or of a supreme being," but simply an exposition of to repudiate all else in the Bible, and Smith and school, by their theological gymnastics, are doing
the Bible; and an elucidation of its texts and doc- Jones, no doubt, by some prerogativ could make more to undermine the church than Ingersoll and
trins. Only when presented as good, consistent, another God, and Black and Brown another, and by all his followers. Everywhere the signs of the times
Bible doctrins and lessons is it theology, because, and by we would hav as many gods and gospels as are portentous with it~ impending fate, and no
outside of the Bible, there is no theology. Without there are individuals arrogant and bold enough to amount of cunning self-laudations or the most artful
diplomacy can disguise ·the fact or prevent its speedy
the Bible all is naturalism or Materialism. Without proclaim and promulgate them.
downfall ! When the church reasons and the world
the Bible all is science, knowledge; and these ever
Having, by his analytical brain, been forced to re- thinks, theology must fall.
OTTO :WETTi!TEIN.
paint to nature-grand and supreme-never to a linquish the Bible God, and the six-day creation, Mr.
Rochelle, Ill.
God. All that science reveals to us is not theology, Beecher should now be consistent, but more espebut facts concerning objects of knowledge, and the cially honest enough to apply the same analytical
An Unsavory Pastor.
laws and order creating and controling them. And process to his new God he has previously made use
To
THE
EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
all science has established and formulated comprises of to discover the fallacy of the original God and
the sum total of our knowledge, which is the great b.ehold I this reasoning meth.od no sooner unde; way, your issue of this date you giv space to remarks upon
all of nature and the universe, but, alas! never God. aided by the vast accuw.ulatwns of scientific knowl- the Rev. ,4. C. Morehouse. The game is not worth
The grand integration, as far as known to us, all, and edge of the present day, and his new God evapo- your powder. I hav known him over thirty-five
every particle of it, is not God; all that which is rates into nothingness as mist before the morning years, and his n~me mentioned among any of his old
acquaintances will cause them to hold their noses.
left, all out~~de of all-which is nothing-this alone sun.
is God. All that the scientist by latest methods can
When subjected to a fearless investigation the The Rev. Morehouse preached in Bloomville, Ddldemonstrate, make clear to our understanding, ana- conclusion is forced upon us that all gods are dreat- aware county, twenty-six or twenty-eight years a,.o,
lyze, resolve into original elements and trace to pre- urea of man's fancy and fear. All are like the creat- and his wife died. They had adopted a little i\rl
ceding causes, is always strictly within the domain ure~ who hav im.agined them, and the highest man, when they were first married, and brought her up as
of nature, and never indicates, much less necessitates, be It poet or artist, has never been able to picture their own child. She was eighteen or twenty ye11rs
the presence of a God.
paint, describe, or conceive of a god higher than ~ of age when his wife died, and engaged to be marrie i
Science, within a very few years, has revealed to man; and then, in every case, dry-goods and clothing to a young man living near Bloomville. Shortly
us an infinit and eternal universe of self-evolved and even hav ever been an essential element to make their after the wife's death Morehouse had the engageself-unfolding worlds and systems, evolved during god respectable, thus resembling puny man in every ment broken off, and in less than a year he marrted
the girl himself. Please take a pair of tongs when
beginningless time from infinit, eternal matter and respect.
M. L. KNrsKERN
its wonderful potencies; has developed and formuAll gods are an intellectual mockery, a rational im- you wish to handle him.
Sanford, N. Y.
lated to a high degree of perfection astronomy, possibility, !ln absolute absurdity, and last, but not
geology, chemistry; and now, as its last grand least, like the fifth wheel to a vehicle, a positiv superachievement, enlightens an ignorant world concern- fluity. If ther~ .were one God or a million gods
Keep it Before the People.
ing the evolution of this world from nebulm, and of there would positivly not now, or ever in the future
Mrs. Lucy N. Colman, in writing to THE TBuTH SEEKER about
man from the inorganic to the primary life-germ, and be a single thing for any God to do, as all effects, s~ her experiences in the antislavery warfare of the old times,
from thence-during millions of years and by degrees far .as known, are traced by science to causes purely says: "Our worst foes were the ministers, and they scrupled
-to nature's crowning work-a noble, thinking, physical and natural, and in no case to a God.
at no word or act to destroy the influence of an antislavery
moral man.
And a personal God as described in the Bible, a speaker. I was myself mobbed several times, and each time
These sciences to-da;r comprise all we know of " spiritual God," or a grand and transcendent God, the mob wasl'ed by a clergyman."-John S.ointon's Par-o,·.
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ies. Should he do so; we shall gi v it due attention in
11lle Tent.
these columns.
Owosso, MICH.-We commenced a course of lectures here
The most lurninous orb at present on the religious
Mr. Teed is this week at Lake Pleasa'lt talking to on Wednesday, July 29th, and. attendance has steadily inhorizon of New York is, beyond doubt, Dr. C. R. the Spiritualists in camp-meeting assembled.
creased. Many are afru.id to be seen in the Tent, and we hav
Teed. Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will hardly
had from 150 to 250 outside each night. Quite a. number of
recognize under this modest name the Cyrus R.:>mubuggies and wagons stay in the road, near the 'rent, during
lus R. Teed who discussed things with Mr. Bennett
A 1Vor(l About Anarcby.
the entire lecture. The Tent is pitched on a beautiful, smooth
seven or eight years ago, but he is the same. His
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRU'l'H SEEKER, 8i1·: In your lot, corner of two, principal streets. We hope it is e:xclusivly
name is' shorter than it used to be. He has dropped last number you say "the trouble with the Anarch- a Michigan peculiarity for really wealthy men to bring ladies
the Romulus and kept only the R., or has dropped ists is that they are impracticable dreamers. They and let them sit all the evening on a rough plank, rather than
the R. and abbreviated the Romulus, as the case may will not take into account the stubborn fact t.hat pay ten cents for a nice cane-seat chair. They will eagerly
be.
without restraint there are some people who would take copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and ask for pamphlets and
In September and October, 1877, Mr. Cyrus Rom- invade and violate others' rights. These people must leaflets, but as to paying toward the expimses-not they.
ulus R. Teed issued in printed form, and sent through be provided against." To this Anarchist it appears They declare it is so truly Liberal, right, and proper to giv
posters over the c~u?try,_ a challenge. fo~ Infidels, that you fail to draw some distinctions ~ich are free lectures-they admire our system of no· collections I
unbelievers, and Spintuahsts to meet him m a seven commonly ignored, but which, when pointed out,
But one course of lectures fails to instil in them tbe first
days' debate on religious questions at Moravia, N.Y. ought to be pretty plain. That there are people who principle of Secularism-justice. They hav no sense of obliOne of these challenges came to the TRUTH SEEKER without restraint will invade and violate others' gation to pay for what they receive~ While in every place our
office. Mr. Bennett had been waiting for somebody right, is true. But that governments arise by a success has been fully up to-yes, even beyond-our expectato show him his error, though not being a debater "social contract " for the purpose of restraining such tion in other respects, in the matter of finance none ha.v met
he could not enter into a. seven days' debate with Mr. people, as you seem to consider, is an exploded fie- the actual outlay, tt~ say nothing of any remuneration for our
Teed, but he offered the columns of his paper for a tion. They arise out of the successful invasion and labor.
We had arranged our route; were very hopeful, from the
discussion " not only for seven &ays but for seven violation of others' rights by just such people. A
months if mutually agreeable." The discussion wandering savage, like Yengis Khan, unites other known liberality of the friends at Bradford, Pa., that we should
began ~n the rather absurd proposition that "Jesus savages into a band of robbers, which becomes an there replenish our exhausted exchequer. Thus far we had
Christ is not only divine, but is the Lord God, creator army, and makes its leader a great king. A general, opened up new, hard fields, and now felt like trying just one
of heaven and earth." Mr. Teed explained that be chosen to assist his countrymen in resistinv such easy one. Friends at Bradford responded most enthusiastiwas not a clergyman, and Mr. Bennett replied that it savages, like ihe first emperors of China, usurps des- cally in desiring the Tent to go there. We made arrangements
to giv them time-including two Sundays-August 16th and
was the same with him-he had never studied for potic power. A demagog, like Pisistratus, obtains a 23d. We worked very hard painting bills-sent them the first
the pulpit, though he had read up somewhat in the guard" for his own protection," and assumes the role instalment. Yesterday noon, to our disgust and consterna.
Bible and took a general interest in theological sub- of a dictator.
lion, we received letter declining to hav Tent come at time
jerts.
A peop}e rise against their former oppressors, as agreed on. Uause: one of the leading Liberals thought
The discussion was not extended. It was brought in France in 1788 or America in 1876, and, having August was too warm, and persuaded others to his views. All
to a close by Mr. Bennett, who said that whiie Mr. spent their zeal in the struggle, sink down under our labor, painting bills day after day in the broiling sun
Teed was unquestionably a. man of gigantic intellect, whatever new forms of oppression politicians choose (98" in the shade, 109° in the shade one day), was wasted,
his style of thought and argument was too metaphys- to provide for them. Force and fraud, the two and we hav the trying difficulty of rearranging our route.
ical, ethereal, or vapory to meet with the appreciation methods of crime, are also the two methods of govWe hav decided to giv time arranged for Bradford, Penn.,
of most of the readers of the paper. Complaints ernment. It is true that governments, to be endur- to Carbon, Ind., and hav no fears of friends there failing to
came in from all quarters, asking that the discussion able, must make some show of protecting timid indi- meet our expectations, for from the first they hav proved real
b.e discontinued. Mr. Teed acquiesced and wrote no viduals against private thieves and criminals. But friends, contributing liberally to the Tent Fund.
more, but· he hinted that the minds of Mr. Bennett radicals should be able to see through such preten- SUNDAY, Aua. 2.-Dark clouds and rain this morning, yet w
and his readers were "not sufficiently amplified to em- sions on the part of an organization which is itself had good attendance and much interest. This afternoon the
brace the concept." The discussion was printed in the greatest of criminals. The thefts, rapes, murders, Grand Army of the Republic had services at the Opera House
a pamphlet, making about 150 pages, and is quite arsons, etc., committed by private persons under the in honor of General Grant. We expected our lecture would
unique reading.
weakest governments sink into nothing compared to be suspended, but we had good attendance, sold a number of
It is Mr. Teed's peculiar delusion that he is di- those which are done by order of every government pamphlets, secured five subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER,
vinely illuminated and is the fulfilment of a prophecy as often as it goes to war; and all governments do go and made glad a,good many by distributing leaflets-the gencontained in Isaiah xi:
to war for the purpose of diverting popular resent- erous donation of Mr. D. A. Blodgett, of Grand Rapids, who,
And there shall come forth a rod ou~ of the stem of Jesse, ment from themselvs to harmless foreigners, and so via TRUTH SEEKER office, sent us $20 worth of leaflets and
and a Branch shall grow out of his root; and the spirit of the prolonging their own power. The only p'oint of small tracts for grat'!litous distribution.
Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and underWe are under great obligations to Mr. George Bedford, the
view from which it can be contended that govern- earnest, live, practical Liberal of this place. He has done all
standing, the spirit of counsel and might, eto.
It happens that the father of Mr. Teed was named ment is beneficial is that of the patriot who argues in his power, used every effort to make our stay agreeable and
Jesse. Farther along in Isaiah he finds himself men- that we must hav a government for our protection, our work a success. ·
tioned by name:
not against domestic criminals-they are nothing like
6 P.M.-It has set in for steady pouring of rain. This will
Thus saith the Lord to his anointed, to Cyrus, whose right as great a nuisance as a government-but against spoil, if it does not prevent, our lecture this evening. Had
hand I hav holden, to subdue nations before him; and I will foreign governments which otherwise might actually the weather been favorable, we should hav had a very large
loose .the loins of kings to open before him the two-leaved enslave us. But in these days of dynamite there is gathering. We hav been fortunate in regard to weather, hithgates, and the gates shall not be shut.
no force even in this plea. Governments hav too erto, and shall not complain, although financially we shall
Mr. Teed professes to know what this all means. much difficulty in defending themselvs against a mere again fall in arrears.
Further, he was foretold by Daniel to a day, and is ,handful of Anarchists to go into foreign conquest We are patient, persistent, undismayed. The Tent will contherefo~e the forerunner _of the millennium, which except where the victims are h~lpless. ba~barians. tinue in the field until the Congress at Cleveland, Oct. 9th,
tarries Just below the honzon, ready to burst upon When they hav been utterly abohsbed, It will, I am lOth, and 11th, unless we are buried on the route.
the world when its prophet shall be recognized by persuaded, appear that every useful function they
The cause is onward! The people, once aroused, are eager
mankind.
now discharge, including that of " restraining" per- to hear, and it is only a question of time when those now benDr. Teed considers the Bible the most scientific of sons evidently unfit to be at large, can be effected- efited by Tent effort will gladly giv liberally of their means to
books.
History corresponds to the structure of as that of restraining lunatics, the persons least fit sustain the Tent in other places. We shall hav no financial
the human body, Noah, for instance, being the dia- of all others to be at large, is generally, at present- trouble next summer.
There is no such word as fail ! Despite care, anxiety, wearphragm, while the twelve apostles are nothing less by small local combinations of friends and neighthan the duodenum. In astronomy he has made dis- bars, which will not (though you say they will) be ing, weary work-and, hardest of all to bear, the needless trial,
coveries which, as Mr. Bennett observed, are won- governments, but will differ from governments in the trouble, and grievous disappointments occasioned by the
derfu:l if true, but if no~ true are no~ quite so won- important particulars of_beinq tempora~y, absolutely thoughtlessness of friends-we will hold on to the end. And
derful. He holds that, mstead of. be_mg on the out- voluntary, and confined m their operahon each to a our good, faithful co-worker, the genial prince of melody, Mr.
side of a globe, w~ are upon th_e I?Sid~ of a hollow single definit purpose, while. every ~overnment as- Arthur Tilney, says, "Pay, or no pay-money, or no moneysphere, the sun bemg an electric hght m the center; sumes to be a terrestrial deity, bearmg at once the we will keep on in this grand, good work, for friends will not
the moon a reflection o~ mirage of the ~arth's concave power, the right, and the duty to regulate every- let us suffm· when they realize the good work being accomplishen." And in fuil confidence we respond with a heartfelt
surface, and the stars httle focuses. of hght. The sun, thing which ms;v appear to itself necessary.
Amen ! so mote it be.
therefore, is but four th~msand mil~s _aw~y, a~d the
Eau Claire, Wis., Aug. 4, 1885.
0. L. JAMES.
We go from here to Henderson, Mich., to remain there until
moon only ninety-five miles. The childish IllusiOns of
Aug. 13th; thence to Carbpn, Ind., from 16th to 23d.
modern a!:ltronomy as to the immense size and disCHAS. B. REYNOLDS.
General Grnnt and the Sabbath.
tance of the heavenly bodies are thus dispelled. It
makes life more cheerful to feel assured that the sun
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRU'l'H SEEKER, Sir : The
AN INTERESTING LETTER FROM MR. TILNEY.
is only a few blocks away, as it were, and that the New York World of October 24, 187G, contained the
The weather is so hot that one oannot'labor-it is quite "fan
moon is just around the corner.
following:
and lemonady." The T~Jnt is neat and large, fifty feet in diHis religious scheme is very elaborate. The elect Rev. Dr. Tiffany, of Chicago, defended the pre~ident, and ameter, and is very lofty. Everything is new, and owing to its
must be celibates in act and thought until, for want said that he knew him personally, and knew him to be a ·being so clean is very inviting. We carry one hundred and
of exercise, the distinction of sex becomes extinct. strict observer of the Sabbath. To his knowledge the presi- twenty cane-seat folding chairs for the accommodation of aged
All gender except the neuter is to disappear, and the dent would not allow his horses to be hitched up on Sunday, and infirm people and ladies, and when the chairs are opened
true Christian will be a self-fertilizing orchid. These nor would he allow his servants to work on that day. Under 'up they just take up one-half the Tent, and in the other half
these circumstances he thought it strange that the. president we arrange our free !'!eats made from nice, new, olean planks.
are the tidings of great joy Dr. Teed has come to should
hav gone to the Exposition on Sunday, b~t.If ~e had,
he
felt sure that it was only upon the urgent solicitation of a Of course the weight of chairs adds considerably to our freight
break to the world, and he regards himself as the
friend.
bill every time we move the Tent, so we hav to make the nomJohn the Baptist of the new dispensation. Some of
Four
days
later
the
World
-printed
an
answer
by
inal
charge of ten cents for the use of them. The money thus
his immediate connections are understood to believe
in his mission, so the prophet is not without honor me. I said that in June, 1876, at the close of a Sun- obtained scarcely pays for them. Sometimes a chair will be
among his own, although the honor is without any day morning service in Washington, members of my induced to collapse when it has to support two hundred
pounds of orthodoxy, which has happened both·to our sorrow
profit to speak of. There is no salary attached to family saw at the Metropolitan M etho d"ISt ch urch ' 0 f an:d
the grief of the party who sat in it.
the office of John the Baptist, and Dr. Teed practices which Dr. Tiffany was the recent pastor, General
The rostrum we arrange out of planks, and when it is covmedicin for a living. As a delusion was never yet Grant's carriage in waiting; and that the general ered with nice white paper, and our books are displayed for
preached so dense that somebody did not swallow it, and family rode home in it.
sale, it also is a. good attraction. We hav two lamps for the
so he has his followers and converts who accept
In a recent sermon Dr. Tiffany has r~peated the desk, and six lamps for the rest of the 'rent, which hav large
both his religion and his astronomy. The world still assertion about General Grant's refraining from rid- burners, and impart a brilliant appearance when lighted for
enjoys the experience of being humbugged.
ing out on Sunday. On the contrary, I. affirm. that evening lectures. Behind the rostrum, hung on the wall of the
This remarkable person is not exactly what the it was customary for the general and hiS family to Tent, in three beautiful frames, is our trinity-Paine, IngerSun would call a true hebetudinous crank, and he is ride to church. And I hav met him more than once soli, and Bennett. At each side of these are our beautifully
not by any means an ignoramus. He has enough riding out of town on Runday. But what of that? painted mottos: "Truth has no respect for prejudice," and,
knowledge of scientific facts to make him an uncom- The late Rutherford B. Hayes used to do it, and so "The object of all investigation is the attainment of truth."
fortable opponent. We understand that he contem- do I.
W. H. BuRR.
These are the handiwork of Mr. Reynolds, who, by the by,
Washington, D. 0., July 31, 1885.
is quite an artist. He paints all our billa announcing the leot·
pl~tes putting forth a book containing his discover-
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ures, and sends them on in advance. We hav also a smaller
tent adjoining the larger one which serves as a retiring-room
and a bed-room for your humble servant, and I am more than
glad when night comes and ~can seek the recumbent in the
cool night breeze. The 1mali' tent is twelve by eighteen feet.
Approaclaing the lot where the Tents are pitched and illuminated, they look grand. People seem to be so stingy that they
will sit with ladies on a rough plank rather than pay ten cents
for an ea~v chair. Queer kind of Liberal that; must be Liberal
ChristJan s.
· ·
Last mght there were about one hundred in the tent and
one hundred and fifty outside, lying about on the grass. Five
buggies stood there all the evening. As we raise the wall,
on account of ventilation, those outside can hear just as well
as though they were inside. The truths of Secularism are
· thus given to people who otherwise would not get them,
owing to Mrs. Grundy and prejud}ce. We hav an organ, and
I amuse the people by singing before and after the lecture,
and that proves quite an attraction.
No doubt, our friends think we are luxuriating ron a beautiful picnic, but if they had to put up and pull down the "cotton cathedral," sometimes when Old Sol has run the mercury
above the nineties, or if they could see our blistered hands and
broken suspenders, caused by driving thirty-two large stakes
wit.h a big, heavy sledge-hammer, they would, no doubt, wish
themselves at home. Still, in spite of these drawbacks, the
Tent is doing good work; it makes people think who hav never
thought before. We distribute a great amount of Liberalliter!tture free, which people take home and -read, and they
nearly always come again next night and bring their friends;
At our last lecture v;e shake hands with many that we hav
helped to start out on the pathway of Truth and Reason, and
who are sorry we are leaving them, and we can only get
away by promising to visit them again in the winter.
Owosso, Mich.
AnTHUB TILNEY.

Plans for Work.
JH

R
ld' h
· d
r. eyno 8 as receive the following letter from Wanship, Utah:
. "Mr. T~os. Burk, of Montana's, plan to appoint a colleague
m every Village, and hav them collect contributions to defray
the expenses of a lecturer and organizer, cannot be excelled
especially in his ter!itory, for they hav never been under th~
c~ntrol of churches, and therefo~e must contain a great many
Liberals. Poor Utah was born with a church on its back and
until the last few years it has been impossible for any but
those willing to be ridden by the church to liv here for as fast
as anyone evoluted far enough to fail to pay tribut~ (tithes) to
the church, or darea to speak their honest thoughts, they were
so ~stracized and persecuted they w11re compelled to leave the
terntory; and even now the word apostate is usually prefixed
by the word d--d, and conveys all the opprobrium that a
Ca.tholic priest could get in a full page of anathemas. But in
spite of such strict church rule nearly every village contains
~orne p~tttia~ly developed Infidels, but we hav but a very few
old timers. So I thmk the best we can do is to send some.
one to visit these iYoung Freethinkers, and to encourage them to
keep up their investigations; and the best way to do this is to
hav them become subscribers to -some of our secular papers·
and should we be successful in procuring a good list of sub:
scribers, then in the near future we could hope to hav enough
fully developed Liberals to make an organizlltion possible·
there will hav to be considerable primary work done before w~
will be as near free from superstition as other states and territories are. There are a great many people here who sincerely
believe that a broken leg could be 'prayed • together, and the
person be whole, and for any and every ailment the Bible instrnction to 'send for the elders' is strictly carried out and
the elders' repeated failure to pffect cures does not i~ the
least discourage them, but is ascribed to their Jack of faith. It
looks barbaric to see them refuso medical attendance call
special prayer circles, and when the patient is dead (prayed to
death), still giv praise to the supposed author of the tr.,gedy.
-.;ye hav pa~tly engaged a man to mak.e a trip through the terrrtory ~o ~nghten up the cause; to visit, cheer, lecture; take
subscriptwns for our papers; stir up the lukewarm, avd scatter
some Liberal seed-some of which will doubtless • fall on
stony ground;' but such a visit from an authorized agent of
the League would encourage many to more activ work and
perhaps our neighbor territories may want him to visit them
or join their 'missionary,' and make a full team and gi~
Freethoug'ht a much needed boom.
·
'
"The mail closes, and so must I. Will write you again.
and hope our 'John the Baptist' may prepare the way fo;
your tent.
Fraternally yours,
WM. REYNOLDs."
J. E. REMSBURG's appointments for August and September
are as follows: Pickering, Mo., Tues., Aug. 18th; Hopkins,
Mo., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Aug. 19th, 20th, 21st; Corning, Ia.,
Sat., Sun. (two lectures), Aug. 22d, 23d; Murray, Ia., Mon.,
Aug. 24th; Kirksville, Mo., Tues., Aug. 25th; Cleopatra, Mo.,
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Aug. 26th, 27th, 28th; Rochelle, Ill., Sat.,
Sun. (two lectu,res), Aug. 29th, 30th; Dowagiac, Mich., Mon.,
Aug. 31; Springport, Mich., Tues., Sep. 1st; Angola, Ind.,
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sep. 2d, 3d, 4th; Auburn, Ind., Sat., Sun.
(two lectures), Sep. 5th, 6th; Waterloo, Ind., Sun., Sep. 6th;
Shingle House, Pa., Tues., Wed., Sep. 8th, 9th; Bingham
Center, Pa., Thurs., Sep. lOth; Jersey City, N.J.~ Thurs, Sep.
17th; Vineland, N.J., Fri., Sep. 18th; Philadelphia, Pa., Sun.
(two lectures), Sep. 20th; Renfrew, Pa., Mon., Sep. 21; Butler, Pa., 'Iues., Sep. 22d; Randolph, N. Y., Wed., Sep. 23d;
Yorkshire, N.Y., Thurs., Fri., Sep. 24th, 25th; Geneva, N.Y.;
Sat., Sep. 26th; Waterloo, N.Y., Sun, (two lectures), Sep. 27th.
Belleville, Ont., Mon., Tues., Wed., Sep. 28th, 29th, 30th;
Liberals residing outside the places named, but 'within reach
of them, are urged to attend the lectures. Go by rail, go in
wagons, go on horseback, and by your presence help to swell
the attendance and increase the moral influence of the meetings. It may be necessary to cancel Geneva, and change dates
for Randolph and Yorkshire. Engagements in Canada (exCApting Bellville), Ohio, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and engagements in Michigan, Indiana, Illinois Iowa and Missouri
not named in above list, will be filled in,Octob~r and Novem~
ber. Mr. Remsburg will be in Albany and New York from
Sep. 11th to Sep. 17th. He can accept no more calls for fall
lectures. Those desiring his services for winter lectures
should write early. His permanent address is Atchison, Kan.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,- President.
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. Pu·rNAM, Secretary,
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York.

The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged,
W. R. Courbet,
Uniondale,
Total,
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2 00
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business, in almost every city in the country, is somewhat dull
Well, we can't afford to order a war for the purpose of putting
money into the pockets of those who 'hav always got some of
the • fifthy lucre' on hand. If some sort of a war should be
worked up with some of our neighbors on this continent, or
some of our far·away neighbors on another continent, why,
the poor devils that havn't got a dollar would hav to do all
the fightin~. So it is about as w;ell, after all, not to _get discouraged on account of the dulness of the times in cities and
Rome manufacturing towns. The farmers can sell all the
produce they can raise, and every man who has got anything
to sell, can sell it if he don't hold it too high for the times.
And when every man is willing to come down to what he can
get for his article, then times will be better and business will
take a new start. In the mean time, let every Freethinker who
can spare a few dollars come to the Convention.
.
"Yours truly,
J. J. McCABE."

$4,466 61

Out-door Meeting at Uniondale.

· SUBSCRIPTioNS FOR THE ALBANY CONVENTioN.
The clerk of the weather did his level best for us on SunPreviously acknowledged $764.00
Lucius C. West,
- '
1.00 day, August 9th, and a more beautiful day never dawned upon
L. G. Bragg and wife,
2 00 the green plains of Long Island. The sky was intensely blue,
the clouds rolled in white a,nd splendid masses before the
Total,
- $767.00 gentle winds, The recent rains had laid the dust and given
PLEDGES PAm.-Photius Fisk, $50.
a new polish to the trees and grass, and the atmosphere was
touched with brllliant gold. A pleasant company greeted us
News and Notes.
in the afternoon at Carman's Grove, and some for the first
time listened to the utterances of a Freethought platform,
'James Parton writes of the AlbaiJy Convention:
"DEAR MR. PUTNAM: I look forward to the Convention with Mr. Carman labored quite diligently to illuminate the grove,
ea~eriles~. Nothing shall prevent my attendance exceptsome- and in the evening it presented a most attractiv apppearance,
thmg qmte beyond my control. I hope to hear the first and like a sparkling temple of n!).ture, as it was; and amid the
the last. ·
Very truly yours,
JAMES PARToN."
glowing lanterns, while the lofty trees gave sweet orchestral
I
I~ answer to many inquiries, I giv Mr. McCabe's live letter, music, and the sky was our dome and the stars our signal
which shows how full of work our Albany friends are, in lamps, we discoursed of nature and science as apposed to
order that those who come to the Convention may enjoy the theology and the supernatural heaven and hell of old-time
best of accommodations at the most reasonable rates:
barbarism. The audience was about double the size of that
in the afternoon. Both men and women were present, and
'
"ALBANY, August 2, 1885.
"J:?EAR MR. PuTNAM: In answ~r to your letter, I will say that the majority were of the coming generation, who se6li!ed to be
we Will find ample accommodatiOns for all who wish to attend eager to know what the real thought and spirit of the age
the Convention, so far as boarding and lodging are concerned. might be.
The Dunlop House is a large and finely-located hotel and I
These out-door meetings hav done great good. They hav
am sure that their rates are very reasonable for the acc~mmo-dations they giv their guests. The proprietor has agreed to stimulated friends of the cause, and hav created a lively inter·board and lodge all those who attend the Convention and wish est in the minds of those who, perhaps, hav never realized
t? make his house their stopping-place, for $1.50 per day the strength and beauty of scientific progress.
SI?gle, and where two personA occupy thE) same bed the ch~rge
I hav had the great pleasure of seeing our president,
Will be only $l.25 per day. The usual charge is $2 per day. Colonel :rgersoll, this week. He is thoroughly intArested
Although there are a good many hotels in this city that charge
$2 per day, yet there is not one of them so finely located as in the work now laid out, and will be at Albany with his
this one, and, with the exception of the Globe Hotel, there is family through all the sessions of the Convention, and thus
no $2 house that has as nice rooms or givs as good board. A add brilliant social pleasure to the noble oratory of the meetgreat many of the large private boarding-houses charge more ing. This will indeed be a remark».ble gathering, never to be
for transient boarders than the terms offered by the proprietor forgotten by those who attend. It will be one of the great
of the Dunlop. .I will appoint a large commHtee this evening
to call on a number. of private boarding-house keepers, and steps in the progress of national Liberal achievement.
S. P. PUTNAM.
find out how many Will agree to furnish board and lodging for
_______.._
$1 per day. I am confident that we can find good, clean
houses where board will be furnished our friends that will be
Charles Watts.
satisfactory both as to quantity and quality. I will guarantee
[We
hav
received
the
following intimation from friend Watts,
that all who do not feel like paying more than a dollar a day
who will return from his visit to Europe in time to be present
will be amply ancl satisfact.)rily accommodated.
"Now let me say a word to those who can afford to spend a at the Albany Convention]:
few dollars without feeling it. The proprietor of the Delavan
"DEAR MR. MACDoNALD: Perhaps you will allow me to state
House offers to giv the best rooms and board that can through the medium of THE TRUTH SEEKER that I sail from
be obtained in any hotel in this city-and I may say in almost
any ~ity in the ~nited States-for $2.50 per day double, and Liverpool for New York on September 1st, in order to be pres$3 smgle. As It has been agr~;ed to make this hotel the ent at the Albany Convention. In response to an invitation to
headquarters of _the _managers aud lecturers. I hope that all speak on that occasion, I hav decided to say 'a few words' on
who can afford 1t Will stop at this house. Notwithstanding the necessity of the American Secular Union and the justice
that the state. fair _is to commence on the lOth of September, of its Demands. Doring my brief visit to England it has
and that the mty Will receive a large influx of traveling business
men all through the month of September, and that the Delav m afforded me much pleasure to note in your columns the uctiv
does a very large business always in that month, yet the pro- and earnest manner in which the secretary, Mr. S. P. Putnam,
prietor has agreed, in view of the fact that his hotel is to be has endeavored to make the arrangements for the coming Conmade the headquarters, to giv preference to our friends. ·
· gress. Equally pleasing is it to find that his efforts hav been
"I don't see why Mr. Reynolds cannot come right down so heartily supported by the· Albany and Troy friends. 'Ihat
through the state of New York with his tent. I should think
that some of our friends would invite him to Buffalo and the gathering will be a success is beyond all doubt; but in
Rochester, Lockport, Syracuse; and Utica. I see that Mr. order to increase its usefulness to the uttermost extent possiGreen states in the last number of the Freethi.nlw·s· Magazine ble, the members of the Association throughout the States and
that there is a very large number of Freethinkers in western Canada should make an effort either to be present or to send
New York. Now as ~lr. Reynolds is evidently taking a great a delegation. It will be a grand pre! ude to the great meeting
deal of interest in the coming Convention, I think he could
induce many who probably hav not made up their minds at Cleveland. At both of these Conventions most of .the best
to do so at once, and help to make the AI bany Conven- speakers in the movement are to be present, including Colonel
tion the greatest convention of Freethinkers that has ever been· Ingersoll. This will afford an excellent opportunity not only
held in this country.
to expound Secular principles, but also to consolidate the
"'I he memorial which appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER will Freethough elements discovered and gathered together since
of course be adopted by the Convention. I don't think it can
be improved. There are some Liberal Christians -so Liberal the Cassadaga meeting. It is encouraging to see the progress
that they never go to church-who possibly may refuse to that the indomitable worker, Charles B. Reynolds, has met
sign it, but there are a great many good, honest people who with in his tent propaganda. No one but those engaged in it
are not Christians who, if this memorial is presented to them can thoroughly understand the toil and anxiety attending such
will be glad to hav an opportunity to sign such a paper. I re:
an enterprise. And probably there is no man in America so able
fer to our Jewish brethren.
"'Ihat this memorial should be brought hefore the Conven- as Mr. Reynolds to successfully carry out such a unique scheme
tion h altogether proper. Albany is not only the seat of gov- of Secular propagandism. His knowledge in that particular
ernment of the state of New York, but it is also the point mode of advocacy is extensiv; his powers of endurance are great;
from whence all local matters are brought to the considera- his earnestness is beyond a doubt, and his ability for destruction of the government at Washington. And as the Convention of the N a tiona! Liberal League is to be held about a tiv work in the battle with theological pretensions is unquesmonth later in the city of Cleveland, the Albany Convention tionable. The service he has done during the hot weather is
ought, I think, be madE)_ to serve the purpose of a preliminary the more valuable because at such a time lecturing in halls is
council to that National Convention. Taking this view of the not to be thought of. Indoor meetings will commence in Sepmatter, it would certainly facilitate busip.esR matters at Cleve- tember, and it is to be hoped that the coming lecture season
land to hav as large a gathering of the great thinkers and
workers of Liberalism in September as can possibly attend. ;will be unprecedented in its propagandist activity and in its
The question arises, Are our people ac; public ,;pirited as they organized results. I shall be pleased to meet with and to coought to be? Let me compare our people with those who operate with all friends who are willing to assist in making it
make politics a hobby. I don't mean those who hold offices, so at the Albany Convention.
CHARLES WATTS."
but those who never get any pecuniary benefit from any political party. Now, I hav known any number of men-I will
qu... Jify this statement by saying hundreds-who hav spent
Mr. Moore Should Be Elected.
money, and performed a great deal of political labor of variAs the public schools of Iowa are not maintained, and were
ous kinds, merely to receive the honor of being sent to a
county or city convention as a delegate. I hav known many not established, to teach religion, but to impart instruction in
young men to spend fifty or sixty dollars-the expense of at- science, the charge that Mr. Moore, the Greenback nominee
tending a state convention, who would sometimes hav to bor- for state superintendent, once applied for an injunction to
row a part of the money-and they were not even delegates, restrain the teachers from reading the Bible in the public
but went merely to witness the excitement and hear the schools of Bloomfield, D.wis County, will not injure that genspeeches. Now, every Freethinker that attends our Convention is a delegate in good standing, as it is going to be a mass tleman's candidacy in the least. Public school-teachers hav
Convention. And if we are going to let those who make pol- no authority from any ecclesiastical or otller source to interitics, base ball, horse racing, camp-meeting, or any other pret the scriptures, and it is not wise to allow children to read
species of amusement a hobby, out-do us in public spirited- and interpret the sacred writings for themselvs. 'fherefore
ness, we will never be able to change the world to our way of the denunciations which a portion of the Republican press are
thinking. It is said that times are hard and money is very heaping upon Mr. Moore, because of his act, are unjustified
scarce with the great mass of working-people. It is true that and demagogic.-.Dnbuque Telegraph.

______
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flommunifalions.
Comte.

great change in the opinions and modes of thinking
of society had taken place shortly before.
Polytheism, Judaism, Christianity, Protestantism,
the negativ philosophy of modern Europe, and its
positiv science, each of these has been a primary
agent in making society what it was at each successiv
period, while society -was but secondarily instrumental in making them; each of them (so far as causes
can be assigned for its existence) being mainly an
emanation, not from the political state of the period,
but from the state of belief and thought during some
time previous.
The weakness of the speculativ propensity has not
therefore prevented the progress of speculation from
governing that of society at large.
R. B. BUTLAND.
Toronto, July 24,1885.

One of the fundamental principles of Comte's system is that the development of philosophy, like the
development of organic life, has been through the
slow additions of thousands upon thousands of years,
for humanity is a growth, as our globe is.
Also that to obtain better empirical laws we must
. not rest satisfied with noting the progressiv changes
which manifest themselvs in the separate elelllents of
society, and in which nothing is indicated but the
relation of fragments of the effect to corresponding
fragments of the cause.
,
It is necessary to combine the statical view of social
phenomena with the dynamical; considering not only
Mrs. Slenker's Response to Judge Brewer.
the progressiv changes of the different elements, but
the contemporaneous condition of each, and thus
Mr. Brewer (THE TRUTH SEEKER, July 18th) has, I
obtain empirically the law of correspondence, not think, taken me rather too severely to task as regards
only between the simultaneous states, but between -my sealed letter to Mansfield. He forgets that" one's
the simultaneous changes of those elements.
foresight is never so good as his hindsight." I had
This law of correspondence it is which, after being heretofore had no experienc? in sealing .up letters so
duly verified, will become the real scientific derivativ they coul~ not be opened Without defacn~g the.~. I
law of the development of humanity and human af- knew mucilage could be steamed, and sealmg diVIded
fairs.
by a thin, hot knife, and machine sewing picked and
John Stuart Mill says:." In the difficult process of r~placed; so I ~ried pasting on tissue paper, and
observation and comparison, which is here required, di~ not know,. till the letter .came back, that paste
it would evidently be a very great assistance if it stiffened the tissue paper, so It could be taken apart
should happen to be the fact that some one element at the folds and re-pasted without injury.
in the complex existence of social man is pre-eminent
Wh~re fame, honor, and mo~1ey enough are. at
over all others as the prime agent of the social stake, It pays well to spend days m carefully opemng
movement; for ~e could then take the progress of a letter and getting ~t the contents undet~cted.
that one element as the central chain to each succes- Therefore, I can conceive of no way by whiCh I
siv link, to which the corresponding links of all the coul~ so fasten one as to be s~e, upon its return,
other progressions being appended, the succession of that It. had not been tampered With.
the facts would, by this alone, be presented in a kind
I srud Mansfield must hav.read. th~ letter, b~cause
of spontaneous order, far more nearly approaching he .ans~ered. so many ques.ti.ons m It. Re!nsmg .to
to the real order of their filiation than could be ob- behave m miracles and spmts, and doubtmg clairtained by any other merely empirical process. Now, voyance, ~ t~ke it for granted that he simply opened
the evidence of history and the evidence of human and .read 1t, Just as you or I .would. The whole r~
nature combine, by a most striking insta!ce of con- ply IS .to me a proof that the letter was opened. Iflt
silience, to show that there really is one social ele- had given o!le good test, ~ would hav tho~ght there
ment which is thus predominant and almost para- w~s somethmg wonderful m th~ case. If It had conmount among the agents of the social progression." tamed the full name of my cousm and mother; a cure
This is the state of the speculativ beliefs which by for ~ancer; told me the post-office address of my
any means men hav arrived at concerning themselvs cousm's brother (~hom we lost tra~k of a great many
and the world by which they are surrounded.
years ago), and if h~ had a family; tol~ me when
It would be a great Jrror, and one very little likely Planchette would wnte for me; these thmgs would
to be committed, to assert that speculation, intellect- hav, each and all, proved powers beyond those of
ual activity the pursuit of truth is among the more mere mortals.
Instead of" only one test question," as Mr. Brewer
powerful propensities of huma~ nature, or fills a
large place in the lives of any save decidedly excep- asserts, I wrote half a dozen, at lea~t, that would_ be
tional individuals.
very testful to me. As to "bunghng, and wastmg
But, notwithstanding the relativ weakness of this my friend's mo~ey," sh~ has repeatedly a~sured me
principle among other sociological agents, its in:flu- she was well satisfied With the way I used It.
ence is the main determining cause of the social
One correspondent told me she knew her letter
progress, all the other dispositions of our nature was returned to her unopened, beca~se th~ :fl~p of
which contribute to that progress being dependent the envel?pe was pasted all arou~d ~Ith strips trom
upon it for the means of accomplishing their share the margm of P. 0. stamps. Thmkmg the paste or
of the work.
gum on these might be peculiar, I thus pasted a letThus to take the most obvious case first the im- ter and took it to the tea-kettle and steamed it open.
palling'force to most of the improvements' effected
I was assured by Mr. Walser, of Libe7al,. that
in the arts of life is the desire of increased material through Dr. Banton of that place real, genum, mdecomfort, but, as we can only act upon external ob- pendent slate writing. was obtained.
jects in proportion to our knowledge of them, the
He asked me to ,write a _letter to D ..M. Ben~e~t,
state . of knowledge at any time is the impassable seal carefully and address It, and then mclose. It m
limit of the industrial improvements possible at that another unaddressed envelope, and he would giv me
time. And the progress of industry must follow and a test. So I wrote as follows:
depend on the progress of knowledge.
•
DEA:a FRIEND BENNETT: Has thee ever visited Elmina in
The same thing may be shown to be the truth, al- her Snowville home? If so, please tell me what I call thy
·
t
't
b ·
f th 8
f likeness? Who was thy patron saint while on earth? Is THE
th ough I't IS
no qm 8 so 0 vwus, 0
progress 0 TRuTH SEEKER conducted as thee would desire it should be?
the fine arts. Further, as the strongest propensities Giv me some test that I will accept as from thyself.
of human nature (being the purely selfish ones, and
ELMINA.
those of sympathetic character which partake most
This I carefully wrapped up and sewed it all around
of the nature of selfishness) evidently tend in them- on the machine, then put it in an envelope and sealed
selva to disunite mankind, not tD unite them, to make and addressed it to D. M. Bennett, and sewed it
them rivals, not confederates, social existence is once across (knotting the ends of the thread), and,
only possible by a disciplining of those more power- finally, placing it i:a an unaddressed envelope and
ful propensities, which consists in subordinating them mailing it to Walser. In due time I ~ceived from
to a common system of opinions. The degree of sub- him the following letter:
ordination is the measure of the completeness of soLmEBAL, Mo., July 11, 1885.
cial union, and the nature of the common opinions AuNT ELMINA, M'!/ Friend: I send you, by this mail, a slate
determine its kind.
with a communicatron on it, purporting to come from D. M.
Bennett, in answer to your letter, which was placed on the
But in order that mankind should conform their slate last evening, and placed in the closet at Dr. Bonton's in
actions to any set of opinions, those opinions must the presence of several persons; and when I tell you that the
exist, must be believed by them.
letter was not opened ··you will believe me, especially when
And thus the state of the speculativ faculties, the you inspect the same retl).rned as sent. I cannot say whether
.
it is an answer to a question or not, as I do not know what
ch aract er of th e propositions assented to by the in- your letter contained, but it will all be plain to yon. I infer
tellect, essentially determins the moral and political that you exacted some condition, or test, out of the pale of
state of the community, as we hav already seen that reason, when we take it in the light of Spiritual teachings as
it determins the physical.
they giv them to us. However, of this we will be able to
judge when you giv us.the questions you sent. What I hav
These conclusions deduced from the laws of human to
say is this: Writing, independent of man, is done, and was
nature are in entire accordance with the general in this instance, but whether to the satisfaction of others I
facts of history. Every considerable change histori- cannot say. Before I witnessed the phenomena I did not becally known to us in the condition of any portion of lieve it possible; now I concede the fact. I am now annous
to hear from you on the subject.
.
h b
mank md as een preceded by a change of proporYours for truth,
G. H. wALBER.
tional extent in their knowledge, or in their prevalent
The communication on the slate read thus wise:
beliefs.
As between any given state of speculation and the Friend Elmina, we do not claim to be infallible beings,
therefore, why exact of us something unreasonable? Yea, incorrelativ state of everything else, it was almost al- consistent,
and entirely impossible to convince you of this one
ways the former which first showed itself, though the thing, which you hav so earnestly sought. Long and earnestly
hav
we
labored
side by side, hand in hand, in this great work
effects, no doubt, reacted potently upon the cause.
Every considerable advance in material civilization of ours.
Elmina, lend a hand, do not forsake rne now in this trying
has been preceded by an advance in knowledge, and hour.
I speak the truth and lie not.
when any great social change has come to pass a I still liv to write.
D. M. BENNE:c:c.

---------

Now you will see that in the slate-letter no reference at all is really made to mine, simply because
there was no chance to open and read it. That
Walser acted in good faii;Jl his letter fully proves, for
you will see that he supposed, judging from the slatewriting, that I had asked something "out of the pele
of reason," whereas, you see, my questions could not
hav been more simple and commonplace.
Mr. Bennett had always been anxious to see me,
as we were warm and true friends; so I knew, if he
still lived, he would hav been here. I hav his oval
likeness in a small velvet frame on the mantel in ou:r
sitting-roo!D, and when anyone asks who that fine;
noble looking· man is, I say, "He is my God-Bennett." Mansfield makes Bennett say Kneeland was
his patron saint while on earth, and hence that question. Why call it a " trying hour ?"
One mystery bewildered me-how did the slatewriter know it was Elmina writing to Bennett ? I
asked Walser if he had divulged it to anyone. He
said he had inadvertently said, as he handed in my
letter, "Elmina wants to hear from Bennett." Now,
only one puzzle remains. Who wrote the slate-writing, and where was it done ? It was never done in a
dark closet, for it was as neatly written as copperplate. It was not Bennett's hand, for I compared it
with a pile of his lettel's.
The style was not such as he would use to me.
Here are the facts, as fully and plainly as I can giv
them.
Even Walser says the test was not satisfying. Who
will declare that it is ? If any of you will send me
three cents, I'll send you the New York Sunday
News of July 5th, containing Mrs. E. A. Bennett's
account of her sittings with the renowned medium, .
Dr. Slade. I saw Mrs. Bennett when I was in Syracuse. She has written me about her experiences
with Slade. It was a great disappointment to her.
She is a firm Spiritualist. She went to Slade in full
faith that she would get her slates full of independent spirit-writing, which she intended to flourish before Truesdell in triumph as a ~roof of spirits and
spirit power. She detected the great Slade doing
the tricks himself.
She saw him making spirit-touches with his feet;
throw a cane and a chair while attempting to direct
her attention to some pretended ·vision in another
direction. She saw him write on her slate as it
rested upon his leg under the table. She had Slade's
writing and also the pretended spirit-writing electrotyped, and you will all pronounce them the same
handwriting. The account fills nearly a whole page
of the paper, and is very interesting. ·
·
We must keep on investigating, and if there are
any grains of truth in all the phenomena, we should
conserve them and relegate them to their proper domain in science. I believe there are some sparks of
real truth underlying all this superstition and delusion; but that it is from the dead I do not believe.
The subject is interesting if merely considered as a
phase of the human mind and its powers and capacities.
ELMINA.
August 3, 285.

--------The Difference.

We, as Infidels, are sometimes asked to define the
difference between religion and morality, and although Webster is very explicit on that subject, yet
he does not fully cover the ground.
He (Webster) says: ''Religion, in a comprehensiv
sense, includes a belief in the being and perfection of
God; in the revelation of his will to man; in man's
obligation to obey his commands; in a state of reward .and punishment; in man's accountableness to
God; . . . for the practice of moral duties without
a belief in a divine lawgiver is not religion." (Can
anything be plainer?)
Morality is defined as "the quality of an action which
renders it good, the conformity of an act to the divine law, or to the principles of rectitude. This conformity implies that the act must be performed by a
fr~e agent, and from a motiv 9f obedience to the
divine will."
A better definition of morality would be this: Morality is the expression of the innate goodness of humanity, born of our intuitiv understanding of right
and wrong, without any reference to conformity to
the divine will or law; the performance of such duties
toward others and to ourselvs as nature and reason
dictate to be right, even though the Bible commands
the reverse.
Morality is the natural expression of man's better
nature seeking to rectify the follies of religion, and
modify the mistakes of Moses and the perpetuators
of his superstition. Religion is the expression of
our animal nature; morality is the expression of our
humanity. Morality is the. child of Love and Justice; religion is born of superstition and blind faith.
Morality is reas0nable and true; religion is often unreasonable and false. Morality is humane and sympathetic, and seeks to save every child of man;
religion would damn a world to save itself. Morality
is progressiv, and seeks to make humanity better and
happier in this world, without any reference to any
other; religion seeks to make us unhappy here, with
the promise of something better hereafter. Morality
seeks to abolish slavery and serfdom; religion seeks

'

TliE TRU'rH
to make all men slaves. Morality would beat the
sword into a plowshare, and till the gronnd to raise
bread for the starving millions; religion would beat
the plowshare into a sword, and with it kill every
man ·and woman who does not believe in its " God of
war." Morality has developed humanity fro·~ a
naked savage up to our present condition; religion
has blocked the wheels .of the car of progress from
Moses to H. W. Beecher. Morality has built schoolhouliles and asylums for the poor; religion has built
churches and prisons-and the "doctrins" tau!Zht in
the one hav fitted their pupils for the other. Morality has fought for the rights of humanity; religion
has fought for God and the Bible. Morality has developed the brain . and muscle of the world, and
encouraged thought, science, and invention; religion
has expended its powers and mental force devising
ways and means to keep men from thinking, and inventing instruments of torture by which to wring
another groan from the lips of its desnairing victims.
Morality teaches us to pay for what we get in good
and lawful currency, and work for what we want;
religion teaches us to pray for what we get, and trust
,to God for what we want. Morality is progressiv,
and improves on its teachings, adapting itself to the
age and progress of the world; religion teaches the
same doctrin to-day that it taught in the time of
Moses, and its God is the same God of war and hate
that he was then. Morality.teaches us to be temperate and law-abiding citizens; religion teaches that a
dishonest and bad citizen in the church is more
acceptable to God than a moral and honest one out
of it.
This is the difference between religion and morality, and when the committee revised the Bible, they
should hav revised some of Webster's definitions at
the same time, so as to hav them conform with our
understanding of the words as they are used at the
present time.
H. 0. SoMMERS.
Rochester, N. Y.
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crown, the emblem and reward of those who hav
died for liberty of thought and conscien~Ae. The
bas-reliefs, the medallions, and the emblems are to
be of bronze.
Thus Giordano Bruno stands forth as we imagin
he ·would reveal himself by his own words, "The
highest God has destined me to be an apostle not
last nor least of the better age to come." These are
the words written in the book he holds in his hands,
and shows to the people,
In the figure itself, as well as in the general effect
of the monument, the artist has sought by every line
to convey the effect of simplicity and grandeur; this
has been done with all the severity in keeping with
the subject. Yet in this sketch he represents his
first idea only, and reserves the right to change it as
he may think best.
·
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pily diminished by the fact that the poorer qualities
of soil which remain open to settlers require proportionately more capital for their fertilization and practical availability. Now, a freehold tenure that begins
by saddling itself with debt to the capitalist is equivalent to mere tenantry. Only the rich can afford
to wait several years for returns of their investments.
Only the rich can irrigate or drain. Only the rich
can exploit mineral veins. Only the rich can fence
out other settlers and maintain a police of their own
under government patronage. The manifest destiny,
then, of our plains is to follow in the wake of our allu_vious, and financial feudalism triumphs all along
the line.
·
EDGEWORTH.

Competition.

This term is defined " a seeJdng together," and by
Dr. Johnson as " the act of endtlaVoJ:ing to gain what
First instalment to hav been,
$200.00 another endeavors to gain at the same time." EcoReceived and sent to Rt>me,
185.73 nomically, ~t is sai~ "money-making is the aim of
Deficit to be mad# up,
$14.27 all." Admitting this, although !its application has an
extremely limited' scope, since at the most money is
Second Instalment of
$200.00
D. A. Blodgett, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
25.00 only desired as a means to an end-the greatest hapA. Schell, Catskill, N. Y.,
5.00 piness-it is still an aim whi-ch can be followed from
J. P. Mendum, Boston, Mass.,
1.00 the most widely different motivs. For one can seek
W. F. Freeman, Stockton, Cal., 1.00 to make money himself without seeking to deprive
;r. J. Jansen, Albany, N. Y., ..
..
2.00
W. M. Anderson, Oak Point, Wash. Ter.,
2.00 others of the opportunity, and honestly accord to
H. W. Gilbert, Philadelphia, Pa.,
1.00 others the proportion due to their effort, without
Wm. C. Smith, South Corinth, N.Y.,
1.00 seeking to prevent those less strong or fortunate than
Lyman Smith, Oakland, Cal.,
.50 himself from sharing in the results of a mutual
endeavor.
Total to August 1, 285,
$38.50
Competition is free, or forced. The first would
rElsult, as claimed, "in enlarging the wealth of the
The Socialist Catastrophe of England.
community, and in increasing the luxuries of life."
The dangers to which monopoly of the soil exposes But ·this cannot be said of the forced competition,
all property receive lively illustration from a lecture which consists simply of the contention where the
before the Liberal Social Union of London by G. competitors m11st gain all or lose all in the struggle,
Bernard Shaw, which our contemporary, Liberty, of and whose aims become thus, by the misconception
Boston, republishes.
that one's own good is incompatible with the well- t
The remarkable feature of this lecture is not its being of his neighbor, turned, from a simple and
wisdom, Bar its wit, but the fact that under present justifiable desire to benefit self, into a purport to decircumstances it is feasible for a gentleman, a scholar, stroy and ruin others. I accept the usual qualificaThe Bruno Statue at Rome.
and proprietor of consideration, to address an audi- tion accompanying the proposition: "It should be
To THE ,EDITOR oF THE TRUTH· SEEKER, Sir: You ence of the same class-the higher stratum of the
will see from the inclosed card that the members of middle-with a sprinkling of the aristocracy, in lan- the object of the law of the land, as well as of religion,
the Honorary Committee for the United States hav guage which begins by considering all other classes, to prevent money-making by immoral means." For
united as a committee in soliciting subscriptions for rich or poor, learned or simple, as the slaves of the certainly the social interests require that competition
the Bruno statue. Colonel Ingersoll takes a decided landlords, which denounces as "cannibalism" the should be wholly free, so that " money-making" by
interest in the matter, and at once generously pro- present system of business relations, wp.ich repudi- dishonest, as well as by other " immoral means," should
posed to giv a lecture upon Giordano Bruno in New ates "private property," and advocates the "nation- be rendered difficult, if not impossible, and both
York, in the early autumn, for Ute benefit of the fund. alization of rent." Liberty, in copying these vagaries, competitors in the struggle be benefited, and not
He says that America must send at least ·$1,000, and enters its protest. But is Mr. Shaw serious? His one to the destruction of the other.
Society can hav no interest in such competition.
that the work of raising it should go right on by $1 playful style is not that of a philanthropist crazed by
The
use of the term when unqualified may hav the
subscriptions and upwards. The second instalment indignation at other people's wrongs, and his real
of $200 has been opened grandly by Mr. Blodgett, aim is declared toward the close. There he warns sense of " a seeking together " for mutual benefit,
of Michigan, as the list below shows. But the first his fellow-proprietors in privilege to be in a. hurry wherein one may strive to outdo or excel the other,
instalment, intended. to be $200, reached only about saving their bacon· by joining the Socialist but not to overreach or deprive of opportunity or
$185.73, leaving $14 27 deficit. I very much wish camp. The usual palaver about averting bloodshed just compensation.
If society cannot legislate to prevent the dishonest
that those who contributed to. the first instalment is added, but .the gist of the argument is, clearly,
would send forward enough to make up their round self-interest. ·The educated middle class of property and destructiv struggle, it can at least cease to sanc$200. Let them see that it is done at once. The holders are to declare themselvs Socialists for the tion and enforce it. Were several parsons to go upon
contribution already sent has been handsomPly ac- purpose of disarming Socialism of its dangers; they a hunting or fishing excursion, or in search of wild
knowledged in the newspapers sent to me from Rome. are to act as the lightning rods of property. For this berries or nuts, each one might properly seek to exLet us raise two instalments of $200 each ($400) be- reason they are to talk Socialist slang, and it is to be ceed the others in obtaining the better quality or
fore Colonel Ingersoll's lecture comes to complete the consistent with this policy which he urges that Mr. greater quantity, but only the most rude and childish
$1,000. This can only be done by each as a commit- Shaw himself utters such shibboleth as that "the barbarism could countenance the taking of the whol.<e
tee of one calling the urgent attention of friends to abolition of private property, the equitable distribu- product by the one who chanced to be the strongest,
the matter. I send ·also a translation of the descrip- tion of labor and the products of labor among the or most successful, or of the usurpation thereafter by
tion of the monument furnished by the committee at community, and the nationalization of rent will hav him of all opportunity of subsequent pursuit.
Yet such is virtually capitalistic, forced ~ompeti
Rome in their "First Number," which shows what to be accomplished by an enlightened minority."
tion. It is the mere meal:luring of the powers of dothe money will do. Yours truly, T. B. WAKEMAN.
What is meant by "equitable distribution," and ing and enduring of competing workers, for the cerOAllD.
I
more especially, who are to be the distributors, does not tain gain of neither, but to add wealth to those who
We hav been appointed, for the United States of America,
Such vague propositions neither keep as far as possible from the arena, as the glad:.
upon the International Committee, for the purpose of secur- clearly appear.
ing the erection of the statue to the memory of Giordano command assent nor challenge denial. This slice of ia.tors of old destroyed each other for the gratificaBruno at Rome. We approve of the object of the committee problematical sense is sandwiched between two of' tion of the wealthy patricians. If current economists
end request that all subscriptions therefor should be sent to patent nonsense, the ya ira of Communist state So- or doctrinaire Socialists ignore the above distinctions,
T. B. Wakeman, 93 Nassau street, N.Y., who has been duly
and insist that "competition is competition," we canauthorized by the committee at Rome to receive and forward cialism.
Talk like this is not a theme for serious argument; not be expected to be understood by either, while
the same.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Dated July, 1885 (285).
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
it is only a social symptom. Look behind it for agreeing and disagreeing with both. It shall not be
T. B. WAKEMAN.
the abuses from which it is reactiv, and which alone. my fault, however, for want of definition, if I be misDESCRIPTION OF THE BRUNO STATUE.
can make it seem feasible for a moment. Previous. understood as favoring the operation of a forced subThe sketch .of the monument presented in this forms of expression suggest that Mr. Shaw's analytic jection, while advocating the broadest freedom, or of
"First Number" is 'the work of Prof. Ettore Ferraro. faculty is competent to distinguish such private prop:. justifying dishonest schemes of distribution, while
This artist, who honors with his noble genius and erty as is essential to the life uses of the proprietor contending for the principles of reciprocation and
soul both art and the Liberal cause, has undertaken from such as he controls so as to p:t:event other peo- equity in division and exchange. Free competition
the task of designing this monument without com- ple from living. Property in land beyond one's oc- is beneficial to all. Forced competition is destructiv
pensation, as far as his work as a sculptor is con- cupation and culture, and property in machinery, to the many.
J. K. INGALLS.
cerned. The Committee of the University, therefore, which, after having ruined handicrafts, exploits the
CHRISTIANITY WITHOUT A CHRIST.-The suggestion
confident of interpreting the sentiments of ~1 the proletary at starvation wages; property in mines and
friends· of liberty, art, and science, expresses to him other natural resources, water privileges, etc., beyond of the play of " Hamlet " with Hamlet left out has
their warmest thanks and eternal recognition for .all one's personal needs and means of using, are sJrts of caused many a smile; but how about the drama of
private property which clamor for privation, and Christianity with Christ left out ? For nearly two
his kindness and generosity.
.
The whole monument will be eight meters in whose abuses may be amputated like excrescenses thousand years the dismal tragedy has been enacted,
hight (about twenty-six feet). The figure of Gior- without touching property in its proper sense, as the unrelieved by a bit of comedy. It has not been a
dano Bruno will be of bronze, three meters in hight organ and sphere of radiation for true personal play, but a fearful reality a thousand times more
(about ten feet), standing on a pedestal of granit. forces, the extension of the me over the not me of tragic than any stage performance has ever attempted
On the front of the pedestal there will be the sculpt- nature. This distinction is the crow to be picked to represent. Myriads of trembling spectators hav
been the unwilling witnesses of the hideous specured inscription; on the three other sides there will between legality and ethics.
Let us duly place to the credit of the United tacle, and multitudes of victims hav been compelled
be three bas·relief figures representing the condemnation of Bruno, the martyrdom of Russ, and States government that if landlordry has not reached to bear a terrible part in the ghastly drama; but by
Arnalda da Bres9ia addressing the people.. Above the in this country the proportions which engender Com- and by, when it shall hav become known as an inc~n
inscription, and over these bas-reliefs, there will run munistic reactions such as those voiced by Mr. Shaw, trovertible fact that there never was any real Christ,
a frieze of eight medallions representing some of the it is only the fault of our area and the little time, and that Christianity existed long before the alleged
martyrs of Freethought, such as Russ, Servetus, only within a century, that it has been busy in se-~ birth of Jesnfl, then will come ·the time to laugh,
Vanini, Aonio Palearis, Arnalda da Brescia, etc. questrating the use of the soil from the actual settler. then the tragedy will be changed to Culll•'•1.v, and the
Lying upon the pedestal, in front of the statue, will But the difficulties which vastness creates to the ex- Christian will join the Antichristian and thtl lufidel
be seen a palm, the symbol of martyrdom, and a olusiv dominion of a few landed proprietors are hap- in hearty merriment.-.Antichrist.
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED. ,
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secured an injunction to restrain further payments
and suit is brought to recover back what has been
paid.
F 0 UN DE D BY D. 111.1· BEN N E T T.
Giv Catholics the majority, and this steal would
in every school district in the country. "The
occur
Editor
E. M. MACDONALD,
only
security
for the people is toao amend the conBusiness_ Manager.
c. P. SOMEIUIY,
stitutions of the states as to make it impossible.
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The Place of Music in Nature.

83 CUnton Plaee, New Torlr..

The benevolent Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson has sent
us, by a personal messenger, the following observaPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. tions on music, with the request that they be published
in THET:!;!UTH SEEKER. We comply with pleasure:
.Addret~s all Oommun'icatiom to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOM"If a nation may be m~de to drift into war by the in:fl.up ANY. MaTed all Draft,, Checks, and Postal Orders payabls ence of martial music, why may not the spirit of peace be generated and infused by influence of sacred music and song?
to CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
The poet Lowell says, 'One of his sweetest charities is music.'
In our poorhouses there are old men andewomen, sad, hopeAUGUST 15, 1885. less, weary-long strangers to any gentle ministrations. In
SATURDAY, our prisons there are dull intellects, and hearts hardened
against open religious efforts; in our hospitals there are sufferThe Burial of Grant.
ing ones, so worn with pain, so weak, so near the world for
Last Saturday all of Grant that we call mortal which, alas ! they hav received no preparation-to all these
was laid in its final resting-place at Riverside Park might be borne on the wings of song the words of life from
upon the banks of the Hudson. That which is des- him who came ' to preach the gospel to the poor, to heal the
broken-hearted, to set at liberty them that are bmised.'
tined to survive the grave took a new lease of life "A Christian song has this advantage over a sermon-the
and a new hold upon the hearts and minds of the troth in it touches the heart of the hearer unawares, when he
people by reason of the impressiv ceremonies and is not on the defensiv against the gospel. Specially successdemonstrations which marked the funeral rites. ful may the hymn be if some helpful thought is repeated over
Thirty-five 'thousand men marched with the remains and over as in the refrains of the choruses. -This will fasten
on many a hearer, and sing itself in his mind hours and days
from the city hall to the grave at Riverside. - The after it was heard.
imposing funeral car, drawn by twenty-four black " Educate the hearts of the people by sacred music, and
horses, was accompanied by the moat distinguished the heart will readily educate the head. -

•

men of our country. The president and his cabinet
were there; with Generals Sherman and Sheridan;
Chester A. Arth\11', John A. Logan, W. S. Hancock,
and representatid from nearly every state in the
Union. But the great feature of the day was the
people who lined the funeral route. The crowd was
almost numberless. Nothing like it was ever seen before in this country. It is safe to say that more than
one-fiftieth of the entire population of the United
States saw the body of Grant go by. Some_ estimates
place the number at 2,500,000.
The whole demonstration was orderly, and the
pageant moved on time. At 9:50 A.M., the coffin containing the embalmed body was removed from the
city hall, where it bad lain in state for two days, and
placed upon the catafalque. At that moment a message was sent by telegraph in every direction: " The
procession starts." The bells of Trinity began to
ring and were echoed from Maine to Mexico by bells
which only awaited the signal. Men-of-war lying in
the river fired minute guns. Then the great procession moved up Broadway and i,n all its nine miles'
march there were no casualties'or accidents of more
than trivial nature. The day was not exceasivly hot
and occasionally clouds obscured the sun and a refreshing breeze would cool the air.
Along the route above the crowded part of the
city the scene resembled a country fair. People in
holiday attire sat in wagons and beneath trees and
ate their lunches, or drank lemonade at the many
booths beside the road. There were few traces
of mourning except in the drapery of the buildings,
but when the great hearse bearing the coffin passed
by, the men removed their hats and everyone was
silent.
At the temporary tomb was witnessed a scene of
unique impressivness, when General J ohnaton and
General Buckner, late of the army of the Southern
confederacy, united with the Union generals as pall-·
bearers around the bier of the man who had con·quered them. If the feeling displayed was sincere,
the funeral of Grant must furnish a new tie of
brotherhood between North and South, and afford
fresh evidences that much of the animosity which
outlived the war lies buried in the tomb of the victorious soldier.

A Sample.
Just what the people may expect when the "pope's
Irish" are in a majority in any town is shown by
their action in Port Washington, Wis. The Kansas
Blade reports that in this town the Catholics control
a majority of votes. At the last annual meeting it
was voted to raise in addition to the necessary funds
!or operating the common school, several hundred
dollars for the Catholic parochial school. The extra
tax was collected. Three hundred and seventy-five
do1lars, one-half the sum raised, was paid to teachers
employed by the district clerk to the teachers of the
Catholic school. Non-residents Q{ t4~ d~strict hav

"ELIZABETH THOMPSON,"

Whatever is recommended by Mrs. Thompson we
may rest assured springs .from a philanthropic motiv.
A lady of large means, she devotes, her moneysometimes perhaps mistakenly-to the interests of
progress and the welfare of humanity. Still, we are
not prepared to accept without examination the conclusion which she has apparently reached as to the
influence of so-called saored music. The facts do
not support her theory.
·An essay on the subject is not here contemplated,
but, before. going further, it may be interesting to
consider the question, What is music? Herbert
Spencer has a theory about it advanced by him in
his article, " The Origin snd Function of Music."
His explanation of the first manifestation of " music
i~ the soul" is somewhat novel, whether true or not.
He says:
I

military heroes of men, what will be its function
when there shall be no more war? In the Catholic
and Episcopal churcheli\ sacred music is the outward·
and audible sign of superstition. What will be its
functions when the~e is no more superstition? The
first song,- uttered by a barbarian, was a monotonous
chant. The priest is the nineteenth-centurY. survival
of that barbarian.
The Catholic devotee hears little else besides sacred
music, and he hears more of it than the attendant
at any other church. Yet the Catholic, we are bound
to confess, is not as good or as honest on the average
as those who are not Catholics. To suppose that he
would be less hon-est without his music would be to
suppose a state of depravity of which we bav no example in civilized countries.
The negro is notably fond of music, and give way
to the emotions excited by it to an astonishing degree. Nearly all his songs are of the religious order,
yet they cannot be said to hav made him specially
moral, or to hav had any effect at all on his conduct.
Sacred songs are often heard issuing from the cell
of the condemned murderer. He must hav learned
the songs before he came there.
Without mentioning more instances of the worthlessness of sacred music and song as a deterrent to
crime, we would say that we see no reason whatever ,
for indorsing Mrs. Thompson's proposed scheme.
And this for the very reason that sacred songs fasten
in the memory of the hearer the teachings of supel'atition. The tune may be pleasing and even beautiful, but the sentiment is pernicious. Music that
does not outrage ·the reason at the same time it
pleases the ear might result in good, because all
pleasurable sensations that are innocent are conduciv
to human happiness. That music has its mission, no
one will doubt. That is already proved. It is the function of philosophy and science to find out what kind
of music has the best influence upon the hearer.
" Sacred " music has been tried for centuries', and
those who hav listened to it hav been no better than
those who hav not.
Colonel Ingersoll r.ecognizes two kinds of musicone which produces states of feeling, that is, the music
of time; and the other such as is produced by Wagner, the Shakspere of music, which produces not simply
states of feeling, but trains of thought. Though all
may not understand precisely how music, unaccompanied by words, can induce trains of thought, yet
it will be readily recognized that that kind of music
is the need of the hour. It is not the hearts of the
people that require moving and educating so much as
their minds. It is not the function of the heart to
"educate the head."
All of which is respectfully submitted.

" When Carlo, standing chained to his kimnel, sees his master in the distance, a slight motion of his tail indicates his but
faint hope that he is about to be let out. A much more decided wagging of the tail, passing by and by into lateral undulations of the body, follows his_ master's nearer approach.
When hands are laid on his collar, and he knows that he is
really to hav an outing, his jumping and wriggling are such
that it is by no means easy to loose his fastenings. And when
All About the Hebrews.
he finds himself actually free, his j_oy expresses itself in
In
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER of July 18th we published
bounds, in ·pirouets, and in scourings hither .and thither at the
top of his speed."
• an article by James Redpath in which the statement

These demonstrations which Mr. Spencer· remarks
in the dog are the result of pleasurable sensations.
Under en:K>j".ions of an oppoait kind, he observes, animals equally display muscular excitement. The enr~ged lion lashes his sides with his tail; the dog
retracts his upper lip; the horse throws back his
ears. These are the first exhibitions of the emotions
in which music finds its origin. The next manifestation is vocal, and we hav the bark of the dog, the
whinny of the horse; and every child knows that its
cat is " singing" when it purrs. Both pleasure and
pain being emotions, Mr. Spencer concludes, after
reviewing the subject at a great deal more length
than we are able to do, that all music is " an idealization of the language of passion." No one interested in the science of harmony should fail to
read this treatis on the " Origin and Function of
Music."
Other theories, that of Professor Rice, for instance,
differ from Mr. Spencer's, but mainly agree that,
though natural and useful, it has to do principally
with the emotions. Universologically speaking, it is
art transferred from space to time, and a song is to
the ear what a picture is to the eye. So much for a
brief definition of music.
The benefit to be derived from music will depend
largely on the uses to which it is put. If it hath
charms to soothe the savage breast, it hath also power
to make for the time a savage of a civilized man.
Armies, for example, march out to kill each other,
" keeping time to the grand, wild music of war."
If martial muf'!ic aubaerves no purpose except to 19al!:e

was mad~ that the word Israelite is the title of the
theocracy founded after the exodus. A correspondent now writes:

"About the Hebrews you state that the Israelites was the
title of the theocracy ojtfr the exodus, and in the land of
Canaan. Now, I think this is a mistake. The Jews were
always a theocracy."

Our correspondent may be right or he may be
wrong. It would require some special information
upon the subject to decide. Israelite means a descendant of Jacob, who was also called Israel. The
word could not hav been appli\ld to the J ewe before
the time of Jacob, who died 1857 B.c. The exodus
was three hundred and fifty years later. "Hebrew,"
"Israelite," and "Jew" are used interchangeably by
lexicographers, and as definitions of one another.
2 Corinthians xi, 22, uses "Hebrews" and "Israelites " synonymously. Mr. Redpath's informant appears to be the first who has drawn a sharp distinction between them. Philippians ii, 5, indicates that
the tribe of Benjamin was distinctivly Hebrew. We
hear nothing of the J ewe in the Bible until we come
to the book of Kings. The conclusion is that "Hebrew" is a word older than either of the others, and
that "Jew " is more modern than " Israelite." Let us
say, then, the government of the Jews was a patriarchy, succeeded by the Israelitish theocracy, which was
again replaced by the Jewish hierarchy that existed
at the time assigned to Christ. Of course, the priests
claimed to derive their authority from God, but that
sort of government is practically a theocracy. It is
one of the mysteries of the divine plan that while the
Jews were governed by God they crucified his son.
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Which is Authentic 'l
. ' Job was probably the first m~n to come out flatfooted and say be knew that his red.eemer lived, and
his words bav been extensivly quoted. The declaration about the redeemer occurs in Job :xix, and, with
its context, it bas been pretty seriously revised. In
the old version it reads:
" Oh that my words were now written ! Oh that they were
printed in a book ! That they were graven with an iron pen
and lead in the rook forever! For I know that my Redeemer
liveth, and that he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth,
and though, after my skin, worms destroy this body, yet in my
flesh shall I see God."

The English revisers bav put this in Wbitmanese
verse, and make it read thus:
" Oh that my words were now written !
Oh that they were inscribed in a book!
That with an iron pen and lead
They were graven in the rock forever !
But I know that my Redeemer liveth,
And that he shall stand up at the last upon the earth;
And after my skin hath been destroyed,
Yet from my flesh shall I see God,
Whom I shall see for mys'elf
And mine eyes·shall behold, and not another.",

The marginal notes show that evep this is not
right. Job should bav said:
" ·oh that my words were now written !
Oh that they were inscribed in a book !
That with an iron pen and lead
They were graven on a rock forever !
For I know that my vindicator liveth,
And that he shall stand up at the last upon the dust;
And after my skin hath been destroyed
Without my flesh shall I see God:
Whom I shall see on my side,
And mine eyes shall behold, and not as a stranger."

The American committee, again, would giv us-these
changes:
" But as for me, I know that my redeemer liveth,
And at last he shall stand upon the earth,
Then without my flesh shall I see God."

And put, "And after my skin hath been destroyed,"
in the margin.
Yet another version is furnished by Signor Beniamino Consolo, a. Hebraist of Florence. For perspicuity it is preferable to any of the others:
"Oh, that my words were written in a book, that they were.
engraved upon a rock ! For I know that by and by, long after
I am dead, perhnps, some one will rise up who will say successfully what I am now saying in vain. That man will be
Dl.Y vindicator, and posterity will reverse the sentence of my
persecutors. I am sure of this, although for me nothing remains but death and corruption.".

It is possible that if the good but afflicted Job bad
foreseen the different constructions destined to be put
upon his remarks, be would not b~v wished that
they might be "printed in a book," but would bav
insisted upon their being " graven in the rock forev.er."

Spelling Reform.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 19, 187&, the following paragraph was printed at the bead of the editorial page. It was from the pen of D. M. Bennett:

.

"To take a needed step in the spelling reform, we hav
acted upon the advice of the American Philological Association to the extent of dropping the useless final e in the words
h!lve, give, and live, except in such matter as is used in making
books and pamphlets. It is hoped other periodicals will see
the propriety of this step an<} act accordingly."

Since the date of the foregoing THE TRUTH SEEKER
bas kept the promis therein contained to the best ef
its ability; but the difficulties encountered bav been
a good deal greater than anyone at first thought
might suspect. In the first place, the co~positor
must learn anew bow to spell, and not alone to spell,
but to pronounce. He must learn whether genuin is
pron~unced genuin or genuwyne. The majority leaned
toward the latter, and argument f:'rose. Was the correct ortboepy of mercantil as here spelled, or was it
mercantyle, or mercanteel? Juvenil or juvenyle? The
dictionary was overhauled by the printers until every
page was spotted with black lead, and until finally
the cover came off.
Neither the editor nor his correspondents ever
, learned to drop the finale in their manuscripts. Some
correspondents, indeed, specially requested that the
, e's should be inserted. It is but just to these to say
that most of them ba.v by long familiarity become
accustomed to the reformed spelling, and it bas
ceased to be objectionable. Many anti-reform readers complained that the word hav looked "bobtailed"
and offended the eye; spelling reformers of the radical type accused the editor of inconsistency in not
carrying the reform to its legitimate end, Qnd be thus

found himself, so to speak, "between the de>~il and more in keeping with the latter's teachings had the $12,000
been appropriated to 'feed the hungry and clothe the naked'
the deep sea."
in Brooklyn and New York. Now, we suppose, the hymnSome of the articles appearing in the paper were books of that society will hav to be ornamented with clasps of
stereotyped and reproduced in pamphlet form. In pure gold. Christ church, iorsooth !"
tbe~e it was designed to preserve the old style of
spelling, and here appeared a new kind of disciplin Lois WAIBBBOOKER is editor, publisher, and printer of a fortnightly paper called· Foundation Principles, out in Clinton,
for the compositor and proof-reader. In one the e's Iowa. It grapples with social, political, and religions reforms,
must be retained, and in another, as well as in books, and, very commendably, prints the Nine Demands of Liberalthey must be dropped. , Between the force of habit ism all the year around. Mrs. W aisbrooker's ism is Spiritual.
and the attempt to reform, it must be admitted that
MR. WILLIAM THORPE, of Ballston, N. Y., the gentleman
for a considerable length of time both sorts of matter who
became a Freethinker by a special providence directing
appeared in type displaying about the same degree his steps to where a detached page of THE TRuTH SEEKER was
of reformation. ,The e's were put in where. they lying in the street, has forwarded to this office a case of High
should bav been left out,. and left out where they Rock mineral water from Saratoga Springs, for which he will
should hav been put in. Considerable expense was please accept the thanks of all here concerned. ·
thus entailed in correcting stereotype plates,. entire · THE flag of the Chicago Socialists is red and black, signifyresetting being not infrequently necessitated. Pos- ing destruction, and some of the devices carried in a recent
sessed of less determination and equanimity of tem- procession were: "Every Government is a Conspiracy against
per than Mr. Bennett, another might bav become the People," ''The Greatest Crime To-Day is Poverty," "Down
discouraged and given it up. He said, ''No, when I with the Throne, the Altar, and the Moneybag." The author
am satisfied that I am right I never go back." By a of these sentiments will be readily detected. It was Gorsuch.
division of labor the matter is now adjusted in this PERHAPS a mistake was made last week in giviitg the Rev.
office so that little diffi.lmlty presents itself.
.Joseph Cook the championship as an inventor of untruths.
But it is a cause for some surprise that the new The eti!itor of the Catholic Union and Times makes this astonsystem bas not been more generally adopted. Per- ishing statement: "There is no boon-of liberty, or of learning, or of art-which men enjoy to-day for which they are not
haps this is explained by the fact that reform of any indebted to the Church of Rome." Take out the word not in
kind, from a Graham diet to the bifurcated garment this quotation and it might bear the test of examination in
for w0men, is a sort of heresy. Vegetarians are op- the light of facts. As it stands, it is the reverse of truth.
posed because "Christ sat at meat," and dress reformers are reminded that "tho woman shall not wear AccoRDING to a writer in the New York Sun, Mrs. Victoria
Claflin Woodhull now fills a high place in English society.
that which pertainetb to a man." Besides, mysteri- Her husband, Mr. John Biddulph Martin, is a wealthy banker.
ous and unaccountable spelling is a great promoter Very soon one of the wealthiest men in England, and titled,
of faith. ·Prof. Max Miiller noted that " a child ac- will marry Miss Tennie C. Claflin. They will visit the United
customed to believe that though is tho, and through is States from time to time, but their homes will always be in
England. It is probable that these distinguished American
throo, would afterward believe anything."
ladies will find little difficulty in adapting themselvs to the ex.
Prof. T. W. Hunt, in a recent number of the North igencies of London society as recently 'aescribeq.
Am eric an Review, publisbed an article on "How to
Reform English Spelling." He recommends that the THE modesty of the Rev. John P. Newman, who preached
movement be begun in the primary schools; with the Grant's funeral sermon at Mt. McGregor, on the 4th,inst., has
text-books suitably prepared. Professor Hunt men- never been conspicuous. A brother-clergyman, the Rev. Mr.
Hepworth, editor of the New York Herald, pays him this tribtions several publications which bav adopted the ute: "Of an extremely retiring and diffident nature, as semirules of the "Spelling Reform Association," among tiv to the rude blasts of criticism as the mimosa is to a cold
them one at least which tried the experiment and af- northerly breeze, he must be terribly embarrassed by the
terwards gave it up, but he carefufly avoids mention prominence into which the nation's sorrow has thrust him. It
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, although it is to-day the only would not be through any self-esteem on his part, but through
a frightful blunder on the part of the printer, if that sermon
New_ York periodical in geneial circulation using any should appear in print as 'The Sermon on the Mount, by J.
of the rules of his associatf\)n. Finally, the Phonetic P. Newman.'"
Educator comes to us with this note of alarm. It is
BROTHER BucKLEY, editor of the Methodist Christian Advoprinted in types which we are unable to duplicate:
cate, had hard luck this year in his attempt to take a-vacation,
"LIBEBALIS~i AND THE SPELLING REFORM,
"EDITOR EDUCATOR: In a hasty survey of the list of spelling
reform workers, and friends of the cause, I am struck with
this peculiarity or fact, viz., that Liberalism and Spiritualism
largely predominate, so far as I understand their religious belief, or, at least, if they are not openly avowed Liberalists,
they are several removes frorq. old-fashioned orthodoxy. In
this connection it may be observed that the organs of these
people were the first to adop_t reformed spellings. Now what
is the inference to be drawn if my observations are correct?
Why, what is more natural than that the Freethinker should
exercise his reason, that the Rationalist should persist in spelling rationally? But, brother-Christians, fellow-believers in the
atoning blood of a crucified savior, shall we abandon reason
and rationality in language representation? Shall we leave
this grand theme to be pushed and monopolized by the enemies
of our holy religion? While it may be said that every Atheist
is a spdlling reformer, let it not be true that all spelling re·
formers are Infidels. The lover of the beautiful, the good,
the true; the soul expanded by the teachings of Jesus, im·
bue.d with the spirit and aspirations of the age in which we
liv, should form no part or parcel of the jeering crowd, hooting at every attempt to amend our wretched orthography.
"A. J. PIERCE."

It is of course a mark of ingratitude that THE
TRUTH SEEKER should be a spelling-reform prophet
without honor among spelling reformers, but that
was tbe way with the prophets before it. The reform
was adopted because it is in consonance with rational
ideas generally, and it cannot be expected that many
Christians will take kindly to anything of that sort.
WE announce ·with the deepest regret the death at Boston,
August 8th, ofT. William Doane, author of the work, "Bible
Myths," and an occasional contributor to these columns. He
was "young, and suddenly beheld life's morn decline;' being
but thirty. four years of age. The marvel is that in so short a
time he learned so much.--Another writer, this time one
"grown old in wars," bas also passed away. We learn from
the Ironclad Age that Dr. Milton Woolley, of Streator, Til., died
recently, at the age of upward. of seventy years. He wrote
the book, " Science of the Bible."
THE Banne1· (1' Light says: "The Rev. Dr. Bancroft, of
Christ Protestant Episcopal church, South Brooklyn, is expected back from Europe at this time, bringing with him a
beautiful stained-glass window for the chancel of Christ
church, which cost $121000. It will be one of the most elaborately decorated church windows in Brooklyn. This is a new
method of serving the humble Nazarene. It would hav been

He "went to a quiet spot. He left much matter written in
advance for the emergency, employed a very able editorial
writer to assist, and gave instructions that correspondents
were to be notified of his absence, and that no mail was to be
sent him th~t could possibly be delAyed till his return."
"But what happened?" he asks. Dr. Prime and General Grant
were so inconsiderate as to die, and had to be written about.
The "able editorial writer" was unable to write much, and
what he did write Dr. BncklBy had afterward to apologize
for. The doctor says he has a friend who owns a copper mine
1,275 feet deE<p, and he thinks of. getting lodgings there. The
editor· of the .Advccate has our sympathy. Still there are
plenty of able men who would be willing to do his work without any vacation if they could b.e assured of receiving his
salary!
THERE seems to be little room left for doubt that Leo Taxi!,
one of the founders of the Anticlerical League in Paris, has
renounced his Atheistic views. At a meeting of the Paris
Freethought societies, convoked to consider his recantation,
the following motion was put to vote and unanimously carried:
"Considering that Gf\briel Jogand, called Leo Taxi!, one of
the founders of the Anticlerical League, has abjured all the
principles which he defended, and has betrayed Freethought
and his co-religionists. the members of the J-'eague present at
the meeting of July 27th, without pronouncing on the motivs
which hav dictated his infamous conduct, expel him from the
Anticlerical League as a traitor and a renegade."
The religious people who would point toM. Taxil's conduct
as a proof that Freethought is not a satisfactory belief should
remember that he has at the same time rimounced republicanism. In thus doing, of course, he is perfectly consistent, but
he has thereby taken the wind out of the big moral with which
his religious recantation is distended.

Lectures and Meetings.
C. FANl'.'TE ALLYN is to speak for the Spiritualists of Cincinnati, 0., the last of September and Sundays of October. She
will speak during the fall and winter for labor organizations,
Liberal Leagues, or Spiritualists. She livs at Stoneham,
Mass., where she may be addressed by those desiring her services, which, by the way, are second to none.
W. F. JAMIESON has thrown the clergy and their followers
into a feverish state in Cedar Falls, Iowa. One of his subjects
in the city park was, "Is the Bible a Total Abstinence or Prohibition Book?" Although he was in favor of total abstinence,
he insisted that the Bible was overwhelmingly against it. It
was made the subject of reference in two pulpits on Sunday.
Mr. Jamieson desires all his Liberal friends who want him to
deliver courses of lectures during September in Iowa, Missouri, or Kansas to address him at Burlington Junction, Mo.,
at once.
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• BROOKLYN, July 26, 1885.
M:B. EDlTOR: I will offer a theory of the principle of planetary motion that, like all my theories of physical science,
will hav the merit of originality, if no other, to recommend it.
I desire my theories to be subjected to the gaze of the closest
sci·utiny and the fire of the sharpest criticism. Unless they
can pass through that ordeal and come out brighter for the
rough handling they get, I shall not suppose them to be worth
preserving.
The solid matter of our planet has a diameter of eight thousand miles. In computing its weight, we may giv full scope
to imagination, for there is but little danger of an ove.r·
estimate.
·
The density of our illuminated atmosphere is evidently
equal to, if not greater than, the density of the matter in
which the planet revolves. Therefore, planets should necessarily be enveloped by a greatly attenuated invisible atmosphere of great magnitude-of a magnitude sufficient to neutralize the weight of the dense matter at the center, or it could
not possibly be so suspended, by the positivly known law of
nature that applies to such phenomena. The fact that they
are suspended should be accepted as prima .facie evidence that
they are eiveloped with such an atmosphere.
The extent of our invisible atmosphere was indicated by the
comet of 1862, whose trail became perturbed when passing
our earth, as though it were in contact with an obstruction. It
was suggested through the press at the time that the comet
actually came in contact with the earth's atmosphere, which
I believe it did, for it is not reasonably supposable that it
could come in contact with any other obstruction in that part
of the firmament. The comet was, at the time of contact, a
little less than eight million miles from the earth; that radius should giv our atmosphere a circumference of a magnitude that should cover the earth's orbit around the center in
'thirteen revolutions. Please note that fact.
Then, the moon is within earth's invisible atmosphere, and,
being motionless, is carried around the earth by the atmosphere, making thirteen revolutions per annum. Please not_e
that fact in connection with the other.
There can be no motion withQut adequate force to produce
it; expansion and contraction (condensation) are the only
known agents of all the force that is known to exist in nature.
An arctic temperature is met within nine miles above sea level.
Therefore, all the force that is known to exist in our planet
and to cause its motion is generated and operated within a
radius of nine miles above sea level.
All matter beyond that radius, being in equilibrium, can
hav no motion but that which is imparted to it by the pressure
and friction directed against one side of its inner surface by
the eccentric rotation of the inner activ part of the planet and
lower atmosphere.
Therefore, the principle of planetary motion is that of a
wheel within a wheel, the inner wheel being the driver by
whose force and friction the whole mass is driven around the
planet's orbit like a ball over a roadway.
"W•. H. B." could not hav read the whole of my letter in
your issue of July 18th. Had he read my statement that
imagination, reason, and will are not matter, but inherent
properties thereof; nor can they create matter nor force, but
utilize that which is pre-existent, he should hardly be willing
to compromise his reputation for fairness, to say nothing of
veracity, by charging me with asserting that all matter has
been formed out of imagination. The sentence he has quoted
cannot be tortured into such an assertion; for every architect
and mechanic knows, by personal experience, that no intelligent attempt at construction can be made until an imaginary
idea of the form of the structure has been obtained.
I should not, as a friend, nor as a fair-minded enemy, advise "W. H. B." to take out letters patent for his method of
controversy, for it is neither novel nor worth patenting.
To his astronomical friend I will suggest that nature is not
a mechanic, but a chemist. Therefore, her operations are not
effected through the agency of mechanical contrivances, but
by chemical combinations.
J. A. TuTTLE.
KANsAs CITY, Mo., July 28, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The atmosphere around Kansas City has lately
been filled with an extra amount of clerical scandal. A certain Episcopal priest of this city was accused by one of his
parishioners of administering penance or punishment to a
full-grown woman on the !!POt in his sacristy. The weakness
of women for the company of priests was prominently set
forth in a pamphlet issued by said parishioner, and afterward
published in the Kansas City Daily Times An Episcopal commission, with the bishop present, investigated the matter, exOlierating the local priest, whereupon this irate individual
sued the Times company for fifty thousand dollars damages,
also the parishioner who wrote the pamphlet for. a like
sum. The first suit came up, but for some reason advanced
by the priest was postponed. The last, against the parishioner,
has just been concluded, and the defendant acquitted. The
Tim,es published in full the testimony, which was of a most
depraved character. This paper bravely continues holding up the father to the contempt and ridicule of the world,
which he richly deserves, according to the testimony. Meanwhile the priest goes right along with his business of sky
pilot, just as if nothing had happened.
A few men and quite a number of women are backing their
chosen leader, as if their only chance of heaven and a harp
depended upon his individual effort and success. The
charges published were of a damnable character, but the jury
in the case decided that they were no libel against the socalled holy father. Several little school-girls, whose parents
were so concerned about their souls' salvation that a priestly
parochial school would only do for their educational training,
swore that he had taken improper liberties with their perwns. One young woman swore that, after a sacristy confes-

sion, he, the priest, assaulted her in a most ridiculous and insulting manner, hence his sacristy has been dubbed a
"spankistry" by the local secular press. This witness also
swore that she gave the same statement before the commission
and bishop, who had the effrontery to whitewash this priest on
general principles, to sustain the character of the fraternity
as a body.
Another question of importance to the general public is evidently coming to the front, in spite of organized clerical effort
to down the specter, and that is, Which shall educate the
masses, the pulpit or the press?-whether the slime occasionally oozing from a joint in an ecclesiastical junto shall be covered up by its shareholders, or whether this fountain of foulness, and robed rottenness, shall be purged by the influence
of free expression of opinion in a free press?
W. W. JUDSO
SHIPPINGPORT, PA., July 29, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I hav examined the sample copy of your paper
which you kindly sent me at my request, and am well pleased
with it and the Liberal spiri~ that pervades the mass of tl~e
matter contained in it. It makes the blood bound through my
veins until I can scarcely keep from shouting " right out in
meetin' " when I think of the good that must be done by the
thousands (I hope they are many) of copies of your journal
that' are weekly sent out through the land, "to assist the inquiring, animate the struggling, and sympathize with all."
Could a copy of your paper be placed in every family in the
land, on!)e a week for one year, I think that many reverend
pound-texts wo_uld be forced to earn their bread and butter
before a great while had elapsed, while the advocates of the
Religion of Humanity would be wonderfully increased in number, and thousands be led upward and onward to a more beautiful and Liberal life.
Scattered all over this land are young men and women of
intelligence and energy, who take no interest in the doctrins
of orthodoxy, who hav a natural tendency to Liberal ideas,
and who would gladly climb upward if they onl:y: knew where
to find the steps. But these are carefully guarded from their
sight by laity, clergy, and press. In all my reading of secular
and religious papers, I do not remember seeing the name or
address of any Liberal paper or publishing house. Could the
name, address, and object of the Truth Seeker Company be
brought to the notice of the people in general, I feel sure your
subscription list would be greatly swelled.
I am a youngster both in years and in Liberalism. From
the age of six until that of fourteen I attended Sunday-school,
and was carefully drilled in the doctrins of the church that so
falsely claims to be the exponent of the teachings of Jesus;
but during the past six years the trend of my thought has
slowly changed, until to-day, at twenty, I claim to be a Freethinker.
Believing that a knowledge of the Liberals who are doing so
much for humanity and progress would be useful to me, I
wish to take a Liberal paper. For inclosed sum please send
THE TRUTH SEEKER to miJduring the time for which it will
pay, after deducting twen~-five cents for one copy of the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
ELMER LYONS.
CENTRAL PoiNT, CAL., July 26, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Will you kindly enlighten me upon the following subject? I hav had some discussion on the formation
of the Christian religion now existing. My opponent is an
Episcopalian, an -:I claims that this religion originated before
the time of the Roman Catholic church; that the Episcopal
church was not only the first, but that the Catholic religion
sprang from it. I claim that t.he. Catholic church was founded
by the Emperor Constantine at the Council of Nice in the year
325; also, that the Episcopal religion was founded by Henry
VIII. of England, who, becoming infatuated with one of his
wife's maids (whose name I think was Anne Boleyn), asked
a divorce from the pope of Rome, but being refused, beheaded
his wife, married the young lady whose graces had charmed
him, and founded a religion to suit himself, which was the
Episcopal religion. I would likA to know if I am right on this
question. I was raised a Catholic, but am now a firm believer
in the doctrins you advocate. I am greatly interested in ancient mythology, and would like to be set right upon this
question.
WILL. E. FARR.
[The Protestant Episcopal church, history informs us, was
established in this country in the seventeenth century by the
English adventurers of that age.
It is a descendant
and branch of the Church of England, which is said to
hav existed in England since the time of Saint Augustine (A.D.
597). Henry VIII. in the sixteenth century, it is claimed,
merely rehabilitated that church, and restored its "ancient
liberties." Roman Catholicism dates from the Council of
Trent, 1563. The dogmas of the infallibility of the pope and
the immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary were first promulgated in 1854. These dogmas distinguish modern Roman
from other kinds of Catholicism. Episcopalians call themselva Catholics, but not Roman Catholics. They claim an "Or"
der of Episcopal Succession " dating back to Christ as the
first, and Peter and· Paul next. Roman Catholics call the alleged succession "apostolic," with St. Peter as the first pope.
Both use the same creed, the origin of which is doubtful.
Each sect claims to be the oldest. The general verdict as to
priority is in favor of the institution called the Church of
Rome. It certainly did not spring from the Episcopal church.
-ED. T. S.]
CoRTLAND, OHio, July 27, 1885
MR. EDITOR: I should hav notified you sooner that I received
the last TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL all right. It is splendid.
Those noble portraits speak volumes-yes, volumes that they
hav written come back to me as I look into their faces; indeed
their faces and writings seem brighter to me every day I liv.
I hav not given anything yet to the Tent or Campaign Fund,
and for that reason I am ashamed to say anything about it,
but I mean to get there shortly. There is one thing-now that
we hav Liberal Leagues all over the country we can preserve

our Liberal literature, and protect our Freethought libraries,
and if I giv it will be to help support the same. I hav a small
library nearly all composed of Freethought works, but if w:e
are not( up and doing, no telling how soon I will be be prosecuted, and my books destroyed. The two pictures in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of late are excellent. I wish they could be
colored up and put on heavy paper. How nice it would look
in a frame! A short time ago we had a protracted meeting in
our neighborhood. There were three young converts, and
they did look innocent too, but what surprised me was, the
minister, when about to make the final dip, Raid, "I am au.thorized by the Lord Jes_us Christ to baptize thee," etc. Now,
where is his authority? I must say he had more cheek than
the law allowed him. Success to the cause of universal mental liberty.
Respectfully yours,
J. D. WHEELER.
MouNT UNioN, OHio, July 21, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I see, by referring to date, that_fhe time for
renewal of THE TRUTH SEEKER for another year is at hand.
I hope that it may be fully sustained in the good work it is
doing in demolishing and breakiag up that superstition
which has been created by Christianity, so that people may be
enabled to practice more humanely toward one another than
under the influence and power of Christianity. I believe
most strongly in the Nine Demands of our Secular Union. In
THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 4, 1885, under caption "Refining
Liberalism;" the writer seems-fearful· of narrow-mindedness
among Liberals; a "disposition of carp,ing." He seems to
take umBrage at the editor for publishing something about a
certain Joseph Cook. I notice in several papers within the last
five or six years this same J. Cook is on record, and if he is as
there reported, there is not much use in "wasting ammunition on dead ducks." My judgment is that he would not be
much of an acquisition, "a bad egg." I do not know who
";Liberta" is, or what his qualifications are, but it seems to
me he has taken up quite a large "job." When we hav as
good an editor as the present for THE TRUTH SEEKER, we
had best move slow.
"Liberta" seems to hav almost sullied that part of page
420 of THE TRUTH SEEKER, in the heavy names and epithets
he has called to his aid. He seems to be in the same dilemma
that he is "carping" at, and in the "Cook " case he might
·about as well agree to resuscitate a worn-out marble quarry.
There is not much there. Mr. Editor, it gratifies me to see
that you are able to grapple so successfully with the heterogeneous mass of material you hav tcr work with. My ardent
wish is that you may be as successful in the future as in the
past. Let everyone go strong for the Nine Demands, be tolerant to one another, be humane as we profess, usurp rio rights
pelonging to another knowingly, abjure intolerances in every
instance.
Please find inclosed three dollars for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
for another year.
ZENAS P. EDWARDS, SR.
VALLEJo, CAL., July 22, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: ·Liberalism progresses but slowly here for the
reason that we hav no speaker~. We hav had the exquisit
pleasure of listening twice during the past five years to that
beacon light of the age of reason, Robert G. Ingersoll, but
apart from that we hav heard nothing in support of Liberalism. If we could hav good lectures we could form a very
strong organization in this little cosmopolitan town of sixthousand five hundred inhabit.ants. Although there are eight
churches here, there is a large number of Infidels, and a very
earnest vein of Freethought pervades the better part of the
community. I earnestly hope that the National Liberal League
will extend its influence to this coast by sending us a few
lecturers. We will extend to them the truest kind of California hospitality. You must not permit this land of milk
and hdney,with its rich valleys of luRcious fruits and waving
grain, and its "lofty mountains that like giants stand; its fertil
plains, its sequestered vales, its vine-clad hills, its deep blue
canons, its furrowed mountain-sides dotted all over with
American homos, the homes of a free, hnppy people, resonant
with the sweet voices of flaxen-haired children, and ringing
with the joyous laughter of maiden fair,
" 'Soft as her clime and sunny as her skies,'
like the homes of New England," to become the inheritance of
the Christian oger, and the seat of ignorance and superstition.
Decidedly you must not. So, look to it. We are looking to
you.
Fraternally yours,
W. J. ToniN.
BERLIN, N. J., July 25, 1885.
MB. EDIToR: The sermons of H. W. Beecher are the greatest
jumbles of truth and error, sense and nonsense, that I ever
read, excepting in the Old Testament. e crosses his own
track as often as the Israelites did in the wilderness. He
preaches about evolution and progression till one would think
he had given up everything that passed for religion fifty years
ago, and then kicks over all he has said, turns about and picks
up the Bible, with its angry, wrathful God, hugs them to his
heart, and talks about divine providence and the watchful
care of God over us, when he cannot prove that any divine
being has any more regard for us than we hav for the worm
and bug that crawl in our path by night. He says he believes
God keeps special watch over individuals and communities.
A year or two ago a volcano an<l earthquake in Java destroyed
many villages and hundreds of lives. If God made the world
he placed the materials in the earth that caused the volcano
and earthquake; and if he knew all things from the beginning,
he knew just what the result would be, and is therefore just as
much responsible for the lives destroyed there as if he had
gone there personally with Krupp guns and shot all these people himself. A fine specimen of his watchful care, to kill all
those people, good and bad together, without giving them any
warning, and leaving the universe without even telling people
why he had killed their friends ! Beecher's Bible says God
once reproved a venal prophet by speal;:ing to him through an
ass with man's voice. If that is so, why did he not send an
ass or some other animal-as his priests are too deaf to hear
him-to warn the people of Java of their danger? Were not

'
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·all those lives worth as much as one old prophet? Sham,e on
'you, Mr. Beecher, for clinging to that old book of contradictions, falsehoods, absurdities, impossibilities; cruelties, andobscenities, many parts of which you could not be hired to
read to your. congregation!
Again, Mr. B.eecher, says: "God's eye is on me and mine.
He cares, he guides, he defends, and will bring me safely
through life to life eternal." If that is true, if God watches
over you and yours with such loving care, why did he suffer
you to become the subject of that terrible scanda~ and months
of trial in court which tortured you and your fnends by day
and by night .almost to distraction? If God defends you, why
did he not do it in that trial, and not force you to call in the
most powerful lawyers? Why did he not go in an ass or some
other animal and, speaking with man's voice, clear you on the
first day of trial and save the court all that time of months and
you and your friends months of agony ? Will you be kind
enough to explain this matter? For as your sermons are sent
abroad in various-papers, they become public property, and
we all hav tlfe right to .ask you to explain these perplexing
mysteries of your "divine providence."
JEB. fucKEB.
HAMILToN, ONT., July 28, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: I am so well pleased with your paper that I
cannot do without it, so I will inclose $3 in payment for another year. Your paper and I agree in every point, and I can
not see why Freethought does not progress more in Hamilton.
I guess it is because people are afraid to speak their minds.
I must•say R. B. Butland's ietters are the most sensible ones
written in Canada.
If I were able I would assist in erecting Bruno's statue and
also contribute to the Campaign and Tent Funds and the Convention at Albany, but I am only a poor man and find it hard
to get along. I am the only Freethinker in this shop, employing seventy men and boys.
Your ANNUAL is splendid.
PHILIP LANGLEY.
CLEAR LAXE, DAX., July 25, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: As nearly every daily newspaper has taken to
slandering the town of Liberal, I feel it my duty _to throw in
my mite in defense of its people. I was there two weeks last
March, and I found the people to be sober, industrious, honest, and intelligent. It is true Liberalism carried into practice. The friends I made during that visit I will not soon forget. I noticed an article in the weekly Pion~er Press of St.
Paul and'Minneapolis, of May 28th, in which·appeared, among
other lies, the statement that there were three saloons there
and that the morals of the people were bad, etc. That everybody who has ever been there knows is an infemill lie. I
wrote to the paper and called the editor's attention to it; told
him I had been there and was prepared to prove that the
statement was false, and wished him to publish my reply to
the slanderous article. I hav waited in vain for a correction
from that semi-Christian organ. No, they do not want to publish the truth regarding Liberal. That slanderous falsehood
still stands there, and the editor knows it is a lie but will not
correct it and do justice to a people that are purer ten thousand times than the average of Minneapolis, where, as a traveling man told me yesterday, churches and houses of prostitution are prominent features. I ask every Freethinker in the
name of justice to do all in his power to punish such men,
and ,ne way to do that is to stop patro~g the paper which
can't tell the truth about Liberals.
P. J. UMBBITE.
TALENT, On., July 20, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Having read nearly all the copies of the Banner qf Light, the investigator, and THE TRUTH SEEKER which
hav been published, also many other papers and books on the
respectiv merits of Materialism and Spiritualism (for I believe
"in proving all things and holding fast that which is good"),
I see no reason for either party to speak of the other as being
"fanatics" or "deluded" and thus waste their strength instead of using it against ignorance, which is a foe to both.
Each party should, with all kindness and truth, giv their
facts, then weigh them fairly, like the people of Liberal, who
hav done so relativ to the independent slate-writing over the
signature of D. M. Bennett. Some writers affirm that in earth
life "D. M. Bennett was not a Spiritualist." But as I occupied
for several weeks the room in Science Hall, New York, over
his editorial and printing office, I was often in his company.
On one occasion I asked, "Do you believe in the return of
spirits?" His answer was, "Yes; I hav seen too much to hav
a doubt about it." Subsequently we exchanged letters in
which there was not a shade of difference on the subject.
Our departed friend Leland was also a Spiritualist. I
boarded in the house with him several months, with a mutual
friend who was a good medium, through whom we had very
instructiv communications.
.
This reference to Mr. Leland reminds me of a correspondence between us upon another subject, and as it relates to the
great work in which all reformers should engage, equal justice, I will repeat the substance.
My suggestion to him was that, as enlightened, practical
citizenship is the only remedy for all our national wrongs, it
would be well to organize an electioneering Cal;llpaign to continue from now until Ingersolls or kindred Liberals (women
as well as men) were duly installed in every office in the country. I think now that it should be a part of the business of
the next great meeting of Liberals to nominate a president for
the United States and hav plenty of time to compare his religion and politics with his compeers'. More people will investigate principles when associated with a candidate for the
presidency of the United States, and thus the masses would
rise above the degrading slang of politics.
My proposition is that the most central points of every state
should be marked upon a plan for a series of Conventions, and
that all the public speakers who can be engaged should attend
them in accordance with arrangements for their diversified
gifts to be exercised in every place. Two or more should be
authorized to attend each Convention, and the local talent
of each place should be invited to secure the best music and

song for the occasions~ The free distribution of Liberal tracts
should be thorough at every meeting.
Mr. Leland wrote me a hearty approval of all I.propoEed.
He thought it was practical and if adopted would succeed.
Now, then, as we hav. heard _and .read .so much about the
facts of Spiritualism and the philosophy of Materiali~m, let us
·apply the best which we hav learned from each for the interest of all the people, without ·exception to race or S!)X. The
achievement of this object is alike important to the people of
the South as it is to those of the. North, so that instead of conflict there should be union of all the best forces ot' our nation
to blot Ollt all oppression, and to fill the land with peace and
gladness.
JOHN BEESON.
NEw YonK, Aug. 1, 1885.

MR. EDITOR: The inclosed, from. the New York Times of today, I send you for the purpose of asking your opinion of it:
'" GBANT"s MESSAGE. TO THE CHILDREN.
"The Philadelphia Sunday-School Times reproduces, as be"
low from its centennial number of June. 17, 1876, the !following mess~e from President Grant to the children and youth
of the country, and_ says that the words printed in small capitals were .doubly underscored by him in his original manuscript:
"WASHINGTON, June 6, 1876.
" To the Editor of the Sunday School Times, Philadelphia:
"Your favor of yesterday, asking a message from me to the
children and youth of the United States, to accompany your
centennial number, is this moment received.
" My advice to Sunday-schools, no matter w:hat their denomination, is: Hold fast to the Bible as the sheet-anchor of
your liberties; write its precepts in your hearts and PBA.CTICJn
THEM IN YOUR LIVES.
.
"To the ·influence of this book are we indebted for all the
progress made in true civilization, and to this we must look
as our guide in the future.
,
"'Righteousness exalteth a nation; but sin is a reproach to
any people.'
Yours, respectfully,
U. S. GRANT."
Is this a pious lie? If it is, it should be met and exposed.
Orthodoxy will, no dotibt, try hard to make capital out of
General Grant's views on matters theological, but they should
not be allowed to misrepresent in any particular. Keep your
eye on them.
From your friend,
K. D. C.
[We are unable to say whether this letter is genuin or not.
Perhaps Grant was not above seeking the kind of popularity
to be gained by writing that sort of hogwash. If he wrote
the letter it is certain that he was a bad adviser of youth, and
had formed a very erroneous estimate of the influence of the
Bible on civilization. The production of the original letter
would be a better proof of its authenticity than the fact that
it appeared in the Sunday-School Times.-ED. T. S.]
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the same. Giv us the spirit; let us see, hear, and feel it. The
statem,ents I do not dispute, but it being done by spirits I do.
Slate-writing is not evidence. I don't doubt the sincerity of
an honest man. But I do say that until you prove a spirit
livs and is something,- an identity, the something that manifests
the thing itself, you hav no case.
Again, when mediums can materialize in- one place, why not
in another place ? Do they fear exposure? If honest, I think
not. The conditions demanded by mediums look suspicious
and fraud may be hidden out of sight.
'
Speaking of Mr. D. M. Bennett, he was a good man and of
broad views. He was my friend, although I never saw him.
He gave us solid bread and comfort in THE TRUTH SEE:imn.
When living he was a true, manly man.
It makes no difference wh,at may hav been claimed to hav
been seen pertaining to spirit; I repeat it is only a claim.
Facts are wanted, not phenomena, or a temple for assumed
spirits. Slates are put in closets, door shut; writing appears
on the slate and looks like that of D. M. Bennett. Do you
call this proof of a spirit? It .is absurd on its face. But he
·will say that it is a direct phenomena tending to a proof of
spirits. It is tende!ilcy to nothing of the kind. If you hav seen
mountains removed, or a man flying through the air by pulling on the straps of his boots without other visible cause, it does
not tend to prove a spirit. If Mr. Perry has seen slate-writing
produced at home with his wife in daylight, will he come here
and do the same thing? I'll bet my bottom 'dollar he will refuse. Why? Simply because he cannot. The highest sum
named in my challenge will be given even for that much (slatewriting) under the conditions named. Come down to rockbottom and do it for me if you can. Things said to hav been
done are only second-hand, and, therefore, "no revelation to
me.'' I will furnish the slate; no medium shall touch it under
my conditions already named. I defy all the spirits on earth
to write on that slate.
I said in the article published, "Spiritism is an outgrowth
of creed.'' I still say so. Soul, or spirit, was first invented
by the pagans and plagiarized by Christians, with fire, brimstone, hell, and damnation added and accepted by all Christendom.
Christendom before Spiritists.
Spiritists after
Christians. Spiritualists plagiarized from both pagans and
Christians. The belief·in soul or spirit is a dogm~-a creed.
The last was taken from the first. The first, if true, is the
only true one. Spirit, not being invented by Spiritists, is
nothing but an outgrowth of the older creed of soul, and a
borrowed creed at that. I do not say Spiritists believe all
the creeds of dogmatic religion. But the Spiritists do take
the pagan and the Christiau creed of soul or spirit.
If spirits can tumble chairs around ten feet away from the
medium, why not tumble a weight here? It would confer an
everlasting favor on me. His proposition to come there is not
quite square. I hav not the time to devote to fancies. I made
my proposition and it. shall stand. I do not propose to let
another hand but my own hold the pebble, but I gu_araRtee
nothing shall interfere with its rising except its own weight,
for right there lies the trick.
' Mr. Perry says the human mind is something. This I deny
so far as to say it belongs to the ·organization. I say it is a
state, a condition. He says mind, being something, comes from
something. I say, being nothing, nothing remains. He says
something cannot go into nothing, and I am sure he is right.
Will he tell me how nothing can grow into something, mind
being nothing, except a state or condition? Even if I admit
mind to be something, that something emanates from the
brain, is necessarily a.component part of the brain, and stands
in the same relation to it as vapor or steam to water. The
mind is a substance of the brain, being hatched in the brain,
and constituted of brain matter, and when the master, braiu, is
struck with death, and ceases to act, mind goes with it, and it
dies. Will Mr. Perry tell me whence come two separate, distinct individualities-body and spirit-one body possessing
two separate identities, or two intelligences? No organization
is perfect without mind. Man has no pre-eminence over a
beast so far as a mind (not its quality) is concerned. The
rights of one are the righ s of the other; therefore all created
things hav winds (not souls or spirits). To prove my proposition you hav only to remove the brain-mind is annihilated.
Mind ceases when death euters the brain.
Again, a tree before the shining sun casts a shadow; remove
the tree-the shadow is gone forever. No doubt this will be
disputed on the principle of phenomena. Will Mr. Perry tell
us what a spirit is? What made of? Tell us of the something augmented or added? Whence it came? Will he tell
me, or admit, that man is nature and must die? If so, wuence
comes this augmented something or spirit that he declares
can write on slates? Will he say that the spirit augmented or
added in man is a separate identity, existing or made to exist
to order? If a spirit is of earth, nature its maker, it must die,
J. BunGESS.
is the conclusion of your humble servant,

ZANESVILLE, 0., July 25, 1885.
Mn.EDITOB: Will you permit me to reply to Mr. J. R. Perry's
communication in the issue of July 18th? It is not often I
take up my pen to defend my principles, or am called upon to
defend them, and especially to oppose an old and tried contributor to our Tnu~H SEEKER. Nevertheless, as I deal in facts,
as I deem them, I shall endeavor to defend them. I hav
given Mr. Perry's communication a careful reading, and its
just deserts, as far as I was capable. And in his proof relating to the existence of living spirits, I find nothing to oppose
except the theory which makes up the first half of his communication. I ignore no fact. Phenomena pertaining to
things after death are beyond nature and not proven. I admit of no spirits as Spiritual phenomena, unless the spirit is
produced. ' I will admit a spirit livs after death, if materialized as claimed by mediums for a talk and shake of the spirit
hand. I said in the article published: "When dead it ends
all, and ends the individuality of the person. And the elementR of which the body is composed separate and are eliminated into other forms and things, and are absorbed into and
become a part of the fountain-head." Mr. Perry says there is
no fountain-head. This statement surprised as well as amused
me. I hope he did not try to pervert; I only think he misunderstood. I will try and make it more plain. All nature,
I deem, constitutes the fountain-head-all the living and the
dead, as well as the mineral and vegetable, earth, rocks, seas,
air, and everything combined (excepting spirits). Is there any
begging the question? I think not. To prove my proposition,
I havonly to take away the fountain-head (nature), and where
does it leave him or anyone who doubts? I said nothing
about elements ever changing. I said they separate and pass
into other forms and things, and become a part of the fountain-head (nature) again. I will even accept the misconstruction put on my words, and say elements never change. There
is no matter, as generally understood, but what is a combination and of separate and different elements-gas in water, fire
in stone-electricity permeates through and in almost everything. Separate, it becomes a simple individual element. He
carries the impression that when combined it is changed. How
changed? Is electricity changed when in combination, or is
it annihilated? Elements are the same whether individually
EARLVILLE, lLL., July 28, 285.
or in combination. Can wood be made out of electricity
Mn. EDITOR: The "Balaams" you sent me hav come all
alone. But still a combination is there, and if electricity, or a
right. They are just splendid, for they speak volumes of truth
particle of it, is in the wood, is it not electricity? The questo the thinking mind. And now I want a dozen of the "Christion was not mooted in my former article, and I giv this "free
tian History." They are more than glorious for Christians to
gratis." I agree when he says matter has no creator, and of
study. I am glad the Freethinkers' brains are not idle when
necessity no destroyer. When he says the atoms that compose
there is so much need of activ workers, an.l hope they willliv
the natural body at death pass into other combinations, I
long and work ever for liberty and humanity.
agree. Nevertheless, all elements that constitute the body
I am looking round to see if I can find a sufficient number
are elements still, however separated.
of Liberals bold enough to try and hav Mr. Remsburg stop off
A beautiful theory is not always true. I only want a spirit
here, ~nd giv us a lecture when he goes to the Convention. It
to show himself, and long enough to convince Materialists.
will make a great flutter among the churches, but let it come.
What I ask is the easiest and most convincing. I hav seen
SARAH c. HILTON.
bodies said to be materialized, but. they will I).Ot stand investigation. I saw one of the Davenport brothers here, and his
CARTHAGE, Mo., July 30, 285.
hand was caught by an outsider. In getting loose from the
Mn. EDITOR: Those cartoons speak volumes. They are imgrip he hurt his hand, and still that was the hand represented
as spirit. I am pointed to Liberal, of l\-Iissouri, and to the mense. Heston, the artist, is one of the best boys of the
sworn statement of Mr. Walser. I hav read of many things band. I hav known him for twelve years. He is true and
1110re wonderful. No doubt Mr. Walser is honest and gave noble, and that is the best one man can say of another.
JAJilES TIDBALL.
the statement just as it was. All such phenomena amount to
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And these were all the ghosts visible to our
plates and platters that came, perhaps, originCorrespondenee. '
ally from England.
eyes.
MIDDLE FALLS, July 27, 1885.
While we were fon.8ling the kitties we heard
Oh, what fancies ran through our brain as we
M:rss SusAN H. WIXoN, Respected Friend: Bea
shout,
"Blackberries!"
·
lieving, as I do, that the children of Rational.
.Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fe..ll River, stepped carefully over the loose, worm-eaten
We followed the sound adown the lane, and ists are naturally brighter and better, mentally
Mass., to whom all Communications for this boards from room to room, lifting softly the
and morally, than those of their neighbors
Chrner should be sent.
awkward wooden latches of the doors, listen- into the open meadow. Bertha picked a few reared under the degrading influences of suing, as if we almost expected to hear the blackberries, but they were hardly ripe, and perstition, I am more than pleased to see our
"Between the dark and the dayltght,
voices of the long ago, wor involuntarily turning then we gathered great clusters of the real paper devote each week a page to their enterWhen the night begins to lower,
our head, as though shadowy forms were golden-rod, daisies, yarrow, wild pinks, red- tainment and instruction, where the rudiments
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
of knowledge may be blended in a pleasing
ste'althily following our footsteps through the lilies, and lovely grasses.
That ts known as the Ohlldren's Hour." ,
Then we went down in the orchard, the old, form with wit-sharpening exercises, unmixed
forsaken mansion.
with the seeds sown by a ialse theology, which,
There were the front rooms-" fore-rooms," old orchard, with limbs dead and dying, but springing up in the young mind, only too often
which
dear
old
Time
had
covered
tenderly
Now is the Time.
take years of after pain and mental suffering
they used to call them-facing the fields and
deep green pines,,whose music, as the winda with soft, green mosses, and many clustering to eradicate, if indeed the effects are ever
Now Is the time; leave not undone
The work WhiCh thou can'st do to-day,
played among them, was as sweet in the years ivy leaves. Wild grape vines covered the old wholly overcome. Well has the church said,
"Giv me control of the children, and I am imBecause you think to-morrow's sun
agone as to-day. From one window in each stone walls, and now and then a wild cherry pregnable;" and all her art is employe'd to seW!ll shine with a more cheerful ray.
tree
gave
promis
of
fruitage
by
and
by.
room could be seen broad glimpses of the blue
cure their attendance, and so warp and distort
We had been walking barefoot over the fields, their growing minds that only the visionary
Now !s.the time; how many say,
waters of the bay and the wide stretch of forbut
the
·grass
had
been
out
in
the
orchard,
and
seems the real, and the more outrageously
At such a time I w!ll begin
est and glade of tpe then uninhabited Onset.
A better life, and cast away
it hurt our bare feet, for we left our boots in absurd the story the more readily is .it beWe
thought
of
the
high,
fond
hopes
that
My old compan!6ns, sloth and s!nl
·
the boat. But we scrambled along as best we lieved.
came into that· house with the owners;· how
By false education most hav been misled,
could, until a fiend in the form of a wasp, or
•rhe time comes 'round, they're Still the same,
the young couple lived, loved, worked and
So they believe because they were so bred.
To every vice and s!n a slave;
some other insect, stung us, and we uttered a
planned together, building and hoping for the
The priest continues what the nurse began,
Or worse than that, perhaps their name
terrific shriek, and fell prostrate beneath the
And thus the child imp?ses on t~e man .
future; how, by and by, little feet went pat.Is carved above a drunkard's grave.
sheltering branches of one of the old apple
te~ing along the floor, baby girls in pink oalioo
The harm done in this direction may hardly
Now Is the only time we know;
trees.
be over-estimated, and I trust the TRUTH
dresses and baby boys, stout and handsome;
'fhe future Is by no one seen.
"What's the matter there?" halloed James. SEEKER children may never hav the vextttious
how they frolicked and played in those old
Thou can"st not tell how niuch of woe,
"Something has stung me," we shrieked.
trouble of unlearning, in coming ,Yettrs, false
Despair, and trouble Ues between.
rooms, and went peeping into t}le cupboards
"Why didn't you put your shoes on, then?" teachings acquired in youth.
and watched the old olook in the corner, as it
Now Is the time; do not put ol!
I see that several of your correspondents
he asked, laughing.
One moment of the blessed Now;
ticked, ticked, ticked the time away; We
"We wanted- to be a lit.tle barefoot boy!" we hav sent original poems, and I inclose hereBut struggle on-let sluggards scol!with three, which were written 80me yettrs
thought how they ran, calling "Papa, papa,"
said.
Success must, and shall, crown thy brow,
since at the age of fifteen. They hav been
as the father came out in the twilight to feed
Oh, if that ankle didn't pain us ! But we published, but will be new to readers of the
'Tis ever thus; In Ute we must
the cattle and make them comfortable for the
limped along to the boat, and coming home we ''Corner," and if acceptable, are at your disBe earnest, or we cannot win
night, and as we went up the old worn stairs,
wanted to to hang the stung foot in the water, posal. I commenced to contribute poems to
That prize of happiness and trust
we
seemed
to
hear
little
ones
climbing
beside
the press at the age of fourteen; and, although
That cheers the heart and wards ol! s!n.
but James objected.
they were doubtless crude enougu, had none
us, and to hear sweet child-voices calling,
D.L.B.
"Do you want to upset the boat?" he said. declined, all being accepted and published.
"Mamma, I'se a coming !"
"No," we answered.
The refining influence of poetry is greater than
When
the
children
were
grown,
and
young
A Haunted House.
imagined among the young, and a taste for it
"Well, then, don't be a fool!"
,
We tried not to be, and fell to meditating and for poetical composition may be cultivated
"Who wants to go ro:wing? Doesn't Mrs. men and young women stood where the babies
Hartley want to go? Come ahead, whoever's once had been, we fancied them, clad in home- about the "haunted house " that stands there that will prove a pleasure in years to come, and
render agreeable as a pastime many an otherin the mood for a nice row around the island, spun, on Sundays, looking out over the same in its innocence and fast decaying loneliness, wise wasted hour. Let our young friends try
stretch
of
land
and
water
upon
which
our
eyes
and we wished we had our troop of girls and it-not alone for the recreation it affords-and
or over to the haunted house, or anywhere
you please," and James started for the shore rested, and the young men hastening away to boys, who will read this, all there, rambling see how rapidly they will learn the rules or
with the row locks and the oars. Mrs. Hartley meet gay companions, or one who was sweeter amid the ruins, and over the hills of the Bur- correct English composition, and the broader
knowledge and kindlier feelings they will acwas not caring for a trip on the water, but to them than the whole wide world, while the gess homestead.
quire. Very truly yours, D. Louis BoDGE
Bertha and I were both agreeable, and we were girls watched eagerly for the coming of the
soon on board th.e little gem of a boat, J en- rustic lover, who, in that same old. room,
Our Puzzle Box.
LETTER FROM A TE<\CRER.
nie, named for its owner, a sweet girl and our painted pictures fair and bright. as any that
1.-CHA.RADE.
CAMP DouGLAs,
t
next door neighbor. Bertha went majestically passes before a maiden's vision this summer My whole is a name noted in fiction,
MANISTEE, MICR, July 25, 1885 f
aboard in rubber boots, splashing through the day.
Renowned for daring bravery and pitch-in.
DEAR M:rss WIXON: Knowing that you hkt> to
There were parties, merry-makings, quilt- My first, my whole a business made of,
interest all the little people who come within
water like a man. I like to hav my feet wet,
ings,
and
bridals
in
that
old
house
in
the
days
your reach, I thought I would write to-day and
And people's goods he made a trade of.
and with shoes and stockings tossed in the
tell you about my boys and girls, and the merry
stern of the boat, I boldly waded in through and years gone by, and one and another went A preposition next is led in.
times they hav this beautiful summer weather
My laEt il used to put the bend in.
the sea-grass, as if I had been a sailor all my out to make new homes and new happiness, to
L.
E.
HuGGINs.
in
the green and leafy woods. It i8 impossible
days, and hopped in the boat as easily as sing again the song of love and joy, as it has
to hav any school during the cold winter
oftentimes been sung, and as it will be to the
months; consequently, when many of us are
2,-BE.RUS.
James himself.
sighing for a whiff of the bracing sea-breeze,
"Across the water to the haunted house," end. There had been the home-comings too,
these little men and women are in school,
said I. "This is not the hour for spooks and the glad returning, the kiss of welcome and
busily conning their books.
the
word
of
love,
again
and
again
in
that
old,
sprites, but never mind, we shall see what we
Young maples and poplars grow near the
dilapidated house. And, ah! there had been
shall see."
school-house, and of th.e latter the children
funerals
there;
dear
voices
had
been
hushed
conotruct cool, shady playhouses to ·amuse
Bonnie doggie was bound he would go with
themselvs in at recess. They select a spot
us, and followed the boat, swimming till his forever in that home, the light of loving eyes
where there are five or six young trees. One
caution told him he had better go back or he had been extinguished, and sorrow and mournby one they bend them down, and jump upon
would be drowned. Back he went on shore ing had been heard within those low walls,
them until they incline sufficiently for their
from
which
the
plaster
was
now
falling
and
and ran along the bluff, and down upon the
purpose. Then they bring the tops together,
and by weaving the branches in and out, or
little point at the .end of which he fondly lying in heaps, like little bunches of snow on
which
the
dust
of
the
road
has
fallen.
We
resting them upon other trees, form nice, covhoped he might intercept our boat. He apered inclosures. ThPre are always enough logs
peared so cunning standing in the long, green, seemed to see the long procession winding
and stumps around to serve for benches and
beach grass, with only his homely little head down the lane, and loved ones bearing away
chairs.
visible. Bonnie is not a very pretty animal, the precious remains of the dear child to its
Not far from the house is another inclosure
long
and
silent
repose
in
the
old
family
burial
as I just heard a lady remark. "What a homely
which is fitted up as a store. Boards placecl
lot,
and
in
the
deep
grief
of
that
hour
we
hav
between the trees serve as counters, and on
dog !"she said. "What matter?" said her comthese are displayed all the articles found in a
panion; "He's just as good inside!" and so no :loubt the survivors felt that they had
camp store-groceries, dry-goods, boots and
First write the names of the objects here shoes, logging implements, and a post-office.
he is. It is not altogether the outward ap- parted with the dearest one of all, and amid
the
struggling
shadows
there·
seemed
no
sunshown, then pronounce the words in pairs so Some of the advertisments are cute, and expearance with which we hav to do, with dogs
shine in the world. But after awhile hope as to form words with the following meanings:
or persons.
plam themselvs:
1. A poisonous shrub; 2. Eager; 3. To assent;
" BRACELETS,
A delightful row soon brought us to the op- sprang to life again, cares crowded, and the 4. A kind of flower; 5. A steamer; 6. To cross
Made of Fresh Poplar Bark, in all New Styles,
posit shore where we pulled our boat up and brightne.ss came once more, but never again out; 7. A musical instrument; 8. Sad.
10 cents each.
anchored her, so that she need not drift away with its former strength and freshness.
Sold by WINNI:E & MAY."
And
ah!
how
the
voices
once
rang
through
that
while we were rambling o'er the fields and
3.-Bie:BUS.
One other will be sufficient to show you that
strolling through the deserted rooms of the old house, in songs of joy and moans of sadchildren naturally engage in the business
"haunted house," which is glose to the shore. ness! How many, many feet, manly and wowhich promises good return:
James went barefoot, and so did I, while manly feet, little toddling feet, brisk, joyous,
" HEMLOCK BAnK,
Very Thick and Good, Furnished at Short
Bertha stalked ahead in her rubber boots like girlish and boyis)l feet, until the oaken thresh.
Notice by H. LEITCH.
olds were worn. down as smooth as glass!
a brigadier-general.
Taken to Manistee on Rafts.
A part of the haunted house is in ruins, Now they had changed to dust. The smiles
All Persons Treated Alike."
and the floors are all rather shaky. We were had gone out into darkness, the bright eyes
I
think
that
nearly
all of them engage in
possessed by a feeling of solemnity and awe had faded all away, the voices were all hushed,
buying and selling with more vim and energy
and
only
the
old
house,
fast
changing
into
as we traversed the echoing rooms where the
than anything else they do . . They believe iu
sunlight streamed through broken windows, dusty particles, broken and windowless, with
co-operativ housekeeping. They take turns
in doing the house-work-sweeping, dusting,
and the broken doors swung on creaking tottering timbers and falling roof, remained, a
and arranging their pictures with deft finger~,
silent witness of what had been.
'
hinges.
always hastening, however, to the store as soon
They said the house was haunted.· It was
<i This must hav been the kitchen," we said,
as their work is done. Does this not prove
as we stepped carefully over the rickety floor. h~unted by thousands of memories that seemed
that· business and house-work, un<ier proper
restrictions, need not interfere with each other?
" See the big fire-place and the big brick to cling like clustering ivy around it in its
I hav thre.e dogs who attend school with
motionless desertion.
oven!" said James.
great regularity. 'l'owser is a large brown and
It did not require a. great stretch of the
There were ghosts of other days flitting to
white shepherd dog with lovely hazel eyes.
imagination to see the loaves of brown bread, and fro, from room to room, and, mayhap,
He reminds me of an affectionate child who
pots of beans, pies, pumpkin, mince, and watching the woodbine that clambered up its
cannot help showing his feelings. He lavishes
kisses upon me every chance he oan get. The
apple, and the little pie in a saucer for the ruined roof, the burdock that spread its broad,
A child of storied fame.
other two are Carlo and 'l'ip. They are hounds
baby; and oh! such delicious Indian puddings green leaves upon the veryfire-plaoe where, in
as hav come out of that old-fashioned oven. other days, the children had warmed their ANSWER TO PUZZLE IN CHILDREN's OORNBR, of jetty black hue, and possess deep, dark
eyes. Tip is reserved by nature, and cannot
We almost seemed to see the rosy faces gath- fingers before a glowing fire !
JULY 18, 1885.
.
form acquaintances easily. He is a good
ered atound the table at meal-time, and to
In a corner of the open chambers a hen had 1.-Gyratory-rotary.
hunter; always on the alert, quick, eager, and
anxious to be off to the woodt~. Carlo is openhear the merry voices of the children who made a quiet nest, and from day to day went
once loved to gather there. Off from this there to leave her snowy eggs. In a cupboard ANI'IWERB TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER, hearted and a Stanch friend. lie has a warm,
AUGUST 1, 1885.
loving disposition, and hungers for cares~es.
ro.Jm was the pantry.
where once was laid carefully away the hand1.-Because it would make him smart. 2.- They all sleep under the school-house dunug
There were the long shelves, once adorned some Sunday bonnet, was a Maltese oat and
Perchance (perch, ant8), harass (hare, ass), the time school is in session, but at rec~ss
with lovely old-time dishes of deep dark blue her seven little kitties, cuddled together as barren (bear, wren),, beaker (bee cur), cur- they are wide awake and ready for a frolic.
and white earthenware, and rows of pewter cunningly and sweetly as you please.
rants (cur, ants).
'
The other night, a~ter I went home, I took my
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ALBANY CON.VENTI ON·.

work and sat down in the door where it was J
SPIRITUA.LIS'l'W )~ORKS.
cool. ·Tip and Carlo stretched themselvs ~ut
in front of me on the grass. The lady w1th
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
whom I board started for the next house with
her water-pail to get some water. Carlo and
'Clock Struck One, .and Christian
COURSE TICKET-PRICE $1.00,
Tip started after her. They raJ;l. along a few
Spiritualist. Revised and corfeet, then stopped; Carlo looked at me, Tip
rected .. Being a Synopsis of the Investidid the sai:ne. I did not call them back, as I To the Convention of the "New York. State Freethink.erl!l' Associagations of Spirit Intercourse by an Epis.
wished to see what thjly would do. There
copal Bishop, three Ministers, five Doction, to be held In
they stood for three or Tour minutes, as if contors and others, at Memphis, Tenn., in
sidering the matter-ought they to l~ave me?
1855. Also, the opinion of many eminent
'fhey looked at me again with beseechmg eyes,
LELAND'S OPERA HOUSE, ALBANY, NEW YORK,
divines, living and dead, on the subject.
as if asking advice. Carlo walked gravely
Communications received from a number
back, licked my hand as much as to ~ay, ".I
of persons recently. By the Rev. SAllmEL
Sept. lUll, 12th, and 13tll,
will not leave you." . T.ip sto~d waggmg h1s
WATSON, of the Methodist Episcopal
tail, vainly trying to splve the we1ghty pro.blell_l.
'
Church. Cloth, $1.00.
At last he came running back and la1d hiS
ADMI'l"riNG TO ALL LECTURES EXCEPT COLONEL INGERSOLL'S.
Clock
Struck Three; Being a Review
glossy black head in my lap. .1 put my lirll_lS
of "Clock Struck One," and reply to it:
around my faithful black fnends an~ stpd
AMONG THF. SPEAKERS ABE: CbA.rles Watta, Elizabeth O!l.dy Stanton, T. B Wakeman, Mrs. Mattie
and Part Second, showing the Harmony
tender words to them. It was beautiful to
James Parton, Oourrlandt Palmer. Helen Gardener. Addre'!Ses wlll also be ytVI''l by EUzur
.between Christianity, Science, and Spirw11.tch them while they stood trying to decide Rrekel,
Wright, Horace Seaver; G. N. Hlll, Joseph McDonough, Mrs. Illohan, C." B. Reynolds, S. P. Putnam, and
itualism. By Rev. SAMUEL WATSON.
what the right thing was. I will reserve some hers.
Cloth., $1.50.
other little :items' until an0ther letter, as I fear
you may be weary with reading my long
Criticism
of the Apostle Paul in De- ~
epistles.
M. E. H.
fense of Woman's Rights.
By M. B.
CBAVEN. Price, 25 cent~.

CoL ROBERT G. INGERSOLL

Matrimonial.

A resrectable and lnd ustr!ous gentleman, llvlng
Will speak SUNDAY EVENING, SEPT. 13th, and the proceeds of the lecture he will
!n New Jersey, wlsbes to correspond with the same contribute
to the aid of Liberal work.
kind of a lady, age rrom twenty years up, with deCided matrimonial views. No objection to religious
VIAW~.
Address,
ll. YOUANIDES.
4'32
West Hoboken, N. J.
Everyone Interested in the success of Freethought should purchase at least one ticket, whether
attending the Convention or not, and thus ald the cause. The. expenses or the Convention will b!l great,
BOOKS FOR OBlLDREN! while all above expenses wlll be used for carrying forward the practical work of petitioning the leglsla·
ture to tax churches e.nd abollsh chaplaincies and Sabbath laws.

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;

Tickets for sale by SAMUEL P. PUTNAM"
,
·or,
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 33 Clinton Place, N.Y.

A STOBY OF THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE,
BY JENNIE
Price 10 centa.

BUTLER BROWNE
For sale at this omce.

T H IRD

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book for the young foUrs. By ,Mfss SUSAN
H. Wrxo <. Second edltlon. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edltlon hl'..a a photograph of the
uthor wh!Cb adds very much to the value of the
olume.

EDIT I 0 N.

Dialogues and Recitations,

Adapted
to the children's progressive lyceums, and
other forms of useful and liberal instruction. By Mrs. LoUisA SHru>ARD. Paper,
50 cents.

CONSIDERING ALSO THEffi ORIGIN AND ME.ANlNG.

WITH NU!IIEBOUS
r.-----------~~

~LLUSTBATIONS.

Dissertation on the Evidences of Divine Inspiration. Price, 25 cents.
Defense of Modern Spiritualism. By

r------------~

A. R. WALLACE, F.R.S., with American
Preface by EPEs SARGENT. Paper, 10 cts.

I

By W. F.
EvANs. This treatis is the result of the
author's six years of careful resear<lh,
study, and experience, and ,makes its appearance at a time when the necessity of
the age seems to demand a work of this
nature. Cloth, $1.50.

[Pre-Christian Crosses, from .Ancimt Monuments.]

Empire of the Mother

over the Char. acter and Destiny of the Race. By HEN·
BY C. Wrut...dT. Price, 75 cents.

From the dawn of organized Paganism in the Eastern
wol"ld, to the final establishment of Christianity in the vVest,
the c~;oss was one of the commonest and most sacred of sym.
bolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol are
delineated more or less artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization at the period, on the ruined walls of
temples and palaces, on natural rocks and sepulchral galleries, on the hoariest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
the several varieties of the cross still in vogue, as national
and ecclesiastical emblems, there is not one amongst them
the existence of which may not be traced to the remotest
antiquity. BIBLE MYTHS shows this.

"'n

choose that a story should be founded on
probability, and not always resemble a dream.
I desire to find nothing in zt trivial or· extrava·
gant; and I desire above all, that under the ap·
pearance of f~tble there may appear some latent
truth obvious to the dzscerning eye, though it
escape the observation of the vulgar.- Voltaire

Experiences of Judge J. W. Edmonds
in Spirit-Life. Paper, 30 cents.
Experiences of Samv"Jl Bowles, Late
Editor Springfield Republican, in SphitLife, or Life as he now sees it. Written
through the mediumship of CARRIE E. S.
Twnw. Paper, 20 cents.

Fabulous Tendency of Ancient Authors. By M. B. Cru.VEN. 10 cents.
Faiths, Facts, and Frauds of Religious History. By J;}mrA HAR-

l Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2,50.

•

DINGE BRITTEN.

Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.

The Missing Link
-IN-

MODERN ·sPIRITUALISM

EVOLUTION:
A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

This book purports to be a truthful account of
the phenomena occurring at Hydesville in the
house of Mr. Fox, and since to various members
of the Underhill family, especially the author,
who has had a good offset to "Bottom Facts,"
being essentially controversial, and will be used
for offense and defense by believers in Spiritual
manifestations. Mrs. Underhill contends that
the exhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
her book, demonstrate beyond doubt the reahty
of the survival of man's spirit; that death is but
birth into auother stage of progressed and progressiv life; and proves what has hitherto been
but a dogma of an unproved and unprovablEt
faith, the immortality of the soul. PRICE, $2.00
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Author Of .. Prometheus," .. Gottlleb,'' and •• Ingenoll
and Jesua. 11

"ANT I C H R !ST."

BY .TAMES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who have
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are.standard.
U.23.
PBIV.E,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
88 Ollntonl'lace,New York.

* * *

This marvelous hou~e has been built more ~han
300t.i~n~srrom our p!am:;; it i.r.:so 1relf.plam1edth:~t ltaftor~s
nmple room even tor It large famtly. Ist fl .. or sho"n
nhove; on 2tl noor are 4 bed rooms and Jn attiC 2.more.
l'lenty ofntoRets. 'l'he whnle warm_eil..hY on~ chtmney.
Large illustrations n.uU full deRcrtpttou o t the above
as well as of39 other houses, ranc:ingi n CoRt from $400up
to $6,500, maybe 1ound in uHHOl'PRLT.'s MODR~N Low.
CoST HOUF:RS,,_, a lnn;o quarto pan~ ph let, showmg also
how to select RiteR, get lollv.s, &c. Sen~ poRtpnid o.n recoipt of50c. Stu.mpR t.a.ken, or send $1 btll and we wtllre·
tnrn the chn.nfl'e, Addl'OFS1 R£fiLD1NG PLAN AS~OCIATION,
(:Mcutlon thia Pupor.)
2:1: Beekman St., (Box 2702,) N.Y.

GOLDEN THRONE
A. Radical romance of

pioneer life, deUneatlng the vir·
tnea of natnral hnmanlty "" OllJ!O&ed to the hypocrisy of a
anpematnral re111l:1on; crowdea with Incident and ,full of
progreaaiv !deu and the poetry of the fntnre.

J.>BIOE tl.OO.

J:"rov:lng conclnstviJ' that
TBB IITOBY OF JBIIUII OHIUIIT
Hlllllrth,I!fe, trial, exeeution, eco.-11 a mJ'th

ADDRESS 'l'BIS OFPIOB Price, $3.

TRUTH Blllm:BB

of Mrs. J. H. CoNaNT. Compiled and
arranged by ALLAN PUTNAM. Price, $1.50

Ghost Land·

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, of the Fox family.

.A BOOK FOR YOUNG .AMERICANS.

Price, 75 cents.

Flashes of Light from the Spirit
· Land. Through the Mediumship

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
Address THE TRU1'H SEEKER,

OB,
MEN OF BusiNEss WHo Dm SoMETHING BE·
SIDES MAxlNG MONEY.

Between Mr. E.
WiLsoN, Spiritualist, and Elder T. M. HABBrs,
Christian. Subject discussed-Resolved,
That the Bible, King James's version,
sustains the teachings, the phases, and
the phenomena df Modern Spiritualism.
Price, 10 cents.

Divine Law of Cure.

CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
1'he Princess of Babylon.
1'ho Man of Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
Micromegas.
Tlw World as it Goes.
The Black and the "White.
Memnom the Philosopher.
Andres Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Nature.
A Convez·sation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dream.
A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
An Adventure in India.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY.

·v.

Discussion.

" with Sixty-seven EnA. New1Edition,
gr~ving8, Priface, and Notes.

For Sale at this OffiM.

., A whole volume of Philosophical truth is
condensed into this little pamphlet.
Paper, 15 cents; cloth, 30 cents; cloth,
gilt, 50 cents.

or, Clairvoyant Travels in
Hades. .l:ly A. GARDNER, of London, Eng.
Price, 10 cents.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES

Paper, 25 cents.

Death in the Light of Harmonia!
Philosophy. By MARY F. DAVIs.

DiakkaiSmj

By Prof. K M. ')TTINGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00.
·This volume almb the education of youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and ,human rights :from a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Adams.

address on the
Uses and Abuses of Modern Spiritualism.
By MARY F. DAVIS. Paper, 15 cents.

OWEN. The main object of this book is
to afford conclusiv proof, aside from. historical evidence, of immortality. Cloth, $2

BEING A.
tlo:m.parlson of the Old and New Testament l!lyths and Miracles with those
.
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
.

THE YOUTH'S LffiERAL GUIDE.

Paper, 60 cents.

Danger Signals; An

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:

Price 110 cents.

c.

By P. B. RANDOLPH.

Debatable Land Between this World
and the Next. By RoBERT D.ALE

BIBLE MYT.HS,

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles

By l"tobert

Cmious Life of P. B. Randolph.

Ollie~

33 Clinton Place, New York.

or, Researches into the

Mysterieso~ Occult Sgiritism. lllnstrated

in a series of autobiographical pap~rs,
with extracts from records of magiCal
seances, etc. Translated by Mrs. EMMA
Ii:. BRITTEN. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50.
By SHERl\IAN an~
authors of ''The Hollow Globe:
Price, $2.00.

Gospel of Nature.
L~uN,

Heaven and Hell;

or, The Divine Justice Vindicated in the Plurality of Existences. By ALLEN CARDEC. Price, $2.00.

Higher Aspects of Spiritua-lism.

By

I.I. A. (OxoN), author oi; "Psychography"
and "Spirit-Identity." hnglish edition.
Blue cloth, in form with "Spirit-Identity"
and "Psychography." Price, $1.25.

Hollow Globe;

or, The World's Agitator and Reconciler. A Treatis on the
Physical Conformation of the Earth.
Presented throufilh the organism of M. L.
SHERMAN, M.D., and written by WM. F.
LYoN. Cloth, $2.00.
€:"-

How to :Magnetize ;
and Olairvoy8ll.ce.

or, Magnetism
Paper, 25 cents.
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Mount Bonnell, several miles west of Austin.
Farson Eel was addressing his conversation
"Theosophy from a German Point of View"
The parson went on horseback, because the to the horse, but Mrs. Yerger thought he was is the title of a 14-page pamphlet published by
doctor had recommended horseback exercise talking to her. She t~ttei·ed a feminin cry of A. H. Gebhard, 35 Mercer st., New York. tt
as an antic;Iote for his increasing corpulency, dismay, and laid the whip on her horse as if sets forth the ,definition and aims of TheosoAn August Evening on Lake George. caused by his overfeeding, and because ' his both were borrowed property.
phy in an attractiv manner .. ·
buggy was at the repair shop. to hav a new
•· Oh, it's not possible!" exclaimed Mrs. PeThe d'lr.r fades in the western skies,
The \iiist hum of labor dies,
spring put on it.
terby.. "Parson Eel drunk !"
" Industrial Independence of WomE!n,
And night comes hastening on.
Paason Eel reached the residence of the in''Yes, it is possible," (whack, whack)' said through Their EquaJ Income and Equal SufThe wood·bird's echoing notes are still;
valid in safety, and was easily persuaded to Mrs. Yerger; "he is full of beer; you can hear frage," by Bryan J. Butts, is a plea for dress
But from the line of leafy trees
stop for dinner. After he had done justice to the beer swash about inside of him."
reform and other advantages for women. The
That ekirt the beach, the evening breeze
a very good dinner, and was about to take a
"Why does he pursue us with beer?" asked subject is an important one, and the author
A melody has drawn;
Low, trembling, soft, a plalntiv rhyme
appears to hav handled it ably.
midday siesta, it suddenly occurred to him Mrs. Peterby.
To Which the lapsing waves keep time.
that he had an important engagement that af"Because he is so blind drunk that he misBeyond the wave-smoothed silver sand,
temoon and that he had to hurry home. So takes us for some other females. (Whack,
Mr. George M. Hare, a veteran of the civil
Tall in their pride the monarchs stand,
he
mounted his horse and turned his face to- whack.) What will poor Mrs. Eel say when war, lived nearly three years at the Soldiers'
Their tops by sunset crowned.
ward the busy haunts of men.
she hears of it?"
Lulled by the breeze that barely stirs
Home, near Milwaukee, Wis., and has written
He returned to Austin via West Pecan street,
"And what will people say about us if they a pamphlet descriptiv of the "Mysteries and
Their trembling leaves, their boughs repose,
As evening's lengthening shadows close
by the road that crosses the railroad. The day see him chasing us in this way?" and the horse Miseries " of that institution. It is printed at
The peaceful scene around,
was one of the warmest of the season. The was warmed up some more with the whip.
the Pat1·iot Printing House, Woonsocket, R.I.,
And calm, unmoved, from discord tree,
heat was terrible, and the limestone dust, for
"Bolice! Bolice ! Shtop dot schoundrel from which state Mr. Hare enlisted.
Seem lOst in dreamy reverie.
which Austin is famous, made him very rightavay already," said a loud voice in broken
As sinkS the sun, the roseate hue
thirsty. His throat and mouth were parched . English, that proceeded from a moving cloud
.Far up the broa.d expanse of blue
James H. Feurt, of Portsmouth, 0., desires
with thirst, and somehow or other it seemed of dust just behind the parson. It was the
A richer radiance lends.
to know "The Reason Why," as indicated by a
Each cloud lloats in a sea of gold;
to him that the nearer he got to Pressler's Gf>rman barkeeper, who desired to collect the
pamphlet he hail published " To the Clergy of
And o'er the lake's slow-moving swell
beer garden, in the western suburbs of Austin, two sohooner~ a nil the money for the beer,
Our Day." The author's aim is good, as is also
Such glory lies, one scarce can tell
the greater were his sufferings. He removeil with which Parson Eel was baptizing himself, his writing, but the printer had bad luck with
Where wave or azure ends!
his coat and tied it behind his saddle, but that his horse, and the road with profuse liberality, the mechanical part of the pamphlet.· NeverSo lightly heaves its placid breast,
So softly goes the day to re.st.
did not relieve his thirst. How he wished he and language to match.
theless the clergy would never dare undertake
On hearing the voice of the German barwas at home, where he could get to the reOloser the gathering twilight folds
to answer Mr. Feurt's questions, for the very
One distant peak alone that holds
frigerator and tap an ice-cold bottle of beer in keeper, who was trying to overtake him with g?od reason that they are unanswerable.
The last expiring beam!
the interest of science!
hostil intent, Parson Eel made no further
And now the l~sesnlng light retreats;
At last he was at Pressler's Garden. There effort to keep back his steed from overtaking
The shadows from its wooded base
BosToN, July, 285.
were no vehicles in front of the place, and no the buggy. The noble animal overtook the
Oreep slowly up, with steady pace,
MR. EDITOR: I desire to add one more name
guests in the garden, as it was rather early in huggv and p11ssed it in a jiffy. Mrs. Yerger
And quench the lingering gleam;
to the long list already published of the friends
Whiljl cloud8 that Change from gold to gray
the afternoon. Parson Eel looked all around. and Mrs Peter by caught a glimpse of a bareof Aunt Elmina's "Little Lessons for Little
Retreat, grow faint, then fade away.
There was nobody in sight on the dusty road. headed horsemRn in a rainbow of·beer. They
Folks." It seems to me that even we " chilFrom silence summoned to rejoice,
The barkeeper who brought out beer to the heard some frightful oaths, and then they h11d
dren of a larger growth " can also learn much
Each insect now, With tuneful voice,
sinful people in carriages had never seen him a rear view of their pastor as he disappeared
from its valuable pages. I hope it will hav a
The choir of evening swells;
before.
Would
it
be
wrong
for
him
to
slake
down
the
dusty
road,
still
clinging
to
those
The cricket pipes from hedge and stone;
sale large enough to make it do a "world of
his thirst with a couple of glasses of beer? two schooners of hE>er, and pounding his sadAnd in the leafy branches hid
good" to all concerned, particularly to the
A sprite proclaims that "Katy did,"
One glass would hardly lay the dust halfway dle with fearful vi'llence. They were glad he
aforesaid "Little Folks."
GEo. N. HILL.
But what, he never tells!
down his throat. The second one would reach kept right on. They wpre Rfraid he was going
While clear from each low grassy mcmnd
its destination in his midst and relieve his suf- to insist on them joining him in his bacchanShrill, quavering notes, at times, resound.
"Revolt! An American to Americans," by
ferings. Once more Parson Eel glanced around. alian revelries.
In hoarse alarms at times is heard
The coast was clear. He rode boldly up to the
Quite a number of the first families of Aus- W. J. Gorsuch, givs forth no uncertain sound.
The protest where Night's solemn bird
door, and to the blonde German who appeared tin were driving out that way, and they all Some might say it hRB more sound than sense.
Keeps his lone woodland reign.
he said,
recognized the rider, whom at first they sup- The author is a dynamiter, and desires to
And in quaint concert to the ear
smash things. He thus exhorts:
The calls of wandering birds are brought
" Two schooners of beer, quick."
posed to be a cowboy on a tear.
In varying cries, now faintly caught,
A minute later, Parson Eel, still sitting on
Parson Eel escaped from the pursuing
"Through every vale strike ! Strike the
And then distinct and plain,
his horse, had a schooner of foaming beer in Dutchman, got home all right, so to speak, fierce alarm ! On every hill-top raise the beaWhere echo from the distant hill
each fist. He was just about to raise thA but his efforts to explain the matter satisfac- con-pyre ! The tocain must be sounded-To
The sharp notes of the Whip-poor-will.
arms ! to arms ! ye brave ! Let man confront
right-hand
schooner to his lips, !,but aiRs! torily resulted in Mrs. Eel taking the baby and the hour. Too long in silence we hav sufThe moon at full, an orb serene,
"There's
many
a
slip
'twixt
the
cup
and
the
going
to
see
her
mother.
In clear and rounded beauty seen,
fered. We can endure no more. Aroused at
lip." He glanced around once more to see if
Although this wa!! the first day since warm Duty's call, w~ swear, whate'er to us betide,
Now climbs the eastern sky;
Whence pOurs in beams her silver flood,
anybody was looking, and, horror of horrors ! weather set in that P.uson Eels din not get his the toilers shall be free !"
And where it falls new beauties brlgbt
coming down the road, not fifty yards 1 distant, regular rations of col rl beer, it is conceded even
Bathed in the soft and tender light
was a borse and buggy, and in the vehicle were by his best friends that on this occasion he was
In splendor meet the eyeNo one can read without a feeling of sadness
Mrs. Colonel Perey Yerger and Mrs. Peterby, unmistakably drunk. They say that if he was
RiCh scenes of blended light and shade
the memorial volume published to perpetuate
both ladies being members of his own church. sober, he had no earthly excuse for his conWith rarest gilding overlaid.
the life-services of the late John S. Verity, of
Fortunately he saw them before they saw duct. The statement of Mrs. Yerger, conSoftly the lustrous glory falls
Cambridgeport, Mass. .It is an octavo of 48
him. They were talking together and not firmed by Mrs. Peterby, that they were overOn silvery stream and mountaJn walls,
' On island, beach and bay!
looking out for beer-drinking parsons. Parson taken by the pRrson on the road, and that they pages, and contains an accurate photograph
And to the listening spirit's ear,
Eel turned as white as the foam of the beer. were not with him at all during his disgrace- likeness of the deceased, preface, biography,
Lightly as music heard in dreams
He was so impolite as to keep his back turned ful orgies in the beer garden, is received with and account of the funeral proceedings at.
Time's footsteps come, while Nature esems
Paine Hall, Boston. Mr. Verity was a reformer
to ladies, but undet'the circumstances he ')VaS hilarious incredulity.
With folded hands to pray.
in all meanings of the word, and was always.
justifiable.
He
reverentially
held
the
·
two
The hushed world lies in tranquil sl'eep
Expert liars, members of Parson Eel's own
And solemn stars theilr .vigils keep.
schooners in front of himself, on the outside, church, said that his account of the sad affair on the side of liberty. He fulfilled the condihowever, as if he were saying grace over them. is one of the most remarkable productions of tions of the lines which close the preface to
Now drops the feeble bi'eeze its strength,
Dying, until the leaves at length
He thought that horse and buggy would never fiction they ever heard, and a chromo was of- the volume:
Rest In their sleep UMtirred.
"A good memory is the best monument.
go past, and he deprecated the slowness of the fered to any man who would say that he beWhile, faintly brought, tl!.e lake's soft tone,
A noble life is the best epitaph."
horse that enhanced his chances of det ect10n, lieved it to be true.
Seems harmonized with peace profound,
and kept him from putting the beer in the
The people who had been stopping their
Like Night's. own melody of sound
place where it properly belonged.
Or Love's J0w- murmuJ> heard;
With the compliments of the Knights of Lacarriages in front of suburban beer gardens
Where, o'er the beach of snow-white sand,
Neither of the ladies suspected for'a moment to get a cooling glass of beer said that the bor of America we hav received a pamphlet
Light waves go tripping hand in hand.
that the broad back and vest
the rider be- frightful example sPt them by Parson Eel had entitled, "The Crime ef Poverty," being an adThus through the night, in Calm content,
longed to their pastor, and all would hav ended cured them of the hahit. They sairl:
dress delivered in the Opera House at 'BurlingO'er thy fair breast, St. Sacrament,*
, well had it not been for Parson Eel's horse
"If a regularly orrlained minister of the ton, Iowa, April1, 1885, by Henry George, unThe peaceful hours go by.
· looking after the receding buggy, and recog- goBpel can't take a giBBS of beer without be- der the auspices of the Burlington Assembly
And memory oft, in days to come,
, nizing perhaps 1an old acquaintance in the ani: ing transformed into a'licentious mffian, who of Knights of Labor, No. 3135. The address
When Time has brought his hours of care,
mal that propelled it, or fpr some other rPason. of us is safe? We had better giv it up alto- covers twelve pages, 6 3-4x4 1-2 in., nonpareil
Shall turn my wishful thoughts to where
Thy sparkling waters lie,
he deliberately turned and began to walk rRp- gether."
type. The poem," Clear the Way," by Charles
And brightly to my view shall rise
idly after the aforesaid receding vehicle. ParSome of them even congratulated him upon Mackay, is appended. Mr. George needs no
The glory of thy sunset skies.
i son Eel could not reach for the reins to check his success in breaking up a custom against introduction, and he is always interesting, if
D. LOUIS BODGE•
up the animal, as he had a schooner of beer in which he had so often preached unsuccess- sometimes mistaken. The pamphlet sells for
*The name given to the lake by Ohamplain in 16011. each hand. In a gentle voice, so as not to be fully, but at the same time they conceded $1 per hunrlred. Apply to James Love, Burheard by those in the buggy, he requested the that the sooner he sought a new field of labor lington, Iowa. Five cents would probably sehorse to "Whoa,'' instead of which the aai the better.-Tea:as B!ftinqs.
cure a sample.
SingnIar F reak 0 f a Texas Clerg-y- mal,
finding himself stillunrest;ained by the
man.
reins, trotted briskly after the buggy, and beNew Boolcs and Pamphlets.
THE Rl!iiE OF
The Rev. Surplus Eel, or Parson Eel, as he• fore Parson Eel could collect his thoughts
"Poems and Poetry," by J. J. McCabe, of
was more familiarly called in Austin, was a, and get rid of the evidences of his guilt, he Albany, N.Y., contains twelve poems on interrather stout, middle-aged clergyman, who had was within ten feet of the vehicle, being jolted esting subjects. Mr. McCabe is an activ Libheretofore had the respect and confidence not up and down, holding out a schooner of beer eral in Albany, and is possessed of a good
From Thales to Copernicus.
Qnly of his own congregation, but of the com-- at arm's length as if he was inviting both MrR. poetic faculty.
By
FREDERIC
MAY HOLLAND, Author <Jf
munity at large, but who got himself into a. Yerger and Mrs. Peterby to stop and try some
"The
Reign of the Stoics."
scrape which impaired his social status, and , themselvs. Poor man, such was not his intenJ. Bastian, South Bend, Ind., prints a little
caused him to move away from Austin.
tion! He wanted the beer for himself. But pamphlet entitled, "How the God of the Jews
" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
He had been denouncing very severely from. that's the way it looked to an unprejudiced Took Flesh Upon Himself on Account of the be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
the pulpit t}?.e custom that some very respect- : spectator, for old Uncle Mose, who was pass. Devil." Published to set at liberty intellectual year to year. It is a guide-book of Libomlism
able people of Austin had of stopping their ' ing at the time, gazed in astonishment at this slaves. Price 10 cents.
.through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
carriages in· front of beer gardens while out, new kink in the way of serving beer on horseof Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the·
riding, and having the cooling beverage brought' back, calling the attention of the ladies in the
We hav received from· the publishers a book place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or··
out to them.
carriage to the treat in store for them, by entitlerl, "How to Build a House." It con Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
Parson Eel himself kept bottled beer in his: pointing to the parson, and saying:
tains plans for twenty-five houses, of all sizes, out the white light that has been cast upon the·
house in the refrigerator, and found it very
"Hold up, dar, ladies; he is bringin' yer yer from two rooms up; also engraving!! of the lurid. clouds of ignorance, superstition, aud cruuseful in alleviating his sufferings from the beer. Jess hold up, ladies."
buildings of which plans are given. In addi- elty, from the little stream of Freethought thatwarm weather. Figurativly speaking, he made·
Mrs. Yerger looked ·back, and then she saw tion it has information on subjects relativ to has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed'
it hot for bottled beer, but he had never been her own beer-denouncing pastor, with a pain- building and building contracts, givs the quan- course down through the ages which now liY
known to get beer at a saloon.
ful expression, bobbing up and dow,n, holding tity of material· for uuilding, and suggestions only as our realm of Memory and Admonition.'''
One day Parson Eel had occasion to visit· out two glasses of beer .to her, and saying:
to those who intend to build. It will be
PIUCE, $i.50,
Octavo, 458 pp.
professionally a wealthy believer living ·near
"Stop, you blankity blank brute-hold up!" mailed on receipt of 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Bible Fabrications Refuted
and

The Errors o:f the Blbie Expos.-.d.
BY 0. B. WHITFORD. M.D.

1
' Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pluce; New York.

TRUTH:

A Poem in Three Parts.·
BY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth Finder.
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DOSES BEFORE 'THE COURT.
By the same Author.

ANEW BOOK!
By Andrew Jackson Davis,
entitled

Beyond the Valley
a sequel to the

MAGIC STAFF
An Autobiography of

Andrew- Jackson Davis.
Sire Illustrations Picturing what Mr. Davis says
he h~s seen.
"Beyond the Valley" is a record of events and
scenes in his private and public cureer, beginning
where the Magic Stuff ends, and bringing his
psychological and private experiences truthfully
up to the pr~sent day. This uttmcttve volun:e
will interest thousunds who hav never read hts
preceding works. It will answer the ever-recurring questions concerning remarkable events in
Mr. Davis's •privute life, und fully explains his
various public labors for. mankind.
"Beyond the Valley" is a companion volume
to the "Magic Staff," and resembles it in style
of workmunship-in paper, press-work, binding,
etc. 408 pages. Price, $1.50.
For Sale by THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

WORKS OF DR. W. F. EVANS.
The Primitiv Mind-Core.

The Nature and Power of Faith; or, Elementary Lessons in Transcendental Medicin. This work
is a complete exposition of principles under·
lying the Rystem of mental healing. It contains a full course of instruction in the philosophy and practice of the Mind-Cure. Price
$1.50.

The Divine Law of Cure.

A standard work on the philosophy and practice of
the Mind-Cure, a reliable text-book in all the
schools of mental healing. No work has ever
been written of more practical value to physicians of all schools. '!'he book is the result of
the extensiv learning and research of the author, and exhibits a familiarity with the.litemture of the subject. It is profoundly religious without being offensivly dogmatic. It
has been received with universal favor by all
who are seeking light on the SLtuject on which
it treats-the cure of disease in ourselvs and
others by mental and spirittml agencies.
Price $1.50.

Mental Medicin. A.

Theoretical and
Practical Treatis on Medical Psychology.
This book contains a full exposition of the
nature and hws of magnetism, and its application to the cure of disease. · Price $1.25.

Soul and Body;

Ingersoll's W'orks.

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

POPULAR JEWELRY STORE,

plain cloth, $1.25.

ROCHELLE, ILL.
Headquarters for Fine Goods In the line o! Genuln
Diamonds; Fine Gold and Silver Watches; Chains;
Bracelets; Wedding and Presentation Rings; Jewell'yo! Latest style; Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
and, Fancy Goods; 3 ounce Coin snver Elgin Watch,
$10; 4 ounce, FHll Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
Stem Wind, $22; tbls same, fine movem·ent, In best
gold filled case, $35; with cheap movement, $~5.
Ladles' Solid Gold Elgin stem wind watches, $·.0,
$24, and $32-14 karat, upward. Watche.s cle~>ned,
finest work In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and rPturned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
!or the trade at reduced rates and agent• sending
work once a week from every state In the Union are
making lots of money, Best sJcectacles In the
world, $1. All goods must snit or cash back on demand. Try mel
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
The most beautiful badge -ever placed upon the
market, Immense sale. Elegant present for Lady
or Gent. Solid gold,. $3; $3.o0; extra heavy, $4;
with diamond, artistically enameled, $10.

per, 25 cents.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY$1.

The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00
In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Puine," "Individuality," and "Heretics and Herestes."

The Ghosts.

Paper,50cta; cloth, $1.25
Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and ·Child," "The Declaration of
Independence," "About Farming: in Illinois,"
"The Grant Bunquet," The Rev. Alexander
Clark;" "The Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream," arid " A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses.

Paper, 50

cents; cloth, $1.25.

Interviews on Talmage.

Paper, 50 eta. i

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 PaThe

Chri~;t1an

Religion. Ry R. G.

BY MAIL POST·PAID.

Itigersoll, Judge Jeren..iah S. Black, and
Prof. George P. Fisher. Puper, 50 centsj
cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
in !urge, cleur type, and containing as much
as could be delivered in two.ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
-

Wlll Cwre all Forllls ef Dbea•e Witho
Medicine.

KNOW THYSELF

CONSULTING RoOMS,

A 'qreat Med·ical Work on Manhood

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
from Premature
Decline In Man, Errors or Youth,. und
the attacks of the New York Observer, by the untold miseries resulting from lndls~retlon or
excesses. A book for every man, young, middleRobert G. Ingersoll. Pric~, 10 cents.
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for an
acute and chronic diseases, each one of which Is InAddress on the Civil Rights Bill. valuable.
So found by the author, whose ex.periLarge size octavo, paper, 15 cents.
ence for 23 years Is such 88 probably never before
!ell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound In
The Busts of Voltah·A, Paine and In- beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt,
guaranteed to be a finer work In evecy sense-megersoll. Cabinet size; true to life, chanical,
and professional-than any other
price $1.50 euch. Every admirer of these work sold literacy,
In this countcy for $2.50, or the money
apostles of Religious Liberty should have will be refunded In every Instance Price only $1.00
by mal!, post paid. Ulustratlv sample 6 cents.
these busts.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
National Medical Association, to the president of
Photog•·aphs of Colonel Ingersoll. which,
the Han. p. A. Bissell, and 88soclate officers
Superb photogmphs, '22 x 28, $5 ; panel, of the Board
the reader Is respectfully referred.
10 1-2x17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for Instruction, and by the aflilcted for relief. It
card, 20 cents.
will benefit all.-London Lancet.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
There Is no member of society to whom The
Bound in one volume. To meet the demund Science o! Life will not be useful, whether youth,
parent,
guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argofor Mr. Ingersoll's-works, the publisher has
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Or- na_!'~·dress the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
thodox)T, '' bound in one beuutiful volume, in H. Parker, No. 4 Bnlftnch Street, Boston, M88s ,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
half culf, library style, and containing over sklll
and experience. Ohronlc and obstlnaLe dis1,300 pages, which is sold ut the exceedingly eases that have baf!ied the skill of auu
Lather
physicians a specialty. Such treatedn
s u clow price of $5. Sent by muil po~tpuid.
cessful!y, without an instance ofT
v ~
Mention this paper.lyH
I g
Tributes. There hav been so many failure.
applicutions for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of W"r," the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent udis a regularly educatdress over '• Little Harry Mill~r's Grave,"
ed and legally qnallthat they hav been printed on heavy toned;
tled physician, and
paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and in
the .most successful
large, cleur type, suituble for fmming, and
88 his practice will
pr0ve. He has for
the four will be forwarded to any address,
twenty years treated
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.
exclnslvly all dlsea.ses
of the Sexual Organs,
Prose Poems and Selections. This
In the cures or which
he stands preeminent.
new book is a gem~ It i~ ·a model in every
S P E R MATORRH<EA
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
and IMPOTENOY
b€st ever issued. It contains, besides the
· 88 the result of selfabuse In youth ~d
celcbrrtted "Decoration Day Omtion," never
sexual excesses In mabefore published, und ull the famous " tribturer years, causing
utes " heretofore printed in various shapes,
n I g h t emissions by
but never brought together till now, many
dreams, loss o! sexual
power,renderlng mar.
other gems, selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, tuble-talks, and rlage Improper and unb upy, etc., are cured perday-to-day conversations of the author. The manently by an outside application In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
work is designed for, and will be accepted Fellows• valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unby admiring friends as a rare. personul sou- known to the medical profession. Send five 2-cent
venir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full lnfol'ffiatlon. Address Dr. R.P. Fellows, Vineland, N,
steel portrait, with autogmph fuc simile, has J.,
and say where you saw this advertlsment.
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silkhom the Ironckui .Age.
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back und side, $2.50;
"Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
in half-calf, mottled edges, elegant librury
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers o! the land
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, g~t, ex- should glv the doctor their patronage."
1y8
quisitely fine, $7.50 ~ in full tree calf, htghest
possible style and finish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,
Address 1'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
:nyllledico.l Compound and ImproTed
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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Science of Health and Dtsease. Pnce $1.00.
HEAVEN.
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A Picture of the world as described in GenThe
Cure
Mental
Illustrahng the In. '
. '
'
. esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
.
ft.uence of the Mmd on the Body batt: mJ' doctrin and the passa"'es from profane write. rs
Health and Disease, und the Psychologtcul s PJ)Ortl g it
· "
Price 25 cents.
Method of Treatment. Price $1.50.
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~ t lC a ?ve b 00 k~s sent b Y m:u'
pas ·pm ' on
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THOUGHT NOVELS
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
FREE
'
'l'he ~eathen~ of the Heath. A finely
wrttten Radical romance. By WM. ~cMONKS, POPES,
AND
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Famtly
Creeds Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
Prl· ce ~educed. Paper, 80 cents,· cloth,
$1.25.
BY JOHN ALBERGER.
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoNHall " Price,
f "E t
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
NELL, au th or 0
xe er
•
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO Ex "n,ter· Hall. "One of the most e:x:citing romances of the day." Price paper
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
'
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH R&GARD
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
•
1
V
h
p · t
d M
Nathrune aug an. rleS . ~
an.
Pl'lce, riO cents, 71> cents, and :n.oo, ac·
A Radical novel of marked abthty. Equal
COl'dln&" to condition of book.
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
~rlrlreBl'
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
$1 25
4 04
MA.oDONALD.
page~,
· •
~a fllinton Pl., New York.
The Outcast. A deep, finely written
Radical story. From tlieLondonedition.
rrnE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
By WINWOOD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 oents.
Price, 25 cents.

90 dav~- Reliable referencee given. Bend
stamp fot circular, and sau in what papef'
vou taw mv advertt&ement. .. Addree:s O&:pt,
:W., ,t., CA!IIUI.S!!i.llli.Yilll.111r- 01. :IU,

Something for Invalids •o read and stud
over.-Stop Dru{rging and try

Nature's

ReDI.edy,

MAGNETISM.

For yeara p88t It h88 neen known to the profession that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force and energy to the
worn.out sutrer..r from disease. Many humanitarians In the profession, thinking more or the alleviation of sutrering than tbey did of the code ot
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment 88 alaat resort and found themselves astonished at the etrect upon their patients.
They had been taught that medicine was an absolute essential in all ca.ses, and that that falling, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an advanced thinker h88 flung 88ide
the.tle which bound him to bls dogmatic b•ethren
and h88 resorted to other and more scientific methods of treatment. As a result many, bavlngbroken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarous 88it W88 unscientific, have used their best energies to devise means for the alleviation or human
sutrerlng. Here and there the wondrous power ot
MAGNETISM W88 established, and many dlse88e8
hitherto cla.ssed 88 Incurable readily submitted to
Its mild but potent lnlluence. This agent to the
Intelligent observer W88 found evecywhere. Being,
as It ts, the vecy essential of all life, It was found
that the human bo y when In a diseased condition
W88 almost bereft or this vital principle. If we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get Well.
Ah 1 but bow is It to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to the rescue, and solved
tbe problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fields of what are known as magnetic ore. It
W88 observed that the ore, when carried upon the
person, W88 found to be a safeguard agalns' disea.se, ·
and to this circumstance we are largely Indebted for
magnetic wearing a1'pare1, forltw88 an e88ytransltlon from carcy1ng magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed In
garments fitted to every part of tbe body. Since
the first Introduction of magnetic aPpliances as a
curattve, there h88 been a number of theoe so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose sole object W88 gain. Unscientific In construction, and having little If any magnetism In
them, their life was of short duration; It was long
enough, however, to demonstrate that wben constructed upon scientific principles there was scarcely
an atlmcnr that human flesh is heir to that would
submit to tnelr healing lnftu~nce.
THE EUREKA MAGNETIC APPLIANCES are superior to everything of a similar character heretofore otrered to the public, being the only scientifically ccnstructed appliance In the market; It Is now
two and a half years since they were first otrered
to the pu)>llc, and during that time we bav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single ca.se of failure to receive benefit reported to us, while we are
In dally receipt of testimonials of cures from all
parts of the country. We know that dise88e cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
as advised by us.
To all who may be aflilcted with any of the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments wlll cure you :-Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion or the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Dloe88e,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Ohronlc Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. Vitus' Dance, and all form
of chronic tnvalidlsm.

PRICE LIST.
Lun~

Invigorators,
" $ 6
Gflntlemen's
Body Belts,
61':.
"
I
self-lustructlou 88 well 88 ror use In schools. To Sciatic app iances,
u
consist of about twelve numbers. Seven numbers Knee Caps,
3
now published. Bent to any address on l'ecelpt of L
B J
AI
m:'i:f~kce J.o cents per number, by THE TRUTH eg e ts,
•
•
,_,
0
"These books contain a wealth of knowledge tor Anklets,
•
44
self-lnstructlon."-ED. Albany Union.
Sho~ 1 der Appliances
Ill
'
Stf
Wristlets, each,
1
WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND~ Hat Bands,
1
Ht>ad Caps,
4
A.ND OTHER POEMS.
Sleeping Caps
•
•
4
'
•
'
•
By s. E'. PUTNA!ll, Author or Ingerson and Je- Abdommal Belts (lad1es),
6
sus, Promecbeus, Golden Throne, Waits
}I!.
and Wanderings, Problems of
Gents' V ests,
..,
the Universe, etc.
Ladies' Jacket and Corset
GERMAN SIMPLIFIED,

An e88y and practical uew method, adapted ror

00
00
OO
00

OO

00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00

CONTENTS: Why Don't He Lend a Hand ? The Gal(
b' d)
18 00
den Age, '£be Ideal and the Real, Not Dead but Ltvcom Ine •
•
"
tng, Fruition, Eope, Thomas Paine, Nature's Gospel, Superjlne Insoles (all leather), 1
Address to Deity, Glv us Light (Holdreth's poem
While these gsrments can be procured at the
often recited by Charles Watts).
above low prices no one can atrord to b e Ill• o ur
PRICE 10 CENTS.
ladles' supportel'S are just what every lady In the
land needs, as It will be found a great a.ssistance1;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
certain periods; all these garments are made;J
me88nre, an<! a fit guaranteed. To ladles wholr3
IMMOR'I~LITV IN DEREN 1.' IN all dragged out a combination jacket and COl'Bet
..,.ATURE.
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay for
....,.
Itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.
garment is only made rr~m actual me88ure, and a
pe.ll~c~~:::':i~~tlons answered rree or charge.
Price, 60 cents.
Address, DR. L. TENNEY,J71 West Madison Street.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Chicago, lll. *ir Agen~anted tor Boston,··~
88 Clinton Place, New York. York Brook!JD and l'h1l&de1Phla.
·
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THE holding of the land by a few pei'sohs Is a
great evil and should be abated.- D. M. Bennett.

SERMONS iJ.t sea· ar~· usually th<) lea~t attractlv or a
vessel's deck-orations.

THE life or the hour absorbs us most completely
as the hours grow fewer and less full; the pleasure,
the exemptions, the modest Interests, the afternoon
peace, the gentle a1Iilctlons, of the present scene
obscure the future from our view, and render It,
curiously enough, even less Interesting than the
past. To-day, which may be our last, engrosses us
far more than to-morrow, which may be. one forever;
and the grave Into which we are just stepping down
troubles us far less than In youth, when half a century lay between us and it.- W. R. Greg.

A WRITER says that Crosar had sliort legs. This
Is probably what made him pause before crosalng
the Rubicon.

TO-l\IOBROW, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps In this petty space from day to day,
To the last syllable or recorded time;
And all our yesterdays hav lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle!
Life's but a wall!:lng shadow; a poor player,
That struts and freta his hour upon the stage,
And then Is heard no more; It Is a tale
Told by an Idiot, full of sound and furYSignifying nothing~
-Shaksp.,·e.
"WHAT Is the sweetest word that mortals ken?"
A woman asked who walked between two men.
First one said," Home;" the other, "Love is best;"
And then the woman softly whispered, ·• Rest."

TI-I8

A FEvER and ague victim got uo better because,
being of a literal mind, he waited to "sh~ke before
taking," as he observed on the directions.

Truth Seeker Annual

"HOW shall we obtain our heat In the future?"
asks an exchange. There Is no need of worrying
about that unless a man ~eans toward the revised
edition.

-A~D-

JJfrt~fltinkt~fi'., $,Imat{ftt,
1885.

a

®yv'itf\ @Jf\irtLj-.®e'$en ~ortre~.it.® of ~romine-nt J\mericd.rz

11

@Jreetl\in~er.®, e~.nel. r?.umerou.® d{'fu.®trd.tionkl>.
(tl
CO~TE:tN"TS ..

-Edgo.r Nash.

THE gods who are Immortal are not vexed bscauss,
during so many a long time, they must tolerate contlnua.lly men such as they are and so many of them
bad; and besides this, they also take care of them
In all ways. But thou who art destined to end so
.soon, art thou weaJ,"Ied of enduring the bad, and
this, too, when thou art one of them ?-Antonin'"'·
THEN Poter came to him and said, how oft shall
my brother eln against me, and I forglv him ? Till
seven times? Jesus satth unto him, I say not unto
thee, Until seven times, but until seventy tlmeg
eeven.-Matt. xuiii, 21, 22.
To be learned In the lump by other men's thoughts,
and to be In the right by saying after others, Is the
much easier and quieter way; but how a rational
man. that should Inquire and know for himself, can
content himself with a faith or a religion taken upon
trust, or with such a servll submission of his understanding as to admit all and nothing else but
what fashion makes passable among men, Is to me
astonishing. I do not wonder you should hav, In
many point<~, d11Ierent apprehensions from what you
meet with In authors. With a free mind which unbiasedly pursuee truth, it cannot be otherwlse.Locke's Familiar Letters.
SCIIDICE Is not posslj)le In a world governed by a
miracle-working' God; the "stoppages of the sun"
by Joshua, aLd the" send.lng back" of the sun for
Hezeklah, would render Impossible all solar observations. Imagln the feelings of a Herschel in the
days of Hezsklah, when some slowly elaborated results of careful solar observations were suddenly
destroyed by the erratic conduct of the luminary,
and he was Informed, while perplexedly considerIng his problem, "Oh I It's only a sign that king
Hezeklah will get over his boll."-Mrs. Annie Besant.
PHILOSOPHICAL dlscueslon must languish a little
If, when we ask ror the pb llosophlcal grounds for a

certain belief, we find one philosopher believing because he has a "personal wish" for It, and another
believing because "he Is told." Mr. Hutton •ays
that, as far as he kno,re. "the thoughts, a1Iect1ons,
and volitions are not likely to perish with the
body." Profeseor Huxley seems to think It just as
likely that they should. Arguments are Ga.lled for
to enable us to decide between these two authorities.
And the only argument we hav hitherto got Is Mr.
Hutton's "personal wish" and Lord Blackford's
"thus It Is written." I confess myself unablo to
continue an argument which runs Into believing
"because I am told." It Is for this reason that the
lazzaroni at Naples bQlieved In the blood of St. Januarlus.-Fred. Harrison (Mod. Sympos.).
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R. G. Ingersoll,
D. 11. Bennett,
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T. B. Wakeman,
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James Parton,
Parker Pillsbury,
S. P Alildrews,
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PROBLEM

G. H. Walser,
John Peck,
J. H. Burnham,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Cbas. B. Reynolds,
Chas. Watts,
W. S. Bell,
S. P. Putnam,
Elizabeth Cady Stantott,

A BEBTAUBANTER says the diJierence between him
and the preacher Is that he serves his "extra dry "
to his customers over a table, while the preacher
serves his over the pulpit desk.
A CLERGYMAN preached on the sin ot attending to
money matters on Sunday,'and when the deacon
paseed the contribution plate not
person would
put a cent In it. And someh~w the preacher didn't
reelttattered at the eJiect his sermon had produced.

CE. M. 285.)

Yes," said the :fhst; 11 wherever I ma.y roam
My rest Ideal is In a far:o1I home."
11
Yes," said the other; "it is Love's behest
To those on whom he fondly smiles, to rest."

AN Englishman has discovered that kissing, to be
Mrlptural, must be between those of the same sex
It Is evident that the Bible needs to be revised just
once more.
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A CLERGYMAN In Central Illinois startled his con~
gregation a lew Sundaye ago by making the follow·
lng announcement: '"Remember our communion
services next Sunday forenoon. The Lord will be
with us dur!J1g the morning service, and the bishop
In the evening."

FATHER: "You are not sending George any more
money, I hope. At the rate he Is spending money
his ed ucatlon will cost him more than It will be
worth. He resorts to all sort~ or devices to get
mon"y." Mother: "But this money Is for an actual
necessity. He writes me that he Is just beginning
to sLUdy German, and mus~ hav a Gclrman student
lamp right away,"
OLERK (to Mr. Isaacsteln In back room): " Mr.
Is&acsteln, der shentlemans who Is looking at dot
peautiful seventeen tollar coat, says he vas a clergymans." Mr. Isaa.csteln:" Make dot shentlemaus who
vas a clergyman twenty per cend dlscound oJI."
Olerk: "Der shentlemans says he vlll glv five tollar
for dot coat, and not a cend more." Mr. Isaacsteln:
"Let him havdotcoat, Jacob, but dond make no dlscound o:tr."
"Do I love George," mused Olara, softly, "or Is It
simply a elster's a1I~c•lon that I reel for-" Just
then Bobby burst noisily Into the room, and Interrupted her sweet meditations. '"Gat out of here,
you little brat!" she shouted, and, seizing him by
the arm, ehe shot him through the door. "Ah, no,"
she sighed, as she resumed her Interrupted train ot
thought, •· my love for George Is not a sister's love.
It Is something sweeter, purer, higher, and holier."
THE village minister was away on his summer
vacation, and the editor or the local paper, being a
literary man, and, like a.ll editors, deeply religious,
was conducting the Sunday services during his absence. Everything went well until, In ejtpouadlng
the scriptures one morning, the editor said : " Yed,
my brethren, even \he hairs of our head are numbered." And then everybody smiled, for It sounded
so much like the editorial" we," and the editor was
bald.
SCENE-English primary school. Mistress teachIng her clas<! the alphabet. To Johnny (aged five):.
"Now, Johnny, let's hear how well you can say your·
letters through." Johnny: 11 Ha, be, se, de, he,
het, ge, haitch-" Schoolma'am: rr Oan't you SHY'
• aitch,' Johnny?" JOhnny: "Yessem. Haitch, hi,.
ja, ka, sheol-" S~hoolma'am: '"What? There'.!:!·
no such letter as that. You mean L." Johnny:·
"Yessem; hi know. But my· rna says we mustn't
say hell any more, coz they calls It sheol now."

or !HE UNIVERSE, The BiDle AnalyzeD.

Its Scientific Solution,

TO be happy In old age It Is necessary that we acWITH !lOME
custom ourselvs to objec~s that can accompany the
mind all the way through life, and that we take the
CRITICISMS
OF UNIVERSOLOG Y
rest [i. e. other thlngel as good In their day. The
mere man of pleasure Is miserable In old age; and
By SAl'tJ.UEL P. PUTNAM.
the mere drudge In business Is but little better;
For sale at this office.
whereas, natural philosophy, mathematical and Price 20
mechanical science, are a continual source or tranquil pleasure, and In spite of the gloomy dogmas of
priests and of superstition, the study of th!'JBe things
Is the study of true theology; It teaches man to
His Ans-wers
know and admire the creator, for the principles of
science are In creation and are unchangeable, and To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
of divine origin.-Paine's Age of Reaaon.
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
HAPPY the man who, studying nature's laws,
Millions of these should be circulated by
Through known e1Iects can trace the secret cause,
Freethinkers.
His mind pos3esslng in a quiet state,
Fearless of future and resigned to fate.
-Drydm's Virgil.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
$1; 100 copies $3 . .A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER
WERE I now setting out In the world, I should
think it my great happiness to hav such a companion as you, who had a relish for truth, would In
.A. COMMON SENSE
earnest seek It with me, from whom I might receive
It undisguised, and to whom I might communicate
freely what I thought true. Bsliev.e me, my good
IN WHICH THE
friend, to love truth for truth's sake Is the principal
DECLENSION OF THE NOUN
part of human perfection In this world and the
seed-plot of all other virtues, and, If I mistake not
AND ~'HE
you hav as much of It as I ever met with In any:
CONJUG.A.TION OF THE VERB
body.-Loclce's Familiar Lett<rs. NOTE -Anthony Collins w"s born In 1676 and died In 1729; He was but .A.re 'superseded by a few simple rules; and
twenty-eight years ot age when Locke died. Collins comprising the most rational and progressiv
Is counted the greatest among the Deistical writers views of the best grammarians of the 19th
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He century.
not merely fulfilled but exceeded the expectations
By J. L. BARKER.,
that Locke had formed concerning him. For men- Author of ".A.n Improvement on I. J. Morris's
tal vigor and acumen he had few equals In his time,
Gra=ar."
and for Integrity and benevolence his character al- PRICE,
.
35 CENTS.
ways stood hl&h.-Dyla:l>.
-··..A.ddref:\S THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Ingersoll Catechised:

GUIDE. TO CORRECT ENGLISH;

A BRIGHT little miss living on Eagle street was
given a warm cookie by a neighbor. Though con·
trary to her custom, the mother allowed the child to
eat it. Shortly the little girl exclaimed: " M10.mma,
let me go and get another cookie; I know Mrs. - will glv me one." "No, dear, It will make you
BY
sick." "Will I die and go to heaven?" "Yes."
John R. Kelso, A.M.
" Well, my Sunday-school teacher says heaven Is a
beautiful place." "You don't want to go to heaven
CONTENTS:
and leave papa. and mamma, do you?" 11 Well,
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreat!on.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Mira- mamma, you get a cookie, too, and come with me to
cles of the Blble.-The Errors of the Blble.-The heaven."
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Blble.-The
'! WBLL, Johnny, my little man," said the Sunday.
Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
the Blble.-The God of the Blble,-The Messiah or school teacher, as he took a small boy on his lap In
Savior.
a crowded car,'., did you hav a nice time at the pic
Crown octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Sent
nlc?" "Naw," replied Johnny, with a look of die:
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.
gust mln~tling with the pie-stains upon his Innocent
race. "Did some one act rudely to you?" Inquired
the teacher. "or were you sad because your poor
little sick sister had to stay at home?" "Naw,'•
BETTER TH.A.N
Johnny replied again; "didn't hav no fun at all.
Eternal Punishment.
Me an' Tommy Jones climbed Inter a tree an' cut
the rope of a swing so Bill Wilson an' his girl would
kerJlop Into the mud, but Bill he got onto us In time
BY 1!. B.A.BCOCK.
to save hisself. That spoiled de hull proceedln's fer
The subjects discussed in this finely-printed me. Never had no kind o' luck at all at them picpamphlet are, besides the title above given, nics."
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THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY

Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
a Christmn, Divinity of tho Bible, Theological
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
Sometimes Difier, Infant Damnation, Prayer,
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid,
No Fear of Bomg Damned, But What are We
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
PRICE, 10 CEN'I'S •
.A.ddress
THill TRUTH SEEKER,
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TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBER1 0. ADAMS.

Cloth, $1.25.
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AN aged c'olored woman named Amanda Sykes,
who owned a house and some cash, lost her husband, and the Rev. Whangdoodle Baxter went to
console her. He said: "Hit's mighty tu1I, dat you
loses yer husband, Matlldy, but you mus' try and
bar up under hit. You has sustained a heaby loss,
but you mus' brace up wid de consolashuns ob 'ligion. You knows dar am one who sticks closer den a
brudder. He am a berry present help In time ob
trubble. He Will neber leab yer nor forsake yer.'•
"Dat's a rae', parson," replied Matilda, drying her
eyes. "He called ter see me las' night, and stayed
ebel' so long, an' he am gwineter take me out ridln'ln
a bugfly termorrer.'' "What's yertl\lkln' about, you
fool nlggah ?" " Ise tal kin' 'bout P "rson amlnldab
Bledso, the culled pasture ob de new Temple ob
Zion; he has been payln' me tenshuns eber since de ·
· obsequious,"
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Jlotts and fllippings.
SANIT~Y 0FFIOER TuPLE reports, in the
Washington Republic, that insanity among col·
ored people "in nearly every instance is due
to religioll8 excitement."

THE Jewish rabbis wJ:l.o attended the funeral
of General Grant walked the whole, distance
traveled by the procession. It was Saturday,
and their religion forbids them to ride on their
Sabbath.
·
THE Rev. Hugh 0. Pentecost admits, in a
letter to the Sun, that "the existence of a personal God, or any other truth of a similar nat·
ure, is entirely undemonstrable by experiment
or philosophy."
THE village of Milford, Wisconsin, was
visited"by a destructiv fire last Monday, which
destroyed every business house but a cheese
factory and a saloon. Whence the Sunday
Gazetteer infers that "providence " is not a
Prohibitionist.
AN Ohio paper says that the joy of the
saints in heaven is undoubtedly increased by
their beholding the torments of the damned,
and th~t this is the meaning of Psalm xci, 8:
" Only with thine eyes sha.Jt thou behold and
see the reward of the wicked."

\

Ne-w :.York, Saturday, August 22,1885. { aa CLJN'l'ON PLACE. ~$3.00 per year.

THE agitation in London in favor of church
disestablishment is increasing. Mr. Jesse Collings, Mr. Henry Labouchere, Mr. Richard
Dillwyn, and other radicals make disestablishment the main plank in their platform, and
insist that the church funds should be applied
for educational purposes. The Scottish Disestablishment Association has issued a manifesto urging the enlarged constituencies to demand the abolition of the state church.

fire-locks in Mr. Henry's rifle factory. Dr. ·
Franklin was his printer, and Rittenhouse his
engraver. Mr. Paine wrote his fifth "Crisis"
in that remarkable and famous library of inspiration; and there Mr. Paine left his armRICR gold discoveries are reported from
chair, walking-cane, spectacles, and shoe- \ Oregon.
buckles. Mr. West's paintings, and Mr. Paine's , TRERE were 766 births and 756 deaths respectacles and shoe-buckles, were obtained ported in this city last week.
f~om ~ grand-daughter of Mr. Henry, one of
TRE English Parliament was adjourned by
his heus.
the Queen last Friday. It will sit again Octo-

PAUPERISM in London is on the decline,even while the city is growing rapidly year by
year. Thus in the second week in July the
total number of indoor and outdoor paupers
relieved in the metropolis was 83,559 against
85,208 in the -corresponding week last year,
84,653 in the corresponding week of the year
before, and as many as 86,408 in the corre~
sponding week of 1882. · The extremely low
prices of food, it is thought, may account for
·
for this.

THE system carried out in Vienna for edu- ber 1st.
eating girls is stated as follows: They are kept
GREAT damage has been done by storms in
at their studies until they are fifteen years of New Hampshire in the vicinities of Plymouth,
age. They then go through a course of teach- Portsmouth, and North Concord.
ing in the pantry an~ the kitchen :under some
OLIVIER PAIN, the young Frenchman who
member of the family, or sometunes under was the military adviser of El Mahdi the False
trained cooks for a year or two years. Thus I1 Prophet of the Soudan is reported dead
they learn to do everything themselvs, and to
'
•
know the value of things long before they
TRE Massachus~tts P~ohibitionistswil~ place.
comme~ce housekeeping on their own ac- a complete state ticket m the field. Theu concount; and though they may never be required vention will be held in Worcester, Sept. lOth.
to cook a dinner, they become independent of
A PARTY of clergymen from the states are
cooks and servants. The Austrian women are making a tour through Canada on bicycles.
said to be most affectionate wives and mothers. They are viewed by the nativs with much inAs accomplished and learned as any English terest.
governess, they are as witty in society as a
THE workingmen of this city and vicinity
Parisian, and are some of the most beautiful
hav set apart Monday, Sept. 7th, as a workingwomen in Europe.
men's holiday. They intend to parade on that
A MOVEMENT is now in progress requiring in- day in full force.
struction to be given in the public schools as
HEAVY defalcations hav been discovered in
to the effect of alcoholic drinks, stimulants,
the federal offices of Louisiana. The frauds
and narcotics upon the human system. Five
on the government amount, it is s... id, to
states, including New York, hav laws requir$1,620,000 since the war.
ing such instruction. In no less than nineteen
THERE is no abatement of the cholera plague
other states, "from Maine to Kansas, in the
South as well as in the West, similar laws are in Spain. Fifteen hundred deaths per day is
before th'e respectiv legislatures for action. In not above the average. This epidemic is also
Pennsylvania the petitions for such an enact- spreading in the environs of Marseilles,
ment are signed by no fewer than 700,000 citi- France.
zens. In Massachusetts the petitions conTHE fund for the Grant monument in this
tained about 50,000 signers, including the 1ity does not grow ail fast as might be expected.
names of college presidents and professors, It amounts now to less than $50,000. The
physicians, teachers, and ministers, and of the monument proposed. is to cost half a million
representativ members of the community. or more.
Instruction may well be given upon the effects
AN accomplished daughter of a deceased
not only of alcohol, but also of opium, chloral physician has just been released from a lunatic
hydrate, chloroform, and of tobacco upon the asylum in Harrisburg, Pa., where she has been
human system. The instruction might not confined for twenty-seven years on a charge of
cure a habit already formed, but it would tend
"extravagance and eccentricity."
to prevent the formation of the destructiv
GENERAL Ml::LEs, in commal!ld of the departhabit. Not a few boys are led into various
forms of self-indulgence, ignorant of their dis· ment of the Missouri, has been instructed to
astrous consequences, or perh.. ps under the hold troops in readiness to enforce President
belief that the indulgence is thoroughly health- Cleveland's proclamation warning the cattleful. Instruction, removing the ignorance or men off the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indian
the error, will prove of advantage in the de- treservation.
THE Rev. S. R. Peck, of Cherokee county,
velopment of a strong body, vigorous mind,
Georgia, committed suicide on the 14th by cutand noble character.-Health and Home.
ting his throat. He was formerly a room-mate
THE man who desires to become a. noted re.- of the Rev. M.D. Turner, who committeli suil
vivalist should not cultivate his mind, but cide last month over the holiness agitation"
should cultivate the habit of making rough re- among Methodists in Georgia.
marks. Sam Jones's success seems to lie in
W. J. GoRsucH, the Anarchist, spoke to a
his lack of learning. He has a vigorous way of
meeting of workingmen at Cleveland, 0., last
telling people that if they do not do as he
Saturday. A Herald correspondent reports
says, do not believe as he does, they will certhat Gorsuch advised the laborers to arm
tainly drop into the bOB$m of the awful lake.
themselvs with rifles, visit the warehouses,
With an uncompromising advocacy of this idea
and take whatever they wished, shooting down
he has drawn many people to his support.
all who opposed them.
Why cultivated people throw aside all attempt
THE remains of Dr. Thaddeus Stevens Up·
at thought, and willingly surrender to such an
arbitrary man, is something we cannot under- degraff, a prominent physician and scientist,
stand. Divest the man of a certain kind of were incinerated on the 7th at Lancaster, Pa.,
blunt and not particularly refined humor, and in the 19resence of Thaddeus Stevens Updethere remains nothing calculated to hold an graff, Jr., son of the deceased; Rev. Thomas
audience. He is a kind of evangelical par- K. Beecher, brother of Henry Ward Beecher,
agrapher who never fails to make a semi- and other prominent men.
humorous comment on every idea which he
THE Pennsylvania State Greenbackers' Conconsiders absurd. Revise his sermons, that is, vention was held at Erie on the 12th. The
take hell from them, and nothing but skele- platform adopted demands the substitution of
tons remain. If a woman dances, she is a can- government for bank currency, the payment of
didate for hell. If a man goes to the theater, all bonds, the recognition of the right of petihe is in league with the devil. With him tion, and the enforcement of the law relating
Shakspere's name is the synonym of evil, beto contract or pauper labor.
<lause the greatest of all poets wrote for the
A coNVENTION of the advocates of woman
the stage. By this time, in such an ag11 as the
present, people should be too intelligent to suffrage of Jefferson county, held in Waterseriously consider the rantings of a fanatic. town, N. Y., has passed resolutions requesting
The hell doctrin is an injury to true religion. the inspectors of election through the county
It raises the hair of a crouching child, but to takes the votes of women who hav the qualmen should know better. It is a doctrin of ifications prescribed by the revised statutes.
cruelty instead of a doatrin of love. It fosters Many women express the intention to vote at
fear rather than inspires confidence. It only the state election, and take the voter's oath if
has one great accomplishment: It makes Mr. challenged. A similar movement is on "foot in
this city.
Jones fa.mous.-.Arkansaw Traveler.

IT is stated' in a Texas paper that "Senator
Vest has a dog that, after being taken to
church one Sunday, was found the same afternoon in the wood-shed, with a lot of dogs
about him, standing on his hind legs in a drygoods box, holding an old almanac .under one
forepaw, while he gesticulated wilaiy with the
other. He swayed his head and howled to his
audience of dogs." This story is hard to beFmED with emulation of Evangelist Sam lieve. The dog has the cr.!dit of beingi,an inJones, the Rev. Job Cooley, a Methodist min- telligent animal.
ister at Spring Place, Tenn., preached a vigor·
MR. PoiTRAS, a. well-to-do butcher of Monous sermon to his flock, remarking that if they
didn't like his style they could leave. In five treal, Can., attended a Catholic church a
week ago. He was attacked with cramps, and
minutes Mr. Cooley was alone.
when the congregation knelt, he could only asTHE editor of the Texas Siftings finds him- sume a position. with one knee on the fioor.
self unable to answer all the qustions of his His actions were noticed, and the churchyoung son Alex. Says the boy, "Pa, why warden had him brought before the the court,
does God make it rain? " "To make the corn charged with an act of irreverence, and he was
grow, my child." "But why does he let it fined $8. Poitras's lawyers hav written to the
rain on the streets?" " Go to the devil."
prosecutors thnt, unless the money is returned,
AMoNG the queer advertisments in last Sun- and an ample apology given, actions for heavy
day's papers appeared the following: "Theo- damages will be enter~d against all concerned.
dore Parker Fraternity-Spencer Hall, 114
EQUIVALENT to the decision of the minister
West 14th street, New York. Conference 2:30
o'clock. Mrs. Myra Hall, under the influence who would not pray for rain when the wind
of General Grant.
Evening discourse 8 was in the wrong quarter, is the verdict of the
small boy contained in the following: Elderly
o'clock."
visitor to small boy at baseball grounds :
THER~is an uneasy feeling in the country, says "Why, Johnny, I'm surprised to see you here
the Philadelphia Bul etin, lest Parson Newman on Sunday afternoon. I thought you were a
should break out in a book. Since Miss Cleve- good little boy who went to Sunday-school
land is said to hav made $50,000 .out of her and said your prayers regularly." Johnny:
alleged book-the on dit probably being a pure "So I do." E. V.: " Did you pray for the
fable-there is no real protection for the peo- success of your club last night?" Johnny:
ple against Newman.
"Yes, sir." E. V.: "Then they will win toSrx very dirty beggars from Lebanon day?" Johnny: "No, sir!" E. V.: "No?
reached this city last Friday. They were re· Then you don't believe in prayer, Johnny?'
turned as paupers on the vessel that brought Johnny: "Yes, I do; but you see the other
them here. Lebanon is a hilly country to the fallers has got a new pitcher with four curves,
north of Palestine. It was part of the "land and tha,t will knock spots out of anything."
·of promis," which the Jews were to hav forTRE Washington National View says: Mr. S.
·ever, but which they never possessed at all.
M. Baldwin, underneath the office of the NaTHE Albany Argus says of a discussion at tional View, has in his possession something
"the Concord School of Philosophy on Goethe's that the government should obtain. They are
«Ewig Weibliche" (eternal womanly), that it the shoe buckles of Thomas Paine, which he
·«was conceded that the eternal womanlyr the wore in 1776, "the times that tried men's
principle which draws on and upw,ard, is the souls," when he walked with Washington,
infinit love of the divine nature, the motherli- Franklin, Adams, Jefferson, Morris, Ritten·
ness of God, so to speak, to which Theodore house, Paul Jones, and other most illustrious
Parker sometimes add,essed his prayers. Pro- heroes of the Revolution, and the common
fessor Davidson contended that the eternal spectacles which Paine used when writing his
manly is not wanting in this element.· The "Common Sense," "Crisis," and unparalleled,
best woman possesses something of the man, thrilling appeals for American independence
as the best man of the woman." Professor and union of states. The Hon. William
Davidson is evidently something of a Univers- Henry, 1776, was a well-known merchant and
ologist.
manufacturer in the city of Lancaster, Pa.,
THE Swiss hav been particularly severe on and was the United States armorer, and furthe Salvationists. In all, or almost all, the nished General Washington's army with arms,
cantons their meetings aJ"e prohibited. Zurich, clothing, and provisions. His hospitality and
following the example, has forbidden Salva· generosity were widely acknowledged. During
tionist meetings, but on new grounds. It has the sessions of Congress he entertained many
been decided by the authorities that the Salva- of the members, and at that time l'aine, Rittion Army is not a religious association, but a tenhouse, Franklin, and Ross lodged and
wandering troupe of performers, and that as boardtld at his house, and enjoyed his extensuch they cannot hold meetings without proper siv library. He was the patron of the "imauthorization. Authorization or patent is re· mortal West," Rittenhouse, "the Newton of
fused on the ground that their performances America," Dr. Franklin, "the sublime philosoare worthless and obnoxious to the public sen- pher," and "the great American inventor,"
timent. A captain of the army, a. Prussia.n, Robert Fulton. Mr. West's first landscape
has just been fined $20 for holding meetings was painted for Mr. Henry; and Mr. Fulton
which in the prefectorial decree are declared (though a boy) painted Mr. Henry's portrait
on ivory, and made musket and pistol flint
~o be only an excuse for begging.
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The Animal Soul.-Concluded.
From the North American Review·.

Al~ the mental characteristics of the uiJ.degenerate

..

specimens of our race hav their germs in the character-traits of our tree-climbing relativs. Imiuisitivness, the presumptiv root of science--'though Peter
Lombard enumerates it among the obstacles to salvation-is a besetting foible of the simian mind. Altruism, as modern psychologists hav named the
~n~tinctiv inte:est in the welfare of our fellow-beings,
I~ m some of I~B forms almost distinctivly a monkeyVIrtue. The httle Javanese macaque, which trembles at the squeak of a mouse, will fly in the face of
the fiercest bulldog to make a diversion in favor of a
helpless comrade. At the mere sight of a cruel aet
the chi.mpanzee, thou?h oth.e1·wise meekness personi~
fied, Will break out m a VIolent passion, strike the
ground. with his fists, and pro~est in savage whoops.
Accordmg to a story from Indta, that instinct seems
to assert itself even' in favor of distant relativs:
Colonel Lawrence, .of the Ag1·a Planters' Hotel, keeps
.a tame leopard, whiCh once followed its master to the
freight-depot of the railway station. The shady platform at tbe north end of the depot is a great resort
for baboons and loafers, and while the colonel talked
to the receiving-clerk, his leopard strolled out to the
platform, whe1·e a little street-Arab had fallen asleep
upon a pile of gunny bags. The moment he appro~ched that pile a troop of baboons (probably the
Pap10 Rhesus), ~eaped upon the platform, and, instantly surroundmg the boy, faced the intruder with
bristling manes and menacing growls, evidently resolved to defend their little relativ at the risk of their
own lives.
Quite apart from educational in:tiuences the same
in§tinct sometimes manifests itself in the human species, and with the same disregard of consequences.
"Two Y_Oung sons of the Burggraf," says Carlyle
(Frederick, Vol. I., p. 97), " once went out riding with
their tutor, when a big hound of theirs, in one of the
streets of Nurnberg, accidentally tore a child· and
th~re arose a wild ~other's w~il; and all the s~ythesmiths turned out, fire-breathmg, deaf to a poor tutor's pleadings and explainings; and the tutor who
had ridden.forth in ca~m humor with two princes,
came gallopmg home With only one, the smiths hav1
ing driven the other into boggy ground and there
caught and killed him "-though not one of them
could hope to escape the wrath of the prince's father.
Sut would the scythe-smiths hav risked their lives
for a young Hindoo; not to say a ~ung Rhesus baboon? ~he Hmdoos themselvs are perhaps nearer to
nature m that respect; for when Captain Elphinstone's servant had crippled a bhunder-monkey, he
was repea~edly "pursued by a howling mob, and on
one occasiOn was chased all over Delhi before he
could giv his pursuers the slip in the Mohammedan
quarter, where a stout Unitarian kept the rabble at
bay till the fugitiv had t:ffecled his escape through a
back-door." We may la1;1gh at the excitement of the
"ympathetic mob, but a feeling much akin to theirs
is perhaps the b11sis of the civic virtues.
Speech and music in their present development
are acqujred arts rather than innate iaculties, for in
solitary confinement a child would grow up inadiculat.e; . but their germ-the disposition ~ 0 express
emotiOn by modulated sounds-distinguishes the
quadrumana from ail other mammals. No one .that
has ~ver heard the voice of .the long-armed gibbon
can forget th~ s~ran~e musiCal cadences of its cry,
perfect solfeggws lll zigzag scales and with rhythmical
pauses and crescendos. A specimen in the shop of a
Hamburg pet-dealer attracted a large assembly, who
crowded a.round the .bouse under the impression that
the proprietor had Imported an operatic South-Sea
Islander. The Brazilian capuchin-monkey (Cebus
capucinus), especially the white-headed varieties hav
a vo.cal o!gan of still wider range, though ot'less
musiCal timbre. They grunt, they pipe, they chatter, they yelp, they combine a whoop with a strange
coughing guttural, they utter all the simple and
compound vowels with an endless variety of modillationa, evidently not prompted by the almost exclusivly erotic motivs of the singing bird, but rather by
an exuberance of complex emotions, which the unisons of the lower mammals would fail to express.
The mental development of the 11 anthropoid fourbanders has already reached a degree that enables
~he~ to dispense .with the aid of those mysterious
metmc~s that one Is tempted t) ascribe to the agency
of a suth sense-the faculty of direction, for instance. Monk.,ys ~av no abiding homes, and are
very. apt to lose their way in the maze of the virgin
woods; but they roam at will, well knowing that
their mental resources will enable them to master
the situation under any cir~umstances. With one
( do_nbtful) exception, they bmld no nests, but carry
their young wherever they go, and hav thus emancipated themselvs fr?m th~ thr~ldom of locality, which
roots the plant to 1ts nativ sml.
Man has been called the "only creature whose
thoughts range beyond the present life.'' That the
thoughts of our fellow-creatures hav never strayed

in that direction we may justly doubt, however 'soon
their intuitions may hav admonished them to desist
from a hopeless task. I hav seen a female leopard
stand motionless and mute before the dead body of
her mate, deaf to the V9ice of her keeper and all
other appeals, till at last the wailings of her kittens
seemed to awaken her as from a dream. Colonel
Godolitz, of the Austrian army, gave me an account
of a dog that exhumed the buried body of his maste1·,
and with an appealing look of inquiry turned his
head toward the men that came to repair the mischief. Who shall say that no musings on the mystery that has employed. philosophers as often as Trappists, passed through the souls of those animals?
Though as for "other-worldliness," or the habit of
neglecting the business of life about such musings,
and the consequent "yearning after a better life,"
the natuxal history of the animal soul might, indeed,
fail to furnish a parallel. The right to despise this
world, and expect a celestial sinecure as a rewa:td of
that contempt, may be a human prerogativ, but a
prerogativ that has always been most eagerly claimed
by those whom this world has weighed and found
wanting. Superannuated coquets become brides of
heaven. Every border-ruffian that fails to "get the
drop" on the sheriff ,pities his friends that hav to
tarry among the vanities of a disappointing world.
Unmasked hypocritil become candidates for a martyr's crown. When the French had beaten his last
army, Charles IV. of Spain soothed his soul by embroidering a petticoat for an image of the Holy Virgin. This "best-known of all worlds" seems good
enough to our fellow-creatures, as it did to the
Greeks and Romans, and still does to all manful and
successful men. Other-worldliness is the virtue of
the vanquished.
It is, indeed, the difficUlty oheconciling the ways of
nature with the principles of pessimism that makes the
antinaturalists so loath to admit the unity of nature's
laws. Like Faraday, who lived in a twofold world, a
world of science and a world of faith, they would
distinguish between the ghost-disturbed soUl of man
and the nature-guided or automatic soUl of his fellow-creatures. Animals consult their welfare by following the guidance of their instincts; their incHnations indicate the will of nature; the natural
inclinations and the true interest of man are supposed to be hopelessly at variance. Nature has made
happiness the normal condition of her children by
associating every normal acUon with a pleasurable
sensation. In the catechism of the antinaturalists
the sinfulness of pleasure is still a cardinal dogma.
The natural affections that hav aided the survival of
the higher animals are considered unworthy of a
model saint. "If any man come to me and hate not
his father and mother, and wife and children, and
brothers and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he
cannot be my disciple." The greenwood harbors no
pessimist. "The wood-thrush does not modulate her
anthems in a whining drawl; no dread of a joyhating priest-god disturbs the gambols of the squir.rel and the aerial dances of the brook-midge.'' But
the children of man are taught to frown on the smiling face of nature. "Blessed are they that mourn,''
"Woe unto you that laugh," " Be affiicted and mourn
and weep.''
.
'
Only men that hoped to be forgiven on such terms
could" claim themselvs a sole exclusiv heaven.'' The
dying Indian hopes that his faithful dog will rejoin
him in the happy hunting-grounds; the horses of
Achilles follow his shade to Elysium; and in tpe still
earlier ages of the world, when the spirit of man had
not yet strayed so far from its source, the repulsiv
exclusion of our lowly fellow-creatures was wholly
unknown. The forms of plants and animals are
gracefully. interwoven with the tissue of Hindoo
mythology and the sagas of our northern ancestors.
The dog Sarama. discover·s the theft of the Panis; the
horses of the Asmins fight in the battle of the gods;
Hanuman is summoned to the council-hall of Indra.
Our medieval devotees retired to convents that never
harbored a sparrow; the saints of Brahminism retired to the hills and spent their last year in communion with the guiltless creatures of the forest, as our
pathologists hav again begun to study in the hygienic
instincts of animals, in order to correct the prejudices of our denaturalized mode of life. For pessimism is passing away like a moral epidemfc, and
its fever-dreams will soon cease to be confounded
with the normal tendencies of the human mind.
But if antinaturalism is a symptom of disease, it
must be admitted that supernaturalism requires a
different definition, and the fact that the imagination
of all primitiv races has been haunted by ghost-terrors opens out a field of very curious inquiry. Were
the lullabies of our species chanted by priests that
could not dispense with bugbears? R3.ther more
significant seems the circumstance that ghost-fear is
a night phenomenon. Midnight is the ghost-hour
par excellence. The goblins hide in day-time. "It
was about to speak, when the cock crew." "Up! my
horses shudder-the dawn is near!" Mephistophelea
warns his companion. Knight Roderick, fleeing from
the pursuit of the Wild Huntsman, feels himself safe
when he sees the morning light. And the same sight
must for ages bav cheered the hearts of our arbor-

eal relative. In day-time a panther would find it
easier to kill ten birds than to catch one monkey.
The nimble fourhanders can mock his claws; they
disdain to flee; they pursue him with hooting yells
from tree to tree, and seem to invite his attack by their
defiant boldness. But the tables are turned after dark,
when the fourhandera hav to rely on the vigilance of
their s.entries, whose 'sharp ears are no match for the
owl-eyes of the prowling felidro, though they giv
the alarm at the slightest symptom of danger. These
alarms, almost nightly disturbing the sleep of untold
thousands of generations, must hav impressed the
simian soul as well as the soul of our sylvan ancestot·s with an indelible dread of nocturnal apparitions,
haunting a vague imagination with all sorts of monstrous shapes. "It is not books or pictures," says
CharJes Lamb, " nor the stories M foolish servants,
which create these terrors in children; they can at.
most giv them a direction. The stories of the chimeras and gorgons may reproduce themselvs in the
brain of superstition, but they were there before.
They are transcripts, types: the archetypes are in us,
and eternal.'' May we not guess that those archetypes were the night-walking jerre of the primeval
forests? Every menagerie-keeper knows that after
dark the approach of any unknown ("uncanny") object will scare monkeys almost out of their wits. The
flutterin~ of a window-curtain, the stealthy steps of
a late visitor, a mere flitting s411dow, is enough to
throw them into a paroxysm of abject fear; capuchin
monkeys dash t.o and'fro like blind chickens; baboons,
which in day-tiine would brave the attack of a mastift: huddle together and seem disposed to loRe their
wits at a moment's notice. Hereditary influences
hav transmitted that disposition to some of their
higher 1·elativs, as Hannibal well knew when he
routed his blockaders with a stampede of fiery phantoms. The sibyl of the Egerian fountain declined to
appear in day-ti:'me, and professional ghost-raisers
greatly prefer to begin their seances after dark. The
persistency of hereditary tendencies is proportional
to that of the predisposmg cause. The love of forest-life has survived its modifications, the hot-house
mania and the park me.nia of our French and British
cousins, and even among nations so thoroughly
secularized as the people o£ No1·th Germany, superstition still survives in the fear of night-hags.
The study of animal characteri!ltics may furnish,
indeed, many suggestiv commentaries to obscure, because half-obliterated, traits of the human soul, just
as the caudal appendages of oul' next relativs explain
the meaning of certain prolongations of the human
spine. Dog-trainers often notice that a whipped
hound falls savagely upon his mates, and exasperated
monkeys reach a:round into the next cage to pull the
tail of an inoffensiv neighbor. I had a raccoon that
never failed to inflict that sort of vendetta upon
some one or other, sometimes even upon the cows
that passed its den on their way to the pond. Few
civilized men that stump their toea against aston~
would act upon the impulse of flinging that stone at
the head of a by-stander; still, the truth that mis9ry
likes company well enough to supply the want by aggressiv measures is apt to assert itself in various
disguises. Rejected suitors and dyspeptic gluttons
are much inclined to engage in a crusade against the
vanities of this world. Tea-drinking spinsters with
nervous headaches take care that their affiiction shall
compare favorably with that of their servant-girls.
Jupiter, after the death of Semele, makes a raid upon
the astonished Argives; and when Krishna, the son
of he~ven, was crucified, millions of mortals were
sentenced to renounce the joys of this life. Ocetera
qui nescit?

The evolution of plants and animals presents a
curious but rarely noticed analogy-the sudden
change, namely, that their forms undergo at the approach of perfect development. The slowly budding
rose unfolds all its leaves in a single day. In a
single hour the crawling mummy that emanates from
a chrysalis becomes a broad-winged butterfly. The
pheasant, the male tanager, and the bulfinch acquire
their plumage by a sudden transition from neutral
to brilliant colors. Is it not as if nature had intended to furnish us a commentary, suggesting an
explanation of an apparent anomaly, namely, the
wide interval in the scale of development from ape
to man? In the evolution of man, nature approached
the climax of her work, and unfolded a flower that
the teguments of the inclosing bud had partly concealed. Science might adduce still closer analogies.
At the dawn of creation the march of development
moved very 11lowly; so slowly, indeed, that Sir Charles
Lyell speciR.lly commends the Darwinian theory for
" enabling us to dispense with a law of progress as
a necessary accompaniment of variation." Myriads
of ages after the first appearance of life on this
planet, he tells us, "there were still as many beings
of the simplest structure in existence as ever." Ages
may also hav passed before our hirsute ancestors
learned to exchange their stone clubs for bronze
hatchets. Within the past thirty years science has
surpassed the progress of thirty centuries of faith.
On the higher planes of life, evolution strides with
wider steps. In tracing those steps across the gap
of the problematic transition, we should remember
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to compare the nearest points of approach: the ad- lates to the Protestant churches, of course. AU the
Social Problems.
vanced dawn· of animal intelligence, and the first neighborhoods in which the working people liv are
Mr. Edgeworth seems to think that the ho~estead
sun-glimpse of human reason. That sun seemed to well supplied with Catholic churches, so the discus- should be exempt from taxation as much as clothing,
rise in a mist. The occupations of our early ances- sian relates to non-Catholic population altogether. food, houses, and all products of labor. He evidently
tors were confined to defensiv and offensiv warfare; The starting-point of it was an assertion that there is fails to recognize the difference between the two
their children were cradled in the bulrushes of the "a severance between the American Protestant kinds of things w:hich I hav so often pointed out.
lacustrine swamps that protected them against the churches and the working classes." The Independent Clothing, food, houses, etc., are in this very nature
approach of their. enemies, in Lerne~n bogs and denies that such a severance exists, and the Christian private things. The public do not produce these
Swiss lagoons, while they left the fair. uplands to Union maintains that if there is not actually a sever- things. The public hav no more claim upon the coat
their four-footed rivals. The anthropOid apes, too, ance, there is much indifference, at least, on the part on my back than Mr. Edgeworth has, for the public
are swamp-dwellers, anp without pile-forts manage of the working classes toWa):d the churches. From has not assisted me to obtain it any more than he
to hold their own against all quadruped aggressors. my own observation, I should say most decidedly that has. To tax a thing implies that the party levying
, The gorilla, and, ac~o~ding to Brehm, also the the Christian Union is right. For a good many years the tax)1as a right to a share of the thing; but the
nshiego and a nest-bmldmg ape of the upper Gaboon, past I hav been brought into direct contact with public,J;l,as no more moral right to the products of my
stampede elephant herds by breaking off clqbs arid working people in• their homes, probably a great deal labor than Mr. Edgeworth has. But it is different
following the troop with furious yells. The first more than ·ll.ny writer on either the Independent or the with all that class of things which are not the product
biped hunters probably used no other weapons. The Christian Union, and what I hav seen and heard Pl of any man's labor. All citizens hav equal claims to
po01~ hill-folk of the Malabar ~hauts eat several !a- this way has convinced me that only a very small these things, and things which all people hav equal
rieties of venomous snakes, which they catch by pm- proportion of these people-keeping to the Prates- claims to do belong to the public. Roads, schools,
ning them to the ground with a ·forked stick. But tants, of course-trouble themselvs about church post-offices, air, etc., are examples of things of this
in times of scarcity the Abyssinian kutch-baboon takes matters of any kind. I think it is perfectly safe to kind. They are called public, because all ·hav equal
greater risks, for he catches scorpions with his hands say that not more than one-tenth of them are regular rights and claims to them. The public has a moral
and breakl!l off their tails before they hav time to church-goers. The Evening Post introduces itself right to tax its own property, but it has no more
twist around.\ The vocabulary of the Veddahs, the into the discussion to ask a few pointed questions. right to tax anybody else's property than I hav.
probable aborigines of Ceylon, contains fewer than a It would like an explanation why it is that the greater
Mr. Edgeworth's reasoning is inconsistent. It is
hundred words; that of the white-headed capuchin number of large churches are in the" brown-stone that renting the land to the people, ipstead of selling
at least twice as many expressiv sounds. Sir Emer- region," meaning Fifth avenue and the streets imme- it to them, would favor rich peopie and injure poor
son Tennent says that a Veddah hunter's attempts at diately adjoining. "Only a very small proportion of people. He argues that if the land were rented by
conversation sounded to him like a combination of t~e working classes," it says, liv between Third and the state to all, the poor people would hav to pay
clicks and rasping grunts; the long-armed gibbon Sixth avenues, and yet t~e bulk of .the Protesta~t more for its use than they do now, and that the rich
and the capuchin pronounce their vowels as dis- churches are to be found m that regwn, and a cur1- would hav to pay less than they do now. Mr. Edgetinctly as a trained vocalist, and modulate them to ously l~rge proportion of them .on F~fth.avenue.itself worth must know that poor people do now hav to
express all possible degrees of approbation, displeas- -that IS, on t~e dear.est ~and m .:~Is City outs~?e of pay rent for the use of land, and that if they should
ure, fear, desire, and surprise. If the Veddahs can Wall street.
Why Is this thus? It ~oes on- :WhY pay this rent to the government, it would be no
ever be even half-civilized, it is certain that they hav mus~ a church .stand on an expensiV lot, and m a· harder to pay it than it is to pay it to a private landdeclined all invitations in that direction for the past fas~wnable neighbor~ood? W_ould prayer and lord. There are 4,000,000 farms in this country. and
three thousand 'years; and what compulsory educa- prruse not be as efl:j.cacwus asce~dmg fro~ a $10,000 1,500,000 of them are cultivated by tenants. Now,
tion might do for the anthropoid apes we may imply lot as from a $150,0~0 lot? ~s It t~e workmg classe~ these tenants are the poor people, and the owners of
by comparing, first, the mental status of the domes- that want .to worship on high-priced real estate? the land are the rich people. Mr. Edgeworth claims
tic dog with that of his wild relativs, the canis pictus They certamly don't, whether they want to or not.- that if the government should claim the rent which
and the Syrian jackal; and secondly, the docility of Buffalo Courier.
now goes to the landlords, the change would injure
the ape with the stubborn misanthropy of the wild
the tenants more than the landlords. He claims that
dog.
The Question of the Futu_re.
landlords would take up more lll.nd under the renting
The social virtues are supposed to constitute a
A colporteur of the Bible Society called to-day to system than they do now. Mr. Edgeworth will surely
generic distinction of t~e human soul; but the di_ffe;- sell the word of God and look after my salvation. see that this kind of reasoning is too absurd to reence between the soCial systems of ·Great Bntam Having the thought power of an average chicken, he quire further reply.
and Dahomey is greater than the difference between was all the more faithful a reflector of his clerical
I shall state, as a general proposition, that no govthe.family life of the African baboons and that of the teachers. Scandalized at my indifference, he ap- ernment ha:S a moral right to make any disposition
Papua Islanders. Fish trust their spawn to the sea; pealed to my fears of old Nick. I told bini the of the natural things of the country which shall not
the female tortoise disdains to hatch her eggs, though churches he urged me to attend were all in the ser- forever giv to all citizens equal shares of those thingfl.
she deposits them in a kind of nest; the male wolf vice of that personage, and ·especially mischievous At present it must be admitted that the people hold
leaves the care of his whelps to their mother; but by keeping the people in a mess about the future shares of these things in proportion to their wealth.
the adult baboons of both sexes not only attend to that they could neither help nor hinder, while neg- A man with two thousand dollars can buy twice as
the wants of their own offspring, but watch over lecting what most needed looking after hE!re now, the large a share as one with only one thousand dollars,
.orphans and the stray yonngsters of a neighboring government, that was in fact both God and devil. and so on. But the great mass of the people-more
tribe and nurse their sick with a solicitude that He replied that if he believed this little span of life than nine-tenths of them-hav no share at all.
.sh~m'es the perfunctory services of many professional was all, he should be perfectly indifferent as to what
W auld renting the land gi v all equal shares of it?
human nurses. I hav seen a female Chacma nurse a might happen. I told him I was the child of a race If the land was rented to the people by the governwounded babuin, or Berber-monkey, rock him to and who are not taught to believe in any other resurrec- ment, it would then belong to the government as
fro with a soothing purr, peep under his plaster, but tion than that of natural birth; but that as long as much as the roads do now, and we know that everyhastily replace it when his twitching betrayed pa_in, babies were plenty, we might try again. He might thing which belongs to the government beloni!'s as
cover him with her own blanket, and for hours hck be mistaken about the interest in this world de- much to one person as to another. The post-ofticfl,
around the wounded spot and rub it with her finger- pending on another; for men known to me, who had for example, or the public schoolfl, belong RS mnch to
tips. In their nativ rocks a whole tribe of the sym- no notion, however vague, of any future state, but Mr. Edgeworth as they do to Jay Gould. Mr. Gould
pathetic brutes will rush to the rescue of a crippled believed that death would put an end to their con- may send more letters through the post-office than
brother, and lug him off to a place of saf~ty where sciousness, were most keenly ~live to all worldly in- Mr. Edgeworth, but he pays more postage in proporthe champions of the encounter surround him, strut- eats, much more so ·than myself, who had no belief tion. So Mr. Gould might rent more land than Mr.
ting grotesquely in the pride of their hearts-or souls, either way, but simply awaited evidence.
Edgeworth, but he would hav to pay more rent in
though the antinaturalist would probably grudge
He could not understand the difference between proportion. If the natural things of the country
them the honor of a term that he would apply to the the knowledge of one's ignorance about a future life should be owned by .the government and rented to
mental apparatus of a Polynesian, who c~res ~is sick and the denial of it. The reflections excited. by his rich and poor upon equal terms, and the rent divided
children in the smoke-house, and sells his Wife for a silly answer bore on the importance of cultivating in equally among all, I claim all citizens would get equal
glass of grog. Yet we must admit the probability young minds the sentiment of solidarity in the col- shares of those things. For example, if a man,
that the Chacmas hav acquired their virtues without lectiv light of humanity and our earth, in which is on dying, should leave his estate to 1be rented every
the aid of preternatural revelations. Sympathy led sensibly,contained the sort of immortality to which year to the highest bidder, and the rent then divided
to co-operation; co-operation enabled them to hold any individuate expression of them can attain. This equally among all his children, is it not evinent that
their own against enemies that eliminated the less would seem to be easier than the clerical phantasms, all would get equal shares of his estate? So, if the
sympathetic varieties of their species. ~at?ral. sele~ and the feelings connected with it are sympathetic, government rents the estates every year and then
tion favored the development of an altrmstic disposi- whereas the clerical notions are egoist as well as divides the raven '16 so derived among all equally, all
tion as surely as any morbid aberration of that ten- grotesque.
will get equal shares.
'
den~y would hav been speedily suppressed. The
When this question was discussed bef~re the ~en
The idea of one's identity is at once fallacious and
penalties of unfitness would hav _been enforced elastic. Blows on the head which sometime change ate Committee two years ago, Senator Bhur gave It as
against those whose altruism ha~ t~mpted them to a character and faculties, must puzzle it worse than his opinion that. to rent the land of the U aited States
,seek glory in self-torture, to. whme mstead of figh~, the two Dromios or Siamese twins. When Napoleon on this principle would brin~ in a public reve~ue of
,to hate their friends and children, and bestow their said, "La France c'est moi," was it not a conscious ex- five billions of dollars. If riCh men should bid up
:affection upon their en~mies. Such forms o~ virtue tension of identity to which he had attained, as a the rents, as JUr. Edgeworth thinks they would, this
would hav succumbed m the struggle for existence, focus of the nation's sympathies ?
sum might be doubled. We never hav used .one bill·
.as they succumbed in the struggle of the Protestant
Suppose it should turn out that ideas, I mean ion yet for expenses of the government.. This would
revolt; but by just as much as altruism conduced to great organic ideas that run through species, and leave four billions dollars to be dlVlded equally
the welfare of the species, it was favored and perpet- such as the philosophy of history attests, were the among fifty millions of people, and this would be an
uated.
true substances of nature, and persons only phenom- annual pension of eighty dollars to each man, woman,
Hav the social virtues of the civilized nations been ena by which these ideas interacted on the stage of and child in the countrv. If the rich folkfl should go
developed in any other way? We ~ee no reason fo;, the world. Existence would then be proportional to to work and double the rent, as Mr. E Jgeworth
that assumption. The "power behmd phenomena insistence of persons identified with such ideas. thinks they would, each man, woman, and child in
acts by self-regulating laws.-F.-;Zix L. 0.-;wald.
That is one phase of survival for the fittest. I com- the country would get an annut:Ll pension of one ~~n-_
pare a species or a race with a tree, which periodi- dred and sixty dollars a year. Under such a condi.twn
Worl{·People and the Churches.
/ cally individuates itself in leaves. If it were con- of things poor people would not grumble. espemally
Auinteresting discussion has lately b~e~ going_ on scions, this consciousness would flow with its sap into as they would not hav to work, for Mr. Klg:eworth
between the Independent and the Chnstwn Umon, every organ, into every leaf, reproducing t~ere an thinks the rich folks would do all the work w1th maboth holding pretty broad religious views about image of the treehood. We, at a certain distance, chinery. It would be such a change to. hav the rich
church-going among: ~he working peopl~. It has note the tree as one individual, but consciousness in people doing all the work. I should thmk poor peooften been said, and It Is very generally behaved, that each leaf, would naturally insist upon its own iden- ple would like to try this change fur a year or two to
J. G. MALCOLM.
the working people of New York are not much given tity, and hav a vague noti~n that. all would not .be see how it wouln work.
Hutchinson, Kan.
to church-going; and it has been frequently point:ed over when it dropped, a notwn denved from the mont that they are not invited by the church!is w1th terfluent consciousness of the persistent. tree.
CATALOG of our books free on application.
any particular warmth. All talk on tliis subject re,
EoGEWOBTH.
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he could, holding that instrument and the paper beNot Quite Persuaded.
The following from Miss Wixon is in reply to a hind his back, cut out a perfect profile likeness of
private letter from a correspondent. We hav her Voltaire. One of his diversions was taking the soft
part of a piece of fresh bread, wetti.ng it slightly and
permission to publish it:
DEAR Fromm: What made you think that I am on modeling with his fingers Voltaire's bust. He gave
the "broad road to Spiritualism?" I tread the same finishing touches with long and pointed nails.
path as formerly, and find it good enough and broad
enough for me. I would be very glad to know that
Where is Your Basis 1
the main point of Spiritualism, that of conscious indiWhile we talk so much about money no one seems
vidual existence beyond the grave, is true, but, al- to attempt a definition.. It would seem that most
though I hav spent some time in investigating the people confound money with the thing used. We
phenomena since I hav been here in Onset, I am no call the metal or paper money, without thinking.
nearer any fixed conclusion in the matter than before Now, money is not the thing used, because anything
I came. From that which I hav seen, I be\ieve the we agree to take as money does all the work of money.
"materialization" business a fraud, a perfect fraud, Hence the things we call money are only signs or
every time. In regard to some other phases of so- representative at it. What then is money? A concalled Spiritualism I am not so certain. There is a siderable number of persons say it is the fiat of govpower, an intelligence, that I do not know how to ac- ernment I But this clearly will not do, because
count for. If it is "mind reading," it is a very won- should government declare leaves of trees money,
derfnl gift, and worthy of investigation. Doubtless people would, under compulsion, take them but once,
it will some day be better understood, a.nd will occupy and never again trust the party who forced the leaves
then its own place in the world of scientific facts. on them as legal tender. A thing must circulate to
Amid all the frauds of Spiritualism, I distinguish be money. And if a government of little power and
a grain of something else. What it is, I confess I credit should issue legal tenders beyond its power to
know not, but am content to study and wait. For make good, i.e., beyond its credit, these would not
several years .I hav been a careful and patient inves- circulate. Fiat is a most desirable quality added to
tigator of the "manifestations" whenever opportu- the money signs, but is not money. To ascertain
nity occurred. Be assured I shall never giv my ad- what money really is, we must seek its origin. We
herence to any cause without due and calm delibera- cannot conceive of money as originating without
tion and investigation.
thinking of a debt or difference arising. Were men
I hav received a number of letters of the same im- able to exchange equally on every occasion of a trade,
port as yours, and while I thank my friends for their money could never come into existence, because there
kind interest, I will say that nothing has occurred since would be no use for it. No, a debt must be conmy sojourn here to convince me that we can safely tracted, i.e., a credit must be given for a moment or
manage more than "one world at a time." Among longer, and then the thing to which the trust or conmy dear friendB, I count some who are pronounced filence is given, called money, is born.
Hence
Spiritualists, and they are no less dear to me on that money is credit in circulation.
And though we by our laws say gold only is money,
account. All that I hav met here hav treated me
with great kindness and cordiality, and when I go yet the natural money in shape of bills, checks, drafts,
away from this place I shall bear with me many· bonds, orders, arises in protest to do nearly all the
pleasant recollections. I think many are mistaken in money work of the civilized wo~ld.
their views and their methods, but I hav no disposiWhen we declare a rare metal shall alone be money,
tion to quarrel with enyone. If there is one thing we confine ,all its power to the metal, and who owns
to be deplored more than another, it is the easy ere- the metal masters the trade of the world. To-day a
dulity of the masses, the taking for granted that few of the wealthiest men could easily control the
which should invite the utmost care and caution.
gold. It was not always so, but in the past it was
Yours very truly,
SusAN H. WrxoN.
known that quicksilver controls gold, and is a much
rarer metal than gold, being found at but two or
three mines. The head of the Rothschilds early
A Statue of Voltaire.
The people of Paris hav recently dedicated a mon- learned that secret, and soon obtained mastery of the
ument to the French Freethinker. A correspondent whole supply of quicksilver worth while.
If money be really what I suggest, and essential to
of a New York paper thus describes the occasion:
our
welfare, may not fearfal consequences flow from
The unveiling of Voltaire's statue was a brightly
Parisian ceremony. It was in the open air and in our igncrring the fact, and by our institutions assumthe angular space on the Quai Malaquais, formed by ing it to be something else? It is always safest to
the jutting out of the Palace of the Institute. The legislate in accord with the nature of things.
weather was cool though summery. Of course there - As to a basis for circulation, or, "What are you
was a fine fluttering of tricolored flags and a velvet- going to pay in?" I op;ne that if a bank of issue had
draped rostrum set round with flowers. The back the power and right to order a tax off community of
of the statue is to the Institute. When it was un- several hundreds of millions, no one would ask where
veiled the declining sun lit up the vast forehead, the their basis was. That is a basis more durable than
nose, the projecting parts of the cheeks, the lips, any metal, and more reliable. This power is all the
and .the chin. Voltaire faces west. But his head is people's, expressed through their government.
HoLT.
slightly turned and his eyes look at the window at
which, in the Massacre of St. Bartholomew, Charles
The Candidacy of Mr. Moore.
IX. set a murderous example to his fanatical subTo
THE
EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The
jects by blazing away with a carbine on Protestants
who were trying t@ take refuge in barges on the Greenbackers of Iowa did themselvs a very great
Seine. The philosopher, who with his pen alone honor in nominating so competent and worthy a canmade the Revolution inevitable, appears to jeer at didate for state superintendent of schools as the Han.
the Louvre. That den of poisoners and tyrants is Mr. Moore.
Liberal Republicans and Democrats of Iowa! renow a people's museum and open to the whole world.
member
that there is no reuson why one party should
One almost fancies that Voltaire is mentally rejoicing
over that fact. He wears his ample crimson velvet indorse him more than the other, while there is a
dressing-gown lined with sable which the Empress very good reason why you should use your influence
Catherine sent him, and the wig that he dressed with your respectiv parties to that end, viz., he is the
himself nearly every morning for sixty years. The very man for the position. Also remember that even
shoes are square-toed and easy. Voltaire could not if yon do not succeed in getting your party to indorse
abide tight and high-heeled shoes. He appeares to him, it will carry a :very great influence in his favor.
Canton, Ill.
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
hav ceased walking with the gait of old age ·just to
cast his eye across the Seine at the royal rookery
New Rend,ering of an Old Text.
which he did so much to pull down. The face and
The
so-called
prophecy most freqnent.ly pointed to
head are intensely intellectual.
Caille, a sculptor of great talent, was the author as foretelling the coming of Christ is contained in
of this statue, which has been lying in a shed ever Isaiah vii, 14. In the old version it reads:
"Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall
since 1877, when the Due de Broglio overruled the
vote of the Municipal Council granting for its erec- call his name Immanuel."
It has been shown again and again that this
tion the angular space where it now t>tands. Caille
prophecy
referred to an event which was to follow
died of disappointment. He did not foresee that the
republic was to triumph completely. The artist not immediately upon its utterance, and that it was a
only studied everything that was written of Voltaire merely local prediction. Christians, however, conby those who knew him, but his different likenesses, tinue to claim that it bad a direct reference to the
busts, and statues. He learned English to be able Jewish messiah called Christ. The revisers hav not
to seize completely the impression Voltaire prodnccld altered this verse. Indeed, :they could not do so
on Oliver Goldsmith, who saw him in Paris and es- without making a radical change, the consequences
timated him at his full worth. The other author- of which they were not prepared to accept. But
ities were Hondin's statue, which was done hom life, they hav put in the margin what they dared not inat Ferney, and Hondin's fourteen little pen-and-ink corporate in the text. The corrected version should
·
sketches of the philosopher's head, showing it in as read as follows:
"The maiden is with child, and beareth a son."
many kinds of moods and trains of thought. HanGrammarians will observe that, in a double sense,
din had lived with him ten years. He was a poor
artist on whom Voltaire took pity and offered a the difference between the old and the new version is
home at Ferney as long as he chose to accept it. He intense; for whereas the verb was before in the first
adored his host, and devoted himself to studying his future tense, it is now in the present. What becomes,
face and reproducing it with pen, pencil, or with a then, of the prophecy upon which was alleged to
scissors and paper. So expert did he become that hang the messiahship of .Jesus Christ?

'J1lle · 'l'ent.
HENDERSON, SnrAWASSEE ·Co., Mrcn.-The pouring rain ·on
Sunday night the 2d at Owosso, prevented our lecture; about
forty were present, but, under advice of friend Bedford and
our faithful 'filney, we saved our strength. We had depended
on Sunday evening to giv us a boom financially. Had good
attendance on Monday and Tuesday. We reviewed a pam.
phlet by the Episcopal minist.er named Walton, an attempted
reply to Colonel Ingersoll's "Which Way?" and, althoUgh
Owossians were somewhttt proud of having a minister who could
publish a pamphlet replying to Colonel Ingersoll, they now
wish he had not. There was very deep prejudice against Liberalism in Owosso. The spirit was manifest by the remarks
of three dear little children from four to six years of age passing the Tent on their way to school, "Da'res dat wicked Tent;
don't oo· wish do Lord ud drive it away?" The Timt has one
wonderful advantage-the Christians can go on the back
street, get behind trees, or blow out lights and sit in rooms
in adjacent houses, and hear distinctly. When ouf "stentorian" is under full headway, we can be heard five blocks off.
This affords opportunity for the timid to learn the truth, yet
dodge the responsibility of being seen at the wicked Infidel
Tent. There were from one hundred and fifty to three hundred people standing around outside the Tent, numbers vrirying with the weather. Those inside eagerlr took reading
matter, and it was very thoroughly circulated during the day;
constant applications were made for leaflets an·d papers. We
are well pleased at results of our labors at Owosso. To Mr.
George Bedford, the one subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER in
the place (we secured five new ones), we are under deep obli·
gations. He spared no pains or efforts to help in the good
work. We fell short financially, but even in this direction he
helped most generously; had avowed Liberals in the vicinity
done one-tenth as much, we should hav come out of Owosso
with replenished instead of depleted exchequer.
.
On Wednesday Mr. Leroy Cushing and Mr. William Kohlmeyer, from Henderson, came for us, accompanied by Mr.
B.arker with a hay-rack and lumber wagon, on which we loaded
Tent and all belongings. Our Tent folds in bundles; center
pole is spliced; chairs fold in compact bundles of six; books,
trunks, everything can be packed and carried in an ordinary
lumber wagon with hay-ruck.
We had a very pleasant drive to Henderson, only six miles
from Owosso. It is a small village, only one church-M. E.
But a more rabid, bigoted; fanatical place it has not been
our lot to visit, even famed J\IIontezuma, N. Y., not excepted.
The minister is constantly running upon the streets or in
the stores howling:
"What can we expect but that God will send some dreadful visitation of his holy wrath upon us, if we permit this accursed 'Tent to remain in our midst, flaunting so defiantly in
the face of the almighty?
.·:
"This Reynolds is a disciple of the infamous convict, Bennet, who devoted his life to vl·riting and publishing bscene
books to debauch and demoralize youth, and was at last justly
sent to end his miserable life in prison for his repeated
crimes.
"These wretches with the Tent should be driven out as
you would drive them forth if they came polluted with lepr~sy
to spread contagion and death among us. The vile poison of
their infamous teaching is more deadly, more to be dreaded,
than yellow fever or small-pox," etc.
Judge of the results. Our little fat corporosity and the
Adonis proportions of our f~scinating child of song Tilney,
~re scanned by the people with gaping mouths and wide, starmg eyes, as though we were monstrosities. The children gaze
on us in awe at safe distance, and run screaming, as if for their
lives, if we approach them, while the fanatics pass• us with
fierce, glaring eyes flashing with hate and anger, grinding their
teeth, and clenching their fists. Th~ ordinary intelligent
Uhristian is always afraid his God is unable to take care of
himself, or punish his enemies without his help. Think, then
what must be the ~ffect of this minister's ravings on the un:
cultured fanattcs of this locality. Threats fill the air-we are
threatened with being mobbed. A party was actually formed
to attack us, avowing their intention to drive us out and hide
the Tent where it could never be found.
. Of c':mr~e this is_ a lit~le unpleasa~t-;-rather spoils the jolly
little p1cmc (some 1magm we are enJoymg). But it advertises
us most thoroughly, and results in greatly extending and increasing the interest in our lectures. We are more amused
than alarmed, yet agreed with the friends that it was advisable
to hav an armed watch during the night. We were much more
afraid of the stealthy assassin in the dark than of any open attack, and as we walked alone along the road, from the 'l'ent to
the hotel, after midnight in the pitchy dark we kept our ears
strained, expectin~ the thud o_f the murdero'us bludgeon from
behmd, or the wh1zz of the p1ece of rock aimed from behind
the fence, crushing through our skull; but thus far hav passed
unmolested. A crowd of ruffians did make a start, on mischief
bent, but skulk()_d in the ditch beside the road, and, finding
the Tent guard on the alert, ready to receive them sneaked
off.
·
'
Crowds flock to hear us, and although many are afraid there
may be some dead~y po~son' in our tracts and paper!!, yet a
great many are bemg Circulated. We hav already obtained
three subscribers for TnE 'fRUTH SEEKER, and sold quite a
number of books and pamphlets, some much below cost some
on credit. But the fallow ground is broken up, the prejudice
removed, the good seed sown, the future cultivation of the
field made easy, and the ha1·vest insured.
William Kohlmeyer and Leroy Cushing are genuin Liberals;
not alone outspoken advocates of Secularism1 but their lives
giv evidence of ~he enu~bling influence of its teachings. Their
characters are m nil thmgs above reproach, while their devotion to the cause is worthy of highest commendation and
emulation. .It. is finding such true, loyal, generous hearts,
ready and willing to make real sacrifice to aid the good work,
that reconciles us to our incessant arduous labors. 'fhey are
plain, unassumiug men, limited in means, but not in zeal living amidst rabid fanaticism, yot keeping ablaze the tor~h of
liberty; they are real heroes, worthy of all respect; living not
fur self, bLtt earnestly endeavoring 'to advocate the best interests of their fellow-creatures, determined their neighborhood
shall be the better for their having lived in it.
On Wednesday morning we shall bid farewell to Michigan
artd start for Carbon, Ind., which will be our address until the
22d inst.
O:HAfi. B. :R;mmo;r.vf!,
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ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
CHARLEs WATTs,
SAMUEL P. Pu·.rNAM, Secretary,
First Vice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York.

.Annual and Life Memberships.
Every Freethinker should become an Annual or Life Mem. ber of the National Liberal League. Life-membership certificates are issued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These
certificates are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures .of
the president of the League, Robert G. Ingersoll, and of its
secretary, Samuel P. Putn!lilll ; they are therefore an ornament to any place and a memorial of great value. They
should •adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close
of the year. The support thus given to the League would
make its success certain.
A. C. MACDONALD,
Chairman of the Finance Committee.
33 Clinton Place, New York city.

Call for the Niuth Annual Congress of the National Liberal League.
To the .Aumiliary Liberal Leagues and .All Citizens of the
United States and Carwtdas who support the Nine
Demands of Liberalism:
You are invited to attend the Ninth Annual Congress of the National Liberal League, to be held in
Cleveland, Ohio, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
October 9, 10, and 11, 1885.
According to a vote at the last Congress of the
League notice is hereby given that an amendment to
the Constitution will be submitted, as follows : Article I. of tbe Constitution of the National Liberal
League shall be amended to read: " The name of the
association shall be The American Secular Union."
Measures for the affiliation of the Freethought
societies of Canada with the National 'Liberal League
will also come up to be acted upon.
Also measures for carrying on the work of Freeth9ught, and securing the adoption of such laws by
the various state governments and by the national
government as shall make the United States thoroughly secular, and the repeal of all laws now on the
statute books which conflict with the Nine Demands
of Liberalism.
·
Local Auxiliary Leagues are entitled by the
League Constitution to five representativs in ·the
Congress-th~ president and secretary and three
delegates. All charter members and life members,
all vice-presidents, all chairmen of state executiv
committees, are entitled to seats and votes in the
Congress. Annual members are entitled to seats
but not to votes, except by permission of the Congress.
It is hoped that every Auxiliary League will send
a full delegation to the Congress, and that every
Freethinker in the United States and Canada, who
can, will be present. Having adopted a common
basis of work upon which all Liberals can combine, it
is now desirable to discover the best means by which
this work can be carried forward, and to this end
large attendance and free expression of opinion will
contribate. It is hoped that all will come to the Congress to .emphasize the unity of Liberalism and to
create an interest for harmonious action which shall
result in the abolition of all laws that are contrary to
secular government.
Per order of Board of Directors:
R G. INGERSOLL, President.
SAMUEL P. Pu•rNAM, Secretary.
CHARLES B. REYNor.ns, Ch. Ex. Com.
A. C. MACDONALD, Ch. Fin. Com.

The Convention and the Congress.
The two Conventions at Albany and Cleveland are both for
the same purpose-the creation of a vast interest and eLthusiasm in the w01·k 9f Liberalism throughout the United States
and Canadas. It is to be hoped that as many us possible will
attend both Conventions, for the one will not be a repetition
of the other; but an evol~tion and advance. The noble im.
pulse which we shall all receive from the Albany Convention
will be carried on to the Congress at Cleveland for practical
activity. At Albany will be displayed the intellectual wea!Lh
and resources of the Liberal party, and these will convince
the wol'ld oi the intensity of our determination, and the moral
power which we represent. We shall obtain a recognition
never yet accorded to Freethought principles. With the interest thus created, and the attention of the public universally
attracted, our own forces made more oomp110t and enthusiastic,
the stream of effort will flow on to Cleveland with accumulating influence. The Congress in October will be pi·e.eruinently the meeting for action; for the adopting of the best
methods of work, and the pushing forward of the campaign
·for the coming year with unpi·ecedented activity. We need a
grand rally at both Albany and Cleveland in order to fully
meet the necessities of the hour. What we need above all
things is acquaintance, fellowship, corps de esp1·it,, the magnetic
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powers of comradeship, the individual conviction blended the pioneers of Liberalism in this State. He ,felt the 'Weiglit
with the universal inspiration. These gatherings are to de- of the ostracising hand of orthodox superstition. Marly 6f
velop and express .the spirit of fraternity, to cultivate the the old proscriptiv laws that hav ·become ·a dead 'letter oW'e
humanity of our movement, and to mold those many-sided their retirem.ent 'from priblio use 'to his 'voi:ce as a 'public
agencies that shall hasten the new integration of mankind on speaker.; to his 'pen as a newspaper ·correspondent"'to'his dethe basis of liberty and science. Those .who cannot go to one cisions as a •judge of the supreme courl of the state: and· to hiil
will surely make an effort to go to the oth6l.r. Many of our other labors of drawing up bills and having them lpushe\i
Eastern friends can only go to Albany, many of our Western ·through· the legislature.
friends can only come to Cleveland, but we hope that as many
~ut·now he is ~n old man seventy-eight years of age, anei
as possible from East, and West, and North, and South will ·qmte feeble physmally. He had a stroke of paralysis a·-sho:i:t
attend both Convention and Congress. For a few weeks we time ago, which has wealjened one side of his body so much
hav given special labor to the Albany meeting. Its success <that he never attempts to walk around without the use of a
is now assured. There will be a.noble attendance of Liberals. cane. He does not often leave the house, as he is somewhat
Four weeks after this Convention will be held tb.e national afraid that another stroke might·be fatal.
The judge has been a deep student in his day. He 'has"a
Congress. From now 'on with the splendid impetuosity of
movement which we shall acquire at Albany, we hope that all splendid library, and can take up any scientiiic or historicdl
will join heart and hand for a Congress of Liberals at •Cleve- work and find a passage to illustrate a theory or corrobora~e a
land, which shall speak the most important word af the day statement he makes about an author's views en any S'ii~edt
for human advancem~nt.
under consideration. He was glad to leam t'J:m:t dtrr as'BOoiaOur good friend Griswold does the right thing and says the tiox; had changed its name te the A.Iibany Secular Society,
right thing, as the following shows:
which was done two weeks ago !in ·order that we might come
"Au:BURN, N. Y., August 13, 1885.
out squarely in support of th.e American Secular Union. He
"FRIEND PuTNAM: Herewith find.inclosed $2 for two tickets considers that a great Secular movemerlt, properly conducted
for myself and wife to the Albany Convention.
would wield an influence so :powe:rful that every department
" Most assuredly you can depend on our being there among f
·
the first ones, to remain with you all through the grand awak- 0 government, state and national, would eventually be thorening, like unto which nothing yet has taken plaCEJ in the his- onghly secularized. He has great confidence in the ability
tory· of our great movement. Our Rochester Convention, integrity, and patriotic·motivs of Colonel Ingersoll. He told
two years ago, was a grand affair, but I believe this coming me when I was about to bid him good-bye that when the Conone will even surpass it in all respects. It seems there never vention is in 13. ession, if he feels safe in doing so, he will try to
befoi·e was such concerted . action manifested on the part' of
n
Liberals to make a Convention the greatest one ever held. attend. The: rst lecture I ever heard delivered against orthoI hav just returned home from a long business trip, and, doxy was by Judge Hurlbut. I was then a Christian but a
though very busy in the occupation of bread-winning, I am little skeptical. However, he worked up all the Christian
going to spend just a few days in behalf of· advertising this b~ood there was in me to fever heat, and I prepared a reply to
~ohnbvetnttionb, khno'!ingdvery well tdhatt my mea~ and drink w!ll.rteld- his lecture and with the permission of the lecture committee
IS
e er y avmg one my n y, even m my very 1Imi e
f h
·
·
.
.
sphere. Br_other Reynolds's magnanimous call to duty of one, 0 t e soCiety of which I am now P_resident, I delivered or read
week ago infused into me new vigor, greater determination : my reply three weeks later. The Judge then prepared a more
and stronger fixedness of purpose to present a bolder front elaborate discourse on the same subject, which was delivered
upon the r~mparts of the common e!lemy,, ~ving them n~ in Tweddle Hall. After hearing him through I came to the
quarter, askmg o~ t~em no favor, until the Nme Demands conclusion that I could offer no objections to his ar ument
shall hav taken oheir proper places upon. the scroll of our oth th tho e h' h
ld b
1 t h ·
g·
common cause.
. er an . .s w IC won
e mere y ec mea1 or mgen" Not only do we oblige ourselvs to tear away from the dull Ionsly-sophistical. And as I wanted to be honest with my.
cares of toil for a few days to attend the Albany Convention self I never opened the subject up again. From that time
by buy~ng our ticket.s one month ah~ad, but fn_rther insure ~he forward I gradually gravitated out of Catholicis~ into Secularo.bhgation of attendmg by even bu~ng o~r r.a1lr~ad excursion ism, and I am now as bad as any of the rest of you th 001 •
tickets also one month ahead. This obligation ts flanked on · II
ki
.
.
'
og
all sides by a longing for the ' good time coming • when we ICa Y spea . ng. I hav Just rece~ved a I_etter from Mrs. Lucy
shall all once more intermingle with each dther becoming N. Colman, who says that notw1thstandmg that she is somebetter acquainted with the objects, aims, aad purposes of what feeble, she intends to be at the Convention..
Secularism. We are now a unity, one insepMable whole, with
Yours truly,
J. J. McCuE.
no North or South, East or West, but ·one common, undivided
-----·.....,_ _ __
compactness for good.
L. DIEWITT GRISWOLD.
L t
d -v ·
"P.S.-Your circulars for church taxation, repeal of secec ures an JILeetings.
tarian obnoxious laws, hav been reooivoo. I hope to ·get a
Owrna 'to many members being of town, and for other realittle time to do something toward gettling subscriptions. ·
sons deemed sufficient, the officers of the Manhattan Liberal
"L. D. W. G."
Club hav postponed the opening fall meeting until the :first
Lucius C. West (Uncle Lute), autkMof "Paul Hart; or, The Friday in October._
T. B. WAKEMAN, President.
Love of His Life,'' will be at the CGnvemtlon; also Elias Gault
A. C. MACDONALD, Secretary.
and wife, L. G. Bragg and wife-aM of Kalamazoo, Mich. So
MR.
E.
W.
CHAMBERLAIN
writes
that Burnham Wardwell's
they come from East and West.
.
friends hav ·made arrangements by which he receives the
N. D. Burnham, of Lowell, Masl!l., sends $1 for ticket and
kindest care and the best medical treatment at the Hygienic
writes that he will be at the Con-vtntion. Milo 0. Mott, of
Springfield,.Mass., sends $1 and writes that" he hopes for a Home of Dr. W. A. English, in Vineland, N. J., where he will
remain until September. It is hoped that he will then be so
grand time at Albany, and to see the veterans of the cause."
far recovered from the effects of the outrage inflicted upon
The following from correHpondence ~i.vs especial pleasure: him at Dedham jail, that he will be able to continue with
''CASSADAGA, N.Y., Aug. 8, 1885.
renewed vigor his contest against the abuses and inhuman.
"Please tell Secretary Putnam that I congratulate him on ities practiced upon prisoners, paupers, and the insane.
his program for the Albany meeting. The topics to be discussed are all interesting, s.nd the persons to discuss themwe hav none more able in ouc ::ranks. I hav only time to say
A. Lesson from Lightning.
that Remsburg, in his capital letter, already published, exA telegram from Madrid brings news of a fatal thunderbolt
presses, better than I <lOuld, my own sentiments in regard to which fell last week upon a church at Gerona while mass was
the meeting. What a '' fea·;,t of fat things, of wine on the lees
well refined," you will hav! And then the dessert-Ingersoll. being celebrated in the building. Two of the worshipers were
struck by the lightning and instantly killed, while fifteen
How I envy those who will ,partake !
"Mrs. Lake, our John th,e Baptist, who has done such effect- other persons in the congregation were severely hurt.
ual service for the causE• in the West, is one of the speakers at
If these casualties had occurred on a Sunday picnic instead
the meeting here, and bids me say she fully indorses what I of in a church, and to people engaged in amusing themselvs
hav said above. She hopes, and so do I, that the Albany
meeting will be the second step in the evolutionary process instead of worshiping God, there would hav been many to
marking the history. of American Secularism, and that before think and say that the fire from heaven was simply an instru.
m>tny years pasS by the laws and policy Of the great state Of ment of punishment from an offended deity, to signify dis.
New York, in whose capital the meeting is to be held, will be pleasure at a transgression of his laws.
conformed to tb.e secular character of the national ConstituThe doctrin of special providence, however, beoomes peon.
tion. ·
Respectfully,
A. B. BRADFORD."
liarly unsatisfactory m cases like this.
Doubtless it is better to worship than to revel; but if a con.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THE ALBANY CONVENTION,
gregation of worshipers is in an edifice peculiarly exposed to
Previously acknowledged, $767.00 lightning, while a party of revelers is in a properly protected
L. DeWitt Griswold, 2.00 building, the chances will be decidedly in favor of the revelN. D. Burnham, 1.00 ers.
Milo 0. Mott,
1.00
Lightning, like· rain, seems inclined to descend equally upon
Wm. Reynolds,
2.00 the just and the unjust. As the just man who wishes to keep
off the rain must use an umbrella, so the just man who wants
Total,
$773.00 to keep off the lightning must use a lightning rod.
There was once a well-known Rhode Islander who, after
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
having contributed liberally toward the erection of a church in
the town where he liveU, was asked to giv something more to
Items of Interest From .Albany.
help get a lightning rod.
DEAR 1\:IR. PuTNAM: We hav not made all our musical ar.
''No," he answered; "not a cent. If God wants to burn up
rangements yet. We expect to be able to announce the full his own building, let him burn it !"
If his view prevailed, we fear the number of churches
program very soon. Mrs. Gerdom, one of our lady members, is
struck by lightning in a year would be much greater than
embroidering a satin banner for our society, which will be
now.-New York Sun.
placed on the stage during the time that the Convention is in
-------..------Aession. Our Troy friends are doing their share of the work
THE Rev. Father Northgraves, a Roman Catholic humbug,
a•so. Mr. Wade, of the Troy Secular Society, has made ar· has written a work entitled, "Mistakes of Modern Infidels; or,
mugements to hav the stage nicely decorated with hot-house Evidences of Christianity. Comprising a complete refutation
plants. 'l'he ladies of our Society and the Troy Association of Colonel Ingersoll's 'Mistakes of Moses' and 'Objections' of
hav got the whole matter of decorating the Opera House in Voltaire, Paine, and others against Christianity." This is ancharge, nnd the material is being prepared as fast as neces- other book to be piled away on the back shelves with Watson's
"Apology" and Lambert's "Notes." Meanwhile Freethought
sary.
I called on Judge Hurlbut yesterday afternoon at his beauti- moves swiftly but serenely on.
--------~~------ful country residence in the town of Bethlehem, Albany
DoES MARTYRDOM PRoMOTE LoNGEVITY ?-Of the first
county, about two miles from this city. He was president -of
our Association about six years ago. I called on him for the sixteen popes, all but six are said to hav suffered marpurpose of ascertaining if his health would permit him to tyrdom, and yet their average term of service was
attend our Convention. He is all alone in his spacious man- three months longer than that of the last sixteen presion, his wife having died not long since, and his children ceding Pius IX. So Christian martyrdom appears to
are married and living away from him. The judge was one of promote longevity in St. Peter's chair.--.Antichrist.

--------
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More of Bacon and Shakspere.
A.D. 1596.
Bacon at 35 continues in retirement. Mr. Spedding does not wonder at his reluctance to devote his
life to the ordinary pr,actice of a lawyer, but is unable
to discover what other plan he had to clear himself
of debt and make a living. He S!liJS:

What course he betook himself to at this crisis at which we
hav now arrived, I cannot positivly say. I do not find any
letter of his which can be probably assigned to the winter of
1595-6, nor hav I met_among his brother's papers with anything which indicates what he was about, more than a few
notes relating to the satisfaction (or more generally dissatisfaction) of creditors. I preS1lme, however, that he betook him.
self to his studies. One of the loose sheets which I hav
printed under the title .of "Formularies and Elegancies" is
dated January 27, 1595[-6].

On the 2d of June an expedition, commanded by
Essex, sails from Plymouth; on the 21st the Spanish
fleet is burned, and Cadiz taken. Essex returns in
triumph. The pope issues a bull authorizing Elizabeth's subjects to depose her. No letter from Bacon
to Essex in relation to this enterprise is Jound until
it is over, but, from subsequent letters, it is evident
that he did not favor Essex as a commander. In a
long letter dated October 21st, he says:
Although I giv place to none in true gratulation, yet neither
do I repent me of safe counsel; neither do I judge of the whole
. play by the first act. . . A man of a nature not to be ruled;
that hath the advantage of my affection and knoweth it; of an
estate not grounded to his greatness; of a popular reputation;
of a military dependence. I demand whether there can be a
more dangerous image than this represented to any monarch
living;much more to a lady, and of her majesty's apprehension.

During the Christmas holidays Bacon receives
" gracious usage and speech " from the queen, making him hopeful of more substantial favors, and he in
turn presents her with a sample of a meditated work
on the " Maxims of the Law," which is never completed. As to his other literary work at this time
Mr. Sped ding says:
To the same period must be referred the "Essays" in their
earliest form, the fragment entitled, " Colors of Good and
Evil," and the "Meditationes Sacrae," which were published
shortly after. From these we may partly infer the nature of
his occupations during the autumn and winter of 1596, concerning which we would otherwise be left in ignorance.

Sometime this year Bacon writes to the earl of
Shrewsbury, from Gray's Inn, "to borrow a horse and
armor" for some public show. Another letter without date from Bacon to Lord Burleigh probably relates to the same affair, and belongs to-the latter part
of this year. Bacon expresses his sorrow that " the
joint masque from the four inns~aileth," and adds:
·Rather than this occassion shall pass without some demonstration of affection from the Inns of Court, there are a dozen
gentlemen of Gray's Inn that, out of the honor which they
bear to your lordship and my lord chamberlain, to whom, at
their last masque, they were so much bounden, will be ready
to furnish a masque, wishing it were in their powers to perform it according to their minds,

A letter written this year to Sir Fulke Greville on
his studies, and signed "E." (i.e., Essex), is claimed
by Mr. Spedding to be written by Bacon. It has
this remarkable sentence :
For poets I can commend none, being resolved to be ever a
stranger to them.
·

Snakspere at 32, if we may trust the memorandum
of a complaint by the " Inhabitants of Southerk,"
dated July, 1596, is living in Southwark, near the
Bear Gardens. The names of eleven complainants
are appended, the sixth being "Mr. Shaksper.''
On the 22d of July Lord Chamberlain Hunsdon
dies, and is succeeded by his son, Lord Hunsdon, as
patron of the theatrical company to which Shakspere
?elong~. " ~omeo and Juliet" has a great run, and
lS pubhshed m the following year.
John Shakspere, now a gentleman of Stratford, at
the instance of his son William applies to the
Herald's College for a grant of a coat of arms.
A.D. 1597.
Bacon at 36 publishes tbe first edition of his
"Essays.'' In the "Story of Lord Bacon's Life," by
Dixon, 1862, the author says:
Beyond the two state papers on Parsons's libel and Lopez's
treason Bacon had yet done nothing publicly as an author.
A few essays, a few meditations, with some other short pieces
of his composition, were passing, as Shakspere's sugared sonnets and Raleigh's fugitiv verses were at the same time passing, from hand to hand. But a rogue of a printer being about
to publish these scraps, their author, in fear of imperfect
copies, put them with his own hand to press.

ward, in 1603, alluding to the same he said, "I pro.
fess not to be a poet."
On the 12th of March Sir Wm. Hatton dies, leaving a young widow, clever, handsome, and well
provided; daughter of Sir Thomas Cecil, whose stepmother was Bacon's ·aunt--probably, therefore, an
early acquaintance. A wealthy marriage would at any
time hav been an effectual cure of Bacon's worst disease, poverty. Essex, at Bacon's request, writes to
her parents and to herself on his behalf. Whether
there was a proposal of marriage, and a rejection, we
do not know; but on the 7th of November in the following year the wealthy widow is married to the
narrow-minded Coke, a Widower, aged forty:six, with
ten children, and makes him miserable.
In Bacon's letter of October 21, 1596, he advised
Essex not to aspire to the place of Earl Marshal, or
Master of Ordnance, but rather to that of Lord Privy
Seal. On the lOth of March, 1597, after a quarrel
with the queen, Essex is made Master of Ordnance.
Another expedition is prepared against Spain, andEssex is commander-in-chief. Bacon writes a letter to
him concerning thQ widow Hatton: "My suit to your
lordsl;lip is for your several letters to be left with me,
dormant, to the gentlewoman and either of her
parents." In regard to the expedition he says: "Preserve your person for further merit and service of her
majeoty and your country."
Let all the ends thou aim'st at be thy country's.

-Henry VIIL

The fleet sails, bqt is driven back to Plymouth by
a storm, and when refitted is not strong enough for
an attack on the Armada. But it proceeds to the
Azores for the purpose of intercepting the returning
Indian fleet. This enterprise, however, fails, and Essex returns, apparently as popular as ever, but not in
favor with the court and queen.
No record of any communication at this time appears between Essex and Bacon, who is now engaged
in the business of the new Parliament, which meets
October 24th and adjourns till November 5th. In this
Parliament, says Mr. Spedding, "there is scarcely a
committee list in which his name does not appear."
Essex's last quarrel with the queen made him
Master of Ordnance; another quarrel makes him
.Earl Marshal, December 18th; the very offices which
Bacon in October, 1596, tried to dissuade him from
seeking, as being most likely to bring him into
trouble. Truly did a great officer at court remark of
Essex: "I know but one friend and one enemy my
lord hath; that one friend is the queen, and that one
enemy is himself" (4pothegms).
Some time during this year Bacon writes a letter
of thanks to Lord Burleigh for favors received. He
adds:
I see well the Bar will be my Bier, as I must and will use
it rather than my poor estate or reputation shall decay. But
I stand indifferent whether God call me or her majesty. Had
I that in my possession which by your lordship's only means
against the greatest opposition her majesty granted me [see
1589], I would never trouble her majesty, but serve her Htill
voluntarily without pay. . . . I never thought so well of
myself for any one thing as that I hav found fitness, to my
thinking, iR myself to observe and revere your virtues. For
the continuance whereof, in the prolonging of your days, I
will still be your beadsman.

Here we beg leave to insert what ought to hav
come in seven years before.
The 33d anniversary of Elizabeth's coronation was
celebrated November 17, 1590. Sir Henry Lee, the
quean's champion and master of the armory, who had
conducted the exercises from the beginning, appeared
for the last time, and, after the customary performances, resigned his office to the Earl of Cumberland,
whereupon the celebrated vocalist, Mr. Hales, a servant of her majesty, pronounced and sung the following verses, personating the aged man-at-arms: ·
My golden locks hath time to silver turned
(0 Time too swift, and swiftness never ceasing!),
My youth against age, and age at youth hath spurned,
But spurned in vain; youth waneth by increasing
Beauty and strength, and youth flowers fading been,
Duty, faith, love, are roots and ever gre~n.
My helmet now shall make a hive for bees,
And lovers' songs shall turn to holy psalms;
A man-at-arms must now stand on his knees,
And feed on prayers that are old age's alms.
And so from court to cottage I depart;
My saint is sure of my unspotted heart.
And when I sadly sit in lonely cell,
I'll teach my swains this carol for a song:
"Blest be the hearts that wish my Sovereign well,
Curst be the souls t~at think to do her wrong."
Goddess ! vouchsafe this aged man his right, ·
To be your beadsman now that was your knight.

Raleigh's "fugitiv verses" were first collected and
published in 1813. In 1590 he commended Spenser's
Parallels are found in Bacon and Shakspere with
"Faery Queen" in two sonnets, which are prefixed almost every sentiment and expression in these lines.
to the poem, followed by the versified praises of five See Mrs. Pott's "Prom us," p. 528. The change of
anonymous or unknown poets, one of whom we shall color in hair she finds noticed in these two authors
prove was Bacon. Sidney and other men of rank only. Silver hair or beard occurs six times in the
had written sonnets; and when John Florio, in his plays; "your beadsman" in Bacon's letter to Lord
"World of Words," printed in 1598, said, "There is Burleigh, quoted above, and in "Two Gentleman of
another sort of leering crows that rather snarl than Verona," 1591.
bite, whereof I could instance in one, who; lighting
The verses were published anonymously in Dowon a good sonnet of a gentleman's, a friend of mine, land's "First Book of Songs,'' 1600, and again in
that loved better lo be a poet than to be r:ounled so, called 1844; both times with the pronouns changed from
the author a rhymer," .may he not hav meant Bacon, the first to the third person-e. g., "His golden
whose poetic works were not. a] together concealed ? locks," etc. ~n the "Warks of George Peele," 1828,
In 1592, as we hav seen, and m 1599, as we shall see, 1they are credited to that poet, but the only evidence
Bacon addressed sonnets to the queen, and after- adduced of his authorship is the fact that he, as an

eye-witness, wrote a poetic description of the celebration in.. 1590. Mrs. Pott is doubtless right in
claiming for Bacon the authorship, and is only mistaken in supposing that" The Retired Courtier," to
whom the verses were intended to apply, was Lord
Burleigh, who at that time, on account of the loss '
of his wife, had temporarily withdrawn from court
'
(see Segar's" Honor, Military and Civil," 1602).
Shakspere at 33
negotiates for the purchase of
1
public securities in Stratford (afterward perfected
for £260), and buys a house there for £60. He is
engaged in agriculture and traffic, and his father
enters a suit in chancery for the restoration of his
estate.
" Richard II." and "Richard IIV' are entered,
printed, and played. The former was probably produced the year before. The printed edition omits
the entire scene of deposing King Richard. The
omission is attributed by Malone to fear of the
quean's displeasure. The play receives the countenance of Essex and excites the jealousy of the queen.
The " Merchant of Venice " is either played or in
preparation. A tragedy of this name is entered and
printed, but the critics presume it is not Shakspere's.
From two small fragments accidentally preserved," it
is clear," says Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps, "that Shakspere did not hesitate to.' adopt an occasional line
from his predecessors."
.
Up to this time nearly half of Shakspere's plays bav
been written or sketched, and most of the same put
upon the stage. Six of these hav been printed, but
witho~t the name of the author on the title page.
Nor does Shakspere's name thus appear as a writer
of plays until some time after the publication of
Bacon's" Essays."
ANTIQUARY.

Mr. Reynolds Facetiously Criticised.
I always read with great interest whatever our indefatigable and able brother, the Ex-Rev. ,c. B.
Reynolds, givs to the world through the columns of
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I know his great worth as a
propagandist of what he believes to be the truth; but
I think I now and then catch glimpses of the " old
faith that was in him," and which doubtless made
him, as a minister of the gospel, somewhat decided
or emphatic in his sermons, in claims of knowledge
about sundry things regarding which nobody, except
gospel preachers, knows anything, and of which " nobody who is anybody" ought ever to know or wish to
know anything; and I wish to "point a moral" here
by citing a few lines from Mr. Reynolds's contribution to THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 8th, "Facts and
Fallacies of the New Testament," p. 499, col. 2. Mr.
Reynolds writes therein:
"Jesus answered, In the resurrection they neither marry
nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels of God in
heaven" (Matt. xxii, 30). Here is the !Jlainest possible, the
most positiv, declaration that there is no human love in
heaven, that angels were never fathers, mothers, husbands,
wives, or children; that in heaven there will be no more love
for husband or wife than for any other saint, etc., etc.

Now, I make no comment on the last clause of
what I quote above, but I do say that Mr. Reynolds's
"exegesis," as above, .of the language he quotes as
Jesus's is the boldest and baldest non sequitur Iremember to hav ever met in literature, not excepting
anything I hav seen in the ordinarily inconsequential
diatribes of professional pulpiteers. It is wholly
illogical, bearing no nec~ssary relation to the premises (the text cited); such is the exegesis as it stands
unsupported by context, and bald to the eyes of ignorant readers, whom Mr. Reynolds ought to try to
enlighten, rather than leave them in " spiritual darkness," dependent for their opinions upon his dicta
alone. So I will assume that Mr. Reynolds drew
upon some fund of knowledge obscured to most other
people's minds, when he made bold to launch upon
the world-his peculiar "exposition of the holy scriptures " as to the text he- cites. It will therefore be in
order, I suppose, to ask him to please tell us how he
knows it to be a fact that, while there's no marrying
in heaven, there are no children born there, no
fathers and mothers there. It is true that the mother
of the Jesus from whom he quoteu is said to hav been
·married to Joseph here ~m earth, but I suspect that
Mr. Reynolds is aware that all Christendom ~upposes
that the angels of God were quite sure that Jesus, a
child of Mary, was not the issue of the marriage of
Joseph and Mary; (and I hint at this merely to giv
"respectability" to that alliance of the sexes throughout the world which is so "natural" and commonwithout marriage-that a vast portion of the inhabitants of the globe to-day are what we under our laws
would call "bastards"). Fie I Mr. Reynolds's pen
must hav slipped in some way; else he has impor·
tant information which he ought to giv to the public
touching the co-relations of the " angels of God.''
I do not expect Mr. Reynolds to make a play upon
words, and claim that the Greek aggelos (an angel) is
masculin, and that therefore angels are all of one
gender and so not given in marriage; but he may,
for this is the only ground of defense, I opine, which
he could well present for his very broad assertionin the way of "exegesis "-posed on a very narrow
basis. Tbe logicians who read THE Tnu•rH SEEKFJR
will wonder, till they know, where Mr. Reynolds
keeps his "major premises." Let us hear from him.
Winsted, Conn.

L. W. C.
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be last-the getting of the cart before the horse, as it rather wooden-headed criticism has been expended
t
t
were. We are badly compensated for losing the on the use of the same verb to signify approve or
Ou:t list of words, numerous as it. is, is ye. no com- power of expressing this idea in a single word by sanction, as in the common expression, to indorse a
prehensiv enough to fulfil the highest Ideal of a gaining a new and hardly distinguishable synonym cand ·date or a movement It
t b f
tt
erfect tongue. We need more tools-. a good many for absurd.
~
.
. :
seems o . e argo en
P
th th t
that ill the usual apphcatwn of the term-the indorst
of them-and it sometimes seemds a P~J ra ~r t:
Then there is aggravating for exasperating. The ing of ,a note or a check-w_e hav always in mind,
we cannot manufacture and intra ucef t~ w en h e distinction has been pointed out a thousand not only the fact that somethillg is actually written
need is perceived, than that sam~ 0
?Be we av times. Everybody knows that to aggravate is to on the back of the paper in question, but also and
offend in their composition the stric~ reqmreme~ts of make worse. A man's crime may be aggravated by chiefly the far more important fact that the writer of
congruity. We badly need, f?r illstance, epiCene the circumstances; to say that the man himself is the indorsement, in putting down his name, a!!l'ees
pronouns in the singular a~s":erillg to they, them, and aggravated means, not that he is annoyed, but that, to warrant and defend the holder of the docu~ent
their, in the plural. True It IS, one can often use he, being an evil at best, he is made a greater nuisance against loss resulting from his confidence in" it. In other
him and his expecting bearers or readers to remem- th
h h b
y t . .
. .
h
d h
b
·a t b 7e
ber' that "the brethren .embrace the sistern." True
an e ·~~.s een.
e It IS surpriSillg ow many war s, e may e sa1 o ac up the original maker.
·t also I·s one can often get around the difficulty by influential writers, especially .in England, insist on And just as it is indisputably good English to speak
l
,
f
confounding the terms. Dick:ens does so over and of a man's friends as backing him, so it is absolutely
rearranging a sentence; but there is a difficulty, or over aga.in in '~Great Expectations." I read the good English to speak of a lawyer indorsing a layall that. A man wishes ·to say that each of his two other da.y in· the Marle Lane E.'Xpress of persons who man's opinion.about a legal question, or a scholar
children-a boy and a girl-has the exclusiv use ?f "jerk the reins iu. that aggravating manner." A indorsing the positions maintained in a book on
a bedroom. He naturally begins: "Each of my chil pamplllet lately published in London, and relating to classical subjects. To object to such use of language
dren has a room to--" how shall he finish ?t ~~ is a certain class of books in the British Museum, is as this is to push grammatical criticism to an exnot quite right to say that each has a room 0 Im- entitled, ". Aggravating Ladies."· Most surprising treme that is likely to render it ridiculous, though, if
self or to herself, and it is certainly far from gram- f 11
h
·
f
·
matical or pleasing to say themselves. What shall he o a. • per aps, IS the o11owing, from the Westminster the critiCs cou1d persuade the people to follow them,
b
. f d .
an one ]13view (October, 1881, p. 284, Scott edition): "The it would result in a senseless limitation of our choice
do? The pro l_em IS 0 . ai1Y occurrence~ as Y
18lections from 'The Giaour' are exceedingly aggra- of words-a real and by no means inconsiderable inwill find who Will take paills to watch for It.
vating"
jury to the language.-Gilbert M. Tucker, in the New
We need, too, a preterit for the verb ought. We Restiv for uneasy.-A restiv horse is a lazy horse Englander.
are compelle~ to ~ay, "!on. ought to h~v downheastu;~ that wants to rest, and by no means, as sometimes
and such thmgs -which IS b.y no means
. ' seems to be supposed, a nervous horse that wants to
Criminals on the Bench.
really mean. One cannot possibly be. under obh~a- go.
·
E. w. aharnba·laininJol!n"Swinton'sPape>·.
tion to hav done anything-the phrase _Is absurd·. ~11
Fabulous for very great -One ma ro erl s eali:
The notion is very prevalent just now that every
obligatiQn is to do, and it would be an Impo:tant 5at~ of the fabulous wealth of an imposlof m~aninl the judge "has his price," and as long as the conduct of
in th? direction of clear~ess and con~1sen~s 1 property which he falsely pretends 'to hav. But o~r judges is such as _to jus~ify this notion, so long
we mtgh~ say, when speakmg of past t1me, you ;what nonsense it is, when one thinks of it, to say that w1ll .the stan_dards of illtegrity throughout.the comoughted.
.
a lady's jewels are of" fabulous value" meaning that mumty remaill low. I want to add my mtte to the
We need, a~ain, a ~ord al~ost synonym,;s w1th they cost a great deal of money j
'
literature on this subject, for I believe it will some
many, but haVIng a shghtly different shadeD mean.
.
.
.
day be regarded as valuable history. I hav in my
1
ing-a lack which is often supplied, awkvardly and
'!~mperance and P ot~ctw:~With.out express~ng any possession the deposition of Ambrose H. Purdy, who
inco,.-rectly, by the use of numerous witl a plural opi!llOn as to .the advisability of mdulgmg ill alco- for eight years acted as public prosecutor in the
noun. People say, "There are numerms books on hohc be':"erages, 0 .ne m~y properly denounce,. from United States Circuit Court in New York city, where
that subject"-which is clearly ungramm•tical. T~ere grami?atiCal consideratiOns .only, the absu~dity of Judge Benedict, during that time, presided. Mr.
may be. a numerous list of books, but th.t expressiOn, spe~illg of a man, who abJures them entirely ~s Purdy testifies:
· syn t ax, d oes no t seem qui·t e'·o express the "strictly temperate.
How can one be temperate. m
·
.
. .
.
correct m
b.
.
•
Q. Don't you thmk that your services m that case were Just
idea; and to say there are many bookrmay be rather the use _of t ._at which. he does n_ot. use? And Sin;ti· as valuable as those of the defendant's counsel? A. No, nor
too stron a statement.
,
larly, Without ~xpressm~ any o~m~o.n as. to the ~IS- in ~ny government !lase; be?ause we don't put a man on trial
W
g d once ore a verb for vhich replace is dom of a natwnal pohcy of hm1tmg ImportatiOns until we hav two-thuds or mne-tenths the best_of the case bee nee ' b t"t trod tb , b ·
wthing better at from foreign countries, one may point out that the fore we st~rt, all:d the lawy~r ~n the other s1de has harder
. dt
commonly su s I u e , ere emg
.
m "
t t• t .ff,
"ff b
h" h work. It Is easier for the drstrrct attorney. Yon bav all the
band. One removes a painting fUm his wall and na. e pro _ec IV arl • as app_1Ie .0 a ~ari
Y W IC power of the government of the United States behind you, and
h n
up an engraving in its a!lad. For a brief this result IS brought about, IS obJectiOnable for the you hav all the detectivs you want, who will swear almost
t gs t f this action we havat present nothing reason that it begs the whole questwn at issue. Such anything you want them to swear to, and you hav all the
s a emen
th t th'
. t" g was rep'laced by a tariff restricts, hmits. Whether it really protects jurors, becaus~ they are paid by t_he .Unit~d States, and they
. .
better than to say a
e pam J1
th·
.
f
. don't pay the JUrors as they are pard m this court-there they
the engraving. Yet this is rea:Y no;nsense. To re- a~y mg, lll any proper app11Cabon o the term, IS are paid so much a day, and the verdict is for the government
place a thing is to put it back 'lflere It was before.
disp~ted.
.
.
every time.
.
Then there are not a few aderbs which one meets
Cwcumstance for ~ven;;-We co~tillually he~, peaNo more truthful description of Judge Benedict's
in foreign tongues, and :Pads so useful that he won- ple say that they WI_ll relate a mrc?mstance. that court could be given. This short paragraph tells the
d rs at himself for nevfi' ha'llng noticed the absence occurred under their ?Wn observatiOn. A circum- whole story of fraud, corruption and outrage. Until
Familiar exam- s~ance occur? .They mtght as well spe~k of the mo- very recently, a person accused of an offense in this
; corresponding wo;r1s ill :llnglish.
0
ples are freundlic"f!,/~nd lojj'entlic~ in Germa~. On~, twnless scenery at a theate~ as performmg.
court had no opport~nity to testify in his own behal.f,
cannot say in Evghsh, "le re~eived me frien?ly,
pemean for debase.:-Th~s blunde: see!Ds to hav and to-day the farce IS enacted of ~n appeal from th1s
convenient as it would be f>met1mes to do so, neither arisen partly from an 1magmed relatiOnship between court to a court composed of three JUdges, one o/ whom
kindly nor cor:lially quite answering the purpose~ the verb demean and the adjectiv mean, and partly is the trial judge himself. The proceedings in this
Nor can we say, "'l'he docbr has hopeably given the from the f~c~ that the v~rb is used in a good ~any court are a mockery of justice and a disgrace to huright mediciae." If y~u pr(mme he has d?ne so, you :ather famihar p~ssages m old and standard writers manity. I ~elieve. ~any ·innocent me~ hav gone
may say presumably-If yo· are sure of 1t, you hav m such connectwn that debase wou!d hav made down to an 1gnommwus doom from th1s court. I
undoubtedly-but if you onlylesire to express a pretty equally good sense. A recollection of the noun de- can certainly name several. Here Mr. Edward Lange
strong hope, you must cast ·our sentence in another meanor, which is certainly not synonymous with and the philanthropist, Dr. Foote, were convicted.
debasement, ought to be a sufficient correction of the The conviction of D. M. Bennett in this court shocked
mold.
At the same time, we lv certainly bad words error.
the moral sense of the world. It was said of it that
enough-bad, no~ because tay are irregular in form
Merchant for tradesman or shopkeeper.-In the older "it was a predetermined !act that conviction had to
or composed of mcongrum: elements, but because and better use of the word, it was strictly confined be had, and that everythmg was conducted to that
they are for some other re!l'sll (adopti~g Noah Web- to persons who carried on foreign traffic. To call end with .sue~ unsparing di~regar~ of the ordinary
ster's sententious expresswrnonsensiCal. Helpmeet retail dealers "merchants" is to multiply syrfonyms rules of JUStiCe, law, and farr-deahng that no other
is one of these monsters. ~he result of a stupi uselessly, at the cost of losing a. very convenient dis- result than that arrived at could hav been expected."
blunder in running togethe:a. noun and an adjectiv tinction.
I write to-day only to perpetuate the evidence of
that stand separate in the fniliar verse in Genesis,
Sustain for receive.-Chiefly in daily-paper lan- Mr. Purdy, and bring it to the notice of those who
it can hardly be called a worat all; it means noth- guage: "The victim sustained a bruise on his left are interested. Rev. J. M. Pullman said once, at a
ing in particular, and is worE than useless. Equally arm." Well, it would hav been remarkable if the dinner given to Henry George, that the most dangeruseless for the most part ime school-ma'ami~>h in- victim had not " sustained " a wound of that descrip- ous criminals are those who liv under frescoed ceilsistence upon -indicating, byhe addi~io~ of. ess, the tion. The writer was of course trying to say that the ings. We 'might trut~fully go further, and. ~ay that,
feminin gender _in a num bert nouns mdiCativ of oc- person received the wound. How hard it is, some- of all criminals who hv u~de.r frescoed cellmgs, the
cupation or pos 1tion. Someb.es, of course, the sex times, to be simple!
ll>
most dangerous are the crxmmals who occupy places
Liable for likely.-A wrongdoer is liable to punish- on the bench of justice.
of the person referred to h: a direct bearing upon
her relations to her calling, au the case of an actress, ment. To say tuat he is "liable to escape," meaning
-----whom it is often doubtlessell to dis~riminate, in that he is likely to escape, is to commit an error tlia.t
A True Bourbon.
speech as in thought, from amtor. ~ut It ~an ~ardly is really comical in its absurdity, when one compares
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 1st Mr. Malcolm
be maintained that any sucnecessity exists m the the true meaning of the sentence with the idea in- says: "They hav passed laws in the state of Michi(IO.Se of a woman who may bpen to be an editor, tended' to be conveyed.
gan which hav enabled rich men to buy up and hold
a postmaster, a manager, or aoet. Y~t we read not
The list stretches out indefinitly; one knows out of production 28,000,000 acres out of the 36,000,unfrequently of editresse.s It postmistresses! the not where to stop. It seems that on this subject, as 000 acres of the lands of that state." There is not a
dignified Westminister Revww ds poet not suffimently on some others, there is verily need of line upon syllable of truth in that statement. Thir. Malcolm
distinct when the poet is a w1an, and givs its sa~c- line, precept upon precept, here a little and there seems to be one of those men who are stocked with
tfon to poetessj and th~ lllustrd L~ndon News, whi~h a good deal. Yet one word of caution must be a certain amount of data and arguments, and when
often devotes a considerablc;>ortwn of one of 1ts added. The doctrine that words should not be used these- hav been ground out in a mechanical way, he
most entertaining depart~ento d~scussion~ o~ co!- to convey ideas fore1gn to their real meaning begins where he did before, and grinds them all over
loquial English, its meanmgnd Its proprieties, IS ought never to be so perverted as to 'interfere with again in regular turn. He made the above statement
actually guilty of manageress Here, as before, the their employment in a secondary, derivativ, or figur- less than a. year ago, and I corrected it for the bene-.
extra syllable is m~rely an E)l_mbran~e; we could ativ sense, the legitimate outgrowth of their primary fit of others and explained the whole matter. I
not only get along JUSt as wenthout It; we should significance. A single illustration will make"' this promised to offer no criticism of Mr. Malcolm's views
clear. The verb to indorse means to put on the back as long as he refrained from misstatements in matactually do better.
But by far the most impont suggestion offered of, and the United States post-office department in- ters of fact, and I hav kept that promis, but if he
by the analogies of the little 1p relates to .the folly forms the senders of registered letters, by a placard makes that statement again, I shall be compelled to
of misusing our verbal tools. ~ speak, for mstance, displayed in many post-offices, that such letters "re- reject the excuse of ignorance ?r absent-~indedne~s
of prepost~rous statement.s, mting only tha~ they quire the name of the sender to be indorsed on the and say plainly that he has w~lfully falsified. It IS
are incorrect or absurd. No preposterous IS not iace of the envelope!" Indorsed on the face! The said that a Bourbon never learns anything, and never
properly synonymous wit~ eit .. of these a~jectivs, writer of this notice-who, doubtless, imagined that forgets anything.
N. G. W.
but has a definit meanmg uts own, whiCh can indorsed was merely a more elegant synonym for
.
. ·
be expressed· by no other. :d, sig~ifying as it written-might 11s well speak of hoisting a load down.
CATALOG of the Truth ~ee~er Company s pubhcadoes the putting of somethinrst which ought to But no small quantity of what I venture to think t10ns sent free upon application.
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Intellect and Faith.

We are thankful to the New York Sun for this admission that faith in the supernatural can exist only
by a subordination of the intellect. We hav believed
it all along. The Sun says, in answer to a corre'
spondent:
"Men of strong intellect are apt to find that they cannot
satisfy the religious sentiment, which is also strong in them,
in any other way than by giving up reasoning about religion
and allowing their emotions full play by the aid of faith. They
get relief and rest by ceasing from vain inquiries and falling
back upon unquestioning belief. They want to giv vent to
their religious feelings and their desire to worship. But at
this time, perhaps more than at any other since the advent of
Christianity, the number of those who hav given up faith altogether is steadily and even rapidly increasing; and it unquestionably includes a large part of the strongest and best educated minds of the world. They are adopting a philosophy
which ignores the supernatural, and, consequently, takes no
account of theology except as a superstition which has had an
enormous influence upon mankind. They are not troubled
about their future state, for they are not at all sure about immortality, even if the future life does not seem to them contradictory to probability; and they are not oppressed by a
sense of sin, for it appears to them that they do about as well
as could be expected of them. Yet many of these men, too,
hav the religious sentiment strongly developed, and the barrenness of their philosophy on the emotional side is often very
unsatisfactory to them. They cannot accept the existing religion, and they are vainly waiting for one to turn up which
will better suit their notions. Vainly, because how can there
be a religion without faith?"

Upon those who" get relief and rest by ceasing
from vain inquiries and falling back. upon unquestioning belief," Colonel Ingersoll has very appropriately commented. In his discussion with Judge
Black, he said: "In this age of fact and demonstration it is refreshing to find a man who believes so
thoroughly in the monstrous and miraculous, the impossible and immoral-who still clings lovingly to
the legends of the bib and rattle-who through the
bitter experiences of a wicked world has kept the
credulity of the cradle, and finds comfort and joy in
thinking about the Garden of Eden, the subtil serpent, the flood, and Babel's tower stopped by the
jargon of a thousand tongues-who reads with happy
eyes the story of the burning brimstone storm that
fell upon the cities of the plain, and smilingly explains
the transformation of the retrospectiv Mrs. Lot-who
laughs at Egypt's plagues and Pharaoh's ·whelmed
and drowning hosts-eats manna with the wandering
Jews, warms himself at the burning bush, sees Korah's
company by the hungry earth devoured, claps his
wrinkled hands with glee above the heathep.s' butchered babes, and longingly looks back to the patriarchal days of concubines and slaves. How touching
when the learned and wise crawl back in cribs and
ask to hear the rhymes and fables once again! How
charming in these hard and scientific times to see old
age in Superstition's lap, with eager lips· upon her
withered breast !"
The answer to the closing q~estion of the quotation from the Sun is that there assuredly can be
no "religion without faith." And there are men
of intelligence, too, in the world who, looking over
the history of the past, hav inquired if it is altogether necessary, all things considered, to hav a religion; and whether, perhaps, people would not on
the whole be just as well or even better off without
any. The religions that hav existed hav unquestionably had many harmful results, and their utility has as
yet' to be demonstrated. What, for instance, has
ChrMianity ever done to atone for its atrocities ?
Has it ever saved as many lives as it has taken ? Has
it ever built asylums enough to hold the orphans it
bas made? Certainly not. And even if it had been,

88 it professes to be, 8 religion of peace, it would still
hav a long account to settle with progress and civilization for having opposed every step of science and
discovery.
But if there are those who believe religion to be
unnecessary, there are also many intelligent persons
who, while taking "no account of theology except as
a superstition," still believe that much goop may be
accomplished by a proper manipulation and ~uidance
of the so-called religious sentiments. These are the
Positivists, whose religion is the Re1igion of l;rumanity, and whose faith is an abiding trrist in th~\happy
destiny of mankind upon earth. In this religi\n the
believer finds his supreme being ever.with him1 and
his faith, ·if sometimes misplaced, is at least\not
always, like the supernaturalist's, empty and futil)
fit t
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Mr. George's Great' Mistake.

humanity. The Salvation Army is ridiculous while
it is insignificant. When it becomes strong it will
be dangerous.
There has been noticed of late a tendency on the
part of Mr. George to indulge in religious twaddle.
It has been regarded, however, merely as ballast
thrown in for 8 Bdp to religious readers, and overlooked accordingly. But when a representativ man
like him goes so fll.r as to recommend and en~ourage
such a movement as the Salvation Army, it is time 8
protest was entered. The workingman may well mistrust his self-apJ?ointed leaders when he finds them
aiding or abetting·his immemorial enemies.

The Albany Convention.
.
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National.Lhersl
League that it .can name as its presi·-,
grap
"Something stronger than the combmation of 'Atheism,
\
Malthusianism, and Republicanism 'is coming to the front, dent the ~or~ost orator of thiS or any other age.
something more capable of rousing enthusiasm and inspiring Then, takmg 'lle speakers as they are announced, we
effort. In the polished society of England to-day the Salva- are to hav Chll:les Watts, who bids fair to do what
ti?n Ar~y is regarded with something of the amused. contempt his forefathers\failed to accomplish: conquer the
w1th which the cultured Roman of the first centunes of our American peop~-their hearts at least. Elizabeth

era niust hav regarded that uncouth Galilean superstition then
beginning to make its way among slaves and proletarians. But Cady Stanton-!ue of the noblest and bravest of
the thoughtful must see in an organization that can raise the women.· She bri~s with her the good will of all who
enthusiasm and do the work that the Salvation Army has favor the just denands of her sex. Courtlandt
already done; at least a social power. As preached in churches Palmer-how couldwe get along without him? One
where Dives occupies the best pew and Lazarus would be f th 'l' h
ill t
ashamed to enter, Christianity may be a bulwark of conserva- 0
e e tte, e w
us about "The Aristocracy of
tion, but let loose ill alleys and byways, and preached to the Freethought." Mrs.'.;Mattie Krekel~the woman of
poor and the outcast by enthusiasts of their own class, it can- judicial mind. Her, f.ltce is with the judges on the
not be so muzzled that it will not be a revolutionary force. bench. James Parton,-the Plutarch of American
Whatever be its absurdities, the Salvation Army carries into history. May he find a., faithful a biograph~r as he
that seething mass of want and suffering in which the foun- has been. T. B. Wake~n (he should come home
dations of the English social structure are laid the message
that it was for such as they that Christ died, and for such as president of the AssociliiiOnJ-the stanch defendthey that the mansions of heaven hav been prepared. In the er of the constitutional ri~bts c:1.. the humblest and
exposures of the Pall Mall Gazette the Salvation Army has had most unpopular citizen. ,'Let ns call him our
a primary par~, and they can hardly fail to turn to something Aristotle, "the father of thlse who know." Helen
partaking of the nature of a Socialistic propaganda the work I;[. Gardener-the modern Hypatia, "no less .adof this powerful organization."

11

Nothing more preposterous than this, that we hav
seen, has come from even the most deluded of the
Christian Socialists. The idea that the Salvation
Army, or any other religio'US crusade, is likely to help
the cause of labor, will strike the trades unionists
and other !JlOvers for the rights of the workingman
in this country, probably in England, and especially
on the Continent, as something peculiarly novel.
The drift of the labor movement is at least toward
" Atheism;" more" :Malthusianism" would be beneficial, and in "republicanism," or in something still
further removed from kingcraft, is the worker's only
hope.
The Salvation Army in England is merely a scheme
to feather the nest of" General" Booth. Its participation in the Pall Mall Gazette exposures only serves
to throw doubt and dis~edit upon those revelations
and to float the army into public notice, as. refuse is
washed into the streets by the flooding of a sewer.
Girls may as well fall into the hands of London patricians as to be abducted by Booth. It was only
last week that a mother was obliged to appeal to the
authorities to rescue her thirteen-year-old daughter
from the clutch of this fanatic. In 1858 the pope's
police stole the Jewish Mortars boy, and could not
be made to relil).quisb him to the parents. General
Booth, it seems, prefers to trade in girls.
To assist the workers in their conflict with capital
is furthest from the intentions of the Salvation Army.
Not long ago there was a strike in Toronto, and the
Army._sent word to the bosses that it would supply
two hundred men to take the places of the strikers.
That is the "message" which this crusade carries!
And what kind of Socialism would that be which had
·
its inception among the class that the Salvation Army
professes to deal with? It would be the Socialism
of the mob-the kind of Communism that has made
real Communism disreputable. Of all fanaticisms,
fanat'ICIBm
· h as carrie
· d men t o th e farth est
. •
re1IgiOUB
extremes of atrocity. Human ~ves are taken " in
the name of God;" they are spared in the name of

mired for her beauty tha her wit." When she
discourses about "men, woien, and gods," aU three
listen.
i
If. these were all, it woul be glory enough for one
day, or for three days. B~ they are not all. Elizur
Wright, the Nestor of lberalism, will be there.
Horace Seaver, of the In1$tigator-we wish he were
read as far 88 he is know'--is coming; so is G. N.
Hill, Joseph McDonough,[rs.lliohan, and C. B. Reynolds, the Little Giant; pd over all will beam the
genial countenance of S. Putnam.
Beside these will be thiPeople, who, after all, will
constitute the ConventioJ:
We do not see how an::ne· can be happy and stay
away from the Albany qtvention. We shall drop
our pen and go._ _ _ _ _ _ __
·r:

Two Go! Letters.
The readers of THE '!iTa SEEKER hav not heard
as much from Brother Jd:l Peck of late as the favorable remarks about hiproductions indicate that
they would like to. Ware glad to print the appended letter:
l
S'APLEs, N. Y., Aug. 10, 1885.
"DEA.B FBIENDB: Please se:me a half dozen pictures--three
of the historical 'Lessons,'£ three of the' Balaams,' The
man who .brought out thos.;ictures is entitle.d to a reserved
seat in the New Jerusalem. hey are a decided hit; they are
addressed both to the eye a1to the reason. I would be satisfied with the work of my l.if I could be the means of putting these pictures in every ~se in the United States. They
ought to be in tJte house ofery Freethinker.
"Some one has sent me amphlet entitled 'St. Matthew
1
Before the Court,' with wh I am well pleased. Although
it contains but little whid new to the intelligent ·Freethinker, yet I giv the authpreat credit for his ingenuity in
clothing an old figure in a rdress. Thousands should and
will read this little book a:t>e induced to sea,rch the pages
of history to find the fact!fJor.respond with the statements
set forth in the pamphle Every Liberal will be pleased
with it. It gladdens my Jt in my old days to see the good
work go on.
JoHN PECK·"
,'Truly,
,

Thanks. Letters 1 the following, also, are re.:.
;freshing in this seasor dull trade-or at any other

·'-·.1
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season, for that matter. The writer is an old and es. teemed subscriber:

·
s·
. "HoTCHKiss, CoL., Aug. l, 18 5 ·
"EDITOR OF· THE TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir: Please find inclosed $20.00 to pay up my subscription, and, als.o for the inclosed list of books [here follows a long list of books and_
pamphlets], and for the balance please send such books and
tracts as in your judgment will do the most good. I am doing
.ap the missionary .work I can with my limited means.
.
" On the 11th of July we heard the first Liberal lecture
ever delivered-in this part of Colorado. The lecturer was 0.
A. Phelps. He spoke·on the 11th on the subject, 'What is Infidelity?' and on the 12th he gave two lectures-• The Garden
of Eden' and 'What Must We Do to Be Saved?' He handled
his,subj~cts ably, and I think the lectures did a great deal of
good. The Liberal element ·is getting rather too strong fur the
clergy in this part of the country, and I hope to do more to.
advance the cause by scattering broadcast Freethought documents. Hoping the truth may succeed, I remain, as ever, a
truth seeker,
E. T. HoTcHKiss."

s·oME of the newspapers hav been raising objections to Parson Newmap.'s funeral sermon over Grant, o:B the ground that
it was tinsel-oratory. These papers had never seen the ministerial slaver that has come in since, or they would regard
Newman's pyrotechnical display as something respectable.
The following. extract from a sermon by the Rev. l i Stone
Richardson is a good sample of the·worst that can be done.
At the Grant memorial services at Oskosh, Wis., Mr. Richardson said:
"Last night I dreamed, and yet 'twas not quite a dream. I
saw sitting upon the bronzed statue of AmeriGa that crowns
the dome of the Capitol at Washington, an eagle. In his beak
was a scroll, upon which were the words, 'First in peace, first
in war, first in the hearts of his countrymen.' And I heard a
voice say to the eagle, 'Fly, and place that scroll upon the
monument where truth and justice will place it in the ages to
come. He unfurled his pinions and flew, and I was given
power to follow him in his flight. He crossed the sea. Flew
swift over the towers and monuments of the old world; flew
over the tombs of Hannibal, Alexander, and Coosar and Napo.
leon; flew more slowly over the grave of Wellington and the
Andrew Marvells and Ireland's Emmett ·and O'Connell and
·over the tomb of Kosciusko. Then he turned his flight homeward and recrossed the sea and flew toward Mount Vernon,
and stood poised above the grave of 'the sublime Washington.
Long and lovingly he hovered over the grave, but at length he
unfurled his pinions, and with slqw, meditativ flight, directed
his way to Springfield, and again poised in mid-air abovs the
monument of our·niartyred Lincoln. Long he hovered above
the tomb and circled round and round about it, and flying
away from it stopped and returned, and again looked down
upo:u the tomb, and then, with swift, w~tceful, decided flight,
swept through the sky, nor rested until he stood above Riverside park, and there he poised his wing and began his downward flight, lower and yet lower, an·d laid the scroll-' First in
peace, first in war, first in the hearts of his countrymen'tenderly upon the tomb of .u. S. Grant. God, walking over
starry spheres, has taken him by the hand, a:nd led him through
a wide world's tears up to the. deathless land."
The picture of an eagle standi:dg above. the grave of Washington, or flying meditativly toward illinois, could hav been
equaled only when God walked over the starry spheres, took
that same proud bird by the hand, and waded with him through
a sea of tears to the shores of the deathless land.
Rev. H.
Stone Richardson, of Oskosh, Wis.,receive the cake!
ON March 28th last Thomas Crawford, the city treasurer of
Oswego, N. Y., absconded, owing the city $25,000. He traces
his downfall to· a Catholic priest named O'Connell, who in·duced him to invest the city's money in gambling speculations.
Discussion of the subject led to fhe discovery that O'Connell
was apparently involved in rascalities in more ways than one.
Crawford had a sister, who was the housekeeper of Father
O'Connell, and she has brought charges of seduction against
the priest. Michael Crawford, a brother of the defaulter,
gathered together the testimony of witnesses and some letters of the priest that seemed to him to compromise the
clergyman's character, and, going to Albany, submitted to
Bishop McNierney charges against the priest. They are as follows, and are those upon which he is undergoing trial:
1. ·Drunkenness.
2. Criminal intimacy with Mary Crawford.
3. Abortion.
4. Bastardy.
.
.
5. Assault on Maggie Burns.
6. Operating in bucket shops.
7. Complicity with Thomas Crawford in using city money in
bucket shops.
·
8. Cursing the people from the altar.
9. Attack on Thomas O'Brien.
O'Connell has been brought to trial by the church authorities, the case being opened last week Wednesday.. He denies
all the charges except the sixth, but Michael Crawford prom\ses
to prove them all. The specifications, if true, show the priest
to be a most unprincipled scoundrel, and that he has lied,
gambled, cheated his friends and parishioners, and betrayed
the confidence of women. If the church council finds him
guilty, O'Connell threatens to carry the case to Rome if necessary. On the other hand, if he is cleared, Crawford will appeal to the civil courts. As O'Cpnnell is pronounced a
"useful pastor," the latter alternativ will probably be adopted.
The Catholic church is notorious for whitewashing its
criminals.
IT is not clear to us what Truth, a Liberal paper published
at Pittsburgh, Pa., means by what it says in its last issue.
The editor inquires:
,
"Are we to hav a convention of the National League this
year? It seems not. It appears to us that the officers of the
National League are giving too much of their time to the AI. bany Convention to insure the success of the National Convention-if we are to hav one-to be held at Cleveland, 0.,
September next. Much as we hope the Albany Convention
will be a success we do not think, however, it should be allowed to interfer~ with the success of the Natiqnal one, which
it undoubtedly will. The time.for holding the National C~m
vention is near a.t· ha.nd, a.nd so far there has been ·nothing

done to make it a success. If we are to hav a National Convention next September the matter ought to be vigorously
agitated immediately. If we are not to hav one we ought to
know the fact. We think a serious blunder has b!len made by
arranging to hav the Albany Convention held in September.
It ought to hav been postponed. What is to be done?" ·
There seems to be a misunderstanding on the part of Brother
Pierce. (1) We are not to hav a "National Convention," ex·
·actly, but ther,ll will be an annual .Congress of the League,
which will be not only national but international, as the Canadian Freethinkers will be invited to attend. (2) The Congress will not be held in September, but in October, on the 9th,
lOth, and 11th. (3) The officers of the. League, as League
officers, are giving no time at all to the Albany Convention.
Mr. Putnam is an officer of the New York State Freethinkers'
Association, and is performing the duties devolving upon him
as such. As a League officer he is lecturing every Sunday.
The men ·elected to conduct the Liberal campaign invite counsel and criticism; they can hardly be expected to welcome
misrepresentation. (4) "What is to be done?" inquires the
editor of Truth. Do all you can, Brother Pierce, to make successful both the Albany Convention and the Ninth Annual
Congress of the League.
----------~~--

THIS rather startling dispatch appeared in the New York
dailies of the 12th:
"PARis, August 11th.-Advices from Tonquin say the
Bishop of Quinhon reports that over ten thousand Christians
hav been massi\Cred in the provinces nf Biendinh and Phnyen.
Murders and incendiary fires are of almost daily occurrence.
The vicariate has been annihilated."
The following day the dispatch was supplemented thus:
"P.A.l.liS, August 12th.-The Times says the massacre of
Christians in Annam is the outcome of the immunity that
criminals hav enjoyed there since 1883. It adds that it is the
duty as well as to the interest of France to insist that exemplary punishment be inflicted upon the murderers."
If it is true that ten thousand Christians hav been massacred
in China, punishment should certainly be visited npd'n the
perpetrators.. But then it must be remembered that "Biendinli" and "Phnyen "are a long way off; that ten thousand
is a large number of people .to stand still and allow themselvs
to be massacred; and that the informant is a bishop. A subscription list for the relief of the sufferers will, of course, be
opened immediately, "all subscriptions to be forwarded to the
Bishop of Quinhon." It may also be remarked that it makes
a difference whose ox ·is gored. When Christian soldiers enter
the country of a barbarous people, where they hav no right,
and kill off a few thousands of the nativs, the event is not
telegraphed all over the world as a " massacre." It is merely
a brilliant victory. But the outrage is gradually dwindling
down. Here is the next dispatch:
"PARis, August 13th.-The reports of the massacre in Annam were greatly exaggerated. Instead of 10,000, it is now
stated that oply a few hundred Christians were killed."
It is safe to predict that this "massacre" will ultimately be re.
duced to the dimensions of a street fight between a 1 Chinese
laundryman and a European who was trying to cheat him out
of his wash bill.

IT was thought that Squire's lines pn Grant were t.he worst
that could be written~ Mayor Grace was of that opinion, for
he ordered them to be taken down from the front of our city
hall. But they hav been surpassed in foolishness. The Rev.
N. B. Thompson, pastor of a Free Baptist church in this city,
perpetrated the following in a recent sermon:
"What means this drapery, black and white?
Why these emblems rich and rare?
Why this grief on every hand,
This mourning all over our great land ?
Is it because
The greatest of men has died?
Oh, no! there remain many as great as he,
But he was America's great son,
Whose mime and virtues were praised
Far over land and sea.
For weary days there waited about his bier,
Mourners more than fifty million,
Of every rank, color, and creed,
Of every grade and station.
Was such a mere display of sentiment
Gotten up for poHtical show?
Ah, no! such reason we do not hear;
But it was the united sentiment of
More than fifty millions of mourners
As they waited about his bier."
WE note this in the Ind;pendent of August 13th:
"Yon can find anything in the Bible .if you look for it.
See this about Grant, from 1 Sam. xvi, 18: ' Behold I hav
seen a son of Jesse, . . that i~ a mighty valiant man, and
a man of war, and prudent in matters, and a comely person, and the Lord is with him.' "
Our contemporary is mistaken. The passage quoted refers
unquestionably to Cyrus Romulus R. Teed.
WE are in receipt of the following:
"In Boston, Mass., August 11, 1885, by Itev. Allen
Putnam,
-MARRIEDAndrew Jackson Davis, of New York, to 'Della E. Markham,
M.D., of Detroit, Mich."
Being a sequel to "Beyond the Valley.''
IN the course of a long reply to our remarks on the "poverty" of the pope in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 25th, the
Catholic Union and Times says:
'' The1·e can be no slavery so unbearable as that which binds
to false guides, none so unqualified.".
We accept the statement as a truth. The editor of the Cath·
olic Union and Times will now be pleased to lift upon us the
light of his reconciled countenance.
SoME of the lightning calculators, says the Philadelphia
Ledger, in the be commercial spirit are at work already estimating the" total co~t" of the Grant pageant. They think it will

not be far from a·million of dollars, on the following basis:
"Expenses of regular troops, $3,000; expenses of National
Guard, $90,000; expenses of the city, $29,000; expenses of
civic organizations, $250,000; expenses of draping, $500,000.
Total, $872,000;" That is a large sum of money to expend
upon a man after he is dead. Yet a funeral must needs be
expensiv when Uncle Sam conducts the obsequies.
THEBE is an eloquent temperance lecture in the fate of
young Curtain McClain, of Orbisonia, Huntingdon county, Pa. _
He is twenty!one ye~U:s of age, and has a pretty little wife of
eighteen and an infant child. In August of last year he attended
a camp-meeting at Newton Hamilton, in Miillin county. On
the way he purchased a large bread-knife for his mother and
carried it along in his pocket. On the night that the campmeeting closed, becoming intoxicated with whisky, he plunged
the kuife into the back of William Smearman, a young married
man of twenty-four, who had a wife and three babies. McClain
had never seen Smearman before and had no reason for quarreling with him. He has been found guilty of murder in the first
degree, and aW'!Iits his death warrant in the Miftlin county jail.
When sober he was industrious and inoffensiv. So far 1111
practical responsibility goes he is i,_nnocent. In the eyes of
the law he is a murderer. Whisky did it. But this is the age
of ~hisky, a.Rd what is the best method of hastening its departure is a leading question. Religion has not done it, and,
indeed, it is well known that religious ecstasy is the brother
and counterpart of alcoholic intoxication, and the prolific
parent of kindred crimes. Intemperance has defied all the
resourcea of prohibition. It defies public opinion, which is
supposed to make it disreputable. It will yield only to that
mental enlightenment which· teaches that any aqnegation of
the reason is a start along the highway of irresponsibility,
that leads to every species of crime.

Answers to Inquirers.
TEXAS INFIDEL, Sulphur Springs,-'l'he word sheol is pronounced as thotigh spelled she-ole, with the accent on the first
syllable.
AusTIN WILSoN, New York,-We do not knowhow the cross
comes to surmount the tomb of General Grant, but we hav noticed that religious people are very assiduous in keeping that
phallic symbol before the public eye. It is fair to suppose
that some priest put it there. It should be taken down, and,
along with Parson Newman and Squire's poem, become an ornament to obscurity.
P. B. R., Adrian.-The colonel, according to the best information we hav, raised a regiment and was in several engagements. He was captured by Forrest, who soon expressed a
desire to exchange him because, as Forrest said, "he was too
dnmned popular," and gave promis of winning the Confederates over to the Union. He was paroled. The colonel acknowledged himself unfit for a soldier. During an engagement, he says, he always thought of the widows and orphans
every volley made. Chaplain McCabe cannot be relied upon.
Many populnr Sunday-school romances are referable to his
ability as a prevaricator.

Measure of the Pope's Toleration.
Some time or other the pope will abandon his quarrel with
United Italy. Leo XIII. evidently hopes that some trouble of
the European world will giv the papacy a chance to return to
temporal authority in Rome; but the next pope may hav
learned that the kingdom of Italy is strong for the very reason
which makes it weak in pap11l eyes, viz , that it is modern, and
exists in spite of traditional Europe. The twenty-one parliaments of Austria are a proof that E1uope is governed by a new
order of ideas. and that United Italy is not an accident. Pope
Leo has recently frowned upon his organ in Rome, the Obse!'vatore Romarw, for saying very hotly that a pope cannot tolerate Liberalism. The pope'H censure may only mean that a
pope can tolerate French Liberalism, or any other which will
giv him temporal Rome.-advocate.

A. Peculiarity of Immoral Romance.
The llf!"ald, under the editorial management of the Rev.
Me. Hepworth, rebukes the publication in London of certain
scandalous chronicles, denounced as obscene contributions to
the press, and at the same time takes advantage of the opportunity to parade its own knowledge of the worst portion in the
class it pretends to denounce, through enumeration of authors
not one of whose names one reader in a thousand in America
probably ever heard mentioned. It is somewhat rem<trkable
that nearly every immoral romance, from the days of BoCCf!-C·
cio and Pietro Aretino to that of Clelland, author of that mfamous work which has never been out of prmt since it was
burnt at Tyburn, has been the production of Romish priests
or Protestant ciergymen.-Mercury.
THE publishers of the North American Review announce
that "Grant's Memorial: What Shall it Be?" is discussed in
the September number of that periodical by Launt Thompson,
Karl Gerhart, 0. L. Warner, and Wilson McDonald, sculptors;
W. H. Beard, painter; Calvert Vaux and Henry Van Brunt,
architects; and Clarence Cook, art critic . . This symposium is
sure to attract wide attention at this time, when the desire is
so general to erect a monument to Grant that shall be worthy
of the man, the nation, and American art. The same number
of the Review contains a consideration of the question, "Shall
our National Banking System be Abolished?" by George S.
Boutwell. F. J. Scott, S. Dana Horton, and Edward H. G.
Clark. "Onida" contributes an essay on ''The Tendencies of
English Fiction," and Elizabeth Stuart.Phelps writes on "'~he
Great Psychical Opportunity.'' But the.most readable article
in the number is ex-Sergeant-at-Arms French's "Reminis .
cences of Famous Americans," which is a series of deligh•f,.t
anecdotes about the famous war Senators. Mr. Frencu '"
writing a book of these reminiscences. If it equals thi~ Illstalment in the Review, it will be one of the famous wvrko uf
modern literature.
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Magazine, and numerous other periodical_s devoted to Free. read what I had written through .the folds of the paper, and
maybe he reads the letters sent to him in tlle same manner.
thought' and the disenthralment of humamty.
. .
But my doubts were soon dispelled, for on casting my eyes
T. M. HORNE.
again upon· the commenc~ment of the communication, I noALTOONA, PA., August 9, 285.
LEXINGTON, KY., August 2, 1885.
ticed that I was addressed, "My dear mortal friend Charles B.
MR. EDITOR: It may be evidently right and proper to hold
MR. EDITOR: Please find incloAed $2. 25, which credit on my Thompson," etc, I said to myself, at once, that would not
memorial meetings in honor of great men after they hav died.
. ·work for if he was clear-sighted, he could not read through
General Grant was, without a doubt, one of the greatest sol- subscription to the grand. old TRUTH SEEKER.
It was recently announced here, in one of our Methodist the f~lds 'what was not there, for I had signed my name within
diers the world ever knew. His valor, his simplicity, his
magnanimity toward our Southern brethren, won for him the Sunday-schools, that Colonel Ingersoll had been converted to "0. B. Thompson," as usual, and Mr. Leavenworth was ?ne of
admiration of all good people throughout the world. The Christianity, and that he hoped he would never ~eliver _an- the few. As that exploded that idea, and I could devise no
other mode of disposing of the operation, I said to myself it
great trouble is that great men are greatly Rlandered when liv- other Infidel lecture as long as he lived. It was Impossible
for me to learn the name of this enterprising clerical liar, may hav come from the source purported.
ing and then greatly praised when dead. 1 Let ~s. be ~ore
It surely could not hav been mind-reading, for nothing of
charitable to them when living, and then, as a distingUished who was a stranger here. But, however, let Talmage, "Boy"
the kind was in my mind at the time.
.,,
Altoonian has said, "there will be no occasion to blush at Harrison Joe Cook Sam Jones, that great religious clown of
the South, and com'stock, and the rest of them take notice-a
I hav scores of tests which I cannot account for in any ortheir graves."
,
,
On yesterday (August 8th) memorial services were held in new lie is started about thA colonel, which should go the dinary way.
I see in the July 25th number of THE TRUTH SEEKER a canthe city Opera House in honor of the dead general. Certainly rounds of the religious press and be instilled into the minds
nothing could be done without the aid of the preachers or of all the Sunday-school boys and girls, weak-minded men, did able and convincing article (as usual) from J. R. Perry
up~n th: subject of Spiritualism, and worthy the atten~on ~f
shepherds, not less tha:a seven of them taking part in the pro- and nervous old maids.
I am now engaged in a heated discusssion witll a good anyone who cares to investigate the subject at all. Hts phiceedings. Of course, the meeting opened with prayer and
of Louisville.
losophy pertaining to immortality is· good, and shou~d be co~
closed with prayer. Rev. M. J. Fiery (Lutheran) Apoke of the Christian in a newspaper
DAviD B. CoziNE.
'
vincing to any candid mind not dictated py dogmatism.. His
great men of Europe, poets, statesmen, and great military
deductions are sound and conclusiv, and I would advise all
leaders and then of the great men of this nation, of those conST. CATHARINEs, 0NT., CAN., July 20, 1885.
of the T. Winter style of Materialistic assertionists· to car_enectea'with the Revolution aftd the civil war, but not once did
MR. EDITOR: Having investigated Spiritual manifestati< ns in
he refer to the name of Thomas Paine. Why was this? Just all of their varied phenomena for some thirty-five years past, fally read and digest ·what Mr. Perry ~has descanted upon m
because Mr. Paine did not belong to the" charch." Another I naturally notice all that is being said, from time to time, in the· matter, and further, to get and carefully re~d ;rro~essor
distinguished shepherd of the flock compared Grant to J ORhua, your invaluable paper upon the subject. I see in the last Hai·e's scientific work upon spirit manifestations, which InvesMoses, and the babe of Bethlehem. Was not this blasphemy number of THE TRUTH SEEKER one S. Brewer givs an article tigations converted him fJ,"om Atheism to Deism, fully subfrom a Christian standpoint? And then :what a poor compar- under the heading, "Has Medium Mansfield been Proved a stantiating the answer to the question often asked, What
.
,
ison between General Grant and General Joshua! Although Fraud?" and he handles the matter right well; showing up good do Spiritual manifestations do?
And I see that the able editress of the Children s Corner
there was no gre!lt orator present at the meeting, it was not Aunt Elmina to be just what I presume her to be. As partial
because Altoona does not posRess such a personage. We hav as I hav been, and am still, to her ability, shrewdness, and does .not yet obtain any satisfactory proof of the real truthin our midst a gentleman who is preacher, poet, author, orator, English cleverness, which she displays upon the vario~s sub- fulness of a hereafter, but I would advise her to persevere.
·and comedian. His name is William Scott Wilson. His repu- jects she descants upon, still, from careful obse;vabon for She may, in time, get some tangible proof, as thousands. of
tation commenced last winter, after having reported the Free- years past of her effusions on the numerous topics she has others hav before her. :::!he, probably, like myself, reqmres
thinkers' Convention held in our city. He is a very vindictiv discussed I must say that I think her (like myself) possessed pqsitiv proof for everything, but if i!he seeks she may fin~,
character, and greatly resembles an eight-day clock, for if ~ou of faults,' and one, as I read her organization, is superabun- and if she knocks it may be opened unto her when condiAs ever,
C. B. THOMPSON.
wind him up he will run a week. At a negro camp-meeting dance of dogmatism. Instance the case of her care_fu~ly seal- tions are favorable.
held near Altoona a few weeks ago the orators of the day were ing the letter for Mansfield, and on its ret~rn admittmg that
KANsAs CITY, Mo., Aug. 10, 1885.
rev. William Scott Wilson and Rev. John Jasper, of Virginia, he had read it and that she could not discover any marks
"PERSONAL.
-WANTED.
- ~ gentleman
WILLIAM J. BuRNs.
who says "the sun do move."
which would l:ad her to suppose he had opened it, yet she who is engaged in alucrativ CORRESPONDEN_?~·
business requmng ~Im to travel
could not allow herself to acknowledge anything whatever through the Western states would greatly app_recl!lte the comADRIAN, MICH., August 1, 285.
that would militate in the least in favor of his mediumship, panionship of a refined lady twenty five to ~huty-five year~ of
MR. EDITOR: Among the many memorial sermons preached
but rather, she says, the letter must hav been opened because age, and religiously inclined. He adop~s this method, hopmg
in honor of General Grant during the past two weeks, the one
that a correspondence mutually beneficial may ensue, a~d r~
the answer showed that it had been read.
by Rev. R. W. Wallace, of the Congregational church o~ DeNotwithstanding what she says of herself, as I read her sult in an honorable matrimonial alliance. The advertiser IS
,
troit and the one preached in this city by Rev. John Wilson, traits of character, I think it would be difficult to convince sincere, so that triflers need not an~wer. Address,
"----,Hamilton County, Nebraska.
of theM. E. church, must take the preference for absurdity
her that she is wrong concerning any subject sbe has formed
MR. EDITOR: We clip the above personal from a· Kansas city
and Christian malice.
an opinion upon. Howbeit, I will venture to giv Aunt Elmina
Reverend Wallace draws a comparison between General
daily of August 5, 1885. Taking this advertisment in conin a condensed form, for scrutiny and investigation, a private
Grant and the Israelitish butcher Joshua, but the reverend
nection .with recent exposures of a certain. Episcopal priest of
seance I once had with Mr. Mansfield. On taking a trip to the
did not stop to consider that there is a very radical difference
this city, whose sacristy and confessional hole ~were used to
state of Maine in December, 1858, to visit my friends, the
train young women and girls to travel the strait and narrow
between the two men. General Grant led the Union armies
idea ca~e tom~ to call upon.Mr. Mansfield, who was then loto conquer a rebellion inaugurated for the purpose of destroycated in Boston and ask for a spirit-friend of mine who had (railroad) way leading to Christian felicity, we are ~ot ~ur
ing the government and building up a Southern Confeder·
prised that such an advertisment found its way to this pOint.
promised me b~fore he died that, if there. was a~y truth in
It has been repeatedly asserted that irreligious, promiscuous
acy whose chief corner-stone was human slavery.
Spiritual manifestations, he would commumcate with me pro·
J~Rhua led a horde of savage barbarians against innocent, viding he could find a medium he could control. Conse- men generally songht the precincts of the holy sanctuary, and
inoffensiv nations, and waged war of extermination. General
the association of ladies religiously inclined, in order to more
quently, I stopped over at E. V. Wilson's hotel for the accomGrant always protected helpless women and children when
successfully carry out their designs. But this is the first time,
modation of S.,piritualists for a couple of days, ~nd called on
thrown in his power. Joshua butchered all in cold bloodto my knowledge, that an appeal has been openly made to rehim at his office in Winter street, and found him alone. I
men, women, and helpless babes-without pity or remorse.
ligion to furnish traveling men With female companions. It
made known to him my errand without giving him any clue
Then, I ask, where is the resemblance between them, as the
strikes me that husbands and fathers who place their wives
to who I was or where I c. me from"
Rev. Wallace would hav us believe?
and daughters under training to priests, that they may become
After stating my particular desire, he replied by saying
But hear the reverend hypocrit again. He says: "What a
religiously inclined, ought to understand the education they
that he had just finished a lengthy communication for another
are getting as well as any traveling man; but the world IS full
scandal and diRgrace it would hav been upon the Christian
person and was quite exhausted from it, an~ doubted if ?e
people of the United States if General Grant and Lis fa~ily ·could get another that evening that would giV me a_ny satis- of men who for years hav listened so attentivly to priests that
their ears hav gradually become developed .and elongated to
had. chosen Colonel Ingersoll for a confidant and a compamon
faction. I told him that I was anxious for him to make a
during his long and severe sickness instead of an evangelsuch an extent that they ever flop forward toward the sanctutrial, as I was a long way .from home and, probably, would
ical minister of the gospel like Dr. Newman! But General
ary, and on all other occasions fall backwa:d. When honest
never be that way again. He fin~tlly consented to make the
Grant and family gave all Liberals to understand no Infidels
men· devoid of superstition affirm that pnestcraft must go;
experiment, al hough late, and placed a Ion~ ~trip of paper,
need apply for the very high and honorable position." By the
that the press, with its secular weeklies and dailies, must
and pencil, upon the table and told me to write my reque~t
way, do you think the gallant colonel will survive this awful
educate the people; that free schools, with secular teachers,
at the top of it and put my signature to it, and then fold It
shock?
must train the children, they are voicing the wish of the
down a number of times, and he then left the office. I seated
Now for our own Rev. Wilson, of Adrian. He gave out a
masses who privately admit that they see no use for a great
myself, and wrote at the top of the _paper, "Mr. Hiram Leavvery polite invitation to the Woodbury Post No. ~5, Grand Army
army of pious mendicants, and regret that our forefathers did
enworth, are you present?" and signed my name underneath
of the Republic, of which your correspondent IS a member, to
not abolish the fashion of having priests for teachers at the
it, "C. B. Thompson" (nothing more), and folded it do':n some
listen to a memorial sermon on Grant. I was present and
same time they did that of having kings to rule over them.
fourteen times and told him it was ready. He came m from
heard the sermon. I would send it to you, but do not think it
Yours, etc.,
W. W. JuDsON.
the other room and took the chair, and I took another at the
wo:old pay to waste your time to read it.
P. B. REASONER.
other end of the table to watch him. He then pasted down
BRATTLEBORO, VT., Aug. 4, 1885.
the last fold and passed his· fingers back and forth over the
ARROW RocK, Mo., August 5, 285.
MR.
EDITOR:
Inclosed
find
thirty cents, for which please
folding a number of times to ascertain if there was any spirit
MR. EDITOR: Accept herein my first letter to THE TRUTH
present to communicate, and said there was. He then took send me by return mail six copies of a "Short Lesson in HisSEEKER since my subscription. Your subscription list will
,
.
up the pencil and, after a number of gyrations, his hand was tory for Christians."
show that I belong at Freeman, and I am simply Visiting my
You are doing a grand, good work for the cause of humantty,
influenced to make a number of short marks upon the folds
old home, from which I changed base a year ago.
to indicate the number of letters in the name of the spirit and your unceasing endeavors to eliminate from the minds of
This is an unpretending village of the most orthodox type.
purporting to be present, and they agreed with the number of the people the deep-rooted forms of ignorance, hypocrisy, and
Sunday music is eschewed, unless it. be "sacred "-as though
letters in the name of the one I had called for exactly, but I superstition, under the alias of Christianity, are meeting with
all music, good music, wei·e not sacred-and even the barber
kept mum. His hand then commenced making a profile with success.
won't shave on the "Lord's day." Yet, in spite of all this, I
Spiritualism may or may not be true; but, being a Matethe pencil to indicate the sex of the spirit, which, when
find a few Liberals here; but Oh ! how nerveless they are! how
finished, he said was a male. His hand was then moved to rialist like Brother Winter, of Cincinnati, 0., I am not yet prevery fearful of losing businPss by speaking out their true senmake two parallel lines, one-fourth of an inch apart, over and pared to accept it as a fact, for the simple reason that it is not _
timents! Two of them are M. D.'s (one a church-member),
down either side of the profile, between which letters were susceptible of a fair and impartial investigation by those who
and still another is a D.D.S. The doctors are good citizens,
made commencing on the right-hand side, making one above doubt its authenticity, as has time and again been dfmonworthy men, but they dread the club that theology swin~s
the ;ther, up, over, and down, as the lines were made, and, strated. Now, allowing, for the sake of argument, that it is
over the heads of honest Liberals, and fear they shall lose
when finished it spelled, to my astonishment, the name I had true will some of our kind friends of the Spiritualistic order
their practice and their "respectability " by avowing their Incalled for pr~cisely. His hand, after gyrating for a little plea~e tell us of what earthly or heavenly use it all amounts
fidelity. Oh ! how I wish brother Reynolds could reach thus
time, then commenced below the profile to rapidly write on the to, anyhow? There are many people who prefer total annihifar with hi> Tent, and giv us an anti-Sam Jones revival! Some
strip of paper left all the way to the bottom. It read at the lation to an eternity of continual consciousness in an extraof the worthy orthodox fossils here-good honest people
mundane sphere; and•I am happy to say, as one of such, that
commencement:
though they be-will never themselvs read a line of any kind
"My dear mortal friend Char1 es B. Thompson,_ hav I at l~st is my sincere desire, and always has been. Giv me oblivionof Infidel or Agnostic literature, nor allow their families to do Elucceeded in reaching you? Thank God I am with you Eti~l. the only perfect rest we know of.
so. How they would open their eyes, and prick up their ears You are fighting the battles of truth manfully. Per.;ever~ ~n
It is often a query with this one and that one how we are to
like a lazy beast of burden, if they could only once be punched well-doing," etc., ending at the bottom with," from your spi:-?t- pass an eternity of years in a future state of existence, provifriend
and
once
co-laborer,
HIRAM
LEAVENWORTH.
up with the prod of Freethought! I hav preserved every copy
ded the theory of immortality is true. The mystery, howof THE TRUTH SEEKER that has ever come to me, and I hav . Now I will ask Aunt Elmina to inform me from whence ever, remains unsolved-theories, opinions, and speculations
been giving them out here to people that I think will read came the above, if not from the source purported, viz., Spirit- to the contrary notwithstanding. What motiv or desire there
them. No one here had ever heard of our paper, and some ual. I gave the medium no clue whatever for any of it.
can be to induce one to want to liv on forever and ever is more
<liJ. not know that there was such a thing in existence as a
Notwithstanding all, after reading it over I was seized with than I can conceive. Think of the monotony and feeling of
journal devoted exclusivly to Infidelity. It set them to guess- doubt, knowing, as I did, that there were clairvoyants ~who vague unrest that Il}USt necessarily ensue; for,· in an existing when I showed them .copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER and could read writing and printing through wood llnd even Iron. ence here, no matter how varied and pleasing it may be, there
Fosdick's Rising Sun, and told them of the Investigator, Green's
I said to myself, he may be one of that kind, and may hav are times when we sigh for forgetfnlnes~. There, " over

from /JI[itnds.
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there"-thongh I understand no such thing is known-there
is no night, no sleep or slumber, no rest, but a continued state
of activity, ,whether we lika it or not. , One thing is certain,
and that is that a person cannot suffer mentally or p,hysically
who· becomes totally unconscious after death. Speaking for
myself, I cannot say that I know of any feeling so peaceful
and blissful, so easy and calm to the body and mind, as that
experienced at the moment of falling asleep after a hard day"s
work. To me it is heaven-in fact, it is all the heaven I want.
A. L. FRISBIE.

18~5.

I agree with Materialists that a namby-pa'mby Spiritualist
awakens as much disgust as a howling Methodist, and he may
be quite as useless a character. I hav long since concluded
that the "spirit world" is a practical, every.day sort of place,
and not a huge concert room where sain.ts play on harps, or a
theater where noisy vulgarians act the farce of Red-man ram·
pant-it is a place for useful work, and not for pious play.
"If human brotherhood ever comes to this earth;" says Mr.
Mitchell, "it will be by the teachings of Spiritualism." If he
had s~J.id, "by the ultimate union of mundane and spiritual
methods-by the blending of the two conditions-by the accomplishment of that great end hinted at in the so-called
'Lord's Prayer,' 'Thy will be done on earth as it is done
in heaven;'" if he had said "by the palpable brotherhood and
sisterhood of all intelligences, human and divine," and that
this should be accomplished by and through the means of a
scientific Spiritualism, my belief in the good times coming
would hav induced me to acquiesce. But this end is not to be
brought about by taking things for granted, or by praying and
psalm-singing, but by well-directed scientific investigation
with the eyes wide open.
My dear brother truth seeker, a great deal of what is called
"modern Spiritu~lism" is bosh, and a great deal of its liter·
ature and lecture talk is twaddle unworthy of a great cause,
and if all Materialistic intolerance and all Spiritualistic bigotry
were transported to that locality where "the woodbine
twineth," it would be very much better for the cause of human enlightenment and progress, The knowledge of man is
what is needed by mankind, but sentimental weakness is the
bridge by which many knaves pass over to the pockets of
fools, and extort money under false pretenses. We Spiritualists must not allow our hearts to run away with our heads. If
we cannot hav an intelligent Spiritualism let us hav none.
But when the skeptic rejects reasonable testimony he is insane, just as is the Spiritualist who accepts too much; in both
cases a cold compress to the region of the reflectiv faculties is
indicated.
If the aim of both Spiritualists and Materialists is to de·
liver the world from superstition and intolerance, they ought
not to quarrel nor be intolerant of each other; so that that
invisible .essence or force which is called "spirit" may the
sooner elevate mankind to a condition of harmony and peace,
for at present we find that perpendiculars are crossed, the
best people often driven to despair, and, alas! that fools sometimes imagin themselvs wise.
THos. HARDING.
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the cause before the lecture comes off. This latter will illuminate, beautify, and finish up the whole in a manner that
will be a joy forever to every friend of universal mental liberty.
Verily the memory of the heroi<; Bruno, the first man in
modern times to make science a standard to both liv and die
for, is not to be forever left to the mercy of his religions murderers.
What a poetic justice it would be if Bruno's memory should
become a most effectiv destroyer of all ·religions, and finally
cause science to rllign among mankind! Cordially yours,
GEO. N. HILL.

WORD TO C. SEVERANCE.
BARRE, MASs., Aug. 8, 285.
NEw ALBANY, IND., Aug. 5, 1885.
In your lettf!r, August 8th, you say "certain men of promiMR. EDITOR: I notice in THE TRuTH SEEKER of Aug. 1st a
nence among the Spiritualists are in favor of a complete sepacommunication from J. G. Malcolm, under the heading, "The
ration between Spiritualists and Materialists," because MateLet Alone Doctrin," in which he says: "We want laws which
rialists use "harsh invectivs,
abusiv and insulting
shall make it impossible for one man to turn another off of
opposition to those who differ," and if there are any Spiritual,
land he is not using and never has used," etc. I agree with
ists who do the same, "I [yon] hav never met them."
him in reg·•rd to having such laws. But as we cannot get
Now, I hav been on both sides of this question, and my exthose laws at present, and as the poor ·are suffering for the
perience is that the Spiritualists, as a class, quite equal, if
necessaries of life in consequence of the bad laws we hav,
they do not exceed:, the Materialists in this respect.
·
would it not be a good idea to form societies, buy up land,. and
You also say, "LaRoy Sunderland admitted, as does Miss
deed it to the societies for their mutual use-said societies to
Gibson, that phenomena occur such as Spiritualists attribute
be open to take in all wishing to join them at any time in the
to spirits." I not only admit this but know it, having been a
future?
possessor and an activ demonstrator of this living principle
ever since my earliest remembrance, but more distinctivly
I think a great many of us would do a better work if, instead
of complaining of what we hav, we would go to work and
since 1851, when its kn:Jwledge became utilized in first healing myself, then others, in lecturing and improvising by immake whflt our ideal is of what we should hav, if not on a large
scale, on a small one. And if there is the good in it that we
pulsion, in diagnosis, imp·ersonation, magnetism, character
reading, and all the various kinds of clairvoyance; previous to
think there is, it will form a center around which the nation
will eventually revolve.
any knowledge that others had done the same. I not only admit these facts, but maintain that the workings of this occult
We are now organizing a society of the kind re,ferred to, and
if the friends of Mr. Malcolm's sti·ipe will lend a helping hand,
force, be its source what it niay, will, when understood, renowe hope to soon hav a little government that states may patvate the world.
You are pleased further to class me with the Materialists. I
tern after. Yours, for humanity,
E. E. PARK.
am not quite sure they wou14 accept me as one of their numHARWICH, MAss., Aug. 9, 1885.
ber, for I am of the opinion that mind is a composit quality
belonging to every human being and to all ma.tter-an integral
"The Catholics claim that at least one-half the inm 'ites of
our prisons are Catholic Christians, and that therefore they
part of the great whole-and like the physical, disintegrates and
should hav equal privilege with the Protestant Christians in
loses its activ identity at death, or annihilation of organization.
administering Christian.pabulum to the prisoners."
My reasons for so believing, and my theory, I hope soon to be
MR. EDITOR: Acknowledging the bad effects of the ProteRable to giv to the public more fully than I can in this brief letter.
~ant branch of Christianity, I think the Catholics can turn out
Suffice to say, I hav no controversy with Spiritualists as to
from their factories two criminals to the Protestants' one. But
these facts, even though they affirm they know the cause of
who shall say that since both Catholics and Protestants did
this phenomena to be of spiritual origin. It is the frauds that
the
manufacturing and furnishing that class of boarders and
I know exist, and that every Spiritualist knows exist, against
CoRRX, PA, August 9, 1885.
lodgei·s to our national hotels, the Infidels shall not ho.v a
which I wage war, and if any Spiritualist is nn willing to work
MR. EDITOR: This county (Erie), sandwiched between Chan· large share of the management and dflmand that the hotelH
with me because of my efforts to "hunt the rascals down " tan qua, N.Y., and Ashtabula, 0., is similar in tastes, educa.
shall not be the branch factories for finishing up the crim·
in Spiritualism, I h11v no desire to work with theria in hunt- tion, religion, and politics. Fifty years ago the people were
inals?
B. F. RonmNs.
ing the rascals down in old theology.
ELLA. E. GmsoN.
devoted Methodists; fifteen years ago Republican in polit.ics.
Freedom of thought was called Infidelity; in politiP.s, copperSTONEHENGE, MAss., Aug. 8, 1885
STURGIS, MICH., July 20, 1885.
headism. A great change has come. The noblest men and
Mn EDITOR: I am going to make this letter welcomed hy
MR. EDITOR: At the conclusion of a recent visit to one of women now are outside of creeds. In all the villages old yon by inclosing enough money to pay up nnd to keep Tum
your subscribers, Mr. Fleming Hopkins, of Indiana, he handed dilapidated churches, shut up for good, are rotting; preach·rmrTH Sl'JEKER a visitor at my cottage. Please use twenty-five
me a bundle of selected copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER for perusal ers, even good· ones, are not half paid. This district, for the
cents of it for an ANNUAL, to be sent to my address. I want
at home. They hav afforded me much pleasure; and having first time elected a Democrat to Congress. The township
to congr>ttulate the TRUTH SEEKER family <lircle because the
observed several communications from Spiritualists therein, I of Wayne, in this county, Horace Greeley's early home, where
Tent campaign is doing so well. No one would d~ubt its sue·
feel tempted to offer a few remarks for your columns, if yon his only brother livs on the old homestead, so long the Gib·
ce~s who once heard the eloquence of Mr. Reynolds.
will permit their insertion.
raltar of Republicanism, elected Prohibitionists to every office
I am gl>td to find Miss Wixon is investigating. Dear sister
The "text" from which I would" preach" occurs in a letter at the last election. The better class of young men and truth seeker, keep on, and may yon be as successful as yon
from Mr. Seward Mitchell, which he quoted from "Judas," women are wide awake for- freedom of thought and earnest are in your writings. I hope all our family hav read her books.
viz. : " It has been shown that a belief in Spiritualism, whether to banish whisky.
Her ''All in a Lifetime" well pays the re11der. Mr. Oommin·
true or false, is not as good for this world as a belief in
Chautauqua and Cataraugus counties, N. Y., gave St. John Ide is a Yankee type, well and vividly portrayed, and Nanoys
Atheism."
1,570 votes, which decided the presiclential contest. What are to be known everywhere. I wish she coulil write a story
In the first place, Spiritualism is not necessarily Theistic. has caused this great commotion is chiefly the law of progress to be first given to the readers of this paper. The papers say,
· A man may accept the doctrin of the existence of a future life, or evolution. The people hav outgrown dogmas and political "Miss H G. Gardner claims to be the only Infidel woman
and not believe in the existence of God any more than if he rings. The Spiritualists, of which there are many in this lecturer." If Webster's definition is correct, there are many
were a Materialist. Spiritualism is simply the demonstrated section, hav held annual camp-meetings during the month of of us who are complete Infidels. I am glad I am one, hav been
proof of a future existence, and that spirits can, and do, under August for the past six years at Cassadaga, a beautiful lake for a long time, and am growing more so, if that is possible.
peculiar conditions and circumstances, communicate with and in Chautauqua county. On Sundays thousands of the best I should· think the term would soon belong to everyone.
render themselvs visible to mortals. It does· not teach religion, men and women assemble where freedom and purity are
In view of the two recent extra-brutal murders in Bostonnor any particular system of morality; it does not even point held out as the only atoning power of redemption. Nearly minor ones thrown in-it seems time that there should be less
out how we are to deport ourselvs here, so as to secure happi- all of them are Prohibitionists, and favor equality· of talk of "heaven above" and a more earnest fffort for one beness and exaltation hereafter; nor is it in the mature of things women. On the 3d of September the Prohibitionists hold low. If we could only get the hell out of human brains as
that it could reveal the true spirit life to us as intellectual their camp-meeting on the same grounds. On Sunday, Sep- easily as out of the Bible, we should soon hav a small branch
creatures. It merely sets the mind at rest on an all-important tember 6th, St. John will speak there. The probity, intelli- establishment here. It may shock the heaven-seeker to find
gence, and social status of these men and women giv them a God's mysterious ways create so many murders and vices of
question.
. In my opinion, the first duty of man on earth is to be happy moral power greater than ten times as many Pecksniffs, all kinds but it cannot fail to attract attention. I'll tell a
and mind his legitimate business; and if he does that, as every flunkies, or toadies. Yet the Pecksniff's hav helped to break true stor; on that point: Some years ago a Mr. Ballou, Preshonest man should, he has nothing to fear from sa-called the shackles of religious and political bigotry. On Chautau- byterian reverend in New York state, was a lover of children,
"death "of which orthodoxy had taught him to stand in dread. qua Lake a camp-ground, ostensibly for the glory of God, has but loved theology more. Mrs. C. was a devout member of
There ~ay be a few who are selected from the mass for special been held for years. Vincent, who styles·himself bishop, has his church, but Mr. C. thought more of horses than churches.
purposes, but these are but rare exceptions to a general rule. long played into the political rings of which the Hon. Walter The reverend had a habit of lifting their four-year·old Nellie
Their preparation is painful as their agency is peculfar.
and Loren Sessions are chiefs. Last year Miss Willard, of the to his lap, and then forgetting her. Mrs. C. answered Nellie's
"Judas" will doubtlessly agree with me that the Materialist Women's Christian Temperaoc'e Union, was induced to visit the complaint on this matter by telling her that when Mr. Ballou
is a better citizen of this world, and perhaps a better man, than show grounds, hoping to get their influence for Blaine, etc. pRnsed, she could attract his attention by some gentle rem11rk.
the mere emotional Spiritualist-the wonder-seeker who is But they spoke for St. John, whereupon the women's flag was The next time the reverend called he took Nellie as usual, and
ready to swallow a house, if it be but yclept "Spiritual;" in- torn down, the women bullied off .the stage, and General was soon busy expounding theology. For a long time poor,
deed, the worst enemies of Spiritualism are not the Materialists, Logan put in their place. This was too much for anyone pos- neglected, but tight·held Nellie endured this. At lengt~ a
but the superstitious Spiritualists themselvs; not the orthodox sessing a spark of manhood, and broke the spell. It is now pause. 'fhe child's hand was placed on his, and a soft voice
religionists, even, but that class which regards it as something discovered that Vincent and Flood, who were poor when the said, "Please, Mr. Ballou." No answer, but an instant latu
to gape at and be prayed over and preached over, rather than pious show commenced, are now millionaires, while gate fees he was in full tide of talk. A second pause. The tiny han<!
squarely and honestly investigated as a substantial fact. Sir, of forty cents per day, a tax of ten pe! cent on all groceries, again touched the minister's sleeve. Hs looked down. Overif Spiritualism is true, it will stand scrutiny, and if it is not, I, ice, in fact, everything on the grounds, is· by no means a free joyed, and beaming with satisfaction, Nell said eagerly, "Ray,
for one am willing to wash my hands of it; and I must con- salvation-is not even a counterfeit of him whose whole life Mr. Ballou, my father drivtls some of the G-d d--d plugs
fess th;t the claims and the Quixotic style of some Spirit11al- was humility and poverty.
G. F. LEwis.
1you ever saw." It is needless to say she attracted attention,
ists, when dealing with the subject, are of such an unearthly
and her martyrdom was over.
BosTON, MAss., Ing~rsoll's Birthday, Aug. 11, 1885.
character that they are calculated to disgust sensible people,
The rapidly increasing numbers of truth seekers diminish
MR.
EDITOR:
I
was
inexpreesibly
delighted
to
learn
through
rather than encourage them to the calm st11dy of its facts and
the ministers. Long may THE TRUTH SEEKER and its really
Brother~ Wakeman and Seaver that our glorious Colonel In· Liberal editor flourish. So wishes
philosophy'.
.
C. FANNIE ALLYN.
The greatest question 'which can occupy the mind of man is gersoll takes such a great interest in the Bruno. Statue at
that of Spiritualism: " Is there, or is there not, a future for Rome, and that he had volunteered to giv one of his inimita·
. JAvA VILLAGE, N. Y., July 25, 285.
each of us?" Yet the knowledge is not essential in every-day ble lectures for the benefit of the Statue Fund.
l\fR. EmToR: Inclosed find three dollars to renew my subAll doubts concerning the grand success of the American scription. At the Cassadaga meeting .I subscribed for Trrm
life. It does not help us to manage business affairs; but when
our day's work is done, and we contemplate nature, or when portion of the international subscription for this splendid pur- 'l'RUTH SEl'lKER for six months on trial. I like it well and wish
misfortunes weigh us down, or we watch by the bed-side of pose can, of course, be now dispensed with, because the fame it continued. I lend it to my neighbors, who also like it. Six
the dying, or stand by the coffin of the "dead," then we mr.y and ability of the gallant "Orator of Free thought" will insure or se,ven copies are taken in this town. It i~ read by many inrealize in some degree the inestimable value of that knowledge a magnificent contribution to this eminently meritorious work. terested readers, and its principles freely cbscussed.. I~ fact.,
As Brother Wakeman says, however, each one of the Liber- 1 think a growing interest in the great reform questiOn IS eviwhich overtops and reaches out beyond the affairs of physical
S:FlYliiOUR WHALEY.
als
must imitate the eloquent colonel and do his or her best for dent throughout the whole country.
sense.
A
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN; :F«.U River;
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
Chrner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lO"fVer,
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
That Is known as the Ohlldren's Hour."

NOTICE.
' All who hav written stories for the prize
'Offered in these columns a few weeks since
'Will please forward them at once to the address
·of the editor of the Children's Corner, when
·the selection of the best story will be made,
.and the same printed in our columns. The
-prize will at the same time be awarded to the
writer of tb e story.
ED. C. C.

Lines;
Written on the back of a Oalenda1··

This calendar, that serves to show
The progress time Is making,
Points silently the days that go,
Their annual record taking,
How raat to fill the measured hours
The moments pass before us,
One attar Gne, sun!=lhine or showers,

Day fades and night is o'er us I
Yet every hour that slips away
A thoughtful sermon preaches,
And this the lesson that each day
In passing rrom us teaches :
He wastes hi~ wealth who useless rrets,
O'er troubles real or seeming;
Time pauses not ror vain regrets
Nor day ror Idle dreaming.
Who equanders time In vain deplores ·
A failure or endeavor;
No power the Ill-spent past restores,
Once gone 'tis lost rorever.
Patience and diligence Insure
Rewards not evanescent;

The coming harvest they secure
Who wisely grasp the present.
:Sot slothful waste, but tirne.lmproved,
Brings hope and conquers sorrow.
Gleans something rrom each day removed
And brightens each to-morrow,
O'ercomes each obstacle that blocks
Our way with hindering measures,
And, serving those who seek, unlocks
The future's store or treasures.
Reader, you can, If you obey
Time's teachings thus extended,
Welcome without regret the day
That ~lis the year is ended.
Bald Mountain, N. Y.

He would watch the people when talking as
earnestly as though he understood every word
of what was said; and perhaps he did-we
cannot tell.
Sometimes for hours he would perch on a
tree, or on top of the barn, and watch the
clouds as they floated above his head, or the
wild wood crows as they flew by. Occasionally
a crow would salute him with a "Caw,, caw,
caw," and Jim would politely answer, "Hock,
hock," but he never attempted to follow any
of his kind to their wildwood home, seeming
content with his home and surroundings.
He would roam about with the children at
the farm, interested apparently in their plays
and pursuits, and when tired of their company he would stroll among the hens and chickens, listening to the gobble of the turkeys,
the cackle of the hens, and the quack, quack
of the duckR, with as much pleasure as any
tame crow might experience iri such company,
and at night he went with them to roost, but
always had his bed a little apart from tlle rest
of the feathered family.
He delighted to follow Farmer Temple
around the farm, and when planting, hoeing,
or mowing, he had to be carefullest he should
step on Jim and injure him for life.
One morning he was weeding the cucumber
bed, and Jim was close' at hand, trying tq
help in his crow fashion. Suddenly an unlucky movement of Farmer Temple, and his
hand came in contact with Jim, who in a moment lay prostrate. Poor Jim ! his little neck
was broken, and a- few short gasps, and Jim
was no more. He was dead.
Farmer Temple felt very badly, for he knew
how much Jim. would be missed. He took the
dead bird in his hand, and stroked his glossy
breast, as his tears fell upon the little limp
form, so still and pulseless. He quietly laid
the remains away in the earth, brushed away the
tears, and went.into the house, for he could
work no more "that day. He told no one of
what had happened to Jim, except Mrs. Tompie, who promised not to tell the children the
fate of their dear little pet. The little ones
watched and waited for Jim for mapy a day,
and they mourned for him when the days went
on and he did not come. He was sadly missed,
and the house seemed lonely to the three little
girls who lived in it, and whose playmate and
favorit Jim was. It was a long while before
they knew his real fate, which they bemoaned
with many a tear, and even now, after the
lapse of years, they cherish with tender regret
the memory of thei~ feathered playmate,
black Jim Crow.

D. L. B.

Two of My Neighbors.
Jim.
Jim-the Jh:n that I write of-was not a boy,
a man, a cat, a dog, a monkey, or a mouse_
What was it, then ? I'll tell you. Jim was a
crow-a black crow. His color was a handsome bluish black, and his plumage was as
glossy as the feathers of a well-fed, independent crow can be in these United States. In
its early infancy it fell into the hands of a
farmer's family in the western part of the
state of Massachusetts. It was a great pet,
and could do many cunning tricks.
The crow is a very intelligent bird, and is
capable of being taught to speak some words
of our language. They are great pests of
farmers, and sometimes are very mischievous
in corn-fields. But Jim, after he was adopted
in the family of our friends, seemed to be impressed with the dignity of his position, and
never troubled the corn-fields after the fashion
of other crows. He went out and came in the
house at his leisure. He was very fond of get.
ting his mouth full of beans and then carefully
hiding the111 under a rug. He would never
forget where he had placed .them, and after a
certain time he would go and pick them all up,
and, perhaps, carry them to, some other hidingplace. And, although Jim never injured the
growing CIJrn, he took great delight in running
along the fields and planting it, thrusting his
pointed bill into the ground, and depositing a
kernel of corn, and then another and another,
and so on. Thus he would work all day long,
for Jim was not an idle bird, but always liked
to be busy about something.
When Jim was hungry he would fly into the
house and straight into the closet, and help·
himself to whatever pleased his fancy-pie,
cake, or bread, or anything else that he might
care for. Once, when the tea-table was set
for company, and a handsome cake adorned
one end, Jim thought he would like to know
how such a pretty cake would taste. Without
great deliberation, he went to the table, and
with a quick movement, took one of the triangular pieces in his bill, and flew off with it
to another part of the room, where he tasted,
~nd nibbled,.and ate all he liked of it, and,
'"' doubt, pronounced it in his judgment
pretty good cake,
·

I hav near me two sweet neighbors,
That I wish you all could see,
They are ruu or noise and rrollc,
And they often call on me.
Willie's eyes are like the bluebells,
Bessie's eyes are black and bright,
Both are like the summer sunshine,
Bringing rays of love and light.
Sometimes they will play they're englns;
"All aboard," they loudly cry,
" Do· in' down to Mel-yoze Hi-Ian's,"

'

You can hear their reet go patting
As they swlrtly trot away.
Sometimes they are u bands of moo-sic;"
"Toot-te-toot" and" dum-de-dum;"

the melody Is missing
You will find the noise has come.
Then, again, they call as salesmen,
Sell Aunt Fannie rrult or Ice;
Oash-ln-hand I hav to pay them,
Made rrom candy good and nice.
Sometimes Bessie tells me gravely
How her dolls " are sick to-day,"
If

They hav u scB.rlet fever dre:rrul,"
So ''the doctor" seems to say.

One Is headleBB, but Is tended
Just as If she had a head,
Wrapped within a red shawl careful,
And then softly laid in bed.
Besate•S earnest, self-reliant?,

Growing helpful every hour;
Willie Is actlv, quick-discerning,
Prom Is or a business power.
" Gypsy Queen," I call my BeBsle,
With her eyes so dark and bright;
"Sunlight;" ort I christen Willie,
With his curls or golden light.
How I hope they'll walk In honor,
O'er the lowlands here or earth,
And that Truth will always lead them
By her path or moral worth.
Wish you all could see my neighbors,
With their merry laugh and talk,
Blue-eyed Willie, black-eyed Bessie,
Coming up my garden walk.
C, FANNIE ALLYN,

"He Has No Mother."
Sitting in the school room, I overheard a
conversation between a sister and a brother.
The little boy complained of insults or wrongs
. df
th l'ttl b
.
receive r?m ano er I e oy.. His f~ce was
tl.ushed with anger. The Sister listened
awhile, and then, turning away, she a11swered:

18815.

" I do not want to hear another word.
Willie has no mother!"
The brother's lips were silent. The rebuke
came home to him, and, stealing away, he
muttered, "I never thoug'ht of that."
.
He thought of his own mother,_ and the
loneliness of Willie compared with his own
happy lot. "He has no mother!"
Do we think of it, when want comes to the
orphan, and hard words are spoken t,? him?
Has the little wanderer no mother to listen to
his little sorrows? Speak gently to him then.
-Good News.
--------~.---------

Egyptian Superstition.

should be made as smooth and pleasant as possible. The contributions of our little readers
will be doubly valuable to our aged friend, on
account of the sweet and loving spirit of sympathy and tenderness with which they are accompanied.-ED. C. C.]
.
CLEABWATER, NEB., Aug. 3, 1885.
DEAB Miss WrxoN: In sending a new (and a
true) poem [poem next week.-ED.] for the
Children's Corner, Earle sends his lit~le letter
to the children in behalf of our poor, old
Father Hacker. fBI do- hope the children of
Liberals will come forward with their dimes as
the children of some other people furnish
money to buy flannel shirts and overcoats for
the suffering people of India.
A few days ago Earle had been paid a small
sum for doing an errand f01; a neighbor, and
spent a part of it foolishly, as I thought,
and I told him if every child who spends even
five cents for something that will be useless
would send it to Father Hacker, how much
better it would be. And Earle said, almost
with te'ars in his eyes, that "the very next
corn he sold he would send him half a dollar_"
He had raised a small piece of early sweet
corn, which is his own.
Let us see how many of our kind-hearted
little ones will write and say they hav sent
their mites to the tired pilgrim who nears the
end of his long and useful journey. With
many kind wishes for the prosperity of the
Children's columns, I am,
.
Fraternally yours,
MABY B. FINCH,

I
• fish in
Egyptians, like the Jews, fry
t h eu
oil; but, of course, good Florenc~ oil has to
be used-no other oil would do. Those who
hav partaken of fish prepared thus, can testify as to flavor and sweetness. Salmon and
cod-fish are best treated thus.
Of good traits, the Egyptians hav one which.
the much-vaunted Christians do. Ja.Ot possess.
The purposeless slaughter of harmless and
helpless animals they regard as a great and
irreparable wrong. Animal food they must
and will hav of course, but they are much opposed to the unwarranted and reckless destruction1of life.
Flocks of vUltures--great awkward creatures they seem-act as health officers in the
Our Puzzle Box.
Eastern cities by eating all the garbage and
1.-PHONETIC
CHARADE.
filth in the streets, and he who would wanYou may call my first a ladies' game,
tonlykill one of these birds would be regarded
My second the surging sea;
and classed as an utter barbarian or heathen.
My· whole a flowing river,
The corvus umbrimts, or black raven, in
Near the home of •· Ella Ree."
Alto .. na, Pa.
WM .. J. BURNS,
Egypt, is held in high esteem. He is commoniy spoken of as ''Noah's raven," being the
2.-PUZZLE.
bird that ancient sailor sent out from the ark
taking
Stand
take
to
(if such an event as the flood ever took place),
my
you
throw
I
and which did not return. This bird is conORA JAMI!ls.
Henrietta, Tex.
sidered an uncle of the colored race, who are
chiefly recruited from the Soudan in Central
3.-ANAGRAM
Africa. When it becomes known that one of
these ravens has been shot, or otherwise disposed of, great crowds of the Soudan blacks
become angry beyond endurance, and insist
on being paid " blood-money" for the murder
of their "uncle,'' who occ~sionally brought
them news of their relativs in Africa. These
tumults, which frequently become very ,demonstrativ, do not subside until an amount
sufficient to cover all damage is paid, and then
the dead bird is buried with great pomp and
ceremony, as .if he were some respected and
honored citizen. A kadi killed one of these
birds on one occasion. He was besieged and
attacked and his house-door walled up by the
Soudanese blacks. They demanded bloodWith the letters composing ·the names of
money, but the kadi refused to pay. But at these three objects, form a word signifying
last, finding he could not g.dn admittance to not wanting more.
the outside world, he concluded to make the
4 -ENIGMA.
required payment. On another occasion, a
pasha at ;Jeddah shot an uncle, and, in like
case, had to pay. The kedive himself would
havbeen treated in the same manner if guilty;
no distinction is made whatever when a person kills one of these ravens.
DAVID B. CoziNE.

Willie shouts out clear and ·high.
Sometimes they are little horses;
" Get up,'' and "go-long," they'll say;

~~.

Correspondence.
BBADFOBD, PA., Aug., 1885.
DEAB Miss SusAN H. WixoN: I read THE
TRUTH SEEKER-every number, every word of
it- and no part givs me greater pleasure
than the Children's Corner. Although an old
man, I love childrPn dearly, and I know you
do, or else you could· not write such pretty
stori~s and sweet things for them, and I think
I am right in believing that you like letters
from little children-bright ones. I hav one
from a little nephew of mine four years and
Why Johnny is so sorrowful may be learned
five months old, that some of my friends think fr.om the I'Urrounding enigma.
is a gem. It iB at your disposal, if you wish to
The figures represent the number of the
use it. It is printed, as a matter of course, as letters in the answer.
all letters from little ones are,
[COPY.]
5,-CONUNDRUM,
"SNow's FALLS, ME., July 29,1885.
"DEAR UNCLE JosEPH: I was glad to get your
letter. The pigs grow well, and the chickens,
too. We hav some plaguey big roosters. Our
cat-Patrick-is well. Mr. Curtis found. two
little kittens-waifs. They said, 'Rom, rom,
rom,' which meant 'meow.' Mr. Curtis is going to keep them. With love,
RoB:imT."
Yours most truly, J. W. P.ilENTISS.
CLEABWATER, NEB., Aug. 1, 1885.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I think we children of
the Children's Corner ought to make up a purse
for Mr. Hacker. He is old and poor, and has
done as much for the Liberal cause as any other
Liberal lecturer is doing now. Now, suppose
we children of the Children's Corner each giv
twenty-five cents, and as much more as we
like. I think the Liberals ought to take better
care of him. I hav sent fiftv cents to-day_
Your Western friend,
EARLE A. FINCH.
P. S.-Let each one write to the Children's
C0rner, and tell how much they hav sent.
. E. A_ F.
[The sentim~n~. of Earle's. letter is beautiful,
and we trust h1s example will be generally followed by our readers of the Corner. Father
Hacker has accomplish eel a. good work in his
time; and now that he is aged, feeble,· and
poor, it is just and wise that his declining days

I

Why is the lower picture like the upper one"/
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
AUG 8, 1885.
1.-Blame
ll.-Tr1gonometry
3.-LotIo.to.
4.-TRUTH SEEKER.
5 -He is an
acher ~acre). They are felt. 6.--It is pride
(pried).
_
SOLVERs.-J. K P. Baker, Ora James, and
others.
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BOOKS FOR OBJLDREN!
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;

ALBANY CONVENTION.

TRUTH SEEKER Ll BRARY
~"~he World's Sages, Thinkers~ and

Reformers.

COURSE TICKET-PRICE $1.00,

A STORY OF TilE liiGRTWAY .ALMIIBOUSE.

BY JENNIE
Prlce 10 cents.

541

BUTLER BROWNE To the Convention of the ~ew York State Freetllink.ers' .Associa·
For sale at this omce.
tton, to be lleld In

LELAND'S OPERA HOUSE, ALBANY, NEW YORK,

"APPLES OF COLD.'!

A story -book for the young· folks. By Miss SUSA.l'l
H. wrx:o '., second edition. Price, $1,25, This very
Sept. lith, 12th, and t:ith,
excenen work for young masters a.nd misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
ha.s been Issued at a. reduced price of $1.25, tree or
ADMITTING TO ALL LECTURES EXCEPT COLONEL ING:EiUSOL:L'S~
postage. This new edition has a photograph of. the
uthor which adds very much to the valUe of the
olume.
.
AMONG THE SPEAKERS ARE: Oba.rles Watts, Ellzab9th d!>dY Stanton, T. B Wakeman, Mrs. 1\l:at.tle
Krekel, James Parton, Courtlandt Palmer, Helen Gardener. Addresses will also be !'.IVAn by Ellzur
Blakeman's ~00 . Poetical Riddles Wright, Horace. Seaver, G. N. Hill, Joseph McDonough, Mrs. Illohan, d. B. Reynolds, s. P. Plltna.m, an•l
hers.
Price !lO cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL Gl!Il)E.

Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL

By Prof. H. M. OTTil'!GER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms; the education of youth In the
pr!nclples o! Freethought, a.t the same time that II
tnculca.tes mora.! duties .a.nd human rights !rom a
Will speak SUNDAY EVENING, SEPT. 13th, and the proceeds of the lecture he will
standpoint o! pure reason a.nd common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER. contribute to the aid of Liberal work.

Matrimonial.
A respectable a,nd Industrious gentleman, llvhig
· Everyone Interested In the success of Freethought should purchase at least one ticket, whether
ln New Jersey, wishes to correspond with the same attending the Convention or· not, a.nd thus aid the cause. The expenses of the Convention will be great,
kind ot a lady, age from twenty years up, with de- while all above expenses wlli be used tor carrying forward the practical work of petitioning the legislacided matrimonial views. No objection to religious ture to tax churches and abolish chaplaincies and Sabbath laws.
G. YOUMANIDES.
views.
Address,
4!32
West Hoboken, N. J.
Tickets for· sale by SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
or,
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 33 Clinton Place, N.Y.

The Missing Link
-IN-

MODERN SPIRITUALISM
By .A. LE.AH UNDERHILL, of the Fox family.
This book' purports to be a truthful account of
the phenomena occurring at Hydesville in the
house of Mr. Fox, and since to various members
of the Underhill family, especially the author,
who has had a good offset to "Bottom Facts,"
being essentially controversial, and will be· used
for offense and defense by believers in Spiritual
manifestations. Mrs. Unaerbill contends that
the exhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in'
her book, demonstrate beyond doubt tlie reahty
of the survival of man's spirit; that death is but.
birth into another stage of progressed and ·progressiv life; and proves what has hitherto been
but a dogma of an unproved a.nd unprovable
faith, the, immortality of the soul. PRICE, $2.00
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
.

THIRD EDITION.

J

BIBLE MYTHS,
AND THEIR PARALLELS lN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING A

Ce111.parison of the Old and New Testament Myths and l!Iiraeles with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

graphical ·sketches of prominent Christians. A companion b0ok to "The World'&
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. Bvo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4~00;
· morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
•

The Gods aud Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times. Vol. 1 givs

a full account of all the gods the natwn~
of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all
the religious systems of the world, including Judaism, Mohammedanism, ancl Christianity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Supernatural Religion.

An inquiry

into the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv
work on the claims of supernaturalism
everwritten. Byli'. W.NEWMAN,Emerit.u~
Professor of the London University. 1,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00i
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Pailu•.

Including The Age of Reaoon, Exninination of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to 1\'11·. Er,;kine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Carnille Jordan,
The Religion of Deism, Commo:a Sense,
The Crisis, and The lUghts of Man; the
whole r ·- •eded by the Life of I'nine, and
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco;
gilt edges, $4. 50.

An ·

examination of the Creeds, Rites, and
Snored Writings of the world. By VIsooUNT AllmERLEY, son of the late Lord
Tohn Rt'lssell, twice Premier of England.
i.Jomplete from the London edition. 745
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The foregoing volumes are called " The
rruth Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and sent by express, one dollar will be
deducted from the price of each.

. .A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Engraving8, Priface, and Notes.

I choose that a story should be founded on
probability, and not always resemble a dream.
I desire to find nothing in it trivial or extravagant; and I desire above all, that under the ap
pearance of fable there may appear some latent
truth, obvious to the discerning eye, though it
escape the obserration of the vulgar.- Voltair

TbA Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio-

A.nalysis of Religious Belief.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES
OONTENTS:
The White Bull: .A Satirical Romance.
2;:adig; or, Pate.
The Sage and the .Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, The Pupil of. Nature.
Micromegas.
The World as it Goes.
The Black and the White.
Memnom the Philosopher.
.Andres Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Nature.
.A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dream.
.A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
An Adventure in India.

The Biographies of

throe hundred of the most distinguished
teachers andphill)sophers (who '\Vere not
Christians), from the time of Menu to the
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages,
Bvo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

B.

F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,

Hindoo Virgin and Child.

Essays and Lectures. Embracing Jn,

The wotship of the "Holy Virgin," the "Queen o£ Heaven," the "Mother of God," etc., which has become one of
the grand features of Roman Catholicism, was a tenet of
faith for centuries before the virgin now adored was born.
In India. they have worshiped for ages; Malza Devz:__The
Great Goddess-and have temples erected in honor of her.
Like her Roman counterpart she is the Goddess with a
thousand names. As Devaki, she is the mother of Vishnu,
the Preserving god, in the form of Krishna.
"The gods,
invisible to mortals," says the Vislmu Pttrana, (p. soz)
''celebrated :Qer praise continually from the time that Vishnu
was contained in her person." She is represented in Moor's
Hindu Pctntheon, adorned with jewels, and the infant Saviour
at her breast. BIBLE MYTHS shows that nearly all nations of
antiquity worshipped a Virgin Mother-Goddess.

fl.uence. of Christianity on Civiliz!ltion;
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib.
eralism offers in Place of Christianity;
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual·
ism fro~_U.a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
the PolitiCal and Religions Reformer; Ma·
terialism 111;1d ~rime; . Will the Cmuing
Man Vrorslnp God? Cnmes and Cruelties
of Christinnity; the Authority of the
Bible; l<'recthou~bt Judged by its li'ruits;
Our Idens of God. 300 pp., paper, 60
cents; eloth, Sl.

fnfll!(mce of Christianity upon Civili;;;,ltion. 25 cents.

Christiauity an<l Materialism.
eents.

15

What J,ibm·nlism Offers in Place of
{;hristiauity. 10 cents.
SeieuWic
Materialism: Its Meaning
1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 l'a.ges. Price, $Z.50.
and 'l'endency. 10 c·cntR.
Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.
Spiritualism from a 11Iaterialistic
Staudpoint. 10 cenh;.
Paine the Po. ~deal and Religious
Refhrmer. 10 cents.
Do you wear Glasses.
Woman: Uer Past and Present: Her
ltig·hts and Wrongs. 10 cents.
and wish to do without them~
ACTIN A CURES DISEASES OF THE EYE ~iaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
AFTER OCULISTS FAIL ..
Will the Coming ~Ian Worsllip God 1
Are you suffering from that most common of
10 cents.

•

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half·
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Th~ Wonder of the Nmeteenlh Century !

all diseases,

CATARRHP
Are you troubled with
Deaf~cs!i',

Neuralgia, Hay Fever, or Severe
Headache.

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological.

20 cents.

BurgfJS~·Undcrwood Debate. A four
days' debate -betwe~n B. li'. UNDERWOOD
and Prof. 0. A. BuRGESS, President of the
Northwestern
Christian University,· InSend for Catalogue Containing all lnt'orrnatlon.
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.
Remit Money by Registered Letter, Check, Draft, or P. 0. Order to
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

If so, WHY NOT Investigate ACTINA? this will cost nothing.
/¥ir' A General Agent wantedfrrr every city and town in the United States.

Proving conclulviy that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHBII!T
Ria birth, life, t11al. 8%ecntlon. etc.-la a m:rth
TRUTH 8E&KEB omce.
Price, $11.
SS Clinton Place, New York.

"ACTINA" COMPANY
!!OLE PR0l'RIETOR8

A.CTINA. BA.TTEBY.

Patent applied tor

88 FIFTU: A. VENtrE, ncar 14th Street, N. Y.

P1e886 ment1on thll! paper.

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four'
nights' debate lietween B. li'. UNDERWooD
and Rev. JoliN M:.t.m>LEs. Fully reported.

Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60_ cents,.

'
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him for a little soft· glove tete -a·tete, he would a little surprising to find him dealing with so- errors, and ~mned their tangled roots up to·
hav to decline any meeting on a basis of open cial, questions. He leans towar4 co-operation the light. The book is thoroughly interesting,
hostility. This caused the campaign to drag, as a way out of our industrial troubles.
and worthy of careful thought. The copy
and the daily papers in Israel began to criticise
sent us by G. ·P, Putnam'·s Sons, publishers,
1he Bible.
For 25 cents anyone oan buy " Comic Bible is marked 50 cents, for which sum the book
Saul and to ask why he did not come hon,e
and hoe corn instead of fooling away his time Sketches," Part I., edited by G. W. Foote. will be sent from this office pot~t-paid to any
Blessed Bible I Dearest treasure I
Holy Book, divinely given;
These are the sketches for printing which in address.
with the Philistines.
Oeasetess rount or consolation;
Just then David came down from his sheep thP Ii'reethinker Mr. Foote went to "gaol" on a
Ohart to show the way to heaven,
ranch in Independence mountain, over against charge of blasphemy.
" 'l'he Statue of Liberty Enlightening the
Dearest Bible;
Bethlehem, Judah, on the old California trail,
World. Described by the Sculptor Bartholdi.
Record or the mind or heaven.
" Geology and the Bible" is a pamphlet by Published for the Benefit of the Pedestal
to see how the war was progressing. He
I will hold my Holy Bible
wauted to make a trip to some place where W. W. Collins, written in reply to one Dr. Fund by the North Ame1•ican Review, 30 LafayN-ear, a.nd nearer to my-~hea.rt;
Reverent, I will heed Its teachings;
there would be no danger of bodily harm, so Lam bart, who had evidently been endeavoring ette Place, New York." Such is the title-page
, That and I will never part,
his parents thought it would be safer, perhaps, to pass the Bible off upon the community as a of a handsome crown-octavo pamphlet conFrom the glorious
for him to go down to the front "where war work of fact instead of fiction. Price 5 cents. taining a picture of the statue, a jac-simil6
Word or Lire I'll never part.
waged its wide desolation, and threatened onr
autogranh letter from Victor Hugo, a likeness
God-)llumed, Its brilliant pages
"God in Reason and Intuition," by James of M. Bartholdi, and a history of the work;
lancl to clestroy." They told him to go down
Show the way our fathers trod ;
where the two armies were engaged in open S. Laidlaw, is described by the author as "a together with "The Principal Examples of
How they lived, and how they wnt:shlped,
hostilities, and they would feel perfectly easy philosophical poem." It may be philosophical, this Class," and numerous illustrativ outs.
How they walked before their God.
·
Glorious history I
about him, but they cautioned him not to wan- but it is putting a great stress on language to The work on the pamphlet is mechanically
Showing us the mind of God.
der away from the army into the woods and call it a poem. The pamphlet is published at and artistically superb. The proceeds of
769 Broadway.
P..trlarch life It grandly teaches;
get lost.
its sales go to help put the statue in. place
Angels guiding where they moved;
Just as David got to the front, Goliath came
on Bedloe's Island in New York Harbor.
Hingle virtues never mentioned,
"Life and Death "-herein W. W. Collins The statue itself is symbolical and expresout and spoke with a loud voice, and cried out
Every sinful BCt approved.
and defied the armies of Israel, and- Saul's asks the question, "Does man survive death?" siv and oonld hardly be excelled unless some
Happy Israel!
Ohosen people; God-beloved.
arn:iy scattered and fell over each other trying He concludes that the person who has passed special inspiration had impelled M. ·Barto get into the woods, and behold, there were through the change called death has to all in- tholdi to represent our contemporaries Tucker
BIPBt the lot of good old ·AbrahamFather or the 1 atrlarch line;
not trees enough for all the soldiers of' the tents and purposes ceased to liv. • Published and Appleton, combatant, calling upon the
by the Progressiv Publishing Company, Lon- president of the United States to lay down his
By his concubines surrounded,
armies of Israel to climb.
Reveling In bls lust and wine
And David was disgusted, and told Saul don. Price 10 cents.
arms and disperse.
Good old A.brahami
that he would like to go out and fight the Pl.J.ilHow his superstitions shine I
"Saladin," editor of the London &culm· ReTHE RISE OF
istine if some courageous Israelite would come
Sinner vile, <1espalr no longer;
aiew, osends three small pamphlets, two of
along
and
hold
his
coat
for
him.
Every
boy
See the favor Jacon gained;
laughed at David, and his brothers especially, which are entitled," Agnosticism: an ExposiBase, bla.phemlog lying coward,
By deceit '<nd robbing stained;
as soon as they had stopped running and got tion and Defense, Being a Reply to his Grace
Unrepentlng,
From Thales to Copernicus.
behind a tree, and recovered their breath, the Lord Archbishop of York," and, "Hell:
He especial favor gained.
began to ridicule David. But David insisted Where is It?" being also a letter to the Arch- By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of
Tyrant ruler, cease to tremble,
" 1'he Reigu of the Stoics."
on it, and told S>J.ul that one time when a bishop of York. The third pahlphlet is a
JOSeph was a tyrant too;
misfortune.
"This is a book not only to be read once, but to
mountain
lion
and
a
grizzly
bear
-came
and
Meaner, viler, more exacting,
be kept and referred to, and pondered ovet; from
carried off several of his father's sheep he ran
More detestable than you.
John Stuart Mill once wrote an "Essay on year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
after them and overtook. them, and after he
Heaven approved him:
Proof tbat heaven will smile on you.
had knocJi:ed the lion silly with his fist, lie ran Theism," in which were contained some com- through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
Cruel, hQartlesP, fierce invader,
his hand down the bear's throat, caught him plimentary remarks on the character of J esns of Copernicus and Bruno.· It does not take the
Fired for conquest, drunk with blood;
by the tail, and turned him wrong side out. Christ. Under the title, "An Examinat~on and place of' other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
See the proof of approbationThe king said: "Well, did yon really do that? Exposure of John Stuart Mill's Panegyric on Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
Bloody Joshua walked with God.
If you did I've a good notion to giv you the Christ," G. W. Foote, editor of the London out the white light that has been. cast upon the
How ennobling
freedom of the Philistine camp, and if you will Freethinker, has taken Mr. Mill to task in his lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cru"l'ls, like him, to swim In blood I
bring me Goliath's scalp, stretched on !}shingle, usual vigorous style, and shows that the great elty, from the little stream of Freethonght that
Harlot, rout and soulless traitor,
I will giv yon all the money you want and my economist's theories of Christ do not harmo- has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
Most unprincipled and vile,
Hang your guilty head no longer;
only daughter, for I'd just as soon tell you in nize with his views on liberty. Price 10 cents. course down through the ages which now liv
See the Lord on Rahab smile,
confidence, that this side-show giant is getting
Harlot; traitors I
A handsome book of poems is Scott R. She:r;- only as our realm of Memory and Admonition."
to be a perfect eye-sore to me, and between
PRICE, $i1.50.
Octavo, 458 pp.
Favorlt of the Lord the While.
wood's
"Lays of a Bohemian" (published by
you and me, I thing he is overdoing this thing,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Sinful man, whate'er thy station,
Brentano
Bros.,
New
York,
price
$1.25).
It
and making a nuisance of himself."
Why so many painful qualms?
So David said he would go, and Saul dressed has received many complimentary, not to say
ELEMENTS
Oheerlng words are written-for you,
Oease your rears. and sing your psalms.
him up in a railroad iron overcoat, but the boy flattering, notices from the newsp~pers of the
OF
A.s did David,
couldn't handle it. He took off the fire and country, as indicated by a circular accompanying
the
volume-which
shows
how
good
a
thing
Tune your lyre, and sing your psalms.
burglar proof overcoat, and filled his pocket
it is to be "solid " with the press. Mr. SherLustful, bloody, weak, deceitful,
full of rocks and sailed in.
FOh
Stained with every crime beside,
When Goliath came out he turned his nose wood is himself a newspaper man, and probOanonlzed as God's belovedIDGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
up at David, and asked him if his mother knew ably to that fact more than to the merit of his
God In David typllled;
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
he was out. He talked mean to David, and verses is due the favorable reception his book
Sanctifying
finally told him to come over and he would has met with. It is not bad poetry, however,
oraven murder, lust, and pride~
and might help waste a weary hour for someBy Prof'. H. M. Cottin~er, A.lll.
feed him to the coyotes.
Murderer, drop your eyes no longer,
body tired of mental exercise.
Then
David,
in
a
gentlemanly
way,
told
Qonsclence-pa!ned for what you've done;
Freethinlters will find this, for an outline
Since the deity you worship
Goliath that he didn't claim t~ be much of a
history the best foi their use, as Professo~
"The
Prodigal
Daughter;
or,
The
Price
of
Boasts the murder or his sonCottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
talker in public, but that he relied on the
Dark, cold-blooded
righteousness of his cause. He came not with 'Virtue,'" by Rachel Campbell, Grass Valley, of the church's actions has stated facts ·with a
Murderer of his only ~on.
words, and banners, and torchlight processions, Cal., is an. able plea for the restitution of the truthful freedom not found in ordin11i'y histories. He dates his work from the beginning
Here In this my bleesed Bible
but
he believed he was right and came there misled daughter to her place in the economy of historical certainty and not from the mythiShield for every sin Is given;
and affections of society. It is written "with
to
prove
it.
He
was
no
public
speaker,
he
Every crime Is eanctllled, and
cal Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
Made the key to open heaven.
said, but he thought this thing had gone far all a woman's feeling," as the novelists say, and brings it down to 1883, ·with a brief menbut
it
is
well
ballasted
with
hard
facts
and
Blessed Bible I
tion of subsequent important inventions and
enough. He thon smprised Goliath with a
Sinner's hope, and guide to heaven I
moss agate .behind the ear. The gentleman weighty reasoning. It is astonishing how discoveries. Price, Cloth, $1.50.
- German·AmeTican.
from Gath fell to earth with a "sickening heartless the world is in its treatment of those
For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00,
thud," and David cut his head off with the who go or are led astray. Yet,
Address
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The Story of David and Goliath, giant's own sword. From these injuries Goli- "When lovely woman stoops to folly,
And finds too late that men betray,
As Revised by Bill Nye.
ath never fully recovered, and finally deceased.
What art can soothe her melancholy?
TO REV. L.A. LAMBERT>S
Goliath was originally the giant in a side
Then the men of Israel and Judah rose up
w·hat charm can drive her guilt away?"
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
show in Gath at thirteen dollars a week, but and whooped with a loud voice, and pursued
when the war broke out he enlisted in the army their enemies, and they fed the fowls of the
By B. lV. Lact~.
"Monkeys, Apes, and Men," a handsome
of the Philistines more for the bounty than air with Philisti~ on toast for forty days, and pamphlet of 47 pages, price 25 cents. is by A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's.
sophistry, unfairness, and historanything else. This life seemed to hit him David became solid with the king, and mRde Edward Aveling, D.Sc., of London. Its deabout right, for Goliath was naturally lazy and money, and wore his good clothes every day. sign is to giv an account, at once popular and
ical misstatement.
Price, Clotb, $1; Paper, 50 Cents.
trifling.
Wherever he went he was regarded as a great accurate, of the principal generalizations bearEvery morning after breakfast Goliath, success, and all the giants were perfectly ing upon the theories of Darwin in general,
Address
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dressed in his brass plug hat and cast-iron friendly toward him.
and upon- their application to the human race
KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS•..
corset and copper clothes, would sail out and
in particular; and of the chief facts upon
Sixteen
Saviors or None. By KER'poke fun at Saul and his home guards.
Books and Pamphlets.
which the generalization is based. Dr. Aveling
sEY GRAVEs, author of the World's Sixteen
Goliath was a large, husky yahoo from the
"Jonah's Excursion to Nineveh," by G. 'IV. is a deep student of the doctrin of evolution,
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles
headwaters of the Chug, and had a hand on Foote, is a little record of a remal'kable voyage and this book is a valuable addition to the
and Biography of Satan, Paper, 75 cents';
cloth, $1.
•
him like a horse-block. He was muscled up which everyone should read, It is numerously literature bearing on that doctrin. "The Darin good shape, too. When he began on a man illustmted, and sells for ten cents.
winian Theory," and "The Origin of Man,'' Bible of __Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a descripit meant six months in the hospital with careare works by the same author of the same size
tion of twenty-seven bibles a-nd an expoful nursing, and if Goliath felt grie:ved and
A " Cambridge Graduate" has collocateJ and price, and treatupon the same subject.
sition of two thousand biblical errors in
hurt about something a man had said about " Twenty-four Proofs that the Bible is not the
science, history, morals, reli&ion and
him, and took the man aside to hav a little talk Word of God." Ramsey & Foote, London,
"The Protestant Faith,'' Dwight Hinckley
general events. Also a delineatiOn ~f the
about it, the man's widow applied right off for hav printed them in a tract for 5 cents.
charact~rs. of th_e principal person~ges of
Olmstead author, is a severe criticism of the
the Chnstmn Bible and an exammation
the life insurance. In this way Goliath used
doctrins of Martin Luther. The justification
of
their doctrines. Price, $2.
to be respected very much around Gath.
"Gospel Lies" is the plain way J. M. by faith theory is especially attacked. The
. So every day he would come out on the mesa Wheeler has of designating some of the anec- wri£er makes it clear that if belief in some Biograp~y of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the DeVIl and his Fiery Doand sass the armies of Israel and tell Saul that dotes contained in the New Testament. A creed is essential to salvation, the majority of
mains. Price, 35 cents.
if he had a full-grown man who had any sand, five-cent tract contains eight pages of them.
Christians will not be saved, because but a The World's Sixteen CruCified Savhe would like to hav him come over and get
small number are united upon any vital point;
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
him measured for a pair of wings. Day after
One of the signs of the times is the publica- they hav, in fact, no basis of union. He men~
Containing new and startling revelations
day he would walk out with his bomb-proof tion of a pamphlet on "The Industrial Ques- tions, in an appendix, some four hundred difin religious history, which disclose the
clothes on, and cordially invite the Israelites tion in the United States," by the Hon. S. :B. ferent religions sects in the United States and
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princi~les, precepts, a¥d miracles of the Chris- to come over one at a time and let him para- Elkins, being an address before the Alumni Great Britain, each one of which believes itself
tian New Testament, and furnishing ~~
lyze 'em. And Saul, on behalf of his people, Associatitm of the university of Missouri, June to be the only truth and way to heaven. He
key for ·unlocking many of )ts sacred
declined the invitation with thanks. He told 3, 1885. Mr. Elkins is better known as "Steve" denies that he is an iconoclast, yet he has run
mysteries, besides comprising the history
Goliath that while he would be glad to meet Elkins. He is first of all a politician, and it is · his ploughshare through some deeply-planted
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.0(}
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Ingersoll's W"orks.
The Gods.

In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and" Heretics and Heres1es."
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Paine Hall Dedication Address. Underwood ..•.•
81 Gods and God-Houses .........................•...•
111\,Tlle Gods of Superstition and the God of the Uni.
Terse. Bennett ............•......••••.•••......
S8 WMt·llas Christianity DoneY Preston ..•....•••.
U Tribute to Thomas Paine ......................... .
85 Moving the Ark. Bennett .............•..•..•••••
86 Dennett's Prayer to the Devil.....•.............•.
87 Short Sermon. Rev. Theologicus, D.D ....•••••..
SB Christianity nota Moral System. X. Y. z ....... .
S9 The True Baint. S. P. Putnam ..•.................
40 Dible of Nature versus the Bible of Men. John
~

Parts.

Price, 25 Cents. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place. New York.
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50 Jonah and the Big J<'ish. Bennett ............•....
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The Devll's Due-Bills. John Syphers ..........•.
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76 Reply to Erastus F. Brown. D. M. Bennett.•.....

'· Beyond the Valley" is a record of evente and
scenes in his private and public carem·, beginning
where the Magic Staff ends, and bringiug his
psychological and private experiences trnthfnlly
up to the present day. ThiR attractiVe volume
will interest thousands who bav never read' his
preceding works. It will answer the ever-recurring questions ,concerning remal"!mble events in
Mr. Davis's private life, and fully explains his
various public labors for mankind.
"Beyond the Valley" is a companion volume
to the " Magic Staff," and resembles it in style
of workmansbip-in paper, press-work, binding,
etc. 408 p,;ge~. Price, $1.50.
For~.Sale hy THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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ure and Power of Faith; or, Elementary Lessons in Transcendental Medicin. This work
is a complete exposition of .Principles underlying the system of mental healing. It contains a full course, of instruction in the philosophy and practice of the Mind-Cme. Price
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dard work on the philosophy and practice of
the' Mind-Cnre, a reliable text-book mall the
schools of mental healing. No work has ever
been written of more practical valne to physi·
eians of all schools. The book is the result of
the extensiv learning and research of the anthor, and exhibits a familiarity with the literature of the subject. lt is profoundly religions without being offensivly dogmatic. It
has been received with universal favor by all
who are seeking light on the subject on which
it 'treats-the cnre of disease m onrselvs and
others b} mental and spiritual agencies.
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GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted for
self-Instruction as well as for use in schools. To
consist ot about twelve numbers. Seven numbers
now published. Sent to any address on receipt or
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO.
"'fhese books contain a wealth ot knowledge for
seJf.fnstruction."-ED. .Albany Union.
3tf

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

8

written Radical romance. By WM. Mc- WHY.DON'T HE LEND A HAND?
DONNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
AND OTHER POE!tl!ii.
! THEIR POLITICA.L INTRIGUES.
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc.
5oo pages. By s ..E'. PUTNAlll, Author of Ingersoll and Je.
"
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
sus, Prometheus, Goldl'n Throne, Wails
and Wanderings, Problems of
~
BY JOHN .ALBE'DGE'v.
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Universe, etc.
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NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
den Age. The Ideal and the R~al, Not Dead but Liv·
lng, Fruition, Hope, Thomas Paine, Nature's Gospel,
11 ~ET:~~to~E~~<t~E g~~~F£~ D::~"t~~~
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
to Deity, Glv us Light (Holdreth's poem
I THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO Exeter Hall.
" One of the most excit-· Address
often recited by Charles Watts).
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
ing romances of the day." Price, paper
PRICE 10 CENTS.
I AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
Nathan1"el Vaughan. Priest and Man.
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THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
in large, clear type, and containing as much
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectnres.
This makes a grand missionary docnment.
..d G1•eat JJfed-ical Work on Man,Jtood
Liberals should scatter it generously.
EKhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Vindication of Thomas PainA from Premature
Decline In Man, Errors ot Youth, 1mr1
the attacks of the New York Observer, hy the untold miseries resulting from lndl•~retion or
excesses. A book for every man, young, middle·
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions ror all
and chronic dteease•, each one or which Is inAddress on tb~ Civil Rights Bill. acute
valuable.
So found by the author, whose experiLarge size octavo, paper, 15 cents.
ence tot· 23 years is such as probably nevAr before
fell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound in
The Busts of Voltaire, Paine and In· beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, rul!gllt,
guaranteed to be a liner work in every sense-me·
gersoll. Cabinet. size; true to life, chanica!,
literary, and professional-than any other
price $1.50 each. Ever? admirer of these work sold In this country for $2.50, or the mnney
apostles of Religio'ls Liberty should have w1ll be refunded In every Instance Price only $1.00
by maH, post paid. Illustrativ sample 6 cents .
. these busts.
Send uow. Gold medn.l awarded the author by the
National Medical Association, to the presldPnt of
Photog•·aphR of Colonel Ingersoll. which,
the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5 ; panel, .of the Board the reader is respectruny refegea.
10 1-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1 ; cabinet, 40 cts.;
The Science or Lire should be read by the young
tor Instruction, and by the allllcted for relief. It
card, 20 cents.
will benefit all.- London Lancet.
There Is no member o! society to whom Tho
lngfllrsoll's Lectures C~omplete.
Bound in one volnme. To meet the demand Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guaralan, Instructor, or clergyman.- Argo·
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has naut.
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Or·
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
thodox.v, ''bound in one beautiful volume, in H. Parker, No. 4 Bulllnch fltreet, Boston, Mass ,
who may he consulted on all diseases requiring
half calf, library style, and containing over skill
and experience. Ohronic and obstina<e dis·
1,300 pages, which is sold at the oxceediugly eases that have ballled the skill or allHfALother
physicians a specialty .. Such treated
s u clow price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
cessfully, without an instance ofT
L
failure.
Mention
this
paper.
1yB
Tributes. Therf1 hav bef1n "" many
applications for 1fr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of vV01.r," the
"Grant Banquet 'l'oast," and the recent adIs a regularly ed ucatdress over '' Little Harry Mill~r's Grave,''
ed and legally quail·
that they hn.v been printed on heavy toned.
lied physician, and
paper, 18x22, illuminated border, arw in '
the most succeSBful
as his practice will
large, clear type, suitable for frarnmg, and
pr<l>ve. He has ror
the four will be forwarded to any address,
twenty years treated
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.
exclusivlyall diseases
or the Sexual Organs,
ProsA Poems and Selections. This
in the cures or Which
he stands preeminent.
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
S
P E R MA'.rORRH<EA
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
and IMPOTENCY
best ever issued. It contains, besides the
as the result of self·
abuse In youth and
celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never
sexual excesses In mabefore pnbhshed, and all the fmnous " tril>turer years, causing
utes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
but never brought together till now, many
power,renderlng mar.
other gems, selected from the speeches, arguments, .. lertures, letters, table-talks, and riage Improper and unn upy, etc., are cured per·
day-to-day conversations of the author. The manently by an outside a].pllcatlon in sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
work is designed for, and will be accepted Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely un·
by adrmriug friends as a rare persoual sou- known to the medical profeSBion. Send five 2-cent
venir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full In·
formation. AddreSB Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
steel portmit, with autograph fac simile, has J.,
and say where you saw this advertisment.
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silkFrom tiLe Ironclad .Ago.
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;
"Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Infidel, there tore no
in half-calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary cheat
or humoug. The Freethinkers or the land
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, ex- should glv the doctor their patronage."
lyll
quisitely fine, $7.50; in fnll tree calf, highest
possible style and finish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
HEAVEN.
Science of Health and Disease. Price $1.00 ..
The Mental Cure, illustrating the In- A Fietnre of the world as described in Genfiuence of the Mind on the Body both in esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
doctrin, and the passages from profane writers
Health and Disease, and the Psychological
snpporting it.
Price 25 cents.
Method of Treatment Price $1 50
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
.
. ·
All the above books sent by mail, post· paid, on

receipt of

ROCHELLE, ILL.
Headquarters for Fine Goods in the line ot Genu In
n1amonds; Fine Gold and Silver Watches; Chains;
Bracelets; Wedding and Present.n.tlon Rings; Jew·
elryor Latestbtyle: Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
and Fancy Goods; 3 ounce Coin Silver Elgin Watch,
$10; 4 ounce. Full Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
Stem Wind, $22; this same, fine movement, In be't
gold filled case, $35; With cheap movement, $25.
L"'dles• Solid Grid Elgin stem wino watches, $~0,
$24, and $32-14 karat, upward. Watcb"S cleaned,
finest work in the world, $1. Springs, $1, and rP·
turned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
for the trade at reduced rates and agentR sending
work once a week from every state In the Union are
making lots of money. Best st ectacles In the
world, $1. All eoods must suit or cash back nn 1e·
mand. Try mel
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee ot Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
The most beautlrui badge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sale: Elegant preoent. for Lady
or Gent. Solid gold, $3; $3 •u; extra heavy, $!l;
with diamond, artistically enameled, $10.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeren.hth S. Black, and
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.
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153 ~uestionsfor Bible Worshipers.

plain cloth, $1.25.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKJ~R CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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47 Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Dr.

cents; cloth, $1.25.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50 cts.;
per, 25 cents.
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42 .Elijah the Ti•hl>ite.
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48 Qllristianity a Borrowed System. " ............. .
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Paper,50ct£~; cloth, $1.25
Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of
Independence," "About Farming: in Illinois,"
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IF I were God, I think I would do something with.
my lnftnlt power to make the world a trlfte happier
and better or I would resign and start a peanut9tand--D. M. Bmnett.
·
TEACH me to !eel another's woe,
To hide the fault I see;
That mercy I to others show,
That mercy show to me.- Pope.
MARTYRS and persecutors resemble one another;
their minds are composed ot the same materials.
The man who will sufCer death tor hts religious
faith w111 ·endeavor to enforce It even unto death.
In tact, It Christianity were true, religious persecu·
tlon would become a pious and charitable duty; It
God designs to punish· men for their opinions, It
would be an act ot mercy to mankind to extinguish
such opinions. By burning the bod les of those who
dlfCuse them, many souls would be saved that would
otherwise be lost, and so there would be an economy
ot torment In the long run. It Is, therefore, not
surprising that enthusiasts should be lntolerant.Rw.d•'• Martyrd&m of Man.
NOT by deeds that win the world's applauses,
Not by works that glv the world renown,
Not by martyrdom ot vaunted crosses,
Canst thou win and wear the Immortal crown.
Dally struggling, though unloved and lonely,
Every day a rich reward will glv;
Thou wilt find, by hearty striving only,
And truly loving, thou canst truly llv.
-Miss Winslow.
WITH the dl~covery ot every principle heretofore
unknown to man has come an Increase ot human
happiness, a leseenlng ot human pains. Fearlessly,
therefore, can we Inquire Into the world outside us
and Into the workings ot our own consciousness,
proclaiming no lntalllblllty In ourselvs, and not havIng to bolster up the pretended Infallibility of a
book, or a man, or a. church. we can honestiy.confess
when we ha.v been wrong In our thought. Thue we
are able to graft new Ideas onto old ways ot think·
lng In e. way beyond the reach ot those who ha.v re·
solved to pin their faith, lifelong, to one special form
ot thought and one stereotyped form of words.-Dr.
A~eling's Scionctand Secularism.
AGE cannot, !rom the very Ia. w of Its nature, conceive Itself endowed with the bounding energy of
youth, and without that vigor, both ot exertion and
desire, renewed existence can offer no Inspiring
charms, but being upon earth has been enriched by
vivid Interests and precious joys, and we are deeply
grateful tor the gltt; but we are wearied with one
lite, and !eel scarcely qu lifted to enter on the
claims, even though balanced by the tellcltles and
glories, of another. It may be the ta.tlgue which
comes trom age-fatigue ot the ta.ncy a.s well as or
the trame; but, somehow, what we yearn for most
instlnotlvly at last Is rest, and the peace which we
can lma.gln the easiest, because we know It best, Is
that ot sleep.- W. R. Greg.
MAN that Is born or a. woman Is of few days and
tull ot trouble. He cometh torth like a. :tl.ower, and
Is cut down: he :tl.eeth also as a. shadow and con tin·
ueth not. • . There Is hope ot a. tree, It It 1>e cut
down, that It will sprout again and that the tender
branch will not cease. • • But man dleth and
wasteth away: yea, man giveth up the ghost a.nd
Where Is he ? As the waters fall from tlle sea. and
the :tl.ood decayeth and drleth up; so man lleth
down and rlseth not: till the heavens be no more,
they shall not awake nor be raised out of their
sleep.-'l.Job :xiv, 1-12.
DEATH Is better than life I Ah yes I to thousands
Death plays upon a. dulcimer and sings
That song of consolation, till the air
Rings with It, and they cannot choose but follow
Whither he leads. And not the old alone,
But the young also hear It and are still.
-Lonl!fellow.
THOU art not dlssa.tlsfted, I suppose, because thou
Welghest so many pounds and not three hundred.
Be not dlssa.tlsfted, then, that thou must ltv only so
many years and not more. For, as thou art sa.tis·
:tl.ed with the amount of salvation which has been
assigned to thee, so be content with the tlme.-Anto•
ninus.
YET be It less or more, or soon or slow,
It shall be st1llln strictest measure even
To that same lot, however mean or high,
Toward which Time leads me, and the wlll of

WHEN a butcher gambles he should play for large
-tea.kB.
A LEWISTON seamstress carelessly left a. needle In
·he back of a. young lady customer's dress, and now
a particular friend bf the family has his arm done
up In arnica.
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A CUCUMBEB Is bad for food
It breeds Internal strife;
Wh() eats It never comes to good,
It cuts up like a. wife.
-George Francis Train.
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PROBLEM or ]E UNIVERSE,
Its Scientific Solution,
WITH SOME
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heaven;

· By SA"VIUEL P. PUTNAM.
All Is, It I ha.v grace to use It so,
As ever In my great task-master's eye.
Price 20 cents. For sale at this office.
-Milton.
TO sound every question to the bottom, never to
allow our convictions to ou tstrlp our evidence, to
throw aside all prejudice and all Interests In the
pursuit ot truth, but to hold the truth, when round,
His Ans-w-ers
In all charity and with all consideration toward
those who ha.v been less fortunate than we-tnese To a. Number of Vital Questions Propounded
are the lessons whlch,fa.lthtully transmitted through
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
two centuries, by those who had eyes to see and ears
to hear, Locke has bequeathed to us and our pos.
Millions of these should be circulated by
terlty. -T, Fowler.
Freethinkers.
"BUT Atheism has no hope of Immortality. " Is
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
this aloes? It would be so If Immortality meant a
llfejor allot happiness, or of continually Improving $1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TBUTJI SEEKEB
conditions. ot ha.pplne's; but the lmmorta.llty the
Christian boasts otIs nothing of the kind. Christian
A COMMON SENSE
Immortality Is an eternity of unimaginable torture
tor the many, and of a low-class felicity for the few. GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH;
Christian Immortality makes dea.\h a. terror, lest the
IN WHICH THE
dear ones we hav lost may be writhing In hell, In·
stead of· sleeping In the grave -Anni< Besant.
DECLENSION OF THE NOUN
WAB wlll, for long years yet to come, b~J required
AND THE
to pave the way for freedom and progress In the
CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
East; and In Europe Itself, It Is qot probable that
war will ever absolutely cease until science discovers Are superseded by a few simple rules· and
I!Ome destroying force so simple In Its a.dmlnlstra.· comprising the most rational tmd progressiv
tlon, so horrible In Its effects, that all art, all gal· views of the best grammarians of the 19th
lantry, will be at an end. and battles will be massa- century.
cres which the teellngs ot mankind will be unable to
• By .T. L. BARKER,
endure.- Win wood Reade.
Author of "An Improvement on I. J, Morris's
TARE no thought for 1o-morrow; tor the morrow
Grammar."
shall take thought tor the things ot ltselt. Sufficient PRICE,
35 CENTS.
unto the day 1B the ev11 thereot.-Jesur.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Ingersoll Catechised:

" BELMONT, N. H., boasts of a. woman Who goes
out and chops wood with her husband.'' It Is quite
a. common thing for women to mop the lloor with
thelrbl'isbands,'but we never heard of one chopping
wood with them.
BOBBY la.borlowy lugged a. pall Into the parlor
where the family was assembled, says the New York
Times, and asked his maternal· grandmother to kick
tt. "Why should I klck It, Bobby?" ·grandma Inquired In amazement. "Just to a.muse-pa," said
Bobby. "He said he would glv ten dollars any time•
to see you kick the bucket."
SUNDAY observance: "Come here to me, you good-·
for-nothing thing," exclaimed a. pious farmer, addressing his son. "You ought to be ashamed or·
yourself, going fishing on Sunday." "I didn't go·
fisbln', pa.p, I only went down the lane to throw·
rocks at them nigger boys." '' Oh, well, that's all'
rlgh~. then.
Recollect, my son, you must never vlo··
late the Sabbath."
"THEBE Is a. grea.\ deal of true rellglon In nature,"
<olemnly remarked a young clergyman while call•
lug upon a. lady of his congregation the other evenIng. "There Is, Indeed," was the quiet reply. "We
sb<:mid never forget that there Is a. sermon In every
blade or grass." "Quite true. ·We should also re.
member while we are about It that grass Is cut very
short at this sea.son of the year."
THE DAWN OF BEFOBM.
Must the gambler go? Must the mllkme.n cease
To pump at break of day ?
Must the Mother Hubbard be less obese;
Must the·ta.rdy debtor pay?
Must the meter for gas be taken out?
Must the small boy cease to be?
Must the strawberry m~n good measure shout? ·
Must our navy go to sea.?
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"Do you ever sweep under the bed?" Inquired a.
fond mother of her eldest, whose room at college she
was looking over. "Oh, yes, often. It's so .;,uch
eAsier than a. dust pan, you know," replied the hope.
ful~
·
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BY

"JOUBNALISM must be a healthy profession," Bald~
old Mrs. Squa.ggs, as she laid the paper on her knee
and rubbed her eye-glasses with her apron. "What:
makes you think so?" said old Mr. Squa.ggs. "Be-.
cause I see the writers who used to ha.v pieces in the·
papers when I wa.s a. girl are stlllllvlng, and writing ·
away the same a.s ever; they must be very old."·
"Who are they?" asked Mr. Squa.ggs. "Well, there·
is 'Yeritas' for one, and •Anon,' and •Vox Populi/"
and 'Pro Bono Publico,' and many others. I see •
some of their names every day, and I· declare If the •
sight of 'em don't bring back the old school-days."'
Then the old lady gazed mEidlta.tlvly Into the fire;.
and old Mr. Squa.ggs wtmt out on the back stoop to'
lnd ulge In a. quiet Ia. ugh to himself.'
EACH TO HIS CALLING.
Jim Webster was brought up before a.n Austlilt
justice of the peace. It was the same old charge>
that used to bother him In Galveston. After the evl-·
deuce was all In, the judge, with a. perplexed look,.
said: "But I do not comprehend, Webster, how JJt;
was possible for you to steal those chickens when
they were roosting right under the owner's windoW,
and there were two vicious dogs In the yard." "Hit
wouldn't do you a. bit of good, jedge, for me to spla.l.a
how I cotched dem chickens, fer yer couldn't do hit
yerself, If yer tried hit forty times, and yer mlgh t
glt yer hide full ob buckshot de berry rust time yer
put yer leg ober de fence. De bes' way for you to do,
jedge, Is fer yer to buy Your chickens In de market,
and when yer wants to commit any rascality, do hit
on de bench, wha.r yeram at home."

.John R. Uetso, A.M.

THE young ladles In many parts of the state are .
forming" Anti-drinking· young-men societies." The .
CONTENTS:
pa.~lor walls of the m!lm bers will, no doubt, In place ·
The Old Testa.ment.-The New Testa.ment.-The of the old·tlme mottoes, be adorned with the follow-.
Orea.tion.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Mira· lng:
cles or the Bible.-The Errors or the Blble.-The
" The man who takes the red, red wine,
Prophecles.-The Devil or Satan of the Blble.-The
Shall never glue his Ups to mine.
Heaven and the Hell of the Blbl<i.-The Sabbath of
the Blble.-The God of the Blble,-The Messiah or
" The man who chews the navy plug
Savior.
4l
Will in this parlor get no hug.
Crown octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Bent
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.
" Who drinks, or smokes, or 'cuts a. deck,'.·
Shall never,-never bite my neck.

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

Eternal :Punishment.
BY M. BABCOCK.
The subjects discussed in this finely-printed
pamphlet are, be.sides the title above given,
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
a Christian, Divinity of the Bible, Theological
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
Sometimes Differ, Infant Damnation, Prayer,
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were :Afraid,
No Fear of Bmng Damned, But What are We
to Do? But Why Should I fle Damned? Why
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton PL, New York.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBER'l G. ADAMS.
Oloth, $1.25.

For

Sale at this Office.

" Drink nothing stronger than red ' pqp, ~ ·
Or In your lap I'll never flop.
"If aught but water e'er you taste

Just keep your arm from around .my-waist::.
" The man who smokes the clga.ret,
Shall never squeeze ME, you can bet."
HE ALWAYS TOOK SALT.
The Lewiston Journal tells this story of' !lie' !at'S'
Hon. Robert Martin, of Auburn: Once during one or
his visits to the Ieglsla.ture, Mr. Martin sat a.t tab-le
at the hotel, where before him upon the table were
lndlvldua.l salt-cellars, tlie first which he had ever
seen. When his tea. was brought to hi!!\, mistaking
the salt for sugar, he took the salt-cella.t" up and
poured Its contents Into his cup of tea. The whole
table looked a.t him. He stirred It up and tasted of
it. It an expression of distaste was on his placid
countenance, no one saw It, for he was lmpertur.
ba.ble. He drank It all and asked for a. second cup.
In the mean time the walter-girl had filled his salt·
cellar again, and It was beside his plate when his tea.
was brought ln. Squire Martin lifted the salt-cellar
a.ga.ln, and was just turning It Into his tea. when the
walter-girl Bald: "I beg pardon, sir, but that Is salt.
Do you use salt?" Mr. Martin looked up, and with
a gleam of satisfaction In his eye at his own ready
tact, he replied with decision, Intended !or the entlrQ,
ta.Ple: "Always, madam; I always usel;lalt,"
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Jlolts and f&lippings.
THE Salvation A:J:my is threatened with prosecution in Boston for profanity, because it givs
"three cheers for Jesus."
THE Chicago Mail remarks sarcastically: "We
are pleased to notice that religious subjects are
once more becoming popular with Chicago ministers."
THE orthodox Independent holds that "the
teachings of church, as well as the best interests of all concerned, do forbid women to
preach."
A GENTLEM~N said to a minister, "When do
you expect to see Deacon B-- again?"
"Never," said the reverend gentleman, solemnly; "the deacon is in heaven."
THE coarseness of Sam Jones, the Southern
revivalist, prompts the Livingston, Ga., Jou7·nal to say: ','If we were to print the Journal in
the style in which Sam Jones preaches, using
the same language, we wouldn't hav a single
respectable subscriber in six weeks."
"LITTLE girl, do you know· whose house this
is?" asked a solemn-looking man of a bright
child seated on the church steps. "Yes, sir;
it is God's. But he ain't in," she added, as the
old gentleman was about to walk up the steps;
" and his agent's gone to Europe on a vacation."
Tm:s little paragraph hidden away in an obscure corner of a daily paper of Aug. 22d tells
a m:ournful story. "LONDON, Aug. 21st.-The
German corvet Augusta has been wrecked.
Her crew of 238 men were lost. The ship was
valued at $1,750,000. The vessel was lost in a
cyclone in the Red Sea."
AT Lawrence, Kan., a game of base-ball, in
aid of the Grant monument fund, was played
between nine county officials and nine business men. The register of deeds fell in running bases, and broke his arm, and the county
0lerk sprained his shoulder. Of the Merchants' nine, one suffered dislocation of a knee,
and another had two fingers broken. Thereceipts amounted to $150.
IowA prohibits the sale of liquor except for
medicinal uses, and though her sanitary conditions are good, the inhabitants require a
good deal of doctoring. The druggists must
inake a monthly report. A sma!l dealer at the
town of Muscatine finds that it takes 51 feet of
paper to enumerate his sales for a month. He
sold as medicin 152 barrels of beer, 89 gallons
of whisky, 19 of gin, 7 of alcohol, and 3 of
brandy.
AN article in the Scientific American sets forth
that the use of beer is found to produce a species of degeneration of all the organs; profound and deceptiv fatty deposits, diminished
circulation, conditions of congestion and perversion of functional activities, local in flammations of both the liver and kidneys are constantly present. A slight injury, a severe cold,
or n shock to the body or mind, will commonly
provoke acute disease ending fatally in a beer
drinker. In addition the temper if! soured
and the nerves shattered. The conclusion is
that beer is more dangerous than· whisky.
THE management of the Mexican Band,
which is now playing at the Exposition Garden in Allegheny, Pa., consented to the giving
of a sacred concert on Sunday for the benefit
of a charitable institution of Pittsburgh. The
call for the concert was signed by a dozen of
the leading men of Pittsburgh and Allegheny.
·Great indignation was expressed by the ministers at the idea of a Sunday concert, and a
meeting was held at which legal steps were
taken to prevent the band from playing on
Sunday afternoon. 'rhe action of the gentlemen who signed the petition requesting the
concert was severely criticised. George 0.
Starr, the manager, has declared the concert
off at the Exposition Garden, but promised to
hold it up the river on a boat engaged for that
purpose. He said: "I think that the obj actors
hav been over-zealous. They. might devote
their time to stopping the sale of Sunday
papers, the running of street oars, and even
the paid church choir singers."
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SAYS F. W. Newman, author of "Religion
Not History:" "It is hard to point to anything
in the teaching of J osus at once new to Hebrew
and Greek sages, and likewise in general estimate true." Historian Buckle clinches Professor Newman's remark with the following:
"Whoever asserts that Christianity revealed
to the world truths with which it was previously unacquainted is guilty either of gross.ignorance or of wilful fraud."
THE &mday Gazetteer di-aws this conclusion
as to General Grant's. religious views: "Some
noted writer has said that the person· who has
made himself familiar with all the religions of
the world believes in none of them. Grant's
extensiv travels gave him an opportunity to
learn a great deal in this direction, and he no
doubt profited by his experience. !Ie seemed
to look upon all men, sincere in their religious
professions, however diversified, as good men,
and probably was himself an Agnostic."
Ex-JUDGE TURNER shot himself dead in the
closet of a hotel at San Francisco, Cal., Aug.
12th. In a letter which he left he said: "We
will all be soon together. Believe me this is
best. 1 am so very, very sick. Christ died for
us, and must love and deal gently with his
own children. God is love. He givs light,
fo.Jd, and will be kind." It would hav evinced
more courage on Judge Turner's part if he
had forborne to end his existence and had
continued the struggle to provide his family
with "light and food." There was a considarable insurance upon his life.
THE mayor of Waltham, Mass., is trying to
enforce the Sunday law in his city. The Sunday law of the state is a very old one, prohibiting all 'work or travel, except for charity,
mercy, necessity, or worship. It also applies
to Saturday evening. In letter and spirit, if
observed to~day, it would stop the running of
horse-cars, Sunday papers, most of the work
of drug stores on Sunday, the riding, driving,
and walking that are general, all the work
done Saturday evenings of a secular sort, and
a hundred and one things that churches and
clergymen indulge in.
Tm:s item is from the Evening News, published at Sydney, New South Wales, where Dr.
J. L. York has been laboring for the good
cause: "After paying a high encomium on the
labors of Garrison and Wendell Phillips in the
cause of abolition, Dr. York remarked last
Sunday evening: 'The noble flag of the stars
and stripes and bars now floats proudly over
the broad lands of the union. Black slavery
has vanished from the l!ind, but the white
slaves are left-slavery to monopoly, slavery
to capital; and that man or that woman who
lessens the pain of this slavery is doing the
work of the great eternal. In this respect
Thomas Paine was indeed an apostle of the
most high.'"
WM. GARNER, an old settler of Downs, was
killed last Saturday at that place by a switch
engin backing over him. The Downs Times
contains some poetry on his death, of which
the following is one of the verses:
" Dearest father, thou hast left us,
And thy loss we deeply feel;
Yet 'tis God that has bereft us,
He can all our sorrows heal."
Miss Alice G., the writer of the verses, makes
a customary mistake as to the author of Mr.
G.'s death. It was the engin and the engineer
that "bereft" her of her father. She will
please pardon us for pointing out the error.Kansas Blade.
CoNCERNING Mr. Squire's suppressed poem
on Grant, the Banner of Light observes: "Mr.
J. Rollin M. Squire, commissioner of public
works, New York city, says that that the verses which he displayed at city hall, week before last, were taken from a poem entitled
'War and Freedom,' written about twenty
years ago, when Sherman was making his famous march to the sea. So the bigots, who
are opposed to Mr. Squire on account of his
gift of mediumship, supposing the lines were
the production of the commissioner, hav been
obliged to take a back seat. When will people become liberal enough to be just? Prob·
ably not until creedism becomes a thing of the
past."

GEORGE JACOB HoLYOAKE says, in his
monthly, the Present Day, for August: "If the
Pall Mall Ga~etle is to go unprosecuted, Mr.
Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant were badly judged
in the trial to which they were subjected; and
Mr. Truelove, who was imprisoned, was still
more unjustly treated. The plea of the public good put forth by the Pall Mall was common to all who were indicted. The aims of
the books prosecuted were certainly as high as
those of the Pall Mall, and far less offensiv in
terms. The books prosecuted might hav been
re-written with advantage, but they were entirely free from the gushing sensationalism of
the Pall Mall story, and their doctrin would
prevent the evils about which the Pall Mall
screams so unpleasantly."
GEORGE P ADDINGTON, of Fresno, Cal., givs
the clergymen of that city no peace of mind.
His last attempt to make them unhappy we
find in the Fresno Republican. Writing to the
editor of that paper, he says: "In a recent issue you tell your readers that the late cold
rains in the Northwestern states hav done
much damage to grain and potatoes. You refer also to the light rainfall in California and
the grasshopper pest, and say that notwithstanding California is more fortunate than
some other sections, Californians will com·plain. I think we may justly complain of the
want of rain when it is needed, and also of the
rain when it is a damage. The divine scripture
says that God sends the rains. Whom, then,
should we hold responsible for damage by
flood and by drouth? The same book says
that God created all things, visible and invisible, and that not so much as a sparrow falls
without his notice. The visitation of the grasshoppers must then be accorded to the divine
will. There are many evils which man is
powerless to avoid, such as destruction by insects and by the elements. Of whom shall we
complain if not of the being who sends the
devastating locusts upon their mission of destruction, and controls the flood and drouth?
1 would ask some of the numerous clergymen
of this city to answer these questions for the
enlightenment of myself and others who may
not be able to find a satisfactory answer for
them. If I find that I am mistaken in the
opinions I hold, I will stand converted when
1 am convinced."

Jltws of! lht lftth.
GoVERNOR HomLY, of Ohio, is the Demo.'
cratic candidate for re-election.
CAPTAIN JENNIE, a Salvation Army amazon,
is on trial here for having two husbands.
THE Marquis de Mores, a millionaire cattle
king of Dakota, has been indicted for shooting
a cowboy.
THE wife of the Rev. Mr. Willis was burnt
to death at Wilmington, Del., last Sunday, by
the explosion of a lamp.
CHOLERA in Spain continues its frightful ravages. The number of deaths up to the first of
this week had reached 61,521.
THERE will be two Greenback conventioD!I
in this state. The party is divided, each wing
claiming to represent the Greenback party.
A YOUNG priest who teaches school in Plainfield, N. J., was arrested in this city last week
for taking improper liberties with a woman.
THE violent trouble in the Catholic church
at Shenandoah, Pa., has culminated in a de·
mand to the bishop for the removal of the
priest.
PASSENGER rates on the New York Central,
West Shore, Erie, and the Delaware and LRck·
awanna railroads hav been advanced about
fifty per cent.
THE Etruria, a steamship belonging to the
Cunard line, has just sailed ncross the Atlantic
in six days one hour and nine minutes, being
the fastest time on record.
A MEMBER of our board of health was caught
taking a bribe. He pleaded in excuse that
"there isn't a man in a political office who
doesn't take what is offered to him."
WILL CARLETON, the Irish comedian and playwright, committed suicide 1n New York last
week by inhaling illuminating gas. He was
despondent on account of financial troubles.
A "MORALITY" demonstration was had in
Hyde Park, London, last Sunday. It was occasioned by the Pall Mall Gazette exposures,
and its chief object seems to hav been to giv
the Salvation Army a boom.
T HE R ev. w. W _ D ownes, o f th e Bow d 01n
·
Square Baptist church, Boston, charged with
holding improper relations with Mrs. Taber,
preached a Aermon in defense of himself last
Sunday. He vehemently asserted his innocence.

THE people of Japan are a progressiv peopie. They are ahead of many other nations
in their readiness to adopt reforms which they
recognize to be beneficial. Some of the leading scholars of Japan and many progressiv
young nativs who had completed their education in Europe became convinced, a while ago,
A POLICEMAN found John Forman, a young
says the &m, that it would greatly facilitate
the study of their language, and also of foreign Bohemian laborer, on his knees in Avenue A
literature and science, if the Roman alphabet last Sunday morning, praying at the top of
could be substituted for the Japanese charac- his voice. The justice before whom Forman
ters in their written and printed language. A was brought committed him for examination
society was organized last winter under the as to his sanity.
auspices of the University of Tokio to proWILLIAM SMEATON, a young school-teacher,
mote this reform. It was announced at the is in the Tombs in this city for trying to blackfirst meeting that the government would sup- mail a hotel-keeper, and traducing a young
port the movement if the society suggested a lady. He is a member of the Young Men's
practicable scheme. The society has increasd Christian Association, and has been eonspicuuntil it includes many of the leading scholars ous for his piety. In jail he reads the Bible
of the empire, and numbers nearly three thou- diligently.
sand members. It has adopted rules of orTHE committee haviug the Grant Memorial
thography, and has perfected its scheme for
fund in chnrge estimate that a proper monumaking the momentous change it proposes.
ment will cost a million dollars. Something
It began in June the publication of a newsmore than sixty thousand has been subscribed.
paper at Tokio, in which the Japanese can
Various other cities besides New York will
read their own language in Roman characters.
erect monuments to Grant. Chicago will spend
The Japan Ga~ette says that the day when this
$40,000 or $50,000 for that purpose. The
newspaper appe!tred will be a memorable date
necessary sum has already been subscribed by
in the annals of Japanese civilizatiOn. In the
the people of that city.
written language of Japan there .are, as in
Chinese, many arbitrary characters, representON Thursday evening, last week, Dr. J. M.
ing ideas rather than sounds. It is very diffi- Rand, of Newark, N. J., was called to see a
cult for nativ students to learn to read, and it ' sick child and found it dying of diphtheria.
is said that it takes a foreigner several years He wrote a prescription and handed it to the
to get a fair acquaintance with the written lan-/ father. On the following morning the father
guage, while if it were written in Roman char- informed him that the child was dead. When
acters it would require only a few months., asked if he had given it the prescribed medicin
This innovation, which in its inception is meet-, he said he had not, and that he had depended
ing with marked favor, more emphatically· upon God to save his child, as he believed imthan any other recent event, stamps the Jap-, plicitly in the faith cure. The doctor told him
anese as a progressiv people, who are ambi-1 that the death of t~e child ~ight hav. be~n
tious to utilize all the facilities that hav helped prevented but for hiB neglect m not calling lD.
to develop the Western nations.
medical aid promptly.
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fended by the learned professor and .titled dignitary, in the social life of a people. But no sooner had a
both secular and religious. So, while the natural social effort been made to reform the evil, and obwants of men are few and could readily be s'upplied by, tained a certain degree of importance; that it was
a moderate application to productiv labor, the desire destined to be encumbered with the advocacy of perSocial and Economic Studies.
to
o~tain artificial gratifications is without end, and sons. wh~ thought that. t~ey saw .a. vanta~e for the
At the investigation of the committee of the
United States Senate on labor and education, a num- caprice takes the place of nature where the labor of gratificatiOn of some pohbcal ambition or mcrease of
ber of side issues were introduced in respect to production no longer serves as a check upon inordi· some sectarian prestige, encouraged by that popular
health and sanitary means for the improvement of nate desire; and so unremitting toil is thrown upon frenzy which deems a statute law the chief means of
the condition of labor; plans for the education of others. "Thus by the treachery of one part of soci- accomplishing any desired end. Taking this direc~
persons dependent upon their labor for support, ety in avoifling their share of the work; by their tyr- tion, the success of the earlier movement was greatly
especially women, in specific industries and arts, some anny in increasing the burthen of the world, an evil ret!-ll'ded by the acrimonious discussions which party
of which; indeed, seemed to suggest almost the es- is produced quite unknown in a simple state of life, strife engendered. The retrograde movement was
cape from useful labor; and measures for reforming and a man of but common capacities, not born to emphasized by the "hard cider and log cabin " pres~
and guarding the industrious from the evil of in- wealth, in order to secure a subsistence for himself idential campaign of 1840, which left the temperance
temperance. All of these looked mainly to the law and family must work with his hands so large a part cause at the lowest ebb.
It was at this crisis that the " Washingtonian ' 1
to apply positiv interference in behalf of these special of his time that nothing is left for intellectual, moral,
esthetic,
and
religious
improvement"
(Theodore
movement
was inaugurated by some self-reformed
measures.
men in the city ~f Baltimore. They dropped all
Of course, health and the maintenance of sanitary Parker, "Thoughts on Labor ").
Thus the first requisit of education is to·teach the question of applymg law, or of appealing to the
conditions are of the first importance for any community to consider. But the invocation of legisla- child theoretically and practically that the supplies superstitious fears bf mankind, but placed the retion to promote them assumes at the outset the right of human wants are derived from human toil; that form upon its social and humanitary basis. Their
to control the occupation of the land by the power labor is to be honored, and followed as a means of progress was unprecedented, but it soon became ento determin what kina of dwellings conform to sani- enjoyment; and that to shirk our proper share of it cumbered by the old leaven of lawmaking and of
tary conditions and how they are to be occupied and is so childish and mean that it is the first weakness partisan and sectarian feeling. A number of times
we should seek to correct in ourselvs or discourage these forces hav nearly overwhelmed the temperused.
in
others. Even supposing labor were a curse, to ance movement, but it has emerged again under the
Now, the exereise of such a power would involve a
control of the land by society far more arbitrary be avoided as much as possible, instead of being, as leadership of men with truer impulses, if not broader
.
.
than any ever proposed by the advocates of "limita- it is under natural conditions, a source of enjoyment conceptions.
It is proper in this connection to refer to the effect
tion of estates." It is also well known that it is in in itself, still what unmanly and uncultured desire is
tenement houses, and in houses built on speculation, that which seeks to escape it for oneself and leave of such legislation as has been adopted. Being a
in close proximity to each other, and where the price the curse to fall on those more feeble and already professed evil, it has from the start been thought
of land reduces the house-lot to its minimum, that overburdened! No reason but the most childish one necessary to regulate the traffic in liquor. Of course,
the greatest diEregard of sanitary conditions prevails. can be given why any child should be secured in his this could only be done by licensing it. If· it were
The evJl is fundamental, not incidental to landlordism. exemption through youth and manhood from the ex- not wrong to sell it, none could be justly prevented
To attempt to reform it is to make war upon an in- ercise of his energies in the production of the things from dealing in it.- The advocates of prohil!litory.
trenched adverflary, who can only be dislodged by necessary to his support. And no teaching, it seems laws are not responsible for the license laws, but,
direct assault. Those who occupy their own house to me, has ever been so well calculated to perpetuate failing to obtain their object, they hav favored" high
hav every inducement to make the surroundings the mental imbecilities of childish selfishness and license," ""local option," etc., all involving the prinhealthful, and the health· board will find little difficulty appetite for unearned sweets as this same theory of ciple of licensing that which is claimed to be wrong.
From all this controversy the cause of. temperin effecting any necessary change; while with the getti~g the larges~ return for the least outlay, as a
ance has gaiped little and lost much in the distraclandlord and tenant they hav: two to consult or di· substitute for eqmtable exchange.
If, then, we could hav an education of the least tion of the moral and social influence which would
rect instead of one, both of whom are averse to any
change. The one because he fears expense, the other value in its social anJ industrial bearing, it would be hav greatly aided the reform. Though some may
because he fears an additional excuse to raise the such as .would prepare all to take their proportional not, perhaps, relax their moral efforts while striving
share of the work of the world, and inform them com- to forward political action, the many certainly do,
rent.
Now, the most important of conditions for health pletely of their natural right to land and opportunity, and the two "suasions," as they _are called, remind
are room, sunlight, and air, but these are impossible and to the duty as well as the right to use the ele- one of a badly broken or balky team,· which take
of attainment where three or four houses are crowded ments from which all prosperity and enjoyment are turns in pulling well and holding back simultaneupon a single city lot, and a family or two on every derived. While, therefore, not intending to antag- ously. During the last presidental contest I heard
floor of each. With all our attempts at sanitary re- onize any plan of education and human enlighten- the candidate of the Prohibition party, at Lake
form, the condition of the tenement :house grows ment, it is plain to me that education, as it is popu- Keuka, ridicule the "moral suasionists," and declare
worse and worse, and the death rate, especially among larly conceived, can do little to remedy the wrongs that moral means could not reform the world.
But certainly the application of law is a still more
children, increases in a ratio corresponding to the under which mankind are suffering, emasculated as
overcrowded condition.
are the text-books of our schools and colleges of all doubtful force. License laws hav done little but
My purpose is, by no means, to disparage sanitary manly thought upon or even allusion to the great make the sale of liquor a business more respectable
measures, but simply to show how c·very considera- questions of work and its awards. Not reference to and select. The high license law can hardly do
tion urged for it points to a cor.crol of the land the "peculiar institution " in the days of chattel more than put the enormous profits of the business
wholly different from our presr. nt tenure, which slavery was more studiously ignored or systemat- into the hands of a few. The tax which the general
places it in the irresponsible ownership of one oth(;r ically misrepresented in our school-books and homi- government has imposed, four times-at one time
than the occupiE>r, and with whom he has no interest lies than is now practiced in our ins~itutions of learn- about ten times-the cost of the liquor, in no
or sentiment in common.
ing, our pulpits, and public press upon this question way has reduced the amount consumed. The
EDUCATION.
of labor and the normal right to earth and the prod- prohibitory laws do not prohibit, its advocates being
Popular education is a most important subject, and nets it yields.
witnesses; some of the cities in states where the laws
one which cannot be too urgently advocated.
But
Education in the learning of books will help men are supposed to be in operation showing proportioneducation in what? To increase the number of mere little in solving the problem of life and labor. Only ally a larger number of arrests for intoxication than
scholars will only increase the num rer vf competitors the exercise of thought can effect this; thought upon the-city of New York, where they hav not a" high
for scholarly employments, which are already over- their relation to earth and to each other; careful ob- license," or a carefully enforced one of any kind.
crowded. To promote teehnical and professional servation and classification of all the phenomena Under prohibitory law temperance would depend
knowledge would hav the same Effect. To educate attending their work and its results; the adaptation upon the careful enforcement of the law, and be
in trades and handicrafts would Lhv a similar result, of effort to result, and the relativ proportion of those liable to show decline whenever the vigilance of poand already the tradfs unions seek to restrict the efforts which are put forth in concert. In short, ex- lice and detectivs was relaxed.
learning of trades except und• r tbeir regulations- actness and honesty, without both of which no cerThe "Ohio" Jaw, which holds the dealer responan unreasonable attempt to be sure, but fully justi- tain result of scientific inquiry is so much as possi- sible for the drunken acts and their consequences of
fied from the standpoint of the economy which makes ble, are the main things in which men need educa- the customer, to whose appetite he has ministered, is
demand and supply the ruling power in trade and tion, before they can achieve personal security and more effectiv and more readily enforced, being mora
then seeks to regulate them by manipulations of the enjoyment, or the advancement and eJevation of so- in conformity to the general purposes of law, whatmarket and class schemes to evade free competition. ciety.
.
ever may be said of its· intrinsic merits. It could be
But the all-important thing in education, which
TEMPERANCE.
hoped, however, that the friends of temperance would
teaches to liv rightly and in obedience to natural
Intemperance is a social vice of the most deplor- turn tbeir attention to repeal rather than enactment
laws, is impossible under the private control of nat- able nature, and social effort for its eradication can of lawEJ, and to change the economic forces~ which
ure in her fields and forests. To provide for the not be too highly recommended. To attempt to sup- are so perverted as to make the liquor traffic a curse
wants of life is the primary duty of everyone. To press it by legal forms and penalties is another and to the race. Strip from the traffic that public sanebe educated in one's life pursuit is one's first need; different matter, involving the whole subject of the tion which enables a dealer to boast a charter or
but under our unequal system of division, children nature and power of government, whether of a mo- license for his trade. This alone, while it might
of the poor are either kept in drudgery, or sent to narchical or of a popular kind. How far coerciv possibly temporarily increase the amount consumed
school to learn the, to them, worse than useless les- laws may be employed to prevent vice, or prohibit in many localities, would deprive it of all artificial
s?ns, wholly removed as they are from any applica- the manufacture, sale, and use of noxious or poison- respectability, and dispel the illusion which a young
tiOns to their induslrial life, while practically, and ous drugs, it is foreign to our subject to inquire. It man often entertains, that to treat a friend or associby example, they are taught to despise honest labor, seems quite plain that the agitation for prohibitory ate to something wbicb is costly and respectably exand to believe that riches and enjoyment spring from laws and the use of moral influence in discouraging clusiv, is the proper thing to command regard. This
anything rather than from industry and faithful ef- the use of intoxicating drinks are incompatible with would ren.ct on those who were socialtv below him
fort. ~he child is, in. the· necessity of the case, the each other. Familiar with the history of this reform and ambitious to imitate his conduct,· and so the
very pnnce of economists. From the cradle his wants for half a century, I hav observed that the greater social and fashionable impulse to indulgence would
are supplied without forethought or effort on :nis the degree of reliance placed upon moral and be withdrawn.
part. To get something for nothing is instinctiv with social influences by its friends the greater the
But the foundation of intemperance lies in the
~im, and which h.e reduces to a science as he grows success it has attained in combatting the evil. It is economic and industrial misrule, a part of which the
m years; so that If he cannot continue to hav all his especially a social habit, springing from what may liquor traffic is. Men who are not the victims of the
want~ supplied at ot~ers'. expense, as usually falls to be termed good nature and social feeling. When inherit-ed malady begin and continue to drink for the
the riChly born, he will g1v the least possible service not an inherited appetite, it is usually formed in reason t,hat they are denied the social and intellectfor ~e greatest amount of service or goods he may convivial circles, not in isolation. Fashion is re- ual enjoyments which their nature requires. The
obtam from others. If by some shrewd device or sponsible for its existence in a great degree. To be rich youth whose time hangs heavily on his hands
subtle pretense he can wholly escape work, and sad- social and jovial is the tendency of the young. To resorts to it to kill ennui. The worker seeks it to redle the expense of his life upon others, he knows that treat and be treated becomes the test of good fellow- vive his exhausted vitality, nnd,to add to his restricted
under the teachings of our " exact economics " and ship. It is hence through appeals to the social prin- social pleasures. Drunkenness affects most the two
"reformed theology " he will be entitled to social ciple, and the setting of proper examples, only that extremes of society, finding its easiest conquests
respect, and that his course will be gratuitously de- we can ever hope to remove habits so deeply rooted among the idle and the overworked. A reform which
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would throw upon each the necessity of supplying his
own wants, and upon no one burdensome toil, could
not fail to hav a powerful effect to make men temperate and provident.
If the question merely of the traffic is taken into
account, we shall find that men sell liqu,or because
there is a demand for it. Stop the demand and the
traffic will cease. In other words, stop the profits of
the trade. and it will disappear. This can be done
effectually by reduction of the demand. It is also
possible by withdrawing the protection of the law
' from the trade to cut off the profits, and by what
might be called unfriendly legislation in lieu of a fostering license, to so discoura~e the traffic. !l;B to effectually supp~ess the tra~c Without exerclSlll;g any. of
the expensiv and e~cepti?nal_ powers or a~bitrary mterference of coe~Civ l~gis!atw?. Somet~mg has already been do~e m this directwn, and With good resuit so f~r as It has been allowed t.o operate. If
.Alcohol IS the g!eat enemy of mankmd, as rep~e·~ented, outlaw ~Im. Make not only any debt whwh
IS wholly .for hquor uncollectable by law, but any
debt for hqu~r wha~ever. Go .farther, and make all
the money paid f~r hqu?r reclaima?le by .the ~an, ~r
~ny member of his fam.Ily, .or by his creditor If he IB
msolven.t, or by the paris.h If he beco~e. a pauper; If
~lcohol IS, however, reqmred f?r medwm, or mechan1cal purposes, let. manuf~ctones be .established, and
depots at convement pomts where It can be had at
cost of manufacture an~ transportation. No private
dealer could co.mpete With that, and there would be
an end of the hquor traffic.
It is b~cause there i~ "money in it" that the dealer
engages m such a busmess{ .o.ften, no doubt, because
other means and opportumtie.s of employme!lt are
not to be bad. Thus .our soCial and economic syste~s str?ngly tempt him to pur~ue a calling against
whic,h his. manhood rebels. It Is worthy of remark,
too, that hquor saloons, or other dens of vice, are seldom kept by the own.ers of the houses or buildings
where they are established, bu~ usua_lly are a feature
of. the landlord. sys~em! and aid; while they are sustamed by, that mstituhon. The enormous profits of
the business enable them to occupy the most conspicuou~ locations on the street, and so crowd the
worker mto the rear or obscure and dilapidated tenement.
.
.
. .
. ~o accomplish an;y moral or social reform it is requlSlt that the family and home should be secure
from becoming the prey of the spoiler, and the sport
of trade and unequal traffic, whether in lands or
~oods, or _in th.e mean.s of satisfying unnatural appetites and mhented thirsts. Not that the proper distribu~ion of the soil would work moral miracles, but
1hat It wou~d open the way for every attainable improvement m human character and conditions.
J .. K. INGALLS.

lectual leaders-:-hav always worked· and fought for
the enlargement of the people's political rights, how
can this be tortured into the pretense that politics
and theology are allies, or are the same in effect?
Everywhere enlarged political liberty has been the
death-knell of theology. For a verification of this
look at Rome now, and compare it with the palmy
days of the papal state, or even under Pious IX.;
look at Spain under Isabella, and the manly defiance
of the people of Catalonia a few weeks since, to both
spiritual and temporal authority; look at the shaky
Church of England to-day, and contrast it with the
domineering of the "Lord's spiritual" even fifty
years ago; and, finally, look at France, which furnishes the most striking picture of. theological decadence from a position of absolute domination.
What is the cause of all this decay of theological
power? Enlarged pclitical rights, the consequence of
increaEnld intelligence. Republics and theology are
necessarily antithetical; but, if a majority of the
people in a republic are fools enough to be swayed
by theology, the political institutions may be made
to serve evil purposes. There muRt be something
left for the popular intelligence to preserve, and that
should be their political rights; unhampered by theology. This is, and has been, the tendency, and the
fact is proven by the bitter opposition with which an
extension of political rights has invariably been met
from friends of theology.
The "purely republican fm·ms" by which a Protestant Episcopal bishop is elected, does not change
the fact that Episcopalianism is in its very essence
~violation of republicanism. Beyond that, the bishop
IB agent of a mere sect, the president of all the peaple, selected by nearly all the (male) population.
I am not partial to the presidency nor the United
States Senate, and hope to aid in wiping out many
useless forms which still hamper us, but that can
only be when the world gets wiser. For the present
I wish rather to maintain the good we hav than "fly
to other (follies) that we know not of," and gradually
promote, extend, and perpetuate the good in politics
which our Freethinking forerunners hav fought so
hard for.
·
"It costs something to stand out as a thoroughbred
Anarchist." I am sick of those fellows who are everlastingly reminding us of their martyrdom. When
this" thoroughbred" "X." discloses his identity we
can better determin how much it has cost him. "I
am braver than thou" sounds as siily as the pharisaical cant of, "I am holier than thou." The trouble
is that these scholarly Anarchists hav got too far beyond "the plainest laws of common sense." They
insist upon uncommon sense. " Experience is th~
great schoolmaster," and as experience has shown
that theology has little power where political
righttl are underst.ood and properly 6xercised, there
Po-1-it_i_cs_a_n..d_T_h_e_o_l_og-y.
is litile danger of people relinquishing them for a
theory that never has passed the ordeal of experience
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: An even among its friends.
Anarc!listic friend in a neighboring state was kind
Yours for the downfall of despotism,
enough forward me the article from Mr. Tucker's
E. A. STEVENS.
Liberty on "Liberal Artful Dodgers," with the reA Sermon Too Literally Intm·preted.
mark that it fitted my case "like a J ouvin kid glove,"
It is said that doctors do not always like to take
and that I should " paste it in my hat," etc. This, of
,course, because I approve, or hav determined to their own medicin; and the same might be stated
stand by, the League's present attitude. My reply figurativly of ministers. The Rev. W. S. Downey's
so nearly resembles the editorial in THE TRUTH experience is quite demonstrativ on this point. WritSEEKER, with a few additional points, that I thought ing to an editor, Mr. Downey discourses thus: "A
it might not be amiss. Here it is:
naughty boy ought to be sent to bed suppperless, but
to inflict penance on a preacher for teaching the
,
THE REPLY.
If logic depends on an anonymous writer's ability whole truth may lead him to complain. More than
to berate as hypocrits those who may not agree thirty years hav passed away since I visited the
with him, then Mr. "X." is eminently logical. 'Land o' Cakes,' Scotland, where I preached sundry
Usually such logic discloses the egotist of one idea. sermons for the good of souls. It may interest you,
In some things "X." is, to my notion, correct, par- kind friend, to know that while I preached my last
ticularly in his first sentence: "Despotism has its sermon in Glasgow, I fared hard. My subject was
the 'Rich Man and Lazarus.' The weather was salubeginning in theology."
Then that settles the whole thing, ac~pting even brious, and my congregation very large. I warned
his own words, for, according to this clumsy Anar- my hearers against fashionable dresses and costly apchistic dodger, if you wish to destroy despotism you parel: ' The rich man was clothed in purple and fine
must kill theology. Liberals, therElfore, must be the linen, and fared sumptuously every day.' Again, I
standard-bearers in the vanguard of liberty; the lead- directed their attention to high living, and tried to
ing and only real radical reformers doing the boldest prove that too many Christians made gods of their
and most necessary work to destroy theology, the stomachs, as did the rich man in the parable. I particularly impressed on the minds of my hearers the
origin and cause of despotism.
"X." speaks glibly about "those religious instincts essentiality of praying more than they eat.
"After service I was the guest of one of the leading
which are integral in the constitution of man." The
constitution is generally understood to embody those officers of the church, a truly pious elder. Having
functions and powers common to all the genus homo, preached twice and attended a private meeting, I was
not any particular condition of mentality, which alone inclined for supper. I needed a ' square meal.' But
can be defined as religion. Waiving words, however, alas ! I had a crooked one offered to me. My host
where can be found in the constitution of man "those approached me before my supper, and the good soul
expressed his approval of all I preached concerning
integral religious instincts?" Nowhere.
"Theology and politics are born in one womb. man's care for his body, his fine suits of clothes and
The origin and nature of one are the origin and nat- rich dinners. 'For the truths I advanced and adure of the other. The argument which condemns vocated he would not offend me with sumptuous fare.
the one condemns the other." What bosh I The- Knowing I would turn from a nice supper,' he laid
. ology is an organized system of so-called religion, out before me a pot of ale, a stale loaf, and some old
with a pretended patent-right on a future and ever- cheese. Both edibles bad doubtless seen better days.
lasting existence. Politics-the science of govern- Because I try to be Christian I am thankful for all I
ment-has been evolved by the growing intelligence receive, but my charity forsook me on that evening,
and I murmured a little.
for mutual protection in the present.
"Do me the justice, if you please, to believe I never
Hav not all, or nearly all, founders of republican
institutions and fighters for enlarged political liberty preached the aforesaid sermon again in England,
been noted Freethinkers? This you know to be the Ireland, or Scotland, and indulge no little spite
· case. Now, if pronounced Freethinkers-the in tel- agaist Brother McDonald."

Doubts in Dialog.
A CHURCH OF ENGLAND CURATE AND A. DOUBTER.
Curate. God so loved the world that he gave his
only son to die for it.
·
Doubter. When?
C. Jesus died somewhere a\lout 1850 years ago.
D. For what did Jesus die?
C. To redeem the world from the consequences of
Adam's sin.
D. When did Adam sin?
C. About four thousand years before the birth of
Jesus.
D. If God so loved the -world, why did he delay
the redemption for four thousand years?
C. That is not for finite minds to judge.
D. You teach f!hat finite minds must believe without judgment. But was Adam punished for his sin?
C. Yes.
D. Is it just to punish one who is not guilty for a
sin for which Adam suffered?
C. But the penalty was a curse which passed on
Adam's descendants, and it is from this curse that
the sacrifice of Jesus redeemed the world.
D. Does the redemption extend to the whole world?
C. Yes, if. they believe, and are baptized.
D. What was Adam's sin?
C. He disobeyed God.
D. Is God all-powerful ?
C. Yes.
D. Did he create and control Adam?
C. Yes.
D. Can the creature disobey the omnipotent oontroler?
C. God gave man liberty.
D. Liberty to fall ?
C. If Adam had chose!:~., he might hav stood up·
right; God gave him the noblest gifts. Through
A.dam's own fault he fell.
D. Before A.dam's fall, •couid he distinguish good
from evil?
C. No.
D. How then could he choose between them?
G. He had God's command to guide him.
D. Do the commands of the omnipotent guide or
compel ? Can the irresistible be resisted ?
C. You forget man had free will.
D. Do you mean that God being infi.nit, his will
waJ everywhere omnipotent, but that in some places,
and under some circumstances, Adam's will was
stronger than that of God ?
C. No. I mean that omnipotent God allowed
man to be free.
D. That is, that God, being able to prevent sin,
would not. But in human morals, is not one who
knows of a crime about to be committed, and who
might prevent it and does not, is not such a one
treated as accessory before the fact? and in legal
jargon is not an accessory before the fact treated as
if a principlll in the crime ?
C. God's ways are not as man's ways.
D. But is not acquiescence in crime criminal?
C. God did not acquiesce in Adam's crime.
D. He did more than acquiesce, he contrived the
crime.
C. That is blasphemy.
D. Is God omniscient?
C. Yes.
D. Did be, before he created Aoam, know that
Adam would sin?
·c. Yes.
D. Hav any of the millions of millionfl, who hav
peopled the world since Adam, died unredeemed by
Jesus?
C. Yes, the large majority die unredeemed. The
holy scriptures say, " Few are chosen."
D. And did God know this before he created any?
C. Yes.
D. And did he then so love the world that he
created them to suffer by unnumbered millions.
C. That is a difficulty a finite mind cannot grasp.
D. And yet you teach that the finite mind is to
suffer if it cannot believe. Was there any existence
beside God before creation?
C. Certainly not.
D. Is God infinitly good?
C. Most certainly yes.
D. Then before creation there was no evil?
C. No.
D. Is it compatible with God's infinit goodness
that he should hav created evil?
C. This again is beyond the sphere of finite reason,
and you Materialists bav equal difficulty. You hav
evil in nature; how do you account for that?
D. Which evil? or which evils? Some, science
does account for; others she is examining.' Take, for
instance, the Lisbon or Java earthquake. Science
notes the sh )Cks, mar,ks the range, warns the inhabitants, and, though knowing but little, adds daily to
her knowledge. Take the evils of poverty, crime,
disease. Science has studieJ. a thousand theories,
connoted the experience of generations, and, at least,
does not kneel blindly before disaster, but grapples
in earnest effort for amelioration. But the Materialist's inability to explain the whole of nature does not
justify your inability to explain the creed to which
you ask my adhesion.-Oharles Bradlaugh.
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eyes? And we further pray thee, 0 Lord, that thou :wnt. ¢v do something, l will quote a few words from an opium
thy servant sweet sleep this night in spite of the machmations fiend, hoping their minds will be diverted from the
The disclosm·ps lately made by the Pall Mall Gazette of these wicked men.
ruinous effectu of light wines and beer long enough

Our L1mdon Letter.

hav caused some little stir and excitement throughComment on.. Siuch buffoonery would be useless in to consider this other evil. "Yes, I don't deny I am
out the count.ry, and it is difficult to underst!tlld why a dime museum. Last Sunday he preached a sermon an opium smoker for several reasons, the main one
this question of the day is so carefully ignored by the for the benefit of his cultured parishioners that shows being that my looks, the color of my skin, and my
London daily papers.· Although meetings are being Parsons Talmage and Newman must look to their wasted form, would tell anyone different. It is a
held in all parts for the purpo~ of discussing the laurels. We quote the following extracts:
terrible thing, and will kill me in a few years. · It is
matter and endeavot:ing to find a remedy for the so- The great strain she [Mrs. Downes] has borne very nobly, ruin to the man or woman who once gets the habit.
cial cancer now so fully exposed, no notice is taken but this morning as I was leaving the house she was suddenly When the craving to smoke comes upon me, the perby the chief organs of the press. ·It has been sug- taken unconRcious, and I had to leave her there to.come to spiration stands out in great drops on my face and
gested that the subject is of so gross a nature that it is church. I cannot say now whether she be dead !>r ahve.
In speaking of the lady who seems to be the con- forehead. If I do not obey the summons of my masan insult to such delicate-minded people as the majorter, my bones begin to ache until I am forced to. A
tention
in the church, he sayl!!:
ity of the English profess to be to mention it, but this
half-dozen pills bring relief, and a half-dozen more
can scarcely be the reason, as these very papers hav I would speak most delicately of the lady who has been my charge my system full enough to last six hours, when
extensiv reports of sensational divorce cases. Prob- companion in this. She has borne it very well. A nervous the same performance must be gone through with
wreck before this happened, as her doctor tells me, for&reaably the real reason is trade jealousy, as the circula- sons
which I need not mention, she stilllivs.
again·; and here J: am, an opium smoker, a person
tion of the Gazette has been considerably augmented
who livs for nothing (llse in the world but to smoke
Again:
in consequence of the recent reports.
I hav no hesitancy in saying that there are probably a thou- opium." It is said we hav in these United States
There seems but little doubt but that these dis- sand things which I hav done in the fear <>f God for which I 500 000 female prostit.utes, the average life of which
closures are in the main perfectly true, and this has could giv no satisfactory explanation.
is fi~e years, so 100,000 step promptly into their. graves
been confirmed is several quarters, but how the traffic
He then referred to an opinion regarding Paul every twelve months. All that is wanted to put an
in young girls is to be prevented in the future is a held by Henry Ward Beecher, "with whom," he said, end to this disgraceful business and wholesale
point somewhat difficult of solution. It is well known "I hav a friendly feeling."
slaughter is a strong prohibitory law. A sec~et
that the chief offenders are men in high places, and
vice among the young of both sexes fills thousands
In
expressing
the
love
his
church
had
for
him,
he
the general opinien appears to be that the Gazette is
of graves yearly, and makes life to those w~o su~
to blame for not giving a list of the names of the says, " One of the hard things when this came about vive a curse and a burden. To remove this evil,
was
the
extreme
pleasure
which
some
men
and
women
guil'W parties, and it is only known to those in posthe child of ignorance, it is not knowledge that is
session of the information why it is withheld. There belonging to the church felt at my supposed down- wanted, but a cast-iron prohibitory law, and I hope
he
expresses
his
opinion
of
his
church
fall."
Again
is not the slightest doubt that the Criminal Law
the Prohibitionists will giv it their attention. Arsenic
Amendment Act would never hav become law had it thusly, "Whose turn may not come next?" He eaters are more numerous than sam~ imagin, for a
thinks
ignorance
is
bliss
to
the
minister:
not b13en for the recent excitement. Leaders of the
milky whiteness of compl~x~on is m~ch de~ired by
present government say it was fully intended to carry There are things which for a minister it were better if he vain females. Says a physician, alludmg to Its grownever
knew
or
never
heard.
'Ve
are
restrained
within
the
the measure before this question was made public, church and by what others may say outside the church, and so ing use· among ladies: "The inevitable results of the.
but no one believes this statement to be anything we are not natural. The love we hav within the church should habit are hideous and incurable cutaneous eruptions,
be unsuspicious love. The other night, at about 11 o'clock, as
else than a political lie.
and loathsome diseases' of the scalp, falling out of
It remains to be seen whether the provisions of I returned home to my wife's bedroom, a large front alcove the hair, dropsy, and oftentimes insanity." We must
room I saw that the gas was turned very low, for the evening
the act will be applied to the real offenders, who ap- was ..;ery warm. I saw a center table in the floor, and on the hav a law to prohibit this.
. pear to be chief!y members of the aristocracy, or side a lounge. At the foot of the lounge, in a willow rockingIt is now a settled fact that tea is a poison, 'and
influential in some other vroy.
. chair sat my wife. On the lounge, stretched at full length, stimulates just to the extent it irritates. The nerves,
lay
man.
[Laughter.]
He
had
no
coat
on.
'[Laughter.]
The Jefferies caEe is constantly brought up before
had on a vest-unbuttoned. At first I thought he had none having a strong av~rsion to it, attempt to eject it
the House, but nothing definit is gained, the object He
on. He hail on no shoes. He lay at. ease, with a pillow under when it comes in contact with them, and this exerbeing to shield the judge and put off doing anything his head. That was Tuesday night. The thought has since tion is called stimulation. We must hav it prohibin the matter till Parliament ·rises.
occurred that if I had had a grudge against that man and my
ited and coffee also, for that makes some bilious. ·
It is somewhat unfortunate for the Pall Mall that wife and if I had brought some friends with me and had burst Cor~ets compress the duodenum and disarrange the
ope~
the
door,
and,
as
my
wife
and
the
man
sprung
to
their
it has allowed the Salvation Army to be mixed up in feet nabbed him, exclaiming, "Now we've got youl'' [laughter] internal functions of foolish females; tight shoes
the matter, as this organization is somewhat unclean, and' then had rushed for a police officer, and put the man in a produce corns and bunions on the weak-minded of
and the members are not noted for their chastity. cell. and should make a very silly charge against that man and both sexes, and as such don't hav the sense to avoid
The consequence is that many are holding back, being thai woman don't you think a good many silly people would physical pain, the law must prevent it by that panbelieved it? Well, that man was a deacon in my church,
suspicious of Booth and his part.y, and not caring to hav
and he is on the platform now. He is in my house more than acea for every ill-prohibition.
A few more prevacredit anything that they hav anything to do with, I, for I don't hav time to be there.
lent evils might be specified, but enough has been
and this is not at all surprising.
said to show how sadly in need we are of more legIn reference to his brother clergymen, he says:
The fact is pretty well known that members of the
Within three years certainly there used to come into this islation, and, if our 60,000 lawyers are to find emclergy are gooa patrons of brothel-keepers, and church a lady seemingly of good education and prepossessing. ployment, we must hav more laws to keep them
although many of them are creating a great clamor, I hasten to say not especially to me. That woman had an in- busy.
C. SEVERANCE.
and declaring that they hav done ttn immense deal in firmity; she had a predisposition to tell_untru~h~. She told
Orange, California, Aug. 9, 1885.
me
in
my
study
one
day
of
the
great
affection
e:x1stmg
between
the way of rescuing the youthful victims and preand a very prominent minister in this city. She said
venting many from being ruined, it is extremely herself
Learning to Rpell.
that she would often go to him in her tronble, and he would
doubtful if they hav done anything of the sort. Of take her in his arms and kiss away her tears. How much
Learning to read the English language is one of
course, if there is any glory to be obtained from mak- trouble I might make by telling such a tale around! It was an the worst mind-stunting processes that has formed
ing such a statement, they will endeavor to get as infirmity in her to tell these things, but what an infirmity it a part of the general education of any people. Its
would hav been for me to mention them! She told me the
much as possible, but if what they say is true, why same
evil influence arises from the partly phonetic, partly
tale regarding another minister.
did not they make the outcry instead of leaving it to
lawless, character of English spelling. Although each
He
closes
with
an
evident
knowledge
of
the
shorta secular ne~spaper to show the plague spot? The
letter represents some sound oftener than any other,
real state of the case is that these evangdtsts hav been coming of Bowdoin Sguare Baptist church in this there is hardly a letter in the alphabet that does not
style:
"If
almighty
God
should
speak
here
and
tell
all
far too much taken up in enslaving the minds of peorepresent more than one sound, and hardly a sound
ple to trouble as to what became of their bodies.·· As he knows about each one of us, who would dare look in the language that is not represented in several
PAxToN.
usual, the church is ready to follow when the way is the otl:er in the face?"
ways, while many words are written with as many
made easy and something is to be made out of it., and
silent letters as significant ones. There is nothing in
many people are hoodwmked into the belief that it is
Prohibitory Laws.
any word to indicate in which of these ways its
the rehgious party who hav done all the work. After
If thn-e is anything we ~eally need, it is more pro- component sounds are represented, nothing in the
eighteen centuries of Christianizing influence we see hibit0ry laws, and if the world is ever reformed and written group of letters to show which sounds they
the result. Whitt a s~tire on CLristianity and its men m:ade better, it will be in that way, of course. stand for, and which of them, if any, are silent, so
profession of conferring universal good! I do not The prohibition of liquor was so successful in Maine that a learnH can never be sure of pronouncing
mean to infer that Christianity has caused this partic- and Kansas that New York thought she neaded a rightly an English wcrd that he has not heard
ular crime, but it has certainly done nothing to pre- prohibitory law, and accordingly attached one to sui- spoken, nor ot spelling correctly one that he has
vent it, and surely the eyes of all thinking people cide. Note the result: In three months from the 1st never seen written. The spelling of each word must
should be opened to the fact of the utter failure of of last December there were only forty-two suicides be learned by sheer force of memory. In this work
any supernatural theory being of the slightest benefit in the state, whereas had this law not been in force, the pupil's reasoning powers cannot be utilized, but
to humanity.
J. D.
the number might hav run into thousands. The fore- must be subdued, while his memory is sadly overLondon, Eng., Aug. 8, 1885.
sight of those legislators is truly commendable, and worked. In the affairs of the child's daily life the
other states would do well to follow their example, logical following out of rules is rewarded; in learnMr. Downes's Unbosomin~to
and thus prevent our great country from being de~ ing to spell, it brings him only discomfort and beRev. W. W. Downes, the popular pastor of Bowdoin populated. During these three months there were wilderment. He is taught that b-o-n-e stands for bOn
Square Baptist church, 'Boston-a church noted for 380 suicides in the United States, and many of them (not bo~ne), and t-o-n-e for ton, but that d-o-n·e stands
its superior culture and exclusivness, permitting none were attributable to "love troubles." It will next be ior dun, that g-o-n-e spells gon, m-o-v-e spells moov,
but sinners of the most refined manners to be in order to prohibit love, and thus remove one great and b-r-o-n-z-e bronz. Now, when he comes in readclutched from Satan's grasp-is at present under a incentiv to self-murder; for if no one is allowed to ing to another similar word, as none, he has no means
love there can be no disappointment to depress the of telling whether to call it non, nun, non, noon, or
cloud.
The quarrel does not extend outside the Baptist mind and create a desire for a home in the New Je- non j he can only look up e.t his teacher and wait to
church, no one else seeming to caoo a copper how rusalem. I hope every lawmaker will realize the im~ be told. The influence of the spelling class quickly
portance of such a. law, and act accordin~l;r. . . . drives him to repress any inclination to reason, and
Brother Downes. *omports himself.
Another evil which the law must prohibit, If It Is he givs himself up to a blind following of authority.
Two Sundays since he uttered the following malediction on his enemies in a morning prayer, in which ever stopped, is the hypodermic injection of morphia No child learns English spelling without getting the
he demands of God all sorts of confusion for them to exalt the mind and produce fictitious happiness. pernicious notion that cram is better. than thinking,
and sweet sleep for himself, and givs God some infor- This is rapidly on the increase, and a man and his and that common sense is a treacherous guide.mation about them and himself which must hav aston- wife in San Francisco were lately found in a crazed Popular Science Monthly for September.
ished that gentleman, he doubtless being too busy and demented condition from its excessiv use, twen~
FoRM OF THE cRoss.-The popular form of the·
counting sparrows and numbering hairs to know what ty-nine empty morphia vials being found under their
was going on in Bowdoin Square Baptist church, bed. Three thousand slaves to the opium vice are cross differs in one important feature from that desaid on good authority to reside in that city, and no scribed by the early fathers. Justin (Dial. Try., xci),
Boston, Massachusetts.
0 Lord, thou knowEst that not one of these men has been prohibitory law in force. When that would surely Ireneus (Agt. Her. ii, 24), and Tertullian (Ad. Nat.
the means of bringing a single soul across the threshold of this put an end to its use, and free the state from its xii) all concur in affixing midway on the upright
church. But thy 1!.\lrvant has done better than that, for which presence, as Maine and Kansas are from liquor, it stake a " horn " or saddle, on which the culprit sits
we thank thee. We pray thee, 0 Lord, that confusion, shame,
astride with his legs bound below. The whippingcontempt, mildew, and the blackness of darkness and all man- seems like culpable negligence not to enact such a
post is a dwarfed descendant of the primitiv cross,
ner of evil may come upon them, and if any of their number law.
hav been hoodwinked by the arch villain, wilt thou open their
That our prohibitory lawmakers may wake up and and the pillory is a differentiated species.-Antichrist.
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The Eighth Annual Convention of the New York
Freethinkers' Association.

And, to conclude and crown this array of Liberal talent,
The Tent.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL, the greatest living orator, the maniCARBON, IND., Aug, 16th.-The wild threats, caused by the
fest genius of Freethought. The proper study of mankind is
TO BE HELD AT
man, and of man in his essential being Ingersoll is one of the wilder ravings of the Rev. Oliver, resulted in wonderful innoble.st revealers. His generosity makes him an iconoclast; crease of interest and attendance at Henderson Mich. MonALBANY, N.Y., SEPTEMBER 11, 12, AND 13, 1885.
hts beBevolence makes him an Infidel; his purity of feeling a day and Tuesday evenings, the last nights of o;r stay, we had
This Association has, at the present time, about twenty·six skeptic. He is truly representativ of the might;y: age in. which
hundred members. It was organized at the town of Huron, we liv. He speaks its choicest hope; he voices rts loftrest as- larger attendance than at any other time or place.
near.the village of Wolcott, on the 18th day of August, 1877, pirations; he expresses its wisest judgment; he asserts its subThanks to D. A. Blodge,tt, of Grand Rapids; M.P. Thurston,
with Dr. T. L. Brown, of Binghamton, as president; E. M. limity and joy.
of Burr Oak; M. Babcock, of St. John, and other kind friends
Sellon, of Buffalo, recording secretary; Amy Post, of Roches·
With the unequaled wealth of intellectual and moral power
ter treasurer· and H. L. Green, of Salamanca, corresponding to be gathered at this Convention, it promises to be of surpass- who accompanied their words of cheer and sympathy with
supplies of small tracts and copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER for
sec~etary.
'
.
ing importance to the growth .md organization ?f Freeth?ught.
The basis of this Association is Universal Mental Liberty, Let the friends of liberty com!l to this splendrd gatherr!lg to ·gratuitous distribution, we were enabled to respond to the
and its platform the Nine D"emands of Liberalism. Its object emphasize its demands for justice, its plea for human rrghts, great demand, and an immense qu8Jltity of our very best Libis to stimulate Freethonght and investigation among the peo- its vindication of science and its assertion of the dignity of eral literature was circulated among those desiring to investiple in relation to their civil, religious, and political rights, and man, the glory of his inteiligence, and the worth of his labor.
gate, who would not alone read and talk about what they read,
to encourage the investigation of questions rela~ing to religion,
HOTELS. .
but loan it to others. For a cirele of eight miles from our
science and reform, and to tb.at end to sustarn Freethought
The Delavan will be the headquarters of the Convention.
speake;s, hold Liberal' meetings\ a~d circulate Liberal, scien- Terms, $3.00 per day single; $2.50 double .. :rhe Dunlop Tent there are few houses but some one of the family carries
tifio and reform papers and penodrcals.
House, $1.50 single, $1.25 double. Those desmng board at round leaflet, pamphlet, or copy of THE TRuTH SEEKER.
There hav been seven Annual Conventions held at the fol- $1.00 per day will please write to J. J. McCabe, 35 Van Woert
Among the many additions to the. ranks of Secula.rism-all
lowing places, viz.: first, Watkins; second, Chautauqua Lake; street, Albany, N. Y;
of whom we welcome with gladness-we take especial pleasure
third, Hornellsville; fourth, Hornellsville; fifth, Watkins;
RAILROADS.
in introducing to the TRuTH BEEKER family 1\'Ir. J. B. Barker, a
sixth, Rochester; seventh, Cassadaga Lake.
As the state fair occurs at the same time, no doubt excursion
The Conventions hav come to be national institutions, at- tickets can be procured from all parts of the states and _many IJ).OSt intelligent, practical man, and successful farmer, unitracting the attention of the press and public everywhere.
points in New England. The Boston an~ Albany rarlroad versally respected; a man of brains, means, and influence. He
The peculiarity of this Association is that it includes, under makes the following rate11: Boston, round trrp, $6.80; Worces- came boldly to the front, and gave us most efficient aid, jointhe name "Freethinker," all the various branches of the Lib- ter, $5 ..35; Springfield, $3. 75. The Delaware & Hudson Canal ing in the labors of those true, hrave, genuin Liberals, Wm.
eral party-Materialists, Spiritualists, Free Religionists, Ag- Company will sell return tickets a~ one-third of the ~egular
Kohlmeyer and LeRoy Cushing, who spared no effort, but
nostics, and all others who indorse the Nine Demands of rate to those who pay full fare in gomg _to the Convention.
worked night and day to advance the cause, and insure our
Liberalism. Its catholic Liberality is the secret of its wonderMUSIC.
ful success.
The best music will be furnished for all sessions of the Con- success. They did the work, met every expense, paid our
The Eighth Annual Convention of this Association will be vention by the most talented local organizations.
board bill at the hotel, and raised for us twenty dollars, and
held at Leland's Opera House, Albany, N. Y., September 11th,
The following petition for the just rights of all citizens will handed it to us as we parted with them. They are not able
12th, and 13th. This, and the National Congress of the Na- be activly circulated and pressed upon the attentioa of the
financially, but hard workers with large families' dependent on
tional Liberal League, to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, October legislature during the coming winter:
·
them, yet by their self-sacrifice they made everything free.
9th, lOth, and 11th, promis to be the most important ConTo the Senate and Assembly of the st,te of New Yo1·k:
ventions of the Liberal party ever held in this country. The
The orthodox are staggered; they rack what brains they hav
The constitution of our state guarantees that "the free exNational Liberal League, of which Ro]?ert G. Ingersoll is'pres- ercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worshiJ?, wi0-· in vain endeavor to comprehend how we can carry round our
ident, has about three hundred auxiliary societies, and mem- out discrimination or preference, shall forever be allowed rn thrs beautiful Tent and easy chairs, distribute such large amounts
bership of thirty thousand in the United States and Canada. state to all mankind." The general principle of American
New organizations are being rapidly formed, and vigorous government is equality of all men before the. la:w. This, as of valuable Liberal literature, make no cha.rge of admission,
measures will be adopted for. the total separation of church your honorable body is aware, involves the prmc1ple, already and yet take up no collection. No begging, no appeals for
and state, and the complete secularization of the government acknowledged in theory, of the total separation of church and money. They decide either that we are immensely wealthy,
in all its departments and institutions, thus securing to every state. But church and state are now practically united by the or we are paid enormous salaries by a very wealthy society.
citizen the full enjoyment of his opinions on religion, whatever following statutes:
Tilney says the only bad thing about that is that it is not true.
they may be, without molestation, disability, or deprivation of
1. The law exempting church property from taxa~ion.
We left many warm friends in Henderson, some of whom
any civil or political right.
2. The laws appropriating money from the public treasury
The Convention at Albany will be addressed by the ablest for the support of institutions founded and managed chiefly we hope to meet at the National Liberal League Congress at
Cleveland, Ohio, in October.
and most distinguished Freethinkers and Reformers in the by sectarian denominations.
.
country, by those who hav already won brilliant distinction in
Wednesday, Aug. 11th, we shipped the Tent for Carbon,
3. The law compelling the observance of Sunday as a religpolitics, in literature, and upon the platform. Among those ious holy day.
Ind., and bade farewfil to Michigan; stopped en route at
who will be present are the following:
The undersigned, citizens of the state of New York, do there. ELIZAllETH CADY STANTON, well known for her years Of faith- fore respectfully but earnestly petition your honorable body Owosso just long enough to shake the hand of our genial friend
.ful service in behalf of woman's emancipation. Her reputation to repeal all the laws or parts of laws of this state which are Geo. Bedford, who proved to us a friend in need, and loaned
is world-wide for eloquence, earnest purpose, and unflinching violations of the above principles. Our reasons for asking this us $10 to help pay expenses to Carbon. We paid freight of
courage. She is foremost among the reformers of the age. are:
Too.t to Indianapolis in advance, $13.60, tickets to Carbon,
She will speak on "Religious Liberty for Woman."
1. Th.e churches are voluntary associations properly to be $21.38, which, with expenses on road and having to stay over
JAMES PARTON, the famous biographer, whose books hav de- supported by the voluntary contributions of their members.
lighted thousands of readers. His "Life of Voltaire" is one 2. The state is compulsory. Every citizen must pay taxes. night at Indianapolis, made cost of getting here over $48,
of the most remarkable literary productions of the time. Mr. And we submit that rt is unjust to a large and gr~wing body and $6.40 yet to pay, freight from Indianapolis to Carbon.
Parton has enormous industry and artistic skill, and no author of voters to be compelled to pay for the support of churches
We advertised to commence lectureR here on Saturdr1y evenhas a greater facility in weaving a multitude of facts into a which they cannot conscientiously attend; for the hire of min- ing, August 15th, but the Tent did not an·ive. We telegraphed
harmonious revealing of character. His subject will be "Vic- isters in our legislature and public institutions, in whose doc- to freight agents and railroad superintendents. Saturday
tor Hugo," and we may expect a rare discourse on this phe- trine they are unable to b.elieve; and to observe as holy a do.y
nomenal genius, the greatest literary power, perhaps, of the to them no more sacred than any other. We also submit that afternoon, no Tent. Mr. White, agent here, used every possible effort to ex~edite its arrival.
last half of the nineteenth century.
the exemption of churches from taxation, the appropriat~on
No hope of Tent; so with the aid of the en~getic !ljlld ,21ealous
CouRTLA.NDT PALMER, president of the Nineteenth Century of money for the hire of ministers and the support of sectanan
Club one oi the brightest and most famous clubs in the world, institutions, and the legal observance of Sunday as a holy day, Wm. Oldham and friends we selected a grove near where the
uniq~re in character. Its success has been quite extra~rdi~ary, are discriminations in favor of one form of religion, are abridg- Tent is to be pitched; m:ected platform; arranged seam for
and scholars, thinkers, poets, clergymen of all denomrnatrons, ments of the free exercise of religious preferences, and are
about two hundred; borrowed a number of large, brilliant
and· representative of all religions hav met in its parlors, and therefore unconstitutional.
street lamps, and held an out.door meeting. Every seat was
exchanged the utmost diversities of thought wit~; fra~k and
Address all inquiries and communications to
full-half as many more standing.
manly sympathy. Mr. Palmer, thougJ:l bor~ of wealth, _rs pr_eSAMuEL P. PuTNAM, Chairman Executiv Committee,
eminently a man of the people, and ID var1ons w_aY_s hr~ philOur book-trnnk is with the Tent. We had with us about one
33 Clinton Place, New York.
anthropic and reform efforts hav borne much frmt ID hrs own
hundred leaflets, a portion of friend M.P. Thurston's package
home, the city of New York, and throughout the country. His
SUBBCR!PTrONS FOR THE ALBANY CONVENTION.
of TRUTH SEEKERS. Then the ever-thoughtful and most devoted
subject will be •• The Aristocracy of Freethought."
$773.00 friend of the Tent enterprise, Mr. C. P. Somerby, business
T. B. WAKEMAN, of the New York bar, formerly president of- Previously acknowledged, 10.00 manager of THE TRUTH SEEKER, had, with his usual car:e and
the National Liberal League. and now president of the Man hat. Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr. (paid),
12 00
"
tan Club whose weekly meetings in New York hav been the J. W. Black,
1.00 forethought, sent us fifty copies in advance of regular issue,
Daniel
E.
Ryan,
"
source ol most important educational and reform influences.
"
5.00 so we were able in part to meet the eager demand for Liberal
Mr. Wakeman is the :tuthor of various publications which hav Frank Hart,
literature.
attracted wide attention. His interpretations of Goethe and
$801.00
Total,
We held meeting again Sunday at 3 o'clock, and again at
Comte are of especial value, and demonstrate the author to
TO ALL LIBERAL FRIENDS.
7:30, with very large attendance and good interest; but the
be one of the deepest religious thinkers of the day. Mr.
Wakeman was educated for the Presbyterian ministry, and
As will be seen by the above, we hav just turned $800.00 for cold and heavy dew rather dampens and chills the enthusif\sm.
graduated from Princeton College, but his intellectual convic- the Albany Convention toward the $1,000 which it is proposed We felt the need of our Tent very much; but being advertised,
tion forbade the adoption of the clerical profession. His sub- to raise in order that all expenses may be guaranteed in ad- and having come so far, we were not to be defeated by such a
ject will be "The Outlook of Liberalism."
CHARLES WAT1'S, of LonElon, England, formerly_ editor of vance. Let the following stirring letter from a generous Lib- little difficulty as a miserable, dila.tory railroad failing to bring
London Secular Review, and one qf the most famous debaters eral influence others to do the same with like ardor, and, our things, so we delivered our lectures in open air, and shall
among the English Liberals. He has held over fifty debates whether they come or not, help to make this Convention rich continue to do so till the Tflnt arrives.
with the leading clergymen of England. He was for years a with instrumentalities for aggressiv action. If one has to stay
We go from here to Logansport, which will be our last stand
co-worker with Bradlaugh. He now purposes to make Amerbefore going to Albany. We shall ship the Tent from Logausica his home and labor in the interest of the National ·Liberal at home let him not think he must do nothing. He can send
port to Knightstown, and commence lectures there on our
League. He ranks next to Colonel Ingersoll as one of the best a golden messenger of hope:
return from Albany; thence to Allian~e, Ohio, during the last
"DOYLESTOWN, PA., Aug. 22, 1885.
platform orat?rs of the day. . H~~ subject will be "Our Pol"FRIEND PuTNAM: Inclosed find $5, to assist in defraying week in September, and hope to arrange to go to Cleveland
icy: Destructiv and Constructrv.
HELEN H. GARDENER, who was introduced to the Liberal expenses of the coming Convention at Albany. You will, no the first week in October, and hold on till the Congress meets
public by Colonel Ingersoll at Chickering Hall, New Yo~k, and doubt, hav a grand meeting, which ought to giv the Secular -October 9th. The cold weather will then compel us to fold
whose subsequent efforts upon tJ:!e platform hav met_wrth ~n movement a good send-off, in your state, at least. Should
CHAR. B. REYNOLDS.
qualified success. Her for~h~omrng b~ok of lect~res IB a brill- like to be with you, but will hav to be among the stay-at- our Tent till next season.
Yours, etc.,
FRANK HART."
iant exposition of the convrct10n to whwh all cultrvated women homes this time.
Pictorial.
are arriving that the Bible and theology founded upon the
The New York TRUTH SEEKER has, in addition to its usual
Bible are op'posed to the equality and freedom of women: !'s
Lectures and :MeetinA"S.
St. Paul puts it, man is the head of the woman, and thrs mJ. E. REMSBURG will giv a course of lectures in Waterloo, contents which are always interesting and instructiv, been
volves inevitable servitude for the latter. Helen Gardener
giving a~ occasional cartoon of late. We hope the manageN.Y.,
the home of Rev. Father Lambert, in September.
expresses the indignation of woman at this loftY_ ass~mption,-,
ment will be encouraged to make this feature a permanent
Her subject will be "Historical Facts and TheologrcarFrctrons,
E. C. WALKER lectured at Alexandria, Minn., Aug. 8th; at one in the conduct of the paper.- Independent Pulpzt.
of which ColoDel Ingersoll writes, "The clergy will not answer Willmar, Minn., Aug. 14th and 16th, afternoon and evening.
it because they cannot."
The Curse of Ireland.
'MRs. MATTIE P. KREKEL, who for years has been an ardent For the remainder of August and for September he is desirous
A county Cork Irishman, who says that he is neither Protand influential advocate of Freethought in the West, who has of engagements in Minnesota and Iowa, and during October
made a specialty of the legal and philosophical aspect~ of re- wishes to work in Wisconsin and Illinois. Address him at estant nor Orange, writes to the papers expressing the ~pinion
form, and whose practical work in vindication of th~ rr~hts of Minneapolis,"Minn., during August, and until September 15th. that "what the youth of Ireland need more than anythmg else
her sex has-been of a most important character. Drgmty, enTHE Wisconsin State Association of Spiritualists will hold under heaven is the common school of New England." He is
thusiasm, and thoughtfulness are the characteristics of her
platform oratory. Her subject will be "The Demands of Lib- its First Annual Meeting in Spiritualist Hall, Omro, on Sept. opposed to schools conducted on a theological basis, and oberalism."
11, 12, and 13, 1885. Speakers: Jay Chaapell, of Rochester, serves that "wherever, the wide world over, we see t~e yo~th
JuDGE ARNOLD KREKEL of Missouri, of the United States N.Y., Mattie E. Hull, of Maquoketa, Iowa. Mrs. Isa Wilson f a country dependent on the clergy or on ~emr-clerrcat
Circuit Court whose lect~res and books upon law and consti- Porter, of Chicago, will giv two public seances. Mrs. L. M. ~gents for its chief edtu"-tion, we see stagnation, rf not retro.~
gression, in everything that _makes a people great and free.
tutional histo'ry are among the most valuable additions to the
legal and political literature of the times. Some of his rulings, Spencer,of Mil waukee, and Mrs. A. B. Severance,of Whitewater, This Irishman is perfectly rrght. If the youth _of a co~ntry
based on natural justice rather than precedent, bas given him will be present and giv sittings. A. F. Ackerly, the material- are to be imbued with a sentiment of democratrc equality, a
a transatlantic reputation as a judge of exceptional sagacity.
izing and slate-test medium, is expected. The Cross Concert love of liberty, and a sound sense ?f justice, keep them out
RoN. ELIZUR WRIGHT, over eighty years of age, one of the Troupe will furnish the music. In going to the meeting pay from under the influence of the prrests and parsons. These
few remaining veterans of the great antislavery struggle, w~o full fare on all railroads, and you will be returned for one- fellows are the greatest <lOrruptors of youth in tlle ~orla.
They poison the minds of children, and se~ before_ them rdeal.s
was earliest in the combat and is still one of the most actrv
soldiers in the field. Foremost in the battle for political fifth fare. Officers will be elected for ensuing year. Hotel which are debasing. Make theologians mmd the!r ?wn bus~
rights, he is foremost in the battle. for}ntel!ectual freedom. rates one dt>llar per day. The meeting will be callf•d to ordBr ness if they hav any. Religion of the papal Chrrstran sort IS
the ~ursQ of Ireland.- Winsted Pn~s.
on Friday, at 10 A.M. sharp.
His' subject will be "The New Versron ..
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editing Webster's dictionary." "Then," said she, "you "What do you know about God?" "Why, I know
don't believe the account of creation given by Moses he made me, and sustains my life, and givs me all the
in the Old Testament?" /"I believe such an oocount comforts of life." " How do you know that? How
Concerning the Definition of" Infidel."
was written; but no respectable geologist who has do you know whether God made you, or the devil
Until I renounced orthodoxy, all my relativs held only a smattering of geological science will accept made you, or whether you came from some other
me in the highest estimation; but since I stopped that account as scientifically and philosophically cor- source? Don't the Bible declare that no man has
offering petitions to the Christian's God and discon- rect." "Oh, pshaw on your science and philosophy!" ever seen God?" "Yes, it does." "Then in another
tinned my loyalty to the church, they can scarcely she replied. " The Bible is a true guide. If science place doesn't it state that Moses saw God's back parts?"
show me even neighborly respect. I went recently don't agree with it, then I say science is wrong."
"Oh, I can't explain," said she," any of these questions.
"Sister, what do you' understand by science and If you require me to state what I know, I must admit at.
to visit an orthodox sister, who has always (hitherto)
thought that whatever I said or did was about as philosophy?"
once that I don't k1ww anything," said she. "Why,
near right as the actions and course of conduct of
"Why, I don't know as I can explain it correctly, sister," I remarked, with affected surprise, "You are
mortals could be! Hear her lamentations: "0 my but I suppose it consists of a correct knowledge of a real Agn?st~c. That is as, bad as to be an Infidel.
dear brother. I don't know whether to shake hands certain facts, or the understanding of certain phe- An Agnostic IS one w~o don t know _whether he has
with you or not, and to welcome you. I hav been so nomen a in the natural world. I suppose that the any so~ or not; don t ~no: anythmg about Go?,
distressed for you for a long time that 1 could not science of geology embraces a knowledge of the the devil, heaven, or hell. . But I do know there Is
sleep. I must say that I am not only shocked, but structure of the earth. Is that the reason why a God, for I hav praye~ t? .him; an~ he ans~ered my
deeply, grieved to hear that you hav renounced every- you renounced the Bible?" "Sister, I hav not· re- pr~yer. That I know, said sha.
Well,· Sister, that
thing that is gopd and are just ready to lie down in nounced the Bible." "Well, if you do not believe in Is Just what I want you to t~ll me all about. You
the grave as a lost sinner, without hope and without its divine authenticity, what do you think about it?'' kn~w that I ,~ 0~,men~~d pr~Jlng to God..when I was
. Yes, she mterrupted, and ~ felt·
a savior! Oh, what would our sainted mother say "Well," said I, "like all the great thinkers of the a httle ·boy.
[as my sister cried and sobbed like a child] if she present age, and like all the profound philosophers of shocked, and ~neved, and sorrowful, and I cant tell
knew that you had given up all religion?" "Don't ages upon reons ago, and like most of the orthodox you how I d~d f~el,..when I learne~ th.at Y 0 ~ had
judge me too hastily, sister," said I. " I hav not clergy of the present day, I believe, with them, that stopped praymg.
Well, my case IS hke this. If
given up my religion." "But you· hav given up the the Bible is simply an allegory." "Don't you be- ! 0 u were poor and needy and wanted food and. clothBible! What is that but renouncing religion? I lieve," said she, "that the world was created in six mg and you had been told t~at a wealthy neighbor
can hardly speak peaceably to you when I think days?" "No; and there is not a man in the country, had an abunda~ce of everythmg that .you needed,
what you hav been and _:what you hav come to ! who has ever paid any attention to the science of and he would ~lv you all you wanted 1 ~ you would
Why, I meet good people who once loved and honored geology, who will accept, for a moment, such a ridic- go and ask for It, and you ~ad .gone to hlm every day
you, who say,' How astonishing it is that your brother ulous statement." "Well, if I had any such belief," for fifty years and asked him ~n a respectful manner
has got to be an Infidel!'" "Sister," said I, smil- said she, "I would keep it to myself. It is a great for f~:lOd and ~he .co~forts of hfe, and you had ~ever
ingly, " do you know what an Infidel is?" "Yes, I injury to you, and to us all, to let it get out that you received any mdiCatwn that he ~ver hea~d a smgle
guess I do. I think we hav heard enough about In- don't believe the Bible." '·Then you would hav me request of yours, would you not g~v up askmg? . Now,
fidels to know what Infidel means." "Tell me, then, act the part of a hypocrit, would you, by living in I look back thro\).gh my whole hfe, over a penod of
what are your ideas as to the character of an In- such a manner that people would think I believe the ov~r fifty years, when I prayed earnestl;r not l.ess than
fidel ?" "Well, I don't know as I can giv a dictionary Bible to be divinely inspired, when it is nothing but twice every ?ay, and I cannot re~all a smgle mstance
definition, but we all know that an Infidel is the the writings of commm(men? There is ~o much of '!'hen 1. received any of the blessm~s and comforts of
meanest and most contemptible rascal in the world. that sort of living both among the clergy and laity. ~fe which would not hav been received, all the sam~,
He is a man that you can't trust your money nor I believe in showing the colors under which one sails. 1 ~ I had not prayed., Now, tell me when your petl'your life with. Everybody is afraid of him. An Tluow open the books, I say, and let the world read twns were answered.
Infidel is a man that-well, as Shakspere says-' He your record. Oh~ how I do wish my brothers and "Well," said she, " I don't think of any particular
is fit only for treason, stratagem, and spoils.' If he sisters would step beyond the pale of orthodoxy, instanc~ just now.. But I know I hav prll:y~~ ~.great
is not a real murderer, he has murder in his heart, and and read scientific works ! So long as I was kept many t1mes for th1s and that, and I got 1t.
Supwould kill his best friend for a few dollars, and--" within the pale of the church, I thought that the pose yo~ ~ad not prayed. W.ould,Yo~ not hav bee~
"Ah !" I interrupted; "that is why all my relativs are Bible and orthodox literature embraced all there ever the reCipient of the same thmg?
Well, I don t
so much afraid of me, is it? They are afraid I will was or ever could be in the world. But as soon as I know about that?" " There you are again," I remurder them, and get their money? That is a very cat!t off that tyrannic~} yoke of priestcraft, light broke plied, " ~ out and. out Agnostic.'' " Well," said she,
correct Presbyterian definition of an Infidel. Now, in upon my visiol}, and I was amazed to contemplate "there /s one thmg we do know.. Good old Job
let us see what seience bas to say about an In- the vast and boundless fields of scientific thought wrote: I know that my. redeemer hveth, and that he
fidel. The correct definition, in the Anglo-Saxon and investigation that lay open before me.'' "But, shall stand o.n the earth, m the latt.er day; and t~ough
language, is simply an unbeliever in the divine brother, allow me to ask, in sisterly gentleness, will after my skm, worm~ destro.y th1s body, Y~~ lD my
authenticity of the Bible. It is said that the Moham- that save your soul in the great day of final ac- ~~sh I sh~ll see .~od.. No~, IS not that pos1t10n posmedans call 'all Christians Infidels, because they will count?" "Save my soul! As you employ that Ian- 1t1v and duect? she mqmred.
not believe the Koran, or the Mohammedan's Bible.'' guage with such familiarity, you ought to understand
"Well, I replied, "in the first place no two expos" Well, the old Mohammedans needn't call us In- what it signifies. What do you know about the soul, itors of the Bible agree as to the meaning of 'my
fidels," said she, " for we are not.'' "Christians are anyway?" "I know," said she, "it is my immortal redeemer living,' and, in the next place, even the most
zealous leaders and theologians in the Christian
Infidels," I said, " in the estimation of those people, part.''
simply because they do not believe the Koran. Are
"Do you recollect good old Deacon.Waters?" I in- church agree that the book of Job is simply a novel,
you not aware,'' said I, "that the Chinese· call Chris- quired. "Yes, I remember him well,'' .,she replied. a story, or allegory. .More than thirty years ago,
tians heathen?" "Well, we're not. heathen. They "Well, after a long life of studying and preaching, he in conversation with a student in theology there at
are the heathen,'' said she. "Now just refer to Dr. came to my Bible class one Sunday-an old man, that time, he told me how shocked he was at the
Webster. I think you are not aware what he says nearly four score years of age-lively and sparkling irreverent suggestion of the oldest professor in the
about heathen.'' She reads, as follows: "In the with wisdom, and said to me: 'I want to come into theological department of the seminary, 'that there
scriptures the word seems to comprehend all nations your class as a pupil.' 'Pray, do not ridicule me,' I never was any such character as Job!' The book, he
but the Jews and Israelites.'' "Well, I never knew replied. 'Come and be my teacher, and I will be said, was simply a fable, similar to Bunyan's 'Pilthat before," said she; "I shall hav to correct my your pupil,' I said. He took a seat in my class and grim's Progress.' If we admit that the book of Job
notions in regard to Infidel and heathen.''
said: 'I am an old man. I hav one foot in the grave, is divinely inspired, and we read it, and understand
"Sister," said I, "did you ever think that I feel as and one on the green grass, where I stand shivering it ac~cording to the language, we do not get any posideeply grieved for yourself and other relativs as on the brink. I want to ask just one question, as an tiv knowledge of God, or heaven, hell, or a future
they do for me?" "Why, no! that can't be; for you honest inquirer after truth, which I want you to state.''
are in darkness, while we hav the true light which answer. Tell me,' said he, looking up to me as if his
"Well," sighed my sister, "We are poor ignorant
lighteth every man that cometh into the world. Are everlasting des1iny hung on the answer, 'what the mortals. We don't know much, after all. One exwe to renounce our Bible and aU the good instruc- soul is, for I d0n't know! I thought I knew. I hav positor of the Bible affirms that a certain word has
tion we hav received from it? Why, it seems like a preached a great many years about the salvation of such a meaning, while another professor, who knows
sailor on the ocean casting away chart, compass, and precious souls. Now, tell me what the soul is, so more than the other, states that such is not the
anchor when he is out of sight of land. Now, I would that I may put my finger on it. I hav read,' said he, proper meaning a.t all. I sometimes think there
like to know why you hav renounced the Bible?" "I 'all the writings of great men, and not one of them don't any of us know anything about God or anything else."
hav not. I think that the Bible is full ,of excellent has been able to tell me what my soul is.'
instruction.'' "You one~ believed t~at ~od came
"Our father,'' said I to my sister, "who, you
"Why, sister," I replied, facetiously, "I am almost
down from heaven and. dictated what IS wr1tte~, and know, was a man of earnest prayer and a firm be- amazed at such an acknowledgment! Why, that is
holy men of old w~ote 1~ down; now I would like to liever in all the doctrins of the Bible, said to me, a downright Agnosticism, and Agnosticism is the very
know why you don t beheve the same great truth to- few years before his death: 'We hav been taught essence of Infidelity!" "Well, well," she said "I
day," said she. "My sister, wh~n a man makes a that we hav souls to save or to be lost. I hav always don't know what to think. But I want to ask 'you
statement, is it always truth?" "No, I. am certain believed, as the ministers told me, that I hav a soul. how you can reconcile all your former life, your prothat there are a great many statements m the world But I don't know anything about it. I wish you fession 9f religion, and your positiv declarations conthat are absolutely false.'' "We were taught," I re- knew enough to tell me. The future looks dark.' earning God and 'the hereafter, with your present
marked, "to believe that the God who wrote this Bi- The greatest thinkers and most profound reasoners belief?"
·
ble is a. ~erfect ~eing.'' "Yes," said she, "perfect of the present age keep it to themselvs (as you sug~
"Well, to be brief, I must say that I never had any
and holy lD a~l h1s works and ~ays." "Very good. gest) except when, together in private, they disclose belief about those things. I entertained certain
You ~d I thmk very much alike, after all. Now, their real convictions or opinions. They hav no pas- opinions, such as are promulga,ed at the present
~hen, 1~ a perfect and hoi! God were ~o write ~ book i~iv knowledge about the aoul, except that it is a func- time in the church. But as soon as I found out that
Ill; wh1ch he were to g1v ~ revelatiOn of h1s holy twn of matter. Tell me, sister, what you know about I had been wofully deceived, I gave up those opinWill to man, hav we not a .r.1~ht to con~lude that it the soul. If you were brought up as a witness be- ions. I searched the Bible through and through for
would be a book above C1'1hctsm by ~m~e mortals P fore a court, and required to giv testimony concern- one positiv idea on which I could predicate a. belief
'Y~~? such a. book be fu~l. of contr~diCtw~s, impos- ing your positiv knowledge of the soul, of God, of concerning the creation of the world and a future
Slbihties, palpable. absurd1t1es, u.nphilosophical state- heaven, of hell, of a future state of existence, tell me, life, but I could find nothing reliable. As soon as I
menta, fa:Ise teachmg, and requirements which it is now, what would you say?" "Why, I would state renounced the contemptible priesthood, and com~ot possible ,!or. mortal" man to obe;y ?" " ~ would most emphatically what the Bible says about the soul menced reading the writings of great men outside
~e to-know, sa1? she, what there IS unphilosoph- and what the belief of the church is, and what great the pale of the church, I saw that I was deceived.
1cal about the ~1b~e? I had always supposed that and renowned men hav written on the subject.'' "A.h! Then, as soon as I perceived that I was embracing
ev~ry stat~ment lD It w~s the pure truth! and strictly that would never be accepted in a court. The judge error and delusions, the most absurd superstitions,
phi.losophiCal. Now, I want to ask you 1f you do not would say, in a very decided manner: 'Tell the and downright falsehoods, } turned right about in
b~heve that God employed. go~d men to write the court what you know positivly, and not what some my course of life. Now I am in the light. EveryBible?" "No. Such teach1!lg IS all sacerdotal non- one else pretended to know. Now, what do you thing is clear to me. I see in the universe aU that
sense. The P.ower ?~ the be mg. we call God had no know about the soul ?' " " Well, I must confess that any other mortal being ever perceived-namely, the
more to do With wnting the B1ble than he had in I hav no positiv knowle<;}ge concerning the soUl.'' l operation of material things and force. Our bodies
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the externals of the Christian church that is not a
A. Letter from An Old-timer.'
survival from the churches of paganism. Tonsured
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir::
head and silvery bells and swinging censer, Christmas Some months ago I received a copy of your. excellent
and Easter festivals, holy Madonna with her child, paper, full of interest to every friend of Freethought.
the sacramental Uje of water, and bread, and wine I was especially delighted to read of the forma.tion of
the very sign of the cross-all are ancient huma~ the American Secular Union, which may exercise
institutions, rights, and symbols. Scratch a Chris- great and permanent influence over the progressiv
tian, and you come upon a pagan. Christianity is a movements of the present day. One thing you may
The Decay of Ecclesiasticism.
re-baptized paganism.
organized force in the moral world
&tracts from an a>·ticle by R. Heber Newtcn in the North American Review.
A priesthood not only overtrains conscience, it count upon-an
will giv much trouble to tyrants and priests; and it
The political and social revolution that has been mistrains it. It corrupts its simplicity, emasculates is essential to the freedom of individual men. I was
progressing through Western civilization is sweeping its energy, perverts its action. Staying away from engaged in England thirty years ago in helping to
away caste and privilege. The divine right of priests confession, breaking the Sabbath, failing in due est~blish similar associations. Knowing their yalue,
is following the divine right of kings to the lumber- masses for the dead-these become the sins most I Wish to applaud your effort and assure you of its
loft of superstitions. A king may indeed well hav a dwelt upon. The Italian brigand rises from his inestimable importance. Branches being established
divine right to rule a . society, as a priest to guide knees beyond the madonna to plunge his stiletto in various large centers, they will influence the
men's souls, but in each case that right divine is now gaily in the heart of the belated traveler. Clarendon growth of advanced ideas and prevent the manifestaseen tc:> lie in his personality, and not in his office- tells us that when Charles II. was in. Scotland, "the tion of the persecuting spirit in its old unblushing
in the man, and not in his clothes. The industrial clergy reprehended him very sharply if he smiled on fashion, if they do not exterminate it. One cannot
revolution is accelerating this decay of ecclesiasticism. these days" (Sunday). Fancy good parsons rebuk- help lamenting sometimes how slowly the world
When labor had no voice in the voting of supplies, ing that royal rake for smiling on Sundays! Ordi- learns the lesson of religious freedom. It would be
the budget of a priesthood might pass unchallenged. nary offenses against the common law of morality a source of great grief to see your new and great
As the serf becomes the freeman, economically, the can be atoned for in current coin, and crimes are country fall into the iniquitous practices of our old
good Jew of whom Boccaccio tells could no longer scaled in the indulgence-market in thalers and gro- one, and your Secular Union should secure your
thus report of the sacred city: "He saw all men so schen, Tetzel's table giving the exact pecuniary equiv- intellectual emancipation by uttering a timely warncovetous and greedy of coin that everything was alent of a murder or a rape. Thus the church opens ing. Your great battle will be with the RJman
bought and sold for ready money. And more brok- I' the kingdom of heaven to all" cash-payers. The church, the last enemy to be de9troyed. Given slavers were there to be found than in Paris, attending legena over a Quebec convent _runs thus: "Alms ery and freedom, the Secular Union must iu the natupon all trades of manifest simony."
will save your soul." It is said that after a late South ure of things win the fight, and triumph over the foel!l
The gold of honest toil will do something better American ''unpleasantness". there were found on the of enlightened progress.
than buy masses for the dead, and build jeweled bodies of some of the dead passports signed by the
I am pleased to see you hav my old friend Mr.
shrines for sacred dolls, and salary a primate of Eng- bishop of the diocese, and addressed to St. Peter, Watts with you. His vast experience in connection
land with the income of nearly four hundred work- directing him to " admit the bearer as a true son of with the practical working of our Secular associations
the church." The most cruel customs, the most tyr- in England specially qualifies him to act as your
ingmen.
The opening of new spheres for human activity annous laws, the most beastly usages, hav existed guide, philosopher, and friend. On my nomination
drains off the energies that formerly went to the undisturbed beneath the eyes of a fat and flourishing he was appointed as our first authorized special lectbuilding up of ecclesiasticism. Gossip prevails at priesthood. The church that had a ritual of exor- urer. His genial disposition, perpetual good tem" tea-fights" in a back-country village until the rail- cism for poor old witches had no " use " for the dis- per, and inexhaustible patience and industry render
road connects it with the great world and women possession of the infamous jus primce noctis, that well- him a power to draw men together, and to work
learn to survey larger grounds than their neighbors' nigh inconceivable privilege of power which w.as with them aud for them, without assuming to be over
backyards. While the church was the chief political once a recognized feature of the marriage ceremony them. .Afte1· twenty years of activ organizing work
institution, its offices the highest spoils of placemen, in certain parts o£ Christendom. Ecclesiastics hav here, he is just such an embassador as I should send
its dogmas the only knowledge open to the intellect, drawn the sacred sign of the cross upon the sword, you if you asked for one. Concerted action iplplies
its vast and venerable life the one current upon the gibbet, and the yoke; hav countersigned with generous co-operation and the subjection of individwhich men could throw themselvs to be borne out the approval of heaven the impoverishing taille, and ual self-assertion to the common good. The best
beyond the stagnating shallows of the eart.h, eccle- hav baptized the Virgin whose steely arms opened in men will come to the top if every man seeks to do
siasticism n;;_t.urally flourished. Its decay began in the embrace of death.
what he is best fitted for. You will find Mr. Watts is
Western civilization when Gutenberg drew the first
The influence of ecclesiasticism in the sphere of no featherbed soldier, but bold and fearless; if you
sheets from his rude block-type, when the guilds of thought has been quite as mischievous as in the realm send him to the front in defense of the cause, you
the free towns of Germany came into civic power, of action. It has assumed the function of the intel- need hav no anxiety as to its safety. After many
when the Vittoria sailed proudly into port from her lectual teacher of man, without the equipment of the years of Freethought advocacy, I naturally feel
three-and-a-half years' cruise around the globe, when scholar or the resources of the genius. It has fos- deeply interested in your new venture, and trust a
Galileo affirmed "e pour si mouve," and opened a tered that worst of monopolies, an esoteric doctrin, cordial sympathy will grow up among your members,
new universe upon the human mind. That decay for the initiate, which left the people to the follies of and that they will think mainly of the welfare of the
~as progressed as ~h_e forces that once fed t~e impos- exoteric dogma. It has claimed for its deliverances Union, and the success that attends united effort.
I~g bo~y of.Cathohcism hav_ been drawn off mto pub- an authority other than that of the self-evidencing
Yours fraternally,
CHARLES C. CATTELL.
he .affaars, mdustry, the sCI~nces, the ~rts, and the truthfulness of the tenets taught, clothing its oracles
Small Heath, Birmingham. Eng.
vaned spht!res of our now r1eh ~uman_ hfe.
. with the awful majesty of a supernatural revelation,
The g~ow~h. of knowledge has mtens1fied t~e dec~y a~d announcing the majority vote of its councils as
Not a Question of Preference. ·
of ~ccleeu_as~lCISm. ~gnorance creates the chmate m With the very voice of the Holy Ghost. It has arroOur good friend, C. R. Tewksbury, said some
w~wh this 1sm flourishes. In every land the oxygen- gated to. its pronouncements the infallibility of the
ahng of .the ~ental .atmosp~e;r.~ with knowl~dge has eternal himself, and has treated suspicion thereof as weeks ago that he had no quarrel with those " precaused a rapzd lilhrmkage m 1ts portly priest~ood. a case for the Holy Inquisition. It has denied to the ferring to believe that death ends all," or words to
The te~ple has crum?led ~s the free school has risen. human reason its natural right of- free inquiry and that effect. It seems to me that too many Liberals
The pnest has lost his grip of the lad that held a of honest thought, and hal!! chained the mind in the are prone to lose sight of the ali-important fact tbat
primer in his hand. ~ome:s instinct has proven ~rue. most degrading of slaveries. It has arrested the it is not a question of preference, that each one of us
Her one deadly foe IS smence.. Each new btt of progress of the intellect in the Western world for believes as he has to believe, not as he chooses to beknowledge now makes man more !lldependent of the centuries. In lieu of the calm tolerance of opinion lieve, for he has no choic9 whatever, in the sense of
tutor that dealt with .him .as with a babe. Every in imperial Rome, it ·has introduced a savage strife choDtiing to believe that which does not appeal to his
error proven upon the mfalhble dry-nurse bas weak· worse than that of arms in which a difference of an intellect as bE:ing true; he bas no ability to choose
ened her authority over him, and Reason gains his iota in a description of the person of Jesus set bish- against evidence.
A man hears of a rail way accident involving the
f~ller tl'ust with each new victory _to :Which .she leads ops belaboring eac~ other with " apostolic blows and
him. No man can be an unqu~stwnmg ch1ld of the knocks," and the shame of lectures upon the philos- loss of several lives, and in the list of dead or
churc~ who o~c~ finds out for htmself ~ny knowledge, ophy of Greece was zealously expiated by the pious wounded he reads the name of his child. All the
and discerns mit a segment of. the umversallaw th~t monks of Alexandria; "Cyril's dogs" hounding down circumstances lead,, him to believe that the report is
is sweer;ing . throu_gh nature. Hencefo!th he_ ~ill a Hypatia, and scraping her flesh from her bones correct, and he believes that it is, though it is farbother his pnest with troublesome questwns, will m· with the shells of the Mediterranean strand. As thest from his desire that it should be true.
Sometimes the desire may harmonize with the besist on testing that which he is bidden receive in early as the age of the Clementine Homilies we find
faith, and will find himself growing daily further off this warning: "Wherefore, above all, rem~mber to lief, and it may lead the individual to giv too ready
from his spiritual pedagog.
. . .
.
shun apostle or teacher or prophet who does not credence to that which seems to confirm this pleasing
The supre~e folly of ev~rJ: ecclestastimsm_ IS to first accurately compare his preaching with [that of] belief, yet the evidence must be sufficient to conviace
cherish the disease of ommsme~ce .. Attempting to James." As Jat~ as the days of the evangelic Ruth- the intellect of the truth of the theory or statement
speak oracularly upon all myshmes, It has spread the erford, we hear the old warning repeated: "If ye in support of which it is adduced or appears, else
legs of the cathedr~,t out over the w~wJe globe, and depart from what I taught you in a hair-breadth, . . . there is no belief, can be no belief. The Spiritualist
thus it has come to pass that no discovery can be take heaven and earth to witness that ill shall come is a Spiritualist because the evidence in support of
made without undermining some prop of an inf.allible u pan you in end." What he taught, how well do tbat theory or fact has proven it to his mind, and the
church. Astronomy, geology, anthropology, history, many of us remember, from· the time when we tried Materialist is a Materialist because he has not found
criticism, all, in affirming _their several .truths, ~av to feed on him, and thought ourselvs carnal because the evidence necessary to convince him of the truth
of this theory or of the existence of this fact.
denied, of necessity, some error of the church, wh1ch we could not relish the diet!
This is the reason why Mr. Tewksbury is a Spiritknew everything in the heavens above, and the eaz:th
He that levels his lance against ecclesiasticism is
ualist,
and why I am a Materialist. To speak of it
beneath, and the waters under the earth. In partie- not as yet attacking a corpse. This world-old tyraBt
ular, the spread of knowledge has tau~ht .ma~ th_e does not die with such happy dispatch as to make it as being in either case a "preference" is a very loose
EnwiN C. WALJrnR.
origin, and history, and nature of ecclesiastical mst~- superfluous to let a little blood occasionally. Giant way of talking.
tutions themselvs, in such a manner as renders It Pope is old and toothless, but he sits before his den
THE PRE-CHRISTIAN CHRIBT.-Long before the Chrisimpossiple for most e~u.cated people l?nger to .regard with the same unregenerate hear_t as of old; cunning
tian
era Cbnsts and Antichrists existed in name. In
them with the superstitiOus awe that Is es~ential to a where he used to be brliltal, holding hosts still under
the
Septuagint,
translated 384-247 B.a., which was
priesthood's continued power? What a Silent revo- the spell woven in his more masterful days. When
lution such a book as Dean Stanley's "Christian In- last he seated himself in his cathedra to declare the in common, if not almost exclusiv, use amant{ the
stitutions" must work in the mind of the average oracles of God, these were the gracious words at Jews two centuries before and three centuries after
the Christian era, and was the only version known
churchman, who is open to light, and has hitherto which men wondered:
to the Fathers, the frequent word Messiah is trans~
regarded surplice, and crosier, and baptismal fo~t, Let him be anathema . . . who shall say that human lated Christos. Ancient false prophets warned their
with their kindred symbols, as the sacred mysteries sciences ought to be pursued in such a spirit of freedom that
of a supernatural priesthood, to be discussed wit.h one may be allowed to hold as true their assertions, even when followerll! against oth!3r false prophetfl, and false
bated breath! Yet this book of the brave dean IS opposed to revealed dootrin; . . . who shall say that it Christa foretold other false Christs.-Antichrist.
but mildly iconoclastic in comparison with the reve- may
at any time
comeby
to pass, in the progress of science, that
the doctrins
set forth
the church must be taken in another
AN investment in knowledge always pays the best
lations made to the good churchman in other modern sense than that in which the church has ever received and yet
interest.-Franklin.
works. There is, in fact, as we Jiow see, nothing in receives them.

are formed by matter out of the dust of the earth
and force. When that .force ceases to operate, our
bodies return to dust. That is all any mortal can
make out of life, and all that the wisest savants that
ever lived hav ever been able to discover." "Brother," said she, "let us waive further consideration
of this subject until after dinner."
S. E. T.
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The Freedom of Worship Bill.
For the last five years the Catholics of New York
hav been before the legislature of this state with a
so-called "Freedom of Worship" bill. Their ill-success for four years did not deter them from presenting it the fifth, and five failures will not discourage a
sixth attempt next winter. Activ opposition and a
general discussion of the subject are necessary as
safeguards against the designs of the Catholic
church, unless we would see another step taken in its
encroachment upon republican liberties. The title
and demands of this bill are as follows:
" An Act to provide for the better security of the freedom of
religious worship in certain institutions.
"The people of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:
"SECTION 1. All persons, including those who may hav been,
or may hereafter be, committed or taken charge of by any of
the institutions mentioned in this act, are hereby declared to
be, and are, entitled to the free exercise and enjoyment of
religious profession and worship without discrimination or
preference.
" Smc. 2. This act shall be deemed to apply to every incorporated or UJilincorporated society for the reformation of its
inmates, House of Refuge, Protectory, or other Reformatory
or Penal Institution continuing to receive for its use either
public moneys or a per capita sum from any municipality for
the support of the inmates.
"Smc. 3. The rules and regulations established by the government of the institutions mentioned in this act shall recognize the right of the inmates to the free exercise of their
religious belief, and to worship God according to the dictates
of their consciences, in accordance with the provisions of the
Constitution, and shall allow and provide for holding religious
instruction and for private ministration to the inmates in such
manner as may best carry into effect the spirit and intent of
this Act, and be consistent with the proper disciplin and management of the institution; but nothing herein contained shall
be construed to authorize any additional expenditure on the
part of the state; and the inmates of such institutions shall be
allowed spiritual advice and spiritual ministration from some
recognized clergyman of the denomination or church which
said inmates may respectivly prefer, or to which they may
hav belonged prior to their being confined in such institutions; such advice and ministration to be given within the
bnildings where the inmates are required by law to be confined! in such manner and at such hour as will be in harmony, as aforesaid, with the disciplin of the institution, and
secure to such inmates the free exercise of their religious beliefs in accordance with t.he provisions of this act.
"SEc. 4. It shall not be lawful to compel any of such inmates
to attend any religious exercise not ~onducted by a clergyman of the denomination to which such inmates may belong,
or may hav belonged at the time of their reception; and in
all matters pertaining to religion the rights of conscience of
such inmates, and the free exercise thereof, shall be carefully
respected.
"Smc. 5. The wilful violation of any of the provisions of
this act shall be deemed a misdemeanor.
, " Smc. 6. This act shall take effect immediately."

The first question that will be raised by Section
1 of this bill is whether a person whose conduct has
made it necessary to the welfare of the community for
him to be imprisoned, retains all the rights of the lawabiding citizen. Having forfeited his right to personal liberty by an abuse of it, can he still demand
the right to worship, with all the paraphernalia
necessary thereto, according to his own notions?
That is a matter for a state. to settle, but it would be
better if the Catholic citizen who desires to conduct
his devotional exercises without let or hindrance
would so frame his course of conduct as to remain
outside of the jail.
The provision in Section 3 that "nothing herein
contained shall be construed to authorize any additional expense on the part of the state," is a clause
which makes the bill look innocent, but it is one
which, when the bill shall hav been passed, it will be
the first object of the Catholics to expunge. It is inconsistent with the rest of the bill and wi.th the whole

genius of religious institutions. Like Protestant
ministers, with few exceptions, the Catholic priests,
with still fewer exceptions, conduct religious worship for revenue only. Besides, ·if the clergymen
who visit and teach their superlitions to the wards
of the state are really doing the state a service, the
state can afford to pay them for it, as ~t pays its
·prison officials. The state should not let its servants
go unrewarded, and it is safe to prophesy that, following the passage of the bill under discussion, the
Catholic church will not fail to present the matter to our legislators in that light.
The case stands like this: If the inmate of a prison
is not a Catholic, the provisions of the bill will not
place him under the ministration of the Catholic
priest, and the priest has no right to demand his attention; and if he be a Catholic previously to entering the prison, why follow him there with the same
teachings and religion under whose influence he
committed the crime? Why continue a course that
has resulted so disastrously ? When a Catholic
devotee enters a prison convicted of a felony, he is a
living proof of the futility of Catholicism, in his case
at least, ~s a moralizing agent. Then, if ever, it
should be apparent that he needs a change.
There is but one way for the Catholic priests to
lawfully secure the attendance of their congregations
upon their religious worship. Let them cease attempting to spread their superstition, and devote
their whole energies to keeping out of prison those
who already accept their doctrin. A religion should
not be too protuberant which must find access to so
large a number of its adherents by knocking at the
doors of a penitentiary.

self. We will present it for his consideration. In
the nineteenth chapter of the gospel according to
Matthew we find the following:
" And behold one came and said unto him, Good master
what good thing shall I do that I may hav eternal life? And
he said unto him, Why callest thou me good? there is none
~:ood but one, that is God: 'but if thou wilt entier into life, keep
the commandments. He saith unto him, Which? Jesus ·said
Thou shalt do no murder. Thou shalt not commit adulter;
Thou shalt not steal. Thou shalt not bear false witness.
Honor thy father and thy mother, and, Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself•••• If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell
that thou hast, and· giv to the poor, and thou shalt hav treasure in heaven."

There is the scheme so plain that no one need misunderstand it. General Grant did not accept it. He
nev~r sold anything in order to giv to the poor. P,.-son Newman has not accepted it. The editor of the
Independent counts his possessions by the tens of
thousands. Christ said, further, according to the
same chapter, that " every one that hath forsaken
brethren or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or
children, for my name's s'ake, shall receive a hundredfold, and shall inherit everlasting life." Has the editor of the Independent fulfiiled even these conditi~ns?
The Galilean orator adds that many that are first in
following these instructions shall be last in the kingdom of heaven, and the last to follow them shall be
first in the kingdom. Many Christians, it may be
noted, evince a disposition to be first in the kingdom.
The question of General Grant's destination is, of
course, one upon which it is idle to speculate. We
can only trust that he is in the hands of his friends.
But we would like to hav the editor of the Independent
tell us whether the injunction to forsake one's parents
looks to him consistent with the commandment
"Honor thy father and thy mother;" and whether h~
Significant Statistics.
believes
that both sentiments were uttered by the
The Rev. Mr. Buckley, D.D., has been figuring on
same man on the same occasion.
the young criminals in the Elmira. Reformatory. He
finds, among other interesting facts, that the 9,459
The Orthodoxy of the Jews.
lawyers of this state hav furnished but six children
A
correspondent
at Spring Lake, Va., writes:
as inmates for that institution; the 6,701 clergymen
" To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: The way I
hav furnished four; while the physicians and surunderstand it, the resurrection was a sign to all mankind, ingeons, numbering 9,27~, are responsible for eighteen. cluding the Jews. I hav frequently asked this of Jews, though
This puts l11.wyers and ministers on a par as pro- they never answered me directly: How Jews can claim to be
ducers of criminals, while the medical fraternity is orthodox, and still reject the resurrection as a sign ? I cannot
three times as prolific of that class. "What," he in- understand. Do you ?"
No. As we understand it, Jesus was sent to the
quires, "hav our medical friends to say to this ?"
The answer will probably be that the ministers and Jews only. Our correspondent will read in the
lawyers had better luck than the doctors in getting fifteenth chapter of Matthew that a certain gentile
their boys out of the meshes of the law on the " re- woman came to Jesus, "saying, Hav mercy on me,
Lord, thou son of David." "But he answered and.
spectable connections" plea.
Speaking of statistics, we published not long ago said, I am not sent but unto the lost sheep qf the house of
figures from the reports of prisons in seven states Israel. It is not meet to take the children's bread,
and Canada. In these prisons there were confined and to cast it t~ the dogs." That is what Christ said
44,034 persons, 41,337 of whom professed Christian- to a woman who was not a Jew; and it was only by
ity, and only one was an avowed Infidel. What hav neatly supplementing the figure of his heartless
speech that she secured his services. It was claimed
our religious frfends to say to this ?
by his followers that his death and resurrection were
What Secures Salvation 1
a sign to all mankind; but as to his mission, his
When General Grant had recovered from what words to the Canaanite woman prove that he bewas thought at the time to be a fatal collapse, last lieved otherwise.
The Jews did not accept Christ, which is rather
April, Dr. Newm.an says he asked the general," What
was the supreme thought in your mind when eternity strange, seeing that they expected a messiah, and
seemed so near?" The answer was this: "The comfort that his miracles, if performed at all, were perof the consciousness that I had tried to liv a good and formed in their sight. Jesus complained that he was
honorable life." It appears that the general, in his without honor in his own country, and that such was
ignorance of the real doctrins of the religion which the fate of prophets generally. This may be exhe professed, believed there was salvation in good i)l- plained by remembering that the people immediately
tentions. He made a great mistake. The New York surrounding a prophet hav the best opportunity of
Independent (orthodox Congregational) points out the judging whether or not he is a humbug.
The Jews hav no right to call themselvs orthodox.
futility of that idea. It says:
An
orthodox person is one who is sound in the Chris"The honest effort 'to liv a good and honorable life ' may
well be a source of comfort at any time, and especially so in tian faith-which the Jews are not.
the hour and article of death; and we see no impropriety in
referring to it as such. But it would be a great mistake to
make such an effort, or such a life, even though the best that
any man ever lived, the basis on which sinners are to rest for
their peace with God and their hope of salvation. Sinners are
saved, i.f at all, through grace, and by the suffering and death
of Christ, and upon the condition of their repentance toward
God and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. This is the gospel
plan of salvation as Christ himself taught it and the apostles
preached it. There is no other plan known to the Bible.
Great men and small men, viewed simply as men, as subjects
of the moral government of God, and as sinners, stand at a
common level in respect to their wants and the method of
their relief; and they must alike build their hopes on Christ
and his work, accepting him by faith, or they will bnild in
vain. 'A good and honorable life' is no substitute for Christ,
and does not dispense with the necessity of looking to him for
salvation."

That is to say, " he that believeth not shall be
damned." All right. We accept the alternativ. But
the editor of the IndfiJJendent has avoided stating the
true way to salvation as pointed out by Christ him-

The .Albany Convention.
Mr. Putnam has prepared a circular-a portion of
which appears on a previous page-to advertise the
coming Convention. He will forward it to all the
Liberals he can reach, and we hope everyone receiving it will see that his friends and neighbors are
made acquainted with the contents. Everyone not
receiving it should write to him for a bunch to distribute.
From assurances received from Liberals that we
meet there is no doubt the attendance at this reunion will be large. These annual gatherings hav
heretofore been the most enjoyable of occasions, and
ther.e seems to be no possible reason why this one
shall not equal if not surpass them. Canada, it is to
be hoped, will send her usual delegation; New York
state, it is needless to say, will be largely represented; .
Ohio and Pennsylvania Freethinkers will find the
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From these bare details it is true that the con-1 IN all the bright sayings of General Grant which I hav .seen
trip not excessivly expensiv, and the ease with which
in print, his best has been omitted. After Mr. Sumner had
.
New England people can reach Albany ought to duct of the Rev. Mr. Downes appears somewhat 1rcriticised him so savagely, some one was talking to Grant about
regular. He is able however to explain it to the Athllism in New England, and remarked, "Even Sumner does
bring out hundreds of Yankees.
'
.sr
' I
h M, not believe in the Bible." "Why should he?" quietly replied
• f t'
It is a little unfortunate that the railroad rates hav sat 1s
ac 1on of all but scouers.
t seems t at
rs Grant, "he didn't write it."-Boston Globe. ·
just been raised, but the State Fair management, we Taber had domestic and other troubles, and her pas- We print the foregoing because we had never before heard
understand, hav secured excursion prices from nearly tor sympathized with her deeply. · She was on the it intimated that Sumner was a skeptic. If it is true, he comall of the railroads in the state, and the friends can point of going away from Boston; and he made a final mitted a great oversight in not putting himself emphatically
take advantage of this. The small attendance last pastoral call upon her. He found her packing a trunk upon record as such.
year at Cassadaga made the Erie and Central roads for removal and he assisted her. The room was very THE citizens of Missouri hav good cause to complain of the
indifferent to the Convention this fall. Next year, warm, and for that reason he removed his coat and management of their state university. According to an act of
perhaps, their ticket agents will feel better-natured. vest and also his shoes. To keep the musketoes away the Assembly which has been in operation for thirteen years,
annual tuition fAes are twenty dollars, which must be
Mr. McCabe will secure board for all who want at they put the lights out. Packing a trunk is known the
paid by every student "except regularly ordained ministers of
one dollar per day;: the Dunlop House charges only to be excessivly fatiguing work to a person unused the gospel, belonging to any of the various religious denomi$1.25 and $1.50, and the Delavan House will put two to manual labor, and becoming exhausted they re- nations of the state, and indigent young men preparing for
in a room for $2.50 each. 'The prices of accommo- clined upon the bed. Realizing that this might cause the ministry." The people hav the right to ask the legislators
dation, therefore, are made to suit everybody's purse, remark among the unthinking, the door was locked to at Jefferson City whence they derive their authority for edu
. h eating ministers wholly at the expense of the state.
and it would seem that none need stay away on ac- secure immunity from intrusion. · The garments wh 1c
count of the expense.
Mrs. Taber did not hav on were some she intended THE Popula?· Science Monthly for September has the following
Liberal business men, east and west, will find this to pack. With this plain tale does Mr. Downes down contributors and articles: Dr. W. T. Barnard, "The Relations
of Railway Managers and Employees;" Dr. W. G. Thompson,
an excellent opportunity to visit New York city, thus his traducers. Of course there are those who will "The Present Aspect of Medical Education;" Behrens, "Incombining pleasure and profit. The fare from not believe it, but that is equivalent to saying that sect Fertilization of Flowers;" Prof. E. D Cope, "Origin of
Albany to this city by boat is only $1.50, and the sail a minister of the gospel is capable of lying. From Man and the other Vertebrates;" Dr. Mary Putnam-Jacobi,
down the Hudson is through the finest scenery in immemorial time it has bee:I;, the privilege of clergy- "An Experiment in Primary Education;" "The Fauna of the
the world. Toilers who hav not yet had a vacation men to visit their female parishioners, and they hav Seashore," by Moseley; Dr. Brehm's" Siberia and the Exiles;'•
"How Spelling Damages the Mind," by F. A. Fernald; Procan obtain one at the Convention. Albany has many often been discovered in more embarrassing situa,. fessor Langley, "Sunlight and the Earth's Atmosphere;" Dr.
attractions, chief of which is the finest state house in tions than that in which the Rev. Mr. Downes Ray Lankester, "The ReGent Progress in Bi'llogy;" J. G.
the country {built, we may say parenthetically, with had the misfortune to be caught. 'It is their prerog- Frazer, "The Primitiv Ghost and His Relations;" Mascart,
the most reckless disregard of the value of money). A ativ. The audacity of Deacon Taber, therefore, in "The Physiology of Colors." A sketch and portrait are given
the celebrated African explorer, Dr. Gustav Nachtigal.
trip from Albany to this city will not cost a fortune, entering his wife's room when he did should be of
Fifty cents a numbflr, $5 a year. New York: D. Appleton &
and around about here are attractions enough to en- severely rebuked. If pastoral rights are to be inter- Company.
tertain a person for weeks. It will be a good chance fered with in that manner, and the perquisits of the
to make a pilgrimage to General Grant's last resting- preacher withdrawn from him, what will be left to DAVID S. CrncozE, who calls himself the negro lnfi"'el, expresses the intention to enter the lecture field. He writes:
place, and trips to the numerous seaside resorts on induce young men to enter the sacred calling? If
"I expect to be present at the Convention, if admitted, a~
this persecution of Elder Downes is successful, it will the negro delegate, and take a part, and after the _Conve~tion Will
Long Island and the Jersey coast.
We ~re sure that the Freethinkers of Alqany will deal a deadly blow at the dearest liberties of the write and lecture and work among my people m the South. I
make but a poor living in the field, but I am willing to labor
do their best to entertain their visitors, and make American ministry. Husbands who support the can
there as long as I liv, if it is a thousand years. One of Colonel
their stay a pleasant memory. Let everybody go, church must learn that parsons hav rights which Ingersoll's pamphlets is more to me than all the Bibles in th1s
world and a line of Paine's 'Age of RPason' is more than the
and go prepared to hav a good and genial time, and they are bound to respect. Unbelieving family men '1'en
Commandments. I am an ex-slave, but I did not get my
become acquainted with their fellow-workers in will, of course, continue to kick a minister through freedom from the church. The great truth that all men are
by nat11re free was never told on Sinai's barren crags, nor by
Liberalism.
the door as promptly as possible if they find him be- the
lou ely shores of Galilee."
coming unduly familiar.

Persecuting a Pastor.

It is painfully apparent that there is a conspiracy
on foot in Boston to make the Rev. Mr. Downes uncomfortable. Downes preaches at the Bowdoin
Square Baptist church, of which Mr. and Mrs. Taber
are members. Deacon Taber has been a good friend
of the pastor, and, it appears, has stood by him in
numerous tight places; but of late he has suspected
that the relations between the Rev. Mr. Downes and
Mrs. Taber were becoming rather too contiguous.
Hence the persecution. '
One evening last week Deacon Taber observed Parson Downes going into the house where Mrs. Taber
lived, and it was then that the conspiracy to ruin the
pastor's peace was carried out. Deacon Taber went
to a hardware store and procured a dumb-bell
weighing twenty pounds. Summoning also two
other members of the church, he surreptitiously
gained acceBB to the house. He asserts that they
waited-probably on the cellar stairs-until the Rev.
Mr. Downes and Mrs. Taber went to an upper chamber and secured the door. A few minuttls later the
conspirators, after listening at the keyhole, swung
the big dumb-bell against the door and burst it in.
They then had the audacity to enter the room with a
light. What followed let a witness relate:
"Elder Downes and Mrs. Taber were both on the bed. Mrs.
Tabor had on a skirt and a sort of 'jacket, while Elder Downes
was minus his boots, vest, and coat. As we entered the
room Mrs. Taber screamed, while one of us turned up the
light. Deacon Taber threw himself upon Elder Downes, saying, 'I've got you this time, you scoundrel.' Deacon Taber
released his hold after a moment or two, and on the clergyman's arising from the bed he attempted to dissuade Deacon Taber from proceeding further. Deacon Taber accused
Elder Downes of seducing several of the ladies of his congregation, and Elder Downes retaliated by accusing Deacon Taber
of doing the same."

The witness adds that " he never did think much
oi ministers before, but he thinks a damned sight
less of them now."
Deacon Taber, the account continues, then placed
his twenty-pound dumb-bell on the floor and sat
upon it, warning the couple not to stir. They were
not even allowed to don their apparel, which had
been temperarily removed on account of the excessiv
warmth of the weather in Boston that day, but were
kept on the bed until the police arrived. This act
of persecution was crowned when the pastor was
taken away to jail, one ofthe chief pillars of the Bowdoin Square church remarking that he would see
Downes "gol-danged" before he would giv bail for
him.

It is uncertain what success Brother Cincoze would hav in
propagating Freethought among the colored people of the
Editorial Notes.
South; but if their superstition could be exorcised, and a deTHE Spiritualists are holding camp-meetings from Maine to sire to be honest, moral, and enlightened implanted in its
California. Probably the largest one is at Lake Pleasant, place, it is certain that the negro race would experience an
Mass., where an attendance of twelve thousand in one day has elevation toward which their political emancipation was only
been reported.
a step.
SEWA.ltD MITCHELL's latest publication is a journal entitled
"A WRITER in the New York TRUTH SEEKER, while advocatThe World's Bifo?·mer and the People's Friend. It advocates re- ing free trade with vigorous logic and historic research, drops
the
remark that there is no contraction of the currency now as
forms of various kinds, and is full of valuable articles and
poems selected with good judgment. Anyone forwarding five in the last crisis. It will not do to be too sure about no contraction. Money cornered is practically a contraction of the
or ten cents te Seward Mitchell, Newport, Me., would prob- supply. In some parts of the country there is a difficulty in
ably receive one or more copies of The World's R!ifO'rmer in raising money on good security. The mass of products are
return.
slaughtered in price. Does not this look 'like an u~official
contraction by private control over the bulk of money m a few
AFTER acquiring enormous sums of money in the manufact- hands? Supposing the a~ount of curren~y equal t~ that of
ure of whisky, and expending enormous sums repairing St. more prosperous periods, IS there not relativ contraction from
Thomas's Cathedral, Mr. Roe, of Dublin, Ireland, suddenly increase of population since then ?"-Galveston News.
finds himself at the point of absolute bankruptcy. RememberThe News must settle that question with our correspondent
ing the way he got his wealth, in conjunction with the way he "Holt." As for the rest of us, we can only look on in silent
spent it, will serve somewhat to lift the general sadness of admiration while the athletes of political economy wrestle with
Mr. Roe's collapse.
these mighty subjects.
·
AsTONISliiNG reports of the revival craze come from Madi&on
THE
latest
news
from
London
is
not
edifying. Patrician
county, Indiana. Vast crowds assemble and "pray, shout,
cry, laugh, sing, faint, and go into trances. The most obdu- libertins ruin young girls; Sir Charles Dilke seduces the wife
rate Infidel is converted in an instant, and becomes one of the of a friend· the Prince of Wales renews his relations with
most profound of professing Christians." So says the Indi- Mrs. Langtr~; Lord Coleridge is sued for breach of prom is by
anapolis News. Superstition appears to be epidemic. So is an American woman whom he met on a steamer; Chetwynd
cholera in Spain. It is a question which, on the whole, is the and Lonsdale pummel each other in the streets on account of
a married woman; the Hon. Mr. Pearce betrays a young girl
worse scourge.
and gets thrashed by the father, and the girl writes a letter to
MR. S. E. BROWN, of Chicago, sends us an account of an the press about it; General Booth of the Salvation Army steals
accident which overtook his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester a thirteen-year-old maiden; three hundred boys at Eton ColBrown, on the 14th inst. They were thrown from their car- lege hav been contaminated by contact with lewd women-all
riage- and sustained severe injuries which threaten the lives of these scandals are mixed in with the dispatches from Europe.
both. Mr. Sylvester Brown is a subscriber to THE TRUTH Yet London is full of churches and preachers. How would
SEEKER, and, besides the bond of common humanity, we feel it work if the latter were to drop religion out of their sermons
assured this will make the accident a cause of deep regret to for a while and discourse more especially upon morality?
all our readers.
MR. WILLIAM S:\IITH, of Geneva, N. Y., sends us the followA DOCTOR of divinity writes an article in a religious paper on ing statement, cut from the Geneva Courier, with an inquiry
"Dissuasivs from Prayer," which he says are "prosperity, as to whether it is true:
usual work, routine, duty, and pleasure of life." These may
"In the year 1800 there were in t~e United States 3,0~0
keep a man off his knees a part of the. time, but the greatest evangelical churches; in 1850, 43,073; m 1870, 70_,148; and m
"dissuasiv from prayer" we can think of is the fact that 1880, \17,090, a gain of ~7,000 !n ten yea:s, endmg m_l880.
prayers are never answered. If they were, why not giv up The number of commumcants m ev11ngehcal churches m the
"prosperity, usual work, routine, duty, and pleasure of life," United States in 1800 was 364,000; in 1850, 2,52\J,OOO; in 1870,
6,673,000, and in 1880, 10,065,000. Taki~g the whole ~ountry
and depend on prayer altogether? It is a great waste of effort through, there was in 1800 one evangelical COJ:?mun~cant to
to labor for that which can be had for the asking.
every 141 2 inhabitants; in 1850, one to ever~. 61-2; m 1870,
one to every 5 3-4, and in 1880, one to every 5.
LAST week THE TRUTH SEEKER reprinted some dispatches
We do not see any reason for doubting the general correctfrom Paris about an alleged masssacre of Christians in China,
The first dispatch reported ten thousand Christians massacred; ness of these figures, provided the compilers of the various
the second recommended vengeance on the perpetrators of the church statistics are honest. The source of our information·
outrage; and the third related that the num her killed had been as to the number of c.hurch communicants in the country is
grossly exaggerated. Not more than three hundred at most derived from statements published by the churches themselvs,
were killed: It will be remembered we prophesied the open- according to which we hav 17,000,000 or so of church. commuing of a subscription paper. Here we hav it. It seems that nicants, nearly half of whom are Roman Catholics, who
the ten thousand Christians who were killed are now hungry: constitute the growing branch of the upas-tree. Protestants
"PA.Rrs, Aug. 21st.-The bishop of Quinhon, in Annam, the may look with satisfaction upon this spread o_f Cbristia~ity,
scene of the recent massacres of Christians, implores lib- but they are blind not to see that the Catholic church Is RH
eral assistance. He reports that ten thousand Christian ref- deadly an enemy of Protestantism as it is of Freeth ought.
ugees are starving." The bishop of Quinhon is quite an enter- When the Romish Tiger gets a little bigger they may be able
to perceive that fact.
prising theologian.
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when the medical gentlemen made the post-mortem, they would be compelled to do their bidding and cheating, as fully
found, to their utter astonishment, that almost every particle as a psychological subject would be compelled to obey th&
of the cerebrum was missing. It had oozed out and (healed operator under whose influence and cqntrol he acted.
While everything done by Slade at the time referred to may
up, and dried away, so that his head was filled with a watery
hav been a complete fraud, the next person may, perhaps, get.
A LONG, LONG LETTER FROM MR. PERRY.
fluid partly, but no front brains.
WILKESBARRE, PA., August 18, 1885.
It is true that the cerebellum was not injured. In fact, had genuin spirit manifestations. The same medium may be in~
MR. EDITOR: Mr. J. Burgess, of Zanesville, 0., in THE TRUTH the motiv seat of organic llfe been injured, his animal"econ- fluenced to deceive at one time, and act perfectly honest, b&
BEEKER, Augusb 15, 1885, asks me a great many questions, and omy could not hav survived such a shock. Vivisection proves cause unconscious of what was done.
The more s~nsitiv the medium, the more liable to be mad&
I will reply to some of them, by way of explanation, if noth- also that very much brain material may be removed without
ing more.
causing death, and little or no other effects, provided the back the means of deception by deceiving spirits, who are enemies
He objects to my statement of his language used to illustrate brain remains intact. It is not true, therefore, that life or in- of spirit communion. Of this I am as certain as that phenom~
J. R. PERRY..
his idea of the source of all power. I did so because the ide a telligence is destroyed by a loss of brain. The brain is an or- ena occur.
of a " fountain-head " is theological. It implies an original gan used to supply the mind with sensations, is constantly
LUNENBURG, MAss., August" 18, 1895.
source, or first cause, and is opposed to the doctrin of the cor- wasting away and changing, while the mind remains intact,
MR. EDITOR: I wish to say, as a prelude to the article inrelation of forces. But now he makes a worse mistake by at- and is by every brain loss, when gradual, a gainer-as much
tempting to explain it. He now says he means "all nature," so as by every other change of the body. If no new brain closed, from "Toiler," in response to the inquiry of your corexcept spirits, which he does not believe hav an existence. He matter were added, the man would soon die, but while the respondent of Poughkeepsie, Mr. Barker, that there is no fact.
says, "All nature, I deem, constitutes the fountain-head-all brain, and in fact the whole body, is completely changed clearer demonstrable than the systematic action of the church
the living and the dead, as well as mineral and vegetable, about once in seven years, so that our bodies hav been abso- to crush every movement that did not bring multiplied grist
earth, rocks, seas, air, and everything combined (except spir- lutely changed several times during a lifetime, the mind is con- to their hopper.
My own experience and observation confirm every word
its)." Now, friend Burgess, if all nature, as you describe and stantly augmented and benefited. And this points to a differ"Toiler" utters on the subject. I hav before me the records
deem, constitut~s the" fountain-head," what becomes of your ent theory about life from the " death ends all" idea.
stream? There can be no fountain without a stream, so
I deny that matter, or any combination of elements, can of one Washingtonian society, organized in 1842, with a memhavi~g included everything in your definition of fountain- produce a human being witho12t, or independently of, a spirit, bership of 550 in a town of 1200 inhabitants.
The popularity of the mo.vement may be readily seen in th&.
head, you leave nothing for a stream except spirits, and in or germ, or in fact any form of animal. But it is very inconthose you hav no belief. Do you not see that you hav chosen sistent for Materialists to argue that matter is the only some- percentage of the members to the entire population. A rean old theological idea to describe your doctrin? A correlation thing, and has the peculiar habit of constantly, by its motions, formed drunkard, in accordance with the purpose of the enterprise, was elected president, and the people were strengthof forces admits of no fountain-head in such a sense ail you producing nothing.
hav stated it.
The question is, How is it possible for something to be la- ened in the hope that a new social and moral dispensation was
Then, again, you say that the elements " separate and pass boring so incessantly in producing nothing, as if the whole opening upon us-the land of New England rum and wooden
nutmegs.
into other forms and things, and become a part of the foun. object of nature were to produce shadows ?
On the evening of August 23, 1847, I read in the entry of
tain-head (nature) again." Well, if all nature is the fountainMr. Burgess and thousands of his class are quite reasonable
head, they•(the elements) never could hav been out of it. men and women wllen regarding the affairs of this life, but the clerk of the society this question for discussion:' "Is it exYou assert also that electricity is an element of matter. Do the moment you attempt to prove the existence of a spirit by pedient, under existing circumstances, to continue the existyou not know that· your talk is very unscientific when you similar means they at once lose their fairness, and demand ence of this society?"
The meeting adjourned two weeks from date to the dwellmake such a statement? Electricity is no element; it is not things that are outside of the question, and outside of all busimatter of any kind. To hav an element we must hav matter ness methods. I will illustrate this in this way: Mr. Burgess ing-house of one of the members, three miles from the center
in its simplest form. Gold is an element because it is a simple I hav never had the pleasure of meeting, but it is not unrea- of the town, the· society refusing to provide otherwise.
I hav said this temperance movement brought no additional
form or kind of matter, not made up of any combination of sonable for me to believe that he exists. I begin to know him
metals. Brass is not an element, because it is composed of from his thoughts. I am unacquainted with his handwriting, grist to the church hopper. The effort to make a scoop-net
copper, spelter, etc., but electricity is not either fluid or any but if I were to write him a letter, intrust it to the mails, and of this great and glorious enterprise among the fallen sons of
other form of matter. You ask, "Can wood be made out of should I in return receive one from him that was a reply to men failed-signally failed. Since then the church has aselectricity alone?" I say, No, sir, nor anything else, because mine, I should not be thought a fool to believe that such a sumed, ,in a feeble degree, to foster the temperance cause,
electricity is a force generated out of hundreds of other mate- man existed. In the same way I hav been dealing for many with what success the census table and statistic bureau may
rials, but most woods will not even act as a conductor of it. years with a firm in Boston whom I hav never seen. I hav giv the answer. The rum shops outnumber the churches by
We often hear speakers talking about electricity and magnet- sent them thousands of dollars for materials which always five to one, and will continue while we as a people patronize
ism as if they were a subtle fluid permeating nature, but it came to hand. Now, if I were called .upon' to prove that such Comstockism instead of physiologJ.Cal instruction as the base
is all an error, which electrical science has of late corrected, a party lived there, no court would accept my letters in evi- of all moral and social development. When the law of nature,
just as the science of astronomy has dispelled the idea of the dence that such had been written; the goods which I take into written on the constitution of every baby born into this world
rising of the morning sun. The sun does not rise; we revolve court and swear that I received in response to my request becomes understood, then, and not till then, do I look fo
toward it. There is no element like electricity, but it is a would not prove it; and, in fact, that is just the case with the new dispensation so ardently desired by all honest and
A. H. WooD.
force dAtermined by the rate of vibratory, molecular, and every business trust and the whole commercial world. ~Noth good men.
SHOOTING DUCKS.
atomic motion. If Mr. Burgess will hold one end of a rope ing but an absolute personal knowledge and acquaintance
MR. EDITOR: The object of the Washingtonian movement
twenty feet long and I hold the other end, I can shake his with the parties would be accepted, or the bringing of the
arm with a sensible power by shaking the rope, and yet not a man into court would establish his existence; so that the busi- was to rescu~ the drinking man from· his cups. The only
qualification
for membership required was the drinking of
particle of any manner of substance except pure will force ness methods of the world are set aside and ignored on a mere
strong drinks. I could not become a member, for I had joined
went from me to him. I simply exerted my mind upon the legal quibble. I accept the intelligence of my business letters the temperance folks in 1824, ana had kept the ple'dge, but I
muscles of my arm, so as to giv the rope a vigorous, wave-like as evidence of their coming from the parties. But when I re- d_id al~ I conld to push on the work. Perhap_s my Poughkeepmotion, and he feels every impulse as I giv it, except the slight ceive similar tests from spirits of which no person or medium sie frrend does not remember the domgs m that direction
losR which was spent against the air. I shake him about with- could know, my Materialist friends say it is no evidence of the over forty years ago. The church folks did all they could to
out sending a particle of matter into him. This is analogous life of a spirit. We are asked to bring the spirit into court, and wedge themselvs into their meetings, and where they could
not do it by consent, they forced,themselvs to the front by apto the atomic and molecnlar motions imparted to conducti:ng let Mr. Burgess feel and handle it. Such minds are so mate- pointing meetings at the same place and time, and assumed
wires from a battery. An electrical machine will generate, by rial, if I may be allowed to use the term without meaning any- the cont~ol of the meeting. This procedure, and others like it,
means of the friction of oiled silk upon a moving glass cylin· thing offensiv, that they cannot, and will not, accept an intel- finally vexed the Washingtonian leaders, and they gave up.
On being remonstrated with, a divinity tinker told me that
der, this vibratory motion, which must be drawn from the lectual test for fear that it is a fraud, while no such fear .would
friction thus made through conducting-rods into another jar, trouble them in any worldly affairs, and yet I will venture to "the best time to shoot ducks was when they were in a flock "
that is to say, when the Washingtonians gathered in goodiy
and the air within it, every particle of which is set into im in- say that a thousand times more fraud has been practiced in numbers, then was the time for them to operate, aod they did
visible, though exceedingly rapid, motion. It cannot escape such a worldly sense than by mediums.
it, as stated above. I could fill pages with such like doings
from the glass jar, as glass is a non-conductor. It was gen'
A man who will expect us to bring him a spirit and allow but the above is enough to satisfy an honest thinker.
Very truly,
A" TOILER.
erated by a non~conducting glass cylinder, and is held within him to touch and handle it is decidedly mistaken about the
the 'air of another glass non-conductor. The moment any evidence that would satisfy him. In fact, such persons are
conducting matter is held against ~he metal jar-stopper, it- mostly incapable of conviction, for as soon as a man is unable
THE PLANETARY SYSTEM.
the force within the jar-seeks an equilibrium, and in doing to believe an intellectual test, he has lost faith in himself, and
BROOKLYN, Aug. 15, 1885.
so produces the electrical shock. Yet not a particle of any he would as certainly deny the one as the other. He would
MR. EDITOR: It being clearly evident that Mr. "W. H. B."
form of matter will pass through the body in producing it. In hatch up a thousand foolish arguments to prove to .himself is not prepared to giv us more reliable information than we
my electro-magnetic machine, which I hav used for thirty odd that his senses had deceived him. LaRoy Sunderland arrived hav on the subject of planetary formation, we should endeavor
years, a copper vessel contains sulphate of copper in solu at that condition by his philosophy of ideology.
to evolve what light we can on the subject from positivly
tion, and it contains also a zinc hollow frame, upon which the
When a person starts out to investigate the subject of Spirit- known facts. As a preliminary movement in that direction I
copper fluid acts, and this chemical force, or chemical friction, ualism by denying the possibility of it on a material basis, he will offer the following facts and suggestions:
'
is conveyed to a vibrating lever, attached to a coil of insulated seldom can become a believer, simply because such persons
It being a scientific axiom that no effect in nature can be
wire, and the electro-magnet upoi!. which the vibrating lever are too. nervous. They are so fidgety, and are so fearful that produced except by conjunction of the positiv and negativ
moves. By this means the friction is not stored up, but is their pet ideas of materiality may become upset, ~hat their agents that produce it, and, also, that planetary and lunar
broken into an infinit number of small shocks, so as to form nerves are in a constant tension, so that, even when the most atmospheres, and that subtil fluid called solar rays, are the
a stream. This is not an electrica.l shock such as one would re- convincing tests are given them, they will conclude, after all, only known or ·reasonably supposable agents that produce
c€ive from a jar, but the force is broken into ten thousand there must hav been some fraud in the phenomena. I hav no solar light and heat by contact; and, also, that they cannot
fragments, and hence is called electro magnetism. But, after particular desire to engage in the medium business to convince possibly come in contact, anywhere within the planetary sysall, it is but a chemical force, acting with a greater numb& of such persons against their will, nor for money. If such evi- tem, except in planetary and lunar atmospheres; it should
vibrations than the atoms of our bodies, and so we feel the dif- dence as is produced by Mr. Walser, for Sister Elmina, at Lib- logically follow that solar light 'and heat cannot possibly
ferent rate, just as Mr. Burgess would feel the waves of an eral, will not satisfy her, or anybody else, that slate-writing is exist anywhere within the planetary system, than in the planagitated rope acted upon by some person.
a possibility independent of a medium's hand, I can assure etary.and lunar atmospheres that are lighted and heated.
All force of any form originates in mind. I will to shake Mr. Burgess and Elmina, and the whole class of Materialist
Then, for all known practical purposes, the center of our
Mr. Burgess by means of the rope or by means of a battery; philosophers, that they cannot be convinced at all, an'd the planetary system had as well be,. black as a coal-pit and cold
neither the rope nor the battery would do so unless used by a spirits will soon lose all interest in making efforts, and will as an iceberg; and likely enough it is, for nothing can be, in
·.mind. Hence mind is a force superior to and controling all let them severely alone, until such time as Mother Nature nature, unless there is an absolute necessity for its being.
forces conviction upon their eonsciousness after drawing them There can be neither an absolute nor a possible necessity for
matter, but is not matter.
Mr. Burgess wants to know, "Whence come two separate, throJigh the gates of death into the everlasting domain of her there being anytLing at the center of our planetary system,
distinct individualities-body and spirit?" They were inher- spiritual kingdom. The spirits can afford to wait until they than a dense mass of that subtil fluid called solar rays. I
ited from the same source. The spirit was transmitted by the are ready to approach the subject with candor, and a prayerful wish we could capture and analyze some of it with a view to
desire for light and truth.
same means which bestowed a body.
finding a more appropriate name. The subtiltyof this matter
As an offset against the indubitable evidence of slate-writing should make it intangible and invisible, however dense it may
Mr. Burgess says, "You hav only to remove the brain and
mind ceases-it is annihilated." This I deny. There are at Liberal, Elmina wants to send, for a three-cent stamp, a be. It being remote from any luminous body, it should be
many cases where portions of brains was removed and mind facsimile of slate-writing through Dr. Slade, published in the black as night and cold as ether can make it.
did not cease. I refer Mr. Burgess to the Annapolis soldier Sunday News, containing Mrs. E. A. Bennett's account of her
When we look toward our planetary center. in day-time, we
who was shot into the·" median line of the forehead, and from sittings with him. She wanted, as a Spiritualist, to flaunt her are looking at the focus of a highly illuminated atmosphere
which the brain oozed out day by day for a long time. At last alate-writing in the face of Mr. Truesdell, of Rochester, no that is about thirty miles in depth; of course, we should see a
it healed up, and the man lived and followed his regular occu- doubt thinking she would be able to banter him out of counte- luminous orb, of dazzling brightness, that imagination may
pation and daily habits. No one could detect anything wrong. nance, but if she had spirit friends who were aware of her de- place at any distance from the point of observation that fancy
He was a remarkable billiard-player, and could make the sires, Mr. Truesdell's spirit friends were on hand to do their may desire; though, to my view, it never appeared to be so
nicest calculations. Those who knew him before he received part. Spiritualists are often much puzzled to account for such far away as the depth of our illuminated atmosphere. But we
the bullet could detect no difference in any way. But at last things, but they forget that the spirit world is full of opposing should not trust to appearances, unless corroborated by facts.
,~...., sickened and died from exposure and other causes, and forces, and that a true medium, if brought under their control,
This illuminated atmosphere is known to be saturated with
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rlihe vapor of everything on the surface of this planet that is childish nonsense is refuted by every known law in nature; did in the flesh, and hav as much common sense as he had
J.BUsceptible of beilig dissolved and expanded to vapor by the for if Christianity, or the vicarious atonement theory, were a in the first life, could, in ten minutes, make me know that he
action of solar heat, and is sufficiently near to be analyzed fact in nature, it would find such an expression as to be re- lived again. There is scarcely anyone who would object to
with the aid of the spectroscope. But that such vapor can vealed to all mankind without the necessity of priests to life after death; If it is a fact, it ought to be demonstrated
'be .seen and analyzed at a distance of 95,000,000 miles from teach it.
like the operations of the telegraph and telephone.
the point of observation, with instruments that do not enable
A god, to command the respect and confidence of the people
J. N. BROWN.
us to determin with certainty what the surface of the moon is of this enlightened age, cannot be subject to the changing
composed of, is an inconsistency of greater magnitude than whims of human fancy, and experience and observation hav
HENDERSON, MICH., Aug. 12, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: We hav just closed a most successful Tent
my credulity can accept, after rejecting Jonah an:l his whale, taught me that those who pray in these latter days hav more
and other comparativly insignificant absurdities that we read faith in their own eloquence than they hav in God's ability to meeting of six days' duration. This being a hot-bed of orthohear or answer, otherwise they would not do so much them- doxy, stupidity, and ignorance, we undertook the task with
about.
some misgiving; but Liberals and friends came to our assist;M:orever, the fact ,that openings .frequently occur in this selva to insure answers to their own prayers,
vapor, through which it is distinctly seen that there is nothing
Liberals and Spiritualists, keep your children free from the ance, and we more than realized our expectations. Brother
but blackness beyond, is anything but conclusiv evidence that demoralizing and soul-narrowing influence of this greatest of Reynolds hail the happy faculty of getting on the good side of
the enemy, and then dealing their religion sledge-hammer
the center of our planetary system is illuminated.
all delusions, and teach them the gospel of common sense.
blows. They fairly winced, but still kept there till the
Then", every planet and satellite has its own sun, in its own
JoAN AvERY SoMMERS.
close, wishing for more. We met with all kinds of opposition
illuminated atmosphere. The sun Reither- revolves around the
-'-got them stirred up, and then let them do the advertising.
planet, nor the planet around the sun. The planet simply
PEo.A., UT..ur, Aug. 11, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In loo~ng over the columns of your paper, I The little 'txt! Methodist preacher roared, ranted, lied, reviled,
turns over to be warmed on the other side.
The growth of planets by meteoric accretion is evidently see many letters from friends all over the states, but very few and slandelled till I know he must hav a sore mouth l?y this
from my part of this priest-ridden Utah. There is only one time. The more he raved, the greater the Tent fame and betbut an imaginary growth.
It being evident that the center of our planetary system is besides myself in Peoa honest enough to class himself with ter the attendance. He even threatened mob violence; but if
not illuminated, it should logically follow that the centers of the Freethinkers. I liv amongst those who claim to be God's they had come they would hav found your humble servant
other planetary systems are not, and those "fixed stars" in the chosen people, who pray night and morning for God to pro- there, for we never left the Tent alone.
Now, brother Liberals, if possible get the Tent at your place;
distant firmament are more likely to be within our own plan- tect them from harm, and who are deluded enough to say he
does. But when the United States marshal is within twenty giv your time, talent, and money, and it is an assured success.
etary system than at the centers _of others.
It being demonstrated that comparativ density is the only miles of them, you can't find a polygamist anywhere. They go If you cannot get this Tent, get out another one-hav one for
known cause of the centripetal action of matter, called gravi- up in the mountains, where God will protect them. I don't every state. Now, I hav a plan which I believe would work,
tation, and that planets should present the side to the center really know how many "polygs "there are in Peoa, but when viz. : Giv five dollars yourself, and call on ninety-nine more in
,of gravity in which density predominates, it should logically the marshals are anywhere around about, one-half of the men your state to go and do likewiRe, and in a few weeks, at most,
follow that a body of dense matter. at the center of a planet can't be found at their homes. I am not a subscriber as yet, you can hav it at work. I will head the list with a V. for one
:should intercept solar heat, and confine its action to the side but think if I don't get killed for what the saints call me (a to work el:clusivly in this state. Who next? We found
Brothers Reynolds and Tilney gentlemanly, courteous, and
HEN WRIGHT.
,of the planet next to the center of the planetary system, and damned Infidel), I will soon be on the list.
obliging, and our only regrets were when the time came for
giv a preponderance of density to the opposit side, and make
parting. But they can rest assured they hav friends here by
MoRRISON, IowA, August 8, 1885.
the rotation of the planet a physical necessity. But a body of
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for $4.3!. Pass one dollar the score. You will hear from me again soon.
jplanetary atmosphere, ill which there is no dense matter to
WM. KOHLMEYER.
intercept solar rays, will be acted upon uniformly, producing to credit on Tent Fund, and apply rest as directed, I like
THE TRUTH SEEKER very much, and will try and get up a club
.an equilibrium and a "fixed star."
ATLANTA, GA., Aug. 14, 1885.
It being a fundamental principle, and scientific axiom, that for it. I hav loaned and given away all the books and tracts
MR. EDITOR: It is with sorrow that I write you of the death
:all matter becomes more attenuated as we recede from the ordered before, and hope to get up an interest in Liberalism
.cent,er toward which it gravitates, we should expect that, far here. There are many Freethinkers in this county, but no of my father, Dr. J. S. Lyon, which occun-ed at this place
·:beyond the most distant revolving planet, ether should be- organization or society for interchange onhought. Still, there July 27th, after several months of failing health.
The immediate cause was hemorrhage, produced by cancer of
.come so attenuated that it cannot support the weight of plan- is a perceptible change for the better for the last few years.
etary bodies that hav solid matter at their centers to intercept Superstition and priestcraft are losing their grip, and the good he stomach, from which he suffered intensely. Scarcely a
the action of solar fluid, wherefore those "fixed stars." Far time is coming when their baneful influence will be felt no day, in the past two years, has he been free from pain. He
·beyond them, ether should become so attenuated that it can more. What we need is more education and more Freethought bore his sufferings bravely, never giving up until relieved by
the hand that spares no one. You hav, probably, be come
not support the weight of any planetary matter, except globes literature. I will contribute my mite in this direction.
familiar with his writings, as he was a subscriber to your
Yours, etc.,
C. D. CURTIS.
of the most attenuated, invisible, planetary atmosphere.
paper since the first number, and often contributed to its colTherefore, instead of having discovered the centers of other
umns.
THE FUTURE HISTORIAN.
planetary systems, with no planets revolving around them, it
No man of any belief was m01·e sincere and honest in it, or
WHEELING, W. VA., Aug. 14, 285.
is more than doubtful if we hav discovered the extent of our
MR. EDITOR: I thought while reading the two celebrated left this life with a clearer conscience of having done all the
own. It is, evidently, not such an insignificant affair as we
hav imagined it to be. It is more than doubtful if the most historians, Draper and Gibbon, that I could detect uumist.a.k- good to his fellow -man that he could. Almost his entire life
distant revolving planet is l}alf so far from the center of our able evic!ence that both of these writers (especially Draper) was devoted· to rest01ing the sick and suffering to health. He
believed in the advent of Christianity as a foretold conclusion only ceased when his own health failed and he was obliged,
own planetary system as from its circumference.
Those spherules that are seen between the. orbits of the and the coming of Christ as a divine necessity' but that' in 1882, to come to the sunny South to recuperate, but, alas,
too late to bring him back to health. His death was like his
planets should be of considerable magnitude, or they would through the machination of priestcraft, the doctrins of early
lile, calm and peaceful. He seemed like one asleep. His
not be seen; and if composed of planetary matter, they should Christianity had been perverted to ulterior or baser purposes.
remains now rest in West View Cemetery, near this city. His
be subject to the law of gravitation when they enter a planet's Although Draper's profound learning and masterly researches
many friends, I know, will regret to learn of his death-not
hav
immortalized
his
name
among
a
great·
many
Freethinking
atmosphere, and move in a strai~t line toward the center
death, but a change to a higher, better life. This cannot,
until assimilated, instead of flying about like feathers and scholars, still, there is a void left which call.not altogether satmust not, be all there is to life. His place cannot be filled.
snowflakes in a brisk wind. Therefore, those I uminous sparks isfy the craving of those who hav cast anchor on the shores of
D. L. LYON.
absolute
Freetholight,
and
to
the
future
historian
we
will
still
that periodically fly about in our atmosphere, like :fire-flies in
the country on a summer eve, are more likely to be sparks of look for that man or woman who, undaunted by popular
SNOWVILLE, VA.
phosphorescent or electric vapor, generated in our atmos- opinion, will dare to clear the rubbish from the pages of hisMR. EDITOR: In reading the last TRUTH SEEKER I noticed in
tory,
even
if
that
be
the
total
denial
of
the
truthfulness
of
a
phere, than spherules that hav entered it from outside;
a letter from Mr. Tilney that pictures of Paine, Ingersoll, and
wherefore, the periodical display of it, like borealise. Any- crucified savior or the apple of the Eden story. To a nine- Bennett hang on the walls of the Tent.
how, such jack-o'-the-lantern vapor can add but little substance teenth-century Infidel, such traeh as is dished out to him from
Are there no noble women worthy to hang by the side of
the lids 6f both the Old and New Testaments. is a disgrace to
to the growth of planets.
these men? Where are Mrs. Rose, Mrs. Martineau, Lucretia
our
modern
historian
and
an
insult
to
the
intelligence
of
the
Revolving satellites, whose motion is caused by a force that
Mott, Susie Wixon, Ella Gibson, Susan B. Anthony, and a
is generated and operated within themselvs, the same as in modern skeptical reader. Surely some modern Freethinker host of other good women who hav done good work? Will
could be found among th,e grand army of rostrum orators and
planets, should necessarily revolve in a plane nearly perpenLiberals never cease following in the footsteps of the church
dicular to the planet's ecliptic, for the simple reason ·that they page-writers who could scatter to the winds theological creeds and ignoring woman and her labors? Every time I see a list
and thus purge history of its shams. Why should not such a
cannot possibly revolve in any other. The fact of their reof male names standing all alone I think of the great wrong it
volving in such a plane is p1·ima facie evidence that they are scholar as "Antichri.at," or such an ·adept historian as James is to their mothers, sisters, and wives; to all the grand and
Parton, come to the front and write his name on the scroll
in no way influenced by the planet in whose atmosphere they
of fame? Such a history as those men would write would in good of womankind; to the mothers of all who liv.
revolve.
J. A. TUTTLE.
a few years challenge comparison with any and all of our
" The wife, and she is not one jot less than the h11Bband;
The daughter, and she is just as good as the son;
modern writers. For as long as the historian leans toward a
RocHESTER, N. Y., Aug. 13, 1885.
The mother, and she is every bit as much as the father."
or
is
ev~n
non-committal,
he
cannot
satisfy
special
revelation,
MR. EDITOR: Our homes are the cradles of society; in them
ELMINA..
are rocked the principles of future gene:rations. The young, the wants of the average intelligent reader. It is infinitly absurd
for
a
historian
in
this
day
and
age
to
try
and
smooth
over
as they go forth in the world, are imbued with the principles
BEAVER FALLS, PA., Aug. 3, 1885.
that hav been instilled into their minds in early childhood, and the rough places of theological blockheads, and I assert right
MR. EDITOR: One of General Grant's just propositions that
here that the future historian is morally bound to treat the
are the prototypes of their parents.
was reje~ted by the churches-in one of his meSRages he
Christianity has dominated the civilized world for eighteen tenets of religion with the same scrutiny as the chemist when proposed the taxation of the $700,000,000 worth of church
he
is
separating
the
gross
from
the
fine.
hundred years, and the demomlized condition of society in all
property. The noble gPneral could not understand the jusHoping that these few thoughts may stir up the Liberal talour great cities cannot be traced to any other cause than ·the
tice of taxing the home of the widow, who was deprived the
fhlse and pernicious doctrin,. that is taught in the ohurches, ent of the country and that we may be favored in the near right to vote, and exempting the church property of millionaires.
future
by
a
historian
surpassing
even
the
genius
of
Draper,
I
viz.: that mankind can violate all natural and moral law, and
This grand proposition of the general should be heralded
subscribe myself the eternal foe of special revelation, the bulescape the punishment.
throughout the country, and the church made ashamed ot
wark of Superstition.
OCTAVIUS J. BROSIUS.
"'Tis education forms the common mind;
the injustice of its opposition to so righteous a reform.
As the twig is bert; so the tree's inclined.
Truly yours,
J. E. EMERSON,
The priest continues what the nurse began,
BRONSTON, KY., Aug. 11, 1885..
And thus the child is father of the man."
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug. 8th, in a letter
ALEXANDRIA, CAN., July 20, 1885.
Or, in other words, we build prisons and fill them with re- of Dr. Juliet H. Sevefance to Lucy Colman, occurs the folMR. EDITOR: Papers received; thanks. I inclose $2. I will
lowing: "I am also a Spiritualist in the sense that I believe in
cruits from the churches.
Every Liberal and Spiritualist should repudiate the word the continuity of individual human life. 'fhis belief is based try to attend the Convention at Albany, where I hop& to hav
"religion," for it has been the shield of every crime, the cloak upon as substantial evidence as my beliAf in human existence the pleasure of meeting a large number of Liberals. I am not
of every vice, and the breastwork of every outrage that has in this earthly life of which you, as well as I, are cognizant. sure of being able to get away, but will try hard, as I anticibeen perpetrated on humanity since man has been able to If I know of the one fact, 1 do of the other, and by the same pate a grand time there and at Schenectady, where I shall
visit my son, who livs at the latter place. He will probably
record his acts; and nature, reason, and common sense hav means-my senses."
Now, I believe that it is a fact beyond controversy that when go to the Convention, also, if he can get away. He is, like myset upon it the seal of their displeasure, and the fiat has gone
persons know anything, they do not believe it, and when self, a railroad man.
forth, "Make room for higher and better things."
Hoping to see you in September, I remain, truly yours,
Its vital principles are too far removed from the ardor of they believe it, they do not know it. Dr. Severance unCHAS. LAPERCHE,
doubtedly
knows
that
she
exists
in
the
earthly
life.
Does
she
Nature's laws to be of any practical benefit to humanity. It
separates us from the universal and ever-present law of cause know as well that we exist after death? If she does know it,
WHEATLAND, lA , July 28, 181:!5.
and effect, and sets us warring against nature and ourselvs, and it is so. Dr. Severance says, "I believe in the continuity of
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find two dollars; please place it to my
hangs the destiny of the whole human race on the slender individual human life." That settles it. She knows one and
thread of "belief" without evidence; but a God that would believes'the other. I am anxious to be convinced of the con- credit on THE TRUTH SEEKER. Poverty is my excuse. I
make such a blunder is equaled only in stupidity by the stupid tinuity of human life, if it is a fact. My father, who has been thought once I would stop the paper, but changed my mind.
J. LEVY.
ministers and priests who still preach the stupid dogma. Such dead several years, if he could materialize and look just as he I cannot afford to part with an old friend.

.
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ity ?" is to imply that the speaker submits him- ' !1ext two, the name of a river, and with those
BOOKS FOR: OBlLDREN!
self to the priest spoken to, to the same degree m the names of the last two, the name of a
that the title claims for its possessor predomi- country.
TWO LITTLJJ RED MITTENS;
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, lie.Zl River, nance over the lives of others. There is some2,-VERBA.RIUM.
A BTOBY OF THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
Mass., to whom aU Communications for this thing of this claim of superior excellence by
Gomer should be sent.
divine appointment in the title, "Rev.," and
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
to that extent it is offensiv to Freethinkers.
" Between the dark and the dayUgh t,
Price 10 cents.
For sale at this omce,
I hav written this to the young Freethinkers,
When the night begins to lower,
because I wished to hav them avoid the exeComes a. pause In the day's occupations
crable language of a little boy whom I heard
"APPLES OF
That is known as the Ohlldren's Hour."
call out to a gentleman on the street: "Say,
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss BUBA.N
H. wrx;o . Second edltlon. Price, $1.25. This ·very
boss, won't ye hav some of thElm eer apples?"
excellen work for young masters and misses, has,
Rain in July.
LmEBTA.
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued a.t a reduced price of $1.25, free of
Here comes the rain !It last,
postage. This new edltlon has a photograph of the
Riddledom.
In somethlng more than a shower,
uthor Which adds very much to the value of the
Riddles are as old as the hills. Hundreds of
M111!ons or welcome drops
olume,
For "herb, tree, fruit, and tlower."
years ago, children and grown people amuRed
Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
themselvs by guessing enigmas and puzzled
The farmer longed for this,
Price 20 cents.
As he looked on his fields with pain;
their brains over riddles and charades just the
The churches prayed for this,
same as in our own time. Away bMk in the
But clouds, not prayers, bring rain.
distant ages, as far as .there is any history, we
THE YOUTH'S LIBERA.~ GUIDE.
Geraniums blazed In the sun,
read of riddles, both hard and easy ones to
By Prof. H. M. OTTINGER,· A.M. Price, $1.00.
They may forget about rain,
This volume alms' the education of youth In the
guess. Poets, philosophers, and sages had
principles of Fr<~ethought, at the same time that tt
But the berries, poor little things,
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
interest in brain·racking puzzles.
Thought, When shall we drink again,.?
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
You hav read of the Sphinx, of course, many
Addl'ess
THE TRUTH SEEKER·
"Did you hear It pour In the night?"
times. It is said that once upon a time this
Said my little boys to me.
The name of the central object represented
" How fresh our gardens wlll look,
J.Uatrimonial.
old Sphinx propounded a riddle that all the contai_ns the letters necessary to forming the
And how grateful the grass w1ll be I"
A respectable and Industrious gentleman, living
wise men of Greece could not guess. There is names of all the rest.
In New Jersey, wishes to correspond with the same
There Isn't a butterfly out,
nothing very alarming about the riddle, either.
kind or a lady, age from twenty years up, with de3. .,.-ANAGllAM.
Nor a bee with his busy ways;
lded ma.trlmonlal views. No objection to rRllglous
Most anybody in our time, we think, might
They all hav to stay at. home,
vtews.
Address,
G. YOUMANIDES.
solve it. The riddle has been handed dowR to
4t32
We•t Hqbokeu, N.J.
Like us, upon rainy days.
us in various forms. The most original, perBut we hope It wlll pour and pour
haps, is this:
T111 the earth has had her fill,
"What is it that goes on four feet in the
Then let the summer sun
-INmorning, on two feet at noon, and on three
Shine down again, If It wlll.
J.D.
feet in the evening?"
It does not seem that it would require a very
"Say, Boss."
astute brain to see that the answer must be
By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, of the Fox family.
I hav read with pleasure the articles in the Man, who creeps in babyhood on hands and
Children's Corner on the subject of correct- knees, in manhood walks erect on two feet,
This book purports to be a. truthf11l account of
ness in speech. In our intercourse with others and in old age requires a staff to aid his totterthe phenomena occurring at Hydesville in tl1e
the greatest medium is language, and the more ing footsteps.
house of Mr. Fox, and since to various members
.
of the Underhill family, especially the author,
perfect our use of it the more satisfactorily
But in that other time the people thought it
who has had a good offset to" Bottom Facts,"
and comprehehsivly will such intellectual in- an "awful '"hard nut to crack. CEdipus after
being essentially controversial, and will be used
tercourse be carried on.
awhile gave the correct solution, and the mysfor offense and defense by believers in Spiritual
By using ungrammatically constructed sen- terious old Sphinx, it is said, was so mortified
manifestations. Mrs. Underhill contends that
tences, or slovenly pronunciation, we draw because of it that she committed suicide !
the exhibitions of an occult power, as nal'l'ated in
Arrange
the
middle
letters
in
the
names
of
upon ourselvs the contempt of those who enIt is said, also, that Homer, the celebrated the seven principal objects seen in this picture, her book, demonstrate beyond doubt the reahty
of the survival of man's spirit; that death is but
deavor to be correct in such matters, and we
poet, died of mortification on account of his so as to form the name of a'country.
birth into auother stage o£ progressed and proalso lose the respect of those who are no more
failure to guess a riddle. Although this is regressiv life; and proves what has hitherto been
careful in speech than ourselvs. I hope Miss
lated by a no less distinguished historian than AN!!WEBS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN S COBNER, but a dogina of an unproved and unprov!tble
AUGUST 15, 1885.
Wixon will, from time to time, giv you further
Plutarch, yet he may hav been mistaken as to
1.-Robin Hood. 2.-Dog-wood, earnest, faith, tl1e immortality of the soul. PRICE, $2.00
guidance in this .direction.
the actual cause of his death.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
accede
(ax-seed), fox-glove, penn-ant, can·cel,
In the little space I shall occupy I hope to
Josephus in his history tells that Hiram, corn-net, pen-seive. 3.-Bopeep.
impress upon the minds of our little Freeking of Tyre, had a contest once with the great
thinkers another matter of great importance,
king Solomon on the riddle question, in
Correspondence.
and closely allied to these matters of correctwhich Solomon was victor and woa a large sum
CYNTHIANA, KY., Aug. 16, 1885.
ness in speech. It is quite common on stepDEAR Mrss WIXoN: Pa takes THE TBUTH
of money from Hiram, and after this he proping into a store or market, to be addressed in
nounced himself the champion puzzler of the SEEKER, and I am interested in the Children's A· New Edition, with Sixty-seven Enthis style: "Good morning, Boss!" "What'll
g'¥1Jing8, Preface, and Notes.
world, but later in a contest with one of Hi- Corner. I liv in the country, and attend the
district school, which commenced the 1st of
you hav, Cap?" "Fine day, Squire" (proram's retainers he failed to solve the riddle August. I hav a schoolmate, an Irish girl,
nounced "square" and meaning esquire). To
CONTENTS:
propounded and lost all the money he had who was confessed by the Catholic church last
call anybody and everybody cap, major, esThe White Bull: A Satfrical Romance.
won from Hiram. So it may be seen that fall. She wears two badges, and two medals
quire, general, boss, etc., is simply imperZadig; or, Fate.
riddle-making and riddle-guessing is not by concealed under her dress near the neck. One
The Sage and the Atheist.
tinence. Of course many who do these things
any means of modern origin, but perhaps there of the badges has the picture of Jesus on it;
The
Princess of Babylon.
the other has .some stars. The medals reprethink they are doing the correct thing. It is
hav never been brighter intellects engaged sent Christ nailed to the cross, and the picture
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
time they learned better.
upon that subject than in the prese~t time.
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
of Holy Virgin. The badges and medals are
The abbreviation, "Esq.," may very propMicromegas.
attached to a piece of wine.colored tape, and
erly follow a name in the address of a letter,
The World as it Goes.
to cap the climax •of superstition, there is a
A. Laughing Plant.
or in the publication of names, but it is not
The Black and the White.
cord running through the tape that is said to
This is not a flower that laughs, but one that hav been washed in the blood of Jesus. I
used in spoken language, except in some localMemnorn the Philosopher.
creates
laughter,
if
the
printed
stories
of
travlearned
from
the
girl
that
these
emblems
of
Andres Des Touches at Siam.
ities where Esquire is used as the official title
The Study of Nature.
of a justice of the peace, and may follow him elers are to be believed. It grows in Arabia, ignorance were worn for the triple object to
keep
away
diseases,
to
prevent
sudden
death,
A Conversation With a Chinese.
in private life. In the state of New York a and is called the laughing plant because its and for good luck ! Hoping you are in good
Plato's Dre3m.
seeds
produce
effects
like
those
produced
by
justice of the peace is, in accordance with its
health, I remain your little friend,
A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
Code of Procedure, entitled judge, and should laughing gas. The flowers are a bright yellow,
ALLIE BEA.MEll.
An Adventure in India.
and the seed-pods are soft and woolly, while
be so addressed.
the
seeds
resemble
small
black
beans,
and
only
that a story should be founded on
I
choose
PARIS, GA., August 8, 1885.
I prEjume the term "boss " is properly apDEAR Miss WixoN: A short while ago the probability, and not always resemble a dream.
plied to one who has charge of a gang of un- two or three grow in a pod. The nativs dry
skilled laborers, as shovelers on a railroad, and pulverize them, and the powder, if taken Southern p>tpers went into a perfect scene of I desire to find nothing: in it tl'ivial or extravaa,dmiration over some prosy palindromes gant; and I desire above all, that under the apthe director of skilled labor being called the in small doses, makes the soberest person be- clipped from the London Trnth. So I con- pearance of fable there may appear some latent
foreman. A minister of the gospel would very have like a circus clown or a· madman, for he cluded to try my band at palindromic verse, truth, obvious to the discerning eye, though it
properly resent being addressed as " boss." will dance, sing, or laugh most boisterously, which resulted m the following doggerel:
escape the observation of the vulgar.- Voltaire
It would be very impolite for any little Free- and cut the most fantastic capo.rs, and be in an
BRIGHT BIDE.
Bright and happy a!ld gay is life,
thinker to call out to the Rev. D. L. Moody, uproariously ridiculous condition for about an
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
Light children and smiling wife.
hour. When the excitement ceases, the ex67 ·engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
"Hello, boss!"
Plenty money, credit, and grub,
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
It is also impolite to refuse to call people by hausted exhibitor falls asleep; and when he
We are healthy, do not rutl.
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
their titles unless, of course, the speaker has awakes he has not the slightest remembrance
DARK SIDE.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
some intellectual or moral conviction that is in of his frisky doings.- Vick's Floral Magazine.
Life is dark and gloomy and sad,
opposition to the use of the title.
Wife scolding and children bad
The Friends, or Quakers, are opposed to the
Grub, no credit, no money, no
Our Puzzle Box.
Rub here come death 0 me ! 0
use of titles at all. Even the commonplace
1.-TBANSPOSITIONS.
"Mr." is offensiv to them. It does seem, howI am the only outspoken Freethinker in this
ever, to us somewhat out place for a lad or lass
section. The p>tpers here refuse to publish my
articles. I dedicated a poem to Uolonel Inof ten or twelve to say in addressing an old,
gersoll in the spring, entitled "Freethinkers'
gray-haired gentleman or lady, "Good mornHeaven; or, The Future Government of Amering, Adrommelech," or" Glad to see you, Ange·
ica." Is it true that a palindromic verse· is a
!ina," instead of Mr. or Mrs. Brown.
rare thing? How many did you ever see ?
The peace reformers shudder at the titles,
With great respect, I am yours to command,
R. .MoNTMORENCI TENCH, M. D.
"Captain," "Major," and other appendages of
[We hav never seen a great deal of palinthe form militant, and perhaps some of them
dromic verse. We think this is the first that
avoid using military titles, even in addressing
our Corner has been favored with. We thank
military men. So, too, some of our Free·
our new friend for his contribution, and
thinkers object to the titles, "Rev.," "Bishop,"
would be pleased to hear from him again .. ''Deacon,"" Holy Father,"" Sister of Charity,"
En. C. C.]
etc. Some of these objections seem childish;
others are necessary as an assertion of dignity.
To address a letter, "Rev. --," "Bishop
"ANTICH R lST
--," etc., would not imply anything more
Provtng conclus!viY that
A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.
THB STORY OF JESUI!I CRRII!IT
than the designation of a trade or calling.
With the letters in the names of the first
ate birth. l!fe. trta.l, execnt!on, etc.-la a m:vth
By Robert c. A dams.
But in conversation, to say: "Most Holy two objects, taken together, form the name of
TRUTH Slt:ll:KEB Otllce.
Father, what is your opinion of the holy trin- a city. With the letters in the names of the Price, $2.
For Sale at this Office.
33 Clinton Place, New York. · Paper, 25 cents.

COLD."

The .Missing Link

MODERN 'SPIRITUALISM

VOLTAIRE' 8 ROMANCES

EVOLUTION:
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ASHOR f LESSON IN. HiSTORY.
A double-page picture contrasting science! and
theology, showing bow the one bas labored for
hnm'>n advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it. The Gennan-Am.e,.ican thus
describes it in detail:
Tt.e palmy days of the church witness the burnIng at the stake of Bruno, the pope and priest• witnessing the burning of the heretic with expressions
of joy. Gallleo Is represented sitting in his study,
the pope holding the sword of Inquisition· over his
head, and· to save his llfe being forced to recant his
philosophy. Marttn Luther Is represented tacking
up hls "Right of Private Judgment." Behind him
stands the pope with the bull of excommunication
drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
ax or lnfalllb!llty. In their study are Mopse and
Stephenson applying their Inventions to practical,
tests, and in th" rear of them the Preebyterlan pulpits are filled by two of the broadcloth gentlemen
denouncing the tnventlom as" Thwarting the will
of God," and branding these men and their Inventions as "Heralds of Antichrist." Ingersoll st ..nds
on a platform apparently delivering his lecture
" Which Way?" which he holds in his hand. Talmage approaches the phtform at the colonel's back,
pull1ng after hlln, by the arm, the chief of pollee,
whn holds In his hand the warrant of arrest for blasphemy. .The colonel seems to take no notice of the
spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers of salvation. the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,
tambourines, and streamers, {and screamers, too),
also a rae simile of our <'razy armv. A group of !Ikeneeses of the teachers of science,Haeckel,Hu mboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, is also shown. The
llkeneBBes throughout are remarkably correct. As a
pictOrial history the caricatures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents ; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought
would distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
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ALBAN·Y CONVENTION.

WORK~,

PUBLISHED A.T THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the
contradictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revi8ed edition. 25 cents.

COURSE TICRET-PRICE $1.00,
To the {)onventlon oC tbe New Yol'k State Freetllinkers' A.!i!iOCia·
tton,
be held In

to

LELAND'S OPERA HOUSE, ALBANY, NEW YORK,
Sept. lith, 12th, and 13th,
ADMITTING TO ALL LECTURES EXCEPT COLONEL INGERSOLL'S•.
AMONG THE SPEAKERS ARE: ChJtrles Watts, Elizabeth C~dy Stanton, T. B. Wakeman, 1\lrs, lllattle
Krekel, James Parton, Oourrlandt Palmer. Helen Gardener. Addre'3Ses will also be I"IVf'll by Ellzur
Wright, Horace Seaver, G. N. Hill, Joseph McDonough, 1\lrs. Illohan, C. B. Reynolds, B. P. Putnam, and
hers.

Revelations of Antichrist. An exhaustiv work p1·oving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Chdst eXisted in the
reign of 'Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and· hanged
a bout a century before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian era. 446 pages and full index. Price, $2.

The Anonymous Hypothesis of Creation. A Brief Review of the socalled Mosaic Account. By JAMES F.
FuRNISS. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Brain and the Bible. By EDGAR

Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
. Will speak SUNDAY EVENING, ~EPT.'13th, and the proceeds of the lecture he will
contnbute to the aid of Liberal work.

C. BEALL. With a freface by RoBERT G.
INGERSOLL, who says of it· "This book,
wlitten by a brave and honest man, is
fillild with brave and honest thoughts.
The argnments it presents cannot be answered by all the theologians in the
world." Price reduced to $1.

The Cree<l .of Christendom.'
Everyone Interested In the succeBB of Freethought should purchase at least one ticket, whether
attending the Convention or not, and thus aid the cause. The expenses of the C9nventlon will be great,
whlle all above expenses w111 be used for carrying f<Jrward the practical work of petitioning the legislature to tax churches and abolish chaplalncles and Sabbath laws.
'
Tickets for sale by SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
or,
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 33 Clinton Place, N. Y.

THE lliODERN BALAA,M.

Its

foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By IV. RATHBONE GREG. One
of the clearest and ablest works ever
written. $1.50.

The Essence of Religion. From the
German of L. FEUERBACll. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to 50 cents.

The Godly Women of the Bible. A

Showing the Balaam of modern time8 to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York

History of all the-women who figure in the
Bible. Sharp and telling iu style. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

THIRD EDITION.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

BIBLE MYTHS,

written Radical
DoNNELL, author
Creeds, Day of
Paper, 80 cents;

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

romance. By WM. Mcof Exeter Hall, Family
Rest, etc.
500 pttges.
cloth, $1.25,

The Holy Bible Abridged. Contain-

A

ing the choice passages and lovely morceaus prurticularly pleasing to CoMsTocK.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

tlomparlsoll of the Old and New Testament lllyths and l!liracles with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AJ\"D MEANING.

The Jamieson-Ditzler Deha.te.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Chlisthtnity, and Li.beralism. Between
W. F. JAMIEsoN and Rev. JAcoB DITZLER,
D.D. Paner, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Legends of the Patriar ells. By
~- B~IN~-GoULD .. $1.50.. 'l'he Congrega-

tionalist,

Ill spealung of It, snys: "'l'here
are few Bible readers who hav ··1ot at somo
time wieyhed for just such a volume. It is
a thoroughly interesting book, and will
be seized with avidity by all students o£
the Bible.

The Martyrdom of l\lan. Embracingthe four divisions of War, Religion Liberty, and Intellect. A work of mre ~writ,
and written in a superior style. By WIN•
wooD READE. New edition. 544 pages.
Price red need from $3 to $1. 75.

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History of Christianity
AND

A VINDICATION
of some passages in the " History of the Decline and
·
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,

including critical- notes by Guizot, Milman, \Venck..
an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
x val. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. 'With 65 engravings. '$2 oo

~·

This book shows when, where, and how Christianity

()riginated, who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and condition of the

"'primitive Christians.
"I know of no book that contains more real and val-

uable information upon the origin of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
"One of the most learned and interesting books ever

written and published."-Boston Investtgator.

I"OR SAl-E AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS._!_
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER-

The Old Faith and the New. A Confession. By DAviD :FmEDEIUCH SrnAuss,
author of the "New Life of Jesus" etc.
Authorized translation from the' sixth
German edition. .By MA1'HILDE BLIND.
Two volumes in one. 'l'he translation
revised and partly rewritten, and preceded by an American version of the uuthors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss
is too well known by the readers of America to require a single word to be said in
his praise. Pdce, $1.50.

[Pre-Christimt Crosses, from Ancient Monuments.]

From the dawn of organized Paganism in the Eastern
world, to the final establishment of Christianity in the West,
the cross was one of the commonest and most sacred of symbolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol are
delineated more or less artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization at the period, on the ruined walls of
temples and palaces, on natural rocks and sepulchral galleries, on the hoariest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
the several varieties of the cross still in vogue, as national
and ecclesiastical emblems, there is not one amongst them
.the existence of which may not be traced to the remotest
antiquity. BIBLE MYTHS shows this.

rhe Outcast. A deep, finely-written
Radical story. From the London edition.
By \VrNwooD READE, author of "Martyr.
dom of Man." 30 cents.

The Pro and Con of Supernatural
Religion. Both sides fairly and

l Vol: Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50.

smy GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.

ably presented.
By E. E. GUILD exUniversalist clergyman. Paper, 30 c~nts;
cloth, 50 cents.

Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.

The Radical Pulpit. Comprising dis-

Bible. of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history, morals, religion, and
general events. Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
of their doctrines. Price, $2.

The Wonder of the Bmeteenth Century J
Do you wear Glasses.
and wish to do without them?

ACTINA CURES DISEASES OF THE
AFTER OCULISTS FAIL.

Biography of' Satan; or, a Historical

Are you suffering from that most common of
all diseases,

Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do·
mains. Price, 35 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

CATARRHP
Are you troubled with

Containing new and startling revelations
in religious history, which disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrins, principles, precepts, and miracles of the Christian New Testament, and furnishing a
key for unlocking- many of its sacred
mysteries, besides comprising the history
nf Rixteen oriental m·ncified gods. $2.00

Deafncsw, NeuraleJa, Hay Fever, or Severe
Headache.

The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J.

lf so, WHY NOT Investigate ACTINA? this will cost nothing.

Troth Seeker Collection of Forms,
Hymns and Recitations. Con-

R. KELSo, A.M.

/¥irA Gme:ral Agent wanted for every city and town in tht Unit<d Statu.
Send Cor (Jatalo;;-ne (Jontaining all Int'ormatton.

Remit Money by Registered Letter, Check, Draft, or P. 0. Order

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
A IDSTORICAL SKETCH.
By G. F. RINEHART.
I!rice 25 cts.
AddreBB THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Ollnton Place,
NEW!JYORK.

EYE

"A.{)TINA" {)OMPA.NY
SOLE PROPRIETORS
A(JTINA BATT.EBY.
Patent applied tor

courses of advanced thought. By 0. B.
FROTHINGHAM and PEr,IJC ADLER, two of
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
FnoTHINGHAnr: The New ::long of Christmas, The Departed Years, Lifo as a 'rest
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The
American Gentleman, The Language of
the Old 'restament, 'l'he Dogma of Hell,
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, 'rhe
American Lady, 'l'he Consolations of Rationalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics
of the Social Question, Emancipation
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of th~
Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders,
Hav We Still a Religion? Conscience.
Price, in cloth, $1.

!!IS FIFTH AVEN-uE, ncar 14th Street, N.Y.
Please mention this paper.

4~

to

Price, 50 cents.

taining forms for organizing societies,
marriage, funeral services, naming of infants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns
for public meetings, funerals, social gatherings, etc. To which are added beautiful recitationil for various public occa.
aioll.l. 550 pp. Cloth, 75 cents.
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"Pain, acaording to Schopenhauer,'is positiv, the one thing that is felt; while on the
other hand satisfaction, or, as it is termed
happiness, is a purely negativ condition . . . :
To this conclusion· the optimist will naturally
.A Nature Prayer.
object, but he does so in the face of history and
0 birds that sing such thankful psalms,
experience."
1
Rebuking human trettlng;
This position Schopenhauer supported by an
Teach us your secret,ot content;
abundance of plausible arguments, presented
Your BC!erice of forgetting.
For every me must haV Its lllsin a style of incomparable clearness and grace.
You, too, hav times or sorrowHis code of ethics Mr. Saltus presents as
Teach us, like you, to lay them by,
follows:
And sing again to-morrow.
"Schopenhauer reduces every human action
For gems or blackest jet may rest
to one, or sometimes to two, or at most three
Within a golden setting;
motivs: the first is selfishness, which seeks its
And he Is wise who understands
own welfare; the second is the perversity or
The science of torgettlng.
"The most violent opposition that pessim- viciousness which attacks the welfare of others;
0 palms, that bow before the gale
ism has had to face has come from the Social- and the third is compassion, which seeks their
Untll Its peaceful ending,
ists. For the Socialists, while pessimists as to good. The egotist has but one sincere desire,
Teach us your yielding, linked with strength,
the present, hav optimistic views for the and that is the greatest possible amount of
Your graceful art or bending;
future. Their cry is not against the misery of personal well-being. Above him is the man
For every tree must meet the storm,
the world, but against the capital that pro- who never violates the rights of others-unless.
Each heart encounter sorrow;
he has a tempting opportunity, and can do so•
duces it. • . •
Teach us, like you, to bow, that we
"It will be readily understood that such a with every reasonable assurance of safety-the.
May stand erect to:morrow;
doctrin, which is chiefly concerned in disprov- respectable citizen who pays his taxes and•.
For there Is strength In humble gracsing the value of every aspect of progress, was pew rent, and once in a while serves on the•
Its wise disCiples Bhleld!ngcertain to Chll out many replies from those jury. On a higher level is he who, possessing.
And he Is strong who understands
who see a vast· are"' for tbe expansion of hu- a considerable income, uses but little of it for·
The happy art or yielding.
man comfort and happiness in the future de- himself and givs the rest to the poor, the man•
0 brook, which laughS all night, all day,
who makes less distinction than is usually made.
velopments of social life."
With voice or sweet seduction,
between himself and others. Such a one is:
The simple necessity, the possibility, of as little likely to let others starve while he him-.
each us the art or laughing more
At every new obstruction;
such a work as this is in itself the excuse for self has enough and to spare, as another would•
For every life has eddies deep
the existence of the new reformers. It is pre- be to hunger one day that he might eat more:
And rapids f!ercsly dashing,
cisely
beMuse of the things narrated herein- the next. To a man of this description the•
Book
Review.
·
Sometimes through gloomy caverns forced,
veil of Maya, which may be taken to mean the•
because, under intolerance, tyranny, and per- veil of illusions, has become transparent. He>
Sometimes In sunlight flashing;
THE PHIL6SO:!'IIY OF DISENCHANTMENT, by EdYet there Is wisdom In your way,
secution
so
much
suffering
has
been
engenrecognizes himself in every being, and conse•·
gar Evertson Saltus. Boston: Houghton,
Your laughing waves and wimples;
Mifflin, & Co. Price $1.25. Order through dered, hope and aspiration hav become so quently in the sufferer. Let this veil of Maya>.
Teach us your gospel bullt or smlles,
the TRUTH SEEKER office.
deadened, and futurity hi!.B become wrapped in be lifted from the eyes of a man to such an exThe secret or your dimples.
such gloom that it became possible for many tent that he makes no distinction at all between
It
must
be
confessed
that
among
the
several
himself and others1 and is not only highly be0 oaks 1 that stand In forest ranks,
distinguishing characteristics of the Free- of our ablest minds to be led into accepting nevolent, but reaay
at all times to sacrifice
Tall, strong, erect, and sightlyformulating
it
into
a
misery
as
inevitable,
thinkers of the present day, not the least
himself for the common good; then he has in
Your branches arched In noblest grace,
him
the
holiness
of
the
saint and the g~rm that
Your leaflets laughing lightlymarked is a tendency toward uninformed and creed, and a~serting its permanence-that the
Teach us your firm and quiet strength,
what may be termed too original investigation reformers of to day are raising their protest may ilower into renunciation. The phenomenon, Schopenhauer says, by which this change
Your secrets or extraction
and theorizing; an exaggeration of a just im- and gathering for their work. To Freethinkers is marked is the transition from virtue to ascetFrom slimy darknees !n the s<ill
partiality toward former systems of thought such records are an appeal, a justification, and ICism. In other wtrds, it then no longer sufThe grace ot llfe and action;
For they are rich who understand
into a complete indifference toward them and an impulse.
fices for him to love others as himself; there
The secret or combining
The author, himself a pessimist and disci- arises within him a horror of the kernel and
toward almost all the lessons to be learned
The good deep-hidden In the earth
from thinkers of former ages or opposing ple of Schopenhauer, opens with a chapter on essence of the world, which recognizablyJs full
With that where suns are shining.
of misery, and of which his own existence is
creeds. The results of this excess of radical- "The Genesis of Disenchantment," giving the an expression, and thereupon denying the
-J. Edgar Jon•s.
many
expressions
of
individual
discontent
that
ism, this undervaluation of the work of former
nature th .tis in him, and ceasing to will anythinkers and over-confidence in one's own un- hav reached us from the remotest times down thing, he givs hiUillself up to complete indifferHow He Fell From Grace.
informed and unassisted powers, may be seen to the present. "As a creed," he says,'" the entism to all things.''
A green grocer on the North Side by the in the curious diversity, and, it is to be admit- birthplace of pessimism is to be sought on the
Here appears his remedy for the misery of '
name of Swatters joined the church about six ted, frequent grotesqueness, of the myriad banks of the Ganges, or far baek in the flower- mankind. He expects that in the far future ·
weeks ago, and a fe~ days later bought a horse theories advl}nced by contributors to Liberal lands of N epaul, where the initiate, with every the misery of the world, increasing proportion-.
of the fire department which had reached the journals. One might find food for curiosity desire lulled, awaits Nirvana, and murmurs ally with its civilization, will become so un- .
age at which these magnificent animals are re- and humor in observing the identity of these only, 'Life is evil.' " Among the gloomy phi- bear~ble, and the consciousness of it so ac- ·
tired from the 3ervice. There is no doubt methods with those of the newly-awakened losophers of Greece and Rome, Sophocles, lEa- knowledged, that, "when the -appetite for ·
but that Swatters was in downright earnest minds of the English Renaissance, as we see chylus, Euripides, Empedocles, Plato, Socra- death has been so highly cultivated, and com- about wanting to be good, and that he sin- them in their quaint old treatises-in particu- tes, Seneca, and many others testify to the passion so generally practiced that a wide-·cerely repented having sanded his sugar and lar, in the methods of Sir Thomas Browne, as misery and futility of life. Among them one spread and united pity is felt for all things,:,
worked off stale vegetables at full market rates described by M. Taine, is seen their precise Hegesias, a disciple of Socrates, "argued that then, through universal and absolute chastity,''·
whenever he got a chance, but he made the counterpart:
life was undesirable with such persuasiv elo- the human race is to disappear and be no '
great mistake of his lifetime in undertaking
"Among the productions of nature he quence that several of his listeners put his more. However, a difficulty arises. "The'
two very difficult things at the same time. It abounds with conjectures, generalizations; he ideas into instant practice, and that the city women," says Schopenhauer, "refuse to join'·
may be that with a longer and more extended gropes about, proposing explanations, making might be preserved from the contagion of sui- in the enterprise, and that is why I hate them.'''
experience as a Christian he might possibly trials, extending his guesses like so many flex- cide, King Ptolemy felt himself obliged to pre- He·complains that "Love is the supreme will!
hav been able to manage that horse without ible and vibrating tentacula into the four cor- vent this seductiv misanthrope from delivering to liv, the genius of the species, and nature, ,
of t,he globe, into the most distant regions
relapsing into the path of the backslider, but ners
of fancy and truth. As he looks upon the any further barangs.'' In English literature being highly stragetic, covers itself, for the ful-there is no absolute certainty that such a result tree-like and foliated crusts which are formed the gloomy German temperament has left mel- filment of its aims, with a mask of objectiv ad-·
could hav been depended upon.
upon the surface of freezing liquids, he asks if ancholy sufficient to make happy any collaho- miration, and deludes the individual so clev-· ·
He was casually overheard the other day ex- this be not a regeneration of vegetable essences, rateur less averse to being pleased than the erly therewith, that he takes that to be his own'
plaining to a customer how he happened to dissolved in the liquid. At the sight of curd- present. In France, however, he finds that happiness which, in reality, is but the main-·
blood or milk, he inquires whether there
giv him short weight the morning before on ling
be not something analogous to the formation "pessimism Citnnot be said to hav been ever tenance of the species. Lovers," he says,'.
some damaged groceries and charged him of the bird in the egg, or in that coagulation of regll.rded otherwise than as an intellectual cu- " mistakenly I uxuriate in the idea that they'
double price for them.
chaos which gave birth to our world. In pres- riosity. The Frenchman, it is true, not infre- are h!l:ppy, whereas, in truth, they hav simplyr
"Well, sir, the very devil himself could not ence of that impalpable force which makes quently lapses into a cynical indifference; yet given themselvs up as a sacrifice to the preser- ·
hold him when the fire-bells are ringing,'' he liquids freeze, he asks if apoplexies and cata- the value of life is as a rule so evident to him vation of the species. . • • But why do they-~
are not the effects of a like power, and
was saying. "It don't make any difference racts
do not indicate the presence of a congealing that he seldom vouchsafes more than a passing seem so timid? Why are their actions so •
where I happen to b~ when an alarm goes in, agency."
shrug to any theory of disparagement." In mysterious? It is because they are traitors '
he whips around and goes to the engin-house
But only partially can one participate in the Germany, he says, "during the eighteenth who would perpetuate the pain which, without;
like a streak of wind, in spite of all I can do,
century the maJOrity of the scholars who them, would soon come to that end which they/
critic's satisfaction with these methods:
and it don't matter how much of a hurry I
represented the culture of Germany were would prevent, as others hav done before>
"But
this
is
enough;
when
the
search
is
so
may happen to be in, if an engin comes my
eager, when the paths in which it proceeds are faithfully following the optimist theories them." Which is truly a remarkable explana•·
way that old reprobate has to cut right in be- so numerous, when it is so scrupulous in mak- of I,eibnitz and Wolf.''
Ksmt- was the tion of the nature of the modesty of ch!l'ste1
hind it, and I've got to go and see the fire, ing certain of its basis, the issue of the pursuit first to change the current opinion of that love.
whether or no, and stay till the last hose is is sure; we are but a few steps from the truth. •· country in favor of misanthropy. "HappiIn a chapter on "The Conduct of Life,"'
rolled up.
Such methodil served their turn in that age, ness," he says, "has never been attained by Schopenhauer inconsistently admits that, "aB'W.
"Whenever an alarm is turned in at night and indeed were all that they could then hav, man.
No one has a right conception general rule, nine-tenths of happiness may bel
that horse is in misery and so is everybody but since then conditions hav changed. Now of life who would care to prolong it beyond its said to rest on the state of health; when this
else within six or eight blocks. He wants to learning is abundant and easily accessible; natural duration, for it would then be only the is perfect, anything and everything may be a
be hitched up without the loss of a minute, from many and varied paths seekers return, if continuation of an already tiresome struggle." source of pleasure." If, allowing this to be
and if his halter strap won't break and he not with full solutions, at least with informa- Fichte and Hegel, following, corroborated his true, we then listen to the predictions made by
can't pull down the manger or one side of the tion valuable and new, and let future explorers views, and all traces of optimistic thought left many medical men and scientists of an apbarn, as he has done more times than one, he at least 'not disdain to profit by that informa. by Leibnitz soon disappeared. Mea~while proaching grand victory of scienceover disjust stands there and kicks, paws, and snorts tion, rather than wander aimlessly in unre- Leopardi, the Italian poet, elaborated his pes- ease, may we not expect a realization of
in the most outrageous manner that a sleepy warding jungles or in discoveries of that which simistic views and prep~tred the way for Scho- all the hopes of optimism? M. Renan has
person ever heard, till he concludes that the has been .discovered, and perhaps Better penhauer's great work in 1818.
suggested that, as a means of human deliverfire has been put out. One day I was driving known and described, many times before. In
Next follows a sketch of ·the life of this ance from misery, and substitute for Schopenhim to the funeral of a lodge brother and had short, knowledge must come before conjecture, "high priest of pessimism," and an exceed- hauer's method of chastity, "in the advance
the preacher in the buggy with me, when them learning before hypothesis, instruction before ingly able and clear review of his doctrins. of science some one might discover a force
confounded fire-bells had to break loose, and construction; and Freethinkers must, before Among this great philosopher's many postula- capable of blowing the planet to atoms, and
the devil was to pay in a minute. The old entering upon work in their respectiv fields, tions, grand in their breadth and originality, which, if successfully handled, would, of ·
fool whipped right around and knocked down reap the benefit of former work therein by and fascinating in the manner of their presen- course, annihilate pain." But, the wish being
a couple of pall-bear~rs and broke the glass study, far deeper and more exhaustiv than tation, we can notice only one or two, which father to the thought, it seems never to hav
in the hearse before the preacher could say, is now practiced, of standard works on their are so singular, and hav challenged so much occurred to any of these philosophers of dis'God bless us,' and away he went for the en- specialties-on the marriage question, on the attention and opposition as to deserve at least enchantment that a far less improbable disgin-house as tight as his old hoofs could rattle, prohibition question, on history, religion, a few sentences. One of these is the doctrin covery would be that of a force capable of
and as you might swear, we got there just in science, and philosophy.
of the negativity, the unreality, of happiness. preventing that ill-health which is confesse'dly
time to go out with the second alarm, and got
On philosophy, among the many popular Men had before be.en told, and many believed, the cause of nine-tenths of all suffering.
on the ground in season to enjoy the best end compendiums lately published, one of the that the table which w.as there was not there,
Next follows an account of a personal interof the fire. Of course they had to manage to most readable and fascinating is this "Philos- but it was reserved for Schopenhauer to dis- view with Hartmann, Schopenhauer's succesbury the brother some way or other without ophy of Disenchantment "-the history of cover that when we are happy we are not sor, with a delightfully clear and readable ex- ·
the preacher, and in an exciting tune lik"e that pessimism. Not only is this unique book di- happy:
amination of his doctrins, These, it seems, were
it ain't to be wondered at that I forgot who I
had for a passenger aad done some of the
stoutest cussing I hav ever tried my hand at.
But the preacher never opened his head to
call me to time about it, and for all he'd say
against it I reckon i might still be a church
member at this minute. He sat there with a
martyrized look around the mouth, holding
fast with both hands and feet, and whenever
I'd send a mouthful of sulphur at the old
beast's head, as I'd fetch him a cut with the
whip, I'll be hanged if he wouldn't giv a cheerful little groan and say 'Amen' with a good
deal more meaning than I could crowd into
the word if I'd practice on it for two years.
Yes, sir, I damned that horse from his hair to
his hoofs; but the preacher was so busy in
thinking about his sermon or something that
he never raised his finger against it, and whenever we'd bust a hub on a milk wagon and I'd
spit out my opinion without taking time to
varnish my words, he'd only tighten his grip,
shut his eyes, and put a little more steam into
his 'Amen.' Yes, sir, he's a devilish good
horse, but no man who wants to get to glory
has any business to drive him. I guess I'll
advertise him for sale and say that the owner
wants to go a short distance in the country.''
-Chicago Ledger.
--~----~._

--------

_______

vested of the dryness of many philosophical
works by the fact that its subject is one which
lies nearest the heart and is, indeed, the paramount question to all-the question of happiness or unhappiness-but the doctrin presented is one that challenges especial attention
from all Freethinkers, as being a rising belief
diametrically antagonistic to all their views
and relentlessly subversiv of all their ideals.
The pessimists are the advocates of retrogression; the Freethinkers of progression; passimism forebodes a future of constantly increasing woe, Freethought sees the dawn of a golden age. As the author observes:

\ ;'
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much like those of his master, the principal
difference being that between their proposed '!
methods· for the destruction of humanity.
The plan of Hartmann is that of a gigantic suicide of the entire race, to be accomplished by
a united effort of the will.
The book closes with the ch~tpter, " Is Life
an Affliction?" containing an ably written examinatiOn of the evils and blessings of life, and
arguments pro and con. The author sums up
his opfnions thus:
1 "But in spite of its vagRries. pesRimism, as
expounded by Schopenhauer and Hartmann,
possesses a real and enduring value which it
is difficult to talk away; it is naturally most
easy to laugh, in the heyday of youth and
health, at its fantastic misanthropy; indeed, it
is in no sense perfect; it has halted and
tripped many times; it has points that even to
the haphaz•1rd and indifferent spectator are
weak and faulty, and yet what creed is logic·
ally perfect, and what creed is impregnable to
criticism? That there is none such can be
truly admitted. The reader, then, may well
afford to be a little patient with pessimism;
theoretically it is still in its infancy, but with
increasing years its blunders will giv way to
strength; and though many of the theories that
it now holds may alter, the cardinal, uncontrovertible tenet that life is a burden will remain
firm and changele8s to the end of time."
On the whole, the work is an excellently
written and instructiv treatis. Though containing views which will no doubt be repugnant to every Liberal reader, it will be none
the less beneficial to him for that; and it is an
admirable contribution toward the filling of a
long-felt want-the need of philosophy in a
popular and attractiv form.
WILLIAM L. COLBY.
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WHY, tell me, has not every person born the eame
natural right to the land of the world that he has to
drink of the waters of springs and streams, • o
breathe the pure free air of heaven, and to bask In·
the glorious sunlight which shines for all ?--D. Al.
Bennett.
IT Is curious to note the back streams which al·
ways run against a great current of opinion. Against
the great current of skepticism Is now running a
back stream of ecclesiastical apparition and mira·
cle. While the existence of a deity Is questioned In
the Conservatlv press of highly enlightened coun·
tries, the VIrgin appears in Knock in Ireland, and
an old woman Is cured of her rheumatism by a pill
of cement sent her by a prleat from the favored
church. Of course the vision was seen, and the cure
was really experienced, . , , The Holy Coat of
Traver, thirty years ago, performed temporary
cures in rheumatic and nervous cases; to glv a man
who had lost a leg or arm a new limb was beyond Its
power. VIsion and mlrac!G hav not ventured to
display themselvs much on this side of the Atlantic;
instead of choosing countries In which their infiu·
ence might be useful In combatting skepticism, they
unaccountably waste themselvs on those in which
nobody needs to be converted.-Toronto Bystander
(December).
THE idea that God Is a being of virtue • nd of love
has not been attained even In the present day ex·
cept by a cultivated few. Such Is the frailty of the
human heart that men, even when they strive to
imagln a perfect being, stain him with their pas·
slons, and raise up an idol which Is defectlv as a
moral form. The God of the Christians Is called a
God of love; but It is said that he punishes the
crimes and even the errors of a short and troubled
life with tortures which will hav no end. It Is not
even a man which theologians create; for no man Is
quite without pity; no man, however cruel he
might be, could bear to gaze forever on the horrors
of the fire and the rack; no man could listen forever
to voices shrieking with pain and ever crying out
for mercy and forglvnesa. If such Is the character
of the Christian God, If such Ia the Idea that Is wor·
shlped by compassionate and cultivated men, what
are we to expect In a barbarous age ?-Reade's Martyrdom of Alan.
We look before and after,
And pine for what Is not;
Our sincerest laughter
With some pain Is fraught;
0ur sweetest songs are those that tell ot saddea.t
thought.
-Shelley.
Do not despise death, but be well content with It,
since thl3, too, Is one of those things which nature
wills. For such as It Is to be young and to grow old,
and to Increase and to reach maturity, and to hav
teeth and a beard and gray hairs, and to beget and
to be pregnant and to bring forth, and all other natural operations which the seasons of thy life bring,
such also Is dissolution. This, then, Is consistent
with the character of a refiectlng man, to be neither
careless nor impatient nor contemptuous with respect to death, but to walt ror it as one of the operations of nature. -Antoninus.
MEN fear death as children fear to go Into the dark;
and as that natural fear in children Is Increased
with tales, so Is the other. , , . The fear of
death, as the tribute due unto nature, Is weak.
Certainly the Stoles [of which sect Antoninusls one of
the greates ·, If not the greatest, ornaments] bestowed
too much cost upon death, and by their great preparations made It appear more fearful. Bet·er salth
the poet Juvenal, "who places death among the
gifts of nature." It Is as natural to die as to be
born, and to a little Infant, perhaps, the one Is as
painful as the other.-Bacon's Essays,
'Tis a long, 'tis a last, 'tis a beautiful rest,
When all sorrow Is passed from the brow and the
breast,
And the lone spirit truly and wisely may crave
'£he sleep that Is dreamless, the sleep of the grave.
-Eliza Coole.
CHRISTIANITY Is pernicious to the Intellect; It demands that the reason shall be sacrificed upon the
altar; It orders civilized men to believe In the legends of a savage race. It places a hideous Image,
covered with dirt and blood, In the Holy of Holies;
it rends the sacred Vall of Truth In twain. It
teaches that the C>eator of the universe, that sublime, that lnsembable power, exhibited his back to
Moses and ordered Hosea to commit adultery and
Ezekiel to eat dung. There Is no need to say anything more. Such a religion Is blasphemous and
foul. Let those who are able to do so admire lt. I,
for my part, feel It my duty to set free from its
claims as many as I can.- Winwood Reade.
LET not future things disturb thee, for thou wilt
come to them, If it shall be necessary, having With
thee the same reason which now thou usest for
present thlngs.-.Antoninus.
IF evils come not, then our tears are va.ln.
And If they do, fear but augments the pain.
-Sir Thomas Afore.
RACE, temperament, mental capacity, habit, education, produce such dlfrerences between man and
man that a proposition which to one man appears
self-evident and unquestionable will by another be
admitted only after considerable hesitation, while
a third will rega•d It as doubtful or even false. Especially Is this the case, as Locke does not fall to
point out, with many of the principles of religion
and morals, which hav now been received by so constant a tradition In most civilized nations that they
hav come to be regarded as lndepsndent of reason,
and, It not "engraven on the mind" from Its birth,
at least exempt from discussion and criticism. The
circumstance, however, taat they are not universally acknowledged shows that to mankind In general, at any rate, they are not axiomatic, and that,
however clear and convlncln g the reasons for them
may be, at all events those reasons require. to be
stated. It was this vigorous and determined
protest against multiplying assumptions and attempting to withdraw a vast mass of propositions,
both speculatlv and practical, from the control and
revision of reason, that, perhaps, constituted the
most dlstlnctlv and valuable part of Locke's teach-

lng.-Fowur's Locke.
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I wouldn't marry the best man living," she said,
And she kept her vow from the first;
But she did not llv to die an old maid,
For she married one of the worst.

EMPLOYER to clerk: "I don't object to your going
•o a funeral once In a while, but I think you might
bring me home a fish or two," Sun blush on the
end of the clerk's nose extends rapidly to his eyes.
AN Insane judge' in California retained his seat
and made decisions for six months after he became
crazy. It is astonishing how It was ever found out.
He probably acted strangely when he was orr the
bench.
A MISCHIEVOUS boy of Port Jackson
His grandfather's cushion put tacks on;
'£hen feigned great surprise
At seeing him rise,
And hearing his fierce Anglo-Saxon.
A LADY of experience observes that a good way to
pick out a husband is to see how patiently he waits
for his dinner when it Is behind time. Her husband
remarks that a good way to pick out a wife is to see
whether the woman ljas dinner ready in time.
"MY dear, What makes you always yawn?"
The wife exclaimed, her temper gone.
11
Is home so dull and dreary?"
"Not so my love," he said," not so;
But man and wife are one, you know,
And when I'm alone I'm weary.''
A METHODIST conference in Georgia has forbidden
church-members in its jurisdiction to attend baseball matches. It is supposed the members Jose
their money by betting on the games, and hav just
that much less to Invest In the wheel of fortune and
other games of chance at church fairs.
"DRIED tongue" was the laconic answer made by
a minister to the question, "What hav you In that
package?'' The contents were two old sermons.
The New York Times figures that seven thousand
"barreled sermons" will be made useless by the
change of one text In the revised Old Testament.
A PHYSICIAN says : " The reason a man staggere
he Is drunk" is owing to the fact "that th
nervous system, which has Its seat In the brain and
spinal cord, divides Its responsibility among its
several parts-the cerebellum presiding over the co.
ordination of the moyement, the cerebrum over volitional life, and the med una oblongata over respiration." This shows ho.w easy It Is to be mistaken
We always attrlbpted It to the whlsky.-Puclc.
wh~n

HE came to see his Llza sweet,
And looked both neat and trim;
He took the sora for a seat,
And carromed on a pin.
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Now when they meet upon the street,
It Is not as of old.
Each looks down at the other's feetThe days are very cold.
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TRAVELS IN FAITH,'

THE general superintendent ot a Michigan railroad was on the train the other day when the conductor stopped It to put a man orr because 'he had
no money to pay his fare. When the train started
on again the superintendent anxiously inquired:
"Are you sure he .wasn't a member of the legislature?" "Morally sure." "And that he didn't belong to the press?" "I don't think he did." "And
that he wasn't a workingman's advocate?" "He
didn't look like one." "Well, be very careful. The
only people we can arrord to offend In these ticklish
times are local passengers, who hav got to ride on
this road or take the highway."
THEY were singing the hymn, " I Hav a Father In
the Promised Land," when a seedy-looking individual was seen weeping at the door. The usher
walked up to him and asked him If he felt. the
spirit moving him. "No, not exactly," he snuffled,
" Then, my dear sir," said the usher, "why do you
feel so dejected ?" "Well; I'll tell ye," said the
man, "Th~m folks up In front are slngin' about
havln' a father In the promised land, and It makes
me sad when I hear It, for I'vA got a father, but he's
not in the promised land. He's in jail for stealing
a horse, and It makes me sad to see how much better orr they are than me. It's just my luck,"-Evansville A1'gus.
OVERHEARD on the board-walk at Atla;atlc Olty:
"It's perfectly scandalouA-that girl's got neither
shoes nor stockings on-! wouldn't make such a
fright of myself for a million dollars-just look at
that fat woman-that man away out there will surely
get drowned-that girl In the sand had four times
as much hair on at the dinner-table-well, I never
-It's awfully shocking-girls don't seem to care a
cent for modesty when In bathing-! wouldn't pity
that girl out there If she'd get drowned- they
ought to hav a rope around their waists when they
go In the water, with one end tied to something on
the shore-If I had such pipe-stem le-look at that
Jumbo 1"-and so forth.
WHY SHE WAS SALTED,
The Sunday-school was hushed and still
And the parson led In prayer,
Then said a speech would now be made
By a stranger who was there.
The leBBon told, that day, the fate
Of the cities razed by fire;
And of the great reward of those
Who did the Lord's desire.
And then the stranger spoke of those
Who disobeyed God's law.
Said they the end of such as sinned
In the death of Lot's wife saw •
To Impress the fact he asked a. class,
Small eight-year urchins they,
Why God had turned Lot's wife to salt
On that Ill-fated day.
One little rascal made response,
With grimy hand upheld;
His shrill· voice sounded loud and clear:
" She was too fresh," he yelled.
'
-Intel'- Ocean,
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A UTICA. paper reports the case of "a beautiful girl, un.usually robust, who has become a
===================·raving maniac through over-indulgence in
THE damages by the recent cyclone at roller-skating." This is very sad. _The tele·
Charleston, s. c., are now estimated at two. graph on Monday reported the case of Rev . .J.
R. Speck, a preacher of Canton, Ga., who atmillio dollars.
n
.
.
tempted to commit suicide while "deranged
. Two ~aliforma women hav_ beco~e profes- on the question of holiness;" This is also very
s1onal highway robbers. It IS believed they sad.-Norris!own He1'ald.
obtained their education in church fairs.
.
A TORONTO newspaper tells of the late Lord
. THE royal Enghsh Commi~sion on the hous- Houghton that about 1877 he visited Toronto,
mg of the poor. says that, With all th~ poverty and was taken about the city by a citizen in a
1!-~d overorowdmg, the standard of morality is; carriage. Bidding the coachman pause as they
high. The same cannot be said of the "aris. reached a sacred edifice in the eastern division
tocracy."
· of the town, the merchant said, "And what do
THE comment of the Interior on Dr. New- you think of that, my lord?" "A splendid
man's funeral {lermon over Grant is that "we 1 building, so substantial and handsome; and,
should not allow ourselvs -to be prejudiced pray, sir, what denomination owns it-the
against a great and good man by the fulsome Church of England, I suppose?" "No, my
laudation of foolish panegyrists."
I lord, the - - . '' "You don't say so! The
arrogance of these dissenters !"
A LA.w has been enacted in Austria making
the observance of Sunday compulsory. The
THE Mtrchan! Travel<r tells this: A pious
law, however, contains a clause exempting young man ?ad stopped at an Indiana hotel
from its operation Jewish tradesmen and arti- for a week, and when he came home he was
sans who do no work on their Sabbath.
investigated as to the customs of the town, and
1
· also of the house. "Did they ask you to ask
THE Catholic Review says that "the baleful the blessing?" inquired an old lady. "Yes
work of St. Bartholomew" was "only paral- ma'm, they did." •• And did you do it?:'
· leled by the storming of Rome by the J:u- "No, ma'm, I didn't." "Goodness gracious,
the~ans under :S~urbon, or the massacres with 1 why didn't you?" "Because, ma'm, it didn't
which the Calv1msts had already purpled every look to me from the appearance of thin s
'
g'
corner of F ranee. "
1that the Lord was anywhere within hearing
THE burial of ex-Governor Reuben E. Fen-: distance, so I didn't see any use in it."
ton
· a smgu
·
1ar anoma1y th a t whil e p rates· on the 29th, at
. James ton, .N.Y., was largely 11 I T IS
attended by public men of this state and Penn- t t d
c th r b'tt 1
sylvania. All business was stopped in the an s e~ounce a o Ics I er y as opponents
· embl ems were exh'1b1te
. d of
VI'll age, an d mournmg
. the divorcement of church
. .and. state,
. there
·
t 0 f th b 'ld ·
/Is a large Protestant orgamzat1on m this connIn mos
e UI mgs.
try whose efforts are concentrated upon the
So many wealthy people hav left Madrid, work of securing an amendment to the United
Spain, on account of the cholera, that the States Constitution, engrafting into that sacred
poorer population had no work, and conse- ' and venerable document the recognition of the
quently no money. A mob fo_rmed last Satur-, Christian God, the divinity of Jesus, the inspiday and proceeded to demolish some of the ration of the Bible, and the sanctity of the first
houses of the rich fugitivs. The soldiery had day of the week; and yet the Catholics hav
to ·be called upon to quiet them.
I ne~e~ asked for any such recognition of these
THE Grant family has left Mount McGregor. religiOus dogmas by the government.-Sunday
Mrs. General Grant will make an extended ' GazetteeJ·.
visit to her son, U. S. Grant, at his New Salem
SoME person who must believe in an eternal
farm. Jesse Grant and wife will sail on future life, judging from the reckless way he
Wednesday for Europe, as will also Mrs. Nellie wastes his time, has ascertained the following
Sartoris. · Colonelland Mrs. F. D. Grant will alleged facts: The Bible contains 3 586 489
make a visit to Chicago and the West.
!letters, 773,692 words, 31,173 verse~, 1:189
THE Rev. Sam Jones, advises us to" kick this chapters, and. 66 books. The word and ocold wotld as we would a rubber ball " N 0 . curs 46,277 times. The word Lord occurs
The word rtverend occurs but
g uess not, Sam. We've seen the trick ·b ef ore,' 1,855 times.
h · h · · th 9th
· f th. 11·1 h
only it was done by placing a common straw- once, w 10 IS In
e
verse o
e
t
berry-blond brick beneath an antiquated tile Psalm. The middle verse is the 8tb, verse of
on the sidewalk. It is a pretty good trick, the 118th Psalm. T~e 21st verse of the 7th
Samuel but it will take only outside the eity chapter of Ezra contams all the letters of the
limits.~Rston Post.
alphabet exc~pt the letter F. The 19th chapter of 2 Kmgs and the 37th chapter of
A cA.MP-MEETING held by Northern Method- Isaiah are alike. The longest verse is the 9th
ists (colored) at Piney Hill,_Rutherford county, verse of the 8th chapter of Esther. The
N. C., was attacked on August 27th by an shortest verse is the 35th verse of the 11th
armed body of Zion Methodists and fired chapter of St. John. There are no words or
into. The Northern Methodists fled in dis- names of more than six syllables.
order, seven of them being wounded. The in-1
vaders then collected the effects of the routed
THE Socialistic- Communistic- Anarchistic
party piled them up and made a- bonfire of party, of which Herr Most has been the head,
them:
'
is badly disorganized. A dispatch from Philadelphia says that in that city their society is
A LoNDON journal, quoting statistics to back disrupted, and their organ, Die Zttkunjt, has
it up, presents as a moral paradox the state- just suspended publication, and is not likely
ment that the most poorly paid working girls to be resurrected. Die Ztdwnfl means "the
in the metropolis are those engaged in the future," but it would seem that the organ
work of sewing and binding Bibles. It adds. of the Anarchists, despite its name, will havno
~hat "for every heathen abroad who can. be future whatever to speak of, after its press
mduced to use the sacred volume for anyth~ng .and types are sold to satisfy the clamorings of
else t?an gun wa~?ing a dozen ,?f these girls creditors. The la•t copy of the paper, just
are drrven to perdition at home.
·
I issued from the press, teems with bitter invecTHE Rev. J. H. Shay, Congregationalist, of tivs aimed at theN ew York Sociaiists. It openly
Streator, Ill., announces that he will retire charges Herr Most with having betrayed the
from the pulpit because he no longer believes organization; with being a spy in the pay of
in the positions of Congregational or.thodoxy. 1 the German government, and with taking
Mr. Shay believes, among other things, that money intrusted to him for the cause of liberty
the ministerial office is not one of God's ap- i and squandering it upon himself. It charges
pointment; that Christ was "nearer to divinity Most with having betrayed Leiska, who killed
than other mortals;" that there is a God, though Police Commissioner Rumpff, of Frankfort,
1
all that may be predicated concerning him and with having affiliated, associated with,
"lacks the essential element of proof," and supported, and recognized "scab" workmen
that the Bible is a "record of God's thoughts I of Philadelphia, and thut money intrusted to
and ways in so far as it is a record of the re- him for the purpose of agitation has been
sults of man's application of the powers under spent to the injury of all papers which are
his control."
rivals of Freiheit.

JJotes and gilippings.
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THE recent church difficulty in Georgia is
producing a great many laughs all over the
country. The colored people who are religious
are intensely so, and nothing stirs them up so
much as the arrangements for going to glory.
The trouble was about a colored girl belonging
to a Baptist family, who attended a Methodist
revival. She "took religion" the very first
time she was exposed, and wanted to be baptized too quick, The Methodists baptized her
by sprinkling, and when she got home there
was trouble. Her family abused her for the
disgrace she had brought upon them by joining the Methodists, and she said she was not
to blame, a~ she did. not know it was loaded,
but that excuse would not work, so the Baptists were called in council to see what could
be done. It was decided to hav the Methodist
minister who sprinkled the girl arrested for
assault and battery, and a warrant was served
on him. What the result is going to be is not
known, but the two denominations are by the
ears, and will probably begin to kill each other
by the last of the week. We may laugh at the
poor, ignorant colored people, but how near
they act like some white churches !-Peck's
Sun.
THE manner in which Canadian priests use
their parishioners may be inferred from the
following note from the Toronto News: "It is
not likely that the case of Rev. J. J. Egan, of
Parkhill, charged with doing grievous bodily
harm to Duncan McCaigue, will come to trial.
It will be remembered that on Sunday, Nov.
16th, of last year, McCaigue, who is an old man
of seventy years of age, and at that time a
county road inspector, attended mass at the
Catholic church at Thornhill, accompanied by
his daughter. On reaching the pew they found
the door closed, with a seat nailed aoroBs it.
This was said to hav been done in consequence
of McCaigue's refusal to make a certain contribution to the fnnds of the church. While they
were sitting in the pew Father Egan, the pastor of the church, approached it and ordered
McCaigue out, at the same time dragging him,
so McCaigue alleged. The result was that on
reaching the door McCaigue either fell or was
thrown down the steps and sustained a severe
fracture of the thigh. Father Egan was summoned before a magistrate and committed for
trial. The case was traversed from the winter
to the spring and from the spring to the summer assizes,.owing to McCaigue being unable to
attend court. Mr. Ritchie, of Ritchie &
Leeming, was instructed to institute a civil
suit for damages against Father Egan, but this
had to be laid over until the criminal charge
was di8posed of. The civil suit, however, has
been settled by Father Egan paying McCague
$450 in cash."

J/Jews of the lfeelt.
J. L. SULLivAN and Dominick McCaffrey
fought six rounds at Cincinnati on Saturday.
HEA.VY rain and hail storms did much damage to crops and property in central New York
in the early part of the week.
MoNDA.Y a terrible thunder storm visited Pisa,
and the lightning struck and sLattered the
towers of the churches of St. Cecilia and Giuseppe.
IT is estimated at the treasury department
that there has been a decrease of about
$3,000,000 in the public debt during the month
of August.
THE Bankers' and Merchants' Telegraph
Company has sued the Western Union Telegraph Company for two million dollars. Colonel Ingersoll IS one of the attorneys for the
plaintiff.
RussiA. will yield to Afghanistan the Zulfikar
pass. This concession is supposed to hav been
made to help the Conservativs in England defeat Gladstone in the coming election, and is
not thought to be permanent.
WHILE Tom Davis and his brother Theoclore
were trying to swindle a Texan named Hollund,
last Monday, by a bogus money trick, the Tex.m
shot Tom dead, and tried to kill Theodore by
shooting through a partition. Holland and a
friend of his are locked up; so is Theodore
Davis.
IT is said th11t Germany has intentions of obtaining Cuba. The story ori~Sinated in PtLris,
but is generally discredited because the conception that the United States would permit it
cannot be held. The rumor was put in circulation, it is thought, by those desirous of involving this country in a European squabble.
TliE close of the fourth week in August shows
the total deaths in Spain from cholera by tables
to be 81,489, with the death-rate still much
over 1,000 each day. The plague has diminished in Granada and in most provinces that
were attacked before the middle of July, save
in Cuenca, but it increases steadily in Almeira
and Barcelona. From France, outside of Marseilles and Toulon, no news is to be had,
though it is known that the pest is spreading
daily. Cases of persons who die in two or
three hours are very common. The victim is
stricken down before even diarrhea or vomiting has begun, and dies in an extremity of coll
on which violent friction has no effect.
THE Rev. J. L. Schultz preached a sermon
at Winterstown, Pa., last Sunday, in which he
eulogized General Grant. When he mentioned Grant's name, J. H. P. :Fulton, who
was in the congregation, sprang to his feet,
brandished his arms, and cried to the minister,
"Stop that!" The preacher continued his discourse and Fulton advanced up the aisle.
Great confusion prevailed, which reached a
crisis when the angry member sprang into the
pulpit and violently assaulted the minister,
knocking him dow:ra. A rush was made by the
congregation to defend the pastor, and in the
melee one man received a blow from Fulton's
fist and another had his clothing badly torn.
Order was finally restored and the sermon
finished. Fulton will probably be prosecuted.

A SA.MPLE revival was that at Pitman Grove,
thus described in the Philadelphia Press: Captain Kelso Carter, princip-'1 of higher mathematics in Hyatt's Chester Military Academy,
took for a text from the book of Hosea the
words, "Ephraim is a cake not turned," and
preached from them a remarkable sermon. He
said that many Christians of to-day were only
half-turned oakes, done ouly on one side, and
not baked through. We want to get turned over
and done all the way through. He then
preached the doctrin of sanctification, and,
when through, asked all desiring this state of
heart to come forward and bow at the altar. A
ON August 28th the sheriff of Lawrence,
score knelt at the altar rail, and some startling Kan., returned from Missouri with B. F. Talscenes followed. A middle-aged man, with bott, who was placed in the county jailfor horseblack whiskers, jumPed to his feet and ex- stealing committed over a year ago. Talbott
claimed: "I've got it! I've got it! Glory, glory, was found in Calloway county, conducting a
glory !" He threw out both arms, moved his series of pronounced camp-meetings, being in
face heavenward, and shouted "Glory!" till he charge of a circuit of two or three surrounding
was hoarse. Then he clasped a brother about counties, in which work he had been for the
the neck and hugged him. Then he danced, past nine months. He is a mulatto, twentyand shouted, and jumped up and down; then eight years of age, is very intelligent, and atclimbed to the platform and exclaimed: "I'm tended the Methodist Episcopal University at
turned over! Glory! I'm baked on both sides! Baldwin City, Kan., for two years up to June,
Glory to God!'' and he went all around, shak- 1884, when hll stole a pair of horses and sold
ing hands with everybody. A woman, also, them in Warrensburg, Mo. He stole two more
received the influence, and the dense crowd of horses there, and returning sold them in this
people drew up closer, climbed on the seats, county. The sheriff found Talbott holding
1
and pressed up around the altar. Several more forth in a colored church at Boydsville, and
made their way to the altar rail, and Father was obliged to tear him from his congregation
Stockton said: "We are going in for Pente- in a fainting condition, the brothers and sisters
cost. We are going twenty knots an hour, and 1tearfully beseeching the officer "not to take
i~ we keep on we shall hav Pentecost."
the brother away." Talbott will plead guilty,
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The .American Secular Union:
ITS NECESSITY AND THE JUSTICE OF ITS DEMANDS,

Among all questions there is
None more important than this,
That man is born for justice.

-Oice:ro.

The American Secular Union is an Association
-which, in the estimation of many thoughtful men and
women, has become a necessity of the time. It will
be interesting, therefore, *o ascertain whe:uein that
necessity lies, what is the nature of the organization,
and also to indicate the justice of its demands.
Hitherto Freethought warfare has been largely desultory, its warriors hav lacked coBcerted action, and
its forces hav been scattered over the field of advanced thought with less cohesion and definitness of
plan than was desirable, or than its principles deserved. This, perhaps, is not altogether surprising,
considering all the circumstances of the conflict in
which Freethinkers hav been engaged. The old orthodox faith has gradually been crumbling to pieces,
decaying to a great extent from its own inherent
weakness, and the attacks upon it that hav come
from numerous quarters, some interior and others
exterior to its own organization. Many of the dissatisfied within its ranks hav gone outside, and
ranged themselvs in different positions, since; although they were mostly agreed that the old attitude
was no longer possible, th_ere was no settled agreement bet. ween them as t@ the basis of their operations. The old motto, that union is strength, has
been practically too much disregarded, not because
it was deemed unimportant, but because no common
ground of action presented itself. The principal
bond of union recognized by a few of its popular
leaders was a destructiv one, and a negation, however valuable it may be in its proper place, could
hardly be made the basis of harmonious actioD in
the construction of a system capable of developing
the secular agencies of modern life. Hence, less organized results hav been achieved than might, no
doubt, under different circumstances hav been accomplished. No one can question the usefulness of
destructiv labor; but, serviceable as it has been, it
could only prepare the way for something better.
Each worker who thought of future results must hav
foreseen that the time would arrive, sooner or later,
when the conductors of these scattered forces would
feel the necessity of uniting together, taking as a
basis for their operations some point or points upon
which they were all agreed, and thus presenting a
bold front to the common enemy. Theology has
gained much in the past through united action both
in England and America, and, as a necessary consequence, Freethought has, to the like extent, been a
loser. With the American Secular Union we seek to
remedy this state of things. It is not, of course, the
first time that such an attempt has been made; but
in the past efforts there has too frequently been
something pt·esent in the selected scheme which has
marred its beauty and hindered its success. Usually
the basis proposed bas either been too narrow, or has
,been burdened with questions having no necessary
connection with secular philosophy, hence many most
valuable workers hav held aloof from the movement.
It is not-, however, my purpose to find fault with
other workers on our side or their schemes, but
rat.her to endeavor to point out what appears to me
to be the necessity for a new plan, wider in the basis
of its operations, broader in its views, larger in its
objects, more strictly secular (as the word is understood in our philosophy) in its nature, and, theref<:!re,
lll\Ore likely to be lasting and increasingly beneficial
in its results.
I.-The necessity for the American Secular Union having princtples upon which all can agree, including even
advanced theologians.
The word Secularism has been in use in the old
country for a little over a quarter of a century. Its
introduction into America is much more recent. Had
the use of the term been confined to the meaning
originally attached to it by those who first adopted
it, there can be little doubt tlaat the constructiv aspect
of the secular movement would hav met with more
general success than it has done, and would hav been
more widely recognized than it is at the present time·.
Secularism was intended to signify and to expound
a system of daily life and its duties, irrespectiv entirely of all alleged supernatural beliefs and independent of all theological teachings. It was defined
as purely this-worldism, without any eompulsory association with views said to refer to some otherworldism.
While not in any way disapproving of destructiv
efforts, the early exponents of Secularism did not
make that their primary aim. Of course1 every new
truth taught must destroy the error which it seeks to
supplant; but it is one thing to replace error with
truth, and quite another to crush the error, and lef!,ve
the spot whiP,h it oceupied a blank. From a variety
of causes, some of which possibly could not h~v been
avoided, secular advocacy in Englanel has become
identified principally with an Atheistic policy; con-.

seqqently, the constructiv character of the movement,
which its first teachings aimed at, has given place to
a propagandism of a destructiv nature. To many it
would be interesting to inquire into the causes of
this departure from what was intended by the original advocates of Secularism. But such au inquiry
would be foreign to my present purpose. One thing
may be said, which is that, under the fierce and unfair antagonism which this new phase of thought had
to contend with from theologians of every school or
party, it is not much to be wondered at that a destructiv course should be more popular with the
Freethought masses than a constructiv advocacy. The
time, however, has, we believe, arrived when the conditions are more favorable for the existence of an organization more practical in its operations than was
possible in the past. Moreover, in this land of free
institutions and wide sympathies, it is wise of us to
endeavor to avoid the rocks upon which previous
workers became partially wrecked, and to keep clear
of the shoals and quicksands which hav proved an
impediment to others. He is a very poor Secularist
indeed who does not value and attempt to profit by
experience, whether it be his own or that of another.
Therefore, it is our intention, with the experience of
our predeeessors in the same field before us, to shape
our course in the future so as, if possible, to meorit,
and to meet with, more success than fell to their
share. The ~round that the AmericanSecular Union
intends to occupy is much more definit than, so far
as my knowledge _goes, any previous secular society
in this country has covered.
We are Freethinkers-a broad and comprehensiv
term; we are also Secularists, and there is certainly
nothing narrow about that word or its true signification. It is, in fact, as wide as humanity itself, and
exclusiv of n8thing save that which is injurious to
human progress. In Secularism there are certain
general principles, far-reaching, comprehensiv, and
calculated to effect great good if adopted, about
which Freethinkers are all agreed, and in reference
to which no difference of opiniori can arise, except
such as would be fatal to Freethought altogether;
and these general principles, we submit, should be
the basis of all our operations. Thus the Union
teaches a philosophy of life based on personal integrity and general usefulness, believing that this life
and this world in which we liv !femand and will
reward our utmost cultivation; that the instruments
of this cultivation are reason and social effort; that
the harvest to be reaped from it is happiness, general
and individual. It seeks to advance the freedom
of an honest members of society, irrespectiv of sex,
country, or class distinctions, and to enhance the
welfare of the nation at large. It demands the rights
of the individual, and protests against the monopolies
of the state. It claims intellectual liberty and condemns theological usurpation. It admits of no forced
allegiance to any church, and persistently wars
against all forms of priestcraft. It asserts that religion should be a question of individual opinion, and
not of national injustice. It pleads for the emancipation of woman and the elevation of man. Secularism, as taught by the American Secular Union, avows
that nobility of conduct and service to humanity can
adorn our existence either with or without the belief
in any continuity of consciousness after what is termed
death. Upon the question of a future life each person must decide for himself or he1self according to
the evidence at their command; the Union strongly
deprecates any dogmatism upon subjects in reference
to which reason and experience teach that diversity
of opinion must always obtain.
The philosophy of Secularism is to make the best
in its highest sense-physically, morally, and mentally-of time, believing that rewards will follow such
action, whether eternity awaits us, or "death ends
all." It asserts that to establish and cement the
brotherhood of man is the grandest work before us;
and, to achieve this result, it advocates the claims of
no one particular class, but those of all classes, affirming that the welfare of all is only to be found in the
harmony of all. Thus our watchword is justice, for
it is the profound belief in the equal rights of all
which alone can inspire and impel us to seek the
freedom and happiness of all. When equal rights
are here spoken of it is intended to mean equal
rights of citizenship, the training of the faculties of
body and mind, and the free exercise and development
of these so far as such exercise does not interfere
with the rights of others. We hav been taught by
the moral and~ social philosophies, which hav prograssed so rapidly during the present century, that
this life of ours is of supreme importance, that the
meanest of men and women are of blood-royal, by
the simple fact of their manhood and womanhood;
that devotion to the elevation and ennobling of humanity furnishes an ideal whose grandeur and scope
can satisfy the loftiest aspiration.
We must not overlook the fact that those who are
called "advanced believers" constitute a very nomerous class, and, if we do not utilize their efforts, we
shall prove ourselvs guilty of a great want of wisdom.
For, so far as all positiv work is concerned, most of
them are at one with us, having similar u.ims, and
differing but slightly, if at all, as to the methods by
which the results sought for should be attained.

With these :we hoPe to find a common basis of action,
and our united efforts will certainly do more to oust
the general foe from his position than either they, or
we, could accomplish single-handed. The c ......~.rches
are honeycombed with men who hav long ceased to
believe in the traditions of their faith. They remain
in the fold, not because the mental atmosphere is
congenial to their taste, but because they are the vic,.
time either of custom, of fashion, or of necessity, or
of the three combined. Let the American Secular
Union become better known, its principles more
thoroughly understood, and its exchequer well filled,
and then such an exodus from the churches would in
all probability be witnessed the equal of which has
not been seen during the present generation. It is
neoessary, however, to distinguish b~tween these "advanced believers " and the old orthodox theologians,
with whom we can hav no part; they are our avowed
enemies,- and to coquet with them would be worse
than a mistake-it would be a crime against the
ancestral glories of our cause. The dauntless pioneers of Secular freedom were persecuted, tortured,
imprisoned, and put to death by the orthodox devotees of theology; and it is a duty we owe to the dead
to war against its creeds and dogmas with persistent
energy. When we behold the strong front the orthodox party are now presenting against progreesiv
thought; the- efforts they are making to counteract
Secular influences; _the powerful organizations they
hav formed, backed by wealth and fashion; the elaborate machinery they hav called into existence to
spread their doctrine-when we remember all this, if
we are not stimulated to more united and determined
action in the promulgation of our principles, we deserve to be charged with a deficiency of zeal fatal to
the proper advancement of our views. To counteract these appalling evils, and to replace them with
noble trgths, is the primary object of the Secular
Union, at the head of which is one of the noblest and
most powerful exponents the cause has ever had, Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll.
Upon the many social and political questions which
confront us on every side, apart from the Nine Demands, the Secular Union urges the unrestricted
right of freedom of opinion for every individual.
The Union, as an organization, solicits agreement in
the desire to secure a just and equally-balanced national taxation; to insist that those who require religious instruction shall be alone responsible for the
expense of its teaching; to abolisli all government
patronage of any and all religious forms; to do away
with the farce of fast and thanksgiving days; to substitute affirmation in our legal practice for the present absurd custom of swearing; to obtain the repeal
of all laws that interfere with the free and intellectual
use of Sunday; to show that high-toned morality is
not confined to the Christian or to any other faith,
but that it is allied with the humanity of man; and,
finally, to protest against advantages being shown to
a professor of religion that are denied to a Secularist.
This is a platform sufficiently broad for good practical work. Of it we may speak in the words of Pope:
Friend, parent, neighbor, first it will embrace;
J;[is country next, and next all human race;
Wide and more wide, the overflowing of the mind
Takes every creature in of every kind.

li-The Twofold Nature of the Advocacy Adopted by
the Union.
To avoid any misapprehension as to the nature of
our advocacy, let it be distinctly understood that OJlr
work is not. exclusivly constructiv. In the present
condition of society that is impossible. As Charles
Kingsley has said, "The mildest may find stern work:
to do." And unquestionably, in carrying out the·
program of the American Secular Union, its members will find much of such labor to be done; and
the duty of doing it must not be ignored by the advocates of progress. A Sunday-school teacher is said
once to hav asked a new pupil the very momentous
question, "What must I do to be saved?" and the
unsophisticated scholar replied, simply enough, "Get
lost." And there seems to be a good deal of philosophy in this very unorthodox answer. One needs
to " get lost " by the church before he can be
saved by moral freedom and intellectual liberty.
And the losing process is somewhat important. We
must go first and destroy before we can build up.
If the land were virgin soil and all the clearing done,
we could at once put in our plow and bring the
soil under cultivation, sow the seed, and wait hopet•Illy for the harvest. But too much of the ground is
already occupied, the theological lumber needs removing, and it would be useless to attempt to plow,
let alone to sow the seed, until a clearance has been
made. While, therefore, expounding those positiv
principles which would raise the masses of the people
from that low mental condition in which ecclesiasticism, priestcraft, and ignorance hav reduced them, .
we cannot ignore the fact that theological dogmas
stand in the way of our enterprise; that the church
does its best to deprive us of a fair opportunity of
exercising our undoubted rights in the promulgation
of our views; that priests are ever activ in misrepresenting our teachings; and that superstition, with
its narrow creeds, its mental limitations, and its
threatening• of cruel penalties, bars the path of progress. These are the agencies that hinder the recog·
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nition and. acceptt$L<.le by the public of the "Nine
Demands;" and it is our dut.y to remove such imperliments in order that we may hav a freer scop~ and
a less trammeled course for constructiv action.
Thus our Secular propaganda is twofold. The truth
in rtligion, the useful in the chnrcb, the manhood of
t.h .. pries's, Wfi respect and would conserve; but
whatever inferferes with personal rights, intellectual
Jil•ert.y, and ethical culture we declare open and unflinching war against, and regard it as a service to
mankind to persi~t.ently ca.rry on the cnnflict to the
bitter end. We pruclt£im the necessity of an activ,
prngressiv, and determined policy, uncontroled by
the dogmas of theology, and undeterred by the customs of the past. Looking through society we behold
poverty, ignorance, tyranny, in so far as the church
is dominant; wealth, educatiqn, and freedom, in so
far as the Secular power is supreme. The Protestant countries are far ahead of the truly papal ones;
but why? Not because of their Christianity, but because of the. Freethought and Secularism which
leaven it, and are leavening it more and more. The
United States do not recognize religion at all in their
Constitution. Switzerland lfeeps the churches strictly
subject to the state. Great Britain does the same,
though, being the home of anomalies, it still bas a
state church. All the intelligence of France is Secu.laristic, the ignorant peasants and the legitimist gentry being about the only faithful left. Germany is the
most profoundly and solidly irreligious country in
Europe, and we see what a position it has taken.
Italy has risen in every other way just in· proportion
as she has cast off the papal yoke. Spain has been
reduced from the first rank among ·nations by the
infernal Inquisition. Austria's rehabilitation came
with the abolition of. a papal concordat. From Australia, and even from India, we hear cheering news
of the progress of Freethought. Considering the
state of Christendom-how it is honeycombed with
heresies, compared with its state in the Dark Ages,
when the church was supreme; looking over the 1mmense harvests which hav already been reaped from
the growth of all the un-Christian and secular sciences and arts of life, and not forgetting the noble'
men and women whom the Christians imprisoned,
and banished, and murdered for daring such unholy
culture, it can well be said, in the words of the eloquent De Quincey, "These are the fields that, by the
grandeur of their reaping, redeem the tears and
blood in which they hav been sown."
'
CHARLES WATTS.
[To BE CONTINUED.]

A Workingman Talks to a Preacher.
I read in the Independent, of July 23d and 30th, two
letters from Washington Gladden, D.D., of Columbus,
0., under the heading, "The Working People and the
Churches," and in the Boycotter, of August 15th,.another short article taken from the Public Ledger, and
headed with, "The Laborer and the Church."
The article in the Boycotter says the Christian Union
was informed by a number of clergymen that only
five per cent of the American artisans ~J,ttend church
in our oities. .A.ccording to Rev. Gladden, in the
Independent, who got all his information by writing
letters to various individuals, the excuse for their not
attending is chiefly through not being able to dress
well, and various other reasons-all of which are widQ
of the truth.
It appears that Rev. Washington Gladden has
~. taken a great deal of trouble, and got at the wrong
end of the reasons for the non-attendance to church
of the wage-workers l.n our cities. Rev. Gladden
should attend about half a dJzen labor meetings that
are held in all our cities every Sunday evening, and
he would be more likely to get at the kernel of truth.
In case he would not think it right to attend a labor
meeting lecture on the sun's day, I will giv a few
reasons here, and he can read them on saturn's day,
which is before the holy sun's day.
When a wage-worker rises in a meeting to speak
to his fellow-men, he gets his text from the book of
nature and not from the Bible, which makes it right
to lie, ~teal, or murder, and also holds labor as a disgraceful punishment. .The wage-workers are not so
blinded by theology to-day as they were twenty years
ago, and few of them now, if any, believe the worl_d
is flat and rests on pillars; they take nature for their
guide, and believe a man should hav all he produces.
They hav little faith in non-producers, and they are
not so blind as to be unable to see the vast army the
church has of that stock; they always hav a volunteer
preacher, and not one who gets ten to twenty thousand dollars a year to tell them every week how nice
they willliv after they are dead by handing in a few
shekels to him; they would. be contented with this
world if there were not so many drones in it who go
in the country in hot weather to get a rest after their
hard labors. When a preacher tells them the ruler
of the universe. is omnipresent, omniscient, and omnipotent, it is too much for them to swallow, when
they look around and see the misery that ruler has
thrown his children on earth in; and it is no wonder
that only five per cent go to church and say, "Our
father who art in heaven." Before long that five
per cent will be able to see what an imperfect
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world a perfect God has· made. The majority of
hav grown tired of your ;Bible God,
and think he bas been. too long in office. They find
him growing worse and worse with his earthly children-he shows too much partiality; and as he bas
ma~e such a failure in this world business, don't
you think it would be better if he assigned it over to
some one e]Re? Ray the iiF>vil. He is not so bad as
he is made out to. be. He did nothing out of the
way, except that little affair with Job-and that., you
know, was done to please his majesty, the present
ruler of the universe. The devil w&s our fh·st educ11.tor, and gave Eve the first lesson in the garden of
Eden-wherever that was; and your God cursed
Adam and Eve and his posterity for having the audacity to do such a thing as to accept knowledge and
wis?-om. Why, Brother Gladden, we ought to thank
the devil for that first lesson. Just think of it, and
see what a fix we would be in if Eve never partook of
that "tree of knowledge." We could not form any
government, for we would not know the difference
between right and wrong, and the smartest judge of
to-day would not be able to form a code of laws.
How ungrateful we are in not having a monument as
large as tbat of George Washington erected in honor
of the devil! The devil did not drown the whole
world, nor did he stop the sun and moon that a sagacious monster might hav light a few minutes longer,
in order to slay a few more innocent people.
When we examin the records of our penitentiaries,
and find they were, and are, patronized chiefly by
those who believe in faith, it is nothing to be wonde red at when we find the book they hav been taught
from sanctions lying, stealing, and murder. Your
God, Brother G1adden, is also a warrior, an angry
God, a jealous God; and I would like to know who
are more so than those who follow him ?
Come now, Brother Gladden, be fair! Giv the
devil a chance, and let him change places with your
God, and I will guarantee he will not rule this world
any worse. Tbere hav been enough prayers offered
to the Bible God by different nations without any
response, and people are beginning now to hav little
faith in" Ask, and ye shall receive."
New York, Aug. 18, 1885.
WM. E. ScoT'r.
wa~e~workers

The Pseudo Poet Chatterton.
Some hav greatness thrust upon them.

How the boy Chatterton became at once a famous
poet is told in the following note by the author of
"Tacitus and Bracciolini!"
A bridge at Bristol was completed in 1768; the1·eupon a
ballad of 11 friar crossing a Bristol. bridge in the reign of Edward IV. (1461-1483) was inserted in a local journal as appropriate to the occasion. It was so sweet ill its simplicity and
rich in poetry, while so much judgment tempered the compo·
sition and such correctness was shown in every; archrnological
detail, that it struck with amazement all persons of literary
taste who read it. The author being inquired after was found
to be an attorney's snub-nosed apprenttce who copied precedents. The inquirer, becoming the victim of a thousand-fold
multiplied admuation and wonder, was astounded that such a
queer boy (of sixteen) turned out to be the author of such a
fine ballad! The world marveled too, but became, and re-·
mains to this day, a believer that Chatterton composed all the
fragments which he himself, in the first instance, truly and
honestly ascribed to Rowley and other poets, who flourished
in different centuries; the consequence of which is that their
poems form a very curious and interesting medley of various
archaic words belonging to several medieval periods.
From the poems ascribed to Lydgate (wrongly written by
Chatterton, Ladgate) not being printed elsewhere, we must
infer th11t those fragments of his, and, by induction, the fragments of the other poets, were not multiplied in copies. Consequently we must conclude that they were all so highly
prized by their possessor in the 15th century, the rich Bnstol
merchant, Canynge, the founder of St. Mary Radcliffe, that in
his last will he bequeathed the whole of these protographs,
to be locked up in strung iron coffers, and deposited for safety
in the church he had erected, believing, no doubt, with much
propriety, that if he placed them in a saered edifice, their
preservation would be secured for the benefit of posterity.
Unfortunately, if so, the stupidity of the town clerk and the
mayor nnd aldermen of Bristol in 1727 frustrated the intention of the enlightened merchant; for when in that year those
civic functionar1es examined the papers in the muninent
room over the north porch of St. Mary Radcliffe for the purpose of reserving only those that were valuable, they threw
away as worthless all but the title deeds relating to the
church.
They thus secured an immortal fame for Chatterton by
enabling him (through the aid of his uncle, the sexton) to
get at the contents of the chests, select what parchments he
pleased and place before the world poems which he candidly
acknowiedged were not his own, but which _he seems to hav
modernized, to hav smoothed the verse (h1s own commonplace rhymes showing that he had an exquisit ear for harmony, but nothing else); and here and there to hav interpolated (or supplied missing, erased, an<~; undecipherable) words,
which spoilt lines, but could not spoll the poems as master·
pieces from the classic form in which they are cast, their
power' of thought, brilliance, and vigor of imagination, happiness of invention, and extraordmary depth of sensibility.
One cannot help recalling Dogberry's saying that "good
looks come by fortune and learning by nature," when contem·
pldting the universal belief that Chatterton wrote the poems
of Rowley.

Activ Mohammedans.
Secretary of State Bayard is in receipt of a dispatch from Sierra Leone giving accounts of the
movements of an army of 100,000 men in the interior
of Africa. The dispatch is dated July 14th last, and
was sent by United States Consul Lew's. Mr. Lewis
says:
I hav the honor to bring to the noii"e of the Department of
State the fuct of an .-xtr.<ordinary movement nmong the Mohammedans of the Nigritian regions, extending from Timbuctoo to the west cr•nht. It appears that in 1880 a Mandingo,
namPil Samudu, of extraordinRry int!'lligence and energy,
concdved the idea that he was called of God to wage a war for
the supp¥ssion of paganism and the opening of the roads to
the coast, which in certain districts hav been for generations
subjected to excessiv blackmail and to the plunde1·ing of vagabond tribes. During the last five years he has collected an
army, consisting of foot and horse, of about 100,000 men.
Mohammedan youths, wherever he goes, flock to his standard,
anxious not only to secure the reward in the hereafter promised to those who fight for their religion, but to carry off the
rich spoils o£ time which these expeditions that battle for the
faith are sure to win. It is said that Samudu's army is divided
into three portions. One is operating near the headwaters of
the Niger. This portion recently drove certain French troops
from the gold regions of Boure, of which they had taken possession, and are now besieging Bammakoo, a large town on
the Niger, occupied about three years ago by the French, who
hav erected fortifications there. Another portion of the army
is operating in the regions east of Liberia, and by suppressing
the disturbing elements, tmfettering trade, and introducing a
knowledge of religion and letters, is in one sense opening the
way for negro immigrants of intelligence and energy from
America to push out from the Africo-American Republic to
the healthy and fertil regions of the interior. In another
sense, it is forestalling the whole region for Mohammedanism,
and making it difficult, if not impossible-if indeed it is desirable-to convert that country to the faith imported from
America by the immigrants.
The third portion of the army is approaching the coast a few
miles northwest of Sierra Leone. lt has secured the submission, by force or voluntary surrender, of all the tribes on the
way for five hundred miles back. '!'he larg• stand most important pagan kingdom on this side of the Niger was Soolima,
of which Talaba, a large commercial city, was the capital. For
the last sixty years the Fula Mohammedans hav been trying
by diplomacy and by arms to subdue this city to the faith, but
it has always successfully resisted both diplomat and warrior.
Last year Samudu's army, in overwhelming numbers, surrounded it and called upon the king to surrender aurl profess
Islam. This he refused to do. 'fhe town was then invested,
and after. a terrible siege of five months the king assemblet!
the royal family and princip~l chiefs in his powder house and
informed them that he could hold out no longer, as his resources were exhausted, but having for more than two hundred years belonged to the ruling element, he was determined
for himeelf and family to die rather than come under Mohammedan rule. He gave the chiefs theil· choice either to die with
him or go out of town and giv themselvs up to the enemy.
They decided to die with him. He then set fire to the powrlerhouse, and they were all blown up. 'fhu" ended the Boolinrt
power, which for more than seven generations had ioliuenc•!'d
the trade and politics of extensiv districts, and httd commanded
the principal highways to the coast.
Another very important achievement of this army is the destructlOn of the Hooboo power-an irresponsible organization
which for thirty years has been an annoyance and loss to caravans passing from the interior to the coast. Samudu g>tve
orders to attack them in their mountain strongholds, which
until then had proved inaccessible to the neighboring force~.
They were surprised. Their chief, Abal, was captured und
decapitated, and his arms and legs, severed from the tru11k,
were sent to the various countries whose inhabitants had suffered from his predatory and murderous proceedings. The
Hooboos are described as renegade faulahs in rebellion against
the king of 'f1mboo. The rouds bav now been cleared of these
thieves und murderers, so that an unprotected child or female
may travel in safety all through the d1strict. The8e oporutions
will not be without a salutary effect upon American commerce,
for there is in that country an increasing demand for Americun
productions, and many of the articles produced by the people
are valuable in American trade. Samudu's army i~ now only
a few miles from the coast northwest of Sierra Leone. It is
said to be their purpoH~ now to deal with the 'fimuch
and Sherbro countries, whose constant wars keep the rutLritim regions in such a state of ferment that often the cttravans
huv struggled through obstructions for buudrecls of miles.
They find their greatest d1fficulty among the coast tribes, und
often fall victims to the Iutter. Sttmudu proposes to settle
these districts, or, if not able, to seize the professional warriors, who are the chief causes of disorder, auc.l tr.mHport them
to the distant interior, where there will be no opportunity for
the gratification of their w11rlike proclivities. It is not known
here what steps the government of Sierra Leone will take in
view of the proceedings of this force from the interior, but it
is believed that a judicious co. operation with them on the part
of the Br1tish authorities would effect great good for the freedom and permanent security of trade in tho regions contiguous to the colony.

The Sibylline Acrostic.
The most celebrated of the SibJlline books, the
Erythrean, contains an acrostic in Greek, now extant, the initial letters of which are:
Iesous ChTeistos, Theott Uits, !:Jote1·, 8taw·os
(Jesus Chreist, God's Son, Savior, Stake).

That the acrostic was written at least a century B c.
is pretty certain. . .
Cicero, who was born lOG
n.c., assails the Sibyl's prophecy as too vague in regard to the great person whose coming is forttold,
and points to the "art. and contrivance" in the
"acrostic" (De Diu., lib. it). Eusebius affirms thab
Cicero quoted these very verses which contain the
acrostic.
The word Chreistos is not found in our Greek ]A.x:i- ·
cons, and yet it was in use long before the Christian
era. It could not bav been derived from chrio, "to
anoint," therefore it was not spelt Chrii!tos. It may
hav been derived from chreo (also chreio), Ionic for
chrao, "to deliver an oracle" (Don. Lex.).

Chatterton died before reaching the age of eighteen. His later verses of undoubted originality were
very poor stuff, such as an ordinary student at college would be ashamed to produce. But those who
maintain his authorship of the antique poems are
~NTICHRIST,
compelled to believe that at the age of twelve and
up to sixteen, he wrote poetry equal to any that had
HE is the wisest man who can crowd the mo2t aa~
ever been produced in England.
tion2 into now.-R. W. ltJmer;;on.
ANTICHRii!T, A.M.
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LIVID TOPICS.

tNot long ago the Secretary of tbe League and ~ur "funny
brother," as Charles Watts culls George Macdonald, called
upon ColoBel Ingersoll at his hotel at Long Beach. 'I he brother
had with him a long clipping from the Brooklyn Eagle, which
he showed Mr. Ingersoll, remarking that if it was true it would
gr"ce THE TRUTH !SEEKER's broad columns. Mr. Ingersoll
c~lml.v put it into his vest poc~et.. Noticing, probably, a look
of sadness on the face of the Jnmor Macdonald as the article
disappeared, he said that if there were any questions which
THE TRUTH SEEKER desir~>d he should answer, he would do so
if they were sent to his office. The following interview.is the
result:]

Q Shall you attend the Albany Freethought Convention?
A. I have agreed to be present not only, but to
dd
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·
.
' e onven lOll IS gomg
to be a success. I am greatly gratified to know that
the interest in the question of intellectual liberty is
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' property from taxation is to appropriate money, to day morning. Now and then some poor fellow with
t.he extent of that tax, for the support of that church.
Whenever a burden is lifted from one piece of property, it is distributed, over the rest of the property of
the state, and to release one kind of property is to
·
mcrease
t h e tax on all ot h er k'm d s.
There was a time when people really supposed
that churches were saving souls from the tJternal
wrath of 8 God of infinite love. Being engaged in
·
b d
such a philanthropic work, and at that time no o Y
having the courage to deny it--the church being allpowerful-all other property was taxed to support
the church; but now the more civilized part of the
community, being satisfied that a God of infinite love
will not be eternally unjust, feel as though the church
should support herself. To exempt the church from
taxation is to pay a part of the priest's salary. The
Catholic now objects to being taxed to support a
school in which his religion is not taught. He is

a hack, trying to make a. dollar or two to feed his
horses, or to take care of his wife and cbilriren, is
arrested as though he were a murderer. But in a
few days the puQlic are inconvenienced to that de·
· Its
·
gree th a t th e arres t s s t op an d b usmllBS
goes on m
accustomed channels, Sunday and all.
Now and then society becomes so pious, so virtuous,
that people are compelled to enter saloons by the
back door; others are compelled to drink beer with
h
b
h
.
h
the front s utters up; ut ot erwise t e stream that
goes down the thirsty throats is unbroken. The
ministers have done their best to prevent all recreation on the Sabbath. They would like to stop all the
boats on the Hudson, and on the sea-stop all the
excursion trains. They would like to compAl every
human being that lives in the city of New York to
remain within its limits twenty-four hours each Sunday. They hate, the parka; they hate music; they
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and now most of the ministers leave themselves, and
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be no form of human enJ"oyment except prayer,

a few moments before had not the slightest thought
of saying a word about the churches, or about the and the ta:s: of an Atheist or of a Jew increased, when
Bible, are giving their opinions in full. I hear dis- he teaches in his untaxed church that the Atheist
bl'
and Jew will both be eternally damned! Is it pos·
.
f th' k' d · ll h
cussions o
IS m m a t e pu IC conveyances, at
the hotels, on the piazzas at the seaside-and they sible for impudence to go further?
are not discussions I·n whi'ch I t ke a part beca s
I insist that no religion should be taught in any
a questions
ny
'
uine school supported by public money; and by religion
I rarely say anything upon these
except
public, unless I am directly addressed.
I mean superstition .. Only that should be taught in
There is a general feeling that the church has ruled a school that somebody can learn and that somebody
this. world long enough. People are beginning to see can know. In my judgment, every church should be
that no amount of eloquence, or faith, or erudition, taxed precisely the same as other property. The
or authority, can make tbe records of barbarism satis- church may claim that it is one of the instruments of
factory to the heart and brain of this century. They civilization and therefore should be 'exempt. If you
have also found that a falsehood in Hebrew is no exempt that which is useful, you exempt every trade
more credible than in plain English. People at last and every profession. In my judgment, theaters
are beginning to be sati~fied that cruel laws were have done more to civilize mankind than churches;
never good laws, no matter whether inspired or un- that is to say, theaters have done something to civilinspired. The Christian religion, like every other ize mankind-churches nothing. The effect of all
religion depending upon inspired writings, is wrecked superstition has been to render man barbarous. I
upon the facts of Nature. So long as inspired writers do not believe in the civilizing effects of falsehood.
confined themselves to the supernatural world; so
There was a time wlren ministers were supposed
long as they talked about angels, and Gods, and to be in the employ of God, aud it was thought that
heavens, and hells; so long as they described only God selected them with great care-that their prothings that man has never seen, and never will see, fession had something sacred about it. These ideas
they were safe, not from contradiction, but from are no longer entertained by senstble people. Min·
demonstration. But these writings had to have a isters should be paid like other professional men, and
foundation, even for their falsehoods, and that faun- those who like their preach, should pay for the
dation was in Nature. The foundation had to be preach. They should depend, as actors do, upon
something about which somebody knew something, their popularity, upon the amount of sense, or nonor supposed they knew something. They told some- sense, that they have for sale, They should depend
thing about this world that agreed with the then upon the market like other people, and if people do
general opinion. Had these inspired writers told the not want to bear sermons badly enough to build
truth about Nature-bad they said that the world re- churches and pay for them, and pay the taxes on
valved on its axis, and made a circuit about the sun them, and. hire the preacher, let the money be di-they could have gained no credence for their statec verted to some other use. The pulpit should no
mente about other worlds. They were forced to longer be a pauper. I do not believe in carrying on
agree with their contemporaries about this world any business with the contribution box. All the secand there is where they made the fundamental mis~ tarian institutions ought to support themselves. There
take. Having grown in knowledge, the world has should be no Methodist, or Catholic, or Presbyterian
discovered that these inspired men knew nothing hospitals, or orphan asylums. All these should be
about this earth; that the inspir~d books are filled supported by the state. There is no such thing as
with mistakes-not only mistakes that we can con- Catholic charity, or Methodist charity. Charity betradict, but mistakes that we can demonstrate to be longs to humanity, not to any particular form of faith
mistakes. Had they told the truth in their day, or religion. You will find as charitable people who
about this earth, they would not have been bHlieved never heard of religion, as you can find in any church.
about other worlds, because their contemporaries The state should provide for those who ought to be
would have used their own knowledge about this provided for. A few Methodists beg of everybody
world to test the knowledge of these inspired men. they meet--send women with subscription papers,
We pursue the same course; and what we know getting money from all classes of people, and nearly
about this world we use as the standard, and by that everybody gives something from politeness, or to
standard we have found that the inspired mE>n knew keep from being annoyed; and when the institution
nothing about Nature as it is. Finding that they is finished, it is pointed at as the result of Methodwere mistaken about this world, we have no confi- ism! Probably a majority of the people in this
dence in what they have said about another. Every country suppose that there was no charity in the
religion has had its philosophy about this world, and world until the Christian religion was founded.
every one has been mistaken. As education becomes Great men have repeated this falsehood, until ignogeneral, as scientific modes are adopted, this will be- ranee and thoughtlessness believe it. There were
come clearer and clearer, until "ignorant as inspira- orphan asylums in China, in India, and in Egypt,
tion" will be a comparison.
thousands of years before Christ was born; and there
Q. Have you seen the memorial to the New York certainly never was a time in the history of the whole
legislature, to be presented this winter, asking for world when there was less charity in Europe than
the repeal of such laws as practically unite church during the centuries when the church of Christ had
and state?
absolute power. There were hundreds of IYiohamA. I have seen a memorial asking that church medan asylums before Christianity had built ten in
property be taxed like other property; that no more the entire world.
money should be appropriated from the public
All institutions for the care of unfortunate people
treasury for the support of institutions managed by should be secular-shquld be supported by the state.
and in the interest of sectarian denominations; for the The money for the purpose should be raised by
repeal of all laws compelling the observance of Sun- ation, to the end that the burden may be borne by
day as a religious day. Such memorials ought to be those able to bear it. As it is now, most of the money
addressed to the legislatures of all the states. The is paid, not by the rich, but by the generous, and
money of the public should only be used for the those most able to help their needy fellow-citizens
benefit of the public. Public money should not be are the very ones who do nothing. If the money is
used for what a few gentlemen think is for the benefit raised by taxation, then the burden will fall where it
of the public. Personally, I think it would be for ought to fall, and these institutions wili no longer be
the benefit of the public to have Infidel or scientific supported by the generous and emotional, and the
-whith is the same thing-lectures delivered in rich and stingy will no longer be able to evade the
every_ town, in every state, on every Sunday; but duties of citizenship and of humanity.
knowmg ~hat a great many men disagree with me
Now, as to the Sunday laws, we know that they are
on this pomt, I do not claim that such lectures ought only spasmodically enforced. Now and then a few
to be paid for with public money. The Methodist people are arrested for selling papers or cigars.
church ought not to be sustained by taxation, nor 1 Some unfortunate barber is grabbed by a policeman
the Catholic, nor any other church. To relieve their; because he has been caught shaving a Christian Sun-

tax-

signing subscription papers, putting money in contribution boxes, listening to sermons, reading the
cheerful histories of the Old Testament, imagining
the J·oys of heaven and the torments of hell. The
church is opposed to the . theater, is the enemy of the
opera, looks upon dancing as a crime, hates billiards,
despises cards, opposes roller-skating, and even entertains a certain kind of prejudice against croquet.
Q. Do you think that the orthodox church gets its
ideas of the Sabbath from the teachings of Christ?
A. I do not hold Christ i'esponsible for thesA
idiotic ideas concerning the Sabbath. He regarded
the Sabbath as something made for man-which was
a sensible view. The holiest day is the happiest day.
The most sacred day is the one in which have been
done the most good deeds. There are two reasons
given in the Bible for keeping the Sabbath. One is
that God made the world in six days, and rested on
the seventh. Now that all the ministers admit that
he did not make the world in six days, but that he
m~de it in six "periods," this .reason is no longer apphcable. The other. reas,~n ~s that he ~roug~t the
Jews out of Egypt With ~ mighty hand.
This may
_be a very good reason still for the observance of t~e
Sabbath by the Jews, but the real Sa?bath, that Is
to say, the day to be commemorated, IS our Saturday, and why_ should we commemorate the wrong
day? That disposes of the second reason.
Nothing can be more inconsistent than the thearies and practice of the churches about the Sabbath.
The cars run Sundays, and out of the profits hundreds of ministers are supported. The great iron
and steel works fill with smoke and fire the Sabbath
air, and tb,e proprietors divide the profits with the
churches. The printers of the city are busy Sunday
afternoons and evenings, and the presses during the
nights, so that the sermons of Sunday can reach the
heathen on Monday. The servants of the rich are
denied the privileges of the sanctuary. The coachman sits on the box out-doors, while his employer
kneels in church preparing himself for the heavenly
chariot. The iceman goes about on the holy day,
keeping believers cool, they knowing at the' same
time that he is making it hot for himself in the world
to come. Christians cross the Atlantic, knowing that
the ship will pursue its way on the Sabbath. They
write letters to their friends knowing that they will
be carried in violation of Jehovah's le.w, by wicked
men. Yet they hate to see a pale-faced sewing-girl
enjoying a few hours by the sea; a poor mechanic
walking in the fields; or a tired mother watching her
children playing on the grass. Nothing ever was,
nothing ever will be, more utterly absurd and disgusting than a Puritan Sunday. Nothing ever did
make a home more hateful than the strict obseryance
of the Sabbath. It fills the house with hypocrisy
and the meanest kind of petty tyranny. The parents
look sour and stern, the children sad and sulky.
They are compelled to talk upon subjects about
which they feel no interest, or to read books that ar&
thought good only becauue they are stupid.
Q. What have you to day about the growth of Ca.tholicism, the activity of the Salvation Army, and the
success of revivalists like the Rev. Samuel Jones?
Is Christianity really gaining a strong hold on the
ma.Rses?
A. Catholicism is growing in this country, and it
is the only .country on earth in which it is growing.
Its growth here depends entirely upon immigration,
not upon intellectual conquest. Catholic emigrants
who leave their homes in the Old World because they
have never· had any liberty, and who are Catholics
for the same reason, add to the number of Catholics
here, but their children's children will not be Catholics. Their children will not be very good Oatholics, and even these immigrants themselves, in a few
years, will not grovel quite so low in the presence of
a priest. The Catholic church is gaining no ground
in Catholic countries.
The Salvation Army is the result of two thingsthe general belief in what are known as the funda~
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mentals of Christianity and the heartlessness of the
church. The church in England-that is to say, the
Church of England-having succeeded-that is to
say, being supported by general taxation-that is
to say, being a successful, well-fed parasite-naturally neglected those who did not in any way contribute to its support. It became aristocratic. Splendid churches were built; younger sons with good
voices were put in the pulpits; the pulpit became the
asylum for aristocratic mediocrity, and in that way
the Church of England lost interest in the masses and
the ma!>ses lost interest in the Church of England.
The neglected poor, who really had some belief in
religion, fl.nd who had· not been absolutely petrified
by form and patronage, Were ready for the Salvation
Army. They were not at home in the church. They
could not pay. They preferred the. freedom of the
street. They preferred to attend a church where
rags were no objection. Had the church loved and
labored with the poor the Salvation Army never
would have ex:itlted. These people are simply giving
their idea of Christianity, and in their way endeavoring to do what they consider good. I don't suppose the Salvation Army will accomplish much. To
improve mankind you must change conditions. It is
not enough to work simply upon the emotional nature. The surroundings must be such as naturally
produce virtuous actions. If we are to believe recent
reports from London, the Church of England, even
with the assistance of the Salvation Army, has accomplished but little. It would be hard to find any savage
country with less morality. You would search long
in the jungles of Africa to find greater depravity.
I account for revivalists like the Rev. Samuel Jones
in the same way. There is in every community an
ignorant class-what you might call a literal classwho believe in the real blood atonement, who believe
in heaven and hell, and harps, and gridirons-who
have never had their faith weakened by reading commentators or books harmonizing science and religion.
Theylove to hear the good old doctrine; they want
hell described; they want it described so that they can
hear the moans and shrieks; they want heaven described; they want to see God on a throne, and they
want to feel that they are finally to have the pleasure
of looking over the battlements of heaven and seeing
all their enemies among the damned. The Rev. Mr.
Munger has suddenly become a revivalist. Accord. ing to the papers he is sought for in every direction.
His popularity seems to rest upon the fact that he
brutally beat a girl twelve years old because she did
not say her prayers to suit him. Muscular ChriHtianity is what the ignorant PE!ople want. I regard all
these efforts-including those made by Mr. Moody
and Mr. Hammond-as evidence that Christianity, as
an intellectual factor, has almost spent its force. It
no longer governs the intellectual world.
Q. Are not the Catholics the least progressive?
And are they not, in spite of their professions to the
contrary, enemies· to republican liberty?
A. Every church that has a standard higher than
human welfare is dangerous. A church that puts a
pook above the laws and constitution of its country,
that puts a book above the welfare of mankind, is
dangerous to human liberty. Every church that puts
itself above the legally expressed will of the people is
dangerous. Every church that holds itself under
greater obligation to a pope than to a people is dan~erous to human liberty. Every church that puts
religion above humanity-above the well-being of
man in this world-is dangerous. The Catholic
church may be more dangerous, not because its doctrines are more dangerous, but because, on the average, its members more sincerely believe its doctrines,
and because that church can be hurled as a solid
body in any given direction. For these reasons it
is more dangerous than other churches; but its doctrines are no more dangerous than those of the Protestant churches. The man who would sacrifice the
well-being of man to please an imaginary phantom
that he calls God, is alsL) dangerous. The only safe
standard is the well-being of man in this world.
Whenever this world is sacrificed for the sake of another, a mistake has been made. The only God that
man can know is the aggregate of all beings capable
of suffering and of joy within the reach of his influence. To increase the happiness of such beings is to
worship the only God that man can know.
Q. What have you to say to the assertion of Dr.
Deems that there were never so many Christians as
now?
A. I suppose that the population of the earth is
greater now than at any other time within the historic period. This being so, there may be more
Christians, so-called, in the world than there were a
hundred years ago. Of c6urse, the reverend doctor, in
muking up his aggregate of Christians, counts all kinds
and sects-Unitarians, Universalists, and all the other
"ans," and "ists," and "ics," and ~· ites," and "ers."
But Dr. Deems must admit that only a few years ago
most of the persons he now calls Christians would
have been burnt as heretics and Infidels. Let us
compare the average New York Christian with the
. Chnstian of two hundred years ago. It is probably
safe to say that there is not now in the city of New
York a genuine Presbyterian· outside of an insane
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asylum. Probably no one could be found who will ings will not be satisfied with the old ones. Mr.
to-da;y admit tha~ he beli~ves absolutely in the Pres- Beecher, instead of strengthening the walls, will
byten~n Con~esswn of Fa1th. There is probably not make them weaker.
There is no harmony between religion and science.
a? Episcopalian who believes in the Thirty-nine Ar~Icles. ~robably there is not an intelligent minister When Science was a child, Religion sought to strangle
m the mty of New York, outside of the Ctttholic it in the cradle. Now-that Science has attained its
church, who believes that everything in the Bible is yo_uth, and Superstition is in its dotage, the tremtrue .. ~robably no clergyman, of any standing, would bling, palsied wreck says to the athlete: Let cus be
be wllhng to take the ground that everything in the friends. It reminds m{l of the bargain the cock
C!ld T~stament-leaving out the question of inspira- wished to make with thA horse: "Let us agree not
tion-Is actually true. Very few ministers now to step on each other's feet." Mr. Beecher, having
preach the doctrine of eternai punishment. Most of done ·away with hell, substitutes annihilation. His
them would be ashamed to utter that brutal false- doctrine at present is that only a fortunate few are
hood. A large majority of gentlemen who attend immortal, and that the great mass return to dreamchurch take the liberty of disagreeing with the less dust. This, of course, is far better than hell,
preacher. They would have been very poor Christians and is a great improvement on the orthodox view.
two hundred years ago. A majority of the ministers Mr. Beecher cannot believe that God would make
take the liberty of disagreeing, in many things with such a mistake as to make men doomed to suffer
their Presbyteries and Synods. They would hav~ been eternal pain. Why, I a~k, should God give life to
very poor preachers two hundred years ago. Dr. men whom he kno.ws 11re unworthy of life? Why
peems forgets that most Christians are only nom- should he annihilate his mistakes? Why should he
mally so. Very few believe their creeds. Very few make mistakes that need annihilation?
It can hardly be said that Mr. Beecher's idea is a
eve~ ~ry to liv:e in accordance with what they call
Chrishan doctnnes. No body loves his enemies. No new one. It was taught, with an addition, thousands
Christian when smitten on one cheek turns the other. of years ago, in India, and the addition almost anMost Christians do take a little thought for the mor- swers my objection. The oid doctrine was that only
row. They do not depend entirely upon the provi- the soul that bears fruit, only the soul that bursts into
dence of G~d. Most Christians now have greater blossom, will at the death of the body rejoin the
confid.ence m the average life insurance company infinite, and that all other souls-souls not having
than m God-feel easier when dying to know that blossomed-will go back into low forms and make
they have a policy, through which they expect the the journey up to man once more, and should they
widow will recerre ten thousand dollars, than when then blossom and bear fruit, will be held worthy to
thinking of all the scripture promises. Even church- join the infinite, but should they again fail, they again
members do not trust in God to protect their own go back; and thifl process is repeated until they do
property. They insult heaven by putting' lightning- blossom, and in this way all souls at last become perrods on their temples. They insure the churches fect. I suggest that :Mr. Beecher make at least this
against the act of God. The experience of man has addition to his doctrine.
But allow me to say that, in my judgment, Mr.
shown the wisdom of relying on something that we
know something about, instead of upon the shadowy Beecher is doing great good. He may not convince
supe~natural. The poor wretches to-day in Spain, de- many people that he is right, but he will certainly
P?ndi~g upon their priests, die like poisoned flies- convince a great many people that Christianity is
die with prayers between their pallid lips-die in wrong.
their filth and faith.
Q. In what estimation do you hold Charles Watts
Q. What have you to say on the 1\iormon question? and Samuel Putnam, and what do you think of their
A. The institution of polygamy is infamous and labors in the cause of Free thought?
A. Mr. Watts is an extremely logical man, with a
disgusting beyond expression. It dE!stroys what we
call, and what all civilized people call, " the family." direct and straightforward manner and mind. He
It pollutes the fireside, and, above all, as Burns has paid great attention to what is called "Secuwould say, "petrifies the feeling." It is, however, larism." He thoroughly understands organization,
one of .t~e institutions of Jehovah. It is protected and he is undJubtedly one of tbe strongest debaters
by the Btble. It has inspiration on its side. Sinai in the field. He has had great experience. He has de~it_h its barren, granite peaks, is a perpetual witnes~ molished more divines than any man of my acquaint·
m Its f~vor. The beloved of God practiced !t, and, ance. I have read several of his debates. In discusacco~dmg to the sacred word, the wisest man had, sion he is q11ick, pertinent, logical, and, above all, c
I behave, about seven hundred wives. This man re- good-natured. There is not in all he says a touch
ceived his wisdom directly from God. It is hard for of malice. He can afford to be generous to his anthe average Bible-worshiper to attack this institu- tagonists, because he is always the victor, and is
tion without casting a certain stain upon his own always sure of the victory. Last winter, wherever I
went, I heard the most favorable accounts of Mr.
book.
Watts.
All who heard him were delighted.
Only a few years ago slavery was upheld by the
Mr. Putnam is one of the most thorough believers
same Bible. Slavery having been abolished, the
passages in the inspired volume upholding it have in intellectual liberty in the world. He believes with
been mostly forgotten; but polygamy lives, and the all his heart, is full of enthusiasm, ready to make any
polyga_mists, with great volubility, repeat the passages sacrifice, and to endure any hardship. Had he lived
m the1r favor. We send our missionaries to Utah, a few years ago, he would have been a martyr. He
with their Bibles, to convert the Mormons. The has written some of the most stirring appeals to the
Mormons show, by these very Bibles, that God is on Liberals of this country that I have ever read. He
their side. Nothing remains now for the missionaries believes that Freethought has a future; that the time
except to get back their Bibles and come home. The is coming when the superstitions of the world will
preachers do not appeal to the Bible for the purpose either be forgotten, or remem~ered-some of them
of putting down Mormonism. They say: " Send the with smiles-most of them with tears. Mr. Putnam,
army." If the people of this country could only be although endowed with a poetic nature, with poetic
honest; if they would only admit that the Old Testa- insight, clings to the known, builds upon the experiment is but the record of a barbarous people; if the ence of man, and believes in fancies only when they
~alll:son of the nineteenth century would not allow are used as the wings of a fact. I have never met a
~ts hmbs t? be bound by the Delilah of Superstition, man who appeared to be more thoroughly devoted to
1t could w1th one blow destroy this monster. What the great cause of mental freedom. I have read his
~hall we say_ o~ the moral force of Christianity, when books with great interest, and find in them many
It utterly fa1ls m the presence of Mormonism? What pages filled with philosophy and pathos. I have met
shall we say of a Bible that we dare not read to a him often, been with him much, and I never heard
Mormon as an argument against legalized lust, or as him utter a harsh word about any human being.
His good nature is as unfailing as the air. His abilan argument against illegal lush ?
ities are of the highest order. It is a positive pleasI am opposed to polygamy. I want it extermin- ure to meet him. He is so enthu~iastic, so unselfish,
ated by law; but I hate to see the exterminators in- so natural, so appreciative of others, so thoughtful for
sist that God, only a few thousand years ago, was as the cause, and so careless of himself, that he compels
bad as the Mormons are to-day. In my judgment, the admiration of everyone who really loves the just
such a God ought to be exterminated.
true.
Q. What do you think of men like the Rev. Henry and
I hope that arrangements will be made by the
Ward Beecher and the Rev. R. Heber Newton? Do League to keep Watts and Putnam in the field. We
they deserve any credit for the course they have
need their work.
taken? ·
A. Mr. Beecher is evidently endeavoring to shore
up the walls of the falling temple. He sees the
CHRisT's MINISTRY IN GALILEE.-Sepporis was the
cracks; he knows that the building is out of plumb; capital of Galilee. It was an important town, being
he feels that the foundation is insecure. Lies can twice captured by the Romans in the first century.
take the place. of stones only so long as they are And yet there is no mention of it in the New Testathorou~hly behaved. Mr. Beecher is trying to do ment. Not more than ten cities are named in the
somethmg to harmonize superstition and science. gospels as the theater of Christ's ministry, out of at
He is reading between the lines. He has discovered least eight hundred which must hav existed accordthat Darwin is only a later Saint Paul, or that Saint ing to Josephus, who makes out two hundred iu the
Paul was the original Darwin. He is endeavoring to province of Galilee, the smallest of the four.-Antimake the New Testament a scientific text-book. Of chn,t.
course he will fail. But his intentions are good.
T-housands of people will read the New Testament ·l No man has ever lived a right life who has not
with more freedom than her.eto. fore. They will look been chastened by a woman's love, strengthened by
for new meanings; and he who looks for new meaiJ- her courage, and guided by her discretion.-Ruski11.
·J
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If they hav not been conscious of th~ir shortcomChristian Logic.
ings in these things, then they are very Ignorant, and
One of the most noticeable features in the Chrisit is the bight of presumption for them to attempt tian movement at the present time is the effort that
Our Artist Uses His Pen.
to teach the people. If God be God, he is omnipo- is. being made by i_ts most prominent advocates to
Fmm the Chicago E:tprus.
tent and can dispense with all such ungodly servants. show that it has a foundation in philosophy, and that
The wrongs and insults that are continually heaped (As I alone wish to be held responsible for this im- its arguments can be sustained by logic.
upon us by capitalists and men in high places fills peachment of the clergy. I hope that if this should
Notmany years ago I heard a very eminent divine,
me with such intense indignation that I cannot and arouse the resentment of any among them they will in an address to a class of graduating theological
will not rest without uttering a protest. How much attack me and not this paper.) I tell you we are get- students, make this remark: "Logic and philosophy
longer must we meekly submit to the schemes of t~ng sick 0 ~ being told of he~venly mansions, a~: are the snares and pitfalls used by the devil to entrap
scoundrels who rob us of our sustenance and steal nvers of mllk and holley, whlle we are housed 1 the unwary and feed the flames of hell with precious
our inheritance? What has become of the spirit of hovels, mired in mm;tgages, and. must eat of the 'human souis."
manhood and patriotism in the American people, husks or starve. While you hav directed our eyes to
But in these later years they hav discovered that
that thev will suffer themselvs to be robbed and in- heaven vyith one hand, you ~a~ stolen our worldly they were wrong, for instead of logic and philosophy
suited by the greedy and conscienceless knaves who goods Wlth the other I Deny Jt If you can.
. being the snares and pitfalls which lead men to hell
hav control of the government? Has the spirit and
"S~ocking I This is h~resy," says one. .so be lt. they will lead them to the gates of the new Jerusalem:
blood of our people become so contaminated by the That IB none of your busmess. I hav not mterfered
LaRt year one of the leading publishing houses in
influx of European serfs that they care nothing for with you.r worshii? and care naught for your creed, New York published a book entitled, "The Philosofreedom, and dare not arise in their might and crush but I will proclan~ the trut~ and denounce. fr~~d, phy of the Plan of Salvation," which has obtained a
out of existence the traitors who .are s~angling us? whether cov~red .with the pnestly robe or JU.dimal wide circulation, prestige having been given to the
Forbearance is no longer a virtue, patience is dan- gown. We are tued of mental slop.. ~here 18k to~ work by the leader of the Chautauqua movement,
~uch sound and not enough sense. Mllhons are 8 1? Rev. Dr. Vincent, and as the Chautauqua readers lay
gerous, and submission is a crime and disgrace.
Laborers of America, reflect, arise, and act I Sol- m bondage because they suff~ others to do the1r great claim to literary talent it is of course out of
diers of the Grand Army, of what avail are your scars thinking. Friends, dare to thmk, speak,. and act for character for anyone but an 'Infidel to question the
and wounds, and what reward hav you for your years yourselvs, and al.low no tyranny of .thought nor mo- character of a book that has been prescribed for
of privation and suffering? Of what avail were the nopoly of your nghts. I hav_ nothmg but contempt their reading.
lives that were sacrificed and the brave blood that for the mo~al cowar.d whose hps are se.aled through
"The Philosophy of the Plan of Salvation" was
flowed in defense of the union?· Unless you show fear of somal ostramsm. Must the gemus of .thought included in their course of reading last year, and the
your manhood and courage by calling a halt to the be speechless because some. fortunate fool..with I? D. depth of its philosophy can be judged by the .followencroachments of monopoly, that badge which you or L.L. D. tacked on to ~! 8 name 8,ays, I behave ing quotation found on page 69. It is intended for
now 80 proudly wear will be but an emblem of dis- yea: or nay, peradventure ! We don t ~are wha.t you a syllogism: '
behave; tell us what you know, prove 1t, and If we
honor, the ornament of slaves.
Man becomes assimilated with the character of the being .
Soldiers, you fought that this land should be a find it is the truth, we will believe also. Public opin- worshiped.
The God of the Bible is the only perfect, all-wise, ·
land of liberty, that you and your posterity should ion, like a veritable Gorgon's head, full of the hiss- and benevolent being ever worshiped by man, hence man can
enjoy the land you redeemed-then let us unite and ing reptils of mediocrity and superstition, has para- only become perfect by worshiping the God of the Bible.
swear by the heroic blood of our fallen patriots that lyzed the lips of truth, withered the brightest
This logic and philosophy is only equaled by that
this great land shall be redeemed_again 1
thought, and deadened the noblest impulses of the of Martin Tupper, author of Tupper's "Proverbial
Millions of acres in the clutcbtJs of thieving cor- hum~n heart. Bigotry needs room to die; lay it Philosophy~" a sample of which is herewith appended:
porations. Millions more given up to aliens and down and march on. Too long hav we already
wicked man scorneth prayer; in the shallow sophistry
foreign lords, while millions of our citizens and thou- waited. and hoped and prayed for relief, and while ofThe
reason he derideth the silly hope that God can be moved by
sands of old soldiers are unable to call a foot of we hav meekly hoped and prayed the reptile of supplication.
ground their own.
monopoly hav been tightening their coils around us
"Can the unchangeable be changed, or moved in his purLaborers, of what use are your strikes? Voters, until we are getting benumbed and sluggish. If poses? Can the weakness of pity affect him? Shall he turn
the bidding of a man? Methought he ruled all things, and
what relief hav you obtained by voting? As affairs we delay mu.ch longer w~ wi~ be cru~hed beyo~d the at
ye called his decrees immutable, but if he listens to words
now stand, both are worse than useless. We organize power of. resistan~~· It ~s .sal~ tha~ prayer without wherein is the firmness of his will?"
strikes, and starvation forces us to resume work at -work avalle.th not; then It IB h1gh time to ~ease pray- So I heard the speech of the wicked, and lo, it was smoother
reduced wages. We vote, and scheming politicians ing and go to work. . Let us. get to. w?rk m earnest, than oil; but I knew that his reasoning was false, for the
of the scripture is true.
so manipulate the political machinery that, we lose our and never cease workmg until the v1cbms of tyranny promis
Yet my soul was in darkness; for his words were too hard
votes or elect a horde of plunderers whose brazen all .over this g;reat land are aroused to a sense of for me; till I turned to my God in prayer, for I know that he
heareth always, yet I saw not his hand in aught, but perceived
rascality would bring the blush of shame to the the1r degr-adation and danger.
·
cheek of the devil!
Let us do something practical and organize clubs that· he worked by means.
I saw that sound argument was still the faithful friend
Workingmen are idle, their families go hungry and in every township and voting precinct, pledged to of And
godliness, even so the temple of religion is founded on the
half-clad; thousands are in want because a few in- support each other at all hazards, and demand of the basis of philosophy (Essay on Prayer).
human wretches choose to satisfy their infernal greed. nabobs in offi.ce and the sharks of ~on~poly that land
"Yea, verily," as the Quaker would say. Religion
The workers and useful ones must starve that the robbery shall cease; that speculatwn m the necessais
founded on the basis of philosophy, but it is the
drones may fatten in luxurious ease, yet in 0 ~ misery ries of life shall cease; that railroad ext.ortion sh~ll
and desperation, fools and hypocrite hav the impu- cease; that the un~arned land. grants given to rail- kind of philosophy he (Tupper) i.ndulges in-the first
dance to pat us on the back, while they babble to us roads shall be forfeited; ~hat ahens shall not o~n. our proposition falsifying the second, the second contraabout God, and cry," Patience!" Begone, ye minions lands; that the ownership of land shall .be hmit~d, dicting the first, and the third denying the whole.
This is the kind of Iogie and philpsophy that mudof corruption, ye parasites! Patience has become a and thereby compel the robber co.rporatwns t~ disdled
and befogged the brain of Hugh Miller, the gecrime and a mockery I The times demand a revolu- gorge. Also that banks, both natwnal and pnvate,
tion.
shall bear their just proportion of taxation; that the ologist, who said, "I know that my science is true; I
cannot believe my Bible to be false;" and to harmoSuch, laboring men, is the result of your toil and right to homest~ad shall not .be aboiishe? so long as nize science and geology, he blew out his brains, thus
skill in this boasted "land of the free " that it has an acre of pubhc lan~s remams u~occup1ed. There settling the question in his mind forever.
come to this·
are some great questwns upon which the people can
Rocheste·r, N. Y..
H. 0. SoMMERs.
·
unite if we would only begin the work of organizaThe seed ye sow another reaps;
tion. It is time for us to teach our members of ConThe wealth ye find another keeps;
Your Hand, Brothers.
The robes ye weave another wears;
grass that they are not our masters, but our servants,
·condensed fram Leo Tazil.
The arms ye forge another bears!
and if they wish to avert the dreadful calamity of
La Republique .Anticlericale wrote in 1880, Feb. 4:
Citizens of ~meri~a and sons of patriots, patriots civil war, let them use their brains more and their
In one month we hav been three times condemned
who wrested this land from tyrants that we might be tongues less, and do something for the relief of the
free, s~all w_e remain passivly. inactiv while a pitiless people. There are thousands, ay, millions of men to fines amounting to 7,000 fr.
1. For showing up the "chemises de chaslete," so
despotu:!m Is surely destroymg all . that which is now ready and anxious to stand up and be counted
sacred to us, and for which they died? Never! Let as the eternal foes of despotism, and all that is ne~ded famous in the diocese of Auch.
2. For reproducing a letter of Henri Rochefort's
us be true to our manhood, and in the name of lib- is organization, leadership, and the blast of the bugle
arty resolve that henceforth we will
calling to march, and they will be found in line and previous to the amnesty.
3. For denouncing an Ignorantine monk of Angers,
Sow seed, but let no tyrant reap;
ready to oppose the encroachments of corporate
who had pulled a tooth out of a child's head as a punFind wealth; let no impostor keep;
power even at the risk of their lives.
Weave robes_; let not the idle wear;
The palaces of the robber barons are standing ishment for not knowing his catechism lesson.
Forge arms, in our defense to bear.
over the yawliing depths of a bottomless pit. Let
Our organ was then only a weekly, and financially
~oilers, you who dig and delve, who feed, clothe, them beware. Hell is groaning for fuel, and its weak.
build, and adorn; you whose lives are full of useful- flames are languishing for the fat of the Vanderbilts,
They who, like us, hate the priestcraft, are numerness, whose hands are calloused with honest toil, you Goulds, Huntmgtons, and other pirates and plunder- ous. The'y feel the need of a fighting organ that
whose skill and energy hav given to us all the com- ers of their stripe. Fair play- don't cheat even does not shrink from sacrifices.
forts of life, must ye suffer on? Will ye be bonds- Satan out of his own-let them go. .Ay, would it
From our first appearance, we hav been hailed by
men forever? Must tottering age and helpless in- not be better for us if we would· all join together and all the victims of the clergy. You cannot suppress a
fancy find refuge in the almshouse, or perish because help them off, regaling them meanwhile with the necessity.
we are too weak to help "them? No, by all the gods on music of the "Rogues' March?''
. Devoted exclusivly to clerical questions, we cry
high Olympus and elsewhere, don't suffer on in mute
Verily, the old Lion of Labor is beginning to aloud what the other papers hush; we brand with
helplessnes~ l~ke beasts of burden! Arise and speak; growl and tug at his chains. If he gets loose some- pitiless satire those black-robed scoundrels who
aye, swear If It nerves you to resist. A good, hearty body will get hurt. So be it. I shall do my best to would pass for saints and martyrs.
oath of indignation is musical compared to the unchain him and prod him on to resistance.
The anticlerical party is strong because it rests on
-Watson Heston.
groveling cant and sniveling piety that teach you to
the most robust of feelings-hate; BO strong that it
belit~le your manhood when smitten on one cheek by
multiplies daily in city and country, so strong that it
turnmg the other also. Away with such stuff; it is
THE RocK ST. PETER.-The Christian cherishes a will turn the elections, invade Parliament, expel the
worse than blasphemy against creed, for it is blas- faith founded on a fancied rock-Christ Jesus. The J a suits, _abolish the congregations, suppress the
phemy against humanity, to which all creeds are sub- Roman Catholic boa,sts of a church built not only on budget of public worship, confiscate to the state the
servient.
the primitiv, but on the secondary rock, St. Peter. ill-gotten booty of religious cliques,and purify France.
I openly arraign the church, and' the clergy in par- It was a. pretty J>Un to call petros a rock, but a little
Our party is closing its ranks, solidarity is being
ticular, for being responsible, to a great extent, for too far-fetched. Petros signifies only a piece of a rock. established, each group feels itself sustained by othall the moral rottenness and corruption which is To the Catholic it seems a tall cl1ff; to the Prates- ers, the timid are encouraged, the hesitating decide,
cursing this nation. With a cowardly servility that tant a pretty big boulder; to the Freethinker only a and in the humblest cottage the layman, hitherto
is both wicked and despicable, they hav bridled their pebble; but ·to .Antichrist it is not so big as a grain of abashed before the shaven crown, now dares to look
tongues, taught false doctrine, ignored the truth, and sand.-.Antichrist.
the black robes in the face. Thus when the clerical
dared not condemn the usurers and thieves who hav
magistracy strikes us, it develops sympathies in our
robbed us. They,. as a class, hav become moral bar- , "A NOBLE part of every true life is to learn to undo behalf. For we are no phrase-mongers, and the
lots who hav prostituted themselvs for hire.
what has been wrongly done."
people know that we are fighting in their cause.
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In 1885: We maintain our ground. We publish
now twice a week. Louis Venillot, who denounced
us in the Catholic Universe, as the "Party of Hatred
and tbe Malefactors of the Pen," who should witness
in a. few years the triumph of the church, has died
insane. Our party has sent to the Chamber 133
deputies who voted the suppression of the budget of
the clergy, and the rest of the Republican party declares that its acceptance of the budget is a mere
formality as regards the order of the day for its discussion.
.The Society of Jesuits is officia~ly di~s?lved, and
without new decrees, an energetic mimstry may
sweep it away. It is the same for other monastic
orders. The confiscation of goods fraudulently acquired by these orders is now a popular question,
and will this year be inscribed on the platform of the
Radical party.
The Anticlerical League is organized. It possesses in France and Algeria more than 120 groups
and 18,000 Jea~uers.
A universal Anticlerical Congress is announced to
meet in Rome May 30, 1886.
Our da.y draws near.

To Europe and Back.
I started on the 13th of May from San Francisco,
and traveled in eight days to New York, where I took
the steamer for Antwerp, and arrived there after
eleven days. From Antwerp I traveled to Paris. I
saw the Tuileries, the Louvre, the monument of the
Bastile, the bridge of Arcola, the botanic garden and
its menagerie, the boulevards, the city hall, etc.
From Paris I went to Geneva, where I saw Mont
Blanc;· then to Leuk, where I mounted on foot to
·the famous Lenker baths, which are 9,000 feet above
the level of the sea; thence to Vevay, Lausanne,
Berne, Interlaken, and Lauter Brunnen, where I
enjoyed the sight of the Staubbach, the Jungfrau,
the Monk, Pilate, and other high mountains and
glaciers. The Staubbach exhibits a brilliant view in
the morning when. the sun's rays form the image of
the rainbow on its water; but the Yosemite Falls in
California are higher, and the Niagara Falls are
grander and more sublime. I went on, climbing on
foot the Pheiderk, a pass 6,000 feet high; the pass of
Brunigg, 3,000 feet high; and the celebrated Mount
of Rigi, 6,000 feet, where I beheld a sunset, the
grandest spE!ctacle I ever wit.nessed. ,I met there
hundreds of travelers from France, England, America, and all countries of the earth, who watched the
sunrise and sunset on 'the summit of the mountain.
The view extends from it as far as the Jura. I sailed
also on the fine lakes of Geneva, Thun and Vierwalstetten. Zurich has much improved in size and
beauty, and is, except Geneva, the finest city in Switzerland.
On July 11th I commenced my return from Zurich.
On the 13th I went again on board of the steamer in
Antwerp, and arrived by the Central Pacific the 1st
of August, again safe in San Francisco. My round
ticket cost $123.50 (including the board on the
steamer}, taking me thirteen thousand miles, a sum
which you hav to pay also on a trip from San Francisco to the Big Trees in the Yosemite valley in California. During my sojourn in Zurich the director of
the police fined the general of the Salvation Army of
that city one hundred francs, and prohibited its continuing its meetings, declaring in his decree: "The exercises of the Salvation Army are not actions of divine
worship, but means to collect money from the public, as by a trade. They blaspheme the religion, and
profit from it for economical ends. Their representations injure the public morals and the public welfare. Their collections are really a kind of begging."
H. M. CoTTINGER.

The Spelling Reform Association.
This association held its tenth annual session in
New Haven, Conn., last month. The following extract from a report of the proceedings in the Phonetic ./l.ducator is reprinted to illustrate the way of
spelling as amended according to the joint rules of
tbe Philological· Association:
The report of the corresponding secretary was a long, and
doutles would hav proved a very interesting, document, if it
cud hav been comprehended by the audience. But the rapid
and indistinct uterance of the reader made it impoAibl to catch
more than an ocasional wurd. By very close atention, the
impresion was gatherd that the reader was reporting the progress made in America, England, and Germany, and was reading letters from the branch associations of Philadelphia, Chicago, and San Francisco; also enumerating the news.Papers
which had more or less favored the reform, and recounting the
new inembers aded and the old ones who had died. (Mem.Secretaries who draw up valuabl and interesting reports shud
do themselvs the justice of securing a good reader, when they
ar themsel vs deficient in the power of distinct articulation.)
A gi'Jod report was made by Mr. A. Fernald, secretary of the
New York branch, which was organized last January and meets
monthly in the library of Columbia College. He gave a sketch
of the work of the comitee apointed to arange a method more
or less fonetic but strongly rezembling the common print; the
object being to prepare a complete set of text-books on the
branches usualy taut in scools, for use among the freedmen,
and, while teaching them to read both fonetic and ordinary
print, to relieve them of the necesity of spelling according to
Webster. Mr. Wayland, editor of the National Bap!is!, Philadelphia, gave a very interesting account of the formntion of
the branch society in that .city and of the work which they
bad laid out to acomplish.

"Behold How Great a Fire -a Little :Matter
Kindleth."
To THE EnrToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I
hardly know whether or not to notice the criticism of
my good friend Dr. Severance, which recently appeared in your columns in reference to some words
of mine concerning materialization, demonism, and
common sense, printed in a previous TRUTH SEEKER.
I would not like to seem discourteous to Mrs. Severance by not answering her letter, but, really, I can
make no apology for the words used, or the sentiments contained in the words.
My " common sense " may be at fault, but by the
use of it, I find it utterly impossible to produce a living being from another being without time and material for such purpose. How many hours "Adam"
was in the mold in which he was formed, and what
was the process, I ·hav never found out, but he was
not clothed, but had to ~over himself with fig-leaves,
until be should cultivate, or cause to grow, cotton,
flax, or silk, raise sheep to obtain wool, and then, by
a long process of spinning, weaving, and coloring,
get the material to work up into clothing. But modern mediums are able to not only produce a human
body with all its wonderful mechanism, organs of
speech, hearing, seeing, with the power of locomotion,
in short, a full-grown personage with blood in so
healthful a condition that its circ;-Aation givs wariD:th
to the hands, a blush to the cheek, etc., but this materialized being comes clothed in modern apparel, all
manufactured in a dark cabinet in an hour or two,
and made tQ fit with~ut even the help of a sewingmachine. When people believe in such miracles, I
do not feel that it is greatly out of the way to wish
they might hav a fresh l:laptism, and that the water
of such baptism might be thickened with some sense,
common or otherwi~.
I hav no quarrel with a belief in a continued life.
I hav found no proof of it, though there is no phase
of Spiritualism that I am not familiar with, from the
rappings, tippings, slate-writing, playing upon musical
instruments, down to materializations. I hav many
dear friends who accept such things as proof of life
beyond death. I do not doubt that they are true to
their convictionP, but I do not accept such proof. I
wish I could see a disposition among Spiritualists to
condemn fraud and expose it, instead of shielding
the medium by putting the wrong upon a supposititious bad spirit, as does my dear frieud in Rochester
of whom Dr. Severance speaks. I will not write further upon the subject, but close by saying I am the
friend of truth and Liberalism everywhere.
Syracuse, Aug. 23, 1885.
LucY N. CoLMAN.

Is the Earth Increasing ~
Professor Proctor's theory, that the way in which
our globe was made was by being built up, in part,
by accretion-a process of gain which consists in a
constant shower of meteoric matter, mostly in the
form of almost invisible dust-seems to be to a certain extent confirmed by the investigations of Drs.
Kleiber and Keller, two Russian astronomers, who
hav just published tbe results of their observations.
These are supported by the observations of Professor Schmidt, of Athens, and others who hav given attention to this curious subject. Professor Newton,
of Yale College, has also made some interesting calculations in this matter. He shows that the meteors
which at any one place on the earth's surface can be
seen, are, in reality, only one ten-thousandth part of
the num~er that actually fall, every hour, 1;1pon the
surface of the whole globe. This fact, in connection
with the observations made in Europe, makes tbe
basis of an interesting conclusion. It is that in
every hour no fewer than 450,000 meteoric bodies
fall upon the earth; and these include only such as
would be visible to the naked eye. Of course they
are mostly very small bodies, and the shower, distributed over so vast a surface, is unnoticed. Much,
perhaps most, of the aggregate increase to the earth's
substance comes in the fol."m of impalpable dust,
from exploded meteoric bodies or otherwise. The
" shooting stars" that one sees, on almost any clear
night, by watching the sky, probably are resolved to
a condition of dust before reaching the earth. Set
on fire by tbe friction produced on entering the terrestrial atmesphere, these small bodies, rushing ever
faster as they make the downward plunge, are " all
burnt out" before they reach the surface. Can the
aggregate amount of this imperceptible dust-shower
really be enough to affect appreciably the bulk of
the earth? If the calculations of investigators are
not greatly at fault, that amount, when we consider
that its production is unceasing, and that it was
n:iore abundant years ago than it is at present, must,
in the course of time, hav been sufficient to produce
a great increase in the bulk of our globe. 1f Professor Alexander Herschel's calculation of the average
weight of a so-called meteor (five grams, less than a
quarter of an ounce) was correct, it would follow
that the globe receives, every hour, considerably
over two tons of this outside matter, from the depths
of space, to swell its proportions. Once, before our
~lobe had captured so much of this form of matter,
the smTounding regions of space must hav been fl1ller than now of that materiaL-Home Journal.
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Our Troubles.

If ever on earth there was a people deeply interested in foreign commerce it is ours. Occupying
almost a continent of the most productiv soil, with
immense stretchea of sea coast, and remarkable opportunities for river and railway transport, our
people scattered thinly over the whole area almost,
and busily occupied in manufactures, agriculture,
and mining, we produce enormous surpluse1:1. What
shall we do with them? We must trade them. International commerce is mutual exchange of commodities. There is no buying and selling about it,
except as to slight differences (or boot). Why?
Simply because it never pays to run vessels, cars,
etc., one way laden, to return empty, so long as
there are countries where there may be mutual trade.
It is only when our markets are glutted and prices
very low that empty ships will come here to buy.
And yet our tariff law is so stupidly made that it restricts and discourages foreign trade, our only hope
of relief.
Although our laws in some other respects are by no
means favorable to the general welfare, yet, owing to
our happy position, our cheap lands, we might be
the most generally prosperous people on earth but
for this restriction on our export trade, under a foolish idea that we favor labor by raising prices of home
manufactures. We can see at once that labor is best
employed in those callings that produce commodities
so cheap and popular their consumption is almost infinit. Coal-miners are protected doubly, first by tariff, second by monopolies of mines that enable employers to combine, .close mines, and raise prices.
Yet their employees complain most of all. We are
destroying our cotton trade by forcing other countries to grow cotton. After twenty years' protection
to sugar, we do not produce more thaa we did fifty
years ago in Louisiana, its chief seat, and hav made
a monopoly of it, just as our internal revenue has
made one of tobacco, and destroyed hundreds of
small factories in tobacco count.ries. In 1860 our
manufactures of all kinds were flourishing. How is
it now?
HoLT.
Oregon, Mo.

Impudence Rebuked.
The papacy, not content with proclaiming it.s own
infallibility, and causing the same to be ratified by a
lot of clerical buffoons, has commemorated this proclamation by a monumental column.
The site which it had chosen was upon one of
Rome's seven hills, called the Janiculus, from Janus,
who, previous to Saint Peter, had filled the office of
celestial doorkeeper. Infallibility, thus posited,
would hav been doubly reassuring to the elect of
grace, doubly terrible to reprobates. It would hav
been the shopkeepers' sign, in front of the ticket-office
of heaven; for the church has an eye to business,
even in its love of the sublime and beautiful, in music
and in architecture. The monument of infallibility
was to hav stood in front of the church of St.-Peterin-Molltorio. '
The column had been carved and carried to this
spot and was being put up, when the work was arrested by the political catastrophe of 1870. It was
then placed aside in a corner.
After the death of Pio Nono, Leo XIII., in his turn,
wished. to raise this column; but his infallibility, relucting to ask permission of its secular master the
Italian government, addressed itself to the mol\e
complacent Spaniard, who owns a large area on till
hill J aniculus.
Spain consented, and again the preliminaries were
being arranged, when it occurred to the Italian government to raise a monument on this hill to Garibaldi. This, also, was a sentiment of poetic analogy,
for in default of heaven, Garibaldi had opened to
Italy the door of political success. But Leo XIII,
fearing lest the precious column bearing heavenward the hopes of the faithful might suffer by comparisons too realistic with that of heroic achievement
beside it, and finding the idea of Italy's emancipation
uncongenial to his clerical authority, baR again countermanded tbe erection.
The column has been carried to the Vatican, to be
placed in that part of its garden known as the Pigna.
Sic transit gloria mund~.
EDGEWORTH.

The Laborer and the Church.
According to information given to the Chrislinn Union by a
large number of clergymen, not more than five per cent of
American artisans in cities habitually attend religio.us sevices
of any kind. All but two of the letters say t':l.at the attendance
is diminishing, and all but one that the neglect is not from
unbelief in Christianity. The cause of non-church-attendance,
as given bv these experts, may be summed as follows: The
men hav tO work all the week, and they recreate on Sunday.
ThQ.y cannot dress as well as those with whom they must asso.e, and therefore stay away. They think secret societies
are as good as the church. They are unable to pay for the
privileges because of the high prices of things which they
must hav. The large salaries of the ministers disgust some.
Some feel that the minister is a hireling, and therefore seeks
to upbuild his church as a doctor seeks to increase his practice not from love of souls, but to increase his salary. Some
employers of labor are so bad in their treatment of their employeeH that the men do not want to go where they sbnll meet
those in whose real Christianity they hav so little faith. All
the letters indicate that, especially in the large places, artisanR
feel that they are not welcomed in churches frequented by tho
wealthier classes.-Publie Ledge1·.
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asylum. The syndic promptly had the bush dug up. you hav insulted a free constituency; and you hav
written a lesson .that perhaps you may read in sorrow
Thirty thousand people were present.
the century closes."
before
Had the town governments always acted with su~h
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
promptness and matter-of-fact common sense, Italy
The Hollowness of Christian Faith.
Editor· would hav been spared centuries of degradation and
E. M. MA.ODONALD,
It
is
rarely that the emptiness and impotence of a
·
C. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager- shame.
faith in Christ are more impressivly portrayed than
PUBLISHED BY
Charles Bradlaugh's Struggle.
in the letter left by poor Laura H. Nourse when, forOn the first of Jan nary next, England will elect a saken and in despair, sh(l sought the river at LouisTHE TRUTH SEEKER OOM PANY.
new Parliament. Although Mr. Bradlaugh, by mere ville to drown herself. She was a member of a good
83 (JUn&on Plaee. New Yorlt.
force, has been prevented from speaking and voting family, well educated, and had been a missionary,
She had
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. in the present House, he has never been unseated, and contributor to the religious press.
and his term expires with that of the other members. lately been living at the Home of the Friendless.
.Addrtl8s all Oommunicatiom to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOM- The Northampton question is relegated to. the con- About a mile from the place where hef body was disp .ANY. Mak4 all I>rafta, Oheck4, and Postal Order8 payable stituencies, and to them Mr. Bradlaugh again ap- covered, her hat, skirt, gloves, and other little artipeals. He will stand for Northampton and East cles were found where she had deposited them before
t? OH.ARLES P. SOMERBY.
Finsbury, by which Division he has been selected as taking the suicidal leap. In the finger of the glove
SEPTEMBER 5, 1885. a protest candidate by the Liberal and Radical As- was the key to Miss Nourse's trunk and her address
SATURDAY,
sociation. He is also appealing to the House of scr;ibbled upon a bit of paper. Upon opening the
Lords against the recent decision of the Court of trunk there were found many evidences of culture
ExTRA copies of this issue containing the interview Appeal.
and refinement. In ene corner was ·a large blank
with Colonel Ingersoll can be had on application.
Mr. Bradlaugh proposes to mq,ke vigorous cam- book which had been used as a diary during the year
Price, seven cents per single copy; in quantities of five paign. He alleges that in disregarding the votes law- 1884 while she lived in Cincinnati. Some of the jotand over, five cents each. The interview should be fully given of a free constituency, and in treating as tings expressed such facts as these:
"This day I hav forwarded an article to the Christian·
widely circulated, as it is a sort of headquarters ut- nugatory the unimpeached and valid return duly and
press."
regularly
made
to
the
writ
sent
to
Northampton
from
terance upon some of the most pressing questions of
the Clerk of the Crown, requiring the electors to "This d_ay I received a number of very flattering complithe day.
ments on an article published in the Ohristian Observer."
choose a member, the·House of Commons has been
In the back of the book there were about fifty pages
THE Albany Convention begins Friday morning, guilty of treason against the Constitution. He says
covered
with clippings from different religious papers
September 11th. Let everyone remember that, and that if he is not qualified to sit, then the return is
signed
at
the bottom with the initials "L. H. N."
remember also that a royal time may be expected bad, the seat is vacant, and a new writ should hav There were also found a number of receipts showing
been issued to elect a member for Northampton.
during the three days the Convention will remain in
But the House admits that the return is good, and that she had rented during this period a pew in the
session; that it is the duty of everyone who can to on its return-book he is entered as the member; the Second Presbyterian Church in Cincinnati. Besides
attend; and that the larger the Convention is the House declares that the seat is not vacant, and it al- these there were a number of personal letters and
more influence it will hav for good over the whole lows him to hav and exercise all the rights and priv- communications, and several very flattering recomcountry, and especially upon the legislature of this ileges of. an unsworn member-that is, all except the mendations from various Christian societies. On a
right of sitting, speaking, and voting. That is, it jagged piece of white paper, such as is used about a
state.
treasonably violates the right of the electors to be newspaper office, was written her last statement before the commission of the deed. It was folded four
represented in Parliament.
The Memorial to the Legislature.
times,
and written in a large, nervous hand, with
But against the House itself Mr. Bradlaugh has
A thousand copies hav been sent out through the
several
cross-marks across some of the ·lines. It
state of the petition to repeal all laws now on the no legal remedy. It is for the constituencies to
is in lead pencil, and was traced the night previous
maintain
theirownrights.
Four
times
Norbhampton
statute books of New York which allow exemption of
to h~r disappearance, and is a wail of despair that
church property from taxation, the appropriation of has elected him, yet, except during five months and
ought
to make Christian preaohers bow their heads.
money from the public treasury for the support of two weeks when Mr. Bradlaugh sat, spoke, and voted
Beginning
plaintivly, as a heart-broken woman
institutions founded and managed chiefly by sec- as a member on affirmation of allegiance, that
would,
it
rises
through tears to a shriek of agony:
tarian denominations, and which compel the observ- borough has been only half represented. To the
" One that believes in a merciful savior, or a savior that will
manhood
of
the
voters
he
again
appeals.
ance of Sunday as a religious holy day.
Mr. Bradlaugh does not deny that he is an Atheist. help those who strive after right with their whole heart, as beWe hope that every person receiving one will get
lieving a friend, I hav lived an upright life all my life, and hav
the largest possible number of signatures, and that But he contends that religion should hav nothing to given kindness , and consideration to everyone, and I hav
all who hav not received a petition will immediately do with the question. "George Grote," he says, been driven to despair by a succession of injustice and un" and John Stuart Mill sat and voted for years, yet kindness that has been undeserved. I believe in God and
write for one.
It is proposed to present this memorial to the Al- both of them printed the most outspoken Atheistic tried to brave it out. I suffered enough to kill ten people that
bany Convention for indorsement and signatures; declarations. Ashton Diike sat and voted in this had not the bravery of a lion. I fought against unkindness
and injustice, standing up against them till I can stand up no
afterward to obtain as many more names as possible, very Parliament, though in its presence he made longer. I hav no defense against lying and misrepresentation.
and to present it to the legislature which will con- declarations of his want of religious belief. John I could defy the world to prove that I hav ever done any imMorley still sits and votes, though in his volumes on moral act of any kind. I hav loved righteousness and all that
vene at Albany next January.
After the nominations for Assembly hav been made Voltaire·and Diderot are the very strongest avowals was good with all my heart, yet I hav been in the last few
weeks insulted to my face with the insinuations that I was not
this fall, it will be wise for Liberals to present the of anti-religious opinion."
a true woman. I hav never found that God keeps me in the
There can be no question but what Mr. Bradlaugh hour of trial, or gave me any help in trouble, but still I h~v
petition to the candidates and ask their aid. In the
event of refusal the duty of Liberal voters will be is right. And the fight is not only a local one fvr believed, and never dishonored him before men. But he has
Northampton-that of the maintenance of her legal utterly forsaken me and left me no recourse but self-destrucplain.
Undoubtedly the Catholics will again attempt to rights-but it is one that affects all England, aye, all tion. Oh ! terrible to love a supposed friend and savior, to
hav passed the so-called Freedom of Worship Bill. the civilized world. It is a fight for Freethought- find that one you believed almighty to save neither able nor
willing to do aught for you. Oh ! terrible to love right and
To head them off the Protestants are circulating pe- whether a man is to be debarred from holding office find that there is no power in heaven or earth that can
titions against sectarian appropriations, but they make because his religious opinions are not the same as bring any good to triumph over evil or help those who strive
no objections to a general support of Christianity. those of the majority. It is a struggle for Freedom after righteousness. I pity anyone who has any sense of
They cannot or will not see that a dollar given to which must interest the world at large as much as right, for it is only those who. can trample on every principle
honesty and honor that can succeed in life. Those who
Protestant Christian institutions is as unconstitution- the people of England. Mr. Bradlaugh has been of
care for self above everything else and will trample upon
ally wasted as though it were presented to the most most shamefully treated, and, in him, every Free- everything or everybody that comes in their way will hav a
bigoted of sects. Next January, therefore, is the thinker is insulted by the purse-proud and creed- good time. As to the peace and love and joy that is promised
Liberals' opportunity to bring to the attention of our bound bigots of England. There are Christian men to a Christian, it is all a farce. There is no such thing.
"LAURA NouRsE."
law·makers the true theory of American government. sitting and voting in Parliament, says Mr. Bradlaugh,
This is not the cool judgment of a Freethinker
The subject is bound to come up, and the debates who hav driven others to dishonor and suicide; men
will be heated. Our friends may rest assured that who while parading their piety hav staggered tipsily who had reasoned herself out of the meshes of a misFreethought will hav at court an able advocate to through the lobby to vote against the heretic. There placed faith, but the frantic utterance of a Christian
defend its principles.
is one man there now who sold his title as a director girl who was even then seeking missionary work in
of a foreign company; another whose transactions the Presbyterian church at Louisville. It is truth
Good.
hav been judicially condemned as fraudulent. All wrung from bitter experience.
Mrs. Johnson, matron of the Home of the FriendItaly is progressing, and her educated people, like these men hav voted against Mr. Bradlaugh, and are
those of France, are largely Freethinking. No longer "honored" members. Yet one against· whom no less, tells of a love affair in which Miss Nourse sufis superstition shielded by the government, and the dishonor can be charged is by force prevented from fered sorrow. During the first days of her labors
authorities of some of the towns seem to be equally exercising his duties simply because he is. a Free- here she stated that some years ago she was engaged
determined that the pope shall not use thaqmaturgy thinker. Considering these circumstances and all to be married to a young preacher in New York
the insults heaped upon the Secular party, we cannot city. Having occasion to go to the country, she reas a means of revenue.
Recently the peasants of Carano declared they saw blame Mr. Bradlaugh for closing his few words to turned to her affianced to find that he had proved
the Madonna appear from a bush growing in a place the Christian opposition with this threat: "I hav false and had married another woman. On visiting
where, in the last century, a statae of her had been hitherto always taught the people to be law-abiding him, she took the matter so much to heart that she
destroyed. The pltice was soon crowded with pil- and law-respecting. Until now, for quite two hun- swooned.
grims, several of whom, owing to the heat and to re- dred years, law has had the final word in England,
When this appeared in the daily papers, we hapligious excitement, gave such signs of mental disor- and all parties hav bowed to the law's majesty. In pened, in company with a friend or two, to be spendder that they had to be placed under resn~:~o~:qt ~n the my peJ.:so:t;t you ha-y trfl,mpled tl~e law ~nder foot; in~ an afternoon with Colonel Ingersoll. He read
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the letter aloud, and continuing read this desertion
of Miss Nourse by the preacher. Looking up from
the paper he said, "How good that preacher must
feel!"
We never heard a stronger condemnation than
wa.s expressed in his laconic comment.

Important.

The following is from A. E. Carr, vice-president. of the Associa,tion of Otsego county:
"S. P. PUTNAM, Dear Sir: I hav sent all the petitions-with
the exception of the one I am working on myself-to different
parties in the county, and could place a dozen more to good
advantage. I hav obtained seventy-five names on the one I
hav in hand, and hav had eight refusals. In reporting to the
Albany Convention, sh8.ll I send in original petition, or state
number of signatures?"
'
Why Should Spain Be Afflicted~
Four thousand nine hundred and sixty-nine new In reply to Mr. Carr, I would say: Keep all the original petitions in circulation until the meeting of the Legislature next
cases of cholera were reported in Spain one day last winter, and report to Albany Convention the number of signaweek. Fifteen hundred and forty-seven deaths of tures obtained. After the Albany Convention, we must bend
every energy to the accumulation of names. If every viceold cases also occurred.
Scientific men say this is due to lack of sanitary president and Liberal takes hold with the activity of Mr.
a formidable petition will be in the hands of the Associmeasures. Religious people attribute it to the anger Carr,
ation for effectiv work.
of the Lord. Yet Spain is a notoriously pious counPAllTICULUI NOTICE.
try-the mos~ thoroughly Christian of any nation.
Will every subscriber of THE TRUTH.SEEKEB, and every friend
It is also a notoriously dirty country. The piety of of the cause, make a special effort to hav a notice of the Albany
the people ought, however, to be a guarantee against Convention published in his local and county newspaper? Let
an angry Providence, and we can see no religious everyone do his best to attract public attention to this great
gathering.
rAason why Spain should be so afflicted, unless it is Dr. Brown, of Binghamton, our able and p,llpular president
that the Lord is angry because sanitary precautions for so many years, sends these cheering words. He shall hav
hav been neglected. But we do not learn from the a cordial welcome:
"91 COLLIEll. ST.'
l
Old Testament that Jehovah cared much for cleanli"BINGHAlllTON, N.Y., Aug. 24, 1885.
ness.
"MY DEAR PUTNAM: Your kind and acceptable letter I had
to answer in person. Press of home business preIf there is an all-directing God, without whose intended
vented my visit. I shall meet you and the Liberal friends at
knowled~?:e and consent not even a sparr,ow can fall, the Albany Convention. Then and there I will comply with
what a Moloch he must be to sacrifice so mRny of his the demands you so fitly propose. I am more than ever interested in the success of our Association and the worthy cause
devoted subjects!
it represents. I am with you in all the efforts you ha v so
-------4.------wisely made to aid the Liberal and Secular movement. At
Albany we shall meet most of our earnest workers in the field
Editorial Notes.
of Freethought reform. Every activ Liberal will do well to
THE .A.dvocate says there are signs of the total break-up of attend each session of the Convention. Its program is imthe S11lvation Army in this country. This is good news to the mense, and ought to satisfy every thoughtful person in our
ranks.
Truly yours,
T. L. BROWN."
lovers of morality.

r

" Dm you ever he11r of God?" was asked a young French
The Tent.
girl who applied to a religious institution of Paris for a night's
CAI\ll.ON, INn , Aug. 26, 1885.-0ur Tent, despite most
lodging. "God?" she said; " oh, yes-an old man with a long
beard." Her only religious instruction had been Catholic pic- energetic efforts to accelerate its transit, did not arrive at Car~
bon until 5:30PM. Friday, 21st inst.
torial primers.
We found outdoor meetings, like the average picnic, much
THE Daily Telegraph announces that Leo XITI. has forbidden more pleasant in anticipation than realization. Heavy dew
the use of the electric light in Catholic churches. Consis- dampened and chilled us; the wind blew out our light; the
tency's a jewel ! Too much light in some places is very in- gnats, moths, millers, beetles, and bugs swarmed around us,
convenient. That is probably the reason why truth livs at the attracted by the glow of our lamp.· Grabbing at hideous,
• bottom of a well.
·
long-legged, ironclad beetles, that got tangled in our hair;
BmLE reading and other forms of Christ.ian worship hav fra_ntically endeavoring to dislodge inquisitiv, long-winged
been ordered discontinued in the public schools of Concordia, crickets and bugs, who crawled down our neck, evidently deKan. This just action on the part of the town is largely due sirous to exam in for themsel vs the texture of our undershirt,
to the efforts of J. M. Hagaman, the stanch Freethinking ed- had a slightly irritating tendency, liable to interrupt our train
of thought, and evoke interjections not the less intense be
itor of the Kansas Blade.
cause delivered sotto voce. The people came en masse, but it
IN an article on Protestant and Catholic missions in Samoa, was difficult to preserve order among the small boys, and in
the Catholic Union says that the efforts of Protestants to pros- Carbon, the small boy, the festiv pig, and the yaller dog " are
elyte in Catholic countries only result in making Infidels of as the stars for multitude." Despite these disadvantages we
Catholic
If that is so, the Protestants should be encouraged. aroused- a very earnest interest-an intense desire to read and
Let the good work go on J
investigate.
On arrival of the Tent, thanks to ready helpers, we had it
SALADIN proposes to publish in the Secular Review, in Latin
unloaded, pitched, seated, lighted, organ on the platform, and
and English in parallel columns, those lecherous passages in
everything in readiness for our audience by eight o'clock P.M.
the wmks of Liguori and Dens which "beggar all descripA very large crowd was in attendance long before the time
tirln." He does this because these two writers are the trusted
appointed to commenc.e the lecture. We had got fairly
authorities of the Romish church in all matters relating to the
started on our subject when down came the rain in torrents;
confessional. Saladin admits that the printing may secure for
the lightning flashed, and the thunder roared, as if bent on
him a place in Mr. Foote's cell in Holloway jail, but that prosdrowning our voice. Some of the audience fled; the intensely
pect does not alarm him.
pious believing God was making all the uproar to evince his
THE Catholic Union and Times persistently maintains that displeasure at their being present at an Infidel lecture.
Is not such fear singular in most devout believers in GodColonel Ingersoll-whom it calls THE TRUTH SEEKER's idol
and master-has been used by Mr. Laniber& as a mop. But those most horrified when any person expresses doubts about
if the priest is such an able floor-scrubber why does he de- the exact fulfilment of every promis of the Bible, or that
cline to wipe the stage of some hall with Mr. Charles Watts? God is omnipotent-who are most glib in quoting what they
Smely if he has used up Colonel Ingersoll he can annihilate call the sure and blessed promiseH ?
"The transgressors shall be destroyed together; the end
Mr. Watts, who is a large man and covers a good deal of floor,
of the wicked shall be cut off. But the salvation of the rightthus making only a few sweeps necessary.
eous is of the Lord; he is their strength in the time of trouble.
THE Universa'ist says that it fully believes that the villains The Lord shall help them and deliver them; he shall deliver
of the London disclosures will go to hell. And then it inquires them from the wicked and save them because they trust in
of the orthodox Christians if they do not hold that these scoun- him " (Ps. xxxvii, 39, 40).
drels can escape future punishment by repenting. To this
"The Lord preserveth all them that love him, but all the
q nery the Independent replies:
wicked will he destroy" (Ps. cxlv, 20).
"Yes, so it is. We own it freely. We do believe that reYet this class never trust him. At faintest sign of danger
pentance means salvation, not from all the scars of sin, but they evince more confidence in their legs than in their God
from its punishment, even for the vilest. So the Bible teaches, preserving them.
and so Universalists used to believe, when they aid not teach
Those who rushed out of the Tent got wofully wet and muddy
that they must pay out the penalty, but trusted in salvation by
ere they reached home, Those who quietly remained were preGod's grace."
·
Surely the whirligig of time turns up wondrous things. served from all discomfort, and got home dry and comHere hav the Universalists become orthodox, and the ortho- for table.
Our greatest gathering was on Sunday. We thought we
dox Universalists! What is Christianity, anyway?
had as many as would fill Tent three times over on Sunday
Tms is the conclusiv way in which a Christian writer argues afternoon, but on Sunday evening we had an enormous multiagainst the Old Testament revision:
tude. Thanks to the liberality of friends J. A. Kerr, Conrad
"(1) Paul wrote the epistle to the Hebrews, as proved by 2 Bauman, and William Oldham, arrangements were made that
Pet. iii, 15, 16. (2) Then Paul, in Reb. i, 7, definitly pro- ladies should occupy cane-seat chairs free. Every chair was
nounces 'angels ' to be the proper translation of Elohim, Ps. occupied, and fully one-third of the plank seats were filled
civ, 4. (3) Reb. ii, !J, uses the same word 'angels' to translate Elohim, in Ps. viii, 5, and so givs Paul's authority that it with ladies, the men again and again retiring before the crowds
.is correct. ( 4) But the new revision translates the pasnage of ladies. Outside every available stump was utilized, vast
'little lower than (/od,' and givs the lie to the decision of Paul, crowds standing all around the wall. All evinced eagerness
and is, therefore, wrong.
to hear; even some whose troubled visage showed disapproval
This reminds us of Howard Crosby's argument for the Mo- remained seriously attentiv. There was a very general regret
saic authorship of the Pentateuch. .Jesus, in the gospels, sev- we could not hav remained another week at Carbon .
. eral times refers to the laws Moses gave. Mr. Crosby mainWe found a number of persons here, who, if not avowed
tains, therefore, that unless Moses wrote the Pentateuch, Liberals, had lost their faith in Christianity through the able
Christ was mistaken, and as Christ was Gocl, that could not be. lectures delivered here by our esteemed friend and able coNevertheless, people keep on doubting that Moses wrote the worker, John Remsburg. He gained golden opinions from all
books ascribed to him. And a good many millions of the sorts of people on his visits here, and has many warm friends
don bte~s are Christians, too.
and admirers in Carbon and vicinity.
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Our most grateful thanks are due to Mr. Wm. Oldham for
his earnest zeal and strenuous efforts to insure success to our
Tent effort. About to remove· to Missouri, he determined to
remain ov~r for ten days, and devote that time and his bes.t
efforts to affording his friends and neighbors an opportunity
to be enlightened and bleaRed by the glorious truths of the
gospel of humanity. We were greatly encouraged at his declaration that he and all who had helped to hav the Tent at
Carbon were well satisfied with the work we had accQm
plished. We regard the dechration as the highest· possible
compliment, for certainly hi• self-sacrifice and labor 'entitled
him to a most effectiv and wide-reaching effort.
To Mr. J. A. Kerr and hiA accomplished wife, a very queen
of the cUisine, we were under obligation for a most happy
home and royal hospitality Mr. Conrad Bauman, a man of
few words but effectiv deedi, proved on any and all occasions
to giv practical evidence of his liberality.
Mr. Geo. Hathaway, Wtn. Knowles, Frank Mann, Harry
Barnet, and many whose names we hav forgotten-we shall
never forget their kind service. Mr. R. White, the genial,
jovial station-agent of the I. & St. L. R. R., rendered us invaluable service in sending telegrams after our Tent, and af.
fording us speciiJJ. facilities f •r shipping it to Logansport. He
will be one of the delegates from this place to the Congress at
Cleveland.
Carbon is a coal-mining village. A people dependent on
work in the mines, last summer they had a strike the sad effects of which are still felt. Work has been very slack all
spring and summer, so that there is severe dearth of money.
They are hopeful of good winter's work. Many will t!1en subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal publications.
No people are more generon~ or desirous of doing their full
duty in sustaining any cauqe which once gains their sympathy
and approval.
We carefully distributed a very large number of pamphlets,
tracts, TRUTH SEEKERS, and other fi1·st-class Liber,ll paperi.
And again we h•tv to expresi our thanks to friends in TexolA,
Massachusetts, Montana, M chigan, Long Island, Iowa, and
other places for all their kwd words of sympathy and cheer.
We shall return West from Albany an<,l hold Tent effort at
Alliance, 0. We had intf\nded to stop at Knightstown, Ind.,
but find the cost of frieght and delay would render it doubtful
if we copld re!!.ch Alliance, 0. And there might be danger
of our being delayed by business at the Albany Convention,
so we might fail to connect. But we can giv Alliance the last
ten days of September, and then take the Tent to Cleveland
for eight d••ys' siege preceding the gr.eat Congress, and thus
hav the advantage of being at Clevel•md to attend to requests
of friends and arrange detail i of the Secular Congress.
Then cold will compel us to fold away our 'l'ent, and at
once commence the fall and winter campaign in halls. 'l'hus
the good work goes on.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
MR. REYNOLDS's TENT FUND.
We hav received the following additional subscriptwns to
Mr. Reynolds's Tent Campaign:
$1.00
L. De Witt Griswold,
1.00
S. C. Rogers,
l.UO
F. Schunemann,
.30
J. W. Leighton,

Lectures and Meetings.
ON Sunday, August 23d, J E. Hemsbnrg spoke at Leonard's
Grove, near Corning, Ia., delivering three lectures (nearly
thirty thousand words) between 12 and 4 P.M.
Mns. AMELIA H. CoLBY is engaged to speak at Portland,
Maine, during the Sundays of September and Octo'>er. Mrs.
Colby's services for Sundays are engaged as far ahead as January, 1887.
. THE Logansport Dflily J01~rnal of August 20th Rays: "ExRev. C. B. Reynolds entertained an immense audience in the
court-house square last evening. Mr. Reynolds is a Liberal
lecturer, and his oratory and ideas are original and attractiv.
He is exceedingly dramatic in his delivery, and the force and
manner with which he givs his hearers the result of his thought,
reading, and apparent conviction is at times most effectiv.
Last night he gave his hearers the 'Reason Why I Left the Pulpit,' and this evening he will talk on •Science and the Bible.'
Mr. Arthur Tilney, a popular and accomplished vocalist of
London, England, is accompanying Mr. Reynolds, and during
the evening renders ch?lice selections. Mr. Reynolds states that
the object of his talk and invBstigation is the attainment of truth
and his creed: 'Do justice, love mercy, and promote the best
happiness of your fellow creatures. Go and hear him tonight."
MR. SHAW, of the Independent Pulpit, finds it exceedingly difficult-;ndeed, impossible-to get any of the Christians of his
vicinity to de bate with him. In this they evince the wisdom of
the serpent.
TnE city of London, says Theodore Cuyler, grows faster
than do the evangelical influences which mold and leaven it.
Judging from the fruits of "evangelical influences" as pictured in the PaU .Mall Uazet!e, we should hope it did.
WE hail .James A. BHss's Spirit Voices as an ally in our work
against the Catholic church. In the last number of that publication we find reprinted two editorials from THE TRUTH
SEEKER, which show up two instances of hypocrisy ancl tyrannical greed on the part of the Romish church in this country.
We thank Spirit Vowes most heartily for giving them further
circulation.
DuRING Mr. Charles Watts's viRit to England he has written
a series of articles for this journal on " The American Secular
Union: Its Necessity and the Justice of its Nme Demands.''
This is very opportnne jnst when two of the most important
Conventions ever held in thiH conntry in connection with the
Liberal ,movement are about to take place. We invite the at·
tention of our readers to Mr. Watts's articles, the first of which
papears In our present issue.
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BLUEl'IELDB, NICARAGUA, C. A., July 22, 1885.
or by a di:fl'erent process of reasoning, that he is wrong. So if
MR. EDITOR: Your valuable paper-which is the real lever a man, by education 'or otherwise, accepts the Bible as rev:elathat Archimedes sought in vain by which to move the world- tion, actually believes it to be such, htl must necessarily behas reached this obscure corner of the globe, and let me tPll lieve the doctrins it contains. Now, a man's conscience always
. MARYSVILLE, Mo., August ~3, 1885.
you with pride, it has stirred new thoughts and idea~ in my approves of his acts when they are consistent with his beliefs,
·MR. EDITOR: The 19th, 20th, and 21st instant, John E. mind. I came to this place an imperfect Christian about and disapproves when contrary. This approval and disapRemsburg delivered his three celebrated lectures, "Sabbath eight months ago, but having obtained several copies of your proval of oneself is thought by many to be a. guide to right
Breakers," "False Claims," and "Bible Morals," at our neigh- wonderful TRUTH SEEKER, and especially No. 26, June 27th, and wrong. They accept it as their guide to determin right
boring town of Hopkins. His audience listened to hili damag- it has transformed me into a perfect Liberal, with respect to and wrong. By keeping their "conscience clear" they are'
ing arguments against Christianity and the Bible with the Bible truth.
satisfied with themselvs. While I admire the moral character
closest attention. He drew good houses eack night, notwithI hav read and compared Mr. Andrew Jacobson's exposi- of the person whose' conscience and moral sense keep him in
standing the churches had opposition meetings and industri- tion of what he calls " Bible Harmonies," and it settled my the path of what he considers justice and right, he should also
ously circulated the report that an admission fee was charged. mind that, after all, this old book is a compilation of the be aroused to the fact that the moral sense of itself is not any
Mr. Remsburg is no ordinary orator. His diction is pure and worst kind of fraud that poor humanity can be subject to. I more of a guide to right and wrong than a man's reason is a
lofty and delivery free and easy; but his great forte lies in the now admire Colonel Ingersoll as the world's champion for de- guide to his affections. If conscience were truth, there would
incessant shower of damaging facts he pours upon the absurd nouncing and exposing an institution that, when you look at never hav been any improvement. People's opinions would
claims of orthodoxy. An opportunity was given to anyone it from 11 distance, is horrible to behold. This wonderful hav always been the same. They could not change.
who wisheu to reply to his lectures, and on one occasion three man was a regular bugbear to me, and in my heart-the reserFor what is right once is right forever. If moral sense were
preachers were present, but, deeming discretion.· the better voir of perfect sentiment-I, in the "charity that thinketh a sure-guide to duty, there would be no need of teaching mopart of valor, prudently determined to wait until Mr._Remsb~rg no evil," wondered why God permitted this profane man to rality. All our efforts to raise humanity would be worthless.
was safely out of the country before they open theu battenes go around like a roaring lion seeking who~ he may devour, Education as to duty would be useless. The first opinion a
upon Infidelity in general and Mr. Remsburg in particular.
perverting the minds of youth, and corruptmg the hearts of child had as to what was right would be correct. An opinion
"Sabbath Breakers" was the worst dose of all for ortho- mankind generally. What nonsense this Bible teaches! Oh, once upon justice would be an opinion forever. There would
doxy to swallow. Other lectures had hit them on the ~ible if these ministers really belie.ve in God and immortality, how be no need of training our children in the paths o£ virtue and
question and claims of the church, and they had got a httle can they, with evidence to the contrary, t~ach from a book mercy, justice and honor. They might aR well run wild in
used to that; but when an attack was made on the monopoly that is evidently a myth, a copy of pagan Idolatry and wor- that respect.
the church had of the "Lord's Day," it struck right at tile ship that contradicts its own veracity and is full of nonsensical
Again, people would all be of the same opinion upon all
base of their whole fraudulent system. The wound was not language? Most of it was written by raving ~~niacs, as.' I questions pertaining to morality and duty, if conscience were a
only a fresh one, but deep and severe, and from the way the believe man of sense would never think of wntmg such m- truthful guide. It could not be otherwise. It could not tell
11
clergy writhe when struck there it is evident that is the most famou: tales about his fellow-creatures if he sought notoriety. one one thing and another the reverse. Nature would contravital point of attack.
It seems as though men at that time, like the Goths and other diet h.erself. Again, there would be no use to try to remove
Liberals, if our cause is worth anything at all, if it is what barbarians of Enrope, had the fire kindled that sought ven- any evil-con'science telling each one what was right and
we believe it is, then it is worth making some sacrifices for, geance, and were all the time workingdestru?tion in the name wrong would be sufficient.
and I would say, Keep the good work going; keep Mr. Rems· of God or some other deity. How they raVIshed, plundered,
It is by knowledge that improvements come. We try to
burg and all the other Liberal workers employed; there is not and devastated towns cities, and empires! How much the convince people of an error through their intellect. How
yet half enough of them.
GEo. H. DAWES.
spirit of God worked i~ them is only ascertained by the prodig- anxious parents are that their children should hav good inions crimes that they, through inspiration, committed.
flnences! They want them to hav good company. As a rule,
PARIS, KY., July 30, 1885.
Sir no more Bible for me; I hav it in the house as an old they want their children to be moral children, and they recogMR. EDITOR : Your postal card received to-day, and tracts a relic 'to look at with pity, to refer to as circumstances may re- nize the fact that they must be properly taught and cared for,
day or two since
quir~, but never to read with that reverential awe that its ad- if they are kept in the path of virtue and right. They comMany thanks for your prompt attention to my order. You vocates instil in the minds of their victims.
mence to teach them very young what is right, as they undersay "The Origin of the Bible " is not yet printed~ When it is,
There is a mission here; they style themselvs "Moravians." stand it. Certainly, people think !lnd believe as they hav
forward it to my address, and. if you hav not enough money I can appreciate the missionary spirit now, since I hav been been edl!cated by their teachers and by their environments.
for it, let me know and I will remit; if more, send value in here more than I ever did. I can understand how it is that Wrong education produces a wrong conscience. We hav a
something recent and up with tliese days of progress.
thes~ saints-as the apostles W!'re permitted to gather corn on right conscience when our judgment is right, and vice verso.
I am nearly seventy years old, and some think I am not the Sabbath-can "serve God and mammon" by having a Man's moral sense prompts him to do right. His conscience
making good use of time, and had better be preparing for tht> store keeping a post-office, officiating as treasurer for the gov- is continually exclaiming, "Be right, be right." Thus a man
future. I am ready for it. Moses was a scientist and saidr ernm'ent, buying rubber, having a mail-boat, and other sun with a keen moral sense will be m.ore liable to do right as he
"Dust thou art, and to dust thou shalt return, and tile spirit dry little worldly indulgences too numerous to mention. strives harder tQ ascertain the tru'e, and considers justice in
to the God that gave it.'' We liv and grow upon the prod- There are about eight of these holy creatures here, but the all his dealings; while a man that lacks a desire to do right
1
ucts of the earth even in our mother's womb; grow from her rising generation hiiB had severll.l of Colonel Ingersoll's trea- will do wrong, no mat~er h~w w~ll educated, ?ecause he does
blood and new matter formed from the food she ea!!J grown tises on the "Mistakes of Moses" that hav led them astray. not care. Wrong-domg giVB him no uneasmess, unless he
out of earth. In embryo we neither eat, drink, hav natural There is. only one feature that, perhaps, does not make these· fears a penalty that human law inflicts.
evacuations from the body, or breathe. We move only when new proselytes very desirable, and that is their color. They
Hence, while a person should be careful that his moral
motion is excited in us by the power of the nervous centers hav not been perfected through the process of evolution. Do sense is not blunted-while he should cultivate the faculty of
in her. What now? If no accident happens to us in embryo you admit such a one to enter the ranks of universal reform? conscientiousness in himself and children, keeping his "conor during labor, when born the air strikes us, and penetrates
There are several Americans in this place, and not one of science clear "-he should also bear in mind that it approves
the pulmonary system, and we show life-life from outer sur- them believes word of the Bible.
CRAB. A. TELLER.
of whatever he, thi·ough his experience and education, has
roundings in the air, probably a more sublimated form of
concluded is right-that it is no guide itself; and should
electricity than we now know of. So, from dust to dust back
THE FUNCTION OF CONSCIENTIOUSNESS.
further bear in mind that all people's sincere opinions should
we go, and the spirit to the grand pabulum of life around us.
BLiss, N.Y.
be treated with civility and courtesy, that in no case should
Moses was a matchless piece of seasoned clay-a shrewd
MR. EDITOR: It is a fact that people are more jealous of we ever attaek the man, but his principles, and that we should
general, skilled in all the cunning of his age, and with a face their opinions upon questions of morality and religion than handle them as his property, to which he has acquired a good
formed to conceal. His record, biblical in villainy and wicked. upon any other subject. People with strong orthodox beliefs title-a title acquired in the same manner as we hav acquired
ness, far exceeds the criminal record of Europe and America- can meet opponents in discussion with affability and courtesy ours, lnd entitled to the same usage.
FRANCIS M. BucK.
read in any other book, the author would be up before upon any subject but reli_gion. Nothing so disturbs their
court for the circulation of obscene matter. But it was Moses equanimity as to listen to the Atheist's doctrins. And it is not
ALLENTowN, PENN., Aug. 17, 285.
whom ignorance and superstition hav privileged to rise above a mere disturbance of temper and anger, but their feelings are
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which please send me
law, morals, and common decency.
badly hurt and sorely grieved. And why is this? There must six copies (no more) of the 6 picture lessons. The balance
Geological and other evidences hav shown us there were be a cause for it greater than comes from being merely contra- use to bring out other pictures.
J. G. DEBliLEB.
people on earth long before Adam and Eve, for Cain the mur- dicted.
derer fled into another country and there knew his wife.
BRUNO-A PROTEST.
Does it not come from a sense of right, and a desire for manGod certainly was not the parent and kind guardian he is kind to believe that which on.e thinks is for thf!ir W!llfare and
NATIONAL MILITARY HoME, ToGus, ME. }
represented to be, or he WQUld not hav suffered the lapse of happiness? In other words, is it not on account of their con.
August 18, A.s. 285.
·
time before issuing our moral and spiritual guide, the Bible. scientiousness? They may be as sincere on all other ques- The Secretary of the Vetfran Libeml League to the American OomOh bosh! it was good to subjugate and keep under power tions on which they hav an opinion, but not being what they
mittee on the Giordano B?'Uno monummt :
the Jews.
consider of moral consequence, it little concerns them what
The Bruno monument and statue should be a masterpieceTake woman from the church, and it would become a thing people may think on those subjects. I believe that no con- a work whereof every honest Freethinker may be truly proud.
of the past. '!'he common herd of mankind would laugh it to scientious and sympathetic per~on can be unconcerned about I had wished to contribute a trifle toward commemorating the
scorn.
the welfare of mankind, especially of his friends and acquaint- sublime martyrdom of science's most noble worshiper; but if
All tracts I get I read and dispose of t'ly gift to the thinking ances. And consequently when such a person thinks it is the proposed inscription, which mskes him appeal for final
men, untrammeled by tyrant power of the church. Thank necessary for other people to believe and act HS he does in judgment to a mugwump god, for the demonstrated denial of
the God of nature, we hav more of them around us than the certain things, it is hard to refrain from expressing those whose very existence the bigoted fools and bloody frauds burnt
church dreams of, but their financial condition closes their views. And they necessarily feel grieved and mortified to hav him alive il'1 fagot flames, must go upon his lasting monumouth for the present.
WM. KENNEY.
their ideas ridiculed or denied. Well do I remember when ment, any other use of a dollar would be much wiser. I hope
after years of study on physiology, hygiene, and medicin I there will be a potent protest against that worst word (God)
ROGERSVILLE, 0., Aug. 15, 1885.
came to a very decided opinion that to hav health and conse- written.in any language being blazoned upon that good man's
MR. EDITOR: Some think Hoadly is no Freethinker, but a quent happiness, people must liv plainly and simply, and let memorial tablet.
kind of straddler of all doctrins of belief. It is claimed he is drugs alone, how anxious I was that others could see it as I
What good has any God ever done for man that we ought to
a Unitarian and a believer. Skeptics would like to be con- did! For a while I could not refrain from expressing my pay a penny's worth of tinsel-tribute to his paltry praise?
vinced that Hoadly is a Freethinker. What evidence can I get views whenever and wherever oppo1tunity presented. And What do we want of a God who cannot, or will not, prevent
that he is an officer of the New York Freethinkers' Association, when those who were near and dear to me were drugging the evil from passing within the entrance, instead of insolently
as claimed by some? What evidence hav we, in short, tilat he themselvs, and still continued to eat what I thought macle salving the serious hurt with a tame and tardy pity, and eteris a Liberal? Did he ever say he is? If he did, where is the them sick, I was actually miserable. Many a time I hav thus nally debiting the poor patient for the proffered plaster,
proof? Did any other Liberal papers speak favorably of passed a miserable day that would otherwise hav been happy. whether applied or refused? Beside the bad taste displayed
Hoadly's election besides yours? I do not believe in a dough- May not most of the orthodox people be as sincere and con- in the Pauline phrase, there is the greater absurdity of attribfaced Liber11.l.
CLETUB WEAVER.
scientious in their religious beliefs? Is there any reader of uting Bruno's benison to a gratuitous fore-ordination. Such a
[We hav but slight information about Governor Hoadly's this article who has a sister, brother, father, or mother that fll.lse sentence as this placed on metallic record as the standing
religious views, if he has any. He is popularly reputed to be he has often heard pray for his conversion, who believes that sentiment of the seientific world foists upon rational civilizaa Freethinker, and as candidate for governor of Ohio, he was such a friend was not sincere? I believe they should hav tion a ready weapon which superstitious churchmen and reopposed on that ground. His Thanksgiving proclamation last credit for sincerity, until otherwise proven. And if sincere ligious mystics and mercenaries will not be slow to turn against
fall was marked by the ~ntire omission of all mention of the and conscientious, it must necessarily follow that they would those who formulated and accept the awkward and misleading
"supreme being," and contained no religious sentiments. Not feel very much hurt to hav their opinions assailed and dese- epigram, "The highest God has destined me to be an apostle,
being a citizen o£ the state, we doubt if he iEt an officer of tile crated by the acts of people. I believe that peopl" make a not last or least, of the better age to come." If a God destined
State Association of Freethinkers, though he may be a mem- great mistake to treat any belief with contempt and ridicule. him for anything, the same absolute despot also destined him
ber. He is, we believe, a shareholder in the Boston Inde:r,, or I do not consider them arguments, but on the contrary they to his cruel death, and no praise, blame, gratitude, or responin some way connected with it. We agree with our corre- injure the cause of the party that uses them.
sibility, belongs to any subject of his sovereign will; and God
spondent in not believing in'' dough-faced Liberals," and trust
When a person has, by certain facts taken as evidence and should therefor" be ltft alone by his helpless cattle to magnify
that Judge Hoadly is not one of that kind. Perhaps his official a due process of ·reasoning, arrived at certain conclusions, be and glorify himself in his own omnipotent co~;ceit.
position renders him di:fl'ldent about asserting his Tiewe.- must necessarily be sincere in his opiuions, and will cling to
Let the lines on the open page of Bruno's book be amended
En. T. S.]
tlaese opinions until convinced by other faets and arguments, to read: "The highest judgment of the preilent Age of Reason
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regardS this master man, whom Christian bigots most cruelly search until I had gone three times through the wonderful, in- not read it should do so at once, I wish I had a few more of
burnt, as the first and chiefest apostle of snowledge, and fallible, holy Bible, and the general conclusion reached was, them to lend around among my friends, for, although small,
heroic liberator of superstition-enslaved ~umanity. He grov- that their holy book contained more and meaner lies, and more· it speaks volumes. I think if every church-member should
eled to no priest, and he prayed to no God. Whom the truth disgusting; filthy, and obscene reading, than any other book I read that book the coming week, that on the following Sun-'
;,makes free is free indeed."
ever became acquainted with. The fraud exposed itself so day one-half of the preachers would hav to speak to empty
Again: What is John Huss doing on Giordano Bruno's clearly that I at once proclaimed myself an Infidel. And it seats. I hav not the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with
ground? If the Christians who hav perished by the opera- was then I learned something that I never knew before, that Mr. Remsburg, but from what I hav read of him, he is second
tion of their own dogmatism, in the hands of other Chris. the church did still persecute, slander, and abuse all who to none but Colonel Ingersoll, and I earnestly hope he will
tians, are to· be honored by steadfast Freethinkers, who would dared to differ with them. Since I hav dared to raise my voice liv to be one hundred years old, at least, with full possession
hav been ignominiously called Infidels by those to whom the in opposition to the dominating rule of the clergy, I hav been of all his powers. When I had finished reading his book, I
largess of merit is liberally remembered, we shall be occupying slandered, oppressed, and persecuted to the full extent of the said to myself, "Oh, that we had a million su~h men in this
an ecliptical age in carving their incongruous images (incon- Christians' ability. But my bosom swells with pride when I country !''
gruous in their grouping with naturalists), whilst our own and remember that I am marching with the grand army of proAnd now, in conch1sion, I must say that it pains me to hear
far more excellent worthies remain almost forgotten, except by gression that is sweeping the dark curse of ignorance, super- so much backing and filling in regard to Spiritualism. We
their contemptible maligners. Let Huss be buried and bronzed stition, and infamy from the face of our green earth.
are all Liberals. One will say, "I am a De)st;" another will
by his own creed-bound followers, or go without a statue. to
Yours for progression,
JosEPH A. SHADE.
say, "I am a Spiritualist;" another, "I am an Infidel;" another
confirm his fame-at least until all who own no allegiance to
---is an Agnostic, but all these claim to be Liberal. Now let us
any traditiotJ.al, supernatural religion shall hav learned that
LoNGSTREET, Ga., .Tuly 27, 1885.
all join issue, like a band l'>f brothers, and fight for the Nine
there was but a little later than the time when he live!). such a
MR. EDITOR: Among my friends North, East, South, or Demands, and let these side-issues go, for a time at least; for,
man as James Gruet behAaded by order of the intolerant Jack West, there m:ay be some who read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and if Spiritualism is true, it will not be long in proving the fact,
Calvin-though himself an incisiv innovator-for laughing at if so they may be pleased to hav my present thought in refer- and vice versa. I am not a Spiritualist (unless some friend
his horrible theology and abjuring all the stale jargon of gods ence to orthodox beliefs. In a few words let me say, first, asks me out to. take semething), but I like to giv everyone a
together. Gruet was a witty man, possessed of erudite learn- last, and for all time to come, that I believe nothing. It is not chance.
ing and solid sense; though the cyclopedias, which pander to needful that I should. I think instead, and use mJ reason.
We hav got a hard fight ahead of us, and it is very imporpopular prejudice, havbut a slurring mention to make of him, Belief establishes nothing as truth; proves nothing; demon- tant that we should be united. It does not look well for the
nevertheless ,there can be furnished something of his history. strates, settles nothing, but unsettles all things we think essen- churches to see differences springing up among us. Let us
interesting to those who care to investigate the true inwardness tial to our peace and happiness. Hence let us forever drop first wipe out this taxation without representation, and all
of the so-called Reformation. If the fearless likeness of James the word from our vocabulary, and use the word "think" in- other things will be added.
GEo. M. HA.RE.
Gruet can form one of the silent but salient witnesses to honest stead. Why say, "I believe thus and so," when by so saying· I
BRIEF HISTORY OF ENGLISH ORTHOGRA.PHY.
thought, clustered about that of their superior, Giordano Bruno, admit that I don't know? Why not say, "I think it may be
an honor will thus be well done to him to whom honor is so," or, "I think it may not be so," or, "I don't know?" What
CA.NYON CITY, Cor.., July 28, 1885.
doubly due; Freethought will hav established another exhibit I know as truth is not a matter of belief. What I don't know
MR. EDITOR: I hav many times been asked how our spelling
of its moral heroism, and openly shown one more crimson cannot become a fact, a truth, to me, until 'tis demonstrated came to be as it is, and hav come to the conclusion, with your
shame of the sworn Christian bigotry and terrorizing tyranny. or proven to me. All true science and philosophy must be in consent, briefly to answer that question.
England was settled by people from countries on the contiYours for man,
JoHN PRESCOTT GUILD.
accordance with human reason, by the exercise of which truth
is brought within the grasp of human consciousness.
nent; by the Kelts, Angles, Romans, Saxons, Danes, Fl.·anks,
Again, belief is based upon evidence. What do I· know of Normans, and others. The people of each nation took with
CmciNNA.TI, OHIO, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I must giv Brother T. R. Perry a little praise the character and reliability of the so-called inspired witnesses? them not only their language, but their own way of spelling.
for his zeal in trying to convince Materialists that the theistic Really, nothing worthy of entire confidence. I hav not entire At one time seven kingdoms· existed in England, and this reand orthodox dogma of immortality is true, but really I do not confidence in everything said by my best and most truthful sulted in a mixture of languages and some change in speech,
t.hink so intellectual a man can sincerely believ.e it himself. friend. I doknow no man is infallible. No one has all the but the priests of the nation, the Druids, who alone did the
Be that as it may, he finds out the Materialists of Ohio are not truth, or the exdct truth. Reason must be the standard. of writing, each retained the spelling of his own language;
As no printing was done, and hence there were no schooleasily caught with chaff. The brother knows that a champion truth, as justice that of right.
The foundation of so-called essential beliefs science proves books, kings themselvs couldn't write, nor even read. 1'he
Materialistic Infidel dwells in that Buckeye state, and throws
around him such stubborn facts that the high-flyers of super- to be false, viz., th·e creation theory; the fall, and inherited priests, being the more intelligent, were the law-makers and
stitious faiths in creeds, dogmas, and spookdom can make but total depravity; the atonement; the miracles; the trinity; and judges, und· by virtue of their position in society were exempt
from military duty and taxation.
little headway. The Buckeye boy must hav facts_:_nothing the infamous doctrin of eternal punishment.
And my last word now shall be this: Believe nothing;
In the course of several hundred years what is now called
short of positiv proof will convince. What another has seen
or heard is not enough evidence to satisfy the level brain of an think instead; strive to know the truth. And why? Simply the English language grew out of the slow amalgamation of
tongues; and this justifieR Dr. Webster in sayin . ·• The EngOhio Materialist. Briug on your spooks in a clear-cut manner because 'tis best.
Our Ingersoll is doing more to excite and liberate thought, lish language ·is derived from twenty different languages."
-no dark-lantern trickery; let all be plain, honest, and per·
fectly free-no juggling and pay for the show. Giv us the raise doubt, and giv new hope and joy, than any other man Hence we hav so many ways of spelling the same sounds, and
living to-day, great, noble, brave man that he is! And not- each way is supposed to indicate etymology.
square thing! That is a just claim. We take no less.
This reminds of an Englishman in Illinois who wore a piece
Can friend Perry, or any other Spiritualist, honestly believe withstanding he has in the past said hard, bitter things (from
that all the hundreds of millions of all nations, tongues, and his standpoint) against the South and Southern people, yet of sheepskin on his shoulder. He was asked one day by a
religions-savage and civilized; blacks, tans, and all colors; were he to come among us now, thousands would flock to neighbor why he wore that wool on his shoulder. His anRwer
was, "To preserve my etymology." "How is that?" said the
murderers, cannibals, etc., who died thousands of ages ago in hear him lecture.
Freethinkers should be encouraged to talk and work. neighbor. The Englishman replied, "I am an Englishman,
every conceivable manner, are alive to-day? I think Brother
Perry can scarcely believe in any. such preposterous nonsense. There are many Freethinkers in and out of the churches, but nobody would know it if I didn't wear this patch tq let
I do not expect to convert Brother Perry, but I think that in but no organization of Liberals and no lecturers. I am doing folks know that my ancestors dressed in sheepskins."
So we all use the shf'epskin in the shape of silent letters to
the deep recesses of his true inwardness he will adlllit that what I can in distributing such reading matter as I am able
Materialism is far more sensible, solid, and satisfactory than to buy, and will continue to do so, hoping for a time to preserve etymology, and so obscure the sounds, which are the
the flimsy and very doubtful faiths in any of the superstitions come when no man will be found in this enlightened coun- stuff that words are made of. We are getting words almost
try who will not be ashamed to say, as one said a few days every day from other languages. In this state we get words
known by the name of religion.
T. WINTER, Materialist.
ago, " I'd rather not read Ingersoll's lectures, or it will un- from the Spanish language, nnd in every case we adopt their
settle my faith." "Yes," I said, "'twill put you to think- orthography, but pronounce the word as it is most convenient.
CORUNNA, IND., Aug. 3, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Of all the battles that hav been fought for ing, and if you are afraid to think, then I advise you not to Instead of re-spelling them and presenting the sounds to the
T. N. MAsoN.
eye as they are to the ear, we retain the Spanish spelling, which
freedom, the battle with the church has been the most obsti- read it."
to those who hav never heard the word spoken is a perfect
nate and prolonged. And why? It is because the race has
CA.NTON, Ir.r.., Aug. 15, 1885.
jumble. As our language is now written, we are forced t'o
not yet sufficiently developed to perceive the falsity or truth
MR. EDITOR: I bav a· suggestion to offer for the consideration learn two sets of riddles: firPt. the speech being given, to gueSjil
of a doctrin by the workings of.~he same. Neither can a large
portion of our own civilized America fully comprehend the of professed Liberals, especially money-loaners, viz.: I think the spelling; second, the SjJeding being given, to guess the
A. B. PIKAUD.
nature of things seen about us, how or why this or that came a good plan for them to adopt would be to loan money at the speech.
about. I find that, of all the hobbies of the ignorant church lawful rate of interest, and charge no bonus, but charge only
OKETO, KAN., Aug. 18, 1885.
people, the most tenaciously clung to is that of a special creator. for drawing up the papers between the loaner and borrower,
MR. EDITOR: It is not vf!ry often that I bother you with a
They always infer that the human race could not hav been here and not join in with the rich money-loaner to help rob the
without a personal creator. To the uncultured mind the Dar- poor. The money borrower, like the majority who stick out letter from this Christian part of God's moral vinyard. I am
so much revived in my Infidel belief by hearing two lectures
JoHN W. AnBOTT.
win theory appears dark and mysterious. Without a knowl- their money to loan, does.
here, given by J. L. Andrew, of Fort Scott, this state, that I
edge of history, geology, astronomy, and the general condimust let the reuders of THE TRUTH SEEKER know it. Mr.
KA.NsA.s CITY, Mo., Aug. 3, 1885.
tions of our earth, it is impossible to understand the true
MR. EDITOR: As man awakes from the stupor and uncon- Andrew is traveling through the state giving lectures in all the
workings of nature. I am of Holland descent, and authentic
history shows that fifteen hundred years ago my foreparents sciousness of his elementary condition to that unfolded point towns on the line of the railroads. Mr. Andrews saw my
were wild savages, dwelling in huts of bark and caves in the where he can comprehend something of his immediate sur- name in THE TauTH SEEKER, and he hunted me up. He told
rocks, in almost a nude state, subsisting upon the chase, oc. roundings, he comes 1n contact with precedents in the shape me that he would lecture in our hall here on "Modern Inficopying about the same position as the Diggers of the sage of laws, religions, and customs, which he is expected to sub- delity," if it was to let now. I told him we had better bait them
deserts do at present. And to-day the race hav attained a high scribe to, no matter how abhorrent they may be to his individ- first with something softer than Infidelity, for it is a churchdegree of civilization. If in so short a time a race can advance ual nature, and whatever element of his being proves too power- ridden community. So he agreed to lecture on "Education,"
from a state of barbarism to a highly civilized people, how ful to yield to their demands is considered the outcropping of which he did. The lecture was a good one; was well deliveasily could the wild and naked savage develop from the ape legal contempt and religious depravity. Political and relig- ered, and appreciatingly received. This lecture broke the ice
or orang outang, especially since we can advance plenty of facts ious dogmas of all kinds are foun~ed upon the mistaken idea in this town. It was given on Friday night. At the end of
to prove that millions of years were occupied in the progressiv that humanity started as the fountain· head of intelligence, this leoture Mr. Andrew said he would lecture here again on
change! I was born of Christian parents, and was early taught and that life consisted in simply keeping the original stock at the next Tuesday night. Between times he went to Marysthe whole Bible theology. I was taught that a book that par value. The evolution theory makes it appear that human- ville, a town twelve miles south of Oketo. There he gave two
came from God could not be wrong. My early days were ity is a diverging, expanding entity; consequently precedents lectures on Infidelity. They were well received and largely
supremely orthodox. My first step toward the light of are the dead and dried-up mullein-stalks of a last year's growth. commented upon by the Liberals of Marysville.
On Tuesday night he met us again in Oketo, and lectured
truth (by Christians called Infidelity) was a small geography The unfolding process in nature, discernable all about us,
on ·• Modern Infidelity." Certainly there were some of the
given me by my father. The Bible described the earth as flat, proves beyond a doubt that a precedent has been a crown of orthodox Christians caught in the trap we set for them, alW. W. JuDsON.
standing on pillars, with a hard sky overhead, to which sun, mildew and a vampire to every age.
though they did not stand it long. When Mr. Andrews told
them of solid facts they left the nail. This lecture was also
moon, and stars were fastened. But the little geography dis·
OsHKosH,
Wis
,
Atig.
21,
1885.
well received and elegantly delivered. Mr. Andrew knows
palled all Bible doctrin on that point. Again, I came in possesMR. EDITOR: My last letter published in l'HE TRuTH SEEKER how to handle the subject that he lectures upon. He made
sion of some works treating on geology and astronomy. From
his home with us while delivering those lectures, and I kept
the Bible I had learned that this was the one and only world, was copied in the Oshkosh Daily Times without my asking, and him busy till late at nights enligntening me on Freethougut
the center of the universe, and that everything visible was cre- had the desired effect, for the Times bas the largest circula- and Liberalism. He has promist>d me tu call on us this winter,
ated in six days all out of nothing, by a pre-existing God. tion of any paper in thiR city; consequently it reaciled a great and speak to us again. His lectureti were free. Our lectnr~rs
But geology and astronomy removed every vestigA of such many readers in this vicinity, and will cause many to inquire cannot make a livmg this way. We Liberals must org,an.I;:e
doctrin. My Christian teachers now became alarmed lest the for THE TRUTH SEEKER. We hav our annual Turnfest here and prepare to help our lecturers. The church helps theirs.
I was told to-day by a friend that the leading Christians of
boy was !).rifting to the bad, so they began to advise me to read this week, and the city is ~ull of Germans, and, as I cannot Oketo are going to hav me arrested for brmging such a man us
speak
their
language,
I
hav
to
take
a
back
seat.
the Bible more, thinking thereby to bring me back to primitiv
Mr. Andrew there to lecture, disturbing tham.
Yesterday I received a letter from John E. Remsburg, toOne Methodist member here Rays he hates to hear tl\oso
ignorance, called Christianity; Accordingly I began at the
first chapter of Genesis, and perused the ancient volume care- gether wtth a copy of "Bible Morals," and I must say that I lectures; he says he cannot read his Bible so well afterwardr;.
-JAMES BIGilAM.
fully unto the last chapter of Revelation, and continued my never read a book witlt more interest; and everyone who has
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\ eigners do not understand our customs, and I do not. Now, who, in your opinion, is most
this one had given all his money for a prescrip- like the cannibal?"
That staggered me. He had silenced my
tion, thinking that was all the paying neces·
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fe.Zl River, sary. I pitied him more then than ever, but thunder in a few simple words. But, thinking of some more I had learned from the book,
Mass., to whom all Communications for this the opportunity to help had gone.
Chrner should be sent.
The evening of the next day, while reading I commenced anew: "The Bible is the book
that stands th«" test of ages. It surpasses in
the town paper, I noticed this item:
grandeur all other books. It has been the
"Between the dark and the dayUght,
" DIED FBOM NEGLIGENCE,
When the night begins to lower,
"An old Swede was found dead this morn- guide of great men and believed by every civilOomes a pause In the day's occupations
ing in his shanty, near the southwest borough ized being. More Bibles are printed than any
That Is kno,•m as the Ohlldren's Hour."
line. An inquest was held, and it was found other book in the world-a.standing argument
that he had died from the effects of an injury for its divinity.''
received on the railroad, which was not neces·
Here I stopped, for I remembered no more
Let Us Love While We Can.
sarily fatal. Ten cents' worth of medicin would
of what I had learned for the occasion.
hav
saved
his
life.
He
will
be
buried
by
the
we all should love our parents dear,
Pausing a moment, he said quietly: "We
company."
Our sisters, brothers, friends,
Every word sent a sickening shudder through all hav weak points. Some great men believe
Who stay with us so short a time,
Unt Illite's journey ends.
me. I said to myself: "Oh, how horrible to in the Bible. That might be their only weak
die for the want of ten cents ! Oh, that I had ness. True, a good many Bibles are printfld,
We place them In the silent tomb,
Away from worldly care;
paid it and saved his life ! Oh, that he were but it has been proved false, and a lie cannot
While round their graves the violets bloom,
here now !" But he was gone, and forever. be printed often enough to make it true."
And perfume all the air.
It was too late for me to do as my conscience
My 'strongest points were gone again, but I
Hardest of all hard griefs to bear,
thought of one more argument. " If it were
had dictated.
.
·\
When loving hearts do sever,
We all fail to take advantage of opportuni- not for hell and hope of heaven,". said I,
Is when we pause and sadly think,
ties, just as I did. How often we spend our ''everybody would murder everybody else. If
Pclrchance they sleep forever.
time trifling, while we might be doing great there is no hereafter, what difference is it if we
Then Jet us love them while we can,
things! Think, dear reader, how many times are bad."
A• the days pass swiftly by;
"the sun goes down without some good ,~eed
"Charlie, your mind has been deformed by
For everyone, like autumn's leaves,
Must wither, and fade, and die .
being done." How reluctant we are to re- superstition·. According to your own state.Altnona, Pa.
WILLIAM J. BURNS.
member that
ment, Christians do right through the fear of
hell, while Infidels do right without the promis
" The drying of a single tear has more
Of honest fame than shedding seas of gore!" of reward or punishment. Which, then, is
Maldng Ginger Cooldes.
Feeling sad over the fate of the old Swede, the best? Is the banker who lends on secu.
•• Saturday morning, no lessons to-day,
my old meditation soon took possession of my rity better than the man who givs? If you
Hurrah for business, and then we can play l "
So merrily say my little girls three,
mind again. Trying to imagin what a long should find out, as I hav. that Christianity is
While they're as busy as busy can be
time forever is, and wondering whether the one of the basest frauds that ever cursed this
Making ginger cookies.
souls in hell ever got us11d to burning, I be- world; if you should discover to-morrow that
Two cups of molasses, of butter one,
came frightened and sought relief in prayer. religion is the most blighting superstition that
0 mammal Isn't this jolly fun?
While I was not exactly a Christian, I expected ever enslaved the intellect of man, would
The ginger B.nd soda we'll not leave out;
to be oRe, some day. I reflected that what I you-speak honestly-be inclined to go and
We must mind closely what we are about
Making ginger cookies
had done, or rather failed to do, for the Swede, murder all your friends?· If so; then who
was a virtue in contrast with some of my pre· most needs conversion?"
"We'll mix the dough In a nice little lUmp,
He paused for reply, but my lips were sealed
And knead It together thumpety thump,
vious actions. Yes; I had done thousands of
Never allow 1t to stick to the pan;
worse things, and always prayed and was for- by amazement. This gush of eloquence, comwe want to do It just right., If we can,
given, or thought that I was; and this time I ing in such a natural tone from the poor,
Kneading ginger cookies.
prayed again, but still it occurred to me that I heathen, Infidel blacksmith, titled me so with
"We roll It so gently this way, then that,
was a sinner, and a bad one. However, I wonder that that I couldn't move. Soo.J. he
Till It's as thin a• the rim or your bat,
Then cut them out smoothly, firmly, and true; would sin on a few years, praying the while. resumed his talk, quoting scripture that I had
I would hav somethi "g out of life, and make it never heard or read, and making his pungent
Remember, no ragged edges will do,
Outtlng ginger cookies.
all right before death. I would " get religion" comments. He opened his mouth and sentences seemed to fall involuntarily from his
"We'll make for papa a bouncing big one
some time.
As e'er was seen In the Ught of the sun;
While my mind was running thus, mother lips with a'iJ much ease and rhythm as water
Dear Baby Ernest shall hav a fat pig;
announced that it was bed-time, it having been bubbles from a mountain spring. His closing
'Twill set him to dancing jlggety-jlgtwo hours since I sat down with the paper. s• ntences seemed to make the marrow quiver
Funny ginger ·cookies.
"Go to bed, Charlie," said she, "and in the in my bones.
"Then In a buttered tin, au In a row,
morning you may rise early and read this book
"Prayer," said he, " is the vaporing of mental
Into a • piping-hot' oven they'll go;
Please go back, mamma, and shut up the door, before Sabbath-sch<.ool. It belonged to your deformity. You hav seen a cucumber deformed
I'm sure we don't need your help any more
Uncle Joe. Though you never saw him, you by putting it into a bottle while small and let
Baking ginger cookies."
know enough of him. He is only six years ting it grow there. In the same way your mind,
-G. W. Pember.
older than you, and it was only three years when young, was pressed into the clamp of a
ago that he went to hear Colonel Ingersoll creed and is now deformed like the cucumber.
[A few weeks since, through the kindness of lecture, and then wrote pieces against the You heard of the Swede that died. He was
George E. Macdonald, of TJIE TRUTH SEEKER,
a prize, Lossing and Spencer's Complete His- Bible, and got into jail for his wickedness. not a Christian. If you are right, he is at this
tory of the United States, handsomely bound, This good book was his before that time. He moment in hell, and the Christian druggist
was offered for the best original story which got it at Sabbath-school."
who refused him medicin will some day be in
should be wri. ten for the Children's Corner
All this and more I had heard many times glory, and hav the pleasure of refusing the
within a stated time. From a numQerof well- before.
Swede a drop of water to cool his burning
written stories we hav selected the one that in
Next morning I read most of the book, and, tongue. Religion is a disease, of which you
our judgment seems a trifle better than the
others, though where all are so good it was in Sunday-school, talked to my teacher about are in the first stage. Smdy its history, and
hard to discriminate. We shall publish the its contents. It, like all such books, told how you will know how to treat it. To do wrong is
best among the other stories sent us hereafter, a delicate Christian girl, six or seven years old, to violate one of the laws of nature, and God
and as these evince decided talent, both in had converted a cruel, heathen boatman, etc. can't forgiv you. Put your hand in the fire,
composition and construction, we would advise
the writers to improve all opportunities, and My teacher said that was just the kind of child and pray if you please, but it will burn; so it
should another prize be offered on some future I ought to be. Neither of us knew any hea- is with all the laws of nature. Crime is a cause
occasion, we trust the successful winner may then boatmen, but we both knew that a young and misery an effect. As Ingersoll says--"
be found among them. With many thanks to blacksmith-a poor Infidel who never heard of
"As who says ?" I interrupt~d, without exMr. M..cdonald for his generous kindness and God-had recently come to town, and needed actly knowing why.
interest in the Corner, and also to our friends
"Ingersoll," he repeated.
for their competitiv efforts, we remain your Christian light. He had hired me once t.> blow
the bellows for him, and I was not much afraid
"Why, that's tb.e man that mother says
friend, ED. C. C.]
of him. When I suggested that he should be Uncle Joe went to hear betore grandpa drove
read to from the Bible as the heathen boatman him off." (I had learned he was driven off )
Converting a Blacksmith.
had been, my teacher, Miss Chamer, said noth"Joe who?"
Once-no matter when or where, but in my ing could be better. So after she had told me
"Joe Remots."
thirteenth year-1 was s~anding in t.he door of several religious things to say to him, it was
"Where is he now ? '
a drug-store thinking of serious subjects- agreed that I should take my Bible, and do as
"Don't kno,v. Dead, I guess,.
wondering how I could manage to escape the would a Sunday-school-book hero.
"I guess not."
torments of perdition, of which our preacher
The blacksmith "kept bachelor's hall" in a
"Why?"
had depicted such a terrible picture the night small but neat hut near his shop.
"Because I am he! Spell my last name
before. Suddenly my meditation was interBefore Monday's sun had been long set, my backward."
rupted by a lame Swede, hobbling into the Bible and I were in his quiet home. After
Space doesn't permit me to tell :what fol·
drug-store. He gave the druggist a prescrip- civilities had been passed, I said solemnly, as lowed; but Joe gave me a bundle of TRUTH
tion, and, after receiving his medicin, started Miss Chamer had told me, "Well, Mr. Stomer, SEEKERs, and accompanied me home. I never
out.
But the druggist said, '·Hold on! do you think you are saved?"
tried to convert any more heathenH. We are
Money!'' The Swede, turning around, stamHe looked rather astonished as he replied, all Freethinkers.
Toes WAINE
mered something in broken English, which I " Saved! I guess so. None of me seems to
Tyrone, Pa., July 20, 1885.
did not understand. "No money! Well, giv be wasted."
A Letter From Father Hacker.
back the bottle, then," said the druggist, as he
"What ignorance !" thought I. "He needs
jumped over tLe counter and took the medicin light and must hav it." Then I continued:
MY DEAR YouNG FRIENDS: I hav been re ,a.
from the old Swede's hand. The old man mur- "Mr. Stomer, do you believe the word of God ing your little letters in 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
mured sol.llething again in his own language, and know he will save you ?"
and am very glarl yon hav good books and
and, as he gazed wistfully at the medicin, a
"Havn't seen the word of God. Am not papers to read. When I was a boy, there were
tear made a white streak down his smoke- lost. Don't know there is a God."
no books nor paper~ fit for ch1lJren to read.
stained face. The crowd inside the store gig.
"Don't know there is a God! Why, who They had >~little book called" The Catecbism,"
gled, and I felt an inward impulse prompting made the world? 'The fool hath said in his that said, '·in Adam's fall we sinned all;" and
me to pay for the medicin and giv it to him. I heart, there is no God.' Even the cannibals when I asked what th>Lt meant, they told me a
was afraid the crowd would l>~ugh at me, how- and heathens acknowledge an omnipotent God God created a ga den of frnit~ and flowers
ever, and did not do so. I thought right, when of the universe. You are worse than-than~ and took some dust and made a live man out
the pitiful object needing charity was before a heathen.'' (This I had learned by rote from a of it, and then put the man to sleep and took
my eyes, but had not the courage to act my book.)
'
a rib out of his side, and out of that bone
thoughts.
"Well, Charlie-! think you said that is made a full-sized woman, and placed them in
When the old man had gone, the druggist your name-the Ca!!e is like this: you believe the garden and told them they might eat of
explained that some of the most ignorant for- in a God, the ca:pnib!U l;>elil!ves the s~me 1 and th0 fruit of all the trees except one in the
11

..

middle of the garden, and if they ate of that
t:hey would die. Then, when the Lord God
was gone, a snake came and talked with the
woman. Did you ·ever see a snake that could
talk? Do you believe any snake ever talked?
No; you know better; but when I was a boy
almost everybody believed it, except one man
that they called "Old Tom Paine." I was
eight years old when that good man died, but
I remember how they talked about him, because he could not believe· the snake story,
and other similar falsehoods, told in the catechism and an old book called the Bible. They
said everytning they could about Paine that
was bad, and thought his body ought to be
burnt, because he could not believe the big
snake and fish stories.
Well, the catechism, about the' only book
children had to read when I was a boy, says
the snake talked with the 1 woman and pursuaded her to eat the forbidflen fruit and giv
some to her husband, and then the Lord God
came and drove them out of the garden, and
told them they, and all their children, must
go to a lake of fire and brimstone and burn
forever and ever after they were dead. That
is part of the abominable stuff children were
taught when I was a child, and I am very glad
you hav good books and papers and are
taught something better. I will write to you
again if you like this. Your friend,
Berlin, N. J.
J. HACKER.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-WORD SQUARE.
1. The living flesh.
2. An ancient pope.
i:l. A body of water in Argentine Republic.
4. A ves~el.
5. A small machine.
Pillsb11rgh, Pa.
H. E. JuERGENs.
2.-PICTORIAL DIAMOND.

•

Write th11 words describing each of these
symbols in their order, to form a diamong.
3.-MIXED ACROSTIC,

Select one letter from the name of each of
the objects surrounding the central picturE',
place the eight letters thus obtained in regular
order, and thus find what made a boy ill.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
AUG. 22, 1885.
I.-Tennessee (Tennis sea). 2.-1 understand you undertake to overthrow my undertaking. 3.-Net, cot, den (contented). 4.Because he has lost his way. 5.-Each.represents a fast gait (fast gate).
Solvers: H. E. Juergens, Polka Dot, A. C.
Ellis.

Correspondence.
CoiN P. 0., Aug. 17, 1885.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: My father takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and I read the Children's Corner every time. I see where other little girls
write, so I thought I would try. We liv about
two miles from Rock Lake. We go out boatriding, and hav verv pleasant times. This is
a hilly country, and rocky in placfls. We lived
at Walla Walla beforfl we came here, and I like
to liv here much better than down there. I
hav four brothers and five sisters. I am twelve
years old, and will be thirteen in September.
The stuge that runs from Sprague to Colfak
stops berfl every day and. changes teams. My
father is not at home now; he is working in a
quartz; mUI in ~ontana. Wa~~r ~s scarce it;l

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER.
this country; but there are two springs on our
place, and a1creek-running through one corner;
and there is a nice Quackingast grove, wherE;
we go to play in the warm weather. ThA thermometel" has been as hi11h as 108° in the shade
If you don't think this is good enough, please
don't hav it printed. So I will close.
Yours truly,· FLORENCE E. WHITE

Advance Notice.
MEN, WoMEN. AND Gons: and Other Lectures.
By Helen H. Gardener. Price, $1.00in cloth,
50 cts. in paper.
This forthcoming book has a reason for its
being. It is not written from vanity, but from
conviction. It bas a fixed purpose amid all
its sparkling humor and shafts of wit. It is
the eloquent expression of what woman most
deeply feels and most deeply resents. It is a
decl!iration of war against theology, whose
very essence is the subJection and indignity
of the feminin element. Theology is mascu
lin. It is the despotism of brute force. It is
the enthronement of mere power-of might
instead of right.
Emancipated woman protests against theology. It is not a half truth, but a whole lie.
The subjection of woman has been made a
frightful nightmare by theological ~sou'mp
tions. The head of the woman is the man;
the former is the nullity, the latter is the only
will. W om m cannot choose; according to
theologians, she has no soul, no legal volition,
and hence no freedom of person.
Helen Gardener's book is a tremendous im.
peachment of this barbaric notion. It is a
book born of intensity of feeling. It surges
with indignant thought. The. storm·of rebellion is in many a quivering line. It is the result
of many a laborious hour. It is compact of
learning. It is unanswerable in its fervid
reasoning.
N13vertheless it is a light, bright, and airy
book. There is not a heavy line. The stormcloud is flecked with ·brilliant sunshine. The
argument moves along with buoyant utterance. Even when we are angry at the dark
unfolding of tyranny, the rippling laughter bursts at some bright conceit whose electric illumination intensifies the deeper revealing. It has the interest of a novel. It is like a
kaleidoscope in its delighful passage from
"grave to gay, from lively to severe."
This book is based upon fact; it deals with
verity. It is scientific, however, from the
standpoint of poetic insight. It speaks the
truth in the light of imagination; the glittering wings of fancy mark the pathway of its
logic; the reader is convinced, and at the same
time infinitly amused. Only the theologian
preserves a· solemn face. His aspect is fune·
real, for these flowers of wit decorate his coffin.
He is buried with a joke, as he ought to be,
for his death is the regeneration of the world.
We "Rre glad that Helen Gardener has employed
the method of ridicule, that she has chosen to
giv us a sort of ",divine comedy" of the destruction of the ancient world of theology. Solomon says there is a time to laugh, and really
the time has come to laugh at the barbaric notions of our ancestors. This is the wisest way to
treat them. They are utterly absurd. Why not
smile at the ridiculous jumble? To refrain from
mirth is to be disloyal to truth. Cachinnation
in the nineteenth century is the logical result
of the theology of the fourteenth. There can
be no other finale. To be altogether serious is
to be insincere.
All Liberals (and especially women) should
read this book, and circulate it far and wide.
It is a good missionary document. Its array of
facts has been gathered by a skilful hand. Its
appendix is exceedingly valuable. It is a
unique collection ,of rattling musketry against
the church-dynamite gathered from its own
arsenal, thunderbolts forged in the armory of
its own history.
There will be a vast demand for this book.
Its bright and original thought; its limpid
.stream of logic; its keen wit and radiant humor, and its thorough honesty of purpose
:make it one of the most valuable and interest:ing contributions to Liberal literature. By its
admirable eloquence the " gods " of yesterday
must giv place to the Men and Women of
"to-day.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
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NOTICE.

ALBANY CONVENTION.

J. E. REMSBURG
will deliver two lectures before

COURSE TICKET-PRICE $1.00,

Friendsblp Liberal Lea;:ue of
Philadelphia,
To the Convention of the New Vol'k State Freethinkers' Assocla·
tton, to be held In
Sundav, Sept. 20, 1~85,
At 2.30 and 7.30 p.m. at

LELAND'S OPERA HOUSE, ALBANY, NEW YORK,

MEMORIAL HALL, S. E. Corner Ninth St.,
and Girard Ave.

!iept. lltb, 12th, and 13tll,

Subjects: Sabbath Breakinrr. Seats free. Public cordially invited.
o
3t36

ADMITTING TO ALL LECTURES EXCEPT COLONEL INGERSOLL'S.
AMONG THF. SPEAKF.RB ARE: Oh'l.rles Watts, Ellze,bqth OldY Stanton, T. B. Wakeman, Mrs. Mattie
Krekel, J>Lmes Parton, Cour•landt Pe.~mer. Helen Garfl•mer. AddrMses will also be I>'IVAU by Ellzur
Wright, Horace Sdaver, G. N. Hill, Joseph. McDonough, Mrs. Illohan, 0. B. Reynolds, B. p, Putnam and
u~

.

'

CoJ. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
. Will speak pUNDAY EVENING, SEPT. 13th, and the proceeds of the lecture he will
contrrbute to the ard of Liberal work.
,

Everyone lntereetl'd In the BUCCMS of Freethought should purchase at leBRt one ticket whether
attending t.he Convention or not, and thus aid ~he cau8e. The expenses or the Oo• ventlon w111 'be great
while all above l'xpenses "Ill bA need for carrying forward the practical work ot peti&Jonlng the leglsla:
ture to tax churches and abolish chaplalnclt>~ and Sabbath laws.
Tickets for sale by SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
or,
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPi\NY, 33 Clinton Place, N.Y.

THIRD

EDITION.

BIBLE MYTHS,
BEING A

<JONSIDERING ALSO 'l'HEIR oRIGIN AND MEANING.

WITH

A double-page picture co.ntr&stino- science and
theology, showing how the one ha; labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it. The Gennan-.Ame•·ican thus
describes it in detail:
Tbe palmy days or the church witness the bUrnInK at the stake of Bruno, the pope and priest! witnessing the burning or the heretic with expressions
ot joy. Gal !leo Is represented sitting In his study,
the pope holding the sword or Inquisition over his
head, and to save his life being forced to recant his
phtloeophy. Martin Luther Is npresented t-acking
Up his" Right of Private Judgment." Behind him
stands the pope with the bull of excommunication
drawn, and beside him the head8man's block and
ax or Infallibility. In their 8tudy are Morse and
Stephenson applying their Invent-Inns to practicaLtests, and In the rear or them tbe Preebyt~rlan pulpits are filled by two ot the broadcloth gelltlemen
denouncing the lnventlom as" Thwarting the will
ot God," and branding these men and their Inventions as

u

Heralds or An tlchrist."

Ingersoll stAnds

on a platform apparently dellvalng bls lecture
"Which Way?'' Wblcb he holds In his hand. 'l'lllma~e approaches tbe pl,tform at the colonel's back,
pUlling after him, by tbe arm, the chler or pollc~.
whn holds In his hand t-be WM'rant or arrest tor blasphemy Tb~ colonel seems fo Jakl' no notice or the
spleeny, ca<1,.verous rorm ascending the plat.rorm at
his rear. Tben come the modern teachers or salvation. the Salvation Army, with th~lr drums, bones,
aloo a rae simile of our crazy armv. A j?roup or llkeneFses or t-he teachers or sclence,Haeckel,Humboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, lA also shown, 'l'he
llkenesAes throughout are remarkab'Ycorrect, As a
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, GO cenls ·
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies fo;.
$3. Wo wish that tho frioll(lH of FrceLhought
would distribute thousands of these tolling pictures,

(lomparlson of the Old and New Testament lllyths and llliracles with those
of Heatlicn Nations of Antiquity,
i·

ASHOR f LESSON IN HISTORY.

tambourines, and streamers, {and screamerP, too),

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE MODEB.N BALAAM.
Showing the Balaam of modem t.imm; to he tl1c
priests. It is a splendid pictorial nq,,.umm.t. l'rice,
per dozen, 30 cenls; per hundred, $l.GO.
Address THE 'l'RU'l'II' Sl.;EKJW. CO
33 Clinton Pl., New y~'rk.

''ANT I CHRIST"
Proving concluslvly that
THE STORY OF JESUS OHRIS'I'
Hla birth. Ute. trtal, e:recutlon, etc.-la a mvth
'T'RTI'T'fJ FI,"'D'V,Kf.'P qtflt".P

33 Clinton Place, New York

Price, $11.

A very ancient granite, which is now in the museum at
the '_'Indian House," was dug from the ruins of a temple in
the Island of Bombay.
It is, as described by the late
Thomas Maurice, (Indian Antiquities, vol IV, p. 372,)
''A b~1st composed of three heads, united to one body, adorned With the oldest svmbols of the Indian Theology, and thus
expressly fabricateJ according to the unanimous confession
of the sacred sacerdotal tribe of India, to indicate the
CREATOR, the PRESERVER, and the REGENERATOR of mankind; which est:lblishes the solemn fact, that from the remotest ,eras, the Indian nations had adot"ecl a TRIUNE DEITY."
N ear~y all the Pag-an nations of anti(Juity, iJO! their various
theological systems, acknowledged a Trinity in the divine
nature. This is shown in DIBLE MYTHS.

* * * 'fhiA marvelous hou'~e hnR bren bullt moro
3lXJti.IIPR t't·om our p:an,.;~ iliHHO 1rdf rfurmcrltiJat It aJJ'orLIH

~ :~)~~~: i r~~~d efi,?~r ~% ~ ~~~':f~o~~~~~i l~u J~r;~t1i\>gl~ ~::~~~~~

Plenty ofC:loRets.

Sent post~paid

by the

The whole warmed. lly one chimney.
0

1 0

aR~:lf~~~~~~\r~;;l~~8h~~:!o~~;~n~t~~\l;lt~~~t. f;·~, ~\ $~1~0,~·g

to $6,600, mo.Y be tound in "t-iJWI'J'KLr.'s MonKnN Low-

COST HOUSES," a lnrge quarto pamphlet, showing alHo
howtoselectflites. get lmtnfl, &c. Sent \JOHt\lllid o.n re~
celpt of50c. Stamps t&k(m, or se.nd $1 hil an< we w1ll re..
turn the chan~e. Add.t"t.lt% RUJT.DING PLAN A!:3ROCIATION,
(Hent!on tbiB Paper.)
24 Beekman St., (Bo" 2702,)N. Y.

KERSEY GR.A.YES'S WORI{S,
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KERsEY GRAVES, author of the World'~ Sixteen
Cruciii.ed Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.

l Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50,
TRUTH SEEKER.

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
·Divine -Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history, morals, religion, and
general events. Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
of their doctrines. Price, $2.

The Wonder of the Nmeteenth Century !
Do yon wear Glasses.
and wish to do without them1

of Satan; or, a Historical
EYE Biography
Expositron of the Devil and his :Fiery Do-

ACTINA CURES DISEASES OF THE
AFl'ER OCULISTS FAIL.

mains.

.A. PHOTOGRAPH

CATARRHP
Are you troubled with

Deafness, Ncuralela, Hay Fever, or Severe
Headache.
If so, WHY NOT Investigate ACTINA? this will cost nothing.
AEtrA General Agmtwanted.for r:vtry city and town in. tho United. Statu .

Send for Catalo;;-ue Containing all lnCormatton.

Rernit Money by Registered Letter, Check, Draft, or P. 0. Order

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

BOLE PBOPBIETOBB
BAT'r.F.~Y.

Patent applied tor

88 J;'IFTH AVENUF,

n~ar

14th Street, N. Y,
Ple118e mention tllle paper.

to

Containing new and startling revelations
in religious histor-y, which disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrins, principles, precepts, and miracles of the Christian New Testament, and furnishing a
key for unlocking many of its sacred
mysteries, besides comprising the history
of sixteen oriental crucified gocl.s. $2.00

EVOLU'l"'ION:
A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.

"A.CTINA" COMPA.NY
ACTINA

Price, 35 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Are you suffering from that most common of
all diseases,

OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
HEAVEN.
A Picture of the world as described in Gen·
esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
doctrin, and the passages from profane writers
Price 25 cents.
supporting it.
.Address THE TRUTH· S]!;EK.ER,

A HISTORICAL SKETCH.
J3y G. F. RINEHART.
Price 25 cts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
'113 Ollnton Place,
NEW YORK.

5~

By Kobcrt

'ta'

Paper, 25 cents.

c.

Adams.

For Sale at thi11 Office.

..
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The Course of- Human Life.
In the hour of mellow twilight,
When the day's hard work Is done,
And the somber shades of evening
Follow soon the setting sun.
When at midnight mortals slumber,
Gathering strength for future strife,
I hav often thought and pondered
On the course of human life I
Days and nights succeed each other,
AB the ages roll along ;
Life and death are no exceptions,
Health and sickness, right and wrong.
Disappointments, joy, and sorrow,
Discord, harmony, and strife,
Exp.eotatlons for the morrow,
:Mark the course of human life.
Who can tell the why and wherefore
Of the things we dally see?
Faith Ia Gods and revelations
Leaves unsolved the mystery I
Faiths, beliefs, religious dogmas,
Foster enmity and strife;
Ever block " the wheels ot progress"
On the path of human lite.
Facts and ligures-some despise them ;
Both are stubborn, useful things.
Demonstration Is their motto,
•.rhey ask no aid from Fancy's wings.
u~e them jul!tly, they'll relieve you
From perplexity and strife,
But, misplace them, they'll deceive you
With regard to human Ute.
LlveA are chiefly what we make them,
Be they honor, grief, or shame;
Some, when troubles overtake them,
Try to screen themselvs from blame.
Knowledge, sel!-reliance, reason,
Leas~n Ignorance and strife;
Charity, In timely season,
Smoothes the course of human life.
And Is life but Fancy's vision,
Like a shadow or a dream?
•• Ltfe is real, Ute is earnest,"

Things, to us, are what they seem.
Lite's vicissitudes and changes,
Fllled with turmoil, ca.re, and strifeWhat would life be, though, without them?
What the course of human life?
Life Is mortal, or Immortal,
Which, I own, I cannot tell,
But, While living In the present,
Let us liv this present well;
Since there Is no time but present,
Why let future care and strife
:Make our present so unpleasant
In the course of human life?
'l'hlngs that can't be comprehended
Let us wisely let alone;
• our known autles to each other
Don't exchange for those unknown I
Guided by the lamp of reason
•.rhrough all blckerlngs and strife,
:Make our earth a present heaven,
Bless the course of human life.
HOMER A. BILLINGS.

To Keep Sweet Love.
From the Home Journal.

A smile or two In the morning,
A loving word Llilrough th"' day,
A kiss or two at even-tide,
Are very good things, they say;
Are very good things to keep sweet love
From roving far away.
So when my sweet came smiling,
With tender words all day,
And a good-night kiss at evim-tlde,
What could I do but sa~" Let us wed and ke~p love, darling,
From roving fur away."
-James Clarence Harvey.

A Modern Creed.
From the Sun.

Let all the dogmas perish,
Let all the legends go;
All the grander and the brighter
Are the truths that we shall know;
All the clearer and the sweeter
·
The paths of duty here;
No present tilled with anguish,
No future tilled with fear.
-D.T.

The Flood and the Ark.
In the autumn of 1830 I attended a Methodist camp-meeting in the interior of Georgia,
and heard a sermon which I hav never been
able to forget or describe.
'Ihe speaker had just been licensed, and it
was his first sermon. In person he was small,
bullet-headed, of a fair, sandy complexion, and
his countenance was indicativ of sincerity and
honesty. He was taking up the Bible in regular order for the first time in his life, and had
gotten as far as the history of Noah, the ark,
the flood, etc. Besides, "just before his conversion he had been reading Goldsmith's 'Animated Nater,' and the two together, by the aid
and assistance of the sperit, had led him into
a powerful train of thinking as he stood at his
work-bench, day in and day out." The text
was: "As it was in the days of Noah, so shall
the coming of the son of man be," and he
b:Poke out in the following strains:
"Yes, my brethren, the heavens of the windows ·was opened-ah, and the floods of the
g-r-e-a-t deep kivered the waters-ah, and there

Shem, and there Ham, and there Japheth-ah,
a-1-1 a-gwine into the ark-ah.
"And there was the elephant-ah, that.g-r-e-a-t
animal-ah, of which Goldsmith describes in his
'Animated Nater' -ah what is as big as a houseah, and his bones as big as a tree-ah, depending somewhat upon the size of the tree-ah,
a-1-1 ·a-gwine into the ark·ah. And the heavens
of the windows was opened-ah, and the floods
of the g-r-e-a·t deep kivered the waters-ah,
and there was Shem, and there was Ham, and
there was Japheth-ah, a-1-1 a-gwine into the
ark-ah.
"And there was the hippopotamus ah, that
g-r-e-a.t animal-ah, of which Goldsmith describes in his 'Animated Nater'-ah, what has
a g-r-e.a-i horn-ah, a-stickin' right straight up
out of his foreward,ah, six feet long, more or
less-ah, depending somewhat on the length of
it-ah, a-1-1 a-gwine into the ark-ah.
"And there was the giraffe-ah, my bretherin,
that ill-contrived reptil of which Goldsmith
describes iii his 'Animated Nater '·ah, whose
fore legs is twenty-five feet long ah, more or
less-ah, depending som~;~what on the length of
'em-ah, and a neck so long he can eat hay off
the top of a barn-ah, depending some~ hat on
the hithe of the barn-ah, a-1-1 a-gwine into the
ark-ah. And the heavenR of the windows was
opened.ah, and the floods of the great deep
kivered the waters-ah, and there was Ham, and
there was Shem, and there was Japheth-ah,
a-1-1 a-gwine into the ark-ah.
"And there was the zebra, my bretherin-ah,
that b-e.a-u-t-i-f-u-1 animal of which Goldsmith
describes in his 'Animated Nater '-ah, what has
three hundred stripes a runnin' right straight
around his body-ah, more or less, depending
somewhat on the number of stripes-ah, and
nary two stripes alike-ah, a-1-1 a-gwine into the
ark-ah.
''Then there was the anaconder-ah, that
g-r-e-a-t sarpint of. which Goldsmith describes
in his 'Animated Nater '-ah, what can swallow
six oxens at a meal-ah, provided Lis appetite
don't call for less-ah, a.l-1 a-gwine into the arkah. And the , heavens of the windows was
opened.ah, and the floods of the great deep
kivered the waters-ah, and there was Shem,
and there was Ham, and there wa~ JajJhetL-ah,
a-1-1 a-gwine into the ark-ah.
"And there was the lion, bretherin-ah, what
is the king of beasts, accordin' to scripter-ah,
and who, as St. Paul says-ah, prowls around
of a night like a roarin' devil.ah, a-seekin' if
he can't catch somebody-ah; a-1-1 a.gwine into
the ark.ah.
·
"And there was the antelope-ah, my bretherin, that frisky little critter-ah, of which
Goldsmith describes in his 'Animated Nater 'ah, what can jump seventy-five foot straight
up.ah, and twice that distance down-ah, provided his legs will take him that fur-ah, <d-1
a-gwine into the ark-ah. And the heavens of
the windows was opened-ah, and the floods of
t)le great deep kivered the waters-ah, and
there was Japheth-ah, a.l-1 a-gwine into the
ark-ah.
"But time would fail me, my bretherin, to
describe all the animals that went into the arkah. Your patience and' my strength would giv
out before I got half through-ah. We talk,
my bretherin, about the faith of Abraham and
the patience of Job-ah; but it strikes me they
didn't go much ahead of old Noer-ah. It tuck
a right sma!t chance o' both to gather up all
that gopher-wood, and pitch, and other truck
for to build. that craft-ah. I am a sort of carpenter myself, and hav some idea of the jobah. But to hammer, and saw, and maul, and
split away on that one thing a hundred and
twenty year-ah, an' lookin' for his pay in anot h erwor1d -ah - I tell ye, my bretherin, if the
Lord had a-sot Job at that, it's my opinion he
would a-tuck his wife's advice inside of fifty
year-ah. Besides, no doubt, his righteoui!
soul was vexed, every day, hand runnin', with
the filthy communications of the blasphemous
set that was always a-loaferin' and a-saunterin'
.
around-ah, a-pickin' up his tools and a-misplacin' 'em, and a-callin' him an old fool or
somethin' worse-ah, and, to cap the climax: he
was a preacher, and had that ongodly gineration on his hands every Sunday-ah. But the
Lord stood by him and seed him through the
job-ah, and when everything was ready he
didn't send N oer out to scrimmage an' sco·ur
and hunt all over the wild world for to git up
the critters and varmonts that he wanted
.
saved -a h · Th ey a11 come to h Is hand of their
own accord, and Noer only had to head 'em in
and fix 'em around in their places-ah. Then
he gathered up his own family, and the Lord
shut him in, and the heavens of th
. d
h
e ww ows
0
was pen-a ·
"But my bretherin, Noer-ah had use for patience after this-ah. Think what a time he
must. a-had a-feedin', and a-waterin', and a
cleamn' out after sich a crowd-ah S
f
,
.
. , ·
ome 0
em, .according . to. G:oldsmith s 'Animated
Nater -ah, wali carruvorrous, and wanted fre11h

meat-ah; and some was herbivorious, and
wanted vegetable food-ah; and some waH worm1vorious, and swallowed live things whole-ah;
and he had to feed everything accordin' to .his
nater. Hence, we view, my bretherin-ah, as
the nater of the.animals wasn't altered by go.
in' into the ark-ah, some of 'em would· roar.
and howl, and bark, and bray, and squeul, and
blat the whole indurin' night ah, a-drivin'
sleep from his eyes, and slumber from his • yelets-ah; and at the first streak o' daylight the
last hoof of 'em would set up a noise accordin'
to his nater-ah, and the bulls of Bashan wer'n't
no whar.ah. I've often wondered how their
women stood it. Scripter is silent on this
pint-ah; but I think I know of some that would
a· been vapory and nervious under sich circumstance-ah, and in an unguarded moment might
a-sai<l somethin' besides their prayers.ah.
"My bretherin, one more word for old. Noerah, and I will draw to a close-ah. After the
out. beatin' time he had, first and last, for so
many hundred year~ah, if he did, by accident
or otherwise, take a leetle too much wine on
one occasion-ah, I think less ort to a-been said
about it-ah. Besides, I think he was entitled
to one spree-ah, as he made the "ina hisHelf,
and, accordin' to scripter, it makes glad the
heart o' man-ah.
" My bretherin, as it was in the days of
Noer.ah, so sh .. ll the coming of the son of man
be-ah. The world will never be drowned
agin.ah. It will be sot a.fire and burnt up,
root ani branch, with a fervient heat-ah. Qh!
what will wretched, ondone sinners do on that
orful day-ah? They will be put to their wit's
end, and knock and straddle around in every
direction-ah. For all at once, my bretherin. ah,
they will behold the heavens a darkenin' ah,
the seas a-roarin'-ah, the tombs a-bnstin'-ah,
the mountains a-meltin'-ah, and everything, I
think, w1ll be in a confused and onsettled

st.-te."-Indepen ·~nt.

''Why Don't He Lend a Hand?" and other
Agnostic poems. By Samuel P. Putnam. All
oJ: lofty ~entiruenL11 ~tnd well written.
"The Religion of HuruaiJity Better than
Eternal Punishment." Bv M Babcock. Pr1ce
10 cents. The hell idta i.uade an absurdity.
''Truth." A poem by Edwin Kingsley,
Minneapolis, Minn.; price 25 cents. A pamphlet of 57 pages giving the Bible fits in shurt
ruett•r .
" Bible F~thricationR Refuted anrl its Errors
Expos.,d." D) 0 B Whitford, MD. .l<'ortyseven pageb; price 15 cents. Full of plain
±acts.
·• ~t: Matthew Before the Court." By Secularist. Thirty. eight pages; price 10 cents.
This is in dialog form and i>~ vtry interesting.
'Ihe above five books are published by the
Trutl:i Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New
York city, and would be very serviceable
tracts to show the inconsistencies of the Bible.
111B.

PiNNEY.

,From the Win.t'd Preu.
The Truth ~eeker Company, 33

Clinton
Nflw York, sends us these pamphlets:
•· Bible Fabrications Refuted and its Errors
Exposed,'' by 0. B. Whitford, M.D.; "St.
Matthew Beiore the Court," by" Secularist;"
and "Truth: A Poem in Three Parts," by Edwin N. Kingsley. The Truth Seeker Company
is constantly publishing interesting and instructiv matter in various forms and Its weekly
journal is the leading Freethought paper in
America. Send to the company for a catalog
of their books. For the three pamphlets
named the publishers will please accept our
thanks.
Plt~ce,

LIKES

BY 0. B. WHl'EFORD. M.D.
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clmton Place, New York.
'

T R'U T H:
A Poem in Three Parts.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth :Finder.
SECOND EDITION.
Price, 25 Cents. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
!!lt.

Matthew Belore tile Court.on
a Char~re of For~rery.
BY SECULARIST.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New Yor11:.,
TO APPEAR IMMEDIATELY.

MO!iES BEFORE THE COURT.
By the same Author.

ANEW BOOK!
By Andrew .Jackson Davis.
entitled

Beyond the Valley
a sequel to the

MAGIC STAFF
8ix Illustrations Picturing what Mr. Davis says
he h·;sseen.

From the :All'l:uis t.

WELCOME TO THEM,

and

'l'he Errors of the Bible Exposed.

An Autobiography of

Hook Notices.

ABE

Bible Fabrications Refuted

Andrew- Jackson Davis.

A CONDENSED OPINION.

YOU

poem is most respectfully addressed to the
people·of a hundred years te come, who, it is
confidently believed, will perceive and appreciate 'Truth.'" A strange admixture of rhyme
and prose, containing many grand ideas and
some very radical thoughts.

ALL THE PAMPHLETs, Too.
J!'rom wp
·"-irit Voices.

"St. Matthew Before the Court." By Secularist. .Published by the Truth Seeker
Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York. We
always take great pleasure in reading all
books that lead toward the overthrowal of superstition, and this work has more than pleased
us, for it i~ filled with instructiv and entertaining reading. We only wish it might be placed
in the hand of every Christian who b'elieves
that .the gospels were inspired by divinity.
The conceit of the author in putting the evangelists on the witness-stand is a most happy
one.
We most cordially recommend this
neatly-printed pamphlet of 38 pages to all
Liberals as a suitable tract to do missionary
work for Freethought.
"Bible Fabrications Refuted, and its Errors Exposed." By 0. 1t. Whitford, M.D.
PSamkphlCet, 48 pp3. 3 Cpl~btolishePdl by Nthe Trutkh
ee er ompany,
In n ace, ew Yor .
·A book calculated to do an immense amount
of good, as are all books written in the same
spirit of candor and fairness. Dr. Whitford
has been a close, stu~ent o~ the Bi.ble~ and his
kee':l eye has n_o~ missed Its fabricatiOns and
glanng absurdities. .Such pamphlets, scat·
tered broadcast over the world, would aid
greatly in ushering in the era of Freethought
that needs must come when old superstition If!
co~pletel~ annihilated..
, .
~ruth· ~ Poem In T~ree Parts.
By
Edww A. Kmgsley. Published .by the author, Minneapolis, Minn. Pamphlet, 66 pp.
The auth11r, in his preface, says; "Thi1

" Beyond the Valley" is a record of events and
scenes in his private and public career, beginning
where the Magic Staff ends, and bringiug his
psychological and private experiences truthfully
up to the present day. This attractlve volume
will interest th.:>usands who hav never read his
preceding works. It will answer the ever-recurring questions concerning remarkable events in
Mr. Davis's private life, and fully explains his
various public labors for mankind.
"Beyond the Valley'' is a companion volume
to the "Magic Staff," and resembles it in style
of workmanship-in paper, press-work, binding,
etc. 408 page,;. Price, $1.50.
For Sale· by THE TRUTII SEEKER CO.

WORKS OF OR. W. F. I VANS.
The Primitiv Mind-Core. The Nature and Power of Faith; or, Elementary Lessons in Transcendental Medicin. This work
is a complete exposition of principles underlying the system of mental healing. It contains a full course of instruction in the philosophy and practice of the Mind-Cure. Price ,
. $1.50.
The Divine Law of Cure; A stan~
dard work on the philosophy and practice of
the Mind-Cure, a reliable text-book mall the ,
schools of mental healing. No work has ever
been written of more practical value to physicians of all schools. The book is the result of
the extensiv learning and research of the author, and exhibits a familiarity with the literature of the subject. It is profoundly relig-·
ions without being offensivly dogmatic. It
has been received with universal favor by alL
who are seekil;tg light on the subject on which
it treats-the cure of disease in· ourselvs and•
others by mental. and spiritual agencies,
Price $1.50.

Mental Medicin. ·A Theoretical and
Practical Treatis on Medical Psychology..
This book contains a full exposition of the·
nature and laws of magnetism, and its application to the cure of disease. Price $1.25.

Soul and Body; or, The Spiritual
Science of Health and Disease.

Price $1.00.

The Mental Cure, illustrating the Influence of the Mind on the Body both in
Health and Disease, and the Psychological
Method of Treatment. Price $1.50.
All the above books sent by mail, post paid, on
receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

MONKS, POPES,
AND

THEffi POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
BY JOHN ALBERGER.
WE HAVE JUST REO]UVED A LARGE NUMBER·
OF THIS BOOR, SOME OlJo THEM DAMAGED, WHWH
WE WILL BELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATEs..
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH Rll:GARD'
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
Price, 50 centll, 75 cents, and $1.00, ac•
cordlna- to condttton of' book.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Olinton Pl., New York,

~, ''

'

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SBPTBMtrE!lt 5,. 188~.

A

BOOK FOR. CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

. OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

POPULAR JEWELRY :STORE,
ROOHELLE, ILL.
Headquarrere for Fine G0ods In the line of Genuln
. T>lamonda; Fine Gold and Btiver Watches; Ohalns;
i Bracelets; Wedding and Presentation Ringe; Jew, elr;y of Latest style; Gold Pens; Silverware· Optical
! and Fancy Goode; s ounce Ooln Bllver Elgl;, Watch,
S10; 4. ouuce. Fall Jew.eled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
Stem Wind, $22; tbla same, llne movement, In be~t
gold Ailed case, $35; with cheap movement $~5 •
. Lsdlf'a' Bnlld G<lld Elgin stem wind watches, $~0,
; $24, and $32-14 karat, upward. WatchAB cleaned,
1lneat worlt In the world, $1. Bprlnga, $1, and returned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
for the trade at red need rates and agent• sending
' work once a week trom every state In the Union are
making lots of money. Beat a pectaclea In the
world, $1. All goode must suit or cash back on demand. Try mel
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
The moat beautiful badge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sale. Elegant pre•ent for Lady
or Gent. Solid gold, IS; IS ~0; extJ·a heavy, $4;
with diamond, artistically enameled, $10.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
BY liLt.IL POST·PAID •

..A Great Medical Work on Manhood
Exhausted VItality, Nervouaa.nd Pllyalcal Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errore of Youth, an<1
the untold miseries resulting !rom lndl•~retlon or
excesses. A book for every ma.n, young, mlddlB·
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic disease•, each one or which Ia Invaluable. 8o found by the a.utbor, whose ex~erl
ence lor 28 years Ia such a.s probably never befor-e
fell to tile lot or any physician. 300 pages, bound In
beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, tull gilt,
guaranteed to be a llner work In every sense-mecha.nlcal, literary, aud professional-than a.ny other
work sold In this country for $2.50. or the money
will be refundtld In every Instance Price only $1. oo
by ma.U, poet pa.ld. llluatrallv aa.mple 6 cents.
s~nd now.
Gold medal awarded the author by tbe
:National Medical Association, to tile presltl~nt .or
'Which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, -and B.Baoclate uJllcet·s
of tile Board the reader Ia respectfully rererrml.
The t!clence of Ll!e should b!l rea.<! by the young
for Instruction, and by the a1lllcted for relief. It
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" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
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year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
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has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
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I FEEL, while standing In his birthplace, a deep
ven•ra ion !or the memory of Burns, whose cheerful
songs and poems are still sung and repeat!id with
admiration by the people of Scotland, as well as
wherever the Eoglleh language Is spoken. ThA
natural outbreathlngs of his soul hav made the
world happier and better. Some of his songs are
the sweetest ever penned' by man, and his "Man's
a Man for a' That" Is grand and glorious. He believed In manhood, but despised tyranny, oppression, and cant. whether of royalty or of a hypocritical
priesthood. -D. M. Bmnett.

IT will not <lo to take the ground that the rapid
rise and spr•ad of a religion demonstrates Its divine
nharac·er. Years before Guat.ama died, his religion
was ePtabllshed, and his disciples were nHmbered
by millions. His doctrlns were not enforced by the
sword, but by an appeal to the hopes, the fears, and
the reason of mankind; and more than one-third of
the humBn race are to-day the followers of Gautama.
HI• rellg'on has outlived all that existed In his time;
and ..ccordlng to Dr. Draper, "There Is no other
country in the world, except India, that has thereligion to-day It had at the birth of Jesus Christ."
Gantama. believed In the equality of all men; abhr rred the spirit of caste, and proclaimed justice,
mercy, and education ror all.-R. G. Ingersoll.
IN the view of the legalist, God Is arbllrary poiVer
-a despot whose will makes right. In the view of
the Liberal, God Is moral Ideal, a person In which
right precedes will; a law which causes all things
to work together tor the good of all, In the view of
the leg,.llst, man Is naturally. bad; sin hl3 normal
state. Depraved by an accident of history, he Is Incapable of good, except by a radical change In his
nature. In the view of the Liberal, man Is naturally
Imperfect, liable to Bin, but also capable Of good.
Bin Is an abnormal act Inn or his nature; rectitude
his normal, state.- Dr. Hedge's Ways of the Spirit.
YET much remains
To conquer still; Peace hath her victories
No less renowned than war. New foes arise
Threatening to bind our souls With secular chains;
Help us to save free comclence from the paw
Of hireling wolves, whose gospel Is their maw.
-Milton.

IF we believe that there Is a God, and that he created heaven and earth, and that he rules the world
by his unceasing providence, we cannot believe that
millions of human beings, all created llke ourselvs
In the Image Of God, were, In their time of Ignorance, so utterly abandoned that their whole religion
was falsehood, their whole worship a farce, their
whole life a mockery, An honest and Independent
study of the religions of the world will teach us that
It Is not so; will teach us the same lesson that It
taught St. Augustine, that there Ia no religion which
does not contain some grains of truth. Nay, It wlll
teach us more; It will enable us to see, In the history of the ancient religions, more clearly than anywhere else, the divine education of the human race.
-Max Muller.
IT needs the overftowlng heart
To glv the Ups full speech.
Think truly, and thy thought.
Shall the world's fa.mln feed;
Speak truly, and thy word
Shall be a fr ultful seed;
Llv truly, and thy life shall be
A great and noble .creed.
-Horatius B<nar.
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WHEN the sentimentalists of New England desire
to go back and moralize on the condition of the past,
let them read the history of other nations and content tbemselvs with the~r abstractions, for they arP
but abstractions at best. I· say It In no unkindness,
and wit-h no desire to put any badge or Inferiority
on the Indian race, but, In all animated Lature, the
rule prevails of the Bt1rvlval of the fittest; In all history It has been so, and will be so to the end. (The
very volume on the pulpits of the East, when
preacher and congregation gush In sentimentality
ovpr the wrongs ot the Indian, contains that wonderful history of the forty years' pilgrimage by the
chosen people of God, In which, under his Immediate direction, they seized territory after · errllory
and exterminated the Inhabitants, emltlng them hlp
and thigh, even to the destruction of men, women,
WITH SOME
and children.) It has been so, and will be eo unto
th@ end of time. Tbe superior race, un!ler the exCRITICISMS
OF UNIVERSOLOGY
panslv force of civilization, will push aside the In:
ferlor. The Roman people had dominion over the
B}" SA.~.l UEL P. PUTNAM.
then known world; but they fell befote the superior
For sole at this officE>.
force of the nations of the north. The Norman over- Price 20
came the Saxon. who had before that dr!ven out the
Celt8 and the Plcts, and when our fathers landed
upon this continent, the wave of civilization commenced rolling westward until It etruck th" shores
His Answ-ers
or the Pacific Ocean. As well cope with the silent
but Irresistible forces of nature as with the expan- To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
Sion tbat comes from the superiority of blood and o!
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
race.-, G. G. Vest.

Luther Colby,
J. P. Mendum,
J. L. York,
Chas. P. Somer by,
E. M. Macdonald,
Juliet H. Severance,
Susan H. Wixon,
Wm. Denton,
Mrs. H. S. Lake.

raoaLEM or ]E uBivEasE. Tho BiOla Analyze~.
Its Scientific Solution,
cents.

Ingersoll Catechised:

HE who Ilea Intentionally Is guilty of Impiety, nMillions of these should be circulated by
aemuch as he acts unjustly by deceiving; and he Freethinkers.
aleo who lies unintentionally, Inasmuch as he Is at
variance with the universal nature, and Inasmuch
:frice, 5 <:ents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
as he disturbs the oruer by fighting against the nature of the world; for he fights against It who Is $1; 100 copies $3. Address TJIE TnUTll SEEKER_
moved of himself to that which Is contrary to truth,
for he had received powers from nature through the
A COMMON SENSE
neglect of whlcli he Is not able now to distinguish
lalseuood !rom truth. -Antoninus.
GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH;
'[HE spirituality of the divine nature Is tully Implied In Gen•sts, wher" It, Is RR.Icl t.bat God created
the heavens and the eartb-the chaos out of which
they were formed-In the fact that he Is represented
as belug In all places, and seeing, though often unseen, and that he communes with the spirit of the
patriarch In sleep and In trance. And yet he Is conceived of as having bodily parts. The wlckMness
of man grieves blm at his heart; he smells a sweet
savor In burnt otrerlng; he walks In the garden of
Eden; he comes down to see the city and the town
which the children of men build. and he appears to
Abraham In human form, and Jacob believes that
In the person with whom he wrestlf'll he hl\d seen
tb.e face of God.-Dr. Noffat'B Comp. Hut. of Religio718.

1835.

They walked at eve on the beach together,
In the tender glamor of love's first joy,
And life ahead was all summer weather,
And their hearts were.as light as the tossing buoy.
And he said : " 0 love, all the path before us
Is peopled only with fairy forms,
That have tenderly dropped from the blue sky o'er us
To prom lse a life unvexed by storms."
1885.
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AN Iowa farmer recently met a _young man who.
was engaged to be married to his elde..t daughter
>tnd after cowhiding him, ani) cutting otr one or hi~
ears with hts knife, knocked him. down and kicked
Ills lung out of place, The old gentleman objectfd
ro the .young man because he wasn't a professing
Christian.
FOR Its private mark the bank of Devil's Lake
Dakota, has adopted a vlgnet, the base of which 1~
a sheaf of wheat on which rests a silver dollar, over
which Satan Is climbing, hOlding In one hand the
scales of justice and In the other a lance. At his left
Is a. map o! the lake, which forms the place for writing
th·e amount of draft or check, and on which are the
words, "Giv.the devil his due." When the cashier
skips for Canada, one of these fine days, the managers Will regret having Inculcated such expenslv
doctrins, or will they carry out the Idea themselvs
by closing the doors, and paying ten cents on the
dollar?-Peck's Sun,
A NEW YORKER who happened to be In Boston for
a day, availed himself of the opportunity to make a
social call. He 'was shown Into the parlor, and
while waiting there a nurse entered with a little
baby In her arms. "Ity pity, tootsey. wootsey,"
said the ::s-ew Yorker, addressing his conversatlo:1 to
the Infant; "oozy, boozy, goozy, nooz-" At this
juncture the child set up a howl that made a steel
engraving of Emerson rattle against the wall. "I'm
afraid she doesn't understand you, sir,, remarked
the nurse: 11 There, there, Penelope,, she said,
soothingly; "And were you alarmed at a comblnat ion Of Clrcumstanc•s OVer WhiCh you had no COntrOl that led to the unexpected appearance of a
strange gentleman?" At this the screwed-up expression on the child's face relaxed, her sobs ceased,
and she slumbered;

Now do they walk on the beach together,
The beach that Is covered with old plug-hats,
Tomato-cans, and defunct shoe-leather,
And brooms, dead horses, and Thomas cats.
and as they observe the old tin and cowhide
And quadrupeds stretched In their last long sleep,
They yearn to just behind some old scow hide,
And hav a protracted old-fashioned weep.
ADVICE TO MOTHERS.
Make your children mind you. Obedience Is the'
first law of the family.
Be stern.
'
"pare the rod and a poll the child.
Be severe.
Be kind to your children.
Be firm.
Never Whip your children. ,
Be gentle.
Never lie to your children.
Never hit your children with an axe, or a club, or
a broom-handle. or a red-hot stove-lid.
Nover shoot your children with a revolver, a shotgun, a derringer, or a repeating-rille.
Never lie before the children. Always walt till
they hav gone to bed.
Never permit your children to over-eat.
Let your children eat whatever BJ'ld whenever they
plPase.
Never permit your children to drink gin, whisky,
brandy. rum, or champagne to excess.
Never permit your daughter to marry a Mormon.
Never smoke before your children.
Never kill anyone, or rob a· savings-bank, In the
presence of your children.
After your children ·are married, never let them
llv with you. It Is cheaper to llv with them. (This
Is Important.
Never let your son become a uolltlclan, or a financier, or a cowboy, or a leading American humorist.
A FEW SEASONABLE RHYMES.

BY

.Yohn R. Kelso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
OreaUon.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles of the Blble.-The Errors of the Blble.-The
Prophectes.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
the Blble.-The God of the Blble.-The !llesslah or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 833 pp, Splendidly executed. Bent
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.
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The ilubjects discussed in this finely-printed
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Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
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Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
Sometimes Di:ffer, Infant Damnation, Prayer,
IN WHICH THE
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid,
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AND THE
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
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PRICE, IO CENTS.
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TRAVELS IN FAITH,

The Fat Man Rtjoices.
The months roll on, the torrid heat
Of summer's almost over;
The nights are growing cool again,
The fat man feels In clover.
Put 'em .Away.
Though Sol still glows, his tropic strengtb.
No longer he can muster;
We'll soon put by the palm-leaf fan,
Likewise the linen duster.
He Knocks the Dust out nf the Bible Again.
The parson back to work, rerreshed,
Now stirring sermons preaches;
The girls are coming home again
In bevies from the beaches.
Misspent and Well-spent Time.
Some sighing over precious time
They've wasted In 111rtatlons,
And some, who've hooked their fish, to make
Their wedding preparations.
They've Got Home.
Now people who've been'' living back,,
Avoiding observation,
Throw open wide their blinds In front,
Which means home from vacation.
No more High Life Belo'n Stairs.
From beach and mountain families
Are coming home In dozens,
And from the kitchen, servant maids
Are clearing out their cousins.
Ktssed by Old Sol.
The pretty girls who went away
With cheeks as red as cherries,
We notice coming back to-day
With faces brown as berries.
A Premature Explosion.
Now In the fields from dawn till dark
The ardent sportsman lingers,
With what result? An empty bag,
A missing pair of fingers.
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to· the images impressed upon his retina. It
makes no difference whether the ~tranger is
attired in Indian war-paint,London broadcloth,
GEBMA.N geologists estimate that the Dead or Chatham street sandwich boards, he is
Sea will be a mass of solid salt a thousand never accorded a second, glance, and a dogfight or a drunkard fares no better."
years hence.
·
THE most impertinent and intolerable ac·
THE Sun of this city has ·at last found out
thJit Cardinal Newman's brother F. W. is a cessory of the Grant obsequies has been Parson Newman. Evidently laboring under the,
pronounced Agnostic.
impression that he is quite as great a man as
WHo preaoheth much and hard. against the
was the dead soldier, he has not ceased to excharm
,
ploit himself obtrusivly before the public, and
Of money-getting, styling it a harm,
in his sermon at Mount McGr~gor he violated
Yet hath for higher pay an itching palm?
The parson !-Clipper.
all the canons of good taste, and approached
THE Chicago Ertp1·ess says that the co-or- the borders of blasphemy. The people at large,
·dinate branches of the government are: The bowed with sorrow, would gladly forget New·exeimtiv-Wall street; the legislativ-Vander- man, if he would permit them to do so. But
bilt; the judicial-Jay Gould;' the people- the parson, looking at the matter from a busi·
ness point of view, appears to think he will
B. Damned.
A DETERMINED effort is being made to clear never again hav such a chance of advertising
the Salyation Army out of Chicago. The himself-and we hope he is correct.-Mermtry

· Jjlotts and 9llippings.

:members are arrested at every attempt to
:parade noisily; and neighbors will no longer
•stand the din of their meetings.
THE Congregationalist says," on good author"ity," that so far as can be remt~mbered, no
:young Dian born and bred in the nine Congre•gational churches in Hartford, Conn., has
within the last fourteen years become a minis-ter.
SISTER WOODWORTH is an Indiana evangelist.
While she exhorts the people to r~pentance
"her husband provides food for them. These
peculiar camp-meetings are very popular; and
yet there !J.l"e critics who say that the prices
charged for the meals rather more than cover
the mere cost, which is all that the Woodworths profess to desire.
·
A GENTLEMAN of this city remarked to his
wife, while on the way home from meeting,
where the preacher took for his text: "Whomsoever the Lord loveth he chasteneth," that he
. "was going right home and whip everyone of
the children." "What for?" asked his wife.
"Why, I love my children; and the minister
says that's the way th.e Lord shows his love for
his children, and then commands us to follow
him."-Labor Advocate.
THAT was a good hit made in the House of
Representativs a day or two since. Rev. Dr.
Felton moved that $500 each be appropriated
for life-sized portraits for the eminent Baptist,
Rev. Jesse Mercer, and the equally eminent
Methodist, the late Bishop PierM. Mr. Arn.heim, who is a devoted Jew, immediately arose
and moved that $25 be appropriated to secure
a ch,eap picture of Moses.-AUanta (Ga.) Con-

stitution.
THE Buckeye state boasts an evangelist
who can discount. all rivals. He whipped a
twelve-year-old girl in his family because she
did not pray loud enough to suit him, and then
demanded to be sent to jail for his efforts at
e~angelizing her. Failing in this he has placed
11eats for a thousand persons in an open-air lot
in the rear of his house, and there gathers
crowds t.o listen to his extravagant eccentricities. The painful part of the story is that he
is overwhelmed with invitations to go and do
evangelist work in other quarters.
"THE one thing that strikes a Philadelphia
man hardest," said a visitor from the City of
Brotherly Love, as he strolled up Broadway
last evening, "is the complete way in which a
New-Yorker minds his own business. When
you're walking down Chesti:mt street, and meet
a fellow about your own style and station in
life, you stare at one another, each one noticing the other's dress and mannerisms, wondering in a passiv sort of way where he comes
from, whether the grandfather of one was as
big a man as the other's venerated ancestor,
and so on through the whole list of antecl!dents and consequents, until they meet and
pass. And then there are ten chances to one
that they'll gape over their shoulders at each
other. Here a man passes you as though he
was walking for "the Astley belt, and on his
last lap. If you happen to get in his direct
line of vision he givs you one glance that photographs your personality in an instant, or
looks through you with the preoccupied gaze
of a man whose mind is so entangled with matters of importance that he is utterly oblivious

three annual instalments. The town also
voted to invite a council for the ordination, and
to ask a clergyman in a neighboring town to
preach the sermon, as well DB to hold a day of
fasting and prayer, in view of so solemn an
event. Even as late as 1812 the town, as a
political organization, again took its share in
the settlement of a clergyman, so that the
older people at the recent celebration could
recall the time when the connection of church
and state was a vital union. When one reflects how absurd it would now seem to tax all
the people of a New England town for the
maintenance of a denominational clergyman,
it seems very strange to remember how short
a time ago such a performance appeared the
most natural thing in the world.- Post.

A LETTER in the Denver Trib!tne-Rep!tblican
of August 7th thus describes the feeling in
Salt Lake city, and outlines the future conduct of the Mormon Church: "Throughout
ON Methodism in the South, the lireeman's this city there is a feeling of unrest and apJoumal says: "Methodism has encouraged prehension. There are daily conferences of
cant, mediocrity, and sentimentalism. It has Mormon leaders in all the various wards; there
killed the power of thinking in the rising gen· are other gatherings weekly, in which the re.
eration of the South, until it can only think in suits of the ward meetings are discu·ssed. No
a Methodistical way. Methodists who become effort is spared to reach a conclusion to which
aware of the narrowness of the persons who the whole Mormon forces can be held in unrule them religiously, rush from an inflated broken line. When Orson Arnold last spring
and illogical belief in 'salvation' to utter un. went into Judge Zane's court, pleaded guilty,
belief. 'Salvation is free !' shout the Method·· promised obedience to the laws, and was disists. If it were not free half the Southern missed with a trifling fine, there were scores
Methodists would not be so willing to embrace of polygamists who openly or privately dethe doctrins that promis it to them. It costs decided to follow his example. I know that
nothing; if we may judge it by the lives of its Bishop Hendricks, of Richmond, said he
most voluble adherents-not even the sacrifice would do so, and I hav reason to believe that
of leading a moral life."
Bishop Sharp, of. Salt Lake, reached this decisMR. En. WHEELER, one of the lecturers at ion. There can be no question that Mr. Dinthe Lake Pleasant Spiritualist Camp-meeting, woody and several others returned from their
must be a painfully sensitiv person, if what voluntary exile determined to plead guilty and
he says of himself is true. He says: "I know to promis to obey the laws. Had this course
a woman, who, when I am sick, simply bakes been left unchecked, it would hav been hard
bread for me and I eat the bread and rise up to find an avowed polygamist at the close of
like a giant.'' This may be due to the yeast this current year. Arnold was denounced, not
she uses, but seeming not to hav thought of as a renegade or apostate, but as a weak, foolthat, Mr. Wheeler continues: "I eat other ish, and misguided man. The church was too
bread and I know I hav swallowed some un- great and too magnanimous to punish an act
holy thing; and for my life I cannot tell any of thoughtlessness; but such a thing must
difference in the taste of the bread." Bread not happen again. Four weeks later Bishop
that is holy is generally light, and bread that Hendricks stood trial, and went to the Idaho
is unholy is necessarily heavy. That may be penitentiary; others went to the Utah prison,
the difference, but Mr. Wheeler thinks other· and Bishop Sharp, Henry Dinwoody, and
wise, for he says: "But the one is the bread others hav pleaded not guilty, and know that
of life prepared by an artist hand, the other the trial at the fall term means the inevitable
by a slave woman." He is also particular six months among felons. It is feared that
about other things: "When the woman smooths Henry Dinwoody will flinch. He is a wholemy pillow and makes my bed to-day, if her sale furniture dealer in this city, and is worth
hand moves conscientiously and with a sense $150,000. He is a lover of ease and comfort,
of duty and delight in the performance; if she and has arrived at an age when men begin to
is genial, loving, and true, I rest in dreams of thoroughly enjoy the results of successful and
beauty and delight. But if she goes to my laborious business life. He is said to be disbed and chugs it together in a hurry-grum- gusted with Rud. Clawson, his son-in-law, who
bling all the while-!· go to bed at night and is serving a long term for polygamy, and
don't know what is the matter with me." whose legal wife has secured a divorce, and it
Probably at such times nothing is the matter will add m uoh to the horrors of prison life to
with him, but we do not doubt that there are be shut up for six months with his daughter's
people to whom such imaginations are as bad discarded husband. Yet if Mr. Dinwoody
submits to the law there will be an army of
as realities.- Winsted Press.
SouTH CAROLINA people were surprised the men to tread in his f0otsteps, and this must
other day over the discovery that the officials be prevented. It is easy to see, therefore, that
of a colored church had applied to a trial justice the Mormon councils hav enough to discuss.
for a warrant against a member who had "re- The power behind those councils is enormous.
peatedly, wilfully, without just cause or prov- There are, doubtless, fifteen thousand men
ocation," refused to attend service. It seems who are enrolled in what is known as the
odd enough that anybody should suppose the Qrder of the Melohizedeck Priesthood. In the
assistance of the courts could be thus invoked Endowment House at Salt Lake city, or in one
by the church in a matter of disciplin, and yet of the Utah temples, through solemn ceremothere are people still living in the older parts nials, and in the presence of men they fear,
of the country who can remember when the all these men hav taken vows of obedience
relations between church and state were very which they hold higher than the obligations of
intimate. The little town of Rowe, high human law. If there is any one thing preached
among the hills of western Massachusetts, has to the Mormons with greater persistence than
this week celebrated the centennial anniver- another, it is this, whi.:~h is heard in every
sary of its incorporation, and some interesting Mormon meeting, in every place, and at all
facts bearing upon this matter were brought occasions: "Obey the priesthood I" Whatever
out in the historical address. When the first pressure the Mormon councils see fit to apply
clergyman was settled over the church-for to the polygamists will be put on without
there was butqthe one Congregational church mercy and backed by the whole Mormon body.
in such a place in those days-a town meeting Every detail will be agreed upon-every man
was called, and the voters not only ratified the will ~now his work-and there will be no forchoice of the church in the selection of a man, bearance hereafter toward the polygamist who
but bound the town to pay £50 a year toward pleads guilty in a Federal court or promises to
his salary, besides raising £150 as an induce• obey the laws. In brief, it may be safely
ment for him to settle in the town, this latter prophesied that future strife in Utah, if any
sum, by the way, to be paid in neat cattle, in exists, will be within the Mormon church."

THE Rev. Heber Newton has announced a
lecture for next Sunday on "The Religieus
Aspect of Socialism."
PRINCE BISMARCK has demanded immediate
satisfaction from Spain for the recent insult
to the Germany embassy, population and flag
by Madrid mobs.
'
. THE land reform agitations of Henry George
Scotland hav resulted in the arrangement
of & great agrarian oa'inpaign. The first mass
meeting of the series was held on the 2d in
the open air at Portree, Isle of Skye.

Ill

ON the 2d a dissatisfaction which has been
brewing for months among the miners at Rook
Springs, Wy., caused by the importation and
employment of Chinese, and discharge of the
whites, culminated in a massacre of one hundred of the former. Troops hav been dispatched to the scene.
THE working of "influence" r~oeived an
illustration on the 5th when Justice Walsh
su:tprisedly recognized in George King, brought
before him on a charge of assault,· a man
whom he had a few weeks ago committed to
the penitentiary for six months for assaulting a
lady. Why he is not in the correctional institution at present is a question which the magistrate proposes to solve.
THE Chicago Socialists held a parade on the
6th, and the trade unionists, at present in bit-~
ter opposition to the former body, and tabooing the red :flag, held an opposing parade on
the 7th. A noticeable feature of the Socialists'
parade was an exemplification of their principles of equality and fraternity in the absence
of drum majors, or leaders of any kind. Many
women and children took part, t4e former
wearing either crimson feathers in their hats
or pieces of red ribbon pinned to the bosoms
of their dress, and the children all having red
stockings.
•
A PROPOSITION to introduce into the schools
of this state text-books teaching the ruinous
effects of alcohol is opposed by many on the
ground that the books prepared, while depicting the evil effects of the exoessiv use of alcohol on the system, so fail to set forth the
danger attending all uRe of it as a beverage, so
neglect to mark the insidious and oumulativ
effect which powerfully le~ds to its exoessiv
use, and so contrive to abound in suggestions
concerning its possible benefits, as practically
to enco"Urage the formation of the habit of
moderate drinking by the young.
A GRAND trade unionists' parade was held in
N. Y. city on the 7th, with 12,000 men in line,
terminating with an afternoon and evening
picnic at Sulzer's Harlem River Park, where
were present 25,000 workingmen, their wives
and daughters. Among the inscriptions on
the banners carried in the parade were:
"Ninety cents a day-the effect of competition in labor;" "We ask all virtuous men and
women to inquire into the cause of our strike,"
carried by the girl silk-weavers who hav struck
against an insulting foreman; "Prepare for
the Eight-Hour Law;" "An injury to one is the
concern of all;'' "United we stand, divided we
full;" ';Agitate and organize." Onetragon bore
a cartoon of a tenement house, on each side of
which were a liquor saloon and undertaker's
store, with the inscription, "How our workingmen liv." Another cartoon labeled, "Be·
fore election,'' represented a huge workingman
towering above the shoulders of a crowd of
politicians who pressed about him seeking his
vote, while in a companion picture, "After
Election," the workingman, dwindled to a
diminutiv size, was ignored by the now inflllted politicians. A picture of a negro represented "The Chattel Slave of 1858," and one
of a factory hand "The Wage Slave of 1886."
The members of the Petroleum Exchange
massed themselvs on the steps of that building while the procession was passing and insulted the trade unionists, who were witk difficulty restrained from beating the offenders,
black and blue,
'
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haps he would exclaim," Oh, that men would pay their or, even judicious, to uphold it by the aid of state
taxes!" No doubt it is a fact that most of the con- pay. BU:t as it is, when so many thousands of good
gregation is made up of women; but, admitting citizens hav no belief whatever in the dogmas of the
The American Secular Union:
that to be so, and with the charge of want of gal- churches it certainly is indefensible that· these men
lantry staring nie in the face, I must still protest should be called on to support systems of religion
ITS NECESSITY, AND THE JUSTICE OF ITS DEJI.IANDS.
against the public buildings, either of one sect ~r which they believe are calculated to do harm instead
II.
of good. And while such an anomaly exists in a free
Ill.- The Catholicity of the Nine Demands, and the another, being free from taxation. Woman, even m country we shall never cease to protest a~ainst it
a church, ought not to be made the cloak of a wrong
gratmd to be coJJered.
with all the power at our command. The times are
There is nothing whatever in the smallest degree -justice forbids it; and there are thousands of noble past when the people will. tamely submit to bear
and
Liberal-minded
women
who
will
condemn
it.
·A
sectarian in what the Union proposes to accomplish.
burdens imposed by priestly greed and theological
Our aims are truly catholic, which is more than can true woman does not seek to thrive upon injustice arrogance. Those who desire to. p~rpetuate such
Neither
does
she
require
favors
through
to
others.
))e said of any religious ·system· that the world has
wrongs and follies, born of ecclesiastiCal monopoly,
ever seen. The "holy Catholic church," for whose the sacrifice of what is right. Justice is her plea, may pay for it if they see fit; but we, as Secularists,
equal
facilities
for
the
performance
of
duty
her
cla~m,
welfare thousands of Christians pray every Sunday,
object to subscribe for such a purpos~. True civiliis to be found nowhere on the face of the earth. and fair play and no favor her demand. In seekmg zation is the nearer reached, proportiOnately, as we
to
accomplish
these
ends
all
women
.should
hav
the
There are what are termed a Roman Catholic church,
depart from the bondage of religious exactions and
a Greek Catholic church, an Anglo-Catholic church, hearty co-operation of their masculin co-workers in sectarian enforcements. T.o make that departure posthe
Secular
ranks.
a Catholic apostolic church, and a sort of Spiritual
In seeking to win justice for mankind, the Ame~ sible and thorough is the object we hav in .view in
Catholic church, each one of which limit.s and denies
ican
Secular Union includes in that task the emanci- insisting upon this, the second demand of. the Amerthe catholicity of the other. How truly anyone of
pation
of woman; for, so long as her rights are ican Secular Union.
them is Catholic, let the others decide. As already
3. We demand that all public appropriations for edustated, it is not pretended for one moment that all ignored, her value depreciated, and her legitimate
who unite with us will agree upon every matter that demands unheeded, so long will a cruel al\d disgrace- cational and charttable institutions of a sectarian characte1~
comes before them, either of a social, political, moral, ful injustice be perpetuated, aad one of the noblest shall cease.
or theological character. Such an agreement would objects of Secular advocacy' be neglected.. Without
Very little need be s~id in favor of this demand,
be completely out of harmony with the fullest right committing itself as an organiz'ltion to any one par- inasmuch as its nature is similar in character to the
of that private judgment for which we contend. In ticular phase of what is called "woman's rights," other two already given. We protest, under any cirthe material universe variety is_ to be observed every- the Union contends that both sexes should hav equal cumstances against the payment of public money for
where, and much more so will it be the case in the opportunities for moral, mental, and general advance- seclarian p~rposes, but our protestations are the more
world of thought. It is stamped on all things in ment, without special privileges being claimed on necessary when such money is used in support ?f an
eternal nature, and indelibly imprinted on the mind either side. The only superiority to be,,recognized in education whichis really worse than no. educatwn at
of man. We see it alike in the stars and in the rocks either case is that of intellect, and that will, as a rule, all, and in placing theological limitations UJ?on the
that form the earth's crust; in the largest mammals assert itself both in man and woman. Theological exercise ,of human benevolence. True charity and
and the minutest insect life; in field and forest glade; domination has of late years received many severe the desire to help the unfortunate are not. ~eligious
in the lofty mountain peak and the cloud which en- blows; but the most effectiv of all will be struck when impulses felt only by the p~ofess~rs of re~Igw_n. . In
velops its summit in mist; in rivers, lakes, and seas, women, as a class, can be brought to see their true every heart wherein humamty re1gns Jhe mspiratwn
and in all that makes the fair scene of nature lovely position, understand their real value and influence, to benevolent 'acts is to be found. Poverty may be a
and delightful. In the mental universe, therefore, refuse to be treated as slaves, and when, with intel- misfortune but it is not a crime; and the profession
we may expect the same variety, more beautiful, be- lectual dignity and moral force, they insist upon of any cre~d should not be required to secure an allecause more natural, than any uniformity of belief or having the rights which undo~btedly belong to the~. viation of the miseries born of want and penury.
st.ereotyped monotony of thought. We want no Pro- The time is close at hand, we hope, when woman Will Justice and humanity, not theology and dogmas,
crustes's bed either of a theological or an intellectual more than ever see the necessity of taking the cause should control the :regulation of all charitable insticharacter. Nature maintains variety as well M uni- of her redemption under her own control. From a tutions. The training of youth should also be kept
.formity, and we prefer to follow her. Well has it bitter experience she has discovered, with Addison, free from ecclesiastical associations. Much of the inbeen said of those who strove to bring all men to one that "the woman who deliberates is lost." The great struction now being giv;eu at many of the ~xisting
advantage on her side to-day is that she knows what institutions is injurious m .the extreme, for It often
way of thinking:
to do to vindicate her rights, and, what is more, she
Tyrant more cruel than Procrustes old,
fills the youthful mind with erroneous ideas ?f the
has learned bow to do it, and what is still more, she true mission and duty of life; it creates a bigoted
Who to his iron bed by torture fits
Their nobler part, the souls of suffering wits.
intends doing it. That she will win in securing for
intoleration toward opposit views, and hinders the
Genuin catholicity does not consist of sameness of her sex mental freedom and social rights appears recognition and develop~ent of_true e~uc~ti~nal puropinion, but of the freedom to think being conceded to me to be certain. Justice is . not the monopoly of suits. The moment the mstructwn which IS Imparted
to all. We teach men to prefer knowledge to faith, either sex or any class. And as Tuke observes:
to the rising generation becomes associat~d with a~y
He is a fool who thinks by force or skill
love to opinion, true life to an orthodox creed, and
form of theology, it should at once forf?It all claim
To
turn
the
current
of
a
woman's
will.
noble acts and genuin deeds to catechisms and conupon the public exchequer. A story IS told of a
2. We dfmand that the employment of chaplains in man who ceased attending a certain church, and
fessions of faith. We instruct them to speak kindly
as well of those who differ from us as of those whose Congress, in slate legislatures, in the navy and milttia, was· afterwards met by the local clergyman, who,
views are in accord with their own. We aim at es- and in prisons, asylums, and all other institutions sup- on seeing the 'backslider, exclaimed, " Why, Mr. Jones;
tablishing, instead of antagonistic sects warring ported by public money, shall be discontinued.
you hav left us, I hear. What might be your reason
against each other, a society wide enough to embrace
This demand is very much of the same character for so doing? Did you think our road to heaven was
all lovers of the human race, an association that shall as the previous one. To r!'!sist it is' to perpetuate an not a good one ?" "Oh, sir," replied Mr. Jones, "the
be the more perfect because of its diversity, just as a injustice. in favor of a church that has persistently road was perhaps good enougb_:_that seldom bothband of music is rendered the more perfect by the done its best to hinder all reform, and to make secure ered me· but the fact is, I found the tolls much too
variety of its instruments, or a monarch's crown by those impediments whi~h for ages hav prevented the high!" 'So we say, the tolls for these. se~tar~an purthe difference in the jewels which it contains. The free development of the liberties of the race. In the poses are far too high. Theological mstitubons are
principles that we enforce are of such a nature that words of Lecky, the church has "uniformly betrayed bad enough in any case, but when we are taxed to
no man can oppose them without sacrificing justice; and trampled on the liberties of the people-she has support them the climax of injustice is reached. The
hence, we hope to enlist on our side men and women invariably cast her influence into the scale of tyr- tolls are too high, and our object is to endeavor to
who love truth rather than mere opinions, conscien- anny." And Mac~~oulay, in the first volume ef his" Es- get rid of them altogether.
CHARLES WA'rTS.
tious· conviction rather than safe policy, and the good says," says: "The Ctmrch of Englan<;l con,tinued to
of the whole rather than the professed creed of the be for more than one hundred and fifty years the
few. Our demands are reasonable as well as just, servil handmaid of monarchy, the steady enemy of
Roman Catholic Principles.
and in these Freethinkers of every type, and every public liberty." The Rev. Dr. Allan also remarks:
"The state also derives its power from God, but
class. should see something to be desired. What are "Throughout its history the Established Church has on entering the Christian church its natural rights
those demands?
been uniformly inimical to all questions of public and range of action are adjusted and limited by. the
1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical freedom and national righteousness.
. Is there superior claims of the supernatural order of thmgs
properly shall no longer be exempt from taxation.
a single record on the statute book in England in it has submitted to. The civil :magistrate has entered
It is really difficult to see upon what just ground which
victory for freedom, for philanthropy, bas into the house of God, and must sit at the footstool
this can be resisted. We only ask that churches been won by the Established Church, or even led by of the vicar of Christ. When the kings of the earth
shall be placed on the same footing as other public it? I very much doubt it." Thus the evil that we put on the livery of Christ they must obey their masbuildings in which people assemble together for demand should be removed is one protected and de- tar's orders. When once they come under the jurisvarious purposes. Why should a distinction be made fended by an institution which.is proved at the bar diction of the church, kings cannot at their good
between them ? We do not seek to close the doors of history to hav been the opponent of all advance- pleasure withdraw from its authorit~."-Essays. on
of the church by force so long as there are people ment, and which our experience testifies is still the Religion and Literature, edited by Archb~shop Manmng,
. who think it their duty, or privilege, or pleasure, to upholder of injustice and class favors. We do not London, 1867.
attend such places. Where they go is an affair of ask that the chaplains of those institutions should be
"When the king of the Netherlands, in 1885, gave
their own-perhaps we could wish that their time deprived of their profession; we only request that his people a constitution which. guara.nteed religi<?uS
was better employed; but all we ask is that, in justice they may cease to recei:ve state pay for their services liberty the Belgian bishops obJected m these words:
to their fellow-men who do not share their views, in our public institutions.
, To s~ear to maintain liberty of religious opinions
nor pa1ticipate in their worship, those who do attend
Here is where the great injustice comes in. If the and equal protection of all worship means the pro~
church should pay their equal share of the tax~tion religious societies are determined to send ministers taction of error as well as truth, the development of
of the country in which they liv.
to visit prisons, asylums, and soldiers, they must do anti-Catholic doctrins the blending of the tares with
A very remarkable reason was given some time ago so at their own expense; and then we should, upon the wheat, and the sldw but certain extinction of the
by a sort of humorist why churches should not pay the same principle, be allowed to send our public true faith in these happy countries. To swear fealty
taxes. It was that women principally attend such teache1·~ also. In the name .of eternal just~ce, we pro- to a law bestowing equal rights on loyal subjects of
places, and women ought to be exempt from taxation. test agamst state money bemg expended m the pro- various beliefs would sanction all measures mtrustProbably all religious people will not be prepared to mulgation of d_o?trins which we a?~ a .larg~ number ing the interests of our holy religion i~ tho~ou~~ly
admit the full force of this reason. It reminds me of of our fellow-mbzens ~old to be lDJ,unous m the e~- Catholic provinces to Protestant functionaries. an anecdote told in England of the celebrated Sydney treme: State money IS the people s money, and It Contemporary Review August 1885.
Smith, who on one occasion went to preach in Edin- has no right to be used for religious purposes at all.
'
'
burgh, and finding a congregation awaiting him made Americans condemn the. injustice of the state church '
up alm<'st exclusivly of females; he took 'for his text in England-and a monstrous and burning injustice
SPANISH RoBBJ';RS LosiNG ?'~EIR RELIGION:-At Carthe words, "Oh, that men would, therefore, praise the it is. Yet what is the state payment of chaplains in telos, in the provmce of Ga.lhma~ some ~andi~s ente~ed
Lord," and then, looking round at the congregation, any public institution. but a small injustice of exactly the curate's house, an_d bemg disappomted m findmg
he facetiously exclaimed, "Oh, that men "-laying the same kind? Even if religious belief were uni- money they bound him upon a straw mattress and
great stress on the word men-" would praise the versal in the country, it might then be questioned, set fire to it. His corpse was f~und blackened-and
Lord!" If this great writer were alive to-day, per- with great show of reason, whether it would be right, his God did not come to save him!
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many of the commonest things. We may say what
Example: I love she; he talked to u:e.
camUJt be, and yet not say why things are. If, in all
2. Let the posseBBiv case of pronouns be formed
the millions of years we hav lived, none of all the by adding's.
.
NO HUMAN LOVE IN HEAVEN.
millions ()f earth's inhabilants hav given us one solid,
Example: l's hat; he's cane; it's name; who's
The Saddu('ees denied the resurrection ·and future indisp11table fact showing death does not end all, is it not house.
·
existence. Naturally it occured to them if a woman rea!looable to beliHe it does so? I read all the ac3. Let the plural of all nouns be formed by addhad seven brothers for her husband£-and under the counts of phenomena with interest, because they are ing sores.
decree of the holy God she had no choice but ac- phases of human mind, and its powers and capacities.
Example: Ox, axes; sheep, sheeps; man, mar:s;
cept them: " If brethren dwell together, and one of At least, those that are real arP. The fact of frauds phenomenon, phenomenoDs.
them die, and hav no child, the wife of tbe dead likA SladE>, and Caffray and wife, and deluded ones
4. Let verbs take the same fcrm for both singular
.shall not marry without unto. a strangEr; her bus~ like Ches!'lbrougb, makes it difficult indeed to know and plural.
band's brother shall go in unto her, and take her to what is real phenomena, and what is trick or deluExample: I k ve, thou love, he love, etc.; I hav
him to wife, and perform the duty of a husband's sion. Mind-readingdoes not depend upon what is loved, thou hav loved, he hav loved, etc.
brother unto her" (Dent, xxv, 5).
in the mind at the time of the reading. If H is a
5. Let the present tense of the verb to be be be.
It would be strange if the woman did not love one reality, it goes deeper than that, and reads things
Example: I be, thou be, he, she, or it be, etc.
of the seven more dearly than any of tl;l0 others. long since forgotten by the mind-things even cas6. Form the past tense and participle always by
And one of the seven would love her more dearly ually impressed that the mind never knowingly took adding d or ed.
than did any of the others. Yet the one she loved cognizance of.
Example: Be, baed; do, doed; eat, eated.
most mi~ht not be the one that really loved her
7. Make no difference between an adjectiv and adThis i~ proved by people in delirium telling of
most. The Sadducees ask, Who should hav her for things they could not remember when sane, and verb.
wife in heaven-they all had her on earth?
Example: He acted right; you speak ad it good (or
speaking in foreign tongues they never understood,
Christ declared, "For in the resurrection they only casuaJly heard at some previous time. The im- well); she singed beautiful.
neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are as pression was made, but not recognized.
8. Let the comparativ and superlativ adjectivs althe an~tels of God in heaven" (Matt. xxii, 30).
I hav just had a letter from a noted clairvoyant- ways end with er and est, except when more and
"And Jesus answering, said unto them, 1'he chil- the editor of a paper-and I quote from it the clair- most, less and least, are used to qualify.
dren of this world marry, and are given in marriage. voyant reading given to my last letter to said editor.
Example: Good, gooder, goodest; bad, badder,
But they which shall be accounted worthy to obtain Should any desire th,e name, I will giv it if permit- baddest; much, mucher (ormore), muchest (or most);
that world and the resurrection from the dead ted. I quote it as proof that I am not bigoted, for little, littler (or less), littlest (or least).
neither marry, nor are given in marriage, neither can I confess the reading seems to me to be as correct
RESULTS, REASONS, AND EXCEPTIONS.
they die any more; for they are equal unto the angels; as I could hav given of myself. But I claim the
Rules
1
and
2 will change the following possessiv
and are the children of God, being the children of knowledge given was gleaned from my writings and
and objectiv pronouns, and a few of their comthe resurrection" (Luke xx, 34, 36).
not clairvoyantly.
pounds:
Children of this world marry and are given in I sense more through your letters than others can looking at
My
I's. Him,
to
he.
marriage, become husbands, wives, fathers, mothers; the outside. I confess at one time I thought you would not ac- He, and mine, to
I. Her and hers,
''
she's.
but in heaven all are as the angels, neither marry knowledge the proof if you received it, but through your let- Our and ours, "
we's. Her (obj ),
"
she.
nor are given in marriage, hence the question of who ters I sense a feeling of investigation for the good there is in Us,
"
we. 'l'heir and theirs, "
they's.
Spiritualism
and
not
merely
a' vain desire to be stubborn;
thou's. Them
"
they.
should hav for wife the woman of seven husbands. neither do I sense bigotry with you but a heart full of love Thy and thine, "
"
thou. Its, '
"
it's.
The question which she loved most, or which loved and goodness to the world, and while you feel it needful for Thee,
Your and yours, "
you's. Whose,
"
who's.
her most, could never arise, simply because human the good of yourself and family that you count the cost to His,
"
he's. \Vhom,
who.
yoursElf in both money and time, yet to me through the maglove does not exist there.
netism
of
your
letter
I
feel
nothing
of
a
mean
or
miserly
disWhy
should
not
I,
thou,
he,
abe,
we,
they,
and
who
Angels, aud those who become like them, do not position. You are convinced through fire, and many of your
rejoice at arrival of those near and dear to them. Not pet ideas are ruthlessly trampled under foot when you feel be the same in the objectiv case, like it and you?
Why should we not say l's, thou's, he's, she't~, we'F',
what degree of relationship, but what degree of sin, that they n.re wrong. You are as·uncompromising with yourdecides the· cordiality of the welcome to heaven, and self as with others when convinced that you bav been wrong yon's, and they's as well as it's and who'.~? And why
in your belief in the past. You are loving, kind and obliging should the apostrophe, if used at all to indicate the
regulates the rejoicing among the angels.
in your disposition, but when a friend injures you it is worse
If loved ones are now in heaven, they rejoice more for themselvs. You forgiv and would watch by their sick possessiv case, be omitted in pronouns any more than
over the arrival of such characters as the saintly Jesse bed if needed, but when the necestlity for that is over, retain in nouns? Indeed, why may it not be omitted alhJames, or the godlike Charles Guiteau, than over the to yourself the privilege of acting the part of a stranger to- gather?
ward them. You like money, not for what it is, but that it
Rule 3 will make regular the plural termination of
arrival of father, mother, b1·other, sister, husband, represents
to you help for the needy and spreading thA light a few nouns adopted from the Hebrew, Greek, at d
wife, or child. Says Christ: "I say unto you that as you unilerstand it, always ready to change on sufficient
.likewise joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that evidence, but pardon me, I hav no right to steal your life Latin languages, as cherub, cherubs (not chernb•w);
repenteth more than over ninety and nine just per- from your letters, but something impelled me to write as I criterion, criterions (not criteria); phenomenm1, pl eag~tin as ever.
nomenons (not phenomena); datum, datums (not
sons which need no repentance" (Luke xv, 7). These hav, write soon
Your Loving Friend,
data); genus, genuses (not genera); lamina, lamiuas
facts help to explai~ that very much controverted
(not laminoo); vortex, vortexes (not vortices). l!.lven
Truly,
ELMINA.
text, Luke xiv, 26: " If any man come to me and hate
now some of the words of the above class take the
not his father, and mother, and wife, and children,
regular plural ad libiturn; as cherub, cherubs; enand brothers, and sisters, yea, and his own life also,
Refinements in Clerical Education.
comium, encomiums; index, indexes; memorandum,
he cannot be my disciple."
Circular of a convent-school in Algeria:
memorandums.
This hate (Gr. mtseo, to detest, to abhor) of loved Madam: Allow me to remind you, as in years past, of the
In regard to other common nouns, why should we
near and dear ones is a condition of being a disciple approaching fete day of our Immaculate Mother, the superior
of our bonrding.school.
. not say axes, sheeps, mouses, mans, as well as boxes,
of Christ and having any share in heaven.
We call the attention of our would-be facetious It is a very sweet duty for our hearts to oontribute to this heaps, houses, fans ?
fete, by the subscription of five francs. I hope, madam, that
A few Greek nouns ending in is will, for euphony's
critic to the fact that Liberale accept all that is of you will join us on this occasion, for our mother is the devoted
sake,
form their plural by changing is to cs ; as basif",
truth in the Bible or any other book, and we com- mamma of all the pupils, and all of them on this day are happy
bases;
crisis, crises. And foreign nouns which hav no
mend to his consideration the truth recorded in to show her their grateful love.
Please to accept, madam, the assurance ·of my respectful de- 8ingular will remain as they are, as literati, minutm~,
· Prov. xv, 2: "The tongue of the wise useth knowl- votion.
PHILOMENA DE LA. F., Assistant Teacher.
also a few, ending in c.~, that are both singular anct
edge aright, but the mouth of fools poureth out foolTouching appeal. Truly a dollar's worth of senti- plural, as series, species.
ishnes:~."
C. B. REYNOLDS.
Rule 4 drops the terminal sin the third person sinment. In the name of the Father, of the Son, and of
gular
of the present tense, and the st in the se<JI)Ld
the Holy Ghost, not forgetting the Virgin Mother
Is It Spirits l
nor the " Immaculate Mother Superior." What person singular of the present and past tenses.
Why should we add an s to the third persc n
Our f1iend Thompson, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of mother can resist the image of her child, made happy
Aug. 22d, takes Elmina severely to task because she in presenting the five-franc symbol of her "gra+eful singular of the present tense and not of the pHt
cannot believe in certain phases of Spiritualism, or love?" How considerate in the Mother Superiur to tense ? Why should we say, he makes, she sees, aDd
believe the phenomena (granting it real) comes from hav a birthday, and to make that a holiday ! For an not also he mades, she saws ·~
The use of the pronoun thou is obsolete, except in
spirit power.
hundred pupils-as in previous years-nothing like
All along, for thirty years, I hav been told to go establishing a precedent! And the assistant teach- stilted poetry and prayers to the deity. Even the
and see and I would believe. I finally did go and ers . . . hav th~;y birthdays? Perhaps it would not Quaker!!, in their laudable efforts to retain it, hav
substituted the objectiv for the nominativ, and
visited every phase of phenomena, and saw nothing answer to hav them too often.
EDGEWORTH.
always couple it with the verb in the third personT could not hav done under the same conditions. I
as, thee is, thee does. It may be well to revive the
hav since written to four of the so-called clairvoyant
Proposed Abolition of English Grammar.
use of thou instead of you, but let us dispense with
mediums, and with no better f\Uccess. I received for
my money nothing more thari thee or I .could hav
Grammar is the bane of language. No wonder hast, hadst, shalt, wilt, mayst, canst, mightst, couldst,
written. Wherever I gave no news, I recetved none. the Greek, Latin, and other ancient scholastic tongues wouldst, and shouldst.
H.ule 5 is a return to the old st:yle in the use of the
Those who know me best know I am not "bigoted," are dead. They died of too much grammar. Nor
but am always open to conviction, and glad for are the living languages free from the hereditary verb to be. It abdishes am, art, is, and are, which
truth.
leprosy. But happily the English is far less tainted lJe anomalous.
Rule G makes all past tenses regular in form. Our
As Dr. Hollick says, I am ready to change any with it than the rest, and I now move to abolish what
irregular verbs are a vexation, though not half so
opinion I hold if evidence convinces me I am wrong. little grammar it has.
Why is it I can hear so much of spirits painting
The phonetic reform, embracing that part of gram- much so as those of tbe German language.
The subjoined list is taken from Murray's Gramoil-paintings in a few moments, or fruit being placed mar called orthography, has been agitated for more
under a machine cover and in a few moments only than thirty-eight years past. Its progress is slow mar ninth edition, omitting eighteen verbs whose
cores remainino-, solid rings being passed around a but hopeiul; and while its champions seek to make irregularity is iu. the perfect participle only; ae
man's neck, spirit-lace disappearing in one's hands 'reading so easy that it will hardly be necessary to clothe, clothed, clad. This distinction is useless, and
(dematerializing), and furmture moving about at teach it at school, I propose, by a few changes in the in fact it exists only in 71 out of the 1G9 irregular
beck and call of mediums, and yet I can see nothing use of English words, to render ungrammatical verbs, or practically only in 48, because 23 of the 71
of all this? I do not deny clairvoyance-" reading ~peach impossible-to make the lisping child and the irregular perfect participles are allowably reguhr.
writing and printing through wood, and even iron " unlettered European speak our language as correctly
IRREGULAR VERllS WITH PARALLEL ABSURDI'T!ES,
-but I hav only hearsay evidence of it. Why was as the college tutor.
Abide, ahodA (glide, glode), be or am, was (see, soz or
not my letter to Bennett read by Bon ton, the medium
This may be substantially done by the adoption of slam, sloz), ari8e, arose (prize, pr0ze), awake, awoke (mul<t>,
at Liberal ? It was handed in under the best of cir- a single rule, to wit: Do away with all irregularities moke). bear, bare (wear, ware), bear, bore (dare, dore), beat.,
cumstances and conditions. I do not pretend to say of declen~ion and conjugation. But to be more ex- beat (pleat, pleut), begin, began (grin, gran), bend, beiJt
(mend, ment), bereave, bereft (weave, weft), b, seech, bewhy all that Thompson tells occurred, or to giv sm- plicit it is necessary to lay down eight rules, whi~h sought
(HCre~ch, scroug~t), bid, bid or. bade. (skid.. skid. or
entific reasons for it. I do not know why one will be understood at once and need not be commit- skade), biud, bound (blind, blound), b1te, b1t (sp1te, sp1t),
bleerl bled (heed, bed), blow, blew (fi'>W, flew), break, broke
planet is light as cork, and another condensed into ted to memory.
1. Let the objectiv case of all pronouns, like that 1 (takA' toke) breed, bred (need, ned), bring, bronght (sling,
rock. There is so much we do not know that it were
slought)> b~ild, built (gild, gilt), burst, burst (thirst, thirst)!
vanity indeed in me were I to try to giv a why for of all nounfl, be the same as the nominativ.
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buy, bought (fry, frought), cast, cast (blast, blast), catch,
caught (fetch, fought), chide, chid (glide, glid), choose, chose
(noose, nose), cleave, clove or cleft (heave, hove or heft),
cling, clung (bring, brung), come,, came (drum, drame), cost,
cost (frost, frost), crow, crew (glow, glew), creep, crept (peep,
pept), cut, cut (glut, glut), dare, durst (care, curst), deal,
dealt (heal, healt), dig, dug (rig, rug), do, did (woo, wid),
draw, drew (claw, clew), drive, drove (hive, hove), drini.,
drank (think, thank), dwell, dwelt (fell, felt), eat, eat or ate
(heat, heat or hate), fall, fell (haul, hell), feed, fed (weed,
wed), feel, felt (heel, helt), fight, fought (slight, slought), find,
found (mind, mound), flee, fled (see, sed), fling, flung (wing,
wung), fly, flew (try, trew), forget, forgot (fret, frot), forsake,
forsook (wake, wook), freeze, froze (squeeze, squoze), get, got
(set, sot), gild, gilt (weld, wilt), gird, girt (herd, hirt), giv,
gave (liv, lave), go, went (hoe, hent), grind, ground (blind,
blound), grow, grew (mow, mew), hav, had (salve, sad), hang,
hung (bang, bung), hear, heard (spear, sperd), hide, hid
(guide, J<id), hit, hit (sit, sit), hold, held (fold, feld), hurt,
hurt (flirt, flirt), keep, kept (reap, rept), knit, knit (flit, flit),
know, knew (show, shew), Jay, laid (pray, praid), lead, Jed
(read, red), leave, left (weave, weft), lend, lent (wend, went),
let, let (pet, pet), lie, lay (die, day), lose, lost (choose, chost),
make, made (take, tade), meet, met (treat, tret), pay, paid
(bray, braid), put, put (foot, foot), read, read (lead, lead),
tend, rent (pend, pent), rid, rid (skid, skid), ride, rode (guide,
gode), ring, rung or rang (bring, brung or brang), rise, rose
(size, soze), run, ran (won, wan), say, said (flay, flaidl, see,
s~w (be, baw), seek, sought (peek, pought), sell, sold (spell,
spold), send, sent (tend, tent). set, set (fret, fret), shake, shook
lwake, mook), shed, shed (wed, wed), shine, shone (whine,
whone), shoe, shod (do, dod), shoot, shot (hoot, hot), shrink,
shrank (kink, kank), shred, shred (dread, dread), shut, shut
(strut, strut), sing, sung, or sang (bring, brung, or brang), sink,
sunk or sack (wink, wunk or wank), sit, sat (fit, fat). slay,
slew (play, plew). sleep, slept (steep, stept), slide, slid (guide,
gid), sling, slung (ding, dung), slink, slunk (dink, clunk), slit,
slit (pit, pit), smite, smote (spite, spote), speak, spoke (leak,
loke), speed, sped (heed, hed), spend, spent (trend, trent),
spill, spilt (fill, filt), ,;pin, spun (skin, skun), spit, spit or spat
(flit, flit or flat), sptit, split (quit, quit), spread, SfJread (tread,
tread), spring, sprung or sprang (wing, wnng or wang), steal,
stole (deal, dole), stick, 'stuck (&ick, kuck), sting, stung (ting,
tung), stink, stank (blink, blank), stride, strode or strid (guide,
gode or gid), strike, struck (>pike, spuck), string, strung (king,
kung), strive, strove (hive, nove), swear, swore (pare, pore),
sweat, swet (freat, frtt), swim, swum or swam (dim, dum or
dam), swing, swung (bring, brung), take, took (cake, cook),
teach, taught (preach, praught), tear, tore (stare, store). tell,
told (quill quold), think, thought (drink, drought), thrive,
throve (dive, dove), throw, threw (sow, sew), thrust, thrust
(trust, trust), treaa, trod (dread, drod), weave, wove (leave,
love), weep, wept (keep, kept), win, won (ain, son), wind,
wound (mind, mound), work, wrought (lurk, lought), wring,
wrung (wing, wung), write, wrote (bite, bote).

more) than the average number of changes. 0•1t of
105 words only 15 be changed.
It may be objected that there be less euphony in
some of these changes. I think; however, that there
will be as much euphony gained as lased, if not
mucher (or more).
The only obstacle I apprehend to the adoption of
this radical reform will be prejudice, or aversion to
change. But consider the vast advantage of having
to learn no grammar, whereby the most illiterate
person will speak good English. See what prejudice
the phonetic reform hav had to encounter. And as
it be now working slow by a compromise, so the reform which we propose may be only in part adopted
at first. Say, then, that we waive the first two rules,
which apply only to the pronouns. The pronouns
be few and familiar, so let their present objectiv and
possessiv cases be retained ad libitum. The rest of
the changes be less objectionable and more. important. Why not begin to adopt them? The English
language be now ahead in the struggle for existence.
Make it phonetic, and abolish what little of grammar
it hav, and what can hinder its covering the earth as
the waters cover the sea?
BtrRR.

g{frt JD)tfional Jibtral Jeagut.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary,
First Vice·President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York
CoURTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York.

.Annual and Life Memberships.

Every Freethinker should become an Annual or Life Member of the National Liberal League. Life-membership certificates are issued at $25 each; annual membership, $1. These
certificates are adapted to framing, and bear the signatures of
the president of the League, Robert G. Ingersoll, and of its
secretary, Samuel P. Putnam; they are therefore an ornament to any place and a memorial of great value. They
should adorn the walls of ten thousand homes before the close
of the year. The support thus given to the League would
make its success certain.
A. C. MA.CDONA.LD,
Chairman of the Finance Committee.
Of the above 151 irregular verbs 16 are allowably
33 Clinton Place, New York city.
regular according to Murray, to wit: awake-d, bereave-d, catch-ed, crow-ed, deal-ed, dig-ged, dwell-ed,
National Liberal League Campaign Fund.
gild-ed, gird-ed, hang-ed, knit-ted, sbine-d, slit-ted,
spill-ed, sweat-ed, and thrive-d. And Webster adds Previously acknowledged,
- $4,466.86
5.00
9 more, to wit: bend-ed, dare-d, rid-ded, speed-ed, A. F. Neunest, instalment on life-membership, W. Smith,
1.00
split-ted, weave-d, wind-ed, work-ed, and wring-ed; J.
Capt. E. G. Mather, annual membership,
1.00
thus increasing the number of allowably regular Mrs. H. Caller, second instalment on life-membership, 10.00
verbs to 25, and leaving only 126 positivly irregular. C. E., New York, 15.00
1.00
And four of these-heard, laid, paid, and said-mi~ht S. C. Rogers,
W.
L.
Burdick,
. 75
as well be made regular by spelling them heared, F. Schunemann,
2 00
layed, payed, and sayed.
B. B. Travis,
1.00
1.00
The constant tendency is to the reduction of irreg- S L. Highland,
ularities. Even Murray omits such obsolete forms Gosma Youmanides, first instalment on life-membership, 5.00
as crape (crept), drunk (drank), slank (slunk), strang
Total, - $4,509.61
(strung), and swot (swet); while Webster makes obsolete or rare, clove; spat, shrank, swet, swum, throve, Call for the Ninth .Annual Congress of the Naand prefers stank to stunk, and worked to wrought.
tional Liberal League.
And would not many of us hav to consult a dictionary to know whether to write burst or bursted, chid Tv the tfuxiliary Liberal Leagues and All Citizens of the
or chided, rent or rended ? Nor would it be safe to
United States and Canadas who support the Nine
prophesy that fifty years hence it will be vulgar to
Demands if Lweralism:
say blowed, growed, and knowed.
You are invited to attend the Ninth Annual ConFor euphony's sake the auxiliary verb hav may
gress
of the National Liberal League, to be held in
drop the v in the past tense, and remain had instead
of haved. It would be very awkward to say I haved Cleveland, Ohio, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
October 9, 10, and 11, 1885.
haved for I had had.
So also the auxiliary defectiv verbs, can, may, shall,
According to a vote at the last Congress of the
will, must, ought, being used to express moods and League notice is hereby given that an Amendment to
tenses, would better retain their irregular past forms, the Constitution will be submitted, as follows: Articould, might, should, would, must, and ought, instead
of canned, mayed, shalled, willed, musted, oughted. cle I. of tbe Constitution of the National Liberal
Quoth, used only in the past tense, need not be dis- League shall be amended to read: "The name of the
association shall be The American Secular Union.''
turbed in its obsolescence.
Rule 7 drops the terminal ly when used to distinMeasures for the affiliation of the Freethought
guish adverbs from adjectivs. The distinction is Societies of Canada with the National Liberal League
unnecessary, and scholars are sometimes in doubt will also come up to be acted upon.
whether the adjectiv or adverb should be used, while
Also measures for carrying on the work of Freesuch adverbs as lovelily, holily, uglily, are almost in-·
tolerable, and goodlily, manlily, funnily, are not thought, and securing the adoption of such laws by
the various State Governments and by the National
allowable.
_
Rule 8 makes regular two or three comparativs Govel'nment as shall make the United States thorand superlativs. Good, gooder, goodest, and bad, oughly Secular, and the repeal of all laws now on the
badder, baddest; ought to be as proper as rude, statute books which conflict with the Nine DeQ;~ands
ruder, rudest, and sad, sadder, saddest. And why of Liberalism.
should not farrar, farrest, be as proper as nearer,
Local Auxiliary Leagues are entitled by the
nearest? Further and furthest are superfluous, and
League Constitution to five representativs in the
so are elder, eldest.
Congress-the President and Secretary and three
ILLUSTRATIV EXAMPL!'.
And old man finded a rude boy in one of he's Delegates. All Charter Mem hers and Life Mem ber3,
apple-trees stealing apples, and he desired he to come all Vice-Presidents, all Chairmen of State Executiv
down; but the young saucebox telled he plain he Committees, are entitled to seats and votes in the
would not. "Willn't you?" sayed the old man; " then Congress. Annual Members are entitled to seats
I will fetch you down." So he pulled up some tufts but not to votes, except by permission of the Conof grass and throwed at he. This only maked the gress.
boy laugh. "Well," sayed the old man, "if tufts of
It is hoped that every Auxiliary League will send
grass will not do, I will try what virtue there be in
a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every
sto~es." So he pelted the boy hearty with stones,
wh1eh soon maked t}!e boy come down and beg the Freethinker in the United States and Canada, who
old man's pardon.
can, will be present. Having adopted a common
',rhe above example a:ffJrd perhaps mucher (or basis of work upon which all Liberals can combine, it

is now desirable to discover the best means by which
this work can be carried forward, and to this end
large attendance and free expression of opinion will
contribate. It is hoped that all will come to the Congress to emphasize the unity of Liberalism and to
create an interest for harmonious action which shall
result in the abolition of all'laws that are contrary to
secular government.
Per order of Board of Directors:
R. G. INGERSOLL, President.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treasurer.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, Ch. Ex:. Com.
A. C. MACDONALD, Ch. Fin. Com. ,

.Albany Convention-Place of Meeting.
It seems there are two parties who hav the letting
of Lela:ad's Opera House in Albany, and while Mrs.
Leland let it to Mr. McCabe for Sept. 11th, 12th, and
13th, the other agent also let it to a theatrical troupe
for two of those dates~the 11th and 12th. As Mr.
McCabe is a friend of Mrs. Leland's, he disliked to
force her to pay damages to the troupe-as· he could
hav done by insisting on his right to the house-and
a compromise has been effected by which all are to
be accommodated. The New York State Freethinkers' Asgociation waives its right to the house on
Friday evening and Saturday afternoon and evening,
in consideration of which no charge is made for Friday morning and afternoon, Saturday morning, and
Sunday morning, afternoon, and evening.
The Convention 'Will meet Friday morning and
afternoon at Leland's Opera House, 45 and 47 Pearl
street; Friday evening at Bleecker Hall, No. · 529
Broadway; Saturday morning at the Opera House;
Saturday, afternoon and evening, at Bleecker Hall.
Sunday, all three sessions-morning, afternoon, and
evening-will be held at the Opera House.
This necessitates a slight change of speakers from
the program as printed on the tickets, but the following order will be observed if the orators are present:
FRIDA.Y MoRNING AT LELAND's 0PE1lA. HousE, 45 PEA.l!L Sr.
Business Meeting. Opening addr~ss by J. J. McCabe.
Music. Address by C. B. Reynolds. Music.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON A.T LELAND's Oi>ERA. I[ous:a:.
Music. Address by J osepll. McDonough. Music. Lecture by
Elizur Wright, "The New Version." Music.
FRIDA.Y EVENING A.T BLEECKER HA.LL, 529 BROA.DWA.Y.
Music. Address by Miss Susan H. Wixon. Music. Lecture
by T. B. Wakeman, "The Outlook of Liberalism." Music.
SA.TURDA.Y MoRNING A.T LELAND's OPERA. HousE.
Music. Lecture by Courtlandt Palmer, "The Aristocracy
of Freethought." Music.
"
SA.TURDA.Y AFTERNOON A.T BLEECKER HA.LL.
Music. Address by T. L. Brown. Music. Lecture by Mrs.
Mattie P. Krekel, "The .Demands of Liberalism." Music.
SA.TURDA.Y EvENING A.T BLEECKER HA.LL.
Music. Lecture by Charles Watts, "Our Policy: Destructiv
and Constructiv." Music.
·
SuNDAY MORNING A.T LELAND's 0PEI\A. HousE.
Music. Lecture by Helen H. Gardener, "Historic Facts
and Theological Fictions." Music. Lecture by James Parton,
"Victor Hugo." Music.
·
SuNDA.Y AFTERNOON A.T LELAND's OPERA. HousE.
Music. Address by Horace Seaver. Music. Lecture by
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, "Religious Liberty for Women."
Address by Samuel P. Putnam. Music.
SuNPA.Y EvENING A.T LELAND's 0PEI\A. HousE.
Music. Col. R. G. Ingersoll's grea.t lecture, "Which Way?"

.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOB THE A.LBA.NY CONVENTION.
Previously acknowledged,
$801.00
A. C. Smart,
1.00
J. U. Bentley,
5.00
E. M. Davis,
5.00
A Friend, New York,
5.00
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr, 5.00
C-- E--, New Yor,k, 10.00
A. B. &tebbio~,
1.00
Wm. Black,
1.00
S. Levine,
1.00
A. K. Clark;
1.00

-

Tot'll,
Pledges paid, Joseph McDonongh,

$836 00
10.00

Lectures and lleetings.
• E. C. WA.LKER lectured· at Stockholm, Wis., Aug. 29th and
30th-twice on the 30th. For lectures, etc., address him at
Minneapolis, Minn.
W. F. JAMIESON debated with Elder I B. Grubbs, of Lexington, Ky., at Burlington Junction, Mo., ~eptember 1st. Mr.
Jamieson affirmed that "Infidelity is conduciv to the welfare
and happiness of the human race "-which of course was de·
nied by Elder Grubbs-and· Mr. Grubbs affirmed that "Christianity and the Bible are supernatural and divine." We fancy
Mr. Jamieson had no trouble in showing Elder Grubbs his
m\stake, though we doubt if the elder would admit it.
J. E. REMSBURG is now makiug his seventh semi-annual
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pilgrimage to the East. The following is a list of his engagementa:
Washington, . Ind.,.
Pickering,
Mo.,
"
Hagerstown,
Hopkins,
"
Yorktown,
"
Cleopatra,
"
Angola,
"
Maitland
"
Auburn,
"
Brookfield,
"
Cleveland,
Ohio~
Kirksville,
"
M·edina,
"
Davenport,
Ia.,
Versailles,
"
Corning,
"
La Rue,
"
Ottumwa,
"
Ashley,
"
Prescott,
"
Fontogany,
"
N evinville,
"
Bowling Green, "
Murray.
"
West
Union,
"
West Union,
"
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
Cedar Falls,
"
Butler,
"
Lake City,
"
Alexandria,
Minn.;
Renfrew,
"
Shingle House, "
Menom~nee,
Wis.,
Bingham Center, "
Wausaw,
"
Jersey City, N. J.,
New London,
"
Rochelle,
Ill.,
Vineland,
''
Waterloo,
N. Y.,
Steward,
"
Earl ville,
"
Randolph,
''
Paw Paw,
"
Yorkshire,
"
Belleville,
Can.,
Paris,
"
Mechanicsburg, "
Alton,
r
"
Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Eastwood,
"
Dowagiac,
"
Weiland,
"
Springport,
"
Meaford,
"
Ithaca,
"
Thornbury,
"
Mancelona,
"
Sarnia,
"
Waterloo,
Ind.,
Parkhill,
"

The Tent.
LOGA.NBPORT, IND., Sep. 6, 1885.-We arrived at Logansport on
the evening of Wednesday, Aug. 26th, having stayed over night
at Terra Haute to insure prompt transfer of our Tent, thus
precluding the possibility of disappoi.J.tment by delay, as at
Carbon.
·
We were· met by quite a delegation of Liberals at the depot,
and escorted to the hospitable mansion of Capt. John G. Kesler, who did most valiant and arduous service in the war for
the freedom of the colored race, and, with equal zeal and selfsacrifice. devotes himself to the heroic task of rescuing the
honest: hearted of his own race from servil submission to
the arbitrary dictations of tl;!.e priesthood, breaking the cruel
fetters of tradition that bind them in the dismal dungeons of
bigotry and snperstitioli".
We were royally entertained at his most' cosy and happy
home on Bittle's Island, receiving every care anli kind attention
from his estimable family.
We commenced our lectures on Thursday evening, and had
excellent success. We had much to contend with frem counter
attractions, a free Indian show and a free con~ert, besides the
more legitimate attractions at the Opera House, etc. Yet our
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From the Logansport Pharos of September 1st.
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church people think that Reynolds ought to be arrested for Governor Hoadley and a Temperance Calendar.
blasphemy, the Liberalists and Infidels think that he ought to
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, ])ear Sir:
be allowed full freedom of speech, and the~ crowd his Tent
every night. As Reynolds will go away in a day or so it is Governor Hoadley's Liberal relations having benot probable that he will be ousted."
'
come subject of inquiry in your columns, I wish to
MR. REYNOLDS'S TENT FUND.
C. E., New York,
W. Whittiok,
Joseph Devine,

-

$5.00
$5.110
$5.00

PORTRAITS IN THE TENT.
To THE EDITOR OF 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your issue
of August 25th, I notice a letter from Elmina, as regards
the pictures in our Tent. In my letter describing Tent,
I said we had our trinity-Paine, Bennett, and Ingersoll. Elmina asks, are there no noble women worthy to hang by the
side of these men? Cert~inly there are, and, as Tent-master,
if I had life-size lithographs, nicely framed, of the ladies mentioned by Elmina, and if it were possible to put more than three
people in a "trinity," I would gladly adorn our Tent with
them. As it is, we hav twenty-one vacant panels, and if some
kind frie:ud would supply us with portraits or lithographs of
any or all the ladies named, we will gladly hang them in most
conspicuous positions, and the donors will receive the thanks
of yours, for justice, right, and truth,
ARTHUR TILNEY.

Dr. Monroe Dislikes the English.
THE following is from the Ironclad Age of Augut~t 29th:
"The National Liberal League Congress is to convene in
Cleveland, 0., Oct. 9th,1.0th, and 11th. It is then proposed
to change the name to the 'American Secular Union.' This
is a soft'er name than Liberal League. It will bring in the
Universalists, who hav a Jesus and a heaven, but no hell; and
the Unit~r~an~, who hav no. God but still worship. Also the
Free Rehgwmsts, who are JUSt too sweet for anything, but are
never known to smile, believing that lite is so solemn a matter
that tears should constantly flow. This latter class of religionists are ivdigenous to Boston. They are good Infidels, but
their tribe is decreasing. And some unruly ministers will
herd with Liberals if they will call themselvs 'Secularists.'
"This word which we borrow, as we do our morals fro1l! Loudon, doesn't reflect on the God family. It doesn,'t reflect on
anything; it doesn't mean much of anything. There is neither
religion nor politics nor Infidelity in it. It is the clumsiest
and meanest word in the language. No man ever writes or
speaks it if he can help himself. It is altogether too British
for a land of liberty. In England they are up to all the tricks
and crimes, bot they giv them soft names. The Christian men
and women who stand high in the church practice and connive.at those crimes that in this country we lynch people for,
and If they escape that they land in penitentiaries. And we
don't call these crimes by the names they go by in Christian
London. And the law fixes no punishment for these c;-imes
in England. Bot New York and Boston must ape London.
Hence we must change the name of Liberal League to Secular
Union.
·
"By this change of name we can smooth over all disputes in
the past, and become Londonized, or foreignized, at the Aame
time. The old troubles about repeal or modification will be
forgotten when the League changes its name to Secular Union.
How could a man hold a grudge against John Smith for knock-

attendance was good, and of a most intelligent class, who
evinced continued, earnest interest, listening with attention
despite the nipping frost, and eagerly availing themselvs of
our gratuitous distribution of Liberttl publications.
At every lecture, in the most kind and courteous terms, we
0
gave our usual invitation for any minister in good standing in ;t~J::\! :~:!:~ Jo~:ae::e~!a~~~~~~s ;:ar~seet~;~~~ ~~~~
his own denomination to occupy our Tent on any afternoon, name would smell as sweet.
or the first hnurs of any evening, to attempt to refute any ar"We hav a heart l:iig enough to embrace Great Britain and
gument we offered, or to defend his faith and giv reason for Ireland in auy good work, and the wide world, too. But this
his hope, in compliance with 1 Peter iii, 15, announcing is the only free country upon the earth. It is the only country
where reform.has any' chance for success. And we don't want
we would remove our pictures, mottoes, books, or anything to introduce ariy of the notions, or names, or crimes that flourthat was objectionable. If our presence was emparrassing we ish in the lands of tyranny and oppression. And especially
would stay outside the Tent; and if they could not afford to do do we abhor British methods.
this for.love of Jesus, we would-although we would not do it
"Infidels who are afraid to go by their right names are of no
or permit it to be done for ourselvs-pass the hat and take up a use to any cause. An Infidel who is afraid to take an Infidel
paper and read it publicly is out of place outside of the
· . collection, and giv such minister the entire collection, and if church.
such minister had made a really creditable effort, and the col"The meeting at Cleveland will be a meeting of Infidels. The
lection amounted to but little, we would giv five dollars addi- word 'Liberal' is weak enough. If we want anything weaker
and softer, let us call ourselvs Free Religionists. By beoomtional. ·
It is ~trange that they insist we cttnnot be Christians, or ing 'Secularists ' we renounce Infidelity. Any ·fool can be a
Secularist, but it takes a man to be an Infidel."
even be saved, if we do not obey the plain·teachings of the New
Testament, and yet thus regard its plainest teaching.
The foregoing was evidently written when the genial doctor
The excitement ran high. The Tent was pitched in the of the impervious Age was ''laboring under a misapprehencourt house yard-a privilege secured by vote of the town sion,': or an att~ok of dyspepsia. He seems to think that Engcouncil who were bitterly denounced and besieged and en- ]and IS responsible for the proposed cb.ange. This is not so.
treated'to order the removal of the Tent. In the language of :The name "American Secular Union" was first proposed by
the ex-mayor, "You hav stirred up a hornets' nest."
: Hon .. A. B. Bradfo~d, of Enon Valley, Pa., ex-consul to Japan.
Never was the whole Christian community so wild; but if '~he Idea wtts that It woul~ b_roade_n the field of work, and parthe people were not blind, they could not fail of being con-: ti_cularly to allow the_a~hation With the League of the Canavinced of the worse than nothingness of the Christian profes- dian Freet~ou~ht societies. As the correct information knocks
sion. Church folks declared we were their enemies and while the underpmmng from under Mr. Monroe's subsequent rethey boast that the church alone teaches the subli~e faith of marks .(except his criticism of. the ~ame), comment upon them
"Love your enemies, do good to them that hate and despite- would be superfluous. ~0 his strw~ures upon the name peofully use you," they are advertising their fierce hate, and pub- ; ple can pay as much or httle attentiOn as tht.y consider them
licly clamored for evil to be done to you.
wor.th.. We h~pe the efforts of the lronclad Age to aid the orWe are under special obligations to Louis York, John Stoll, 'g~mzation ~un.ng the _past year ha_v not seriously interfered
and friend Dolemiski, who rendered constant practical service With the editor 8 capamty to see straight.
and stood by us from first to last.
Will They Revise their Catechism 1
Wednesday was our last lecture. Thursday morning, under
"Brown's Catechism," for sale by the Sunday-School Union
direction of our faithful Tent-master, Tilney, and the help of
'
the above-named friends, the Tent was struck and packed, and asks:
Q. What JJ;ind of a heart hav you by nature? A. A heart
we saved labor-a kindness which in our exhausted condition full
of all unrighteousness.
we appreciated keenly.
Q. What will become of you if you die in your sins ? A. I
We left the Tent to be forwarded to Alliance, Ohio; and must go to hell.
Q What kind of a place is hell? A. A place of endless
friend Tilney will hav all in readiness for us by the 19th inst.,
torment.
on our return from the great Albany Convention.
Q. How long will the wicked continue in hell? A. Forever
C. B. REYNOLDS.
an<l ever.
"The church people are inclined to wage war against the
ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds, who holds out in the court house
yard. They strongly denounce him as a blasphemer, and hav
made many complaints to the county commissioners for allowing the Liberalist to hold forth in thE\ shadow of the temple
of justice. One of them was so wrought up to-day that he
thought that ReynoHs ought to be mobbed and huqtled out
of tewn. The county commissioners who granted Reynolds
the privilege of locatinll in the yard at their last meeting were
put undAr a false impression of the kind of lectures to qe delivered by those who petitioned for the permission. Had they
been fully aware. of th~ nature of R~ynolds's doctrin, they
would not hav grven hrm such pubhc quarters. While the
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Q. What will they do in hell? A. They will roar curAe
anrl. blaspheme.
'
'
Q. What are you by nature? A. An enemy of God a child
of Satan, and an heir of hell.
'
ThA revised edition, to correspond with the revised Old and
New TPstaments, would hav to read:
Q. What will become of you when you die? A. I must go
to sheol.
Q. What kind of a place is sheol ? A. A good, cool grave.
All the nther qnestwns must necessarily be left out.
Rochester, N. Y.
H. 0. so~IMERS.

. THO~A.S WILEY a leading mPmher of1 the Episcopal church
Ill Lexmgton, Mo .. was fined $100 for· chastising his mother
an old lady of seventy.
'

say that he became, in company with R W. Emerson, Lucr6tia Matt, Gerrit Smit.h, R'lbert Dale Owen,
Fred. Scbiinemann-Pott, and E. L. Youmans, a viceprllsident of the Free Religious Association, May 30,
1872, and that he has held that position ever since,
although it was much complained of by the Republicans during the campaign of 1883.
Permit me to take this opportunity to call the attention of your readers to a series of arguments for
tbe temperance cause which Mrs. Helen R. Olin, of
Madison, WiRcr>nsin, bas arranged in the form of a
calendar for 1886. Her selections are just what our
young men ought to see presented, fresh every day,
in our homeR and schools. Her zeal against the sale
of liquor on Sunday has made her let in a few quotations of too Sabbatarian a tone, but the general spirit
of her work is bold, free, and frieb.dly to progress.
The publisher is Chas. E. S. Fielden, 161 La Salle
street, Chicago. Yours cordially,
FRED. MAY HoLLAND.

Industrial Co-operation in Minnesota.
Frum the Christian Union.

The :first Co-operativ Barrel Association of Minneapolis was org-anized in the fall of 1874 with a capital stock of $15,000, each member paying in $15, and
a weekly assessment of $5. The success of this organization waR such that it was followfld in 1877 by
a second, in 1880 by a third, and in 1881 by a fourth
and fift.h, and subsequently by two more-all doing
well. Each stockholder bas but one vote, however
many shares of stock he may possess, a condition
which tends to prevent consolidation of the stock in
a few hands. These co-operativ organizations possess a good property, are very thrifty and successful,
with ll capital stock ranging in each case from $15,000
to $70,000, paid up. They are all doing a good business. What is more important, the coopers, who
before this ·co-operativ movement had a poor reputa~
tion for sobriety and law and order, now stand high
in the estimation of the community as good citizens.
The first asso"ciation, the old "co-operativ," .has its
own manufactory of stock in Chippewa countv, Wisconsin, employing there a capital of $30,000, with
prudence and success. The seven co-operlltiv companies are doing business to the amount of $1,000,000
yearly. For these facts we are indebted to Mr. T.
G. Rankin, of Minneapolis, whose letter appended
furnishes additional and interesting information.
"The co-operativ shops hav been making rapid as
well as continuous progress since 1881. Three more
hav been started, of which, however, one joined itself
to the old 'co-operativ,' the mother organization.
There are now seven, all doing well, and wor.lting in
perfect harmony. They supply all our mills except
three, and are doing fuUy four fifths of all the coopering work of this flour city. They claim sixsevenths of all the work done. The boss shops hav
disappeared, one by one, until there is but one left,
and its owner has tried several times to sell out to
his workmen.
"ThR great mills favor the co-operativ shops, because (1) they are sure of the best WMk. and (2) they
are never disappointed by them. The .ehops help
each other in a pinch, will divide orders, an<l otherwise equalize matters. They are filled with a mixed
multitude of Swedes, Norwegians, Irish, Germans,
Italians, and Americans, yAt (1) they consult dispasRionately, (2) vote fairly, (3) submit wit~out hesitation, (4) work faithfully, (5) cboosf' the1r best men
always, (G) obey implicitly, and. (7) ba-y unl.imited
faith in co-operativ effort. Durmg the1r ex1stence
the eight shopR hav bad not less than a SC)ore of officers entitled to handle their money, Out of this
number not one has given any security, not one has_
proved careless or dishonest, and not _one. dollar of
deficit or defalcation bas been charged agamst them.
After their eight years' experience, it is now admitted
they are unassailable and unconquerable while united.
They hav now taken steps to establish a co-operativ
store on the pure Rochdale system-cash sales at
current rates.
"We are now taking stock to buy a township of
land in this state. I hope to be one Qf ·a company .
that will form a co-operativ village on it this fall.
This, in my opinion, will be the very_ table-land of
co-operativ effort and .of society. I. hope t? be able
hereafter to send you items for pubhcatwn 111 reg~d
to it. We can get land for less than $2 per acre, 111
a region of good soil; good, soft, ·pure water, fine
timber close to this and other good markets. I am
nearly 'sixty-six, bav been a co-operator ever since I
began to hear of Rochdale work, hav preached it ~or
thirty-five years at least, and now bay more f~1th
than evAr. The stock is held by pract1eal workmgmen. They prefer to hav each man interested ~n _that
way. Stock receives interest only-profits are d1v1ded
according to wages."
There are twenty-two co-operativ productiv socie~
ties in Great Britain, most of them from ten to
twenty-five years of age, and nearly all of them declaring a moderate profit.
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A Sca1·ed Doctor of Divinity.
From the Independtnt.

In John Swinton's Paper for April 5, 1885, is an
editorial with ttle euphonious and classical title,
"1!-,iddle-de-Dee." In it occur these words:
'The preachers all over the country are now pounding away
at the labor question in their pulpits. We hav been picking
up their sermons for the past three months, but now the pile
bas grown so high that we are unable to handle them. These
preachers hav somehow heard that this labor question i~ up;
but, we regret to say, few of them appear to know anything
about it.
There is ground for this taunt. There has been
too much outside study of the labor question. The
Socialists hav supreme contempt for all doctrinaire
students. Those who study pages written in blood;
and listen to voices which are a confusion of sighs
and wails, not unnaturally feel that they know some
elements in the problem that never reach pulpits and
profeflsors' chairs. 'They are right. Facts look different in the miner's hut from what they do in the
monopolist's palace. My right to speak on this sub·
ject is that I hav studied Socialism somewhat from
the Socialist's standpoint. These men are not all
dreamers or impostors. They hav a cause. Many
hav died for it. Others are ready to be offered. Such
men are entitled to a hearing. If it is not granted
freely it will be taken by compulsion. All lovers of
liberty should stand with uncovered heads when the
names of many of these heroes and heroius are mentioned. They are denounced to-day. They will be
crowned to-morrow.
I. What is Socialism ? It is both a sentiment and
an organization,· or a congeries of organizations.
As an organization it is the enemy of existing institutions. It seeks the revolution of society, the destruction of the state, the abolition of marriage, the'
negation of religion, and the reconstruction of all
things on the three corner-stones, Liberty, Equality,
Fraternity. As a sentiment, it is an attempt on the
part of the poor of all classes to better their condition. The sentiment and the organization are confounded. The danger is in the fact that this special
organization will manipulate and mold this commendable sentiment. The sentiment is laudable; the organizat.ion is execrable. Socialism has many forms.
In Russia it is Nihilism, in Spain the Black-hand, in
1!-,rance the Commune, in England the trades union,
in Germany Socialism, and in America a combination
of all. But the fact to be kept in mind is this. All
these forms of agitation are only different symptoms
of one and the same disease. Its distinguishing characteristics are not Atheism, nor a denial of the state,
nor a negation of marriage, but simply oppression
and poverty. No oppression and no poverty, no Socialism; Communism and the Commune are not
identical. There is nothing wrong in Communism.
~he Co~mune i~ Paris, ~s ~? 1871.. Communism is
Simply eeono~I~ eq~ahty.. It a1ms to destroy all
ranks and co~ditlo~s I~ B?mety, to make one man as
good as anotner.. Somahsm goes back of the procasses ~f modern hfe to the fact that he. who do~s ~ot
work hvs on the labor of others. It. atms to d1stnbute econo~i? good ac~ordin.g ~o the services rendered
by the re~11;nents (~ly B Somahsm, P· 30). It may be
Commumstw, and It may be that of the Commune,
and it m~y d~fferfrom _both. Annihilate S~cialism ~s
an orgamzabon, and Its. power as a sent1ment 'Ylll
not b;" ~estro;yed but mcreased. By s~ppresswn
force IB mtenBified. We g~t .no conceptl<?D of the
power an~ prevalence of ~oc~ahsm by countmg ~e~ds
m proces&wns, and orgamzatwns. It eludes stahstlcs.
It. i~ t~e natural and ~nevitable resistance of the
Bpl~It of man to oppres~wn and poverty: .Increased
enhg4te~ment ~eans. mcrease of. So?Iahsm. The
for~ of Its _mamfestatwn may be ';,Ild, hke that revoluti<?n .~hiCh Carlyle calls the th~e~ody of tbe
Funes; b_ut the fact has co~e, and It IS absolutely
sur~ to tnump~. Whether It be pea?eably, or by
form~le revolutwn, depends on the WISdom of the
Amencan people.
II. Some facts which make Socialism possible.
Bakers in Brooklyn, John Swinton says, are worked,
many of them, eighteen hours a day. Their average
length of life is twenty-seven years. They are not
slaves, for they can cease to be· bakers. They can go
West or South-if they.can get money enough. That
" if" stands in the way of a multitude. Horse-car
drivers on some lines in New York work eighteen
hours a day, and are compelled to take their sleep in
two sections. All of them work at least thirteen or
fourteen hours a day. Their meals are often eaten
on the cars. No force is used. Those men must do
something. They may be bad, and reduced to their
present condition by their own vices. That does not
alter the fact that a human being is compelled to
work from thirteen to eighteen hours out of twentyfour, for a bare subsistence, while the company for
which some· of them work has dividends so large that
its stock is seldom on the market.
The condition of things in this country among the
laborers is largely determin~d by the condition in the
Old World. "Taking Europe as a whole, and com·
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paring the prices of labor with the cost of livingfood, clothing, and shelter-it can be proved t~at the
average European peasant of the fourteenth century,
as also of the fifteenth, was better off relativly than
the average European peasant of the nineteenth
century. In England, for example, when the wages
of a common farm-hand were fourpence a day, a
penny went as far as a shilling goes now. At this rate
the common laborer should now be getting four shillings a day, whereas, in fact, he is getting only about
two. Mechanics' wages, owing to the trade unions;
are a trifle higher relativly than they were then. In
Germany, the highest price paid farm-hands anywhere is fifty-six cents a day; on the lower Rhine the
price paid is thirty-one cents; in Silesia, only eighteen cents. As Fronde has said, the upper classes
hav more luxuries, and the lower classes more libertielil; while in regard to the substantial 'comforts of
life, they are farther apart now than they were then.
And the greater the wealth of the nation as a whole,
the greater the inequality between its upper and its
lower classes" (Hitchcock's Socialism, p. 15). Those
who hav been oppressed in Europe come here with
hatred against government and ·capital. They are
not to be blamed. One noble-looking English
laborPr, near Oxford, who asked no favors at my
band, told me hE~ was thankful when he could get
twelve shillings a week, and much of the time he
could not get half of that, and he had his rent to pay
and his wife and three children to clothe and feed.
He uttered no tirades. He ,asked nothing but the
privilege of work. He was surrounded by the splendor of the rich. Right or wrong, it is not to be wondared at if sometimes he asks if the social order is
not askew. The Rev. G. S. Reany, one of the noblest
of the workers in East London, says in the English
Congregationalist for December, 1884: "The fact, and
no one denies it, is this, there are men engaged in
large commercial enterprises, an'd some of them are
professed Christian men, who hav made, and are still
making, large profits, and who pay workers in the
East End and elsewhere the miserable pittance of
one shilling for a day's work of twelve, fourteen, and
sixteen hours." I am not now asking whether such
things are fair, but simply declaring that when men
in such circumstances see their employers' families
rolling in wealth, and their own on the brink of
starvation, they quickly become anarchic Socialists.
The sight of the unemployed rich, who hav more.
than they can use, who ~ere likened by an English
professor to the lilies, because "they toil not, neither
do they spin," is a constant cause of discontentment
to those who are willing both to toil and spin for a
bare existence. Manual laborers are not fairly paid
as a rule. Why should the manufacturer realize ten
times as much as his employee for his time, and then
an interest of twenty per cent on the money invested?
The oppressed classes do not think it is fair, and an
imaginary grievance is as potent as a real grievance.
III. What Socialists say about themselvs.
To get a fair answer to this question I went to
headquarter!l, to the lager beer saloon of Justus H.
Schwab, to the shop of a certain German tailor, and
to the office of John Swinton. Schwab's saloon is in
a very decent quarter of the city, No. 50 First street,
between First and 'Second avenues and Swinton's
office is on Park fiow, facing th£1 po~t-office. I was
received with the greatest courtesy, and my questiona answered without hesitation. I condense the
answers. The Socialists in the United States may be
divided into four classes: (1) The foreigners who ale
here temporarily, many of whom do not speak English, and whose thought is all of affairs in other
lands. These exert no influence in this country. (2)
The State Socialists. The number of these is not
large. Nearly all are Germans. They work solely
through the machinery of government, as it now exists. Many laws concerning the rights of the laborer,
the employment of children in factories, prison labor,
the management of railroads and telegraphs, hav
been prepared by State Socialists. They hav no sympathy with revolutionary methods. (3) The Anarchists. These are divided into two classes. (1) Those
who seek the ·overturning of all existing institutions
by means of peaceable revolutions. (2) Those who
seek the same end, but who hav discarded ballots,
and are ready for bayonets and bullets. The latter
class is led by such men as John Most and Justus H.
Schwab in New York, and Benjamin R. Tucker in
Boston. This class is by far the ablest most numerous, most aggressiv, and most rapidly increasing.
John Swinton said that "fifty thousand was the average attendance at the Socialist meetings in New York
on Sundays, and that one hundred thousand men in
that city are learning the principles of Socialism, and
getting ready for the inevitable revolution." Justus
Schwab said: "I am a revolutionary Socialist. . . I
do not seek the protection of anyone. I do not want
the protection of the police of New York, or the police of the United States, nor of any of the authorities.
I don't believe in any government whatever."
"Is Socialism spreading?" "Yes," was the answer.
"Will it be ·a peaceable or a forcible revolution?"
"Forcible," was the reply. John Swinton said: "I
hav labored for three years to prevent the shedding
of blood1 but it c~pnot be helped. It .is sure to
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come." I asked, "Will the attack be on individu11.ls
or on institutions?" The instant answer was, " On
individuals." This remark reminds me of what Professor ~ly heard a man say on the street the night
the Union League Club was opened: "A revolution
will yet come and level that fine building to the
ground;" and of what was said when some bronze
work was being carried into Mr. Vanderbilt's house:
" The time will come when that will be melted by
fire." Most, on the 11th of February, 1883, lectured
in Baltimore, and was cheered by a crowd as he advised his hearers to buy muskets. The presiding officer responded: "Lead and powder alone can make
us free." The motto of the Freiheit is, "All measures
are legal against tyrants." Swinton said that more '
than a s"Core of battles had been fought between Socialism and capital in the last year, each time capital
has been the aggressor, and each time labor has won
substantial success. He predicted other battles soon
to come, and especially mentioned one at Denver.
I asked Swinton what the churches could do to
avert the impending revolution. The !Jhurches were
then denounced in unmeasured terms. They hav
always been the stronghold of capital; they are afraid
to speak out; they toady to wealth. Schwab said he.
was a Materialist., and Swinton said he was the only
genuin Calvinist alive, who actually believes in the
damnation of infants. After the explosion against
the churches had worn off, Swinton answered .my
questions in this way: "All we ask of the ch~rches
is that they should study the facts. They hav not
done it." "Why, do you know," said he, "that the
death-rate in London is from seventeen to nineteen
in a thousand, and in New York forty-three per thousand ? Do you know how the people are compelled
to liv ? Do you know that it is impossible to keep
the children from the sight of crime, and the girls
from a life of shame? And all because capital 'must
hav its dividend, whether labor gets a fair day's pay
for a fair day's work or not? Do you know that still
there are thirteen thousand children under thirteen
years of age in the factories of New York state who
ought to be in school?'' I knew thah if what he said
was somewhat exaggerated, it was substantially true,
and I recognizec;l. then, as I do now, that what mak~;s
Socialism a power is the fact that there, is terrible
truth in what was asserted. But the question ari!les,
are these men genuin, or are they taking advs.ntage
of the condition of the people for selfish purposes ?
I do not know. They received me like gentlemen.
John Swinton is courteous and cultivated in manner,
and a man who knows what he is about. Some say
"he is a crank." That may be, but there is a marvelous method in his crankiness.
The little tailor said: "Oh, Schwab, he wants to sell
his lager, that's all he wants;" but then, the tailor is
a member of another society. Whether Schwab is
genu in OJ,' not, he· is a power. Just here observe,
Socialism as organizations in the United States has
evidently been captured by the International-the
International that fires at emperors, and dynamites
czars, and seeks, as Schwab distinctly says, the overthrow of all government. Henceforward the trades
union will be exploited by the International. Let
me giv you a few dates. The International, or society of combined Socialists, was started in London
in 1839, and was started by Germans who had been
expelled from Paris. In 1847 a private congress of
Communists was held in London. Karl Marx was
present. A public congress of the International was
to hav been held in Brussels, in 1848; but the Revolution in France hindered it. Not much more is
heard of it until the great builders' strike in London,
in 1859. From this time the Trade Unionists and
the International rapidly converge. In 1862 the
International was formally organized. As the result,
in 1863 and 1864 there was much excitement in
Europe among artisans. The first International
congress was held at Geneva, in 1867, and the same
year two societies were established in the United
States, and in 1872 the Internationalists' headquarters were transferred from London to New York.
The United States at this time is not only the scene
of its own natural and inevitable commotion, but it
is the. capital of the International; it is the asylum of
the discontented and outcast of Europe.
On these shores, to-day, we are facing a vaster
problem than that of slavery, and one more difficult
-A. H. Bradford, D.D.
of solution.
Montclair, N. J.
·
From the Indep<ndent of the folllJwing week,

To THE EDITOR oF THE INDEPENDENT: The Rev. Dr. Amory
H. Bradford, of Montclair, N. J., may be a first· class interviewer, but he is a very poor reporter of his interviews, if I
may judge by his article in the Independent of August 27th.
He makes me say a number of queer things; but the queerest
of them all is this: "That fifty thousand was thl'l average attendance at the Socialist meetings in New York on Sundays."
The good doctor must hav misunderstood me, or else your
printer must hav put the definit number "fifty" in11tead of
the indefinit article "a" b~fore the word "thousand." Let it
stand at a thousand, more or Jess.
But, on the other hand, as regards the number of young
children in the factories of this state, the figures he attributes
to me are far below the facts I
After all this, allow me to say that there is mnoh truth and
force in the article of my esteemed antagonist, Dr Bradford,
JOHN SWINTON,
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Opinion of a Cassadaga Camper.
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With this exception everything was in harmony with name or figure of James Gruet, which Mr. Guild
After a two weeks' sojourn at Cassadaga, I hav just the proclamation of a free platform, and freedom of prefers, may be also inc] uded in the frieze.
Let the next announcemfnt show that the second
returned to my home in the Mahoning valley. On speech was maintained throughout. The doctrin
the e~stern border of Lake Cassadaga is situated the that wrong is as necessary as right in the economy ~200 is raised, since Mr. Fisk bas so promptly and
campmg-grounds of the Spiritualists of western New of God seems to me to be simply a relic of the old hberally completed the first instalment.
T. B. WAKEMAN, Aut4orized Agent.
York, western Pennsylvania, a~d northern Ohio. The theology, with hell everywhere, now, henceforth, and
93 Nassau st., New York City.
grounds are dotted )V.ith handsome cottages, nice forever.
Wrong seems incidental to ignorance, and will dis~e_nts, and stumps, the .st:umps giving the place a primappear
as knowledge increases. And it does seem
.
STATEMENT,
ztlv appearance, as well as adding to the variety.
Th~ fir~t !nstalment of $200 has been completed by Mr.
Centrally located is a fine pavilion, in which meetings li~e a self-evident truth that much wrong might be Photms
Fisk s generous payment of $14.27 deficit.
are held-daily lectures and daily conference meet- d1spens?? w:ith without interfering in any way with
On the second instalment of $200:
the
equilibriUm
of
the
universe.
And
further
there
ings b?ing the main fe~t~res-and many of the speakFor:warded by Courtlandt Palmer from the Concord School
ers bemg angels, or spirits; who " spake as never man wo~ld ?e no danger of wrong disappeari~g too of Philosophy:
Prof. W. T. Harris, Concord Mass.
5 00
spake," and their ~tt~rances soul-inspiring and beau- r~p1dly, If the advocates of its necessity should be Prof.
T~omas Da'vidson, Ora~ge, N.' J., •
5. 00
tiful beyond descriptiOn. The conference meetings s1lent for all time to come. · Drunkenness and de- Mrs. J?ha Ward Howe, Newport, R.I.,
1'00
w.ere fr~e to all. AU w~re invited to take part, and bauchery, with all their kindred vices and crimes Mr. 1\h~hael AnAguas,
''
"
1.00
might
be
dispensed
with,
without
shock
or
harm
t~
Mrs.
Ehzab_eth
Peabody
(a
mite),
:o5
giv their best thoughts m ten-minute speeches.
6.25
Another feature of the entertainment· was music even ~his little world of ours. And the same might By the audience,
in.tersp?rsed w.ith all the proceedings. A brass band: be sa1d of other wrongs. And in conclusion, let me
with piano, . discoursed fine music. Mrs. Denslow say that I know of no place where a few days or
Collected at Belleville, Ont., Can., by Jacob Laud!~~~~O
~nd her ~hil~r?n, and occasionally others, gave thrill- weeks can be spent more pleasantly and prvfitably " who does not sit on the fence while the procession goes by .•~
than at CaRsadaga.
WILLLm WATSON.
Jacob Landsberg,
•
•
1 00
mg and mspmng songs, beautifully sung.
T.Peoples, 1. 00
Lowellville, 0., Aug. 22, 1885.
And then, during th.elast two or three days of my
Jas. Morgan,
·50
George Walton,
·50
soJour~ t~ere, the (l-rattan-Smit\1 family, and Mr. and
1' 00
Mrs. LIIhe, added much to the entertainment by their What the Liberals Should Say to the Christians. St. G. Yauwd, I. Jolies,
1' 00
~oul-stirring music and songs.· And any who desired
1. 00
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : It is Richard Potter, 1t had an opportunity ofattending seances and hear- not ne~essary that I should occupy your space with Fraser Hesestine,
1' 00
1'oo
ing from their friends and loved ones wh~ hadgone quotatiOns to prove the truth of what I am about to Morris Niles,
J. A. Abbott, M.D.,
1'00 ·
before.
·
.... · .
c~arge to the Christians, but for those who are de1:oo
And the social feature, always. coming in between Sirous of my sustaining the charge, I will refer Jos. Templeton,
the other acts, ought not to be overlooked. And them to THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug. 8th, under the
$10.00
tahen altogether, the lectures, conference meetings, head of "Notes and Clippings," and all they will Helen Oller, Sprimgfield .. Mass.,
1.00
1.00
music, and the sociai feature made up an entertain- hav to do to obtain further proof is to keep a good J. W. Hunt, Massillon, 0., Morris Reiman, N.Y., 3.00
ment seldom equaled or enjoyed by mortals here look-out for articles in the papers, especially in the N.C.
Garnett, editor of Unity, Chicago, III.,
2.00
below. But su~h :assemblages are always made up states where there is to be an election this fall.
S. Brewer, Ithaca, N. Y.,
1.00
.i
of persons who entertain different views on almost
Christians,
you
do
yourselvs
a
very
great
injustice
Total on second instalment, ·
$36 30
all subjects. Spiritualism consists in the belief from
evidence obtained, that friends and loved on~s still when yo~ set up a howl like hyenas every time a Lib:. · August 26, 285.
liv, and make themselvs known to their friends here, eral receives a nomination for an office. Did you
Planetary Motion.
after the death of the body. And some are still com· ever know the Liberals to do the like when one of
ing into the Spiritual ranks who hav just learned your number had been nominated? We never in- . To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Aesumthat their loved ones still liv, and hav their views of 9-uire into a candidate's belief, though, all things be- mg that Mr. Edgeworth has sufficient intelligence to
heaven and bell somewhat disturbed or disarranged mg equal, we generally vote for our party's choice. comprehend the logical import of the self-evident fact
do not attempt to set up your peculiar creed
b~t. are still fairly burdened with old theology, super~ But
-it being within the domain of every man's perstlbon, and standards-standards or creeds always as a test of office in a secular government like ours sonal observation-that, howev€1' spiritual the matter
where
none
is
required.
We
know
full
well
that
where
meaning no further progress. And this class of
called ether is supposed to be, it is undeniably of suffiSpiritualists are generally trying to draw Spiritual- there is one that givs such bigoted thoughts pub- cient density to sustain the weight of the planets that
ists and Spiritualism down to their level. And then licity, there are thousands that keep them to them- float upon it, whose weight is evidently sustained by
there are others who are farther advanced who hav selva, and they only find too ready an echo of approval th~ same l~w. of comparativ density by which the
stuck their stakes and make an effort to stay all prog- when uttered by a representativ man.
Now, then, if you propose to proscribe a candidate weight of Similarly constituted bodies is sustained by
ress, until they may sometime in the course of a lifebecause
he is no hypocrit, and, therefore may be re- our atmosphere, I shall suspect him of an intent to whip
time take another step forward.
professors of science to the contrary over my back.
There are also the. more advanced thinkers, who lied on as being duly honest, why, we' propose to However well deserving they may be of the castiamong
those
we
may
chance
to
hav
an
influwork
hav abandoned all standards and creeds, and pay no
gation he ~iv~ them, I shall proteiSt against being
heed to the stakes which hav been set long ages ago, ence over, and vote for this class of men irrespectiv made a whippmg-post of for the purpose of adminisof
party;
and
you
know
that
a
person
has
more
innor yet to the new ones; which hav been stuck down
tering it.
or up by the partially enlightened. And the think- flue~ce in working against his party than in working
Nevertheless, I shall award him my grateful acIt
becomes
necessary
that
we
do
this
in
order
for
It.
ers desire to know the truth-to obtain some knowlknowledgment of his implied, though somewhat eccenthat
we
may
not
commit
suicide
as'a
class·
because
edge of nature-of themselvs, their duties and retric, indorsement of my theory of planetary motion.
sponsibilities, and to do something for the world of w4at professional man, especially the lo~er, does Though, having failed to find it stated in THE TnuTH
not
hope
to
aspire
to
office
some
day?
And
if
we
allow
mankind lying in wickedness ; and some of these
SEEKER, except in his letter of August 1st, page 487,
are Materialists, who hav just been waked up to you to use us to help defeat everyone of our class that a planet cannot recede beyond a given distance
that
gets
nominated,
what
may
we
expect?
Why,
the
renewed effort by the light of immortality.
from the sun for the all-sufficient reason that matter
And the management deserves great credit for es- very men that would help our cause most would be in that direction is of greater density than it can
tablishing and maintaining a free platform in the compelied to .k~ep silent, or to act the hypocrit, and penetrate and displace, I shall· suppose that to be his
midst of such a heterogeneous multitude of conserva- hence ~e don t mtend to help carry out your nefari- view of the subject, and regret that I cannot indorse
tivs, Liberals, Christians, and advanced thinkers as ous designs, either directly or indirectly.
J. A. TuT'rLE.
it.
Canton, Ill.
JoHN W. AnnoTT.
assemble from day to day and from week to week at
Cassadaga.
A Freethinker Founds a Hospital.
From the Staats Zeitung, Aug .. 291/t,
A free platform would hav saved Spiritualism from
'l'he Bruno Statue.
We read in theN. F. Presse, Vienna:" Mr. Oswald
degeneracy, absorption, and extinction eighteen hunMR. EDITOR: The inclosed list speahs for itselfdred years ago, and saved the world, too, from the and very well. The committee here and at Rome can Ottendorfer, editor of the Staats Zeitung, in New
ignorance, superstition, and barbarism of the Dark not help but love large subscriptions, but they know, York, and who was born in Zwittau, Austria, has
Ages. And a free.platform may be necessary in the too, how to appreciate the small ones. While the presented 200,000 Austrian florins for the erection of
present age to save modern Spiritualism from degen- dollars of Mr. FiRk and Mr. Blodgett are gratefully a hospital, poorhouse, and orphans' home. His late
eracy and absorption, and the world from such a state counted, the $0.05, " a mite given out of my poverty,'" wife endowed a lilimilar foundation. The commonof sin, and misery, and barbarism as has prevailed as Mrs. Elizabeth Peabody, "the mother of the kind· alty of Zwittau, in January, called a public meeting
during the last fifteen centuries, or ever since freedom ergarten in America," said at the Concord meeting to consider the plans of the architects Claus and
of worship, learning, and civiliz~tion were extin- may weigh as much or more. Then we may say' Moritz Hintrager. The plans were accepted." An
guislied in the Roman empire by the introduction of "Verily, she has given more than they all," by thi~ Austrian florin is about fifty cents, and Mr. OttenChristianity. But there seemed to be a considerable token of her devotion. To do that we ask rnen who dorfer's gift amounts to $100,000.
strain on the free platform, and freedom of speech, hav means to make the $0.05 of this noble woman at
sometimes. When speakers of the more advanced least $50 in her name ! Let her contribution count
The Pious Mr. Stearns.
type departed from the usual routine, and took oc- that much !
At a recent meeting of the Central Labor Union in this city,
casion to speRk of God, worship, prayer, trust in God,
In the same sense we hope for increased $1 con- a delegation consisting of six ladies, representing the striking
etc., as delusions which must ,be dispelled from the tributions. This statue should be a popular affair. silkweavers of John N. Stearns, was introduced to the meeting.
minds of men, or reform be forever hindered or held There should be as many names of Americans as pas- The spokeswoman said that an atrocious system of fining and
in . a.bey~nce, and w~en signs of degener!lcy amo~g sible o~ the roll of honor which will go into its cor- other tyrannical rules had been introduced into that factory.
Spmtuahst~ we~e pomted out, and the danger of his- ner-stone. It should appear that America is the Fines were imposed for the most insignificant jisobedience of
tory repeatmg Itself, and some remarks made about popular home of liberty. Each of those who hav con- the rules. To sit down, or even to Jean against the wall to get
the church and its teachings perpetuating sin and tributed must therefore act as a committee of one to a little rest, speaking to one another, etc., was sufficient cause
misery in the world, it really was curious and amus- obtain a list of contribution8.
for being fined. The foreman of the factory, in addition to
mg to se~ old Conservatism ar011B? itself and flutter,
We hear nothing but praise of the proposed statue. enforcing the most inhuman rules, had made use of some
and, commg to the rescue, proclaim that wrong was But to the proposed inscription in the book to be held vHy insulting language in presence of the girls and women.
the proprietor, was a very pious man, and had made
just as necessary as right in the. economy of God; by the grand figure of Bruno, "The highest God has Stearns,
it understood that all the money which was collected for fines
that we ought not to find fault w1th or blame any- destined me an apostle, not last or least of the better went to furthering benevolent ends. He had established a
one, for we were all the creatures of circumstances. age to come," Mr. John Prescott Guild a veteran reading.room, a school for cooking and sewing, and various
Others ~dv?cated fatality st~aig~t, reminding on~ of soldier, takes. exception. He also except~ to the use other branches for his employees. Those who attend the
are called upon to pay twenty-five cents per month,
predestinatiOn and foreordmatwn. Great sorrow, of the medallion of the Christian John Huss as an or- classes
and twenty.five cents for every attendance, All this money is
too, was said to be necessary, as an educa~9r. The nament in the frieze.
again used for benevolent purposes-so Mr. Stearns says.
A committee was appointPcl to seek au interview with the
necessity of wrong in the economy of God seemed to
Well! The committee at RomA will consider all
bA quite comforting to some, and everything passed this. Bruno probably meant that Truth was the high- clergy of the sect to which Mr. Stearns bBlongs, Rnd to make
to them the true character of thiH" pious" member, so
oft' smoothly and pleasantly while the writer remained, est God, which rendered the God of his perSliCutors known
as to counteract the "benevolent" efforts of the hypocrit. To
wi.th one single exception. A conservativ manager and their doings in his behalf contemptible.
advertiAe himself as a benefactor he now and then makes a
misrepres?nted a!ld insulted a gentleman on account
As to Huss, he may stand very properly as the ;rep- donation to this or th~>t institution, and through this echem•l
of s9me d1sparag1ng remarks made about the church. resentativ of the dawn of the Reformation, and, .the he has eventually gathered quite a fortune.
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It is written that the :first shall be last. This may the reign of Septimus Severns, in the early p&J't; of
hav been said of Matthew, or it may not. But the the third century. Except the book of Enoch, Oelgospel which unread Ohrjstians believe to hav been sus nowhere mentions the name of any Christian
FOUND&: D BY D. M. BENNETT.
written :first is really tlle last, ·according to the book, and it is evident that his "Logos Alethea"
Editor.
modem lights of the church. No one knows who ("True Doctrin,'' or" Word") was written to refute
E. M. lUODON.A.LD,
·
Business
Manager.
wrote the book of Matthew, and their ignorance is the traditions then current.
0. P. Soi'IIERBY,
all
Christian
scholars
whose
opinion
acknowledged
by
In
conclusion
we
may
say
that
the Christians hav
PUBLISHED BY
is worth having. Professor Davidson, in his " Intro- not one scrap of certain historical evidence of the
T HE T B U T H 8 E EKE B 0 0 M PAN Y. duction to the New Testament," says that the gospel of truth of the claims ~hey put forth for the New TesMatthew, as we now hav it, could not hav been tament.
88 VUD&OD Plaee, New York.
written by Matthew. Papias said that Matthew
It is Dangerous to Be a Modern Christian.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. composed his history in Hebrew, but the present
gospel' ~a in Greek, and as there was, according to
Substantially, religion is a theory of the unknown.
Reverence is the upward-looking of ignorance. In
.Add!rMs all llommunicafi<m6 to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOM- McClintock and Strong's Cyclopedia, another gospel
p .ANY. Mo111 all Drajt6, Oh.ecka, and Postal Orders payabu paBBing under the name of Mabthew, which was used worshiping "God" a man only yearns toward his utby Christians, there is no means of telling which most possible conception of an ideal. It is a rule,
t OH.ARLES P. SOMERBY.
gospel Papias meant. Scholars admit that our gospels that the most ignorant persons bav the most definit;
SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 12, 1885. of Matthew and Mark were not referred to. Tischen- idea of God. A Catholic or a Calvinist· can describe,
dorf, in his "When Were Our Gospels Written?" "him" accurately.· So can a Fejee Islander. Those,
published by the London Religious Tract Society, is who hav progressed far enough to comprehend the,
When the Gospels Were Not Written.
forced to grant it. Professor Davidson fully concedes most scholarly philosophies of the day either say, cc I
We hav received the following with a request to it. Papias spoke of a" gospel according to the He- don't know," or call it the unknowable.
answer. The query is prompted by a series of long brews," and said it contained a history ota woman ac"Revelation " is the writing down of some ancient
articles in a Christian paper supporting the chro- cused of many sins before the Lord. Eusebius said the guesses. A guess once written down cannot be
nology of the gospels as taught in the churches:
Ebionites used a gospel according to the Hebrews; changed. It then to the guesser becomes a fact,
"I would like to ask a question. Did Oelsus speak of the Irenreus said it was the gospel according to Matthew. which the firmer he believes the further will he try
ascension of Jesus Ohrist? If so, it establishes the fact that the Epiphanius (A.D. 403) and Jerome (A.D. 420) say these to propagate, and the more indignant will he become
fi.rstfourgosp"elswereknownbeforelSl,whichBennettdenies." two books were the same. As the gospel according at the doubter. This was the attitude of the early
It is not probable that the exact date of the gospels to the Hebrews was in existence and in use :first, the Oh'ristians, and this attitude the church maintains tocan ever be known. That they were not written deduction is quite plain that some one subsequeBtly day.
when they purport to hav been is as certain as any- forged Matthew's name to it (Short Hist. Bible, p.
The earliest Christians were intolerant and ignothing can be about those times. The best Christian 30). The theft was consummated, Keeler thinks, rant to the last degree. Christianity :first spread
among the slaves of the pagans and among the
authorities agree on this point. To print all the about 180.
evidence upon which this conclusion is based would
Our correspondent will see that Mr. Bennett had poorer people. Their belief was that the world was
take THE TRuTH SE1!lKEB several months. We may, how- ample authority for his denial of an early date to the soon to end, and their great source of content was
ever, briefly epitomize the conclusions.
gospels. The :first " apostolic father " was Clement of that when their masters had been destroyed the few
There is reason to believe that Luke's gospel was Rome (A.D. 97). In his epistle to the Corinthians thousands who accepted Christ as a supernatural
the earliest. This is rendered probable partly by there is no mention of either Matthew, :Mark, Luke, savior would be sayed. They believed that the whole
internal evidence and partly from what might be or John. In neither of Ignatius's four epistles (A,D. world was created only to be damned and as a foil to
called political reasons-for church politics and wire- 115) is there the least mention of the four gospels. their own salvation.
pulling are as old as Christianity. The date of Luke Polycarp (A.D. 116) is also silent. There is an epistle
"Zeal, then, not charity, became the guide,
may be inferred from a statement made by Jerome, attributed to Barnabas, probably written about, A.D.
And hell was built on spite, and heaven on pride.''
that Luke, in chapter i, v. 1, refers to the gospels of 130, but it makes no mention of the four gospels.
But since the world did not bring itself to an un.
Basilides and Apelles. The gospel of Basilides dates Hermas of Rome wrote, it is believed, the "Shepherd timely end, the Christians h!Lv stretched their scheme
from A.D. 125 ; that of Apelles, about 160. Accord- of Hermas" about A.D. 150. He· makes no reference to cover eternity. They put :first one new blade, and
ing to Jerome, then, Luke was after 160. In this to either of the four gospels. This comprises, says then another, into their jackknife, then a mainspring,
Venerable Bede agrees with Jerome. Epiphanius Keeler, the whole of the extant Christian literature and then added a new handle.. Yet, if we do not besays Luke meant Oerinthus, who wrote about 145. from the death of Jesus to the middle of the second lieve it to be the same old knife, we shall be damned.
All authorities agree that he did not mean the other century, and not one writer mentions the four gosWe'll be damned if we do. Revelation xxii, 19,
three evangelists. Wescott thinks that Luke's gospel pels, or makes the slightest reference to them. They makes that plain.
circulated mostly about Alexandria and Antioch when make quotations from tradition, and from other goa- ·
-------:first published. If so it would probably be addressed pels, but not from our four. As we hav seen, TheCremation.
to Theopbilus, who afterward, about 180, became ophilus of Antioch (A.D. 150) was the :first to mention
A few years ago a person who favored incineration
bishop of Antioch. (See Waite's History of the an evangelist by name. The :first writer who men- of the dead was looked upon as a heretic but little less
Christian Religion, chapter xxviii.) Professor David- tioned all four of the present gospels by name was depraved than " Tom " Paine. , So strong, indeed,
son says Luke did not write the gospel at all. Bronson Irenreus who :flourished about A.D. 200. Dr. West- was the opposition of the church to this method of
Keeler, obtaining his data principally from Davidson cott calls the :first two centurie·a "the datk age of disposing of the dead, that it was left to the, heretics
and Wescott, concludes that Luke was written or Christian literature." He says: "A few letters of -the Infidels-to advocate and defend the practice.
compiled (perhaps from Marcion's gospel) about 170. consolation and warning, two or three apologies ad- But to-day cremation has gained strong headway not
Mark is probably the next gospel in point of time. dressed to heathen, a controversy with a Jew, a vision, only in this country but in Europe. First to follow
Waite says it was cc probably constructed from the and a scanty gleaning of fragments of lost works, the lead of America was Germany. The Gotha Oregospel of Peter, as a basis, with many changes, and comprise all Christian literature up to the middle of matory was opened in 1878, and 200 bodies hav been
the incorporation of new material." All the best the second century." This is a frank confession that burned there. In 1881 and 1882 the number was
authorities agree that it is anonymous. Professor Da- the four gospels were not in existence prior.· to A.D. only 33, in 1883 it was 4 7, and in 1884 it was 54. In
vidson, especially, is emphatic on this point. Papias 150. The author of" Supernatural Religion" says: Italy half a dozen crematories hav been built, and the.
said that John the Presbyter said that Mark was the "We do not find any real trace even. of the existence cremations now number 362. In Milan there are
interpreter of Peter. But Papias's works are all lost of our gospels for a century and a half after the 6,000 members of a single society. In France the
and we hav to take the word of Eusebius. So it events they record. They are anonymous narrative, topic has been much discussed, but the practice is
amounts to this: That Eusebius said that Papias said and there is no evidence of any value connecting still illegal, although Gambetta favored a permissiv
that John the Presbyter said that Mark said that these works with the writers to whom they are popu- law. The committee of the Belgian Chamber has faPeter said that Jesus said thus and so. That, says larly attributed" (p. 700). This,· supposing Christ vorably reported upon a petition for a law making ereKeeler, is the historical lineage of the authenticity of to hav been thirty-three years of age at the time of mation optional. No action has been taken in Austria,
the gospel of Mark. Anyone acquainted with Euse- the crucifixion, and his work to hav been performed it is believed, although opinion was officially.g-athered
bins's general character will hav very little respect during the three preceding years, would make the throughout the empire so early as 1878. In England
for his evidence. Mark is supposed to hav been date of the gospels from 180 to 183. Allowing the Lady Hanham and the wife of Capt. Hanham were
written or compiled about 175.
usually accepted error of four years in our Christian cremated in 1882, but they set no fashion, although
John is next. This gospel is also anonymous. chronology, it would date the gospels from 180 to they brought the subject prominently forward.
Davidson says its Johannine authorship must be 187. Counting from the alleged birth of Christ, the
Dr. Le Moyne, who built the :first furnace in the
abandoned, and its existence prior to A.D. 140 cannot gospels date anywhere from 150 to 187. This is the United States, was a Freethinker. In 1876 Baron
be maintained (Canon, p. 99; in his Introduction to earliest possible date, and the probabilities are that De Palm's body was incinerated under theosophic
the New Testament the limit is 150). Both Irenreus they were written or compiled from a miscellaneous auspices. Since then the managers of Le Moyna's
and Jerome assert that John wrote against Oerin- lot of gospels and oral tradition somewhere between Crematory at Washington, Pa., hav been obliged to
refuse to receive bodies from outside the limits of the
thus (A.D. 145). There is evidence that in the con- the years 170 and 180.
struction of this gospel, as in that of Matthew, the
Oelsus refers to the alleged resurrection of Christ, county, so numerous were the applications. In 1881
author had in view the building up of the Roman only to discredit it. But his mention of the resur- was org-anized the New York Cremation Society, of
hierarchy, the foundations of which were then rection counts for nothing. Though Lardner ascribes which J. B. Brown was the president, and D. W.
(about A.D;· 177-8) being laid (Waite's Hist. Chris. the date of Oelsus (whom we know only by those Craig secretary. Both these gentlemen are activ
ReL, P· 357). Certain it is that no Christian writer scraps of his writing preserved in Origen's contro- Freethinkers. From this society was organized the
makes mention of it previous to 180. In that year, versy with him) to A.v.176, the ascription is arbitrary United States Cremation Company, which has nearly
Theophilus of Antioch speaks of John's gospel, but and without historical support. Oelsus is generally completed a building on Mount Olivet, on Long
H<~vs nothing of the writer having been an apostle. credited with having written about A.D. 200. The Island. In 1884 11o cremation company was organized.
.K tller concludes it may hav been written_ about 178. author of "Supernatural Religion" assigns him to in Buffalo, with 'a capital of ten thousand dollars.
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"THERE is no excuse," says a Catholic of Rochester," for
any parent in this city to peril the soul of his child by sending him to the public school, as every parish has its own
school fully organized and equipped, with ample accommoda·
tion for all of the children." From the above two things can
be plainly seen: the unconquerable hostility of the Catholics to
Editorial Notes.
our public school system, and the strenuous endeavors the
A coRRESPONDENT writes that in one of General Grant's mas- Romish church is making to guard its own.
sages to Congress he recommended the taxation of church
property, and wishes us to print the passage. We hav not the
A REv. C. MA.cDONNA tried_ to make a point against Ch~ies
copy on hand, but if any ef our readers will forward it, the_ Bradlaugh by writing to an English journal that:
request will be cheerfully co~ plied with.
, "~r. Webq, who ":as then re.sident surgeon at St. Luke's
. . . .
. Hospital, and has smce marned Mr. W. H. Vanderbilt's
.~HRE~ deac~ns of De~ver are on. trial for v10latmg t?e' ~aughter, inform~d me that ~r. Cha~les Bradlaugh was ~ paCivil Rights bill by forcibly preventmg a young colored grrl t1ent ·at the hoRpital, very seriOusly ill, with little hope of refrom entering one of the Methodist churches of that city. covery, and that he was attended by the Episcopalian chaplain
The oomma11d of Christ ''Suffer little children" to come unto of the hospital. Mr. Bradlaugh's admirers can sound him
;g~re&t obstacle in the way of the cremationists. Less me, and forbid th·em n;t," does not seem to hav much weight upon the subject during his visit to Birkenhead next week."
lftnd less do the people now believe in a literal resur-. with the three deacons of Denver.
Mr. Bradlaugh explodes this story by telling the truth; He
;~tion ; to meet this growth toward rationalism, TAL:MA:aE:, who is now in England, told the PaU Mall GazeUe says:
"It is true, as our readers here will know, that. Mr; .Ihad~
"the ministers say it will be as easy for'God to gather reporter that his remedy for the evil of prostitution is early laugh wasverydangerqusly_ill_of typhoid feverin New York iii
•up a person from ashes_ and gas as it is to collect the marriages ap.d small families. This is precisely what Mr. November and :December, 1875. It is true that he was a pri;gases from the mold of the grave or which hav gone Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant hav been saying for years, and for vate and paying patient, admirably cared for in St. Luke's
Fifth Avenue. It is absolutely untrue that Mr.
:;forth into grasses and flowers. A few clergymen are saying it the church has heaped upon them the Vilest abiise. Hospital,
Bradlaugh was ' attended by the Episcopal chaplain of the
What will the Christians of England say o~ Talmage?
hospital.' Mr. Bradlaugh never even saw the chaplain. Dr.
possessed of common sense enough to boldly advocate
Muhlenburg, the founder of the hospital, visited Mr. Bradcremation as the most sensible, cleanly, and healthy JoHN SwiNToN says, "Montreal papers first fought small- laugh
once after Mr. Bradlaugh was declared convalescent.
way of disposing of bodies. These preachers, how- pox with public prayers and processions, and then fell back Dr. Abbe, not Dr. Webb, was then resident hom·e surgeon.
on vaccination." Has it come to this, then, that cox-pox is Mr. Bradlaugh nover heard of Dr. Webb. Dr. Learning was
ever, are those tinctured with radicalism, if not with more powerful than the God of hosts? Or did 1;1ot the Mon- Mr. Bradlaugh's physician."
absalute heresy. Catholicism, of course, will oppose treal papers hav sufficient influence with him, or did he wish
the method, but the 'fact that in Italy cremation is his children to die of a loathsome disease? We should like to THE conversation of Theodore Davis, brother of the ;windier shot last week by a Texan, and the minister who officiated
numerically strongest shows that the pope- cannot hav some ministers' meeting settle this.
at the funeral, is interesting reading for Christians. "My
bav everything his own way.
MR. THos. P. BA.RRow, 31 Bath street, Belgrave, Leicester, mother was a good woman, Mr. Stansbury," Theodore said to
As sanitary science long since established the fact England, writes Annie Besant: "Woman, your sins cry aloud the clergyman, "and brought me and Tom up in the way
that earth burial near towns and cities is an evil for vengeance. Know that your accursed ·life has neared its we should go. My father was a drinking man, but he knew
end upon earth. Know that hell is anxiously waiting for your
inflicted upon the living, it is not so much a matter for accursed • . • soul." Mrs. Besant says she cannot quote the force of religion. Many a time when he was tipsy he
caught Tom and me by the nape of our necks and marched us
-wonder that crematiCin has made such progress dur- further, because the language of Mr. Barrow is so filthy that off
to Sunday-school. I could bear up under this if I only
ing the past nine years as it is that it made so little it is only fit for use by a Christian of his type. She adds: knew where Tom was. Where do you think Tom is?" "Yoti
during the preceding years. It is probable that a "Can any sane person suppose that a letter of this sort can know our hereafter is decided by our lives," Mr. StansburJ
· b
hav the smallest effect, save to cause a feeling of amusement
quarter of a century from now cremation Will e the at hell's anxiety, and of disgust at the foulness of the rest?" said to Theodore. "! am inclined to believe in the religion of
prevailiog custom, and burials near cities forbidden THE London Academy publishes a new poem by Robert Bu- election by faith," Theodore said to the minister. The repof.b
adds that though Mr. Stansbury does not follow that dotJtritl 1
by
to protect the health of the living.
chan an on Walt Whitman, which concludes with the following he told Theodore Davis that if he believed he cduld be saved
lines:
by the loss of his brother, he hoped he wouid try. If the
Capel on the wrong Track.
" The noblest head 'neath western skies,
Davis brothers had been brought up Freethinkers, there is not
In lecturing recently upon the claims of the papacy
The tenderest heart, the clearest eyes,
a Christian paper or preacher in the country who would not
..... viewed in the light of the a,cripture, Monsignor
Are thine, my Socrates, whose fate
hav found therein the biggest kind of a moral. And somehow
....,
Is beautifully desolate!
we think the conversation is distended with a moral. That
C&pel quoted the four passages depended upon by the
As deep as hell, as high as heaven,
moral, however, is not against Infidelity.
tChurch to establish the popeship of Peter, and argued
Thy wisdom hath this lesson given:
When all the gods that reigned and reign
Jfor their sufficiency, because the doctrin of the trinHav fallen like leaves and left no sign,
A CHicA.oo paper publishes a remarkable story of the disJity, generally accepted by Christians, has only the
The godlike Man shall still remain
covery of ocular evidence of the human soul at Lincoln, Neb.,
To prove Humanity divine!"
by a microscopist whose name is modestly withheld, but whose
·one passage in John to support it, and of that he That is a funny song for Buchanan to sing!
story was telegraphed over the country yesterday. His attensaid,-" There is a strong prabability of its being an A LoNDON correspondent writes to a western paper that the tion was first attracted to the matter, he says, by a man lying
interpolation."
·
"burning topic" of newspaper discussion in England at the upon a sofa suffering with a pain in his foot, and yet there
The strongest argument against the dogma of the present is disestablishment of the Church of England. The was no foot there to suffer, the leg having been amputated
trinity is the utter impossibility of its being true. Standard predicts that disestablishment will not be in the nearly to the hip. He proeured the most powerful lenses he
There is no proof that there exists
Father, Son, and front row of public questions in November, but will occupy a could find and completed an investigation of his own, and arrespectable position in the second row. The Standard says: ranged the lights so as to examin the microbes of the air. He
Holy Ghost" at the present time, and until such proof "The most trusted radical leaders show little disposition to then procured a subject in a friend whose arm was amputated,
is advanced there is no use trying to prove the trini- raise this question as one of the practical issues of the next and, says he, "adjusting the glass a world of revelation broke
tarian dogma. With the pope, however, the case is Parliament." The correspondent adds: "The clergymen hav, upon me. The dual hand lay beneath my glass. I asked
different. We know that a pope exists to-day, claim- however, shown by numerous letters to various papers their him to make letters with his imaginary finger. He did so,
ing direct heirship from Peter. His claims to be fear that the subject is more in the thoughts of the new voters and to his wonder and astonishment I spelled out the sen•
than has been supposed. The writers object to giving to tences he wrote." Upon this story the Washington Post has in·
vicegerent of God are based upon the supposed com- Cresar those things which are God's, but point out the general terviewed Dr. E. M. Schaefer, the well-known microscopist of
mands of a supposed Christ to a supposed Peter. But fEieling among agricultural laborers that their votes must win Washington. He said: "This story could hav been made
if Peter never existed, or never was authorized to act for themselvs larger wages and better living. From such a more ingenious if the inventor had been better acquainted
as pope, then the line is broken, and the present spirit clergymen fear immediate attacks on tithes and church with microscopical instruments. As it is it bears a lie on its
property."
face, outside the unreality of the story. With the weakest
pope's claims are based on air.
Peter's popeship is either a historical fact or it is THE great number of fallen clergymen has moved the editor magnifying glass it is impossible to see an entire object larger
clo;m that Peter was martyred in Rome is of the Methodist organ to giv the preachers some good advice. than a fly. Now, this story says that with the most powerful
not. The '""
magnifying glass he could find be saw the hand write. With
He warns them thus:
one not sustainable by any credible evidence. In the "If ministers will visit ladies elsewhere than in the parlor a powerful glass the entire hand would appear larger than the
Catholic church it is a tradition supported only by or common meeting-room of the family; if they will receive capitol, and you can see the difficulty in seeing such an object
· t
ht t C th li hil calls from those they do not know, or from any woman what. at one time." "Did yon ever hear of anyone making such
manufactured testimony; It lS aug 0 a 0 c c • -ever, in their study, either at the house or in the .church; if an experiment?" "No, not '>Utside an insane asylum. A
dren as undoubted truth, the same as is the garden of they will receive communications as to ':lomestic discords from magnifying glass is a material instrument, and can only maga wife, without a witness to the conversation; if they indulge
Eden story, and like. that story has not the slightest in
the compliments on personal appearance which are the nify material objects. The nearest we hav come to seemg the
historical evidence upon which to rest. Indeed, the breath of life to the vain; if they allow themselvs to answer a human soul is in examining the cells of the brain. 'fhere we
very existence of Peter, the writer of the two epistles summons at night for ministerial service to an unknown can only see matter that exists, and that is about all we will
house, they must expect scandal, for they court it. We hav ever see. However, this discoverer may prove a blessing yet.
in the New Testament, is seriously questioned by known all these to bring a clergyman into disgrace. It is a For
instance, he should be asked to examin some of our cor~
Christian writers. Dr. Davidson holds that Peter bad spot to be in where a minister's reputation for purity can porations
that are said to be soulless. If he could discover a
be saved only by admitting that he is a fool."
wrote neither of the epistles ascribed to him, assign- We hope the advice to keep out of equivocal positions will soul in them it would take off the reproach with which they
ing the authorship of the first to a date several years be heeded by the clergy. It strains our resources sometimes are attended." The Post adds: "It is understood by late dispatches from Chicago that this pioneer microscopist is making
after Peter's alleged martyrdom at Rome, and the to keep up with the record of clerical delinquencies.
preparations to examin both the Wabash railroad and its ofsecond to somewhere about the date 170. Who, then, AN International Freethought Conference will be held at ficials."
was the Peter crucified with his head downward be- Antwerp, Belgium, on the 20th, 21st, 22d, and 23d of this
cause he thought himself unworthy to die in the month. Two Antwerp Freethought Associations, La Libre
.Answers to Inquiries.
same position as did Christ? There was a Cephas Pensee and Les Solidaires, are activ in connection with the
.d .
. h arrangements. Several very eminent names appear on the
MARY E. SMI'rH.-1. There are no traces of Solomon's temfloating around about that time whose 1 entity Wit Brussels committee, including some of the leading public ple. All there is known about it is what the Bible says. That
Peter has been assumed by theologians, but some of men. The questions on the agenda for discussion are: 1. The cannot by any means be called authentic history. 2. Rome is
the most competent critics deny ,it, and there is no social role of religions: Has the religious idea been of utility such an ancient city, has been sacked so many times, and its finevidence for .it. This Cephas was not an apostle, but to society in the past? What is its utility now? What part est buildings destroyed (cattle even having been pastured on the
one of the seventy, according to Eusebius. I1,1 "Rev- will it play in the future? 2. Moral responsibility and the very spots where once stood princely palaces), that its soil, to
philosophic foundation of punishment. 3. Secular education: a very great depth, is a mass of rubbish, consisting of the deelations of Antichrist" the papal claim to Peter is Ought it to be neutral in the sense of indifference to religious bris of old buildings and other refuse. The foundations of
discussed at length, and the conclusion of that writer dogmas, or ought it to be distinctly hostil to religious beliefs? some of the present buildings are from forty to sixty feet beis that there was no Peter. The question, therefore, 4.. The need for Freethinkers to make their private and do- low the top of the ground. It is through these accumulations
for Mr. Capel to solve is not whether Peter was in- mastic actions conformable to their public declarations. 5. of centuries that the present excavations are bE~ing made. 3.
k
b
h th
The oath question. 6. Religious wars: Are these to be Ne~tor was the friend of Hercules, and was distinguished for
vested by Christ with the eys of heaven, ut w e er feared in the present age? There will also be a meeting of the his valor, wisdom, justice, and eloquence. In old age he was
his church is a direct descendant of him. The Peter members and_friends of the International Federation of Free- honored by those seeking advice and direction as though he
crucified under Nero, now called the first pope, could thinkers, in order to promote more intimate relations between were of equal authority with the gods. From this you cuu
easUy see what the saying means.
not haT been the apostle Peter,
the Freethinkers of various countries.

IDuring the same year the New England Cremation
:Society was organized at Boston ; at Lancast!lr, Pa.,
'Was built the second crematory; and the University
•of Pennsylvania built the third. At Pittsburg a fur'Uooe usi.ng na~ur.al gas is expected. to be completed
'fiOon. In New Orleans the grand jury haf! advised
cremation in cases of public charity upon the ground
that burial in: the neighboring lowlands is at least a
p«ll8Sible danger to the public health.
This progress in cremation the Times calls a victory
· di
of !l'eason over sentiment and preJU ·ce. ·It is also a
victory of progress over the stupidity of the church.
"Jrhe impossible dogm_a of the resurrection h_ as been a

law

a"

Another burning question for him to take hold of
is, whether there ever was a QJrist to bequeath th~
keys of heaven, o:.: an~ heaven with -keys to be bequeathed!
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forces by shaving off the hair, when nature has developed it ' man to arrest me. He did so. I went with him to the lock.·
as a savior of life and vigor? How many of our charming and up. Was not there two minutes when two citizens, hearing
gifted speakers and writeitt of the "softer and sweeter sex" of the arrest, stepped in and voluntarily offered to go my b"il.
keep olean stomachs and sweet breaths, fully expanded lungs, One only being needed, one of them signed my bonds, when
READING, KAN., Aug. 20, 1885.
and free limbs and muscles, and dress in conform.ity to con- I was again at liberty.
MR. EDITOR: Each and. every individual feels and knows his venience, decency, and health from head to foot? How many
I am nearly fifty years old, and this is the first time I was
own inferiority and dependence.
·
brilliant and inspiring men and women in the Liberal ranks ever under an arrest in my life. My trial came off y,esterday
The most noble and learned philanthropist, whose every hav gone to premature graves, their luminous minds sud- before one..ef our justices of the peace, who gave a cleai; and
deed and word refle~ts only evidence of great moral worth; denly eclipsed, "Broken gems whose inborn light is scat- decided judgment m my favor, putting the Salvation Armyin
the egotistic, self-conceited bigot, however much he may rant tered ne'er (?) to re-unite," because they did not know how to for all cost,.and exonerating me from all blame in"the matter;·
abou~ his independence and firmness of views, faith, and be- liv-did not appreciate the value and significance of this life? There were eight witnesses examined, and from· theil" testiliefs, and however much he may proclaim his conformity to " He that cannot liv well to-day will be less qualified to liv mony it was .plainly to be seen t)lat they thought I was the
them, in common with the most ignorant and barbarous; and well to-morrow." Humanity hav ever been diverted from this cause of all disturbance.
the infant in arms-all and each are held in obedience to their life and its uses, grandeur, and glory, to an imaginary, fabriI did not think to trouble you with so long ·a letter, but I.
individual idea of action either by hope of reward or fear of cated "home above," or "summer land," or filled with fear, merely wished to show how" anxious they were to prosecute an
condemnation from a higher and greater power.
dread, and anti-vital apprehension of an awful hell and an Infidel, for that was clearly the cause of my arrest.
In proportion as we comprehend that higher and greater avenging God, that kept them in their blind faith on "the
·
Yours truly,
I. W. ARCHIBALD.
power to which we are subjected, and in the degree in which ragged edge of despair," or drove them to insanity and suicide.
CHRISTIANITY NOT coMPULSORY.
we value or fear that power, so are our actions governed and Let the human tree of life be germinated from the best proFrom the Elgin Daily C<mrier of .August 27th.
controled.
toplasm or seed, and then let it grow naturally and healthfully;
When Isaac Archibald was called upon to giv testimony at
The child in arms comprehends only its immediate wants. its roots in the most fertil soil, its trunk and top (brain) in his trial, yesterday, he declined to be sworn, saying that, ils
Having no fear of its indulgent mother, it grabs for an imme- pure ail", and when its top is developed it will bear luscious he acknowledged no God, an oath could httv no significance,
fruit and fragrant odors, and thareon will be a spirit land in with him. He was permitted to affirm. .Mr. Archibald stated
diate reward and gets it.
that he had been attracted to the council room as he·was passUntil that child has intelligence and is taught the fear of its this life, and so it will be "a paying investment." Reader, I ing to his home, by loud and discordant noises, shouting, singmother's censure, and a desire for her approbation, with a would fain be a naturalist and humanitarian, and all that those ing, and clapping of ha.nds. He stepped inside the door, and
knowledge of greater reward by obedience than disobedience, words imply, that I may, by example and precept, teach how presumed he had his hat on, but did nothing to create disorJ. H. CooK.
der. Will Spire had told him to take off his hat. He did not
it is on the road to barbarism. The motiv of all is selfish- to liv.
like to be made to do anything, and had not hastened to comness. The only object of any is to know how to best gratify
ply. · Spire and others had then become peremptory in their
their selfish motivs. The only difference between the child,
HARWICH, MAss., Aug. 10, 1885.
demands, and, evidently wanting trouble, had called on an ofthe ignorant barbarian, and the learned philanthropist, is the
MR. EDITOR: I am in receipt of a paper from Soward Mitch- ficer to arrest him.
.
different degree of comprehension of the best and surest ell, of Newport, Maine, the title of which is, "Important
The section of the ordinance on which it was thought to
wuy to control that greater and higher power to assist us to Truths; Preparing the Way for Coming Generations." Now, convict Mr. Archibald makes a person guilty of a misdemeanor
gratify that selfishness. Education alone, which givs us the I must say there are many "Important Truths" contained in who shall conduct himself in a "rude and indecent manner"
while in a public assembly. Either intention~tlly or through
power of mind to comprehend, teaches us that the best way that little pamphlet which, if treasured up, .would make bet- a blunder, the conjnncliion "and" is used in the ordinance
to grat1fy our own selfishness is to allow all others the same ter men, better women, better families, better society, better instead of "or." Attorney Irwin allowed that the wearing of
privilege, and not only allow but assist them to do so. The citizens, a better country, and a better world. And I should a hat in any assembly, with a few well-known exceptions, was
greatest and highest power of earth is the people, and he who judge Brother·Mitchell to be a self-sacrificing and benevolent mrle conduct probably, but not indecent conduct. He held
adminiHter~ most to the wants and personal desires or the man, who perhaps has seen enough of fraud and chicanery, that, under the ordinance, his client would hav to be guilty of
both to be held. This was the main defense.
selfishness of the people upon the earth, is the greatest, the hypocrisy and corruption; in church and state to disgust even
Justice Hubbard rendered a decision of no cause of action,
happiest, and the best, because he does the most to promote an indifferent stoic, .r;nuch more such an ardent radical and the army to pay the costs. He took occasion, to advise the dehis own selfishness. He has gained th~ highest eminence in lover of the right as I should judge him to be.
fendant that it is customary to remove one's. hat at any public
morality and Christianity, because Christ said, "Do unto others
I admire such self-sacrificing men; I admire bravery for the assembly held indoors, and especially where religious services
as ye would that others should do to you; and this is the right; I admire fidelity to convictions and bravery in giving are being held. He advised Mr: Archibald to do this in the
future. His honor then suggested to the Salvation Army that
whole of the law."
expression to them, but with all I see so admirable. in the sen- it get religion enough so thttt its· services will not cease when
In absence of education and that enlightenment which timents expressed in the above pamphlet, I can but call in one man with a hat on makes his appearance. He said that
science alone can giv, this grand and lofty view for the eleva- question some of the ideas adv .. nced until evidenc~ shall change the trouble had not begun until tne members of the_ Army_
provoked it, and that he thought they wished trouble to occur,
tion of the moral standard of mankind is incomprehensible.
my mind.
The ignorant and barbarous masses which peopled the
It is plain enough that church and state hav always been or they would hav gone on with their worship notwithstandearth when the ancient Bibles were written could only be partners in crime; that th!J church has· been assisted by the ing. ·Archibald had been ordered to take off his hat or be ar- ·
rested, and naturally had not liked bulldozing.
.
controled by fear. The few that were educated had neither state in sheddipg the blood of millions, yet I cannot see the
The case was prosecuted for all it was worth by the city atthe power to educate or tyrannize them. The uneducated bar- propriety of withdrawing frolll all participation in government torney. A conviction was impossible under the ordinance and
barian was just as big as Moses or Zoroaster, and they, selling and giving up to the wor~t portion of the people the manage- the evidence.
their powerlessness to control thQ then barbarous tribes of the ment of the same. If we cannot hav the government as pure
A FREE ''AD."
earth, or their regards for the rights of others, very naturally as we wish; if bad men will get into responsible offices and
made that God which they believed did exist to appear and wield their influence to selfish ends, had we not better stay in'
BuTLER, N. J., Aug. 26, 1885.
tell the ignorant barbarians of his mighty power and wrath it and render such service as shall neutralize by. counteraction
MR. EDITOR: I built a house for a man here with whom I
with which he would visit them if they did not obey, as the effects of political corruption?
hav made my home the past eleven years. It is about as'good
the mother, finding herself powerless to control her wayward
It seems to me we hav as good reason to get out of the world as it is possible to build of wood, and finished with chestnut.
boy, seeks to terrify him by reminding him of the wrath and because of the depravity of the people in .it as to withdraw and black walnut. There are five square rooms on the.first
vengeance of the absent father which will surely be visited from government because of the depravity of politicians. It floor, about fourteen feet square, four bedrooms above, a
upon him upon his coming. That boy could not and would is deplorable that we hav so many unprincipled villains in ~plendid gravel roof, heater in cellar, water in house, plenty
not believe unless he had a knowledge of his father's existence, high places, but would it be better if all the good elements and good. Must be seen to be appreciated. He now wants
and had felt his rod and heard his angry voice.
were extracted from it and government left without any re- to sell it (I am sorry to say, for my heart is in it). Little·
Thus Zoroaster, Moses, & Co. very naturally, in their mis- deeming features ?
malaria or musketos; within five minutes of post-office and
comprehension of the necessity in those times and in those
Of course we could indirectly bring to bear upon it a healthy depot; about thirty miles from New York city; four passenger
barbarous ages, made each their individual imaginary God to influence in other ways than by voting-and indeed, more de- trairs to New York daily except Sunday; four stores; three
appear, they being the medium through which he spoke" to the pendence i~ to be placed in the renovation of public sentiment, mental slaughter-houses with their usual complement of savarious tribes of the severe punishments or glorious rewards but we can ill afford to lose whatever of influence we can hav· loons; telephone and telegraph, etc.; fruit-trees, grape-vines,
with which he would surely visit them for obeying or disobey- as voters, however little that may be.
shrubbery, strawberries, currants, and raspberries. Trouting the law.
W. H. PENFIELD.
Suppose all we Freethinkers and all other right-minded brook bounds one side of the house. House, lot, and outpersons should cease voting, how soon we should all be fet- buildings can be bought for $2,500. Half or more can rem(lin
"
tered with the manacles of ecclesiastical oppression and tyr- on bond and mortgage for a term of years to suit the buyer.
CHEATED OUT OF LIFE.
MR. EDITOR: The above words might be appropriately writ- anny! And only too glad would that hoary old monster of I would like to llav some Liberal buy it who wants a good
ten upon the tombstones and monuments of most of those who iniquity and"intoleranoe, the church of Rome, be to run the house at a bargain. I don't want any orthodox devils to hav
hav "lived (?), moved, and had a being'' on this planet. Said machinery of government in the interest of It~ abominable re- it. Now, if either of you, or any other of our church, wants
the Jearned and pious Dr. Blair many years ago: '' One science ligion and curtail, if not totally repress, the progresHiv spirit this, come and see it.
W. 0. JA.qo;sr.
tbere is above all others, and that is the scien.ce of living well.'• of the age. No, my good brother Mitchell, we IllUst not let
I hear people saying of such a man, "H.e died rich, respected, slip from our har.ds our Rhare in our government, and giv it
ST. CATHERINEs,- 0NT., CAN., Aug. 24, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: My letter you kindly published in your last
honored, etc." Wh11t benefit or good is it to a man to die up altogether into the hands of priests and corrupt politicians,
rich, or to be followed to his costly tomb by thousands of but we will do our level best to secularize and redeem it from number is quite correct with one exception. In the latter
blind idolators dazzled by his ill-gotten possessions or titles, every vestige of religion, whether good or bad. lf every man part where it reads, "for I had signed my name within C. B.
if he has lived poor and caused thousands around him to liv and woman was as good as Brother Mitchell, we should even Thompson, JlB usual, and Mr. Leavenworth .was one of the
poor, by enslaving and robbing them of the proceeds of their then need a government. Order is necessary in every depart- few," it should hav read after "as usual," "and there were
labor? The great mass of humanity, even in civilized(?) and ment of life, and we cannot hav order without government.
but few who knew my first name, and Mr. Leavenworth was
enlightened (?)countries, the moment they are born and begin
There are a few other point~ in Brother Mitchell screed that one of the. few."
to breathe and tl•e human machinery begins to move, are appear to me questionable, but there is so little of the obje~
I see that Thomas Harding, of Sturgis, Mich., has penned
taugpt, both by precept and example, human falsehoods and tionable in his paper that .I cannot but recommend it to ev- a candid and sensible letter upon the subject of Spiritualism.
absurdities, bad habits and suicidal fashions and customs, and eryone for perusal and profit.
No reasonable Spiritualist or Materialist should take any ex- _
B. F. RoBBINS.
to clog, derange, impair, and poison "The-house-1-live-in,''
ception to it. He says in one paragraph, "In my. opinion the
torture and torment its so-called occupant, the mind, and drive
"
ELGIN, ILL., Aug. 28, 285.
first duty of man on earth is to be happy a·nd mind his legitiit out prematurely to a crowded hell or (if orthodoxy be true)
ME. EDIToR: After bearing with the Sttlvation Arrny until mate business; and if he does that as every honest man should,
to a sparsely occupied heaven.
patience ceased to be a virtue, the police arrested them Sun- he has nothing to fear from so-called 'death,' of which orthoI hav lived(?) s1xty-six years to learn how little I know of day last as they were marching through the streets with their doxy taught him to stand in dread." Those ate my senti-.
"how to liv," although my activ and retentiv brain is a vast wild noise, beating their drums and ringing their bells; and ments. I hav come to the conclusion, after investigating the
receptacle of facts and impressions, useless for that pUI"pose. Monday they were fined $3 and discharged, promising to be subject pro and con for many years, that the better way is to
The vast number of males and females who pass through our more circumspect. 'On Monday evening, by the permi8sion of enjoy this world we are in as best we can, and if there is
sch;ols violate the ld.WB of life, health, a~d parentage, while the mayor, they held. their meeting in the. court house. A~ the another world and we should wake up in it some day do the
getting their education, and after, all through life, because writer was passing about nine o'clock Monday evening, he was same there; but if it should finally prove that so-called death
they were not rightly organized and hav not received the right attracted by the noise of the singing, shouting, and lttughing. ends all, so be it. This fretting, and whining, and preaching,
kind of education. How much better do most of ~uem liv- Curiosity led him to go into the building. Being a citizen l and praying about another' world is beneath the dignity of all
how much more do they make of life, with their sickly, dis- felt at liberty to go into the court house. It was full of a lot sen~ible human beings; and the majority of that class are
eased bodies and brains, than the ignorant who hav strong of noisy lunatics, who were singing and shouting at the top of nothing more or less than pretending hypocrite, being im·
and healthy bodies, good digestion and sleep? How many of their voice. I stood just inside the door, looking in wonder at pelled by popularity and business interests. I am naturally
u~ Libei">1ls (?) and Free('l)thinkers know how to run our the natural curiosities before me. In about two minutes a young fond of investigation when it can be done in a reasonable
machines, so as to get the most of life and enjoyment there- dude stepped up to me and said, "Tuke off your hat, Air." 1 manner, but when it interferes with my desired happiness I
. from? How many of our great men and women, among Infi- said, "Who says so?" He said, "I say so." ·•Well, but what diACilrd it
dels and reformers, ''present their bodies a living sacrifice, does the law say?" He said he didn't care what the law sain;
Ella E. Gibson talks in a candid manner upon this subject.
holy and acceptable to-not "the Lord,'' but-themselvs and th"at he said, "In the name of the Salvation Army take off In her third paragraph she givd my experience quite correctly.
humanity? How many men do not poison their systems and your hat." "I am ready to do as the law says." "Well, if At that time I attributed the various manifestations to magvitiate the atmosphere with poisons and anti-vital tobacco, or you don't take off your hat I will hav you arrested." ''All netism and clai;·voyance. With both hands raised I am wit.h
alcohol, or weaken and derange the magnetic and electric right," I said; "~ust fill the law sa;vs." He spoke to 11 police- her where she says, "It is the frauds that I know exist, ,and,
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that every Spiritualist knows exist, against which I wage war,
and if any Spiritualist is unwilling to work with me because
of mY. efforts to hunt tl;le rascals down in Spirit~alism, I hav
no desire to work with them them in hunting the rascals down
in old theology." Bravo !
In a letter from Brattleboro, Vt;, the writter says, "There
are many people who prefer total annihilation to an eternity
of continual consciousness in an· extra-mundane sphere, and
I am happy to say I am one of them." Now, I am inclined to
discredit that when seriously considered. Expressions are
often easier made than substantiated.
The .writer says in another paragraph: "Speaking' for myself, I cannot say that I know of any feeling so· peaceful and
blissful, so easy and calm to the body and mind, as that experienced at the moment of falling asleep after a hard day's
work. To me it is heaven-in fact, it is all the heaven I
want."
I will ask, Were said writer made aware at th&t blissful moment that said sleep would be his last, that he would never
wake again, would (think ye) he feel so heavenly? I trow not.
Liberty and Freethought forever,
C. B. THOMPSON.
ALEXANDRIA., MINN., Ailg. 20, 285.
MR. EDITOR: For the past three weeks a couple o~ Adventist
sky-pilots hav been holding forth in a tQnt erected in this village, preaching every evening, or explaining the jimjam hash
of old Daniel, and distributing tracts during the day, but this
is rath~'stony ground for their theological seed, and I do not
think their harvest will pay expenses. We had a tract printed
.at our local prin.ting-office, which is a sort of counter irritant.
I inclose you a copy with this.
Brother Jamieson described our visit to Minneap6lis to hear
Colonel Ingersoll. I heard him at Minneapolis, and on the
succeeding evenirlg at St. Paul also. The lecture was the
same at both places, but I should not tire to listeH. to him
every evening for a month. I hav often seen it stated that it
was only the lowest classes which attended his leotures, but
after seeing the intelligent audiences which greeted the col6nel
at these cities, I should conclude that it is the very best brains
in the country that go to listen to our" silver-tongued orator."
I hav heard Beecher and Gough lecture, but they hav not that
power over their audiences which the colonel has.' It was a
grand sight for me to see two .thousand people with not the
I east sign of weariness after listening to the colonel for two
hours. May he long be spared to proclaim the gospel of humanity!
Brother E. C. Walker gave us a lecture the 8th of this month
on " The Proposed Amendment of the God-in-the·Constitution
Party." A large audience listened to him, and'many no doubt
were surprised to hear that the Christian fanatics who compose that party are traitors to our republican institutions.
For inclosed postal note send me six pictures of " Christian
History" and one copy of Remsburg's "Bible Morals."
Yours fraternally,
N. J. TRENHA.M.
lLI.NBA.S CITY, Mo., Aug. 10, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: From all indications, Friday is getting to be a
more legal sanctified day than Sunday. While acts of omission and commission on the Sabbath day were formerly regulated by law, in order that mortals might enter the Christian's
paradise, we find, as such acts hav been dropped from Sunclay, they hav been carefully preserved by being transferred
to Friday, not by clerical, but by secular authority, the corporation becoming a sort of lego religo company. Excursion
trains to the city of celestial happiness are made up and run
on Fridays only. Criminal judges are superintendents of the
various rapid-transit roads leading from earth to heaven. Tile
conductors are appointed for life, and known as ordained
priests. The engineers are elected yearly, and called county
sheriffs. Whole tickets are only issued,.and are never taken
up or punched. The character of all adults, before going
aboard the train, must be indorsed by a sufficient number of
witnesses to make an election sure, as trains oniy run one
way on this cable line.
The question naturally arises, Are we to hav two holy days
in the week, or is Friday to supersede Sunday? Judging by
the reports of the daily press every Saturday throughout the
country, these Friday excursion trains over the rapid-transit
glorified cable roads must be increasing their business at a
rapid rate. In view of the fact that great changes are taking
piace in the secular affairs of life, it may be possible that
religion is also about to wake up and make a radical change,
and that the old fogy way of preparing souls to interview
God, .by preaching to them fifty-two days in a year for sixty
or seventy years, and then running the risk, at last, of their
starting on the wrong day or getting aboard the wrong train,
will no longer do. A short examination, a make-ready· invocation, and then a Friday's jerk-to-Jesus, in a business
point of view ought to please the angels and all interested
in saving souls quick and sure better than the old-fashioned,
one-horse way of one parson doing all the work,.and never
knowing when a job was :finished.
W. W. JUDSON.
ALvA., FLA.., Aug.·l, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I want to build up a Liberal community similar to that of Liberal, Mo., or better, in which there shall not
be a sectarian church nor an 01-thodox sermon-and here is
the place and now is the time. Good, high, dry land, on a
beautiful navigable rivar, can be bought now, I think, at from
$3 to $10 per acre, that will be worth five times that in less
than five years. The country is healthy, and the 'climate
"just splendid," Being almost down to the tropics, the days
and nights are nearly equal the year round, with clouds'and
showers to cool the summers, and balmy sunshine to warm
the winters; hence, we are free from those extremes .of cold
and heat so distressing to nervous sufferers. We hav a public
school six months in the year, a weekly mail service on the
river, and a post-office .waiting someone to take charge of it.
And the investment is safe, since the property will always be
worth more than it is to-clay. I would prefer people of middle age, who hav made about all the money they wish to-or,

rather, expect to--,-mov'ed around until they are disgusted with
moving, and are now willing to settle down and enjoy life.
This being a poor man's country, better adapted to truckpatches, poultry, bees, etc., than to farming, $2,000 to $3,000
would be ample for an industrious, frugal family; yet, I would
advise ljO one to come her.e with Jess than $500.
A good representativ person shonld come with money to
secure five hundred or one thousand acres before there is a
·
boom;
As I hav no. land to sell-not even for others-and need all
my time and means in my own support, I pray no one will
write me through idle curiosity.
Having spent two-thirds of my allotted time in the midst of
orthodox old fogies, I wish to enjoy the remainder with independf!~nt Freethinkers. Congenial society, not filthy lucre, is
'the desideratum.
J. L. BA.RKER.
STERLING CENTER, MINN., August, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I wish' to acknowledge receipt of ANNUAL. It
far exceeds our expectations. Beside the calendar, we hav
more good solid reading than could be obtained in any other
way with the small sum of twenty-five cents. The portraits
are excellent-that of Professor Jamieson is true to life. We
had the pleasure of entertaining him-or being entertained by
him, rather-a. few days during his stay here, and found him
a most enthflsiastic worker for the Liberal cause. Logical,
powerful, and convincing to all that will listen without prejudice are the facts so clearly brought forth by this sturdy advocate of truth. With a free and easy delivery, and true gentlemanly grace; he holds his audience in rapt attention. The
friends in this vicinity hav no hesitation in recommending him
to any body of Liberals in search of a speaker.
LizETTA..
FEILDING, NEW ZEA.LA.ND, July 16, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I am sorry to say that my fathJJr, W. E. Chamberlain, passed away on the 31st of January last, after a long
and painfnl illness. But I am pleased to say that we hav
found great consolation in Spiritualism. Mediums are developing in our own family) and through them. my father has
given us proof that he still livs in the spirit world. I am,
Yours faithfnlly,
T. R. CHAMBERLAIN.
MINNEAPOLIS, Aug. 16, 285.
MR. Er>IT()R: .Please allow me to express my appreciation
and admiration of your skill and success in manufacturing the
little pamphlet "Trath." The very superior workmanship,
large type, fine, heavy paper, improved matter, splendid ar.
rangement, and the finale, form a grand, perfect· proof success,
and pride of the Truth Seeker Company publications. That
my highest inspiration, ambition, anticipation, aspiration, and
hope may finally be realized, and the publishers be more
than rewarded and indemnified for extra care and labor, is
my great expectation and desire.
Just read "Deity Analyzed" and "The Devil's Defense."
If it don't" beat the Jews," I don't know what does. It surely
equals the best confutation of Christianity we hav yet seen.
It should be owned, read, marked, learned, and inwardly digested by every poor, miserable sinner, and sincere lover of
philosophy and truth, on this our little mundane planet. Get
it, read it~ believe, practice, and improve it.
E. N. KINGSLEY.
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the orthodox, which is composed of the ignoramuses and bigoted and conceited hypocrits, who are opposed to everything
which is at variance with that mythical, contradictory book
called the Bible; the other class, those who are ever ready to
grasp hold of new truths, without regard to inspiration or the
miraculous conception of a virgin. This class is the bone and
sinew of all 'scientific advancement, swayed not by t)le opinion of priest or pope, but gtlided only by the truth. Long
liv THE TRUTH SEEKER !
FRA.NK J. JoNEs.
PICKERING, Mo., Aug. 24, 1885.
MR EDITOR: J. E Remsburg lectured here the 18th ultimo.
His subject was "False Claims," and it was a severe blow
struck at the hydra-headed monster, superstition. The lukewarm Infidels were aroused from their lethargy, and many of
those on the fence were caus~d to enlist under our banner.
Notwithstanding the fact th .. t we liv in a free country, where
the freedom of speech shall not be denied, a company of the
"elect," armed with" the sword of the spirit," and guided by
the Rev. H. Jewett, were ont in ample array, remonstrating
against our having the school-house for the meeting. They
even censured the board of directors for giving thoir consent
to use the house for such a purpose.
Now, taking into consideration the fact that the school."
house is op.en to the public tor all purposes, such as meeting,
lectures, etc., we are driven to the conclusion thttt the orthodox here, .as elsewhere, are thoroughly imbued with the persecuting spirit that characterizes the craft. Mr. Jewett, I understand, met Mr. Remsburg and gave him a hearty welcome,
apparently, at the same time trying to debar him from the
school-house, and yet this hypocrisy was only keeping in conformity with his Bible, which says: "I will go forth, and I
will be a lying spirit in the mouth of. all his prophets. And
he said, Thou shalt persuade him, and prevail also. Go forth
and do so."
These fanatics were actuated by· the same impulse th~tt
moved Calvin to defend tht< lmrning of Servetus. They were
moved by the same spirit th,.t incarcerated Galileo in a dungeon for eighteen years-that :t:mrned Bruno at the stake. It
was this impulse that enacten the code authorizing the burning of heretics at every royal marriage as a part of the festivities. It was this spirit that made the history of Christianity a
disgrace to the world.
Some of these monomaniacs, moved by the burning rage of
malice, petitioned our county commissioner of schools to an.
nul my certificate on account of my sltepticism ani! debar me
from teaching. Yes, cranks, if I belongen to your rank I
would call upon the rocks to fall npon me and hide me from
the just indignation of the scientific world.
A SKEPTIC.

ANoOLA, bn., Ang. 24, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken THE TRUTH SEJiKEl\ since its publication in New York city, and am much pleased with its prog.
ress and fairness in publishing all sides of q nestions at issue.
I am a Spiritualist, because a man cannot believe what he will,
but must believe by the force of evidence he receives from his
investigations. Bnt I like to read the communications of Elmina, Winter, Wettstein, and others.
But if the belief in 1\ future life is a delusion, and yet is a
happy anticipation to those thus believing, why try to destroy
it? Let them enjoy it while they can. I hav had evidence to
convince me that this is not all of life. But I may be deluded.
Let us watch and wait. Fri11nds, giv us all the truths you can.
AINSWORTH, Aug. 9, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10, which use as follows: $2 for I am a truth seeker and hater of superstition and dogmatism.
Yours ever, for universal mental liberty,
the Campaign Fund, $1 for tho Bruno Fund, $1 for the Tent
DR. J. H. MooRE.
Fund, $3 for the glorious TRUTH SEEKER, the rest for the
FREETHINKERS' ALMA.NA.c, "Bible Morals," and some other
OncANa, ILL., Aug. 22, 1885.
papers such as you think best for superstitious fellows to read.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith find money-order for amount to balI am a German, and a poor speller; you must excuse me for
not writing any better. I hav been reading this paper nearly ance my account with THE-or I should say our-grand old
one year, and the more I read it the more I like it, and cannot TRUTH SEEKER to the close of the curr~nt year. For the addo without it. I dispose of all my copies ~tmong my friends, ditional twenty-five cents ple11!<e send ANNUAL. As an Infidel
and try to canvass for it, and some day I will hav some new Freethinker I hav not only grown to love the journrtl you so
subscribers to send in. We hav some very Liberal people ably edit, but feel proud that the cause of intellectual liberty
here, and some very strong, superstitious fellows to combat has in this country so able a champion as it has for several
years past shown itself to be.
with.
FRANK ScHUNEMA.NN.
In closing you will allow me to say to, and for, Brother
Remsburg that I hav read with critical care his " 1<'11lse
CA.THLA.MET, W. T., Aug. 10, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which send THE TRUTH Claims" and "Bible Morals," both to my pleasure and profit.
SEEKER. During the fishing season the League did not meet, They are strong impeachments, and the Liberal who has not
but as it is over now, I thirik I can report more fully before read them has yet to enjoy one of the most substantial feasts
in the field of Liberal literature.
W. ll. GA.NTZ.
long.
We started a Liberal Sunday-school at Skamokawa, W. T.,
July 26th, to meet the last Sunday of each month. We had
ANA.REDI, GAL., Aug. 1, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Your TRUTH SEEKER for .July 11, 1885, will
an attendance of twenty-two the first Sunday.
We hope to obtain more subscribers for you soon.
render your name immortal for presenting to the world a
LIDA. I. ALBERT, Secretary Liberal League.
bird's-eye view of the growth of humanity out of the gre~tt
darkness of superstition and absurdity of dogmatical creeds.
I am so charmed with it that I will send a list of addreRses to
WAVERLY, WAsH. TER., Aug. 18, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to apply to my subscription. which I wish copies sent. " Modern Balaam " comes in for a
I want to giv you a remedy for snake-bite to publish in THE meed of praise. Liberals hav a work to do in that direction.
TRUTH SEEKER, for the benefit of our friends all over the Educate the eye to the f~tcts of the past, for the churches hav
world, that the medical faculties do not know anything about. the ears of the young and teach it is sinful to listen to FreeThis plant is known under the various names: culver root thought ideas, and try to, and do, mRke their hearers believe
(liftandra virginica), Culver's physic, blackroot, tall speedwell, the League is organi..:ed for the purpose of prohibiting people
Indian physic. Take the root and pulverize it; add a little from enjoying religious exercises. May your artist hav visions
cold water, and let it remain a few minutes. Then apply to of great wisdom to portray the tremendous wrongs in existthe wound. About the best way to apply it is to chew it and ence, and the remedy will be forthcoming.
MRs. K. PARKER.
spit it on the wound. From one to three applications are all
that are necessary to cure almost any snake-bite. I never
LEAVENWOBTH, KaN., Aug. 22, 1885.
knew it f«il in any case on man or beast.
Mn.
EDITO~:
Postal
received;
the ANNUA.r>, "Bible Myths,"
I would like to hell.r from friends in India that tried my
and cartoons to hand all right. "Balaam and Donkey" well
remedy, also in other countries.
HA.RRISON HaYs.
caricatured and significant. The beautiful angel of truth,
liberty, ancl Freethought, with the all-powerful sword of ReaOscEOLA., !A., Aug. 21, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for THE TRUTH SEEKER. son, standing erect, calm, ann defiant, was too much to allow
I cannot dispense with the valuable fund of information donkey to go a peg further, however given hell With the whir.
which it imparts. It is sounding the funeral chant of all or· Poor donkey ancl priest are to be pitied. Donkey seem" humthodoxy. The, arrow~ of superstition and religious intoler- bled, and priest defiant. He'd better repent ann own up
ance fall harmless before the bulwark of l<'reethought and sci- The " Short Les~on in History " as a pictnre is magnifica,, t
.J. N. SEEVEBS.
ence. T:ije wor~d is composed of two classes of people-one, and aU-telling.
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ing many old friends assembled, he fell to 7. H-urn is not required to make
drinking. He was just filling his glass for the 8. Ache ache like one of theile
fourth time when Amy went shyly up to him, 9. H-S L is a wooden vat
10. In which H-ease is pressed.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN, Fe.Zl.8iver, and, taking his hand, said, pleadingly, "Come, 11. Who guesses these I'll giv "H-at,"
Mass., to whom all Communications for this papa, .don't drink· any more; you know you 12. H-R-I-T my best;
Cbrner shcndd be sent.
said .you wouMn't. Come, let us leave this 13. J. Balrfff, Irwin, Iowa,·
14. (Bvx X.,) I am addressed.
house of temptation."
"Here, Amy, you just hold your tongue,
" Ber.wllen ~lie d!ll'll: BJid tile da)'llglit,
2.-PUZZLE.
when the night begins to lower,
theHis a goOd girL Take this and buy some
Eternal
Eternal
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
oakes," and John slipped 8 silvet pielle into
Life
Sleep.
That Is known a.s the Children's Hour."
The abo'fe if read rightly, is a sentence
her hand. Amy took the money, but did not
spend it, and sitting in the corner, watched from the writings of one of our most distinW:IL:tiAM J. BUBNS.
her father with tearful eyes. Toward mid- guished Liberals.
Three Cherry-Trees.
Altoona, Pa.
night he noticed Amy sobbing in the corner.
(Lines sugaested to t,be writer on visiting, !or the
IITBt time tbe home of her Ch1idhood In Lancaster, He led her to the room where they were to
3.-DIAMOND.
Pa., and gazing once more on the old charrY-tJtees sleep, and, throwing himself on the couch,
1. A letter.
still !ull o! !ruit after blossoming and ripening !or
2. To demand.
soon fell into a deep slumber.
more than !orty years.]
3. To re-let.
Not so with Amy. She lay awake watching
tong years hav come and passed away
4. Dear.
her father. Suddenly remembering that he
Since t, a child 5o Ilglit and gay,
5. A measure.
il:av slh beneath thlise chetry;tfl!es,
liad mone;y in his pocket, and the drunken
6. Extreme wickedness.
And listened to the humfulng bees,
men they had ldt beld~, Bhe crept to her fa7. A prefiL
Wondering what they wanted there
8. A title.
tiler's
side,
and
putting
lier
hand
in
his
pMket
Among the blossoms In the air;
9. A letter.
drew out four silver pieces. She put them
For every branch and bough in sight
H. E. JuERGENS.
PittsbUrgh, Pa.
with her own and crept sobbing to bed. S'he
Was coverer! with the blossoms white,
And every flower, It seemed to me,
lay there for some time. What if he should
4.-:P'rdT(joRUL E:!IIIGMA.
Contained a little honey-bee.
miss it! Trenablingly she went to his side and
Their busy hum I loved to hear,
put back two of the pieces, and when her head
'Twas music !or my childish ear,
again touched the pillow she fell asleep.
And so I o!ten ~arne and played
Amid their songs beneath the shade;
It was late when she awoke, and, dressing
And brothers, too-l see them now,
quickly, ran down-stairs and found her father.
With loving eyes and thought!ul browThey remained all day, and in the evening Mr.
Stretched side by side, would quiet keep,
Barton again went to the saloon, where the
And listen till they sank to sleep,
same crowd was gathered. Amy watched her
Lulled by the sound o! bees o'erhead,
While resting on that grassy bed;
father from her place in the corner, but said
Or busily, With Childish glee,
nothing, for she was busy thinking of her
Building houses, 'neath the tree,
_ mother, and how much she needed the money
With stones tor walls and sticks !or doors,
her father was wasting. In the midst of her
And holes !or windows, grBBB !or floors;
melancholy thoughts she fell asleep. Toward
Our table made, and spread with white,
covered with broken dishes quite,
midnight she was awakened by rough voices.
All shades and colors, to be sure,
The landlord was putting her father out. Amy
And whate'er shapes we could procure.
followed, and, walking beside her intoxicated
And when to grandpa's we would go
father, led him up one street and down anTo spend, perhaps, a week or so,
We'd wander out In yard or shed,
other. At one place there were no vacant
What Robert holds behind him may be
And gather dishes, green and red-"roomsj at another the landlord, seeing that Mr. learned from the surrounding enigma.
:For hadn't they si:Jme lovely onlls,
Batton had got his drink somewhere else, reWith !lowers and birds and tlshes on ?
5.-CONUNDBUM,
fused them lodging.
And sometimes aunt would break a bowl
Her heart sank as she again led her father into
(For accidents we can't control),
And we, with phllosoplilc brains,
the chilly street. They were six miles from
Thought her small losses our great gains,
home, and in order to reach it they had to pass
And won't these, thought we to ourselvs,
through a dl)nse grove. They were still some
Look gay upon our little shelve?
distance from this grove. and before they
And many a happy h"ur we've spent
reached it Amy was weak with the heavy
Beneath those trees in sei!-content;
And when 1he flowers and bees were gone,
weight of her father. The child shuddered as
And sweet, ripe !rult hung thereupon,
she entered the shadow of the trees. Her faHow many tlmea I climbed these trees
ther stumbled and leaned more heavily on his
With nimble teet and perfect ease,
little daughter's frail body. Her tears blinded
And sat upon the topmost 11mbs,
Gathering !rult and singing hymns!
her, and she was startled every time a fright.And can 1t be 'tis twenty years
ened rabbit darted across the path. The wind
Since I, with chlldi•h hopes and !ears,
moaned loudly through the trees, and the
Sang on theee trees and in their ehade,
leaves blew rudely about her.
And with loving brothers played ?
But the poor child went on bravely, with now
I dream I still am young, and they
wm soon be here to help me play,
and then a frightened glance behind her.
But now, Bla.sl they're !ar away.
Why do we know that these picture pedOnce she was tempted to lay her father under
ELIZABEtH 0. 'MOORE.
a tree and wait till morning. But the thought dlers differ in opinion ?
What part of a house does each ~epr!'lsent?
of mother-dear, kind mother-who must be
Why is it sorrowful to look at their pictures?
M.y Creed.
waiting for them, gave her new courage, and
1 hold that Christian peace abonn<ts
she trudged on more bravely than before.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S OOBNEB,
Where charity Is seen; that when
AUG. 29, 1885.
Every minute seemed an hour to Amy, and
We climb to heaven, 'tis on the rounds
1.-Wren, top-Newport. Mat, coop-Powhen; at last, they reached the road, she could
ot love to men.
not repress a cry of delight. They had not far tomac. Lime, bug-Belgium. 2.~Instru
1 hold all else, named pl~y,
ment.-Ruin, times, nest; nut, ten, Inn, rest,
to
go now, and Amy thought of tbe last time tent. 3.-Lobster, kntfe, table, chest, strap,
A •elfish scheme, as vain pretenseshe had run along the road and how happy
Where center ia not can there be
twine, ca~~H~t~'b_er_i_a_·~~---------Olrcum!erence?
she had been. Home ! The word had never
meant so much to poor Amy before, and, as
Correspondence.
Thst I moreover hold and dare
Affirm wh.,re'er my rhyme may go
Rhe opened the gate and looked through the
NEwYoBK N.Y., Aug. 26, 1885.
Whatever things be sweet or fair,
MY DEAR Mrss wrx'oN: My two little boys
window at the patient mother bus~y sewing,
Love makes them so.
think that Earle A. Finch is quite right about
her eyes filled with happy tears.
'Tts not the wldP phylactery,
Mrs. Barton, hearing the longed-for foot- that purse which ought to be made up for Mr.
Nor stubborn tll.Ste, nor stated prayers,
Hacker. They send a dollar, which I inclose
steps, hastened to meet them. She saw the to y<.ou, not having Mr. Hacker's a.~dress,_trust
That make us •aints; we judge the tree
situation, and a burst of indignation and sor- ing to your kindness to forward It to hrm. I
By what it bears.
row was her greeting. Amy threw herself sob- hope a great many little boys and girls v.:ho
And when 8 man may 11v apart
bing into her mother's arms. Mrs. Barton led enjoy the Children's, Corn~r as much as mme
From worlds on 1 heologlc trust,
I know •he blood about his heart
them into the warm, bright sitting-room, and do will follow Earle s adviCe.
Truly.yours,
JosEPHINE DuANE.
-Alice Ca•·ey.
Is dry as dust.
leaving John to care for himself, prepared to
[The amount has been forwarded to
make her daughter comfortable. As they
"Grandpa Hacker," and, although the above
.A Brave Little GirJ.
drank their tea, Amy told her adventures, and letter was not intended for publication, we
Amy Barton sat on her father's knee, coax- handing the money to her mother said, with a
print it, that our readers may see the benevoing to go with him to wind the city clock, smile, "Buy yourself a new gown, mother dear;
lent spirit of our little friends, and know. also
which was his duty every Monday. Having you need it sorely." A kiss was her only anwhere to look for the noble men of the future.
gained his consent she went to bed determined swer.
--ED.
c. C.]
to rise early. She awoke with the sun, and,
And so we hear, day after day, of husbands
86 PuTNAM ST., SYRACUSE, N. y_
after a hurried breakfast, father and daughter and f ..thers who rob their wives and children
MY DEAR Mrss WrxoN: 1 read about the
set out on their journey.
of' what is rightly theirs; brothers who bring prize being offered for the best story, so I
"Don't drink anything, and come home disgrace and shame upon a sister's head; and thought I would try. I am fourteen years old.
early, John," said his wife a little anxiously, sons who make a mother's hair gray before its I w .mld hav sent my story before, but I am
learning my trade, and it is late when I get
as she bade them good-bye. Merely muttering time, and drag a father's prpud name in the home. I am very fond of s_tory writing, and_ I
a gruff "All right," he strolled along the coun- dust, by the wine-cup.
hope you will think ruin., mce enough to go _m
try road, watching Amy as she chased the butBut if all, like brave little Amy, would help the Children's Corner. If there a:e any ~Is
terflies and picked the flowers that bloomed those whom they see going wrong, there might takes, I wish you to tell me, a~d If Y'?U thmk
it nice, please say I may write agam. My
along the roadside.
be less shame and sorrow in the world.
parents take THE TRUTH SEEKEB, and we could
At last they reached the city, and Mr. BarF. M. E. V.
not do without it. I would like to correspond
ton, after winding the clock, went around the
with friends of the Children's Corner.
city and picked up some odd jobs, mending
From your friend,
F. MARY E. VIDLER.
Our Puzzle Box.
clocks and watches. About noon· he went to
1.-A OUBIOUS PUZZLE.
HAMBURG, N.Y., Aug. 25, 285.
an inn for refreshments. He thought he was 1. H-one-half-inch loves H-one-half-E play,
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: Iinclose25o. for Grandpa
one of the kind that could drink and know 2. H. arming life he feels;
Hacker. Will you please see that it reaches
when he had drank enough, and after dinner 3. H-Harriet tempts not him away,
him? I hav no grandfather or grandmother.
they went out walking. Amy had a very nice 4. He goes on wings, not wheels.
They are all in the spirit land.
time, and Mr. Barton, finding a great deal of 5. He knows* "H-awk-ache from ache ache
Your little-friend,
TIMMIE H. SrmtMON.
6. Of what we call H-esse"
""rk, concluded to remain over night. It was
[Contribution sent. The answers to puztlt"k when he again entered the inn, and, find'"A Proverb slightly.changed in the"-," ides all correct.-En. 0. 0.]

Book Notiee-.
RATIONAL CoMMUNts'M. The Present and the
Fnture Republic of North America. By a
Capitalist. Published by the Truth 5eeille:r
Company. Price, $1.50.
This is a remarkable book. It must win the'
attention of those who desire the amelioration
of man's lot. It is written not by a dreamer, but
by a man of action who has won success in the
battle of life-who has displayed executiv ability of a high order, and the value of whose
judgment is measured by practical attainments.
The style of this book is excellent. It is written in a plain, straightforward m<mner. We
know what the author means. There are no
vague phrases. It is the style of a business
man who has something to say, not from his
imagination, but from his experience.
N evettheless, ,it is not a dry book. It sparkles with enthusiasm. It is like the clear running brook of Berkshire hills, where the author
says he was born. It catches the sunshine in
its quick flow. It is buoyant with out-door
life. The author speaks with the glorious ardor of youth.
Rational Communism is not by any mejl.ns a
dreadful thing. It is not lurid or revoltttlonary. It is simply human fellowship and cooperation. It is a plea against the. tremendous
and fearful warfare of to-day, where so many
are driven to the wall in the mad struggle for
a mere livelihood. · It means a government
based on.moral sentiment, and not mere force,
universal in its. beneficence-not reducing to a
dead level, but giving play to all the varied
faculties of man in a genial and beautiful
combination of effort and reward, where the
spirit of brotherhood prevails, and the least
becomes of service to the greatest, and the
greatest bends in love and nobility with the
least.
Surely, this is the dream of every generous
man who sees the wrong and suffering of today-the direful conflict, the poverty, the
wretchedness, the utter depression c;>f millions
of h uma.n being•, the slavery of him who
toils, the splendor of him who enjoys the
fruits of another's labor. This must· cease if
humanity is to grow. Uncombined individual
effort cannot make the 11upreme good. There
must be co-operation. There must be a common interest, a common bond, a oommon
wealth, a unity of government based not on
compulsion, but on the noblest dictates of !l'ea;
son. Our author plainly shows the defor~p.
itiell of our present system, the hideous weakness and failure of it, its corruption, its tyranny, its piercing agonies of strife. We may
not agree with all his proposed methods, but
he appeals only to reason. He uses argument,
and not prejudice. It is a l'andid statement
of the case. The republic for which he aims
is certainly that which should rejoice the heart
of every man. It .is the free and universal
Republic of Humanity, where the bosom of
the earth is made bountiful, and its fruits are
justly distributed, and the p.oweT which enforces law is the happiness of alL
I hav read this book two or three times, and
feel that I hav wasted no moment. I hav been
extremely benefited. I like the ideas. I like
the way in which they are put. I hav received
information, and that is much to say of any
book. The author has written from his own
perRonal experience. His knowledge is not
book knowledge but world knowledge. It is
that which comes from actual· contact with
things in themselvs. It is the result of one's
own life; it is not the reflex of another's
thought.
I am glad that one who has fought so bravely,
and won so well, who has displayed such in,
telleotual resources anJ sound judgment, once
a hard-working youth, now a capitalist, with
all that wealth can giv, has not, amid prosperity and honor, forgotten the ardent dreams
of his early manhood. Too often the battle
of life makes one hard, selfish, unsympathetic,
cold, and unanswering to the terrific _sufferings of the world. Too often the sentiments
of generosity, of justice, of benevolence, vanish in the clouds of many a mighty struggle,
and only the strong arm, the determined brain,
survive. In this case it is different. In this
book we hav the glory of youth still-the
hopes, the dreams, the unselfish thoughts, the
beautiful humanities, the noble feelings, the
poetic joy, the rapture which crowns to-day's
work with the radiant paradise of to-morrow.
Every lover of his nee, every thinker, every
political student, every reformer, everyone
who desires some illumination. some help, in
the solutinn of the mighty problems of human
destiny. should read this earnest and thoughtful book. It may not answer every question,
nor make the way perfectly clear to this
world's paradise; but its lofty purpose, its
rich11s of expe>ience, its candid reasoning and
excellence of spirit, will be a noble stimulation and will certainly giv us a better understan'ding of the possibilities of human advancement.
SAMUl:L P. PunUJII.
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ELET. 'l'runslated from the :French by V.
J. M.· DoBS!IlY. Price, 75 cents.
Science. Price, 10 cents.
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vols.
OALFA.. 8vo. cloth, $3. This is a large
History
of
the
Christian
Religion
to
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII.,
epic in prose. The artist historian sings The God Proposed for Our National
the Year 200. An exhaustive exVIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set
the evolution of mankind. He throws
Constitution. Price 10 certs.
amination of the proofs of the authenticby express for $15.
brilliant glimpses of light on the long
ity
of
the
books
of
the
New
Testament,
course of events and works which he un- The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene~
Voltaire
in Exile.
Translated from
showing
conclusivly
that
the
canonical
folds.
sis and Geology Cloth, 40 cents; pa.pel:
the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son
gospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By
25
cents.
EDMoND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of
Bible of Rational Mind and ReligJudge CHAS. B. WAITE. 450 pages, 8vo.
the life of the great writer never before·
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, $3.50; half morocco,
ion. Rational Religion and Morals. The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents.
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.
$4.00.
JIJ' 'r~OM;AS J, VAPIEN, M.D., of St. Louis, Is Darwin RighU Price, $1.25.
Mo. Prtce, $3.
History of the Council of Nice A.D. Why Don't God Kill the Devil1 A
What Is Right 1 Price, 10 cents.
325 with a Life of Constantine the Great,
Series of Essays dedicated to the St.
Bible of To-Day. By J om\· W. CHAD·
) and a general exhibition of the Christian
Johns School Board. By M. BABcocK. 25•
WICK. This is a condensed result of the What Was He 1 or, Jesus in the Light
religion in the days of the early fathers.
cents.
"'
scientific criticisms of the separate books
of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth,
By DEAN DUDLIIlY. $1.
of the Bible. Price, $1.50.
$125; paper, $1.
-,
Which : Spiritualism or Christian..
ity 1 A discussion between MosES·
Biography of Satan; or, a Historical Who are Christians 1 Price, 10 cents. Humanity and the Progress of International Law. :By EDWARD W.
HULL and REV. W. F. PABKlliB. Paper, 60•
.Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do.
Who
Killed
M11.ry
Stannardt
10
centll
SEARING. 15 cents.
cents~ cloth, 75 cents.
1
.
l!lains. By KlmslllY GBAVES. 3& cents.

.
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Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Gods.

On an Old Song.
Little snatch of ancient song,
What has made thee llv so long?
Flying on thy wings or rhyme
Lightly down the depths of time,
'l'elllng nothing strange or rare;
Scarce a thought or Image there,
Nothing but the nld, old tale
or a hapless lover's wall;
Offspring of some Idle hour,
Whence ha~ come thy lasting power ?
By what turn of rhythm or phrase,
By what·subrle, careless grace,
Can thy music charm our ears
After full three hundred years?
Little song, since thou wert born
In the Reformation morn,
!llow much of great has passed away,
'Shattered or by slow decay I
•Stately plies In ruins crumbled,
Lordly houses lost or humbled,
T~ones and realms In darkness hurled,
Noble !lags forever furled,
Wisest schemes of statesmen spun,
'Time has seen them, one by one,
Like the leaves of autumn tallA little song outllved them all.
'There were mighty scholars then
with the slow, laborious pen
Plrlng up their words of learning,
Men of solld, deep discerning,
Widely famous as they taught
Sysrems of connected thought,
Destlued for all tuture ages;
Now the cobweb binds their pages;
All unread their volumes lle
Moldering so peaceably,
Ouf!lned thought~ of cof!lned men;
Never more to s t1 r ag aln
In the passion and the strife,
In the fleeting forms or life;
All their force and meaning gone
AS the str~ams of thought flow on.
Art thou weary, little song,
Flying through the world so long?
Canst thou on thy !airy pinions
Cleave the future's dark dominions,
And with music soft and clear
Charm the yet unfashloned ear,
Mingling with the things unborn
when perchance auother morn
Great as that which gave thee birth
Dawns upon the changing earth?
H may be so, tor all around,
With e. heavy, crashing sound,
Like the Ice or polar seas
Melting In the summer breeze,
Signs of change are gathering fast,
Nations breaking with their past.

•

·The pulse of thought Is beating quicker,
·Toe lall4' of faith begins to flicker,
'The a,nclent reverence decay8
'With forms a.nd type" of ottler days;
.And old beliefs grow taint and few
.As knowledge molds the world anew,
And scatters far and wide the seeds
'Of other hopes and other creeds;
And all In vain we seek to trace
The fortunes of the coming race,
Some with fear and some wHh hope,
None can cast Its horoscope,
Vaporous lamp or rising star,
Many a !lgh t I• seen afar,
And dlni, shapeless figures loom
All around us In the gloomForces that may rise and reign
AS the old Ideals wane.
Landmarks of the human mind
One by one are left behind,
And e. subtle change Is wrought
In the mold and ca'!t of thought,
Moae3 of reasoning PRBS away,
Types of beauty lose tbelr sway,
Creeds and causes that hav made
Many noble lives, must fade;
And the words that thrilled or old
Now seem h uele~s, dead, and cold;

Fancy's rainbow tints are flylng,
'£boughts, like men, are slowly dying;
All things perish, and the s,rongest
Often do not last the longest;
The stately ship Is seen no more,
The fragllsk.lff attains the shore;
And while the great and wise decay,
And all their trophies paes away,
Some sudden thought, some careless rhyme
Still floats above the wrecks of time.
- W. E. fL Leckey.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00
In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods,"
" H Limboldt," 11 Thomas Paine," "Iudividnality,' and 11 Here ties and Heresies."

The Ghosts.

Paper, 50cts; cloth,. $l.25
Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for llfan,
Woman. and Child," "The Declaration of
Independence." "Auout Farming- iulllin<Jis, ·
11
The Grant Banquet.· The Rev. Alexander
Clark,'. '' Tl,e P11st r~ises befm·e Me Like a
Dream," and "A Triltute to 'l<;bon C. lngPrsoll."
Some rtli~tnkf''" of M.osHs. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.
Intf'rviews on 'l'almatrt'. Paper. 50 eta.;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What

~lust.

We Oo

t~l

tw Savf'd

·~

Pa-

per, 25 cents.

The Chrh.tian

R11li~ion. R:v R. G.
Ing-e1·soll, Judg-e Jer<.>ll,bh S. Black, and
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.
Ot'thodoxy. 56 J1<tePfl, 12mo, pnper,
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
in large, clear type, and containing· as much

as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary clocumeut.
Liberals should sc:ctter it generously.
Vindication of 'l'lloma>~ Pain~ frnm
the attacks of the New York Observer, by
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

th~ Civil Rights
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

AddreRs on

Bill.

FREETHOUGHT WORKS,

TRUTH SEEKER Ll BRARY.

~Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

·'"'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and
RefQrmers. The BiographH)s of

advancement of Science.

The Inaugural Address of Prl.f. JoHN TYNDALL,
delivered before· the Briti~h Associ>1tipn
for the Advl).n.cement of 8cience. With
Portrait and Biographical Sket<'h. AlRo
containing opinions of Pr6f. H. HEL~t
HOLTZ, ann nrtiCles of Prof. Tn;DALL ant!
Sii' HENRY 'l'HoM:PSON on prn,yN. Pt-i~.e,
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural A<ldress nh.>lle,
in paper, 15 cents.

A.mberley's Life of Jesus. His Cha1acter hnd Doctrins. Front the Anal'""
of Religious Belief. By VrscoUNT AMBER·
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60·cents.

(evidently inspiretl l discnvere<l by l. N
FIDEL. From the English. Ve1·y Rit.:h.
Pr.ce, 25 cPnts.

Crimes of Preaehers·

in thA United
States. Bv M. K BILLINGs. ~hnws how
thick and fast the godly hav fulleu fron1
grace. Price, 25 cents.

)1:\ity Analyzed and the Dtwil's De-

tense. In Six Lectun's by CoL
JoHN R. KELso, A.M. These are r.mong
the ablest lectures ever tlel!verecl, and
should be read by everybody. $1.50.

Ing~>rsllll's

Lectuns Pomplf>te.

Bound in o11e volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works. the publisher has
had all his lectures, except the latest on •·Orthodox.\', '' bound in one beautiful voluine, in
half calf, library style, 11nd containing over
1.300 pages, which is sold at the exceediugly
low price of $5. Sent by mail po~tpaid.

Tributej;l.

ThPrA hav neen "o manv
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of V\r3.r," the
"Gran 1 Banquet Toast," and the recent address over ''Little Harry Mill~r·s Grave,·"
that they h'l.v be~n printed on heavy toned
paper, 18x22, Illuminated border, and in
large, clear typ!>, suitablt'1 for frammg, and
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.

Prosfl Poems and Selections.

This
new book is a gem. It is· a model in every
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the
celebmted '' Decoration ·Day Oration," never
before pu bbshed, and all the famous 11 tributes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till now, many
other gems, selected from the speeches, !l.rguments, leC'tures, letters, table-talks, and
day-to-day conversations of the author. The
work is designed for, and will be accepted
by admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine
steel portrait, with !l.Utograph facsimile, has
been prepared espe~ally for it. Price, in silkcloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;
in half-calf, mottled edges, elegant ltbrary
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, highest
possible style and,finish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

NOTICE.
J. E. REMSBURG
will deliver two lectures before

Friendsllip Liberal Lea;rue o:f
Philadelphia.

JoHN W. WASHBURN, a Baptist ·minister, has
Sunday, Sept. 20, 1o85,
just fled to Canada from Lowell, Mass., to es.A.t 2.30 and 7.30 p.m. at
cape prosecution. He was sent from that city
by the Homo Missionary Society to be educated 11IEllORIAL HALL, S. E. Corner Ninth. St.,
for the ministry at Waterville, Me. There he
and Girard Ave.
was detected in the robbery of a Catholic
Subjects: Sabbath Breaking. Seats freo. Pubchurch and expelled. He married a Maine lie cordially invited.
3t36
lady, and was subsequently married in VerMONKS, POPES,
mont. He was sent to prison for bigamy,
AND
duped the prison officials by his piety, and
secured a pardon. He then went 'Vest, mar- THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
ried a third wife, induced her to transfer her
BY JOHN .ALBERGER.
bank account to him, brought her to Lowell
and deserted her, taking all her money. Mrs
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
Washburn No: 3 was sent back to her Western OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHWH
home by her friends. With his crimes known WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
in Lowell, the bigamist had the presumption LITIOAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
to apply for the pastor.tte of the Worthen AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD
·
h
h
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
street B aptist c urc , and actually duped an-~
__
othe.r to accept his pastoral services. His Price, r>O cents, 7:> cents, and n.oo, accareer was exposed to the church, and Washeorctlna- to condition of book.
burn fled
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
·
sa Ollnton Pl., New York.

graphical ·sketches of prominent Christians. A companion book to 'f The World's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather; $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, .$4.50.
·

a full account of all the gods the nations
of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835
pages, 8vo. Vol. 'II. describes fully all
the religious systems of th"l world, including Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity; the latter oc\)upying 372. pages,
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the t;wo ':;olumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8:00.

Religion. An inquirv
Last Will and Testam~nt of Jean Supernatural
into the' reality of divine revelation. DeMeslier, a curate of a Roman church
c~dedly. the most thorough and exhaustiv
in France, containing the best of his writings. 25 cents.

$1.25.

work on the claims of supernatur>tlism
ever written. By F. W. NFJWM:AN, Emeritus
Professor of the London University. 1,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leatlter, $5.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

fhe Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Nature's Revelations of Character;
of Colonel Ingersoll. 'or Physiognomy Illustrated. The

Photogt·aph>~
Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5: panel.
10 1-2x17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
card, 20 cents.

Thfl Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio-

Clmmieles of Simon Chril"tianns. The Gods and Religions of Ancient
His Afanifold and Wonderfnl Ac<~ell.:< res
and Modern 'nmes. Vol. .I. givs
in the Lann of Cosmos. A IL~w scriptur.

The Bnsts of Voltait·P, Paine and In- Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical novel
of marked· ability. By FREDERIKA MAcgersoll. OabmPt s1ze; tru .. t" 11fe,
DoNALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to
price $1.50 each. Everv admirer of these
apostles of Religio•1s Liberty sl,ould l1ave
these busts.

throe hundred o£ the most distinguished
teachers and philosophers (who were not.
Christians), from the time of Menu to ,the
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075pages
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morae:
co, gilt edges, $4.50.

science of individual trttits p'rtrayed by
the temperaments and features. Illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH
SrMM:s, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
edges, $4.50.

Including The Ago of Reason, Examination of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jonlan,
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
whole r ,_ ·eded by the Life of Paine, hnd
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco;
gilt edges, $4~50.

New England and the People up
'fhere. A humorout~ lecture. By !na1ysis of' ReJigious Belief.
GEoRGE E. MAcDONALD. 10 cents.
Poeket Theology.

By VoLTAIRE. Com,
prising terse, witty, and sar<.:1t~ti<.: definitions of the terms used in theology. The
only edition in English. 25 ·cents.

Proceedings and Addresses nt the
Watkins Convention. "tOO pages
of excellent Speeches and Essays.
reduced to $1.00.

Price

Pyramid of Gizeh.

The Relation oS
' Ancient E::;-yptian Civilization to the
Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus,
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By
VAN BUREN DENSLow, LL.D. 25 cents.

Religion Not Ri"'tory.

An able ex ..
amination of the Moral~ ancl Theology of
the New Testament. Bv Prof. F. W.
Newman, of the London University. 25
cents.

Outline of the French Revolution:
Its Causes and Results. A clear
and comprehensiv portmy11l of this interesting portion of human history. By W.
S. BELL. 25 cents.

Outlines of Phrenology.

By F. E
AsPINWALL, M.D. MosL acceptable to
Liberals of anything of the kind pub.
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

An
. examination of the. Creeds, Rites, .and
Sacred Writings of the world. By VrsCOUNT AllmERLEY, son of the late Lord
'Jhn Russell, twice Premier of England.
~omplete from the London edition. 745
vages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
~orocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
T

The foregoing volumes are called " The
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and sent by express, one dollar will be
deducted from the price of each.

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOR SALE AT TliE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,

Essays and Lectures.

Embracing In,
flue11ce of. Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib.
eralism offers in Place of Christianity;
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Pain a
the Political and Religious Reformer; Materialism and Crime; Will the Coming
J\fan Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, ~()
cents; cloth, $1.

lniiuence of Christianity upon Civilization. 25 cents.
'
Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. Christianity aml Materialism. 15
Price, :.!0 cents.
cents.

What Liberalism Offers iu Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
PAINE'S vvORKS.
J'llaterialism: Its Meaning
Paine's Theological Works, includ- Scientifie
aml Tendency. 10 cents. ·
ing The Age of Reason, Exa,ninatiO~ of
Prophecies Letter to the Bt~>uop of Ltan. Spiritualism from a Materialistic
daff, Reply to Mr . Erskine, _Letter ~o CaStamlpoint. 10 cents.
.
mille Jndan, et0., etc., WI~h a hfe of
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
Paine the Po. _dr.,al and Religious
In pape:-- covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.
Reformer. 10 cents.
Paine's Great Works (complete)
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather, Woman : Her Past ami Present: Her
$4.00; morocco, $4.50.
Rights an(l Wrongs. 10 cents.
Paine's Political Works, including Materialism aml Cdme. 10 cents.
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of
Man. Cloth, $1.50.
Will the Coming Man Worshil) God 1
10 cents.
•
The Age of Reason. An investigation of true and fabulous theology.
Whhout a peer in the world. PapeJ:, 25 Crimes and Cruelties of' Christianity.
cents, or 5 for $1.

Cloth, 50 cents.

10 cents.·

·

Tracts. Sci'entific and Theo-j
The A.ge of Reason and An Exam· 'fwelve
logical. 20 cents.
-ination of' the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Burgess,1Jnderwood Debate. A four
days' debate between B. F. UNDERwooD
Common Sense. Paine's first work.
and Prof. 0. A. BuRGEss, President of the
15 cents.

Northwestern Christian University, Indianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.
Containing numbers from
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.
I. to XVI. inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
Underwood-Marples Debate. A four:
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOoD
The Rights of Man. For the op- .
and Rev. JoHN :MARPLEs. Fully reported.
pressed of humanity. Paper, 40 oents~
:Pa;plll', 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents,.
cloth, 75 cents.

The Crisis.
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Published at THE TRUTH.
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Sepher Toldoth Jeshu;

or, the Book
of the Generation of Jesus. First translation into English of a remarkable Hebrew document, giving the original from
which the story of. Jesus was made up.
20 cents.

Sixteen Saviors of None.

By KERSEY
GRAVEs, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents.
cloth, $1.

Six Lec.tm·es on Astronomy.
PRoF. Po. A. PROCTOR.

By

20 cents.

Socialism : Reply .to Prof. Roswell
D: Hitchcock. The Professor's
sophistries fully · exposed.
cents; cloth, 50 Mnts.

CONVENTION.

The Religion of Believe
or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St.
John's School Board. 'By M. BABoocx.
25 CeJ:!.ts.

The Adventures of EMer Triptole·
mus Tub. ContainiPg startling

ROCHELLE, ILL.
Headquarters for Fine G'Od~ In the line of Genuln
Diamonds;
Fine
Gold and Silver Watches; Chains;
COURSE TICKET-PRICE $1.00,
Bra.ceJe!s; Wedding a.nd Presentation Rings; Jew•
elry or Latest style; Gold Pens; Silverware; Optlca.l
To the Convention of the New Yol'k State Freethlnk.er&' As11ocla· and Fa.ncy Goods; 3 ounce Coin !:!liver Ergln Watch,
SIO; 4; OUilce, Ft-tll Jeweled, AdjUSted Pat. Regulator
tton, to·be held In
!:Item Wind, $22; tbls same, fine mov.,roent, In best
gold filled case, $35; with cheap movement, $:t5.
Ladles' Bolld G• Ia Elgin etem wind watches, $•0,
LELAND'S OPERA HOUSE, ALBANY, NEW YORK,
~~. a.nd $32-U karat, upward. Watches clee.nea,
!l.nest worlt In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
for the t-rade a.t reduced rates and agent• sending
'ept. lith, 12th, and 13th,
work once a. week from every state In the Union are
making Jots or money. Beat st•ecte.cles In the
world, Sl, All goods must suit or ce.sb back on deADMITTING TO ALL LECTURES EXCEPT COLONEL INGERSOLL'S.
mand. Try mel
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee or Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
AMONG TBF. SPEAKERs ARE: Ob ...rles Watts, Ellzab~th 0 \dy S•anton, T. B Wakeman, ~Mrs. Mattie The most beautiful badge ever placed upon tbe
~reke!, James PartOn, Courtle.ndt P~lmer. Helen GardAner.
Addresses wlll also be I!"IVen by :BIIzur market. Immense sale. Elegant preoent ror Lady
Wright, Horace Soa.ver, G. N. H1!1, Joseph McDonough, Mrs. Illohe.n, o. B. Reynolds, 8. P. Putnam, a.nd or Gen,t. Solid gold; $3; $3 ;o; extra heavy, $l;.
With diamond, artlstlce.Uy ene.rp-e!ea, $10.
hers.
.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1 •.

CoJ. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL

BY JIU.IL POST·PAID.

Will speak SUNDA.Y EVENING, SEPT. 13th, and the proceeds of the lecture he wUl
coni ribute to the aid of Liberal work.

Everyone Interested In the success or Freethought should purchase a.t least one ticket, whether
and interesting disclosures about hell, its attending
the Convention or not, a.nd thus e.ld the cause. The expenses or tbe Convention wlll be great,
locality, magnitude, climate, employ- while a.JJ above expenses wm be used ·for carrying rorwe.rd tbe practice.! work or petitioning the Jegtslaments, etc. By the Rev. <ho. RoGERS ture to tax churches and abolish che.ple.lncles a.nd Sabbath Jaws.
15 cent<?.
Tickets for sale by SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
The Besant~ Hatchard Debate. A
or,
two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 33 Clinton Place, N. Y;
BEs.!NT and Rev. A. lliTCHARD on Th<
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character.
~nd the Influence of Christianity on the
THIRD EDITION.
World.
Held at the Hall of Science.
London, December, 1880. 2.5 cents.
·

The Clergyman's Vjctims.

A Radical story viviclly portraying the wrong£
committed by the professed men of God.
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.

'.n1e Contrast : Evangelicalism and
Spiritualism Compared.
By
M"oSlils HULL.

Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

The Darwins.

BIBLE MYTHS,
AND THEIR PARALLELS l N OTHER RELIGIONS:
REIXG A

<:omparison of tjie Old and New Testament lllytbs and lllirades with those
&I" Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO 'l'HEIR ORIGIN AND l\IEANING.

A domestic Radical
story. By Mrs. ELMINA DRAKE SLENXER,
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous· essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75"cents.

The Ghost of St. Jolms.
.cooK.

·By

WITH

NU~IEROUS

ILLUSTRATIONS.

M. BAB-

.

•

fA

rH" S1: L F

or, The Hea'""·
!V.'HULL. Price,

The Question Settled.

Exhausted VItality, Nervous and PhYsical Deb111ty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and
the untold miseries resulting from lnd l•~retlon or
excesses. A book tor every man, young, middleaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic dtseaseo, euch one of which Is Invaluable. So round by the a.utbor, whose experience tor 23 years Is such as probably never before
rell to the lot or any pbyslcle.n. 3u0 pages, bound In
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The New Dispensation~
By D

.A. G-reat Medical Work on Manhood

Address the Peabody Medica.! Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfincb "treet, BostOn, Mass ,
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lother
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~omparison of Biblical Modern Spiritual..
1
1sm. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1.
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The Philosophy of Spiritualism,

and
the Philosophy and Treatment of Mediamania.
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ions Views.
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Price, $1.
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TI·anslated from the . German of Zschokke by
IRA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philosophical nat rativ, intensely interesting.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

)leyond the Veil.

Claimed to be die·
tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Swedenborg, through the mediumship of Mrs.
FRANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA
HuTcHINSoN, with a steel engraving of
Randolph. Price, $1.£0.

Career of Religious Ideas;

Their Ultimate the Religion of Science. By HunsoN TuTTLlil. P11per, 50 cents; cloth, 75
cents.

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be

laiu. It is ;,Beless, in the light thrown upon tbe matter throu~hout the pages of

whicl1 the s11.me thing is narrated in tlw Hebrew and Christian Scriptures. lithe
existence of such and such things in the Bible is to be accepted as proof ~hnt tho
Bible is of special divine origin, then the existence of the like things m other
ancient bool<s of the world must be acc~pted as proof that they also are of special
divine origin. if not whv not'? Like effects mnst everywhere, and at all times•
come from lil{e ca\lseS. We confess we are curious as to how tne orthodoxies or
the Christian wo•·ld 1\"ill greet this book. We more than suspect that they wlll
not greet it at nil, hut will be content to pass it by in fearful silence." -Boston
Commnn-wenlth.

lllm~~~~~~n~ ~::'e~n4~s~ ~:}:Jn?3t~o
0

source and ascertain their_ ori~inal siguitication. 'l1le work is t.he result of a.
vast a~:wuut of intelligent and Indefatigable research, and cannot be overlooked
Uy any one engaged in theological study; since it is of too much acumen and
authol'ity to 11e ignored, even by those who most strenuously oppose the conclu. .
sions at whieh the an thor arrives."- Boston Courier.
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"It has long been acknowledged by the most eminent Biblical students that

• the present is the first complete and scholarly attempt to trace these mytbs to tbe1r

Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.
Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance. of

John's Way.

J!'rom IM Ironclad .Age.

"Dr. Fel!o..,e Is an outapoken Infidel, therefore no
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the Hebrew Scriptures contain a large mythical element; bnt, so far as we kno~,
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this book. to argue that the Bible must be of special divine origin because of ita
contents ·fo!· here we have evidence upon evidence that there is no myth! legend,
&upernat'ura.l occurrence, doctrine, rite Ol' ceremouy ·recorded in the Bib e which
cannot be paralleled in some ancient record centuries older than the page on

the Worship of the Devil, with observations on the horrible and cruel ordin11nce
of Devil Worship, to wit, B~oody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
Rev. EvAN DAviEs (Myfyr Morganwg), D.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Grettt Britain.
Transl11ted from the Welsh by MomoN, B.
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Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
written. By S. P. Pt"TNAM.

ReX ual excesses in

"The volume, • Bible Myths, and their Para1lels in Other Religions,' is clearly
the result of years of patient and plodding research made o\·er a vast field of read~
in cr. The aim of the boolc is to show uot only that nothing of tbe miraculo\tll
wl~ich is to be found in the Old 'l'estament can be considered of Hebrew origin,
but.aJso that nothing of tlle sarne sort which is to be fonud in the New Testatnent
can be considered of Christian origiu. Tlw author, by an overwhelming amount
of eviaence prOves his pohtt. 'Ve cannot see how his, positions are to be gain-
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Jjlolts and 9llippings.
IN Newport slang a misfit wife is one who
has found herself so mismated that she.has
had to part from her husband. -They no
longer speak of grass-widows or divorced persons, but always of misfits. There are a great
many misfit wives and husbands in fashionable
society.
THE Boston T1·anscript says: "Dr, Herrick
Johnson asks in the Homiletic Review, 'Is the
power of the pulpit declining?' We hav no
hesitation in saying, No. The power of the
pulpit consists in accepting such things, for
instance, as calls for wider fields of usefulness
with incidental increase of salary, donation
parties," etc.'~
A TORPEDO-BOAT of new invention is being conBtructed at Fort Lafayette, New York Harbor,
which, it is claimed, can pierce the armor of
any ship in the world, pull out with a retro·
grade movement, and retreat under water with
marvelous speed. It canies a turret from
which 500 pounds of dynamite can be projected with accuracy half a mile.
THE New York Sun of the 8th inst. says:
"If last Sunday's sermon can be a fair ground
for estimate, we should 8ay that if the Rev.
John P. Newman were the historian of General
Grant he would giv no more truthful a representation of the man than Jared Sparks did of
Washington. Grant never swore, but there
was no maudlin nonsense about him."
A S·r. PETERSBURG paper says that Russian
girls are learning trades in order tomake their
own living. The women's industrial schools
are overcrowded. The girls learn bookbindng, typesetting, shoemaking, _bookkeeping,
making of toys and artificial flowers, wood
Mrving, and painting.
Scnools, libraries,
women and children hospitals, and many private offices are now superintended by women.
THE Poughkeepsie Eagle is sponsor of this:
"One day last week a son of Benson J. Lossing, the historian, was riding on a mowing
machine on his father's farm. In the left
pocket Qf his overshirt was a hickory stick
about four_ incheR in length, three inches wide,
and an inch thick. As he was riding along a
rifle ball shot by some one struck the stick and
embedded itself in it. The boy does not know
from which direction the ball came nor who
shot it. If the stick had not been in his
pocket he would hav been instantly killed.
As it was he was not injured at all.'' We think
the Eag~e must httv obtained its information
from Lossing himself.
DR. IsAAc M. ATwooD says in the Christian
Leader: " In the interest of peace, as well as
of scholarship, we suggest that Dr. Osgood,
of Rochester, and Dr. Btiggs, of Princeton, be
suppressed. Dr. Briggs has attacked the revision of the Old Testament. Dr. Osgood, one
of the revisers, attacks Dr. Briggs's attack.
Then Dr. Briggs returns to the conflict, and
besides damaging the revision badly, reduces
to pulp the pretentious mass of Dr. Osgood's
Hebrew and Greek. What will the ignorant
and unlearned think of the authenticity of a
text certified by scholars who can convict each
other of more blunders than they make sentences?"A GERMAN divine has created no little stir in
Fatherland by a work which he has published
on "The State of Belief and Morality among
the Peasantry." In theN EvangeL Ki1·chg. the
work is reviewed by another theological professor, who admits that what the author says
regarding the declining authority of the clergy
is literally true, not of Thuringia only-where,
it seems, the author belongs-but of Germany
generally. The reviewer attributes the religious apathy which prevails to the coimection which is maintained betwl)en church and
state. So long, lie says, as the state holds on
to the church, supports and rules it, it will be
difficult to lead the people in general to understand the difference between church and
state, between prince and people. Until this
distinction can be drawn by the popular mind
he has little hope of a genuin religious revival.
The state, he admits, is gradually breaking
t~.Way from the church.

THE Southern Biv01tac tells this story of the
late war: At a certain battle a Federal chaplain happened to get into the vicinity of a b11t·
tery of artillery which was hotly engaged. The
Confederate shells were plowmg furrows
about the guns, and the cannoneers were
grimly and activly at work to answer shot for
shot. .The chaplain addressed himself to a
sergeant, who was very efficient, but at the
same time rather profane, -in the following
words: "My friend, if you go on this way can
you expect the support of divine providence?"
"Ain't Pxpectin' it," said the sergeant; "the
Ninth New J r-raey has been ordered to support
this battery.''
'
"RussiA. is buildingft strategic railway to the
Austrian frontier." You know what a strategic
railway is, don't you? Buys its right of ways
from the farmers for an annual pass, then gets all
land condemned and takes up the passes, then
gets a state grant of two or three conn ties for
the directors, buys its iron on long time and
pays for its grading with construction bonds,
then issues equipment bonds to pay for
rolling stock, borrows all the money in the
country on the mortgages-, calls in everything
outstanding and exchanges it for a deficit,
changes its name from the "North and South
Air Line" to the "East and West Short Line,"
divides the swag with the directors, and runs
the road with the deficit. It may be new iii
Russia, but it's an old thing with us. Country's just full of strategic railways.-B1·ooklyn
Eagle.
IN Prince George county, Va., a protracted
meeting was brought to a close last week under
curious circumstances.· One of the members
of the church had been followed there by a
pet dog, which, after reaching the place of wor·
ship, went up behind the pulpit desk and began munching the sacramental bread. One of
the ministers kicked the dog, which caused its
owner to become indignant, and he left the
church. His son walked up to the pulpit and
had some words with the minister. The min·
ister told the young man if he did not like what
he had done he could make the most of it.
The meeting, which had been begun with a
view of keeping it up for several days, was
brought to a close at the suggestion of one of
the ministers, who said that the devil had gotten into the dog and the people, and he -reckoned he had gotten into the preachers as well.
A DISPATCH from Middletown, N. -Y, says
that when "Capt." Jennie Wilson-Moore, of
the Salvation Army, who is now in jail in Elizabeth, N. J., charged with bigamy, was in command of a corps of the army in that village a
few months ago, the interest in her preaching
which one or two well-known Middletown
business men displayed was food for considerable gossip. It has now leaked out that after
her arrest in New Jersey she wrote to parties
here that unless they furnished means bywhich she could procure legal aid in her
trouble she would make a further confession.
The result has b'een that a syndicate of Middletown business men has engaged a noted New
York criminal lawyer to take charge of Capt.
Wilson-Moore's case. It is rumored that the
sequel of the matter is likely to be the placing
of a number of divorce cases on the calendar
of the Orange county court.
IT seems, observes the Sun, that even celestial beings can harbor rancorous feelings.
Several most estimable persons, including not
a few well-known and deservedly respe"ted
clergymen, hav fallen at loggerheads over the
question of employing members of religious
sisterhoods as nurses in the London hospitals.
Anglican Sisters hav been introduced into several of these establishments, and hav been pronounced ministering angels by the majority of
the medital officers and all the patients; but
perfect harmony exists only in heaven, of
course, and the inevitable malcontent and h1s
backers hav rushed into print with denuncia·
tions of the proselytizing tendency of these
nurses. The general public are less interested
in the point at issue than they are to see deans,
minor canons, rectors, and others, whose little
hands were never made to tear each other's
eyes, forget the fact, and most ferociously fall
out and fight.

-"IF Paul had not invented heathen Christianity, the idea would never hav occurred to
later ages that Jewish Christianity was anything else than a religion of law peculiar to
the Jewish nation, containing il!.tensified Messianic expectation and with a definit reference
of those expectations to the person of a
prophet who was not acknowledged.while he
lived and met with a violent death. Neither
Jesus nor the first church advanced in relig·
ious principles beyond Judaism; the new principle of -the universal religion of salvation
originated with the Apostle Paul."_:.Hartmann.

J/Jews of the lfeelt.
REv. FATHER McDoWELL, pastor of St. Agnes
church, N. Y., is investigating the case of the
striking silk-weavers. This will be uLendingly
cited as an instance by those who claim the
church to be the prime mover in labor reform
and chief friend of the workingman.

As the outcome of the Afghan quarrel, Rus·
sia is now many hundred miles nearer Herat
and the Indian frontier, and England has lost
THE -Indianapolis Journal reports that a very nearly all she claimed. A large portion
"widow woman" over in Centralia, Ill., has of the English violently denounce the peace
been turned out of the church on a charge of policy of their government.
"offensiv Christianity," preferred against her
IN England a stupidly worded-or else an
by a young lady member. The offense, the adroitly worded-section of the Franchise act
widow declares, consisted in her having is likely to reduce the number of new voters
mentioned that a former pastor was accus- from the expected two millions and a half to
tomec4 to salute the young lady in question about a million in the coming election. Lawith a kiss when circumstances niade it borers hav gained little by the new law.
convenient. She believes that there is noth·
Mn.. PARNELL is enraged over the recent freing in this to justify being turned out of quent occurrence of agrarian outrages in Irechurch, and proposes to contest by suing the land and the widespread publicity that has
minister for $10,000 who assisted in bouncing been given to them. He is chagrined at the
her. The pastor who has been sued has fled in ability of his lieutenants to prevent disturbto Europe. What has become of the [pastor ances at this time, when he has good reasons
who administered the kisses is not known, nor for wanting Ireland represented as tranquil,
is it material. It is sufficient to know that he and he is indignant at the avidity with whie•1
is still on deck somewhere.
every petty quarrel is seized upon and teleA DECISION of great importance to working- graphed far and wide for effect upon 1 he gt n ·
men in New Jersey has just been rendered by eral election.
Judge McDermott. It defines the rights of
AT the convention of Massachusetts Prohi·
workingmen under the Mechanics' Lien law. bitiordsts on the lOth, there were adopt£ d resJoseph Wilson made a contract with Norris H. olutions which declare in favor of female sufGeile to build ~ house. One of the conditions frage, urge the compulsory introduction of
was that Geile should not receive his first pay- temperance text-books in the. public schools,
ment until the building- was roofed in. Mar- denouace the murder of Chinese, deprecate
tin Schultz was one of three journeymen car- hostility between workingmen and employers
penters employed by Contractor Geile. When and advise arbitration, and declare that civil-$38:75 was due Schultz he gave formal notice to service reform can best be secured by the
Wilson, in accordance with the Mechanics' overthrow of the great corrupting power which
Lien law, to withhold from Geile $38.75 and centers in saloons.
pay it to him. Wilson refused to do so.
FrVE-YEAR~OLD Wallis Narf, of Dubois, Pa.,
Schultz then brought suit against Geile, and
mourned constantly for a little deceased sister,
got judgment for the full amount. Thrs judgan,d repeatedly declared that he wanted to go
ment was obtained on August 13th. In the
to heaven to see her. His mother tried to
mean time Geile made an assignment of his
comfort him by telling him that if he waq
contract to R. P. Francis & Son, of Hoboken,
good he would Bile his little sister when he
signing a full release to Wilson from all claims
died.
Then he asked his mother if he
in connection with the building. Schultz and
was good enough then to go to heaven if he
the other journeymen who had brought suit,
should die. She assured him that he was.
being unable to collect their judgments against Soon afterward he went upstairs and shot himGaile, brought suit against Wilson. Judge
self through the heart with his father's reMcDermott decided in th-eir favor for the full
volver.
amount and costs. In the decision the judge
THROUGHOUT the proceedings, in London, in
said: "A contractor cannot surrender a claim
to money earned and tliereby defeat recovery the case of the Crown against Mr. Stead and
others for abducting Eliz!l. Armstrong, the
by a claimant under the Mechanics' Lien
popular sympathy for the Armstrongs has
law."
been exhibited in a marked degree. The poSmE by side with the spread of Sunday baselice hav been barely able to prevent the·,mob
ball playing in this country, we learn, says the
from doing violence to Mr. Stead. The ex·
Sun, that Sunday cricket is steadily growing tracts from the Pall Mall Uazftte which were
more common in England. According to the last
read in court were hissed by the spectators,
number of the Court Journal, "Sunday cricket
and the policemen present did little or nothis spreading from Leicester; and is now pracing to l"revent this demonRtration. In fact,
ticed in many places, the rectors thereof seethroughout the proceedings the police haT
ing no harm in it. Near royal Windsor it is shown a vindictiv spirit in revenge for the onin full force on Sundays." Leicestershire is slaught made upon them by the PaU MaU Gaone of the great counties for fox-hunting, and zelle, and, beyond preventing actual bloodconsequently it is full of vigorous and activ shed, they hav gone to no trouble to repress
young men who would rather be running and
jumping than sitting still. But such has been insults to the defendants.
THE Prohibitionists of New York state held
the case for hundreds of years, and yet the
English Sunday there has had full observance their convention on the 8th. Delegate Shipof its recognized sanctity up to the present man, of N. Y. city, bewailed the apathy of
day. The rise of Sunday cricket cannot be ministers toward the Prohibition movement,
attributed simply to physical restlessness. saying: ''They havn't got their eyes open
Windsor is the seat of royalty, and the queen yet. They need the light more than auyother
is known to be particularly careful regarding class of men. As for me, I will stand by the
the observance of all state or ·religions cere- home I love; I will stand by the Bible I love,
monies; nevertheless, the Sunday in the neigh- and I will stand by the flag I love, until the
borhood of the royal castle has ceased to be motto of Prohibition is penciled in shiniug
the day that it was at the bE'ginning of her characters on the blue vault of heaven." J.
reign. Besides, the famous public school of W. Bruce created a Aensation by violently arEton is near Windsor, and it is to be supposed raigning the church and the ministry. A delethat the masters of that institution would use gate sprang to his feet and charged him with
every means to stop the playing of cricket on unjustly a'sailiog the holiest institutions on
Sunday anywhere near the school precincts. earth. "'rhe church is the stronghold of proYet it is played there, and the practice is said hibitionism," he sni-1. "It is not,'' answered
to be growing elsewhere. There does not a chorus of voices. " Let him speak," roared
seem to be much difference between an estab. a delegata. Confusion ensued, and the dk
lished church, as in England, and a church cussion was finally closed by the chair mat..'ll
calling for a hymn.
that it is not established, as in this country.
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'J'he American Secular Union:
ITS NFCESSITY, AND

JUSTICE oF ITS DEMANDS.
III.

THE

4. We demand that all religious Fervices nowsustained
fly the gr,vernment shalt be abolished, and especially that
the 11se if the Bible in the public schools, whether ostenNibly as a text boolc or avou:edly as a boolc if religious
worsMp, shall be prohibited.
It is not, in this instance, the Bible o1· religious
services per se to which we object, but tbe introductian of either into schools and other institutions that
belong to the nation. The Bible contains much that
is good, but we are not allowed to make a selection.
Moreover, even were a selection made, there is hardly
anything in the book about which all would agree.
Hence, it becomes a volume for private reading, according to choice and not 'for schools where children are to be f~und whose parents ~re of every
shade of religious belief and of no religious belief.
If religious services are to be held in national places,
and supported by nl!otional means, why should not
services of an opposit character be conducted under
the same circumstances? What sound objection
could be urged against Colonel Ingersoll delivering
one of his famous lectures, or some other advocate of
Freethought expounding the principles of Agnosticism or the fallacies of Christianity, and, having done
so, to receive pay for such services? This would, of
course, be immediately and most strenuously objected
to. Yet it is difficult to see upon what ground, save
as an act of injustice. If the use of the Bible is to
be permitted m national schools, why not the writings of celebrated Freethinkers? One class of books
has surely as good a right to be recognized aa
another. The fact is, we protest against the intraduction of any sectarian books, however large the
sect and however extensivly patronized, and the
holding of any sectarian services, be they for ~r
against religion. These .are matters in which perfect
1freedom should be allowed to all. We do not ask
for toleration, for that implies a right upon the part
of some one to be intolerant. We ask freedom, fair
play, impartiality, and no favor. We desire, in fact
-and it is rather curious that the request should hav
to be made by us-to be done unto as our opponents
would hav us do to them, were the circumstances reversed. They should not object to this rule; it is
one they profess to adhere to, and one of which they
boast considerably. Men who are truly liberal should
unhesitatingly approve this demand, it being the
very genius of freedom. Our motto is:
Bound to no party, to no creed confined,
The world our home, our brothers all mankind;
Do good, love truth, be just and fair withal,
Exalt the right, though every ism fall.
5. Wll demand that the appointment by the presid~nt
of the United States, or by the governors if the various
stares, if all religious festivals and fasfs, shall wholly

cea;~ligious fasts and festivals may be considered
unobjectionable so far as concerns their practice
by those who believe in them, and so far we offer no
opposition. But when they are made a national obligafion we hav a perfect right to enter our protest
against them, because in that case the country is
committed, in form at least, to their religious significance, and this is nothing short of intolerance. Suppose we, as Secularists, were in a majority, what
would be thought of us if we were to set apart special
days for any Freethought purpose, and demand that
the religious part of the people should join us in any
idea of keeping such days? An act of this kind
would be, on our part, deemed intolerant in the extreme; and it would be so without a doubt. It is
absurd to urge that these especial fasts and festivals
hav any real meaning to the great mass of the people-even to those who are theoretically believers in
the Christian religion; while to the honest Freethinkers they are nothing less than a downright insult. Great numbers of personEl, who would be horrifted at being designated Freethinkers, simply look
upon such "sacred " days as opportunities for a little
extra indulgence in dissipation and very questionable
practices. Saloons and churches reap the benefit,
and debauchery bears off the palm against religious
exercises. The mass of men in this country are not
religious in the sense that the Christian understands
the term. They are what in England are called
nothingarians. True, tbey sometimes talk in glowing
terms about the benefits of religion, the advantages
of Christianity, and the beauties of the Bible; but
practically they know very little of either of the
three. They seldom open their alleged sacred book,
and if they did, they would, in all probability, fail to
understand many of its curiously-worded phrases.
It is said that a teacher in a Sundlty·school on one
occasion asked a young pupil the meaning of the
words, ''Quench not the spirit," to which the young
hopeful repli6d, "Papa says it means don't put any
water into it." ' And, no doubt, many adult Bible
readers in the church would be incapable of giving
a better interpretation, Now, to impose upon the
\lOUntry set days foJ: J:eligiou~:~ purposes furuishes an

extra opportunity for additional spfrituous-not! not f?r one moment to. be permitted. The Christian
spiritual-indulgences, and tends, th~rd.m'l, to pro- pubhc waul~ be up m arms, and such an ou~cry
mote immorality in a large- degree, while, on the would be ra1sed as wa:s never \:>efore heard agamst
other hand, it is a source of oppression to the- con- unpr~cedented despotism. Then com11s a learned
scientious·unbeliever in theological dogmas. Thus, rabbi, who would expound th~ C?ld Testament l~w,
as a matter of justice, we desire this anomaly to cease. and demand to ~.ow how C~r1st1ans, who recog~1za
"Let justice be done, though the heavens should that law as of ~1vme a?thor1ty, could find any Just
fall, is a motto that we often bear in the mouths of cause of complamt. H1s argument, so far, would be
ou; opponents; we ask them, for once, to put it into unanswerable. It would be usel~ss t~ t~ll them. that
practice. AsShakspere has it:
the day had been changed, for h1s rehgwn admtts of
Poise the cause in justice's equal scales,
ne such change; and, moreover, he would be .able to
Whose beam stands sure, whose rigb.tful cause prevails.
show that the most learned men among the Curis. a· .
h . h
d tians themselvs had concede,d that the Christian
. 6. We demand that the .JU tmal oat s tn t e courts, an scriptures contained no re'Cord whatever of the ap~n all other depart.ments o/ the governments, shall ~e ohol- pointment of a new Sabbath, day. The Saturday,
tshed, .and that ~tmple affirmatwn,. unde~· t~e ~atns and says he, is the day that we a~d our fathers hav always
penalttes of perJury, shall be establtshed tn its stead.
kept, and you must observe 1t too. The profaners of
It can~ot ~or a moment be doubted that an oath .can this day are threatened with divine displeasure by
~av no b~ndmg effect on p~rson~ who do n~t be~Iev~ prophets whose inspiration you yourselvs admit, and
m the d.eity sw~rn by, or who, wit~ that behef, dlsre we desire to avert those jl}dgments from the Amergard this particular cult, the rahc of a barbar~us ican people, and are acting, therefore, as becomes
age and an untut~red J?eople. It wi!l not be dem_ed good citizens and lovers of our country and of huthat men who.beh~ve In God and In t.he penalties manity at large. Now, we say, let Christians take
t~eology provides 1D the hereafter for lymg, do occa- this argument to heart, and for once act on their
swn~Uy swear fal~ely. Wha~,they fear far more tha.n golden rule of doing to others as they would desire
hell Is a prosecutiOn for perJury, because the 0 .ne ts others to act toward them. Secondly. The Sabbath
remote and th~ other near at hand. The oath IS no of the Bible was merely a day of rest, not of worship.
guarantee agamst fals~hood, as the ~ol_umns of the Here, again, the original purpose of the day is lost
~~ws~apers amply testl!Y· And that It 18. a sourc~~! sight of by those who make the loudest pretensions
mJust~ce to the ~nbehever few ~en Will hav
to keep it. With what grace and consistency can a
temerity to question. Is a Freethmker to b~ outf Christian minister preach a rest-day on Sunday, when
lawed because he refuses to s~ear by a deity 0 he himself does the beavie1:1t and hardest part of his
~hom .he professes to kno;y nothi.ng, and on a book labors on that very day-labors for which he receives
m whiCh he has no .spemal behef? Surely.suc~ a almost his entire income. Of course, his reply will
course of _Procedu~e IS the very m~ckery of J~stiCe. be that the work in which he is engaged is a work of
If a skeptic take tb.e oath for !urm s sake, he IS d~- necessity: But that is a matter of opinion, for Sec·
no_nl!ced as a coward who has not ~he .courage ?f ~Is ularists certainly do not regard it as such. Besides,
?PinlO.ns, 0 ~ a man ~ 0 whom consCientiOus c?nVICtl~n even if it were so, the Mosaic law made no provision
IS a t~Jfl.e !1 g~t as air, and who cannot be s~ncere m for such labor, and hence he is violating the comthe Vlews which he professes to hold. And· If, on the mandment which forms the foundation of all his Sabother hand, _he ref~ses. to be swor~,. he frequently batarian superstructure. Thirdly. And this is the
thereby sa_cnfic~s his_ nghts ~s a c~t·I.z~n. Such a most important part of the argument from our point
state of thmgs IS a_dJsgrace m a C!Vlhzed country of view-we, who accept neither the law of Moses nor
and ought to -be swept away.
.
that of the New Dispensation, hav no right to be sadIt ~as been shown over and over ngam that the dled with the obligations of either the one or the
oath IS no s~feguard of truth. That there may b.e 8 other. We prefer to exercise our 1·ight, and choose
few :we~k-mmded .person~ wh? may att~ch some kmd our own method of spending Sunday. We fail to see
of Significance to s":e!lnn~, Ju.st as t~ey do to any any "divine" authority bearing on the question, and
other form. of supershtwn, IS quite pos.sible; but t.hese therefore no such law can be binding on us. Our
ar~ t~o umm;por~ant to be all.owe~ to mterfere With a opponents are among the class described in "Hudiprmmp~e of JUStice,. Some time ~go I was amu~ed bras," who
m readmg o! a child who was .telhng her comp~?uon
Prove their doctrins orthodox
By apostolic blows and knocks.
a somewhat !mr,robable sto_r~ m a gra~eyard:
Ar~
Y0 ,u sure of It? ~sked. the h~t~ner: . Y~~· mdeed,, And to this method we object, however mild the
sa!d the story-teller, w1tl! an l~Jureo air; you don.~ blows and however weak the knocks may be. It is
thmk I would tell a falsehood m a cemetery, do you? an attempt at persecution, worthy only of the times
But we know there are people-and the number is when the church was triumphant, -and ought not to
not small-who would not scruple in telling a false- be, and will not be, tolerated in an age of thought
hood in a cemetery, At all events, a man who has no and mental freedom. The battle is begun, and we
respect for the truth will violate it anywhere, if fear mean to fight till victory crowns our efforts, believing
of the consequences-in this world, I mean, for he with Byron:
will take his chance of any other-be not sufficient
Who would be free themselvs must strike the blow.
to .. deter him. .A man who will sacrifice truth in
8. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement
every-day life will do the same on oath, unless he fear qf "Christian." morality shall be abrogated, and that all
a prosecution for perjury-a safeguard we do not laws shall be conformed to the requirements of natural
propose to abolish. How the defenders of oaths can morality, equal rights, and impartial liberty.
consider themselvs followers of him whose emphatic
To some persons this demand will appear, on the
command was "Swear not at all," and who said, face of it, rather startling, sinc.e.so many people con"Let your yea be yea and your nay nay, for found Christian morality with. every sort of virtue, in
whatsoever is more than this cometh of evil," I can- the absence of which only vice can prevail, that we
not understand. Surely to swear is not to let your seem to them to be asking for the whole moral fabric
yea be yea, and nothing more; but the foolish sen- of society to be loosened by removing its only fountence, "Yes, so help me God," is added; and the dation. This, however, is a great mistake. Chrisaddition must, therefore, upon Christian principles, tian ethics are not universal ethics; and, therefore,
"come of evil." In this matter the members of the however good thefmay be, they can only be accepted
American Secular Union are better Christians than as far as they are included in a much wider and
the church-goers themselvs.
.
broader scheme. It would be foreign to my present
7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly en- purpose to go into an elaborate exposition of ethical
forcing the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be codes. Suffice it by saying that our moral system is
repealed.
known by the term Utilitarianism, its fundamental
We do not object tQ a day of rest; our objection is principle .being " the greatest happiness for the
against a day being set apart and enforced by law for greatest numbet'." Such acts as conduce to this end
religious observance. We hav no more right to be we call moral, and such as do not we term immoral.
compelled to keep Sunday than we hav to be forced Here is a clear and definit distinction between vice
to attend church or chapel. To the great majority of and virtue which all men can understand. The
people here, as in the old country, Sunday is simply a system is as broad as humanity, and of an _application
holiday-a day untrammeled by the cares and anx- commensurate with the race itself. Now, Christian
ieties of business employment-a day for enjoyment virtues, as they are called, although often good, are
and rest from the arduous duties of every-day toil. not so because they are Christian, but because they
This day is the worker's own, to deal with as he are included in, and inculcated by, this wider system
pleases. Of course, the Sabbatarian maintains that of a humanitarian character. The goodness of any
the Sabbath was of divine appointment, and there- religion, .and its applicability to life, must be decided
fore the observance of it ought to be enforced upon by natural law. This is to remove morality from the
all persons in a Christian Jand. But to this I reply: region of speculation and authority into that of prac- ·
First. If so, it was Saturday, and not Sunday, that tice and freedom, to take it out of the :field of controwas divinely appointed to be kept, and that, there- versy and disputed questions into that of universal
fore, the whole of the Christians, with the exception agreement and nature. Hence all the real virtues of
of a few-such as the Seventh-Day Baptists-violate Christianity will be included in the Utilitarian
this divine law every week. The ablest scholars on scheme; and the rest, those of a fictitious character,
the Christian side admit that they bav no sufficient will be dismissed as obsolete, or, at all events, as havdivine authority for changing the day. Now, suppose ing no binding value upon mankind at large. It
the Jews were in a majority in the government, and will hardiy be disput.ed that some of the acts to which
they should pass a law from their standpoint enforc- Christians attach the greatest importance as moral
ing the "observance" of Sunday according to their duties are simply ceremonial, and partake of rite or
view, what would Christians think of such an act of ceremony. In the Decalog itself, among a few good
tyranny? We venture to say that on all hands such precepts, there is one which can in no sort of sense
an act would be denounced as a,n oppre~sion U;t~t wa~ be called mf?ral-the keeping of the Sabbath. Yet thilt
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is read every Sunday in churches as part of the moral
law. Sabbath observance is nothing more than a
ceremonial practice, and is far from carrying with it
ethical conduct, as the history of Scotland proves.
Here is a nation of strict Sabbatarians, but they are
not supremely prominent as a moral people.
Then,
again, we object to the narrow and one-sided system
of so-called Christian morality. To say the least of
it., it is sectarian in the very highest degree. The
Bible is not allowed to tell its own tale without note
or comment. Even that would be narrow, excluding,
as it would, those who did not accept the divine authority of the volume; but the ground is made much
narrower than this. The Mormon discovers polygamy in the Biblical moral code, and it would be very
difficult to show that he is wrong by a just and fair
interpretation of the book. But Christians themselvs
declare that he shall not follow his own interpretation of a record the divine. authority of which they
both agree to accept. &w, what we desire is to abrogate all laws enforcing any Christian morality
upon the ground that it is Christian. We demand a
general scheme to be adopted, about which there can
be no mistake, because such a scheme would be for
the good of all. We say with Pope:
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peculiarities of his apprenticeship hav rendered him on the new mine of modern secular knowledge. For,
unfit for anything else, save, perhaps, the spinning as a l?atter of fact, once the sharp Hindoo bas
of cheap yarns, and usurping other such thankless learned the alphabet of West.em science, nothing can
vocations of the proverbial old woman?
now prevent him from being near the very front
And how shall we pity that wretchedest of all peo- door of modern thought, and Englishmen and misple~ who, while tr~ading on the co~ns of t~e evan- sionaries may. leave IndHt for good, but the tree of
geh~t, refuse to hall a3 benef&<:tor hiS ~raveling com- ~od~rn learnm~ ha13 b~en planted in the East never
pa~wn ~n~ c~~f~d.e~ate! the rrfl.e-b~armg mercen~r,y ·"~die. The Hmdoo wdl surrender everything con·
of Chnstian CIVIhzatwn, the emiSSary of the "Ill- Sidered valuable by other peoples, aye the very couterests" of commerce and monopoly? Woe, thrice ditions of life itself, but never the' conditions of
woe, to a .natio? who, like th~ Hi_ndo.os _of the present thought so long ~a h~ livs, for thought, not faith, is
day, receive With a shrug the mtnns1c and super- the way of salvahon m his creed. I bav however
natural claims of the religion of the Bible, while they since changed my view. For though in the history
stand aghast before the unscrupulous greed and of English education in India one or two of the most
reckless injustice of a ChristiJln rule, over whose prominent actors that took the initiativ were missionenormities the servant of God, the bearer of the aries, notably Alexander Duff, of the Scottish Free
c~oss, i~ du~b!. _ Is such a nation worthy of life, Church, their conduct was influenced more by their
either m this world or the next? Alas, wretches, own personal good sense and large-heartedness t.han
doubly doomed I
the policy of their missions, which hav all the time
In the annals of injusticeE! of man to man there is' placed the greatest confidence for the regeneration
not one more flagrant, more heartless, than the treat- of the heathen in the phantasmal workings of the
ment of the Hindoo at the hands of his self-consti- Holy Ghost. Further, English education was organtuted benefactors. Both the Christian government ized into a system in India tbrou"h the ala.crity and
and the Christian mission in India hav been com- avidity with which the hungry hetrlhens fell upon the
palled more than once, by t~e ~orce of circumstances, pabulum furnis?ed by the University Publishing
to mak~ a case upon the flimsiest grounds, both are House, after bemg dosed almost to death with devil
For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight,
un.der the necessity of getting up a plea for very stories and fish stories offered by the Tra~t Society
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right;
In faith and hope the world will disagree,
~xistence, and s~ truth has been regarded as no ob- and the Society for the Propagation of .Christian
But all mankind concurs in charity.
Ject, and humamty b:nt a sca~eeyow.
Knowledge. The hearty co-operation of intelligent
CHARLES wATTS.
. Few are una~quam!ed W:Ith ,..:Esop's story o~ the and public-spirited Hindoos with the English govhon and the pamter, m wh1cb. IS told how a pamter ernment has made it possible that all over India, at a
The Missionary and the Heathen.
depicte? an en~ounter between a lio~ and himself hundred colleges and numberless high schools,
The misrepresentation of nations by foreigners is by placmg the hon prostrate under his human foe; young heathens are to-day learning the l~test things
one of the proverbial injustices ext~nt. If you were whereupon it has been sugges~ed by the moralist in the field of knowledge and thought., free from the
an enemy_ of Eng hind, there is nothing you would that the lion, if he know the art of painting, would slightest taint of theology, pagan or Christian, to the
enjoy more than the observations of a French wit giv a very different representation. The fact is that great discomfiture of the missionaries, who never
upon the grossness of John Bull and the canting ten- the heathen, up to this time, has been voiceless in the dreamed it would come to all that, aye, in the course
dencies of his Pecksniffian race. No one could dis- field of international_.vilification. All the talk of the of a quarter of a century. There are missions in
course more thoroughly on French vanity and MtX world is, at the present day, monopolized by a few Ohi~a, but no modern education there. Something
morals in Paris than a pseudo-moralist of Cockney- Western people, notoriously the Christian portion of other than the Holy Ghost has had to do with it in
dam. Berlin and Paris hav heartily abused each the English and American, and those whose reputa- India.
But what has led me specially to wish the missionother for the last fifteen years, and the recrimin~<tions tion is at their mercy hav to fare very hard indeed.
No
doubt
the
whirligig
of
time
will
change
situaaries
divested of all credit in the matter is that. first
of London and St. Petersburg promis a rich repast
for at least the next fifteen to all lovers of the mali- tions, as it has heretofore done, if not exactly turn th~y never meant it, and secondly, their he~rtles~
the tables, and the heathen will be helll'd from in vilification of Hindoo character and institutions, becious.
cause of failing to make any headway with t.ho goBNational vanity, opposition of interests and the due course.
The dying exclamation of the Eastern monarch, pel, is a proof that from their peculiar educ~ttion
consequent jealousies, the natm·al maliciousness of
the average man, and the pronenessB of both nations "Oh, save me from my friends!" might very appro- they are incapable of true charity and human symand individuals to constitute oneself the center of propriately be put in the mouth of the modern Hin- pathy. Unwilling as the Hindoos are to accept this
the world and its guide of conduct, are the most doo, -:vho is absolutely dumb in th_e presence of the so-called gospel, 'no people are more considf'rate of
fruitful causes of this curiosity in the literature of colossal injustices of the Christian pretenders of be- the opinions anc;l beliefs of others. It is a part of
international reporting. Community of language nevolence. What between the drastic pills of a their creed to honor the religion of others as much
and customs, instead of being .a palliativ, seems only Christian rule, and the frantic attempts of the mis- as their own, all being, as they regard, but branches
to add bitterness to the mutual jealousy of fallen-out sionary to cram down his throat a most indigestible of the same tree of speculation. Nowhere can a
brothers, and when two peoples can understand each medley of grossness and absurdity, in which, under proselyte hav such an agreeable audience, though.
other better, they are all the more assiduous in the name of gospel, the eternal verities are set at nowhere is it harder to make converts; and, tllking
the fond work of minute fault-finding.
Ever naught, truth is haltered, and cruelty idealized, well into account the handsome pecuniary compensntions
since America became a nation, the Anglo-Amer- may he again cry with his ancestors of yore that the which the missionaries generally receive for proclucican spite has done more to increase the cynicism whole world is an illusion; and nothing is real in life ing the barrenest resuU.s, an India.n mission is, in vulof the reading public than all the other na- but pain. He gasps for breath, he cries for mercy, gar phrase, one of the softest snaps one could desire.
Of course, it goes without sayin~ that the methods
tional jealousies and antipathies put together. and his "f~iends" call ~im a blac~guard, and in the
glo":
phil~nthropy
fall
to
perceive
how
ungenerof
spreading a crooked gospel are necessarily
Budding English Radicals make a six weeks' tour of
.
.
crooked. As God could not hav lighted upon a
the United States and return home "forever cured ous It .Is to kiCk a dea~ dog. .
T~kmg, as l.l,mon~ tne quahfi~atwns of a JU?-g.e. of scheme of salvation more difficult of acceptance, the
of republicanism," as the phrase goes, and settle
down to make money by beer-brewing and similar for~Ign m~nners, customs, and. Ideas a s:usce~t~bihty missionaries could not, by any possibility, adopt a
pursuits, witb a strengthened conviction that a nu- to ImpressiOns, an openness to zdeas, a disposition to surer means of failure than is thei<· wont. They
merous royal family wi,th patent vices and large .pen- learn, a_nd a genuin sy~pa~hy. with human failings start by telling the heathen that his beliefs are supe~
sions are the surest guai·antee of p0litical morals; and . misfortunes, ~he z~:usst~nary ~an . sho.w to his stitious and his momlity baseless and false, and they
while Yankee travelers, bent on acquiring knowledge, credit .absolutely ml, while his debit .side IS full of end by offering a story more absurd than absurdity
get disgusted with all things in England because it large 1tems of false knowledge, cultivated conceit, itself and a scheme in which morality forms the least
makes no specialty of clams! And despite the mar- and an arrogance which is truly divine, inasmuch as perc~ptible thread.
In fact, the ways and means of the chosen of God
tyr-like efforts of certain members of American cult- it puts J ehov~h to sha~e. ~he mission~ries belong
urocracy to make things smooth, their self-sacrificing to the genus hebe~udmous,, f?r I tak~ It ~hat term, would make one think that they trusted for success
c:ffers to bedeck their brows with the dust of John th~mgh not found m the diCtiOnary, Imphes so~e- to anything else but their faith. It is a well-known
Bull's feet for the sake of peace, the misunderstand- thmg. awfu~ly awful, queerly queer. They ~tart With fact that the handful of converts made in India dura ~b m ~heir heads and a padlock on ·their hearts, ing a century and over were recruited in large proings are on the increase rather than otherwise.
· Religion, however-religion as it is understood at With a trunkful of. the who~e truth reveale.d, an~ a portions in times of famin, and the tangible gift of
the present time~is, as has been often observed of haze that everythmg .else Is wretched; their brams rice and soup had more to do with the change of
hearts than the imperceptible mu,nipulations of the
late, the' greatest power in creating discord between are perverted and their he.arts are stale.
If, ~n my return t~ India, I ~~1·e t.o describe the Holy Ghost. The few converts of education and
man and man. And the more a religion insists upon
its followers binding themselvs to an exacting God, Americans as a nation of Spintuahsts, freelovers, talent whose number can be counted on one's finthe better it succeeds in snapping the ties of human and poly~amists, who preach slav~ry and practice gers, ~ere almost all young men of poor p11rentage,
sympathy and fellowship. The Jehovah of the Chris- Mammomsm as the gospel of salvatwn, I should not who bad ambitions to gratify and were given the
tian bas been the cause of more bloodshed and bad be guilty of a hundredth fraction of the injustice means to do so at the date of' their conver3ion. As
blood between his children than all the devils, incar- d~me to the H~ndoo ~n the c11rrent conceptions ~bout might be expected, these distinguished converts hav
nate and imaginary, human and infernal. That the h1s people assiduous,y spread and fostered by mter- been famous in all other fields but that of the service
feeling of brotherhood of man is a necessary sequeooe ested parties. The servan~ of Christ, the possessor of God. They ate known among their countrymen
of the idea of fatherhood of God is only a figment of of the last word of God, ~s asked by the heathen not for their degree of Christian piety or proselytizthe brain, and the very reverse of the fact. Apart why he must accept the Bible as the word of God, ing zeai but as bein,. eminent in literature, science
o
. .
'
from the common experience that brothers are not al- and he,an~wers, "Because it is ~ritt~n. by t~e Holy or Jtublic life.
What,m~~es you b.el~eve It IS written b~
Bribes, coaxings, and even decepbons are among the
ways the very niodel of mutual lovingness, men hav Ghost.
Because It IS the word of God. means not unoften employed to make the heathen
never quarreled so bitterly with one another as when the Holy Ghost?
filled with the love of God. And what Jehovah began Even the heathen school-boy laughs at reasonings like love the unlovable Jehovah. A young widow of the
has been left to his trusted servants, the ministers and this from big, mustache~ me?, .and the mortified writer's acquaintance was decoyed from her' home
missionaries, to elaborate and continue. Would you lover of truth reports to his mi.sswn at home upon under a promis of marriage, another convert personlike to hate and despise the fellow-man you hav never the hop~less obduracy of the Hmdoo ~eart, th~ hor- ating the would-be husband. It was not until she
seen? Read but the loving accounts given of the rors of Idolatry .and caste, the burmn~ ?f wid~ws, had been bv.ptiz?.d that she knew herself to hav been
far-away heathen by your benevolent and large- and the degradatwn. of women, for the billionth time. the victim of a hoax, and the arms of the Brahm a
There was a time when I used to think that the Samnj (the Theistic society of India) saved her from
hearted missionaries I
.
Woe to the nation that bas enough life in it to re- foreign missions should be given some little credit; suicide. It were superfluous to state that in most of
sist the quack ministrations of those itinerant soul that, while perfectly off scent in insisting on teaching the missions a rewf'.rd in filthy lucre is attached to
cobblers known as missionaries! For, over and above the heathen just exactly what no people either wanted every spiritual conquest into the ranks of the elect.
the theological spite, is there not enough to fill the or needs to ~~~~u·n, incidentally and unconsciously As this paper has already druwn out long, I will reevangelist's heart with gall to overflowing in the they were tbe means of dropping now and then a serve tbe story of how I myself eecaped beiug caught
consciousness that his livelihood depends upon this gem or two from the unknow;p treasures of the West, in the spectral embrace of the Holy Ghost for a future
AMRITA LAL RoY,
q,uestione.ble induat:ry of the evangel, and that the thus exciting his curiosity and setting him to work occasion.
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wrong. Our Christian friends tell us of the superiority of
faith over works, meaning that belief in the Q,pgmas of the
church takes precedence over the works of benevolence, kindness, and love. Secularists hold that acts of kindness, goodness, and benevolence greatly outrank faith; that it matters
less what a man believes than what he does. In the language
of the noble D. M. Bennett, founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER:
'It is a consolation to know that acts of kindness and love
produco the same happy results, whether performed by those
of much or little faith, Christian or Infidel.' What most
weakens the claim to supernatural authority is the fact that
the most honest and devout are not agreed as to what the Bible
does teach. We would giv all credit ~o the church for their
endeavors to inculcate morality. But unfortunately they insist on wrong motivs for right doing. Christianity is a system
of rewards and punishments. 'Do good for the sake of tht~
bribe, or fear of the punishment.' Secularism teaches: 'Do
right from love of right,' and would hav all act from principle, cultivating love of justice, instead of selfishness. We
would teach children that to lead lives of love, benevolence,
and truth--spreading lightness and joy around them, making
an Eden paradise of love of their own homes and neighborhood-was the grand purpose of life; not to glorify an imaginary God and be regardless of duty to humanity, hoping
only for a mythical fairy-land in. an ideal heaven, in an uncertain future. Christians ask us, 'What incentiv to morality
would exist if you take away Christianity, faith in Jesus, hope
in heaven?' To those whose highest interest is centered in
their own miserable selvs, who care only for their individual
comfort and prosperity, the sacrifices made by the·secularist
to spread the glorious truths of the gospel of humanity seem,
doubtless, very foolish. Such creatures need bribes to do
right. A work of art may thrill the sensitiv soul with rapfure.
Some would find greater delight in gnawing a pig's foot. A
hog prefers a pail of swill to the most beautiful painting or
a book of most exquisit poetry. Those educated in selfishness need promises of special blessings here on earth and of
fairy homes in heaven to induce them to care for, much more
diligently seek for, truth. Such persons do good only in hope
of reward-as a school-boy studies his lesson, not for the sake
of knowledge, but to obtain the prize. The Secularist regards
truth as priceless, loves justice, seeks to reform errors of life
as well as errorf! of faith, and, desiring to promote the happiness of his fellow-creatures, will make great sacrifices to
spread the glorious gospel of humanity. Because reveling in
the delights of freedom, he desires all should be set free.
Secularism 'declares the chief end of man to be to promote
human goodness, and thus secure human happiness. Instead
of going through the world with sad faces, sighs, and mournings, we should strive to fill the hearts of all around us with
gladness, until we in our turn rejoice. Keep the heart pure
and it will overflow with sweet melodies of love. Secularism
desires to educate, refine, establish the purest, closest
brotherhood; it seeks to gain for all equal rights,· and since
justice is the one grand aim and guiding star of all trne Secularists, the New York Freethinkers' Association will work with all
the power and determination of honest hearts devoted to a
noble purpose, nor rest till we secure the Nine Demands of
Liberalism."

The first Freethinker registered at the Delavan as
an attendant at the coming Convention was C. B.
Reynolds, who had left his Tent in the hands of Mr.
Tilney and journeyed to Albany. Following him were
S. P. Putnam and the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
After that they came so thick that we could not keep
count. When the Convention opened, at 10:30 Friday morning, there were about two hundred present,
among whom we recognized the following: T. B.
Wakeman, New York; Elizur Wright, Boston; Horace
Seaver, of t~e Boston Investigator-; Lucy N. Colman,
Syracuse; Amy Post, Hochester; Joseph McDonough;
James Parton, Newburyport, Mass.; Courtlandt
Palmer, New York; Robert Wade and wife, Troy;
Lucius C. West, Kalamazoo, Mich.; A. Schell, Albany; Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Reynolds, Rochester; D.
A. Blodgett, Grand R!lpids; E. B. Foote, Sr., and
E. B. Foote, Jr_., New York; George Hartley, Massachusetts; Ernest Mendum, Boston, and W. S. Bell,
Chicago.
•
In the absence of Dr. Brown, the Convention was
Friday afternoon the committee on business. and
called to order by S. P. Putnam, who was on motion
nominations reported the following ticket:
made temporary chairman. Mrs. C. B. Reynolds was
Presiddnt: T. B. Wakeman, of New York.
chosen temporary secretary. The only business on
Recording Secretary: Mrs. Frank C. Reynolds, of North
hand was the appointment of committees on business Parma.
Corresponding Secreta1·y: J, J. McCabe, of Albany.
and nominations of officers and resolutions. Mr. :Putnam was asked to name them, which he did as fol:r;·easurer: E.~- Macdonald, of New York.
l!.xectd<v Cornmtttee: S. P. Putnam, New York; C. B. Rey-'
lows:
nolds, Rochester; Dr. A. Robinson, Cape Vincent; John
On business and nomfnations.-C. B. Reynolds, chairman; Peck, Naples; A. C. Macdonald, New York; Clement Austin,
DaWitt C. Griswold, of .Auburn; Hiram Wilbur, Green Island; Rochester· Amy Post Rochester· C Houghton Batavia
'
'
.
' ·
•
·
George Hartley, Turner's Falls; E. M. Macdonald, New York.
These officers were unanimously elected. A vice·
On resolntions.-Courtlandt Palmer, New York; Helen H.
t r·
h
t
1
l t d
.
GarJener, St. Louis; Robert W>1de, Troy; John E. Remsburg, preSI en or eac coun y was a so e ec e , the hst
Atchison, Kan.; 'r. B. Wakeman, New York.
being substantially the same as last year.
At the conclusion of this business Joseph MeAfter music by Holding's orchestra, Mr. J. J. Mc.
Donough,
of Albany, dwelt upon the modifications
Liabe, president of the Albany Secular Society, adbeliefs and
dressed the assemblage, bidding them welcome to his perpetually. going on in the Christian·
.
.
'
city. Mr. McCabe was once a Cat.holic.- Now he is how the history of those modificatiOns showed the
of the assumption that Christianity was a dithe most energetic and hardest-working Freethinker fallacy
.
. •
. .
. .
.
.
in Albany. In conju~ction with C. H. Luck, Joseph vme revelation, for If 1t were a d1vme revelatwn, It
McDonough, Mrs. Ihoban, and Mr. Williams, he would hav been true when revealed, and would hav
·
d
'th t th f
ll
ru
or a
ages. Theolabeps the firc:s of Liberalism brightly shining in tbe b een lD accor WI
city of bw. Mr. McCabe is a witty speaker, well gians still maintain the infallibility of their various
read, and gave the Convention a good speech which and variable doctrins, which are modified day by day
as their absurdities become evident to the obtuse
we shall take the earliest opportunity to print.
Following Mr. McCabe was C. B. Reynolds, who believers.

·a

told the people what the New York State Freethinkers' Association was endeavoring to secure. As
he put it, our aims are:
"Ftr.~t: Secu.ring equal rights and liberty to all, regardless
of rehgwus fa1th, or the l>1ck of it; the total separation of
c~urch nnd ~tate, and the :epeal of any and every law that infrwge~ the nghts of conscience, or favors any practices in the
name of rellgwn,, or aught else that interfere's with private
nghts or the publlc welfare.
"Swond :. .Admucement in all that pertains to truth 1 scie e
and SOCHLUllJty."
nc l

. M~. Reynolds made one of th& best speeches of
h1s hfe, and deservedly secured the heartiest approbation of the Liberals present.
Among other good
things he said:
"How to moHt dl'ectivly diffuse the light of truth and impart
knowledge of tl.J". laws of our being; how to sel;ct and Jarfeet the best ~oCial coiJditio~s, lire the problems to be sol~ed.
0 ~r o.nly consistent course 1s a constant aggressiv activit , in
brmgmg the fuels before the p~opl.e.. This can only b~ effect.ed by a thoro~gl.t ~ystem of J ud1cwus distribution of Liberal and BClbnl1tic hterature. United, earnest, persistent
efforts n:u~t be ruade to reach the people by the same 11 e 0 ·
so effectlVly used by the C~ristiuns ... Hence the duti 0~ ~~~
gam~atwn w <every school district in the state and the atient
p~rs1stent etlons of each and every Liberal :first £o k'
fm~rls ancl rw1ghbors to t~e jus~ice of the de:Uands of &~u~
lar1sm.and tLen t l supply tnem w1th such reading matter as will
?est effect that purpo,e.. Perhaps some can do but little but
~f each and every oue w1ll do that little a wondrous 1
· 't
IS alsm:d.
S~pematural authority is fast losing
~any thmgs wh1ch both church and Bible hav declared to b~
right, the best part of the Christians will now admit to be

it; hclJ

His address, which was liberally punctuated with
hearty applause, was followed by· one from Elizur
Wright. The title of Mr. Wright's lecture was, "A
Waste of Energy; or, Great Cry and Little Wool.''
It was about the revision of the Bible, and the following are some of the points he made:
" That the ecclesiastical committees in Em·ope and America
who hav been employed for a n:umber of years· in producing
a revised edition of .the <?Id and New Testaments, embody a
large amount of tramed mtellectual force cannot be denied·
they are doubtless naturally good and strong men whose mind~
hav been warped by bad training. Supposing there exists in
or behind the universe a supreme personal intelligence, by
whom these Testaments were originally given as a revelation
of his rights and our duties to him and other persons, the rev~sion ~t this late day was not only a waste of energy and precwus lime, but a presumptuous if not a blasphemous folly.
It intimated that the divine author undertook what he was in.
competent to perform, that the book as a revelation was a
failure. It only revealed the maker quarreling with his own
work. It belittled the infinit. Supposing the Bible simply a
human producti?n, lik~ .the Iliad of Homer or the plays of
Shakspere, man1festly 1t needs revision more than either of
those works-weeding out much that is tedious, pueril, immoral, and unreasonable from what is wise, good, and beautiful. And especially it needs so revising that no statement of
an important fact in one place shall be flatly contradicted in
another. But hardly a word of correction in this respect has
been made, no light has been added, no absurdity has been
retracted, no example or justification of tyranny or cruelty
has been expunged. 'Hell' has been changed to 'sheol' or
'hades ' in many places, but in at least two it is left as it
was. Its locality, whether geographical, geological, or astronomical, is as doubtful as ever. In the revised t.ext, meri still

liv more than nine hundred years before they die. Noah, at
the age of nine hundred years, embarks in a three-story barn,
four hundred and fifty feet long, seventy-five feet wide, and
forty-five feet high, and takes with h1m his wife (who must
hav b·een at least one hundred years old), his three sons and
their wives, a pair of every species of unclean beasts on earth,
and seven pairs of the clean, to say nothing of fowls and
creeping things-six healthy persons, besides the old folks, to
take care of a menagerie many times larger than Barnum's,
for a rather tempestuous voyage of more than forty days and
forty nights. What a time they must hav had with the creeping things! Shade of Munchausen, what.a credibility it must
take to swallow it-even as an allegory !
·
"The revision of the Bible so as to giv it the exact sense of _
its various discordant writers, if it could possibly be done, was
not worth doing. It required more than human inspiration to
do it, and intelligent men hav ceased to believe in mspiration,
or the special inspiration claimed by the revisers. Many parts
of the book are not fit to be read in schools or public assemblies. It is worth having in libraries as one of a series of writings reaching back almost to the invention of alphabets, and
which, though by no means strictly historical, 'illustrates early
history, and the way in which traditions, crude and distorted,
were made to answer some of the purposes of history. The
Bible poetry is still more preciou·s and valuable, for some of it
is among the grandest ever produce"d, because in the upward
struggle of the human mind the imagination always goes
foremost. 'fhe bad morals and senseless miracles, though
placed in a barbarous fashion among the best maxims, unless
made a part of juvenil educ~J.tion, as so much divine inspiration, need not corrupt the young. The barbarous ol:igin of the
book being known, the wisdom it contains will be prized by
force of contrast. Its worst faults are condoned by the most
religiously orthodox, because they assume that the creator of
the universe was its author-assume it in spite of his setting
in that book the worst possible example for moral beings to
follow. As a purely human book, the revisers hav left the
Bible almost precisely as they found 'it. It is not damaged by
making it appear better than it was, except in a very few matters of literary taste. I appeal to all thinking men and
women, and especially to the revisers themselvs, whethH, considering the pressing wants of mankind for more knowledge
of the nature of things, more justice, more kindness, and less
strife of classes, this is not a waste of mental energy, scholarship, and inventiv faculty? Would not the invention of an
improved soap or a better washing machine do more for the
happiness of the average family than the whole of this Bible
revision will ever do, seeing that its chief improvement is the
substitution of the phrase 'man-child' for that by which the
Hebr~s distinguished between the sexes?
"We are asked by those whose palpable interest. it is to
check the progress of Freethought and keep mankind the
dupes of an absurd religious theo1·y, 'If you set aside the Bible
and its divine inspiration, what will you put in its place?'
This question, addressed to the unthinking, is by far their
strongest plea. It comes too late. The Bible, as an authoritativ and infallible guide of human conduct-and in no other
sense is it proposed to displace it-has already been set aside.
Science, witty inventions, and better books, to say nothing of
t~e .dissensions of its advocates and interpreters, practically
d1d 1t more than :fifty years ago. Salvation Armies cunnot replace it.. Millions of money may restore the outside of the
volume in .every hotel, rail car, steamer, and log-cabin but
not much awe of it. There is in its place more knowledge of
the universe; more reverence for its order, movements and
laws; more worship of the infinit beauty of its endless r~volving and prospectiv life, than the Bible ever re-vealed or produced, aud better rules for the conduct of human beings than
were ever condensed Into commandments by the imaginary
God, who ordered Abraham to make burnt sacrifices of Isaac
and Moses to kill the worshipers of the golden calf. There i~
be~nning and p~rceptibly advancing in this life a better salvatr?n than that m~ented for the un~nowable next, by the ingemous and fanatwal Paul, out of the costly ritual of the
Jewish priesthood and the mythical sufferings and resurrection
of the Man of Nazareth. Were this not so no revision of
King James's text would hav been attempted. 'It indicates the
expiring throes of priesthood and sovereign powers in this
w.orld. The time.has come ;for every sane. human being to be
h1s or her own pnest; the t1me for all pr1ests to make themoelv~ as useful as possible to. other people; the time for humamty to take the pla~e ?f rehgion, an? all religi.ons to accordwhat Protestant Chnst1ans never d1d-the r1ght of private
judgment; for men to be never enemies, but brothers. FreEthou~ht, _free trade, self-government, universal co-operation:vorkmg mversely, as .the square of the distance, to be sure- •
J ost10e, and huma_n kmd11,ess are the de ;tiny of the future; and
mstead o~ destroymg ~oc~l or~anization and introducing universal br1gandnge, w1ll finally make the cosmopolitan state
itself better without a church than the Christian or an 0 th
church, has ever been."
·
'
Y
er
Friday evening the Convention was held in Bleecker
Hall, between five hundred and six hundred people
being present. Miss Wixon, who had been expected
to precede Mr. Wakeman, sent a letter of regret at
her enforced absence. Her place was taken by
Augusta Cooper Bristol, who recited her poem,
"Baucis and Philemon." Mr. Wakeman's inaugural
address was upon "The Outlook of Liberalism." Mr.
Wakeman dwelt at some length upon the work already
accomplished by the Liberal association, and went on
to develop its- future work as he would hav it. The first h•sk, he said, should. be that of organi"zati'on.
The 'Work of Freethinkers must no longer be of a
destructiv character. It must rather be constructiv.

It should be its aim to organize to secure liberty, to
advance science beyond mere public school education,
an? to _form a social union whereby the masses might
enJOY Intellectual intercourse. In considering the
necessity for such organization he referred to the
Freedom of Worship bill, claiming that the introduc,.
f
h
· t h 1
"10n
sue a measure Ill 0 t e egislature called for
vigorous action. from all friends of :E'reethought.
p te t t h
·d
d th
ro s a~ s,
e sal ' oppese
e measure, not
from considerations of public welfare, but rather to
keep the appropriations for religious purposes wholly

°

to themselvs. Let us help them to defeat the bill, he
said, but let us also organize and make ourselvs felt,
so that we may add to the Protestant petitions for
the protection and perpetuation of the separation of
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church and state the word completion, thus making moral influences of his time. But his age was one of super- are sometimes worse than we are in their honest efforts to show
stition and ignorance. The modern knight and gentleman up the follies of religion, or we could never hav had our
them read for the protection, perpetuation, and com- must cultivate the virtues while eliminating the defects of his noble and generous Ingersoll, to whom we and the clergy owe
so much. Col. Robert G. Ingersoll has done more to save the
pletion of .the separation of church and state. - The medieval model.
First. As to creed, he must take truth for authority instead clergy from their own errors and false claims than any other
necessity for the addition would appear from the fol- of ''authority
for truth.
man. We would do better if we would follow his advice-. He
lowing statistics obtained in New York. There was,
"Second. As to country, he must uphold the equal rights ~f says, 'We cannot be too radical.' • . . To know how to liv
and
enjoy the most of this life, without the promises of corall.
he said, .a population there of over a million, only
" 1hird. As to industry, he must insist on the rights of the rupt religious teachers, is a progress humanity has found
375,000 of which were church-goers, yet the great many as against the priv!leges of the few.
~conomical, developing, self-sustaining, favoring private
"Fvurth. As to womanhood, he must agree with Herbert Judgment, intellectual iridividull.lity, and that liberty of conmajority was taxed to support the few church people.
Spencer that ' equity recognizes no distinction of sex.'
science and education which increases our freedom and conThe Protestants, while they object to the claims of
" Fifth. As to social intercourse; he must seek to abolish stitutional independence. We desire to be free Americans,
the Roman Catholics to introduce their services into pretension and base sociality, not on fashion, but on culture. independent of all myths, religious creeds, spooks, or pulpit
"The aristocracy of birth brought art, dignity, and ease of gymnastics, and false promises of happiness or misery."
the prisons of the state, cannot see the injustice of manners. The aristocracy of commerce brought keenness,·
.
thrift,
and self.:teliance. The aristocracy of religion brought
Followmg Dr. Brown came Mrs. Krekel. The subtaxing non-believers for the support of their religious
the spirit of devotion, self-sacrifice, and holiness. All these ject of her lecture was "The Nine Demands of Libneighbors. They seem to be possessed with the same qualities
must be conserved in the ideal gentleman of the nine'
. ,
The lecture was one of the best of the
. sentiments as the Romans of old, who considered teenth century. Otherwise there can be no aristocracy con- era1IBm.
sistent with democracy; otherwise French Revolutions end~ Convention, and should be printed for campaign
every body outside of their city to be barbarians, who lessly"
·
.
.
.
purposes. It will appear in our columns at the ear·
had no rights. They would say to us Liberals, "You
Mr. Watts :arnved Fnday, mght, and was ~pan the liest practicable moment.
$
are children of hell; what is the use of your complainplatform durmg Mr. Palm~r 8 address. At Its close,
In the evening about six hundred people gathered
ing? " They tell us we are bound to go to hell, and
lou~ calls were made for htm. He responded briefly, at Bleecker Hall to hear Charles Watts. Before the
as they do not know where that place is situated, they
saymg that he had but recently returned from Eng- lecture Mr. Wakeman stated that he had a little
try to fix it for us right here upon earth. We shall
land, where he had seen the two greatest impedi- business to which he wished to call the attention of
never get any justice from these people until we
menta to .huma~ progress in that country, the bishop the Convention. Mr. C. B. Reynolds had been enwripg it from them. And how, he asked, can we do
of the Church of England and the House of Lords. gaged all summer in activ propagandist work. He
this? It is by opening to men a world where knowlFree thought. had made much advancement, and, with had visited many towns with his Tent, had delivered
edge instead of mystery will rule._ We cannot find a
such champwns as Charles Bradlaugh, would make several scores of lectures and distributed thousands
more propitious time, and a· better field, than the
still furth~r in~oads. As for himself, be was will.ing of copies of Freethought tracts and papers. Mr.
present, and our own state of New York. Let us
to renew m this country once more the battle agamst Reynolds had received 0 compensation for his zealorganize, then, from the present time, and strive to
the superstitions of priestcraft and the dominance of ous and aelf-sacrificin; efforts and was indeed
accomplish the great work. theol_ogy, and invite~ all to come and hear him in the money out of pocket. He pro~osed, ther~fore, that
No abstract or summary can do justice to Mr.
evenmg.
the Convention raise a purse for Mr. Reynolds of
Wakeman's effort. The speech should be issued as a
S~tu~day afternoon about five hundred of the $100. No further words were needed, and within
campaign document for use this fall in connection
cbatrs m B~eecker Hall had occupants. D:. T. L. fifteen minutes $124 were in the crown of Mr. Putwith the urging of our memorial upon the legislature.
Brown, of. B~nghamton, for seven ye~rs president of nam's high white hat, to be transferred to Mr. ReySaturday morning the lower part of the Opera
t~e AssoCiatwn, opened the proceedmgs. A part of nolds's pocket when his duties as doorkeeper should
House was comfortably filled with people desirous of
his address was as follows:
allow him opportunity to claim them.
hearing Courtlandt Palmer discourse on "The Aris"Radicals, Libemls, and Friends: How to liv and improve is
Mr. Watts then took the floor. His subject was,
tocracy of Freethought." We hav only room for a the question. What shall we do to improve our bodies and
very brief and inadequate synopsis of this paper- minds? It is by knowledge, and its application to our needs, "Our Policy: Destructiv and Constructiv." It is an
we hav become free from the fictions and false claims of re- unfortunate fact, he said, in connection with the
which occupied an hour and li. half in' delivery-but ligion. We should make plain our just positions as Secularists.
In doing this we but put in practice what our supersti- development of human thought, that new truths are
later on we hope to present it entire to -the readers
tious friends do for their faith in religion. One results in our freqaently shunned, and that theological opinions
of THE TRUTH SEEKER:
immediate freedom and secular culture, the ot-her looks for re· are, as a rule, estimated more by their popularity
" 'There is but one society on earth-the noble living and wards supposed to be given us beyond the clouds. Present
the noble dead'- rVm·clswm·th.
health and happiness are of wore worth than all the specula- than by their .intrinsic value.· The result has been
''With a sneE>r imprinted on the lip and disdain written in tions of religion. To know how to preserve every organ of the the perpetuation of old ideas and .creeds rather than
the eye, the remark has not unfreqnently been made to me body until use and time actually wear them out, is a duty no
that no gentleman could remain a gentleml!n and at the same one can trust to faith or belief and expect returns. It is our the fostering of the discoveries of modern thought.
ti.me associ!tte himself with Freethinkers, those 'long· haired knowledge of things with which we daily meet that controls Secularism seeks to remove from our midst all creeds
men and short-haired women ' (as they are pleased to charac- our successful resistance. To tell the truth and liv it, is betterize uR), those Infidel cranks and blatant blasphemers, those ter than all theory and speculation. To know how to possess and dogmas that obstruct freedom of thought. So
rlistnrb-ers of society and assailants against decency, those de· and protect a home, in which all secular goodness can be long as a mind-degrading theology seeks to rob man
strnyers of religion arid moralit-y. We are all familiar enough present to each member of the family, is above all claims of
1
h
h'
'th th
e
with these delectable affronts, but the charges, contemptible, musical happiness in any other world. In faith 01. belief we of this freedom, so ong as it t reatens 1m Wl
though they may be, are quite sufficient to set one thinking. fin;d no bre!Jod•. clothing, or money to pay ~axes. The good curse of God for striving to realize the nobility of
It is, therefnre, not surprising that in response to them I thmgs of this hfe never come by prayer, praise, or preaching, man,
80 long will it be our duty to labor to remove
found myself inquirin~, Are we reformers all a set of ground- except to the priests and preachers. They enjoy this life, at
lings because we are Liberals? Am I myself a loafer and· a home, just like Infidels and otherworldly persons. They must these obstacles which hav for ages impeded the progchurl because I appear at Freethought Conventions? And in breathe pure air, eat the best food, drink proper d1·inks, and ress of the world.
revolving the qnestion, I was led more particularly i11to the in everything be moral and wise like the teachers of physiolanalysis of what a gentleman intrinsically is; what his evolu- ogy imd science, or they the sooner die of disease and crime.
Thus it is thah Secularism, while enunciating postion; what the lower and the higher type of him. The term Time or law does not favor them with any good thmg not re· itiv principles, is compelled at times to engage in a
_
'gentleman,' though in the common acceptation taken, and suiting from knowledge or labor.
qnite properly taken, as signifying a combination of gentleness
"The farmer, the tradesman, the printer, the mechanic, the determined warfare, not one of :fire and blood, it is
with manliness, seems to hav been originally derived from the physician, like all other producers, are the persons who help true, but demanding moral courage and endurance
r~atin words gens Rnd homo, meaning a member of the Roman most to make life worth living. Sanitary science and hygiene
gens or tribe. This is seen more clearly in the French syno- is of more consequence to humanity than all the religions in far nobler and rarer than mere physical courage. In
nym gentilhomme. Such a one in those vld Roman days was the universe. There is not faith or belief enough anywhere to our destructiv work, he said, we make no attack upon
n bilis, as distinguished from ignobilis-i. e., nobly instead of cure poverty and disease. Our existence and its .continuance
ignobly born, a distinction at first corresponding to that of depend upon law and education. Our healthy childhood de- the truth in Christianity, neither do we condemn the
patrician and plebeian. 'Good birth,' said Aristotle, 'is an- pends upon healthy and wise parents living in a temperate useful in religion. We seek only to destt·oy the ercient, that is, long inherited wealth .Rnd virtue,' and an old climate. To be taught how to use and keep sound all parts of
writer remarks, 'Gentlemen be those whom their blood and the body is the protection from evil we most need. There rors and the false conceptions which hav become
r>~ce doth make able and known.' Thus throughout most of .are no friends or enemies to meet us after death! Nothing associated with Christian theology.
The speaker
the p~st age_s the appell11t_ion has. been principally ~'!sociated in but decay, .if we are n.ot cremated. All our enemies are here then went on to enumerate certain claims of Christian
the mmd With relationshlp to anRtocracy and nobility; and an in this life. They hav imposed burdens upon us in the
aoonymous writer provides me with this deft: ition of nobility: nru;ne of Gods, Christa, spirits. saints, and devils. We are here theology, to which he would make objection, and said
'Nobilily is that distinctiOn of rank in civil society raising a man to clear our children from unjust religious demands. We hav it should be the object of the destructiv policy of
above the condition of the mass of the people. Society has a been slaves to the church dictators long enough. To think
tendency to inequalily of condition arising from the natural in- and do for ourselvs just as we are willing they should, is our Liberalism to displace them. It should be the object
equality, physical, moral, and intellectual, of those who com- present object and right. We publish papers, pay lecturers, of our constructiv policy to inculcate in their places
pose it. This ineqnalit.v is apt to increase. The son, inheriting and circulate our books, with .the idea of obeying law and prothe faculties of his father, is more favorably situated than his moting order and peace. We hav no sword but reason, and no such dogmas as these:
father was for making uHe of them, and hence in almost every guide but knowledge. Independent action, based upon what
I. That the true guide in human actions is reason assisted
nation, in even early stages of civilization, we find something we know of men and things, keeps us.free from the influence by experience.
.
like a hereditary nobility.' What hav we of the United States of evil testimony, and useless hopes of anything better than
H. That supreme attention should be given to ~be facts a!ld
to reply to this, we who hav asserted as fundamental the die· the common sense of this, the only world worth living in or duties of existence, regardless of any consideratiOns of a life
tum of our Declaration of Independence that 'all men are laboring for. We are lessening the fears and follies imposed beyond the present.
.
created equal,' we who, regardiug democracy as the noblest upon us by the religious impostors, who are still, in this age
III. That science is a more trustworthy provider for man
consummation of time, hav ostensibly repudiated aristocracy of knowledge and reason, trying to hold their impious and de- than relying for help from supernatural power.
in all its forms? Are aristocracy and exclusivness prerequisits ceptiv positions. What does a priest or a preacher know of a
By inculcating such principles as these we assist in
to gentility? Is gentility inconsistent with freedom and de- God more than the child he deceives by the Bible phrase,
mocracy? These questions, be it confessed, seem to bring us 'Believe or be damned ? ' Nothing whatever! When you making life a reality instead of a superficial existface to face with a profound dilemma. We must, as good or I say we believe, we really acknowledge we do not know.
Citizens, regard our federated republic and our doctrin of hu- When we do know, then we do not believe, for we lose ence. As Secularists, we wish each and all so to liv
man eq nality as the fruition of civilization, and yet, look our'belief when we gain knowledge. This is the good work that when we are no more the world will hav no
where we will, in high life or in low, under despotism or de- we are engaged in. No good man or good woman •outside of
mocracy, we see some form of aristocracy-i. e., of inequality the clerical profession will oppose us. They know it freeg cause to reproach our memories. We counsel all S')
-existing. In the animal kingdom, the·survival of the fittest their children from the superstition and slavery of the church. to act that when life's mission is over those who
is for them their patent of aupremacy and domination. The We, in every way possible, aid people in thinking and labor- were bound to us by the natural ties of affection
vlctmious rooster becomes the coc_k of the walk. The big ing for themselvs. Infidels and radicals hav more to enfi,hes devour the small ones and reign as the tyrants of the courage them in this worthy work than at any former period. shall delight in the recollection· of their association
deep. I hav even seen a pet poodle whose canine lordship Christians hav revised their own Bible until their hell has with us. If this be done, then, even if the present
was the power behind the throne that was stronger than the become a 'sheol,' like a half-way place between here and the
throne. He was the practical potentate of the family, to nowhere ; a place wherein all that is left of us after death state be the e~d of all, we shall not hav lived in vain,
whose dogged comfort all considerations had to yield. To the slowly unites with the gases as a drop of water with the ocean. but the world shall be the better for the part we hav
devotees of the prize-ring John L. Sullivan is the trne gentle- By this analytical knowledge, even heaven fades into a no_
man. During the past the gentleman has been mostly associ- where-like the gods, devils, and spooks of the priestly past. played therein.
ated in the mind with the aristocracy. Is aristocracy then a We are above such clerical teachings, walking in the light of
Mr. Watts's lecture is in pamphlet form, and can
prerEq uisit to gentility? Certain it is that in all grades of life demonstrable truths established by scientific investigations.
and civilization some form of aristocracy exists. Even the boss We are not ashamed of our progress, like the preacher or the be obtained from this office for ten cents
in the ward meeting is in his way an aristocrat. The leaders priest, who dares not meet us in a fair discussion or scientific
Sunday the Convention used the Opera House all
lead. How reconcile this with our American doctrin that all prayer test, like the one Professor Tyndall proposed to the day. In the morning, after music by Raiding's ormen are created equal? Tho only way to reconcile aristocracy Christian public. We work and teach while they preach and
with democracy is through an aristocracy or leadership ol' ca· pray. We stand erect and langb. They are npon their knees clf£ slra Mr. Putnam read a letter from Mr. G. N.
pacity and devotion. Such leadership accords also with the hopelessly in tears. When they rise to their feet, they SpP-nd Hill, of' Boston, expressing regret for the writer's inmost gracious courtesy. The knight under chivalry was the much of their time calling us bad, because we are not as hope( Continned on page GOO.)
unfoldment of the religious, political, military, social, and leas and miserable as they are. The childxen of the clergy
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of tents upon every side; hundreds of candles and
McNemar instances boys of eight and ten years,
lamps suspended among the trees, together with nu- and the Rev. John Lyle mentions one of seven, who
merous torches flashing to and fro, throwing an un- called on sinners to repent., with an eloquence singu"R
I
,
certain light upon the tremulous foliage; the solemn larly overpowering. Possessed by one ?ominant
• The Philosophy of
eviva s. '
chanting of hymns swelling and falling on the· night idea, the people gave themselvs up to _the wildest enNow that the camp-m9eting season is over, and the winds; the impassioned exhortations, the earnest thusiasm and it was no uncommon thmg for them to
harvest of religiously insane has been gathered into vrayers, the sobs, shrieks, or shouts, bursting fr 9 m spend th~ whole night in religious orgies such as hav
the churches, it is an opportune time to inquire into persons under intense agitation of mind; the sudden been described.
the pathology of "conversion," that the people may spasm which seized upon scores, and unexpededly
The spectacle of pers?~s falling down in_ a paroxysm
know just what ails the converts. In 1882, Dr. David dashed tliem to the ground-all conspired not only of feeling was first exhibited at Gasper River church,
W. Yandell, professor of surgery in the university to invest the scene with terrible interest, but to work in one of McGready's congregations, in the summer
of Louisville, contributed to the ?opular Science np the feelings to the highest pitch of excitement." of 1779. The movement proved highly contagious,
Monthly a scientific paper on old-time revivals, most To these circumstances, that tended so powerfully to and spread in all direc.tions. After a rou.sing app_eal
of them in Kentucky, some in New England. The excite the nervous centers, we hav to add others to the feelings of the listeners, and e_spemally d';lrmg
pap9r is not only interesting, but instructiv enough which gave intensity to their effect. The meetings spirited singing, one and another .m the audience
to reprint. It ought to be circu1ated down South, were protracted to a late hour in the night, keeping would fall suddenly to the ground and swoon away,.
wherever Sam Jones has turned the people crazy:
th{\ feelings long upon the stretch. A reverent and Not only nervous women, but robust young men,
Extraordinary interest was excited in the popular general enthusiasm ascribed the bodily agitations to were overpowered. Some, continues the historian,
mind of Kentucky, at an early . day, by a form of a mysterious, divine agency. The preaching was fell suddenly as if struck by lightning, while others
convulsiv disease, which, though it had been wit- fervid and impassioned in the extreme. Many of the were seized with a universal -tremor before they fell
nessed elsewhere in the world, had never before preachers, unable to control their emotions during shrieking. Dr. Blythe, who often witnessed scenes
assumed a shape !30 decidedly epidemic. Among the the sermon, went around in "a singing ecstasy," of this sort, assured Dr. Davidson that he had once
Camisards, or French prophets; who appeared in the shouting and shaking hands with others as much felt the sensation himself, aBd only overcame the ten·
-mountains of the Cevennes toward the close of the excited as themselvs. In this way everything was dency to convulsion by a determined effort of his
seventeenth century, the subjects, when about to re- done to "heap fuel on the fire," and it was at such will. A few shrieks never failed to put the as~embly
ceive the gift of prophecy, were often affected with meetings that thousands fell in convulsions to the in motion and set men and women to falhng all
trembling and fell down in swoons. When the fit ground.
around. A ssnse of " pins and needles " was comoame, no matter where they were, they fell, smiting
Some of the actors in these strange scenes hav left plained of by many of the subjects, and others felt a
their breasts with their hands, crying for mercy, and records of the state of their minds, which show that numbness of body, and lost all volitional control of
imprecating curses on the pope. They were finally, they were in a condition bordering on insanity,.if not their muscles. It soon grew into a habit, and those
after an obstinate struggle, put down by their insane actually insane. One of them relates that while un- who had once fallen were ready to fall again under
persecutor, Louis XIV.
·
der conviction on account of his sins, he went about circumstances by no means exciting. Women who
Epidemic convulsions prevailed in Scotland half a the woods for two years, through rain and snow, had suffered repeated attacks sometimes fell from
century later. Multitudes, under pungent preach- "roaring, howling, praying. day 'and night.:• ~nd their horses on their way to or from the meetinging, were violently agitated, uttering loud cries, when light and hope broke m at last upon his mmd, house, while relating their past religious exercises.
The condition in some of the subjects was catashaking, trembling, bleeding at the nose, the minis- which he describes as a "rushing, mighty wind, that
ter promoting the uproar by urging them not to descended from heaven, and filled his whole being," leptic, lasting generally from a fe":' minu~es to two or
stifle their convictions. The shriek or the shout, it he went shouting over the encampment all night and three hours· but in a few cases It contmued many
is stated, never rose from one but that others joined a great part of the next day. He continues: "I now davs. Oth~rs were violently convulsed as in hysteri~
the outcry. The early career of John Wesley is well- made the mountains, woods, and canebrakes ring or ·epilepsy, "wrought hard in fitful nervous agonies,
known to hav been marked by similar disorders. In louder with my shouts and praises than I Qnce did the eyes rolling wildly." Most were speechless, but
his journal he records numerous instances of men and with my howling cries; I never fell on my knees in some were capable of conversing throughout the parwomen dropping to the ground under his preaching secret but the Lord poured out his power, so that oxysm. T·he extremities were cold, the face was
"as if struck by lightning," ten or a dozen praying I shouted out aloud. Sometimes I shouted for two pale or flushed, the breathing hard. Sensibility was
at once. They had also prevailed extensivly in New or three hours, and even fainted under the hand of annulled~ Mr. Lyle, one of the prominent preachels
Zealand half a century before they became epidemic the Lord. I was ready to cry out the name of Jesus. of the times haviwl" been furnished by Dr. Warfield
in Kentucky. The elder Edwards has left an in- The brightness of heaven rested continually upon my with a vial ~f bart~horn, applied it to a stout young
structiv account of the bodily agitations which ac- soul, 80 that I was often prevented from sleeping, man who was lying flat on his back and inadvercompanied the revivals of religion ·from 1735-'42. eating reading, writing, or preaching. I would sing tently let some of the fluid run into his nostrils; but
Many instances aTe given of fainting, falling, trance- a song or exhort tl few minutes, and the fire would he took not the slightest notice of it. Others who
numbness, outcries, and convulsions, and }le relates break 'out among the people. I bav spent nine fell hard to the ground, or in running encountered
that some of the subjects lost their reason. The nights out of ten (beside my day meetings, ~nd lo!lg, stumps or trees, felt no pain from the violence. . So
epidemic of Kentucky spread more widely, and per- bard rides) with the slain of the Lord."
many fell at Cabin Creek camp-meeting, it is related,
Granade is the preacher who givs this description that to prevent their being trodden upon "they '!ere
sis ted for a longer time, as well as in more extravagant forms. It continued to reappear for several of himself, which is also descriptiv of hif1 times. He laid out in order on two squares of the meetmgyears, 9.nd involved a district of country extending was a stormy orator who drew great crowds wherever house, covering the floor like 80 many corpse~." At
from Ohio to the mountains of Tennessee, and even he went. He admits that he went by the name of Paint Creek Sacrament two hundred were estimated
into the old settlements in the Carolinas. Lorenzo "the Distracted Preacher," but says that at one of his to hav fallen; at Pleasant Point three hundred were
Dow relates that at a religious meeting in the court meetings "the people fell as if slain by a mighty prostrated; while at Cane Ridge, as has been stated,
house of Knoxville, when the governor of Tennessee weapon and lay in such piles and heaps that it was the "number who fell was believed to hav reached
was present, he saw one hundred and fifty_people feared they would suffocate, and that in the wo"ods." three thousand.
"jerking" at one time. But at other places the So violent was his manner, stamping with his .feet
The "jerks," as they were termed, presented -some
frenzy reached a greater bight. It was computed and smiting with his hands, that he often broke novel and remarkable features. Their first occurthat, at a religious meeting in Kentucky, not less down the stands erected for him in the woods. Once, renee is reported to hav been at a sacramental meetthan three thousand persons fell in convulsions to the it is told of him, he was addressing a class-meeting ing in east Tennessee, where several hundred people,
ground.
in the upper story of a dwelling-house, when the of both sexes, were seized with this strange, convulsiv
The extraordinary religions excitement in which room below was crowded with worshipers, and, being movement. The Rev. B. W. Stone has left a vivid
these nervous disorders took their rise commenced in in what the historian calls "one of 4is big ways," he description of it. Sometimes, he says, the subjt:ct
Logan county, Ky., under the preaching of Rev. exclaimed "I feel like breaking the trigger of hell!" was.affected in a single member of his body, but at
James 1\fcGready, described as a man of "hideous and at th~ same time gave a tremendous stamp with others the spasms w~e universal. When the head
visage and thunder-tones," with a highly impassioned his foot which actually broke one of the joists. The alone was affected, it would be jerked from side to
style of eloquence. The excitement abated soon, people below lfearing the sudden crash, ran scream- side 80 quickly that the features of the face could not
but was renewed in a more intense form three years ing to the door, some of them really imagining, as be distinguished. When the whole system was aflater, and continued to grow and deepen until it the writer of all these events relates, "that hell had fected he continues, "I hav seen the person stand
reached its bight about the year 1800. Its effects overtaken them."
in on~ place and jerk backward and forward in quick
·t bl t
t
d succession, the head nearly touching the floor behind
were described by this fiery preacher as at that
time "exceeding everything his eyes had ever beGranade was of an exci a e emperamen an
· ·a 1magma
· · t"IOn. H"IS person was cammand"na
All classes, saints and sinners,I hthe
1 ''" and before.
lteld upon earth." Families came in wagons forty, vivl
· h a souna·m g vmce
·
and most 1"mpassi"oned strong as well as the weak, were thus affected.
av
fifty, and one hundred miles _to attend the meetings, an d , W!t
seen some wicked persons
thus affected, and all the
. orat ory pro d uce d startli"ng effects ·
and it became necessary to establish camps for their manner, h IS
.
the jerks, while they were· thrown to .the
· d mee t"mgs, wh'ICh time
uccommodation. These c~tmp-meetings generally
Another feature of these exmte
earthcursing
with violence."
continued four days, from Friday to Tuesday morn- served still further to intensify the feelings of the
The first form in which these spasmodic moveing, but sometimes they lasted a week. One sue- peonle who attended them for days and nights to- menta made their appearance was that of a simple
ceeded another in rapid succession, and thus the fer- gether, was the part taken in them by chil_dren. N othth lb
d
d WL
.ec t·
t th
t
th th jerking of the. arms frC?m e e ow own war ..
en
vor of religious feeling was kept up. The woods ing was more auec mg 0 e congrega Ions an e they involved the entire body, they are descnbed as
and paths leading to the camp-ground seemed alive sight of a little boy or girl on a log or stump, pas- something terrible to behold. The head was tllrown
with people. " 'l'be laborer," says Dr. Davidson, in sionately exhorting the multitude. Thus, a boy, who backward and forward with a celerity that alarm~::d
the work just quoted," quitted his task; age snatched appeared to be about twelve years of age; is.described spectators, causing the hair; if it was long," to crack
his crutch,· youth forgot his pastimes·, the plow was as having retired from the stand at Indian Greek,
f
h" ,
left in the furrow; the deer enjoyed a respit upon Ohio, during the sermon, an d moun tmg a 1og an d and snap like the lash 0 a w Ip.
tLe mountains; business of all kinds was suspended; raising his voice to a high pitch, soon had nearly_all
The most graphic description of the "jerking exdwelling-houses were deserted; whole neighborhoods the congregation with him. "With tear~ streammg ercise" was written by the Rev. Richard MeN emar,
wHe emptied; bold hunters, and sober matrons, down his cheeks be cried aloud to the w1cked, warn- an eye-witness of the frenzy, as well as an apologist,
young men, maiden&, and little children flocked to the ing them of th~ir. dang~r; de_nou_ncing their ?ertai_n believing it to be a display of div!ne favor. In his
common center of attraction; every difficulty was doom if they persisted m theu snis; expressmg his "History of the Kentucky Revival 'he says: "Nothsurmounted, every risk ventured to be present at the love for their souls and desire that they should turn ing in nature could better represent this sta:ange and
camp-meeting."
to the Lord and b~ saved." A man on each side held unaccountable operation than for one to goad anThe concourse became immense. At one of these the boy up, and he spoke for abo_ut an h~ur. When other, alternately on every side, with a p~ece of red'assemblages the attendance was computed at twenty quite exh aus.te d , an d 1a_nguage fa11ed t.o giv ~ tt· eran ce hot iron. The exercise commonly began m the head,
thousand souls. And here were ·united all the ele- to his emotions, the httle orator raised his hands, which would fly backward and forward, and from
ments best suited to stir the emotional nature of and, dropping his handkerchief wet. with tears and side to side with a quick jolt, which the person would
man, and to derang·e his nervous system. The spec- perspiration, cried out: "Thus, 0 smne;r, shall you naturally labor to suppress, but in vain; and the more
tacle at night, as Dr. Davidson depicts it, was one of drop into hell, unless you forsake your BI~s and tur_n anyone labored to stay himself, and be sober, the
the wildest grandeur. With great beaut,y of de- to the Lord." At that moment~ the wnter of this more he staggered, and the more his twitches
scription be says: "The glare of the camp-fires, fall-~ account continues: "Some fell ~~~e those who ~re increased. He must necessarily go as he was stimuing on a dense assemblao-e of heads simultaneously shot in battle, and the work spread Ill!!> manner whiCh lated whether with a violent dash' on the ground,
o
and bounce from place to place like a football, Ot'
bowed in prayer, and reflected
back from long range~ human language cannot descr~be 7 "
o
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hop round with head, limbs, and trunk twitching and
jolting in every direction, as if they must inevitably
fly asunder. And how such could escape without
injury was a wonder to spectators. By this strange
operation the human frame was commonly so transformed and disfigured as to .lose every trace of its
natural appearance. Sometimes the head would be
twitched right and left half-way around with such
velocity that not a. feature could be discovered, but
the face appeared as much behind as before. Headdresses were of little account among the female jerkera. Handkercbief1:1, bound tight around the head,
were flirted off with the first twitch, and the hair put
into the utmost confusion. This was of very great
inconvenience, to redress which the generality were
shorn, though directly 'contrary to their confession of
faith. Such as were seized with the jerks were
wrested at once, not only from under their own government, but from that of .everyone else, so that it
was dangerous to attempt confining them or touching
them in any manner, to whatever danger they were
exposed. Yet few were hurt, except such as rebelled
against the operations through wilfnl and deliberate
enmity, and refused to comply with the injunctLms
wh_ich it came to enforce."
The same writer givs the history of a case of jerks
as follows, and no case could illustrate more strikingly the nature of the affection:
A young man of a pious family, the son of a tanner,
feigned sickness one Sunday morning to avoid going
that day to camp-meeting. He kept his. bed until he
was assured that all the family, except a few negro
children; had left the premises, and was much pleased
at the success of his stratagem. As he lay quietly in
his bed, his thoughts naturally turned to the campmeeting iil. progress. The assembled multitude, excited, agitated, convulsed, rose up vividly before his
mind. All at once, while occupied with the scene,
he felt himself violently jerked out of bed, and
dashed round the walls in a manner utterly beyond
his control. Prayer, he remembered, was deemed
efficacious in such circumstances, and he fell upon
his knees in the hope that it would prove a sedativ
in his case. It turned out as he hoped, and he re·
turned to bed, happy at finding the spirit exorcised.
But the enemy soon returned; the jerks were as bad
as ever, but were again allayed by prayer. Dressing
himself, he now went to the tan-yard, and set about
currying a hide to occupy his mind. He rolled up
his sleeves, ap.d, grasping his knife, was about to
commence the operation, when suddenly the knife
was flirted out of his hand, and he was jerked via:
lently backward over logs and against fences, as before.
Gaining relief by resorting once more to prayer, he
ventured to resume his occupation, but was again
seized with convulsions, and at last forsook the tanyard and betook himself to strong cries for mercy, at
which he was found engaged by the family on their
return from the meeting iii the evening.
Another characteristic example is related by a
writer in the Gospel Herald:
A gentleman and lady of some note in the fashionable world were attracted by curiosity to the campmeeting at Cane Ridge. They indulged in many
contemptuous remarks on their way, about the poor
infatuated creatures who rolled over sere tilling in
the mud, and promised jestingly to stand by and
assist each other in case that either shou 1d be seized
with the convulsions. They had not been long on
the ground, looking upon the strange scea.e before
them, when the young woman lost her cons3iousness
and fell to the ground. Her companion, forgetting
Lis promis of protection, instantly forsook her and
ran off at the top of hls speed. But flight afforded
him no safety. Before he had gone two hundred
yards be, too, fall down in convulsions, "while a
cruwd fi eked round him to witness his mortific:J.tion
and offer prayers in his behalf.''
These nervous disorders assumed many other grotesque forms besides those which hav been described.
The subjacts often rolled over and over on the ground,
or ran vi<llently until worn out with the exertion.
Hysterical laughter was another modification. Instances of laughter were only occasional at first, but
H grew, until in . 1803 the "holy laugh" was introduce'd systematically as a part of religious worship.
Sometimes half the congregation, apparently in the
most dtJvout spirit, were to be heard laughing aloud
in the midst of a lively sermon. As the txcitement
grew, the infatuated subjects took to dancing, and at
last to barking like dogs. MeN emal' says they actually assumed the· posture of dogs, "moving about
on all fcurs, growling, snapping the teeth, and barking with such an exactness of imitation as to deceive
anyone whose eyes were not directed to the spot."
Nor were the people who suffered so mortifying a
transformation always of the vulgar classes; persons
of the highest rank in society, on the contrary, men
and women of cultivated minds an·d polite manners,
found themselvs, by sympathy, reduced to this degrading situation. With these manifestations the
jns'tnity reached its bight in about three years after
jt began to show itself.
It was one of the popular beliefs of the times that
certain insti.ncts or conditions of the system would
n.ver~ t9.!l.!!e PeJ'VOus attacks. Thus it was held ~h~t a

woman with a child in her arms, or conscious of approaching maternity, was in no danger. But there
was no truth in the supposition. . The maternal instinct, at least, had no protectiv efficacy. An instance
is related where a woman mounted the stand, with
an infant in her arms, for the aake of a better prospect, and that, being suddenly seized, she fell backward, dropping her child. Some one fortunately saw
the danger in time to seize and save the child before it
fell to the ground.
· ,
A large proportion of the members of every congregation had power to resist the convulsiv tendency.
In a great majority, no such tendency probably existed; but where there was a conscious impulse toward the convulsions it could be restrained by most
persons before it had been yielded to too long. Dr.
Blythe had but little of the disorder in his church.
He discountenanced the wild enthusiasm from the
beginning, and threatened to hav anyone who be~
came convulsed turned out of doors. .The religious
frenzy soon began to abate when the clergy set their
faces against the stormy exercises. Rev. Joseph
Lyle, in 1803, preached in his church a significant sermon on " Order." The congregation had come together expecting the usual displays of feeling; but
though some were angered by his doctrins, and some
strove to promote the confusion of intermingled exercises, only a few " fell," and, altogether, moderation triumphed. This was the first sermon preached
against the fanaticism.
It is a remarkable fact that, notwithstanding the
intensity and duration of this nervous disorder, no
instance is recorded in which permanent insanity resulted from it. Such results were to hav been expected; insanity is mentioned by Edwards as having
attended<the excitement in New England, and it may
be that reason was dethroned in some whose cases
bav not become matters of history. In a few years,
after a sounder public opinion began to assert itself,
instances of the disorder bad become rare, but it
was many years before the epidemic entirely ceased.
As to its nature, there was but one opinion among
medical men from the beginning. All referred it to
a derangement of the nervous system. Dr. Felix
Robertson, of Nashville, described the affection in
his thesis, published in Philadelphia in 1805, as a
form ·of chores. In some cases it took the form of
that disease. In others it bore a stronger resemblance to epilepsy; while in a greater number it partook rather of the character of hysteria. It was eminently sympathetic in its nature, as has been so often
remarked of these affections. The convulsions, once
started in a congregation, spread quickly through it,
until all the fit subjects were convulsed. Repetition
greatly increased the proneness to the disorder,
which was invited by the masses on the supposition
that it was a true religious exercise.
These perverted muscular movements all come
under the head of morbid reflex action. By the continued religious fervor, the central portions of 'the
brain, the immediate seat of emotion and feeling,
became inordinately excited. The impression, transmitted downward to the spinal cord, threw the muscles of voluntary motion into convulsions. Sensibility,
which has its seat in the sensory ganglia, was generally annulled. When the hemispheres became involved, the subjects fell into a state of unconsciousness or coma. In this abnormal condition of the
nervous centers, the bare recollection of the distressing scenes was sufficient . in many cases to
excite the convulsiv movements. The former belong to sensori-motor actions. This last is an example of ideo-motor movement, instances of which
are afforded by the act of vomiting, which may be
caused by the recollection of disgu.sting sights or
odors. The principle of imitation accounts for the
rest. The great nervous centers, in multitudes of
people, being in a state of polarity, any unusual ex.hibition of feeling would throw the more' excitable
into spasms, and the affection would then spread by
sympathy, as hysterical convulsions and chorea are
known to spread among girls at boarding-schools.
And, as fear has checked these, the epidemic convulsions were qhecked by reason and common sense,
and finally ceased under the law which limits all violent action.

The Frauds in Spiritualism.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I dislike to occupy valuable space, but I do want .to assure
Miss· Colman, and others, that some of our Spiritualists hav "a disposition to condemn fraud and expose it." Like other isms, we hav two different
branches-the. Christian Spiritualiats, and Freethinking ones. These could again be divided, but I will
not. take the time. The Bible believers accept materializations because" we read about it in the Bible,
you know." Some accept because they cannot account for the so-called tests sometimes received. In
my opinion, lack of investigation is the real caust'l
for accepting the idea that the growth of fifty years
or more can be accomplished in fifty minutes. Some
sincerely believe in the " control" being the cause of
frauds, and hold the medium irresponsible.
We, who do" condemn and expose," hav found
ourselvs practically "e;tcommunicated," unless th~
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condemnation also comes from a "control." Some
of our best speakers and clairvoyants express themselva as freely in private as I hav in public, but, for
reasons best known to themselvs, evad~ direct conflict with this question. But, just as all errors recec' e,
step by step, before the light of reason and investigation, so will the frauds in Spiritualism run their
race and pass out of sight.
.w~ inherit superstition. We are psychologized
w1th 1t, and the law of nature is that of slow growl h.
So we get one idea at a time, and it will be the sane
o~d .story.
Geology will be squeezed into Genes s
bll1t explodes the old shell, and the fable will diruolve into mist. I fancy that the sunshine of humf>n
progressiv thought will melt away some of the beliefs vf our Spiritualists. Some of us will work for
that time and hour, will faithfully investigate but
will refuse to accept what reason and naturai law
fail to. confirm. Some of us, also, believe that there
are so many important matters to be attended to on
earth that it will not do to lose too much time in eAploring a future heaven; among them, count

c.
------Sacraments•.

FANNIE ALLYN.

The word "sacrament" in the different ages h~s
co11:veyed somewhat different meanings, but in ti e
mam has always had the same meanin~, viz., an outward or public expression of faith in God.
As civilization and intelligence hav advanced tcward morality and Liberalism, the meaning 81 d
acceptance of the word hav gradually been modified
and now with Protestants it only means the ordinanc~
of baptism or of the Lord's Supper.
·
The intention here is to speak of "sacraments" in
its full and general meaning, and of its modifications.
All the gods which man has created hav ever required of their followers and superstitious dupes a.
public sacrifice of life as evidence of their faith. 'Ihe
more ignorance and superstition existing, the more
and stronger evidences hav been required to plove
their faith.
The Hindoo's god requires the mother to cast from
her arms her loved infant into the river and ber1 elf
into the grave of her dead husband, to be bur ed
alive with him.
The God of. Moses was a little improvement upon
all former gods. The world was becoming more
Liberal and wiser. In fact, some little doubts existed in the minds of the people, and human life was
consitiered a little too ~luable to chance it for an
angelship in heaven. So he only required a sacrament, or sacrifice of the life of the herds. Thus the
sacrament of the burnt offering was instituted.
Doubtless Abraham thought he was but little in advance of other gods about the time Isaac was to be
sent up.
As the world advanced, and reason began to create
more doubts and fears, the market on cattle and
sheep getting up, this God had to come down a little,
and how could he do it and not show his cloven foot?
A pretty nice dodge ! In his loving kindness he sent
his only begotten son that his life ·might be sacrificed,
that the law should be obeyed!
This reminds us of the country merchant wh >
made· a positiv order that no goods would be sold on
credit, and put a notice over his door, "Positivi 'V
Cash or No Sale." After running awhile he foun:l
that his neighbor was doing all the business, as the
whole trade of the village was with the farmers, and
they had money only twice a year as they sold their
produce. But he had made a rule, and was too stiff
to back down. So, finally, he proposed to lend money
to all that would agree to pay it back for goods.
The merchant saw that he could get the trade if h 3
would furnish the money. This God saw that. ha
could get the faith if he would furnish the sacrifice.
All any god has ever cared for wasjaith in hi~; existence. There never has been a god that wo11ld not
promis anything for faith. But he has. never paia.
that we know anything about, and as the world grow,
wiser faith gets weaker, and sacraments fewer an l
milder in form.
In the present age, as in the past, we find faith in
the blood of God most strongly proclaimed whue the
most ignorance exists. With the Roman Catholics
penance, confessionA, crucifix:ion, fasting, ea\ing the
actual flesh and drinking the verHable blood of
Jesus, and proclaiming a belief in all mysteries as
coming from God, are all held to be sacrumental duties
the neglect of which would send them to purgatory.
This faith comes from the ignorant portion which
constitutes the great mass of that church.
The forms of sacraments and differences of value
of them constitute the only &ifference betwl en the
Roman Catholic and the Protestant churches.
In the Protestant churches, where we find the most
intelligence, we find these sacraments, or public demonstrations of faith in God, held to be of tho least importance. Truly, the world is growing toward morality as the true religion, and we may reasonably
expect ·that in time, when the church shall accep •
Christ as only a man, and his life and teachings a 1
only advocating_ that reli(lion, to part the hair in th •
middle and wear it long in acknowledgement of h. l
example will be the only sacrament.

w. H.
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The conclusion of those who attended the d'onven(Continued from page 597.)
or ·Rationalist on a summer's Sunday desires to _take his wife
and children from the heat and dust of the 01ty to the seaability to be present. Courtlandt Palmer, chairman side or the grove, where they_ may watc~ the. wild waves play tion was that it was a good one. The attendance of
of the committee on resolutions, then presented the or listen to the chorister of bll'ds, where, they may ~reathe ~he the Albany public outside the Liberals of the city
following:
pure, sweet air, where they may fe!l-Bt on natures _beauties, was meager except upon Sunday night. Apart from
may drink the overflowing cup of Joy, and fill their hearts
"The Freethinkers of the state of New York, in Convention with sunshine, when by a day thus spe~t. they !1-re made this, the only regrettable occurrence was the arrest
assembled, resolve as follows:
happier and better, what right hav you, religJ.Ous ~ng?t, what of Seward Mitchell, of Newport, Maine, upon a
"First, That the mother and nurse of all reforms, social, po· right hav you, political demagog, to say that this IS not a_
charge of circulating obscene literature. This oclitical, and moral, is universal mental liberty, and that its religious duty and must not be allowed?
.
general extension is the condition of all future progress of the
"The laboring classes do need rest ; they ought to hav far curred on Friday, by direction of the ch~ef of police,
human race.
more rest than they get; and were it not for priestcr~ft, were
"Second, That, taking our stand on the fundamental Amer- it not for this vast army of priests and preacheril wh10h the_Y who charged that Mr. Mitchell's little sheet, the
ican doctrin of the separation of church and state, we de- hav to support, they would bE! able to ?btai_n it. But who IS World's Riformer, was amenable to section. 317 of
mand, in the interests of liberty, equal rights, and secular to determin when they are hred, their neighbors ?r themgovernment, that such separation of church and state should selvs? Who knows best when I need rest, ~:V: netgh:t>or or the penal code. The article objected to was a poem
be completed by the repeal of all laws exempting church and myself? I hav as much right to tell my. Christian neighbor by Frances Rose Mackinley. Mr. Mitchell sent for
ecclesiastical property from taxation; by the prohibition by when he shall work as he has to tell me when I shall rest ; I
law of the appropriation of public moneys for the support of, hav as much right, in justice, to compel him ~o work on Mr. Heywood, who was also at the Convention. Mr.
Heywood told Justice Clute that Mr. Mitchell's inor use by, institutions under the management and influence Sunday as he has to compel me to rest on Sunday.
of sectarian denominations; by the repeal of all laws compel"It is remarkable that the efforts of these men to secure tent and purpose was not immoral, and therefore
ling the observance of any day as a Sabbath or holy day, or rest for the working classes should be confined to Sunday. Is
enforcing the payment of legislativ chaplaincies, or. of estab- Sunday rest the only rest they need? Under the very eyes of that he did not come within the provision of the code.
lishing special religious days to be observed by pubhc author- the clergy street-car drivers labor sixteen hours a day; und~r Upon Justice Clute expressing dissent, Mr. Heywood
ity. We therefore call upon all of our fellow-citizens, irre- the very eyes of the clergy shop-girls toil from se~en o'clock m
spectiv of their religious opinions, to aid us in obtaining these morning until ten at night ; under the very eyes of the clergy said that then the Bible came within the meaning of
requirements of justice.
factory children work twelve hours a day. What hav they the statute, as Solomon's Song is certainly more las"Third, That the object of Freethought is to extend the be- done to ameliorate the condition of these classes and save
nign influence of science, to cultivate the spirit of fraternity, them from this overwork?_ If they paid less attention to the civious than Mackinley's poem, and other portions of
to aid in the triumph of peace, to remove brute force, and to manner in which the toiling masses spent their Sundays a;nd the Old Testament were infinitly more vulgar. This
inaugurate a government·which shall express the moral power manifested more concern for their welfare durii'g the remam.
of an enlightened reason. To these ends we recommend that der of the week, the world would giv them greater credit for seemed to be a new idea to Justice Clute, and his
Liberal or Secular societies should be formed for social edu- sincerity.
brow wrinkled in thought. He finally said that if
"But what in its true sense is rest? To the farmer who Mr. Mitchell would stop distributing his papers, he
cation and recreativ purposes; that Freeth ought and Secular
halls, libraries, and reading-rooms should be built or obtained, follows the plow, and to the }~borer who vyor~s in the open
Mr. Mitchell promised and was
and that suitable lecturers and teachers should be employed, air all week the observance of these laws ts, m most cases, would let him go.
rest. But t~ the thousands of mechanics and laborers con- discharged.
wherever possible, in the several counties of our state.
"Fburth, That it is time for Liberal and Secular societies to fined in shops and factories to the thousands of clerks and
As was .to be expected, some of the press of Albany
take the" place of churches and priests in the social recogni- accountants confined at th~ desk or behind the counter, to
tion and celebration of those greBt events of human life- the thousands ofteachers and to the millions of school-childJ:en made haste to lay this to th_e Freethinkers in the city,
birth, marriage, and death.
confined in the schoql-room, these laws do ~ot provide a rest
"Fifth, That, inasmuch as the government rests upon the but impose upon them an irksome. task. '\Yithout thes~ I_aws and draw morals therefrom. They desisted, however,
consent of the governed, 'equity recognizes no distinction of all might rest on Sunday who de.sl.l'e to; w1th them! milhons upon receiving a letter from Mr. Palmer. This parsex,' and that woman's complete inclusion into a common par- are compelled either to abstain from what to th~m IS rest or
ticular letter is from the Albany Journal :
ticipation with man of the knowledge, the uses, and the to seek it in defiance of law."
enjoyments of this earth is her legitimate position.
"BitXth, That theology, in accounting for toil as a curse, and
in proclaiming riches as a snare, has unhappily confused the
relations of labor and capital, and that human social equality
demands that the industry which creates the wealth of the
world should enjoy a fair distribution of its benefits.
"Seventh, That in order to aid practically in the securing of
these ends we request and authorize the officers of this Association to take steps for legal incorporation."

The resolutions were unanimously adopted. Mr.
then proposed this, upon Theron C. Leland's death, which was also adopted.:
~emsburg

"Resolved, That we place upon the roll of our deceased
members the name of .Theron C. Leland with peculiar regret.
That we recognize gratefully the very valuable work he did in
the Liberal cause, particularly in the work of organization.
That his ;faithfulnes8, patience, and modesty adorned, but
now less £han ever conceal, the ability with which he labored
for our common cause. That we pledge ourselvs to urge forward to final -success the efforts to which he gave his life."

U pon Mr. R emsb urg ' s mot'1on a vot e of th anks was
= ld•
passe d to t h e press of Alb any an.d th e N ewY ork .1.1.era
After Mrs. A. C. Bristol had recited an original poem
entitled," What I Don't Know," James P~ton read
his paper upon Victor. Hugo. No synopsis can convey an i~ea of its power, and we ho~e ere long it
will be given to the press. The leadmg monthly of
h
t
h
li d f
th
· t
d
t e coun ry as ·app e. ~r
e manuscnp ' an
.
when used we shall repnnt It..
The Sunday forenoon exerCises .concluded. With a
short speech by J. E. Remsburg on " Sunday Slav, H
'd·
'
ery. . e Sal ·
'· We boast of the civil and religious liberty guaranteed by the
Consti~ution of the UD:ited Stat~s: But if indi:vidual states,
In the _mterest of a particnlar rehgron, are. p~rmitted to trampie this liberty under foot, of what value IS It?
"The Constitution declares that 'Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof.' The supreme law. of the land. also d_e·
clares that 'the government. o~ the L!n~ted, States Is not m
any sense founded on the Christian rehgt~n..
·• To enforce the observance of the Chnstian Sabbath upon
those who refuse to accept the religious.system of which it
is a part is a subversion of the principles upon which our government is based.
"The Supreme Court of Ohio and other courts hav decided
that the observance of the Christian Sabbath, as such, cannot
- be legally enforced; that all Sunday laws must be recognized
as mere p~lice regulations, insti~u~ed because o_f their supposedany
samUU"y_
benefits,
derivmg
from
sanctity
attachedand
to the
day. no
Allauth?~ty
religrous what~ver
services
conducted on Sunday, and particularly the preaching for
money-:-and. what clergyman preaches without it ?-are therefore a viOlatiOn of these laws.
"If these laws contain provisional clauses permitting the per·
formance of these religious duties, then these provisos, so far
· ~~;~:!ag~ ~:ea!~i~t ~~ethe:~~~=~:~~~-of a religion and are
"Bnt Christians will claim, and very properly too, that any
law interfering with the free exercise of religious duties is like·
wise an infringement of the rights gnaranteed by the Constitut~o!l. But. who is to determin ":hat are and. what a!e not
rehgrous duties? Has the state a nght to appomt a trtbunal
for this purpose? No more than it has to establish a state
. religion •. The conceptions of religion. and of r_eligious du_ties
are
as vanous·as
the f?rms ~d
reflectedofInthe
theorthodox
kaleidoscope.
We are acquamted
Withcolors
the dogmas
religion. Thousands of priests are employed to publish them.
But the orthodox religion is not t~e. ouly rel~gion in this country. There are those whose rehgtoli conststs not of creeds
but of deeds; there are those with whom honest industry is
itself religion and work is worship; there are those who believe that pleasures which for the tjme shall chase away dull
care and fill the soul with gladness--that athletic ~ames and
sports which bring the roses to .the cheek and VIgor to the
frame-that these, too, are religious duties.
"The orthodox Christian with his family goes to church on
Sun~y, where in a stifling atmosphere they sing, and pray,
~nd hst.en to a pros~ ~ermon, and perchan~e _sleep. They behave this to be a rehgrous duty, and the pnvilege of performing this duty is not denied theJ.n, And if the liberal Christian

In the afternoon Horace Seaver was introduced by
Mr. Wakeman as one to whom we all owe a great
debt of gratitude. Off the platform Mr. Seaver
shows signs of advancing age, but when warmed by
the emotions which find rapid utterance when before
an audience, no traces of age can be aeen. Mr.
Seaver paid well-deserved tribute to Kneeland and
others, and his reference to his colleague of half a
century, Mr. Mendum, was full of pathos. Fifty
years ago, Mr. Seaver said, in this very city of
d fr
·
b
Albany, he had been converte
om Ignorance Y an
address by Robert Dale Owen. After fifty years of
experience as a heretic, he said he wanted no dis-

«Editor .Albany JO'w·nal; The Joumal has fallen into an
error in calling Seward Mitchell's organ entitled the Wor:d's
Reformer the organ of the Freethinkers' Convention. Probably ninety-nine out of one hundred attendants among us
never heard of the sheet, and if they did would utterly disavow its ideas. None of us wish to interfere with anyone's
rights· of free thought, free speech, or free press, but it is not
fair to force issues on the Freethinkers as a body that do not
belong to them, By making this correction you would only
be doing justice to us all. We hav a hard enough fight to
conduct anyhow.
CotrRTLANDT PALMER."

We hav o!lly time in this issue to giv the above
outlines of the good time enJ"oyed at Albany. In future papers we shall print such of the addresses as
are within the capacity of THE T~nJ'TH SEEKER. In
place of any summing-up, we find room for Mr.
charge from the ranks until the curtain was rolled Putnam's poetic impressions of the event:
down upon his life. The Revolution of a hundred
years ago did but half its work if we do not in the ·The Convention is over, and brig·ht hope has beof ·great
near future become mentally as well as politically come a happy memory. hWe hav dreamed
I
·
things and great things av come.
n power, m In·
free. He contended, with much earnestness, that the fluence, in harmony of action, in intellectual display,
hope of this republic rests entirely on Liberal prin- this has been the noblest of Freethought meetings.
ciples. They must all be fully adopted or the sys- It is a great onward step in the march of our gathertem of government would be swept away.
ing forces, and hearts are thrilled as never before.
At the conclusion of Mr. Seaver's remarks, Court- .. Our new secretary, J. J. McCabe, opened the Convention with an address .of exceeding value, and
Iandt Palmer supplemented the morning's resolutions made plain the momentous issue of intellectual freewith the following,-which were passed:
dom or slavery.
"Resolved, That we rejoice that a substantial effort is being
C. B. Reynolds, well-known and dear to all our
made by the friends of liberty throughout the world to erect hearts, fresh from pioneer conflict, made one of those
at Rome a statue which skall worthily commemorate th~ life
h" h . h
. l d 't d
and martyrdom of Giordano Bruno. We call.upon Americans_ brilliant addresses W IC , Wlt mmg e Wl an pa·
to make their additions to the fund for this purpose not only thos, swept the audience to, enthusiastic applause.
substantial, but general, so that as many of ou;r pe?p~e a~ posJoseph McDonough's clear· cut thought and insible may be represen~ed in this great act of historic JUStice to cisiv speech stripped Christianity of its divine prethis hero of science and Freethought.
"Resolved That this Convention renews its words of sympa- ·tensions, and demonstrated that, so far as it was
thy and che~r to Charles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant in their anything valuable, it was the fluent response to
brave struggle for liberty and the right of representation in man's advancing reason.
England.
.
. .
.
Also good Elizur Wright--how noble, how grand,
"we recommend to the Liberals of this country to JOin With
d h
our English brethren in the contributions which are needful to he seemed, as with keen and vigorous min
e exmake their final victory complete."
·
posed the absurdities of the new version! Valiant
H elen H . G ar
· d ener th en spo
. k e for ap. hour upon still, his sword is as bright as ever.
"Historical Facts and Theological Fictions." It had
T. B. Wakeman, in his outlook of and for Liberalb
t
t d th t Eli b th Cady Stanton ism, gave one of his inspiring discourses which each
1
een con emp a e
a
za e
time seems a new revelation of the power and possiwould occupy this afternoon, but for several days bilities of our great movement.
previous to the opening of the Convention she had
Courtlandt Palmer's "Aristocracy of Freethoug· ht "
been seriously ill, and Saturday she telegraphed that was a most noble and scholarly presentation of th~
it would be impossible for her to fill the engagement. lofty, refined, and splendid service which liberty
.
. must . rend er In
· call'mg m
· t ct' n the choicest facul
Helen. Gardener was. therefore substituted,
and ad m1o a 10
ties
of
man.
rably did she rise to the requirements of the occasion.
Dr. Brown, as usual, overflowed with kindly good
Her address occupied an hour and a half in the de- sense, and if we follow all his bountiful precepts, no
livery. Our subscribers will soon hav the opportu- doubt we shall be healthy, wealthy, and wise.
•
.
.
ll
th t D B
'
tt
mty of readmg 1t.
Colonel Ingerso says ·a
r. rown s mo o
At the conclusion of her paper, Mr. Putnam an- for God is one of the best that the wit of man has
d th
. al to the coming legislature originated: "Damn others as ydu would. damn yournounce
e memon
.
' self.'' There is indeed a deal of religion in this way .
and urged all present to obtain as many Signatures of putting things, if we will deeply consider it.
upon the petition. as possible. As the .audience
left
Mrs. Matti'e Krekel made a new and excellent point
.
each one was g1ven a copy of the pet1t10n, and no for the" Demands of Liberalism" by showing that
doubt thousands of names will be obtained.
the Constitution, by contrast with the then existing
•
.
t
1 · t
t
d
The evenmg was occup1ed by Colonel Ingersoll. colonial governmen s, was a secu arms rumen , an
His lecture was" Which Way?" The Opera House that our wise fo1:'efathers who framed it had in view
full M In
ll
k
littl
t
h
the very thing for which we are struggling to-day,
was
·
r. gerso spo e a
e over wo ours and meant to sweep every vestige of ecclesiastical
and a half. There is no use of saying anything about law from the administration of political affairs.
't It
· l
f th
d t efforts of the
Ch
W tt
lik
1·
was Simp Yone o
e gran es
The vigorous eloquence of
aries a s was
e
greatest orator of this or any other country. It was a trumpet summoning to battle.
b ve criticism and praise is as superfluous as paint
What shall I say of James Parton's beautiful disa 0
.
'
H
h
•
d d
d
upon a lily's petals.
course on Victor ugo, w ere every Wor
roppe
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like a gem, and melted into a crystal revealing of ~he
poet's mighty soul. The stream flowed along w1th
charming movement and exhilaration. It was an
hour of poesy and delight. It wa~ ~he very .enchantment of lofty thought and preva1!,1ng gemus. We
touched the highest world, and every moment was
rhythmicaL
.
.
,
·
.A.nd in accord w1th the orators theme was the exquisit utterance of _vvoman'~ soul in the voice ?f Augusta Cooper Bristol the pnestess of an emanc1pated
race: Was eter a S~bbath morning so rich with joy
and promis as this of our Convention? All that was
ever dreamed of lovely and noble was in this consecrated time.
The clarion tones of. J obn E. Remsburg brought
us again to the battle front with fiery determination,
and never shall the precious baptism of that glori.o1;1s
hour pass from the inner chambers of our spmt.
Finer and sweeter evermore shall be the process of
our labor.
, What a tumultuous welcome greeted Horace Seaver
of the Boston Investigator! More than half a century
ago Albany was his camping-gro~nd. H~ was then
a soldier of the cross, but, happemng to hsten to the
words of Robert Dale Owen, he enlisted in the guard
of human liberty, and from that time to his honored
age of to-day be bas been one of the most. stea?fast
and boldest champions of Freethought. H1s dehght. ful speech was received with round after round of
applause. Deeply, gratefully indeed do we hold in
our memory the service of Horace Seaver and J. P.
Mendum. They hav made possible the glory and
promis of this memorable Convention ..
WHh age flashed beauty, and our bnght, new star,
Helen H. Gardener, uttered her sparkling protest
against the tyranny of the church. Amid airy fancies
came her shafts of truth, and the theological assumptions of the past never received more ?estr1;1ctiv ?lows.
Amid the rainbow hues was the qmck hghtnmg of
woman's indi~nant heart.
'
- How shall t speak of the wonderful close of this
symphony_ of Freethought-:-all the streams_and rivers
of speech swelling into a Ntaga~a of m~gmficent eloquence? Was ever oratory so like muS1c and poetry?
There was the intensity of Demosthenes, the comprehensivness and art of Cicero, the sublime thought
of Milton, the perfect melody of Shelley, so in harmony with nature's life, in the motion of the lark and
the radiant sweep of cloud, and there was the warmheartedness of Burns. No wonder that p~ople believe in gods, when man can be so magm~ce.nt, so
heroic, so inspiring! What does Inger~oll g1v m the
place of Christianity? the withered pnesthood a~ks
with pale lips. He givs himstlf, I answer; and w1th
this Christianity is a thousandfold repl~ced. ~e
givs himself, his mighty heart a~d _bram, and m
and through th~m a. life so radtam, so ~ofty, so
various, so commandmg, that we who hsten to
his marvelou11 speech .are ready for any ~oil, because through his burnmg words the, essent1al glory
of human existence is made known, -ana we are happy
to liv-and we are not afraid to die-because we hav
looked upon the noblest form of livin~.. In the rose's
perfect bloom life and death meet m one common
glory.
· .
th'
Like music-like some marvelous p10ture- JS
Convention, this meeting together of our be~t and
wisest shall linger in the memory, ever urgmg to
noble; effort. We are not a side-current, but the
forward flow of the great central force of human
advancement. Truth and beauty hav shown thal
they are one, and from this time ~orth our way,
though arduous, will be more attractiv, for the face
of. truth, to which we hav consecrat~d all, and. for
which we hav sacrificed so much of JOY, now ~hm?s
with the revealing graces of nature, ~he. be~utlful.m
art the wonderful in poetry, the ravtsbmg m mus1c.
Th~ught blends with emotion and . the heart le~ps to
the quick perceptions of the bram. The d1scord
ceases-the harmony evolves.

Call for the Ninth Annual Congress.

League Constitution to five representative in the
Congress-the President and Secretary and three
Delegates. All Charter Members and Life Member_s,
all Vice-Presidents, all Chairmen of State Execubv
Committees, are entitled to seats an~ votes in the
Congress. Annual Members are entitled to seats
but not to votes, except by permission of the Congress.
..
.
It is hoped that every Aux1hary League w1ll send
a full delegation to the Congress, and that every
Freethinker in the United States and Canada, who
can, will be present. Having adopted a co~mo!l
basis of work upon which all Liberals can combm~, 1t
is now desirable to discover the best means by wh10h
this work can be carried forward, and to this end
large attendance and free expression of opinion will
contribute. It is hoped that all will come to the Congress to emphasize the unity of Lib~ralism. and to
create an interest for harmonious actwn JVhlCh shall
result in the abolition of all laws that are contrary to
secular government.
Per order of Board of Directors:
R. G. INGERSOLL, President.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treasurer.
CB.~RLFS B. R.EYNOLDS, Ch. Ex. Com.
A. C. MACDONALD, Ch. Fin. Com.
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Our London Letter,

To THE EDITOR OF T~E TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I should
rather imagin it was feared by some of the faithful
that the Lord was about to hibernate, as I hav noticed of late an increase of outdoor preachers, ·who
probably believe that unless they keep up continual
efforts their deity will take advantage of a moment's
silence and slip off into his winter quarters, wherever
they may be.
The nuisance is not so great on week-days, but on
Sunday, and more. particularly in the evening, at
almost every street corner may be observed a small
knot of people, surrounding a genuin tub-thumper,
from whose discourse some little amusement may be
obtained occ~sionally, but the thing soon gets monotonous. These individuals remind one very much of
the man at country fairs wh l eats lighted tow and
vomits flame and smoke from his mouth. The street
preachers feed on Calvin's hell-fire food, and belch it
out continually.
I am particularly interested in one of the fraternity, a youth of about sixteen years of age, who
stands on a small platform every Sunday evening
just off a main thoroughfare in the South of London.
He seems to cram himself with a little red-hot Spurgeon, which he carefully retails, occasionally perpetrating some original remark which is extremely ludicrous, judging by his appearance and manner, for he
Program of Cleveland Congress.
gesticulates wildly and has a moat delightful anuffie.
lte will blossom eventually into a powerful preacher,
,. Introductory address by the president, Robert G. after the style of Spurgeon in his younger days, or
Ingersoll; report of Secretary Samuel P. Putnam; perhaps even emulate the one and only Talmage.
report of Treat:~urer Courtlandt Palmer; report of This latter worthy has held forth here on one occasion
Chairman of Executiv Committee C. B. Reynolds. recently, but not with such great success as on his
Paper on 'methods of work and organization by last visit. I presume he had no new wares to offer,
ChBrles Watts, first vice-president.
or was not sufficiently advertised.
Addresses during the Convention by John E.
The Armstrong case has not shown the. P_all. Mall
RPmsburg, J. H. Burnham, Helen H. Gardener, Mrs. Gazette people in the best of colors, and th1s m01dent
Krekel, Dr. T. L ..Brown, Mrs. E. A. Freeman, and has done far mor.e harm than good to them. Doubtother representat1v speakers from . ~~ parts of the less the ostensible object of the articles on crimes
country. Let us rally around our brlll.mn~ leader, and against children was good, but it now appears that
hav a crowded. Congress from begmmng to en~. Booth has been making the proprietor of the news
Let all auxiliary societies elect delegates at o~ce, lf paper a cat's-paw to pull a goodly supply of chesf,nuts
they hav not already done. L~Jt every F~eethmker out of the fire for him. He showed his hand rather
come, stir up his neil]hbors, see that mentwn of_ the too quickly however and it is very doubtful if he
Congretos is made in bis local newl'lpaper.. Let lt be will get th~ thousands he so modestly asks for. As
known in every corner of the laud that thts Congress far as I can see, many of the subscribers to his funds
is to be held a~ Cleveland, October 9th, lOth, and 11th. consist of people who hav made ~mmense wealth by
Ingersoll w1ll close .the Congress on Sundav. even- paying starvation wages to the1r workpeople, and
ing, OctobPr 11th, with his graat lecture, "Liberty been instrumental thereby in causing the traffic iu
For Man, Woman, and Child."
women so prevalent in all large communities.
PLEDGEs PAID To i::AMPA.IGN FUND.
It is wonderful how anyone possessing any degree
Thomas Godnard, annual membership,
$l 00 of intelligence can suppose that prostitution will
Samuel Goddard, annual membership, •
1 00 be put down by act of Parliament, but those who
5 00 hav caused the stir there has been of late fanc.v that
Wm. G. Knight, for f:lt. John's League No. 93,
it can be done if assisted by a few meetings in Exeter
-"
Hall and a special prayer manufactured by a
Histm·ical Christianity.
biBhop.
FORGERY OF ANCIENT WRITINGS.
The meeting at Hyde Park was ~olerably large, es. Although it is true that none of the four. gospels, timates of the numbers ranging from 11,000 to
in their present form, can be traced back prwr to the 300,000 (there must bav been some good judges
year 180, yet it is possible. that t~ey were recla~ted present). The object see me? merely to be for the purmany years before, when it 1s c.er~am that gospels ex- pose·of the speakers pledgmg themselvs to help th_e
isted containing important var1at~o~s ~rom our four. authorities to carry out the new act, though how ~t
Very little is known about Chnst1amty befor~ _the is to be done I did not hear. The result of the aglmiodle of the second ce·ntury, when GnostlClsm tation has borne fruit, as several individuals hav alwidely prevailed. About t~e ye~r 138 lVhrci~n e~ame ready been tried under this law and sentenced. to
to Rome and brought Paul s ep1stles. l\Iar01~n was stiff terms of imprisonment.. The greater _POrtJ?n
t_be son of a bishop in Pontus. That was m the of the press consid!=lrB the d1sclosures as bemg dlB·
region of Paul's ministry. He preached ~n Asia from graceful, and incentive to vice, but if the statements
about 63 B.c., to 20 n.c., and ·probably d1ed at Rome are true, I can scarcely see why they should not be
about 10 B.c. His fellow-apost.le, Barnabas, was published. But people are so h.igbly culture~ now
killed by a Jewish mob in Cyprus abont 40 B c. that while it is extremely shockmg to even hmt at
Clement of Rome must hav written bis epistle to the such a thing it is rather clever to commit a successCorinthians about 1 n.c. Then comes a long interval ful rape on ~ defenseless woman, provided the perto the death of Ignatius at Antioch (not R)me) AD petrator is not caught.
.
.
115. The martyrdqm of Polycarp was much litterIt is not often I buy theistic literature, but h~vmg
about A. D. 166. Justin wrote at Rome contemporary heard that a clergyman in Manch£ster bad published
with Marcion, about A.D. 140-166. He denounced a pamphlet completely annihilatin~ Inge~soll's obl\iarcion, and never alluded to Paul. It seems, there- jection to the Bible, I 'Yas. led to .mvest m a copy,
fore that the orthodox church did not accept Paul but, as usual, was disappmnt~d w1t~ th~ conten~s.
until some years after Justin and Marcion were
There is a certain amount of mgen~1ty _d1splayed m
dead.
avoiding a direct answer to any obJectwn th~t ~as
Historical Christianity is a priestly fraud. Critical been made. The usual plan is adopted of ~mng~ng
rPsearch is disclosing a prodigious amount of cor- np one text in opposition to ano~her; for mstance,
ruption and forgery, .m?s.t o~ which has heret~fo~e where Ingersoll states that the B1ble degrades wobeen assigned to pnm1t1v tlmes. But w~at 1f 1t man we hav a proof (?) that it does no~hing of the
should appear that nearly all of these forgeries were sort' by the quotation "A woman that feareth the
done since the twelfth century.
We hav before us a little posthumous work in Lord [ i. e., supporteth the priests] s~e shall be
Latin by Jean Hardouin, a learned French Jesuit, waised," and so on. The passages showwg that wowho died in 1729, at the age of eighty-three. It was man was only looked upon as a chattel are carefully
written or completed in the last year of his life. He ignored. What such books are written for, except ~o
maintains and adduces some most cogent arguments bring money to the author, it is hard to say; certam
to prove that most of the early Latin and Greek lit- it is that they would never convert an unbeliever.
JhaterBally yours,
J. D.
erature 'and all the early Christian writings (the
sacred ~criptures excepted), were fabricated by Benedictine monks after the middle of the thirteenth
Lec1 ures aiHl Meetings.

To the .Auxiliary Libetal Leaguer:. and All Citizens of ~he
United 8tates and Canadas who support the N~ne
Demands of Liberalism:
You are invited to attend the Ninth Annual Co'!lgrass of the National Liberal -League, to be held m
Cleveland, Ohio, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
October 9, 10, and 11, 1885.
According to a vote at the last Congress of the
League notice is hereby given ~hat an Amendment t.o
the Constitution will be submltted, as .follows:. Artlcla I. of the Constitution of the Natwnal LJberal
Leauge shall be amended to r~ad: "The nam~ of ~he
association shall be The Amencan Secular Unwn. ·
Measures for the affiliation of the Freethought
Societies of Canada with the National Liberal League
will also come up to be acted upon.
d
fT T
Also measures for carryjng on the work of Free- century.
h1
b
We purpose to present to the rea ers o HE RUTH
thought, and securing the adoption. of sue aw_s y F'Ea~ER some extracts from Father Hardouin's book.
the various State Government and by the Nahonal " en
h f tb
G overnment as shall make the United States thor- Having satisfied ourselvs long ago that roue o . e
tb early Christian literature and some of the Latm
oughly Secular, and the r?peal.of all law~ now on e
are fabrications we are prepared to weigh
stat~te bo?ks which confilCt wlth the Nme Demand :!~~~~ned J asuits' rea~ons for rejecting nearly all
·
ANTICHRIST A.M.
of L1berahsm.
f th
Local Auxiliary Leagues are entitled by the , o
em as spunous.
· •

Mns. H. S. LAKE spoke at North Collins, N. Y., Sep. 5th
and Gtb and Paw Paw, Mich., Sep. 13th. Parties desiring
lectures'will address her at Paw Paw, Mich.

J. E. REMSBURG will lecture at Uoche's Ha~l, corner Grove
and Morgan streets JerRey City, on the evenmg of the 1 7Lh .
Subject: "Sunday 'slavery." Fr~day evenin~, the 18th, he
speaks at Vineland, N. J., on "B1ble Morals.
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W A.NSHIP, SuMMIT Co., UTA.H, Aug. 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: We wonder how the Eastern people can become so religiously fanatical as to throw themselvs under the
wheels of Juggernaut and be crushed to death, to throw their
babes to the crocodiles, and practice all their other cruel or
absurd rites.
And some wonder at the fanatical zeal and blind faith of the
Mormons. They cheerfully comply with an order from their
leaders to go to Europ~, the Sandwich Isfands, Ol' elsewhere,
to be absent from their families and business, and without re·
muneration, or sell out a comfortable home and move to Ari·
zona or Mexico. In fact, the main tenet of their religion is implicit obedience to their leaders in all phings.
They b?lieve that ?od-a mari;li~e personage-use~ to hav
confidential chats w1th Joseph Sm1th, that h~ told h1m ho:W.
to organize .the Mormon theory, and showed h1m where to d1g
for g~ld plates, on which was written, "The Book of ~ormon, and when Joseph went to get the plates, _the deVIl-:another man-like personage-~as there, and d1sputed h1_s
right to them, and Joseph-bemg an athlete-and Mr. Dev1l
doing as Jacob and Jehovah are said to hav done, they had a
w1·estle for the possession of the gold plates, and Joseph
downed the devil. They believe the United States government will be overthrown, and that they, the Mormons, will
finally possess the entire earth, 11nd a thousand other absurd
and improbable things.
Yon wonder how intelligent men and women can be such
obedient serfs, and hav such implicit faith in such unlikely
occm·ences. But if you could see their thorough, systematical o1·ganization, you would wonder how an:v could escape.
They hav primaries for children three to ten years old, where·
they are instructed and taught t:p.e Mormon doctrins; also the
Young Ladies' Association, the Young Mens', the Teachers',
the Relief Society, the Seventies, the High Priests, thfl School
of the Prophets, and some others, each with a president and
councilors. All of these societies, which include all classes,
are constantly drilled into the faith, and if Juggernaut and
the crocodiles were included in their tenets, these deities
would receive as many victims as they do ia India ..
Before an election the priest!i;meet and nominate those they
want to fill the offices, which is virtually an election. Of
course they go through the farce of. voting the ticket put in
their hands. In these appointments church stt1nding is the
main qualification required. And these officers hold their
office only during the pleasm·e of the church, so you see this
state is empbaticttlly governed by the church.
'fhe Edmunds law-prosecuting a few polygamists-will
never take the control out of church hands, but makes them
mo:;e fanatically zealous.
But the few Liberals scattered through Utah can make themselva some good neighbors, and do much good by judiciously
circulating all tlte tracts, papers, and books they can afford,
which is the only way to strike at the root of the disease. All
should become subscribers to some of our Secular papers, and
induce their neighbors to do likewise. Then soon a blight
would be noticed in this now thrifty tree of superstition, MorWM. REYNOLDS.
monism.
Yours truly,

above-named gentlemen never haq. an examination, and that
priesthood's general opinion was taken as· prima facie evidence
against them; that they simply met old Beelzebub, and to
this day do not know anything more about God, Jesus,
and the Holy Ghost than they did when on earth. It appears
from other religious teachings that some are laid away on ice;
until some great convulsion of nature, like the blowing of
Gabriel's horn, shall-arouse them. Exactly what class of hu-·
manity are entitled to this distinction we are not ·told, but
probably those like Beecher, who are half their earthly life
riding the horns of the altar, and the other half hanging on to
the tail. To-day, we hav the evidence of no less a divine than
Newman that General Grant, in passing from earthly conditions, met with none of these experiences, but in place of God,
Jesus, Ghost, and angels, he was received by Lincoln, McPherson, Rawlins, Washington, and cabinet. No explanation
is given for this radical change in being received at the court
of heaven, or whether it is general or special. If priests do
get things terribly mixed guessing about receptions in a future
stat of life 0
thing is certain they are first-class funeral
liar:; but,
ar~ chosen by God, he may believe his own
to such an extent that it will help some outside liar to a comfortable place, which will be doing some good.
Yours, etc.,
w. w. JuDSON.
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"WHAT'S IN A NAME?"

savage attack of dogs, and other members of their species
rushed into the conflict and formed a line of battle in front of
the weaker ones, without a general, that would hav done some
honor to a general, and they held the ep.emy in check and gave
no inch of ground, although they were fearfully torn and
mangled in the coll'flict, and not one of them ever thought of
applying for a pension on account of his vicariousness. This
thought'was developed in the higher plane, in order to make
a bonded debt and sinking fund.
Bond-slaves of tradition, the hog can show you the way to
wisdom too. He will not worship a flag that is a flaunting lie,
or giv a traitorous kiss; he will not be devoured with parasites,
but will roll them in the mire and make mudsills of them; and
for a dead fellow he can mourn just as much without spending a million at his wake, or building a monument. Then
there is a lesson in economy: "If it were not for piling up
property, man would go back to animalism." But the money
sharks understood it as well as if they were told, "Giv us
preachers a reasonable portion of the swag for keeping up this
infamy called religion which supports the higher plane, or
you will go back to the level and toil with the toiler~."
w. L. STARJL,
INVITA.TION TO A PRA.YER MEETING,
" .Aug 10, 1885.
"DEAR BROTHER: I take great pleasure in informing you
that on Wednesday evening, the 12th inst., our former secretary W. H. Morris, will lead the Young Men's Meeting.
Evecy member and friend of the association should be present. We shall not hav Mr. Phillips to help us, therefore I ain
very anxious that the meetings sh~tll not diminish in power or
numbers. Pray over it, talk it over with your friends, and let
us huv such a meeting as we hav not yet enjoyed. Let us expect great thip.gs. Remember the promis: 'If ye abide in
me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will and
it SHALL be given unto you' (John. xv. 7). ·
"Please do all in your power. Talk, work, pray!
" L. W. BAllNEB, Assistant Secretary."
MR. EDITOR: Please publish with proper comments.
LIBERTA.

MR. E:OITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug. 8th, Mr. Clark,
M.D., has fairly answered the question in respect to the name
of religion, of which few people know the meaning; but from
the way he has disrobed and disseeted it, and analyzed its
stomach, it appears to me that a more appropriate heading
would be, " Religious Retrospect Damaging to the Future
Crop."
A Methodist elder told me recently that the meaning of religion was " a re-b.inding." Then I said that religion and
Christianity are two principles impossible to harmonize. They
are God and Satan, that forever antagonize each other. Instead of meaning everything that is good, as the many suppose,
religion is the very principle of immorality, and, with the in0A.KLA.ND, CAL, A"ug. 16, 1885.
itiated, its purposes as base as any crime. Then wny talk
MR. EDITOR: This lllMning I attended "divine services" at
about the development of a principle which only means the
the First Congregational church of this city, of which the late
an-development of humanity?
The name of Christian has been as basely misapplied, for Dr. Buck was a prominent member. The preacher informed
the gospel of Christ declared that it was to make free. It was us that the time would come when every knee would bow-to
natural morality toiling for humanity, and not for a particular a myth. But I hope the time will come when not one knee
set of men; not for the present, but for all time. Its kingdom will bow to a,mythical Jehovah, gathered up and handed down
was not of this world, because its only reward was the reward to us by our poor, ignorant ancestors.
I worship no God but that of humanity, the Ingersollian
of virtue. But the name has been appropriated by the opposit
principles of greed and selfishness, whose tricks of ambition Ged. Some of my friends tell me that the devil has already
and avarice hav ever defrauded mankind; whose legislation got a good warm berth selected for me, but I lose no sleep
has ever restrained business, fined virtue, and encouraged vice about it. Some of my Christian friends say I am insane.
Well, if a disbelief in the. existence of a God, a heaven, a
with promotion and reward.
A sect were stigmatized as dogs because they were governed devil, a hell, a Holy Ghost, in the working of miracles, etc.,
by natural morality, and by the truths found in nature, and constitutes insanity, then I am insane, but they hav made no
their motto was "Fidelity," of which the picture of a dog on attempt as yet to put me in an asylum.
No doubt you hav seen accounts in the California papers of
their banner was the emblem. Hence the word· "dogma,"
with its derivations, which havlong been made odious, because the trial of H. F. Prindle for the murder of Dr. Buck. The
it has long been unpopular to tell the truth. -Has not religious j·ury are still out, and at present stand three for conviction
custom misapplied the word "dogma" to mean an arrogant and nine for acquittal. I feel safe in stating that seven-eighths
as11umption, or a doctrin without evidence-since it never had of the people in this locality are well convinced that Dr. Buck
its foundation in the idea of faith or belief, but in the very act was guilty of what Mre. Prindle accused him of, viz., adultery
of thinking, therefore in knowledge ? And would not a doc- and. abortion. A member of Dr. Buck's own church tells me
BROOKLYN, Aug. 24, 1885.
trin like that of the laws of gravity, which holds tlte scales of that it was his custom to get all the money he could from the
MR. EDITOR: It was my first intention to renew my subscrip- justice even, be a pure dogma? But the religious· saith-the. poor for his savior and then get them off hiS hands as soon as
tion for alonger term, but the thought occurred to me that it will Lord principle has been held superior to the laws of gravity he could.
be more liberal to subscribe $4 per annum than $3. Therefore and mathematics. It has molded falsehoods and gilded them
The more of such rascals we get rid of the better it will be
I inclose an instalment of $1, and will note the progress I hav with truth by double meaning of words and double-sense writ- for society.
.
LYMA.N SMITH.
made in Bible-ology as a pupil of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ing, and it has been continually molding old lies into new
The Bible, as a theology, should necessanly contain some forms, and making dust a little gilded appear of more value
ST. JoHNs, ILL., July 11, 1885.
valuable truth to giv it a color of plausibility, though, as a than gold a little dusted o'er.
MR. EDITOR: I desire to make a few remarks to my brothers
whole, it is so chuffy that it will hardly pay for sifting, espeOne grand step in advance will be a new dictionary to dis- and sisters throughout the world whose good fortune it }s to
cially not for the chaff.
abuse the minds of the masses from many enslaving words. peruse your invaluable paper. I read weekly THE TRUTH SEEK·
Having no relish for chaff, I shall hav nothing to do with it, The names of political parties hav been the same babbles of ER, Nashville Liberal, Light for Thinkers, and DuQuoin Press,
not even to damn it, for I don't think it worth a dari:m.
unintelligibility. The millions of honest toilers would natur- whose editor is a genuin Liberal. Besides, I occasionally read
The preservation of the l3ible, as a history, should hardly ally suppose that a Republican party meant republicanism, in- other papers, and recently I was favored with a package of
be desimble by the advocates of priestcraft and statecraft, for stead of a principle ignoring the Constitution, opposed to state Brother H. L. Green's .Magazine, which I plize very highly.
it represents them to hav been the most hellish of all hell- rights, and tending to centraliz~tion of power. And there are Brother Green is, and has been for many years, an energetic
crafts, whose hellishness 1s only modified by their opportunity many men who call themselvs Democrats who are as far from worker in the Liberal ranks. He is~ a great organizer, and has
to practice it. Therefore the Bible should be a more formi. being democrats as the pope is from being a Christian. · And done much good in that line. Such men deserve patronage by
dable weapon ag.tinst them than all the Infidel literature that judging from. the writings of some who call themselvs Liberals, the Liberal public. I discover so much in my perusal of Libhas been published·. hdidel literr.ture would hav no force they never hav crept out of the shell of intolerance. Many eralism that is encouraging that I hardly know what to speak
without the Bible.
words hav changed their meaning, but principles never change. of :first. The space you giv to your patrons to ventilate their
The Bible, as a philosophy, is purely Secular and compat- The principles of religion, by whatever name, hav been to peculiar thoughts to each other is beneficial to the student of
ible with all known principles of nature from beginning to stultify reason and stimulate dreams. The principles of Lib· human nature, and as a mle Freethinkers prefer investigating
end. And it roaches a long way. It begins with matter when eralism are to wake people out of their dreams and stimulate the real, the true, and the beauties of rmture rather than imformlf:ss 11nu void, and ends with the final consummation of thought, until each individual shall stand forth a sovereign in aginary' things. In your letter department what a grand leshuman destiny, and promises the permanent establishment of the empire of thought. It.would be profitable to take a lesson son is presented to the observing mind! All grades and
a corumon brotherhood of the human race, on a basis that of St. Paul, and no longer go by names and professions of shades of belief are there. We are able to trace the mind in
shall-endure forever. I believe it to be compatible with intel- faith, but by works. When we are asked to contribute for its growth from the lowest strata of orthodoxyJ;o. the highest
ligent human aspirations that we should accept that promistin building a monument" to one of the greatest of living men,". pinnacle of scientific Materialism. It is really amusing to me,
hope, if we cannot in fuith.
is it not about the same as if we were asked to help immortal-. and I much enjoy reading the sharp critidisms of our Liberal
lf my understanding gf history is correct, the protest against ize the principle that has robbed us of our liberties, and gath- brothers and sisterR. No·w, I think this a good thing, and much
priestcraft and stf\tecraft that put an end to the Dark Ages, ered all the accumulated wealth of the United States for the benefit will accrue therefrom if so be this is conducted in a
and made Freethinking and Infidelity possible, is traceable to last twenty-five years into the hands of three thousand men? proper spirit, wh;ch I hope to see adhered to, for I maintain
the Bible. Therefore I cannot understand why Infidels should But Mr. Beecher said, "If it were not for piling up property, that we hav less excuse than any other class of people on
make the Bible an object of their especial hostility, unless a man would go back to animalism." It is only religion that ever earth to descend or occupy the persecuting plane. Discuss
bigoted unbelief is possible. It is not fairly supposable that made a higher plane where wealth can be piled up, and a lux- and criticise; that is right, for it is calculated to elicit thought
a slave to bigotry can be a Freethinker on the subject of his urious living enjoyed without labor. In the fable of the wise and investigation, without which there can be but little progbigotry; if not a Freethinker, he cannot be a clear and correct fox, when he saw all the tracks going into the lion's den, and ress, but for the sake of our gloriou.s <.'a use let us conduct this
thinker; and if not 11 clear and correct thinker, his conclu- none coming back, he did not go in. So if man would throw as men and women worthy of our name as Liberals. Oh, no,
sions will not be consistent with all the facts.
away his religion and go back to animalism, he might be wise my friends, we cannot afford to partake of the sins and misJ. A. TUTTLE,
enough not to let all his hard earnings be stripped away from takes of the different Christian denomi'llations. I, for onE>, who
him by th~se higher plane laws. But laying up against the hav been there and tasted the gall of bitterness, and suffered
KANSA.B Um, JI!Io., August 13, 1885.
time of need is animalism, and the insignificant ant was man's the bonds of iniquity, do not propose to worship at that shrine
MR. EDITOR: We hav it from the best of former religions school-master that taught him honest toil. So priests and kings any more. I am happy to see so mttny souls (whatever that
authority that, at the' age of the world when Voltaire, Paine, received their lessons from the spider and beasts and birds of word may mean, for really the term has been used in so many
JEfferson, Franklin, and other pat-riots passed from the prey. They love the eagle because the ostentation and the different ways that I do not know but that the word "soul "
eurthly stage of life, every one had to immediately stand up worship are about equal with them and the eagle. But there has become ambiguous) who hav lived under and been emanbefore Jesua, the Holy Ghost, God, and his angels, and be is more morality to be seen in the hog than in man, with all cipated from the pers~cuting Apirit of Christianity, are bejudged, if they were vouchsafed a hearing at all, and it is gen- his boasted religion. I looked across the street one day, and 1 ing elevated to a more ennobling status of humanity, so that
erally settled in the mind of the Christian-trained that the saw a litter of pigs, and their mother defending them from the t)ley caD. differ in opinio~ with their fellow-beings without OS·
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tracising one another. This is sufficient to teach us that Lib- book on Spiritual experiences, speaking of sending money to and understand the folly and hum bug of all kinds of priestcraft,
eralism is a benefit to man, woman, and child, for where there different mediums, she says that in all oases where the me· with their Bibles and Korans and all other theological trash,
exists toleration we hav corresponding peaceful and ·happy diums could get no communication the money was refunded, that keep the human mind in darkness and ignorance, of
lives. Of course, none are perfect, and we are all liable to but, alas! not so in my case. The first letter the medium says which all priestly thugs take advantage, and feast themselvs
make mistakes at times, but we will be remunel'ated every he did not receive; the second one he acknowledged, but was on the predulity of the people. But it seems there is a grand
time better for a good deed than an evil one.
from home at the time he wrote to me, being at Colfax, Ind. day dawning, which means the beginning of the final end of
In this conn'ection I will offer a few thoughts, or rathel:' He stated he had been informed that ther-e was one received all this priestly, theological, humbugging, and Bible business.
mali,e a suggestion to the two classes of Liberals-for it is well in his absence, and on his return he would giv it his attention. Here in this priest;ridden territory old Taylor, G. Q Cannon,
known there are two classes with us, Materialist and Spiritu- Now, I hav gullibility enough to believe he fulfilled.that part and other beastly, treasonable thugs are skulking and hiding
alist. Now, to my way of thinking, we should not lose sight of his promis-1 mean that he gave it his attention. Yes, indeed, from the law; but I hope the United States government will
of op.e very important thing-that· is, we must work toge.ther I am so destitute of any doubts on that part of the perform- take stringent measures to wipe out this treasonable, filthy,
with th!l utmost harmony in carrying out the principles of ance ·that I ·even believe with all my heart (or whatever organ and adulterous outfit calling itself the kingdom of God, for it
Liberalism, and as secularization is the fundamental basis of is called into_ action to cause one to believe) that he opened the is a bitter curse and outrage to 'this delightful territory. '£hey
our line of operations, we should by no manner of means let letter (I mean the outside one which contained the dollar), and hav put some of the beastly, adulterous scoundrels in the
any ulterior consideration take possession of •our minds to im- got the coveted treasure, little as the amount was. It is not penitentiary, and I hope the United States laws will be vindipede the progress of the completion· of the foundation of our the amount that has the bearing on my mind, it is the princi- cated and put in full force here, and let justice hav its proper
work, for it does seem to me to be self-evident to all observing ple. If Solomon was a little reckless in his love for women, claim and demands.
minds that the benefit to be -derived from this. grand enter- his head was level when he said " the love of money was the
Well, I must change the subject by telling you I received
prise will be equally to the advantage of ·not only the Spiritu- root of all evil." I hav- written two letters of inquiry to Mr. the three palPphlets all right, and must say they are three
alists and MaterialiSts, but every sect and ism in our land, Pidgeon, but I get no answer. Possibly Mr. Pidgeon is like clinchers. Mr. 0. B. Whitford's, and Mr. Babcock's, and the
from· the fact that a secular government, such as we demand, the one we read of in Noah's Ark. You reoolle·ot there were "Bible Anthology "-they are all three eye-openers.' And
will protect every citizen alike, no matter how humble. Con- two sent out to hunt dry land and one never returned. Oh;' now I want some more, per inclosed list.
sequently it is the best for all concerned. We know this to no, they were doYes-the moral is obvious. I seem to lle prone
It appears you are going to hav a grand time at the coming
be a fact, whether Christians think so or not. We want no to bad luck as well as Sister Elmina. However, this bit of bad A.lbany Convention, and I say, Success to it and its noble
discrimination. Equal justice for all-anything short of that 1uck is not sufficient to deter me from investigating for truth. speakers. And I hope Mrs. Cady Stanton and Miss Helen H.
is defectiv.
neither do I yet believe all mediums to be frauds and trick- Gardener and other ladies will put in some telling blows in
Criticisms on questions of difference between us, such as sters.
defense of truth and right. I wish they could come to this
immortality on one hand, and death ending all-on the other,
By the way, from the report recently from Liberal, Mo. territory for a while and break the fetters and shackles that
are essential in order to elicit thought, and urge the minds Brother Walser, from the position in which hi!f' name appears: bind the mental powers of their fair sisters here. Then I
that are somewhat dormant to an investigation. I fully agree seems to be getting into enchanted grounds. Well, this is often wish we had Mr. C. B. Reynolds, Mr. Remsburg, Mr.
with Brother H. L. Green, who says in his March Magazine, getting to be a funny world, but as it is the only one I recol_ Jamieson, and the noble Ingersoll. Well, perhaps there is a
page 90, "Whatever one may think of Spiritualism, there are lect seeing, I must be going, and try to find out all I can. mighty shaking awaiting poor priest-ridden Utah yet, for I
some things relating to it that all honest persons.must admit. So, wishing all peace, happiness and prosperity,
perceive the leaven is working with eflect in the world, and I
One is that if it be true it is the most glorious revelation that"
suppose Utah will come in for her share.
WM.. A. THOMPSON.
Farewell,
was ever made to man; all others sink into insignificance when
Well, I must close this missiv, as I hav neither time nor
compared with it." So I say. Although there are a few among
space to say more, except that I admire the way Miss Wixon
CINCINNATI, 0., Sept. 8, 1885.
us who seem to ignore the importance of the investigation of
Mn. EDITOR: Once more I send a few lines; which I hope is conducting the Corner for the little folks, and I will say,
the spiritual phenomena, I tell you that it is like Banquo's will shine upon thy pag6. The bright and brilliant star of Ma- Miss Wixon, you are engaged in a wider and grander field of
ghost, it will not down at one's bidding. Men and women will terialism is now casting its light upon the dark pages of past usefulness than you are fully aware of, and in years to corue
seek knowledge of matters and things pertl}ining. to the pres- superstitions and groveling ignorance. More and deeper it many that are children now will rise up and bless you.
ent and future. And all the cold water that can be thrown on penetrates the minds of millions who are now disgusted with
WILLIAM 'VILLIAMS.
those who are in a legitimate way seeking for knowledge in re· the numerous deceits practiced by charlatans in the name
gard to the continued existence of their loved ones who hav of religion.
WARREN, Mo., Aug 30, 285.
passed through the change called death, is not likely to stop
MR EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which plense send me
The great intelligences of the age are more than ever satis-them.
c
fied that the true and solid ground on which all can stand, one copy of the TRUTH SEEKEU ANNUAL; one copy of Paine's
I am sorry to see a few of ohr brothers and sisters use such and that without discord or dispute, is the grand philosophy "Age of Reason;" one copy of J. E. Hems burg's ''Bible
harsh words against Spiritualists and Spiritualism. I refer to of Materialism, which ignores evory vestige of all Spiritualistic Morals;" and for the balance that is left send me three car·
some wholesale assertions !occasionally meet with; condemn- hobbyisms, and claims all nature for its temple and all human- toons of the issue of July 11th, and as many of the "Modern
ing ·the whole thing· and all mediums; for I hav been ac- ity for its brotherhood. It repudiates all sectarianisms, and Balaams" as that left will pay for. After httving read
quainted with some who are thought to be and are called me- knows no other sentiment than that which nature and reason "Bible Morals," I intend that all shall perfm·m missiona1·y
diumistic, and better and more social and energetic workers in dictate. Sir, that which claims a distinction from nature and se1vice, and, instead of sending my means abroatl, I propose
the cause of Liberalism l hav never met. Mr. William Ellison, sets up a power outside and independent of nature is the to try and open the eyes of the benighted heathen at home.
who was the first president of St. Johns Liberal League, was 1.1 cause of many evils, dividing and subdividing the great I liv in the midst of a community that contains a large numthoroughgoing Liberal and and a gentleman in every sense. human family into carping and malignant organizations, ever ber of people whose religion lasts from the time they appear
He never had been contaminated with Christianity, b\i.t was an ready to injure or destroy each other if not restrained by civil on Sunday for Sabbath-school until the ceremony of the day
is performed. Nevertheless we hav a goodly sprinkling of
Atheist, until, as he says, he got positiv proof that those we power.
_,
call dead still liv; and, by the way, Brother Ellison is no crank.
-Instead of religions giving peace to the world, they havi.been Freethinkers in our midst, but many of them are moral cowOf course, his word, though I think it as good as anyone's, is not and still are the most contentious and disturbing element: of ~rds, and fear Mrs. Grundy. That old lady and myself had
arupture many years ago, and people hav found out that she
sufficient to convince or satisfy me, for on similar testimony I discord, and most destructiv of all systems.
·· ·
once accepted Christianity, and with me I am confident
Materialism means peace,,love, union, morality, and intellect- slandered me, so I go on careering in my course, giving blows
Christianity is forever gone. However, I am, and ever expect ual progress in everything which administers to the happiness when assailed, and always striking a vulnerable point when
I see one. I hav been a Freethinker ever since I was a child,
to be, a seeker of knowledge. I wish to learn all I can here and prosperity of man, woman, and child.
and reeeived my first pabulum from the spoon of the Boston
in this life, and should I be so fortunate in the journey of life
Fraternally yours,
T. WINTER.
Investigator thirty-three years ago, my father being then a subas to find positiv proof of a continued existence, I most asDA.VID CITY, NEB., Aug. 25, 1885.
scriber to that journal. He still livs, and time only tends to
suredly will not consult some of our good brothers and sisters
MR. EDITOR: I am wonderfully pleased with the books I hav • strengthen his convictions, and he lately read with much
who know that, death ends all, whether they think it would
be best for me to honestly. confess, at the risk of being bought of you, especially "The Holy Bible Abridged" and pleasure and avidity the three copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER
thought that I had an attack of softening of the brain. I refer "Sil!;teen Crucified Saviors." Send more-especially " The with "Catholicism in Ancient Mexico," by McArthnr. Early
to some ~x'pressions I hay seen, such as, " I am sorry for the Godly Women of the Bible." If the women would but read impressions are lasting, and though I was but eleven years
loss of our dear Chainey," and again, "Our poor lamented the last, there would be such a shaking up of the dry bones old when I began reading the Invesligai(J1", impressions were
Chainey;" then, again, some one was fearful that our editor and stinking carcasses of bigoted and superstitious notions made which caused me to reasou until I became a confirmed
was going over to the Spiritualists, as our former editor, Mr. and beliefs that the sky-pilots' occupation would be gone. Infidel. My outspoken opinions hav many times opm·ated
Bennett, did. Oh, what a pity that we, as Liberals, should do They would hav to go to digging potatoes for a living, or go against me financially, but_still I manage to liv and am making
our own thinking, and hav independence suffioient to act hungry. I hav felt the power of their persecutions, and am some money, and I intend to spend as much as I can spare
according toour honest convictions. I am not in the least branded Ingersoll No.2, the Infidel of David City. But then, I in the distribution of Freethought literature and the distroubled about any' screws being loose in the top of Brother tell them that when their sisters in the church will go the rounds 1semination of truth. Every subscriber to a Liber•tl journal
Chainey's head, neither do I apprehend any great danger of soliciting alms to build a parsonage with, and bolt straight I should be thoroughly alive to the importance of early mental
Brother Macdonald, so long as the THE TnuTH SEEKER is into a saloon and take money from the bartender over the bar tr.aining and reasoning, and. sho~ld urge upon the young _in
that he took from poor devils in exchange for whisky to get· hts own family, as well as h1a netghbors, to peruse L1herul htconducted so well as at present.
Let each work in his own legitimate sphere, and while drunk on (as they did in this town), they are no better than he ~rature,_ and ~e should se_e t~ it that they ar~ p~ovided with
wielding the p~n in our criticisms of our little differences of who sold the whisky; and that if there were a house of ill-fame mterestmg L1beral and sment1fic books that wlll mterest ond
opinions with one hand, let us not forget to take hold with here, they would take the wages of their sisters' shame to build amuse, as well ~s instruct, in the right direction. ' We should
the other hand of the ship of state. and bear her aloft on the a temple to their God with. Sinee I gave them that shot, they not, for a moment, argue that we hifv no right to instruct our
basis of secularization. For, I tell you, should the party get hav left me alone openly, but to my backs they are plunging neighbors' children. Don't the sky-pilots do this continu~lly
in power that wish to rec0gnize God and Christ in our it into me up to the hilt. They dare not face me, but, Chris· with your children? That is the way they propagat~ their reConstitution, there will be something more serious than a tian-like shoot me from behind. and if they dared 1 would ligion. If we wish to make proselytes, we must begm among
the young. That is the reason there is so much ignorance nnd
. '
'
'
' .
leg broken. If we Infidels escape with our necks we will be ?e nalled
to the cross; but, thanks to the growth of L1beral- superstition in the world to·day. '£he Catholics accomplish
more fortunate than manywho lived in the past ages under 1sm, I am out of the reach of open harm.
the most of their work through the plasticity of the infunt
similar power. In conclusion I will say, let us all concentrate
Truly, E. R. DEAN.
mind. The same result is reached by the Protestants by
effort for the benefit of humanity the world over; let the world
means ol the Sunday-school. When I get through with reading my TRUTH SEEKERS I giv one-half to a friend who takes
be our country and to do good our religion, and the result will
CENTERVILLE, UTAH, Aug. 30, 1885.
be well. I am glad there are no more bickerings among us
MR. EDITOB: I am home again from the mountains, where I the paper with me "snuoks;" we felt too poor to stand the
expense alone, and bear the expense equally. Hereafter, we
than there are. It is true Brother Winter givs some pretty hav been working in a mine by where perpetual snow lies, will each take it separately. We then mail them to those
hard hits now and then with his dogmatic expressions, but let where the sublime scenes of nature are to be seen in such whom we think will read them, and we can see that we are
us just attzibute it to his peculiar organization; we all hav our magnificent grandeur that it seems out of the power of my beginning to create a considerable diversion. There is no
dtfects, and one thing we must admit-his good qualities pre- tongue or pen to describe them. The grand scenes from those book or paper that has so much diversity of good and healthdominate to a great extent, for I see he contributes gener- lofty peaks and ridges are sublime. Many thousands of square ful readlllg matter, tending all in the same direction, as THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and if it, nnd other Liberal literature, were juously toward Freethought; he helps to hold up the hands of miles of country are to be seen in the mighty distance with diciously distributed among the young men and ladies who
those who are in front of the battle for mental liberty. Such the naked eye from where I hav been. The mighty sheet of hav inquiring minds, for some time prior to some of the disare worthy of praise. Then there is our great sister Elmina, a the strong briny waters that compose the gnat Salt Lake, tracted and protracted efforts of the sky-pilots, it would go
noble soul doing much good work; and even were I a Spiritual- with high mountains jutting out in many places like islands in far toward rendoring nugatory their pernicious influences over
ist I could commiserate her, for I am persuaded she, like my- the ocean, is grand and sublime to behold. The lofty pines the minds of those who are not in the habit of much reasoning. The great diversity of the subjeets presented for considself, has met with some discouraging experiences in the inves- and other trees, standing like silent sentinels on the steep hill- eration, the able manner in which each subject is treated, and
tigation of continued existence. But I hav not yet acquired as sides displaying their evergreen branches, add beauty and the absolutely unanswerable argumentativness of some of
much knowledge as she seems to hav-that is, to know there is grandeur to the scene. Then in the mighty distance we see them, are sure to open up the eyes of reasonable people, and
no such thing as a spirit. Neitheram I blessed with a know!- the divine orb Of day make its glorioUll appearance, charging direct their thoughts into modes of thought and channels of
edge of the fact there is; so I certainly need help some way. the atmosphere with the sacred principles of life, bringing all rea~on that they nevor would hav taken had not their atten·
tion beeu arrested il'. that way. But I find that I "m digressI do not blame Elmina for hating fraud and deception, for I things into existence that we behold, in accordance with nat- ing from my original intention, for I had intended being quite
hav sent two sealed letters and a dollar each timtJ to C. F. Pid- ure's immutable law. Here it is cause and effect, cause and brief. At some future time, when I am under the "mspirageon, of Indianapolis, Ind., for an answer, and got no answer; effect, for evermore. My mind seems lost in wonder and ad- tion" you may hear from me in a more prolix manner.
Respectfully yours, etc.,
WM. W. MoonE, M.D.
neither was I as fortunate as Skter Martin, of Cairo. In her ; miration when I reflect on theso things, and it causes me to see
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ments for. some sin committed by his erring pleasantly they were u.ll surprised to hear the potato would hav fallen off. I thought any
children. Therefore it is no wonder they all ' clo.ck strike four, and the Winters took their fool knew that." Comment is useless.
According to their rather limited knowledge
exclaimed, "Oh I what shall we do? Let us leave.
The rain had ceased about noon, the sun· of astronomy, the Egyptians· believe that the
Edited by MISs Sus.~o.l!i H. WnwN, .F&ll River, turn around and try to get home and into our
Mass., to whom all Communications for this oyclope cellar before the storm reaches us.'' coming out had dried the mud with the aid of sun and moon move each day from east to
Chrner shoUld be sent.
"I hardly think it best," said Mr. Winters, the wind, and everything was lovely again. west around the earth, which to them is of a
"for, if it is a cyclone, we could not reach The heaviest part of the storm had passed to disk shape, and surrounded by a circular
home, and, besides, the:reis a large house a mile the north of them, where much damage was mountain, inhabited by the ginn, or thelgenii,
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
or so ahead where we w6uld all be comfort- done to buildings and timber. They drove as mentioned in the "Arabian Nights."
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
Next week I shall tell the young folks some.
able. Do you not see those nice, large build- some distance in silence, but at length Mr.
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
ings on that rise of ground yonder?"
Winters asked his wife how she liked the thing of the Egyptian religion and imaginary
heaven, etc.
D. B. CoziNE.
"Yes; but that is where John White livs, White family.
·
and he's an Infidel, and so are all his chil"Why,'' said she, "I am just delighted with
Days I Love.
dren.''
them ! But I feel so mean and small whim I
Our Puzzle Box.
Not the days when glancing sunshine
Flecks the smiling flelds with go.ld,
"Yes, IUld his wife too," said Mrs. Winters. think of the inj~stioe I hav done them! I
FOB THE BEST SOLUTION.
And the chanting warblers' m uslc
"It is a regular hot-bed of infidelity. Can we hardly know how to meet them again; to think
Mr. J. K. P. Baker, the well-known and
The delighted thickets hold,
not go somewhere else? I hav never spoken how prejudiced I was before knowing them !
popular puzzle-.maker, offers below a prize puz.
When the scented blossoms swinging
with
them,
and
don't
allow
our
children
to
But
I
shall
find
out,
for
Mrs.
White
has
Yield their fragrance to the airzle,-for the best solution of which he will giv
notice theirs anywhere. Such abominable promised to call on us within two weeks with
' Tis not then my restless spirit
one copy of "Apples of Gold," or "The Story
In the quiet joy would share.
creatures! I don't see why God allows such her whole family."
Hour," as thE) successful solver may choose.
people to liv."
Two years hav passed since the storm, and
But the days when flercely rushing
The .puzzle to be open for solution four weeks,
Sweeps the wind the forePt through,
"Well, it iS the only place we can reach next week Herbert White, on his twentyand competitors limited to young people not
And like charging war-steeds driven
where ourselvs and horses can be made com- second birthday, is to be married to Rose Winover fifteen years of age.
En. C. C.
Speed tlJ.e clouds across the hlue;
fortable,"
replied
Mr.
Winters.
"The
most
of
ters;
and
we
all
wish
them
much
joy.
!should
When the branches wildly tossing
A PRIZE!
the
settlers
along
here
hav
no
barns,
using
not
much
wonder
if
some
of
the
others
in
the
To the heedless storm complain,
1.-H·~TEB OF REBUSES AND PUNS.
straw sheds in place of them, and their houses two families were to follow suit, as they all are
And the roaring of the torrent
Mingles With tla.elr wild refrain.
Chi (H) lla (1) can eat
are mostly little shanties.''
on the best of terms. Herbert is to hav a part
K (H) pin (2) neat,
By this time they had reached the farm- of his father's farm, and willliv with his peoThen It IS my spirit rises
For his teeth as 1I is L (3) are keen.
And my qulckfned pulse beats fast,
house of Mr. White, the Infidel, and, the storm pie until his house, which is now being built,
By his name he's ·a red bug,
With the swaying of the forest,
coming in the opposit direction much faster is completed. Mrs. Winters has greatly mo.di·
A little, wee bed-lmg.,.With the trumpet-ringing blast;
than
any
horses
could
travel,
they
were
fied
her
views
on
Infidelity,
and
admits
that
That it comes from Hinch (4) may be seen.
Like a sounding strain of triumph
Yet he's no bug at all,
glad to drive into the yard, where they were true manhood and womanhood do exist outSeem their swelling notes to me,
Either big bug or small,
And In each loud blast come echoing
met by the family of Mr. White, who had been side the ch uroh. I think she will turn Infidel
And his soft, furry coat is pearl grey;
Preans wild of liberty.
D. L. B.
watching the storm, and saw them approach- before long, for she is reading some of Mr.
So he can't take H-ill (5)
Middle Falls, N. Y.
ing, the boys taking the team to the barn, White's books, and when one gets to reading
On H-illian (6) hill,
and the buggy into the carriage-house, Mr. and and reasoning he is very apt to become
In his own nativ home far awav.
The Blind Men and the Elephant. Mrs. White ushering them into the house just Liberal-minded. She is now reading "Which
From H-Alice (7) H-arm (S)
Never came to his harm[The following, by George Sa.xA, we believe, nicely as the first drops of rain came down. None of Way?~ by Colonel Ingersoll, and I think his
He is temperate, neVE'r gets drunk,
hlts tff quacks and theologians:]
the family had ever entered the house before, way will soon be her way. As for the rest of
Like that other, our "brother,"
It was six men of Iridustan,
and all were surprised to see things in such the family, they are already outspoken Lib·
M
To learning much Inclined,
good order.
erals.
ALicE W. PEABODY.
H ap (9) called a - (10)Who went to see the elephant,
Everything about the 1\.ouse was olean and
Utica, Minn.
K
'l'hough all of them were blind,
neat, and seemed fitted to its place. In-a bay
_____..._____
ip
M
That each by observation
Not H- --(11), o r - (12),
window in the sitting-room was a profusion of
Might satiety his mind.
G9d or Dog~
K
key
pliUlts-some of them very rare. A few rich
The flrst approached the animal,
D
Little Lyle said the other day he saw God
pictures adorned the walls, while the center
And happening to fall
But the regular - - (13),
Against his broad an<! sturdy side
table was covered with books and papers for peeking around the corner of the house. His
key
At oncA began tu bawl,
aunt
said
she
guessed
not.
Lyle
said
he
the children. In one·corner was a large bookWho is always H·eater (14);
"God bless mel but the elephant
thought
it
looked
like
him,
but
it
might
hav
• With his keys of St. Peter,
case filled with books of all sorts, or rather
Is ver~ like a wall!"
Unlocking, at best,
books treating on a great many different sub- been Charley, the dog! This reminds me of
But a till or H-est (15).
'l'he second, feeling or the tusk,
the .story of the little girl who had been told
jects.
Chi (H) lla is
Cried, "Oh, what hav we here,
"Well," said Mr. White, after a few com- that God is everywhere, that he followed her,
So very round, and smooth, and sharp?
- - - - (16), and oleanmonplace observations had been made, "I am and could see all she did.
_ To me 'tis mighty clear
nest
The little one thought it hard to be watched
This marv€1 of an elephant
H-eve-ing (17) his joy
almost glad the storm came up, for it, no
Is very like a sphere!"
Without others annoy.
doubt, compelled you to call. We h.n lived all the time. She had a pet dog who followed
He's H.ace-ter (18) and neater
The third reached out his eager hand
here three years, and few except our near her about a great ileal. One day, as she was
Than that rogue of St. PeterAnd felt about the knee;
neighbors hav called on us. It seems lonely, going out~ the dog prepared to follow her as
In fact all comparison's mean.
"What most this wondrous beast Is like
as we lived in a thickly settled place in the usual. "Go back, Fido," said she, ''I don't
Id mighty plain!" quoth he.
CAUTION TO THE. PRINTER.
East, where people were very ·social and, I want you. It is enough to hav God tagging at
"This wonder of an elephant
And
now
I'm afraid that the printer's quid
my
heels
all
the
time
without
you
!"
might almost say, seemed to belong to one
Is very like a tree l"
nune
family."
. The fourth approached the animal,
Will make my poor effort aj1·iar or monk,
And happening to take
"Yes; no doubt it does seem lonesome, but
Oh, make it a hog, or an ass, or a skttnk,
Egyptian
Superstition.
The equlrmlng trunk within his hand,
But
don't, oh, don't make 1t a friar or m0nk~
you do not attend our church and we hav so
Thus boldly up and spake,
The Egyptians hav some knowledge of as- And accept of my gratitude all in a
much
to
do
to
keep
up
meetings,
Sunday"I see 1" qtlot·h he, "the elephant
"H-unk" (19).
J. K. P. BAKER.
schools, festivals, etc., that we hav little time tronomy, that is, so far as it is connected with
Is very like a snake I''
astrology,
their
principal
science.
,_Alchemy
to go outside our own neighbourhood, and
The flfth, who chanced to touch the ear,
2.- CONUNDRUM,
Mrs. Winters is very zealous in religious mat- they also hav some knowledge of, but hav
Orled, "Even 1he blindest man
ters, doing all she can for the cause of Christ, never been able to change base metal into gold
May tell what this reeembles most,
Deny the truth who ~an;
and doing her visiting among members of our or precious stones. Alchemy, however, I may
'Tis clear as day, the elephant
add in this connection, is really the parent of
church."
Is v~ry like a fan I"
"Well, for my part," said Mr. White, "I chemistry.
The sixth no sooner had begun
If ·Galileo and Brnno were alive, and lived
think we owe a duty to the human family, and
About the beast to gr 1pe,
in Egypt, they would find it hard work·increeds
or
churches
should
not
interfere
to
preThan seizing on the swinging tall,
vent our doing that duty. For instance, if some deed to dispose of their books, for with most
That fell within his scope,
11 I see I" quoth he, "the elephant
stranger moved into our neighborhood, I of the nativs of that far-away country it is
Is very like a rope I" ·
should not stop to inquire what church he be- the sun and moon that move, and the earth
And eo those men of Industan
longed to, or whether he belonged to any, but that remains stationary. This reminds me
Disputed loud and long,
should think it best to make the acquaintance of a story I once heard. A gentleman was
Each In his own opinion
of himself and family. Or some one might be traveling through the mountains of Kentucky
Exceeding stiff and strong;
sick or meet some other misfortune, and I a few years ago, and stopping one night at a
Th<•llgh eRctl was partly In the right,
should feel it my duty to call on them and tavern in a small village, the conversation
And all or them were wrong.
turned upon planetary motion. All presrender such assistance as I am able."
1\IOBAL.
This and much more conversation passed ent believed the earth revolved except one
So. oft In theologlc wars,
. Why is this bay like a cunning lud1an ?
between them, and the children became so old orthodox fellow, IUld he declared it was an
The dlspu•ants, I ween,
Rail on In Utter Ignorance
much interested in it they did not notice utter impossibility for the "world to run," for ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
or wbat each other mean,
Mrs. White when she left the rooJiJ. about the Bible strictly taught that it rested on four
SEPT •. 5, 1885.
And prate about an elephant
eleven o'clock to prepare dinner. She soon foundations. The gentleman tried to conNot one of them has seen.
1.QUICK
returned, however, and saying that, their c~o~ll vince him of his error, but, finding his argu.
URBA.N
ers being disappointed in going to church, a ments falling on "stony ground," he concluded
IBERA
Founded: on Fact.
CARAC
little music would perhaps be acceptable, re- to withdraw from the contest, when our ChrisKN.ACK
" Oh, what a lovely morning!" exclaimed quested her four children to sing a quartet tian friend spoke up, saying,
"If the world turns, as you say it does, I
p
Rflse Winters, as she, with her parents, brother, they had lately learned, entitled, "The Joys
2.CA.T
and sister, were on their way to church one of Home," Herbert, twenty years old, playing shall find out to night."
FORKS
"How?" asked the gentleman.
Snnday morning in May.
the organ and singing. bass, his sisters the
PARASOL
"I'll tell you to-morrow," returned the old
"Yes," said her father," alm~st too lovely to other parts, and, as they were well trained,
ROSES
last, I fear. Do you see that dark clo11d in the they rendered it exceedingly well. Before -Bible-believer.
DOT
Meating him the next day the gentleman
west? I hav been watching it for some time. they were through Mrs. Winters's head
L
Although quite small, I think from its motion dropped, and her eyes filled with tears. Rose asked,
PiCk
3."Well, did you discover whether the earth
we shall hav a young cyclone before we .:Jan was thrilled through and through, being a
CHair
reach the church."
great lover of music. After one or two more revolved, as you said you were going to do
KEy
PeaR
Mr. Winters, with his family, had started pieces, she, with brother and sister, joined last night?"
TRap
quite early that morning to attend church them in singing some pieces from "The
" I did, for a fact."
PInk
some ten or twelve miles from home. In Gospel Hymns," these being all the pieces
"Indeed! What means did.you employ?"
GoosE
southern Minnesota, where they are living, they were acquainted with. The ice was
"I just placed p!Jtato o!l a stump of a tree,
BuSh
storms come up quite suddenly in summer, as now fairly broken, and when they re- and when I got up this morning it was still
-CHERRIES
well as in winter! Rose was eighteen years paired to the dining-room a happier and there."
old, her sister sixteen, and her brother four- livelier company is seldom seen. After din"Yes, I understand; but how could you
Correspondenc.e.
teen; all quite smart and intelligent, but they ner there was a general conversation for two ascertain by that," asked the gentleman, sorely
Aug. 28th.
had been taught to believe there was a ruler, hours or more, the young people's tongues puzzll)d to know what the man meant.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: It is a long time since I
son,~>where in the sky who ruled the winds and: being loosed, and. the old people being drawn
"Why," and the orthodox chap spoke very wrote you a letter. I do not like to write !'ery
storms. and sent these tornadoes as punish- toward each other. The time passed so confidently, "if the earth turned round the well, but mamma says she does lots of thmgs
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that she does not like to do, but does it because she thinks it right.
One week more of vacation, then school begins. Will it make you feel bad when I tell
you that I am sorry I do not like my teacher?
She is not kind like my other teacher, fo~ she
was, oh, so kind I And all of ·the scholars
loved her; bn,t she died. I went to her ·funeral, as she wished all of her scholars to do.
The minister said God took her to liv with
him, to sing and praise him forever. Oh,
dear ! I should get so tirell of singing all the
time. Wouldn't you?
I go to Sunday-school. We hay a new minister, and he is the strangest-looking man I
ever saw. When he says Jesus Christ his
mouth screws 'way round almost to his ear.
He never looks off from his notes while preaching, and does not tell -us stories as our other
minister did, so I do not go very often.
Will you please write me a little letter all
my own? I will sometime tell you of my trip
to the Beach, but I am tired and want to go to
play. Good-bye.
From your little friend,
Coru..

'rHIRb EDITION.

BIBLE MYTHS,
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING A
Clemparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths. and Miracles with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
~NSIDERING ALSO.

T_:i:i:EIR ORIGIN AND MEANL'\G.

t.-------W.-l_T_R_N_U_ME_R
..OUS ILLUSTRATIONS._

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

Wanted-Lecture Engagements.

History offhristianity

The city of Cleveland failed to convict "Gotsuch, the .Anarchist." He is again free, and open
for lecture engagements. .Address,
W. J. GORSUCH,
4t38
107 Fifth .A venue, Chicago, Ill.

A VINDICATION
of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire 11 by

[Pre-Christian Crosses, from .A.ncie~1t Monuments.]
From the dawn of organized Paganism in the Eastern
world, .to the final establishment of Christianity in the Vv est,
the cross was one of the commonest and most sacred of symbolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol are
delineated more or le,;s artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization at the p'eriod, on the ruined walls of
temples and palaces, oh natural rocks and sepulchral galleries, on the hoariest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
the seveml varieties of the cross still in vogue, as national
and ecclesiastical emblems, there is not one amongst them
the existence of which may not be traced to the remotest
antiquity. BIBLE MYTHS shows this.

.BOOKS FOR UHILDRENI

TWO lJITTLE RED· MITTENS;
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE
Price to cents.

BUTLER BROWNF.
For sale a~ this omce.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book.for the young folks. By Miss. SUSAN
H. Wrxo . Second ed!tlon. Price, $1.25. · ThiS very
excellen work. for young masters and m!sses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. ThiS new edlt!on has a photograph of the
author Which adds very much to the value of the
yolume.

. l Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages. Price, $2.60.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical RiddleP.
THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.

•ruE RISE

oF

By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00,
This volume alms the education of youth in the
principles of Frsethought, at the .same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
From Thales to Copernicus.
etandpo!nt of pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH BEE KER. By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, .Author of
" The Reign of the Stoics."
" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
-INyear to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
By .A. LEAH UNDERHILL, of the Fox family. place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
This book purports to be a truthful account of ou.t the white light that has. been cast upon the
the phenomena occurring at Hydesville in the lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruhouse of 1f r. Fox, aud sine~ to various members elty, from the little stream of Freethought that
of tile IT uderhill family, especially the author, has fl.ow.ed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
who has had a good offset to "Bottom Facts," course down through the- ages which now Jiv
being esstJntmlly controversial, and will be used only as our realm of ·Memory and .Admonition."
for offense aud defense by believers in Spiritual
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $i.50.
manifestations. Mrs. Underhill contends that
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKRR.
the exhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
her book, demonstrate beyond doubt the reahty
REPLY
of the survival of man's spirit; that death is but
TO REV. L.A. LAMBER1''S
birth into auother stage of progressed und progressiv life; and proves~P,at. has hitherto been
"NOTES
ON INGERSOLL."
but a dogma of an unproved and unprovable
By B. W. Lac~.
faith, the-immortality of the soul. PRICE, $2.00
A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
sophistry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY

The .Missing Link

MOD-ERN SPIRITUALISM

V.OLTAIRE'S ROMANCES

Price, Cloth, U; Paper, riO Cents .

.A New Edition, with Sixty-seven En-

GOLDEN .THRONE

gmvings, Preface, and Notes.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: .A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of :Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
11icromegas.
The World as it Goes.
The Black and the White.
Me!Ilnom the Philosopher.
.Andres Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Nature.
.A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dre!l.m.
.A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
An .Adventure in India.

.Address
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By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author ot "Prometheus," "Gottlieb," and
and Jesus.''

11

Ingersoll

A Radical romance of pioneer Hre. deHneatlng the v!r
tuea ot n&tural hnman!ty ao Ollposed to the bypocrt•Y or a
oupematuml religion; crowdeci wtth Incident aud run o<
p rogreBSIV Ideas and the poetry ot tne tuture.

. EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical nott~s by Guizot, Milman 1 Wenckt
an 11 English Churchman/' and other scholars.
I val. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. \Nith 65 engravings. $2 oo
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and what were the
seutiments~ manners~ numbers, and condition of the
primitive Christians.
11
I know of no book that contains more real and valuable iuformation upon the origin of Christianity."-.
R. G. INGE)>SOI.L.
"One of the most Jenrned and interesting books ever
written and published.''-Bos/on Iuvesti'gator.
F'OR SAL.E AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

TH~

:MAGNIFIOEN'..('

COLORED

Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.

Price 20 cents.

1
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WAIFS ABD WANDERINGS

LITHOGRAPHS

A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

.

-OF THE-

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
A.UTHOR OF
"GOLDEN THRONE, 11 "PROMETHEUS," "INGER·
BOLL AND JESUS," ETO.

ll. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.

Price, Uloth, $1,00; Paper, 60 Cts.

"A prose epic of the war, rich witb. Incident and
dramatic power; breezy from tlret page to last with
the llving sp!~it of to-da.y,-John Swinton'• Pape:r.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 CLINTON PLAOE, NEW YORK.

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY
A. Collection of Passages
lllustrating the

Purity and Morality of The Bible,
Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHRISTIANITY
A REWARD F 0 It CRIME.

PRINTED

IN

BEST

BEVEN

COLORS

ON THE

LITHOGRAPH PAl'ER,
SIZE,

22i

X

28 ~.

THE BRONZE MEDALLION
PRINTS A.S LARGE AS A OAJJINET PHOTOGBA.PH,
THUS GIV'ING NOT ONLY A Plt.'TURE OF
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN AOCURA.TE

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

Substantiated by the Bible.

BY

0. B.

WHIT~Ji'ORD,

Price, 10 ()ents.

M. D.

Per Dozeu,u oo

Address '£HE TRUTH BEEKER,
88 Ollnt.on Place.NAw·vor

The lithograph is designed for framing, and will. be a treasure for all Liberals.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER- to subscribers to the Monument Fund
sEY GnA.vEs, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.

for 30 cents; to others,
dress this office.

5{)

cents.

Ad-

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history, morals, religion, and The Greatest of all A.nti-tlleolo;;·
leal Works
general events. Also a delineation of the
BY RIClUl\D B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B,
characters of the principal personages of
A Book of Hints and Suggestions ConcernBy
THOMAS PAINE,
the Christian Bible and an examination
ing the literature contained in the Old and
of their doctrines. Price, $2.
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Biography of' Satan; or, a Historical Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ExJ?oBition of the Devil and ·his Fiery Dofor $1.00.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
mams. Price, 35 cents.
P'R.Tf'!~

«1 Oil

4 nn'R.EAA

'l'lH~

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

OVli'TflF

The BIBLE-WR.ENOE and WHAT?

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY.

OR,
I choose that a story should be founded on MEN oF BusiNEss WHo Dm So:r.mTlriNG BEprobability, and not always resemble a dream.
smEs MA.luNG MoNEY.
I desire to find nothing in Jt trivial or extrava.A BOOK FOR YOUNG .AMERICANS.
gant; and· I desire above all, that under the appearance of fable there may appear some latent
BY JA.lii.ES PA.RTON.
truth, obvious to the discerning eye, though it
escape the observation of the vulgar.- Volta~'re.
ThiS book. contains ~ pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six chs.raoters In history who have
Handsome l2mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With helped the world; together with eight portra!te.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. Tb.ey
67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
s.re stands.rd.
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
u.21S•
.PJU()B,
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
THE TBUTH 8DXEB.
AddresB
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 OUBton Place, lllew York.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revelations
in religious history, which disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrins, principles, precepts, and miracles of the Christian New Testament, and furnishing a
key for unlocking many of its sacred
mysteries, besides comprising the history
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBER1 (... .ADAMS.
For Sale at this omoe.

Oloth, $1.25.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work. In connection with the proposed Independence of A.merlca from Great Britain,
Washington wrote: "A few more such !laming
arguments , . . w!ll not leave numbers at aloes
to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 3S cents.
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Prioe, 26 oentJ,
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.ll!ottrg.
'He Answers Prayer."
Ire rests at last; tree from all pain and sorrow,
Which, through all his weary years,
nav sat like a grim monster, ready to devour
The little happiness to him held out
By the fair hand of mercy. Ire rests at last,
The eternal sleep of peace. And the pale and
banded wife,
·
Stricken down by thiS heaviest grief ot all upon her
thrust,
·
Gazes with m~dness upon the form
To her most dear of all this world's endowments,
·
The fat.her of her children, her su~tenance,
Irer life, her an.
And standing thus, she feels t;o curse him
To whom before In all the Ufe that
Unto her'd been given she had poured forth
Her sup~llcatlon.
For had she not, wltli b!JWed head and
Contrite heart, Implored of him who
" Helps in time of need" to "Save, 0 L~rd, In pity
Save the father of my children.
Spare him unto them yet a little longer? ·•
Meager pittance, "A litile lOnger.". And falling now
In giving unto her this last great craving
or her cru"hed and bleeding heart,
Had he no I broken troth with her, and left her mercHess?
And pondering thus brought back to
Memory's vtew the sorrows of the years gone by,
When thrice before In this same agony
The darlings of her heart were torn away,
And this same God who "hears and answers
prayer"
Turned from her pleadings heartles•ly,
And, while her eyes do open to the truth
Ro suddenly upon her thrust, exclaims she
In the deepest anguish ot her heart, " There ir no
God!"

In our hours of greateat trial and or
Sorest need, he does withhold his blessings from his
children,
What need of him? And thus the cry of
Millions rise in air.
The nation begs high heaven to "stay the hand,"
And yet has llved to see a LincolnTile presetver of a nation, the emanclp<>!or
Of a trodden people-cut down ere he had
Scarcely passed the noonday of his glory.
And yet another great and gifted martyr, who,
From the poor and lowly boy that tolled at
Humble labor, "winning as he went
Each neighbor for a friend to cheer the way,"
High rose, a self-made man, to fill
The highest station given to man by our most
Glorious nation. And when tell
The assassin's blow, the pulse of the great world
Stood atm. And, prayers still unavailing,
His Ute" ebbed o'er the threshold of the tlay,"
And the waves of the wlld sea mingled with
S·1d voices In the requiem lullaby.
Aud yet aga.ln we're called upon to mourn
If,

Tb.e loss of one who, when the call "To arms"

Was given, with quick response did hurry
To the trout, and, whlle defeat
Oppressed the sto.utes, lleart with the awful
P.lBB!blllty of national destruction,
Did lead his army on to win great Vic>orle~,
From Donaldson to Appomattox, and thus
A nation sav" from pern.
And when the enemy were :vanquished.
AILd the victor's laurels were upon his brow,
How like the una•sumlng man he was,
To thrust the sword not deeper still Into the bleedIng wound,
But take It not at all, and thus bring forth
The crowning glory of hla life I .
And when with honors and devotions measureless
The millions crowned their chieftain,
With what modest, unostentatious pride
Accepted he the priceless treasure 1
But while we, who've never known the laureled dead
Except by de' ds of honor and renown,
So deeply feel the toss of our great hero, how much
more

Overwhelming Is the grief of those to whom
He was endeared by all the closest ties
Humanity has given I
And whlle the people's voices miniled with their
prayers,
No answer came. And a few feet ot soil
Is all that's lett him now, husband, father, patriot,
and trlend.
Though oft called up by memories fond and sweet,
No more for him the sound of fife and drum
Shall eall "to VICtory" or "hall the conquering
hero."
LIZETrA.

.A Bitter Campaign.
The excitement that has been raging for the
last ten days over the el action of a new leader
for the Tompkinsville branch of the Salvation
Army to take the place of the late captain, who
died from a hereditary attack of delirium tremens, has been partially allayed at last by the
elevation of the candidate of the Ananias and
SaBphira division to this important position,
after the most bitterly personal campaign in
the history of the Army. It was,evident from
the beginning that no ordinary man could obtain the place, and each division of the Army
therefore selected its fittest member, and prepared for a mighty struggle.
The candidate of the Ananias and Sapphira
division possessed qualifications that seemed
to entitle him to the first consideration, and
his record was a brilliant one. He first figured
before the public as a horrible example upon
the temperance lecture platform, a position
for which he was eminently fitted by temperament and disposition. Indeed, his entire career had been one of which he was justly
vroud. :Ws friends pro'lldl;y advanced the fact
~

that he had stolen money and run away from
home when he was <?_nly eight years old, and
that since then he had not done a stroke
of honest work save during the various ·terms
he had served in penal institutions. They
pointed with ·satisfaction to the fact that he
had learned to smoke when only nine years of
age, and boasted that he had been twice arrested for drunkenness before he reached the
age of twelve.
The Tower of Babel division presented a.n
even more illustrious early record for their
candidate. They brought affidavits to prove
that his father was a professional housebreaker,
who was even then finishing a t.wenty years'
sentence in Sing Sing prison, and that his
mother had served several terms for shoplifting and was a habitual drunkard, whereas the
parents of the other candidate were people of
entire respectability. This point was bitterly
contested; one party claiming that it was more
creditable, from the Army's point of view, to
break away from early home training than to
merely grow into habits influenced by the as·
sociations of earliest youth, while the other
party insisted that consideration should be
shown their candidate for an illustrious parentage, and claimed that the laws m heredity
proved that the vices of his ancestors were latent with him. The ·Tower of Babel division
further showed that their candidate had been
educated in the House of Refuge, and that he
had committed a fairly creditable burglary upon
a grocery store when he was but thirteen years
(l)ld, and had been frequently in the police
courts on various minor charges before he
reached his majority.
Since his twenty-first year, however, his
fri«<nds were obliged to admit that his career
had been less creditable than that of the candidate of the Ananias and Sapphira party,
since he had been sentenced to ten years for
burglary, and had two years and six montbs
added to his term for inciting a revolt in the
prison, while the other candidate had never
done a longer term than five years for stealing
a watch from a drunken man. The tide of
feeling in the Army was consequently strong
in favor of the choice of the Ananias and Sapphira division, when the Tower of Babel party
advanced the· assertion, backed up by certified
copies of the records of the court, that their
candidate had been tried for mayhem, and
though he had been acquitted of the charge
he could hardly be considered to blame, since
his lawyer had bought up the jury. The
Ananias and Sapphira party at once investigated this story, but though they found that
the mayhem had been committed under great
provocation it turned the tide against their
candidate.
'rhere was no time to be lost, and the Ananias and Sapphira party at once issued a circular announcing that their eandidate had
once been tarred and feathered for robbing
and beating a. blind woman, that he had frequently been arrested for wife-beating, and
-was a bigamist. There was an instant revulsion in his favor. But on the day before the
election the Tower of Babel branch sprang a
story to the effect that their man had once set
fire to a crowded tenement house, which
scorched a child before it was subdued, and
would hav caused fearful loss of life if the
flames had not been discovered, and that their
candidate had an uncle on his father's side
hanged for murder. Again the tide of feeling
in the Army was swayed back, and the election of the Tower of Babel candidate seemed
assured.
But the Ananias and Sapphira party withheld their most potent argument untii the last.
Just before the balloting began they flooded
the barracks of the Army with handbills stating that their candidate had been tried for
murder, and giving the number of his portrait
in the Rogues' Gallery. The result was beyond their wildest hopes, for the Army voted
in a solid body for the candidate of the Ananias and Sapphira party, and it was not discovered until his election was announced that
the circular was a roorbach, since the trial was
for mere manslaughter, and that only in the
second degree, and he was acquitted on the
plea of self-defense, which was definitly
proved.
•
However, the Army will not go back of the
returns, and .the new captain enters upon his
term of office with the best wishes of the entire organization.-New York Times.

Stray Scraps.
The revivalist Sam Jones, speaking of ignorant ministers, says: "There's many an old
air-gun shooting round over this country,"
never suspecting that he is one himself.
" The martyrs of one age are the prophets
of the next," said Rev. Dr. Newman in his
Grant funerel discourse. Well, that is no
news. We reformers hav been teachin~ this

to the clergy all these years, only substituting
heroes for prophets.
.
The Hartford Post says: "Profane swearing
has become unfashionable in England.''
Should this wave extend over to America the
chief stock in trade of our pulpiteers, including. J o Cook, Talmage, our evangelists, Salvationists, and all other peripatetics, will be
qone. Alas, alas! what would they do for the
good old times of hell-sheol, and hades, I
mean?
At the Cape Cod Spiritualists' camp-meeting,
Harwich, Mass., July 19th, it is reported that at
the close of Mr. Fuller's one-hour speech for·
the afternoon, "Mr. J. D. Styles followed with
one hundred and sixty tests!" Pretty lively
spirits those that could get off one hundred
and sixty tests at the close of an afternoon's
session on.a camp,ground. All things may be
possible with spirits as with God.
"A North Carolina editor who made a hyenalike attack on General Grant's name recently,
dropped dead before the paper had been
mailed to subscribers," says a religious journaL
Well, what ·Of it? Do you intend to hav us
understand that God worked a miracle as in
the case of preserving the life of the engineer
on board the Reybold in the late Delaware
cyclone, while he let the pilot perish ? Truly,
your God is no respector of persons if these
events are special providences.
A learned Chinaman says Buddhism was introduced into China by accident. One of the
emperors of the Han dynasty heard of the remarkable tejchings and works of 'Christ, and
sent an embassy to see him and bring back
llis teachings. The embassy, on arriving in
India, heard of Buddha, and supposed he was
the sage whom they were seeking. They obtained his books and returned at once to
China, where the emperor cordially received
Buddhism. A very fortunate mistake, for, of
the two, Buddhism is the best religion. What
a pity that some such accident could not hav
prevented christianity from spreading all over
the world!
"At Weirs, N. H, the subject for discussion
by the UniverRalists at their General Conference, Angnst 6th, was "God's Love to Us.''
Who is "us?" Surely not the toiling masses,
who never know rest; not the constant sufferers from disease; not the victims of accidents,
as in the late cyclones, freshets, and similar
casualties; not the tyrant's slave; not the
wronged and oppressed of earth atrd the unfortunate everywhere, who are in the majority!
Then who are the "us" whom God is so good
to and loves so well? Why, just we ministers who liv on the fat of the land, and a few
favorite who are dandled in the lap of ease,
wealth, fashion, and authority, with the laborers' earnings for thei.r support, are the "us "
whom God loves !
The New England ·Chautauqua AsseJPbly,
South Fran;~ingham, Mass., .of which mention
was made in my last Scraps,. so far violated the
law of Moses (God), "Thou shalt bear no burdens on the seventh day'" (Saturday), as to pass
stringent laws against admitting people to the
grounds on the first day of the week (Sunday),
compelling them to break the Sabbath (Saturday), in order that the first day (Sunday)
might not be desecrated by travel, bustle, and
business generally ! How these consistent
Christians do strain at a gnat and swallow a
corn-mill in endeavoring to keep sacred a day
not one hint of which is given in their God's
only infallible revelation to the world, which
is onr only rule of faith and practice while jogging along through this mundane sphere of
realities to the sPiritual myths of "kingdom
come!"
Evangelist Moody, during his second day's
session of the convention at Northfield, Mass.,
Ang. 6th, said he could not understand how a
person could believe in the New Testament
and not in the Old. Fully two hundred
prophecies in the Old 'Testament about Jesus
Christ hav been literally fulfilled, which goes
to prove its truth. Is that so? Will Rev. Mr.
Moody debate that question in public, point
ont those two hundred prophecies, and prove
their fulfilment? If so, he' will render a significant triumph to his side of the contest, for
it has never yet been done, and we venture to
say not one of those two hundred prophecies
of which he boasts can be proved to refer to
J esns Christ only as they are spurious interpolations thrust in since the p'erson or event to
which they are supposed to refer lived or occurred. Why did God so write his prophecies as to require them to be dealt with just
like human twaddle-proved?
At the New England Assembly Prof. G.
Stanley Hall lectured on "Children's Reading," which he summed up as follows: "As
soon as the child is well out of the mere mechanical regime, its education is confined
wholly to a series of myths.'' He said that
" this system partakes. largely of Plato's the•
oey," Now, I do not like this system, A

child can understand a truth as readily as a
lie, for a myth and a lie are the same; and
when taught a truth is in possession of a truth,
but when taught a lie must unlearn that lie
b~fore it can reach the truth. For this reason
I do no.t approve of legends, fables, fairy stories, Santa Clans lies, and the w~ole train of
falsehoods of Gods; Christa, Holy Ghosts, an.
gels, and devils, with the holy men and women
of Bible times, stuffed into impressible little
children either inside or outside ·of Sunday.
school ignorance and fanaticism.
"LoNDON, July 13th.-Rev. Mr. Spurgeon
yesterday preached a powerful sermon on the
patrician iniquity of London, as el(posed by
the Pall Mall Gazette during the past week.
Mr. Spurgeon took for his text Romans ii, 16.
St. Paul, the preacher said, felt it necessary to
mention the hideous vices·of the heathens, and
left on record an exposure of the sin of his
day which crimsoned the cheek of the modest
when they read it. It had to be written to
ilhame the abominations of an age almost past
shame. There was judgment for sin in this
world for both men and nations. Assyria,
Babylon, Persia, Rome, and Egypt were empires of oppression and cruelty and full of in.
iquity. When the sin of these people could no
longer be tolerated they were wiped off the
face of the earth. Thus of nations. Bnt no
one could tell what bloodshedding and suffering came upon men for their iniqnitie~. 'Why
should London,' exclaimed the preacher, 'be
more favored than Rome? What is there about
onr boastful race on this or the other side of
the Atlantic that we should monopolize God's
favor? God ~ould judge men's secret sins, too
vile to be spoken of, and which qause the nation to shudder when dragged, as they ought to
be, into daylight. Deeds of night, of the closed
room, done when the finger is pnt upon the
lip, and the act committed which mnAt never
be mentioned lest the man himself be regarded as an outcast, abhorred even of his fellow-sinners, all, all, shall be revealed. All
that we hav for our own ,comfort, blinded our
eyes to and averted our gaze from as things inconvenient to see-shall be revealed. We here
make a differenoe between the secret and the
public, but God does not. Every secret sin is
secret only by a lying fantasy of the imagination. It is public before God. It is necessary
hapfor the church to warn men of what
pen if they continue in their sins, and not
keep them in a fool's paradise until they be
sent down to hell's damnation. It becomes
every preacher to cry aloud and spare not."
I will only add that a friend sent me the Pall
Mall Ga~et!e, and that the iniquity therein exposed is in keeping with other crii:nes of Christian England. Glasgow has also unearthed
equal outrages. Let "England's greatest pulpit orator" speak, but why should such as he
say, "We here make a difference between the
secret and the public, but God does not,'' when
God never thought of revealing the evil, and
the Pall Ma'l editor at the hands of a Christian
people came very near imprisonment for publishing it, while God was '• asleep," and the
Prin.ce of Wales withdrew his patronage from
the paper I Oh, Christian consistency!
ELLA E. GIBSON.
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WHAT a waste of money I And how much more good
it would hav done could lthav been spent for man,lv.
stead or for Gud, In making the wretched homes of
the poor more oomfortabltll God does not need th~
house, but the poor do sadly need the wealth It cost.
D. M. Bennett, on St. Fiou's Cathedra!.
DISTRUSTFUL sense with modest caution speaks,
It Still looks home, and short excursions maKes;
But rattling nonsense In full volleys breaks,
And, never shocked, and never tarned aside,
Bursts out rests ties~. with a thund'rtng tide.
·

-Popr..

WHEN we read In the Bible that God made man In
his own Image, we may see In that statement a refiex of the fact that man makes God In his Image.
It 13 a necessity of his nature so to do. All that we
converse with or think of takes Its character from
ourselvs. The sensible world of our experience ts
a texture woven on the loom of our nerves; the
Ideal world Is a fabric fashioned In the mold of our
thought. We think as we are. And so man fashions
his god tn his own Image; endows him with the
attributes he has learned to respect In the wisest and
best of human kind. He Is rlglit In so doing, for
what better can anyone lmagln than the highest
possible degree of the best known kind ?-Dr. Hedge's
Way• of the Spirit.
IN the estimation of good orthodox Ohrlsttans, I
am a criminal, because I am trying to take from
loving mothers, fathers, brothers. sisters, husbands,
wives, and lovers the consolations naturally arlslnl!
from a belief In an eternity of grief and pain. I
want to tear, break, and scatter to the winds the God
that priests erected In the fields of Innocent 't)leasure
-a God made of sticks, called creeds, and of old
clothes called myths. I hav tried to take from the
coffin Its horror, from the cradle Its curse, and pu•
out the fires of revenge kindled by the savages of the
past. Is It necessary that heaven shoUld borrow Its
light from the glare of hell? Infinlt punishment I•
lnfinlt cruelty,. endless Injustice, Immortal meauness. To worship an eternal jailer hardens, debases, and pollutes the soul. While there Is ones .a
. and breaking heart In the .universe no perfectly good
being can be perfectly happy. Against the heartleSE·
ness or this doctrln every gratid and generous soul
>hould enter Its solemn protest. I want no part In
any heaven where the saved, the ransomed. and redeemed drown with merry shouts the cries and sobs
of hell-In which happiness forgets misery-where
the tears of the lost Increase laughter and deepen
the dimples of joy. The Idea or hell was born uf
Ignorance, brutality, fear, cowardice, and revenge.
This Idea tends •o show that our remote ancestors
were the lowest beasts. Only from dens, !all s
and eaves; only from mouths filled with cruel
fangs; only from hearts of fear and hatred; only
from the conscience of hunger and lust; only !ron•
the lowest and most debased, could come this mo'
cruel. heartless, and absurd ·or an dogmas.-R G

I

·'ONLY one marriage In ten ends happily." It Is
,uch lojudlolous statemeni:B as these that gtv Mor
monism Its booill.
"THEBE Ia only one thing I regret about my execution," obsen'ed the condemned murderer. "What

TH8'

's it?'' "The suspense."
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Ingersoll.

A LA l!GE portion or the Protestant world h11v sacrificed man's freedom of wlll to God's preknowte.dg<
and sovereignty, thus virtually subverting all r-llglon, all duty, all responsibility. They hav ruad•
man a machine and destroyed the great distinct o•
between him and the brute. There seems a fatalll~
attending creeds. After burdening Ohrlstlani•Y
with mysteries of Which It Is as Innocent as the unborn child, they hav generally renounced the rea
m;yatery of religion, of human nature. They hav
subverted the foundation of. moral government b)
taking f10m man the only capacity which make>
him responslole, and In this way hav fixed on tlot
com manus and tnreatenlngs of God the cbaractor of h
cruel despotism. What a lesson against m n's attempting to Jmpose his wisdom on his !ellO'IV-creatures as the tru.th of Godi-Dr. Channing.
Is not the reflection that man has for age>
been advancing from lower to higher contlltlons, and tbat there Is a probablllly that the
human race will 'one day be as much elevJ. ed,
Intellectually, above Its present state as It Is r.ow
superior to that of man as he exJ"tell before the hi•torlc period, more pleaslpg and encpuraglng thau
the thought that we are the drscendants of a degenerate Adam. and that It Is lmposslole, by reason ol
the depravity we hav Inherited, to advance by om
own eJivrts to a better condition? Surely one Is the
doctrln of hope and cheer; the ot.her thll.t of aespondency and despalr.-B. F. I.Jwi<>·•vood.
•.raUTH, though now hewn, Uke the mangled body
ot Osiris, Into a thousaud pieces, and ECIJ.tlered to
the four winds of heaven, shall be gathered limb to
limb and molded with every joint and member
Into an Immortal feature of loveliness and per .ectlon.-Jlilton's Areopagitica.
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Ingersoll Catechised:

TO pass from theological and philosophical truth
to the truth of civil business, 1t will be acknowlHis Ans-w-ers
edged, even by those that practice It not, that clear
and round dealing Is the honor of man's nature and· To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
that mixture of falsehood Is like alloy In coin of
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
gold and sllvar, which may make the mel a! work tho
better, but It embaseth it. Fer these winding and
Millions of-these should be circulated by
crooked courses are the goings or the serpent, which
Freethinkers.
goe!h basely upon the belly, and not upon the feet.
Tbere Is no vice that doth so cover a me.u with shame
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
as to be found false and perfidlous.-Bacon'., E<Says.
$1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
LYING Is a disgraceful vice, and one that Pi uta· cb
an ancient writer,' paints In most disgraceful colors:
wnen he says that It Is '' atrordlng testimony that
one first despises God, and then rears men." It Is
not possible more happily to describe Its horrible,
disgusting, and abat doned no.ture; for can we tmagin
anything more vUe than to be cowards with regard to men and brave with regard to G)d?-M•ntaigne•s Essays.
TO turn away from the stony temples and petrified doctrlns of supernaturalism, an.i read Bacon
understandingly, and know Kant, ana walk handIn-hand with Spencer, Is like oomjng out of some
Druidical grove of sacrlfico Into the pure air and
lightsome day for which we were made.- Waters's
Th>-ough Rome On.
DESPAIR of nothing that you woulcl attain·
Unwearied diligence your point will gain.'
-Old Spelling Book.
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PROBLEM OF TTHE UNIVERSE ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.
AND

SISTEB ANNE: "Now, E bel, be sure and pray God
to .make you a good girl." Ethel (praying): "Dear
Dod, pleath twy and make me a dood 'lttle dlrl, and
If at ~rth you don't thnctheed, Why, twy, twy again."
-0/ncago Rambler.

A HOUSEHOLD journal says that •• a very _rrretty
coyer for a mllklng.stool Is made of golden-brown
silk serge, with a conventionalized apple-blossom tn
shaded pink Bilk, with the stamens In gold silk between the petals." Very gay; but a much brighter
cover for a. milking-stool Is a. maid or golden-brown
nair, rosy cheeks, sllk-frnlged eye-lids. and a• tired
In a pink muslin dress. But we ·don't often see·
Lhem-outstde Of fiction. -Norristown Htmld.
CINCINNATI mother: "Well, my daughter, you
were very good In church. Now, can you tell me
what the sermon was about?'' Little Cincinnati
malden: "Oh, yes, or course. It wns about heaven.
Won't It be nice I Nothing but music gardens, and
races, and baseball games, and theatres au the
time." ·"Mercy on us, child I where did you get
~hat idea?'' "From the preacher. of course.'; u The
preacher! Why, What did he say?" "He said that
up there It would be Sunday-all the ttme."-Cincinnati Tribune.
"THAT was a very remarkable story about the circus clown," observed a tall, solemn-visaged man tn
the hotel corridor. "What was It?" asked one of
the listeners. "They say he wa~ cast away on a
tesert Island, where there was not one particle of
food or fU(.l. He lived there, strange as It may
oe, for two years before he was rescued." "What
did he ltv on?'' "He roaoted hla chestnuts aad ale
them.'' "Yes,'' again interrupted the other; "but
how did he get the fuel· to cook his chestnuts?"
"Young man," retorted the tall man, with dignity,
arter an awkward pause, ·'I am not telling a wood
story."

NEW YORK:
U.DL.l,,.n.,..u AT THE TRUTH SEEKER

POKER Is a very old game. Satan saw the first Pair
In the garden of Eden and raised them. They went
out, I! It hadn't been for this miserable game, we
might au hav been there yet.

BANK director: "How are !he cashier's accounts?"
Bank P!"esldent: "Why do you ask?" Dlre~tor: "I
heard yesterday that -he had lately been vaccinated." President: "Well, what ot that?" Director:
•· TheY hav small-pox In Montreal just now."

1885.

Calendar for x885,
Freeth ought in the United States, x884,
The National Liberal League,
The D. M. Bennett Memorial,
Inspiration. By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll,

_____,

WHAT we should like to know ts- whether either
King Alfonso or Prince Bismarck could shut his eyes
and tell, off-hand, Where the Oarollne Islands are.Pitiladelphia Inguir"·.

.A. double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
humg,n advancement, and how the other has
always opposed .it. 'rhe German-Amer-ican thus
describes it in detail:
The palmy days of the church witness the burnIng at the stake of Bruno, the pope and prlestE witnessing the burning of the heretic with expression•
of joy. Gall leo IS represented sitting In .his study,
the pope holding the sword of Inquisition ovH h•s
head, and to save his life being forced to recant his
philosophy. Martin Luther Is r<pre<ented tacking
up his" Right of Private Judgmeut." Behind btm
stands the pope with the bull of excommunication
drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
ax of Infallibility. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their Inventions to practical
tests, and In the rear of them the Pre,bytPrlan pulpits are ll.lled by two of the broadcloth gentlemen
denouncing the lnventtone as" Thwarting the will
of God," and branding these men and their Inventions as "Heralds of Antichrist." Ingersoll stands
on a platform apparently delivering his lecture
"Which Way?" which he holds In his hand. Tal.
mage approaches the platform at the colonel's back.
pulling after him, by the arm, the chief or. pollee.
whoholdsln his band the warrant of arrest for blasphemy. The colonel seems to take no notice of ib~
spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platrorm n t
his rear. Then come the modern teachers of salvation, the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones.
tambourines, and streamers, (and screamere, too),
aleo a lac simile of our rrazy armv. A group or likeneEses of the teachers of sclence,Haeckel,Humboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, Is Rlso shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkab'ycorrect. As a
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought
would distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

THE MODERN BALAAM.
Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. It is a sp~endid pictorial argument. Price,
I per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
Address THE TEUTll SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

Tolll OOHILTREE listened, In a group of hotel
loungers, Until everybody else had told an experleuce with musketoes, and then he said: "The pests
are plenty enough at my place In Texas, but by a
device Of my own I escape being bitten. In my em·
ploy_are ten or a dozen old darkles who used to be
slaves In my father's family. Their mouths are Immensely large. Whenever a swarm of musketoes
comes along I set these negroes In a circle around
me, with their jaws wide open and a dab of molasses
on each extended tongue. They thus become just
oo many traps. with the combined merits of machtn.
ery and Intelligence. They regard It as a diversion,
a luxury, and await It every year with an Impatience equaled only by their antlclpatloris of water·
melons. They hav acquired a keen re11sh for the
musketoes, and a mouthful of them, sweetened by
:he molasses, Is swallowed with (!lllsto."
"I HEAJui you has got a boy at ;our house last
mumf," said Sam Johnstng to Jim Webster, both
colored. "Hit am a fact." "Had him baptized
yet?" "Not yet; but next Sunday I's gwlnter tote
him ter de Austin Blue Light Tabernacle and. hab
Parson Bledsoe baptize him. He does all my baotizln'." u How-much does he make yer pay?'' "1
allers pays him a dollar a head." "Why, nlggah,
you Ia 'stravagant, you Is. Why don't yer paternlze
my pasture, de Reverend Wha:Ugdoodle Baxter. He
am de mos' reasonablest pasture In de state of
Texas." u How much does he get for- dUcktn'
'em ?" "He uster charge a dollar for sprlnklln' a
chile, but I Jawed him down, and now he's glad ter
glt sebenty cents. I'se got a contrac' wid him, and
you can run your chile In on mycontrac'," "Sebenty
cents for baptlzln' a chile I No, sah. Dat sort ob
cheap work don't mount ter nullln. In de eend de
cheapest am de dearest. I want hit ter Jaat. Seb·
enty cents I G'way nigger wid yer cheap noshuns,"
MY BIJ\lPLE FARE.
Placid I am, content, serene;
I take my slab of gypsum bread,
And chunks of oleomargarine
Upon Its tasteless side I s oread.
The egg I eat was never laid
By any cackling feathered hen,
But from the Lord knows wbat 'tis made.
In :Sewark,.by unfeathered men.
I wash my simple breakfast down
Wit.h fragrant chicory so cheap;
Or for the best black tea In town
Dried willow leaves I calmly steep ..
nut If from man's vile arts I fiee,
And drink pure water from the lea,.
I gulp down lnrusorlm,
And quarts of raw bacterlro,
And hideous rotatorlro,
And wriggling polygastrlcro,
And slimy dtatomacro,
And hard-shelled ophryocerclnro~
And double-barreled kolpodro,
Non-lorlcated amb(llim
And various antmalculro
or middle, high, and low degree-,
For nature just beats all creation
In multiplied adulteration,
-R. J. Bw·delle, in Brooklyn Eagle;

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at the Post-O!IIoe at New York, N. Y., as Second-class Matter.
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Jjltws of tht Jifttlt. ·

THE large plilvilion at Washington Park was singing tenor." The fines were ten dollars
packed last Sunday with Germans- who had I apiece; and, as the soldiers filed down to the
gathered to see the :'!rill of the scholars of the I ~ridew?ll in d_efault ?f payment, t_hey tried to
ALL the Hebrew papers last week l:lad their New York Turn Verein. Two hundred little smg a httle thmg whiCh the captam had comSMALL-POx is spreading alarmingly around
annual New Year's D<1J edi.torials. Their dates boys in white shirts and red stockings went posed to the air of "Yum-Yum," in "The Montreal.
through calisthenics to slow music, and two Mikado:"
this week are 5646.
THE ref 11sal by a teetotal tailor to make
hundred little girls had a dumb-bell drill after "We're gain' to the Bridewell for Jesus, Jeans,
THE penalty for selling a ~cigaret to a boy them. Then followed songs, club and stick
clothes for rumsellers is a new cause for tern·
Yes, tw~nty-three days for Jesus!
or· girl under sixteen years of age· in New exercises, and last of all a military drill by the·
paranee discussion in London.
We are innocent men,
. We won't pay the ' ten,'"
Hampshire has been made $20 for each ofTHE Knights of Labor of Butte, Mont., hav
cadets of the school. The parents, as they
We'll stay and make chairs till he frees us."
fense.
warned the immense numbers of Chinamen
drank their beer, congratulated one another
A CLERGYMAN at Mount Desert recently closed upon the sound health, firm ·muscles, and
MAURICE CooNEY, a well-to-do grocer of Co- employed there to leave by Oct. lat.
his prayer by saying: "0 Lord, now that our trained skill of their children. A daily paper hoes, N. Y., has, through the influence of the
WILLIAM BALL, a prominent distiller of
summer visitors hav departed, wilt thou take inquir-es if this is not a good way to spend Sun- Catholic church, been declared insane. His
Stanford, Ky., was shot and killed by his son
their place in our hearts?"
day.
offense was that he advertised to lecture on in the course of a drunken quarrel on the 21st.
PRINCESS BEATRICE, of England, is SO pious
A MAN :was lately tried in England for giving the gospel, and invited everybody, especially
AT Paris, on the 20th, a convention of exthat she has had several verses of the Bible a five-weeks-old child four drops of laudanum, the poor. Cooney is a strict Catholic, and for
Communists was attacked by immense mobs of
beautifully· embroidered on -the linen of her thereby causing its death. The examination of thirty years has been president of the St. VinAnarchists, and an ex.tended and bloody riot
much-mentioned bridal trousseau.
witnesses showed that the ideas of womankind cent de Paul society. He had handbills issued ensued.
naming
Simmons
Island
as
tile
place
where
he
concerning
the
administration
of
narcotics
to
Two little boys, who played cards in the galON the 20th Rev. W. F. Crafts, N. Y. city,
lery of a Gilroy, Cal., church while the preacher infants are dangerously hazy. One woman would hold his meeting. As Cooney started preached on the subject, "Do God's Lttws refor
the
place,
his
family
tried
to
hold
him
thought
the
dose
of
laudanum
for
a
child
was
drawled out a pious discourse, are the objects
quire Total Abstinence from Intoxicating
of much anxious consideration among the peo- one drop for each year of its age; another back. He. created a disturbance, and was ar- Beverages?" He decided in the affirmativ.
thought it was a drop for each week. A phys- rested. A charge of insanity was afterward
ple of that town.
AN unsuccessful attt>mpt was made to throw
ician testified that most soothing syrups were lodged against him. His book, containing the
A PREACHER of Oshkosh, Wis.; was given a composed of opium, and ·fatal results often at- sermon he intended to deliver, assails the a train filled with Republican politicians
pass for himself and wife to the fair held at tended theix use. He thought they were un- Catholic church, and says it is all a humbug. bound for Saratoga from the West Shore railthat plac~, on condition that he pray for good safe' at any age under one ye.ar, and that even He claims that mass ria only a money-making road track, near Buffalo, on the night of the
weather. In case the weather proved bad the homooopathic preparations were unsafe for in- arrangement of the priests, and that there is 20th.
understanding was that the "ticket was to be fants.
really nothing else in it. The sermon is well
REv. DR. MoRSE, of Brooklyn, delivered a
taken up at the gate.
JAMES DAVIS, a negro, was found by Officer put together, and good language is used. lecture on the 21st on "Science and ChristianTHE Western Reserve University, after let- Findlay last week on ·West street, this city,pray- Cooney has never touched a drop of liquor ih ity," in which he said, "S()ienoe has frequently
ting girls into its medical department many ing and shouting in the middle of a crowd that his life.
changed its theories and beliefs, but the truths
years, now excludes four candidates. The blocked the street-cars. Davis was taken to the
A WRITER in the Louisville Post shows up of Christianity are the same to-day as ever."
presLdent says that the best opinion now is Jefferson Market. Justice Patterson asked him Sam Jones in this way: "'Why don't we hav
A siNGULAR disorder, producing blindness, is
that feminin pupils in medicin or surgf'ry where he li~ed. "My home is in heaven,"
the Rev. Sa~uel Jones in Louisville?' I asked prevailing among the workmen at the rubber
ought to be in separate institutions.
Davis said. "Take him to a cell," said Justice of a prominent revival manager the other day. mills of South Framingham, Mass., and has
CHOLERA failed to strike a single one of the Patterson. Davis was taken in charge by 'His terms are too high,' replied the revival. already destroyed the sight of fifteen operative.
four thousand women employed in the national Court Officer C. 0. Nixon, who swung a bunch ist. 'You can't touch him for less than $200 a Physicians state it to be caused by the naphtobacco factory at Valencia, Spain, though the of keys in his hand. "St. Peter," said Davis, week, and we can't afford to pay that much.' tha used in the manufacture of rubber cloth.
disease raged violently in that city, and the "giv me a good place." Nixon locked him in What sort of an age is this we are living in
Mrss SARAH BuTLEn, ~of N. Y. city, while
Medical World recalls that tobacco workers a cell, and informed him that he was to be ex· when a howling evangelist must be paid $200
up First avenue at 9 o'clock on the
walking
amined
as
to
his
lunacy,
but
Davis
wouldn't
were also noticed to enjoy exemption from
a week and engaged. like any ordinary drahear. "This is heaven! this is heaven!" he matic attraction to preach the gospel? In a re- night of Sunday the 20th, was seized by one of
attack ·during an epidemic at Amsterdam.
New York's numerous "corner gangs," concent speech at Eminence, Ky., I understand
CoLONEL INGERSOLL says: "Don't talk too cried, "but I've got a back seat!"
veyed to the East River, and assaulted. This
A
CORRESPONDENT
of
the
San
Francisco
Bulthat Jones began his sermon this way: 'If
much about the men. Do you know, gentle·
is one of a score of such oases which hnv ocmen, we hav probably not in the American letin says that Brigham Young, Jr., and his you fool people don~t stop making so much
curred in the city in the last two weeks.
Congress a man so learned in the science of agents are busy perfecting arrangements for noise in the church, I'll go right away and
in
Mexico,
and
that,
too,
Mormon
colonization
won't speak a word to you to-night.' What !1
THE celebration of the one hundredth annigovernment as Harriet Martineau was? America has never produced a novelist as great as within the zone wherein foreigners are pro- key those words are to the man's character I versary of temperance reform in America was
George Eliot, and we hlilv never had a poet hibited from acquiring real estate. They lease What a vain vulgarian he must be ! And yet begun yesterday and will last one week. It
equal to Elizabeth Barrett Browning." This land for ninety-nine years, and introduce a there are truly good people who will insist will be participated in by the various tempermay be true, but then, where else in the world clause by which the lands are to be released upon paying him $200 a week, and swear by ance organizations of the country. The date
for the cent®nial is based upon the scientific
could you fiJ!d a Robert Ingersoll ?-Macon to the assignees or their heirs at the expiration him.".
of the lease for a trifling sum. Had they se·
exposition by Dr. Benjamin Rush, of PhiladelTelegraph and Register.
The
Independent,
after
an
examination
of
the
lected land in Me:x;ico beyond the zone, they
phia, of the evils resulting from the nHe of
THE University of Heidelberg is about to ac- could hav obtained better lands and better year books of the different religious denomiintoxicating liquors, the first publication of
quire poss-llssion of the library of the well- terms, and the inference is that they desire to nations, is forced to come to the conclusion
whose work took place in September, 1785.
known bookseller, the late Mr. Trubner, who erect a territory of their own between Mexico that; "in spite of all that has been written
was a nativ of the city. He had purposed and the United States whereby they may, in to prove that the gospel is making prodigious
ON the after;oon of Sunday the 20th a crowd
presenting the collection to the University on the event of the Americm purchase of the advances among men," the actual statistics collected on Sixth ave., N.Y. city, to witness
the occasion of its approaching jubilee, but northern states of Mexico, hav a location out- show "a painfully small number of men and the antics of three intoxicated little girls. At
death prevented the fulfilment of his wishes. rivaling that of Salt Lake.
women added to the Lord by confession." It a policeman's approach two of the girls esHis widow, however, has resolved to carry out
ap,.arently speaks of what are called the evan- I capecl, but the third was too intoxicatecl and
AN immense chart, showing the areas of imher husband's intentions, and the library is
gPl!cal denominations, and means that in pro- fell, and had to be carried away in the police1
proved, forest, and unimproved (including
now on its way to Heidelberg. It includes
portion to the extent of the agencies employed man's arms. She said they had bought two
waste) land in each state and territory of the
about 120 manuscripts and several thousand
the number of conversions is alarmingly few. 1 quart bottles of whisky early that morning and
union, has been prepared by Mr. R. W. Best,
The aggregate may seem very considerable, gone into a vacant house in 42d street, where
printed volumes.
of the Forestry Division, Agricultural Departnumber of they played cards till their liquor was gone.
A WiscoNsiN paper of recent date prints ment, for the Forestry Congress soon to as· but when it is divided by the
.
I
p ·
Association of New York are
this: '' Wm. L White, of Apple River, caused semble in Boston. The data were gathered pastors and churches engage d m the work of I T
quite a sensation j 11st before the afternoon very carefully by correspondents in every c?nversion the result fills the In:J-ependent with nowa:egu~~~~:g and cataloging the library of
service at the Lena camp-meeting, Wednesday, county in the union and verified by correspond- diScouragement. It finds that m a church of th institution and when completed it will be
t com~lete collection of works on peby striding down the main aisle of the audito- ence with state authorities. It is found that one hundred members, for instance, Honlyone the
rium, shaking hands· with everyone he met, there are 285/00,000 acres of improved land, ar two or half a dozen souls are saved" yearly, na~o:yo~n the world. The collection includes
and shouting, 'I'm dead! --I'm c'rucified !- 485,000,000 acres of forest, 730,000,000 acres ~~though ~ne _h~ndred sermons are p_reached. clippings from newspapers from every section
Glory to God !' etc. He could hardly be re- of unimproved and waste untimbered land. . and the mdividnal.effort ~n~ co~bmed tea- of the globe, fully ind()xed, and exhibiting the
strained from taking the rostrum and telling Incidentally it is found that the forests are t1mo~y of one hundie~ Chnst1ans sho_uld ?e improvements in caring for and reforming the
the people his experience. During the ser- disappearing at the rate of 25,000,000 each exertmg a powerf_nl mfluence to bnng m criminal and theprogressivsteps taken toward
mon, however, he contented himself with yea~. The forest product during the census converts. Even s~ low an ~v~;age as ten con· that end. The library will be at the disposal
'shaking ·hands with everyone who· _came within year was 1,800,000,000 feet, board measure. verts to a church, 1t adds, IS far beyond the 0 f th press for use at any time.
facts." That, assuredly, is a very discouraging
e
reach" and shouting, 'D~ad to the world I'"
Last year it was 2,008,000,000 feet.
AT a Socialist meeting in London, on the
showing for the evangelical denominations,
RELIGIOUS circles of Gloversville, N Y., hav
THE Chicago Salvationists, who wear Amen and indicates, as the Jndepewlent argues, that 20th, rioting was caused by an attempt of the
>been on the tiptoe of excitement for several skirts and Oh-be-joyful trousers, az;td march Vhere is something all wrong about them. If police to arrest the leaders. Dr. Edward Aveldays past at the report that the Rev. W. P. under Captain William Dean, were in the they fail in the conversion of souls, they fail ing, Mr. Hyndman, Wm. Morris, the poet, and
Rulison, pastor of the First Methodist church, i Bridewell last week for disturbing the peace. in the great object of their existence, and the other prominent Radicals had opened the
had lost $20 on the thin soap-trick operated by 'A hard-working ev-angelist who went to inter- faith is cold in them. Death and backsliding meeting in a quiet and orderly manner, and
sharpers at the county fair .. The ministH view them was asked by one of their number are thinning out their ranks yearly, and if with the statement, "What we want to do is to
had been out of town several days, thus allow- if he were a Christian. He replied, evasivly, they do not bring in new converts to fill the show the police that we respect order, but that
ing the scandal-mongers full sway, and such that he was a reporter, whereupon the band vacant places at a more rapid rate, they will at the same time we love liberty," when the
reports as were circulated were abominable. were troubled in spirit, and began to make die of dryrot in due time. They are not even police broke through the crowd, and in SlJite
The preacher was openly condemned for en- prayer in his behalf. When the stern minion, getting the natural increase of their member- of all opposition succeeded in arresting two
tering into a horse-jockey game. He arrived of the law bade them quit their "racket," Cap-! ship, children turning away from the faith of Socialist officers and six spectators. Tbe prohome Thursday, and at a prayer-meeting ad- tain Dean's voice was heard in encourugement: j their fathers, and either relapsing into down- ceedings at the police-court were a travesty
mitted his guilt, and said there· were no ex- "Sing on, lads-don't be afraid ! • The angels right Infidelity or running off to other upon justice, the magistrate jeering at and inteuuating circumstances.
are playing the accompaniment, and Jesus is churches.
suiting the Socialists.

Jjlotts and f!Ilippings.
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g[ommuni~ations.
The .American Secnlar Union:
ITS NECESSITY, AJ.'ID THE JUSTICE OF.ITS DEMANDS.

IV.
9. We demand that not only in the Constitutions of the
United Slates and qf the several slates, but also in the practical administration of the same, no privilege or advantage
shall be conceded to Christianity or any other special religion; that our entire pohtical system shall be founded and
administered on a purely fecular basis; and that whate'uer
changes shall prove necessary to this end shall be consi.stently, unflinchingly, and promptly made.
This is nothing more than asking for equality in
the eyes of the law-a right which few will dispute in
theory, although they deny it in fact. We seek to be
good citizens; we uphold the government, and pay
willingly for its support; we hav a right, therefore, to
equal privileges with our fellow-men, and any enforced support of a· religious system with which we
disagree is an interference with our rights and liberties. Every intelligent man· and woman must be
allowed to hold the convictions at which he or she
has honestly arrived, whether they agree with the
opinions of others or not. The voice of the majority
is no test of truth; for majorities hav often been in
error. Indeed, every new truth commences in aminority, and frequently has to remain so for a very long
time, opposed and even persecuted by the majority.
Our position is that " intelligent sincerity is sinless."
We do not say that it can contain no error, for that
would be to claim for it infallibility, in which we do
not believe. But the possible presence of error can
be no bar to the free exercise of the judgment, and
to the right to enunciate the conclusions arrived at.
W e contend for and claim "the unrestricted application of the powers of the intellect to any subject;
the absence of any threat or penalty, legal, spiritual,
or soeial, for the exercise of thought." We condemn
all barriers which shall separate us from our fellowmen, whether political, social, or religious. In this
country caste is abolished and political emancipation
achieved. In the eyes of the law, every man is equal
to his fellow-man; every honest person has a voice in
the government and a share in making the laws by
which be is governed. This is a great point gained,
a tremendous step in advance of the state of things
to be met with in the old countries. America, in this
respect, is the foremost nation in .the world; but to
maintain her proud position with consistency and
justice, she must concede equality in religious matters. Theological chains are even more galling than
political ones, and religious slavery is a prelude to
intellectual death. We plead that all laws which giv
any kind of advantage to men of one set of opinions
over another are unjust laws, prejudicial to the welfare of the state, detrimental to human happiness,
and contrary to the spirit of the Constitution of the
country. We desire to make this grand western con-·
tinent-which was not only the home of •the Pilgrim
Fathers, but also the land of Jefferson, Franklin, and
Washington, and the scene of the heroic and useful
labors of Thomas Paine-free from ecclesiastical and
religious monopoly. To-day America is, in many instances, the proud center of freedom; we would strive
for her to become, with her geographical vastness,
her climatic advantages, and her liberal aspirations,
one of the most prominent leaders in advanced
thought; and then her glorious star-spangled banner
will be as emblematic of intellectual freedom as it 1's

would do were our forces properly organized. If all
the Freethinkers of the States and Canada were to
take courage to declare their principles, they WCluld
find themselvs far too powerful to suffer from the
social obloquy and ostracism from which they shrink
severally in their isolation.
The power of orthodoxy is not in its teachings, but
in the close union of its adherents. The weak point
of the Freethought movement is not in its principles,
but in its defectiv organization. The time has arrived
when, if all will unite, this drawback can be removed.
We see members·of churches, prompted, perhaps, too
frequently by personal fear, supporting their cause
with money and labor. Granted that they expect to
be rewarded for their services in another world-an
incentiv as humiliating as the motiv is selfish-how
much more activ and generous Secularists should be,
when their inspiration is love for mankind and their
desire the realization of the beneficial results of their
acts here on earth! To the honor of our cause be it
said that we hav men and women in our ranks who
generously support their principles both with money
and time. Neglect and indifference hav no favor
with them. Having redeemed themselvs, they nobly
assist in the redemption of others. This is the practical Secularism required to enable our principles to
become popular and to be enshrined in the hearts Qf
the people. Admitting that there are some among
us who are so far the victims of poverty and thealogical bigotry that domestic requirements compel
them to be reticent in the public avowal of their
secular opinions, there are many others,-known to us
all, who are what is termed well-to-do-men who,
having escaped from the bondage of theology, are
less solicitous than they should be in rendering practical support to the very cause to which they owe
their emancipation. Let me impress upon the minds
of such persons that, if the influence of our principlea be worth anything, if they be not dead as an inspiration to usefulness and benevolence, then every
Secularist should . manifest more vigor and courage
than do the vulgar bondsmen of creeds and conventionalities. We are already reaping rich harvests
from the fields sown in the lears and blood of the
heroes and martyrs who went before; it surely hehooves us, to whom by their efforts the task has been
rendered so much easier and less dangerous, to plant
and sow more abundantly, for the reaping and gathering of those who shall come after. This is our just
debt to our ancestry, which can only be paid to our
posterity. If our forefathers dared undaunted the
prison and the scaffold and the stake, when the ultimate triumph of the Good Old Cause was so remote
and dubious, we must be degenerate indeed if we
cannot dare some annoyance of ignorant contumely,
some injury to our business or social prospects, when
its final victory is so much nearer and so assured.
A few words as to one important feature that
should not be lost sight of in carrying on the propsgandist' work of our associations. On no account
should any of us lack faith in our enterprise, or ignore
the proper cultivation of the "virtues of the heart "
-the emotions.
True hearts are more than coronets,
And simple faith than Norman blood.

of

Lectures, discussions, and readings are,
course,
indispensable to the· success of the movement; but,
if a man simply hears a Freethought or Secular lecture, or reads Liberal works himself, leaving his family
to gratify their social instincts in ordinary society, his
children w-ill probably grow up saturated with the prejd·
d
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We want the wives and children, and other relativs
now of political liberty.
of our members, to be interested and delighted in
These are our " Nine Demands," and it will be seen our work. We want to see our halls crowded, not
that there iS nothing very revolutionary in their :nat- only for lectures and discussions, but also for social
ure. Their concession is a necessity of the age in pleasure-for amusement, not less than for mental
which we liv, and to secure this concession is the ob- improvement; we want to see them filled not only
ject of the American Secular Union. To achieve this with men, but with women and children also, that
result as readily as possible it is. the duty of all Secu- they who will hav to carry on our work when we
lariats to combine, to organize thoroughly, and to older ones are no more may do it heartily and unitwork together cordially. We cannot exercise our edly, the Secular place of meeting having been aldue influence; we cannot, as we ought, hearten our- ways &ssociated in their minds with friendly faces
sevs and dishearten our adversaries, without union and happy hours, with music, and dance, and song,
and co-operation. The very essence of Secularism is and cheerful communion, as well as with intellect.ual
social, not isolated, effort. As our end is freedom, development. To this end our Secular associations
education, health, and happiness in common, we must be not only schools of instruction, but also remust strive in common for this end. In many small sorts for innocent recreation. We need tender hearts
towns there are scattered Freethinkers, who do little no less than hard beads, and must cultivate warm
or nothing for the general cause; while, if they feeling as well as cool reasoning. With the genial
formed themselvs into societies, they could do much. spring-tide the black boughs and twigs are covered
It is not necessary that any man should surrender or with green leaves and delicate blossoms, and resonant
suppress his convictions on all points for the sake of with the singing of birds; and why should we not
conformity with his co-workers. But all genuin Sec- clothe and adorn our lives, however stern and somularists hav so much that is essential in common that ber, with such abounding beauty and delight, seeing
they can honestly act together, and so multiply their that we can all hav the source of a perpetual springstrength, both for attack and defense. Of course, tide in our hearts in our genial love for one another,
there are some persons in our ranks who, while agree- and for everything beautiful and joyous?
·
ing with our J?rinciple·~, think they dare no~ avow
In all Secular propagandism it is imperativ that
the~selys publicly, fe~mg. t? wound the feehngs of consistency, earnestness, and fidelity should mark the
the~r frie_nds, or to ?rmg I~Jury upon them~elvs in- conduct of those who take part therein.
Our printheu busmess o! somal relations. No doubt, m some ciples al'e worth little or nothing unless they be carcases such fear IS too we,U fou~ded; for, society is not ried into practice and made to pervade and influence
yet.free from a persec~tm~ faith a!ld a c~ass of theo- the whole private and public lives of those who prologians who~e hu.mam~y 1s lost m the~r theolog~. fess them. For we f?Sn only achieve a real and last;But even this evll exists more extens1vly than It . ing triumph by proving ourselvs, not simply more

intelligent than our opponents, but also more courageous, honest, humane, zealous, and consistent..
In our great Liberal work it should be distincHy
borne in mind that we countenance no sudden revolution in recklessly overturning the social equilibrium
by fire and sword. All such attempts would be
cruelly disastrous; and, besides, the misery and
bloodshed thereby caused would, in all probability,
"put back the hands of the clock," and hand society
over to the tender mercies of unprincipled tyrants
and oppressors. Having established a sound system
of education-having secured a knowledge of the
power a;ad duty of man; of the value of truth; of
the recognition of the rights of others; of the impotency of all theologies as reforming agencies; of tbe
service of science, and the nobility of self-reliance;
of the necessity of intellectual disciplin and moral
purity; then _our attention should be directed to,
and our efforts employed in, the best means of extending the usefulness of Secular principles in the
practical duties of daily life.
Thus hav I endeavored to indicate the nature and
necessity of "The American Secular Union,:' and
also pleaded for the justice of its Dt:)mands. To me
the work of the hour .appears to be the duty of
placing a_lmowledge of our principles before the
public, explaining their nature and value, and defending them. against the misrepresentations of opponents, who, either from ignorance or bigotry,
might assail them. 'l'he question was once asked,
"Who is on the Lord's side?" A far more important inquiry now is, Who is on the side of men and
women in their just demands? It should not be forgotten that our duty is not only to individuals-it extends to society ~~ot large; it is not merely to secure
advantages for to-day, but for all time. Let us each
and all strive to nobly perform that duty, so that we
may do our part in the consolidation of the happiness of the human race. If our success is not so
great at present as we desire, let us press on to the
"high calling"-the duty of contributing our share
to the world's improvement. We read that centuries
ago Pompeii was discovered beneath the ruins
caused by the liquid :fil'e of Vesuvius. In a niche of
the entrance to the city gates rested the skeleton of
the Roman guard who was on duty the fatal morning that ushered in Pompeii's doom. Safety called
him far away, but duty bade him there £o stay, and
so he perished in the very act of performing his
duty. Let us place ourselvs in a niche of the temple of Freethought, guarding it against the invasion
of the armies of theological bigotry; and, if we perish in the work, we shall die in. the noble act of duty.
Even if the laurels of victory never adorn our age,
we despair not, believing, as we do, that the day of
triumph will surely come. For, just as the application of glass enabled the sun's rays to penetrate into
long-neglected avenues and corners, exhibiting the
accumulation of dirt, the forerunner of disease, so has
the light of knowledge, science, and Freethought
brought to view the long-accumulated superstitions
of earlier and less informed times. And, if we are
now faithful and persistent in the great battle for
truth and mental freedom, we may safely believe that
the theological delusions engendered during ages as
dark as they were remote will largely disappear, and
will be replaced by the grandest monument the world
has ever seen-a cultured, an unfettered, and a happy
people.
CHARLES W A'ITS.

Free Trade.
Does the past teach us anything ? This free trade
question might easily be settled if we will think a
little over history's lessons. Protectionists talk as if
there never had been any experiments made to test
the matter. They also say that we cannot manufacture without protection. Now, I will stand or fall by
the truth or falsity of these two statements:
First, that history givs us several examples of states
trying protection and then resorting to very low revenue tariff, or free trade, by general laws or by
treaties;
Second, that the prosperity of manufactures and the
people was greater in every case under the very
low tariff or free trade experiment.
From 1847 up to 1861 the United States had a
nominal tariff. That era is denounced by the protectionists as the ruinous time of free trade. From
1847 to 1861 this nation prospered as never before.
'rhe word "tramp" was unknown, a word that became well known to England under her tariffs from
1800 up to 1845, a word that became familiar to us
under protection from 1873 to 1878. Factories and
foundries were established all through the Middle
and Western States. Old men will recall the wondrous progress made during that period. But if anyone shall question this, let him refer to the cen~
sus of the United States for 1880, vol. ii, pp. 928-931.
See the figures for totals at top of columns for 1850,
'60, '70, '80. See how' many manufacturing establishments existed in 1850, and then in 1860. You
will find that the increase in the ten years was over
17,400. Now look at 1870, and then at 1880, and you
will find about 1, 700 to be the increase-about as
many hundreds as thousands during the free trade
era.
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Now look at the capital invested. Observe that is claimed, in crowded states where labor is cheaper
Aristotle affirms a tendency of nature toward the
about 9Q per cent, or $476,000,000, more was in- by much than it is at the South. To succeed, she best, which helps him to a theory of many natural
vested in -1860 than in 1850. Observe also that the ought to hav been protected against New Engiand; phenomena. The rise of water- in a pump is attribincrease of investment from 1870 to 1880 was about but she bravely entered the field, and has succeeded. uted to nature's horror of a vacuum.
32 per cent, or $672,000,000, on the investm~mt of
The fall of heavy bodies and the ascent of flame
By the way, how happens it, that in old, crowded,
1870. But that is not all. Compare a little. Re- free trade England wages are higher than in P!'O- and smoke are construed as attempts of each to get
member how much less was 011r capital and popula- tected Germany and France, and also in so highly to its natural place.
tion in 1850 than in 1870. While our population protected America? Not only are wages higher, but
Many important consequences are deduced from
was about 25,000,000; and our .capital small, we in- the price of necessaries is much lower. I might the doctrine that nature has no breaks.
creased the factories over 17,000, and the investment show how a free trade treaty between two nations has
In medicin the carativ force of nature furnishes
90 per cent. With almost double the population, suddenly caused millions of dollars' worth of produc- the explanation of the recuperativ processes which
and more than double the capital, we increased only tions to be exchanged when very little was pefore, modern physiologists refer each to its own particular
R. B. BuTLAND.
about 1, 700 and only 32 per cent. This ought to thus causing activity in many industries, for com- agencies and laws.
Toronto, Sept. 2, 1885.
open men's eyes to the utter folly of trying to make m~rce is exchange of goods, not buying or selling
people richer by high taxes to support in unprofita- with cash. I will end, saying tax on imports is tax
"N. G. W."
ble business a few thousand factory employees.
on the exports to be traded for the imports. The
Who says .a tariff on iron or steel, so heavy as to exports, then, pay all tariff taxes; that is, the proMr. N. G. W., in the Aug. 22d number of Tn
keep foreign imports of it out of the United States, ducers here pay all this great burden.
HoLT.
TRUTH SEEKER, calls me "a -true Bourbon." This
xeduced the cost of Bessemer steel rails from $150
Oregon, Mo.
shows Mr. W.'s ignorance of history. The Bourbons
per ton to $25? Tariff is tax. Now, the idea! When
were kings of France; the Malcolms were kings of
Bessemer's process was invented, being new, it was
Comte's Positiv Philosophy.
Scotland-but he is mistaken in thinking me related
costly. By discoveries and inventions the art of procoMTE's LAW oF THE THREE STAGES oF THOUGHT.
to either. I hope that in future he will cease calling
ducing the steel was so cheapened that ail _nations
Comte's central and governing doctrin is that the me·bad name~ and confine himself .to the argument.
enjoyed to the full this vast addition to the wealth of whole human race, like the individual man, neces- One would thmk by the temper displayed in Mr. \V.'s
the world, except our own, which was prevented by sarily passes through three intellectual stages. The last that he must hav thought my remarks personal·
. a tax of some $28 per ton, or $8 1-3 per average rail. variations of human opinion, says Comte, hav never and I am beginning to think he must be the owne;
Just think of it l Every rail in the 120,000 miles of been purely arbitrary; they obey a law that causes of" a large tract of vacant lands iQ- Michigan. _
xailway in the United States has cost $8 1-3 too much every theoretical conception to pass through thre'e
Mr. W· complains that I reiterate the same state-merely to keep in blast some ten to fourteen rail successiv stages.
menta. · Why not? If Mr. W. should lose a horse
mills owned by the railway magnates, Vanderbilt,
1. THE THEOLOGICAL STAGE,
WOUld he not, in hunting for him, reiterate the Bam~
Gould,.el al. The superior cheapness was an advanThe first, by a pure mental fidion, givs to the ab- statement? Where is the man who does not reiterate
tage to all the world, and by so much an addition to solute cause of events concrete forms; a supernatural the same statements? THE TRU'rH SEEKER is one of
its wealth.
origin is sought for all phenomena. This is the the- the most ably conducted papers printed in any counNow, prote(ltionists claim that their tariff-tax law ological stage.
try, yet year after year it discusses the same topic!!.
made this· cheapness~created this wealth. We
2. THE METAPHYSICAL STAGE.
The Liberals call the Spiritualists superstitious, ancl
thought labor alone is the source of wealth. We are
The second givs to the flame absolute cause an· the Spiritualists call the Liberals illiberal. If Mr.
mistaken. Law creates wealth, and a tax. law at that. abstract and purely ideal form; the sensuously super- W. ever had a shoe pinch, he must hav noticed that it
Our American Congress, away off here, by merely natural is set aside as incredible, and an effor~ is always pinched in the same spot. I am sorry I can
passing a law, has added millions upon millions to made to demonstrate the existence of abstract forces not be more poetic and giv my friend more variety,
the world's wealth. Let us thank the American Con- or entities, supposed to inhere in various substances, but the thing is impossible.
gress. How absurd! And-the whole system of pro- and capable of engendering phenomena. This is the
Mr. W. complains that I "wilfully falsify," or liOmetection is bolstered on like absurdities-just as was metaphysical stage.
thing very near that. Now, I will giv the facts, taken
slavery, church and state, divine rights of kings, ariB"
3. THE POSITIV oR REAL STAGE.
from " Michigan and Its Resources," compiled by the
tocracy, etc.
Finally, the third abandons the search after the state commissioner of education, and published by
-Spain tried free trade under Charles III. in 1759. " origin and destiny of the universe,"" the knowledge the state printer for 1882.
When he ascended the throne, Spain was the pauper of the·interior causes of phenomena," and devotes
He givs the total population of the state as 1,G3G,state of Europe. U nqer her strictly protection laws, itself merely to the discovery ·of their "effectiv laws," 937. Acres of land in state, 36,755,200. Number of
she had dwindled down into utter inanity. Her enor- that is to say, their relations of succession and simil- farms in the state, 119,769. Number of acres of immous industries of the year 1600 A.D. had disappeared. itude.
proved land, 6,374,385. United States land, 1,717,Toledo alone had fifty g:reat wool factories, and but
In the positiv or real stage of human intelligence 246. State lands, 861,185. Railroad and canal comtwo in 1750. Seville had sixteen thousand spindles ( or soul) the mind affirms the futility of theologica, panies' lands, 3,430,115 aores. If we add the Unitf·d
in 1600, and but three hundred in 1759. Forty and metaphysical inquiries, abandons all vain search States lands to the state lands, we get 2,578,431 acrf s.
thousand people were supported in Toledo by the after the causes and essences of things; restricts it- These are the public lands, most of which the comsilk trade which was literally annihilated by 1750. self to the observation and classification of phe- missioner admits is worthless. If we subtract tbe
These are examples of Spain's condition, caused alone nomena, and to the discovery of the invariable rela- public lands from the total number of acres in tbe
by her protectiv tariff which, like our tariff, confined tion of succession and similitude wl\ich things bear state, we get 34,176,769 acres, all of which are private
her trade to the "home market.." Charles IlL, a to each other; in a word, to the discovery of phe- lands, that is, they do not belong to the public. Now,
young man educated abroad, imbued with all the ad- nomena. This is the positiv or real stage.
if we subtract from this the number of acres of imvanced ideas of the age, intimate with the great minds
1. The first or theological stage has gone en from proved land, we get 27,801,384 acres of land not yet
that had created the theories under which the concentration to concentration, and has reached the improved, but held by private individuals. In my
united provinces, under free trade, had become the highest perfection it is susceptible of when it has sub- article I gave this in round numbers as 28.000,000.
grandest commercial powers the world ever saw, stituted the providential action of a single god for
The above are the facts, and Mr. W. may explHin
was called to the throne of Spain. He saw the the varied play of the numerous independent gods them in one way and I in another. I know. of no law
frightful evil, knew the cause and the remedy. He that had been imagined in primitiv times. The the- by which he can compel me to accept his explanaproclaimed free trade. He put it into practice ological, which is the original, spontaneous form of tion. I claim that the state of Michigan has passed
promptly, undeterred by the jealous whinings of the thought, regards the facts of the universe as gov- laws which hav enabled rich men-for aught I know,
half-dozen monopolies clinging to death in life.
erned, not by invariable laws of sequence, but by Mr. W. may be one of them-to buy up and keep out
The transfvrmation was startling and miraculous. single and direct volitions of Gods, real or imaginary, of use 27,802,384 acres of land in Michigan. Tbey
are like dogs lying on the hay, and will not use 1t
Read Vol. II. of Buckle's "Civilization," chapt. i, on possessed of life, intelligence, and individuality.
this. Suffice it to say that, within five years, solely _In the infantil state of reason and experience indi- thems~lvs or let others do so. I claim further that
if the state wou~d tax those lands higher, the number
by free trade, the roar and bustle of industry was vidual objects were iooked upon as animated.
The next step is the conception of invisible beings, of acres held by private individuals in an unimproved
heard all over the land. By 1788, when Charles died,
Spain was the nrst power in the world. But the each of whom superintends and governs an entire condition would soon grow beautifully les3; and that
if it would tax them high enough, the whole of the
policy of Charles was bad because he made his sud- class of objects or events.
The next merges this multitude of divinities in a unimproved land would soon belong to the state.
den changes without explaining the reasons. Hence
the Spanish mind was unconvinced and groping in single God, who made the whole universe in the be- This would be as it should be. Mr. W. might think
the dark. So when he died, as all these reforms de- ginning, and guides and carries on its phenomena by that such a change would injure him. This only
pended on him alone, his successor became the vic- his continued action, or, as others think, only modi- shows his ignorance. Just laws would benefit every
tim of the monopoly-fostering spirit. Tariffs were fies them from time to time by special interferences. person. Unjust laws are an injury to all. Unjust
2. The second or metaphysical stage, which closely laws, in the end, bring.national ruin.
placed again on imports to favor rapacious speculaJ. G. MALCOLM.
tors at home. Soon the few began to grow rich, and follows the first, substituting for a God a creation of
the masses to tramp and starve. In ten years all was reason, pursues in its turn the same path toward
Look Out for Your Girls.
unity, and arrives at perfection when all the unities
back in the same condition.
A young girl of fifteen years was apprenticed to
Since our tariff was enacted, this nation has passed are combined in one unity, regarded as the only
some nuns at Mont de Maison, and accustomed to
through one fearful long crisis-from 1873 to 1878. source of all phenomena.
The mode of thought which Comte terms th0 met- come home at night. The other day abe did not
And yet., the few prosperous years from 1878 to 1883
After 9 p, M, her mother, being une11~y.
hav caused us to forget these dreadful years when a aphysical accounts for phenomena by ascribing them return.
million tramps were marching. Again, we are coming not to volitions, either sublunary or celestial, but to went to seek her at the workrooms but was refused
admission. A police officer, to whom she applied,
upon another long season of horrors. Prior to 1848 realized abstractions.
England, under protection, had just such terrible
In this stage it is no longer a God that causes and had no better success. She then sought aid from tbe
crises. Since 1848 not once has she experienced the directs each of the various agencies of nature; it is a states attorney of the French republic, and after
like, although she suffered during our war for want power, or a force, or an occult quality considered as complex proceedings and delays, she has at l'1st reof cotton. Since '48 she has practiced free trade, real existences inherent in but distinct from the con- covered her daughter. Pretty saucy to defy the
and every year for thirty-six years she has imported crete bodies in which they reside, and which they in police, and the French police I - R~publique .Antifrom two to eight hundred million dollars more than a manner animate. Instead of dryads presiding over dericale.
This happened before the Pall Mall Gazette revelashe exported. Just as a nation imports more than trees, producing and regulating their phenomena,
tions, but not before Diderot brought to light similar
she exports, just so does she grow rich. And although every plant or animal has now a vegetativ soul.
A.t a later period the vegetativ soq.l has become a depravities in convents previous to the H.evolution.
the almost universal opinion is otherwise, there is
There are certain wrongs of which the victims are the
not one single scientific authority but favors free plastic force, and still later a vital principle.
Objects now do all they do because it is their es- last to complain, because social pity is envenomed
trade and larger imports. And the late growth of
by disgrace and ostracism. It is even more dismanufacturers in the South is a proof that protection sence to do so, or by reason of an inherent virtue.
Phenomena are accounted for by supposed tenden- astrous than its reprobation of the offender.
is not required. Here was the South with little capEDGEWORTH.
ital, and_deluged with manufactured goods from the cies and propensities of the abstraction nature, which,
North, trying to· start manufactures at home. Here though regarded as impersonal, is figured llB acting
IT is much easier to be critical than correct.-Dis· .
she had to compete against old, long-established on a sort of motiv, and in a manner more or less
raeli.
;manufactures that were fostered by protection, as it analogous to that of conscious beings.
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Call for the Ninth .Annual Congress.
To the Auxiliary Liberal Leagueg and All Citizens of the
United States and Canadas who support the Nine
Demands of Liberalism:
You are invited to attend the Ninth Aunual Congress of the National Liberal League, to be held in
Cleveland, Ohio, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
October 9, 10, and 11, 1885.
According to a vote at the last Congress of the
League notice is hereby given that an Amendment to
the Constitution will be submitted, as follows: Article I. of the Constitution of the National Liberal
Leauge shall be amended to read: "The name of the
association shall be The American Secular Union."
Measures for the affiliation of the Freethought
Societies of Canada with the National Liberal League
will also come up to be acted upon.
·
Also measures for carrying on the work of Freethought, and securing the adoption of such laws by
the various State Governments and by the National
Government as shall make the United States thoroughly Secular, and the repeal of all laws now on the
statute books which conflict with the Ni11e Demands
of Liberalism.
Local Auxiliary Leagues are entitled by the
League Constitution to five representativs in the
Congress-the President and Secretary and three
Delegates. All Charter Members and Life Members,
all Vice-Presidents, all Chairmen of State Executiv
Committees, are entitled to seats and votes in the
Congr~ss.
Annual Members are entitled to seats
but not to votes, except by permission of the Congress.
It is hoped that every Auxiliary League will send
a full delegation to the Congress, and that every
Freethinker in the United States and Canada, who
can, will be present. Having adopted a common
basis of work upon which all Liberals can combine, it
is now desirable to discover the best means by which
this work can be carried forward, and to this end
large attendance and free e~pression of opinion will
contribcite. It is hoped that all will come to the Congress to emphasize the unity of Liberalism and to
create an interest for harmonious action which shall
result in. the_abolition of all laws that are contrary to
secular government.
Per order of Board of Directors:
R. G. INGERSOLL, President.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treasurer.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, Ch. Ex. Com.
.A. C. MAcDONALD, Ch. Fin. Co;m.

National Liberal League Program.
'd t R b
G
I n t ro d uct ory a dd ress b y th e pres1 en , o ert .
Ingersoll; report of the secretary Samuel P. Putnam;
report of the chairman of the Executiv Committee,
C. B. Reynolds; report of Treasurer Courtlandt
. .
Palmer. Paper on organization and methods of
work by Charles Watts, first vice-president.
Courtlandt Palmer will giv his new lecture, "The
·
f F
h
ht , f h' h
reet oug , o w 1c James Parton
Anstocracy o
says: "It is one of the noblest discourses to which
I hav ever listened."
John E. Remsburg will giv his great lecture, "Sabbath Breaking, or Sunday Slavery."
.
Mrs. M. A. Freeman, of Chicago, will be presentone1 of the most popular writers in the West; the
autlior of "Somebody's Ned," which ran through
several editions, "Jane Stuart," "Margaret Oakley,
• W'f "
B h' d th B
,
e
ars, and
Step h en G rey S . 1 e, " e lD
"David Harding." She has also written several
plays which hav been produced with success-among
them, "Gambled for Gold," "Lady Hamilton's
Daughter," etc. She is a graceful speaker, and has
been prominently connected with •the Chicago. Liberal League, and has done much to contribute to the
popularity of its meetings. She will addre~s the
Congress on the new work of Liberalism.
O~her representativ speakers will be present, among
them J. H. Burnham, of Michigan, Mrs. Mattie Krekel,
of Missouri, and Judge Krekel. It is also hoped that
J. D. Shaw, the brilliant Liberal lecturer and editor
of Texas, will be at the Congress, and also W. F.
..
Jaml'eson, of Ml'nnesota, who has done such v"ll'ant
pioneer work during the past year.
·n· S
h b
h
t
P ro f · W
F 1 tam
d ·eymour as een c OSeJl o represent the rien sh1p Liberal League of Philadelphia
at the Cleveland Congress.
The work goes on. On Thursday evening, Sept.
17th, J o h n E · R !:liDSb urg spo k e t o th e fi rs t L 1'b eral
audience ever gathered in Jersey City. It was quite
. a large audien~e, and certainly an enthusiastic one,
an d gave prom1s o f goo d Wor k ye t t o b e d one. C .
B . R eynolds was present, as also the secretary of the
~ational Liberal League, and made addresses.

The Newark Liberal League opened its session for
the year on Sunday afternoon, Sept. 20th. The secretary, S. P. Putnam, gave his lectm:e on "the New
Heaven and Earth." .A good audience was present,
and no doubt this League will continue its valuable
work and be one of the foremost champions of Liberalism in a city of 160,000 inhabitants, where it has
129 churches to contend against.
It's a plucky
League, and that's a fact.
Delegates were chosen to the Congress at Cleveland, whose names will be seen elsewhere. It is
hoped that all the auxiliary Leagues will speedily do
the same, and send names of the delegates chosen to
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator for publication.
Let there be a rapid gathering of forces on all sides,
for the Cleveland Congress will be of vast importance
to future work. The presence of Robert G. Ingersoll
through all its sessions makes its success assured.
The Congress will close on Sunday evening with his
great lecture, "Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child."
E. A. Stevens, of Chicago, is doing good and vigorous work for the League in the West. He is lecturing in various places, and the press notices are·
quite favorable; and by his personal activity the purP oses of the National League and Congress are pretty
thoroughly known. The following, from the Detroit
News, shows how he is doing his level best:
E. A. Stevens has come here from Chicago, bent on seeing
the Liberal League revived, in or~er that delegates may be
sent to the Ninth Annual Congress of the National Liberal
League which meets in Cleveland Oct. 9th to 11th. "We are
going to hav o:ae of the b1ggest Freethinkers' conventions ever
held in this country," Mr. Stevens remarked. "The name of
the society will doubtless be changed to the' American Secular
Union,' a common basis of work will be agreed upon, and a
united effort will be mad" to secure the adoption of such laws
by the state and national governments as shall make the
United States thoroughly secular. R. G. Ingersoll will he
present and sound the keynote of the campaign."
A Liberal organization has been started in Davenport, Iowa, of which one of the members writes:
"We hav twenty activ-members, and I think success
unquestionable."
·
Robert Fleming, of Lehigh, Iowa, writes: "I shall
do my best toward organizing a League and holding
the fort against orthodoxy. Some of our most prominent men are in favor of the movement."
The following has just been received from J. D.
Shl:tw, of Texas:
·
WAco, TEx., Sept. 15, 1885.
.
DEAR MR. PUTNAM: ~now think I Will go to the Congress at
Cl(lveland in October.
·Very truly,
J.D. SIIAw.
The following vigorous letter from th~ South shows
the interest that is felt, and the mighty work that lies
before us in a land of such bountiful resources:
VICKsBURG, Mrss., Aug. ~5, 1885.
S. P. PUTN~, EsQ., Dear Si1·; On my return I find your
valued favor, 30th ult. I-wish, indeed, I could be with you at
Albany and Cleveland, and beg to thank you for your invitation.
Pardon me if I again take the liberty of suggesting the
South as a productiv and remunerativ field for your labors.
The Soull1t is pulsing with new life; the smoke of a thousand
manufactories darken hE;r sunny sky, and our people, awakened from the old, conservativ, languid, luxurious life of antebellum times, their images shattered and the institutions of
their fathers gone, the first blush of their resentment and
anger dissipated by the grim lesson of twenty years' novel necessity, are just in that condition most conduciv to the reception of new truths. But it is the nick of time; for, as life
b ecomes mOio
"' an d more conven t'!Ona1' th ey begm
· t O Seize,
·
like drownin~ men at straws, the empty promises of the old
creeds. Believing that the truths of Freethought are better
and more lasting, because they are true, than these, is it probable our people now will refuse to hear them when portrayed
bY a mas t er- h an d l'k
I e yours.?
I beseech you, m;v. dear sir, to giv your attention to the
matter, and that soon. Come South, and yonrself behold and
be convinced.
Very respectfully,
H. B. THOMPSON.
The Forest City House will be the headquarters of
the Congress. See the following:
CLEvELAND, 0., Sept. 21, 1885.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, EsQ., Dem· Sir: Your favor in regard to
rooms and rates for delegates, October 9th, lOth, and 11th, has
just been received. We shall be glad to do the best we can
for you at $2.50 per day for single person, rear room; $3 per
day for single person, front room; and $2.50 per day each for
two persons, front room. The hotels in this city will be unusually full on the 7th, 8th,. and 9th of October, as the
Knight Templars hav a convention here. Many will not go
home till the lOth, so if your body is large there may be a
little crowding to those that come the 9t.h, but after that we
shall hav no trouble.
TERRILL & INGERSOLL.

Railroad Rates to Cleveland.
The following letters hav been received from the
passenger agents of the lines named, and explain
themselvs. The first is from the as.sistant passenger
agent of the Pennsylvania road:
PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 18 , 1885.
SAMUEL P. PUTNA.M, EsQ., Dear Sir: Replying to your favor
of 17th inst., requesting reduced rates to delegates attending
National Liberal League Convention, to be held at Cleveland,
Ohio, Oct. 9th to 11th, I would say that if there will be twentyfi ve or more d elegates who will use our 1'me in going to the
meeting, we are willing to arrange for the sale of tick!)ts to
Cleveland and return on onr certificate plan-that is, parties
· gomg
· to t h e mee t'mg will b e re tnrne d
wh o pay regu1ar ra t es m
at one-third standard limited rates. If this arrangement will
be satisfactory, please advise me of the number of certificates
you will require, and the address of the party who will distribute the same. Very truly,
GEo. W. BoYD, A.G.P.A.
Mr. Abbott, oi the Erie road, writes:
NEw YoRK, Sept. 18, 1885.
MR. SAMUEL PuTNHr, Dear Si1·: I hav your favor of yesterday in regard to reduced ratts to Cleveland on account of the
meeting of the National Liberal League at that place. We are
selling tickets between Cleveland and New York, in each direc-

tion, at greatly reduced rates, and as low as we would ordinarily make for meetings of this kind. Therefore I am unable
to quote you any less rate than the current to that point. If
we were getting full rates, we would be pleased to make a·reduction in favor of your people .. Very truly,. ·
JNo. N. ABBOTT, Gell'l Passenger Agent.
A. E. Clark, general passenger agent of the New
York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio railroad, writes to Mr.
Green:
CLEVELAND, 0., Sept. 15, 1885.
H. L. GREEN, EsQ., Salamanca, N.Y.:
Dear Sir: Yours of Sept. 14th, in regard ~o meeting of
National Liberal League in Cleveland Oct. 9th, lOth, and 11th,
at hand. Replying to same, would say that we will return all
paying full fare over this line in attending this meeting at one
cent a mile on certificate.
YourS' truly,
A. E. 'CLARK, G.P.A.
Mr. Green hopes to get the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern railroad to make the same arrangements.

Ple<lges Paid to National League.
J. E. Remsburg,

---------

$10.00

For ~lbany Convention;
Erastus Daily,
P. Edelheim,
John
Ray,
o. c. Jellson,
Thos. Greenwood,
M. E. Atwood,

$ 5.00
10.00
1 00
1.00
1.00
1 00

Tax the Churches..
A few wee.ks since a request was made that we republish the '{Ords of General G1·ant recommending
the taxation of church property. At that time we
had no copy of the speech, but having since received
th
h th k' d
f M
H G ·
11
·
one
roug
e 1D ness o
rs.
· rmne , we
'now l~~ty it before the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
In connection, it is aluo ap~ropriate to reprint General Grant's views upon education, given in the same
message, also upon Mormonism and other kindred
subjects:
"EDUCATION.
· " From the fall of Adam, for his transgression, to the present day, no nation has ever been free from threatened danger
to its prosperity and happiness. We should look to the dangers threatening us, and remedy them so far as lies in our
power. We are a republic whereof one man is as good as another before the law. Under such a form of government, it is
of the greatest importance that all should be possessed of education and intelligence enough to cast a vote with a :~:ight understanding of its meaning. A large association of ignorant ·
men cannot for any considerable period oppose a successful
resistance to tyranny arid oppression from the educated few,
but will inevitably sink into acquiescence to the will of intelligence, whether directed by the demagog, or by priestcraft.
Hence the ed~cation of the masses becomes of the first necessity for the preservation of o~r institutions. They are worth
preserving, because they hav secured the. greatest good for the
greatest proportion of the population of any form of government yet devised. All other forms of governments approach
it just in proportion to the general diffusion of education and
independence of thought and action .
"As the primary step, therefore, to our advancement in all
that has marked our progress in the past century, I suggest
for your earnest consideration, and most earnestly recommencl
it, that a Constitutional amendment be submitted to the legt'slatures of the several states for ratification, making it the duty
of the several states to establish, and forever maintain, free
public schools adequate to the education of all the children in
the rudimentary branches' within their respectiv limits, irrespectiv of sex, color, birthplace, or religion, forbidding the
teaching in said schools of religious, Atheistic, or pagan teneta, and prohibiting the granting of any school funds or school
ta~es, or :n~ part thereof, either by ~degislativ, municipal, or
ot er aut or1ty, for the benefit, or in m , directly or indirectly,
of any religious sect or denomination, or in aid, or for the benefit, or any other object of al).y nature or kind whatever.
"UNTAXED PROPERTY.
"In connection with this important question, I would also
call your attention to the importance of correcting an evil that,
if permitted to continue, will probably lead to great trouble in
our land before the close of the nineteenth century. It is the
acquisition of vast amounts of untaxed church pr,operty. In
1850, I believe, the church property of the United States,
which paid no tax, municipal or state, amounted to about
$83,000,000. In 1860 the amount had-doubled. In 1875 it is
about $1,000,000,000. By 1900, without a check, it is safe to
say this property will reach a sum exceeding $3,ooo,ooo,ooo.
So vast a sum, receiving all the protection and benefits of government, without bearing its proportion of the burdens
and expenses of the same, will not be looked upon acquiescently by those who hav to pay the taxes. In a growing country,
where real estate enhances so rapidly with time. as in the Unitpd
States, there is scarcely a limit to the wealth that may be acquired by corporations, religious or otherwise, if allowed to
retain real estate without taxation. The contemplation of so
t
t
h
11 d d t
'th t t t' ·
1 d
vas a proper Y as ere a u e o, WI ou axa JOn, may ea
to sequestration without Constitutional authority, and through
blood. I would suggest the taxation of all property equally,
whether church or corporat1'on, exempt1'ng only- the last resting-places of the dead, and possibly, with proper restrictions,
church edifices.
"THE MO~MONS AND CHINESE WOMEN.
"In nearly every annual message that I hav had the honor
of transmitting to Congress, I hav called attention to the
anomalous, not to say scandalous, condition of affairs existing
in the territory of Utah, and hav asked for definit lemslation
.,.
to correct it, That polygamy should exist in a free, enlightened, and Christian country, without th~ power to prevent so
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flagrant a crime against decency and morality, seems preposterous. True, there is no law to sustain this unnatural vice;
but what is needed is a law 'to punish it as a crime, and at the
same time to fix the status of the innocent children, the offspring of this system, and of the possibly innocent plural
wives. As an institution, polygamy should be banished from
the land. I mvite the attention of Congress to another, though
perhaps no less an evil-the importation of Chinese women,
but few of whom are brought to our shores to pursue honora..,
·
ble or useful occupations.
"RECAPITULAT!ON.
" As this will be the last annual message which I shall hav
the honor of transmitting to Congress before my s-q,ccessor is
chosen, I will repeat or recapitulate the questions which I
deem of importance, ana which should be legislated upon and
settled at this session:
"1. That the states shall be required to afford the opportunity of a good common school education to every child within
their limits.
"2. No sectarian tenets shall ever be taught in any school
supported in whole or part by the state, nation, or by the proceeds of any tax levied upon any community. Make education
compulsory, so far as to deprive all persons who cannot read
and write from becoming voters after the year 1890; disfran- chising none whatever, on grounds of illiteracy, who may be
voters at the time this amendment takes effect.
"3. Declare church and state forever separate and distinct;
but each free within their proper spheres;' and that all church
property shall .bear its own proportion of taxation.
"4. Drive out licensed immorality, such as polygamy, and
the importation of women for immoral purposes.
"To recur again to the centennial year. It would seem as
th~ug'h now, when we are about to begin the second century of
our nati.onal existence, would be a most fittilr'g time for these
reforms.
"5. Enact such laws as will insure a speedy return to a
sound currency, such as will command the respect of the
world.
"Believing that these views will commend themselvs to the
majority of the right-thinking and ·patriotic citizens of the
United States, I submit them to Congress.
U. S. GRANT.
"Executiu Mansion, Dec. 7, 1875."

Lectures and Meetings.
CHARLES WATTB commenced activ work immediately on his
return from England. Having-lectured at the Albany and
Toronto Conventions,· at Hamilton and Walland, Mr. Watts
proceeds to Waynesburg, Pa., to engage in a seven nights debate with Mr. Clark Braden, who is accepted as the representativ of the Christian party of the district. The dates of the
discussion are as follows: Sept. 29th and 30th; Oct. 1st, 2d,
3d, 4th, and 5th. From Waynesburg Mr. Watts goes to the
great Convention· at Cleveland, after which he lectures on
Sunday, Oct. 18th, at Greenwich Village, Mass.; and on Sunday, Oct. 25th, afternoon and evening, in Memorial Hall, Boston. His address is 82 Berkeley street, Toronto, Ont.

i

WHEN Jersey City people wished to listen to a LiberallectU!'e a journey to New York has heretofore been necessary.
Previous to September 17th there is no record of one having
been delivered in their ~wn town. It was mostly virgin soil,
therefore, upon which the words of J. E. Remsburg fell on
Thursday evening. i"· But, judging from their reception, good
fruit is likely to .be the result. The meeting was free. William Rowe, one of the old land reformers who secured the
passage of the Homestead la:w, was the organizer of the meeting, and deserves no little credit for the successful gathering.
The audience nearly filled the hall, and was composed of intelligent men and women, a majority of whom apparently
were in sympathy with the lecturer. On the table were two
fine bouquets, indicating the presence ancl thoughtfulness of
woman: Mr. Remsburg's subject was "Sabbath Breaking."
In a few words he showed the origin of the Sabbatic idea, how
the Jews regarded Saturday, and then examined the Sabbath
by the light of the Christian scriptures. He set forth the arguments for the observance of the Christian Sunday, and then
knocked them over; paid his respects to the originator of our
Sunday, the brutal Constantine; quoted at length the testimony of the Christian fathers to show that Sunday was not
regardecl by them as a holy day; described the Sabbath of
the Middle Ages ancl of the Puritans; quoted the writings of
Christian reformers, scholars, and divines against the institution of any special holy day, and closed with a strong plea
for the abrogation of all Sunday laws. There is no such thing,
he said, as a Sunday in nature. The grass grows, the rivers
run to the sea, the planets wheel ceaselessly in thei~ orbits:Nature continues all her work. Why, then, must man lose tn
yawning tedium one-seventh of his time? As a day of social
pleasures Sunday can be spent profitably. ~ut as a day of
enforced idleness Sunday is the result of priestly tyranny.
And it is, he thinks, the last ditch from which the clergy ":ill
fight.· So long as the ecclesiastics are able to monopolize
one-seventh of the time they will remain in power over the
peoplll. Break up this institution, and their grasp upon the
wealth and minds of the people will be broken. From the
applause following the lecture, the audience seemed to agree
with Mr. Remsburg. Col. Henry Beeny, of this city, whom
Mr. Rowe had secured to preside, then introduced S. P. Put
nam who was upon the platform. He made only a few remarks, setting forth what Liberalism stands for-the unity of
humanity, and the freeing of the race from intellectual slavery. Mr. C. B. Reynolds, who passed through this city on his
way back to his Tent in Alliance, 0., had also ac9ompanied
Mr. Remsburg to Jersey City. Colonel Beeny called upon him,
;md he·responded promptly. He recommended the people to
study Secularism, and find out its objects. He thought it
much better, if we are tohav a heaven hereafter, that we begin
to get used to it by making a little experimental one here on
earth. 'l'he audience seemed to like his remarks. Mr. Remsburg received an invitation to address the New York Labor
Lyceum, but his engagements prevented, He left for ViniJ-

~6, 18~{').

land, N. J., where he spoke on the 18t-h,"' and Mr. Reynolds
rushed off to Alliance, 0., to begin in that town a ten-days'
Tent meeting. The following is Mr. Remsburg's program for
October:
Eastwood, Ont.,
Thurs., 1.
Walland, Ont.,
Fri., 2.
La Rue, 0.,
Sat., Sun., 3, 4
Medina, 0.,
Mon., Tues., Wed., 5, 6, 7.
Cleveland, 0.,
Fri., Sat., Sun., 9, 10, 11.
Ashle;~:. 0,
Mon., Tues., 12, 13
Versailles, 0.,
Wed., 14.
Yorktown, Ind.,
Thurs., 15.
Hagerstown, Ind.,
Fri., 16.
West Union, 0.,
Sat., Sun., 17, 18.
Ottawa, 0.,
Mon., 19.
Sarnia, Ont ,
Tues., 20.
Ithaca, Mich.,
Wed., 21.
Big Rapids, Mich., Thurs., 22.
Cadillac, Mich.,
Fri., 23.
Mugke~on, Mich.,
Sat., 24
Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Sun, 25_.
Mancelona, li'lfch.,
Mon., Tues., Wed., 26, 27, 28.
New London, Wis.,
.
Fri., 30.
Wausau, Wis.,
Sat., 31.
AMRITA LAL RoY, the Hindoo, delivered a lecture on "Religion and the Labor Movement" at the Labor Lyceum at
Broadway and Forty-ninth street last Runday morning. As
was the case with all new movements, he said, Socialism metwith opp"sition from the representativs of the existing "law
and order." Political economists admitted the grievances of
the Socialists, but said that their methods were fallacious aud
their aims utopian. Theological professors, turning from thP
contemplation of the infinit, recognized the startling fact
that a vast mass of humanity could not lay hold of such a
small, finite, and:· insignificant. thing as a loaf of breail, but
they thought Socialism irreligious. It was right that Socialism should be irreligious in the ordinary sense. Human providence had declared all men equal and brothers; divine provi~nce had set heathen against Christian, Catholic against
Protestant, had burnt Infidels and persecuted Hebrews-all
for love of God. It was plain that the Christian church, as
an official body, could never believe in tbe labor movement.
The faith of the labor movement was the conquest of the
kingdom of earth, while the church sought the kingdom of
h<~aven.
Socialism was evoluting in society the true religion
of human fellowship-a religion of deeds instead of creeds.
The labor movement began where the church ended, and their
WRYB lay in directions exactly opposed to each other.
Christian Socialism was bosh; one might as well speak of orthodox
radicalism. The church was committed to the existing order
of things, while the primary idea of Socialism was revolution
There were two ideas growing with the present movement,
and they differed from the ideas in previous revolutions in being positiv, not negativ. One was thflt there is humanity,
which needs all our care, aud the other was that there was
one thing known to be above all noble, holy, and omnipotent,
and that thing was labor. Socialism had nothing to say about
God one way or the other. Mr. Lal Roy said that he was a
heathen in search of a religion, and thought he had found it
here. "I hav found my religion," he •aid, "among that band
of men and women who hav said, 'Humanity is our religion;
this is our brother man; no tyrant shall hurt him, no God
shall damn him !' "
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For the Bruno Statue at Rome.
First instalment of $200 is paid. On second instalment I hav received the following: ~
Miss Caroline C. Thayer, Roxbury, Mass.,
Mrs. A. Nichols, S. R. Urlins, Wm. R. Lippincott, Vernon, Iowa,
Frank Reed, Willow Creek, Nev., Mrs. Jacobs, Boston, Mass. (through .J.P. Mendum),
W. F. Freeman, Stockton, Cal.,
A. J. Stough, Utica. Montana, B. Thorp, Balaton Spa,
Wm. Holsfall, West 'l'roy, N.Y.,
Mrs. Iliohan; Albany,
Lyman Smith, Oakland, Ual.,
Previously acknowledged,
Tot~l,

Sept. 15, 285,

$5.00
5.00
2 00
100
1 00
4.00
2 00
100
100
100
100
.50
36.30
$60.80

Mr. Editor, the above list shows how this subscription stands.
It will take $339.20 to make up $600, when Colonel
·Ingersoll, by a lecture, will raise the fund to $1,000.
The money is needed to complete the work.
It can be quickly raised if Liberals, especially
those who hav contributed, will ask their friends to
aid in this nobl!3 cause. Let each one try, and send
the result to
T. B. WAKEMAN, Authorized Agent.
93 Nassau st , New York City, Sept. 15, 1885.

ONLY between fifty and sixty Liberals of Newark remembered that last Sunday was the opening day of the Newark Liberal League for the fall and winter campaign. The standbys of
the League were all out, however-Wm. G. Mayo, the popular
president; C. A. Marshall, the critical secretary; J. W. Frankel,
the convivial and beauty-loving person who engages and entertains lecturers for the League; Armand Pionnie; the honest
treasurer, whom the League swears by; H. G. Avery, the veneraple vice-president; James P. Cool, Geo~ge Cort, and Alexander
Jarvis, the substantial men who, with Frankel, form the council that has so managed the affairs of the League that it has its
own hall, from which an income is derived, instead of an expense incurred; and N. Grotta, John Cooke, and others not
personally known to the reporter. S. P. Putnam, the secretary of the National League, was the speaker. He told the
N ewarkers what he thought a new heaven ought to be like,
and what he hoped a new earth would be when Liberalism
should prevail. He then borrowed one of Herbert Spencer's
dryest chapters on education, put it into his own poetic language, filled it with his own hope and enthusiasm, and the
audience thereby received some new and good ideas they
perhaps never would hav heard of if left to dig them out of the
dusty pages of Spencer for themselvs.
Apparently there were no Christians present, for no one responded to President Mayo's cordial invitation to them to tear
Mr. Putnam to pieces, and J. W. Frankel moved that discussion be dispensed with, and that the League proceed to the
business of electing new officers and choosing delegates to the
annual Congress to be held at Cleveland. Mr. Frankel's motion prevailed; those not members of the League left the hall,
and those who were members took front seats. After the minutes had been read, the delegates were chosen as follows:
Wm. G. Mayo. president; C. A. Marshall, secretary; and H.
G. Avery, J. P. Cool, Joseph W. Frankel elected delegates.
The next business was to elect new officers. On motion,
the old board was unanimously re-elected. The list is:
Wm. G. Mayo, president; H. G. Avery, vice-president; C. A.
Marshall, secretary; A. Pionnie, treasurer; James P. Cool,
George Cort, Alexander Jarvis, J. W. Frankel, council.
To-morrow the League will discuss the proposed change of
name for the national organization, and instruct its delegates
or their proxies accordingly. Friday, the 25th, Mr. Putnam
left for Ohio. He will help Mr. Reynolds in his Tent effort
for a day or two, and then proceed to Cleveland to engage
halls for the League Congress, and make railroad arrangements for excursions into the city.

•

Mr. Mitchell Would Only Obey God.
The subjoined letter explains itself. We gave the
story as we heard it, and as one of the Albany papers
reported it:
PRINCETON, Mass., Sept. 19, Y.L. 13.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: In your issq_e of
to-day you do not report Jnrlge Clute, of Albany, cornictly
when you say he 7·equh·ed Mr. Mitchell to stop selling or giving
his newspaper, The World's RP;{m·mer; and, of conrse, that
bright seventy-two-year-old-farmer-from-Mair:e, Seward Mitch·
ell, made no such promis as you say. He js too intelligeqt,
brave, and sincere to promis "obedience" to anybody this
side or beyond God. Judge Clute advised him (Mitchell, not
God, who still circulates Bibles) to consult the district attorney
before he floated more papers; whereupon I asked, "Do we
understand you to say that persons resident here, or citizens
from other states, cannot rightfully or safely sell newspapers
-their honest, printed opinions-on these streets without first
consulting a censor called district attorney?" "Oh, no," said
Judge Clute. As you correctly say, though a Catholic, he was
considerately thoughtful, and admitted that portions of the
Bible are "obscene."
Seward Mitchell went free, but a cloud lowers on me from
your section; a member of the New York bar thro~tlons to hav
me arrested for pleading cases in court without a license from
the "profession."
Truly your;;,.
E. II. HJIYwoon.

Governmental Railroad Control Necessary.
As society progresses,' it is plain that the state must
assume to do all that is required to serve those imperious public necessities that arise, and which individuals cannot do for themselvs.
The state does not make our garments, because we
can hav that done at will; the state does not n~vigate
our streams, because we can run our own vessels.
Originally each man did all for himself. He made
paths, carried his own messages, weighed out his own
money. When highways, mail service, currency,
etc. became urgent public necessities, then the state
took hold of the matter. It made canals, leaving individuals free to run their own vessels on them.
When the first railway was made, had we foreseen
that it would result in the virtual abolition of the use
of the common roads, and that to use the railways
would become a universal public necessity, we might
hav provided wisely for the new conditions that must
arise. If the states refuse to own and control the
railways, it wili be the sole instance wherein_ a .u~i
versal public necessity, out of the power of md1v1duals to supply for themselvs, is left .to combinations
of individuals.
The objection that it would be giving to the government too much power is fallacious. It will be
simply restoring to the people, en mas:~e. that p~wer
which each person formerly had of usm~ the highways at will. Let the people elect .the r_allroad managerFJ, and this power returns to t~e~ v1rtually.
Either the states must take th1s m hand, or else,
after a long series of strikes, riots, and bloody ins_urrect.ions, the central government must do so-a, thmg
ever to be deplored; a thing that would forever de-·
stray the last semblance of state rights and popular
liberty.
•
HoLT.

Jesus Christ .A Fish.

One thing remarkable about the Sibylline acr~stic
is that the first letters of the words lesous Chrmstos,
TheouUios Soter spell IChThUS, a "Fish." One· of
the. three great prevailing ~ects of India is the Vai.shnavas or worshipers of V1shnu, whose astronomiCal
symb~l is the Fish, whose fir~t incarnation was ~n the
body of a Fish, and whose nmth a~d l~st. was m the
person of Christna, also called by h1a diSCiples Jezeus
(Bible in India).
.
The early Chrlstians were known by a great vanety
of names, and, among othars, by a very extraordinary
one, namely, Pis~iculi, or litlle fis~es. They called
themselvs· in tbe1r sacred mystenes by the nam_e
Iichthus, meaning I ( Ie.~ous ), and Ichthus. J eaus 1s
called a fish by Augustine, who says he found ~he
nurity of Jesus Christ in the word fish, " for he 1s a
flsh that livs in the midst of the waters." Some of
There are not many preachers who hav a living faith in the the early Christian tombs hav fishes inscribed on
power -of prayer to support the Temple after the money
AN'riCHRIST.
cP.angers are driven out.-Louis Post in John Swinton's Paper. them (Anacalypsis, Vol. IL ).
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of the discovery of New South Wales by Captain proved that Johns when they were attacked crept
Cook in 1770.
aw11y and hid, and was upbra1ded by his comrades,
Hyde, Cook, and Albert parks are traversed with who said if he had helped them they would not hav
numerous broad, cemented walks, with seats at either been taken. But owing to his youth his sentence
.Australian Gossip.
side, shaded by the Norfolk Island fig, which locks was commuted to imprisonment for life ; and for six
To •.raE EDITOR oF TaE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Al- its huge branches overhead, making a delicious shade years he was in prison, and his conduct was so exthough one can feel, with Thomas Paine, that the world (for it is evergreen) for the long summer months. emplary that he never received a mark and received
is his country, still, the dear names of home and friends Its grassy lawns are interspersed with little gardens the praise of the officials. But in an evil hour he
must necessarily take front rank in our affections. surroundedwithironfencesf\ndfilledwithflowersand made the acquaintance of a lady Bible-reader who
And the sight of home papers, and THE TRUTH s~]EKER drinking-fountains. Lamp-posts tl:lrough all the walks visited the prison· in the employ of the government,
and ]n"~;estigator, which come to hand every four make i~ a health-giving resorL day and. night The and theirrelations beca~e such as would hardly be
weeks, makes us feel that the link is not broken in statues of Albert the Good, Captain Cook, and others expected from a Christian lady old enough to be his
spite of the waste of waters that lie between us and stand guard over the scene. A pedestal has been mother. It is said the young man became infatuated
the dear land of America. And perhaps a little gos- erected t.>r the queen, but she, or uther her statue, with her. She made him various present~, wrote·
~:~ip from this far-off land may not be uninteresting was burned in the Garden Palace, and another has him loving letters, etc., and then from some cause
to your readers.
been ordered. Still other parks, ful'liber out, include discontinued her visits. .The young man became
The ent1·ance, or Heads, to the harbor of Sydney hundreds of acres, where the masses go on Satur., very much dejected and he and his love became the
is similar to the Golden Ga.t,e of San Francisco, day afternoons. For Saturday afternoon is a holiday jest and byword of the prison, until in an exasand one is charmed with the beauty of the scene. to· attend the parades, rev1ews, rifle practice, base- perated moment he struck one of his fellow-prisonAfter entering the Heads you are confronted by a ball, cncket games, etc. And to see the trams filled ers with a table knife. He was again tried, and
fol'midable-looking fort of ancient pattern, but it is with mothers and children, one would readily infer sentenced to death, although the. wounded man is
1armless, for its day of usefulness is past, only as a that the people did not rely wholly on immigration to alive, well, and free.
vart of the picmre, for the Heads are now supplied settle these colonies. Tne zoological gardens and
The case has awakened much sympathy, and Mr.
"with defenses less conspicuous, but more effectiv in museums are points of interest.
Thomas Walker announced that he would speak at
case of an attack. The harbor from any given point
Education receives its attention also. The public Theater Royal, on a Sunday evening, on " Capital
looks small, but, with its various indentations, it em- schools are all under the control of government, and Punishment re the Johns case," when he was informed
braces fourteen hundred miles of water front .. It are unsectarian or undenominational, but are having by the police that the Theater could not be opened
placid bosom is traversed withmanylinesofferryboats, the s;~.me fight that has been fought in the United that evening, but he spoke in the Domain. Various
·bringing the various suburbs in conjunction with StatE:s witb. bigoted Christian and Catholic schools, open-air meetings were held; petitions to the governor
~ydney, at Circular Quay, foot of George street, the each demanding its share of public money. .
for the reprieve of the death sentence were signed
street of the city. One's first impressions on landing
Freethought and republican principles are taking by thirty thousand people; ·and a meeting was held at
in Sydney are that it has come to stay the proud mis- strong hold upon the rising generation. Two of the the Queen's S!!-tue, Samrday afternoon, attended Qy
ttefls of these southern waters. Everything is stone- largest theatero play Sunday evenings to interested twenty thousana people. A deputation was appointed
buildings, streets, walks, and walls. Solid and mas- listeners. Tile Gayety, in which Dr. York is speak- to present this monster petition to his excellency;
siv looking, it makes one feel that they are buildings ing on a Liberal .platform, is crowded to its utmosG they proceeded to the Government House accomfor all time. Not only are the buildings stone, but limit of law, and hundreds fail to find admission; panied by Mrs. and Miss Johns, mother and sister of
the roofs, also, are slate stone, and they are mostly and the Theater Royal, in which Thomas Walker, of the condemned man, a band of music leading the
plain, massiv-loo4ing structures, with but little at- the Thomas Winter (Materialist) school, is lecturing, way, and that great. mass of people, orderly, well
tempt at ar~hitectural beauty. The city was first is also filled with men.
behaved, marching in solid phalanx twelve abreast.
commenced with no thought or reference to the huge
The women of the colonies are far behind their The governor received them and promised to lay the
d1mensions it is assuming; consequently its earlier sisters of America in sel(culture. After getting their petitions before the ministry on .Monday morning,
~:~treats are narrow and irregular, but well paved, and husbands three hot meals of meat a day, with such and said that he '\Vas of the opinion that if the£ase
IU its muddiest seasons easily travertled.
The great cooking arrangements as they hav here-the colonial had been properly defended the verdict would hav
dlf:Iiculty is the want of room for the masses who oven, as they call it (I wonder they can do so well as been different, and that extenuating circumstances
throng them. In some places in George street the they do)-and getting on their knees to scrub floors had come to light since the trial, ~ut he was informed
sidewalks are not more than five feet wide. But it is (very little carpet is used here)-when they hav done by the clergy that the prisoner was unrepentant.
a poorly-lighted city-not but what there are an all this every day, they hav not much time or dispoThe ministry met on .the .Monday morning, but
abundance of lamp-posts, but the quality of the gas sition to think. But there are a few noble, brave could see no reason to open the case, saying they were
i.; inferior. There is only one gas company here. women here wlto will help to .lead their sisters to a the government, not the people.
Wbat they want is an enterprising American gas higher phne of thought. But it can only be done by
And these_ people boast of being free! They don't
company, and then the city would be lighted, or, better lifting their load of physical cares. They do not know what the word means. He was hung, and his
~:>till, an electric light company. With the city well know what I mean when I tell them of a long-handled mother and friends begged for the body for burial.
lighted with electricity, fewer policemen would be mop to clean floors with. But evolution is here in They were put off on various pretexts; they were
rtq uired, for well-lighted sh·eets and alleys are beiter the shape of a few enterprising Americans, who will finally promised that they should hav it the next
ptutectors of public peace· and morals than govern- soon make a change in home comforts.
morning, but in the still hours of the night the
mental officials.
.It is no uncommon thing to see notices on the authorities had his body taken away in a cart, and
For the government here covers almost every de- churches in large type-" An Eight Days' Mission for claim to hav buried it in Rookwood Cemetry. Not
partment in the industries of New South Wales-or Men Only,'' "A Ten Days' Mission to Be Held in the satisfied with committing legal murder, they must
::>ydney, for at present Sydney is both center and Church of the Rev. So-and-so, as Helps to Faith: Fot still punish the poor, heart-broken mother, after he
c.rcumference. The suburbs are numerous, and Men Only!" It would seem that they had forgotten was dead. Well for him, and many others, that their
show that they are enjoying a season of prosperity, that women hav souls. Mr. York has taken a note jurisdiction extends no further. Had it been in their
although fears were entertained of drouth and of this, and tells the people that he has a mission too, power they would hav sent his soul to hell, for the
water famin earlier in the sea,son, but rain has been and that his mission is to women as well as men, and clergy said he was Ulll'epentant. Such is British law
abundant, removing all cause for alarm. The city is asks the great crowd of men if it is possible that they and justice as administered by the colonies.
traversed through many of the principal streets with are all bachelors, and if not, where are their wives.
Church and state are still very near neighbors.
street I'ailways, or trams, as they are called here.
But this is a great country for sports, and Satur- Mr. Walker advertised that a flower service would
The trams, great, lumbering, two-story institutions, day afternoon is a holiday; and within the 111-st hour be heJd on the following Sunday, when two thousand
looking l1ke woodsheds on wheels propelled by steam, two thousand persons, men, women, and children1 persons assembled at the grave and held a service,
run furiously through the streets, stopping at stations. hav passed our window to ihe cricket grounds, as and covered tbe grave with flowers-seed sown that
The "fares are reasonable, but woe to the unthinking the long storms hav cleared, and nature is rejoicing will result in a harvest of thought in the future.
traveler who enters one minus his two-pence ticket. at the near return of spring. The hymn says,
ThecelebrationoftheFourthofJuly-Americanin·
He is handed over to a policeman at the :first station,
dependence-is becoming quite popular here, having
and £2 fine and .costs is his fate, or a term in J. ail.
Though every prospect pleases,
been celebrated by the American residents for several
And only man is vile.
The roads, tram and rail, are owned by the governyears, and this year the affair was got up in good
ment, and in their fight with conductors and officials, We say man is ignorant, and will do better when he style. A procession of carriages nearly a mile in
to prevent them from getting more than their share knows more.
length was formed at the American Studio, George
of the profits, tb~y hav passed laws prohibiting a conThe men take kindly to machinery and agricult- street, and with banners flying and a band playing
ductor from selling a ticket or taking a fare in cash, ural implements, but the comforts of the home for our national airs, they arrived at Botany Bay, where
but whether they hav attained to that depth of wis- wives and mothers ~re the last to be thought of.. As -~he afternoon and evening was ~pent in games, dancdom which will prevent the. proverbial conductor far as my observatwn has gone, the women spht all mg, banquet toasts, speeches, fire-works, etc. Thus
Jrom having his gold watch and brownstone front is the wood, no matter how many men and boys are a band of free men and women on the very ground
a question.
about the house.
where less than a hundred years ago England sent
One of the grand institutions of Sydney are its parks,
Denton said we liv in a world of law; and this· is her convicts. Westward the star of empire takes its
aud too great praise caimot be awarded to the wis- a country of law. It seems that almost every other way, and here in this grand country, rich with every
dom that inaugurated a series of great breathing man .has a government billet, as they say here, and thing that goes to make a prosperous nation, shall yet
placf s for the masses right in the city's head, ex- wears some badge of office._ But the people are a be a. free people, who shall vie with the United States
/tending from the water front to its outer limits. The great deal better than the laws and ministry, just as for greatness. .
.
Here are found the great extremes of wealth and
Botanical Gardens, with its fine shady trees and churches are better than their creeds.
lroad, cemented walks; with plants, flowers, trees, and
Every Sunday evening a government inspector poverty-as evidenced by the long list of charitable
silrubs from every land intermingled; fine lawns with visits the theaters where Liberal meetings are held, institutions; if it were not so, they would neither be
httle fanciful-shaped beds filled with plants of brill- .to sse if there is not a man or two more than the law: possible nor necessary. And the pen of a Dickens
iant hues, artificial lakes, summer-houses, observa- allows, or if there are not more in the boxes than could here find material for another series of his
quaint, comical characters.
tories, terraces, and statues, all combine to make one they choosa to permit.
imagin she has been transported to fairy-land.
A sad example of the working of colonial law has
There is much attention paid to literature. In
Another one, called the Demain, is used for out- just been agitating the minds of the masses of this nearly every town there is a school- of arts or a
door gatherings, and Sunday afternoons it is filled city. Several years ago a lad named Frank Johns, six- mechanics' institute; also a large number of scientific
with thousands of people listening to speakers on any teen years of age, became acquainted with a man societies.
or !ill subject.s-th.e political orator of the Kearney calling himself Scott, claiming to be a lecturer, who
The observatory, the free public library, and the
stt1pe; .the Salvatwn Army; the Wesleyan, as the engaged the boy as his secretary, holding out in- Australian museum are also worthy of note in the
JUethod1sts are called here; and every Sunday now a ducements that they would travel and employ con- educational aspect.
little man claims to be replying to Dr. York: Cranks siderable time in hunting kangaroos, etc. In time
Sidney has four daily papers-of which the Evening
of every line of thought can there air themselvs and Scott blossomed out into the notorious bandit, News has the larg~st circulation and takes the leadfind listeners.
Moonlight. Johns made two ineffectual attempts to eighteen wee~dy, one fortnightly; and seven monthly.
'}'.he Garden Palace grounds are another beautiful escape, and was warned that another attempt 'would
Most of the suburbs in the metropolitan districts
·
place, in which was erected the Garden Palace be fatal. The gang were attacked by the police, and hav their journals.
where was held the first intercolonial exhibition of one policeman killed; they were taken. Moonlight
The population of Sidney is about two hundred and
Australia to commemorate the hundredth annivereary and Johns were sentenced to de11,th, although it was fifty thousand.
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The business of New South Wales, outside Sydnev,
Iowa and Ohio Politics.
trains" consist of passenger cars wibh an almost
. is mostly mining and stock-raising. There are 1,366
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir : I sent superfluous milk car attached. In other cases the
•. miles of railroad in New South Wales, all owned you clippings last fall containing Governor Hoadley's train was established in response to the petrtion of
by the government except 45 miles. There are 5,029 Thanksgiving proclamation, with comments about it, church-goers. We leave it to others to estimate how
miles in Australia. The mines of New South Wales and not long ago sent you one showing that Mr. far church'-going explains frequent crowded trains at
consist of gold, copper, diamonds and other gems, Moore, of Iowa, fusion candidate for state superin- a season of the year when ministers are mostly on
silver, iron, tin, coal, and kerosene shale. The tendent of schools, was opposed to having the Bible vacations and such churches as are open are nearly
wool crop is enormous. At the .northern boundary of read in the schools; and now I send you a double empty. Is it possible to doubt that the popular view of
the colony is a district watered by the Tweed, Rich- clipping, which I think will be of interest. to your Sunday has changed since that train was discontinued
mond, and Clarance rivers, of an area of nearly four readers. It shows that another of the fusion candi- in 1847 because only the trainmen would ride in it?
million acres, pronounced by authorities generally dates in Iowa is the kind of a man that Liberals
Even those who are careless about the fourth coms!litable for the cUltivation of maize, sugar! gral?es, want to hav in public offices, and it also throws some mandment hav been inclined to concede that physiSil~, cotton, arrowroot, coffee, t~a, and semi-tr?piCal light on Governor Hoadley's standing, which was ologically it is as necessary as pleasant to rest sysfrults. Lower down are four rivers: the Bellinger,- desired by Celtus Weaver in a late letter to THE tematically, say, one day in ~even. In part these
· s waoer
•
T RUTH S EEKER. I hav also read that Governor Road- statistics bear out this idea, but only in part. For
M acI.eay, Hasti'ngs'· and
. Manni"ng· Th e se nver
an _area of three million acres, adapted to sugar and ley did good work in the constitutional convention instance, the Highland Horse Railroad declares that
corn.
continuous work "benefits" the men, although it
On the upper Hunter the vine and most cereals by opposing strongly propositions to hav religious also reports that its horses "hav to rest." The engin
tests for witnesses in courts, etc. From all I can dri"vers, as o rule, work on Sunday readi"ly enough,
thrive; on the lower H unter, corn and hay are grown Ienrn
h ·
L"b
· d 6 d man, an d st an d s but I't I·s so.. tr'"ng that some of them decli"ne, and
.. • 6 IS a very
I er al -mm
in large quantities; from the Illawarra district, great WI'th regar d t o re1·Igwn
· near1y th e sam.,·
"' as h'IS fnen
· d ' none of them reaard
J•
the extra pay as requiting the
in dairy produce, down to t h e Southern boundary, M. D. Conway, does, although he is not as outspoken
'"
about two hundred miles, the coast may be said to as I would wish, perhaps. I think all Liberals in wear and tear. Especially in point is the testimony
abound in fertil land adapted to dairy farms; the this state are perfectly safe in supporting him for the of the superintendent of the Eastern Division of the
extensiv district near Bega, a town two hundred and governorship.
Troy and Greenfield Railroad. His experience, his
fifty-five miles from Sydney, boasts of a soil and
Th r ·
·
f 0 ll
d
t k
fr0
capacity, and the decision of his views giv point to
climate which hav won for it the title of the Garden the d:ilc Ib1I_ng
SIS I as
ows, an w~s a en . m his words: "A man cannot do as.much work in a year
10
of Australia.
n
: . ta e Journal, a Repubhcan paper·
_ "When working seven days as when workin~ six days.
Thus, say the. statistics, the localities destined to er~~f ":ro~~h~h~~~~~~~d~o!h;o~~~~2i:~:~~vo~r~;~~~f:g Whenone.workssevendayseach week~here IS no freshsupply the great ports of the future with the staple llhurches, and advocated a bill to that effect in the legislature ness. His nerves are all unstrung. On the other
productions of farm life are all within easy reach of a year ago. Mr. Whiting is therefore not a fit man to be gov- hand, the Cambridge Horse Railroad reports that
sea or rail. ernor of a state, and we hope he may be defeated so badly only one man ever refused to work Sundays. They are
himreforms
may be~
s:r;tow-storl!l
t~at will more anxious to work Sundays than other days
A large b.usl'ness I·s also cari'I'ed on I'n frozen meat, bthat
ury th~e
1mmajc;>r.itylagains_t
political y until he
h1s bigoted
prmmples.. ' and
·
shipping it to the Old World in large quantities.
Catholic Colnmbian (Columbus, 0.).
no harm has resulted. One man had workedsixcontm.
f
S
W
·
The prbsent governor o£ Ohio, George Hoadley, voted to tax uous years, another eleven, and both were perfectly
The forests o New outh ales contain immense !l11 ch urch pro~er ty, bn:1a
· 1 grounds, and sc.ho?l-houses, allo'!- hearty. The Middlesex H orse R adroad
·
report ed t h at
quantities, and many descriptions, of valuable woods, mg an exe~pt10n o£ $>,000 on church bmldmg only. He 1s those men who lost most work days were worst off in
and the government is taking activ steps to prevent so recorded m Vol. II, Part III, page 2305, of the Debates of
· h"
their destruction.
/
the Constitutional Convention of 1873. The resolution to so health and pay at the end of the year. Despite t IS clashtax church property was lost by a vote of 26 yeas to 42 nays.
ing it may be possible to find a reconciling principle.
h
There are about tent ousand species of_ flowering
F. S. MoNTGOMERY.
Some employments afford intervals of rest, brief, inplants in Australia.
deed, but sufficient to relieve the tension oflabor. Thus
_.
Many of the eucalyptus tree~ reach to the bight
Statistics of Sabbath :Jlreaking.
the engineer finds the seventh day's work exhausting
of one hundred and twenty feet, with a girth of from
From the New Ytn'k Tim'es.
while the conductor thrives on it. Continuous strain,
twe:t.e to twenty feet. The highest tree discovered
In recent years it has seemed probable that the as in tending speeded machinery, is doubtless too
-in Australia is four hundred and eighty feet, and there fourth commandment was falling into popular disre- :wearing for continuous work. · But it is possible to
are now to be seen several trees over four hundred pute. . If, for instance, it were possible to transport believe that in intermittent work the ill of working
and twenty feet high.
.
a Puritan of the last century, or even a rigid Bap- every day has been overestimated. Finally, it is
Numerous kinds of fish are found in both fresh and tist of the last decade, to High Bridge or Coney worth observing that the Sabbath-breaking passensalt water, and the oyster beds yield an -a.bundant Island on a Sunday, it is scarcely to be doubted that gars are the best dressed, the best behaved, the hapsupply for market. The most beautiful birds that both of them would marvel at the degeneracy of piest of the week.
_ _ ____,...,_ _ __
can be imagined are found here. An eminent natural- these latter days. Reali.ty is given to this hypothesis
ist has reckoned that there are nearly seven hundred of increasing Sabbath-breaking by this year's report
Marriage tor a Living.
varieties of birds. Among them are the lyre bird, of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor.
A wife who has been married twenty years, and
paradise bird, mound-builder, and a large number of Here we find set forth the extent of this unchristiaa has not found content in "the holy estate," makes
parrots and pigeons, also the laughing jackass, the practice, its causes and its effect upon the commu- this complaint and confession for the benefit of her
avowed enemy of all snakedom, of which the country nity and thos~ who labor for seven days weekly, so sisters: "I married because it was my only way of
has a liberal supply.
.
far as these thmgs can be studied within that com- gettin.g a liv:ing re~ognized as resp~ctable by the. soDress and fashion hold rule here as much as on monwealth. It should be added that the growing ciety m which I hved. I had .wished to go mto
the other side of the globe, and the dance is enjoyed custom is not in the least extenuated, nor is aught business, but no capital was forthcoming. I had amequally with any part of the world, and is not confined set down in malice against those who spend Sunday bition to be learned and distinguish myself as a
to the young either. There are many Spiritualists outside the church~s. The report is dispassionate as writer, but the idea was soon snuffed out. I would
here, but no organizations, and I hav heard of but few well as apparently accurate. It seems to us in the fain hav been a nurse, a teacher, a lady help, anymediums, or but little of the phenomena; and the words of the chief of the bureau, that the fa~ts are thing to gain both experience and money; but diffimanner of living amongst the masses cannot be con- ·well adapted to lead to an activ discussion of the culties were insuperable. I wented some work in
duciv to a high order of mediumship. Neither can a whole matter.
life; I soon got it. I married the least objectionable
people rise above animal conditions when half-cooked
It is gratifying to note at the outset that ·sun- of the sherry-drinking, cigar-smoking bachelors who
meat forms the main staple of diet, and neither peo- day-the Puritan or Bluenose Sunda:v-is not came to my mother's dances, and I hav faithfully
pie nor laws will be much improved until kitchens broken to any large or increasing e~tent for tended him, nursed him, and mended him for twenty
are fu~nished with better facilities. for cooking; b~t profit alone. Barbers' shops, restaurants, cooks' long years. I hav dismissed him every morning with
these Improvements must necessarlly come when this shops, and so on, are, indeed, freely open on Sunday. a smile and welcomed him home with a smell of
country has had, like the United States, an influx of Breweries, distilleries, glass factories, iron mills all savory :neats such as his soul loveth. I hav always
as a rule require necessary labor from their w~rk- seen his soup was salted to his mind, and his butcher's
all nation~lities.
The c~imate of Sydney is siiD:ilar to that of Santa men. But in these strictly commercial enterprises bill kept down to the level of his income. In addiClara Valley, Cal.; but every chmate can be found the Sunday work falls fairly enough within the class tion, I hav borne him children. A typical union this.
here-from the snows of Scotland to the sunny fields of necessary work. The masters do not urge the I brought to this union youth, innocence, ambition
of Italy.
.
.
. ,
. men to labor on the L~rd's day, and the men do not for love and joy. He contributed the bread and
And so, Mr. Editor, I migh~ co~tn~ue to gossip, press for .the extra days work and pay. They yield cheese, together with a. fading youth and wh_atever
but must remember that there IS a hmit to eve~ your to a pubhc demand for accommodation or because remained over after a hfe of pleasure. For his own
patience. · But Australia has the possibilities of a otherwise large damage would result, 'as from the credit his servants were well clad and fed, and so am
great country, with her immense ledges of sandstone spoiling of a mash, the extinction of furnace fires or I. 'the difference lies in this, that they are paid in
for building material, and the substantial manner in such like. Whatever may be said of this generation cash, I only in kind. They giv certain services only,
which. ~II work is performed. They are layin~ a at.least it is not wicked in this way for gain. Only and are free to come and go at pleasure. I, body
foundatwn, broad and deep, for a great, grand natwn sticklers f..,r the letter of the law will lament the and soul, am a possession of my master's, from whom
death only can set me free. Men are always full of
of free men and women yet unborn, whose minds large aggregate of this class of Sunday work.·
shall be broad and free-who will shake off the fetA very different state of affairs is disclosed when pity for the spinster, deprived o~ t~e luxury of a
.tars of church and king, and found a government the railroads and telegraphs and related industries husband; but I think the most pity IS due to those
dedicated to justice and humanity.
are studied. These diAclose the bR.hits of the people, unequally yoked. Perhaps it is vain to expect men
We find here Brother Denton's picture on many and the change is striking. In 1847 there was not to sympathize with women. They never know what
walls, and his name is spoken with love and sorrow on~ passenger on a Sunday train out of Boston, it is to grow old without having tasted the joys of
whiCh had been run for several years, and which youth; what it is never to hav one day of freedom
for his loss.
We hav found a pleasant home in Sydney in the thereafter was soon discontinued. If the community such as men enjoy while they are still childrenfamily of the widow of John Tyerman, a, or rather the were now like-minded, can there be a doubt that never even for one short year to see the glories lind
pioneer in Freethought and Spiritualism-leaving every Sunday train would stop with the profits of the wonders of this world. This is to die before we hav
the church and a sure living for what to him was a service? But what are the facts? In 1860 the Sun- begun to li~-forever to suckle fools and chronicle
great truth, to pave the way for others to follow. day trains began again, this time on the Boston and small beer l It is evident enough that thousands of
Many of your readers will remember him as he vis-. Albany. There were only three of them then; now husbands take no pains to make themselvs lovable,
ited America and England seven or eight years ago, there are twenty, although in the first ten years the or hav none of the qualities likely to inspire love.
dying soon after his return, leaving his family to initial three scarcely doubled. Thill set a fashion Try as you will, life with them must be one of long
struggl~ for bread. But his name will grow brighter which has grown surprisingly. In 1870 the Boston endurance. Strange that one hears so much talk
here as the years go on, for the world says he was an and Lowell put on a single Sunday train; now it about the education of women to be good wives and
honest man.
runs twenty-eight. Nine steam railways now run mothers and never a word of the training of men to
l\lr. York's present engal!'ement here lasts until the Sunday trains, which hav grown, and mostly within be toler~ble husbands and fathers. Everything in a
middle of October, when we expect to pitch our tent fifteen years, from twenty-five to one hundred and boy's education tends"the other way. From the time
in the great city of Melbourne.
ninety-three. Of course, the increase in trains is not he leaves his mother's apron-strings other men teach
Oar TRUTH SEEKER ANNUALs are all gone, and if we mainly remarkable. The fact to be noted is the pop- him to despise and ridicule women, to _tram~le on
had had a thousand copies we could hav disposed of ular patronage which the train service implies. In their liberties to indulge in habits whiCh disgust
them all.
Mns. J. L. YoRK.
some cases the excuse for starting the train was the them, to degr~de that manhood which women would
Sydney, N. S. W., Aug. 1, 1885.
:p.ecessity of delivering fresh milk; now the "milk fain love and reverence."
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A Genuin CIITistian A Cowardly Cur.
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A correspgndent of the 8 un as s that paper lS
question:
"Did the apostles ever return evil for evil; an!:'~- if not,
should we do so?"

Upon this the Sun confesses it can throw no light.
The gospels only record that .Saint Peter cut off the
ear of the servant of the high priest, but as to the
previous and after life of the apostles there is no authentic history.
But no Christian, says the Sun, has any occasion

..

bany, scoffing at Christianity and orthodoxy, with their usu~
purposeless iconoclasm. President T. B. Wakeman closes his
address with an appeal to the members to organize for the relief of every-day drudgery, anticipating. heaven by realizing
it here on earth-and in the same breath requests the vice·
presidents to circulate throughout the state petitions asking
the coming legislature to entirely separate church and state,
to cease exempting church property from taxation, (l.nd to do
away with the observance of Sunday. Mr. Wakeman was
bravely supported by J. J. McCabe, ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds,
Elizur Wright, and others. Mr. McCabe facetiously remarked
that anyone who said that he knew there was a God had a very
weak conscience and the cheek of a rhinoceros, adding that the
churches did their best to oppose all progress. Mr. Reynolds
compared Secularism with Christianity, much to the disadvantage of the latter. Joseph McDonough said that Christianityhad to be altered in proportion with the advance in the
improvement of scientific and moral conditions. Elizur Wright
declared that the work of revising the Bible was energy wasted,
and, supposing a supreme personal intelligence that reveal~d
the book's contents, blasphemous. The most characteristic
incident of the Convention lay, perhaps, in Reynolds's ridicule
of Christ and his sayings. 'Blessed are the poor,' quoted the
speaker. Then, drawing a thrilling picture of poverty and distress, the man queried in all soberness if the garbled beatitude
would giv any comfort to the miserable ones, even if Jesus had
uttered it. The 'Liberalist,' as he likes to call himself, makes
too free with the bulwarks of civilization to command the re·
spect and attention of those to whom he does not offer any
substitutes for the great things he would do away with so incontinently."

such a demonstration. The course of skepticism proceeds fast
enough without the organization of Infidels, and the seeds of_
doubt sown are springing up too rapidly throughout the world
for any forcing process to be requisit. 'Besides, the serious
and best-informed doubters hav no desire to utterly tear down
faith, to replace which they hav nothing to offer. They do
not want to rudely take away from the run of men a,nd women
the belief which givs them consolation, and fills their lives
with poetic fragrance. Our modern skeptic'!, are not working
as enemies of religion, but as investigators of the truth as science can discover it.
"The Freethinkers' Convention at Albany is, therefore, made
up of a lot of men and women who hav a smattering of know].
edge as to the,literature of modern science, and who are pushing its conclusions to an extreme to which wiser philosophers
do not venture to go. A little lear~ing has driven the Albany
spouters mad."

Many of the Sun's assertions we admit with a glow
of great satisfaction. We admit that in certain
circles in certain cities disbelief is fashionable, and
in these circles we admit men can theorize without
personal discomfort. We admit also that he who before men of profound ·philosophical thought should
stand up f9r faith as taught by the _Christian church
must needs be densely ignorant or be possessed of
enormous cheek. We admit, too 1 that an unquestioning believer in the old theology is a victim of superstition. Further, we will go with the Sun in its
affirmation that the current literary drift is unq uestionably toward Infidelity. It would not surprise
us in the least to learn that the writer of the Sun's
editorial is himself an Atheist. It is possible he may
hav been educated in some one of the great universities of Europe or America which, he asserts, and we
admit, are tending more and more toward Infidelity.
We also admit that once it required greater personal
courage to be a Freethinker than it does to-day in
some portions of th·e civilized world. Stakes, and
racks, and dungeons are no longer indulged •n by
the wholesale, but if the Sun thinks that heretics are
not now imprisoned, it must hav limited information,
or a poor memory, or be dishonest. The mold of a~
English dungeon is still on the_ clothes of G. W.
Foote, and only a few years ago D. M. Bennett was
imprisonel,l for a crime he had not committed, simply
that his heretical paper might be suppressed. The
prosecution of Bradlaugh and Besant was a persecution undertaken against them because they are Freethinkers.. There is plenty of work for Freethinkers
and Freethought conventions to do to-day, and will
be so long as one of our Demands remains unconceded.
·
Besides, it is these very conventions and personal
work by Infidels that hav accomplished for freedom
all that the Sun recounts. England bas been Liberalized }ly her Secularists; France by her thousands
of Atheistic societies; Germany by her Haeckels and
Buchners; Italy by the influence of the Freethinkers;
America by Ingersoll, and other workers, several of
whom addressed the recent Convention. Without
them superstition would_ be as rampant to-day as
fifty years ago, whenAbner Kneeland was imprisoned
in a Boston jail for disbelieving in the God of the
Universalists. Our luminous contemporary has made
some very wild remarks.
The Times of this city pursues a different line of
criticism. It sees in the proposed incorporation of
the Association an attempt to compel others to think
as we do. The day after -the Convention it obser\'ed:

to inquire how the apostles acted. The law was laid
down by Christ himself that Christians should not
only be non-resistant but should, when assaulted, invite further injury to themselvs. "Whosoever shall
smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other
It will be noticed that the above contains both of
also." "If any man will sue thee at the law, and the stock religious" objections" to Infidelity, and in
take away thy coat, .let him hav thy cloak also.;' addition ridicules what it makes no attempt to an" Bless them that curse you, do good to them that ·swer. "The Liberalist makes too free with the bulhate you, and pray for them which despitefully use warks [poor bulwarks!] of civilization," and "does
you and persecute you." When St. Peter asked not offer any substitute for the great things he would
Jesus, "How oft shall my brother sin against me and do away with so incontinently." It is nothing to the
I forgiv him? till seven ·times?" Jesus replied, "1 writer of the above that Christianity is nQt a "bulsay not unto thee, until seven times, but until seventy wark " of civilization, -and that it has ,always opposed
times seven."
the agencies through which civilization has attained
This is the law given by the so-called founder of its present completeness.· He was taught in his youth
the Christian church and is a prime essential of real that Christianity wa"s an enormous bulwark, and he
Christianity. At the pres_ent date, however, the Sun proposes to keep on saying so. Just as little does he
is obliged to acknowledge that there are few Chris- know that Infidelity tears down nothing that is good
tians in existence. "It is a hard law for human nat- or true, but only that which is evil and false; that
ure to obey, and, as a matter of fact, it is not now while it would destroy superstition, it would aid
obeyed, and has never been obeyed by Christendom. science; that the removal of the churches would be
A man who bears a blow and submits to an insult followed by the building of school-houses and social
without resentment is Iboked upon to-day as the homes, and that the energy now spent in worshiping
coward he was held to be before the sublime doc- an unknown and unknowable myth would by the Intrins of Christ were given to the world. If he turned fideis be turned to ameliorating the sufferings of
his cheek to take another slap, he would be jeered at humanity. The writer on the Republican is very illas a worthless cur or a religious- crank. People informed, and he wrote from the bottom depths of
would be ashamed to be seen in his company, and his ignorance.
he would be kicked and cuffed about as a despicable
The writer on the Sun is considerably less incombeing."
patent to deal with the subject. He-has, it is evident,
In its zeal to defend the " sublime doctrins of some knowledge of the general spread ef Infidelity,
Christ," the Sun puts itself inte an awkward position. but with a caution born of a long subscription list
Either Christ's teachings were such as to make m~n and a desire to keep it distended, he feels it necesworthless curs if they followed them, or he taught sary to throw to the whale the inevitable tub of one
what he did not expect men to believe and practice. stave-destruction without replacement. The Sun
In the one case he was a worthless teacher, and men says:
·
"The Freethinkers hav resolved to invest with the solemwere fbols to listen to him; in the other, a hypocrit, "There hav been times when it required great courage to nity of legal sanction the privilege they now so courageously
who should hav no followers.
be what is called a Freethinker, but nowadays, outside of Rus· exercise at 'their own great personal risk. Accordingly their
We hope Mr. Dana will rescue his idol from this sia, people can think as they please about society, government, Convention, now in session at Albany, has authorized its offiunpleasant predicament.

Press Views of the Convention.
The comments of the so-called secular journals
upon the donvention of the New York State Freethinkers' Association, which ended last week, are very
amusing and a trifle irritating. The oracular and
encyclopedic manner in which they enlighten their
readers as to who the Freethinkers are, what we desire, and what we intend to do, is very funny. The
supercilious sneer at the "spouters," and the jaunty
way in which a body of men more than eq.ual in intellect to any editorial convention ever convened are
disposed of, is calculated to stir just a little the " old
Adam" which is in every human. being. One thing,
howev4:lr, we may set down to the credit of the secular press. As a rule there is an absence of slander
and personal detraction which it will be vain to expect in the comments and editorials of the religious
press. But the religi9us cries that we are "breaking
the bulwarks of civilization," and "tearing down a
faith to replace which we hav nothing to offer," are

and religion without encountering either political or social persecution. Religious disbelief has even become fashionable,
and men can amuse themselvs with Communistic theorizing
without personal discomfort, and with the gain of a notoriety
sometimes positivly flattering to their vanity.
"Yet a company of people who call themselvs Freethinkers
hav assembled in convention at Albany as if the battle for
Freethought had yet to be waged, and there was something
peculiarly brave in being engaged in it. It seems to us very
like holding an Abolitionist convention a quarter of a century
after the overthrow of slavery.
"Indeed, in these clays it often takes more courage to stand
up for faith than to avow Infidelity, especially in the circles
which lay particular claim to profound philosophical thought.
An unquestioning believer in the old theology is there looked
upon as a pitiable victim of superstition, as a miserable relic
of the Dark Ages, who has not yet learned even ·the very language of the modern illumination of light and freedom.
"The current literary drift is unquestionably toward Infidelity, and the teaching in the great universities of both Europe
and America is more and more in that direction, until it has
come to pass that doubt and denial are almost tests of contemporary scholarship. That is, a man educated after the modern
school of science is assumed to be an Infidel.
"What, then, is the use of holding an ostentations Freethinking Convention at such a time? Nor do we find any of the
leaders of modern thought who think it worth while to join in

cers to take steps for legal incorporation. This will enable
the Freethinkers to Freethink securely in the shelter of the entire civil and military power of the state, and we may expect
from them still broader views and greater boldness in their
enunciation. But these singular people hav already reached
the point where, like the Puritans, they wish to compel everybody to think as they do."

It is wonderful what visions a little bit of paper
enables some folks to see. The churches are all incorporated, but the Times can discern in that no
danger to the community. But let the Freethinkers
get incorporated and to the Times appears a vision of
naked women whipped bleeding through the streets
of SaleJll, and witches hanging on Boston Common.
The mistake of the Ti.mes, however, is probab)y made
because its writers never read history. It was Christians who compelled other people to think as they
do not Freethinkers. The Puritans were followers.
of' Christ. We vouchsafe this piece of information
gratis to the empty-headed individual who penned
the paragraph quoted.
·
There is a spirit of toleration in the following froJI1
the Albany Times which we witlh simply to .rut o:u
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other sects of Christians. Ingersoll is not a greater enemy of
the clergy than·is the whole sect of Christians known as Friends,
or Quakers, who dispeRse with preachers entirely. Would
Mr. Demand, therefore, stop his paper if we were to mention
tB.em? We hope that on due deliberation the Rev. Demand
will abandon the old European methods of suppressing free
thought and free speech, and adopt the enlightened American
plan, which is based on the idea of Jefferson that if we giv
truth and error a fair field, and no favor, truth will ultimately
triumph. America is the land of toleration, anq wEi hope Concordia will never differ from the rest of this land of .liberty."
Probably Mr. Demand feels better now.

WBmNG of the New York state Convention and the coming
Congress of the _League, Tucker's Liberty says: "Those who
realize the graver issues now pressing upon the world's attention cannot throw themselvs into a movement devoted exclusivly to religious Liberalism, but they are none the less glad
to see it go on and grateful for its undoubted broadening effect
on the minds of the people." We beg permission to once more
remind Mr. Tucker that until the people's minds are broadened
by religious Liberallsm, the working out of the "graver issues "
he speaks of will be but a dream in the minds of a few hu"For the first time in many years, at least, a Freethinkers' manitarians. Wheat sown on sunbaked soil will never proConvention is in session in Albany. Our city has never been duce a harvest.
regarded as promising a very favorable environment for meetIN a Christian journal H. K. Carroll, LL.D., discusses Matings Of this kind. Whataver may be believed or disbelieved
in private, outspoken Infidelity has never been prevalent or thew Arnold's idea of immortality, which is "to liv in the
popular here. Even what is known as Liberal Christianity eternal order which never dies.~' This Mr. Carroll finds to be
has found here a barren aDd unfruitful field. With a popu- nothing more than the idea held by the Atheistic and Agnoslation of one hundred thousand there are not enough Unita- tic schools-of thought, and since Mr. Arnold rejects all that
rians of all grades to sustain ev:en the semblance ·of a church is essential of Christianity, he sees no reason to class Mr. Arorganization. We are rooted and grounded in the faith. nold with others than the Materialists. In Mr. Arnold's reThose of us who are descended from the first settlers inherit cent article on immortality Mr. Carroll finds "ail the charm
from our Dutch ancestors an orthodoxy as rigidly unbending which makes that master of style so irresistible, and all the
as that of the Pilgrim Fathers, far more eo than that of many vagueness of definition which marks his school and puzzles
of their degenerate children. The Catholic church, whose and provokes his critics. He leads his readers through a
authority and influence are of great weight hereabouts, is of beautiful maze whither no logic can follow; and perhaps he
course sternly opposed to such methods of thought and argu- ought to be studied as he studies Isaiah of Jerusalem-not as
ment as find voice in such a Convention. It is fair to sup- a prophet, but for his poetical beauty and soft, sweet spirit."
pose, therefore, that to most of our readers the sentiments of But Mr. Carroll also finds "a trace of the saine charm in the
Messrs. Wright, Reynolds, and others whose speeches are re- 'Agnostic poems' of Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, who has a poet's
ported to-day, will appear false, unwise, and un.called for, if _imagination and a poet's soul for the music of words. He, too,
not repellant and even blasphemous. Nevertheless, so long glorifies the ghost of hope, and strives to kindle, by hiJl rapt
as they do not overstep the bounds of rational discussion they and moving measures, in the individual a lofty aspiration to
hav a. right to be heard; they are men and women of mote be lost in the great and glorious •All-life.' The golden age,
than ordinary intelligence; some of them, Mr. Wright of he says, is coming. Sorrow and pain, war and strife, disease
Boston, for· instance, hav done noble work for enslaved 'hu- a~d discord, aching hearts and darkened minds, still linger;
manity in times gone by; and they are all, no doubt, sincere but
· . • " ' Hope, exultant, breaks the iron bar,
in their unbelief."
, And the sweet morrow bursts to bloom.' . .
and
The next, and last that we hav roomjto present at
" ' The boundless future breathes its ample dower
this time, is from the Albany Press and Knickerbocker
Upon the toil and struggle of to·d!J.y.'"
of Monday the 14th:
We hav a good deal of sympathy with this Christian critic of
"The Freethinkers closed their Convention yesterday with Mr. Arnold. This latter gentleman is forever using Christian
a number of thoughtful addresses by earnest men and women. phraseology to set forth Atheistic thought. Personal immorThe prfitcipal ones were by James Parton and Robert Inger- tality is either true or it is not. Mr. Arnold certainly has his
soll. Mr. Parton's lecture on Victor Hugo was a .masterly own opinion upon the subject. And we think the English
effort, and every body knows how eloquent Ingersoll is. The language is copious enough to tell what he thinks without
borrowing from the church.
Convention is considered a great success."

record. With but a sentence or two can fault be
found. We cannot recognize the right of anyone to
say, "You may talk, if you do not overstep the
bounds of rational discussion." Every man and 'woman in the Convention had a natural and inalienable
right to make a fool of himself or herself, if he or she
chose, by the most irrational discussion. The people
of Albany are not popes:

And yet these were the men the Sun calls spouters!

Editorial Notes.
THE people of Concordia, Kan., are having a lively time over
the Bible-in-the-schools question. So far tke Freethinkers are
ahead, and the Bible is out of the schools. .
A Goon local paper for the people living about Fall River,
Kan., is the Times of that place. It is thoroughly independent and progressiv in politics, and Liberals can greet the
editor as one of us.
IT is said that nine-tenths of the lawyers of Philadelphia
are church-members. . If so, this is probably because the
church-members furnish them their practice, and they want
to be on the ground.
THE attention of our readers is called to the advertisment of
the new book, "Rational Communism." Those interested in
sociological and economic subjects will find some new ideas
vigorously presented in nhis work.
THE Indff[Jertdent announces with all the emphasis of italics
that there will be no churches at the judgment seat of Christ.
In the opinion of a great many good mi!b, it would be better
for the world if the abolition of churches should be begun
right here and now.
FoB the especial benefit of Dr. Buckley of the Advocate, we
chronicle the fact that at Cherokee, Kan., Sept. 6th, the Rev.
• Charles W. Price, Presbyterian clergyman of that place, hanged
himself. This is an indication, probably, that only Freethinkers commit suicide.
THE report of the Altoona, Pa., Young Men's Christian AssOciation for the past year is not a remarkably hopeful document.
Only thirty members of both kinds hav been added, the boys'
department has had to be discontinued, and "financially the
Association has not so flattering a record as in the previous
year."
A FBIEND writes to say that our ascription to A. -B. Bradford
of the first suggestion to change the name of the National Liberal League to American Secular Union is wrong. The Hon.
S. R. Shepherd, ex-secretary of the state of Kansas, he says
first suggested the change in these columns some time during
the year 1883. A hasty glance at the file has not revealed Mr.
Shepherd's name under the suggestion, but perhaps we overlooked it.
A WrnNIPEG special to the Minneapolis News has the following account of the piety of the family of the rebel Riel:
"Riel's wife, upon hearing of her husband's sentence,
swooned, and has been prostrated since. It was feared she
would die, but latterly she has recovered slightly. Riel's
mother and family, being visited, were found grief-stricken.
The poor old mother of seventy has refused almost all food
since the receipt of the news. They all expect he will be
hanged, and offer prayers daily for his safe transition to heaven.
Archbishop Tache, and other influential Frenchmen, are said
to be exerting influence to save Riel from the gallows. This
influence is said to be exerted in consequence of Riel's renunciation of apostasy to Protestantism. White Cap, the famous
Sioux Indian chief, who joined Riel at Batoche, has been arrested and taken to Regina. He is implicated in a murder,
and will be an important witness in some cases pending in
court at Regina."
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THE New York Herald printed this last Thursday:
. "One of the imJ?ortant points made by Mr. Chamberlain in
h1s recent speeo~ }n Glasgo'~ was the necessity of divorcing
the state and religiOn. In th1s matter all Americans and Irish·
men are with him. Whatever may hav been the reasons why
the church should preside over the state, or why the state
should preside over the church, in times past, those reasons
hav in this age become null and void. Real freedom of
thought is inevitably crushed when the governme.nt says to
the people: 'This is my kind of religion, and it shall always
hav the first chance. - All otMr kinds must be contented with
the second chance.' There is something ridiculous to an
American mind in an attempt by a government to control or
even bias, the religious convictions of the people. If 'the
president, bes~de_s the immense patronage he alread~ possesses,
had the appomtmg power over all the larger religious societies in the United States, and could affect religious public
opiniort as he can affect political public opinion, we should
all feel that we were under an intolerable thraldom. Disestablishment.would become an issue at the polls, and the people would very quickly dispose of any interference with their
freedom of thought. In England the crown is declared by
Parliament to be the supreme head of the realm in matters
spiritual as well as temporal. The sovereign has the right to
nominate to all vacant archbishoprics and bishoprics. Ecclesiastical councils are summoned in the quean's name. The
man who aspires to place or social standing is influenced by
the fact that the distinctivly English church is a safe starting
point. The agitation in favor of disestablishment has been
going on for many years. Mr. Chamberlain represents a very
large and a constantly increasing constituency, and by nnd by
they will win a great victory. State interference in matters of
religion is an anomaly which cannot be too soon abolished.
It is an insult to every thinking man and a brake on the wheels
when we are traveling along the hard up-grade of true progress."
The Herald talks very sensibly upon the relations of the
church and state in England, but why is not its influence used
aglrinst the practical union of church and state which exists
in this country ?

UPON the death of the Hebrew philanthropist, Moses Monteflora, the Christian Registe1' cast these reflections upon orthoA SAN FBANcrsco paper says that not long ago a lady of San
dox Christianity:
Francisco was suddenly overwhelmed by a grent, crushing
"During the last two hours of his life Sir Moses Montefiore affliction, that, coming like a thunderbolt upon her, for a time
was frequent in prayer; and frequently, among his latest, threatened her life. Her son, and only child, had gone on a
breathings, were heard the ejaculations of a soul at peace: 1 short business journey, expecting soon to return. Sudden
'Thank God! Thank ~e~veri !' . Judging the tree by its f_rui~s, J and fatal illness overtook him, and a brief telegram announced
hc;>w fe:w professed Chr}st1ans might d~re to _comp!lre their life the dreadful tidings to his heart-broken mother. The terrors
w1th h1s! Yet, according to the doctrm wh1ch still holds the
mind of Christendom in bondage and darkness, this great, of the Calv~mst1c cr~ed, m wh1ch she had been brought up,
pure, faithful soul was fatally self-deceived, and has passed and accordmg to wh1ch, as she well knew, there was no hope
to endless sorrow."
.
of future happiness for the unconverted young man, added
This set rather hard upon orthodox stomachs, and the Inde- greatly ·to her agonizing grief over his death, until her_ friends
pendent cast about for some one to get the churches out of the· feared that her reason, if not her life, would be destroyed. A
dilemma. The man was found in the professor of didactic lady friend, who had sympathi:!!ed deeply with and vainly
and ~olemic theology in Princeton Theological Seminary, Mr.~s~ug~t to co~sole her, _informed ?olone~ Inge~soll, and begged
Arch1bald ~lexander Hodge, D. D., LL.D. This gentleman him, 1f possible, to wnte somethmg wh1ch m1ght at least recoolly says:
·
lieve in a measure the terrible apprehension as to the fate of
"Cordi~lly accepting as true all that the Ohris!ian Register/ her son under which she was suffering. The following is his
would cla1m as to the moral and spiritual elevation of his letter:
[M9ntefiore'~] life,_ w:e triumphantly claim it all~ as we do
"MY DEA.B MA.DAJ\r: Mrs. C. has told me the sad story of
every bloommg oas1s m th~ w?Idern~ss of human life,_ as a re-i your almost infinit sorrow. .I am not foolish enough to sup~ult an:d trophy of ~mr saviOrs graciOus power.
It IS to us · pose that I can say or do anything to lessen your great grief,
m~red1ble ~hat he, 1f he was _the man represented, !lv!lr c~m-1 your anguish for his loss; but maybe I can say something to
sc10usly reJected the true Ch~1st, appre~ended. as he ISm h1m- drive from your poor heart the fiend of fear-fear for him. If
se~f. What he, ~hrough nat1onal Jew1sh p;eJudice, ~ay hav ·there is a God, let us believe that be is good, and if he is good,
failed _to apprecmte, was not the re.al_Chnst, but a distorted the good hav nothing to fear. I hav been told that your son
reflectiOn cast by the. so-called Chri~tmn world of the da;r. was kind and generous; that he was filled with charity and
Or, verY: p~obably, lovm~ and embra:cmg the real ~esus il_l p1s: sympathy. Now, we know that in this world like begets like,
heart, h1s mtelle_ctual ~nas and ~ahonal an_d _soCial. pos1t10n '!kindness produces kindness, and all good bears the fruit of
may hay so mod1fi~d h1s expr~~s10n of Chnst1an fa1th as to joy; belief is nothing-deeds arE~ everything; and if your son
render 1t unrecogmzable by us.
was kind he will naturally find kindness wherever he may be.
Of all the brazen impudence that has found its way into You would not inflict endless pain upon your worst enemy.
print in recent days this claim of Dr. Hodge's approaches the I Is God worse than you? You could not bear to see a viper
nearest to the sublhne. Dr. Hodge is the right man in the I suffer forever. Is it po?sible _that God ~ill doom a kind und
· ht 1
A
f
f d'd ·
. , generous boy to everlastmg pam? Nothmg can be more monng p ace.
p:o essor o 1 act1c theol~gy should be m-. strously absurd and cruel. The truth is that no human being
capable of reasonmg. 'rhe trustees of Prmceton ought to knows anything of what is beyonu the grave. If nothing is
raise their professor's salary.
I known, then it is not honest for anyone to pretend that hedoes know. If nothing is known, then. we can h~pe _only for
THE Rev. John Demand ordered the business manager of · the good. If there b_e a Gc;>d your boy IS no more m h1s power
the Lexington Register to discontinue send'
h'
th
n~w than he was before h1s death--no more thnn you are at
.
.
mg lm
e paper, this moment. Why should we fear God more after death than
becaus~ ~he ed1tor prmted Colonel Ingersoll's comments upon before? Does the feeling of God toward his children change
the reviSIOn of the Old Testament. After Mr. Demand's name the moment they die? While we are alive they say God loves
had been erased from the list, the editor ·found time to say: us; when will he cease to love' us? True love never changes.
"We suggest to the Rev. Demand that he hav the Nm·lh Amer- I beg of you to throw away all fear.. Take counsel of_ your
ican Rev'ew
suppressed-that 0
t f Am ·
l't t
own heart. If God exists your heart lB the be"t revelatiOn of
•1
•
rna~en
encan 1 ~ra ure him, and your heart could never sencl your boy to endless
and pnde of Amencan scholarship and statesmanship, the pain. After all, no one knows. The ministers know nothing.
equal of the No1·th British Review in Britain, and of the Revue All the churches in the world know no more on this subject
Des Deux Mondes in Frunce. For it published the controversy than the ants on the anthills. Cre.eds are good for nothing
between Colonel Ingersoll and Judge Black and nine tenths 'xcept to break the hearts of the lovmg. I,et us hav courage.
of all the ministers in the u 't d St t b 'ht 1't nd - d 1't Under the seven-hued arch of hope let the dead sleep. I do
m e
a es oug
a
rea
· not pretend to know, but I do know that others do not know.
~e suggest, further, that the Rev. John Demand, of Concor- Listen to your heart, believe what it says, and wait with p!Ld!a, go for the scalp of' the Rev. Heber Newton, of New York, tience and without fear for what the future has for all. If we
who lately preached on 'The Good and the Bad in Ingersoll.' ca!l get no com~ort from what people know, let ns a_void being
We suggest, further, that Mr. Demand himself demolish In- dnven to d!lspmr by what they do n?t know .. I w1sh I .could
.
say somethmg that would put a star m your mght of grief-a
d ·
gersoll an . h1? arguments, and we he:eby tender h1m the ll;se little flower in your lonely path-and if an unbeliever has
of the Reg1ster s columns, and assure h1m our war~est plaud1ts such a wish, surely an infinitly good being never made a soul
if he will knock the great modern pagan into smithereens. I to be the food of pain through countless years.
But we hav not yet reached the parties who deserve Mr. De"Sincerely yours,
11.. G. lNGEl\sOLL."
mand's greatest displeasure. They are the bishops and other
This letter, says the San Francisco paper, was in a good
clergy, doubtless not less learn1ld, pious-, and honest than Mr. measure effectiv. "On reading it," the lady wrote, "the first
Demand, who made the revision. Had they not piped, Inger- peace I had known--real peace-since the terrible blow camo
soli could. not hav danced. Hell was understood to be one! to me." What a commentary on Calvinism! Crazed by the
kind of ll place, described in certain catechisms and church thoughts inspired by Christian teachings, the stricken mother
books; sheol is quite another, as forty centuries of use among, finds consolation in the words of one who diHl.Jelieves in the
oriental scholars, priests, and prophets indicate. It was not God she has all her life feared. Surely it is humanity triurnpb1
Infidels who hav given the idea such a heavy blow-it was ing over religion.
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OvERTON, GA., August 30, 1885.
:M:R. EDITOR: :M:y father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I
find great pleasure in reading it. My religion an.d opinion on
most subjects being different from that of any of ri:J.y acquaintances, this places me where
" There's not a kind, congenial heart
Where I can claim the meanest part."
But even in this dark hour THE TRUTH SEEKER has articles
in it whi.ch shed radiance to my mind, and are perfectly congenial. The author of some of these articles is Charles C.
Johnson. I cannot think of any way of expressing my admiration and thanks to him unless you will allow me to do so
through the columns of THE TRUTH till:li:XER. Each week
when the mail comes this valuable paper is the first that my
hands grasp. I turn over the leaves, glancing at the names
of the writers, and if I see the name of Charles C. Johnson
you may be assured I stop here and read his piece before going farther. I read his piece fir~t_:_invariably first .. And why?
Be.,ause he is in favor of woman's rights. It always fills me
with joy to see that a man is in favor of woman s rights. I often
see articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER on this subject, but the
authors of them are generally women, and all the women
could not do much good if the men were still against it, the
reins of the government being in the hands of the men. Seldom do you see a man in favor of woman's rights; they themselva hav all the rights desired, and do not wish for their
motll<·rs, sisters, wives, and daughters to share them. Man
goes about enjoying himself, making speeches, voting, accumulatiug knowledge and popularity; woman stays at home,
cooks, sews, scours, and irons; thus what few :flawers are in
her cl warfed mind are trampled on and wither. If a woman
has a stronger mind tlian is usual among her sex, and a will of
equal otrength, she is called a virago. When she wishes to
break the fetters that bind her to the earth, she is called a
lunatic! A man can express his opinion and it be all right,
but a woman that expresses hers is accused of being very anxious to get noticed. If a woman rules her husband he is henpecked, and the laughing-stock of the neighborhood. I can
not l•Osdibly see why it is worse for a man to be ruled than for
a woman. Oh! would that there were more strong-willed
women!
I go to church occasionally, but do not get converted;~d
don't think I will till the ·church turns in favor of woman's
rightr, and ceases to worship John Wesley and St. Paul.
Please let us hear oftener from Mr. Johnson. Many thanks
to~ him for the article entitled, "Equal Rights for Woman and
Man."
DARLINA BELL.

One suggests that we bombard their works with natural
philosophy, until so full that theology will hav no room to manipulate its machinery. Another recommends that the l.egal
cannon of the Constitution be aimed at them until they acknowledge and surrender to us our lawful rights. A third
holds theology to be a cross between facts and philosophy, the
superior of either as a feeder and kicker, but now susceptible
of·improyement in its own line, and proposes to remedy the
difficulty by getting more facts and a better philosophy than
from these, propagate a new and revised theology, the advocates of which could be sent as detectivs into the old theological
camp-having the regulation affix and prefix of doctor, reverend, etc., they would be able to deceive the very elect.
For my part, I think we should show a bold front,. and if
walled sacredness stands in the way of human equality and
justice, assail its ramparts from foundation to turret; neither
recognize nor use any superfluity before or after a man's name
which would indicate to our children that such person is enti.
tled to their respect, mixed with fear and affection. "Reverend,"
when translated, means the right to awe a person into submis·
sion. That a claim to knowledge, belief, or theory in regard
to life hereafter should hav imbued men with the idea that
such claim licensed or in any way gave them authority to impose burdens upon the balance of humanity, ought to convince
every thinking mind that either depravity or inexcusable ignorance pervades the whole theological camp.
Opinions and speculations about what life consists of at the
poles, upon the various planets, or in that realm where the
dead (to us) may exist, are wholly of a private character, atid
whether facts or fancies, should in no way be regulated or sup.
ported by legal enactments. Because a hundred or more Spiritualists of Kansas City hav stood up in court and testified that
they hav seen and talked with the so-called dead, that knowL
edge does not giv them permission to awe anyone into believ.
ing their statements, or authorize them, on the plea that the
spirits commanded them to do so, to start a soap factory, label
every box and bar sacred soap for sanctification unto salvation, get the government to authorize its sole '\lSe in Congress,
state legislatures, army, courts of justice, state prisons, and
Indian reservations, and hav the whole business exempted from
taxation, with certain days legally set apart for a general
washing up.
If knowledge in regard to a future life cannot be learned
without students being sunk in superstition, or becoming the
slaves of priestcraft-the greatest curse ever imposed upon
humanity-then I say it were better that the mantle of material conditions continues to envelop our minds until it drops
away by decay.
Yours, etc.,
W. W. JuDsON.

CARROLTON, ILL., Sept. 6, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which please send me
Gibbon's" History of Christianity," and use $3 for your noble
COLLEGEVILLE, Sept. 8, E.M. 285.
paper. I like the paper very well; every Freethinker in
Mn. EDITOR: It is with great regret that I announce the disAmerica ought to snbscribe for it. I think the editor could
solution of my daughter, Clarene Rhoades, by consumption, in
not be beat.
Yours respectfully,
JEFFERSON P. HILL.
her SbYenteenth year. Hhe was au Agnostic of the Thomas
Winter and Otto Wettstein proclivities, and had written some
SHERWOOD, TENN., Aug. 26, 1885.
able articles for the Phienixville Messenge1·, a Freethought
DEAR OLD TRUTH SEEKER: Please come to my heart once
paper tlt Phrenixville, and held in it a discussion with ·a minister as to "The Right to Use the Bible in, Public Schools" less again. Almost one whole year I hav been down here amid
than a year ago. · She was loved by orthodox as well as by Bibles, churches, and Sunday-schools. Even in the land where
-Liberals, because of her forgiving and persuasiv nature. She Sam Jones holds forth to waiting thousands, I hav been starvheld that philanthropy should be the aim of humanity; that ing, yea, dying, for thy cheering, sacred presence. I am longopinions were not crimes; that as factors in nature we return ing to hear from all the deaT old contributors of thy dear pages.
to nature and assume other identities; that circumstances in Feeding a Freethinker on Christianity is like feeding a horse
MRs. G. W. PARKS.
their various phases of cause and effect produce the conse· on oats. No relish for such diet.
quence of all phenomena, and that mind, as well as body, is
---~but tLe result of correlation and. co-ordination of matter by
CLEOPATRA, Mo., Sept. 7, 285.
force.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to giv a brief outline of my experiHLe was a student at Ursines college, and her preceptors ence for the last fifty years. In doing so I ask no especial
assure me they thought her precocious. She never personified favors, and fear no just criticism. All the readers of THE
an ideal except death. In her last suffering she asked me to TRUTH SEEKER may not hav been situated as I was forty and
go bring her death, but she never m6'Iltioned God, heaven, thirty years ago, when it was a crime to learn the little colhell, or any imaginary being or location. Her mother is or- ored children their letters or to rea~. We could play, sing,
thod(>X, and as Clarene was an activ member of the Young and romp, but we must not teach them in books.
People's Association, which is under the guidance of clergy,
About that time I knew men to buy women, beget children,
the minister called to see her frequently, but without any then sell women and children to the highest bidder. Such peochange of conviction. In my presence he told her she must ple were then ve1·y zealous Christians. Then New Year's D<ly
put her faith in him who comforteth. She made no reply to was the time to hire and sell negroes. I hav known them to go
an)· tiling sectarian, as she was too weak to argue, but when he from the auction-block after selling a part of their. family,
reti,·ed she said, "Papa, maybe its a she and not a he," and take their Bible and read, "Servants, be obedient to your massmiled. In the night, after a spell of exhaustion, she said, ters;" then kneel down and thank God they were not as the
regarding the change soon to come of future identity, "Will heathen. Twenty-seven years ago I was one of a large audi
I be a pauper or potato next?" and I assured her that affin- ence that heard Mr. Campbell say that the only proper rela
ities were in material, and fragrant :flowers were as fond of her tion that could exist be~ ween the white and-black race was that
as ~h<> of them-botany being her especial favorit. She suf- of master and servant. At that time I knew something more
fered, but I compared· her suffering to Hypatia, to Jesus, and than had been taught me. I began to think. Then I thought,
Hocrates, and she was relieved. It was her desire to hav Bible or no Bible, I would giv all I had to wipe.out and off the
Heleu Gardener, or one of the progressiv lady friends of the statute books clauses that would giv one individual the control
Lea<iue, deliver her funeral remarks, btlt she said, "Probably of another. In those days the slave that did not obey his masthe) would not come, I am so little, poor me!" We had set ter was beaten with many stripes. I hav participated in many
our ruinds to visit the Albany Convention, for there we hoped scenes where blood :flowed swiftly enough to make null and
to rueet those speakers and thinkers of whom she intended to void the precepts of that infallible book.
bee< me one. She charged me about a month before her deSome twelve years ago I got far enough along to revise that
mise to put her 'l'rmTH SEEKERs carefully away, and she had book so as to make it defend Universalism-put out the fires
me read them up to your last issue.
of an endless hell. I labored as best I could to get the atI mn at present holding an argument (only I do all the argu- tention of people who now liv not more than forty miles from
ing) in the Phoonixville Messenger with a minister on the sub- me-get them to lay aside that old gloomy, soul-blighting view
ject of, "Hereafter, is it a Myth?" There ought to be a League of an endless hell. Now, although many of them had large
there, as there are a number of Freethinkers.
experience, yet when I confronted them with the doctrin of
Yours very fraternally,
J. P. ltHOADES.
Universalism they egged me severely. So I hav found out
that you calnot compromise with Christianity. KANSAS CITY, Mo., Aug. 20, 1885.
But the world moves. On the 26th, 27th, and 28th of
1\In. EDITOR: The question with Freethinkers is: How shall August Mt·. Remsburg came here and gave us three lectures.
we best proceed against those who hold the fort of supersti- "False Claims of the Church," "Tl).e Sunday Question," ana
tion, whose magazines are crammed with ancient and time- the third day "Bible Morals." A very fair attendance each
hoiJored missils of war, such as authority, sacred scriptures, clay; good order, no eggs, and no heathenish threats. Chris
altars, creeds, forms, ceremonies, and prayers, to which might tianity got the severest shaking-up that ever came in this part
be added the superstitious fears of their rank and file, by and of their moral vineyard.
through which they enforce payment of drafts daily upon naTo think freely, and then defend and do what we think to
tion ..l, state, county, and city treasuries, for their support?
be right, is a privilege too !lacred to be rudely torn away from

any personal self-conscious being. The one true to seH can.
not get rid of this feeling. Disobedience to it for any cause
reduces the mind to shame and remorse.
Hoping that all who attend the National 'Congress may hav a
good time, I remain
Yours for truth,
J. W. DAY.
ST. JoHNs, !LL., Sept. 3, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just returned from Williamson county,
this state, where I got you one subscription. Several others
expressed a desire to take the paper.
I hav been in the habit for several years of sending your
papers, after reading them, to different parties in Kentucky,
Kansas, Missouri, and also different places in this state, hoping thereby to be instrumental in the dissemination of what I
conceive to be the truth. I fancy I hav done a little in th~t
line to assist you, and also. greatly benefited my fellow men
and women. I hav been reading the grand old TRUTR SEEXEB
for a little over eleven years, and hardly think I could enjoy
myself without it.
.
I wrote you a letter some two or three months ago, which
I am sorry you did not publish: It pertained in part to Mr.
C. F. Pidgeon, of Indianapolis, a so-called medium who, I
think, defrauded me out of two dollars. It was not the loss
of the money that most concerned me, but the principle in~
volved. I am a Materialist, but., on a limited scale, at times
endeavor to invostigate the Spiritual phenomena- and the
theory of a continued life. Among my warmest friends here
are many Spiritualists, who are as anxious apparently as myself that honest investigators should be warned against risking their mqney in the hands of dishonest parties.
.
Yours for truth and progress,
WM. A. THOMPSON.
SPRINGPORT, MrcH., Sept. 8, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: On Tuesday evening, Sept. 1, 1885, that little
giant John E. Remsburg treated the people of this town and
vicinity to that beautiful and truthful lecture, "Bible Morals."
And, notwithstanding the fact that there were three other
meetings in the little town on the same evening, a large· audience assembled in Oyer's Opera Hall, and listened with
marked attention to -the entire lecture. Not one person, I
believe, left the hall during its delivery. The minister of the
place, Elder Steffe, and Dr. E. :M:. Winslow, who crossed
swords with C. B. Reynolds, but were forced to- an unconditional surrender, on May 17th last at Clarence Centre, Mich.,
were in the audience and listened to the entire lecture, and,
judging from the fact that up to this date they hav not
attacked the very able and gentlemanly lecturer, as is their
usual custom, must hav been thoroughly convinced of its
truthfulness and moralizing influence on the min'd of all
present. Truth is mighty and must prevail, but the advocates
of the Bible religion hti'te it as their devil does holy water.
-There is no delusio_n in truth; therefore they dare not face it.
Let us hav more truth and more light, and the direful influence of church superstition will be ·superseded by the more
noble influence of such truths as science has demonstrated
J. A COURTRIGHT.
and progressiv minds accept:

...

WYMORE, NEB., Aug. I, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. 75, which you will please
apply as follows: $2.50 to THE TRUTH SEEKER; $1 for "History
of Council at Nice," by Dean Dudley; and 25 cents for the
TRUTH SEEKER ALMANAC.
On last Sunday evening the Liberals of this community had
the pleasure of listening to that silver-tongued young Ingersoll,
J. L. Andrews. Mr. Andrews is a speaker of no small caliber,
as he proved by the masterly manner in which he handled
his subject before the LiberalR of this and adjoining communities. ' The subject was " The Vindication of Modern Infidelity." He spoke for one hour and a half to a well-filled
house, who listened very attentivly. The religious mossbacks of the neighborhood trotted out one of their most
prominent. sky-pilots to defend their cause and pulverize Mr.
Andrews and his arguments. The s., p. marched in with
church military honors, staking himself ·down and stacking
his hams in close proximity to the speaker, but to the utter
dismay of himself and followers they soon found out their big
gun was of too small a caliber, and was too weak a machine to
land the smallest shot in the speaker's camp ; whilst the
chain-shot from the lips of the silver-tongued orator completely riddled their doctrinal fort. The props of their stronghold one by one gave way, and at last with a mighty crash the
already partially decayed structure fell. When the smoke
and dust had sufficiently cleared away, in the distance could
be seen the enemy retreating, dragging their big church gun
behind them, so completely spiked that I doubt if they can
find a theological drill of sufficiently strong texture to remove
the spike so that this big church gun can again be persuaded
to face the enemy of superstition and fraud. The speaker in
passing the beautiful field of thought and reason was very
careful not to leave the bars down, giving the mangy curs no
chance to get into the fold with their hideous doctrins. The
impression made by this lecture was good.
Application
having already been made to me for the loan of some Freethought works, I hav distributed a great many of my TRUTH
SEEKER tracts, etc., and quite a few who believed their happiness depended upon their belief in the Christian creed are
beginning to realize that the religion of humanity is far preferable to that of rotten theology.
I must now conclude,
wishing success to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that its banner of
light and truth may illuminate the whole civilized world.
Yours for Freethought and truth,
ALBERT HowELL.
EAu CLAIRE, Wrs., Sept. 8, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue two weeks ago E. A. Stevens inquires whether nearly all founders of republican institutions,
and fighters for enlarged political liberty, hav not been Freethinkers. Also, if this be so, how caiJ. politics and theology
be allies? Presuming he desires an answer, I reply to question number one, "Yes, verily." To question number two, I
answer, because more liberty means less politics. Absolute
liberty would be no politics or government at all. If repub-

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEP1.,EJ\1BER Q6,
lies had ever been founded on that, the question would be
pertinent, but such is not the case. To found a republic has
always meant to abolish monarchy or aristocracy. _A perusal
of the works of Herbert Spencer ought to convince Mr. Stevens
that government and theology are ,:,born in one womb," as
"X" said.
C. L. J.Al\IES.
LocusT BAYou, ARK., Sept. 5, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed stamps to pay for one
-copy of Brother Babcock's "Religion of Humanity Better
Than Eternal Punishment." I wish to say to you there IIIe
some o{my friends as anxious to get THE TRUTH SEEKER as
myself, but talk ·to them about 1:mbscribing and they are too
poor. I wish to return thanks to Brother Otto Wettstein for
his very (as I think) able communication, "Is Theology Progressiy ?" As I heard an old gentleman remark about a certain
sermon, "It was enough to· convert the world "-but I could
not see the point-and that article I think sufficient to settle
the God question. I think that article worth the price of the
paper.
JOHN H. HA.sLAM.
ODEssA., Mo., 'Sept. 9, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I hav for a long time been anxiously looking
for some of our leaders to come out with some rousing articles
on organization. What can we accomplish by warring against
the oh urch in our present weak, unorganized state? -The
ch uroh is a. powerful thing only because of its organization.
And of what, in all this organization, does its power chiefly
consist? Plainly its -fine church buildings, its seminaries, its
asylums. Take these away and it becomes a mere shadow,
but these are mighty fortifications which can only be successfully stormed from edifices dedicated to Freethought. The
· devotees of the church take shelter behind these fortifications.
And we can't stand out in the open air and bad weather andreach them by the most powerful shafts of reason that can
be forged. No, there they will sit securely, and complacently
hug their pet superstitions, bidding defiance to the-eloquence
of Inger~oll, to the logic of Watts, to the pen of Bennett, and
to all the rest of the noble sons of liberty and truth. Yes,
there they will sit, crying out to us, with a smile of contempt
upon their lips: "Don't you feel cold out there in the rain
and the wind and the snow? What hav you been doing all this
time? Where are your seminaries, your asylums? What are
you making all that fliss about? How many heathens hav
you civilized? Show us some of the wonderful works you hav
·done before you presume to show us our errors?" Yea, yea,
like the monomaniac who found a friend out on an errand of
humanity, overpowered him, cut his sinews so as to completely disable him, and then with satanic exultation stood
over him tantalizing him with, "Why don't you get up, you
dog, and be a brave man like me?" they hav disabled Freethought, smothered liberty by all manner of unfair means,
and now, as tire colonel says, they sit upon the dead limbs
of the tree of knowledge and hoot, ''If you know so much,
why havn't you done wonders like us?"
I can see plainly, my friends, that what we want worst of all
now are Freeth ought halls and Freethought schools. Let us hav
these first. We must hav them before we can expect much
success. It is claimed that this town has about three thousand
inhabitants. It has eight churches. There are some Liberals
here, but they think it best to keep very mum on the subjeCt
of religion. I hay not met a single man yet in this state who
takes a Liberal paper, though I know there are many such at
other places in the. state.
WM. L. WORLEY.
AURORA.,-!LL., Sept. 13, 188~.
Mn. EDITOR: Doubtless you will think strange of my writing
to you; but we hav been taking your paper for some time, and
I think it perfect in every sense. You express my opinion
every time, but I imagin you are not hitting the church hard
enough. I used to take THE TRUTH SEEKER when Mr. Bennett
was editor, and what a noble man he was, and how he battled
for the good cause! Would that we had a few more enlisted
on our roll ! My uncle, Dr. Revel, of Shawneetown, was one
of his disciples, and also a friend of R. G. Ingersoll's.
Well, this town is a great place for Christians. Some few
are not, but they don't hav courage enough to express their
opinions; but I never fail to speak whenever I hav the pleasure.
For some time the Adventists hav been holding camp-meeting~ here.
Elder Butler, of Michigan, preached yesterd11-y afternoon. Subject, "Prevailing Prayer." He claims that Elijah's prayer-had been answered, and he alsosaid that prayer
was the key that unlocks the door of God's heart, or fountain
of blessing. He claims that the prayer of Daniel brought the
angel Gabriel from the court of God. I think ij: he has ever
had one prayer answered he might say so, and not repeat
what had been done thousands of years ago without any living
witness. My opinion is there is no God unless he loves what
we love, and hates what we hate; for science is truth, and truth
is God; and outside of truth there is no God, except what the
peopl§ hav made. I could say more, but will not tire you.
Yours truly,
MRs. S. ALrcE HuLL.
LEMOORE, CAL., Sept. 1, 285.
MR. EDITOR: At the request of a number of friends, some of
whom are Spiritualists, I send for publication my experience
in mental, or so-called spiritual, phenomena, as brief as
possible.
At a very early age I was sent to the public school in Leice~
ter, Mass., remaining till I was ten years old. Among my
many playmates-was a little girl about my own age; At the_
age of twelve years I ran away from home and went to sea
(March 19, 1851). About May 8 or 9, 1855, I sailed from
New York in the brig Samuel and Edward (Captain Ramonds)
for South America, loaded with lumber. The weather was
stormy-Father Neptune was in a rage. On the lOth of June,
8 P.M., I went to the forecastle, below decks forward, through
a small hatchway, to lie down in my hammock. Scarcely a
moment elapsed before I was strangely conscious of something
in the hatchway attracting my attention, beyond my power of

control. I watched, and first appeared a faint glimmer of
bluish light, notwithstanding there was a slush lamp burning, affording sufficient light for all purposes. In this blue
light at the foot of the hatchway ladder appeared, faint at
first, but soon quite distinct, my little schoolmate, as of yore,
beckoning to me to get up and go on deck. To convince myself that I was not dreaming, I went on deck many times,
talked with the. man on the lookout, got thoroughly wet, and
went below again. The apparition was visible from my hammock, gesticulating as before, and remained till midnight, causing me much aanoyance. June 11th, from 12M. till4 AM., was
a repetition of the lOth; but on J nne the 12th, from 8 P.M. till
midnight, my strange visitor was more distinct, more earnest
in gesticulation. Her h11.ir; before tied up, was now down, being tossed-back with·the left hand, while calling me up with
the right. I watched, with strange feelings of awe, till I heard
the man at the helm commence to strike eight bells (twelve
o'clock, midnight), when my vision -yanished, with what seemed
to me almost a shriek. · At the first tap of the bell I sprang aft
to ;relieve the helm, reaching the quarterdeck not an instant
too soon to escape- the fate of my shipmates forward, by
the brig colliding with an English EaRt Indiaman homeward
bound, during the darkeRt night of my recollection.
And now the sequel. It wa!, I think, in the spring of 1858
tpat I visited my old home and scenes of early childhood.
Meeting my littleJ!choolmate, with her parents, at a social gathering, I was invited to spend a few days with them. At the
supper table, one evening, Mrs. --asked me if Mr. --had
told me her three dreams about me on the lOth, 11th, and 12th
of June, 1885 (being much talked of in the home circle, the
dates were preserved). In relating her dream, she described
the forecastle, the swinging bed (hammock), the ladder to go
up, the tin lamp, and the gloomy appearance of the place,- and
said she waked up the last night with a scream.
The above experience may be called Spiritual manifestation,
though. I believe it to hav material foundation. For, first, I
feel as though electricity was the life principle through all living- nature and space, and the brain an electric battery, acting independently of the individual's will, by the natural
forces controling it, receiving photographic impressions on its
tablets through the senses, and transmitting communications
through its own medium, electricity.
If this theory proves to be the fact, in the advance o'I know!edge and science to what extent may the brain powers be
found to reach? It is surely more reasonable than a separate,
ethereal identity, stretching the credulity to the very tear.
T. J. C. •
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I take ten newspapers, and when our papers happen to all
come at once (as they often do),): get THE TRUTH SEEKER and
perus~ its entire contents before looking at any other paper.
·
Fraternally yours,
C. A. WHITFORD.
VINELAND, Sept. 5, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: It is gratifying that J.P. Guild has spoken on
the use of terms misrepresenting radical ideas, and that T. B.
Wakeman does not disparage the criticism. Bruno's sentence,
in which the word "God" appears, plainly implies that it means
"highest power;" and to make it accord with his thought and
work required a scientific, not a mythic, term.
I think that circulating written histories. of brave and noble
workers for humanity is more consistent, culturing, and every
way beneficial than local monuments that comparativly £ew
behold; and I trust general knowledge will ere long so decide.
But while it is deemed well to erect effaceable marble and
metallic records, it is most desirable that they be expressed in
words clearly presenting the advancement of the soul commemorated. This is due to that soul and to earthly progress.
Let those who read inscriptions to Bruno's memory see th11t
in his age science· had taught that gods were myths, that their
defenders were murderous tyrants, and that duped lay worshipers were reason-stinted slaves.
We disbelieve in lords, kings, and monarchs. Doubtless,
majorities hav outgrown their service; the rest would be better
served without them. Sentiments attached to one, few, or
many gods hav ever been stultifying to the people. Religion
binds the mind to worship Gods, saviors, popes, and priests,
and is a debasement. ]l:thics means all the .good implied in
_the term, and is pure and understandable. Worship holds the
faculties in the childish state, and the word needs to be criticised, and will become obsolete with God, religion, and devil.
Let us agitate, fearless of the popular lash, and spurn the
last snare laid for us, called " unity of thought."
1\fA.llY E. TILLOTSON.

SoUTH BosQUE, McLENNAN Co., TEx., E.M. 285.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav been in the toils again. I was persuaded to put my demit (Masonic) in a new lodge near me,
and the following charges were immediately preferred, viz.:
First, that I did not believe the Holy Bible was the word of
God; second, that I did not believe in a personal God; third,
that I said the tragedy enacted in the third degree was a farce
and idolatrous; and fourth, I did not care for Masomy anyho\l Being guilty, I did not answer the charges nor put in a
plea of unconstitutionality. The Worshipful Moster is a
preacher; the senior warden, his brother; the junior warden,
PrPPIN LA.KE FARM, KENT, 0., Sept. 7, 188!1.
Sunday-school supE>rintendent; secretary, an amen Methodist.
• MR. EDITOR: Three years- ago only one copy of THE TRUTH There was no chance for au honest skeptic. Yonrs for the
SEEKER was taken in this town. Two years later we sent you spread of common honesty,
D. F. MAims.
a club of five, this year we hav increased said club to twenty.
two names, and another year we propose, with your aid, to
WEBER Crn, WAsH. TEn., Sept. 8, 1885.
make it fifty-thanks to the able manner in which said paper
Mn. Em:roll: After delaying some time, on account of the
is conducted as an exponent of enlightened Secularism.
busy time here, I again want to pay my way for another year's
The effects of your good work are fast showing themselvs. good, sound reading. I hav been a subscriber several yenm,
Soon after we had increased our club from five to twenty. two and you may count on me as long as I am able to pay you for
names, the Kent Progressiv Liberal Club was organized, with your noble work. Long may you liv to keep 'fHE TrmTH
J. W. Brainerd, president, G. W. Andrews and T. C. Heighton,
SEEKER floating over this grand country, that ought to he,
vice-presidents, L. G. Reed, treasurer, R. R. Marsh and B. F.
what it is called, "the land of the free and the home of the
Conaway, together with the president, treasurer, and secretary
brave." I think THE TRUTII SEEKER will yet be the escutcheon
(the writer), executiv committee. This is a direct result of
of our country-at least, I hope it may.
the thought aroused by reading such live Freethought pa}Jers
JA.MES LINDSAY.
Yours for progress,
as THE TRUTH SEEKER.
We hav regular meetings in the -town hall, where music,
DusHORE, PA.., Aug. 30, 188fl.
lectures, debates, essays, and select readings from THE Tnul'H
Mn. EDITOR: I inclose $10-$2 for tickets to Albany ConSEEKER are the main attractions of our fortnightly intellectual vention, which you can place where they will do the m~st
feasts. Already the club is hoping to become an auxiliary to good; $5 for the indefatigable Heynolds (my wife gt·eatly enthe future American Secular Union, and wishes to know the joys his reports of his labors); $1 for :Bruno Statue; and $1 tonecessary steps to be taken to secure said object and giv aid ward expenses of TRUTH SEEKER cartoons.
thereby to the cause of Secularism.
Yours truly,
W. Wrrn'J.'ICK.
We now hav a fund subscribed as a base for a Freet'Q~mght
library, and propose soon to purchase suitable books for enOPEN LETTER TO A.LL INFIDELs.
lightening th0 people, and shall look to you to fill the order
TnoY, N.Y., Sept., 1885.
and giv us light as regards what works are best calci1l~tted to
Mn. EmTDn: Beware of the Prohibition par·ty. It is a snake
free the minds of people from the dictation of theological in the grass and is as crafty as the old-time Jesuits. It iil the
mossbacks and superstitious fossils. Truly yours,
same old party that was headed by John Wesley, who sai<l
_..
MA.RIUS HEIGHTON.
"the colonies had no right to be free." It is the old party

ARLINGTON, NEB., Sept. 3, 285.
MR. EDITOR: I see by the tag on my TRUTH SEEKER that my
time for the same bas expired. ·would renew at this writing,
but am trying to get a few more to subscribe with me. Hav
one positiv promis, and several doubtfuls-hanging fire; may
or may not get them. Would like to get club of half a dozen
from this place, priest-ridden and superstitious as it is. There
ought to be one hundred copies of it taken in this immediate
neighborhood for a few months. Heading it would not only
enable the reader to do his own thinking, independent of
priest or church, but to ask said priest or church hard questions to answer. Only yesterday, in a conversation with one
of the followers of the meek and lowly, the questions soon became so embarassing to him that he refused to attempt to
answer them, and attempted to crawfiah out of the whole
business by telling me that I dare not attack his priest-that
I could not (as he styled it) stick him on the Bible. He told
me that said priest could prove to me or anyone else that
their God was a just and merciful God; that all the dogma,
creed, and faith of their church were truths unanswerable;
and that everything in the Bible was foun<led on justice, truth
and mercy. This is the reply he made to me when I was q noting to him a number of passages from the old ScarecrOW fablES
of the ancients that are so damaging in the light of civilization
to church and creed that they would be glad to be rid of
them, to hear no more of them. But, beg as they may, they
cannot explain them away; like Banquo's ghost, they will not
down; they were being hauled into the truth by these terrible
(to them) and merciless Infidels.
Please send THE Tnu-rH SEEKER right along, for I cannot do
without it. Will send niy own subscription and as many more
as I can get.

that wished to crown Washington. It is the old goHpel
temperance party. It is the old brazen-faced Christ-in-theConstitution party. And if they ever capture the government
they will surely vote him in. 'fhis Chri8tian party is w€11
organized and they mean business.
Already they control
several Htates, and you all know what they will do if they gain
the ascendancy-vote away all liberty.
S. D. JEn'JmS.
ANGUs, MrNN., Sept. 7, 1885.
Mn. EDITOr~: The ANNUA.L arrived in due season. I am very
much pleased with it. Where will one find another such collection of noble faces as those which adorn the pages of the
ANNUAL? 'fhe "Balaams" I tacked up in public places where
he who runs may read, and the "Tigers" I sent to my Christian friends in different parts of the country. I would like to
help on the good work, but like, Max llriggs, of Plymouth, I am
trying to farm under difficulties, for my shanty lets the howling blizzard in, and I must go slow. However, I shall always
be ready to do what I can. Yours, etc.,
E. T. Bwm,ow.
Fn,LMORE, UTA.II, Aug. 20, 285.
Mn. EDITOR: I send you fifty cents, for which please send
me three "Balaams" and three •' Lessons in History." These
pictures are superb in design, and ought to be lithographed
or else engraved in steel. They speak more eloquently to
those who are acquainted with history than volumes. I hope
every Liberal will not only buy for himself, but place them
where they will be able to do missionary work.
Accept also my thanks for the able manner in which yon
conduct THE TRUTH SERKER. It is, to my notion, the best
Liberal paper yet, and is got up in a superb manner.
GEo. C. YEILE.
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badly. My mamma came and caught me up,
while I cried and screamed fearfully.
"She bandaged the wounded hand, and as
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WnoN, F~:ZZ River, she was engaged about her work, I went creepMass., t.o whom all U>mmunicati.ons for this ing under our old. fashioned kitchen stove, and
Corner should be sent.
in trying to sit up beneath the oven, I gave my
head a terrible burup and made a pretty severe
gash in it. My mamma said, 'Oh, dear, what
"Between the dark and the dayllght,
When the night begins to lower,
wijl you do next?' "
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
"What did you do next, mamma dear?"
That Is known as the Ohil<!ren's Hour."
asked Mabel.
" I'll tell you. One day my mamma was
washing, and when .she went out to hang the
Right and Wrong.
clothes to dry, I ran immediately to the tub of
Bver battle for the right,
rinsing water, and began to play at washing.
Strive thou for It with thy might;
Thou with Giant Wrong must fight,
When mamma came in she found me splashOh, his heart Is black as night I
ing and floundering in the tub of water; which,
But he fiees before the right;
luckily, was not hot, or I would hav been
Before a soul that loves the llght;
scalded to death."
Before a soul kept pure and white;
Before the llght of truth so bright.
"Tell more, mamma, tell more," said the
s w!ft he takes his h urr!ed fl!gh t,
children in chorus.
Hides and cowers In his fr!e:h t,
"Shall I tell how I fell in a well, twice?"
For he cannot bear the sight
"Oh,. yes, yes, tell it, tell it," they all exOf one who loves the truth and right,'
claimed.
Irwin, Iowa.
M. LOUISE BAKER.
"There was an old-fashioned well on the
premises, about sixteen feet deep. It had a
My Friends.*
low curb, and was old-style, with a 'well-pole'
Hail, glorious trees, that, robed In beauty,
that reached over into the next lot. There
Above the smll!ng valley stand I
were mosses and pretty ferns growing inside
Like watchful guardians on duty
the well, and in reaching over to pluck some,
O'er many a league of fertil land.
Your stately tops, In tall uprightness,
I lost my balance and tumbled in. Down I
A monarch's royal aspect bear,
went to the bottom. As i~ happened, my
And bathed In sunset's go!den brightness,
papa had just been drawing a pail of water,
A fitting crown your foreheads wear.
and missed me while he poured the water into
Fr~ends of .my youth, how oft your glory
a bucket. He heard a splash, and saw, in a
In childhood's fancies tbrllled my heart,
minute, what had happened. He ·went down
And In your whispering leaves a story
in the well and soon had me out on dry land,
or grandeur did to me Impart I
but sopping wet, and a terribly frightened
Seemed then your topmost branches slender
To brush the white clouds floating by,
little girl.
And there I dreamed the open splendor
"We, afterward, had a new well dug-about
Of heaven about your tops did lle.
thirty feet deep it was, and nicely bricked. I
When summer sunshine. bathed the meadow
thought it was a lovely well, and was always
And trembllng rose the heated air,
creeping and playing around it. One day, an
How oft at noon+ sought your shadow,
unlucky movement, and into the well I went,
A refuge from the fiery glare I
There where the mystic !nfiuence bound me
head foremost. My papa missed me, and ran
That contemplation's hours arouse,
to the unfinished well, and he was awfully
I, dreaming, left the world around me,
frightened, for he knew the well was deep and
Lulled by the murmurs of your boughs.
expected nothi~ else but that ! would be
When spring came with her varied blessings,
drowned. . He descended the well, telling me
Amid your spray the zephyrs sang; •
all the time to keep my hands and feet movHow soft, bY summer's.breeze caressing,
ing, so as to keep above water-that he was
The oriole's pendulous nest was swung I
coming for me as fast as he could. ·
With autumn's advent new hues gaining,
How thrllled your leaves with strange alarms I
"'Papa is coming, little dear,' he said.
How loud arose your voice complaining,
'Don't be frightened, darling, papa, will soon
When winter vexed your tossing arms I
·be there.' I sank twice, and he caught me
Fere, guided to your song-filled bower,
as I rose to the surface for the third time. I
When grief oppressed my cares I brought,
saw the stars as I looked up, although it was
or refuge from the sudden shower
in the daytime, and then I did not know any
Beneath your sheltering branches sought.
more till I found myself in blankets and beFaithful and firm In all the changes,
Through pas3lng years of l:>ss and gain,
ing rolled over and over in order to get the
Searching, my mind Its long llst ranges
water out that I had swallowed."
To find such Joyal friends In vain.
"That was a narrow escape, mamma," said
Old friends, stlll In my memory llnger
Albert.
The tranquil hours I spent with you,
"Yes, it was, but papa said he did not think
And time has traced with deathless finger
I was born to be drowned, having twice fallen
The picture that my boyhood knew.
in a well, and come out alive.
Long may your mighty trunks unshaken
Stand glorious as the years go round,
"My mamma had died before that last acAnd, silver-voiced, the songsters waken
cident, and I remember when they held me
Your boughs by leafy summer crowned.
up to look at her as she lay so still in the
D. LOUIS BODGE.
*A name fancifully given by the author to a group casket. I said, 'Poor mamma, she is so cold,'
of majestic elms under whiCh he played In child· for as I touched her white face, it chilled me.
hood.
Mylittle sister cried, and begged them to take
mamma out of the b~x, and put her in her
When Mamma Was Little.
own bad."
"It does seem so funny to think you were
They were all silent for .a while, and Charley
ever a-little girl, mamma. You are so wise said, "Please tell more, mamma dear, about
and brave now, and know so many things. what you did when you were little.''
'!'ell us, did you ever run and play, and tear
" I think that will do for this time. It is
things to pieces as we do? And did you ever enough for you to discover that your mamma
get into mischief, and did your mamma scold was naughty and careless sometimes like all
you same as you scold us sometimes?" and little other children. She did not know any better,
Mabel looked at her mother quizzically, while then, but she learned to be different after
Albert and Charley paused in their play to awhile, just as you and all children will. The
hear what she would say in reply.
best· of children are troublesome at times, but
"All mothers were babies once, and grew they inherit their naughty qualities from their
into little careless, mischievous girls,"
parents, and should not he blamed too se"And did you, mamma, grow into a little verely for the little tricks and capers they cut.
mischievous girl ?" asked Albert.
"
They are only children, and, in time, will out"I suppose so," answered the mother.
grow childish actions."
S. H. W.
"Won't you tell us, please, mamma dear,
some of the things you did when you were
Love at Home.
little like us?" said Mabel.
We were a merry family, among the hills of
"Oh, yes, if it will please you."
Pennsylvania-ten of us when I was at home.
"Tell something that happened you," said I was the oldest, and therefore was called upon
Charley.
to lead in all amusements. I will tell you of
"Well, when I was small, perhaps two years my last summer at home.
old or less, we moved into our new house.
It was early spring when I left the town of
'fhe front room was unfinished and the car- E-- to go home for six montlls. The children
penters were still at work upon it. I took were all well pleased to hav sister Flora with
great delight watching them drive nails, and them, for they said: '!Now we can go where
one day when they had gone to •dinner, I we please. Ma is afraid we shall get lost if we
thought I would drive a nail or two. But the go by ourselvs in the woods.''
hammer wat! heavy, and my little hand unHow well I remember the second Sunday
steady, and hence I pounded my finger in- after I went home! It was in April. How
stead of hitting the nail. Of course I screamed well I recall that beautiful morning when with
terribly, and my mamma came and picked me four of my brothers and sisters I climbed a long
up and told me I must never meddle with the hill, to be rewarded by countless views in all
workmen's hammer and nails an..Y more.
directions! Several villages were to be seen,
"But I crept in the same room again the first which looked like birds' nests in the emerald
ovportunity I had, and in toddling about, I green of pine and hemlock, so distant were
fell over upon an ax and cut my left hand they, while riv1uets and cottages in the valleys

formed a picture which must be seen· to beappreciated. Th.en all around us, at our feet,
burst forth spring's first beauties in the form
of lovely flowers, which we gathered to carry
home to mother, who was not strong enough to
ramble with us. All trees were leafless except
the evergreens, and the sun sent its golden
rays through the barren boughs, its warmth
sending new life and vig.Jr through our young
bodies as only a bright spring day can.
There were Annette, Permmilia, Elias, and
Herbert. Annette said: "Who wants to think
of the Gods to~ day? I don't." All were of her
op1mon.
we gathered rare bits of moss,
ferns, and skeleton leaves, and Nettie made a
wreath as a memorial of this pleasant ramble.
Annette was my favorit companion. Together
we rode on horseback, or sat in a quiet nook
and read Chainey's "Lectures on the Day of
Rest." Sometimes we would all gather in the
evening and sing beneath the grape-vine arbor
long after the stars shone out, or take a gambol at hide-and-seek among the stumps in the
new-mown clover field.
How pleasant it is to remember all this, and
how important it is that we should cherish
kindly feelings while at home together, for life
will never be the same after we once leave
home! It is three years since I left my father's
house to make my home \vith a kind husband
on the prairies of Illinois, but I still remember
the days of my childhood and youth with the
greatest pleasure.
Mas. JoHN W. ABBOTT.

·water. This is the place where the true be.
liever in Allah, the Egyptian god, and his
prophet, Mohammed, lead a life of bliss and
pleasure in company with the pretty hvu1·is
(maidens or· young women) ·"whose black
eyes," says an Eastern poet, "resemble pearls
that are yet hidden in shells." These beautiful damsels, with the boys of paradise, present, it is believed, each pilgrim as he journeys thither with cups of a delicious haverage which neither causes liteadache nor clouds
the reason"A Persian's heaven is easily made,
'Tis but black eyes and lemonade."
On the other hand, however; unbelievers
fare badly at the hands of Allah, though not
quite 'as badly as at the hands of Jehovah. For
the former, after the sinner has suffered a few
millions of years, relents, but the latter never.
In the sixth and fiftb heavens, it is held, the
su,u and moon hav their abode, while in the
highest heaven of all Allah sits on a large
white throne, which rests on the ba0ks and
shoulders of the archangels Gabriel, Michael,
and Israil.
Stars, when falling {apparently so, for they
do not fall), are supposed by those whose faith
is based on the Koran to be wicked angels or
devils hurled over the bltttlements of the numerous heavens by Allah. These devils .teach
men evil deeds and Infidelity, and when an
Egyptian sees one of these seemingly falling
stars, it is his religious duty to say, "I take
refuge with thee, 0 God, from the stoned
devil."
Our Puzzle Box.
The Egyptians are also great fortune-tellers.
·1.-DOUBLE ACROSTIC WORD SQUARE.
There are lucky and unlucky stars, and from
1. Luster of a diamond.
these the fate of each " subject," as persons
2. A town in Italy.
who seek fortune-tellers are denominated, is
3. A Hebrew month.
4. To involve.
foretold. Hundreds make their living by this
5. Bars of iron.
means, and the more credulous believe that
The primals and finals connected name a cer- these people can tell what will be the end .of
tain class of birds.
H. E. JUERGENS.
anything thought of or done. This is almost
Pittsburgh, Pa.
identical with the "guesses " made by the
"fortune-tellers" (preachers) of our own
2.-COMBINED ENIGMA AND ANAGRAM,
country pertaining to the. future state of man.
In concluaion, it will be seen by the young
reader that Mohammedans, . not in Egypt
alone, but wherever encountered, are superstitious to a remarkable degree, and that where
ignorance is bliss there do superstitions most
abound.
DAVID B. CoziNE.
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BOOKS FOR UBlLDREN!

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STOBY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY jENNIE BUTLER BROWNE.
3 5 3 \)
2 5 5
The answer is a sentence of seven words.
The'"numbers under the objects show to which
of the words the letters composing the names
of the objects belong. When all of the letters
hav been found, they must be properly arranged to form the several words.
3. --" CATCH 11 PUZZLE.

Price 10 cents.

For sale at this ofllce.

"APPLES OF"COLD~"
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. wrxo '. Second ed!t!on. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price or $1.25, free of
posta-ge. This new edition has a photograph of the
author which adds very much to the value of the
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddle!!.
Price 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
BY Prof. H. M. KoTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
tnculcates moral duties and human rights from a
qtalj.dpolnt of pure reason and common sense.
'.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

'rhe BIBLE-WHENOEand WHAT?
BY RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B,
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concerning the ·literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
0
33 Clinton PL, New York. itY
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNEll,
SEPT. 12, 1885.
OR,
2.-" Next to eternal life is eternal sleep.''
MEN OF BusiNESS WHo Dm SoMETHING BE·
3. B{D.
BIDES MAKING MONEY.
RELET
A
BOOK
FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
BELOVED
KILOLI'fER
BY JAMES PJUlTON.
DEVILRY
TETRA
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
DEY
treating of forty-six characters In history who have
R
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works rieed no commendation. They
4.-An India rubber ball.
.re standard.
$1.25.
5 -1. They hold different views. 2. Cellar
PRICE,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
(selle1·). 3. They are moving scenes.
"s Ollnton Place, New York.
Puzzles in last week's Box correctly solved
by J. E. Juergens.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY
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Egyptian Superstition.
I promised to tell the children this week
something of the Egyptian religion, and, for
the better understanding of what follows, we·
will begin where we left off.
·
Above the mountain I mentioned last week
. lie seven heavens, as well as a paradise,
' through which flow precious streams of holy

EVOLUTION:

A SUMMARY OF
By Robert
Paper, 25 cents.

c.

EVIDENCE.
Adams.

For Sale at this Office.

l'HE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Prioe, 25 cents
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JUST OUT.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
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FREETHOUGHT WORKS,
TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. , ...-,he World' s Sages,
. Th'm k ers~ an d
Sepher Toldot~ Jeshu; or, f.?e Book·
Reformers. The Biographies ot
of .the 9-eneratw~ of Jesus. Fi:st translatwn mto Enghsf!. of a rem9:r~able He·
brew document, g1vmg the ongmal from
which the story of Jesus was made up.
20 cents.

THE PRESENT
AND

Saviors of None. By KEnsEY
THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA. Sixteen
Gru.vEs, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents.
cloth, $1.

BY A CAPITALIST.
A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Yice,,and Crime. It deals with
the present conditions of society in this country, .pointing out their imperfections. and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present system. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
,
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CON'rENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Republic; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Impt·ovements; Production and Distribution;
Bdncation ; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life iu the New Republic; Life in the
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for the
Transztion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
'
Price, $1.50. ·
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

Wantetl-Lecture Engagemmts.
Tl1e city of Cleveland failed to convict '' Gorsttch, the Anm'chist." He .is again free, and open
for lecture engagements. Address,
W. J. GORSUCH,
107 Fifth .<\.venue, Chicago, Ill.
4t38

VOLTA lBE' 8 R0MANU ES.
A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Engraving8, Pre/ace, and Notes.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A S:J.tirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
Micromegas.
The World as it Goes.
The Black .and the White.
Memnoin the Philosopher.
Andres Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Nature.
.A. Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dream.
.A. Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
An Adventure in India.
I choose that a story should be founded on
probability, and not always resemble a dream.
I desire to find nothing in it trivial or extravagant; and I desire above all, that under the appearance of fable there may appear some latent
truth, obvious to the discerning· eye, though it
escape the observation of the vulgar.- Voltaire.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
Address ~'HE TRUTH SEEKER,

THE .RUE .OF

PRoF. R. A. PRocToR.

cents; cloth, 50 C'lnts.

Superstition; The Religion of Believe
or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St.
John's School Board. By M. BABcoCK.
25 cents.

The Adventures of Elder Triptole·
mus Tub. Containing startling

THE MAGNIFICEN

and interesting disclosures about hell, its
locality, magnitude, climate, employments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGEBB
15 cents.

GOLORED

The Besant· Hatchard Debate.

LITHOGRAPHS

A

two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE
BESANT and Rev. A. lliTCH..I.RD on Th'
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character.
and the Influence of Christianity on the
World. Held at the Hall o£ Science
London, December, 1880. 25 cents.

-OF THE-

'rhe Clergyman's Vjctims. A Rad-

D. I. BENNETT MONUMENT

ical story vividly porttaying the wrong>
committed by the profess6d men of God.
By Mrs. J. E. B..I.LL. 25 cents.

The Contrast : Evangelicalism and
By
Spiritualism Compared.
PRIN!rED

IN

BEST

SEVEN

COLORS

MosEs HuLL.

ON THE

.

SIZE, 22~ X

28 ~.

Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

The Darwins:

LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
.

A domestic Radical

story. By Mrs. ELMINA- DRAKE SLENKER,
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

'

graphical sketches of prominent Christians. A companion book to "The World's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

a full account of all the gods the nations
of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Chris~, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835
pages, Svo. Vol. II. describes fully all
the religious systems of the world, including Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 l)er volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Supernatural Religion.

An inquiry

into the reality of d1vine revelation. De-cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv
work on the claims of supernaturalism
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus
Professor of the London University. 1,115
pages, Svo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

i'he Great Works of Thomas Paine.
Including The Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Ess~
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan,
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
whole r • ~eded by the Life of Paine, and
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, Svo.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco;
gilt edges, $4. 50.

of ReJigious Belief. An
THE BRONZE MEDALLION The Ghost of St. Jopns. By M. BAB- Analysis
examination of the Creocls, RiteR, and
cocK.

25 cents.

The New Dispensation~ or, TheHeav·

PRINTS AS LARGE AS A CABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
THUS GIV'ING NOT ONLY A PlCTURE OF
THE MONUMENT, BUT A.N ACCURATE

enly Kingdom.
c"n!s .

By D W. HULL.

Price,

~5

The Question Settled.

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

A CareM ·

Comparison of Biblical Modern Bpiritualism. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $L

The Roaring Lion on the Track. By
M. BABcocK.

Price, 15 cents.

Sacred Writings of the world. By VIscouNT AMDEIILEY, son of the late Lord
T ohn Russell, twice Premier of Englund.
LJomplete from the London edition. 71fi
\)ages, Svo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
' :.norocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The foregoing volumes are called " The
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and sent by expre11s, one dollar will be
deducted from the price of each.

The lithograph is designed for fram- The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and
the Philosophy and 1'reatment of Mediaing, and will be a treasure for all Lib·
mania. By FREDERIC R. MARVIN,- :M.D.
B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORit:S.
erals.
Cloth, 50 cents.
1ron BALE AT TUE TRUTH BEEJ{Elt OFFICE,
A Bu'siness Man's Social and Relig- Essays and Lectures. Embracing In,
ious Views. Bold ancl trenchant
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
finance of Christianity on Civilization;
blows agrtinst theology ~tnd ~nhumanity.
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib.
to subscribers to the Monument Fund
Price, $1.
eralism offers in Place of Christianity;
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Ad
Scientific Materialism; Woman; SpiritualAlamontada,
the
Galley-Slave.
Transism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
dress this office;
lated from the G(erman of Zschokke by
IRA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philosophical narrativ, intensely interesting.
Price, cloth, 7.5 cents; paper, 50 cents.

From Thales to Copernicus.

B.eyond the Veil. Claimed to be dictated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Swedenborg, through the mediumship of Mrs.
FRANCES H. McDoUGALL and Mrs. LuNA
HuTcHINSoN, with a steel engraving of
Randolph. Price, $1.50.

By FREDERIC M.A_Y HOLLAND, Author of
"The Reign of the Stoics."
" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
be kept and referred to, and pondered o.ver f~om
year to _year. It is a guide-book of Lzberahsm
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
place of other hi stories !~Ice G~b ~on, Hall~m,. or
Lecky, but it makes them mtellzgzble by pomtzng
out the white light that has been cast upon the
lurid clouds of ignoranee, superstition, and cruelty, from the little stream o£ Freethought that
has flowed iu its ragged, broken, and obstructed
course down through the ages which now liv
only as our realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $i.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Career of Religious Ideas; Their Ul-

the Political and Religions Reformer; Materialism and Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, GIJ
cents; cloth, $1.

Influence of Christianity upon Civilization. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15
cents.

timate the Religion of Science. By HunSoN TUTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75
cents.

What Uberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of Scientit.lc Materialism: Its Meaning
and 'l'endeney. 10 centf;.
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be
the Worship pf the Devil, with observations on the horrible and cruel ordinance Spiritunlism from a Materialistic
Standpoint. ~0 cents.
o£ Devil Worship; to wit, Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt ufferings. By the Very
Rev. EvAN DAviES (Myfyr Morganwg), D. Paine the Po __ deal and Religious
lteformer. 10 cents.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain.
Translated from the Welsh by MaRioN, B.
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her
C. Price, 25 cents.
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.
Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance , of Materialism an<l Crime. 10 cents.
Ertrtb, Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully Will the Coming Man Worship God 1
written. By S. P. PrTNAM. 25 cents.

The Missing Link
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

~~~~l!L.~,!,~!,~h~~!~!.~ History of£hristianity
This book purports to be a truthful account of
the phenomena occurring at Hydesv1lle in_ tbe
house of .Hr. Fox, and since to various members
of the Underhill family, especially the author,',
who has had a good offset to "Bottom Facts,
being essentially controversial, and will be used
for offense and defense by believers in Spiritual
mauife'stations. Mrs. Underbill contends that
the exhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
her book, demonstrate beyond doubt the reahty
of the survival of man's spirit; that death is but
birth into auother stage of prop;ressed and progressiv life; and proves what has hitherto been
but a ·dogma of an unproved and unprovable
faith, the immortality of the soul. PRICE, $2.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

20 cents.

The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio-

Socialism: Reply to Prof. Roswell
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's The Gods and Religions of Ancient
sophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25
and Modern Tiines. Vol. I. givs

INTELLEUTITAL LIBERTY

-IN-

By

Six Lectures on Astronomy.

· throfl hundred of the most distinguished
teachers and philosophers (who were not
Christians) from the time of Menu to the
prese11t. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages,
Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

10 cents.

Hereafter. A Scientific, Phenomenal, Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future

A VINDICATION

of some passag-~s in the "History of the Decline and

Life. By D. W. HuLL.
cloth, 75 cents.

Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.

fssues of the Age.

With a Life of Gibbon, pret:~ceand notes by the editor,

Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teach·

primitive Christians.
"I know of no book that contains more real and val-

ings, and imperfections.
25 cents.

uable jnformation upon the origin of Christianity."-

written and published."~Boston I11vestzgator.

ever
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By W. S. BELL.

A pleasing domestic
Radical story. By Mns. E. l>. bLiilN.UII-

John's Way •
li)

oentli.

10 cents.

'rwelve Tracts. Scientific ancl Theo-

Consequences In-

volved in Modern Thought. A work
showing much study and gre~t familiarity with other writers and thznkers. By
HENRY C. FEDDER. Price, $1.

including critical noles by Gmzot, Mtlmanl \Venck~
an" English Churchman," and other scholars.
1 vol. rz mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and w~3;t were the
sentiments, manners, uumbers, and eond1t10n of the

R ...%~:,'~{:15e0~~st learned and interesting books

Paper, 50 cents;

logical.

20 cents.

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four

days' debate betwc~n 11. 1<'. UNDERWOOD
and Prof., 0. A. Bunc;ERS, President of the
Northwestern Christian University, Indianapolis, Incl. Accurately reported.
188pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four'

nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD
and Rev. JoiiN MABPLES. Fully reported.
Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents...
'
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ALL in a LIFETIME•

can be said of productiv co-operation. The
ELEMENTS
history of this is to a very great extent a history
OF
of failures-many of them very disastrous. As
A ROMANCE.
an example of many of these, the case is menBY MISS SUSAN H, WIXON.
Railroad Rhymes.
tioned of the purchase of the Shirland collieries
FOR
"The great charm ot th!s {;ovel Is its abROiute
[Suggested by reading Chatney•s speech on " God· by the South Yorkshire coal-miners. The
fidelity to nature. Ita personages are those one meets
HIGHER
INSTITUTES
IN
REPUBLICS
and Brad laugh."]
with
In common lite, and are portrayed with a
agreed price was £70,000, of which the miners
vividness and perspicuity I was scarcely preparert
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
When God goes out from books and thrones,
paid down £31,000. The result of the venture
to expect to lln<l, In such a marked degree, ev~n
From countries, creeds, and power,
from so glft.f'd a pen as tb.at or Miss Wixon. WhORe
was the loss of the entire capital put in by the
br!Uian~ and lucid style Is familiar to most readers
By Prof. H. M. Cotthi;-cr, A.JJI.
When man comes Into love and home,
men. The failures seem in most cases to be
In the Freethought rankb., . • • But what plPaaAd
There'll dawn another hour.
me most In thb charming srory was the unl!lnchlng
due to the inability of the co-operators to
Freethinkers will find this, for an outline honesty with which Its author holds up to the deWhen phantoms of the misty brain,
weather
adversity.
In
prodnctiv
co-operation
history,
the
best
for
.their
use,
as
Professor
From superstition's hand,
rision of the world the rottenness of average minIsterial character, P"rtlcularly that ot revivalist
Shall lose their godly might and fame,
los3es hav to be sustained more frequently Cottiuger is a Freethinker, and in his reports type.
I hav not space here to treat, In detail, of the
Then shall we safer stand.
of
the
church's
actions
hasstated
facts
with
a
than in distributiv co-operation. In the
characters of this truly abeorblng novel. Suffice It
truthful freedom not found in ordinary his·
Bay that It Is safe to predict that anyone who
latter, purchases are made at wholesale prices, tories. He dates his work from the beginning to
If man does right, we're told that God
reads Its ·first chapters will be loth to lay It down
Inspired him to obey;
and as sales are for cash there is little danger of historical certainty and not from the mythi- till tbe denouem.nl. Is reached. Miss Wixon has long
been dolt.g a noble work. in educating our clilldren
·But If be grovels on the sod,
of loss, provided a fair degree of honesty and cal Eden, as do most." universal" historians, Into
the ranks or true Ltberallsm, thereby robbing
'' 'l~he devil" has full sway.
and brings it do\vn to 18B3, with a brief men- the church of hundreds of those who, in arter
prudence
is
exercised-in
the
business
manageSo we within ourselvs are naught,
years,
might hav become as w!lllng dupes and sertion
of
subsequent
important
inventions
and
ment. In productiv operations the case is
If half Is true they've told,
vll tools, and •he certainly deserves the generous
and substantial recognition of all Freethinkers.
But, like old Adam and his. Eve,
different. More skill and judgment are re- discoveries. Price, Cloth, $l.l>O./
LAt everyone send for a copy of • All In a Lifetime •
Within their garden old,
quired in carrying them on, and with the best
For Schools, In Quantities, $1 00.
It will yield a liberal reward for the outlay."
·
We're born like Idiots, brainless all,
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER.
of management losses will from time to time
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
And know not wrong from right,
Price,
$1.50.
AddreSB,
THE
TBUTHSEEKEB.
occur. The men either lack the means to
Yet cursed If, weary with this pall,
weather seasons of adversity, or, if they hav
We strive to gain more light.
the means, they lack the courage. The history
Less love to God, and more for man,
of productiv associations shows that all goes
INCLUDING
Are needed In this II! e.
By R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
on swimmingly so long as the profits are satisLf'!es love for Jesus, more for homes,
Works in Western New York and
Author
of
"The
Bible-Whence
and
What?"
For children, !rlends, and wife:
factory; but when adversity compels them to
CONTENTS:
other States, together with StructLees talk of future heaven and hell,
call up reserves, they are pretty sure to go to
The True Ideal ot Marriage.
ures in Central America.
More kn,..wledge, till we bind
Free Love.
pieces.
The world In working tor the truth,
The History of Mar·rlage.
But, notwithstanding all the failures in this
The Old 'l'estament Divorce Law.
And rlgh~s of all mankind.
The New Testament on Divorce.
RyFREDERICK LI\.RKIN, JJI.D.
branch of co-operation, there is a remarkable
Divorce as a Question ·or Law an<! Religion.
Frl)m gods and demons we'll e8cape,
Mt:mber of the
Established
Principles
Rational
Deductions
from
persistency on the part of the workmen. And
Thf'.y are not vp or dnwn,
.American Association fur t~ .Advaneomtnt of Scimce.
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
But In ourselvs we'll kill the last,
what is curious is the fact that there has lately
Prevention Better than Cure.
And glv all good a crown.
been a revival of it in those industries which
Price, 50 cents. Neatly bonn<! In cloth. For sa'e
Let God go out and man come In,
'l.t
this office.
hav suffered most from the prevailing depres83 Ollnton Place, Ne.v York.
Tlllj ustlce holds full sway;
sion.
The
reason·
for
this
is
said
to
be
that,
"Fly swifter round, ye wheels of time,
owing to the stress of competition and other
And bring the welcome day."
C. FANNIE ALLYN.
causes, these industries are found to be no
longer capable of supporting two classes of
income-earners. Employers cannot get a satThe Co-operatlv Movement.
BETTER '!.'HAN
-BYisfactory percentage on their capital if the
When opening the co-operativ congress in
Eternal
Punishment.
men get as high wages as they hav been reOldham, England, recently, Mr. Lloyd Jones
ceiving.
The
men,
therefore,
are
trying
to
claimed a splendid success for the distributiv
BY M. BABCOCK.
solve the problem by banding together and
-Rcvhlcd and Enlarged.
branch of co-operation. And he did so with
pocketing profits as well as wages. It is doubtThe subjects di~cussed in this finely-printed
good reason. The success of this branch of
ful, however, whether tj:tis is the true explana- Price, 10 CT~ SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DOZ pamphlet are, bes1des the title above given,
co-operation is proved by the fact that the one
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
AS A
co.operativ body organized forty-one years ago tion. The. fact seems to be that there is a
a Christmn, Divinity of ·the Bible, Theological
division of gains between workmen and caphas not only enormously expanded in memberMISSIONARY
DQCUMENT
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
ship and operations, but has imparted an im- italists as before, but the capitalist appears in
'lometimfls Differ, . Infant Damnation, Prayer,
the
character
of
a
lender,
and
not
of
an
emIT
IS
UNEXCELLED.
pulse which has resulted in the formation of
The Cloak of Chanty, The Clergy were .Afraid,
no less than fourteen hundred such bodies ployer. Because he offers to advance the maAmong the subjects considered, by Mr. ~o Fear of Bemg Damned, But What are We
chinery,
tools,
buildings,
etc.,
the
men
supplyto Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
that still survive. Many productiv associations
Remsburg are:
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
hav failed, but the distributiv associations hav ing only the materials used, the !alter are
The
Church
and
Morality;
Criminal
StatisPRICE, 10 CEN'rS.
quite generally succeeded. The great parent tempted to make the venture in the hope of tics, showing the creeds of the priRoners in
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
association formed at Rochdale in 1844 was increasing their earnings. That they are to the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza.
33 Clinton Pl, New York.
originally distributiv merely, but it now carries some extent successful is probable, but that tion; the Church and Science; the Church
bad
failures
will
occur
is
not
less
probable.
on wholesale and retail shops, dairies, flourand Learning; the Church and Liberty; th~·
Many of the associations that are called coBOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
mills, and other producing as well as trading
Church and the Antislavery Reform; th~
establishments, and in addition to this has operativ are not so in the strict sense of the Woman's Rights Movement; the TemperancE
SUBJECTS:
established libraries, schools, news-rooms, lit- word. Indeed, the Standm'd says that very Reform; the Church and the Republic.
PLAIN Hmm TALK AND MEDICAL COMfew of .them are so. The most of them do not
erary societies, and social clubs.
These pamphlets should be circulated by MON Sl£NSK By Dr. J<). B. :E'oote. In one lmndThe success of these associations is not differ in any essential respect from joint~stock the thousand. Let every reader send for a ~ome 12mo volnme of nearly 1000 pages, fully
tllustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German.
proved by statistics merely. It is a fact that concerns. The members of the association nozen at least, Address
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
they hav pretty much destroyed the old retail hold shares in some trading or industrial
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs
credit system, which was a system of robbery business, but take no ·part in the business
33 Clinton Place. N'EW YORK
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the 'l'roublesom;
of small customers. The co-operators hav themselvs. Many operativs in the Lancashire
Monkey. By Dr. K B. Foote; five volumes, at
A COMMON SENSE
learned to exercise prudence in making their cotton factories own stock in one mill and
$1 each, or $5 per set; or five volumes in one
purchases. The cash system has taught them work in another. There is not so much real
GUIDE '1'0 CO"RRECT ENGLISH; for $2.
el\onomy, and educated them in many of the co-operation in such a case as there is in the
S.I<:XUAL PHYSJOLQGY FOR the YOUNG.
IN WHICII THE
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The
social v1rtues. They hav learned that by tem- case of partners taking an activ part in the
DJWLENSION OF. THE NOUN.
tifth volume of "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
porary self-denial they can greatly increase business. It is not of so much importance,
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready
the sum of their enjoyments. The men and however, what these associations are called.
AND THE
Recipes. A valuaJjle reference pamphlet of 128
their families hav been greatly lifted up in the The important fact is that their influence
CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
social scale. They are more sober, more in- upon the characters of workmen is potent for Are superseded by a few simple rules; and pages. Jiy Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SAN[TARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dtme Pamgood.
They
hav
been
highly
instrumental
in
dustrious, better clothed, housed, and fed, and,
comprising the most rational and progressiv phleLs). By Dr. K B. :Foote. Jr., viz: "Bacteria in
having come into possession of property, they begetting habits of saving and thrift, and hav views of the best grammarians of the 19th their Relation to Diser;se," presenting the germ
hav learned the importance of law, and hav in many ways improved the social condition century.
theory, advocating pet·sonal and public hvgiene
By .J 1~ BA RKf.:R..
become better supporters of the civil authority. and the chamcters of workmen. By their inand opposmg vaccination; "Health in the SunAn
thor
of
"An
Improvement
on
I.
J.
Morris's
beam," considering the blue-glass cure-of value
In commenting upon the proceedings of the fluence men who formerly were thriftless, disGrn.rnmat'.n
t.o sick and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
convention the London Standa1·d draws atten- sipated, ready to join in any raid upon capital,
PRICE,
35
CENTS.
HER~~niTY (Books and Pamphlets). "The
tion to the fact that between co-operation and hav been transformed into law-abiding men
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Law of Het·edity,'' by Prof. Brooks, il36 pages,
Communism there is a very radical difference, and good members of society. Whereas they
cloth bound, $2; ''l;leredity," by Loring Moodv,
and that this difference, which is not always were once a source of danger, they bav be159 pages, cloth, 75 cents; "'l'he Law of Hered''ANT
I
C
H
R
IS
T."
come
bulwarks
of
public
order
and
peace.
recognized, could not fail to be apparent to
ity," by F. H. :Marsh, 10 cents; "The Alphabet
Pl"ovln~
conclnslvly
tllst
anyone who attended to the speeches and do- These men· constitute a conservativ force which
of the Human Temperaments," with illustrations,
THB !!'fORY OF JE!IU!I CHRIST
ngs of the delegates. The Communists want. will go far to counteract any ill. effects of the
by Dr. E. B. Foote, 10 cents; " Generation beHis blrt1!.11fe. t1'1al, execntlon. etc.-la s myth
fore Regeneration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., lOc.;
TRTTTH !lll:RIUIR Office.
o begin by making an equal division of the extension of the electiv franchise that many
~~Clinton Pllice. New Yorl< "Reports of Conventions and Parlor 1.-feetings
earnings of those who, by the exercise of su- Englishmen look forward to with no little ap- Price, ~2.
durmg 1882,'' 10 cents; "Third Annual Convenperior faculties or the practice of self.denial, prehension.
tion of the Institute of Heredity, May 29. 1883,"
FREETHOUGIIT
~OVEL!!i.
hav accumulated something; in other words,
These associations hav not been so success10 eents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
hey propose to begin with the robbery of ful in this country as they hav been in Eng- The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
hose who hav something by those who hav land, and comparativly few experiments hav
written Radical romance. By WM. McA PHOTOGRAPll
nothing. Having done that, they propose to been made here. The reason undoubtedly is
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
abolish the motivs by which men are com- that our population is too much in motion to
HEAVEN.
P1·ice reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth.
monly actuated, to destroy individualism, to form permanent associations with advantage.
11.25.
.
.
A Picture of the world as described in Genabolish the great incentiv to industry and fru- Thl) man who is working in a New England
gality. · The co-operators are about as far re- factory this year may be working on a Western Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN· esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, doctrm, and the passages from profane writers
moved as possible from the Communists. They farm next year. A very large proportion of
supporting it.
Price 25 cents.
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
do not propose to confiscate, or rob, or to de· our working people regard either their employAddress THE TRUTH sgEKER.
Exeter
Hall.
"
One
of
the
most
excit-.
stroy any incentiv to the exercise of the social ments or their places of sojourn as temporary.
ing romances of the day.'' Price, paper
virtues. On the contm1·y, they seek to lift While, therefore, they are ready enough to
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
hemsel vs to a higher plane by the exercise of enter into labor unions, their habits and ways
A HISTORICAL SKETCH.
Nathaniel
Vaughan.
Priest
and
Man.
ntelligence and self-denial. Their associations of looking at life are. such that they are not apt
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal By G. F. RINEHART.
Price 25 cts.
do not hav the effect to absorb the individual to enter into co-operativ associations which
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and merge him in the mass, but rather to de- imply permanence of residence and employMACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
!IS Ollnton Place,
NEW YORK.
velop his individuality and self-respect. They ment. In time co-operation will become a
The
Outcast. A deep, finely written
are, therefore, wholly commendable.
feature of our industrial life, but that will be
Radical story. :Jj'rom the London edition.
While distributiv co-operation has been re- only when our restless population has become
By WmwooD READE, author of Martyr- 11HE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL,
;markably successful in England, not so ,:much more settled,
do;m of Man. 30 oents.
~ioe, 25 o11nt11,
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Ingersoll's W'orks.
The Gods.
_

Paper,- 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individual·
ity," and" Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50ct~; cloth, $1.25

AN~WBOOK!

B.r Andrew J'ackson

Davi>~.

entitled

Vindication of Thomas Paine from
the attacks of the New York Observer, by
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents:

a· sequel to the

Photog•·aphs of Colon-el IngersolL
Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5 ; panel,
10 1-2x17, $3; bondoir, $1 ; cabinet, 40 cts.;
card, 20 cents.

Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
had all his lectures, except-'the latest on "Orthodoxy,'' bound in one beautiful volume, in
half calf, library style, and containing over
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
,. low price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
Tributes. There hav been so many
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of W3.r," the
"-Gran tBanquet Toast," and the recent ad-·
dre.ss over "Little Harry Mill~r·s Grave,"
that they hav been printed on heavy toned
paper, 18x22, Lllurninated border, and in
large, ·clear tyopo, snitab~e for framing, and
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.

and VV hither.

Wheno~

Man.

By R. B. We,.tbrook. D J)., LL.R.,
Author ol ''The Bible.- Whence and What I
About all that can be said for the existencE
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from a
rationalistic standpoint..
1 val, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
s._q Cltnt.on Pla.c.P-.·NAw Vor'k

St. JJJattllc"' Beaore the CJourt on
a Charge of For;-ery.

A standard work on the philosophy and practice of
the Mind-Cure, a reliable text-book m all the
schools of mental healing. No work has ever
been written of more practical value to physicians of all schools. The book is the result of
the extensiv learning and research of the aut h or, and exhibits a f ami1iarity with the literature of the subject. It is profoundly religious without being offensivly dogmatic. It
has beenreceived with universal favor by all
who are seeking light on the subject on which
it treats-the cure of disease in ourselvs and
othj;lrS by mental 'and spiritual ag·encies..
50
Price $1. ·
Mental
:Medicin. A Theoretical and
Practical 'l'reatis on Medical Psychology.
This book contains a full exposition of the
natm·e and laws of magnetism, and its application to the cure of disease. Price $1.25.

Soul and Body; or,

PlUOF. ~1.M

AnnRF.f;l~ 'I'HTR oFJI'TCll'

BY JOHN ALBERGER.

TRAVe:LS IN FAITH,

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.

From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBER1. (,, ADAMS.
Cloth. $1.21).

FoT Rn.le at thiR Offioe.

ROCHELLE, ILL;
H(ladqua.rters for Fine Goods In the line of Genu In
Diamonds; Fine Gold and B1lver Watches; Chains;
Br6celets; Wedding and Presentation RLne:e; Jewelry or Latest style; Gold Pens; Silverware; Ovttca.l
and Fancy Goods; 3 ounc" Coin t!llver E gin Watcb,
$10; 4 ouuce. Fnll Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
t!tem Wind, $22; tbls same, tlne movt>ment, tn b~•t
gold filled Cll.Oe, $35; with obeap movement, $;5.
Ll\dii'B' Soltd G~ld Elgin stem wind watclles, $;0,
$24, and $32-14 karat, upward. Watcbes cleaneu,
finest WotK In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned per. reg:mall or ex., paid one wuy. Work
tor tb e trade at reu need rates and agents send lng
work once. a week from every state In tbe Union are
ruaktng lots or money. Best specta.cles In the
Wutld, $1. '-All goods must suit or casb back on demaud. 'Try mel
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freetbonght Badge.
The most lleautlful badge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sale. Elegant present for Lady
or Gent. Solid gol11, $3: $3 'U; oxtra heavy, $4;
wltb diamond, artistically onameled, $10.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
BY HA.IL POST·PA.ID.

Price, 10 cents.
TEl~ TRUTH SF.I~KJW. CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New Yarn:.
To APPEAR IMMEDIATELY.
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0 rea,t M e a·wa t ,.,
ror on an wo

Exhausted Vltallty, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youtb, !<nd
tbe untold miseries result.lng rrom lndls"retlon or
excesses. A book for every man, young, mlddleaged and old. !t contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic dtseaseA, eacb one of whlcb Is luvaluable. so round by tbe autbor, wbose exper!·,ence ror 23 years Is such as probably never I.Jefure
tell to, theFlot or bany ph yslclanb. so? p11ges, bou no 1n
beaUI!fUl rene mus 11 n, em osseu covers, ru 11 gl1t,
Price, 15 cents.
guar"utued to be a finer work In every sense-meA
HE TRUTH S KI'R CO
cbanlcaL, literary, and professloual-than any otller
.t>.ddress T '
EE ~
.,
work sold In this coumry for $2.50, t•r tbe money
33 Clinton Place, New York.
......_ will be refunded In every Instance Price only $1.00
by mail, post paid. Illustratlv sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the a111hor by the
National Medical Association, to the 1.resldent or
.wblcb, tbe Hon. P. A.. Bissell, and associate officers
A Poem in Three Parts. ''r Tbe
tbe Board tbe reader Is respectfully 1 eferreo.
I:Jolence of Life should be reau IJy tile young
BY E. N. KINGSLEY, T1·uth .Finder.
ror l!istructlon, and by tbe allllcted for reuer. 1t
will benefit all.-London Lancet.
·
SECOND EDITION;
There Is no member or society to whom Tbe
~clence or Life Will not be useful, wllelher youtll,
parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-ArooPrice, 25 Cents. THl~ TRUTH SEEKER CO. naut.
'
Clinton
Place,
New
York.
Address the Peabody Medical Instltule, or Dr. W.
33
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfiucb Htreet, Bus10n, Ma'" ,
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OONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-Tiie New Testament.-Tbe
Oreatlon.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-Tbe Mira·
cles or tbe Blble.-Tile Errors or tbe Blble.-Tbe
Prophecles.-The Devil or Satan of tbe Bible.-The
Heaven and tbe Hell or tbe Blble.-The Sabbatb of
the Blble.-'J'be God or the Blble.-Tbe Messlab or.
Savior.
Orown octavo, 833 pp, Splendidly executed. Ben>
by mall, pnst paid. Price, $3.00.

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORJ{S.
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KERsEY GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

1

Is a regularly educated and legally quail·
!led pbyslclan, and
the D108t snccesstul
as bls practice wll,
pNve. He baa tor
twenty years treated
exclnslvlyall dlse108es
of tbe Sexual Organs,
In tbe cnrtl!! or wblcb
be standspreemlnont.
B PEn MA.TORRH<EA.
and 1111 P 0 TEN C Y
as tbe result or selfabuse In youth auf!
sexual excesses in rna·
tnrer years, causing
n I g b t emissions by
dreams,loss of sexua I
~ower ,rendering mar.
rlage Improper and unb upy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside· a~-opllcatlon In sixty days.
NO BTOMA.OH MEDWIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows• valuable discoveries, Wblcb Is entirely un~uown to tbe medica.! profession. Bend tlve 2·ceJJ t
;tamps for his "Privata Oounselor," giving full lr:1ormatlon. AddreBB Dr. B. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say wbere you BllW tbls advertlsment.

Divine Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history, mor!lls, religion, mid
From the Ironclad Age.
general events. Also a delineation of the
"Dr.Fello""s 1.8 an outspoken Infidel, tbererore no
characters of the principal personages of :beat
or bumoug. The Freethinkers or the land
the Christian Bible and an examination Jhonld glv tbe doctor tbelr patronage."
lyr.
of their doctrines. Price, $2.

Biography of Satan; or, a HistoricaJ
Ex:position of the Devil and his Fiery Domams. Price, 35 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revel!ltions
in religious history, which disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrins, principles, precepts, and miracles of the Christian New Testament, and furnishing a
key for unlocking many of its s!lcred
mysteries, besides comprising the history
of sixteen oriental crnci fied gods. $2.00

RUPTURES, CUREDby
Xl~~~~~~~~n~0 ~~~e~n;::s~ ~,?J::n~3Q'~n

90 daJJ8. Re"ft.able referencee given. Senci
1tamp fo1 circular, and 1a11 in what papf:f'
vou •aw mv adnrtuement• .. Addre!HJ O.pt
'If, ,l, Qllllln~I,SIIII)\TUll,l~tr-. ril\. ~- ?,

GERlUA'N Sll'tiPLJFIJGD.
An easy and practlca.l new method, adapted tor
self-Instruction as well as for use In schools. 'I'o
consist or about twelve numbers. Seven numbArB
now published. Bent to any adllress on recelr>t of
tbe price, 10 cents per number, by THE 'I'RU'I'H
SEEKER 00.

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.

A Collection of Pa!lsages
lllustrating the

OTTO \VE'J"rST.EIJ!i'S

POPULAR JEWELRY :STORE,

BY 8ECULARIS1.

The Nat- lUO~ES Jlt.;FORE TOE COURT .
ure and Power of Faith·, or, Elementary Lesthe srtme .Author.
sons in Transcendental Medicin. rhis work
is a complete exposition of principles underBible Fabrications Refuted
l,ing the Rystem of mental healing. It conJ
~
and
tains a full course of instruction in 'the philosophy and practice of the Mind-Cure. Price Tile Error>~ ot' the BiblcExpOS4'!d
$1.50.
By 0. B. WHITFOHD. MD.

GOLDEN THRONE

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY

Price, 40 Vents.
ArlrlreRR tbiR OffiCA.

WORKS OF DR. W. F. i VANS.
The Primitiv Mind-Cure.

REPLY

Price, ISO cents, 75 cents, and u.oo, ac·
cording to condition of book.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Ra Olinton Pl .. New. York.

Price, 20 cents.

MAGIC STA.FF

The Spiritttal
Science of Health and Disease. Price $1.00.
.
The :Mental Cure, illustrating the In~
fluence of the Mibd on the Body both iu
Health and Disease, and the Psychological
Method of Treatment. Price $1.50.
Prose Poems and Selections. This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
All the above books sent by mail, post paid, on
respect. In fact, one of therichest, brightest, receipt of price.
- b!lst ever issued. It contains, besides the
. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
celebr!tted "Decoration Day 01·ation," never
before published, and all the famous " tributes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till now, many
TO REV. L.A. LAjJfBERT'S
other gems, selected from the speeches, arguments, lel'tures, letters, table-talks, and "NOTES ON I~GERSOLL."
day-to-day conversations of the author. The
By B. W. Lact.
work is designed for, and will be accepted A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's
by admiring friends as a rare .personal sousophistry, unfairness, and historvenir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine
ical misstatern~mt.
steel portrait, with autograph fac simile, has
Price, Cloth, U; Paper, 50 Cents.
been prepared especinlly for it. Price, in silk-,.
.Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;
in half-calf, mottled edges, elegant library
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, l1ighest
possible style and finish, $9.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Sent on receipt of price,
Author of .. Prometheus." .. Gottlieb/' and u Ingersoll
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and JesUB."
33 Clinton Place, New York.
A Radical romance ot pioneer life. delineating the vir·
cues
of
n&tural
humanity
~• oupoeed to the hyPocrisy ot a
MONKS, POPES,
supernatural religion; erowdea with Incident and full or
AND
progreOBIV Ideas and the poetry Of tne future.

THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.

WITH AUTOGRAPH,
(;)ABINET PHOTOGJUPHS,

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine and Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to life, The Divine Law of Cure.
price $1.50 .each. Every admirer of these
apostles of. Religious Liberty should have
these busts.
..

OF

OOL. R. G. INGERSOLL,

Beyond the Valley

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Au Autobiograpliy of
Woman, and Child," "The Declamtion of
·Andre-w Jackson Davis.
Independence," "About Farming- in Illinois,··
"The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander Six Illustrations Picturing what Mr. Davis says
Clark," "Tile Past Rises before Me Like a
he h :s seen.
Dream," and "A Tribnte to Ebon C. Inger·
" Beyond the Valley" is a record of events and
soU."
scenes in his private.and public career, beginning
Some :Mistakes of :Moses. Paper, 50 where the lliagic Staff ends, and bl'ingiug his
cents; cloth, $1.25.
psychological and private experiences truthfully
InterviewR on 'l'almage. Pap'er,50 cts.; up to the preseut day. Thi>1 attractive votume
w1ll interest thvusands who l1av nevet" read his
plain cloth, $1.25.
works. lt will answer the ever-recurWhat Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa- preceding
ring questions concerning remarkable events in
per, 25 cents.
Mr. Davis's private life, and fully explains his
The Chri~>tiau Religion. Ry R. G. various public labors for mankind.
Ingersoll, Judge J ere111iah S. Black, and
" Beyond the Valley ".is a companion volume
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; to the "Magic Staff," a11d resembles it in style
cloth, $1.
of workmanship-in paper, press-work, binding,
408 page~.. Price, $1.50.
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, etc. For
Sale by THE TRUTU SEEKER CO.
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
in large, clear type, and containing as much
·as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a ·grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

PHOTOGRAPHS

Falsehoocl and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hob-

Purity and Morality of The Bible. bery-Adulterv and .Prostitution-Murder-War:;; of Con-

'·These books contain a wealth of knowledge for
self-lnstructlon."-ED. Albany Union.
3tf

WRY DON'T HE LEND A HANIH
AND OTIJER POEM!il.
By s. E'. PUTNA!ll, Author or Ingersoll and Jesus, Prome•.beuM, Golden Throne, Walls
und Wanrll'flllgS, Problema or
•
'the Uolverse, et<J.
CONTENTS: Why D'>n't .,..e Lend a Hand? 'rhe
Golden Age, Tbe Ideal nnd the Heal, Not Dead but

quest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and Living, Frultlon, RopA, '£homa.s Paine, Na.ture'B Gospel, Address to Deity, Glv us Llgbt (Holureth's poem
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to ChjJ- often
recited by Oharles Watts).
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
dren-Crueltv to Animals-Human Sacrifices-CannibalPRICE l 0 CJ<:NTS.
CHRISTIANITY
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polvgamy .:_IntemperanceAddress THE TRUTH SEEKF:R Office.
A R E WARD F 0 R C R I :ME. Poverty and Vagrancv- Ignorance and Idiocv- Ob- IMMORTALITY INHEREN 8 11\"
Substantiated by the Bible.
scenity.
NATURE.
BY
Price, paper, 35 cents; ;flexible cloth, 50 cents.

0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.·
Price, 10 Cents.
Per Dozen,u.oo
Addrees THE TRUTH BEEKER,
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Price, Stn;-le Copies,
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6 Copies, $1.00
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(/JtmfloJ · l[honght.
IF the bell rings a false alarm can It be called a
libel?

WHEN you show me a church based on the Golden
Rule as Its only creed, then I will unite with It
-Abraham Lincoln.
THE best prayer at the beginning of the day Is that
we may not lose lts.moment.s; and the best grace before meat Is the consciousness that we hav earned
uur dlnner.-ll:uskin.

A CYCLONE Is like a walter. It carries every' hing
before it.
ONE who takes lots ot Interest In his business-the
pawnbroker.

THIC·

THE truly honest man does tb.e right thing with a
simple fe~ling of satisfaction in doing It, and Is impatient It anything prevents him from having the
satlsfactlon.-Herbe>·t Spencer.

IN France cows are milked on the left-hand Bide.
In America the pump-handle Is worked from any
direction.
"HOW old are you, my little man?" asked a gen.
tleman of a tot of Our. "I'm not old," was .the Indignant reply," I am almost new.''

Truth Seeker Annual

THE great believer Is alwaya reckoneq. an Infidel',
"impracticable, fantastic, Atheistic. I believe In the
moral design of the universe, It exists hospitably
for the weal of souls; but your dogmas seem to me
to be caricatures. Why should I make-believe them?
-Emerson.ECCLESIA.SriCA.L people are In the habit of calling
things they do not like by many hard names, and I
should not wonder If they brand the pro~osltlon I
make as blasphemous, yet I should like to see a
scientific Sunday-school In every parish. I cannot
but think .there Is room for all of us to .work In helping to bridge over the great abyss of ignorance
which lies at our feet. If any object that it will dishonor God, on any special day, to awaken the mind
of the yoang to the lnllnlt wonder ot the works
called his, and to teach those laws which must be his
laws, there must be something wrong In their log!".
-Huxley.

-AND-

THE day of the green apple's over,
The ·banana peel's joke's almost done.
The lce,man and Ice-cream discover
They're left and the oyster's begun.

J(rt~lhinkt~~' ~lmal{flt,

A COUNTRY clergyman was one day catechlslng his
!lock in the church, The sexton, being somewhat
badly posted, thought it best to keep a modest place
near the door, In the hope of escaping the Inquisition. But the clergyman observed him, !j.nd, divinIng his object, called him forward. ·'John," said
he, 11 what is baptism?" 11 Ou, sir," answered
John, scratching his head, "ye ken, It's jUst saxpence to me and llfteenpence to the precentor."

1885.
(E. M. 285.l

®yv'itl\ @JR.irty-.®e\?en f,)ortrait.® of f,)romine.nt J\met•icarz

"HOW are times down ln the country, uncle?"
asked a white man of im old negro. "Porely, Pah,
porely." 11 What is the cause?" 11 It's de com in' in
o' dese Yankees, sah.'" "How did they cause hard
times?" "By t'arlng down an de ole smoke-houses,
sah." "Why did that make any difference?"
"What? ,why did dat make any difference? Sah,
da tore tore down de log-houses an' built brick ones
in dar place. Da needn't be so purticular. Nobody
wa'nt gwine ter steal nuthin'."

@Jreetl\inl("er.®, d.n~ !1umerou.® @Jffu.®tration.®,

No idiosyncrasy Is there for which Rome cannot
provide a sphere; no gift she cannot utilize She
caters to every ta3te; student of human nat{\re, she
knows its weakness and Kens Its strength; liberty
she hates-of thought, conscience, discussion; her
alliance with liberty Is a mesalliance, the union Is ,
most unnatural. Beneath the noble union of this
free nation Rome Is steadily laying her foundations,
amassing wealth, concentrating power; she Is in
very deed a" king without a kingdom;" she is pre_
paring for the future. Her genius is ''to labor and
to walt." The moral Incorruption of this nation I&
Its only safeguard against Rome; with its corruption,
her hour and power draw nigh, A conscience Invincible by bribe is what she dreads. It Is the only
human thing she cannot hope to grapple and o'ermaster. Even as the vulture finds in the carcass,
reeking with decomposition, her fitting prey and
food, so Rome, turning with loathing from any people In whom perfect moral life abides, hovers over
and sweeps down upon whatsoever peoples are sinkIng Into a mass of mot·ai decay I Witi;l men without
principle she knows how to deal. Her methods are
stealthy as the panther. As to her spirit, the eagle
Is not so rapacious, nor the serpent so·subtll; sin Is
not more deceitful, nor Satan more treacherous. In
ambition she surpasses Crosar, and In assumption
of power to ·• save and to destroy," she rivals God,
-Thomas Guard.
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With a twitter a sparrow ftew d'own,
The wasp and the beetle came, too;
The bee left the rose, and the frog from a doze
Was aroused by1:he loud tattoo.
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"What's the row, Mr. Grouse?" croaked the frog;
"What's to pay?" sang the blue jay and wren,
While the geese, with a squawk, shouted back to the
hawk,
'
And were joined by the quarrelsome hen.
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"Alack I" said the grouse, wlth a frown,
"I am sick of that ma.Japert's song." ·
"What matters to me ?" piped the bird from the
tree,
And he sang there the whole day long.- Outing.
A PARTY of English tourists were coming from the
Yosemite last week; when one of them, who had
been l!.ubbed the interrogation point. of the crowd,
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chanced to be old Bill McClenathan, he asked: "Ah,
driver, I wondab what the doose those boots are
doing up theah ?" Old Bill scarcely looked up as he
replied: "That's a man burled up there, and the
boys were In such a hurry that they did not dig
deep enough to get his feet ln." "Bah Jawve, that's
very strange, ye kna u I'll make a note of that.
But I say, driver, the toes point down. He must be
buried on his face, d'ye kn~u ?" "Yes," said old
Bill, musingly, "he was an Irishman." 11 But what's
his being an ·Irishman got to do with his being
burled with his face down ?" asked the now thoroughly aroused Brltlsher. Old Blll looked at him In
a pitying manner for some seconds, and then, in a
tone full of deep sorrow and astonishment at the
•:·ourist's ignorance, said: "Well, do you see, we've
got a sort of superstition out this way that on election day every dead Irishman gets out of his grave
and votes, and so lately we've got to burying them
on the top of the hlll, tace down, so that the more
th-e corpse tries to dig out the deeper he gets down."
"Oh, yes, I see," said the Englishman gravely,
"I'll make a note of that for my book."

ASHORT LESSON IN HiSTORY •

n

THE

THE cathedralS meant royalty and hierarchy, of
which the people of Europe hav had eoough, while Price 20
For sale at this of6c~>.
the little New England meeting-house meant and
means an advance In popular liberty and popular
Prosperity, increase of Freethollght, the ultimate
extinction of superstition, and the complete secularIzation of the States. The Yankee meeting-house
His Ans-wers
neither was nor is a finality, but indicates a step To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
forward in·the right direction when compared with
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
medieval cathedrals. It was a cheap edifice, and
did not require enormous contributions to be
Millions of these should be circulated by
squeezed by theological menaces and promises of
bliss, or threats of punishment, out of thousands of Freethinkers.
day-laborers, who ought to be devoting all their
earnings to getting homes for themselvs and famlPric~, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
lies.-Index (Aug. 31, 1882).
$1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
'TIS vary true, my sovereign king,
My skill may well be doubted,
But facts are chlels that wlnna ling,
·And darena be disputed.~
-Burns,
ON the plea of a corruption, of which th~ Individual himself has not been the cause, of which neither
is it given hlllJ. to free himself, of his own power, he
Is to be condemned; he and the entire progeny of a
childish and lnexperlence~palr-not excepting even
the lnnocent.little ones who die unbaptized-to the
everlasting torments of hell! It Is astonishing how
a conception equally revolting to man's reason and
sense of j astlce, a conception which transforms Clod
from an object of adoration and affection Into a hideous and detestable being, could, at any time, however barbarous, hav been found acceptable, or how
the casulstrlee, by Which people strove to modify Its
harshness, could ever even hav been listened to with
common patience.-Sirauss's Old and New Faith.

thinkers' Creed. By Horace Seaver,

A grasshopper perched on a straw,
A bobolink paused on his way,
And the burrowing mole peeped out of his hole
To hear what they-all had to say.

Goon and Ill are universally Intermingled and confounded; happiness and misery, wisdom and folly,
virtue and vice: Nothing Is pure and entirely of a
piece. All advantages are attended with disadvantages. And universal compensation prevails In all
conditions of being and existence. And It is not possible for us, by our most chimerical wishes, to form
the Idea of a station or situation altogether desirable.
The draughts of life, according to the poet's fiction,
are always mixed from the vessels on each· hand of
_ Jupiter; or If any cup be presented altogether pure,
It Is drawn only from the left-hand vessel.-Hume's
Natural History oj Religion.
IT Is a common thing for men of business to say
that they are " fond of books, but that they hav no
time for reading." In som9 Instances this may
really be the ·case, but, for the most part, they ·had
better acknowledge that they care little for what
they can find no time to do. In these, as in most
other circumstances, "where there is a will there Is
a way." , . 'l'he best workman is he who can do
his work with cheerfulness; he is a man whose nature Is the best and completest, who has his facu1Ues
most about him, and in the most fitting abundance,
and the way to turn our faculties to the best account
Is to glv them fair play, to see that the senses of the
mind (If we may so call them) hav as much reasonable fruition as those that contribute to the nourishment and refreshment of the body.-Leigh Hunt's
ookfo>' a Learner.

By the

Hon. Elizur Wright,
Liberalism: What to Do and How
<Q to Do It. By Charles vVatts,
A Dream of Earth and Man. By
Courtland! Palmer,
An English General Election Fifty
Years Ago. By Thomas Mead,
The Demands of Liberalism. By W.
S. Bush Esq.,
•
The New Apostolic Succession. By
T. B. Wakeman, Esq.,

Universal Mental Liberty. The Free-
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A double-p!lge pictnre C0ntrr.sting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the othe1· bas
always opposecl. it. The German-American thus
d<)scribes it in detail:
The palmy days of the church witness the burning at the stake of Bruno, the pope and prlestE witnessing the burning of the heretic with expressions
of joy. Gallleo Is represented sitting In his study,
the pope holding the sword of Inquisition over his
head, and to save his life being forced to recant his
philosophy. Martin Luther Is represented tacking
up his" Right of Private Judgment." "Behind him
stands the pope with the bull or excomm unlcatlon
drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
ax of Infallibility. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their inventions to practical
tests, and In the rear of them the Presbyterian put1 pits are filled by two of the broadcloth gentlemen
del'!.ounclng the invention! as" Thwarting the will
of qod," and branding these men and their Inventions as "Heralds of Antichrist." Ingersoll stands
on a platform apparently delivering his lecture
"Which Way?" which he holds In his hand. Talmage approaches the platform at the colonel's back,
pulling after him, by the arm, the chief of pollee,
wh0 holds In his hand thew,.rrant of arrestfor blasphemy. The COlonel seems to take no notice of the
spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers of salvation, the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,
tambourines, and streamers, (and screamers, too),
aleo a facsimile of our crazy armY. A group of likenesses of the teachers or sclence,Haeckel,Humboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, Is also shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkably correct. As a
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
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Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 ?ents;
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred coptes for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought
would distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

THE MODERN BALAAM.
Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. It is a sp1endid pictorial argument. Price,
per dozen, 30 cenl,.'l; per hundred, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

"OH, I had a perfectly lovely time last night I"
enthusiastically ~xclalmed one of Minneapolis's best
known society ladles this morning. "Instead of
going to the club, Harry always stays home on Frll1ay evening, and he and I Invite a few friends up to
!•lay cards. We always start out to play euchre,
wb 1st, cribbage, but after a while a game of draw Is
always suggested. Well, last. evening there were
five of us playing, and things were about even. On
one hand that was dealt everybody but Mr. B--,
Kate H--, and myself dropped out. Now, you
know how lucky he Is at cards. Now, I knew by the
way he looked that he had a good hand. I gave
Kate the wink, and she made a bet. Mr. B-raised her. I did the same. Kate raised again.
Mr. B-- saw it, but I raised the bet. We repeated
that operation until Mr. B-- got scared and threw
clown "the carde. There was abo114i $40 In the pot,
and, a!ter betting back and forth a few times, Kate
and I agreed to divide." "Why, wasn't that lovely?
What did you hold?" "Only a pair of deuces, and
Kate only had a pair of nines." "How did you
manage the game,· anywa~ ?" "Oh, that was easy
enough," answered the fair exponent of draw, with
rm air that would hav done credit to an old sport.
"Well, you see that Kate and I know something
about the gam.,, and we hav It made up between us.
We always do. that when we hav a chance. Harry
t 'id us about it. He said it cost him S300 to Jearn !t.
I wouldn't pay that much to learn a trick at cards
would you? - What do ~ou think Mr. B-- held?
Nothing Jess than three tens. Wasn't It good to beat
him?" "What are you going to do with the money;
buy that lovely bonnet you were talking about?'
"Why, the ideal Of course I am not. I put every
cent of it In the collection-box at the church. I
couldn't think of keeping money I won at cards."Indianapolis Journal.

A JOU-RNAL OF FREETHOUGHT· AND REFORM.
Entered at the Post-Ollloo at New York, N.Y., as Second-class :Matter. '

Vol. 12. No. 40. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

Jlloits and f1lippings.
LoNG IsLANDERS call toadfish Methodist ministers because they hav such large mouths.
LoRD LORNE recently described the endowments of the established church of Scotland
as stolen property.
THE Rev. Sam Jones has had hard luck of
late. His stable has been blown up by dynamite by some antiprohibitionists, and his gospel tent /was blown down by a cyclone and
wrecked.
FROM an address by the .Rev. J. W. Haney,
a pastor at Springfield, Ohio: "·The Democratic party is the road to hell, and the Republican party is the road to damnation .. I'll take
to the woods."
EDITOR STEAD, of the Pall Mall Gazette, is
now committed for abduction in the case of
one Eliza Armstrong. In obtaining m~terial
for his exposures, it is charged that he violated
the law, and hence his arrest.
THROUGH the efforts of the U nite.d States
- consul a.t Genoa, Italy, an American lady who
married a titled Italian has been liberated from
an insane asylum, where, although of s·ound
mind, she had been for some time confined.
She is now on her way home.
Two or three Mormon elders hav been working in Spartanburg county, S. C., for several
years. Last week a deputation of citizens surrounded their house, shot at one elder, and
horsewhipped another. They hav now removed to another part of the county.
"WHAT Was the trouble at church this morning?" inquired one Dakota citizen of another.
"I understand there was a row." "Oh, it
didn't amount to anything. Some of the
members in the back pews threatened to shoot
the minister unless he spoke louder.' That
was all."
SPEAKING of the triumphs of ·German surgery, a writer points out a number of men
now walking around in the empire with only
a fractional part of their digestiv organs. Some
are referred to as being without a spleen, or
having but a single kidney, others. lack a gall
bladder and several metres of intestins, while
the climax is reached by "the man without a
stomach."
A RELIC of the great forests which once covered the south of Sweden was recently dug
out of a bog at Kinneved in the shape of a
boat six f.eet in diameter, hollowed out of a
log. The tree from which it was obtained
must hav been twenty feet in circumference.
The wood, which was blue in color, was very
hard, and the boat so heavy that two bullocks
could not move it.
"How little the present generation know
about theology !" says the Holston (Tenn.)
Mtthodist. "They mix Calvinism and Arminianism in hopeless confusion. Our young
preachers should read our standard works,
and some solid doctrinal pabulum should be
handed down to the pews. There is no backbone in the theology of the day. The model
sermon is nothing but a jelly-fish:"
"I';L' fills my heart with joy," said an earnest
country clergyman at the conclusion of his
sermon, "to see so many strangers among our
congregation on this beautiful Sabbath morn-·
ing. Sojourners in our town are always welcome. We wlfttt them to come. Young men
and old men whom pleasure or business has
called away from the softening influences of
home, we greet with open hearts. The collection will now be taken up."
A PREACHER at a camp-meeting fervidly said,
when a proposition \vas made to shut the
gates on Sunday: "Brethren, there are souls
that will be damned if you don't hold over
Sunday. Tiley are almost persuaded by Saturday. Sunday will bring their convictions to
a crrsrs. 0 brethren, let us save them ! Thousands, too, will come then that will come. at
no other time." The Christian Advocate makes
the report, and its editor adds that by personal
investigation he found out that the urgent
speaker owned the refreshment stand.
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SAm a gentleman who had just returned
from abroad, "I was at church yesterday, deacon, and was astonished at the size of the
congregation. It must hav doubled since I
THE Grant memorial fund is now over
went away." "Yes;" replied the deacon, "we
think of building a larger church." Gentle· $82,000.
man: "The minister's popularity seems to be
THE Salvation Army was mebbed in Monincreasing?" Deacon: "Yes;· since he was treal last week.
caught kissing one of tire singers in the choir
A RICH silver discovery is reported from the
the church has taken on a new life."-Louis- vicinity of Nashville, Tenn .
.viile Courier.
THIRTY-TWO persons died of small-pox in
A VERY sensible decision is this of the Ohio Montreal, C1.n., last Saturday.
Supreme Court, in Hastings· vs. Columbus,
' THE whipping-post and pillory were used
"that publication of the preliminary and other
at Newcastle, Del., last week, to punish a
ordinances, with respect to a street improveburglar and a thief.
ment, in a newspaper of general circulation,
LARGE tracts of land are said to hav been
in accordance with the terms of the statute, is
a valid and legal publication, although such purchased by the Mormons in Mexico for purnewspaper is published only on Sunday. poses of colonization.
When a citizen receives a newspaper containTHE Rev. Richard L, Knox, for fourteen
ing a legal notice, and reads such notice, the years a noted Catholic priest, entered the minobject which the legislature had in view is to istry of the Protestant church, last Sunday, at
that extent accomplished, and such publication St. Louis.
'
is- analogous to service of a summons. If the
GovERNO;R HILL, of New York, has been renewspaper is mailed, the citizen commits no
nominated by the Democrats. Roswell P.
A QUEER story of clerical intolerll.nce comes offense wh~tever by receiving it at the post- Flower was nominated for lieutenant-governor,
office
on
Sunday
and
reading
it;
nor
does
he
from Little Leigh, in Cheshire, England. The
but declined. ·
resident Baptist minister reported at a public commit any offense by buying it on that day
THE total yield of corn in the United States
meeting that since coming to Leigh he had met of the publisher, or a carrier, or newsboy. A this year is estimated at 1,979,636,000 bushels,
Sunday
newspaper
is
not
an
unlawful
publiwith actual perseeution from the rector. He
being an excess over last year's crop of 184,had been unable to obtain a house in which to cation, and the fact that persons engaged upon 640,000 bushels.
it
may
hav
violated
the
statute
against
common
liv, and having decided to build a dwelling, he
THE magistrates of Cork county, Ireland,
found that his attempt to purchase land from labor, in preparing and circulating it, no more
Lord Leigh was met with a protest from the affects the legality of the notice than the fact hav called the government's attention to the
Established Churchmen. In reply, the rector that the sheriff may hav committed some excessiv boycotting there carried on, and ask
admits the truth of these charges, and declares offense at the time he served a summons would for repressiv measures.
that he but keeps his vows, having sworn to do affect the legality of the service. In one case
THE Socialists had a great demonstration at
all in his power to prevent the spread of as well as the other the service is in fact effect- London last Saturday. Riot and general disual in giving actual notice, and we see nothing
schism.-New'Haven Journal.
order were expected, but none occurred, and
in the common law or our statutes which would the meeting was as orderly as any of its size
A MIDDLE· AGED man, in a clerical dress, was warrant us in hoJ&ling that such publication is
found on the 21st ult., in an unconscious con- illegal or invalid. We determin that the pub- ever held in London.
THE quarrel between Spain and Germany
dition in a dirty bed in a shabbily-furnished lications in question are legal."
over the possession of the Caroline Islands
room over a saloon irr Milwaukee. He proved
THE following is a description of a priest's is regarded as in a fair way to be settled amito be the Rev. Robert Sloss, pastor of the
Presbyterian church at Greenburg, Ind. For house after a fight between two factions of his cably. Spain has apologized for insults, and
ten days he had occupied the room in which church who had met there. It occurred in Bismarck accepts the apology.
he was discovered, having dosed himself with Milwaukee on Sunday, Sept. 20th: "The
A WOMAN who has just had some experience
morphine and opium and spent the time in house after the fight showed the work of the at the "Home for Fallen Women" in this city
rabble.
One
whitewashed
wall
was
bespatdrunken debauchery. He was well dressed.
says there is more praying than eating at that
He had a new suit of clothes, and considerable tered with blood, which had also stained the institution, and that on the whole she prefers
carpet.
In
the
corner
were
several
handfuls
clothing in his valises. On his person was a
the prison on Blackwell's Island.
gold watch and heavy gold chain, and in his of reddish-brown beard, which had been
Ex-GoVERNOR MosEs of South Carolina has
pockets he had $7. A woman had visited him plucked out by the roots. Several cravats were
to obtaining money in Boston under
confessed
in
another
corner.
The
contents
of
three
at the rooms. He had deliberately planned a
false pretenses, and is to be sentenced there
debauch. He was removed to a hospital, broken spittoons were scattered all over tire
carpet. A crucifix, broken in two, lay be- this week. He has recently served out a term
where he subsequently died.
neath a picture of the Madonna, which had in the Middlesex jail for a similar offense.
REOENT statistics demonstrate that England escaped the hands of the rioters. Archbishop
THE Italian bark Excelsior left Marseilles
has 65 square miles of colony to the square Heiss's portrait, in a rich gilt frame, looked
mile of her own area; Holland, 54; Portugal, down calmly on the scene. A package of wa- for New York two months ago, and when three
20; Denmark, 6.30; France, 1.00; and Spain fers for communion purposes lay crushed into days out a sailor died of the cholera. There
are no more cases of the disease on board, but
0.86 square miles. The area of the British bits, where somebody's broad heel had stepped
colonies is 8,000,000 square miles-rather less on them. An inverted inkstand and a wide the vessel is detained in quarantine at this port.
A MAN who was formerly a Catholic priest in
than the area of the l'tussian empire, including circle of ink-stain around it were seen on the
Siberia and Central Asia; but if the area of the red corner of a table. The white sliding door Ireland, after wandering about in a drunken
ilativ feudatory states in India, amounting to between the parlor and the sitting-room was state for five days, was arrested in St. Louis,
509,284 square miles, be added, over which torn from its hinges and leaned against the Mo., on the 27th. He still wore the clerical
England exercises as much control as Russia wall. Most of the furniture, with its purple garb, but said he had lost his pulpit through
does over much of the territory under its sway, plush covering, looked as though it had come indulgence in strong drink.
together with that of the United Kingdom out of a second-hand store. The front door
THE surviving Confederates of Bedford
itself, 120,757 square miles, then the area of was broken in and was split in several places. county and Lynchburg, Va., had a reunion
the·British empire exceeds that of the Russian Dents made by boot-heels and blood-stains one day last week. There was great enthusiempire by about 200,000 square miles; and it marred the white surface of the panels." A asm. Jubal Early made a patriotic speech,
covers within a frat1ton one-sixth of the whole list of casualties are: "Frank Niezorowski, cannon boomed all day, and the American flag
land area of the globe.
formerly a policeman, was wounded most se- was greeted with tumultuous applause.·
DumNG the cholera epidemic in Italy, last verely. Some one had struck him on the
year, the superstitious propensities of the head, and the wound bled profusely. ~Thomas
THE Rev. W. F. Price, who used to preach
lower classes were worked to fever heat; and Klopatek had his lip mutilated by the knife of in Keene, N. H., where he first attracted public notice by his scufiie with Joe Cook, now ofduring the present season the people of Spain John Waier, formerly a fireman, who did not
ficiates at the Madison avenue Congregational
are showing the same peculiarities. A recent belong to the congregation, but took part in
church, in this city, formerly presided over by
number of El Mercantil Valenciano reports: the row just for the fun of the thing. Albert
Parson Newman. Last Sunday he led the ser" Yesterday and the day before more than five Hildebrand was cut in the face by Anton Pohund:red persons took the train for El Pnig, lezeinowski. Several others were more or less vices for the .first time with a congregation
for the purpose of securing oil froni the lamp hurt. One man had half his beard torn out numbering about one hundred.
which there burns before the image of the by the roots. Others had half their clothes
MoNTREAL, Can., was the scene of a violent
Holy Virgin. These superstitious and fanatical torn from their backs. Many had scalp riot last Monday evening. The French Canpeople think that this oil is a reliable remedy wounds, resulting from the smashing of crock- adians are opposed to vaccination, and when
against cholera. In the meanwhile, the sa- ery, spittoons, lamps, and inkstands over their 1 it was made compulsorv by order of the health
cristan of that church and the railroad com- heads. They were a sorry.looking lot. It was board they rebelled, constituted themselvs a
pany are making a good deal of money." The evident, however, that, while they were some- mob, and assaulted the officers of the vaccinRevista Christiana, of a few days later, has the what disfigured, they were still 'in the ring,' ators, the doctors, and a newspaper. These
following announcement: "Died, at El Pnig, for after dark the disturbances were revived, French Canadians are Catholics, and, like the
of very violent cholera, the sacristan who had and a squad of police was serit to the spot. A: ignorant populace of Spain, take violent rebeen accustomea uo sell· the famous oil as a, large ~umber of arrests were made, and the· ligious grounds against whatever presents
miraculous cure of the cholera."
I ringleaders were locked up."
itself under the name of science.
IN Ontario thl)re is one church for every 274
Baptists, one for every 230 Congregationalists,
one for every 539 Episcopalians, one .for every
249 Methodists, and one for every 490 Presbyterians. The Roman Catholics hav a church
to every 1,207 members. The Toronto Mail
thinks the Protestants hav altogether too many
churches, and advises consolidation .as the
only means of sustaining Protestantism. We
hope they will not consolidate, then. Let them
all die out t~gether, like a couple of lovers who
cannot.marry, and so commit suicide.
"Hav you lived a good life?" said St. Peter
to a trembling female who knocked timidly at
the Gate of Beauty. "I was only good at one
thing," said the sprite before him, with ·a doleful shake" of the head. "And what was that?"
inquired St. Peter, in a voice of blissful sweetness. "Cooking," responded the timid one,
in woeful tones. "Come right in, then," said
the sentinel saint; "you've saved more men
from perdition than a dozen missionaries, and
I don't believe you can find anything around
here in the shape of blessedness that you're
not entitled to."-Chicago Ledger.
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Qlommunitptfiqns.
A Reply to Mgr. Capel and All Others Whom It
ltlay ('oncern.
,J, J, MC'CABE'S SPEECH BEFORE THE ALBANY CONVENTION.

. I suppose it was intended that my address should
be merely one of welcome to our Liberal friends who
hav come here from every part of the state of New
York and also from places that are far beyond the
limits of the state. Well, you are welcome. You
hav all paid your way, I suppose, and I can't see why
you should not be welcome under such circumstances.
There is no use of telling you that Albany is a very
old city, and that there hJJ.v been a great many conventions held here in the last three hundred years.
These things hav been told many times by others,
therefore I will take up the time that I might use
uselessly in compliments and historical reminiscences
in saying something that I consider of more importance.
I think I can say without fear of contradiction that
A)bany contains a larger number of Freethinkers
than our orthodox friends would like to acknowledge.
In fact, our ·churches of all de:aominations are maintained by people who would not sell all they hav for
the benefit of the poor and deliver their bodies to be
burnt to show their faith in the efficacy of any kind
of religion. Yet, there are many very good and
fairly intelligent people who think that a person who
opeply declares himself a Freethinker has been corrupted in some manner, that he has been guilty of
some heinous violation of the so-called laws of God.
There may be some people who do not know that this
kind of diabolical drivel is taught from the pulpits not
only in this city, but in every town and hamlet
throughout the United States. I hav heard clergymen in Catholic and Protestant churches declare
with all the earnestness of settled knowledge and conviction that every P¥Bon who left the church to join
the ranks of Infidelity was a criminal before God and
man before such an act was contemplated.
In other words, I hav heard priests and ministers
say that men or women did not cease to be Christians until they became immoral.
When I was a Christian, and had a good deal of
confidence in the honesty and general morality of the
priesthood, I believed that the priest told the truth
when he spoke in this manner about people who left
the church. But since I hav learned by practical experience that the clergy as a profession are no more
honest th~n men of any other profession, I hav
come to the conclusion that priests and ministers say
these things about us with the same motiv that a
Democratic or Repubiican stump-speaker acts upon
when he runs down his political opponents. All such
arguments, whether by priest or politician, are dishonest, but the priest should receive the greater condemnation, because he is generally supposed by the
faithful to be actuated by higher and nobler motiv·s
than the politician. If criminal statistics are any
good, if they prove anything, they certainly demonstrate that the Freethinkers of the world are the very
best people in it in a moral point of view. If the
ultimate object of religion is to make people moral,
kind, and generous toward each other, the Christian
religion is a failure. If theology is the essential
groundwork of religion, and a knowJedge of theological mysteries the only means of salvation, then there
are very few Christians that can possibly be saved,
because tnere is not one in a thousand that knows
anything about theology.
_
If it is necessary, however, to believe a thing that
there is no possible means of gaining any knowledge
of, in order that we may hav life eternal in a better
world than this, then it would hav been about as well
for the human family to hav been parrots, for these
animals are endowed with sufficient understanding
to say, " I do believe." And if the lectures of such
men as Messrs. Capel, Talmage, and Newman manifest their knowledge of God, the immortality of the
soul, hell, heaven, etc., then we ought to giv the parrot credit for the knowledge he possesses; for there
never was an intelligent parrot that could not tell as
much truth about God, the immortality of the soul,
and all such thing~, as any of those preachers.
It is my private opinion that these fellows who hav
tried so long to make it appear that they ar~ on such
terms of social intimacy with God hav been playing
"a confidence game. I hav had just enough of experience in the world to know that there are many
men and women who try to make people believe that
they are on social and friendly relations with all the
great political magnates and millionaires in the country. This seems to be a strong weakness in some people. Aud this knowledge makes me believe that
God is just as friendly and sociable with me as he
ever was with anybody. Yet he has never invited
me to dinner. Nor has he, to my knowledge, ever
given me a commission to teach or govern anybody,
or to kill or damn anyone. Now, if there is such a
thing as a supreme, all-powerful-God, and if this God
could and would come here and make himself known
to the judicial authorities, I believe that the
fellows who are going around telling people how
much they know about him would be arrested, and

Go'd would prosecute everyone of them for slander
and for receiving money under false pretenses. Let
me ask the most intellectual teacher of theologyMr. Capel thinks he is-a simple question, How does
he know there is a God? What will his answer be?
He says he,knows there is a God, because a great
many people believe there is; because his conscience
tells him there is; because the heavenly bodies are
in motion; because a bee has a colored wing. Are
these all the evidences you C!tn bring forward to
prove that there is a God ? we ask. " Well, these are
the strongest," he says, "and if they are not auffficiently strong to satisfy you, they are strong enough
to ·convince me that there is a God, personal and
self-existent, to whom every material and immaterial
thing is subject."
Now, without attempting to deny the existence of
a supreme power-the recognition of which does not
call for the services of a priest, as Voltaire, Paine,
Victor Hugo, and many others, who are C'llled Infidels believed this much-let us see how much
logic 'there is in this whole argument. He says there
is a God-he calls it a personal God-because a
great many people believe it. Now, in the first place,
a very large number of the human faniily do not believe it, that is, do not claim to hav any knowledge
on the' subject, and among this large number are
the greatest minds in the world.
Second, until a very recent date, nine hundred and
ninety-nine people in a thousand believed that the
earth was a flat plain, and that it was stationary and
the sun revolved around it; and among those who
believed this was Jesus-if any of you know who he
was.
Who believes this now? Do any of the followers
of Jesus? Not many. Now, then, if the belief of a
great many people makes a thing true, the earth must
hav been flat, and the sun revolved around it, until a
few years ·ago. And so, if it should come to pass in
the course of twenty~five or thirty years that the
great majority of the people in the world should believe that there is no God, why, according to this
style of logic, there could not by any possibility be
a God.·
The second argument is, that his conscience tells
him there is a God, that is, a personal God outside
of matter, with organized parts. I hav no doubt
that this is the sole reason why so many intellectual
men remain in the priesthood. . Their conscience
tells them they are right. But phrenology teaches
us that there are a great many people whose conscience is a very small quantity. And, to speak plain,
I think that any person living in this age, when all
the necellsary facilities to acquire knowledge are at
the command of even the humblest, who can get up
before a public audience and tell them that he knows
there is a personal God, an immortal soul, a heave;n,
hell, a devil, and all such things, has not only a very
small conscience, but the cheek of a rhinoceros also.
The third argument of this great theological
teacher is that the celestial orbs are in motion. It
was formerly taught by the priests that there was
nothing in motion but the sun, moon, and planets
outside of the earth. :fn fact, I remember hearing
Father Haverman, the gentleman who acted as agent
for the Catholic church in buying the present Troy
Theological Seminary, declare in a lecture on astronomy that all that part of the heavens outside of
the solar system was a crystalline sphere, that the
stars were merely lights in heaven answering the
same purpose as our gas-lamps, and that it was
upon that crystalline floor that God and the angels
dwelt.
.. But we are now told that because all these celestial orbs are found to be in motion, there is a God.
I think the best answer I can giv to this argument is the one the . Irishman gave to the English tourist while viewing Niagara Falls. The
tourist, as he viewed the great falls, dilated on
that magnificent work of nature in eloquent language.
The Irishman stood by and looked at him in silence,
without being inspired by any of the emotions that
controled the mind of the tourist. Finally, turning
to the Irishman, he said, "Isn't it wonderful? Isn't it
sublimely grand?" and so on. "What?" said the
Irishman. "Why, to see that great body of water
carried over the precipice and plunging into the basin
below." "And what the divel is to hinder it?" said
the Irishman. And so we can say about the motion
of the heavenly bodies, What is ~here to hinder that
motion ? Every particle of matter in the universe
has in it the power of attraction and the power of
repulsion. These powers keep matter in all its forms
and conditions in motion, and nothing can stop that
motion; no, not even a God. But these priests
know that they are losing the respect of many of the
most intelligent men and women in this and every
other civilized country. It is a kno~n fact that the
great body of men and women known as writers,
artists, and seientists, and the most rational portion
of the working people, scarcely ever put their foot inside the walls of a church for religious purposes. The
priests are cognizant of this fact, I say, and
although they are toadied to by some politicians, on
account of the supposed political influence they
wield, yet the contempt that the priestly profession

is held in by many of .the best and most }ntelligent
people in the worid begins to trouble them. Superior intelligence, when accompanied by manly independence, has an influence that 'must be respected
even by intellectual frauds. Pulpit Orations are fre~
quently delivered now which are apologies for Christian theology. In words that a very common mind
can very easily comprehend, these preachers admit
that theology is a humbug which is fostered and fed
by superstition, ignorance, and selfishness only. Yet,
notwithstanding that it is the greatest of all humbugs, it is still doing an immense amount of good
for the human family. They say it is an inspirational boon to the living and a consolation to the
dying. They say that a belief in Christian theology
wi~l inspire men wit~ the notion that one of the best
thmgs they can do 1st~ make targets of themselvs
for cannon-balls ~s soldiers, and as fir~men to s~and
'!lnder the crumbling walls of. a house and ~e killed
JU~t for the glory of t~e thmg. 'Yh.Y don t these
pnests seek some of this glory, as It IS such a fine
thing? No, they would rather be. exempt by ~aw
from the, perfo1·mance of the duties of a soldier.
They don t even want to pay.taxes ~n the property
t~ey own. H.o~ever, t~ere Is. nothmg. that the artist,, poet, musician, soldi~r, philanthropist, or .statesman h~s done ~or humamty that these.al?ologJs~s.do
not chum ~s bemg the work of the. Christian ~ehgwn
and the Bible. Now, let us exa~m th~se c!a~ms for
a mom~nt. Clearch.us, one of ~risto~le s pupils, says
that.Anstotle told his scholars,_m a discourse on th.e
Jewish people, that. the Jews brought all of thell'
laws and whatever hterature they possessed from the
East. The histories of Juda and Israel as recorded in
the books of Kings and Chronicles amply show that
these people, prior to their captivity, were as barbarous and uncultured as the people in many of the
kingdoms in the interior of Africa to-day. Although
occupying a country that bordered on a nation whose
people were the most civilized and enlightened,
where every art was cultivated, such as music, painting, sculpture, poetry, elocution, etc., yet this Jewish
nation, standing almost within the sound of the voice
of the Greek orator, had no orators, poets, painters, or
anything else, because they were commanded by their
priests, who held complete mastery over them physically and mentally, that they must not imitate the
manners or pursuits of the gentiles. Therefore, as
a natural consequence, we :find that, ·in a literary,
artistic, and scientific point of view, the land of Judea
was a complete desert.
What shall we now say of Christianity, which is
the daughter of this intellectually starved and crippled mother ?
"No foolish talking," says Paul. "T!tlk riot at
all," says Matthew. " When you are asked a question, answer Yea or Nay. If you add-another word
it comes from the devil." Under these restricting commandments, which were emphasized in the
most narrow conception of their meaning, as history
informs us, and followed by, "Do ye not as the heathens," as squeaked out from nearly every book in the
New Testament, the products of the intellectual labor and the patient industry of artistic genius, which
beautified, enriched, and ennobled Greece and Rome
for centuri~s, were, under Christian preponderance,
buried in the dust, there to lie until a Mohammedan
spade dug them up. It is written in an allegorical
tract called the "Book of Revelation" that there was
silence in heaven for the space of half an hour. Put
your ear now to the trumpet of time and: listen to
the sounds that flow along on the summer breezes of
seven centuries. Nothing can be heard but the sepulchral voice of the priest. The 4_ammer of the
sculptor is silent. You cannot hear the movement of
the painter's brush. In vain do you strain your ear
to try to catch the sound of the voice of a political
orator or dramatic artist. And if your amorous or patriotic soul should prompt you to try to catch a melodious strain from the lute of an epic or love-impassioned
poet, you hear nothing but the mournful chant of
monastic prisoners. A silence as dead as the grave,
disturbed by no sound save that of the voice of the
priest, the occasional clash of sword-blades, the twisti;ng of· the screw of torture, and the clank of chains.
This is what Christianity did for humanity when it
was Christianity. But Arabian enterprise dug up
some of the treasures of Grecian lore from beneath
the dust of ages, and, putting them on the points of
their spears, shoved them down the th4>ats of Christian soldiers on the plains of Palestine. Bagdad in
the tenth century, under the Mohammedan caliphs,
was the first seat of artistic and scientific learning
that had existed for over six hundred years. Refinement and art culture were carried from ·this famous
seat of learning to Cordova in Spain. From Cordova
the first wave of artistic and scientific thought found
its way into western Europe. Another wave, rolling
directly from Bagdad, overwhelmed the first onslaught of the Crusaders. Once more from the
schools of Cordova philosophy and art sent another
wave that pierced the heart of Christendom. Art
and skepticism now marched hand in hand. The
poet took up his pen, and soon the experimental
lines were traced. Slowly the child of genius labored
to catch the tints or blending colors. Slowly, he
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moved the chisel in tracipg the forms of animals and their writing right de facto beyond ,the de Jure crit- scheming and ambitious wife, together with the thin
air of superstition?
·
men. Slowly his voice was tuned to sink in softest icism of good scholars.
Does not" Romeo and Juliet" embody the masterThe following is a copy, verbatim et literatim et capitcadence, and to soar aloft along the higher notes of
music's staff. The seeds of art are sown anew, and ulatim, minus punctuation, of a letter from the passion of love, that principle which the almighty has
implanted in us all for his glory?
when the summer's sun of Mother .Genius touched chief clerk of the division of records, pension office:
· Does not Othello present to us a domestic tragedy
WAsmNGToN DC August 29 1885
the tender twigs with smiles of gladness, the face of
such as takes place among us every day?
nature changed from a countenance deformed by Mr William Holaway
of the Times Sir will you please send me a copey of
mental thorns and thistles to fields of fairest flowers, theEditnr
times that has Jap Torpey Letter in a bout my appointe .Take, for instance, one of his historical characters,
Richard III. Shakspere, no doubt, by the portrayal
and blossoming groves, and rippling brooks, and in the Pension office it was one day this weeak
perfumed air laden with the sounds of social music.
Yours Respectfully
C R FAULKNER of this intended to represent an ambition that would
Popes now fought against kings for supreme power, I have hearde that he Rote one But I Couldent git the Date brook no stay, nor stop at nothing that would imC R F pede from the " golden round."_ Now, to do this it
the only means by which the advancing wave of of the Paper
Though
this
specimen
is
not
exactly
like
other
pbo- was necessary to obliterate every good quality that
Freethought could be overthrown. And kings fought
for independence against the pope. And whilst the nf'-tic systems, until orthoepy is settled it is entitled to Richard possessed, for, as the song says,
There is something good in every heart.
combat raged, Averroes sowed the seed of skeptical as much respect as Pitman's, or Billings's (Josh), or
JoHN P. GuiLD.
philosophy. Greece and Rome arose from the dead, Burr's.
Richard's biographers tell us that he was a man
and the amorous songs about their social gods and
Islamism, or Submission to God.
well-educated and finely cultured, a connoisseur
goddesses soon pulled the mask of slavish superstiand patron of the fine arts. But Shakspere never
It is the general impression that the Mohammed- mentions this, but brings in relief only the bas(lr and
tion from the brow of the fairest portion of humanity. The skeptical spirit which the iatroduction of ans are worshipers of Mohammed. It might sur- bestial parts that go to make up his composition, the
Greek and Roman literature produced in Et1rope prise the majority of people to hear that they are better to bring out his (Shakspere's) idea.
And what a fine lesson on temperanceresulted in the final disintegration of the Roman Christians, as much so as the Paulicians, or NestorCatholic church. Protestantism now burst upon the ians, or our Mormons of to-day. One has but to
read the first chapter of the Koran_
Oh,
that a man
should
his !mouth
_ to learn that MoAn enemy
to steal
awayput
hisinto
brains
world with a fanatic fury only paralleled by the
Spring City, Pa.
C. DrFFINEE RENTZEN.
march of the first Mohammed.. Religion assumed hammed was a reformer-as much so as Luther.
In Sozemen's Church History, written before Mothe character of a seething volcano in many places.
Talmage's Belfast Sermon.
The ingenious but savage Calvin, whose mind was hammed appeared, it is said of the Saracens that
they
are
descendants
of
Ishmael,
and
had
for
a
long
Whether
to gratify those who hav learned to sneer
filled with the inconsistent mutterings of the bloody
prophets of Judea, and the insane spirit of the myth- time corrupted the Jewish religion of their ances- at Talmage's misrepresentations and false arguments,
ical Paul, raised the standard of revolt against tors through imitation of the idolators around them, or to advance what they consider the cause of Christ,
and that a great chief of the Saracens had become a many of the county papers throughBb.t the country
Luther as well as against Roman Catholicism.
Again were the arts struck down, again were Christian, with all his tribe. Jews, Christians of are printing his sermons from week to week, the
men and women called upon to shrink in slavish various sects, and idolators were numerous among space of which we think could better be donated to
terror from the wrath of Jehovah, to walk: the earth the Saracens. It is. very clear, from the language of some honest man for advertising.
The last one is said to hav been delivered at St.
in fear and trembling, and to thank the Lord the Koran, that Mohammed was disgusted with the
for all the cruel sufferings he heaped upon their corruptions of the Christians, the unbelief of the Enoch's church at Belfast, Ireland, and in order to
111ndeserving heads. Once more the savage God that Jews, and the folly of idol worship. He was deeply im- accommodate the immense concourse of those who
a barbarous age. had enthroned in heaven found a pressed with the idea of Christianity. Had he been were unable to gain admission, he repeated the sermeek defender, in the b1ind and gifted Milton. I will able to repudiate slavery and polygamy his religious man out of doors to forty thousand people.
The text was Luke xix, 10: "For the son of man
read a few lines of Milton's "Paradise Lost" to illus- system would hav been almost identical with that of
modern Unitarianism. In language clear and un- is come to seek and to save that which was lost." In
trate this fact:
mistakable he declares that God has appointed at .this instance Mr. Talmage is very mild in his misAnd chiefly thou, 0 spirit that.dost prefer
various times certain prophets or preachers to de-· representations. His false argument being in comBefore all temples the upright heart and pure,
Instruct me, for thou know'st; thou from the first
clare the truth. Adam was the first, then followed man with all preachers', it is considered worthy of
Wast present, and, with mighty wings outspread,
Noah, Abraham, Jacob, Moses, Jesus, his apostles. some comment.
Dove-like sat'st brooding on the vast abyss,
Jesus was born of the Virgin Mary, and is one of . The argument is that Christ on his way to Jericho
And mad'st it pregnant: what in me is dark,
those who approach near to God's person; yet to say sought and found Zaccheus that he might make him
Illumin ! what is low, raise and support!
That to the bight of this great argument
God is the third of three, that he has sons, compan- believe on the son of man and be saved, and that
I may assert eternal providence,
ions, is a horrible blasphemy. Time and again, over Christ is continually seeking and striving with us
And justify the ways of God to men.
and over, on almost every page of the Koran, Mo- that we might believe and thus save our souls from
Yes, my friends,' to justify the ways of an ignorant, hammed says that he is but a preacher of the truth eternal torment.
avenging, lying, jealous, bloodthirsty God was the of God's unity, sent to reform the abuses that had
If the masses would read their Bibles more and
task of every Calvinistic teacher. Although the grown up, and especially to enlighten the Arabians believe the words of the preachers less, such criticism
severe and fiendish spirit of Calvin entered into the through their perspicuous languag~. Prophets and would be unnecessary. For Mr. Talmage, to hav
religious life and thought of the people of all western warners had been sent to the Jews, to the Greeks, been honest and fair with his immense audience,
Europe, still the leaven of skepticism that the revival Romans, the gentiles generally, but no one as yet should hav read to them all of the circumstances and
of letters had planted begat a spirit of enterprise and to the Arabians. "I am but a preacher-a, warner." assisted them to know exactly, if possible, what was
adventure that was irrepressible. Every branch of What if they will not believe you? "I am but a meant by the text. It reads thus:
art, with the exception of m);lsic, had reached almo~t man sent to teH them the truth. My duty ends with And Jesus entered and passed throngh Jericho, and, be.a perfect state of development when the Catholic the words uttered." And so on and on. It is plain hold, there was a man named Zaccheus, which was the chief
,church came into existence; and from the moment that he would hav prefen·ed to introduce monogamy, among the publicaus, and he was rich. And he sought to see
who he was; and could not for the press, becanse he
that that church began its career, the fine arts and b u t h e wou ld h av h ad as much success as a preacb er Jesus
wll.s little of stature. And he ran before, and climbed np into
!Bcientific philosophy began to decay, and continued of a new sect down South would hav had, before the a sycamore-tree to see him, for he was to pass that way. And
decaying until Mohammedan enterprise and ingenu- war who denounced slavery. Therefore the bane of when Jesus came to the place he looked up and saw him, and
ity became the means of partially restoring them to polygamy remained to brutalize and besot the Sara- said unto him, Zaccheus, make haste and come down, for
d
· to-day I mugt abide in thy honse. And he made haste and
life in Europe.
cens Wh. enev.er th ey conquere d an d se ttl ed . ~wn ~n came down, and received him joyfully. And when they saw
The patient and self-sacrificing spirit of Columbus domestic qmet. That was the secret of then rapid it they all murmured, saying that he was gone to be a guest
and the intrepid and indomitable nerve of Magel- decline after every conquest-a system that made with a man that is a sinner. And Zacchens stood and. said
lan proved th9 rotundity of the earth, and inspired of every head of a family while at home a sapless unto the Lord_: Behold, Lord, the half of my goods I g1v to
'
'
the poor, and 1f I hav taken anythmg from any man by false
Copernicus to write "De Revolutionibus." Then sot.
.
.
.
accusation, I restore him fourfold. And Jesns said unto him,
followed Galileo, Kepler, and Newton. Roger Bauon,
The priests of Islamism changed and corrupted This day is salvation come to this house, forasmuch as he
Dante Shakspere, and-Cervantes are the fruit of this the teachings of the :lroran to suit their craft. ~hey also is the son of Abrah_am. For the son of man is come to
restor~tion. It was Mohammedan architecture, paint- claimed more for Mohammed than he ever claimed seek and to save that wh1ch was lost.
ing sculpture, and music in Spain that developed for himself. But Mohammed's doctrins are neither
If the preachers would instruct in accordance with
the' taste. That produced the genius manifest in the more nor less than a branch or sect of Christianity. the simple teachings of Jesus, as alleged, instead of
labors of Guido, Raphael, and Angelo. The genius
C. I.
mystifying and imposing upon the minds of their
hearers, we would hav fewer lunatics and ~ore Libof Mozart and Handel does not belong to either the
Catholic or Protestant church. Mozart composed
What Shalrspere Taught.
erals.
music for Catholic masses, Handel composed music
Although many years hav elapsed since Shakspere's
Jesus Christ here evidently sought Zaccheus befor Protestant oratories-both of them composed death occured, and many criticisms upon his writings cause he was the chief among the publicans, and
music for social pleasure and public entertainments. hav been published, none hav given perfect satisfac- they being an immoral and dishonest people, Jesus
The Catholic church encouraged the fine arts when it tion, because none hav grasped the idea in his deline- sought through their leader to improve them. T~e
became absolutely necessary for her to use every ation of nature, both animate and inanimate. Most teaching of Jesus here is the same as and corroborahv
material she could possess herself of that had the critics appear to think that Shakspere painted with of his statement to the rich man who came to him "to
power of impressing and holding people to her faith, his pen individuals and persons. That this is not know what he should do to inherit eternal life." He
in order that she might preserve her existence. From the case I will try to show.
gave him the code of morals which ~ll Lib~rals s~bthe day that the Catholic church was first organized
Shakspere portrayed representativ characters that scribe to. When the rich man told him of his fideht.r
down to this moment, she has never pai~ out one were typical of their peculiar kind- prototypes, to them "Jesus told him One thing thou lackest..
.cent to mankind for any purpose whatsoever that stratas that run through nature's formations; cur- Go and 'sell all thou hast ~nd giv to the poor." He
she did not expect to bav the gift returned with rents in nature's ocean, of which nature is the ocean; evidently was aware that he had defrauded his
\triple inter~t. And to a certain extent I might his minor characters representing stream's that neighbors to become rich. If Mr. Talmage and other
say the same of all churches. There hav at all times empty into this ocean, but are nevertheless neces- too imaginativ and ambitious preachers would ~pend
been philanthropists in every religious denomina- sary. All go to make up the whole of which Shak- their ti~e and talent~ to teach the people the Simple
tion and out of them all. These hav helped human- spere is the master. And yet we see, night a~ter I way of hfe, a~ ~esus IS re~resim~ed to hav done, they
ity f~r the sake of humanity, from'a natural disposition. night, managers fill their theaters with a gapm~ could safelJ: JOID hands with Liberals and we would
They are freaks of nature, and I must say that they crowd, and stare at some "periwig-pated fellow, all be workmg for ~ comm?n, cause, and ~.hey could
are very fortunate freaks for the race. From the.se who mouths his words like a town-crier, to set barren close each sermon With Christ slanguage, The w_ay,~
facts it is evident that we are not indebted to Chris- fools in an uproar, to the no small annoyance of a few. faring man th?ugh he be a fool shall not er.r therem.
tianity to any great extent for the material and social But what do managers care· for this if they can make • The undemable excellences and. beauti:ul ~xam
money by it?
ples of human kindness and moralmstructwn m the
blessings we are enjoying at present.
-But let the reader look without prejudice and life of Christ as given by Matthew, Mark, an~ Luke
calmly at this. I will merely enumerate a few of his bold the church together only by the contortwns of
High Spelling.
the priestcraft.
If authority can giv eclat to the spelling reform, known characters.
Does
not
Hamlet
represent
the·
"infirm
of
purLet the masses become educated to that exten~ that
·the impetus is already commenced in a government pose ?"
they can and will rea~ for thems~lv:s, and we Wil~ al~
department. The civil service does not require an
Does not Macbeth show how truly a loyal, brave, sail under one flag, viz., "The rehgwn of humamty.
examination of chief clerks. I qo not know why,
and
affectionate husband can be influenced by a
W. H. PENFIELD.
unless it is because their superior position makes
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Call for the Ninth Annual Congress.
To the Auxiliary Liberal Leagues and All Citizens of the
United Ptates and Oanadas who support the Nine
Demands if Liberalism:
"
You are invited to attend the Ninth Annual Congress of the National Liberal League, to be held in
Cleveland, Ohio, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
October 9, 10, and 11, 1885.
According to a vote at the last Congress of the
League notice is hereby give:a that an Amendment to
the Constitution will be submitted, as follows: Article I. of the Constitution of the National Liberal
Leauge shall be amended to read: "The name of the
association shall be The American Secular Union."
Measures for the affiliation of the Freethought
Societies of Canada with the National Liberal League
will also come up to be acted upon.
Also measures for carrying on the work of Freethought, and securing the adoptio:n of such laws by
the various SIAe Governments and by the National
Government as shall make the United States thoroughly Secular, and the repeal of all laws now on the
statute books which conflict with the Nine Demands
of Liberalism.
Local Auxiliary Leagues are entitled by the
League Constitution to five representativs in the
Congress-the President and Secretary and three
Delegates. All Charter Members and Life Members,
all Vi~e-Presidents, ~II Chairmen of State Ex_ecutiv
Committees, are entitled to seats and votes m the
C
bCongress.
t
t Annual Members are entitled to seat
u not o votes, except by permission of the on-·
gress.
.
It is hoped that every Auxiliary League will send
a full delegation to the Congress, and that every
Freethinker in the United States and Canada, who
can, will be present. Having adopted a common
basis of work upon which all Liberals can combine, it
is now desirable to discover the best means by which
this work can be carried forward, and to this end
large attendance and free expression of opinion will
contribate. It is· hoped that all will come to the Congress to emphasize the unity of Liberalism and to
create an interest for harmonious action which shall
result in the abolition of all laws that are contrary to
secular government.
•
Per order of Board of Directors:
R G. INGERSOLL,. President.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treasurer.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, Ch. Ex. Com.
.A.. C. MACDONALD, Ch. Fin. Com.

National Liberal League Program.
The sessions of the League Congress on Friday,
Saturday, and the first two sessions of Sunday will
be held at the People's Theater. Colonel Ingersoll
will lecture Sunday evening at 8 o'clock at tbe Opera
H Juse. Morning sessions of the League begin at
10 o'clock; afternoon sessions at 3 :30; evening at 8.
The following is the order of business:
Friday afternoon at 2:30 P.M.: Introductory address by the president, Col. R. G. Ingersoll; report
of (S. P. Putnam) secretary; report of (C. Palmer)
treasurer; report of (C. B. Reynolds) chairman of
executiv committee. Paper on methods of organization by Charles Watts.
Friday evening at 8: Lectl?-res by J. D. Shaw, of
Waco, Texas, editor of Independent Pulpit, and Mrs.
Mattie Krekel, of Missouri.
Saturday morning at 10: Business meeting. Lecture by J. E. Remsburg. Subject: "Sunday Slavery,
or Bible Sabbath" Lecture by Dr. T. L. Brown.
Subject: "Organized Co-operation."
Saturday afternoon at 3:30: Mrs. A. M. Freeman,
of Chicago, "Science and Superstition;" J.D. 1\Iallonee, of Cleveland; J. H. Burnham, of Michigan.
Saturday evening at 8: Samuel P. Putnam. Subject: "Glory of Infidelity." Charles B. Reynolds
"Methods of Liberal W ark."
'
Sunday morning at 10: Charles Watts. Subject:
"Philosophy of Unbelief."
Sund~ afternoon at 3:30: Courtlandt Palmer will
deliver his great lecture, " The Aristocracy of Freethought."
Sunday evening at the opera house at 8: Col. R.
G. Ingersoll. Subject: "Liberty of Man WoliiAn
and Child."
'
'
Course tickets to all sessions, except lecture of
Colonel Ingersoll on Sunday night, fifty cents. League
delegates supplied with tickets on application to
chairman of executiv committee.
We wish to say a word for Mr. Shaw. He comes
an immense distance at great expense, and he would
like lecturing engagements during the month of Oc-

tober in the Middle States. We hav never'· heard
Mr. Shaw upon the platform, but those who hav
speak of him in the highest terms. He is doing
splendid work in Texas, and we think the. present
opportunity to hear him should be improved by all
Leagues and Liberal societies. · The Henderson,
Texas, Times says of him: "His style is comprehensiv, smoo~, and copious. He is one of the finest
orators in Texas. His eloquence is almost irresistible, so much so that he will command an audience
anywhere. By some he is called the devil and a hypocrit, others say he is seeking revenge because he
failed to be elected bishop, and still others there are
who say he is a benefactor. Large audiences listened
to each of his lectures here, and the very best order
prevailed throughout. Personally, we found Mr.
Shaw chaste and pleasant in conversation, and h~s
manners are refined and dignified." Mr. Shaw may
be addressed care of J. D. Mallonee, 144 Cedar ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
The League of Alliance, Ohio, has chosen as delegates to. the Congress, George Thornberg, Emil
Tanner, Jesse Irwin, J. K. Haines, and D. W. Smith.
T. Littlehales, of Hamilton, and Wm. · Algie, of
Alton, are the delegates chosen by the Canadian Secular Union for the Cleveland Congress.
The Forest City House will be headquarters of the
Congress. Terms, $2.50 and $3.00, according to location. Rooms had better be engaged at once by those
who desire them.
A
·h
h
h
rrangements Wit other otels at lower rates av
also been completed as follows: the Valley House,
Nos. 51 and 53 South Water street, will accommodate
about fifteen or twenty, at $1.50 ·per day, single room
and board. Two persons in room, $1.25 per d~y
with board. Room without board, 75c. per day sing!e person; two in room, 50c. each. This house can
also accommodate one or two parties of friends with
large rooms at last-named rates.
The American House, on Superior street, can accommodate on September lOth (all rooms engaged
for th e 9th) as many as choose t h at h ostelry. The
rates are: Two in room, $1.50; single, $2 per day.
The New England Hotel, Nos. 58, 60, and 62 Water
street, will cater to all who choose t:Q.at hotel at $1.25
per day single; $1.00 when two occupy one room,
including fire.
Those wishing board at $1 per day can communicate with J. D. Mallonee, 144 Cedar ave.
It is hoped that excursion rates can be made for
all places within 150 miles of Cleveland.
J. D. Mallonee is appointed chairman of committee
by Cleveland League for local arrangements. His
dd
· 144
0
a ress IS
Cedar ave., Cleveland, hio.

Railroa£1 Rates.
Undoubtedly arrangements will be made with the
railroads to return at greatly reduced rates all attendants of the Convention who pay full fare going to
Cleveland. The secretary and chairman of the executiv committee of the League are now at Cleveland
to perfect all arrangements. The Lake Michigan
Southern road has promised Mr. Green to return
Convention attendants at one cent a mile.

Important.
The amount, $4,509.60, reported in 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER of
Sept. 12th, includes pledges unpaid to the amount of $686.01.
The total amount of cash paid into the treasury up to date
is $3,823. 60.
··
It is hoped that all societies and individuals who hav not
paid their pledges will do so between now and the meeting of
Congress. All of the amount is necessary to the full payment
of expen.ses.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Secretary.
Pledges Paid.-Elizur Wright, $30.00.

The League Congress.
It se_ems to me that it is very important that we hav a large
gathermg of the friends of state secularization at the Cleveland Congress, the 9th, lOth, and 11th of October. But the
trouble will be with many of our friends that they will not
feel able to defray the expenses. It will be especially so this
"hard times" year, and the railroad expenses are the most
burdensome and the most difficult to bear. I hav therefore
mad~ arrangements with two of the great roads that intersect
the Clty of ,Cleveland for reduced rates of fare, viz. the New
York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio Railroad, and the L~ke Shore
and Michigan Southern Railroad. And by looking upon the
map your readers will see that these two roads will accommodate our friends over a large extent of country.
The New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio Railroad runs from
Salama1_1ca ~o Cincinnati, and has branches running to Cleveland, Oil C1ty, and Franklin; so that people living in Salamanca,_ or east of there, in Jamestown, Meadville, Oil City,
Franklm, Sharon, Youngstown, Leavittsburg, Niles, New Lisbon, Rowenna, Kent, Akron, Mansfield, Cincinnati, and hundreds of other places on the line of this road and its branches
can be accommodated with these reduced rates.
The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad runs from
Chicago to Buffalo, passing through Cleveland, and has
branches e~tending to Grand Rapids, Mich., Lansing, Mich.,
Jackson, M~ch.,_ Manchester,- Mich., Detroit, Mich., Youngstown, 0., 01l C1ty, Pa., Ft. Wayne, 0., and therefore will accommodate our friends residing in many of the principal cities
and towns through Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and western New York.
And, Mr. Editor, allow me to state particularly what the
arrangements are, so that there shall be no mistake or misunderstanding, and so that all whom the reduction will benefit
may be prepared to take advantage of it.
First. The New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio Railroad will
rehn·n home for a fare of one cent a mile all who attend the Congress over that road.
Second. The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad
will return home all who attend the Congress over that road

at one-lhi1·d ~·ale of fare, which will be a little less, I understand
than one cent a mile.
'
Remember, you pay full fare to the Congress over either of
these roads, and at the Congress the secretary will hand you a
certificate that the roads- hav agreed to get printed, which will
entitle you, at the ticket office at Cleveland, to tickets home at
the rates above mentioned. .
If all who are interested will read this communication carefully, they will need no further information on the subject.
Salamanca, N. Y.
H. L. GREEN.

Reassembling of Chicago Liberal League.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir ; For the first
time in four years, on July 19th, our League took a respit
from its activ labors, reassembling Sunday evening, Sept.
20th, with evid\lnces of renewed interest and vigor.
This familiar " ad.," usually to be found at the head of the
religious column of Saturday's several editions of the News,
must, among its 135,000 readers, hav dra.wn seve1•al groans
from the defenders of divine power who had devoutly hoped
the League had "gone to the devil," and jts members were
transfixed on the traditional toasting-fork of his satanic majesty:
Relig•ious.

~FREETHINKERS-LIBERAL

LEAGUE, 181 W. Madison st., reassembles Sunday, 7:30p.m.
DR. J. H. RANDALL
and
MRS. A. M. FREEMAN
will speak on
"THE MISSION OF THE LIBERAL LEAGUE."
Long before the hour mentioned a goodly audience had .
gathered and our president, Dr. J. H. Randall, had a little surprise in store. He had composed and arranged a number of
songs to familiar tunes, and determined to try the effect of
congregational singing.
With one of Chicago's most talented musical teachers, Mme. .,
Mario, at the organ, together with the president's able
leadership, no wonder the League burst forth with melody
that made the rafters ring, disclosing several fine voices which,
through excessiv modesty, hav remained silent so long. Our
congregational singing is a grand success ..
We were glad to greet Gen. M.'M. Trumbull, whose recent
dangerous illness came near making an irreparable breach in
the Liberal ranks, and who made this the occasion of his first
venture out, co~ing several miles to lend his presence to the
League's reopening. May he long continue to wield his vigorous pen with which he has won greater honor and done as
valiant service for freedom as he did with his sword.
Although now distant many miles, the ever firm, faithful
worker, Chas. A. Fraenkel, was at his post.. A sorry League
it would seem in the absence of A. C. Berg, the Freemans,
or Fraenkel.
·
President Randall's brief address was an epitome of clear,
cogent reasons relativ to the nece!lsity for organized Liberal
propagand,a, also an outline of what he wished carried forward:
by the League during his occupancy of _the chair. Dr. Randall always makes a splendid, vigorous speech. He said:
"People generally believe that the government of t:B'e United
States was organized with the distinctiv understanding that it
rested on a Secular basis-no religious creed, no mediliting
savior, nor no nation's God, was recognized in the Declaration
of Independence, or in the federal Constitution; church and
state were to be entirely separate. A class of Christian propagandists, organized and known as the Evangelical Alliance, a
few years ago commenced an aggressiv war against this condition of religious matters in the United States; they declared
this a 'Godless government;' they believed that Christianity,
as a religion, predominated, and that the citizen should be
compelled to recognize it, and, to effect this object, they proposed to influence elections and legislation to secure an
amendment to the Constitution, incorporating a belief in God
and Jesus Christ as the savior. Farther, to carry their point,
they insisted on the reading of the Bible in the public schools,
also on prayer-service by the teachers, and over and over again
they hav sought appropriations from the state for the promotion of religious movements. The evident intention to force
a state religion and compel unwilling subjects to be taxed for
its support attracted the attention of ~he lovers of liberty and
progress, and the law of self-preservation and self-protection
induced them to organize to counteract the exertions of religious bigots, and they took the name of Liberal League. They
affirm that this government, in the inte1•est of the whole human race, must be what its founders intended-a Secular
government. The school, supported by public taxation, must
be free from any and every system of religion; it is the institution of the state to train the boy and girl into a knowledge
of the responsibilities and duties of the citizen-into a useful
manhood and womanhood-and it must be kept free from all
Gods, all Bibles, and all saviors, as these are the foundation
of superstition, bigotry, and ignorance. Its main idea is- the
complete Secularization of all public educational institutions.
So thoroughly is this fixed in the minds of its present membership that, at the coming Congress to be held in "Cleveland, 0.,
next month, it i~ proposed to change the name from ' Liberal
League' to the 'Secular Union,' as being more expressiv of
the work all I,iberal and freedom-loving people are in harmony with."
After more music, Mrs. A. M. Freeman's appearance on the
rostrum was the signal for an outburst of applause. There
is no well-wisher of our League who is not proud that we
possess so charming a speaker, such an admirable reasoner,
and so amiable a lady. We are glad that others will hav an
opportunity of hearing her at the National Congr~ss. I doubt
that the paragraph I reported will giv an adequate idea of the
brilliance of her effort:
"We look back-back through the ages-away into the
world's midnight of darkness, and see a grand, beautiful face
-eyes full of hope, and reason broad-browed, loving, tender,
appealing-a woman's face full of noble pmpose, undaunted,
undismayed. Hypatia, five hundred years after Christ, the
last of the heathen-a disciple of the o'td gods. She t11ught
nothing to her class of students in Rome so absurd as the
mysticisms of the monks and priests of the new religion. We
admire her courage, her white face haunts us, for down the
ages there comes an agonizing shriek. A human being in
mortal agony, a tender, loving, pure woman dragged lill1b
from limb, her quivering flesh torn into shreds, and scattered
far and wide; we see the. monsters who hav done this deed;
that they are the monks and priests of*the Romish chmch;
that it has been done under the very shadow of the marble
Christ, he who s~tid, 'Love one another,' and 'Think not
that I came to bring peace on earth. I came not to bring
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peace but a sword.' In this way died the last of the old philosophers
The dead hav died that we might liv, and there
are those 'who qying, hav been able to do more for humanity
than they did'living. We reverently remember these grand
ones who hav gone before, who, like the heroic few at the pass
of Thermopylae, guarded the people's rights; who led the forlorn hope in the world's advance, and we remember that through
their work their courage, and their success, we dare stand
here to-day and say to the old gods: 'Back-back to your
temples· remain at.your altars; forever keep your cruel hands
off the people's homes and, the people's government.'"
When the applause subsided, another song was sung. Professor Page-the possessor of the finest scientific library in the
city-announced his willingness during the debate to leoture
at any time for the League.
An. antiquated nuisance tried to rake up old differences for
the diversion of discontented ex-members who were present,
but was promptly suppressed by the president. Otherwise,
an interesting debate followed.
After adjourning the open League, a meeting of members
was held for the election of delegates. The .following were
chosen: Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Freeman, Thos. Galpin, Dr.
Randall, and the.writer.
·
Chicago League will hav a full delegation at Cleveland
Congress, and I think we shall also hav a number who can act
as proxies.
Yours for success, •
E. A. STEVENS.

this without being singled out for ostracism, as is ~aid to be
the case with associated Secularists. Let. the bold only handle
the reins of associated Freethought, whilst the more timid can
bask the more freely amongst the throng of the lecture hall
without being singled out for the especial persecution of
bigotry and ignorance.
During the past year we hav made many new members.
Some of them, I am glad to know, are made of the stuff that
never flinches in· the presence of irritated bigotry; others of
these hav.been more timid, and, like the snail in the storm,
hav again withdrawn themselvs into the shell of obscurity, till,
becomi.J;tg strong by honest. conviction, these, in after years,
reappear as pronounced Secularists whom no amount of intimidation can obscure from the living truths of scientific
knowledge. And it is on behalf of these, and on behalf of
doubting Christians, that I now ask your earnest consideration.
To these I wish to appeal, through the well-trained lecturer,
presenting and defending our views by .a well-trained course
of reasoning; and, instead of looking for large and powerfnl
assopiations, let us look for an enlightened public that will
voluntarily sustain our lecturers, whilst receiving in return
that supply of intellectual food that shall make our populations healthy, intelligent, 11nd moral.
.
Let us hope that the experiences of the past will guide us in
the future; and that, instead of increasing our associated
members in Secularism, we endeavor to increase the numbers
of doubters of priestcraft; and by these means so leaven the
community with Agnostic principles that it may become one
vast camp of liberated intelligence, rather than an inchoate
mass of chrysalis Freethinkers whose very tendency to indi·
vidualism supplies the very element that makes association
impossible. Thought, to be free, must be unshackled by federated constitutions. Freethought feeds upon difference of
·opinion. Difference of opinion means inquiry. By doubt
and inquiry the world progresses. Then let us seek to guide
this progress by public enlightenment, and not attempt to
bottle it in the narrow confines of limited associations.
All of which is respectfully submitted by your friend and
associate,
·
· J. IcK EvANs,
Retiring President of the Canadian Secular Union.
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ing, Charles Watts lectured before the Convention in
Albert Hall, which was crowded in every part. The
Toronto daily World remarked, under the heading,
"Charles Watts in Albert Hall:"
Last evening a crowded audience gathered in Albert H.all to
hear Charles Watts, on his first appearance in Toronto since
his return from England, where he has been engaged on a
lecture tour. The subject of his lecture was "Secularism:
Destructiv and Constructiv," and was delivered under the auspices of the Convention of the Canadian Secular Union,
which embraces delegates from all parts of the dominion of
Canada. His outbursts of eloquence were received with loud
and prolonged applause, and, after a powerful per.oration, the
"lion of debate " retired in the midst of an ovation.

Delegate Ray, of Weiland, gave a parting address,
and President Algie delivered his valedictory.
On Monday evening, Sept. 21st, a grand concert,
social, and ball closed, with eclat, the great Convention of 1885.
R. B. BuTLAND,
Secretary of Convention.
Toronto, Sept. 25, 1885.
--~---.~------

At Worl( Again.

Once mQre I :find myself in the :field of activ Freethought propagandism, protesting against church
monopoly, condemning priestly authority, and warCanadian Notes.
ring with the old and new forms of theological domANNUAL OONVEN~ION.
ination. The pioneer work carried on by myself and
co-workers during the last two lecturing seasons has
The annual convention of the Secularists from all
prepared the way for an extensiv propagandism in
parts of the dominion of Canada was held in the
the present fall and during the coming winter. The
Grand Opera House on Saturday, Sunday, and Monsecular seeds hav been sown, their development, in
day, Sept. 19th, 20th, and 21st, President Evans in
spite of all obstacles, has gone on, and now the time
the chau.
is rapidly hastening when steps should be taken toPresident Evans read and presented the subjoined
The annual election of officers for the ensuing year ward reaping the harvest which awaits the sickle of
annual report of the Secufar Union of Canada, and
then took place, with the following res~t: President, the Secular reaper-a harvest whose prolific nature
retiring president's valedictory address:
Mr. W. Algie, of Alton, proposed by ~- Littlehales, nQne can doubt who observes the growth of Liberal
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECULAR UNION OF
of
Hamilton, elected unanimously; secretary, Mr. principles going on around us, and who heeds the
CANADA, SEPT. 19, 1885.
Ladies, Gentlemen, and B1·oth~rrs: Again we heartily greet you. Risser, nominated by Mr. Davenport, elected unani- deep love of mental freedom which everywhere charAnd in presenting this, my report, to this convention, myself mously; corresponding secretary, J. I. Evans, nomi- acterizes the development of modern thought.
and the officers of the Secular Union of Canada yield into your nated by Mr. McFedries, and elected unanimously;
It must hav been gratifying to the delegates who
hands the important trust confided to us by your votes in the treasurer, A. Earsman, nominated by J. Harrison,
attended the Albany Convention to hav witnessed
last convention, held in Albert Hall, Toronto.
.
In coming before you again in the present convention, and elected unanimously; committeei the retiring com- the numerous gatherings that assembled at every
in speaking for myself, I do not claim that the net results of mittee, with the addition of Messrs. Littlehales and session throughout the congress, and to hav seen the
the past year are as flourishing for our good cause as I could Scott, nominated by J. A. Risser, elected unaniwish, nor indeed are they as encouraging as we had reason to mously; trustees: the retiring trustees, nominated he'arty approval given to the exposition of the various phases of Freethought principles. These convenexpect.
·
Last year (or, more properly speaking, last season) we held by C:- Hicks, elected unanimously.
tions hav become institutions of real practical worth,
W. Algie; the new president, took the chair and and if we only grasp their proper utility, their influmany lecture meetings of a highly intellectual and superior
character, and the Toronto Secular Society made many excel- delivered his inaugural address on the necessity of
lent members. But this involved an expenditure that the admitting, as members of Secular societies, none but ence must be invaluable. At such gatherings both
writers and speakers address not only those who hav
members found it difficult to me{lt, and your officers havfound
it absolutely necessary to use prudent caution in regard to good, law-abiding citizens, of good moral character been emancipated from the snares of superstition, but
and reputation; and the necessity for lectures on they appeal to an audience composed of two classes
these matters in future.
Personally, I feel certain that the only effectiv prop!l,gandism live, useful topics, science, and such like. Secular outside, as it may be termed, of ourselvs. These are,
calculated to advance the cause of Freethought and intellectual societies, he said, should not confine their attention
:first, the earnest, anxious inquirers, who are doubtliberty is by lectures given by trained lecturers; and I deeply
regret that any cause should exist that would in any degree to parrot-like, wearisome, monotonous, dull repeti- less desirous of learning something of the new love
tions of attacks on theology and Christianity-mere before they altogether divorce themselvs from the
curtail these the most effectiv means of true enlightenment.
. And whilst 'dealing with the important subject of propa- childish Bible :fighting.
old; and, secondly, the hostil class composed of men
gandism, I would divide the question into th:ee heads: First,
W. Algie and R: B. Butland were unanimously
Is it desirable Freethought should propagandize ~ Second, If elected; the former, president, the latter, secretary, whose principal aim in attending our conventions is
to detect a flaw in the Secularist's armor through
desirable what are the best means of propagandism? Third,
In what ~anner, and by what means, should scientific Free- of the Convention. Minutes of last Convention were which a well-aimed· dart may haply :find its way.
read and, on motion of MeEfsrs. Littlehales and Hicks, Thus it will be seen how very necessary it is at any
thought propagandize?
I answer to my first proposition, that the propagandism of unanimously adopted. Propagandist committee, apscientific Freethought is a first necessity of our existence, if pointed on motion, moved and seconded by Messrs. conference to hav all plans well matured beforehand,
and to guara against extravagant talk during seswe would liv free of the galling ~rammels of fraud and superstition. And, in consideri~g my secon~, or the .m.eans by J. I. Evans and John Harrison.·
sions. The recent meeting at Albany excelled in
Speeches were made on the imperativ duty imposed these necessary requirements, and, to my mind, it
which we would propagandize, I am. de01dly of -opm10n that
the only effectiv propagandism must be done by trained lect- on Secularists to engage in an activ propagandism to
urers and never should be attempted by untutored or ill- the utmost extent of their power, mentally and mon- only lacked one element to bring it as near perfection as possible to what a conference should lie; and
infor~ed lecturers or essayists. Debates between ignorant
contestants I look upon as bringing contempt upon the most etarily, and with an enthusiasm of unlimited extent that was a practical attempt to there and then sugglorious prerogativ of liberty, viz., a free platform. To my and power.
gest methods by which the numerous Freethought
third I submit that the manner in which we should propaPropagandist speeches were delivered by Mr. Mof- elements present could be consolidated into one organdize shguld always be by the means and in the manner fatt, of Halifax, Nova Scotia; Mr. Ray, of Welland;
ganized force.
that would best recommend itself to the intelligence and culture of modern thought, and therefore, by debates and lectures, Mr. Littlehales, of Hamilton; J. I. Evans, W. Algie,
In a few days we shall be assembling at the great
having the authority of the executiv of the American and John Harrison, and Charles Watts. All the speakers national Congress of Freethinkers. at Cleveland.
Canadian Secular Union.
advised the employment of trained lecturers, indorsed Then will"be the opportunity to thoroughly consider
If we decide that propagandism is a first necessity of our by the central executiv of the Secular Union of Canour future action with a view of gathering into one
existence it becomes us at once to inquire into the best means
of condu~ting most effectivly such propagandism, and there- ada and United States. If possible, every city, town, fold all lovers of mental freedom. No one, I presume,
fore I would respectfully suggest for your consideration that and village, throughout the whole of the dominion will deny that our organization is capable of improvelecturers having the sanction of the Canadian Secular Union of Canada, to be made the scenes of the delivery of ment. We do not estimate the Secularists of this
be invited to apply to the various branches of the Union, and Freethought lectures by trained Secularist speakers.
vast country by the number of those who hav (:(iyen
to the leaders of Secularism, for appointments to lecture, it
On motion by Charles Watts, seconded by John in their adhesion to the American Secular Umon,
always being distinctly understood that the lecturer be guaranteed railway expenses from the nearest last place of depart- Harrison, the following resolution was carried amidst because it is well known that there are thousands of
ure-and a free hall; and that the proceeds of a collection or enthusiastic applause:
'
Freethinkers in the States and Canada who are not
entrance-fee be paid to the lecturer, as his fee or emolument
Resolved, That the members and delegates of the Canadian members of any Secular society. This is the quesfor the delivery of such lecture; that the correspoNding sec- section of the American :Secular Union, assembled at the To·
retary of the Canadian Secular Union be instructed to write ronto Convention, held on Sept. 19th, 20th, 21st, 1885, desire tion that personally I should like to ~ear discusse~
all officers of branch associations as well as to the known to record their unqualified pleasure in knowing the faCt that and considered at Cleveland: Why is 1t, and what IS
sympathizers with our movement in Cana~a, asking them to that noble worker in the cause of human emancipation, Col. the real reason that Secularists, whose numbers are
invite known lecturers upon the terms herem named; and that Robert G. Ingersoll, has become president of the Union.
he immediately communicate all and any application he may And they hope and believe that, under his presidency, snch untold are so remarkable for their abstention from
receive requesting the services of a lecturer to the lecturer harmony and earnestness may prevail as shall result in con- Secula~ communion? The Secularist who can, at the
who may hav receivei such request, and that no lecturer be solidating into one body the Secular elements which are now ensuing conference, offer one real, practica:l su_ggesthus employed who has not first obtained the sanction in writ- so extensivly existing throughout the United States and Can- tion toward promoting the general combmatwn of
ing of the Canadian Secular Union .. ·
. ~
..
ada.
all who profess to hold our principles will re:ader a
By the means before stated, I tbmk our aims and opm10ns
Adjourned to Sunday, Sept. 20th, eleven A.M.
' lasting service to the cause of human progress.
will be presented to the public in a becoming manner, and
that scientific Freethought will be propagated, free from the
Sunday, Sept. 20th, at eleven A.M., the Convention
From Albany I proceeded to the Toronto Convenmany isms that only serve to bring it into th_e c?ntempt of a met, J. L Evans in the chair. Treasurer's statement tion where on Sunday evening, Sept. 20th, I lectured
public already too prone to listen to the preJudiCed and unread, received, and referred to the auditors, Messrs. bef~re the Convention to one of the largest auditruthful accusations of interested priestcraft.
.
I hav felt it necessary to dwell somewhat lengthily upon the Scott, Harrison, and Appleton. Minutes of the :first ences I ever spoke to in Canada.
matter and manner of pr0pagandism, as a long experience bas day's meeting of the Convention (held on Saturday,
On Wednesday and Friday, September 23d and
shown me that close association of Freethinkers is next to im- Sept. 19th) were read and confirmed.
President 25th I lectured at Hamilton and W elland.
pos~ible. We ~ay possess small a~d num~r~oally weak assoBy the time these lines are before the reader I
Delegates to
ciatwns, but which may be strong m orgamzmg t~e means of Algie took the chair at twelve, noon.
an effectiv propaganclism. Nor is this all. Fre<'lthi?k;ers may the Cleveland Convention of the American Secular shall be in Waynesburg, Pa., where I hav to hold a
mingle to an unlimited extent with a so-called Chnstian· com- Union, Messrs. Algie and Littlehales, were nominated six nights' debate with Mr. Clarke Braden, who has
munity, without incmring the unpleasant edium said to atte~d on motion by J. A. Risser and C. Hicks, and elected been accepted by, and who is now put forward as the
the possession of a scientific mind. There is no fear they Will unanimously. On motion by Messrs. J. I. Evans and representativ of, the Christian party.
ever return to the ranks of superstition, and therefore the
After the Cleveland Congress I deliver a course of
necessity to associate is not .felt by Freethinkers to the same C. Hicks, it was unanimously carried that the next
extent as is the case with religious dogmatism.
annual convention of Secularists, from all parts of lectures at Greenwich Village, Mass., and at Boston.
But this does not in any way dimimsh the necessity for p~e Canada, be held in Toronto, during exhibition week I then expect to go to Philadelphia previous to desenting our aims a.nd opinions to the inquiring public. Chnsvoting a month to Kansas City and· the West.
ti"ans, Jews, Hottentots, or Freethinkers can attend our crowded of September, 1886.
CHARLES wATTS.
At seven P.M. of Sunday, the secopd day of meetme!ltings1 to e!ljoy lectures of cultured Freethought-alld all

.,
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~~l~dious and f!IommuniiJafions.
America and the Vatican.
From the North American Review.

In March, 1884. the American legation at Rome
was cabled by the late Secretary of State Frelinghuysen ·to use every proper exertion on behalf of the
Roman Propaganda to prevent the forced sale of one
of its dependencies called the American colleg?.
The secularizing of ecclesiastical property, m the
conversion of monasteries and church lands to public
uses had been going on in all the provinces of Italy,
exc~pting Rome, since 1862, under laws passe4 in
1861 and enlarged in 1867. In 1873 the operation
of these laws was applied to the last fragment of the
late temporal States of the Church. The constitutionality of these laws had been contested for ten
years by the Propaganda before successiv tribunals.
The court of final appeal had recently rendered a decision ordering the enforcement of the law upon the
property of the Propaganda. In substance, the laws
passed by the Italian National Parliament provided
for the conversion of lands belonging to the Roman
Church in Italy into securities for the Italian government-an e:ffectiv method of enlisting the pecuniary interest of an irreconcilable enemy in its permanence.
During the period of years frpm 1862 to 1884, no
interposition had ever been made to prevent the
"spoliation" of the church. Once only, and mainly
at the instance of Mr. Gladstone's government, had a
mild remonstrance been made by several European
states to preserve the beautiful Neapolitan monastery
of Monte Casino. The considerations urged were its
antiquity its architectural interest, and its historic
value to' travelers of all nations. As an amicable
concession to the public opinion which prompted
this specie& of arcbreological argument, Monte Casino
has been left unmolested. But this was a voluntary
concession and not a recognition of any right; and
the sensiti;ness of both the Italian government and
people in treating their conflict with the Vatican as
an internal question, in which none other had a word
to say, had long made it apparent that any further
interposition would be received .with great disfavor.
And when, in 1883, the British college of the Propaganda became threatened with "conversion,'' the
British embassador, Sir Augustus Paget, avowed his
inability to interpose.
It was therefore with no sanguin anticipations that
I presented myself ~ 0 Signor Mancini, at that time
minister of foreign affairs. My personal relations
with him were such as to obtain a courteous hearirlg
of even so unwelcome a communication as that of the
American government. .
The first point to be attained was to "get the case
into court"-to secure a hearing of the reasons
which might be presented for exempting the college.
In approaching the question, I treated it exclusivly
as one invol-qing American property, and· not at all as
an interposition in fayor of the Propaganda. I presented to him the claim to the title to the college as
stated by those of the American Roman Catholic
cler11y who had first urged the subject upon the
United States government; this, although vested in
the Propaganda by Pius IX., as a gift upon the condition of a perpetual use for the training of priests
for service in the United States, was claimed by the
Catholic church in America as property of the American people, on the ground that large sums had been
from time to time contributed by American Catholic
congregations, for the repair of the original building,
for its maintenance for a period of a dozen years, and
for the establishment in it of a library.
Signor Mancini admitted these rather unsubstantial claims to a title, and appointed an afternoon
when he desired me to bring all the papers bearing
upon the subject, when he would consider the matter
• fully, and see whether, as he expressed it, "si puo
trovar un modo "-a way can be found.
The Propaganda, apprised of the instruction of the
Washington authorities, sent to the-<legation a quantity of documents, and Monsignor Jacobini, secretary
of the Propaganda, the vice-rector of the American
college, and the lawyer who had unsuccessfully contested the case before the Court of Appeals, recounted
the snccessiv phases of the legal defense to that time.
Despite their recent defeat, these gentlemen were
considerably elated at having transferred at least a
portion of the question at issue to the channel of
diplomacy, and declared success to be of extreme
importance, as establishing a precedent of exemption
upon which a claim for further concessions might
later be based.
I became acquainted at this time with an English
gentleman, who discharged with rare discretion the
office of confidential diplomatic agent of the British
government to the Vatican. In proof of the interest
with which the solution of the pending negotiation
was awaited, he told me that he had conferred with
the representativs to the Vatican of the countries
s;milarly interested, and that two of them were ready
to support the government of the United States in
~aking a protest. At the stage which the negotiatwns had then reached, and bearing as it did the

character of an amicable request rather than that of
an iBterposition, this action would evidently hav done
more harm than good. I therefore decided to proceed alone, while preparing, should the request of
the American government prove insufficient, to propose to the representativs of several European powers
at the Vatican court to unite in a combined remanstrance, to save all those dependencies of the Propaganda which bear the names of the nationalities by
which they hav been founded or supported. Remembering the estrangements that characterized the
last years of the reign of Pius IX., I was impressed
during the incident with the improved relations which
his successor has brought about, not only with the
ultra-Catholic states of Austria and Spain, but with
France and Germany, and, through confidential
agents, with Great Britain and Russia.
In my second interview with Signor Mancini, I
adhered to the first position of treating an American,
not an Italian, question. The following is an outline
of the arguments which I presented tJ him at some
length:
First, the consideration of equity: tha~ the college
had been given to the Propaganda by Pope Pius IX.
years before the national occupation of Rome; that
it had been received with the intention of a perpetual
use; that upon the faith of this gift considerable
sums had been expended upon it by American Catholios. Second, that as it was not intended, under
the law, to sell the Propaganda itself, but only its
property-such as leased houses and vineyards and
farms-so, any building used for the purposes of the
Propaganda, and subject to its disciplin, should be
regarded as materially part of the Propaganda,
whether isolated or actually contiguous. And, lastly,
I urged the favorable impression that such an act of
generosity would produce in the hearts of millions
of American Catholics. The arguments which had
served in the long defense before the Court of Appeals related to all the property of the Propaganda
collectivly, and were inapplicable specifically to the
American college; and the documents were of little
service beyond establishing the title, which was not
in dispute, and as showing that the college had been
largely supported by contributions from the United
States, which was also conceded.
.
Signor Mancini showed an evident willingness to
exempt the co~lege, ~auld a suffic!ent rea.son . ~e
found for s~ d?mg. . F~;:mo tutto ~.z nostro pos~btle
per conten.tar gl~ Amerwan;: he,}au~hmgly. remark~d.
Tpe consideratiOn o~ the use . chie~y ~6lghed with
him, and ~e asked m connectiOn with It whether .I
could obtam from the Propaganda a guaranty that, If
exempted, the college s.hould never be co?verte? to
any other p~rp~se. ~his~ eng~ged to do If reqmred.
On co~I?-un~catmg this stipulation to the Propaganda
authonties, It. was at once assented to-pe~force, perh!l'~s; but a~ It ~as never reverted to by Signor Manmm, the obligation was not formally asssumed.
In conclusion, Sign_?r Ma:r;J.Cini .said that he .would
con~er upon th.e .subJect .wit~ hi~ colleague m .the
cabmet, ~he mmister. of JUStiCe, m w~ose provmce
the questwn lay, and 1t was also considered on the
following Tuesday morning, at the usual cabinet
meeting over which the king presides. I doubted
not that we should now advance through lengthy
stages to a stay of proceedings in the proposed s~le.
I was gre~tly surprised and delights~ when, calli?&
at my residence a few days later, Signor Manmm
showed me a letter from the minister of justice,
stating that the reasons communicated were deemed
sufficient to justify the exemption; b'qt the letter was
dated prior to I?-Y int?rview with Signor Mancini,
that the concessiOn might stand as one spontaneously made, and not-in ~esponse to any influence or
pressure. I immediately cabled the substance of
this disposition to the state department, and communicated -it to the Propaganda.
At Washington so prompt a solution was unlooked
for. The Italian minister had verbally assured the
state department that his government would NEVER
listen even to the statement of the case-would not
even hear the question asked through the diplomatic
channel whether the college might be spared. Passibly his declaration might hav been justified had
there been the semblance of an intervention in !talian affairs under the guise of an intercession in favor
of the Propaganda. The state department replied to
me: "Your course in Propaganda matter is commended. Express president's thanks to Italian government.-Frelinghuysen."
The establishment by the Italian government of a
precedent against itself attracted comment in the
diplomatic corps at Rome, and, to my amusement, a
number of my colleagues called to inquire, for the
information of their respectiv governments, how this
result had been obtaine], as though some trick of
sleight-of-hand had been performed. I invariably
answered, after stating the considerations urged,
that it had been the voluntary concession of the !talian government, induced solely by equity and by sentiments of national amity towards the American
people.
Unfortunately, three weeks later Signor Mancini
received from his representativ at Washington cuttings from American Roman Catholic newspapers,

wherein the _concession was describe~ a~ p.aving
been made under menace, together with IDJurious
expressions relativ to the "spoliation" of the church
and rejoicings that at length" the.usurping house of
Savoy " had been ordered to halt. It was difficult to
palliate the offensivness of these publications to Signor Mancini. "This is my return," he said, "for a
voluntary act of kindness. The mayor of Brooklyn
holds a mass meeting at which resolutions denouncing the Italian government are adopted. Your
clerical papers are allowed to publish that the e:x:~mption was made under a threat of war." I Qould
only suggest to him that the United States government is not reponsible for newspaper utterances, nor
for resolutions adopted at a mass meeting. He-conceded this point so far as concerned th~ intention of
the government. "But," said he, laying his hand
upon a particularly venomous article, which predicted that the "interposition" of the United States
was but the prelude to such a crusade the world
over as should restore to the pope his own, " I tell
you, that if ever it comes to more than words for
the possession· of Rome, which is the keystone of Italian unity, I, who am -an old man, and thousands like
me, will go out with a rifle with the young volunteers, and fight to maintain what has been achieved.''
-William Waldorf Astor._.._

______

______

The Natural and Mechanical Wonders
Holy Land.

~f

the

In the_ great subdivision of the world known as
Asia, in the province of· Syria, and only a short distance east of the Mediterranean sea, stands the famous
historic city of Jerusalem. It was here that the wisest
man that ever lived was born and died. We find in
the third chapter of the first book of Kings that the
Lord promised Solomon that none so wise as he
should ever arise after him, and told him that none so
smart had ever lived before him. So Solomon made
gold and silver as plenty as stones and trees are, and
stones are all-fired thick around Jerusalem. About
this time Solomon concluded to try his luck in matrimony. I find in 1 Kings xi, that Solomon haa seven
hundred wives and three hundred concubines. A
very careful chronologer of events has made the
statement that at this time Solomon was only nineteen
years of age. Like a tom-cat in a pea-patch diving
around after ground-moles, so was Solomon in and
around Jerusalem diving about after wives and concubines. Solomon 'must hav been a very spry and
activ man, and, above all, a quick workman, to hav
required so many wives, to say nothing of the concubines. Perhaps Solomon did not commence courting
until he was ten years old. It would rather militate
somewhat against his moral character, his prudence,
and his disc:r:etion in a physiological sense of the word
to suppose that be commenced at an earlier age.
This would allow him nine years in which to cour•
and marry seven hundred women. Dividing seven
hundred, the number of wives, by nine, the number
of years, we find that he must hav married about
seventy-eight wives each year, consequently he could
not hav sparked each of his sweethearts quite five
days on the average, ·provided he married all of them
and spent no time whatever in obtaining his concubines. This again brings to my mind the fact that
he must hav been a very spry and activ man. Even
in this age of the world, when people do not liv to
such an old age as they used to, a person would be
consid~red rather fast who commenced courtship at
eleven or twelve years of age.· Five days seems quite
a short courtship. Very few people hav such an eye
'to business in this respect as Solomon had. Many
people will fool away six or eight months, and even
then they find by bitter experience that they hav been
too hasty, and hav made. a bad choice.. If Solomon's
wives were as extravagant as they are nowadays, I
should think they would hav ruined him.
It is also recorded that Solomon built a temple, or
a house for the Lord, that was threescore cubits long,
and twenty cubits wide, and thirty cubits high. See
1 Kings, vi. Transferring cubits into English measure, we find that Solomon's temple was about one
hundred and ten feet long, nearly thirty-seven feet
wide, and about fifty-five feet high. It was larger
than an ordinary church. In order to build such an
immense, ponderous, and gigantic structure, it was
necessary to hav 180,000 skilled workmen du9ng a
period of seven and one-half years, also 3,300' overseers, as will be found by reading 1 Kings v, vi. It
is reasonable to suppose that skilled workmen, such
as were capable of working on such a structure, would
earn at least one dollar and fifty cents a day; and
the bosses who were capable of overseeing such a job
would earn as much each. This would make the
pay-roll amount to $274,950 pAr day, $1,649,700 a
week, $42,892,200 per month, $514,706,400 a year, or
$3,860,298,000 for the labor alone during the seven
and one-half years that it was in course of erection.
The gold which overlaid the whole house, including
the floor, must hav been worth at least ten times as
much more. This would bring the total cost or value
of the temple up to $38,602,980,000. Only think
of it once. All the specie lying in the banks of. Edinburgh, in the banks of London, in the banks of Paris,
in the banks of Philadelphia and New York, would
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go but a short distance toward finishing such a. great
and wonderful edifice.
After King Solomon had finished this temple,
which required 183,300 workmen, including the overseers, during a period of seven and one-half years,
it was decided that the proper time had arrived to
dedicate 'the great temple. The altar of gold, the
table of gold, the candlesticks, the lamps, the tongs,
the bowls, the snuffers, the basins, the spoons; the
censors, and the hinges had all been taken into the
temple and placed in their proper positJons. At the
time of this dedication it was thought proper to
bring the ark of the Lord into the house. After this
was done, King Solonian and all the congregation
that were assembled about tl!e temple commenced
sacrificing sheep_and oxen. They sacrificed so many
- they could· not be numbered for multitude. That
was a good many to sacrifice. Very few people hav
any definit idea of this vast number.. Giv the subject serious thought; hundreds, thousands, millions,
billions, trillions, quadrillions, quintillions, sextillions, octillions, nonillions; decillions, duodecillions,
yea, more than that, were sacrificed, for they could not
be numbered. ·
,
·
When we take into consideration the fact that Solomon was the wisest man that ever lived; that he was
king over all Israel; that he reigned forty years in
Jerusalem; that he made gold and silver as plenty as
stones and trees; that he built a temple nearly as
large as a cathedral; that he employed 180,000 workmen, and 3,300 overseers during a period of seven
and one-half years, to construct the vast. edifice; that
he placed the ark of the Lord in this temple; that
he sacrificed so many sheep and oxen that they could
not be numbered; and last, but not least, that he
had seven hundred wiv£18 and three hundred concubines, we can form but a very faint idea of how
great a man he was. He was certainly the ne plus
ultra of -an living things-the great desideratum of
his day. No words of beauty. can bring to the mind
a vivid realization of this great man. All that the
_imagination can picture he, i~ reality, accomplished.
And still, amidst all this overwhelming evidence, his
existence is still unfixed.
J. S. DAVIs.
bpencer, N. Y.

tween your Free-thinkers Convention and the old
Garrisonian Abolition meetings, where any and every
one, however unpopular, had a hearing!
And to Mr. T. B.· Wakeman; Mr. Oourtlandt
Palmer, and Mr. S. P. Putnam let me kindly say, you
may, or did, feel you could afford to "pass by on the
other side " of your brother, Seward Mitchell-but
I tell you could not. I noticed that you could
not see an unpopular man; but let me tell you that
neither of you, with all your wealth, hav done the
work th!lt my humble self has done, for while you
hav sat in soft-cushioned chairs, and sent out what
you hav through the mails, Seward Mitchell, whom
you could not see as you passed by in going in and
out of your meetings, has gone on foot hundreds of
miles, and, in six months, circulated six thousand
books, tracts, and papers, every line of which was
full of grand truths. Can you gentlemen say as
much? ·
And yet you cannot deign to notice such a man,
but coldly pass by on the other side. Let me tell
you, gentlemen, you may thinlc you could afford to
see a brother-man out.raged in his rights, and take
no notice of it, but I tell you, you could not. You
wish your Convention to be popular and respectable,
but let me tell you, when any body of men become
respectable in tbe estimation of a corrupt and insane
world, they are doomed and damned, and they only
wait the fiery incineration of truth to scatter their
ashes to the four winds of heaven.
When we know that hundreds of thousands of
poor men's homes are mortgaged to shylocks, hav
FreethinkPrs no warning voice against it?
September 20, 285.
SEWA.RD MITCHELL.
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in fact as well as in name. Then we can stand up
with a bold front, having truth and consistency on
our side, and say to them: " Gentlemen, take your
children, if you will, and educate them under ecclesiastical rule. We regret it deeply, but we cannot
prevent it. We regret it because a heterogeneous
population can never become homogeneous as long
as children are thus parted in different sectarian
schools. But you must do as you will, only let this
be understood, that you shall be taxed just as you hav
always been taxed, and you shall not receive one single cent for the support of your sectarian ecclesiastical schools. The public schools are free from all
sectarianism. Enter them, if you will, in common ·
with other citizens. If you will not, then educate
your children your own way, and pay for it as best
you can."
SA.MUEL D. MoonE.
Adrian, Mich., Sept. 18, EM. 285.

How the Brethren Love One .Another!
From the New Yorlc Christian Adoocate (Methodist).

Question 1840. As a Methodist preacher, what attitude would
you assume toward the Universalist church in your community?
·

Answer. We would not assume any attitude toward
it whatever.
Q. 1841. Would you invite a Universalist minister, if he
were present in your congregation, to participate in the services? •

A. Certainly not.
Q. 1842. Would you invite members of the said church to
your prayer-meeting, and then call upon them to lead in
prayer?

A. We would not invite them to the prayer-meeting, but if they were moral and devout men, and
Kee:v the Public Schools Free.
were in the prayer-meeting, and we invited all who
Free public schools, from the primary to those of felt in sympathy with us to pray or speak, and they
a higher order, are the base on which a free demo- spoke in harmony with our views, as far as they
cratic and republican form of government, in order went, we should not object.
Q. 1843. Would you or your family attend. the. Universalist
to be permanent, must rest. And in view of the
if there happened to be no serv10e m your own
troubles and human slaughter that the European church,
Christian nations hav had among themselvs from this church?
A No.
source of mixing up their religion with governmental
• th f th
ful t 0 k
U 0 f th'
Q. 1844. In a community where there was no church
:ffi
a airs, e a ers were care
eep a
IS but a Universalist church, and you .were unable to preach
discordant element out of the Constitution of this yourself by reason of sickness, but were able to go to church,
~----~~------new republic, and to hav it·a government of the pea- would you go to the Universalist church?
Could They .Afford It 1
ple, by the people, and for the people, without any
A. No.
To THE EDITOR ·OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I kingcraft or priestcraft about it; and yet every shade . Q. 1845. Would you participate in funeral service with a
trust' that the noble principle that incites you to giv of religious and political notions was to be tolerated Univers!1list minister?
to the world so valuable a paper as THE TRUTH SFJEKER so long as it did not interfere with the rights of
A. We would conduct our services, if desired, and
will not allow you to withhold my letter from publi- others, ?r of the general government under which finish them. If the people wanted to hav any other
. cation. In the first place, it is a mistake to say that we all hv.
.
services whether Masonic, Odd Fellows, UniversalJustice Clute requested me not to sell any more paBut fifty years had not passed when 1t was found . t
~nything else when we got through, they
pars and a. greater one to say I promised not to do that this old destructiv element was trying to creep ~s cl~rd 0
'
so.
so f~r that would be a surrender of a principle which into the general government. The old states had co
'
ki
d
· t ft
Q. 1846. On what ground would you justify answering the
I would not make.
· been organized under the old ng an pnes era foregoing questions in the negativ, provided ycm do so?
And now, because I hav a purpose in life-some- rule, and they ~ever ~ad fetched their ?rganic laws
A. We should not justify such answers on the
thing to liv for-I ask the gentlemen, Messrs. Wake- into harmony Wit~ this new order of thmgs; and so ground that it is impossible for a Universalist to be
man, Palmer, Putnam, & Co., who controled the Al- the wise on~s, seemg the need of a gen~ral system of a Christian for we hav known some persons who
bany Freethinkers' Convention, Could you afford to free educatwn .on a ~urely secular basis, so as to be believed in 'the final restoration of all to holiness and
be silent when the rights of a brother-man were in harmony With this secular government, brought happiness whom we believe to be devout believers in
struck do.wn? Could you afford to silently stand by forward the subject of public free s~hoo~s, that were Jesus Christ but we justify it, first, on the ground
and utter no protest against it?
to be supported by a general taxatw~ m the ol?er that the diff~rence between the Universalist and the
Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, was it necessary for you states, while the new states that ca~e mto the un~on orthodox system is too great to admit of any ac~o~
to "throw a tub to the Comstock whale" by rushing after this had a porti?n of t.he pub~Ic lands set aside modation. The orthodox system teaches that bfe IS
into print to deny and " utterly disavow " my to help tJ:Iem ~long With their P.ubhc .schools. .
a probation, and our only probation. It teaches ~he
ideas? It is true you did not directly join hands
But nght m the face of th1s philanthropiC a:nd depravity of the human heart. It makes everythmg
with the three ruffians who outraged my rights by governmental arrangement for the general edl!catwn depend on conversion in this life. It holds and
taking me to their unjust court, but did you promptly of the rising generation, and in harmony With our teaches a different view of the atonement of our
rise in your Freethinkers' Convention and earnestly general ~overnment, ~e see another class.of educa- Lord Jesus Christ in its relation to the forgivness of
protest against -it? How would you, Mr. Palmer, tors of different functwns, of ~hat old pop1sh church sin and it teaches the deity of our Lord Jesus Ch~ist
hav felt had you been in my place?
which has been at the found~tlon of so mu~h human and his absolute equality with the father, which
What necessity. was there for you to appear ~n two slau.ghter on ~he oth~r . Side
the ~ng water, most Universalist preachers do not accept, and which
papers to deny any connection with Seward Mitchell, busily engaged m estabhshmg thetr se~tanan schools many dogmatically antagonize. The second .ground
or The World's Rrformer? You read a paper in the and colleges all over ~ur country; a~d m so~e plac~s il:! that universalism is a constant protest agamst .the
Convention in which you preached Anarchism and they are even clamormg for a portwn o~ this pubhc principles upon which the progr~s? of. evangelical
freelove. What more does my paper advocate, only money that has been raised for the pub he schools to Christianity depends, and wherever It exists and prethat I use more forcible language than you did ? educate their children in their way, and I hav been vails the preaching of ~he gospel i~ o~t~odox churches
Were your two letters to the Albany papers written told in some places the P?-blic money has been thus is neutralized. Cons1dered as mdividuals, we reto assure the public that you are "respectable?" If divided with these se?ta;nan scho?ls .. And here we spect and .love various Universalist~. Considered .as
you ha.v, heretofore, been charged with surrendering ~an see .these old ?~nfl.t~tin~ se~tar1an mterest.s grow- a whole we believe their system evil and most misto Comstock, it is more than true now. In my hum- mg up m our pohticalmstitutwns, ready ~ 0 rip.en for leading: Our authority for this attitu~e m.ay be
ble opinion, the very first work of your Convention our grandchildren to settle at the swo;d .s pam~, as found in the epistle of Paul to the Galatians, I, €, \);
should hav been a resolution for an unconditional has been so often done among the Chnstmn natwns "But though we, or an angel from hea~en, preach
repeal of the infamous Comstock laws. But, instead of Europe.
any other gospel unto you than that whiCh we hav
of that, you long ago surrendered to a Christian tyNow, as we hav seen that the permanency of our preached unto you, let him. be. accursed. As we
rant, and now lie supinely at his feet.
government re1:1ts on a correct system of free educa- said before, so say I now agam, If any man pr~ach
If you really and truly hav a principle to liv f~r, tion, op~n alike to all. UD;der the rules .of the school, any other gospel unto,,you than that :ve hav received~
if you honestly wish to hav noble men and women m and entirely s~cul~r m Its cha~acter,,m accordance let him be accursed.
And also 2 John, 9, 10, 11 .
society, why did you not take pains to giv conspicu- with the Const1tutwn of the nation, science, .and com- "Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth no~ in t~e
ous seats to .E. H. Heywood and Josephine S. Tilton, man sepse, let us then at ~mea drop all this old su- doctrin of Christ, hath not God. He that ab1deth m
two noble, unselfish, and self-sacrificing reformers? perstition out of our publ~c free sch?ols. Then we the doctrin of Christ, he hath both the father a:nd
Why did you plan beforehand who should speak in shall ~e on a sure and .sohd foundation. Then the the son. If there come any unto you, and brmg
a public meeting? How could you tell who had im- Catholics that are fl.oodmg our co_untry cannot hav not this doctrin, receive him not into Y?ur hou~e,
portant truths to utter, and wanted to stand up and the shadow of a plea that our pubhc schools are sec- neither bid him Godspeed; for he that biddeth him
declare them?
tarian. As for the charge that our schools are god- Godspeed is partaker of his evil deeds." We unHow can you cry out against popery, and then lay less, we can put. up with that, for they prefer the derstand these passages to teach, not that we should
out a program declaring who is to speak and who same ch.ar.ge agamst our governmen~. And yet they not love those who hold in our opinion, fundamen·not? Are you not following in the wake of those seem wlllmg and glad to leave their old European tal errors; not that we should not associa.te with th~m
you condemn? You cannot affiliate with Spiritual- theocracies with a God or gods at the head and floc~ as individuals; but that as r.epres~ntativs of Chr.tsists but where has there been a Spiritual convention to this godless country; and I hav been told th~t tianity where the difference IS radiCal we cannot ll:lheld that there has not been a "free conference even their pope is looking toward New York for his dorsa, 'approve, or associate with them .
. meeting?''
home.
..
.
Men and women who hav a noble purpose in life
Yes, friend~ and fellow-Citizens, while we hav.th~
No man is born into the world whose work is not
-something to liv for-would throw open a meeting government m our hands let us be on. the safe Side,
l:>orn
with him.-Lc'Uiell.
to untrammtled [1ee .'ptech. A mighty contrast b~- )e~ n.a be consistent and keep our pubhc schools free

o!
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that in his district there is a strong party in favor of
taxing the churches, and it will not be long ere· he
will hav the backbone to support the measure. when
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
he gets to Albany._ From policy, and from fear of
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor. losing votes, a good deal may be gained from the
0. P. So:MERBY,
Business Manager. average " statesman."
Circulate the petitions now, and interview the canPUBLISHED BY
didates before election.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPAN~

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

33 cunton Pilule, New York.

"Catholic citizens desire to hav their schools placed under
the school-board control and management; to hav the sa:me
text-books, same hours for study, under the same r11les and
disciplin as the other schools of the district, with sisters qualified to teach and to be paid from the school fund as the other public
school teachers are paid. In fine, as they hav in Corning,
Poughkeepsie, Lima, and in Livingstone county, and other
places in the state, and in some Catholic schools in Connecticut. I want the tax-money we pay for school purposes to be
The Bible in Sharpsville.
spent,on our own school-children and not spent on Protestant
The Bible-in-the-schools case at Sharpsville, Pa., children."
-

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. has been referred to in these columns.

.Adroress all Oommunicatioru, to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMMak6 all Drafts, Ohecks, and Postal Orders payabk
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The Petition.

teachers, and the Catholics are satisfied. In another
Jetter, Priest Early further elaborated his plan:

The facts
are, briefly, that the school-board ordered the reading of the King James version of the Bible in the
public schools, to which the Catholics took exception, and brought suit to prevent it. The Catholics
wished to throw the Bible and religion out of school
unless they could hav their own Bible read and their
own religion taught. They averred, too, that the
reading of King James's version is a sectarian act,
in contravention of the section of the Constitution
prohibiting any public moneys to be used for sectarian schools.
The Protestants retorted that, as the reading of the
King James version was done without note or comment, it was not a sectarian exercise; that ihe use of
gospel hymns was more a vocal exercise than a matter of praise; and thirdly, they informed the court
they had set apart a convenient, comfortable, and commodious room, in the school building, for the
exclusiv use of children of the Roman Catholic
faith during the opening exercises, and that said
children are . not "compelled to participate in said
opening exercises, unless by their own voluntary
choice."
The case was argued before Judge Mehart, who
has now rendered his decision. His conclusions are:

We certainly hope the Catholics of Sharpsville
may win~ in their fight, for they hav the right on
their side. King James's version and every other
version of every religious book should -be excluded
from the public schools. Judge Mehart's decision
that the directors of Sharpsville school had not violated the Pennsylvania oonstitution is so plainly
wrong that it must be r~versed, unless the other
judges are as prejudiced or bigoted as he. But
when the Catholics attempt to put Priest Early's
plan into force they must be defeated, or the future
citizens of the country would be divided into two
classes-Protestant and Catholic. The Freethinkers
would hav no rights whatever; and wherever the
Catholics had the majority, Protestants would exist
only by the sufferance of the Roman church. Such
a state of affairs could not be tolerated; it cannot be
contemplated even without a shudder at the thought
of the religious strife it would inevitably engender.
We should hav the battles of the Reformation to fight
over again, with Catholics murdering Protestants
and Protestants killing Catholics. The civil strife
which Grant predicted would be upon us.
The safety of the Republic is committed to the
care of the Secular party.

We print on the last page of this issue the petition
asking for the repeal by the New York Legislature of
the following laws: 1. The law exempting church
property from taxation. 2. The laws appropriating
money from the public treasury for the support of
institutions founded and managed chiefly by sectarian denominations. 3. The law compelling the observance of Sunday as a religious holy day.
We ask every person in this state who sympathizes
with the object of the petition to cut it out, append
it to paper, and get as many signatures as possible.
If preferred, friends can send to us and get a copy
already printed on writing paper.
This winter will be the most auspicious time for
introducing this measure to the Legislature that can
occur. The Catholics, with all their vast resources,
influence, and power, ~ill push the miscalled Free- "(a) That public acts of religious worship in adJl1inistering
Mr. Beecher's Two Deities.
dom of Worship bill. A hot and acrimonious dis- affairs of the state are not per se inconsistent with any provi"God's Personality " was the subject of last Suncussion between them and the Protestants is inevi- sions of the Constitution; (b) that public schools are estab- day's sermon in Plymouth church. It was the first
table, and on the principle that when rogues fall out lished as conservators of public morals; and that it is within of the continuation of Mr. Beecher's philosophical
honest men get their due, the true Secular theory of the duty of their managers to teach virtue and morals by all discourses on the evolution of religion, begun last
appropriate means, 'including,' to use the language of the
government will stand a chance of being brought Supreme Court of the United States, 'the best, the surest,
spring and interrupted by the usual summer vacaforward.
and the most impressiv.'
tion.
The preliminary work of a vigorous campaign "It does not appear that the defendants hav used this
"From the beginning God had ·forbade the setagainst the Catholics is now being done by the power so as to violate the plaintiff's rights of conscience, or so
ting
up of anything representing him," Mr. Beecher
" Central Committee for Protecting and Perpetuat- as to infringe the provisions of the constitution forbidding
preference to be given, by law, to any religious establishment said. " The idea of God's personality was unthinking the Separation of Church and State." The main as modes of worship, and the appropriation or use of the
able, yet men believed in his personality, and that in
work of this committee is being done ostensibly school funds, for the support of any sectarian schools. It
his own way in the spiritual kingdom he would be
against the Freedom of Worship bill, but the com- follows, therefore, that the defendants, in authorizing and
discerned
as God. He was without physical attrimittee also declares its intention of introducing in a permitting the acts complained of, are acting within the scope
butes,
and
had nq relation to time. God was everyof their authority ; and that the 'relief prayed for must be
subsequent Legislature an amendment to our state refused."
~
where, and his whole being pervaded space. The
constitution which shall forever disable sectarians,
Their ox having been gored by this judicial bull, Hebrew theology taught God everywhere, and the
but which shall leave the question of religion in our
Catholics are very indignant, and propose to Greeks later adopted this view. The Roman mind
the
laws just where it is. This means the recognition of
was hard, but legal, and attempted to reduce everyChristianity as a part of our organic law, depriving carry the case up to the higher courts. It_ sounds
thing to law. The Roman idea of God was as an
funny,
though,
to
hear
the
Catholics
talk
like
this:
the state only of the power tp favor the particular
engineer who stood afar and watched the mechanism
sects, as is now done. The organizing secretary of "Public acts of religious worship are clearly per se inconsistent with the provisions of the Constitution as it now he .had made. Once postulate energy, the scientist
this committee has but recently returned from a can- stands. The Constitution disclaims all right to impose a re.
said, and all can be explained. Energy was the
vassing tour of the state, and he reports the Protes- ligion, by allowing every man to follow what he thinkil best,
great underlying force of this world. But," said
tants as strongly in favor of this scheme.
pro scribing merely that which is subversiv to the natural
Mr.
Beecher, " that great underlying energy is God.
. Last July, when thia committee was formed, Mr. principles of right and justice or morality. Moreover, as the
We
are floating in the being of God as ships floatPlumb, in response to a letter sent him by the state has no right to impose an inward belief becaus~ it has no
right to teach authoritativly or infallibly, it has no right to ing in the immensity of a sea. God's personality
editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, called at this office. His impose the outward manifestation of any inward bewas separated from all others. Human nature
talk was of the usual Protestant kind. He is in lief. Hence we maintain that public acts -of religious worlonged for' a defined God. Now, Jesus satisfied this
favor of separating church and state-oh, yes, cer- ship are clearly inconsistent with the explicit and implicit
longing. He was the son of God, and took upon
'
tainly-except that the state should exempt churches provisions of the Constitution."
himself dimension and put himself under the limitafrom taxation, and he could not see the harm of the
The above, from the Catholic Union and Times, retion of time. He became like men, and was imprisstate aiding unsectarian Protestant institutions. It minds us of that ancient couplet,
oned in matter, yet living in the qualities of the
was not nearly so bad, he thought, for the Protest" When the devil was sick, the devil a monk would be;
Godhead.
Everyone could fasten form upon Jesus,
ants, to be helped from the public treasury as it is for
When the devil was well, the devil a monk was he."
it
was
evanescent. Pictures of Christ were
though
the Catholics to draw money from the same source.
The position of the Catholic church regarding the poor things, and most of them simply reproductions
It is seen, therefore, that we hav as much to fear
public schools is that the school money raised by of the Greek idea of manly beauty. Nowhere was a
from the Protestants and from this committee as
taxation should be divided between the sects. In a description of Christ given. To the sick he took the
from the Catholics. The men who form the commitcontroversy just clQsed, between a citizen of Hornells- form of the heavenly physician. To the well man he
tee are the leading Protestant laymen of the cityville, N. Y., and the Catholic priest of that place, J. represented the glory of God's workmanship."
WqJ.. E. Dodge, Morris K. Jessup, Edward Schell,
M. Early, the priest, unwittingly, perhaps, disclosed
Mr. Beecher has evidently borrowed Herbert
and some two dozen others of the same stripe.
the animus of his opposition to the schools. After Spencer's God. His Jesus he gets from his own
A part of the organizing secretary's plan of action railing at the people of Hornellsville because they luxuriant-imagination. Neither of these two creamay well be adopted by Freethinkers. He has put would not elect a Catholic to the -school-board, he tions is Christian, and if the church adopts them it
himself in communication with influential p~rsons said:
abandons Christianity.
in his case, probably with the ministers-in most of
----~-4~-----"How different in other places! Catholic schools are affilOur Ex-Presidential Cat's-paw.
the towns, who are, when the nominations for the iated
with the public schools and placed under the manage.
Assembly are made, to ascertain from the candidates ment and control of the board of education, and giv satisfacThe Nor·th American Review will please forgiv us
their position toward his movement, and then he tion. Rev. Father McNab, formerly of this village, was for transferring to our columns Mr. Astor's version
proposes to send strong appeals to the people of the elected school trustee of the village of Medina. He was on of the interference by the United States in the affairs
several districts with reference to these candidates' both tickets, Republican and _Democratic, and his candidacy of Ita! . It is a topic in which Freethinkers are was presented by the most emment statesman of western New
, Y
,.
,
, ,
,
opinions upon the movement. If Freethinkers will York, the Hon. Mr. Pitts, an 1mp1·ejudiced Republican. Fathm· particularly mterested, and the Amencan mimster s
adopt the same tactics-ascertain how each candi~ McNab was electe1, anrllasl weelc the bom·d 1·ented his sc~ool·ho11se accoun.t of ":hat he did naturally may be looked upon
as semi-offimal.
date for the Assembly feels toward our petition, and at $150, and employed teache1·s lthiher McNnu presented.
then act accordingly, much good can be accomThe first point of interest is the grounds upon
There we hav it ! Elect priests to the schoolplished in that way. Let every assemblyman know boards, hire their school-houses, and employ thei.r \which President Arthur and Secretary of State Fre-
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linghuysen based their Paul Pry efforts. These
grounds were that some American Catholics had
sent some money to the Propaganda to repair the
·
11
Amencan co ege and establish a library. Minister
Astor admits that these claims to a right to a hearing
in the matter were unsubstantial. We should say
1 Th
so·
ey are no claims at all, and no lawyer versed
in international law would consider them for a moment. The United States interference was, therefore,
entirely unjustifiable, and would hav been righteously
rewarded by a snub from the Italian government.
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mand the right to act as we see fit, so long as we respect the
rights of others around us. In this course we will not be
hindered by the flattery of friends or the threats of foes, and,
by the eternal, we will be heard."

side. Mr. Conway will speak at 8 P.M. on" Our Armageddon."
Reserved seats, fifty cents, at the Index office, 44 Boylston
street, and of D. G. Crandon, 11 Hanover street. All friends
·
of Freethought are invited cordially.

THE Rationalist is the name of a new ]'reethought weekly
journal published at Auckland, New Zealand. We are extremely pleased to note thiR evidence of the growth of Freethought principles in New Zealand, for unless there were Liberals to support it the paper would not hav been started by
such level-headed men as the managers appear to be. The
editor hides behind the name of" Ivo," under which nom de
phtme he has won renown in the lecture field.
The editorials
in the numbers at hand are vigorous, the correspondence interesting, and a vein of humor runs through the paper which
makes it pleasant reading. We regret to see, however, that
it is already quarreling with its older contemporary, the Wanganui Preetlwught Review. Freethought papers cannot afford
to be jealous, or to fight their friends, either in N PW Zealand, Australia, England, or America.·

THE Manhattan Liberal Club opens Friday evening, October
2d, at the old place, German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th
street. T. B. Wakeman, the newly-elected president will deliver his inaugural address. All are invited. TH~ TRUTH
SEEKER reporter will be there.
THE Cedar Rapids, Iowa, debate between Jamieson and
Williams has been postponed. The understanding was that it
should take place beginning the 12th of October. but the elder
wanted it to begin the 1st. Jamieson conse~ted, but the
Opera House had been engaged for the 12th. Mr. Jamieson
will now remain in Missouri one month longer. Address him
at Burlington Junction, Mo.

But so long as the United States had gone on its
knees at the behest of a lot of -priests in the interest
of the pope, the conduct of the Italian government
--------~~------was most courteous. To oblige the United States the
The Tent.
Italian ministry would stretch a point to" find a way."
ALLIANCE, 0.-We anived here on the 18th instant, and
The way was found, and the college exempted froin
found the Tent handsomely pitched, and our coming very
the action of the law. This was simply a generous OF the new work, "Rational Communism," just printed by thoroughly advertised by our faithful tent-master Tilney.
concession to a friendly government. To the Oath- the Truth Seeker Company, William E. Scott, one of the activ The tent is pitched in the lot adjacent to the Liberal
labor reformers of this city, writes: "It surpasses all I ever
olic church Italy would concede nothing.
read in the line of reform, and, as a Socialist and Trade Union- Church, a very handsome brick structure, built for and dediWe do not think that when these facts are known, ist, I can recommend it to wage-workers and reformers as the cated to the advancement of universal mental liberty. The
room is 65x40, with seats for· five hundred. This
the church will hav the effrontery to again claim that best book for the solution of all their problems. The book main
beautiful building was erected in 1879 by Liberals of AlliItaly fears the Old Man of the Sea in the Vatican. ·is well worth the . price when we take into consideration the ance. Mr. Caleb Steel gave $4,000, George Thornbury, Jesse
Th
amount of information it contains for those bent on reform,
e words of Signor Mancini must ring in their such as Socialists, Trade Unionists, Greenbackers, free soilers, and Samuel Erwin, A. W. Coates, and others contributing the
ears yet: "I tell you that if ever it comes to more free traders, etc., and a valuable book it is to show others the balance. The interior is elegantly frescoed, and all the appointments are first-class. Regular meetings are held every
than words for the possession of Rome, which is the necessity of a reformation. The longer the reformation is de- Sunday
morning, and there is a large attendance of ladies and
keystone of Italian unity, I, who am an old man, and layed, the harder it will be to accomplish it, and I will guaran- children, all of whom evince eurnest interest. The or·der of
thousands like me, will go out with a rifle with the tee that if all the societies that are organized for that purpose exercisel!t is excellent. We will endeav01· next week to giv full
young volunteers, and fight to maintain what has
been achieved."
Signor Mancini's was the only noble part in the
whole transaction. The begging thief of Rome induced Arthur and Frelinghuysen to prostitute the
American government to the purposes of the Catholie hierarchy. They pulled the pope's chestnuts
from the fire, and all they got for it was scorched
fingers. It served "them .,.;ght.
...,

Editorial Notes.
AFTER January 1st, Mr. Green informs us, the Freethinkers'
Magazine w_ill be published monthly.

would act in one body, with the above book for a guide, it
would not take long for them all to gain what they hav undertaken to accomplish separately."
ANOTHER, and until now unthought-of, steal from governmental revenues by the Christians came to light week before
last through a decision of the Treasury Department:
"A pocket communion-service, imported by the order and
for,the··u~e of Grace church, New York, as its permanent
property, rs entitled to free entry under the provisions in the
free list (T. I., new, 771) for' regalia . . . where specially
imported in good faith for the use of any society incorporated
or established for • . . religious purposes.' (Letter to
Collector of Customs at New York.)"
Recording this miserable little theft of public money, the
Advocate says that "if the Freethinkers had their way, this
would pay double duty." To which we may answer for the
Freethinkers that the Advocate errs. If the Freethinkers had
their way this pocket communion-service would pay just whatever duty is assessed upon that class of articles, and no more.
To pay less is to commit a fraud upon the people. If Chris·
tian honesty were not all pretense, a_church would decline to
benefit by such a petty swindle.

description; we can only state now that it reaches our ideal of
a science school on Sunday.
We commenced lectures in the Tent on Saturday evening,
the 19th instant, with a very large audience. Sunday nfternoon
every seat was filled. Our tent-master counted twenty.four
teams hitched in the vicinity of the Tent. Many came long
distances, from ten to twenty-eight miles.
Sunday evening, long before the appointed time, every foot
of space on the free seats was occupied. At 7:20 P.M. standing room only, and crowds all around outside, who in more
senses than one were out in the cold.
It has never been our happy fortune to address a more intelhgent or interested audience. Despite the discomfort of the
vast crowd, all under the canvas r·emained to the end, and
gave undivided attention, many noting proof texts used in our
lecture.
We distributed a large number of TuuTH SEI!lKI!lnB and Liberal publications, and our book sales wer·e quite large.
As the New York I<reethinkers' Convention at Albany, N.Y.,
was in all respects the most brilliant, successful, and iniluential for good-exceeding all preceding conventions-so the
Congress of the National Liberal League, to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 9th to 11th, in numbers of representativ Liberals, in interest and importance of its action, will beyond
doubt vastly exceed all other gatherings ever held in the interests of universal mental liberty.
None can afford to be &bsent. It will be a memorable event
of a lifetime to hav been present at the great Cleveland Congress of the American Secular Union in '85. The mere intimation that Col. R. G. Ingersoll will pre~ide at the Congress
awakes a furor of enthusiasm that insures most glorious
results.
We shall continue lectures here in the Tent until Oct. 1st.
The evenings are very cold. We shall be compelled to close
our Tenting season at this place.
Special Notice.- We return our most gmtefnl th1mks to the
dear friends who so generously responded to the 11ppeal in
our behalf on account of 'l'ent labor, made by Brother 'l'. B.
Wakeman at Albany, N. Y.
The prompt alacrity with which the amount waH given made
it doubly acceptable. To one and all who hav contributed to
the Tent fund, we can only say "'l'hank you;" but our unceasing efforts to become worthy of their confidence and kindness shall best prove our gratitude.
We hope at lertst one more Tent-if not two-will be in the
field next summe1·.
C. B. HEYNOLDS.

WE are indebted to the London Republican, George Standring, editor, for a beautiful advertisment, in the form of a
page and more sketch of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and a portrait
of the editor. If Mr. Standring had to put on a cast-iro"n
blush at a small compliment we paid him, behind what screen
·of egotistical imperviousness shall we hide? We c~<n only
JUNE 13th THE TRUTH SEEKER contained an item based upon
say, Thank yon, Mr. Standring, on behalf of THE TRUTH
SEEKER.. May you liv to see the throne !Jf the Guelphs an reports in the daily papers that the Rev. Dr. Sunder land, of
Washington, refused to preach because Frederick Dougempty relic.
las was one of the congregation. By way of a Montana paper
A GENTLEMAN traveling in Rhode Island met his old ac- we learn at this late day that the reverend gentleman is very
quaintance Deacon Taylor, of the Episcopal church at Narra- wroth with us for having given currency to the story. His
gansett Pier, and during the conversation which ensued pre- explanation-and we giv it in full that we may undo whutever
sented him with a copy of 0. B. Whitford's "Bible Fabrica- injustice has been done him-is this:
tions." The effect upon the deacon was sta.J:tling. He took it
" The simple facts are that Mr. Douglas, with his family
home and read it, then burnt it. The next time he sa.w the came to our church on Sabbath morning, May 17th, simply out
. giver he asked him if he had any more with him, as he wanted of curiosity, as I suppose, like a great many others who come
to buy them to burn, and would like to burn the author, too, to church for the same reasons nowadays, because President
Cleveland had taken a pew in the church and they expected to
as the book was decidedly wicked. The pastor of the church, g~t a ~ight of him on the Sabbath in this way. Mr. Douglas and
·Mr. Carver, also had a copy of the book given him, and the hrs fnends were shown to a seat and treated precisely as other
deacon says he intends to get hold of it and cremate that also. strangers are; but it so happened that on that morning PresiThe deacon's brother, however, boldly proclaims his intention dent Cleveland was absent. The next Sabbath, May 24th, I
of reading the pamphlet, and defies the de aeon to burn his exchanged pulpits with the Rev. Dr. Storrs, of Orange, N. J.,
by an arrangement which had been made some months before.
copy.
Mr. Douglas with his friends appeared in the church on that
A REPORTER of the Catholic Oolumbian has interviewed Gov- morning, also, no doubt supposing they would be sure to see
the president in his pew. They were, as I am informed
ernor Hoadlyto learn his views upon the question of church ex- treated in the same manner as before, but of course I was ab~
emption from taxation. The reporter laid before him a news- sent in New Jersey preaching for my friend. Out of these
paper item which stated that he was in favor of taxing simple facts some newspaper reporters, bent on mischief fabchurches. Governor Hoadly said the item correctly expressed ricated the whole story and hav sent it broadcast ove; the
his sentiments. "Then you do favor the taxation of churches whole country."
Mr. Sunderland specifically denies that he refused to preach
and asylums?" asked the reporter. "I certainly do." "And
Mr. Putnam in Ohio.
you did endeavor to incorporate an article to that effect in the to Mr. Douglas's family, recounts what he did for Douglas at
I arrived here Saturday afternoon and found Iteynol<ls and
state constitution?" "I undoubtedly did. I do not disguise the close of the war, and adds:
"I hav suffered more for the attitude I took in relation to the Tilney in goed working order and doing splendid service for
my position on that subject. I am a thorough believer in the
color_ed peopl~, and to Mr. Douglas especially, in those excitseparation of church and state." The reporter left very much mg trmes, I w1ll venture to say, than all the men who edit THE· Liberalism. I immediately went to the Tent, and waH qnite
disgusted, and the next issue of the Columbian had an article TRUTH SEEKER and all their readers put together hav ever suf- delighted with its perfect arrangements and beautif11l appearance. In the.evening there was a large number present; evagainst Governor Hoadly's. position, and a paragraph asking, fared from the same cause."
There is only one man who edits THE TRUTH SEEKER, and ery seat was occupied, and it has been so every night since Mr.
" Is it true that Governor Hoadly does not believe in the exon account of his youth in those exciting times he could per- Reynolds has been in the place. I"arge <!Uimtiti< s of Liberal
istence of a God?"
sonally take no part in affairs. He did, however, suffer literature are distributed, with judicious care, and in addition
JAMES A. BLrss's Spirit Voices for September says: "We
the loss of a father and several relativs in the war, while Mr. many of the best books and pamphlets find a constant c.ale.
most heartily indoi·se THE TRUTH SEEKER in its valuable work
Sunderland was laboring principally with his organs of speech. 'l'he audiences are intelligent, app1·eciativ, and evi<lently enjoy
for humanity, in all its various departments. We know it has
But when Mr. Sunderland considers who the readers of THE the novel and instmctiv lectures that are given. Besides the
done more than any other paper we hav ever read to break
TRUTH SEEKER are, he will acknowledge his error. To our cer- old standbys of Liberalism, there ~re many now elements
down super·~tition in everything, and we heartily join them in
tain knowledge there are scores of readers of the paper who gathered together, especially of the young. A groat labor is
every crusade against mental bondage. The greatest foe libsuffered persecution at the hands of Christian mobs, or ostra- being done indeed for pioneer enterprise, and the 'l'ent is a
erty has to contend against is that slimy snake we call Jesuit.
cism because of their Abolition principles. Nearly all of the success. Long life to its white radiance, which shall symbolism. Its influence is felt in every direction. In politics it
old leaders of antislavery times are now Freethinkers, and 1ize the glory that -is to be-the bloom of nature's life itself.
finds its way even to the highest offices in our land, and the
nearly all, we are proud to say, read THE TRUTH SEEKER. We
All are excited in the nbighborhood about the Cleveland
Catholic vote is carefully considered and counted before each
cheerfully acquit Dr. Sunderland of the newspaper charge of Congress. Fifty or sixty will come from thiH place, and all
and every election. Burchard, the honest and fearless man,
fleeing from his pulpit at the approach of a black man, but along the route there will be a large attendance. Excursion
was railed at by Republicans because he 'told the truth.'
when he by implication puts the Freethinkers down among rates will be made and published at the earliRst possible moLay on, Brother TRUTH SEEKER; your circulation is much
the pro-slavery people we must remind him that he speaks of ment, and handbills will be struck and circnlaterl through all
larger than ours, but even if we are little we are spunky, and that of which he knows nothing.
the neighboring towns. The Congress will begin on I<riday
afternoon at 2:30 in order to allow all friends coming by railsecond your every move against everything that does not giv
road to be present at the introductory address by the presito mortals absolute liberty and the use of a free conscience.
Lectures ami Meetings.
dent, Hobert G. Ingersoll. The secretr.ry lecturerl laHt evenWe do not stand opposed to Romanism simply because it is
ing,
and will join work to-day, Sunday, with Heynnl<ls, and
F.
M.
HoLLAND,
secretary
of
the
Free
Religious
Association,
Romanism. We oppose it because all Roman Catholics, from
then proceed to Cleveland Monday fOl' local bne.iu<;HS arrHngethe lowest, ignorant layman up to its most learned cardinal sends us the following notice: A reception will be given to Mon ments for Congress. ,J. D. 1\Iallonoe, chairman ,,f Ckvohm<l
or pope, surrender their reason and conscience to the. church cure D. Conway in Chapel Hall, Tremont ·Temple, Boston, by committee, will co-operate with him and Arthnr Tilney. All
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Sacretary.
and are thus slaves ruling slaves. We in our work demand the Free Religious Association, on Friday, Oct. 9th, commencing goes well.
Alliance, 0., Sept. 27, 1885.
absolute liberty to reason and think for ourselvs. We also de- at 6:30 with a supper, at which Col. T. W. Higginson will pre-
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FREsNo, CAL., Aug. 30, 1885.

ing under the influence of her priest--:-~or t~ey consult thei~
priest even as to their relations with their Wives or husbands,
he comes between, interferes with the most sacred, the most
private relation of life). •• I hav discovered it i_s the priest
h e th t suggested I should be hardly dealt with. I hav
er the
a idea here, not the particulars, because it would be
given
betraying confidence, and wrong in me to do so.
.
"I see plainly that these Christian fanatics would gnnd all
the Liberals in the mill of their God if they only could. The
only thing that I regret is .that I went back to them· the sec·
ond time. -Like a fool, I was moved by my sister's tears and
the sad tale of her loneliness, but time has proved it was but
a bait to catch their fish. I often look back to the days of my
childhood when I thought the ground I stood upon to be as
solid as the pillars that prop the universe, but now I see the
chasm widening each day. If I would dare look down into its
yawning depths I would become dizzy and fall. Almost on
every side you h~ar the approval of the Christian doctrins, but
grim experience has taught me to curse them, for, instead of
making noble souls, they make beastly ones." ·
.
I consider, Mr. TRUTH SEEKER, the testimony valuable, for It
is a faithful record of what is going on to-day; and if there is
anything in God's world to waken the flagging zeal of_ any ~ib·
era! it is the fact of ·a young, refined, struggling gtrl bemg
thu~ crushed by her own flesh and blood, and by devilish
priests. "I tell thee, churlish priest, a ministering angeL
shall my '!lister be, when thou liest howling."
·
Yours in Jove, ·faith, and fidelity,
AMICUS.

I

MR. EDITOR: Please giv m.e a small place in your paper to
answer some remarks that were published in the Republican,
Aug. 22d, by some person signing himself "X." "X" makes
an excuse for the clergy, Raying I taunt the believers in God.
I do not taunt them; I think that there are good, moral, anc:l
honest believers, but I do think that they are deceived and deluded. by erroneous preaching. "X" says that I must think
that God takes delight in making his creatures miserable.
Yes, "X,'' that is what I think. The Bible says he will blind
his creatures' eyes and send them strong delusions that they
may believe a lie, that he may damn them; then he will laugh
at them and mock them in their alarm.
"X" speaks of the God that I worship. I do not worsl4p
the Bible God, and if any clergyman, any Sunday, in his own
. church, will giv his reasons why he worships God in thirty
minutes, and giv me the same time to giv my reasons why I do
not worship the Bible God, I will accept the debate. Then
let him giv me thirty minutes to object to his reasons, and he
can hav all the time he wants to object to my reasons.
"X" says, "What a pity it is that some of the wise ones do
not rule!" If that is the best answer to my questions that he
has, I ani sorry for him and forgiv him.
"X" says he is sure that if human affairs were left to men
they would be no better than now. I am sure that they would
be one hundred per cent better. I will state the question
plainly. Is God to blame for all the evils caused b~ floo_ds,
drouth and untimely rains? God made and keeps m exrstenoe ail the flies, worms, bugs, insects, vermin, and wild ani·
mals for the purpose of doing what they hav done and.are do·
ing, ~nd they are blameless and innocent. If God is _not to
blame, who is? If "X " ruled over Fresno county ram and
pest would be one hundred per cent less harmful then now.
"X" denies it. I will ask "X" to prove that. (1) Would you
be in favor of a flood in Fresno city and county with all their
evils? (2) Would you cause a drouth next summer with all
its evils? (3) If you owned a ranch of one thousand acre_s,
well seeded, would you hav rain and good crops, or no ram
and nothing? (4) If you owned a vineyard of one thousand
acers, would you hav it destroyed by worms, bugs, and insects,
or would you prevent it? (5) If you owned an orchard of one
hundred acres, would you hav it destroyed l5y vermin and
wild animals or save it?
"X" says, in a dry time a preacher prayed for rain and it
came, and too much for one old farmer, who said, "That old
fool-preacher always overdoes it." I think if he would come
to Fresno and hear the preaching about an unknown and unthinkable God, and other very unknown, unthink~ble, and
unreasonable things, claimed to be divine facts which must
be believed and obeyed, that old farmer would say the fool
preachers are overdoing it at Fresno City.
GEORGE PADDINGTON.
BRATTLEBORO, VT., Sept. 12, 1885.
Mn. EDITon: In to-day's TRUTH SEEKER I observe that Mr.
C. B. Thompson is seriously inclined to doubt.that such a desire or feeling as a wish for total annihilation can be really indulged in by me. Allow me, please, to disabuse this gentle.
man's mind, in regard to the question involved, by repeating
that such is my sincere wish, and I desire no other heaven than
that-a dreamless sleep. Yes, I reiterate, and most emphatically that were. I aware at the moment of falling asleep that
I sho;u_d never wake to consciousness again, I should feel just
as heavenly, and if Mr. Thompson will take pains to make a
·few inquiries, he will find that I am not alone in this matter
concerning eternal unconsciousness.
I am getting along in years, somewhat, having reached the
age of nearly sixty, and my mind is the same new, relativ to
death, that it was forty years ago.
I hav thoroughly investigated the Spiritualistic theory of a future life for twenty-five or thirty years; and I am heartily dis.
gusted with the whole business, for there is neither sense nor
reason in its methods, and of all isms in existence, Spiritualism is the most irrational and inconsistent. Take, for instance,_ the fact that the majority of Spiritualists believe in
God and prayer, although not a particle of evidence can be
produced of the existence of one or the efficacy of the other,
yet that belief is adhered to by them with a dogged pertinacity which is only equaled by their faith in the "unknowable,"
and anyone who is presumptuous enough to question the gen.
uinness of God almighty, or the beneficial resultsin answer to
their long-winded and senseless jargon, called prayer to the
"Great I Am," is considered by them but a little better than
a beast, and especially so should he believe in common with
thousandR of others that "death ends alL" Brother Thorup·
son, I am with you heart, hand, and pocketbook, in the great,
grand, anc;l. noble cause for liberty and Freethought, and the
emancipation of benighted minds from ignorance and superstition. Further than that I hav no sympathy whatever with
any form of priesthood, priestoraft, heavens, hells, prayers,
devils, gods, or God, as I do not care a fig for any of them, for
the former I detest, and the latter I dffy.
Yours for reason, first and always,
A. L. FRISBIE.

WooLsoNs, PAssAic, N.J., Sept. 15, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of Sept. 12th, Mr. Harrison Hays
says Leptandra Virginica is a capital snake remedy. I am very
much obliged to him, for I walk about every day in danger of
being bitten, and I am sure if I had been in the past I would
not hav known what to do. It is a plant I know well, and hav
known long as a border plant of elegant habit and pretty spi~es
of white flowers-neat, but not gaudy. I never before was mduced to inquire as to medicinal qualities. I find from my
"Notes on Lsctures on Economic Botany " -that it is official in
the United States Pharmocopceia, used internally only. The
fresh roots are used in the form of a decoction as a violent
purgativ in extreme cases of constipation, and an impure resin
(a specific) from the dried rootsi~ largely us~d-in pl~ce ?f mercurials, as a oholagog in evacuatmg or nullifymg bile m very
bad cases.
I do not ask for a free advertismeilt, although I will mail a
plant to anyone for thirty-five cents. I can't giv it away, or I
gladly would. I am in the trade. Yours truly,
T. D. lliTFlELD.
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., Sept. 13, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In your last number, B. F. Robbins wants to
know .if things "would be better if all the good elements were
extracted from government, and it were left without any redeeming features." In the opinion of all Anarchists it would,
for in that case government could not Tast a day. It is the attempts of good people (with more zeal than knowledge) to
reform· government first and then everything else by means of
government-or still more illogically, to reform all their
neighbors by U:eans of an unreformed government-which
still prevent so many from seeing that government is only one
of the devices by which knaves rob-let's see, what kind of
people is it that they rob?
.
.
Brother Robbins says he "cannot see the propnety of withdrawing from all participation in government, and giving up
to the worst portion of the people the management of the
same." But I say the worst portion of the people hav always
had and always will hav, the management of it so long as it
exi;ts whereas they would not be allowed to manage it, nor it
to exi~t, a month, but for the aid and comfort given th~m by
mistaken perso'ns who do not belong to the worst portion of
the people. Once get enough people to resist the payment of
taxes and government must go, for the reason that its ex·
pens~s would continually exceed its income.. This is. wh_at
would be done if the enemies of official rascality were WISe m
their generation. And if it did not prove sufficient to finish
up the job, then, but for the aforesaid mistaken good people,
dynamite would forthwith be called in for that laudable purpose.
C. L. JAMEs.

LIBERAL, Mo., Sept. 15, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: At last I am compelled to join the epidemic
tllat seems to be raging, viz., writing at Aunt Elmina. I hav
desired td remain quiet on this subject, but forbearance ceases
to be a virtue. In Aunt Elmina's letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER
last week, she refers to a clairvoyant reading given one of her
letters by a" noted clairvoyant and editor of a paper." So far,
so good. Had she stopped there, all would hav been well;
but she says that the reading was " gleaned " from her letter.
Now, in justice to myself, as the noted clairvoyant and one of
the editors of tlle J;,ibera! (Liberal, Mo.), I must set Aunt Elmina straight. in regard to roy private opinion of her letters
and articles on Spiritualism.
The clairvoyant reading was a surprise to myself, for, like
many others, I believed Aunt Elmina to be dishonest with mediums, for certainly she received eyidence enough of the truth
of Spiritualism, on her trip of investigation, to ~av made a
convert of her had she had any desire to be convmced. She
NEw YoRK, Sept. 16, 1885.
acknowledged' that she was puzzled by one slate-writing she
MR. EDITOR: In haste I send you this. It is an extract from received; but, after'visiting Truesdell, she knew it was a fraud
a letter just received. You will here see that the work of THE because Truesdell said it was. Is it possible she could put
TRUTH SEEKER and all Liberals is no holiday pastime. Mind, more faith in Truesdell's word (a self-convicted trickster) than
this is a visit to the father and mother. "I am come to set a in the evidence of her own eyesight? Surely not, if she was
· th e Ann
man at variance with his father," etc.
honest with herself and the mediums. Sh e d emes
"I hav a sister about eighteen. On my arrival here, they Lee message published in -the Liberal, claiming that th e ''th ee •s ''
sent her immediately to New York, for fear she would be im· and "thou's" were not correct, and the plain language, as s h e
·
1 tt
bued with my spirit. Both of my sisters were commanded to terms it, was not used correctly. Now, as pnvate
e ers _are
shun me as they would a viper, and even if they should so far becoming public property, allow me to say to Aunt E l mma
. t sh e
forget themselvs as to notice me, they forfeit their rights to that in her personal letter to myself on this very su. b JSC
their parents' home, also their home in Nflw York, and their commits the same errors she accuses Ann Lee of d Oing, provsituation at Madame --·• (a Roman Catholic devotee, act- ing that her letter to me was a fraud, and that Aunt Elm ina

never wrote it, for she (Au~t Elmina) claims to. use the pl~in
language ?orrec_tl~. And nght her~ l~t me say, 1f Aunt E~mma
is honest m elaimmg ~o be a Matenahst, why do~s she clmg to
the ~anguage of ~he Bible as her standar~? !his proves conolusivly to my mmd that Mrs. Slenker still olmgs to the tenets
·
·
of her sect.. Takmg
her wn·t·mgs _an d I ett ers as a on"t er,IOn,
they are dec1dedly adverse to Elmma, a~d th~refore ·.I could
not hav gleaned her ~o.nest~ of purpose m this mat~er from
them, as any true cntw will acknowledge. The clairvoyant
reading was given ~s received, and,. I confes~, has made a
change in my mind m favor of our fnend Elmma ... I rely _on
the judgmen~ of those gone before,_ an~ accept their readmg
as tlle'truth m regard to Aunt Elmma s honest~ _of pu~pose,
knowing that spirit friends call; read the soul, winle we m the
mortal life must be content to Judge by appearances. I should
hav remained quiet in the controversy, even hav borne. the
fraud accusation in tlle Ann Lee message, but the "gleanmg"
from her letters she accused me of was tlle last feat~er that
broke the camel's back. Please ex~use m~, Ann~ Elmma, b_ut
this time I was bound to talk back JUSt a httle bit. .
SALLIE CAvE ScovELL.
SERMONET.
TEXT: "Now-the word of the Lord came unto Jonah saying,
Arise go to Nineveh, that great city, and cry against it, for
their 'wickedness has come up before me" (Jonah i, 1, 2).
My beluved bruthren and sisteren, yu diskuver bi the tax
that the wurd of the lord kum to Jonah._ How it kum to him,
or hu brot it tu him, is sumthin yu needent giv yourselvs eny
truble about, fur the Bible saze s.o, and that iz suffisent fer al
uf us. But Jonah knu that the Lord wanted him tu go tu
preach tu 120,000 peple hu dident kno ther rite hand from
ther left. But Jonah dident relish the job, so he struk out to
anuther quarter. He dident like to risk his life ainung so
meny wicked, ignorant peple. But when he got on the ship,
and the storm arose, he wus aslepe, while the cru got skeered
and each praid tu there gods tu save them. But this doing no
good, they went 'into the lottery bizness, and Jonah being the
prize, they konkluded he wasent worth keeping, so the~ ~eaved
him overbord; and the big fish seeing him, took a liking tu
him-tuk him in out of the wet. But, akording tu the tale, he
proved himself tu be a bad brekfast for the fish, for he had
his hed rapped up in tobako leaves, wich kaused the fish tu
womit him up-all so it made the fish sik, fur he run klene out
on shore before he spued. But droppen this part ov the subjek we will pas on and follow Jonah into Nineveh, when he
told the peple that they wood all be destroyed if they dident
repent. They being so ignerant, was easy purswaded. And
then kum the rush for sakkloth, because the Buke saiz they
kivered themselvs and all the uther beasts with sakkloth. This
brot grate joy tu the weavers, for they was on a strike, and up
went there wages, for there was a grate demand for sakkloth.
But what wikednes their beasts had dun i kant tell yu, unles
they had sum bad kiking mules. But there wus a grate spek~ ulation in sakkloth, and God spared the site fur the sake of
the spekelaters. And that made Jonah mad, and he konklU·
ded to quit preaching and go to razing gourds. But when he
got in the shade of the gourdvine, God followed him there and
stuk a worm on the stalk, wich killed the stalk and left poor
Jonah settin in the sun. And that made Jonah madder. And
we kant blame ·him much, fur God lide to Jonah, and dident
destroy Nineveh after telling Jenah he would. But then, God
had made Nineveh, and Jonah to, and had a rite tu do with
his own as he pleased-and Jonah had no bizness to run away
when God told him to go preach to the Ninevites.
You will find the rest of this sermon in the Book of Jonah,
in regular order, in the inspired wurd.
REV. TIMOTHY TUGMUTTON,
Pastor ov the Church ov True Believers.
CORVALLIS, OREGON, August 27, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me a few words with C. L. James.
He-starts out with the assertion that the idea of our government being a social compact for the repression of c~ime and
the good of the people is an exploded· fiction. He ought not
to imagi~ something exploded every time he shoots off his
mouth. If there is any fact made clear by the history of our
government, it is th~t it was established by the will of the
majority. If Mr. James does not want the majority to rule, it
is self-evident that he favors minority rule, and if the minority were reduced to Mr. C. L. James alone he would probably
be the most perfect government on earth. My personal acquaintance with law and government haters is that they are
the most self-asserting and tyrannical of men, the social and
(would-be) political Ghengis Khans, whose. real grievance
that their great abilities hav not been appreciated. Progressiv
civilization would be impossible without some self-sacrificethe giving up somewhat of our personal freedom; but the
gain is worth all it costs. Does Mr. James want to become a
savage in order to become free? If so, Terra del Fuego is the
place for hiJ:h. According to Darwin, in his trip aroun~ the
world, the Fuegeans hav neither laws, or officers, or pnests;
each person is a law unto himself. Yet they are supposed t<T
be the lowest savages on earth. Perhaps many of our laws
could be made better and some done away with to our advantage, but I hav little to complain of in that respect. Many social usages are more troublesome, humiliating, and unjust
than our laws. Petty peculation in our daily business absorbs
far more of our income than taxes do. Mr. James will please
excuse me for thinking we need a change for the better in our
people more than in our government or laws.
L. JoY.

!s
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READING, KAN., Sept. 14, 285.
MR. EDITOR". Inclosed find postal note, to pay as per advice.
Th anks for not stopping my paper when time expired. My
family would feel lonely on the Sabbath if we d!~ not receive
S
U d
responsibility I haven
THE TRUTH EEil:ER.
n er my own
.
·
deavored to add new subscr-ibers. I would like THE TRUTHf
SEEKER read. 1'n every fami"ly, to help 1ay down the bars o
religious prejudices, supernatural dogmas of faiths and beliefs,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER 3, 1885.
and bring into closer proximity-our relation as a human family. The ideas of Colonel Ingersoll are immensely grand and
comprehensiv. A Baptist missionary was in our town last
Sunday. In giving his statistics, he said that every soul saved
by the water-route Baptist church cost only $2.30. In
Kansas "the_ river route is the cheapest. Much has been said
about .our free country; I _fail to see its free_dom.· In England it is church and state; in this country it is state and
churches, Sunday laws and chaplains. The public press, with
W. 0. DAVIES.
few exceptions, suppo1 ts these suckers.
EUREKA, RAN., -Sept. 13, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I came to the above little city the last of May.
I hav children here, and am visiting them after a nine-years'
absence. The town has five-rival churches, and the outward
guise of Christianity is the only passport in to the society of
the blood. bought elect.
Old-time acquaintances, many
of them, see me now from out the corner of their eye in pass'ing, having ostracized me for scattering my copies of TIIE
TRUTH: SEEKER where I thought they would be read. There
are four men here that hav read a large number of papers
and pamphlets lent them, and I was led to hope I might send
at least three subscribers when I renewed my subscription to
THE TRUTH SEEE:ER, September 1st. But money is . scarce
here,· and they hav not felt like sparing the money at this
writing. I will send their names and three months' trial subscriptions for at least two by the 1st of next month.
.
SILAS GLEASON.
MONEY AGAIN.
MouND CREEE:, RAN., Sept. 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH BEEKER, August 22d, your correspondent "Holt" asks, "Where is your basis?" When a
government issues money on value received, whoever asks
"Where is yortr basis ?'"does not understand what money is,
for the basis is the one particular fact of the value received by
the government of the individual-which value was individual
cost-and the law power.
Friend Holt says: "A debt must be contracted before
money can be· issued." That is true; and it is true, also, that
credit is contracted at one and the same time. That is a condition precedent of 'the necessity of the issuance of money.
Example: A. does a job of painting the Capitol at Washingto.n, say $10. Now, until this account is paid there exists a
vacuum of government's debt, and A. the painter's credit ..
Watch out now, for right here hinges a deal of financial
clap-trap. In the case in hand,. which party is debtor?
·clearly the painter is creditor and the government or nation
debtor. The painter is now handed his money, which reads
thus:
Ten dollars-a full legal tender issued to A. on value reUNCLE SAM.
ceived.
Now, how stands the account? The vacuum of creditor
and debtor is filled. Both debt and credit are eliminated.
And that which kilied both livs a law-created fact, b"ased on
what it cost the individual who received it, and whose credit
it paid when received, and based on the value the government admits it received by the nomen stamp on its face, and
to which it has affixed the legal power, to first cancel government's debt by its first step into circulation. Hence we hav
forever a living law fact based on cost and value received,
the summum bonum" of associated power, money; which money
is neither debt or credit, a forced loan, or redeemable.
But my friend Holt says, "Hence money is credit in circulation." Money cannot be either debt or credit, for it kills
both and stilllivs. My note for value received circulates; it is
evidence of my debt that circulates, and co 11 fidence that I will
pay it makes my debt money circulate.- Did I possess the entire
law power of the nation, then I could make money, and its
beneficence would inure to me; the money would be the
nation's forever, and it would cancel my indebtedness forever for the value I received, for which I gave the notes.
Can't a child s.ee the beneficence of public money? Take our
case of the painter. Ten dollars benefit to the Capitol. The
ten-dollar debt paid by the legal tender given by Uncle Sam.
Ten dollars added to the present volume. Ten dollars in the
hand of the painter equal to his labor-cost, to say nothing of
a family fed arid clothed, and we hav, by the benefaction of
the issuance of national money, forty dollars, absolutely thirty
dollars gain-national gain-without interest, minus the cost
of stamping and issuing the money! No logic can refute it.
That is a money and basis worth contending for, and ought to
fully satisfy the most fastidious.
ELIAs LEE.
THOMSON, Mo., Aug. 30, 285.
MR. EDITOR: We hav just had a series of lectures in Carbon,
Ind., by C. B. Reynolds, who came there and delivered his
first lecture on the 1.5th. He was expecting his Tep.t. It not
having arrived, we erected a rostrum in the grove, from which
he lectured out in the open air to large audiences till Friday
evening, when the Tent arrived, about 5:30. A number of
the friends assisted in erecting the Tent, and by that time
there was a large audience assembled. Rain began to pour,
but the Tent was filled, and a large number had to go home,
not being able to get in. Some of the religious element made
some disturbance· previous to the arrival of the Tent, but got
ashamed of themselvs, and everything passed off peaceably to
the end of the lecture.
Mr. Reynolds is a man of great energy and perseverance.
His lectures are masterpieces of facts and truths, demonstrated
by eloquence, humor, and sarcasm. He has left a lasting impression in Carbon, many acknowledging that they had been
duped by priestcraft, but would never be again. Mr. Reynolds is undoubtedly the right man in the right place.
Mr. Reynolds and Mr. 1'ilney, the genial young musician,
remained from the 15th to the 23d. Having delivered some
ten or eleven lectures, they pulled stakes for Logansport,
Ind., leaving behind them many frienJs. I actually believe
the people were sorry to see them leave, for there was as
much, if not more, interest manifested up to the last night as
at any time before.
WILLIAM 0LDB:AM.

•

NEw A.LB~'Y, IND., Aug. 28, 285.
MR. EDITOR: If it will not be infringing on your valuable
space, I would like to answer some letters from friends
through your columns in regard to ·the plans of the "Liberal, Mutual, and Scientific Society." It will probably interest some others that hav contemplated entering a society of
Liberal, communistic tendencies. I hav received several letters asking. "if all [be compelled to] contribute to a common
fund, will this not exclude moneyless Freethinkers?" As an
answer to these, and for the information of others, I will try
and giv a brief outline of our proposed plan.
All members (and others) will contribute to a fund as much
as they can, or wish. This fund to be equal joint-stock of all
members.
·With this fund the society will purchase land, stock, stores,
build houses, etc. If there is not enough donated to meet the
requirements of the society, it (the society) will borrow from
members who hav it, or from other sources, enough to meet
their wants.
I think this will giv money less Freethinkers a chance. I am
certain there will be no trouble of getting all the help we
want from those who hav it, either as a loan or contribution.
I believe I hav; in ·former letters to you, given our principles, "Giv to the producers the benefit of what is produced."
We want to hav a just distribution of wealth. As Henry
George says: "If some men hav not enough to liv decently,
do not others hav far more than they really need? If there is
~ot wealth sufficient to go around, giving everyone abundance,
1s it because we hav reached the limit of the production of
wealth? Is our labor all employed? Is our capital all utilized?. On the contrary, in whatever direction we look, we see
the most stupend,ous waste of productiv forces, which if permitted to freely play, the production of wealth would be so
enormous that there would be more than a sufficiency for all.
There is in nature no reason for poverty, not even for the
poverty of the crippled or decripit. For man is by nature a
social animal. But if we will not adapt social organization to
natural laws; if we allow dogs in the manger to monopolize
what they cannot use; if we allow strength and cunning to rob
honest labor, we must hav chronic poverty, and all the social
evils it inevitably brings." To adapt our organization to natural laws is our object.
·
And if our friends, and the lovers of humanitY., will giv us a
little aid, we will Mon Jiav an organization that will contribute
more happiness, and giv more help, where it is needed, than
any of the orthodox secret societies and institutions in existence.
Yours very truly,
E. E. PARK.
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that freedom and knowledge hav at last wrought in the hearts
of the people a desire to do justice to some of the martyrs to
whom Liberalism owes so much. But would it not be more
consistent with the spirit of progress, more in accord with humanitarian work, to make such a memorial in the form of a
school of philosophy or science, or even a home for destituteLiberals in old age? Many of these hav given the best energies of their life to promulgate the truths of Freeth ought; their
work hav they done "without money and without price·" yet
in their old age they are homeless. Would not such a home
·built by Liberals of this age be a more fitting tribute to our
martyred dead than any monument of marble or stone?
-Yours, for univers~l mental liberty,
JoHN L. BROOKS.
CINCINNATI, 0., Sept. 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: From the standpoint of reason and sound
sense, doth it not look as if large portions of the community
are on the verge of lunacy. Behold the antics and monkeyshines of the rabble knowB by the queer name of the Salvation Army. Another army should be organized to rescue the
silly people from this noisy and turbulent crowd of hypocritical fanatics. They are a disgrace to civilization, both of body
and mind. Then, again, that other verY" strange and peculiar
sect of religionists who so enthusiastically say they see the
ghastly ghosts of those long since extinct. Sir, whenever
persons are in so deplorable a state of mental aberration it is
a painful experience to the minds of those who stand' free
from suc)l religious frenzy. Pitiful, indeed, is the state of
those who hav become so infatuated as to sink their minds in
the Maelstrom of spookite speculations and wild fanaticism
which are leading many to the dismal asylum for the insan~
where human intellect is a total blank.
Every writer and every publisher should use every effort to
persuade and clearly show to these mistaken people that real
happiness can only be secured by shunning these unwise and
cranky ways, and having a well-balanced brain to guide us
daily in the path of solid truth and genuin sense, for our individual benefit right here and now. All anti-natural ideas
and pursuits hav a tendency to unbalance the mind and
make persons fit candidates for the madhouse.
Fraternally yours,
T. WINTER, Materialist.

LADOR ADVOCA.TE OFFICE, }
WABASH, lNI\·, Sept. 18, E. M. 285.
MR. EDITOR: The grand old TRUTH SEEKER comes to me
replete with the wisdom of humanity, teaching self-reliance as
the only remedy or recipe for evolving out of wrong conditions.
How I wish I had the ability some of your writers evince ! I
OWEN SouND, ONT., Sept. 14, 1885.
could make my paper more effectiv in craoking the orthodox
MR. EDITOR: Hav you anything that will do good work to nut in this city and county. I tell you I am stirring them up
put in the hands of a child of twelve, whose father is a Free- in great shape; twice I hav been threatened with the demolithinker, but whose mother is not? I want something to giv tion of my office, but I consider it but the vapid mouthipg of
her to make a start with. Do yo~ see ?-the design should an over-zealous but harmless orthodoxy. Their fangs hav
not be too plain.
grown old with age; the sun of :I!,reethought has so warped
Now many, many thanks for sending THE TRUTH BEEKER their teeth that not only are they incapable of incisiv work,
after the time was up. I hope you had a grand meeting at but the enamel is so affected that they are fast giving way to
Albany; I should hav liked to be there, but I am a cripple, decay. I am, with a few other Liberals, trying to get Robert
and this money I send was made with the buck-saw and the G. IngerRoll to giv a lecture here in the near future.
ax.
I remain yours,
CHARLES DuNN.
My paper is run in the interest of Liberalism and labor arid
an amusing incident came to my notice last night which can
not use in my paper, and I will giv it to you. As I hav no
DowAGUC, MICH., Sept. 8, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: This being ·a rainy day, Mr. Knapp is spend- press at present, I print only one page at home. I hav ining it in the house, and has just finished reading W:atson Hes- serted the Nine Demands of Liberalism, and, as I am short
ton's article in THE TRUTH BEEKER, and I hasten to thus pub- of room, I hav not inserted, as I intend to as soon as I get a
licly thank him for using his pen so nobly and valiantly in press (I only want one large enough to print one page of five
behalf of the toilers all ewer the land. May his pen never column folio), the Preai:n ble and Declarations of Principles of
need be turned into a sword in defense of the same! Every the Knights of Labor. And here comes the difficulty. An Asdrop of blood in my veins is burning, yea, curdling with indig- sembly of the Knights of Labor has lately been organized
nation at the moral cowardice and lethargy shown by our here, and a gentleman is keeping company with a young
leaders on this labor question! Enough, as I hav only room lady; by some means she had been told that her affianced
to say that I want Helen Gardener's book, if "extant, and in- was a Knight of Labor, and having procured a copy of my
prtper, as it is the only Knight of Labor paper in the county,
close amount.
A.nniE KNAPP.
she read it carefully (of course she is a church-member); soon
her eye struck the Nine Demands; carefully marking articles
BELLEVILLE, KAN., Sept. 17, 285.
4 and 7, she laid it away for the next Sunday-night interview,
MR. EDITOI\: Inclosed with this you will find $3, for which
at which time she blandly informed him that, if he did not
please send THE TRUTH BEEKER to an old and true friend of
leave the Knights of Labor, she would never! no, never! speak
D. M. Bennett, our silent but ever remembered and revered
to him again; she never would hav anything to do with one
co-worker in the cause of humanity.
that belonged to an organization that advocated the abolition
Now if anyone else says," Stop my paper," I will try at least
of the Lord's holy day, and the taking the Bible out of the
to get as many new subscribers as possible to take his place.
public school. Not a bit of it! He did not hav a constitution
Truly yours,
DR. H. PATRICK.
and by-laws of the Knights of Labor, so his efforts to convince her that the Nine Demands was the rule of action of
RocKY CoMFORT, AR:s:., Sept. 7, 1885.
th~ Liberals, and was not the Preamble and Principles of the
MR. EDITOR: I don't see any letters from this part of the Knights of Labor, were fruitless, so he came to me and I gave
moral vineyard, and lberefore conclude there are not many of him the Preamble and Principles of the the Knights of Labor,
our sort in northwestern Arkansas. But there are a few.
and peace reigns in that quarter. I am a Knight of Labor,
The Methodists hav got through with a protracted meeting and am satisfied from as much observation as I hav had it is
here. They are not as tenacious as they used to be. There a grand organization for the wage-workers; it recognizes no
is a considerable falling off from what it was some time ago. Protestant, Catholic, color, politics, or sex in passing upon
There are but thretl here who would not kneel when they said the eligibility of an applicant, and then it has no religious
so-two Freethinkers and one Universalist, and their pilot ceremony in opening or closing an assembly. Inside we
gave us hallelujah, you bet.
simply are Knights, not Protestants, Catholics, Republicans,
Will you please tell us in your "Answers to Inquirers" Democrats, Infidels, white, black, male, or female distinctivly,
how long Robert G. Ingersoll has been an Infidel or Free- and, further, in every other organization I havbeen acquainted
thinker.-[We do not know.-ED. T. s:]. M v. GAUTNEY.
with, in taking the obligation, there were either words or actions by which we re~ognized a God and asked his help to
keep that obligation, but in this I had only to simply affirm.
PoRTVILLE, N.Y., Sept. 18, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I think my subscription to your valuable pa- An exchange says, "The Knights of Labor is rapidly educatper !!lUSt hav nearly, if not quite, expired; hence I inclose $3 ing old party ideas out of its members." And I find those
for the same another year. Please do not let me lose anum- that are strong thinkers and activ participants in the labor
ber, as I want to be sure and not lose the report of the Albany movement are further and further from the pale of the church.
Convention. THE TRUTH: BEEKER coming to our family weekly Should they not be, when the Christian "rule of action"-that
is about the only social advantage we Lav here, as the dry-rot crude Bible-says, "Submit yourselvs to every ordinance of
of superstition struck this place in its infancy, and Liberalism man for the Lord's sake?" When we strike out to think for
and Freethought are unintelligible words to my neighbors so ourselvs, we soon find by reasoning from effect to cause that
the teachings of the Bible are the protoplasm of all oppression,
far ·as I know.
I would like to say a few words on the Liberal monument especially of the wage-worker. This is why I run my paper as
business, to free my mind if nothing more. I see the Bruno I do. I am striking at the root of this powerful evil, the only
Yours, etc.,
ARTHUR C. EVERETT.
Statue Fund is growing slowly. Now, I am glad of this, glad true way ~o uccess.
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with a full view of Monument Beach in the
I wanted to make conversation, and said to you like that, boys? One specimen of these
southeast.
the hermit, "Of course, you can't be lonely bedsteads, the great bed of Ware-of which
On we went, leaving the rickety old dock, with so much natural beauty outside."
Shakspere makes mention-is still preserved
Point
Independence,
Swift's
sand-bank,
and
"And
so
many
cherries
and
beach
plums,
in England as a curiosity, and was, at one time,
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, lie;ll River,
.
Mass.~ to whom all Communications for this Ramsdell's Knoll in the distance, and at length and apples in the orchard!" said on!l of the the property of the late .Charles Dickens.
we were in the waters of Buzzard's Bay, and Bethiahs.
Hashes and stews formed the principal food
Comer shmtld be sent.
almost too soon we were landing on the beach
"Hum !" said the hermit, scornfully. "You set before the school-children whose mode of
at Pond Lily Farm.
don't know-you don't know !" he muttered, life we are depicting, and, as forks were not
"Between the dark and the daylight,
Taking a narrow footpath leading from the after a pause.
brought from Italy till1580, and did not come
When the night begins to lower,
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
sho'fe through the wildwood, which was fra"Put a cricket on the hearth, why don't into general use for fifty years, they ate their
That ts known as the Ohtldren's Hour."
grant with sweet-fern, bay-berry, juniper, sas- you?" I said softly. "It will tell you to chee_r: stews and hashes with the aid of pewter spoons
safras, and the speckled leaves of sarsaparilla, up. Don't you know the crickets say ' Cheer and their fingers.
stopping every now and then to gather wild- up ! -cheer up?' ''
.
Table linen was unknown, but on feast days
When the Cows Come Home.
asters, yarrow, coreopsis, heavy clusters of
" Crickets !" exclaimed the hermit, sneer- a narrow strip of Turkey carpeting extended
With klingle, klangle, klingle,
bright golden-rod and delicate ferns that grew ingly. "I sometimes set the water boiling on the length of the dining table; this being the ·
'Way down the dusty dingle,
The cows are coming home;
along the mossy, shaded way, we were, almost the stove for company. I like to hear it hiss- only purpose for which carpeting was used
Now sweer and Clear, and taint and low,
before we knew it, at the very door of the old, ing and steaming," he· added, mournfully.
when first brought to. England. Rushes were
The airy twinklings come and go,
old farm-house.
The sun by this time was· creeping down in scattered upon the floor, and the remnants of
Like Chimlngs from some far-off tower,
Such a quaint, old-fashioned building, with the west, and the hermit told us it was time to each meal were thrown down to the dogs upon
Or patterlngs of an April shower
'£hat make the daisies grow;
a wide roof reaching away down, and so very be going. The _!loctor and the hermit went on the rushes, which were renewed; as history
Ro-klarg, ko-klarg, koklinglelingle,
old thit the shingles upon it were worm- ahead, for the latter signified his intention to tells us, three or four times a year.
'Way down the darkening dingle,
eaten and worn thin by the pelting of the accompany us home, and bade us close the
And now, perhaps, you will inquire what
The cows come sl >wly home;
storms of many years.
·
door with the padlock and start for the shore. were the studies pursued by the pupils of NorAnd old-time friends, and twlllght plays
The front door, that somehow seemed in the
Bonny and Tommy insisted upon staying wich academy in the year 1570?
And starry nights, and sunny days,
Oome trooping up the misty ways
wrong place, was all boarded and nailed up.
awhile to dance around the mild-eyed cows
Education was esteemed of much less imWhen the cows come home.
" What is that for?" we asked.
in the orchard and bark at them. They gazed portance than dress and amusements, and,
With jingle, jangle,.Jlngle,
"DJn't like front-door company," was the at the dogs, ·shaking their heads, as if to say, therefore, we mention this topic last of all in
Soft sounds that sweetly mingle,
reply from the hermit who livs there all alone, "Go on, you· impudent rascals, or we will our account of the "good old times."
The cows are coming home;
and who met us with a smile.
hook you with our long horns.''
The boys were taught "Latin, Greek, and
Malvine, and Pearl, and Fiorlmel,
"Was he a regular hermit?"
We gathered some marsh rosemary on the figures," but we are told that the young ladies
DeRamp, Redrose, and Gretchen Schell,
Queen Bess, and Sylph, and Spangled Sue,
"Why, yes; that is, he lived in solitude, beach, and picking up our india-rubbers that could. scarcely read. Embroidery and workAcross the fields I hear her oo-oo,
alone."
we had left near an old fence, we found ing tapestry were the principal occupations of
And clang her silver bell;
Of course, you think there was live stock them full of crickets.
the fair sex, and the school girls were taught
Go-ling, go-lang, gollnglellngle,
there, it being a farm-cows, horses, oxen,
"Crickety ! crickety! cricket ! Here are "to prepare physic and make pastry; to dry
With faint, far sounds that mingle,
pigs, chickens, dogs, cats, and the like. But your friends for company!" said I, tossing herbs and bind up wounds; to make banners
The cows come slowly home;
And mother songs of long-gone years,
not so. There was nothing of the kind, ex- the little creatures toward the hermit, who and scarfs, and to be obedient to their fathers,
And baby joys, and Childish tears,
cept some handsome cows from a neighboring turned away without a word.
brothers, and lords."
And youthful hopes, and youthful fears,
farm. They had wandered over the broken
We jumped into the boat, and a fair wind
Early marriages were frequent, and many of
When the cows come home.
fen.ces and tp.mble-down walls, and were and flowing sail soon brought us to our start- these Norwich school-girls were wedded wives,
With ringle, ·rangle, ringle,
quietly browsing under the apple-trees in ing-place near the big rock, Jumbo.
whose education must be completed before
By twos; and threes, and single,
front of the house.
The dogs leaped overboard and swam to the they were taken home to keep the keys and
The cows are coming home;
Through the violet air we see the town.
Trailing vines and shrubbery ran wild in beach. The two Bethias waded barefoot to the cut the bread, and rule a retinue of servants
And the summer sun a-sipping aown;
clumps, and straggled over the walls and up 'shore, when the boat could come no nearer; -duties which would be required· of them in
The maple In the hazel glade
the sides of the old wash-house.
the doctor waded also, and the hermit himself the castles of their husbands.
Throws down the. path a longer shade,
Near by was the old well, lined with stones, took the smallest one of our party to the land,
Knitting became customary about this time,
And the hills are growing brown;
To·ring, to-ring, to·ringlerlngle,
in the cracks and crevices of which grew pig back !
and on the occasion of the visit of Qaeen ElizBy threes, and fours, and 'single,
abeth to Norwich, in 1570, eight young girls ·
mosses and sprays of ferns dripping water,
The cows come slowly home,
drop by drop, all the time.
A. Boarding School in 17 50.
walked in the proces~ion that· welcomed her;
The same sweet sound of wordless psalm,
I inv;ij;e you, boys and girls, to cross the knitting yarn hose, which was then a great
The same sweet June-day rest and calm,
I let the " old oaken bucket " down in the
wide Atlantic, and find amusement in visiting curiosity.
The same sweet scent ot bud and balm,
well, and the weight at the end of the long
boarding-school, or academy, of the olden
Having thus ransacked the annals of the
When the cows come home.
"well pole" almost drew up the bucket full
times.
.
past to bring before you this picture of the
With a tinkle, tankle, tinkle, 1
of sparkling water, and as cold as ice .. After
In the days of good Queen Bess, schools school children of the olden times, we humbly
Through fern and periwinkle.
a draught of the good old "Adam's ale" and a
The cows are coming home.
were few and far between, as angels' visits are submit to your consideration the question,
rest
beneath
the
wide-spreading
balm
of
A loitering In the CheCkered stream,
said to be, but in the town of Norwich, Eng- whether oar r.epublican boys and girls are not
Gilead trees, we wandered over the old farm,
Where the sun-rays glance and gleam,
land, there oxisted a celebrated training-school more highly favored, more sensibly dressed,
Starlne, Peach bloom, and Phebe Phyllis,
where there was not a potato growing, no
for the youth of both sexes.
and better educated in every res'pect in our
Stand knee-deep In the creamy !Illes
wheat, no rye, no corn, or anythil'.g that you
In a drowsy dream;
An old abbey furnished the requisit r'oom, schools to-day, than were the children of Engwould
naturally
expect
to
see
on
a
farm,
only
To-link, to-lank, to-llnklellnkle,
and high-born maidens slept in the cells where lish nobles, with all their wealth, power, and
grass, rank and tall, and magnificent trees,
O'er the banks with buttercups a-twinkle,
nuns had once repeated their ave Marias, and prestige, three hundred years ago ?-8. S. Colt,
'fhe cows come slowly home;
'
whose branches waved royal welcome to us as
were gathered by day in a school-room which St. Nicholas.
And up through Memory's deep ravine
we passed by.
had formerly been used as a refectory or din_ _ _ _.......,....,_.,_ _ __
Oome the brook's old song, and Its old-time sheen,
But there were beach plums in abundance,
And the crescent of the sliver queen,
ing-hall. Separated from this building by a
Our Puzzle Box.
just turning purple, and such handsome wild
When the cows come home.
crumbling stone wall of· great hight was the
cherry-trees, glistening with fruit, just such
I.-RHOMBOID.
With a klingle, kla.ngle. kl!ngle,
ancient monastery, which was now transfruit as I used to pick from the trees in my
Across: 1. A wedge-like piece of stone.
With a loo-oo, and moo-oo, and jingle,
formed into an academy for the boys of Al2. A town in South Wales.
own grandpapa's garden, down on Cape Cod,
The cows are coming home;
bion. Both buildings were well-nigh covered
3. Mutiny.
And over there on Merlin hill
long ago.
with
beautiful
clambering
ivy.
4. A conflict.
Bear the plalntlv cry of the whip-poor-will;
Didn't I wish that all the children of THE
The children of that day, in dress and ap5. A noted city in France .
.'fhe dew-drops lie on the tangled VInes,
TRUTH
SEEKER
fireside
were
running
and
Down: 1. A letter.
And· over the poplars Venus shines,
pearance, were exact miniature copies of
romping with us over that old farm, down grown:up people.
2. On high_
And over the silent mill;
'
3. Torow.
Ro-ling, ko-Jang, ko-ltnglelingle;
through the meadow, over tangled briars and
Queen
Elizabeth
numbered
three
thousand
4. Also.
With tlng-a-1lng and jingle
blackberry vines !
robes in her wardrobe, and the daughters of
The cows come slowly honle;
5. A musical instrument.
Into
the
grove
of
pine
and
oak
we
plunged,
noblemen
carried
with
them
to
school
from
Let down the bars; let In the train
6. To depend.
one Bethiah and I, and taking a shaded path, thirty to three hundred dresses, according to
Of long-gone songs, and flower, and rain,
7. A constellation.
For deal' old times come back again
treading on spongy mosses, we all at once the wealth and station of their parents.
8. A prefix.
When the cows come home.
9. A letter.
came right upon a lqvoly little lily pond, borYoung misses of six and ten years of age
-.Agnu E. Mitchell.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. E. JUERGENS.
dered with graceful ferns and wild flowers wore trains on important occasions, and, at all
--------~--------that nodded good morning to us, or we fancied times, appeared in long, pointed waists, with
Pond Lily Farm.
2.-A BATCH OF .RIDDLES.-NO. 1.
It's a pretty name, isn't it ? Pond Lily so. The pond was ·covered with a canopy of deep ruffies around the neck. Silk robes were
I ride when I carry,
Farm ! And would you like me tell you all broad lily leaves, among which were scat- embroidered with serpents, and birds, and
And run without feet,
tered lily buds and blossoms, fair, pure, and ostriches, in bright colors.
Handkerchiefs
about my visit there?
And take the most rest·
fragrant
as
an
infant's
dream
of
beal}ty.
were
trimmed
with
gold
lace
and
sometimes
All right. You sit still and listen, and I'll
When I giv up my seat.
"Chick-a-dee ! chickadee !" twittered a bird ornamented with a dozen solid gold or silver
NO, 2.
talk.
The day was just lovely, and Onset Bay was amid the deep, dark stillness, and " Kachug •' buttons, which must hav been particularly An afternoon visit and an organ of sense,
all alive with golden sparkles that danced and muttered a frog, as he leaped into the water nice for young noses. Sleeves were worn And a source of delight, without any pretense
Will giv.you a dish that is fit for a king.
'
shimmered all over it's smooth surface, while with a big splash. We picked huckleberries separate from the dresses, and often of differ- Now wnte a reply to the riddle I sing.
all sorts of shapes might be traced in the awhile, and enjoyed the wild loveliness, and ent material. Ladies' and children's boots
NO.3.
clouds that floated lazily on the bosom of the then returned to the house to find that we were were made with heels two inches high, which
I part with all I get, my friend,
utterly
unable
to
do
justice
to
the
lunch
spread
were called pantofles, and both 'boots and
blue sky overhead.
And run headforemost by the other end.
"Hey there ! don't you want to go to Pond upon the hermit's table, we were so full of slippers were frequently trimmed with artificial
NO. ·4.
flowers.
·
Lily Farm to-day?" and the voice that thus sa- cherries, plums, berries, and sweet apples.
Once I lived all alone on the brow of a hill;
luted my ears came nearer.
Oh, it was such a funny old house, inside as
Young lads, also, wore sleeves of large size Though I moved with the rest I always stood
still.
·
"Come along if you do," continued the well as out ! Such little windows, with eight- and gay colors. Wigs had not, in 1579, beAnd now I am dead I can travel around,
voice, which came from the throat of our een panes of glass in each ! And such low, come fashionable for children, •but their hair Though l hav but one leg to get over the
friend the doctor. "The boat is on the shore, smoky old walls, and wonderful old cup- was often dyed. Garters were worn conspicground.
· IsAAc A. PooL.
and won't wait long. Come just as you are boards! A broken' lamp-globe of glass lay in uously by men and boys, and were a test of
-no extras-calico is good.enough for this ex- a hundred pieces in a chair; a thick piece of rank and fashion. It is on record that these
cursion-or any other," he added slowly. "All tobacco-a plug, they call it-lay on the table articles, for state occasions, sometimes cost ANSWER TO PUZZLE IN CHIJ"DREN s CORNER,
SEPT. 15, 1885.
hands can go," he shouted, as we hastily filled between a huge jack-knife and a copy of "four score pounds a pair," equal to some
No. I.a lunch-basket and donned our shade hats.·
Burns's poems, while in a corner, back of a three hundred and fifty dollars in our money.
A chaffinch loves a chaffy play,
A charming life he feels;
There were only the two Bethiahs, Tommy lounge, was a stringless guitar, the melody of
The tops of boots were of embroidered linen
A chariot tempts not him away,
and Bonny, the two dogs who were bound to which had died wheh its owner's :fingers grew and shirts were often embroidered with gold
He goes on wings, not wheels.
go anyway, the doctor, and myself in the cold in death.
thread. In such apparel as this the schoolHe knows a chalk cake from a cake
boat.
All was silent in the' rooms above and be- boys of that day played leap-frog and hunt
Of what we call a cheese,
We were soon sailing serenely past Wickett low, but every article, every piece of furni- the slipper and other ancient games.
A churn is not required to make
A cake like one of theRe.
Island, which rises like an emerald seventy- ture, had its history.
The beds were the only comfortable articles
A chessel is a wooden vat
five feet above sea level, and on, making a
The barred front door would not open, as I of furniture then known, and were frequently
In which a cheese is pressed.
lovely pathway over the calm waters between told you, and spiders had homes in every of such size as to accommodate from twelve to
Who guesses these I'll giv a chat
the undulating bluffs on the left and the three window, and you may believe it was desolate twenty persons. Thus a teacher could sleep
A charity(,) my best.
'
islands, Onset, Hogg, Mashnee, on the right, enough in the old· house.
with all his pupils around him. How would
Ipscanaba, Mich.
IsAAc A. POOL•
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How to BeeOJne

-A-MEDIUM
IN YOUR OWN HOME.
A 16-page pamphlet, containing full instructions and a 1etter designating all your phases o£
mediumship, and a copy of the Hiddle of the
American Spiritmtl Sphinx, or the Lost Key
Found, sent FH.E E upon receipt of three two-cent
stamps to cover expenses of mailing, etc. Address, JAMJDS A. BLISS, 121 West Concord st.,
Boston, Mass.
39tf.

ASHORT LESSON

•

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
THE PRESENT
AND

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY A CAPITALIST.

A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy fqr Ji:overty, Yice, and Crime. It deals wiuh
the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their imperfection'>, and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people s1wuld be other than poor and vicious under our present sysEvery Libet•al Ehould hav one of our beautiful
tem. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communnl·life, and he has drawn a vivid pictme of the
future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
MOT 1'0 CARDS,
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
(7x22), ready for framing, for their homes.
CoNTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our ReTwenty-five cents per copy.
Also Large Cards (14x22 ), au<l expressing the public; Government and .Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
Education; .Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
NINE DJmaNDS OF LJBEHALISJ.I.
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for the
'rhirty cents each.
Transttion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Coliectiv Property; Danger.
Circulars sent J<"mm. Address all orders to
,
LIBERAL MOTTO SUPPLY CO., Troy, N.Y. Price, $1.50.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 C~inton Place, New York City.

Something New!

POCKET ATLAS

THE MAGNIF.ICEN

Of' the

"W'ORLD.

GOLORED

Containing .
COLORED MAPS OF EAOH RTATE AND TERRITORY IN THE UNITED STaTES; also
MAPS OF THE OHIEF GRAND DIVISIONS, WITH
COMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNTRY ON
THE FACE OF TEIE GLOBE.

LITHOGRAPHS

Illustrated by mo••e than One linndred
Cohn·cd Dhtgrams, TablPs, Etc.

-OF THE-

Wanted-Lecture Engagements.
The city of Cleveland failed to convict '' Gorsuch, the Anarchist." He is again free, and open
for lecture engagements. Address,
W. J. GORSUCH,
107 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
4t38

THE RISE

OF

Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
From Thales to Copernicus.
per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $l.fiO.
,
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of .
Address THE .THL!TH SIDEKJm CO.,·~
"'I'he Reign of the Stoics."
33 Clmton Pl., New York.

The POCKET A'rLAS OF 'rHE WORLD contains 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page colored maps,
and 57 pages are reading matter, colored diagrams,
" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
etc. The book is new throughout, everything bebe kept and referred to, and pondered over from
ing made expressly for it. 'l'he binding is flexible
year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
Leatherette-an imitation of Russia; gold side
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
stamp, round corners, and red edges.
PRINTED IN SEy:EN COLORS ON THE of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
50 cents, by
BEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
THE TRU'I'H SEEKER CO.,
out the white light that has been cast upon the
SIZE, 22i X 28 ~.
lurid clonds of ignorance, superstition, and cru33 Clio1on Place. N.Y.
elty, from the little stream of Freethought that
has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
THE BRONZE MEDALLION course down through the ages which now liv
only as our realm of Memory and Admonition."
OR,
~
PRINTS aS LARGE aS a OA.BINET PHOTOGRA.PR,
Octavo, 458 pp.
flnCE, $~.50.
MEN oF BusJNEss WHO Dm SoMETHING BE-·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
THUS GIV!ING NOT ONLY A PliOTURE OF
SIDES MA.luNG MONEY,

.CAPT A INS OF INDUS TRY:
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

THE MONUMEl'IT, BUT a:!'! aOCURaTE

BY .JAMES PARTON.

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

This· book contains 400 pag13s, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who have
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr, Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
$1.2~ •

.PRICE,

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKEB.

88 Ollnton Place, New York.

EVOLUTION:

I

By Robert

c.

Adams.

For Sale at this Office.

The lithograph is designed for framing, and will be a treasure for all Liberals.
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,

for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents.
dress this office.

Ad-

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.
A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Eng'l'aving8, P'!'iface, and Notes.
OONTENTS:

The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of Forty; Crowns.
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
Micromegas.
The World as it Goes.
The Black and the White.
Me!!wom the Philosopher.
Andl'es Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Nature.
A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dream.
A Pleasure in Having No rleasure.
An Adventure in India.
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

Histqry of Christianity
AND

A VINDICATION
of some passag-es in the "History of the Decline and
Fall ofthe Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,

including critical notes by Guizot, J\llilman, Wenck,
" an" English Churchman," and other scholars.
I vol. rz mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo

This book shows when, where, and how Christianity

-IN-

By A. LEAH UNDEH.IDLL, of the Fox family.

A New.and Useful Work.
(

W

EDLOCK, OR, THE RIGIIT Rn:r,A·rroNe
011' THE SEXES-Disclosing the LitWB of
Uonjugal Select~un, lilld showing Who May lilld
Who M11y Not Marry. A Scientific Trcntisn. By
~AMUEL R. WELLS, One vol., 12mo, 250 pages;
plain muslin, price, $1.50; in fancy gilt binding, $2.
Among the subjects trt>ated nrc the following:
Marriage a Divine lnstitutlon; Qunliflmtt;ons for
Matrimony; The Right Age to MniTy; Motives
for Marrying; Marriages of Consaugulnity- of
Cousins, when Justlflnble; Conjugal SclectlonA.ffi.nities; Courtship-Long or S'1ort; Duty ol
Parents ; Mo.rrhtge Customs and Ceremonies of all
N'atlons; Ethics of Marriage; Second Marriages,
.U'e they Admissible? Jealousy--Ita C'anso and
Cure; Causes of Separation and Divorce; Celiba<;y
-Ancient and Modem; Polygamy and Pantagumy;
Love Signs in the Features, and How to Read
l'hem ~ Physiognomy ; Sensible Love Lctters-Ex!Ull.ples; The Poet's Wife; The Model Hnsbttnd
;md the :\fodel Wife- the M utuo.l OI.Jiigntions,
Privileges, and Duties; The PoetJ·y of Love, C:ourt•hlp, and Marriage-Being a PJ·ucticnl Gu ..Je to !Ill
the Relations of li.U'PY WEDLUCK.
The book Is handsomely pr!nted and I.Jen11Lifu!ly
Joond It wns intended more especially fur young
people, but may be rent! with in tereat 1tD d with
~rotlt by those of every age.
Copies will he •ent

This book purports to be a truthful account of
the phenomena occurring at Hydesville in the
house of Mr. Fox, and since to varions members
of the Underhill family, especially the author,
who has had a good oiiset to" Bottom Facts,"
being essentially controversml, and will be used
for oifense and defense by believers in Spiritual
manifestations. Mrs. U mlerhill contends that
the exhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
her book, demonstrate beyond doubt the rcahty ·.-y
of tho survival of man's spirit; that death is but
birth into auother stage of progressc<l and progressiv life; and proves what has hitherto boon
but a dogma of an unproved and nnprovable
faith, the immortality of t11e souL.PRIOE, $2.00.
Address THE TRU'rH SEEKER
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THE TRUTH SEEKEU.

Cate(~hised:

His Ans-wers
To a Number of Vital Questions Propound~d
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
Millions of these should be circulated by
Freethinkers.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copi!1s
$1; 100 copies $3. Address THE 'fRUTH SEEKER

The Wonder of the Mmeteent~. Centur~ !
Do you wear Glasses,
and wish to do without them?

I choose that a story should be founded on
probability, and not always resemble a dream.
I desire to find nothing in it trivial or extravagant; and I desire above all, that under the appearance of fable there may appear some latent
truth, obvious to the discerning eye, though it
escape the observation of the vulgar.- Voltafre.

ACTINA CURES DISEASES OF THE
AFTER OCULISTS FAIL.

EYE

Are you suffering from that most common of
all diseases,.

CATARRHP
Are you troubled with

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Deafness, Neural;-ia, Day Fever, or Severe
Headache.
If so, WHY NOT Investigate ACTINA? this will cost nothing.
fBi" A Gmm-al A(lent wanted fOT every city and town in the United States.

The BIBLE-WHEN:OE and WHAT?

originated, who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments, mannersJ numbers, and c:ondition of the
llY RlOHAllD Jl, WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.ll,
primitive Christians.
·
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concern·
u I know of no book that contains more real and val·
uabJe information upon the origin of Christianity~" ing the literature contained in the Old ancl
R. G. INGERSOLL.
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
(:One of the m?st learned and interesting books ever
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
'\vtitten and pubhshed."..,-Boston Investigator.
'FOR SAI.E AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE..

The Missing Link

MODERN SPIRITUALISM

A· SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE. to· subscribers to the Monument Fund
Paper, 25 cents.

THE MODERN BALAAM.

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY

ll. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.

IN HiSTORY.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, ahowing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it. The Ge1·man-American thus
describes it in detail:
The palmy days or the chnrch witness the burnIng at the stake of Bruno, the pope and priests witnessing the burning of the heretic with e.:presslons
of joy, Gal!leo Is represented sitting in his study,
the pope holding the sword of inquisition over his
head, and to save his lite being forced to recant his
philosophy, Martin Luther Is represented tacking
up his "Right ot Private Judgment." ·Behind 'him
stands the pope With the bull or exeommunlcatlon
drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
ax of tntall!blllty. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their Inventions to practical
testa, and In the rear of them the Presbyterian pulpits are ftl!ed by two ot the broadcloth gentlemen
denouncing the !nvent!one as" Thwarting the w!ll
of God," and branding these men and their Inventions as "Hera.,J.ds ot An t!chr!st." Ingersoll stands
on a platform apparently delivering his lecture
"Which Way?" which he holds ln b!s hand. Talmage approaches the platform at the colonel's back,
pulllng atter him, by the arm, the ch!et of pollee,
who holds In his band the warrantor arresttor blasphemy. The colonel seems to take no notice or the
spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers or salvation, the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,
tambourines, and streamers, (and screamers, too},
also a rae simile or our crazy armY. Agroup or likenesses of the teachers of sotenee,Haeekel,Humboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Hu.:!ey, Is also shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkably correct. As a
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of :E'rcethought
would distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

33

C~inton

Pl., New York city.

Send for Catalor;:"ne Containing all Inforntatlon.

Remit Money by Registered Letter, Check, JJrajt, or P. 0. Order to

"ACTINA" COMPANY
ACTINA BA'J"J'.t:JlT.

Patent applied ror

SOLE PROl'BIETOBS
nea.r 14th Street, N.Y.
Please mention th!Bpaper.

!!IS J!'IFTH AVENUE,

3140

'
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Dr. Snnderlan~of:.st and Greatest
.Apostrophe to the Church.
Church, I behold the ages past
Loom up In lurid luster,
And flit before my vision fast
And round my fancy cluster.
My blood burns hot In every vein,
And vengence rankles In iny brain.
0 church I thy standard now.unfurls,
The smoke above faggots curls,
And superstitions thrive.
Beneath thy tread earth groans again-Thy m uslc Is the moans of men
Cremated while alive.
The Intellectual world Is robed
In superstition's rags;
The sun of science sets behind
Mount Calvary's barren crags;
Majestlc.Bruno stands In flame,
His eyes grow dim and swell,
The priests kneel down and pray their God
To damn his soul In hell.
church I thy crimson tides of war
Out over nations surge;
Thy bloody butchers sing a psalm,
The vanquished chant a dirge.
The rack, and stake. and gory gnUs,
The work of pious wrath,
The grlnnlug, glaring, skeletons
All strewn along thy path,
Still burn and blaze from death's dark page
To· haunt thee In thy feeble age.
Beneath thy grim cathedral spires,
I hear the groans and see the fires,
And Christ's religion rages.
Commandments given by thy Lord
Adorn the warrior's bloody sword,
And In the murky dungeons dark
Clank Iron chains on sages.
0 Church I 0 heinous, holy fraud I
That murders man and worships God,
Look forward to thy doom;
Thou who O:rt rottsn to the core,
Whose record past Is traced In gore,
Retire to thy tomb. •
WM. SCOTT.

0

TYrmu.Pa_.________~~---------

.American Liberalism.
The pendulum Its motion swings
From high to low, from low to high;
A moment to the earth It clings,
Then leaps exultant to the sky.
Engulfed In yawning chasm ll~s
The sturdy swimmer of the deep,
Who on the coming wave shall rise,
And through the blue triumphant sweep.
The bending bow succumbs to strength,
As earthward drops the soaring lark;
But It shall use Its force at length
And hurl the arrow to the mark.
Accept this cheer of royal birth,
A heritage to sorrow given,
That truth, though sorely crushed to earth,
Shall surely rise again to heaven.
So did the gods, described as such,
When wounded on celestial plain,
To earth come down, whose healing touch
But gave them strength to rise again.
Through mystic changeR life may creep;
A thousand years are as a day;
So through the endless ages sweep
· The mighty cycles of decay.
Natlons and races rise and fall
In rhythmic cadence down the years,
Regardless of the monarch's call,
The widow's or the orphan's tears.
Be this the beat that brings us low.
We soon shall feel the mounting curve;
The crested wave shall overflow,
From depths reclaim the man of nerve.
Draw tight the bowstring, grasp it well,
The wood elastic never breaks I
The time Is near when from the dell
The prlsoned arrow motion takes.
Then woe betide the luckless wight
Who would oppose Its fearless course I
The day has dawned to shame the night,
The night of error and or force.
Here Justice holds her scales abeam,
And Rea, on grasps the equal poise,
To weigh ambition's fitful dream
Against the hearth's domestic joys.
Man to his fullest stature springs,
Complete, self.c<'>nfldent, and strong,
No longer slave to tyrant kings,
Nor mythlc monsters' cruel wrong.
Ages to come shall bless the day 1
Shall bless these heroes of the strl.fe,
That frees from superstition's sway,
Renewing freedom's precious life.
The plastic forces yield and build
Secure and firm foundations strong,
Wh.ere the Iconoclast has killed
The priest In temples of the wrong.
The glowing conflagration sweeps
In living flames across the sky,
Where 'mid old error's musty heaps
The dead In dust and ashes lie!
ISAA!l A. POOL.
IT was one of the good little boys from a
Sunday-school near Boston who gave to the
verse taught by hie teacher: "Behold, a
greater than Solomon is here!'' this interpretation: "Hold a water to Solomon's ear !"
When at a loss to giv the answer " Cain" to a
question relativ to that individual, the teacher,
to jog his memory, asked, "What does 11 man
walk with?'' Quick as a flash came the reply:
"A woman."

ALL in a LIFETIME.
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IDEOLOGY: Mental Anrosthesia Self-Induced;
A ROMANCE.
Miraculous Cures Self-Made; Involution and
BY JI'IISB SUSAN H. WIXON.
Evolution in the ·Human -Mind as in the
FOR
"The great charm of this novel is Its abRolute
Whole of Things. By Dr. Laroy Sunder- .fidelity
to nature. Its personages are those one meets
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
land, Foundation Fellow of the Society of with in common li!e, and are portrayed with a
Science, Literature, and Art, London. Two vividness and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
volumes in one, price $1.50. For sale at to expect to 1lnd, in such a marked degree, even
from
so
gifted
a
pen
as
that
of
Miss
Wixon,
whose
this office.
brilliant and lucid style is familiar to most readers
By Prof". H. M. «Jo1tinger, A.JI.
I hav read Mr. Sunderland's book, Ideology, in the Freethought ranks. • • • But what pleased
most In' this charming story was the unflinching
with a far more than ordinary interest, because me
Freethinkers will find this, for an outline
honesty with Which its author holds up to the de·
of the connection of the phenomena called rislon of the world the rottenness of average min· history, the best for their use, as Professor
lsterlal
character,
particularly
that
of
revivalist
Cottinger
is a Freethinker, and in his reports
Spiritual with the phenomena he calls "Ide- type. I hav not space here to treat, in detail, or the
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
characters
of
this
truly
absorbing
novel.
Suffice
it
ology."
•
ea.y that. it is safe to predict that anyone who truthful freedom not found in ordinary hisI think no one ·can read the two volumes and to
reads Its first chapters will be loth to lay it down tories. He dates his work from the beginning
not see their close connection and relationship. till the denouement Is reached. Miss Wixon has long of historical certainty and not from the mythi.
been doing a .noble work in educating our children
He proves beyond dispute that trances, som- Into the ranks or true Liberalism, thereby robbing cal Eden, as do most "universal " historians,
nambulism, mesmeric sleep, revival epidemics, the church of hundreds' or those who, in after and brings it down to 1883, with a brief menyears, might hav become its willing dupes and ser- tion of subsequent important inventions and
prayer, faith and mind-cures, as well as all vil tools, and she certainly deserves the generous discoveries.
·
and
substantial recognition of all Freethinkers.
kinds of similar conditions, come, not through
Price, Cloth, $1.50.
Let everyone send for a copy of 'All in a Lifetime.'
For
Schools,
In
Quantities,
$1. 00.
the influence of others, but are self-induced It will yield a liberal reward for the outlay."
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
through the power of the mind and imaginaAddress, THE TBUTHSEEKE:B.
Price, $1.50.
tion.
We all know fear will kill both animals and
men, even when nothing really harms them.
The idea kills. The thoughts will turn the
By R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
hair white in an hour if one is sufficiently Works in Western New York and
Author of "The Bible-Whence and Wha.t?"
other States, together with Structshocked by som'e terrible fear or terror. He
OONTENTB:
ures in Central -America.
shows that witchcraft, the jerks, and all such
The True Ideal of Marriage.
phenomena are mental; that the victim,
Free Love.
The Hil!torY of Marriage.
through belief-through " ideas "-is self-in· ByFREDERI«JK Lt\.RKIN, M.D.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
fluenced. If thoroughly believing he is bitten
Mcrnbl!l' of the
Divorce as a Question of Law and Religion.
American Associ<ttion for the Advancement of Science.
by a mad dog or a rattlesnake, the idea will
Rational Ded uctlpns from Established Principles;
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
often giv him all the symptoms that a real
Prevention Better than Cure.
bite would do. The thousands of experi- Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations.
Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound in cloth. For sa.Je
290 Pages.
mental tests made by Dr. Sunderland in rea.t this of!l.ce.
SS Clinton Place, Ne"' York.
Price, Cloth, $1.50.
moving tumors, drawing teeth, and performing other surgical operations upon people
while under the influence of the idea that
thE>y were rendered by him pain-proof, are BOOKS ON
proof conclusiv that it is a real fact that, once
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
thoroughly dominated by the idea that you MON SENSE. By Dr. Fl. B. Foote. In one hand-BYwill liv or die, be pained or pleased, the result some 12mo volume of nearly 1000 pages, fully
illustrated.
Cloth,
$3.25-in
English
or
German.
inevitably follows. He shows that where a patient thought she was inhaling gas it had the A new cheap edition at only $1.50 . ..,
Revised and Enlarg-ed.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs,
same influence as if she had really taken it.
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
The expectation induced the conditions.
Monkey. By Dr. E. B. Foote; five volumes, at Price, 10 CTI3 SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
The lunatic who thinks he is changed into $1 each, or $5 per set; or five volumes in one
AS A
a glass is for the time, to all intents and pur- for $2.
poses, as much glass, so far as the feelings
DOCUMENT
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR the YOUNG. MISSIONARY
and fancy are concerned, as if he were so.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The
IT
IS
UNEXCELLED.
If the article in the book relating to James fifth volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hi~ts and Ready ·Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Collins be a real fact (and I see litO reason to
doubt the authorities), it proves clairvoyance Recipe~. A valuable reference pamphlet of 1281 Remsburg are:
Th Ch
h
d M
lit c · · · 1 St t'
under certain conditions to be a fact. Not pages. By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANtTARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam· .
e
~rc an
ora y; nmi~a
a ~sthat the mind leaves the body and wanders phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz: "Bacteria in: tics, sho:Wmg. t~e creeds of the pn!lo~e~~ m
around loose all by itself, but that the special their R\llation to Disease," presenting the germ 1 t~e pemtent1anes; the Ch~rch and CIVIhzasenses become so abnormal and acute that see- theory, advocating personal-and public hygiene; t10n; the Church and SciencE.'; the Church
in~ and hearing may be extended far away and op,posin.g v~ccination; "Health in tl1e· Sun-1 and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
from the individual. The boy James thus de- beaJ;n, constdermg the b~ue-glass cure-of value Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
\Woman's Rights Movement; th~ Temperance
scribes it: "Ever since I was sick I hav felt to stck and well. By mall, 10 cents each. "
HEREDIT~ (Books and Pamphlets).
The Reform. the Church and the Republic.
as if there was a kind of atmosphere about me
of Hered1ty," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages,
extending to a very great distance, growing Law
cloth bound $2· "Heredity, by Lorin"' Moodv
These pamphlets should be circulated by
thinner and thinner near the edges. Beyond 159 pages, ~loth, 75 cents; ,; The Law ~f Hered: the thousand. Let every reader send for a
it I can't.see anything more than anyone else ity," by F. H. Marsh, 10 cents; "The Alphabet dozen at least. Address
can, but the moment anybody comes into my of the Human Temperaments," with illustrations,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK
circle, I see him as clearly as though I had by Dr. E. B. Foote, 10 cents; "Generation bemy very eyes on him and was standing right fore Regeneration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10c.; · --·'-------------------------"Reports of Conventions and Parlor Meetings
by him."
A COMMON SENSE
during 1882,'' 10 cents; "Third Annual ConvenI hope you will all read this book, and as tion of the Institute of Heredity, May 29. 1883,"
GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH;
you read you will be convinced that all phe- 10 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
IN WHICH THE
nomena is of and through the living, and not
DECLENSION OF THE NOUN
the dead-that we only want suffi3ient investigation to prove that mediums, ghosts, and
AND THE
materialized forms are all ideas in the mind of The Greatest of' all Anti·theolog·
CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
leal Works
the one who sees them as such.
Are superseded by a. few simple rules; and
Mr. Sunderland does :pot deny phenomena,
By THOMAS PAINE,
comprising the most rational and progressiv
he only denies that a medium can bring up the
views of the best grammarians of the 19th
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
dead form of your friend or relativ. If the
century.
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
By .T L. BARKER,
.
form comes, it is generated in your own mind.
for $1.00.
Author of "An Improvement on I. J. Morris's
Your belief that the medium has this power
· Grammar."
creates the form in and through your idea.
THE CRISIS.
PRICE,
.•
35 CENTS
He says: "Nature's order is constant. There
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
By
Thomas
Paine.
is no such thing as chance; all is the sequence
of cause and effect in a chain, no link of
Speaking of this work in connection with the pro·
posed independence of America from Great Britain,
"ANT I CHRIST."
which has or ev.er will be broken." This book Washington wrote: "A few more such flaming
· th
d d t • 1
arguments
will not leave numbers at a loss
ProVIng conclustvlY that
IB' e goo
oc orB egacy to the world. I to decide on the propriety of a separation."
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
~ope, trust, and believe it will be read, apprePrice, 35 cents.
His birth, life, trlal, execution, eto.-la a myth
TRUTH SEEKER Olllce.
ciated, and discussed, and the good truths of
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
Price,
$2.
33 Clinton Place, New York
ideology be made wide-spreaqi.ng A.nd all-con- writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
vincing.
ELM.INA D. BLENKER.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

ANCIENT M~~un!!! AME~ICA.
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To the Senate and Assembly of the Sta.te of New York:
MASTlmS frightened slaves wl h the threat of hell,
and slayes got a kind of shadowy rt>venge by whispering back the threat. The Imprisoned Imagined
a bell for their jailers; the weak built this place for
the strong; the arrogant for their rivals; the vanquished for their victors; the priest for the thinker;
religion for reason; superstition for science. All the
meanness, au the revenge, all the self!shnes9, all the
cruelty, all the hatred, all the Infamy of which the
heart of man Is capable, grew, blossomed, and bore
fruit in this one word-hell. For the nouriShment
of this dogma, cruelty was soli, Ignorance was r. In,
and fear was Jlght.-R. G. Ingersoll.
STOPFORD BROOKE declares that many people hav
been driven to vice by fearful pictures of the tossing
flames of the brimstone lake, and I remember hearIng a Jesuit father harang on the bottomless pit,
declaring that he saw it actually before him-an ex·
travagance Which would Inevitably Jessen some
hearers' confidence in future judgment. Better, as
Ephraim Peabody used to say, undertake a little
than disgust by gross exaggeration, showing your
cause to be a weak one at the best.- Christian Register
(Sept. 7, 1882).
IT Is not a little strange that our strong desire that
a certain occurrence should happen should be put
forward· as evidence that it wlll happen. If my Intense desire to see the friend from whom I hav
parted does not bring him from the other side of the
world, or take me thither; if the mother's agoJ;~Ized
prayer that her child should llv has not prevented
him from dying, experience certainly affords no presumption that the strong desire to be alive after
death, which we call aspiration after immortality,
IS any more likely to be gratified. As liume truly
says, "All doctrlns are to be suspected which .are
favored by our passions," and the doctrln that we
are immortal, because we should extremely !Ike to
be so, contains the quintessence of susplclousness.Hux!ey's Hume.
ON a visit to his natlv town of Llchfield, long after
the hard struggle for fame and fortune was over,
Dr. J'ohnson was missed one morning at breakfast,
and di<L,not return tlll supper-time. Then he told
how his time had been passed. On that day, fifty
years before, his father, confined by Illness, had
begged him to take his place to sell booKs at a
stall at Uttexeter. Pride made young Johnson refuse.
"To do away with the sin of this dlsobedlencQ, I this
day went lri a postchalse to Uttexeter, and, going
Into the market at tlJ:!le of high b uslnes3, uncovered
my head, and stood with it bare an hour before the
stall Which my father had formerly used, exposed
to the sneers of the standers·by, and the Inclemency
of the weather, a penance by Which, I trust, I hav
propitiated heaven for this only Instance of contu·
macy to my father." If the a:necdote Illustrates
the touch of superstition in Johnson's mind, it re·
veals, too, that sacred depth of tenderness Which ennobled his character. No repentance can ever Wipe
out the past, or make It as though it had not been,
but the remorse of a fine. character may be transmuted Into a permanent source of noble views of life
·and the world,-Les!ie Stephen's Johnson.
ASTRONOMY has put to shame the superb conceit
which could fancy this little world the center of the
universe, for the convenience of Which all things
were created, and for the glory of Which all is to be
sacrificed. The almost utter Insignificance of our
earth among the myriads of heavenly bodies to
which It is as a grain of sand upon the sea-shore
makes the human mind realize the littleness of Its
Individual existence, and develops In It some con.
caption of the infinitude of space and time. The
discovery of the laws of the lndestructlblllty of matter, and the correlation and conservation of physical
forces, hav given a new aspect to speculation, and, In
some measure, reacted upon every domain of
thought. . . The study of comparatlv religion Is
forcing upon Europe the unwelcome truth that
Christianity Is but one, and that the youngest, of the
great religions of the world, and that its origin can
be explained only In accordance with the Jaws that
explain the rise and growth of its great sister reug.
ions. Biblical criticism has already established the
Impossibility of an lnfalllble book, and plares the
Hebrew scriptures along with the historical writings
. and religious literature of the past.-Frank Gould
{(Jhristian Regist"·· Aug. 31, 1882).
THE more exqulslt any good Is, of which. a small
specimen Is atrorded us, the sharper the evil allied
to it. and few exceptions are found to this uniform
law of nature. 'l'he most sprightly wit borders on
madness; the highest effusions of joy produce the
-deepest melancholy; the most ravishing pleasures
are attended with the most cruel lassitude and disgust; the most flattering hopes make way for the
severest disappointment. And,ln general, no course
of life has such ·safety (for happiness Is not to be
dreamed of) as the temperate and moderate, which
maintains, as far as possible, a. mediocrity, and a
kind of Insensibility In everythlng.-Hume's Natural
History of Religion.

The Constitution 6£ our State guarantees that "the free exercise and 01ijoyment of religious
profession itnd worship; without rliscrimincd·ion or priferen('e, shall forever be allowed i!'1 this State to all
mankind." The general prindple of Ameripan Government is equality of all men hf'fon; the law.
This, as Your Honorable Body is aware, involves the principle, already acknowletlgetl in theory, of tlw
Total Separation of Church and State. But Church ancl State are now prn,ctically united by the
following statutes :
1. The law exempting Church Property from Taxation.
2. The laws appropriating Money from the Public Treasury f~r the support of Institutfons
founded and managed chiefly by Sectarian Denominations.
3. The law compelling the Observance of Sunday as a re.ligious holy clay.
The undersigned, Citizens o£ the State of New York, do therefore respectfully but earnestly
petition Your Honorable Body to repeal all the laws or parts of laws of this State whieh are violations of the above principles.
Our reasons for asking t-his are :
1. The Churches are voluntary as·sociations properly to be supported by the voluntary contri-.
butions of their members.
2. The State is compulsory. Every citizen must pay taxes.
Ancl we
submit that it is unjust to a large and growing body of voters to be compelled to pay for the support
of Churches which they cannot conscientiously attend; for the hire of Ministers in our Legislatnre
,and Public Institutions, in whose doctrines they are unable to believe; and to observe as holy a clay
to them no more sacred. than any other. We also submit that the exemption of Churches from taxation, the appropriation of money for the hire of Minl.sters and the support of Sectarian Institutions,
and the Legal observance of Sunday as a holy clay, are discriminations in favor of one form of religion,
are abridgments of the free exercise of religious preferences, and are therefore unconstitutional.
NAMES.

BOY (who does not appreciate sermons): "Well,
I'd just !Ike to know what preaching'S for anyway?"
Small sister: "Why,lt's to glv the singers a rest."
"A BABY"Sarms encircle the world," says the provero man of the Merchant Traveler. We hav noticed
that a baby usually gets the earth when its grand·
.mother is around.
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LANDLADY: " I Wish to say that there Will oe dessert to-day for everybo!Jy. Those who hav paid their
board bill will get pudding !or dessert. Those who
hav not wlll please desert the table."
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A WISCONSIN church picnic has been postponed
five dlffere;It times this summer on account of the
weather, and yet some Incredulous people do not belleve that there Is a wise, crlme·preventlng providence Which ordains the kind of weather that is dispensed.
"TOMMY,,, exc~almed Mrs. Fogg, u do~'t you know
it's Sunday? Don't you know that it Is naughty to
make a kite to· day?" "But, my dear," Interposed
Fogg," don't you see he IS making it with a religious
paper?" "Oh I" said Mrs. Fogg, "I didn't notice
that."
SAM JONES says : "One dollar that a boy sweats for
Is worth ono. hundred thousand dollars that any boy
Will .JVID in a lottery." If Mr. Jones thinks a boy can
win one hundred thousand dollars Ia a lottery with·
out perspiring, he only exhibits his Ignorance of
how such institutions are managed.
"THERE Is said to be j0y in heaven When a city
employer pays his head-tax," according to the
Courie•·-Journa!. If It Ia understood that heaven has
a city government, and charges a head-tax, we fear
that the cau8e of religion will suffer considerably
among experienced tax·payers.-Puck.

THE Boston T>·anscript says: "To listen to the rna·
rlne lingo one hears In the street, one would think
we were a nation of sailors." This is just where the
Transcript Is mistaken. From listening to the marine lingo one hears In the streets he would not
think we were a nation of sailors-that Is, if he
knew a ms.rlln spike from a knot-hole, he wouldn't.

PORTRAITS.
Thomas Paine,
R. G. Ingersoll,
D. M. Bennett,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Elizur Wright,
James Parton,
Parker Pillsbury,
S. P A•drews,
W. F. Jamieson,

THERE hav been answers to the conundrum, Why
·is a ship called she ? we think the proper answer Is,
Because she is handsomest when she Is well-rigged.
Wives should cut this out and show it to their husbands.
A PARSON who went out to Oongo
Told the heathen that they should not wrong go;'
But when dinner was ready
The priest was so deady
That, though therEl, he did not hear the gong go.

"UNCLE JAMES," said a Boston young lady, who
was spending a few days In the country, "Is that
chicken by the gate a Brahmin ?'' "No," replied
Uncle James, "he's a Leghorn.,,. u Why, certainly,
to be sure I" said the young lady. "How stupid of
me I I can see the horns on his ankles."

l>L~;:H1..1!.UAT THE TRUTH SEEKER

FAIREST flower, behold the Illy,
Blooming In the sunny ray,
Let the blast sweep o'er the valley,
See It prostrate on the clay J
Dearly bought, the hidden treasure
Finer feelings can bestow,
Chords that vibrate sweetest pleasure
Thrlll the deepest notes of woe.-Burns,
WE are perpetually reminded of the evils produced
by wealth, and the sinful love of money; and yet assuredly no other passion, except the Jove of knowledge, bas been productlv of equal benefit to mankind, To it we owe all commerce and Industry; Inindustrial undertakings and trade hav made us acquainted With the productions of many countries,
hav aroused our curiosity, enlarged the field or our
vision by bringing us In contact with nations of various Ideas, customs, and languages, accustomed u~
to vast undertakings, to foresight and prudence,
taught us, besides, many useful, technical crarts,
and, lastly, endowed us wi·h invaluable means for
the preservation of life and the alleviation of sufferIng. All this we owe to the love of money. Could
theology succeed In extirpating It, all their Influences would cease, and we should, In a measure, re·
lapse Into barbarlsm.-Buckle's HiBtiYry of tJivilization.
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Luther Colby,
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J. L. York,
Chas. P. Somerby,
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THE Norristown Herald. says: Mr. Berry Wall has
become a financial wreck by squandering all his
cash In pantaloons. lie is said to hav owned five
hundred pairs of these articles of w·earlng apparel
at one time. He was certainly a pantalunatlc, but
apparently his trousers were not breeches or trust.
It Is such statements as these that make the failure
of Mr. Wall the national calamity that It Is.

"WELL, the fruit-crop might be set down as a total failure," said the superintendent of the largest
fruit-canning factory in the state; "a total failure.
you mlgh t call it." " That will almost close your
establishment, then," said the visitor. "Oh, no,
no," replled the superintendent. "On the contrary,
we will hav to employ an additional force. Years
, when there Is no fruit we turn our attention almost
entirely to putting up jellies; and then, later on, if
the potato-crop turns out as we expect, we wlll can
about three mllllon pounds of pears." And as the
visitor, silent with the great awe that falls upon
A pleasing domestic common people when they stand In the presence of
By Mrs. E. D. SLENXEB. genius, went softly out of the office, he saw a carRadical story.
load of hoofs and horns unloading at the doors of
15 cents.
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J!Jotes and_ !Jilippings.
A STARVING laborer took three apples from
a garden, and was sentenced by Bailie Hunter, of Dundee, Scotland, to forty days' imprisonment.
REv. JAMES G. ToWNSEND," for -eighteen
years a prominent Methodist clergyman of
Buffalo, N. Y., resigned his pulpit on the 15th
nit., because he could no longer adhere to the
doctrin of eternal punishment.

WHEREVER there is thoroughbred blood,
whether in the trotting horse or mule, the ani·
mal is bettered by it. A Tennessee farmer
says that from his experience a mule· from a
thoroughbred mare by a good jack will kill
almost any other not similarly bred, if the latter is forced to keep up and do the same
amount of work. A gentleman in Davidson
county once put a thoroughbred horse to the
plow to test his endurance in competition with
a number of ordinary mules. The day was
terribly hot, and the soil deep and heavy.
When the mules became exhausted and had to
be rested and watered, the horse, though reek"
ing with sweat, did not blow a particle, but
went on drawing hif! plow without the least
sign of fatigue.

Foun French Canadians were recently overheard discussing the question whether or not
Riel should be hanged. They were all old
topers, and the unanimous opinion arrived. at
was that as the insurrection had been the·
IN answer to a correspondent the World givs
means of raising the price of whisky ten cents a new version of the life and death of Thomas
per gallon the arch-rebel should be hanged.
Paine. We commend it to the notice of the
. Mns. ELLEN FosTER, of Iowa, a lawyer, and religious. press: " Thomas Paine died as he
one ·of the chief officers of the Gad-in-the- lived-a devout and religious man. He was
Constitution League, or F. F. F.'s, says: "Pro. an Infidel:-if an Infidel is one who dehibition is but the first step toward ingrafting clines to accept a certain cree.d as divine and
Christianity into the Constitution. We shall to declare all others diabolic; but no man
ke~p on until we hav all under the banner of since the early Greeks had a firmer faith in
Jesus.'' By Christianity these people mean God as a father in heaven, and none since Paul
do('ltrinal te~ts, a test oath, and disfranchis- had a firmer faith in the immortality of the
ment for all not professing belief according to soul. He repudiated the early Judaic conception of God as unworthy and the defenders of
their standard.
THE Severn tunnel in England, four miles that conception spat upon him. Read his will
and a half long, was opened on September 5th. (in which he bequeaths his soul to God, his
The distance ·was made by five carriages in father, and his writings to his countrymen),
eighteen minutes. It. can scarcely be called and you will see that he was the founder of
one of- the great tunnels. These are Mount Unitarianism in this country, no more likely to
Oenis, otherwise F~~jus, about eight- miles change his views on his deathbed than his
long, which took fourteen years to make; St. successor, the late Rev. Dr. Bellows."
Gothard, nine miles long, which took eight
.A. MINISTER of the gospel in one of the counyears to make; and the recently finished (Sep- ties in middle Tennessee, bordering on the
tember, 1884) Arlberg, about six miles long, Cumberland range, thought that he would try
which toc:Jk only two years to make.
one of the Rev. Sam Jones's dodges on his
CHRISTIANS with a little knowledge of medi- congregation, and see how it would work. He
cin used to be in great demand as ·missionaries, had seen the Rev. Sam use it with wonderful
but now doctors with a smattering of religion effect, and he could see no good reason why it
hav the call. The Edinburgh Medical M.is- should not prove equally as effectiv with him,
sionary Society advertises for " doctors who and he was badly in need of a mucilage of
hav some regard for religion, or who would some sort to make his hearers stick until he
occasionally conduct religious services" in New cofild reach the "lastly." On the occasion reZealand. The advertiser says that the people ferred to, he ascended the platform as usual,
of Wairarapu are prepared to give $1,500 ''a and, after the preliminary services, he slowly
year to a young medical man who has a char- removed his glasses, and, glancing over his
acter for piety, or even a regard for relig- audience, remarked solemnly that he was goion," and that he would be able to make $2,500 ing to deal in some plain, unvarnished gospel
a year out of it.
truths to-day, and would try, the Lord being
A TRAMP applied for food at the house of a willing and helping, to expose the hypocrisy
surburban agriculturist recently, and while he of professing Christians; and if there were any
was eating the rations that had been furnished person or persons present who. did not want to
at his solicitation, he was asked, "Why do you hear it, they had an opportunity right then to
not go to work?" " I hav Moked £or a place "rack out." To his utter surprise and conthat would suit me," he replied, "but hav nlO'ver sternation the congregation arose as one man,
found one." "Isn't there plenty of work at and "racked. "-Nashville American.
harvesting?" asked the interrogator. "Oh,
IT is rather mean in J E>ff Davis to come out
yes," said the tramp, "plenty of it; but you in a letter and deny that romantic story of his
see, sir, I want to find a vinyard where the capture. It has stood for twenty years, with
man who goes in at the eleventh hour is the such embellishments as time has given it, and
' first to come out and draw a full day's wages. it was just about to assume a shape which
In 'the olden time they dealt fairly with a man. would make it as nice reading for the young
That is the revised edition treatment, and that as the Washington hatchet story, or the one
is what I am looking for." At the close of the about ringing the old liberty bell, or the thrillmeal he started again in pmsuit of that cov- ing incident in the life of William Tell, when
eted agricultural opportunity.
he shot the apple instead of his boy. One by
AN agent of the Pall Mall Gazette, with a view one these pretty stories hav been torn into
of testing the true_ Inwardness of prison life, pieces. Instead of being a boy who could not
caused himself to be committed to a London tell a lie, Washington could swear a big round
prison. He relates as follows the beneficent oath, if he felt so disposed. He did not cut
offices of the prison chaplain: "I had a visit down his father's cherry-tree, because his
from the chaplain after I had been in prison a father had none to cut down. The old man
· day or two, and the interesting. and edifying did not wait breathlessly to ring the liberty
interview consisted of these .questions, . as throughout all the land at a given sign from
nearly as I can remember: 'What Is your the little boy. "Ring ! grandpa, ring!" was a
name? What are you? What are you here nice cry, but it had its existence in- the brain
for? Can you read and write? [Brilliant of some romantic writer, and if there ever was
question to ask a man who had said he was a a William Tell, he did not perform a Buffalo
journalist.] What church hav you been in the Bill feat with a bow and arrow. And now Jeff
habit of attending? What was your fatbcr? Davis says he was not trying to deceive the
In how many days did God make the world? Yanks into the belief that he had become a
What did he do on the seventh day? How woman, by rigging himself in the wearing apmany commandments are there? On what parel of the opposit sex. The story about. the
mount were they given to .Moses? What did 1 petticoat, and calico wrapper, and straw bonour savior come into the world for?' After re-. net, and army boots, he pronounces purely
ceiving my answer to the last the reverend ' fictitious from beginning to end. He ought to
gentleman remarked, 'Them how careful we/ hav kept still and allowed the historians of the
ought to be to avoid sin,' took up his hat, said future to quarrel over the correctness of the
'Good morning,' and the interview was at an great incident which happened at the close of
end."
the war.

I

THE-amount of real property exempted from
taxation in this city is increasing rapidly, says
the New Yorlr Tribune. A report from the tax
department shows that the assessed value of
THE Grant monument fund is now about
such property is now $265,000,000. A similar
report a few years ago placed the amount at $85,000.
$205,000,000. These statements, of course,
BosTON reports an increase in population of
include the property of the city, which is 27,870 since 1880.
valued at $178,894,060, exci'usiv of its interest
THE Chicago baseball club captured the
in the Brooklyn bndge. In ten years there championship· this season.
has been an increase of $18,000,000 in the
GEORGE 0. JoNES is the Greenback-Labor
assessed value of ernempted church p1·operty,
while in that owned by schools, asylums, li- candidate for governor of New York.
braries, etc., the increase has beeri $19,000,000.
IT is reported that boycotting in Ireland
It is a good thing .for the city to promote in- will be checked under the law against contelligence, morality, charity, aJ:ld virtue by ex- spiracy.
empting property from taxation, but in doing
THE Mormon church has recently sent misso care should be used to see that no injustice sionaries to Indm, but their efforts there hav
is done to taxpayers. The matter is one that 'proved an utter failure.
should be governed by general instead of speGEORGE BANCROFT, the historian, celebrated
cial laws. The Tribune is right, says the Banner of Light. Let us hav general laws, by all his eighty-fifth birthday last Sunday. He is
means, in regard to taxation. Church prop- still vigorous and in good health.
THE American Institute Fair opened aere on
erty exemption has of late years resulted in
Wednesday of last week. The exhibit is said
immense speculations in real estate.
THE Rev. E. G. Gange, speaking at Bristol to be more than ordinarily attractiv.
the other night, said he believed in careful
THE Salt Lake court sentenced Edward
preparation at home of sermons for the Sun- Brain, polygamist, to six months in jail and to
day, instead of "gadding about from house pay a fine of $300 for unlawful cohabitatioi!..
to house visiting." In his early career he was
PALERMO, in Sicily, is stricken with the cholearnestly requested by a deacon to visit a
member of the congregation who was very ill, era plague. The inhabitants are fleeing, and
and it was suggested that he should call at 11 inhabitants of other parts of the island flee
from them.
·
o'clock in the morning. He did so, and found
THE wrecking of a circus train on the North
the poor woman very much better, but greatly
put out at his visit, as she had her hair in curl Pacific Railroad, seven miles west of St. Paul,
paper, her sleeves tucked up to her elbows, Minn., killed five men and injured thirty or
and was doing a bit of household sweeping and forty more or less.
dusting. He begged her not to mind him, as
JOHN SHARP, a bishop of the Mormon
he was " used to that sort of thing." He would church, and a director of the Union Pacific
hav a short prayer-he would not be long; Railroad, was fined $300 at Salt Lake city on
they knew· he never was long about anything. September 18th for illegal cohabitation.
He selected a chair and knelt down; she seTHE pope of Rome has been chosen as reflected nnother, and he began the prayer. He
heard the door opened once; he heard it eree between Germany and Spain in the Caroopened a second time. He concluded an ear- line Islands difficulty, and the matter will not·
nest prayer· on the poor woman's behalf, and be settled until his decision is rendered.
on looking round-lo I a perfect transformaTHERE is war between the Turks and the intion. While he was praying she had slipped habitants of .A.lbania, as the southwestern porup . to her bedroom, washed her hands and tion of European Turkey is called. In a
face, curled her hair, changed her attire, and recent engagement the Turks were defeated.
there she was in her very best silk, fittingly
TirERE are a few cases of small-pox in New
prepared to receive company, while he had
York. Its origin here is unknown. At Monbeen praying among the empty chairs.
treal the scourge continues. There were
A LoNDON dispatch to the Mail and Express nearly one thousand deaths during Septemof this city says: "The revelations concerning ber.
immorality in English society were thought to
THE English yacht Genesta, which came to
hav attained their climax in Stead's threat to
expose the names of high personages who. he America to win the international cup, will
alleges, are implicated in the matters disclosed shortly return to England. She will not carry
by the Pall Mall Gazette, but while the editor the cup, that prize being in the possession of
and his accomplices are still awaiting trial the the Yankee yacht Puritan.
country is shocked by further developments of
THERE has been a sale of rare orchids in the
social crime which are astonishing in their ful- city during the past week. Some of the
ness and directness, and in the character of plants sold as high as $900. The scientific inthe persons involved in them. The scene of terest which attaches to the orchid is supthis latest scandaJ. is Brighton, and Brighton posed to make it valuable.
circles are scandalized and indignant beyond
A TORNADO struck Westwood, N.J., lastSunmeasure over the sudden discovery of the most
unexpected state of affairs among them. A day. It gathered up roofs of buildings in its
clergyman has disappeared in a mysterious course, lifting the village church thirty feet in
manner, and has been found to hav run away the air and dropping it on its side a total
secretly to avdid the consequences of his acts. wreck. It is not known that anyone was faHe had tampered with the finances of his con- tally injured.
A MAN and a woman shot themselvs to death
gregation, applying to his own uses the money
intrusted to him. The uses to which he put near the statue of the Pilgrim in Central Park,
this dishonestly acquired means seem to hav this city, last Saturday evening. She was
been the most disreputable. Since his disap- another man's wife, but becoming attached to
pearance the proprietors of a disorderly house each other, they mutually agreed that the
aver that the clergyman had an account stead- only way out of their trouble was by suicide.
ily with them which he has not settled. After
CANON FARRAR, a dignitary of the Church of
the departure of this man the curate of an- England, preached at Baltimore on the 4th
other church levanted under a similar pressinst. He took for his text the aged chestnut,
ure of circumstances. The eyes of the com"Rejoice with me, for I hav found my sheep
munity being thus opened to the true condi- which was lost." The New York Sun refers to
tion of things in their religious bodies, fearful
immorality has been discovered to be in exist- this man as Cannon Farrar, evidently under
ence there, surpassing in depravity anything the belief that he is a big gun.
told in the disclosures made by the Pall Mall
LAST week there was a violent row in a
GazeUe. Many domestic circles are enshrouded church on Staten Island; a Catholic priest dewith gloom and overwhelmed with shame by: camped from Toledo, 0., with $6,800, after
the despicable excesses of this wolf in sheep's 1 having been unduly intimate with a woman,
clothing, and his behavior is described as hav-1 and a clergyman at Chester, Til., was deposed
ing been or the vilest sort, and almost incredi- , for drunkenness. These things indicate that
1
ble in the length to which he went in his the fall campaign against Satan is about to
1
debaucheries."
open.

J/Jews of thi lfeeh.
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between mankind and his father. The son perished first genuin democrat. He preached to the multion the cross to save sinners who had sinned in fulfil- tude; he appealed to the poor and the humble; his
ment of the divine law, and whom he does not and apostles were from the lo_wly. The rich and powerThe Reaction from Orthodoxy.
cannot save, since, according to the Bible, they must ful found not favor in his eyes, unless they luwered
save themselvs by faith and good works. But if their haugh_ty crest and were sincerely repentant.
. Diam~trica}l;y opposit as orthodoxy and pessim- Christ had not died, everybqdy would hav been All his associations were with. the people. The emiIsm are m splnt and doctrin, they happen to agree in damned.. His death simply gave the sons of men nent respected him therefor; they reckoned him a
elevating individual man to supreme importance. In an opportunity for self-salvation. What must be dangerous demagog, an enemy of their aristocratic
one
the.special obJ"ect th ough t of sueh a G od or sue h a fath er ? An d yet 1aws, as a fa1se proph et , an d th ey pu t h"1m t o d eath .
f he is. the .chief of the universe,
.
0
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~rodfu~lt of tevolhu~whnt,hth~ lhost Bibglnal and dist~ess- honor and to love !
of which Jesus is the hero. It is full of appeals to
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may go astray; m the other he is fated to be miser- fear or reverence, he could not be. such a God, for it judges .men by their honesty, their purity, their
able under any and all circumstances. There his sal- God means g~od, and a God of this .sort would· be a faith, and by thea~ only. Even Catholicism, which
vation, except in Calvinism, is made to depend on. mon~ter of evil. ~ had, as the scriptures and the- was a later form of Christianity, stood, in the feudal
himself; here his fortune, struggle as he may to olo_gmns say! no need to cre~te man, the world 1 or !;he times, between the grasping lords and the common
alter it, leads inevitably to misery. Orthodoxy is umverse, b~mg abs~lutely mdep~ndent,. free, ommp- people; sbayed the smiting hand and the plundering
obliged to admit·that, in this world, things are apt to otent, su_ffiment to himself. Havmg dehberat~ly and horde. The Bible addresses itself to the individual,
go wrong; that the best and most faithful Christians voluntarily chosen, therefore, to create man, It must especially to the down-trodden, the persecuted, the
t
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~ ·~ s~hcon n~ I sefid ~ pe~simis s, w oblarfe hosttlf unknowable? Why do they attempt to explain what is considered so important as to be recorded above.
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simple assertion evangelic babble wordy nonsense mspired them with a zeal hitherto unknown, and ex:: t . wlh '~ a cion I wn w er~t I e IS a1ways un- Views of the soui are merely specuiativ No one ca~ alted them above themselvs. Persecuti~n, torture,
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be terminated by death, whose baleful shadow dark- tell'what Bf!Ul is: it. is. the ~gm~nt of a dre~m; any an
ea wer~ rans orme an o on e . roug
ens and blights every form of existence. And on and every Idea of It 1s subJectiv. Theologians are ~artyrdom, which, they were ta~ght. to beheve, dewhat terms do the great majority of men hav life? continua~ly av~rring that immortality of the soul has hvered them fro~ a worl~ of tnal, sm, and trou~le
Ninety-nine out of a. hundred are compelled to toil been beheved m all ages and by all peoples, whether to a world of eternal happm~ss. Th~s m~rtyr?o~, m
Without any rational prospect of reward or erma- civilized or barbarous, and they put this forward as any fo~m, became, to their teemmg Imagmat~on,
nent rest. They work, and fret, and struggle ~erely an irrefutable argument. But the averment is not somethmg to be coveted, to be prayed for, to be JOYto keep breath in their bodies. At the close of the true. Some of the most widely diffused creeds, like ously en~ured. It was a dark and ~reary portal, ~a
day they are so tired that they lie down to alee and Brahmanism and Buddhism, from which Christianity ~and whiCh they saw, as .they ~anmed, the celesttal
rise the next morning to work, and fret, and at~ le is largely derived, contain no such doctrin-at least hght, and ~eard t_he angehc c_hmr.. No wonder they
again; thus verifying the myth of Sisyphus andg~is as presented by the orthodox. Every faithful Brah- endured. With fortitude, and thed With coura~e. They
labors. In addition to work and worry, there is m~~ looks forwa~d .to _a?sorp~ion in the ~niversal were domg f~r Jesus what Jesus had done f?r them.
sickness, sorrow, disappointment, defeat, every kind spir~t, to loss of his mdividuali~Y and cons?wusness, To beTa mattyr was clearly an adv~ntage m_ every
of woe and pain. No one can escape these: they as his future reward; and the pwus Buddhist yearns way.
he path of martyrdom led d1rect to heaven.
inhere in human nature and human destiny. Life is and strives for Nirvana, or complete extinction. The
In the latest centuries there has been no physical
not a boon, it is mordant irony to call it such; it is a ?ld Egyp~ian, Pers~an, and Greek religions. r~garded ma~tyrdom. But C~ristianity still ~!aims, th~ugh its
curse, great~r or less, according to circumstances, yet Immo~tahty very di~eren.tly from what Chnstians re- cl_aims are roun~y d~sput"ed by logiC and setence, to
always and Irredeemably a curse. Life is not worth gard It. The contmuatwn of the smil after death giv, at least, resigJ1atwn and mental peace to all men
having at the very best, as but one in ten thousand was with the ancients very vague, and denoted in here, and unending happiness to them hereafter. It
may hav it, and life, as ordinarily held is miserable Materialistic phases. Even the orthodox havrecently still offers, if in an altered and modified form, a conindeed, but, at best or worst, is not de~irable. Non- changed their method of portraying heaven and the scious and blessed im~ortality, laying special stress
existence is preferable to existence undet the most diversions of the blessed. We hear no more of the on the consciousness. Tne orthodox often assert that,
favorable conditions.
gold-paved streets of the celestial city, of the long without consciousness, immortality would not be a
The orthodox do not and will not concede all this robes and harps of the saved spirits, incessantly en- true reward for pure faith and perfect living; that
of course. Much of it they would account as bias: gaged in chanting the praises of the Lord, who, for a the loss of their identity would be a loss of satisfacphemous, because impeaching the wisdom and good- Supreme Being, must be inconceivably vain, and in- tion; that they must connect this world with the next
ness of God. They will concede, however, as they satiably fond of the grossest flattery. We are seldom to hav a full sense of salvation gained. Thus Chrismust, that there is a great deal of sorrow and auf~ told to-day of the resurrection of the body, on which tianity has, from the beginning'; always addressed
fering in the world, which they explain by the pres- professors . of divinity were so wont to insist that it itself directly and continually to the ego in .mankind,
ence of sin, original and actual. Men, they assert might hav been thought that they attached as much pampering it through time, arid extending it to eterare sinners not individually alone, but also by inher: consequence to the body as did the Egyptians, with nity. No other creed, not all the creeds together, hav,
it~nce f~om the tra~sgressio~s ~f the. first pair; their their sarcophagi a~d elaborate e~balmi~gs of the probabl!, had a tithe of the i~fluence in .arousing,
Will havmg no relatiOn to this mherited sin. From dead. The evolutiOn of superstitiOn still evolves. supportmg, .and strengthenmg m the human breast
origi~a~ sin e:vil en~ered the world, and is allowed by Tne orthodoxy of the last quarter of the ninete~nth s~lf-consciou~n~ss,. self-love, every shade and import
the divm~ Will, while actual. sin is the consequence century ,would hav been the heterodoxy .of the eigh" of ~el~.. Chnsttamty may be te~med the theology of
of the wickedness of mankmd, who hav set their teenth, and the. orthodoxy of the twentieth may be self; It mculcates self by teachmg self-denial for the
b~arts against God. While l~arned theologians hav the rank Infidelity of the present.
b~atification of self. It begins, continues, and ends
tned . through g~~erations to elucidate the knotty
Thus the pessimist speaks, and though he may With .the .arousal and .bestirm~nt of the individual
questiOns ever arJSmg ab~ut human misery and pain, shock the Christian, he is unconcerned therefoJ,:- He prm~Iple m ~an. .t;tilits doctrms bear upon t?~ ego
as oft~n endured by the righteous as the unrighteous, is equally unconcerned for the names-such a'S scoffer, med1at~ly ?r Immedmtely. Its adherents are enJOtntJd
t~e laity generally content themselvs with the itera- Sadducee, Atheist, enemy of religion-that may be to avOid VIce an<:} follow virtue, beca~se they will, in
twn that the :.ways of providence are inscrutable, and applied to him. He is not amiable: he does not con- the _long run, be better o~ by so domg. Duties to
t~er~ let .the matter .rest. ~n regard to the unequal sult the theologic feelings any more than he consults the1r fellows are substantmlly represented as final
~I~tn?ution o~ the gifts of fortune, and the manifest the theologic opinions of others. He believes what benefits. to the.mselvs.
Everlastmg rewards, and
IDJustiCe of thmgs here, referenc~ is usually made to he professes as firmly, and perhaps more intensely, ever~astmg pumshments, are oifer~d as the chief ilith~ hereafter. Th.ey w~o complam and rebel are re- than do the orthodox, whom he, mentally, despises ?ent1vs t? do good ~nd eschew evil. All orthodoxy
mm~ed that etermty Will rec~ify the seeming wrongs as much as they, morally, detest him. They are an- IS. compnsed .in a kmd of selfism .. Intense personof. time; that m~n ha~ an Immortal· soul; that the tipodes in creed; their divergence is about faith, ahty runs entuely through the s.cnptures, and their
faithful and the ~wus, If ~h~y suffer in the flesh, will which he disdains; trusting entirely, as he boasts, to yaned,. and often contradict_ory, mte~pretations. It
be recompensed ~n the spint; that God cares for the observation and reason for his opinions. Neverthe- IB proJected even to the deity, who IS portrayed as
humbles~, and Will ul~imately accord to each his due, less, they hav, as has been said, one point in common, pers?nal, so. that, as has bee~ f1'equently said, instead
and, besides,. be m.~rmful to all.
. the sovereignty of individual Man, whom they both o~ h1s III:a~mg them aft~r .hi~ im<£ge, th~y made him
. Toward th1~ attitude of the orthodox the pessimist consider as the thinking c(3nter of the solar system. after the1r Image. Ch.riStiamty neve~ ri~e.s above or
I~ altogether mt.ole~ant an~ conde.mnatory. He de- Each regards the universe as it affects him, and goes .beyond the <),Onscwus. and the mdividual; and
DI~s that t.here 1s, m a ~hilosop_hi~ se~se, any such judges of it accordingly. Each is saturated with an t? this fact the ~reat hold It has taken upon the niulthmg as ~m: ':f.'he d<;>~trm of ongi~al sm he derides excessiv personality. Each is, in a way, a colossal tit,ud.e, notably m the past, must ~a attnb~ted. Any
as a patristi.c Imbem~I~y; a morbid concoction of egotist-one because he has formed a habit of put- re11g10n ~hat de.als constantly With, mans self-love,
monkish brams; a legitim.ate outcome of maceration ting himself foremost, the other because Christianity, whether Ill a. high or _low form, must hav, for the
of the flesh and stupefactiOn of the understanding. particularly Protestantism, has taught the lesson of many, perenmal attractwns.
T?e ~tory of the Gard~n ?f Eden he pronounces the individualism. Before Chi·istianity the mase of manEvery human being, enlightened, semi-civilized, or
flimsiest .of fables, as 1s, m truth, the entire scheme kind amounted to nothing. They were slaves either barbarous, is naturally and necessarily selfililh; other"· of s~lvat10n. J;Ie wo~ders that, while they were in- actually or virtually; they lived, and labored, and wise the race would, ages ago, hav become extinct, or,
ventmg, the~ did not mvent sm;nething less grotesque endured for their. masters, the great ones of the earth. properly speaking, hav ceased to evolve. But it i!l
and contra~JCtory. ~e P.uts It thus: God created They had no ambitions and no expectations; they ver;J questionable if those whQ esteem themselvs the
1\dam and Eve, knowmg, ~nasmuch as he had pres- were more than content if they got enough to eat, enligutened would hav grown to be such extraordimen~e, ~hat ~hey would sm, and then damns them and were protected from the weather. They were nary personalists and egotists had it not been for
for smmng; m other words, fo~ executing his will. little else than beasts of burden: they tilled the soil, Christianity. This personality aud egotism is now,
He would ~av doomed the entire !ace had not his which yielded tllem but an unknown grave.
no doubt, natural to the vast majority of men, howonly son-himself-consented to die as a mediator
ChristiiUlity wrought a revolution. Jesus was the ever it may be with the thoughtful ~nd the studioUSj
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but has it not become natural by centuries of con- where you may," was his proud answer, "posterity grander conceptions. The coming man will be, like
siderati0n and cherishment of tne feeling, and by will find me." And the boast seems to hav been a the thinking individual to-day, cosmic, not tellurian.
J UNIUB HENRI BROWNE.
force of Icing heredity? Has not belief iri the per- prophecy. Of late ye"ars, his books hav been widely
petual preservation of individual identity after death read and translated, and he is ranked by many as
had special and,superlativ causation in this regard? one of the greatest philosophers of Germany. His
To tb.e Chief of the Fishet•s of Souls.
It is hard, if not impossible, to determin what would influence has been enormous, and is steadily grow~
hav been had something else not been; but it is rea- ing. A movement is now on foot to erect a manu~
Your forlorn Infallibility has often announced with
sonable to assume that but for the excessiv personal- ment to his memory at Frankfurt-on-the-Main, and a flourish of trumpets your purpose to leave Italy.
ity and selfism of Christianity, Christians would to- many nations, including America, hav contributed This overture must hav met with an encouraging
day be more reconciled to opinions and creeds indi- to it. ·
·
success, judging by the frequent encores or it.
eating that humanity is a means, not an end; that
All this shows the rapid growth, at least among
Adieu blue sky of Italy,
the coSmic system does not depend on, and is not the unsci_entific, of individualism, of self-engrosshe
sings,
and
he
tarries to sing this ritournello.
wholly adjusted to, a species sustained and made ment, of egotism, fostered and hightened by canNow, my good- Joachim, let me giv you a bit of
dominant thus far by-a series of fortunate accidents. turies of orthodoxy, with its dogmas of personal conAny line of thought, any course of study, any pursuit sequence and conscious immortality. .It is perfectly friendly advice. You hav excommunicated me, but
of philosophy, any investigation of nature which di- logical to pronounce life unremuner~tiv, and the I bear you no grudge. On the contrary, in the holy
verges from the starting-point and termination of or- world profitless, .if they are to be cJnsidered only succession of Saint Peter, there was a certain Felix
thodoxy, and criticises the fervid personality of ita from tbe point of ·aelfism, and as they act on the in- V. who will make a good model for you. As you are,
tenets and conclusions, is in danger of unjust and dividual man alone. A loftier view, a broader range, all of you, infallible, you are sure that what he did
bitter denunciation, of being branded with all man- a more generous conception, is needed for our adjust- was well done, and you may be certain, when you
die, of going straight to heaven.
ner of opprobrious names. Such vehemence and ment to the cosmos.
Now this is the record of No. 215, your illustrious
passion would denote that what should be the firm,
The loftier view is afforded by modern science, by
predecessor,
Felix V. A jovial pontiff he, and a
unwavering faith of the orthodox is little different Positivism, by the religion of humanity, of which
from personal feeling in respect of a personal religion. Comte is held to be the founder. He was the herald practical man-not to say God. To him we owe the
Notwithstanding the high morality, the beautiful lea- and apostle of the new era., and Darwin is his con- foundation of the mon!}stery of Ripaille. of which he
sons, the precious teachings, contained in the script- tinuator, confirmer, and advancer by his extraordi- was the abbot before coi:ffing the tiara. He was
•urea, it is impossible to hide their inculcation of self- nary investigations of n_ature, and the discovery of also bishop of Lausanne and Geneva.
There were no bilious, peevish, grumbling monks
ism, which, even though regarded as spiritual, is fresh truths that hav revolutionized contemporaneous
selfism , still. And innumerable commentaries, ex- thought. Comte maintains that the race as well as iB his convent, Joachim. They were all free livers,
poundings, and inferences by professional theolo- the individual passes through three stages-the theo- those brothers of Ripaille, genuin rip-snorters, and
gians, from the time of the fathers of the church to logical, in which all phenomena at·e ascribed to au- whose memory has endowed the French language
the last evangelical thesis, hav only rendered that pernatural causes; the metaphysical, in which the with this classic term, whicb, at first merely a proper
principle more pervading and conspicuous. Any at- supernatural, as connected with sensible objects, is name, proves by the prophetic i'elicity of its derivatempt, therefore, to remove or modify the extreme rejected, and an attempt made to prove the existence tion that langm•ge, like m'lrriagefl, was made in
personality of Christianity, in its present and gener- ol abstract forces, presumed as inh~rent in sub- heaven. Rheo, "l flow like a river," shows its vinous
ally accepted form, would be destructiv of its integ- stances, to produce phenomena; and the positiv, root, suggesting long-necked bottles; but paille is
rit,f and its very foundation.
which discards theology and metaphysics as worth- not the straw tied round them. It belong~:~ to the
The latest presentment of pessimism is based on less, along with the inquiry after the causes and as- family of paillard, paillardise; for
precisely the same consideration. Pessimism is older sence of things, and concerns itself with the observaWhflt were Life wo;rth, without Wine and Women?
.than orthodoxy,· and has undergone even more tion and classification of phenomena as determining These confessors of Ripaille improved their chanc!lq.
changes; but Scliopenhauer, not yet dead five-and- their laws. Orthodoxy deals with the theological; pesIt was the ecumenical council of Bale that., in 14H~.
twenty yearsJ is recognized as its modern master and simism, particularly Schopenhauerism, with the meta- promoted Felix to the papal dignity, which he bacl
interpreter. His philosophy is thought to hav mir- physical; rationalism and modern Acience, with posi- never coveted, for the good man was not ambitious.
rored his subjectiv experiences; but would it hav been tivism. Dllrwin has nplained by evolution, of which The cardinals on that occasion showed their acumen;
fully formulated except for the irrational, wholly in- he is the father, the diversities of life on this planet, they could not hav unearthed a better pontiff. When
consistent, one-sided optimism of Christianity, as ana the common origin and physiologic kinship of he was led to recieve upon his brow the triple crown,
commonly expounded? He was a rude iconoclast; all living things.
he was as merry as a vine-thrush. There never was
he fiercely attacked the principal eontemporaneous
Science and modern thought do not regard this a gayer coronation.
thinkers of Germany, stigmatizing Hegel as a charla- insignificant globe as the center of the solar system,
It is edifying to read, in the old C')ntemporary alitan, and making will the source of all knowledge nor man individually as the chief aim and end of crea· thors, how he administered Holy ;\'{other Church.
and achievement.., Orthodoxy he disdained and de- tion. In truth, they discard the. idea of creation for Long did Christendom bless this exemplary pontifitested, seldom referring to it; he regarded it as be- the reaflonable scheme of development.. Ignoring cate.
neath notice, but its claims, often in his mind, pro- the supernatural, they cleave to the natural as the
His first edict doubled the number of mealR upon
voked his most combativ moods. He looked at the only apprehensible thing, as the source of all real fast days. This decree, p~remptory for the Vatican,
world as the orthodox look at it, as it affects individ- knowledge. They embrace the universe, and count elsewhere admitted of local option. He s,tid, "Since
ual man, as it makes or mars his happiness. He also its growth ·by innumerable ages. They recognize God is our creator, he must rejoice to see his craatjudges of it by the human standard, and by this the nebular hypothesis, suggested by Giordano urea having a good time." A cardinal one day realone. He does not wish nor care to regard it in any Bruno, and definitly formulated by Immanuel Kant proaohed him for his slight acquaintance with theolhigher or broader relation; his towering egotism and Laplace, as a primary cosmic principle. They ogy. He replied, with divine logic," The Huly Ghost
seeks to explain all that is worth explaining. He is trace a direct connection between moneres and the is not an ass, is it? Well, it will inspire me. That
as subjectiv as a devotee, as self-conscious as a saint. brain of Shakspere, Newton, Emerson; they hav dis- is its busin 8 ss." His pontificate lasted ten years.
But he is far more reasonable; indeed, he is entirely covered that life is a property of matter; they per- At the end of that time, the party of growlers and
reasona\)le, for he rejects and contemns any kind of ceive in everything movement, pTogress, law. Man crotchety cranks, the i dotters and t crossers, plagued
faith. The orthodox hav ·recourse to the supernat- as an individual is nothing more than an infinitesi- him 80 much that he tossed up his tiara, gave it a
ural for their optimism, seeking to establish them- mal fragment of a gigantic whole, a grain of sand in kick, and returned to his beloved convent of Ripaille,
selva and their position on their acceptance of the Sahara, a drop in the ocean, a sprig in the illimitable where he died the year after, of an indigestion, Feb.
Word. Whatever shows as unjust, or malignant, or mass of vegetation. Nature cares not for him; her 28 1450.
cruel, they declare to be so only in appearance. concern, if she hav any, is for the race, its continuaNow, Joachim, I hav not written the foregoing to
Positing that God is good, wise, just, and merciful, tion and advance. What matchless effrontery for instil into yam• mind the treacherous counsel of eatthey stubbornly maintain that everything needlessly him to try to measure the cosmos by his relation to ing too much. My solicitude is limited to your
painful and terrible is a mystery which the great it, or by its relation to him! He is but a higher cheerfulness. You are too prone to catch trouble by
future will solve. Their optimism, founded not on kind of molecule, an incalculably evolved atom ! the forelock. You dress the world in black. You
facts, but often in opposition to facts, must be sus- ~hy s~ould he ~e constantly looking for his _ow? spend your time in making bad bil~, wh~n, _on 'the
tained by pure faith. Schopenhauer's philosophy, Image m externality? Why should he complam If contrary, it.would be very easy to pamt hfe m rose
resting on obserVation, experience, argument, and he be not immortal?
color after the excAilent principles of your amiable
limited by personality, tends spontaneously to pesThere is dissolution as well as evolution, one being pred~cessor Felix V. You are the ,:rreat chief of the
simism. Without faith or without understanding of born of the other. All scientific deduction is that fishers of ~en. It is true that of late the fish don't
science, pessimism seems natural. To avoid that one the time shall come when the earth shall be, like its bite 80 fast as they used to. The sky is too clear,
must either believe or know; must take things for satellite the moon, incapable of supporting any form and, then, science, instead of far;tening _its electric
granted, or must study them conscientiously.
of life, vegetable or animal; that even the sun itself lamp at the keel of your boat, has stuck It up out of
Schopenhauer's conclusions are that we should will yet exhaust its combustibles, and that out of ap- the way, upon the lighthouse of the Polytechnic Inhope nothing, fear nothing, love nothing, expect parently universal extinction may arise a new v~st stitute.
nothing; that this is not only the worst possible rotating nebulous disk (as in Laplace's conception),
You mourn the schools of gudgeons. They are
world that has ever existed, but the worst possible from whose gradual contraction and consequent not dead, but sleeping. If you. worry Ao,_ you will
world that could exist; that we should not be satis- throwing off of rings, and breaking into globes re- turn as yellow as a lemon, Joachim. Consider, now;
.fied to commit suicide, we should extinguish the de- volving in the same direction, another solar system look around for some convent where the nuns hav
sire to liv; that there is no sort of compensation here may be formed, with another devcllopment of man. been amiably trained by holy fathers. There are
or hereafter, and cannot be;. that the only happy True, that cannot be for millions and millions of plenty such. And when you h~v diacovere? another
man is he who is unborn; that consciousness is al- centuries; but the mere possibility, the grandeur of Ripaille, worthy to call the patri~rch Noah Its pat.r?n
ways an unadulterated curse; that the so-called bless- the thought, ought to prevent us from pluming our- saint, and the holy Magdalen Its patroness, retire
ings of fortune are. veileil evils, and will so reveal selva on our significance, speculating why ~e are thither in peace from care, an~ end your days ~t a
themselvs soon or late; that death is the sole rest, here or where we are going, and troubling our collation of exquisit bottles, with a bevy of frisky
and oblivion the sole requital for labor done and auf- minds about either orthodoxy or pessimism. Both nuns for your Hebes. Finish the series uf popes by
faring endured.
come from the same source, a superstition of ego- rEcediting Felix V. Then you will bury the instifuIt might be thought that such dismal views must tism.
tion of the Holy Chair in a fashion that may leave.
ha': sprung from deformity, ill health, continued adWe know we are here, and the probability is that some regrets, and history will write _upon your tomb,
varsity-from an accumulation of woes. But they we shall, at death, be resolved into our original ele- "He knew enough to stop grumbhng, and made "'
did not. Schopenbauer had a good constitution and menta, without further consciousness, continuation, merry end of a bad job."
a sound body; he inherited wealth; he studied, re- or identity. ShaH we not hv again? What matters
If on the contrar,f,'you do not listen to me, Joaflected, wrote, and lived beyond seventy-two. His it? It often seems that those who hav lived best here chi~, I prophesy that your idiotic jeremiads will
works at first attracted no attention; they werEj, not care least about living hereafter. At any rate, nei- cover your memory with _ridicule. Yo?r compeers,
even abased. Tbis may hav embittered him, but it ther our hopes nor our desires will be unavailing. one after _anoth~r, will g!v you. the shp; even the
did not shake his confidence in their merit and orig- The passion for conscious immortality will run its. beadles will twit you With their thumbs at their
inality. What is neglected was, to his mind, a proof course; the feverish personality with which so many noses, and posterity will say: "Pia Nona ~.as a faof excellence. During his last illness, he was asked of us are afflicted from the cause already named, mous scoundrel, but Leo XIIL was a fool. -From
where his remains should be placed. "Bury me :must eveDtually be absorbed in loftier views and· the French of Leo Taxil.
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The League Congress, October 9th, lOth, 11th.
The program, as published last week, will be carried out with two exceptions. All se_ssions of the
Congress, including Colonel Ingersoll's lecture, will be
held at Cleveland, Ohio, in the
·PEOPLE'S THEATER, ON EUCLID AVENUE.
Colonel Ingersoll's lecture on Sunday evening, at
8 o'clock, will be about
MYTH AND MIRACLE.
Morning sessions begin at ten o'clock; afternoon
. sessions at 3 :30; evening at 8.
James Ormsby will represent the Milwaukee, Wis.,
League in the Ninth Annual Congress.
The Newark, N.J., Liberal League will be represented by E. M. Macdonald. · The New York Society
of Humanity by C. P. Somerby, and the Liberal
Club by Mr. Center.
THE TRUTH SEEKER will hav a full line of books at
the League Congress, and friends desirous of securing good reading can make purchases there. It will
also be a convenient time for renewing subscriptions
to THE· TRUTH SEEKER. Any of the delegates and
attendants not now subscribers are cordially invited
to rectify their error. THE TRUTH SEEKER will make
a full report of the work of the League at this Congress. Orders for copies containing the report may
be handed to the Editor or Business Manager at the
Congress, or sent direct to the office.

The Work in Alliance, Ohio.
Sunday, September 21st, was a gala day for your
correspondent, the wandering pilgrim of the Secular
cause. In the morning he attended the Children's
Lyceum at the Independent church, and found quite
a delightful company of old ·and young gathered together for Secular amusement and instruction, and it
must be known that no man or woman can be instructed until they are first of all amused. The gratification of the play impulse is the. beginning of all
w~~~

.

This Lyceum is under the superintendency of
George W. Thornberg, and we all know what a good
worker he is, and his ability for interesting the
youthful mind, as well as children of a larger growth.
Aided by his wife and others, he is doing much to
advance our cause in this quite Liberal community
of Alliance. In the first place in the order of exercises there is music, vocal and instrumental, then
graceful gymnastic movements, in which all join;
then recitations and mottoes, singing, classes of instruction in science, history, politics, etc. I hope the
time will soon come when a thousand cities and villages in our land-will hav the same means of Sunday
entertainment and social growth. Then, indeed,
shall we see the beautiful :flower of Liberalism, the
sweetness and dignity it can put into human life,
the nobleness of feeling and the excellence of
~~~l

.

In the afternoon C. B. Reynolds came vigorously
to the " Defense of the Devil," and I must qonfess
that he made quite a warm place in my heart for
that dear old sinner. Considering all the circumstances-that he is the father of human knowledge,
that he always spoke the truth, and generally
respected the rights of others, and appealed to their
reason by a process of wit rather than by brute
force-it must be admitted that the devil has made
the most of his opportunities, and has been a benefactor of man. He is not so black as the theologians
paint him, even when we critically study the Bible
itself.. Theologians, of course, hate the devil professionally, but practically they stick to him like a
brother, for without the devil their occupation is
gone. Destroy his satanic majesty, and where
oh, where, would be the donation visits, the collections, the snug parso11age, the fat salary, and the
trips to Europe, to say nothing of Canada?
In the evening Reynolds discoursed of the heaven
of the Bible, verse by verse, with all its imperfections
on its head, and such a place of torment, especially
for woman, was never before diEfclosed. Instead of
being a place of rest for the weary, it only opens new
avenues for toil. The music is by no means firstclass, the company is not very good, the menagerie
altogether too numerous and noisy, and the dishes,
candlesticks, pans, etc., not altogether of the most
artistic kind, and requiring ~o much troub.Je to be
kept in order. The discourse was received with the
heartiest applause by the audience from beginning
to end. The lecturer closed with an eloquent peroration, depicting the real human heaven that we can
hav here and now, by kindliness, by knowledge, by
fellowship, and the spirit of progress.
Arthur Tilney's singing is admirable, and well

adapted to the work in hand, touching as it does the
fountains of romance and joy, with tender. and humorous appeals to feeling. He is quite popular with
his audiences, and is frequently recalled with enthusiastic plaudits.
When I looked at the big center-pole of this beautiful Tent, my back did ache as I pictured these two
dauntless pioneers at work on a hot summer's day trying to lift its ponderous weight in air. How they do it
is a mystery to me, but no miracle of course. It's simply muscle. The Tent makes a pretty picture, with its
ornaments, etc., especially in the evening, and is quite
a bright advertisment of the Liberal work, notably in
small communities, where a Tent will create cmiosity
for miles around and eager questioning. Another
year and this white signal of progress shall gem many
a landscape and fill hearts with hope and scatter rays
of knowledge.
.
· I must speak of the Haines Juvenil Band, which
discoursed sweet music Sunday evening. Theyseven boyfl and girls-belong to one family and are
thoroughly Infidel. The youngest is about four
years old, I guess, or less, and the oldest about fourteen, and Apollo has breathed his genius upon them
all. They are born playing seme musical instrument,
I believe, for they sound the cornet and the drum,
etc., as if to do so were a part of their very being.
Long life to this happy family, and may they pelt
theology with music for many a day until its hoary
carcass is buried amid the :flowers, never to trouble
the world again, even with its wandering ghost.
I am now in Cleveland at the quiet house of J. D.
Mallonee, secretary of Cleveland League, who has done
much to giv new life to the work here, and who is one
of the most thorough and devoted laborers in the field.
He is a scientific student, a b1ight and keen thinker,
and his lectures in various places on Secular topics hav
been most favorably received, both by the Liberal and
general public. He is thoroughly interested in the
coming Congress, and, as the representativ of Cleveland Liberals, well displays their generosity, ardor,
and faith in Freethought principles. I hav received
a most cordial welcome from Cleveland friends-Mr.
J. M. Wilcox, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Gilson, Mr. Thomas
Lees, and others. I anticipate, indeed, a glorious
Congress. The People's Theater, ~n Euclid avenue,
centrally located, seating 1,500, has been engaged
for all sessions of the Congress. The program has
already been published-a brilliant one indeed. Ingersoll will close the Congress with his great new
lecture, "Myth and Miracle." He will be greeted
by the largest audience ever assembled in Cleveland.
Railroad rates as per letter from W. H. King, commissioner Central Passenger. Agency. Forest City
House will be the headquarters of Congress. Those
desiring board at $1.00 per day please communicate
with J. D. Mallonee, 144 Cedar avenue, Cleveland.
Let friends come from .every state to this grand
gathering of Liberal forces. A power and enthusiasm will be called forth potent for the advancement
of liberty.
Fraternally yours,
Cleveland, 0., Oct. 1, 1885.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

The Tent.
ALLIANCE, 0.-Despite the political excitement,
the ex-governor at the Opera House, great race at
the skating rink, wild hurrah of the Salvation Army,
and subtle undercurrent of church opposition, the
attend&nce at the Tent has not in the least diminished,
while the interest and desire to investigate hav
greatly increased.
The Bible, and the claims of Christianity and Secularism, are the all-engrossing topics of discussion
in the stores, on the streets, at the railroad depots,
post-office, e.verywhere. ·
· We were agreeably surprised, on nearing the Tent
on Tuesday evening, to find our pulse quickened, in
spite of the dark, cold, damp night, by the inspiring
music of a full brass band. On entering the Tent
we found the wonderfully-gifted Haines family brass
band giving forth sweet soul-stirring melody.
The band consists of J. C. Haines, his wife, and
their six children, all genuin Lib&als, and descendants from brave old Liberal stock, J. K. Haines, who
did good work for abolition in the perilous times
preceding the war, and is still an activ, earnest, outspoken champion of universal mental liberty.
The children range from five to seventeen years of
age, and are, one and all, natural musicians. To see
little "Ila," only seven years old, play all the variation on the snare-drum, while Baby Herbert, a fiveyear-old, hardly taller than the drum-stick he wielded
with solemn persistency, whanging the big drum, and
keeping exact time, was as wonderful and amusing
as the music was entrancing.
We all suffered from the fierce, cold wind, but the
people, although chilled, listened attentivly, and remained to the end of the lecture.
Wednesday: No change in the weather, and so we
removed to the Liberal church.
Our Tent has vindicated its claim to being the
best possible means to awake an interest. It is conceded we never could hav aroused such an interest
in any building. The novelty of the Tent is a great
attraction. Many come long distances, some over
twenty miles. Many who are too prejudiced ever to

enter anv hall to hear an Infidel lecture will go to
the Tent."
There it affords the devotees of Mrs. Grundy, and
the cringing slaves of priesthood, such a beautiful
chance to hear, yet· be able to declare they would
not go inside such a place. They can and did lie in
the grass some distance off, far enough to be safe
from observation, yet near enough to catch every
word.
Thursday, Sept. 23d: Still cold and damp. Re'
·
,
mained in the church.
Friday, the 24th, the weather greatly modified, so
we removed back to the Tent, to the gratification
and delight of all. Interest steadily increasing;
quite a number every night take down proof texts;
many stop me on the street and ask for chapter and
verse, used in some of my lectures; they had controversy with some Christian who denied ~there was any
such text or teaching in the Bible.
Saturday, we had the delight and honor of introducing our efficient and worthy secretary of the National Liberal League, Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, to
the Tent. He was profuse in encomiums on its very
neat, clean, and tasty appearance. He delivered a
most interesting lecture, sparkling with bright
thought and the most beautiful gems of poesy, and
was-enthusiastically applauded.
On Sunday morning we attended the very instructiv and interesting session of the Liberal church.
They hav a large attendance, the ladies and children
taking the lead both in numbers and interest in the
work. That stanch and true Liberal-'-the generous,
public-spirited citizen, and most enterprising of business men, George Thornberg-who has so ably and
bravely piloted the society through storms and
breakers to its ·present haven of success, is in command, and he is ably seconded by Helen Haines,
who, full of zeal, devotion to the cause, and sympathy with the children, wields her scepter of love with
a benign grace that insures the glad obedience and
hearty co-operation alike of old and young.
The order of exercise was: Music, recitation of
selected piece in concert, musical calisthenics and
march, quotation of mottoes, remarks thereon by
the president, select readings and recitations.
Classes: Astronomy; teacher, F. C. Woods; German;
teacher, Emil Tanner. Infant class: entertained
with the "Story Hour;" teacher, Helen Haines.
Adult class: Discussion of given subject; teacher,
J. K. Haines. Music. Mr.. S. P. Putnam made an
address to the children, congratuiatory and encouraging, which was well received.
·
Sunday afternoon, Tent crowded with eager listeners; streets lined with teams; large amount of
our beat Liberal literature sold and given away.
We are indebted to Hiram Van Pelt, of Cleveland,
Ohio, a noble veteran in the cause of liberty, eighty
years of age, poor in this world's goods, but rich in
sympathy and love for humanity, who sent us about
one hundred TRUTH SEEKERS, every one of which has
been distributed with more than ordinary care, and
will be read and re-read, awaking thought and lifting
honest hearts from the despondency of fear to the
bright, joyous possibility.of exchanging the dread of
future hell for the inspiring and ennobling joy of making for themselvs a heaven here and now. All, should
save their TRUTH SEEKERs; however old, they never
cease to be a power of good.
Sunday evening: A stupendous gathering. All
eager to learn the facts of the" Bible Heaven." After
our lecture, friend Putnam addressed the vast audience, and, inspired by the vast arena of eager, interested, intelligent faces, he delivered a most grand,
soul-stirring speech that thrilled all hearts, terminating with a recitation of his own beautiful little poetic
gem, "Why Don't he Lend a Hand ?" Some idea of
the powerful charm of his impassioned oratory on
the occasion may be formed from the fact that our
irrepressible Tent-master, Tilney, wrote us a slip,
asking if it would not be better to omit his singing,
lest it mar or efface the grand impression made.
Continued lectures with unabated interest, and on
Wednesday evening, September 30th, delivered our
fourteenth lecture in this place; last for this Tent
season. We had a_glorious ovation. Standing-room
under the canvas was unattainable. It was a brilliant, enthusiastic gathering, and a glorious finale to
the first Tent effort ever- made for Liberalism.
On Thursday we· struck the Tent and shipped it to
Brockport, N. Y., the nearest station to our home.
After Congress we must go home to giv directions
about building suitable addition to our barn, so as
to preserve the Tent and equipments from damp,
rats, and mice.
We hav boarded, while here, at the Bailey House,
kept by Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Bailey. They are genuin
Liberals, with genial manners and kindly hearts, and
thoroughly understand how to make their house a
pleasant home for all their guests. Their terms are
very reasonable, wonderfully so for the sumptuous
tal.le they set, and the excellent accommodations provided. Liberals visiting at Alliance are sure of a
welcome and comfort at the Bailey House.
We parted from our energetic and faithful Tentmaster, Mr. Arthur Tilney, on Thursday; he has
gone to Cleveland to aid in advertising the great
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Congress; his energy and faithfulness will insure
Having brought the history of the organization
rapid and thorough work.
down to contemporaneous times, Mr. Wakeman proWe go from here to East Rochester. Lecture on ceeded to set forth its objects, which were a search
Saturday evening, and Sunday afternoon and even- a_fter_truth on ~e basis of absolute liberty of invesing. Thence to Cleveland Congress, and then fall t~gatw:p. comJ:>med with perfect freedom of discusCHAS. B. REYNOLDs.
and winter campaign.
sio~; the banishment of superstition, and the substitutw_n of the new trinity, Liberty, Science, and Humam~y, for St. Paul's old trinity, Faith, Hope, and
The Liberal Club.
By the action of the board of managers a month Charity. To accomplis~ these ends practical activity
ago, the first fall meeting of the Manhattan Liberal was neccessary. Just now the great work of the
Club was averted until the second day of October. L~b.erals was to oppose the encroachments of superThis piece of procrastination was rebuked by provi- stitiOn upon republican liberties in the form of. exdence in the form of a rainy evening. Nevertheless emption of churQ.h property from taxation, and soaofair audience attended, and many new faces, par- called Freedom of Worship bills urged by the
tiCularly those of numerous young ladies, were visi- Catholics. On these subjects Mr. Wakeman adopted
• ble. Not all the old attendants were there, but the grounds and the line of argument upon which
Treasurer Morris beamed benignly upon all comers '!'HE TRUTH SEEKER stands and moves. We hav two
as h~ despoiled them of their nickels· Mr. Eckhart superst~t~ons to con~en~ with, these-being the mental
occupied a chair in the northwest corn~r of the hall· superstitiOn embodied m the theological explanation
Mr. Alonzo Van Deusen, Mr. Center, and Dr. Foote: of the_ W?rld, and the physical superstition that alJr., loomed head and shoulders above the rest; the cohol Is m some way beneficial to the human system.
first secretary sold copies· of. THE TRUTH SFJEKER at Both these were bad spirits which should in no wise
the ~umiliatingly low price of seven cents each, and be entertained.
Mr: Wakeman conclu~ed by reference to becoming
President Wakeman twirled his little mallet in his
accustomed graceful way. The man with the badge- exermses on the occasiOn of the death of Liberals.
pin fur~ished up that decorativ piece of jewelry, at- These events should be attended by some sort of
tached It to his person, and, resurrecting a last reasonable service which will impress upon survivors
spring's note book, took a seat where he could ob- the lessons to be drawn from the life of the· departed.
The Liberal Club would hereafter be prepared to
serve the proceedings.
This meeting was the occasion of Mr. Wakeman's furnish speakers upon these occasions to all those
inaugural address as newly-elected president of the who might desire their friends to be buried under its
club. He first gave notice of the late publication auspices.
Upon motion of Mr. E. W. ChamberlaiJ:~, introfron;t THE TRUTH SEEKER office of the book "Rational
Communism." Those afflicted with an interest in duced with a few appropriate remarks, a committee,
this subject, he said, would find the work the most consisting of Messrs. Chamberlain, Van Deusen, and
vah;able of. its ll:ind. Dr. Lambert, by request, ex- Wakeman, was appointed to draft suitable resolutions
plamed a Cl~cu~ar o_f a temperance meet~g which he touching the death of the late T. C. Leland, a trushad been distr1butmg through the audience, having tee of the club.
There was no discussion upon the lecture of the
the name of the Rev. Stephen Merritt, Grant's undertaker, near the head, and that of T. B. Wakeman evening, though Madam Delescluze dissented from
near the foot, as speakers. Dr. Lam bert said the it, and was restrained only by her good nature from
little men were put first because it tickled their van- giving it a searching public criticism. She, however,
ity to be there, and the big ones were placed last i:t~terce:pted Mr. Wakeman near the door, and gave
because they didn't care. This pleased the audience him ahberal segment of her mind..
A business meeting was held, at which delegates
considerably. Mr. Wakeman then announced that
ke would address the meeting, and Dr. Foote, Jr., to the Congress at Cleveland were elected.
The card for the remainder of this month-which
would keep them in order while he spoke.
.
Dr. Foote, taking the chair, said that the president card the president announced was the most remarkdesired to be introduced to the club, but as Dr. Foote able ever provided-is as follows: October 9th,
could find no words appropriate to such an introduc- "Government Reform," by George Chorpenning; 16th,
"What to Do in the Mean Time," by James Redtion, it would be dispensed with.
Mr. Wakeman was received with great applause. path; 23d, "The Coming Revolution in Social, InHe gave first a short history of the Liberal Club. dustrial, and Political Life," by Samuel Leavitt; 30th,
This organization was started by seven persons, the Bruno Lecture for the benefit of the Bruno
the speaker among the number, who met in a little Statue Fund-" Giordano Bruno's Philosophy and
hall in Third avenue, Sept. 14, 1869. Mr. Henry Freethought," by Professor Thomas Davidson. The
Edger, at prese:at in Hungary, in central Europe, admission to this lecture will be by ticket, at fifty
was one of the prime movers~ Mr. D. T. Gardner, cents each. Tickets can be procured at THE TRUTH
now in Russia, was the first secretary. Concerning SEEKER office, or at any meeting of the club. Mr.
Mr. Gardner, the speaker said that he had married a Wakeman says that Prvfessor Davidson knows more
Russian lady and gone with her to her own country. about his subject than any other man, and holds that
Nothing had been heard from him for many years, the club has been very fortunate in securing his
and Mr. Wakeman was apprehensiv that his Liberal services.
The 1885-6 season of the Liberal Club thus opens
views had brought him to that living tomb from
with
great promis, and the invitation to attend its
which no voice ever returns to civilization-an exile
meetings is extended to everybody with impartial
to Siberia.
The first president of the Club was J. D. Bell. cordiality. All it costs is five cents; ladies and
Business taking this gentleman away from the city, Presbyterians, free.
he was succeeded by Horace Greeley, who accepted
the position because he believed that if the people of
Obituary.
the church needed clubs, like the Young Men's Chris- At Brown's Valley, Minn., on September lOth, 1885, Mrs.
tian Associations, those outside the church needed Rebecca W. Paul and Mrs. Abby Hicklin were drowned in
them still more. Mr. Greeley presided at several Lake Traverse, by the swamping of a row-boat.
f
f th 1 b S
1
·a 1\tr- W k
Thus in an hour of social enjoyment and innocent pleasure,
m.ee mgs 0
ecu ·
ome peop e, sa1 ).11..1.· a e- with no premonition of the sad fate awaiting them, two loving
man, think that Mr. Greeley was afflicted with an women, devoted mothers, passed away from their friends and
overmastering desire for office, but he (the speaker) families.
·
believed differently. He told an anecdote bearing They were both Freethinkers, and in word and deed bore
upon that view. The club, when Mr. Greeley was testimony to their belief in free thought, free speech and action.
president, had a custom of giving a dinner each year Mrs. Paul was .a daughter of the late Jared Warner, a pioupon the anniversary of the birth of Alexander von neer of Freethought in and about Patch Grove, Grant county,
Humboldt. One of these dinners occurred during Wis., whence Mrs. Paul and family had but recently removed
M G 1 '
a new home in Brown's Valley, Minn.
r. _ ree ey s can d'd
I acy f or th e offi ce 0 f pres1'dent of to There
are none who would be missed from our small circle
the United States. Mr. Wakeman wrote to Mr. of L1berals more tha11 these two estimable women, of whom
Greeley saying that if his presiding at the Humboldt all that -remains to their sorrowing friends is a loving and
dinner, as president of the Liberal Club, would in- ever-green memory.
D.
jure his political prospects, the members would readServices at the Grave.
iiy excuse him upon that occasion. Mr. Greeley reFrom the Big Slone Oounty Herald.
plied, "When I accepted the presidency of the Liberal Club, I accepted with it all the obligations it The following is the address delivered at the grave of the
imposed, as well as the honors it conferred." He late Mr. A. Kaine, by Mr. E. C. Walker, of Valley Falls, Kanwho officiated at the burial services:
presided at the dinner. On this occasion Mr. Gree- sas,"With
heads uncovered, not through superstitious fears,
ley divulged his opinion of wine-drinking, by turn- but in honest respect for him whose feet before ours hav
ing his glass bottom-Elide up, thus intimati:ag that no stepped into the Lethean stream, we, the children of nature,
hav come here to do the la3t that man may do for a comrade
wine could be turned into it.
Th~ next president of the club was W. L. Ormsby, who has laid down the burden of life.
"This is the end of earth; to this we all must come; it is
descnbed by 1\j:r. Wakeman as witty and "in every the inevitable fate that awaits us in the ceaseless processes of
r~spect cantankerous."
A change of residence took the universe. Here, where the songs of the birds are borne
him away, but he is still an .occasional attendant. upon the summer breezes, where the flowers sparkle in the
and the skies are alternate smiles and tears, we gather
Mr. Ormsby gave place to James Parton, the histo- dew
to perform our last duties to one whose eyes hav closed in the
rian, to whom the rising generation, the speaker said, final sleep, whose lips are mute in the hush of death.
~ere indebted for more information about the period
"This man now lying at our feet I did not know, and none
Just preceding this than to all other writers. ~r. of you knew him as he was known to his own soul; the hidden
powerful influences that molcled his life we could in no
P_arton eventually moved away from New York, but but
contingency know but in part. The lessons that we derive
his name was retained as president until the last from
such scenes as this are that the kindly and the helpful
annual election of officers, w4en the clu.l;> elected Mr. deed are to be given by the living to the living; that only in
Wakeman.
· · life can we make or mar the happiness of our brother; then,
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and in these brief mom{lnts only can we be of service to those
who for a f_ew days or for many walk with us the thorny pathways of th1s earth.
"The elements which make our being shall be reabsorbed
int? nature's mighty oneness, and the to-morrcw of the oentuneil shl!'ll, perchance, witness the transformation of the
atoms wh10h compose this body that we to·day lay reverentially
beneath the ~od upon. the hillside, into the dexterous hands
~nd the flashmg eyes, mto the thinking brains and the pulsmg hearts, of the men and the women who shall then mingle
in the toils and turmoils, who shall then taste the joys and
the sorrows of this mortal existence. From nature we come
to nature we go back-from her we can never be separated ,',
After delivering the above address, Mr. Walker at the r~
quest of the friends of Mr. Kaine, read the following beautiful poem:
LAY. ME LOW,
Lay me low, my work is done;
I am weary, lay me low,
Where the wild flowers woo the sun,
Where the balmy breezes blow;
Where the butterfly takes wing,
Where the aspens drooping grow,
Where the young birds chirp and sing,
. I am weary, let me go.
I hav striven hard and long
In the world's unequal fight;
Always to resist the wrong,
Always to maintain the right;
Always with a stubborn heart
Taking, giving blow for blow;
Brother, I hav played my part;
I am weary, let me go.
Shield and buckler, hang them up,
Drape the standard on the wall,
I hav drained the mortal cup,
To the finish, dregs and all.
When my work is done, 'tis best
To let all my troubles go;
I am weary, let me rest,
I am weary, lay me low.

Bound to Get the Money Somehow !
From the OhriBtian Advocate.

Q. A dance and supper were given by outsiders to aid in
building the Methodist church without the knowledge of the
preacher in charge of the circuit. The avails, when offered
were claimed to hav been received for the supper. As the ex~
penses were paid out of the receipts for dancing, the preacher
in charge declined to receive the·avails on the ground of inconsistency with rules of the church against dancing. Did he
do right in refusing the money? The church trustees voted
afterward to accept the money. Hav they any authority to do
so? What should the preacher do?
A. This is a somewhat mixed situation. First, these persons were outside1·s. Second, the preacher did not know.
Third, the persons recognized the impropriety of offering
money-raised by dancing, and claimed that the money they
had to offer was received from the supper. This, though a
very fine distinction, appears to hav been presented in an
apologetic way. We incline to the belief that the preacher
could hav satisfied the demands of an enlightened conscience
by a public statement of our rules, and of his entire ignorance
of the proceedings, and by expressing the hope that b.ereafter
any efforts to raise money for the benefit of the Methodist
church would not be complicated by any questions arising
out of inconsistency with what the Methodist Episcopal
church considers proper, and that, having thus borne his testimony, he might, without any impropriety, accept the money.

It looks to us as though this is a direct encouragement to outsiders to lie as to how they obtained the
money.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON is lecturing in Missouri on Sam Jones and
Robert· G. Ingersoll contrasted. The Savannah, Mo., Opera
Hou~e was packed to hear him.
JAMES VINcENT, editor of the Nonconformist, announces that
he will take the field this fall as a Liberal lecturer. Mr. Jamieson, who enjoys a personal acquaintance with Mr. Vincent,
speaks of him in the highest terms. His address is Tabor,
Iowa, and Liberal societies wishing a lecturer can write for
terms.
CHARLES WATTS will lecture for the Friendship Liberal
League of Philadelphia, at Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood
sts., on Sunday, Nov. 1st. Subject, afternoon, at 2:30, "The
Nightmare of Theology." Evening, at 7:30, "Unbelief: Its
Nature, and Services to Humanity." The public is cordially
invited. Seats free.
LIFE is a battle. Agitation is the life of a nation; and when
that is sapped by 1uxury, or suppressed by civil, or still worse,
by ecclesiastical tyranny, healthy existence ceases, and its unburied carcass breeds only pestilence and corruption. There
was greater vitality in the ltoman Republic when the Grachi
demanded the distribution of the land than when Julius
Crosar gained the battle of Pharsalia; more real health in
Greece when Demosthenes thundered against Philip than
when Alexander of Macedon sighed for more worlds to conquer. But the true warriors of the present age are not the
destroyers, but tb:e regenerators of mankind. Science has
conquered brute force, and even in army life the skill of the
mathematician is more honored than the sword of the gladiator. The true heroes and heroins of modern times are those
who are battling to establish not only the freedom of a nation or
race, but the liberties of mankind. The causes they are fighting for are' nobler, and the theaters of operations more extended. The encounters and t,ournaments of the past are
beggared into insignificance by the importance and grandeur
of the contests of the present age. Of yore, gatherings for
war or for sport rarely comprised more than tens, or at most
hundreds, of thousands of human beings, but the intellectmll
gi11nts of the present time hav for their audiences the peoples
of the civilized world. In former times the blows given and
taken in honor of chivalry could only be witnessed by the few,
but now the true words uttered by the champions of human
rights and human liberty resound through continents, and the
names of Ingersoll and Darwi~ of Bradlaugh and Bennett, of
Phillips and Victor Hugo, of va.vitt and Castelar, are household words with the foremost peoples of the earth.
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The Dyaks of Borneo.
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From a Rtview in theN. Y. sun nf w. T. Hornaday' a "Two Yeara ·in the
Jungle."

The Dyaks of Borneo (by the nativs pronounced

Dya~) _are, to ethnologists, the most interesting of all
ab_ongmal races; beca~se, on the one hand, they hav
rtused themselvsundermdigenousconditionsto a high
moral and mental as well as physical level, and hav, on
the other hand, effectually resisted the most strenuous efforts of missionaries-Protestant, Catholic,
and Mohammedan alike. With regard to the Dyaks
of the north, partially Mongolized by Chinese influence, and the Kyan Dyaks of the interior (to whom
as the most savage representative of the race canni~
balism has been imputed), Mr. Hornaday i~ forced
to rely on the assertions of other explorers which
~owever, he ~as ~t much pains to probe ~nd ver:
11fy by oral wqmry. His knowledge of the Sea
Dyaks.and Hili Dyaks, who present in all respects
the highest types of Dyak ·capacity and character,
was gathered at first-hand, and is so exhaustiv as to
justify us in ~ra.wing d_efinit conclusions regarding
the J?lace of th1s mterestmg people in the scale of humamty. From the facts here made known to us it
cert~>inly seems doubtful whether commerce educa~ion, or religion could in anywise increase it~ happiness. ·
The Dyaks, it seems, are free from the besetting
vice of almost all barbarous races that hav been
brought into contact with the commercial side of civili~ati?n· Far from being habitually intemperate, or
dnnkmg to excess upon the slightest pretext, the·
Dyaks allow themselvs to drink intoxicating bevera~es only upon great occasions, such as the gathering
of ~ harvest, the marriage of a person of note, or the
VISit of some European of distinction. The materi!iJs
for feasting which are then provided include a liberal
supply of palm toddy (which the Chinese taught the
islanders to manufacture), 'and, after the women hav
taken from the men all their weapons to avert accidents, they go to work deliberately to make their
husbands, lovers, and masculin friends drunk A
Dyak girl, it seems, considers it the greatest· fu~ in
the world to coax a redoubtable warrior into drinking until he is unable to stand: But so rare are
thes~ festiv in~ulgences that during the whole period
of his wandermgs in Sarawak Mr. Hornaday never
saw a Dyak feast, or an intoxicated Dyak or even a
drop of the_palm brandy that lays the w;rriors low.
:Mr.. Fr·edenck Boyle, who w~s present at t>ne of the
Dyak feasts, has recorded his amazement that extreme
inebriation could not make a Dyak dream of violating
the laws of decorum and good temper. In other
words,_ a Dyak, even when drunk, is a gentleman.
The ge:ntleness which coexists in these reputed sav~
ages w1th the most dauntless bravery is signally demonstrated in their treatment of women. Among the
Se~ Dyaks, who, until the suppression of piracy by
RttJah Brooke, were the veritable Vikings of the
Malay Archipelago, woman, from the cradle to the
~rave,, is co~sidered ma~'s equal except in the vocatwn of huntmg and fightmg. Her opinion is received
with se~ious consideration, and her advice is always
asked ~n all matters of importance. Mr. Hornaday
recogmzed one cause of the high social position oc~
cupied by women in the fact that Dyak parents are
- too. fond of their children to make them marry
agamst their will, or for mercenary motivs. The
Dyaks b~lieve in strict chastity, both before and after marriage, and lapses from virtue are considered
highly
The author evidently has in view
the discrJmmat n made by the English law of di10
vorce _when he adds: "Strangely enough, these simpl_e-mmded .s~vages, without. written law, and wholly
~'YI~ho~t rehgwn, hold that m cases of unchastity or
wfidehty to the marriage relation the man in the
case is ~:qually guilty with the woman and the same
disgrace and punishment are meted o~t to both participants'in the offense." The author also notes that
''under no circumstances does a Dyak woman attempt to produce miscarriage, the common and unpreventable. crime of civilization in its highest state."
Monogamy 1s ~!most '!lniversal, only one '!ife being allowed, except m rare mstances where a chief is permitted ~o take a seco_nd. Consanguineous marriages, includmg the weddmg of cousins, are absolutely prohiblied. The marriage ceremony is devoid of any solemn
vows _a~d protes~ations, and destitute of even a spark
~f reb~Hlus entiment, but it is indispensable that the
wte~twn of 8the p~rties should be unmistakably made
pu?liC. D~vorce IB not uncommon, but the· party diss~llsfied with t~e. conduct of the other may pay over
a fine to the ongmal offender, after which both parties are free to marry again.
Mr. Hornaday is so astonished at the univerBal observance of the rights of property among the Dyaks
that he repeat~~~! refers to ~heir phenomenal honesty. In all CIVIlized countnes, as we are reminded
hy the author, men who hav portable property are
careful to put it out. of a stranger's way, and many of
those careful to avmd statutable theft will steal by
wholesale through contracting debts that they hav

sh_a~ef~.

no power to pay. The Dyaks, on the other hand,
though they hav no written language, and no social
laws except the customs and traditions handed down
from their ancestors, are absolutely guiltless of every
transgression against property. "I hav never," says
}Jr. Hornaday, "heard of a single instance of theft
from any European, Malay, or Chinaman committed
by a Sea or Hill Dyak. 'Where else," he continues,
"but among the Dyaks~will a .traveler dare to trust
a cart-load of boxes and packages, none of them
securely fastened, all filled with scores of trifles, any
one of which would be dear to a nativ's heart, in the
center of a village of fifty strange native, with no one
to watch fur thieves? You can do this_ among the
Dyaks, and lose not one cent's worth. Even the
empty tin cans I threw out of the house were
brought to me and shown before they were appropriated." An equally astounding Dyak trait is their
inflexible probity in the payment of debts. "lf the
people of a village want goods, a foreign trader will
giv them his whole cargo, if he can get them to accept it in exchange for a promis to pay in jungle
produce to be afterward collected. The day for full
settlement is named by the head man, and by that
time the debts are all paid.
Such are the Dyak virtues, and the.reader will be
Burprised to hear that neither the Sea nor the Hill
D~aks, who are most conspicuous for them, hav any
pnests or creeds, or even the faintest notion of relig;
ions observances. They believe, indeed, that the
dead go below the earth, and they hav a faint notion
of a supreme spirit, but they do not attribute to it
the inculca:tion of any ethical rules or the requirement of any form of worship. Of religion, therefor~, in the ~ractical m~aning of the term, they are
entirely d~stitute.. T~e1r moral la"':s are the prod!let of their own. mdigenous .ev:olutwn, for we see
m them no reflectiOn of the rehgwus custo.ms"of any
of. the peoples. that ha~ thus far come m c~ntact
With thQm, either · Hmdoos, Javanese, Chmese,
M~lays, or E~ropeans. Savage nations usually acqmre all the vices, and but very few of the virtues of
the civilization which touches them; but so far the
Dyaks of Northwes~ern Borneo hav gone through
the fire unscath~d.
What deductiOns are drawn by Mr. Hornaday
from his enviable exp_eriences among these unwarped
sons of the moun tam and of the sea? When he
seeks to convey the general impression made on him
he spea~s W:ith a~ enthusiasm that he is careful to
repress ~~-his rem tal of obse_rved facts. "We see,"
he says, m these strange children of nature all the
c~rdil!al vir~u.es without a ra.y ~f religion, m~rality
w1t~out mmisters, the Christian graces Without
Chnst or gospel. They keep no Sabbath, pray no
prayers, build no temples, worship nothing and nobody, and ac~now~e?ge no higher tribunal than the
bar of pubhc opmwn, on the one hand, and the
Saraw~k government court upon the other. The
Dyak 18 perhaps the most happy and contented hu~an b~ing under the sun. His wants are few, and
his nativ. JU~gle supplies nearly all of them. · · .
In hospitality, human sympathy, and charity the
Dyaks are not outranked by any people living, so far
as I know, a_nd t~eir mo~als are as mu~h superior t.o
ours as our mtelhgence Is beyond theirs. If happlness be .the goal of human _exi.stence, they are much
nearer 1t. than '!e: . In. this mstance, at least, it is
not the highest CIVIhzatwn that has evolved the most
perfect state of_ society, and, to this extent, the fundarneD: tal thecnesof theology, of sociology, and human
ev_ol~twn are utterly at fault. B-:>rneo is no field for the
miBBio~ary, for no. religi?n will giv the Dyak aught
that will benefit him, or mcrease the balance of his
happiness in the least."

Giordano Brnno. *
The General Council of the Seine willing to associate itself with the homage of t.he youth of Italy to
Giordano Bruno, the martyr of Freethought, burnt
a~ Rome !eb. 17, 1600, and to recall the memory of
h1s teachmg at Paris, has subscribed two hundred
francs to the monument raised to his honor this
year, .1885, upon his birtbday.
. It .Is nearly t_hree centuries since Bruno paid with
hi~ hfe the cnme ~f seeking to emancipate con·
smences, of combatmg the narrow and tyrannical
dogmas of the church.
His ~tatue fronts the Vatican, a monument of reason facmg the papal palace.
In 1550, the cradle of Giordano Bruno was rocked
at the foot of Mount Vesuvius. His ardent soul developed under a glowing sky.
At first a Dominican monk, he soon outgrew the
dof?mas of the church and flung his frock after them.
Thirst of knowledge quickened in him the presenti~ent of eminence. He quit Naples for Genoa, passmg on to Nice, Milan, and Venice, daring without
patronage to attack the established authorities and
brave the church's thunders.
The pope then ruled supreme in Christendom._
At Rome, wrote Ulrie de Rutten, three things were
absent, . . . conscience, truth, and faith in oaths·
three were in the market, loyalty, women, and church
---

cle~~:lpe.ted from

the French of Jean Frollo in La Revue Anti·

dignities; thrAe were dressed finely, prelates, mules,
and strumpets; three abounded there, pride, debauchery, ancl poison.
Driven from city to city, Bruno had to leave Italy.
He was young, handsome, and eloquent, with delicate
features and pensiv expression1 Lightnings played
in his eyes. Geneva, Lyons, Paris, successivly weicorned him.
·
The rector of the University of Paris authorized
him to challenge the divers schools of philosophy to
a public discussion. He spoke with conviction. -His
vibrant tones aroused young minds from the sleep of
credulity. He called himself the awakener.
The clergy soon beeame uneasy, and caused him
to be expelled from Paris. Suspected everywhere,
he tarried nowhere; he passed as a knight-errant of
Freethought from university to -university, replacing
the doctrins of_the past by ideas of the true and j~st
in human relatwns.
After visiting England, he returned through Paris
and repaired to Germany, where his principal works
were printed. He next turns up at Venice. There
the tragedy begins which was completed by the fire
of the Inquisition.
.
Bearding in his den the papal lion, he was arrested by order of the Inquisitorial Father (always
paternal, this solicitude for the welfare of mankind)
in 15D2, just a century after the discovery of America, when began that other martyrdom by the same
fiendish power of the most amiable races and the happiest societies of mankind, in Hispaniola, Mexico,
and Peru. The council of Venice interfered t(l prevent the delivery of Bruno to the Inquisition, which
from Rome watched the prison of its victim and prepared its tortures. Ignorance and fanaticism wiH
not be balked of their pr13y. After six years of this
confinement, Rome prevailed, and Bruno was transferred to the Gity of the Popes.
.
His trial was prolonged. Fifty times, he underwent the "question extraordin·ary," by tortures, the
last of· which endured forty hours. ·[Consider how
numerous the experiments in torturmg, and what
subtle calculations upon physiological endurance, had
been needed, to proportion this long series of cruelties to the vital resistll.nce of the victim, leaving him
enou~h for the contemplatedpublic execution!]
"Retract," they urged, " confess your errors."
" How," answered Bruno, " can a few hours' suffering undo a life of studious research?"
' The tribual then condemned him to be burnt alive.
"I suspect," said Bruno, facing· the assembled
priests, "that you pronounce this decree with more
fear than I listen to it." The funeral pyre was raised
in a public square of Rome. The condemned ascended it with courage unflinching.
He would hav addressed the crowd of spectators.
A monk opposed: "You hav not been brought here
to indoctrinate tile peopler but to be burnt."
"That is true," replied Bruno.
When the fagots were piled as high as his head
the executioner, moved by his fortitude would ha~
lighted the fire from behind, thQt Brun~ might not
see the act, but, like Jerome of Prague, he called out,
"Come to the front, set the fire before me. Had I
feared it, I should not be here."
As he was about to die, a monk held out a crucifix
toward him. Bruno turned away his head in disdain. Some of his writings had been tied to his
body, that they might be burnt with it. He cried
out, "Wood, more wood; increase the fire !"
The assembled crowd broke into sobs and wept.
The_martyr's lifeless trunk, hanging to the stake had
not burnt. They threw it down upon the doals
adding fresh wood, the fire was rekindled, the
vants of the Inquisition poked after the bones with
great tongs, and broke them, to make them burn the
better. The head, in which such noble thought had
bred, they broke in two and cast into the flames· so
with his
to
the people from keeping
them as rehcs; then h1s ashes were collected anct
thrown into the Tiber.
"To burn is no answer," Bruno had said to his
ju~ges. The tch~rch thinks otherwise. Now, Bruno s monumen nses upon the spot where his burning head had cast a sinister light upon the background of triumphant fanaticism. Feeble Prot'estant reaction! The Juggernaut church roBs on the
the same, crushing human reason and right under
the wheel of its papal infallibility. Authority wedded with fanaticism and cupidity, tottering a little at
Rome, reinforces itself at . St. Petersburg, at Tam..:
many Hall, and the capitals of Anglo-American capitalism. . Still the In_quisition sits in permane~ce,
condemnmg thought m books, while biding its time
to seize their authors. Its magnificent cathedrals at
New York and Washington prepare and forebode
t.he Catholic vote, the reqmem of Freethought in the
United States. Already it selZflB on the schools by
the "Freedom of Worship bill." In Belgium it expels Protestant teachers, and, as in Ireland educll.tes
the people to subjection. Is the czar of ali the Russias less infallible, less obscurant, less cruel, than the
papacy of Rome ?
I.s a _Bismarc~ tariffing grain ~nd sugar, calling
emigratiOn an evidence of prospenty, and preparing
so abundantly for war as to leave no comfort in

ser~

clo~hes,

pre~ent
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peace, a minister of anything except oppression ? Is
Freethought compatible with obedience to such subjection?
Is Secretary Manning, at the center of a contractil gold ring that squeezes the life out of debtors. to
aggrandize bonn-holding creditors, less a papist at
.bearb than his English namesake, Cardinal Manning?
All these, tyrannical and prohibitory state despotisms
onl.v prepare the funeral pyre of liberty, and then
build mausoleums in which the church may re-enthrone itself. · Una fides una dornus.
'
It might be ·more curious than flattering to Liberalism if we knew how many of the francs that paid
for Bruno's monument were earned by honest work,
or how- many of the subscribers are not actually
conspiring in some g,overnmental or capitalist scheme
ag~tinst the liberties and rights or their fellow-men.
Just as Jew has become, but too justly, among
many people a term synonymous with crafty speculation, so all doctrinal falsifiers, all cruel despots and
thPir willing slaves, all the enemies of science and
humanity, are Catholics at heart.
EDGEWORTH.

sides, a good father, a loving husband, and is deeply
interested in all questions affecting the best interests
of both local and general society.
I cannot dismiss this article without saying there
is a broad line to be drawn between Swinton and the
Don_n. Of the former it has been written, and t:ruthfully:
He is honest, he is able;
Place hiiU in the general plan
As 1tn intellectual cable
Running between gods and man;
A telegraph or· telephone,
Such as no millionaire can own.
·
On the other hand, it was written of the Donn:
Alone, alone, with oriflamme
O'er radiant crest with plume afloat,
What matte.-8 it a single clam
- Whether 'leading saint or bloat?
LeRoy, N.Y.
M.
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permit. When the iron bands of human slavery were
dampened by the breath of freedom, they crumbled
away from the limbs of. the slave and the grasp of
the master. Now the third tyrant in the godhead
of human oppression, priestcraft, demands that the
bud of liberty and freedom shall be blasted while in
its cradle of hope and promis-the public 1.'1ohools of
America.
W. W. JuDsoN.
Kansas City, Mo.

----------------

A Box of Presbyterian Blacldng.

.

The Christian Intelligencer copies from the Presbyterian this Christian insult to a generous and practical Secular charity:
THE WILL OF STEPHEN GilURD.
The late Judge J. S. Black had an emphatic way of express- .
ing his sentiments which left no doubt of what he meant. He
once put on record his views on the unchristian feature in the
will of Stephen Girard. The letter, which was addressed to
Rev. Dr. NiLes, of York, t>a.. has lately been made public, and
here are a few sentences: "Gimrd I'XGlnded · Christianit¥ by a
fundamental statute-made it an offense for one of its ministers to come within the walls, or even on the grounds, of his
collPge. It is a monumental dAclaration that the religion of
the New Testament. as taught by its professors, is pernicious
in its influence on the mind~> of men. To proclaim this falsehood the accumulated millions of his thrifty life were expended on a building which, by its magnitude and the pomp
of its architecture, overshadOW\! all that is near it. The enormous structure, like a tall bully, lifts its head and lies."
If the religion of the New Testament is a religion
of honesty, its professors are false thereto and pernicious when they steal the orphans' gift to propagate their claims. Not content with stealing the
children's bread, they foul the dish from which they
filch it. Girard was not bound to giv his wealth to
any cause, and those who hold it in trust should resign their charge if unwilling to accept and fulfil its
conditions. The American Secular Union must find
law to make them do one or the other, or Secularism
will continue in contempt, whilst Christianity steals
its honor and brags of "whipping the devil round a
stump."

To THE EDI'l'OR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The organized Freethinkers of this country, in my humble
opinion, should be as practical as possible as to their
aims, and do everything in their power to realize the
Donn Piatt and Sich.
several planks of their platform by legal enactment.
In a late issue of John Swinton's Paper we find a
The District of Columbia, the seat of the national
letter from the brilliant but queerly gifted man of government, over which the Congress of the United
Mac-o-cheek. Piatt is a magnificent madman, soar- States, according to the American Constitution, exering in his crankery infinitly above the ordinary run cises excli.Isiv legislation in all cases whatsoever, has
of jug-handle mortals. His madness is the madness a very strict Sunday law that should be repealed.
of the moon. And Swinton's admiration of the lu- Cannot the Freethinkers who will meet at Cleveland,
natic's_ lucubrat!ons is a species of idolatry enter-. Ohio, on the'9th, lOth, and 11th of next month in the
tained only by literary necromancers toward each Ninth Annual Congress of the National Liberal
other; affecting to find in the charmed pot they League (why not" National Freethinkers' L'ague ?'')
dance around the subtle merit out of which all ex- d:raw up a petition to Cungreli's, asking for the repeal
cellences of rhetoric ·and· philosophy are elaborated, of the obnoxious and unconstitutional law stated, and
but of which the world snappishly says, "I'll none hav this petition signed by as many names as possiof it."
·
ble? The Congressio.nal Library and the National
From the cloud-land loopholes from which they Museum, two of the noblest national institutions in
survey the seething hell-broth of life, they gage all the city of Washington, are also closed on Sunday.
lengths, breadths, and thickness of theories, and spit- Could not the suggestion be-embraced in the petition
ting upon this, rubbing out that, and pooh-poohing the referred to, that Congress would do a most excellent
rest, sweep all claims aside not agreeing with their thing by ordering the institutions named to be
PRESBYTERIAN HORI!E RAlliNG.
own; as 'tis said did the early Christian philosopher opened to the public on Sunday? Reformers of
·
Here
is
what
the editor of tl>e Baptist Watchman
and warrior, Constantine, with the manuscripts sub- every kind of this-country are petitioning Congress
mitted to him to decide their genuinness, or other- to hav their reforms applied to the District of Colum- has to say of Bonner of the Ledger, and of his Preswise, as " inspired writings;" drawing his sword bia. Why should not the Freethinkers of this conn- byterian horse racing:
through the masses of verbiage loading the table, he try do likewise?
. •
Jl.l[r. Bonner does not allow his horses to trot for money, but
pronounced which was which.
Furthermore, it may be stated that Warijhington is for glory. And Mr. B.Dnner is a generous supporter of a Preschurch. And Mr. Bonner allows his best horse to
And as it is with Swinton and the Donn, so is it the favorit city nowadays where scientific and aim- byterian
be lashed on the track in a way that would disgrace u drunken
with the great majority of the contributors to the ilar associations of this country hold their annual truckman. Here is 1m account of the last exploit of his wonpaper, toward the glittering editor. And well is it ·conventions. Why cannot the National Liberal derful horse in "breaking the record:"
·
"Bair called the mare by name twice, and t.hen gave her
fur the existence of the plucky hebdomidal that it is League, after the convention at Cleveland, hold their
whip. The maid, as well as her driver, knew that the
so. Well is it, I repeat, for it is undeniably the most next annual congress at the beautiful national cap- the
record was being beaten. - Bair gave her a do~en sharp, heavy
needed kind of journal known to our era. Needed, ital? But as the president of the National Liberal strokes with the whip.
and yet nothing but the most pronounced crankery League, Colonel Hobert G. Ingersoll, has his home
"'l'he writer who reports this is an admirer who perceives
could keep it alive. That. sounds odd enough, and in this city, he is the competent man to speak on this nothing of the savage cruelty described in it."
'vet none the less true. With an utterance for reaGh- subject. Very respectfully yours,
I would ask, in the name of Thomas Paine and all
ing and alarming, it sounds its brazen tocsin; the
,
JoHN GEo. HERTWIG.
that is humane, Where is the S.F.T.P.O.C.T.A., or
tolling, telling vibration!:! warning the toil~rs among
Washington, D. 0-, Sept;:' 24, 1885.
cannot its officers see beyond a coal-cart, or has
the social breakers to keep manfully to the1r boatsBrother Bonner's generous support of the punkrotten
the unions-for on the shore stand the wreckersCatholics and Public Schools
church anything to do with his immunity?
the bosses-ready to despoil them should they trust ST. Lours, Mo., Sept. 21st -The I'tev. F>tther McCaffrey, of
Perhaps Bonne'r is trying to "whip the devil round
themselvs to their heartless confidence.
St. l'atri~k's Catholic church in this city, created a sensation a stump," as they do at Girard College.
In the mad turmoil raging all around, a common yesterday morning by announcing from the pulpit that the
'
JOHN P. GUILD.
children of his parish who attend the public schools
man may well feel bewildered. With the old fait.h Catholic
will hereafter be barred from the celebration of the holy comWas Jehovah an Unclean God 1
fast snapping into h·agments like rotten cordage Ill munion. "What I mean is," said the priest when questioned,
the whirling grasp of the tempest, there is little to "that we hav no time to prepare children who attend public
I regret to see in the editorial paragraph on Spain
the ordinary man-before-the-mast to guide him "on schools for their .first communion. We hav a large school in THE TRu'rH SEEKER of September 5th an impeach· " H k
b t 1·t 1 f th
here, and all the teachers necessary. We can teach every
life's stormy mam.
e nows u I t e 0
e re- child that iH brought to us, and no one can get away on the ment I think undeserved of the ilomestic habits of
liances of the men who tread the quarter-deck. plea of poverty, for we will teach them free. They must be the Hebrews, who alone can be affected by the slur
What is there to hiq1 in John Swinton's ~gnis-fatuus taught in the parish schools if they are to become Catholics. upon Jehovah's cleanliness. Several of the Mosaic
"science?'' A mere will-o'-the-wisp from the spunk- They are in no way prepared to receive the sacrament in the regulations look to cleanliness, and contrast very
. k
'th
fl'
public schools.
wood of h op~s th a t fl lC er; now WI· a Imsy
"Now we don't propose to permit our children to attend favorably with the extensiv butchering and canning of
promis, then flaming a lambent b~am; anon thr~at- the public schools, and then come here and get a special prep- 'diseased beasts at Chicago. It is ra.ther general beening extinguishment. There is httle beyond a misty aration for their first communion. The children who go to sides, among the peoples of warm climates as regards
cnaos. "Man is now the same Blillfish brute he was public schools are not fit to r&ceive their first communion. the person, and it is traditional in most Hebrew famthousands of years ago," writes Piatt. "In prehis- 'l'hey hav received no religious Lmining !lot all, and what I say
now is that they shall not be giVen their first communion in ilies. Their brother Semites, the Arabs, are gener-toric times" he continues," men lived on each other; this church."
ally a cleanly race, and where either are othenyise,
the marks' of teeth on human bones attesting the Vic~tr G~neral Brady has been appealed to, and seems to it may be traced to the pressure of local circumhorrible facts of cannibalism.. Now, all the differ- side with Father McCaffrey. Father Joyce, a leading priest, stances. I should not say a word in defense of J e"We are doing all that we can to prevent onr children
ence I·8 ' the cave is a "ailded palace, but the man-eater says:
from going to the public schools. This evil is great. There hovah's moral character, but had not his sumptuary
is still the same. No prehistoric cannibal, with his is a large number of children in St. Patrick's parish who go to habits been decent we should not find him intimate
stone hammer evEtr sucked the blood out of the heart the public schools. The~e is a large number in every parish with Abraham, for Abraham was a gentleman, and
of his fellow-~ an with more avidity and greed than. in 8t. Louis. 'l'he evil is not confined to St Louis. It is in that was long before the old-clothes shops had made
large city in the country. 'l'he Catholic clergy must do
the Vanderbilts and Jay Goulds." And if the mill- every
everything they can ta overcome it. We must educate our his posterity acquainted with strange b'ld-fellows.
ionaires mentioned, why not the lesser capitalists? own children, '!'hey are educated in the public schools
M. E. LAzARus.
A dreary horror shuts in the ocean, line of life. No merely -as an animal would be educated. 'l'heir souls are
anchorage, no sea-room but in the d~pths, the ~h~re- not attended to."
Governor Hoad)ey's Reli~ious Views.
stretch lined with man-eaters gloatmg·- over viCtims
To 'l'HE EmTOR oF THE TRu'rH SEEKER, Hir: The
From the Daily Ohio State Journal.
who ventured to land.
·
above, taken from a morning paper of this city, proves
The introduction tn the constitution prepared by
"God is no longer a factor in the discussions of conclusivly that the power of priestcraft must be oversociety " said a working shoemaker to me the other come, or, th1·ough its machinationE~, the liberties of the convention of 1873 and submitted to the people
day. :, The word refers to a played-out myth," he the people will be jeopardized. Our public schools began as follows:
added. "Don't talk of Gods and faith; they are are democratic in their influence, hence a bulwark We, the people of. Ohio, grate~ul t~ almi_ghty G?d f?r our
wiped out. As the German said: ' There is n<_> father!' to free institutions, wbile a Catholic school is a civil and religious liberty, and mvokmg hrs blessmg for the
Our women only cling to the old delusiOn-our priestly demi-gorgon enemy to every republican gov- future in order to secure and promote our common welfare,
do establish this Constitution.
women who' suckle fools and chronicle small beer."' ernment. The coercion these Catholic priests proGovernor Hoadley was a member of that convenShakspere never came across such a shoemaker; pose to practice upon the community, if successful,
will be the commencement of a sedition which will tion, and immediately on the reading of the above he
so, at least, may we infer from his Roman mobs.
"In truth, sir, I am but a mender of old soles,"
eventually sap the liberty of our people. The ques- said: "As one man who is not ashamed to avow such
says his trump speaker among the men of the streets tion to be decided by the inhabitants of this vast do- to be his religious principle, I protest a~ainst the
of Rome.
main, for themselvs and their children, is, shall we right of this convention, or the people ?f Oh~.o, t~ place
J\ily shoemaker takes two copies of John •'lwinton's forego prie&tcraft or freedom, a stereotyped catechism in this constitution a religious doctrm whiCh Is proPapm'. He is a stickler for trades unions, is a mem- or Freethought? .When kingcraft could no longer posed to be placed here, that I and mine do not ~e
l:ier 'of the Knights of Labor-going twenty m~les to hold the popul!l..C9, then the man tyrant issued a man- li eve to be true religion, and therefore I most smattend their meetings and pay his dues. He 1s, be- ifesto which afterward proved to be his own burial cerely deprecate any mention (!I it in the constitution."

-·
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The Independent of September 3d commented:
Editor.
"THE TBUTH SEEKER should change its name. We can parBusiness Manager. don it for its careless ignorance in calling the Independent a
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Priests in Irish Politics.
It has been the policy of the Romish Church for
many years to conceal her interference in political
affairs of the various countries in which she is a
power, loudly asserting that only with the souls of
men is she concerned. That she has for a moment
been really " out of politics" in any place where she
has priests, no one who is informed in affairs believes.
In Ireland, at least, this Jesuitical policy is now to
ba thrown aside, and Rome steps forward as a political "boss." Archbishop Walsh, who has just sueceeded McCabe in the archbishopric of Dublin, sent
circulars to the parish priests throughout Ireland,
advising them in regard to the electoral campaign.
He cautioned them to beware of surprises at the
coming conventions for nominating candidates for
seats in parliament, and called upon them to resist
any attempts to stampede the conventions in favor of
any outside candidate. He advised them especially
respecting a convention to be held on October 5th;
warned them against supporting other than tried
men, and directed them to oppose the overthrow of
known for unknown candidates. The archbishop
stated also that if it should be necessary to secure
their object, the priests should endeavor to obtain an
adjournment, and if that was not possible, that they
should withdraw from the convention.
This order to the priests of Ireland marks an epoch
in Irish politics. It is a return to medieval times,
when kings consulted Rome in the selection of officials, and the pope was really the ruler of all Oatholic countries. The instructions to the priests to
keep an eye on seekers after parliamentary seats,
and to order their parishioners not, to vote for " pretenders,'' is simply an order for the priests to see to
it that none bU:t those favorable to Rome are elected.
This is a shrewd move on the part of the papacy.
Home rule for Ireland cannot be delayed many years.
It is possible that the next English parliament may
concede it. The pope kno:ws this, and bas laid his
plans accordingiy. Under instructions from the
priests, the Irish people will elect no members of
their home parliament but Catholics. Irish politicians, therefore, will be but the tools of the church,
and will grant every favor she may ask. The pope
will hav more power to his elbow and more pence in
his pocket.
In this is also seen the proverbial wisdom of the
ser-pent. Always has the church opposed every reform, but when the reform has been an accomplished
fact, she has stepped to the front, claimed the credit,
and reaped the benefit. Rome has stood aloof in the
struggle for home rule made by Parnell and his followers, but now that they are likely to succeed in obtaining legislativ independence the anaconda of the
Vatican reaches out to gorge upon the spoils.

Who is in Error 1
The Independent of August 20th had this:
"We welcome with great delight the Congregationalist to the
position which we hav long defended, that women should not
be shut out of the pulpit in those exceptional circumstances
when she seems called to be a public religious teacher. It
says well:
"'The religion of the New Testament is a religion of common sense, and it is to be so interpreted. Where and whenever
God brings his people into extraordinary straits and exigencieR, he no doubt givs them dispensation to adjust themselvs
as best they can to their conditions; and in some cases thus
arising, where no better thing can be done, he may admit
women to the place of man in the pulpit, lis in the field, warehouse. or ship.'
"Under the.' natural conditions' of society, which, we suppose, means f11mily duties and cares, our contemporary holds,
AS DO WE, that 'the teachings of church, as well as the best
interests of all concerned, do forbid women to preach."

Naturally the Independent can pardon us for calling it Congregational, for it was begun as a· journal
of that sect, and though it has for a~ long time
claimed to be independent, it has never thoroughly
succeeded. It has a decided leaning toward its
youthful love, and we hav never heard that the Oongregationalists had repudiated it.
As for the charge of misrepresenting the Independent, we leave that to our readers, and would to
the Independent's readers, if the editor were fair
enough to reprint the whole of the foregoing quotationa. The Independent's position in this matter of
female preaching is that in exceptional circumstances
women should not be shut out of the pulpit; but
under natural conditions, " the teachings of church,
as well as the best interests of all concerned, DO
FORBID women to preach."
· Either the remarks quoted from the Independent
were written by two men holding different opinions
on the subject, or one writer tried his best to straddle the fence. · It grieves us to pull him down from
his elevated position, but in the interest of truth it
has to be done. Mr. Bowen should instruct his
editors to consist. We do not see bow a journal can
be truly called .an advocate of women preaching
when it refuses them the privilege under natural conditions of society." Natural conditions are what may
be expected most of the time.

Prayer as a frophylactic.
The archbishop of MJntreal recently told his followers that the small-pox epidemic from which that
city is now suffering was a ·curse sent by God upon
the people because of their wickedness in holding a
carnival last winter. His remedy for the disease was
more frequent and fervent prayers to the saints and
greater generosity toward the church. The archbishop's sermon set the song for the priests, and they
sung it diligently.
These teachings hav borne their legitimate fruit.
The provincial board of health issued an order making vaccination compulsory.
The board also
adopted sanitary measures, procuring large quantities of sulphur, carbolic acid, chloride of lime, etc.,
to be used for disinfecting the houses and streets of
Montreal. This action of the board incensed the
Roinan Oatho1ic population, and they proceeded. to
demolish the health office. They then broke the windows of the civic health officer's residence, of the
government buildings, and of the houses of such
English officials as were in any way identified with
the sanitation of the city. Several of the voters
were shot by the police, and a few policemen were
badly injured. Troops were called out and kept
under arms for several days.
When the doctors of Spain and Italy went among
the peasantry to endeavor to check the ravages of
cholera, they were assaulted and defied.· The ignorant clodhoppers held up the relics of some saints,
and affirmed them more efficacious than all sanitary
precautions. These "Oanucks" of Canada are eve:a
wilder than the ragged_ hordes of Spain, and the
priests are directly responsible for their conduct.
Among the Protestant population of Montreal, chloride of lime and carbolic acid are considered better
disinfectants of dirty houses than the aroma of a
saint, and burning sulphur more powerful than
prayer. The result is that up to last week, while the
mortality from small-pox among the Catholics was
nearly one per cent, the mortality from the same cause
among the Protestants was a trifle short of one-tenth
of one per cent. This, remarks the Times, "is an application of Professor Tyndall's famous 'prayer gage'
which its propounder would not bav ventured to
make. He was too humane to suggest that physical
maladies should be dealt with by spiritual remedies
alone, and proposed to giv the patients who were
chosen to be prayed for the additional advantage of
secular remedies. The test has been made much
more complete in Montreal, inasmuch as the obstinacy of the patients who hav relied upon spiritual

remedies has prevented them from receiving this advantage." Looked at in this religious light, it is also
a measure of faith of the respectiv sects. Ostensibly
believing in God, and that he cares for all his children,
the Protestants weaken when a practical issue is
presented, and call in medical skill. As a prophyla(}tic they hav no faith in prayer. The reason is, they
are educated. The Catholics, on the contrary, are
consistent. They hav faith enough to move mountains if mountains were movable by faith, and though
God slays them yet will they trust in him. Such confidence is beautiful, but misplaced. Better than
prayer and images of saints against contagious diseases are frequent .baths, clean houses, well-drained
cities, and good air. But it is useless to hope that the
Oanucks will learn this until they first learn th!lot their
religious teachers are frauds.
.All accounts agree in placing the responsibility for
the riots upon the teachings of the priests. It is for
their interest to keep the people ignorant, and it is
not too liarsh, judging them by the actions of their
predecessors, to say that they would rather see half
Montreal in the grave and the other half still their
willing serfs, than to see all Montreal healthy and
emancipated from their priestly domination. If the
Oanucks once learn that prayers and the exhibition
of images of saints are of no avail, while disinfectants
are; that plagues are not sent by any supernatural
being as a punishment for sin, but may come as resuits of violated sanitary laws, their fear of the
priests would be lessened, and their reliance upon
their· offices shaken. As a matter of business, therefore, the priests cannot afford to teach the people
that disease is natural, and that the remedies must
also be. And though ecclesiastics are supreme in their
control. of the plague-stricken population of Montreal
it is useless to expect them to stop their frantic nonsense about the small-pox having been sent as a punishment for sin. The opportunity of tightening their
grasp upon the superstitious populace is too good to
be lost. Besides, most of the priests are as badly
bedeviled as their parishioners, and no doubt believe·
what the archbishop says. If he also be given credit
for honesty, the blame must be placed upon his religion. And that is where it properly belongs. The
Montreal victims are as but a drop in an ocean of
unfortunates sacrificed to religious stupidity, craft,
and cruelty.

Now We Hav It!
In quoting the comments of the secular press upon
the Albany Convention, we remarked upon "an absence of slander and personal detraction which it will
be vain to expect in the comments and -editorials
of the religious press." We spoke prophetically, but
not inspirationally. Past experience was our guide.
In the Ohristian Advocate of October 1st, we find" a
letter from D. R. Lowell, of Albany, N. Y. He says:
"The much advertised and self-lauded Convention· of the
self-styled 'Freethinkers' is passed. It may be all summed
up in two words-sublime nothing. It was a cheat from beginning to end. It promised to giv us s~mething substantial, scientific, intellectual, overwhelming. Instead it was most pueril and
shallow in all its utterances.
"I hav never seen a convention of any kind where there was
so little real scholarship shown as in this. Even its friends
must hav felt chagrined on account of this very marked disappointment. The highest ambition that any of the speakers
seemed to hav was to raise a laugh; everything seeined to con,verge to this one end-to make the people laugh. The deepest impression at any time made upon the audience was of
their own insincerity When Colonel Ingersoll lectured in New
York city, the editor of the Spir·it of the Times, the leading
sporting paper of the country, said: 'We listened attentivly
to his lecture. So comvletely did Colonel Ingersoll overshoot
his mark that we felt like saying to him, as A.grippa said to
Paul:. "Almost ·thou persuadest me to be a Christian."' The
spirit of the who! e Convention was flippant, narrow, intolerant
of differing opinions; it was coarse, repulsiv, beastly, often indelicate, and even vulgar. I hav never seen in any ga.thering,
not even in the worst political Clmcuses, so much of insincere
motiv, bigotry, dogmatic declaration, blatant ignorance, brazen cheek, and disregard of facts and trut':t as in this Convention. And yet, when I came to look over the make-up of the
Conventfon, and to study their faces, I did not so much wonder at it. It is said that the countenance is the window of the
head. So it is, and we may add that it is the picture gallery
of the life as well. I never had a stronger conviction of thi!l
truth than when I studied the faces of the delegates and their
sympathizers in this Convention. I could plainly see them in
those faces-passion, lust, selfishness, cynicism, insincerity,
lager-beer, rum, wine, and women. They"Iooked just as vinegar tastes, and as though they were unhappy and wished
everybody else could 'enjoy the same blessing:' The impression made on all outsiders certainly was not favorable-to themselva. Christianity has nothing to fear from ihis kind. It is
too coarse and repulsiv to accomplish results.
."Sunday evening, to the disgrace of Albany, the hall was
crowded to listen to the J?rince of Infidels and b!asphemerEh
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Colonel Ingersoll. What a shame that professed Christians
will, on the holy Sabbath, go to a theater, and pay one dollar
each to· hear their religion ridiculed, a:Q.d their Christ biasphemed! It certainly could notbe more demoraliZing to the
individual·or community to witness one of the vilest theatrical
plays on a Sabbath evening, than the ranting ribaldry of this
son of perdition. How professed Christians can so. surrender
their conscience, and compromise themselvs, is a mystery to
me; yet they do it. Individuals may suffer from this Infidelity, but Christianity at large has nothing to fear from it. Let
no Christian halt or grow uneasy, ~ut let him keep steadily at
his work, faithful to his duties, teaching and living the gospel,
and confessing his experience before men. Their whole object seems to be to tear down what has been building for these
ages. Their guns, such as they are, are all loaded at Chris.
tianity. -They deny immortality, man's sinful nature and
need of help, divinity of Christ, inspiration of the Bible,
·heaven, hell, even the existence of a God. What low scoundreiism, to rob crushed humanity of .their only hope and help,
and then laugh at their misery! It is more villianous than
horse-thieving; more treacherous than slander; more detestable than highway robbery; more beastly than stealing virtue.
May it receive what it merits-the silent contempt of an outraged humanity, and the grave where the darkest infamy
sleeps ! God rules, and soon these Infidels will yet be made
to drag the car of God's salvation through this world to its ultimate and comple_te victory. In the mean time let Christians
WOrk and wait."

THE Pan Mall Gazette, which has spread more nastiness over
England than all the dirty books ever printed, has attacked
Captain Burton's translation of the "Arabian NighfS " for its
pruriency. An old English writer once denied that a drab
was the best judge.of curses.
A CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE SociETY lecturer, after telling his
audience how Messrs. Foote, Ramsey, and Kemp were proseouted and sent to prison for blasphemy, exclaimed: "Then
they w·ent to prison, the lazy hounds, and I had to help keep
them all the while they were there!" Surely, this man is doing his master's work!

ought to hav jailed the Fhole -convention.
It is the conviction of Mr. Lowell that a denial
immortality, the divinity of Christ, the inspiration
the Bible, the existence of "God" and heaven,
worse than stealing virtue. From the number

IF ever the sectional feeling between the North and the
South is to be thoroughly allayed some politicians will hav
to get a little common sense. The following sentiments, given
utterance by General Beatty, of Ohio, are outrageous. They
are in reply to a question of a reporter of the Voice as to the
proposed policy of the Republican party should it again obtain control of the national government:
"Ye~, sir; there are at least three ways out of the matter:
(1) National control of elections when Congressmen or presid.ential electors are chosen. (2) Congress could declare that
a republican form of government no longer exists in the South
and undertake to remodel their state governments. (3) Or the
representation of Southern states in Congress and in the Electoral
College may be 1·educed to correspond with the colored vote not
counted in the elections. And I wquld like to say that a little
SHOT AND SHELL might help matters."
We should be sorry to think that shot and shell are the arguments-believed· in by Republicans generally. Probably Mr.
Beatty is a Rip Van Winklean relic of the late unpleasantness.
He should go to sleep again.

THE following reasons why Catholic girls sliould not promenade the streets after dusk are given by a Romish journal:
"Because they are called to be .saints, as St. Paul says; because they are members of the sodality and ohild~:en of Ma•y;
because they receive the body and blood of Christ; because
they must not only avoid sin, but also. the occasions of it.
Therefore, as they are bound .to Jesus, they are not free-not
free to do as they please, not free to do as other girls do."
• MR. B. F. HALDEMAN, private secretary and stenographer to
the general passenger agent of the Vandalia Line, with headquarters at St. Louis, and who has also been connected with
the Olympic Theater since its reconstruction, has been appointed treasurer of the new Grand Opera House at St.
Louis. Mr. Haldeman is a former Altoonian, and was a firm
friend of D. M. Bennett, and also takes great interest in THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Whatever el.!Je the Convention may hav done, it A coRRESPONDENT of the New York Evangelist spent a "Sabevidently has disturbed this writer, who is probably bath" in Geneva. The church services, he writes, were thinly
some Methodist itinerant temporarily· located at attended. "But in the evening the whole town seemed to be
on the streets to witness a display of fireworks as elaborate as
Albany. But, in locating him, the Conference made Americans are given to on the Fourth of July. What would
one error. They put him in charge of a church, John Calvin hav said to all that? Looking from our window
when they should hav put him under the charge of upon the beautiful Leman, whose waters were gleaming under
the warden of the institution on the hill.
the bursting rockets, and recalling the work done on that
"It is surprising to what sublime bights of vitu- ground by Farel, Vinet, Calvin, Malan, D'Aubigne, it was not
easy to believe that we were in the midst of the Geneva of
peration a Methodist can rise upon occasions. By 1535. But Voltaire, Rousseau, and Gibbon too; had there
his flow of billingsgate we should judge that this ·planted seeds. Rationalism is said to hav a strong hold in the
fellow had run up agajnst somE) argumentativ Free- university."
thinker and been "downed," and takes his revenge WE noted~ few weeks ago that Saladin, of the Seculm· Review,
upon us all by sticking his tongue in his cheek and intended to publish, in parallel columns, in Latin and Engcalling names.
lish, the passages in Dens and Liguori which are used as auIt will probably pain Mr. Parton to know that his thoritativ guides for the priests in the confessional. But the
translation, though toned down as much as possible, is 'still
opinion of Victor Huge is insincere, as it will Colonel" too filthy for print in English, and Saladin contents himself
Ingersoll to learn that he is a son of perdition. Mrs. with printing the Latin. He says: "Rome has nonp1used
Krekel and Miss Gardener, we feel sure, will grieve, me this time; in the breach she has put a dung-hill, reeking
now they know it, that their lectures were indelicate, with defecation, cataplasmal with offal. She holds me at bay;
even vulgar. It is a great pity, too, that Elizur I admit that I hesitate to leap to the neck into micturation in
order to dash my battle-ax against ~he side of a midden. The
Wright's gray hairs are brought down in sorrow to Christian skunk has interposed her stench between her and
the grave by his insincerity, bigotry, dogmatism, ig- me; and I stand at a safe distance, bafiled but grim, and let
norance, "cheek," and general depravity of character. her enjoy her malodorous triumph." He offers, however, to
We expected better things of Mr. Wright. And the send a manuscript translation for a guinea.
attendants upon the Convention-how shall we suffi.- H. H. HuTcHEsoN, of Leavenworth, Kan., writes: "Some
ciently sympathize with them, poor victims of passion, time since you bestowed upon Hon. A. B. Bradford, of Pennsylvania, ex-consul to Japan, the honor of first suggesting the
lust, selfishness, lager beer, rum, wine, and women·1 propriety of changing the name of 'National Liberal League'
A:nd Wakeman, too, what a wretch he iS' to deny the to' American Secular Union.' Now, if I am not much missinfulness of man's nature and the existence of hell ! taken, that honor belongs to Kansas-the far west banner
And the rest of them, who seek to rob crushed hu- state in the cause of intellectual progress. Pennsylvania is a
manity of its fond belief in the Bible, what punish- good state, but not near so 'previous' as Kansas. We took in
the situation, as regards name, years ago. My fellow-townsment is sufficient for their monstrous crime! Really, man, Hon. s. R. Shepherd, ex-secretary of state of Kansas,
we are sorry for them all, and sorry for the people of wrote a short article advocating reorganization and change of
Albany, who for three days had in their beautiful name, and suggested that of 'American Secular Union,' which
city a host of men and women more villainous than appeared in THE. TRUTH SEEH:ER of July 5, 1884, page 421.
horse-thieves, more treacherous than slanderers, more How is that for priority of date?" We admit the priority of
date, and overlooked Mr. Shepherd's suggestion because the
detestable than highway robbers. Surely, the police former writer said 1883 instead of 1884.

of
of
is
of

fallen Methodist ministers during the past few years
we judge his brethren of the pulpit share his opinion.

Editorial Notes.
THE post-office department has adopted the civil service
regulation that the carriers to be appointed to distribute the
, letters specially stamped for' quick delivery shall be able to
read and write. This is supposed to be a mean Protestant
scheme to keep Catholics out of the post-office.

Fuck says that the average New York police justice signs
commitments with one hand and with the other signs the prisoners; release to satisfy the ward politicians. This is the
first time we ever heard that the average New York justice
UNDER the title of "The Law and Practice of the Church of
could write with both hands. The average justice selected by
Rome in Cases of Heresy," by R. C. Jenkins, Messrs. Kegan
the Catholic church is supposed to be well educated if he can Paul and Company, of London, hav published a pamphlet
write with one.
showing the actual authorized laws of the Catholic church
THE religions paper which received this called it the "in- against heretics. Heretics are defined as "those who believe
otherwise in w attars of faith than the Roman church believes."
struction " of a fool:
Among these laws it is stated "that a sentence of acquittal in
" pittsburgh. pa. August 18, 1885.
the case of heresy can never exempt a person from a second
independent.
,
. .
.
How do you"feel on faith cure. all the deVIls m th~s world trial on the same charge;" "that a person may be tried anycant stop it. no faith no healing. God does the heahng. we where for heresy, at whatever distance of time or place;"
simply obey Him.
.
. "that no faith is to be kept with heretics, either by private
He who refuses to heal the sick rejects the Healer which IS
persons or by public authorities;" and "that cities or states
Christ.
falling under a general charge of heresy may be destroyed or
Hav you Jesus in you, if so, praise the Lord.
.
,
alienated." The process of trial for heresy is also a mere
Yours in Jesus,
Pindar,
We should say it was written by a genuin Christian. "God travesty of justice. ·Even known enemies might accuse a herhath chosen the foolish things of .the world to confound the etic. "Neither the place nor the time at and during which a
wise " (1 Cor. i, 27), and "Men are fools for Christ's sake " (1 crime was committed are to be stated, lest the accused should
·discover who are ~is accusers." Torture may be used as long
Cor. iv, 10).
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as the accused assert their innocence, and "when the truth
cannot otherwise be elicited." "No one is allowed to plead
on behalf of the heretic," and uno appeal is allowed after
sentence." "It may be urged," says the London Freethinkll'l·
" that this infamous system, even if it had never been set
aside or repealed, has at least become obsolete, but Mr. J ei:J.kins shows that these laws are still recognized by the highest
authority, and that the dootrin is declared to be unchanged
and unchangeable. So would the Roman practice be the same
if only the church could re-establish its throne upon the 1mins
of civilization."
THE Mt. Olivet crematory is expected to go into operation
this week. The building is situated on a hill within walking
distance of the Fresh Pond station on the Long Island Railroad.._ A carriage road, connected with North Second street,
Brooklyn, E. D., at the city line, runs along at the foot of the
hill. The grounds on which the building stands are two hundred feet square. This will allow for the enlargement of the
crematory. At present it is only forty fee~ by fifty in extent,
one story in hight, constructed of brick, iron, and stone, with
twenty feet above ground and fifteen feet below. The basement under the furnace is to be used as a storehouse for fuel,
and mortuary vaults are also in course of preparation for the
keeping of bodies prior to incineration. The furnaces, retorts, preparation rooms, auditorium, and other npartments
are all on the surface. The building is thoroughly fire-proof.
The superintendent thus describes the furnaces and method
of incineration: "The furnaces and retorts are strongly constl'Ucted. Seventeen thousand fire-bricks were used in building it. These are exolusiv of the bricks employed in the erection of the building. The two furnaces, semi-circular in
shape, are at the back under the retorts. They are constructed
near the ground or flooring. The upper part when in operation is closed with strong iron doors, leaving the under part
open to secure a good drnught. The arches of the furnaces
are made of fire-brick and iron, and are capable of sustaining
a very great heat. Coke is to be used in the fires, and at each •
cremation about two caldrons will be used. The retorts are
on the opposit side, with the fronts toward the auditorium
There are two of them, constructed of stone with perforations. Through these holes the heat will be admitted. They
will also. permit. the moisture from the body to escape. All
the gases will be consumed in the process of cremation.
When the body is placed in the retort, the iron doors are
closed, and the heat admitted. There is a separate flue to
each furnace, connected directly with the large chimney on
the outside. They ean be used either together or separately,
dampers shutting one or the other off if necessary, or allowing both to be used for one retort. The heat can be generated
as high as 4,000, and will never be less than 2,500 Fahrenheit.
The body will be brought in a coffin by the 1m<lert1tker.
When the system is popular no doubt undertakers will keep
coffins for the purpose. It will not damage a collin much to
use it for a short time and it can be employed thus several
times. This will of course cheapen the cost of the funerals.
The body will be taken to the preparation room, and wrapped
tightly in about thirty yards of linen, saturated with alum.
It will then be placed in an iron cradle on a car, which will
be moved to the front of the retort. · The friends in the auditorium witness these proceedings. As the bottom of the
cradle will be about half an inch above the flooring of the
retort, it can be easily slid into it and the iron doors closed.
The process of incineration will occupy about forty minutes,
when a body of about one hundred and fifty pounds weight
will be reduced to, say, three pints or two quarts of ashes,
weighing about four pounds. - These will be placed in an urn
and delivered to friends if desired. In preparing the bodies,
before being brought to the crematory, we would -prefer that
only linen should be used, and no woolens. But if woolens
must be used, then the retort will consume them. As the
work goes on, and cremation becomes popular, we shall hav
cases constructed in the auditorium, where friends crm hav
the ashes placed in urns properly labeled. The style and
value of the nrn will depend on the friends, who will pay a
fee for storage. ·Handsome urns for the parlor mantel will no
doubt be made. The Germans are already anxious for the
crematory to be ready. 'Ihere are several bodies in vaults
outside waiting incineration. It is not intended, however, to
make a public show of disposing of the dead. At present the
fees will be about $35, for it will be costly to maintain the
furnaces going constantly, but the cost will be reduced to
perhaps $10."
THE author of the little book, "How to Purify the Blood
Without Medicin" (which is principally directions for using'
hot water), printed by the Truth Seeker Co., writes us that he
has permission to use the names of Judge Pierce, of Philadelphia; Professor Zimmerman, of Pittsburgh; Mr. Porter, of Harrodsburg; Mr. Beardsly, editor of the Philmont, N.Y., Wr-elcly
Sentinel, and others, in commendation of his metLorl of cure.
THE series of papers on "The American Secular Union: Its
Necessity, and the Justice of Its Demands," by Charles Watts,
completed in THE TuuTH Sl!lEitER of September 2oth, havbeen
printed in pamphlet form, and can be obtained on remitting
ten cents to this office. The little work is au exposition of
the League's Demands, and will serve to inform the general
public upon the political principles of Freethonght. 'Ihe
pamphlet should be widely circulated.
LAST week we made a note of the attention paid to 0. B.
Whitford's " Bible Fabrications" by a Rhode Island deacon.
The pious man burnt the book, and expressed a charitable
wish that somebody might burn the author. An old lady in
the same section of country has "gone him one better." She
was presented with a copy of "St. Matthew Before the Court."
She looked at it just long enough to find out its heretical
character, and immediately consigned it to the JLums, with
the remark that she would like to put the author in the same
stove, as well as the gentleman who gave her the book. The
old lady must be awarded the palm for simon·pure Christianity.
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J,ettl/rs from Jil[iends.
BUTLER, PA., Sept. 23, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: On the 21st John E. Remsburg lectured at'
Itenfrew, a town six miles from here. Last night he lectured
here. At both places the lectures were well attended by an
intelligent, liberty-loving audience, principally made up of a
floating population that follow the oil business from one field
to another. They are a class. of people whose opportunities
for observation and acquaintance with the world hav laid deep
the foundations of Liberalism. Our old settlers, as a general
thing, vie with each other in bowing the lowest to the imaginary God of their fathers, and in telling the biggest falsehoods
as regards their great faith and firm belief in the snake story,
the d~l'ilge, the fiery furnace, Aaron's rod, Jacob's ladder, and
the unfortunate Mary, who couldn't tell who was the father of
her child. Mr. Remsburg lectured at Renfrew on "Sabbath
Breaking," When he offered $100 for any passage of scripture
in favor of the first day of the week, some old heads went
home to look at the Bible, but they never came back. The
1::\abbath day is kept here by burning gas; we are not compelled to "gather sticks. ·• No person has been stoned to
death here, but the Rev. Mr. Jones, who went to the penitentiary for forgery; the Rev. 1\'lr. Townsend, who went for horsestealing, and the Rev. 1\'lr. Brough, who went West and didn't
pay his debts, were all at a loss to see why the death penalty
should not still be visited on S~b bath breakers.
l'tev. Smith of the Methodist Episcopal church spoke disrespectfully of Thomas Pttine on the Sabbath evening before
Mr. Remsburg's lecture here, in alluding to the life and services of that dead patriot. I was in church. I gave him
twenty-five cents for a free ticket, and invited him to come
and hear, but he did not put in an appearance. I advise all
Leagues that can do so, to hav Mr. Remsburg's lecture on
"Thomas Paine " delivered in their neighborhood. He is a
noble man. He has a small pair of scissors he carries with
him; one blade is made of kindness, and the other of truth,
and with these he clips the scales from the eyes of the blind,
and behold they see.
Christianity has been the great curse of this neighborhood.
Men contract debts, legally rob their fellow-beings, take a
Christian bankrupt law, dress their wife and children, and
sometimes a mistress, in silks, sit in the front pew of the
church, and look down on the poor ragged children in the
shadow of that temple, and sing, "Jesus, lover of It;l.y soul."
We want no vicarious religion, but ,let every man meet his
God face to face.
SIMEON NIXON.

what ~e could hav in place of the Bible, and broke f?r~h i~to
a wild vindication of the Bible, churches, and Chrrstraruty.
The audience was amused, but the speaker responded in a
kindly and candid manner, answered the excitable gentleman's
queries, and left the matter in the best possible shape. Surely
he is doing a much-needed work, and doing it w~ll
Plin and Tommy McArthur gave with happy effect several
cornet solos with organ accompaniment, and cordial satisfaction was manifest on every hand.
,
As we dispensed parting hospitalities to our guests, we feH
a stronger sense of the truth and value of universal brotherhood, and that so to act our part as to leave behind "a better
and bonnier world," must bless each and all.
Yours very truly,
OLivE DALEY SHERMAN.
•

j co~bed, as it were,

GRAND RAPIDs, MrcH., April 28, 1885. ·
MR EDITOR: Having read your valuable paper, THE TRUTH
SEEKER, for some time, I feel it a duty, as well as a very great
pleasure, to express my approbation to you for the noble work
you are performing in this world in redeeming. it from the oppression of priestcraft. I do really wonder that everyone not
connected with the church does not embrace Freethought at
once, as its truths are as plain to me'as the noonday sun. I
was born in England and brought up by Christian parents
until I was twenty-one years of age. There was in me as
good material, I believe, as ever graced the Christian church,
had its doctrins been true. I thought and said, when I came
to Grand Rapids, thirty-five years ago, I would like to marry
a lady out of the Methodist church. It was my intention, if
possible, to fit myself for what I supposed was the holy ministry. I heard Thomas Paine spoken of in the Methodist
church for the first time in my life, I believe. I thought, if he
was such a bad man as the preachers described, I would know
for myself, and at the first opportunity I got the "Age of Reason;' and read it .. The lies and misrepresentations the ministers made against that great and good man and his noble
work made a lastin~ impression on my mind. I hope I shall
be a truth seeker all the rest of my days.
CHARLES SACH.
GENESEo, ILL , Sept. 9, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, for which please credit
.me for another year for THE TRUTH SEEKERj 75 cents for" The
Godly Women of the Bible," and 30 cents' worth of "Modern
Balaam." Balance please hand to Mr. Reynolds, the Tent
man.
Excuse me for being so dilatory in sending the money. I
hav no excuse to offer except pure negligence. I am well
pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the way it h run, and
hope ere long to get a little time to devote to the cause so
many noble men and women are working for. Ali I can do is
to hunt up subscribers and scatter THE TRUTH ~WHJKERS that
I get. Well, you will say, we need workers in every part of
the field, so I will take the part I am beot fitted for. I would
like to be at Albany, and shake hands with you and all the
brave, good worker~ who will be there. I would come (and
wife, too) if we could leave.
L. G. BARNES.

with doubt about the ghost and Bible
busmess.
The Baptist is co:r;tdemned as being desecrated since C. B.
Reynolds delivered Baby's address, and its doors hav been
closed_ since-that is the Christian ch~rge. But the prime
?ause rs,_ no members, no_Pa.y. A~d so With t~e Free_ Method.
rst, fightmg over possessiOn abd trtle; and ':hrle I wrrte report
comes (and it is true) that Sunday evemng every member
whose name was on the Methodist Episcopal church book was
dropped, and all thrown out again into the world, into and
around sin and Infidelity; and if they ever get back, it must
be through the doors of repentance, contrition,· credulity, and
fear, or they will be forever and eternally damned, as they
think we shall be-alas, poor wretches! And all because they
will not, and cannot, liv in peace and harmony in the church.
And if not in the church, how can they out of it? Only by
becoming true and consistent Secularists, cleaning themselvs
of the dust of superstition, ignorance, and fear, and casting
their old Bible (a pagan relic of the past) behind them. How
would it do to work some of these churches in the cause of
Freethought and humanity for a while and let the people see
the contrast? Cover the walls with the pictures of Paine, Ingersoll, and oth~rs, and the choicest gems of their thoughts.
Well, we shall hav some of these churches for walls this winter, and you may expect trouble at Montezuma from now on;
for we know no stop, no fear of threats from man ghosts or
Bible ghosts. Our course is onward, for love of truth, justice,
and knowledge in this world, and, battling for these sacred
principles, like Banquo's ghost we will not down.
EnwARD Ross.
CEDAR FALLS, IowA, Sept. 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: A few weeks ago we had the pleasure of having
the Infidel and Agnostic, Brother Jamieson, with us for a few
days, during which time he delivered five able and eloquent
addre~ses. Brother Jamieson fortifies his positions by making
liberal quotations from the Bible, and in the kindest and most
inviting manner he uniformly asks to be set right if he is
wrong, and courteously challenges the clergy or others who
hold opposit or different views to meet him in public oral debate.
There are twelve organized churches here, with a population
of 3,400 people. The nearest approach to Liberalism that any
of these churches cofne is Universalism. Hence you perceive
that the place is hedged about with orthodoxy. J'hese
churches flatter themselvs that this little city is impregnable,
that they hav a chattel mortgage on both the souls and bodies
of all within its (to them) sacred precincts, and they fail not to
set their faces against all and everything that has any appearance of progress, or that may not strictly agree with their accepted ideas about religion and immortality, etc. Their notions about God and religion hav been thoroughly instilled into
them, hence they are obtuse and obstinate.
Thus it becomes apparent why all good Spiritualists extend
the hand of fellowship to such noble teachers as Brothers Jamieson and Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. They are needed in the
moral world to break up the fallow ground of fallacious and
false religious teachings and systems, just as the great prairiebreaking plow is-a necessity to the farmer to break up the
toughened and hard prairie sod and expose it to the mellowing
and pulverizing influences of the atmosphere, the elements of
light, heat, and moisture. They are a necessity, and are perhaps not the least useful among all classes of public teachers~
Therefore we hail them and bid them goodspeed in their noble
endeavors.
J. C. N. ABBOTT.

YoRKSHIBE, N. Y., Sept., 28, 1885.
MR. EDIToR: I wish to giv an account of Mr. Remsburg's re·
cent visit here. There are a few families of Liberals among
us, some Spiritualists, some Agnostics, and, guring the past
four or five years, we hav had reading and conferenco meetiugs, with an occasional lecture from some able speaker.
George Chainey, while Agnostic, gave us two lectures; Mrs.
Colby has given four; Lyman C. Howe, two; Charles Watts,
one (he prolonged his visit, however, at the request of a
MoNTEZUMA, N. Y., Sept. 28, 285.
Baptist minister, whose zeal for debate was decidedly less after
MR. EDITOR: Having seen it announced in your paper that
an encounter with the English Secularist); and upon the J. E. Remsburg would lecture at Waterloo on the 27th of Sapevenings of September 24th and 25th, John E. Remsburg gave tember, Brother Chas. Traver, myself, and families, deterhis" SabbaLh-Breaking" and "Bible Morals," these being the mined to hear Mr. Remsburg once more from the rostrum.
third and fourth lectures from him before our circle.
Waterloo (the home ot the sophistical, quibbling, evasiv, inOur early meetings were held in the Advent church, which suiting Father Lambert) is about fourteen miles trom Montewe had helped to build, and whose subsequent repairs and zuma in a southwester!,y direction, and we accordingly started
belongings we had been foremost in procuring; but after Mrs. at 11 A.M. of that d,,y, and arrived at 2 PM. at the "Old
BERLlN, N.J., Sept. 25, 1885.
Colby'~ first vi:;it, our Methodist neighbors, without scruple, Quaker Church," located four miles northwest of Waterloo,
MR EDITOR: It is surprising to me how women can think so
and in very questionable ways, obtained possession, and al- making our journey eighteen miles in all, something over the much of a Bible, and do so much for a religion that has made
lowed us no longer within its "sacred" walls. Now we meet, Sabb>tth day journey of the Bible. We found that Mr. Rams- them slaves. Man has robbed women of nearly all their
ordinarily, in our own parlors, and our lectures hav been burg had delivered his lecture "False Claims " in the fore- rights from the time of the earliest history. Though the wife
given in halls until the last, of which I am to tell you.
noon, and had been speaking about one hour on "Bible works more hours each day than the husband, her earnings go
At first we found our pocketbooks pretty thoroughly de- Morals" when we arrived. We were surprised at the large, into his purse, and if she wants a: little money even to buy
pleted after one of these entertainments, but we never felt dis· enthusiastic, and appreciativ audience Mr. Remsburg was comfortable clothing, she must go to her husband and ask,
couraged, and friendB of the cause, in neighboring towns, be- speaking to. The ho.use was well filled, many of them voter- not for what she has earned, nor yet for a small part of it, but
coming int.erested, we circulated a subscription paper, and ans in the cause, conHpicuously Mr. Bonnell, Mr. Mitchell, must go like a cringing slave or a beggar asking for a gift. If
enrolled over twenty names of persons each pledged to pay and, above all, Mr. Smith, our celebrated $300 (Tent Fund) she works for wages she is allowed only about half as much as
his or her p1'0-rata share of expense of lectures.
man from Geneva, whom we almost shook the shoulder from, a man for doing the same work, and doing it just as well.
We concluded to make the occasion of Mr. Remsburg's com- so glad were we to see him whose heart and purse go hand· She must be subject to the same laws that men are, and if she
ing a sort of "house-warming" of the new residence of our in-hand in the cause of humanity and universal mental lib- owns property must pay taxes to support the government, yet
energetic fellow-workers, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Clough. Three erty. People came from miles around, bringing lunch and is not allowed to vote nor h>l.V any voice in making the laws
rooms, with seating capacity for one hundred and fifty people, 1unchmg on the ground, in which Mr. Remsburg heartily that govern her. The li:>r, the thief, and the drunkard can
were thrown together in such a way that nearly everyone in joined. It did Mr. Remsburg, a~ well as myself, great good vote for the teachers of her children, but she cannot.
the audience could see as well as hear the speaker._ The meet- to see old, gray-haired m. n and women, middle-aged, and
These are only a few of the outrages committed against I he
ing had been well advertised, and the weather was perfect. young, eagerly listening to the sledge-hammer blows adminis- rights of women, and the Bible, and modt of the religions,
Mr. Remsburg came on the noon train, and as evening ap tered to orthodoxy. Distinctly noticeable was the absence of sanction these and other outrages, and the clergy, who should
preached, friends ±rom ten and fifteen miles away began to that bigotry and lmtredof the ghost and god worshipers which be the first to advocate the· rights of women, are really their
arrive. Mr. Bernager Warner, for many years an indefati- so characterized our meetings last winter, and Mr. Remsburg worst enemies.
gable worker for reform, came from Strykersville. Mr. Ira was pleased for such absence and the warm reception given
Probably no other nian ever lived who has done women so
Adams and wife, of North Java, appeared with friends and him, ana it will be a visit long to be rem• mbered. Mr. Rams- m1ich harm as St. Paul has. He forbade their spellking in
neighbors of their own, who had come forth to learn Free- burg, at the close, at once took cars for Belleville, Canada, church, though the same Bible says male and female are all
thought lessons from the lips of the Kansas orator. Sardinia where he is billed for lectures. He should be encouraged in one in Christ. If that is so, then women hav the same right to
and Holland, Arcade and West Yorkshire, were represented by his work because of his telling blows against orthodoxy, speak in church, and the same right in all things that u"Jen hav.
friends "strong-hearted and true," while neither Sandusky which are fast decimating their already thinned ranks.
A year or so ago three or four hundred Methodist bishops
nor Yorkshire Center were without a witness of this gathering
This old Quaker church was built in 1817, and since that and clergymen held a great conference in Philadelphia. When
of the Secular fo:rces. Lights streamed from every window, time its walls hav resounded with and the community list- it commenced one of the city clergymen arose and welcomed
lwi"ht flowers and autmmnleaves bestowed their silent beauty, ened to our country's greatest emancipators; the revered and the strangers of the city. The minister who replied to him
and music lent an enlivening charm to an atmosphere already intrepid Gttrrison and Phillips hav hrore made some of their warned the people that they had come to occupy all the soft
genial with the presence of friendly faces and hopeful hearts. mightiest efforts for human liberty, and the old church to-day beds and eat all the good food and luxuries the city could supMr. Remsburg spoke in his usual temperate and dignified is revered only for its former· historic associations, and the ply. Rather cheeky for men who had come to be lodged and
manner, and was heard with earnest attention, and our first manifold good done within its walls for human happiness fed without paying for it, and still more cheeky for men who
evening's success gave good promis of the next. On Friday here below. During our short stay we enjoyed the hospitality pretended to be the followers and servants of one who never
our home friends went forth in the lovely autumn weather of our genial and respected friend Mr. Bonnell, and in the asked for soft beds and good food, and could make a dinner of
with their guests, and other good things, and met at the al- evening returned home doubly repaid for our trouble and raw corn after preaching without money or price.
ways hospitable board of the aforesaid D. W. Clough and fatigue.
·
But the women took the hint, whether they needed it or
wife, where all partook of needful refreshment, and enjoyed
Now for some Montezuma items. I find that Liberal ideas not, and went to work te provide soft beds, good food, and
several hours of happy intercourse. Our old and valued are fast gaining ground here, and a harvest of Infidelity will luxuries; and after they had fed and waited on the indolent,
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Henry, of Farmersville, contrib- be reaped. Two churches are practically closed, one the Bap- greedy louts about four weeks, the question came up in the
nt,,rl their presence, and the last evening opened joyously. tist and the other Free Methodist, and the Methodist Episco- conference whether women should be allowed to preach or
"Bibie :Morals" were treated to a searching investigation, pal is following fast. This whole community is leavened exhort, and was voted down, thus placing women on a level
'' LJhoh roused the feelings a Christian brother. He asked with a spirit of inquiry and searching after truth, honey- with idiots, and the words of old Paul and other script·
1
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ure were quoted in support of the outrage. Had I been
in the place of one of those women I would hav gone home
and written, "No more soft beds, good food, nor luxuries. for
priests in this house forever," and would hav pinned it to their
satchels or baggage, put them o,tt on the doorsteps and locked
the door, and never again would hav entered a Methodist
"church: But the poor, silly dupes, who had been so long
hoodwinked by those worthless drones, pocketed the insult
as the voice of God and hav gone on preparing soft beds and
good food for them, and holding fairs and. festivals to pay the
salaries of the lazy, impertinent louts the same as before.
Women are very nice to support churches, very nice to work
fancy slippers and morning gowns for the priests, very nice to
prepare soft beds, good food, and luxuries for them, very nice
to get up fairs, feasts, and festivals to raise their salaries, but
when it come~ to competing with them in, the pulpit they must
be put down t nd smothered. They know women are quicker
witted when not smothered, and hav a greater gift of gab than
they hav, and do not dare to giv them a chance to compete
with th~m, for in that case their occupation would soon be
gone; so they keep them in ignorance and subjection, as old
Paul has commanded. But the tide is turning; women outside
of the church are getting their mouths open, and ere long the
clergy will hav to put on feather-stuffed breeches and go to
hatching goslings, for they are good for nothing else.
J, HACKER.

to express on..·s love of liberty is a crime; where the poor are
crushed beneath the iron feet of despotism; whence amid Siberian wastes thousands end their lives in weary exile; where
many noble men and women hav passed their lives in the
gloomy dungeons of St. Petersburg;. where a despotic tyrant
is clothed with a power by which he makes n,.inety millions of
people subservient to his will-how, then, can we censure the
Nihilists? For if they cannot obtain their rights -by peaceful•
means; then welcome Nihilism ten thousand times.
·In this our own boasted land of freedom we can, if we will,
reach the desired result by persistent effort, untiring energy,
and unfaltering self-devotion. We also need individual reform. Men must become more independent, more self-reliant,
and more solidified. Then we hav the ballot box. There we
are a power if we only choose to execute it. We must notallow ourselvs to be carried away by the melodious strains of
brass bands, oily-tongued orators, or angel-smiling, chronic
o:(fice-seekers. But with bra7e faith and manhood, and an
unflinching devotion to the principles of :right, we may yet liv
to see the elevation of labor in this our own favored lanci.
WILLIAM J. BURNS.
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nings into empires. Three generations hav. I seen amassing
wealth that cursed their descendants.
HoL1',

PLANETARY FORMATION.
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Sept. 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: There being a multip1icity of contradictory
theories on the subject of planetary formation that are promulgated in the name of science and divine .revelation, I
think it best to dispense with those authorities, and trust to
self-evident facts that are within the domain of every man's
observation, and so clear and prominent that even fools, if
moderately sane, should comprehend their logical import
without difficulty.
Those who observe the operations of nature, however casually and superficially, can hardly fail to note the fact that
vegetable and animal formations are reduced to vapor and
fine dust by the process of decomposition, and that no matter
can be assimilated by vegetable or animal formations unless
reduced to fluid.
Moreover, it is a practically demonstrated fact that no intelligent attempt at formation can be made until an imaginary
conception of the form is obtained, nor then, except by coBuRR OAK, MicH., Sept. 29, 1885.
operation of reason and will, and these, being inherent propTo MR. MALcOLM: I think you are real cruel to expose my erties of matter, could not hav acted upon matter until eva"ignorance of history." My reputation as v:eracious historian luted into activ being, and no formation of matter being posis all mangled, mutilated, mashed into mince-meat, as it were. sible without their action, it should logically follow that all
You hav spoken and the world now knows who the Bourbons matter was primarily formless and void .
YuhA CITY, CAL., Sept. 18, 1885.
were. TlJ.ey were kings of France. I thought all the time . Furthermore, chemical analysis demonstrates the fact that
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a ·subscriber of your valuable pa- they were kings of Kentucky, but please forgiv me, and I all formations of matter are compounds of gases that are
per for more tban a year and a half, and hav never given my won't do so again. Probably I became confused while think- susceptible of being reduced to impalpable vapor, and should
opinion, but will endeavor to giv you a few lines to insert in ing about thos~ great folk. Then I was wholly bewildered necessarily hav been fluid when compounded, and no conllithe grandest and greatest expounder of truth on this conti- wh.en I tried to follow the course of your peculiarly ponder- tion of matter being elementary, except the lowest to which it
nent.
ous (and probably patented) logic in THE TRUTH SEEKER of is susceptible of being reduced, it should logically follow
God created or made everything that was created, both good Sept. 26th. My head aches. But this may be caused by the that all matter was primarily formless vapor, thoroughly conand evil, and pronounced them good not only, but very good. bad air r~sting on my "large tract of vacant lands in Michi- founded and indistinguishable.
He also foreordained all things and knew all things before the gan." You Wllnt me to "confine myself to the argument." I
Planetary matter, being subjected to the frigidity of ether,
foundation of the world. And because man did precisely had not learned that there was any argument between us. was necessarily dead, until the subtil fluid that occupies the
what God foreknew and ordained he should do, he must send You unintentionally made some statements that were false center of our planetary system, by the force of its superior
him to a place of torment, which the Methodist exhorter calls and misleading. I knew they were. I corrected them and density and consequent gravitation, extricated itself from the
"hell." God and th~ devil, it seems to me, are in league to- gave a true statement of the situation, and that was all there mass and assumed its present position at the center, from
_gether; God, in the outset, selected a part of the human was of it. There was no chance for an argument. I hav not whence it acted upon planetary matter as it now does, profamily for his chosen people, and he has been busy ever since said that you falsified, but if you are determined to place ducing warmth, vitality, and action that made its separation
to keep them ~ith him.
yourself in the position of a falsifier by repeating what you from ether a physical necessity. Its separation from ether
He would first be elated over the sweet, savory smell of said, I am not· to blame. I cannot change my statement of being impracticable, except by its concentration in masses by
some.barbecue; sesond, he would curse, or kill, or threaten to Aug. 22d. Of course there is no law to "compel" you to ac- itself, planetary formation was also a physical necessity, and
exterminate them, then he would repent of the evil he thought cept anything of mine; not even a present of a million acres was effected by the affinities of planetary matter and repulto do. Then his satanic majesty would get jealous, and he or so of my "vacant land" that I am, "for aught you know," sion of the ether; their action being superinduced by the
and God would hav a round or two. God would compromise keeping "out of use." ·when I first corrected your gross ab- action of the central_ fluid upon planetary atmosphere or in
with him for a few souls that God would transport, because surdities, I said that I had no hope of infusing any light into conjunction therewith.
Now, planetary matter being separated from ether, and conthey had done what he (God) had ordained they should do. your cranium. I was not addressing you. I was speaking to
His dearest ones were Noah, who got drunk and divested him- those who were likely to be misled by your statements. I re- centrated in masses by itself, its chemical afliuities should
self of clothing; Abraham, who was a common liar;• Isaac, I fer other readers of this paper to my former articles on Mich- make its rapid formation inib all the forms of matter that
planets are composed of a physical necessity; for the concliremember, also told an tfntruth, likewise his wife. Jacob de- igan lands, published some months ago.
N. G. W.
ceived his uncle. Moses was a murderer; he also broke the
tions that then existed were absolutely necessary to such formation, and cannot recur. Therefore, all subsequent formaTen Commandments that God made for the chosen few.
BALLSToN SPA, N. Y., Sept. 27, 285:
MR. EDITOR: By the time this reaches you, you will hav re- tions, if any, are but the incidental repalts of alluvial deposita
David was a man after God's own heart, ai\d he committed
adultery. Solomon was the wisest man living; God endowed ceived a case of High Hock Spring water.
and their petrefaction, incidentally effecting a transmutation
The Convention was a season long to be remembered, on of original formations.
him with superior wisdom, yet he was the greatest polygamist
that ever lived. It is stated that he had innumerable wives, account of the outpouring of, not the spirit, but common
Now, it appears to be an absolute necessity of nature that
which is more than the modern Brigham Young possessed.
sense. Myself and wife would not hav been absent for any all animal formations should hav originally grown out of the
His satanic majesty has been quiet for some time. But the amount of money.
earth on the same principle that vegetables do, Pnd it apI received the two books. I think they are immense. I am pears that mother earth, with her usual prolificacy, brought
Christ is born, and he takes the man Christ into a mountain
- and shows .him all the kingdoms, tells him that he would giv letting my orthodox friends read "Why Don't God Kill the forth an abundant crop of animal formations of every variety,
them all to him if he would fall down and worship him. Devil ?" and we are having a sheol of a time.
and, with but few .unimportant exceptions, a libeml percerJtage of every variety hav escaped all the calamities that I.Jttv
Seems as though that Satan had something invested; one would
WM. THORPE.
Yours for truth.and humanity,
think the controling interest. At another time he flies to the
[Again Mr. T.l:!orpe is entitled to the thanks of the TRUTH been visited upon the earth; their annihilation by a deluge to
top of the pinnacle of the temple with this self-same Christ. SEEKER people for his favor. He seems to liv to perform the contrary notwithstanding.
It is generally well known that animal formations cannot be
His satanic maJesty flying with Christ, the worst enemy he kindnesses.-ED. T. S.].
produced except in a steady temperature. about equal to ti.Je
had-just think of it! God first created the devil to tempt
UTicA, MINN., Sept. 15, 1885.
average blood heat of animals. Therefore the ettrth and atand torment his creatures, then brought in a "Christ" after
MR. EDITOR: I see by your paper that our friends in the mosphere should hav been, and evidently were, superheated
four thousand years to be killed, probably by his own diciples
or followers, to finish the story that had been continued from Liberal ranks are having lectures and meetings in different when animal formations were produced. 'l'he violent fridion
parts of the country, and it givs me pleasure to record the fact to which the particles of matter were subjected by the prllcess
time to time.
There are no subscribers for THE TRU~H SEEKER but my- that· we, too, ·hav been favored with some lectures by E. C. of planetary formation, should hav moderately superheated
self iJI this county that I know of. Colonel Ingersoll was in Walker, of Kansas. Saturday evening he spoke in St. Charles the planets from center to circumference. But wi.Jen planetthis vicinity once, but it was impossible for me to go and hear to a fair audience-subject: "Popular Objections to Free- ary formation was completed, the superheat should hav been
thought Answered." Sunday, at 3 P.M., subject: "Christian- rapidly radiated into, and assimilated by, the ntmosphere, ~tn<l
him.
P. W. RowE.
ity vs. Civilization." He dealt Christianity some sledge-hammer the present temperature established. Then nil animal formablows, which made some of the good Christians wince percep- tions should necessarily hav been produced within a few
ALTOONA, PA., Sept. 26, 285.
MR. EDITOR: It seems to me that the question, How can we tibly, but it remained for him to do the crowning act at our months after our planet was formed; and if any species of
remedy the sufferings produced by poverty and want? is one place (Utica) Sunday evening. His subject was, "Divine and animals should become extinct, they cannot be reproduced,
of the most complicated that ever engaged t-he attention of Human Providence," and he held the audience spellbound for for the simple reason that the conditions necessary to their
philanthropists and statesmen. When we observe the condi- one and a half hours. If the Christians present havn't got reproduction cannot recur, unless all matter sl;wuld be reletion of the poor in foreign countries, as well as in our own, it some new ideas, I am very much mistaken. One woman who gated to formless vapor, and the whole process of form~ttion
is quite enough to diBhearten us, and lead us to the conclu- went there very much prejudiced against Infidels said she be repeated.
Now, imagination, reason, and will, being inherent propersion that pessimism has at least some semblance of truth. It wished we could hav another lecture of that kind, and also she
is very true that we.hav some good a:nd noble leaders in the didn't see why they could not hav as good order in their meet- ties that cause and control the actions of all matter, I should
say they evidently constitute the God of naturt>, by wbr•m we
cause of the toiling millio.ns, conspicuous among whom is the ings.
I think these lectures will do much good in this section- liv, move, and hav a being. These properties being all that
invincible giant and master mind, Charles Bradlaugh, of Engappear to be discoverable in man, that make a man of him, it
set people to thinking.
B. PEABODY.
land.
should logically follow that man is created in the image of
But it seems to me that much of the trouble lies with the
God, unless, peradventure, man was in being before theso
OnEGoN, Mo., Sept. 28, 1885.
toilers themselvs, especially in our country, where they are
MR. EDITOR: Why do people so strive to accumulate wealth properties were.
not thoroughly organized, for without strong organization
Mammon is the only man-made God who has been revealPrl
their tfforts are a hopeless task. Then, again, as long as poor and build up rich families? My life has been a constant witpeople surrender their independence to an im.aginary being, ness of the growth of small communities to empires; of re- to my view. Millionaires and so-called self-made men are thn
and contribute a portion of their earnings to keep in power an gions where we hunted wild beasts, and where wild men creations of this man-made God, and they are usually vain of
urmy of lazy priests, they can never expect to succeed. Then hunted' us, becoming dense settlements with great and growing their creator, and honor him as the God of our salvation, au.t
there is another matter that needs consideration. There must cities all around; of plain, common immigrants becoming, in would fain persuade all men to fall down and worship him.
The basic principle of our civilization makes us all the
be reform and economy within the ranks of the workmen some cases, powerful citizens of world-wide fame, and the
themselvs. There are thousands to-day that are loud in their ambassadors to emperors or companions of princes. During slaves of mammon, whom we serve for the crumbs that fall
denunciation of the wrongs inflicted on laborers who neglect this time, I hav seen simple enterprising men by the practice from his table, and for which we eagerly scramble like a tlock
of barn-yard fowls for the handful of corn thrown to th~m
their wives an¢! children and deposit their monthly earnings of austere economy and self-denial, grow into millionaires. from the well-filled garner. Such a civilization muy he thA
in lager beer and rum shops. We certainly must reform our A rage for building up families, such as they had looked up best that dunghill fowls are capable of appreciating, but it
ranks, and divest them of all such persons, before we can ex- to in the East, possessed them like some disease. In every evidently does not fill the bill of human aspirations. 'l'hHeinstance, without one single exception, I hav seen this wealth fore so long as human intelligence is capable of devising and
pect to make our influence potential in the world.
Now, in this country there is an aristocracy that is rapidly become a curse in the hands of its inheritors. Ah! the simple, establishing a higher and broader civilization for man, an<J
hav not the honesty and courage to accept it., we should
growing from year to year. It is only a question of time for industrious, careful parents who looked with horror on the men
hav cause to regret that we are men, and to blush for human
it to become identical with its contemporaneous oligarchy in vices and dissipations of the wealthy whom they knew in ignorance, knavery, and poltroonery. Were we asses, we
the Old World. It was this that made Anarchism, Commun- youth, little suspected that they themselvs were working to hav should possibly find a reasonable excuse for such stupioity
ism, Nihilism, and Socialism possible in the lands beyond their own descendants re-enact the very same scenes of de- though, in justice to the ass, I think we shonld rPBArve tl,,.
J. A. 'l'U1'TLI·.
the sea. But when we look at the condition of Russia, where bauchery. Three states hav I seen grow up from rude begin- privilege of a doubt.
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scarred hearts of men and women, breaking
the stony structures of. avarice, greed, selfish'
ness, and vice, and covering humanity's cares
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fell River, and sorrows with the green leaves and budding
S. H. W.
Mass., to whom all Communications for this flowers of love and tenderness~
Glrner shotdd be sent.
"Between the dark and the dayllght,
When the night begins to lower,
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
That Is known as the Children's Hour."

Lady Golden-Rod.
pretty Lady Golden-rod,
I'm glad you've come to town 1
I saw you standing by the gate,
Allin your yellow gown,
No one was with me, and I thought
You might be lonely, too;
And so I took my cardcase
And came to vl,lt you.
"You're fond of company, I know;
You smile so at the sun,
And when t.he winds go romping past,
You bow to every one.
How you should ever know them all,
I'm sure I cannot tell;
But when I come again, I hope
You'll know me just as well.
"I love you, L'<dy Golden-rod;
You are so bright and tlne;
You never hav a rumpled frock,
Or tangled hair like mine.
I think your mamma C)mes at night,
When we are all away,
And dresses You In green and gold,
Fresh for another day.
" How tall you are, dear Golden-rod I
You're taller most than I;
cannot grow so very fast,
Although I try and try.
Oh, here's mamma, dear Golden-rod!
I'll ask her please to stop;
And she shall say which one of us
Comes highest at the top."
" 0

The loVely Lady Golden-rod I
She surely understood;
For when wee Margie turned around,
She bent down all she could;
Until the tl u1Iy yellow heads
Upon a level came,
And Margie's mother, smll!ng, said:
" Your high ts are just the same I"

Three Little Fishers.
Three llt tie tlshers trudged over the h!U,
over the hill in the sun's broad glare,
With rods and crook'd pins to the brook by the mill,
While three fond mothers sought for them everywhere!
For boys wm go tlshlng, though mothers deny;
Watching their chance, they sneak o1I on the· sly,
To come safely back In the gloaming.
Three mothers waited outside of the gate;
Three little tlshers, tired, sunburnt, and worn,
Came Into slght as the evening grew late,
Their chubby feet bleeding, their clothes all torn;
For "boys will be boys "-hav a keen eye for fun,
While mothers fret, fume, scold, and succumb,
And welcome them home In the gloaming.
Three little tlshers were called to explainEach stood condemned, with a thumb In hls eye,
They promised never to do so again,
And were hung up In the pantry to dry!
Three mothers heaved great sighs of relief,
An end had been put to their magnitled grief,
When the boys came home ln the gloaming.
·

-Frank H. Stauffer.

Silent Irdluences.
"I don't see as little children are good for
anything," said Uncle John Lovering. "I
don't see why they ·were not allowed to come
along already grown up.''
"0 Uncle John! Think of the little babies!"
"Little cares! Little troubles ! Little
nuisances!" said he, sneeringly.
No, Uncle John did not realize what he was
saying. He did not know what a vast amount
of influence a wee toddler is all the time exerting. It is the little silent influences that sometimes accomplish the greatest amount of work.
In the old countries of the East, where stand
pile upon pile of stone, old ruins, castles, and
mansions built of hardest rock al'.d whose masonry was so solid that time has had no effect
upon it-storms, tempests, earthquakes even,
all hav left these ruins undisturbed. But a
close examination reveals the stones separating, breaking away from each other and preparing to drop and crumble. On the gentle
summer breezes hav been borne the seeds of
clinging vines. ~tly~hav they been deposited within the wide cracks and seams of the
granit walls. The warm sun, the soft dews
and rains hav awakened them to life, and their
little rootlets .penetrating the tiniest crevices,
creeping beneath the hchen on the rocks, hav
at length pushed them apart. Hence may be
seen that these little forces are accomplishing
what the battles of the storm-king, the thunderbolt, had not power to do, and gradually
beneath the power of the clinging vines, the
old castles and towers of medieval ages are
falling asunder. And thus, the little ones,
the babies, the children, are sending warm,
clinging tendrils of affection around the storm-

.A. Crow Story.
DEAR Miss WIXON: When you :first started
the Children's Corner I wrote a little for it,
but soon found that others, better qualified
than myself, were ready and willing to help
the thing along. I lay back and read while they
wrote, until I read a crow story in the Corner,
and then I thought I must write my own experience in the crow line.
When I was a boy some one found a crow's
nest with two young crows in it. They gave
one to me, and the other to a neighbor's boy:
We took good care of them, and soon the
crows felt themselvs as much at home as we
did ourselvs, and grew up to be very large,
and very mischievous. Now, to be as brief as
possible, I will tell you some of his mischievous tricks. My father once returned from a
peddling tour in the then far West (Ohio),
and brought home a quantity of pocketknives.
At that time I was going to school, and in that
day all the writing was done with quill pens,
and the teacher had to make and mend all the
pens in school, and in a large school it was a
large job, so the teacher advised all the larger
scholars to get knives of their own and he
would teach them to make and mend their
own pens. As my father had lots of them I
told him what the teacher said, and he willingly gave me a penknife, but in a few days
my knife was lost. I told my father, and he
willingly gave me another, but in a short time
that knife was lost. My pockets were examined for holes, but no holes found. I was
charged with carelessness, but, at last, my
father gave me another, making three; and as
usual, my third knife was lost. My father refused to giv me any more, and, for a spell,
I went without a knife. Then I coaxed my
mother, and she got me_ a knife, which made
the' fourth; but, somehow, this one got lost
as mysteriously as the others. My mother
finally gave me one more, making five, but
that also disappeared. My father, being very
strict about the Sabbath, obliged me on Saturdays to provide wood for over Sunday. I had
worked the wood-pile over and' over, and now
found nothing but hard knots and logs that I
dreaded, and on looking around I saw an old
stump that had been rolled up against the
fence, and looked as though I could split it to
pieces easier than the old logs. I pulled it
over, and under some of the roots lo.y all five
of my knives, where the ,crow had left them !
He had been sly enough to take them when I
was not looking, and had hidden them all in
one place.
At another time, my sister undertook to wash
out her heavy head of hair, and took from her
hair .a very large high comb (the style of combs
then was large and high) and laid it down,
got her head over the tub and hair loose. She
thought she heard a noise, and looking around
she saw the crow with the comb going away;
she went after him, but could not get near
enough to touch it before the crow would pick
it up and fly off a little distance, and laying it
down would walk round and round it, peeking
under it and constantly jabbering to himself,
but was careful to not let anyone come near
enough to get it before he would pick it up
and fly away. She then called to me to come
and help her, but neither of us could get the
comb, so we concluded that we would watch
him; that when he got tired of it he would
leave it, and then we would get it; but after
he got tired of looking at it and talking to it
he laid it down, and putting one foot on the
comb to hold it down he took one of the long
teeth in his bill, gave a jerk, and out came
a tooth. · That alarmed us and we tried again
and again to get the comb, but all to no purpose; he never left that comb until every tooth
was out, and it was quite an expensiv comb,
costing somewhere between two and five dollars. At another time my mother went into
the garden to pick some early beans, and as few
of them were large enough, it was difficult to
find enough for dinner. The crow was with
her, and seeing her pick beans, he went at it
and picked all he came to and dropped them
on the ground, the most of them not an inch
long. My mother thought he would destroy
all the beans and ordered him to stop, but he
would pick; so to save the beans she ga,ve him
a slap, which made him very angry. In a moment all his feathers pointed to his head and
he looked as large as a pail; he gave a fierce
yell and flew over the fence into a peach-tree
loaded with green peaches, and began tearing
off the peaches as fast as he could, screaming
all the time with rage. After a while he got
over his pet and came to the house with his
feathers all the right way1 and a more ~entte-

manly crow you never saw. No one would
think by his looks that he had ever done a
naughty trick in his life; he tried his best to
be sociable and friendly, and we had of course
to forgiv him.
·
Another trait he had peculiar to himself,
and that was to take care of whatever food
was given him more than he wanted for the
present. After he had :finished his meal, if
there was any left, he would hide it away and
watch it until he got hungry again; he would
:fight anything that came to it, and save it, too.
I hav seen him whip a large old sow many
a time. He would catch hold of one·her teats
and hang on ; the hog in turning around to
catch him only swung the crow out of her
reach, and finally would run away as hard as
she could, squealing as though a dog had hold
of her.
He finally got to stealing the hens' eggs, and
my father said I must kill him or giv him away.
I could not kill him, because he went everywhere with me. He would go to school with
me and then return home _again, and when I
went with the cows to pasture or after the
horses he was sure to go along, and would
keep talking all the time as though I could und!lrstand him. He was my constant companion, and I could not kill him, so I gave him
away to one of my chums, and-he took him
home, but soon he was caught stealing eggs and
the father of the boy threw a club at him and
thus put an end to him ..
Now I will relate what the other crow that
came out of the same nest did. He lived with
a family about a mile from us that was pretty
well off in those days. They had silver spoons,
which was not common, the common people
usually using iron or pewter spoons. All at
once one of the silver spoons was gone, and
everything from the table to the hog-trough
was searched, but no spoon was then found.
Soon another spoon was gone, and another
search was made, but all to no purpose. Another and another went, but no one suspected
the crow till all were gone but one. One day
the women were washing, and it being harvest time, the men must hav their dinner exactly on time, because the days were long and
weather warm, and, not being quite done washing, the women set it aside to finish after dinner. After that meal was over, ·they thought
they would finish the wash and do the dishes
later. They stepped into the wash-room, but
one of them immediately returned, and saw
the crow leaving the house with the last spoon
in his bill and fly away with it. They watched
him fly across an open space about half a mile
to a tall oak-tree in a neighboring wood, that
had a dead, dry top, and there the crow lit.
After a while he came back, as innocent-looking as a crow could look. At night the women
told the men what they had seen. The men
got permission to cut the tree, and when it fell
the dead and dry top broke all to pieces and
out fell all the lost spoons. Now, one charaCteristic of the crow is to hide all the articles of
one kind in one place, as you will ·see by the
place where I found my knives and where
they found their spoons.
One more freak of my crow and I hav done.
One day I saw him take some of his dinner to
hide away; he followed a path made by the
hens through some tall weeds, and when he
came out he took hold of a very large chip and
tried to carry it, but could 'not. He then took
hold of a chip and went backward along the
path among the tall weeds, jerking it about
two inches at a time. He finally came out,
and' I thought I would see"what he had done
with the chip, so I parted the weeds and followed the path about two rods and found the
chip placed nicely over his extra dinner; so
you see how careful crows are about what is
their own.
HrnA)I! VAN PELT.
Cleveland, 0., Sept. 18, 1885.
[We thank our venerable friend for his contribution to our Corner, and all the more because it was written beneath the burden and
infirmities of years. May age restlightly upon
him, and may his declining days be cheered
by kindness and affection.-En. C. C.]

Our poet brought, to that land of dreamless
sleep.
.
Now to the gentle poser who solves my puzzle
first,
Or one that poet lovers their mind to rapture
turns
"
I shall send'by early mail a book right nicely
bound,
Written by nature's poet, the immortal "Bobbie" Burns.
Altoona, Pa.
WM. J. BURNS.
2.-INVERSED CB:ARApE.
Six letters spell my fearful name
When starting at my head;
_But start behind, you then will find,
That I am partly red.
To find my most dt:voted friend,
Inverse or else transpose,
And also see, with letters three,
Something .to stain yo~~ nose.
Altoona, Pa.
WILLIAM.J. BuRNs.

3.~What

poem ?

4. ...,.-" CATCH " PUZZLE.

'l'he upper picture represent an object.
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 show certain things which
that object posResses.
Nos. 6, 7,-8, 9, 10 show what that object can
do.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
SEPT. 26, 1885.
1.WATER
A T.I N A
T I sR I
WATER RAILS."
ENROL
RAILS
2.-Hav .pity for the poor and aged. 3.Pointer. A pointer (dog) has hair, tongue,
nose, tai.l, teeth. He can snarl, point, track,
bark, and play.
0

BOOKS FOR OBILIJREN!
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A

STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.

BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE.
Price 10 cents.
For sale at this otllce.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. WIXO . Second edltlon. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen work for young masters· and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edltlon has a photograph of the
author which adde very much to the value of the
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price

20

cents.

THE YOU'l1H'S LIBERAL GUIDE.

Our Puzzle Box.

1 -PORPHYRITIC PUZZLE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
·
.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
Upon this page before your wondermg gnze,
principles of Free thought, at the same time that 1t
Dear puzzlers, find what I shall call my whole. InculCates moral duties and human rights from a
Now raise your keen-edged sword of thought standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
On high. Cut me in twain. Then :find a
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
stream
THE

I

PROBLEM OF THE ' UNIVERSE

:~~i~~~i~:ldc~~~{:s:~k;~oll
beneath
My other half sounds like a name

Sometimes applit~d to one whose charms
An ogler oft can see. Inversed,
It is myself, as sure as three times one are
three.
Now with your keen-edged sword once more
Curtail my whole. And pray what do we find?:
A poet, sure; an able man; and one ?f
MigJ;ty mind, He ha~ a foe whose.siCkle keen
Ofttlm~~a;~e ~oo4 Wlll reap; WhlOh to the

J

AND

Its Scientific Solution,
WITH SOME

,
ICRITICISMS
OF UNIVERSOLOGY.
By SA.lUUEL P. PUTNAM.
.

frice 20 cents.

For sale

at this o:Oice.

•
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C.
JUST OUT.

How to Beco01e

A MEDIUlVI
IN YOUR OWN HOME.
.A 16-page pamphlet, containing full instruc·tions and a letter designating all yonr phases of
medinmship, and a copy of the Riddle _of the
.American SpiTitual Sphinx, or the Lost . Key
Found, sent FREE upon receipt of three two-cent
stamps to cover expenses of mailing, etc. .Address, JAMES A. BLISS, 121 West Concord st.,
- Boston, :Mass.
39tf.

Something New!
Every Liberal should hav one of our beautiful

MOT 10 CARDS,
(7x22), ready for framing, for their homes.
Twenty-five cents per copy.
.Also Large Cards (14x22 ), and expressing the
NINE DEMANDS OF LTBERAL!Slii.
Thirty cents each.
Circulars sent FJmE. Address all orders to
LIBERAL :MOTTO SUPPLY CO., Troy, N.Y.
40tf
.

P-OCKET.
ATLAS
or
the

WORLD.
Containing
COLORED MAPS OF EACEI RTATE AND TERRI-·
TORY IN THE UNITED STATES; also
MAPS OF THE CHIEF GRAND DIVISIONS, WITH
COMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNTRY ON
THE FACE OF THE GLOBE.
Illnstrat<"d by more than One Hondred
Cot..rcd Diagra1us, Tabl••s, Etc.

The POOKE'r ATLAS OF THE WORLD contains 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page colored maps,
and 57 pages are readmg matte1·, colored diagrams,
etc. The book is new throughout, everything being made expressly for it. The binding is flexible
Leatherette-an imitation of Russia; gold side
, stamp, round corners, and red edges.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
50 cents, by

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,,
33 Clinton Place, N.Y.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

DR. SUNDEftLAND'S LAST AND GREATEST WORK.

I D· EOL·O·GY.
in the Wltole ot' Thin;-s.

Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictol'ial argummd,. Price,
(Foundation Fellow of the Society of Science, Literature, and .Art, London).
per dozen, 30 cents; .per hundred, $1.50.
CONTENTS:
Address THE '!'RUTH SEEKI<al, CO.,
Vol. 1: Chapter I.-Selfhood. !I.-ExperiVol. 2: Chapter I.-Gullibility. H.-Mental, ----'-----33_C_l_in_t_o_n_P_L.:___N.:._e.:._w:___1_'o.:.J.:.'k.:._._
mental. III.-:Mental Anesthesia. IV.- :Mirac- Epidemics. III.-The South Sea Bub!Jlc. IV.ulous Cures. V.-Ideology. VI.-The Highest The Mississippi Scheme. V.-The Crusades.
BY RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B,
Laws. VII.-No "Royal Road." VIII.-Men' VI.-'l'he_Trauce Epidemic. VII.-Pascination.
tality. IX.-Idiocrasy. X.-" Christian" Sci- VIII.-Religious Revivals. IX.-Olairvoyance.
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concernence.
XI.-The Bil:Jle Idea of Inspiration. X.-'l'he Witchcraft Madness.
XL-11odern ing the literature contained in the Old and
XII.-The Bible Idea of Its God: XIII.- Witchcraft. XII.-:Mediumship a Wide-spread New Testamenta. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
The Bible Idea of Witchcraft. xrv·_:_The Bible Epidemic.
XIII.-Psychometry and ''DeadTHE TRUTH SEEKER,
Idea of Mediums. XV.-Bloody Ideas, All Be~ heads." XIV.-'l'be Contagions Dance of Death.
33 Clinton Pl., New York city.
smeared with Blood. XVI.-Barbarian Lies. XIV.-And What The11? XVI.-Science.
XVII.-Humanity Foreyer.
·

The BIBLE-WHENOE and WHAT?

TWO VOLUMES IN ONE.

OR,
MEN. oF BusiNEss WHo DID SoMETliiNG BE·
SIDES MAKING MONEY.

Ingersoll

cate-~hised: VOLTAIRE' ~0 MANGES.

His Ans-wers

A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Engravings, Preface, and Notes.

BY JAMES PARTON.

To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
by the Editor of the San liranciscan.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating ·of forty-six characters in history who have
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Millions of these should be- circulated by
Mr. Parton's works need noJJommendation. They Freethinkers.
are standard.
$1.21J.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

88 Clinton Place, New York.

EVOLUTION:
A SUMMARY OF- EVIDENCE.
By :Robert
Paper, 25 cents.

c.

Adams.

For Sale at this Office.

PRICE $1.50.

Published by .Y, P; Men tum_ Investigator Office, Boston, Mass.
4t4l

Address

1'HE MODERN BALAAM.

By DR. LAROY SUNDERLAND,

CAPT A INS OF INDUS TRY1

PBICE,

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

.A double-page picture contrasting science and
. theology, showing how the one ha& labored ,for
human .advaneement, and how the other has
always opposed 1t. The German-Ame•·ican thus
describes it in detail:
The palmy daysot the church witness the burnTHE PRESENT
Ing at the state or Bruno, the pope and prlestr, wit·
nesalng the burning or the heretic with expressions
AND
or joy. Gallleo is represented sitting in his study,
the pope holding the sword of inqulsltlon over his
THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA. head, ll.lld to save his life being forced to recant his
phllosopby. Martin Luther Is represented tacking
up his "Right of Private Judgment." Behind him
BY A CAPITALIST.
stll.nds the pope with the bull of excommunication
draw.n, and beside him the headsman· a block and
.A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals with ax or infalllb1llty. In their study are Mol'8e and
Stephenson
applying their inventions to practical
the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their imperfections, and showing how
tests, and In the rear or them the Presbyterian pulit is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present sys· pits are lllled by two of the broadcloth gentlemen
tern. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the denouncing the Invention~ as" Thwarting the will
future Republic of North America,. as it willl:Je when society shall be organized on the principles of of God," and branding these men and their Inventions as "Heralds or Antichrist." Ingersoll stands
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
on a platform apparently delivering his lecture
CoNTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Re- "Which Way?" which he holds in his hand. Tal·
public; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production .and Distribution; mage approaches the platform at the colonel's back,
pulling after him, by the arm, the chief or pollee,
Edueation; Morality and Religion; :Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the who
holds In his hand the warrant or arrest ror blaB·
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; :Methods Proposed for the phemy. The colonel seems to take no notice of the
Transition frorri the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger. spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers of salva·
Price, $1.50.
tlon, the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
tambourines, and streamers, (and screamers, too),
also a fac slmlle of our crazy army. A group or llkeneBBes of the teachers of sclence.Haeckei,Humboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, Is alSo shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkably correct. As a
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents ; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenty-five copies for $1; one hnudred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought
Menial Anesthesia Self-Induced, Miraculous Cures Self'·M ade, In· would dis_tribute thousands of these telling pictures.
volutlon and Evolution iu the Human ltllnd as
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Wanted-Lecture Engagements.

The city of Cleveland failed to convict " Gorsuch, the Anarchist." He i~ again free, and open
for lecture cngagemcnt8. Addr·ess,
W. J. GORSUCH,
4t38
I 07 Fifth .A venue, Chicago, Ill ..

A New and Useful Work:
f

W

ED LOCK' OR, THE RIG TIT RELATION$
OB THlll Sl!IXEB-Dlsclosing the Laws of
Conjugal Sclect:.on, and showing Who• May and
Who May Not Marry. A Sclentlftc Trenth· By
8.urnEL R. WliiLLB, One vol., 12mo, 250 Jl"ges;
plain muslin, price, $1.50; in fancy gilt binding, $2.

OONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
$1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
Among tho subjects trrated are the following:
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
:Micromegas.
Moniage a Divine Institution; Quo.llftcat;ons for
The world as it Goes.
Matrimony; The Right Age to Marry; Motives
The Black and the White.
fur Marrying; Marriages of Consanguinity- of
THE MAGNIFICEN
Memnom the Philosopher.
Cousins, when Jnstlftable; Couj11gal SelectionAndres Des •rouches at Siam.
Affinities; Courtship-Long or. S'lort; Duty ol
The Study of N atnre.
Parents; Marriage Customs and Ceremonies of all
.A Conversation With a Chinese.
Nations; Ethics of Marriage; Second Marriages,
Plato's Dream.
ue they Admissible? Jealousy-Its C'anse and
.A Pleasure in Having No Pleasnrf'.
Our c
fS
An Adventure in India.
e; a uses o eparatlon and Divorce; Celibacy
___
-Ancient and Modern; Polygamy and Pantugam,t;
I choose that a story should be founded on Love Signs in the Features, and Bow to Read
probability, and not always resemble a dream. Them: Physiognomy; Sensible Love Letters-ExI desire to find nothing in it trivial or extrava lunplea; The Poet's Wife; The Model FlnHband
-OF THEgant; and I desire above all, _that under the ap Alld the Model Wife- the Mutual Ohligutions,
pearance of fable there may appear some latent Prlvlleges, and Duties; The Poetry of Love, Courttruth, QbVJous to the discerning eye, though it lhlp, and Marriage-Being a Practical GU>de 1., l\lJ
escape the obsenation of the vulgar.- Voltaire. the Relations of HAPPY WEDLUCK.
The book Is handsomely printed and beautihtlly
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With bound It was intended more especially for yollJl~~;
67 engravings. Price, cloth,. beveled
people, but may be read with Interest and wlt.b
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
vrofit by those of every age. Copies will he •enI
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
"1 poet to 1\UV address on recA!pt of nrle~.
PRINTED IN SEVEN COLORS ON THE
Address THE TRUTH SEJ<;KJ£R,
'rHE TRUTH SEEKElt.

GO-LORED

I~ITHOGRAPHS

D. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.
BEST

•

LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
SIZE, 22~ X

28 ~.

THE BRONZE MEDALLION
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History ofA~hristianity
' A VINDICATION

PRINTS AS LARGE AS A OABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
THUS G~NG. NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF.
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN' ACOUBATE

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire " by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes hr Guizot, Milman, Wenck.
~ an" English Churchman,,, and other scholars.
I Vol. I2 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo
This book shows when._ where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and c:ondition of the
primitive Christians.
"I know of no book that contains more real and valuable information upon the origin of Christianity.. nR. G. INGERSOLL.
u One of the most learned and interesting books ever
written .and published.''-Boston Investigator. ..
FOR SA&.£ A-T TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

The lithograph is designed for framing, and will be, a treasure for all Lib·
erals.
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
to subscribers to the Monument Fund
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Address this office.

1
1

KERSEY GR.A YES'S WORKS•
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER·

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAJfJJE/!1''8

sEY GBA.vEs, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles, "NOTES ON I~GERSOLL."
By JS, \\'. l.acy
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
A thorough exposure of t!JC Catholic pri!J"( 's
• cloth, $1.
Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
sophistry, unfairness, and historDivine Revelations, containing a descripical misstatement.
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expoPrice, Cloth, U; l'a)>er, ~0 Ceuts
sition of two ·thousand biblical errors in
Address
THE TRU'l'l:L SEEKl<:R.
science, history, morals, religion, and
general events. Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible• and an examination
of their doctrines. Price, $2.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Biography of Satan; or, a Hi~torical Autbor of "Prometheus,'' "GottJ!eb," and "'Ingersoll
Exposition of the Devil and his F1ery Doand Jesu."
mains. Price, 35 cents.
A Radical romance of pioneer llfe. dellneatlng the vlrtaes
ot
nataral
hamanlty
as opposed to tile hypocrlsy of a
The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav- sapernatural religion; crowden
Incident and full of
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ. progreaaiv ideas and the poetry ofwith
tne fntnre.
Containing new and startling revelations PRTOE Sl.llll
AnDRFJR~ 'f"'ffJR OFFICE
in religious history, which disclose the
oriental origin of all the doct:Jjns, princiTRAVELS IN FAiTH,
ples, precepts, and miracles of t~e ~hris
tian New •restament, and furmshmg a From Tradition to Reason.
key for unlocking many of its sacred
BY ROBER1 6. .ADAMS.
mysteries, besides comprising the history
For &I.e at this Office.
Cloth,
$1.25.
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00
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Jloetrq.

formed, but it would be dear at any price. All them in the interest of truth aud for the elim- position. The style of the work is new and
inquirers are referred to Mr. <Simkins, M.G., ination of the errors which, like wild musta:r.Q, queer, and will take. "St. Matthew Before
Canada thistles, and other weeds among t1le the Court" ought to be reaEl by thousands.at the above address.
crops of th(/ husbandman, hav corrupted. every Pitlsburgh Truth.
religion and enervated the human mmd.'l'h~ March of the Liberals.
Copies of "St. Matthew Before the Court "
The Bun is a bi-monthly publication issued Worthington Advance.
hav been received and distributed. Ac~Jept
O'er the<surglng human tide
in Kansas City, Mo., and devoted to co-operaour
thanks, and extend them to our unknown
We hav received from the publishers of THE
Of earth's cities In their pride
tion. It appears to be in sympathy with relig- TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York, donor.-JOHN R. KEMP for Altoona, Pa., Lib,
Spread the llght)
ious reform, publishing unsolicited a handsome three pamphlets, as follows: "St. Matthew eral League.
Wheresoe•er men may be round
advertisment for THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is a Before the Court," by Secularist; "Bible Fab·
Let them hear truth's trumpet sound,
This· singular little pamphlet presents in
Spread the llghtl
well-printed magazine. Ten cents per num- rications Refuted," by 0. B. Whitford, M:D.; brief the legal investigation and trial of that
and "Truth, a Poem in Three Parts," by EdFrom the sun of Sclence<hlgh,
ber. Address C. T. Fowler, 16 West Fifth win N. Kingsley. The price of the firs~ is 10 evangelist. It is quite humorous, and presents
See the clouds of error lly,
street, Kansas City, Mo.
cents; of the second, 15 cents. We hav lost some features touching upon our present era.
As man's freedom draweth nigh,
our card stating the price of the third, but we -The Occident.
Spread the llght 1
"Light on the Path," a small but handsome think it is 25 cents. We hav not space, or we
I hav attend eo the trial of " St. Matthew
F.:>r the sorrow and the crime
book in large type, is "written for the per. would make extended extracts. We may in Before the Court ~from beginning to end. The
Of this dark and evll time
some future number, but the name of the pub- prosecution by Secularist has been ably and
It shall tall ;
sonal use of those who are ignorant of the Iish~rs is a warrant for their quality.- Foundahonestly conducted, and the jury's verdict is
And the shams shall pass away
eastern wisdom, and who desire to enter tion Principles.
just.-J. R REMSBURG.
That so long hav held their sway
within its influence." It tells the reader for
The Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton
over all;
The ten pamphlets received and distributed
fifty cents how to conduct himself in a man- Place, New. York, sends us these pamphlets:
Then the gods that vex the world
to Lea,ue members last evening, 'and in bener
becoming
a
good
Theosophist.
Cupples,
"Bible
Fabrications
Refuted
and
Its
Errors
They wlll be In chaos hurled
half of the League I return thanks for the
Upham & Co Boston Mass publishers
Exposed," by 0. B. Whitford, M.D.; "St. same. Allow me to say I consider ,it one of
When truth's banner is unfurled
'
_'__ .,
·
Matthew Before the Court," by "Sectllarist;"
At our call.
the most ingeniously written satires on the
In "w ·
C
<and " Truth, a Poem in Three Parts," by
For the day It Is at hand,
arn~ng
W~~dDs
t~
DAouAbtdersd ulllelsd Edwin N. Kingsley. The Truth Seeker Com· whole orthodox religion-authority idea I hav
When the worthy they shall stand
f rom th e onptures,
aVId . n ra e ca
pany is constantly publishing interesting and ever read. It will do great good.-D1~ JuLIET
For the right,
the
attention
of
numerous
people,
mainly
instructiv
matter in various forms, and its H. SEVERANCE.
And the moment It Is near
Christians,
to
the
error
of
their
ways.
Such·
weekly
journal
is the leading Freethought paThis is a clincher, and qur Rev. Sam Jones
When their triumph shall appear
doubters as chance to hav been " culled per in America. Send to the company for could not do better to draw a crowd thnn to
In Its might.
Then tor all the truth stand firm
from the scriptures" and deRire to be warned a catalog of their books. For the three pam- proclaim the reading of it to his ne:x:£ auili.
phlets named the publishers will please accept ence. In this ~am could<do some good, for
That 'tis given you to discern,
can be accommodated by sending five or ten our tJ?.anks.- Winsted Press.
his hearers would never believe in Bible folly
or a martyr's glory earn
cents
to
Mr.
W.
C.
Andrade,
120
Swanston
again. They would be .damned first. Send
In th~ JJ,ght.
street, Melbourne, .!.ustralia, whence this BrnLE FA.BBICATIONS REFUTED: THE BIBLE's orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER.- Nashville
With a magic and a power
tract emanates.
ERRORS EXPOSED. A neat pamphlet of 47 (Tenn.) Liberal. ·
Never known until this hour,
pages. Price 15 IJents. Published by the
Beat our drum.
Allow me to thank Secularist, through you,
Truth Seeker Company.
Although dead, Mr. Samuel Bowles, late
And the people In the world,
in behalf of our League, for those elegant
As indicated, a radical discussion of certain pamphlets (" St. Matthew Before the Court").
When they see truth's llag unfurled
editor of the Springfield Republican, still keeps
and
events
recorded
is
made<
and
passages
They wlll come.
I hav just read it, and I am proud to say it's just
up habits formed while alive. According to a
same very effActivly for the investigators in grand. It is a !!plendid eye-opener for ChrisThen away with doubt and care,
pamphlet issued <by the Star Publishing Com- that direction.-Lighlfor 1hirlkers.
For there's music In the air,
tians; also good, large type, adapted for both
pany, he has interviewed numerous distinAnd the time to do and dare
This is the most complete expose of Bible old and young. Would that every Christian in
Has begun.
guished spirits, and has given their words to nonsense we hav ever read, and should be in the land should read it. I shall do the best I
this world through the mediumship of Carrie the hand,s of all . religionists, because they can to push this work.-GEORGE LONGFORD.
o·er the south and o'er the north,
I:! peed the g:orlous message forth,
E. 1::1. Twing. Price, paper, 50 cent!!; cloth, 75 surely would like it.-Nashville (Tenn. )Liberal.
This little pamphlet ifl a crusher against the
Spread the light!
cents. Po11tage, 5 cents. <Star Pub. Co., 332
This work, by 0. B. Whitford, M<D<, is the divine inspiration of the writers of the four
From the east unto the west
most complete expose of Bible fabrications we gospels, and that of St. Matthew in particular.
Main st., Springfield, Mass. <
Bear abroad the tidings blest,
hav seen for some time. The pamphlet ought It is a graphic and somewhat humorous deSpread the llght I
Mary E. Tillotson, of Vineland, N. J., has to ~be added to the library of every Liberal and scription of a cou~t scene, wherein Matthew
And, tlll all the nations heed,
placed in the hands<of all religionist-.-Pitts- is questioned concerning the< getting up of the
And the sons of men are freed
published a "History ov the Woman's Cos- burgh, Truth.
book that bears his nome. H has more sound,
From the priest, and god<, and creed,
tume Reform in the United States ov America.
This book is a restatement of many of the historical facts concerning the origin of the
Spread the llght 1
Including Thirty-five years." Her researches _numerous errors thire are in the Bible. To gospels than one would deem it possible to
ROBERT W. HUMII:.
are embodied in a pamphlet of 120 pages. The those who hav read little on the subject it must crowd into so small a space, considering the
spelling is reformed after- the rules of the be entertaining.. It is~gotten up in the good colloquial character of the book. The ridiMany New Books.
cule, satire, and masterly ar·ray of proofs of
American Philological and Spelling Reform style in which the Truth Seeker Company al• the •spuriousnes~ of the whole story are inNos. 10 and 11 of Professor Knoflach's ad- Association. Those interested in the interest- ways does its work.-New Thought.
imitable< I wiHh every preacher in the land
mirable little pamphlets, "German Simpli- ing subject of female dress will find this pamThis little work is written in the style of was presented with one and urged to read and
Thos.
Paine,
Robt.
G.
Ingersoll,
and
other
fied," are out. Price 10 cents per number.
comment upon it, and<every layman had it for
phlet entertaining and instructiv. Price ~5
modern disbelievers. There are, however, a text-book. It goes deep into facts, and I
cents.
some new arguments, facts, and data touched trust Liberals will circulate it far and wide.
"Why Don't He Lend a Hand? and Other
upon, which it would be well for the Bible Knowledge is not only power, but it is safety.
Agnostic Poems," by Samuel P. Putnam, is the
"Kosmon Almanac. The New Calendar. exegetics to peruse.- The Occident.
-ELMINA.
title of a little volume of poesy, every line of Based on the Movements of Our Solar Phalanx.
"Bible Fabrications Refuted and Exposed,"
No publishing house il! .America is getting
which breathes a love of the true and the beau- Also, an Account of Shalam, the first commu- by 0. B. Whitford, M.D. The writer assumes
out more neat and tasty looking books than
tiful. Price 10 cents.-San Francisco Unit1erse. nity of the kind in all the world. Faithists in the prerogativ of examining " sacred" books the Truth Seeker Company. Reside that the
Jehovih, the Creator. Their Solid Front with the same glasses he studies "profane " matter of some of their books is excellent. In
Anyone wishing to learn shorthand should against War, even if forced to the Front of Bat- writings, and givs the result of his investiga- the pamphlet before us the author, evidently
tions in this little book. Lightning had not
send to D. L. Scott-Browne, 23 Clinton place, tle. A People of Peace. Kosmon 37<" The struck the author up to the time of our going a lawyer, gets up a court scene .. In t]le court
room, where are assembled the judge, the acand get his pamphlet containing "Informa- foregoing is on the title-page of a pamphlet to press.-Sunday fdazelteer.
oused, the jury, sherifl's, constables, lawyers,
tion for the Inquirer on Phonography, Books, which we hav received. Shalam is a commuetc., St. Matthew is accused of forging a book.
and Positions." It is sent on receipt of stamp. nity at Las Cruces, New Mexico, with there- TRUTH. A poem in three parts. By Edwin in the New Testament, called, "The Gospel
N. Kingsley, Truth Finder.
Dedicated to According to St., Matthew." He pleads not
ligiol'IB foundation furnished by Oahspt~, which
Truth Seekers, Rpiritualists, Freethinkers, guilty. Then the trial proceeds, witnesses are
H. S. Brown, M.D., of Milwaukee, some is<Dr. Newbrough's revelation. The pamphlet
Liberals, Skeptics,. Reformers, Practical examined, Iawiers hav their bouts, the judge
time ago wrote and published a book entitled contains a calendar, some extracts from OahAtheists, and Impracticable Christians. settles many questions, and Matthew is proved
-"The Bible of the Religion of Science." He spe, and qther inexplicable things. We hav
Published by the author. Price 25 cents.
guilty. This is followed by ap appendix,
now sends us a compendium of the work in no information as-to either price or publisher.
"Truth," a poem in three parts, addressed which interest0d us more than the report of
pamphlet form, price< 50 cents. Copies will
to the people of a hundred years to come, the trial itself.
The price of this book is ten cents. It will
be s~nt to any address upon receipt of price.
We hav not of late given as many notices as forcible and logicai.-Sunday Gazetteer.
they deserved to the monthly issues of the ,. This brief work is a terrible onslaught in pay for Jthe money spent on it and the time
spent on its perusal.-New Thought.
Professor W. Seymour, president of the P<YfJUlar Science Monthly, conducted by E. L. poetry on the biblical errors an<d accepted
This purports to be the trial of St. <Matthew
Pennsylvania !:!tate Liberal League, has pub- and W. J. Youmans, and published by the dogmas of all churches.-The Occident.
on the charge of" forging a certain book called
lished in attractiv pamphlets his two able <lect- Appletons. The October number is at hand,
·This is a most interesting work, and who- a gospel." The witnesses for the prosecution
ever gets it will not stop reading until he reads are the Evangelists, Mark, Luke, and John. Iii
ures, " Are the <Doctrins 'of Christianity Ra- the contents of which are as follows:
it
through, unless his house should be on fire. The attorney for the defense is " J esuiticus."
tional?" and "Mesmerism Explained." The
New Chapters in the Warfare of Science.
The prisoner is convicted by the jury, but
price of the former is 10 cents; the latter 115 By Andrew Dick;on White. I. The Doctrin of -Nashville-( Tenn.) Libeml.
This is a work of an original thinker and a< thPre is attached to the verdict this request:
Comets.
cents. They are good reading;
The White Ant: A Theory. By Prof..Henry poet of pronounced ability. It IB dedicated "Considering that the accused has volurtarily
to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, Liberals, and turned state's evidence and unfolded with preDrummond, F.R.S.E. (lllustrated.)
"The Climax" is what Mr. Charles Sidney
The Early Study of Plants. By Eliza A. Reformers.-Mau1·epas Gazette.
cision the dark mysteries of that monstrous
calls a little pamphlet he has published on the Youmans•
This is a pamphlet of 23 Cantos; the same forgery, the jury recommends the accused to
On the Solar Corona. By Wm. Huggins, being radical rhymes which will help any Lib- the mercy of the court." The judge discharges
finance question. He promises that if the dieral or Christian who reads them. To the the prisoner with this reprimand: ''We do not
rections therein laid down are followed, the F.R.S.
The Relations of Railway Managers and Em- latter especially are they to be commended, if believe that punishment repairs in any way an
worst cases ef poverty may be cured. He will ployees. By Dr. W. T. Barnard.
evil already done; we take compassion on
they dare to read.-Lightjor Thinkers.
mail the work to those who send him ten cents
Tommasi-Crudeli on the Reclamation of
criminals, and treating them as erring broth- •
This is the second edition, revised and en- ers, we warn them to take proper steps against
Malarious Countries.
at 111 Fulton st., Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Energy of Life Evolution. By Prof. E. larged. In the first edition the poem was ad- their relapse into the same faults; but we redressed to the people of a hundred years to. quire and exact reparations when ~h~y are pos"The Religion of Humanity Better than D. Cope. (Illustmted.)
"The Metaphysical Society." .By R. H. come, but in the second edition the poem is sible. In your case the court enJoms on you
Eternal Punishment," by M. Babcock, is a Hutton.
addressed to all mankind, and givs a clear and to write no other gospels or other books danbook of thirty-six pages. It tersely points out
A Study of Recent Earthquakes. By M. A. comprehensiv view of the universe. It should gerous to humanity, and desiring you to rehav a large sale, which it doubtless will, as pair as far as practicable the mischief done by
the difference between the Religion of Human- Daubree.
The Trading-Rat. By Mrs. E. D. W. Hatch. "Truth will take the wings of the morning, your book, orders that you shall publish this
ity and orthodox religion, and clearly shows
Tissue-Selection in the Genesis of Disease. and dwell in the uttermost parts of the earth." trial at your own expense, mail a copy of it to
the superiority of the former. Published by
-Pittsburgh Truth.
By W. Henry Kesteven, M.R.C.S.
each of the eighty thousand preachers living
the Truth Seeker Company. Price 10 cents.
Sketch of Prof. H. A. Newton. (With Porupon money obtained under false pretenses,
-San.Fmncisco Universe.
trait.)
ST. MATTHEW BEFORE THE CounT. By Secu- so that they may see that their frauds are unEditor's Table: Official Science at Washinglarist. Published by the Truth Seeker Com- covered, that their trade is at an end, and that
pany. 12mo., 38pp .• price 25 cents.
the best thing for them to do is to be honest
In a 97~page pamphlet entitled, "That ton.
Literary
Notices.
Which Has Been, That Which Now Is, and
The following notices of this book hav been in the future, take their families west on
Popular Miscellany.
farms and grow up with the country."-SunThat Which Is to Com0," Mr. W. W. Simkins,
received:
Notes.
day Gazetteer, Denison, Tex.
M.G., of Pella, Iowa, givs a history of the
This
is
a
pleasant
report
of
an
imaginary
The Popular Science is among the best of our
past, describes the present, and givs away the
trial
by
jury
of
the
author
of
the
gospel
accordmonthlies, and no one can keep abreast of the
ing to Matthew. It is a good campaign docufuture in a religious sense. He claims to hav
A PHOTOGRAPH
progress of science without reading it. Single ment.- Light for Thinkers.
had a remarkable revelation. Two gentlemen
numbers, 50 cents; yearly subscription, $5.
OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
St. Matthew has been indicted by the grand
from heaven gave him the title of the book, inHEAVEN.
jury and arraigned before the court, charged
structed him what to write, and were kind
''ST. MATTHEw,'' 1 ' TRUTH," AND '' DffiLE FAD" with forging a certain book called a gospel.
A Picture of the world as described in Genenough to look after the printing of the same.
ll!CATIONS."
The witnesses in the case are Mark, Luke, and esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
The result is about what might be expected.
<We are indebted to the New York Truth John.
Secularist, with his unanswerable doctrin, and the passages from profane writers
What the pamphlet sells for we !lfe ;not in· Seeker Company for these pamj?hlets, all of charges, puts St. Matth~w in an embarrassing supporting it.
<
Price 25 cents,
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Ingersoll's. "Works.
The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

Iu five lectures, comprising, "The Gods,"
" Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality,' and " Heretics and Heres1es.''

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth;$1.25

ANEW BOOK!

0'1"1'0 WE'l''l'S'rlUN'S

PHOTOGRAPHS

• By Andrew- Jackson Davis.

POPULAR JEWELRY

OF

~TORE,

ROCHELLE, ILL.
.
Headquai'cers for Fine G..•ods In the line ot Genutn
OOL. R. G. INGERSOLL, Diamonds;
Fine Gold anu Silver Watches; Chain";
WITH AUTOGRAPH,
Bracelets; Weddlug and Presentation Rln~ts; Jew.
elry ot Latest Style; Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
Price, 20 cents.
and Fancy Goods; 3 oimco CohLS1lver Elgin Watult,
$10; 4 OUllCt>, Full Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
C,JABINET PHOTOGRAPHS,
tltem Wind, $22; this same, llne mov~ment, In b~•~
Prille, 40 Oents.
gold filled C!l.be, $35; with chea!J movement, $,G
Ladles' Solid Gula Elgin stem wind watches, $.0,
Arlrhw•R t.his Office.
$24, and $32-14 karat, upward. Watches cleauec~,
finest wotl!.ln Lhe world; $1. Springs, $1, and r<'·
turned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one Wl<y. •Work
•
v
v: • tor the trade at reduced rates and agents sending
By B. B. Westbrook, D.D.,LL.B.,
work once a week !roru every state In the Union ar"
lots ot money. Best spectacles In the
A n tho r o f " The Bt'ble. -Whence and What? making
world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back on de·
About all that can be said for the existence mand. Try mel
o-r•ro WETrSTEIN.
of God and the future life of man,_ is here
Patentee of Wettstein's N_ew Freethought Badge.
pungently presented, with an incidental dis- Tl.te most beautiful badge·ever placed upon the
cnssion of many collateral questions, from a. market. Immense sale. Elegant pre•ent for La<ly
or Gent. Sol1d gold, $3; $3. ··u; extra heavy, $4;
r ationalistic standpoint.
with diamond, artlstlcalty t>nameleu, $10.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
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Drettm," and " A. Tribute to Ebon C. Inger" Beyond the Valley"· is a record of events and
soll." '
scenes in his private and public career, beginnmg
Some .Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 "where
the Magic Staff ends, and bringiug his
cents; cloth, $1.25.
psychological and private experiences truthfully
Interviews on :ralmage. P.aper,50 cts. ; up to the present tlay. Thi~ attraCtiVe volume
plain cloth, $1.25.
wtll interest thousands who hav never read his
precetliug works. 1t will answer the ever-recur-·
What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa- ring
questwns concerning remarkable events in
99 Cltnton Ptu.ee. New Yo1"lt
per, 25 cents.
Mr. Davis's prtvate life, and fully explains his
St • .Matthew De -ore tlac t.:ourt ou
The Christian ·Religion. Ry R. G. various public labors for mankind.
Ingersoll, ·Judge J ereruiah S. Black, and
a <:barge or Forgery.
"Beyond the Valley" is a companion volume
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; to the "M11gic Staff," and resembles it in style
cloth, $1.
of workmanship-in paper, press-work, binding,
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Price, lQ cents.
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in large, clear type, and containing as much
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as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
TO APPEAR IMMEDIATELY.
Liberals should scatter it generously. ·
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WORKS OF DR. W. F. k.VANS.

Mind-Core. The Nat- MO!iES .lllhFOR.E THE COURT.
Vindication of Thomas Paine from TheurePrimitiv
and Power of ]'aitb; "or, Elementary Lesthe attacks of the New York Observer, by
Robert G; Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
· Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

The Busts of Voltait·e, Paine and lp.ge.rsoll. Oabmet size; true to life,
price $1.50 each.

Every admirer of these

ap~JStles of Religious Liberty should h11ve

these busts.

Photog••aphs of Colonel ltigersoll.
Superb photographs, 22 x 28 1 $5; panel,
10 1-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
card, 20 cents. ·
~

Ingersoll's Lectures Compl('te.
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Orthodox_,.,,. bocmd in one beautiful volume, in~
half calf, library style, and containing over
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
low price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

A

stan~

dard work on_ the philosophy and practice of
the Mind-Cnr!;l, a reliable text-book 111 all the
schools of men tal healing. No work has ever
been written of mqre practical value to physicians of 11ll schools. The book is the result of
the extensiv learning and research of the author, and exhibits a familiarity with the lit·
emture of the subject. lt is profoundly religious without being offensivly dogmatic. It
has b(len received with universal favor by all
who are seeking light ou the subject on which
it treats-the cure of disease 111 ourselvs and
others by mental and spiritual agencies.
Price $1.50.

Medicin. A Theoretical and
Tributes. There hav been so many Mental
Practical Treati·s on Medical Psychology.
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
H_is Brother,"," The Vision of W;~r," the
"Grant 'Banquet Toll.st," and the recent address over .. '' Little Harry -Miller's Grave,"
that they hav been printed on heavy toned
paper, 18x22, W.luminated border, and in
large, clear ty'!W, suitable for framing, and
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.

PruR"' Poems and Selections. This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best evei· issued. It contains, besides the
celebrated " Decoration Day Oration," never
before pubhshed, and all the famous "tribntes •· heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till now, many
other gems, selected from the speeches, ll.rguments, leC'tures, letters, table-talks, and
day-to-day conversations of the author. The
work is designed for, and will be accepted
by admiring friends as a rare person11l sou;
venir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine
steel portrait, with autograph fac simile, has
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silkcloth, beveled edges, gilt back and· side, $2.50;
in half-calf, mottled edges, elegant library
style, $4.50; in iull Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisicely fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, highest
possible style and finish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,
Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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This book contains a full exposition 'of the
nature and laws of magnetism, 11nd its application to the cure of disease. Price $1.25.

BY
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Price $1.00.

BIBLE MORALS.
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ACTINA CURES DISEASES OF THE
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BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY

An easy and practlcRI new method, adapted tor
self·lnstructlon as well as tor use ln scllools. To
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now published. Sent to any addrehd on receipt of
the pl'lce, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO.
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A Poem in Three Parts. forThe
Instruction, and by the aflllcted for relief, 1t
·BY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth Finder.
will benefit ali,-London Lancet,
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To the Senate and Assembly of the
EVERY mother ought to ha.v the lntelllgence to
safely govern the number of the fa.mlly Phe Is able
to properly rear, and none ouglit to add to the Incomputable number of wretched B.uma.n beings to
starve, suffer, and die, or at best eke out a. miserable exlstence.-D. M. Bennett.
IF we would hav our yea. yea, and our nay nay; In
short, If we would speak as honest, upright men,
we must acknowledge that we are no longer Ohrlstla.ns.-Strauu's Old and New Faith.
THREE of the most eminent men with whom Johnson came In contact In later Ute had also been students at Oxford. John Wes!ey, his senior by six
years, was a. fellow of Lincoln Oollege whllst Johnson was an undergraduate, BDd waa learning at Oxford the necessity ot ra.lslng his countrymen from
the rellglous lethargy Into which they had sunk.
"Ha.v not pride and haughtiness ot spirit, Impatience and p'*lvlshness, sloth and Indolence, gluttony
and sensua.llty, and even a. proverbial uselessness,
been objected to us, perhaps not always by our enemies, nor wholly without ground?" So sa.ld Wesley,
preaching before the University of Oxford In 1744,
and the words In his mouth ImPlY more than the
preacher's forma.l!ty. Adam Smith, Johnson's junIor by fourteen years, was so lmpreaeed by the utter
indlffsrence of the Oxford a.uthorltles to their duties
aa to find In It an a.dmlra.ble lllustra.tlon of the consequences of the neglect of the true principles of
3Upply and demand lmplled 1n the endowment of
learning. Gibbon, his junior by twenty-eight years,
"pa.ssed at Oxford "the most Idle and unprofitable"
months of his whole Ute, and was, he sa.ld, "as Wlillng to dlscla.lm the University tor a. mother as she
could be to renounce him for a. son."-.Leslie Stephen's
Johnsrm.
.

..

IT Is not sufficient tor me to desire anything; If
there be no better reason for bellevlng It than that,
I cannot belleve lt. Thus I reject all rellglons, Whlie
I Jove and revere goodness and truth, Whether
clothed In rellglous or unrellglous forms.- Waters's
Through Rome On.
THE descent of Jesus Ghrist Into hell Is not attested by even one eva.ngellst. On the other hand,
they all bear testimony to the resurrection, but not
one of them was a.n eye-witness, and It Is described
In a. dlfterent manner by all; In short, attested like
any other event that we are compelled to regard as
unhlstorlca.J. And what sort of' a.n event? One so
impossible, In such direct antagonism to every law
of nature, that It would require a. testimony of tenfold rella.blllty to be so much a.s dlecussed, not
scouted from the very first. Then comes the ascension Into heaven," where we know are the heavenly
bodies, but no longer the throne of God, at Whose
right hand lt would be possible to sit; after that the
return to judgment on the. day of doom, a. thing
which we can form no Idea. of, a.s we admit either no
divine judgment, or only a. judgment that fulfils Itself boHr by hour and day by da.y.-Strauss's Old and
New Faith.
ONE of the later echools of the Grecla.ils exa.mlneth
the matter, and Is a.t a. stand to think what should be
In It, that men should love Ilea; where neither they
make tor pleasure, a.s with poets; nor for advantage, as with the merchant, but for the lle's sake.
But I cannot tell: this same truth Js a. naked and
open da.yllght, that doth not show the masks, and
mummeries, and triumphs of the world half so
stately and da.lntlly a.s candle-llghts. Truth may
perhaps come to the price of a. pearl, that showeth
best by day, but It wlll not rise to the price of a. diamond or carbuncle, that showeth best In a. varied
llght. A mixture of a. Ue doth ever &dd pleasure.
Doth any man doubt, that It there were taken out of
men's minds va.l.n opinions, fia.tter lng hopes, false
va.lua.tlons, lma.glna.tlons a.s one would, and the llke,
but !~would leave the minds or a number of men
poor shrunken things, full of melancholy and lndlsposltlon, and unpleasing to themseJvs?-Bacon's EB·
says. ·
FEW men think, yet all men wlll ha.v opinions.
-Be>"keley.
ALL I ha.v had to do I ha.v done In kingly fashion.
I Jet tongues wag as they pleased. What I saw to be
the right thing-that I did.- Goethe.
BUT howsoever these thl gs art In men's depraved
judgments and affections, yet truth, Which only
doth judge Itself, tea.cheth that the Inquiry of trutb
whleh Is the Jove-making or wooing of It, the knowledge of truth, which ls the presence of It, and the
belle! of truth, which Is the enjoying of It, Is the
sovereign good of human na.ture.-Bacon't Essays.

o:f New 'k:or.s.::

The Constitution of our State guarantees that "the frtte exercise and·· enjoyment of religious
profession and worship, without discrimination or priferenre, shall forever be allo;vixl in this ·State to all
mankind." The general principle of American Government is equality of all men before the htw.
This, as Your Honorable Body is aware, involves the principle, already acknowledged in theory, of the
Total Separation of .Church and State. But Church and State are now practically united by the
following statutes :
1. The law exempting Church Property from Taxation.
2. The laws appropriating Money from. the Public Treasury for the support of Institutions
founded and managed chiefly by Sectarian 'Denominations.
3. The law compelling the Observance of Sunday as a religious holy day.,
The undersigned, Citizens of. the State of New ~ork, do therefore respectfully but earnestly
petition Your Honorable Body to repeal all the laws or parts of laws of this State which are violations of tha above principles. Our reasons for asking this are :
1. The Churches are voluntary associations properly to be supported by the Yoluntary contribu.tions of their members. 2. The State is compulsory. Every citizen must pay taxes. And we
submit that it is unjust to a large and growing body of voters to be compelled to pay for the support
of Churches which they cannot conscientiously attend; for the hire of Ministers in our Legislature
and Public Institutions, in whose doctrines they are. unable to believe; and to Gbserve as holy a clay
to them no more sacred than any other. We also submit th,at the exemption of Churches from taxation, the appropriation of money for the hire of Ministers and the support of Sectarian Institutions,
and the Legal observance of Sunday as a holy clay, are discriminations in favor of one form of religion,
are abridgments of the free exercise of religious preferences, and are therefore unconstitutional.

HUME Is undoubtedly correct In his assumption
that mankind ha.v originally been Jed to rel!glon,
not by the disinterested desire for knowledge and
truth, but by the selfish craving for material wei·
tare, and that pain has contributed more potently
"than allurement to the propagation of rellglon. For,
It man had ail he wished; If his needs were always
satisfied; If no painful JeBBOns of experience con·
strained him to regard the future with apprehension, the notion of a higher power would hardly hav
arisen within his breast. He would hav thought
that thus It must be, and accordingly he would hav
accepted his lot with stolld lndll!erence.-Strauss's
Old and.New Faith.
"BOOKS wlll speak pl&ln when counsellors blanch"
(i.e., are a.fra.ld to open their mouth), therefore It Is
good to be conversant In them, specla.Uy the books of
such as ha.v been themseJvs actors upon the stage,Baoon's Essayg.
NOT In any attitude of body, or platitudes of language, Is man's true worship, but In brotherly service of our fellow-men. Atheist, Theist, Pantheist,
Ohrlstian-the name Js nothing. He who serves his
fellows most Wleely and devotedly knows most of
God, though he call himself a.n Atheist. The fact of
Joyal &nd devoted service to mankind Is a.llln all.
Not they who ea.y, "Lord I Lord I" but they who llv
In accord with the highest ma.nlfestatlons of the !nfinlt Ute In their ethical relations, are the ones who
are Invited Into the fellowship of the ra.tlona.l rellglon of the future. Oa.n we do nobler work or seek a.
greater sa.Jva.tlon than wlll come to us through strivIng to be worthy of this lnvlta.tlon?-Lewis G. Janes.
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RESIDENCE.

~ "WHERE are you going~ my dear ?"

"I'm -going
shopping, hubby." ·• Did you see what Sam Jones,
the evangelist, sa.ld' about women who go shop.
ping?" "No, what was It ?" "Well, he sa.ld hell
Is full of women who spend their time shopping."
"Did he? Why, I had no Idea It was so delightful
a. place."-Ohicago Times.
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''SAY, boss, how does yer work dla hya.h out?"
sa.ld a Bath avenue negro to his employer. "Work
what out?" ·"Well, yer see,la.lst night when I kylm
home kinder suddln' llke, I found my wife a sltt!n'
on der same cheer wid der Revrund oronlc Kyoter,
an' day wuz so close tergedder da.t yer couldn't a.
drlv a. wet fia.x-seed In twlx' em wid er sledge hammer. Now what's I go!n' ter do 'bout It?" "Why
go to a lawyer." "Y-yas, but I'se done bin dar."
"Get any satisfaction?" ·, N·no. Yer see I tole him
about It a.n' he axed me what m'wlfe done fur a.
llvln'. I tole him she was a. la.undruss, a.n' he sa.Jd
<la.t I C{)Uidn't do nothln', 'cause clea.til!ness shud
allers be nex' ter godllness."
IT Is a. difficult matter to Impress upon the mind
of the rural man of Arkansaw the necessity of payIng immediate attention to the heathen. During a.
camp-meeting In Sa.llne county a. preacher from
Little Rock made an eloquent a.ppea.lln favor of tll.fil
poor wretch Who eats harmless missionary Instead
of eating hurtful bulk pork. When ~he preacher
had concluded a.n old exhorter arose and sa.ld:
"Brtothren, I've been mlght'ly Interested In this
'lectioneer!n' for the heathen, a.n' I would now llke
to know something about him." Then addre.sslng
the minister, Who had just taken his seat, the exhorter sa.ld ·, "Brother, I would like to ask you a.
few questions. The boys all say that thc.y are wa.ltln' to see What stand I take, so you won't object to a.
a. few questions, wlll you ?" "Oerta.lnly not. "
"Thankee. Wall, now, how's pollteness In the
heathen's country?" "He knows nothing of pollteness." "Ah, ha.h. Wall, how's the question of capital an' labor?" "There's no capital, no labor."
"No strikes ?" "No., "Got no canderdates ?"
"No candidates.'' "Do:ri.'t hav to wear no clothes,
If I understand the Bltua.tlon." "They ha.v no
clothes." 11 No lawyers there, I reckon?'' 11 No
lawyers." "Wall, parson, 1hat's the country rm
lookln' fur, a.n' ef a. emegra.tlon agent was to come
here he'd ketch every sensible man In Sa.llne county.
Boys, I don't think we can glv Mr. Heathen anything. It would be a.s foollsh a.s ha.ulln' water an'
pourln' It In the rlver."-Arkansaw Traveler.

NEW YORK:

WHAT A BABY CAN DO.
It can wear o llt a. $1 pair of kid shoes In twenty.
four hours.
It can keep Its fa.ther busy· a.dvertlslng In the
newspapers tor a. nurse.
It can occupy both sides of the largest-sized bed
manufactured simultaneously,
It can cause Its father to be Insulted by every second-class boarding-house keeper In the city who
"never takes chlldren," Which In nine oases out of
ten Is very fortunate for the chlldren.
It can make Itself look llke a. fiend just When
mamma. wants to show "what a. pretty baby she·
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T. B. Wakeman,
Elizur Wright,
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Gottlieb: His Life.

It can make a.noJd bachelor in the room adjoining
use language that, lf uttered on the street, would
get him In the penltent!a.ry tor two years.
It can go from the furthest end of the room to the
foot of the stairs In the hall adjoining quicker t.han
Its mother can Just step Into the closet and out
a.ga.ln.
It can go to sleep "ilke a. llttle angel," and just as
mamma. and papa. are starting tor the theater It can
wake up and stay a. wake unt.Jl the last act.
These are some of the things· that a baby can do.
But there are other things a.s well. A baby can
make the_ commonest home the brightest spot on
earth. It can llghten the burdens of a. loving
A l .
. mother's llfe by adding to them. It can fia.tten Its
p easing domestic I dirty llttle face a.ga.lnst the Window pane In such a.
Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. SLENXEll. \ way that the tired father can see It as a picture be15 cents.
fore h!l_rounds the corner. Yes, babies are great InAddreae
TH-E TRUTH SEEKER omce. stltutlons, pa.rtlcuJa.rly one's own baby.
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J!l.otts and g£lippings.

totals are included $250,000,000 worth of foreign· gold coins and $250,000,000 worth of foreign silver coins. Thus France holds fully
·
THE assessed value of untaxed church prop· one-half of the gold in the world.
erty in New York city is $40,211,500.
THE Ohurch Standard says: "What is said to
THERE are said to be 750,000 more Method- be a printer's error occurs in the Revised Verists than Baptists in the United States.
sion of the Old Testament. It is to be found
PROF. R. A. PROCTOR says: "I regard even in Ezekiel xxxviii, 16, in the words, 'I will
the doctrin of a future life as open to scien- bring thee against my land, that the nations
tific discussion, and not necessarily a religious may know thee,' in the place of the latter word
Me. It is God who speaks through his servant
doctrin at all."
the prophet to Gog, predicting that the nations
"HE died willingly in the hope of salva- are to know God through his being sanctJfied in
tion." It may be thought that this refers to a Gog before their eyes." Which shows that
clergyman who had served God for half a cen- tlae printers of any work ought always to
tury, but it does not~ It refers to a murderer be in communication with the author, which
who chopped up his wife.
in the instance of the Bible seems not to hav
IN a recent article by the assistant b,ishop of been the case.
Mississippi, a religious contemporary makes
A HINT of alliance between the Catholic
the author say: "That the Bible is the genuin church and the woman's ballpt m_ovement:
one as it was given rests on the testimony of A movement was announced from the pulpit
'primitiv iniquity.' " This is a good deal of one of the Catholic churches of Charlesnearer the truth than religions papers are in town, Mass , a few weeks since, to enroll its
the habit of getting.
women voters for the election of school comIN 1863 th.e Rev. Newton Chance, of Texas, mittee men. _Father Supple said, in making
killed an editor in Sherman, and moved to the announcement: " The women of our faith
Mississippi. At that time he was a lawyer, but hav never taken any interest in womltn sufpecoming converted, he entered the ministry. frage, and probablY. it will be hard to bring
Recently he returned to Texas, and while on a them to it now; but when once they undervisit to Sherman was arrested for the murder stand that they are needed to counteract the
committed twenty-two years ago.
yotes of other women who lay out their course
REALLY, it is too bad! ejaculates Brick Pom- on denominational lines, they will not. hesieroy in his Democrat. Now comes the report tate."
that Captain Figley of the Salvation Army, opTHE Oh1•istian Leade1· calls on the churches
erating in the kerslews and kerslums of to stand their ground against the insidious asBridgeton, N. J., has eloped and taken with saults of their Secular enemies. It says: "We
· him all the funds of the Army and the best- know of few things more pitiful, at the same
looking late female convert, as they go march- time having the character of a sad disclosure,
ing on. They all do it, soon as the little bird than the wail which comes from the churches
opens the gate.
that the raiiway excursion, the ride to park
A SUNDAY-SCHOOL scholar was asked, apropos and seashore, and the Sunday paper hav stolen
of Solomon, who the great queen was that trav- away large parts of the congregation. Certain
eled so many miles to see him. The scholar- it is that ~he churches must hav done very
in fact, the whole school-looked as if a little poor work, must hav shown themselvs sadly
help would be liked, and the teacher therefore deficient in edifying the people, if entertainsaid, "The quean's name began with an S." ments so essentially superficial can, almost at
"I've got it, sir," exclaimed the delighted a breath, draw large numbers of the people
scholar. "Well, who was it?" "It was the from the sanctuary." Perhaps the Ch1·istian
Leader is leading Christians dangerously near
- Queoo of Spades, sir !"
to the truth.
•
GENERAL BooTH, who comprises within him"I
THINK
the
Texas
liar
must hav removed
self the whole central organization of the Salvation Army, advertises in the Wm·c1·y that he to Nebraska," said one-legged General Robert
is prepared to furnish Salvation Army soap, Avery, U.S.A., to a· Tribune reporter. "He
with his portrait on each cake, Salvation Army professes to hav discovered the soul of
china, glassware, sheets, table-covers, towels, man by examination of one·limbed people
cutlery, and window-curtains, Salvation Army through the microscope. Now, I hav but
tea newly imported, and ,"Salvation Army one leg. I will admit that when I lost it
serges to be inspected at the tailoring and sensations appeared to be transmitted to the
brain from apparently the same places where
dressmaking department."
the knee, toes, or other parts of the leg should
THE legacy of £2,000 which Victor Hngo
be. But after a time the cords healed up at the
left in one of his wills to the poor of Paris has
stump, and gradually a change came. To-day
t4_e ~curious informality of lacking his signa·
I hav no sensations from an imaginary foot or
ture, although the clause is written entirely
leg, but all come from the tip of the stump in
with his own hand. The executors and heirs such a way that I can accurately locate them.
will, of course, treat it as alegalized bequest.
I am a practical illustration of the fact that
A remarkable sign of the rapidity with which the Texas liar stilllivs, and works off his anthe poet's work was increasing in money value nual sensation on the press."·
is the fact that of the £200,000 to which his
TnE Chicago Standard (Baptist) having said:
fortune amounted £44,000 had been produced
"We know of nothing which sounds a louder
in 1884 alone by his author's rights.
call in the ears of American Christians than
IT is slated that one of the speakers at the
the fact that the form of religion which is the
late Freethinkers' Convention at Albany encherished faith of prize-fighters, of saloontered into a minute calculation to show how
keepers, of those who crowd our penitentiamuch energy and money had been used in reries, of the lowest and most vicious classes of
vising the Bible. It was " sheer waste," he
our population; that this form of religion,
said. It would be hard to say how much til;ue
which assures to its devotees, though guilty of
Freethinkers havspent in theirwork; but they the worst crimes, eternal s11lvation at the price
hav wasted little money and less brains in it. of a priest's absolution, and which is the worst
-Independent. It is cheering to th11s receive enemy American institutions of every kind
assurance from this high religious source that ha v to dread, is also so sleepless in its vigithe money and brains devoted to the work of lance, so, tireless in its activity, so rich in
Liberalism are not wasted.
money, and so unscrupulous in its use;" the
FRANCE is hoarding all the gold and silver Freeman's Journal responds: " Suppose any
she can get into that country in exchange for journal edited by Catholics should hav printed
her products. She carries on business with a paragraph of this kind written from the
legal tender paper money and when her peo- other side; suppose it had been possible for
ple get hold of precious metal they salt it away. a Catholic writer or speaker to crowd so much
A money census has lately been taken in that bitterness, devilish malignity, uncharitable
country, twenty thousand persons bei~g em- slander, and evidence of wilful unreasonableployed to do it quickly. 'fhey find that France ness into a few liues, can anybody suppose
has a total of $2,400,000,000 worth of gold coin that Catholics would read it with patience? If
and bullion, and $1,000,000,000 worth of silver a writer for Catholics should so far forget himcoin at market rates for silver. In these two self as to insist that American Protestant

Christians are dangerous to the community
because ·they are Protestant Christians, he
would find no sympathizers. And yet the fact
that some of the sects preach the efficacy of
FoREPAUoH:'s big elephant Empress killed 1\n
faith without works might giv some color to.
attache of the circus at Philadelphia on Sunthe charge."
·
day last.
IT is learned from the Duquoin; Ill , P1·ess
A HEBR)l:w-CHRISTIAN church has been dedithat at the recent conference of the M. E. cated in thig city. It is the first one of the
church of that district charges were preferred kind in America.
against Rev. T. S Houts, now chaplain of the
Two more convictions of polygamists for
Chester Prison; for heresy. The specifications
unlawfuJ_cohabitation hav just been secured
charge: (1) Mr. Houts rejects the doctrin of
in Salt Lake City.
the Trinity (three in one); (2) he denies the
THE cholera has broken out anew in Spain. ·
dogma of justification by faith; l3) he repels
belief in a vicarious atonement, and (4) he In one village 113 cases and 28 deaths were redeclines to preach. the theory o"f resurrecting ported on the 9th.
our earthly body. For holding these heteroTHE car-drivers' strike in St. Louis, Mo., has
dox notions Mr. Houts is placed under a ban, taken the form of a mob. Street cars are
and a committee has been appointed to in- overturned or derailed, regllrdless of the safety
vestigate him. Mr. Houts is said to be a of the passengers.
learned, able, and well-read gentleman, and is
A CALL has been issued for a convention of
probably the intellectual superior of a large
representativs from all the L11bor Leagues in
majority of his brother ministers.
the country to meet at Cooper Union in this
A WESTERN paper contains this notice: "At city on October 9th.
high mass, Sunday, in the Roman Cath'!'HERE was a row at the Salvation Army serolic Cathedral, Rev. Father Emard read vices in Brocklyn on the lOth instant. A worthe papal decree, which is considered as ap- shiper drew a pistol and fired four shots, one
plying to the epidemic in Montreal, and of which wounded him in the lrg.
which was issued by his holiness Pope Leo
Trrm Progressiv Cigarmakers an<l the Picnic
XIII., under date of the 20th of Aug1l,llt last.
Committee of the Centml Labor Union. anThe decree alludes to the ravages of epidemnounce thrtt their financial secretaries hav run
ics among the faithful throughout the world
away with all the cash in their possession.
last year, and impresses upon Roman CathCARDINAL JorrN McCLOSKY, the head of the
olics the efficiency of prayer in crushing these
regretable calamities." What shall be said of Catholic church in America, died in this city,
the Catholic conception of a God. who can October lOt.h, aged seventy-five yertrs. He is
cd'n trol a plague among his creatures, and yet said to hav been a man of fair intelligence
allows its ravages to go on unchecked. Per- and of aver~e moral character.
BmN.rAJ\UN LITTLE, coloreil, was taken from
haps a touch of the small-pox in heaven
would arouse the dormant generosity of this his cabin on a plantation at Mount Pleasant,
Texas, last Snp.day, and hanged to a tree by
more ornamental than useful deit.y.
citizens -of that place. Little's crime was" the
AccORDING to scripture, " the wages of sin is
slandering of a respectable white family."
death.'' According to the Chu1'ch Press, the
Tmr. Rev. Stephen Merritt is candidate for
wages of preaching in the Protestant Episcopal
church is starvation. The editor of that paper senator from a district in this city on the Intells of a clergymen who was induced to relin- dependent ticket. Gospel temperance meetings
quish a mercantil position worth $4,000 a year, at the Masonic Temple on Sunilay are turned
and during ten years of ministerial life has into political mass meetings for the Rev. Mr.
never received more than $500 a year, and now Merritt.
he has a !wife and four children; yet he is
TrrE Rev. R. Heber Newton said in his serstrongly indorsed by his bishop, and approved mon last Sunday that prayer for material
by his parishes. Another case taken as an ex- things was of no avail, and should not be pracample is that of a man earnest and devoted to ticed. This, says the Jlemld, would take out
the work, a good reader, and a fair preacher. of the Lord's prayer, "Giv us this day our
He has a wife and six children. He is prom- daily bread.''
ised $500 a year, and furnishes his own house.
DOMINIE SPELI"MAN, the darlty prer.cher at
In point of fact he received last year less than the Abyssinian African Baptist church in this
$400 salary. He has parishioners now at sum- city, has been crowded out of the pulpit by
mer resorts who hav not contributed one dime the congregation, who allege immoral things
to their minister's support.
against their pastor. The dominie threatens
THE Christian at Worlc, a pious paper gen- to sue his rebellious flock.

Jlews of( the Jlieelt.

erally read by the truly good, says: " 'fhe
Princess Beatrice of England is so pious that
she had several verses of the Bible beautifully
embroidered. on the linen of her much-mentioned bridal trousseau, for her wedding with
the Prince of Batten berg. It is an excellent
idea for pions brides to adopt." We can readily imagin that the princess had embroidered
on her hankerchief, "It is not good that man
should be alone," and that one of the interior
skirts was ornamented with, "'fhe wife of thy
bosom," whilst some of the little adden'da that
Clara Belle so well describes are labeled, "For
I am fearfully and wonderfully made," and
upon the band of her nightcap appears, "For
the fashion of this world passeth away;" and
possibly the dressing-sack reveals, "Behold,
now is the accepted time." This may all ·be,
and yet there maybe a reserve supply, and on
the second evening she may elect to use a robe
upon which is embroidered, "For it is given
you to know the mysteries of the kingdom of
heaven." Or the fine lace-work may be
stamped, "The spirit indeed is willing but the
flesh is weak," and should the anxious husband comment thereon may she not possibly
flaunt another garment with this legend, "Is
it not lawful for me to do what I will with
mine own?" These are bad enough, but what
must be his feelings when he finds the richly
embroidered counterpane with this on it:
"Hitherto shalt thou come, but no farther?"
-Ex.

THE Itev. Mr. Talmage was obliged to excommunicate one of his Sunday-school teachers last Sunday. The young man was charged
with criminally assaulting one of the sisters of
the church, and had "deceived" numerous
others. His name is Fred Dodge.
J_unom HoAnr.Y, Democratic candidate for
governor of Ohio, and ,Judge Foraker, He publican candidrtte for the same office, had a twonight's ilebate on political mrttters last week.
Judge Hoadley's objection to God in the Constitution was urged against him by his opponent. Foraker was elected governor Tuesday.
'frm Catholics of Montreal hrtd a procession
last Sunday. The object of the demonstration
was to AXpress their dissatisfaction with God
for having sent the small pox. There were
some five thousand persons in line, and a
statue of the virgin which had formerly been
carried in an anti-cholera parade was borne by
the processionists.
FLoOD RocK, a dangerous obstruction to
navigrttion in the E11st River between ,Long
Island and New York, was snccessfully blasted
last Saturday. Nearly 300,000 pounds of dynamite and rack-rt-rock were used, and the
shock of the explosion was felt for many miles.
No serious damnge was done. The work of
drilling Flood.Rock had occnpied nearly nine
years. A year's work drerlging out the shattered stone over an area of about eight acres
will b·e necessary to clear the channel.

•
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"Constructiv Liberalism."

•

This is the specious phrase used by those who
express their dislike of destructiv Liberalism. While
there is no difference of opinion between these two
classes of reformers as to the desirableness of removing the old structure of superstition which for eighteen hundred years has been occupying the ground
where the new temple of Freethought is to be
erected, there is a difference as to the best method
to be adopted for that purpose.
To pull to pieces an old house where a new one is
~o be erected, and remove the rubbish by cart-loads,
IS always a very unpleasant business. The lime dust
blown by the wind enters the eyes, ears, nose, mouth,
and clothing of the workmen, and is extremely annoying. Prying up old floors with a crowbar, and
dislodging from their nests, made foul by long occupancy, the cockroaches, the mice, the rats, and other
unmentionable vermin, is by 'Do means an esthetic,
or even safe, employment. Sometimes, in this process of demolition, a partition, or an outside wall
will tumble down upon the laborers, and kill som~
of them. But the builder does not stop work on
that account. He understands. his business, and
summons others to take their places; and they go on
working in sweat and dust till the ground is clear for
the foundations of the new structure.
Now, Radicalism-for I prefer this term to the
tame and apologetic one of "Liberalism," which was
born of the spurious form of Christianity called Unitarianism, that has always been unde:t: cow to orthodoxy-proposes to erect the temple of Freethought
and humanity. But this temple is not to be a building like a meeting-house, composed of bricks and
mortar, but a society of human beings made up of
free, truth-seeking, and truth-finding souls in sound
healthy bodies; a society of persons redeemed i~
mind and conscience from the false standards of right
and wrong set up, by superstition, and, therefore
leading conte:ated and useful lives. The ground o~
which this grand structure is to stand is now occupied by the church, and has been for eighteen hundred
years. By this long possession the presumption is
that the title is good, and will last forever in defiance
of all opposition.
It is impossible therefore to construct until you first
destruct. To pull down the church, and make a
scatterment of popes, car~inals, bishops, priests,
monks, nuns, Inquisitions, synods, general assemblies,
associations, consociations, conferences, boards of
mi~si~ns, Bible societies,, tract societies, publication
S?meties, and all the other props of the old superstitwn strengthened by the annual expenditure of millio~s of money, is a very tedious and dusty job, I admit; and no wonder people of taste who are
timorous in their nature, hate to undertak~ it. . But
if this building occupy the ground on which the new
structure must stand, or not stand at all, there is no
o~her way of it. The~e mountain piles of mere rubbish; these accumulatwns of long centuries of ignorance and crime; these charnel-houses full of d€ ad
men's bones and pestilential odors; these nests and
hiding-places for all species of vermin, must be removed.
And this is just the difference between the two
classes of reformers. The destructivs think that as
only one thing can be. done at a time, their missio~ is
to pull down the fabric of superstition-not with fire
and sword, but with the peaceful, the revolutionary
enginery of argument and ridicule-and thus clea;
the space it occupies so as to construct that grand
temple over whose ample doors are inscribed these
talismanic words of the nineteenth century, "Free
thought, Free Speech, and Free men." The church
has p!~yed her game so successfully during the past
cent.unes .that, althoug~ in. this country she is numer!cal!Y m a sm~ .mi_nority, she is, by dint of orgamzatwn, long dismphn, and sleepless vigilance a
potential and practical msjority, riding down tbe
provisions of the national Constitution, asserted in
our Nine Demands, and laughing to scorn all efforts
to destroy her power. She raises millions of money
every year from: her dupes to lengthen the cords and
strengthen the stakes of her influence. She controls
the public sentiment to such an extent that thousands of people who hav had their eyes open to .see
the falseness of her claims are yet compelled from
fea.r . of her social power, to suppress their honest
opmwns, and become trembling slaves. Only a short
time ago, at th;e s~at of the national government, and
under .a ~onstitutwn which recognizes no God, and
no religiOn whatever, an American citizen of maimpeachab!e C~aract~r had his testimony thl'OWn out of a
court of Jushce, as If he had been a liar and a scoundrel
because, in answer to an attorney's question, he wa~
honest and modest enough to say that he neither
believed nor disbelieved in the existence of a God,
since he had no proof satisfactory to his mind either
one wa~ or the other. Society is honeycombed with
hypocnsy, an~ no ~an knows the opinions and real
charact?r of his neighbor because of the omnipres?nt espwnag~ of the church an~ her overshadowing
mfluence, whiCh taboo a Freethinker, and punish hilil

prEsumption by injuring him in his business and de- way for the universal acceptance H ultimateiy met.
straying his socjtl standing. Armies of Sunday- And so every effort made by editors and lecturers to
school scholars; many of them the children of half- destroy the authority and prestige of the church in
and-half Radicals, their minds poisoned, and in fear the minds of the people is so much clear gain to the
of the bugaboos of hell and the devil, are rising up truth, and also to the happiness of mankind. For
to carry out the policy of the church in future years. who that has ever had his mind enlightened by the
I admit that the earthquake of science has shaken· new truth, and has at length broken the shackllils of
the church all over the world, and made a breach in the old superstition in which he was educated, and
her foundation walls. But earthquakes which con- ·has tasted the sweets of intellectual liberty, would
vulse whole contin~mts are soon forgotten, and men exchange the conscious happinQSS of his experience
repair the damage, and rebuild their houses on the for all the wealth and popularity the wbt'ld could giv
very tombs of buried cities. The church, in point him ?
of truth and argument, has not a leg to stand on, and,
In military warfare, one of the most foolish things
if she were as unorganized as the Radicals, could not a commander can be guilty of is to undervalue the
but feel that the time of her dissolution had come. strength and tactics of the enemy. So in moral warBut her organization is complete. Her treasury is fare. Melancthon, at the time the Reformation of
full of money. She has eighty thousand men edu- the sixteenth century began, when he got his eyes
cated as priests and clergymen, salaried, devoted for open to see the errors and corruptions of the Catholic
life to their calling; and, coming in contact with the church, thought that he could make a representation
people twice every Sunday in the year, they keep of the case that would convert his fellow-priests by
them in ignQrance of what is going on in the world the thousand, but his failure to do so was complete.
of mind. New untaxed churches are constantly lift- Other timorous souls, like Erasmus, thought that the
ing up their spires toward heaven; and all the agen- church could better be reformed by the Protestants
cies of this vast ecclesiastical machine are constantly staying in it, and working from within outwards;
activ in strengthening and .perpetuating its power. as if a handful of salt. could save. a whole barrel of
It would be amusing, if it were not so melancholy, meat frojll putrefaction. But Luther, who was conto listen to the thrasonical speeches of the gushing structed out of coarser materials, and had more comclass of Liberalists, who amidst the cheers of a Con- mon sense, saw that war-incessant and uncomprovention or a camp-meeting fancy that the veteran mising war-must be waged against the embodiarmies of the church, led by eighty thouaand officers ment of mental and moral corruption call-ed the
who practice the tactics which centuries of watfare church, and so drew the sword and threw away the
hav made perfect, are about to surrender to a little scabbard. As long -as he stuck to his original idea
squad Of unarmed and undisciplined Freethinkers, of the natural and inalienable right of the individwith no plan of a.campaign, and no commissiarat; as ual private judgment, which is the very essence of
if it were still the age of miracles, and the walls of what is now called "InfidelHy," he carried all before
Jericho could be laid flat by the blowing of rams' him. Protestant nations were born in a day. But
horns, instead of a long and· patient siege. And it when, with wonderful inconsistency, he imitated the
is equally amusing to hear the other class of Liberals Catholic church itself, and embodied his private dogcensuring the rough work of iconoclasm, and talking mas in a cast-iron creed, and made its acceptance
of constructing their vast temple when they hav not obligatory on all his followers, he sheathed hi~ sword,
a foot of ground to stand on, and scarcely a wheel- the Reformation stopped, and has never advanced
barrow-load of materials out of which to construct it. an inch from that day to this.
But now I maintain that, in the case we are disThis tampering with the church by imitating her
cussing, every destructiv blow we giv to the citadel principles and her ways in reformatory work, which
of superstition is equal in value at least to a con- I hav observed to be the case with a class of the
structiv one. Hav you done nothing for humanity Spiritualists, is fatal to all progress. Shrewd Jesuit
when you smite do,wn a lie which has been hood- priests and clergymen may giv taffy to the simple ones
winking millions of people for long generations, and by leading them to b~lieve that the church is going
reveal the opposit truth? When y<>u uncover a den of to accept the new light, but it is only a trick to neucounterfeiters, destroy the base coin they hav made tralize the influence and to gain time. It is only
and circulated for years, and seize the crucibles, the gudgeons that can be caught by such a bait. He
dies, and other mactdnery by which they hav carried takes a narrow and false view of the case who thinks
on their iniquitous work of plundering the ignorant taat we differ with the church only as to some of hs~
and unsuspicious, hav you done no service to good dogmas and ceremonies. We differ with her in the
money? Well, the church is a grand system ofcoun- whole theory and philosophy of the universe. We
terfeiting. She puts her imprimatur on base coin, differ with her as to what constitutes the standard of
and forged paper, and on account of her "respecta- right and wrong. We· differ with' her diametrically
bility" they circulate as good everywhere among the as to the source of all authority and power in civil
masses who hav not skill enough to distinguish be- government, we believing that it is in the people, she
tween the true and the false. The innocent people believing that is in God, and that she is the exhav worked hard for this kind of money, and count- pounder of his will. Oil and water can no more
less thousands hav laid it up for use in old age, be- mingle in a calm state than can Radicalism hJl on
lieving it to be genuin. Is he not a constnfctiv ben- good terms with religion in any or all of its sectarian
efactor who, like Ingersoll and his associates, shows forms. The sooner we understand this, and lay out
them the "mistakes" and roguery by which they hav our accounts accordingly, the better for the cause
been cheated, and induces them to throw the spurious we advocate.
Robert Dale Owen wrote his book called "The
coin away, and accept the pure gold, or, what is better still, the note, or the bond, with the government Debatable Land" mainly to induce the church
security stamped upon it, and marla as permanent in to accept the facts and philospphy of Spiritualism,
value as the government is in existence?
and thus save herself from the incoming tide of
The down-stroke of the iconoclast destroys, it is Materialism. But, as he might hav expected, the
true, but the up-stroke constructs. This was illus- effect upon the church was only to excite her deristrated on a large scale in our late civil war. The ion at the idea. The bulwarks of the church are her
money value of the slaves in 1860 was at least a thou- written creeds, formed centuries ago; and are acsand millions of dollars. It was destroyed in a mo- cepted on oath by her clergy, who promis to preach
roent by a dash of Lincoln's pen. The cost to the them without fear,· favor, or modification. These
North of the work of destruction amounted to t-«to creeds never change, althoughJhe clergy, as they
thousand millions of money, to say nothing of lives; grow in knowledge, see their folly and falseness.
and to the South, in opposing it, as much more. Heber Newton, when he comes into court, swears by
But the South is richer to-day for that very destruc- the "Thirty-nine Articles." Out of court he laughs
tion; as is seen in the manufacturing and other in- at them. Men die, but the creed remains, to enslave
dustries of her people now, in contrast with the ~:~tag- or embarrass other souls in time to come. The
nation and idleness produced by slavery. The late church, therefore, as a corporation, is. incapable of
Senator Hill, of Georgia, saw this clearly when he reform. It is an obstacle in the way, and progress is
said that the South fought with all her might, and bound to make perpetual w~r on her claims.
he himself would hav given his life, to prevent the
We are struggling to erect a temple within whose
abolition of slavery, but that now the South would walls science all.d ethics-nature's two teachers of
fight harder than ever, if possible, against having the truth and morals-shall enlighten the minds and recurse reimposed. War is but another name for de- veal the secret of health and happiness to our chilstruction; but, paradoxical as it may seem to be, it dren's children to the latest generations. But we
is nevertheless true that our civil war, while it was must not attempt to build those walls with the unas destructiv to life and property as a thousand cy- tempered mortar of compromise. Science says that
clones, built up the prosperity of the nation, North if you wish to put up a building that shall last a·
and South, to a degree that astonishes the world. thousand years, and be as good as ever, you must use
In our war against the church we do not make deso- a cement composed of certain proportions of freshlate. If we carry the ramparts of the citadel by a slaked lime, and sharp coarse sand, not humus or clay,
successful attack, we immediately set the masons to which would make it incapable of a bond. These
work to erect the gable end of the temple· of human- materials, well ·tempered together with water, will
ity. The moment after we dig up the roots of the harden with time, and make the work increasingly
upalil·tree of superstition, and burn them, we occupy solid. What a herculean task we hav before us, and
the ground with the oak, and the vjne, and all the how honest and wise our Radical work ought t9 be I
rest of the fruit and food bearing plants.
In ancient times, when onr language was being
Yes, when Galileo and Copernicus taught the formed, the artificers in wood sometimes would deheliocEmtric doctrin of our solar system, every fact and ceive their customers by filling the cracks and other
argument for its t;uth was a death-dealing blow defects with wax. Therefore, honest joiners would
given to the oppos1t false theory, and prepared the, advertise their work as being "sine cera "-without
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wax ~.ud.sol.id., Thi~_i<c tl1e etymology of our Evgll!:;h
word" ~m~ere -:-'!lthou~ wax, real, true, as it seems
to be, Without dlSBlmulation. That the walls of our
temple may stand, therefore, and bid defiance to the
f t'
d f t
R d' l
k I
ravages o 1me an ros , our a 1ca ~or , repeat,
mu~t be. th~rough. As we . eschew all the thea-.
logiCal doctrms and ceremomes of the church, and
justly regard them. as vamped-up paganism taken
wholesale and retatl from the old mythology of
Gre~ce and R?me, so let us ~schew her ways of propagahng her mflu~nce, for ~n ou~ vocab~lary halftruths are whole hes. If th. IS pohcy reqmres us to
1 1 th
1k
go more sow y . an we . 1 e, we shall at least go
surely, and our ch;ldren Will not hav the mortification of seeing our mason-work -disintegrating and
tumblingdown under the weight of the superstructure on account of the poor mortar we used in laying the foundation stones.
To change our figure of speech, the mission of this
generation of Freethinkers is to clothe with the
-'
· · 1es of the national Con10rms
of st a te. 1aw t h e prmcip
stitution embodied in the Nme Demands of Liberalism, and to reform 0 r, remove those judges who, in
in defiance of the Constitution which they promised
to support when they took took the oath of office,
dare to insult a citizen of the United States by rejeciing his testimony in a court of justice unles 3 he
··
th
·
d W
professes a eo1ogiCal cree .
e expect to hav a
bng and ]:>itter contest before these 'ends are attained. But it is only a question of time. No one
denies that our demands are strictly constitutional.
·t ·
If, th ere·f ne, th e C Jnstl utwn stands as supreme
authority in the land, our principles sooner or later
must be victorious.
A. B. B.

/if unfa'!o:cable,
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'~he annual_fes~ivities in honor ~f st. Jttmes were on the
of ternnnatm.g on Sunday, Jnly 27rh, at Santiago, in
Spam, when a t~legram was received from Rome by the arch-

it d1,;s. "Ob., wh3V:: lhe 1183 ?'' tms
nothing to·do with it. A drop dtrain f:lllfl upon s,
rock in the wilderness. "What's the use?" It simply evaporates and falls again and again and perh
'
aps some of the same drop falls upon vegetables
and soma in the sea, and some once more on th~
rocks. There is no "design " no "mfssion" no askin~! "What's the use?" It' is simply bli~d matter
achng under laws inherent in itself.
So all we hav to do is to make the most and the
best of the now and of what is here, thinking only of
the future of the race as regards this world, whi'ch l·s
its birthplace and Hs home.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
Hnowmlle, Va.
_ _ _ _ _....____

pou~t

.A.n Open Letter to Mgr. Capel.

REVEREND AND DEAR Sm: I understand, from high
Catholic authority, that the advisability of having
t'b.e mortal remains of some martyr deposited under
the mai.n altar of ·the great cathedral 1-n New York
~as of late been the subject of serious consideratwn. My informant also states that a certain high
ecc_le~iastic advocated secrecy as to the movement,
clalmmg that the American people were not prepared for this blessing.
Alt~ough I hav riot the pleasure of your personal
acquamtance, I take t.he liberty of addresRI'ng you
this letter, and, as I am not aware of your present
whereabouts, I also increase that liberty to the. extent of asking Mr. Macdonald to publish it in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, feeling that it will thereby be brought
more·quickly to your notice, as I hav no doubt that
you peruse its columns.
rr zz
p
s t
If there be anythin"', sir, th. at we Yankees love it
E non r a ey, a, ep . 25, 1885 .
"" being a practical, matter-of'
is a genuin article, and
fact set, we are inclined to investigate anything
"If I Believed as Yon Do."
which we do not readily understand, or which bears
The old cry, "If I believed as you do," is perpet- the slightest semblance of ·fraud.
ually dinned into the ears of the Materialist and the
.The success of your undertaking will most cerAtheist. The pious Christian says, "If I believed tamly be the dearest wish of all true Americans, and
there was no God, and no future, I'd lie, steal, mur- as ~ou are a foreigner, I hope you will not take it
der, and do just as I please." WEll, pause for a mo- amiss if I giv you a few kindly suggestions. If a
ment, my friend, and ask yourself who you will mur- misstep be made in the stArt, all may go wrong, and
der, and how you will go about it, and what possible the good people of New York would most certainly
good could come of it, Gven here and now? Who feel terribly annoyed.
It is a common, an1 possibly true, saying that hiswill you rob? How wili you feel with stolen prop"
erty on your hands? How Mn you lie, knowing you to.ry repeats itself, and I hope, reverend sir, that you
will thereby forfeit your right to beliefin the future? will not feel annoyed at my requesting you to keep
It is not religion that binders you from committing that saying constantly before your mind and the
these crimes. It is your moral education,. combined minds of your reverend co-laborers.
with her~di.ty and environment. " Suppose your inIn ~he. Barbarine Library there is an account of a
tended VIChm lay bound and helpless before you, ,negotiatwn between some Spaniards and Pope
could you plunge the knife in his bosom, though Urban VI:U:. in regard to the bones of St. Viar.
you knew it would hav no effect upon your fu- . This saint was much revered in Spain, and a magture happiness ii:t another world? You know you mficent cathedral had been reared in which to decould not. Nor could you steal or commit other posit his bones. The whble country was alive with
crimes that are foreign to your nature and training. the many miracles, cures, etc., performed either
A Spiritual friend says: "If I believed as you do- through his inter::ession or by touching his relics.
if all is blank after death-then suicide is wise."
People had even gone so far as to testifv, under
But I hav yet to learn that believers in a future oath, that these relics had restored life. Of course,
are any more ready to giv up the hopes and joys of you know as well as I the great excitement which
the ·present life than we Materialists are. Even pervaded the entire Spanish Peninsula when the
Spiritualists, who bav no hell, and think the body Archbishop of Toledo announced that a "special
only a clog and a hindrance to progreEs, and that embassy of holy men" hRd been deputized to wait
death opens the door to a higher life and a happier o~ the "holy father" and plead for" special indulone, are no more ready to die than others are. We gences for all votaries worshiping at this shrine."
aU cling to life, and all strive to win the honor, good
The holy see called for the proofs of these miracuwill, and r,espect of our fellow-beings. We.liv to be lous cures, and they came in such great quantities
happy and to win love and all t.hat is attractiv to us. from all parts of" the country that when the "holy
It is only when all hope of these is gone, and the men'' who h~d charge of the tombstone of the saint
future seems to promis only. miser.v and suffering, arrived in Rome, "the infallible one" declared that
that "suicide is wise." If I had an incurable cancer the proo1s were 80 convincing that he could not gainthat I was sure would make me a burden to myself say the prayers of the faithful, and by special bull
and others, then "suicide would be wise," and chloro- the Spaniards were grfl.r..ted even more than they
form enough to put me into an endless sleep would asked.
be a blessing.
A solemn high ponti~cal mass was celebrated,
There is not, as many think, an "instinctiv dread and the broken tom hstrme of the saint, which conof the future." There is a dread of dying. To cling tained his name, s. VIAR, cut in antique letters, was
to life is natural and wholesome. If life is worth duly exhibited for the inspection and reverence of
having it is worth loving and clinging to and preserv- the faithful.
·
ing. Instinct is only heredity, moral training,. and
But, unfortunate to relate, after the deputation bad
education. It is like conscience-it is created by returned to Spain the balance of the tombstone was
circumstances, and not instinctiv. If t~tught that found, and on being joined together formed the
death was only an endless sleep, and that there legend, Pn:efectus V1arum-or overseer of the highcould not possibly be any suffaring after death, and ways-evidently showing that it belonged to an offithat probably not one in a hundred really feels a cial during the occupancy of Spain by the Romans.
tithe of the pain in dying that he does with an hour
You may remember, reverend sir, reading of the
of the neuralgia, toothache, or sick headache, few consternation which seized the h~ly college on rewould drea1 it as they now do.
ceipt of tne news of this very unlucky find. The
"Oh, but," says anot>her, "I don't see the use of most eminent theologians claimed that the devil,
being born at all if we only liv as plants and ani- envious of the honor paid to genuin relics, had
mala do, and hav no higher mission than they do." broken the stone in that curious manner and conThis has nothing to do with the facts. We are. here. trived, in some mysterious way, to palm it off on
We came just as a blade of grass comes, or a fly, or the faithful. The holy college gave its .assent to
a worm. We came because circumstances evolved: these views, and the gentleman" who never errs in
us from the elements.
matters of faith" indorsed them also.
History fails to record auy account of the authen· The male and female germ-cells united, and a new
being was the result, just as the pollen falling upon ticity of the miracles having been disputed, but as
the corn-silk created the grain of maize. We hav no they did not come fr0m the right side of the house,
"mission." We liv; we are endowed by our natures the wor~hip of St. Viar gradually grew into disuse,
with certain powers, faculties and feelings, and in and thus, by not being cB.reful in the start, Spain lost
seeking happiness we perfcrm our life-deeds of good a saint.
or ill, as circumstances seem to lead or compel us.
In a Catholic paper of August last I find the fol-.
A handful of clover-seed falls upon the ground. lowing, which goes to prove the goodness of heart of
No designer givs a mission to each seed. It simply the" holy father," and should be proof positiv that
sprouts and grows, if environments are favorable; or he is never unmindful of the need"s of his children:

btshop announcmg that the Sacred Oongr~g,1tion had decl,lred
the ~ones found about four years ago under the high altur of
s.mtrago ~ath.edral to be truly those of the apo~tle, Spain'a
patron samt, meffectually sou.ght fl:!r hi~herto sinca they were
concealed, fro~ fear of JI'Ioorrsh rards, m the foundations of
the cathedral m the year 1100. bv Ge!mirez the first arch~!s£~~tiag~~~ :~!:e~~~~~=~~ef~~~~~~ies are 'being prepared
L
h
et us ope, reverend sir, that there may be no
unlu~ky
find in thi~ case, at .least, and that St. James,
by his prayers and mtercesswns, mav be able to mitigate the evils of the cholera which "is now devastating that unhappy land. And what a pity it is that
the " Sacred Congregation" did not discover these
bones before! Possibly they might hav prevented
th t
th
k f
· · a ear qua e rom demolishing the Cathedral del
Pilar, which was ruined only the other do.y while
~igh mass was being ce!ebrated and the Holy Host
m the very act of elevation.
Mayhap the devil, most. envious of the honor of
God, and a:vare. tha~ thes~ holy bones were s'wrUy
to be depostted m this shnne, took time by the forelock and bro~ght about this catastrophe, thereby nnt
only destroymg the temple of God itself but even
desecrating the v~ry body and b'Iood of hi~ only son,
our Lord and S~VIor Jesus Christ.
Wh'l h
th
1
1 e ere, a eologica q~.lestion ariselil. If the
bones of St. James could hav stopped this hellish
work of destruc~ion, why could not the body and
bloo 1 of our savwr hav performed the same work?
I k
'1
now you Wll pardon my asking the question. I
knew all along that it was a mystery, but it blurted
out as a natural outcome of the situation. Ynt I can
no t h e1P th'm k'mg th at f or one s1'tg· h t fault I m~y be
condemned to passan eternity in company with this
same devil, while he; having committed such a crime
against the very godhead itself, h~s, for his pLmishment, the privilege of torturing men and women who
considered that three-make-one, or one-mA.kes·three,
to be a mathematical impossibility.
·
I might go on indefinitly, reverend sir, but I am
afraid lest our good brother Macdonald may imagin
I am taking up too much space, so I will not encroach
further on either his space or your lime. But this·
subject is of such vast importance to New York!lrs,
most of whom, I hav no doubt, are impressed with
the absolute necessity of having a miniature cemetery
on almost every corner in their city, that I feel to do
all in my power to help you start aright.
The late l>1mentable fiasco in Lachine, Canaila, is
most certainly to be deplored. No doubt the " Holy
Congregation" has determined that a legion of devils took possession of those miserable Lombard Jews
and caused them to substitute the bones of felons for
those of our blessed martyrs.
. Therr•fore let us start aright; let us try to avoid
this S.VIAR and Lachine business. As I observed
bef>re, we Yankees are a peculiar people. We want
the genuin article and will pay liberally for it.
I do not know if it be permis3ible for me to offer a
suggestion, but if so I should be pleased to nominate
a candidate.
In my choice, I will keep in mind the abs9lute necessity for martyrdom, and name only him who, iu
my judgment, should enjoy that distinction, and feel
that the chosen one, in view of the honor, would ho
willing to emulate the conduct of Quintus Curtius.
who sacrificed himself for his country's good-for,
surely, that which a pagan would do for his country
I am certain my candidate would do for his church.
Therefore, I most respectfully nominate you for
the position.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, consistent with its name, will
second the nomination, and all its readers will heartily indorse, and, if permitted, vote the ticket.
Many respectable, nay, most of the intelligent portion of your co-religionists, who hav read your lectures, will fall into line, and we will hav Jl fair show
for success.
·
If the "holy father" should object, simply tell him
you are" in the hands of your friends."
Respectfully youril,
McARTHUR.

Will He Obry God~
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your
issue of Sept. 26ch, Mr. E. H. Heywood assures ur;
that Seward Mitchell is "too intelligent, brave, and
sincere" to prom is obedience to anybody but "God. •·
Mr. Heywood has, in time past, given not a littJ_.
evidence of being posseEsed of a good share of mental acumen. I am for this reason surprised that he
should now be making this important distinction in
favor of the distinguished personage referred to, whr>
is, we are assured, at present engaged in the obscenity business. The inference is, according to Mr
Heywood's view of the case, that 1f "God" shoulr.l
tell Mitchell to stop distributing his paper, he would
s~op right away. And if told to distribute Btbles i'l
place of the World's Reformer, he would do thai!
It really seems to me that it is Mr. Heywood~s duty
to "risa and explain."
FRANCiiil BARRY.

Iwinning;coward
c&n fight a battle when he is sure nf
but giv me the man who h>1s pluck to fight
ANY

when he is sure of losing.- George Eliot.
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committee of five on Business and Nominations.! a Howard, a Lincoln, a Clarkson, or a Garrison, but we can all
lt d · th
h · •
1 t' n f J E do something to add to the potentiality of life and to widen the
.
Th e mo t wn
r e s , In
e c a1r s. se
· · liberty
.
.
·
. ec 10 .o
and mcrease
t h e happmess
of the human race. Let us
Remsburg, E.
. Macdonald, Wilham Algie, E. A. each and all awaken to the proper sense of what is involved in
FOUNDEil BY D. M. BENNETT.
Stevens, and Harry Hoover, as such committee.
the profession we make. Our boast is the desire to extend a
The next business was the appointment of a Com- knowledge of Secular principles and to develop. their organized
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor. mittee on Resolutions J M Wilcox the maker of forces throughout the States and Canada. This can never be
Business Manager.
.
·
• . ·
. ' J D Sh
done by talk only. It will require the impetus of noble lives
0. P. SoMERBY,
the motwn, was chosen chairman, with · ·
aw, and activ co-operation. Without this it is impossible for SecPUBLISHED BY
C. W. Stewart, Frank Bacon, and E. M. Macdonald ularism to let the light of its philosophy 'shine before men'
THE T R U T H 8 E EKE R 0 0 M pAN Y. associates.
with that brilliancy which under proper circumstances it can
As no further. business could be transacted till .command.
ss Clinton Place, New York.
some of these committees reported Mr. Watts would
"Without presuming to lay down any fixe~ and ~nalterable
'.
.
rule for our Secular propaganda, the followmg brref suggesPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. offer to the Congress a few suggestiOns on orgamza- tiona may be worthy of consideration:
tion. He said:
"1. Firm and persistent adherence to engagements entered
"Secularism
in
the
States
and
Canada
is
new
passing
through
into
and promises made. Some persons only work under the
Address all Oommwnicatiom to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMone of the most important phases of its American history. excitement of transitory enthusiasm. For instance, after lis·
p ANY. Mak8 all Drafts, Ohecka, and Postal Orders payable After years of persistent toil, self.sacrifice, and heroic resist- tening to some inspiring lecture men avow their readiness to
to OHARLES P. SOMERBY.
ance to theological and priestly domination, the Secular pio- organize and to perpetuate the work begun by the lecturer.
neers of mental freedom hav discovered, from the Atlantic to But after a sh0rt time these very men 'grow weary in wellOCTOBER 17, 1885. the Pacific, Freethought elements sufficiently numerous and doing' and nothing more is seen of the promised aid. Avowal
SATURDAY,
potent to be consolidated into one grand Secular organization, of intention must be supplemented with constancy of purpoS1l
whose power should be made to exert a marked and beneficial to render any movement an organized success.
influence upon the advanced thought of the nineteenth cen"2. Due respect should be shown for the opinions of our
The Ninth Annual Congress.
tury. All great movements capable of enhancing the liberties honest opponents. The force of the Golden Rule here comes
The Forest City House at Cleveland was full of of a people, and the welfare of a nation, are the result of .in, Let us separate in our condemnation the opinions from
brass bands and Knights Templar when some dozen gradual growth and intellectual activity. For years the men- the perso~s who ho~d them; ~n~ above all, as. Se.ct~arists we
or so of delegates to the Ninth Annual Congress of tal force of America has been vigorous in its endeavors to dec must avoid dogmatic denunciations. Truth IS limited to no
the National Liberal League endeavored to register stroy that most aggressiv ecclesiastical monopoly which one country nor confined to no one sect or school of thinkers.
sought to control the mind and to fetter the thought of this ·Ail honest searchers can find some portion of it, and our search
on Thursday afternoon, the 8th inst. One band
inquumg age. That the stupendous and unrivaled efforts of and discovery should be governed by three things: earnestness
stood at the head of the stairs leading to the hotel Colonel Ingersoll; the earnest propagandist labors of D. M. of investigation, sincerity of discovery, and justice to those
office, and blared away as though their lives depended Bennett, Horace Seaver, B. F. Underwood, and a host of other who hav been less fortunate than ourselvs.
"3. Music and singing shonld be indulged in wherever it is
· on the noise they raised. Another band occupied brave and undaunted workers, hav been successful, no one
the raised lobby and made more racket than the one will deny who compares the manifestation of public opinion possible at our Secular meetings. Music is the sweetest and
at the head of the stairs. On the street corner fifteen toward us now with what it was even half a century ago. highest response to the emotional yearnings of human nature,
Great, however, as these achievements were, beneficial as un- and it is among the most potent attractions to women and
feet below stood a third band outdoing both the doubtedly the results are, the record of snch noble toil and children, whose society and co-operation are so desirable to the
others. Through the streets bands at the head of devotion wonld hav been much greater had such an organized success of our movement.
"4. Branches. of the Union should be formed wherever say
Commanderies marched and countermarched. Drum force existed in the past as we can now hav at our command.
majors 'were plenty as drummer boys in the army, It may be truly said to the thousands of Freethinkers on this a dozen good and earnest men can be found. Bjl.ving formed
vast and progressiv continent, 'Behold, now is the accepted themselvs into an association, they should meet regularly and
and each one was more gorgeously attired than all
time; behold, now is the day of salvation.'
study the constructiv elements of Secularism with a view of
the rest. Knights Templar in uniforms covered with
"In accepting the chief office of this-association our presi- strengthening the disciplin of personal conduct. Such meetepaulets, gold lace, and white crosses filled all the dent remarked: 'It occurs to me that we can do something to ings should be conducted in proper order, with method, punchotels and crowded the streets, while the sidewalks unite the Liberals of· this country.' No doubt a similar 'tuality, and with a due regard to the rules of public assemblies.
were monopolized by their wives, sisters, and perhaps thought has struek many others, and, in my opinion, a Con- This would inspire outsiders with the earnestness of those envention is just the place where it should be discove~ed what gaged in Secular exercises. New branches would do well also
sweethearts, who had accompanied them to the city.
that 'something' is. The real object of such gatherings as to hav lectures as frequently as possible, and at stated times,
An ordinary mortal with no white cross on his cap or the present should be considered, in· my humble opinion, to so that the general public may know when to expect them.
coat lapels had iri their eyes no earthly business to be fourfold: 1. To record the progress made since last we as- At all lectures Secular and Freethought literature should be
exist. A list of the members of the different Com- sembled. 2. To note defects with a view of removing them judiciously circulated.
"5. Good-~ill and mutual forbearance should characterize
manderies used up a solid page of fine print in the as far as possible. 3. To decide upon future action. 4. To
giv publicity to our principles by addresses and lectures. At all our proceedings. We know uniformity of opinion is impos-.,
big dailies. It was a great day for Cleveland, and all our Conventions the aim should be to decide what to do, sible, and therefore the right to differ should always be recogshe was proud and happy. Friday the' Templars how to do it, and why it should be done.
nized. Many a young society has been choked in its usefulwent home, and the delegates to the League Congress
" From .the standpoint of the American Secular Union there ness because some one or two of its mempers could not hav
is but one answer to the question, What should be done? and their own way upon some particular questions. To refuse to
took their turn at being happy.
The People's Theater on Euclid avenue is a big, that is, Organize into one united body for the purpose of con- work with colleagues l'lnless one can ha~ all he desires after
solidating the skeptical elements so extensivly existing on his own heart is an exhibition of weakness which a more
barn-like structure. . Two thousand people can sit
every hand. There are two principal classes of skeptics in strict adherence to Secular teaching would probably remove.
and stand around in it without tre!Jiling very hard our midst; the one class is composed of men and women who Jealousy of position and despotism of government are deadly
upon each other's toes, and the three hundred people are disciplined in their unbelief, and who liv and act as if they enemies to societarian progress, and should be discountsdown in the front rows at the opening of the Con- thought that to reject the popular creeds is not the 'be-ali nanced in the great Secular movement.
"6. Personal integrity and home cultivation should be regress did not seem to be a great many. The three and end-all' of their duty; the other class is made up of those
who are thoroughly careless and indifferent as to anything be- garded as being among the first duties of every member of
hundred were mostly out-of-town Liberals, some of
yond their mere skepticism to existing theologies; having be- the Union. 'By the fruits shall ye know the tree.' The
whom had come many hundreds of miles. The come free themselvs, they are practically indifferent about the world to-day estimates a man more than ever by his actions.
strongest delegation from any one place came from emancipation of their still slave-bound brothers and sisters. No man who ignores truth, pays no attention to the excellence
Alliance, 0. They numbered forty. Pittsburgh was Now the task which this Union sets itself is to seek to bring of character, neglects his wife and family, and takes no pride
next, with twenty. The others came in twos and both these classes into one earnest, working association, and in his home, can be a Secularist, however much he may conto impres3 upon each member that Secularism is something demn the prevailing theologies of the world. Men honest in
threes, or solitary.
more than mere Freethonght-it is the utilizing for individual busin.ess, faithful in their engagements, and who seek to
The stage was set with tasteful scenery, and, with and general good the mental liberty secured by that very make their homes abodes of happiness and joy, win respect
the flowers in big green tubs loaned by Mr. J. H. Freethought which may be termed a kind of John the Baptist, from opponents, liv down petty opposition, and vindicate
Wade, looked like a garden. Thomas Lees was the preparing the way for the Secular savior-the teacher of the the power of practical Becularism.
"Delegates on leaving this Convention should resolve to put
chairman of the Cleveland Committee on Decoration. necessity of positiv constructiv work as well as negativ and
destructiv advocacy. Our business is to obtain the Nine De- into force the good they hav witnessed here. Do not let it be
He was aided by Mesdames Smith and Scovell. The mands, based, as we think they are, upon lib11erly, necessity, discovered that the seed has been sown on stony ground.
illumination of the footlights was tinted blue by the and justice, and also to oppose to the bitter end whatever. Call your friends together and commence practical work. If
painted·windows, giving the effect that stained glass interferes with the obtainment of these demands. Further it be asked why this should be done, the reply is, the improvein church windows does. If there had been any ad- than this, as I understand it, the Union does not at present ment of man and the triumph of our cause demand it. We
vocates of the· "blue glass theory" present they could propose to go. The great want, theri, is the united efforts of intend making Secular principles known and felt throughout
men and women who will work in unison for this laudable this entire Continent. As in the past philosophy brought to
hav found in the stillness that reigned another proof and desirable·purpose. As the poet has said:
Greece an illumination which rendered her the light of the
of the,quieting effects upon the nerves of sky-blue
" 'Wherever wrong is done
world, and made her children the pride, envy, glory, and adlight.
To the humblest and the weakest 'neath the all-beholding sun, miration of all who knew them, so, we are confident, will the
At 2:30 Charles Watts, the first vice-president, That w1·ong is also done to us, and they are slaves most base ever-advancing light of knowledge and Secular truth continue
Whose love of right is for themselvs, and not for all their race.' to increase until the uttermost corners of the earth shall be
rapped upon one of two columns that served as desks,
"If what is stated should be done, how is it to be accom- enlightened and emancipated from the nightmare of theologand called the Convention to order. He regretted plished? The basis of all our success must be personal effort ical domination. When we banish mental darkness, when_we
that he was obliged to take the place of Colonel In- and the fixed determination of each to do his part to strengthen shed around the light of knowledge and true wisdom, we pregersoll, but that gentleman was engaged upon a big the Union. The language of the New Testament is applicable pare the way for the blessings which follow in the train of that
law case in New York, and it was therefore out of here: 'For if a man be a hearer of the word, and not a doer, wisdom and knowledge. One by one the phantoms of superhe is like unto a man beholding his natural face in a glass.
stition are being exiled, and we believe the time will yet arhis power to open the Congress. When he should
... But whoso looketh into the perfect law [of virtue] and con· rive when mental darkness and physical misery shall be
come, however, Mr. Watts thought he could safely tinueth therein, he being not a forgetful hearer but a doer of known principally as a heritage of the past, and when mental
announce that the Congress would hear from, him. the work, this man shall be blessed in his deed.' It will not be freedom and the truths of. science shall beam on the heads
The absence of the president of the League need disputed that to do good often involves self-denial, but we and gladden the hearts of the sons of men.
not prevent the transaction of business, and the should not forget that had it not been for the self-sacrifice of
" ' 0 first of all the tribes of earth,
the Freethought heroes of the past, probably our mental freeWake to the knowledge of thy worth,
presiding officer was ready to hear motions. The dom never would hav been purchased. Their principles were
And mark the ills of human life,
first business in order was the appointing of a Com- confirmed and witnessed by their works, and so will all true
And heal their woes and quench their strife;
Tyrant and slave, art thou, 0 man,
mittee on Credentials. How should that be done?
and honest convictions ever continue to be demonstrated.
Thy world, thyself, thy fellow scan,
C. B. Reynolds moved that the chair appoint a 'We are not born for ourselvs only,' said Plato, ' but for our
Nor forward cast an unxious eyeWho knows to liv should know to die."
committee of three. The motion being seconded and friends and for other men.' Let all Secularists take this truth
to heart, and resolve to do something for the general good,
carried, the chair appointed C. B. Reynolds, C. P. however limited the circle in which they move. We cannot all
At the conclusion of Mr. Watts's remarks, Mr. J. M.
Somerby, and G. W. Thornberg.
be men of talent, orators, statesmen, or great philanthropists. Wilcox said that some people in the audience would
J. E. Remsburg moved that the chair appoint a We cannot all possess the transcendent power of an Ingersoll, like to know what the Nine Demands of Liberalism
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were, as across the hall, on a streamer some seventyfeet long, was printed, "Our Object: The Nine
Demands of Liberalism." The chair replied that
during the Congress the Demands would be read,
and explained and defended.. The order of business
called next for the secretary's report. Mr. Putnam
came forward with an enormous roll of manuscript,
which was described by the reporters in the morning papers as an exhaustiv report. Exhausting
would hav been a better word. But it was strictly
business, necessary to be heard, and the audience
seemed to possess the requisit patience. It was a
detailed account of the work performed during the
past year, epitomized from t];le columns of THE TRUTH
SF..EKER, with suggestions for the ensuing year. The
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, therefore, hav had all
of it except the following summary and accompanying suggestions:
SECRETARY'S REPORT.
"Your secretary has visited over fifty different cities and
villages, and lectured from one to three times in each place.
He has traveled nearly 8,000 miles-over a territory 1,800 miles
long and 1,200 miles wide. He has entered into correspondence with several hundreds of Liberals from Maine to California, and Canada to Texas, and .he has written every week
from one to three columns for THE TRUTH SEEKER and the
Investigator. Your vice-president's record is as follows:
SUMMARY OF LECTURES DELIVERED BY MR. WATTS,
"September and October, 1884, thirty lectures at following
places: Toronto, Hamilton, Simcoe, Oshawa, Lindsay, Dunnville, Weiland, Meaford, Owen Sound, Walkerton, Gananoque, and Montreal.
''Note.-4.ttended Toronto Convention and secured the amalgamation of the Canadian Societies with the American Sec·l!lar
..Union. Formed several local societies~the most at Hamilton
and Owen Sound.
"January, 1885, delivered nineteen lectures in Canada, Toronto, Hamilton, Thorold, Owen Sound, Bradford, Listowell.
March, 1885, seventeen lectures at Toronto, Bradford, Alton,
Parkhill, Hamilton, Dunnville, Montreal, and Weiland. Lectures since my return: Albany, Toronto, Hamilton, Weiland,
Waynesburg, Pittsburgh. Total, seventy-seven lectures and
debates, besides the fifty-six he gave when with your seeretary. Total, from Convention to Convention, 133.
" Such is the bare outline of the work. that has been done
during the past year by your officers. It is not so great as
expected; with more experience greater things might hav been
done. When, however, we compare the New York State Freethinkers' Convention and Liberal League Congress at Cassadaga last year with the Convention this year at Albany, and
the Congress here in Cleveland, it will be admitted that a most
wonderful advance has been made in interest, in_enthusiasm,
and in power. This is largely due to the fact that Robert G.
Ingersoll is our president, and that his overflowing generosity
givs new hope and courage. He reaches a thousand hearts
with the flame of his eloquence where the other officers of
the League can reach but few. Inspired, however, by hls
brilliant leadership, encouraged by his noble fellowship, aided
by valiant co-workers like Remsburg, Mrs. Krekel, Helen H.
Gardener, C. B. Reynolds, and the magnanimous support of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, and other Liberal journals,
it will be granted that the labors of the vice-president and
secretary hav contributed somewhat to the splendid results of
this hour. It is for the Congress to judge of .the value of the
performance, which, whatever its outcome, has been a reward
in itsEllf for all disappointments and painful struggles.
"The hardship, the difficulty, the inevitable failure which
must oftentimes come, can only be m;tderstood by those who
hav themselvs been in the very front of the pioneer service.
" Six new Leagues hav been formed. There hav been added
four life memberships and thirty-five annual memberships.
"It may be asked why this small number of additional societies and individuals? To this naturar question your secretary replies: First, the small number of activ Leagues in
existence a year ago. These maybe counted almost upon your
finger ends. Had. the officers been backed up in the advance
work by two hundred and fifty activ Leagues instead of ten, with
the remainder dormant, a far better showing of organized Liberalism could be boasted of to-day. As it is, the most necessary thing to be done is to infuse life into what is already established, and then the work can be pushed forward with
accumulating force.
"In many places visited by your officers it was not thought
best by those who fully understood the local situation to form
an organization. In such cases the judgmen~ of your officers
must defer to the judgment of those who are better informed.
"It will not do to organize until there is sufficient impulse
and knowledge upon which to carry forward a constant movement.
"The fundamental work of your officers in the field of advance labor is, first, to create an impulse; secondly, to spread
information; thirdly, to organize. In some places only the
impulse can be given; in others, only the impulse and the
knowledge; and only in a few choice localities, already well
prepared, can the life be furnished whereby an organization
would be justified, Paper organizations will not do. They
must be organizations sparkling with life.
"The two grand difficulties in the way of permanent organizations are:
"First, the indifference of many Liberals. They are Freethinkers, but not Secularists. They are individual, but not
humanitarian. The welfare of the race touches them not.
They themselvs are happy; why should they sacrifice for others? This spirit largely prevails. The remedy lies not in
theology but in science. Knowledge will inevitably make for
humamty. Orthodox selfishness of heart still abides with those
who are free in mind, but the preciousness of liberty is this,
that it creates life, and life in essence is love, and must go
forth in fountains of f1·esh effort. ·
"Secondly, the subtle and immense ecclesiastical tyranny

which still pervades the length and breadth of our land espec.ially in small plaGles-a tyranny whJ.Ilh shapes itself into
soCial ostracism, and is indeed the moB'~!"' fearful and tremendous power which the church possesses to·day. There are
thousands of business men who are in sympathy with the cause
of mental freedom who dare take no open part, for the reason
tha.t they wo~ld suffer financially and their families socially.
Th1s power will be wielded by the church as long as it is exempt from taxation and receives the favor of the state for it
th us rem~ms
. an aristocratic institution. Let it stand upon
'
its
own ~er~ts, be a part of the democratic life of society, and its
prestige 1s gone, and the Freethinker will attain his business
a~d so~ial rights. Then the Secular Hall will flourish side by
SI~e ';1th_ the cathedral, and some day overtop its highest spire
w1th 1ts signals of hope and progress on this green earth itself.
"As to life-membership, very few Liberals can afford $25
f~r such an excellent privilege. It is worth the money ten
t1mes over, but though the will is present the pocketbook is
absent.
"In regard to annual memberships, your secretary thinks
the! had better be abolished, or be made a living part of the
national association. There are many communities where
there are only thre<:l or four Liberals. They cannot form a
local organization, yet they would like to be in vital connection
with the national Union. An annual membership does not
now make any such living relation. It does not make one a
member_in full standing, that "is, it confers no voting powerexcept by consent of Congress. Many therefore do not care
for it. A large number of those who hav contributed to the
Fund hav not called for a certificate, because the certificate
confers no power; it is only an ornament. Make him who
contributes a dollar and upward a voter in the Congress-not
by consent of the Congress, but by the Constitution itself·
bring each annual member into a living relation with th~
Union to be formed; and without doubt there will be a
thousand annual members, where now there are but a hundred. Under proper regulation, there can be no danger in
such a thoroughly democratic arrangement as this. As it is
now, hundreds will contribute their dollar, but they will
not ask for the certificate. It seems wise that in addition.
to the local organization in those choice communities
where they can flourish there should be a national association
for .those tens of thousands of isolated individuals who cannot
thus come together in neighborhood work, yet who would like
to feel the thrill of the universal mo7ement of American Liberalism. The annual membership can be used for this purpose,
but the certificate, while beautiful as an ornament, should
represent a vital connection between the one individual and
the whole brotherhood. The annual member may not come
to the Congress and vote, but the fact that he can do so if he
wishes makes tenfold his interest in the cause. Giv power,
and with it springs enthusiasm.
"In regard to some methods that might be adopted in the
future. advancement of the work of Secularism, especially
in new communities, your secretary would say,
"1. That a series of lectures should be given rather than
one. More solid advancement can be made by a week's
course of lectures in one place than by a lecture each evening
in six different places. One lecture advertises another. Between the two lectures there is time for talk, time for acquaintanceship, and for organization. Better progress can be
made the coming year by each lecturer selecting twenty-five
different points, and laboring a week or two in each, than by
lecturing one night only in two hundred different places,
coming and going with railroad speed.
"2. That part of the funds for the coming year should be
used for the publication, the purchase, and the distribution of
Liberal literature. Especially should there be documents prepared setting forth our aims, our methods, our reason for be
ing, our history, and our hope for the future. Most effectual
service can be done by this various instrumentality. What iti
spoken upon the platform will be repeated again and again in
the silent hours of thought.
·
"3. The increase, the doubling up, if possible, of the circulation of Liberal papers, THE TRUTH SEEKER, the lnvestigatm·,
and others. This is most important. The service which THE
TRUTH 8mlllKER and Investigator hav rendered the National
League is incalculable. After the adjournment of the Congress at Cassadaga, it was only by the generous assistance of
these papers that y;>ur secretary could reach the masses of
Liberals throughout the country and continue the work begun.
Through them a call was made to tens of thousands of Liberals from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and their unselfish cooperation made that call of noble effect, and gave victory
where otherwise there might hav been defeat.
"Your secretary finds the ground prepared, the audience
larger and more enthusiastic, and the results more fruitful
where there are subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator. Indeed, it is difficult to hav a lecture unless there is
the nucleus of a few readers of these papers, who are in constant sympathy with the .movement at other points.
"In many places your secretary believes that half a dozen
subscribers to THE TRU'l'H SEEKER and InvestigatoT would be
better than an organization of that number only. These would
constantly form a committee for work, while au organization
without this weekly impulse from our able journals would
assuredly die. 'rhe work of this association must. be based
upon a reading public, upon intelligence and sympathy with
Freethotight movements throughout the country and throughout the world. Therefore, to increase the circulation of THE
TmrrH SEEKER and Investigator is to increase the fundamental
source of power to grow and influences to advance.
"Your secretary would also suggest that in order to giv increased vitality to our movement, or rather to preserve its
vitality, political action on the basis of the Nine Demands
must be begun; legislativ action must be induced, in order
that the barbarism of the past may no longer iilBult our rights.
Liberals should not submit to these political outrages. Some
one asked a man how much he weighed. 'Ordinarily,' said
he, 'I weigh one hundred and fifty pounds, but when I'm
mad I weigh a ton.' It's time for Liberals to be mad; then
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they will weigh something, and their influence be felt far and
wide in the politics of the day; not party politics, which is but
a reflex of the theological squabbles of the past, but fundamental politics, which touches what is deepest and dearest to
human life, which makes for human brotherhood, human
welfare, and liberty for man, woman, and child. Practical
work must be done; petitions must J:>e circulated; candidates
questioned; bills introduced; arguments made before committees, and agitation kept up until the question is settled
rightly. The Nine Demands express the American idea,
and the Declaration of Independence will not be fully vindicated until our platform is incorporated into the Constitution
of the United States.
"Your secretary respectfully presents these facts and suggestions for the consideration o~ this Congress, with the hope
that the mistakes of his individual judgment will be remedied by the united wisdom of this vast gathering, whose good
will and appreciation is to him the noblest reward that it is
possible for your officers j;o receive."

J. M. Wilcox moved that the secretary's report be
accepted. The motion prevailed.
C. B. Reynolds, chairman of the Executiv Committee, then read the following report :
REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE EXECUTIV COMMITTEE.
"MB. PRESIDENT, OFFICERS, DELEGATES, A.ND MEMBERS OF
THE NINTH ANNUAL CONGRESS OF THE NATIONAL LmEUA.L
LEAGUE: Immediately after the adjournment of your last Congress, I prep. red and had printed blanks for the secretary of
each Local League to fill out and return, giving such particulars and information as would enable me to lay before the
Board of Directors the exact condition of every League. With
copy of this blank I sent a personal letter to each secretary,
urging prompt response, the careful filling out of the inclosed blank, and to write me what in the secretat·y's opinion
was most needed to build up, encourage, and increase the usefulness of the League. Failing to roccivo any reply from the
secretary in any case, I inclosed another copy of the blank,
with personal letter to the president of such League. In this
work alone, without counting additional correspondence, answers to questions, etc., I wrote and mailed four hundred and
thirty-three person.alletters. It is much to be regretted that
the responses were not more encouraging. Local Leagues in
earnest, activ life were the rare exception; those holding
regular weekly meetings, and those making any regular payments to the National Liberal League, few and far between.
I sought diligently for available persons, to appoint as members of the Executiv Committee, desi1·ing to select only those
who would self-s!lcrificingly devote themselvs to the work of
organizing and building up Local Leagues in their several
states or territories. But, in harmony with the judgment of
my colleagues, I refrained from making any appointments
until the public announcement by our distinguished president,
Colonel Ingersoll, of his acceptance of office; immediately
after which, in compliance with the authority vested in me by
the resolution of last Congress, I appointed the following persons members of the Executiv Committee:
EXECUTIV COMMITTEE OF THE LEAGUE.
ALA.BA.MA..-E. W. Smith, Massilon.
ARIZONA..-S. C. Rogers, Charmingdale.
ARKA.NSA.s.-J. Victor Pedron, Camclen.
CA.Lil!"OBNIA..-Dr. J. L. York, San Jose.
CoLORA.DO.-Jervis Joslin, Leadville.
CoNNECTIOUT.-Byron Boardman, 63 High st., Norwich.
DA.KOTA..-N. S. Johnson, Sioux Falls.
DELA.WA.RE.-James Dykes, 2 E. 7th st., Wilmington.
DISTRICT OF CoLUMBIA..-W. H. Burr, Washington.
FLORIDA..-Evald Hammar, Grahamville.
GEORGIA..-A. A. Bell, M.D., Madison.
IDAHO -A. Ervin, Murray.
ILLINOIS -F. F. Follett, 302 State st., Chicago.
INDIA.NA..-J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
IowA..-M. Fari·ington, Denver.
KA.NSA.s.-J. E. Remsburg, Atchison.
KENTUCKY.-D. B. Cozine, Lexington.
LoursiA.NA..-R. Glennon, Arbroth.
MAINE. -Albert' Lewis, 11 Jefferson st., Bangor.
MA.RYLA.ND.-C. Garwood, 103 Fairmount ave., Baltimore.
MA.SSA.CHUSETTs.-Horace Seaver, Paine Building, Appleton st.,
Boston.
MIOHIGA.N.-J. H. Burnham, Saginaw City.
MINNESOTA..-W. F. Jamieson, Lake City.
Missoum.-Mrs . Mattie Krekel, Kansas City.
MONTA.NA..-'l'homas Burk, Salesville.
NEBRA.SKA..-A. Jacobson, 2022 Harney st., Omal!a.
NEVA.DA..-G. L. Green, Eureka.
NEw HAMPSHIRE -N. Monroe, North Walpole.
NEw .TERSEY.-J. W. Frankel, Press Club, Newark.
NEw YoRK.-C. J3. Reynolds, North Parma.
NOBTH CAROLINA. -Joseph Fritts, Highlands.
Omo.-W. I. Irvine, 243 Superior st, Cleveland.
0REGON.-Lee Laughlin, North Yamhill.
PENNflYLVA.NIA..-Wm. Seymour, 231 Vine st., Philadelphia.
RHODE IsLA.ND.-L. L. Northrup, 25 Page st., Providence.
SouTH CAROLINA., ,J. S. 'rhomason, Pacolet.
TENNESSEE.-W. S. Bailey, Nashville.
TEXA.n.-Jas. D. Shaw, Waco.
U-rA.H -Wm. Reynolds, Wanship.
VEmWNT.-John Belknap, St. Johnsbury.
VIRr.nNIA..-Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
WASHINGTON TEBRITORY.-S. F. Albert, Cathlamet.
WEsT VIRGINIA. -C. Ornold, 748 Main st., Wheeling.
WISCONSIN.-Dr. Juliet H. Severance, Milwaukee.
WYOJIHNG.-Albert Meredith, Rock Spring.
CA.NA.DA..-J. A. Risser, G Opera House 13uildin{l, 'l'oronto.
"I wrote to each person so appointed a personal appeal, urging their prompt, activ co-operation and soliciting correspondence as to the preseBt condition and needs, and asked for a
statement of what in their opinion would be the best method
of carrying on the work, and advancing the aims and objects
of the National Liberal League in their state or territory. I
hav had considerable correspondence in compliance with this
request, and hav published some of the more important letters to and from members of the Executiv Committee in THE
TRUTH SEEKER. And I would now respectfully report and
offer the following facts and suggestions for the consideration
and action of this Congress:
( OonU1tt1R.d ott page 6G·1.)
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'Perry. Although, as he expresses it, he "pursue~, ago. The "experie~ce" meeti~g, with which the exsubstanti11.lly, thB bmdnt:ss of farming, giving atten- ercises closad comnsted of miscellaneous remarks
tion, mostly, to st~k growing, with its incidental from different 'quarters. An aged sinner with tramcrops derived by tilTing the lands, through this fruc- bling hand and voice ~eclared hi~sel.f in a ~tate of
The Annual Idler.
tifying source,'' Mr. Perry is none the less an author. mind bec?.~se he had fa1led to let h1s light shme beDEAR BROTHER: 'Tis autumn, and the leaves are He has written and published a "memoir of the life, fore men, and, as a_ consequence, an acquaintance
dry and rustle on the ground, and chilly winds go with subject matter, of the author," and two "Dis- had died unrepentant. He thought it would require
whistling by with low and pensiv sound. I hav just ser!ations on Government, with its Popular Advance- nothing less than infinit forgivness to pardon him
finished a five-weeks' vacation in New England. It ment," which is the most remarkable book I ever saw. for that offense. The thought that he might hav
h t
t h
h
passed ·by on the other side when some deserving
is a great country. I suppose I need not say any- M p
1 d · H ewen t W es.,w
thinno about the time the. boat I went on"left the
r. erry: as ravee
en ewas
d'
t
t a· t b th"
young, by way of a canal. He stopped over awhile person neede(1 his aid td no seem o IS ur
IS
"
dock," or other particulars of that kind. The boats at Washington, which he says was at that time cap- gentleman. Furthermore he didn't believe in proleave the dock this season about the time they start, ital of the United States, as well as a "widely ex- bation after death, and would not encourage it if he
and rarely take the dock with them. My ticket called tended theater of political concerns." Here he was did. Another man said, "I thank God for the assurfor one first-class passage from New York to Keene, so fortunate as to listen to a speech by Henry Clay, ance that Jesus loves me. I praise his holy name."
N. H., and I could tell when I was nearing the latter who, it may surprise some to learn, had "in a high And the minister said, Amen. A young woman
place by the way the conductors and railroad em- degree the rare gift of eloquence." He ala? saw the popped up long enough to offer this invitation: "Come
ployees increased in size and importance. The New "Capitol edifice," and was "readily affected by the unto me, all ye that labor and are ~e.avy laden, and
York conductor is a humble individual, who enters glow, thus present, of Amerimm. pride and veneration I will giv you rest." Sllid the mrmster: "Thank
the car quietly and takes your ticket and answers for these living and accompanying evidences of its God for that blessed as:;;urance." ."Praise the Lord l"
your questions as though he were a fellow-sinner real and potential character." His notes on the war ejaculated another man. "I feel it's good for my soul
with you. The New England conductor cheewallops explain that this event produced ultimH.tdy great to be here to-day at this meetin'. Praise the Lord!"
through the cars with a noise that is heard above the unpleasantness, and had reference to" fteedom as re- The hymn, "Take it to thEl Lord in Prayer," comroar of the train. You know when he is coming; the Rpected a race of African descent." In religion, Mr. pleted the exercises. There was no collection, and
door flies open as though struck by a battering-ram, Perry says, "his 0 wn Christian profession partook of it ia as :much a question with me how the minister
and closes with 'l bang that scares yam hat off. He the nature of that of the Congregational church." got his reward for P!eac~ing, as .how the audience
swa~Jgers down the aisle with a tough professional He closes his biography with the modest statement got their reward for hstemng to h1m.
swing, takes up the tickets with the air of a man doing that" Mr. Perry possesses the qualities of a ready
I am glad to be able to state that there is one man
a duty that belongs to some aile else, and answers writer, together with those qualitif's which unite to in this dis:rict who, without being especially learned
inquiries in the most incomplete and unsatisfactory form tbe requirements essential with the orator and in law knows enough of the nature of secular govmanner. The brakeman is even more surly than the speaker." Years ago I beard this man deliver a po- ei·n:u~nt to realize that the holding of religious exconductor, the depot employees eclipse the brake- litical stump speech in Surry. It was these same ercises in a building built by public money is illegal.
man in the same direction, and the mannflr of the "dissertations on government, with its popular ad- He is also courageous enough t o express h"IS views
ticket-seller makes you feel like inviting him out vancement," and lasted so long that those who had of the subject openly, and has entered his protest
where you can lick him. The civilest official I met watches wound them up and went to sleep. I met against this unlawful proceeding. 'rhough not
was a policeman at Springfield, Mass. He was really Mr. Perry. He I."., well educated, and c"n
· ·
t o b e a publ"1c speaker, he stated Ill
· th
.. spell qui"te c1aiming
· e
polite. I had .your infant son with me, and I pointed a number of hard words. He deludes himself with course of some vigorous remarks at a late. school
that man out to him and told the boy to regard him the idea that he is the father of many great thoughts, meeting that those persons in the district who wished
well; he might never see his like again.
There- are t o enJOY
· th
pr OVI"d e a
Keene is a city in Cheshire county, New Ramp- and I expect he wi"ll d1"e 1"n that be1'I""f.
"
e conso l a t'wns 0 f religion should
c
shire, which state is chiefly not~d for the men who many like him.
place for it to be preached at their own expense.
hav left it, and the present resident will admit, if you
A new institution has sprung up in this vicinity
This meeting which I attended was probably a
put him on his honor, that it is a good place to get since I lefb off farming. It is called the Siio. You type of the thousands held in the country that day.
away from. I learned up there that the editor of see fields of great corn.. from eight to fourteen feet And of what good are they? An evening at the
TnE TRUTH SEEKER had just struck his tent at Long high; it is ensilage corn for the Sib. You see the Liberal Ciub is worth more than all of tb'em. The
Pond, in the town of Stoddard, where he had been door yard strewn with lumber; the farmer is putting sermons contain nothing of value; the singing is
camping fvr two weeks with some jovial friends. 1 in a Silo. You see a gang of eight or ten :men around often feeble and uninspiring; the "testimony" has
heard no good of him.
the barn, and bear the clatter of horse-power; they the appearance of being forc~d and insincere. It is
In going from Keene to Surry I passed over the are filling the Silo. I worked a few days helping to discouraaing to a hard-workmg man to be told that
three miles of road that you and I walked twice a construct one of these things. It is a great tank all he ha~ bought and paid for is an undeserved doday, in the winter of 1869, on our way to and from with double-boarded sides and a cement bottom. 1 natio11 from the Lord, and that it is only by a danschool, carrying our dinner-pails loaded with large worked two days helping to fill two of them. There gerous stretch of divine mercy that he is even perchunks of gingerbread. The road seemed shorter, are numerous positions connected with an ensilage mitted to enjoy "a tolerable degree of health." If
going over it in a carriage, than when we measured cutter where a good hand can make himself useful. the Lord really intended to be generous to his creatit with our sEsquipedalian legs; nevertheless it iB After trying most of them, it was discovered that my ures, why didn't 'he make the soil .of New England
quite a considerable distance. School was keeping strongest hold was "treading." I shoveled the cut- easier to work and more productiv? Why didn't he
in the little school-house in the pine woods, and, ·as up fodder for a while one day, and then a hearty but make rest profitable instead of labor, and endow him
the song bas it, "the boys were playing some old brainless idiot took my place, and they found he dis- with the most good gifts whi) should invent the larggame beneath that same old tree." They were chil- charged t.he office more satisfactorily than I was able est number of innocent pleasures?
dren, I suppose, of the boys and girls who went to to do. Even at treading I did not excel. They told
I listened in vain to hear a word about the·
school with us, and busy themselvs enlarging the about a man who put a fourteen-hundred-pound bull gospel of health or recreation, which the people
into his Silo, and found him worth a half-dozen like there 80 much need; about kindness to women
notches we cut in our desks.
From my observations, it seems to me that the me. I do not desire any mora competition of that and children, or even dumb beasts. The New England of this state is not as fruitful as it must hav sort. The knowledge which a man may gain by be- lander should hav little apprehension about his snul.
been years ago, at least on the hills in the parts I ing in communion with books and listening to If he wins a living in this world, provides for his
hav visited. Old cellar-holes that once held great learned men does not qualify him in the least to help family, and educates his children, he has bought all
bins C'f potatoel!l, bushels of winter apples, and eke fill a Silo.
the blessedness there may be in store for anyone in
the fervent cider-barrel, now lie uncovered, their walls , I attended divine service once while in New Ramp- another world, and has paid a good price for it, too.
falling in, and their bottoms grown up to grass. Huge shire. The meeting was held in a little district Imagin land where you cannot drive a stake withpiles of stone and miles of wall, enough to build a school-house, and people came several miles to at- out first preparing a hole with an iron bar; conceive .
hundred pyramids, and whose builders are now for- tend, though I was unable to understand what they of a field with stone enough on its surface to build a
gotten dust, are crumbling back to earth with the got to repay them for their tmuble. I entered the wall around it; call to mind a climate with frost in
action of frost and rain. These things are calculated place of worship after almost everybody else had ar- June and a snowstorm in September-a summer
to make the beholder realize the transitory nature of rived. The men occupied one eide of the room, the across which spring and autumn shake bands; estihis stay, and to think of the time when this form women the other. My first bad break was to get mate farm pr0duce as worth nothing, qnd commodwherewith he treads the ground shall hav pointed its into a seat among tbe girls. This seat was evidently ities which must be bought as costing everything;
toes toward the eternal stars. Graveyards, and made for me when I was quite small, as I found it think of long da,ys' work, no evenings, and short
tombstones whereon are recorded the virtues of those impossible to take my legs in out of the aisle, and nights' rest, and you will hav in your mind a fair
who lived, died, and were long unremembered before had to sit between two seats on a piece of board laid picture of farm life on New Hampshire hills. It is
we were born, seem rather to detract from the im- fmrn one to the other, and which was in momentary wonderful how these people can be so good-natured
portance of our individual part in this endless drama. danger of breaking. The preacher, a superannuated and hospitable. There· must be a great couflict forStill the people are activ. They g9 on manying, minister of the Christian church, sat behind the ever waging between their pocket-books and their
and giving in marriage-which amounts to the same teacher's desk, and a man I take to hav been a Clea- generosity, and the conflict can end' onlyin disaster
thing; children grow up and grow old, and the cattle con teetered about on tiptoe between the parson and if generosity get the upper hand. 'I'he New Engrub th€it' noses against the flinty ground and crop a couple of girls who, together with the deacon, com- land farmer knows that his farm is not worth so
the grass as industriously as their progenitors may posed the choir. Preliminary to the musical exer- many dollars this year as it was a year ago, and that
be supposed to hav done. Things here meet the cises, the preacher, by a skilful application of the next year the price of real estate will probably be
vicissitudes of time with a rocky barrier, yet I can thumb and forefinger, blew his nose in two directions less than it is now. Eggs will be cheaper before
see that great changes hav taken place within the on the floor, did a double blast with his handkerchief, they are higher. He must sell his beef for 8ix mints
past twenty years. Some of the old folks, it is true, and read the seventh chapt.er of the g-ospd according pEr pound and buy it back out of the butcher's cart
appear to me to look exactly as they did that length to St. Matthew. This chapter dealt largely with for twice that price. OleomaJgarine has made butof time ago, but the majority of them hav crept into hypocrits, and seemed to afford a kind of maliCious ter hardly worth caJTying to market. He cannot
their graves. The boys and girls we knew are consolation to some of the hettrers, who, you could raise corn with profit, nor will his income justify
mostly married now. Those not man-ied begin to see, "knew a numbel' of people in the neighborhood him in buying it. TrHl only thing that will bring in
be suggestiv of beautiful autumn leaves.
tlaat it applied to." The singing of a hymn that fol- anything ia hay, and yet every ton of bay sold subThere are many curious and historic people living lowed was accompanied by a broken-winded organ, tracts RO mnch from the value of his land. To keep
in Cheshire <·ounty. The old lady livs or did liv here the strength displayed in blowing the same being his farm up he must return to the soil as mueh as he
who prayed that it might rain nights and Sundays so much greater than the skill wherewith it was played. takes off, and he must pay out for fertilizers the
the hired men could rest. Up in Marlow resides the The usual pnyer sueceeded in its turn; then a hymn, money which he receives for his bay. It looks to me
ancient female who rejeets the labors of the revision the voices of the singers totally failing to rise above as though the New England far:me;~;s were getting
committee. Your new-fangled gospel she will hav the wheezing noise made by the organ. The sermon into tolerably close quarteru.
nolle of. Sbe wants nothing better than the "good was an every-day sort of performance, but I listened
I had the good fortune, while in New Hampshire,
o1cl Bible that. ~od wrote." Here also pursues the to it at.tP.ntivly, and was rewarded by Cil.tching the to hear a lecture by Colonel Ingersoll. He came to
even tenor of h1s way the man of great natural cu- eye of the pastor, and httving the heft of the discourse Keene on the 23cl d SPptember and talked about
rim•ity who is said to h~v taken his barn down to see, delivered directly at me. Perhaps the old chltp rec- "Myth and Miracle." I had heard all his othflr lecthow.it was .made.. 'l'h1s m~n de~erves more than a 1 ognized me, as. I ha~ heard him preach the same ser- ures, but this is a new one. There were hardly
passmg notwe. H1s name IS Peny-George Joseph' m.on several t1mes, m !mother town, a dozen years. three hundred people present, and the2e were not

g;om1nnni~ations.
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demonstrativ, though they could not but be interested. The old minister I had listAned to the Sunday before was there, and had a front seat. The
lecture was more argumentativ and philosophical
than any I hav heard from the same source but it
abounds in beautiful passages and sentences ~uch as
- the hearer is likely to remember and take home to
think over. The colonel draws a distinction betw€en
a. myth and a miracle; the one is a fanciful explanatiOn of phe;nomena that really do take place, while
the other IS an account of something which never
did, and could not possibly occur. Myth was harmless· fiction; miracle deliberate falsehood. I don't
know how the people of Keene take these things, but
I guess that de~p ~own in their hearts they know
that the colonel IS right.
·
· ·
Perhaps I hav written enough for one week, yet I
hav been altogether unable to do full justiee to mv
subject. I hav had various experiences, and made
numerous notes and observations. It shall be my
pleasant duty in another letter to lay these before
your: rea~ers. I cannot. close without expressing my
gratification on observmg that, during my absence
you hav kept THE TRUTH SEEKER up to the high
standard at w:hich I maintained it while you were
away. The calm serenity with which you lean back
in your chair and assimilate t,he undeserved commendation bestowed upon my humble editorial
efforts during that period, and the way you shoulder
the responsibilities thereby incurred, are also refreshing. These things add a new charm to the
tender recollections which I bring home with me
from my trip to New Hampshire.
Your affectionate brother,
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God told them to write the laws or to teach them which, at its last reviSIOn, contained no less than
orally, they might do so in good faith; but they forty-two thousand mistakes.
would not be inspiration in this instance. It would
~ow, in conclusion, I wish to ask you if you are
not be God saying so, but some men claiming that gomg to attet;npt to wade t9 heaven through this
God sa~d so, aud_ their acceptance would depend, not bog of superstition? Are you going it blind in this
u~o~ his reput~twn f«;>r: veracity, but upon that of its way, or will you rather follow the light of reason? I
mmist~rs. 1~, m additiOn to this, many of the laws hav, in this, made only such objections as would apare unJust, fnvolous, or degrading, and many of their ply to any one of the many books for which the claim
state~ents _false ~r unreasonable, we will reject them, of inspiration is made. In the following I will no·espemally If their supporters and propagators are tice the Bible more particularly.
W. H. PETREE.
~oted prevaricators; and by doing this w.e would reJect, not the word of God, but that of man. In this
A Comparison.
way we mig~t reject much that we would accept if
Stephen Girard, James Lick, Peter B. Bingham
God would Just take the trouble to affirm its authenticity. Yet God. will damn ys for disbelieving these John Redmon, William McClure, Robert Owen ali
men, when all history proves that they .could not be Freethinkers, donated and appropriated more mo~ey
trusted as. far as you could throw a feather against for benevolent and charitable objects than all the
the wind! .But let .me illustrate. You hav two Catholic clergymen that the United States has proneighbors. Neighbor Jones is a man of undoubted duced. Put the deeds of these men alongside of
veracity. Neighbor Smith is, to say the least, doubt- those of Bishop Purcell, who is said to hav embez·
ful-a man who will lie for nothing and tell the truth z1ed $4,000,000 from poor, co11fiding Catholics, which
for a quarter. Smith tells you that he was over to act caused the death of 137 persons, if the newspaJo~es's to "borrer a paper," and Jones said that pers properly inform us. And Bishop Purcell is only
while out hunting the day before he loaded his one in a list of 114 Catholic clergymen who in the
gun hurriedly to shoot some turkeys and forgot space of ·eleven years, in this country, hav been
to remove the ramrod after ramming the charge charged with every crime in the criminal catalog
home. He fired into the flock and strung two of the from embezzlement to murder. And so far as th~
bir~s on the ramrod; You don't believe it, but, hap- founding of hospitals, asylums, and other charitable
penmg to meet Smith as you come from mill, you institutions is concerned, these institutions are run
mention the story to him, and he corroborates the and paid. for by money appropriated out of the pubstory, or, perhaps, says that there were five birds lic treasury. Take the city of New York alone. The
instead of two. You now believe a more unlikely Catholic church has obt.ained donations of public city
story, because you know that Jones will vouch for it, lots valued at $3,500,000.00. It has also received
from the public treasury in eleven years for the supn~t that Smith said Jones said so. Apply-'this to the
GEORGE E. MACDONALD.
Bible, or to any of the so-called revelations. Satisfy port of Catholic institutions $6 043 626 45. Total,
yourself that God 'is their author, if you can, but $9_543,626.45. It is now drawing from the public
Biblical Absurdities.
don't risk your eternal welfare on a story that had a treasury annually $700,000.00
If this amount of money has been purloined from
Absurdity number one is found in the very found a- dozen suspicious or notorious characters between you
the
pockets of the people, irrespectiv of religious
tion of all religions based on a reputed revelation. and its divine author. No, we must hav a medium
Freethinkers as well as others, for CathoI refer to the reputed inspiration of certaiB books, of communication between God and every individual; proclivities,
lic institutions in the city of New York, what is it
the cliJ,im that they emanated from God himself. In but that medium must be a p81·petual revelation. costing the peopb of this country. outside of the
order to investigate the subject we must start with Without this man is not responsible, and a God that Catholic church, to sustain these institutions in the
some idea of .a God and his attributes. In order to would hold him accountable would not make a decent whole United States? Now, if we l!.,teethinkers are
avoid complications, I will start ,with the Christian devil.
selfish and sordid because we don't want to be taxed
definition of deity. This definition is not drawn
His laws must be accessible to all alike. Not one to support institutions which were founded mainly
from the Bible. So contradictory are the statements, of the books for which divine authorship is claimed for the purpose of proselytizing or holding people
as well as the inferences, of this book that it would has been translated into all languages, or pr@ached or children to the Roman Catholic faith, we are derequire a volume to contain the various attributes ac- to all peoples; and you know the justice in punishing termined to continue selfish and sordid in this respect,
·corded him, and we would still hav no definit idea of a man for not believing a story he never heard. I and we will never pool our issues with yon as some
a God. I will, however, ascribe to him the character am not assailing Christian doctrins in particular, but Protestant patriots did during the Tweed regime,
usually given him by Christians. I do not mean to that condition of affairs that will save the few who and are still doing in various parts of the country.go into the mysteries of the trinity and godhead; hear and damn the many who do not.
J. J. McCabe.
but, to use a local phrase, I will size him up and
Another objection to a written word of God is
lump him off. His personal appearance they appear its liability to forgery. Again, for the sake of illusInvestigating Ghosts.
to know nothing about, since the only person who tration, we will admit God's authorship in one of the
From the Phrmological Jo,rnal.
ever saw him got only a vanishing glimpse of his many books bearing his signature. There are many
The learned and progressiv genUemen who constiback. As to his general character, any minister can such, and all but one are forgeries, and, as such, are tute the working factors in the Society for Psychical .
tell you more in five minutes than you can glean simply s~de doors to hell.
Research in London are embarrassed much in the
from the Bible in as many years. They will tell you
How are we to decide which is t,rue and which are way that an unsophisticated youth would be who had
that he is a being omnipotent, omniscient, and om- faise? Are we to decide by their strength? Will suddenly come into the possession of great riches.
nipresent; just, patient, loving, and merciful; un- you be willing to decide this in face of the fact that They hav been investigating hypnotism, the divining
changeable, and transcendently perfect; that he has no one of the religions of the earth enrolls more than rod, and thought-transference, and appear to hav
existed throughout the past eternity, and will exist one-fifth of the human race, and that any one you reached some definit conclusions in regard to the
through time and another eternity-" when time may accept will damn the other four-fifths? Are we production of the phenomena connected with these
shall be no more." They will all agree on about this to decide it by the intelligence of their adherents? subjects. They hav latterly taken up the much more
much. Farther than this you cannot go without We will find the wisest of the earth in the ranks of occult phenomena of Spiritism, and almost in the
arousing the suspicion of being an Infidel (investi- each. Attempt to decide by the merits of the books, outset of inquiry hav been overwhelmed with stories
gator). But this is enough, and I shall bend this and you will find that each contains many grand and accounts of apparitions more or less supported
(the Bible), and the various doctrins having it for truths and noble sentiments, and also much that is a by respectable testimony. London itself is found to
their foundation, to this idea of divinity. If there be direct outrage of justice, decency, and virtue. They be richly supplied with ghosts, so that there is matean unchangeable God, who has· made regulations all appear to agree upon but one point. You must rial enough at hand tt> employ the time and wit!! of
that man must obey or be d--d, it is only in accord- decide, and a mistake means damnation.
the investigators. These gentlemen of S. P. R. aim
We will now admit that you hav chosen the orig- to be candid and impartial: they hav a most d1fficult
ance with justice t~at there should be a medium of
communication between God and man, and to accord inal word. You will still be harassed by the reflec- nut to crack, and evidently know it. The eyes of the
with his reputation for justice, that medium should be tion that it has, perhaps, been changed in many vital world scientific and unscientific are upon them, and
as immutable as that God and his decrees.
points. Almost all books of this class hav been, at mistakes even of caution or discretion will receive
The question natur~tlly arises, does artificial Ian- some period of their existence, wholly in the hands little mercy. They must, to use th!l wordR of a
guage present this advantage? A very little research of certain classes, who alone were permitted to writer, " be just to an apparition as well as generous
will convince the most obstinate that the opposit is handle and study them. All others received their to a molecule," "must-use the eyes of the soul as well
true. Words are constantly changing in orthography knowledge second-hand. You know that it would as the lens of the microscope." They find that some
and in meaning. We are constantly throwing aside be no difficult matter for such men to change them, of the many cases submitted to their analysis cannot
old words and coining new. It would surprise some and also that the character of these men was, in many be relegated to hallucination, disturbed mind, overto find that they must hav either inspiration or trans- cases, a.nytliing but reassuring; that they lauded as wrought imagination, fear, or expectancy, and to aplation to enable them to read the productions of their virtuous ihe lie spoken in support of their religion. prebend the true nature of these seems like clutchown ancestors. These changes may be witnessed in How do you know that the idea of creating a corner ing at a shadow; theory here has no basis; and must
our own country. All hav noticed the different dia- on the real estate market of New Jerusalem, by giv- therefore be placed in abeyance until some positiv
lects of the various sections. A listener can tell, ing the wrong books, did not enter the minds of these data m<~y warrant its revival.
from a man's conversation, whether he came from the crafty priests? Rest assured that if these priests hav
We do not look for a solution of the phantasm
east, west, north, or south. I hav no doubt that I deceived you, they hav effectually sealed the gates of problem. If there are supernatural phenomena we
could be placed pretty accurately. Yet these oddities heaven against you. If the Bible demon can damn do not expect to be logically satisfied concerning
are caused by the same gradual change. It is owing us for Adam's mistake or sin, he is quite capable of their character. Scientific research may settle thfl
to the mutability of artificial language that we hav this. Tuis class of men alter the books in their keep- question of the occurrence of such phenomena in the
so many different hnguages, and not to a miraculous ing for the sake of honor or power. Another cla·ls, affitmativ, and may go so far aa to classify, or differBabel. Y_et it is through this changeable medium good, honest, whole-.souled people, who do not be- entiate peculiarities of expression-we think that it
that the Christian God givs his laws to man. If the lieve them, and are not of the stuff from which mar- will; but to disclose their cause and manner of prolanguage changes, God will damn the man of his own tyrs are made, change them from a different motiv. duction seems to us beyond the reach of physical
creation for not obeying the original law. How does They -hope to rend0r salutary what they cannot erad- machinery. We are much in accord here with Miss
this accord with the much-vaunted infinit justice? I icate, and, not having the force, t!ley substitute craft. Phelps, who has said that "no investigator is qualiI will notice brit.fly one more objection. Had we fied to pass judgment upon psychical phenomena who
hav only strained once and the rotten fabric begins
to break.
a universal language, most of those already giveR is not equally ready to admit, if admit he m~st, in
Again, these laws should be revealed to all alike. would apply eqmilly well. Instead of this, uowever, the end, that he is dealing with the physiological
"For the sake of argument" we will admit that God we hav hundre(is of different languages. You must ad ion of cells in the frontal lobes of the brain, or
may h11,v revealed his laws to some man or men, or surmount ali these difficulties, and still jeopardize ;tilb the presence of a human soul disembodied by
even that he did write part of these laws himself, and your eternal freight among the rocks of transl~tioa. Je;ath." He must be" hospita~le to a halluc~ntttion, or
supervised the publishing of the remainder. These Our Bible will serve as an illustration. Hundreds of to a specter. He must be, If necessary, Just to an
men would doubtless accept them as divine. If, years' work had succeeded only in securing a book. apparhion as well as generous to a molecule."
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(Continued from page 661.)
"Our first great need is more thorough and efficient organization, including systematic payments by every member.
"Justice demands that all should help in the work to the
extent of their ability, and not leave the willing workers and
self-sacrificing devotees of the cause to bear all the burdens,
while many selfishly go free, having no financial interest (at
J, ast pf their own investing), confine their efforts to fermenting
discussions, finding fault with and impeding the efforts of the
self-sacrifi ~ing, zealous wor-kers. It is respectfully suggested
that in harmony with the avowed principles and rallying cry
of Secularists, 'Justice.' every member, independent of voluntary donations or contributions, pay a specified amount every
month in advance. Before the aims and objects of the American Secular Union can be accomplished, the people must be
educated to a knowledge of the justice of its claims, and how
its success will promote the best interests of all classes, securing for all equal civil and religious rights, regardless of religious faith or the lack of it.
"We hav a most unequal conflict to wage, a powerful enemy
to overcome, no less than the mighty devil, the real, terrrible
devil, Ignorance. Fortunately our trust is in a real redeemer,
not a myth of the imagination, but the most practical of all
practical realities-our savior is the Liberal printing-press.
We shall hope in vain for salvation unless we prove our faith
by our works. Not by profound scientific lectures that are
ruinous costly, heard by few, and understood by less, but
the judicious circulation of our best Liberal publications must
be our chief dependence. When the Liberal publications (in
distributing which all can take part and help on the good
work) hav prepared the way, then the able lecturer will be
listened to, understood, and supported.
"How to most promptly and surely provide the needed supply of suitable Liberal literature, and secure its judicious distribution, is a question of vital import, and entitled to the
most earnest consideration of this Congress.
"Very many persons in almost every town in the United
States are fully convinced of the fallacies and absurd claims
of Christianity, are disgusted with the arrogant dictation and
exactions of the church. They would gladly connect themselva with a Secular society, 'and, with their children, attend
the science school on Sundays, if any such existed in their
vicinity. But they continue members of the church. giving to
it of their means and influence, because to avow themselvs
Secularists, and to withdraw from the church, would resnlt
in their ostracism by church society, arid there is no other provided.
"Children and youth love to assemble together; the church
realizes this, and givs her best efforts and attention to the promotion of sociability. If our children and young people hav
no science school on Sund11y to invite their Christian companions to, they will acaept the invitation, yield to the persuasion
of their Christian friends, and go with them to church and
Sunday-school.
"And it is pretty much the same with the older folks.
Hence the imperativ necessity of organizing local Secular societies in every school district-a herculean task, but the
success of the American Secular Union, the liberty and best
interests and happiness of our fellow-creatures, demand it.
"Great ability, untiring energy, persistent devotion to the
work, despite all obstacles or discouragements ; hard work
three hundred and sixty-five days in the year, good part of
the time half, and very often the whole, of the night, will be
required on the part of the officers to whom the work shall
be entrusted. And while it is right the officers should set the
example of self-sacrifice and self-denial, and we expect them
to be actuated by more eager desire to advance the cause
than to accumulate dollars for themselvs, yet such ability
and devotion as this work requires commands in all other
fields, and should receive from us, liberal remuneration.
How to obtain money with which to earry on the work and
pay such officers, without depending on the charity of the
wealthy, or making constant begging appeals, always unsatisfactory, and at best a most precarious dependence ; how to
equitably render the Society independent and self-supporting,
is a question demanding solution by the Congress.
"With a full sense of the difficulties in raising 'ways and
means,' with all due respect fQ1' ancient usages, but impressed
with the truth that there are some customs more honored in
the breach than the observance, I respectfully suggest that at
the time of forming a little struggling Secular society, the
you-must-help-me-first of the big Society, the your-money-oryour-life demand of $5 or $10 for a charter fee, for the bare
privilege of being just on a list as a subordinate society, has
not tended to encourage, nor proved the best possible incentiv,
to start such organizaticns, nor has it proved a very prolific
source of revenue to the National League. Therefore the
advisability of the American Secular Union remitting or
abandoning all claim to any charter fee is respectfully recommended to the consideration of your honorable body.
"I would earnestly recommend that Secular societies,
within a given tendency of twenty to twenty-five square miles
be organized as a district Secular Union ; that all such district
unions hold regular quarterly meetings, so that all Liberals
within such territory shall be afforded opportunity to form
acquaintance, compare methods of work, and by means of
such frequent large and spirited meetings, gain greater courage, and be inspired with a spirit of emulation to redoubled
effort.
"Would it not be advisable that the district unions should
elect officers of the state union, and that the president of each
state (or territory) Secular Union should b'f virtue of such
election become a member of the Executive Committee and
vice-president of the American Secular Union?
"No society can retain the confidence of its members unless
all its transactions are conducted OR sound business principles. The practice indulged in by some societies of permitting persons to receive money for or in behalf of the society,
and instead of paying over such money to the treasurer, sending a voucher or receipt for some claim in lieu of the cash,
thus usurping the office both of the board of auditors and the

"'A government of the people, for the people, by the peo.
pie,' will be more than simply a high-sounding phrase, which,
read by the light of the past, was only a bitter mockery to a
race in chains; and, read by the light of the present, is a choice
bit of grim humor to half of a nation in petticoats.
"But so long as the taste of the voter prefers to place in the
executiv chair a type of man eminently fitted for private life,
whom, when you want to find him, you hav to shalce the chair
to see if he is in it, just so long will there be no danger that
the lightning will strike so as to deprive the Freethinkers· of
one man in America who could fill the national executiv
chair full, and strain the back and sides a little getting in.
"Once more I send greetings to the Convention, with the
hope that you may hav as grand a time as you ought to hav,
and that Freethought will receive a new impulse from the
harmony and enthusiasm of this meeting.
"Sincerely,
HELEN H. GARDENER,
"My ticket is: R. G. Ingersoll, president (first, last, and all
the time); Courtlandt Palmer, treasurer (ditto); S. P. ~utnam,
secretary and chairman of execlJ.tiv committee; C. Watts, first
vice-president and debater (the two latter to be paid for their
work). Together with a list of vice-presidents that will fully
and fitly represent the cause to the general public.
.
"H. H. G."

The remainder of this report of the proceedings of
the Congress will be given next week in full, including Colonel Ingersoll's address. Time for its preparation, and space for printing it preclude its completion in the present issue. It may here be stated,
however, that the name American Secular Union was •
adopted by a unanimous vote, and officers for the
ensuing year were elected as follows:
President.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Vice-Pnsidents.
HORACE SEAVER,
CHARLES WATTS,
pARKER PILLSBURY,
JOHN E. REMSBURG,
WILLIAl\i ALGIE,
THADDEUS B. \VAKEMAN,
MATTIE P. KREKEL,
ROBERT C ADAMS,
ELtZUR WRIGHT,
'frrus L BROWN,
JAMES PARTON,
HELEN H GARDENER.
Sem·etm·y.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Treasurer.
COURTLANDT PALMER.
Chai1·man Executiv (;ommittee.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
Chairman Finance Co1nmittee. ·
EUGENE M. MACDONALD.

Editorial Notes.
"ANxrous Inquirer" sends us this query: "Will you please
inform me if Thomas Winter, familiarly known as the 'buckeye boy,' is still a Materialist? " We believe that Mr. Winter
continues to re!llain tolerably near the ground.
MR. L. DEWITT GmswOLD, of Auburn, N. Y., has just engaged the editor of the Auburn Morning Dispatch in an argument on the Nine Demands of Liberalism. This is a good way
to get these Demanda before the public, and is particularly
effectiv when they are so ably sustained as they hav been in
this instance by Mr. Griswold.
A CORRESPONDENT has kindly furnished us, during the past
week, with the St. Joseph, Mo., daily Herald, containing tt,
.so-called "sermons" of the Rev. Samuel Jones, revivalist.
We hav not read them all-life is too sh-ort-but we hav
read enough to be able to say that so far as we are concerned
the people of the wild, wild West ar•! welcome to monopolize
Mr. Jones. The effete East will try and struggle along ~ith
out him.
IN "The Fact Divine," a Catholic history by Joseph Broeckaert, of the Society of Jesuits, translated from the French by
Edmund J. A. Young, and published by McGowan & Young
of Portland, lYle., the author excuses the dragonnades, the
Albigensian and Waldensian persecutions, and the proceedings of the Inquisition generally, excepting the Spanish Inquisition, which, after some ineffectual attempts to throw
overboard, he at last takes up and apologizes for, like the
rest. As to Pope Gregory XIII. ,.and the massacre of St. Bartholomew, he says that the mass was not celebrated at Rome
for the destruction of heretics, but fo" the escape of the
French king. He asserts that the prisons of the Inquisition
were healthier than others, that the Holy Office was in general
mild, and that, even in Spain, the autos-da-je "were often edif.?jing spectacles ojretmction and penitence;" and he defends the I~.
quisit10n generally against the modern theory of toleration.
THE New York Herald, of September 29th, says: "There
were high jinks at the South Baptist church" in Tottenville,
Staten Island, on Sunday night. The regular religious exercises were varied by Bl!ch episodes as one deacon boring auger
holes in the under side of the baptistry to let the water out,
and prevent a baptism, while other official church-members
rushed out, drew off their coats, and squared their fists in
front of one another's noses, the throng looking on meanwhile,
and hooting at the combatants." THE TRUTH SEEKER cannot
spare space to enter into the particulars of the affair, which,
as Sir Lucius O'Trigger says in the play, "is a very pretty
quarrel as it stands." Some idea of its intensity may be
gleaned, however, from the words of Pastor Bott, the Achilles
of one of the parties, who is reported to hav said: "If Jesus
Christ were to come to the pulpit, I believe that some of these
people would crucify him, and kill him !" It is melancholy to
see such a tendency to the doings of what they call the old
Adam, among those who parade themselvs to the world as
the followers of one who is termed by them the prince of
peace. It is still more singular that the nations who profess
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to be guided by his teachings should be. the scourges of all There was but one remedy-abolish it. He had seen
What the Enemy Has to Say.
other countries, and the most scientific, most bloodthirsty the votes of senators corruptly sold in jobs, making
fighters in creation.
Contemplating
the possibility of disestablishment,
the people's will of " none effect,'' to borrow an unwhich
is
being
urged with considerable vigor at
MB. T. J. DovE, of Alpine, N.Y., has shipped to -this office grammatical phrase from St. Paul. How to effect
a barrel of Tompkins County King apples, and the same has the abolishment of the Senate heaven only knew. present in England, the Bishop of Rochester (Dr.
been duly received. From the beauty and flavor of the fruit Mr. Swinton had been in the English House of Lords, Thorold) has written a letter arguing against it. We
we are inclined to believe that it was not the Tompkins and watched its proceedings. Two or three old par- quote some of his most bitter remarks:
County King that caused all the trouble in the Garden of alyzed peers were there, and mumbled speeches that Roughly an!il.yzed, the advocates of what is called disestabother peers could hear. The Senate lisbment may be ranged under three classes. The Secularists,
Eden. It must hav been somfL other variety of apple. We none of the
.
bitterly disliking revealed religion of any kind, clearly perceive
are authorized by all here concerned and employed to. thank must likeWise be paralyzed. The way to do this was that to deprive the great English Chmch of material resources
Mr. Dove for his kindness and to wish him well.
to expose them as King George was exposed, as for exercising her functions would. be to strike a blow at the
THEBE is something in the following item, which is clipped African slavery was exposed, and as Editor Stead of Christian religion throughout the world. Certainly the dewould be the gainers. The political class, enamored
from the New York Sun of Sept. 29th, that is worthy of the at- the Pall Mall _Gazette had exposed the maiden tribute structivs
of a specious theory of religious equality, and resenting the
to the aristocracy of London. Mr. Swinton once obstacles which the church in former times is alleged to hav
tention of our readers:
"The pope bas desired the chapter of Franciscan monks to heard Wendell Phillips deliver a lecture under a ban- continually opposed to salutary and indispensable reforms,
suppress ·the numerous breweries belonging to that order in ner inscribed, '' God bless the commonwealth of would punish her for the past by crippling her for the future.
Bavaria, which produce the famous "Franziskanner Brau," Massachusetts." Mr. Phillips read it and then said, Some religious Nonconformists (perhaps the most formidable
of all) honestly believe that alliance with the state means
highly esteemed by all beer drinkers in Germany. The personage who will most deeply regret (and resent) this step will " God damn .the commonwealth of Massachusetts." subservience to it, resent that the Anglican disciplin and forbe Prince Bismarck, who was a large consumer of this partic. Mr. Swinton would not like to say " damn," because mularies should be recognized as the national ideal of the
it was a wicked' word and he did not know what truth and rule of God, and seem able to persuade themselvs
ular brew, of which he is exceedingly fond."
Club ~sed for "God" b t he
ld that were we sent int~ the wilderness of a wholes_ome poyerty
r,et us trust those pious brewers hav not neglected matins word the Liberal
.
. • u
wou , we should, after an mterval, no doubt, -emerge mto a h1gher
and vespers in pursuing their extremely secular avocation. say the oppos1t of God bless the Umted States Senate./Ievel of goodness and a loftier idea of duty than the world h 11s
But why should Leo XIII interfere with their work? That · A city missionary had up to this tim'e occupied a ' seen since Constantine. I s"y "some," for there is a strong
is !II} important question. The beer seems to hav the sanction chair near the door, but when she heard the word minority the other way. It is true that few thoughtful perof the laity as well as the prayers of the clergy, for it is im- damn she shook the dust of that hall off her feet and sons woul~. care to deny that a free church has advantages and
opportumt1es. But do they preponderate over those of a napossible to doubt that any barrel of it ever left a monastery. went away.
tiona! church, and what would happen until the tribulation
without having _a blessing inserted into it through its bungMr. Wakeman said that the case was not hopeless.· was over?
hole. What will Prince Bismarck and the pious tipplers of He w.as not prepared to despair of the ultimate des~at is being f«?rced '?nus with a fierce eagerness means a
Germany do without their regular daily allowance of holy tiny of this republic. The people were too J'ealous reh~wus war, "":hwh will _penetr1_1te eve~y ho~e, set cl~ss
agamst class, neighbor agmnst nmghbor, m a kmd of stnfe
.
.
beer?
of their power to. let It be taken from them. The which, as history tells us, is wont to be far more bitter than a
WE learn with regret that the author of the "Pyramid of way to do away Wlth the United States Senate was mere civil dispute, and perhaps much more protractecl. '!'lie
Gizeh" has abandoned literature for the law, and instead of to pledge our state senators to vote for its abolition. responsibility is not oms, but theirs. ;\lso, we hav a word
that was done no Socialistic reforms could b fo;r the neutra~s, that. lar~e ~ody of undec1ded bystanders 'Yho
further enlightening the world, he will help those litigious Until
. ·
'
.
e w!ll look on m cymcal mdlfierence at what, though pastime
characters who can get into a fight but not out of it. This is achieved. The people should elect their representa- to them is almost death to otherH. The church if she falls
the letter that grieves us:
tivs to Congress, and Congress should choose the will not' fall alone. A good deal else is sure td come soone~
"NEW YoRK, Oct. 1, 1885.
president of the United States. Machine politics or later out o~ her destruction, which those who let her fall
"E. M. MAcDoNALD, EsQ., Dear Sir: To all the brethren and political conventions could thereby be gotten rid may not partiCularly care for. When the dust and ~moke of
who are engaged in setting the world right in their opinions
·1t
h uld l t th
I the battle clear away, there may be found other rums than
e ec
e governors o hers.
whether upon politics, religion, or philosophy, a last and long of. Sta t e 1eg1s a ors s o
Some things will assuredly come to pass. In many of the
farewell. My humbler aim must be to help set them right in the states.
their property contentions. Permit me, therefore, to inclose
Madam Delescluze put in a plea for our revolu- rural districts th~ church organization, from want o~ mate_rial
my card. Yours truly,
V.AN BUREN DENSLow."
tionary sires. who had been lightly spoken of by
_ support, '?ust ~sappear; an~, as our Nonconformist. neigh.
'
.
.
. pre bors are m no mstances askmg for a share of the alienated
This is the card:
VlOUS speakers. TheirS was the age of faith; thiS the endowments it is hard to see how even if they wished to do
"VAN BUREN DENSLOW,
age of inordinate greed. She believed the men who so, they couid take up our droppe~llabors.. Iu country towns
founded this republic were great men, and did the the effect mig~t be less severe, but in t_he great cont~rs of !a"ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
best that could hav been e pected of th
Th bor, such as Liverpool, or Leeds, or LeiCester, or Bnst?l, the
"167 BROADWAY,
X
.em.
. e church's framework would be utterly submerged; and JUSt at
"ROOM 9,
NEW YORK."
people had now become corrupt, and legislators In the moment when she was beginning to overtake the neglect
Mr. Denslow is no novice in the business, for he has· impar- that respect·represented their constituents.
of a past generation, and was e11rning the gratitude of all
Mr Sutherland stood up to defend the United good Christian souls by her sacrifices and devotion, she would
ti!!lly divided thirty activ business years between law practice
be struck down with paralysis. With disestablishment paand teaching and journalism and literature.
St a t es' S en!l' t e. H e. b e)'Ieve d. 1't t O b e th ~ on1Y .." h.1eld ganism
would soon recover its ancient and sinister significance;
between hlmself and despotism, because It confirmed the church's work would hav to be done from missionary canThe Liberal Club.
the appointment of the supreme judges, who were ters of celiba~e cl~r~y, w_ho, if they could supply i_n some demen we could rely on for honesty. He did gree the public mmistratwns of the c~urch, could m no sen~e
The. 383d regular meet1·ng of the Manhattan LI'b- thet only
b r
Cl 1 d
h
tl
1 t d
be the pastors of the people. 'rhe SICk would be left to die
eral Club was well under way when the man wearing no . e ~eve
eve an was ones Y e ec e • and without consolation, the poor and afflicted would no longer
Mr. Wettstein's emblem of science and liberty en- would g1v any man five dollars who would prove that hav the power of claiming or receiving the tender sympathy
tered -the hall. Mr. Wakeman was making some he was. The Senate was to the political machine and personal instructio~ of their _own authorized clergymen;
the best an~ c~eapest kmd of_ polic.e for the ~a~ses would be
.Complimentary remarks about the 11·terature for sale what the reguiator is to a steam engin.
M B
t
'd th t h h d
11
t
suddenly dlSmlSsed about their busmess, and It IB no exaggerby the secretary, and was being attentivly listened
r .. eaumon sal
a
e a seen. a sor s of ation to say that the entire country would suffer.
to by a. large number of contented-looking people champwns, but Mr. Sutherland was a kmd he had
Nor is thiR all. Very quickly, indeed, all our church-schools
who wore the good clothes and cheerful expressions never met- the champion easily- satisfied man. would go; and there ~voulil_be free, perhaps Secular,_ boaruMr. Beaumont knew the Senate was corrupt and schools,. everywhere m thEm place. 'The chnrch, md~~d,
that come with prosperity and a clear conscience. h ld b
d
t
B
would hv and work on as best she could-tested and punfied
The proprietors of the hall, who are always slicking s ou
e expose by the vo ers.
ut the people by trouble. Bishops and c!Prgy would not be the least likely
things up, had furnished a new reading desk for the were also corrupt, and why should not the Senate to forget. their duty to their nativ land, nor their faith and
sp~akers. Th'
· h d
th t th
· th expose t_hem? The great defect of this government, duty to their divine h~ad, n?r their ca~e _for the poor, _nor ~he
IS was varms .e so . a_
o&e m
e the speaker thought was the secret ballot. The great privi~ege of. st!ll bemg the mmlsters of a hlstoncal
forward seats could see their faces lD It. The front f th
f th
br' 1 'd th f
d t'
f n
church, whiCh bas, With all her faults and shortcommgR, done
of the desk bore these letters in bright gold: "G. a . ~rs 0
e repu IC ai
e oun. a IOn
a our good service to Epgland for more than 1,200 years. Bnt they
M. T. AsH." The significance of this legend is un- pohtiCal troubles when t~ey estabhsh~d the s~cret would be wor~ing with Ie~sened numbers and straite.ned rev·
•t ·
d
.
ballot. Mr. ·Beaumont sa1d that our laws and rights enue, and (bemg men) with a very sore heart. It 1s to be
k nown, but 1 IS suppose to hav some connectiOn
a·~
t th'
H h d h
d th t th
doubted if she could remain as wide and deep and catholic as
with the worship of the Great Jubellum, which is were 1 eren
mgs;
e ~
ear
a . ~se she is now. Her tendency would be to sectarianism. i'>hl'
the deity of the Free and Accepted Masons who own start~d from England m two ships, and the ship With would be in danger of imperfect sympathies with thrJ inteJ ..
the buildin
our nghts aboard never got here.
Iectual movements of the time, and of isolation from the outM W kg.
·d th t th Cl b'
· t
d
A gentleman who waR a st:ranger then offered some side J;J.ational life. While the conflict lasts, ~f I know anyr.. a eman Sal
a
e
u s SIX een- o11. ar remarks. He agreed he said with nobody and the thing of Englishmen! i~ must mean a. re~l passw~ and tumult
donatiOn to the Pedestal Fund for the statue of L1b.
. .
'
' .
.'
of warfare. When It 1s over there m likely to linger on for
erty had been acknowledged by the committee, of chairman mtimat~d that he w~s JUSt the kmd of m.an years a very bitter resentment; and Christian folk, so far from
which Senator Evarts is chairman in a very kind and the club was lookmg f?r. This spe~ker agreed With being brou~ht nearer •to ~ach other, as some fondly hope,
· ti 1 tt
Th
'tt ' l
t
· t
the others as to the existence of evils but not as to would certamly be more allenated than before. For wh1le we
appreCia v e er.
e comm1 ee a so sen a p1c ure th
d
A l
th
l '
h should absolutely trust the wisdom and love of God, and. be
of the statue, and the same now adorned the wall in
e rem e. Y·
s ong as
e peop e wer~ poor, e assured that his providence designs for us, though in a way
the northwest corner of the hall near Mr. Eckhart. h~ld, their vo~es could b~ purchased. Punty would we understand not, an eventual and perhaps adequate reThe lecture of the evening was to hav been de- come .only With prosperity. We must look to the covary, as_ honest me~ we could hardly be expected to show
r db M G
Ch
·
( h' h
. matenal welfare of the people first.
an enthusmsm of grat1tude to those who hav been the eager
1vere
y r. eorge . orpennmg .w. IC name .1s
Mr. Levy replied briefly to the previous speakers. intruments of our fall.
pronounced the same £S 1t would be 1f 1t had no h m H
ril f th b li f th t th s t h 0 uld b
-------it), the subject being "Governmental Reform." Mr.
ef was ds 1 0 b l'seh ed e
a
e ena e s
e
Lectures and Meetings.
·Ch
·
d ·d
t
d th
h ·
d
re orme or a o 1 e .
. orpenm~ 1 no ~ome, ru;t
e c !Urman eMr. Wakeman remarked on the interest of the
E. C. WALKEB lectured at Patch Grove, Wis., Oct. 4th. He
c~ded that
· Levy, w . 0 was .m a measure respon- meeting just closed, and said it was only another will remain in Iowa through October and November. From
Sible for Mr.. Chorpennmg bemg announced, would proof that when outside speakers failed it, the club reports received Mr. Walker is doing good work. He will
!Iav to take his place and talk about the same sub- was capable of entertaining itself in a satisfactory accept calls to lecture. Address him at Valley l!,alls, Kan.
Ject. Mr. Levy thereupon took the platform, and
an
MB. CHAm,Es WATTS lectures next Sunday, Oct. 18th, at
show~d that he was s_ufficien~ly acquainted with the m Bhl~~g the accomplishment of governmental re- Greenwich, Mass.; Sunday, 0ct. 25th at Boston, afternoon 11nd
questu~n to make an mterestmg speech. The cen- form, Mr. James Redpath will tell the club, at its next evening; Sunday, Nov. 1st, at Philadelphia; Sunday, Nov.
tral ?~Ject of gover_nmental refvrm, he hel~, was t~e meeting, "What to do in the Mean Time,'' which the 8th and 15th, at Pittsburgh; Sunday, Nov. 22d, at Kansas City.
abol~t10n of the Umted States Sen~te. Th1s body m same THE TRUTH SEEKER will rise to explain in its All friends in the neighborhood of these places desiring lectnowxse represented the people, bemg chosen by the
xt ·ss
ures will please communicate at once for dates and terms
legislatures of the states. The people themselvs ne 1 ue.
with Charles Watts, 33 Clinton Place, THE TBU'rH SEEKER office,
should elect their senators by a popular vote. This
A MYTHICAL ADAM AND A MYTHICAL 0HRIST.-Three New York.
government was modeled too closely, Mr. Levy years ago the great Congregational preacher of SECTioN III. of the Social Science Institute, orgnnized for
thought, after that of England, and the Senate was as Brooklyn declared his disbelief in hell and the atone- the consideration of "Practical Humanities," holds its thtrd
useless here as the House of Lords js there. Be- ment. Since then he has expressed his contempt regular meeting, Thursday evening Oct.. 15th, at the College of
sides, senators are very corrupt. He had seen their for the greater part of the Old Testament, and said the City of ~w York, corner of Lexington avenue and 23d
votes· openly bought and sold. Mr. Levy's address that only three or four of David's Ps~tlms were at all street. The subject for discussion will be: "High License t's.
was short, and contained no superfluous matter. edifying. More than ten years ago he spoke of the Prohibition." Pro, Mr. Robert Graham, Ron. Judge Arnoux.
He requested John Swinton, there present to con- story of the Garden of Eden as a parable, and now be Con, Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts, Gen. Clinton B. Fisk, Hon W.
tinue the discussion.
boldly says that" Adam never existed." Now let Mr. Jennings Demorest, prohibition candidate for lient.-governor.
The chairman seconded Mr. Levy's request, and on Beecher giv his careful attention to the queRtion of
A~ English Freethought contemporary says that in an artibehalf of the club invited Mr. Swinton to speak. Mr. the historical Jesus, and see whether he can find any
Swinton made a weird and hocus-pocus speech. The more evidence of Christ crucified under Pontius cle on "'rhe Co-operativ Commonwealth," in Ou1· Corner, AnSenate, he said, was the most hopeless body in the Pilate than of Adam's fall in the Garden of Eden.- nie Besant appears to proclaim herself a thorough-going Socialist.
world, profligate, unscrupulous, and totally corrupt. Antichrist.

°
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SERMONET NO. 2.
1'ext : And when he waz kum out ov the ship immediately
ther met him out ov the tooms a man with an unkleen sperit"
(Mark v~ 2).
Brethren and sisteren, tu da i shal tel u about one ov the
grateest feats cv equestrianism that ever hapend. it hapend
also when our lord wuz yet in the wurld. Infidels boste ov
ther sience, but they kant beat the devil riding hogs, eny wa.
Now, my frenz, usee our lord waz out taking one ov his morning walks and he kum akros a man hu had the devil in him
very bad, and akkording tu the narativ he must hav ben well
akquainted with the devil, for the devil knu him on site, and
begged him tu let him be, and told him by God he dident want
him to torment him (Mark v, 7). He asked Jesus a favor and
Jesus granted it on the spot. So tba must hav ben very intimate frenz. U see Jesus konkluded he wude hav sum fun,
and he sent the devil after the hogs, and the devil rode two
thousand down a steep hill intu the sea. Now let all the
wurld bri:ag on their great ri<iers and tha kant beat that. Remember he rode two thousand all tu wuns, and anuther thing
I don't want u tu forget, he rode inside, while your circus riders in riding four horses stan on their bax. The devil rode
two thousand hogs, and rode them all at wuns, and rode outside ov all ov em. How he dna it u nedent giv yourselvs eny
trubble about. It is in the inspired wurd and that is suffishent fur us tu bel eve it. Matthew saze there wuz tu men, but
Mark and Luke saze there wuz only one. Therefore we will
bel eve the tu witnesses and kno the story is tru. At the same
time we kant giv Jesus eny credit fur letting the devil droun
his nabor's hogs by the thousand. That pork wud hav fed a
good meny poor ge~tiles, and the men hu owned them must
hav been broke up. If it wuz a great feat of equestrianism, it
wuz a mean trik for God's son to du. But he wuz young and
wanted to see sum fun, and I suppose the old man dident like
him for it. But the old man made the hogs and tha wuz his
own, and his son thot he had a rite to droun them if he seen
fit to du so. So we shant find fault with him, for he is his
father's only heir, and if his daddy dident find fault with him
<loing so, we mustn't either. ·But then the scriptur is so _hard
to understand. It mite hav ben the man had tu much hkker
in him wot made him act so bad. Yu kno, my frenz, that likker is often kolled sperits, and the man mite hav went to the
tooms to morn for sum of his fokes that had dide lately, and
ther mite hav ben sum ole sons ther wot had pigs, and the
man got sik on bad likker, and spued, and the ole sons eat it
an got drunk, which made them run down to the sea tu get
sum water. U kno when a man drinks bad likker it makes
him mity dry for water, and the pigs would follow ther mothers and get drouned. Also in them daze peple dident kno
much about arithmetik and gest at the number. God's waze
ar not our waze, and ar past finding out. But i am glad tu tel
u that Jesus tuk the man tu the klothing store and bot him a
nu sute of klothes, for the scriptur saze he waz klothed and
in his rite mind after he had got the bad likker out ov him, or
whatever it waz that made him sik. The rest ov the story u
wil find in the inspired buke, in the fifth chapter of Mark.
Let us pra.
REv. TIMOTHY TuGMUTTON,
Pastur ov the Church ov Tru Belevers.

s tri. ct I'1ne o f common sense an d t ru th , that we may d1'e right
and be prepared to start right in that second life. To do this
we must be unshackled. We must either never put on, or
resolutely put off, as did Mr. Bennett, the strait-jacket of the
· t era ft , an d supers t't'
· If, 1'ndeed, DaVJ·d could
B I'bl e, pries
I Ion.
not fight Goliath in Saul's armor, we never can the Bible hosts,
. . h'1ng, w1'th B'bl
d 111'I y a·Immis
1 e armor. •
Let us never forget that truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth can make us free. This is an affirmation attrib. t
u t ed t o Ch riB .
However many errors are found in his four biographies, we
are glad to find some truths and good behavior. He seems to
hav lived in more childlike simplity and purity than the interminable sects claiming to be his disciples. Nevertheless, from
even these a .little good may be learned. They hold their
meetings and contribute to build houses and support preachers to this end. Freethinkers can do and should do likewise.
We need more halls and more free; investigating schools of
instruction for the young and the old. Our means beyond
our needs for food, raiment, and shelter cannot be more
wisely used than for this purpose. Our liberties, our safety,
and our progress depend upon eternal vigilance in the use of
appropriate means, of which the knowledge and dissemination
of truth is chief.
AlloW me to add that it were well to know each other bet.
d ·
· 1 1 t'
I th'
rd
ter, enJOY an Improve our SOCia rea IOns.
n
IS rega '
however objectionable religious parties and sects may be, the
social union they foster has decided influence for their life
and growth. This social union may be and should be used
for a better and nobler cause. Let us put it to work for common sense, for practical social science, and ourselvs and the
world around us will grow better, wiser, and happier. It will
afford me much pleasure to read from the pens of truth-loving
Freethinkers, including the gentler sex, such letters as they
may find time to write, and I shall certainly find time to anW. PERKINS.
swer.
RoCKFORD, ILL., Sept. 23, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The year has been rather a hard one with me
on many accounts, particularly the loss of a dear son by a railroad accident in May, and the heavy expenses incident thereto.
These hav delayed my annual pityment beyond the usual time,
but my fourteen years' experience as a newspaper editor and
publisher taught me that this period in the year is the most
trying, financially, of any othe.r; hence, though late, I trust
the inclosed will be none the less welcome.
THE TRUTH SEEKER continues to giv excellent satisfaction.
The only objection I see to it, the articles are growing. more
lengthy from year to year-a misfortune common to all longestablished papers-and it seems to me not as well adapted as
a pioneer in the hands of inquirers with little time to read A
large majority of your readers, however, hav long since ceased
to be inquirers merely, hence, perhaps, all things considered,
it is better as now conducted.
With kindest regards, I am, very truly yours,
G. w. BROWN, M.D.

did he tell the truth? . No;
falsehood
. . he uttered a . terrible
.
just for the sake of mamta1mng a false rehg1on, an old sup_er.
stition. The clergy of our countr! _ha; not hear~ of evolutwn
yet; they don't know th~t the rev1s~oms~s hav discovered that
hell. has burnt out, and IS not now m e:nstence, and that evo.
lution has slowly done. the ~or~. The~ are, of _course, beh~nd
the time• but Beecher
to discover It, and, findmg
. IS begmnmg
. .
.
no ~lace for the wicked, anmhilates t?em. Orthodoxy IS on
the Improve up East. I wonder what kmd of a heaven_ Beecher
thinks he will splash into, whether water, fire, or hmlstones?
.
. .
1
h' h B h
.
We_ read m that ~~d s~perstitliont.s vo ufme, w llct
e.~? er IS
trymg to harmom:oe w1th evo u Ion, o severa ra?s~oion~ to
heaven caused through the slow work of evolutiO~: Firs~,
water! that God used to drown the world to get ri_d of ·his
enemies. Sec~nd, had s?me wate: left tha~ evolution converted into hallston.es, wh1~h God piled away m o_ne corner of
heaven to hurl at h1s ene~Iefl, to help Joshu~ ag~nst the five
kings. Third, fire and brimstone were plentiful _m heaven at
one time, wh!Ch p~oved too ~ot uph_there f?r tbhe mmatFes, atnhd
?"od, to ~et rid of 1t, poured 1t on IS enem1~s e1ow.. •our ,
~nsurrectwn broke out, whether from drownmg, freezmg, ~urn
mg, o; what else, Be~c~er, I supl?~se, c~n tell, a~ he IS at
work Just now harmomzmg superstitiOn w1th evolutiOn.
T. H. BuTCHER.
---DAVID CITY, NEB, Sept. 28, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Please mail to me one copy of "The Bible of
Bibles," by Graves. I hav read with great satisfaction his "Sixteen Crucified Saviors" and if the missionary societies would
devote their efforts and mo'ney to disseminating the informstion contained in this book, and your other publications,
among our own people, and let the foreign heathen take care
of themselvs, America would begin to advance into daylight,
but while they continue to· teach the infamous and beastly
d~etrins claimed by Christ's followers to be divine, found in
the Christian Bible, just so long will they retard our civilization, and put off the day when they will be looked upon by intelligent people as overgrown squabs, w]10 will, when told to,
shut their eyes and open their mouths. Such childish credulity is supreme proof that the people are simply infants. No
state but infantil innocence and credulity would gulp down such
monstrosities in the intellectual domain. Inclosed please find
draft for $2 to pay for the book ordered. Would I were financially able to place those works in the hands of the million.
Very truly and respectfully,
E. R. DEAN.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Oct. 2, 1885.
MR EDITOR: I hav recently received from an unknown person a letter from Florida, asking me to giv him some knowledge of .the "mystery of Spiritualism." A strange request,
surely, but I think, with your permission, I should like to say
to this gentleman, through the medium of your paper, that I
know of nothing in all my reading which will giv him so much
information on that subject as the reading of Dr. LaRoy
Sunderland's last work, "Ideology," recently publislied by
the Investigator Co., Boston, Mass. I am sure any earnest inquirer about that much-talked-of ism cannot but be enlightened upon the subject, and I unhesitatingly recommend it as a
book worthy the perusal of all persons interested in mental
phenomena. Had this letter asked for an exposure of the
frauds practiced upon people by unprincipled wonder- workers
in dark circles, I should hav recommended him to read "Bottom Facts,'' by John W. Truesdell, of my own city. In a copy
of the Boston Index, circulated in Albany at the recent Freethinkers' Convention by an agent of that paper, I noticed an
artiele by Professor Gunning which interested me upon this
subject. It was ably written, and exposed the folly of listening to "spirit guides " as exemplified in the recent annulling
of a marriage of thirty years (or thereabout) standing, of one
of the teachers of the Spiritual philosophy, this marriage tak·
ing place by the approval of a guide who had become a spirit.
I would rather trust human guides than spiritual, though I
acknowledge to a disposition to trust my own conception of
right rather than the guiding of mortal or immortal.
With the best wishes,
Lucy N. CoLMAN.

CLEVELAND, 0., Sept. 24, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Having carefully studied the Nine Demands of
Liberalism, and feeling particularly interested in the taxation
of church property, and having indirectly heard that Governor
Hoadley was of the same mind, I wrote him on the subject a
few days ago and got a letter from his secretary, stating that
MEMPHis, TENN., Oct. 1, 1885.
the governor had instructed him to send me a paper published
MR. EDITOR: No more important or significant name can be in Columbus, containing some marked pieces, as his press of
found than that which this journal has carried at its head business would not allow of a more definit answer. If he
since its first issue. It expresses profoundly the noble senti- really is in favor of taxing all property alike, I shall vote for
ment, the end and the aim of the great head and heart of its him for governor, although I hav always voted the Republican
founder. The credulous and the superstitious spent tedious ticket. Hereatter I am determined to support those who favor
months, worse than wasted their time and vast sums of money t:Jore Nine Demands, let me find them where I may, until I see
in Westminster Abbey to work themselvs into the belief that the churches become honest and willing to pay their own way
man's chief end is to glorify God and enjoy him forever. D. without forcing me aniJ. others to bear their own burdens. I
M. Bennett and all sane thinkers learned readily and easily shall support anyone who will work for the equal taxation of
that our chief end was to seek and find truth whereby to pu- all property. I herewith send you the paper referred to, so
rify, elevate, and happify humanity. If an imaginary God that you may comment on it as you see fit.
must be made, let us first prepare ourselvs honestly to make.
' HIRAM VAN PELT.
him. Accepting the worn-out proposition that "an honest
[Governor Hoadley is in favor of taxing churches and all
BELLEVILLE, ONT, CAN., Oct. 3, 1885
man's the noblest work of God," it is far more certain and church propE)rty. If we were a voter of Ohio, Governor
MR. EDITOR: We hav just had a course of lectures by John
important that an honest god is the noblest work of man. Hoadley would get our vote, regardless of previous party affil- E. Remsburg in this city, and are mnch pleased with the reSince like begets like, it takes an honest and a wise man to iations. The Demands of Liberalism are burning questions, sults. It was a hard struggle to obtain a hall, but Mr. Jacob
make an honest, wise God, no less than such a God to make a and are coming rapidly to the front.-ED. T. S.]
Laldsburg (our worker) at last obtained the Opera House,
good man. That the God of the Bible has signally failed in
which had been before denied us, and on Monday evening,
this momentous work is self evident from the book itself, as it
MAYNARDVILLE, TENN., Sept. 20, 1885.
September 28th, Mr. Remsburg lectured to the largest audihas him to acknowledge the fact, then to flood them all to
MR. EDITOR: My uncle's funeral was preached a few months ence ever gatherf'd at a Liberal lecture in Belleville. His subdeath-babes, boys, girls, mothers, and all but six souls in the ago by two Baptist preachers of the predestinarian stripe. ject was "False Claim~," and he handled it in an able manark, who come out, the main one getting drunk and again peo- He died an unbeliever, and I was anxious to know how they ner. On Tuesday evening, "Sabbath Breakers" was his
pling the world, worse rather than better. Here is set forth would get him in the kingdom, so I went to hear them.· They subject, and was by many held to be the best of the course.
in the holy book the most shameful, short-sighted, and stupen- preached election and predestination before the foundation of Wednesday evening "Thomas Paine" was shown to be a true
dous failure, directly from the God of the Bible, to be found thP world, and floundered and fluttered aronnd, and said if reformer and patriot, instead of the drunken pauper whose
in the universe. Napoleon's defeat at Waterloo, Cornwallis's he was one of the "elect" he was saved, whether he made a awful death is alluded to by thousands of priests every year
surrender at Yorktown, the lost cause of the Confederacy, profession or -not. And so my Uncle John was proved to be as one of the greatest proofs of their religion. Allen Pringle,
were nothing compared to the Lord's failure in trying to make one of God's peculiar ones before all worlds were, and he the ablest champion of our cause in Canada, was present on
good men and drowning the bad ones. If in this, the greatEst walked right in the kingdom. After one of them had gone on Tuesday evening, and was greeted with applause on moving
of all his undertakings, he has shown us the best he can do, in his discourse, he told how Jehovah had led the children of a vote of thanks to the lecturer. Hundreds of tracts, TRUTH
then it is clear that we had better undertake to make a better Israel, by the hand of Moses, from Egypt over into the land SEEKERS, and pamphlets were given away, and we all agree
God. Surely it were wiser to H.av none than a bad one. Our of Canaan, and settled them permanently, but he did not tell that thQse lectures hav done more to awake discussion than all
most eminent scientists and most profound thinkers hav got the people how much blood it cost, and that it was wrong to previous ones delivered in Belleville. Although they were
on so far quite well without stopping to make a God, while rob the Canaanites of their land and property, and slaughter specially invited, and several had recently given to underthose making and worshiping their various gods hav endured them as though they were wild beasts of the forest. No, they stand that they were ready to defend the faith, no regular
the s:.:ddest failures, quarrels, bloody conflicts, massacres, and will never do this until they become Infidels; then they will preachers were in attendance, and the local, or lay, brothers
multitudes landed, according to their own creeds, where there see their wrong.
would not take a fall out of our champion. He will be fully
is weeping, wailing, and gnashing of teeth, where the worm
The preacher next spoke of Jesus Christ dying only for those answered by several who did not hear him, however, as usn·
never dieth and the fire is never quenched.
•
who were predestinated and chosen in Christ before the foun- ally happens. We intend challenging, through the press, one
Is it not, then, infinitly wiser and in every respect better to dation of the world, and the remainder were left out of the or all of these cowards (who wait till a man is gone and then
discontinue tb.'e God-making business, and the creation of an- covenant of redemption, and he liked the plan so well that he cry, "Hear me answer the Infidel") to debate these or similar
other life and world, simply attending the best we can to the would not alter it to save une of his own children, if he could. subjects on a free platform, before an intelligent and fair audione we already hav. · Of this life and this world we are 'sure;
I thought to myself he did not care anything for his chil- ence. This is the way to silence this kind of creatures-it is
of others to come, saying the least, we must stand in doubt. dren. · Just think of a clergyman, ye tender-hearted Chris- an insult to call them men (we hav one or two of them in this
Such as vociferate that they know it all are snch as will be tians, seeing one of his children roasting in the lurid flames of city). Quite by accident, of course, the Methodist church got
found to know the least. .lteckoning a future life and world an orthodox hell, and not pulling him out when he could. up lectures across the road from ours the same nights, but we
among the possibilities, it is no less wise to liv right on the What a heart, black as his hell; not fit to raise a child! But had a large number of young men every night and number
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of ladies. We hav, unfortunately, not got a paper worthy to! by rendering some beautiful instrumental music, for which literature provided for children. In fact, Ingersoll could not
be called a newspaper, and did not get any notices in the two they are no~ed.
hav given a more emphatically Infidel lecture.
party organs publish_ed here. This is no loss, however, as
I would suggest to the Liberal public to hav good music of
When I came out I weighed nineteen pounds more than I
their opinion and praise a:e.bought and sold very cheap. Mr. some kind, if it can be had, at all Freethought gatherings, aQ did twenty-four hours before. This last statement is copyRemsburg won golden opmions from those who heard him, it helps to draw an audience and givs an air of sociability righted and not transferable. Even ten years ago it would hav
and made many W!p"m friends during his short stay. Liber. about it that just the lecture alone does not hav.
been impossible to find a popular educator in this country
Will the editor please answer, through the columns of THE sufficiently courageous to stand up before a convention of
als cannot do better than to obtain his services for a course of
lectures to arouse from apathy in their midst. We intend that TRUTH SEEKER, whore the first temperance papers were pub- teachers and even mention the name of an Agnostic scientist.
he shall deliver more lectures in Belleville and vicinity ere lished, and by whom, and whether or not they were Infidel? The world must be moving a little.
N. G. W.
long.
Yours fraternally;
Jos. TEMPLETON.
And also giv the names of Infidels who hav given their means
to the founding of charitable and•educational institutions?
TAPPAN, 0., Oct. 2, 1885.
Yours for the up-building of humanity, GEo. H. DAWES.
GREENPOINT, L. I., Oct. 6, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I want to ask those that condemn us for not
[To the first question we are unable to reply; perhaps some setting up a substyute when we tear, or try to tear, down what
MR. EDITOR: The gentleman signing himself T. Winter,
Materialist, seems to me to be a most ·remarkable produotion one of our older readers can. The answer to the second ques- we consider _impediments in the highway of progress, would
of nature., He is certainly well named, and when he adds the tion is found on page 66 of the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for they be so Billy, after untying the grass that some thoughtless
term Materialist, it is singularly appropriate. Being Winter 1884.-ED. T. S.]
-or malicious chaps had bound across their neighbor's path, as
by name and winter by nature, he must be composed of winto substitute for it a trip-rope?
SIMEON Sn=H.
ter material, and therefore it's no wonder that frost, snow, and
GRAND CouLEE, WAsH. TERR , Sept. 20, 1885.
chilling, congealing blasts characteristically come from his
NEwPORT, ME., Oct. 7, 285.
MR. EDITOR I" Thinking some of the readers of THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: I owe you for one TRUTH SEEKER, and inclose
icy pen, unmercifully pelting those of his. fellows who happen SEEKER would like to know how the Liberal cause is progressto be differently constituted from himself. Does he suppose ing in the far Northwest, I would B!ty, to begin with, we ha7 stamps for the same. I also inclose money ($3) to pay for THE
that hurling upon them such mercilessly cold blasts as, silly given women the right ef suffrage in this territory. At our TRUTH SEEKER for 1886, and earnestly wish this letter had
people-hypocritical fanatics-disgrace to civilization, etc,, ad in- election last fall we voted a tax on church property, by a $997 more with it.. I also inclose stamps for copies of the last
finitum, will raise them to the standard of his intellectual large majority, so you can see it isn't healthy for black-coats TRUTH SEEKER of October 3d.
Brothers Macdonald and Somerby, go forward, for yours is
greatness, or crush them into smithereens?
here. They say the only curse this country has is good
a grand work for the uplifting of humanity sunk in crime by
~ Yet, forsooth, he talks about "persuading and clearly show- health.
J. H. LAFOLLETTE.
blighting Christianity. FrOI!J. the depths of my warm, loving
ing these mistaken (?) people that real (?) happiness l?) can
heart I bid you, not a Godspeed, but an honest man and
only be secured by shunning these unwise and cranky ways,
"DE WORLD DO MOVE."
WOI!lan speed.
Your friend,
SEWAnD MITcHELL.
and having a well-balanced brain to guide us daily in the path
BuRR OAK, :IYI:rcH., Oct. 6, 285.
of solid truth and genuin sense, for our individual benefit
MR. EDITOR: A few weeks ago, I happened to be staying a
right here and now." No~v, I appeal to Brother Winter, oc- few d11ys at Lagrange, a thriving village in northern Indiana.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Sept. 30, 1885.
cupying, as he does, such a high "standpoint of reason and A Teacher's Institute was in progress and experienced instruc·
MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday, while looking about the city for
common sense," from which he appears to look forth over tors from abroad had been procured to assist. Lectures were something of a liberal religious nature to 'lead, I happened
"large por.tions of the community on the verge of lunacy," delivered on three or four evenings of the week. I henrd two upon a copy of your paper. In reading it I noticed an item
that if he has discovered a method whereby an unbalanced of the lectures and both .were good; one was good for the in. referring to a dispute between the Rev. Sam Jones and some
brain can be remedied, he forthwith disclose the secret to struction it imparted, and the other was good for-nothing. otner sanctimonious Hercules, as to who held, or should hold,
suffering humanity so affiicted. If the wea}l: parts can be A Mr. Thomas lectured on "Manners and Morals;" This Mr. the championship as soul-saver.
taken out and an improved, strong, and healthy part put in, Thomas is superintendent of the schools of Wabash, Ind.
His godly highness, the Right Reverend Samuel Jones above
it is his duty to make it known., Possibly he. has such a su- He is not at all lik,9 the Thomas who formerly hung around referred to, three days since opened a grand soul hospital in
perabundance of brains he will spare a small portion, and Jerusalem. The ancient Thomas was a natural-born Infidel. this city, and the papers here are publishing his sermons. Not
then, maybe, the rest of mankind will think as he does, and He wanted evidence for his belief, not somebody's say-so; but knowing whether you had ever read any of God's ideas, as exmeekly agree to his dogmatical declarations and cheerfully this Wabash Thomas takes in Jonah and his whale and gourd, pressed through the mouth of this one of his agents, and befollow his lead. If he cannot take out some of other people's and Noah's menagerie and the resurrection, all without diffi- lieving there might be something of interest to you in these
brains and put some of his own in, isn't it wasting time to culty. He said that Plato favored lying and Cicero upheld sermons, I hav ordered the He1•ald sent to you for one week .•
abuse them? Nay, isn't it positivly cruel to be continually fornication, therefore neither of those great men could be The published expressions of this imperial bower will giv you
abusing tliem for not possessing that which Mother Nature chosen as a model of moralit;):, but Christian morality is the an idea of what Samuel Jones is.
refused to bestow upon them? Has he been very successful kind that should be taught in the schools. He said that the
The grand opening took place Sunday evening at 7:30P.M.,
in making converts by such a course? Perhaps he. knows that Bible is the great text-book of morals; that the Bible is the and I attended. I had a bad seat for observing the main atthe Salvation Army lunatics are happy after their kind, and foundation of science and "the source from which our modern tralltion closely, but will describe the Jumbo as he seemed:
the spookites also after their kind, and because he is such a civilization has sprung." When I heard that I was overcome About thirly-five years of age; nearly six feet high; dark or
cold, wintery kind of chap he doesn't like to see other people with emotion, or joy, or surprise, or somet"t\ing, and fell into a sallow complexion; black or very dark hair; dark eyes; weight
er.joying themselvs.
.
,
large trance that some one had left in the hall, and was carried about 175 pounds; rather slender form; nervous and bilious
Now, unless Brother Winter comes down from his frozen away back through the ages. I saw Mr. Thomas in a school- temperament; wears mustache, and is a man of fairly fair
pinnacle, and admits that a very large portion of these people room teaching li!everal boys, but no girls. The walls of the appearance. He speaks the purely Southern dialect, and his
he so bitterly denounces are men and women of fair intelli- room contained no blackboards nor geographical chart, but delivery is easy and voice clear and strong.
The meetings are held in a grand tent, which is said to hav
gence, and some of them are just as likely to be right as he is, were covered with scripture verses and pictures of Bible scenes.
he might as well j1·eeze up and stay frozen all the rest of his There was a picture of Adam naming the animals, and another a seating capacity of between five and six thousand. The
life, so far as his effort to benefit humanity of that class is showing how he looked when he woke up and rubbed his eyes pavilion is lighted by electricity. The attcmdance is large,
concerned by abusing them. Bt;tt he seems so exceedingly after the excision of the rib. There was Cain, just starting off many at times not being able to obtain seats. The expendidiscontented with these people that I doubt if ever the winter of to find his wife, and Jacob playing his little confidence game ture in preparing for this revival I cannot estimate. The
his discontent will be made glorious summer, so long as they on the old man. Moses was also represented, standing in a divine is a member of the Methodist church and an ex-lawyer.
exist, even though he does possess such a well-balanced brain; cleft in the rocks, awaiting the approach of the Lord, and He preaches straight hell, and that ain't half hot enough.
else why should he say, "Sir, whenever pe~sons are in so de- there was the noble soldier Joshu11, standing with a human Nothing, religious or irreligious, sect, creed, or society has replorable a state of mental aberration, it is a painful experience head in one hand and a long sword dripping with blood ceived from this biblical Oscar Wilde an expression of symto the minds of those who stand free from such religions in the other; and there were many other pictures of a pathy. Surely such a constituted being, though ever so sinfrenzy." And then he adds, "Pitiful, i~deed, is the state of like instructiv and refining nature.
The teacher wore cere in his cause, must be miserable. To him there can be
those," .etc. Well, now, just imagin a winter, with bowels of a monkish gown, and his breast was adorned with a no sunshine on earth; all is cloud. Such a belief deserves the
compassion, capable of exercising war·m-hearted pity, for any golden cross.
He picked up a little four-legged stand sympathy of unbelief.
These meetings naturally <:Jause much talk about the cit.y,
thing it could freeze up. Still, there may be some hope for and told the boys that it represented the earth, and that the
Brother Winter, for l"ve heard of winter lingering in the lap must never think of traveling far from home, or they would and so far I hav heard no church people express opinions, but
of spring, and possibly this is why Brother Winter keeps hang. be likely to fall off the edge of the world before they were the prediction of the average citizen is that the cause of Christ
ing around, instead of going into winter quarters for-good. aware. The le~s of the stand were the pillars of the world. will be little benefited. But the cradle of superstition is still
He may really want to get thawed out. I've also heard of win- He then gave the boys a lecture on the firmament, showing rocking, and though the infant of knowledge is growing, the
ter g<>tting a black eye, but that, yon know, is meant meta- how it divides the waters, etc. A burning candle at one end child is still a prisoner to its youth, and many may yet "leave
phorically. That is to say, I suppose, that summer, closely of the room represented the sun. The teacher told the pupils the world to sing," "What a friend I hav in Jesus!"
JOHN L. POWER.
following up spring's advantage in her assault upon winter, that a stone falls to the ground because its "heft" pulls it
P.S.-Not a convert made so far.-,J. L. P.
who had lingered in her lap too long, put on the finishing down. One boy, who seemed brighter than the others, began
touches by blackening his eyes, and, in so doing, brought forth to ask why the stone did not go up as well as down, but Mr.
life again, which had been only asleep in the cold embrace of Thomas hurled an inkstand at his head and knocked him flat
LEXINGTON, Mo., Sept. 29, 1885.
winter, and life, arousing from her lethargy, completely on ilbe floor, remarking, as he did so, that such questions were
Ma. EDITOR: In your last paper, a correspondent from this
knocks winter out, because of the fact th 1t she still continued offensiv to the Lord and always brought punishment .• He state mentions that under the old ?'egime he knew men to
to exist, notwithstanding winter had supposed her dead for then ordered the other boys to kneel down and count their beget children by slave mothers, and then sell mother and
all time. He could not endure to behold the genial sunshine beads rapidly while he stood over them wHh a large whip. children both. There is no question that this frequently
of life surviving the grave in which he fancied he had eter- After a while I came to. That is, I came to a conclusion. My happened.
nally buried her. Life appeared to him a "ghastly ghost," conclusion was that Mr. Thomas was unfortunately born sevIf I had time I would like to write a book under the title,
and he fled in dismay. He never could hav known that ghosts eral"centuries too late; that he might be of some use as a rep. "The Epitaph of African Slavery in the United States," nnd
R. M. RoBINSON.
were ghastly in any other way.
resentation of a fossil in a lecture on paleontology, but other· make it different from most epitaphs, in being strictly true.
wise I could see no earthly use for him. But the next evening I wish that the world could know just how much badness and
all was changed. The gowns and cowls and crosses and texts just how much goodness there was in slavery-could see it as
QmTMAN, Mo., Sept. 27, 285.
MR. EDITOR: The 15th, 16th, and 17th inst., Prof.W. F. Jamie- and all the musty trappings of antiquity were removed. and it was. I fear it will never be truly known.
Your Missouri correspondent showed what the unlicensed
son lectured in Quitman to large and appreciativ audiences. science and common sense were brought to the front. ProThe second and third nights the hall was filled to overflowing, fessor Bevens, of the Chicago schools, lectured. He com- passions of men did under the former condition of things in
many not being able to get into the hall. Professor Jamieson pletely annihilated Mr. Thomas's position. He spoke of the the South. Did he ever think what the corresponding wrong
is about the ablest and most interesting speaker it has ever scholasticism of the Middle Ages and its. pernicious influence, is in the North? In the North the same class of liberlinism is
been our fortune to listen to. He has an abundance of mag- and stated that we are not yet entirely free from that influ- responsible for the seduction of white girls who work for their
netism that would hav made him a good revivalist, had not his ence. He told the teachers about the immigration of tha living in families, in factories, and elsewhere. Sometimes the
good sense and cool logic turned him into ~ nob~er ':ork. ~e Arabs into southern Europe, and their introduction of arls life of the mother is sacrificed in trying to prevent the birth
is very logical but enlivens his lectures with witty Illustrativ and sciences, but that they were driven out and the country of a child; sometimes the child is born and is murdered after
left to the darkness and degradation of priestcraft. He spoke its birth and thrown into an ash,barrel or sink.
al!ecdotes that actually make a gloomy theologian laugh.
There are the two manifestations of the same form of viceMr. Jamieson: is one of the most genial and courteous gentle- with evident satisfacHon of Thomas Paine, and quoted some
man I hav ever met. His winsome ways make ~ou feel at once of Paine's words. I could scarcely believe my ears when I the results of it-one in the free North, the other in the slave
that in him you hav a warm friend. He strikes very hard and heard such discourse in such a place. He spoke of Darwin as South. Which does your correspondent think the worse? I
telling blows. but has the happy faculty of leaving his audi- one of the "noble thinkers of the world," and advised the do not justify one by comparing it. with the other, nor justify
teachers to read Herbert Spencer's works without fail, it at all. I am quite willing, though the descendant of slaveences in the best of humor.
The Liberals of this country are keeping him busy, and we and Tyndall's. and Huxley's and Haeckel's. "Don't be holders, that all the vileness and brutality that ever existed
hope that he may hav all the lecturing he can do, for he is afraid of him [Huxley] because he is a heretic," said he. Not in connection with slavery be laid bare. But I would ask
a word was said in praise of the Bible, but, on the contrary, this: Now that men can no longer sell their own fiesh and
doing a. grand work as a Liberalizsr.
I must not finish without remembering the kind services of the lecturer said that much of the Sunday-school literature blood in the South, cannot something be done to prevent
men and women murdering their own children in the North?
Professor Kuhn and daughter, who contributed much to the was" as pernicious as dime novels,'' that it was namby-pamby,
GEORGE WILBON.
success of the lectures at Burlington Junction and this place, good-for-nothing stuff, and advised a complete change irl' the
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"But, darling old Uncle Harry," said Mary, young, and everyone laughed so heartily that 1thought. 6. Something trodden under foot.
8. .A_ nut.
who, being of Scotch descent, was always his sides ached. I can't begin to tell half the 7. A flower.
called "Highland Mary,'' " don't you think enjoyment of the evening, for it would take too ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILD:UEN S •CORNER,
much space.
OCT. 3; 1885 .
.Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN, litr.ll River, ther"e are any fairies at all?"
Presently there came a rap on the door,
"Yes, indeed, right here are two," answered
I.-QUOIN.
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
PATER.
Corner sh0'1Jld be sent.
Uncle Harry, patting the ~wo girls on their which was quickly opened, and there stood
REBEL.
such a queer little old woman with a catskin
lovely heads.
MELEE.
"I'm a spook, I guess," exclaimed Tom on her head, a bumblebee on her nose, and a
"Between the dark and the dayllght,
LYONS.
When the night begins to lower,
Jinks. " But, say, fairies or no fairies, let us broomstick in her hand.
"BATCH OF RIDDLES.
There
was
a
dead
silence
in
the
room
and
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
hav a party on All Hallow's eve, and see if the
1.-Asleeping car. 2. Cauliflower (call-eye).
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
sprites and things will come. It will be fun, nobody spoke a word. She looked at the com- 3.-Sewing machine needle. 4 -A cane.
pany a moment, then shook the broomstick at
anyway."
ANSWER TO CONUNDRUM IN PUZZLE BOX SEP•
"Oh, yes; do let us," said the girls together. them, turned around three times, and made
A True Story.
TEMBER 19th.
a
"cheese
"
by
sinking
down
in
the
middle
of
And so it transpired that all the girls and
Because it is full of craft.
" Where Is the baby, grand mamma ?"
boys in the neighborhood came to Uncle her immense skirts. Then she snatched an
The sweet young mot.her calls
Harry's house on .A_ll Hallow's eve, and such a apronful of nuts, buzzed like a bumblebee,
From her work In the cosy kitchen
BOOKS FOR OBILDREN!
With its dainty whitewashed walla.
and fled out of doors.
gay time as they did hav.
And grandma leaves her knitting,
"A witch!" gasped Minnie.
It was a very dark night, and no moon-the
And looks for her all around;
"I'll hav her!" exclaimed Uncle Harry, TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
moonshine, Uncle Harry said, was all with the
But not a trace of baby dear
starting after he1·, followed by Agnes, Tom
spooks and sprites!
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
Can anywhere-be found.
Besides the children there were grown-up Jinks, Kate Ford, Brownie Wilson, Madge
No sound of Its merry prattle,
BY
JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE.
boys and grown-up girls, the uncles and aunts, Peterson, and a half dozen others. ·
No gleam of Its sunny hair,
For sale at this omce.
l'rlce
10 cents.
They
all
returned
shortly
with
the
"witch,''
No patter of tiny footsteps,
and the two grandmammas and one grandpa at
No sign of It anywhere.
which was none other than Joe Wilson,
that party on .A_ll Hallow's eve.
All through house and garden,
"APPLES OF
The kitchen was a big one, and the biggest Brownie's brother, dressed up for the occasion.
Far out Into the 1l.eld,
story-book for the young folks. By Miss SuSAN"
"It's all right," said Grandma Fiske; "it H.AWIXO
wash-tub from the cellar was in the center of
They search each nook and corner,
'. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
But nothing Is revealed.
·
the room, almost full of water, on the surface shows our young folks what witches are, and excellen work for young masters and misses,- has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
of which floate!i handsome, rosy-cheeked how silly it was for people to ever believe such has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
And 1he mother's face grew pallid;
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
Grand mamma's eyes grew dim;
apples.
You would hav screamed with beings existed."
which adds very much to the value Of the
~'he father's gone to the village;
"Ah ha ! you can't fool us on witches," said author
laughter to see all the antics of the company
volume.
No use to look for him.
Tom
Jinks,
breathless,
after
the
chase.
in trying to catch the apples with their teeth,
And the baby lost I "Where' a Rover ?"
After that they played blind man's buff, and Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
as the lovely fruit bounced and bobbed about
The mother chanced to think
then the party broke up, and all agreed that
Price 20 cents.
the water.
Of the old welfln the orchard
Where the cattle used to drink.
they had had the best time imaginable. Uncle
You think it is easy to do !
Just you try it. Aunt Mattie los£ her false Harry explained a little mo:re about the cus- THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
" Where's Rover ? I know he'd find her I
Rover!" , In vain they call,
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
teeth four times in the tub, and little Minnie toms and practices of All-:S:allow's Eve, and
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
Then hurry away to the orchard;
Weeks got very red in the face in her frantic said, although we had outgrown in this age, principles
of Freethought, at the same time that It
And there by the moss-grown wall,
he hoped, any such childish follies -as to be- Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
efforts
to
catch
an
apple.
Mr.
Romberg,
the
Close to the well, Ilea Rover,
standpoint
of pure reason and common sense.
schoolmaster, lost his wig overboard, and Roy, lieve in such nonsense as real, yet there was
Holding to baby's dress,
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
no
harm
in
having
a
good
time
out
of
it.
He
the
three-years-old
baby,
went
head
over
heels
Who was leaning over the well's edge
In perfect feal"lessness.
THE
into the tub, and clutched· an apple in each said we should la11gh and hav all the ipnocent
She stretched her llttle arms down,
hand, instead of his teeth, as he was pulled fun and amusement we could in this world.
But R wer held her fast,
And finally, he asked me to tell you about
out.
And never seemed to mind the kicks
Oh, it was such fun, you can't think ! it, and say that if you wanted to nearly split
AND
The tiny bare feet cast
Everybody laughed till they cried. Grandpa your sides laughing to get up a Halloween
So spitefully upon him,
had
his
spectacles
on,
and
when
he
made
a
party.
S.
H.
W.
But .wagged lila tall Instead,
To greet the frightened searchers,
dive for an apple down to the bottom of the
_WITH SOME
While naughty baby said:
tul! they went, but he was the first to get the
Our Puzzle Box.
ORITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY.
Dare's n 'ittle dirl in the 'ater;
apple, and the grandma said it was the small1.-A fish's head is seven and one-half inches
She's dust as big as me;
est of the lot, and that was why he succeeded. long; his tail is as long as the head and oneBy SA.JHJEL P. PUTNAM.
'11
Mamma, I want to help her out,
While some were catching apples.in the tub half the body; the body is as long as the head
And take her home to tea.
Price 20 cents. For sale at this office.
with their teeth, others were trying to catch and tail together; how long is the fish, and
But Rover, he won't let me,
them in the same way, as they hung sus- what is the length of each part?
And I don't love him. Go
Away, you naughty Rover!
pended by cords in the open doorway, and
-INOh I why are you crying so ?"
2.-Three men are traveling; one has three
found it just as difficult a job one way as anloaves,
one
five
loaves
of
bread,
the
other
has
The mother kissed her, saying:
other, for the apples would B1fing away every none; they eat the bread, and the man who
" My darllng, understand,
time.
had none gave the others eighty cents, and
Good Rover saved your llfe, my dearThen, when little Agnes really caught one told them to divide it equitably between them. By .A_, LEAH UNDERHILL, of· the Fox family.
And see, he llcks your hand I
with her teeth she pared it carefully and What was each man's share?
Kiss Rover!" Baby struck him,
Thfs book purports to be a truthful account of
Bnt grandma understood;
threw the long paring over her left shoulder,
the phenomena occurring at Hydesville in the
3.-PROVERB ACROSTIC.
She said: " It's hard to thank the friend
to see i~ it would take the form of the letter
house of Mr. Fox, and since tq various members
Who thwarts us for our good."
beginning the name of one she loved best.
of the Underhill family, especially the author,
-Baldwin's Monthly.
"It's an H," she said, soberly, ''and it
'w lio has had a good offset to " Bottom Facts,"
stands for Uncle Harry, I know."
being essentially controversial, and will be used
A Halloween Party.
"Then come here, sweetheart," and Uncle
for offense and defense by believers in SpirituJ~l
"What is Halloween ? What does it mean?" Harry lifted her upon his knee and they ate
manifestations. Mrs. Underhill contends that
the exhibitions of an occult power, as narrated in
and little Agnes was a perfect picture of per- the apple together. Uncle. Harry picked on'
her book, demonstrate beyond doubt the reality
plexity, as she looked up from her.reading.
all the seeds, one by one, and repeated in .
of the survival of man's spirit; that death is but
" I'll tell you," said Uncle Harry; " it is an deep; hollow v<*le, "One, I love; two, I lov,
birth into auother stage of progressed and proold-time festival, and occurs the last night in three, I love, I ·say; four, I love with all m
gressiv life; &nd proves what has hitherto been
October, the 31st. It is supposed, or was in heart; and five, I fling away; six, she 1-JV"c·
but a dogma of an unproved and unprovable
the old ignorant times, that all the witches, seven, both love; and eight, both hate--wL,ti
fuith, the immortality ofthe soul. PRICE, $2.00.
spooks, ghosts, fairies, sprites, and hobgoblins -just eight seeds!"
.Ad.'dress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
of every name and nation were out in full blast
" 0 Uncle Harry ! it isn't true, is it ?" am
on that particular night, dancing, jumping, Agnes began to look grieved.
flying about, and having a high old time gen"Certainly not. You should know better:
BETTER THAN
erally, making mischief wherever they could. let reason work,'' he replied,. laughing.
·
Eternal Punishment.
It used to be thought that the fairies particu"I hav a whole lot in my apple," said Tom
BY M. BABCOCK
larly held a grand anniversary on that night, Jinks; " say the rest of it, Uncle." And U n.
and that they would come 7tnd tell who loved cle Harry proceeded: "nine, he comes; ten,
The subjects discussed in this finely-printed
certain people and who did not."
he tarries; eleven, he courts; and twelve, hE
pamphlet are, besides the title above given,
"Will you tell more about Halloween?" marries!"
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
asked Tom Jinks, who sat with the other chilAnd then all commenced to count applea Christian, Divinity of the Bible, Theological
dren, mouth and eyes wide open.
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
seeds, grandpa, the two grandmas, and all,
Sometimes Differ, Infant Damnation, Prayer,
"Did ever you read any of Burns's poems?" first naming the apple for the one most beWrite the name of each of the objects repre-· The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid,
questioned Uncle Harry. "He tells in the loved. At the same time the nuts were placed sen ted above in their order. The initials ai:J.d
No Fear of Bemg Damned, But What are We
poem called ' Halloween ' about the way the upon the hot stove and each one named for a finals will giv a common proverb.
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Scotch peasants used to observe it. The poem particular individual. If the nuts snapped,
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
4.- DEFINITIONS.
begins like this:
hissed, and spluttered, and then hopped off
PRICE, 10 CEN'I'S,
.Address
THE '!.'RUTH SEEKER,
" Upon that night, when fairies light
the stove, it was, in accordance with the anOn Cassilis Downans dance,
33 Clinton PL, New York.
cient customs, regarded as a sign that the dear
Or owre the lays, in splendid blaze,
one didn't like us very well; but if, on the
THE RISE OF
On sprightly coursers prance,
contrary, it just simmered away slowly, we
Or for Coleon the route is ta'en,
would be loved forever and a day.
.
Beneath tha moon's pale beams.
Then up the cove to stray and rove
Jenny and Emily made little round cakes of
Among the rocks and streams
From Thales to Copernicus.
meal and inclosed in each slips of paper with
To sport that night.'
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, .Author of
the names of their admiring friends written
" The Reign of the Stoics."
"Halloween was supposed to precede 'All on them. They then put them in a ba.sin oJ
" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
Saints' Day,' when all the angels and saints in water, and watched to see which would split
be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
heaven were thought to hav a great jubilee. open firsl;-that one would contain the name
year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
The next day after all 'All Saints'' is called of the best lover.
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
'All :Souls' Day,' when the Catholics say
"Highland Mary " in her plaid dress stood
of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take t!Je
masses or prayers for the departed. In Ger- peeping shyly in the mirror to see whose face
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
many it is the custom to lay flowers on the would appear beside her own. Robbie Stuart
Lecky, but it makes theJ;ll intelligible by pointing
out the white light that has been cast upon the
graves of th6 dead· friends on that day. But held the black cat up over her shoulder, and
lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruall these festivals were originated by popes, his great green eyes glared at "Highland
priests, or men in power; they are all of human Mary" in such a way that she burst out laugh·
First write out the names of all the object8 elty, from the little stream of Freet;hought that
represented above. Then arrange these·nameH has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstmcted
origin,. having their birth in a very supersti- ing.~
in pairs so as to form words of two syllables comse down through the ages which now liv
tious age, and are of no value to us who should
All the tricks and games that were ever euch, and with the following meaning: 1. A only as our realm of Memory and Admonition."
be better employed than in following the fan- thought of on .A_ll-'Hallow's eve, I should song. 2. An affection of the stomach. 3
PRICE, $11.50.
Octavo, 458 pp.
ciful customs of our ancestors."
think, were played that night by old and Hardy.
4. A farming implement.
5. A
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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IASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

JUST OUT.

Jlow to Eeconte

A MEDIUM
IN YOUR OWN HOME.
A 16-page pamphlet, containing full instrnctions and· a letter designating all your phases of
mediumship, and a copy of the Riddle of the
.American Spiritual Sphinx, or the Lost Key
Found, sent HREE upon receipt of tlH·ee two-cent
·stamps to cover expenses of mailing, etc. .Address, JA1-Il~S .A. BLISS, 718 Washington st.,
Boston, Mass.
39tf.

RATIONAL COMlVIUNISM.
THE PRESENT
AND

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY .A CAPITALIST.

Something New!

I

.A doable-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it. The Ge1·man-American thus
describes it in detail:
The palmy days of the church witness the burnIng at the stake ot Bruno, the pope and prlestE witnessing the burning of the heretic with expressions
of joy. Gallleo Is represented sitting In his study,
the pope holding the sword ot Inquisition over his
head, and to save his Ute being forced to recant his
philosophy. Martin Luther Is represented tacking
up his "Right of Private Judgment." Behind blm
stands the pope with the bull of excommunication
drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
ax of !nfall!b!l!ty. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their Inventions to practical
tests, and In the rear or them the Prefbyterlan pulp! ts are filled by two of the broadcloth gentlemen
denouncing the lnvent!one as" 'rhwart!ng the will
of God," and branding these men and their Inventions as "Heralds or Antichrist." Ingersoll stands
on a platform apparently del!verlng his lecture
"Which Way?" which he holds In his hand. Talmage approaches the platform at the colonel's back,
pulling after him, by the arm, the chief of pollee,
who holds In his hand the warrant of arrest fo1· blasphemy, The colonel seems to take no notice ot the
S!Oieeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers ot salvation, the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,

.A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals with
Every Liberul should hav one of our beautiful the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their imperfections. and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present sys'
MOT
CARDS,
tern. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
future Republic of North America, as it will oe when society shall be organized on the principles of
(7x22), ready for framing, for their homes.
Rational Communism. The book is vigorou.sly and interestingly written.
Twenty-five cents per copy.
CO.N1'ENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External .Appearance of Our Re.Also Large Cards (14x22 ), and expressing the
public; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
NINE DEUANDS OF LIBERALIS~I.
Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New l'tepnblic; Life in the
ThiL"ty cents each.
Existing Republic; Examination of .the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for . the
Circulars sent FREE. Address all orders to
LIBElt.AL MOTTO SUPPLY CO., Troy, N.Y. Transition from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
Price, $1.50.
·
·
40tf
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
tambourines, and streamers, (and sct·eamere, too),
also a rae simile of our crazy army. A group of l!kenesses or the teachers of sc!ence,Haeckel,Hnmboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, Is also shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkably correct. As a
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
or the
Price, six cop~es, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenty-five copws for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Preetlwught
Containing
Anesthesia Self· Induced, Miraculous Cures Sclf·lU adc, In· would distribute,thousands of these t<elliug pictCOLORED MAP3 OF EAOS: RTATE AND TERRIures.
TORY IN THE UNITED STATES; also
volutlon and Evolution in the Human Mind as
MAPS OF THE OfiiEF GRAND DIVISrDNS, WITH
in tile Whole_ of TIIin;;s~
COMPLE'rE INDEX OF EVEl\Y COUNTRY ON
THE MODER.N BALAAM. .
THE FACE OF THE GLOBE.
Showing the Balaam of mocllern times to he the
Bv DR. LAROY SUNDERLAND,
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
IllnstJ"at<'d by 1nore 1ban One Hoitdred·
(Foundation Fellow of the Society of Science, Literature, and .A.rt, London).
Col"I"Cd Di;tgr;uns, 'l'abl<'s, Etc.
per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
CONTENTS:
.Address THE TRU'l'H SEEKER CO ..
The POCKET .ATLAS OF THE WORLD con33 Clinton Pl., Now Yol·k.
Vol. 1: Chapter I.-Selfhood. H.-ExperiVol. 2: Chapter I.-Gullibility. H.-Mental
tains 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page colored maps, mental. III.-Mental.A.nesthesia. IV.-.Mirac- Epidemics. III.-The South Sea Bubble. IV.>1nd 57 pages are readmg matter, colored diagrams, ulous Cures. V.-Ideology. VI.-The Highest The Mississippi Scheme. V.-The Crusades.
etc. The book is new throughout, everything be- Laws. ¥II.-No "Royal Road." VIII.-Men- VI.-The 'rr"ance Epidemic. VII.-Fascination.
ing made expressly for it. 'l'he binding is flexible tality. IX.-1diocrasy. X.-" Christian" Sci- VIII.-Religious Revivals. IX.-Clairvoyance.
EDLOCK, On, THE RIGllT
XI.-The Biole Idea of Inspiration. X.-The Witchcraft Madness.
XI.-liodern
Leatherette-an imitation of Russia; gold side ence.
OF THE SEXES-Disclosing the Laws of
XII.-The Bible Idea of Its God. XIII.- Witchcraft. XII.~Medl.umship a Wide-spread Conjugal Select:on, and showing Who May and
stamp, round comers, and red edges.
XIIT.-Psychomctry and "DeadBent by mail to any address upon receipt of 'l'he Bible Idea of Witchcraft. XIV.-The Bible Epidemic.
Who May Not Marry. A Scientific Trcntis". By
Idea of .Mediums. XV.- Bloody Ideas, .All Be- heads." XIV.-The Contagious Dance of Death.
50 cents, by
8Ali:UEL R. WELLS, One vol., 12mo, 250 pages;
smeared with Blood. XVI.-Barbarian Lies. XIV.-And What Then? XVI.-Science.
THE TRUTH SEEiiER CO,,
plain muslin, price, $1.50; in fancy gilt binding, $2.
XVII.-Humanity Forever.
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MEN OF BusiNEss WHO DID SoMETHING BEBIDES MAluNG MONEY.

Ingersoll Catechis_ed:

VOLTAIRE'!_!OMANGES.

His Ans-wers

A New EditiQll., with Eixty..:seven Enqravinq8, Priface, and Notes.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .J"Al!IES PARTON.

To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
by the Editor of the Ban Franciscan.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of torty-s!x characters 1n history who have
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Millions of these should be circulated by
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They Freethinkers.
are standard.
.PRICE,
n.21i.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER. ·
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
88 Ollnton Place, New York.
$1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
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A SUMMARY
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By ltobcrt C. Adams.
Paper, 25 cents.

For Sale at tlris Office

COLORED--

LITHOGRAPHS
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The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
'l'ho Man of ·Forty Crowns. ·
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The Trinity, fi·om Gibbon' History of Christianity.

H'istory ofA£hristianity
A VINDICATION

PRINTS A.S LA.RGE A.S A. CABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
THUS GIV'ING NOT ONLY A. PICTURE OF
TilE MONUMENT,

BUT

A.N ACCURATE

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

of some passages in the "History of the Decline and

Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.

· ~ith a J;-ife o( Gibbon, preface a_nd notes by the editor,

, lllcludmg cnttcal notes by Gmzot, Milman, Wenck.,
an "English Churchman," and other sCholars.
I vol. r2 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo

:n:is book shows when, where, and how Christianity

ong!nated, who were itS founders, and what were the
manners, numbers, and .:londition of the
pnmttlve Christians.
"I know of no book that contains more real and vatuable mformation upon the origin of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
.
':One of the most learned and interesting books ever
wntten and published."-Boslon Investigator. I'"
FOR SAl.£: .AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE ••

The lithograph is designed for framing, and will be a treasure for all Liberals.

se~Itl!Jt.ents,

Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
to subscribers to the Monument Fund
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cent.s. Address this o:ffi ce.

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAll!BJJJRT'S

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With "NOTES ON I:N"GERSOLL."
6'i engravings. Price, cloth, . beveled
By B. W. l.m~y
boards, $2.00. · Half calf or half
.A thorough exposure of t!Jc Catholic priest's
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00 .
sophistry, unfairness, and historAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ical ~isstatcmcnt.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORli:S.
D. M. BENNETT MONUMENT. Sixteen
Saviors or None. By

PRINTED

Among the subjects tri'ated are the following:
Marriage a Divine Institution; Qnalitlcat;ons for
Mo.ttlbony; The Right Age to Marry; Motives
t'or Marrying; Marriages of Consan1,'11inity- of
Cousins, when Justifiable; Conjugal SelectionAffinities; Courtship-Long or S~ort; Duty ol
Parents; Marriage Customs nnd Ceremonies of all
Nations; Ethics of Marriage; Second M o.rriages,
;uoe they Admissible? Jenlousy-Its f'ause and
Cure; <2anses ofSepamtion and Divorce; Celibacy
-Ancient and Modern; Polygamy tllld P~tntagamy;
Love Signs In the Features, and Row to Read
Them; Physiognomy; Sensible Love Lrt~ers-Ex
amples; The Poet's Wife; The Model Ilnsband
Rnd the Model Wife- the Mutual Obligations,
Privileges, and Duties; The Poetry of Lol'c, Court;hlp, and Marriage-Being a Practical Gu,.Je to all
the Relations of HAPPY WEDLUCK.
The hook Is handsomely printed and beautifully .
bound It was Intended more especially for young
people, but may he read with interest and witb
\ll'Ofit by those of every age. Copies will be •enl
"T POI3t to P.DV address on rc-.I'P.ipt of PrloP,
THE 1'RU'l'H SEEKEH.

sEY GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history, momls, religion, and
general events. .Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
of their doctrines. Price, $2.

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and hill Fiery Domains. Price, 35 cents.

Price, Cloth, U; I•nper, GO CcntH.

Address

TH_l<; TnUTJl SEEKgR.

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author of "Prometheus.'' "Gottlieb.'' and

11

Ingersoll

and Joana." .
A Radical romsnce or plo;neer are, delineating the virtues or n&turalhuman!ty as ovpoaod to tile bypocr!a:v or a
aupernatural religion; crowdea with Incident and run or
progrei!SIV ldeaa and the poetr:v or tne !ut.ure.
PRIOE !1.00.
ADDREAF.l 'IRIS OFFICE

ANCIENT MAN
IN AMERICA.
INCLUDING

Works in Western New York and
other States, together with Structor, Christianity Before Christ.
ures in Central America.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav-

io:~;s;
Containing new and startling revelations
in religious history, which disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princi- ByFREDERICK LA.RK:S:N, M.D.
ples, precepts, and miracles of the ChrisMember of the
American Associati® fo-r the Advancerne)}t of S!Mnce.
tian New Testament, and furnishing a
key for unlocking many of its sacred
mysteries, besides comprising the history Neatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations.
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00
290 Pages.

A PHOTOGRAPH

Price, Cloth, $1.50.

OF THE BIBLE'S FLA'r EARTH .AND SOLID
HEAVJm.
A Picture of the world as described in Gen
esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching th
doctrin, and the passages from prqfalie writer
supporting it.
Price 25 cents

From Tradition to Reason.

TRAVELS IN FA!TH,
BY BOBER1 G. ADAMS.
Cloth, $1.25.

For Sale at this Office,
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ther concern you. This to me must be a day
of rest.
on to church, and permit m'e to
remain at home."
"Mary, you must accompany me."
"I cannot."
"Do not tell a lie, woman. Yon can.
"Well, then, I will not."
<rYou shall."

Go

I BOOKS ON MEDICAL .L.'TD SOCIAL

SUBJECTS:

PLAIN HOME TALK AND M:ji]DICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handMorning.
some 12mo volume of nearly 1000 pages, fully
'l'ile Clouds and mists or ages
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German.
are rolling fast away;
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
·Tue BUil or ectentitlc truth
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs,
Is heralding the day.
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Far from its gleaming beams
As the preacher rode alone, he said to him- .Monkey. l3y Dr. E. B. Foote; five volumes, at
Gigantic error Illes;
self: "Perhaps I ought not to hav slapped $1 each, or $5 per set; or five volumes in one
And supl!rstltlon's gloom
h
b
h
h
for $2.
er, ut t ens e should hav understood her
SEXU •L PHYSIOLOGY FOR the YOUNG.
Beneath it taqes and d les.
duty."
.a.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. ('rhe
Free rrom all priestly rule,
A
little
child
climbed
on
to
the
fence
and
fifth
volume
of" Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
And bound by creeds no more;
The earth beneath its light
)aughed.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready
Shall joy rrom shore to shore.
"You little sinner," said the preacher, Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128
"You'd better be praying for the salvation o~ pages. By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
Revtvlfytng all,
your soul."
SANfTARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam·
It rolls the world around ;
And aids the sons or men
Wegnell arrived at the church and preached phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz:" Bacteria in
In labor's fetters bound.
a threatening sermQn. He spoke particularly their Relation to Disease," presenting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
The Clouds and mists of ages,
of women, and dllfllared if left alone they and opposing vaccination; ''Health in the SunAre into Chaos hurled;
would "giggle themselvs into hell."
beam," considering the blue-glass cure-of value
Tbe sun or sclentltlC truth
As the preacher was going home he was to sick and well. By mail, 10 cents !)ach.
Ia rlalng o"er the world I
overtaken by 11 heavy shower of rain. When
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The
R. W. H.
he reached home he was chilled through Law of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages,
and through. The next morning he awoke cloth bound, $2; "Heredity," by Loring Moody,
1'he Austere Preacher.
· with a burning fever. He rapidly grew worse. '~59,Pages, cloth, 75 cents; "The ..Law of HeredTh R
M W
II
H"
"f f · hf II
·t d
h"
b
h 1ty, bv F. H. :Marsh, 10 cents; The Alpha~et
. ·
.
e .
r. egne was a sever~ re11g10nlB w1 e a1t u y wa1 e upon
1m, ut ~ _e of the ·Human Temperaments," with illustrations,
1st. H1s 1dea was that ·Iove for Chnst should spoke not a word. He had crushed her spmt by Dr. E. B. Foote, 10 cents; "Generation be·
shut out from the soul every gleam of mirth. -had broken her heart. The doctors gave fore Reo-eneration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., lOc.;
No soft lights played upon the faces of his him up. He called his wife and said:
"Reports of Conventions and Parlor Meetings
hearers. Persons who believed his awful
"I am going. Ihav done my duty as I read durmg 1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventheory would often shrink in fear at his lurid the lines If I hav mistreated you I ask for tion of the Institute of Heredity, May 29. 1883,"
pictures of torment. The faces of the Sunday- pardon.,;
'
10 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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-BY-

J. E. REMSBURG.
Revised and

Enlar~ed.

Price, 10 CTS-SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality,; Criminal Statistics, showing the· creeds of the priRoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and SciencE.'; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen ·at least. Address
'
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

33 CHnton Place, NEW YORK

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of' all A.nti-tbeolog•
l~al Works

day-schopl children grew dark whenever he -She turned hArface from him. When she
ELEMENTS
By THOMAS PAINE,
entered the room. A smile would instantly looked back she saw that he was dead.
OF
"The Author-Hero of the Revohttlon."
vanish like a suddenly extinguished light.
A wagon containing the coffin was slowly
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
"Children," said Mr. Wegnell one Sunday drawn along the road. A little child. climb€d
for $1.00.
morning, "I heard some one laugh just now. on to a fence and langhed.-Arlcansaw TravFOB
It was very wicked to violate the Lord's day in eler.
THJ::~ CRISIS.
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
that manner. The Lord has his eye upon you
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
By Thomas Paine.
Book Notice.
all, and those of you who turn the Sabbath
Speaking of this work in connection with the prointo a day of jubilee shall be made to feel the
TOTHE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
posed independence of America from Great Britain,
By Prof". H. M. Cottinger, A..lll.
Washington wrote: "A few more such !laming
wrath of insulted Jehovah.''
Permit me to call your attention and the atarguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss
This is au extract from one of his sermons, tention of ;your readers to a little work, "MarFreethinkers will find this, for an outline to decide on the propriety of a separation."
preached on the occasion of a revival meeting: riage and Divorce," of forty pages, by Emanuel history, the best for their use, as Professor
Price, 3:i cents.
"The vapors arising from scalding hell per- M. Jones, published by Wm. s. Bailey, 135 Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
vade this house. Those who come forward South Cherry 'street, Nashville, Tenn., for truthful freedom not found in ordinary his:. writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
and kneel at this bench may escape damnation, the benefit of the Liperal, of which Mr. Bailey tories. He dates his work from the beginning
of historical certainty and not from the mythibut those who linger amid the false pleBfU!eB is the- worthy editor.
A COMMON SENSE
I will not attempt to review the book, as my cal Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
of this world mngt feel the withering breath of
object in writing this item "is to indnce THE and brings it down to 1883, with a brief meha triumphant devil."
.
tion of subsequent important inventions and GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH;
There were many people in the neighbor- TRUTH SEEKER readers to purchase and read discoveries.
IN WHICH THE
hood who believed Wegnell's doctrin, and who for themselvs, and thus confer a favor Qn ita··
Price, Vloth, $1.110.
DECLENSlON
OF THE NOUN
For
Schools,
in
Quantities,
$1.00.
thought that he was one of the greatest author and publisher, A photograph of the
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
AND THE
preachers that ever lived, but the preacher's author accompanies the Qpd'k when ordered
wife could n~t, in justice to herself, share such from him, 127 North Seventh street, Philadel,
CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
a belief. The neighbors said that Mrs. Wag- phia, Pa.
.
Are superseded by a few simple rules; and
nell was not a happy woman, and some of
The distinguishing feature of the book is its
comprising the most rational and progressiv
A ROMANCE.
them insinuated that she was not good enough war upon the church and clergy in claiming a
views of the best grammarians of the 19th
IlY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
century.
for him.
Bible, Christian sanctity for the natnral law of
"The great charm or this novel is its abBolute
By J L BARKER.
One Sunday morning Mrs. Wegnell said marriage under the plea, ·"What God hath fidelity
to nature. Its personages are those one meets Author of "An Improvement on I. -J. Morris's
that she did no~ feel well enough to go to joined together let not man put asunder," and with in common life. and are portrayed with a
Grammar."
vlvldneBB and perspiCuity I was scarCely prepared
church.
the right of inteference in solemnizing (?) mai·- to
expect to llna, in such a marked degree, even PRICE,
3 5 CENTS.
Wegnell put down a cup of coffee which he riage, and in attempting to control the divorce from so gifted a pen as that ot Miss Wixon. Whose
Address 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER.
and luCid style Ia famlllar to most readers
had just raised to his lips, sternly looked at law, etc. There are other excellent points in brilliant
in the Freethouglit ranks. . . . But what pleased
his wife, and asked:
the book, besides valuable statistical and his- me most in this Charming story was the untllnchlng
honesty with whiCh its author holds up to the de"ANTICHRIST."
torical information.
"Mary, what do yon mean ?"
rision of the world the rottenness of average minProving conclnstvly that
Pardon me ·for making a few extracts: isterial Character, particularly that of revivalist
"I mean that I do not feel disposed to go to
THE. STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
tYpe. I hav not space here to treat, in detail. of the
church to-day."
"The law as it now stands is a cmel outrage, Characters
HIS birth. lite, trial, execntton, etc.-is a myth
of this truly absorbing novel. Suffice it
'l'llTT'l'H SF.llKEB omee.
" Why this sudden rebellion ?" he asked, as in giving to the man all the joint earnings, for to say that it is safe to predict that anyone who
reads
its
first
chapters
will
be
loth
to
lay
it
down
33 Clinton Place. New York
Price,
$2.
he frowned at her.
a wife may labor side by side with the hus- till the denouement is reached. Miss Wixon has long
"It is not rebellion. I washed all day yes- band all her lifetime, and never hav a dollar of been dolug a n'>ble work in ed ucatlng our Calldren
the ranks of true Liberalism, thereby robbing
her -own." Wives, you must submit. "We into
terday, and I am really too tired to go."
the church or hundreds or those who, in after
"You will never be too tired to die, Mary." claim, and Cf!.n prove, that women is just as years, might hav become its willing dupes and sertools, and she certainly deserves the generous
"I hope not."
good in every respe¥j; as any 'lord of crea- vll
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,
and substantial recognition of all Freethinkers.
Let
everyone ~end for a copy of • Allin a Lifetime.•
ation and slave to passion,' and has just as
"What!" he exclaimed.
SAMUEL
P. PUTNAM,
It will yield a liberal reward tor the outlay."
By
perfect a right to agree to enter or dissolve the
" I say that I hope-"
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
AUTHOR OF
Price. $1.50.
AddrABB. THE TRUTHBEEXEB.
"I know what you sai«f. and I also know marriage, or any other bond, as a man has.
"GOLDEN THRONE," "PROMETHEUS," " INGER·
To our view marriage is nothing· less
that you are becoming a wicked woman. Just
SOLL AND JESUS;'' ETO.
as long as yon can hold up your head it is than a pure business transaction.
We
Price, Ol<>th, $1.00; Pap•r, 50 Vts.
do not approve of the silly fashion of a woman
your duty to listen to the gospel."
"A prose epiC of the war, riCh with inCident and
By It. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
"I wouldn't mind listening to the gospel- discarding her name and individuality at
dramatiC power; breezy from tlret page to last with
Author or "The Bible-Whence and What?''
good news-but I am tired of listening to mag~ marriage, etc., merging herself into her hnsthe living spirit of to-day,-John Swinton's POI]Jer.
The 'most potent-cause of divorce
CONTENTS:
ni:fied woe. In none of your sermons do you band.
Address THE TRUTH SE!IllKER,
The True Ideal of Marriage.
make use of a pleasant expression, and I is tho so-called headship of man.
The
Free Love.
33 OLINTON PLAOE. NEW YORX.
always feel worse when I hear yon preach."
only remedy for the present marriage is to de~~: ~f~~r,;;,t~~"!;;:[r~t~~~ce Law.
Wegnell arose and left the breakfast table. stroy its pretended sanctity." But buy and · The New Testament on Divorce.
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Divorce as a Question of Law and Religion.·
With a.. troubled air, he walked up and down read for yonrselvs; only ten cents.
A HISTORICAL SKETCH.
Rational Deductions f1·om Established Principles
the gallery. Then, re-entering the diningBarre, Mass.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
By G. F. RINEHART.
Pric.. 25 cts.
room, he said:
Prevention Better than Oure.
Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound in Cloth. For sale
Addre'S THE TRUTH SEEKER,
a
" I am sorry to know that you hav anFRE<ETHOlJGHT NOVELS.
<tt this office.
33 Olin ton Place.
NEW YORK.
S8
Clinton
Place.
Ne,..
York.
nounced yourself as a candidate for torment."
"Well, replied the woman, without looking The Heathens of the Heath. A finely - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - written Radical romance. By WM. Mcup, " I am confident of one thing. The
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
"
J-t'cit~b~J~~~~
change will be so slight that it will not be
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
a graduate of three universitie•. and retired afte~ 50 years' pracuce, he
8
necessary to change clothing."
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents;•cloth,
: .. 'I~!,.,e::~.kl; rs··~c:.::, :t!~tli!:::~~::t~eC.:~i!!~~~~!t~·~:';
$1.25.
most popular e.nd comprehensive book treating of
The preacher gasped. " Hav you lost your
Family Creeds. By
WILLIAM MeDoNMEDICAL, SOCIAL, AND S~XUAL SCIENCE,
mind?" he exclaimed.
"
,
.
p roven by the sale of Half" a Million to be the most popula R
NELL, author of
Exeter Hall.
Pnce,
R' eadable hecnuse written in langun!'e plain. cha>-te, and forcibl E
"Mr. Wegnell, please go away and leave me
cloth $1.25• paper 75 cents.
1 nstructive,_practical pre~ntation of '"Medical Common Sense" med1 A
alone. Yon hav ever been so anxious about
'
'
'
V atuable to tnvalids, showmg new meam; by whtch they may be cure D
Exeter
Hall
"One
of
the
most
excitApproved
by editors. physicians, cle;gymen, critics, and liLerat I
saving my soul that yon hav made my life misT horough treatment of subJects especmlly 1mportnnt to young me N
•
ing romances of the day." Price, paper
Everyone who "wants to know, you know," Wlli find it interestin c
. erable. You found me when I was a happy
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
4 Parts, 35 Chapters, 936 Pages, 200 Illustrations, and
girl."
• 1 y augh an. p nest
• and Man.
just introduced, consists of" series
Nat
~une
i
·1 , ot. beautiful colorcd anatom·
h
The preacher, smothering his rage, replied:
A Radical novel
of
marked
ability
Equal
leal charto, in five color., guaranteed super)or to any before oJJ;ered 'J' a P.~t
•
•
ular physiological book. and rendenng- tt ngam the most attractive a_n . qmc "I found yon when you were a gay, sinful
to George Ehot's works. By FnEDEBlli:A
selhng ~GENrfS who have already found a o:old
m 1!,- Mr.
girl. You seemed not to realize your awful
-...- · CDO ALD 404
es $1 25
work for
Koehler writ<ls: "I sold the first SJX book• m two
.w..a.
N
•
pag
t
•
•
hours." l any agents take 50 or 100 at once, at specia.l rates. Send for terms.
condition. I pitied you, and hav attempted The Outcast
A deep' finely written
· 16-pap:e Contents Table of _Plain Hom~ Talk. rod. white and
.
•
. .
circulars, and n sample of Dr. Foote s HeaUh Monthly.
to save you, and now, after all, I see you are
Radical story. From the London edition.
Standard Edition, $3.25 l. S~I)le print !!nd illnstratio'!s, ~he
blind to the welfare of your soul."
By WINWOOD READE, author of MartyrPopular-Edition, 1.50 5 dlfl'erencelsmpaperandbmdmg.
"Well, I hope that you will not let it fur:
dom of Man. SO cents.
IIIUBB.!Y BILL PUB, ()0,1 . U9 (N.) East 28th St•• New York.
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Ingersoll's W"orks.
The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods,"
" H nmboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and " Heretics and Heres'ies."

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25
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9TTO WETTSTEIN'S

PHOTOGRAPHS

.By Andrew Jackson Davis

POPULAR JEWELRY STORE,

OF

ROCHELLE, ILL.
Headquarters ror Fine Goods In the line of Genuln
Fine Gold and Silver Watches; Chains;
Bracelets; Wedding and Presentation Rings; JewPrice, 20 cents.
elry or Latest style; Gold Pans; Silverware; Optical
and Fancy Goods; 3 ounce Coin Silver Elgin Watch,
$10; 4 ounce, Full Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS,
Stem Wind, $22; tbls same, fine movement, In best
Price, 40 Cents.
gold filled case, $35; with cbeap movement, $25.
Address this Office.
Ladles' Solid Gold Elgin stem wind watches, $•0,
.......,.___________________ . $24, and $32-14 karat, upward. Watebes cleaned,
finest work In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
for the trade at reduced rates and agents sending
By R. B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
work once a week from every state In the Union are
Author of "The Bible.-Whence and What? malting lots of money. Best spectacles In the
world, $1. All goods. must suit or casb back on de·About all that can be said for the existence mand. Trymel
OTTO WET:rBTE1N.
of God and the future life of man, is· here
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
pungently pres~nted, with an incidental dis- The most beautiful badge ever ·placed upon the
cussion of many collateral questions, from a market. Immense sale. Elegant pre'ent for Lady
or Geat. Solid gold, $3; $3.•0: extra heavy, $4;
rationalistic standpoint.
with diamond, artistically enameled, $10.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Address .
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
SS Clinton Place. New YoTk

OOL. R. G. INGERSOLL,

entitled

Beyond the Valley
a sequel to the

MAGIC STAFF

WITH A.lJTOGRA.PH,

D~amonds;

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
An Autobiography of
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of
Independence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
Andrew- Jackson Davis.
"The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander
Clark,'. "The Past Rises before Me Like a· Sim Illustrations Picturing what Mr. Da.vis says
he lus seen.
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll.''
"Beyond the Valley" is a record of events ·and
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 scenes in his private and public career, beginning
cents; cloth, $1.25.
•
where the Magic Staff ends, and bringiug his
and private experiences truthfully
Interviews on Talmage. Paper,50 cts.; psychological
up to the present day. Thi~ attracttve volume
plain cloth, $1.25.
will interest thvusands who hav never read his
What ~[ust We Do be Saved 1 Pa- preceding works. It will answer the ever-recmper, 25 cents.
ring ,,questions concerning remarkable events in
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
Mr. Davis's private life, and fully explains his §t
The Chri&tian .Religion. Ry R. G. various
1
lUattllcw Before tlUl Court on
BY MAIL POST·PA.ID.
public
labors
for
mankind.
•
•
Ingersoll, Judge Jereruhth S. Black, and
a Charge oi For;ery_
"Beyond the Valley'' is a companion volume
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents;
to the "llfagic Staff," and resembles it in style
cloth, $1.
of workmanship-in pape•, press-work, binding,
BY BEGULARJST.
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, etc. 408 pages. Pi·ice, $1.50.
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
For Sale by THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Pdce, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
in large, clear type, and containing as much
33 Clinton Place, New Yort!:.
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals _should scatter it generously.
TO APPEAR IMMEDIATELY.
...4. Great Medical Work on JJLanhood
Vindication of 'fhomas Paine from The Primitiv Mbid-Cure. The Nat- MOU~S 3EFORE THE COURT. Exhausted Vltallty, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and
the attacks of tl"' New York Observer, by
ure and Power of Faith; or, Elementary LesBy the same Autlwr.
the untold miseries resulting from lndls::retlon or
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
sons in Transcendental Medicin. This work
excesses. A book tor every man, young, middleis a complete exposition of principles underaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
Bible Fabrications Refuted
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To the Senate and .Assembly o:f the State of New York :
WHAT a mockery are gilded palaces, and the gilt
ter of·royaltY and fashion, while tens of thousands
of beings In human form are wallowing In the filth
or ·misery and destitution I-'-D. M. Bennett.
SoME philosophers assert that the deity Is the lm
mediate cause of the union between soul and bodyand that they are not the organs or sense, which, be
1ng agitated by external objects, produce sensatlons
1n the mind; but that It Is a particular volition of
our omnipotent maker which excites such a sensation In consequence of such a sensation or the organ
In like manner It Is not any energy In the will that
produces local motion In our members, It Is God
himself Who Is pleased to second our Will, In Itself
Impotent, and to command that motion which we
erroneously attrlbu te to our own power and elllcacy.
Nor do philosophers stop at this conclusion. They
sometimes extend the same lnrerence to the mind
Itself In Its Internal operations.. Our mental vision•
or conception of Ideas, Is nothing but a revelation
made to us by our maker. When we voluntarily
turn our thoughts to any object, and raise up Its
Image In the fancy, It Is not the Will which creates
that Idea; It Is the universal creator Who discovers
it. to the mind, and renders It present to us.-Hume's
Essayt.
HE that borrows the aid or an equal understanding
doubles his own; he that uses that or a superior eJe.
vates his own to the station of that he contemplates.
-Burke.
JoHNSON ceased to attend Dr. John Campbell's
parties Jest Scotchmen should say of any good
bits of work, "Ay, ay, Johnson learned this or Caw.
melll" Campbell, he said, quaintly; was a good
man, a pious man. "I am afraid he has not seen
the inside or a church for many years, but he never
passes one without pulling or his hat. This shows
lie has goo~! princlpJes."-Leslie StP:pMTI's Johnson.

The Constitution of om- State guarantees that "the free exercise and enjoyment of religious
profession and worship, 1Vithout discn'minaHon or preje1·enre, shall forever be allowed in this State to all
mankind." The general principle of American Government is equality of all men before the law.
This, as Your Honorable Body is aware, involves the principle, already acknowledged in theory, of the
Total Separation of_ Church and State. But Church and State are now practically united by the
following statutes :
1. The law exerp.pting Church Property from Taxation.
2. The laws appropriating Money from the Public Treasury for the support of Institutions
founded and managed chiefly by Sectarian Denominations.
3. The law compelling the Observance of Sunday as a religious ·holy day.
The undersigned, Citizens of the State of New York, do therefore respectfully bnt earnestly
petition Your Honorable Body to repeal all the law_s or parts of laws of this State which are violations of the above principles. Our reasons for asking this are : ·'
1. The Churches are voluntary associations properly to be supported by the voluntary contributions of their members. 2. The State is compulsm:y. Every citizen must pay tn.xes. And we
submit that it is unjust to a large and growing bedy of voters to be compelled to pay for the support
of Churches which they cannot conscientiously attend; fol' the hire of Ministers in our Legislature
and Public Institutions, in whose doctrines they are unable to believe; and to observe as holy a day
to them no more sacred than any other. We also submit that the exemption of Churches from taxation, the appropriation of money for the hire of· ~finisters and the support of Sectarian Institutions,
and the Legal observance of Sunday as a holy day, are discriminations in favor of one form of religion,
-are abridgments of the free exercise of religious preferences, and are therefore unconstitutional.
NAMES.

RESIDENCE.

..

----·----··-···-------------------'"---------

W:a:l!N we run over libraries what havoc must be
made I If we take In our hand any volume of divinIty, or school metaphysics, for Instance, Jet us ask,
Does It contain any abstract reasoning concerning
quantity or number? No. Commit It, then, tD the
llames, for It can contain nothing but sophistry and
lllualon.-Hume's Essays.
SOME books are lies from end to end,
And some great lies were never penned.
Ev'n ministers, they hav been kenned,
In holy rapture,
A rousing whld a~ times to vend
WI' faith, and hope, and Jove, and drink,
And nall't wl' scripture.
-Burns.
CHRISTIAN clvlllzatlonl We might as well speak
or liberal despotism or wholesome polson. T~ delusions or pessimism are fatal to the development
or our highest faculties, and the dogma or the New
Testament Is a dam that has obstructed the advance
of mankind for eighteen hundred years. At th.e
bursting of such dams rivers generally make up for
lost time, hence the present lloodtlde of Industrial
and scientific progress. The victories or civilization
were won on the battle-lleld taat broke the power< r
Christian superstition. The surviving bigots who
condescend to enjoy the fruits or these victories are
like rats that hav been prevented from scuttling a
ship, but continue to share the provisions or the
crew, and congratulate themselvs on the prospect of
a pleasant voyage. The history of the last seventeen
centuries proves that Tacitus was not far· wrong
when he called the Christian fanatics " the enemies
or the human race." Their prophet or the millennium has persistently failed to keep his promls.Fe!ix L. Oswald.
HUMAN nature remains what It always was. The
nature of God and the relation In Which man stands
to God, are the same now as they were when man
first began to be. The truth of fact Is what It Is, Independent, happily, or our notions or it. We do not
make truth by recognizing It; we cannot unmake
truth by denying it. So much of It as It concerns
us practlcMJy to know, we learn by experience, as
we Jearn every natural Jesson, and If a man Is not
permitted to Jlv and prosper In this world wtthQut
an acknowledgment of his maker, the scientific ex.
perlment Will fall, as It failed before. The existing
forms of religion may dissolve, but the truth, which
Is the soul or religion, will l'llvlve more vigorous
than ever.-Froude's Science and 'rheology.
IF God, holding truth In his right hand, and In
his left only the ever-Jiving desire for truth, although
on condition of perpetual error, should leave me the
choice or the two, I would humbly point to the right
hand and say, Father, glv I Pure truth is for thee
alone.- Lessing.
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THERE can be no doubt that acting on a·predetermlned profession of faith, long kept up, In connection with fear and aversion In regard to what contradicts the factitious creed, Is In many cases eventually prod uctlv or belief, and In this way the will
does really mold the understanding. Religious
faith Is a standing crusade against reason.- Waters's
Through Rome On.
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NEW YORK:

J oHNBON'S. religious emotions were such as to
make habitual relerve almost a sanitary necessity.
They were deeply colored by his constitutional melancholy. Fear of death and hell were prominent In
his personal creed, To trade upon his feelings like
a charlatan would hav been abhorrent to his mascu.
lin character, and to glv them full and frequent
utterance, like a genuln teacher of mankind, would
hav been to Imperil his sanity, If he had gone
through the excitement of a Methodist conversion,
he would probably hav ended his days In a madhouse.-Les/ie Stephen's Johnson.
IT can scarcely need to be pointed out that a perfect jumble of the crudest conceptions Is comprised
In the Idea of an atoning death, of a propitiation by
proxy. To punish some one for another's transgression, to accept even the voluntary su.trertng of
the Innocent, and let the guilty escape scathJess
In consequence, this, everybody now admits, Is a
barbarous action; to consider It matter of tndl.trerence In regard to a moral or a pecuniary debt,
whether it be discharged by the debtor, or by some
one else In his stead, Is, every one now admits, a barbarous conception.- Strauss's Old and New Faith.

WHY does a summer hotel In winter resemble
heaven? Because there's not a damned semi there.
~eligious Paper.
THE chall who said a beautiful woman was a poem
would probably call a Boston girl a spectacular
drama.- Ex.
CARL SCHURZ IB writing a l)fe of Henry Clay.
Henry Clay, It will be remembered, achieved a wide
fa:rp.e for his very excelient brand or cigars.
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MOTT STREET SUNDAY-SCHOOL TEACHER (to Ah Bin,
the laundryman): What are the wages or sin ? Ah
Sin: Bleventy-five clent a dozen. No checkee no
washee.
"Mme. Adam Is the best dressed woman In·
Paris." History repeats Itself. Mme. Adam was
also the best-dressed woman In the Garden of
Eden.
NAUTICAL husband (jokingly): "Oh, I'm the main.
stay or the family." Wife: "Yes, and the jib boom
and the-and the--" Small boy (from experience):
"And the spanker too, mamma."- Woroester Gazette.
DRUNKENNESS Is now said to be a contagious dis
ease. This Is no new discovery, however. It has
long been known that a man returning home perfectly sober, after doing the t<>wn w~th some boon
companions, Is pretty sure to catch It from his wife
when he.gets Into the house.
TEACHER: "What are the names or the seven days
or the week?" Boy: "Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday." Teacher:
•· That's onlY six days. You hav missed one. When
does your mother go to church?" Boy: "When
papa buys her a new hat."
"I DON'T see why pennies were lnvented,"'Bald a
New York banker, who had received a few In change.
"Oh, that Is easily accounted for," remarked a
friend from an adjacent city; "pennies were Invented to enable New York millionaires to contribute
toward the erection or public monuments."
TAREN IN.
Stranger here? Yes; come from Varmount,
Rulland county, You've bern tell
Mabbe of the town of Granville ?
You born there? No! Shol Well, well!
You was born at' Gra.vville, was you ?
Theh you know Elisha Brown.
IJ!ru as runs the old meat market
At the lower end or town l
Well I well I wen I Born down In GranviJie 1
And out here, so far away!
Stranger, I'm homesick already,
'£hough It's but a week to-day
Since I left my good wife standi a'
Out there at the kitchen door,
Bayln' she'd ask God to keep me;
And her eyes were running o'er!
You must know old Albert Withers,
Henry<Bell, and Ambrose Cole,
Know them all? And born In Granville 1
Weill well! well! God bless my soul!
Bho I You are not old Isaac's nephew 1
Isaac Green, down on the fiat 1
Isaac's oldest nephew-Henry?
wen, I'd never thought or that 1
Hav I got a hundred dollars
I could Joan you for a. minute,
Till you buy a horse at Marcy's ?
There's my wallet I Just that In tt 1
Hold on, though I You hav ten, mebbe,
You c1uld let me keep; you see
I mlgh t chance to need a little
Betwixt now and half past three 1
Ten: That's It; you'll owe me ninety;
Bring It round to the hotel.
So you're old friend Isaac's nephew ?
Born In Granville I Bho I Well, well 1
What! policeman! did you call me?
That a rascal, going there ?
Well, sir, do you know I thought so,
And I played him pretty fair;
Hundred-dollar bill I gave himCounterfeit-and got this ten 1
Ten aheaa. No I you don't tell mel
This bad, too ? Bho l Bold again 1
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reduced rates except the few who could travel mother hearts too care for it? Where is it?
Does it cry for me?' No voice answers back,
over theN. Y. P. & 0.
THE Boston Record relates this sto:rj about a and with these things the heart has a right to
PETER was the first man who went out on a venerable disciple. of Wesley who rode the oir- deal; these questions we hav a right to ask."
THE Grant monument fund exceeds $90,000.
fowl.-Bosion Gommercial Bulletin.
·
cuit of the northwest long years ago. The ex- Of course. But when, a few years sinoe, ColFERDINAND WABD, Grant's former partner, is
ploit of Joshua before Jericho formed the onel Ingersoll ·said that "from the voiceless
T:lmEE more Mormons on the 13th received theme of his discourse one Sunday forenoon in lips of the unreplying dead there 'comes no on trial for alleged rascality.
sentences of six months' imprisonment and a presence of an audience gathered, as was cus- word" as to a future life, nearly every preacher
THliBE is a report afloat that 7,000 Christians
fine of $300 for unlawful cohabitation and re- tomary in the days befGre settlements were in the land pointed to that sentence to show had been massacred in Annam.
fusing hereafter to abide by the law.
large enough to support their own preachers, that in the presence of death unbelief had no
The Rev. Mr. Downes, of Boston, is on trial
JoHN McCLOSKY. just deceased, was the first from far and near on the day of the " stated words of consolation to offer. Let those gen- this week charged with adultery.
American car.dinal. It would be desirable in supply." The parson's sermon seemed to tlemen now turn their attention to this confesAN association to prevent burial before
this case that the piece of scripture prophecy make a profound impression upon two of his sion of the foremost Christian preacher in death has been formed at Bridgeport, Conn.
America,
and
indicate
the
comforting
assurmight be fulfilled which states that the first hear!lrB, who· waited for him outside the door
C. B. REYNOLDS will speak to the people of
and accosted him: "You say that seven men ance which it contains.
shall be last.
Jobstown, N.J., Saturday and Sunday, Nowith seven horns walked seven times around
THE St. James's Gazette reports a me'eting of
ALBERT BuBKE, a Hartford, Conn., bookthe walls and blowed seven blasts seven times; the French Association at Grenoble, at which vember 7th and 8th.
keeper, is a· defaulter to the extent of $10,000.
A PRESBYTERIAN church in Schenectady was
and t]:len the walls fell in?" The preacher ac- M. de Mortillet read a paper on "Tertiary
He has for a number of years been the superKnowledged this to be as nearly correct as it Man" before the anthropological section. The destroyed by fire last Sunday, and the Lord is
intendent of one of tile leading Methodist
?ould be stated. "Looks reasonable, don't question, he said, was not to know whether $20,000 poorer in consequence.
Sunday-schools of the city.
It?." asked the questioner, turning to his com- man already existed in the tertiary epoch as he
S. P. PUTNAM will lecture befol'e the Albany
THE Brazilian legislature has passed a law panion. The latter slowly shook his head. as
exists at the present day. Animals varied Secular Association, Sunday evening, October
for the gradual abolition of slavery in that if unconvinced.
"You see," persisted the from one geological stratum to another, and 25th. He will be at Boston November 21st.
country, the state buying the slaves from their former, "there was seven men with seven
the higher the animals the greater was the~ va.
THEBE are signs of war in Turkey, and the
owners. It is calculated that in thirteeh years horns, and they marched seven times. around
riation. It was to be inferred, therefore, that complications which it is liable to lead to
slave labor will hav come to an end.
the walls and blowed seven blasts. Don't you man would vary more rapidly than the other
among European powers are the subject of
IN addressing a Salvation Army meeting in think that would fetch 'em?" "Seven times mammals. The problem was to discover in
much speculation.
Hancock county, Ill., recently, a young lady seven is forty-nine, and seven times forty-nine the tertiary period an ancestral form of :man,
Czu ALEXANDER of RU:ssia has forbidden his
convert said she wished to God she was a is--." The voice of the skeptic muttered a predecessor of the man of historical times.
double-barreled shot-gun, loaded to the muz- the calculation to the end, and then he said M. de Mortillet affirmed that there were un- subjects to celebrate on March 3d next the
zle, so she could shoot salvation all over the aloud: "Well, yes; I reckon that would fetch questionably in the tertiary strata objects twenty-fifth anniversary of the emancipation
civilized world.
'em. Leastways, it would hav got a devil of a which implied the existence of an intelligent of serfs in that country.
FREETHINKING Governor Hoadly having been
CABDINAL NEWMAN, of London, said, in a re- purchase on 'em."
being. These objects hav, in fact, been found
cent address, that the Protestant church of
To know the American you must see all sides at two different stages of the tertiary epoch- defeated in the recent election, the people of
England, w~ the great bulwark against Athe- of .him. On a train between Jersey City and in the lower tertiary at Thenay and in the up- Ohio now hav a governor who is an avowed
ism. His speech is thought to hav a political Paterson; a day or two ago, a poorly dressed per tertiary at Otta, in Portugal, and at Puy opponent of church taxation.
significance, as it is likely to influence many woman, carrymg a baby in her arms, walked Courny, in Cantal. These objects proved that
HERB MosT, the Anarchist, wants the Knights
votes in favor of Conservativ members of Par- through t,:wo coaches and was unable to find a at these two distant epochs there existed in of Labor to arm themselvs with rifles and deliament in the forthcoming election.
seat. The railroad Hog was there. In a 'Europe animals acquainted with the use of mand their rights at the muzzles thereof. The
THE Rev. R. Heber Newton lectured last dozen {lases he had a whole seat to himself, fire, and able more or less to out stone. Dur- Knights do not fall in with the scheme.
Sunday evening before the Labor Lyceum at and he meant to keep it. The woman finally ing the tertiary period, then, there lived aniSucH examinations as hav been made of
Forty-ninth street and Broadway. From what found refuge in the smoking car, and by and mals less intelligent than existing man, but Flood Rook, in Hell Gate, since the explosion
he said, it is to be .inferred that the Rev. Mr. by the Hog went forward to enjoy a Havana much more intelligent than existing apes. M. on the tenth show that the work was successNewton favors Socialism. He also favors and found her crying. "What's the matter?" de Mortillet givs the name of anth1·opitheque, or ful. What remains of the rook above water is
Christianity, although he has denied its funda- "Baby is very ill, sir." "And where are you ape-man, to the species, which, he maintains, gradual~y sinking.
mental dogmas. It is therefore hardly aeon- going?" "To my sister's. My husband is was an ancestral form of historic man, whose
A BAILBOAD accident at Andover Plains, on
rate to judge him by what he says.
dead, and I hav no home now.'' "Leave you skeleton has not yet been discovered, but who
the Northern New Hampshire Railroad, last
has
made
himself
known
to
us
in
the
clearest
AN ·"Owners' and Business Men's Assooia- any money?" "Not a dollar, sir." "Umph !
Sunday, caused the death of two engineers
tion" has been formed in this city, the object Sorry for you. Let me hand you this." The manner by his works. A number of :flints and a brakeman. Another accident near the
the
strata
in
question,
were
exhibited
from
of which is to drive the keepers of assignation Hog has been robbed of his bristles. Woman's
Hackensack bridge in New Jersey killed eight
and other disorderly houses out of respectable tears hav melted his selfishness. He returned which had been intentionally chipped and ex- persons, and seriously injured ten.
quarters, and to arrest immoral ('female) per- ·to his car, gathered the other Hogs about him, posed to fire. The general opinion of the saTHE smallpox scourge at Montreal shows
sons who promenade the streets against the and said: "Come down! Poor widow-sick vants assembled at Grenoble was that there
peace and safety of the community. The As- baby-no home. Come down !" The Hogs can no longer be any doubt of the existence in few signs of abating, but is rather on the insoeiation realizes that it has undertaken a went down for their wallets, and in ten minutes the tertiary period of an ancestral form of crease. . The Catholic processions and gatherings tend to communicate the disease. Total
large contract, but is hopeful of being able to· the sum of $40 was put into the woman's hand, man.
lack of sanitary precautions is another evil.
fill it.
and the Boss Hog observed: " There-there"THE people who think that museums and
it's all 1ight-not a word ! Now com«;~ back art galleries shouldn't be open on Sundays The smallpox has also appeared in Vermont.
SucH paragraphs as the following from
here !" And as she followed him into the
THE death of A. W. Shaw, known. as "Josh
Lucifer of the 9th instant are unworthy of a coach a dozen Hogs rose up and insisted that ought to walk up Broadway some pleasant
Billings," the humorous writer and original
Sunday
evening
and
take
a
look
at
the
crowds
Liberal: "In the mind of the average Eastern she take their seats, and all gathered round
speller, was reported from Monterey, Cal., Oct.
man, the West is only a cattle ranch. The her to voice the sentiment: "Poor woman ! in front of the windows of the art stores," said
14th. His death resulted from an attack of
Larkins
to
a
Sun
reporter
a
few
days
Detectiv
League Congress is to be held at Cleveland Poor baby I Isn't there solll.'l'lthing we can do
apoplexy. He had accumulated a considerable
this year, and the secretary is announciilg for you?" The railroad Hog can't be crowded, ago. "I've been looking for a certain man
ever since I came back from New Orleans, and fortune by lecturing. His age was 70, or
reduced rates· on the railroads. But, by a
but he can be melted.
I keep my eyes open when there's a crowd thereabouts.
curious coincidence, they are all roads that
around.
Sunday nights about seven o'clock,
W. F. JAMIESON is engaged to return to
MB.
BEECHER,
in
a
late
sermon
on
"
The
lead from the East westward, traversing a few
hundred miles of the territory contiguous to Life to Come," made these _melancholy con- and Sunday afternoons before darkness sets Albany, Maitland, Quitman, and Savannah,
Cassadaga. It is evidently not the intention fessions: "The heroes of the olden days, Abra- in, see the poorer people who liv on the ex- Mo., to deliver second courses of lectures.
of the managers to giv those western Liberals ham and Moses, hav left not a trace of their treme west side of New York gravitating to- He is having full houses in every town. He is
who are so strangely organized as to yet cling idea of a future life, and any dealing with the ward Broadway. Sunday is the poor man's engaged to giv a course of lectures also in
to the League, any opportunity to obtain re- scriptures that shall seem to make them be- holiday, you know, and poor men can't afford Maysville, Mo., and Leon, Ia. His address is
duced rates to the Watts Convention.-Repeal." lievers in a future existence is unjust and to spend much money on amusements; but Burlington Junction, Mo.
In criticising men or an organization the critic dishonest. Only when poetry began to speak they take their wives, mothers, sisters, and
J. E. REMSBURG's November appointliM!nts,
should hav a due regard for facts, and should were there glimpses of a belief in an existence children, and walk up Broadway regularly as far as arranged, are: Wausau, Wis., Sunpossess himself of a little information concern· after death. The Old Testament-was a book whenever the day is .clear. There is an art day, 1st; Menomonee, Wis., Tuesday, Weding those with whom he has made up his mind working for time; the New Testament enlarged store just below Fourteenth street that keeps nesday, and Thursday, 3d, 4th, and 5th; West
to differ. H. L. Green obtained a concession the scope and set us to work in time for eter- lights burning Sunday nights, and another Union, Ia., Saturday and Sunday, 7th and 8th;
abov!l Union Square; but the real point of at.
Lake City, Ia., Tuesday, Wednesday, and
in rates from the railroad leading from Sala- nity. And yet is it not remarkable that the
traction is the big shop filled with bric-a-brac,
manca to Cleveland. H13 also said the Lake New Testament develops so little of that hereThursday, lOth, 11th, and 12th; Ottumwa, Ia.,
and
bits
of
statuary
a
short
distance
bronzes,
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, 13th,
Shore road would reduce the return fare from after? We know but very little respecting the
above Delmonico's, and on the east side of
14th, 15th, and 16th; Prescott, Ia., Tuesday,
Cleveland. Mr. Putnam applied to all the conditions of future life, and we know very
Broadway. I've seen crowds of men, women, Wednesday, and Thursday, 17th, 18th, and
roads leading east and west from Cleveland. little of those things which we hav a right to
and children ten deep about these windows
19th; Nevinville, Ia., Friday, 20th.
From their replies, no doubts were entertained feel anxious to know-what our personality is
until late hours of the night, examining the
be;
what
our
relations
to
our
children,
to
to
that arrangements would be made. But at the
ClLillLEB WATTS addresses the Liberals of
handsome things that are exposed there, and
last moment all roads except the New York, our earthlY, companions; the whole method of
Boston on Sunday afternoon and evening,
chuckling
with
delight
over
some
of
the
odd
Pennsylvania and Ohio refused to issue return being. On these elements we hav no knowllittle groups in terra cotta. Italian street la. October 25th; Monday, Tuesday, and Wednescertificates.
Through Mr. King, railroad edge whatever-not a line, not a fact. We
borers, Irish hod carriers, mechanics, and day, October 26th, 27th, and 28th, at Greenthat
death
ministers
again
to
life,
but
know
comlnissioner at Cincinnati, delegates to the
workingmen of all creeds, ages, and nations wich, Mass., at Town Hall. November 1st he
Convention might hav obtained better rates the make-up of that life is left to the imaginastand for hours looking at the pretty things goes ·to Philadelphia; November 8th and lath
tion.
It
perplexes
us
why
Christ
did
not
had they notified the secretary of the Union of
displayed. You can tell me that it would do he is at Pittsbu.rgh; November 16th and 17th
their intention to attend the Congress in time throw some light on the mystery of the resurharm
to hav a museum open on Sunday until at Alliance, 0.; November 18th and 19th, at
for him to hav obtained certificates and sent rection, but he did not. When the babe is
you are black in the face, but you can't make Massilon, 0.; November 20th, at Medina, 0.;
laid
in
the
grave
the
mother's
heart
cries
out,
the same to them before they started for CleveNovember 22d at Grand Rapids, Mich.; Noland, that the looli.l ticket agents might hav 'Where is my babe? Who has got it? Is me believe it, since I've taken to watching the vember 29th at Kansas City, Mo.
crowds
on
Sunday
nights
along
Broadway."
stamped them. As it was, no one obtained there, then, a heavenly nurse? Are there

llolts and IIlippings.

Jlews of( the fieelt.
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women will hav brought about the abolition of polyg- leaves from the branches and hurl them to oblivion
so the breath of truth would sweep away the dogma~
amy within the next twenty years.
It is claimed by our pious adversaries that we aim of faith, and with them_ the evanescent pomp__of reto degrade the church and destroy the Bible. Not ligious worship. In the coming time, evolution, that
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
so. We would convince the church, and by engraft- mighty law that holds all other laws in its grasp
CHARLES WATTS,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary, ing upon it new and rational ideas set it free, as would furnish a natural basis for the religion of hu:
First Yice-President.
33 Clinton Pl., New York we are ourselvs. As to the Bible, we are its best manity, to take the piace of supernaturalism. As
proof of the rapid appreciation of this theory in popCoURTLANDT PALMER, Treas., 850 Broadway, New York friends. We want to elevate it to a rational posi- ular estimation, Mr. Stewart cited the fact that, when
tion. We desire to place it on a footing with a book
on geography and a book on- history. We accept recently a filtatue of Charles Darwin was unveiled in
The American Secular Union Congress.
from it all that is rational and good, and relieve it of the British Museum, the state was represented in the
person of the Prince of Wales, while the church was
When the secretary had finished reading letters on that which is irrational and immoral. The church represented by the Archbishop of Canterbury, /alFriday evening, the vice-president introduced J. D. says that Liberalism is a negativ system, that we though, when Mr. Darwin died, the church and state
Shaw, of Waco, Texas, as a man who could describe deny what it affirms. In a measure that is true. were unrepresented at the funeral. To-day there is
Liberalism with authority, having been on both sides But does not the church deny what we affirm ? We not an eminent scientist in the world who does not
of the theological controversy. From the church of affirm the supremacy of natural laws by evolution in accept evolution.
·
orthodoxy he had been converted to the church of the survival of the fittest over the claim of divine
Science has increased the longevity of the human
creation.
The
church
denies
the
proposition.
We
humanity.
race by studying man's relationship with nature.
Mr. Shaw, in beginning his address, modestly dis- affirm that knowledge is superior to faith in deter- The difference between our condition to-day, with
claimed his right to speak with authority. He is a mining the relations of earth. Again the church de- better food, clothing, and education, and the squalor
tall, nervous, black-haired, black-whiskered black- nies. We say that hunJ,an experience is a better cri- and wretchedness of the past, had not been brought
eyed man, of typical· Southern aspect. H~ spoke terion to human wants and human rights than about by fasting, prayer, and religious worship, but
with vim, and his well-rounded sentences penetrated church domination. Still the church denies. The by the investigation of the forces and principles of
every part of the house. He said that there were church claims that we do not encourage hope for an- nature, and their application to human needs. The
· some people who think that Liberalism is a system other life. If that is so, the church does not either. speaker citied the advancement. of our age as the
of religion based upon divine revelation. Some According to the orthodox doctrin, ninety-nine one- evidence of the value of science, and said that he
think it a new Christian denomination. Others opine hundredths go to hell. Where is the Christian en- knew of no better material of which to construct
that it is a sectarian form of unbelief. Still others couragement for a future life? How many people a?gels in a possible future world than good men and
think it ''is synonymous with Infidelity. In fact are there that are going to heaven on the orthodox women in this world, and that- the object of a
while all Liberals are more or less Infidels, many In: plan ? Since I hav put away the Christian creed the scientific, humanitarian religion was to produce the
fidels are not Liberals. Infidels are they who do buoyancy of my spirit has increased as never before, hest possible manhood and womanhood.
not believe in the deity of the man Jesus. Persons My very soul has grown with hope. Liberalism
At the conclusion of Mr. Stewart's remarks the
who doubt this dogma are Infidels to the extent of does not treat with disrespect the hopes of anybody Congress adjourned untill0:30 Saturday morni~g..
their doubt. Thousands of them are church-mem- -unless argument and·reason be considered in that
SATURDAY MORNmG· SESSION.
bers in good standing, and some of them preach the light. But then the church says we are divided in
This
is
the
third year that J. E. Remsburg has
gospel for a living. Some Infidels are so cowardly our intellectual convictions-that we count in our prepared for delivery at one of ·the large Freethought
ranks,
Atheists,
Materialists,
and
Spiritualists.
The
as to fear to express their intellectual convictions.
meetings a landmark speech. At the Rochester
That course might endanger their positions in so- less said about that, I think, the better, when one meeting "False Claims" took the public by storm;
hundred
or
more
creeds
in
the
Christian
church
are
ciety, jeopardize their business opportunities. I
at Cassadaga even those most conversant with the
know a church which has sixteen paying members clashing and clanging in discord. It is not essen- Christian text-book were surprised at the depth of
who are Infidels. They believe neither in Christ tial that we should unite in intellectual conviction, its infamy as revealed by "Bible Morals." This
nor in his precepts, but business advantages count for we believe in mental freedom. We claim unity year at Cleveland, Mr. Remsburg gave us "Sabbath'
higher with them than their convictions. --They are of action and sentiment, but not of thought.
They say we are unorganized. That is the_ on- Breaking," ·which will stand as a Freethought textInfidels, but not Liberals. Again, there are some
book upon the Sunday question. We find room for
people who think that Liberalism is a system of lib- kindest cut of all. Three thousand years ago the a large portion of it, but shall immediately publish the
ertinism, encouraging vice and immorality. If that world had not s,ense enough to produce a Liberalist. whole in pamphlet form:
were true, we should find the large body of Liberal- Two thousand years ago they crucified the first o:ae
ADDRESS BY J, E. REMSBURG.
-ists corrupt people. The facts here speak for them- they found, and for one thousand five~hundred years
"You might as well commit murder as violate the Fourth
afterward
Liberalists
were
tortured
and
killed
by
selva. The criminal records show that the jails are
Commandment. Of the two evils, murder is the least."
not filled with Liberalists. Ninety per cent of the every Christian nation. During the last two or three ·The above words, inspired by the announcement of a
lecture that I was to deliver on the Sabbath Question, appeared
prisoners are either Christians or Christian believers, hundred years to be a Liberalist meant social ostra- in
the correspondence of the Toronto Wor·ld of Dec. 13, 1884.
expecting to be saved by the atoning- blood of Christ. cism and even imprisonment. We hav had a poor Strange as these words sound, they yet voice a sentiment that
To-day there are more Christian ministers in peni- chance for organization and should be excused. has e:risted for ages. Three thousand years ago, for a trifling
tentiaries than there are Liberals. But few men who Fifty years ago we could hav got no hearing. Only violation of this law, a man was stoned to death. The one
had been chosen to proclaim the law, and who in this
are hanged profess to be Infidels. Nearly all the seven years ago a man was mobbed in my own state whq
c~se was its executor, was himself an unpunished murderer.
daring
to
be
a
Liberalist.
But
the
people
hav
for
cutthroats and murderers claim a crown of glory in
Eighteen hundred years ago a man was crucified in Palestine.
-some indefinit and indefinable hereafter. I rlon't made reparation, for two years later they mobbed a One of his crimes was Sabbath-breaking. On the very day
claim that every Liberalist is all that we would hav couple of Scotchmen for being too religious. Not- that he was executed, those who had been instrumental in
Liberalists to be, but take any city in the land and withstanding the noble deeds of Thomas Paine, his having hiin put to death-those who cried, "Crucify him"demanded and obtained the release of a -murderer. Fifteen
compare its Liberals with its Christians. I am not name was at one time almost execrated. · The mem- hundred years ago the Christian Sabbath was established.
ory
of
that
noble
man
is
now
asserting
itself,
howafraid of a comparison.' Liberalism is not a religious
The imperial eiJict creating this institution was issued by a
doctrin. It is a creedless, unecclesiastical, non-po- ever, and monuments are being erected in his honor. murderer-by one who had taken the lives of seven members
' litical, anti-theological system of ethical culture de- One hundred years ago Methodism had not as much of his own family. Three hundred years ago the Puritan Sabbath, with its dungeon and its chains, appeared in- England.
voted to the inculcation of the noblest virtues. It influence as Liberalism has to-day. Where will we Its ~ounders tau.ght that mur(j.er was less vile than Sunday recbe
one
hundred
years
hence
?
Men
sneer
at
us.
demands purity of life and character, personal integreation ; and that to make a feast on Sunday-to entertain
rity and personal self-respect and true benevolence. They say we hav no churches, no temples. Well, it your friends-to make your fellow-beings happy on this day
If it ~s.a religio_n at all it is the religion ofhumanity, is true we havn't done much. But we hav forced a was ~ greater crime than to out the throat of your child. At ~ _
meeting of a woman's society held in St. Louis a little while
a rehgwn of th1s world and not of another, the relig- new interpretation of the scripture. We hav brought ago, a vote of thapks was tendered Gov. Crittenden for having
ion of the' good Samaritan. It is a personified, mill- about progress in theology. To-day Mr. Beecher refused to ~ardon a person con_victed of Sab bath=breaking. It
ion-headed protest against bigotry, clerical domina- has no hesitancy in referring to an " anachronism " was ascertam.ed that the names of several members who suption, and religious persecution. It requires that a in the Bible. We hav forced the church to revise ported the resolution had previously been affixed to a petition
praying for the pardon of a murderer. There hav been and
man's morals be good and his life pure. If we stand that book, and they hav ·actually chased hell out of there
are to-day, th·ose, then, who consider Sabbath-bre~king
the
Bible.
It's-all
sheol
now,
a
nice
cool
place;
but
by this " declaration of independence," Liberalism is
worse than murder.
an assured power in the land. We are often met, he you couldn't get up a camp-meeting on sheol. Lib- But what is this thing called Sabbath·bJ."eaking? Is it a real
said, by the church people with objections to our eralism is fast becoming respectable and powerful in ?ri~e ; or is i~ an arti~ci~l crime.? Is it a positive wrong into soCiety : or IS It a fancied wrong that exists only in
position. They say that Christianity is a system of face of the bitterest opposition. Still onward we go JUrious
the minds of religious devotees? To contribute something
in
rational
thought
and
intellectual
strength.
With
ethical culture and covers the same ground sought
toward the solution of this problem is the object of my disto be occupied by Liberalism. That is simply the deeds of true charity abundantly performed, with a course.
wail of the old and superannuated to the new and vig- pure heart and a clear record, any man ought to be The. set?ng apart of a day for rest, for recreati~:m or religious
worship, IS a custom that antedates the earliest authentic
orous. The Jews might hav said the same to the content to die.
records of history. Centuries, and perhaps millenniums, bedisciples. In every age of reform the ·old has tenaMr. Shaw's remarks were received with hearty and fore the slaves of Pharaoh fled from Egypt and founded a
ciously clung to the old and objected to the new. long-continued applause. His speech, of which the nation of their own was such a day observed. The Israelites
Christianity teaches that faith in a dogma is of foregoing is but a very imperfect outline, was described borrowed the custom either from their masters or from the
neighboring nations who had followed it from time immegreater importance than morality, that it is superior by a friend as a "rattler."
moriaL It needed not the proclamation of a God to secure its
to charitable deeds and noble sentiments.
Following him, Mrs. Mattie Krekel made a vigor- adoption:~ The social instincts of the people and the interests
I was raised, he went on to say, in .'the land of ous five-minute speech advocating the addition of a of the priests combined to suggest the propriety of selecting a
day to be observed in common by all the members of a tribe
Methodism. I took the vows of the ministry be- tenth demand to the Nine, in which woman's rights or
nation. At the same time, the isolated con,dition of many
cause I desired to work for the elevation of the should be insisted upon.
of the earlier nations, as well as the 'differences of religious
C. W. Stewart, of Liberal, Mo., closed the evening opinions, precluded the possibility of the same day being
people. What were the consequences? After twelve
years of pulpit work I became convinced that my progr~m.. Mr.l;!tewart's appearance suggests streng~h, observed by all mankind ; and hence we find one nation or
observing one day, while another nation or church
doctrine were untenable. I was too honest to de- and h1s v1gorous oratory sustains the idea. He is church
observes some other day. Every day has doubtless been the
ceive eilher myself or my people. I hav never had tall and large-boned. In his work on the platform sacred day of some people. Take our three great Semitic
a quarrel with my church. I went before the confer- he dwells more particularly upon the scientific and churches, all springing from the same source, yet each observence, avowed the intellectual convictions which I constructiv phases of Liberalism. At this time he ing a different day-the Jewish church observing Saturday
Christian church observing Sunday, and the Mohammeda~
could not control, and asked leave to retire. It wished to emphasize one point, and that was the
church observing Friday..
was granted, and those good men sent me away witll that the world was desirous of having a basis for Yet why, with all this diversity, you ask, was every seventh
their blessing. I left without a stain on my escutch- it~ religious thought. Theology had, for ages, fur- da.y _so generally adopted? Is this not proof of its divine
eon, and to-day . I preach Liberalism in the same mshed a supernatural basis upon which was reared orrgm? No; natural phenomena determined not only the
principal divisions of time, but likewise suggested nearly all of
city where formerly I occupied a Methodist pulpit. the structure of supernatural religion
sacred and festal days. The annual revolution of the
To-day theology was dying, and with it was dying our
My friends hav not deserted me, they hav not scanearth in its orbit around the sun determined the division
dalized me, they hav believed in me.
the supernatural religion based upon it. Professor called a year. The . diurnal revolution of the earth on its
What has Christianity done for Mormonism the Adler, of New York, had once said that the churches axts determined the division called_ a day. The time elapsing
darkest spot on our national history ? Can 'you were never more gorgeous in their paraphernalia between one new ~oon and another suggested the division
reach. the Mormons 'Yith the Bible ? They go to than now; but their showy glitter was like the gar- called a month, while. ~h_e several phases or quarters of the
suggested t~e diVIsion called a we~k; and the length
the B1ble for Mormomsm. Let us show to them the g eous colors upon the trees in autumn
.
• It wa B th e- moon
of the week, which nature had determmed, suggested the
folly of self-degradation, and I will warrant you the beauty of decay. And as the wmd would sweep the septenary number in the observance of this day.
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At an early period in the world's history, we find the pagans shall do to be saved, Jesus says: "Thou knowest the Comconsecrating a day of the week to each of the seven principal mandments, Do not commit adultei'Y Do not kill Do not
celestial bodies which they had deified. Sunday was conse- steal, Do not bear false witness, Defr-aud not Honor thy father
crated· to the sun, Monday to the moon, Tuesday to Mars, and mother" (Mark x, 19). The Fourth Co~mandment is not
Wednesday to Mercury, Thursday to Jupiter, Friday to Venus, named. ';!'he moral laws of the Decalog-those which are natand Saturday to Saturn.
ura_l and Jnsfr---:are given; the theological and ceremonial are
The names of the days are derived: Sunday from sun, Mon- omitted, and with them the law pertaining to the Sabbath.
day from moon, Tuesday from the Saxon's wu-god Tuisco,
2. Jesus was himself a Sabbath-breaker.
Wednesday from their god Woden, Thursday from Thar the
One of the _principal charges made against him by the Jews,
god of thunder, Friday from Fria, wife of Woden and goddess one of the ch.Ief reasons why they sought to take his life, was
of marriage, and Saturday from Saturn.
because he did not keep the Sabbath. You say that this was
With the Egyptians, and with the Jews, the days of the week a false charge, a charge preferred against him by the Phariwere not distinguished by names, but by" the ordinal numbers. sees. Here I confront you with the testimony of the favorit
Sunday was called the first day of the week, Monday the sec- evangelist. John admits that Jesus had broken the Sabbath:
ond, Tu?sday the ~hird, Wednesday the fourth, Thursday the "Therefore the Jews sought to kill him, because he not only
fifth, Fnday the Sixth, and Saturday the seventh. This fact had broken the Sabbath, but said also that God was his faremember, that with Jews and Christians, with all churches ther" (John v, 18).
and with all nations making the week a principal division of
When they rebuked him for performing his works on the
time, Sunday has ever been the first day of the week, and Sat- S~bbath, what answer did he giv? "My father worketh
urday the s,venth.
hitherto, and I work" (John v 17). ·And from the Christian
"But you are ignoring the Bible," says the Christian. "You standpoint, was not the ans~er a reasonable one? If as
ought to a_ccept· the Mosaic account of the institution of the Christians affirm, the various operations of nature· are but' the
Sabbath." Which account? You cannot be ignorant o{ the visible manifestations of God's work, then God himself has
fact that the Bible contains two apparently different and con- no regard for the Sabbath. He does not .observe the Sabbath.
tradictory statements in regard to its origin. The Decalogue, The grass grows, the wind blows, the rivers run to the sea, the
or Ten Commandments, you are doubtless aware, are presented planets roll on in their orbits, and all·nature is alive with actwice in the Pentateuch; in the twentieth chapter of Exodus, tivity on this as on every other day.
and in the fifth chapter of Deuteronomy. A striking resem3. Not only did Jesus-violate the Sabbath himself, he also
blanco exists between the two copies; the commandments all encouraged and even comma{\ded others to violate it.
appear in the same order and _in nearly the same language.
He _went with his disciples to the fields on the Sabbath and
But immediately following the Fourth Commandment in each _permitted them to gather the corn (Mark ii, 23). When the
case, and constituting a part, as it were, of the Decalogue, is Jews reproved them he told them that "the Sabbath was made
the reason assigned for instituting the commandment. And for man" (ii, 27)-not as an eMlesiastical institution to be dewhat is the reason assigned? l:tead the commandment as given voted wholly to reli!jl,ious ceremonies and idleness ·but like
in Exodus, and immediately following it are these words:
other days to be used for "the commodity and profit of ~an."
"For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea,
When the impotent man was healed on- the Sabbath, "J. esus
and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day: wherefore saith unto him, Rise, take up thy bed, and walk" (John 8).
the Lord blessed the sabbath day, and hallowed it" (Ex. When the Jews saw this they said to the man '-lIt is the Sabxx, 11 ).
?ath day: it is no~ lawfu~ for thee to carry 'thy bed." And,
Now read the commandment as given in Deuteronomy.· In JUdged by the Jewish scnptures, they were right. The Old
the same place where the words just quoted appear, occur the Testament explicitly forbade it. "Thus saith the Lord: Take
following:
heed to yourselvs, and bear .no burden on the Sabbath· day"
"And remember that thou wast a servant in the land of (Jer. xvii, 21).
Egypt, and that the Lord thy God brought thee out thence
Next to Jesus, the most import-ant character in Christian
tlirough a mighty hand and by a stretched out arm: therefore history, the chief writer of the Christian scriptures, the real
the Lord thy God commanded thee to keep the sabbath day" founder of Christian theology, is Paul. What are Paul's views
(Dent. v, 15).
regarding the Sabbath? - Substantially those of his master.
Here are two entirely different reasons given for insti~uting He believes that with the advent of Christ all things hav bethe Sabbath. The first account. states that it was instituted in come new; that the Mosaic law has been super§eded by the
commemoration of God's having rested-from his labors on this gospel; that these old rites and customs, circumcisions, sacriday; the second account states that it was instituted in com- fices, feasts, and Sabbaths pertained to the Jews, and to the
memoration of the escape of the Israelites from bondage. The Jews alone, that they are no longer binding upon humanity.
one places it at the Creation, the other at the- Exodus, two "But now we are delivered from the law" (Rom. vii, 6), he
thousand five hundred years later, according to Bible chro- says.
In his Epistle to the Romans he writes:
nology. But whatever may hav been the origin of the Jewish
Sabbath,.the injunction to observe it is plain and emphatic:
"One man esteemeth one day above ano_ther; another es"Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days teemeth every day alike. _Let every man be fully persuaded
shalt thou labor and do all thy work: but the seventh day is in his own mind" (xiv, 5).
the sabbath of the Lord tB.y God: in it thou shalt not do any
He upbraids the Galatians for their superstitious observwork."
ance of days:
" Ye observe days and months, and times, and years. I am
Now, my Christian friend, do you acpept or reject this law?
Do you keep sacred this seventh day; or Saturday, as com- afraid of you, lest I hav bestowed upon you labor in vain" (iv,
manded by your God? You do not. Why? "Because this 10, 11).
lp.w has been abrogated," you answer. Very well; for the
Inhis Epistle to the Colossians, he is still more emphatic:
sake of argument, at least, the validity of your conclusion is
"Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in drink, or
accepted. And now, if the Sabbath has been abolished, what in respect of a holy day, or of the new moon, or of the Sabmeans this perpetual cry 'about "Sabbath-breaking?" If this bath days" (ii, 16).
law has been annulled, then, surely, you hav no Sabbath to
Thus the whole tenor of Paul's teachings is opposed to
desecrate.
Sabbath observance, opposed not merely to the observance of
Oh, but you say that you hav had another day consecrated the Jewish Sabbath, but to this whole Sabbatarian idea. The
in place of the old one; that you hav been authorized to ob- same is true of the writers of all the New Testament. Says the
serve the first day of the week instead of the seventh. When, Rev. Minot. J. Savage:
where, by whom, and by what authority hav -you? All your
"The w.riters of the New Testament, in several places, catautbority, you claim, emanates from the Bibl'e. Now, please alog at length all kinds of sins. and offenses against Christian
show me your authority for this. I defy you to point to one character. They are so long, so exhaustiv, that it is apparent
line, one word, between the lids of your Bible, commanding on the p>trt of the writer that he wishes substantially to cover
you or even authorizing you to observe the first day of the the whole ground. Now, it is very remarkable that nowhere
week, or Sunday, as a Sabhath. You ·hav no scriptural author- is there any mention of Sabbatp_.keeping, of Sunday-keeping,
ity fox this innovation whatever.
of Lord's day-keeping, as binding, and that nowhere is any
When reproved for non-observance of the Sabbath of the fault found with anybody for neglecting to keep any of these
Bible, you plead the abrogation of the Jewish law; to uphold days" (History of Sunday Observance).
the Sabbath of the church, you cite the Fourth CommandBut Christians must hav something to uphold their holy day.
ment.
It is the business of theologians to furnish evidence and arguBut; in the language of Miltori, "If on a plea o"f a divine ments when needed. In this case they hav been forced to imcommand, you impose upon us the observance of a particular itate their God's creativ act, and make them out of nothing.
day, how do you presume, without the authority of a divine Smith's "Bible Dictionary" givs a list of all the texts and precommand, to substitute another in its place?" You denounce texts used in support of a· Sunday Sabbath. Let us examin
as wholly debased the Sabbath-breaker, and attribute nearly them.
every accident occurring on Sunday, occurring on another day,
1. "The "Lord rose on the first day of the week" (B. D.).
to the displeasure of an offended deity. What sublimity of
But he rested in the grave on the seventh day. His followlogic! You ignore your God's injunction respecting the ob- ers, also, "rested the Sabbath [seventh] day according to
servance of his Sabbath, and yet expect him to visit with awful the commandment" (Luke xxiii, 55), and came to the sepulpunishment all those who do not choose to keep your Sabbath. cher on the first day to perform the work of embalming his
Upon the same principle, the counterfeiter should expect· the body.
government to punish those who do not accept his spurious
If any even!l-in the history· of Jesus is to be commemorated
coin as genuin.
by a weekly memorial, why not select the most important
The advocate of Christian Sabbatarianism is placed in a event? From a Christian point of view, the atonement is of
most pitiable dilemma. If the Fourth Commandment is still infinitly·more importance than the resurrection. Why, then,
binding upon us, then the entire Christian church, with- the is the sixth day not observed as a Sabbath instead of the first?
exception of two or three minor sects, are habitual Sabbath- The orthodox idea of Sabbath observance, the solemnity atbreakers, observing as they do the first day of the week instead tached to the modern Sabbath, is certainly more in harmony
of the seventh, which they are commanded to observe; and if with the sad circumstances attending the crucifixion than
their God were to exercise the same severity toward them that with any other event in his career.
he is said to hav exercised iri the time of Moses, and as some
There is a valid reason, then, why the sixth day should hold
,of his self-constituted agents and their dupes would fain hav the highest rank among the days of the week with Christians;
us believe he ought to exercise to-day, the church would virt- there is none for elevating the first day to this place.
ually become extinct at the end of a single week. If, on the
2. Jesus" appeared on the very day of his rising,
to
other hand, the .Fourth Commandment was abrogated, then ten apostles collected together " (B. D.).
the Christian clergy, and others, in representing as a divine
The assembling of the apostles on the day of the resurreclaw that which is simply a human ordinance, instituted for tion is another argument adduced in favor of Sunday obRervthe purpose of promoting the interests of the church,_are ance. Butwhyweretheapostles "collected together?" John
guilty of endeavoring to impose a gross fraud upon mankmd. says, "For fear of the Jews" (xx, 19). That they had not asIn discussing and opposing the Sabbatic institution, I sha!l sembled in honor of the resurrection is proven by tb,e fact that
meet its advocates upon their own ground and refute theu they did not know that the resurrection had taken place, for
claims by Christian testimony. The Christian scriptures and the stories told them by the women concerning it, <<seemed
the Christian founders first deserve attention.
to them as idle tales, and they believed them not" (Luke
The central figure in the Christian scriptures, in Chr~st~an xxiv, 11).
theology, and in Chri~tian history, is Jesus. In ~he. C_hnstmn
That he appeared to the apostles "on the very day of his
world, he is the ommpotent ruler whose authonty It IS worse rising" is extremely doubtful. According to the accounts
than treason to deny; he is the infallible legislator whose laws given in Luke and John, it seems that he did not visit them
are immutable; he is the supreme judge from whose. decision until after nightfall. If so, then, according to the Jewish
there is no appeal. Upon this question where did Jesus mode of reckoning time, he did not appear to them until after
stand? In the four gospels which purport to giv a record of the sec_ond day of the week had commenced.
his life and teachings, three facts are prominent:
According to Matthew and Mark, the apostles, after the
1. Jesus never enjoined the observance of the Sabbath as a resurrection, were obliged to travel from Jerusalem to Galilee,
. moral duty in any form or on any day.
a distance of nearly one hundred miles, before Jesus appeared
His Sermon on the Mount, Christians claim, constitutes the to them. If this account be true, then it must hav been the
best code of morals ever given to the world. In this Sermon third or fourth day of the week when he first appeared to
he prescribes the various duties which he deems it necessary them.
to observe. But the observance of the Sabbath is not one of
If the obligations of the Sabbath had at this time been
the duties enjoined. The word "Sabbath" does not appear in transferred from the seventh to the first day, it must be adthis discourse.
mitted that both Christ and his followers violated them· for
Wh_!!n the young man co!lles to him and asks him what he while the Sabbath day's journey was but little more than 'half
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a mile, Christ and two of his disciples traveled from Jerusalem
to Emmaus and returned-a journey of fourteen miles.3. "Afte~: eight days, that is, according to the ordinary reckoning, on the first day of the next week, he appeared to the
eleven" (B. D.).
Even admitting that the first meeting occurred before the
close of the first day-occurred on Sunday afternoon-it is
plain to any one but a theologian that if the next meeting did
not take place until eight days after this. it could not therefore, hav taken place until Monday afternoon of the 'following week.
4. "On the day of .Pentecost, which in that year fell on the
first day of the week, 'they were all with one accord in one
place,' had spiritual gifts conferred on them, and in their
turn began to communicate those gifts, as accompaniments of
instruction, to others" (B. D.).
Was the holy ghost bestowed upon them at this time because it was the first day of the week, or because it was the
day of Pentecost? Let the same authority that presents the
above as an argument in behalf of Sunday answe}.":
"The typical significance of the Pentecost is made clear
from the events of the day recorded in the Acts of the
Apostles . • . . Just as the appearance of God on Sinai was
the. birthday of the Jewish nation, so was that Pentecost the
birthday of the ChriBtian church. The Pentecoat was the
last Jewish feast that Paul was anxious to keep (1 Cor. xvi
8), and Whitsuntide, its successor, was the first annual festi:
val adopted in the Christian church" (Bible Dictionary, art.
Pentecost).
But did the day of Pentecost in that year fall on tlie first
day of the week as claimed? The Rev_ Dr. H. B. Hacket,
professor of bibUcalliterature in Newton Theological Institution, and ah advocate of Sunday observance, says:
"It i11 generally supposed that this Pentecost, signalized by
the outpouring of the spirit, fell on the Jewish Sabbath, our
Saturday" (Commentary on the original Text of the Acts,
p. 60).
5. ''And upon the first day of the week, when the disciples
came together to break bread, Paul preached unto them, ready
to depart on the morrow, and continued his speech until midnight. . • When he therefore was come up again, and had
broken bread, and eaten, and talked a long while, even till
break of day, so he departed" (Acts=, 7, 11).
The fact of Paul's once having preached on the first day of
the week (?) is brought forward as authority for observing Sunday as a Sabbath. But what can be more unreasonable than
this? Here was Paul, journeying from cous.try to country,
and from city to city, and is it not fair to suppose that he
would preach on any day that it was convenient for him to
preach? But if his preaching on a particular day is evidence
of that day bei"g a Sabbath, the argument is an unfortunate
one, for in the same book he is reported to hav preached on
the Jewish Sabbath, or Saturday, no less than three times
(Acts xvi, 13; xvii, 2; xviii, 4).
It is also urged that the day was observed as a Sabbath because the disciples had assembled together for the purpose of
breaking bread, i.e., for the purpose of celebrating -the encharist. In the same book (Acts ii, 46) we are told that they
were in the habit of going from house to house and performing this ceremony every day.
But when did the meeting referred to in the text really occur? According to the Jewish method of reckoning time, and
which the early Christians followed, the day began and ended
at sunset. The Jewish Sabbath began at sunset, Friday evening, and ended at sunset, Saturday evening; the first day of
the week began at sunset, Saturday evening, and ended at
sunset, Sunday evening. Was it on Saturday night, or Sunday night, that the meeting took place? If it took place on
the night following the first day, or Sunday night, as generally
supposed, then Paul's preaching and the breaking of bread
took place, not on the first, but on the second day of the week.
If it took place on the night following the.Jewish Sabbath, or
Saturday night, as some contend, then Paul traveled on the
Christian Sabbath-began a journey of nine hundred miles
on Sunday morning.
That the Apostles designated any particular day of the week
on which to celebrate the eucharist, there is not a particle of
proof to show. Had they appointed such a day for its observance, it would undoubtedly hav' been either Saturday, the day
on which the Jewish converts were accustomed to meet, or
Thursday, the day on which the ceremony was instituted.
But supposing that the custom was observed on the first
day of the week, what has this to do with the question of Sabbath observance? Does this prove that the day was observed
as a Sabbath? What do we understand by the term Sabbath?
A day of rest; in the Christian sense, a divinely-appointed
day; a day wherein all secular work is sin. Now, because
they performed a certain ceremony on a current day of the
week, it does not follow that that day was necessarily a Sabbath. The primitiv Christiana, many of them, were in the
habit of assembling together on Wednesday for the purpose
of receiving religious instruction. But this does no~ prove
that they observed the day as a Sabbath; for they did not.
When their meetings were ended, they returned to their homes
and to their labors. Again, with the primitiv church, Friday
was and with the Roman Catholic church, it is, in some respe~ts, a more sacred day than any other. With Ro~an
Catholics Friday is a peculiarly sacred day; they observe It as
such; and yet they do not observe it as a Sabbath.
6. "Upon the first day of the week let every one of you lay
by him in store, as God hath_prospered him, that there be no
gatherings when I come" (1 Corinthians xvi, 2).
This was not a public collection as some claim, but a task to
be performed at home. The Rev. J. W. Morton, for many
years a Presbyterian missionary to Hayti, says:
"The whole question turns upon the meaning of t_he e;xpression, 'by him;' and I marv~l greatly how you can Im!lgt~
that it means 'in the collection box of the congregatiOn.
Greenfield in his Lexicon translates the Greek term, 'With
one's self, 'i. e., at home.'' Two Latin versions, the Vulgate
and that of Castillio, render it, 'apud se,' with one's self; at
home. Three French translations, those of Martin, Osterwald and De Sacy, 'chez soi,' at his own house; at home.
The 'German of Luther, 'bei sich selbst,' by himself; at
home."
The Douay Bible, the standatd Catholic version, reads:
"Upon the first day of the week let every one of you put
apart with himself."
That Paul should designate some particular day for the performance of this work, and that if any day of the week was
considered holy, some other day would be selected, is but
reasonable to suppose. Instead of supporting the doctrin of
a Sunday Sabbath, the above text is one of the chief arguments relied upon by advocates of the Seventh Day or Jewish
Sabbath to prove that the first day of the week was not regarded ;sa sacre~, but as a secula~ day by the primitiv church.
7. "Not forsakmg ~he assembhn~ of ourselvs together, as
the manner of some Is; but exhortmg one a~ot~?r; and so
much the more as ye see the day approachmg (Hebrews
x, 25). . .
.
.
.
"An IDJnnc~IOn w~nch seems to Imply that a rewula:r day ~or
such assemblmg onsted, and was well known (Bible DICtionary).
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The Epistle containing this injunction, the same authority
says, "was probably addressed to the Jews in Jerusalem and
Palestine." That the Hebrew Christians ho.d a regular day
for assembling has never been disputed; and the editor of
the "Bible Dictionary" knew, and every person acquainted
with the history of primitiv Christianity knows, that this day
was the Jewish Sabbath.
The fact that the Jewish converts continued for centuries
to hold their meetings on Saturday ought to convince every intelligent Christian that the obligations of the Jewish Sabbath
had not beE>n transferred to Sunday.
8. "I was in the spirit on the Loi:d's day" (Revelation i, 10).
But what day is here referred to?· If a current day of the
week is meant, it certainly must be the seventh day-the day
which the God of the Bible "blessed" and "sanctified" (Gen.
ii, 3)-the day which he declares to be "my holy day" (Isa.
!viii, 13). "The only day that can be called '.the Lord's
day,'" says the Rev. J. N. Andrews, "is the Sabbath of the
great creator." "The only day bearing this definition, in
either the Old or New Testament," says Taylor in his "Obligation of the Sabbath," "is Saturday, the seventh day of the
week."
.
Not until the close of the second century, or the beginning
of the third, was the term Lord's day ever applied to the first
day of the week. To-day, Sunday is called the Lord's day,
and taking advantage of this fact, the clergy teach their followers that this is the day referred to in Revelation, an assumption which they know to be wholly unwarranted.
These are the miserable subterfuges palmed off upon a.
credulous public in behalf of Sunday. Not one of these socalled arguments, not all of them oombinelj}, furnish the
shadow of a reason for its observance. The Rev. J. H. Waggoner, an able Sabbatarian writer, thus tersely stlltes the case
against it:
"Read your Bibles through a hundred times with reference
to this subject, and you will each time become more and more
convinced of the truthfulness of the following notable facts:
1. There is no divine command for Sunday observance. 2.
There is not the least hint of a Sunday institution. 3. Christ
never changed God's Sabbath to Sunday. 4. He never ob·
served SundBy as the Sabbath. 5. The apostles never kept
Sunday for the Sabbath. 6. There is no prophecy that Sunday would ever take the place of the Sabbath. 7. Neither
God, Christ, angels, nor inspired men, hav ever said one word
in favor of Sunday as a holy day."
To-day there is a Christian Sabbath. This institution had
an origin somewhere and at some time. Some one instituted
it. Who? Not the God of Christians; not their Christ; neither
was it his apostles. It was that imperial butcher, Constantine,
who created the Christian Sabbath. A man who deluged the
Roman empire with blood; a man who threw his captiva to
wild beasts; a man who killed the husband of his sister and
the father of his wife: a man who tore his nephew, a little boy
of eleven years, from the arms of a pleading sister, and murdered him; a man who plunged his own wife into a bath of
boiling water; a man who consigned to a cruel death his own
innocent son. All of these crimes committed, not while yet a
pagan, but after he had embraced the Christian faith.
Here is the edict of Constantine, issued A.D. 321, instituting
this so-called Christian Sabbath:
"Let all judges and all people of the towns rest, and all the
various trades be suspended on the venerable day of the Sun.
Those who liv in the country, however, may freely and without fault attend to the cultivation of the fields, lest with the
loss of favorable opportuaity, the commodities offered by
heaven be destroyed" (Justinian Code, Book III., title 12).
Now, I challenge the defenders of the Christian Sabbath to
produce a.. particle of credible evidence tending to establish the
existence. of this institution prior to this edict of Constantine's
in the fourth century. Sir William Domville, one of the most
eminent Protestant divines of his age, referring to this subject, says:
"Centuries of the Christian era passed away before the Sunday was observed by the Christian church as a Sabbath. History does not furnish us with a single proof or indication that
it was at any time so observed previous to the Sabbatical edict
of Constantine in A.D. 321" (Six Texts, p. 241).
Why was the Christian Sabbath established? Because the
clergy could not close their eyes to the importance of having
a day set apart for their especial work. With Constantine
they had, for the first time, the power to secure such an institution by legal enactment; with Constantine, Christianity became the state rtligion of the Roman empire; and so, with the
advice of the priesthood, this Sabbath edict was issued.
Why was Sunday selected for the Christian Sabbath? Vari
ous reasons hav been assigned. But the correct one has, as
far as possible, been withheld from the public. With the
pagans comprising a large portion of the empire, Sund~ty was
already the chief day of the week. It was tLe day which they
had consecrated to the sun; and although they did net observe
it as a Sabbath, it was yet their sacred day, and we see how
much easier it would be to compel them to abstain from labor
on this day than on any other. To blend, as far as possible,
into one harmonious whole the discordant systems of paganism and Christianity was the ambition of Constantine's reign.
In the prosecution of this work, it is charged by Protestants
that Christianity was corrupted, that in order to. unite the
young and rising faith with the old and waning one, compromises were made. They are loath to tell us, however, that one
of these c..>mpromises was the adoption of the old pagan holiday of !:Iunday for the Christian SRbbath. And yet it was.
"The festival of Sunday,'' says Andrews, "is more ancient
than the Christian religion, its origin being lost in remote antiquity. It did not or1ginate, however, from any divine command nor from piety toward God: on the contrary, it was set
apart as a sacred day by the heathen world in honor of their
chief god, the sun" (History of the Sabbath, p. 258).
Mour, an eminent English divine, and an upholder of the
Christian Sabbath, says:
"' "It is not to be denied but we borrow the name of this day
from the ancient Greeks and Romans, and we allow that the
old Egyptians worshiped the sun, and as a standing memoriftl
of their veneration, dedicated this day to him. . . • So
th. t Sunday being the day on which the gentiles solemnly
adored that planet, and called it Sunday, • . . the Christians thought fit to keep the same day and the same name of
it, that they might not appear causelessly peevish, and by that
means hinder the conversion of the gentiles" (Dialogs on the
Lord's Day, p. 22).
Another advocate of first-day observance makes a similar
apology:
"That very day was the Sunday of their heathen neighbors
and respectiv countrymen; and patriotism gladly united with
expediency in making it at once their Lord's day and theirr
Sabbath" (North British Review, vol. xviii, p. 409).
Thus we see that it was priestly "expediency" backed by a
murderer's edict, instead of a divine decree or an apostolic
injunction, that made Sunday the Sabbath of the Christians.
Prejudice, too, has played a prominent part in this Sabbatarian drama. The ancient pagans, and among them the
Egyptians, had elevated Sunday to the first rank among the
days of the week. Dislike for their oppressors doubtless
caused the Jews to ignore the sacredness attached to it and

choose another for their holy day. Hatred of the Jews caused
the gentile Christians to spurn the Jewish Sabbath and hold
their meetings on various other days. Contempt for the
church of Rome well nigh caused tne Protestants to dethrone
the Lord's day and substitute another in its place. Calvin and
others seriously proposed the adoption of Thursday a13 the
day on which to hold religious services.
[Mr. Remsburg next introduced the testimony of the Christian fathers, Justin Martyr, Irenreus, Clement of Alexandria,
Tertullian, Origen, Victorinus, Eusebius, St. Cyril, St. Epiphanius, and Jerome, none of whom believed in any sort of
Sabbath as an apostolic or divine institution, and held that all
days were substantially the same. · The speaker then pro·
ceeded:)
The edict cf Constantine was not universal in its application; the agricultural class was exempt from its authority.
Nor was it this class alone that abstained from labor on Sunday. For several centuries after, various other kinds of labor
were allowed on this day. Dr. White, Bishop of Ely, says:
"In St. Jerome's day [400 A.D.], and in the, very _place
where he was residing, the devoutest Christians did ordiRlirily
work upon the Lord's day, when the service of the church was
ended" (Dialogs on the Lord's Day, p. 236).
Jerome himself, speaking of certain devout Christian
women, says:
"As soon as they returned home on the Lord's day, they_sat
down severally to their work, and made clothes for themselvs
and others" (Heylyn's History of the Sabbath, part II. chap.
iii)
'
Kitto's "Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature" says:
"Though in later times we find considerable reference to a
sort of consecration of the day, it does not seem at any period
of the ancient church to hav assumed the form of such an
observance 'as some modern religious communities hav contended for. . • • Chrysostom concludes one of his homilies by dismissing his aml.ience to their respectiv ordinary oc.
cupations" (Art. Lord's Day).
In 538, the Third Council of Orleans recommended the observance of Sunday as a Sabbath by all classes; not because
labor on this day was a sin, but "in order that the people
might riot be prevented from attending church." This resolut10n, however, being merely advisory, but little attention
seems to hav been paid to it..
Of the Western church, Dr. White writes as follows:
"The Catholic church, for more than six hundred years after
Christ, permitted labor, and gave license to many Christian
people to work on the Lord's day, at silcl). hours as they were
not commanded to be present at the public service" (Treatis
of the Sabbath Day, p. 217).
lleferring to the Eastern church, Dr. Heylyn writes:
" It was near nine hundred years from our Savior's birth if
not quite so much, before restraint of husbandry on this day
had been first thought of in the East; and probably being
thus restrained did find no more obedience there than it had
done before in the western parts" (History of the Sabbath,
part II. chap. v).
That civil courts were held on SUJi.day until a very late
period, is attested by the fact that a council which met at
Arragon in the sixth century forbade the clergy to attend. In
the ninth century a church council, acting in conjunction with
the civil government, prohibited civil pleadings on Sunday in
France. A hundred years later, King Athelstan prohibited
them in England.
.
In the twelfth century Sunday was, for the first time, called
the Christian Sabbath. At the advent of the succeeding century a spasmodic effort was made to secure a more rigid observance of this and the other holy days. In 1201 St. Eustace
appeared with a parchment purporting to be a proclamation
written by God in heaven and laid upon the altar of S£. Simeon
in Jerulsaem. Christian prelates pronounced the document
genuin, and Innocent III. gave it the papal sanction. Among
other things, this divine decree contained the following:
"By my right hand, I swear unto you that if you do not
observe the Lord's day, and the festivals of my saints, I will
send unto you the pagan nations, that they may slay you."
If they still persist in violating those holy days (after having
been slain},
·
"I will open the heavens, and·for rain I will rain upon you
stones and wood, and hot water in the night, that one may
take precautions against the same, and that so I may destroy
all wicked men."
If they continue obstinate, they are, like Pharaoh's cattle, to
be killed again:
" I will send unto yojl beasts that hav the heads of lions,
the hair of women, the tails of camels, and they shall b'll so
ravenous that they shall devour your flesh, and yon shall long
to flee away and hide yourselvs for fear of the beasts."
To aid in the work numerous "well-attested" miracles were
published. A farmer going to his field to plow on· Sunday
took a piece of iron to clean his plow. The iron became
fixed to his hand, and remained in it two years. A miller put
a grist in the hopper to grind on the Sabbath, but the vessel
was filled with blood instead of flour. A woman attempted
to bake on Saturday evening after the Sabbath commenced,
and though she kept the ov.en heated for two days, "her cake
was dough." Another, failing to get her dough prepared before the Sabbath began, put it aside, intending to bake on
Monday, but when she looked at it again it was baked,
It was decreed that the Lord's day should begin at 3 P.M. on_
Saturday. To giv full measure, a Scotch council declared that
its observance should begin at noon on Saturday and end at
sunrise on Monday-continue forty-two hours.
But these efforts to enforce a strict observance of !:Iunday
were either transient or local. Sunday labor, under certain
restrictions, was frequently if not generally allowed. In the
fonrteenth century a Spanish council decreed that Christians
might labor on the Lord's day, with permission of the parish
priest. In England fairs and markets were held in the
churches on Sunday up to the middle of the fifteenth century.
A century later {1547) Edward VI., head of the Episcopal
church, issued the following order:
"All parsons, vicars, and curates, shall teach and declare
unto their parishioners that they may with a safe and quiet
conscience, in the time of harvest, labor upon the holy and
festival days."
Tha co1!ncil of Rheims (1533) d®reed "That no man on
these days giv himself to plays or dances, especially during service." This interdiction was understood, in its strict sense, to
apply only to the hours devoted to public worship; and during this and all of the preceding eenturies, even when laboring on Sunday was not permitted, Sunday recreation and
amusements were allowed.
It was reserved for the Puritans to crush out every vestige
of popular liberty on Sunday. The Puritan Sabbath, whose
decrepit form, supported by the crutches of state laws, still
lingers in our midst, is one of the most despicable frauds that
a knavish priesthood ever imposed upon humanity. The story
of its establishment and reign constitutes one of the most
disgraceful chapters in the history of ecclesiastical despotism.
The Catholic church has created an incredible number of
holy days, or festivals. One of them was the Lord's day.
This institution rested upon the same foundation as the others
-it had the authority of the church for its support. It was
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observed with as much reverence as the others, and with no
more. There was not an argument that could be adduced in·
its behalf that would not apply with equal force to the others.
In the Church of England these festivals were received with
some degree of favor, but to the Dissenters they were an intolerable burden. Relativ to this subject, Dr. Heylyn writes:
"The brethren had tried many ways to suppress them formerly, as having too much in them of the superstitions of the
Church of Rome, but they had found no way successful till
they fell on this, which was to set on foot some new Sabbath
doctrin, and, by advancing the authority of the Lord's day
Sabbath, to cry down the rest."
·
Alluding to the same subject, the German divine, Dr. Rengstenberg, says:
"The opinion that the Sabbath was transferred to the Sunday was fir~t broached in its perfect form, and with all its eonsequences, m the controversy which was carried on in England
between the Episcopalians and Presbyterians. . . . The
Presbyterians were now in a position which compelled them
either to giv up·the observance of the Sunday, or to maintain
that a divine appointment from God separated it from the
other festivals. The first. they could not do. • • . They
therefore decided upon the latter" (Lord's Day, p. 66). ·
To Dr. Bound, who is justly styled the Father of the Puritan
Sabbath, belongs the credit of furnishing the needed plan and
the arguments for its support. Tlie following is his theory:
"That which. is natural, namely, that every seventh day
should be kept holy unto the Lord, that still remaineth: that
which is positiv, namely, that day which was the sevent-h day
from the creation should be the Sabbath, or day of ·rest, that
is now changed in the church of God" (The True Doctrin of
the· Sabbath,'' p. 51).
"He [God] maketh the seventh day to be genus in this commandment, and to be_ perpetual; and in it by virtue of the
commandment to comprehend these two species or kinds: the
Sabbath of the Jews and of the gentiles, of the law and of the
gospel; so that both of them were comprehended in the commandment, even as genus oomprehendeth both his species"
(Ibid, p. 71).
.
,
It is a lamentable fact that the more false and unreasonable
a religious dootrin is _the more readily it is accepted. And so,
baseless and absurd as this new Sabbatarian doctrin was, the
rapidity with which it spread exceeded the expectations even
of its most sanguin supporters. Dr. Heylyn says:
"Though Jewish and rabbinical this dootrin was, it carried
a fair show of piety, at the least, in the opinion of the common
people, and such as did not stand to examin the true grounds
thereof, but took it upon the appearance; such as did judge,
not by the workmanship of the stuff, but the gloss and color,
in which it is not strange to see how suddenly men were induced not only to giv way unto it, but without more ado to
abet the same, till in the end and in very little time it grew the
most bewitching error and most popular infatuation that ever
was infused into the people of England."
Thus, at last, this venembile die Solis, the day once consecrated to the orb of light, was overspread with the thick clouds
of theological gloom, that in the darkness superstition's bats·
and owls might the more readily secure their prey.
,
The most rigid observance of the Sabbath was at once enforced in Great Britain and her colonies. In England it was a
crime to perform any labor whatever on this day. It was a sin
to cook or even kindle a fire. A husband was not permitted to
kiss his wife, nor, werA parents permitted to kiss their children
on the Sabbath .. · A little child stretched upon a bed of mortal
sickness might throw its loving arms around its mother's neck
and crave with its last breath her farewell kiss, and to grant
that dying child's request would be a violation of these Sabbatarian laws.
·
For daring to question the authority of this institution many
were persecuted, imprisoned, and even put to death. Mrs.
Trask, an English teacher, walt a believer in Sabbath observanoe. But she believed that t-he Sabbath of the Bible was the
true Sabbath, and this she observed. That she might not vialate the laws of her country nor giv offense to her neighbors
she also kept the Christian Sabbath. For an honest avowal of
her opinions she was imprisoned and fed on "bread and water, roots and herbs," _for fifteen years, or until she died.
Francis Bampfield, an old man of seventy years, published a
vindication of the ancient Sabbath. For this his property was
confiscated; he was imprisoned, and so brutally treated that
he died. In 1661, for rejecting the Puritan Sabbath, John
James, a Baptist clergyman, was hanged and quartered. "Af.
ter he was dead his heart was taken out and burnt, his quarters were affixed to the gates of the city, and his head was set
ilp in Whitechapel on a pole opposit to the alley in which his
meeting-house stood" (Utter's Manual of the Seventh Day
Baptists, p. 23).
·
In. S?otlan~ it :vas a sin to laugh or even smile on Sunday;
and It IB a historiCal fact that when Charles I. visited Scotland, he was publicly rebuked by the clergy for having indulged in a laugh on that day. "'-Off the north coast of that
country a shipwreck once occurred on the Sabbath. A party
of fishermen upon the shore saw the wreck-saw the· sailors
struggli~ with the waves. They went to their rescue and
saved th'flm; and for this very act these fishermen were required to do penance for having violated the Sabbath.
In America the colonial legislatures enacted laws making it
a misdemeanor to do almost anything on Sunday but walk
·."reverently" to and from church. In Boston an iron cage
was kept in the public square where Sabbath-breakers were
confined and_ exhibited. The Quakers; while they were permitted to liv in New England-before they got to hanging and
banishing them, were continually. being persecuted for their
more rational observance of the Sabbath. Three Quaker
women were arrested for some trivial offense and convicted-of
Sabbath-b~;eakimg. This was their punishment: on a cold
December day they were taken out, stripped_ to the waist, tied
behind a cart, and publicly whipped through the streets of
Boston and Roxbury, the snow over which they passed being
stained with the. drops of blood that fell fiom their lacerated
bodies.
The old colonial records of Massachusetts are still preserved
in the public archives at Worcester. In these records one
Mary Fay stands convicted of Sabbath-breaking. Her crime
was this: on a Saturday night she received word that her married daught-er, living a mile away, was sick. The next morning she went on horseback to see her daughter. For this she
was arrested and convicted of Sabbath-breaking. An appeal
was taken to a higher court, but in vain; and a round three
hundred dollars was the cost. Three hundred dollars for
visiting a sick child ! A mother arrested, dragged before the
courts, robbed, and disgraced for performing one of the holiest deeds a mother can perform !
Wl:lat would hav been the fate of a religious reformer had
he appeared in New England at the time, passing through the
cornfields, pl uoking the ears of corn, or healing the sick on
the Sabbath? The Jews of Palestine suffered Jesus to go
among them three years teaching his heretical dootrins and
condemning their Sabbath before they crucified him. The
Christians of New England would hav hanged him in three
weeks I
It is related of a boy, who, in order to ingratiate himself into
the favor of his parents, resolved that for once he would keep
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the Sabbath. in true Puritanic style. Well, he succeeded, but
it was a terrible task. Every moment seemed an hour but at
last night came. When he retired, the father said to him
"My son, you hav faithfully' kept this Sabbath, you ha~
been a go?d boy to-day; if you continue to be good, when you
die you Will go to heaven and be witp God where it is always
one blessed Sabbath." There was little consolation in this
thought fo~ the poor boy;_but presently a gleam of hope shot
through his troubled mmd, and he ventured to inquire
"Father, when I die and go to heaven, if I am real good there'
won't God let me go to hell on Saturday afternoons to hav ~
little fun?" Hell was a paradise compared with this Puritan
Sabbath.
[The testi~ony of C~ristian reformers, scholars, and divines
was here rem ted, showmg that "the most eminent Christians
that hav ever lived-the church's greatest scholars and divines
-from Martin ~uther down to the present day, hav had the
o~n.dor to ad~1t ~hat the obseryanoe of this day, so far as
diVIDe ~u~honty IB concerned, IB wholly unauthorized; that
the Chnstian Sabbath was made by man, and that there is no
more sacredness attached to. Sunday than to any other day."
These facts ~ere fully sustamed.. Mr. Remsburg then said:]
And now, m the face of all this evidence, why is it that the
church so zealously persists in imposing this fraudulent institution upon the pe?ple? I will tell you why? It is to fill her
empty pews, an~ hJ?-e the poo}tets ?f her priests. She would
close every public library and reading room, every place of innooent amusement; she would veil the face of art, and silence
the.tongne o~ m~sic; she would hide from our gaze, with all
their ennoblmg mfluenc;:es, the beauties of nature the blue
sea, placid strea.ms, and silvery fountains, green flelds and
shady grov~s, bright flowers and warbling birds, in short, she
would barriCade every avenue to social enjoyment and rational
happiness on this day, and make for us a gloomy prison of her
Sabbath, with her places of public worship for our prison-yard.
We are told that man's physical nature demands the Sabbatic rest-that medical men hav attested the truth of this.
That an institution possessing the power and wealth that
prjestcraft does should be able to produce· a doctor's certificate
when needed is .not strange. But the physician who seriously
contends that man's physical nature demands the observance
of the Sabbath, is better qualified for a doctor of divinity than
for a doctor of medicin. As well might he contend that man's
physical nature demands a feast every seventh day. Man's
physical nature requires both food and rest, but it requires
them, not once a week, but every day. Ask the laboring man
whether he feels better fitted for·work on Monday morning,
after passing Sunday in idleness, than he does on Saturday
morning, after five days' labor, and he will tell you, "No."
With the more fatiguing kinds· of labor, a man will accomplish
as much in a week by w~rking every day, and working but
eight hours a day, as he will working six days a week, and
working ten hours a day.
·
'tl Dr. George W. Brown, an intelligent physician, and a man
of broad experience and observation, says that laboring men
" may desire rest for social or literary pleasures, or to look
after family or personal affairs, but they are not invigorated by
a day's :~:elaxatig_n, neither are they better qualified to endure
next week's toil " (The Sunday Question).
"In the state of nature," says Parker Pillsbury, "neither
man nor animals know nor care anything about days of rest"
(The Sabbath).
·
At a oonventiorl held in Boston, William Lloyd GarriRon
said: "The Sabbath is not necessary for man or beast. Who
says it is is but the overworker of himself and beast" (Chris-

tian Advocate).
But, in rejecting a popular fallacy, I do not wish to be
understood as advocating the ceaseless round of seven days'
work a week. The laws regulating man's physical being do
not demand abstinence from labor one day in seven; but if
. by surcease of toil on Sunday his happiness oan be promoted,
or his intellect improv~d; if he may devote the day to innocent
recreation, or to the acquisition of useful knowledge, it is a
blessing which no lover of his race will deny. But to enjoy
the fruits of this blessing it must be free. The veil of sanetity, which scheming priests hav thrown over it, mus·t be removed, and the obnoxious laws enforcing its observance be
repealed.
This argument of Sabbath observance being a physical neoessity is the last resort of the clergy. When the falsity of
their theological claims regarding Sunday is exposed, and
their holy Sabbath shown to be an unholy fraud, then they
begin to whine about the "poor laborer "-that it is in behalf
of the laboring classes they advocate the observance of Sunday. It is true that the laboring classes do need rest; they
ought to hav far more rest than they get: and were it not for
pnestcraft, were it not for this vast army of priests and preachers which they hav to support, they would be able to obtain
it. But who is to determin when they are tired, their neighbora or themselvs ? Who knows best when I need rest, my
neighbor or myself? I hav as much right to tell my Christian
neighbor when he shall work as he has to tell me when I shall
rest; I hav as much right, in justice, to compel him to work
on Sunday as he has to compel me to rest on Sunday.
Whom d() these laws affect most grievously, the;-ioh or the
poor? It the poor upon whom the burden chiefly falls. The
man of wealth and leisure, surfeited with pleasure all the
week, can well afford to rest on Sunday; thepoor man, obliged
to labor all the week, has no other day but this to spare for
pleasure. YQu stop the street-oars on Sunday. The rich man
in his carriage rolls along at ease, the poor man and his family
must go on foot or stay at home. You stop the milk cart on
Sunday. The wealthy, with their better conveniences, with
their cellars and refrigerators, procure a supply on Saturday
evening, and keep it over Smiday; the poor, destitute of these
conveniences, cannot. You close the art gallery, the museum,
the library, and the reading-room on Sunday. To the wealthy
this is a matter of little consequence, for they hav access to
them all the week; the poor, engrossed with toil, hav not.
In 1876 the Centennial Exhibition was held in Philadelphia.
At the bidding of the clergy the managers closed it on Sunday.
Seve)1ty thousand laborers, mechanics, and business men
knocked at its doors and petitioned for admittance. But their
petition was spurned. Throughout that long summer the institution was closed on Sunday. What might hav been a glori·
ous Sunday-school for the workingmen of Philadelphia and
their families was interdicted that clerical monopolists might
hav full sway.":
In priest-ridden Toronto, in the name of law, little newsboys hav been robbed of the pennies needed to support their
widowed mothers-robbed at the instigation of the clergy,
who coin their living on this day. Think of it; a hundred
able-bodied men, claiming to be educated, claiming to be respeotable, claiming to be honest-backed by the wealth and
influence of a hundred churches-pretending to be backeil by
an omnipotent God--,think of these men compelling the municipal authorities to drive these little boys from an honest
and useful avocation for fear their business shall be injured!
These are the men who deprecate Sabbath-breaking-men
who themselvs violate the law they profess to uphold. The
Bible says,...-" Six days shalt thou labor," and yet the very men
who are for the most part idle six days, and then labor on the
very day on which they claim we should abstain from la\lo:r-
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these are . th e men· wh o shout themselvs hoarse about the
"desecration of the Sabbath."
!n Continental Europe, where the Puritan Sabbath :never
gamed a f~othold, and especially in enlightened Germany and
France, t~IB Sunday slavery is little known. Sunday there is
a day of JOY rather than a day of gloom.
, T.lle Rev .. ·Dr. Guthri_e, of Scotland; after a visit to the
~reno~ capital, thus writes: "We counted on one occasion
m Pans, thirty-three theaters and places of amusement ope~
on . the Sabbath day." Leaving France and her Sunday
hohday, he returned to Great Britain, the home of the Puritan
Sabbath. No theaters, no places _of amusement, were open
here. The church alone was permitted to do business on this
day. But w_hat does this rigid Sabbath obser:vance do for the
morals of h1s people? This sad admission drops from his
pe~: "Ill one hour we BI\W in London and Edinburgh, with all
their ohuroh~s, and schools, and piety, more drunkenness
than we saw m five long months in guilty Paris."
The Rev_. pr. Wooley, of England, visited Germany, and,
after desonbmg the happy manner in which Sunday is spent
by the Germans, says: "Nothing oan exceed the picturesque
beauty of the scene, except its moral beauty. We often sadly
contrasted the cheerful, contented faces around us with the
careworn, haggard look of the same classes of our oountrym_en; often wished that we, too, were taught to worship God
With the natural homage _of thankful enjoyment."
. Proteb~ants charge Catholics with lack of loyalty with holdmg allegiance to a foreign ecclesiastical power. Are Protestants themselvs less guilty?
•
I~ has be~n declared that the Fourth of July shall be a
nat1?nal hohday, that on it each year we may celebrate the
anmversary of our nation's birth. But Sunday is esteemed by
th~m to? sacred to celebrate the birth of Freedom, and when
th1s anmversary occur~ on~ Sunday, Jefferson and his associates must not be eulogiZed, the Declaration of Independence
must no~ be read, but the edict of slavery promulgated by
Constant~n~ must be obeyed.
The thirtie~h of May has be~n dedicated to the memory of
the dead soldiers of the repubho. But when this day falls on
Sunday, and the surviving comrades of our fallen defenders
proceed to decorate their graves with flags and flowers Prot.
estant olergyme!l protestagainst it because a Catholic e~peror
and the Oathohc church w!Jom they profess to despise-once
oonse~rat~d t~e day to the service of priestcraft. The fraud,
ulent mstitut10n of an enemy because it serves their selfish
mterests is divine, so divine that even the strewing of flowers
upon dea:d heroes' graves is sacrilege.
Last wmter the monument erected to Washington was complated. It ~as ~ecided,. as :was most fitting, to hav the cere·
~ony atte_ndi!lg 1ts completion held on the anniversary of his
birth. His birthday fell on Sunday, and the ceremonies were
held on anot~er day. The natal day of Wa!!hington was ignored and dishonored that the authority of a Roman out·
throat. might be recognized and honored.
Agamst the recognition ·and entoroement of this eoolesiasti·
oal institution by legal enactment every honest· man and woman ~ho~ld protest. No Freethinker can conscientiously
sanctiOn 1t. No Christian who is willing to "do unto others
as he would that others should do to him" -who is willing to
concede to others the same rignts he claims for himseif-oan
demand it. Let him keep sacred the first day of the week if
he desire.s to; it is his privilege.
. There IB also a .respectable portion of our people, compris-·
mg Jews, Adventists, and Seventh Day Baptists who believe in
obse~ving t~e s~vent~ da_y _of the week, or S~turday. They
are smoere m ~h1s behef, It IB a part of their religion, and let
them observe 1t. To compel the Christian to abstain from
labor on this. day ~imply because his Jewish neighbors keep it
wo:uld be unJust; and I ask if it is not equally unjust to req)lire these people to keep the Christian Sabbath? It may be
urged that they are not required to do so. I am awarfl that
the ~ore enlightened public sentiment is opposed to such
ooero10n; I am aware that the laws of n•any states permit them
to pu~sue their avocations on this day when they hav kept
the B1ble Sabbath. But. there are states where this is not the
case. In Pennsylvania, for instance the Jew who labors on
the Christian ~abbath is subject to fi~e and imprisonment, no
matter how faithfully he may hav kept his own. The laws
of Massachusetts, as interpreted by the Supreme Court of that
state, declare that those who observe the seventh day shall be
allowed to do business on Sunday-and fined if they open
their doors for this purpose. Time. is money, and to thus
withhold from these people one-seventh of their time is robbery.
Again, while" one man esteemeth one day above another,
another esteemeth every day alike "-all days are sacred days
to him; and is it reasonable to compel him to affect a special
reverence for either the first or the seventh day? Is he made
any be~ter, or is the world made any better, by this enforced
hypocnsy?
Dr. Franklin once expressed the belief that God cared less
about Sabbath-breaking than a New England justice. And
this recalls an incident that occurred in an Eastern village
many years ago. The inhabitants of the village were all very
pious. One old deacon, named Sharpe, affected to be partioularly pious. His neighbors, however, generally regarded
him as a hypoorit, and even the members of his own church
had no little contempt for him. Notwithstanding this they
were all afraid of him; because for every delinquency in their
conduct, Sharpe was sure to bring them up before the church
for it. It chanced one cold Sunday afternoon that Smith, a
brother in the church, ran out of wood. What should he do?
He must hav wood. So he slipped quietly out of the back
door, proceeded cautiously to the wood pile, picked up his
ax, looked around him to see that the coast was clear, and
went to work. He choppfd his wood, and was just starting
into the house with an armful of it, when some one from· the
street exclaimed, "Hallo, Smith ! " Smith dropped his wood
in an instant, and looked up. "What, Thompson, is that
you ? " said he, "I thought it was Sharpe; I don't want him
to see me chopping wood on Sunday." "What," said
Thompson, "afraid of Sharpe, and not of God? Don't you
suppose God saw you chopping that wood? " "Well, yes, I
suppose he did," rejoined Smith, "but then he won't make as
much fuss about it as old Sharpe." It is the same with these
advocates of Sunday observance; they are making a great ado
about !:labbath-breaking; their Deity is making none.
The state has no right to imprison its citizens on Sunday in
order that the church may drug them with superstition and
rob them. If theology is free on Sunday, I demand that intelligence and pleasure shall also be free; that the temple of
Knowledge may open its doors as well as the 'temple of Ignoranee; that the man of rear;on on the ro~trum shall hav an opportunit:y to tell what he knows as well as the man of faith in
the pulpit has to tell what he doesn't know; that the facts of
to-day may be given to the public in the Sunday paper as well
as the fictions of yesterday in the Sunday sermon; that the
marble and canvas of the art gallery may be looked upon as
well as the images and pictures of the cathedral; that the band
shall hav as valid a right to entertain the people with inspiring
music on Sunday evening as the church has to disturb their
rest with the harsh clangor of her bells on Sunday morning;
that the young folks shall hav the same liberty to dance at the

pionio that the. old folks hav to shout at the camp-meeting;
that the clown m the tent shall hav a ,right to amuse the public as well as the clown in the tabernacle.
If a legislativ body were to enact a law requiring all persons,
save the clergy, to sit in the stocks, to stand in the pillory, to
wear shackles, or to be imprisoned one day in seven, that law
would be looked upon ~1th amazement, yet not with more
amazement than that wh1ob. our descendants a century hence '
would look upon a re-enactment of our Sabbatarian laws
'
which, happily for humanity, hav not long to survive.
Desperate and persistent are the efforts now being made by
the evangelical clergy to retain and enforce these laws. They
kno~ full well that with their abrogation the strongest pillar
of pnestoraft falls. But they are contending against the inevitable. Their efforts must fail in the end and the political
party t~at champions them will !J.nd ~ deeper grave than the
old ~big party found; for the l!ltelbgent and liberty-loving
portion of our people are determmed that the Declaration of
freedom and equality promulgated by the fathers of '76 and
the bulwark of constitutional liberty reared by the fath~rs of
'87, shall be our equity and law, and they will not compromise
~heir. rights by wea1ing the collar of a slave for even one day
1n seven.
Yes, these laws must go. They are not ne_eded. Justice is
not subserved in their enforcement. Whatever is a crime or
misdemeanor on Monday is a crime or misdemeanor on Sanday; and whatever is lawful on Monday oann?t in justice be·
unlawful on Sunday. Let the people of th1s country enjoy
tha~ entire. oi~ and religious freedom which the genius of
their ConstitutiOn guarantees them. Let each one detennin
for himself, not only which shall be his sacred day but also
in what manner it shall be observed. Let- those who deem it
their duty to set apart one day in seven for religious worship
do so; let those who desire to devote a day to rest or study d~
so; and let those who see p1•oper to appropriate a day,' no
matter what that day may be, to pleasure and recreation, do
so. If the day be Sunday, let them step forth from this Puritanical prison into the grand palace of nature-not as escaped
convicts, liable to hav their reputations brained by a statutory
club in the hand of some brutal magistrate, but as free people
serene with the consciousness of not having committed even
an artificial wrong. Let those who wish to make Sunday -the
saddest, dreariest day of all the seven, enjoy the "blessed
privilege," but let them keep their meddling fingers from off
those who would make it the brightest, sweetest, happiest day.

Dr. T. L. Brown, of Binghamton, followed Mr.
Remsburg: His subject was "Organized Co-operation." He said:
.
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ADDRESS BY DR. T. L. BROWN.

No person educated to the fact that every member of society
has moral and legal rights which all should respect would not
be willing to hav his own similar rights protected. As radicals
and Liberals we will not succeed until we are willing to work
with and for others who diflier from us in ways and methods
of reaching that liberty, based upon our universal needs, and
not dependent upon any forms of religion. We are not trying
to establish any selfish interests not founded upon equal justice, controled by facts and reason.
Were the churches taxed to support the theaters, then the
Christian would call for just taxation. That is, if the theaters
were exempt and the churches taxed, there would be some
extra praying to reverse the imposition. Now it is on the
other side.
·
Of good deeds we make our heaven, without a kingdom
or a king. Education saves us from the crimes, deceptions
and great ex,pense of kings, priests, preachers, and religious
" drummers generally. Religion was created by idlers, who
did it as the best thing they could do for their own support.
Is it bfaokmailing the ignorant and innocent by promising
more than they oan furnish? Yes! Shall we co-operate with
religious pretenders who leave all their hopes to shallow faith?
With whatever deceives the ignorant and innocent we hav no
sympathy, and will not knowingly giv it support. We will
stand by the right, the radical, the just, the true, and the useful with our knowledge, our money, and our lives. In so far
as Christians, Spiritualists, and Infidels agree with demonstrable science, there is need of dispute or discussion.
We advocate equal rights to sex, color, race, and class, with
only one privilege reserved, and .that is to prohibit yourselvs
first before practicing it upon others. The Declaration of
American Independence, the Constitution of these United
States, the protection given to all its public schools, and the
rights of individual liberty, are some of the grand results
gained by organized co-operation. Each person interested in
mutuall"y extending to others that liberty he claims for himself, lessens his chances of becoming a slave by working with
the avowed Liberals. United interests are the bond of cooperation. The more knowledge the more liberty. The more
ignorance the more slavery.
I am in favor of a legal incorporation of this organization, and
a full public understanding of all its aims and objects in the
support of liberty, justice, andpeaoe. Let us wisely co-operate
until we can regulate the selfishness of Christians, both Catholic and Protestant, who now ask their God to forgiv their
unjust treatment of consistent sinners. We think industrious
sinners are quite as good and useful as lazy, slanderivg, faultfinding saints, and that this life is of more worth than any
imaginary one preached from the pulpit. Which are the most
crminal, believers or unbelievers?
What shall we say to preachers when they declare "Infidelity is coupled with Impurity?" We would reply: "Do not
throw stones until you get out of your glass houses." Such
are the men who desire to hav their pay increased to make
them more faithful in leading the worship of their unknown
God. How proud God must be of his pet "divine drummers " when he knows he has not created a class of natural
sinn~rs who oan begin to compete with them in crime only as
2. 7 to 13.3 to the 1,000. When we oan stand, by the best statistics, aa eleven better than the preachers of Christianity, do
we need them to convert or save us? Is it not time we cooperate to save our children from them and their example?
Thirteen to'two is the record of knowledge compared with that
of ignorance. Nature's laws are _better ~hen t~e religio!ls. of
priests and preachers who are looking for 1mpunty. StatistiOs
show that natural sinners, outside of the supernatural clergy
and their church, are less criminal than those who teach and
profess the pardoning and hell-fired religions.
When a man says he ill without religion, and depends upon
his knowledge and reason, he is not conscious of sinning
against any God.. S:uoh a man knows too. much. to commit a
crime or harm h1s fnend or enemy. ImagJDary sms never find
room in his healthy brain.
Why need he pay ten or fifty cents every Sunday to keep
his soul from an imaginary hell, more fit for those who teach
such doctrine? ' He is too honest and kind to call his neighbor bad if he differs with him about what neither can rightfully determin. When deception and falsehood are the foundations of religion what moral or useful results can come
even to the founderR themselvs? All they do is to pocket
the money and wait for more. "Salvation free !"
"By their fruits shall ye know them." In our penitentiaries, almshouses, houses of correot1on, and daily begging
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to the life beneath him, and demonstrating that he
must bav been evolved from a lower creation-were
d
G
specially create ; , that
od made the solid rocks a
lie ! This is the sophistry that superstition has been
compelled to employ in order to reconcile natural
and revealed religion.
" The beginning of life, or rather what is life, the
why of our living, the soul of the being, is, so far, and·
perhaps forever, beyond our comprehension. The
surgeon's knife does not find it, the most delicate
instrument cannot weigh it, or giv to it dimensions.
But this we know, that science has positivly declared
against· the history of creation as contained in all
sacred books, proving that everything exists in accordance with a law underlying all nature, called
motion, change, progression, evolution, claiming that
this principle called life is as eternal as this body
called matter; that there has been no stretching out
SATURDAY AFTERNOON.
of a mighty arm as a magician would hold forth a
Mrs. Krekel- the only vice-president besides
wand, no command to chaos to at once marshal itself
Charles Watts who honored the Congress by being
into moving, shining, orderly, progressiv array; to
present--presided at this session. The first busifill all the mighty deep of eternal, illimitable space
ness was the report of the Committee on Credentials.
with wondrous, gorgeous worlds.
This idea was
Mr. C. B. Reynolds, chairman, announced the presno doubt very poetical, and corresponded perfectly
ence of the following delegates and charter and life
to the marvelousness of primitiv man; but the
members:
marshaling of all that heavenly host required millions
MICHIGAN.
M.P. Thurston, of Burr Oak.
upon millions of years, and still the creativ work goes
PENNSYLVANIA STATE LEAGUE.
on. A d,rop of water falling year by year through a
C. B. Reynolds, Roman Staley, H. Barchfield, C. I. Griffith,
fiesure "in a cave produces the most beautiful stalacRobert Graham.
tite. A single idea in the brain of a savage, nay, it
PITTSBURGH LEAGUE.
Harry Hoover, 0. S. Cheeseman, E. Bambach, G. W. Darby.
may be a single emotion in an animal, becomes
ILLINOIS (C:S:ICAGO ).
through the course of ages the wisdom· of a Socrates,
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Freeman, E. A. Stevens, Olaf Olson Ray,
the genius of a Shakspere, or the reason of a HumThomas Galfin.
boldt."
OHIO (ALL!.AN CE ).
George Thornberg, Emil Tanner, John F. Kreider, D. H.
J. D. Mallonee, of Cleveland, next presented some
Smith, J. R. Haines.
solid facts setting forth the injustice under which
CLEVELAND, OHIO, LEAGUE.
non-c~urch-going people are laboring:
John M. Wilcox, J. D. Mallonee, Thos. Lees, Mrs. I. ScoADDREss oF "· D. MALLONEE.veil, Phil. Mcilrath.
The truth of ages is often condensed into a single sentence.
MISSOURI (LIBERAL).
Centuries of misrule, oppression; and political serfdom were
S. C. Thayer, C. W. Stewart, T. P. Lyon.
necessary to evolve that grand tru.th which stands as the cor.
CANADA.
ner-stone in the great temple of our American liberties:
William Algie.
NEW YORK.
"The just right to govern comes from the consent of the
C. P. Somer by, E. H. Gault.._ T. L. Brown, N. Eggleston,
governed." Viewed in the light of their surroundings, considCourtlandt Palmer.
'"'"
ering the character of these men in whose minds the memories
NEW JERSEY (PROXY FOR NEWABK LEAGUE).
to contique in his bondage. Nothing has been too of religious as well as political persecutions were still fresh,
E. M. Macdonald.
absurd for him to believe. The most fantastic fable and we can safely assume that the founders of this republic
. k th" . t
t.hat. human ingenuity could invent, or human imag- sought to establish for their posterity a government in which
m
IS
IS
must
be
incomplete,
for
we
rec· separat e an d distinct.
e
1
W th
mation portray, has been put forth as his creed, and chu rch an d st at e sh onId f orever remam
ognized several present not on the list who should
Looking back a hundred years from the glory of the ninehav representf!d Leagues if they did not.
But the he has taken for his god the lowest thing that teenth century to the weak ahd feeble beginning of a nation's
above were all who reported to the Committee on crawls, and the highest ideas of which he could. greatness, we can appreciate the magnitude of this forward
conceive.
step in human progress. Superstition ruled the Old World.
Credentials.
At the close of Mr. Reynolds's report,
Kings trembled at the voice of Rome, and hasteneQ. to obey its'
the secretary read the following letters:
"We may hav come to that time," continued the least behests. That the king received his authority from God
speaker, "in our search for truth, when we know and was c_onceded upo_n every hand. The throne was supported
T ENAFLY, N. J ., 0 Ct. 4, 1885.
·
b
t ft
f t h
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Dear Sir: Your letter asking for the feel that there is to be a boundary to our ambitions, Y pnes era 'as, m ac, as been every form of injustice ever
manuscript of my speech, partly prepared for Albany to be that the how is to be studied, instead of the why, practiced upon mankind, and priestcraft was in turn sane·
read by you at Cleveland, is at hand.
'
t
.
tioned and sustained by royalty.
These were the upper and the nether mill-stones between
I am always thankful to get my thoughts before the people hat we may learn effects, _but that causes are beyond
and would gladly send that address to you if it were in shap~ our reach. We are convmced that the universe is wh~ch, for ages, humanity ~ad been crushed. ·And having by
~or you to_re~d; but it is not, and I am so busy just now giv- not ~o-yerne? by 'wills,' by 'gods,' but by law, and therr ~ove of freedom, therr heroic bravery, their unequaled
. ~ng the fims~mg touches to _a_ book to be published at the hoi-.. that It IS easier to prove that a miracle is false than valor m th_e field of b~ttle, broken the fetters of one bondage
I~ays that, wrt~ constant w:rrtmg a~d proof _r~ading, I hav no that the law that governs the universe has b n
_ and established a natiOn of men, free at least in name, cari it
time for an:ythmg but the rmperatrv work thrs mvolves; hence
d d
ee sus be supposed. for a moment that they would fail to take such
action as they shoul~ deem sufficient to protect them from the
I cannot wnte out and arrange what yon desire. If I C!l.n find pen e .
tii?e to throw the substance of it in a letter to the Congress, I
"About .impossibilities we all fight and wrangle other and greater evil-the despotism of ecclesiastical power?
d h t
h
th
If
.
• Perhaps they underestimated the danger. To them the Old
wrll try to do that.
a e eac o er.
we would beheve only World seemed farther away than it does to us. I d~ubt if a
Religious liberty for woman, which would necessarily in- an
volve civil and social liberty, would be the most momentous what we may know, and prove to ourselvs, all the' prescience of the time when time and space should be so
revolut~on the world has ever known. It would be in fact the world would be ag.reed, and we should hav nothing nearly annihilated, ever came to any of those noble minds
d h h
t
fi ht f
S
gifted as they were. No prophetic vision of the aay when th~
h
f th t t th h h
up eavrng o
e s a e,. e _c nrc ' an t e o_me, as they are o
g
or.
mence is order, peace, progress. world's thoughts should flash beneath the. ocean's wave and
1
~~sbt~~~ f~~ ~~~c~~~~r&~~ ~~~; :fo:~n;;:e~rrple power that Supersti~ion is anarchy, bloodshed, ign?~anc~. the_ voice of Rome be heard in the land sacred only to liberty
Smence IS a world governed by ~aw; superst1hon lS -liberty not only to act but to think. All men were intellectRespectfully yours, ELIZABETH CADY STANTON.
a worl_d governed by chance-: which is another name nally free men. -This right to any or no religious belief is as
f
1
clearly enunciated by the framers of the Constitution of the
NEW YORK' Octo 7 18850
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, My Dear Sir: I am intensely sorry
not or mirac e.
United States, and of ·the state of Ohio as is the right to per'
to be with you at the co!lling Congress of the National Liberal
"We see nations passing through different stages sonalliberty.
'
·
Le_ague, but ~y _long S~Jonrn among the hills of New Hamp- of development. In the beginning, savage man
That no religious belief, doctrin, or sect shall receive any
shire renders rt Impossible.
peopled the unknown
ld b t b ·
"th
bl"
especial sanction by law is equally evident.
Command my services in any way that the League may re- d
.
war a ou
liD WI go Ins,
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
· quire, but it seems to me that it would be much better to e~ons, devils, and gods. Man passes, as do the of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."
ch?ose as Chai~man of Finance Committee some ·one who is na~wns, through these identical stages, believing, in
The subject.of religion is left entirely to the state governactrvly_ engaged m the work of propaganda.
.
childhood, in fairies, genii, giants, and dwarfs. ment. The persecutions, intolerance, and jealousies which
Hopmg_ that you may hav a large and harmonious Congress, Thus the mythological st ·
"th
h" h .
ha~ ever marked the establishment of a state religion or a
and that ~t may concur in such measures as will move forward
d h"
lf .
ones Wl
w. IC . man natrona! church, were doubtless among the efficient reasons
Imse
m the remote days of h1s history why the Constitution thus forbids any union of civil and
more rapidly the work of secularization I am as ever with amuse
you in the work.
A. C. MAcDoNl:r.D, Ch. Fm. C~m.
correspond perfectly to those with which children ecclesiastical authority, or any alliance of church and state.
MILWAUKEE, Oct. 6, 1885.
a~~se them~el:vs to-day.
The constitution of the state of Ohio declares that "all
T~ THE ~ATION:4-L L~ERAL L~GUE, Greeting: I am ex· .
In myst1fymg the people their mental subjection men hav a I?-atural and indefeasible right to worship Almighty
cee~gly d~sappomt~d m _not bemg able to be present and IS the result. With their minds :filled with these old God accordmg to the dictates of their own conscience. No
partiCipate m the deliberations of the Congress but as I can f bl
d th .
.
.
.
person shall be compelled to attend, erect, or support any
elr asplr.atwns reachmg out t~ward an place of worship, or maintain any form of- worship against his
not be, I wish to offer some suggestions regardfng its action. . a e~, an
We are laboring as _bes~ we qan to free our government from 1magmary futur.e of which they can knownothmg, their ~onsent~ and no preference_shall be given by law to any religthe shackles of ecclesrastical power, and to prevent the church thoughts are diverted from the things of this world rous soCiety; nor shall any mterference with the rights of conf!om encroaching upon individual liberty_; in_ other words, to which they may know, and cunning despots through- scienc~ be _Permitted. No religious test shall be required as
~berate_ the _People from the church dommation through un- out the ages bav tak
d
t
f th
l , a qualificatiOn for office, nor shall any person be incompetent
Jnst legislatron.
• .
. en a van age o
e peop e s to b~ a witness on account of h_is religious belief; but nothing
I wish to call your attention, fellow-members of this League, Indifference to their surroundings, and the result herem shall be construed to drspense with oaths and affirmato one of the most damaging features of this church power in has been that we hav had whole nations sinking tiona.
"Religion, morality, and knowledge, however, being essential
government, an_d one th~t a~ectR the 'Yhol~ nation more than gradually but surely into the deepest slavery.
"A belief in these old d
h ·
t d d th to good goverl?-ment, it shall be the duty of the general assem·
all others combmed; whrch rs thesnbJngatron and degradation
of woman, through the infamous teaching that in her creation
ogmas as re ar e
e bly to pass smtable laws to protect every religious denominashe was. an afterthought, created only for man's convenience grow~h of the world. Every step in advance made tio_n in the peaceable enjoyment of its own mode of public woran_d se.rviCe; that she should ~e in subjection ~ him in all by smence _has been !ought inch by inch, and hand ship, and to encourage schools and the means of instruction."
thmgs, that she should obey hrm; learn only of_ him, etc., etc. to hand, with superstition. Men hav written volume
I am not here to say that the principles herein enunciated
Under the Roman law, the husband and wife had equal upon :val
t
th t th
.
.
. are unjust. Every true Liberal givs his unqualified assent to
rif(hts, and marria~e was a civil contract, dissoluble at the ,
· ume 0 prove
a
~ SCience of the Bible IS this declaration ~f rights. All that we, as Liberals, ask, all
t1 ue. They _hav st?od trembling_ at the threshold of that we demand, rs that the laws of the state of Ohio be so
wrll o~ t~e ~ontracting parties, as in other partnerships.
Chrrstiamty degraded her b:y prono~ncing a c_urse up_on the wonderfu~ d1scovenes, but hav paused, for the great amended as to render them in harmony with the constitution
glory of wol?an~ood, matermty. This masculin religion has truths lymg before them would not coincide with of the state, and of the United States.
A:Jl recognition of God, Christ, or religion was studiously
been cr~stallized mto laws whereby woman is everywhere de- the revealed word
graded m the eyes of man; classed politically with idiots
"Th
·
avorded by the framers of the Constitution of the United
criminals, and lunatics; depri:-ed of h_er just property rights;
~ Duke of ~gyll, the. ho~ore? father of the States, and, lest their silence should be construed as giving
made the sexual sla7'e of man m marnage; denied the owner-· Marqms of Lorne, 1n one of hiS SCientific works says· assent to the abuses of privileges which hav since arisen, an
ship of her children, and in every way made a dependent. 'The apparent age of the rocks might hav been' simu~ _amendme_nt was af~e~ward _adopted in which their views upon
h
G
the questron of re!Igi?US nghts and privileg~s are clearly set
From an enslaved motherhood, a race of slaves is born. No lated in their creation , Th t . th t
wonder that the church bull, the party whip or Grundy's di•
•
a IS,
a W en
od forth. The constrtution of the state of Ohro, 1851, is even
~pproval, appalls even the heart of tha aver~e man. Our un= made the world he gave to it an apparent age that it more explicit upon this subject, as I hav already shown.
JUSt laws make woman the slave of these slaves.
did not really possess; that all these fossils of extinct
The necess~ty of ~eligion as-a restraining element in social
The II?-ost i!llportant_ ~tep, t~~n, toward libe~ty is to elevate animals together with the ro ky
•d
e 0 f th . as well as natrona! life was. recognized, and the claim of the
woman m pomt of politiCal pnvzlege to coequallt "th
remote ' t• •t
c
• evi e~c •
ell' .church to exercise such moral power over the naturally crimy WI man.'f,i
an tqu1 y-that all these hnks bmdmg man ina! inclinations of mankind is their excuse for exemption
upon streets, we find the fruits of the Catholic religion. Ignorance, fe~r, poverty, a:nd crime. The fruits of priestcraft.
In our public schools, Lrberal colleges, with the secular press
the arts and sciences, agricultural progress all useful ad:
yancement al?-d II?-Oral improvement, we find p'eople too knowmg t? commrt c!lme and too good to be in any way religious.
In this substantral world they find reality enough to keep them
free from the "supernatural" muddles of religions. Priests
pre~chers, and their zealous followers, will find it most con:
vement to prove their mythical doctrins true in that future
state not yet demonstrable. Now for a question the clergy
may call "impure."
. If a believer dies here to-morrow morning at six o'clock and
another believer dies here at six o'clock P.M., both souls at
death take ~heir_ upward course toward heaven, how long will
~hey travel m drrectly opposit directions before they will meet
m that much sought place? If this world is not fiat and still
as ~elieve~ in Bible times, their next meeting will very likely
be mdefimtly postponed. / 'T'he extra Christian knowledge of
the exact direction to the Christian heaven is still on the
"ragged edge " of ignorance and faith.

As the last Congress by its action returned to the original
Nine Demands as its basis, thus ignoring all previous action
on this subject, I move a Tenth Demand-that all laws discriminating against woman be repealed, and that humanity be
guaranteed equality in rights, privileges, and responsibilities
before the law, irrespectiv of sex.
Fratemally yours.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
Vice-President Krekel then introduced Mrs. A.
M. Freeman, of Chicago, who entertained the audience with a thoughtful discourse in flowery language.
Science and superstitio:e, said Mrs. Freeman, are
the two forces to be considered, positiv and negativ,
in regard to human advancement. As to what constitutes superstition we may widely disagree, as all
peoples in all ages hav done. " If you were all good
orthodox Christians," said the speaker, "I could tell
you of the Supreme God-three in one-the Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost, the son as old as the father;
and however little you might understand it yourselvs,
you would agree with me. If you were Mohammeilan!l, I should say there is but one God, and Mohammed is his prophet; if inhabitants of India, I
should tell you that the three principal gods are
Brahm a, the creator of the universe; Vishnu, the
preserver of the world, and Siva, the god of desolation and destruction. But having as many independent thoughts as there are minds present, I must
tell you what I myself believe, and leave you to disagree with me. Honest thqught, and bold expression
thereof, is what the world needs. We hav had but
little, comparativly, of the most radical, truthful convictions of men's minds, for superstition in. every
part of the earth has erected itself as a barrier against
free inquiry and progression. Wherever and whenever truth has tried to make itself known by proof
and argument, man has stifled the voice of his conscience by citing celestial authorities, each nation
almost having had its god, or gods; and these hav
been arrayed one against the other, and the followers
o f each cree d h av con t ended that a11 innovation was
blasphemy. So throughout the ages, in every part
of the great world, man has riveted the chains which
bind him. He has fought with the ferocity of a wild
beast destitute of reason, that hfl might be permitted
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from just taxation. The claim that religious teaching tends
to hold in cheek the baser passions of mD.nkind, and render
men better citizens, I am prepared to deny. Religion recognizes no higher authority than God, whereas our liberties, our
grand civilization of to-day, rest upon the fundamental truth
of man's supremacy. Morality pertains tc the affairs of this
world, the relations of one man to all his fellow-men: Marality is a matter of education. -It is founded in certain material conditions arising from our various relations in life. Religion is simply the worship of the unknown. Morality is the
fruit of thought. While it might be difficult to suddenly
separate the two, still there can be no question as to morality
being the activ element in man's relation to this life, and a
future life is a matter which is beyond the province of civil
.law.
.
The convention which framed the Constitution of the United
States refused to hear prayer in its sittings. Can it be supposed that they intended to grant subsidies to the various religious sects which should afterward assume such formidable
proportions in our land? Can it for a moment be claimed that
the "liberty to worship God according to the dictates of my
own conscience" extends so far as to admit me to teach that
'an oath taken .against ecclesiastical interest does not bind;"
and again, "Faith is not to be· kept with him who does not
keep faith with God;" and yet all this is taught in schools,
subsidize.d and exempt from taxation on account of the good
in.fluenc6" which they exert upon the coming citizen. Neither
_is it probable that the founders of this government ever intended such construction to be placed upon their words aJl
would permit of millions of dollars invested in church prop·
erty escaping its just quota of taxation. The splendid cathe·
drals of to-day were practically unknown in revolutionary
days. Plain and simple were the churches in which our fore·
fathers worshiped; and such worship, including, as it did, the
greater part of the community, could, without much practical
violation of the law, hav been supported by the state, because
twas in a. sense the e(lucator of the people. The minister
1sually worked for the love of the Lord and a donation, ~bile
in modern times, a call to preach Christ is synonymous wrth a
tender of a five-thousand-dollar salary.The day of simplicity in religion has passed away.
•
Churches, instead of being used "exclusivly as a place _of
public worship; "hav come to be merely the center of a soCial
life, of which religion is simply an adjunct. Lectures, con_ certs suppers, socials, at which cards and other ungodly
awmorussh'er.mp
strictly to our Protestant than to our Catholic brethren.
'Again, we'must take into account the differentiation which
has been going on between the schools and the churches.
The geology of the Bible is no longer the geology of the school,
The theory ·of evolutr"on, whr"ch is now a.. fact i_n ·our .store. of
knowledge, is not very clearly enunciated m the mspued
word. Likewise the political economy of Moses is slightly out
of date in these modern times. This tendency to classify and
separate the known from the unknown has tended to render
the church less necessary to society. The fact that a man
may be a good .man, a good neighbor, a good ~itizen, without
religion has been demonstrated, and the assertion that a community-a great city like Cleveland, for instance-may l)e
happy and prosperous without churches, will gain significant
force when I tell you that, by actual count, the average attendance at seven of our most aristocratic Protestant churches
ast Sunnay morning was only 171. We, the Liberals . of
America claim that it is an injustice to exempt from taxatron
such an 'aggregation of wealth as is represented by the many
churches of the land. That some idea may be gained as to
the magnitude of this wrong, I hav prepared some statistics
showing the valuation of church property in Clevel!lnd not
taxable, and other. items of interest connected therewrth:

eonft~ua:~AnytrCohd~~~~~~oJ~~~e;ra;~m~~~~ft ~hpepFyo!~~~

I

Value o! ~alarles. Fxpe~ Missions.
Home
Property.
R_o_m_an--Oa-th_o_l.,..lc-----.l -$-2-37_8_0_00
Methodist Episcopal
·427 500
Congregational- - .
302 500
PresbYterian

-

Baptist
- Evangel!cal United Other Denominations -

-

--·-~~!------_-

287,000
229.000
192 000
329,460

$l6 100
22,500
15,900
29,300
19.700
5 000
39,700

U,3D5,4DD ---si33,2DD

·
$12,600
9,000
12 400
12100
3 500
14,250

$7. DOD
6 450
25,800
12.\150
5 BOO
7,550

-$65~800-$6±,750

increase a respect for the laws of our land._ This· is peculiarly
illustrated in the cas.e of the Catholic ~burch, which numbers
only a small percentage ~f t~epopulatwn of the land, and_ yet
more than half of the crrmmals of the country are recrmted
from its ranks. Especially does the Catholic church claim to.
exert a beneficial influence upon the ignorant mass of humanity, and yet stat~tics which I _h~v compiled show that during
three years the p~rcentage o~ rlhteracy among the pPrsons ar:
rested by the police of the mty of Cleveland was greater than
ten per cent, while the last census givs the average of illiteracy
for the entire state at three per cent.
When you find a man who can ne~ther. read_ ~or ~te, you
may ~afely bet your last dollar. that m hrs :eligrous vrews he
is strictly orthodox. In summmg up we clltrm,
First. That for reasons to them sufficient, the framers of
the Constitution of our land hav !P"anted no privileges to any
religious sect, creed, or denomma_tio~, whereby they ~an
legally escape the_ payment of theu JUSt ~hare of taxatron
upon property whrch they .may hold ostensibly for the purpose of public worship.
Second. The claim of the church to be a public institution,
conferring benefits upon society in the direction of preventing
the CO:J?mission of crime, is denie~ upon the ground that :J?Ore
than nmety-five per cent of _the crr_mmals of th_e land are erth_er
church-members or· are believers m the doctrrns of the Chnstian religion. Such claim, if valid, would not, under the constitution of this state, exempt them from taxation. To protect
does not mean to subsidize.
Third. "We demand that all churches and other ecclesias·
tical property shall no longer be exempt from just taxation,".
which brings me to the caption of this paper-that the truth
of ages is often condensed into a single sentence. This demand is the lost link in a long series of events, all looking
toward man's mental and social freedom. It stands first
among our Nine Demands, and it is to be the first victory
which we shall achieve. Having achieved this grand result,
other and no less vital questions are before us; and having
gained every goal for which we are now striving, there will be
new questions to decide, new issues to be met, as humanity
marches on and on to ultimate perfection.
J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw City, Mich., took the
floor as soon as Mr. Mallonee concluded, and made
the next good speech, of which, unfortunately, we hav
no report.
SATURDAY EVENING.
· th e evenmg
·
S ome :five hun d red peop1e ga th ere d m
to listen to
P. Putnam, who was down on the program to speak of "The Glory of Infidelity." Pre·
h
t"
f
vious to the lecture, however, was t e recep lOll o
•tt
R
1
t"
M
the report of the C omm1 ee on
eso u Ions.
r.
Shaw, secretary of the committee, said he had divided the resolutions into two parts, and he would
present the.· min that way. He read:

s.

Believing with the founders of the Am~ric~n ~epublic that
civil government is a natural and sec.ul~r mstrtutron, and not a
divine and supernatural one; and behevmg, too, that the human
mind in the process of government and educa~i?n should be
entirely free from the trammels of superstition; we, the
National Liberal League, in Congress assembled at Clevelan~,
Ohio, do hereby resolve: That we reafjirm, as t~e tru~ basis
of a perpetual union, the following demands of ~rbe!ahsm:
1. We demand that churches and other ecclesmstrcal pr:operty shall no longer be exempt from just taxation.
2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in Congress, in state legislatures, in ~he _na:'y and militia, and in
prisons, asylums, and all other mstrtutrons supported by publie :noney, shall be discontinued.
. .
.
3. We demand that all public approprratrons foreducatrodal
and charitable institutions of a~sectarian character shall cease.
4. We demand that all religious services now_ sustained by
the government shall be abolished; and especrally ~hat the
use of the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as a
text-book or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall be
prohibited.
.
5. We demand that the appointment, by the ~resident of
the United States or by the governors of the various states,
of all religious festivals and fasts shall wholly cease.
.
6 We deruand that the judicial oath in the courts and mall
oth~r departments of the governmen~ shall be abol~shed, and
that simple affirmation under the pams and penaltres of perjury shall be established in its stead.
. .
.
7. We demand that all laws directly or mduectly enforcmg
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed,
8. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of
"Christian" morality shall be abrogated, and that all l~ws
shall be conformed to the requirements of natural morality,
equal rights, and impartial liberty.
. .
9 We demand that not only m the Constrtutrons of the
united States and of the several states, but also in the practical administration of the same, no privilege o: adva?-~age shall
be conceded to Christianity or any other specral religr_o~; that
our entire political system shall be founded and admmistered
on a purely secular basis; and that whate:ver changes ~hall
prove necessary to this end shall be consistently, unfimchingly, and promptly made.
.
.
Resolved, 'fhat in order to carry out harmomously the policy
enunciated in the above Demands, we hereby change the name
of the National Liberal League to the American ~ecular Un_ion.
Resolved, That this Congress acknowled€;es wrth unquali~ed
pleasure the amalgamation of the Secularists of ~anada wrth
their co-workers of the United States, under the umted banner
of the American Secular Union.
Resolved That all who favor the secularization ~f our government be earnestly and cordially invited to umte a~d become activ members of the American Union, and that Lrberals
everywhere be requested to ~rganize loca! _unions, lyceul?s,
kindergartens and all other Instrumentalities for educatmg
children in th~ principles of science and Secular govem~ent.
Resolved That universal education should be the basis of
universal ,~uffrage in this republic, to be secured under present laws and proper legislation, and finally ~o ~e guara~:~:t~ed
by amendment of the United States Cons~rtutron r_equmng
every state to maintain a thor1;mghl;v s!lc~lan~e~ public school
system, and to permit no chrld ~1thm rts limrts to grow up
without a good elementary .education.
Resolved That in the exercise of suffrage the law should
recognize ~o sex; and that we sympathize with the movement
for the enfranchisment of woman.
Resolved That we deprecate the growing differen_ces between the' producing elasses and organized monopolies, and
we are in sympathy with all_ movements that l~ok to a reasonable solution of these questrons, upon the basrs of equal and
unrestrained justice.

Thus it will be seen that the taxp11.yers of the city of Cleve·
land are actually giving to the support of the churches the sum
of $111,940 annually. The cost of poli~e department~ is $125,000 and unless it can be shown conclusrvly that. the churches
render some service to socieiy of an equal pecuniary val~e,
this arlnual subsidy should be discontinued. T~at. certain Individuals derive a benefit therefrom, and that rt IS a useful
member of society in a general way, is not sufficient. A newspayer is a means of disseminating knowledge, and_ as a ru~e
exercises a restraining moral influence upon soCiety. It IS
practically free as the church of to-day, and upon the pJea
of being a public blessing would stand upon en equal footmg
with the church. You subscribe to a paper, and day by day
the history of the world's doings is spread before you. On the
other hand you pay your pew rent, and receive a weekly eaition of antiquated romance. To exempt church property
from taxation upon the gro11:nd of its usefulness to the c_ommunity would be to establish a precedent whereby all thmgs
useful could be exempt, and only the evils of society be subject to taxation.
Although in name the churches of. to-day_ ar.e free, yet that
.freedom is so hedged about by car~am restrrctrons ~s to what
seats shall be occupied by the public, and the magmficence of
structure and furnishings are such that the poorer classes. of
society are not at home in an aristocratic house of worship.
Competition among business men and others who w?uld profit
by the .prestige which connection with the wealthier class. of
society givs has brought about a system of_ pew-rental, whrch
practically excludes all except those holdmg such sh~res or
stock in the church. Why should an honest man. ObJeCt to
paying his just taxes upon church shares from whiCh he derives a financial benefit any more than those upon club shares,
or upon his cottage at the sea-shore, .or upon any other prop·
erty from which he individually recerves the ~enefit?
.
The claim is advanced and is held as applymg more partiCularly to the Catholic ch~rch, that religion ten_ds to contr~l or
hold in oheok the evil tendencies of the Ignorant mr~d.
Surely, a man is not entitled to. much credit. for endeav~rmg
to extinguish a fire that he hrmself has kmdl~d. Ne~ther
should we as a people pay the church for c_ontrolmg_ th!lrgnorance for which they are wholly responsible. Thrs IS well
illustrated in the demand of the Catholics of New York that
they may be allowed to hold mass in the prisons, e~c. .
Education is a civilizer of the people-educatiOn m the
affairs of this world, the relation of man to m_an, and not ?f
man to God, the principles which are taught m our Catholic
These resolutions, said Mr. Shaw, the committee
schools. The principles which are taught from our Protestant present for the consideration of the Congress.
pulpits are antagonistic to a Republican form of government.
Mr. J. D. Mallonee, of. Cleveland, moved that the
Faith is exalted .above knowledge. The thea!¥ tJ:la~ for every
crime there is free forgivness tends rathe1· to dim1msh than to resolution on woman suffrage be stricken out.

A gentleman who did not giv his name moved for
its retention. ,
• Mrs. Krekel asked for its adoption as did J. M.
.
'
Wilcox, of. Cleveland:
A lady Ill the audience asked Mr. Mallonee to explain why he opposed the resolution. Mr. Mallonee
said that he was in favor of elevating woman and he
.
.
·
. '
ld
d1d not thmk the power to vote at electiOns wou
hav that tendency.
E. A. Stevens rose to make a speech in support of
the resolution but the chair said tllat according to
t
' l
th d b t
1' d h
th
.
par11amen ary ru. es, e e a .e was c o.se W en
e
maker of a_ motiOn had rephed to h1s opponents.
Unless· exception was taken, he would hav to put
the motion. This being done, the resolution. was
d. t d
a op e ·
.
.
.
E. A. Stevens moved that the resolutiOns be taken
up seriatim. Motion carried.
Mr. Shaw then re-read the resolutions, and they
d t d
H th n read the following resowere a 11 a op e ·
e
e
lution on business:
Resolved That the Union raise, during the ensuing year, a
campaign fund. of $5,000, to be expended by the directors for
payment of salary of the secretary; for the employment of
leeturers; for printing campaign tracts; for the purchase and
distribution of Freethought literature, and for necessary expenditures in presenting the demands ?f the Un~ol?- to the attention of such state leoislatures as m the oprmon of the
directors may be wise and~ppo~tune; and that all Fre~t~inkers
be requested to make contribut1ons to the fund, specrfymg for
which purpose they prefer their contributions to be used.
This resolution was adopted unanimously. Mr.
Shaw presented the following:
Resolved, That the Congress .expresses unfeigned regret at
the loss of Theron c. Leland, former secretary of the League,
one of our"best and bravest., whose work has been so self-sacrificing, and whose spirit has been so fearless in th~ many
combats for freedom. Hrs life was one of generous trrumph;
his death a harves~ of precious memories. To his bereaved
family we offer our sincere condolence.
The resolution was carried.
b
h" · th
E. A. Stevens then moved that mem ers 1p m e
Union be reduced from $25 to $10. As this necessitated a change in the constitution of the Union, it
t th" C
d
could not be acted upon a
IB ongress, an was
accordingly laid over. •
.
A Mr. William Joslin, of Cleveland, rose up m the
audience and wanted to know when he could be
heard. The chair vouchsafed the information that
the present was usually considered. the ace. epted tim_ e,
t
I
and that he might consume ten mmu es m revea mg
to the Congress all he knew. He ascended the platform and began a most absurd and incoherent harang
about astronomy, the ancient Greeks, spirits of
f th bl d
N
turpentine and the circulation o
e
oo ·
0
one could tell what he was driving at, except that he
"had challenged Colonel Ingersoll to discuss with him
the powers of some mysterious thi~g which p:roved
the }ow of gravi"tation to be a delusiOn. _At th. e end
"'
of two minutes the audience began to. smile; m four
minutes the smile had extended around to their ears;
in six the hall echoed with laughter; in eight everybody was so pleased that .Mr. Joslin was. compel.led
l
to stop. He disappeared m the .stage wmgs eavmg
behind bim the challenge that If Colonel I~gersoll
would allow him ten minutes on Sunday mght he
th"
th t M I
11
"would bring a mysterious
mg
a
r. ngerso

couldn't tell what it was."

The audience and the chair having recovered from
the effects of Mr. Joslin, Mr. Wm. Algie, president of
the Canadian Secular Union, was introduced as the
th
ht h Jl · C
d
maa who built the first Free aug
a m ana a.
Mr. Algie is a Scotchman who delights to describe a
nativ of his country as "a man who keeps the 'Saw~
bath' and everything else he can lay hiS h. ands on..
h
t
h h
He made a neat little :five-minute speec ' m o W IC
he worked several jokes.
When Mr. Algie sat down Mr. Putnam rose up ~nd
lai"d a heavy roll of manuscript upon the readm,g
t
t
stand. The lecture was one of the poe -secre ary B
happiest efforts, and ranks with t_he best speeches at
the Congress. It is too long t~ mtroduc9 here, but
we may print it in some future Issue.
.
C. B. Reynolds succeeded Mr. Putnam With an
outline of practical work that needs to be done to
romote the best inter~<sts of Liberal people. He
d d th
t blishment of science
strongly recommen e
e es a
schools, where children can be taught ~he laws of
health as well as inducted into the mysterieS of physical science. Mr. Reynolds's hard summer work h~s
reduced his avoirdupois, but has ?ot quenched hiS
unbounded enthusiasm for humamty. In all essen-

P.

tials he is a brick, and, aside from one or tw~ m~n
nerisms upon the platform that detract from h1s dignity, is one of our very best speake. rs. We shall
C
b
t
print his suggestions to the ongress 1ll a su sequen
paper.
SUNDAY MORNING.
The Sunday morning session opened with between
five and six hundred people present. E. A. Stevens
was the :first to make a motion. He announc~d that
Mrs. Helen Celler, of Springfield, Ill., a hfe-long
worker in the cause of Freethou~ht, had spoken of
leaving some property to the Union, and h~ moved
that the Union be incorporated so as to recerye such
bequests.
By vote of the Congress the directors
were ordered to take the necessary s~eps to carry
out the motion. This being all the busme BB on hand
Mr. Charles Watts proceeded to address the Congrese

..
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upon "The Philosophy of Unbelief.'' As we shall use
Mr. Watts's lecture in a future issue it is unnecessary
to incorporate it into tl;lis report. The audience w(!re
greatly pleased with it, and with his manner of delivery, and in discussing it after adjournment, unanimously voted-so far as we heard-that it was a
great performance.
Mrs. Krekel was to hav lectured at this session,
but having gone out to Thomas Lees's Liberal .Sunday-school to address the children, she did not return in time, and the audience was disappointed.
The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will be more favored, for we hav the manuscript, and it will appear
next week.
During the session Colonel Ingersoll was among
the audience, having arrived late Saturday night.
He was accompanied by his private secretary, I. N.
Baker, one of the most genial, generous, commonsense men in the world. Colonel Ingersoll came in
late, and took a back seat until Mr. Watts ceased
speaking. When the people found out at the adjournment that he was among them, he was immediately surrounded, and his right arJ}l must hav
ached from the up-and-down motion it was compelled
to undergo. From the reception accorded Mr. Ingersoll at Albany, as well as at Cleveland, we hold the
opinion that he is all but idolized by the great body
of Freethinkers.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON.

Some seven hundred people attended the Sunday
afternoon session to hear Courtlandt Palmer's discourse on the "Aristocracy of Freethought." First,
however, came the electjpn of officers. J. E. Remsburg, chairman of Committee on Nominations, read
the following list:
President.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

Vice-Presidents.
CHARLES WATTS,
THADDEUS -B. WA.KEMAN,
MATTIE P. KBEKEL,
ELIZUB WRIGHT,
JAMES PARTON.

Horu.cE SEAVER,
PABKEB PILLSBURY,
WILLIAM ALGIE,
ROBERT C. ADAMS,

Secretary.

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Treasl-er.

,

CoUBTLANDT PALMER.
Chairman Eucutiv Oommittee.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
Chairman Finance Committee.
EUGENE M. MACDONALD.

Colonel Ingersoll moved that the name of John E.
Remsburg be added to the list of vice-presidents.
The motion was seconded, and unanimously adopted
by the Congress.
The president then requested the secretary to read
the resolution relating to the campaign fund. Mr.
Putnam did so. Mr. Palmer moved to amend by
making the amount ten thousand dollars instead of
five thousand. The amendment was seconded and
carried.
Mr. Palmer moved that a subscription be started,
and he asked Colonel Ingersoll to head the list. Mr.
Ingersoll advanced to the front of the stage, and
spoke as follows:
" Let me say that I think everybody should be
willing to give a little from his surplus-mark you,
from his surplus. I do not want poverty to give a
dollar. I would not have you pinch yourselves, or
take a single comfort from wife or child, to give to
any public object on earth. But let every one give
what he can afford to give without hurting himself
or putting in the smallest jeopardy the rights of his
creditors.
·
·
"There is no better cause, no grander object in
this world, than to get the fiend of fear out of the
human mind. Of all the monsters that have ever
governed and cursed this world, Fear has been and
is the worst. Of all the tyrants that have ever oppressed the human race, Fear has -been and is the
most terrible. Now, if we can kill that fearful phantom; if we can drive out this image of Fear, painted
by ignorance on the canvas of the dark; if we can
exorcise this devil incarnate, we shall accomplish
more than has been accomplished by any who have
lived before us.
" Let us think a moment of the amount that has
been given to imprison mankind, to shed darkness
rather than light, to forge chains instead of to break
them, and we shall understand something of the
greatness of this work we have undertaken. And
there are chains yet to be broken.
"We want to raise ten thousand dollars. We
might just as well raise twenty or fifty thousand. If
every Liberal in this country, who believes the Bible
to be uninspired, every one who believes that there
is no such country as hell, would give-say one dollar-! suppose that we could raise five or six millions
at· once I If everybody who really agrees with us
should give but a dollar, we would need no more;
and we would suddenly find that we were in the
majority. I do not believe that I have addressed an
audience in five years, a large majority of whom did
not in their hearts agree with me.
"Now I will give something -'to start the subscription, and if that is not enough, I will give more.''
Mr. Ingersoll subscribed $250, remarking sotto
voce that he thought he could do that much

without injuring his creditors. His subscription was
followed by one from Courtlandt Pal~er of $200.
Mr. Putnam walked about the st"ge taking down the
names and amounts as called out, and Mr. Reynolds
·
Wh
lull
"t
passed among the audience.
en a
came, 1
was found that $940 had been raised. · Colonel Ingersoli promptly gave another $60 to make the amount
even. Afterwards more was pledged and the list at
the close of the Congress stood as follows:
PLEDGES TO THE CAMPAIGN FUND FOB
R. G. Ingersoll, . J. M. Wilcox and family,
M. B. Lawrence,
S. P. Hobson,
Mrs. J. E. Hammond, R. Hartley,
Judge Lewis,
J. D. Mallonee,
W. Wilson,
C. Palmer,
Chicago League,
Wm. Whittick,
M. P. Thurston, N. Eggleston,
T. F. Lucas,
IM.NH.BWkoodbury
• · a er,
J. Briggs,
Morris Johnson, G. c. Roe,
Harrison Halbut, Mrs.
Russell,
Mrs. Smith,
E. L. York, J. L. Green,
• Samuel Watson,
Samuel D. Moore,
W. A. Lathrop,
Henry Luse,
A. Owen,
Samuel Luse,
S. C. Thayer,
T. W. Lydeker, -

~- ~- ~r:~~n,:

THE

COMING YEAR.
- $310.00
25.00
10 00
- 10.00
15.00
10.00
25 00
10 00
5.00
200 00
50.00
50 00
5.00
25.00
5.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
10 00
10.00
5.00
5.00

~.88

_

10.00
30.00
50 00
•
25.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
1· 00
10.00
7.00
1.00
10.00
5.00
3. 00
1.00
20.00
. 5· 00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4·00
$1,138.00

.
.
Of these pledges the followmg amounts were paid:
R
Ingersoll ' WmG•Whittick
He~y Luse, '
Samuel Luse,
0. G. Oakland, -

- $160
00
50. oo

25:oo

10.00
5.00

~ ~Ns~~on,

~·88

25.· oo
10.00
5.00

:r::

f:g8

10.00
5.00
5.00
l.OO
10.00
7.00
1.00
10.00
5· 00
3.fl0
1.00

-

'
Total,

-

$364.00

The report of the treasurer for 1884-5 being next in
order, Courtlandt Palmer submitted the following
general statement:
RECEIPTS.
From contributions, pledges, etc.,
Collections made by S. P. Putnam, "
" · " C. Watts,
"
" " A. c. Macdonald,

- $1,559.34
1, 731.35
356.09
37. 80

---

$3,684.58
DISBURSJ~MENTS.

C. Watts, eight months' salary, to May
6,1885,
- $1,000.00
S. P. Putnam, ten months' salary, to
July 8, 1885,
1,300.00
Paid expenses, traveling, postage,
hotel bills, etc., of Messrs. Watts
and Putnam, 1,156. 71
Paid Thos. J. McCabe six mos.' salary
for keeping books,
50.00
Paid Mrs. A. C. Macdonald, on account
of correspondencEl,
48.00
Paid for printing,
104 15
_
·
•
$3,658.86

--Balance in treasury,

A. W. Lee (life membership),
Wm. Whittick (annual),
Mrs. A. G. Whittick (annual),
Friendship Liberal League (per Wm. Seymour),
St. John's League (per M. B. IJawr~nce), - · . A. F. Neunert (second instalment life membership),J. Sedgebeer,
F. s. Montgomery (annual),
Wm. Liville (annual),
J. H. Burnham,
Thos. G. Watkins, H. W. Haight,
Wm. Thorpe (annual),
G. Youanides (payment on life membership),
Cyrus Mercer,
Thos. Knight (annual member),
Wm. Gray (annual member),
·
J. N. Schelling (annual member),
Daniel D. Chidester,
John A. Jost (annual member),
H. L. Boyes (annual member),
Tota·l,

$25.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
12 50
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
$92.50

°

Cash,
A. W. Campbell,
C. C. Haseman, Mrs. Badie Bailey,
F. s. Montgomery,
John Stolls, Wm. Buchtel,
Mrs. A. C. Moore,
Dr. E. ¥,ayer and Sons, Dr. w.l):. Woodell, M. Rowel Dudley,
Frank Stewart,
James Downes, Total,

..

Since the above balance sheet was drawn off, the ·
secretary has received the following amounts of
money:

Mr. Putnam requests us to ask donors to closely
~8:88 scan the above lists, particularly the list of pledges
.an. d report
5 00 and pledges paid at the h Congress,
t f
5.00 promptly any error. In the as eo rece1vmg money
25.00 in the Congress it is possible for mistakes to occur.
5·00
After the financial business had been brought to a
50
1.·00 close, E. A. Stevens offered the following resolution,
10.00 which was passed:
.

B. c. Hart,
Wm. Algie, of Canada,
Samuel
Smith &Hunt,
Sons,
o. F. Chessman,
o. G. Oakland, J. Burgess,
John Jacob,
. Samuel
Sharp,

N." Egglest~n,
I. N. Balter,,
H. Hal'lfut,
1
:!~~~! • _
A. Owen
J. F. Smith, J. Burgess,
John Jacob,
Samuel
Sharp,•
Cash A. vi. Campbell,
C. C. Ha~emai\
Mrs. Sadie Ball y,
F. S. Montgomery,
John Stolls

•

$

25.72

Upon submitting this report, the treasurer moved
that an auditing committee be appointed to examin
the account, but as no one seemed impressed wit}l
the necessity, it was not done.

Resolved That the American Secular Union hereby expresses
its profou~d gratitude to Mrs. ~elen Caller, of S_Pringfield,
Ill., whose life has )Jeen a contmuous and heroic struggle
against mental and physical tyranny, for her generous loyalty
to' the cause of Liberalism. by her thoughtful remembrance
for its financial future as shown by her desire tb bequeath her
property for the benefit of this Union, and her name shall be
honored as the first person who has thus publicly evinced
such devotion.

C. W. Stewart moved that all accredited delegates
to the Congress be constituted a committee for solicitation of funds. Carried.
·
This was the last of the regular business.· Court•
Iandt Palmer was down on the program, but prenous
to his lecture the audience wished to hear from Colonel Ingersoll, our re-elected president. In response
to the invitation he said:
"LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: While I have never
sought any place in any organization, and while I
· t d d t
·
·
never m
en e o accept any p 1a9e m
any orgamzation, yet as you have done me the honor to elect me
president of the American Secular Union, I not only
accept the place, but tender to you each and all my
sincere thanks.
b
"This is a position that a man cannot obtain y
repressing his honest thought. Nearly all other po-.
sitions he obtains in that way. But I am glad that
the time has come when men can afford to preserve
their manhood in this country. Maybe they cannot
-be elected to the legislature, cannot become errandboys in Congress, cannot be placed as weather-vanes
. th
. "den t"1aI ch au,
. b u t th e t"1me h as come wh en
m
e pres1
a man can express his honest thought and be treated
like a gentleman in the United States. We hav arrived at a point where priests do not govern, and
have reached that stage of our journey where we, as
Harriet Martineau expressed it, are 'free rovers on
the breezy common of the universe.' Day by day we
are getting rid of the aristocracy of the air. We
have been the slaves of phantoms long enoug?, and
a new day, a day of glory, has dawned upon th1s ne\V
world-this new world which is far beyond the ofd
in the real freedom of thought.
"In the selection
of your officers' without referring
•
to myself, I think you have shown great good sense.
The first man chosen as vice-president, Mr. Charles
Watts, is a gentleman of sound, logical mind; one
who knows what he wants to say and how to say it;
h .
..
.h
· ·
f S ul
·
w o IS f!lomlhar w1t the orgamzat10n o ec ar soc1etieR, knows what we wish to accomplish and the
means to attain it. I am glad that he is about to
make this country his home, and I know of no man
who in my judgment can do more for the cause of
intellectual liberty.
" The next vice-president, Mr. Remsburg, h~s done
splendid work all over the country. He is an absoIutely fearless man, and tells really and truly what.
his mind produces. We need such men everywhere.
"You know it is almost a rule, or at any rate. the
practice, in political parties and in organizations
generally, to be so anxious for success that all the
offices and places of honor are given to those who
will come in at the eleventh hour. The rule is_to hold
out these honors as bribes for new-comers instead of
conferring them upon those who have borne the heat
and burden of the day, I hope that the American
Secular Union will not be guilty of any such injustice.
Bestow your honors upon the men who stood ·by you
when you had few friends, the men who enlisted for
the war when the cause needed soldiers. Give your
places to them, and if others want to join your ranks
welcome them heartily to the places of honor in the
rear and let them learn how to keep step.
"In this particular, leaving, out myself as I have
said, you have done magnificently well. Mrs. Mattie
Krekel, another vice-president; is a woman who has
the courage to express her opinions, and she is all
the more to be commended because, as you know1
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women have to suffer a-little more punishment than rest. To that extent, you unite church ,and state. All religions rest on supposed facts beyond the cirmen, being amenable to social laws that are more You compel the Infidel to support the Catholic. I cumference of the absolutely known. What next?
exacting and tyrannical than those passed by legisla- do not want to support the Catholic church. It is The next thing that came in the world-the next man
tures.
not. worth supporting. It is an unadulterated evil. -was the myth-maker. He gave to these little spirits
"Of Mr. Wakeman it is not necessary to speak. Neither do I want to reform the- Catholic church. human passions; he clothed ghosts in flesh; he
You all know him to be an-able, thoughtful, and ex- The only reformation of which that church or any warmed that flesh with blood; and in that blood he
perienced man, capable in every respect; one who orthodox church is capable is destruction. I want put desire-motive. And the myths were born, and
has been in this organization from the beginning, and to spend no more money on superstition. Neither were only produced through the fact of the impreswhoisnowpresidentoftheNewYorksociety. Elizur should our money be taken to support sectarian sions that nature makes upon the brain of man.
Wright, one. of the patriarchs of Freethought, who schools. We do not wish to employ any chaplains in They were every one a natural production, and let
was battling for liberty before I was born, and who the navy, or in the army, or in the legislatures, or in me say here to-night that what men call monstroswill be found in the front rank until he ceases to be. Congress. It is useless to ask God to help the polit- ities are only natural productions. Every religion
You have honored yourselves by electing J ames.Parton, ical party that happens to be in power. We want has grown just as naturally as the grass; every one,
a thoughtful man, a scholar, a philosopher, and a phil- no president, no governor 'clothed with a little brief as I said before, and it cannot be said too often,
anthropist-honest, courageous, and logical-with a authority,' to issue a proclamation as though he has been naturally produced. All the Christa,
mind as clear as a cloudless sky. Parker Pillsbury, were an agent of God, authorized to tell all his lov- all the gods and goddesses, all the furies and
who has always been on the side of liberty, always ing subjects to fast on a certain day, or to enter their fairies, all the mingling of the beastly and human,
willing, if need be, to stand alone-a man who has churches and pray for. the accomplishment of a cer- were produced by the impressions of nature upon the
beEm mobbed many times because he had the good- fLain object. It is none of his business. When they brain of man-by the rise of the sun, the silver dawn,
ness and courage to denounce the institution of called on Thomas Jefferson to issue a proclamation, the golden sunset, the birth and death of day, the
slavery-a man possessed of the true maiiyr spirit. he said he had no right to do it, that religion was a change of season, the lightning, the storm, the beautiMessrs. Algie and Adams, our friends from Canada, personal, individual matter, and that the state had ful bow-all these produced within the brain of man,
men of the highest character, worthy of our fullest no right, no power, to interfere.
all myths, and they are all natural productions.
''Now, I say, we wtll accomplish more this year than
"There have been certain ~yths universal among
confidence and esteem-conscientiqus, 'upright, and
faithful.
we have ever done before, as there are now in the men. Gardens of Eden have been absolutely uni" And permit me to say that I know of no man of United States, this minute, one hundred Infidels versal-the golden age, which is absolutely the same
kinder heart, of gentler disposition, with more real, where there was one ten years ago.
thing, And what was the golden age born of? Any
"I now have the pleasure of introducing Mr. old man in Boston will tell yc~m that fift.y years ago
good human feeling .toward all the world, with a
more forgiving and tender. spirit, than Horace Sea- Courtlandt Palmer, who will speak to you on the all people were honest. Fifty years ago all people
ver. He and Mr. Mendum are the editors of the 'Aristocracy of Freethought,' in my judgment the were sociable-there was no stuck-up aristocracy
Investigator, the first Infidel paper I ever saw, and I aristocracy not only of the present, but the aristoc- then. Neighbors were neighbors. Merchants gave
guess the first that any one of you ever saw-a paper racy of the future."
full weight. Everything was full length; everything
once edited by Abner Kneeland, who was put in
Mr. 'Palmer's address occupied something over an was a yard wide and all wool. Now everybody
prison for saying, "The Universalists believe in a hour in the delivery. Its trend was to show the swindles everybody else and calls it business. Go
God 'which I do not." The court decided that he silliness of the accepted social aristocracy, the injus- back fifty years, and you will find an old man who
had denied the existence of a supreme being, and at tice of the aristocracy of wealth, and to demonstrate will tell you that there was a time when all men were
that time it was not thought safe to allow a _remark that· the·only true aristocracy is to base nobility on honest. Go back another fifty years, and you will
of that kind to be made, and so, for the purpose of capacity and service. The essence is contained in find another sage who will tell you the same story.
keeping an infinite God from tumbling off his the words: "To be a true gentleman and an aristo- Every man looks back to his youth, to the golden age;
throne, Mr. Kneeland was put in jail.. But Horace crat is to throw off pretension and assumption, and and what is true of the individual is true of the whole
Seaver and Mr. Mendum went on with his work. base nobility on capacity and. service." One of these human race. It has its infancy, its manhood, and,
They are pioneers in this cause, and they h~ve ·been days we. hope to present ;Mr. Palmer's address. in finally, will hav an old age. The Garden of Eden
absolutely true to the principles of Freethought from full. It IB a paper that should be read and studied is not back of us. Memory is like moonlight; it
the first day until now.
by all thoughtful men.
hides all the defects of tfte landscape and reveals
"If there is _anybody belonging to our Secular
At the co.nclusion of Mr. Palmer's address, ~harles all the beauties. Every people ha~ its Elysian
Union ·more enthusiastic and better calculated to im- Watts nomn~ated H~len H. Gardener and Titus L. Fields, its paradise; the people of Central Africa and
part somethipg of his enthusiasm to others than Bro"!n for VICe-presi~ents. They were elected, and the Aztecs, and even the Esquimaux have it. Every
Samuel P. Putnam, our secretary, I do not know the hat stands as published last week
nation has its tradition of the flood. That myth we
SUNDAY EVENING SESSION.
find in India, that myth we find in Africa, There
him. Courtlandt Palmer, your treasurer, yol?- all know,
and you will presently know him better when you
Sunday evening the theater was crowded by those are more honest men, good women, and obedient
hear the speech he is about to make, and that speech anxious to hear Colonel Ingersoll's new lecture, children in the world to-day than ever before. The
will speak better for him than I possibly can. Wait "Myth and Miracle." Previous to the lecture, Court- myth of the Elysian Fields-universally born of sununtil you hear him, as he is now waiting for me to Iandt Palmer moved a vote of thanks to the Liberals sets. When the golden clouds in the west turned to
get through that you may hear him. He will give of Cleveland and the press of the city. The motion amethyst, sapphire, and purple, the poor savage
you a definition of the true gentleman, and that was carried.
thought it a vision of another Iand-a land without
definition will be a truthful description of himself.
At a quarter past eight, Colonel Ingersoll began care or grief-a world of perpetual joy. This myth
" Mr. Reynolds is on our side if anybody is or his lecture, of which the following is a good report, was born of the setting of the sun. A universal myth;
ever was, and Mr. Macdonald, editor of THE TJ;l.UTH so far as it goes. The passages upon Imagination, all nations have believed in floods. Savages found
SEEKER, aiming not-only to seek the truth but to ex- Science, Liberty, are as Colonel Ingersoll delivered everywhere evidences of the sea having been above
h d
d- · d ·
· 1 1 bl
d them. Of them it may be said, as he said of Shake- the earth, and saw in the shells souvenirs of the
·
pose
as mental
one anfreedom.
IB omg mea cu a e goo spare's words: "'!'hey willliv until all languages are ocean's VI.BI·t. It had left its cards on the tops of the
in
theerror,
cause of
"All these men and women are men and women dead-, and all lips are dust." The other parts are the mountains. The savage knew
f hnothing
th ofHthe
d'dslowt
rise and sinking of the crust o t e ear .
e I no
Boston Herald's synopsis:
of character, of high purpose; in favor of Freedream of it. We now know that where the mounthought not as a peculiarity or as an eccentricity of
"LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: What, after all, is the tains lift their granit foreheads to the sun, the billows
the hour, but with all their hearts, through and object of life; what is the highest possible aim? The once held sway, and that where the waves dash into
through, to the very center and core of conviction, highest aim is to accomplish the only good. Happi- white caps of joy the mountains will stand once more.
life,· and purpose.
ness is the only good of which man by any possibility Everywhere the land is, the ocean will be; and where
"And 80 I can congratulate you on your choice, can conceive. The object of life is to increase human the ocean is, the land will be. The Hindoos believe
and believe that you have entered upon the joy, and the means, intellectual and physical devel- in the flood myth. Their hero, who lived almost enmost prosperous year of your existence. I be- opment. The question, then, is, Shall we rely upon tirely on water, went to the Ganges to perform his
lieve that you will do all you can to have every superstition or upon growth? Is intellectual devel- ablutions, and, taking up a little water in his hand,
law repealed that puts a hypocrite above an honest opment the highway of progress, or must we depend he saw a small fish, that prayed him to save it from
man. We know that no man is thoroughly honest on the pit of credulity? Must we rely on belief or the monster of the river, and it would save him in
who does not tell his honest thought. We want the credulity, or upon manly virtues, courageous investi- turn from his enemies. He did so, and put it into
Sabbath day for ourselves and our families. Let the gation, thought, and intellectual development? For different receptacles until it grew so large that he
gods have the heavens. Give us the earth. If the thousands of years men have been talking about re- let it loose in the sea; then it was large enough to
gods want to stay at home Sundays and look solemn, ligious freedom. I am now contending for the free- take care of itself. The fish told him that there was
let them do it; let us have a little :Wholesome recre- dom of religion, not religious freedom- for the going to be an imme~se flood, and told hir;n to gath~r
ation and pleasure. If the gods wish to go out with freedom which i& the only real religion. Only a few all kinds of seed and take two of each kmd of amtheir wives and children, let them go. If they want years ago vur poor ancestors tried to account for mala of use to man, and he would come along with
to play billiards with the stars, so they don't carom what they saw. Noticing the running river, the with an ark and take them all in. He told him to
shining star, or the painted flower, they put a spirit pick out seven saints. And the fish towed the ark
on us, let them play.
" We want to do -what we can to compel every in the river, a spirit in the star, and another in the along tied to its horns, and took them in and carried
church to l?ay taxes on its property as other people flower. Something makes this river run, something them to the top of a mountain, where he hitched the
pay on theirs. Do you know t)lat if churchproperty makes this star shine, something paints "the bosom ark to a tree. When the waters receded, they came
is allowed to go without taxation, it is only a ques- of that flower. There were all spirits. That was out and followed them down until they reached-the
tion of time when they will own a large per cent. of the first religion of mankind-fetichism-and in plain. There were the .same number-eight-in this
the property of the civilized world? It is the same everything that .lived, everything that produced an ark as there were with Noah. I find that the myth
as compound interest: only give it time. If you effect upon them, th~y said, 'This is a spirit that of the Virgin Mother ia universal. The Virgin Mother
allow it to increase without taxing it for its protec- lives within.' That is called the lowest phase of re- is the earth.
tion, its growth can only be measured by the time in ligious thought, and yet it is quite the highest phase
"I find also in all countries the idea of a trinity.
Wh. h 't h t
Th church bui'lds an ed1'fice of religious thought. One by one these little spirits
IC
I
as
o
grow.
e
In
Egypt I find Isis, Osiris, and Horus. This idea
I·n
11 t
g t ever·al acres of land In died. One by one nonentities took their places, and
· has last of all we have one infinite fetich that takes the prevai'led in Central America among the Aztecs. We
ti some 'tsma · ·own, ed s't s Th 1 b·
f
the
s
me a CI y rises aroun I. · e a or o o r
find the myth of the J'udgment almost universal. I
added
t th Val e f th's property unti'l it is worth place of all others. Now, what makes the river run. ?
t
.
o
e
..
u
o
I
•
m'lli s If th' p pe t ·a not taxed the churches We say the attraction of gravitation, and we know imagin men have seen. so much injustice here tha
I on
IB ro· r th
Y I· h d th• t they WI'll no more about that than we do about this fetich. they naturally expect that there must be some day
ill
h ·
w
ave so roueh m
err an s
a
of final 3·udgment somewhere. Nearly every Theist .is
again become dangerous to the liberties of mankind. What makes the tree grow? The principle of life
t th
't f h .
th w ld
6 necessi Y 0
avmg ano er or m
There never will be real liberty in this country until -vital forces. These are simply phrases· simply driven
all property is put upon a perfect equality. If you names of ignorance. Nobody knows what makes which his God may correct the mistakes ~e has made
·
find·ua
on ment·
the walls
Egyphanalltemples
run, wh at mak 68 th 6 t rees grow, wh Y th 6 I in• this
t · We
f the
the ofrighteous
go on
want to build a Joss house, pay taxes. If you want the nver
to build churches, pay taxes. If you want to build a flowers ~urst and bloom- nobody know~ why the If~~ ~re~t ~and ~d lt.ose u'nworthy on the left. The
hall or temple in which Freethought and science are sta;s shme, and proba~ly nobody ev,er will know. . m th ~f the s~n-god was uNiversal. Agni was the
to be taught, pay taxes.. Let there be ~o property
' There are two .hc.mzons that .have never been sln- od of the Hindoos. He was called the most
untaxed.. When you fail to tax any speCies of prop- passed by !Dan-ongm and .destmy. All h~man,
g
( OonUn'U8d oo page :84.)
arty, you increas«;~ the tax of other people owning the- knowledge IB confined to the duuneter of that Circle. 1
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g[ommuni~ations.

opportunity to see an illustratio~ of Ne~ Englan.d
enterprise: one of the young men m startmg had his
arm around the girl before they left the dooryard.
At the foot of the mountain we hitched our horses in
the barn of a queer old chap who livs there, and who
promised to take good care of them. Then, laden
with bedding and two d~ys' provisions, we began t~e
ascent. The mountain IS not four thousand feet m
bight but it seemed to me to be about two miles and
a half from the foot to the summit. I was Joaded
with some fifty pounds of bedding and a tin pail,
besides the one hundred and eighty pounds of corporeal substance that I hav got in the habit of carrying around with me every day. I do not deny that
before I reached the top of that mountain I was the
weariest one in the party. They' climbed the rocks
like goats, these spare and agil New England boys
and girls. I had my burden strapped to my shoulders in such a manner that when I desired to rest- I
was obliged to fall over bac)l:ward and recline on it,
and on account of the transverse length of the bundle
I was unable to turn in either direction, and it required the services of a strong man to get me on my
feet again. The path was rugged and sore. I was
rugged when I started, and sore when I reached the
top, which extends far up into heaven. God was not
in. The others of the party looked around from the
bight· I sought a sheltered spot, and rested 80 fast
that i could feel my joints working back into their
natural relations toward one another.
We camped in a kind of ravine near the top of the
mountain under some hemlock-trees. We had a
cloth large enough to make a tent for six. Being
the seventh, I slept outside under the waving
branches and upon some branches that will never
wave any more. A fire built of old stumps and dead
limbs lighted up the darkness of the scenery.

said "Turrible!" I found that to be a useful word.
It applies anywhere. "Turrible handsome pair of
steers,"' says number one. "Turril>le I" replies
number two. "That's turrible pullin'," says number
The Annual Idler.
three. "Turrible! "says number four. "They ain't
DEAR.BROTHER: In my other letter perhaps I dwelt
turrible.fat," remarks number five. "Well, not turmore particularly upon the less pleasant aspects of
rible," says number six. "Turrible quartered feller,
though, ain't lie?" goes on the next. "God, turrifarm life in New Hampshire. The present letter I
will devote in part to a truthful description of some
ble!" is the response. By a deft use of this word a
of the diversions by which the people there seek to
novice may get along very comfortably at a steer
lighten the burden of their daily toil and tint existconvention.
September is the season of- fairs, or cattle shows.
ence with a roseate hue.
At Chesterfield there is a body of water which,
On fair day everybody turns out. Nothing 'but the
when the older inhabitants were young, ·was known
best speed of the horse will answer the requirements
as Chesterfield Pond. It is now Spo:fford Lake.
of that day. The young man takes the girl, and the
This is the watering-place of Cheshire county. On
girl hold the reins; then woe unto the poor ho'rse.
one side is a hotel with bar attached. A mile and a
The best races are often seen on the way to the fairhalf further along the shore is _another hotel with
grounds before the show inside opens. I saw_ one
bar attached, and a boat-house with bar attached.
young lady so unkind as to drive by her father, who
On the other side there is a skating rink and hotel
was puttin~ his aged roadster to the top of his speed.
with bar attached. I took in these places, barring
It was my good luck to put in two days at the Obeahthe attachments, one Saturday evening. I was most
ire county fair. The most interesting feature was
interested in the skating rink. Although nearly every
tha trials of strength between different yokes of
little hall in New York has within the l!ist year or
oxen. The power of those animals is immense, and
two been turned into a skating floor, I had never
the science of making them pull all they can is an
seen anyone on rollers except such persons as were
entertaining study. The position of the load must
experts and displayed their agility for hire on the
be carefully surveyed so as to determin whether it will
stage. Therefore I w~nt to the rink. A good many
start easier on a gee or on a haw. Some teamsters
people that I knew were sailing around and around
hold that all loads should be startlid on a haw, but
the hall in a purposeless kind of fashion. They
other authorities differ with them. The man who
turned neither to the right nor to the left, but went
pulled the biggest load at this trial had what looked
like the smallest pair of oxen. He first took ·off half
monotonously on, like the wooden horses of a merrygo-round. Roller-skating and the falls incident
the load from the stone boat and started his cattle.
thereto hav been the stock in trade of the funny
They drew it easily. This gave them confidence.
newspaper men for some time. I hav always beHe then loaded the boat again, putting on an addilieved that these men exaggerated the difficulties of
tional stone. Then he squared his team off and
learning the game. It looked easy enough. l: thereyelled "Whoa" several times with all his might. It
fore quietly and surreptitiously possessed myself of
sounded like " wha-oo."
This woke them up.
a pair of skates, and retiring to a secluded corner
Did you ever sleep in the woods on the ground? " Come here to me;" said he, gently plying the whip.
strapped them firmly to my feet. I used to skate If 80 you will remember how lonesom~ it was when The load started. "Up, up, UP!" he yelled; "there,
moderately well on the ice, and somebody had told you thought that everybody else was asleep and that whoa!" and his cattle had drawn about three tons of
me that roller skating was the same thing. I wish to yo_u ~ere alone, a~d when each individual was stone the required distance. "The oxen drew hansay that that statement is erroneous. There is a thmkmg the same thmg. You will :ecollect how the estly," said I to a bystander. "Turrible," said he.
vital difference between the two methods of locomo- wind came through the trees, pushmg the branches, A regretable feature of the country fair of late is
tion. On ice skates there is no necessity for a person a~id.e and lettin.g the stars look at you ; how the fire the gambling, which is carried on as openly as the
to fall down standing still. With rollera on it is a flickered and died out and left the darkn~ss peopl.ed selling of fruit and many times more profitably. A
good deal easier to fall down than to stand up. When wi_th gro.tesq~e forms.; how you kept gettmg chilJ!er French pool l~yout took in more money, probably,
I stepped upon the floor and attempted to follow the and reahze? m your mmost 8-0.ul that you were gomg than the man at the gate of the fairground. Red
advice of friends. who told me to" strike out," the to hav a stiff .neck and a cold m your head ; how as and black, "over and rinder," and sweat boards were
skates appeared for a moment to be glued securely you dropped mto a doze. an a~t fastened on your leg as plentiful as apple stands. Whisky flowed as freely
· to the grouna. They then started forward with a and you dream~d of bemg bitten by a .rattlesnake ; as new cider
Sprint races and handicaps were a-nsudden jerk that communicated an upward undula- ~ow long the mght was ; how you. arose m the morn- nounced, but few understood their significance. The
tory motion to the legs and spine, and terminated at mg drowsy but unable to sleep, ~Ire.d but una~le ~ 0 good old-fashioned haif-mile foot race wherein the
the neck with a painful snap. Imagin yourself pas- rest, faint but unab~e to eat,. a stmgmg sen~at~on m boys ran to win was dropped to make r~om for these
hmbs' and a. pam m the new-fashwned
.
'·
. y wrest. ' an ache m your
.
hippodromes.
There was a hve
sassed with the conviction that you are about to fall -your nose
1
in any or all of a half-dozen different directions, and back of ~our head. I JUdge that you will rem~mber ling match in which Mr. McMahon,- of New York, was
you will reaiize the difficulty of judging promptly these thmgs, not because they were my expenence, downed by a gentleman named Dufur, who belongs in
which way to incline. I did not fall, for the reason but because, from the remarks I gathered, that 'Yas those parts. It was said that Mr. McMahon believed
that in my youth I had learned the art, when pt"ac- about the way ~he res\ of the larty ~are~. teo)h!1.g he had a walk over and omitted to put the cork in his
tieing high kicking, of turning in midair and landing the darkness With· gro esque ·~·~1 8' IS a ea urte f I~- bottle soon enough to leave him in good condition;
on my hands. When I came back to earth I found troduced on my own responsi II Yon accoun
I 8 the result was that the Yankee laid him on his back.
myself seated in a convenient chair. I thereupon serene beauty. They Ih~d ;e~n accu~toma: tto ;esl- A balloon ·with a man in it ascended that same day
gathered in my feet and relieved them of the skates. in~ on feathe~ beds ; h fla
e~ome mur~ 0 art- and went scraping the sky off toward Massachusetts. ·
I had put the rollers on merely as an experiment-to 8~P by campl~g on t 6 oar ~t~nh~our °Y c;~e 0
Among the catch-penny contrivances for which
determin whether I could skate or not. I found out VISit me a1_1d Wished t~ 81e~p W1 b .Ish~nc1~ h 6{~- these fairs are noted there was one that made its
I could not and was satisfied. The band played and fore early.m t~e mor~mg arose ng .an c ee~ u · possessor rich. It was a device so constructed that
the other people went monotonously round and round.
Our obJect m stayii_lg on the moun tam over-mght by striking a wooden bolt with a huge maul an indiR:oll~r skate~ ~ay con~ain a large amount of do~mant wa~ .to see the s_unr1se. We. were well rewarded. cator sprung into the air which told how heavy the
hllanty, but It IS not giVen to me to dr~w any of It out. Gammg a peak. Just after daybrea.k, we saw a na~- blow was. Here the strong young men from Way.
I hav read many accounts of learnmg to skate on row cloud runnmg along the .honzon. From t~Is back spent all their money. They couldn't keep
rollers! bu~ mo~t of them wer~ ~pocryphal. The clou~ O.ld Sol soon eme;ged, hke a Ia?orer pulhng away from it. They would strike in pairs to see
foregomg IS d.esigned as a desc~1ptwn! at on.ce popu- off his Jacket for the days work. I Wish I had t~e which was the stronger, and having gone away would
lar and veramons, of the re~l di~culties whiCh beset pen of a .poet or· the camera of ~n amateur artist come stealing back singly to hammer the thing
those who go down to the rmk With great confidence. that I mig?-t convey t? you an Ide.a of what .the again. A tall young fellow from Walpole beat all
The other thi?gs that make ~he~terfield Po~~ at- scene was hke. Here Is. a~ opp~r~umty for a stiCk- competitors, until an agricultural gentleman from
tractiv are boating and dram-drm.kmg. The VISitors ful o~ two o~ fine descnpti! wntm~ for ~he reader Vermont toyed with the beetle and sent the indicagenerally spend more money for hquor than they can to skip, b_ut mstead of put~mg that m I will say that for flying into the air, away above the top of the rnathe mornmg was rather chilly and we went back to chine. According to the estimates agreed upon, his
afford to.
Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
the camp t~ breakfast.
.
blow had a descending force of nearly two tons.
Where men drink beer and "whisky every day.
Bluebernes grew all around, and the girls thoug~t That was his first trial. His five cents entitled him
For the first of these two lines I am indebted to a th.ey ought to be picked. They filled ~ll the palls to two more. He whistled a gay tune as he fondled
poet whose name, I do not now recall. The second With them, and gomg down the moun tam-through the big mallet and swung it lightly over his head to
is a little thing of my own. · I hav read it to some tangled woods, u:p. and down rocks, where both get the " hang " of it, while the pieces of the appafriends and they think it. should be published. You hands and the agihty of a monkey were needed, ratus were gathered together. The proprietor bribed
may put it in if you wish. If not published, please along .the edges of chasms wh~re a fall meant a fu?eral 'him not to strike any more, and Mr. Vermont walked
return manuscript.
-besides the load I had earned up the mountam-I away with a chip on his shoulder.
An interesting experience of my stay in the land of bore a pailful of berries that could hav been purthe Puritan was that of camping out on Mount Mo- chased near home for 36 cents. This reminded me
Partisan politics is dying out in some of the
nadnock. I had hired a horse and carriage almost as of the early Christian martyrs, who risked their lives smaller towns in New Hampshire. Formerly the
soon as I got off the cars at Keene, and, during the for that which they would hav been as well off with- party numerically the strongest elected all the town
three weeks we traveled together, that horse and I out. No one who goes to New Hampshire should miss officers. "Now," said a selectman to me, "we put
became great friends. He was a little suspicious of a trip to Monadnock. It comes high (3,500 feet), but up a good man and elect him regardless of party."
me a first, and seemed to think I wished to dictate there is a good view from the top.
I believe that is the right way. It is hard to see
to him the gait he should travel. I soon assured him
The pride of the New Hampshire farmer is his why any man should be thought more or less of bethat that was his business. If he would consent to go steers. If you call on a man who has steers, it will cause he is either a Democrat or a Republican. The
in the direction I desired to be carried, he should grieve him at his heart if you don't hav a chance to line that separates the one from the other is ·too
hav the privilege of regulating the speed. On that see them. I can tell a good pair of steers from a bad hazy. But New Hampshire was intensely patriotic
basis there was mutual agreement between us. He pair, but I cannot enumerate their good. points in the in war times. The flower of her youth and manknew as well as I did that l was in no hurry to get technical language of a ma.n who deals m them. An hood enlisted in the Rebellion. In the little town of
there and that when I arrived I would stand around Jlnthusiast on the subject of steers can see as much Sullivan is a marble monument bearing the names
doing nothing, whereas it was much pleasanter riding beauty in them as an artist would find in a hand- of nine of her sons who fell in that war. One of
through the country admiring the beauties of nature. some painting. I called on one man who seemed to those names is of ever-living interest to you and me.
To return to the mountain trip, there were seven own innumerable pairs of steers, and I could not It is this:
HENBY MACDONALD,
of us that went, I being the seventh. The others wonder at the pride he took. in his stock. They
of the 6th Regt.
were paired off in the manner which observation and _were a pretty sight. Some of them were yoked and
Instantly killed in the second battle of Bull Run,
experience hav shown to be the correct method- put through the ... ~a~mal for .my b~nefit. When
August 28, 1862. Aged 35 years.
three girls, three young men. And here I had an called on for my opimon of theu pulling powers, I
Buried on the battlefield,
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Freethought in Australasia.
Society. Mr. Wm. Lorando Jones, the Freethought
The history of the town of Sullivan, in the " Gaz~
etteer of Cheshire County," says that these were . The Pr?hib~tion~sts are ~a~in~ a lively time of it martyr of twelve years ago, is its leader.
"all brave soldiers; none deserting, none failing in l~!Bt now m VICtoria, the bill whiCh their representsQueensland, which for some unknown reason has
courage, enthusiasm, or patriotic endeavor." The tiv.s h.av presented to the ~egislature having been the hitherto made no stir in Freethought movements
history adds: "'fhe nine w1io died were honest re~ P.nnmpal theme of t~e ~cribe all:d the gossip for some has lately discovered to us a prosperous Freethought
spectable, industrious, and reliable young ~en. time p~st. ~he ~Ill m questwn is known as the society, known as the Brisbane Freethought AssociaThere was no exception to this statement." I am Amending LI~ensmg bill, and has emanated from tion, in coll:nection "!ith which is an excellent Sundaysatisfied with that record, although too ·early closed. the master mmd of our renowned chief secretary s~h.ool, ~hich, ~ am ~nfonp.ed by a friend who recently
" Thea~ heroes are dead. · They died for liberty- Mr. Grah~m B~rry. Jt proposes to take away th~ VISited It, has been m existence for nine years. Mr.
they died for us. They are at rest. They sleep in power of~Ic.ensmg ~om the present licensing benches H. Burton lectures every Sunday night at the Bristhe land they made free, under the flag they ren- a,n~ vest It mstead m special commissioners; also to bane Freethought Hall, and his remarks are keenly
dered stainless. They sleep beneath the shadows of limit th~ number of public-houses in each district in appreciated by his hearers.
the clouds, careless alike of sunshine or of storm proportwn to the population; to raise the licensing
The F.reethinkers of South Australia . are fully
eac4 in th~ windowless palace of Rest. Earth may fees; to pNhibit the employment of barmaids and awake to the necess~ty of being their own landlords.
ru,n red with oth~r wars-th$3y are at peace. In the to adopt generally the principle of local opti~n. I The South Australian Freethought Hall Company
midst of .battle, 1D t?e roar of conflict, ~hey found need scar~ely tell you that this sweeping measure has lately been floated, a number of shares hav been
the sereruty of death. ' These words are Ingersoll's has ~et with general approval in this bigoted com- disposed of, and the president has announced that
They are true of him. who sleeps by the rivulet of munity. The temperance bodies and a portion of thE;~ building will shortly be proceeded with.
Bull Run, on the field of Manassas " where no the press hav zealously supported it; and the parliaTasmania appears to hav a lot of the convict eleman knoweth of his sepulcher unto thi~ day."
ment has been deluged with· petitions in its favor ~e,nt rem.aining there, ~f we may judge by the reI hav little more to write. I ask pardon for hav- f~om Wesleyan bodies, reformed drunkards, and the ligwus bigotry and mtolerance which prevail
ing written so much. . But some one may ask, like. yY e hav full confidence that the laws of nature T~ere is very_ little ~reethought, and very few Free~
~ow about ~reethought m New Hampshire? I be- al',tl gomg to be suspended on our behalf so that our thmkers. . Miss. Ada Campbell, however, is activly
lieve the~e. ~s. a good deal of it. The people are legal ena~tments shall make· every man 'a teetotaler, engaged m wakmg the Tasmaniacs (I believe that is
o:pe,nly critimsmg ~he church. They are getting sus- though his natural tastes should say to him at every t~e conven.tional. appellation) from the religious
mght~are m. whiCh they are slumbering, and has
. picwus of her claims. They put little faith in her turn, " Take a little wine for thy stomach's sake."
promises, and are not frightened by her threats. The . Tw:o ventures hav been made lately in the period- ~et with a fa~r s~are of success. This lady, in addilast convert I heard of, in his profession did not ap- ICal line, e~ch of which promises to prove very success- twn to lectun_ng m the Tasmanian Hall at Hobart,
pear to be wholly convinced. He said that he would ful. One IS a monthly newspaper under Unitarian continues to. throw out challenges to the sky-pilots
like to liv so that if there was another life he might management, and published in Melbourne ander the to meet her m debate; but they are nearly all afraid
attain it. If there was none, no harm would be done. name of Modern Thought, and the other is a Free- to accept the offer. A poor unfortunate layman, Mr.
That recalls the story of General Butler's farmer thought paper, the Rationalist, published weekly at George Peacock, tackled the fair champion of Infiwho saw something moving in the bushes and fired Au_ckland, New Z_ealand, and edited by that inde- delity, and succeeded in making himself ridiculous.
so as to hit it if it was a deer and miss it if it was a fatigable worker m our cause, Mr. Joseph Evison The Rev. A.. M. T~ylor, a Methodist clergyman, was
calf. But the people are beginning to learn that the better ~no~ as" Iva." To show the success which to debate with Miss Campbell on" the inspiration of
profession of religion is not a guarantee of charac~ t~e Ratwnal:ist has already attained, I need but men- the Bible ; " the discussion was set down for the 25th
ter, or, rather, they ~re beginning to say it. They tw.n the fa~t that ~he aut~orities hav already set their of August, but no later intelligence is to hand. I am
hav. al~ays k~ow~ It: Doubt of the divinity of gr~p upon It, and -It now Issues forth every week car- again obliged to pass over Western Australia, as I
Christ and the mspiratwn of the Bible is outspoken. ~YI?g J?roudly .?n. its. first page, in bold letters, the do not know of a solitary Freethinker there, let alone
a Freethought Association. Not so New Zealand
'!he doctrin of a future .life is pretty g~nerally held mtimatwn that It 1s "Prosecuted by the bigots."
Over here in Victoria the struggle for freedom of however, for in. th_at favored locality Freethought
.ID a vague way, but the 1dea that there is a hell dol.ls
not ~e~t. with so favorable a reception; and I notice thought continues. In the action against Mr. J. s. has " a local habitatiOn and a name." The publicathat It IS the best people, as a rule, who believe the R:obertson for taking the chair at one of the Sunday tion. of the Rationalist I hav already alluded to,
least. I saw a few copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER and mght lectures at the Hall of Science when a charge and.I~B co-worker, the Freethought Review, is already
one Investigator. . The latter was taken by an i~telli had been made for admission, the full court hav now familiar to you. A paragraph in the former paper
gent and well-read gentleman residing in Hinsdale. ~iven their decision t.o the effect that the law in ques- states that Mr. Ballance, of the New Zealand minisI should hav guessed that he was. a Freethinker by twt;t does apply to this colony. The hearing of the try, is no longer the editor of the Freethought Review.
the number of books and papers I saw in his house. actwn had been postponed pending the settlement Whether the statement is correct or not, the Review
of the question of its local applicability. Action has has kept up to the standard which characterized it
I may be predisposed in their favor, and no doubt been ta~en against the Liberator for-publishing with- from the start, and is doing good work for our
folks everywhere are good, but I like the people of
out haVIng found the £600 securities against blas- cause.
New England. ~h.ey are sharp in a trade, and so is phemy
and sedition, as required by the Newspaper
The many Freethought associations dotted over
everybody else; It Is, unfortunately, necessary. They act. The case came on for hearing on the 18th New Zealand are in full swing. Auckland, Canterare a.moral l?eople as the world goes, but they are August, before Mr. Justice Holroyd and a jury of bury, Wellington, Palmerston, Ngaire, . Timaru,
growmg charitable as well; a christening in advance twelve. Five issues of the paper were brought be- Fielding, Wanganui, Masterton, Lyttleton, Waverly,
of the wedding no longer calls for the pillory and the fore tl~e court,, and it was so.ught to recover
8 pen- each has its Freethought association, and each finds
scarle~ letter. What ~ustoms they hav are rigid, and
£20
on
each.
The
Jury
returned
a
verdict
to do.
alty
of
sometimes manners d~:fferent from their own are mis- ~r the plainti~ at the minimum penalty allowed, plenty
When the Rationalist was prosecuted it became
taken for the signs of pretension. The conver·~ation VIZ., £5 on each Issue, or £25 in an. The judge, how- necessary to sell it on Sundays inside the Opera
of the older residents is apt to be " as broad as it is ever, has reserved several technical points for the House instead of outside, and so "Iva" is thinking
~ong," but profanity is regarded, on the whole, as be- f~ll court, and on their decision the fate of the ver- of selling the holy Bible some Sunday outside the
Ing rather worse than bad grammar. I saw some diCt of course hangs. The Australasian Secular As- Opera House. This would perplex the authorities
courting done which was different from any I had
sociation continues· its steady course " science a little.
seen before. I was accomplished by main strength classes"
and a social club having rec~ntly been
A few brief facts, and I must close. The Rev. J.
on the part of the wooer, the wooee resisting until added to its numerous attractions..
A. Dowie has recently been imprisoned for parading
the young man appeared about ready to giv up the
But the most cheering piece of news frem this the streets with his noisy followers in defiance of the
struggle to get by her side, and then yielding grace- quarter is that steps hav at last been taken for the law. He said he would follow the laws of God
fully before it was everlastingly too late. I am not purpose of building a Freethought hall. A meeting rather than the laws of man.
The Victorian
prepared ~o say whether, that style of tangling them- was recently held for that purpose when it was Women's Suffrage Society bav held several influenselva up m each other s heartstrings is prevalent agr~ed to float a Freethought hall c~mpany, with a ti~l public. meetings in ~elbourne ,,rec~ntly, and a
among the young folks or· not. The people here ca:Pit~ of £25,000, and registered under the Limited mild sp~mes of "woman s su~rage b~ll has been
spend a good deal of money for schools.; their edu- Liability statute. A provisional directorate was passed 1D the South Australian parliament. Dr.
~ational facilities are being constantly improved, and formed, and a number of shares applied for.
Taylor, the well-~nown London scient~st, has made a
m the fundamental branches opportunity is afforded
Mr. Symes lectures as usual in the Hall of Sci- successful lecturmg tour through this and the adfor every boy and. girl to become proficient. This ence every S~m?ay evening, and the other meetings joining colon~es. . George ~~ainey, u_n?er ~ngage
mea?s progress, and when we remember that a gen- of the assomatwn take place with the customary ment to the VIctorian Assomatwn of Spmtualists, has
eratwn· or two ago the women put heated horseshoes regularity.
failed to fulfil his agreement, and has given them no
in the churn to drive away the witches, we must adIn New South Wales matters continue to be pretty explanation. A number of Presbyterians in Melmit that New England people ar~ doing quite welL lively. The ~ydney School of Arts expelled the Lib- bourne ha~ take!?- steps to form a new c.ongregation
The man at whose expense I lived on chicken and erator from Its tables, though not without a deter- for the semi-heretic, the Rev. Charles Strong. A lad
pie, during a large part of my stay in New Hampshire, mined resistance on the part of a good number of its was fined ten shillings the other day at the Melwas ~ cousin of ours, and a playmate of our boyhood. members.. Mr. Thomas Walker has been prosecuted bourne police cou~t for playing footb~ll on Sunday,
He livs on the old farm. I find my regard for him for lecturmg on "Malthusianism," and illustrating and threatened with a severer fine If he dared to
as a boy has grown into respect for him as a man. t)le same with diagrams copied from standard works repeat the "offense." The Salvation Army of Vic,
toria claim to hav reclaimed 1,500 men and 480
yY e spent hours together in old familiar places, taJik- on surgery and physiology.
Sydney is pushing ahead in sanitary matters. At women of the lowest c~iminal cla~s, during the last
mg over the events of days that drift farther and
farther away, but are none the less remembered- the recent conference on sanitation the subject of two years. The medical supermtendent of the
so~e. of ~heli,t pleasant, some bitter with the memory cremation was warmly discussed and 8 resolution Beechworth Lunatic Asylum states that much of the
of lDJUBtiCe. We concluded that on the whole it is passed that the sanction of crem~tion should be in- insanity is produced from religious excitement
well that we can view the past from a safe and ever- traduced in any new sanitary act as a permissiv caused by the Salvation Ar~y, and fifteen cases in
increasing distance. For, sentiment' apart, and clause. Another pleasing event was a mass meeting the last two months were d~rectly traceabl~ .to that
"childhood's happy days" taken as they were to held a few days ago to consider the disclosures of the cause. The Rev. Mr. Inglis, Wesleyan mmister, of
most of us, who would be a boy again? With due P~ll. Mall. Gazette. Resolutions were carried sympa- N ar~coorte, 'S.. A., has betln arrested o,n a charge of
respect for boys, not I. The past did the best it thizmg with that paper in the courageous action it fo_rgm~ a receipt. The Rev .. J. W. Ingli.s, ~f _Ballarat,
could with the light it had, but I expect that the last had taken, and a message to that effect was cabled VICtoria, has been found gmlty of plagial'lzmg from
the sermons of Dean Alford, and he has had a severe
day I liv, enjoying good health, will be the best one to the proprietors the following day.
Mr. Gerald Massey, Mr. Thomas Walker, and Dr. admonition fr?m the ~resbytery.. Judge Williams
of all. Wishing the same to you and the readers of
J. L. York hav been entertaining Sydney audiences s~ates tha~ he IS P~,epa~I~g a vo~ummous and e~~aus,:
THE TRUTH SEEKER, I am,
lately, but the latter has not yet paid the promised tiv treatis on
religwn without supershtwn,
Your affectionate brother, GEo. E. MACDONALD.
visit to Melbourne.
which is to be published in two or three years' time.
. The Newcastle Secular Association, which is get- Charles ~radlaugh intend~ v~aiting Australia next
THE money values placed on farm lands hav been tmg on favo~abl;y, has just added to its functions that y~ar.. With these raadom JOttings, I must conclude,
increased from. $3,000,000,000 in 1850, to over $10,- most usefulmstitution, a Secular Sunday-school, and wishmg s~ccess to you and your readers and the
000,000,000 in 1880. It is easy to say $10,000,000,000, am glad to learn that it has met with the patronage cause of L1berty all the world over.
but, estimating a silver dollar· at one ounce, the
dese_rv.es. A new society has been started at GranQ
DAviD, A. ANDRADE.
weight of them would amount to very nearly 300,000 It.
ville; It IS styled the Granville Mutual Improvement
J)outh Yarra, Melbourne, Sept. 3, 1885.
tons of silver.
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ways of mighty Rome, has seen great Cresar with his Thou gavest man the plow, the reaper and the loomgenerous of all gods, yet he ate his own father and legions in the field, h'll.s stood with vast and motley thou hast fed and clothed the world! Thou art the
'mother. Baldur was another sun-god; he was a throngs, and watched the triumphs given to victorious great physician! Thy touch hath given sight.
sun myth. Hercules was a sun-god, and so was Illen, followed by uncrowned kings, the captured Thou hast made. the lame to leap, the dumb to speak,
Samson. Jonah, too, was a sun-god, and was swal~ hosts, and all the spoils of ruthless war. He has and in the pallid cheek thy hand hath set the rose of
lowed by a fish. So was Hercules, and a wonderful heard the shout that shook the Coliseum's roofless health. 'Thou hast given thy beloved sleep '-a
thing is that they were swallowed in about the same walls, when from the reeling gladiator's hand the sleep that wraps in happy dreams the throbbing
place, near Joppa. Wh~re did the big fish go ? short sword fell, while from his bosom gushed the nerves of pain. Thou art the perpetual providence
When the sun. went down under the earth, it was stream of wasted life. He has lived the life of savage of man-preserver of life and love ! Thou art the
thought to be followed by the fish, which was said to men, has trod the forest's silent depths, and in the teacher of every virtue, the enemy of every vice.
swallow it, and carry it safely through the under- desperate game of life or death has matched his Thou hast discovered the true basis of morals-the
world. The sun thus came to be represented as the thought against the instinct of the beast. He has origin and office of conscience-and hast revealed
body of a woman with the tail of a fish, and so the sat beneath the bo-tree's contemplativ shade, rapt in the nature and measure of obligation. Thou -hast
mermaid was born. Another strange thing is that Buddha's mighty thought, and he has dreamed all taught that love is justice in its highest form, and
all the sun-gods were ·born near Christmas. The dreams that Light, the alchemist, hath wrought from that even self-love, guided by wisdom, embraces
myth of Red Riding Hood was known among the dust and dew, and stored within the slumbrous with loving arms the human race. Thou hast slain
Aztecs. The myth of the eucharist came from the poppy's subtle blood. He has knelt with awe and the monsters of the past. Thou hast discovered the
story of Ceres and Bacchus. When the cakes made dread at every shrine; has offered every sacrifice and one inspired book. Thou hast read the records of
by the product of the field were eaten, it was of the every prayer; has felt the consolation and the shod- the rocks, written by wind and wave, by frost and
body of Ceres, and when the wine was drunk it was dering fear; has seen all the devils; has mocked and flame-records that even priestcraft cannot changethe blood .of Bacchus. From this idea the eucharist worshiped all the gods; enjoyed all heavens, and felt and in thy wondrous scales thou hast weighed the
was born.
the pangs of every hell. He has lived all lives, and atoms and the stars. Thou art the founder of the
"There is nothing original in Christianity. Holy through his blood and brain have crept the shf+.dow only true religion. Thou art the very Christ, the
water is another myth. The Hindoos imagined that and the chill of every death, and his soul, Mazeppa- only savior of mankind.
the water had its source in the throne of God. The like, has been lashed naked to the wild horse of every
" Theology has always been in the way of the adEgyptians thought the Nile sacred. Greece was set- .fear and love and hate. The imagination hath a vance of the human race. There is this difference
tled by Egyptian colonies, and they carried with stage within the brain, whereon he sets all scenes between science and theology-science is modest and
them the water .of the Nile; and when any one died that lie between the morn of laughter and the night merciful, while theology is arrogant and cruel.. The
the water was sprinkled on him. Finally Rome con- of tears, and where his players body forth the false hope of science is the perfeetion of the human race.
quered Greece physically, but Greece conquered and true, the joys and griefs, the careless shallows The hope of theology is the salvation of a few and the
Rome intellectually. This is the myth of holy water, and the tragic deeps of human life.
damnation of almost everybody. As I told you in
and with it grew up the idea of baptism, and I pre"Through with the myth-makers, we now come to the first place, I believe in the religion of freedom.
sume that that is as old as water and dirt. The cross the wonder-worker.
There is this difference beLIBERTY.
is another universal symbol. There was once an an- tween the miracle and the myth-a myth is an ideal"0 Liberty I Thou art the god of my idolatry.
cient people in Italy before the Romans, before the ism of a fact, and .a miracle is a counterfeit of a fact. Thou art the only deity that hates the banded knee.
Etruscans. They faded from the world, and history There is the same difference between a myth and. a In thy vast and unwltlled temple, beneath the roofless
does not even know the name of that nation. We miracle that there is between fiction and falsehood, dome, star-gemmed and luminous with suns, thy
find where they buried the ashes of their dead, and and poetry and perjury. Miracles are probable worshipers stand erect. They do not crawl, or cringe,
we find chiseled, hundreds of years before Christ, only in the far past or ~e very remote future. or bend their foreheads in the earth. The dust has
the cross, a symbol of hope of another life. We find The present is the property of the natural. You never borne the impress of their lips. Upon thy alt&.rs
the·cross in Egypt, in the cylinders from Babylon, say to a man • The dead were raised four thou- mothers do not sacrifice their babes, nor men their
and, more than that, we find them in Central America. sand years ago.' He says, • Well, that's reasonable.' rights. Thou askest naught from man except the
On the temples of the Aztecs we find the cross, and You say to him, • In four million years we shall all be things that good men hate-the whip, the chain, the
on it a bleeding, dying god. Our cross was built in raised.' He says, • That is what I believe.' Say to dungeon key. Thou hast no kings, no popes, no
the Middle Ages.
him,' A man was raised-from the dead this morning,' priests who stand betWQen their fellow-men and thee.
"When Adam was very sick he sent Seth, his son, and he will say, • What are y~u giving us?' Miracles Thou hast .JlO monks, no nuns, who in the name of
to the Garden of Eden. He told him he would hav never convinced at the time they were said to have duty murder joy. Thou carest not for forms or
no trouble in finding it; all he had to do was to follow been performed.
mumbled prayers. At thy sacred shrine hypocrisy
the tracks made by his mother and father when they
"John the Baptist was the forerunner of Christ. does not bow, fear does not crouch, virtue does not
left it.. He wanted a little balsam from the tree of He was cast into prison. When Christ heard of it tremble, superstition's feeble tapers do not burn, but
life that he might not die. Seth found there a cherub, he ' departed from that country:' Afterward he re- Reason holds aloft her inextinguishable torch, while
with flaming sword, who would not let him pass the turned and heard that John had been beheaded, and on the ever-l>roadening brow of Science falls the everdoor. He moved his win~ so t_hat .he could see _in, he again departed from that country. There is no coming morning of the ever-better day."
and he saw the tree of bfe, With ~ts roots runnmg possible relation between the miraculous and the
down to hell, and among them Cam, the I?urderer., moral. The miracles of the Middle Ages are the
With this magnificent lecture closed the largest
The a~gel 15ave Setf- three seeds, and told hn~ to put children of superstition. In the Middle Ages men Congress ever held by the National Liberal League
them m his father s mouth when he was buned and told everything but the trnth, ana believed everyto watch the effe~t. The result was that these trees thing but the facts. The Middle Ages-a trinity of -now the American Secular Union. Th~delegated
grew up-one pme, one cedar, and one c~press. ignorance, mendacity, and insanity. There .is one attendance was not large, even smaller than last year,
Solomon cut. down one of these trees to put m th.e thing about humanity. You see the faults of others, but the number of Freethinkers present was-many
~emple, but It grew through the roof and he. threw It but not your own. A Catholic in India sees a Hin- times larger. _Though not regularly elected delegl;\tes,
mto the pool of ~ethesda. ~hen ~he soldiers we~t doo bowing before an idol and thinks it absurd. the right of these iast to hav a voice in the Congress
for a beam on wh10h to cru~1fy Christ they took this Why does he not get him a plaster of paris Virgin was considered good. They represented all sections
tree and .made a cross of 1t. Helen, the III:other of and some beads and holy water? 'Why does the
Constantme, went to Jerusalem to find ~his cross. _Protestant shut his eyes when he prays? The idea of the country, and a strict rule would hav thrown
She !ound the two crosses, also, that th_e th1eves w.ere is a souvenir of sun-worship. It is the most natural out the best workers in the cause. We noted among
cru01fied on. Th~y could not tell whtch was which, worship in the world. Religious dogmas have be- those present, besides the delegates and speakers-a
so they called a SICk wo!llan, who touche~ the~, and come absurd. The doctrine of eternal torment to- list of whom has been given-D. A. Blodgett, of
when she touched the nght one she was Immediately day has become absurd, low, groveling, ignorant, Grand Rapids; S. D. Moore, of Adrian; Harrison
made
b arb anc,
· savage, d ev1·1·lflh , an d no gen tl em an ,would Halbert, of Michigan; W. L. Farnsworth, of Poe,
" S whole.
h ·
th d f bl
Th h'
f
. . u~ IS my . an a ~·
e lli!tory. o. one re· ' reach it.
ligwn IS substantially the history of all rehgwns.
"We read that a' certain' man was raised from 0.; John Jacobs, Loraine; Shepheard Smalley, Muscatine; N. Eggleston, Aurora; S. Hobson, Muscatine;
IMAGINATION.
the dead. If Christ had wanted to convince men
"The man of imagination, of genius, having seen a that he was God, why didn't he raise from the dead a F. C. Weninger, Sandusky; H. Belden, North Amleaf and a drop of water, can construct the forests person that all knew, and not slip off into a corner of herst; Lars Erlandsen, Chicago; A. F. Miller, Caro;
the rivers, and the seas. In_his presence all the cat: the earth like Palestine? If God had wanted to con- John Biggs, Cleveland; A. W. Campbell, Canton; N.
Bracts fall and foam, the mists rise, the clouds form vince· us, why not raise Lincoln, who was known by Phillips, Glenville; B. F. Burke, Jonesboro; S. E.
and float. To really know one fact is to kn.lw its millions? We read in the Bible that Christ cast out Russell, Streetsboro; John Thompson, Solon; Mrs.
kindred and its neighbors. Shakspere, looking at a devils from men. The modern minister, who is paid
coat of mail, instantly imagined the society, the con- a salary for answering the objections of Infidels, Sadie Bailey, Beloit; C. C. Abbott, Palmyra; Joseph
· ditions that produced it, and what it, in its turn, pro- will tell yoa that they ware very flowery in their Fisher, Cleveland; C. H. Krehbiel, T. F. Lucas, and
duced. ~e saw the castle, the moat, the drawbridge, mode of expression in the East, and that the Bible Mrs. M.S. Grossard, of Cleveland; J. 0. Brixey, Chithe lady m the tower, and the knightly lover spurring really means that Christ cured a man of epilepsy or cago; A. F. Miller, Carey; R. Hartley and J. C. Roe,over the plain. He saw the bold baron and the rude fits. Dia you ever hear of a doctor making a con- of Cleveland; W. Whittick and wife, of Dushore, Pa.,
retainer, the trampled serfs, and all the glory and the tract with fits ? And yet Christ got the devils to go and. many others whose faces hav become familiar at
grief of feudal life.
out of a person into some hogs. I. pity a man who our Conventions, but whose names hav slipped from
"The man of imagination has lived the life of all believes in such a groveling doctrine as that which
memory. The local attendance, also, ~as good, showpeople, of all races. He has been a citizen of Athens admits the existence of devils.
in the days of Pericles; listened to the eager elo"Formerly the orthodox measured all science by ing that Cleveland possesses a large Liberal element.
The reception Sunday night at the For~st -city
quenc~ of the grea.t orator, and has sat upon the cliff, the Bible, and it wasn't well with the scientist whose
and With the tragic poet heard 'the multitudinous doctrin drdn't agree with the Bible. They killed him House afforded scores of Freethinkers a long-desired
laughter of the sea.' He has seen Socrates thrust and then everything was harmonious. The ortho- opportunity of meeting Colonel Ingersoll on a level
the spear of question through the shield and heart of dox are now trying to show that the Bible is true and exchanging a few words The opportu:aity was
1
falsehood-was present when the great man drank because not contrary to science.
largely improved. The hotel parlor on Sunday
SCIENCE.
hemlock and m?t the night of death tranquil as a
sta_r meets mormng. He has followed the peripatetic
" Science, thou art the great. magician! Thou night, after the lecture, was an exceedingly sociable
philosophers, and has been puzzled by the sophists. alone performest the true miracles. Thou alone place. Another pleasant incident of the Congress
He has watched Phidias as he chiseled shapeless workest the real wonders. Fire is thy servant, light- was the raising of a purse for Arthur Tilney, Mr.
stone to forms of love and awe. He has lived by the ning is thy messenger. The waves obey thee, and Reynolds's musical Tent-master. Fifty-four dollars
slow Nile, amid the vast and monstrous. He knows thou knowest the circuits of the wind. Thou art the were collected-a rather small sum for a summer's
the very thought that wrought the form and features great philanthropist ! Thou hast freed the slave and
of the Sphinx. He has heard great Memnon's morn- civilized the master. Thou hast taught man to chain work, but better than nothing, which was about what
ing song-has lain him down with the embalmed not his fellow-man, but the forces of nature-forces he expected to get. A purse of $10, also, was gathdead, and felt within their dust the expectation of that have no baeks to be scarred, no limbs for chains ered among a few friends of Harry Hoover, C. Watts,
another life, mingled with cold and suffocating doubts to chill and eat-forces that never know fatigue, that solicitor.
the children born of long delay. He has walked th~ shed no tears-forces that have no. hearts tQ break.
The Congress was almost 'unanimous. There is
(Continued from page
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need of the utmost energy to carry out the work force the supporters of the latter to bear their share ing I think it tbe best of Ingersoll'slec,tures. It had
the symmetry of Greek rhetoric. How vividly before
proposed for next year, which can be better outlined of public burdens.
Let the Union take hold of these questions.
our mind's eye J?assed. the childhood of the race,
when the directors hav met, and a strong pull totouched and thrilled with the mystery and wonder
gether is needed to accomplish it. The resolution
The Secretary Upon the Congress.
of the universe, the imagination far outreaching the
calls for activ work before such state legislatures as
.
judgment and building in sky and cloud the palaces
will permit our advocates to address them, for the
The ConventiOn at Albany . and the Congress at of the gods and the Elysian fields. Then came the
preparation of campaign tracts expository of the Cleveland hav f~lfilled our brightest hop~s. They miracle-worker-poetry succeeded by theology-imNine Demands, and for the missionary work of dis- hav been p~e-emmently successful:.· There !B a better agination transformed to sleight-of-hand, and glowing
tributing general Freethought arguments. If the unde:s~andmg than ever among Liberals of all shad.es dreams to tricks of trade. Then came the fact-finder,
of.opmwn. The. ~ark of the past year, whatever Its revealing again all the wondrous beauty of the myth,
means are provided we are confident the directors mistakes and failmgs, has made apparent the com- but in form that will abide forever.
will do all in their power to carry out the directions mon purpose, and created a friendly feeling throughIngersoll has the supreme gift of genius-the gift
of tke Congress, and that the secretary's next report out our ranks..
of interpretation. The world of to-day is photoRepreseJJ.tativ men were at_the Cleveland Congress, graphed in his brain completely, its bights and
will treat of legal work performed as well as of lectand
J?lade a noble pre.sentatw;n of our cause. The depths, its multitudinous passions and desires, its
ures delivered.
One eriticism of the report of the Committee on openmg address of VIce-President Watts sounded hopes and achievements; and he voices it all in the
the keynote of f?ture work. The rep.ort of the sec- tide of his burning speech.
Nominations we heard was that the majority of the retary was a plam, I?atter-of-fact -detail of what had
This was a remarkable Congress, a:qd its results
officers were from the East, and particularly, from really been accomplished.
.
. will make a bright mark in American history .
New York. This criticism is just or unjust, as the . C. B. Reynolds, fresh from his. tent lab.ors, gave a
It will giv renewed enthusiasm, and a larger and
critic views the work of the Union. If the officers vigorous repor~ from the E~ecutiv. Commi~te~. The more important work will be undertaken.
It was voted to raise a fund of $10,000 for the
were . selected simply as a personal and sectional afternoo? sessw;n was a shmu!atmg prehmmary ~o
honor, then the criticism is just. If, however, the the evemng sessiOn, when we listened to the fervid coming year. In a few minutes a thousand dollars
eloquence of J. D .. Shaw, the fearless and able advo- was pledged, and without doubt the whole will be
directors are expected to take hold of practical work, cate of our cause m the Southwest. The North was raised when the objects of the Union are thoroughly
then the criticism is unjust. With the directors glad to welcome so valiant, so chivalrous, so brill,iant understood.
scattered all over the United States, meetings of the a soldier of H~manity .. May the bonds become
The publication and distribution•of Freethought
literature and the enforcement of the Nine Demands
board would be impossible, and the Union would closer between him and his fellow-workers.
M~s. Mattie Krekel aga~ graced our platform ~nd through legislativ action will be the most advantagesimply be a paper organization, as the League remained too many years. To carry out the thorough admirably expr~ssed the h~erty for ~h1ch we strive. ous use of the funds for the coming year.
C. W. Stewart, m whose ve1~s from buth h~s flowe.d
It is hoped that the best lecturers can be put in
reorganization begun at Cassadaga, and to perform t~e blood of freedom, delivered. a most mstru~tiv the field at once, and the public mind kept agitated
the practical work the Union ought to take hold of, discourse on the process of evolutwn and the passmg by stirring appeals.
the directors must be within consulting distance. away forever of the s~pernatural.
It is hoped also that state organizations will be
On Saturday mornmg, John E. Remsburg, manly formed wherever feasible. There must be State
The wisdom of the committee's choice must be vindicated by the officers themselvs, and their work to. the. core, the Bayard of o?r cause, wielding t.he Unions to work in conjunction with the National
must be governed by the support given them ghttenng spear of scholarship and eloquence, Ill· Union. In New York state there is already 1r strong
flicted a mortal wound upon that hoary and bloody organization. In Pennsylvania one is formed and its
throughout the country. With the people with.them, idol of superstition-the ecclesiastical Sabbath, to- work should be pushed forward. Such a 'de...:oted
the officers can do much; without them, nothing.
daJ: the main bulwark of. the church, and around worker as Harry Hoover, of Pittsburgh, should be
Like the New York State Convention, the Congress wh1ch the fiercest battles w1U be fought.
made available in the field. In Ohio there is abunDr. T. L. Brown, strong as a lion, keen as a gray- dant material. With an earnest organizer it could
of the American Secular Union was remarkable for
~he enemy, and be made activ and powerful. J. D. Mallonee, of
the ability of the speakers who occupied the platform, h~mn?, knowing ~ll the weak spots
p1ercmg
them
w1th
the
shafts
of
ridiCule,
followed Cleveland, one of our most enterprising young men,
not a dull speecl~ being delivered at either gathering.
Remsburg with that imp9tuous gallantry for which could achieve a valuable success in this direction if
The average attendance at Cleveland was larger than he is so famous.
properly sustained by the Liberals of Ohio. Shall
at Albany, showing that an impetus was given the
Our Chicago friends may well be proud of their not this be done ?
cause by the State Convention which materially gifted representativ, Mrs. A. M. Freeman, and her
Illinois shouia also fall into line with such a vigorhelped the national work. In selecting speakers, the beautiful description of science as opposed to super- ous officer as E. A. Stevens of Chicago, to pioneer
'
Executiv Committee of t:P,e State .Association chose a stition Will not soon be forgotten by those who list- the way.
ened
to
her
graceful
speech
and
saw
the
glory
of
the
The
American
Secular
Union
should be formed on
majority from the East; the secretary of the Union
future beaming over the darkness of the past.
the principle of the American republic. There must
invited those from the West. In this way nearly all
J. D. Mallonee's "Facts for Thinkers" was one of be national, state, and local societies, each giving life
had a chance to be heard, and the Liberals of the the pest things ?f the Congress, ~~d would make an to the others, and making the whole organi~ation
country are to be congratulated that our cause is excellent campa1gn document. His facts were woven thoroughly democratic and constantly progressiv.
Let the Liberals of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and lllinois
represented and def(;lnded by such able gentlemen. together with logical acumen and with a happiness of
take these suggestions into serious consideration,
Our only regret is that the columns of THE TRUTH style that gave them a fresh significance.
J. H. Burnham gave an admirable delineation of and adopt measures for their inauguration. There
SEEKER are not capacious enough to print all they
the source of morality in the classified experiences of are some things that can be done only by a national
said at the two meetings.
mankind, as it comes into manifold relations with organization. There are some things that .can be
The generosity of Colonellngersoll at Albany and the world and grows toward perfection. The vigor- done only by a state organization, and there are some
Cleveland should be known and remembered with ous eloquence of Mr. Burnham should not be missed things that can be done only by a local society.
With a combination of these several agencies, with
gratitude by every Liberal. At neither Convention from the platform of the American Secular Union.
Wm. Algie brought good news with him from Can- live men in the harness, the next year will see a vast
nor Congress was made any appeal for money to pay
expenses and speakers, yet at both, had it not been ada, and all were glad to see his genial face and advancement of our power and influence.
listen to his happy words as he welcomed the union
Our president, Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, will raise
for Mr. Ingersoll's royal generosity, the finances
of all American Liberals.
his subscription for the coming year to one thousand
would hav been hopelessly in arrears. As it was, the
The" Glory of Infidelity " should be insisted upon. dollars, if other friends of the cause will do their
State Association paid every debt incurred at Cassa· 'I!he name has been given to us. Let us accept it share. We must not depend upon one or a few
daga, as well as the expenses of this year's meeting, and make it glorious in the history of the world\ friends for the money necessary to the campaign.
and the deficit at Clev!')land was made up by the ad- The skeptic has been the constant redeemer of man- The noble generosity of Ingersoll should stimulate
everyone to do something. Of the thousands of
vance payment of pledges by Colonel Ingersoll and kind.
C. B. Reynolds told us how to go to work, and he Liberals in this country each can do a little.
a few others, which appear in the list previously given.
knows whereof he speaks, for he himse.lf is one of our
Let there be a quick response to t4e magnanimous
These generous ones should be long remembered, as royal laborers, a host i:a himself, and worthy of the proposition of our president.
well as the people of Cleveland, who gave over two storm of plaudits which he received.
Those who contribute one dollar, or more, can hav
Arthur Tilney was welcome too, with the voice of an annual membershiJ> certificate, if so desired.
hundred dollars before the Congress convened.
Those who contribute twenty-five dollars, or more,
It seems to us that with such men and women as Apollo an{! the muscle of Hercules. He can sing and
Liberalism counts within its ranks-earnest, patri- work and pitch his Tent to the music of the spheres. can hav a life membership certificate, if so desired.
Sunday morning Charles Watts gave his new lectThe outlook was never so favorable as to-day. A
otic, untiring in effort-the next year ought to be ure on the "Philosophy of Unbelief," which gave a grand fellowship has been begun. We labor for poproductiv of a deal of good; and if harmony shall solid foundation for our destructiv work and a vindi- litical equality, for social development, and the inspicontinue to prevail, and a united front be maintained, cation of our constructiv method. Mr. Watts is in ration of this extending work is constantly becoming
the next ten years ought to see granted by our legis\ splendid trim for this year's campaign and we hope more beautiful. With thankfulness to those in the
lature a good portion of the Demands.·' Catholics and will be kept constantly at work. His effectiv ora- past who hav done the hard campaigning of intellectProtestants are vieing with each other to see which tory is quite adapted to the immense field of labor ual enfranchisment, we look forward to the moral and
which now opens to American Liberalism. All who creativ tendencies of our work with exultant minds.
sect shall in the name of law and religion steal the desire his services, send at once to 33 Clinton Place.
The work of destruction is sad, though necessary.
most from our public treasuries, and it is high time
Those who listened to Ingersoll's introductory ad- The work of construction, with .the riches of science
the Liberals act the part of police in restraining both dress on Sunday afternoon enjoyed a most exquisit at our command and the spirit of Beauty in the very
contestants, and ejecting them from our municipal, gem of extemporaneous speech. It came forth just air we breathe, lighted with new joys and finer aspistate, and national treasuries. That is the work like a fountain from his irrepressible spidt and dashed rations, will make whatever we now do like the task
called for by the Congress. Whether any laws con- this way and that way with impetuous bubbles of of the artist who sees springing beneath his hand
light, making rainbows of hope for all our hearts.
the living statue, the spacious temple, the entrancflicting with the Nine Demands are repealed or not
The flower·and perfect fruit of Secular philosophy ing picture.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
this year, if the effort shall be vigorously made the was illustrated in Courtlandt Palmer's lecture, "The
Union will haV' taken the first step toward vindicating Aristocracy of Freethought," in which the high ideal As A humorist and writer of romance, our highly esteemed
its existence, and putting itself on a secure foundation. of manhood and womanhood, which is in the world's but vertiginous friend Tucker, of Liberty, is an immense success. His little piece concerning some of the people at the
The times .are ripe for Liberal political work. Infi- heart to-day nobler than all past ideals, was portrayed Albany Convention is positivly charming in its airiness and
with
the
delicate
poetic
insight
of
its
scholarly
audelity is everywhere, and a good portion of the nomthor, and was a rich contribution to the literature of in its offhand manner of misinforming the reader. Mr.
Tucker should write a bible.
inal Christians are in favor of most of our demands. advanced reform.
------~~------Preachers are no longer considered to be a privileged
An immense audience was present on Sunday CARDINAL McCLOSKY was buried one day last week with
class; churches are not regarded as sacred in them- evening, and the Congress closed with one of the great pomp. It costs a good deal to get one of these church
selva. It will therefore be possible to oust the noblest displays of oratory that it is the fortune of dignitaries under ground, but perhaps the accomplishment
· former from some of their soft political jobs, and man to enjoy. In artistic arrangement and unfold- is worthy of the expense.
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CAPT AINS OF INDUS TRY:

.A double-page picture contrasting science and
theolfJgy, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it. The German-American thiJS
describes it in detail:
.
The palmy days of the church wltness the burnIng at the stake of Bruno, the pope and priests witnessing the burning of the heretic with expressions
of joy. Gallleo Is represented sitting in his study,
the pope holding the sword of Inquisition over his
head, and to save his life being forced to recant his
ph!losophy. M;arttn Luther is npresented tacking
up his "Right of Private Judgment." Behind him
stands the pope wl th the bull or excomm unicatlon
drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
ax of infall!bllity. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their Inventions to practical
tests, and In the rear ot them the Presbyterian PUlpits are filled by two of the broadcloth gentlemen
denouncing the Invention~ as" Thwarting the Wiii
of God," and branding these men and their Inventions as "Heralds of Antichrist." Ingersoll stands
on. a platform apparently delivering his lecture
"Which Way?" which he holds in his hand. Talmage approaches the plattorm at the colonel's back,
pulling after him; by the arm, the chiet or pollee,
whn holds In his hand the warrant of arrest!or blasphemy. The colonel seems to..take no notice of the
sp!Eteny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers of salvation, the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,
tambourines, and streamers, (and screamers, too),
aleo a rae simlle of our crazy army. A group ot likenesses of the teachers or science,Haeckel,Humboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, is also shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkably correct. As a
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenty,five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freeth ought
would distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains. Price, 35 cents.

Price, ()Jotb, $1; Paper, 1>0 (Jents.

.Address

THE TRU'rH SEEKER.

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author of "Prometheus," "Gottlieb,'' and "Ingersoll
and Jesus."

romance of pioneer rue. deHneatlng the v!r·
tues of natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a
supernatural religion; crowded. with Incident and full of
progresslv Ideas and the poetry of the future.
PRIOE ~1.00.
ADDRESS 'IHJ;S OFFICE
A Radical

ANCIENT MAN
IN AMERICA.
INCLUDING
Works in Western New York and
other States, together with Structures in Central America.

Containing new and startling revelations
in religious history, which disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrins;-princi- ByFREDERICK LARKIN, M.D.
ples, precepts, and miracles of the Chris·
Member of tho
.
tian New Testament, and furnishing a
.Amtricma .Associdtion for tke .A<Wancement of Bcitnce.
key for unlocking many of its sacred
mysteries, besides comprising the history Neatly Printed, with Numerous lllustrations.
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00
290 Pages...
·
·

A PHOTOGRAPH

Price, Cloth, $1.50.

OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH .AND SOLID
HEAVEN.
.A I'icture of the world as described in Gen
esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
doctrin, and the passages from profane writer
supporting it.
Price 25 cents

From Tradition to Reason.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
BY ROBER1 6. ADAMS.
For Sale at this Office.

Cloth, $1.25.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER 24, 18815.

Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In five lectures, comprising, "'rhe Gods,:•
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and" Heretics and Herestes."

ANEW BOOK!

OF

entitled

COL. R. G. INGERSOLL·,

Beyond the Valley

WITH A.UTOGRAPH,

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25

MAGIC STAFF

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Libertyfor Man,
· An Autobiography of
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of
Independence,"" About Farming: in Illinois,"
Andre-w Jackson Davis.
"The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander Six Illustrations Picturing wlw,t Mr. Davis says
Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a
he h .s seen.
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Inger"Beyond the Valley" is a record of events and
soll.''
in his priyate and public career, beginning
Some ·Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 scenes
where the Magte Staff ends, and bringiug his
cents; cloth, $1.25.
psychological and private experiences truthfully
[nterviews on Talmage. Paper,50 cts.; up to the present day. This attractive volume
plain cloth, $1.25.
will interest thousands who hav never read his
What Must We Do be Saved 1 Pa- preceding works. It will answer the ever-recurring questions concerning. remarkable events in
·per, 25 cents.
Mr. Davis's private life, and fully explains his
The Clll'ist:ian Religion. Ry R. G. various
public labors for mankind.
Ingersoll, Judge Jerelliiah S. Black, and
"Beyond the Valley'' is a companion volume
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; to the "Magic Staff," and resembles it in style
cloth, $1.
of workmanship-in paper, press-work, binding,
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, etc. 408 pages. Price, $L50.
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
For Sale by THE TRUTH SEEKER GO.
in large, clear type, and containing as much
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
·This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

to

O'I'TO \VETTSTJ<;IN'S

PHOTOGRAPHS

By Andrew Jackson Davis

a sequel to the

61;37

Price, 20 cents.
GABINET PHOTOGRAPHS,

Price, 40 Cents.
Address this Office.

Man. Whence· and Whither.
ByR. B. Westbrook,D.D.,LL.B.,
Author of "The Bible.-Whence snd What?
About all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from a
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
AddreBS
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
SS Clinton Place. New York

St. Matthew Before the Court on
a Charge of For·gery.

POPULAR JEWELRY srrORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.
Headquar,ers ror Fine Goods in the line of Genuln
Diamonds; Fine Gold and Silver Watches;..Chalns;
Bracelets; Wedding and Presentation Rings; Jew.
elry ot Latest style; Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
and Fancy Goods; 3 ounce Coin Silver Elgin Watch,
$10; ! ounce, Full Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
Stem Wind, $22; this same, fine movement, In best
gold filled case, $35; with cheap movement, $25.
Ladles' Solid Gold Elgin stem wind watches, $20,
$2!, and $32-14 karat, upward. Watches cleaned,
finest work In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and re.
turned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
ror the trade at reduced rates and agents sending
work once a week from every state in the Union are
making lots or money. Best spectacles In the
world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back on demand. Try met,
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee or Wettstein's New Freeth ought Badge.
The most beautiful badge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sale.. Elegant present ror Lady
or Gent. Solid gold, $3; $3.&0; extra heavy, $4.;
with diamond, artistically enameled, $10.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
BY MAIL POST·PAID.

BY BEGULARlST.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New Yor.r.

WORKS OF DR. W. F. lVANS.

TO APPEAR IMMEDIATELY.
A G'l'eat Medical Wo'l'k on Manhood
MOSES BEFORE THE t:JOURT. Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Vindication of Thomas Paine from The Primitiv Mind-Cure. The NatPremature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and
By the same Author.
the attacks of the New York Observer, by
the untold miseries resulting rrom indlsJretlon or
ure and Power of Faith; or, Elementary LesRobert G. Ingersoll.

Price, 10 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15. cents.

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine and Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to life,
price $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles· of Religio·~s Liberty should have
these busts.

Photogmphs of Colonel lrrgersoll.
Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5; panel,
10 l-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
·
card, 20 cents.

Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
.for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Or·
thodoxy,'' bound in one beautiful volume, in
half calf, library style, and containing over
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
low price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

sons in 'l'ranscendental Medicin. This work
Bible Fabrications Refuted
is a complete exposition of principles underand
lying the system of mental healing. It con·
tains a full course of instruction in the phi· The Error!! of t11e BibleExpos .. d.
losophy and practice of the Mind-Cure. Ptice
BY 0. B.- WHlTFOliD. JJf.D.
$1.5~
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SE.B;KER CO.,
The Divine Law of Cure. - A stan33 Cimton Place, New York.
dard work on the philosophy and practice of
the Mind.·Cure, a reliable text· book mall the
schools of mental healing. No work has ever
been written of more practical value to physi·
A Poem in Three Parts.
cians of all schools. The book is the result of
the extensiv learning and· research of the auBY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth Finder.
thor, and exhibits a familiarity with the lit·
erature of the subject. It is profoundly relig. SECOND EDITION.
ious without being offensivly dogmatic. It
has been received with universnJ favor by all. Price, 25 Cents. THE TRUTH SEEKER· CO.,
who are seeking light on the subject on which
33 Clinton Place, New York.
it treats-the cure of disease m ourselvs and
others by mental and spiritual agencies.
Price $1.50.
0

TRUTH:

Tributes. There hav been so many Mental Medicin. A Theoretical and
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to

Practical Treatis on Medical Psychology.
His Brother,'' "The Vision of W Otr," the
This book contains a full exposition of the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent adnature and laws of magnetism, and its appli·
dress over '' Little Harry Miller's Grave,''
cation to the cure of disease. Price $1.25.
that they hav begn printed on heavy toned
paper, l8x22, 1oUuwinated border, and in
Soul and Body; or, The Spiritual
large, clear ty;pe, suitable for framing, and
·
Science of Health and Disease. Price $1.00.
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 C(3nts.
The Mental Cure, illustrating t.he Influence of the Mind on the Body both in
Prus ~ Poems and Selections. This
Health and Disease, and the Psychological
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
Method of Treatment. Price $1.50.
respe.ct. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
b«st ever issued. It contains, besides the
All thrl above books sent by mail, post paid, on
celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never
receipt of price.
before published, and all the famous " tribAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
utes " heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till now, ma11y
other gems·, selected from the speeches, arA COMMON SENSE
guments, let'tures, letters, table-talks, and
day-to-day conversations of the author. The GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH;
work is designed for, and will be accepted
IN WHICH THE
by admiring friends as a rare personal sou··
venir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine
DECLENSION OF THE NOUN
steel portrait, with autograph fac simile, has
AND THE
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silkCONJUGATION OF THE VERB
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side,· $2;50;
in half-calf, mottled edges, elegant hb'rary Are superseded by a few simple rules; and
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, ex· comprising the most .rational an~ progressiv
qnisitely fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, highest views of the best grammarians of the 19th
possible style and finish, $9.
century.
Sent on receipt of price,
By .J L. BARKER,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Author of "An Improvement on I. J. Morris's
33 Clinton Place, New York:
Gra=ar."
PRICE,
35 CENTS.
MONKS, POPES,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
AND

THEffi POLITICAL INTRIGUES.

''A NT I C H R IS T."

BY JOHNALBERiJ.ER.

The Bi~le Analyze~.

excesses. A book ror every man, young, middle.
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions ror all
acute and chronic disea:ses, each one or Which Is ln.
valuable. So round by the author, whose experl\ence ror 23 years Is such as probably never before
tell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound In
beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, ruu gilt,
guaranteed to be a finer work In every sense-me.
chanica!, literary, and professional-than any other
work sold In this country ror $2.50, or the money
will be refunded In every Instance Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. Illustratlv sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
National Medical Association, to the president or
which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
ot the Board the reader Is respectfully rererre<l.
The Science or Lire should be read by the young
ror Instruction, and by the ai'Jllcted ror reller. It
will benefit all.- London Lancet.
'J'here is no membel' or society to whom The
Science or Lire will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guaralan, Instructor, or clergyman,-.Argo.
naut,

·

Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Htreet, Boston, Mass ,
who may be CO!lsulted on all diseases requiring
skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate dis·
eases that have bai'Jled the skill or alltl
Lother
physicians a specialty. Such treated
s u C·
cessfully, without an Instance orr
tallure. Mention this paper.1yl4
(
!1;,
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DR. R. P. FhLLOWS
Is a regularly educat·

BY

ed and legally quail·
fied physician, and
the most successtul
as his practice wll,
prmve. He haa tor
twenty years treated
excluslvly all diseases
or the Sexual Organs,
In the cures or which
he stands preeminent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result or seJr.
abuse In youth and

.John R. Kelso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The E:S:odus.-The Mira·
cles ot the Blble.-The Errors or the· Blble.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan or the Blble.-The
Heaven and the Hell or the Blble.-The Sabbath or
the Blble.-The God or the Blble.-The Messiah or
Savior.
·
Crovn octavo, 833 pp, Splendidly executed. Sent
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.

sexual excesses in rna·

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY

turer years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss or sexual
power,renderlng mar.
Eternal Punishment.
rlage Improper and tinh npy, ete., are cured per·
manently by an outside avpllcatlon In sixty days.
BY M. BABCOCK
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It Is one or Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely un.
The subjects discussed in this finely-printed known to thl' medical proresslon. Send five 2·cent
!9r his "Private Counselor," giving full In·
pamphlet are, besides the title above given, stamps
!ormation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not .J.,e.nd say where you saw this advertisment.
a Christian, Divinity of the Bible, Theological
From the Ironclad Age.
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
"Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
Sometimes Differ; Infant Damnation, Prayer, cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers or the ian~
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid, should gl v the doctor their patronage."
1y8
No Fear of Bemg Damned, But What are We
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
BETTER THAN

RUPTURES GU REDby

PRICE, 10 CENTS.

Address

:my!Uedlcal Componnd nnd lmJ•roTed
Elastic 8opport.er 'rruHM in}rom 30 to
90 dav&. Reliable references given. Send
a tamp for circular, and •au in what papmvou •aw mv advtrtuement.,. AddreJUJ OIJ\,

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

w• .l. Oolllllr•.Sml\hTUit.:tr- a.. 11. f ..

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

A HISTORICAL SKETCH;
GERMAN SIMPLIFIJIID.
By G. F. RINEHART.
:Price 25 cts.
An easy and practical new method, adapted ror
selr-lnstructlon as well as ror use In schools. 'J'o
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
TRUTH BEE&ER Omce.
consist or about twelve numbers. Eleven numbers
33
Cllnton
Place,
NEW
YORK.
now published. Sent to any address on receipt or
33 Clinton Place•. New York
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO.
"'J'hese books contain a wealth or knowledge ror
selt-instructlon."-ED. Albany Unwn.

Provtng coneluslvly that

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
Hta birth. life, tr181, execution, ete.-ts a myth

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES Price, $2.
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO·
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
Price, GO cents, 71> cents, and $1.00, ac·
cording to condition or book.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Ollnton Pl .. New York.

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY

BIBLE MORALS.

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.

A Collection of Passages
illustrating the

Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hob-

Purity and Mo'l'ality of The Bible. bery"-Adulterv and .Prostitution-Murder-Wars of ConPrice, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents. quest and E~termination-Despotism-~ntolerance a:r:d

3tr

WHY DON'T HE LEND A. HAND?
AND OTHER
By

s.

POEM~.

Author or Ingersoll and Je.
sus, Prometheus, Golden Throne, Walts
and Wanilerings, Problems or
the Unl verse, etc.
CONTENTS: ~ hy Don't He Lend a Hand ? The
Golden Age. The Ideal and the Real, Not Dead but
Living, Fruition, II ope, Thomas Paine, Nature's Goa·
pel, Address to Deity, Glv us Light (Holdreth's poem
often recited by Charles Watts).
PRICE 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
H. PUTNAI'II,

Persecution-Injustice t<;> Woman-Unkindness to Chlldren-Crueltvto Animals-Human Sacrifices-CannibalCHRISTIANITY
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polvgamy- IntemperanceA. R E W A. R D F 0 R C R I M E. Poverty and Vagrancy - Ignorance and Idiocv - Ob- IMMORTALITY INHEREN'I' IN
Snbstantiated by the Bible.
NATlJRE.
scenitv.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY

0. B. WifliT]I'ORD, M. D.
Price,Io cents.
Per.Dozen,U.OO
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ss Olinton Plllce, New York

BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.

BY .JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price, Single Copies, 2ii cents;

6 Copies, $1.00

Price, 60 cents.
Address

Special Discount on Larger (luantltles.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 011nton Place, New York.
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To the Senate and Assembly of the State of New York:
AN uprfght minister or state asks whal recommends
a man; a corrupt minister asks wlw recommends
hlm.-O.lt<m's Lacon.
CHRISTIAN fetichism, though It dies hard, wlll be
as glaringly absurd in time as heathen fetichism
1B now.- Wate1·s's Through Romt on.
I Kl'IEW a wise man that had It for a by-word, when
he saw men hasten to a conclusion, "Stay a llttle,
that we may make an end the sooner."-Bacon's Esrays.
BIOGRAPHERS hav derived Mllton's Presbyterian·
IBm In 1641 from the lessons twenty years before of
Thomas You'!g, one of the authors" of "Smectym·
nuus." This, however, Is a mtsreadlng of Mllton's
mlnd-a mind which was an organic abode, '"Where
seed was In Itself;" self-determined; not one whose
opinions can be accounted for by contagion or casual
lmpact.-Mark Pattistm's Milton.
·
MILTON was resolute In his rellglon at Rome, so
much so that many were deterred from showing
him the clvllltles they were prepared to otier. His
rule, he said, was "not ot my own accord to Introduce In these placesconversatlonaboutrellg!on, but
It Interrogated respecting the faith, then, whatso·
ever I should sutrar, to dissemble nothing. What I
was, If anyone asKed, I concealed from no one; If
anyone In the very city or the p< pe attacked the orthodox rellglon I defended It most freely. -Mark
Pattison's Milton.
LUCRETIUS, the Roman poet and phllosopher-,that
beau tilled the sect that was otherwise Inferior to the
rest, salth yet excellently well : " It Is a pleasure to
stand upon the shore, and to see ships tossed upon
the sea: a pleasure to stand In the window of a cas'le, and to see a battle, and the adventures thereof
below: but no pleasure Is comparable to the stand·
lng upon the v&ntageground of truth [a hlll not to be
commanded, and where the air Is always clear and
serene], and to see the errors, and wanderings, and
mists, and tempests, !a the vale below;" so always
that thiB pro>pect be with pity, and not with swellIng cr pride. Certainly, It Is heaven upon e&rth, to
hav a man's mind move In charity, rest In provl·
deuce, and turn upon the poles of truth.-Bacon's
Essay,,
IT seems to me that the theory of the universal
energy and operation of the supreme being Is too bald
even to carry convlctlqp. with It to a man suf!lclently
apprised of the weakness of human reason and the
narrow llmlts to Which It IB con.llned In all Its operations. Though the chain of arguments which conduct to tt· were ever so logical, there must &rise a
strong suspicion, If not an absolute assurance, that
It has carried us quite beyond the reach of our tacultles when It leads to conclusions so extraordinary
and so remote from common llfe and experl€mce.
We are got Into fairy-land long ere we hav reached
the last steps of our theory; and there we hav no
reason to trust our common methods of argument,
or to think our usual analogies and probabllltles
hav any authority, Our llne Is too short to fathom
such Immense abysses. And, however we may fiat·
ter ourselvs that we are guided In every step which
we take by a kind of verlslmllltude and experience,
we may be assured that this fancied experience has
no authority when we apply It to subjects that lle
entirely oU:t of the sphere of experlence.-Hume's
Essayr.
Ill' we open our eyes, and are honest enough to
aver what they show us, we mU:st ackno"jVledge that
the entire activity and aspiration of the clvlllzed
nations of our time Is based on views of Ute which
run directly counter to those entertained by Christ.
The ratio of value between the here and the here·
after Is exactly reversed. And this Is by no means
the result of the merely luxurious and so-called ma·
terlaiiBtic tendencies of our age, nor even of Its mar·
velous progress In technlca!and"1ndustrlallmprovements; but It Is equally due to Its discoveries In
science.•• , All that Is best and happiest, Which has
been achieved by us, has been attainable 'Only on the
basis' of a conception Which regarded this present
world as by no means despicable, but rather as
man's proper field of labor, as the sum total of the
alms to which his e!Iorts should be directed. H
from the force of habit a certain proportion of work·
ers In this field stlll carry the ballet In a hereafter
along with them, It Is nevertheless a mere shadow
Which attends their footsteps, without exercising any
determining lnlluence on their actlons.-Sb·auss's
Old and New Faith.
BIB JOSHUA REYNOLDS had settled In London at
the end of 1752, Johnson met him at the house of
Miss Catterall. Reynolds had specially admired
Johnson's" Life or Savage," and, on their first meetIng, happened to make a remark that dellghted
Johnson. The ladles were regretting the Joss of a
friend to whom they were under obligations. "You
hav, however," said Reynolds," the comfort of being
relleved from a burden of gratitude." The saying
Is a llttle too much llke Rochefoucauld, and too true
to be pleasant; but It was one of those keen remarks
Which Johnson appreciated, because they prick a
bubble of commonplace moralizing wltlilout de·
mandlng too llteral an acceptation. Johnson went
home to sup With Reynolds. and became his Intimate friend.- Leslie Stephen's Johnson.
"WE are told that we must " walk by faith and
not by sight," said Marjory. "Ah, yes, I know all we
are told. But meanwhlle, unfortunately. we are
blessed, or cursed, by the possession of brains and
hearts, Ingenious compounds of nerves and other
capacities. If these could be suspended at wlll,
•walking by faith' might be another matter. But
as It!~, when the heart compound has endured to a
certain point, the brain compound cannot help begin·
nlng to reason; to wonder why, this should be; If there
be no way of stopping or alleviating our trouble; If
an almighty power could not lind a way; whether,
If that power be almighty, It can be kind; If kind,
almighty; and so on to questions more compllcated
than any one who had not thought of them could
lmagln. And the end or all that Is, one does not
know what to believe, and one feels-at least I feelthat the enigma of our existence remains yet to be
solved. The sphinx divides, If It does not devour,
these hapless mortals who attempt to solve lt."Jlarjory-A Study, etc.

The Constitution of our State guarantees that " the free exe1·cise and· enjoyment of religious
profession and worship, without discrimination m· prife?·ence, shall forever be allowed in this State to all
mankind." The general principle of American Government is equality of all men before the law.
This, as Your Honorable Body is aware, involves the principle, already acknowledged 'in theory, of the
Total Separation of Church and State. But Church and State -are now practically united by the
following statutes :
·1,. The law exempting Church Property from Taxation.
2. The laws appropriating Money from the Public Treasury for the support of Institutions
founded and managed chiefly by Sectarian Denominations.
3. The law compelling the Observance of Sunday as a religious holy day. ·
The undersigned, Citizens of the State of· New York, do therefore respectfully bnt earnestly
petition Your Honorable Body to repeal all the Jaws or parts of laws of this Sbte which are violations of the above principles. Our reasons for asking this are :
1. The Churches are voluntary associations properly to be supported by the voluntary contributions of their members. 2. The State is compulsory. Every citizen must pay taxes. And we
submit that it is unjust to a large and growing body of voters to be compelled to pay for the suppott
of Churches which they cannot conscientiously attend; for the hire of Ministers in our Legislature
and Public Institutions, ·in whose doctrines they are unable to believe.; and to observe as h_oly a day :
to them no more sacred than any other. We also submit that the exemption of Churches from tax- 1
ation, the appropriation of money for the hire ,of Ministers and the support of Sectarian Institutions,
and the Legal observance of Sunday as a holy day, are discriminations in favor of one form of religion,
are abridgments of the free exercise of religious preferences, and are therefore unconstitutional.
RESIDENCE.

NAMES.

"P.A.," said a young disciple, "was Daniel a barber?" "No, my eon. God's men do not go round
scraping acquaintances. But what made you think
that Daniel Was a barber?" "I read It In a book.''
"What did you read, my son?" "It said that
Daniel bearded the llon In his den. "-National
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"PBAY call me a pretty name," Bald he,
One night to his darllng Carrie.
The girl he had courted so long that she
Thought he never meant to marry.
Up from his bosom she raised her head,
And her cheeks grew red as roses,
" I think I wlil call you man," she said,
" For they say that • man proposes.' "
.!MA.ZIN' GB.!.OE HEABD" FBOM.
A few months ago, says the Arkansa>lJ Traveler, Col.
W. P. Grace, one of the most prominent lawyers In
the state, had occasion to make a horseback journey
Into a wild district lying between two great moun·
talns of the Ozark range. One day, wl::.lle the heat
was Intense, he came upon a small fog house surrounded by a fence of poles. An old fellow with
long yellOW Whiskers, llke the dead S!Ik OD an ear Of
corn, sat on the fence, engaged, It seems, 1n: the work
of kllllng bull'alo gnats.
"How are you ?" said the colonel, reining up hiB
horse.
"Little perter than I wuz, but ain't so powerful
pert ylt," slapping at a gnat.
·• Wlll you be so kind as to bring me a dipper of
water?''
"Dipper I" he repeated contemptuously. "I ain't
s~ed one sense I went do:Wn to take a look at the leg·
lslatur.' Ef you drink here, stranger, yer'll hatter
drink outen a gourd. Want It?"
"Yes; I am thirsty enough to drink out of a straw
hat!'

The old fellow went Into the cabin and soon re·
turned with a gourd, dripping with water. The·
colonel took the vegetable vessel, turned It up, but
62
only tor a moment. Spitting out the water, he returned the gout"d, and said:
65
"Put the thertnometer.ln that water and It would
run up to 150."
6g
" Don't know about that, Cap'n; but put a wiggle·
73
tall in It an' he'd caper round mlght!Iy:"
"When did you draw It ?"
"Wa'nt drawed; It was totched.''
''When did you bring it from the spring ?"
"Day afore ylstlddy."
"
"Why havn't you brought some since?"
NEW YORK:
"'Cause this ain't glv out yet, an' another reason
Is, wife, she's down with the chins."
AT THE TRUTH SEEKER.
"Can't you leave her long enough to get water?"
33 CLINTON PLACE.
"Taln't that. She ain't able to go after it. She
·tends ter the water."
"How tar Is the spring ?"
u 'Bout three mlles.''
" Which direction ?"
"Fust one an' then tuther. Path 's powerful
crooked."
"Why don't you dig a well ?"
.. Weather's too hot.,
" Why don't you dlg one when It Is cold ?"
PRICE, ·25 CENTS.
"'Cause the ground's frlz."
PORTRAITS.
"How far Is It to the next house ?"
11
Thar ain't none!'
Thomas Paine,
G. H. Walser,
J. E. Remsbmg,
Luther Colby,
"What's your name, my friend?"
11
R. G. Ingersoll,
John Peck,
Courtlandli Palmer,
J. P. Mendllill,
Patterson. What's your name ?"
D. M. Bennett,
J. H. Burnham,
Lucy Colman,
J. L. York,
•· My name Is Grace."
T. C. Leland,
J. R. Monroe,
John R. Kelso,
Chas. P. Somerby,
•· What I" exclaimed the squatter, dropping the
T. B. Wakeman,
H. L. Green,
Elmina D. Slenker,
E. M. Macdonald,
gourd. "Air yer the feller they sing about et
Elizur Wright,"
Cbas. B. Reynolds,
Juliet R. Severance,
Amy Post,
church? Yer ain't old Amazln' Grace, air you?
James Parton,
Chas. Watts,
Helen R. Gardener,
Susan H. Wixon,
Well, dog my cats, G!t down. I've been waltin' to
Parker Pillsbury,
W. S. Bell,
meet yer ever since I heard 'em sing about yer so
Mattie Krekel,
Wm.Denton,
much. I reckon yer air a powerful hand at rasslln ',
S. P Andrews,
S. P. Putp.am,
Horace Seaver,
Mrs. H. S. Lake.
JIB' glt of! an• lllng me down once. I never wur
W. F. Jamieson,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton:, J.D. Shaw,
llung yet, an' daddy he told me 'fore he died that
Grace would come 'long arter a Whlle an' lllng me.
•
• Yer wuz a mighty long time a comln', but yer air
Gottlieb: His Life. A romance of John's Way. A pleasing domestic here at last. What, yer ain't gwlne to leave ? Don't
earth, heaven, and _hell.
Beautifully
_ Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. SLENKEB, 'reckon daddy knowed what a man I'd be agln yer
written by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents.
1got here. Wall, er good by, Grace; don't reckon I'll
15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. ever see yer no mo'.''
Address
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THE prayer to St. R·Jch by which the Oath·
A PENNSYLV.A.NIA Sunday-school sent 600 dolls
to the heathen. They were lost at sea, and a olios seek to influence God to stop the smallsubscription is now on foot to send out another pox scourge runs something like this: "Hail,
invoice. The Boston Transcript thinks it will 0 St. Roch, most holy and of most noble ori·
THE Grant memorial fund is over $92,000.
RloH men are our right-hand men in the surprise the heathen when they see what fine gin, who bearest on thy left side the stigmata
church.-Re11.D1·. McwUough, editor of the Phil- idols the Americans can make, and says it is of the cross, St. ·Roch, pilgrim and traveler;
THE possibility of war between :kussia and
adelphia Methodist. ("rat " paper:.)
not improbable that a lively export trade will thou hast miraculously cured by thy holy Austria is uu der discussion.
touch those who hav been stricken by the
THE whole number of voters registered in
THE Chine11e government has unanimously immediately spring up.
plague.
0
Lord,
who
didst
promis
to
St.
Roch
New
York this year is 215,898.
decided to proceed steadily with the work of
THE London Truth reports a silly piece of
building railways throughout the empire.
Sabbatarianism from Birkenhead. The dock in communicating to him a written message by
THE small-pox in Montreal has broken out
an angel that all those who invoke him would
A GRAVESTONE in a Massachusetts church· board in that place hav totally prohibited not be stricken by the plague, vouchsafe, we among the prisoners in the common jails.
pleasure-boats
from
making
use
of
the
docks
yard is said to contain the following inscripHENRY SHAW, "Josh Billings," was buried
on Sundays, and as an immediate consequence beseech thee, that we who remember him may
tion:
be preserved, through his merits and prayers, in Lanesboro, Mass., his nativ town, last Satthis
arbitrary
proc~eding
a
great
m1ny
peoof
"I came in the morning-it was spring,
ple are deprived of
very harmle3s amuse- from the plague that kills the body as well as urday.
And I smiled;
THEBE are said to be a half million nativ
ment, and several boat-owners are compelled that which kills the soul. Through our Lord
I walked out at noon-it was summer,
And I was glad;
to suffer a serious diminution of their incomes. Jesus Christ. Amen." This absurd pieee of Christians in the Chinese empire converted by
I sat me down at night-it was winter,
The matter is made worse by the fact that the mummery having been gone through with, the Roman Catholic missionaries.
And I slept."
docks were originally formed out of a natural disease continues on its devastating .way with
CYRUS RoMULUS R. Tl!lED, of the "BennettTHE fires in the retorts of the United States inlet of the sea-W allasey Pool. That the pub- unabated vigor.
Teed Discussion," is running for coroner on
A SMA.LL and sudden fair was held in the
Crematory_ at Fresh Pond, L. I., were started lic should not only suffer considerably from
the Prohibitio~ ticket in this city.
last Friday with a view to a gradual and the inclosure of the pool, but also be partially parlor of a minor hotel at Saratoga for the ben·
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND has sent $1,000 to the
thorough drying of the fire-proof mortar and deprived of the use of it when inclosed, seems efit of the Grant monument fund. The women
guests were asked to contribute such handi- New York State Committee to help pay the
the 17,000 fire brick used in the building ~f th~ to be adding insult to injury.
work as they could get ready without delay. expense of re-electing Governor HilL
furnace. The experimental tests in crewation
IN the course of a very sensible article disMR. JENKINS, prominent in church matters
are to be made this week on the bodies of cussing the efforts being made to introduce There had been·a hesitancy about inviting the
J ewesses of the house to take part in the af- in Syracuse, is alleged to be a defaulter to a
animals.
Bible instruction in the public-schools of Aus- fair, but the decision was that to let them in
firm which had long employed him as a bookTHE Rev. C. C. McCabe, who was an army tralia, the Melbourne Leader givs some statiswould not imply a social recognition. This keeper.
chaplain during the war, writes to the New tics which are a complete answer to the assercame to the Jewish ears, of course, and some
EFFORTS to hav the sentence of Reil, the
York Herald that once when he visited General tion that the abolition of religious teaching in declined to participate. Not so the fairest and
Grant, the general locked the door and both the. public schools leads to an increase of im- richest Rebecca of them all. She promised to Canadian rebel, commuted to imprisonment
men went on .their knees together and prayed. morality. In the five years ending 1869, just giv a handsome piece of embroidery. "And to for life hav failed, and he will probably be
It looks as if this Parson McCabe wished to before the present English School Act was prove that I hold no race prejudice," she hanged.
lessen the respect which the ·people entertain passed, the average number of cases of impris- added, with ominous sweetness, " I shall work
HANLAN, the Canadian oarsman, was badly
for the memory of General Grant.
onment for criminal offenses in a population on silk a Madonna." She secluded herself in beaten at Troy, N. Y., last Saturday, in a race
.!LBEADY, after their terrible experience of of 19,000,000 was 12,000. In the five years her room while on the job, and the gentile with Teamer, of McKeesport, Pa., for the
cholera, the people of Valencia are making ending 1881, during which the act was in op- maidens praised her for consenting to em- championship and $2,000.
great preparations for the animal bull fight. eration and the population of England had broider the most revered of Christianity's
RETURNS show that Foraker had a plurality
The bull ring holds 20,000 spectators, not in- increased to 26,000,000, the average number saints. But when the thing was unrolled to of 18,158 votes for governor in the recent
of
prisoners
who
troubled
the
police
was
only
be placed on sale the countenance of Mary Ohio elections. The Prohibitionists polled
cluding the many babies in arms carried there.
.
was found to be, not the conventional por- 28,064 votes, and the Greenbackers 2,963.
Then there is to be a Te Deum, celebrated 9,300.
with such pomp as to make it a popular
THE antics of the Rev. Mr. Downes, Boston's traiture, but the typical face of a Jewess. "As Foraker is now in New York, stumping for
amusement, and this to be followed by the latest pride, cause Peck's Sun to remark: "It the mother of Christ was one of my people," Davenport.
· great annual fair. Those dead from cholera may sound a little sacrilegious . to apply the she demurely remarked, "I thought it was
BEOAUSE the Rev. B. F. Smoll, aged 53, of
are utterly forgotten.
term 'smart Aleck' to a minister, but if Parson right to be correct in my work." The purchaser Klinesville, Pa., took a wife thirty years
Downes, of Boston, is reported correctly, that was a Jew.
younger than himself, his congregation has
THE Jews of the world numbered 6,377,602
phrase seems to fit him like the paper on the
THE public school question has been a burn- voted him out of his pulpit. Some of his letlast June, according to statistics gathered by
wall. It is said that as he read off the first ing one in Rolland for the past twenty-five ters hav been stolen and published, as he
the Geographical Society of Marseilles, and
lines of a hymn at an evening meeting, he years, as it is becoming in all the great civil- claims, in a garbled condition.
were distributed as follows: Europe,5 407 602·
coughed violently, and after clearing his. ized nations. It is one of the perplexities
Asia, 245,000; Africa, 413,000; Ameri~a,
THE Presbyterian synod of South Carolina
throat shouted at the top of his harsh voice, before the states-general, now in session, in
000; Australia, 12,000. Nearly a third of the
'I wish I was a. tom-cat-an old tom-cat.' At the form of a proposed revision of the consti- has condemned the action of the directors of
European Jews liv in Russia. Austria and
this the dense audience laughed, yelled, hissed, tution. Article 194 provides that in the state the Columbia Seminary, who deposed ProfesHungary come next. In the three Scandinavand hooted. When the noise had subsided schools there shall be no religious teaching. sor Woodrow for accepting the theory of evoian kingdoms, Denmark, Sweden, and Norsomewhat, he continued,' No, perhaps not for It will not surprise those who recollect the lution. In the synod of Virginia action was
way, there are 7,000 Israelites all told.
the reason yo11 think or as the public would first outbreak of indignation in New England taken indicating just the contrary sentiment.
ON a recent Sunday a Roman Catholic priest say, because I want to scratch and fight, but at the proposal to remove the Bible from the
THE Rev. Mr. Hunt, formerly of Mystic,
in St. Louis announced from his pulpit that really so that I would always keep in good schools, to hear that the most activ foes of the Conn., has bought suit for divorce against his
none of the children of his parish who at- voice.' If some one of his audience had fired state schools m Holland are the Calvinists. wife, and she has met him with a similar
tended the public schools would be prepared a bootjack or some other equally effectiv missil With these are leagued in opinion, and at times action. Hunt is a Baptist and made himself
for their first communion by any of the priests at him, it would hav been quite proper."
in action, the Romap. Catholics. The latter notorious some years ago by an escapade with
of the parish. In Boston the Catholics are
THE ancient Hindoo faith, which has with- occupy a peculiar position. They are too a woman on the huckleberry-clad hills north
trying to get a controling power in the school stood the assaults of Christian missionary en- weak in numbers to take an independent of Mystic village.
board, and hav urged their women to register terprise without suffering appreciable injury, stand. Therefore tney combine with the CalTwo women hav registered as voters in
under the law permitting women to vote for has been grieviously shaken at last; not by vinists to break down the state schools, al- Brooklyn, and declare their intention of voting
school commissioners; and in one strongly preaching though, nor by the spread of edu- though they are equally anxious lest their on election day. Dr. Clemence Lozier preCatholic ward 277 women hav registered this cation, nor through the efforts of the "Eso- allies should obtain a control in them. Their sented herself for registration in this city, but
year where none at all were registered last year. teric Buddhists.'' It was the earthquake which aim is to prevent the setting up of state schools, was not accepted. The woman suffragists
These ·two instances indicate the policy of this lately rumbled throughout the greater part of tax supported-where religious schools can be claim that there is no law in the state which
on-American sect, namely, to get possession Hindostan that accomplished this wonderful maintained-the same position as that taken forbids women to vote.
of the schools, and run them for its own in- feat. Among other . cities, the volcanic up- by the Romanists in this country. There is
A STATUE of the late William E. Dodge was
terests when possible; and when this -cannot heaval visited holy Benares, and, to. the great also an opposition to the state schools on the
be done, to keep Roman Catholic children surprise of devout Hindoos, sent many a part of the Conservativs, on the ground of ex- unveiled on the 22d in a public square at
Thirty-fifth street and Broadway.
Upon
away from them by ecclesiastical penalties.
rickety building tumbling to the ground. pense. Indeed, the outlays for public school
buildings hav had something to do with that which the average citizen remarks, "Who the
Thereupon
the
Mohammedans
laughed,
and
"WHAT shall be done with the evening serunwonted deficit which now plagues the Dutch devil was William E. Dodge?" He was a
vice in our churches is a growing problem," the Hindoos were wroth, for Moslem mirth is
treasury. This is an effectiv argument, as the millionaire, extraordinarily pious, and a backer
irritating
to
the
gentle
one.
Why
did
the
very
says the Independent. " More and more the
French
government has found to its cost. of Anthony Comstock.
people who attend the morning service are followers of the prophet mock at their fellowthe
outcome of the struggle will be is
What
THE Rev. Dr. Curry has just been appointed
disinclined to come out to a second meeting. subjects? Because it is an article of faith difficult'to say, but it is presumed the Liberal
minister from this country to Spain. His
the
latter,
that
Benares
does
not
rest
among
Congregations, with rare exceptions, are small
policy will be maintained, though perhaps opinion of Roman Catholicism is that it is
and uninspiring to the preacher; and preach- on the earth at all, but on the back of a super- with some curtailment of its· expenditure. No
worse than canmbalism and is heathenizing in
ers and pastors are at their wits' end to know natural tortoise. Hence it should enjoy im- such revolution backward as occurred last year
its tendencies. As Spain is a Catholic country,
munity
from
shocks
of
earthquake,
and
when
what to do. In many cases-especially in the
in Belgium would naturally be expected, un- the advisability of keeping the Rev. Dr. Curry
towns and smaller cities-the evening service these convulsions were taking place, the less this question becomes complicated with
at home is being seriously discussed.
is given up, and the house of God is closed for learned Brahmans of Benares openly derided others. Just now there is a pressing demand
the
notion
that
the
holy
city
could
be
shaken.
want of an audience. It is bad enough that
0ANON FABRAB, the English church official,
for extension of the suffrage, and Dutch parour churches should be hermetically sealed The serious matter is that Hindooism itself ties are so hopelessly cut up into groups, that now in this country, preached last Sunday in
six days out of the seven, without going on in has received a shock. But we make very little almost any bargain and combination is possi- Trinity church, New York. His sermon was
this bad direction, and still further closing doubt that some astute Brahman will shortly ble. The phases of the public school question an empty affair, and at no place showed any
them on the seventh day." We should recom- discover that the tortoise had a sneezing fit. in Holland and the other European countries signs of excellence. Cannon Farrar is the
mend the pastors of churches to preach com- Of course, that would at once account for the are worth our watching. The signs are multi- man who wrote the epitaph of Andre the spy.
mon sense instead of superstition as one way tumbling down of buildings, and in process plying that we shall hav it among our own At the close of his sermon he rode away with
of filling the pews. The people are tired of of time it might come to be regarded as an ad- most absorbing issues before very many years. Cyrus Field, the millionaire who built the
monument on which the epitaph is engraved.
hearing the centuries old guesswork of a lot of ditional proof of the ancient article of faith.
-Christian at Work.
-London Globe.
barbarians.
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should conform to the will of God; and that peace, the rest of the laws therein contained, and are as
prosperity, and happiness can come to the p~ople binding to-day as they ever were, since they hav
only when the laws of the national and state govern- never been repealed or modified by the Divine LawThe Tro.jan Horse in the Platform of the Pro· ments are in accord with the will of God, as it is giver. During our colonial period, and before the
hibitionists.
expressed in the Bible. This takes the ground that formation of the United States government, our Porithe Bible is a law-book foJ; men and nations, full of tan fathers, believing with the Prohibitionists, or,
The Greeks, at the close of their ten years' siege judicial and political rulings and decisions; that it rather, the Prohibitionists believing with them, that
of Troy, at the suggestion of Minerva, their "tutelary contains a set of theological doctrine for persons to the law was a divine one, and still in force, embodied
goddess, constructed a large wooden horse, capable believe; and that all ·these should be incorporated it in their laws, !1nd executed it in Massachusetts.
of holding a body of armed men, and placed it into, and be enforced by, the laws of the general and These "witches" of antiquity, of whom so many millbefore the walls of the city, hoping that the enemy state governments of this country, as they were in ions were put to death by the command of God, were
would take it in, and that the soldiers concealed in Europe during those centuries when the church held the materialil!ling and healing mediums, the clairvoyits belly would come forth at the right time, and supreme sway over the nations. Let me giv them a ants and clairaudients, the good and bad "controls"
open the gates to the conquerors. They then took few extracts from this inspired code of civil and eccle- of this day. And if our laws were conformed to the
their seeming departure. The hoodwinked Trojan·s, siastical law, that our people may see what our Pro- divine laws, as the Prohibitionists solemnly declare
after contemplating the horse for a while, thought hibition brethren are aiming to accomplish under the they ought to be, what a holocaust there would be
they were about to capture a work of art. But Lao- guise of a temperance crusade.
in Boston, which seems to be the headquarters of
koon, a priest of Apollo, had more discernment than
.
f
Spiritualist mediums and Spiritualism itself! . The
o~nst the folly of brl·ngl·ng
(a) The th1rteenth chapter o Deuteronomy conb .
. th
l
.
. t·
f th
the rest' and Protested ag '"'
t · th 1
· th
·
d
h· ·
church eheves m
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t
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f •t t h"
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·e and obligation of its laws upon men and nations. It
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the Claws of a cat underneath the meal. But the oo ong an
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t
h d the planks of the roh1b1tiOn p at arm, opmg that
stratagem succeeded. The TroJ· an gullible a were in paper ar t lC e, e sa len pam 8 a one are ouc e '
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with the hope that the reader will turn to the chap- the people, m t e craze o a ng eons m 1gna wn at
th e overw e1mmg maJonty; and the patnotlc ao- ter and see in detail the force of the law as it bears the vice of drunkenness, would endorse its fatal prin.
koon, stigmatized, probably, as an ex-priest who did
h b .
d
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th
ciples. The rack, the iron boot, and the thumbscrews
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no
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(c) Among the many bloody statutes in the divine
koon and his two sons, and crushed them to death. ear en un ° a prop e : an · a prop e s a e law-book is one which, in this day and country, where
Now, the first plank of the Prohibition platform is put to death. lf thy brother, the. wn of thy mother, or children in their teens think they know so· much
a wooden horse, full of armed soldiers, placed· there thY_ son, or. thy_ daughter, or the wife o/ thy boRom, or thy more than their parents, might well be contemplated.
by that sleepless, unscrupulous, and revolutionary fr~end, whwh ~s as lhwe own soul, entwe thee saymg, Let It is one for the punishment of disobedient and reparty who are aiming to put God into the Constitu- us go, and serve other gods, namely, the gods o/ t.he peo- hellions children. It is in Deuteronomy xxi, 18-21,
tion. Under the guise of piety, which they see is ple round about, t.hou sh.alt not consen~ unto hm:~, nor and reads thus:
the dodge that 80 many other rogues successfu_Ily re- .hearke~ unto. h1m; neither shall thm~ eye p1ty or
s e h1 · ne1ther shalt th
1 h1m B t thou
If a man ):J.av a stubborn and rebellious son, which will not
sort to in order to carry out their fraudulent pur- par
m,
•
•
•
ou concea
· u
obey the voice of his father, or the voice of his mother, and
poses, they are attempting to inaugurate in this s~alt surely ~~ll him, thme hand shall be first up?n that, when they hav chastened him, will not hearken unto
country the old European system that kings and h~ to put him to de~t~} and thou shalt stone hlm them: then shall his father and his mot~er lay hold of him,
s.tones that he d1e.
.
and bring him out to the elders of the city, and shall say unto
Priests rule the people by the grace and authority of With
Th 1
lth
h
f
t b
t db
the elders of the city, This our son is stubborn and rebellious,
God, and that the people are bound to submit to
~s aw, a
aug pro essm~ ~ e enac e . Y an he will not obey our voice; he is a glutton and a drunkard.
every ordinance of kings and governors for the Lord's all-w1s~ <;lad, goes up~n th.e prmmple that behef of a And all the men of his city shall stone him with stones, that
sake. The plank is as follows: "The Proh~bition Home pr.opos1t10n of any kmd lB a voluntary act. of .the he die.
·
,
Protection Party, h~ national convention assembled, ac- mmd, an? cal?- be controled by mere authonty, JUSt
This law was actually e.xecuted in Geneva by the
knowl~dge Almighty God as the righiful Rovere1"gn of all as. a man s actwn~ are. . B.u~ there never was a gr~ater syndics, or criminal magistrates, of that city during
men, from whom the ,just pou;ers of government are de- m1stak~. A man s behef lB mvol_untary. He believes the reign of John Calvin, and, although never axerived, to whose laws human enactments should conform, accordmg to the amount ?f ev1d~nce, ID:ore or les~, cuted, was incorporated into the code of the Massaand that peace, prosperity, and happiness can come to the that he ~ees.. If all ~he ev1dence 1;n a g1ven c~se ~s chusetts theocracy in 1646. But the law was so cruel
people only when their laws o/ the nat?:onal and state gov- before h1s mmd he will come to a JUSt concluswn, ~f that even the Puritans, who seldom stuck at the perernments are in accord with the divine will."
he knows how to reason. If only a part of the ev1- formance of any known duty, seemed to think that it
The first dangerous principle in this primary arti- de~ce .is present, he may belieye that to be. ~rue was too hard to stone to death a disobedient and
cle of the Prohibition creed is, that the just powers wh1ch lB not true. ¥ere ~uthonty, or the opmwns drunken boy, and therefore amended the divine statof political government are derived from Almighty of ot~er men, c~ed m _logic the argumentum a_d vere- ute by interpolating the exceptions " unless it shall
God as the rightful sovereign of all men. This is in cundwm, may Silence h1m, b~t canl?-ot assure h1m that be proved that the parents hav been very unchristhe face and teeth of the fundamental principle for he holds an error. To convmce h1m you must sho~ tianly negligent in the education of such children,"
which our fathers, in 1776, went to war with England, bJ: facts, a;nd ~rgl;liDents bas~d upon them, that he lB or else that the children "hav been forced thereunto,
and upJn which, after the war was over, they erected mistaken 1D h1s JUdgmel?-t, 1f he reall;y be ~o, a~d to preserve themselvs from death and maiming."
the present republic, that, "all civil governments de- when he sees the .oppos1t truth he will believe 1t,
(d) Let us see, in one more case, how this fondarive their just powers," not from Almighty God, nor and cannot help domg so.
mental principle in the platform of the Prohibition
from kings or priests, but "from the consent of the govHow intrinsically unreasonable and wicked, then, party would work in promoting the happiness of our
erned, and that when any form of government becomes is this law of Deuteronomy, which the Prohibition- people. In Exodus xxxv, 2, 3, we hav a repetition
destructiv of these ends, it is the right cif the people to ists, because it is found in the Bible, say has all the of the law of the Sabbath in the words: "Six days shall
alter or abolish it."
authority of a law of God, and which inflicts the pun- work be done, but on the seventh day there shall be to you
I know the Prohibitionists quote the scriptures as ishment of death on a person for his r~:~ligious opin: an holy day, a Sabbath cif rest to the Lordj whosoever doeth
authority, citing the words of Paul in the thirteenth ions and worship! We hav scores of sects in the u;ork therein shall be put to death. Ye shall kindle no
chapter of Romans: "Let every soul be subject to United States, each of which has a conception of God fire throughoutyourhabitationupontheSabbathday."
the higher powers. For there is no power but. of different from that of all the rest. If this law were Now, let it be remembered that this law of the SabGod: the powers that be are ordained of God. Who- in force, what a time the courts of justice and the ex- bath, so often enjoined in the divine statute book,
soever therefore resisteth the power, resisteth the ecutioner would hav in trying and putting heretics has never been repealed, but is as binding to-day as
ordinance of God: and they that resist shall receive to death! The Jews compounded this terrible medi- it was in Judea. It should therefore be incorporated
to themselvs damnation." But our National Consti- cin. for the cure of heresy in their theocracy, but into our laws, and enforced. The Jews still believe
tution neither knows, nor recognizes as authority, they little dreamed when they administered it to that "the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy
any scriptures, whether they be Jewish, Christian, their brethren, that the day would come when, as a God; in it thou shalt do no manner if work, thou, nor
Mohammedan, or what not. Thus we see that this people, they themselvs would be compelled to drink thy son, nor thy daughter, nor thy man-servant, nor
fundamental article of the Prohibitionists is brimful the cup to the dregs. For in process of time their thy maid-servant, nor thy cattle [horses and oxen],
of treason to a republican form of government. Had nationality was destroyed by Roman power, and on nor the stranger within thy gates." The only differsuch a political party arisen in 1790 with such a plat- the incoming of Christianity, their creed being ence between the Jews and Christians on this subform of principles, the leaders would hav been arrested, deemed a deadly heresy, their descendjl.nts hav been ject is, that the former believe' the Sabbath institutried, and put to death as traitors to the United chased by fire and sword through all nations, except tion should be observed, according to the express
States government. The masses of this new party, our own, and for 1800 years, because they did not language of the statute, on the seventh day of the
like their illustrious predecessors of Troy, are prob- and could not believe as the Christian church re- week, while the latter think, without one particle of
ably not cognizant of the cunning trick played upon quired them. So intense is the hate generated by evidence, that the day has been changed to the first
their confidence. But the leaders of the party, the the sentiment of religion, that, to this day and in this day of the week. But both believe in the perpetual
priesthood of the Gad-in-the-Constitution stamp, who enlightened age, they are discriminated against. obligation of the institution; since the unchangeable
built the platform of principles, knew well what they Even in this country, if our Infidel Constitution did author of a moral law could not repeal, or even amend
were about, and now openly boast that last year's not protect them, religious zealots, " very jealous for it, without an impeachment of his own moral characvote in favor of the platform was a true indication of the Lord of hosts," would light again the torch of ter." Now, no matter whether the first or seventh
the strength of the Gad-in-the-Constitution principle persecution.
day of the week is the time of the true Sabbath, the
and policy in this country.
(b) But let us see how the peace, prosperity, and law itself requires that whoever does any manner of
It is said that the Congress of 1873, which, in the happiness of the American people would be pro- work on that day should be put to death. How would
closing hours of its session, demonetized the silver mated by bringing the codes of the general and state the Sabbatarian clergy, and the Prohibitionists, lilf:e
dollar, were so drunk when they passed the bill that governments into accord with the divine law book on it if this law were incorporated into our state codes,
they did not know what they were doing. But, drunk another point. In Exodus xxii, 15, it is written, for the and enforced upon the citizens? There is not a
or sober, the bill, by their votes, got the authority of guidance of all nations, as the Prohibitionists allege, clergyman in the land who rolls up the whites of his
law. In like manner, if the Prohibition ticket last "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv."
eyes in the pulpit at the desecration of the Sabbath
year had carried the day, the people by this time
So pious and obedient to God were all the nations by pleasure excursions, but what would be put to
would hav found out that they had bartered away of Europe during the reign of the church, that, on death on Monday mornings for a wilful violation of
their liberties. When I pointed this out to a Prohi- the authority of Sir John Lubbock, a member of the the statute, for every one of them kindled fires in
bitionist, after the election, he turned pale at the British Parliament and author of a work entitled, their habitations, and cooked food on the Sabbath
discovery. His zeal for Prohibition had destroyed "The Childhood of the Human Race," nine millions day. The hypocrisy of Christian Sabbatarianism is
his level-headedness. To secure an imaginary good, of persons were put to death in that country on the as gigantic as the Alps, for it violates every part of
he had voted for a policy that, if successful, would be charge of·being witches and in league with the devil. the Sabbath law, and for obedience substitutes
the suicide of the republic.
These eight fatal words of God composing the law church-going and worship, which are not required by
The second false and dangerous principle in the on this subject are found in the same code with the the law at all. It only requires an absolute cessation
Prohibitionist creed is, that all human enactments Decalogue, or "Ten Commandments," and with all from all kinds of labor.

Qkommunifa:lions.

°
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It is not to be wondered at that the Prohibition- I sha~l not attempt even to sketch the terrible history cer~ain phases of the situation which you seem disists being generally benevolent people, should be of. this most dangerous pretension of the Romish posed to let alone.
dri;en nearly crazy in contemplating the ravages pnesthood. I will only suggest to the readers of
First, what is Christianity? Is it a belief in the
made upon health, character, and happiness which THE TRUTH SEEKER that they read a few of the thou- dogmas of the Methodist church? Is Catholicism
the use of intoxicating liquors is· making in this sands of pages already written in which the Christianity? Is Unitarianism Christianity? How
country. Nin~ h}lndred millions of dollars are ex- mournful details of humanity's long struggle are re- much Christianity hav you remaining after subtract-·
pended in a single year in the indulgence of this corded. I will, however, cite a quite modern ex- ing hell and a belief in the divinity of Christ?' What
habit, and the government reports show that, not- ample.
percentage of the population of this count.ry believe
withstanding the efforts made by temperance agitaIn the infancy of New Granada the "validity of in either of those two dogmas of the church? Can a
tors and legislators, no perceptible effect is seen in trusts for masses for the repose oJ souls" was re- man believe in the law of evolution and in the Mosaic
diminishing ,the -quantity of liquor used; nay, the garded as a matter of course, and the consequence, account of creation at the same time? How many of
figures show that the consumption is increasing. as a matter of course, was that in a few years all of .your church-members believe in evolution? Can you
This flloct alone should teach the Prohibitionists that what we call real estate was in "dead hands," that is ~iv me ~ny information as to the progress Christianity
there is a fault somewhere in their method of reform, to say, very nearly all the wealth of that country was Is makmg among the North American Indians? ·
and that they ought to search and find out what it held in trust" for masses for the repose of souls."
What percentage of our Jewish population are Chrisis. In works of moral reform it will never do to
The dictator, Mosquiera, who did not believe that tians? Don't you think that the Jews, being detake counsel of our feelings alone. Our feelings are there were any souls in purgatory, came into power scendants of the people among whom all these wonsimply the steam in the locomotiv. <;>ur brain, o_ur about thil'ty years ago, and said that what was derful things are said to hav taken place, are the best
cool judgment, must control and gmde the engm, claimed for souls in purgatory did not belong to any- judges as to the divine origin of Christianity? Do
else it gets off the track and accomplishes· nothing body, and should be taken by the state. He was as you class as Christians the Mormons, who derive their
but harm. For the first time in the history of re- good as his word, and confiscated all the property so· authority for polygamous practices from the Bible?
form responsibility is lifted from the shoulders of held. The method of creating the trusts was as fol- Judging from the progress made during the past
the actor, the drunkard, and placed upon the person lows: The dying sinner, hoping to shorten up the eighteen_hundred years, how long do you think it
who in a legal traffic, from which the government penalty of his wrong-doings, was generally •selfish will take to Christianize China?
derives a vast revenu-e, sells him the article which in- enough on his death bed to forget even his nearest
If Christianity is gaining ground, why are you
toxicates, just as a druggist sells narcotics to those of kin, and devote all his wealth to getting his soul obliged _to call for divine help to .prevent Sunday
who use them. Nearly all the murders and suicides through purgatory. He appointed a "patron," as desecratiOn? Would Sunday excursions, Sunday
of the day are committed with firearms. But who executor, or trustholder, who was to hold the estate travel, Sunday picnics, ball games, Sunday papers
ever thought of forbidding by law the manufacture and pay for a specified number of masses every year. and Sunday lectures by "Ingersoll and his crowd of
and sale of guns and revolvers? We can only prevent An estate that paid enough to support one priest claws," hav been tolerated one hundred and fifty
.
suicides and murders by the slow process of social was called a chaplaincy, Oaptllania, and so it came years ago?
reform, and educating the people into such views of about that the patrons and the chaplains got everyI grant your statement of the immorality of the
the world and of life that no one would want to com- thing that was worth having in that country, and church a hundred and fifty years ago. But was it
mit suicide or deprive his neighbor of existence. held it until General Mosquiera destroyed their occu- not better then than it was a hundred and fifty years
There are vices of ba,rbarism and vices of civilization, pation. Freethinkers should see to it that the "valid- prior, or when all or nearly all were Christians?
and a liking for that stupid and idiotic condition ity of trusts for masses for the repose of souls" be How is.it as between. Germany and Spain to-day ?
The former is largely Infidel, the latter wholly Chriscalled drunkenness is one of the latter; as i.s seen in stoutly denied in this cm;mtry.
England, Scotland, and the United Stat?s-the three
Cohoes, N. Y.
DAviD REEVES S11nTH.
tian. Which has the highest moral standing? Where
most "civilized" and most drunken natwns on earth.
do you find the most skepticism to-day, in our state
The use of liquor and other stimulants, like toprisons or in our colleges ?
bacco is unnatural, and all unnatural habits, when
Questions to a Cleveland Clergyman.
· The fact is, my friend, you hav become moral just
once formed and long indulged, are the most diffiTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH 8EEKI1lR, Sir: Evi- to the extent that you hav become Liberal. You
cult to break up. It can be done by showing that dently the National Congress of the Liberal League deserve no credit for it, for you hav abused, maligned,
personal vices are against the health and character lately held in this city was a "providential occur- and persecuted to the full extent of your power every
of those who indulge in them. In reforming a man renee" for the benefit of some of our local D.D.'s. reformer who has endeavored to lead you away from
we must begin with his grandmother. But the Pro- At least one Methodist divine am~ounced that he the barren rocks of superstition and into the green
hibitionists make the same mistake that our Puritan would consider the question, "Is Christianity declin- pastures of mental freedom. Now, in spite of yourancestors did in imagining that good habits and ing?" in answer to the self-styled Liberals.
selvs, you are in a vast minority; you can't imprison
piety could be injected into a man's character by
Actuated by a desire to learn the truth upon this men for saying their say about your religion. You
statute law, just as. you would stuff a sausage. One subject, I attended the Franklyn Avenue M. E. can't even prevent a prize fighter desecrating your
would suppose that the utter failure of the plan, in church, and listened to a very interesting discourse so-called divi~e day. Beer halls rise as ghosts to
Old as well as in New England, would convince the by the Rev. Mr. Leek, D.D.
haunt yo~, and they will not down even though you
Prohibitionists that whereas the love of intoxicating
In his opening prayer he besought the Almighty invoke the aid of your antiquated deity. You cannot
liquors has been the slow growth of long generations to use his influence in suppressing the numerous stem the tide of skepticism, but, like some little boy
of the past, it can only be eliminat~d b_y the study of beer halls and other ungodly places of Sunday even- who has been worsted in a fight, you can retire to a
physiology and pathology, the applicatiOn of the laws ing amusement, and if he c0uld get a word in edge- safe distance and call names.
J. D. MALLONEE.
of heredity, and by cherishing in our youth the sen- ways between the clinking of beer glassses to incline
144 Cedar Ave., Cleveland.
timents of self-respect and self-government. The the hearts of the Sabbath-breaker to Christianity, etc.
Prohibition movement and all other temperance · The text selected was from Isa. ix, 7. And here Tribute to Colonel Ingersoll from New Soutll
efforts may clip off some of the oute:t branches of the let me make a suggestion, and quote a Christian
Wales.
upas-tree of drunkenness, but they do not giv one authority, for the especial benefit of Mr. Leek and
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : By dideadly blow at the roots.
·
LAOKOON.
others of the same class. The world has reached rection of the New South Wales Sunday Platform
that stage of morality that the doctrins of Paul re- Association I append copy of resolutions passed with
Money for Masses.
late.d to lying are no longer tolerated. Now for the great applause by a crowded audience at one of our
The following is a part of an editorial in the New citation. Paley says, " A man may act a lie," and a Sunday evening lectures in Sydney. As the matter
York Herald vf Oct. 9th. The editorial comment person, even though he be a D.D., has no right to cut speaks fully for itself, I will say no more than to giv
with which it concludes is significant, and s_uggests a sentence in two, and giv it forth as applying to a you the greetings of our Australian Freethinkers,
the painful thought that perhaps the old battles w~th particular person or· thing, when such application is who sympathize with you in every movement made
for mental liberty.
Catholicism are to be fought over and over agam. forbidden by the complete text.
The entire sentence reads as follows: "Of the inTo Col. Robe1·t G. frll}ersoll, P1·esident of the Liberal Lear;ne o.r
Romanism never relents. Mankind easily forgets.
crease of government and peace no end upon the a~e United Stales. WHEREAs, We, the Freethinkers of New
MA.SSES FOB THE SOUL.
In August, 1882, Margaret Gil~an placed in the hands of throne of David and upon his kingdom, to order it, South Wales, having for many years past, through various
it with judgment and with justice channels, had opportunity to read and study your noble teachHenry McArdle a sum of money with the request that after the and to establish
ings, and the honesty and straightforwardness distinguishing
death of herself and her husband it be used for having masses from hencefort h even for ever."
your numerous speeches in the cause of mental liberty and
said by a Roman Catholic priest for the repose of their souls.
It would be quite a task to convince even a Meth- the advancement of humanity, and recognizing in you a true
Soon afterward Mr. and Mrs. Gilman, who were very old, died. odist congregation (four-fifths women at that) champion for the moral welfare of all classes of society, we
A. relativ of the former became his administrator and sued Mcthat . this prophecy(?) of Isaiah referred to Chr_ist, desire, upon this your fifty-second birthday, to take advantage
Ardle to recover the money held_ for mass~s. . .
,Dr. J. L. York's engagement in our city of Sydney, under
Judge Freedman, of the Supenor Court m thi~ City, decided especially if they had ever read the two precedmg of
the auspices of the Sunday Platform Association, to greet you
that the defendant was bound to pay over the money.
chapters; but such little obstacles as a few words are with words of love and brotherly feeling, assuring you of our
This decision was based on the ground that to sustain a
and by the addition of four words, esteem and h~artfel_t recognition for the ~ourteous and honortrust the person for whose ben_efit it is intended must be. liv- easilythovercome,
part of the sentence which ·able man!ler m which you, as. a recogmze~ leader, hav ever
ing· that there cannot be a vahd trust for a dead beneficmry. an d . e 0 m ission of that
.
. characterized your arguments m favor of liberty. We trust
By thQ statute of the state a trust for charitable or religi~us g~tve It any character, It was made to read as follows· that you will accept the accompanying Australian memento of
uses is valid, and in such case the question of a dead or a liv- "Of the increase of his government there shall be no our love, and will ever regard it as emblematic of the affection
ing beneficiary does not arise. :Sut ~udge Free~man held end.''
of the Freethinkers of New ~outh Wales, and we hope that
that saying masses for the s«?ul IS n~Ither a charitable nor a
Aft the usual amount of gush concerning the your earthly car.eer may contmue for many years, a~d that
religious use within the meamng of this statu~e.
er
.
.
.
health and happmess may ever attend you, and we desii'e furThis decision was widely discussed when It was render~d wonderful gift of prophecy conferred espeCially upon ther to add that should you ever visit Australia you will retwo years ago and it was generally condemned by the Catholic Isaiah he proceeded to annihilate "Ingersoll and his ceive a warm and hearty welcome from the thousa~ds of friends
press and cle;gy throughout the country. T)le Herald a_t that crowd' of clowns" biY showing that Christianity is who now only know you by_ an honored n~me..
.
time disputed its legal soundness and cited Pennsylvama and
· ·
· t
th a d umbers year by year This Resolved, That the foregomg be embodied man address to
Illinois decisions against it. By the common law of England gammg
ID s _reng
n n. .
.
.·
be signed by as many friends as possible, and then forwarded,
money or property set apart for saying masses fo.r the dell.d was accomplished by statist!cs showmg the mcrease through the Sunday Platform Association, to Colonel Ingersoll.
falls under the ban of "superstitious uses," and gifts and be- in numbers in the membership of Protestant churches,
Resolved, That the above resolutions and proceedings of
quests for such purpose are held illegal. But this doctrin has extending over a period of six~y years, and to prove this meeting be forwarded for p~blic_ation to the New York
no place in the jurisprudence of a country where the largest
· •t 1 s well as numencal growth numerous TRUTH SEEKER, the ~oston Investtgato1, and the Sydney Eventh a spin
civil and religious liberty is guaranteed to all.
ua a .
.
'
.
i
News and the Datly Telegraph.
Judge Freedman's opinion and that of the General Te;rm extracts from vanous authors were mted showmg the riiJ
• •
f
a·
I also her_ewith mclose a copy o th~ procee mgs
affirming it hav been overruled by the Court of Appeals, which immoral ractices of the Christians of a hundred
p
and
resolutiOns
passed
of
sympathy
with
the
Freeupholds the validity of trusts for masses for the repose of the
soul. Its decision enlarges the liberty of a person to do what ye¥":ea~~~erend gentleman laid much stress upon the th~nkers of the United States at the loss of General
he pleases with his money and removes 'Yhat would hav been
.
an unwarranted restraint upon the consCience of a large part fact that a hundred years ago Europe and America Grant.
were ermeated by skepticism. Nothing was said
A large por~rait adorned _the center of the_ stag_e,
of the community.
The Court of Appeals, in upholding "the validity conceining the modifications which hav taken place an~ the Amencan an? Engl~sh flags hun~ round It,
of trusts for masses for the repose of so11ls," takes us in Christianity itself during these years. Neither was while a crowded audience hstened attentivly to the
.
out of the nineteenth century, with all its boasted the decrease in Catholicism mentioned. In every eloquent .speech of Dr.. J. L. York. .
th d f
of Christianity showed to what
To the Ltberals and Freethmkers of the Umted Strttes of Aznerwa,
advancement, away back into the blackest of the respec t.. e e ens~ . .
.
.
and to the family oj General Grant. WnEBEAS, We, the Liberals
and Freethinkers of New South Wales having for many yearil
dark ages. Nothing more is required, after that extremities of sophiSiry 1ts priests are driven.
Now, Mr. Leek, allow me, as a" self...styled_ Liberal" recognized the great ch~racter and genf:ns of G.en. Ulysses
point is conceded, to secure the future B"\lpremacy of
Catholicism in any country making the concession. and cc one of the clowns,'' to ask a few questiOns upon Simpson Grant; and feelmg grateful to him for his many acts
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a disregard of the amenit~es, the relativity, t~e I?erspectiv, in a word, the pehteness o~ the occ~ston, J~st
as much as it would be to e~ter an ev~nmg somal
gathering with an armful of Journals, distasteful to
many of the company, and hawk them Jar sale.
In other words, to bring the matter ,home, we Liberals
assembled at Albany as a Freethought, not as
That Albany Arrest.
a Freelove or Anarchist convention. As far as I can
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: On my learn I am right in saying that ninety-nine out of
return from the National Liberal League Congress one hundred attendants would hav disavowed many
at Cleveland I find quite an amusing amount ~f com- of Mitchell's ideas. The fact that the Freethinkers
ment in THE TRUTH SEEKER, the Nonconjormtst, Mr. of the country are now organizing under Colonel
Tucker's .Lzberty, and other papers, about the arr~st Ingersoll-the most stur~y opponent ?f such notions
of Mr. Seward Mitchell at the Albany ConventiOn -is of this proof suffiment. Mr. Mitchell and Mr.
and my connection therewith. This occurrence was Heywood c~m~ th~re no~ as members, but on a combut a ripple in the progress of a most succe~sful plimentary mv1tatwn, with full foreknowled~e of ?ur
CYRIL HAVILAND.
283 Gecrge st., Sydney.
convention. But, behold, how great a matter a htt~e general attitude. The most common consideratiOn
fire kindleth I The impression sought to be made 1B and respect would hav suggested to them that t~ey
The Liberal Club.
that the Convention went back on itself, on Mr. should hav consulted the wishes of the ConventiOn
There was no necessity for the great speed at Mitchell, on Freethought, and that I in particular before presenting at that time ~o the public, through
which, about 8 o'clock Friday night, a man wearing soaght to snub or persecute in some way Mr. Hey- the convention, literature wh1ch they knew would
a badge-pin swung round the corner from Third wood and Mr. Mitchell, and wrote some card for that be likely to make trouble .. They chose to !lla~e use
of 8 , complimentary invitatiOn to our orgamzatwn to
avenue into Fifteenth street, and hurried toward the purpose.
German Masonic Temple, for the 385Lh regular meetNow, the truth is that there was no ground what- facilitate the propaganda of not its, but th.eir coning of the Manhattan Liberal Club did not open ever for these impressions. The facts are t~ese: Mr. victions and at our expense.. Even grantmg that
until fifteen minutes bter. The badge-pin man had Mitchell and Mr. Heywood, as so-called Liberal ed- some of our members may deem unmodified liberty
bought a monthly ticket the first of October to nail itors, received complimentary tickets as guests to the the only panacea for all social evils, n~v~rtheless the
up in THE TRUTH SEEKER office where people who Convention, as did many other Liberal editors..They, Freethinkers' Association, as an assocwtwn, hav procame to converse with the cashier could see it, and instead of attending the lectures of the Conve~tJOn on nounced that they will not champion freelove reforms,
he therefore did not contribute to Treasurer Morris's their tickets, as did others, posted themselvs With arm- and to seek to force freelove upon them is a violation
fuls of literature (which many Freethinkers deem ob- of freedom itself. I ~ean the right of the Convention
pile of nick<lB on the table at the door. .
Dr. Lambert sat near the entrance, and when vis- jectionable) i:n the vestibule of the hall of the Conv~n- not to be loaded with special theories or reforms is
itors came in he supplied them with circulars of a tion. Mr. Mitchell was very soon arrested for selling essential to its freedom and usefulness.
temperance meeting to be addressed by himself and his. paper, which Liberty (Mr. Tucker) very well deThis brings me to the heinous charge of declining
E. Duncan Sniffin, Esq., and to be closed by a dox- s~ribPB as~ hotch-potch of sense and nonsense, c~ed to shake hands with Mr. Heywood after the facts reology and benediction. This meeting of Dr. Lam- The Worlds RP.:(ormer.. The arrest :vas. made q~netly. h.ting to his attendance and conauct at the Convenbert's is the one that turns itself into a Sunday mass None of the ConventiOn heard of ~~till after . 1t was tion became known to me. Not to hav done so
meeting for the Rev. Steve Merritt, candidate for over. M~. Heywood went along ~~t~ Mr. ~btc~ell, then wouid hav shown that I was perfectly insensible
and explam.ed the matt~r to the JUBhce so effectivly -insensitiv-to impoliteness. That Mr. Heywood
senator in the Eighth district.
After Mr. Wakeman had paid the compliment due that the.pnson.er was discharged at ~nee, befor~ the could not plead ignorance of what was expected of
to THE TRUTH SEEKER's report of the Congress of the ConventiOn ~r 1ts offi~ers knew anythmg. about It. . him is shown by the following, which also answers
When their attentwn was call~d to It they said the allegations made against my friend, Mr. T. B.
American Secular Union, he introduced Mr. Samuel
Leavitt as the speaker of the evening. Mr. Leavitt t~at the case was ended by the d1s~ha~ge, and they Wakeman, in the articles above referred to. I had
had announced as the subject of his discourse "The d1d not feel called upon to advertise 1t further. If 1 a n d that Mr Wakeman who was a promiComing Revolution in Social, Political, and Indus- Mr. Mitchell had been held for trial, as was. the case nee~t e member a~d who had been elected our
trial Life." The lecture was mostly on the sex ques- with Mr. Bennett and others at the Watkms Glen president had lately befriended Mr. Heywood,
tion, and those who missed hearing it enjoyed, in a C?nvention, the, circumstances would hav been very and that the latter (when he received his edinegativ kind of way, an enviable evening's amuse- different, and would hav properly come up for con- tor's complimentary ticket to attend the eonvenment. Mr. Leavitt is the advocate of thirty-one sepa- sideration. As it was, " all's well that ends. well" tion) had written to Mr. Wakeman about it, exrate and distinct reforms. The marriage reform was was the D?-aXIm to apply. There was no occasiOn to pressing doubt about attending.. Thereupon, Mr.
the one especially borne down upon on this occasion. do an1thmg, much less to go back on anybody or Wakeman, foreseeing what was likely .to happen, re•
The speaker prefaced his remarks by assuring his anythmg.
.
plied, suggesting in the most delicate manner
audience that he had been virtuous for a p~riod cov~or would there hav been ~y occasiOn to say an~- whether it would not be better for the cause and all
ering many years, although he enjoyed good health, thmg unles~ the Alb~y Evemng Journal had ~aken !t concerned that Mr. Heywood should not attend, and
and could toss the hundred pound dumbbell as high for granted lD reporting the arrest that Mr. Mitch~ll 8 so requesting Thereupon without a word of reply,
with his left hand as he could when he was younger. Wo;Zd's Rifo;m~~ was "the organ of the Freethmk- Mr. Heywood, with Mr. Mitche.ll and Miss Jo~ephine
No one expressed a doubt of this, and Mr. Leavitt ers ConventiOn. · .
. ..
Tilton, practically took possesswn of the vestibule of
proceeded to develop his theory, which was, in subI, thereupon, .actmg on my own respon~Ibility, the hall bright and early, with bundles of literature in
stance, that monogamy should be encouraged, and v;;ote th~ f~llowmg card to that p~per,. which the favor not only of Freethought, but of freelove and~
self-restraint was a virtue; but necessity knew no Simplest JustiCe to all concerned reqmred.
·
archy and offered them for sale there and on the Bidemother-in-law, and concubinage in the third degree . Edit9r Albany Jo"!-rnal: ,The Journa;l has fallen in~ an error walk to passers-by. They did not apparen~ly frequent
might be permitted in the case of men like the Rev. m callmg Seward Mitch~ll s organ entitl~d The Wvrld 8 Rif.ormer th C
ention as guests nor take part in Its proceed,
. Ch l Dilk
B
the organ of the Freethmkers' ConventiOn. Probably mnety- • e onv
.
'
t . ·a th d
H enry W ard Beech er an d S Ir
ar es
e.
oys nine out of one hundred attendants among us never heard of mgs. I doubt 1f they barely wen lDBI e e oars.
might consort with widows and spinsters' of advanced the sheet, and, if they did, would utterly disavow its ideas. They came there evidently in the interests of An~rchy
age. Similarly absurd propositions were made by None of us wi2h to interfere with any~m~'s right~ of free to wreck the Convention, and all they could do was
the speaker as to girls. · Mr. Leavitt appeared to re- !bought, free speech,. or free P!ess, but It Is not fair to force t
t
e of their number arrested so as to cast
.
f
t.
t
H Issues on the Freethinkers which as a body do not belong. to 0 ge on
.
.
·
d' t
Aft I
gard this questiOn as one o grea Impor ance.
e them. By making this correction you would only be domg obloquy on 1ts members and !l'tten an s.
er
had carefully weighed the consequences of thus un- justice to us all. We hav a hard enough fight to conduct any- had written the card to get this obloquy removed,
Mr. Heywood came up and offered me his hand as
bosoming himself, and had crossed the Rubicon with how.
the knowledge that he could never return. To show
This card was approved generally by the officers though nothing had been done amiss. My actien
the forbearing nature of a Liberal Club audience it and attendants of the Convention, who, as the past said that I would not take the hand· of a man who
is only necessary to say that throughout his entire has abundantly shown, were ready to take any steps could not or would not act with a more consid·
remarks, bad as they were, the lecturer was not once to defend liberty of thought, of the press, of the erate regard for the position he then and there
shot at.
mails, and of speech, if the occasion had really arisen occupied. Nevertheless, nothing shall in the future
When the lecturer had closed, Mr. Wakeman apol- and demanded such steps to be taken. This Con- as in the past prevent me from fighting as best I can
ogized for him by saying that he did not expect a vention was the last one to hav gone back on the ex- for the right ~f every man to differ from me and to
discourse of this sort. If the speaker had made any ample of its predecessors.
express his difference fully in his own way, place, and
errors, Mr. Wakeman hoped somebody would point
And it seems, too, rather hard to charge with the time· but if he forces his utterances upon me so as to
them out.
spirit of :persecution me who, during some years J?ast, compromise'me, I shall disown both them and him,
Mrs. Leonard followed. The lecturer, she said, hav consistently opposed the Comstock laws as v1ola- and resent the impoliteness.
But it is said that THE TRuTH SEEKER and Index
was not radical enough. She then went into a mi- tiona of a free post-office, and· who, in my support of
nute examination of the process by which the race is Heywood and Bennett-in the right they claimed of sold their literature in the same vestibule, and why
prevented from becoming extinct. Her remarks were selling the pamphlet known as "Cupid's Yokes"- not these others? The answer is that they sold
rather distressing, and it is not saying too much to hav proved my faith by my acts; and had I been Freethought literature, to,_which no obje_ction was
designate them as somewhat uncalled for and inap- called upon as an expert witness in the arrest at made by any member attendant, or outsider.
propriate to a public meeting.
Albany, I should doubtless hav expressed it as my
But if the Convention must be publicly held to
Mr. Chamberlain said that the speaker of the even- opinion that there was less obscenity in The World's approve of the wildest notion that the wildest crank
ing was a much mistaken man if he hoped to escape Riformer than ~auld readily be extracted from Shak- can originate, who may abuse i~s hospitality!.the dis·
calumny by the purity of his life and motiv. Mr. spere or the Bible.
continuance of the sale of all literature at 1ts doors
Nor is the impression that M.r. Mitc~ell.and ~· may be th(:l better plan in the future. But as to that
Heywood, of Princeton, was a pure man, but he was
reviled.
Heywood were persecuted or treated With Impolite- the Convention must judge. · Yours truly,
The chairman said the floor was open. The writer ness borne out. In fact, the reverse is the truth, and
CouRTLANDT PALMER.
thought he said the door was open, and went home. they were the ones to be complained of in thesereNew York, Oct. 18,1885.
It is learned that Dr. Weeks, Dr. Foote, and other spects.
,
--------speakers followed. A member of the club said the
What I insist upon is that Mr. Mitchell and Mr.
The Troy Society.
next day, in referring to the previous evening's per- Heywood, on the occasion under consideration, vioThe
Troy
Ingersoll
Society held a meeting last
formance: "It has yet to be demonstrated that pub- lated what might be called the comity and courtesy qf
lie discussions of this sort do any good. They ma~e Freethought. There are matters in life not only of Sunday afternoon in the Keenan building, and were
the vulgar laugh, lower the dignity of the club, de- principle, but of propriety also. Mr. C. B. Reynolds addressed by the secretary of the American Secular
plete its attendance, and disgust the person of aver- well illustrated this by supposing the case of a clown Union Samuel P. Putnam, on the "Nine Demands
age common sense." Injustice to the members of singing his comic songs at a funeral. I myself, for of Liberalism: their Aim and Object; and the· Reathe lecture committee would be done if it were not insbmce, was asked to attend the Christian School of son for Changing the Name of the National League
stated that they share the regret of the audience when Philosophy, just the same as Messrs. Mitchell and to the American Secular Union." The society relecturers mislead them as to the nature of what they Heywood were asked by the Freethinkers. I should solved to be hereafter known as the Troy Secular
propose to say on the platform of the club.
hav felt that under such circumstances, had I gone, Society. The officers elected were: president, Henry
At the next meeting Professor Davidson will speak it would hav been an act of discourtesy to vend a Staude· vice-president, Hiram Wilbur; secretary,
on Giordano Bruno. Tickets, admitting lady and Liberal newspaper among them. It would hav been s. N. Garaner; treasurer, Robert Wade. President

in liberalizing and elevating the minds of the citizens of the
United States, and through them influencing the world at
large in the direction of broader thought and greater freedom
for all classes, irrespectiv of religion or creed, and also f?r
the activ part he played while carrying his own life nobly m
his hand, for the purpose of suppressing slavery;
Resolved, That we convey to the Liberals and Freethinkers
of the United States, and especially to the family of General
Grant, 011r sincere and heartfelt sympathy with them in the
loss to the world of so great a master mind, whose honesty of
purpose and greatnes~ of soul hav placed him on a pede~tal
of love, where generations yet unborn will yearn toward h1m,
feeling that he has truly, in the words of his fellow-countryman, left "footprints on the sands of time."
Resolved, That the foregoing and the proceedings of this
meeting be sent for publication to the Daily Te,egraph, Sydney
Evening News, New York T:auTH SmmKE:a, and the Boston
. Investigator, and also to Mrs. Grant.

----------------

gentleman, are for sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office
for 50 cents each. Those who attend are assured
that they will hav as much reason to congratulate
themselvs as those hav who stayed away from the
last meeting.
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Staude took the chair, and after a brief address acknowledging the honor, J. J. McCabe, of the ~bany
Secular Society, gave an address on th~ " ObJects of
the Society and the Manner of Conductmg the Same
in Albany/' /The l!lubject for next Sunday will be,
"The Chasm Between Science and Theology." Meetings will be held every Sunday hereafter at the
Keenan building.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
Vice-Presidents.
HOBACE SEA.VEB,
CHARLES WATTS,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
JoHN E. REMSBERG,
WILLIAM .ALGIE,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
ROBERT C. AI>.u.rs,
MATTIE P. KBEKEL,
TITUS L. BROWN,
ELIZUR WRIGHT,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
JAMES PARTON,
COURTLANDT PALMER, Treas.,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Sec.,
850 Broadway.
33 Clinton Place.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS,
EUGENE M. MACDONALD,
Chair. Ex. Com.
Chair. Fin. Com,

The Campaign Fund.
Balance in Treasury (as per report at last Congress)
Received since balance reported (as per THE
TRUTH SEEKER of last week),
•
•
Pledged at Congress ($364.00 being paid),
A Van Deusen (pledge),
N~wark League (paid on last year's pledge),
Charles Eckhart (pledge),.
Total

$25.72
92.50
1,138 00
100.00
10.00
10.00
--$1,376.22

To Friends of the Secular Union.
·

The Convention at Albany and the Congress at
Cleveland hav given new hope and impulse to the advacates of Freethought. The lectures and addresses
· · 1 th
given by the ablest exponents of our prmC1p es, e
ample reports published in the metropolitan journals
and throughout the country, the large audiences
Present, and the thorough harmony displayed in reth d t
gard to the policy to be adopted and the me 0 8 0
be pursued, hav all contribut~>-d to make an enthuSiasm interest, and power which hav not before exl'sted. , These, however, but furnish the conditions
for more strenuous activity. Unless the opportunity
is improved and better work work done, what has
already been accomplished will be to our shame .and
not to our honor. We hav not reached a restmgplace, but a point of vaster momentum, where greater
exertions must be put forth.
The ninth annual Congress at Cleveland resolved
a· t
k 0 f th u . should b .
h th .
t at e Imme Ia e war
e DlOD
e.
1. Work before state legislatures.
2. Printing and distributing tracts upon the Nine
Demands.
·
. t rl'bu t'IOn of F ree th aug
· ht l't
S. D IB
1 erat ure.
4. Employment of Freeth ought lecturers.
For these purposes the Congress voted to ·raise a
fund of ten thousand dollars for the coming year. To
this Robert G. Ingersoll, our president, will contrib·
ute one thousand dollars if other friends of the Secwar Union throughout the country will do their
share. Let there be an immediate response to this
magnanimous propoS!•t•wn of our preBI·aent ,
· It is desirable that our best lecturers be kept constantly busy and receive from the U aion moral and
where necessary, pecuniary support in order that,
without too great loss t.o tbemselvs, they may enter new
fields. The platform. 1~ nece~sary to the advance of
Freethought. The hvmg vmce must be heard, the
face be seen, the presence felt. Every one of our
lecturers should receive the amplest encouragement.
The work that lies before them is of immense impodance.
·
It is desirable also to print campaign documents
and. circulate them by the million, if p~s~ible. EspeCially do we need a thorou~h exp~Bitwn of t?e
~ine Demands by our most s~Ilful wnters.. Statist1c~ should be carefully compiled and studied, and
their lessons learned. Apt arguments should be
made, with telling illustrations, in order that the
people may vividly see the _injustice that actually. ed1sts, and the proper remedieS that must b_e appheb ·
The printing·press is a powerful ally, and It must e
used. Above a!J, our Liberal papers, TH_E TRUTH
SEEKER, the Invest~gator, and others, W:hose mfl.uence
is of incalculab!e benefit, sho~ld receive ~he earn?st
help of every fnend of the Umon, and their subscnption lists be increased by the t~ousan~.
.
It is desirable, also, that 1mmed1ate . actwn be
taken to present the Demands of th~ Umon to the
attention of legislatures, and urge that all statutes
contrary to the Nine Demand~ be r~pe~ed. On
this point there must be unceasmg ag1~atw~. .
Our President, Robert G. Ingersoll, 1n his mtroductory address at the·Cleveland Congr?BB, e~pre.ssed
the potent reasons for constant effort 1n thiS d1rection.
President Garfield said in Congress, June 22, 1874:
The di7orce between church and state ought to be absolut.e.
It ought to be absolute that no church property anywhere m

tion, to that extent you impose a tax upon the whole community.

Mr. Watts Breaking New Ground.

The U:sually quiet village of Greenwich, with its
The New York Evening Post, while conducted by five hundred inhabitants, situated a few miles from
William Cullen Bryant, said:
Springfield, Mass., was the scene of considerable exThe Evening Post has long been of the opinion that the citement on Sunday, Oct. 18th. Mr. Charles Watts
American theory of a self-supporting . church ought to
be carried out to its full and legitimate conclusion, had been announced to lecture on that day in what
and that the separation of the church and state ought to be is called a church, but which is really, in the opinion
complete. It should include the total discontinuance of con- of those in a position to judge, a meeting-house betributions of public money, direct or indirect, to the support longing to the people of the town. Hearing of Mr.
of any religious establishment. We hav never been able to
see the slightest difference in principle between the appropri. Watts's intended lecture, the orthodox party met and
ation of a certain sum of money raised by tax to a particular decided to prevent, if possible, his speaking. They
church, and a release of that church from a tax on its property therefore secured an inJunction forbidding the use of
to the same amount. The cost of the benE>volent act in either the building by Freethinkers. The Springfield Recase falls upon the taxpayers generally.
pUblican of Monday, Oct. 19th, givs a full account of
Another paper asks:
the proceedings, from which we take the following:
Has civil society a right to giv the public money outright to
a religious or ecclesiastical body, a missionary or a tract
society, or ·a church? According to our-American dootrin of
church and state it has not.
Is there any difference between releasing one from a debt of
ten dollars, which he is bound to pay, and giving him ten dollars? Is there any difference whatever between paying out
money from the public treasury and remitting taxes that are
coming into the public treasury?
.

STRUGGLING FOR A CHURCH.
Greenwich had an exciting Sunday because of a contest
over the possession of the Congregational meeting-house, the
result of considerable past friction. The ownership of this
building it will be remembered, has been for years in question as between the town and Congregational parish, because
the transfer from the town, which held the building under the
old law to the parish is not made very clear by the records,
and bee~use of money which the town has paid out for repairs
President Grant, in his annual message of 1875, within a few years. The lawyers favor both sides, as usual,
recommended the passage of a constitutional amend- one set holding that, under the circumstances the town can
share the use of the church with the parish, while others
ment for the more complete separation of church and maintain that all churches must in any event, under the presstate, and referred to the rapid increase of this, ex- ent ecclesiastical law, pertain exclusivly to the parishes and
religious organizations which are connected with them. But
empted property as follows:
the town voted in the spring of 1884 that on petition of six
In connection with this important question, I would also citizens the selectmen might open the church for such lectures
call your attention to the importance of correcting an evil and entertainments as they should deem proper.
that. if permitted to continue, .will probably lead to great
Something like two weeks ago a petition to the selectmen
trouble in our land before the close of the nineteenth century. was circulated for signatures for the use of the church for a
It is the acquisition of vast amounts of untaxed church 'Prop- public lecture in accordance with. ~hat vote. The petition,
erty. In 1850, I believe, the church property of the United bearing the names of about. for~y 01t1Z~ns, was deemed ~y ~he
States, wbich paid no tax. municipal or state, amounted to board sufficient cause for tssumg a hcense, and permtsston
abnut $87,000 000. In 1860 th<~ amount had doubled. In was granted. Notices were posted over the town a week ago
1870 it was $354.483,587. By 1900, without a check, it is safe by Chandler Powers one of the petitionerR, of a public laotto say this. property will reach a sum E\XCeeding $3,000,000,000. ure at the "town's m'eeting-house" at 3 PM., Sunday, October
So vast a sum, receiving all the protection and benefits of gov- 18th by Charles Watts "the distinguished and eminent leoternment, without bearing its proportion of the bur~ens and urer' from England of a highly instruotiv and educational
·expenses of the same, will not be looked upon acqmesoently character the subje~t to be announced at the time." On Satby those who hav to pay the taxes. In a growing country, urday Bl~ckmer & Vaughn, of Worcester, atto~neys for the
where real estate enhances so rapidly with time as in the parish appeared in the village and ordered Sheriff Gallon:d. of
United States, there is scarcely a limit to the-wealth that may Amhe;st to serye a writ of injunction upon the towll:, 01_t1!1g
be acquired by corporations, religi?us or otherwise, if al~owed them to appear at Northampton, before the sup~eme ~ud_10ml
to retain real estate without taxation. The contemplation of court for the county of Hampshire, to show what 1s the1r r1ght,
so vast a property as here alluded to, without taxation, may title, and inte1·est in the church property. The. lawyer ~so
lead to sequestration without constitutional authority, and required the officer to serve a dozen or more wrrtten !l?t10es
through blood. I would suggest the taxation of all property signed by the parish committee upon t~ose w_ho ha>: petitiOned
equally.
'
the selectmen for the use of the church, mcludmg H W.
B th'
• t
· ·
f t
th t
e of Smith and ordering them not to trespass on parish property.
N y y 18k UDJUB
•t 1remiSSIOn o axes "ll'e axpay
t h rsd d Pn"nte'd nott"ces were also posted on the parish property forew or 01 y a one pay over one mt ton wo un re bidding trespassing on the premises under penalty of the law.
and fifty thousand dollars yearly for the support of The parish committee posted notices that the usual Sunday
cnurches. The tax-payers generally throughout the services for yesterday would be held at Farmer's Hall in
country pay over twenty million dollars yearly to the Greenwich village instead of at the church, and servwe was
t L'b
fA
held there. Two of the parish committee thought best to
same purpose. How long will he I era1S o mer- occupy the church s 11turday night, and a watchman was kept
ica submit to this political outrage?
in the building all day yesterday. Mr. Vaughn had ordered
Herbert Spencer, one of the greatest of living phil- Sheriff Gallond to be on the ground yesterday, and warn all
osophers, when visiting this country said:
whn should attempt to enter on or trespass on the property
claimed by the parish.
You retain the forms of freedom, but so far as I can gather
There are intimations that those who petttwned for the
there has been considerable loss of the substance. Free insti- church will get out an injunction to pr~vent the use of th_e
tutions oan be maintained only by citizens 61\0h of whom is church by the parish until the ownership of the property IS
instant to oppos.e every illegitimate act, every assump~i~n ~f settled in the courts.
supremacy every official excess of power, however trrvml 1t
· d to deliver
may seem.' As Hamlet says, there is such a thing as "greatly
Of course, M r. W attB was d et ermme
to :find quarrel in a straw" when the straw implies a principle. his lecture and he did so to perhaps a much larger
If as yon say of the American, he pauses to consider whether audience than he would hav had in such a small
h~ can afford the time and trouble-whether it will pay-cor- place but for the theological interference. Under the
ruption is sure to creep in. All these lapses from a higher. to CI'rcumstances it was thought best to secure the
lower forms.of life begin in trifling ways; and it is only by mh
cessant watchfulness that they can be prevented. As one of Town Hall which was done, and at t e commenceyour early statesmen said, "The price of liberty is eternal ment of th~ lecture every seat in the hall was occuvigilance." But it is ~r l~s~ again~t forei_gn aggressiol:'s upon pied. Mr. H.
Smith, the leading Spi~itualist of
national liberty that thts VIgilance 1s reqmred than agamst the
d
d mad e a telhncr
insidious growth of domestic interferences with personal the district, pres! e ' an
,.., speech
liberty.
against the despotism of the orthodox party. Mr.
0

w.

With these words of warning and of wisdom from
the best and wisest of the advocates of human welfare shall the friends of Freethought be longer inacti~ against these wrongs which in principle are
fundamental and far-reaching and most injurious to
our national development?
.
The American people it is estimated, pay over·
twenty-six million dollar; per. year for the pr~aching
of theology. Shall not the Liberals of Amenca contribute ten thousand dollars for the advanceme~t of
justice? Now is the time to work. To delay IB to
increase the evil.
Giv something. However little, it will add strength
to the general cause. It is pr?ferable ~ot t~at the
·few but that the masses of Lrberals g1v mamly to
the' fund The interest will be greater, and the resuits mo;e fruitful. Let the rich Freethinker giv of
his abundance to a work that makes wealth more desirable since it dignifies human life and makes its
pleasu~es nobler· but Jet the humblest toiler feel that
in this struggle for Liberty and Justice he also can
be a comrade as honorable and as useful as his more
fortunate fellow-soldier.
All who contribute One Dollar will be entitled to a
certificate of Annual Membership in this Union, and
will be supplied with copies of all documents issued
by the Union. Those contributing Twenty-five Dollara will be entitled to a certificate of Life Membership in the Union, and will also be furnished with
uantities of all documents published.
.
q Address all communications, and forward contributions to the fund to Samuel P. Putnam, Secretary,
33 Clinton Place New York, or to Courtlandt Palmer,
Treasurer, 850 Broadway, New York.

·a

watts spoke for nearly an hour and a half, an~ at
the conclusion he received the hearty congratulatiOns
of numbers of ladies and gentlemen, who! alt~ough
Spiritualists, were at on~ 'Yith. Mr. Watts m ~Is crusade against orthodox mJuatice. Th~ Spnngfield
Repuhlican, referring to the speaker, sa1d:

He had considerable to say about the orthodox !?arty, a~d
!llade so_me shar~s~e~~r~~~e~~~r~\e f~~tti~ ~~~~:r~.arr~\~:~fcu~
some of his points, and at the close H. W.
Smith said he wished a thousand people had been present to
hear the eloquent address.

~~~=f~sptpnfa~~!d

This attem t to break new ground in the very
at-bed of !am ant orthodoxy was so successful
~at arran emenfs were made with Mr. Watts to ret
t i! three lectures on "The Fallacy of Orthodurn Ch~il!ltianity" Mr Watts lectures twice next
S~~da Novemb~r 1st, before the Friendship Liberal
L
y, of Philadelphia in Industrial Hall, Broad and
wagdetreets. Afterna'on at 2·30; evening at 7 30.
S b~ ~ . "The Nightmare of Theology," and" Unb UliJ~? Its Nature and Services to Humanity." The
e b~i~ are invited.
pu
---------
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Thos. G. Watkins, N. D. Goodell, - - - - - - - - -

1.00
10.00

For the Bruno Statue at Rome.

S. C. Rogers,
William Smith,
F. Schuneman,
P. Wettstein,
A. MeAra,
S. c. Highland,
w. Whittick,
CoNOEIT may puff a man up, but never. prop him Nelson Beall,

any state, or in the nation, should be exempt from equal ~xki
ation; for if yQU eJ!:e~pt the :property of any church orgawz~- /UJ>--Bus n.

0

R. B. Jackson,

$1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

5.00
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belief in the being of Almighty God, though he United States spoke for the whole people, and after
made the following explicit declaration of faith in they had formed its provisions, submitted it to the
his speech before the legislature: "There is but one people themselvs, who approved and adopted it.
living and true God; everlasting, without body, parts,
So far, then, as the government of the United States
The ·Deman~s of Liberalism.*
or passion; of unlimited power, wisdom, and good- is concerned, it was intended to be, beyond all quesIt is almost universally charged against Free~ ness; the maker of all things, visible and invisible." tion, secular, and the evidence to this effect is irrethinkers that the effort now making to fully secularize To a layman and non-believer in the doctrin of" God sistible and conclusiv. ·
the government is an effort directed toward the over- in politics" this would seem to be a sufficiently strong
The people of the United States, in view' of the
throw and destruction of the Christian religion. No declaration of a belief in Almighty God to warrant provisions of state constitutions, seem not to . hav
other charge which the church makes against us a man otherwise unobjectionable in holding a seat in been satisfied with the ignoring of religious matters
shows so fully and clearly the fact which we are at- the legislature to which he had been chosen by the by the Constitution of the Unit~d States, and very
tempting to call public attention to, namely, that by suffrages of the peeple. In addition to this declara- soon amended it by the following provision: "Conthe many privileges and immunities granted the tion Mr. Thorne also presented a number of letters gress shall make no law respecting the establishing
church in this country, the Christian religion has al- sho~ing that he was a member in good standing of of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof,
most become a state religion; so nearly that any at- the Progressiv Order of Friends, a sect of Quakers; or abridging the freedom of speech or of the press."
tempt to stay their further encroachments upon per- that he had been a trustee in 'the church of that This was an unqualified securing of the freedom of
sonal liberty and the public purse is met with the society in Pennsylvania, his former home; and that opinion on religious subjects to the people of the
cry that we are trying to destroy their church. The he was a man of good moral character. But he had United States, and is of special force in view of the
truth is that the present Secular movement is simply written a pamphlet in which he had spoken of the provisions cited from the state constitutio:ps. Can
an effort to realize the spirit of the Constitution. We trinity and resurrection as mythical or superstitious, an unprejudiced mind come to any other conclusion
_would be unworthy the name of Freethinkers did we and said that he did not regard God as a being than that the government to be established under
wage Sectarian w.arfare against anyone. Freethink- whose chief purpose is- to to't'ture mankind after the constitutional provisions already cited was to be
ing means, above everything else, respect for the
death.
also stated in the presence of the legisla- thoroughly secular?
rights of those who honestly, however mistakenly, ture thatHe
while he believed in God he did not believe
In the convention that framed the Constitution of
differ from us. As Freethinkers it is our highest "in all the characterizations attributed to him." the United States, when Benjamin Franklin moved
duty to insist that under a government founded "by Thereupon a member declared that it was clear that prayers be offered every morning before prothe people, for the people," no vantage ground be Thorne did not believe in the "God of our constitu- ceeding to business, the motion was opposed and degiven for sectarian purposes. That the wise founders tion," and it was on this ground that Mr. Thorne feated by adjournment without a vote. (See EUiot's
of this republic clearly saw such danger, and care- was expelled by a majority vote of the house sitting Debates, val. v, pp. 253-255.) And when President
sought to avoid it, must be evident, I think, to any- as an ecclesiastical court.
Jefferson was requested to appoint days of fasting
one who examins the statutes of the colonies prior to
The
constitution
of
South
Carolina
of
1778
requires
and prayer, and days of thanksgiving.; he refused at
the adoption of the Constitution of the United States
and
commanders-in-chief
to
be
Protestant,
different
times to perform any such act, on the exgovernors
in 1789. What was carefully and completely left out
is quite as significant as what was carefully put in. and officials "must believe that there is a God." The press ground that the Constitution prohibited him,
Nearly all of the colonies and states had adopted Protestant religion is made the state religion. All although there were precedents to the contrary in
and incorporated religious tests and qualifications. religious associations are required to subscribe to the the administration of the government by his predecessors. His language, in a letter to the Rev. Mr.
Under these provisions persecutions had taken following articles:
That
there
is
an
eternal
God,
and
future
reward
Millar,
in the year 1808, is as follows: "I consider
place. You hav only to turn back a few pages in
t}le government of the United States as interiicted
the history of the New England states to find the and punishment.
That God is to be publicly worshiped.
by the Constitution from intermeddling with religblackest crimes against humanity authorized, deThat
the
Christian
religion
is
the
true
religion.
ious
institutions, their doctrins, disciplin, or exerfended, and justified by the Christian religion, at
That the Old and the New· Testaments are in- cises" (Jefferson's Works, val. v, p. 236).
least so much of it as was capable of getting into
spired, and are the rule of faith and of practice.
You will remember, also, that the committee of
legal binding.
The charter of Pennsylvania, granted in 1625, de- Congress to whom was referred the petition ot five
Here are some of the religious tests and qualifications out of which our Secular Constitution was clares: "When a great and wise God had made the hundred-titled signers (every name bore a title)~
world, of all his creation it pleased him to choose asking for an amendment of the Constitution of the
evolved.
man
his deputy to rule it." All officials are required United States, which should" recognize God and the
The charter of Delaware, granted in 1701, speaks
Christian religion," reporte:l as fellows:
·
of "Almighty God as being the only Lord of con- to possess faith in Christ.
The constitution of 1776 has the following provis- Your committee would respectfully report: That, upon exscience, father of light and spirits." The Constitu.
d'
I' ·
T0 b
t'tl d t 0 th f ll amination even of the meager debates of the fathers of the
tion of 1776 required officials to subscribe a declara- Ions
regar mg re 1g10n:
e en 1 e
e u republic in the convention which framed the Constitution,
professing "faith in God the father, and in Christ rights of citizenship it requires, the acknowledgment they find that the subject of the memorial was fully and carehis only son, and in the Holy Ghost, one God, blessed of there being a God. Members of the legislature fully considered, and they, in that convention, decided, after
for ever more, and I do acknowledge the holy script- mnst subscribe the following declarations: "I do grave deliberation, to which the subject was entitlt~d, that, as
country, the foundation of whose government they were
ures of the Old and New Testament to be by divine believe in one God, the creator and governor of the this
then laying, was to be the home of the oppressed of all nations
inspiration."
·
universe, the rewarder of the good, and the punil'lher of the earth, whether Christian or pagan, and in full realizaThe constitution of Maryland of 1776 authorizes of the wicked, and I do acknowledge the .scriptures tion of the dangers which the union between church and state
the legislature to " levy taxes to support the Chris- of the Old and the New Testaments to be given by had imposed upon so many nations of the Old World, agreed,
with great unanimity, that it was inexpedient to put anything
tian religion, and requires all officials to subscribe a divine inspiration."
into the Constitution or form of government which might be
declaration of a belief in the Christian religion."
The charters- and constitutions of Georgia, New construed to be a reference to any religious creed or doctrin.
The charter of Massachusetts of 1620 attributes Jersey, and New York, Virginia, and Rhode Island, And they further find that this decision was accepted by our
" plagues and slaughter to providence," and is are comparatively free froni religious intolerance, Christian fathers with such great unanimity that, in the
and some of them contain wise provisions on the amendments which were afterward proposed, in order to make
" granted to convert the Indians."
the Constitution more acceptable to the nation, none had ever
The constitution of 1780 declares that "good gov- subject of religion.
been proposed to the states by which this wise determination
ernment depends on piety and religion," and authorThese citations from the charters and constitutions of the fathers has been attempted to be changed. Wherefore,
izes "the legislature to make provisions for Protes- are made to indicate the status of public opinion your committee report that it is.inexpedient to legislate upon
the subject of the above memonal, and_ ask that they be distant ministers. Members of the legislature must be from th e time th e fi rst se ttl emen t 8 were ma d e up t 0 charged
from the further consideration thereof, and that this
Protestant."
the time of the adoption of the Constitution of the repo 1·t, together with the petitions, be laid upon the table.
The charter of the Carolinas of 1663 speaks of " a United States in 1789. Prior to the Revolution, none
At the Potter reception in England, a few years
laudable arid pious zeal for ,.the propagation of the of the states had charters, but constructed their govChristian faith " as an inducement of the grant. The ernments under the several charters obtained from since, Bright, speaking of the United States, said;
hav no bishops in their senate. I hav no doubt there
celebrated Locke constitution has not less than thir- the English government. The federal congress of areThey
people in this country (England) who commiserate their
teen sections on rEligion. Among them are found 1775, by resolution, requested the states to adopt privation in that respect, but I. do not. They how not conthe following and similar declarations:
constitutions with the charters, and from these the structed a machine mostly political and partly religious, in
"There is a God. God is to be publicly worshiped. exact progress which had been made in the one which the state bolsters up relig1on on condition that religion
will bolster up the state. They hav got no favorit governPersons over seventeen years of age and not mem- hundred and more years between the dates of the ment
church or organization :which lends to the crimes of
bers of a church are without legal protection. Every charters and the constitutions, on religious subjects, monarchs or statesmen, sanctioned by the simulated voice of
person in Carolina shall hav absolute power and can be seen. But the main object in referring to God, an approval in which the voice of Christianity i&, demorauthority over his negro slaves of what opinion or them is to arrive at -what the fathers really intended alized and degraded.
religion whatever."
·
_
by the Constitution of the United States, to which I
Would that this were wholly true.
The Constitution of North Carolina of 1776 pro- now refer.
~
It is upon this ground that we base our argument
vides: " That no person who shall deny the being of
The preamble declares that the Constitution is es~ and make our demand for equal rights and exact jusa God, or the truth of the Protestant religion, or the tablished by the people to secure the blessings of tice. We are tired of having broad constitutional
divine authority of either the Old or the New Testa- liberty to themselvs and their posterity. No allu- rights crowded into narrow, superstitious, and ariament, shall hold any office."
sian is made to God or religion in any part of the tQcratically inherited colonial interpretations. We
· It was under this old law, or as much of it as re- original instrument. The oath ·prescribed to be are tired of paying tribute to a pauper church-paumained in the state constitution, that Mr. Thorne taken by the president on entering into office is as per both in respect to the matter of its teaching and
was, only a few years since, expelled from the legis- follows: "I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will the manner of its support, a church which is so povlature.
faithfully execute the office of President of the erty-stricken in matter of demonstrable truth and
Up to the year 1848 the God in the Nort.h Caro- United States, and will to the best of -my ability pre- sound logic that it dare not allow science to turn the
lina Constitution was not only a Christian God, but serve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the lens of its mighty achievements upon the musty old
also a Protestant God. Under the organic law of United States." There is no "so help me God," now creeds, for fear the people will discover the fact that
the state up to that period, all persons who denied so much used at the conclusion of oaths, both in and they are everywhere honeycombed by ignorant as" the truth of the Protestant religion "were excluded out of court, in the Constitution.
sumption and divine impudence; a church so povfrom holding office. This provision debarred CathThose who object to swearing may affirm, indicat- erty-stricken in its manner of support that, not conolics and Jews, as well as Deists, Atheists, and Infi- ing a regard to individual preferences even.
tent with the privileges granted, by which it has
dels. In the constitution of 1848 the political notion
The delegates to the convention which formed the become a cancer on the body politic eating actually
of .deity was modified, and the new restriction was Constitution of the United States came from the several the substance of the poverty-stricken classes, who by
limited to a general belief in God; this idea was re- states, and were familiar, not only with the consti- increased taxation of unecclesiastical property contained in the new constitution of 1868, which has a tutions of the states thay came from and represented, tribute to the existence, maintenance, and protection
clause disqualifying from holding office, "First, all but undoubtedly partook more or less of the views of an institution whose assumed divinely authoritativ
persons who shall deny the being of Almighty God." of their constituents in religious matters. These creed degrades them-first, in levying unlawful_ tax
This general diequalification, however, seems to be were fully discussed in the convention, and the con- upon their property in this world, and secondly in
the special interpretation of the legislature, for elusions which were arrived at were arrived at after assuming to dispose of their souls in the next, upon
Mr.. Thorne was expelled on the ground of dis- full consideration. They must therefore be taken as purely doctrinal and technical grounds, without
deliberately overruling and negativing the religious either their connivance or consent. The people, the
· • An address prepared for the late Congress of the Ameri- tests found in the constitutions of the several states. whole people of this country, the laboring classes
can Secular Union. By Mrs. Mattie Krekel.
The delegates who formed the Constitution of the who until our "labor troubles," as they_ are called,
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developed, did not think much upon the subject, are
coming now to see that the power of taxing is one of
the vital powers of the government, and that when
any aggregation of wealth becomes colossal it can
take advantage of legislation (not intended to be
special) which the poor man cannot reach. We demand that exemption both by virtue of much wealth
and much piety shall cease, and that taxation shall
be reduced to the actual necessities of an honest,
industrious people,
We are tired of priestly interference everywhere,
from the most sacred relations of private life up to
the public sessions of the accumulated wisdom of our
country. We hav been commended to both "watch
and pray.'' Prayers hav not improved our American
Congress; let us quit praying at the public expense
and watch a little closer. We demand that prayer
be no longer paid for out of the public purse, but,
like other personal benefits, out of the personal pocket.
We are tired of that mockery which for hundreds
of years has made a pious perjurer more respectable
than an· honest, unpretentious truth-teller, which
makes a l;e uttered by lips which hav kissed the
Bible more sacred than the truth told without pretention and without hypocrisy.
We demand that the outgrown forms of the judicial oath be discontinued; we are tired of the fruits
of the so-called Christian morality, which, founded
on the proposition that we are cursed by a crime
against God, which he, as father of our being, toreknew and foreplanned, makes an innocent being suffer the penalty; a code of morality which tolerates
murderers and cutthroats in heaven and consigns the
world's greatest ben{lfactors, such as Goethe, Emerson, Lincoln, Sumner, and Dickens, to doubtful regions. And we demand that, as under our government our creed of morality is the product of an earnest endeavor among men to liv together in justice
and harmony toward each other-a natural moralityour laws shall be shaped and administered with
this end only in view. We are tired of the hypocrisy
which insists on carrying into our schools the book
called the Bible, portions of which are so obscene as
to shock even .the ecclesiastical mind, while at the
tame time asking for a special law and a special-agent
so punish lesser offenses against modesty and common decency.
And we demand that our schools shall be made and
kept purely secular. Frie~ds, let us consecrate ourselva anew to the objects of our national asssociation,
viz., an attempt to realize in full, for the benefit of
present and future civilization, a purely secular government, such as our wise forefathers, having seen
and felt the curse of ecclesiastical power, designed to
form.
·

The Order of Anarchy.
Will THE TRUTH SEEKER kindly permit me to say
a few words in defense of the social theory of the
Anarchists. Of course, Anarchists are all individualists, and it must be understood that I giv only
my own conception of Anarchy, though I think that
I voice the ideas of many of my brethren. Every
man for himself and justice for all, is the Anarchists'
platform.
Anarchists are men who reject all political headship or rulership, all government of man by man as
such; all authority outside of the natural laws of
harmony. They hold that every sane, non-criminal
individual of right is, or should be, free from all dictation or domination by other individuals. Individuals hav no right to require anything of other individuals except respect for just and natural rights and
fidelity to voluntary agreements. Justice and Liberty are the watchwords of Anarchy. Justice is the
foundation on which the superstructure of a true
scientific social order is to be erected, and liberty the
condition of those residing therein. Justice, as the
Anarchist understands it, is simply the " eternal fitness of things," that natural right relationship of
things one with the, other which, duly understood
and regarded, inevitably results in order and harmony, and, in the spher@ of humanity, in health and
happiness. Liberty is opport:unity to study and
practice justice, which study and practice constitute
morality. Therefore liberty is opportunity to be
just, do right, or be moral. This is very simple,
very philosophical, and very comprehensiv, is it not?
In practice, the Anarchists claim this model state of
things will be best realized by giving each individual
perfect freedom to do what he or she pleases, provided that pursuit of pleasure does not lead to the
infringement of the equal freedom of others. Obviously any disturbance of the just social equilibrium
curtails the freedom of some one ; ~herefore, whether
you say, "do justice " or "maintain liberty," it means
the same to the Anarchist. Therefore Anarchy is
emphatically the doctrin of non-interference, of
"mind your own business, and let your neighbor's
alone."
Logically the Anarchist rejects all compulsion except in defence of justice and liberty, and then only
to the extent rendered absolutely necessary. He
would rather persuade than compel his assailant to
- do himjustice, because he realizes that compulsion
always interferes with freedom, and though an aggres-
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siv wrong may hav rendered its aid indispensable sate for losses arising from his theft. How treat
t? .the restoration of a just equilibrium, his clear the murderer? His victim is dead and cannot be
VISIOn naturally regards its temporary evils with ab- restored, but he must remove, as much as possihorrence. How absurd, then, to call those dynamite- ble, evils resulting from his crime (the poverty
exploding incendiaries, seeking only to gratify their of widow and orphans, for instance), and if his
h.ate and ava.rice on the persons and ·property of the crime was premeditated, or exhibitiv of a characriCh, Anarchists!. They are no more true Anarchists ter dangerous to the lives of other individuals, he is
than Ignatius Loyola was Jesus Christ. Not but considered a moral lunatic, and placed in an asylum
wh~t. the Anarchist regards dynamite as having a till his reformation is assured. The true principles
legitimate function, but it is an agent too terrible to of criminal restraint are these: (1) No punishment,
be lightly used.
capital or otherwise, for this is revenge and invasiv
Realizing that th9 existing social structure is of the rights, of the criminal. (2) Giv the criminal
founded on injustice and maintained by compulsion, a chance to make good the evil he has done, and r!jthe Anarchist is revolutionary to the heart's core, but quire him to do so. (3) Confine him, if he is a
it is a bloodless·revolution that he desires-the evolu- .moral lunatic (one wko reveals by repeated or atrotion of truth-directed consciences and enlightened cidus crimes that he cannot, or does not, comprehend
intellects working justice. When Anarchy fully tri- the.vital importance of respecting human rights), till
he IB _reformed.
.
umphs, war will cease ahd scientific order begin.
It is somewhat amusing to review the prevalent . Thu~k yo.u we should hav as many ammals under
misconceptions of and objections to the Anarchial such kmd, Just treatment a_s by our present system
theory. It is a common assertion that in primitiv of le~al tyranny, deg:adatwn, rev~nge. and torture;
savagedom Anarchy was tried and found wanting. hangmg men or s:tHJ.ttmg tJ:em up m pnsons (schools
But the savage's idea of liberty is as different from the and hot-beds of VIce aD;d crime) whence they emerge
Anarchist's as night from day. · The savage idea of sevenfold more the children of hell than when they
liberty is fioeedom for self and opportunity to invade entered?
.
. .
Who would try and sentence these crimmals? The
the freedom of others· the Anarchist -idea is mutual
freedom of self with 'others. The first is the out- advisers, who are, you remember, by universal congrowth of ignorant brutality, the second of the high- sent the wisest an<;]. best m~n-in the group. This is
est civilization and morality. Those who thus criti- not mob law. Is It not all: Impr?vement on our prescise Anarchy expose themselvs to the suspicion that ent horde of mercenary, c~Ient-~Ired, lawyers! statutetheir own highest conception of liberty is that of the !>o~nd, an~, perhaps, bribed Judges, and Ignorant,
savage, and that consequently they are afraid to trust mdrfferent Jurymell:?
.
. .
.
.
Remember th!lt _m ~his AnarchistiC ~onfederatwn
it. Some accuse Anarchists of opposing co-operation;
others will confound them with Communists. In there are no distmctwns of race, natwn, color, or
fact, no .men believe more in co-operation than An- sex; it is the "fed~;ation..o~ the world,". the "uniarchists, yet there is a vital difference between them v~rs~~ brotherhood, the hberty, equah_ty, £raterand Communists. The Communistic motto "From mty, sung by poets and dreamed of by philosophers.
each according to his ability; to each according to his To~c~ a single Anarchist, in that .day, with the w:and
necessity," contrasted with the Ana1·chistic motto, "To of 1DJI!ry, and the free and the Just of every ~hme,
each according to his works," reveals this too clearly to the picked men of every race and c?untry, Will be
need comment. In Communism there are no individ- your oppon~nts, pledged and ready, with the courage
uals; all are merged in one. In Anarchy every individ- an~ res_olutwn only freemen know, to compel you to
ual is an independent sphere, rolling on its own axis, do JUStiCe.
J. WJ\L LLOYD.
moving in its own orbit, harmonizing but not interNot Precisely as It Used to Be.
fering with its fellow-spheres. With the Anarchist
F1•om the New Yorlc Times.
everything begins and ends with the individual, yet,
Clergyman
(to
hotel
clerk): What do. you charge
with his eye fixed on the grand principles of justice and
liberty (which to the vision thus concentrated appear a day?
Clerk: Two dollars.
as one), he realizes, as no other man can, the true
Clergyman: You hav rates for clergymen, of course?
solidarity of humanity. Therefore he loves and does
Clerk: Oh, yes, sir.
right by his neighbor, because he loves and would
Clergyman: How much are they?
do right by himself. Therefore, while testing everyClerk: Two dollars.
thing by its usefulness to self, he is most unselfish.
Therefore Anarchism is ethical religion, or the religl'IIUST CALL LOUDER.
ion of humanity, in practice, applied to the social and
Deacon
Jones
(from
out of town): I am deputed
political life of man. It is the scientific pursuit of
to learn, Mr. Goodman, if a " call '' from our church
happiness and must include all reforms.
Anarchists are much criticised because they do would likely be favorably entertained by you.
Minister: H'm. It would depend somewhat, I
not minutely explain the social order that will supplant the state. Where is the prophet acute enough think, Mr.- Jones, upon-er-circumstances.
Deacon: Ah, yes, I see. We discussed the matter
to describe the forms into which a world of free inin rather an ~nformal wu,y, and the sensa of the madividuals will crystallize?
However, for the benefit of such questioners, many jority seemed to be that-er-abo~t $900~
Minister: H'm, yes. I am afraid, Mr. Jones, that
of whom are honest, I will sketch a social order
which may be the form Anarchy will assume. Sup- the good people whom you represent will hav to ·
pose the great majority of Anarchists unite in a Con- " call" a little louder than that.
federation of Free Individuals. The confederation
insists simply in their mutually agreeing, on their
CREMATION.-The true keys of Peter, the fisherman,
honor, to two things: (1) To mutually respect, pro~ are priestly powers over births, m~rriages, and deaths,
mote, and defend each other's rights and liberties. exhibited in uhristenings, weddmgs, and funerals.
(2) To refer ail disputed questions to arbitrators, All of these are now exercised by the civil authorities
and to abide in good faith by their decisions. Noth- in most civilized countries. The registration of
ing more. This great Confederation. is subdivided births, and the recognition of marriage~ as civil coninto groups or companies of individuals residing near tracts hav been instituted in many enlightened natogether. Each group elects its wisest and justest tiona 'and cremation is the order of the day in Cathmen by unanimous (not majority) votes, to be its olic Portugal, and is now entering into France, as
council of advisers. These men make justice and the following extract testifies.
harmony in all human affairs a special study; they The municipal authorities of P~ris hav dec_ided th_at theremains of all the bodies dissected m the Pans hospitals shall
look after the few public concerns and interests that henceforth be cremated and as the average number of such
would be found in a state of Anarchy (the keeping of bodies is about four tho~sand a year, a special crematory is to
public records, inspection of asylums, etc., for in- be erected. Rome, Milan, and Gotha hav so far been at the
( t
1
head of the cremation movement in Europe, and Rom~ seems
1 d
st ance ), and are th e na t ura1 ea ers no ru ers or so far to possess the most per~ec~ crem~tor;r. It COJ?-RistR of a
commanders) of the group. In disputes they are han1some building, and the mcmeratron IS made m such a
naturally and usually chosen to arbitrate, though not way that even the gases are cons~med. Yet the _expenRe of
if the disputants desire others. It is an office of burning a body does not exceed SIX francs, or a little over a
ho:t~.or, but not of profit, for they only receive· an dollar. The crematory has been in operation about two y~a~s,
and the body of Senator Cypriani was the first consumed m It.
equitable compensation for labor performed. So far -New Yorlc Sun, Sept. 23, 1885.
as public works or buildings are needed by the
The strength of the religious systems of El!rope
group, they are supplied by individual enterprise, or now rests in the women, and power over _them IB abby co-operation of the individuals interested. The tained by the clergy on th~ above-mentwne~ occaproducts of labor are equitably exchanged between sions. Every true Freet_hmker ougJ:t to dispense
individuals or groups on the principle of cost the with the services of the priest at such times, wherever
limit of price. Thus little currency is needed, and and whenever possible. For that reason, as well as
what is, is. sup~li~d by a system of material banking for its sanitary superiority, cremation ~>ng~t ~o be
somethmg Similar. Wh~t would you ask better, patronized by all well-wishers of humamty, m lieu of
Simpler, or cheaper than this? .
. the old barbarous Egyptian custom of burying the
But how would we treat children, you ask? As d d
soon as they are old enough to care for self, and ea ·
comprehend liberty, we would treat them just as
THE truth which science asserts and religion inpolitely and respectfully as their elders, -requiring dorses cannot be one furnished by mathematics; nor
them only not to invade the liberties of those around can it be a physical truth; nor can it b~ a truth in
them. How treat the insame ? If dangerous, pre- chemistry; it cannot be a truth belongmg to any
vent their harming self or others; if harmless, let particular science.-Spcncer.
them alone. How treat .the robber? Require him
.
.
to restore what he has taken, or, at least, its equivaTo die well, one must first learn to hv well.-Oonlent in money, goods, or labor, and to compen- fucius.
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The Hebrews With Us.,

We extend a hand to the Hebrew Standard, and
hope it may see a way to help us practically in pushPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
ing our petition, of which it says:
· "THE TBUTH SEEKER, the able organ of the Secular party,
Ad&res3 aU OommtiR!icatiom to THE '!RUTH SEEKER OOM- prints a petition asking for the repeal by the New York legisp ANY. Ma~ aU Drafts, Ohecka, and Postal Orders payab~ lature of the following laws: '1. The law exempting church
property from taxation. 2. The laws appropriating money
t11 OHARLES P. SOMERBY.
from the public treasury for the support of institutions
founded and managed chiefly by sectarian denominations. 3.
OCTOBER 31, 1885. The law compelling the observance of Sunday as a religious
SATURDAY,
holy day.'
· SPEOIAL NoTIOE.-We are in need of the amounts "We fully sympathize with the object of the petition. If
we choose to erect costly temples and synagogs it is unfair to
of money owing upon subscription to THE TnuTH relieve ourselvs of our proportionate burden of taxation upon
SEEKER, and we ask those who are in arrears to the plea of religion, and throw it upon th~ shoulders of others
who honestly doubt the moral utility of churches and synapromptly settle. There are upon our books a great gogs.
The appropriations from the public treasury to Jewish
many who hav sent us nothing since last year, and institutions are at present received, because, under existing
who owe from $3 to $5. To all these, little bills hav laws, we are legally entitled to our equitable proportion. A
repeal of the law would necessitate further drafts upon our
been sent, and unless we hear from them within a charity, which no Israelite would shirk, and if we desire to
reasonable time, their names will hav to be erased conduct our institutions upon Jewish religious principles, we
from the Jist, however much we regret to do it. A ought, as Jews, to be willing to pay for the privilege. The so-.
large number of subscriptions hav expired during called Sunday laws are a blot upon our civilization, and a disgrace to us as American citizens. Christ himself did not recthe past few months; we ask such subscribers to ognize Sunday as a Sabbath, and if a man wishes to observe
Friday or Saturday as his Sabbath, or no Sabbath at all for
kindly remit at once. Everyone should look at the
that matter, it is his own business, and no one should intertab upon the wrapper of his paper, and if the date fere with his liberty of conscience. The truth is, we hav too
is in the past another payment is due.
many canting, sniveling hypocrite in America, and the wider
chasm between church and state, the better will it be for
We need, also, to hav our list increased, and re- the
the prosperity of the people."

spectfully ask every one of our friends to endeavor to
procure at least one new subscriber. In no way can
Freethought be more advantageously aided than by
circulating its journals, and we confidently submit
the claims of THE TRUTH SEEKER to the Freethinkers
of the country. If everyone who has written expressing appreciation of the paper would forward a new
subscriber, the list would be nearly doubled, and
we could make a better paper than ever, and so do
more good. Will not our friends make a little effort
in this direction?

tics" were multiplied fifty· times, it would only be an
additional incentiv to us to circulate THE TRUTH
-~R with increased vigor. If all the world _:were
aeluded enough to believe "in Christianity, it would
not make that religion true, nor be even the weakest
of reasons why we and our "miserable paper" should
be "burnt up in one pile."
The " statistics" of a true Christian, and his asser~
tion that he knows Christ to hav been his preventerbackstay, as it were, all his life, are of a little less
value than a row of bent pins. Aside from the statement that he is an old man of sixty-six years (which
may be true), the only remark in the correspondence
that we can admit is that he wishes THE TRUTH
SEEKER and its editor could be burnt in the same pile.
No doubt this is so. Other true Christians before
his time hav not only wished heretics could be burnt,
but hav shown the sincerity of their wishes by burn.ing them. This true Christian may be sincere- in the
wish, but, thanks to the heretics who hav preceded
us, he cannot realize his hopes. _ Our bones will make
no bonfire for him to read his Bible by, and there
are enough presses in New York to print as many
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER as he can buy and burn.

.About a Three Thousand Dollar Swindle.
The Young Men's Christian Association of Brooklyn owns something over one hundred thousand dolIars' worth of real estate, consisting of a building on
Fulton street occupying nearly a block, wherein the
young men loaf and perform their gymnastic exer-

cises. The Board of Assessors asked the association
to pay its taxes. The association declined, claiming
exemption under the public libraries act.
The assessors referred the matter to Oorporat_ionCounsel Taylor, who has given a decision sustaining
The position of the Standard is fair, square, and the claim to exemption:
"While upon the general grounds of exemption set forth in
manly. We hope it voices the sentiments of the the Revised Statues it might be doubted whether the associawhole Hebrew population. Although Jewish institu- tion is sufficiently within the objects~ contemplated by the
tiona now wrongly receive money from the public statutes to be exempt, yet Section 8 of Chapter 437 of the
treasury, the expressed willingness to renounce it Laws of 1884 seems to accord to the association, by an amendwhen others do is in some. measure an atonement ment to its charter, the same exemption given by the Revised

for the peculation.
Upon the question of taxation and Sunday laws
the Jews and the Infidels are at one. If any sect
choose to build costly churches or synagogs, let it
pay the taxes upon them. That is the true American
principle, and we are glad the Israelites see it.
The laws making a man outwardly observe a day
for which he inwardly has no respect are relics of a
Shall We Illustrate The Truth Seeker ~
Christian age, when the cut of a man's coat and the
The two pictures, The Modern Blilaam and A Short
quality of food he should eat were regulated by ecLesson in History for Christians, hav been very
highly appreciated by the readers of THE TRljTH clesiastical dicta. Away w'ith them! They hav no
SEEKER, and the desire for more is strongly expressed. place on any statute book of any state in the nineThe following letter is only one of many commending teenth century.
the pictures, but it is the first to suggest a practical
.A Letter from a True Christian.
method of making the paper an illustrated weekly:
We were cheered in our work one day this month
"FoRT FAIRFIELD, ME., Sept. 21, 1885.

"Mn. EDITOR: The favor with which the printing of The by receiving the following letter dated in this city

Statutes to public ltbraries. In view of the consideration that
the exemption claimed does not inure to private gain, but is in
furtherance of a public benefaction, Mr. Taylor is inclined to
advise the Assessors that the claim of the association is well
founded."

According to the Revised Statutes, chapter 13,
title 1, §4, subdivisions 3, 4, and 5, the following
property is exempt from taxation:
Subdivision 3. "Every building erected for the use of a
college, incorporated academy, or other seminary of learning,
every building for public worship, every school-house, court
house, and jail, and the several lots whereon such buildings are
situated, and the furniture belonging to each of them.
Subdivision 4. "Every poorhouse, almshouse, house of industry, and every house belonging to a company incorporated
for the reformation of offenders or to improve the moral condition of seamen, and the real and personal property used for
such purposes belonging to or connected with the same.
Subdivision 5. "'rhe real and personal property of every
public library."
·

Modern Balaam has been received by the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER suggests the idea, why can we not make THE
TRUTH SEEKER an illustrated weekly? As we hav no illustrated
Liberal paper in this country, would not the increased circulation of such a paper justify the Truth Seeker Company in trying the experiment? Of course this would very materially
increase the expense in publishing THE TRUTH SEEKER, but
my way out of the difficulty is for Liberals that are able to do
so to subscribe for additional copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER
for one year in sufficient numbers to meet the extra expense.
If we ever hav a first-class illustrated weekly, somewhat in the
style of Harper's Weekly, you may put me down for twentyfive (25) additional copies for one year, cash in advance.
"R. L. EAKEn.''

"NEw YoRK, Oct. 15, 1885.
"MR. EDITOR: I noticed in one of TBUTH SEJtKEBs a few Brooklyn had the act incorporating the association
days since that your miserable • Freethinking' nonsense was amended by the legislature. At the tail end of the
on the .increase, and that the church was on the decline.
amendment, section 8 amending section 11, they put
"I send with this some statistics for you to read over, which these words:
will show the false statements yon hav made.
"The said corporation shall be . . . subject to the
"The same paper also speaks of our df'ar savior, using very
. . . . provisions of chapter 13 of part first of the Re·
vile terms and epithets against him. I hope you will consult vised Statutes relativ to public libraries" (Laws of 1884,
the figures I send you, and turn from your wicked, evil ways. chapter 437, section 8).
"I am an old man sixty-six years, and I know Christ has
The laws relativ to public libraries, as above given,
been my stay in sickness and health. I wish that you and
·
your miserable paper could burnt up in one pile is the sincere is that their real and personal. property shall be
wish of a true
CHRISTIAN."
exempt. But in order that they may escape the

To pay the expense of a printing establishment
sufficient to produce an illustrated weekly like Harper's, the TRUTH SEEKER subscription list would hav
to be doubled a few times. But we can produce each
week a picture like The Modern Balaam and a few
other smal).er ones for from $50 to $75 per week.
Unless our subscription list can be extended we
could not undertake the work, but if a number of
friends will interest themselvs to help we can do it,
and will do it as fast as the aid it given. Send us
a few hundred subscribers during the next year,
and THE TRUTH SEEKER shall each week contain arguments against theology that he who sees can understand. By pictures even Roman Catholics can
be reached, and between them and the Liberals who
enjoy the solid philosophy of Freethought there is an
immense intellectual country peopled by those who
must be reached in a variety of ways, and to whom
pictures are more powerful than logic. For the good
it will do, .as well as the pleasure it will confer, THE

The " statistics" were to the effect that some Ohio assessors' visits the association should first prove that
river boatmen had abandoned the bad habit of the words" subject to the provision of chapter thirswearing; that Christianity is indebted to science for teen of part first of the Revised Statutes relativ· to
a new conception of" God;" a far-fetched an~ wholly public libraries'' means also a simtlar exemption.
erroneous opinion that Mary had no child but Jesus; To do this it must first be shown that the association
a recital of the number of Young Men's Christian is a public library. "In this case," says the Brooklyn
Associations; a statement that six hundred and fifty Eagle, "the fact is that the Young Men's Christian
thousand French Protestants employ fifty missiona- Association is not a library, and can only be repreries; that the Church of England intends to use sented as a library by straining the truth." The
workingmen as missionaries; that fifty-four female Eagle thinks) that the corporation counsel's opinion
physicians hav been sent to Asia, and that their work would not be sustained by the courts.
is going to be "of inestimable value in supplement"
Whether or not it should be, the association is reing evangelistic efforts in heathen lands;" and a state- lieved of no culpability. In the first place, the exment that the Religious Tract Society of England emption of the property is a gross wrong inflicted
has translated and published Bunyan's "Pilgrim's upon the taxpayers of Brooklyn. Their burdens are
Progress" "in seventy languages."
increased by just the amount cancelled by the
No doubt all this is very gratifying to a true Chris- assessors upon the association's property. It is safe
tian, but there is nothing in it to make us turn from to say that not one in six hundred of the people of
our "wicked, evil ways" of editing THE TRUTH SEEKER. Bro9klyn hav ever benefited in the remotest way by
If all the stateme~t!S w~re tr\}e, ~n<l if such "sta.tis- 1any aQcommodation aft'orded by the library, reading~

but·postmarked Brooklyn:

In 1884 the Young Men's Christian Association of

.
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room, or gymnasium. In the second place, if the
property shall be permanently exempted, the association must bear the odium of having by a le"al
quibble committed a dishon~st and immoral act, for
exemption amounts to the same thing as taking so
much money from Brooklyn's treasury. · An act of
legislature cannot make theft honorable.· Let the
Young Men's Christian Association remember that.

The Congregational Hogs of Greenwich.
There was a time when church and state in Massachusetts were one. The connection was as close as
in Great Britain, and it was not until 183~ that the
Ostensible separation was effected. During the colonial period Massachusetts law required attendance
at church every Sunday, and the treatment of such
heretics as the Q uak ers was very severe. It appears,
from the trouble about Mr. Watts's lecture in Green·~ h
·
f h h d
wich, that t e separatiOn 0 C urc an state in that
town is very far from complete. .
. h
.
b
The facts lll, t e case, as g~ven Your correspondent, are a good illustration of the evils of the state
in any way aiding ecclesiastical societies. According to old custom the town once owned this meeting
house, supporting it by taxes upon all alike. When
a tranafer.was forced by law, the Congregationalists
did not secure a good title. The town has kept the
building in repair, with the understanding, since the
spring of 1884., that its use was to be granted whenever six citizens petitioned the selectmen. With the
.
t Ch · t'
h f d'
hoggishness common o
riS Ians W en ee mg at
the public trough, the Congregationalists hav been
satisfied to accept the Infidel tax-payers' money, but
when the Infidels wish to use the building they fort~
with procure an injunction restraining the selectmen
from accommodating the unbelievers. This, it seems,
is the Greenwich Christian's idea of justice.
Fortunately, there is another hall in Greenwich,
and-the Freethill.kers of the place were enabled to
hear the speaker of their choice. But it should be a
lesson to them to wrench the alleged church from the
hands of the Co:agregationalists and put it outside of the jurisdiction of ecclesiastical law, or compel the people who worship in ii to wholly support
it. It is idle folly to go in partnership with superstition, expecting justice at the hands of its devotees.

Editorial Notes.
IN an account of a funeral in this city last week, the World
informs the public that "the flicker of a blessed candle illn·
mined " the face of the officiating priest. Will the World
kindly tell us what difference there is between the flicker of a.
blessed candle and the flicker of a candle that is not blessed?
SINcE General Newton blew up Hell Gate, a New York
paper says that Colonel Ingersoll "has made a proposition to
General Newton to join him in the lecture business-sit on the
.. platform and exhibit himself at the Agnostic entertainments as
the man who, next to Ingersoll, has prevailed most largely
against the Gates of Sheol."
THE Times of this city says the conviction of Mr. Stead,
editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, would be as unjust "as was the
conviction of Mr. Bra.dlaugh and Mr. Besant, upon the charge
. of circulating obscene literature." It takes the ordinary editor
a good while to do justice to a Freethinker, but in the end
truth is bound to be vindicated.
Sou of the readers of the Boston Indere may be growing
weary of Mr. Underwood's remarks about rescinding some
resolution or other which was at some time or other adopted
by the National Liberal League; but they should hav learned
by this time that the Indere does not deal with questions of
contemporaneous human interest. Mr. Underwood will therefore be permitted to proceed with his motion to rescind.
THE recently deceased Cardinal McClo~;~key,says the Advocate,
"regarded Protestantism as a pestilent heresy, born of the
spurious alliance of reason and the Bible. We [Protestants]
regard Romanism as a gigantic structure built of about equal
proportions of Pagan and Christian materials." Not to show
partiality for either Protestant or Catholic, we would remark
that in their estimate of each other they may both be right.
OuR friends in Cleveland, Ohio, can find Freeth ought books
for. sale at N. Hexter's, 303 Superior street, and also at Van
Epps & Co.'s 259 Superior street. In Detroit, Mich., John
Macfarlane, 135 Woodward avenue, and Swan & Co., 87 Woodward avenue, hav laid in a stock of Freethought works and
will welcome customers for them. Mr. Somerby is now on
the road, and will no doubt induce other book houses in other
cities to keep our literature for sale, notice of which will be
given.
THE recent New York State Freethinker's Association Convention at Albany left a legacy of discussion to the resident
Freethinkers. The ministers of the city oaxefully kept silence
when the Convention was ia sessio~, but has since come
valorously to the front in defense of their faith. The two
noisest are Rev. Father Walsh and the Rev. Mr. Stanton. In
pulpit and press, these Christians hav attacked Freethinkers
and Fraethought, repeating every Christian libel they could
scrape together and rehearsing all the spread-eagle oratory of
the dangerons1:1ess of Freethought. In the hands of J. J. Me-

Cabe ·and Augustus. Schell, however, oux -cause is safe; the
clerical defamers hav been sharply brought to book, and the
inhabitants .of Albany are leaxning something of what our Convention was all about. To the credit of the Albany press we
must say they appea:t: to print both sides with equal readiness.
IT seems that the bed-rock reason for the xecent overthrow
of the French cabinet is the radical position the government
assumed towaxd the ohuxch. The leaders of the republic are
all Infidels. The Consexvativs and royalists are stanch sup.
porters of Romanism.. The Republican assembly made war
upon the concordat, curtailing the revenues of the church,
struck the name of God from the school-books, removed the
idolatrous images of the same mythical being from the hospitals, and the church has revenged herself by ordering her
voters to vote with the. royalist paxty. Such a proceedure was
to be expected, and the Freethinkers are in nowise disoouxaged. A continued Catholic supremacy means monarchy, and
the people will by no meims consent to that. The intellect of
Fiance is Infidel and republican, and intellect must finally
.
prevail over blind superstition.

69?'

ON the day of Cardinal MoClosl!:y's funeral the Bun said :
" The first American cardinal has died at a time when all
Christians are ready to honor his memory as that of a man who
has done measuxeless service in the cause of religion, good
morals, and humrurity, for at length they axe beginning to understand that the old battles between the different parties of
the Christian church must cease, and that together as trustful
allies they must fight for the preservation of the faith against
its Infidel enemieB. Therefore Protestants and Catholics will
join in sincerely mouxning the first .American cardinal as a
Christian hero lost."
No. doubt the Catholics and some of the Protestants will in
the future join hands in the struggle for the preservation of
Christianity, but we think a good many of the Protestants will
be found in the Infidel line of battle. It looks that way now.

THE Rev. R. Heber Newton, in drawing attention to the
error which people make in pra 'ng· fo
t 'al bl ·
r ma eri
essmgs,
said recently:
· Yl
"If prayer were always answered, its power could then be
calculated as the power of steam or electricity. It would be
measurable, ponderable, merchantable force. Prayer would be
an order upon omnipotence, a draft to be duly honored when
presented, a faucet opening the conduits of force, a wire tapping the battery of the iLfinit energy. It becomes the elecTHE Lon.don Ser:ular Review says:
trioian's tapping of the currents of universal energy, and using
"Our bnght little contemporary, the Republican, edited by them to save himself labor. Man has only to wire his orders
Mr. George Standring, givs in its September issue a portrait to heaven and supplies are shipped at once. I don't see why,
and biographical sketch of Mr. E. M. Macdonald, of th<J New in such conception of prayer, we should not hav a Faure
York TRUTH SEEKER. We agree with Mr. Standring that THE .system for storing prayer-power and for using it per cubic foot
TRUTH SEEKER has been vastly improved Rince Mr. Macdonald of energy on demand. Saints would be highly useful mem~eoame the man at the helm. We did not lack in apprecia- bers of the community-a sort of force generator, serving to
tion of the pluck and persistency of his predecessor, D. M. keep the resexvoirs of prayer-power full, so that society would
Bennett, of 'Cupid's Yokes' notoriety, but he was almost draw freely from the treasury of grace."
destitute o.f the lite.rary faculty, ~nd _his propaganda was of
Mr. Newton's suggestions open up a wide range of thought.
the old Bible-banging order, wh10h IS now nearly obsolete.
.
. .
.
.
.
Mr. Macdonald conducts a really model Freeth ought journal If prayer IS what It. Is clrumed t~ be, It mus~ possess ~ cert.am
on populax lines, and, being still a young man, we trust he amount of dynamic force. This brought mto consideration
has before him a career of usefulness and distinction."
would serve flo useful purpose in gauging the capacity of minWe copy the above that we may put in a word for our loved isters according to the horse-power of their praying capacity.
and ho;nored friend who rests in Greenwood. No two men are For instance a minister who could accomplish a ten horsealike, and THE TRUTH SEEKER may be a little different now power petition to the throne of grace would of course be
.from what it was when Mr. Bennett was alive; that is to be ex- entitled to twice the salary of one whose prayers had an effect
peoted. But no one could do more effeotiv work against of only five horse-power. Ministers by working over-time
superstition than Mr. Bennett. His Titanic assaults upon the could also store up a sufficient amount of prayer-force to last
church were felt by her supporters, as no one's else of the the flock during their annual vacations, so that Satan might
present time hav been, except Colonel Ingersoll's, Bennett not hav the whole field to himself. Mr. Newton. should be
stormed her walls, and fell into the prison which is back of encouraged to go on in the way he has begun.
every creed. "Cupid's Yokes" had but little to do with his
WE hav at times been rather sharply criticised for publishtrial. If we can do' as much good in all of life as he did
ing cl erioal departures from the paths of virtue, and for saying
in eight short years we shall not ha.vlived in vain; that will be that churches are in many cases schools wherein the young
distinction enough. However, we thank Saladin for his learn many bad tlli.ngs. But we never charged such wholesale
kindly-meant words.
immorality to the members as was adlnitted by Mr. Taber to
THE ephemeral effects of revival efforts are well shown in Mr. Downes, the amorous pastor of Bowdoin Square Baptist
the last visit of Sam Jones to Plattsburg, Mo. Plattsburg was church in Boston. The admission was put in evidence by Mr.
the fust town in Missouri in which Jones made a stand, and Downes himself as witness in the suit brought by Mr.·Taber
his preaching was considered at the time to be a great success. for divorce from his wife. Mr. Downes had testified that
The Daily G~zette;' of St. Joseph, says: "It was at Plattsburg upon one occasion, when he called upon Mrs. Taber, she
that this remarkable revivalist first set the woods afire in Mis- arose, "and, rushing forward, threw herself upon me." Mr.
souri, so to speak. It was there that a flood tide of fervor, Taber's lawyer then questioned him:
"Q. Did you not confess to him that Mrs. Taber had sat
excitement, and enthusiasm arose which finally inundated St.
Joseph. It was there that he fried sinners on both sides, as upon your knee and kissed you? A. Emphatically, no; nothing of the kind occurred. Mr. Taber had said that he saw it,
brother Waller Young has so tersely and characteristically ex- but he, in his confession to me, acknowledged that he did not.
pressed it. It was there vast crowds, under a sweltering mid· When I alluded to Mrs. Taber's throwing herself upon me, he
summer sun, stood for hours and hours-never weary, fault- said: 'Oh, don't think anything about that; I've had the same
finding, or impatient." Then Jones left the place, and the thing happen to me in the church a hundred times:•"
local Christians had to get along as best they could; The
This is a queer state of affairs to prevail in a congregation of
Methodists soon started a camp-meeting project, and money supposed-to-be respectable people. A hundred times hav the
W:as desired to buy the ground. Jones was reimported to women of the church thrown themselvs upon Mr. Taber I
draw the dollars out of the pockets of the faithful. He came, Hav they also thrown themselvs upon the other male memhe preached, but he did not conquer. One man, a preacher, bers of the congregation? We venture to doubt if in any con·
offered to be one of twenty to giv one hundred dollars each, cert hall in Boston the women hav so immoderately precipitated
toward the proposed enterprise. Mr. Jones called for the themselvs upon the men. Reading the report of this trial, we
nineteen. He waited-not another response. He insisted- hav to agree with the detectiv who saw Mr. Downes and Mrs.
still no response. He prayed, begged, beseeched, but not a Taber in an equivocal position in her room: "I never thought
dollar came. Then he slammed the Bible shut, and said, much of ministers 'ox of religion, and now I think a damned
"Lees hav the benediction." ·The meeting was over-a flat sight less !"
failure, and Jones left town. The ChristianE! of Plattsburg will
probably hav this to answer for at the judgment seat.
Answers to Inquiries.
W. H. MANNEBA.CH.-There are no ceremonies prescribed by
AND now comes the Indere, a Liberal organ, and intimates
that the National Liberal League is raising money under false law when affirming. The custom is to hold up the right handpretenses. It is leading a crusade against Christianity, while a senseless relic of God worship-and say Yes to the clerk.
It is asking Christians and others for money simply for the
WM. ADAMs.-1. Bank defaulters are very scarce in China,
cause of state secclarization. It )las just voted to call itself
the American Secular Union ; but it has not voted to cease its according to all accounts. The government has a habit of decapitating such Chinese gentlemen as get away with other peoefforts to dechristianize and demoralize-Independent.
The attitude of the Boston Indere toward the Freethinkers of ple's money, and this has a deterrent effect upon bank officials.
the country is truly suxprising. The above charge is nothing 2. It is an indisputable fact that such heathen nations as the
less than dishonest. The Union does not ask or expect money Japanese and some others are more moral than Chrtstian
from the church, nor from individual Christians. 'l'he man- nations. Read D. M. Bennett's "Around the World."
agers of the Indere seem to havpeouliar ideas of honor. While
E. A. JACQUINOT.-1. The Bible describes the earth as having
condemning the action of the officers of last year, they never- foundations, pillars, ends, etc., and but one conclusion can be
theless took advantage of the gathering at Cleveland to circu- arrived at by reading it, namely, that the author thought the
late· copies of the Indere, which was, to say the least, a earth to be flat. This opinion was shared by all the old
very cheeky performance. And before giving away his stock, Christians, including Martin Luther. 1 Sam. ii, 8, says "the
the man charged with the distribution, Mr. E. D. Stark, of pillars of the earth are the Lord's, and he hath set the world
Cleveland, spread himself in a morning paper of the city, upon them." In Isaiah xlviii, 13, "God " says : " My hand
charging the Union with endeavoring to "secularize the also hath laid the foundation of the earth." In Dent. xxxiii,
church, the family, and the very shrine of our private devo- God threatened to "push the people together to the ends of
tion." It is unnecessary to state that instead of endeavoring to the earth" with his horns, which "are like the horns of uniinterfere with Mr. Stark's private devotion, the Union was corns." Presumably, when God had hooked the people to the
totally unaware of his existence until he invadPd the hall hired ends of the earth, they would fall over the edge. For fifteen
and paid for by the Union to circulate a paper bitterly inimical hundred years all Christians, basing their ideas upon the Bible,
to the officers. Even then he was allowed every privilege. At believed the earth was flat, and the Catholic church anatheAlbany the same was done. Though in no way to aiding the matized, imprisoned, and burnt as heretics those who held
New York State Association to make the Convention a success, otherwise. 2. The first insurrection in Paris of the French
the managers of the Indere sent hundreds of copies to be given Revolution was on July 12, 1789. In 1795 Bonaparte disarmed
away. In this case, as a member of the business comlnittee, the mob of Paris, and France was ruled by a Directory of five.
we had the satisfaction of heaping coals of fire on t,he man- The Royalists endeavored to seize the government, but were
agers' craniums by assuxing Mr. McDonough that the managers prevented by force of arms. Bonaparte overthrew the Direcof the Convention had not the slightest objection to his scat- tory on Nov. 9, 1799. The "Revolution" lasted six years.
tering copies of the lndere as freely as he liked, and by showing The subsequent fighting was not the fault of the people, and,
his clerks good places from which to operate. But it seems for that matter, neither was the Revolution. It was forced
to us that the conduct o! the lnllere people is lacking both in upon them by the Rolnish church. We do not recollect having
seen any statement of the ·number killed.
courtesy and honor,
'
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EAsTwooD, ON:r., Oct. 3, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Mr. Remsburg delivered a lecture in Eastwood
October 1st, subject, "Bible Morals." Great interest was manifested by Liberals living in the surrounding country, some
driving from ten to twenty miles to hear the lecture. This
was the second Freethought lecture delivered in Eastwood.
The first was by Mr. Putnam, on "The Glory of Infidelity."
Those lectures hav evidently set men to thinking outside of
the old theological grooves of former days. There was a large
and appreciativ audience present, except some clmrch-members who were not prepared to receive statements which Mr.
Remsburg made so pointedly in his lecture. I invited several
reverend gentlemen to meet Mr. Remsburg in public discussion, but none put in an appearance. Considerable merriment was caused by Mr. Remsburg reading a reply to my invitation by Rev. James Little, of Princeton. He, not satisfied
to show his vindictivness in the letter, put a supplement on
the outside of the envelope. I inclose the original for publication, which will no doubt amuse if it does not instruct the
public.
RICHARD HOOPER.
THE REVEREND'S LETTER.
PRINCETON, Sept. 29, 1885.
Mr. Richard Hooper: So far as I know, my Lord and Master
Christ Jesus, whose I am and whom I seek to serve, has never
sent any of his servants on an errand such as you write me to
go upon. "And he said unto them, Go ye into all the world,
and preach the gospel to every creature" (Mark xvi, 15). The
God of the book and the book of God need no defense from
me. God will attend to that matter in his own time and way.
Of old the ark of God, which for the time being was the symbo-l of' God's cause on earth, was perfectly capable of taking
care of itself, when the Philistines got possession of it. You
and your '' free thought" lecturer are evidently like Pilatenot knowing what to do with Jesus. "Pilate said unto them,
What shall I do then with Jesus which is calleq Christ? They
all said unto him, Let him be crucified" (Matt. ~vii, 22).
There are two classes in the world-the spiritually dead and
the spiritually alive. You belong to the former class, I to the
latter; You c·ould not understand me were I to speak to you.
"But the natural man receiveth not the things of the spirit of
God: for they are foolishness unto him: neither can he k1:1.ow
them, because they are spiritually discerned" (1 Cor. 2, xiv).
You are dead in trespasses and sins. Unless you are born of
the spirit you must perish. You cannot regenerate yourself.
If God do not awaken your poor dead and lost soul, you must
go to hell, for you are not fit to go to heaven. You hav no
"freedom," either of thonght or of anything else. The dl!vil
is binding you harder and harder every day with his chains of
error and darkness. I now warn you solemnly and faithfully
and earnestly to escape for your life and not to tarry any
longer in the plains of Infidelity. Hell yawns to receive you.
The devil is on your track and your day of peace will soon b
over. I am clear of your blood. There is a God; there is a
heaven; there is a hell; there is a devil, and you know it; there
is a Savior, and I offer him to you. "He that hath the Son
hath life, and he that hath not the Son shall not see life, but
the wrath of God abideth on him."
" Blind unbelief is sure to err,
And scan his works in vain;
God is his own interpreter,
And he will make it plain."
May God hav mercy on your poor dead soul!
JAMES LITTLE.
Yours respectfully,
[On the envelope was a reference to Gen. iii, 4, "And the
serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die," followed by the remark: "Your gospel is very old. The devil
first preached it and ruined the race." The genial and polite
gentleman also referred Mr. Hooper to John vi, 39-14, the
application of which we fail to see, and .to Rom. viii, 29-30,
which are the texts especially sworn by by Presbyterians. He
added: "If you are not of the elect of God there is no help
for you. You must fry throughout eternity. It were well for
you if you had never been born." Altogether, the letter shows
the reverend to be a very well·preserved fossil of the hall-anddamnation period. J
OMRo, Wis., Oct. 8, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Passed to spirit life at her home in this place,
October 5th, Mrs. Harriet Stanley Pettingill, wife of Wm. R.
Pettingill. Mrs. Pettingill was born in Morristown, Vt., September 22, 1825, and consequently was sixty years of age.
She was a kind and true friend, a loving companion, and a
. devoted mother. Having been a Spiritualist thirty-three
years, the change called death had no terrors for her; indeed,
she was anxious to go. The last rites were appropriately observed on the 7th inst. in Spiritualist Hall, Prof. Wm. M.
Lockwood speaking on "The Continuity of Existence" to a
large concourse of relativs and friends, the writer and family
furnishing the music.
DB. J. C. PHILLIPS.
LEONARD, IowA, Sept. 27, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: There is no use for me to make an apology
other than to say that carelessness has been my fault for not
remitting to you sooner. Here are $5. Send on THE TnuTH
SEEKER, for I am lonesome without it.
Mr. John E. Remsburg delivered three lectures in my grove
on Aug. 23d. There was no unusual stir at 'the time, but since
then the Christians hav .been horrified, and now that he is
hundreds of miles away the hornets are a buzzing around
threatening what they will do if he ever comes into these parts
again. It comesJo my knowledge that if Mr. Remsburg had
lectured in the evening he would hav been "egged," the eggs
having been collected, I hope to liv to see John on the same
ground again and hear him speak again as never man spake
before in Leonard's Grove.
I am persuaded that an occasional stirring-up of the Christians will be the means of prolon(;:ing -their existence in this

neighborhood-that is, of the old ones only, as scareely 11 new
recruit joins them. I am told that I hav disgraced n:iyself and
the neighborhood by having that infamous Infidel lecture here.
At any rate, the lectures hav caused a sermon to be preached
on the inspiration of the Bible.
It is amusing to watch them preaching and compare their
sermons. The above preacher said on one Sunday that Mohammed inspired his troops to valor by the promis that their
reward should be to capture for·themselvs wives, but the Christian Bible was superior to the Mohammedan Bible. He certainly had forgotten that his Bible taught that "whe)l. thou
goest to war and the Lord thy God hath delivered thine enemies into thine own hands and thou beholdest a beautiful woman among the captiva, and hath desire unto her to wif~, thou
shalt take her unto thine own honse: thou shalt shave her
head and pare her nails."
DANIEL LEONAIID.
ANTELOPE Co., NEB., Sept. 30, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: I think the last I wrote you was from the
state of California, where I was trying change of climate for
malarial congestion of the lungs. The summer and autumn of
1885 find me in Nebraska, working on a farm, with a distant
hope of redeeming my financial fortunes, so unfortunately devastated by sickness at:the South. I love and prefer a country
life. The love, and life, and beauty of the early dawn; the grass;
the birds; the ripening grain; the free, wild prairie; the zephyr
and the storm, hav been to me a thrilling joy. I find here,
among the most advanced thought of all creeds and parties,
the Prohibition and the female· suffrage questions-are coming
to the front. The great law of progress, or "Forward," is
written indelibly on the Caucasian race. They cannot permanently go backward. They feel that civilization has groped
long enough without the full and untrammeled influence of
the female mind; that we are esthetically far back in barbarism and barbarous thought, because of shackles on her mind
and acts, by foul control of her free purpose, and that free
companionship between the sexes has been too much restrained.
I am nearly two days' walk from home, called, in my old capacity of hydropathist and magnetic aid, to attend the sick. I
found a Liberal sister suffering from want of physical nervous
energy, her mind as clear as crystal, but her strength reduced.
Sciatic and nervous rheumatism hav laid on her their tiresome han:i. Too free use of nervous energy; excessiv toil;
the care for a family; the anxieties and pfivations of a frontier life, hav told on a frame not too robust, and retarded the
development of a mentality at once rare and beautiful. When
we shall learn to put our trust in our obedience to natural
law, and leave uncertain chance and the still more unc~rtain
gods to barbarous tribes and histories of olden time, and
teach our sons and daughters that too free expenditure of
nervous force in early life means premature exhaustion, then
shall we hav made advancement.
WM. J. RosENJrRANB.
CAWKER CITY, KAN., Sept. 29, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: I much regret my inability to meet with the
Congress at my old home (Cleveland, 0.), but wish the work
of the good may go on forever.
We hav quite a large Liberal element in this vicinity, but
hav for some time been unable to effect an organization. We
are in one of the best agricultural sections of the state, and
hav a city of two thousand. Most of our business men are
Liberals,·as well as many farmers in vicinity. We hope that
our numbers may be increased by .immigration dming the
coming year, and to effect a strong organization. I hav visited many cities of this state, and think we ought to number
100,000 if we had a good organizer. Several of our local
papers are edited by Liberals, but some of them seem afraid
W. I. IRviNE.
to come out squarely on the question.
JAcKSONVILLE, On., Oct. 3, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER
the present year. I hav been somewhat tardy in my remittance, but better late than never. A confessed Libeul cannot
or should not be dishonest. We are making the old orthodox
mossbacks tremble in their boots in this portion of Oregon
(Jackson county). We dedicate our new Liberal hall on
Wagoner Creek, this county, to-morrow, and expect a rousing
time; The Methodists hav started a ten days' protracted meeting in the vicinity of our hall, to head us off, but we will dedicate with an attendance of five to one.
May the banners of THE TRUTH SEEKER continue to wave.
Our star of hope is in the ascendant, and we will never let
up till we kill off all the cruel gods and devils.
J. N. HALL.
OTTUMWa, !A., Oct. 2, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday the citizens of Ottumwa were
favored with one of the best lectures ever delivered in this
city, the speaker being- Mr. C. W. Stewart, the great scientific
lecturer. By'the inclosed clippings you will see that he has
already set the minds of the people to thinking. For the
benefit of THE TRUTH SEEKER readers, I send the questions
addressed to Mr. Stewart, as well as the speaker's answers.
Sincerely yours,
KATIE KEnM
Prom the Ottumwa D•moerat.

"OTTUMWA, Sept. 23. 1885.
"EDITOR DEMOCRAT: Having always found the De,mocmt
ready to aid any of its readers in acquiring knowledge, I ask a
little space in which to ask Professor Stewart a few questions
relating to his lecture given at Liberal Hall last evening. I
come as a truth seeker, and hope the professor will answer
through the Democrat, as his reply will interest many beEides
myself.
"You say this universe has always existed; that these
powers, matter and force, must hav always existed, for if
there was a ,time when there were no such powers they must
hav created themselvs, which is impossible. Now, I wish to
ask the question, Does development go on foreV('r? And
going on forever, would it not hav at last produced an in:finitly perfect being?
"Must we either deny that this activ principle of development inheres in the universe, or must we admit that it has existed forever in it, and if activ forever in it, must it not hav·

p~oduced in an infinit time an infinitly perfectly being, a God.
A conscious intelligent force, choosing to create, is higher in
the scale of' existence than a blind force necessarily creating
without plan and for no end. Those who do not accept a persona:! conscious God as the cause of creation are bound, it
seem~ to me to accept him as the result of development. No
limit can be'set to this principle of evolution, which, having
given us the mineral, vegetable, and ~nimal kingdoms, ,gone_ up
through radiata,_'mollusca, and artrculata to fishes, reptils,
birds and mammalia, and so arrived at man. During this
finite' time it has produced the human mind in this planet.
"If during a :finite period matter has developed finite mind
in this particular planet, then throughout the infinit universe
during an infinit period of time ought it not to hav develope_d
an infinit mind? Otherwise, if God did not create the umverse has not- the universe created God? (Gulled from
Clarke's Steps of Helie£.)
M. P."
REPLY.
"OTTUMWA, IA., Oct. 1, 1885.
"Mn EniTon: In reply to the queries of your correspon~
ent, 'M.P.,' permit me to say:
"First, That according to science matter and force are eternal; that matter and force express themselvs in form; that
the change in form through adaptation to environment is
called development. This does not go on forever as to any
one form, forms being simply subject to it as an eternal princi})le or law.
"Second, The universe of matter and force could not 'pro·
duce an infinitly perfect being,' because the universe itself is
that being. There cannot be two infinit beings, and if the
universe is infinit there is no room for an infinft God.
.
"It is a mistake to say that evolution has given us the
kingdoms of nature if nature is eternal. Nature evolves
forms in accordance with the principle of evolution.
"It is useless to speak of nature producing an infinitly perfect being unless it can be shown that there is in nature. an
eternally existing form. And if nature created such a bemg
she could not evolve more than is involved. Intelligence is
not a form of force. Force can only express itself through
m&tter. If nature evolved an infinit intelligence it would
only be an expression of her nativ force in a certain way
through the nativ material. This is simply Pantheism, and i!l
all ages this has been the result of the search after God. SCIence is modest enough to admit that she knows nothing about
gods, and that she deals with the tangible phenomena of the
world we liv in, leaving· th~ realm of the unknowable for the
exploration and exploitation of theologians and meta.PhYsicians, who hav time and taste for such labors.
"Respectfully,
C. W. STEWART."
.
TRIMBLE, 0., Oct. 5, 285.
Mn. EDITOR: In the last issue of THE TBUTH SEEKER I read
a letter from Seward Mitchell, which brings to my mind the
question, Was the Albany Convention a meeting of Liberals
or Conse~vativs ? Has the meeting that had its birth in the ·
town of Huron on the 18th of August, 1877, so developed and
grown in size as to forget its "creed"-"Universal Mental Liberty "-or does it desire to please the majority? I ask the AI·
bany Convention, Can you afford to stand by and quietly
ignore the rights of a brother:_the right of free speech ?
To Mr. Mitchell I say, "Glory in your spirit." I know not
what the World's Rifurmer is like or what it advocates, but,
judging from the title, I am led to suppose it is for the good
of humanity. There are a great many calling themselves Liberals, but when it comes to a practical test of their L~beralism
they are far from being Liberals.
What did people think of the Antislavery movement fifty
years ago, when William Lloyd Garrison established his
paper, whose open aim was immediate "unconditional emancipation?" Why, the legislature of our state offered five
thousand dollarf3 for his head; the governor of another state
'' expressed in his annual message the opiniou that Abolitionists might be prosecuted in the courts." It would- be well to
warn the Albany Convention to .be careful. Had you been in
exi~tence then you would hav been just as conservativ. Why
did Heywood lie in jail and Bennet in a prison? Because of
trammeled free speech.
Garrison, in his paper, called the Liberator, said: "1 will not
equivocate, I will not excuse, I will not retreat a single inch,
and I will be heard," Mr. Mitchell, if you think your views,
expressed in the World's Reformer, are right, repeat the language of Garrison. You hav a right to be heard. No. Freethinker can say otherwise.
Conservative executed the noble John Brown. In years to
come their posterity may erect a monument to his memory.
In the language of the outraged, "Can the Albany Convention afford to act so?" Thousands of Freethinkers in this
and other countries will notice their actions, and their hearts
will fill up with sympathy for Mr. Mitchell and denounce the
Albany Convention, The noble TnUTH SEEKER does not refuse
him a hearing. When will the world learn the true meaning
of liberty?
" Fly swift around, ye wheels of time,
And bring the welcome day."
D. E. LEWIS .
CALISTOGA, CAL., Oct. 3, ·285.
Mn. EniTon: A young Italian recently from Genoa, Italy,
tells of an occurrence which he witnessed shortly before leaving his nativ land.
The summer being very dry, the people were instructed to
pray to the Madonna for rain. They did so repeatedly without success. At length becoming alarmed and impatient, the
priests told them to be ready, and at a given signal to rush
to their Madonnas, put ropes around them and drag them
through the dirt, and otherwise abuse them, and then wash
them off and set them up again. This was done, most effectually, he says, and shortly afterward there was plenty of rai.a.
Being questioned by his brother, with whom I am well acquainted, he said it was a fact, and that most of the people
participated in the affair, and believed their prayers had been
effectual after they had chastised and abused the Madonna.
I giv this story to THE TnUTH. BEEKER friends to enable them
to irrigate their :fields and gardens as occasion may require.
Ropes and Madonnas may be had at little cost, and We
might hitch them to our plows and wagons as we go about
the :fields and highways. If anyone knows of a better way
to make the angels, weep please tell us. Strange, too, that,
having so few lady saints in their catalog, they should pitch
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upon the queen of them all as the object of their abuse. anything to be wondered at that Messrs. Palmer and Wake- hav relieved some of the sheep from a terrible temptation to
What a fine sense of honor these teachers of religion must man should dislike to affiliate his notions? No man, with the take up with the goats again.
·
hav! Woman's dishonor is superstition's crowning glory.
least regard -for_ himself and family, would.
In a letter from fr1end Macdonald of THE TRUTH SEEKER
J.- C. WEYBRIGHT.
I hope the New York State Freethinkers will conclude to I was admonished that Braden is "too vile to touch," and that
hold their -next Convention in New York city, as there are every Liberal who had anything to do with him would be dismany who would be more apt to attend it there than elsewhere. graced. While I admit that Braden is a little too vile to touch,
.SAN FRANcisco, CAL., Oct. 5, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: It is about five years since I last had the Besides, it would be accessible from all points, and also giv yet I do not feel in any sense disgraced. Braden was indorsed
pleasure of hearing Mr. George Chainey from the rostrum, people an opportunity to visit Greenwood Cemetery, and see by the Disciples and Baptists hei:e, who, of course, did· not
know him, and had we refused to meet him we should hav
and it was then in Boston. Yesterday the opportunity D. M. Bennett's monument.
occurred again, and after reading so much :relativ to his new
There was some talk of having Col. Ingersoll speak here, been taunted with cowardice and dishonesty. He has been
departure in belief, I was anxious to receive some of his· while he was in Vermont, but a hasty consultation with several met, not as Clark Braden, but as the defender of Christianity,
present thoughts. The name Gnostic, under which he now business men in regard to it resulted in a contrary decision, and, as such, has been vanquished in the eyes of the intelliwrites and speaks, is an ancient one, and in choosing it, if I many of them being terribly shocked at the mere mention of gent portion of those who heard the debate. The seeds of
Secularism and human advancement hav been sown among
understand right, he has chosen Qr accepted an ancient belief. the great Infidel's name.
the weeds and thorns of theology; some hav fallen by the wayI was disappointed in his failure to refer to this belief, except
Well, it is nothing to be marveled at, when one considers side, some upon rooks, but many, as was evidenced by the
in a brief way, during his lecture; but as his co-laborer in the the fact that only a few Sundays sinc-e a Baptist preacher in
audience that listened to Mr. Watts on Sunday evening, hav
cause, Mrs. Anna Kimball, delivered a discourse and replied this place told his congregation that the sun goes around the found good soil.
to questions in relation to it, it is taken for granted that she earth in 24 hours, and -that all lawyers who defend criminals
Some of the notices of the debate by the press here are very
gave his views as well as her own; to this I will refer later. are destined for hell, while a Methodist exhorter said the Bible amusing. I shall, at another time, write you something of
Mr. Chainey still retains the power to interest and hold the story about Jonah was true, and two-thirds of his audience them.
Fraternally yours,
H. CLAY LusE.
close attention of an audience, and his carefully chosen words, actually believed him. And it is only a fow years since that a
uttered with deliberation and sincerity, find a responsiv echo ridiculous case occurred in the northern part of this state,
PILoT RocK, 0., Sept. 30, 1885.
in the hearts of his hearers. There is no denying the fact that where a good church man and a devout Christian took his
M:a. EDITOR : I am now seventy-two years old. I herewith
his insight of human nature is clear and deep, aJ:!d when he children out of a district school one winter because the teacher send you $3 ; I hav no excuse for not sending it sooner ; I
confines his remarks to "this world," and the affairs of hu- taught the scholars that the earth revolved on its axis once in hav never yet been able to pay a debt until I got the money.
manity, it is a pleasure a.nd a satisfaction to listen to him. every 24 hours. He said he knew better than that, for he had Out of all your subscrib!=rB at Pendleton and Pilot Rook I am
Judging from his personal appearance, the censure and harsh kept milk in his cellar for more than forty years, and 'there the only one left. I don't know the reason why, unless they
criticism of former friends and admirers has perturbed him "had never been a drop of milk spilled out of his pans." had too much sense to read it. You know that man is wedded
little, for, barring the changed look which his flowing locks, With such ideas, and a law on the statutes ·of Vermont im- to his idols, and THE TRUTH SEEKER is one of mine, and if
worn ala Theodore Tilton, giv him, his young and scholarly posing a fine of $200 on any person "who publicly denies you continue to send it to me you will surely get your pay in
face ~eems singularly free from the marks of time. I judge the being and existence of God," and a $10 fine for traveling this world or the next, where all good Christians sing Psalms
that the enthusiasm which has been manifested in all his or resorting to an inn or tavern on the Lord's day, it is not at and all truth seekers are burnt with brimstone. I want to tell
.labors and life work remains unabated, and he has entered all surprising that the poor ignoramuses believe and tremble. you I hav been living for a long time close beside the Indians,
the new field of labor with a determination· to succeed, and a
Yours, for freedom of thought, and expression of the same, and every winter when the snow falls they commence making
conviction that he will. In company with Mrs. Kimball, he without nastiness,
A. L. FmsniE.
medicin to bring the Chenook or hot winds to take the snow
has organized a school of "psychic and physical culture;" has
off, and they never let up until the wind comes, and then they
leased a hall which will be dedicated to-mo~row evening, and
believe they hav brought it. At Pendleton and Pilot Rook
made a permanent home, library, and reading-room for the
W AYNEBBURG, P A., Oct. 8, 285.
there is a set of Christians that hav been making medicin
school; and so certain seems success that he has given up his
MR. EDITOR: The people of Waynesburg hav just listened more or less for a long time to bring the Holy Ghost ; someintended lecture tour to Australia. Every reformer who to a six-nights' discussion between Charles Watts and Clark times the Holy Ghost don't come ; then they believe the Holy
seeks to elevate humanity and raise the mind to loftierhights; Braden. The first three nights were devoted to a discussion Ghost is punishing them for their sins. The Holy Ghost is
to cultivate reason and promote intelligence, should never lack of the proposition: " The great ideas and general principles right; they ought to be punished for their sins. Sometimes
for assistance· and co- operation, and I hope while he deals with of Christianity, as taught in the inculcations of the Bible, har- the Holy Ghost does come ; then they are gloriously happy
the practical and real that lack of support will never lead him monize with a right use of human reason and the highest ex- and shout Glory Hallelujah. I want you to tell Putnam and
to fall into that slough of despondency which he did when try- ercise of human reason, and are necessary to human progress the balance of you fellows that it would be wrong for you to
come out here and tell these people. that they would be more
ing to convince others and comfort himself with the belief and happiness here and hereafter."
that the womb is the origin and the grave the finality of man.
The proposition offered by Mr. Watts during the last three happy if they would make medioin the way you do. I would
Acco~ding to Mrs. Anna Kimball's assertions, the Gnostic be- nights involved "The great ideas imd general principles of not be afraid to bet that none of you fellows are so happy over
lieves man has a physical body, an astral soul, and. some a Secularism," and their relation to human progress and happi- your mode of makin15 medioin as to holloa Glory Hallelujah.
Of course you will want to publish this letter; if you do I may
spirit. The physical body has a birth and beginning, also the ness.
astral soul, but the spirit always existed, and, when freed from
Mr. Braden's course throughout the debate was remarkable. hereafter, if I take a notion, write 'to you again, about some
the astral soul and physical body, ,can return in memory to He is a man of repulsiv appearance. His shabby dress, vul- things I don't know. You fellows are constantly writing about
the beginning· of time, or at least to a very early period, when ·gar manner, and sensuous countenance lead one toward a be- what you know. What a man knows nowadays don't amount
God was probably quite young. The astral soul is an invisible lief in total depravity. His first half- dozen speeches were to much. I hav got tired reading such stuff. You know the
counterpart of the physical body and was evolved from the read almost wholly from manuscript, and consisted of an ex- great Dr. Locke commenced writing about what he did not
great central sun, which is an invisible counterpart of our old amination of truisms, which he claimed to be the great ideas know and could not know, but he never got to the Great
Sol and after it has completed its work on earth in connec- and inculcations of Christianity. Mr. Watts denied that they Unknown. If he had I would hav liked it better. But there
tio~ with the spirit and physical body it again returns to were such, and asked for chapter and verse showing that·such is another great man that has mad'e up what the doctor left
the "great central sun," is absorbed and loses individuality. ideas were taught in the. Bible. This Mr. Braden persistently out-Herbert Spencer, who wrote a big book about what he did
The reason the spirit, which always existed and ever will, takes refused to produce. Throughout the whole of the discussion not know and could not know and the Great Unknowable.
possession of a physical body is to produc~ a perfect one, so Braden claimed· to hav all truth on his side, and, with an as- So you see what a man don't know and can't know and the
immortality can be had in the flesh, but as yet has not suc- sumption of infallibility that would hav put to shame one of Great Unknowable amounts to something. And I want to
ceeded in so doing. She says her astral soul can go to distant St. Peter's descendants, asked his audience to accept it as truth read about such things the balance of my time. Sino.e I come
places and appear to those having the power to see, and during on his own bare statement, unsupported by a shadow of proof. to think of it, you don't like to publish long letters, but want
this time she is unconscious of its absence. She further Braden's course was the more remarkable since he himself them simmered down so you can put them in a nutshell. So
claims that most of the so-called materialized spirits are had imposed the condition that,·" The statements, ideas, and I will quit. Still I mean to continue to remain yours, the
nothing but astral souls, and that these are often the astral inculcations of the Bible shall be read fro'm the Bible in the great scientist and poet, Mr. Putnam's, the renowned Dr.
souls of persons in the audience or seance-room. She further exact language of the Bible." Not once did he refer to the Locke's, and the immortal Herbert Spencer's and the Christians'
says the spirits of animals evolute into human beings, b~t Bible, and, so far as the audience knows, he had no Bible and the Indians' forever.
ELI STEWART,
don't know how long it takes, or the exact process. And thiS with him. He assumed the very thing he was there to prove,
she calls "Gnosticism!" Is there no end to credulity, and is i.e., that the Bible is a divine book given by inspiration from
GOSPEL SHOPS VB. RUM SHOPS.
, it possible that- Chainey indorses these views? When she God. He endeavored to mislead his hearers . by a distortion
BosToN, MAss., Oct. 9, 1885.
finished speaking, her audience knew just as much a~;~ it did of history, and misrepresentation of his oppone-nt's position.
MR. EDITOR: A comical feature of the late Prohibition diswhen she began, and I fancy that many felt, as I did, that it Braden evidently believes that lying for the Lord will be re- cussion in the columns of the gallant TRUTH SEEKER was the
was a waste of time to listen to such vague, visionary, and non- warded now, as in the past, and he does it with his might. He attempt made by some of the opponents of Prohibition to
sensical gush. This part of the world has passed the age of referred to his opponent's arguments as "clap-trap," "bosh,' class the work of the gospel shop under the same head as the
mysticism, and has little use for theories that cannot be dem- "stuff," and "nonsense," and kindly asked Mr. Watts to work of the rum shop, and to argue that the latter has the
onstrated. When people claim "they hav direct intercourse "pick the wax out of his ear." Mr. Braden's attitude on the same right to exist in a community as has the former of these
with the divine spirit, and acquire a knowledge of God and of stage is that of a prize-fighter or bully. He seems to regard two nuisances.
spiritual things, such as cannot be analyzed or explained," I, his opponent as without truth, honor, or sincerity, and treats
They seemed to forget that all preaching of opimon,
for one, can dispense with any information they desire t? giv. him without any respect whatever.
whether religious or secular-superstitious or scientificThere is no limit to fanaticism when you lose your grrp on ' Mr. Watts kindly and earnestly endeavored to coax or shame comes under the protection of the inviolable right known as
reason but some still act and talk as though reason should be his opponent into a discussion of the question at issue, but, free speech, and consequently that gospel shops, equally with
suppre~sed; and .if dupes and devotees are gained to ~ertain finding his endeavqr vain, he ignored his opponent's unsup- wicked passions and prejudices, which also are nuisances, can
isms, it surely must be. This is a free country, and If any- ported and impertinent repetitions, and devoted himself to an never be prohibited, because free thought and free speech
one wants to be a "Gnostic," the law don't prohibit. exposition of his objections to Christianity. During the last would be violated thereby. These things are therefore necesThere is no penalty attached to credulity. But my astral soul three nights of the discussion Mr. Watts gave a clear, logical, sary nuisances, in order that people's minds may hav full
is getting weary and we must enter the land of nod.
convincing exposition of the principles and teachings of Sec- vent and expression so far as our thoughts and speech are
C. SEVERANCE.
ularism, showing its distinctivness, superiority over Christian- concerned. But rum-selling is a deed-a real act-and it can
ity, and its utility to mankind. By the good-natured manner claim no protection from the great and fundamental right
in which he bore the tiresome repetitions, ungentlemanly called "freedom of opinion !"
BRATTLEBORO, VT., Oct. 10, 1885.
It is also most decidedly not a necessary nuisance, and conMR. EDITOR: -Inclosed find fifteen cents, for which ·please personalities, and malicious misrepresentations of his opposend me two copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER-one for Sept. 19th, nent, and by his straightforward gentlemanly course through- sequently is wholly at the mercy of the public, and can be
and the other for Sept. 26th, as I am anxious to preserve the out the debate, Mr. Watts won the sympathy and esteem of a prohibited, be regulated, or be let alone, just as the people
think best. The functioa of law is to enforce, so far as pOflBiproceedings of the Albany Convention, which proved such a large and intelligent portion of the audience.
Mr. Watts lectured Sunday ~vening on "The True Philoso- ble, immunity from unnecessary nuisance and evil, and while
grand success, with, perhaps, one exception, and I_ refer ~o the
arrest of Mr. Seward Mitchell, for the alleged crrculation of phy of Life." His audience consists~ of more than a h~n~red of course statutes can never make human beings really moral,
obscene literature. It is too bad that a meeting of that kind people and was remarkable alike for Its absence of_ Chrrstmns they can cause, and hav caused, both individuals and oo~mu
nities to refrain from committing gross improprieties, mdeshould hav been unnecesarily marred by such a proceeding, and its earnest appreciation of the lecture. It wrll perhaps
cencies,
and injustice.
for I fail to see any satisfaction to l:Je gained in promul~ating occur to some that one hundred people is a small audience.
And one of the huge improprieties, and therefore a genuin
filth-for it amounts to nothing more nor less than that, m the Let it be remembered, however, that Waynesburg is a town
nuisance, is the selling of alcoholic liquors as a beverage. It
opinion of decent men and women.
. .
. of not more than 2,500 inhabitants, and has heretofore been
is
really nothing less than making the creation of outrage and
Such hog-wash as Mitchell and Heywood pubhsh m their considered a hot-bed of orthodoxy; that Mr. Braden lectured
infamy a regular business pursuit.
cranky sheets is demoralizing to almost any comm:nnity, an~ at the same hour in a ilhurch near by, and yet Mr. Watts had
Local option Prohibition is the kind I prefer at present, but
has a decided tendency tO- lower all Freethinkers m the esti- among his hearers at least one-third of those who ha~ listened
I
claim
the right to work and vote for either state or national,
to the debate throughout the week. It was a separatiOn of the
mation of outsiders.
or both, whenever such Prohibition seems likely to do more
Compare the polished, refined, and very scholarly address of goats from the sheep, and if God had seen fit to take the latter
good than.harm to the cause of just government in general.
Courtlandt Palmer, on the "Aristocracy of Freethought," with to his fold that night, it would hav saved his gate-keeper a
•
GEe. N. HILL.
some of the stuff. given to the public by Mr..Mitchell, and is it deal of troubl!3 on the judgment day, and, I dare say, would
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Mamma and I were very tired and we rested
all that day and night.
.
The next morning we sat on the veranda and
lfklited by Miss SuSAN H. Wxxo111, FcZI. Biver swung in the hammocks and talked about old
Mass., to whom aU Communications for th~ times. I asked Alfred if there were any lakes
<R>rner should be sent.
or rivers near by.
"Yes," said he, "the fish we had for breakfast were caught near here by Clara, Frank
" Between the dark a.nd the dayllgh t,
When the night begins to lower,
Cummings, and myself."
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
"I should like to go fishing," I said, and so
That is known as the Ohlldren's Hour."
it was arranged that we would go on the following day.
Frank Cummings came to take tea with us,
A. Frolic on the Floor~
and we all went to Oakcliffe Park, and afterWhat's the matter with you, neighbor?
ward we had a ramble in the woods. That
Is there any reason Why
That your cheek Is growing sallow
evening we played games in the parlor. and
And there'e laundlce In your eye?
sang songs.
Why, you look as If you fancied
The next day we went to Crystal Lake fishAll on earth you'd lose;
ing. We took a lunch along, and oh, if we
H you did not set me laughing
You would put me In the blues.
didn't hav a good time! We caught trout,
Hav you ever tried what solace
pickerel, and at noon we hmded and spread
Th~re Is In the magic weed?
our lunch on the grass beneath some pretty
No I Then you should begin !t;
trees.
It may help you at your need.
All our time was. fully taken up in sight-seeBut a better plan I'll mention,
Since I've thought the matter o'ering. One day we rode to the park to see the
HaY you ever tried a frolic
"big trees," and they were big sure enough.
With the youngsters on the fioor?
I never saw such trees. One was made into a
Tut, man! It Is no wonder
house with three floors, each floor COJ:!.taining
That you •re gloomy, grim, and gray;
one room, with stairs leading to them. The
That the horrid bile 1B Paling
rooms in the trees were large and furnished
All your heart and soul away;
nicely. It was all very wonderful to think of
That the merry gnd of laughter
In your bosom never rung,
a tree with rooms in it like a house!
For you've mlssed the only pastime
We only staid three weeks in California, but
That can make an old heart young.
they were three weeks of pleasure and full of
Oh, the prancing and the dancing 1
interest. Clara and Alfred and I all had such
Oh, the laughter ringing wild 1
lovely talks, walks, and rides. I am sure I
Oh, the routing and the shou tlng
Of a happy-hearted child I
shall never forget them.
There's a magic music In It
The journey home was tedious, and we
Which you never heard before.
were glad when we arrived in New York and
Try It, neighbor, for a minutepapa met us at the depot. We were glad to
Try a frollc on the fioor.
keep pretty quiet at home for two or three
Why, good man, the very baby
weeks. One day we went on an excursion up
In the cradle there wlll crow
the Hudson river. I cannot pretend to deWhen he sees us, topsy-turvy,
Helter-skelter, to and fro.
scribe the scenery, but it is lovely. AfterAnd young Kitty there goes screaming
wards, papa, mamma, and I went to Ocean
Till she rotls about with glee;
Grove for a week, and we had splendid times,
'Tis a pastime for the darlings,
walking on the beach and bathing in the salt
And 'tis medl<'ln, man, for me.
Oh, the bumplng and the lumping I
water. We went to Coney Island, too, and I
Oh, the laughter ringing wild 1
thought it was great fun to plunge in the surf
Oh, the routing and the shouting
like a fish. There was beautiful music there
ot a merry-hearted child 1
by a band in which Mr. Levy played the
Now, good neighbor don't deny It,
cornet. One day we went to Rockaway and
Wlllit not your llte restore ?
Then go home, good man, and try Itafter that w.e had company, Mrs. Gardiner and
Try a frolic on the fioor.
her two daughters, Hattie and Clara. We en- Wl!liam Haughton.
joyed their company a great deal. We played
croquet, lawn tennis, and other games, and one
Voices.
day we went to Silver Springs, R. I. Hattie,
Clara, and I went to a hop one night and
He th~t struggles for existence
With the mighty human tl:trong,
danced till twelve o'clock; I thought we were
Bees Its diiierent countenances,
quite dissipated. We picked up pretty shells
Hears l•s ever-changing song,
on the beach and played in the saud and
It for him has many voices,
went to a "Rhode Island Clambake" at the
Each Its inward feeling telling;
It has smiles of diiierent meaning,
Ocean House. After we came home we went
· Each attracting or repelling.
on a moonlight excursion to West Point. By
In the days when he has money,
the bright light of the moon we saw a dark
Honor, happloess, and ease,
spot on the river that seemed to come nearer
Then society will rattle
every minute; very soon it was close to our
Her deceitful tongues to please.
boat, which had slackened its speed. What do
She will shed her smiles of gladness
On a man when he relolces,
you think it was? Well, it was another steamAnd conceal his faults and pmlse him
boat, and then there was the greatest time
With her hypocritic voices.
racing with it, but our boat kept about even
But when fortune turns to scorn him
with it most 'of the time. The name of our
And adversities hav come,
boat was Thomas P. Way, and it is a large
And but rags tor clothes adorn him,
double decker and will carry two thousand
He will hear a growling hum
persons. Miss Woodruff went with us, and
Emanating from the wagging
Of aristocratic tongues,
we did not_ get to the'dock till past one in the
While society breathes venom
morning and it was after two before we reached
From her own deceitful lungs.
our own door. I dreamed that night, or mornNow the loving smiles of gladness
ing rather, that I wail going 'to school, which I
Are but grins of proud disdain,
did the next day, as the vacation was over and
And the man, once fia.ttered by th9m,
school commenced the following day. I had
Feels remorse and mental pain.
a splendid time all of iny vacation, and aaw
Hands, ou tsre ched once to caress him,
and heard much that I shall long remember.
Now recoil as from a snake,
And he knows that when they beckoned
CoRA JEWELL MARsHALL, Aged 13.
It was for his money's sake.
Newark, N. J.
Gold and silver pass tor virtue,
And deformity for beauty;
Hollowe'en Rhymes and Ring
Poverty Is but a vagrant;
Nature Is the toe to duty.
Games.
Now Inluetlce holds the steelyards,
The following amusing games are played by
And whlle Pity stands aside,
Oharlty Is overbalanced
children as directed in the lines.
By our selfishness and pride.
In the one below, the players join hands and
Will. SOOTT.
Tyrone, Pa.
sing the verses, jumping around, standing,
holding the hands, stamping, clapping, turn.
ing around, etc., as indicated in the piece.
A. Trip to California.
AND OTHER RAMBLES.
As the last term of school drew to ·a close, I
anticipated a pleasant trip to California. I
was going to see Clara· and Alfred Lennox,
who were neighbors and playmates before
they went to California to liv. Well, the day
came for us to start at last, and there was a
great bustle getting our baggage, mamma's and
mine, ready; but at length we were on board
of the fast train, and in just six days we arrived
at our journey's end, and were met at the
station by Clara and Alfred, who had grown
quite tall since I last saw them. As they
lived near by, we walked to their home, and
Mrs. Lennox met us at the gate.

Where oats, sweet beans, and barley grow
Neither you nor I may know.
This is the way the farmer standsThis is the way he holds his hands ;
He stamps his foot and claps his hands,
An.d turns around to view his lands.
He's waiting for a partnerHe's waiting for a partner ;
Open the ring and choose one in,
And kiss her as she enters in.
Now you're married you must obey,
You must obey-you must obey,
And live together all your life,
As I pronounce you man and wife.
I knocked at the door, I picked up a pin
I asked, "Is Mrs. Nellie in?"
'
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She is not in, she is not out ;
She's up in the garret walking about.
Down she came all dressed in silk,
The rose at her bosom was white as milk.
She showed me her ring, the pretty thing,
To-morrow, to-morrow, the wedding begins.
Oh, dear! Oh, dear ! What have I done?
I've married the father instead of the son.
His back's as crook'd as an old tin pan,
The neighbors all laugh at my old man.
OLD BLOODY TOM j OB, S_HEEP IN THE FOLD.
In this game, the players recline upon the
ground, with one in the center. Another tramps
heavily around the circle, and the one in the
center calls out-.
"Who's around my house this time of night?"
The outside one responds" Old Bloody Tom with his night cap on."
"What does he want? " is asked.
"A good fat sheep," is the answer.
"Take one and begone," which instruction is
followed, and the same program gone over
with until all the sheep or players hav been
carried off by "Old Bloody Tom," when a
lively scuflie ensues between Tom and the
Shepherd, and in the flurry the sheep players
all come home again.
Here is another pretty ring game, the words
being sung and acted by the players:
DiRsy,. dissy, green grass,
Dissy, dissy, duss,
Come all your pretty fair maids
And dance aleng with us,
And you shall hav a duck, my dear,
And you shall hav a drake ;
And you shall hav a nice young man
To love you for your sake.
If this young man should chance to die,
And leave you then a widow,
The birds shall aing, the bells shall ring,
Clap all your hands together.
HEN, HAWX, AND CHIOXENS,
One player personates a hen and the others
the chickens, who each take hold of the back
of the others' skirts, and they hav a lively
skirmishing, as the player who personates the
hawk tries to capture one or more, which is
hard work, as: the hen vigilantly protects hel'
chickens.
BALLY WATEBB.
This is another pretty rhyme and ring game.
Little Sally Waters
Sitting in the sun,
Crying and weeping
For a de~tr one.
Rise, Sally, rise,
Wipe up your eyes;
Fly to the east, and fly to the west,
And fly to the one that you love best.
In some parts of England the rhyme runs
this way:
Sally Walker, Sally Walker,
Come springtime and love,
She's lamenting, she's lamenting,
All for her love.
Come, choose to the east, come, choose to the
west,
·
Come, choose to the one that you like qest.
In Devonshire, Eng.,· it goes still another
.way, as follows:
Sally Walker, Sally Walker, sprinkle water in
the pan,
Rise, Sally, rise, and seek your young man,
Turn to the east and turn to the WAst,
And choose the very one that you like best.

The Girl That Ran Away.
There was a little girl that lived in the country. Her name was Rosy and she was four
years old. Rosy got very tired of staying at
home, and so one day made up her mind to go
to her aunt's, who lived in New York. Rosy
lived in Pennsylvania. She had not gone far
before some gypsies took Rosy in their wagon.
"They were going where she wanted to go,"
they said. Rosy was contented two or three
days with the gypsies, but then she wanted to
see her pa an.d rna. The gypsies told her that
she would see her Aunt Jane in a day or two.
This kept her still for some time, but in a little
while she commenced to cry and say they
should take her back home. But they 'said
they could not take her home. When the gyp.
sies came to a nice open grove, they wandered
in the grove until they reached a small body
of water. Around the water were some more
gypsies. Now it became very dull for Rosy,
for they did not come out of the grove for several months. Rosy's parents missed her and
searched long and diligently for their little
girl, and at last they incidentally heard of her
and followed the gypsies to the grove, where
they found her, and took her back home.
Rosy said "she would not start to go to her
aunt's house alone again very soon." She told
an interesting story about her trip with gypsies. We hope we will never be so foolish as
to start to go to our friends who are hundreds
of miles away.
My name is Mabel Esther Irwin, Union
Mills, Indiana.
·
[A pretty little story to be written by a girl
of ten.-ED. C. C.]

Our Puzzle Box.
I.-RHOMBOID,
:Across.-1.· A beverage.
2. A newl!lpaper.
3. An armor.
4. A bird.
. 5. .A Roman emperor.
Down.-A letter, completely, a liquid measure,
a variety of pigeon, a twist of fine
linen, intestins of birds, a plant, extent, a I etter.
H. E. JUERGENS.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
2.-ABITHMETIOAL.
What part of three is two-thirds of two?
[Hav our solvers forgotten the prize puzzle
offered by our.popular puzzlemaker, J. K. P.
Baker, in our Puzzle Box, Sept. 19th, or is the
"Chapter" too knotty? We will extend the
time of solution a few weeks longer, and. hope
no one of our solvers will giv up beaten.-ED.
C. C.]
3,-0HABADE.
My first is a kind of small nail,
My second is oft found with mirth,
My whole is a hero whose fame
Has spread far and wide o'er the earth.
Melbwrne, Australia. DAYID A. ANDRADE.
4,-0HABADE.
My first is that whose magic power
Moves on and on forever,
Something that on life's stormy sea
Time cannot sever. .
My second find in happy homes,
Away from war and strife,
'Tis this th~tt binds with sweet accord
A loving life.
My whole is that which r~les the world,
Strengthens our joy, allays our grief,
And in Death's sad and weary hour,
Brings sweet relief.
Altoona, Pa.
WILLIAM J. BUBNB.
5 -PIOTORIA.L DIAMOND,

Arrange the words in tll<Hr order.
The
names will form a diamond.
Read either
downward or across.
ANBWEBB TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN S CORNER,
OOT. 10, 1885.
1.-Poem. 2.-Murder. 3 -Hanging of
the crane. 4;-Pointer. A pointer (dog) has
hair, tongue, nose, tail, teeth. He can snarl,
point, track. bark, and play.
Solvers, H. E. Juergens, Daisy Rosenbaum,
John Ketcher.
.
[By some mistake of ours, the answer to the
" catch " puzzle was printed with the puzzle,
Oct. lOth. However, Moses made mistakes,
and we arenot infallible. We shall try not to
hav a similar thing occur again.-ED. C. C.]

Correspondence.
SYBAOUBE, N. Y., Sept. 18, 1885.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: My father has taken THE
TRUTH SEEKEB eight years, and I agree with
the other children in sending Father Hacker
something to winter him, and therefore send
you one dollar to send to him. I see that Colonel Ingersoll is going to giv a lActure for the
benefit of the Bruno statue. Now, who will
giv a lecture for the benefit of Father Hacker
which he truly needs? It may keep him ali
his life. I hope you will think this good
enough to hav printed.
Your friend,
BUBTON DAVIS.
[Burton's contribution has been forwarded
to its destination. Grandpa, Hacker must be
proud, as we are, of the quality of the young
and rising generation, and by and by, in place
of these boys and girls, we shall see a band of
men and women of whom all the world may
be proud. We agree with Burton that a lect·
ure or entertainment in aid of the feeble and
aged would be in order, for it would benefit
the living, whereas statues are no help to the
dead, though they may tend to keep alive their
virtues and noble qualities.-ED. C. C.]

The BIBLE-WH.ENOE and WHAT?
BY BIOHABD B, WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.B,
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concerning the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton PI., New York city.
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Two New Pamphlets

RATIONAL CO.MMUNISM,

CHARLES WATTS.
The American Secular Union: Its
Necessity, and the Justice of its
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
CONTENTS;
' Introduction. (I.) The Necessity for the American Secular Union having Principles upon which
all [Secularists] can agree. (II) The Twofold
Nature of the· Advocacy Adopted by the Union.
(IlL) The Catholicity of the Nine Demands and
the Ground to be Covered. (TV.) An Exposition
and Defense of Each of the Nine Demands.
(V.) An Appeal to Secular Fidelity.
32 pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.

SECUL ARlSM :
Destrnctiv and Constrnctiv.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

JUST OUT.

BY

THE PRESENT
AND

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals with
the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their imperfections, and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present system. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
future Republic· of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CONTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Republic; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for the
Transition from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
Price, $1.50.
.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

CONTENTS:
Introduction. Secularism: Its Nature and N ecessity. Its Destructiv Aspect. (1) Biblical
Idolatry7'· {2) Natural Depravity (3). Theological Supremacy. l4) The Alleged Fall and Redemption of Man. The Constructiv Aspect of
Secularism. (1) That the True Guide in Human
Actions is Reason Assisted by Experience.
(2) That Supreme Attention Should be Given to
the Facts and Duties of Existence, Regardless of Mental Anesthesia SelC·Induced, Miraculous Cures Self·.lUade, In·
any Considerations of a Life Beyond the Present:
volutlon and Evolution in the Human Dlnd as
(3) That Science is a more Trustworthy Proin the Wbole oC Things.
vider for Man than Relying for Help from any
Supernatural Power. (4) That Morality is of
Bv DR. LAROY SUNDERLAND,
Natural Growth, and has no Necessary Connec(Foundation Fellow of the Society of Science, Literature, and Art, London).
tion with Any of the Theologies of the World.
(5) That the Best Preparation for a Life SuCONTENTS:
perior to this is the Wisest and Noblest Use
Vol. 1: Chapter I.-Selfhood. H.-ExperiVol. 2: Chapter I.-Gullibility. H.-Mental
of the. Existence We :Now .IIav.
mental. IlL-Mental Anesthesia. IV.-Mirac- Epidemics. III.-The South Sea Bubble. IV.22 pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.
ulous Cures. V.-Ideology. VI.-The Highest The Mississippi Scheme. V.-The Crusades.
Laws. VII.-No "Royal Road." VIII.-Men- VI.-The Trance Epidemic. VII-Fascination.
tality.
IX.-Idiocrasy. X.-" Christian" Sci- VIII.-Religious Revivals. IX.-Clairvoyance.
J. E. REMSBURG's November appointments,
XI.-Modem
ence.
XI.-The Bible Idea of Inspiration. X.-The Witchcraft Madness.
as far as arranged, are: Wausau, Wis., Sun- XIL-The Bible Idea of Its God. XIII.- Witchcraft. XII.-Mediumship a Wide-spread
day, 1st; Menomonee, Wis., Tuesday, Wed- The Bible Idea of Witchcraft. XTV.-The Bible Epidemic.
XIII.-Psychometry and " Deadnesday, and Thursday, 3d, 4th, and 5th; West Idea of Mediums. XV.-Bloody Ideas, All Be- heads." XIV.-The Contagious Dance of Death.
Union, Ia., Saturday and Sunday, 7th and 8th; smeared with- Blood. XVI.-Barbarian Lies. XIV.-And What Then? XVI.-Science.
Lake City, Ia., Tuesday, Wednesday, and XVII.-Humanity Forever.
TWO VOLUMES IN ONE. PRICE $1.50.
Thursday, lOth, 11th, and 12th; Ottumwa, Ia.,
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, 13th,
Published by .J, P. Uendum. Investigator Office, Boston, Mass.
14th, 15th, and 16th; Prescott, Ia., Tuesday, 4t41
Wednesday, and ·'Ihursday, 17th, "18th, and
19th; Nevinville, Ia., Friday, 20th~

DR. SUNDERLAND'S LAST AND GREATEST WORK.

IDEOLOGY.

c.

D.

N.

Ingersoll catechised:

VULT AIRE' !_!IOMANC ES.

His Answ-ers

A New Edition, with Sixty-seven En·
gravings, Preface, and Notes.

How to Become

A MEDIUM

To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
by the Editor of the San Jilranoiscan.

IN YOUR OWN HOME.
A 16-page pamphlet, containing full instrucMillions of these should be circulated by
tions and a letter designating all your phases of Freethinkers.
mediumship, and a copy of the Riddle of the
American Spiritual Sphinx, or the Lost Key
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
Found, sent FREE upon receipt of three two-cent $1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TBUTH SEEKER
stamps to cover expenses of mailing, etc. Address, JAMl!lS A. BLISS, 718 Washington st.,
Boston, Mass.
39tf.

Something New!
Every Liberal should hav one of our beautiful-

MOTTO CARDS,
(7x22), ready for framing, for their homes. .
Twenty-five cents per copy.
Also Large Cards (14x22), and expressing the
NINE DEMANDS OF LIBERALISM.
.Thirty cents each.
Circulars sent FREE. Address all orders to
LIBERAL MOTTO SUPPLY CO., Troy, N. Y.
40tf

POCKET
or

GO LOBED

LI-T HOG RA.P Hs
J

-OF THE-

Illustrat<'d by lllOre than One Ht~ndred
Colored Diagram,., Tabl~s, Etc.

The POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD conains 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page color~d maps,
and 57 pages are readmg matter, colored dm~rams,
etc. The book is new throughout, everythmg being made expressly for it. The binding is flexible
Leatherette-an imitation of RusRia; gold side
tamp, round corners, a11d red edges.
.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
50 cents, by

THE TB.U1H SEEKER CO.,
33 Clio\ on Place, N Y.
40

EVOLU'.IION:

PRINTED

IN

SEVEN

COLORS

ON THE

BEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
SIZE,

22l

X

28 ~.

THE BRONZE MEDALLION
PRINTS AS LA.BGE AS A CABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
THUS GIV'ING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OP
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACCURATE

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

The lithograph is designed for framing, and will be a treasure for all Liberals.
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,

SUM~Y OF EVIDENCE.
to subscpbers to the Monument Fund
B}' Robert C. Adams.
For Sale at this Office.

for 30 cents; to
dress this office.

others~

50 cents. Ad-

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored. for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it. The German-.Ame..ican thus
describes it in detail:
The palmy days ot the church witness the burnIn& at the stake ot Bruno, the pope and prlestE witnessing the burning ot the heretic w!th expressions
ot joy. G&llleo Is represented sitting In his study,
the pope holding the sword of jnqulsltlon over his
head, and to save his life being rorced to recant his
philosophy. Martin Luther le r~preeented tacking
up his·" Right ot Private Judgmeut." Behind him
stands the pope with the bull or excommunication
drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
ax ot lllfalllblllty. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their Inventions to practical
testl!, and In the rear ot them the Pre• bytPrlan pulpits are ftlled by two of the broadcloth gentlemen
denouncing the lnventlone aa" Thwarting the Will
ot God," and branding these men and their Inventions as "Heralds ot Antichrist." Ingersoll stands
on a platform apparently delivering his lecture
"Which Way?" which he holds In his hand. Talma~re approaches the platform at the colonel's back,
pulling atter him, by the arm, the chief ot pollee,
who holds In his hand the warrantot arresttor blasphemy. The colonel seems to lake no notice or the
spleeny, cadaverous torm ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers ot salvation, the Salvation Arllly, with their drums, bones,
tambourines, and streamers, (and screamers, too),
&lao a tac simile ot our<'razy armv. Agroup or likenesses ot the teachers ot sclence.Haeckel,Humboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, Is also shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkab•ycorrect. As a
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Frcethought
would distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

THE MODER.N B.A.L.A.AM.

Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

A New and Useful Work.

--

W

~

EDLOCK, OR, THE RrGliT RELATIONS
·
011' THB Sli!XBB-Discloslng the Laws of
ConJugal Selecton, and showing Who May and
Who May Not Marry. A. Scientific Treatise. By
BAKUBL R. WELLs, One vol., 12mo, 250 pages;
plain mualln, price, tLiiO; In fancy gUt binding, ~
.Among the subjects trMted are the following:
Marriage a Divine Instltutlon; Quallficat;;ons for

Matrimony; The Right Age to Marry; Jllotlvea
l'or Marrying; Marriages of Consangnlnlty- of
Cousins, when Justifiable; Conjugal SclectlonAftlnltlea; CourtBhlp-Long or S'\ort; Duty of
Parents; Marriage Customs and Ceremonies of all
Nations; Ethics of Marriage; Second Marriages,
ue they Admissible f Jealousy-Its C'ause and
Cure; Causes of Separation and Divorce; Celibacy
-Ancient and Modem; Polygamy and Pantagruny;
Love Signs In the Features, and How to Read
Them~ Physiognomy ; Sensible Love Letters-Examples; The Poet's Wife; The Model Hnsband
1111d the ll."odel Wife- the Mutual Obligations,
Privileges, and Duties ; The Poetry of Love, Courtlhlp, and Marriage-Being a Practical Guide to all
the Relations of IUPPT WEDLUOK.
The book Is handsomely printed and beautifully
boand It wu Intended more especially for young
people, but may be read with Interest and with
\II'Oflt by those of every age. Copies wll1 be sent
f1J ,Pill~ to any address on receipt of nrlce.
THE TRUTEI BEEKER.

REPLY

HandsAonmAedventure in India.
TO REV. L . .A. L.AMB.ERT'S
12mo. 448 pages, laid papor. With
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
6 7 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
By B. W. Lacy.
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
sophistry, unfairness, and historical" misstatement.
sEY Gru.VEs, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.

the

Containing
OOLORED MAPi! OF EA.OEl f>TATE AND TERRITORY IN THE UNITED STATES; alsO
MAPS OF THE OEIIEF GRAND DIVIS!ONS, WITH
COMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY OOUNTRY ON
THE FAOE OF THE GLOBE.

Paper, 25 cents.

OONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
Micromegas.
The World as it Go"es.
The Black and the White.
Memnom the Philosopher.
Andres Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Nature.
A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dream.
A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.

KERSEY GR.A.YES'S WORKS.
ATLAS D. 11. BERRETT IONITMEBT. Sixteen
Saviors or None. By KER-

VJ"ORLD.

A

THE MAGNIFICEN r

701

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history, morals, religion, and
general events. Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
of their doctrines. Price, $2.

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Ex:posit10n of the Devil and his Fiery Domams. Price, 35 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crneifled Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Price, Cloth, U; Paper, 50 Cent11.

Address.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author Of "Prometheus," u GottHeb.'' and
and Jesu. ''

11

Ingersoll

A Badlcal romance of pioneer life. deHneat!ng the vtr.
tnea of natural hnmanlty .,. oppooed to the h:VPQCriiiY of a
anpernatnral relllr!on; crowdea with Incident and full of
p "'11'6UIT ldelll and the poetry of the tntnre.
PRIDE 11.00.
A.DDREAA 'fHIR OFFICE

ANCIENT MAN
IN AMERICA.
mCLUDmG
Works in Western New York and
other States, together with Struct-ures in Central America.

Containing new and startling revelations
in religious history, which disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princi- ByFREDERICK L&RKIN, M.D.
ples, precepts, and miracles of the Chris.Jlemb.,. of tM
tian New Testament, and furnishing a
.ArM7icaft .A11ociation fw tM .Aavancment of Scil:nu.
key for unlocking many of its sacred
mysteries, besides comprising the history
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00 Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations.
290 Pages.

A. PHOTOGU.A.PH

Price, Cloth, $1.50.

OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
HEAVEN.
A l'icture of the world as described in Gen
esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
dootrin, and the passages from profane writer
supporting il
Price 2~ cents

From. Tradition to Reason.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
BY BOBBB'l. lJ. ADAMS.
For Sale at this Office.
Oloth, S1.25.

T.HE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER 31, 1885.
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of human welfare as a part of its work, and Advertisments. Terms, $1 50 per annum;
repudiates Christianity in toto. Semi-monthly, single copies, 15 cents. Address James A. Bliss,
Business 1\iaBager of 8pirit Voices, 718 Wash$1 per year."
ington st., Boston, Mass.
The Winsted Press, published at Winsted,
Chris'en George.
Conn., is as able a paper a• that state produces,
THE RUE OF
and taking into account its Freethought prinIn Charles Dickens's story of "The Perils of cer
taln Engllsh Prisoners," a hal!· breed Is Introduced.
ciples,
is
the
most
valuable
one.
Mr.
Lucien
Th€1 Inhabitants of the Island of Sliver Store 'are be·
V. Pinney~is publisher, and his editorial protrayed by the above-named traitor, who !a a lazy,
worthless scamp, a.ad carried oll' by the p!rat<>l!, his
ductions are both witty and wise. The paper
companions, Into a dense forest In Guatemala.
From Thales to Copernicus.
There they are set to work to cut down trees where.
is local in its nature, but it discusses questions
with to build a mansion for their captors. Chris' en
By FREDERIC MAY HOJ,LAND, Author of
of
general
and
world-wide
interest.
Terms,
George King has Charge over them, and as they toll
"The Reign of the Stoics."
under the burning sun of the torrid zone, DICkens
$2 per year.
" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
describes h!m-rolllng on the ground.ln ecstasy, and
exclalmlng: "Now, you- English, work! And
Mr. Wm. S. Bailey, of Nashville, Tenn., is be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
Chrls'en George King-look on!"
an old man, and will celebrate his one hun- year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
o Chris' en George, you are not dead,
dredth anniversary on the lOth day of Feb- through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
You llv among us now;
·
ruary,
1906; but besides making activ prepara- of . Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
Your fingers know not labor's tools,
tions
for
that event he finds time to edit the place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
The hammer imd the plough.
Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
We
hav
often
found
occasion
to
reprint
Liberal
(135
South Cherry st.), and manages to out the white light that. has been cast upon the
Your face Is whiter, though, by tar,
Your Unen of the best;
items from the Sunday Gazetteei', published at fill it each week with lively reading. Seventy- lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and ernBut, Chris' en George, we know you well,
Denison, Texas, and hav observed clippings five cents per year.
·
elty, from the little stream of Freethonght that
Although you're better dressed.
transferred from THE TRUTH SEEKER to its The Antimonopolist issues the following has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
You see that genius on 'Change
course down through the ages which now liv
columns. The editor, Mr. B. C. Murray, is a platform:
A-roaring like a bull,
only as our realm of Memory and Admonition."
gentleman
of
Liberal
religious
views,
as
well
Who strives by gambllng, not by work,
" 1. The abolition of all class legislation,
PIUCE, $2.50.
Octavo, 458 pp.
as a writer of ability. The man who sets the and equal rights to all citizens; whether rich
To fill hls pockets full.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
advertisments for the Gazetteer is an artist in or poor.
With brow austere and eager eye
,
He follows on his track.
"2. The abolition of all subsidies and land
his line, and the whole paper is made Up and
He's Mammon's slave; but unto us
printed in superior style. Subscription price, grants to individuals and corpor.ttions.
He's Chris' en George come back.
"3. The- abolition of ·all legislativ protec$2 per year.
tion to monopolies.
·
·
or view that speculator there,
"4. The immediate and unconditional
The Lackawanna Democrat, a news and famBy R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
Who llvs upon the poor;
.
WI o artlfiC!al famln breeds
ily paper, is issued from Scranton, Pa., at $2 repeal of the Resumption Act.
Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?"
"5.
The
repeal
of
the
National
Bank
Act,or turns them out of door.
CONTENTS:
per year. It is neat in appearance, ably conand the substitution of United States currency
Who robs the miner of his coal,
True Ideal of Marriage.
ducted, and keeps the people of its vicinage for National Bank Notes and gold and silver The
Free Love.
The tar mer of h!s grain;
The History of Marriage.
informed of events near and remote.
currency.
Who tolls our work from West to East,
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
"6.
That
the
Government
shall
furnish
He's Chris' en George again.
The New Testament on Divorce·.
The Banner of Light, the leading paper demoney sufficient for the requirements of trade.
Divorce as a Question of Law and Rellglon.
See Miss MCFI!msey, as she rolls
voted to the Spiritual philosophy, kindly pubRational Ded uct!ons from Establlshed Prlnclples.
"7.
The
pay
of
onr
bonds
according
to
the
Through Fashion's crowded street;
lishes the contents of THE TRUTH SEEKER in its original contract, believing that the bondholder ObjeCtions to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Admire her costly velvet dress,
Prevention Better tban Cure.
issue of October 10th. A long notice of it has no more right to repudiate his bargain Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound In Cloth. For sale
Her hat-In style complete.
with
us
than
we
hav
to
repudiate
the
debt."
might be written, but everybody knows the
'lt this office.
Poor Chlld l 'Twould make her sick to see
88 Qllnton Place, New York.
The paper is published at Rochester, N.H.,
A tall or at his work;
Jjanner of Light, published by Colby & Rich,
and devotes itself to championing the cause of
Despite her sex, she's Chris' en George,
Boston, Mass; $3 per year.
or else the bard's a Turk.
the workingman and the Knights of Labor.
The Labor Advocate is Liberal in religion, as
Remark that great contractor, too,
Price, 3 cents per copy.
well as reformatory in its politics, and is deHis papers In hls hand;
Lucifer, The Light-bearer (Valley Falls, Kan. ),
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,
voted to. setting forth the ends and aims of
Who undertakes to do a job
His genius never planned.
the K~ights of Labor. It carries an advertis- contains, as leading articles, "The London By_ SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Whose skull's so thiCk he couldn't tell
ment of T:s:E TRUTH SEEKER with it wherever Outrages," from London Progress; "Prohibition
AUTHOR OF
A piCkaxe from a hoe;
it goes, and keeps the Nine Demands of Lib- Run Mad," showing that prohibition logically
Yet takes the work from better men"GOLDEN THRONE," "PROMETHEUS," "INGERto
murder;
social
radicalism
defended
leads
eralism
standing
in
its
columns.
Arthur
C.
He's Chris' en George, you know.
'
BOLL AND JESUS," ETO.
(editorial); "The L;md Question," etc., etc.
Everett, editor.
Price, ()looth, $1.00; Pap&r, 50 Vts ••
0 Chris' en George, you lazy knave,
Ludfer's chosen field is the social and governWhy don't you go away?
Moses Hull, formerly editor of Hull's Cruci·
"A prose epic of the war, r!Ch with lnC!dent and
We'Ve worked for you quite long enough,
mental evolution. It asks the co-operation of dramatic power; breezy from first page to last with
ble,
now,
in
conjunction
with
Mattie
Hull,
To serve you doesn't pay.
the
llvlng spirit of to-day,-John Swint<rn's faper.
edits and prints the New Thought at Maquo- all who think that paternal governments hav
We've housed you well and Clothed you fine,
outlived their usefulness, and that they should
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER •.
keta, Ia. The paper has this banner at its
And furnished you with bread,
83 CLINTON PLACE. NEW YORK.
But all tn vain: and 'tw!ll be so
masthead: "And I heard a voice from heaven be supplanted by localized autonomies founded
upon individualism and voluntarism. PubT!ll, Chris' en George, you're dead 1
saying to me, Write." Of course we don't beFREETHOUGHT NOVELS.
lieve that a voice from heaven ever said any- lished weekly at $1.25 per annum.
For a country paper, the Worthington, The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
A Number of Good Papers.
thing of the sort, but as Mr. Hull's paper is
written Radical romance. By WM. McThe Rhode Island Pendulum performs an ex- devoted to progress, and is a foe to Christian Minn., Advance is a good one. It is the
DoNNELL, author of Exet"er Hall, Family·
cursion to this office once a week from East superstition, it is welcomed to our exchange "official paper of Nobles county" and is edited
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Greenwich, R. I. In its issue of October 9th list. Terms of subscription, $1.50 annually. by A. P. Miller, a gentleman of well-informed
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
and Liberal mind. Terms, $2 per year.
$1.25.
it very appropriately includes, under the head
The Occident (Washington street, Chicago
of " Religious Services," a notice of THE TRUTH $3 a year) is a weekly journal, devoted to genIf Mr. Robert Bennefield, editor and pro- Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoNNELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
SEEKER. The Pendulum contains, besides eral news, literature, science, art, and t4e in- prietor of the Maurepas, La., Gazette, had a
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
stories and items, news of a ·local and general terests of Judaism. ·"From orient to occident bet~er press he might print. a paper that would
character, presented in a neat and attractiv my name is great among the nations, saith the do him as mu,ch credit by its appearance as it Exeter Hall. "One of the most exciting romances of the day." Price, paper
style. Daniel 0. Kenyon, editor and publisher; Lord God," is an intimation printed at the now does by its sentiments. Nevertheless we
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
terms, $2 per year.
head of the Occident in Roman and repeated would cheer Mr. Bennefield in his effort to
Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
No local paper that comes to this office is (we suppose) in Hebrew characters. The Occi- plant Freethought in Louisiana, which has
A Radical novel of marked ability. 'Equal
more welcome than the New England Observer, dent is a large and handsome print. Its edi- been hitherto a soil• uncongenial to its growth.
to George Eliot's works. By FREDlllllmA
published at Keene, N. H., which locality is tors are unknown, and refuse to reveal their
MAODONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
Spirit Voices speak as follows of the THE
tolerably familiar to the editor of THE TRUTH identity, but they publish a paper that is of
Outcast.
A deep, finely written
TRUTH SEEKER: "With great pleasure we wel- TheRadical
story. From the London edition.
SEEKER. It contains all the news of the vicin- interest to all those who wish to know Judacome this paper to our book-table.· It is a
By WmwooD READE, author of Martyrity, and makes editorial observations about islll's opinion of its daughter, Christianity,
stanch advocate of mental and religious freedom of Man. 30 cents.
happenings abroad. In its issue of October produced by its unfortunate alliance with
dom, and certainly must be dreaded by all
15th we find the following:
Paganism.
theological bigots. Among its contributors
"In his Sulfday sermon, Henry Ward
Against many adversities the Nonconformist may be found the names of the ablest men
Beecher said: 'The old theology says that
Christ came into the world to save a lost race. keeps up its fight with priestcraft, prohibition' and women in the ranks of Liberalism; and
A ROMANCE.
There was, there is, no lost race. It says that monopoly, and other things. When Editor its editorials ·are all finely written and filled
BY MISS SUSAN B:. WIJ(ON.
he came to make good Adam's stumble; but Vincent is in good health he writes consider- with. matter for the deepest thought. We hav
. "The great Charm of this novel Is Its absolute
Adam never existed, and consequently never able, and when he is sick he writes more. been~deeply interested in the perusal of ' Let. fl.dellty
to nature. Its personages are those one meets
stumbled. It is time that all this mechanical, His articles on "Why I left the Christian
fn common Ute. and are portrayed with a
with
ters from Friends,' containing thoughts from vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared
ladder-like machine sort of salvation were
done away with. This merit and demerit, de- Church," contain argument sufficient to justify the people in all sections of the country. to expect to llna, In such a marked Clegree, even
so g!tted a pen as that or Miss Wixon, whose
serving and non-deserving, is all artificial, all him in that laudable exit. Tabor, Iowa, is the From a perusal of these letters we may pick trom
brtlllant and lucid style Is famlllar to most readers
pagan.'' Mr. Beecher will soon be in shape to home of Mr. Vincent's paper; terms, $l.FO per up many new thoughts, and also ascertain the In the Freethought ranks. • • • But what pleased
roost In this Charming story was the unflinching
travel with Ingersoll."
annum.
kind of work needed in different localities to me
honesty with Which Its author holds up to the deThis might be construed either as a com plirision
of the world the rottenness of average mlnmake
Liberalism
a
success.
We
have
also
Th.e Salem, South Dakota, Pioneer Registe1· is
lsterlal character, P'lrt!Cularly that of revtvallst
ment to Mr. Beecher or the other way, if it a large weekly publication, "a paper for the carefully read the 'Children's Corner,' edited type.
I hav not space here to treat, In detall. of the
were not clinched by another remark in the people,'' as it declares, and " a friend to the by Miss Susan H. Wixon, of Fall River, Mass., Characters of this truly absorbing novel. Suffice It
to
say
that It Is safe to prediCt that anyone who
same paper. The other remark is this:
whole human. race." It is Republican in pol. and would recommend this department to all reads Its first chapters wm be loth to lay It down
tlll
the
denouement Is reached. Miss Wixon has long
Liberal-minded parents as suitable, entertain"Rev. Henry Ward Beecher is quite as itics and Liberal on religious subjects.
been doing a n•>ble work In educating our Clilldren
level-headed in political as in spiritual mating, and instructiv reading for the young." Into the ranks of true Liberalism, thereby robbing
ters."
It is the enviable boast of the· Kansas Blade The contents of October number of Spirit the Church or hundreds of those who, In after
We warn the editor of the Observer that of Concordia, that it is the first Liberal paper Voices are: The Autobiography of Lenivra Wil- Years, might hav become Its Wllllng dupes and servll tools, and she certainly deserves the generous
there is a rod in pickle for him in the form of published in Kansas. Its editors and pro- liamson, The Annal of the Tlaskans, Postal and substantial recognition of .all Freethinkers.
a charge of constructiv heresy based on these prietors are Mr. J. M. and J. E. Hagaman. Discriminations, Inspirational Poem, Editorial Let everyone send· tor a copy of ' All In a L!tetlme.'
It Will yield a llberal reward tor the outlay."
·
two contiguous paragraphs.
They print the Nine Demands regularly, re- Correspondence, Renewal of Subscriptions,
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
Address,
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER.
Price,
$1.50.
port
local
happenings,
and
discuss
national
Right to the Point, The M. S. Ayer Temple,
John Swinton's Paper says:. " THE TRUTH
SEEKER [Oct. lOth] prints a curious article on issues. Mr. J. M. Hagaman is an ardent op. A Condemnation of Mediums who show for
THE
'Donn Piatt and Sich.' We are pleased to see ponent of the Bible in the schools, and keeps Money, Prayers asked and needed by The
that this powerful organ of the Freethinkers the brethren of Concordia continually agitated Liberal, Is Eugene Beste a self-confessed
and skeptics takes a glance now and then at on that question. He is doing much practical Fraud? N.D. C. Department, ·N. D. C. Editor's
the 'labor problem.' " We assure Mr. Swinton work. The Blade is sent to any address for Salutatqry, Editorial Briefs, N. D. C. Records,
AND
that THE TRUTH SEEKER has long had the labor $1.50 a year.
Spirit Message Department, Messages from
question in view, and has its own opinion on
Lois Waisbrooker publishes a neat little Sunshine, Roy, Frankie, Chauncy Barnes,
the subject. It wishes the laborer well, of sheet at Clinton, Ia. We will let her describe Wm. H; Young, Ralph J. Shear, Rev. Luther
WITH SOME
course, but has little hope for him while he it. She writes: "Foundation Principles is gen- and J. Fletcher; Score one for the Rejected ORITIOISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY.
supports a church which' teaches that "pros- uinly practical; believes in a future life, but Science of Astrology; Man, The Visible Maniperity leads to decay, national, individual, in- more especially in this; the only professedly festation of God in the Flesh; Among our
.BJ' SAlUUEL P. PUTNAM.
tellectual, moral, and physical." Neither can Spiritualist publication that claims all questions Workers, Our Letter Box, Our Book Table and . Price 20 cents. For sale at this o:ftice.

·llotlrg.

it see the consistency of the laborer who, while
he opposes emigration to this country, yet, fol·
lowing the teachings of this same church, fills
his own household with laborers whom he
must soon either compete with or support in
idleness. Away down at the bottom of the
labor problem are the church and population
questions, which are seldom touched upon.
Nevertheless, Mr. Swinton is doing a great
work.
The favorit journal among New York society
-which is to say, swelldom-is the Home Journal (Morris Phillips & Co., No. 3 Park Place).
This paper keeps track of all social, theatrical,
and literary events, and describes them with
facil pen. It is in all respects the model paper
of its class.

INTELLECTUAL .LIBERTY

Marriage and Divoro·e.

WAIFS ADD WANDERINGS

ALL

Ill

a LIFETIME.

·PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
Its Scientific Solution,
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Ingersoll's 'Works..
Tlie Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and "Heretics and Heres1es."

ANEWBOOKt
By Andrew

~ackson

PHOTOGRAPHS

Davis,

OF

0 0 L. R. G. 1 N G E R S 0 L L,

entitled

Beyond the Valley·

WITH AUTOGRAPH,

Price, 20 cents.

a sequel to the

The. Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS,

MAGIC STAFF

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
An Autobiography of
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of
Independence," " .A.bout Farming in Illinois,"
. Andrew- _Ja?kson Davis.
"The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander
Clark,'. "The Past Rises before Me Like a Six Illustrations P!ctunng what Mr. Davis says
he h-Is seen.
Dream," and ".A. Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
"Be;ron~ the_Valley" is a record of events and
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 scenes m his pn:vate and public career, beginning
where the MagiC Staff ends, and bringing his
cents; cloth, $1.25.
and private experiences truthfully
Interviews on Talmage. Paper,50 cts.; ·psychological
up to the present day. ~'his attractive volume
plain cloth, $1.25.
will interest thousands who hav never read his
What Must We Do to be Saved t Pa- preceding works. It will answer the ever-recurper, 25 cents.
ring questions concerning remarkable events in
Mr. ·Davis's private life, and fully explains his
The ChriE.tian Religion. Ry R. G. various
public labors for mankind.
Ingersoll, Judge J erel!Jiah S. Black, and
" Beyond the Valley" is a companion volume
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents;
to the " Magic Staff," and resembles it in style
cloth, $1.
of workmanship-in paper, press-work binding,
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, etc. 408 pages. Price, $1.50.
'
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
For Sale by THE TRUTH SBEKEit CO.
in large, clear type, and containing as much
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

WORKS OF DR. W. F. EVANS.

Price, 40 Cents.
.A.ddress this Office.

IMan. Whenoe and Whither.

I

By B. B. westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
Author of "The "Bible.-Whence and What?
About all that can be said for the existence
. of God and the future life of man, is here
1 pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from a
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Addreaa
THE TRUTH SEEKBB.
ss Cl1nton Place. New York

St. Matthew Before the Court on
a Charge of Forgery •

.Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

The B11sts of Voltaire, Paine and Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to life,
price $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles of Religious Liberty should have
these busts.

, Photogt•aphs of Colonel Ingersoll.
Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5; panel,
10 l-2x17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
card, 20 cents.

Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Orthodoxy,, •. bound in one beautiful volume, in
half calf, library style, and containing over
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
low price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
·

ure and Power of Faith; or, Elementary Lessons in Transcendental Medicin. rhis work
is a complete exposition of principles underlying the system of men tal healing. It contains a full course of instruction in the philosophy and practice of the Mind-Cure. Price
. $1.50.

The Divine Law of Cure.

A stan-

To APPEAR IMJIIEDIA.TELY.

His Brother," "The Vision of W~r," the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent address over "Little Harry Miller's Grave,''
that they hav been printed on· heavy toned
paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and in
large, clear tYf)e, suitable for framing, and
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.

Pros,., Poems and Selections. This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the
celebrated " Decoration Day Oration," neyer
before published, and all the famous " tributes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till now, many
other gems, selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and
day-to-day conversations of the author. The
work is designed for, and will be accepted
by admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine
steel portrait, with autograph fac simile, has
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silkcloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;
in. half-calf, mottled edges, elegant library
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, highest
possible style and finish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,
.A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

MONKS, POPES,
AND

Bible Fabrications Refuted
and

The Errors of the BlbleExposed.
BY 0. B. WHlTFORD. M.D.
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

T RUT B:

Practical Treatis on Medical Psychology.
This book contains a full exposition of the
nature and laws of magnetism, and its application to tg.e cure of disease. Price $1.25.

Soul and Body; or, The Spiritual

BOOHELLE, ILL.
Headquaroors for Fine Goods In the line of Genu!n
Diamonds; Fine Gold and Silver Watches; Oha!na;
Bracelets; Wedding and Presentation Binga; Jewelry of Latest style; Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
and Fancy Goods; 8 ounce Coin Silver Elgin Watch,
$10; 4 ounce, Full Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
Stem Wind, $22; this same, fine movement, In beat
gold filled case, $85; with cheap movement, $25.
Ladles' Solid Gold Elgin stem wind watches, $!<.0,
$24, and $82-14 karat, upward. Watches cleaned,
finest work In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned -per. reg, mall or ex., paid one way. Work
for the'trade at reduced rates and agents sending
work once a week from every state In the Union are
making_ lots of money. Beat spectacles In the
world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back on demand. Try mel
OTTO WETTSTEIN. '
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
The moat beautiful badge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sa.le. Elegant present tor Lady
or Gent. Solid gold, $8; $8.60; extra heavy, $4;
With diamond, artistically enameled, $10.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
BY MAIL POST•PAID.

The Bi~le Analyze~.

..A Great Medical Work on Manhood
Exhausted V!tal!ty, Nervous and Physical Debll!ty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and
the untold m!aer!ea resulting from !nd!B~ret!on or
excesses. A book for every man, young, middleaged and old. It contains I25 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic diseases, each one of Which !a Invaluable. So found by the author, whose exper!\ence for 28 years !a such as probably never before
fell to the lot of any physician. 800 pages, bound In
beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt,
guaranteed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical, !!terary, and profeee!onal-than any other
work sold In this country for $2.60, or the money
w!ll be refunded In every !nstanee. Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. Illuatrat!v sample 6 cents.
Bend now. Gold medaJ awarded the author by the
National Medleal ABBoc!at!on, to the president of
which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate ofllcera
of the Board the reader !B respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for Instruction, and by the afll!cted for rel!ef. It
w!ll benefit all.-London Lancet.
There !a no member of society to whom The
Science of Life w!ll not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut,

Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass.,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
ak.!ll and experience. Ohron!c and obat!RaLe diseases that have baflled the ak!ll of alltlEAlother
physicians a specialty. Such treated
au cceaafully, w!lhout an Instance ofT \1
fa!lure. Mention this paper.1y14
I
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DR. R. P. F]:;LLOWS
Is a regularly educat-

BY

ed and legaJly qualified physician, and
the moat successful
as his pra.ct!ce wll,
prll>ve. He has for
twenty years treated
exclua!vly all d!Beasea
of the sexual Organs,
In the cures of Which
he stands preemlllent.
B PER MATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENOY
as the result of self·
abuse In youth and
sexual excesses In maturer years, causing
n 1 g h t emissions by
dreams, loss ot sexual
power,render!ng maretc., are cured perOiltB!cleaJ:'P_J~J&tllon In sixty days.
Is one of Dr.
!a entirely unfiVe 2-cent
full In-

.John R. Kelso, A.M.

OONTENTS:
The Old Teatament.-The New Teatament.-The
Oreation.-The
Deluge.-The
MiraThe Mental Cure, illustrating the In- cles of the B!ble.-The Errors Exodua.-The
B!ble.-The
fluence of the Mind on the Body both in Prophec!ea.-The Devil or Satanofof the
the B!ble.-The
Health and Disease, and the Psychological Heaven and the Hell of the B!ble.-The Sabbath of
the B!ble.-The G<>d of the B!ble.-The Messiah or
Method of T~eatment. Price $1.50.
Savior..
Orovn octavo, 833 pp, Splendidly executed. Bent
.A.ll the above books sent by mail, post-paid, on
by mall, post paid. Price, $8.00.
receipt of price.
Science of Health and Disease.

Price $1.00.
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GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH;
IN

THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.

"ANT I CHRIST."

BY JOHN ALBERGER.

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER TH.A.N

Eternal Punishment.
M. BABCOCK

BY

WHICH- THE

DECLENSION OF THE NOUN
AND THE
CONJUG.A.TION OF THE VERB
.A.re superseded by a few simple rules; and
comprising the most rational and progressiv
views of the best grammarians of the 19th
century.
By .J. L. BARKER.,
Author of ".A.n Improvement on I. J. Morris's
Grammar."
PRICE,
35 CENTS.
.A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

WETTSTEI~'S

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New Yorll:.

dard work on the philosophy and practice of
the Mind-Cure, a reliable text-book mall the
schools of mental healing. No work has ever
been written of more practical value to physicians of all schools. The book is the result of
A Poem in Three Parts.
the extensiv learning and research of the auBY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth Finder.
thor, and exhibits a familiarity with the literature of the subject. It is profoundly religSECOND EDITION.
ious without being offensivly dogmatic. It
has been received with uuiversal favor by all Price, 25 Cents. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
who are seeking light on the subject on which
33 Clinton Place. New York.
it. treats-the cure of disease in ourselvs and
others by mental and spiritual agencies.
Price $1.50.
·

Tributes. There hav been so many Mental Medicin. A Theoretical and
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to

OTTO

POPULAR JEWELRY STORE,

BY SECULARIST.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from The Primitiv Mind-Cure. The Nat- MOSES BEFORE THE COURT.
By the snme Author.
· the attacks of the New York Observer,-by
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

703

The subjects discussed in this finely-printed
·pamphlet are, besides the title above given,
N.
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
a Christian, Divinity of the Bible, Theological
From th<lronclad .Age.
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
"Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken lnfidel, therefore no
Sometimes Differ, Infant Damnation, Prayer, cheat or h umoug. The Freethinkers of the land
The Cloak of Charity, Tire Clergy were Afraid, should g!v the doctor their patronage."
ly8
No Fear of Being Damned, But What are We
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion .

RUPTURES· GURED"y

PRICE, 10 CENTS.
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

.A. HISTORICAL SKETCH.
GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.
By G. F. RINEHART.
Price 25 cts.
An easy and practical new method, adapted for
self-Instruction
as well as !or use In schools. To
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
consist of about twelve numbers. Eleven numbers
NEW YORK. now published. Bent to any address on receipt of
33 Olinton Place, New York 83 Ol!nton Place,
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
BEEKER 00.
"These books contain a wealth of knowledge for
aelf-!nstruct!on."-ED . .Albany Unilm.
Stf

Proving conolus!VIl' that

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
Bill birth, Ufe, trtal, execution, etc.-Ill a mrth
.TRUTH 8JJ:RKEB Olllce.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHICH
WE WILL SELL A'f! GREATLY REDUCED BATES Price,
THE OBJECT OF THE WOBK IS TO SHOW THE PO·
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH BEGABD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
Price, 50 cents, 75 cents, and u.oo, ac·
cordin11: to condition oC book.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
83 Olin ton Pl•• New York.

BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY

$11.

BIBLE MORALS.

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.

A Collection of Passages

WHY DON'T HE LEND .A H.AND
AND OTHER POEDS.
By

s.

Jl', PUTNAM, Author of Ingersoll and Je-

sus, Prometheus, Golden Throne, Walls
and Wanderings, Problema of

the Universe, etc.
Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Roblllustrating the
CONTENTS: Why Don't 1Je Lend a Hand ? The
Purity and Morality of The Bible. bery-Adultery and Prostitution-Murder-Wars of Con- Golden Age, The Ideal and the Real, Not Dead but
L!vlllg_. Fruition, Bope, Thomas Paine, Nature's GoaPrice, paper, 35 cents; flexi,ble cloth, 50 cents. quest and Extermination-Despotism-!ntolerance a~d pel, Andress to Deity, G!v us Light (Holdreth'a poem
often
recited by Oharlea Watts). ·
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dren-Crueltyto Anin~als-Human Sacrifices-CannibalCHRISTIANITY
Address THE TRUTH . SEEKER Office.
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BY
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6 Copies, $1.00

Special Discount on Lar;;er quantities.

Price. 60 cents.
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To the Senate and Assembly o:f the State o:f New
TllEvast amount or human wretchedness that exISts without any apparent e:trort !rom on high to
mitigate It Is an unanswerable argument against
the exiStence In the universe or a kind and benefl
cent being who rules the a:tralrs and marks out the
destinies ot men.-D. M. Ben10eU.
THE lover may
Distrust that look Which steals his aoul away;
The babe may cease to think that It can play
With heaven's rainbow; alchym!ste may doubt
The shining gold their crucibles g!v out;
But faith, ranatlc faith, once wedded fast
To some dear falsehood, hugs It to the last.
-Lalla Rookh.

MtLTON bad been Intended tor the church, and
had been Beut to college with that view. By the time
he left Cambridge, at twenty-four, It had become
clear, both to hlmsel! and hls !amlly, that he could
never submit hls understanding to the trammels of
church rormular!es. "The church, to whose service bY the lntentlon of my parents and trlends I
was destined as a chlld, and In mine own resolutions, till coming to some maturity of years, and
perceiving what tyranny had Invaded the church,
that he that would take orders must subscribe slave
and take an oath wtthal ·• • • I thought It better to prefer a blameless silence be!ore the sacred
ofll.ce or speaking, bought and begun With servitude
and !oreswearlng."-.Mark Patlison'g .Milton.
A MAN that Is or judgment and understanding
hall aometlmes hear Ignorant men dl:trer, and know
·well within hlmsel! that those which ao dl:trer mean
one thing, and yet they themselvs would never
agree; and !! It came so to pa;s In that distance or
judgment Which Is between man and man, sllall we
not think that God above, that knows the heart,
doth not diS 'ern that frail men, In aome of their
contentions, Intend the same thing, and accept It of
both ?-Bacoo'g Essays.
SUllELY no one wJJo Is cognizant of the !acts of the
ca.se, nowadays, doubts tha.t the roots or psychology
lle In the physiology or the nervous system. What
we call the operations or the mind are !unctions'
or the brain, and the materials or consciousness are
products of cerebral activity, Cabanls made use of
crude and miSleading phraseology when he said
that the brain secretes thought as the llver secretes
blle; but the conception Which that much-a.bused
phrase em bodies Is. nevertheless, far more consiStent with !act than the popular notion that the mind
Is a metaphysical tntlty seated In the head, but as
Independent of the brain as a telegraph operator Is
of hls lnstrument,-H..,ley's Hume.
WE may observe that, notwithstanding the dogmatical, Imperious style of all superstition, the conviction or the rellglonlsts In all ages Is more a:trected
than real, and scarcely ever approaches In any degree to that aolld belle! and persuasion which govern us In the common a:tralrs ot Ute. Men dare
not avow, even In their own hearts, the doubts
which. they entertain on such subjects; they make a
merit or lmpllclt faith, and disguiSe to themselvs
their real lnfldell&y by the strangest a.sseveratlons
a.nd most posltlv bigotry. But nature Is too hard !or
all their endeavors, and su:trers not the obscure,
gl!mmerlng llght a:trorded In their shadowy regions
to equal the strong Impressions made by common
sense and by experience. The usual course of men's
conduct belles their words, and shows that their assent In these matters Is some unaccountable operation or the mind between dlsbelle! and conviction,
but approaching mucn nearer to the rormer than to
the latter.-Hume'g Natural History of Religftm.
"HE who belleve3 and IS baptized shall be saved,"
Christ had said; he, therefore, who IS not baptized
shall be damned. But Is It always man's own fault
that he Is not baptized? What of the little chlldren,
for example, who dle be!ore baptism? br of those
millions of pagans who died be!ore baptlem was
Instituted I Or of those millions or heathens who
even now, In distant regions, know BCBrcely anything
or baptism an.! Ch.rlstlan!ty? The Augsburg Con!esslon expressly says: "We condemn the Anabaptists, who assert that unbaptized children can be
saved." Only Zwlngll, the noble Bwlss reformer,
was humane enough to translate virtuous pagans
like Socrates, and Arlstldes, and Antonlnus to
heaven, In spite orthelr unbaptized condition, with·
out further ado.-Strauu's Old and New Faith.
THE contra.ry or every matter of tact Is stlll possible, because It can never lm ply a contradiction,
and Is conceived by the mind with the same !aclllty
and distinctness as !! ever so conformable to reallty.
" That the su·n will not rise to-morrow Is no less lntelllglble a proposition and Implies no more contradiction than the afiirmatlv" that It wlll riSe." We
should In vain, therefore, attempt to demonstrate
ltl! !alsehood. Were It demonstratlvly false ttwould
Imply a contradiction, and could even be dlstlnctly
conceived by the mlnd.-Hume's Essay1.
IT Is notorious that, to the unthinking mass or
mankind, nlne-tenth.s or the !actl! of U!e do not aug.
gest the rt>latlon or cause and etiect, a.nd they prac·
tlcally deny the existence ot any such relation by
attributing them to chance. Few gamblers but
would stare !! they were told that the !alllng or a die
on a particular race Is as much the e:trect or a dellnit cause as the rae; or ltl! falllng. It Is a proverb
that "the wind bloweth wlaere It l!steth," and even
thoughtrul men receive wUh surprise the suggestion that the !orm or the crest or every wave that
breaks, wlnd-drlven, on the sea·shore, and the direction of every particle or roam that files before
the gale, are the exact e:trecta or detlnlt causes, and
a.s such must be capable or being determined deductlvly !rom the laws or motion and the properties
of alr a.nd water. So, again, there are large numbers o! highly Intelligent pers )ns who rather pride
themselvs on their fixed belle! that our vol!tlons
hav no cause, or that the Will causes Itself, which Is
either the same thing or a contradiction In terms.Hua;lty' 1 Hume.

EVERY man Is by nature the rlght!ul judge tor
himself (and !or nobody else) of every subject presented to hls mind.- Waters's Tkrough RoNM <m,

~ork:

The Constitution of our State guarantees that " the free exercise and enjoyment of religion~
profession and- worship, UJitllout discr-imination or priferenre, shall forever be allowed in this State to all
mankind." The general principle of . American Government is equality of all men before the law.
This, as Your Honorable Body is aware, involves the principle, already acknowledged in theory, of. the
Total Separation of Church and State. But Church and State are now practically united by the
following statut_es :
1. The law exempting Church Property from Taxation.
2. The laws appropriating Money from the Public Treasury for the support of Institutions
founded and managed chiefly by Sectarian Denominations.
3. The law compelling the Observance of Sunday as a religious holy day.
The undersigned, Citizens of the State of New York, do therefore respectfully but earnestly
petition Your Honorable Body to repeal all the laws or parts of Jaws of this State which are violations of the above principles. Our reasons for asking this are :
1. The Churches are voluntary associations properly to be supported by the voluntary contri.:.
butions of their members. 2. The State is compulsory. Every citizen must pay taxes. And we
submit that it is unjust to a large and growing body of voters to be compelled to pay for the support
of Churches which they cannot conscientiously attend; for the hire of Ministers in our Legislature
and Public Institutions, in whose doctrines they are unable to believe; and to observe as holy a day
to them no more sacred- than any other. We also submit that the exemption of Churches from taxation, the appropriation of money for the hire of Ministers and the support of Sectarian Institutions,
and the Legal observance of Sunday as a holy day, are discriminations in favor of one form of religion,
are abridgments of the free exercise of religious preferences, and are therefore unconstitutional.
NAMES.

RESIDENCE.

A MISSioNARY out West, bragging how well he had
Instructed some Indians In i'ellglon, called up one
of them and asked It he had not round great comfort
last Sunday atter receiving the sacrament. •• Yes,"
replled lhe redskin, "but I wish It ha.d been
brandy."

rtHE

A Rl!:OENT tornado In Wisconsin swept away a
church filled with worshipers, and out of the entire
congregation only two escaPed unharmed. They
had gone fishing. It Is such things as these that
make the l!ves or Western' preachers the dismal fallares they often are.
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LADY (In an angry and shrlll voice): "Conductor,
why don't you stop the car when I tell you ?" IrMctble bachelor: "Conductor, the lady wants to know
why the devll you don't stop the <'ar I" Lady (more
angry stlll: " I didn't say so, slr." Irascible bachelor: "No m_adam, but that's what you meant."
Two men were discussing material used for
building purposes, and among the rest laths. elomment!ng on thA fact that the price ot laths was comparatlvly high, one or them remarked, "I don't see
what In the world keeps laths up," when a third
party, who never Jets a chance go when he sees It,
made the simple reply, "Nalls."
" WHERE are you going, my Concord maid ?"
" Into the henceness or wherefore," she said.
" May I go with you, my Concord maid ?"
"H you hav whatness or whyness," she said,
" What Is your rather, my Concord maid ?"
"He Is a whlchness ot howness, sir," she said.
''What !B your !ortune, my Concord maid?"
"The amness or to be, slr," she said,
" Then I sha'nt marry you, my Concord maid."
•• Go to the thenceness or thereness," she Bald.
-Chicago Sun.
THE children or llght orten' borrow their phraseology from the chlldren of darkness, a~ witness the
following dialog: First deacon: When Is that a:tra.lr
up at Brown's? Second deacon: What? That church
snap? F. d.: Yes; that resllval rake. B. d.: Oh,
you mean that hash blowout. F. d.: Yes, where the
sisters trot out the ice cream and slch. B. d. : I bel! eve that's \ln tap !or to-morrow eve. F. d. : Guess
I'll hav to take It ln. S. d,: Think I'll hav to waltz
around to that Jay-out mysel!, and gather In some
or their !odder.

TREY had been using the village hay-scales tor
seven or eight years when a welghma•ter !rom the
olty came out to test them, and discovered that they
NEW YORK:
were "o:tr" about five pounds on the hundred.
ED AT THE TRUTH SEEKER
Contusion followed. Farmers who had sold hogs
and cattle and sheep and bay by weight were petri33 CLINTON PLACE.
fled when they figured up the loss or one hundred
pounds J>n every ton. Speculators who had bought
Where others had sold, and had thus been benefited
by the scales, felt no particular gratlflcatlon, because none or them seemed to hav got ahead any
taster. It was a stunning blow. What should be
done ? Call a publ!c meeting, or course. It was
called. Everybody was there. There was an earnest determination to go to the bottom of the a:tralr.
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
They had gone to the bottom of the scales and repaired 'em, but that was not enough. Somebody or
PORTRAITS.
other, or something or other, must be condemned
or vindicated. There was a palntur pause a!ter a
Thomas Paine,
G. H. Walser,
J. E. Remsburg,
Luther Colby -"'-" chairman had been selected. Everybody expected
R. G. Ingersoll,
John Peck,
J. P. Mend~;r"....... somebody else to o:trer a resolution or move the apCourtlandt Palmer,
D. M. Bennett,
J. H. Burnham,
Lucy Colman,
J. L. York,
pointment or a committee, or do something or other
T. C. Leland,
J. R. Monroe,
John R. Kelso,
Chas. P. Somerby,
to preserve the rights and Uberties or American tree
T. B. Wakeman,
H. L. Green,
Elmina D. Blenker,
E. M. Macdonald,
men, but eaclllndlvldual seeined to be tongue-tied.
Elizur Wright,
Cbas. B. Reynolds,
Amy Post,
Juliet R. Severance,
The chairman finally arose and said : " Gentlemen,
James Parton,
Helen H. Gardener,
Chas. Watts,
Susan H. Wixon,
a resolution of sympathy for the tamlly or the deParker Pillsbury,
W. S. Bell,
Mattie Krekel,
Wm.Denton,
ceased would hardly be In order. Again, this Is not
S. P Amdrews,
S. P. Putnam,
a case wherein we can appeal to the patriotism of
Horace Seaver,
Mrs. H. S. Lake.
our !ellow-coutrymen. Neither can we petition the
W. F. Jamieson,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton:, J.D. Shaw,
legiSlature to rlgh t our wrongs, nor hav we just
1 grounds !or seceding !rom the United States. Wlll
1
•
•
some or you make a suggestion?" Some one dld,
romance of
A pleasmg' domestiC After a long ten seconds an eminent citizen slowly
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. BLENXEB. arose and solemnly-very solemnly-said, " I aug.
1
written by S. P. PuTN.w. 25 cents.
15 cents.
gest that we go out and take a drink." Which was
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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WE hav received a copy of an able "Free- horse and been caught with the bridle under
thought Hymn,'' published at Toronto. The his coat: "Well, you poor miserable sinner,
I s'pose you can come in. I reckon maybe
last stanza runs as follows:
,
IN a recent sermon the Rev. Carlos Martyn The men of the church are. the men you IDBY mother can pray for you." The deacon kissed
CANoN FARRAR is lecturing in America, and
the child and gave her a dime to send to the
making money at it.
said that "the Bible reveals God as a person
trust.
exquisitly sensitiv to right and wrong."
Not
Notare
what?
Not admit
much!that you heathen, as he turned sadly away.
NEARLY $93,500 has been contributed to the
But
themuch!
preachers
honest;
Pnol!'. PAUL S. HINzE, !)f the Brooklyn Art (l-rant monument fund.
AN exchange thinks that whisky will soon
must.
School, delivered a lecture last Sunday evening
be made of old rags. Hardly. Old rags don't
Not much! Not what? Not much!
.
~ Tuesday's election New York and Virginia
make whisky; it's whisky that makes old rags. They love Robert Ingersoll, Charles Watts, and in the Brooklyn Atheneum. The lecture was went Democratic; Iowa, New Jersey, and
the rest,
profusely illustrated with stereopticon views.
-Burlington Free Press.
And fervently pray to meet them with the Professor Hinze invited his audience to take a Pennsylvania Republican.
THE Rev. Thomas Thomas, of Fayetteville,
blest,
IT has been decided that the remains of
walk about Brooklyn with him. "Ah, what
Ark., is one hundred and fourteen years old. They are gentle and kindly, it must be con- haT we here?" he said, as a representation of General Grant shall rest for all time where they
fessed.
On the death of Harrison, he expects to suoNot much 1 Not what? Not much!
the exterior of Talmage's Tabernacle was now are, at Riverside Park.
·ceed to the title, "The Boy Preacher."
But they're better than no preachers at all?
THE small-pox scourge continues in Monthrown on the screen from behind by the unNot much! Not better than nothing at all? seen manipulator of the stereopticon. "Why, treal. More than three thousand deaths hav
A WRITER in the (hurch Eclectic objects to
"the name 'Protestant Episcopal '-which
Not much I
.
it's the Tabernacle," continued the professor, been caused by the disease.
means (as our missionaries, who hav labored
THEBE ministers must be looked after. They taking the spectators into his confidence.
THJ: effects of John McCullough, the great
to translate it into Chinese, tell us) 'The Con- are entirely too .frisky. The Troy Press says: "Now let liB see if we can break in,'' and the actor, were sold at auction last week. Mc"The Albany P~:esbytery, which is in session operator produced an interior view of the Cullough is hopelessly insane.
tradiotory Bishops' Church ! '"
THE Owners' and Business Men's Associa- at Schenectady, acted upon the matter. of Tabernacle. "And now who do you suppose
THE 368th anniversary of the Reformation
tion continues its crusade against the immoral granting a license to preach to a Schenectady this. is?" gayly added the professor. The op- was celebrated at Steinway Hall, New York,
women who walk the streets in the vicinity of student named Ford. In speaking of the ao- erator. shoved .. a picture of Ed. Stokes's bar last Saturday, by the Martin Luther Society.
Sixth avenue and Twenty.seventh street. The tion, the Star says: "The defendant had ob- into the stereopticon. Instead of the applause
PUBLIC sentiment in Canada opposes the
women are thereby driven elsewhere.
tained a church in Washington county. It was Professor Hinze expected at the appearance of
execution of Riel, the rebel, and it is expected
Talmage's
picture
there
was
a
painful
silence.
A cuBIOU:B metal box has been unearthed at said that he dressed too weil; he lived in too
that his sentence will be commuted. Riel is
Canterbury. Its purpose was unknown until, .expensiv. a house; he traveled too much; in The professor looked .up at the picture and
confident that he will not be hanged.
being opened, there was found inside three Washington county he acted in an unseemly dived through a side-door leading to the operator.
Then
the
spectators
applauded.
ELEVEN arrests for selling liquor were made
buttons, a piece of tin, and a scrap of paper. manner, played hilarious and giddy games,
Then they knew that it was an ancient contri- such as hunt the slipper, puss in the corner,
THlD death of Canon Anson, who has for in this city last Sunday. Yet it is safe to say
bution box.
copenhagen, clap in and clap out; but, worse forty years held a stall worth $5,000 a year in that the law against Sunday liquor-selling was
THE government appropriates sufficient than all, he is accused of plagiarism." The St. George's chapel, Windsor, affords a conven- broken more than eleven thousand times.
"Bible money" each year to giv each redskin case was put off until the spring meeting of ient opportunity of calling attention to one
OTTo FuNK alias J. N. Talbot, the noted
of the grossest scandals of the Church of Eng" dynamiter, book thief, and former divinity
in the country six of the sacred books, but a the Presbytery.
recent investigation showed that not a Bible
THE Jamestown Sunday Sun publishes a land. St. George's Chapel is maintained as 1!. student, committed suicide at Cambridge,
had been received for five years by any of the story of a firm just closed out by the sheriff- Cathedral establishment, having a dean and Mass., on the 30th ult. He was 27 years old.
reser'!ation tribes.
L. M. West & Co.-and a correspondent adds four canons, who draw between them $30,000
THE Taber divorce case in Boston attracts
THE Sun says: "One of the most remarkable some facts of interest to church people. Mr. a year for purely ornamental services, while large crowds. All the testimony points to the
instances of the reconciliation of scienee and West is a leading member of the Baptist four ·minor canons get $1,000 a year each for fact that the Rev. Mr. Downes is an habitual
faith· is found in 'the case of the Rutgers Col- church. His attorney is also a member of the doing the bulk of such work as there is to do. adulterer, and that Deacon Taber is not much
lege seismologist, who noted at New Brunswick same church. He livs ostentatiously, and his All the canons are pluralists, and find time better.
·
the shock of the Flood Rock explosion just wife is a leader of fashion. The company has enough ·to occupy good livings in tho country
AN attempt was made on the 29th ult. at
the
pay
is
good
and
the
work
light,
the
where
one minute after the appointed time, and just been his wife and two sons, but he has most
Paris to assassinate M. de Freyoinet, the
fifte~n minutes before the explosion actually of the time handled the money. He borrowed population being sparse. During his lifetime French minister of foreign affairs. The as·
a
clergyman,
extending
over
forty-four
as
ooourred."
the pittance of a widow, only $300, and through
sailant, who is a Corsican, fired a pistol at his
"I'LL want a lot of blanks for assault and the winter refused to pay her $10 out of his years, Canon Anson drew of church funds intended victim, but missed.
$360,000-$4,000 a year being from the little
battery oases," said a Texan justice, entering store when she was in great need. He has
;. P. MYERS, a painter, was rigging a soaf·
a printing establishment. "Are you out of never paid her a penny. He has for years had parish of Sudbury, in Derbyshire, in which fold about the spire on a Methodist church at
blanks?" asked the printer. "No, but 1 will judgments against him in favor of wholesale there is a population of only a few hundred Clinton, Til., on the 29th ult., when his foot
be pretty soon. There is going to be a colored grocers, bakers, and, in fact, almost every- souls. He was presented to the living in 1837 slipped and he fell to the ground, a distance
by the Lord Vernon of that day, in whose
Pan-Evangelical Council of preachers here in body. "Of such is" the church.
·
family the patronage lies. He subsequently of one hundred feet. He was instantly killed.
THE percentage of persons aged 15 years married Lord Vernon's daughter. There is a
a day or two and I want to be prepared for
FINANCIER WARD, the Wall-street partner of
the rush of business.
This is my busy and upward who can read is in Germany 94, still older canon .at Windsor, drawing his General Grant, was convicted of fraud and
in
Great
Britain
91,
in
Austria
88,
in
France
season."
$5,000 a year, Lord Wriothesley Russell, who sentenced to ten years' imprisonment at hard
OF Santos, the "boss"· of Uurguay, a c9rre· 88, in Italy 74, in Spain 69, and in Russia 53. ha.s also a fairly good income from a living in labor, which sentence he has already begun
spondent of a daily paper writes: "He was the The percentage of those who can read, write, Bucks, to which he was pre~ented by his rela· serving out. Warner is on trial for aiding and
son of a common soldier and born in a bar- and work out simple arithmetical problems is tiv, a former Duke of Bedford.-London Oorre· abetting Ward.
racks, never saw the inside of a school-house, in Germany 89, in Great Britain 81, in France spondence Manchester Times.
OwiNG to strikes in Westem nail-mills, causand, when a child, was not considered of con- 77, in Austria 75, in Italy 63, in Spain 49, and
THE Rev. Mangasar M. Mangasarian, who ing an advance in the price of nails, the nailers
in
Russia
39.
The
percentage
of
those·
who
sequence enough to receive the baptism of the
has been pastor of the Spring Garden Presby· and feeders at the Brooks Iron Company's
church. Yet it was this man's destiny to in- possess a fair acquaintance with more than terian church, in Philadelphia, for three years, works at Birdsboro, Pa., hav had their wages
one
modefn
language
is
in
Germany
69,
in
troduce free schools in Uruguay, secure the
has publicly renounced the doctrins of Pres· advanced ten per cent. The increase affects
passage of compuleory educational law, de· Austria 61, in Great Britain 34, in France 29, byterianism, and tendered his· resignation to about 225 employees.
molish the monasteries;· drive out the nuns, in Italy 28, in· Russia 23, and in Spain 13. his congregation, who had but a few hours' inJoNATHAN M. RonERTS has been convicted of
banish tlie papal legate, and forbid the discus- And, finally, the percentage of those who hav timation of his intention. In his sermon he criminal libel in the Brooklyn Court of Sessome
knowledge
of
the
classics
is
in
Germany
sion of political questions from the pulpits of
32, in Great Britain 21, in France 20, in Italy said: "I hav ceased to be a Calvanist. I hav sions. The complainants were Thomas S. and
the Catholic church."
16, in Austria 13, in Spain 7, ·and in Rqssia 2. decided to rt~nounce the doctrins of orthodox William R. Tice, of Brooklyn. The libel was
Presbyterianism. If Calvin, Wesley,.and Ed- printed in Mind and Matter, a Spiritualist newsTHE Rev. Dr. Hitchcock, president of the
"Is Mr. Jones at home?" said a deacon from wards had the right to make articles of faith paper, owned and edited by Mr. Roberts and
Presbyterian Theological Seminary of this city,
who wastes his brains by butting his head the North, who had made a pilgrimage to the and differ with good and holy men who went published in Philadelphia. The jury in its
against the aspirations of the working classes, habitation of Sam Jones, the Western revival· before them, hav I not the same right to make verdict of conviction recommended Mr. Robhad better look after his theological pupils. ist, to see about getting the famous snake- articles of faith and differ with Calvin, Wesley, erts to mercy on account of his age.
TheN ew York correspondent of the Galveston waker to visit his locality, and drive a spike in and Edwards? I hav outgrown the creed of
Calvin. I love the Presbyterian people for
GEORGE BRINTON McCLELLAN, formerly rnaNe:ws speaks thus about a subject of which we the tail of the green dragon. "No; he's gone
what they are and what they believe-their jor-general of the United States army, and
hav no knowledge: "The spiciest talk on this away," said the little girl who opened the door
character and not their creed. 1 shall hav no commander of the armies of the United States,
topic concerns the Union Theological Semi- for him. "Will he return soon?" inquired the
creed save the words of Christ. My sympathies and more lately governor of New Jersey, died
:nary, whose divines in embryo are accused of deacon, in an anxious voice. "No, he won't
are with all sects having liberal views. My early on the morning of Oct. 29th at hill home
providing more delegates to the audiences in be back for a week," replied the child.
future church shall be a church governed by in St. Cloud, on Orange Mountain, near Orbad resorts than a sober, unamused study of "What !" exclaimed the deacon, as he tugged
the people, a people's church, a congregational ange, N.J. He was fifty-nine years old. The
Vi(le can exouse."-John Swinton.
at his beard in great disappointment, "not church essentially, where no authority comes burial took place on Monday last. There was
THE Christian Advocate says: "A recent tor· back for a week? Well, that is too bad I Bnt between the minister and his ftook. By my no public or military demonstration.
nado in a New Jersey town destroyed a dis- I must see him-yes, I really must see him, act I subscribe myself to the Congregational
THE last issue of the BIYJicJUer, the organ of
tillery, and sent 13,000 gallons of cider, to- and I can't go back without doing it. Where doctrin. Your creed says that mankind is the printers, announced that a compromise
gather with a large quantity of the celebrated is the good man, sissy?" And the deacon ben.t born and livs under the curse of God; that had been made with the New York Tribune.
Jersey 'apple~ jack,' where no thirsty topers toward the little girl eagerly to catch there- in Adam's sin all mankind fell, and for his A meeting of the ~pographioal Union lut
will be able to gather it up. Some of the in· ply. The child had eyed the deacon closely, transgression God sentenced his children to. Sunday repudiated the compromise, and deterpreters of special providence will no doubt and seemed to take it for granted that the unending sorrow. Your creed shows me a clared that unconditional surrender was the
see in this a divine judgment upon the whisky cause of his great anxiety to see the evangel- heaven thinly settled, a hell peopled; few, only terms upon which it _would settle with
traffic; but unfortunately the same tornado ist was similar to that of another class of call- saints IDBny sinners. Your creed tells me the Tribune. The compronnse was thought to
destroyed the church and the school-house. ers, whose visits had no doubt become quits that u'nder the eternal law of predestination ! hav a political meaning, coming as it did on
This concatenation of events plays as much frequent, so she looked up into the face of nothing can change the number of souls ran- II the eve of an election, and extra exertions
havoc with some common theories of special the anxious man, and with an artless look of somed. This is fataliam. What need, then, were put forth through the press to correct the
providence as the tornado did in the most im- pity in her blue eyes she said, in tones that of preaching the gospel? "
false information which had gone out.
partial manner with churches and distilleries." made him him feel as though he had stolen a

IJoits and

Jjltws of( tht flltth.

~lippings.
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Intro~nctio~ to "Men, Women, and ?ods.".*
Nothmg givs me more pleasure, nothing givs
greater promis for the future, than the fact that woman is achieving intellectual and physical liberty. It
is refreshing to know that here, _in our country, the~e
are thousands of women who thmk and express their
own thoughts-who are thoroughly free and thoroughly conscientious-who hav neither been narrowed nor corrupted by a heartless creed-who do
not. worship a being in heaven whom they would
shudderingly loath on earth-wol?en :who do not
stand before the altar of a cruel faith With downcast
eyes of timid acquiescence, and pay to impudent authority the tr~bute of. a tho.ughtless y~s. They n:e
no longer satisfied with bemg told. They ~xamm
for themselvs. They hav ceased to be the prisoners
of society-the satisfied serfs of husbands or the echoes of priests.. They demand the ri~bts that n~turally belong to mtelhgent human bemgs. If Wives,
·they w~sh to be the ~qual~ of h~sbands; if mothers,
they ~Ish to rear th~tr chtldren m the a~mosphere of
love, hbert!, and philosophy. _TheJ: behave tha~ woman can dtscharge all her duties Without the aid of
superstit~on, and p~es~rve _all that is true, pure, a~d
tender w~th_out sacnficmg m the temple of absurdity
the convteh?ns of the so?l.
.
.
Woman IS not the. mtellectual mfer~or of man.
She ha~ lacked, not J?IDd, but. opportumty. In the
long_ mght of b~rbarisro physical strength, a~d ~he
cruelty to use 1t, were the badges of superwnty.
M:uscle was ~ore than mind. In the ignorant age of
faith _the lovmg nature of WOJ?an was ~bused, her
co.nsCience was ren?ered morbid and diseased. It
might. almost be s1ud that she was betrayed by ~er
own vtrtues. _At best she secured, no~ opportunity,
but flattery, the preface to degradatiOn. She was
deprived of liberty, and without that nothing is worth
t~e having. Sh~ was ~aught to obey without quest10;'1, an_d_ to beheve without thought. There were
umver.tnttes for men before the alphabet had been
taught to women. At the intellectual feast there were
n_o places for wives and mothers. Even now they
Fit at the second table and eat the crusts .and cru~bs.
The schools for.women, at. the present t1me, are Just
far enough behmd those for men to fall hetrs to the
discarded. On the same principle! w:he~ a doctrin
becomes too absurd for the pulptt, It Is gtven to the
Sunday-school. The ages of muscle and miracleo~ fists and bith:-are p~ssing away. Minerva. occuptes at last a higher mche than Hercules. Now a
word is stronger than a blow.
At last we ~ee women who depend upon themselvs;
who sta~d self-poi~ed amid the shoc~s of this sad
world Without leanmg for support agamst a church;
who do not go to the literature of barbarism for consolation, nor use the. fals~hood.s and mistakes of the
past for the foundatwn of tbetr hope; women brave
enough and tender en?ugh to meet and bear the
facts and fortunes of this world.
.
.
The men who declare that woman IS the mtellectuaL inferior of man do not, and cannot, by offering
themselvs in evide~lCe, substantiate their declarat~on.
Yet, I must admit that there are thousands of Wives
who still hav f~£ith in the saving power of superstition; who still msist on attending church while bus·
ba_nds prefer _t~e shores,. t~e woods, or the fields. In
this way fam1hes are dtvided. Parents grow apart,
and unconsciously the pearl of greatest price is
thrown ~way. The wife ceases to be the intelle~t~al
com.Pamon of the _husband. She reads the Chn~~wn
Reg1ster, sermons m the Monday papers, and a liLtle
goesip about fol.ks and fashions, while he studies t~e
works of Darwm, Haeckel, and Humboldt. Then
filympathies become estranged. ~hey are no l~nger
mental fri~nds. The husband smiles at the follies of
the wife and she weeps for the supposed sins of the
husband. Such wives should read this book. They
should not be satisfied. to remain forever in t~~ cradle
of thought, amused with the toys of superstitiOn.
The parasite of wom.an is the priest.
It must also be admttted that there are thousands
of men who believe that superstition is good for
women and children; who regard falsehood as the
fortress of virtue, and feel indebted to i~noranc~ for
the purit.y of daughters and the fidehty of Wives.
These men think of priests as detective in disguise,
and regard God as a policeman who prevents elopements. Their opinions about religion are as correct
as their estimate of woman.
The church furnishes but little food for the mind.
People of intelligence are growing tired of the platitudes of the pulpit-the iterations of the itinerants.
The average sermon is "as tedious as a twice-told
tala vexing the ear of a drowsy man."
One Sundo.y a gentleman who is a great inventor
called at my bouse. Only a few words bad passed
between us when he arose, saying that he must go,
as it was time for church. Wondering that a man of
his mental wealth could enjoy the intellectual poverty

of the pulpit, I asked for an explanation, and. he gave
roe the following: "You know that I am an mvent~r.
Well, the moment my mind bec.omes absorbed. m
some difficult problem, I am afraid that somethmg
may happen to distract my attention. No:w, I know
that I can sit in church for an hour Without the
slightest danger of having the current of my thought
disturbed."
· Most women c1ing to the Bible bec~use they hav
been taught to giv up that book is to giv up all hope
of another life-of ever meeting again the loved and
lost. They hav also been taught that thfil Bible is
their friend their defender, and the real civilizer of
man.
'
Now, if they will only 1·ead this book-th~se three
lectures--without fear and then read the Btble, they
will se~ that the truth or falsity of the dogma of
inspiration bas nothing to do with the question of
immortality. Certainly the Old Testament does not
teach us that there is another Iife, and upon that
question even the New is obscure and vague. The
hunger of the heart finds only a few sm.all an_d scattared crumbs. There is nothing defimt, sohd, and
satisfying. United with the idea ~f iromortalit.y we
find the absurdity of the resurrectiOn. . A prop~~cy
that depends for its fulfilment upon an Impossibility
cannot satisfy the brain or heart.
There are but few who do not long for a dawn beyond the night. And this longing is b~rn of, and
nourished by, the heart. Love wrapped m shadow,
bending with tear-filled eyes above its dead, convulsivly clasps the outstretched hand of hope.
I had the pleasure of introducing Helen H. G_ardener to her first audience. and in that introduct10n
said a few words that I wiit repeat.
"We do not know, we cannot say, whether death
is a wall or a door, the beginning or end of. a day,
the spreading of pinions to soar, or the foldmg forever of wings, the rise or the set of a sun, of an endless life that brings rapture and love to everyone.
"Under the seven-hued arch of hope let the dead
sleep."
Tney will also discover, as they read the "sacred
volume " that it "is not the friend of woman. They
will find that the writers of that book for the most
part, speak of woman as a poor beast ~f burden-a
serf, a drudge, a kind of necessary evil-as mere
property. Surely a book that upholds polygamy is
not the friend of wife and mother.
Even Christ did not place woman on an equality
with man. He said not one word- about the sacredness,of home the duties of the husband to the wifenothing calc~lated to lighten the hearts of those who
bear the saddest burdens of this life.
They will also find that the Bible has not civilized
mankind. A book that establishes and defends sl~v
ery and wanton war is not calculated to soften the
hearts of those who believe implicitly that it is the
work of God. A book that not only permits but
commands religious persecution has not in my jndg·
ment developed the affectional nature of man. Its
influence has been bad and bad only. It has filled
the world with bitterness, revenge, and crime, and
retarded in countless ways the progress of our race.
The writer of this little volume has read the Bible
with open eyes. The mist of sentimentality has not
clouded her vision. She bas had the courage to tell
the result of her investigations. She has been quick
to discover contradictions. She appreciates the humorons side of the stupidly solemn. Her h~art protests auainst the cruel and her brain reJects the
childish the unnatural ~nd the absurd. There is no
misund~rstanding bet~een her head and he.art. She
says what she thinks, and feels what she says.
"
No human beinG' can answer her arguments.
There is no answer. "All the priests in the world can
not explain away her objections. Theta is no explanation. They should remain dumb, unless they can
show that the impossible is the probable-that slavery is better than freedom-that polygamy is the
friend of womaE-that the innocent can justly suffer
for t~e guilty-and that to persecute· for opinion's
sake IS an act of love and worship.
Wives who cease to learn, who simply forget and
believe, will fill the evening of their lives with barren
sighs and bitter tears. The mind should outlast
youth.
·
If, when beauty fades, Thought, the deft and unseen sculptor, hath not left his subtle lines upon the
face, then all is lost. No charm is left. The light is
out. There is no flame within to glorify the wrinkled
clay.
RonERT G. INGERSOLL,
New York July 22 1885.
' - - - '- - - - - Morality: What .Is It and How Did It Arise~

Perhaps there is no one word having reached historical recognition about which greater difficulties
hav been experienced than the word heading this
address. Ethics, virtue, benevolence, right, that
which makes for righteousness and justice-all of
these hav had a hearing, and hav been classed under
tbis word, morality. We only need to study it in a
few of its historical gestures to find the cause of these
They ·hav evidently appeared in the
*MEN, WoMEN, AND GoDs. By Helen H. Gardener. Intro- difficulties.
duction by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, attempt to find the true value of this word, instead
$1. The Truth Seeker Co., 33 Clinton Place, New York.
of seeking for its value in the genesis of history, an

assumed value is given to it, and this value is to be
taken without questions. This assumption draped
this word in the terms of immutable, and in this we
are told that the question is settled, and its value is
forever fixed. It is a very easy matter to put a
quietus upon an investigator in this way-but unless
the assumption conveys to the mind some ration11-l
idea, it is not likely to be received. The limits assigned to consciousness reveal to us at once the
terms in which the revelations of consciousness must
be considered, or understood. In the first place,
an immutable law-whatever that is-is not, nor is it a
possible, fact, as consciousness~ Thoughts coming to
us under the limits of consciousness are ~ver termed
in the words or gestures of limitation-that is to
say, if we receive from them any rational id~a. We
only know through succession in consciousness, and
hence by a strict logical necessity all that. do~s not
come in this way does not come at all. An lmroutable moral law, an immutable standard of moral
action (if it has any meaning, it is placed beyond all
that is possible to us), is not in thought, nor is it possible to thought. To know ourselvs in such a revelation would be annihilatio:a. To see ourselvs in such
a presence would blot out consciousness. This is
fundamental, founded upon the fact that consciousness can only bear witness to that which comes
within its own limits-but then, it is thought that it
sounds well and looks well to dwell in the shadows
of terms which hav no meaning; it is at least fashionable, and this makes it right. We hav ever been
told by those having divine authority (if anybody
knows what that means) that we hav a,n immutable
standard-a moral law being the same yesterday, today, and forever-and we are damned if we do not
obey it. Yet, notwithstanding this divine authority,
a very serious question comes up. In this way it is
presented: Is this standard divine? I mean, is it
right, because the divine has willed it, or is it right,
and therefore the divine wills it? Whoever he may
be that is wicked enough to suggest this question, it
ought not to come from a theologian. To him, and
in fact to all Christian devotees, there is nothing
which can excuse the wickedness of such a question.
If it should be for a moment conceded that a thing
is ri{)'ht, and hence God wills it, tllis would at once
be d~struction, from the fact it postulates, that right
is outside of the immutable standard, and then the
pertinent question would come up, whence came this
right? If a thing or an act is right, and therefore
the divine wills it, then this right was before his
will, and not dependent upon it. This will not do;
this then compels us to the old definition, morality
is an immutable law. That which it pronounces
right is and must forever be right, and that which
it once proclaims worong, it must forever remain
wrong. All are and must be judged in the light of
this immutable law. In the second place, Wff find
that this definition is not sustained in the genesis of
of history. We .find that its truthfulness is excluded
by a law of necessity; that it is not, nor can it be, a
factor in consciousness, and now, we will find that in
its historical life it negative every claim set up for
it. The life of the race must be our text-book; this,
and this only, contains the source of reliable information. The multifarious experiences of our humanity
will reveal to us the true standards in the light of
which we take the value of human actions, and score
a point against the immutable.
First in the order of sequence we find consciousness through constantly changing environments, and
from the moment of that experience to this moment
we are free to testify to the fact that it is only in this
constant change that we liv, move, and hav our being. The next step in this order of sequence is the
classification of the changes which bav taken place
in the individual and national life, as well as the race
life. These constitute the sources of our information
bearing upon the question before us. We .find that
there is no growth, no budding, no flowering, no
consciousness, without a change of environment. But
wonderful changes hav taken place in the individual,
national, and race life, and hence the progress which
has been made.
These facts force us to a definition of morality;
that is to say, the growth of mankind has defined relations existing between the Inembers of this commonwealth and the duties consequent upon these relations. Nature in its method« does not make any
discriminations. It never pronounces one innocent
and another guilty, has never h~ard the prayers of
sinless lips, nor noted those th1:ough which curses
came. Of sin it never speaks, nor of good. When
its pestilential vapors come they }Jass not by the innocent more than the guilty. It11 cholera does not
ask, "Is it a bouse of prayer or or profanity?" Its
diphtheria and scarlatina do not knock at the door
and ask if the children within are baptized or unbaptized, do not ask if they hav or ha"t" not been consecrated to God or the devil. No, no. It throws
its fatal arrows at these little hearts alike. It makes
the mother on her knees weep not !ess than the
mother who never knew prayer. Whel!l it rocks this
globe, and breaks its rocky ribs, and drops a city
out of sight, it does not stop to ask who belongs to
God, or who to the devil. All Jneet ona c:~ommon
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fate, and this solves the enigma of the universe.
The question as to what is morality is now answered.
The methods of nature bav sharply defined lifein the making of us-for in this it has sharply individualized that life, and morality is that which defines
that as the relation existing between the indi.viduals.
And here is the forced conclusion to which we are
driven: that morality is in the human, and it only
stands as the representativ of the relations existing
between each other. We hav now reached that point
from whence we can take the value of morality. Any
treason against the relations thus established in the
present environment is immorality; a recognition of
these relations is, practically, morality.
We are now in the presence of our second queF.'tion: How bas morality arisen? Much might be said
in answfr to this question. In the first place, modern science legitimates the statement that the higher
in structure came from the lower, civilized man came
from the savage, and that the law of this outcoming
is evolution, through variat.ion, implied in that evolution. Morality has arisen in a system of mutations
-in a mutable universe. And herein we hav a rational explanation of the constant changes that hav
taken and are taking place in the moral standards of
the peoples of this world.
Jn the genesis of evolution, from the low to the
high, it came to pass that certain organized beings
hav been so completely' differentiated from the homogeneous mass of organized life that thoughts arose,
and in their birth we find the antecedents of that
which has evolved thought. And then, one step
further, thinking will find improved methods through
·experiences, which in time leads to the recognition
·of relations existing between those who think, and
as soon as this takes place we see the first form of
morality. And as the exp~;rience becomes more
varied and complex, the more definH the existing relations become. The more varied our culture and
€xperiences become, the more exact that relation also
becomes; and the wiser we become, the better and
·more moral we are. Not only this, but we are then
in position to contribute to the elevation of those who
hav not had the advantages which we bav had. This
moral standard, having come in the way defined, invents or promulgates no creed_ that may not change
to-morrow. It bas no infallibles, no popes, no gods.
The needs of our race are the first to censider, and
the gods, surely, need not the tribute of our hands or
tears. This flexible standard of morals, founded upon
the experiences of life, bas help for all. It is human,
and hence sees and feels human needs. There is no
help for man but man; and hence, as the experiences
of the race are classified, tendencies are seen of con·
atant improvement. The arts and the sciences enter
more and more into the individual and national life.
And as these become higher, the moral sense becomes
much clearer, and evils are seen with greater clearness which enter into associated life. And the individual and national consciousness become more
awake to those things which are needed to secure
the highest good of the individual and the commonwealth. And thus it is, in the presence of higher
evolution in the sciences and arts, that measures are
devised at the earliest moment to secure guarantees
for reaching the mass of the people, and elevating
them. They will encourage education in such direction, so as to secure the means necessary for selfsupport.
The way to this end will be in connection with the
general education of the people; to cultivate system.atized industriEs upon the basis of adfquate remuneration, and so, as the world of thought has become
more practical in its methods, on account of its
divorcement from the supernatural, and the natural
following sequence that we are to look out for self,
this present standard of morality has arisen. The
world is not turning bauk. The mandates of the
gods are no longer taken. The era of man has come,
and in its coming old things hav passed away, and
we no longer deserve death, because we do not think
to-day as we did yesterday. Not only this, but we
no longer fear death, since the tribunal is a human
one and not divine. Tell us not, ye redeemed of
earth, washed in the blood of innocence, that Freethinkers hav no rules of action, that they, being
without God in this world, are damned. Say not
these things to us, for we know that you know that
we are as good as you are, and that our chances are
as good as are yours, even .if your doctrin is true.
Freethought has a record along the pathway of the
centuries-men and women whose lives are om
record, as brave, as good, as noble, and as pure as any
upon whom Gods hav smiled, through whose experiences this flexible moral standard has arisen before
which the Gods may blush for shame. In their reign
through all of the centuries they never placed innocence' baby in the lap of motherhood. No mother,
through the dominions of the gods, ever rocked a
cradle in which an innocent baby was sleeping. No,
never. The best that the gods bav ever done was to
place upon the lap of motherhood a depraved baby.
The inflexible moral standard of the gods only produced monstrosities. They saw no way to correct
the mistake of a mistakeless god, or the mistake of a
m~n who was mistakelesl!, as his high origin must

hav excluded mir,takes. This moral law o~ the gods' and leave the supernatural out. We grant untramc?uld ~ 0 no better th~n to curse the commg centu- meled investigation in the place of a permit to think
n.es w~th_ total depravity. On bended knee, in sob- just such things only and nothing more. Instead of
bmg s~g1s, the great heart of the race has wept the an education which shows us how to die, we call for
centuries away on account of this curse. This cruel one that teaches us how to liv and make this life a
cur~e has. turned the crystal tears into an aggra- benediction to ourselvs and others. Instead of eduvatmg blister upon the cheek of innocence. But eating the people to hate the world and the things
changes bav overtaken us.· This is the era of man, therein, we instruct them to love both. Instead of
an~ not that of the g~ds, and our babies ~ow open doing right so that the favor of the gods is secured,
their eyes u:pon a umverse uncursed by sm. They for Christ's sake, we demand the doing right because
come now With a consciousness in the mother's heart it is right, and that we should do it at any rate withthat "I no longer kiss and caress the depraved child- out the bribery which heaven offers or the threat of
hood of the g?ds. My child is mine, as innocent as hell-fire. Instead of love to our pa~ents on account
th~t love WhiCh ~ould die for it." Ob, the sublime of a God's promis, we love and obey them because it
pn~e that must hgbt and thrill the mother's heart, is their due, and they deserve it. Instead of searcbfeelmg, as she now must under the reign of the ing the Bible to find out what crime is we study the
~uman, that "my child is n~, longer a demon, but it laws of the land and the history of tb~ race, and we
IS as pare as a flake of snow l My heavens l what a find many things which the Bible would call virtues
boon to be born of a mother living under the reign are crimes-selling murrain beef to an alien for inof the ~uman, kn?wing that in such an event we stance, because you are a holy people, whlch the
come With a blessmg on our beads and not a curse. statutes of the state hold to be a crime.
Again, we see in the reign of the Gods }iow.cruelty .~his is what w~, in part,.giv for the price of superwas the order. See the wars under this reign, the sbtwn. Nature IS our B1ble. Study its methods,
most cruel an.d revengeful possible. The blackest and we hav the sciei:wes and the arts. By a knowlpages of all history are those where the wars of the edge of its methods, :we bav our industries. In the
Gods and their priesthoods are written, savage and light of. its methods, we bav our homes. These hav
barbarous beyond all description, but since .the all been wrought out in the methods of nature. Our
er~ of man, the trllth of Freethougbt, all of these ethics complement our genius; our arts, the love of
th:ngs hav changed. True, indeed, is this where the the beauliful, complement our persistent devotion to
smences and ~he arts are cultivated. The time was, nature's methods. In the last analysis, we formulate
under th.e r~Ign of God and his priests, when the this postulate: morality is the relation which the
ends of JustiCe, so-called, demanded the invention of experiences of the past hav established between us
the most cruel instruments of torture, and their use and the duty consequent upon these relations. The
upon the offender, that the dignity and majesty of origin of mm·ality, thus defined, is found in the gent~e law might be vindicated. All the suffering pos- esis of history. It belongs to no one aO"e-it bas
Sible was forced upon the offender, and even this arisen in the natural order of sequence a~ all other
only partly atoned for his offense, for the fires of knowledge has. Morality is the gift of mankind,
hell were kept uncomfortably hot for him; when this formulated through the centuries, and it will ever be
suffering in the name of God 'had killed him be an increasing complement to the devotion of the intelwould hav a warm reception down below, with the ligent men and women to nature. .J. H. BunNnAM.
assurance that there should be no end to his suff.srings; but now, under the new creed, the ends of
1\Ir. Heywood and God.
justice are met with the least possible suffering of
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Bir : In your
the offender and his friends consistent with the de- issue of Oct. 17th, Francis Barry thinks I am Godmands of jmtice. Such is the method in the reign struck because he and you misinterpreted a sentence
of man.
in my epistle to you in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept.
The immutable monarch of the universe has passed 26th. In saying that Seward Mitchell would not obey
beyond the human and is forever a fixture seated on anything "this side of, or beyond, God," I did not
some silent desert throne in eternity, and the priest- mean to imply that he would, could, or should obey
hood of this monarch is gradually becoming human. the theological opinion called God. If you cut off
Their hell has cooled, their devil has lost his king- bead and fel'lt-botb ends of Infinity-what does
dom, and the Bible of this priesthood is now ridiculed the belly, the middle of God, amount to, anyway?
in the conclave of mitred bishops, and they hav trans- About as much as Mr. Barry's idea uf Liberty does
lated it so that it suits the devil· better than it does when he advocates tyranny to settle temperance or
their God. These are the changes that are taking financial questions. When Yankees or Ohioans " go
place under this flexible standard of right. We will it blind," "drift, and let the current find the way,"
not close our eyes to the possibility that on to-mor- the venture comes out "by guess, by God," or some
row the new experiences of to-day may result in some otherwise haphazardly; but, if we are to bav a sure
new demand for to-morrow. We will not complain thing in human action, Pe:rsonal Enterprise must
at this, nor persecute the experience which has ren- drive where Fate rides; so l\Ir. Barry may yet liv to
dered this new demand necessary. This is, or ought learn that, in Rum and Money, as in Love, we must
to be, the age of authority-that is, if we are to hav bav Individual Freedom to do wrong, power to go to
such an age. No age is as far advanced as this; no bell at our own risk and cost, before social salvation
age could make a Bible as good as this; no age ever can be assured temperance-and-finance-wise.
bad such noble men, women, and children as this age;
Playing that the Most High represents tradit,ional
no age by which we can pledge our all, equal to this wisdom in living sense of Truth and Right, Union
age. The past has formed no dictums which bind us; Reformers sometimes speak of St9phen Pearl Anwe possess all; we sum up the past, and add to it the drews as God's successor- meaning thereby, of
now, and hence we are in possession of that which course, no disrespect to Mr. Andrews; for, while the
no other age ever had, and herein lies our advantage. Pantarcb rarely is so far gone, personally, that be
But we as Freethinkers are confronted with the either swears or prays-thereby admitting that there
charge that we are ever tearing down but are not is a God able or willing to decree or damn us into
building up, taking away but giving nothing to take better shape here below than Universology can put
the place of that which we hav taken away. We say us-he (the Pantarcb) always bas practical sense to
that this charge is not sincere-at least, it is not true see and say that living inspiration, the Am, to-day is
in the mind of the person making the charge. If of more real service than all the dead leaves or lummade by an intelligent person, such a person must ber of past endeavor, where God, as the first and last
well know that there is no tearing down without " nigger in the wood-pile," bides himself to seek his
rebuilding in some form. We are doing what nature prey. Regarding him (as Christians pretend to do)
has taught us. We are using its methods. Nature as a power outside of Reason and Conscience which
bas only one way by which it makes itself known to ought to be obeyed, the one devil to be disobeyed,
our consciousness, and that is variation as change. defied, or ignored, is God. But, not to waste any
This is the law of progress in every field of thought more space on this heavenly nonsense, I want to know
possible to us. This bone, this segment., this tissue, why so naturally bright, sensible, an:l serviceable a
this muscle, will reveal to the expert the work of man as we all think Francis Barry is can advise peochanged environments and thereby enable him to see ple to go on the temperance·dmnk called Prohibition,
that nature has hypothecated a modified form, if not or advocate financial Comstockism under guise of
a new variety, and even it is possible-and this possi- Greenbackery. As in Love, so in Rum and Money,
bility bas been seen to the extent that a second mod- Liberty is not only an inalienable right., but absoification, or a. new variety, is hypothecated in that lutely necessary to work out personfll and social salhypothecation. Bones in a structure which nature vation, Rejoicing in Mr. Barry's life-long, fruitful
has soldered together will contain a revelation to an service for social freedom, the scratch of his pen for
evolutionist; he will see what we hav stated above. tyranny, anywise, makes me sick. Personally, I may
To tbe florist like changes in his department cast or may not be a wilder boy than he; bnt if anything
their shadows before him. This method in the hands could make it my religious duty to drink and sell
of modern Freethinkers must be applied to modern rum, take interest on money, get married, or clo any
society. Improvement is on the line of making new other ethically indefensible thing, it would be Francis
environments and thereby modifying and improving Barry's prohibitory theory of morals.
E. H. HEYWOOD.
Truly your~:~,
the condition of society-apply to it nature's methods
Princeton, Mass., O:lt. 23, 1885.
if we would succeed.
The method of education in the past has had for
THE plant which is often transplanted does not
its great object the making of God known, and, in
the next place, preparations to meet him. These prosper.-Seneca.
- - - - - e .. .
.
demand the surrender of everything else that we
might by this surrender escape the damnation of j IN this world a man must either be anvll or ham•
hell. In education proper we substitute the natural pJer.-Longfellow.
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The Liberal Club.
It cost the man wit.h the badge-pin half a dollar to
attend the 386th regular meeting of the Manhattan
Liberal Club, but he is free to admit that the entertainment afforded was worth far more than that sum.
The hall was nearly :filled. The ladies were numerous and attractiv, and it was noticed that many of
them bad tacked on an extra piece of lace or a ribbon
ol' something of the kind in honor of the occasion,
which was a lecture by Prof. Thomas Davidson in
behalf of the Bruno statue fund.
Mr. Wakeman introduced the audience and the
professor to each other, and the one applauded while
the other bowed. Professor Davidson is of Scotch
extraction. He is of pleasing appearance and address, and created from the first a favorable impression, which lasted to the end of his somewhat
lengthy address.
The lecture was prefaced by a short sketch of the
life of Giordano Bruno. This martyr to Freethought
·was born at Nola, Italy, in 1548. His name was
Filippo. The name of Giordano was adopted when
he became a Dominican monk. He had a theory of
his own about the infinit, and once made the dangerous remark that a priest could be in more profitable
business than contemplating the seven joys of the
Virgin Mary. He also hinted that the theory of
transubstantiation was somewhat absurd. Only his
youth preserved him from the Inquisitors. Finally,
on account of his outspoken heresy, Italy became too
tropical for him, and he became a wanderer, supporting himself at one time by teaching, at another time
as a proof-reader. He taught grammar to the young
and astronomy to the men. At Milan he became the
intimate friend of Sir Philip Sydney, whom be afterward met in England. At Geneva he met with no
better reception from the Protestants than be had
found with Catholics at Rome. He therefore journeyed to Lyons and thence to Toulouse. At this
latter place he had the audacity to remark that the
earth revolved continuously and persistently upon its
axis. The Aristotelians tackled him upon this subject and he was obliged to flee. Froni one place to
another he was either led by his desires or forced by
the enmity of the church, until in 1593 he was placed
in the dungeons of the Inquisition. Seven years
later, being condemned to death for heresy, it was
ordered that he should be put to death without the
shedding of blood, which meant the stake. He
informed his judges that they inflicted the sentence
with more fear than he received it. A crucifix was
held up before him while bound to the stake; be told
them to take it away. He was burnt to ashes, and
his dust scattered to the winds.
Such was the life and death of Bruno. The remainder of the lecture was devoted to his philosophy
and Freethought. His philosophy, as set forth by
Professor Davidson, was wonderfully like Universology. It consisted of being (unism), process (duism),
and result (tr-inism ). The lE.cturer did not so define
it, but students of Mr. Andrews readily recognized
the similarity. Different philosophers had taken up
separately the three postulates of Bruno, and had
founded a system on each one of them. For instance,
Hegel's philosophy was that of pure being; Leibnitz's
?f process, and, ~pinoz~'s of result. (That is to say,
1f the professor s meamng was grasped. It requires
great and sustained mental effort to follow where
metaphysics leads). Sbakspere knew of Bruno, and
many passages in his plays were explainable only by
reference to Bruno's works. Examples of these were
given.
Bruno was the only man on earth in his day who
understood Copernicus, and drew the logical conclusions from the heliocentric theory which he propounded. He saw that the infinity of worlds did
away with the old theological heaven above, and the
theological hell beneath. It left no place for an external God, and Bruno therefore located God in his
own soul. . Giordano Bruno, said the lecturer, was
a greater savior and a nobler martyr than Christ.
The crucified Galilean did not suffer a tithe of the
torture endured by Bruno, and with his latest breath
he inquired why God had forsaken him. Bruno died
composed; having a God within, he knew that God
would not forsake him unless he forsook himself.
Incidentally the lecturer remarked that the church
claimed to be the representativ of the theological
God, and the worst thing to be said about the church
was that it represented him very faithfully.
The lecture closed with the recitation of two sonnets of Bruno, translated by Professor Davidson, and
repeated with fine effect. The professor is a. close
st~dent of his subject, a~d. is now engaged in translatmg the works of Rosmm1, who, he claims althou()'h
0
'
a priest, is the true child of Bruno.
Everybody was pleased with the lecture to which
they had listened. It was found that the proceeds
of the meeting amounted to about :fifty dollars which
will be added to the Bruno Statue Fund: The
badge-pin which Mr. Wakeman offered to the person
selling the most tickets to the lecture was worn home
by ~he. lady secretary, who disposed of nearly :fifty
admlSSlOnS.
Mr. Wakeman announced that as usual the card
for the coming month was by all odds the best yet

published. It was surprising, he said, the resources
of that club. They were as inexhaustible as the seasons, which come around with invariable regularity.
The program for November is here appended.- It is
certainly a very attractiv one: Nov. 6th, "An Exposition of the Nine Demands of Liberalism," by Samuel
P. Putnam; 13th, "Teetotalism, Temperance, and
Prohibition-Last Call," by Dr. Dio Lewis; 20th,
"Spencer vs. Harrison; or, The Suppressed Book,"
by Dr. R. G. Eccles; 27th, "The Knowable vs. the
Unknowable; or, Harrison vs. Spencer," by T. B.
Wakeman and Dr. R. G. Eccles. This last will be of
the nature of a debate, and is worth going mile.s to
hear; yet the admission to the Manhattan LibP.ral
Club is only five cents, and ladies and Presbyterians
are let in free.

The Freethought Lecture Field.
On Friday evening, Oct. 16th, J. E. Remsburg lectured in the Opera House at Hagerstown, Indiana,
to a large audience. The next morning at four
o'clock he took a train for Cincinnati. Arriving
there, a cab hurried him across the city in time to
catch a train on the Cincinnati and Eastern for Winchester, where he staged it fifteen miles to West
Union. He. spoke in the Court House at West
Union, Saturday night. On Sunday, he gave three
lectures, and organized a society in a grove adjoining
town, and at night lectured in the Court House
again-his :fifth lecture in twenty-five hours. After
his lecture Sunday night, he was taken back to Winchester in time for the morning train to Cincinnati.
From there he went to Ottawa, 0., nearly two
hundred miles away. A meeting had been arranged
at Gilboa, seven miles from Ottawa, with the understanding that Mr. Remsburg could not reac4 Ottawa
until 8 o'clock. The train was late, the rain came
down in torrents, but a fast team was in readiness,
which left the seven miles behind them in half an
hour. At Gilboa, the lecturer delivered "False
Claims," and organized an Infidel society in a Methodist church, and before the astonished Orthodox
brethren could recover their breath was again in
Ottawa. After two or three hours' rest, he took a
train for Toledo. From there he went to Detroit,
from Detroit to Port Huron, and from there across
to Sarnia, Canada, where he spoke in the City Hall
to an audience of six hundred. When he arrived,
the Salvation Army had besieged the building from
without, and were making night hideous with their
orgies; within the Young Men's Christian Association were occupying seats in various parts of the
hall. The speaker was introduced, and began his
address. He had not proceeded far, when, at a preconcerted signal, these beardless followers of Jesus
arose, and began a stampede for the door, expecting
that their example would prove contagious. But it
was too late, the speaker had captured his audience.
The seats vacated by the babes were quickly :filled by
men, and save this momentary interruption, the first
Freethought meeting ever held in Sarnia was carried
through without a jar.
·
A pleasing episode connected with the meeting,
happened here. It was not until long after dark
that Mr. Remsburg reached Sarnia, and landed at a
dock not far from the hall. Friends were awaiting
his arrival at another dock. He was the only passenger that landed where he did. The moon was
shining brightly, but excepting a lonely customhouse officer, thertl was no one at the wharf. Presently two pretty, well-dressed girls, of eight or nine,
fairy-like, came runniyg down and said, "Are you
the gentleman that lectures at the hall to-night?"
Receiving an affirmativ answer, they continued,
"We want to hear you, but they won't let us go in."
They were told to go to the hall in fifteen minutes,
when they would be admitted. When Mr. Remsburg reached the hall, they stood waiting at the
door, and although children were excluded, two little
girls occupied front seats that night.
During his brief stay in Sarnia, Mr. Remsburg
was the guest of the American Consul, Dr. Pace, a
stanch Freethinker. On Wednesday morning, accompanied by Dr. Pace, he was rolling away into the
forests of Michigan.
Thus, in a little more than four days, Mr. Remsburg delivered eight lectures, organized three
societies, traveled sixty miles by team, and nearly a
thousand miles by boat and rail. Such is the life of
a Liberal lecturer.
J. E. Remsbarg has just held a successful meeting
at Mancelona, in the north woods of Michigan. It
was supposed that not a dozen Liberals could be
found in the town, yet Mr. Remsburg succeeded in
organizing a society of nearly fifty members. The
Mancelona Herald givs the following notice of the
meeting:
John E. Remsburg, of .Atchison, Kan., delivered three Free·
at the Town Hall this week. Monday evenmg the subJect was "Sabbath Breaking," Tuesday evening
"False Claims," and last evening, "Bible Morals.'' Mr. Rems:
burg spoke to l!'rge and attentiv audiences, and it was easy to
be seen that his hearers were deeply impressed by the eloquence of the speaker. His lectures were gentlemanly
throughout and wholly devoid of abuse, yet he handled his
opponents fearlessly and without gloves. Of course, it could
not be expected that his audience would accept his entire dis~hought lect~es

course as solid f•mth, yet many of his claims were backed up by
apparently unimpeachable evidence, an,d it was simply impossible for anyone in that audience to reject it all. The
speaker made every point con9ise and comprehensiv. Unlike
Colonel Ingersoll, his forte does not lie in ridiculing the Bible
but rather in bringing forward solid facts and logical argu:
menta in support of his cl11ims. He has certainly given his
hearers food for thought and study, especially as this was the
:first opportunity many of our people ever had of hearing the
oppos1t side of the question presented in such a cle11r and forcible manner. In conclusion it is but just to say that Mr.
Remsburg has made many friends in Mancelona and should
he ever return he will meet with a sure and hearty welcome.

Mr. :Bell to Labor iu Illinois.
To THE EDrToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I am
making an earnest effort to rally the fo~ces of Illinois
into activ service this earning winter in the cause
of the Secular Union. This state, some few years
ago, was one of the best :fields for Liberal work to·
be found in the whole country, but now it is almost
as dead as Chelsea. There are, however, many good
Liberals within her borders, but she needs a revival
all along the line, and I am willing to do the necessary work if I can only hav some encouragement from
the veterans of the post, who are resting on ·their
arms. I hav written almost all of them. I hav told
them that I would like to travel all over this state
lecturing wherever an audience can be had, for whatever they choose to giv me. Is not this a missionary spirit? Will the Liberals of Illinois promptly
and enthusiastically support me in this work? I
should like to hear from all the Liberals of every
shade who are willing to push forward the work of
the Secular Union in. lllinois. My address is 302
State street, Chicago.
W. S. BELL.

The Bruno Statue.
The fo11owing list shows very well, and leaves no
doubt, that America will raise the promised one
thousand dollars toward the statue for the MHtyr of
Science.
Since the last report the great event bas been the
admirable lecture before the Liberal Club at New
York by Prof. Thomas Davidson, October 30th. It
was in every respect a masterly effort, in itself a
monument to the great Martyr, and distinguishing
the lecturer at once as a historian, scholar, philosopher, and in the highest sense a Liberal. At its
close nething but delight and praise were heard.
The evening was stormy, and the receipts, therefore,
somewhat less than had been expected. But the
wish was general that this lecture should be repeated
until it could be heard by thousands. Our Leagues,
Liberal and Ethical Societies, could not do better
than to invite Professor Davidson to deliver this lecture before them this winter. It is a revelation not
only as to Bruno, but of the history and philosophy
which underlie our modern era. While at Rome he
had carefully collected the materials for a life of
Bruno, and obtained a :first-hand knowledge of him
and of his times, works, philosophy, martyrdom, and
influence, which only those who hav made a special
study of the subjects in Europe can possess.
Professor Davidson will be absent in St. Louis for
two or three weeks, but may be addressed at Orange,
N. J. We all need just such an education as his
lecture givs in order to appreciate the oration which
Colonel Ingersoll has projected upon the general influence. of Bruno and the science he represented
upon modern progress.
It will be seen that six hundred dollars sti11 remains to be raised, and no time should be lost to hav
it done by subscriptions, collection lists, lectures, etc.
I expect soon a letter from Rome reporting the
progress there.
Yours truly,
T. B. WAKEMAN,
Authorized Agent, 93 Nassau street, New York.
Subscriptions on second instalment of $200:
$2.00
John Bak-er, Vera, Ind.,
From members of Walkerville L. L., Mon.,$7, viz:
David Hall,
- 1.00
George Delveridge,
1.00
Charles Ellis,
- 1.00
1.00
George E. Curtis,
William Ereckson,
- 1 00
John Brann,
1 00.
Peter M. McCabe, - 1 00
2
00
Wm. Hodgson, Nanticoke, Pa.,
James Yates, Nanticoke, Pa.,
- 1.00
2 00
Dr; L. C. Heineman and wife, Globe, Arizona,
John Meckel, Weaverville, Col., - 1.00
G. W. Baldwin, Linesville, Pa.,
1.00
Julius Fehr, Hoboken, N.J.,
- 2 00
Walter C. Wright, Boston, Mass.,
4 00
R. Frank Smith, Rochester, N. Y.,
- 100
1.00
Dr. L. Crittenden,
"
"
Anson C. Allen,
" · "
- 1.00
1 00
Moses Hays,
"
"
- 1.00
James B. Pike,
"
" 2.85
A. F. Mahlmann, Little River, Col., 50
Paul Wellm, Port Ludlow, Wash. T.,
Proceeds of Prof. Thomas Davidson's lecture before the
Liberal Club at New York, $62, viz:
Tickets sold chiefly by Mrs. A. C. Macdonald, Drs. Foote,
and Madame Hernri Delescluze,23.00
By Mr. James Morris at the door,
- H.OO
Prof. Davidson's sales and gift,
10.00
CourUandt Palmer,
5.00
Mrs. C. Errani,
3 00
Dr. R. G. Eccles, 2.00
Capt. Clart and names not given,
3. 50
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Lovell, 1 50
Previously ack;1.0wledged on second instalment,
- 99 30
Received by THE TBUTB SEEJIEB and acknowledged in
its issue of Oct. 31st,
- 13. 00
Total,
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are right, the truth is ours and we know it, and the association, it will unquestionably bring it into
world must advance upon those lines which we hav greater notoriety, than ever before, and lead to exchosen. The indifference of some Freethinkers can- cited controversy whether for the highest, best good
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
not lessen the greatness of those ideas lor which we of the cause, and a healthy progress, time alone will
Vice-Presidmts.
labor, nor their value to human progress. Whatever, unfold. All who love their fellow-man, and labor
HORACE REAVER,
ClHitLES WATTS,
therefo~e, may be th~ discouragements of to-day, like for the advancement of truth, will hope for the best.
PARKER PlLL~BURY,
JOHN E. REMSBURG,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
WILLIAM ALGIE,
Horace
Seaver, we will endeavor to hav the virtue of
ROBERT C. ADAMS,
MATTIE P. KREKEL,
From th.e Nashville, Tenn., Liberal.
p~rsistency, and by not giving up, we are sure to
TITUS L. BROWN,
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
JAMES PART1)N,
HELlj:N H. GARDENER.
wm.
~he great Freethought Congress in Cleveland,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Sec,
COURTLANDT PALMER, Trai\A.,
I like to go to Boston, the fires of Radicalism burn Ohw, on the 9th, lOth, and lith inst., was a most
33 O!lnto~ .pJaca. New York.
850 Broadway, New York.
brightly
there, and we meet the veterans of our glorious gathering of the well-wishers of posterityCHARLES B. REYNOLDS,
E. M. MACDONALD,
·
Cb.atr. Ex:. Com.
cause. 'Many a good fight has been fought in Bos- noble men who are laboring to undeceive the good
Chair. Fln. Oom.
~OJ?· . Its. history is grand. The spirit of freedom people of America, who hav been trained to believe
IS m It still, but with it also a mass of conservatism. in miracles, witches, Gods, a big devil, and a hole
The Campaign Fund.
To show how much Wf:l hav to contend against in in the ground without a bottom, filled with brimstone
Previously acknowledged,
$1,376.22 the _minds even of educated people, I quote the fol- burning the dead, who are long since rotten in their
Plwtius Fisk (paid),
10.00
graves.
Elizl!r Wright (paid),
10.00 lowmg from a recflnt address by President Elliott,
We rejoice to know that so many able men are enIngersoll Sf'cular Society (paid),
15.00 of Harvard college:
gaged in this humanitarian work.
George N. Hill (paid), 1.00
The great problem is that of combining religious with secJames Crowley (paid),
1.00 ular education. This was no problem sixty or seventy years
Let "Freethought and Liberty" be the watchJames Harris (paid),
2.00 ag<?, fo.r then our people were homogeneous. Now the popu- word, and love to do good while we liv.
L. K. Thomas (paid),
1.00 l~tlon lB. heterogeneous.. Re~igious teaching can best be comA Fnend (paid),
5.00 bmed With secular teacbmg m the way followed in countries
Charter Celebration.
H. Seaver (paid),
1.00 of heterogeneous population like Germany Austria France
s~tchell (paid),
.50 and Belgiu:r;n\ where the government pays f~r the in~tructio~
The first annual Charter Celebration of the Friendship LibMary S. Newton (paid),
1.00 9:nd the rehg1_ous teachers belonging to different denomina- eral League of Philadelphia was held on Oct. 25, 1885. Never
Alonso W. Presby (paid),
1.00 ~ons are adm1tted to the public schools at fixed times. That in the history of the state of Pennsylvania has a charter been
Harvey G. Colby (paid),
1.00 IB the_ only way out of the difficulty, and it is the way in which
A Friend (paid), .50 Ame~!Can governments hav treated American churches. I see granted by the I!OWers that be to an organization of avowed
Total,
., , _ growmg up <;>n every side parochial schools-that is, Catholic Liberal principles until last May, when the Friendship Lib"'1 426 22 s~hools-wh1ch take large numbers of children out of the pub- eral League succeeded in obtaining one ·from the Court of
PLEDGES PAID.-Samuel Hunt, $50; John C. Rowe, $25.
he scho?ls of th~ city; . Th~t is a great misfortune, and the Common Pleas, Judge Ludlow presiding. The members conremedy IB to adm1t religiOus mstructors to teach these children sidered the event worthy of especial notice, and Sunday, Ocin the public schools. This is what is done in Europe. And tober 25th was set apart for the first annual Charter celebraNews and Notes.
all those who are strongly interested in the successful main- tion. The exercises consisted of vocal and instrumental
On Sunday, October 18th, I lectured before the tenance of our public school system will urge the adoption of music, addresses, recitations, supper, etc.
Newark Liberal League on "The Ideal Republic." the method I hav described for religious education.
The afternoon entertainment opened with piano selections,
The hall was crowded, and the year's work of this
This astounding proposition from the head of our followed by a vocal duet, after which Mr. J. C. Hannon made
prosperous society begins with great promis. There most Liberal university in America staggers us with a very eloquent address-subject, ''Secular Progress "-in
was quite an interesting debate in connection with the vast amount of work that is yet to be done even which he made many cutting and sarcastic thrusts at ancient
the lecture, and the most important questions of among the educated classes in order that simple jus- creeds and modern dogmas.
future reform were pretty well discussed, showing tice may prevail between man and man.
.Piano and violin duet; recitation by Dr. Lavinia J. Palmer,
the growing interest of all classes of people in the inElizur Wright sends the following greeting to the entitled" The Modern Christian Business Man;" bass solo,
by F. Wilde, and choral selections.
dustrial progress of the day, by which the riches of American Secular Union:
5
the earth shall be most fully developed, and labor be
DEA.B MR. PuTNAM: Yon are laving out the ~~~;;e~l~ · It Then followed an eloquent address by the president, Mr. c.
justly rewarded. As Ingersoll says, "The gods may ought to-begin to go. As long as ·I am above the sod count on H. Osgood, subject, "Organization: Its Cause," in which be
showed that the object of all organizations was concentrated
hav the sky; giv us the earth." Without their help me as being enlisted in the Secular cause for all lam worth.
power, and that the friction caused by the continued wrangit shall be a paradise.
Yours truly,
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
ling and clashing of the different religious organizations necOn Sunday, October 25th, I had the pleasure of
W. S. Bell writes as follows:
meeting again our friends of Troy and Albany. I
My heart is in this work, and I am not content to engage in essarily produced new thoughts, and new thoughts are the
spoke in regard to the work of the Union for the any other occupation. With Ingersoll as our leader we ought principal cause of Liberalism. The speaker then went on to
coming year, and the plans laid out by the Congress to accomplish wonders. There is enough work for all, and all say that the only way for Liberals to obtain and maintain their
should co-operate. I hav the satisfaction of having spent rights was to organize for mutual protection, and it was thei:.:
met with cordial approval. The organization at nine years in the Liberal ranks. I am now hopeful of the duty to use their combined efforts to crush out from the brain
Troy will be known hereafter as the Troy Secular future of our cause. I shall continue to devote my time and of mankind the hydra-headed monster of superstitious ignoSociety. New officers were elected, a fine hall has energies to dispelling the superstitions and despotisms which
been rented for the year, the interest is on the in- shadow the path and crush the hearts of men. I rejoice, in rance.
After the president's address Miss Keyser gave a recitation
looking over the past ten or twelve years, to see what Freecrease, new members are coming in, and no doubt the thought has done. Ours is the cause to which the best men entitled, "A Tribute to Jeremiah Hacker," who was present as
coming year will present a good record for our Tro- and women, with the loftiest ideals, can devote their talents. a guest of the League. By request the veteran Liberal made
jan allies.
No banner was ever half so beautiful and glorious as the ban- a few remarks, which W!lre well received. Many a coin was
lett in the old man's hand by those who greeted him. The
At Albany the Secular Society is having a very in- ner of humanity.
Fraternally yours,
W. S. BELL.
afternoon exercises concluded with vocal and instrumental
terest.ing course of lectures from Professor Gunning,
Let our good friend Bell be h.pt steadily at work music.
About two hundred of the guests adjourned to the banquet
and I hope that, wherever possible, these scientific this winter. He has many a useful word to say, and
lectures will be given to our societies. Professor his years of service make him a welcome soldier in hall, where a bountiful repast was served under the direction
of Mrs. S. A. King, who was ably assisted by other ladies of
Gunning is a delightful speaker; he is a thorough our ranks, whose voice has ever bad the genuin ring the League. The evening's entertainment opened with music,
master of his subject; he has the insight of the poet, of ~iberty. Mr. Bell's address is 302 State street, followed by an address by Prof. Wm. Seymour, president of
and his facts giv beautiful and instructiv lessons of Chwago, TIL, and we hope for him a vigorous cam- the State League, who eloquently showed the many advanthe mighty past. Such expositions of the achieve- paign in that :field to which he is so enthusiastically tages which Liberalism offered to humanity when they became
sufficiently educated to grasp them.
menta of science are what will take the place of thea-' devoted.
The charter was then read by W. H. Bishop, and Hon.
logical exhortation, and furnish the mind of man
Wm. Reynolds, of Utah, writes what is cheering Chas. Keyser, Rolicitor of the League, gave a legal explanation
of the same. The speaker said that this was as legally a charwith :nobler motive for heroic action out of the heart news to us all:
of nature itself than all the heavens of theology.
WANsHIP, UTAH, _Nov.~. 1885.. tered body, having all the rights and privileges, as any.organ·
f
d
k f F
th
h
DEA.B FRIEND: We (about twenty five or th1rty Ltberals m ization in the state. A few years ago such a document could
I n th us c~rY:mg orw~r the W~r o
ree oug t Utah) this day start a man to make a trip through Utah in the not be obtained, but the time has now arrived when organized
by the apphcat10n of sCience to hfe, the Albany So- interests of our cans€', to lecture where favorable, visit Liberalism demands a fair share of respect, and the new conciet.y displays the real aim of a Secular philosophy. friends, and particularly to canvass for our (Secular) papers. stitution of Pennsylvania contains a clause which is favorable
On Sunday November 1st I was glad to meet our His remunerati~n will be contribu~io~s from friends. I do to Liberal associations.
President Osgood's continued address was very appropriate
' i · d E · 'W · ht J
,.,.. d
not expect we w1Il be able to keep h1m m the field very long,
noble B oston nen s, h~ur ng ' • P. ru.en um, and we do not expect to accomplish very much only brighten and to the point. After giving a brief history of the League
from its foundation in 1876, in a 7x<:l room, with an audience
Horace Seaver, Gao. N. H1ll, and others, and to speak up a little by visiting friends who hav become torpid.
of our work before the Ingersoll Secular Society, . Hi:> name is.Robert Wils<;>n. I hav neve~ yet met. him. He of fifteen, down to the present time, with an audience of eight
which is accomplishing 80 much in the way of con- Is sa1d to b~ g~yen ~o debating on any subJect, a fau speaker hundred, he said that the contrast speaks volumes in favor of
organization.
.
· t"
It
"d t
d ffi · t and enthusmst!C Liberal.
WM. REYNOLDS.
s t ruet IV orgamza wn.
.s presi en an e Cien
h
t
f
Miss Zeigler followed with a very beautiful recitation, after
corps of officers keep the flag a flying, and there will
Let t e grea~ sta es o the East fo 11o'! the example which a grand choral selection by the members ended the
be no retreat.
t~e brave Liberals o~ Utah. Orgamze sta:te asso- first charter celebration of organized Liberals in the history of
In addition to my own address, which was an ex- Oiatwns, and put rrre~ n~to th~ :field f~r achv work, the world.
It is intended to make this Charter Celebration one of tho
position and defense of the Nine Demands, short but and a go?d deal 0
bnghtemng up c~n l;>e done annual features of the League.
telling speeches were made by Elizur Wright, Horace and new mterest created. The opportumt~ IB most
Seaver, and J. P. Mendum. Mr. Mendum especially favorable. Make an advance all along the lines.
Obituary.
noted the difficulties of the work, the apathy of many
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Died, at his residence in McHenry, III, Sept. 17, 1885, John
Liberals, and reverted to the old-time triumphs of
R. Durkee, aged 76 years, 8 months, anrl 27 days. Mr. Durkee
Comments Upon the Congress.
was born in Stockbridge, Windsor co., Vt., Dec. 21,1808. He
the Freethought movement, which in some respects
From the Spiritual Offering.
was the grandson of John Durkee, and the son of John Durseem greater than any that we hav won in the presT~ Ninth Annual Congress of the League con- kee, Jr., and the oldest member of a family of eleven children,
ent. There bas been loss, indeed-action and reacof whom are still living-one of them, 4is younger brother
tion, advance and retrogression. The church itself vened in Cleveland, Ohio, last week, and from our four
Abial, who resides at Lake Geneva, Wis., being with him for
has changed front, has adopted modern ideas, and so exchanges we learn was numerously attended. Sev- many weeks and contributing much to cheer and sustain his
it becomes more difficalt to accomplish its downfall, eral changes were made, the most important, chang- suffering brother during his last illness. Mr. Durkee was no
ordinary man. Ho was proverbial for his honesty, his sterling
for it is a cunning adversary, and makes use of all its ing the name to "The American Secular Union.
The obJ"ects of -the association are not changed, the integrity and strict fidelity to justice, and his highest concepresources. The battle before us is by no means an
tion of truth. He was an uncompromising enemy of myths
ea::<y one. The half-century work of Mendum, Sea- Nine Demands of Liberalism remaining, as before, and superstitions, of the dogmas and creeds imported from
ver, and Wright must be followed by another and expresaiv of the purposes of the Secular Union. As among the barbarians of the Old World and of ancient times;
he claimed for himself the right to think, to reason, and
still another by those who come after them. We a National . Liberal League, owing to unfortunate dis- but
to act according to his higheRt sense of right; and for the best
sensions, It bas accomplished but little; starting interest of humanity, regardless of the fiat of public opinion,
cannot expect to win by a spasmodic effort.
There must be a continuous struggle and there under new management, old differences may be for- which often is merciless in its demands upon credulity. Still
must be no yielding; though but little seems to be at- gotten, and a more successful career open before it his sense of justice demancled for others the same freedom for
opinion that he claimed for himself; hence he won and
tained, much after all is attained. The barbaric for the future. The Demands are extremely radical. private
retflined the esteem of all who knew 11im. He was a kind and
ideas which were popular fifty yea1s ago could not Some of them ought to hav the cordial support of affectionate husband of a faithful wife, an indulgent father,
be preached even in an orthodox pulpit to-day with- every American citizen, but for others, it will take a and a genial neighbor and friend. Death came as a welcome
out the resistance of Christians themselvs. We long time to educate the people up to the standard messenger, and he calmly and resignedly passed the portalH
must still, however, do the pioneer work, and. meet of their support. At the head of the society is placed where the "wicked cease from troubling, and the weary are at
the most popular radical of the age. If he devotes rest." As previously arranged by the deceased, the obsequies
all its discomforts and disadvantages. We are in a
were held at the house, Hou. George Gage officiating as
his
wonderful powers to further the interests of the · speaker.
minority, and shall be for centuries no doubt, but we
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public, was indeed beyond his age. Epicurus and his soul gives good evidence that he has none worth
Lucretius had not risen to it. St. Paui taught that saving. If he had he would have found that in these
only Christians were members of one another in his days the only way of saving it is to invest it in some
The Harmony and Meaning of the ScientHlc Christ and his celestial, unearthly kingdom. The ·good, honest, useful work of some kind, as silently as
·
G
1
rest, the vast majority of the human family, were possible. To do otherwise is contemptible, because
ospe s.
children of the devil. To him the caritas generis hu- it is but an emphasis upon selfishness in some future.
Vli.-'THE CHIEF OBJECT OR su:uMUlll BONUM oF THE INDI· mani, the love of the human kind, had not dawned Nor less contemptible is the person who places the
VIDUAL LIFE Is 'ro ACHIEVE THE HIGHEST DEVELOP. only as the love of Christ and of his brethren in end and good of life in his own enjoyment, by means
liENT AND HEALTH IN oRDER To BET'l'ER SERVE, Christ. The rest of mankind were outside of his inte- of gratifications ending with self. This mistaken epGLORIFY, AND ENJOY 'rHE GREAT HUMANITY OF WIIIcH gration, and doomed to the eternal wrath of his God. icureanism is sure to end in disgust or a f~eling that
ALL MEN, NATIONS, AND PEOPLEs ARE BUT PARTS.
There was no one to take up the inspiration of life is a vanity not worth living..
Thus the meaning of man's life and his destiny is Cicero's fruitful words but the Stoics and the Roman
Health, enjoyment, satisfaction, and pleasure are
expressed in one sentence. This solution that man jurists. What might not the world have been if necessary to the free development of our faculties,
must live by, in, and for MAN hal'monizes another they could have org~nized this love of mankind into physical, mental, moral, and social. But over all
great philosophical controversy of the ages as to what a grand federal representative republic of all the that development and all its means must preside that
is and what ought to be the 8ummum bonum, or chief peoples under the control of Rome? But the brutal higher object of life, to wit, that life is a.service to the
end, of man.
Crei!arism which murdered Cicero struck down the whole, the true, and the good, as it is revealed in the
The Epicureans said it was the greatest happiness; republic and all hope of anything but a reign of evolution and progress of MANKIND as a whole.
the Stoics said it was the greatest manline<s, that is, force and selfish conquerors. The Stoics came to
.At this conclusion we usually hear more crying
vir-tue (from the Latin vir, a man); the theologians partial control under the .A.ntoniiles, and gave, as out and lamentations ove1· the slaughtered Gods, and
said it was in the blessedness of devotion and sacri- Gibbon says, in the third chapter of his history, the emotions which their worship for ages has made
fice in glorifying God, and enjoying him and his "the period in the history of the world during hereditary in the human heart.
approval forever.
which the condition of the human race was the most
A little consideration will tend to replace or to
Now science comes and settles this great question happy and prosperous." But then came the heal these lacerated feelings. For it will be found that
of duty and morals by harmonizing them, and show- "Asiatic mildew " of St. Paul's Christianity. The the old religious feelings need not to be destroyed,
ing that each is but a part of the completed solution empire pasJed under Christian influences and degen- but to be divided, and directed from the old to the
of the lot and fate of man on earth.
erated, · divided, and fell. The popes rei~ ned over corresponding new ideals in the new world into
The Epicureans have always had the facts on their the souls of civilizad mankind until 1600. There which science has brought us to live. In a word, the
side, that man always has and always will live to en- were, indeed, noble dreams of the Humanists in the time has come for a relocation of religious conceptions
joy life, to have a good time, and to get the greatest Middle Ages, but they were repressed as heretics. and sentimentr:.
satisfaction he can out of his· earthly days. In a The precious seed-the caritas generis humani-which
In the new world consider what has supplanted
word, life is the " pursuit of happiness" in one way Cicero planted has not until the present century had the old conceptions and naturally the old feelings,
or another. It has been too readily taken for granted any fitting soil or epvironment which would permit and you will soon became reconciled to and harmot.hat Epicurus taught that this happiness was to its culture and growth into a religion and a republic nized with the new objects of proper regard service,
be obtained only, or chiefly, by the pursuit of per- of the advanced peoples of the human family,
or worship. This is the key which evolution furThe modern discovery of the solidarity and con- nishes to all of the creeds and which opens them all
sonal and sensual pleasures. This was not his view,
however, for he, by precept and example, taught that tinuity of the whole human race as an organism out into the new, true, and universal faith of our race
the higher pleasures could only be attained by culti- adds meaning never dreamed even by Cicero to his now dawning upon us. .A. hint of this process of
vating the higher moral, intellectual, and social nature own words. .All the peoples of the world, individually relocation must suffice.
of man. "The sty of Epicurus" has only existed and collectively, are bound to be parts of a grand
1. .An infinite personal God became inconceivable
in the foul imaginations of his det.ractors.
organism, and therefore necessary organs in its life under the new Astronomy, and the INFINITE WORLD
The Stoics, who boasted of Zeno as their chief and progress. The human being can be an individ- has taken its place. To that new object- that
master, taught that the renunciation of self and its ual only in so far as he is a carnivorous animal, hunt- grand fact-go out the feeling of wonder, awe, depleasures and pains, in order to attain by contem- ing alone, like a tiger or a gorilla. The moment he pendence, curiosity, and questioning, which forplation and discipline to an ideal of manliness and becomes socialized, he becomes an organ of society, marly were the feelings to the ancient OF DAYS,
nobility above the contemptible and transitory con- and thereby only he becomes a man as distinguished the I am, BECAUSE I AM. Underlying the concepditions of ordinary existence, was life's chief good fl'Om an animal. He depends upon his tribe, family, tions of God or World, will be found the common
and satisfaction.
society, state, church, or humanity in some of its sub- idea·of eternal existence, as an order external to man.
Lastly, the theological religionists attempted to en- organic forms, and he must act as an organ to sus- This was to the unscientific people, person and will/
force, but really enfeebled, this life of devotion, sacri- tain that society of which he is a part to his best, so to us, it is fact and law. Read the book of Job, and
fice, and discipline by the promise and hope that a that he may not only best be sustained by it, but the conclusion of Professor Tyndall's book on Light,
crown of glory, an infinity of joy, and an unspeakable best developed in all the functions of life. To per- and observe that the scientist has only caught a
blessedness in the approval of his deity would reward form his functions as a social organ of the great hu- higher strain of awe and worship, as he passes from
man in an eternal life for the renunciat~on of th~ joys manity in the best way possible, is therefore the infinite will to infinite law, as the foundation of our
of this. We say, enfeebled, because this promrse of great oqject, the summum bonum, of life, and the great- human world. How easily Goethe in" Faust" makes
individual enjoyment as the ultimate end of life here est happiness and blessedness attainable. All en- this transition step by step from the" word to the
or hereafter is an appeal to selfishness. That each joyment, all egoism, defeats itself unless it is developed fact," to the actual world which is the fact, the God!
of these views of life contains an element of truth is in the service of an altru~sm, a devotion, a blessed- Thus:
evident as soon as social science brings us to consider ness, in achieving the scientific, evolutiona1, organic It stands written, "In the beginning was the word."
the relations of the individual to his race, and its evo- object of life in the great Being from whence our ex- Here at once I balk, who can ever help me on?
lution and progress. This controversy, as to the istance came, by which it ia sustained, and to which It is impossible that I can rate the word so high;
summum bonum and object of life, has been vigorously it 1•8 due.
Quite otherwise must I translate,
· 1 b
'th
f th
T1' by the spirit I am enlightened aright.
prosecuted for ages, srmp y ecause ner er o · ese
Now· it stands written: "In the beginning was the th;,ught,"
views has covered the whole of the facts of human Vlii.-THIS NEW OBJECT OF LIFE, DEVOTION TO HUMANITY, Bethink thee well over this first line,
life and its relations. The advocates of neither of
llEQUIRES AND WILL COMPEL A llEORGANIZATION OF That thy pen pass not too hasty on!
theae schools have risen high enough to see how their
THE SENTIMENTS, THE PHILOSOPHIES, THK~GOVEBN· Jq·it the thought that works and forms the all?
MENTS, THE MORALS, AND 'l'HE EMPLOYMENTS OF Yet
No itshouldstand, "lnthebeginningwasthepower."
own p h1'losophy h a d nee d ofth eoth era t o comp1e t e 1't•
even as this am writing down,
This discussion must have been of the ages, perhaps
CIVILIZED MANKIND IN ORDER TO INSURE AND FUR. Something warns1 me that by it I can never stand;
as old as the human race itself, since every religion and
THER THE DEVELOPMENT, PROGRESS, AND W.ELF4.RE The spirit aids me; all at once I see the truth,
philosophy is an attempt to solve the world so as to
OF MANKIND AS A WHOLE.
And confidently, I write: "In the beginning was the FACT."
inform man what his chief end and duty in it may
As parts and organs of the great continuous organ2. So with the conception of Christ; it is not lost,
be. The summum bonum, or highest good, is the end, ism MAN, living, growing, and advancing through the but passes into Humanity as its higher conceptiontherefore, towards which they have all imagined that ages of time, a new point of view has been discov- the ideal Christ. Whether any such person ever
they were striving, andallhave beenli~ited,cc;mfused, ered in relation to which all human relations, politi-· lived as the Christian gospels portray as Christ, is
and partial as to that end, because until the drscovery cal, social, practical, and moral, must evidently be more than doubtful. But that all of the ideals of the
of Humanity in solidarity and continuity the whole readjusted. All hypothetical or imaginary motives Son of Man, and the Son of God, are realized in the
of the facts entering into the problem could not be of theology and metaphysics are replaced by a new powers of Humanity which make for righteousness
regarded or harmonized. The nearest approach to devotion and purpose. There is indeed a change of and mercy, is more and more certain. That real
it in antiquity is found in the so-called moral heart and of world consequent upon the change from Christ is crucified from day to day to make possible
treatises of Cicero, especially his works on "Duties" the egoistic to the altruistic view of life. Health, en- our salvation which can only be achieved by trust
(De Officiis), and on the "Ends of Life" (De Finibus). joyment, happiness, and, finally, blessedness, will be and participation in that sacrifice. Thus only is the
Imagine that Epicurus, or his great expositor, Lu- found in living in and working for the higher inter- past atoned for and the future redee.n:ed. Thus ever
cretius,aiJdZeno,andSt.PaulcouldhavemetatRome, ests and emotions which make for righteousness, that must the earth, as a Golgotha, underhe the earth as
under the hospitable l'Oof of the great republican is, for the advancement of the great Realm of MAN. a Paradise. Only by heredity, which makes us parts
orator, statesman, and philosopher, Cicero. Imagine
All other religions, philosophies, and purposes of life of this Christ, and so gives us the accumulated expethem to have listened to his eloquent presentation of will be laid aside, as not only unverifiable or untrue, riences of our race, have we the capacity to read or
his views of the ends of life as they are set forth in the but as so much waste, and therefore fundamentally understand aught of the world about us, and so be
twenty-third chapter of his, for that age, wondel'ful inhuman and immoral. There can be but a limited able to approach the Father World, or God, as objectreatise, "De Finibus Bonorum et Malorum." They amount of individual or human emotion, thou~t, or tive .reality.
could not have seen nor have felt the deep meaning of activity. .All of these capacities which are expended
3. By this reading of the external world, or order,
his expressions; the interdependence of men among on other worlds, gods, and purposes other than Hu- we have gradually accumulated the body of knowlmen (conjunctio inter homines hominurn); the society manity and its world are misspent or lost. For a time e.dge called science. That is the true creed which
and interchange of utilitits (societas et cornmunicatio it may not be possible for many to make a decided takes the place of all older traditions, and corrects
utilitatum); and, above all, his utterance of thatfirst change of their religious base, but gradually they thFtm.
voice of the united heart of man-et ipsa caritas gen- will learn to make their other worlds subservient to,
But why need I explain what every student of the
eris humani (and the endearment itself of the human and therefore, to a degree, useful to, this world, and New Worltl can unravel to any extent by his religious
kind) which be traces step by step from the family its dominant morals and interests. Not a few, per- fancy? The Bible is replaced by the Literature of
hearth to the relatives, the neighbors, the friends, haps, will try to balance their imaginations and emo- the whole race, instead of one ancient people Ol' sect.
the city, the country, and finally to the embrace of tiona with practical realities and human demands, The Virgin Mother becomes Womanhood itself. The
the whole human family (deinde totius complexu gen- in the vain belief that it is possible to make the best Holy Ghost is revealed anew as the comforter in the
t~s humanm). This affection of the mind, giving to each of both worlds. But in the end it will be found that ac~ts of charity and the glow of Human Love. The
his due, and defending the social relations equally Humanity is a jealous god and requires an undivided Heaven above the clouds vanished under Galileo's
and yet munificently, is, as he says, the sublime jus- service. Nor less mistaken are those who act upon telescope, to be rediscovered in the hearts in which
tice from whence spring piety, goodness, liberality, the short-sighted notion that happiness is our being's it is reflected from a human future sure of realization
nobleness, and all the virtues. This lofty patriotism end and aim in the sense of mere indiviaual enjoy- on this earth. The tTue Immortality is that which
(the prelude to the enthusiasm and patriotism of ment of the senses or appetites or vanity or curiosity. disciplines us to drop our selfish personality willingly,
Humanity), which was the bond of Cicero's ideal Be- The pe1·son who is making a fuss about the saving of in view of that heaven we help to create, so that, by
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our leaving others may take our place to continue
our love, and service. The Day of Judgment is every
day-in which errors and misdeeds are remanded to
the past to be forgotten and overgrown by new
efforts for the right and good.
But you must follow this clue further as you need
or wilL Remember, not in vain did Swedenborg
translate the Bible into a higher New Jerusalem, or
Comte use Dante and Thomas a Kempis's" Imi~ation
of Christ" to make real to him the glories of the real
Christ which science proves to be Humanity itself.

should ~t not command the attention and talent of ting more and more difficult to obtain money and
one d~lmeator of sacred history who labors with members. It seems to hav dawned upon the minds
brush mstead of pen? Can the Almighty be accused of the elect that people were getting more enlightof indecency? If his works. and records are holy, ened and devoting their attention more to arts and
~an the earnest effort to reproduce them faithfully be science than supernaturalism, through the spread of
Impme? We are commanded to strive to be like Atheism, which fact was deeply deplored. But, unhim, and, in the little details of the story of "Poti- fortunately for themselvs, no way of overcoming the
phar's wife," this artist has not lost a point, and the difficulty, but extra prayers, suggested itself to the
record of Joseph's superior virtue, as well as the parsons. How they must hav regretted the good old
moral and physical ugliness of the lady in question times, when the church was all-,powerful and could
are most faithfully pictured. And we must remem: use coercion with decided effect on the backsliders
b~r. it was a ':i~tue wonderful enough to command and heretics I It certainly seems inevitable that the
Potiphar's Wife.
divme recogmtwn and permanent record in a book weak organization known as Protestantism is doomed
The exhibition at Mr. H. B. Fettes's store of certain objec. w~ose every word must be precious, and where no to extinction in the not very remote future, and the
tionabl~ pictu.res having bee~ discontinu_ed, it may perhaps be Wicked waste or unnecessary verbiage would hav battle will hav to be fought out between Atheism
well. with a view of.. prev~nting s~ch mistakes in the future, ~een PE:Jrmitted by an all-wise God to occupy the lim- and Roman Catholicism.
J. D.
to g.uote from the City revised ordmances. 1881, the following,
which may_be fo~n~ on P·. 6~9, Art. II., Sec. 2: "Any person Ited space s? all-important to races sunk in ignorance,
One or Two Matters.
who shall m this City exhibit, sell, or offer to sell, any inde- and strugghng for knowledge. Can a imbject be too
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In your
cent or lewd book; picture, or other thing. shall be deemed low for the brush of man, while it is lofty enough to
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof be command the pen of a God? Can a law of indecency last issue, under "Prayer as a P!'Dphylactio," you
fined not less than ten nor more t.han three hundred dollars." touch the work of a deity? Shall a police judge stay refer to the anti-sanitary riots in Montreal. You say,.
-St. Louis Republican, Oct. 5, 1885.
the pen of the Almighty? Will the editor dare at- "If the Canucks once learn that prayers and the exThe above is an editorial taken from the leading tempt to_ suppress the book and picture given us hibition of images are of no avail, while disinfectants
daily paper in St. Louis. T~is paper in particular, upon Sinai? And yet this city ordinance, which he are," etc., etc.
and others less vigorously, hav tried to prevent the so glibly quotes, strikes the book first. Are you
As a Canadian (not a " Canuck "), I beg to protest
exhibition of four works of art now displayed by Mr. ready, Mr. Editor, to take the consequences of your against this general impeachment. Canadians gen-.
Pettes, the leading art-dealer here. The pictures words? Remember the book comes :first in time erally hav already learned what you suggest they are
were brought here to be placed in the art display of and in condemnation. When will you swear out ignorant of. Because some ignorant and superstithe Exposition; but the newspapers and other influ- your warrant of arrest for all who may sell or expose tious devotees of the Romish church (not the "Cathences prevented them from securing space there; it for sale within the gates of your city? I would olic" church, as you are in the habit of designating
whereupon Mr. Pettes hung them in his art rooms, like to be there when you do.
it) in Montreal get up a riot against the sanitation of
H. H. GARDENER.
and charged twenty-five cents admission, with, of
the city is no reason why Canadians generally should
course, the natural result in such cases.
be slurred. Instead of saying, " If the Canucks once
Our London Letter.
Many people read the papers, made up their
learn," etc., you might, with equal truth and prominds there was a very vile sight to be seen for the
The question of disestablishment and disendow- priety, hav said, "If these ignorant Romanists once
moderate price of twenty-five cents, and after feed- ment of the Established Church of England is being learn," etc. Or if you had even said, "these
ing their imagination on the matter until a conveni- prominently brought forward at the present time in Canucks," meaning that particular class, instead of
ent season, slipped in Mr. Pettee's side-door, and view of the parliamentary elections shortly taking "the Canucks," which is a general term, we mi@:ht
met a hundred or two other persons standin~(before place. It is only natural that the clergy who fatten hav passed it over; but as it if', Canadians must ask
four large pictures of nude and semi-nude art. Two on the present iniquitous system should stoutly de- to be excused from your classidcat,ion, and relieved
of the four are beautiful in themselvs, and suggest fend its morality and necessity, and, of course, are from your "soft impeachment." Without admitting
'to the mind nothing foul either by their subjects or only too willing to prophesy the speedy downfall of that I am unduly "thin-skinned," either nationally or
their treatment. The third is fairly artistic, not the country if the program is carried out by the next patriotically, I might as well say while I am about it
particularly beautiful, but wholly free from obscen- Parliament, as no doubt it will be if the Radicals ob- that I hav had my Canadian sensibilities offended
ity in suggestion or treatment. The fourth is per- tain the majority of representativs. Of course, the before by THE Tnu'rH SEEKER's iliscoUl'teous and unhaps artistically good, but it is a coarse subject, parsons contend that "the laborer is worthy of his fair allusions to "Canucks." Nor do I wish to be
handled literally by a realist in Biblical studies. It hire," but this is a slightly ambiguous truism, bow- misunderstood in this matter. I hav no objections
is a lewd picture of a lewd subject treated literally. ever they endeavor to show. that they do labor, and to the severest criticism from abroad of ignoIt is its own protection against either admiration or that very hard too, and therefore are justly entitled to rance in Canada, or superstition in Canadn, wheresalability. Yet it is the only one of the four which all they can get in the way of greater and lesser ever it may be found, but I do object to inculis not "nude art." The woman, Potiphar's wife, is tithes, pew rents, presents, glebe lands, and the other pating the whole country a.nd the whole people
clothed, and hers is the only figure in the picture; plunder they acquire. At the same time, although it in the sins of the few. As well might we, on occabut she is represented as coarsely as art could rep· is very sad that all these good men should be sions when the ignorant and violent element of your
resent her, and is left without even the attraction of despoiled of their living, that does not grieve them population show their nether parts, slur l,he whole
physical beauty or symmetry of foriQ. and features, so much as the great insult paid to their deity, who American people, opprobriously calling them "Yanand with a face lascivious to repulsion. It leaves will be justly angry if this is done, and England will kees," as for you to slur the whole Can~tdian people,
Joseph with but little credit p81·haps for virtue that lose all her prestige among the nations of the world, opprobriously calling them "Canucks," when a few
he was repelled by so beastly a face and so unat~ and all the inhabitants of the land will become grossly ignorant Romanists of Montreal raise a riot.
The other matter to which I wish here to refer is
tractiv a personality. This being my opinion of the immoral and quarrelsome, and the goodness for
picture, I need hardly say that it is objectionable to which we are so famed will no longer exist. In those Mr. Remsburg's recent lectures here in Belleville.
me both in subject and in treatment. But when I evil days the devil will exercise so much power over A few days ago he gave a course of three in that city,
read the above editorial (which is one of many such the minds of men that they will no longer subscribe and I had the pleasure of hearing one of them, havwhich hav appeared within two weeks) I could not so handsomely to missionary societies, and the ing gone thirty miles for that purpose, and to meet
refrain from speculation upon what can and will be wretched heathen will hav no Bibles sent out to him, and make the acquaintance of Mr. Remsburg. I was
done in such a case: "Any person who shall in this and if this happens he will not know how he is sin- not disappointed. Mr. Remsburg, in quiet mien,
city exhibit, sell, or offer to sell an indecent or lewd ning against God by going naked, and therefore will gave an excellent address on "Sabbath-Breaking,"
book, picture, or other thing, shall be deemed guilty not be willing to exchange the products of his coun- which was well received by a very superior looking
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof be try for heavily-sized calicoes and old guns; conse- audience of about two hundred, including a number
:fined not less than ten, nor more than three hun- quently our trade will rapidly decrease, and we shall of ladies. Although the clergy bad been invited,
hav to resort to eating one another to keep from none appeared, and there was no opposition. After
dred, dollars."
the lecture, I enjoyed an hour's chat with the lecturer
Now, this one picture is the only one of the four dying of starvation.
This is a very horrible prospect, and ought to de- and some of the Belleville friends, whose acquaintance
that is either indecent or lewd, and it is a faithful
copy of a Bible story. It is simply an illustration for ter the sons of Belial from interfering with the I was glad to make. 'fhe Belleville Freethinkers are
the pages of a book which is sold daily without legal Lord's anointed. Unfortunately for the unanimity of doing nobly. They deserve the highest praise for
inferference under the above ordinance, and whose the church parby, one rector, the Rev. Thos. Norton, their vigorous propagandist efforts of late under
sale this sams editor aids and encourages in many of Wycbling, has declared his adhesion to the pro- difficulties. They include in their numbers edu~
ways. Now, the ordinance says "book or picture," posed plan, and ~iva it as his opinion that there cated and substantial men-the professions of law
making no exception in favor of the printed as ought to be no difference between the church estab- and medicin being well represented-but only a few,
against the painted indecency. Why, then, should lished and other denominations. lie says: "If you I understand, are openly avowed, activ workers.
the one stir our editor into a bitter and untruthful can't stand on your own base, you hav no right to "Sleeping partner<!" are, however, often very useful
attack, while to the other he lends his aid and sup- stand at all. As to extraordinary tithes, I would and valuable members of a coterie, because of their
port ? I say untruthful attack, because, added to the abolish them as a rank, downright robbery." Such needed sympathy and tangible assistance. Dr. Ab!act that the other pictures are unobjectionable, the outspoken language is somewhat remarkable in a bott, one of the leading physicians of the city, occueditor states that the " exhibition has been discon- in a church clergyman, and such a mania far too good pied the chair during the lecture. The doctor is a
thorough-going Agnostic, and lends valuable assisttinued," which is simply a gratuitoul:l untruth, de- to be trammeled by any creed.
At his diocesan conference, recently held, the ance to the cause. The Messrs. Templeton brothers,
signed to prevent people from going to see them,
and hence is a direct effort to "injure a man in his bishop of Oxford attacked the Liberation Society, F. Asselstine, and Mr. Landsberg, with a few others,
property," which I believe is a punishable offense by repeating the usual ridiculous arguments. that hav I believe, are also activ and energetic workers. I
law. For some centuries painters were encouraged, seeit so much service, and convinced so few people. would like to mention the names of other Belleville
indeed, forced, by just such fanatics, to take biblical Of course, he maintains that disestablishment means Agnostics--cultured and venerable gentlemen, who
topics wholly in which to labor at their art. Can they plunder pure and simple, quite ignoring the manner grasped me warmly by the hand-but I do not feel
be blamed now for so doing? If this story is put in in which the Protestant church robbed the Roman quite at liberty to do so.
Mr. Joseph Templeton writes me since .the lectures
the hands of every child in the land as glorification Catholics of their churches and lands. However it
of one of the " holy men" by direct will or inspiration may be in other branches of the profession, the re- that this course is likely to prove unusually fruitful,
of God; if they are taught to believe that the Al- ligious thief is always remarkably tenacious of the as, besides the excellence of the lectures themselvs,
mighty did not scorn to record the story and assure property he has stolen, and erie~ out lustily of the "hundreds of tracte, papers, and p~mphlets were disand some will surely fall in good soil." It
its universal diffusion for all time, should they be great wrong done him if anyone suggests that res- tributed,
is iDtended, I believe, to hav more lectures from
taught at the same time, and by the same men, that toration should be made to the rightful owners.
I gather from a perusal of the Church Times that Mr. Remsburg in Canada during the winter, ann this,
. it is a topic either unworthy of, or too unclean for,
the
church congress at Portsmouth last week was a in connection with what we get from lH<'BBrs. Watts
the brush of a painter? Should an ordinary artist
and Putnam, and occasionally from Mr. Underwood,
be above the work of the deity? Ii Joseph's great fair success from a monetary point of view, as the ought smely to keep the car of progress moving.
average
number
of
tickets
appear
to
hav
beeB
sold,
virtue called forth the admiration of an all-wise God
Although I hav not been in a position of late years
to such a degree as to insure an inspired record to but that the rubbish talked there has made the to do much activ work in the good cause, it still has
slightest
impression
on
the
country
I
hav
failed
to
be left in the only volume vouchsafed to the ignorant
my love and earnest solicitude, and all true workers
sons of man by a tender father, eager for them to learn. Certainly no one's mind could possibly be hav my hearty sympathy.
ALLEN PmNGLE.
know the best and most important facts in regard to improved by anything said. Attac~s were made on
Selby, Lennox Co., Ont., Oct. 14, 1885.
other
sects,
and
grief
was
expressed
that
it
was
get~
himself, and their own welfare and future happiness,
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Christian Charity.

,..

The Christian church, and especially the Romish
branch of it, makes loud claims to support because
of its charities. The church, say_ the advocates of
Christianity, does an immense amount of good by
caring for the orphans, the poor, and the sick. In
some places good institutions are maintained by
sects. This, however, is where there is competition,
and where the people are informed as to their workings. In places where the Roman Oatholic .church
has full sway, her institutions are not by any means
havens of rest; The small-pox epidemic in Montreal
has brought one more case to light. The old Oivic
Hospital, now St. Roch's, is run by the " Sisters of
the Gray Nuns." Recent revelations show a horrible state of affairs in this hospital. With a hundred and eighty patients confined in it, there were
only six nurses and two "women servants to care for
them. The sufferings of the patients were intense.
A great many suffered from cold, and when one man
attendant was applied to for additional bed-covering
for the patients, he brought up a few ragged blankets, saying, as he distributed them, that the nuns
were not to know of it, or they " would raise hell with
him." Some idea of the cruelty of confining patients in this Romish hospital may be gained from
the following, written to the Sun, of this city, by its
Montreal correspondent:

the trustees of the museums on the subject of keeping
the doors open Sunday. He proposed from 2 to 4
in the afternoon in summer, and from 1:30 to 5:30 in
winter. The trustees had paid no attention to hi~
letter. Commissioner Orimmins said he had personally promised to bear the expense of keeping the _
doors open Sunday from last May to this January,
but the trustees neglected to entertain his offer
Further consideration of the matter was deferred
till the trustees of the museum should be heard.
We hope Mayor Grace will adhere to his determination not to giv the two institutions named a
penny unless their doors are opened on Sundays.
Last May the park commissioners passed a resolution. to open these buildings on Sundays, but the
trustees paid no attention to the order. Their objections were all mst, but they were too bigoted to
comply, and it seems as if .the only way to compel
them to accommodate the people will be Mayor
"To THE EDITOB ol!' THE SUN, Sir: Is there any non-secta- Grace's plan of refusing to support the institutions
rian home for aged ladies who are without means, except the until they do.

as bad as bad can be, and the city authorities are
severely blamed for allowing sufferers from smallpox to be taken there. Their excuse for sending
them to the place was that all the other hospitals
were full and patients could not be allowed to die in
the street.
If any argument were needed to show how infifinitly better it is for the state to care for its own
sick and poor than to farm them out to ecclesiastical
societies, St. Roch's hospital at Montreal would furnish it.
But if the Oanadian sectarian hospitals are worse
than worthless, the Ohristian institutions of this
country are no better. There is a Oatholic hospital
in Brooklyn, N. Y., with some of the operations of
which we hav been made acquainted, and propose to
ventilate. The New York Sun recently printed the
following letter, showing the practical uselessness of
Protestant institutions:

almshouse?
"Yesterday I met an aged lady, who, by force of circumstances, is deprived of her home. She was advised to go to
the 'Home of the Friendless,' which she did. Upon being
asked how much money she had, and replying 'none,' she
was politely told that the Island was the place for her.
Wearily she plodded on, muttering between her sobs, 'Not
there-not there-anywhere but there.' In talking with the
writer later she said: ' Surely this place they sent me to is
misnamed; for why is it that a 'Home for the Friendless'
(heaven knows I am friendless enough) is open only to those
who hav either friends or money?' I could not reply.
"This lady of whom I speak has lived in a:ffiuence, has had
the advantages of education, is refined and gentle. She has
lived a long and useful life, benefiting many during the journey. Must women like this be subjected to a life 'on the
Island,' where their forced association with depraved people
would cause a shock that must incense all their womanhood?
"A SUBscBmEB."

The Petition.

The petition for the more eomplete secularization
of Nsw York state, which we are printing each week·
on the last page, should not be lost sight of in the
heat of politicS, now happily over for a while. The
petitions should be circulated vigorously for the next
two months, and then sent to this office. The legislature convenes in January, and it is proposed to
present the petition whenever the Freedom of Worship bill comes up. Our cause will also be represented in the discussion of the matter by some one of
the distinguished Freethinkers of the state.
If any of our subscribers know of any Freethinken
who hav been elected to the assembly or to the senate, we wish they would send us the names and adTo this the Sun, after making investigation, was dresses, so that we may find out how much support
forced to reply that there was " no hope but the may be expected from them.
poorhouse." There is in this city an" Association
for Improving the Oondition of the Poor." When
Thinkers and Dreamers.
the secretary was applied to in this case he said:
There is a letter in the Spectator from the widow of
"If she has no church connections or private friends she
cannot get into any of the institutions, but becomes a charge
on the city. The various institutions require good references,
and generally a small amount of money, such as $100 in advance. We should be glad to help her in any way, but we
hav any number of cases of the same sort."

an entomologist, asking its editor if he knows "anyone who is in want of a collection of beetles, or would
purchase a handsome assortment of dried spiders."
The Spectator replies that it cannot find a purchaser,
and suggests tl,tat the widow will not be satisfied with
All of these institutions receive aid from the state the returns they produce. It is different now; to
"The cries of the patients for a drink of watjlr were often amounting in exemptions and donations to many naturalists even spiders and beetles hav a marketable
heart-rending. They were frequently met by the response, thousands of dollars. But when the state has a poor value.. The bible of nature is studied more than any
• Shut up, you,' from the convalescent patients who were in person to support it must do it entirely apart from
bible of man's production. It ought to be, for it is
attendance. The odor of the place was almost unendl'lrable,
the
institutions
it
has
already
endowed.
Oommon
not filled with lies.
and very little was done to deodorize or disinfect the rooms.
It is difficult to overrate the world's indebtedness
"A Miss Norris begged for something to relieve a choking justice would seem to demand that if these church
sensation by which she was oppressed. The doctor, after " homes" and "asylums" are . exclusivly for church to" some of its dreamers and thinkers who are not
much entreaty, made his appearance, and by the application people, the church people should support them. But what is called "producers." It is impossible to comof suitable means gave her relief. This was about ten o'clock now the state helps the indigent Christian to liv in
pute the effect of the writings of some poets on the
at night, and nothing more was done for her. The next day
and
compels
its
own
poor
to
liv
in
genteel
poverty,
character of the peoples in certain localities. Though
she was removed to tlie black small-pox ward, and, without
any further attention, was allowed to die. After patients an institution which breaks down all self-respect, they sometimes only cultivate, they very frequently
were sent to the black small-pox ward no further attention and, is in most ways but little better than a peniten- plant their own ideas in the minds of the people with
was paid to them They were simply sent there to die. The tiary. If the state spent on its own poorhouse the whom they dwell, which sometimes ripen quickly, as
cries that came from that awful place were heart-rending.
money given to Ohristian "homes " the poor could in the cases of Voltaire and Byron, and sometimes
"In another case a woman whohad been a cook in the service of the Rev. Mr; Ward, a Church of England clergyman, be made comfortable. As it now is,- through the slowly, with a more steady development, as may be
died under most distressing circumstances. For hours pre- church steals, an unfortunate person of any refine- perceived in the effects of the writings of Shakspere
vious to her death, and as long as she could speak even in a ment would rather commit suicide than go to the and Oervantes.
whisper, she cried, ' For God's sake, giv me water.' The only state institution. About the biggest humbugs on
The most trifling causes, also, are sometimes proattention given her was to tell her to shut up. She died in this earth are the church's "charitable" establishductiv of the grandest effects. Possibly the two
the night. A little while before her death, she writhed in her
agony and fell out of bed, when two men were called, who, ments. They are only sieves through which the most important events of the last century were the
lifting and throwing her into the bed, said, 'Now sit on her Danaides' daughters of politics turn money into votes. falling of an apple and the flying of a kite. The one,
and keep her down.' She died that night, and when dead a
being witnessed by the philosopher Isaac Newton,
Open the Museums.
sheet was placed on the floor and she was rolled upon it.
led to the discovery of the law of gravitation; and
Then they pinned up the sheet around her and dragged her
At a meeting of the Board of Estimate and Appordownstairs. The thumping of the body on the stairs could tionment of this city, held October 27th, Mayor Grace the other, in the hands of Benjamin Franklin, was
the forerunner of our knowledge of electricity, and
be heard in the ward.
came out strongly in favor of opening the p:ublic
"A young woman named Mrs. O'Connor, whose husband
the foundation of the telegraph.
died of small-pox in the hospital, was taken with the disease places of instruction on Sundays. When the proTo these might be added James Watt, who, though
herself, and sent to the hospital. She so far recovered as to posed appropriation of $30,000 for the maintenance
not
the inventor, was the great improver of the steam
be up, and made herself useful as a helper. She, however, of the American Museum of Natural History and the
became demented on account of her troubles, and then the Metropolitan Museum of Art was reached, M!h.yor engin. The rising and falling of the lid of a teakettle is said to be the base of the growth of his expriest was sent for, who failing to soothe her, the lady superior said that she should be put out into the woodshed, which Grace said:
traordinary genius. If the seeming trivialities above
"The law givs this board the right to make this appropiawas a proper place for one who was so ~foolish as to get into
tion; it is optional with us, but I am opposed to granting it mentioned had not occurred, the clock of the world
such a state.''
unless the trustees of the museums consent to open them on would be set back a thousand years. It is an honor
In addition to the shameful treatment of the pa- Sundays. They ought to be opened on Sundays, so that peo- to the present age that the speculations of men of
tients, there is to be added a neglect to provide ple occupied during the week could partake of their advan- science, and men of thought, are more readily acproper food. Breakfast in the hospital consisted of tages on Sunday. The trustees complain that an expeRse of cepted and applied than they were in the dark ages
tea and bread and butter. The supper was bread from $5,000 .to $7,000 would be incurred, but that can be obvi- of superstition and persecution, but still there are
ated by the suggestion that they be closed one week day. The
and butter and tea. The dinner was weak soup, trustees of these museums hold legacies whose provisions are bigots who vainly attempt to belittle the labors of
sometimes potatoes, and the meat that had been that they shall not be open Sundays. Well, if that is so, l~t our geologists and naturalists, because their discovcooked in t)le soup, and bread. The soup and meat them get along without an appropriation from the city. I eries cannot be reconciled with the teachings of
were often burnt, and the bread was brought in the propose to test this matter to the end. Museums of like char- priesthoods. No sane man, however, ought to lightly
naked hands of convalescents. The sanitary condi- acter are open on Sunday in Boston and in England, and condemn even the dreams of the theorists among us,
there is no reason why these shouldn't be here. The strictest
tions of the hospital, also, are of the poorest, and Sabbatarian ought not to object to the education of the people for, in so doing, he may be censuring some superlathe wards were kept in a filthy condition from the on Sunday."
tiv benefactor of our race, and the future glory
9vertlowin~ of the ~losets. Everything; in short, is President Beekman said that last May he addressed this period of the world's existence.
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Liberal Entertainments.
Cold weather having driven the Tent from the
field, C. B. Reynolds has a new missionary enterprise. It will be rem em be red by readers of THE
TBUTH SEEKER that the late D. M. ,Bennett, when on
his tour around the world, procured at great expense the most accurate and beautiful views of all
scenes of greatest interest, comprising several hundred. In London, England, he purchased a magnificent stereopticon, designing to illustrate the lectures
he proposed giving on his return to the United
States. He had about completed his arrangements
when his death occurred.
·
Mr. Reynolds has put the stereopticon in running
order, and proposes to lecture for Liberal Societies
and individuals who may desire his lilervices. The
stereopticon is one of the largest and best manufactured, and the beautiful paintings can be exhibited
in any sized hall by the aid of the new and improved
calcium illuminator. The views embrace all the celebrated places of the world. He can giv from one to
" dozen lectures in any place. The Holy Land is a
place specially rlwelt upon, and he can show it up in
a manner highly detrimental to its reputation. The
lectures will be Liberal, and will do good missionary
work, as Christians of all denominations can be induced to attend to see the beautiful pictures. Mr.
Reynolds will continue the distribution of Freethought books, paperf', and pamphlets, and make his
winter's work yield as good fruit as hill summer campaign with the Tent. Everyone who wants a splendid and inetructiv entertainment, as well as Liberal
lectures, should write at once, so that the route can
be laid out, and all arrangements as to terms and
dates made. It will be beet to hav several lectures
in a place, and afternoon ~atinees for the benefit of
the children and of ladies who may be unable to
attend in the evening. For terms and full particulars write at once to C. B. Reynolds, care of THE
TnuTH SEEKE.R office, 33 Clinton place, New York.

Editorial Notes.
WE hav just printed a new"and eiaborate catalog of the books
for sale at the TRUTH SEEKER office. It will be sent free to
any address upon application.
WILL" A Member of the League," from Boston, send his
name? .Not for publication, but for the editor's information,
as it is one of our invariable rules not to publish anonymous
communications.
W. H. McNIEL, of Little Elm, Texas, has begun the publication of the Polymathicallnvtstigat0r, a large eight-page paper
of Freethought tendencies, but with a decided leaning toward
the vagaries of A. Wilford Hall. Mr. McNiel prints at the
head of his editorial columns the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
WE would like to receive information as to time and place
of meeting of all Liberal organizations in the country; also
information as to all Liberal halls, when built, and other
matters of interest of that variety. Will secretaries please correspond with the editor of TnE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton
Place, New York?
GEORGE W. JuLIAN, old land reformer and Abolitionist, is
doing hard work against land robberR in New Mexico.-John
Swinton's Pape1·.
Mr. Julian is also a Freethinker of many years' standing.
He has been a pioneer in almost all the reforms of the past
half century. He doesn't hav to be dragged into them, either,
as the ministers do.
ST. GEORGE's church of this city has issued its annual year
book. We notice that Pastor Rainsford has omitted any allusion to his favorit church official, Sexton Pudney. The fact
is, Pudm•y was sentenced last summer to a term of twenty
years in state ptison for attempting to imitate the nobility of
London in the maiden tribute line. It would hav been appropriate for Mr. Rainsford at least to say, "We mourn our
loss."
.
THE Cleveland Plaindealer reports that since the Congress
of the League-Union in that city the membership of the local
Union has been largely augmented, over two hundred members being now enrolled. John M. Wilcox, ex-sheriff of Cleveland, is the president. Mr. Wilcox is an energetic and levelheaded young man, and under his vigorous presidency, with
the help of the untiring secretary, J. D. Mallonee, the Cleveland Union ought to prosper.
BEFORE the grand jury which investigated the Chinese massacre in Wyoming the Rev. Timothy Thirloway, a Congregational clergyman, swore that the Chinese set fire to their own
houses, which statement was given to the Associated Press
from Green River, fifteen miles to the west, where the sessions were held. Careful investigation by a newspaper correspondent not only proves the falsity of these assertions, but
develops the -~act tthat Mr. 'fhirloway was a coal digger
in the mines there for several years, and is a man of ignorance
and low character. At the time of the massacre he lived in a
"dug-out" or mud house in the high bank of Bitter Creek,
where are a large number of squalid, :filthy cabins, in which
some of the miners prefer to stay rather than liv in one of the
comfortable frame buildings, built by the railroad company
for their workmen, the rental being $8 per month. Thirloway
left there since the massacre, and has begun preaching at
Green River at a salary of $500 per year. On the day the
Chinamen were murdered he and his family were present, and

are beli~ved to ha v assisted in pillaging the Chinese houses,
Mrs. Thirloway having been seen to enter one of their cabins
and remove from it various articles before it was set on fire
testimony to which effect is in possessiqn of the railroad com~
pany.
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amended as to prevent the immigration of persons asserting
that their religion tea~hes and juRtifies the crime of polygamy,
as this would cut off the chief source of supply to the Mormon
church." We hav italicized e. couple of lines to call attention
to the fact that the commission seems to regard plural cohabitation as immoral when a marriage ceremony has been performed over the parties, but sees no immorality in it when not
so" hallowed." 'fhe commission probably arrived at this view
of the case after reading the scriptures.

THERE is a speck of humor in the order to the executors of
the estate of Thomas Gunning, of this city, who left some
t~ousands of dollars to be spent in masses for the repo~e of
his own soul, .his relativs' souls, and of all the other souls in
purgatory. Several of the heirs died previous to the death of
OuT of the many thousand gentlemen who find snug shelter
the testator, and on an accounting the treasurers were directEd beneath the government's fostering wing, says the &m, none
to pay about $9,000 into the state treasury under the statute enjoy the peace, prosperity, and general happiness in equal
for the benefit of heirs whose whereabouts are unknown.
measure with the twenty-one who are chaplains in the navy·
THE Board of Aldermen of this city adopted on October They toil not and seldom pray, but draw their salaries with
elegance and precision. These salaries ar~ large, or would be
20th the following resolution:
"Reso_ived, T?at periD:is~ion ~e and the same is hereby given for an ununiformed worldling. For the first five years of serto the Pms Society of MissiOnanes to construct a vault in front vice each chaplain culls $2,500 per year and his rations, if at
of the Church of Mount Carmel on the north side of One sea, from a benevolent national treasury, $2,000 if on shore
Hundred and Fifteenth street, between First and Pleasant duty, and $1,600 if on waiting orders, the last nameil being a
avenu~s, withuut payment of the usual fee, the work to be done condition of complete inertia. Ever after the five years menat the1r own expense, under the direction of the Commissioner
of Public Works; such permission to continue only during the tioned the remuneration is $300 more, in all stages of service.
Rations consist in the main of hardtack and pork, with a
pleasure of the Common Council."
The mayor approved the resolution October 26th. We smack of sugar and coffee thrown in, and can be traded off for
should like to know what difference there is between remit- canned chicken or anything palatable to wardroom appetites.
ting the fees for a building permit and voting the Pius Society With the exception of giving the ship schoolmaster an occasional lift in his duty of driving simple educational facts
of Missionaries an equal amount of money.
through saliiie skulls, the chaplain does nothing. He holds
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND has issued his Thanksgiving Proclano services, except now and then at a stray funeral. The only
mation. Its piety is unsurpassed. Thursday, Nov. 26th, is
Sunday features of a man-of-war are extm clean decks and
the day. Mr. Cleveland argues that we should thank God for
officers in full dress uniforms, including buttons. The chapthe following favors, to wit:
luin wears just as many buttons as any of them, but he does no
"For all that h~ has done f_or us in ~he year that has passed;
for our preservatiOn as a umted nation and for our deliver- preaching. Except fm· a provision in the naval regulations it
ance fro~ the shock and danger of political convulsion; for would be hard to tell why nuy ships carry a chaplain. This
the blessmgs of peace and for our safety and quiet while wars says they must, and they do. .There is no dodging naval rules
and rumors of wars hav agitated and afilicted other nations of with salaries attached to them. No chaplain on shipboard
the earth; for our security against the scourge of pestilence wearies himself with stirring up religious sentiment among
which in other lands has claimed its dead by thousands and
filled the streets with mourners; for plenteous crops which the men, or worries about their tarry souls. Not every ship
reward the labor of the husbandman and increase our nation's carries a chaplain. Only flag ships are thus adorned. Chapwealth; and for the contentment throughout our borders lains are too expensiv. The plain leaky cruisers cannot poswhich follows in the train of prosperity and abundance."
sess them. Four flagships thus ornamented. are the •rennes·
That is to say, we are to thank God because things are no see, North Atlantic squadron; Pensacola, European squadron;
worse than they are, and if things were worse than they are it Trenton, Asiatic squadron, nnd Hartford, Pacific squadron.
would be our duty to thank God all the same. As for us and The Nipsic, both fleet and fi,lg ship, cruising alone on tho
our house, we hav received no favors except such as hav come South Atlantic station from Hio to c.,pe Horn, gets along withfrom friends on this earth. Therefore we hav to say to Mr. out a parson. Each of the three training ships, Minnesota,
Cleveland's God, "Thank you for nothing."
New Hampshire, and Jamestown, carries a chaplain, and one is
WHEN Colonel Ingersoll lectured in Rochester, N. H., this attacheil to each working navy yard to look Ol,lt for the spiritfall, his lecture was attended by Mr. George G. Berry, the ual welfare of tars newly g11thered in on the receiving ships.
Freethought editor of the Antimonopolist. Mr. Berry was a The rest of the twenty-one nre on special duty or waiting •
hopeless invalid, having to be carried in and out of the hall. orders Not a few of the nhore chaplains are p1·osperously
In the report of the lecture in his paper he said it was the last quartered on denominational parisheR, thus securing pleasing
lecture he ever expected to hear, and he was "content to wind additionR to their several incomes. Those stationed at navy
up with Ingersoll." Mr. Perry's words were true. His death yards make the uwst show of professional usefulness. Local
occurred on Sunday, October 25th. In the obituary published churches or miA~ions usually afford services of some sort on
in his paper the writer says: ".Religiously, he believed almost the receiving ships in which the chaplain co-operates. But alidentically with Ingersoll, and never changed his views to the together the lot of a chaplain is a most happy one, anil that of
last. If there is a hereafter, he thought we should be prepared chaplains at sea especially so. Without irksome labor of
to enter the kingdom by leading a good life here. He never any sort or any responsibility, he can join the captain of
disputed there was not, but maintained that he knew nothing marines, anoth~r flagsllip luxury, in a perennial siesta on the
about it. Still, he•thought he knew as much as anyone. In wardroom sofas.
these views he was sincere, and his last evening away from
home was spent listening to Colonel Ingersoll's lecture on
Lectures and I+leetings.
'Myth and Miracle.' All in all, he was an honest, self-made
CHA.r.LEB WATTS will lecture in the Opera House at Massilman. In the latter part of his sicknese he appeared happy, Ion, Ohio, November 18th. and 19th Subjects: "Secularism:
and realizing full well that he could not recover, seemed Destructiv and Constructiv;" and" Unbelief: What Is It, and
ready to go. All was done that kind hearts could do, but dis- What Has It Done for the World?"
ease had done its work and he was called to pass down into
MR. D. A. BLODGETT, of Grand Rapius, Mich., has instituted
the silent chambers of the dead.''
a course of free Liberal )('ctures. Mrs. Krektol and J. K
IN these days of labor tttiubles, when t:>ocialism, Anazchy, Remsburg hav lectured to large audiences during the course,
Communism, etc., are being explained and advocated from in- and Mr. Charles Watts is to visit Grand Hapids soon.
numerable rostrums, it is Inevitable that books upon political
W. F. JAMIESON, the Libtral lecturer, delivered a series of
reform should rapidly multiply. A few wee'ks ago the Truth five lectures in this town, commencing lar;t Friday und mdiug
Seeker Company published one upon'' Rational Communism," Monday evening. His ltclurts were all well attended, thr(e
as able a work, perhaps, as has appeared upon that side of the drawing full houses. However his views on the sul>jects he
question. This week we announce another reform work. treats of may differ from those of others, he is surely 1.o be
"Social Wealth: The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in its Ac- commended for the candid and, at the same timo, inoffensiv
quirement and Apportionment," is by J. K. Ingalls, one of the manner in which he puts them before, his audience and the
land reformers who obtained the passage of the National willingness he ~hows to anHwer any questiens which any of
Homestead law. Naturally, Mr. Ingalls pays considerable at- his hearers may choose to put to him. His style of addreBs is
tention to the land question, and argues from the standpoint neither belligerent nor cringing, and the evident care he lakes
of a land reformer. He also givs a brief review of the origin to hurt the feelings of no individuals excepting the ilead and
and growth of economic schools of thought, considers the rise gone members of the comruittees on racks and thumb-&crewe,
and growth of what he calls "capital~m," how it obtains un- who flourished in the palmy days of the SpaniBh Inquisition,
earned increase-such as profit, intereo;t, rent; defines the activ is worthy of imitation.-RFpulilican Pilot, May.~ ville, Mo. Mr.
and passiv factors in production, and suggests reforms by Jamieson is spealdng every uight in Stewartsville, Bethany,
which the people may, in his opinion, consume a great deal and other towns in Missouri. He is announced for several
more of what they earn than they now do. Later on we shall lectures in Leon, Iowa, and will pro baLly lecture in Brownsnotice the work more fully, but call atLention to it now that ville, Mo., about the middle of November. He had full houses
those interested in economical speculations may know where at Maysville. For lectures address at Moysville, l'lio.
to obtain a very able and interesting volume. Price, $1.
G. W. KATES, secretary of the Southern Association of
~E Utah commission has made its annual report to the Spiritualists, Atlanta, Ga., sends us tho following appeal:
government. The commission reports that in two years "At the annual meeting of the Southern Association of Spireighty·three indictments hav been found for polygamy and itualists, held August 29th, 18~5, they resolved to celebrate the
unlawful cohabitation; there hav been twenty-three convic- thirty-eighth anniversary of Modern Spiritualism by a grand
tiona and forty-three cases are now awaiting trial. The com- reunion at Louisville, Ky., to commence March 28th, and conmission renews all of the recommendations contained in Senate tinue eight days. The local society at Louisville are making
bill 1,283 (which failed of passage in the House of Represent- generous preparation.s, having rented Liederkranz llu.ll, securativs during the last session), and submits these additional rec- ing hotel rates, preparing a choir, and engaging free enlertainommendations: "That the term of imprisonment for unlawful ment for speaker!! and mediums, etc. It is necessary that our
cohabitation be extended to at least two years for the first and Association shall make this meeting a great success. We need
throe years for the second offense. That all persons be ex- money to secure the necessary medi!llns and speakers. In
eluded by law from making a location or settlement upon any order to be able to do so, this appeal to your assistance is
part of the lands of the United States who shall refuse on de- made. Please forward your names as members and the aJJnUHl
mand to take an oath before the proper officer of the Land dues of one dollar, and also send whatever extra donation you
Office that he (if- a man) does not cohabit with more than one can. Secure new members to the Association and collect the
woman in the marriage relation, and will support the laws of the annual fee of one dollar from each. Do not deluy, for the
United States; or (if a woman) that she does not cohabit with necessary funds are needed at once, in order to perfect ena m~n having 7n' re th'ln one liuing and undivorced wife. That. gagements. The attendance of all friends is earnestly hoped
the laws with reference to the immigration of Chinese and the tor. Please notify us of the number of persons we may eximportation of contract laborers, paupers, and criminals be ao pect from your locality."
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jects given by the audience, she improvised a poem of great
truth and beauty, weaving in ali the subjects in perfect harmony. Here is a fact for the students of the mind, and its
occult powers, to ponder.. She lectured next·morning on our
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., Oct. 5, 285.
camp·ground, but was forced to leave at noon to meet engageMR. EDITOR: I see in your last that L. Joy wants a few
ments in Cincinnati. That was our great calamity-leaving us
words with C. L. James, which is certainly fair enough, if C.
without a speaker till Remsburg's arrival at 4 P.M. In the
L. James can hav half the words. I do not imagin that I exmeantime, hundreds drove to the grounds, and, seeing nothploded the fiction of the social compact, but supposed it was
ing going on, turned homeward av.d spread the news to the
pretty well exploded by Thomas Carlyle and Herbert Spencer,
distant corners of the county that our camp-meeting was a
to whose works I refer Mr. Joy for that part of the matter.
failure. However, it proved finally a great success.
In his allusion to the Fuegeans, Mr. Joy commits what logiRems_burg lectured to a crowded court·house on SatuJday
cians call a non dislributio medii. The Fnegeans hav neither
night-subject, "Sabbath-Breaking;" and in the grove, next
laws, nor offices, nor priests, he says; neither hav they
day, he held nearly a thousand people almost breathless with
whisky, nor draw-poker, nor street-walking, nor Anthony
attention, while he discoursed on "Bible Morals " in the foreComstock, nor the Salvation Army. Why should the good
noon, and in the afternoon on "False Claims." The crowd
parts of civilization be laid to government rather than to these
might hav been three times as great had it not been for our
other improvements? Mr. Joy says that they are impossible
panic on the previous afternoon.
The church-bells kept up their doleful ringing, Sunday, all
without giving up some of our personal freedom, but I defy
him to prove it. I maintain, on the contrary, that every reday long; but it was "no go "-except to hear Remsburg.
corded "improvement in the people" was preceded by an
Some say Remsburg ought to be burnt, others, that he
AN OPEN LETTER TO C. WATTS.
"improvement in the government," and that every such imought to hav been "fired out." One dark-visuged fellow told
An:&IAN, MicH., Oct. 20, E.M. 285.
provement consisted in having less government than before.
Srn: AR I was a little late in getting into the Liberal Congress me that if he thought the Bible told him to kill me he would
To illustrate: Among the lowest savages every woman is the at Cleveland, Ohio, I did not hear the first of your remarks, do it. Then I quoted to him Deut. xiii, 6-9, which commands,
slave of every man. There is clearly less government when but in reading them in THE TRuTH SEEKER I notice you fetch in regard to the worshipers of any other than the Jewish God,
marriage makes each woman the slave of only one man. And the name of B. F. Underwood forward with those of D. M. that "Thou shalt not consent unto him; neither shall thine
a sensible improvement in the people follows, which goes fur- Bennett and Horace Seaver as leading Liberal workers. Now, eye pity him; neither shalt thou spare, neither shalt thou con.
ther when divorce laws mitigate the slavery. Better still it is true that B. F. Underwood had done some good works for ceal him, but thou shalt surely-kill him." However, he did
would it be if the woman were neither subject to all men (rule the Liberal cause, and I had been one to_ help to circulate his not kill me; hence, I infer that he doubts his Bible, after all.
Remsburg has made a deep impression here on the minds of
of the majority), nor to one man (rule of the minority), but to literature, but when he hitched himself on with Abbot, Ellis,
no rule at all except that of her own judgment and con- Bundy, and Comstock, in order, as they said, to crush Mr. our orthodox people. The cruel words of their own holy book,
science. The assertions that savages hav no government and Bennett and his paper; called him a culprit, an old sinner, etc.; and the bloody deeds of their own Christian church, must
religion are only in a measure true. They hav nothing denounced his paper as indecent and obscene, and its patrons continue to haunt their consciences, calling in vain for an
amounting to a system either of law or belief, but they are as the rag-tag and bob-tail of Liberills; and finally, after they, answer, and refusing to down at their bidding.
The "pillars of priestcraft !''-whue are they? Tottering
slavishly subject to those they consider their superiors (which with the help of Judge Benedict, got their victim into the
is the essence of government) and to the dread of an unknown Christian J3astile, then for them to go and buy up some old before the heavy artillery of Remsburg·., logic and fact. The
evil (which is the essence of religion). Civilized men .are private and foolish letters that Mr. Bennett had written in a pagan Sabbath, the barbarous Bible, and the cruel church are
much less so. I am happy, however, to agree with Mr. Joy playful way, and hav them published while they had him shut yielding to the assault; and brutal priestcraft soon must find·
in one thing-viz., that "many social usages are more trouble- up in prison-this, with much more that can be seen by turn- a lonely grave beneath the shattered fragments of those desome, humiliating, and unjust than our laws." I don't be- ing to THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 15, 1880, is something that molished towers.
With a positiv magnetic power, Remsburg conveys his
lieve I want to be a Ghengis Khan. I know I am as much Mr. Underwood must be mentally able to condemn before he
opposed to Mrs Grundy's tyranny as Uncle Sam's, and, in can be recognized as of us and with U!!. Therefore, Friend calmly uttered truths direct to the orthodox center of conconclusion, say with Byron:
Watts, I hope that Mr. Underwood's name may not again be sciousness, and fixes them there in their memory, where they
mentioned in our Congress as of us until he is ready by word must ever knock on the doors of their conscience, demanding
" I'd hav manki.nd be free,
As ::nuch from mobs as kings-from you as me."
or act to make it manifest that he is a wiser and better man that cruel superstition abdicate her bloody throne, and Unic. L. JAMES. than when he set himself in hostil array against Mr. Bennett versal Mental Liberty henceforth bless mankind.
After hearing him once, some dare not come again, but even
and the Liberal League as he did.
S. D. MooRE.
LoNGSTREET, GA., Oct. 25, 285.
these can never wholly recover from the fatal thrusts of his
MR. EDITOR: I hav one word to say in reference to our grand
pitiless lance.
ST. JoHNs, ILL., Oct. 21, 285.
• and noble champion of Freethought, Col. R. G. Ingersoll.
MR. EDITOR: Just received the pamphlets all right; very · On Sunday evening, during the delivery of his beautiful and
I cannot think it needful or exactly consistent for him to grateful for your kindness and promptitude. Inclosed you poetic eulogy on the patriot and hero, 'rhomas Paine, I almost
use the word "believe " as applying to himself. as "what his will find stamps in payment for the pamphlet, " Sunday not pitied the faithful devotees of th'S Christian mythology, while
senses certify is true, after cross-examination by his reason," the Sabbath," which I owed for. I hav just received a good this subtle orator coolly prepared a grave, and buried, right
is truth and knowledge to him, and not a matter of belief at letter from W. S. Bell, congratulating me for my letter of before their eyes, all their long-cherished idols, their creeds,
all, and cannot be. Why, then. or how, can he use the word recent date in THE TRUTH SEEKER, in my endeavor to impress their Bibles, and even their God. At this point in his lecture,
" believe " in that relation ? Why not use the word "think" on the minds of Liberals the importance of harmony among it seemed as if the dead God lay before their eyes, and they
Materialists, Spiritualists, and Agnostics. This we must do- powerless to rescue, restore, or save. But why should they
instead?
T. N. MAsoN.
agree to disagree, from the fact that we are differently consti- mourn for this tyrant Bible-God, who is, in fact, but an imagJAcKsON, MICH., Oct. 27, 1885.
tuted. We should combine to make battle with the common inary terror, born of the cruel, barbarous past?
MR. EDITOR: We delivered the funeral address of Mrs. enemy superstition, the bane of civilized society and good
However angry this Jewish God may hav been with us on
Rachael Elmer, of Arland, Mich., who died October 21st, in morals. Our liberties here and now are of more importance, account of our temerity in holding an Infidel meeting on his
the eighty.first year of her age. Both Mr. and Mrs. Elmer to my way, of thinking, than all the theories and speculations supposed holy day, yet the God of Nature smiled on us most
are life-long Liberals and Freethinkers. She leaves five chil- of previous or future existence; for as sure as the Christian benignantly. Him only we adore! It was a glorious day.
dren and has buried five. Those remaining are earnest Lib· element gets control of this government, our present existence
Remsburg was entertained, during his stay, in royal style, at
erals. They met D. M. Bennett at Jackson on his tour around will be anything but pleasant. Myself and wife aim to start the palatial mansion of our rich banker, Smith Grimes, as was
"the world. In their home are THE TRUTH SEEKER and many on our trip to Arkansas and Missouri to.morrow. We will also C. Fannie Allyn. On the evening of his arrival, RemsLiberal works, especially those of our hero, Bennett. We try to make these pamphlets and the noble old TRUTH SEEKER burg was serenaded by our brass band.
heard nothing but the highest praise of these pioneers of Lib- which I swear by instead of a God do good service on my
As one result of our meeting, we hav organized the A.dams
eral ideas. Such noble, earnest, and honest Freethinkers journey. I am taking a good supply of Liberal books and County Secular Society, with a substantial membership, and
compel the church to respect them and their exalted princi- papers.
Fraternall:,
WM. A. 'fHOMPSON.
our next work seems to be the raising of a fund for the purples. Mrs. McCart.her, of Ch~trlotte, Mrs. Atwood, of Eaton
chase of a Freethought library.
NEw ERA, MicH., Oct. 16, 285.
Rapids, and Mrs. Hayn.eR, of Leslie, as well as the two sons,
We hope to hav C. Fannie Allyn make a lecturing tour
illustrate the benip.n influence of their parents' Liberal inMR. EDITOR: Please giv credit for the inclosed money on through our county some time during the winter, and early
structions. Mrs. Haynes you will recognize as· you!' corre- my TRUTH SEEKER account. Havn't any advice to giv in ra- neX:t;\ fall we should hav a monster camp-meeting, surpassing
spondent. May they and their aged father, who is in the gard to the conduct of the paper. Wouldn't if I could. this one by far. In the meantime, every genuin reformer
eighty-second year of his age, liv long to demonstrate to the Bad plan this borrowing other people's troubles. The elev- should subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is worse than
world the exalted pre-eminence of Liberalism over Christian- enth commandment is the best I ever heard of, and the going to war without weapons, to seek to battle with superstiism.
Fraternally,
J. W. KENYON.
Gods never had anything to do with the making of it.
tion without a Freethought journal. Inspire your manhood
Has it ever struck you what asses mankind generally made and womanhood by extensiv reading of our Freethought literANDERSON, IND., Oct. 18, 1885.
of themselvs by reaching after the imaginary, when there is so ature, and keep firm step to the music of reform. Truth is
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber to your valuable much reality in their environments? One world at a time, mighty, and must prevail.
J. F. BECK.
paper for two yeais. and would not be without it for twice the one fact at a time, and that fact well attended to, alway!!
amount, as the general teaching in it suits my idea exactly. panned out well in my case, and I am :fifty years old, and more
OvERToN, GA., Oct. 18, 285.
There are a large number of outspoken Liberals here, but no than that in rough exwimentaJ. knowledge.
MR. EDITOR: Probably a short history of this neighborleader. I think that arrangements could be made for some
Just as long as you allow your subscribers to rap each
good speaker to lecture at AnderRon. Inclosed find $1.50 for other's knuckles, by giving both sides of every vital question, hood would prove interesting to some of your readers. First,
continuation of my paper, and $1.00 for" Interrogatories to just that length of time I desire to take THE TRUTH SEEKER. let me state that, as far as this district is known, it is known by
Jehovah," by D. M. Bennett; "Clergyman's Victims," by It is certainly the best mental alterativ and sudorific I hav the name of Sodom. Several years before the war, a minister,
who believed that the earth is fiat, was sent here to preach.
Mrs. J. E. Ball; "False Claims," by J. E. Remsburg; "Chris- ever found. Long life to you and your co-workers.
tianity a Reward for Crime."
If I were not so provokingly poor, wouldn't I soon hav Rey- A very respectable congregation gathered to hear each sermon.
Now, if some good speaker could be induced to giv a lecture nolds out here with his Tent, for of all the fallow fields that For a circle of half a mile on either side his voice could be
or series of lectures at Anderson I will take special time to in- were ever heard of, this is certainly the best filled with heard expounding the scripture. The people listened quietly
duce as many to attend as possible. Ingersoll would be the priestly ragweed, and the ewe lambs of the flock the best at- and respectfully-none sighed, none wept, and none shouted.
proper man, and if he will come we will get the Dixey Music tended to. Brother Blanchard was shepherd last year, and The minister was the only one who seemed to be excited.
Hall, and everybody would go and hear him.
he was last heard from in California, and Brother Blake the
He preached for two years, and during the whole time this
Respectfully yours,
w. M. JOHN. year before (the candidate for representativ on the Prohibi- same state of affairs. prevailed. At the end of this time,
tion ticket) was chased into Ohio and compelled to marry.
patience had ceased to be a virtue with him, so he delivered a
JOHN M. LOGAN, M.D.
farewell address to the people, which was something like this:
SoLDTEFs' HoME; Wis., Oct. 18, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, and credit me as far as it will
"I have preached here two years. When I preached to our
colored friends, the spirit of God came down among them and
go on my p~tper. It seems that I am doomed to pay in inWEsT UNioN, OHIO, Oct. 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Onr camp-meeting is over. Remsburg and C, moved them, but you, my white brethren, are as cold as a
stalments. Having no income, l can barely manage to keep
my paper up with what little I am able to do; but while I hav Fannie Allyn hav come and gone, and, like the intoxicated stone, and immovable as a stone. When I leave, I will shake
· one finger that can earn money I will hav THE TRUTH SEEKER. man who was doused with ice-water, the orthodox people hav the Sodom du~t off my feet, and never again return, for in two
How any mortal that ever saw it can do without it is a mys- been startled into thought, though they would crouch in ter- years I hav not converted a single member. I will go back
tery (I had almost said miracle) to me. Kelso's "Bible Ana- ror did they imagin such thought to be free. Slave-thought to Conference, and pray to God that I may never be sent here
lyzed" got here all right. Long liv Kelso! and long liv the they regard as their only safe refuge. Our meeting occupied again, and use my best influence to hav nobody sent here. I
gr.tnd army to which he belongs ! And if ever I become able two days-Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 17th and 18lh.
shall report the people as hell-bent and hell-bo~nd, and
to pay the initiation fees I will join the grand army, in order to
C. Fannie Allyn arrived Friday night, and leotured at the should be left to go their own way."
be knit closer to the society with the immortal Kelso. I RID Court House, filling the people with wonder. She delivered a
He departed, and through his influence nobody was sent
now between sixty and seventy years of age. I hav never discourse of great power, without premeditation, from subjects here.
given any attention to money-making, but hav given my youth proposed by the audience. Then, from some seven other subI will quote the below from an article written by a gentleman
and manhood to our country. Forty years ago the 4th of next
April I enlisted in the Mexican war; I also served in the late
war and many years beside, and yet hav received nothing from
the government except the ·humiliating benefits of the Soldiers' Home, which is oot an American institution, nor can it
ever be made such by force of legislation in America. Men
who hav been raised under monarchical or despotic forms of
government seem to enjoy it remarkably well, but the average
American who has been played out in the service of his
country would prefer to receive from the government what
it costs to keep him here; then he could paddle his own boat
and feel independent.
Nearly forty years hav elapsed since the Mexican war, and
twenty-eight state legislatures hav instructed their servants
in Congress to pass the Mexican pension bill, and yet,
through the influence of that old :J:Ioar of Massachusetts, our
bill has been defeated for ten auccessiv sessions of. Congress.
Excuse these dismal remarks, and let us prey for something
better.
Yours always,
NELSON HuNT.
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who remembers well what followed the departure of the
priests:
"For a series of years, running back some time before the
war, and closing some time after it, we were here in this district almost literally without law or gospel. We were not
dissatisfied. We had the glorious heavens above us, the green
earth beneath us, a majestic river on either side of us; between them. g~shing springs and purling brooks; on every
hand were ferL1l fields and golden harvests, luscious fruits and
flowers most rare; we had men than whom none were
more honorable or intelligent; women wise as Zobieday, and
as beautiful as the houris. With them we could "Bit down
under our own vine, and under our own fig-tree, and in our
own way send up our heartfelt thanks to him who ordered
the casting of our lot in a place even more to be desired than
'fabled Eden.' After the ravages of war had taken a large
portion of our property, the lawyers came down to get the
rest. They became thrifty. The preachers heard of the lawyer~' success, and thought they would come down and help
themselvs. So a parson of the Methodist persuasion came
down to preach for us in a grove every fifth Sunday. At the
end of the year, fi{teen dollars was offered him. He concluded
that if three men (the three that paid him) were taken out, the
fire of Sod om would fall and consume the balance of us; so he
pulled up his stakes and left us; other Methodist ministers
followed; All were received kindly-some parted with regretfully. A few years ago a school-house was built; it was used
as a preaching-place. Soon after its erection, a Baptist minister came down and preached to us at stated times. To verify
the adage that when it rains it. pours, the Methodists added
once a month to the fifth Sunday. A Methodist minister was
given a plantation on the terms that he would liv down here.
In surveying the land, he and his son stretched the chain to
make the acres as large as possible. Each denomination
gathered many wandering sheep into its fold . . The Baptists
organized a church, and with the aid of the Infidels built a
miserable shanty, which they called a church; they changed
their worship to this. This was the first church that the white
people had had in this neighborhood for thirty or forty years.
· "Alas! to both sides when pay-day came; money fell short,
and the preachers created such a howl as until then had not
been heard on earth since his Satanic majesty sparked our
mother Eve.· The Baptist was offered twenty-five cents by the
deacon who had collected it from the members. Instead of
accepting it, he threw it on the ground and accused the deacon of stea,ling the rest. The preacher also accused the deacon of stealing· money intrusted to him to buy windows for
the church. Great confusion prevailed, which resulted in the
departure of the Baptist minister. For about four years the
church was supported, each year a different pastor preaching.
Not another member joined-one by one all the old members
were turned out, some from violating the rules, and others by
request. The preachers were never paid, so the end of four
years found us pastorless. The church was willed to the
negroes who carry on a revival from May to September. The
Methodist minister in two years sold his plantation and departed in disgust.''
Now, many of the inhabitants are professed unbelievers.
Our serenity is not disturbed by the preaching we hav every
first Sunday, for our minister is a truly good man and sincere. He is welcomed by the people; he don't ask for one
single cent. He does not get one single member when he
opens the doors of the church. He believes it is his duty to
come down and preach to the priest-forsaken sinners.
Sodom is in the lower part of Elbert county, situated between Savannah river and Broad. The fall of Anthony Shoals,
Broad river, is said to be twice greater than the fall at Lowell,
Massachusetts, yet there are no manufactories run by it.

D. B.
LABOR ADVOCATE OFFICE, WABASH, INDIANA. }
Oct. 20, E.M. 285.
MR. EDITOR: On account of the insufficient suppca-t tendered me by the wage-workers of Wabash, and their malignant
opposition, I hav determined to run a radical Freethought
paper from now on, and that the paper may be more effectiv
for good I wish to ·remove to some small town where I, with
my limited means, will not hav tcr compete with other offices,
and a town where there are Freethinkers so I may hav what
support they can giv me. Any Freethinker who would desire
a paper printed in his town, devoted to radical Freethought
(and remember, before you write, that I am no policy man
and will not by the slightest act recognize a God, Christ, or the
Bible, and govern yourselvs accordingly-! do not wish to
locate in· a town where this would be required of me even
tacitly), write me as below and if arrangements satisfactory to
both parties can be made, I will plant an office in your midst
that will strike square from the shoulder in the work of de·
stroying superstition and bigotry.
Respectfully,
ARTHUR C. EvERETT,
Lock Box 171, Wabash, Indiana.
l'ROSPECT HILL F .A.BM,
t
SussEX Co., N. J., Oct. 8, 1885. f
MR. EDITOR: I hav read your paper for about one and a half
years, and I must say that on the whole I like it very well; but
I am sorry to see some of the contributors of your paper exercise such a bigoted disposition as they do. I hav always thought
that molasses would catch more flies than vinegar. I hav been
a Freethinker (or what is termed an Infidel) for years; in fact,
always, as my father was before me. Now, if I should say to
my wife, "Don't go to church," or refuse to see that she had
a good horse and wagon to take her there, or refused to let my
children go to Sunday-school, I would certainly despise myself. You teach that it is proper for everyone on this planet
to get the most happiness out of this life, and to make those
around them happy. Now, do you think their families will
love and respect them if they are tyrants?
The idea that the Bible is not a fit book for children to read
at home is all bosh. If it is not, then Shakspere is equally
unfit. It is jast as Robert G. lnJersoll says-" If you want to

be a Christian, don't read the Bible; and if you want to be an
Infidel, read it." The only reason this country is skeptical is
that the people read more than they do in other countries that
are not skeptical.
One more word on another subject, and I am through for
the ~resent. There is a small class of lazy people that are
howling about having the wealth of the country divided up.
I want to say, right here, those people are always cowards and
always lazy. For it is self-evident that anyone that is not a
coward, and lazy, will hav ali abundance of this world's goods
for an honest and good living, unless he or she is a spendthrift. And there are many of that class; but they are not
howling for a division, for they are willing to work-and they
~now they can hav property, if they will be saving of their
time and money. I remain yours, with respect,
F. B. NoRTHRUP.
BosTON, Mass., Oct. 26, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: My inability to write much, owing to disability
of the r~flht hand, prevents me from making many attempts,
e~en though you were as liberal of space with me as you are
With some of those lunkheads that you allow to blow on their
superiors. But I would be much pleased to vent a little criticism on two or three of your favorit correspondents. First,
the one mentioned by our old and worthy friend, A. B. Bradford, who speaks of a worthy American citizen whose testi·
mony was thrown out of court as though he were a liar or
scoundrel for saying he neither believed nor disbelieved in a
God. Now, I should hav said, "I know there is a God,"which
would lead to asking how I knew there was a God. My answer
would be: "I learned long ago that there is not an effect with·
out a cause, hence it logically folio~ that there must be a
cause for every cause. I will hav no quarrel as to whether we
call_ it cause of all causes, or God, or Allah, or Jehovah, or
Chnshna, or natyah, or whatever yah you hav a mind to call it,
or leave belief forever out of the question, as all but fools will
do." Further, let me say to those mundane Material blowers
Elmina and old Doctor Winter, We cannot blame you on ac~
count of the strata of matter you occupy, away down in the
material plane of life. The mineral cannot perceive the vegetable, neither the vegetable the animal; no more can the human the higher plane of life until they hav attained to a condition where they can begin to perceive there is another strata
above them, which is as plain to many of us as it is to you that
you hav come up to where you now are through a law of evolution.
N. H. DILLINGRA.M.
SUNDAY·SCHOOL.
LaWRENCE, Mass., Oct. 26, 1885.
MB. EDITOR: At a Sunday-school Teachers' Institute recently
held here, one of the reverend sky-pilots said that he had derived much benefit in his preparation for the presentation
of his lessons from Mark Twain's book, "On the Mississippi.''
That is the last book I hav heard of being used as a commentary on the gospels; but as some of Mark's stories are about as
senseless as are those of his apostolic namesake, I doubt not
they can be made to coalesce therewith. I once had a Sundayschool superintendent recommend to me "Innocents Abroad"
as an authoritativ history of the Holy Land, which goes to
show how stupidity has absorbed burlesques on its beliefs as
proofs of its inanities. I know of no better book to show up
the heartlessness of Christianity and the contrasted wort hiness of unsophisticated humanity than Twain's "Phineas
Finn.''
JoHN P. GuiLD.
JILU\K TWAIN IN

Wa:rsONVILLE, CAL., Oct. 19, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I do not remember of ever seeing anything
in THE TRUTH SEEKER from this place, with the exception of
one occasion, the acknowledgement of the receipt. of $25
donated by self and oth..- friends for the defense of that
noble man and martyr, D. M. Bennett. But now I feel constra.med to write a few lines for which you may find a place
in "Letters from Friends."
I think I hav done as much for Freethought as any other
one individual in this township, which has brought down on
rue the curses of the pulpit, and the clerical declaration that
I am the biggest Infidel in the town, and that if there were a
few more men like me in town there would be no use for
churches, for I get more smt than they can get in.
I used to call myself a Materialist, and even then I used to
see and hear things which made me fear I was bordering on
insanity, and did not then believe in what is now called Spiritualism. But in company with some Spiritualists I made the
discovery I was what is called a meltum, and now am a much
despised medium and Spiritualist, and hav been the instrument of converting to Spiritualism some of the most pronounced Materiali~ts, and many church-members. And some
of these are subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and may see
this, so you can see I must stick close to the truth-so close
that there will be no room for caviling. And they can bear
witness that I hav been giving privatt~ seances, or sittings,
some ten or eleven years, and hav never charged or received
as much as a one cent piece for my trouble or time, which
might hav been used otherwise for my individual benefit. So
it cannot be said of me, as it has been so unjustly said of some
other mediums, "They are all frauds, and getting money
under false pretenses." There are some people, like T. Winter and "Sich," that are so superstitious that they are afraid
they may be called superstitious. It is the most cowardly
kind of superstition, and they will confess to it only indirectly, by calling themselvs "Scientific Materialist," "Champion Materialist," "Cremation Materialist." Bosh! The arrogance and self-importance of his opinions, his whole demeanor of dogmatism, his arrogant egotism, are hardly equaled
by those of Charles Guiteau, the assassin of President Garfield.
And, Guiteau-like, T. 1Winter and "Sich " c~<ll the other more
rational thinkers or truth finders and seekers, " maelstrom
spookites, aberrationists, cranks, insane, fanatical, blankminded," and "sich."
Where did T. Winter ever show that he ever had any scientific attainments, more than Guiteau, except perhap.sin no less
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than three letters in one issue of the Liberal of Nashville
with, perhaps, a postscript or two?
'
'
"T. Winter, Scientific Materialist," puts me in Il!ind of a
tramp who slept under a fence the night before a United
States census-taker asked him his nationality and so on and
to the qu~ry as to his business, answered he ~as a cnpita'list.
Just thmk of Prof~ssor Hare, Wm. Denton, and Gunning,
and hosts of others hke them, real scientists all Spiritualists
and Liberals, in contrast to that self-styled champion scientific Materialist, T. Wi:liter. There are here a few Liberal~ whom
I hav heard express themselvs, and they seem to be-and I
believe they are-as disgusted with T. Winter as some church
people are wit~ Charles Guiteau. T. Winter is doing more to
create bad feeling between Liberal Spiritualists and Materialists than an army of Jesuits.
I hav heard more than one say: "It is hard for us [referring
toT. Winter] to take and pay for papers which hav so much
abu~e a~ the Lib:ra:. T~ink ~·u quit it when my time is up.'•
I thmk 1f that Cmcmnah "SCientific champion cremationist
. 1"1st " should cremate his egotistical
'
M a t ena
self' or pen there'
would be at least a better feeling amongst genuin Liber'als.
I despise bogus scientists as much as I do bogus mediums
arid bogus capitalists, and genuin egotists. T. Winter would
be friendless, indeed, if he had not one-but he has onefriend who would tell him of his faults.
E. T. SLmH·.r.
PouGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., Oct. 20, 1885.
M~- ~DITOR: "If there is anything we really need, it is more

prohibitory laws, and if the world is ever 1·eformed and men
made better, it will be in that way, of cours~," say~ C. Severa~ce in derision of Prohibition; but if was added, "Together
With the pro~er education of humanity in morality and nets,"
no_ better saymg could be devised. C. Severance follows up
th1s half-spoken truth, or cynical thought with much other
similar matter of a nature foreign to the subject of Prohibition.
If you _will notice the illustrations of thing8 to be prohibited,
you will ~ee t~at t~e ~rticles_ condemned may hav a worthy
use, as might mtoxicatmg drmks, used differently, which is
all foreign to the subject. You might as well prohibit knives
an_d pistols, to stop murder; condemn property, to suppress
thieves; part with the tongue, to avoid slander; or prohibit
love, to remove a cause of suicide, as C. Severance intimates.
To be honest with the subject of Prohibition, taken in its
proper light, of banishing drunkenness and its consequent
evils, I ask the readers of THE TRUTH SEJmEn. What is the
thi.ng desired to be prohibited? Is it intoxi~ants-as we
would prohibit a crime? No! It is the criminal pa1·t-the
traffic. We must demand the Prohibition of breweries distil!eries, and salo?ns, and every selling-place of intoxic~ting
drmks. I would Illustrate the subject as a murderer (places
of d1ink-making) having in his keeping concealed weapons
(intoxicating drinks) ready to plunder and kill his victims
(the drinkers). We must condemn and destroy the places of
drink-making the same as we do murdere1·s. We mu~t teach
men the use of weapons, also the use of intoxicating drinks.
If we allow the first parts we must expect the last part. If we
allow the murderer liberty, we must expect the victims. If
we allow the dram-shop, we must expect drunkards. This
view of Prahibition b,as only an indirect effect upon the vice
of _using intoxicants. It do,iB not prohibit intoxicants from
bemg made and used, but rrom being made and sold as a
drink.
Severance proposes to prohibit morphia indulgencies,
opmm usages, and all vicious tendencies. This idea of Prohibition would truly so protect society that there would be
nobody to protect.
This is, indeed, a ridiculous aspect, which only the imaginations of the cynic could devise. The consistent Prohibitionist
does not attack the views of men, but the crimes of society,
and seeks to prohibit the injurious acts of some against others.
We prohibit murder, robbery, slander, incendiarism, and
all other malicious acts of one to another, but is not the keeping of a saloon, the running of a distillery, perHistent etiort
on one's part to the injury of otllers? What is the difference
in effect if I, by force, overpower a person, and take his prop.
erty, or I weaken his faculties by poison so he givs me his
property?
If I know the power of the drug, and, by intent, giv it to
him for purposes of gain to myself, and loss to hiw, I commit
a robbery in every sense of the word. If I know the power of
a poison, and a person wishes a potion which I know is fatui,
and I giv it to him, knowing its use, for money and lack of
conscience, I commit as much of a murder as it would be
to raise the fatal pistol, and fire the f11tal shot.
Herein is the pretext for Prohibition, that men are allowed
to deal in stuff which is an invariable injury to others in its
intended use.
We hav nothing to do but censure those who will make and
use the intoxicating stuff, but for those who will place upon
the market anything tllat is injurious to others-ProhibitiOn.
I will admit the subject is full of doubts and li!Lble to distrust, and I should like to read some articles from some of
our ablest writers.
'fhere is a qneBtion Of moral and legal rights involved, as
well as the difficulty to manage vices and crimes, and then
the different means of procedure against this evil system. I
reason about the matter thus: We as a government hav a
right to prohibit crime by punishing the criminal and protec:ting society. Now, that part of the evil system which ·is a
crime we should prohibit, punishing the criminal to protect
society. I cluim that a crime is an injury commited by one
unto another, thus claiming that giving or selling or in any
way dispensing an injurious article is a crime; for to prove
that intoxicating drink is an injurious article is unnece8sury,
as everyone knows that drinking alcohol dilutions is an iu va.
riable injury.
I do not consider the moral rights of making and u&ing iu.
jurions articles as infringed upon by prohibiting criru,;s,
neither would I attempt to command the vices of ruan to be
abolished. · I would discover the crimes, ~nd prohibit the
same from the field of natural rights.
FRANK M.un·rN.

?·
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2.-BUBIED WORDS,
voice was the sweetest I ever heard, and it You, my young readers, can tell the kind of
In the first sentence is buried the name of a.
angels that are best for the world, and the
ever continued thus.
world-renowned hero; and in the second senThe frequent repetition of tflese words, with kind of heaven these help to make, and best tence is buried the field of his heroism:
of
all
they
are
not
made
of
that
sort
of
mate·
1. He sees his pa in every picture. ·
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, &ll River, the added charm of my brother's voice, so
2. My thoughts run free, though tyrants
;Mass., to whom all Communications for this deeply impressed the sentiment that the con- rial they manufactured the saintly little men
chain my limbs.
"
viction of their truth became a. part of my be- and women out of that figured so largely in
Oorner should be sent.
MORE BURIED WORDS.
ing. Under this inspiration I hav sat, I think, orthodox Sunday-school books twenty-five or
"Why Pat I a.m ashamed of you."
hundreds of times at the end of the house thirty yeara ago. Don't look the wrong way
"Between the dark and the daylight,
" At S~neg~l. I, leopard-like, sprang a.t him,
that was only separated from a fine farm field for angels, but look around you and see how
When the night Is beginning to lower,
Oomes a. pause In the day's occupations
by a. few feet. Just on the border of the field much there is to love, and how many there so excited was I at the time.'' ·
"Through mismanagement, they've had the
That Is known a.s the Ohildren's Hour."
adjoining our front yard, near the flower beds, are with noble hea'l'tS and pure minds, and job run on for three years before now."
was a tall, fine tree. I do not recollect what whatever there is in the future in store for us,
jJfelbot!rne, AHs.
DAVID ANDRADE.
it was, though I think a.n oak. It was let us try to make true what Gerald Massey so
ANOTHER PRIZE TO WRITE FOR. kind
3.-HIDDEN WORDS,
quite high, so much so that, to my boyish well expressed,
Wm. Scott very kindly offers a copy of fancy, it seemed that were I on the very top,
"That this world is full of beauty,
George Eliot's poems for the best poem writ- I could touch the clouds, just beyond which
' As other worlds above,
And if we did our duty,
ten for the Children's Corner within a given was plainly seen the blue dome or walls of
It might be full of love."
time, which we :will set at four weeks from this heaven. As I sat and gazed, my eyes, or sight,
GEORGE LYNN.
were a.l ways directed to the top of that tree,
issue. Below is Mr. Scott's offer in his own
fWe invite particular attention to the above
anxiously hoping and expecting to see the
words:
angel, or angels, as they are pictured in relig- story. It conveys a.n excellent and useful
"I will furnish 'a copy of George Eliot's ions works of art. Oh, how often I gazed, and lesson. We trust none of us will ever be
poems, neatly bound in cloth, with gilt edges, how intently! and not till after quite a number found "looking the wrong way for angels,"
to be given to the one who writes the best of years did I discover that I looked the wrong but that our eyes will be open to see them all
poem for the Children's Corner during a cer- way. When I was fully satisfied the angels around us. We are obliged to our friend for
tain time, which the editor shall set for that would not come in that way, I contented my- h1s contribution and the interest he has in our
purpose.
Yours truly,
WM. ScoTT."
self with the thought that it wa.s possible that Corner. May he ever be blessed by the pres.
Now let our amateur poets try their very at some future time I would see a. multitude of ence and friendship of human angels !-En.
best for this appropriate and beautiful prize. them. I was soon compensated fOJ, my di~ap C. C.]
pointment by finding a regular angel without
All manuscript poems to be sent to the Editor
expecting it. Now, don't laugh, for I was not
The Ol<lest Ruins.
of the Children's Corner within the next four the only little fellow of eight years w 46 had
At Ipsambul or Abousambul, in Nubia., are
Find the names of these objects, write them
weeks.
such a find, and strange as it may seem, boys strange temples cut in the solid rock, and down in the order in which they come, and
of such tender years a.l ways discover that it is these are snpposed by some to be the oldest then find hidd-en words with the following
Where Dolly Was Lost.
some pretty-faced little girl, with winning architectural ruins in the whole world. The meanings: 1. An excuse; 2. What sleepy fo~ks
KITTY TELLS HER STORY.
ways a.nd sweet disposition. As if by magic largest temple has fourteen rooms, all hewn enjoy; 3. A trace; 4. Solemn; 5. A huntmg
Oh, yeR, there were lots or boys up there,
these angelic influences put the little men on out of the rock, the largest of which is fifty- horn· 6. A smooth piece of grass-land; 7. A
fancy rural mansion; 8. An exhibition.
And I liked them all, but then
their good behavior, and bring out the best seven feet long by twenty-five feet broad, sup'The very nicest boy or all
side
of
boy
nature.
Young
a.s
I
then
was,
this
Was only llt.tle Ben.
ported by two rows of ma•siv square pillars, ANSWER TO WM. ;r, BURNs's PORPHYRITIC PUZZLE
truth was apparent, that all tha.t is good a.nd four in each row, and thirty feet high. To
The other boys teased him many a. time,
IN TRUTH SEEKER, OCT. 10, 1885.
But I llked him the more for that,
pure is often manifested in its best and high· each of these pillars is attached a standing coWith a geologic hammer
And his race WI!.B a.s nice as any of theirs,
est form in the actions and sayings of boys lossus, or figure of enormous proportions,
And a. little miners' drill
For all his old torn hat.
and girls.
reaching to the roof, overlaid with a. kind of
I open up the po.rphJJ;Y .
Mamma used ott en to say that I
The right way to look to find the beautiful stucco, and painted with gaudy colors, appar·
Against the btulders w1ll.
Must play with the boys or our set,
So to a. waiting audience
is to observe the manifestations of nature that ently as brilliant now, after four thousand
But Bennie was eo much nicer than they,
The first I hav to show 'em
surround us, for on every hand, above, years, as when first laid on. In front of this
I often used to forget.
Beneath the busy microscope
And many a. time when he drove the cows
around, beneath, there is an inexhaustible temple a1·e seated four large figures, two of
Is a funny little Poem.
I'd help him all I could,
fountain, whose ceaseless flow never satiates, them sixty-five feet high, supposed to repreBeside the limpid, rolling Po
And Bennie would often whisPer to me
but always teaches and inspi~es. While I sent Rameses the Great, oftener termed Seso sWe
see the charming 'Em.
He liked me for being so good.
Where Poe recites his lines to Me
believe in a. future heaven, as I believe in con- tris, whose wonderful military exploits are
Well, just before we came home one day
And Mopes while reading them;
tinued life, the present heaven is the im- shown in paintings on the walls of the temple.
I took my dolly to walk,
Then, in the melancholy grave,
portant
one,
a.nd
angelic
associations
of
the
And there was Bennie under a. tree,
To silent dust he turns,
now time the more precious. · It seems to me
And he wouldn't even talk.
While I receive by "early mail,"
Society
Like
a
Dish.
But he looked so sorry I almost knew
that I hav al wa.ys walked with angels, a.l ways
From Burns my "Bobbie Burns."
~Twas Cause I was going away,
J SAAC A. PooL.
A maid in the Orient used to say, " Society
or most of the time been in heaven. Wheu a
And he didn't smile till I promised I
Escanaba, Mich., Oct 11, 1885.
little lad it wa.s my delight to sit a. great deal is like a. dish." A wise man heard these words
Would think or him every day.
with my mother, and I would look into her and said, "Fair maid, what l do you mean?"
[There were six answers to the porphyritic
Then I thought, yon know, that he'd !Ike to hav
sweet, loving face, and wish every boy had so "Sir," said the maid, if you wish to know
Something to 'member me by,
puzzle, five of which were correct. As Mr.
what
I
mean
you
must
hav
dinner
with
me."
good
and
sweet
a
mother
a.s
myself.
Sb.e
alSo I said, "I love'you, Bennie, the best
Pool's solution wa.s first, the prize, a. copy of
Of all the boys, don't cry;"
ways seemed an angel to me. At another "Agreed," said the 1wise man. The maid
Robert Burns's poems, has been awarded to
And I gave him the bestest thing ~a.d,
time in my life it was a. delight to lead a. little laid before the sage plates of salt, pepper,
that gentleman.-Ed. C. C.]
My own dear dolly, you see,
girl of two or three summers (I was twenty. fish, and other articles, each by itself. H"
Because I s'posed when he looked at It
five years old then) by my side, and 1t was not could eat n.:me of these. Last of all the maid
He'd make believe It was me.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
possible to walk far without looking down brought a. dish of curried fish, and the sage
OCT. 17, 1885.
HIB face 11:rew awfully red, but still
had
his
dinner.
"But
where
is
the
meaning
(that
was
the
right
way)
to
see
(to
me)
the
He was glad to hav It, I know,
1. Whole length of fish, 60 inches; tail 22 1· 2
sweetest of all sweet faces. At such times of your saying?" said the sage. "I ha.v ex- inches; body, 30 inches; head, 7 1-2 inches.
'!'Jause I wouldn't hav given my doll away
It I hadn't I ked Bennie so.
what did I care if at the top of every high plained it," said the maid. "I don't see it," 2. One man would receive seventy cents, and
And th'!,t Is why mamma thinks she's lost,
tree the winged angels put in a.n appearance, said the sage. "Why," said the maid, "you the other ten cents. 3. Nag, Ohio, negro, eland,
For I do not Uke to tell
the one by my side would hav discounted the would not eat the salt, the pepper, the fish, wren, shoe, iw, spoons, "No -news is good
Tbat I gave my dolly to Ben, becausewhole
of them. Since then I hav seen the eaoil by itself; but when they came together news." 4. Ca.t·ol, heart-burn, robust, harrow,
Because I llkerl him so well.
idea, carpet, harebell, chestnut.
-M D. Brine in Harpf':l''s Young Per>ple.
world's good angels among boys as well as!girls, you had your dinner." "You are quite right,
[A friend, J. E. B., writes that in his opinand in a. bout equal proportions among women fair maid," said the philosopher; "the salt is
and men. Let me relate an incident to show the witty man, the pepper the tart lia.n, the ion our Corner, especial! y the Puzzle Box, is,
Looking the Wrong Way.
my idea of the true angel. As I was traveling fish the dull man, and all together make one according to the space occupied, fully equal
Among the many pleasant memories that by cars a few years ago, I had taken my social man. There is philosophy in the to a.ny similar department in any paper in the
land, and quite superior to some. We thank
my life thus far has furnished none are more seat but a few minutes, when I observed a. kitchen, as I hav found out."
our friend for this high appreciation of ou1·
vivid and precious than some that had their young lady, whom I ·thought about eighteen
Corner, whose activ and intelligent friends
origin in a few of the first years of my exist- years of age, take a seat just oppoBit. Her
WE hav received, through TEE TRUTH
ence. Redmile, Leicestersbire, England, was face was simply exquisit in outline, and her SEEKER, a. number of Perpetual Calendars second all our efforts.-En. C. C.]
the place where I first beheld the "peep o' color a.s rich and clear a.s I ever saw. Her from the inventor, Mr. Luther Martin, who
day." It is a. pretty rural village, quite near cheeks were slightly tinted with red, and a.s will please accept our thanks for the same.
BOOKS FOR OBlLDREN!
Rei voir Castle, that always had a flag floating she was rather a brunet (not decided) she had a.
This is a curious and interesting calendar,
from its high tower when its ducal proprietor delicious J?eachy look. I own to being £asci-. and is just a.s good next year, and for ten TWO LITTLE .RED MITTENS;
waR a.t home. It was the seat of the Duke of nated, and it did seem as though her cha&cter thousand years to come, as it is this year. It
A STORY OF TEE RIGHTW AY ALMSHOUSE.
Rutland, and in some way or other we felt a must be beautiful. Very shortly I observed, takes a. little time to study it out, but once
great deal of local pride in belonging to the on the same side as the "beauty," a mother mastered it is always useful. To each person BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
village nearest to it. Our village had, when I traveling (apparently alone) with two or three sending us a.n original puzzle we will forFor sale at thIs oillce.
Price 10 cents.
was quite young, but one church, Episcopal, small children. One was a baby at the breast. ward one of these curious calendars until the
built in the fifteenth century. It bad three It was not long before t.he baby began to fret, number we hav had sent us is exhausted."APPLE-S OF COLD,"
bells, and when they rang in unison their and, do what the poor, tired mother could to En. C. C.
A story-bookfor the young folks. By Mis~ SUSAN
H.
WIXo '. Second edition: Price, $1.25. 'fhls very
music (to young ee.rs at least) was very pleas- quiet it, the babe broke out in a severe fit of
excellen work for young masters and misses, has
ant. The many forms of the chu-rch, with its crying.
passed
through a very large edition, and a second
Our Puzzle Box.
has been Issued at a reduced price or $1.25, free of
holy days, had an air of the more liberal or
Quicker than I can write it I discovered that
This new edition has a photograph of the
postage.
1.-niDDLES.
careless stripe of the Catholicism of to-da.y, I had looked the wrong way again, for the
author which adds very much to the value of th€1
My 1 can drive hens.
(1)
volume.
and the rector or parson was about as impor- young lady was in fidgets, and the lines of
J\!Iy 2 is half a cigar.
tant as a. Catholic priest. The great gala or beauty marred by a selfish impatience. And
My 3 is hard to beat,
Blakeman's 200 Poetical Ridcllet5
holy time was Christmas. and all that per- at last she said, "Oh, dear! I wish that woman
My whole is a. useful vegetable
Price 20 c•m ts.
Which most people love to eat.
tained to the Annunciation was a. matter of would take that baby out." While she was
great import. For a boy, I took a. large amount playing her part, an elderly woman, whom I (2) Three-fourths of all the solid earth,
THE YOUTH'S JJIBERAL GUIDE.
And gold enough to buy it.
of stock in the angel visitation,: with the took for a. dear, good mother, and equally
By Prof. H. M. Ko'rTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
The
source
of
joy
for
musiu's
worth,
"Glory to God in the highest; peace on earth, good grandmother, left her seat, and went
This volume alms at the education of youth in the
ADd a disb-ab ! do not iry it,
principles of Freethought, at the same time that lt
good will to men." The reason of my great a.nd took the child, and talked words of
For 'Li1-1 the bane of single men,
Inculcates moral duti<>S and human rights from a
faith and interest (I think) arose from the fact comfort to the babe's mother. She was a very
•tanrl.polnt of pure reason and common sense,
Yet, all combined, delights again.
Ad<lregg
THE TEnTH REEKER
that my brother next older was one of the plain-looking old lady, ana but plainly clad,
(3)My first you've seen; it pa1·ts complete,
church singers, and as we slept together and and yet she looked beautiful in my eyes, while
It adds a grace to memory's joys;
The BIBLE-WHENnE and WHAT?
were put to bed early, we would sing nightly, the young lady had shed all her charms. If it
J\!Iy next in ~i!Pnce leaves your feet,
BY RICHARD B. WESTBROoK, D.D., LL,B,
Or in its wrath affrights with noise.
had
been
in
my
power
at
that
time,
that
young
" While shepherds watch their flocks by night,
A Book of Hints a.nd Suggestions ConcernYet, strange to say, bene>1.th our feet
lady should hav had wings, so she could hav
All seated on the ground,
ing the literature contained in the Old and
The d>irkne~s every trace destroyA;
The angel of the Lord came down,
mounted out o£ my sight, even if it wus above
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
My whole's approved with roasted meat,
And glory shone around."
the tallest trees, where the cry of no baby
But· much abhorred in little boys.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
And so on through the hymn. To my ears his cloud ever disturb her petulant selfishness,
33 Clinton Pl., New York city.
Escanaba, Mich.
Is.uo A. PooL.
1
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Two New ·Pamphlets
BY

CHARLES WATTS.
The American Secular Union: Its
Necessity, and the Justice of its
Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
CONTENTS;
Introduction. (I.) The Necessity for the AmerCfl.\1 Secular Union having Principles upon which
all [Secularists] can agree. (II.) The Twofold
Nature of the Advocacy Adopted by the Union.
(III.) The Catholicity of the Nine Demands and
the Ground to be Covered. (IV.) An Exposition
and Defense of Each of the Nine Demands.
(V.) An Appeal to Secular Fidelity.
32 pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.

SECULARISM :

Destructiv and Constrnctiv.

JUST OUT.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

RATIONAL GOMMU·NISM,

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing bow the one has labored for
huin!tn advancement, and 110\V the other has
always opposed it. The Gm·man-Anleo·ican thus
describes it in detail :

THE PRESENT
AND

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A Book .Advocating Associate Life ag a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime.

It deals with

~he present.condi~ons of society in this country, pointing out their imperfections. and showing how

1t IS almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present system. The remedy, the author tlnnks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
fnt~rc Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
Rat10nal Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CONTENTS: The titles of some of· the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Republic; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements· Production and Distribution·
Education; Morality and Religion; lvlarriage and Divorce; Life in 'the New Republiw Life in th~
Existin~ Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Propo'sed for the
TransitiOn from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
Pr1ce, $1.50.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

CONTENTS:
Introduction. Secularism: Its Nature and Necesoity. .Its Destrnctiv Aspect. (1) Biblical
Idolatry. (2) Natural Depravity (3). Theological Supremacy. \4) The Alleged J;'all and Redemption of Man. The Constructiv Aspect of
Secularism. (I) That the True Guide in Human
Actions is Reason Assisted by Experience.
(2) That Supreme Attention Should be Given to Mental Anesthesia Sclf·lnduccd, Miracnlflus Cures ~clf·Madc, In·
the P>tcts .and Duties of Existence, Reg-ardless of
vo!utlon and Evolution in the Human Mind as
any ConHidorations of a Life Beyond the Present.
(3) That Science is a more Trustworthy Proin the Whole of Things.
vider for Man than Relying for Help from any
Supernatural Power. (4) That Morality is of
Bv DR. LABOY SUNDERLAND,
Natural Growth, and has no Necessary Connec(Foundation Fellow of the Society of Science, Literature, and Art, London).
tion with Any of tile '1-'heolog·ies of the World.
COJiliT.ii:NT§:
(5) That the Best Preparation for a Life SuVol. 1: Chapter I.-Selfhood. II.-Experiperior to this is the Wisest and Noblest Use
Vol. 2: Chapter I.-Gullibility. H.-Mental
mental. III.-Mental Anesthesia. IV.--1\iirac- Epidemics. 11I.-The South Sea Bubble. IV.of the Existence \Ve Now Ibv.
ulous Cures. V.-Ideology. VI.-The Highest The 1\fississippi Scheme. V.-The Crusades.
22 pages in cover. Price 'l'en Cents.
Laws. VII.-No "Royal Road." VIII.-lvfen- VI.-The Trance gpidemic. VII.-Fascination.
tality. IX.-Idiocrasy. X.-" Christian" Sci- VIII.-Religious Revivals. IX.-Clail·voyauce.
XI.-The Bible Idea of Inspiration. X.-The Witchcm[t :Madness.
XI.-lvlodern
J. E. REMSBURG's November appointments, ence.
as far as arranged, are: ·wausau, Wis., Sun- XII.-The Bible Idea of Its God. XIII.- Witchcraft. XII.-Medinmship a Wide-spread
The Bible Idea of Witchcraft. XIV._:_The Bible Epidemic.
XIII.-Psychometry and "Deadday, 1st; Menomonee, Wis., Tuesday, Wed- Idea of Mediums. XV.- Bloody Ideas, All Be- heads." XIV.-The Contagious Dance of Death.
nesday, and Thursday, 3d, 4th, and 5th; West smeared with Blood. XVI.-Barbarian Lies. XIV.-And What ~'hen? XV I.-Science.
Union, Ia, Saturday and Sunday, 7th and 8th; XVII.-Rumanity Forever.
Lake City, Ia, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
TWO VOLUMES IN ONE. PRICE $1.50.
Thursday, lOth, 11th, and 12th; Ottumwa, Ia.,
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, 13th,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
14th, 15th, and 16th; Prescott, Ia., Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, 17th, 18th, and
19th; Nevinville, Ia., Friday, 20th.

DR. SUNDERlAND'S l1\ST AND GREATEST WaRK.

IDEOLO·GY.

N.

D.

c.

Ingersoll Catechised:

VOLT AIRE'_!_ROMANUES.

His Answers

A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Engravings, Preface, and Notes.

liow to Become

A MEDIUM

To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.

IN YOUR OWN HOME.
A 16-page pamphlet, containing full instrucMillions of these should be circulated by
tions and a letter designating all yonr pl1ases of Freethinkers.
mediumship, and a copy of the Riddle of the
.
-.
American Spiritun,i Sphinx, or the Lost Key· Pnce, 5 ~ents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
Found, sent FREE npon receipt of three two-cent $1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
stamps to cover expenses of mr>iling, etc. Addmss, JAMES A. BLISS, 718 Washington st.,
39tf.
Boston, Mass.

Something New!
Every Libeml should hav 6ne of our beautiful

MOTTO CARDS,
(7x22), ready for framing, for their homes.
Twenty-five cents per copy.
Also Large Cards (14x22), and expressing the
NINE DEUANDS OF LIBERALISM.
Thirty cents each.
Circnlars sent FREE. Address all orders to
LIBERAL MOTTO SUPPLY CO., Troy, N.Y.
40tf

POCKET
ATLAS
oc

THE MAGNIFICENT

•

GOLORED

LITHOGRAPHS
-OF THE-

KER-

PRINTED

IN

SEVEN

COLORS

ON THE

Containing
COLORED MAPS OF EACH FITATE AND 'l'ERRITORY IN THE UNITED STATES; also
MAPS OF THE CHIEF GRAND DIVISIONS, WITH
OOMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNTRY ON
THE FACE OF THE GLOBE.
Illustrated by mo•·e than One Hnndred
(Jol<n·cd Diagrams, Tables, Etc.

The POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD con·
ains 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page colored maps,
and 57 pages are reading matter, colored diagrams,
etc. The baok is new throughout, everything being made expressly for it. The binding is flexible
Leatherette-an imitation of RusAia; gold side
stamp, round corners, a11d red edges.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
50 cents, by

THE TRUTU SEEKER CO.,
33 CUn.\on Place, N Y.
40

EVOLUTION:

BEST

LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
SIZE,

22i

X 28 ~.

THE BRONZE MEDALLION
PRINTS AS LARGE AS A CABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
THUS GIVING NOT ONLY A PICTURE Ol!'
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACCURATE

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

The lithograph is designed for framing, and will be a treasure for all Liberals.

Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
A SUMM-ARY OF EVIDENCE. to subscribers to the Monument Fund
By :Robert c. Adams.
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. AdFor
Sale
at
this
Office,
dress this office.
'\'aper,25 cents.

Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozcn,.50 cents,
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought
would distribute thousands of these telling pict
ures.

'l'HF MODERN DAf,AAM.
Showing the Balaam of modem timc8 to be t1 1e
p'riests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
per dozen, 30 cents; per lnmdt·cd, $1.50.
Address Tim ~!'RUTH Sl<;EKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

FA.LSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

J. E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlar;:cd.
Price, 10 OTI:l SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the priAoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Sciencc; the Church
and Learn-; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least, Address
THE TRlJTH SEEKER.

33 Clinton Pla.oe, NEW YORK

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAlfiBERT'S

''NOTES ON INGERSOLL."

By B. W, l.acy,
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's
67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
sophistry, unfairness, and histor·
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
ical misstatement.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKRR,
Price, Cloth, $1; l'nper, uO (Jentl!l.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORRS.
D. M. BENNETT MONUMENT. Sixteen
Saviors or None. By

the

VTORLD.

CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Man of Party Crowns.
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
Micromegas.
The World as it Goes.
The Black and the White.
Memnom the Philosopher.
Andres Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Nature .
A Conversation With a Chinese. •··
Plato's Dream.
A Pleasure in Having No rleasure.
An Adventure in India.

Tile palmy days or the church witness the burnIng at the stalre or Bruno, the pope and prlesU; witnessing the burning or the heretic with expressions
or joy. Gallleo Is represented sitting In hls study
the pope holding the sword or lnqulsltton over hi~
head, and to save his lire being forced to recant his
philosophy. Martin Luther I• r•Preeented tacking
up his" Right or Private Judgment.'" Behind him
stands the pope with the bull of excommunication
drawn, and beside hlm the headsman's block and
ax of lntalllblllty. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their lnvent.lons to practical
tests, and In the rear or them the Presbyterian pul!Jits are ll.lle<l by two ot the broadcloth gemlemen
dPnounclng the lnventlone as" Thwarting the w111
or God,'" and branding these men and their Inventions as "Heralds or Antichrist." IngersollstRnds
ou a vlatrorm apparently delivering hiS lecture
"Which Way?" whlcb be holds In hls hand. Talmage avproaches the p!Rtrorm at the colonel's back
pulling alter him, by the arm, the chler or pollee'
whn holds In blshand the warrant or arrestror bias:
phil my. Tht' colonel SMrns to take no notice ot the
spleeny, cadaverous torm ""cendlng the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers or salvation, the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,
tambourinAs, and stteamf'lrs. {and screamerE~, too),
ale.o a tac simile ot our crazy army. A group of likenesses or the teachers or sclence,Haecke.l,Humboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, Is ulso shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkab'ycorrect. As a
pictorial hlsoory the caricatures contain volumes.

GOLDEN THRONE

sEY GnAVES, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
•and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
cloth, $1.
Author of "Prometheus," "GottUeb," and •• Ingersoll

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history, morals, religion, and
general events. Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
of their doctrines. Price, $2.

Biography of Satan; or, a

Hi~torical

Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains. Price, 35 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors· or, Christianity Before Christ.

and Jeane."
A Radical romance ot pioneer lite. delineating the vtr.
tnes ot natnr..l hnmanlty •• on posed 1<> the hypocrisy ot a
snpernatnral religion: crowdeu w!th Incident and tnll ot
pi'Ogresslv Ideas and ~he poetry ot the tntnre.

PRICE Sl.OO.

ADDBESR 'fHTS OFFICE

ANCif NT MAN
IN AMlRJCA.
INOLUDING
W arks in Western New York and
other States, together with Structures in Central America.

Cont~ining new and startling revelations
in religious history, which disclose the ByFREDERICK LA.RIUN, M.D.
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princiMember of 1M
ples, precepts, and miracles of t~e <;Jhris.American A11ociation frrr tlu .Advanummt of &imu.
tian New Testament, and furmshmg a
key for unlo~king man:y . of its s.acred
mysteries, besides compnsmg the history Neatly Printed, with Numerous Tilustrations.
290 Pages.
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00

A PHOTOGR-APH
OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
HEAVEN.
A Picture of the world as described in Gen
esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching _the
doctrin, and the passages from profane wnter
supporting it.
Price 25 cents

Price, Cloth, $1.50.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBER1 6. ADAMS.
Oloth, $1.25.

For Bale at this Office.
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1/!otlrg.
"Getting Religion."
Once a woman. low In languor,
Moaned In melancholy clangor
To the titled God of glory,
Singing sadly from the Poa!ter,
Tlll the organ's tuneful thunder
Filled her frantic brain with wonder,
While the rest In reeling gesture
Mingled madly round the altar.
While the torpid air Is tainting,
In this chamber foul, now fainting,
She beholds In glar!ne glitter,
Looming up In lurid luster,
Heaven's glowing angels gleaming,
With their brazen f~ces beaming,
And her savior, wrapped In splendor,
In a burning, bloody cluster.
" I," said he, "from sphere supernal
Come to eave you from Internal
Reg! one of the earth's Interior,
Through the gilding power of grace.
Mountains now on mountains cra9h!ng
Indicate that earth Is dashing
From Its orbit, and will wabble
O'er the boundary line ot apace."
Still In saddest sorrow sobbing,
Still her burn!ug bosom throbbing,
She awoke, but tloods of madness
Tossed her simple mind Insane,
And these gory gods and devils
BUll about her hold their revels,
Marching mighty hosts of heaven
O'er the spectrum of her brain.
Thus our common superstitions
With their fancied apparltlon3,
Blighting, blinding human reason,
Drive mankind through death's dark portals.
Thus the llery llends or fancy
In nocturnal necromancy,
Bringing tid lngs from perdition,
Maim the minds ot many mortals.
Osceola Mi!ls, Pa.

WM. SCOTT.

Book Notices.
MisTAKES OF MODERN INFIDE:LS. Comprising
Evidences of Christiamty and o. Complete
Answer to Colonel Ingersoll. By Rev. Father Northgraves, Parkhill, Ontario.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 22d this
book was alluded to as the work of a Roman
Catholic humbug. Mr. Northgraves takes exception to being styled o. Catholic humbug and
feels convinced that an impartial reading would
command a more respectful consideration. To
that end he has forwarded to this office a copy
of his book. It is "pr~sented to E. M. Macdonald, Esq., Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
with the author's respectful compliments."
The work is humbly dedicated " to the Right
Reverend John Walsh, D.D., Bishop of London, Ont., Canada," and is prefaced with o.
" Letter of Approbation" from that gentleman.
Mr. Northgraves opens wi111t a warning
against allowing liberty to degenerate into
license, and by quoting the unfortunate remark of Madam Roland, "0 Liberty ! what
crimes are committed in thy name !" For that
sentence the priests owe Madam Roland an
infinit debt of gratitude. They could not very
well get along without it. As to license, perhaps the best illustro.tion of the contrast between it and liberty is afforded when. we see
Freethinkers exercising their liberty to tell
who.t they know, and priests, under license of
the church, forever telling us what they do not
know.
It seems impossible fora Christian to be fair.
Hear what Mr. Northgraves has to say:
"I doubt if among those who professedly
propagate Christianity there is any class .who
hav sunk so low as the Infidel high priests, the
New York propagandists of Infidelity, whose
bo.refaced propagandism also of immorality
obliged the Umted States government to step
in to arrest their proceedings."
This statement is impregnated with falsehood from the first word to the last. Infidelity
has no high priests; the New York Infidel
propagandists never propagated immorality;
and Anthony Comstock, who persecuted D. M.
Bennett, is not by any means the " United
States government," though it is true that he
used a "befouled bench " as his tool. Again,
we would ask Mr. Northgraves to point to a
leading Infidel who has "sunk so low" as the
London clergymen who, while "professedly
propagating Christianity," bought twelve-yearold girls of procuresses to satisfy their beastly
lusts. A ptiest may falsify with impunity
while in the pulpit; when he rushes into print
he is liable to be tripped. But accusation and
punishment do not always prove guilt. Socrates was accused of "corrupting the morals of
youth," and Jesus Christ was executed as a
malefactor. Mr. Northgraves, however, ·defends or apologizes for the Jewish law which
made the teaching of error an offense punishable by death, and would therefore consider
the crucifixion justifiable under the circumstances.
We cannot follow Mr. Northgraves through
his book, as to do so would require as much
space as he has occupied. One of his loose
methods of dealing with figures, however, may

serve as an indication of what reliance is to be
placed upon the rest. Speaking of the increase of the Israelites in Egypt, Colonel Ingersoll said:
"Every sensible man knows that this [the
scriptural] account is not and cannot be true.
We know that seventy people could not
increase to three millions in two hundred and
fifteen years."
To this Mr. Northgraves opposes the following from THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 29, 1884:
"The wonderful expansion of the church's
power, through increase by immigration and
the birth-rate, has made the Romish organization bold and arrogant. In fifty years it has
developed from half a. million of believers to
nearly eight millions."
This, says our author, is rather under than
over the correct estimate. As he holds that
the colonel's statement is exaggerated, we will
set the underestimate of the one off against the
overestimate of the other. Mr. Northgraves
then observes:
"Acco1·ding to THE TRUTH SEEKER's statement the Catholics doubled every twelve years
six months, while the tribe or Dan required
twelve years eight months to double. I know
that it will be answered, 'Bnttherewasa large
Catholic immigration during that period.' I
hav not overlooked this fact in what I hav
said. I appeal to the experience of every
resident of every state in the union for an
answer to this question: Did Catholic immigration in any year since 1834 equal onB'third,
or even onejourth, of the natural increase by
births? The answer to this will certainly be,
No. Then I infer that if the families of the
tribe gf Dan were one-fourth larger than those
of a Catholic of the United States, their increase would hav been much larger than it is
stated by Moses to hav been. Where, then,
is the impossibility? It exists· only in the
brains of the Infidel objectors."
In his estimate of the proportion of immigration to increase by birth-rate, Mr. Northgraves is very much in error. Take the ten
years from 1860 to 1870 for an illustration. The
total increase of population during that time
was 7,115,050. The increase by immigration
was 2,491,209, which would leave 4,623,841
births. A ahort sum in division will show that
2,491,209 is considerable more than one-half
of 4,623,841; and therefore the rate of immigration, instead of not equaling "one-fourth
the birthrate,'' as Mr. Northgraves erroneously
reckons it, is really more than one· half. And
everybody knows that the great swarms of emigrants who come to this country are Roman
Catholics. They are what is popularly known
as the scum of Europe, and drift into the
Catholic church here as naturally as water
finds its level. It is safe to say that half of
them, or 1,245,600, were papists. Here, then,
we hav a source of increase that is nearly
sufficient to account for the growth of the
Caiholic church in this country.
The births hav little more than covered the
loss by deaths and defections. Converts must
hav been very few indeed. Mr. Northgraves
will be obliged to accept the story of the wonderful increase of the tribe of Dan without
attempting to explain it.
And thus it is in nearly every case where J'Y!r.
Northgraves has endeavored to refute " The
Mistakes of Moses." He has not answered
Ingersoll; he has merely replied to him, and
the case rests just where the colonel left it.
Meeting one passage of scripture with another, which is Mr. Northgraves's favorit method, proves only that the Bible contradicts itself.
On the whole, Mr. Northgraves has done as
well as could be expected, considering that
he was overmatched.
RATIONAL COMMUNISM. The Present and the
Future Republic of North America. ·By
a Capitalist.
New York.
The Truth
Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place. :Price,
$1.50.
I cannot outline the contents of this book
and giv the reader an estimate of its value in
ten lines or so of formallword-carpentry. If a
thing is unique, and we can speak of it as
good, let us make something of it.
The obituary columns of the press almost
every day announce the passing over to the
majority of one of a distinct type of New
Yorkers. They came from New England in
their youth, forty or fifty years ago, and engaged in business here when perhaps the
best opportunities ever given to men to grow
rich were open to them. They had imbibed
the spirit of acquisitiveness wHh their moth'ers' milk, had had it encouraged by their
fathers' teachings, and had been mastered by
it with the development of their early ambition. New York made them rich men, and
they contributed their share in making New
York sordid. They a.re now dying off. The
press is sending them away to eternity with
unstinted praise. Granting that these men
achieved material success, they had among
them as they grew old many a skinflint, cur.
mudgeon, killjoy, hypocrit, and narrowminded censor. The point of !;heir wise saws

was that they erected themselvs. Their
proverbs were framed to exaggerate their
own merit.
Now, here comes one of the honest men of
this tribe with a book. He is advanced in
years, wise in experience, brainy from nature, courageous in heart. Most significant
of all, he has been successful in business
and is a man of wealth. He says what he
thinks and speaks from his soul. And he exposes the fraud, inhumanity, and wolf-like
selfishness which foster the growth of our
superfluously rich under the system of competition, wages, and private property.
First, our author describes the future republic as he has seen it in a vision. It is a
paradise on earth. Every city is more beautiful than boulevard Paris; the country is
lovely as the garden of Eden. Government
has been simplified; courts and lawyers hav
been abolished; free trade is established; a
cheap money passes current; laws are made
and administered to the approval of all; each
citizen has, as the reward of his labor, all
the wealth that it is possible for mankind to
enjoy; no man has power over his neighbor;
nine-tenths of all crime has disappeared, for
there can be no theft. The advantages of the
highest civilization are extended to every
human being.
Men work but-four hours a day. All work,
and laborers, with no thought of care, sing
and make merry while at their tasks. The
young are carefully educated, two years' travel
around the world completing their equipment for their life-work. The talent that
nature so freely bestows is given ample opportunity for development. Rewards and
honors are given to merit only, the reward of
abundance to eat and wear reaching even
those whose merit merely compasses common labor.
Men liv to be centenarians;
there is no cause to worry, none are injured
by idleness, science has removed most of the
causes of ill-health, intemperance is almost
unknown.
The millennium has been brought about by
Communism.
After describing his vision, the writer reviews our present civilization in the United
States. With the full knowledge of one
whose experience has brought him into frequent intercourse with things as they are, he
considers the ~ffects of our "school-boy"
farming, our " hit-and-miss" production, our
ludicrous politics, our hard money, our legislativ mills, our stock-jobbing and ra:Iroad
rings, our mercantll sharpers, our enslaved
wage-workers, our social castes, etc. No
discontented, jealous, unsuccessful man could
depict the results of the established order of
affairs in more striking colors. Every phase
of life, our author believes, i~ marred by our
system of private property, and facts to support his views are brought forward on every
page of llis work. He treats his subject from
the standpoint of first principles, and in chapter after chapter disposes of much that our
youth are taught to accept as right or wiselaw' founded on force, property acquired from
other men's labor, sham charities, selfish patriotism, business morality, and the like.
Belie7ing with Mr. Mill that the Communists
hav "a case for trial," the author proposes the
organizing of communities on a strictly Communistic basis. If at first successful, he thinks
they would soon "dot the earth,'' and that they
would eventually take the place of society as
now organized. Our author is a Communist
rather than a Socialist. He quotes frequently
from writers on Communism, but he does not
seem to be familiar with the principles of Socialism as put forward by the German authorities on that question. Perhaps his book is the
more interesting from the fact that he writes as
an American dealing with America.
I do not know but that I shall tear out a few
pages from my copy of this book-those dealing with "morality and religion." The niatter
is extraneous. I wish to lend the book to some
people whose pr~judices are in favor of the
Christian religion, and they, with the irrationality of the human kind, may reject all the
teachings of the book because of their ire at
what it says conlra their cherished way to salvation.
The plain style of the author must be noticed
as a feature of the work. It is refreshing.
While literary finish would apparently be his
least care, his attention to a complete expression of his ideas is apparent. If he is at times
diffuse, he stops short of loquacity. If his
syntax is occasionally uncertain, the thought
is there. If his sentences are not marshaled
in rhythmical order, they. follow the sequence
of connected narrativ. If the phraseology is
not at every point selected from classic English, it at least possesses the significance of
colloquialism or the directness of homely vernacular. He has given the world a work of

high merit, and it will raise much thought.J. W. S. in John Swinton's Paper.
This book takes bold ground against individual title to property, and, as ita name indicates, proposes collectiv or communal ownership of everything. The author holds that
"Association in Equality" is the only method
by which mankind can dwell peacefully and
harmoniously together on .the earth. The
fruits which he claims would appear upon the
abolition of the present system of individual
property, and the introduction in its stead of
his plan, are happiness and contentment on
every hand, and a total absence of poverty and
want. He insists that there would be neither
self-aggrandizement nor self-abasement, but
all·would associate upon terms of mutual respect and equality. Intemperance, wantonness, slothfulness, injustice, and evil of every
kind would disappear, and mankind would
reach that altitude of human possibility in·
which the soul may rest in peace. There
would be trust and confidence, respect and
affection, in place of the present distrust and
suspicion, and existing selfishness and oppression. These results he would bring about by
education and the development of men upward in a progressiv order. He does not propose bloodshed, but peace; not a sword, but
patient effort to accomplish his designs for the
good of his fellow-men. But it is insisted that
if we go on as we are going, our children will
inherit conditions which will involve them in
unutterable woes. He would prevent the
transmission of such an estate of misery. ·"I
know well,'' he says, "that many, yes, probably the greater portion of mankind at the
present day will regard such a work as I hav
written with indifference, contempt, or abhorrence, perhaps all of these. I shall be charged,
no doubt, wHh the 'sowing of dragons' teeth,'
as others havbeen before me, but this matterA
little. No, write me, if it so please you, as a
society-disturber, an ignoramus, or a madman,
but write me withal 'as one who loves his
fellow-men.'" No fair-minded reader of the
book will fail to recognize in it a spirit of love
and good-will to men, however he may disagree with the author. It is well written, and
the portrayals of strife and poverty are drawn
with graphic fidelity to truth, while -the pictures of the good time coming, as he thinks.
are indeed attractiv, whether or not they are•
attainable. It is a book worth reading by all
who like to keep up with the radicalism of the·
property and social questions,_:_Day Star.

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
$1.25.
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoNNELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. "One of the most exciting romances of the day." P1ice, paper
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FBEDERJ:K.&
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition ..
By WmwooD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 cents.

THE RUE

OF

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From. Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of
"1'he Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, but to
be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the er11>
of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
out the white light that has been cast upon the
lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty, from the little stream of Freethought that
has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
course down through the ages which now liv
ouly as our realm of Memory and .Admonition."
PRICE, $3.50.
Octavo, 458 pp.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution,
WITH SOM111

ORITIOISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Price 20 cents. For sale at thls o:ftiee.-
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Ingersoll's "Works.
The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality,'' and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $i.25

ANEW BOOK!

I0 0 L.
Beyond the Valley.
1

a sequel to the

MAGIC STAFF

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man
An Autobiography of
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of
Independence," ".About Farming; in Illinois,"
Andrew- Jackson Davis.
"The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander Sire Illustrations Picturing what Mr. Davis says
Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a
he hls seen.
Dream," and "A Tdbute to Ebon C. Inger:
" Be.rond the Valley" is a record of events and
soli."
m his priyate aud public career, beginning
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 scenes
where th~ MagiC Staff ends, and bringiHg his
cents; cloth, $1.25.
psychological and private experiences truthfully
Interviews on Talmage. Paper,50 eta.; up to the present day. This attract1ve volume
plain cloth, $1.25.
·
will interest thousands who hav never read his
What Must We Do to be Saved t Pa- preceding works. It will answer the ever:recurring questions concerning remarkable events in
per, 2 5 cents.
Mr .. Davis's private life, and fully explains his
The Christian Religion. R:y R. G. vanous
public labors for mankind.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, and
"Beyond the Valley" is a companion volume
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents· to the "Magic Staff," and resembles it in style
cloth, $1.
' of workmanship-in paper, press-work, binding,
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, etc. 408 page8. Price, $1.50.
For Sale by THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
in large, clear type, and containing as mnch
as could be delivered iu two ordinary lectures.
'l'his makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

O'l'TO "'ETTST.EIN'S

_PHOTOGRAPHS

By Andrew .Jackson Davis,
entitled

719

OF

R. G. IN G E R S 0 L L,
WITH A."UTOGRAPH,

Price, 20 cents.

CABINET PHOTOGRA.PHS,

Price, 40 Cents.
Address this Office.

Man. Whenoe and Whither.
By B.. B. Westbrook, D. D., LL.B.,

Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?
About all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from a
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
SS Clinton Place. New York

POPULAR JEWELRY STORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.
Headquarters for Fine Goods In the line ot Genuln
Diamonds; Fine Gold an<! Sliver Watches; Ohalns;
Bracelets; Wedrtlng and Presentation Rings; Jewelry ot Latest style; Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
and Fancy Gocds; 3 ounce Coin Sliver Elgin Watch,
$10; 4 ounce, Full Jewdled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
Stem Wind, $22; thlH same, fine movement, In best
gold filled case, ll'tl5; with cheap movement $25.
Ladles• Solid Gt•l<l Elgin stem wind watches, $~0
$24, and $32-14 karat, upward. Watches cleaned;
finest worK In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned per. reg, mall or ex., paid one way. work
tor the trade at reduced rates and agent8 sending
wor)<. once a week from every state In the Union are
-making lots of money, Beet spectacles In the
world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back on demand. Try met
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee of Wett<Jteln's New Freethought Badge.
The most beautiful badge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sale, Elegant pre•ent tor Lady
or Gent. Solid gold, $3; $3.o0; extra heavy, $4;
with diamond, artistically enameled, $10.

BY lli.&.IL POST-PAID.

BY SECULARIST:
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New Yor.r.

WORKS OF DR. W. F. EVANS,

TO APPEAR IMMEDIATELY.
A Great Medical Work on Manhood
MO§ES BEFORE THE COURT. Exhausted Vlta.Uty, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and
By the S!lme Author.
the nntold miseries resulting from lndls:~retlon or
ure and Power of :B'aith; or, Elementary Les-

Vindication of Thomas Paine from The Primitiv Mind-Cure. The Natthe attacks of the New York Observer, by
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Largo size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

The Jhsts of Voltaire, Paine and Ingersoll. Cabinet siza; true to life,
price $1.50 each. E1•erv admirer of these
apostles of Religio·~s Liberty should have
these busts.

Pbotogmph~;~ of Colonel Ingersoll.
.
Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5; panel,
10 1-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
card, 20 cents.

Ingerson's Lectures Complete.
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Orthodoxy,,. bound in one beautiful volume, in
half calf, library style, and containing over
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
low price of 'll5. Sent by mail poBtpaid.

sons in Transcendental Medicin. l'his work
Bible Fabrications Refuted
is a complete exposition of principles underand
lying the Rystem of mental healing. It contains a full course of instruction in the phi- Tile Errors of tile BibleExposed,
losophy .and practice of the Mind-Cure. Price
BY 0. B. WHITFORD. M.D.
$1.50.
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
The Divine Law of Cm·e. .A. standard work on the philosophy and practice of
33 Clinton Place, New York.
the Mind-Cure, a reliable text-book m all the
schools of mental healing. No work has ever
been written of more practical value to physicians of all schools. 1'he book is the result of
A Poem in Three Parts.
the extensiv learning and research of the auBY E. N. KINGSLEY, Tru!h Finder.
thor, and exhibits a familiarity with the literature of the subject. _It is profoundly religSECOND EDITION.
ious without being offensivly dogmatic. It
has been received with universal favor by all Price, 25 Cents. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
who are seeking light on the subject on which
33 Clinton Place, New York.
it treats-the cure of disease in ourselvs and
others by mental and spiritual agencies.
Price $1.50.

TRUTH:

Tributes. There hav been so many Mental Medicin. A. Theoretical and
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of W=.ir," the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent address over ''Little Harry Miller's Grave,"
that they hav been printed on heavy toned
paper, l8x22, illuminated border, and in
large, clear type, suitable for framing, and
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents:
Pr~s., Poems aud Selections. This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the
celebr;,ted "Decoration Day Oration," never
before pu bltshed, and all the famous " tributes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till now, many
other gems, selected from the speeches, arguments, le<:tures, letters, table-talks, and
day-to-day conversations of the author. The
work is designed for, and will be accepted
by admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine
steel portrait, with autograph fac simile, has
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silkcloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;
in h'1lf-calf, mottled edges, elegant library
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, highest
possible style and finish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

MONU.S, POPES,
AND

THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.

Practical Treatis on Medical Psychology.
This book contains a full exposition of the
nature and laws of magnetism, and its application to the cure of disease. Price $1.25.

Soul and Body; or, The Spiritual

The Bi~le Analyze~.
BY

.Jolm R. :Kelso, A.M.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Deluge.-The Exodus.-The MiraThe Mental Cure, illustrating the In- Creatlon.-The
ot the Blble.-The Errors ot the Blble.-The
fluence of the Mind on the Body both in cles
Prophecles.-The Devil or Bat an of the Blble.-'l'he
Health and Disease, and the Psychological Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
the Blble.-The God of the Blble.-The Messiah or
Method of Treatment. Price $1.60.
Savior.
Crovn octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Sent
All the above books sent by mail, post paid, on
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.
receipt of price.
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THE RELIGION OF HUM.ANITY

.A. COMMON SENSE

GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH;

BETTER THAN

Eternal Punishment.
BY M. BABCOCK.

IN WHIOH THE
DECLENSION OF TilE NOUN
AND THE
CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
Are superseded by a few simple rules; and
comprising the most rational and progressiv
views of the best grammarians of the 19th
century.
By .J L. BARKER,
Author of "An Improvement on I. J. Morris's
Grammar."
PRICE,
35 CENTS.
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"ANT I CHRIST."

excesses. A book for every man, young, middleaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic diseases, each one or which Is Invaluable. so round by the author, whose expert.ence ror 23 years Is such as probf\bly never before
tell to !be Jot of any physician. 300 pages, bound In
beautHul French muslin, embossed covers, run gilt,
guaranteed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical, literary, and proresslonal-tban any Other
work sold In this country tor $2.60, or the money
will be refunded In every Instance Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. Illustratlv sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
National Medical Association, to the· president or
which, the Hou. P. A. Bissell, and associate o!Hcera
of the Board the reader Is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be rea<! by the young
tor Instruction, and by tbe a!lllcted for relief. It
will benefit all.-London Lancet.
There Is no member of society to whom The
Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.

Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 BulJinch ~1treet, Boston, Mass ,
who may be consulled on all diseases requiring
skill an<l experience. Ohronlc and obstinate diseases that have ba!lled the skill of alluEALother
physicians a spt•Cialty. Such troatectn
au ccessfully, wltbout an Instance otT \1
!allure, Mention this paper.lyH
I
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DR. R. P. F1LLOWS
1s s. regularly ed ucat-

ed and legally qualified physician, and
the most successful
as hie practice wll,
pr<~>ve.
He ha.s tor
twenty years treated
excluslvly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
In the cures of which
he stands preeminent,
B P E It MATOI\RH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse In youth and
sexual excessea In maturer years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dr9ams, loss ot sexual
power ,rendering marriage Improper and unn upy, etc., are cured permanently. by an outside al•r>llcatlon In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It Is one of Dr,
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Ia entirely unknown to the medical profession. Bend five 2-oent
stamps !or his "Private Oounselor," giving full I.D.formatlon. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say Where you saw this advertlement.

The subjects discussed in this finely-printed
pamphlet are, besides the title above given,
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
a Christian, Divinity of the Bible, Theolog:ical
J!'roo~ the Ironclad Age.
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
"Dr.Fellows 1s an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
Sometimes Differ, Infant Damnation, Prayer, cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers or the land
Iy8
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid, shOuld glv the doctor their patronage."
No Fear of Bemg Damned, But What are We
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
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NEW YORK.
33 Clinton Place. New York 83 Clinton Place,
WE WILL SELL .AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES. Price, $2.
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO·
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND IrS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.

An easy and practical new method, adapted tor
self-Instruction as well a.s for use In acboola. TO
consist of about twelve numbers. Eleven numbers
now published. Bent to any address on rPcelpt or
\he price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRUTH
BEEKEI\ CO.
"These books contain a wealth ot knowledge for
self-Instruction. "-ED, Albany Union.
·
8tt
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cording to condition of book.
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•ro the Senate
THERE are times when change Is really rapid, so
rapid that the character of It cannot be mistaken;
times when a Rip Van Winkle, who went to sleep In
his youth, would awake in manhood to find himself
In a world remade, all habits altered, all the most
"''erlshed opinions swept away as In a whirlwind.
Some violent convulsion may hav done It-a Re!or·
mat!on or a French Revolution shaking society like
an eartbq,.ake-ar the same err.ct may hav been
produced more q•Jietly by a swlf;, silent operation,
as If mankind had broken suddenly from the an·
chorage, and were hurried away by some irresistible
current f~om all their bearings and associations FJ·oude's Scitnce awl Tlt-ology.
A CBRTAIN d~gree of labor and ex9rtlon seems to
h>1V been allotted us by providence, as the cJndiLion
of humanity. "In the sweat of thy brow shalt thou
eut bread." This Is a curse which has proved a
blessing In d lsgnlse. Anrl those favored few who,
by their rqnk or their riches, are exempted from all
t>xertlon hav no reason to be thankful for the privilege. It wa.s the observation of this necessity that
led the ancients to say that the gods sold. us everything, bm oave us nothing -Caltcn's Lacon.
SIR, I am a true laborer; I earn that I eat, get
that I wear; owe no man hate, euvy no man's happln~s•; glad of other men's good, content wl•.h my
harm; and the greatest of my prt1 e Is to >ee my
ewes graz• and my lambs suck. -ShalC!<P'rc's .As You
Lilc· It, .Act 3 Se<n< 2
A COUNri<Y la.<lis my degree,
An' few there he that ken me, 0,
But what care I how few they be?
I'm welcome, aye, to Nannle, 0.
My riches, a' 's my penny fee,
An' I mauo guide It cannle, 0;
But wari'S gear ne'er troubles me,
My thoughts are a' my Nannle, 0.
Onr auld guldman delights to view
His sheep an' kye thrive bonnie. 0,
But I'm as blithe that baud's his pleugh,
An' hav nae care but Nannl8, 0.
-Burnr>'t J/y Nannie, 0.
JUDGED by the canons el 'her of common sense o•
of science, which are, Indeed, one and the same, all
u miracles" a·re centaurs, or they would not be mtr..
acles, and men of sense and science will deal with
them on the same prl~clples. No one who wishes to
keep well within the limits of that which he has a
right to assert will affirm that it Is lmp'•sslble that
the sun and moon shoull ever hav been made to ap·
pear to etand Still in the V!\lley Of Ajalon; or that the
walls of a city should hav fallen down at a trumpet
blast, or that, wa•er was turued into wine, because
such events are contrary to uniform experlenoe, and
violate laws of nature. For aught he can prove to
the contrary, such events may appear In the order
of nature to-morrow. But common sense and com·
mon honesty alike oblige hl m to demand from those
wlilo would hav him believe In the actual occurrence
of such events, evidence of a cogency proportionate
to their departure from probablllty; evtdence, at
least, as strong as that which the man who ~ays he
has seen a. centaur Is bound to produce, unless he Is
content to be thought either more than credulous
or less than honest.-Hu.:>:Zey's Hume.
THERE Is not t1 be found, In all history, any mlr·
acle attested by a suflblent number of men of such
unquestioned goodness, education, and learning as
to secure us against all doluslon In themselvs, of
such undoubted Integrity a' to place them beyond
all suspicion of any design to deceive others, or such
credit and reputa·lon in the eyes or mankind as to
hav a great deal to lose In case of their being detectet1 In any falsehood, and at the same time att.est·
lug facts, performed ln such a public manner, and
In so celebrated a part of the world as to render the
detection unavoidable, all which cltcumstances are
reqtts1t to giv us a full assurance of the testimony of
mea-Hume's Essay on Afi1·acles.
IT Ia not every man that can arrurd to wear a
shabby coat, and worldly wisdom dlcta:es to her dis·
olples the propriety of dreeslng somewhat beyond
their means, but of living somewhat within them,
for everyone sees how we dre8s, but none see how
we llv, except we cll.oose to let them. But the truly
great are, by universal surr,·age, "xemptetl from
these trammtlls, and may llv or dress as they please.
-Calton's Lacon.
GIV every man thine ear, but few thy voice;
Take each man's censure, but reserve thy judgment.
Coatly tby habit as tby purse can buy,
But not expressed In fancy; rich, not gawdy;
Fur the apparel oft proclaims the man,
And they In France of the best rank and station
Are mr,st select and generous, cblef In that.
Neither a borrower nor a lender be;
For Joan oft loses both Itself and friend,
And bc>rrowlng dulls the edge of husbandry.
--ShakspCTe' s Hamlet, Act 1, Scene 3.
"DO you every read the Bible?" said M'l.rgery.
"Not often now. I hav read IL." "And how did
H strike you?' "I beli6Ve It Is a colle<ltlon of very
remarkable books, written by various remarkable
men-emhuolasts chiefly." "Hav you ever studied
the evldences for their lnsplra\lun, and weighed
both slues?'' "I cannot eay that I hav," said Hugh,
smlllng. "Would It not be worth the trouble to
study them, pra~lng all the time that If there be a
God," said Ma1·gery, shuddering at her own words,
"he Will reveal !he truth about them to you?'' "I
am afraid of being duped. I hav surrered so much.
I bav gone down luto such depths-If there be a God
he forsook me. I am afraid of coming to a false con·
elusion, ana having It an over again. I tell you, I
did pray, and It was all of no use, and worse, be·
cause it misled me." "G·) to a. clergyman.u
"Heaven defend me 1 No, thank you, I'll fight my
own battles. I am beyond the help of any parson."
-Jitargery, .A

st..a.v.

DEATH.only arrives gracious tosnchas sit lu dark·
nees, or lle heavy-burdened with grief and errors;
to tbe poor CllrJstlan that s!ts bound In the galley;
to the deepalrful widows, pension prisoners, and deposed kings; to them whose fortune runs back, and
whose 3plrlts mutiny; unto such death Is a redeemer; and the grave a place for retiredness and
):'est.-Bacon'& E18a1/&,

a~d

Assembly of the State of

r~ e\v

ll or.k :

The Constitution of our State guarantees that "the free exercise and enjoyment of religious
profession and worship, without d-t:c;crimination or preference, shall forever be allowed in this State to all
mankind." The general principle of AmeTican Govemment is equality of all men befoTe the law.
This, as Your Honorable Body is aware, inv~lves the principle, already acknowledged in theory, of the
Total Separation of Church and State. But Church and State are now practically united by the
following statutes :
1. The law exempting Church Property from Taxation.
2. The laws appropriating Money from the Public Treasmy for the support of Institutions
founded and managed chiefly by Sectarian Denominations.
3: The law compelling the Observance of Sunday as a religious holy day. ·
The undersigned, Citizens of the . State of New York, do therefore respectfully but earnestly
petition Your Honorable Body to repeal all the laws or parts of laws of this State which are viola-.
tions of the n.bove principles. Our reasons for asking this are:
1. The Churches are voluntary associations properly to be supported by the voluntary contributions of their membeTs. 2. The State is compulsory. Every citizen must pay taxes. And we
submit ·that it is unjust to a large and growing body of voters to be compelled to pay for the support
of Churches which they cannot conscientiously attend; for the hire of Ministers .in our Legislature
and Public Institutions, in whose doctrines they are unable to believe; and to observe as holy a day
to them no more sacred than any other. We also submit that the exemption of Churches from taxation~ the appropriation of money for the hire o£ Ministers and the support of Sectarian Institutions,
and the Legal observance of Sunday as a holy day, are discriminations in favor of one form o£ religion,
are abridgments of the free exercise of religious preferences, and are therefore unconstitutional.
NAMES.

RESIDENCE.

DR TALMAGE addressed an audience at Belfast
recpu·Jy numbering forty thousand persons, many
of whom escaped In safety. -Philadelphia Press.
·

SINCE tbe revision or the Old Testament, the
"Christian scientists" are now of the opinion that
the low price of mutton caused Abel to commit sulcille, and that Cain was wrongfully accused of murder.
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THE girl who yearns to be stylish IS now anxiously
Inquiring how to cultivate freckles.-Bost6n Globe.
They are some limes produced by the sun-but they
must spell it with a"· A sun spelled otherwise will
not do.

-AND-

UNDO'(TBTEDLY Go1 could hav made something
meaner than the sneak w)J.o runs In d"bt for one or
more year's subscription, and then refuses to take
his paper from the oftlce-but so far as man knows
God never did.-&.

~rt~fhinkt~~' ~lmatUtt,

"WHAT's the first thing you would do, Jones. if
you were stung by a hornet?" asked Smith, who had
been reading an article on the treatment of stings.
"Swe1;1r," replled Jones, solemnly. And the conversation abruptly closed.

1885.
(E. M. 285.)

JUDGE (to dar key witness): "Do you know the nature of an oath ?" Witness: "Bah." Judge: " Do
you know what you are to swear to?"' Witness:
"Yes sah. I'm to sw·ar to tell de truf." Judge:
"And what Will happen If you do not tell It?"' Wit·
ness: " I spec's oRr slde'll win de case, sah."

®yv'itl\ @Jfl.irty-~e..,en ~ortro.it.® of ~rominent J\meric.o.rz
~reetl\in~er~, o.n~

!1umerou.® @Jffu.®tro.tion~.

"MR. DUSENBERRY, Idon'tsee how you, as a Christian man, can go to these base-ball matches."
"Why, my dear?" "Oh, there's such outrageous
things going on 1 It's a wonder the pollee an ow It 1"
"To what do you refer, my love?" "To yesterday's
game, which, no doubt, dldn'tdltr~r from any of the
others. The paper here says that they knocked the
pitcher all over the field. It's absolutely bru!al ?"
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MINISTER (Lo deaccn of the church): "I want to
refer to a matter, my dear deacon, that has been
preying on my mind for aome time. I am sure you
will overlook any apparent meddllng In your atralrs,
k!lowlng that I only speak for your own good."
Deacon (cordially): "Cert!linly, my dear sir, speak
your mind freely. "o Minister: "I understand you
hav been speculating a good deal of late. Now,
aside from the danger of· such a business and the
consequent misery it may entail upon your family
do you consider 1t just the proper thing for a deacon of the--" Deacon: "Yes, I admit that I hav
been speculating some. I cleared $5,000 only yesterday on a wheat transaction," Minister (astounded):
"No, is that so? What's wheat worth to·day?"

NEW YORK:
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LET HIM GO.
Now let Mars Jesus take me erway,
Good Lawd, I wanter go home;
Take me up ter de jedgment day,
Good Lawd, I wanter go home.
. I uphol's de Bible an' I keeps down de flesh,
Good L'Lwd, I wanter go home;
'Specially de hog meat when It's sorter fresh,
Good Lawd, I wanter go home.

33 CLINTON PLACE.

I
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earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
written by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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Oh, yas, good Lawd, I wanter go home,
wants to put my head on de .Good Man's breast;
Doan' wanter stay here wid sinners for ter roam,
But wants de 'possum gravy o' everlastin' rest.
An" er glory ter de Good Man, de Good Man,
De Good Man datsets up In de sky.
Da\ gloyus place doa.n' seem so fur,
Good Lawd, I wanter go home;
An' I specks dat I'a got a wife or two der,
Good Lawd, I wanter go home,
When I gets up dar dunner which one to claim,
Good Lawd, I wanter go home;
For way up dar an de wlmmln Is de same,
Good Lawd, I wanter go home.
Ob, yas, good Lawd, I wanter go home,

ti
Wants to put my head on de Q-ood Man's breast;
omes c \ Doan' wanter stay heah wid sinners for ter roam,

By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER.

But wants de'possum gravy o' everlastln' rest,
An' er glory ter de Good Man, de Good Man,
TBJll TRUTH SEEKER 01l1oe
De Good Man dat sets up In de sky,
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llotts and 9Jlippings.
ONE of the Indian names of Boston, as recently described by Professor Horsford, was
"Great kill mouth."
'fHE president of Dartmouth College vetoes
the opening· of the library reading-room to
students on Sunday afternoon.
W. C. BRYANT has been expelled from the
Ithaca Masonic Lodge in North Star, Mich.,
because he proclaimed himself an Agnostic.
A JAPANESE court has just set an example to
civilization by fining an editor twenty-seven
yen for neglecting to acknowledge the source
of extracts clipped from a contemporary.
CANON FABBAB says that "not only in the
Inquisition, but in the Puritan sternness of
Calvin, there is exhibited an intolerance that
has doomed his dogmas to the general abhorrence of mankind."
FERDINAND WABD, according to the Boston
Tr<.~nscript, received his financial education at
church fairs where returns of two or three
thousand per cent. on the original investments
are not thought at all remarkable.
A MAN living at Red Wing, Minn., has a pair
of golden candlesticks which he says he dug
out of an Indian mound at Waukssha, Wis.,
and which he thinks are the golden candlesticks which formed part of the decoration of
,
Solomon's temple.

flicted by the bigots. Now he is beyond their'
reach, although his life's work has permanently
damaged their superstition. A large monument has been erected by one thousand Freethinkers to the memory of Mr. Bennett, in
New York, the scene of his life's work, and
where he founded THE TRUTH SEEKER, a paper that possesses a wonderful influence in
America."
THE Bishop of Durham thinks disestablishment would be ruinous. His salary is something like twelve thousand a year. But, says
the lofty-minded Father in God, "My alarm
would be mitigated could I look forward to any
form of really earnest Christianity being the
gainer. But I cannot. The residuary legatees, I cannot doubt, would be irreligion and
Atheism." ITr. Lightfoot, says the London
Freethinker, is one of the few learned men left
in the Church of England, and his studies hav
made him acquainted with the extent to which
Christianity is undermined.

acter? If it works well in _the case of the Jew,
there seems to be no reason why it should not
work well in other oases."
THEBE are iC>ts of stories told of queer witnesses, and how they take the oath. The
Denver Tribune relates that the other day a
bright young boy appeared upon a Denver witness stand, and one ,of the lawyers thought
him rather young to understand the nature of
an oath. So he began to question him. Said
he: "Do you understand the natue of an
oath?" The boy replied that he did. "Do
you know what will be the consequence if,
after taking the oath, you tell a lie?" "Yes,
sir." "What will happen .if you tell a lie after
taking the oath?" "I'll hav to pay the costs,
I suppose," said the boy.

J!Jtws of( tht §ttlt.
JosH BILLINGS left an estate worth $100,000.
THE grand total of the Grant monument
fund is about $97,000.
JuDGJll CARDOzo, a famous New York ln.wyer,
died on the 8th, aged 57.
DEACON TABER has won his suit for divorce
against his wife, seduced by Pastor Downs.
A GERMAN woman living near Toledo, 0.,
recently became the mother of five boys at
once.
THERE were eight oases of small-pox in this
city last week. An epidemic would not be
unexpected.

ON "The New Criticism" the Inte1·ior says:
"The same blood circulates from Genesis to
RIEL, the Canadian rebel, sentenced to be
Revelation. It is the one book. He who hanged on Tuesday, the 11th, has been respited
until the 16th.
makes Moses a myth makes Christ an impostor.
CmEF JusTICE HAYEs, of Utah, has just senHe who denies the Mosaic authorship and the
PoPE LEo has taken up his favorit autumn inspiration of the Pentateuch denies the au- tenced eight polygamists to the full puniHhamusement, lark-catching in the Vatican Gar- thenticity of the gospel and the divinity of our ment of, the law.
dens. According to a description given by the Lord. But we are told that the Bible must be
SEVERAL women endeavored to vote at the
correspondent of the- Independence Belge, this tested as to its authenticity as other books are· late election in New York, but their suffrages
sport seems strangely cruel. Numbers of fine Granted. But when Sir Walter Scott avowed were not accepted.
singing larks, it is said, are blinded with a red- himself the author of the Waverly novels,
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND went to church l:lst
hot needle, and concealed in cages in a fine there was an end of guesses and speculations. Sunday, and Dr. Sunderland preached a serlaurel grove, where flocks of larks fly across Plausible arguments might hav been suggested mon to him on reform.
from seaward during their autumn migrations. for attributing the authorship of some of them
THE Rev. Steve Merritt, defeated candidate
The blind songsters decoy their fellows by to others. But the world had confidence -in
for senator, is now sued by a ticket-pedlar for
their loud strains, and nets are then deftly Sir Walter's veracity. His word settled the
his wages on election day.
dropped over the unlucky birds attracted. matter. And why should not the word of
JoHN McCULLOUGH, the tragedian, died at
IN France female medical students are to be The pope himself often extricates the birds, Christ settle the question as to who wrote the
admitted to the hospitals on the same terms as and kills them in the apprond fashion by Pentateuch? What are all our petty canons of Philadelphia on Sunday. He was 48 years
the male students. Sixty students are said to crushing their heads between thumb and fin- criticism when weighed against his word ? old, and was of Irish birth.
be "rejoicing in the victory," and among them ger.
THEY are having a great strike at Galveston, Not one scholar in a hundred can test for himone young negro lady, reported as one of the
THE bitter feeling raised in England against self the grounds on which Wellhausen bases Texas, the commerce of the port having been
most zealous students in Paris.
Mr. Bradlangh on account of his heretical his conclusions. But all of us can read in our almost suspended for a week.
THE history of a Vermont mountain town is views is sought to be extended to the Positiv- New Testaments what Christ said about the
LAST Sunday was temperance day in the
thus epitomized by a good observer: "The ists in general. The Rev. W. Macdonald Sin- Jewish scriptures; about David and the Episcopal church. Temperance sermons were
early settlers cleared up good farms and the clair, Vicar of St. Stephen's, Westminster, has Psalms; about Moses and the prophets; and preached in over one thousand pulpits.
children got rich from them. The grandchil- issued a sermon to the Christians of Westmins- that is enough for us." The Interior is more
THE death-rate in Montreal from small-pox
dren ran them down, and loaded the town ter against " a new form of Infidelity, that of Christian than enlightened, for if Christ's
with debts. The next generation skipped the Positivists, a name which probably none messiahship is staked on the Mosaic author- is thought to be decreasing. Last FEiday there
away to the West."
of you ever heard before these last few weeks." ship of the Pentateuch, we fear but few would were forty deaths and thirty new oases discovered.
Vicar
Sinclair, comments Mr. Bradlaugh, ought now accept it.
ONE mother in Wilkesbarre, who discovered
REPORT of the commissioners of education,
that her daughter was being taught physiology to know the exact measure of ignorance of his
A FRIEND of the New York S1tn's in Brooklyn
and hygiene, not long since, addressed the own parishioners, otherwise we should hav asks: "1. What, according to law is gam- just rendered, Phows that the whole number of
following note to her teacher: "Dear Miss imagined it impossible that Auguste Comte and bling? 2. Would it be against any existing immigrants landed at thisp:>rt during the year
- - : I don't want my daughter to be taught his philosophy had never even been heard of law to hav a wheel of fortune in a church fair, ending June 30, 1885, was 35G,906.
THE pope has written an important encyclical
about her insides. It isn't right, and I don't in Westminster until Professor Beesley had if not money but small articles can be won?"
issued his parliamentary address.
·
like it.-Yours truly, Mrs. ---.."
That journal responds: A good definition of letter, in which he endeavors to defiue the
M. MEISSONIEB iR enthusiastically devoted to gambling or gaming is playing at cards, faro, dangers of society. He condemns the liberty
A NUMBER of colored children who had prethe
memory"of his father, of whom he will talk or any other game of chance for money or of the press and universal suffmge.
viously witnessed a baptizing took one of their
for hours. He is very fond, too, of his chil- other valuable thing. Under our Penal Code
THE Rev. Mr. Meeker was taking some exernumber, three years old, in Columbia, La.,
some days ago, and immersed him in a pond dren, and they of him. To his grandchildren a person who exacts or receives money or any' cise in a gymnasium at Bethlehem, Pa., one
he is a patron saint. But they hav little re- thing of value won under such circumstances day last week, when he suddenly fell and exuntil they were tired of playing at the mock
ceremony. The unfortunate little fellow died gard for his work as an artist. He told me forfeits five times the value of the money or pired, it is supposed, with heart disease.
a few-hours after he was found, weak and ex- how Mr. Knight gave one of them, on her thing received, to be recovered in a civil action.
MR. MANTON MARBLE has just returned
birthday, a beautiful white satin fan, and how The second query brings up the question from Europe, whither it is said he was sent by
hausted, near the pond.
he offered to paint a little picture upon it. whether a church raffia or wheel of fortune is
A MAN who tried farming in Montana for The ten-year-old maiden was highly indignant. a lottery. A lottery is defined in the Penal President Cleveland to endeavor to promote a
two years gathered together his goods and chat- "I just guess you won't do any such thing, Code as " a scheme for the distribution of bimetallic union with other leading nations.
tels, consisting mainly of a wife, nine tow- grandpa," she exclaimed. "I don't want my propei·ty by chance among persons who hav
EMIL KIESEWETTER, state auditor of Ohio,
headed children, and six: lean dogs, and got nice fan dirtied up with your old paints!" paid or agreed to pay a valuable consideration fired two shots at W. J. Elliott, editor of the
himself thence. He left the following lines "Thns," said the great artist, "the child for the chance, whether called a lottery, raflle, Sunday Capitol, at Columbus last Saturcl~y.
on the door of his dug-out:
scorned what an empress would hav prized. or gift enterprise, or by some other name ;" The editor was hit in the thumb. The auditor
Which is right, I wonder-the child or the and contriving or drawing a lottery, or assist- was arrested.
"250 Feet to Water.
·so Miles to Fuel.
ing therein, is unlawful and punishable by fi~e
empress ?''-Err..
M. BARTHOLD!, the sculptor who made the
6 Inches to Hell.
THE Christian Register says: "In reply to and imprisonment. For many years lottenes statue of Liberty which France presented to
God Bless Our Home."
the question of the Independent, Rev. Dr. Tal- hav been discountenanced in this state. The this country, is now in New York. He has
A MAN who used to preach the gospel in the
bot W. Chambers, of the Reformed (also Cal- Constitution prohibits them, and the Revised looked at the pedestal prepared for the statue,
settlements has written to a friend in Eureka,
vinistic) church, briefly said that he had Statutes contain many provisions against them. and pronounces it good.
Nev., that he is running a bar in Ulada, Monknown at least one Jew whose character )VaS The fact that small articles are givan by lot inTHE Rev. Mr. Downs, the gay Boston
tana, and that his partner is Vaughn, an oldsuch that he could not doubt that he was saved, stead of money does not evade the inhibition. clergyman, had the nerve to remind his c~n
timer from California, who used to deal faro in
and he had no reason to doubt that there were The test as to whether a scheme is a lottery or gregation last Sunday that they owe him
Colorado, and was sent to the penitentiary for
other such oases. Our Hebrew brethren will not as laid down by the Court of Appeals in eight months' salary. The church will try
burglary. "He is a good gambling man," debe grateful for this kindly concession of Dr. 1884 is this: Does the holder of the ticket Mr. Downs this month for immorality.
clares his ex-clerical partner, in a burst of adChambers. It is reassuring to know that at run the risk of loss? In case a prize is not
miration, and he adds, by way of personal
A VERDICT has been found against Editor
least one Jew has been saved. When we con- drawn will his money be lost and no return
vindication, " Selling whisky pays better than
sider that the Hebrew nation is as innumerable be had? If the purchaser receives a valuable Stead of the Pall Mall Gazette, in the Eliza
preaching, and besides, it is no harder work."
as the sands on the seashore, this seems but a thing for his money, as, for instance, a bond Armstrong case. The London papers now
and an additional sum depending upon a con- call loudly for the suppression of Mr. BramIN printing the portrait of D. M. Bennett in small grain of comfort; but as Dr. Chambers
tingency, which is to be decided by _lot or well of the "pestiferous Salvation Army."
the Melbourne, Australia, Liberator, the editor has no reason to doubt that there are other
chance then it is not a lottery, because m any
says: "D. M. Bennett, the subject of this such cases, there is an opportunity here for
THE Methodist Episcopal missionary conferevent he can recover the value of his bond,
week's portrait, was a most ardent worker in the development of a large degree of hope. It
subject to the fluctuation of the market. But ence has voted to appropriate about $200,000
the Freethought movement, and a real martyr is interesting to note that Dr. Chambers's conit is clear that this church raf!le business is en· to missions in Buenos Ayres, China, and Euto our cause. I met him in London in the fidence of the salvation of this Hebrew seems
rope. This sum will not convert more than a
tirely illegal. It may be, however, that the
summer of 1880, and hoped to renew my ac- to hav been founded simply upon a knowldozen or so of heathen, but it will furnish a
law might be evaded by placing in the wh~el of
quaintance with him in America at some-time edge of his character. Does the doctor incline
soft
living to several abl a-bodied Methodist
fortune as many prizes as there are tickets
or other;. but, alas 1 Mr. Bennett died shortly to the belief of the Christian Register, that salshouters.
issued
and
sold.
l'fter, worn out by hard work and suffering in- : vation here and hereafter depends upon char-
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Should Silver Be Demonetized l
"Should silver be demonetized?" Of course nqt.
Why should it? Can anyone tell? There is no
proof that it shall be; much less that it should be.
(I am speaking from a world, not from a national,
standpoint.) Though there is a power " among ourselva" that may desire to work this unrighteousness,
there is also a power in oUl'selvs that, working in
unison with the "power not ourselvs that makes for
righteousness," will thwart this evil design. Science,
truth, and the right hav become too &trong for empiricism, error, and wrong. The reign of science bas
begun. Science and truth to the front; let the rest
retire, with or without pension, only so that we may
get rid of them. "Enlightened self-interest" even
will carry us thus far.
So much by way of preface, and as a ground for
justifying consent to discuss the question· at all. The
other side assumes the affirmativ. P1~ma facie the
case is all one way. Silver bas always been used as
money. We might rest here until the plaintiff proves,
or attempts to prove, his case, or" allows cause" why
silver should be proscribed. It is understood that
this is not a question between the bullionists and
the anti-bullionists, but between the monometalists
and the bimetalists. The general and larger question of money is not involved. Only this: So long as
we use the specie-basis system, should we confine
ourselvs to one metal, or use both, as we always hav
done? The bankers, the creditor class, the .moneymongers, the gold bugs (and their apologists) attack
silver. Why? The answer goes (or comes) without
saying. The question answers itself upon a moment's
reflection. Selfishness, self-interest, unenlightened
self-interest, is what inspires them. Their argument
is therefore one-sided, biased, strained, fictitious,
unprofitable. Monopoly, monopolizability, would decrease the quantity on the false pretense of increasing the quality. They catch at catchwords, and resort to chop logic. "Double standard "-ah! what
a lucky chance! And they chuckle over it as a discovery of the vulnerable point in the heel of Achilles.
This unf01·tunate ambiguity is their strong point.
They catch at it as a lapsus linguce (which it is) of
their opponent. They rely not upon the merits of
their cause, but upon taking advantage of a technicality, of the careless phraseology of the bimetalists,
who, finding the phrase in use, inconsiderately and
carelessly adopted it, .but are now aba:Lldoning it.
Double standard! cry the monometalists-how can
there be two standards? The idea is absurd; therefore bimetalism is impossible. It does not stagger
them that the bimetalists reply that bimetalism has
been already the practice, the fact, of the ages; has
always been not only a possibility, but an actuality.
But it is not upon facts that monometalists rely, and
therefore facts do not affect them. They are like the
juryman, who, when he and the facts did not agree,
said that it was "so much the worse for the facts."
By a play upon this phrase they sophistically glide
from it into the other phrase of bimetalism, and
thus attempt to make them appear as synonymous,
so that by cutting off. the head of the one they may
seem to cut off the head of the other. They also act
like children in the matter, making " double standard" their "bugaboo " in the play. They play us
a fl\_rce becaus"e they hav nothing better to offer.
But bimetalism, of course, is not synonymous with
double standard. It has no necessary connection
with the idea even of a double standard. It means
that the two metals act or serve together as a unit,
much as the union of metals in the pendulum of a
clock acts, the one compensating for the other in
their respectiv expansion and contraction, and so preserving the stability of the length'"of the pendulum
itself. Or as two connected reservoirs of water which
are kept level with each other, and are so far made
to act as one, made one by the connection or jointure, and together serve our wants. Bimetalism
masses the two metals, and thus makes a broader,
sounder, and safer foundation for the paper or fiduciary currency, in the proportion of two to one,
and, of course, compared with monometalism, it
makes double the volume of metal money itself.
Monometalism, therefore, means contraction, which
produces spoliation, which involves the exploitation
of the many by the few, which means the moneymongers, the gold-bugs, as vampires, sucking away
the vitality of industry, the life-blood of the laboring
masses. It means retrogression, not progression. It
means damnation aU round-Samson pulling down
the pillars of the temple of industry, and thus in his
blindness burying himself with the rest in the common ruin. Mankind is a solidarity; the interests of
the whole best serve the interests of all its parts.
What makes the "dangerous classes" of either the
upper or the lower orders ? Who are the dangerous
classes? First, those who feel themselvs to be above,
different, and separate from the mass of mankind,
and act accordingly, regarding themselvs as the
elect, who ought to be the privileged class and lords
of the race, treating the " remnant " thereof as their
tools, serfs, slaves, or lackeys and victims.

Second, Those that are made to feel that they 11av
not a common interest in the affairs of the world; bav
not a common interest in their mother earth with the
rest of her children; hav not a joint interest in the
earth as an inheritance in common of the whole race;
hav not a joint interest in society as an organism of
which they are a part, of which they are members;
and hav been made to feel that in all the Christian
world there is no place yet for the high philosophy
of Christ. Hence the criminal " whose hand is
against every nia~ and .every man's band against
him." And hence the dynamiter, who feels that ~e
bas, through a contest of wits, if not of muscles, sold
pot~age, and !1-~w seeks
his birthright for a mess
to impeach the conf:ract, m t~1s empha~Izmg and
startlinp: way that his complamt and dissent may
be the surer' and sooner heard and heeded. His
method is, no doubt, most criminal and truly horrible. But was not that by which be has been thus
made ·to feel and to act also objectionable? Wherein
lies the chief difference between these two dangerous
classes but in that the acts of the one are legaliz9d
and the. acts of the other are unlegalized ?
Monometalism leads to these reflectiOns and tends
to these consequences.
Bimetalism tends ;to the reverse of all this. It
means expansion, progress,. gro~th, all. aroun?. .It
would equalize the commodity pnce of sliver With Its
money price, and so raise it to par wi.tb gold at the
present ratio of the world, and keep It there. (For
the purposes of this .article by bimetalism i~ ~ea~~:t international bimetalism.) And by thus raismg sliver
to par and keeping it there, so great a degree of
stability in the value of money would be realized
that it would go a long way in preventing excess of
flunctuation in values, and thus the greater stability
to industry itself be secured, and ~t once reyived-;revived all over the world. And this would check, If
not stop, the excessiv, rapid, and dan~ero.us divergence of classes now going on, and modify, 1f not_heal
or soothe the rancor between the two orders of the
dangerou's classes, and also modify, if not put a
stop to, the power, and perh1.1,ps the disposition, for
evil of each, by showing the one a better way to success and the other a better chance of ·securing his
rightful share in the common inheritance and the
results of the world's industry in the results of his
own labor. It would change the one from a legalized
wrong-doer and the other from an unlegalized wrongdoer into dutiful, public~spirited, and good citizens.
Germany, inflated with martial pride by a great
and recent conquest, and made, perhaps, a little
purseproud by the great war indemnity wrung from
France, and foolishly believing that England's monometalism bad largely contributed to her great commercial success, sought to imitate he~ in demonetizing sjlver, and did so in 1873. This attack upon
silver began and largely contributed to its subsequent depreciation, and this dep1·eciation of silver
caused the appreciation of gold, which in ita turn
caused the fall in prices, which brought about the
consequent falling off in business, and stagnation in
industry all over the world, and in that condition of
stagnation we hav been ever since, and we may remain in it until there is an international ag1·eement
to rehabilitate silver on terms of a given ratio-say
15 1-2 to 1-by reopening the mints of all the contracting parties for the coining of silver upon the
same terms on which they coin gold, and making it,
as well as gold, unlimited legal tender. But Germany has since been convinced of her mistake. The
Int~rnational Monetary Conference, held in 1867 in
Paris, which sought to secure uniformity in money,
made a great blunder in con~luding that this object
could best be secured by resorting to gold monometalism. This blunder was soon discovered, admitted, and repented of. The two subsequent similar
conferences aimed at stability in the value of money.
And though they did not reach an agreement as to
the method of securing this end, they made as much
progress toward it as could hav been reasonably expected, and there bas since been large· and sure
growth in this direction, through our own and others'
international bimetalic movements and agitation,
and through the writings of the new and freer school
of economistP, better and late1· (and better because
later) informed than the old school. The latter seems
to hav a sort of flesh-pot, Esau-like attachment to
gold monometalism.
The rise and fall of nations ba.v been brought about
by the expansion and contraction of money. Rome
grew and flourished while tribute money flowed into
her lap. Rome declined and fell when it flowed out
again for foreign luxuries. The world has advanced
into civilization, or has fallen back into barbarism,
according as there has been a sufficiency or deficiency of money. Progression and retrogression
are companions to enough and not enough money.
W. M. BoucHER.
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Truth Or God.
Truth is a word the meaning of which is understood-an agreement of representation with the facts
represented. God is a word which can never be understood, as it agrees with nothing, and represents
nothing-ex<rept the ignorance of the user.

Truth is the affirmation of fact; God is the negation of reality, for to regard God as real is to make
him natural; but as he is no God only as he is the
author of nature, to prove him is to abolish him.
God is a notion to be believed; Truth is what we
know. When you mean Truth, say so, unless you
cowardly wish to conceal your thought.
God implies a per11onality, an intelligent being.
An impersonal intelligence is an impossibility, since
intelligence is a personal attribute, as weight is a
property of matter.
Secular philosophy has no power to succeed whilst
it is encumbered with theological clothing. We
should not call ourselvs, nor allow ourselvs to be
called Infidels, for our principle is fidelity·to fact, as
presented in reason,. The religionist is the Infidel.
JOHN P. GurLD.

Socialisms.
The New York Herald, and then the Independent,
over the signature of a New Jersey clergyman (Bradford), hav been making a display of their ignorance,
which, whether real or llffected, has the effect not
merely of misleading their readers about principles
and social facts, but o:f traducing cE!rtain individuals
in a manDer no less injurious to the interests they
hav at heart because the manner of doing it, in confounding them with their opponents, may not expose
the traducer to aotionfor libel. Thus the Independent
does not openly charge B. R. Tucker and other~o~ unnamed, of the Boston Liberty party, with conspiracy
for robbery and murder, but it classes them falsely
with John Most, of the Freiheit, and "Communist
Anarchists," who openly declare war upon property,
and goad tbe1 proletary mas~es to outrage. Now, I,
~s a regular contributor to L1:berty, and affiliated with
its principles, declare that we hav nothing in C')mmon with those . revolutionists, apprehending that
their "good intentions" are of the sort that "pave
the way to hell."
We also hav _a revolution in view. This has often
been foreshadowed by the Galveston News in its currency and antiprohibition articles, and its censures
of abusiv legislation.. Our revolution is in direct line
of deyelopment with the principles of Jeffer.wnian
democracy. Personal liberty i3 its pivot, and it operat.-s by co-operativ harmonies between producers
by labor and produce exchanges. The ulterior purposes of the party with which we hav been confounded are unknown to us. Ours are clearly an-.
nounced, and their statement suffices to banish any
idea of violence in connection with them. Appealing to small proprietors and well-accredited mechanics, we propose commission houses for facilitating
direct exchanges of produce or of labor, that is, direct,
as avoiding the intermediate ownership of merchants,
and consequent speculation by profits on sales, but
also avoiding the inconveniencies of private barter.
Such houses may be depots for producs, and charged
with certain industries of manutention needed i:a case
of grains, wines, or goods generally of perishable
character. They will appraise qualities of goods or
of labor offered, and their certificates of deposit will
serve as cash in circulation, while their certificates of
character for laborers may circulair.l as credit notes
within a limited circumscription. The object is to
protect labor against exploitation, and to supply a
currency elastic in its correspondence to all exchangeable values, like the skin to the body, impartial toward specie, and ignoring the fiatism of governments. For such a currency the price to be paid is
faithfulness to contracts, and as this is not at present
to be taken for granted, the uses of such certificate
currency must be limited to people who know and can
trust each other, or are known and trusted by the commission house. This is the People's Bank of Exchange.
It is described more completely by P. J. Proudhon
("Idea Generale de la Revolution," etc.,) and by Col.
Wm. B. Greene, whose pamphlet is sold for twenty.
five ce:qts by Bole 3,366, Boston. Some experience
with such institutions has been encouraging. Their
scope of uses is co-extensible with the faculties of
their officers and the credit they enjoy. In a year of
bad crops such a bank might protect many farmers
from .ruinous debts in obtaining at a moderate rate
of interest-S to 3 per cent-supplies for which they
pay the merchants 25 to 75 per cent. Where character warranted, men might get provisions from the
depot on the security of growing crops or other unfinished work.
Essentially pacific, our revolution would be retarded
or frustrated by a civil war of classes, such as the
"Communist Anarchists," with whom the Independent abusivly classes us, are fomenting. Call us Socialists, if you choose to. Everybody that is not an
anchorite is a Socialist of some sort. But state Socialism, and that compulsory Communism which is
avowed as the ulterior aim of the bellicose Anarchists,
Internationals, etc., are our special abominations.
We openly oppose them, and it·ought to be an actionll.ble slander to attribute such purposes to us. Our
revolution can be effected under the actual forms of
our political constitution, as well as without them.
They depend upon the enlightenment of opinion
about public interests. Legislation is superfluous,
but it cannot hinder people from acting in good fel·
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lowship of justice and kindness when they know what
is right and choose to do it.
Wit)lout such enlightenment, we should not be
advanced by the explo~ion of all existing governments:for the same oppressions would but change
their names. Private proputy, so much abused in
its monopolies by governmental privilege, has nevertheless been a necessary condition of social progress
from the state of monkeys in the forest. Corporate
property rests on a voluntary personal basis of contracts. Associate laborers should become stockholders participant in dividends. Our Anarchism looks
to such co-operation, but enforces nothing. Individuals, emancipated from the tyrannies of meddlesome
legislation, may and will co-operate in many different
ways; some will associate all their interests, others
but a few, others liv apart. If we renounce the ballot, it is because it is made the instrument of encroachment upon personal liberty and natural rights.
It is an instrument, not a principle. Invented to favor
liberty, it bas been perverted to the purposes of despotism. The instrument is spoiled, and we let it
alone. That is all. Nothing now can take the place
of direct personal contract for the security of liberty
in social relations.
EDGEWORTH.
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not necessarily any part of it, and should not be in- city, denonnced strikers and trades union in every
cluded in that miserable system which we, who know way possible, without offering one valid argument
what it. is, are all warring against.
npon which to base his denunciation. In the hallIf the Eimple precepts and the more self-e"tident way of this very edifice, the inscription which first
ethical principles attributed tv that early teacher in meets the eye of the worshiper upon entering is:
Palestine, who was only a prophet and reformer "The rich and the poor meet together." This inamong the Jews, had been adhered to by the Greeks, scription, however, was not placed there by his direcafter they had received them, and called them the tion, but by that of a gentleman who was prominent
Chrislos, a Greek word which Paul says ia several of in the church history of PhiladElphia some twenty
his epistles means-according to our 'English trans- yeal'd ago, and through whose efforts the edifice above
lation-simply to be wise and good, or wisdom and referred to was built. At this time the congregation
goodness, we would not hav the gigantic myth that was composed chiefly of the poorer classes, and as
confronts us to-day to contend against. It is the soon as the wealthy began to control the affairs his
hmrible transformation and theological absurdities ideas were deemed too conservativ, and his resignation
of which these ethical teachings were the nucleus, asked for. It was tendered, and a true and consisunited with their teacher's tragi cal end, that hav fast- tent exponent of the gospel was thus forced to retire
ened this delusion o~ professing Christians, and to create a position for one who would disregard the
which they cherish as such a precious legacy.
Bible at the wishes of the church dictators, and we
The unnatural and inhuman character of this re- may say for a money consideration. Until such conligious system in appeasing a vengeful, unrelenting duct is denounced, and measures taken to convince
God for the sins of the wicked against him by the the laboring classes that the church is, as a whole,
saerifice of the innocent, to placate his wra.th and to disposed to treat them fairly and impartially, it cansatisfy his infinit justice, has had a degrading in- not but be expected that they will be constrained to
fluence on its devotees. They hav believed it a virtue remain away sooner than venture to a place of wora duty, to imtiate their God in their conduct to- ship with the probability of being compelled to listen
ward their fellow-men, and to co-operate with him in to a denunciation from the pulpit as severe, even, as
The Christian Religion.
trying to save souls by torturing a.nd persecution, by could possibly come from a tyrannical employer, who
What is called the Christian religion was noth- cruelty and intolerance, by curses and threats of hell is directly concerned.
ing but Judaism, nor was it intended to be anything fire. The Infidel and heretic has been the just obelse by those who started it. It had to be taken to ject for their maledictions and vengeance. To con- Is Papal Infallibility a Limited Partnershitl 1
a heathen country, and there coddled by mytholo- vert him or destroy him was to serve God, is implied
The Rev. A. F. Hewit, writing in the Catholic Wor lcl
gists, till it got old and important enough to be en- if not taught by this infamous faith. It has brutal- on " The Divine Authorit.y of the Church," givs the
titled to a name. So says its own history: " And ized ita victims, and made men savages toward one following explanation of papal infallibility:
the disciples were called Christians first in Antioch " another.
It is not every official act of the holy see which is a judg·
Thus our system of Christianity has no other ment ex calhedm. There is an authority in the church which
(Acts, xii, 26). It was not crouch of a religion at
first, but when the polytheistic gentiles took hold of origin, and has grown to its present dimensions from is not identical with, but inferior to, the divine authority of the
and although possessed jw·e divino, like the power of
it they nursed it until it grew into a monster grim the simple fact that the ethics of Jesus as taught by church,
jurisdiction and disciplin, may be called hum~tn authority.
and ghostly. Its Greek godfathers could not make Paul in Antioch were designated by the nativs Questions about mistakes, errors, misuse of power, which make
it take with their own people, who had so many gods there by this Greek word Christos, and the disciplEs matters of controversy relating to this kind of ecclesiastical and
and demons of their fathers to believe in and obey, who accepted the teachings as Christians. Subse- even papal authority, are wholly irrelevant to the subject of
infallibility of the church and the pope. Infallibility is
till they had put gode, devils, and holy ghosts, an- quent generations personified and defied it. The the
not claimed, in this extension, by the holy see or ecumenical
word
became
a
God,
a
son
of
God,
a
Lord,
a
Savior.
gels, and spirits into it, so as to fit it to the taste and
councils. A tribunal not infallible may en; and if it is provecl
relish of those to whom it was offered. The further As soon as it became a title, a name, imagination to hav erred in certain cases, no prejudice can acc.rue against
our religion traveled, and in every country where it knew no limit in bestowing upon it the most fanciful the inerrancy of a higher tribunal. Pope Honorius, acting in
his ordinary official capacity, wrote letters of direction to the
was introduced, it received new accessions to-·its attributes as the divine prdvision for the salvation of other
patriarchs concerning their conduct in respect to a mat.monster growth, in the way of trinities, divinities, man. Think what a fabric of superstition human ter of faith, which incurred for themselvs and their author seingenuity
and
human
credulity
hav
built
on
the
uses
vere censure by ecumenical councils and by his own succoR sora
sphinxef', fablee, and legends, and took so many difin the see of St. Peter. His in!allibility is in no way comproferent ghostly shapes and characters that its patrons of this untranslated Greek word Christos I
The flood of light that has been let in on this sub: mised by this censure, because he gave norm ca.therlm judgand friends in one country did not know it when
ment. A tribunal of the holy see condemned G1tlileo and the
they found it in another. Constantine and his quar- ject by modern scholarship through the investigations Copernican system by an erroneous judgment, which was not
into
the
origin
and
character
of
Biblical
history
and
only
erroneous in respect to astronomy, but also in its interreling, contending bishops could not manage this
hydra-headed religion when they undertook to find the uncertainty or spurious quality of much that has pretation of scripture. This decision was first allowed to become a dead letter, and finally emsed from the statute-book by
out what it was, or to make something like a system been called holy, is rapidly undermining the whole Pius VII. Honorius erred, and the congregation erred; and if
syste~
with
the
reading
and
thinking
publio.
Even
of faith for the different churches and countries to
there are other enors in offiClial documents of popes, then they
adopt. That profligate, rebellious, bigoted Nicene many clergymen are ridding themselvs and taeir con- hav erred. Infallibility shines out in bolder nnd brighter reits necessity is made more clearly eviclent, by the exhibicouncil of bishops, with a murderer at its head, fixed gregations of it as fast as they can, or think they lief,
tion which has been made in some few cases of the li11bility of
up a faith-a creed, and decreed that their work dare, without losing thsir fat offices. We may thank the highest human authority in the church to err in its decismust be accepted. What they called Christianity science, education, and the diffusion of general intel- ions.
was orthodox, and death, banishment, and exile ligence for what has been done, and for what they
It is said that " open confession is good for the
should be the fate of those wha refused to receive it will continue to do in undermining and eventually soul," and this looks very much like it. Poor Pope
banishing the frand from civilized communities. Honorius! It is well for the writer that he did not
as such.
Attempt to enforce these decrees led to bloody TEE TRUTH SEEKER is doing its share in the benefi- publish the above opinion in the time of Honorius,
T. E. L.
wars, for the more rational and intelligent bishops cent work.
for if he had done so there would probably hav been
and churches would not accept as Christianity the
another error committed by that pope.
lUini~".terial Hypocrits.
absurd doctrins these councils promulgated.
From the Toe; in.
Centuries were spent in calling counci!s, scores of
I.H.S.. YES, Josh.
which were held, to settle what people must believe
It is not our object to condemn the church as a
Several of the fashionable theaters of New York
in order to be Christians. But what was called whole for the shortcomings of a few of its represen- are close together in upper Broadway, and the pictChristianity had grown into such a huge, crude, un- tativs who seem to take great delight in slandering ures and inscriptions at their portals constitute a
definable system of mythology and superst,ition by the working classes and in upbraiding any body of street show of themselvs. From ~he opposit side
this time that the believers were only required to toilers who, in order to obtain justice at-the hands the attention of the passer-by bas lately been ataccept it to be Christians. The. philosophers and of avaricious and unserupulous employers, are com- tracted to Wallack's bill-board, containing wbat at
more intelligent spurned and ridiculed it then as the pelled to resort to strikes. But we do contend that first sight appears to be I. H.S.; but on closer inspecit is within the province of those representative of tion it is found to be
same class do now.
In its demoniac desperation the strongest ortho- the gospel who are consistent Christians to place beIN HrS
dox or church party ~auld seize every opportuni~y fore the people at all times both sides- ?f the la~or
POWER.
and subsidize ev(<ry person they could make avail- question, and not, as has been done m _ma~y mThis profane use of the sacred monogram is of
able to sustain them in magnifying, embellishing, and stances within the past year, attempt to JUStify the course shocking to Catholics and high churchmen.
action of capitalists ani manufacturers and condemn I.R.S. is inscribed on many a tombstone, and stands
glorifying this heathenish religion.
That licentious and profligate African, now called that of the wage-workers.
for Jesus Homimtm Sal valor, Jesus Savior of Men.
To the pulpit we look for impartial utterances and But the Greek letters HIS, with no points betwf:en
St. Augustine, of the fourth century, who lived a life
of dissipation till he was thirty, though educated and straightforward assertions upon all subjects, and to them are said to be an abbreviation of Iesous, the capsomething of a genius in Greek philosophy, an elo- expect the ministers of the gospel to be guided ital Hin Greek being equivalent to E .. Whether the
cutionist and a brilliant writer, was induced through strictly by the teachings of the Bible in all their com- Greek inscription antedates the La.tm, we do not
the persuasion of Ambrose to join the church. His ments. True we hav found some ministers who are know, but we do know that as a Pagan name th9
pen is said to hav done more than that of any pre- wining t"o acknowledge that the toileJs hav been jus- Greek IRS is much the older. Long before Jesus
vious one to construct and reduce to a system, to tified by circumstances in rebelling against their was born there was a Pagan deity whose name was
embellish with poetry and to popularize, this crude, employe_rs. But the great majority hav taken the IRS or YHS (Yes) alias Bacchus; and he was a-good
loose theory of compounded Judaism and Greek opposit view, and denounced the wage-workers at deity at first, but in the progress of ages he has been
mythology, now called Christianity. He and sub- every opportunity. In so doing it is necessary to lowered in dignity, until now be bas come down to
Sfquent writers in the same line, even so late as falsify-and what a spectade is presented when the a beastly level.
.
"
.
Anslem of the eleventh century, and their successors, occupant of a church pulpit condescends to misrepThe propriety of usmg IH::> as a contractwn for
with the aid of the sword hav kept the people at r{ s1mt facts in order to substantiate an argument. Jesus may be questioned when we consider that the
The fact that the wealthy manufacturer is always real name by which he was called in Palestine was
large well subjected to this superstitious heathen
ready to contribute a good round sum to the church not Iesous but Joshua, the abbreviation of which
faith.
While most Protestant sects hav rejected portions coffers; that he occupies the most desirable pew i.n would be J os. or J ash.
of this monstrosity, they all hold on .to other parts of the edifice, and pays the largest pew ran~; that his
it with tenacity. As a system, a behef, or an essen- collection envelope contains a dollar, while that of The Nationr1l Refm'tnfr announces the establishment of a mw
tial in the life of a good man, it must be discredi~ed, his employee, who is compelled to trust. to luck Portuguese Freethought Association, the Associacao Propngaexploded, and annihilated. As a forgery of anm~nt whether he obtains a seat or stands up, con tams but a dora do Livre Pensamento. Its address is Bua das Canastras,
origin, and nothing but the invention of the brams penny should not enter into the question at all. It No. 22, 1o andnr, Lisbon. The Secretary is Signor Antonio
Silva Rue St. Bernardo, No. 21, 2° andar, Lisbon,
of morbidly religious enthusiasts, it has always does however and oftentimes such circumstances Fernando
who will be gl~d to exch11nge communications with various
serv~
to
mold'
the
words
that
fall
from
the
lips
of
been an enemy to enlightened progress, bas prompted
Freethought societies throughout the. world. The organ of
the Association is 0 Livre Exame (published monthly), anrl one
to persecution, and arrayed itself against the dissem- some of our prominent divinE's.
Not very long ago a Philadelphia minister, with of the special points in its program is the aboli~ion of all
ination of the truth. In denouncing it, the moral
oaths, political or judiciu.l,
,
~el!l!ons that may be taught in connection with it are one of the largest and wealthiest congregations in the
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The Harmony and 1lleaning of the Scientific it is also the Theism of Scientists. When all is one, know when we are· thankful without being told, and
One is alL The Infinite is unlimited and one. There the most that we can be grateful for, anyway, is that
Gospels.

is no inside nor outside in Nature except as we im- things are no worse. The oath now exacted in
agine to please ourselves.
.
courts of law the speaker would abolish. It placed,
We hav gone far enough now to pause a moment
From Bruno came this view of the world as one and as Colonel Ingersoll said, a hypocrit above an honest
to appreciate the value of this harmony which science infinite, thence came Spinoza, thence Goethe with man. The court must accept a witness's word as to
has brought, and which we hav just indicated as to such sayings as these:
his belief; why, then, should not his word as to the
both Morals and Religion.
facts be accepted also? On the subject of the SabSeize
with
no
more
delay
Mr. Putnam said h e wou ld preserve S unday as
1. In Morals we hav shown that the egoistic, or enNature's holy open .secret:
bath
lightened self-interest, view includes fundamental
Must in viewing nature,
a day of rest and recreation, but would abolish the
facts of human nature which are indisputable; but
Always one as the all regard;
gloomy ecclesiastical Sabbath. So-called " Christian
that these lead to the greater fact that the individual
Naught is within and naught without,
morality," the abrogation of which is called for in
For what's within is also without.
happiness and welfare is impossible without concurthe Eighth Demand, was not the morality adapted to
Rejoice in the truthful seeming,
rence in the general welfare and happiness of the
Rejoice in the earnest play;
this century. It was unjust that a rich man, as in
human race as a whole, and without a life dominated
No living thing is a one,
the case of Dives, should be condemned to hell beby that purpose.
Alway is it a many.
cause he was rich; and it was equally unjust, as in
But the welfare and happiness of the human race And again he says:
the case of Lazarus, to send a man to heaven simply
is to be sought, why and how ?
And now, once for all I say again:
because he was poor. This, however, is the ChrisWhy? Because the fundamental fact of life comRichly and gladly she gives us all!
tian morality taught by the New Testament. The
Nature has, nor kernel, nor shell.
lecturE:lr ended his hour with a fine peroration and
pels, in order that life may continue, the constant inThyself test most of all,
crease of its capacity to live, to develop, to enjoy
Whether thou art kernel or shell.
was long and heartily applauded. Everyone had
both in the individuals and in the mightY. organism
The kernel of nature, Lis it not
listened attentivly excepting Madam Delescluze and
of which the individuals are organs. This law, which
In the heart of man?
Mr. Weston, who sustained an animated conversation
is the commonest in the lower organisms of Biology,
This fruitful expression, "The Heart of Man as until rebuked by Treasurer Morris.
is the grandest in the great Humanity, and in all in- the kernel of the Infinite," brings us back to the conRobert Blissert was the first critic. He said the
dividual and collective organs which are its parts. caption of Humanity as our center of the world. lecture had a great deal of peppermint in it, but he
The most complete and perfect development and life Upon that center it acts, and by its action, its con- was suspicious of any organization that had "Bob"
possible is the ultimate necessity and object of every stant impingement, we have the consciousness of Ingersoll at the head of it, because he believed that
organism. The plant strives for this unconsciously, that ultimate fact which continuously surrounds and Ingersoll was selfish and never did anything for the
man strives for it consciously, and with the help of compels our individual and collective action, and workingman. Liberals, Mr. Blissert maintained, told
consciousness, reason, and joy in its attainment. whose laws we must obey or die. Our consciousness, just as big lies as theologians.
Liberty, truth, and duty are the chief means of its thought, will, and action are but parts of the play of
Dr. Weeks reminded Mr. Blissert that Liberals
attainment, and to these, therefore, everything has the World, or God, upon Humanity, and our reply or were at least consistent, and voted as they talked.
been sacrificed by the heroes o.f our race. Happi- reflex action to that play. The knowledge and laws The workingmen would hooraw for their candidate,
ness, good name, health, comforts, wealth, even life of that play and of man's reaction are the two great but they do not vote as they hooraw. Dr. Weeks
itself have a thousand times been cheerfully yielded leaves of the book of science.
then proceeded to tell why the Christians supported
to this absolute imperative of duty. Bruno at the
In them we read that the phases of morals have churches and Sunday laws. It was for the sake of
stake rose above happiness-to the blessedness of a been enlarging by continuous integrations from age the authority over others which they were thereby
a complete sacrifice. By heredity this impulse has to age, from tribal egoism to altruism and thence to enabled to exercise.
throughout the ages beeome the instinctive conscience the absolute concept of truth' and duty, with an everWilson McDonald likened Mr. Blissert's attack on
which enforces the decrees of right and wroNg, with increasing power and sanction of conscience. And Ingersoll to a consumptiv sparring with John L. Suithe penalties of remorse, fear, and an unconquerable so, conjointly with moral progress, the Fetichism of livan. Mr. McDonald said it did his aged heart good
sense of degradation.
Religion has also enlarged by continuous integrations to listen to Mr. Putnam, who, he believed, was a
But there is nothing supernatural or really "mys- to Polytheism, to Monotheism, and thence through coming mari. But the Liberals had a big contract
terious" about this high moral idea or sense of duty. Bruno to PaBtheism with the conception of the world on hand. A visit to an establishment where Catholic
All nature compels us " to use the powers of the as the one infinite, eternal FAOT. Now, our point is imag.es were made had astounded him by its immengood," or to die. The voices of the spirits, the voices that it is really a loss to Humanity to forget or lose sity. There were J esuses and virgins and saints
of the masters, and of the ages, have incessantly re- any of these manifold feelings, views, and concepts without number. He remarked, casually, that the
peated the admonition, until it has come to us from of moral and religious evolution; that they are cumu- proprietor of the place was a Jew. Mr. McDonald
the skies, from the whole world, and all the past of lative steps and not inconsistent with each other, but interpreted the Catholic monogram " I. H. S." to
human history as instinctive conscience, and as the the supports of each other; that morals and religions stand for Ignorance, Hypocrisy, and Superstition.
ultimate imperative and condition of our being. Nor really never die, but that when they l':leem to do so
has this imperative of righteousness come into exist- they only become unconsciously sub-organic. Like
Dr. Foote, Jr., did not know that he could either enence all at once. It bas been like pure· abstract the inside of a tree, they, as its heart and center, thuse or amuse, but, for the sake of argument, he
Geometry, the cumulative growth of multifarious ex- should not decay but support the new society though would inquire whether the Secularists were not seekperiences. The evolutionist will see that each of its the living sap no longer flows through the older fibers. ing to supplant one system of religion or ethics with
steps has not only been of use in the past, but that
Egoist, Altruist, Moralist, Idealist,
another. Might not the charge that we are also reits lower stages of progress still remain indispensaFetichist, Polytheist, Monotheist, Pantheist.
ligious enthusiasts be brought against us? Dr. Foote
ble, and of practical use to-day. The confusion of These concepts, not forgotten, but harmonized and evidently did not feel that he was presenting a very
our moral and religious teachers, and their theories, used, as Science and Evolution now teach may be powerful argument, and so admitted.
arises from overlooking this fact which evolution done, will make the completer Man who will preDr. Kinget was sorry to see a secular party growteaches.
serve and sum up the past so as to better serve the ing up. The most important question he held to be
Thus, as to some things and in some ways, we are future. Next we must show How that is to bedone. that of food. The logic of the stomach came first.
The real philosophy was the food for to-day and tostill and must always be Egotists. Morals begin at
morrow. He did not like to think on the subject of
home.
The Liberal Club.
religion, because the thought of its atrocities made
But the Egoism becomes tributary to Altruism as
It was the serene and high privilege of a consider- him shudder.
civilization advance.,, until finally it too is a " duct
The next speaker to take the stand was Madam
for sympathy." And then Altruism is seen to be able number of people to attend the 387th regular
dominated by the ultimate natural law which meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club. The first Delescluze. She glanced briefly at Mr. Putnam, like
dominates all organisms, which is the feeding and secretary was absent, and the second secretary not an executioner momentarily contemplating a victim
pruning process of nature, of the world, or God, bein@: an elocutionist, the minutes of the previous before kindly proceeding to kill him. Then the
which is the Not I, and which ends in the imperative meetiBg were omitted. The offering of prayer by fountains of her- great eloquence were broken up,
of duty and conscience.
President Wakeman was suggested in lieu of the and trouble began. She was amazed that the charge
Thus the moralist who now teaches that the ego- minutes, but the suggestion, for some reason or other, of ignorance had been made against Christiansistic, altruistic, and instinctive views and ideals, are was not acted upon. The president, however, di- amazed. "Search the records of history," said the
inconsistent or exclusive of each other, is like a con- rected attention to a new book on the table, by Mr. madam, " and you will find that the great writers
ductor who is confused by the number of the cars at J. K. Ingalls, entitled " Social Wealth." He hoped and inventors all humbly believed in Christianity."
The trouble with the church, Madam Delescluze exhis disposal, because there are more than one, and he everybody would read it.
does not know how to make them up as a train and
The lecturer of the evening was Mr. Samuel P. plained, was that it did not liv up to the teachings of
send it forward to its natural, evolutional, scientific, Putnam, secretary of the American Secular Union. its founder. Nevertheless it wouldn't do to ridicule
and ideal Heaven on Earth. All of these three dis- Mr. Putnam prefaced his lecture by saying that per- the Catholics. Such conduct would raise the detertinct conceptions as to the origin and the sanctions haps it was bringing coals to Newcastle to present mination in the hearts of all Christians to fight LibQf morals are the complements and supplements of the Nine Demands of Liberalism to the Liberal eralism to the death. Mr. Putnam's argument was a
each other, and he is behind the age who does not Club; nevertheless it might be necessary with Free· club argument. Madam Delescluze eloquently deteach, harmonize, and use them all as the basis of thinkers as with Christians to administer line upon nied that the human race was ruled by its stomach.
character· and of daily life.
Colonel Sweet, who is a stranger to the club, ofline and precept upon precept. He then proceeded
2. Nor is the religious reconciliation of less im- to take up the Nine Demands one at a time, and to fered some remarks in a large and sonorous voice.
portance. Goethe said that in Philosophy he was a show their justice. Churches should be taxed, be- He had no expectation, when he came there, of adPantheist, in Art a Polytheist, in Morals a Monothe- cause their exemption laid a burden of millions of dressing the large and intelligent andienoe which he
ist. These are all merely different points of view of dollars upon other property. Chaplains in army and saw before him. He esteemed Mr. Putnam's address
the Great Fact which is the World, or God, or Not L navy should be abolished on acccmnt of their worth- a very able effort, and was convinced that great good
In its unity we conceive it as One under the law of lessness. The speaker was in the army, and knew would crystallize around the Liberal Club. Thi& asthe correlation and equivalence of forces. As the whereof he spoke.. The soldiers rarely attended sociation was like a rose. If that flower were picked
objective order it says to us do or die, and thus it is religious services except at the point of the bayonet. to pieces it would be discovered. that no two leaves
the basis of the categorical imperative of the highest Appropriations to religious and charitable institu- were alike. So with the club-the people forming
moral instinct and necessity. Thus it is Monothe- tions controled by the church were only so much it differed widQly, but together they made a fine apistic as the base of Ethics, and becomes poetically money given to propagate superstition. The Cath- pearance under God's canopy.
impersonated as One. But to and for our enjoyment olic church gets seven hundred thousand dollars an- ·Mr. Putnam, in closing, denied that LiberaJism
it is multifarious. Each emotion has its separate object nually from the city of New York. Christians used the "club argument." That was the argument
and god, and so the world is impersonated as many, accuse Freethinkers of maintaining no charitable in- of the Christian, and always had been since Jesus came
or Polytheistic. Under the .regime of Polytheism stitutions. If the Freethinkers could obtain seven on earth to bring a sword. He realized that the
there sprang to light the great ideas and ideals of hundred thousand dollars annually from the city contract to secularize the government was a large
Art. Our Artists are ever naturally returning to they could afford to be charitable also.
one, but it had got to be fulfilled. Of Ingersoll, said
this .phase of emotion and religion, and very propThe Bible must be excluded from the public schools the speaker, Mr. Blissert had a false idea. He did
erly. ·
because its teachings conflicted with facts. The ap- not know the man. No one in the world had a
Of Pantheism need we say more than, in the words pointment of Thanksgiving days by governors and deeper insight into the wrongs of labor; no one had
of Littre1 that it is "the Atheism of Poets?" Yes1 the president was a piece of impertinence. We all more sympathy with the oppressed, and when the
A LECTURE BY T. B. WAKEMAN (coNTINUED).
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workingmen were ready to vote and to act, they
would find no grander leader than Robert G. Ingersoll. The Liberal Club the lecturer held to be the
best educator in the world. He had learned more
there himself than he had learned in going through
college. At the close the speaker broke through
the formality of prose and argument and recited a
poem that gained the admiration of everybody.
It would be wasting space to say that this lecture
was an admirable and interesting one. Anybody
not already apprised of that fact has never heard
Mr. Putnam speak.
At the next meeting we hav Dr. Dio Lewis on
temperance and prohibition. Dr. Lewis is an interesting speaker and his wisdom wi]J. be absorbed with
avidity. Yet the ignominious sum of five cents is all
that is required of the visitor at the door.
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ing of imperfec~ tax laws, ~e s.aid: 'The true remedy papers, and in committee meetings, but let the Confor .whatever evils now ex1st m our tax laws lies in gress, so far as possible, be devoted to those expresthei~ thorough . reviaion, and among other things sions of our thought which will be of the most perplaciD~ all species of property upon an equality, and manent value, and which will compel the attention
exempt~ng none.' ''
and the respect even of our enemies. I appeal to
MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
the good sense of Liberals in this matter. It is for
At a meeting of the Board of Directors held them to decide as to what shall be the method of our
Thursday, Nov. 5th, it was voted to devote the first Congresses in the future. This is a democratic movefunds received in the treasury to the publication of ment, and allows of no dictation. There has been
documents setting forth the aims and methods of as- none. The Liberals are· an independent body, but it
~ociation .of the American Secular Union, explain- does not follow because they work harmoniously to~ng .the Nme Dema!lds, urging state and local organ- gather that somebody has been manipulating. No
Izatwn, and advancmg legislativ action for the Nine wise man would undertake to do anything of the
~amanda.. C~lonel Ingersoll will address some leg- kind. He would be sure to fail. No one can be
Isl!Ltu.re this wmter on these all-important topics, and master. He must. seek as far as possible to underso bnng the attention of the people to the matter of stand the unity of Liberals, and to express that unity
state secularization as it has never been brought be- for common action. I do not think one can point to
fore. A committee was appointed to take measures any moment when a particle of dictation has been
for the incorporation of the Union, and another com- used. There has simply been a constant study to unn:rittee to use the influence of the Union in combina- derstand the wishes of the body of Liberals, and to
tion with the Liberal citizens of New York city and bring those wishes to some practical issue.
the action of Mayor Grace for the opening of the Art
It must be understood that the American Secular
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
Museum,
etc.,
on
Sundays.
Organized
action
in
this
Union
is for work and not merely for thought. If
Vice-Presidents.
regard will hav a most important effect in this prac- merely for thought, then every possible thought on
CHARLES WATTS;
HORACE REAVER,
JOHN E. REMSBURG,
tical triumph of secularization.
every possible subject, by every possible reformer,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
THADDEUS B, WAKEMAN,
WILLIAM ALGIE,
A REPLY TO soME CRITICISMS.
might be expressed. But our Conventions and our
MATTIE P. KREKEL,
ROBERT C. ADAMS,
ELIZUR WRIGHT,
TITUS L. BROWN,
It
is
asserted
that
the
Congress
at
Cleveland
was
Congresses are for work, therefore they are limited
JAMJ!S PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
by
a
few
workers.
I
am
aware
of
nothby the work in hand; they cannot :fly off to every
manipulated
SAMUEL P. l!UTNAM, Sec,
COURTLANDT PALMER. Treas.,
ing of the sort. Froin the beginning to the end the issue, and pass resolutions concerning every par33 Olin ton Place, New York.
850 Broadway, New York.
business of the Congress was wholly in the hands of ticular evil and injustice in the land; they must
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS,
E. M. MACDONALD,
Cba!r. Ex. Com.
Cba!r. Fin. Com.
the Congress, and at no moment was the liberty of a choose a line of battle and stick to it, and it is not
single member viol~~oted. There was freedom of cowardly to refuse to be shifted off to some minor
speech, and no suggestion was made by anyone but point. If we are to succeed we must accept the •
·The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged,
$1,426.22 it was acted upon so far as the time allowed. The limitations of practical activity-we must conform to
They conditions. The Nine Demands make our line of
Mrs. Helen Caller (paid),
14.00 committees appointed were representativ.
Wm. Reynolds (paid). 6.00 were from all sections of the country, and the con- battle; here we concentrate our forces, here we can
Carl Edelheim (paid),
25.00 elusions they reached were, no doubt, in harmony strike the most powerful blow, and here we mean to
wit~ the wishes of the Congress. There was oppor- stick. Is not this liberty, is not this courage, is not
Total,
$1,471.22
tumty for debate, but no one seemed disposed to dis- this devotion to principle? If one wishes to engage
PLEDGES PAID.-Charles Eckhart, $10.00
cuss the reports. They were accepted unanimously. in a forlorn hope, let him do it; but let him be brave
The only thing" cut and dried" was the arrange- and just enough and Liberal enough to take the conNews and Notes.
went for addresses and lectures. Concerning these, sequences. 1f he expects that the whole army must
The New York Liberal Ciub is a unique organiza- there must be some direction before the meeting of be turned to his relief, and forsake the central line
tion, and is quite a place of resort for intellectual Congress, and the Constitution places this in the of conflict, it seems to me that he projects his perathletes. Even Christians who hav a somewhat com- hands of the board of directors. I presume no one sonality as the he-all and the end-all of the Liberal
bativ disposition enjoy a tilt occasionally upon its can find any fault with the speakers chosen. They movement. I do think that a Convention has some
platform, and make a desperate effort to argue, gave a noble presentation of our cause. It is objected rights that one is bound to respect, and the Convenwhich sometimes produces very interesting results. that there was no opportunity given for general dis- tion is no traitor to humanity because it will not be
The club is quite an educational institution for all cussion of our work. This is an error. Every report made the instrument of every man's particular fancy.
classes. Every subject is discussed, and at times of every committee was open to discussion-the nomThe accusation of "false pretense " has also been
with remarkable ability. All sorts of minds come inations and the resolutions; and in these latter were made against our method of work. Because we plow
into contact, and the sparks fly sometimes with de- contained all the vital points of the work prepared deep and show the errors of Christi~nity and the
lightful interplay; and since no one can appeal to for next year, and on both the chair invited remarks. danger of certain forms of doctrin, therefore we go
the sword, there is no injury, and considerable infor- The door to debate was thrown wide open, and if it beyond our particular work of state seculariz~:ttion in
mation is obtained. Calmly in the midst of the vary- was not entered, it only showed that none of the dele- which it is supposed that some Christians may be
ing conflict sits President Wakeman, and if at any gates were going that way, and it is unfair and inac- disposed to join. There may be a difference of opintime the entanglement becomes so deep that chaos curate to now say that anyone tried to suppress ion as to the method to choose-the merely political
or the political and philosophical. For my part, I
apparently prevails, a· few words rearrange the anything.
But as for myself, I do not believe in a general ex- choose the latter; so do all our speakers and workstorm of discussion, and the drama proceeds without an earthquake. · Before the heterogeneous but temporaneous discussion at a Congress. I believe ers, and they hav never concealed their method. Not
cultivated audience of the Liberal Club the Nine that we should giv results, and not processes. a dollar has ever been asked of Christians and not a
Demands were presented on Friday evening, and There should be a selection of speakers, and they dollar, to my knowledge, has ever been given by a
although there were some slight waves of opposition, should hav time to prepare their best thoughts. Christian. If Christianity were a perfect religion, it
they were received with general approval, and the The Congress is not merely the coming together should not even then be supported by state law, but,
practical work acquired an impetus that will be felt. of Liberals :for a talk among themselvs, however being far from perfect, still less should it be supNew York has many forces for Liberalism. If they beneficial and pleasant that might be. It is for ported; but in trying to dislodge it from its present
can be concentrated much will be accomplished producing an effect upon the public mind uni- position of state support it is right and it is wise for
which will be of benefit to the cause throughout the versally, and by ample reports in the press, giving us to show its errors, its assumptions, its history of
power and significance to our work in the minds of crime, its origin in the fears and superstitions of
country.
_
On Sunday evening, Nov. 8th, I lectured before all the people. It is the choice moment when the men. In this way only, I believe, can we make our
the Philosophical Society o1 Williamsburg, Brooklyn. words spoken will hav a world-wide hearing. The battle effectual. I do not believe that state secularThis society was o1·ganize~ aJ;>out seven years ago, time of a Congress is valuable. It costs money. The ization will be accomplished until the majority of
and I addressed the first meetmg. It has had quite expenses of the Cleveland Congress were over $600. people hav lost faith ill" Chriatianity itself. So long
a successful career, and has done much toward the Is it not apparent but little time should be spent in as the majority of voters are sincere Christians they
bro~dening and enlightening of public sentiment. desultory debate, however instructiv it might be? Is will not change the laws. Their sense of duty to God
James B. Truesdale, its efficient president, Mr. H. it not wiser to hav prepared addresses by our leading will always overcome their sense of justice to man.
We shall not win for state secularizlltion until the
Nelson Gates, Mr. Warwick, and others hav been the thinkers and workers, that what is presented should
leading spirits of the organization. I started on be the best we can giv to the general public? In a secular philosophy itself has the heaviest battalions,
Sunday evening, in the midst of a pouring rain, and debate there might be several good speeches-there and can cast the largest vote. Our method, then, is
expected only a baker's dozen for audience, but I would surely be some bad ones-and the bad ones plain and straightforward-not simply to fight orfound the hall quite full, and the lecture on "The would be reported with the good ones, and sharp- ganized superstition as organized, but as super~tition
Nine Demands'' was quite acceptable. None could sighted enemies would take advantage. It strikes itself, as essentially wrong; not wrong because m the
dispute the justice of them. An intelligent Roman me that most discussions can take place in commit- wrong place, but wrong anyway in the v~ry .nature
Catholic was present, and admitted that he was in tee, not precluding discussion, of course, in the gen: of things; and so the argument for removmg It from
favor o:f these demands; he wanted no union of eral assembly; but if the committee is representativ, state support is a thousandfold augmented. The
church and state, and such, he believed, was the sen- and wisely understands the wishes of the mass of Lib- charge of "false pretense" is utterly without foundatiment' of many members of his church. No doubt erals, the results they present will be so harmonious tion.
I hope that every Liberal who is interested in the
it is so,. but, :for all that, when it comes to the rea.] with the convictions of all that there will be no need
battle there will be comparativly few sincere Chris- of discussion. Besides, most of the questions to be American Secular Union will carefully consider these
tians that will cordially support the Demands. In brought before the Congress are in the minds of the statements I hav made; and I heartily welcome all
reply to some criticism made upon the lecture, Mr. people months beforehand, and through the papers arguments that, may be presented for the other· side
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Warwick made a ringing speech, which declared a most wide and advantageous discussion can be of the questions at issue.
what the real issue is, and the importance of meeting held, and a popular verdict reached before the meetit, for the dangerous tendencies are constantly in- ing of Congress, and thus a quick decision. be renBusiness Is Business.
creasing. A vigorous effort will be made to push dered and no time lost.
''Messrs. Moses, Aaron & Co.,
.
The question of a change of name was before th e "GENTLEMEN: You and your people obtained a loan of me
the petition by this society, and no doubt Brooklyn
will add thousands of names to our demand for polit- Liberal public a year, and was practically settled be- and my people of sundry gems, gold and bronze rings, and
fore the Congress assembled. W.~:!at was the use of nose and ear ornaments to the value of 500 shekels of silver,
ical justice.
· ·
of which an itemized bill is inclosed. Please return the same,
Charles Couderman, one of our most vigorous discussion on that point when so many other things or
remit the amount by certified check, and oblige.
were
to
be
said
?
I
think
that
almost
everybody
is
"Respectfully yours,
PHAnAoH."
workers at Hornellsville, N.Y., writes: "The petition
you hav sent me has already received nearly one satisfied with the action of the Congress. There was "Mr. Pharaoh Rameses,
hundred names, with favorable prospects of receiving no forcing through of anything, but a desire to meet "MY DEAR SIR: Yours inclosing bill received and contents
general demand, and to save all the precious noted. We inclose you statement showing balance d~e. We
as many more before January. If the bill for whic~ the
.
'bl f th be t tt n
Th
u t hav put our wages at the lowest figure short of starvation, and
t
the petition calls passes the assembly and senate It Ime possi. e or e . s . u er~ ce~.
ere m s they amount to 12 000 shekels of gold. Please deduct the
will undoubtedly receive the sanction of Gov. Hill, ?e a s.electiOn, for the time IS not mfimt, and all that amount of your bill,' and ship the balance in specie, via Joppa,
judging from his speeches, especially one delivered IS desU'able cannot be spoken. I say, then, let our and much oblige. Very respectfully yours,
"MosEs, AAnoN & Co."
at the Onondaga county fair, at which place, speak- main debates and criticisms be in our Liberal news-'
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instanter. I hav no use for such people, nor their where is the consbituency, the staying, growing
publications, and I hope their sale at the next Con- power of this picnicking? Never had the church, in
all American history, such invasiv, deadly hold on the
vention will be forbidden.
Both Sides of a Great Question.
I would write something for THE TRUTH SEEKER, throat of liberty as it has now in the Comstock
I.-oPPOSING MR. 'pALMER.
only I feel you are able to conduct Y?Ur own w~fare, "laws;" never before were the highways and by-ways
. .
but
I could not refrain from expressmg my gratitude of intellectual commerce so. infested with masked
1
~o _THE EDITOR OF THE _TnuTH SEEKER, Str . . For a for the truly discreet manner in which you repelled savagery, ecclesiastical banditti; yet all is "quiet on
prmmple, and not t.o wat1fy any personal feehngs, do the insult intended to be cast on the Association the Potomac " of alleged Freethought ! Burke said,
d 't
dC
t'
E E G
I reply to the soph1st1cal letter of Courtlandt Palmer
"A contented slave is a demoralized man;" whatever
in the last TRUTH SEEKER. First let me say, there an 1 8 gran
onven wn.
· · ·
character there is in men and women will appear now
was no concert of action between my friend E. H.
--in th0se who dare bav souls of their own in bodies
Heywood and myself about attending the Convennr.-oPPOSING IIIR. PALMER.
visible. But, Mr. Editor, I must not take up your
tion, though that has nothing to do with the subject
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: Mr. space further. All honor to Mess!'s. Wakeman,
at all, and concerns ourselvs only, and no one else; nm· Palmer's able and spirited statement in your issue of Palmer, Putnam, and the rest, for their solid, timely
did I receive a "complimentary ticket," but went Oct. 31st. does me injustice, which I am !'lure he did service to liberty in days past; personally I am under
there as I did to many other cities to sell my paper not intend. He says of Mr. Mitchell, Miss Tilton, lasting obligations. to them for noble deeds well and
to do good, and get money to support myself, the and me:
seasonably done. But, as M. D. Conway said in
"They, instearl of attending the lectures of the 1863, " the war will not be over until slavery is
same as all other men do; the only difference being, I
am more consistent, for I am a producer, a farmer, Convention on their tickets, as did others, practi- over;" so now sensible citizens cannot sleep nights;
while Mr. Palmer is a non-producer, and livs on cally took possession of the vestibule of the hall, be otherwise than insurgent until alleged "laws,"
other people's bread.
bright and early, with bundles of literature in favor which make physiological intelligence " criminal,"
Neither hav the contents of my paper, which Lib- not only of Freethought, but of freelove and are swept from state and national statute books.
erty calls a "hotchpotch of sense and nonsense," Anarchy, and offered them for sale. They did not
Princeton, Mass., Nov. 4, Y.L. 13. E. H. HEYWOOD.
and Mr. Palmer seems pleased to quote, anything to apparently frequent the Convention as g_uests, or take
do with the question.
part in its proceedings, but came there in the interIV.-INDORSING MR. PALMER.
Mr. Palmer occupies nearly two columns in THE eats of Anarchy to wreck the Convention."
CouRTLANDT
PALMER, Esq., Dear Sir: This comTRUTH SEEKER without touching the question at all.
In these and other adroit sentences Mr. Palmer
No matter how much he may try to screen himself implies that Mr. Mitchell, Miss Tilton, and I were munication, which I feel confident will at least meet
and the officers of the Convention from any respon- an "airy synod" of evil spirits conspiring against with a courteous reception, is called forth by your
sibility in the matter, history will record the fact editor-in-chief of the Convention, Mr Putnam, article in the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER, conthat neither Courtlandt Palmer nor the Infidel Con- and his athlete lieutenants, in old witchcraft style, cerning " That Albany Arrest." I thank you most
vention at Albany, N. Y., nor THE Tnu'l'H SEEKER, nor riding hellish broomsticks in sky and on earth heartily for having written it-'twas due to your
the Boston Inve.>tigator, has ever entered any protest to impose our ideas on those rejecting them. Mr. cause and yourself to do so, and I most emphatically
• against the outrageous arrest of a man engaged in Mitchell and Miss Tilton are abundantly able to indorse every line of it.
I hav been an Infidel, for I like that good old term
the inalienable right to sell his paper unmolested by fight their own battles; for myself, only please allow
best
of all, for more than thirty years, and am now
any power in the world.
me to say that I knew nothing whatever of Mr. MitchAll the papers that hav spoken on the subject ex- ell's attendance until I met him on the streets of only just turned fifty, and the most persistent and, to
cept the Nonconformist hav been on the side of des- Albany, or of Miss Tilton's possible action in the me, most horrible charge that I hav bad to battle
potism, and Mr. Palmer's letter to the Albany Journal ominous "unknowable" woman's purpose until I saw ao-ainst, is, that Infidels, Freethinkers or Liberals as
places him by the side of an editor in Albany who her drinking in wisdom from one of the hospitable a"'class, are freelovers, and advocate promiscuous and
said, "Twenty years in a dungeon would be inade- seats of the Convention. As to my standing a1·med indiscriminate sexual intercourse. I am thinking of
quate punishment for them;" and Mr. Palmer, an full of documents in the vestibule persistently vend- becoming a member of the American Secular Union,
Infidel, joins with the universal Christian howl ing Word·ocratic or other literature, it is untrue. I but in the future will attach myself to no society, asagainst the freedom of a brother-man. In a case merely had a few documents in my hand for friends sociation, or organization of any kind, until I know
like this there is no middle ground to stand upon. I am constantly meeting when away from home. exactly what the platform is, what principles I am exIf the Convention uttered an earnest protest against Possibly I might bav stopped with others in "the vas- pected to indorse, and under what banner I am to
the outrage, signed by all the officers of the Conven- tibule " to talk with friends here and there a few fight. I am pleased to subscribe myself, with kind
BENJAMIN F. CLARK.
tion against the arrest, then they were free from any minutes, but I did not make a business of vending or regards,
New York, Oct. 30, 1885.
charge of complicity in the affair; otherwise they giving documents of any kind whatsoever; on the
will be held responsible alike with the three ruffian contrary, in nearly all of the nine sessions of the ConV.-OPPOSING MR. PALMER.
officers and government who committed the wicked vention I was a quiet listener. Mr, Palmer accuses
To
THE
EDITOR
oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In readdeed by arresting an innocent man who bad com- me of not taking "part in its proceedings!" To
mitted no crime.
assure Messrs. Wakeman and Putnam that I would ing Mr. Palmer's article on the "Albany Arrest," in
The silly twaddle of C. B. Reynolds, likening the "be good," I wrote them both briforehand, that I THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 31st ult., I was filled with
t:elling of my paper t.o the singing of a comic song should come simply as a listener, and would not try questionings in regard to the status of Freethought
at a funeral is not worth replying to.
to press on them the repeal of the savage Comstock in this country, and its outcome if his ideas of its
Whether my paper was obscene or not is not the "laws," or any other pertinent issue. It certainly rights and in what it consists were correct.
He places a Freethought society on the s1me basis
question, for reformers cannot stand a moment on was not my fault that I did not "take part" in Mr.
that ground; but it is the 7'ight unmolested to sell Putnam's three-days-and-nights drama; nor did any as a creedal one, and cites as parallel case his invitaanything, be it obscene or otherwise. If we put it act of mine tend to make Mr. Palmer father" the tion to a Christian meeting and his rights thereon that ground, that we hav a right to circulate pure wildest notion that the wildest crank" begets. what would be impoliteness there, and what would
reading matter and suppress obscene reading, we When, therefore, he insisted, in the Delavan House, be the rights of an individual and comity at a Free.
hav an interminable controversy, like the theologians; that I ought to write letlets to the Albany papers repudi- thinkers' Convention.
I see no parallel in the two case~. The Christians
who are forever "hurling texts" and never settle ating Seward Mitchell, of course I declined to do so.
anything.
. I concede fully the rights of Conventions as Mr. hav a creed, a measure beyond which they do not
As I want all the light and knowledge I can get, I Palmer states them. Persons who hire a ball hav propose to go, nor to allow others, if in their power
will thank Mr. Palmer or anyone else to tell me entire jurisdiction as to what, orally, may be said, or to prevent. They assume to tell what is right, not
where a "committee," or any other body of men, got what printed words may float therein, or along pas- only for themselvs but for all mankind as well, and
the right to say what, when, or where I shall sell any- sageways thereto. But judicious use ifpower is the test that it is their duty to prevent, by all possible means,
thing anyone chooses to buy.
of intelligence and if character. I, who learned Con- any views but their own from finding expression.
If we accept their hospitaltty, it is with the underWhen D. M. Bennett was arrested I wrote in THE vention business and served reform apprenticeship
TRUTH SEEKER that he had a right to sell anything, be undP.r those great leaders who always wrote "Wel- standing that they are the umpire to decide what is
it obscene or otherwise, subject to settlement to the come" all over their public assemblies-Garrison, right and wrong.
Freethinkers, if I understand their position-and
one he sold it to, and no one else. I attended every Phillips, and Pillsbury-! am surprised to meet, at
meeting of the Convention; and heard every word this late day, any "Freethinkers" who suppose they I think I ought to by this time-claim the right of
-though that has nothing to do with the question. can aff'ord to be inhospitable to inspiration omnipres- any man to express his honest thought, no matter
I am contending for a principle-my right to sell my ent in volunteer speaking, or who can pos~<ibly meet what it may be, and its mission is to protect him in
paper unmolested by any pown in the world.
and be silent under legalized assassination of liberty so doing. "Universal Mental Liberty." With that
To ask a "committee" if I might sell my paper in Comstock's "laws !" For the time being luger- position what view can be counted an intruder?
would place me on a par with some Methodist soil's unrivaled eloquence and his generous purse Now, with this position, which has always been aswomen at a Methodist ?onference in Chicago, lll.; make a numerical and financial success of any public sumed, that each individual bas a right to express
who asked the self-constituted lOl'ds of the meeting gathering he serves, however restrictiv its policies his honest thought, and be respected in so doing,
or pointless its proceedings. But what shall be said where, I would like to ask, could be a more approif they might hav the right to preach the gospel.
The word slave could be seen written on every of men, claiming to voice freedom, yet, while backed priate place to do so than at a Freethought Convenforehead; and so it could on anyone who would slav- by such ability as Elizur Wright, Parton, Ingersoll, tion?
If majorities are to decide that some man shall not
ishly consult with a "committee" about what he Krekel, Remsburg, Watts, Reynolds, and Dr. Brown
should sell. Such subserviency would do in the time embody, dare not trust their own resolutions, even, express his views, if he does so in an orderly manner,
the people were taught the slavish doctrin, "The to open debate-such is their chronic fear of under the same ri.1les that apply to all others (which
king can do no wrong."
"cranks" in the seats who may raise bayonet inter- we call parliamentary law), then let us forever cease
Brother Palmer, and all others concerned, allow rogation points before or level rifl.e-shotted ideas at our pretense to a belief in freedom, erect our standme to inform you that this is the latter part of the them-? Right glad was I to be privileged with nat- ard, and admit only those that come within its prenineteenth century, and I hav not for the last forty ure's call to stand by Liberty struck down in the scribed limits.
yearibeen in a H.ip Van vVinkle sleep; and though ven,erable person of that clear-brained, well-courIf no ideas but those indorsed by the majority are
for some sixty years my hands hav held the plow- aged, and divinely-purposed old farmer, Seward to hav a hearing, how did it happen that the Rev.
handles and the hammer, I hav learned that none Mitchell, whose luminous service to progress makes Mitchell was engaged to present the views of orthobut slaves submit to any authority but their own in- Maine respectable, in spite of stately diabolism per- dox religion. Were his views more in consonance
SEWARD MITCHELL.
sonated in James G. Blaine and Neal Dow. Jour- with those of the majority than were Seward Mitchdividual souls.
Newport, lJ:fe., Nov. 1, 285.
neying from Newport-Jerusalem to Albany-Jericho, ell's, and would not ninety-nine out of a hundred
he fell among savage-bigots, resident and stranger disavow the Rev. Mitchell's ideas as surely as the
H.-INDORSING 11m. PALMER.
"Freethinkers" passing" purely" by on either side; Infidel Mitchell's. What made the association deTo MR. CouRTLANDT PALMER, Sir: Permit me to "he came to his own and his own received him not," sire the attendance and expression of ideas of the
thank you for the noble stand you took in the Mitch- regulation essays and "cultured" avoidance of free one and not the other? Was it not simply this ?
ell-Haywood case in Albany, for your card to the speech isoues having higher market value there than The Christian church, although our deadly enemy, is
Albany Journal, and your excellent letter in THE pioneer civilization, which served in Joseph Wa,rren popular and powerful, and some professed Liberals
TnuTH SEEKER, October 31st. If Seward Mitchell's at Bunker Hall and John Brown at Harper's Ferry. are fools enough to cater to it, while ignoring the
World's Riformer was the organ of the Albany ConOf course wit and talent under able generalship rights of unpopular reformers, while she treats us
vention 1 would withdraw from the organization, assured." a good time" at Albany and Cleveland, but with as much contempt as some of us treat Radicals

Qkommnni~ations.
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who advocate something from which we dissent, or
propound some conundrums we know we cannot
answer. The position, however, of the church is
more con.siatent tha~ ours; she assuming Infidels
hav .no rights she lS bound to respect, while we
claim every other man has an equal right with ourselva to express and liv according to his views no
matter what those views may he.
'
But says Mr. Palmer, "We assembled at Albany
as a Freethought, not as aFreelove or Anarchist Con.,vention." Really! Is it only in one line of life that
'!e. are to hav the right to think; that is, only on rehgwn? If so, then we should so state instead of
claiming universal mental liberty.
'
. How .can any~me claim to believe in equality of
rights, Irrespectiv of sex, and then disallow the discussion of our infamous laws which makes woman
the sexua_l s!ave ?f her husband, and in every other
respect his mferwr and dependant? These subjects
are not to be allowed to be discussed, or if discussed
it must be at some other place than a Freethought
C~nven~ion. And with our country on the verge of
rum, With poverty, want, and woe staring us in the
face on every hand, we must shut our eyes, close our
ears, and not allow a discussion of the methods propo,sed by di~erent individuals to save it, and promote
the prosperity and happiness of our people. If this
is Freethought I'll hav none of it. ·
I would like to inquire when the Freethinkers in
New York, as an association, pronounced that it
would not champion freelove.
I hav been. a member for several years, and hav
never ~no":n It to take any action on the subject, and
supposmg It had, would that hav prohibited anybody
e~se who did belieye in it from offering for sale their
views on that subJect? It "does not champion" orthodox ~el~gion, but I suppose it would hardly forbid
any Christian ft·om offermg orthodox literature in its
precincts. If it would I should consider it had stultified itself as a Freethought convention.
If Mr. Wakeman wrote Mr. Heywood asking him
n?t to attend the. ConyeD:tion, I am disappointed in
him, both as to his prmmples and his couraae and
that, too, after his deserved eulogy in con~e~tion
with his publication of grand old Elizur Wright's
letter.
" Better for the cause " that such a man who has
fought our battles for a free press and mails so
grandly, and suffered as hav other martyrs for their
love of liberty, liberty for us, for the world, better
such should not attend our Convention! Shades of
Paine, and Bennett, and Garrison, and old John
Brown defend us !
But the worst of all the crimes or misdemeanors,
according to Palmer, was impoliteness on the part of
the offending parties. It he had taken Mr. Heywood's proffered hand, "By so doing I would hav
shown I was insensitiv to impoliteness." Too bad!
A professed Liberal refuse to shake hands with a fellow-Liberal wlio has worked in the reforms of the
day with self-sacrifice, courage, and heroism nearly
as many years as he has lived, because of a claimed
impoliteness. Is that the aristocracy of Freethought ?
When I cannot insist upon the same right of any
individual to giv his honest thought, although I
wholly dissent therefrom, as I claim for myself, I will
forever cease to call myself a Liberal.
One more point and I am done. Does the fact of
some of the Liberals choosing Colonel Ingersoll as
our president, our servant-for Q president's duty is
merely to see that the will of the people is executedplace them in the slavish position of being expected
to advocate no idea he does not indorse? If so, it
was a sorry day for Liberalism when he was elected.
JuLIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
Mtlwaukee. Nov. 3, 285.
VI.-INDORSING MR. PALMER.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, My Dear Sir: You deserve
the respect and gratitude of every true Liberal in the
land for your well-timed, clear-cut letter in to-day's
TRUTH SEEKER.
It is about time for us all, whenever occasion demands it, to publicly refute the often-repeated monstrous lie that "Liberals as a class are unclean."
Nearly all who giv currency to this slander know
that it is false, and it ought soon to die a natural
death, but a few wild cranks who call themselvs Liberal giv just enough color to ·the charge to keep it
alive.
When Anthony Comstock lectured in the Centenary Methodist church in this town seven years ago,
I publicly rebuked him for casting an aspersion
upon the whole Liberal element simply because a
crank had published and sold the senseless twaddle
called "Cupid's Yokes." Mr. Comstock came down
and apologized handsomely.
When a Sunday-school teacher and prominent
member of the Young Men's Christian Association
turns out to be a defaulter, there is but one manly
course for_ all honest Christians to pursue, and that is
to say without reservation, "This man does not represent the code of morn.Js which we teach. Werepudiate him henceforth and forever." So with the
cranks referred to in your letter, who seek to tarnish
Liberalism with their nasty literature. If we fail to

throttle ~his dirty incub~s now in its infancy, it will
grow until. the masses Will tacitly believe the often;:peated he that Liberalism is the father of obscen~uy.
JoHN W. TRUESDELL.
Syracuse, N. Y., Oct. 31, 1885.

7'2?'

any Bible, sectarian book, papers, prayers or hymns
in the publ~c . sch~ois supported from the people's
money. ThiS IS a simple cure for the growing school
disturbance. Then the divine words, "Let us hav
peace," will hav real significance. Otherwise this
pampered kitten will grow to a tiger, whether nursed
by ~atholic or Protestant, and so sure as jealousy
It Is Coming.
. ~it~es hav tho~ghtlessly given up to corporations or carnes a concealed dagger, so sure will this culminate in a bloody religious war. Don't forget the price
~ndiV!duals the right of way, states hav given privIleges a~d land-owners hav given the right of way to of liberty. There's
"Much in the Bible which I love and bless·
compa?:ues, all to build railways. And now the prime
I could love more if God I could love les~."
necessity of modern life, transportation, is adminisAnd there is still more in that long-venerated book
tered for us by the privileged few. If we investigate
we shall :find that throughout the country nearly all which might be called effete, if it ever had substance
the surplus earnings of two-tliirds of the people go to enough to deserve even that honor. :M:ost of its comthe ~ransp.ort~tion companies, and but a very small pilers and adherents to its authority must hav besum 1s redistributed back again to the rural districts. come demented, if, indeed, they were not born so.
vy e are becoming like Ireland, where all but the scan- A teacher once asked me (when a member of the
tiest means of sust.aining life goes to the distant land- school committee) if I required her to open her school
lord, who expends the rent abroad. Certainly that is sessions by reading the scriptures, or other religious
~he n.en.rest thing to social suicide of anything we can exercises. Said I: "I do not require it, and if you
1magm. Our labor is of little or no benefit to the re- choose to do it I shall require you to stop when any
gion where it is performed. In the cities if the street objection is made from any source."
In reply to another teacher's inquiry (who felt
railways are owned by citizens there, of ~aurae there
is a redistr~bution on the spot. B11t throughout the under obligations to legal requirements):" Yes, I will
country, With respect to ·the railways, it is not so. select a passage for you to read, and require you to
Here, for instance, is one-third of a very fine county repeat it, and no other verse in the Bible-' Jesus
owned by three or four families. The products are wept.'"
And I am sure he would weep to see such false
corn, hogs, and cattle. Tenants occupy the land who
pay rent in corn. They sell their own share to the play made in his name.
This sectarianism in schools is only one insidious
landlords and are paid a trifle for feeding their lords'
hogs ~nd cattle. The whole product goes ultimately ~ttempt .at the dominating power of religious despotto C~ICago at a cost for carriage that leaves almost Ism. Liberals," above all watch and work while ye
ELIJAH MYRICK.
nothmg to the land-owner or tenant. But it is found wait " not.
Ayer, Mass.
that two of the large land-owners get their profit in
ra~lway and express s~ock they owri, just as many
railwa;v ow?ers got their profits enhanced by owning
Mistalwn Clergymen.
the rail mills and other supply establishments some
The Post-Office Appropriation Act, passed by the
years ago and perhaps do so yet. But let us take a last Congress, and approved by the president of the
farmer who owns his 160 acres. He has some cattle United States, March 3, 1885, provides for the immeand hogs. His experience will be that if he fattens diate delivery of letters at the post-offices of this
and ships his stock he has done well if he has real- country; where the free-delivery system is in operaiz.ed enough to pay him thirty cent~ per bushel for tion, and at those in cities and towns having a pophis c?rn: At the end of the year, a.f~er he has. paid ulation of four thousand and over, as shown by the
all hzs bills and for a few necessary trips on the rail- last federal census-if, in, addition to the lawful or
ways and a few telegrams, the probabiLity is he will regular postage thereon, a special delivery stamp of
hav barely enough left to take his family on the next ten cents is attached to a letter.
This immediate delivery system went into operaexcursion to Chicago, Omaha, Kansas City, or elsetion at the post-offices named on the first of this
where.
Take the cowboys who are out on the plains, or the month, and for the special delivery of letters not
~orkmen on the roads. By the time the job is done regular letter-carriers, but messenger boys, are emIt often takes the most of what is left to pay their fare played. It is a matter of course and of common
home. In old times, when we had to attend court as sense that the special delivery of letters, prejurors and witnesses, one or two farmers would bitch scribed by law, has to take place on all days of
up and a dozen would pile into the wagon. Little or the week, month, and year, Sundays included. But
no money was needed. Now we walk over to the some of the clergymen of this country seem to think
nearest depot or platform and pay from fifty cents to differently. A reliable daily newspaper of Washinga dollar each. You see the railways are getting ton, D. C., the national capital, in its issue of Manabout all. It can't be helped as things are. Nor is day, October 12th, contained the following article,
there any redistribution through the country. Even viz:
meals are eaten on many trains. It all goes whence
A coMPROMISE wiTH THE liUNIBTEns.
.
it never returns.
Local letters not delivered by special messengers on Sunday.
Now, amid all this striking and rioting, these re- The arrangement of the special delivery service on Sundays
t d d
t tl
· d"
b
has been left by the Post Office department largely with the
pea e an cons an y renewmg Istur ances, I won- postmasters. In this city, as in other cities, protests against
der-and I wonder because we hardly ever see in the the employment of the boys on Sunday bav been made by
newspapers any reference to what must be the solu- ministers, who think the boys should be in Sunday-school.
tion of this great, monster, and growing trouble. The post office authorities think that letters with special deThere is but one solution. It must come! Why not livery
stamps arriving here Sundays are entitled to immediate
delivAry. Yesterday, according to the postmaster's instruoface it and demand it? Shall we act as we did about tions, all such letters were delivered, but local or drop letters
slavery-like fools, till we hav to :fight about it?
were not. 'rhis arrangement required keeping only three
That solution is the ownership and control of all messengers on duty at the main office in the mormng and
the roads by the people, through their state and gen. _ three
in the afternoon, and thus reduced the evil complained
of by the ministers to the minimum.
eral governments. This is giving back to us the
The clergymen referred to in this article are
powers that hav slipped from us. Cheap freight and plainly mistaken. The Constitution of the United
carriage-very cheap, like postage-and general tax- States, the supreme law of the land, says: " Congress
ation to supply deficits; far better light taxing to shall make no law respecting an establishment of
favor all the people than ~eep robbery to fill a few religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thoreof."
pocket~. !nstea~ of giving power. ~o t~e govern- Religion means moral truth and is a strictly indiment, It Will be, If done properly, giVmg It all. to th.e vidual aff~J.ir. Its exercise, according to the Oonstipeople. Instead of a few stockholders ch~os.mg di- ,tutional clause quoted, is a strictly private affair, and
rectors, let us hav the peoJ?le do so. To this It must legally compulsory to no one in this country. A
come, peaceably or otherWise.
CLARKE IRviNE. free exercise of religion meant an an exercifle free
from churcbes,free from clergymen,jree from Bible
Oregon, Mo.
Sectarian Dogmas in the Free (1) Public Schools. authority,jree from Sunday laws, and free from Sunday schools, in which latter young minds are trained
"Keep the church and state forever separate " to submit to Bible authority.
was the wisest sentiment of our honored dead. Forced
The American fundamental law, by the noble
sectarianism in any shape or shade is a libel on that clause cited, obviously means that the American
beautiful word, freedom. It transposes it to" dumb- people shall be ·entitled to do their thinking themfree," and a law requiring the reading of either selves in religious matters, or in other words to be
version of the Bible is an infraction of our Constitu- Freethinkers, and not that they shall be a pries.t-ridtion. A book speaking with such discordant tongue den nation of church slaves and Bible bigots.
that no two sects, or even individuals, agree upon it; a
Constitutionally, in this country, the clergymen are
book that all sects take as their only guide, differ as nothing but private business men (earning their livthey may; a book that has been the cause of more ing by preaching and praying for money), who hav
dissensions, wars, and bloodshed than all other books; strictly to obey the laws of the land, while the public
a book replete with God's unfulfilled promises and officers, intrusted with executing and administering
defeats, portraying alike God's infamy and man's the laws, are not and cannot legally be compelled to
foolishness, and still is the procuring cause of the heed the dictates of the clergy. Clergymen, like the
school war-is this the book above all others to ed- rest of the people of this country, should always be
ucate and impress upon the young minds "that wis- law-abiding citizens.
JoHN GEo. HERTWIG.
dam which cometh from above, which is first pure
T"
· ton, D . a.
·vashtng
and then peaceable?"
.
.
.
.
..
To uproot this fatal evil, prophetic of something . THE hf? of man cons1s ~s not m seemg VISions anrl
more than a war of words, in the near future, every m ~reammg dreams, but Ill activ charity and willin<j
state should at once pass laws forbidding the use of 1service.-Longfellow.
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to hav become an Infidel, and ought since that time
to hav devoted his energies to propagating Infidelity.
But, unluckily for our contemporary around the corner, he did not. He was a Christian, is a Christian,
and preaches Christianity. Mrs. Joy believes him to
be the "Lord's anointed," and clings to him as
Bathsheba clung to David after Uriah had been slain
in the forefront of battle, and she had finished
mourning for him. We hardly know how Mr. Buckley
will reconcile this persistent Christianity on the part
of Mr. Ross and Mrs. Joy with his assertion that
" the most serious result of skepticism in a land is to
be seen in its effects on the morals of the people."
There seems to us to be a discrepancy between his
reasoning and the facts. But he is not the first man
who has come to grief through setting up an opinion
first, and trying to find facts to sustain it afterward.
The architects of the Christian theology are all in
the same boat with him.

went out and continued his way, it was with the reflection that politics seemed to make men pretty much
alike, so that church and temperance·professionlil are
of no account when a man gets the political fever.
Mr. Merritt may possess unusual qualifications for
political office, but as a temperance advocate his conduct can hardly be made to square with his words.
It givs us unqualified pleasure to . further record
that the Rev. Mr. Merritt was defeated in his senatorial aspirations.

-------School Books.

A few weeks ago we noted that the Freethinkers
of Concordia, Kan., had succeeded in banishing the
.Addres3 all Oommwnicatio'llll to THE 'I RUTH SEEKER OOMBible from the public schools. Since then tbe Chrisp ANY. MaTed aU Drafts, OheckB, and Postal Order! POI!IablB
tians, at a special town meeting, hav restored the
o OH.ARLES P. SOMERBY.
ancient and obscene history. .Another special meeting, however, will soon be called at the instance of
NOVEMBER 14, 1885.
SATURDAY,
the Freethinkers, and, from expressions by those who
at the last meeting voted to retain the. Bible, it is
expected
that the vote will be reversed.
The Rev. James Bnckl~y's Error.
A. Christian Politician.
Meanwhile Mr. Hagaman, editor of the Blade, pubThe New York Ohristian Advocate uses a column of
In the last days of the political campaign in this
lished in the place, is showing up the text-books
Mr. Buckley's precious editorial space for an article state our attention was called to the candidate for
used in the schools, and demanding a change beon "Infidelity and Bad Morals," in which the writer senatorial honors in the ~ighth district by the followcause of their sectarian character. " With a single
asserts:
ing circular:
exception," says Mr. Hagaman, "-the arithmetic"The most serious result of skepticism in a land is seen in
"NEW YoRK, Oct. 21, 1885.
religious teaching is found in every book, and in
its effect on the morals of the people. We admit that it is bad " Tv the Gitizens of the Eighth SeMt Jrial District:
enough when we look only at the result upon the mind-its
"Under a misapprehension of the full purport of the so- some it pervades almost every page." In the Reader,
general want of faith, its breaking loose from the old moorings called 'Freedom of Worship ' bill, and pxevious to its intro- ten of the seventy-nine subjects are purely religious,
of trust in sacred things. But, unfortunately, Infidelity has duction into the senate by Senator Gibbs, I gave it an indorse- and the others are more or less-generally morea further and deeper reach. It goes into the very vitality of ment in a letter dated Oct. 29, 1884. This year the person
One subject,
our daily life, and disjoints all the firm artioulatioRs of the who had asked the question, and to whom the letter was writ- permeated with Christian doctrins.
morals of society. It is useless to say that a man may be a ten, came with several others as a committee and asked if I "Things to Remember," is a Sunday-school lesson;
skepUc and yet a very pure head of a family; that he can would promis to vote for the bill if elected? I answered 'I another is the Lord's prayer; another replies, in
doubt the entire Bible and yet love his wife and children, and wauld not.' They threatened to publish my letter as an alec- answer to the question, " Who made the stars ?"
be true to every social tie to which he finds himself related. tioneering document against me. I said: ' This you may do. " 'Twas God, my child, the glorious one;" another is
If such be the case-and we will admit it for the sake of argu- I will not vote1for that bill. It was misnamed "Freedom of
ment-the fact is in spite of his want of faith, and not because Worship;"' it should be called "RestricUon of Worship.'' I a" Child's Hymn," and still another is" Holding the
am in favor of freedom of worship, but of a separation of Fort." This reader, Mr. Hagaman says, is des,gned
of it."
for children of from eight to twelve years of age, the
It seems to us that this is a very inopportune time. church and state.'
Respectfully,
STEPHEN MERRITT."
to print the foregoing, for the intelligent reader, if he
ThE! eighth district happens to be the district in period of their lives when their minds are the most
reads any secular papers, will be forced to make com- which we liv, and we· took considerable interest in pliable, and therefore the easier molded into religparisons, and comparisons just now are particularly the triangular contest for senator between Messrs. ious thought. The Fourth Reader, another textodious. With the trial for adultery of the Rev. Mr. Dunham, Gibbs, and Merritt, principally because we book in the same schools, is nearly as bad, SundayDo~ns occupying a column or two daily in the Boa- did not want to see Mr. Merritt elected. We knew school trash being thickly sprinkled through its
ton papers, with the. confession of one of his congre- he once favor~d the Freedom of Worship bill, and pages. To force the children of an Atheist to read
gation that married women had precipitated them- we did not like to see a supporter of that infamous these works is gross injustice, and to compel the
selva upon his bosom; with the revelations of the measure returned to the senate. We knew also that parents to buy these books intensifies the outrage.
Yet we suppose the state of affairs in Concordia is
Pall Mall Gazette, and the subsequent unmasking of Mr. Merritt was in the habit of preaching to the unan English seaside rector, still fresh in the memory washed Salvation Army at Eighth avenue and Eight- exactly the same prevailing in ninety-nine .out of
of the public; with about an average in this country eenth street, and that he is a bigoted Christian, who every hundred school districts of the country. Pubof a clerical scandal a day, to say nothing of the min, would be simply a tool of the church if elected. One lishers of school books hav employed preachers to
isterial peccadiloes covered up by congregations, we of the claims for support loudest made by Mr. Mer- supervise the preparation of the Readers to make
should judge that the Advocate would hav made ritt and his friends was that by his election the "bet- selections from standard literature, and naturally
a greater impression with its article by deferring its ter element" of the district would be represented. they hav included the Christian pieces, until the textpublication until there were no clEirical criminals Ordinary politicians were in the habit of using the books throughoat the natiOl"l are saturated· through
prominently before the public. Perhaps, however, ginmills for obtaining votes; Mr. Merritt would never and through with the particular superstition of
the editor despaired of such a good time coming.
appeal to that element. By the bedside of a son the Christian church. The remedy must be for comWhen we laid down the Advocate in which the above made drunk by whisky, Mr. Merritt informed a tem. mittees of schools to demand purely secular textwas printed, we picked up the New York Times. The paranee audience, he had sworn to wage a warfare books, take no other, and the publishers (who hav a
headline of the first column on the first page caught against intemperance which should cease only ·with monopoly of the business) will be compelled to provide them.
the eye: "English and Irish News. Campaign his death.
We had given "Steve," as he is familiarly called,
Events and a Church Scandal." Still thinking of the
Advocate's professed opinion of Infidelity, we scanned credit for honesty in his religious professions, and
The Failure of Christian Efforts.
the column down, wondering -if a wicked Infidel had had, until the Friday night previous to the election,
The American Board of Missions has spent in
not committed some gr~ss wrong and had it charged no reason for supposing him to be a hypocrit on the seven~y-five years twenty-one millions of dollars, and
up to the account of a saintly churchman. We read liquor question. But on that evening we learned yet can count only seven hundred thousand churchthe following. The dispatch was dated November considerable about the ways of a temperance poli- members as a result" in heathen, Mohammedan, and
6th:
tician. At 19 Greenwich avenue an enormous wicker papal lands." That is certainly a very small show" The Rev. Stewart Ross, formerly rector of Christ Church, bottle and a blue sign convey to a thirsty public the ing. A large part of this enormous sum has been
at Belfast, Ireland, was addressing the Plymouth Young Men's knowledge that George Bischel sells pure California spent in Turkey, but Turkey has only twenty-three
Christian Society last evening, when Charles Joy, the Cana- and Ohio wines. A swinging sign further proclaims thousand Christian communicants within her borders.
dian Emigration Commissioner, burst into the room and that b.eer can be obtained upon the premises. Fri- These facts fill the Rev. A. J. F. Behrends, D.D., of
shouted, ' You hypoorit, you eloped with my wife !' Ross d
ht th 6
b
turned pale and fled from the room. His audience were sur. ay mg
passer- Y was impeded in his walk by Brooklyn, N. Y., with mortification. When he thinks
prised and greatly excited. The moment many of them real- a crowd going out an_d in this place. As the doors of what might hav been had Christians been decent
ized what was the matter, they became a howling mob, and were opened the music of a brass band was heard. and refrained from cutting each other's throats he · 8
pursued their lecturer for a mile, yelling all the time. At this Exclamations that Steve was a jolly good fellow were overwhelmed with shame. "It is a liberal estima~e
point Ross, who was breathless and driven to bay, turned al o h
d Wh th
b t
d h·
suddenly and stabbed two of his most activ pursuers. Others
s ear .
. en e passer- y s oppe
IS passing to say that all Continental and American foreign
coming up at the moment seized and disarmed the murder- by and went mto the s~oon he saw a c~owd of a missionary societies hav expended three hundred millous rector. The police then arrested Ross. He was taken hu?d~ed o: .so of smokmg: tobacco-che~mg,_ be~r- ion dollars since the present century opened. During
before a magistrate to-day, when charges were made against drn~km~ mt1~e~s of t~e eight~ senatorial district. that time, nominally Christian nations hav spent fifty
him and he was remanded for a week without bail. It is An mqmry elimted the mformatwn that Steve Mer- times as much in cutting each other's throats
·
learned that Ross disappeared from Belfast two years ago, "tt
" 86 tt" •
, d ll6 d
h6
as lD
leaving a wife and three children. Mrs. Joy, who was a
~as
.. mg ,em up, an c~
out t ~ounter saving their fe~ow-men." Another source of grief to
teacher in his Sunday-school, also disappeared at the same mqui~Y, of
~ ot 11 yees hav? Posters With Mr. Mr. Behrends IS that " in a single year the American
time, which led to a report that the couple had eloped. This Merritt s name 1D the largest sort of wood type cov- people spend thirty or fifty times as much on ferrumor was confirmed when Mr. Joy received a letter from ered. the walls, an~ a few officious individuals repre- men ted and distilled liquors." Taking the work of
Ross, in which the latter Raid: 'Your wife has undergone sentmg Mr. Merritt made everyone acquainted with the Board as a sample, he says, the income of the
malpractice, and you had better arrange for obtaining a di- th 6 f
S
vorce from her.' Mrs. Joy was found in the prisoner's lodgact that teve was the generous person to whom liquor traffic for a year would hav planted twenty
ing, and when informed of her paramour's arrest, gloried in they owed the present supply of beer, and --would thousand churches.
her connection with 'the Lord's anointed,' as she called her consequently on election day owe a ballot. During
We deprecate as sincerely as the Rev. Mr. Bahillicit lover. She attended court to-day, and sat in a brazen a portion of. the ev.ening M.r. Merritt himself was rends does the seemingly ineradicable tendency of
manner throughout the whole proceedings.''
prese~ t·, 1ook mg t o I t th at h IS h ench men did not miss Christians to fight, but the fact that they will fight
· According to the Methodist organ, the Rev. Stew- securmg any votes_whose owners were open to in- must be admitted. We also regret as poignantly as
art Ross ought, just before he eloped with Mrs. Jc·y ducements of the kmd on tap. When the passer-by Mr. Behrends that Christians will spend 80 much
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the states should each do his share toward achieving the school has nearly six hundred pupils, and saves the public
schools the expense of more buildings, and ten or twelve
true religious independence.

Lithograph of Charles Darwin.

teachers, and they say that as taxpayers, besides maintaining
the parochial school, they are assessed for the public schools.
The town authorities, relying on the advice of Chief Justice
Park, hav brought suit in the Superior Court fm: unpaid taxes.

Admirers of the great naturalist, and practically
the father of evolution, will be glad to know that we
THE Banner of Light prints the following petition to the lawhav a fine lithograph of him for sale-size 18 l-2x24 makers
of our state:
inches, on heavy plate paper. Framed, the picture !'~~the Hmnrab_le.Smate and. -1••embly of the Slate of NttD York:
Your petitioners, Oitizens of this state respeotfull:v ask
will make a splendid ornament for the parlors of
your_ honorable bo~y to !epeal the statute passed in 18.80 in
Freethinkers. Price, 25 cents.
relation to the registration of medical diplomas which vio-

!at~s the Constitution of the United States, and the comity exthe sev~r11:1 states of the Union, imposes disabilIties on Citizens reoe1vmg professional instruction in other
states, prevents the utiliz-1tion of some of the most advanced
modes of reme?ial practice, and otherwise infringes their civil
':1-nd p~rsonal rights: Our request being based OR the followIng pomts:
"1. We believe that the inhabitants of the United States
hav t~e oonstitu~iona.l right to employ any practitioner engaged m the heal~ng art, or any mode of treatment that they
hnv confidence m when disease aftliots themRelvs or their
families, ~':ld no state law has the right to declare them or
th~ practlt.ioners they thus summon to be criminals for so
domg.
"2. We know that many of the citizens of this state are natu~ally end?wed with the gift of healing, and yet many others
w1th the gift of second sight or olairvoyanoe, to detect disease·
also that many of the most promi;:~ent and influential citizen~
of the state are successfully employing said persons in cases
of sickness.
"3. The~e gifts not being recognized or taught at medical colleges, no diplomas can therefore be obtained at said colleges·
and as the censors of the (allopathic) medical societies claim'
to be the guardians of the medical law in the state and said
cenBOl'B hav caused the practitioner~ who possess these healing gifts to _appear before the criminal courts simply on the
plea of their _exercising such gifts w~thout registering a. diploma as required-when by the facts m lhe case a diploma is
unattainable-great injustice is visited upon citizens of onr
state, the law being applied by said medical censors for the
protection of their own interests, as against those of the socalled irregu!ar practitioners and also the people, since the
first are depr1ved of their constitutional rights, and the people
themselvs are compelled to employ the regulars (however
distasteful to them) or go without medical treatment.
"4. W ~ believe t~at honorable practitioners, possessing the
natural gift of healing, should be allowed tJ exercise it when
GoVERNOR HoADLY of Ohio has again issued a Thanksgiving requested to do so by the sick; and believe also that the genproclamation with no reference in it to "God," and no other eral law against malpractice will (if enforced) protect the
people from ail fraud and deception, from whatever sou roe."
religious nonsense. He asks that the day be kept "in the
Ail in favor of medical freedom-and what Freethinker is
spirit of him who said, 'It is more blessed to giv than to receive,'" but this is a humanitarian, not a religious, sentiment. not-are asked to paste the petition upon p11per, get signatures, and send them to the Banne1· (If Light office, Boston,
The proclamation reads:
Mass.
" 'lb the People of the State of Ohio:
"By virtue of the authority cmaferred on me by Section
Lectures and Meetings.
3,177 of the Revised Statutes, and in accordance with the annual and honored custom, I here_by appoint Thursday, Nov.
CoL. H G. INGERSOLL will lecture in this city to-morrow e;tun26, 1885, as a. day of Thanksgivmg. That the day may be d
· h N
thankfully kept by all, we should observe it in the spirit of ay) mg t, ovE>mber 15th, at the Academy of Music, Fourhim who said, • It is more blessed to giv than to receive,' re- teenth street and Irving Place; subject, "Myth and Miracle.'
membering that we ha.v the poor always with us."
Mns. HANNAH T. STEARNS is speaking Sundays for the SpiritDB J. L. YoRK writes us from Sydney, Australia, that Jo- ualist Association of Elmira, N.Y., and will lecture week-day
seph Symes, the Freethought speaker at Melbourne, is quite evenings in the vicinity for such societies as may wish to enlikely to meet at the hands of the Melbourne Christians a fate gage her services. She may be addressed at Elmira, N.Y.,
similar to that of D. M. Bennett. He has been arrested on general delivery.
three charges under an ancient law dug up from the legal
Mn. CHARLES WATTS lectures on Sunday, Nov. 22d, morning
graveyard to do duty again in repressing human liberty for and evening, at the Opera Honse, Grand Hapids, Mich., and on
Christ's sake. We congratulate Mr. Symes on possessing the Sunday, Nov. 29th, afternoon and eveniog, at Chicago, Ill. Mr.
coo rage necessary to wage the inevitable bitter fight by which Watts will not be able to go fttrther west this tour as he returns
every liberty is won, and we commiserate Australia that her to fulfil a six weeks engagement in Canada. E:>rly in the new
inhabitants are bigots of the Middle Age kind. But let them year, however, he contemplates again visiting the west. All
remember that" the blood of the martyrs· is the seed of the friends requiring lectures from Mr. Watts at that time and at
ohuroh" of Freethought as surely as of Christianity. To Mr. places near or beyond Chicago, will please communicate with
Byrnes
be of ser· h"Im.
H"s
· · we
thisend
f greeting, and
d promis that if dwe can W
1 addr ess 1·8 82 B erk e1ey "treet
~
, T oron t o, 0 n t.,
v~ce m
s ar-awa~ 1an • he may comman _us.
hen_ the Canada. As Mr. Watts is one of the ablest advocates posb~gots are thr_ough With Jl.ir. Symes, no d~~b~ It ~a~ be said of_ sessed by the cause of Freethought we urge that be he kept
him, as he sa1d of D. M. ~ennett, ~~at his hfe 8 work has busy. His lectures undoubtedly do good wherever delivered
permanently damaged their superstitiOn."
giving Infidels new thoughts a:ad Christians unnnswerabl~
Lib~1·ty begins in its issue for November 14th a story on Ire- arguments why they should leave the church. Parker Pillsland, by Georges Santon, translated from the French by Sarah bury, the apostle of anti-slavery, in an excellent account in
E. Holmes. Every Irishman, says Mr. Tucker, and every lover the Investigator of Mr. Watts's recent visit to Greenwich, Mass.,
of freedom ought to read this thrilling romance. "The author says that Mr. Watts's lectures were able and powerful, and
weaves into a drama of unusual poignancy and melancholy that he is a model debater, worthy of all imitation. Mr.
power the story of one of the heroic struggles of the sons of Pillsbury ought to know wheroof he spoaks.
Erin to lift the accursed yoke of the English-the English who
Mns. A. M. FREEMAN sends us the following account of het•
hav stolen their lands, burned such cities as resisted too vigor- visit to Milwaukee, a city distinguished chiefly for being the
ously, exterminatecl entire and inoffensiv populations, and home of Dr. Juliet H. Sbvemnce, a Indy of more vim and abilestablished as a.n axiom this monstrosity: • It is not a felony ity than many cities much larger than Mil waukee can support:
to kill an Irishman!' He also givs tlae bloody history of the
"Cmcwo, Nov. 5, 1885.
, h"
bl
t
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"MR. EDITOR: Although the Milwaukee League was unreprepression of t lB no e a temp a
e iverance- terri e, resented by delegates at the late Congress, yet it is by no
frightful, cowardly repression-by exile, banishment, and exe- means dead. Last Sunday evening, Nov. 1st, I had the pleascution, without trial. He lifts the conquered to their legiti- ure of sp<>aking before this very intelligent society, where I
mate pinn11cle of glory, and puts the o.onquerors in the pillory fonnd many earnest workers-Radicals, Spirit.nt•lists, and
of shame." From the above description, our readers can see J11ateriali8tt!. Perhaps no Le11gue in the country has more
how lurid the story "is likely to be. We really hope that some able debaters than are to be found taking part in the warm
discussions following the lectures given every Sunday evening
in the beautiful little hall in which they assemble. Mr. and
historical facts will be given in support of these charges.
THE Catholic parochial schools in New Haven, Hartford, Mrs. McCasin furnish delightful music, and really the society
seems provided with everything to make it a power in the
Norwich, New Britain, Waterbury, and other places in Con- Cream city.
neotiout hav never been taxed, having been exempted under
"The lecture I gave was theological and radical, but nove
the general statute which applies to property used by a. cor- too radical for the earnest men aud women listenir.g to it. It
poration exclusivly for religious or educational purposes. A happened to be the night of election of officers, and I had the
dispatch from Willimantic, to the World of this city, says it has pleasure of seeing_ our vHy earnest co-worker, the forn,er vice
president of the National Liberal League, Dr. Juliet H. !:leverbeen left for the Republican assessors in the town of Windham ance, unanimously elected president of the society, Mr. Meto discover that St. Joseph's Catholic Parochial school in this Cas in, the president for the preceding term, gracefully resignplace ought not to be exempt. This school was built severul ing hi~ office and placing the new incumbent in the cb;:.ir of
years ago by St. Joseph's Society for the education of the honor.
children of the parish. It was built nominally by, and for
"With so able and earnest a worker as the doctor, the society
must attain a prosperity f•xceeding ev6n that of the past.
several years held as the property of, Father DeBruycker, the
"That there is a working League in Milwauk6e is due altopastor, in order to facilitate construction and management. gather to the efficient work of this gifted woman, who through
In 1882 it was first taxed as the private property of Father De her own exertions while secretary of the society for one year
Bruycker. The taxes were paid one year under protest, and paid all its bXpcnses without collections from the society or in
th
t
t
t
f
d t St J
h'
any way calling upon it for pecuniary aid.
e_ proper Y ne~ year wag rans erre 0 • osep_ 8 congre"It was my first visit to Milwaukee, and I sh•lll not soon
gat10n, and cla1med as then exempt from. tt~xauon b!. the forget the warm hospitality extended to me by the doctor and
statute because used by the church exclus1vly for rehg1ous I h6r husband, Professor Severance, in their very pleasant
and educational purposes. The Catholic taxpayers claim that home, nor the kind friends I rnet in the League."
~s~mg bet~~n

Precisely as He Said.
In his speech at Cleveland Colonel Ingersoll outlined the manner in which churches acquire vast
properties with small or no outlay. He said:
"Do you know that if church property is allowed to go without taxation, it is only a question of time when they will own
a large per cent of the property of the civilized world I It is
the same as compound interest; only giv it time. If you allow
it to increase without taxing it for its protection, its growth
can only be measured by the time in which it has to grow.
The church builils an edifice in some small town, gets several
acres of land. In time a city rises around it. The labor of
others has added to the value of this property, until it is worth
millions. If this property is not taxed, the_ churches will hav
so much in their hands that they will again become dangerous
to the liberties of mankind. There never will be real liberty
in this country until all property is put upon a perfect equality."

In the World of October 23d we find an account of
the dedication of a three hundred thousand dollar
edifice by the congregation of the Bloomingdale Reformed church at 68th street and Broadway. The
ma.nner of the acquirement of the property was thus
related by the pastor, Carlos Martyn:
,-,Many years ago, Jacob Harsen left the congregation a large
plot of land, bounded by 8th and 9th avenues, and 71st al'ld
73d streets. Since the rise of real estate values in the neighborhood, the trustees of the church raised a large sum by selling the property. and thus were able, two years ago, to begin
the erection of the present edifice. And now all that remains
for us to do is to be faithful in our allegiance to the church,
and see to it that the necessary expenses of its continuance
are promptly met. If a.uy young man among you was to marry
a. wealthy man's daughter, and he gave you a. fine house with
her, surely it would be asking little if he requested you to
keep the mansion in repair. So now that the trustees of the
church hav furnished this beautiful edifice, the least we can
do is to see that the ohuroh is well conducted. I ask you all,
my friends, who liv near by, to come in and join us in maintaining this house to the glory of God."

We do not think the people will willingly maintain
this house, but they are forced to do it anyway. If
Mr. Harsen's legacy had paid taxes, the congregation
might exult with some propriety over its prosperity.
As it is, the Bloomingdale Reformed church stands
to the public in the attitude of a pauper suddenly
made well-to-do by the bestowal of aims, and opulence
attained by legal robbery.

Good for Princeton.
Mr. E. H. Heywood informs us that on election
day, in response to an article put in the town warrant to test the question, the town of Princeton,
Mass., voted by a handsome majority to petition the
legislature to repeal the law exempting church property from taxation.
No doubt, adds Mr. H~ywood, many other towns
and cities would do likewise if the case were sql_larely
put to the people in public assemblies.
·
We believe this to be true, and recommend that
in every place where there are two or three Freethinkers they get the selectmen to insert such an
article in the next warrant calling a town meeting,
and put it_squarely to vote. We expect that within
a short time the American Secular Union will hav
documents ready for such campaigns, to be supplied
at cost in return for donations to the Campaign Fund,
and surely the friends of secularization throughout
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., Oct. 27, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: As you are probably aware, I had arranged for
a campaign of free lectures to be delivered by Mr. J. E. Remsburg at Big Rapids, Cadillac, and this city, for last week.
The result has been a very gratifying one.
I met Mr. Remsburg at Big Rapids on the 22d in st., on the
evening of which date he delivered his oration on Thomas
Paine in the Opera House, before a large and appreciativ
audience, composed of the best and most intelligent citizens of
that place. The hearty approval of the speaker's utterances
was demonstrated by the good attention and frequent applause. The speaker was introduced by Mr. H. F. Burch, a
Radicd and stanch Freethinker, and whose bountiful hospitality we enjoyed while in that city. We were treated like
princes. Big Rapids is sixty miles north of this point.•
The next day we went to Cadillac, forty miles farther north,
a, young and flourishing city, where Mr. Remsburg delivered
his " Sabbath Breaking" to a very large audience, composed
of doctors, lawyers, the mayor, ex-mayors-in fact, everybody
was out to hear the "new gospel." Rev. Beals, Congrega·
tionalist, was present, and expressed his hearty approval of
the lecture. The lecture was held in a large rink that was
comfortably seated. Rounds of applause greeted the speaker.
On Saturday we came to this city, where, in Power's Opera
House, Mr. Remsburg delivered both the above lectures, one
in the forenoon, to a fair audience, and the other (on Paine)
in the evening, to a large and intelligent audience. These
lectures are becoming quite popular, and Liberalism is rapidly becoming popular throughout western Michigan. The
attention and intense interest manifested at all points where
Liberal lectures are given fully demonstrate the fact that it
is no longer disrespectable to advocate the Liberal cause.
Our claims are being respected, and the superstitious notion
of a God, devil, and infallible Bible is rapidly disappearing
from the horizon of western Michigan.
On the 22d of November next Mr. Watts deliv(lrs two lectures here in the same Opera House, and I fully expect the
house to be packed to overflowing, and it has a capacity for
seating over two thousand. Everybody wants to hear Watts.
Yours, etc.,
D. A. BLODGETT.

the great idol Mammon, Almighty Dollar, the Lord of all.
What would the American people, torn with dissensions, be
in the hands of the. Chinese millions led by my white minions
who would sell themselvs as traitors for gold or glory? Ye
who believe not My Power, would ye cut Me off only to find it
out? Aye, were it possible, then would ye find it out with a
vengeance! ·A Holy Terror living, but an Infernal Destroyer
dead (Matt. iv, 5, 6). . . Be warned in time, or be damned
eternally (Nnm. xxi, 8)."
In order to show what sort of a messiah he is, Mr. Lewis
givs in his circulars Biblical extracts. I shall mention a few:
"Of righteous God I am the Son,
(Matt. iv, 2 ).
I and My Father are truly One;
(John x, 36).
What use on earth is there for pelf?
(Rev. xvii, 18).
(John x, 16).
To cheat your brother, who is yourself?"
Enough.
If history ever records this Jesus upon such a proposition, I
fOr one would be sorry for not inserting my name as one of his
apostles. But, alas, I don't think he will ever succeed. He is
not a Jew, and I hl)nestly believe that it takes a Jew to make
a Christian Jesus. He must not necessarily be a carpenter. A
Jew of mysterious birth, and a big liar, and Jesus is ready, well
done. Mr. Lewis, Messiah, does not seem to hav any of these
qualities, and no reasonable man would ever giv him a serious
thought. SomEl pious people, however, differ from-us in opinion, and were seriously afraid that Lewis the Messiah might
compete with their Jesus, the Christ. A charge of insanity was
brought against him, and he was arrested. Friends who went
to his relief told me that they got him out upon the proposition that there was no reason to insult a living Jesus while a
dead one is still lawfully worshiped.
Such is the general spirit of the California press and people
in regard to religions. Yours, for truth and justice,
M. wAl!R1!AFTIG.

right to satisfy their longing in the flowing bowl. The German can still quaff his lager, the Frenchman his wine, and
the Englishman his ale. The members of the only true church '
can still "praise God from whom all blessings flow •· in the
morning, and become blind drunk in the afternoon. Hangers
on around barrooms can still indulge in their bumpers, while
those that are troubled with a weakness upon rising in the
morning can still take their little stroll before breakfast.
It might be well to say in conjunction with this that our.
laws, if we hav any, in regard to adulteration of food should
be stronger. Food that is ad-qlterated is very injurious. This
is nearly as important as the other question. I again repeat
that the quE>stion of Prohibition has been nearly settled, and
even now is deemed by many of its early supporters as experimenlttm crucis. But the question of intemperance is a complicated one, and in regard to which there are a thousand
theories. But, according to my judgment, and that of many
others, I deem it just as impossible to prevent men from obtaining liquor and drinking it as it is to keep them from eating
too much, thereb.y causing dyspepsia, and the ruination of
health.
WILLIAM J. BuRNS.

GRAND RAPIDs, MICH., Oct. 9, 1885. •
Mn. EDITOR: Permit me to say to your many readers,
through your most valuable paper, that last Sunday afternoon
and evening we had in this city a great revival, not through
the efficacy of blood two thousand years old, but through the
reason and common sense of the intelligence of the nineteenth
century. We were thoroughly baptized from the "unction"
of reason administered by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, of Kansas
City, Missouri.
Mrs. Krekel, wife of Judge Krekel, delivered two philosophic
and scientific lectures at Power's Opera House last Sunday;
one at 3 P.M. on "Evolution of Thought and Progress of
Ideas," to a fair-sized and intelligent audience. Though the
house was very smoky, caused by some defect in the furnace,
DoRSEY, NEB., Oct. 8, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: If acceptable I will write you a few lines from Mrs. Krekel held her audience in profound silence with her
Dorsey, Holt county, N ebraskil.. This is a new section, few masterly logic and her superior metaphysical arguments. The
farms having been settled more than four or five years. The other lecture in the evening was on the "Coming Religion
wild lauds are generally taken by pre-emption, homestead, or and Coming Church." Inspired by a v.ery large and intellitree claim. The land is prairie, most of it mixed with sand. gent audience, Mrs. Krekel delivered one of the grandest lectFertility of soil, medium. Claims of 160 acres are held at an ures that it has been our pleasure to listen to. She proved
conclusivly the failure of the church from its own advocates,
average of $1,000. Some places are now deeded.
que of the hardships of these new prairie farms is scarcity reading extracts from many of its leading preachers. I adof fuel. Hay and corn-stalks are often used to cook and warm mire not only the ability and oratory of Mrs. Krekel, but I
by, though not so good or agreeable as corn in the ear or cobs, admire the noble woman that she is who has the moral courSAN.FRANCisoo, CAL., Oct. 18, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I need not speak of the absence of the slight- but cobs grow scarce, anti the com can be sold, and the Iiew age to stand upon a Liberal platform and declare that she is
est religious feeling in our Californian metropolis. I can settler is often pushed to sell his corn to meet expenses. .A not a Christian in any sense of the word, which she did. It
· hardly find a ptlrson with pretensions to intelligence who hay burner is sometimes used, made of sheet iron and inform is no credit, as most intelligent people will admit, at opportune
would dare say, "I believe in God, Christ, and Virgin Mary." some like a stove boiler. It is taken out and crammed full of times, but it is very few who hav the moral courage to admit
Occasionally I meet some one who claims to possess a belief prairie (wild) hay or of corn-stalks, and inverted on top of a it. In addition to her good thoughts she has a full, round,
in a God, or in a Christ, but it does not take much time to stove in which a fire has been kindled and the front cover re- and clear voice by which she is able to make herself distinctly
learn that his God is not the one of the obscene book, called moved. This will burn one or two hours, but causes more understood all over a large hall, and she did it to that extent
"Holy Bible," and his Christ nothing but an imaginary pict- smoke, and is not so pleasant as wood. Coal can be bought that not one left during the hour and a half consumed, and
at Running Water, east of here, or Oneal, southwest of here- there were many supposed-to-be orthodox people present.
ure of the ideal man, rather of the future than of the past.
The attentiv reader of the daily press of this city could show both railroad stations, and both twenty-five or thirty miles It was a real treat.
Our Liberal and generous friend, Mr. D. A. Blodgett,
inst11nces upon instances where religious superstition is mas- distant.
The general intelligence is fair for a new country, the relig- securE'S these lectures, hires the hall, and all who will
terfully tackled. I do not belong to that class of readers, and
ious condition mixed and uucert11in. Presbyterianism, Meth- may hear reason and common sense free of charge, simply
can so far remind myself of only a few of them:
A general complaint was once started by the clergy against odism, Spiritualism, and indifference all are represented; more for the pains of coining-and some hav pains. Mr. Blodgett
the non-attendance of the ·public in the churches, and one probably belonging to the latter class than to any other. The brings Mr. Remsburg here for two lectures on the 25th inst.
Sunday was particularly pointed to, for then the majority Presbyterian church ha'l lately expelled the Union Sunday- in the same way. By his generosity he is "storming the
of the churches were especially honored with a total absence school from the Presbyterian church-building. The Christian citadel right here in Rome," and, judging from the effects thus
of every living soul except the clergy folks. The dailies con- clergy of this county are claiming the right to stand in the front far, the churches, monuments of superstition and ignorance,
sidered it their duty to find the can se, and after finding it, in politics and that they are by right the wet nurses of Prohi- will, in the near future, hav left to support them but the ragconsoled the clergy by the fact that such a Sunday does not bition. Many persons of Liberal opinion are talking over the tag of ignorance. Freethinkers here are beginning to be requestion of female suffrage and of restraint on companionship spected, and even our orthodox friends begin to think there is
happen very often, for it was a dog-play Sunday.
I don't know whether or no the clergy were satisfied with between the sexes. God's people are usually conservativ on an occasional one who il!l not a horse-thief. This city especially
WM. J. ROSENKRANS.
is undergoing a great revolution in religious ideas. As proof
the consolation. If they were not they must be fools; for no the latter question.
of this, it is hard to find even a church-member who will not
matter to what kind of an animal they reduce their God, they
admit that he knows nothing about God and heaven, and who
ALTOONA, PA., Oct. 10, 285.
certainly cannot take a dog's place themselvs, and so long as
MR. EDITOR: The question of intemperance has been writ- accepts the Bible as anything but the work of man.
they don't do it the citizens of San Francisco will always avail
Yours,
J. M. JAMISO~.
themselvs of a dog-play opportunity, much more if it happens ten upon and debated to a considerable extent through the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER for quite a number of years.
on Sundays.
EuREKA, NEv., Oct. 2, 1885.
Another instance I remember when the clergy protested As every person is free to express his honest thought, I
MR. EDITOR: I do love THE TRUTH SEEKER, for it teaches
against putting up theatrical plays for the purpose of securing venture to giv mine on this great and important topic.- I can·
funds in support of churches. Some of the ministers wisely didly admit that intemperance in alcoholic drinks is one of the only true religion in existence, which is that of Humanity
expressed themselvs thus: "If there was no other way to the greatest curses with which mankind must contend to-day. and nature. Accept truth and facts when they can be demonsupport the churches it was time to close them." The press, In looking aronnd us we can readily observe its fearful re- strated; do good, and act unto others as you would hav them
to my recollection, did not hesitate a moment to fully agree sults. We see people wrecked and ruined in mind and body, act unto you-this is the creed of Humanity. I do not believe
thousands brought to poverty and want, homes made desolate in a future life. This is the only one we hav any knowledge
wi~h them that "it was time to close the churches."
It seems to me that the clergy should commence the "clos- and dreary, tyrants made of men, and slaves of women. The of, and I believe all are punished just in accordance to their
ing," and look for a job while some power is still in ·their greatest question in regard to this great and growing evil is, deeds in this life. It seems to me that if one does wro!'g
hands. If they wait too long they may find circumstances do- "How can it be reruedied ?" Will Prohibition do it? I an- knowingly, his conscience must punish him for deviating from
ing the work without their aid, and themselvs in a worse con- swer, no; Prohibition fosters smuggling, engenders political that which is right. I think all the punishment is in this life.
dition. True, hard times are upon us and many cannot find animosity, and strikes at the very liberty of the individual. I do not see how any sensible man can read the Bible and
employment, but I think that a clergyman could, for many You might just as well try to force the G~rmau to cease eating believe it. It upholds nearly all that is cruel, and wrong
business booms hav been put up by them, and many concerns Iimburger cheese as to pass laws which will prohibit him and wickedness the most hotrible, too brutal to mention.
would fear to refuse them employment. Let them strike the from indulging in his favorit glass of lager. As our country It has ·killed off millions of innocent people because they
filJs up with people from European lands the opposition to dared to express honest opinions, and all from ignorance and
iron while it is hot.
We hav a man here who calls himself Lewis the Messiah. prohibitory law increases, and in a few years all such laws superstition; and as for heaven, such a holy place that must
be, if all the sinners in this world go there ! They rejoiced in
He walks up and down the streets and distributes circulars, would be obliterated.
In again looking at the other side of the question, we are all kinds of inhuman crimes, to please their imaginary God.
sometimes signing himself "Jesus Christ," and giving the
public hell or sheol if they don't believe in him and in what told by science that mankind would be better off without the Such a God is worse than a devil. They believe they can do
he tells them. He tells them oftentimes very truthful things use of alchoholic stimulants. One of the greatest German all kinds of wickedness and all they hav to do is to humble
indeed. He tells them that the existing churches are humbugs, chemists, and Dr. Oswald, one of the leading scientific physi- themselvs in prayer and ask for forgivness and they will all
and tools in the hands of the rich and disgraceful educated cians of the day, are good authority, although the whole be as pure as the driven snow. "'ThPy might pray all their life
classes against the poor and honest intelligent masses. I shall scientific world almost unanimously agree to the above.
and it would not do them any good. They must be lost beNow, my ideas in regard to the lessening of the evils pro- yo:q.d nedemption. Such are the mysterious ways of heaven.
make some extracts from his latest circulars: ". . Lying
you are, bound down by the false pressure, being swindled by duced by intemperance are as follows: Scientific education I never go to church, and would not aid them or Catholio
the chronic liars who are euchering themselvs and you to from the crtu1le to the grave, with a true and thorough knowl- priests in any way, shape, or form.
E. J. BURNS.
t1eath. I'm holding back the lightning from striking you, but edge of the laws of hygiene. Then a modification of our civil
the blood of the mu1·dered innocent and the ignorant suicide laws. Make them stronger, and hav them more rigidly enWAYLAND, MicH., Oct. 7, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Where is the location of the Christian heaven
i8 spurting over Me now, the wailing of starving mothers and forced. Hav a uniform system of license, and giv it to all that
Jestitute children rings in Mine ears, and think you that I'll apply. Hav workhouses and confine those that become un- and hell? When I ask Christians at 12 o'clock at noon where
hold back forever.
Behold, a people rising out of dark- lawful through the use of liquor. Compel them to pay a is heaven, they point up. Now for the argument l will call up
ness ir:ito marvelous Light; ye fools who hav forsaken me, by heavy fine which shall go to their families or to the county. where the sun is at noon. If I ask these same Christians at 6
them will I make you jealous (Deut. xxxii, 21). . . Patience l\Iake the aduhera.tion of liquors a crime punishable by fine o'clock in the evening where heaven is, they point up, but
will soon cease to be a virtue; they will not ever be mobbed and imprisonment, and hav inspectors appointed by the gov- naturally they point one-quarter east of the sun; and if I ask
and robbed with impunity, they will rise in their might. I ernment in every locality to see that the law is not disobeyed. them at 12 o'clock in the night thfy point up, but they point
By doing all this we are depriving no men of their liberty or opposit the sun-down; and if ,I ask thtm at 6 o'clock it. the
v:lone can delivt~r you. . . All are reduced to incar.aations of
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morning, they point up, but they point one.quarter west of ' as. convenient. I am anxious to read them and let some of my
the ladies indorse his claim readily. Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
the sun.
fnends read them; I think it will strengthen them in the faith. Erwin are members of Mr. Wright's family, and, being cultiIf I ask these same Christians where hell is, they point
WILLIAM L. WoRLEY.
vated, are, in the general acceptation of the word, Liberal.
down, every qua:tt!lr of the day and night, so in twenty-four
We were treated by them not as strangers, but as friends,
hours they come round about in rotation.
AsHLEY, 0., Oct.-14, 1885.
and we hope some day to repay their kindness. There are
Some hundred years back some Christians thought hell was
MR. EDITOR: On Monday night, September 12th, Mr. John others who deserve mention, but lack of space denies to us the
under the earth, but astronomy dug the foundation away. E. Remsburg delivered his lecture "Bible Morals" in this opportunity for this time.
Since that time the earth is floating in the universe, in rota- place to a fair-sized audience, taking the weather into considThe attendance at the several lectures was respectable in
tion.
eration. It rained nearly all the. afternoon, and at the time numbers and respectful in attention. If there was any preAccording to the Christian pointing, heaven and hell are out for the meeting to begin it just poured down. Mr. Remsburg conceived prejudice, or if there were any resolutions to reject
of the universe and are all around the universe. If heaven and handled his subject in a masterly manner, and sent some hot the utterances of the speakers, they failed to manifest themhell were in the universe, they would come in conflict with shot into the enemy's ranks. His telling words made them selva. We fully believe the knell of theolog:~~ has been
suns, planets, and comets. Now, I would like to know which squirm, but they had to admit the truth and logic of his great sounded in the county seat of old Adams, and that C. Fannie
is first. If heaven is first, then all of those who go to hell hav lecture,-"Bible Morals." We would recommend to the Free- Allyn and John E. Remsburg hav done-it. All honor to these
to go through heaven to get to hell, and if hell is first, all thinkers Mr. Remsburg as a fine speaker and a true gentle- noble champions here and Immortality hereafter ..
those who go to heaven hav to go through hell to get to man. To those who hav not read Mr. Remsburg's "Bible
NEWTON AND VIRGINIA. E. VANCE.
heaven.
Morals," "False Claims," and "Sabbath Breaking," we would
If there is a Lord in heaven, so there will be slavery. Lords earnestly recommend to get a copy of each and carefully
DAVENPORT, IowA, Oct. 10, 1885.
cannot exist without slaves, whether in heaven or on earth. read them, for they are full of good, sound doctrin. Mr.
MR. EDITOR: The Silmple copies of THE TnurH SEEKER
Who is on the Lord's side is on the side of slavery. Who is on Editor, let us hope for better times, and urge every Free· came duly to hand. Thanks. Our League is prospering, and
the side of men, women, and children is on the side of liberty. thinker to liv a pure and good life, and show to our fellow- the members are increasing constantly. Our meetings, which
men that we can do right, if we do not believe the Bible; be are held every Sunday morning at ten o'clock, are pretty well
JOSEPH WENZEL.
honest, and not afraid to own our existence to nature rather patronized. Prof. L. R. Wetherell, Davenport's well-known
than to.a God we can neither see nor feel. I am a collector of orator and scientist, will giv us a lecture to-morrow. Subject:
ODESSA, Mo., Oct. 27, 1885.
curiosities, and I verily believe I hav one specimen of fossil "Why Should Liberals Be Activ?'' We shall shortly join the
Mn. EDITOR: Christians profess to know upon good authorthat is millions of ages older than the Bible God we read National League, and we hope to be repregented at the Conity that their God, Jehovah, is the only true and living God, about. We hav men right here in our town who do not begress next year. The officers for the next ensuing year are:
that he is in reality the only God, that all others are frauds. lieve the doctrin they preach, but they are afraid to say so for
president, J. T. Kahrmann; vice-President, John F. Miller;
They base this knowledge on a would-be revelation which they fear of losing their trade. They go to church and act the
secretary, H. G. Scharfenberg;' treasurer, T. H. Dwight.
say they believe was made by this God himself to the old Jews hypoc_rit, drop their money into the contribution-box, when
Fraternally,
H. G. ScHARFENBERG.
a long time ago. They believe he is omnipotent, infinitly wise they liad better giv it to some poor widow, to help her to mainand merciful, the very quintessence of all good; that be cre- tain herself and children. It would, I think, be better than
ALBANY, Oct. 23, 285.
ated all things and pronounced them good and very good; that to giv it to the lazy, pampered-up preacher. I hope the day is
Mn. EDITOR: Is it possible that Mr. J. D. Mallonee, of
man, actuated by an old chap who they say God also created not far distant when they will be obliged to earn an honest Cleveland, should begin his speech "at the Convention by saya long time ago, is the cause of all the evil in the world; that living by laboring in the field and workshop like any honest ing, "The just right to govern comes from the consent of the
this old chap was o;reated an archangel, but rebelled against person.
Yours fraternally,
Crus. OLMSTEAD.
governed," and afterwards make a motion to strike out the
God and became his bitter enemy, for which God threw him
resolution favoring woman suffrage?
Respectfully,
overboard, and cast him i.nto a bottomless pit, and made him
CoNCORD, KY., Oct. 28, 285.
Mns. llENmcA !LIOHAN.
boss of it, Prince s~tan, the devil; and that on account of a
MR. EDITOR: I hav something pleasant to tell you. Not
little apple scrape· which this old chap led the first human pleasant to the ears of prejudice and bigotry, but to the. readCoRVALLIS. On., Sept. 28, 1885.
pa.ir.into, God brought evil upon the world. And they tell us ers of THE TRUTH SEEKER it will be most welcome, I am sure.
MR. EDITOR: The worthy vice-president, in his treatis on
that nature corroborates this revelation. What bosh! If there We hav just realized the long-cherished anticipation of hear- the Sixth Demand, has evidently missed the intent of the
is an omnipotent personal God of infinit wisdom, mercy, love, ing two of Freethought's best lecturers, C. Fannie Allyn and judi"cial prescription of unbelievers. It is evident on its face
and justice, did he, on account of that little apple scrape, or John E. ~Remsburg. Their lectures were delivered at West that there is no fear that unbelievers will not tell the truth
any other scrape which man and this devil could devise, make Union, Adams county, Ohio, and in close proximity to our under oath, for their unsupported word as to their faith is all
some animals with gteat ugly claws," hooked bills, and others home. Although to a small band a Freethought meeting was that is required, whereas if there was real doubt as to what
with terrible tusks, hideous claws, keen scent, ferocious nat- an event of paramount importance, to the community it was their testimony would be there would be witnesses called to
ures, to lurk and saunter about their hellish haunts in pursuit only a novelty, viewed as a means of gratifying a growing test their competency. Therefore there is but one logical conof innocent, defenseless animals, which never did them any curiosity-but none thought of making a flattering impression. e! usion, and that is that it is a form of persecution intended
harm, leaping on them, killing them with merciless brutality, If it is a source of satisfaction to these· two fearless expo- to drive people into the church by placing them in an odiOus
and devouring them with the greed of starvation ? Is this nents that they expected a paramount change in the minds position, and that's all there is of it.
L. JOY.
makeshift, this apple story, all you Christians hav to reconcile of their hearers, we feel perfectly safe in making the asserthe teachings of nature with the general Christian idea of an tion West Union will never be what she has been. She has,
WATERLoo, IND., Oct. 27, 1885.
omnipotent personal God of infiuit wisdom, love, and fore- through the courage of these heroic advocates, felt the touch
MR. EDITOR: I was in Auburn yesterday, it being the capiknowledge ? Could such a God be. the author of such things of regeneration that will tell more distinctly as the years go tal of DeKalb county, Ind. While speaking with a Liberal
as the above-mentioned under any circumstances whatever? by. l::>kepticism will evolve into a settled confirmation, and the friend in regard to the best Liberal paper, he claiming the
According to this makeshift all things were very good until Freethinking element that lacked on,ly the courage to be de- Ironclad Age, I contending for THE Tnu'l'li SF.EKER, the
Eve and Adam ate the apple contrary to God's orders; then monstrativ will be encouraged to avow itself, and feel for the result ended with nine trial subscribers for THE 'fnuTH SEEKER
God got angry, cursed Adain, Eve, the devil, and the earth first time the incomparable pleasure of expression. To say in less time than sixty minutes. Please find the necessary
with a curse that is to last forever. All the unborn genera- that C. Fannie Allyn won golden opinions is only a trite repe- commodity, together with their addresses, etc., inclosed.
E. R. SHOEMAKER.
Yours first for truth,
tions coming after must suffer the dreadful consequences of tition. To say that she won the hearts of those who had the
this curse brought on by the act of these two individuals in- happiness of forming her acquaintance, and that she willliv
duced by the devil. What a change came over everything! in affectionate memory so long as memory lasts, is no deviaMERIDEN, CoNN., Oct. 22, 285.
The lions and the lambs could no longer lie down together; tion, but fully concurrent with testimony earnest and sincere.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find two dollars; one for the Bruno
the hawks, the owls, and eagles were taken with hankering To speak in terms of eulogy to the Liberal world of John E. monument and one for the Campaign Fund. I hav been a
appetites for chicken, quail, dove, and such like; the fishes Remsburg would elicit a smile· for its superflnity. He is fast constant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for six or seven years,
reptils, and insects commenced devouring each other; how attaining a national reputation. Had he had his just de. and expect to take it as long as I am able to pay for it, and
their claws, their bills, and tusks, and saw-teeth took shape and serts he would hav attained it long ago, but we must experi- hope it may liv until the Demands of Liberalism are obtained,
dimensions necessary for the work set before them-how car- ence a goodly share of the bitterness of patience before we and as much longer as necessary. There are a large number
of Liberals here, but. no organization. I wish there was, as
nivorous. What a set of cannibals they became all of a sudden! taste of its fruits.
We learn that he left the school-room for the rostrum. He I should be glad to join it, but nm so circumstanced that I can
Oh, how angry that God of love must hav got about that one
little apple business! What we hav mentioned is not a patch- left off teaching the child that he might teach the childish. not take a leading part to originate it, but if it was started I
ing of what he did do. Because of it he brought famin, sword, A happy exchange for the latter. What a blessing it would be would do all that lay in my power to support it
JOHN DAINTON.
pestilence, and all the diseases in the catalog into the world. were they as capable of learning as he is of teaching ! Twenty
Verily it looks like he made a little hell of this earth to last his years hence, should he visit this old town, perched upon its
AYEn, MAss., Oct. 19, 1885.
dear creatures while they are here, and we are told he opened hill of eminence, and mental freedom is not impeded, he will
Mn. EDITOR: It has been my intention for some time to get
up a pit of fire and brimstone for a great majority of them, be received as a benefactor, and be made the recipient of the
which awaits their souls after death, and then pointed them benediction of gratitude. It would be injustice both to Lib- and add to my library Dr. :Foote's remarkable book, which
all to his eternal plan of salvation, which, we are informed, ia erals at home and abroad not to mention some of Adams you now advertise. As a member of the school committee I
full to overflowing with redeeming love. His son, his only county's people, for they are unquestionably deserving. John hav said, and stand by it, "More physiology and less gram·
son, his well-beloved son, was to die, according to this eternal F. Beck is a leader in our little band, and in saying that we mar." It is a thousand times better to knqw our bodies and
plan of salvation, for the sins of the whole world. How say that he is energetic, indefatigable, thoroughly imbued with how to treat them than it is to know how to put words in a
broad ! " Go ye int~? all the world and preach the gospel to a love of Liberalism, without which action is impossible. We row. And I will now say, "More physiology and no theolevery creature; giv them all a chance. But of course I know," heartily commend him to our Freethought friends every- ogy." The clergy hav always stood at the gateway of our
thought he, "I hav chosen but few; I know that I hav made where. D. W. P. Eglur is another, speaking his sentiments earthly Eden with an unsheathed sword and pronounced the
tree of knowledge "obscene literature." 'fhey hav a mortal
the road to hell broad and easy, and the road to heaven straight bravely and without stint.
Should you, good friends, be so fortunate as to ever meet dread of the mirror it holds up before them. 'fhe church has
but narrow and difficult; that many will sink to hell, and few
get "to heaven; I knew that long before I made them; I also of "Dan" in his wanderings, press his hand warmly, for he is always been faithful to guard the way to the tree of life. Its
course knew that they could not act contrary to my eternal yours fraternally. Mrs. Gash and her two sons, James and grE!atest dread is the know lodge of the truth, and the salvation
foreknowledge. But this don't in the least affect my charac- Gilbert T. Gash, must not be overlooked. They are of the that comes from it.
People are shaking themselvs from despotism, intolerance,
ter as God· I am God and beside me there is none other. I Spiritualistic school, and veterans in the field. Suffice it to
propose to 'do as I ple~se with my creatures, aad ithey hav no say they are a potency for good in any community. We men- and priestly assumed knowledge of God and his plan of salvaright to grumble. Shall the clay say to the potter, 'Why did tion John J. Lockhart as a hero in the cause. John would tion, and are taki11g to the ark of safety of their own making,
you make ~e thus and so?.'" This is Jehovah; he according to fight, bleed, and die for it. He would giv his last crust to a and learning the true religion-the religion of the body, a reorthodoxy is infinitly anomalous, independent of all law, brother wayfarer, though he never expected to get it back in ligion of this world, a religion to mind your own business, to
all justice, all truth, all everything; but still he is the very this world or the next. But John has a wife who thinks and liv and let liv; to bav temples for the bojies and souls, ancl
essence of all good. Was there ever a greater imposssibility acts in concert with him; besides, he is our brother; so with tombs for the dead gods.
Please send me the remarkable book that teaches of healthy
·than the Christian God? He, being independent of all law, all these advantages you will not be surprised that he is a model.
obligation, etc., had a perfect right to c~pel Ezekiel to take We hav spoken of those in the vicinity of West Union. There bodies and consequent heaven on earth.
Fraternally yours,
ELJ.TAH MYRICK.
that nauseous dose we read of in the fourth chapter of Ezekiel. are none living immediately in the place who are identified
He ca:n stoop to the lowest slums of degradation and filth with us as yet, but whenever they wish to enter they will find
MELVIN VILLAGE, N.H., Oct. 12, 285.
without in the least affecting his dignity as God; and he is in- the "gates ajar." Our lecturers, upon arrival, were met by
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please fincl $3 for renewal of my subMr.
Smith
Grimes,
who
escorted
them
to
his
home,
and
who,
fallible, and if the pope could get the people to. believe that
scription to THE TnUTH SEEKER. Freethought is gradually
he is entitled to -the same authority, he would JUmp at the with his accomplished and generous-hearted lady, entertained
gaining ground here, and people are beginning even in this
chance, knowing that it would enable him to do all manner of with elegant hospitality. The kindness of both M_r. and Mrs.
orthodox place to hav their eyes opened and to see the light:
meanness with impunity. This is the way the thing works. Grimes will be long remembered. We, with other Liberals,
Tlie dollar's worth of tracts which you sent me hav done good
May science, reason, nature, the only god I know, save the were sojourners at the Bank Hotel, of which Uncle Sam
missionary work, and the call is for more. I am in hope~ to
people from the evil effects of all such pernicious doctrins, is Wright is the proprietor. He has been long and favorably
send you the names of one or two new subscribers soon.
known
in
this
county.
Both
himself
and
Mrs.
Wright
are
my heart's desire.
Wishing you every success, I am yours for Freethonght,
I inclose postage stamps for "St. Matthew," and also the soul of hospitality. To use his own words, he is a" ladies'
MRs. MA.l\Y A. HoRNE.
''Moses Before the Court,'' by Secularist. Please send as soon man,'' and as he is in every sense of the word a gentleman,
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The herald, with a sarcastic look, replied:
"My fair maiden, what honors or rewards hav
you to bestow upon either heralds or fol.Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oM, Ji&Zl Rivflf", lowers? "
She held up the ~littering crown, emblem
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
Oorner should be sent.
.
of life and immortal honors: "This, and the
peace and joy of loving hearts, will make all
life one bright and eternal day!"
"Between the dark a.nd the dayllght,
When the night 1s beginning to lower,
Then in a loud voice, like a silver trumpet,
Oomes a pause In the day•s occupations
she proclaimed, "Know ye not, ye inhabitTllat 1s known as the Ohlldren's Honr."
ants of earth, that the reign of Hate is nearly
ended; henceforth shall Love rule in the
hearts and kingdoms of men; wars shall cease,
The Rain-Wagon.
the new era of peace is now at hand. Who will
The air was hushed and breathless,
leave the ranks of Hate and be my followers?"
The day had been very warm,
There went up a loud shout, "I will ! I will ! "
And a heavy black cloud In the west
I saw the myrmidons of Hate tremble, and, with
Threatened a thunder-storm.
muttered oaths, turn away; when Hate came
We could hear the terrible rumble
rushing toward me, uttering a dreadful howl
And roar as the thunder burst,
And Teddy was grave and left hls play,
that startled me from my reverie, but I ha v re· Afraid trom the very first.
solved to evermore be a follower and herald of
At last came down the shower,
Love, and shall ever strive to weaken the
In a tullllood trom the sky,
power of Hate, and I hope none who read this
And the lightning dazzled us with !Is blaze,
will ever become his subjects.
And Teddy began to cry.
L. HuTCHINSON.
"What 1s It?"' ~e 'ISked, "that rattles
----------So dreadfully overhead?"'
Kiss Them Good-Night.
" The rain-wagon going over a bridge,"
The tales are told, the songs are sung,
Tha little nurse-girl said.
The evening romp Is over,
Ah, that was a pretty notion,
And up the nursery stairs they climh,
A wagon made ot the rain 1
With little buzzing tongues that chime
Perhaps It ran on an Iron track
Like bees among the'clover.
As runs a railroad train;
Their busy brains and happy hear's
And the sound that followed the lightning,
Are full ot crowding fancies;
And echoed so tar and loud,
From song and tale and make-believe
Was only the ro ..r of the wagon wheels
A wondrous weh of dreams they weave
When they came to a bridge ot cloud.
And airy child romance>s.
That comforted little Teddy;
Good-night!
The tired heads are stilT,
He did not cry again;
On pillow sort reposing,
But rather grew to like to hear
The dim and dizzy mist of sleep
The wagons made ot rain.
About their thoughts begins to creep,
Not all the truths of sclenre
Their drowsy eyes are closing.
That the searching world has taught,
Good-night! While through the silent air
I am sure could hav soothed that childish tear
The moonbeams pale are streaming,
" Like the nurse-girl's happy thought.
They drift rrom daylight's noisy ahore,
- Our Little Oner.
"Blow out the light and shut the door,
And leave them to their dreaming."

---------------Love and Hate.

I

•

Cast Iron and Wrongbt Iron.
AN ALLEGORY.
"Tell me the difference, please, between
One day as I sat watching the ever-changing
shadows of the clouds as they chased each cast iron and wrought iron," said little Robbie
other over the sides of the mountains, driven D. " I hear folks talking about two kinds of
by the winds which swept by with an angry iron, and I'd like to know what is the differroar, my vision seemed gradually to expand, ence.''
"The difference is just this, my dear. Cast
until the wnole world appeared to pass in reiron is iron that is cal:!t or made from the ore
view before me,
I saw that all the actions and varied pur- direct. It is made into stoves, pans, kettles,
suits of mankind were influenced and oon- and all sorts of Brticles used for cooking,
troled by two beings of opposit sex and housekeeping, etc. ~Iachinery iR made of it,
diverse appearance, and who seemed endowed too. That which is called wrought iron is
with a kind of ubiquity, as they appeared made from the cast iron by taking from it the
carbon. After that is removed the iron oau
to be everywhere present.
The male figure was clothed with garments be rolled as thin as letter-paper. Nails are
stained with human goro, having in one hand made of wrought iron. Do you know what
a glittering sword, while in the other he car- steel is, my dear?''
"No; I wish I did," said Robbie.
ried a fire-brand, and his fierce and restless
eyes beamed with looks of malignant triumph, · " I'll tell you. Steel is a form of iron, also,
as from between his teeth Cflme hissing the though harder and whiter than either cast or
word, "Revenge ! " Upon his helmet was wrought iron. It can be polished beautifully.
It contains a certain per cent of carbon, and
written in fiery letters his name, "Hate ! "
The other was a beautiful female form, may be made very hard or quite soft. Knives,
clothed in simple robes of snowy white; in her springs, and various implements are made of
right hand she held a starry crown, and in her steel. Iron in its three forms is very useful,
left the olive-branch of peace. Her eyes were and is applied to a vast number of uses. A
suffused with tears of pity, while from her lips bar of iron worth five dollars when made into
dropped words of tenderest compassion; on a horseshoes is said to be worth ten dollars and
breast-plate upon her bosom was her name, a half. Again, take a five dollar b~r of iron
and make it into needlPs and its value is ininscribed in letters of gold, "Love ! "
Large armies followed in the footsteps of creased ten times, and when made into watchHate, and rEjoiced to do his bidding, destroy- springs its value is increasPd to two hundred
ing cities, devastating fruitful fields, desolat· and fifty thousand dollars ! I don't know how
ing quiet, happy homes, killing thousands of yre could get along without iron, it is so useful
people, old and young, with the sword, or still and valuable in such a variety of ways. It is
more deadly rifles, and not content with this very common and is found in many parts of
cruel slaughter and dire destruction, he in- the United Stutes and in Europe, but we rarely
flames his followers with the spirit of revenge; pause to consider what a !;>Iessing it is to man.
man against man, and neighbor against neigh- There are springs highly impregnated with
bor, and they seek to kill each other in duels iron, the water of which is considered excellent
and by assassinations, and wherever he came for invalids."
"It's funny how iron grows in the earth,"
was heard the cry of vengeance.
I s~w that Love followed slowly behind him, said Robbie, meditativly.
"Not only iron, but other metals, and min.
weeprng over the sad desolation on every hand;
at her approach the widow's sighs were erals. Some time we will talk more of the
hushed, the orphan's tears were dried, while treasures of the earth. A lifetime would not
peace and plenty crowned the land with joy, suffice to tell all that is hidden in the deep reand the faces of the poor and destitute were cesses and caverns of our beautiful globe."
made to smile with gladness.
Some of the followers of Hate as they passed
Eddie and the Gypsies.
by threw filth upon her garments, which her
One Sunny day in June Eddie Livingstone
pearly tears soon washed away, while those was sitting on the front gate-post. Eddie was
she blessed came near, to but touch her shin- eight years old, and a very handsome little
boy.
ing gument.
One of the heralds of Hate was loudly proThe day before some gypsies had made their
cl><iming his great achievements, and scatter- enca~pment on a hill near Mr. Livingstone's
iug abroad the printed leaves of hiil great ex- house.
ploits of rapine and WBr, being cheered by the
Eddie, as I hav said, was se>1.ted on the post
n:ultitude in his wake, when Love approached watching some birds bnilJing their neal
him and said: "You do.not right in thus pro- Presently a dirty, ragged boy came along with
c],,iming only the wicked works of Hate, nor a basket on his arm. He stopped and told
dt•ign to tell the world the goon that I hav Eddie he had ROme berries in the basket and
<lone; and, be it known to you and all who hav if he would giv him something to eat be ~ould
''\ rs to hear, that I am, ere long, to reign in giv him some of the berries. He said his
name was AI£ Peters.
r _,hteousneas over all the earth ! "
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Eddie ran into the house and brought out
two slices of bread. The boy gave Eddie the
berries and said, "Now, come with me and I
will giv you some bows and arrows."
Eddie went with him to the gypsy camp. An
old woman was sitting in front of one of the
tents. She. gave Eddie some coffee to drink.
At first he refused, but she kept urging him
so that he dared not refuse, and drank the
coffee. There must hav been some sort of
drug in the coffee, for after Eddie had draiik
it he went to sleep.
The gypsies packed up that night, put Eddie
in one of the teams, and moved on about a mile
from that place. When Eddie awoke everything was so strange about him that he began
to cry. AI£ told him that if he cried they
would beat him.
The next morning, before anybody was up,
Eddie jumpt:ld from his bed and ran for life.
When he had gone nearly a mile, he came to a
village. ·He was very faint, and sat down on a
step. While sitting there a lady came along
and asked a man not far off if he had seen
anything of a little boy with black eyes and
curly hair.
Eddie's heart beat quick, as he ran along toward the lady, and said "Mamma, mamma."
The lady caught him in her ar.ms. and kissed

So he can't take a chill
·
On a Chillian hill,
In his own nativ home far away.
From a chalice a cha:otn
Never came to his harm;
He is temperate, never• gets drunk,
Like that other, "our brother,"
A chap called a monkey,
Not a chipmunk, or monkey,
But the regular donkey,
Who is always a cheater,
With his keys of St. Peter,
Unlocking at best
But a till or a chest.
Chinohilla.is honest and clean,
Achieving his joy
Without others' annoy.
He's a chaster and neater
Than that rogue of St. PeterIn fact all comparison's mean,
Since the printer has made neither friar nor
monk,··
Please BPnd me the "Apples of Gold " in a
chunk.
FLORENCIII R. PJOL,
Escanaba, Mich., Oct. 19, 1885.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
OCT. 31, 1885.
1.-QUASS.
PAPER.
MOTON.
TO PET.
NEPOS.
2.-Four.ninths.
3.-Bradlaugh.
4.-Loving kindness.

him many times.
It was his own dear mamma, and she had
been searching everywhere for him.
He was sorry he went with the gypsy boy,
5.c
and promised his mother he would not leave
CAP
CAMEL
the house again without her permission.
PEN
Saugus, Mass.
EFFIE SINCLAII\.
L
[Effie's little story is good, but ~he must be
careful and spell and punctuate properly, so
SoLvERs.-H. E. Juergens, Wm.
t~t her manuscript may not hav to be re-writ- Addie Thomas, and others:
ten.-ED. C. C.]

Scott,

Chat With Puzzlers.

"LITTLE JACK."-You are quite old enough
Ollie.
to originate puzzles, since you solve them so
Merry little Ollie, with her eyes of brown,
well.
With her sunny hair, on her forehead fair,
.
.
.
Like a golden crown.
No, Rosa, we cannot pnnt your pretty plotCould aught be lovelier than our baby sweet? ures. It would cost too much. Send original
Playing 'mid the flowers, through babyhood's, puzzles without drawings.
bright hours,
.
Hours so fair and fleet.
REKAB EsiUOL M.
H. E. JUERGENS and W. J. BunNs will please
take front seats on the puzzlers' platform.
Daisy-- says you must hav an "awful sight
Our Puzzle Box.
of learning" to make such rhomboids and
things.
~
!.-REVERSIONS.
DAviD .A. ANDRADE -It's a long way from
1. If you reverse what means a weight,
To view 'twill bring to satiate.
Aut~tralia, but we thank you for "Buried
2 A mineral of limestone a kind
Words," and will cheerfully undertake (all of
· Reversed a craft you now will find.
us) to resurrect all such that you may favor
3. An instiLution, however. great,
us with.
To apprehend, if reversed will state.
Pitlsbttrgh, Pa.
H. E. JUERGENS.
DoEs any one know if "Esprit Fort" is still
in the land of the living? Our Puzzle Box
2.-A PABADOXICAL CHABADE.
has not been graced by his name this long
From a "lily of the valley," gay
time. And where is Robert B.? and our Texas
A lily take reversed;
'
friend and a dozen others who hav been
Though part o£ji1·st you take away,
You yet leave all of first.
·
missed from the P. B. so long?
The first denotes the hawthorn's bloom,
THIS week has brought many answers to Mr.
The second is no palindrome;
Baker's prize puzzle, offered September 19th,
The whole was christened illy
nearly all of them correct. Florence R. Pool,
When 'twa~ called a kind of lily.
A lily not liliaceou.q,
of EF!oaLaba, Mich., was the first to send a corA liriccmjancy fine;
rect answer, and to her has been awarded the
Our language is veracious,
prize-a copy of "Apples of Gold."
Our ,jrtrgcm "just divine!"
J. K. P. BAKE~ writes that when a boy he
Which makeR it most capaciom1
For puzzling themes like mine.
was taught in Sunday-school that all the good
"Lucus a non lucertdo,"
y~mngsters died early and went to heaven,
For so our wit must shine.
and he had a hard time to keep from being too
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
good and getting translated to heaven young,
and also from being t o bad, so that if he
3.-CONUNDRUM.
sho•tld die young he would ha'V to be tumbled
into the other place, politely termed sheol !
We are gl•td, Mr. Baker, that you belong to
the survival of the fittest, and that you hav
lived to become one of the best puzzle-makers
on earth. We are glad you didn't die young.
.
ED. C. C.

Correspondence.
SEYMOUR, Wm., Oct 27, 1885.
MY DEAB FRIEND: Your postal·oard is at
hand; the books were miscarried in the mails
and reached here only a day or two before the
postal did, but they are here all right now and
we are very much pleased with '·Story Hour;"
think it just about right for children. Lucius
is delighted with the pictures, and the bears on
outside cover enthused him so that he dreamed
about bears all night, and begged of me to get
him " two little cubs and a father and keep
them in the cellar for him to play with;" so
you see he is not afraid of bears. I told him
the little bears were playing. and the old
What metal is the boy?
father and mother were laughing at them; he
thinks that "a pretty good joke on Miss WitSOLUTION TO J. B. P. BAKER'S PRIZE PUZZLE IN son'' (Wixon). Bnt the other little boy, he
TRUTH SEEKER, SEPT. 19, 1885.
wants to see the bears shooting the man;
!.hat "takes the cake," so to speak. Hav not
Chinchilla can eat
read " All in a Lifetime " yet, but feel sure
A chinquapin* neat,
that it is good as its noble author.
For his teeth as a chisel are keen.
L. A. LEMIEux.
By his name he's a red bug,
A little wee bed-bug,
"Johnmy, is your sister in?"
That it comes from a chinch may be seen.
"I dou't know. Lemme see-what's your
Yet he's no bug at all,
name?"
Either big bug or small,
"Barnas-Mr. Barnes."
And his soft, furry coat is pearl gray;
"All right, Mr. Barnes. You just sit down,
*Quercus prlonldes. I suppose the chinchilla and I'll ask sis whet her she's home; but I don't
· eats the acorns ot the chinquapin oak, If the species think that's the name ..,
occurs in Chili.
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dent that the Herald and the Sun hav been useful form. Those who wish for an eloquent
themselvs misled in the first place by the as- answer to the attacks of our enemies will find The Heathe~s of the Heath. A finely
sumption on their part that the last assertion in it in both these books. Our deatructiv work
written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of E:ater Hall, Family
Dr. Talmage's answer in any way qualified the is exhibited, and its necessity and seasonableCreeds, Day of Rest, · etc. 500 pages.
.A Builder's Lesson.
first clause of his statement. Based upon this ness demonstrated, and its benevolence also,
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
mistaken premia, they hav deduced the argu- for we only destroy that which is unjust and
" How shall I a habit break?"
$1.25.
As you did that habit make,
ment t!Iat it was because " not exactly of" sea- wrong. We retain the good, and add to it more
As you gathered you m nat loose;
sickness-and therefore of something nearly good out of the advancing knowledge of the Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN. NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
As you yielded, now refuse.
resembling it-that the doctor did not care whe- world. Our constructiv work is admirably exThread by thread the strand we twist,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
ther or not he ever reached home. Careful anal- pressed by Mr. Watts, and we can heartily
Till they bind us neck and wrist;
Exeter
IIall. " One of the most excitysis of his language, however, brings the logical recommend his books as adapted to the proThread by thread the pa11ent hand
ing romances of the day." Price, paper
Must untwine, ere free we stand.
mind to an entirely different conclusion. As mulgation of the latest and best results of Sec60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
As we bullded, stone by atone,
a matter of fact, the two statementil in Dr. ular pii.ilosophy. Mr. Watts is up with .the
We must tOll, unhelped, alone,
Nathaniel
Yanghan. Priest and Man.
Talmage's reply hav no real connection with times, and his experience of twenty-five years
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
Till the wall Is overthrown.
in
the
Freethought
field
keeps
him
still
open
each other. The doctor, when asked whether
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
But remember, as we try
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.~5.
he was seasick, replies: "Well, not exactly to all the new truths of to. day. He wiPlds a
Lighter every test goes by;
that;" and then, mentally recalling his emo- vigorous pen, and his good strong Saxon can· The Outcast. · A deep, finely written
Wading In, the stream grows deep
Radical story. From the London edition.
tions and recollecting their unpleasant nature, be easily understood. As an advocate of our
Toward the center's downward sweep;
By WmwooD READE, author of MartyrBackward turn, each step ashore
l! adds, after a mere semicolonic pause, "but cause Mr. Watts is without a superior, and all
dom of Man. SO cents.
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Shallower Is than that before.
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and
others
by
a
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and
unanswerhome or not," the latter statement being sub-THE RUE OF
Leveling what we raised In haste;
junctiv to the thought then passing through able defense of our cause will purchase these
Doing what must be undone,
his mind and not to the assertion in t!Ie first boqJ}s, and spread them broadcast. They are
Ere content or love be won 1
quite readable, and Christians themselvs will
clause of his answer.
First across the gulf we cast
From Thales to Copernicus.
Kite-borne threads, till lines are passed,
Having made matters clear thus far, it may find much to entertain, while they receive solid
And habit builds the bridge at last 1
By FREDERIC M.A.Y HOLLAND, Author of
be well to explain why Dr. Talmage was indif- instruction in the true philosophy of life.
-John Boyle 0' Rtilly.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAni.
" The Reign of the Stoics."
fereut, if not possibly averse, to his return to
" This is a book not only to be read once, but to
the arena. Students of physiology will not
Texas Orthodoxy.
need to be informed that there is no strain BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL be kept and referred. to, and pondered over from
year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
From the Omah'l Bee of Oct. 15th,
quite so exacting as that laid upon profesSUBJECTS:
through the past centuries pdor to 1600, the era
A specin.J. to a morning paper from Jacks- sional acrobats; and when we consider how
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM- of Copernicus and Bruno. lt does not take the
boro, Texas, reports a most atrocious affair many years Dr. Talmage has been performing
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
near that place yesterday, resulting in the in the Brooklyn Tabernacle, we cannot won- MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand- Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
some 12mo volume of nearly 1000 pages, fully
killing of seven men and the wounding of der that the thought of getting back to these illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German. out the white light that has been cast upon the
several others. There had been a bitter feud arduous duties was unwelcome, and that he A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruexisting between James Wilson, proprietor of almost preferred to sink peacefully beneath
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, elty, from the little stream of Freethought that
one of the most extensiv cattle ranches in the the blue waves of the wriukled sea.
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome has flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
Monkey. By Dr. E. B. Foote; five volumes, at course down through the ages which now liv
state, and Fred Rhodes, the owner of a large
There are several pieces of Dr. Talmage's $1 each, or $5 per set; or five volumes in one only as our realm of Memory and Adrnonitio1,1."
sheep ranch. The two men lived about five stage business that are particularly arduous
Octavo, 458 pp.
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miles apart, and were formerly on the most and difficult, and one feat; known as the for $2.
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250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The
state from the same town in Tennessee. Both only by himself and by Mr. Wilson, who is at fifth volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
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would hav been-in the language of the poet history, the best for their use, as Professor
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-no shrinking from the trial on Dr. Talmage's Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
Rhodes and his followers made a rush into the
the church's actions has stated facts with a
part if the amusement committee of the Tab- of
truthful freedom not found in ordinary hischurch. There were about twenty people
ernacle had not laid out for him a new series of tories. He dates his work from the beginning
present, and a fight ensued. Revolvers were
performances. We violate no confidence when of historical certainty and not from the mythifreely used, and after a lively fusilade the inwe state that the real reason of D1·. Talmage's cal Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
truders were driven out, but not until three of
melancholy and his distaste for Brooklyn was and brings it down to 1883, with a brief mentheir number had been killed, including
caused not by any common and vulgar sensa- tion of subsequent important inventions and
discoveries.
Rhodes. The Wilson party lost four men, two
tion such as seasickness, but by a rumor that
Price, Cloth, $1.50.
being killed outright and two dying shortly
For Schools, In Quantities, $1,00.
reached him before he sailed that during his
afterwards. One of the women received a bulAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
absence this summer t!Ie trustees had put up
let in her arm, and Rev. Mr. Johns was struck
a flying trapfze over the pulpit, and were exin the head by a ball, making a sev(>re scalp
pecting new features in the Tabernacle serwound. The Wilson party followed Rhodes's
vices this winter. The doctor rightly holds
OB,
men to the sheep ranch, and another fight enthat he is almost too old to learn an entirely MEN OF BusiNESS WHo Dm SoMETHING BEsued, but there were no more fatalities.
new performance, and it was for this reason
BIDES MAKING MoNEY.
Sheriff Hurd, of Jacksboro, with a posse, has
that he did not much care whether he ever
gone to the scene. The names of the herders
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
reached home or not.
and cowboys killed hav not yet been learned.
It is extremely doubtful whether he will
BY J.<\.MES PARTON.
consent to use the trapeze; but, having corThe Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.
Talmage Defended.
This
book
contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
rected any false impression that may hav
It is with deep regret that we observe that a1isen from the unwarrantable attack of the treating of forty-six characters in history who have
helped the world; together with eight l'Ortraits.
two of our esteemed morning contemporaries Herald and Sun, we shall leave that matter for Mr.
Parton's works need no commendation. They
hav attempted to impugn the veracity of Dr. the pastor and people to settle themselvs.- are standard.
PRICE,
U.21S.
Talmage because, when asked by a reporter of New York Times.
A VINDICATION
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
this paper whether he had been seasick upon
88 Ollnton Place, New York.
of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
his recent voyage, he replied, "Well, not exFall of the Roman Empire" by
nook Notice.
THE
actly that; but I didn't much care whether we
EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
THE AMERICAN SEcULAR UNioN; AND, SECULARever reached home or not." Both the Herald
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
Isnr, DESTRUCT!V AND CONSTliUCTlV. By
including critical notes by Guizot, Mtlman, Wenck,
and the Sun conclude that Dr. Talmage's
Charles Watts. Price ten cents each. For
an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
answer was evasiv and calculated to mislead
sale at THE TBUTH SEEKER office.
AND
I vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 ad
the public, since, as they claim, the first asserThese two make valuable campaign docuThis book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated who were its. founders, and what were the
tion is not compatible with the last, and the ments, and are an able statement of our posisentimentd, manners, numbers, and condition of the
doctor has denied the culpable weakness of tion. In "The American Secular Union" Mr.
primitive Christians.
·
WITH SOME
seasickness out of a spirit of mere bravado.
"I know of no book that contains more real and val•
Watts j;akes up the Nine Demands, and· treats
CRITICISMS
OF
UNIVERSOLOGY
uable
information
upon
the
origin
of
Christianity."In order to place the great athlete right be- them with lucid and powerful expositions of
R. G. INGERSOLL.
•
fore the people it is necessary to explain the their justice, and this part of our work and
By SANIUEL P. PUTNAM.
"One of the most learned and interesting books ever
Jijeeming loosenesf! of his auswer. It is evi- aim could not be put into ~ more compact or Price 20 cents. For sale at this o1Pce. written and published."-Bos/on I11vestigator. · ,..
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Ingersoll's W"t1rks.
The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In five le<Ares, comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and" Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25

-A NEW BOOK!
By Andrew .J'ackson Davis,
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entitled

Beyond the Valley.
a sequel to the
I
MAGIC STAFF

WITH AUTOGRAPH,

Price, 20 cents.
c:lAEINET PHOTOGRAPHS,
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OTTO lVET'I'STEIN'S

POPULAR JEWELRY STORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.
.
Headquarters for Flne Goods In the line of Genuln
Diamonds; Fine Gold and Silver Watches; Chains·
Bracelets; Wedding and Presentation Rings; Jew:
elry of Latest style; Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
and Fancy Goods; 8 ounce Coin Silver Elgin Watch,
$10; 4 ounce, Full Jeweled, Adjusted Pat. Regulator
Stem Wind, $22; this oame, fine movement In best
gold fi!led case, $35; with cheap movement, $25.
Ladles Solid Gold Elgin stem wind watches, $>.0,
$24, and $32-U karat, upward. Watches cleaned,
finest work In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
for the trade at reduced rates and agents sending
work once a week rrom every state In the Union are
making lots or money. Best spectacles In the
world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back on demand. Try me I
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
The most beautiful badge ever placed upon tlie
market. Immense shle. Elegant present tor Lady
or Gent. Solid gold, $3; $3.60; extr"a heavy, $4;
With diamond, artistically enameled, $10.

Price, 40 Cents.
Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
An Autobiography of
.
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Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of
·
AndrewJackson
Davis.
~W-h~e_n_o_e_an_d_W_h_it_h_e_r.
Independence," "About Farming in illinois,"
" The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander Bm Illustratioos Picturing what Mr. Davis says
'
ByB.
B. Westbrook,D.D.,LL.B.,
Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a
he l'"s seen.
·Author
of "The Bible.-Whence and What?
Dream," and "A. Tribute to Ebon C. Inger"Be.ron~ the Valley" is a record of events and
About .all that can be said for the existence
soll."
m his private and public eareer be«innin"' of God and the future life of man, is here
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 scenes
where th~ Magic Staff ends, and bi~inglr1g hi~ pungently presented, with an incidental discents; cloth, $1.25.
·
psychologiCal and private experiences truthfully cussion of many collateral questions, from a
Interviews on Talmage. Paper,50 eta.; UJ:l t? the present day. This attractive volume rationalistic standpoint.
plain cloth, $1.251..
willmterest th0usands who hav never read his
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
preceding works. It will answer the ever-recur·J·
Addreso
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What Must We no to be Saved~ Pa- ring
questions concerning remarkable events in
ss Clinton Place. New Yo•lr
per,. 25 cents.
·
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY$1.
Mr.. Davis's. private life, and fully explains his St. Matthew Bc~orc tlte COUl't on
BY lllA.IL POST-PAID.
The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. vanous
pu):Jlic labors for mankind
Ingersoll, Judge Jerelliiah S. Black, and
"Beyond the Valley'' is a co~panion volume
a Charge of Forgery.
Prof. George· P. Fisher. P,aper, 50 cents; to the "Magic Staff," and resembles it in style
cloth, $1.
BY SECULARIST.
of workmanship-in paper, press-work, bindiug,
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, etc. 408 page~. Price, $1.50.
For Sale by THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
in large, clear type, and containing as much
33 Clinton Pl&ce, New Yorl!:.
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
DR. 1
a:y·
To APPEAR IMMEDIATELY.
A Great Medical Work on Manhood
Liberals should scatter it generously.
I;
THE COURT. Ellhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Vindication of Thomas Paine from The Primitiv Mind-Cure. The Nat- MO§ES .Biil:FORE
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, unci
By the snme Author.
the untold miseries resulting from lndl$:ll'et.lon or
the attacks of the New York Observer, by
ure a~d Power of Faith; or, Elementary Losexcesses. A book tor every man, young, middle·
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
sons m Transceudental Medicin. This work
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions ror all
Bible Fabrications Refuted
Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
is~ complete exposition of principles underacute and chronic diseases, each one of which Is Inand
valuable.
Bo round by the author, whose experiLarge size octavo, paper, 15 cents.
lJ;ng the Rystem of mental healing. It con·
ence for 23 years Is such as prohably nevGr uefore
The
Errori!l
ot"
tlte
BibleExposed.
The Busts of Voltait·e, Pat"ne and In~·
tams a full cours? of instruction in the phifell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound In
losophy and practice of the Mind-Cure. Price
BY 0. B. WHITFORD. M.D.
beautl!ul French muslin, em bossed covers, lull gUt,
gersoll. Cabinet size; true to life,
$1.50.
guaranteed to be a finer work In every sense-mePrice, 15 cents.
chanical, literary, and professional-than any other
price $1.50 each. Every admirer of these."
••
work sold In this country for $2.50, or the money
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
apostles of Religious Liberty should have The Dtvme Law of Cure.
A stanwill be refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.0'0
33 C!mton Place, New York.
these busts;
dard ':'ork on the philosophy and practice of.
by mall, post paid. Illustrattv sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
Photogt·aphs of Colonel Jngersoll
the Mmd-Cure, a relia):lle text-book lU all the
I
National Medical Association, to the president of
S
b h
h
,
$
•
schools of mental heallng. No work has ever
which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
uper P oto.grap s,. 22 x 28, . 5; panel,
been written of more practical value to physiof the Board the reader Is respectfully referred.
10 1-2xl7, $3, boudmr, $1; cabmet, 40 cts.;
cians of all schools. 1'he book is th res lt of
A Poem in Three Parts.
The Science of Lite should be read by the young
card • 20 cents.
. learnmg
. and research of
e the
u aufor Instruction, and by the affilcted for relief. H
the extensiv
BY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth Finder.
wlll
benefit al!.-London Lancet.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
thor, and exhibits a familiarity with the lit'.rhere Is no member Of society to whom The
erature of the subject. It is profoundly religBound in one volume. To meet the demand
Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
SECOND EDITION.
. parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-AruofofMr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
ious without being offensivly dogmatic. It
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Orhas been received with universal. favor by all Price, 25 Cents. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., naut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
thoi!oxy, ''bound in one beautiful volume, in
:who are seeking light on the subject on which
33 Clinton Place, New York.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston, Mass,
who
may be consulted on all diseases requiring
half calf, library style, and containing over
It treats-the cure of disease in ourselvs and
skill and experience. Chronic and obstlllate dis1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
others by mental and spiritual a,gencies.
eases that have baffied the skill of al!uEALothor
low price of $5. Sent by mail po~tpaid. .
Price $1.50.
physicians a specialty. Such treatedn
s u C·
cessfu!ly, without an Instance ofJ
!!.:
Tributes. There hav been so many .Mental Medicin. A Theoretical and
!allure. Mention this paper.1y14
II;
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
Pr~ctical Treatis on Medical Psychology.
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the
This book contains a full exposition of the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent adnature and laws of magnetism, and its applidress over "Little Harry Miller's Grave,"
cation to the cure of dis.ease. Price $1.25.
BY
Is a regularly ed ucat·
ed and legally qualithat they hav been printed on heavy toned
.John R. Kelso, A.M.
fied physician, and
paper, 18x22, Illuminated border, and in Soul and Body; or, The Spiritual
.the most successful
large, clear type, suitable for framing, and
CONTENTS:
as his practice wll,
Science of Health and Disease. Price $1.00.
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prmve. He has for
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
twenty years treate<l
Deluge.-The Exodus.-'.rhe Mira·
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.
The Mental Cure, illustrating the In- Creatlon.-The
excluslvly all diseases
cles
of
the
Blble.-The
Errors
of
the
Blble.-The
fluence of the Mind on the Body both in Prophecles.-The Devil or Satan of the Blble.-The
of the Sexual Organs,
Prase Poems and Selections. This·
Health and Disease, and the Psychologieal Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
In the cures or which
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
he stands vreenilnent.
the
Bible.-The
God
of
the
Blble.-The
Messiah
or
Method of Treatment. Price $1.50.
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
S PER MA'l'Oltltll<EA
Savior.
and IMPO'rENOY
Crovn
bt?st ever issued. It c0ntains, besides the
octavo,
833
pp.
Splendidly
executed.
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celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never receipt of price.
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abuse In youth and
be~ore pubhshed, and all the famous" tribsexual excesses In maAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
turer years, causing
utes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
n I g h t emissions by
but never brought together till now, many
BE'l.'TER '!.'HAN
dreams, loss of sexual
other gems, selected from the speeches, ar.A. COMMON SENSE
power,renderlng marEternal Punishment.
guments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and
riage Improper and unn upy, etc., are cured perday-to-day conversations of the author. The GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH;
manently by an outside a},plication In sixty do.ys.
BY M. BABCOCK.
NO STOMAOH MEDIOIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
work is designed for, and will be accepted
IN WHICH THE
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entlroly un·
by admiring friends as a rare personal souknown
to the medical profession. Bend five 2-cen t
The
subjects
discussed
in
this
finely-printed
DECLENSION 0.1!' THE NOUN
venir. To help it ser.ve this purpose, a fine
for hts "Private Counselor," giving full In·
pamphlet are, besides the title above given, stamps
formation.
Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
steel portrait, with autograph fac simile, has
AND THE
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not l., and say where you saw this advertlament.
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silka
Christian,
Divinity
of
the
Bible,
Theological
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;
CONJUGATION OF THE VERB
JJ'rom tho Ironclad Ag<.
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
"Dr.Fellowsls an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
in half-ealf, mottled edges, elegant library Are superseded by a few simple rules; and Sometimes Differ, Infant Damuation, Prayer,
cheat or humoug. Tho Freethinkers of the land
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, ex- comp'rising the most rational and progressiv The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid, should
glv the doctor their patronage."
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quisitely fine, $7.50; in full, tree ealf, highest views of the best grammarians of the 19th No Fear of Bemg Damned, But What are We
possible style and finish, $9.
. century.
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Sent mi. receipt of price,
By J. L. BARKER,
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
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A. HISTORICAL SKETCH.
Prov:tng concluslvJy that
BY JOHN .ALBERGER.
THB STORY OF JESUS CHRUIT
Price 25 cts.
By G. F. RINEHART.
His birth. life, trial, execution, etc.-Is a m:vth
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
Address THE TRU'.rH BEEKER,
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O!Hce.
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHIUH
NEW YORK.
33 Clinton Place, New York 3S Cllnton Place,
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES Price, $2.
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO·
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
Price, liO cents, 71i cents, and $1.00, ac•
cordin&' to condition or book.
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BIBLE MORALS.

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.

A Collection of Passages

GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted tor
self-Instruction as well as tor use In schools. To
consist of about twelve numbers. Eleven numbers
now published. Sent to any address on receipt of
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE TRU'.rH
SEEKER 00.
"'These books contain a wealth of knowledge for'
self-lnstructlon."-ED. Albany UnWTI.
att

WHY DON'T HE LEND A HAND
AND OTHER POEJDS.
By

s.

Author or Ingersoll and Jesus, Prometheus, Golden Throne, Walla
and Wanuerlngs, Problems o!
the Universe, etc.
CONTENTS: Why Don't ll'e Lend a Hand ? The
Golden .Age, '.rhe Ideal and the Real, Not Dead but
Living, Fruition, Bope, Thomas Paine, Nature's Gospel, Address to Detty, Glv us Light (Holdreth's poem
often recited by Charles Watts).
PRICE 10 CENTS.
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BELilWERB In the faith-cure a.rftgenerally of that,
class who are preJudiced against paying doc or's
bills.
Tlte Sole Factors and
AN English clergyman lately advert !sed In" ch urcu
paper his willingness to exchange a Cll.SSock, nearly
. :Exact Ratios in Its AcqnJreme•1t and ApportioJJment.
new tor a bull pup with a good pedigree.
o "L\Y tbe eaton llghtlv, please," said the Delftware
By J. K. INGALLS.
! wife-beater to the Bheriti who was about to apply th9
i laeh to his back: "lay It on lightly, imd you Will
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a hrief re- ership. Private Property in Land; Capital and ·soothe my angry feelings." "Boothe your angry
view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and the P;oductiv Factors· Partnership aud Co·Op· feelings, sir?" said the sherlti. "Yes_; a soft t!l.ll,
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase: eration; Law of Contr~cts; Money and Credit; . sir, turneth away wrath."
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth; Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a INDIGENT Young Man: "I would respectfully ask
'l'ools ami Improved Machinery; The Nature of Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions your daughter's band in marriage, Jllr." Rich
'Father (tu Indignant surprise): "What! you want to
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Laud Own- to Legislators· Conclusion.
marry my daughter?" Indigent Young Man (someMAINE.
wllat tlurrl~<l): "Y.Yes. sir. W-why not? You don't
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
PRICE, CLOTH, $1 00.
J know anything wrong about her, do you?-Newma,.
Mills).
I1>dependent.
.
MARYLAND.
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PROFI!SSOR (to ftrat applicant)-" Name and age,
Oliver P. Taw, 532 W. Baltimore st., Baltimore.
air?" Flret student-"' Abner Bascom; age sevenMASSACHUSETTS.
teen." Profesallr (to second applicant)-" And you,
Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Essex street, Lawrence.
sir?"
Second atudeut-" PhlnAas Bascom; age sev.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
enteen." Professor-" Brothers?" Second studentMICHIGAN,
"Yes, sir." Professor-" Twins?" Second student
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
/(doubtfully)-'· Well, ye.es; twins on our father's
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
' aide. We're from Salt Lake."
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MINISTER (just before church service)-" How Is
MISSOURI.
our worthy brother, DeBcon Smith, getting on,
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Doctor?''
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
Physician-" He Is In a very crit-Ical condition. I
NEBRASKA.
was at his house three times yesterday, ani! once
,Thomas Foreman, 1414 Chicago street, Omaha.
this
morning."
NEW YORK.
Minister (with concern)-" Indeed I I wm ask the
Brentano Bros., Union Squure, New York.
prayers of the congregation In his behalf,"
W. J. Cushing, 15 Willoughby st., Brooklyn.
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CITY Editor of a WeBtern Newspaper: "Saunders,
OREGON.
do you know the Webster family living on Clay
Wm. Chance, Astoria.
street?" Reporter: "Yes, sir." City Ed!! or: " Well,
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
I wish you'd step up there this evening. There
-ANDB. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
sel"ms to be some dispute In the Southern papers as
OHIO,
.
to whether n.nlel or Noah Webster wrote the Bible.
N. Hexter, 303 Superior street., and VanEpps
Just see 1f D<fn Ia at homt>, and ask him about lt.
& Co., 259 Superior street, Cleveland.
My lmptesslon Is that he belongs to that tamlly ."
PENNSYLVANIA.
A OHA.NGE OF BABE.
George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
Upon the garden gate they swung
H. Clay Luse, Waynesbarg.
When nights were warm and fair,
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phila.
And pale Diana often ftung
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler street, Ptttsburgh.
Her light upon the pair.
A. M. Stevens, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny City.
JohnS. Juergens, 99 5th ave., Pittsburgh.
To-night
among the·leaftess trees ..
<E. M. 285.)
TENNESSEE.
The autumn wind makes moan,
The gate Is swinging In the breeze,
Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
®yViffi. @Jfl.irty-A>e'$et"l ~ortre1il:A> of. ~rominent J\merieC1Q
Ita rusty hinges groan.
UTAH.
Jamt\s Ashman, Salt Lake City.
And where are now the youth so gay
~reeffi.i
nK"
erA>,
e1n0l
!1umerou.4>
~ffuA>tre1tio
nA>.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
And malden drell8ed in lawn,
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
Oh, whither do their footsteps stray,
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Where hav the lovers gone?
VIRGINIA.
PAGE
PAG~
Go to the parlor warm, go there,
Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
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FREETHOUGHT WORKS,
PUBLISHED AT THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE.
Resurrection of J esns. Showing the
contradictions and doubts j.n which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revised edition. 25 cents.
Revelations of Antichrist. An exhaustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle P>tul, 1oth lived and died bef<ne
the Christian era. 44G pages ancl full index. Price, $2.

Materialism, alias Atheism. By the
Han. Elizur Wright,
Liberalism: .What to Do and How
. 'a to Do It. By Charles Watts,
A Dream of Earth and Man. By
Courtland! Palmer,
An English General Election Fifty
Years Ago. By Thomas Mead,
The Demands of Liberalism. By vV.
S. Bush, Esq.,
The New Apostolic Succession. By
T. B. Wakeman, Esq., •

so
55

6s

73

The Moral Sphere of Liberalism. By
Samuel P. Putnam,
Are We All Infants? By George
Macdonald,
•
•
mr
Maytime in Midwinter. By A. C. .
Swinburne (Selected), - {!I IDS
Soul Hunger. By Elliott Preston, xo7
Liberalism. By Dr.]. L. York,
xu
A Difficulty and its Remedy. By
C. B. Reynolds
•
IIS
1884: Its Story 1m England. By
Charles Bradlaugh1

FREETHOUGHT WORKS, ,
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Sepher Toldoth J eshu ; or, the Book
of the Generation of J eaus. First translation into English of a remarkable Hebrew document, giving the original from
which the story of Jesus was made up.
"20 cents.
'
Sixteen Saviors of None. By KERsEY
GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents.
cloth, $1.

NEW YORK:

Six Lec.tnres on Astronomy.
PROF. R. A. PROCTOR. 20 cents.

By

'l1he

Socialism: Reply to Prof. Roswell
D. Hitchcock.
The Professor's
sophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25
cents; cloth, 50 c'lnts.

The Brain

Superstition; The Religion of Believe
or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St.
John's School Board. By M. BABcocK.
25 cents.

Anonymous Hypothesis of Creation. A Brief .Review of the socalletl MoBaic Account. By Jal\IES F.
FuRNISS. Clot.h, 50 cents.

an<l the Bible. By EnGAR
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RonERT G.
INGERSOLL, who says of it· "Thifl book,
written by a brave and honest man, is
fillecl with brave anfl. honest thoughts.
· The arguments it presents cannot be answered by all the theologi>ms in the
world." Price reclucecl to $1.

The Creefl of Christendom.
Its
founcbtioa contrasted with its superstructure. By W. RATHBONE GREG. One
of the clearest ani ablest works ever
written. $1..50.
The Essen<~e of Religion. From the
German of L. l!1 EUERBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to GO cents.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.
PORTRAITS.
Thomas Paine,
R. G. Ingersoll,
D. M. Bennett,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Elizur Wright,
James Parton,
Parker Pillsbury,
S. P Altdrews,
W. F. Jamieson,

G. H. Walser,
John Peck,
J. H. Burnham,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Chas. B. Reynolds,
Chas. Watts,
W. S. Bell,
S. P. Putnam,
Elizabeth Cady Stanto~t,

The BIBLE-WH.ENOE and WHAT?

J. E. Remsbmg,
Courtlandt Palmer,
Lucy Colman,
John R. Kelso,
Elmina D. Slenker,
Amy Post,
Helen H. Gardener,
Mattie Krekel,
Horace Seaver,
J". D. Shaw,

Luther Colby,
J. P. Mendum,g
J. L. York,
Chas. P. Somerby,
E. M. Macdonald,
Juliet H. Severance,
Susan :S:. Wi~on,
Wm. Denton,
Mrs. H. S. Lake.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,

The Adventures of Elder Triptole·
mns Tub.
Containing startling
and interesting disclosures about hell, its
locality, magnitude, climate, employments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGEBS.
15 cents.
The Besant- Hatcha1·d Debate.
A
two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE
BEBANT and Rev. A. HATCHARD on Tht>
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character,
and the Influence of Christianity on the
World. Held at the Hall of Science,
London, December, 1880. 25 cents.

BY RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B,
The Godly Women of the Bible. A
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concern- From Tradition to Reason. The Clergyman's Vjctims. A Rad·
History of all the women who figure in the
ical story vividly porttaying the wrongs
BY ROBER1 lJ. ADAMS.
Bible. Shurp and telling iu style. Paper, ing the literature contained in the Old and
committed by the professed men of God.
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Cloth, $1.25.
For 8ale at this Office
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
The Heathens of tl1e Heath. A finely
33 0linton Pl., New York city.
The Contrast : Evangelicalism and
written Radical romance. By WM. McSvhitnalism
Compared.
By
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
A PHOTOGRAPH
MosEs HULL. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID A SUMMARY OF
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25EVIDENCE. The Darwins. A domestic Radical
HEAVEN.
story. By Mrs. ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
The Holy Bible Abridged. ContainBy Robert C. Adams.
A Picture of the world as described in Gen
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
ing the chqice passages and lovely morand numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
ceaus pa.rticularly pleasing to CoMSTOCK. esis, with the texts of the Bible teaching the
For
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this
Office.
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts. doctrin, and the passages from profane writer
supporting it.
Price 25 cents
The
Ghost of St. Johns. By M. B,u;.
The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.
A
coox.. 25 cents.·
nine-days' debate on God, the Bible, John's Way.
A pleasing domestic Gottlieb : His Life. A romance of
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. SLENKEB,
earth, heaven, and hell. ~ Beautifully The New Dispensation.Lor, The Heav·
W. F. JAMIESON and Rev. JACOB DrrzLEB,
15 cents.
written by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents: :
enly Kingdom. By D. W, HULL. Price,
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erly appreciated by the people. It is remarkable that the wOJ:thy people of New York who
couple with their gifts to museums an expressed or implied wish that the institutions
H. B. CLAFLIN, the great dry goods dealer,
THE saloons in Philadelphia are not allowed
be closed on Sunday, do not "see that on no is dead.
MR. FREDERIC HARRISON has declined to
to sell liquor on Sunday, but they are said to
other day can working people gain any addrive a lively bottle trade Saturday afternoons. accept a check sent him by the Appletons on vantage from studies of the works of· art or
THE missing treasurer of Staunton, Va., is
~ccount of the sales of the pamphlet pubsupposed to be in Canada. Deficiencies hav
THE Rev. W. H. H. Murray has sold out his h~hed by them and containing the articles by nature.-1/h:.
been found in his accounts.
Montreal restaurant, and will enter the lecture him and Herbert Spencer covering their recent
"Pl!oFESSOR DoDGE, of Princeton," ironiSMALL-Pox is decreasing in the city of Monfield. He has alreaiy made many engage- animated controversy. He freely acknowl- cally remarks the .American Israelite, "has per•
ments in Vermont.
edges the courtesy of the publishers in making mitted Moses Montefiore to be saved and to treal, but the disease is said to be increasing
The Prairie Dog is a new paper just started the offer. His reason for declining it is his de- go to heaven, not because he was a Jew, as in virulence in the suburbs.
at Grand Island, which advocates" no relig- sire to maintain the right of an author to be other preachers amiably put it, but because he
THE Rev. Mr. Bache has sued the Rev. Mr.
ion, no politics, no hobbies; but land and consulted about the reissue of his works. Had was a Christian according to that learned pro- Ray for $25,000 on a charge of slander. Both
homes for everybody."
he been consulted before the pamphlet was fessor's theories. He reasons thus: 'It is cer- are highly reputable preachers of this city.
tain that a man who really rejects Christ
EvANGELIST MooDY, having seen, as he pub- printed he would hav agreed to any terms the
THE Rev. Dr. Kynett, secretary of the Meththereby rejects the Father who has sent him.
licly avers, a church fair advertisment "that a publishers had offered him.
odist Church Extension Board, is accused of
Hence the converse is true; that the man who
man could kiss any girl for twenty-five cents,"
THE story has just started. It is not to be has really recognized the Father could not irregularity. He has published a denial of the
takes occasion to denounce church fairs in supposed it will stop on its travels short of
really hav rejected Christ.' According to this charges.
general as an abomination.
Australia or Siam: "A deacon in a western theory all Jews, Mohammedans, and other
A NEw YoRK engraver"s young wife, piqued
THE Rev. George J. Mingins ~aid in his ser- town recently died. His pastor soon paid a Monotheists who truly recognize the Father by a family quarrel, poisoned her two children
mon last Sunday that of the 40,000 who died visit of condolence to the bereaved widow. are Christians, whether they know of or believe and herself last Saturday with cyanide of poin New York daring the past year not one in She asked the minister if he would like to see in Christ, or whether they do not. The pro_ tassium.
ten believed in God, and were consequently the funeral wreath. He assented. She led fessor is getting stoutly heretical.''
MR. STEAD being imprisoned, the PaU Mall
damned. Mr. Mingins's statistics cannot be him to the much-prized memento, and pointed
"DEAR Sm: We desire to place a copy of Gazette is furnished with another editor. Stead
out
its
peculiarities.
In
a
broken
voice,
she
relied upon.
the inclosed in the hands of each young man announces that upon his release he will start
said: • The red flowers were made of his red
A Fl!IEND of the Rev. Dr. Houghton lost $90 flannels; the white ones of his white flannels. employed in your house," etc., etc. This is a paper of his own.
at roulet in Dr. Houghton's parish and the The stamens were made of the coffin shavings the beginning of a circular which has come to
EARNEST ScHELLING HuLsKAMP, the coachdoctor got a policeman and had 'the place and the pistils of his beard. The berries and us accompanied by a small pamphlet, telling man who eloped with Millionaire Morosiw's
pulled. It is fair to suppose that the result buds were made of the pills that were left the advantages to be enjoyed from member- daughter Vi~toria, is now driving a horse-car
would hav been different had Dr. Houghton's when he died, and the feathery part was made ship in the Young Men's Christian Association on the Sixth avenue line.
of this city-such, for example, as Bible
friend won instead of losing the $90.
of the. feathers of the last chicken dear James
KINo MILAN, of Servia, has informed the
DulliNG the last fifty years Mohammedanism killed before he was taken ill.' All this she classes, song services, prayer and praise meet- Powers that he has declared war against Bulings,
lectures,
social
receptions,
the
orches~a,
has made great strides on the west coast of said without a pause for breath, and ended
garia, and is marching with his troops on to
Africa, whence it is striking back into the in- her ghastly description of the treasured wreath library, parlor, gymnasium, and outing club. Sofia. The Bulgarians are retiring.
terior, and the prediction is freely made that by imploring the bewildered clergyman to lead The most interesting part of the pamphlet is
STRAITON & STORM, cigar manufacturers, giv
the list of officers, directors, and trustees of
ere long the Christian missionaries will hav to in prayer."-Ghristian at Work.
the institution. We recognize more than half notice that they will Bhut down until the boyreckon with it rather than with paganism.
WILLIA.M E. DoDGE, the pious millionaire to of the names as those of Wall street sharps, cott is removed from their goods. Their action
The Mandingo merchants are the most seduloud and successful agents in disseininating the whom a statue has lately been pubJicly un- railroad monopolists, bank bugs, factory-labor will throw 2,000 men out of employment.
veiled in this city, was not so reputable a man grinders, child hirers, money-shavers, profit
MRB. ELIZABETH CADY STANTON was seventy
religion of the Prophet.
as some to whom a statue has never been mongers, social high-flyers and others of the
DR. TYNG, SR., managed to accumulate a ·reared. There is a customs regulation at this kind-men who hav grown rich by the impov- years old on Thursday, November 12th. The
event was celebrated by a gathering of ladies
good many thousand dollars by strict attention port which admits works of art free of duty. erishment of others.-John Swinton.
at the house ot Mrs. Dr. Lozier, Mrs. Stanton
to the business of preaching. He died not Mr. Dodge was an extensiv importer of block
THE Gommercial Advertiser tells this story of being present and addressing the company.
long ago, leaving a will in which the name of tin, and taking advantage of the above regulaGALVESTON, Texas, was visited by a $2,500,his son, the Rev. Mr. Tyng, Jr., is not men- tion he had the metal run into cheap statuary Scotch Sabbatarianism: St Kilda is a dreary
tioned. The omission is accounted for on the previous to importation, and landed it duty island north of Scotland which is surrounded 000 fire on Friday, the 13th inst. Forty blocks
supposition that the old man disapproved of free. The imposition was at length discov- by a raging sea, and which has a population of of frame buildings were totally destroyed.
the young preacher's fondness for certain des- ered, and Mr. Dodge was mulcted in the sum about four thousand people, who come upon Jay Gould has sent $5,000 to the sufferers, of
frequent periods of starvation. Lately one whom there are a great many in dire straits for
ultory widows in his congregation.
of about $130,000, which he paid to the gov- of these periods returned, and a ship laden
SAYs 1. exas Siftings: " The efforts of the Ca- ernment. Yet no one has hinted how appro- with food was dispatched to the iBland. After the necessities of life.
RIEL, the Canadian rebel, was hanged on
nadians to stand off the small-pox by proces- priate it would hav been if Mr. Dodge's statue great difficulty it reached an anchorage on a
sions does not seem to be a complete sucfess. at Thirty-fifth street and Broadway had been fine Sunday, but the island appeared deserted. Monday last at Regina, in the Northwest terPrayer maybe good in mild cases of varioloid, constructed of block tin! In connection with On investigation it was found that the people ritory. He spent the previous day in prayer,
but it takes vaccination to head off small-pox. this subject it may be remarked that Thomas were at church. The chief man of the place and met death with comparativ fortitude. He
The Canadian priests should do like the Paine, who gave everything, and even risked being found, the good news of the arrival of was the most religious man in Canada, and his
French priest who was called on to bless a his life; for our government; has not been hon- the relief party was imparted to him, and a re- sanity is doubted. There is great indignation
certain man's field. The soil was very poor, ored by a public statue. But then, it must quest made for help with which to remove the in Canada over the execution.
PASTOR DowNs, of the Bowdoin Square Bapso the sensible priest said it was no use pray- be remembered that Mr. Paine was an Infidel. stores to the land, so that the ship might proing over that kind of soil. Nothing short of
ceed at once beyond danger. The chief man tist church, Boston, told his congregation last
manure would help it."
THE Sunday question is still under discus- happened to be the minister, and he resolutely Sunday that they had probably listened to the
WHILE the English world is laughing at the sion in New York, Debate on the propriety refused to allow the food to be handled on last sermon he should ever preach to them. It
absurdities of "The Mikado," Japan is quietly of opening the public museums, art galleries, Sunday. St. Kildians, he eaid, had other will be a great blow to the Baptists if this distaking long strides in social and intellectual and libraries on Sunday has lately taken a new things to think of. The relief ship was obliged tinguished divine forsakes the pulpit just as
progress. She has just-in advance of Eng- turn in consequence of a proposition made to to wait till midnight. A minute after the hour he has reached the zenith of his fame.
land, too'-settled the question of free popular the Board of Estimate to cut off $15,000 from had struck, the inhabitants set to with a will
COLONEL INGERSOLL spoke On " Myth and
the Museum of Natural History and the MetMiracle" at the Academy of Music, in this
education. All children between the ages of ropolitan Museum of Art because these insti- to disembark the food.
IT is with gratification, remarks Puck, that city, last Sunday evening. The house, which
six and fourteen are compelled to attend tutions remain closed on Sundays. The pro· t b y th e t rus t ees we observe the wave of religious feeling that is seats more than two thousand, was nearly
tschool from. three to six hours· a day for thirty·
posa1 h as b een argue d agams
wo w:eeks lD the year, ~nd all expenses. are to of the Museum of Natural History on the sweeping over Boston, as indicated by the in- filled, and the lecture was delivered amid
be paid out _of the pubhc treasury. This la~s, ground that there is a contract between the terest manifested in the services at the Bow- great enthusiasm. An abstract of "Myth and
~he foundation for a better system of pubbc museum and the city which prevents the col- doin Square BQptist church, conducted by the Miracle " was printed in THE TnuTH SEEKER
Instruction than many communities of the lection from being shown on Sunday. This Rev. Mr. Downs. On Saturday evening every of Oct. 24th.
should be enough to settle the matter-if the seat in the church was taken at half past six
western world enjoy!'
W. E. GLADSTONE recently made a great
A YOUNG woman of Mr. Beecher's congrega- promis be true- without further argument. o'clock, though the services did not begin un- speech at Edinburgh, Scotland, in which he .
tion, once upon a time, concluded that she The next move would be to hav the contract til eight, and at seven o'clock it became nec- recommends that the question of disestablishought to join the Catholic church. H!ilr parents modified. But one of the trustees added: essary to hav the doors guarded by policemen ment of the state church of England should
were much annoyed, and they sought by per- "We hav received about $450,000 in cash, and to keep back the crowds. So hungry was this remain in abeyance for a season. His speech
suasion, argument, and other means to thwart less than half this came from the city author- crowd for the bread of life, that when a side has had the effect of increasing interest in the
her purpose. Finally, in their trouble they ities. Nine-tenths of all the subscriptions hav door was opened to admit a member of the subject, and both the enemies and the advochurch, a rush was made upon it, and about cates of the movement are now more activ
visited Mr. Beecher, and besought the inter- come from those who desire to see the Sabbath
thirty worshipers managed to obtain admit- than ever.
venlion of his influence. "Send her to me," he maintained. Many of those who now sub"tance. Perhaps some ministers might be proud
said; and the girl presented herself to him. scribEi would withdraw their subscriptions.'' of their ability to draw such houses to hear a
AT the funeral of John McCullough, the
"Are you persuaded that you are doing right If all this be true, there is need of missionary lecture upon the by no means new topic, actor, the Sun reports that Counsellor Wm. F.
in joining the Catholic church?" he asked. work in the metropolis. At any rate let not "Jonah and the Whale," but not so Pastor Johnson brought tears to the eyes of many in
She was sure that her convictions required her New York longer speak contemptuously of Downs. "The Lord has taken his own way the audience by saying: "If every one for
to take that step. She felt, she said, that she Puritanical Boston. Our Puritanism has not to bring people into the church," he said de- whom my dead friend has done a favor were
could be a better Christian, and get more com- survived so long ·as to fail to see that as a voutly, "and I hope you will all be benefited." to bring a simple flower to place upon his bier
fort out of reli~ion in the Catholic church than moral, preventativ measure, the opening of It is a consoling thought that men and women I to-day, he would sleep beneath a mountain of
in any other. "Then," said Mr. Beecher, art galleries and public libraries on Sunday is who are attracted to hear his sermons by the roses.'' These words, nearly as here given,
"take this letter to Father Pise, of the Church desirable. Experience has certainly shown notoriety he has obtained in the courts can- are from the address of Colonel Ingersoll at
1the funeral of his brother, Ebon C. Ingersoll.
of St. Charles Borromeo.'' \'ather Pise and that the opportunities for healthful mental en- not be made much worse by anything.
lifr. Beecher were old friends. His letter ran joyment, thus offered, here, hav been prop-

Jlotts 11nd lklippings.

thus: "Here is a lamb who thinks she sees
better pasture on your side of the fence than
she does on mine. Take .good care of her.HENRY WAnD BEECHER."

0
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f1ommuni1fafions.
Liberalism Stated and Defended.*
There are people who think Liberal~s~ is a system of religion, based on a supposed divme rev:elation like Judaism, Christianity, and Mormomsm.
Oth~rs think it a new denomination of Christians,
based on some peculiar interpretation of the. Bi.ble,
like Catholicism Methodism, and Presbytenamsm.
'Others that it i~ a sectarian form of unbelief, based
on some dogmatic formulary, like Atheism, Materialism, and Spiritualism. Some think i~ synonym~us
with Infidelity, that to be an Infidel IS to be a Liberal. While all Liberals are Infidels, ther~ are many
Infidels who are not Ltberal. An Infidel 1s one .w.ho
does not believe in the divine origin and authent1m~y
of the Bible, the divinity of the man Jesus, the deyll,
and hell. Any person who doubts these conceits,
one or all, is an Infidel. He is Infidel to the extent
of his doubts. Such doubters can be numbered by
the million. Thousands of them are in no way allied
to Liberalism. Many are il-Liberals, exclusiv~ ~ar
row, and bigoted, while others, more hypocntical,
belong to the churches, and a few of these preach
the gospel for a living. Such Infidels lack the moral
honesty to acknowledge t~eir d?ubts, and the. moral
courage to make the sacnfices Imposed by Liberalism. They are mercenary and time-serving, and
seek to advance their business prospects by suppressing their intellectual convictions. '!'hey shrink from
social ostracism, and seek peace .wtth orth?doxy at
the expense of their honor. Wh1le they neither believe nor obey the gospel, they readily assume the
vows of faith and obedience. These are all Infidels,
but they are not Liberals. Some people believe, or
affect to believe that Liberalism is a system of libertinism for the ~ncouragement of vice and immora~
ity. Is this were true, we should expect to find 1t
illustrated in the lives of Liberals. As a class they
would be corrupt and vicwus; but this is not the
case. The police records of our great cities, and the
criminal courts of the country, show that the great
mass of criminals are orthodox. Full ninety-five per
cent of the inmates of our prisons are believers in
God and the Bible. There are now more pr~achers
than Liberals in our penitentiaries. Ninety-mne out
of every one hundred of those who are hung .prove
to be believers. Suicides, as a rule, are believers,
and so are drunkards. A saloon-keeper once told
me that he disbelieved the Bible; "indeed," said he,
" I wouid like to be a Liberal, but it would injure
my business."
I do not claim that every Liberal is as good and
as pure as he ought to be. Now and then we are
disappointed in one. B.ut we confidently assert th~t
in any city, town, or ne1ghbor~ood throughout th1s
country the people known as L1berals are, as a class,
equ11lly as upright, honorable, and virtuous as the
church-members. This is a fact that tJ;te preach~rs
cannot deny, and it refutes the assumptiOn that Liberalism is a system of libertinism. . .
.
Liberalism is not a system of rehgwn. It 1s not a
sectarian denomination of Christians, nor of Infidels.
It is not the synonym of libertinism. I~ is a cre.edless, unecclesiastical, non-political, anti-theologiCal
system of ethical culture, based upon the moral sense
of the race, and devoted to the inculcation of truth,
honor, purity, benevolence, ~nd freedom: ~ruth as .a
cardinal virtue, and as the h1ghest revelatiOn of sCIence and philo~:~oph;y; ~urity of life a~d c?aracter;
benevolence of action m all commumty mterests;
freedom of thought, free. speech, a_nd a free press.. It
is a popular protest agamst all b~g?try, party pr~Ju
dice clerical domination, and rehgwus persecutiOn.
It prescribes no limit to investigation, requires no
credal confession of faith, but leaves every one. f:ee
to believe what to him seems to be true, reqmrmg
only that his morals be good,. a~d ~~s life ~ur~.
I hav said, "It is not a rehgwn; tha~ 1s, m. ~ny
theological sense. If you choose to call 1t a rehgwn
of any kind, I would say it ~s the religion of humanity, and not of God-of th1s world, and not of another.
Having thus stated our caus~, w_e will proceed to
defend it against a few of the obJectwns so frequently
urged by the devotees of. superstition.
.
Christianity, they say, 1s also a syst~m of ethical
culture and inculcates all the morahty taught by
Liberaiism, thus occupying all the ground sought to
be occupied by the Lib~rals.; whereupon they !m;ther assume that Liberalism 1s not needed. ~his IS
simply the wail of the ol~ and super1mnuated m opposition to the new and v1gorous. The Jews argue~
that way with the disciples. The pagans used 1t
against the early .Christian church; and .the Catholics made use of 1t to check the Refo~matwn.
.
That Christianity is a system of ethiCal culture Will
not be denied. I further c~ncede tha~ it inculcates
morality and denounces v1ce. But 1t does more
than thi~. It teaches that fait.h in the church dogmas, such as the divinity of Jesus, ~he !all of man,
and vicarious atonement, and subordmatwn to eccle-

~ddress delivered before the late Congress of the Amerj()an Secular Union at Cleveland, Ohio.

siastical dictation, are superior to moralit!, a~d of
more value to the race. It teaches that fa1tJ;t IS superior to works, and that the purest .morahty, the
loftiest deeds, and noblest lives are vam unless they
are inspired by fait~ i~ J ~sus. . To these !llonstrous
assumptions of Chr1st1amty Liberals obJect. We
put sentiments of love, deeds of ~enevol~nce, and
moral character above faith, supenor t? 1t, and as
useful without it as with it. Let men believe all they
hav reasonable evidence of; but let them be honest,
upright, and trne, whether. they believ.e or not. ~here
is no moral quality in behef. In actions there 1s. . .
To those who urge this objection I reply, ChriStianity does not cover the ground ~ought to be occupied by Liberalism. After a tnal of more than
eighteen hundred years it is rejected by a large
majority of the race. The. n?mber .of peopl~ w~o
cannot accept its dogmas 1s mcreasmg at a rap1?
rate right here, where it is preac~e~ a~d shouted
with the greatest assurance. Chnsttamty can do
nothing for those who disbelieve its dogmas. Take
my own case. What can Christianity ~o for m~ ?.
I was raised by Christian P!-'r~nts, m a. Chr1st1an
community, and once believed m 1ts teach1~gs. Having a desire to work for the moral elevatwn of the
race I entered the pale of the church as affording ~e the best means of doing so: . I took upon
myself the ordination vows of the mtmstry, and for
twelve years I preached the gospel. I thought I was
doing right; and to-day I do not reproach myself for
having done so. I was then, as I am now, true to
my convictions. By study and research, I w.a~ l.ed
to doubt the dogmas of the church and the d1v1mty
of the Bible. There was but one honorable cou~se
left for me to pursue, and that I accepted; whiCh
was to tell my conference the true ?tory of my un belief, and ask their permission to w1thdra~ from the
church and ministry, which they rea~lly granted.
They dismissed me with their ble~smg, and w_e
parted in tears; and right here I '!Ill s~y to ~he1r
credit, they hav never doubted my s~ncer1ty, .n.either
hav they scandalized me, tl:lough the1r oppos1t~o~ to
my present belief is bitter and re!entless. Chnsti~n
ity offers me no place to W?rk m accordance wtth
my desire to aid in the eth1cal cultur,e of .the rae~,
which is just as strong, now th~t ~ d?n t b!'lheve~ as 1t
was when I did believe. Chr1stumty, not s~t1sfie.d
to damn me in hell, seeks also to damn me m th1s
world. Liberalism otfers me a place where I can
work for the moral improvement of my fellow-men,
and enjoy mental liberty too. Let those who .can
believe join the church, but those who. cannot beh~ve
are invited to unite with the Liberals m endeavormg
to do some good in their own way. '
What can Christianity do for the Mormons? The
institution of polygamy, that renders th~t .peopl~ so
obnoxious to us is justified by the Christian B1ble.
You can never ~orrect that evil without a new Bible.
Liberalism will go to them and tell. them th.at ti;J.ere
is nothing divine or superhuman m any Btble, and
when they are once convinced of this fact, polygamy
will go. Tne women of Utah will soon settle the
the question of polygamy wb.en they are once led to
doubt the divinity of the Bible. If the government
would employ Colonel Ingersoll to lecture to. those
people every Sunday, it would be a m~re effect1v and
far more peaceable mea~s o~ reformmg them than
laws punishing them by lJ?pr~sonmen~.
.
Those who urge this o.bJectwn to. L1b~rahsm labor
under the delusion that 1ts sole obJect Is to destroy
all churches and dishonor the Bible; whereas the
real truth is; we only seek to reform the churches
by persuading them to eliminatQ fro111 their cr~eds
all irrational and immoral dogmas. As to the B1ble,
we subject it to rational processes of investigation,
just as we do books of history, astrono!lly, and chemistry. We are as ready to appropriate the good
which it contains as our Christian friends; and as for
the bad, we reject it without ceremony.
.
They say Liberalism is a system of negatw~s, ~hat
it affirms nothing. This is like the first obJectwn,
another wail of the old in opposition to the new.
The same may be said of every system in the wor~d.
They are all as negative as they are a:ffirm~t1v.
Every affirmativ proposition implies a negativ, JUst
as every valley succeeds a ~ill. ~hri~tianity is as
negativ as Liberalism, and L1.berahsm lB as affirmativ as Christianity. One demes what the ot~er affirms. To illustrate this we call your attentiOn to
the following facts: Liberalism affirms the supremacy of natural law, by evolution and the sur_vi~al
of the fittest, over any supposed system of d1vme
providences. This Christianity ~enies. Liber~l~sm
affirms that reason is a better gmde for determmmg
the relations of things than any supposed divine revelations. This Christianity denies. Liberalism a~
firms that human experience is a better crite:ion of
right than divine grace,. and t~at. k~owled~e 1s better than faith; all of wh1ch Chrtstiamty d~mes. Now
I submit that we micrht, with equal propriety, charge
it with being a sy;tem of . negations. Be~ides all
this what harm is there, I ask, in denymg that
whi~h is contrary to reason, contradicted by science,
and harmful in its effects ?
They say Liberals are divide~ .amo~g themselvs
into Atheists, Materialists, and Spmtualists. If there

was any real merit in that objection, w~ might retort
upon our Christian fr~ends. 'Yith terrible effect by
reminding them of the1r rehgwus wars and commotions and of their numerous creeds that are c?nstantly clanging and clashing in d~s~or~ and st:t~e. ·
Liberals whether Atheistic, MaterJahstiC, or Spmtualistic 'believe in mental liberty, and concede to
each other the right to differ in their intellectual convictions. They do not ostracize each other on account of these differenees. If men are honest and
virtuous they are acceptable to Liberalism, no matter what they believe.
They say Liberalism offers no hope for th~ future,
and ought to be repudiat~d on that ground, 1f on no
other. Liberals as a class are honest enough to acknowledge their total ignora~ce of the fut?re, and
those among them (the Spiritualist~) who. thmk they
hav found out a little on that subJect g1v .us. a .far
more hopeful view of it than does ChristJamty.
They hav no hell into which to cast one part of the
race, often dividing families, and there leave them to
be tormented by flames of fire for ever and ev:er.
What hope does Christianity ?ffer? . I Will tell
you. It offers us the hope that nmety-nme per cent
of the souls born in this world, and among them some
of the noblest that ever lived, will be sent to an ~tar
nal hell of fire and brimstone. As a class, I beheve,
the Liberal are happier and more hopeful than
Christians. I know that I am far happier and f.ar
more hopeful now than I was when I '!as .a Chr.Istian. Christianity is the most hope-forb1ddm~ rel~g
ion'this world ever had. It is too narrow to msp1re
hope When I used to think my chances pretty good
for heaven I was rendered miserable by the
thought th~t many of my best friends, and persons
who were just as good as I, would f!O to hell. No
good Christian can be. either hopeful .or happy. It
is utterly absurd to thmk of such ~ thmg.
.
They say Liberals are unorgamzed. That 1~ the
unkindest cut of all. Why are they unorgamz~d?
Why is it that they are without hall~ and unsupphed
with lecturers and teachers? I will tell you why.
Three to four thousand years ago this world did not
hav sense enough to produce a Liberalist. Two
thousand years ago it crucified ali that could be
found. For the next fifteen ·hundred years they
were murdered by every Christian na~ion.. Two
hundred ·years ago and later they were Imprisoned,
and their goods were confiscated for the glory of
God.
Notwithstanding his lofty patriotism, and unselfish
sacrifices for the freedom of this republic, the honorable name of Thomss Paine has been ostracized by
historians, his pictures prohibited ~ place in many of
our public halls, and his name dishonored and despised for three-quarters of a century, because he was
a Liberal and had the candor to speak his honest
convictions. We hav had a poor chance to organize,
and ought to be excused, I think. Fifty years ago
we could not hav had a hearing. Only seven years
ago, in my state, a gentleman was mobbed for being
a Liberal. It is only of recent years that we dared
be Liberal, mucb. less undertake to organize Liberal
associations. Giv us liberty, and giv us time, and we
will organize. We hav about secured the. liberty,
and the time will come. The last five or s1x years
hav fully attested the power of our movement-the
future will fully vindicate us from the charge of being unorganized. A few more years of freedom, and
Liberal propagandism by tongue and pen-and,
above all by well regulated lives of honor, purity,
and ben~volence-and we will dot this land with
halls of science, and the voice of Freethought will
ring out upon every ~ill and dale. The peopl~ are
just waking up to the Importance of a more ratwnal
conception of our being and environment. Th~Y. are
now giving attention to Liberal thought. Chnst1ans
can no longer kill, imprison, or even persecute us.
One hundred years ago Me~hodism wa.s mo:e d~
spised, and far less influential, than ~1berahsm 1s
to-day. Giv us a hundred years of Liberal propagandism and, basing my judgment upon the last five
years, I ~enture the prediction that Liberalism will
be more powerful than all Protestantism.
.
Let us, my Liberal comrades, be true to o~rselvs;
true to our convictions; true to the revelatwns of
science and the future will vindicate us against all
the vai~ and foolish objections that ... a venal priesthood and a servil church can urge against us.,
J.D. SHAW.

Can This be Trne ~
The Rev. J. G. Townsend, by far the ablest
preacher of the Methodists, has renounced orthodoxy (which Brother Buckley says means to hav
stopped growing), and is preaching to· a large congregation composed of big-headed men and largehearted women at Jamestown, N. Y., near here. The
Sun prints this:
·
"Reading the attack that Rev. Mr. Buckley made upon Dr.
Tonwsend of this city," says an observer, "reminds me of a
remark th~t an old farmer made of said Buckley. It ~eems
that years ago Dr. Buckley changed from the profession of
teaching to that of preaching. This old farme~, to whom t~e
fact was made known, was very much s~rpnsed and .s!114:
• Jim Buckley ! Jim Buckley gon~ preachmg ? Why, J 1m IS
the biggest liar on earth I' "

Buckley was formerly from Detroit, is now editor
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of t,he. Christian Advocate, of your city, and a puffer
of Vi"lcent, he of tbe Obautauqua show. While these
gentlemen are faring sumptuously, the churches
in the villages are starving, and many of them hav
shnt. up.
"'
G. F. LEwrs.
Corry, Pa., Nov. 8, 1885.

Dr. York in Australia.
To •rHE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I hav
before me a paper dated August 15th, entitled the
Golden Gate, published at San Francisco by my fellow-townsman and friend, J. J. Owen, which contains
an article calculated and intended, as we believe, to
place me in a false light as to my attitude toward
Spiritualists and spil·itual phenomena. It reads as
follows:
An Auckland paper reports Dr. York as giving, in one of his
.recent lectures in that place, the following back-handed slsp
at Spiritualism:
.
:
"Having before our eyes the eVldences that all hfe has been
evolved from lower, cruder forms, and that man is but the
latest link in this grand chain of being, there was nothing to
' preclude the probability _that this evol~tio~ary wocess extended into more etherealized forms of hfe mtang:~ble to our
grosser material senses. He, therefore, claimed no more for
Spiritualism than its probability on scientific grounds. As a
religion it had no value in hiil eyes, but as a fact from which a
ph!losophy of life might be deduced to bro!'-den, deepen,
sweeten, and purify thA moral nature of man, 1t. ~ould be _of
considerable importance. He shrank from a religion of Spuitualism, however, for its mediums would become priests, and
the system founded by them would be worse than Roman Oatholicism and ten thousand times worse than Methodism. Profession~l mediumship was professional deviltry, and as for the
alleged
of spirits,
he did not believe
in it.
In
fact, he materialization
was ready to admit
that seventy-five
per cent
of the
alleged phenomena of Spiritualism were the result of either
self-delusion or deliberate fraud, but in the twenty-five per
cent residuum there was sufficient to ~ngage the attenti?n of
s~ience,_ an~ to render .P.robable ~he,exJstence of human mtelhgence m hlgher condi~tons of hfe.
. 1
•
The ab?ve quotatiOn needs only a htt,e correch~n
to make It my own words, and as corrected I will
stand by them.
. The Auc~land .reporter mak~s me sa;r that professwnal med~umsh1p was professwnal deviltry. Not so.
What I d1d say. (and can prove) was that_professional ~ediumsh.Ip, as a rule, leads to deceptiOn and
professwnal deviltry. That th~re are a few exceptio~s . amo~~ th~t class of .me?mms who travel an~
exh1b1t Sp1~1tnahsm for a !Ivehh?od, 1 hav n~ daub~,
and the history of. medmmshiJ? and medm~s m
America, together w1t~ my expenences, as a ~I~cere
~nvestig~tor of the various phenomena of _!3pmtual1sm durmg twenty years past, confirm me m the belief, if not the absolut~ ~owledge, that much the
larger part of these spmtual show people are consummate frauds and shams..
Perhaps my friend Owen Is not a:vare t~at about
ninety per cent of ~he gre~t public medm~s hav
been detected from time to txme, and exposed m the
most shamele~s frauds.
.
Most certamly Mr. Owen cannot be bhnd to the
fact that San Fran~isco has had h~r. full share of
these brazen-faced lmpud.ent mater1ahzers, such as
Mrs. Souther and Mrs. Els1~ Reynolds, bo~h of whom
hav recently been exposed m San Franmsco, Stockton, and in San Jose, and the.latte~ named has b~en
caught and exposed several t1~es m San Franmsco
as well as at several places ~n t~e Eastern states.
Does Mr. Owen, as a matter of policy, tgnore the fac~
that Spiritualism is inf~sted ~J: an. army of ~rau~s
and shams who ~re ca~smg Sp1:1t~ahsm to stmk m
the nostrils of. nght-mmded thmkmg people everywhere? If h~ does not, why does he seek to put me
in a false light to those who are strangers to m.e and
to my work ? He knows me well, and if he IS not
dead to truth, he will admit that for twenty years I
hav sought to maintain the import o~ what believe
to be genuin phenomena and genum medmms for
the manifestation of such phenome~a.
.
I hav never made any fight agamst any smcer.e,
genuin medium in my life, and hav detected many_m
their deception, but trust that I hav learned to d1scriminate wisely between the false and true,_as well
as between the p~rsonal.chara~ter of the medmm and
the quality of their medmmsh1p.
"Hard on his friends!" Now there is no one who
prizes true friendship more than mysel~;. none. ca;n
feel more hurt than I do when s~ch friendship IS
broken, and I am grateful for the kmdness ~~d h~lping hand I hav invariably had from Spmtualists
everywhere in my travels and work.
Now, who are the friends that I lim so hard upon?
Now is not our old friend aware that Spiritualists, and mediums especially hav been his truest friends and stronge~t
supporters wher~ver he has lectured in this .country?. Is 1~
kind to call professional mediumship "prof~sslonal deviltry?
His own estimable wife is an excellent medmm .f?r a~tomatic
writing, and does not the doctor ~II:ow,that Spir-itu.alism ~as
. something more than a "probab1hty, .to b~se 1ts clrums
upon? In the work of "pulling-down, m whic~ the doctor
is. engaged, we deeply regret that he should find lt necessary
~~g~~~; ~~ ~!~e';ay to cast a doubt over what we know he
b
Brother Owen, you say that mediums hav een my
truest friends? Well, why not? I hav always
treated them kindly and favored them wheneve~ I
t on
d
could so lonO' as I found them f ree f rom ecep 1
and f;aud a;d I hav every reason to believe that ~11
true Spiritualists and all genuin mediums are still
my friends, except, perhaps a few of that ~nfortuJlate class of Spiritualists who hav been dece1ved by

!

and sympathize with frauds, even after repeated exposure by inttlligent Spiritualists and their friends.
I desire the friendship of all true men and women,
but to retain the regard of frauds and shams I must
shut my eyes to their iniq_uity. This I will not do,
whatever befalls me. Tbf'Ir friendship has no other
meaning to me than that of selfishness, trade and
traffic in Spiritualism. The grand and beautiful import of the phenomena, if our solution of it be cor,
rect, is nothing to tb.ese materializing gravey~d
ghouls who pretend to drag our dead into the dim
light of the spirit show, and night after night trampie upon the highest and tenderest affections of the
human heart. Of all such I am an open enemy, and
their friendship I do not wish or expect. They are
the leeches and dry-rot of Spiritualism, which mar
it of its beauty and drag it down to the dead level
of cold-blooded dollars and cents.
Brother Owen, you say that I went out of my way
to hit Spiritualism a back-handed slap. No, Brother
Owen, you are mistaken, and the medium from whom
you received the intelligence is .no doubt one of that
class mentioaed above, and with whose interests you
t b ·
th
.
seem 0 e 1ll sympa Y·
.
No I never go out of my way to hit anything; I
stick to my text. I do not slap things back-handed;
I strike straight out in front, and perhaps sometimes
I hit a trifle too hard. But, as a rule, I think whatever is worth hitting at all needs to be killed.
The report of my lecture from which you quote
was upon the science of spiritual phenomena and
mediumship, both genuin and· spurious,
which
th
"Iin th
t h I
tried ~o warn Spiritualist~ agams~ e evi ~ a
av
crept mto and corrupted It, and If you will use the
Golden Gate to that end you will be doing a good
,work. You hav told the people that I am engaged
in pulling down Spiritualism. You do me great injustice, unless you mean by Spiritualism, to include
the noxious crop of parasites which infest it.
.
You say, Brother Owen, that my wife is a medium.
Quite c0 rrect-but not a public professional who
sells the gift for a livelihood, and subjected to the
temptation.of deception. And the fact that she is a
medium does not imply that I should countenance
the shams or pretenders to mediumship.
You say, " Does not the doc~o;r know th~t Spi_ritualism has more than a probability to base Its cla1ms
upon?" No, friend Owen; nothing more. Hav you
anything more, if so, what? The first point beyond
probability is certainty or knowl.edge.
Do you know that you will hv after death? I do
not. I wish I did know it, for then I might impart such knowledge to others. _Be~ief predicated
upon probabilities which take root m the phenomena,
and knowledge which is absolute, are two quite different things. I hope and believe, and yet do not kno~.
Why is this? Simply because the proofs do not hft
the mind beyond doubt. Knowledge does not admit
of doubt· belief does admit of doubt. The appearance~ in nature hav ever been decep_tiv to t~e
human mind, as the study of all natural smence will
show. Belief in a theory is not a proof absolute
of the things believed.
Our theory is that the phenomena such as the
raps, independent slate-writing, and the ballot test
as given Ao certainly and so wonderfull;y by Mru.
Faye or" San Francisco, as well as varwus other
manifestations by other genuin mediums, are pro.
duced by the departed intelligen~es, and yet our
solution of the phenomena may be mcorrect, and to
dogmatize in the absence of absolute proof is folly,
and is simply to repeat the religious blunders of the
past which hav caused so much mischief in the
world
I s~y I rest upon probability. My organism will
not permit me, like yourself, to declare anything certain which I cannot demonstrate to others.
Brother Owen, you say that I cast doubt over w~at
you know that I 1."1low to be true. Now, then, 1f I
cast doubt upon what I know to be true-and upon
what you know that I know to be true-! must be a
hypocrit and a liar. Well, w_here else can I sta~d?
Brother Owen I do not thmk you meant to Imply
so much. And it is barely possible t~at you do ~ot
quite understand the subject upon whiCh y~m wnte;
for if you did, you would not make such a sillY. statement. How can you know that I know anythmg to
be true which neither one of us can _prove to a certainty? All such logic is the despa1r of reason and
science. Go to, and take on board a little common
sen Fie.
Now then let us make up. We hav known each
other too lo~g to fall out ~bout trifles. You know
that my work is not t.o. cJnv.e the peo.ple apart by
th
teaching sectarian Spin~uahsm and tnat ere can
be no affinity for work m a common cause betwee_n
men and women unless they can see to r~ad their
title clear to a life. beyond the grave. Tht~ sma.cks
too much of religion and theology. True Liberalism
l"ft the mind above all that, and makes a broad ~el~~:ship possible as well as a unity of action rela~mg
to the many gr~at questions which most certamly
concern US here and DOW.
.
•
I am glad that you hav entned upon Ltberal Jm~rnalism and hope that you will be as successful With
the Golden Gate at So.u Francisco as you hav been so
f
M
t San Jose
many years at the head 0 the ercury 8
'
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and that the good angels, if there be such, will guide
you into all truth.
We-wife and I-are well and full of work. Next
Sunday is our twentieth lecture in the great city of
Sydney, and I hav six more lectures under the present
engagement, after which we go to Melbourne. Our
audiences bav been large and enthusiastic. We like
the people here.
J!)Ssph SymeR, in Melbourne, is fighting the hypocrits .hip and thigh. He was arrested last week, and
bound over for trial, charged, under an old law of
King Charles of England, with keeping a disordedy
house. That is what the old law defines lectures
and debates to be, when held on Sunday, and a
fee is taken at the door. So you see that lecturing
on Sunday is a crime in Melbourne.
And for the benefit of any of our speakers who
may desire to visit the colonies, come upon your
own merits and responsibility, and make your engagements here after you hav seen the field for
yourself, as you will thereby subserve your own
financial interests. And there are but few points
in the colonies where even the best speaker can do
much, unless he can take a theater, manage his own
affairs, and reap the profit of his own labor.
DR. J. L. YORK.

The Boston '• Index."
I think it is very unfortunate, when Liberals are
attempting to organize, that allY pretended friend
should oppose them, beoause it tends to create clivisian in our ranks. We must be united and work togather, else organization is impossible.
I was led t 0 this thought by reading Mr. B. F.
Underwood's complaining article in the last Index, of
which be is one of the editors. That paper is the
Free Religious organ, but I had supposed that he is
Liberal, and if he is, I think his remarks against
8
the League or the Union are very improper, if not
false. He says "the League is run by two or three
individuals, with the aid of Colonel Ingersoll's name,
for their own personal benefit." I would hke to see
some proof of this assertion. I never heard it before, and I doubt very much if Colonel Ingersoll w1ll
indorse it. Mr. Underwood is not a member, I presume, of the League, and I question his authori~y to
speak. for it in the positiv language he uses. If the
League sees fit to employ Messrs. Watts, Putnam,
and others (whom the colonel strongly recommends),
I know of no good reason why Mr. Underwood
should complain, or why he need concern himself at
all, if he is not a member of the League.
He also insinuates that Messrs. Watts and Putnam
hav taken charge of the League, and been lavis.hly
paid, but hav done nothing in beha~f. of seculanzation! This is another absurd and ridiCulous charge.
These gentlemen are very able workers, wbo hav
been constantly lecturing for eigh~ or .ten months,
and now to say they hav done nothmg IS false and
foolish.
.
The League is founded on the N~ne Demands of
Liberalism, which Mr. Underwood h1mself once supported, but now seems to oppose, for some. reason
which he does not state, if he has any except Jealousy
or envy.
A MEMBER OF THE LEAGUE.

Well Done, Archbishop!
Touching. the" prayers for the approaching election" set forth by the Archbishop of Canterbury the
Churchman says:
" To the Conservativ they will be. a devout peti~ion for the
defeat of the Liberals. To the Llberal they ':"Ill see~ to
ask for the success of his own party. Each will read mto
them his own party hopes and fears, und will employ til em for
the confusion of hiR adversaries. It may b~ gravely aHked, ":e
think whether such use of public prayer Is deAJrable. It IS
not that the prayers set forth by the .Primate _ar~ not exce~lent.
On the contrary they are so admirable thn.t It IR to be wished
that they migbt'be used at all times. It isonl_r when ~h.ey ~re
set forth to be used with refereuc_e to a p~trtwuiftr criBIS like
the approaching election, concernmg whwh men a~e sur~ to
differ, that the use of them is op~n. to grave questJOn. rhe
serious employment of them at this JUncture Ly the two opposing political camps will hardly tenrl, :ve fear, t~ promote
belief in the sincerity or efficiency of public pmyer.
In our opinion the Archbishop of_ Canterbury
would do well to come out .here and edit o~e <_>f o~r
New York dailies, in editing w~ich the art hes m discussing all subjects, and offendmg nobody except the
very poor.

A Di-vision Demanded.
We are requested by Mrs. Waisbrooker to copy
the following earnest call: .
.
.
Whereas, We continue to see mcreasmg evidence that mod·
ern i:lpiritualism is being caJ)tured by church Apmts; and
Whereas, Certain le11ders m the movement_ cl!ltill that there
can be "m union bf'tween what is called Chnst111n an~ Infidel
SpirituahstH" and that "every true medium" is commissiOned
by Jesus, und
•
h
Wherws The new Spiritual Temple of Boston, '"'IaRs., as
over its m~in entrance "the Rosy Cr?s~," ~n, in other words,
the symbol of the bloody cross of Christ;amty_: .
Thtrt(ore Believing it to be beneath the d1gmty of self-r~
spectin~ m~n and women to stay among and hell? to sustam
tbo wLo repudiate us we think it time that we withdmw and
for~e onrselvs into a s~parate body; omrl we earnestly_ requeAt
all who believe that spirits C11n an~ do co~m.un~cate ;v1th illOrtals and at the same time repudiate Ohnsttamty with 111! tts
for~s and symbols-we earnestly request all such t~ se••d Ufl
their names with a view to testing ou~ n:xmber~ In reference to
future work. Address Foundation Prtnc!ples, Clinton, Iowa.
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The Opening of the Museums on Sunday.
An effort is being made to open the art museums
on Sunday. A petition has been prepared by the
American Secular Union which will be widely circulated throughout the city. It has already received
several hundred signatures. It is to be hoped that
every Liberal in the city will procure copies of this
petition at 33 Clinton Place, and secure all the names
possible. An expression of public opinion upon this
matter will no doubt bring about the desired result.
The Christians say that they hav paid large sums of
money for the benefit of these institutions, and therefore they must be run for the benefit. of Christianity.
So long, however, as the city of New York pays
$30,000 a year for the support of thea~ museums,
the claim of these wealthy Christians is entirely unjustifiable. Let them pay all the bills if they want
the interests of Christianity subserved by these
museums. This is an important question. It would
be of vast value to the community to hav these
museums open on Sunday. It is only a question of
time. Push the petition, we ask the citizens of New
York.

The Organization of Liberals.
The organization of Liberals is one of the most
difficult problems in the Freethought movement.
The necessity of organization is apparent. There
must be co-operation. Liberals must join, or we
cannot successfully meet the tyrannical influences of
the stupendous ecclesiautical forces which are in the
world to-day. They still retain their power, and will
do it so long as there is no common effort made
against them. But in resisting the tyranny of the
past, we must be careful and not put a new tyranny
in its place, for if this is done but little will be accomplished for the freedom of mankind. Liberty
must be preserved at all hazards; and the question
is, How can we preserve liberty and at the same time
become a powerful and united company?
We cannot organize like the orthodox. Their fundamental principle is the absolute submission of the
individual, as in the Roman church-or partial submission, as in the Protestant church. In the Liberal
or Secular movement there can be no such submission whatever. The individual must be supreme,
and there must be no authority. '!'here can be no
command-no fiat even of a majority. There musb
be a constant appeal to each man's reason. Unless
this is so, th~ organiz~tion will be of no benefit, for
the moment It takes the place of anyone's personal
judgment and activity, it becomes an injury; and
one had better work apart than in any way surrender
the highest action of which he is capable. Unless
we can combine the free exercise of individuality
with co-operation, the problem of the future progress
of humanity becomes insoluble. There is no use to
put one tyranny in the place of another, no matter
what may be the basis of the tyranny. It ill& the
tyranny that blasts and kills the human mind. The
tyranny of a scientific association in essence is no
better than the tyranny of the church. The authority
of science, as a dictum to take the place of one's free
reason, is as much to be revolted against as the
authority of faith.
This is the American idea, the absolute supremacy
of the individual. This is the keynote of the civilization of the New World. We are not simply to
produce material comfort for all, but splendid men
and women, with highest faculties and widest range
of effort. The new civilization must be the minister
. of genius as well as of prosperity, and only in the
unchecked play of personality can genius produce its
wondrous results and adorn the world's advance with
the glorious triumphs of art and poetry.
But with individual liberty unrestrained can there
be association? Undoubtedly there can be, for man
by nature is a sociable being and he does not desire
to be a solitary worker.
The mistake of past associations, even in the interest of progress, is that they hav been founded
upon compulsion. The associations of the future, if
they are to be ministers of freedom as well as of advance:tnent in knowledge and power, must be founded
in attraction. No methods can be devised by hu-

man ingenuity which can keep uncongenial men and
women together. If they do not belong together by
some natural affinity, then they cannot be kept togather by any outward machinery of organization.
They are better separate than in unity. They make
discord and not music.
There are, however, congenial spirits who can
work harmoniously together and labor for a common
result from which all shall receive benefit. There
can be vast co-operations, an ideal republic whose
government shall be that of attraction, and so of the
highest liberty.
The American Secular Union must be an organization of this sort. It must be attractiv in its nature.
It must be the expression of the blending life of
many. There can be no coercion in its method. It
must ever represent the best reason of each one of
its members. Such an organization as this is passible, but the difficulties are numerous. It cannot
be established at once. It cannot be manufactured.
It must be a growth and the outcome of gradually
improving conditions. It must be a natural evolution. There can be no rapid advance in the number
of organizations. This has been tried somewhat according to the old plan and has been a failure. What
is the use of a few persons getting together, making
a constitution, electing officers and receiving a charter unless there is sufficient vital fellowship in these
to cause them to work continuously together, so that
every week, or every month at least, they will assemble for social development, and realize that by thus
being associated, their personal happiness and influence is increased, and instead of being confined they
hav a larger field for all their individual faculties ?
There can be many such vital organizations throughout the country. A few Liberals can come together
and increase a thousandfold their influence in the
community.
In the first place, however, it seems necessary that
the national association as such should be maintained, and as far as possible a thorough organization and fellowship be established from one end of
the country to the other. To hav thirty thousand,
fifty thousand, or a hund1·ed thousand Liberals in
harmonious working order throughout the entire
land would giv an efficiency to the Freethought
movement to-day that nothing else could, and would
bring into play vast and varied forces for progress.
The national organization can be sustained, its work
carried on to unprecedented success by a thousand
or ten thousand Liberals becoming annual or life
members, and by means of publications, pamphlets,
circulars, etc., being kept in constant intercommunication with one another, and informed of what is going
on in the general advance, and thus a spirit of fellowship will be created and combined movements be
pushed forward which will hav an enormous influence against superstition and tyranny.
Any person can become an annual member by the
payment of one dollar, and a life member by the payment of twenty-five dollars. If we had this year one
hundred life members and one thousand annual memhers, representing all parts of the conntry, and were
acquaintance cultivated and enthusiasm increased by
the constant c"irculation of documents, and by general attacks at the most favorable points, the American Secular Union would indeed be a prodigious
power, both in social and political life, and would be
a mighty bulwark for human rights, and a commanding influence for justice.
This can be done by the generous devotion of even
one-tenth of the Liberals of the country. I therefore ask every one who is interested in this associated effort to become an annual if not a life member of the Union.

sociables, etc. Be sure to include in the society, and
in all work, men, women, and children, and hav an
order of exercises that meets the wants of all. RenJ,ember the fundamental idea of the society is Freethought, social and intellectual development among
neighbors. Do not hav debates only, but, if possible,
ha.v scientific and literary lectures; hav dramatic and
musical entertainments; bring the young and the old
together, with the constant purpose of enlarging
friendly intercourse and cultivating fraternal cooperation.
If in any community the Liberals are so few-half
a dozen-that they do not feel able to take out a
charter and form a strict organiz11.tion, let these Liberals at least sign a few articles of agreement, elect a
president and secretary, appoint stated meetings,
open corr~spondence with the secretary of the Amer- ·
ican Secular Union, who will supply them with documents, circulars, etc., so that they will come into contact with Liberals throughout the country, and
secure a great impulse and encouragement to their
little struggling band.
THE PLACE oF MEETING.
If a society of Liberals can do no better, let thorn
meet at one another's houses every Sunday afternoon
or evening, or once a fortnight, or once a month. If
there is no one to giv an original discourse, let some
lecture be read, or newspaper article. Let there be
a discussion of the topics of the day. Let each one
gather together during the week what information
he can of Freethought throughout the world, and
bring it to the conference. Let there be music by
those who hav the talent. Let there be recitations,
especially by the children. Let there be converaation, interchange of thought, and a better acquil.intance aU around. Invite Christian friends to come,
and it is possible that they may receieve a spark of
intelligence that will do them life-long good. The
society will grow, and then a small public hall can be
hired and a larger work accomplished, and the attention of the community attracted. When available
send for some well-known Freethought lecturer, and
thus giv the best presentation of the cause, and show
its vast importance and truth. As the finances improve, and the sphere of usefulness increases, lease a
hall by the year, furnish it, sublet if necessary to help
pay expenses, but make it a sort of home, and when
the time comes hav a real home, a hall built and
owned by Freethinkers themselvs, paying taxes on it
like honest citizens, and thus there will be a continued protest against unjust exemption, and thus
science, morality, and progress will hav a place for
ample development. Plant the acorn, and the oak
will spread its branches in the summer's sun.
LIBRARms.
At the very beginning of the organization establish a library without fail. Start it with two or three
books if need be. A library owned in common i$ a
very neighborly affair. Let there be an assessment
of twenty-five or fifty cents a month for the purchase.
B th
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Y us com mmg, a ne 1 rary can
eventually be had, and the best and even the costliest
Freethought literature brought within the reach of
all. The secretary of the Union will furnish all such
· t"e
at a r easona ble
some
I s wi"th b ook s of ev ery k"nd
I
discount. Thus every Liberal can enjoy the advantages of wealth. A bond of union will be established,
and a noble means of culture.
THE LIBERAL PAPER.
By all means subscribe for a Liberal paper.
Where individuals cannot afford to do so, 'let the society subscribe for copies, or two or t.bree can join
together and do this, and thus they will be kept. i:u
sympathy with the world-wide movement. The Liberal paper is the most important factor in the adIt is but little for each, but combined it makes a vance of Freethought, necessary to it as a whole and
vast instrument for the triumph of those ideas which necessary to each individual that forms a part of it.
constitute'"the real happiness of our daily life and The first thing that a society should do, if none of its
struggle.
members, or only one or two, take a paper, is to subIn regard to local organizations, there should be scribe for one, and, as means enlarge, to subscribe for
some combination of effort, no matter how fdw all, for every Liberal paper is of value. These paths Liberals in any community. In answer to in- pers can be used as campaign documents and disquiries made in regard to methods of organization, tributed freely in the community. To every Liberal
the folloWing instructions will be useful:
we say, subscribe for a Freethought paper. If you
FORMATION oF AUXILIAllY f!OCIETIES.
cannot do it alone, combine with two or three others
If it is decided to form an auxiliary society of the or do it through the joint funds of the society. Hav
American Secular Union the following blank can be the paper any way. Next to being a Freethinker
used. These blanks will be furnished by the secre- yourself, come in contact with every other Free~
tary of the Union:.
thinker the world over.
FORMATION OF AN AUXILIARY SECULAR SOCIETY.
. READING-ROOMS! GYMNASIUMS, ETC.
If possible, hav a readmg-room-open on Sundays
. d 't' CALLf.
t
.
if on no other day-a place where Liberals can come
We , th e un ders1gne
c1 1zens o - - , agree o orgamze an t
th ·
fr
d
d
Auxiliary Secular Society, to work in connection with the 1 age er In a. ee and easy m!"'nner, r!'la . an write,
American Secular Union, and to pay the sums set opposit etc. If possiblE!, hav gymnasmms, sctentlfic apparaour names for that purpose.
tus, etc. A piano or organ should be owned by the
When ten or more names hav been si:rned and five society, also pictures-especially of the heroes of
dollars contributed, a temporary secr~t.ary can be Freethought-to adorn the walls. In fact, make a
elected, and the names signed and the fee be for- common ~orne for all-not ~o take the p~ace of on_e's
warded to the secretary of the Union, 33 Clinton own. fir~s~de, but to ?e an .mst~ument~hty by ~hiCh
Place N. Y. A charter will then be issued to those the mdiVIdual recogmzes his umversal mterest m the
thus ~igning, together with a copy of the constitution affairs of humanity.
of the American Secular Union.
THE sUNDAY scHOOL.
In accordance with this constitution and the Nine
Let there be a Sunday-school also-brightness,
Demands of Liberalism, a permanent society can be beauty, interest, and mental and moral growth for
organized; a constitution adopted; officers elected; the children of all Liberals. This can be done, for
meetings appointed for lectures, debates, readings, we hav something more than a stale theology to
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t~ach-the s;vstem of knownothingism. We hav the
riches of .smence, the wealth of human history all
that m?sic can ~iv, and the glories of art. ·Ho; to
use this matenal, of course, is not yet understood.
W ~ hav not the text-books that we desire nor the
tramed educators. Time will furnish all, however,
and one of the great purposes of the American Sec.
. t o b rmg
.
. t o use the best means of
u}ar U man.
IS
m
education, for the mighty promis of its labor lies in
the hereafter, in the better children that will be born
and instructed in the verities of this world.
The comprehensiv nature of Freethou ht .
when we .thus consider the various met:odsist~e~~
used for its advancement. The greatness of tbe
work should not discourage the smallest efforts that
can be made. Begin with the least beginning. Let
two or three subscribe for a paper, buy a book, meet
in one another's parlors. The life and or anization
thus begun will increase and pervade an~ con uer
the community in behalf of knowledge and ha
here and now.
•
PP ness
Let every Liberal throughout the country correspond with the secl·etary on this matter. He will fur.. nish books, pamphlets, and papers at reasonable
rates, and giv information in regard to methods of
work, etc. It is only by patient investigation b
continued experimen~, by unceasing inquiry that w~
can find the surest means of success for th~ secularization not only of the state, but of the social life of
humanity
SAMUEL p p
·
·
· UTNAM.
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The Liberal Club.
As the individual wearing Mr. Wettstein's luminous badge-pin went blithely up Third avenue to attenq the 388th regular meeting of the Manhattan
Liberal Club, he was accosted by a youth who
handed him the following card:
.
.A.Ssocu.TroN HALL,
Twenty-third street, corner Fourth avenue,

New York.

YOUNG MEN's MEETINGs,

Every Evening, November 9th to Hth, at 9 o'clock.
Sho~t, Hearty Talks on Living Subjects!
Good Mua1c: Orchestra, Chorus, and Male Quartette.
Admit the Bearer.

Slipping this card into his pocket, the man with
the badge-pin kept undeviatingly upon his way. A
p~rson who s~ould turn aside, when going to the
L1beral Cl~b, m .or~er to a~te~d a meeting of the
Young Mens Christian Assomat10n, might reasonably
be accused of not knowing what was best for him.
There was a large audience· in the German Ma~onic Hall when ~resident Wakem!ln curbed things
IOto order by tappmg the new readmg desk with his
mallet. Then Mr. Wakeman read a long series of
notices of other meetings, remarked on the deeply
interesting character of the current number of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and asked everybody to sign Mr. Put,
nam's petition for opening the museums in Central
Park on Sunday.
Dr. Dio Lewis, who had agreed to address the Club
on temperance and prohibition, was unable to appear
on account of serious ill-health. Professor Rawson
had therefore secured the attendance of Colonel
Laird, of the Temperance Brigade. Mr. Wakeman
had great pleasure in introducing the speaker.
. Colonel Laird here skipped .to the fore and began
his speech. He was a young man, with a head much
the highest at the back, and covered with a thick
mat of black hair which nearly concealed his ears
and fc-rehead. He was a prohibitionist from the
word go. He did not, be said, stop to argue with
those who claimed that prohibition did not prohibit.
He knew that it had the effect in prohibition states
of taking the control of politics out of the hands of
the liquor dealers, and prohibition was a good thing
if it did no more than that. In New York state bribery at elections was first introduced by the liquor
dealers. There were from thirty thousand to forty
thousand of these in New York, and twelve thousand
saloons. The speaker referred feelingly to the Rev.
Stephen Merritt, the defeated candidate for senator
in the eighth district. He said it was a hopeful sign
when an ultra-temperance man like Mr. Merritt, a
man who would hav no dealiBgs with the liquor interest, could get five thousand votes in one district.
To those who had read the article in last week's
TRUTH SEEKER on the "Christian Politician" Colonel
Laird's delusion in regard to how Mr. Merritt got
five thousand votes was painful.
When Colonel Laird stopped speaking the audience applauded heartily.
Mr. Wakeman said that there were two aspects of
the liquor question. One was the physiological and
the other the sociological aspect. In the first place
we should consider whether or not alcohol is healthful.
It had been shown most satisfactorily that it was not
under any circumstances conduciv to health, but was
always injurious. The sociological view regarded
alcobbl ·as it affected the community at large, and
this gave rise to the right to tax liquor dealers for
the protection of society against intoxicated persons.
Mr. Wakeman objected to prohibition as unwarranted
legislation; high license would be legal, but a revenue
drawn from liquor dealers in the form of a tax he
thought would be still better. As for temperance,
the only proper way to be temperate in the use of
liquor was to let it alone.

A

Y~~ng :e~owWnakmed M~tche~ followed, and
ssaye 0 se
r. a eman nght Ill regard to the
~s~ of t:r~s.. ~e .said the chairman meant pathologIca '.no p ys~o ?gwal. He then traced the career of
~ ~rkk after J~ swallowe? by the indiscreet dramrmd ~r,tc~nt?, u mg, as to liquor, that there was" no
goo
M mK o I.
. r. rahmer took a ~trong s~and against prohibit10n, an.d mad~ some brief but vigorous remarks from
that pmnt .of VIew. He .thou~ht the fact t~at there
was more mtemperaace m drmk among the Ignorant
~han among the educated pointed to education as the
e~ m~hod bf ref~rd.
. .
ri ~sen ~rg a ~ v~ry poor opmton of. te~pera,nce ec urers, the maJonty of them had la~d I~ the
gutter. Mr. Ro~enb~rg keep.s a h_?tel. He Is highly
sp~ken of, and IS. said b;v his fnends to be doing
qmte welL . He said that m 1845 he ~elonged to the
seventh regiment, and escorted Damel Webster and
Henry Clay to a hostelry where they took something.
~=b~t~r was one of tho~e fu~my fello~s. He sai~ to
y ·. Hat;y, ~ou believe ~n experiment~ phllosophy' I behe'!e m natur~ p~tlosophy. For Instance,
xou ~r~ expenment~ philosophy and want to borrow
ve o ars; _I,practwe natural philosophy and don't
l~t you hav ~t. ~r. Rosenburg was a fellow-student
a. col~ege With Prmce A~bert,. who afterwards get a
situatiOn as husband of Vwtoria of E_nglan~ at a good
salary. In Germany, the speaker sa1d, Pnnce Albert
neve: knelt in church as he did in England.
Wilson Macdonald, following, picked up the glass
on the speaker's desk and inquired if it contained
water. Receiving an affirmativ answer he appeared
satisfied, and made a very acceptable -~ddress. He
opposed prohibition laws as unconstitutional.
The next speaker was Mr. Walford, one of the warriors in Colonel Laird's bri~ade. He is an Englishman, and had not a letter h in his alphabet. Mr.
Walford sai.d we hav too many dudes who don't prod
th
Th
uce any mg.
e speaker regarded himself as a
public benefactor because he had done numerous
days' work. Mr. Walford illustrated his remarks with
a .chart showing t?ll:t the people of this country spend
nme hundred million dollars per annum for liquor
and only ninety-five million f_?r.. ed?cation. Mr.
'Yalford was an ardent prohibit10mst. Though
B!xty years old, he never had a drink of liquor in his
hfe.
. .
.
Dr. Foote urged that we should distmgmsh between state pr.o~i~iti.on and self-prohibition. Many
"!er~ self-prohibitlOmsta who were not state prohibit10msts. The czar of Russia ·was about to enforce
!' prohi~itory law against liquor, and it would be
mterestmg to see whether even the despotic power
of an ~mperor could keep liquor away from those who
were m the habit of drinking it.
Professor Rawson addressed the audience brie:fly.
It had been some time, he said, since he had gazed
upon the faces now before him, but he noted no dim~nution in th~ir good looks. The professor believed
m total abstmence, though he had not yet reached
that level. He belonged to the Business Men's
Moderation Society. Appealing to the law for prote~t.ion a@'ainst intemperance he regarded as a superstitwn. The law was as much a man-created deity
as Jehovah, as big a tyrant, and likely to do the same
amount of damage in the hands of bad men. We
ar~.becoming freed from the god of religious supersht10n; let us not pass under the yoke of the legal
deity.
Colonel Laird came up smiling for the last round.
Mter some general remarks touching his critics, he
pointed his finger dramatically at Mr. Rosenburg and
Wilson McDonald and said, "I could tell you something that would raise the hair on your head." Mr.
Wakeman encouraged him to go ahead. Then Colonel Laird told about his brother who had died with
the delirium tremens, but although the speaker shook
his hands and crooked his fingers in the approved
style the hair-lifting phenomenon which he had predieted would occur failed to manifest itself. On the
contrary, the two gentlemen regarded the antics of
the speakers with calm and undisturbed serenity.
The colonel thanked the audience for their kind attention.
At the next meeting, if nothing serious intervenes,
Dr. R. G. Eceles will defend Herbert Spencer's philosophy and demonstrate his knowledge of the Unknowable. Great interest is manifested in the event.
The micr9scopic sum of five cents will admit the
intelligent inquirer. As before stated, Presbyterians
are encourag_ed to attend free of expense.
e
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sequence of the intolerance of the Knights of Labor
has evoluted into a Freethou ht ·0
1
d dr
'
upon his devoted head the c~rse~ ~~n:he a~eopl:w~
God. On my return I stopped at Goshen not the
Goshen of ye olden time that :flowed with ~ilk and
honey, but a modern Goshen that abounds in superd m
. d'#
st't'
1 lOll an
Iuerence. ., There are however some
excellent Liberals here, among who~ are Dr. Whippy, Dr. Heatwole, Hobart Little, Lan. Crider, Joshua
Tylor, Chas. E. Thompson, John Violet, Oscar Dewey,
and others whose names! hav forgotten. I am sorry
to say that the Liberal papers are not as well supported as they ought to be. I did not hav the pleasure ?f m~ing the acquaintance of all the Liberals,
but JUdgmg those I did not see by those I did, I conclu?e that Gos~en has enough to form a Secular
Umon. I received encouragement in regard to
le.ctures here ~ext month. Mr. and Mrs. Little very
kmdly entertained me while I was in town. Their
two daughters are inclined to read and study. Edith
the elder, is the youngest girl that ever entered th~
high school, being only twelve years of age. From
Goshen I went to Elkhart, where I found quite a
number of Freethinkers, and beard of more. The
most pronounced of these are Dr. Hatch and wife,
Hendryx, M. F. Shuey, Hugh McLoughlin and
Wife, Lucas Evans, Warren Pease, William Forward
and wife, C. T. Green, and Mr. Leinenger. I had
the pleasure of a short visit with Dr. Hatch, Mrs.
Forward, Mr. and Mrs. McLoughlin. I think arrangements will be made for me to lecture early in
December.
My purpose was and is to canvass Illinois this
winter, but my correApondents are slow to come to
the front. "We'll see you later," seems to be their
motto. But I am harnessed and want to get right
down to work.
302 State st., Chicago, Ill.
w. s. BELL.

D:.

Mount Holly, New Jersey.
Under the aus-pices of that earnest worker for Liberalism, Sam. R. Wetherell, of Jobstown who inspired not alone the Liberals of his own 'town but
al~o of. Pembert~~· Georgetown, and Mount Holly
With his own spmt of zeal and enthusiasm it was
decided to hav three Liberal lectures at th~ Opera
House, Mount Holly, N. J., on Saturday evening,
Sunday afternoon, and Sunday evening November
7th and 8th.
'
Despite the very unfavorable weather and the prejudice-this was the first Liberal lecture ever delivered in the· county-we were greeted with goodly
numbers of the most intelligent and influential
people. On Ss.turday evening we spoke on " What
Liberalism Teaches?" This being an entirely new
field, we endeavored to remove, and incline to think
we succeeded in removing, the false impression that
Liberal lectures were tirades of abuse of all Christians, or that Secularism sought to remove all restraints from the commission of crime and denounced
all virtue. We proved Secularism had just claims to
the respect of all, since its first great principle was
justice, and its sole teaching the duty to promote
the best happiness of others as the surest way to
insure our own. That a favorable impression was
made was evinced by the large attendance on Sunday aft.ernoon, despite the rain trying to dampen the
enthustasm. We spoke on " Why I left the Pulpit,"
concluding with an analysis of the Mosaic account of
creation, which resulted in quite a demand for our
Liberal publications.
Sunday evening the rain descended in torrents, as
though specially engaged to inaugurate another deluge. Although we missed the inspiring faces of the
gentler sex, we had good attendance and most earnest attention. Our subject was "Immortality," and
even our orthodox as well as our Spiritualistic friends
acknowledged the Bible did not teach the immortality of the soul. There was a big demand for" Bible
Inquirers." We sold about $10 worth of Liberal
publications, obtained seveml new subscribers for
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and made the acquaintance of
quite a number of loyal, generous-hearted Liberals,
flo that we are deeply interested in the state of New
Jersey, and are confident, if among the last to fall in
on the march to freedom, her sons and daughters are
loyal, brave, and true as any in the world.
While at Mount Holly we enjoyed the hospitality
of Mordecai Lippincott and his accomplished wife.
They were both of good old Quaker stock-Hicksite
branch. :Mr. Lippincott is a veteran in the cause of
Liberalism, a Freethinker all his life, and for over
forty years a subscriber to the Investigator, until now
the only p~rson who took a Liberal paper in Mo.unt
Holl;v.. His sons. George and Stacey are profiCient
musiCians and Liberal, cultured gentlemen.
The car of pr?gress has been started, and we feel
confi~ent the LI~erals we had .the honor to ?leet are
not lik~ly to l~t It .halt, but will push on vigorously
~nd :umtedly, msunng a grand success for SecularIsm Ill that county.
C. B. REYNoLDs.

1\lr. Bell's Progress.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Str: I hav
just returned from Indiana, where I hav been trying
to get up enthusiasm in the Secular Union. On the
lOth inst. I addressed an attentiv audience at
Wabash. Mine was the first Freethought lecture
ever given in the place, and as a matter of course it
created a great deal of wrathful comment, both before and after it was given. I shared the hospitality
of Mr. and Mrs. Everett, who are suffering a vast
deal of persecution in consequence of their Liberal
HE tbat cannot forgiv others breaks the bridge
sentiments and work, for Mr. Everett is engaged in over which he must pai'IR himself; for every man ha!3
publishing a paper, the Labor .Advocate, which, in con-. need to be forgiven,- Herbert,
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Q!Otl(tt(Uttications.
Secularization Through Organization.
The American Secular Union is devoted to the
seoularization of our government. This embraces1. Securing equal rights and liberty to all, regard. less of religious faith-or the lack of it; the total
separation of church and state, and the repeal of any
and every law that infringes the right of conscience,
or favors any practices in the name of religion, or
aught else, that interferes with private right or the
public welfare; and
2. Advancement in all that pertains to truth, science, and sociability. A firm and consistent adherence to our aim and object is a necessity. It is not
enough to hav grand and noble purposes. They
must be faithfully and consistently carried out.
Experience has taught, if we would erect an edifice that shall stand the fierce storms of time, the
first and most important thing is to build a solid,
safe, and sure foundation.
The success of the American Secular Union depends on the character, zeal, and energy of its individual members. One of the hardest trials under
which the National Liberal League laborea was that
so large a proportion of its membership acted as if
there were no claims upon them whatever. They
had no duty to do, were under no obligation to
make any sacrifice, or in the least inconvenience
themselvs to advance its interests.
Many fail to realize that to declare themselvs Liberals is to obligate themselvs to cultivate every instrumentality for diffusing the light of truth-that
doing justice, loving mercy, and diligently striving
to make others happy is what constitutes Liberalism.
Secularism is doing as well as doubting. Freed
from t.he shackles of superstition, illumined by the
light oftruth, we are under obligations to co-operate
with heart, energy, and pocket-book in the endeavor
to help others to the same joy, peace, and happiness
we experience. This is simply justice, and justice is
the one first grand principle that actuates every true
Liberal.
Before people will heartily co-operate with us they
must be enlightened. We must first dispel the dark
clouds of prejudice and superstition in which the
church has involved them.
If the American Secular Union is to be a success,
efficient organization is an imperativ necessity.
Our main hope, our chief reliance, is the printingpress. The only devil we hav to be delivered from
is ignorance. The Liberal-printing press is our
savior, our redeemer.
We hav talent, devotion to the cause, love of our
fellow-creatures, and spirit of self-sacrifice in the Liberal ranks fully equal to that in any Christian denomination. What is needed is unity on some systematized plan of work that shall encourage and incite all
to earnest, persistent effort. Let a copy of the following blank be sent to the most zealous Liberals in
every school district, with a personal letter from. the
secretary urging activ canvass, and requesting a
prompt reply and report of results:
BLANK NO. I.
FORMATION OF SECULAR SOCIETIES.
We the undersigned residents of the town of
county of
state of
earnestly desiring more united and efficient work in behalf of Secularism,
and greater advancement in all that pertains to right living,
useful knowledge, and the promotion of sociability, do hereby
agree to organize as the
Secular Society, and to
join and work in connection with the American Secular Union,
pledging ourselves, each and severlllly, to work for the secularization of our government, and the Nine Demands of Liberalism; to sustain regular weekly meetings for instruction and sociability, including science schools on Sundays, and to pay the
sum of fifty cents monthly in advance, one-half to be for the
use and benefit of the
Secular Society, and the
other half, or remaining twenty-five cents, to the treasurer of
the American Secular Union for Liberal publications. All
such publications to be furnished to the full value of every
cent so paid, at publisher's lowest retail prices.
NAME.
I
l'OST·OFFICE ADDRESS.
Let every Liberal, man or woman, receiving such
blank call on every liberal-minded person of intelligence and repute in their neighborhood, talk over
the justice of the Nine Demands, the need of a local
Secular Society in the neighborhood, and obtain signatures. As soon as the names are obtained call a
meeting of all who hav signed; meet at private houses
(the grand, handsome hall will come by and by. Do
not despise the day of small things). In every school
district in which there are five adult Liberals, a local
Secular Society should at once be organized.
There is no sense in, no need of, waiting because
numbers are small, or because of lack of some great
scholar to take the leadership, or because no hall can
be bad. Seek from the first to depend on and develop home talent. Above all, enlist the women and
children. Let every possible endeavor be made to
arouse the women to enthusiasm in the work. This
done and success is assured. Remember efficient
organization is an imperativ necessity. In union is
strength. Organization strengthens the bond of
human brotherhood. By unity all are stimulated to
:1oing their very best for the general good. At the
:first meeting let it be understood there will be an

election of president, s~cretaiy, treasurer, and vigilance, educational, and social committees for one
month. At the expiration of the month many more
members will doubtless be added. If the best persons for the several positions bav been elected, they
can then be re-elected for a year; if any mistakes hav
been made they can be remediBd.
Establish regular Sunday meetings, including science schools on Sundays.
On notifying the secretar:v of the American Secular
Union ofsuch election of officers he should by- return
mail furnish each such society local by-laws and full
instructions bow to start a science school, bow to
form classes, and how to conduct meetings, including
BLANLK NO. II-SUGGESTED ORDER OF EXERCISES.
(Not an imperativ cast-iron order that must be followed, but a guide or suggestion of how to conduct
weekly meetings, and insure all being interested and
profited by them.)
BLANK NO. II.
PROPOSED ORDER OF EXERCISES AT WEEKLY MEETINGS OF LOCAL
SECULAB SOCIETIES.
1. Music, vocal or instrumental.
2. Roll call.
3. Letters and excuses on account of absence from last
meeting.
4. Reading minutes of last meeting.
5. Propositions for membership, and reference to vigilance
committee.
6. Report of vigilance committee.
7. Admission of new members.
8. Inquiry: Is any member of the society known to. be sick
or in need? Are there any cases of extreme poverty, s1ckness,
or destitution in the neighborhood? Any person in the neighborhood suffering persecution on account of religious convictions?
·
9. Reference of any such oases to the vigilance cominittee
for their prompt action.
10. Recitation in concert.
11. Musical calisthenics and march.
12. Recitations and select readings.
13. Mottoes.
~~=!~~. fifteen minutes: Astronomy, hygiene, physiology, languages, etc.
.
16 Intermission, five Ininutes, for the payment of dues,
handing secretary weekly report of distribution of Liberal liter~~~r"o~~f ~~~'fc~ng blanks for next week's report.
18. Address, or reading of essay on subject selected at last
meeting.
19. Three-minute speeches.
20. Questions.
21. Report of secretary: Sum total of number of pages of
publications given away by members during past week; also
number and price of all books and pamphlets sold, and number of new subscribers obtained for Liberal papers.
22. Three-minute recitals of incidents of interest and experiences in doing missionary work.
23. Repor~ of the educational committee.
24. Selection by ballot of subject for all to read up on, and
of speaker to prepare speech or essay on, for next meeting.
25. Report of social committee.
26. Announcement of lectures, meetings, classes, and amusementa for ensuing week
27. Miscellaneous business.
28. Music. Adjournment.
How TO GET ALONG WITHOUT AN EXPERIENCED TEACHER.
At each regular meeting a subject should be named
ior all to read upon during the ensuing week. The
"Humboldt Library," published at fifteen cents each
number, renders this a simple and economical possibility. Decide upon the subject by ballot. Elect a
member to make a speech, or read a written paper
. t
tt
d fift
· t
on.such sub Jec • no 0 excee
een mmu ea.
If members so elected are ignorant of the subjectunable to make a speech-they ('an read up, borrow
books on the subjAct, copy out just what they think
most instructiv and interesting, and read it befol"e
the society. Let this be fol:owed by two to five. t
h b ll
b
N t f
h
mmu e speec es Y a the mem ers.
o or t e
purpose of showing superior smartness, or desire to
eclipse the first speaker, but for the interchange of
honest convictions, to impress the facts on the mem· k
l
ories of all present. Let the <lh a1r eep al sharp up
to the subject and time. Let all strive to excel in
simplicity of expression; and, above all, take great
care to make all remarks interesting to the children.
Wh en anyone uses h ar d or I ong wor d s, 1"f anyone
raises their right hand the_ speaker must stop and giv
definition of such words.
The object of the organization should not be sim1
b
ck
L'b 1 b
h
P Y to enefit a nowledged I eras, ut t e thousands of honest hearts who are looking for beaconlights to lead them from the errors of the past-from
useless rites and ceremonies-to principles of reason,
right, and truth; and to the harmonizing that large
class who are seeking a higher plane of thought and
action.
Every membe1· should be instructed in the jurlicious distribution of Liberal literature, and to watch
for opportunities to secure subscribers for our best
Liberal papers. To be ever on the alert when any
fl·iend or neighbor becomes interested; to increase
that interest by loaninp. suitable books or papers, and
at each meeting of the Society relate items of interest
in this connection.
THEN TO ADVANCE soCIABILITY,
The one field on which the church now concentrates all its power and energies. She realizes the
human craving for sociability, the passion to assemble in numbers for the purpose of enjoyment. So
long as the church can hold the keys of social life, and
control the religious training of the children, we may
expose the fallacy or her teachings, but her influ-
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ence will be undiminished. Our local Secular so~
cieties should be made in every respect, alike social
and educational, superior to the church and Sundayschool. If there is any musical ability, v .... cal or in~
strumental, it should be cultivated ,to the utmost.
Rehearsals should be arranged, and care taken to insure all present a real enjoyable, social time. Encourage and develop all dramatic talent;. each local
society should hav its monthly socials; music, singing, recitations, select readings; each lasbing one
hour; after literary exercises, dancing tillll o'clock
P.M. (under no pretext continue later, then all are
eager for the next; none tired or unfitted for next
day's work. All home in due season). Hav chess
and card tables for the old and sedate.
Ladies and children who attend the science
school on Sundays admitted free.
Gentlemen
pay twenty.five cents each to defray expenses. The
walls of the rooms where socials are held should be
adorned with appropriate mottoes, and pictures of
distinguished Liberals; thus affording topics of conversation, awakening interest and a spirit of inquiry.
Every member should be prompt to follow up such
interest or inquiry by loaning papers, books, or pamphlets on such subjects~
It is the especial duty of the vigilance committee
to make all who attend acquainted. But this does
not relieve each member of obligat.ion to increase
sociability, and make all who attend welcome. All
non-members should be invited to attend the science
school on Sundays; not formally, but incidentally;
yet always most cordially. In the summer, excursions and picnics, carefully planned, can be made a
source of additional revenue, as well as promotiv of
sociability, and the means of interesting and inducing many·to join the society.
DISTRICT UNIONS.
Each state and territory should be divided into
districts of about twenty miles square. All local
Secular Societies within each district should be organized as a district Secular Union, and hold regular
quarterly meetings, at such t.ime and place as shall
from time to time be determined on by majority vote
of members. All members in good standing of local
societies are members of the district union in which'
they reside. District union officers should, if poe.
.
.
sible, meet with each local soCiety m their district at
least once during each quarter. District union meetings should be attended by one of the American
S u1 U ·
ffi
· t d b th
ec ar mon
cers or proxy, appom e
Y e
board of directors, who shall deliver lectures on such
subjects as members of such district shall elect, and
shall advise, counsel, and instruct in the best methods
of the work, without cost to such district union other
t
df
t
than actual expenses while presen , an are o and
fro. When practical, a ball and supper should form
part of the program of every district union meeting.
At each weekly meeting of local society, ever member, at intermission, hands to the secretary, filled OUt,
blank No. 3.
BLANK NO III.
REPORT oF MEMBERs' mssroN.utY woRK.
Week ending
1. Number of new subscribers to Liberal periodicals obtained.
2. Number Df books and I>amphlets loaned.
3. Number of periodicals loaned.
4. Number of books and pamphlets sold.
.
5. Number of pages of tracts, pamphlets, books, and papers given away.
Secretary at each meeting reads sum totals of all reports
handed in and reports such total to seoretar;y: of district union.
BLANK NO. rv.
LOCAL SECULAB liOCIETY QUARTERLY REPORT.
1. Total number of members in good standing.
2. Average attendance.
3. Occasion and particulars of any extra meetings.
4. Number of new members received during the quarter.
5. Total amount of membership fees and dues received
during the quarter.
6. Number of new subscribers to Liberal periodicals obtained.
7. Number of books and pamphlets loaned.
8. Number of periodicals loaned.
8. Number of pages of leaflets, pamphlets, and Liberal
papers given away.
At each meeting of district unions the secretary reads sum
total of all such work of all local societies in the district, and
causes same to be published in Liberal and local papers.
(At meeting of state union, state secretary reports the sum
total· of ·all such work, froin all the districts in the Rtate, and
causes same to be pu}:>lished in THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investigtor,
and, as far as practicable, in leading newspapers.)
This will insure large, interesting, and infl.uentia! meetings in each district every three months,
at which all can compare methods of labor and resuits, learn just what each society is doing-, meet
officers of American Secular Union for advice and
consultation, and all the Liberals of the district become acquainted, thus all be strengthened and encouraged.
·
Thus every three months throughout the whole
field there would be a grand revival, a mighty impetus, given to the cause of universal mental liberty.
All the earnest and ambitious workers would find
just the desired field of labor, and all be animated
with a spirit of emulation, and determination that
their next quarter's work shall exceed that of all
others.
The grand, chief aim of the American Secular
Union is to strengthen its members and awake
thought and investigation among the honest-hearted.
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We can do this only by judicious distribution of
Liberalliterature.
We need publications_ on the aims and objects of
the American Secular Union, carefully written, giving the facts and arguments showing the justice of
the Nine Demands, written in such a spirit of kindliness and candor tliat we can: band them to even the
most devout Bible-worshipers; publications that will
awaken thought, but lull prejudice, yet of such intert tb t th
·n b e read and re-read wit· h avidity
es alla classes;
ey WI leaflets
by
especially adapted to new
fields, showing the gross injustice and evil results of
our government granting especial power and privileges to churches, priests, and parsons; publications
that the members of the local Secular societies can
carefully distribute in the strongholds of the enemy
that shall incite people to discussion of and help the~
to understand the justice of our demands W
ought to place two million such leaflets in the ·hand:
of the people during the ensuing year. When such
publications are carefully s(lattered, they should be
followed by the sale or loan of Paine's "Age of Reason," Ingersoll's "Orthodoxy," and Remsburg's
"F lse Claims"
a

.

·
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How are these publicatiOns to. be paid for? W~,J.
profess to be devoted to the ~appmess of our f~llowc.reatures. How can we provide the ne?de~ .Libe~al
htera.ture? How secure 1ts ca;eful and JUdiCIOUs mrc~la.twn ~ If we had a donatiOn of $1~,00~ worth of
Lib.eral hte:atur?, what caul~ we do.w1th .1t ?. H.ow
avmd wastmg It? .How · msure 1ts distnbutiOn
among people really Interested to read?
If . every mem be; will purchase . frc;>m the
Amerwan Secular Umon and carefully distribute, or
cause to be distributed, twenty-five cents' worth of
the best . Liberal literature at lowest retail prices,
the Amerlcan Secular Union can obtain the publication~ by pu:chasing sucl:l very large quantities at
about half-discount. Thus all the needed blanks,
forms, instruction, etc., the expenses and salary of
secretary, can be paid, and a fund left to send out
and pay lecturers in new fields, whenever and whereever, in the judgment of the board of directors, it is
decreed advisable. Yet no member paying to the
American Secular Union twenty-five cents monthly
would be one cent out, for ea.ch would receive the
full value of every cent paid in just the very publications they most need to help make Liberals in their
own neighborhood, and without which it is vain to
hope for success in securing the Nine Demands, or
ga~ning release from the exactions and dictations of
pnestcraft.
For i~lustration, SUl)pose th~ total me~bership of
our Umon was only 5,000; th1s would. gtv us $1,~50
~er month, or $1!J,O~O wort~ of best Ltberal publicationa carefully d1stnbuted m one year. Would not
this create material for organization?
The publications would actually cost. $7,500. Say
$500 more for blanks, forms, instructions, lesson
leaves, postage, and express. The American Secular
Union would then hav $7,000 out of which to pay
services of officers and able workers, and remunerapioneer lecturers.
Suppose our, numbers are reduced to only 2,500.
Yet this would insure the free distribution of $7,500
worth of the best Liberal literature and leave $3,000
toward paying officers and laborers.
.
·r
I . d t d
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Th1s
year, 1 our P an 1S a op e ' we s a
av o
depend in part on the generous donations of friends
to the cause. But next year and for all future be
·
·
'
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mdependent- save m some rare, spemal, great
emergency. And remember, every month would add
to our membership. By the end of the year we
should double our numbers, and thus soon become
independent, and a mighty power for good.
In three years we could hav a Tent in every state
and territory, and meet all expenses without ever
having to take qp a collection, while in winter we
could keep every .able lecturer in the field, and pay
liberally for all work done in new fields.
Heretofore it was little advantal!e to be members
of the National Liberal League. Under this system
every member will be really helped and encouraged.
By this system the exact condition, the progress
made, the needs and difficulties of every part of the
field, will be known to the officers of the American
Secular Union, so that just the help needed can be
supplied. Every state, every district Union, the
smallest secular society, the most lowly members,
will be cared for, helped, cheered, encouraged-thus
the weak and timorous gain courage to boldly avow
their honest convictions. A substitute for the church
and Sunday-school will be provided. All the best
lecturers and really able workers will be kept constantly in the field, be liberally paid, and find employment just where their special talent and ability can
be made most Rerviceable, while the Local Secular
Societies will efford educational and social facilities,
not alone to Liberals and their children, but to all
libe1·ally inclined. The Distdct Unions, with their
quarterly gatherings, will make Liberals. better acquainted. Thus constant intercnurse will promote
sociability and fraternity. In efficient organization
lies sure victory for secularization.
0Hi.s.
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REYNOLDS.

The Troian Horse.

"
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 31st "Laokoon" tells
us that Minerva was the tutelary goddess of the
Gre~ks. ¥ine~va was a Roman goddess, and although
her Identity With Pallas-Athene was well established
it is misleading to speak of Minerva as the tutelary
goddess of the Greeks. In speaking of this goddess
as a Grecian, and especially as an Athenian, deity,
the name Pallas-Athene should be used. The American priest of Troy should be a li"ttle more careful I·n
his quot"tions. He says that the ancient Laokoon
said, " Timeo Danaos et dena jerents." If the priest
had s.aid t~at, h!s. coun~rymen would ha~ beenjustified m stigma.tizm~ hl.m "as an ~-prwstwho did
not know much." 'Ttmeo Danaos means, "I fear
the Greeks,." a~d ". et ~en~ jerents" means nothing.
Laokoon said, Qutdqutd td est, ttmeo Danaos et dona
ferentis.". Perhaps I shall be considered hype~criti-·
cal, but It must be r~membered that th~ maJOrity of
readers do not readily c~~;tch the mea:t;nng of _every
sentence, .even when considerable c.are 1s used m the
~onstructwn, bene? even. a few am~1guo~s words and
maccurate quotatwns m an article mcreasa the
vagueness thereof. In regard to the plank which
Laokoon quoted from the Prohibition platform, I
fully agree with him when he says, "The first dangerous principle in this primary article of the Prohibition creed is that the just powers of political government are derived from Almighty God as the rightfulsovereign of all men." There are some other good
points in the article, but . on page 691 he says:
"Nearly all the murders and suicides of the day are
com!llit~ed with fire-arms. But who ever thought of
forb1ddmg by law the manufacture and sale of guns
and revolvers?" Such logic as. that is just about
worthy of a Trojan oracle who lived more than a
thousand years before Christ, but it seems to be the
pnly kind comprehensible by a good many others
who profess to be very learned on this subject of
temperance. It is not true that nearly all the murders and suicides are committed with fire-arms, but
if . it were, the question following that statement
would be no less absurd. When guns cause men to
lose their senses and become worse than brutes,
trampling upon the affections, rights, and liberties of
those most dear to them; when guns cause shame,
poverty, cruelty, delirium; and insanity, in short,
when their influence becomes similar to that of
liquor, probably their manufacture and sale will be
prohibited in some way.
Laokoon says that unnatural habit; can be broken
up "by showing that personal vices are against the
health and character of those who indulge in them."
What colossal nonsense! Does Laokoon suppose
that any person of ordin~y intelli~et;lce needs to be
shown this any more plamly than 1t 18 shown every
day to almost everybody? Does he not know that
hundreds of physicians, who are perfectly c!)gnizant
of the injurious effects of the infernal compounds
called liquors, and who can giv scientific lectures
showing the particular forms of injury caused by
different intoxicants, do nevertheless continue to
drink ·those beverages? Does he not know that
the1·e are tens of thousands of persons continually
following habits which they know to be detrimental
to health, and often, to say the least, of no benefit to
character? ·Then Laok~on says: "But th~ Prohitionists make the same mistake that our Puritan an. . .
. .
h b"
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could be injected into a man's character by statute
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ould stuff a sausa e "
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That statement may be very profound, but 1~ 18
pure assumption. How does this oracular wr~t~r
(probably from Troy, N. Y.) know that the Prohl~Itionists imagin any such thing? J:!av they ever said
so? If so, where and. when? Let ~liD leave thelitea~
langua~es ~ few . mmute~ and gtv us some
~r
quotatiOns m .plam En~lish. We want somet~ng
mor~ substantial than this. assumed power of mmdreadmg. I am not authoriz~d to ~peak for the Pr?hibitioniste, but I feel safe m saymg that th.ey will
giv Laokoon $1,~00 per word for ~ll the genumquot.ations from their utt~rances provmg the truth of the
above oracular assertiOn.
But the wildest statement of all was left for ~he
last. The writer's mental confusion w~s .t~ere pamfully apparent. He says: "The Proh1b1tion J?OVement and all other temperance efforts may chp off
some of the outer branche~ of the upas-tree of drunkenness, b~t they do not g1v on? ~?ad~y blow at the
roots." Now suppose t~e Prohib1twmsts should s~cceed in suppressing entirely the manufacturet .of m~f
toxicating beverages, leaving out the ques IOn
producing substitutes, all persons wo~ld then necessarily be sober, would they no~? ~1quor produces
drunkenness, and if you can cause bquor to become
non~existent, it is hard to see how you can get
much nearer the roots of drunkenness than that. I
am not arguing that Probibi~ion ca:t;t prevent the
manufacture of the least quantity of liquor, b~t the
aim of the Prohibiti.onist~ is .the total sup~resswn C?f
the manufacture of mtox1catmg beve~ages, hence It
is clearly wrong to say that the bl?w 1s not mad~ at
the roots, t?ough ~he blow may be Ineffectual. Thmk
it ove1· ag!Wl, TroJan.
N. G. W.
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A Jew Challenges a Christian.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Since
the mere name of your journal indicates its aim and
purpose, permit me to contribute my mite of truth
for ~hich you are seeking. No doubt you are aware
of divers masks used by many not at the Liederkranz
or Purim balls, but in the pulpits, a place where
purity, truthfulness, and conscientiousness should
reign supreme. Too often men of the cloth of all
d enomma
· t·Ions are a·1sguismg
· · themselvs according to
circumstances. Still the wrong committed by these
masqueraders could be overlooked, as they could be
recognized by their respectiv origin, whether Jews or
Christians. But the class of masqueraders I intend
to dwell upon, which says, "We claim everything"
belo;Dgs to neither Je~ .no: Christian, as they a~e
Jewish converts to Christ1amty.
Especially is this ~p~l~cable to t~e self-styled Rev.
Freshman, who, exhibiting a pedt~ree of ex-rabbis
way ba~k to father Abraham, now chu~s to hav picked
up C~nst (at so m.uch a w~ek). Th1s d.escendant of
rabb1s succ~eded m securmg a ~burch m St. Mark's
place. While the ground floor IS devoted to a ternporary waiting-room prior to leaving for heaven, the
upper floors are fitted up as a permanent abode for
the apostle Freshman and family. That he is a
blessing in disguise no one will deny, for, while purifying the camp of Israel of its refuse at ten dollars a
head, he is rendering valuable service to a certain
class of Christians who, being fettsred by chains of
bigotry and fanaticism, not allowed to exercise their
own reason, are willing to pay a little extra for a reserved seat in paradise procured from the speculator
Freshman, who buys up the choicest seats years
ahead. His next duty is to assure his duped custamers that the train carrying passengers to paradise
is under his personal supervision. An extra tip will
secure passage on a lightning express without a stop
direct to heaven-unlike the stingy unbelievers who
are dragged in a slow freight train stopping at every
station, especially at the one called Sheol, where they
are inde:finitly detained, and where invariably it is
made too hot for them.
Now I, as a Jew, thankful for the pure monotbeistic belief inherited by my ancestors (not ex-rabbis),
am free to think and reason that before striving to
reach the heavenly paradise, which, according to
fanaticism, is a place provided with a elaborate menu
of fish and meat served by angelic waiters, a man
has first to avoid the sheol on earth by loving mercy
a:t;td dealing ju~tl~ in order to enjoy the earthly paradise where he 1s m duty bound to seek truth, expose
deceit, ignoranc~, and misr~p~esentation monopolized
by that ex-ra?bl and <:Jhristiaf:l teacher,. Fresh~an.
Though this worthy IS exactmg exorb1ta~t priCes
for every word he utters-for every roll of his eye so
many .s~ekels are rolling down his pocket~-! again
am willing to pay for my pres~nt .assertwn. I ~m
therefore re~dy to ~ubstantiate It With money, WhiCh
talks, espemally With 1\;lr. Freshman. . I therefore
propose to. challenge this latter-day samt for a sum
not ex~eedmg five hund:ed dollar~ to J:>e devoted for
a chan~able purpose, pald by me If t~lS m?dern St.
Pa~ Wl~l be able to a":lswer to the satisfactiOn of an
arbitratiOn two questwns from the New Testament
th~ I .mfy f.rop?s~
t r ht Ch . f "t
Y lD ~n IOn lS Y no means 0 s Ig
riB lam .Y~
far from It, as anybody can be a good and true Chris
tian even when ignorant of the entire Testament
M b" t · t
( d
f th
· il
)h ·
tb! ~. Jec Ifs o prbob':~, an phay oCrh . et.Pr~vt egfe h?Wh
1s son o a ra 1 preac es
r1s IaDI y o w IC
he is entirely ignorant, and, therefore, is guilty of obtaining money under false pretenses for which
offense many of his high-toned Christi~n fellow-believers are now enjoying the hospitality of state
prison, when not in Canada. As collateral for good
faith I will :r~ot hypothecate prayer, exhortations, or
promises a la Freshman.
Inclosed please find twenty-five dollars of the Uncle
Sam denomination as security. The challenge to be
open for ten days after date of publication. Whatever the amount will be agreed upon, it is to be deposited with you. One from each side with a representativ of THE TRUTH SEEKER to constitute the judges.
If I lose, the money is to go towa:d the new refuge
for converts. The same amount, if lost by the .other
side, to go to the Montefiore Home for Chrome Invalids. All the other arrange!llents are left to the
option of my ignorant antagomst, Reneg~J,de Frf'shman.
Respectfully yours, etc.,
A. BENJAMIN.
New York, Nov. 9, 1885.

A oth_e.:___J-ew_t_o_r_J_u-st-ice
n

r

FrfYTn. tM San Francisco Jewi•h. Tomes.

•

The Hebrew Standard notices the petition printed by the New
York TnuTH SEEKER, asking for a rl'peal of all laws exempting
church property from taxation, .and the abolishment of other
laws which virtually make a unJO~ ?f church and sMe. The

~~~"\;:rbe\1e!~dfh~~s ;:e~r!~t~~~ea~~ s~b~~~~ t::/~~~~~

should be eradicated from our laws. Let each sact stand upon
its own merits, without any aid, directly or indirectly, from
the states or national government.

. A Western Editor's Opinion.
From the San FranciJco Unive,-se.

THE TnuTH SEEKER iR the able~t Agnostic journal in the
United Statea. It is full of deeply interesting articles,

Re11d it!
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Christian and Chinese Priests Pretty Much
Alike.
Recently the San Francisco correspondent of the

Sar.:ramento Bee interviewed the Chinese secretary of
the Six Companies which import coolies, and the latter's remarks let in considerable light upon John
Chinaman. The Chinese, it seems, are very much
like other people. They come to this country because
"there are as many fools among the Chinese as among
the Americans, and distant hills seem just as green
to them." When the people of China hear of the
high wages paid here, they become wild to get here;
but the secretary said he did not know what would
become of them if any more should be run in by
way of British America, for the country now is full of
unemployed :Mongols.
As to Christianizing the Chinese, the secretary
said it was absurd. They already " hav a good deal
more of religion than is good for them, and are even
more bigoted than the Christians," which, he remarked, is entirely unnecessary. It is true, he admitted, that the Chinese will attend Sunday-schools,
but it is only that they may learn the English Iangnage, that they may get better wages. "You see,"
he said, "a Chinaman who understands English, and
is conversant with European modes of life .can get
more wages than an ignorant coolie, and why should
he not be willing to be taught, when it does not cost
anything, except a small libation to his particular
god to placate his wrath at his servant for having associated with the • foreign devils,' and taking part in
their absurd religion."
The secretary thought it would be a good thing if
the missionaries could convert his people, " not because I think it is any better than the religion of
Buddha, or any other religion, for no one has been
to the other side, and therefore no one knows who is
right, but if the Chinese were Christians it would be
the means of opening up a great field of labor in
China." That is the way this heathen put it.
The superstition of the Chinese, according to him,
is almost unlimited in its degrading depths. There
are many good coal fields in China, and also many
valuable mineral deposits, but the superstition of the
people prevents them from being worked. The
mountains in China are covered with graves, and
should the dead be disturbed, there would be an insurrection, as the people believe that such an action
would result in the damnation of the souls of their
departed. Therefore, no matter how willing the government might be to allow these mines to be worked,
they are not worked for fear of a rebellion.
The practical religious condition of China i!il similar to the condition of the United States, and the
priests of the Flowery Kingdom very closely resemble those of our own land. " I tell you," he said to
the correspondent, "China is a fearfully priestridden
country. The priests are a lazy, selfish, good-fornothing set, and the men do not take much stock in
them, but they hav an awful strong hold on the minds
of the women, and the wives there hav just as much
influence as they hav here. The men don't care to
hav any trouble, so they let them hav their own way."
If that isn't this country right over again, then we
don't understand the status of religion hereabouts.
Men who never go to church, or if they do only as an
escort for the ladies, are the ones who support the
churches. They are induced to do this through the
influence of their wives and daughters. · Returned
missionaries inform the Sunday-schools before :whom
they usually talk, that women in China are of no account, being mere slaves to the men. But if the

secretary of the Six. Oompanies is correct, Chinese
wives lord it over their husbands very much as do
some American wives. This news is encouraging, in
one way, but it is a pity their influence is not used
for a better purpose than to support a lot of non-producing but all-consuming religious parasites. The
same remark will also apply to tb.e Christian wives
of the United States.
Taking the two systems by and large, there seems
to be but little to choose between the superstitions
of the Orient and the Occident. The superior civilization of the latter is due to a sparser populatiQn, a
climate calculated to keep men stirring, a country
embracing all sorts of soil, with the additional advantage of comparativly recent settlement. China is
in that period of decay which comes to all nations as
to manhood.
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illustrations which he has laboriously brought forward, and
has insisted on a prominence for the thought which heretofore
has not been given it. No one can read his attractiv pages
without being convinced that his position is just, and that this
notion of life union was prominently connected with all bloodratified treaties and covenants. That this idea is found in the
atonement by the blood of the Lamb of God is undoubtedly
true, and yet we fear Dr. Trumbull has made a mistake in not
expressing the other and still higher blood-idea connected
with that atonement. In the expiatory offering of the Lamb
of God there is not only a union formed, but also sin punished,
and, while the drinking Christ's blood (John vi, 54) is certainly
union with his life, the shedding Christ's blood is just as cer.
tainly the punishment of sin. Here the blood is not life, but
death. That is, here is not the infusion o£ blood, but the ~tJ'u.
sion of blood. Life is taken away, and not given. The sacrificial system which God enjoined represented both ideas-the
pouring out of the blood for sin, and the participation in the
blood for the union of life; and the former was necessary to
the latter. Without the shedding of blood there was no remis.
sion.n

The American Board of Missions should appropriate
at least a million dollars to civilize Howard
A determined effort is being made in this city to
hav the American Museum of Natural History and Crosby. And a few dollars might ba advantageously
the Metropolitan Museum of Art open their doors to spent·on Dr. Trumbull.
the public on Sunday. The two forces at work for
Good Advice.
this object are the American Secular Union and the
Without
asserting
that the Unitea States ConstiNew York Herald. Last Sunday the Herald began
tution
is,
or
ever
has
been, a faultless document, THE
the agitation by printing a page of opinions from
TRuTH
SEEKER
maintains
that as a code of laws it
eminent and representativ men favorable to the opencomes
nearer
perfection
than
any other chart of goving, and has since kept up the warfare. Previous to
this the American Secular Union prepared a petition ernmental instructions that the world has ever seen.
to the managers of the museums, and Mr. Putnam is And, furthermore, let us say that no clause in that
instrument is more worthy of public attention and
pushing it vigoroUsly. The following is a copy:
strict
obedience on the part of all our citizens than
To MonBIB K. JEssUP, President; HuGH AuoHINoLoss, Secretary; J. PIERPONT MoRGAN, Treasurer; A. S. BwxMoRE, the clause in it which ordains (we are grieved to add,
ann other trustees and managers of the American Musetlm as yet ine:fft,ctually) that " Congress shall make no
of Natural History; and to JoHN TAYLOR JoHNsToN, President; L. P. Dr CEsNoLA, Secretary; H. G. MABQUAND, law respecting an establishment of religion, or forTreasurer, and other trustees and managers of the Metro- bidding the free exercise thereof." Such being our
politan Museum of Art:
We, the undersigned citizens of New York, ask that the opinion, we are glad to reprint the following selecabove-named institutions, under your care, be opened to the tions from a late address of the Evangelical Alliance
public on Sundays, free of charge, for the following reasons: to the Protestants of the state of New York:
1. The city of New York, of which every citizen is a tax"THE FREEDOM OF WORSHIP lliLL.
payer, contributes largely to the support of these institutions; "Those of us who hav watched the progress of this contest
and as most of these citizens can visit them only on a general ~nd taken part in it discovered that the portion of the press
holiday, it is an injustice to these citizens that on the most
controled by the Jesuits with great unanimity declared the
generally observed .of holidays the doors are shut in ~heir bill to be dead, and we suspected that the object of this apfaces.
parently meek and unanimous submission was to throw us off
2. By opening these institutions many people will be.drawn our guard while they continued to wage the battle, Our susto them, acquiring knowledge which will make them better picions were well grounded.
citizens, thereby adding to the welfare of the community and
"The legislature of 1885 is dead, and so is the infamous sothe stability of the republic.
called Freedom of Worship bill. And one more effort of
3. It is the custom of many cities to hav museums, public Jesuitism to destroy our unsectarian institutions is thwarted.
libraries, and institutions of like character open on Sunday, But we would express the conviction, in closing this report,
and we submit that New York should not be backward in a that the Protestantism and the thoughtful citizenship of the
movement that conduces to municipal prosperity, individual state of New York will deserve to be brought into subjection
education, and public morality,
to the papal power if they shall supinely wait until this battle
And for many other reasons that will readily suggest them- is again upon us, while the sleepless enemies of civil and reselva to you.
ligious liberty carry on a continuous and aggressiv warfare.
The HP/l'ald printed the petition last Monday, and
"We ask all loyal citizens to aid in this movement for the
eternal separation of church and state, regardless of party afthe Star of this city indorses it by saying:
"The American Seclll.ar Union (Samuel P. Putnam, secre- filiations. This is a good year for thoughtful men to vote for
tary) is circulating a petition addressed to the trustees and members of the legislature upon conviction, and not upon
managers of the American Museum of Natural History and the party prejudice. The principle we present for your considerMetropolitan Museum of Art, asking that these institutions be ation is the chief one now demanding the conscientious conopened to the public on Sundays free of charge. The peti- sideration of high-minded citizens of the state.
"We appeal to you, the sovereigns, to make your representtioners assign excellent reasons for their request, not the least
cogent among which is the fact that the institutions are largely ativs understand that they are servants, not masters."
supported by the city of New York, while, owing to the presThis is sound doctrin and good advice to all Protent policy of the management, the taxpayers, from whom estants. Under the right of private judgment a
these contributions come, are denied admission to the muse- credal Christian church, capable of coping with the
ums on the only days when many of them could visit them."
papacy, never has been, anc;l never can be, establi~hed.
It is hoped and expected that the other great dailies England, with all its wealth and power most unwill lend their aid. The managers of the institu- scrupulously used, has not in three centuries been
tions will then see that the demand is universal able to institute a uniformity of belief in its section
among New Yorkers, and be forced to yield to public of the British Isles, while it ha_s miserably failed to
opinion. We hope every Freethinker in the ;city establish its state religion in Scotland and Ireland.
will send for a few blank petitions and obtain sig- To suppose that, on equal terms, using the weapons
natures.
of intolerance and persecution, the broken and hickNineteenth Century Barbarism.
ering Protestant churches can vanquish their comThe following paragraph was not scratched in pact and united opponent, the papacy, is the quinhieroglyphic characters on baked mud by a Jewish teasence of folly, and therefore THE ·TRUTH SEEKER
barbarian after he had slaughtered a drove of sheep recognizes the wisdom of the Evangelical Alliance
and spattered their blood on the doorway of his rude because in proposing a new line of operations it virhouse, or slain his daughter as he had vowed to his tually counsels its eoreligionists that the use of those
savage deity that he would do, but by a foremost weapons must now by them be abandoned.
"divine" of New York, a chancellor of a great uniBut there is a way in which Catholicism can be
varsity, a " civilized" Christian of the nineteenth met, and in which it can be conquered here and in
century-Howard Crosby, LL.D. It is all about Dr. Europe. The Church of Rome may be compared
Trumbull's book on "Blood Covenants:"
with those gigantic fern-trees which in an earlier
"In this book on the use of blood to denote union.of life age covered the earth. Like them it has thrived in
Dr. Trumbull has brought out into clear light the habits of
the miasmatic mists of bigotry and superstition, and,
tions most diverse in character, situation, and age. He shows like them, it will cease to flourish when the sun of
that the blood was reckoned as the principle of life, and that science illumins the world, and the pure air of freehence participation in another's blood was the appropriation dom permeates the nations. The deadly animosity
of his life. The insertion of another's blood into the veins, with which it opposes our public school system
the drinking of another's blood, the sprinkling with another's
blood, are all shown to be in accordance with this rQot idea. proves that it knows its true enemy is the enlightenAlthough this thought is not new, yet Dr. Trumbull has ment of the peoples. When to that is added the
clothed it with new interest aud foroe by the vast number of, purified atmosphere of (shall we say) "spiritual" liba

Open the Museums on Sunday.
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erty ordained for all our people in the United States Estimated average"number of inmates, 10, at $110 per annum
Constitution, its power will soon rapidly decline, and
each,
•
•
•
•
its baleful existence here be terminated.
New York Society for the Relief of

Spending Next Year's Cash.
The Board of Estimate and Apportionment of this
city hav made provisions for the running expenses
of the tow.n for next year. Among the amounts appropriated are the following, taken from the Oily
Record, the official paper, of November 12th:
ASYLUMS, REFORMATORIES, AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS.
New York Asylum for Idiots:
(Chapter 739, Laws of 1867.)
·For furnishing clothing jor forty
$980.00
inmates,
88.00
Arrearages of 1884, •
$1,068.00
25,000.00
American Female Guardian Society,
(Sections 194, 210, and 1066,New
York City Consolidation Act of
1882.)
70,000.00
Children's Aid Society, (Section 194, New York City Con·
solidation Act of 1882.)
The Chilordn's Fold of the City of
New York:
(Section 194, New York City
Consolidation" Act of 1882.)
Estimated average number of
16,640.00
children 180 at $2 per week
Foundling ~ylu~ of the Sisters of
Charity:
.
(Section 194, New York C1ty
Consolidation Act of 1882.)
Estimated average number of childre.n, 1,657, at 38 cents per day
each,
•
- $229,825.90
Estimated average number of
homeless or needy mothers nursing their own infants, 93, or $18
20,088.00
per month each,
•
249,913.90
Hebrew Benevolent Society of the
City of New York:
.
(Section 194, New York C1ty
Consolidation Act of 1882.)
Estimated aver!lge number of in·
mates, .545, at $110 per annum
60,000.00
each. say •
•
Hudson River State Hospital:
(Chapter 446, Laws of 1874.) .
Estimated average number of ln·
6,300.00
mates, 26, at $4.50 per week, ~ay
Institution for Improved Instruction
of Deaf Mutes (Protestant.. )
(Chapter 725, Laws of 1867.)
(Chapter 180, Laws of 1870.)
(Chapter 213, Laws of 1875.)
For education and support of 50
county pupils, at $300 ~ach
- $15,000.00
For clothing 25 state pupils, at $30
750.00
each,
15,750.00
New York Institntion for the Blind:
(Section 194, New York City
f~
Consolidation Act of 1882.)
For clothing 175 pupils, at $50
8,750.00
each, estimated.
New York Catholic Protectory:
(Section 194, New York City
Consolidation Act of 1882.)
Estimated average number of inmates, 2.200, at $110 per an242,000~
num each,
Le Couteulx St. Mars's I:nstitution
for the Improved Instruction of
Deaf Mutes:
(Chapter 548;·Laws of 18?1.)
30.00
For clothing one state pupil;
New York Infant Asylum:
.
(Section 194, New York C1ty
Consolidation Act of 1882)
Estimated average number of chil·
dren, 325, at 38 cents per day
·each
•
•
.- $45,077.50
Estima'ted number of obstetrical
6,300.00
cases, 21, at $25 each per month,
Estimated nl1mber of ho111eless
and needy mothers nursing their
own infants, 112, at $18 per
month each,
24,192.00
75,569.50
New York Infirmary for Women and
Children:
(Section 194 New York City Consolidation Act of 1882.)
Estimated number of obstetrical
3,635.00
oases, 145, at $25 each, say,
Estimated average number of
homeless and needy mothers
nursing their own infants, 4, at
865.00
$18 per month each, say, 4,500.00
New York Institute for the Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb:
(Chapter 325, Laws of 1863.)
Chapter 386, Laws of 1864.)
Chapter 725, Laws of 1867.)
Chapter 253, Laws of 1874.)
Chapter 213, Lawfl of 1875.)
For furnishing clothing for 184
state pupils, ·by order of the Superintenilent of public Instruc$5,520.00
tion, at $30 each,
•
For education and support of 36
10,800.00
county pupils, $300 each •
16•320·00
New York Juvenile Asylum:
(Section 194, New York City
Consolidation Act of 1882 )
Estimated average number of inmates, .950, at $110 per annum
104,500.00
each,
Magdalen Female Benevolent Asylum and Home for Fallen Women:
(Section 194, New York City
Consolidatio:Q. Act o£1882.)

!
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Editorial Notes.

THE petition copied by us from the Banner'c>j Light asking
for the repeal of the medical registration law should be held
the Ruptured and Crippled:
by those obtaining signatures until instructions are given
(Section 194, New York City
through the Banner of Light where to s.end them. We made·an
Consolidation Act of 1882.)
error in saying they should be sent to our Spiritual contempoEstimated average number of in.
rary.
mates, 170, at $150 per annum
each, •
•
•
•
•
$25,500.00
THE Advocate and Independent agree, touching the case of
New York State Lunatic Asylum:
Pastor Downs, of Boston, that pending the settlement of
(Chapter 447, Laws of 1874, Title
charges of adultery against ministers of the gospel they should
3, Section 31.)
refrain from preaching. THE TRUTH SEEKER would gladly
Estimated average number of injoin the syndicate of newspapers to agitate that question, only
mates, 5, at $240 per annum
each,
•
•
•
• $1,200.00
the affair looks like a conspiracy to empty most of the Chris325.50
Deficiency of 1884, tianJ>ulpits of our favored land.
1,525.50
Pxous EDITOR STEAD, of the Pall ]fall Gazette, has been senProtestant Episcopal House of
Mercy:
tenced to three months' iJnprisonment. His accomplice in the
(Section 194, New York City
abduction and maltreatment of the girl Armstrong, l\frs. ReConsolidation Act of 1882.)
becca Jarret, received a sentence of six months' imprisonEstimated average number of inment. As Mrs. Jarrett was removed from the court she bemates, 20, at $110 per annum
2,200.00 came hysterical, ·and screamed out, "Thank God, you can't
each,
keep Christ out of the prisoner !" This Stead and his accomNursery and Child's Hospital:
(Section 104, New York ·city
plices are an ornamental lot c;>f Christians.
Consolidation Act of 1882.)
READING, Pa., has a" Home for Widows and Single Women."
Estimated average number of chilIt is proposed to hold a fair for its benefit, on December 1st.
dren, 620, at $10 per month
each, say, • $74,500.00
Everybody in Reading has been asked by the managers to help
Estimated number of (ying.in wothe institution by making the fair remunerativ. There is quite
men, 134, at $5 per week, each,
a large Hebrew population in Reading, and they undertook to
35,500.00
say, 110,000.00 make the fair a success by buying a solid silver tea service
worth $500 to be disposed of in a lottery at the fair. While the
Roman Catholic House of the Good
Sb,epherd:
Hebrew committee was out about the town pressing the claims
(Section 194, New York City Conof tne home they learned something to dampen their enthusolidation Act of 1882.)
siasm. By the terms of the charter of the home, no Israelites,
Estimated average number of inCatholics, or Universalists can ever become inmates. Althmlgh
mate!l, 54, at $110 per annum
6,000.00 the Hebrews never expected that one ef their religion would
each, say, St. Joseph's Institution for the Imneed the charity of the home, they thought that such a strict
proved Instruction of Deaf Mutes:
sectarianism should hardly ask for the money of those de(Chapter 213, Laws of 1875.)
barred from receiving its hospitalities, and accordingly they
(Chapter 378, Laws of 1877.)
returned w;hat money they had collected, and will let the fair
For education and support .of 60
depend for its success on the Christians. If it shall teach the
county pupils, at $300 each per
followers of the meek and lowly one to be a little broader in
annum,
- $18,000.00
For clothing of 61 state pupils, at
their work, the lesson will not be without its worth.
1,830.00
$30 each, •
THE "Life of William Lloyd Garrison" is now being pub19,830.00
lished by his children. Two volumes are out, in one of which
State Asylum for Insane Criminals
at Auburn:
appears the following account of Mr. Garison's first public ap(Chapter 446, Title 1, Article 2,
pearance in Boston. During the first nijsht after his anival in
Section 22, Laws of 1874.)
Boston Mr. Wm. Lloyd Garrison vainly endeavored to pro(Chapter 574, Laws of 1875 )
cure, without cost, a place in which to deliver his lectures,
Estimated average number of inand he finally sent this advertisment to the OuU7 i£r:
mates, 7, at $208 each per annum $1,456.00
175.00
Clothing, $25 each,
"WANTED: For this evening, a hall or meeting-house (the
1,631,00 latter preferred) in which to vindicate the righb1 of two millions of American citizens who are groaning in servile chuius in
The Shepherd's Fold of the Protesthis boasted land of liberty; and also to propose just, benevtant Episcopal Church in the state
5,000.00 olent, and Constitutional measures for their rtlid. As
of New York:
the addresses will be gratuitous, and as the cause is of public
(Section 1\14, New York Consolbenefit, I cannot consent to remunerate any society for the
idation Act of 1882.)
use of its building. If this application fails, I propose to adState Homeopathic Asylum for the
dress the citizens of Boston in the open air or on the comInsane:
mon.
WM. LLOYD GARRISON.
(Chapter 446, Laws of 1874:
"No. 30 li'edtralslreet, Oct. 11, 1830."
Estimated average number of inmates, 11, at $3.75 per week each $2,145.00
This appeal was quickly answered, but not by any of the
For clothing and other expenses,
Christian ministers or churches of Boston. It was left for a
330.00
$30 each, 2,475.00 society of avowed " Infidels" to save the city from the shame
of sealing all its doors against the slave's advocate, and to offer
Five Points House of Industry:
him their hall for his three lectures, although as a body, a"nd
(Section 194, New York City Consolidation Act of 1882.)
individually, they had no personal acquaintance with him.
Number of inmates, 200, at $52
Two days latter the papers announced that Mr. Garrison
10,400.00
each per annum,
would deliver his first lecture on Friday evening, October.
Association for Befriending Children
15th, in Julian Hall at the northwest corner of Milk and Conand Young Girls:
gress streets. Julian Hall was the ·one occupied by Abner
(Section 194, New York City Consolidation Act of 1882)
Kneeland. There, says Mr. Seaver, he held his meetings, and
Estimated number of inmates, 230,
there, in an Infidel hall, when no Christian church of any
$12,000.00 kind would open its door to Mr. Garrison, he delivered hill
at $1 per week each, say, $1,094,002.90 first antislavery lecture in Boston. His exclusion by minisadds Mr. Seaver, though bigoted, was characteristic, for
Some of the above-named societies are worthy in- ters,
they are never found in the front rank of any reform, but
stitutions, though unconstitutionally Christian in when it becomes popular, they claim to hav been the authors
of it ! All ministers are great friends of Mr. Garrioon w w I
1,100.00

their character and managament; but the most of
the nearly eleven hundred thousand dollars goes as
subsidies to sectarian institutions over which the
state has no control, they being managed by
churches. Under secular names, and ostensibly for
humanitarian purposes, the various sects are consuming an enormous amount of the people's money.
The bulk is consumed by the Roman Catholics. The
Foundling Asylum of the "Sisters of Charity" gets
a quarter of a million-the New York Catholic Protectory nearly as much more. In both of these institutions the city is paying more for the support of
children committed to them than it would cost in
houses managed by the city; and, in addition, is
paying to hav them educated in a religion which not
only does not poEsess the negativ virtue of restraining from crime, but does possess the positiv vioe of
having been the perpetrator of more cruelty and
crime than any other on the face of the eart.h.
It needs no words to Freethinkers to show the evil
in the principle of the state subsidizing private institutions. We hope, however, that the foregoing
figures may open the eyes of a few Protestants to the
wrong they are doing in permitting public money to
be thus used.

FIFTY·FlVE of tb,e aged sailors who hav got their anchors
down in the Snug Harbor at New Brighton, St~J.ten Island, hav
signed the petition to the legislature for repealing the laws
subsidizing the church. This is a large proportion of the entire population of the Harbor,

Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. PuTNAM will lecture next Sunday (the 22d) at Vineland, N.J.
THE N. D. C. has established a free reading-room at 718
'Vashington street, Boston, open from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. except
Sundays. A large number of journals are upon the tables,
the use of which is freely tendered to the public. J. A. Bliss
is the moving spirit in the enterprise.
E. C. WALKER lectured at Burlington, Iowa, Nov. 11th.
During the remainder of this month and the first part of December he desires engagements in western Iowa and northern
Missouri, while the rest of the winter and the early spring he
wishes to spend in southern Missouri. Arkansas, Rncl Texas.
For ternis, dates, etc., address him at Valley F ..lls, Kan.
W. F. JAMIESON, 11t the conclusion of his second course of
lectures in Savannah, Mo., gave three lectures in Leon, Iowa.
He is now on his way to Kansas; has engaged to dfbate four
nights in Savannah, Mo., with Elder J. yr. Dam.on, Nov. 17th,
18th 19th and 20th and will lecture lD Mornll, K1•n., Nov.
24th: 25th; and 26th. ' Address him at the latter naru ed !Jlace.
THE Spiritualists and Liberalists State Association of Michigan held their semi-annual meeting at Saranac on Saturday
and Sunday, Oct. 1st and Nov. 1st. J. H. Burnham, Mrs. H.
S. Lake, Bishop Beals and M. Babcock were the _speuk.rs.
Also good readings and recitations b:v oth~rs. l'rll~SIC by Professor Beals and the Misses Shaw. Notw1thstandwg the bad
weather the meeting was voted a success.
THE Dunn Co. (Wis.) Neu;s, referring to the course of lectures recently delivered in Menomonie by J. E. Remsbnrv,
sayE: "Mr. Remsburg is a logical and convincing speaker, anti
tLe lectures were scholarly productions of unusual merit.. Hi.;
lecture on 'Sabbath-Breaking,' in particular, was an bbL;
effort and pronounced by com patent judges to be a mo-t
thoro~gh II.Jld exhaustiv review of the Sunday question."
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STEUBENVILLE, 0., Oct. 29, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I wa~J~il' to say a few words in regard to our
Convention at Cleveland. It was mentioned or recommended
in the secretary's report, I think~ that annual members should
be eligible as delegates, and the price of life membership
should be reduced to $12.00. Neither of the propositions was
acted upon to my recollection. I think they both should hav
been. Situated as I am where there is no League, and scarcely
another outspoken Infidel, as an annual member l"~hould be
a mere cipher without any representation, and no voice in a
convention. I hope the executiv committee, if they J;lav the
power, will adopt both suggestions at once.
Another thing which I think would add to the attendan<Je
and the interest of the conventions would be to giv all annual
members a voice on all questions to be decided there. They
feel as much interest as any who hav the advantage of living
where a League can be formed. And they feel very flat attending a convention where they hav no more to say or do than a
disinterested Christian. I know I had that feeling myself at
Cleveland, though there was "not one there more interested
than myself. For full fifty years I hav been looking forward
to the day when Freethinkers would be organized as solid as
the churches, for, until they are, they can never expect to
battle with error and superstition on equal terms; so I hope in
future conventions all members of the Secular Union will be
called, and hav a voice in the Conveution. I believe the attendance would be five times as large. It might do for the
different Leagues to send delegates, either their officers or
others, and they might hav the first right to sit on the different
committees, with a few earnest annual members added to their
number. I should like to hear the views of others on this
matter, and if there is no serious obstacle, I hope to see the
plan adopted for future conventions.
I subscribed on the paper carried round at the Convention
four dollars, which I inclose in a postal note, though I see in
the list published in THE TRUTH SEEKER you credit it to James
Downes, which is not my name. I will send a dollar for
annual membership before long. I would like a few Truth
Seeker Tracts for that purpose to distribute myself, to do what
I can for the only cause that will eventually emancipate mankind from the power of the priests.
JoHN DowNES.

speaking as if I attended solely to be heard on dress, and
sought conspicuous place, both implications unfounded. I
am as anxious for the Secular cause as for the sanitary touching failing humanity. My respectful, rectifying reply, about
a column in length, was decline\1, avowedly for ·exceeding
about a dozen lines. I sent stamp for its return, and waste
basket had lost it. The.usefulneBB of a book or its author depends, not on an individual opinion; but to show that I adhere
to defense of truth and right is worth these few lines, and
their space in a fair paper.
M. E. Trr.!.oTSON.
ToRONTo, CAN , Oct. 29, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is a letter that largely speaks for
Freethought in Canada. There are thousands of Freethinkers
with money and social position here who would gladly see the
old theologies replaced by scientific and intelligent Freethough~ but who are afraid to come boldly out to fight its
battles. You will see by the inclosed letter that there are
numbers of others, too limited in their incomes to provide the
sinews of war, but who possess the right material to secure
the progress of humanity in its religious phases as well as in
all otller things.
Feeling myself convinced of this, I see but two ways of
effectivly reaching this advanced but somewhat cowardly constituency. 1. By well-paid and. efficiently-educated lecturers;
these would draw out the moneyed class of Freethinkers,
whilst (2) the Telilt of Brother Reynolds would certainly hive
the multitude, and thus would the gospel of truth reach in an
effectual manner old and young, the moneyed and moneyless
multitude.
Yours fraternally,
J. lcK EvANS.
THE INCLOSED LETTER.
" ST. CATHERINE's, ONT.; Oct. 23, 1885.
"J. lcK EvANS, Dear Sir: We would like some Liberal lectures delivered here, but cannot secure a proper hall, short of
the Academy of Music, the rent of which is too much for the
size of our purses. The most of our citizens are fearful of
Infidel lecturers, and do all they can to thwart our having
any. We do not propose to be compelled by them to take an
ordinary hall to be sneered at afterwards, therefore we hav
had none as yet. We are on the watch to secure a fit and
proper place for holding such lectures, and when we do we
shall collect our forces, although small, and giv them battle.
I wish Reynolds would pitch his tent here for three or four
weeks.
"I am much obliged to you for informing ns of the opportunity of securing so able a lecturer as Mrs. Krekel.
"Yours fraternally,
C. B. THOMPSON."

church has had me within its grasp ever since I was born, and
earnestly d,id I seek its ChriBtianizing influences from every
source, and I stand as an honest man to-day-at least, so far
as church people are concerned. They hav, all that know
me, given me their assurance I am an honest man. But they
carmot accept me as a Christian. Therefore I cannot accept
them as representativs of true Christianity, as Christ said;
"Not everyone that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter the
kingdom of heaven, but he that doeth the will of my father
which is in heaven." All these beautiful, love;inspiring sentences, from whatever source they hav come, I shall forever
bold dear to my heart, as the essential knowledge to be gained
for the ggod of the people of this world and for that which is
to come. If an honest and just God does condemn me for
these honest convictions, I must be condemned. At the same
time I will remain the friend of the people of this world, re' CHARLES BACH.
gardless of all others.
NAPA CITY, CAL., Oct. 3, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I take this opportunity to congratulate you on
the excellent management of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. I
bad not had the pleasure of perusing it for about three
months previous to the one I received of date September 19th,
which I find fully up to the old mR.rk, or, if any different, a
little better than of yore. Napa Valley is one of the finest
agricultural valleys in this state. It is largely devoted to
fruit, especially grapes, of which it has some of the finest Yinyards in the state, and it is claimed that. the wine product is
equal in richness and flavor to the best product of the world.
FRED. RoBINSON.

PAssAic, N. J., Oct. 11, 1885.
MB. EDITOR: ANNuAL to hand. Thanks. I am pleased
with it.
I hav watched your paper closely now for over twelve·
months, and although you call your paper "Liberal, ' and endeavor to collect all under your banner but dogmatic Chri~
tians, I think no man who reads your paper appreciativly is
anything else than a Freethinker .. No other name will do for
your readers, and you must not hav any political aims or ends
in view to induce any but genuin Freethinkers to join your
Liberalism. Better leave the word out; be destructiv Infidels,
you hav work enough to do. The work of destruction is the
work of construction. It can't be otherwise. No nian would
ever bPcome Infidel until he believes by compal'ison it is better. You will never make people understand what you mean
NEW YoBK, Oct. 26, 1885.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Nov: 7, 1885.
by Liberalism. You are always writing it. Freethought
MR. EDITOR: George Wilson, of Lexington, Mo., in THE
MR. EDITOR: Looking over the columns of your ever-inter- would be implied at a glance. The Sun's ridicule is bosh. I
TRUTH SEEKER of October 3d, draws comparisons between the eating paper this week, I am much pleased with the report hate-oh, I fear-Chris!.ianity ! There may be martyrdom yet.
former chattel slavery of the Southern states and the wage given of the Charter Celebration of Friendship Liberal League I'll glory in it, but I won't turn t'other cheek.
slavery of the Northern states at the present day, and alludes of Philadelphia.
Sincerely yours,
T. D. HATFIELD.
to their relation to licentiousness and the consequences accruPermit me to say a word of how the work continues among
HoRNITAB, CAL., Oct. 14, 1885.
ing therefrom. He is much shocked at the stifling of children us in this vicinity. On Sunday last, the 1st instant, we had
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10 to be applied as folin embryo or drowning them immediately after birth, which with us Charles Watts, vice-president of the American Secuhe claims is the custom at the North, and this is a fact no one lar Union, upon which occasion the League thought fit to lows: $5 to League Fund, $4 to Tent, and one to Bruno
will deny. But, to our mind, under the present condition of secure a larger hall than we had heretofore been accustomed statue. I hope Mr. Reynolds will be kept at work during the
the wage slave, this is the best part of the whole business, and to hold lectures in, and notwithstanding the fact that the hall winter, and take to the Tent when spring opens. Our town is
there is maodlinness connected with Mr. Wilson's sympathy was much larger, on Sunilay evening many who sought admis- small, with a mixed population; at least three-fourths of the
indicating he was not born to poverty. Bless your honest .sion could not find standing-room within its walls; and to ac- males are Freethinkers. We hav but one church here
heart, Mr. Wilson, no one but the politician, the banker, the commodate those who were disappointed on Sunday, as well (Catholic), which is supported by women and children principriest, the lawyer, or an idiot (those classes who prey upon as to giv an opportunity to those who were seeking more light pally. We hav our own Jesus Christ or agent of God here.
society) claims the wage-slave of the North is as well-condi- upon the subject of Secularism, Mr. Watts was prevailed upon I hav known him for over thirty years; am on friendly term!l
tioned as the former chattel slave of the South. Would the to remain with us and deliver on Monday night his great lect- with him, therefore I feel perfectly safe as to the hereafter.
'Ilegro hav lived on the first floor from the top of a six-story ure, entitled" Secularism, Constructiv and Destructiv," which, Please send me "Bible Myths" and charge to my account. Of
house, which, when on fire (if it did not tumble down before with the admission fee at the door, and Mr. Watts's logic and the few subscribers that I hav procured for you, two hav died
the first catastrophe), he would hav his choice-fall back in eloquence upon the platform, proved botll a financial success recently. I will try and replace their names with others this
winter. With best wishes for the cause, I remain
the flames or jump on the pavements? Could you hav shut and an intellectual treat.
-Fraternally yours,
RALPH W. BA.l!CBOll'T.
him up in a cotton mill with a thousand of his fellows where
On Sunday next we shall hav with us Professor Atkinson, of
he couldn't see from dust or hear from noise? Was he frozen this city, who will deliver a lecture on the subject of "Evoluto death in winter from cold, or suffocated in summer from tion," illustrated by the aid of the stereoscope, which lecture
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Oct. 11, 285.
heat and bad air?
• will be the second in a course to be delivered before the League
MR. EmroB: I could not refrain from writing to say that I
He might occasionally change masters, sometimes for the this fall and winter by the same gentleman. Professor Atkin- heartily indorse the sentiments as expressed by J. D Jeffers
worse, oftener for the better. This change must hav been son is a thorough g6ntleman, scholar, and scientist, and his in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 21!th upon the subject of Propleasing to his fickle nature, but he never knew the meaning lectures will add greatly to the interest of Liberalism in this hibition.
of the word eviction-a word which makes strong men trem- community. We hope soon to hav Mr. Putnam and other laI fail to see how any who think they hav been able by the
ble and mothers clasp their babes in New York. In sickness borers in the field with us who hav done us good service in light of Freethought to extricate th-emselvs from the vise-like
he was not sent to the dispensary to be experimented upon. the past, as well as some of those bright stars revolving in the grasp of fanaticism can look upon that subject in any other
When out of work he was fed like a surface-car horse; in this intellectual firmament of Liberalism whof!e glory as yet we hav light, for the wolfish tail of orthodoxy can be plainly seen
particular the horse of the North is protected. The workman never seen. And now, before I close, I ought to say that the hanging below the sheepskin garment of Prohibition.
has no such protection. "If I had time I woald like to write principal success of our lectures in the past is due to the unSome Freethinkers seem to hav an idea that in order to be
a book under the title, ' The Epitaph of African Slavery in tiring efforts of our faithful secretary, Geo. Longford, whose consistent Freethinkers it is necessary to embrace all the isms
the United States,'" you say. Well, we trust you will not write only compensation has been the satisfaction to know and feel .of the day. We must be Greenbackers or hard-money men,
a book about the debris of the past. Grant's book ought to his labors hav been rewarded in the advancement of our cause. free-traders or go in for high tariff; we must be Spiritualists,
May the success which attends us here be the elfperience of Socialists, Prohibitionists-in fact, any other ism that. any
suffice for this generation; but if you can get time to write
about the present condiLion of the ninety and nine hewers of every League throughout the Union is the earnest desire of half-crazy fanatic may try to force upon us. The latest craze
W. SEYMOUR,
wood to the one that neither toils nor spins I will be pleased your humble correspondent,
advanced is that it is not even necessary to be respectable.
to read it. Thousands of children are taken from poor paPresident Pennsylvania State Liberal League.
Says one: "When any body of men become respectable they
rents in New York, their names changed so that brother and
are doomed and damned." Great gods, how we suffer! I besister lose their identity, and sent West. Under this system
lieve that a person can help the cause of temperance without
GRAND RAPIDs, MrcH., Oct. 17, 1885.
there must occur intermarriages of brothers and sisters in the
MR. EDITOR: I will write a few lines on my own thoughts in working with the church and God-in-the-Oon~titution party
future. Does this shock your feelings? What sustains the regard to religion and its bearing on things in this world. I in favor of prohibition. I claim that intemperance, with all '
masses in endming this inhumanity? Superstition-the story hav lived in this world fifty-nine years. During this time I of its attendant horrors, is not half as bad as the slavish exactof Dives and Lazarus, when they in their turn can gloat over hav been under Christianity and its teachings UDtil about one menta and intolerance of the church or any other superstitious
suffaring. In our intercourse with the suffering poor of New year ago. I hav attended church a great many times on Sun- and fanatical society.
L. L. NoRTHUP, Materialist.
York and New England (and we are one of them) wo can cite day. With all the teachings that an honest mind was capable
individual cases, the outgrowth of poverty, which is the out- of receiving, I must conclude I cannot receive them as what
JERSEY CITY, N. J., Nov. 10, 1885.
growth of the church and- capital combined, that would sink they are represented to be. If the churches and their teachMB. EDITOR: Some time ago a young man came to me askto the shades the most vivid descriptions of "Uncle Tom's ings are so powerless to convert the people, do they not show ing for aid. He had been selected for leader at a Saturday
Cabin."
their utter inability to meet the demands of the people of this night Bible-reading, and was unprepared. I wrote him the
In conclusion, let us drop the past, and turn our attention world or in the future? I think I am speaking the truth when following, and, to my surprise, he read it to a class of twenty,
to the cause of poverty, and remove the cause. Until then I say that the churches do not add to ti.Jeir numbers, the Oath- without anyone catching on. How is that for Bible students?
the mother that stifles her child confers a blessing on her off- olic church excepted, more than from six to ten members anYours,
E. M. DEWEY.
spl'ing.
GEo. M. DAVENPORT.
nually each. This is a drop in the bucket compared to the
"THE AID OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.
numbe~ of c_~dren born in t~e world. I th!-nk when I co~"• Howbeit when he the spirit of truth is cd'lne, he will
VINELAND, N. J., Nov. 1. 1885.
pare thrs rehgron to the teachings of Secularrsm, the latfer. rs guide you into all truth, for he shall not speak of himself,
MR. EDITOR: The Freethinkers' Magazine for September, on far more powerful to meet the wants of the people, as we but whatsoever he shall hear that shall he speak, and he will
. . . .
233d p .. ge, givs the title of my book, "History of Woman's shall demonstrate to the people of Gr .. nd Rapids when Mr. sh?.w you things to come' (John, xvi, ?>·
. These. words were spoken by Cbr1st to h1s ~1s01ples JUSt
Costume Reform;'' says it is what the title implies, and in Remsburg comes next week. I will venture to say that the
.
.
.
.
lpr10r to h1s final departure for hom.e. No meanmg was con• ·;;pelting reform style;" describes no further, but giYs a hall wlll be filled to overfiowmg w1Lh real 1_1ve, ~arnest truth veyed by them, however, until they were explained in plainer
co," mn of confessions of lack of strength to welcome me to seekers that must eventually fill the world w1th higher and lof- language, and they were never verified. The Holy Ghost nt>ver
~.:orn ~ntions in "short dress," which is termed "gorgeous," tier ideas than all the religiollll of the world afiord to-day, The spoke of things seen or heard, and things to come were never

a
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show~ by him.

As an aid, ther~fore, I turn to other passages

of sonpture and as~ your attention meanwhile. We find by
reference to Mat. 1; 18-20, that the Holy Spirit was an aid
(strongly s_o) t? Je;ms in his advent into the-world, and withOll;t such rud his. m~raculous adven~ could not hav been accomphshed. As this I~ the first mention of the Holy Spirit, great
stress should be.laid upon the manner of his introduction to
the .world, and his abilities as an aid in such cases fully reoogmzed.
. " In ~he thir.d chapter, eleventh verse, he is found as an aid
m baptism, eVIdently used as fire-proof material for to quote
t~e word~, ' he sh~ll baptize you with the Holy Ghost and
Wl~h fire. As an .aid to the childless, we refer to the case of
El~;Za.beth, found m the first chapter of Luke. As an aid in
trrunmg doves, we hav only to look to Luke iii 22 to find a
very successful account of homing pigeons; • The Holy
~host ~ascended in the_fo~m of a dove.' The time of descent
IS not .given, thl!s estabhshmg no record, but that an impetus
w~s giVen to this sport by the aid of the Holy Ghost no one
will deny.
" As an aid to priests, iio one can calculate his worth.
They hav both cheated and robbed the millions that hav
peopled the .ear~h throl!gh ignorance and superstition,
cheated of their nght to hv free- and untrammeled lives and
robbed of th~ir-reason through the implanting of fear. '
".constantme the Great was ~de~ by him, through his comfortmg assurance, to murder biB wife and different members
of his family. The aid of the Holy Spirit to the Inquisition
can never be computed and should never be forgotten. Witho~t its aid, Galileo, though an old man of seventy years,
might hav benefited the world more than he did and Bruno
instead of feeding the flames in Rome for th~ amusement
of priests, might hav died teaching the whole world. John
Calvin, too, might hav allowed Servetus to differ with him on
the point of infant damnation, but with the aid of the Holy
Spirit he burnt him at the stake.
"Much more might be said, but time forbids. Search well
;rour Bibles, s~udy history,,learn what is meant by every mythIC~l.term used, and you will no longer need the aid of any
sptnt s"ave that one that should dwell with us all-the spirit
of humanity."

before. I hav bought the National Hotel of Mr. Walser, and
shall be glad to welcome all Freethinkers that will want to see
the town, and convince themselvs as I did that the town and
its institutions are an honor to the peopl~ of Liberal and a
long step in advance for Freethought.
'
Hoping that the Liberal industrial school will be located
there, and that every Freethinker will work to that end I remain yours for liberty or death,
P. J. UMB~TE.
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ity awakened by all these means was to be gratified without
expense to the poor sinner. The stores were closed, and over
$700 expended.
Moody orune _and Sankey later. Our Opera House will comfortably seat 1,200; by squeezing and temporary arrangements, room for 300 more was made. 1lh "overflow" l.!leetings were small on one or two occasions, and of little or no interest. Standing-room was always to be had in the Opera
House. Our city has a population of 20,000, and the surBROOKLYN, N. Y., Nov. 5, 1885.
rounding county about as many more. All-this fuss and feath·
. M~. EDITOR: A correspondent, in ya,ur issue of Oct. 17th, ers resulted in some 2,000 persons availing themselvs of the
mqmres: "Cannot something be done to prevent men and inestimable privilege of listening to Moody and Sankey. I think
women murdering their own children in the North?"
most people were pleased with Mr. Sankey's singing, and quite
That being a problem of greater depth and magnitude· than a little perplexed as well. There is no certainty that he sings
a sane man should undertake to solve, I shall simply offer any particular song quite as anyone would hope or expect to
some. facts and suggestions that should possibly help to
hear it sung. Perhaps the novelties introduced in the pieces
solution.
as rendered by him are not tl:ie least taking part of the perIt is stated as a historical Aaot that the people of Peru formance.
when discovered by Europeans, w.ere found to hav devised
Mr. Moody!s preaching, if it may be called preaching, is a
and established a civilization on the basis of state community deep disappointment to most of us. Disregard for the king's
of wealth. The government was the sole business agent of English, both as to the oonst;:uotion of sentences, and as to
the people and !)ustodian of their goods. The result appears the pronunciation of words, when long persisted in, becomes
to hav been, that in years of plenty there was no waste-in painful to the listener.
years of scarcity there was no want. Every family had their
Mr. Moody's theolo!D', as a .general thing, belongs to the
own domicil, and it was abundantly supplied with all things dark ages of ttre history of civilization. He can tell exactly
needful tha~ the country produced or could be procured. what God thinks or wishes at any particular moment, and on
Every man hterally sat under his own vine and his own fig- every given subject; and still he has a redeeming feature. If
tree, and none molested nor made afraid. If a bachelor at we are to giv the devil his due, we ought certainly to do as
thirty years of age had not found a wife, the government much for Mr. Moody, and I, for one, wish to giv him credit for
would find one for him and set them up in the house-keeping representing God as a kind-hearted gentlem11.n in his more
business like all respectable people. There being no incentiv recent dealings with the children of men. I shl\11 be better
to orir:ne of any kind, nor allurement to vice, no crime was understood if I say that in his sermon on God's love he givs
committed nor vice practiced. This people appear to hav had God a much better character than is generally written out for
but little concern about science and religion, beyond the re- him by the average theologian. Mr. Moody's God has learned
quirements of practical every-day life, wherefore they were much of Colonel Ingersoll as to how to beh11.ve himself toward
supposed to be heathen,. and became the victims of Christian misgJ.Iided and suffering humanity. But if we stop here or
SNOWVILLE, VA., Nov. 1, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The more I write the more I notice how dif- vandl!Jism. Nevertheless, they had a civilization that was bet- make too much of this idea we will wholly misconceive the
ferently words sound to others from what you mean them to. ter adapted to intelligent human aspirations and social require- Moodian theology.
I. did not at all intend to hint that Mrs. Scovell purposely ments than our science, divine revelation, and boasted superior
Mr. Jl.ioody has no conception of what is meant by nature's
gleaneQ. my character from· my letters. I only said it seemed intelligence hav enabled us to devise and establish.
modes of action, or what we call a law of nature. He conMaking government the business agent of the people and tinually impreSSI'S one with the idea that swearing (profanity)
so to me. It seemed more in unison with what I understand
of nature and her laws that some thought or mode of expres- custodian of their goods, should enable a:ad logically require may result in a severe attack of the gout, or that a simple
sion in my letter convinced her, in spite of herself, that I was it to provide an abundance of all things needful to every man, healthful amusement (l:!abbath-breaking) might result in
really honest and earnest in my search for troth and fact. We woman, and child within its jurisdiction. Its doing so should thousands of oases of small-pox, or probably set an old exhardly realize how we get our ideas and opinions. Some come satisfy all reasonable requirements of the governed, and no tinct volcano again in aotiv eruption. He is void of any
upon us like inspiration, and others we mine out by slow and government should reasonably object to assuming the respon- ~tdequate idea of the eternal continuity of cause and effect.
sibility, for there can be no reasonable cause for hostility be- Here is a spacimen of his teachings clipped from the report
laborious study.
As to slate-writing, I said I was puzzled by one experience tween government and people on that question of its doing so. of his sermons in one of our local papers:
as to how it was done. But it was one of Truesdell's own ef- For such arrangement should be acceptable to those who de"The scoffers won't believe that Balaam's ass spoke, and
forts .that he did not explain. It was done on my tied-up sire that all shall be alike free from the domination of private one modern critic says he exl\mined an ass's mouth and found
slates. He held them under the table. Only a word or two monopoly of wealth, and objectionable only to those who de- that it was a physical impossibility for an ass to talk! How
were written, and those poorly done and near the edge of the sire to wield the power that private monopoly of wealth con- stupid! If God made the ass, could he not make him talk?
This is the stuff that our modern philosophers deal out to us.
slate. Probably he forced a thin pencil between the frames, fers, regardless of the evil that grows out of it. Ro long as the They cannot believe the Old Testament, they say, but they can
and did it in that way. I saw only one slate-writing before I influence of the last named party is in the ascendant, nothing go the New Testament. Why, there are two hundred qnotagot to Truesdell's, and that was done by a pupil of his, Joe can be done that will prevent vice and crime at the North or t.ions in Revelations taken direct from the Old Test>tmAnt.
They don't believe in supernatural things, they say. If they
Caffray. Truesdell had explained how Joe would do the trick, elsewhere.
It appears that the law of our being has made man the su- don't, how are they to believe in Genesis and in Exodus, the
so I was forewarned. I marked my slates on the frames, and
plagues, and the opening of the l'ted Sea? God is doing superthe ones that had the m.essages on were not marked. So, of preme ruler on this planet, and left him to work out his destiny natural things nowadays. We must believe in him. We must
to
his
own
good
will
and
pleasure.
He
has
made
according
course, Joe had changed the slates.
not bring him down to our puny reason-we must believe his
As to my using Quaker languag_e, I use " thee" and " thy " such a botch of the job that he is evidently ashamed of H, and word. If you do not understand part~ of it, believe it. If I
and "thine" to designate a single person, "you," "your," would fain shift the responsibility upon an imaginary devil. wanted to floor an Infidel, I would confront him wit.h the
and " yours" being plural and meaning more than one. I But I will take the liberty to suggest that the instinct of self- prophecies. Over two hundred of them hav been fulfilled.
Skeptics hav been trying for the past six thousRnd years to
know that Quakers nse them ungrammatically, but they all preservation is common to all animate nature, and is a neces- destroy God's word, but they can't do it. More Bibles were
sary
incentiv
to
the
preservation
of
life
and
procurement
of
use it alike, and precisely as I do, while in Ann Lee's letter,
printed in the past seven yearR than in all time before. It is ·
as well as others frJm spirits(?), they are mismatched. In the means of living. Man has made exolusiv ownership the printed in two hundred and fifty languages, and distributed
Ann's letter she says "thee hast," while it should be "thee only condition on which the means of living shall be procur- to the far ends of the earth. 'Heaven and earth shall pass
away, but my word shall not pass away.' Read the Biblehas," or "thou hast." She says "thee wouldst," while a able, and that being the basis of private monopoly, he has every page of it-not with a penknife in hand to cut out what
Quaker would aay "thou wouldst," or "thee would." !.write virtually made private monopoly of wealth an absolute neqes- 'you do not understand. Believe it-every word of it."
Quaker style from habit, ai'.d because it seems to bring one sity for self-preservation, and has vainly endeavored to modify
How twenty of our educated and cultured clergymen can
nearer to a friend or correspondent. There is no religion in it, the effect without removing the cause. When we look upon listen to such words without making such vigorous protests as
his
efforts,
and
upon
what
they
hav
effected,
we
shall
find
that
only old-time associations- the love of father, mother,
would certainly hav broken up the meetings, is more than any
brothers, sisters, and other relativs, all of whom used and the mountain has labored and brought forth a contemptibly mere citizen of the world can comprehend. That one should
diminutiv mouse.
J. A. TuTTLE.
loved' it. I think Sallie will now understand how this is.
teach folly and the explanations of ignorance, that stupidity
I hav no objection to being "talked at." I rather like .it.
may be lnred into the" fold of God," and intelligence necesSALINA, KAN., Nov. 10, 1885.
Only I don't want to be misunderstood, hence the explanasarily driven afar off, seems, to say the least, extremely bad
MR. EDITOR: I consider the proposed illustration of the old policy. This, however, is the result to be expected when
ion. If I see no proof of spirits, I am none the less ready to
do full justice to those who think they do see it. But if I can TRUTH SEEKER as a gl'eat means of propaganda both for the ignorance opens its mouth, and only that runs out which God
find natural causes for what is, I am bound to do so. There- paper and the principles, and I pledge to take two copies is supposed to be pushing into the back of the neck.
fore I felt it only right to say that, to my mind, Mrs. Sovell's when it shall be illustrated.
LIDERTA.
Yours for pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Jos. HENRY.
opinion was gleaned from my letters, and not from spirits.
That she believes differently I willingly concede; but as to
MILWAUKEE, Nov., 188n.
which is right, each reader must decide for himself till induPouGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., Oct. 31, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I trust you will accord me the pleas11re of
bitable proof settles it for ns all.
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
MR. EDITOR: Dear Brother Moody has been with us for expressing my high rppreoiation of one of the most profound,
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
two days. ·He had immense meetings, and it would, perhaps, elaborate, concise, comprehensiv, and analytical Iect11res on
As some of my Spiritualistic opponents, failing to produce be interesting to THE TRUTH BEEKER readers to hav a short de- the Bible that it was ever my province to listen to smce Adam
the effect they anticipated by argument, hav now turned to ecription of the means taken to secure attendance at the Moody and Eve devoured the fatal apple in the Garden of Eden, de.
vituperation and attacks upon my personal character, and hav and Sankey meetings.
livered before the Liberal League in Milwaukee, Sunday evenFully two weeks before they (Moody and Sankey) were to ing, Nov. 1st, by Mrs. A.M. Freeman, of Chicago, III.; subject,
taken the advantage of type errors and standing notices in a
few old advertisments, containing appeals for Tuttle and appear in our midst, their probable attendance in our locality "Something I do Not Understand." She treated its historical
Broom, as well as dead papers, to say I am using these as a was shouted from the house-tops. Then at once extensiv incongruity and multifarious contradiction in the light of
means of collecting money for my own use, I will hereby say plans were adopted to prepare the community to receive them. science, showing conclusivly by scientific demonstrations the
that, being perfectly honest myself, I had never imagined any The Opera House was engaged for six nights, two for Moody irrational and delnsiv idea and doctrin held by the orthodox
snoh misconstruction being put upon the errors or the "ads." anti Sankey, and fonr succeeding for revival meetings, at an church of its infallibility and of its divine origin. Her arguI simply let them stand so as to save trouble for printers, who expense of $300. Three thousand copies of the Moody and ment on this vital 11nd most i:nportant question was forcible,
always dislike corrections and amendments. My friends all Sankey hymn books were ordered. A choir of one hundred logical, lucid, and, I believe, incontrovertible. Mrs. Freeman is
know Tuttle and Broom are dead, and they also know how and fifty persons were at once pot in training called the a fluent and brilliant speaker, and her oratoric·ll eloquence is
difficult it is to hav "ads" changed, and that they may run on "Moody Choir." Union meetings were held every evening perfectly entranCing. She must be heard to be appreci,ltecl. As
for a year unaltered. I will merely say that I receive no per- and many afternoons for two weeks to get up steam, zeal, or a scientific lecturer I believe abe stands second to none. If ohe
sonal income from names of dead men or dead papers. I own enthusiasm. All our local daily and weekly papers, number- can be induced to take the lecture field she wonld be a mighty
all books I sell, and substitute double the number of other ing seven, were not issued during two weeks without broad auxiliary on the side of truth in subjugating error and superpapers for all dead ones called for, and often five times as and long columns devoted to Moody and Sankey meetings. stition. I hope she may be induced to make public her talent
many. If any friend has ever ordered a book or paper and· Tickets were issued for each of the six meetings to be held and receive the encouragement and support she richly denot received full value of money sent, the fanlt has been in during the two days, and, to get excitement fully on tip-toe, serves. I hav the assurance to assert that all who hav the opone evening was set apart wholly for men, and extensiv prep- portunity of securing Mrs. Freeman will proclaim with me,
the mails. J!toam always too glad to send out our truths.
arations for overflowing meetings were advertised. Add to viva voce:
Affectio.J.ately,
ELMINA.
all this notices from every pnlpit in the county for two weeks,
"Behold a comprehensiv mind,
With logic, love, and truth combined.
the personal solicitations and invitations of good brothers and
CLEAR LAKE, D. T., Oct. 25, 1885.
Her classic lore inspires the soulMn. EDITOR: You will please send my TRUTH SEEKER to sweet sisters in Christ during all this time, and you begin to
May it resound from pole to pole."
Liberal, Mo., instead of Clear Lake, Dak. Although the hav some conception of the labor and expense that were emYours truly, hoping that truth may soon triumph over Atror,
bigots of the church hav tried their best to slander the people ployed to make the Moody meetings a success. Then it must
I. H. MAnAMORE.
14nd lie about the town1 it has now better prospects th~ ever be rememberel! that the gospel is free. The slightest curios- ignorance, and superstition.
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We pushed on and soon reached the barn, For a !airy chlld, like a sporting elf,
Belonged to the old man's home.
and, opening a gate, we passed directly through
the large yard, scattering flocks of fowls as we Oft by his side In the morning's cool air,
Did she cling to the old man's hand,
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, &Zl River, went. One old chanticleer mounted the gate And toddling along, this little one fair,
Mass., to whom ~ Communications for this post, and, flapping his wings, crowed, "What Would his wandering steps command.
are ye doing here!" and some little children
Oorner should be se1lr.
stood and gazed at us as if they thought we And when they grew faint they would rest In the
shade
were marauders.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
Of some wide-spreading tree by the road;
We had clambered over several rail fences She would tumble his hair and frizzle his beard
When the night 1s beginning to lower,
Comes a pause 1n the day's occupations
in our journey, Beth making flying leaps, or
Tlll her grandpa In slumber would nod.
That 1s known as the Ohlldren's Hour."
trying to, and I just rolling over and finishing one day whlle her fingers through his gray locks ran,
the feat by rolling several paces on the crisp
Btranl1je thoughts came Into her mind,
grass, and then, springing up with a whoop By some chance she put her h!lnd In her gown,
Little Dilly-Dally.
There a wee pair of scissors to find.
that would hav done honor to an Indian
I don't bellev& you ever
warrior.
She had heard him complain that his hair was too
Knew anyone so s1lly
long,
"Hello! hello there!" saluted our ears; and
As the girl I'm going to tell aboutThat his beard was all tangled around,
who should we see approaching but the hermit
A llttle girl named D1Ily,
She would cllp o:tr his locks whlle humming a song,
D1Ily-dally D1lly,
himself.
""'
And strew them all over the ground.
Oh, she Is very slow,
"Yes, this is the way, come right along; was
She drags her feet,
"And
when he awakes, he'll be glad It was done,
looking for you; no need of getting lost-path
Along the street,
He need not then to the barber shop go,
straight
as
a
string.
Come
along-there's
the
And d1Ily-d ames so I
I'll just be good to grandpa, for fun,
house."
And clip o:tr his hair, thus, and so."
She's always late to breakfast
We greeted him pleasantly as we stopped to
Without a bit of reason,
Away
they flew, cllppety clip went the shears,
pick the glossy wild cherries that still were
For Bridget rings and rings the bell,
Whlle her grands ire slept under the tree;
And wakes her up In season.
hanging in pretty clusters, and the purple and He dreamed not of worldly cares or fears,
D11Iy-dally Dllly,
golden beach-plums that grew on the borders
His mind from externals was free.
How can you be so slow ?
of the farm;· and then we rested a while under
Why don't you try
But once and again she would make a mlscut,
the trees near the house.
To be more spry,
And then he would start wlt.h the pain,
And not d1lly-dally so ?
The squirrels were running about among the Whenasqulck asafla•h she would put the shears up,
And soothe him to slumber again.
trees-preparing for winter, the hermit said.
'Tis just the same at evening;
And It's really quite distressing
"They go into the chamber window yon- She was making good time In her Innocent way,
To see the time that Dlily wastes
der," he said, "and pile up any quantity of
And had finished her wo~k on one side,
In dreaming and undressing.
She had cUpped half his locks o:tr, flowing and gray,
nuts for use in cold weather."
D1lly-dally Dllly
And scattered them far and wide.
"In the chamber, do you mean?" I quesIs always In a hu:tr;
She stepped o:tr a stride to look at her work,
tioned.
I! you hurry her
And admire her professional skill,
or worry her,
"Certainly," replied the hermit, who was
But, alas I just then he gave a jerk,
She says," There's time enough."
quite sociable; "I tell them to make my house
Which ran through her with a fearful chill,
theirhome, and they do."
Since she's neither sick nor helpless,
She gently began to twist his head around,
It Is quite a serious matter
"What a funny idea," thought I.
Intending to cut o:tr the other,
That she ehould be so lazy that
"I guess the mice make their home here, But placing his cane firmly Into the ground.
We stlll keep scolding at her.
too," said Beth, pointing to a trap as we enHe said, "Oome, dear, let's go home to mother."
Dllly-dally Dllly,
tered the house, through which peeped three Grandpa was not aware of what she had done
It's very wrong, you know,
baby mice.
To his venerable and time-worn face;
To do no work,
That you can shirk,
"They annoy me dreadfully," said the her- But he looked so funny, and yet no fun
Oould she In his countenance trace.
And dllly-dally so.
mit. "I wouldn't disturb them, however, if
they didn't ha7 such appetites. If let alone, Oh, what will they say when they see grandpa ?
She had cropped hlm-'twas a sin and a shame,
they wo~uld come in armies and eat me out of
And she thought, "I'm sure to be panlshed by ma,
To Pond Lily Farm by Land,
house and home."
And dare not go walking again."
I told you of our visit to Pond Lily Farm by
After resting, we went out to the cranberry
What to do she began to think and devise,
water, and now I will relate how we went to lot, and oh, we had such a lovely time picking
So she threw the wee shears to the ground,
the same place by land.
the pretty red berries; and it was not long be- Thinking, o! all other things, It would not be wise
The hermit who inhabits the place said we fore we had our baskets level fulL
To let them on her person be found.
might hav some cranberries that grew wild
Then we roamed in the orchard, and over She often looked up to his dear kind face,
on the farm if we would come and pick them, the fields; and, when tired, went in the house
So sweet In Its Innocent sm!l.,,
and one morning in September Beth and I, and shared our lunch with the hermit in the As they walked along from place to place
The tortuous way home to begu!le.
after an early breakfast, started down the room where pictures of Daniel Webster and
plank walk, leaving the two dogs, Bonny and Henry Claybe[lmed upon us from the old wall. But pang after pang went through her mind,
To chide her for doing the act,
Tommy, standing on their hind legs, peering
"Two of America's noblest statesmen," said Thinking what would he say when he came to find
after us from the window, shrieking and bow- the hermit. "I found those pictures in an
That one half his hair he lacked?
wowing because they :were left behind.
auction-room," he continued-" dirty, dingy, "I'll tell them at home that we both went to sleep,
"Poor things !'' I said. " It seems as if we miserable looking things they were. I had
And a bugaboo came that way,
ought to let them go."
them cleaned, re-framed, and there they are- He stooped over me and began to weep
Because
my hair was not gray I
"There !" replied Beth, " it's no use to in- and I wouldn't take five hundred dollars for
dulge them in everything. They must learn them to·day."
"Then he leaned over him, and looked so pleased,
To find that his hair was all gray,
self-denial-we hav to !"
He went on: "There are folks like those
On we went, past the wharf and the little pictures. We find them in some old, out-of- Bald, • It would not be right to hav you teased,
But I'll take some of his away.'
cafe, Hotel Onset, and the Glen Cove House, the-way place-dirty, grimy, greasy-but there
and down a flight of steps to the water's edge. is genuin worth in them, requiring only a little "With a llttle black stick he did the trick,
And cut them o!I one by one,
'
A big horn was swinging from a fastening near brushing and cleaning to brir!g it to the sur- And poked them carefully Into his sack,
the edge of the floating dock. Beth took it face. Under the rubbish is sometimes found
And laughing, away he did run."
and blew a blast both loud and shrill, to indi- the pure diamond, while it is not always the During all this time, unconscious was he,
cate that we desire~ to cross the ferry. In a best gold that glitters most."
or any change or harm to his beard,
few minutes the boatmen came over from the
He fell into a fit of meditation here, and we Although he remarked, at times, that she
Seemed. fearfully nervous and scared.
other side, and we clambered on board the lit- thought it time to be going. We gathered
tle" craft, which was a rowboat, and were soon great clusters of golden rod and asters, and As they came to the gate, old Towser sprang out,
The hair standing stralgh t on his neck,
landed at Independence Point, a little wet mingled them with some leaves of the sumach,
from the splashing and the dashing of the which an early frost had just been changing He growled and grinned, and jumped about
Tlll he was whacked with grandpa's stick.
waters, for the wind was blowing quite hard.
to red, and left the bouquet upon the hermit's
Still
he growled and grinned and acted strange,
A wood road led up from the shore, and as table.
As he looked hard at grandpa's hair,
it was the only one in sight we concluded we
Retracing our steps to the ferry, the wind For dog that he was, his mental range
could not go far astray if we followed it. A blew so we had to hold our hats on, and the
Was considered by an pretty fair.
sign on a tree told us the road was Hammond water splashed over us worse than when we They opened the door, went Into the house,
Avenue! '
When all hands flew up'!n a minute,
came over in the morning. 'Ve were glad
"A high-sounding title for a simple wood- when we reached the other side, but Beth's She would given the world to hav been a mouse,
Or anything else to hav been lt.
road," said Beth. We gathered wild flowers idea of dignity was startled, she said, when she
and wintergreen as we went along, scorning saw me creep on hands and knees from the "Why, gracious," and "Law I what has happened
to pa.?,
the idea of an avemte wnere flowers and wild- boat to the dock. "What made you? " she
Bald dear mother, In tones all a!Ir!gh t,
wood grew so naturally and sweetly. Presently asked. "I didn't want to be blown overboard," She took o:tr his hat, exclaiming with awe:
we came to the well-worn narrow country road, I said, "and besides, that last handful of wild
"What a horrible I horrible plight I"
which, we felt sure, would take us to Pond cherries did something for me that I did not And turning to me, with looks very sad,
Lily Farm, but, believing we could go a shorter expect."
She tried hard the puzzle to read,
way across lots, we turned from the road and
But not a word of mY story, good or bad,
"What? " she asked.
would memory help me ta plead.
followed a very narrow path over the mead"Knocked out a tooth, if you must know,
ows, and past farm-houses now and then, and it has gone overboard."
My bugaboo tale had all faded away,
Of the man and his black little stick,
where chickens, with their mothers and
"Do you think you'll hav a whale's tooth to
It was plain to be seen In every way
fathers, cackled, told stories, and ·sang lull- grow in its place? " and Beth laughed.
That I alone did the trick.
abys, all in their own language.
"If a whale swallows it-yes," said I.
But how had I done It, and how could It be
We stopped midway of a big field, and took
We anived home in safety, but I think the
That grandpa should be In the dark ?
a survey. "Do you see that long old barn way to Pond Lily Farm is just as pleasant by "The guilt on your race," said mother to me,
yonder?" inquired Beth.
"Has left Its ln.dellble mark."
water as by land.
S. H. W.
I nodded assent, for I was getting tired, as
Then ma held the glass and told him to'ee
well as thinking that we might possibly get
The Little Barber.
What a comical figure he made,
lost in that (to us) unknown region, and did An old man who wore the gray locks of time
And wondered why he would sutrer me
Oame slowly home from the field,
To follow barber's trade.
not feel like talking.
"Well," continued Beth, "it's my humble Where his tottering steps had taken him,
To hear him grieve for the loss of his balr
To Inspect the probable yield.
Almost broke mY poor Uttle heart,
opinion that that barn is the very one we saw
Wh!le It blew my fancies Into the air
the other day to the westward of the old How much corn In the ear and how much wheat,
What amount of barley and rye,
Ooncernlng the professional art.
house. Looks like it to me."
What the probable look tor fruits to eat,
To the barber shop then we had to go,
It looked the same way to me, and I said,
Which charmed the old man's eye.
To cUp o:tr the other side too,
" Let's make for the biU'Il then, for I am This dally task he Imposed on himself,
As a lop-sided head was a crazy show,
really tire?."
Though not always walked he alone,
That !or grandpa would never do,

a

Now three score years and ten are gone
Since what I've related took place,
Of my own brown hair when I was young
There remains not a single trace.
And three score years and five are fled
Since we laid poor grandpa away,
But oft In a dream by the side of my bed
Does he hold out the locks of gray.
He tells me he dwells In a beautiful home,
Where are fields decked with l!vlng green,
Where the waters flow by with a crystal foam,
And dance with a crystal sheen.
Now who can object to a pure sllent dream?
or the raptures which It may Inspire ?
Suppose that It Is no~ what It may seem?
And Is born of the soul's desire ?
Oh, blest are the thoughts which revert to the past I
When the mind becomes peaceful and tree,
When the cares or this life to the winds I cast,
This Is joy enough !or me.
J. R. PERRY.

Our Puzzle ~ox.
ARITHMETICAL.
A man' buys a farm for $6,000, agreeing to
pay principal and interest in three equal annual instalments, making first payment one
year after the purchase, interest being six per
cent. What would he pay each time?
1.)p·one, Pa.
WM. ScoTT,
THE ruGSADVENTURE OF A FROG,
Hoppity hop! and a juvenile frog,
Scorning the bog of the pollywog,
Said, "Now I shall see a bit of life,
For I'm going off in search of a wife."
Hoppity hop, o'er fallow and green,
But beware, young frog, of dangers unseen !
Hoppity hop, and at last he fell
Down in a deep, uncovered welL
Here he resolved he would not st11.y,
So upward he creptjou1·.(eet each day,
Bur alas! at night, while the young frog slept,
Back he slipped lh1·ee o.f the .feet he had c1·ept.
'Twas Monday morn when froggie fell,
Next Sunday eve he got out of the welL
What youth will tell us quite complete,
How deep was that well? How many feet?
I1·win, Ia.
J. K. P. BARER.
FOB A PBIZE.--A JASPER NODULE.
A mystic trinity are we,
Conjoined to hav some fun,
Dependent, independent still,
Although we three are one.
My firs~ and second is a thing
Quite hard to understand.
It is a portion of the earth
That's neither sea nor land.
My second will sustain a pike
As good as any man;
My third (obs.) was much devoted to
His ancient worship, Pan.
My whole requires the arms that saw
John Brown's rebellion rise,
And still my first is often used
To show what it denies.
My first and third so well agree
The ladies prize it much.
You never would hav read these lines
Without its magic touch.
IsAAc A. PooL.
Escanaba, Mich., Oct. 29, 1885.
[To the first solver of the above Mr. Pool
very kindly offers as a prize the " a typical
collection of Lake Superior iron and copper
specimens, as good as can be bought in this
market for $3." All answers to be forwarded
to the Editor of the Children's Corner.]
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
NOV. 7, 181!5.
L-(1) Sugar beet (shoo-gar); (2) Lancashire
has (Land-cash-here); (3) ~aucy (saw-see).
2.-(1) Paine; (2) Freethought;· Hypatia,
Galileo, Bruno.
3.-Brush, owl, awning, raven, apple, anvil,
lady-bug, leaves, tiger (plea, nap, vestige,
grave, bugle, lawn, villa, show).
SolverR.-1 A. Pool, H. E. Juergens, Ross
Elwin, Jack Ketch, R. Ann Jacobs, and
others.

Correspondence.
WESTBORO, M.ass., Nov. 6, 1885.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I forgot to write to you
before, and so I will write to-night. You must
excuse my writing. I am well, and hope you
are the same. I would like to hear from you
very much. I do not go to school, but stay at
home and help mamma do her work. I wash
the dishes, and she givs me ten cents a week.
I do not sell rolls and cakes here, but mamma
popped some corn yesterd11y, and I went out
selling it. I sold five bags for five cents a bag.
The kitty I brought home from Onset has
grown quite large. She caught a rat this
morning. Bertie found a quarter of a dollar
on the ground. Your little friend,
ELIZA MAY ALEXANDER.
[Eliza is a dear little girl that we met at Onset last summer. She is only seven years old,
and very bright. She is a little trader, and
perhaps will keep a store one of these days.
We are very glad to hear frorlf her, and hope
she will write again soon.-ED. C. C.]
PAXIco, KAN., Oct. 24, 1885.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: My father takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER. He has taken it as long as I
can remember. I read the Children's Corner,
and I like it very much. Pa bought the "Story
Hour" for us. I think it is just splendid,

TltE 'rRUTH S~~KER. NOVEMBER ~1. 1885.
shall be twelve years old the 26th of November. Our school will commence next Monday.
I read in the "Fifth Reader." I study geography, and arithmetic, and spelling. I hav
_four sisters older than I, and three younger,
and one brother. My youngest sister is three
years old. I saw so many boys and girls write
to you, so I thought I would write also.
Yours truly,
RosA FINGER.
[Thanks, Rosa;· for your nice little letter,
and for the pretty flower picture. We shall
always be pleased to hear from you.-En.
C. C.]
-BROOKFIELD MICH Nov 9 1885
DEAR MISS WIXON: As I see so many little
correspondents in the Children's Corner I
thought I would write you a little letter.' I
t 1
ld
b th
Ci d t
am we ve years o. • my ro er
Y e en
years old, and my s1ster Myrtle five years old.
She plays on the organ and sings "Aunt
Abbie" and several other pieces. My little
. .
baby bro th
. er S cottie 1~ two years old; we all
thmk he lS very cunnmg. My pa takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and I like to read the Chi!dren's Corner. Pa has a large farm and
.
.
.
.
he IS gettmg tired of hard work and thmks he
will rent his farm next year and move into
town. I hope he will. 'fhe last day of
h 1I
k th
·
b t th !'ttl
. l
sc oo
spo e
~ p1ece a ou . e I e gir
that saved the tram. I learned 1t out of the
Children's Corner. If you like my letter
please print it and I will try and ilo better
next time. Yours with love,
MINNIE M. ELMER.
[Yes Minnie we like your letter and shall
always'be glad to hear from you. We are glad
.
h
h t b
f h
t
you are b1g e oug
o e o
e1p o your
mamma, but hope the time will soon come
when the work will be lighter.-En. C. C.]

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.
A double-page picture contrasting i!Cience and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it. The German-American thus
describes it in detail:
The palmy days of the church Witness the burning at the stalre of Bruno, the pope and priest!; witnessing the burning or the heretic with expressions
of joy. Gallleo is represented sitting In his study
the pope holding the sword of Inquisition over ht~
head, and to save his life being forced to recant his
phllosopb.y. Martin Luther Is represented tacking
up hls "Right Of Private Judgment." Behind him
stands the pope with the bull or excommunication
drawn, a,nd beside him the headsman's block and
ax of lnfalllblllty. In their study are Morse Bnd
Stephenson applying thetr Inventions to practical
tests, aod In the rear o! them the Presbyterian pul
pits are f<ll<3d by two or the broadcloth gentleme~
denouncing the lnventlom as" Thwarting the wlU
of God," and branding these men and their lnventlons as "Heralds or An tlchrlst." Ingersoll stands
on a platform apparently del!verlng hls lecture
"Which Way?" which he hOlds In his hand. Talmage approaches the platform at the colonel's back
pulling atter him, bY the arm, the chief of pollee:
who holds in his hand the warrant of arrest for blasphemy. The colonel seems to take no notice or the
spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers or salvo..
lion, the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,
tambourines, and streamers, (and screamer~ too)
also a facsimile or our crazy armY. A group of llke:
nesses or the teachers of science Haeckel Humboldt
Darwin, 'l'yndall, and Huxley, is also shown. Th~
likenesses throughout are remarkably correct. As a
plcmrial history the caricatures contaln volumes.
.Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$ 3- W~ wish that the friends of Freethought
would distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
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WORKS OF DR. w. F. EVANS.
Primitiv Mind-Cure. The NatOC tbe

-w-ORLD.
Containing
OOLORED MAPS OF EA.CS: f!TATE AND TERRITORY IN THE UNITED STaTES; also
MAPS OF THE OEfiEF GRAND DIVISIONS, WITH
OOMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNTRY ON
THE FACE OF THE GLOBE.
xnostratt>d by JDore tbau One Hnndred
Colored Dia"ram,., Tabl<>s, Etc.

The POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD contains 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page colored maps,
and 5~ pages are reading matter, colored diagrams,
etc. The book is new throughout, everything being made expressly for it. The binding is tlexiblc
Leatherette-an imitation of RnsRia; gold side
stamp, round corners, and red edges.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
50 cents, by

THE TRUTH §EEKER CO.,
33 CUm on Place, N y •
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ure and Power of Faith; or, Elementary Lessons in Transcendental Medicin. This work
is~ complete exposition· Oif · principles underlymg the Rystem of mental hmtling. It contains a full course of instruction in the philosophy and practice of the Mind-Cure. Price
$1.50.

The Divine Law of Cure.

A stan-

dard work on the philosophy and practice of
the Mind-Cure, a reliable text-book mall the
schools of mental healing. No work has ever
been written of more practical value to physicians of all schools. 'rhe book is the result of
the extensivlearning and research of the author, and exhibits a familiarity with the literature of the subject. It is profoundly religions without. being offensivly dogmatic. It
has been received with universal favor by all
who are seeking lig·ht on the suuject on which
it treats-the cure of disease in ourselvs and
others by mental and spiritual agencies.
Price $1.50.
,_

Mental Medicin. A Theoretical and

Something New!
Every Liberal should h:w 6ne of our beautiful

Practical Treatis on :Medical Psychology.
This book contains a full exposition of the
nature and laws of magnetism, and its application to the cure of disease. Price $1.25.

Soul and Body; or, The Spiritus

MOTTO CARDS.

Science of Health and Disease. Price $1.00
ready for framing, for their homes.
Twenty-five cents per copy.
Also Large Cards (14x22), and expressing the The Mental Cure, illustrating t.he In-.
fiuence of the Mind on the Body botJ1 in
NINE DEMANDS OF LTIJERALISU.
Health and Disease, and the Psychological
Thirty cents each.
Method of Treatment. Price $1.50.
Circulars sent FREE. Add:·ess all orders to
LIBERAL MOTTO SUPPLY CO., Trov. N.Y.
All the above books sent by mail, post· paid, on
40tf
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receipt of price.
THE MODERN BA.LAA.M.
Address 1'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
REPLY
The JJlreelhinkers' Magazine for November is priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
out, and is a valuable number. The contents per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
TO REV. L. A. LAjj[BERT'S
THE MAGNIFICENT
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
are as follows: "The Albany Convention," by
"NOTES
ON
INGERSOLL."
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
One Present; "Was Washington a Christian?"
By B. "\V, Lacy.
by B. F. Underwood; "Washington's ReligA thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's
ion," by Hon. A. B. Bradfor<l; "Spiritualism
sophistry, unfairness, and historat Home," by Wm. Lloyd; "The Gods," by
ical misstatement.
John Peck; "Marriage," by John R. Kelso;
Price, Cloth, $1; PBJ>er, 50 Cents.
"Eternnl Justice," a poem, by Charles Mae-BYAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
kay; Extracts from Letters; "Our New Departure," Editorial; "The Freethinkers' Con-OF THE, vention," Editorial; "The American Secular
Revised and Enlarged.
Union," Editorial; "Pillsbury vs. the Church,"
His
Ans-wers
'
Editorial; Book Review; All Sorts. This maga- Price, 10 OTI:3 SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ. To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
zine is to be published every month hereafter.
AS A
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
Price $2 per annum; 25 cents a single copy.
MISSIONARY
DOCUMENT Millions of these should be circulated by
Address H. L. Green, Salamanca, N. Y.
Freethinkers.
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
(~x22),

GO LOBED

FALSE CLAIMS.
J. E. REMSBURG.

LITHOG-RAPHS

Ingersoll Ca tecbised:

D. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.

The Perpetual Calendar.
Working the Yaer of Science
And the Common Computations.

An Almanac Forever,
Showing the day of the week for any day of
the month for all time past and present and
to come, and other useful information. Price,
40 cents; three for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
Canvassers address L. Martin, Brunswick, Ga.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Oriminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the priRoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies PRINTED IN BEVEN COLORS ON THE
$1; 100 copies $3. Address THE TnUTH SEEKER
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A ROMANCE.
THE BRONZE MEDALLION
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
"The great charm or thts novel Is Its absolute
PRINTS AS LAnGE AS A OAlliNET PHOTOGRAPH,
fidelity .to nature. Its personages are those one meets
with In common lire, and are portrayed with a
THUS GIV'ING NOT ONLY A PICTURE Oll'
vividness and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared
to expect to lind, In such a marked degree, even
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACOUilATE
!rom so gifted a pen as that of Mlsa Wixon, whose
brllllant and lucid style Is familiar to most readers
In the Freethoughtranks. . . . But what pleased
me most In this charming story was the unfiinchlng LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
honesty with Which Ita author holds up to the de·
33 Olinton Place, NEW YORK rlslon of the world the rottenness of average min·
.A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Enlsterlal character, particularly that or revivalist
type. I hav not space here to treat, In detail, of the
graving8, Priface, and Notes.
characters of this truly absorbing novel. Suffice It
to say that It Is safe to predict that anyone who
The lithograph is designed for framreads Its first chapters will be loth to lay It down
CONTENTS:
till the denauemenl. Is reached. Miss Wlxon has long ing, and will be a treasure for all Li~
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
been doing a noble work In ed ucatlng our children
BY
into the ranks of true Liberalism, thereby robbing erals.
Zadig; or, Fate.
the church or hundreds of those who, In after
The Sage and the Atheist.
CHARLES WATTS.
years, might hav become Its willing dupes and serThe Princess of Babylon.
v'll tools, and she certainly deserves the generous
and
substantial recognition of all Freethinkers.
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
The .Ameri'Can Secular Union: Its Let everyone
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
send for a copy or • Allin a Lifetime.'
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
Necessity,
and
the
Justice
of
its
It will yield a liberal reward for the outlay."
to subscribers to the Monument Fund
Micromegas.
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
Nine Demands.
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. AdThe World as it Goes.
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Price, $1.50.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
The Black and the White.
dress this office.
Memnom the Philosopher.
IMMORTA.LlTV. INH.EREN'lr IN
CONTENTS:
Andres Des Touches at Siam.
NATU~E.
Introduction. (I.) The Necessity for the Amer·
The Study of Nature.
can Secular Union having Principles upon which
BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.
A Conversation With a Chinese.
A Poem in Three Parts.
all [Secularists] can agree. (II.) The Twofold
Plato's Dream.
Price, 60 cents.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth .Finder.
Nature of the Advocacy Adopted by the Union.
A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
(III.) Tbe Catholicity of the Nine Demands and
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
Address
An Adventure in India.
SECOND EDITION.
the Ground to be Covered. (IV.) An Exposition
33 Clinton Place, N. Y
and Defense of Each of the Nine Demands.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With (V.) An Appeal to Secular Fidelity.
Price, 25 Cents. THE TRUTH SEEKJ<m CO.,
Bible Fabrications Refuted
6~ engravings.
Price, cloth, beveled
33 Clinton Place, New York.
32 pages in cover. Price 1'en Cents.
and
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
The Errors of the BiblcExiJosed.
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
BY 0. B. WII11'FORD. M.D.
PHOTOGRAPHS
SECULARISM :
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price, 15 cents.
OF
Destrnctiv and Constrnctiv.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
CONTENTS:
COL. R. G. iNGERSOLL,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
WITH AUTOGRAPH,
The Greatest ot' all A.Dti-Bibli· Introduction. Secularism: Its Nature and Necessity. Its Destructiv Aspect. (1) Biblical
Price, 20 cents.
cal Worlu
Idolatry. (2) Natural Depravity (3). TheologCABINET PHOTOGRAPHS,
By THOMAS PAINE;
ical Supremacy. (4) The Alleged Fall and RePrice, 40 Cents.
demption of Man. The Constructiv Aspect of
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Address this Office.
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies Secularism. (1) That the True Guide in Human
Actions is Reason Assisted by Experience.
for $1.00.
(2) That Supreme Attention Should be Given to
BY
the Facts and Duties of Existence, Regardless of
By R. B. We,.tbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
THE CRISIS.
any Considerations of a Life Beyond the Present.
.John R. Kelso, A.M.
Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?
(3) That Science is a more Trustworthy ProBy T:homas Paine.
OONTENTS:
About all that can be said for the existence
Speaking of this work In connection with the pro· vider for :Man than Relying for Help from any
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The f G d
d th f t
l'f f
· h
Posed independence of America from Great Britain, Supernatural Power. (4) That llforality is of
Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Mira.. o
o an
e u ure. l e o . m~n, lS e_re
Washington wrote: "A few more such flaming Natural Growth, and has no Necessary Connec- Oreatlon.-The
cles
or
the
Blble.-TM
Errors
or
the
Blble.-;rhe
pungently
presented,
w1th
an
m~Idental
dlsarguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss
tion with Any of the Theologies of the World. Prophecles.-The Devil or S~ttan or the Blble.-The cuRsion of many collateral questions, from a
to decide on the propriety or a separation."
(5) That the Best Preparation for a Life Su· Heaven a.nd the Hell of the B!ble.-The Bnbbath of rationalistic standpoint.
Price, 31) cents.
the Blble.-The God of the Blble.-The Messiah or
1 vol cloth Price $1.00.
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The Bi~le Analyze~.

Man. Whenoe and Whither.

I

THE TRUTH SEEKER: NOVEMBER ~1~ 1885.
with unflagging industry, but his money re-, The lectures contained in this volume are end to our republic will then hav come, and
ward had only sufficed to supply his daily , not merely destructiv, but constructiv. The we shall hav an oligarchy or plutocracy in its
wants. Scientific men in England and Amer- false is destroyed only to make room for the place. Toward such a catastrophe we are
rapidly moving."
ica who had benefited by his labors contrib- true. While the superstition and infamy of
Alluding to the laudations of the rich for
Thanksgiving.
uted to relieve the necessities of his family.
1Bible, and creed, and the indignities that the
their munificence in giving away what they
Thanksgiving? Yes, our thanks are due;
A few months ago Mr. E. C. Rye, an author- ' so-called sacred writers hav heaped upon
Come, friends, let's talk the matter over.
hav stolen, or "appropriated," as the author
ity on entomology, who was known every- women, are attacked with biting sarcasm, and
The pnbllc press has told to yon
terms it, he says:
where
also
among
geographers
for
his
valuable
practically
destroyed
by
philosophy
and
logic,
With joy, ere this, how worthy Grover,
"It is better, no doubt, that this claRa should
0 ur president, by grace or God,
services as a bibliographer, died suddenly in justice, liberty, and the virtues that ennoble be highly lauded for all their gifts; otherwise
( \ided, perhaps, by Dr. Burchard),
the midst of labors from which he could ill be l humanity are eloquently upheld a:nd defended. they would soon become like the sponge-abWno bends to humbly kiss the rod
spared. Students will be benefited for many i Those who are constantly charging that Lib- sorbing, but never giving back, except when
And please those whom the church has nurtured,
years to come by the work he accomplished. 1 erals hav nothing to offer in place of the "rev- squeezed. I cannot admit that this opulent
W lth due snbmlsslon has or late
He
made a reputation, but very little money. elation" that nobody understands, should be class is necessary or useful to society in any
~ent out hls annual proclamation,
sense. There are a few noble exceptions,
Some
of the learned societies of England forever silenced by reading Miss Gardener's without doubt, but in general I am constrained
And signed It with the seal of state,
raised a fund after his death to lift his family t " twelve articles of positiv belief" (page 53), to regard the lives of this wealthy class as unTtJat every dweller In our nation
May know how business ventures thrive,
above absolute want.
which embrace everything there is any excuse satisfactory to themselvs, and useless, demorWhat bleMIDgs hav to hlm been given
One of the most learned geographers of this for believing. They embody more of truth alizing, and destrnctiv to their kind-demoralIn Anno Domin! '85,
century was Mr. W. D. Cooley, who died about 1 and grandeur than all the creeds of all the re- izing in their influence, as those below are
And render proper thanks to heaven.
constantly struggling to attain a like position
two years ago, neglected and almost penniless. j ligions. Let the Christian show us something at the sacrifice of health, probity, and peace
Come forward, friends, joyous pr sad,
He
was
a
profound
scholar,
and
his
books
are
1
in
his
creed
to
equal
this:
"I
believe
that
a
of mind; and destructiv,in that they consume
In rare hypocrisy we'll gather,
quoted by many writers on geography, but ! clean life and a tender heart are worth more and waste what they do not produce."
And, thankt>tl for the gltts we've had,
Glv thanks nnjjp a loving father.
they are not popular, and are little read except to this world than all the faith and all the
The chief value of this volume lies in this,
Stand up, ye polltlclans, first,
by specialists. He had not the faculty of mak- gods of Time." Or this, "I believe that if that the reader is not only interested, but is
You who hav counted every minute
ing friends, and hi• last years were embittered there is a future life, the best possible prep a· held to it by a fascination which, when he has ·
Between you and the publ!C purse,
G!v thanks I glv thanks! "there's millions In ltl" by the fact that his financial reward for many ration for it is to do the very best we can here reached the end, he finds has left his mind in
years devoted to research did not suffice to and now." Or this," I believe that it is better better condition to think out many of the
Come, Wall-street. gamblers, who hav made
make his old age comfortable.
to build one happy home here than to invest problems which almost every thinking man
Your ten per cent without compunction,
Too many devotees of science are compelled in a thousand churches which deal with a here- realizes must sooner or later come before the_
And spurn poor wretches Wlking ald,
Roll out your heartiest thanks with unction.
to content themselvs with a bare subsistence. after." These are but three of the twelve people for solution. To men whose minds are
Up here, ye dupes, who lost your all
It is fortunate that they are able to find in the articles, but the other nine are just as grand. agitated in respect to the future of this counBy these same shat•pers' olly gammon,
truths nature unfolds to them a degree of
The fact is, that every page of the nearly try, this volume will be a material help.The same God hears your starving call,
pleasure that poverty does not alloy, and that two hundred teems with just such strong, Nonconjormist.
G!v thanks I glv thanks I tor great Is Mammon I
money could not buy.-New Yorlc Sun.
healthy sentiments and vigorous reasoning,
Ye clergymen! with !aces sad,
the whole being enlivened with snatches of
"Rational Communism" is the work of a
\Vho somehow find enjoyment pleasant,
(Some joys I wot you wouldn't had
sparkling wit and humor, of which the follow- master mind, dealing not simply with comBook Review.
Had all the famlly been present
ing is a fair sample: "If it takes all the honor munism but with a half dozen other questions
Wilen you were making p!IBtoral callsMEN, WOMEN, AND GoDs, and Other Lectures. out of a man when he gets to be an angel, they of the most vital importance to the human
But truce to that, let no one grumble);
By Helen H. Gardener. With an IntroducTace, and dealing with them profoundly and
Glv thanks that gold your mind appals 1
duction by Col. R. G.lngersoll. The Truth may use my wings for a feather duster."
It is a hopeful sign of the times to find a with a fearlessness and love of progress
G!v thanks that God h!IB made you humble I
Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New
lady of education and refinement with suffi- and improvement which unfortunately bring
York. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50o.
Drouth-stricken farmers, join our ranks 1
PJur out your praise llke running waters!
A more readable, brave, sparkling, and at ci~nt courage to turn her back upon the church general reproach rather than commendation.
Your pale, work-wearied wives glv thanks!
The book opens with a vision of the future,
the same time more true, original, and logical and scornfully reject its rewards for submisGlv thanks your tramP·!IBSaulted daugh ers I
sion and hypocrisy. It is truly refreshing to and so far as this vision goes may be quite too
little
volume,
was
never
written.
It
is
the
Scant crops ? Low prices? What I What's this
joint product of wide reading, deep thinking, find ladies who hav lost all superstitious rev- 1fanciful for the present age of hard and unI hear you murmur? Wh,en your ca.lllng
erence for the ashes of that saintly enemy of poetic labor and battle against vices and mal.
Is well paid I Grover says it Is,
keen observation, and nativ genius.
Wbo hears l<i• fifty thousand falllng.
The key-note is struck in the very first para- woman, St. Paul, who said, "I suffer not a formation that hav grown out of ages of ignograph: "It is thought strange and particu- woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over,. ranee and iniquity, of slavery and hell. But
HoI cyclone su:crerers of the West 1
Come with your thanks! giv praises gladly,
larly shocking by some persons for a woman the man, but to be in silence." Miss Gardener, in passing on through the various phases of
Nor mourn because at God's behest
to question the absolute correctness of the in. the interest of her sex, takes from the crusty development for which the theme givs occaHis elements hav used you badly.
Bible. It is thought strange that a woman old bachelor apostle the stolen staff of inspi- ' sion the author takes up and discusses in a
What though your house went up llke smoke
should object to any of the teachings of the ration on which he has leaned for ages, graoe- masterful manner, and often at length, nearly
In the l!LBt whirl wind •a rush and roaring ?
patriarchs. I claim, however, that if she hon fully hands him the broken crutch of bigotry, all the great wrongs inherent in our present
The land Is left, you're not dead broke I
J oln with us In our hearts' on tpourlng.
estly thinks there is anything wrong about and bids him hobble off the stage of action on social structure, our political economy, and
them she has a right to say so. I claim which he has long ceased to be either orna- our religious beliefs. It will be seen that he
Draw near, ye su:crerers by fire,
From eastern wood and western prairie,
has enough to do, and when we say he does it
that I hav a right to offer my objections to the mental or useful.
Who saw In !lames your hopes exptre;
The Introduction (covering six pages), like well we intend at least to pay him the greatest
Bible from the standpoint of a woman. That
Homes, barns and crops, a ruin dreary I
·
book, I 'think, degrades and belittles women, everything Colonel Ingersoll hRs given to the compliment.
G!v thanks! glv thanks! God knows what's best,
He is a Communist, and as such opposed to
and I claim the right to say why I thin.k so public, is a masterpiece in style and sentiment.
Poor, foolish soul3, that grope In bllndness,
The opposit opinion has been stated by hun_ He eloquently portrays the hope and promis individual monopoly of property, to which
He sends the fire and all the rest,
For your own good, In loving kindness.
dreds of people, hundreds of times, for hun- for the future, which he derives from the fact monopoly he trace.s by far the greater part of
And you, who saw the last spring fiood
dreds of years, so that it is only fair that I be that woman is emerging from "the ignorant the evils which afllict mankind; but he is also
Remorseless close around your dwelling,
age of faith" when "she was taught to obey a believer in indiv1dualliberty and the greatest
allowed to bring in a minority report."
With scenes of dread tb.at Chllled your blood;
If the majority would fairly read this " mi- without question, and to believe without freedom to think and to act without the conTumults and horrors past all telling 1
nority report," testing it by the author'~ stan- thought." He says that "no human being sent or against the prevading opinions of the
Glv thanks! glv thanks! these things are sent
'dard of" human reason," the crowning glory can answer l\IIiss Gardener's arguments," and community. Such freedom he insists cannot
As blessings which are sorely needed;
Without such ald divinely lent,
of civilization would be achieved; the minority that "all the priests in the world cannot ex- be exercised except in a state of society in
Life's beauties all might pass unheeded.
would become the majority. If the seven-tenths plain away her objections," because "there is which each of his contributions to the whole
P Jor wretches Ch!Ued by winter's cold,
may insure to himself the necessities and
of all the church-members, who, as Miss Gar- no answer nor explanation."
And scorched by summer's burning glances;
In the short compass of this introduction comforts of life without fawning to his feldener truly informs us, are women, could be
Ye homeless ones whose eorrows hold
induced to study the array of facts presented are found one of the most telling anecdotes, lows.
Each separate Ill that llfe enhances I
But he does not find fault with men for
in these lectures, that large majority of the suf- and several of the most beautiful thoughtDwellers where pltlles,s hailstorms swept,
And laid your crops In waste and ruin I
ferers from faith and fear would be reduced pictures ever conceived in the imagination of being what their circumstances compel them
Wide districts where grasshoppers kept,
to be. He is philosophical and practical in
to about one-tenth, and the army of " spirit- genius.
u:checked, their waste-laid way pursuing.
The book is beautifully printed, and con- dealing with existing facts and institutions,
ual teachers," who know so many things that
Sutrerers ny famln, fire, and ftood,
are not so, and so few things that are, would tains an excellent portrait of the author. It yet not lacking in ideality sufficient to conceive
VIctims of awful mine disaster;
is dedicated to Mrs. Eva ingersoll, "the brave, of something vastly better. These are comfind, like Othello, their occupation gone.
erushed trains, where llvs went out In blood,
The author frankly admits that she has no happy wife of America's greates~ orator and binations of qualities not always found in
Tornadoes fierce that brought death f!IBter I
. faith in any religion which is based upon faith, woman's truest friend, in whose beautiful those who preach reform. They are either up
JIIalmeJ. strugglers from the earthquake's wreck,
Inmates of plague-Infested City;
for, as she says, "the only good thing about home-life RUperstition and fear hav never in the clouds of an ideal prefection or down in
Doomed ones who from the sinking deck,
any religion is its morality, and morality has entered, and human equality and freedom hav the dirt of sordid strife, too much engaged in
Implored a phantom's aid and pltyl
hand-to-hand conflict with immediate surnothing to do with faith. The one has to do their highest illustration."
C)fie one I come all! come with your thanks,
W. M. CHANDLER.
roundings to be just to those who differ with
with right actions in this world; the other with
Come, let us shout our pral>e together;
them or who seek their highest good in other
unknown quantities in the next. Morality deWhat though death thins your shivering ranks,
pends upon universal evolution; faith upon RATIONAL COMMUNISM. The Present and the ways. To be philosophical without being
Half Clad this Chlll November weather;
Future Republic of North America. By a vainly visionary, and to be practical without
special 'revelation,' and no woman can afford
What though your empty Cupboards keep,
Capitalist. New York: The Truth Seeker
With fireless hearths a dismal union;
being a mere plodder in the well-worn ruts of
to accept any ' revelation' that has yet been
Company. Price, $1.50.
Giv hanks, tor water still Is cheap,
conventionality, is quite an accomplishment.
offered to this world. Not one revelation
It
is
not
possible
to
giv
a
just
idea
of
this
inAnd a.lr is not yet" close communion ...
known to man to.day can look in the face of teresting and valuable work within the limited
The limits of our space do not permit the
Yeat' after year, the same old lie
the nineteenth century and say, ' I am paral- space assigned for it. To be appreciated it extended review of this book which its merits
Goes fol'th with each new proclamation,
lel with your richest development.; I still lead must be read. Though it is written un:ier the deserve. We do not predict for it a large cirHow " fell disease has passed us by,
your highest thought; none of of my teachings nom de plume of a "Capitalist," it is really writ- culation, but it will hav the best of admirers
And God has blessed us as a nation."
How "crops hav prosperous been, and war
shock your sense of justice." Every religion ten in interests of the people. An extract or and perform its needed work in preparing
HI\S held aloof," l!ke " Little Dorrit,"
must be tried at the bar of human justice, and two will be interesting just now, though by no teachers for the great school in which humanWhile wise ones get the llon's share,
stand or fall by the verdict there."
means are they to. be taken as samples of the ity by slow and toilsome process, by indirect
And don't forget to thank God for lt.
To those apologists who, when driven into striking thoughts which run through the entire ways and through suffering and privation, is
0 priests! who fatten on the te.rs
a corner, declare that at the worst Christian- volume. Of the Republican party the author acquiring knowledge that shall prepare the
You hav lnst!lled and striCtly tended,
ity does no direct harm, Miss Gardener reway for liberty and a better social life. Those
CloSe all your calls through all the years
says:
plies, "I do not believe in the harmlessness
With this my simple prayer appended:
"It is indisputable that the Republican who think for the future will find the book a
"God, or whatever power that grants
of any teaching that is not based upon party, though brought to the helm of state treasure, while those who are bound up in the
A humble suppllcant's petition,
reason, justice, and truth. I do not believe through the great slavery issue, _long ret.ained past or contented with the present will see in
L'>rd, keep us all In Ignorance,
that it is harmless to uphold any relig- its position, not becanAe of any Issue or 1ssues it little to commend.- Winsted Pre.~s.
And bind us fast In superstl tlon."
ion that is not noble and elevating in wherein it was foremost in promoting the pubGreenwich, N. Y., Nov. 1885.
D.L.B.
lic weal, but from its subserviency to the great
itself. I do not believe that it is 'just as railways and other ruling powers. It was the
well' to spread any dogma that stultifies rea- money of these great monopolizing institutions
The Unselfishness of Science.
son and ignores common sense. I do not that kept the Republic~n~ in powe~, and ~his
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
It was found last year after the death of believe it is ever well to compyomise with dis- would hav continued 1t 1n power 1ndefimtly Author Of "Prometheus," "Gottlieb," aud "Ingersoll
and Jesus."
Henry Watts in England that, although his honesty and pretense. It makes a man un- had not our great plutocrats regarded it as
cheaper to buy up and make subservient to
A Radical romance Of ploueer life. dellueattug the vtr•
many contributions to science had made him just to believe in unjust doctrins."
their interests and behests the leaders of the tues of natural humanity as onposed to the hYpocrla)t of a
famous among chemists, he had left his family
The only possible answer that even bigots Democratic party . • • . The day is not far dis- supernatural re\lglou; crowdea with Incident aud full o!
in absolute penury. The author of the great can giv to such arguments is to admit their tant when these plutocrats will combine and progreMlvldeasaudthepoetryotthefut1ll'tl.
wholly control the affairs of the country. An~ PBIOE 11.00.
A.DDRE88 ~Ji{Ie OFFlOlli
" Dictionary of Chemistry " had served science truth,
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SOCIAL V\TEALTH:
The Sole Factors and
Exact Ratios in its Acquir~mea•t and Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.

Tributes. There hav been so manv

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
THE PRESENT
AND

PrOSi' Poems and Selections. This THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
b@st ever issued. It contains, besides the
celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never
before published, and all the famous " tributes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till now, many
other gems, selected from the speeches, arguments, leetures, letters, table-talks, and
day-to-d<ty conversations of the author. The
work is designed for, and will be accepted
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m half-calf, mottled edges, elegant. hbrary
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, highest
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AND

THEm POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
BY JOHN .ALBERGER.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHICH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO.
LITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
. Price, liO cents, 7~ cflots, and $1.00, ac•
cordlo.r to condition· of' book.
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BY HELEN H. GARDENER.
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$10; ~ounce, F&ll .Tewaled, Adjusted p,.,, Regulator
Introduction by
Stem Wind, $22; tlu~ ~ame, line movement, In best
gold !!lied case, $35; with cheap movement $25
Ladles' Solid Gola Elgin stem wind watche; $~0·
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL .
$24, and $32-H karat, upward. Watches cle~ned'
!!nest work In the world, $1. Springs, $1, aud re~
turned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
tor the trade at reduced rates and agents sending
In connection with another firm we have just published Helen H. Garder.wr's first volume. work once a week trom every state In the Union are
lots ot money. Best spectacles In the
Helen H. Ga~dener was first introduce~ to the public by Col. Ingersoll, since when she has making
world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back on dewon a place m the hearts of all Freetlnnkers by her ability, aud by the brilliancy of her lect- mand. Try met
OTTO WETTB'rEIN.
ures. The contents of the volume are:
Patentee ot Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
MEN, WOMEN, AND GODS: Introductory·! mies; Geographical Religion· Revelation· Evi- The km~st 1beautltul badge ever placed upon the
d
f '" . l
.
'
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Accident Insurance; Chiefly Women; Why
ence ~ . .<attl; Dtd He talk? What You or Gent. Solid gold, $3; $3.:>0; extra heavy, $4;
Women Support It; What It Teaches; Fr.om
.May '[ !.nnk; Intellectual Gag-Law ; '['he Vi- with diamond, artistically enameled, $10.
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BY MAIL POST·PA.lD.
to Think; Creeds; Self-Control Wh~t We Need·
-(Civ1lization, Comparativ Status, Women as
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian Iuven:
Persons, Education, As Wives, Not Woman's
tion ; Twin Monsters from Intellectual PigFriend, Morals).

Superb photogra~hs, 22 x 28, $5; panel,
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10 l-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.; view of their Origin and Growth~ Rise and the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opcard, 20 cents.
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase: eration; Law of Contract~; Money and Credit;
profit, interest, re11t; Conservation of Wealth; Of Value or Economic Ratios; '['axation as a
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand 'rools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions
for Mr. bgersoll's works, the publisher has Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Laud Own- to Legislators; Conclusion.
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Orthodoxy,,. bound in one beautiful volume, in
PRIC.E', <:LOTH, $1.00.
half calf, library style, and containing over
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
Address THE. TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
low price of $6. Sent by mail postpaid.
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of W;tr," the
"Grant Banquet 'l'oast," and the recent ad·
dress over "Little Harry Miller's Grave,"
that they hav been printed on heavy toned
paper, 18x22, 1llurmnated border, and in
large, clear ty}'e, suitable for frammg, and
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

MEN, WOMEN,-AND GODS.

Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

The Basts of Voltait·e, Paine and In·
gersoll. Cabinet si~e; true to life,
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BY A CAPITALIST.
A Book Advocating .Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals with
the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out tlleir imperfections, and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present system. The remedy, the author thmks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CONTENTS: The titles of some of tile chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Republic; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Hepublic; Life in the
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods rroposed for the
Trausttion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Co!Jectiv Property; Danger.
Pnce, $1.50.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

.A. Great Medical Work o·n Manhootl
ExhaustedDecline
VItality,In
Nervous
and Physical
Debility,
Premature
Man, Errors
of Yomh,
!<n<l
the untold miseries resulting from ln<llsorotlon or
excesses. A book tor every man, young, mtctdloaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic diseases, euch one or which Is Invaluable. So tound by the autbor, whose experJ,.
ence tor 23 years Is such 118 probably never uefore
tell to the lot or any physician. 800 pages, bound In
beautiful French muslin, emboSBed covers, lull gilt,
guaranteed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical, literary, and profeseloual-than any other
work sold In this country tor $2.60, or the money
will be refunded In every Instance Price only $LOU
by mall, post paid. Illustratlv sample 6 c~ntb.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the authot· by the
National Medical Association, to the president of
which, the Bon. p, A. Bissell, and associate officers
ot the Board the reader Is respectfully referrell,
The l:lclence ot Lite should be react by the young
tor instruction, and by the a1lllcted tor relief. IG
will benefit all.-London Lancet.
There Is no member ot society to whom The
Science ot Life will not be useful, whethor youth,
parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-Aroonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bultlnch Htreet, Booton, Mass ,
who may be consulted on all diseases r<•qulrlng
skill and experience. Ohronlo and ooBIIntue dis
ea.ses that have ba1lled the skill of all
lr. lothor
physicians a specialty. Sucb treatt>dlf rt s u ccessfully, wltbout an Instance otT
t,
!allure. Mention thiS paper.1y14
I 0
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DR. R. P. F1LLOWS
Is a regularly educated and legally qua!J.
fied physician, and
the most successful
a.s his practice wll,
pr0ve. He lllla tor
twenty years treated
excluslvly an dlseu.ses
or the Sexual Organs,
In \be cure• of which
he stands preem lnent.
S PER l't!A'l"OHhii<EA
and 1111PO'l1: ~!OY
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power,renderlr:g lllar
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opy, etc., are
cureddays.
per~
out91•1e
1 UnhaJ,vllcMion
In sixty
USED. It Is one or Dr.
valuable dloeoveries, which Is entirely unto the med leal profession. Bend tl ve 2-CeiJ t
stamps for his "Pnvate Oounse!or," giving full Ill·
formation. AddreBB Dr. B. P. Fellows, "\"llleland, N.
.J.,e.nd say Where you saw this advertlsment.
/!'rom !he Ironcl<><! .Age.

BIBLE MORALS.
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"Dr.Fellows Is an outspoken Inl!del, therefore no
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the Ianll
should giv the doctor their patt·onage."
1}'ll

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
Falsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and H.obbery-Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder-Wan:; of Conquest and Extermination-Despotism-~ntolerance a~d
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BY .TORN E. REMSB1JRG.

6 Copies, $1.00
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8-peclol Discount on La1'=-e-r C,luontftle11.

GERMAN SI.MPLIFJED.
An easy and practical new method, adapted tor

self-Instruction as well a.s tor use In scbools. 'l'o
consist o! about twelve numbers. Eleven numbers
now published. Bent to any address on receipt of
the price, 10 cents per number, by TIIE •rRU'rll
SEEKER 00.
" These bookS contain a wealth of knowledge for
sel!-lnstruction."-En. .A.lbany Union.
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To the Senate a.nd.Assembly,of_theState of New York:
TilE dlttsrence betW~Pn the conditions of the rich
anti the poor Is far more marked than It ought to be.
The homes of the poor, though humble, should be
neat and cheerful.-D. M, Bennttt.
LA."PGH, and the world laughs with you,
Weep, and you weep all alone,
For the brave old earth must borrow Its mirth;
H has trouble enough of Its own.
Sing, and the hllls w!ll answer,
Sigh, It Is lost on the alr;
Tbe echoes reb:mnd to a joytul sound
And shrink from voicing care.
Rej'Jice, and men w!ll seek you,
Grieve, and they turn and go;
They want full measure or your pleasure,
But they do not want your woe.
Be glad, and your friends are many,
Be sad, and you lose them all;
There are none to decline your nectared w!ne,
But alon' you must drink Ute's gall.
Feast, anoJ your halls are crowded,
F!l.st, and the world goes by,
Forget and torglv-lt helps you to llv,
But no man can help you to dlel
There !s room In the halls or pleasure
F,,r a long and lordly train,
But, one by one, we must all march on
Through the narrow aisle of pain.
-Ella WkUl.,..

The Co-nstitution of our State guarantees that "the- free exercise and 'enjoyme~t of religious
profession and worship, without disr:rimi'!Udion or preje1·ence, shall forever- be allowed· in this· State to all
mankind." The general princjple of American Government is equality of all men before th~ law.
This, as Your. Honorable Body is aware, involves the principle, already acknowledged in theory, of the
Total Separation of Church and State. But Church and State are now practically united by the
following statutes :
1. ·The law exempting Church Property from Taxation.
2. The laws appropriating Money from the Public Treasury for the support of Institutions
founded and managed chiefly by Sectarian Denominations.
3. The law compelling the Observance of Sunday as a religious holy day.
The undersigned, Citizens of the State of New York, do therefore 1·espectfully but earnestly
petition Your Honorable Body to repeal all the laws or parts of laws of this State which are violations of the above principles. Our reasons for asking this are :
1. The Churches are voluntary associations properly to be supported by the voluntary contributions of their members. 2. The State is compulsory. Every citizen must pay taxes. And we
submit that it is unjust to a large and growing body of voters to be ,compelled to pay for the aupport
of Churches' which they cannot conscientiously attend; for the hire of Ministers in our Legislatur0.
and Public Institutions, in whose doctrines they are unable to believe; and to observe as holy a clay
to them no more sacred than any other.· We also submit that the exemption of Churches from taxation~ the appropriation of money for the hire of Minister~ and the support of Sectarian Institutions,;
and the Legal observance of Sunday_ as a holy day, ar~ discriminations in favor of one form of religion,
are abridgments of the free exercise of religious preferences, and are therefore unconstitutional;

WHAT a noble privilege Is It of human reagon to
r<ttaln the knowledge or the supreme being, and,
from the visible works of nature, be enabled to Inter
so sublime a principle as Its supreme creator. But
turn tbe reverse of the medal; survey most nations
and most ages; examln the religious principles
which hav, !n fact, prevailed In thew >rid, you w!ll
scarcely be persuaded that they are anything but ~
N A M E S.
R E S I D E N CE .
sick men's dreams, or, perhaps, wlll regard them ------------,-__:.:_::..:..-=:-=:=-:.:_.;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _=-=-=-::..::=-==-=:._::-=:..:__________
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more as tbe playsome whimsies or monkeys In
human shape, tlilan the serious, posltlv, dogmatical
asseverations of a being who dlgnlfles hlmselt with
the name or rational. -Hume'• N~tural Hisrory of Religion.
'fHA.T Shakspere wrote "Hamlet," or Scott wrote
"Marmion," Is not so sure as that the Lord God
Almighty, by hls prophets and apostles, wrote the
Blbla. • • The Bible says that Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed by flre and brimstone, 'Absurd I' says Infldellty, • no such phenomenon ever
took pla,e.' But Lleutenanant Lynch drops his
I •ne Into the Dead Sea, which occupies the site or
those two cities, and brings up sulphur-piecu of IJ&e
V<>'Y brims ton< which came down from hea~en. -T. De Witt
Talmage. He that hath (long enough) ears to hear
let hlm hear, but as to the great bulk or our readers
let them hold their sides lest they spilt with laugh·
ter.-Hylaz.
IF I were compelled to choo3e between Talmage
and Ba.ri:tum, I should say, Without any hesitation,
Glv me the Sunday circus. I could listen even to
the stale jokes of the clown on sunday, and receive
less shock to moral and reverential reeling than was
given by these clerical jokes Intended to ridicule the
noblest triumphs of the century. Even the clown
sings a sentimental ballad which awakes a real
emotion In soine of his listeners, and, in this respect
at least, the clown's ballad Is better than Talmage's
"prayer.-Row!ond Oonrwr.
POOR gapln', glowerln' Superstition
Waes me, she's In a sad condition;
Fle! bring Black Ja.cl<, her state physician,
To see her,
Alas I there's ground o' great suspicion
She'll ne'er get better.
Auld Orthodoxy lang d!d grapple,
But now she's got an unco ripple;
Haste, gle her name up!' the chapel,
"Nigh unto death;'•
See, how she fetches at'the thrattle,
And gasps for breath.
-Bur.·11.
LIFE, even In this world, has Its compensations.
It a du'lt man bores and bores his company tlll all

hands are ready to sink, a bright and genial fellow
wllllrradlate It; If one Is as the dead flyln the ointment of the apothecary, the other !B like the quince
In the apple-ple-lts savor and fragrance permeate
the whole dish, and rescue It from vap!dity.Jame• Payn's Undl!f' One Roof.
"FOR the most part," says Relmerus (a dlstln·
gulshed German scholar who was one or the flrst
that utterly dented the supernatural orlg!n of Ohrlstlanlty, 1694-1765), "men go to the devil, and hardly
one In a thousand Is saved." My pious and penslv
grandfather, brooding over these tblngs, was, durIng the whole of his l!fe, tormented by this Idea;
even as In a hive there 111 but one queen to many
thousand bees, even so, argued he, w!th men also,
there was only one soul saved for thousands doomed
to the flames ot heli.-Slra•u••• Old and New Faith.
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GOD knows I'm no the thing I should be,
Nor am I even the thing I coultl be,
But, twenty times, I rather would be
A.n Atheist clean,
Than under gospel colors bid be,
Just tor a screen. ·
-Burnt,
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"THEBE has been a revival in our town." "Many
people converted?" "Oh, yeg, and among them
twenty pupils of the Female Oollege." "How do
you know they are converted?" "Because they
hav declared their determination to Jl.!rt with none
but dlvlnlty students hereafter.''
"DON'T you want to go to the better world, Tommy?'' asked a Sunday-school teacher of the new
scholar. "No, mum," promotly replied the frank
little fellow, "And why not, Tommy?'' "Oh, when
I d!e I want to go where a feller can rest." "Well,
my boy, you can rest there." "Well, In that song
we sung It sa!d we'd all shine there." "Oertalnly;
don•t you want to shine there?" uNo, mum. I don't
want to shine there. I get enough of that here.
I'm a bootblack, mum!"
MR. HUBBl.RD recently pres,nted a. petition from
the Young Men's Obr!stlan A.9soclatlon to the House
or Oommons praying for the batter protection Of
girls and young wom~>n. There ware s"veral ways
In which the presentator could hav passed It to the
proper ol!lC!alln silence, but he arose and without' a
break or pause repeated as follows: "Mr. Speaker,
I beg to present a petition for the better protection
of girls and young women from the members of the
Young Men's Chrls'lan Association."
" I REMEMBER," sa!d a De·rolt boy to hls sundayschool teacher, "you told me always to cou1;1t flfty
when angry.'' "Yes? .._Well, I'm glad to h~ar !t. It
cooled your anger, didn't It?" " You see, a boY
he came Into our a \ley and made faces at me and
dared me to flght. He was blgger'n me, and I'd hav
got pulverlz~d. I remembered what you said, and
began to count." 11 And you didn't fight ?" "No,
ma'am. Just as I got to forty-two, my blg brother
came along, and the way he Ilcked that boy would
hav made your heart glad. I was going to count
fltty and then run."
A. SUPERINTENDENT of a Sunday-school, not over a
thousand miles from Ohlcago, having occasion to
spur the llberallty of hls scholars on a matter of
local charity, went to the nearest stationery store to
select a nice, ornamentally-framed motto suitable to
the business In hand, to hang up In full view of his
juvenll friends on the day appointed for the collection. He picked out one reading, "The Poor You
hav always with You.'' In the course of Ills exhortation on the Sunday In question he called the attention or the classes to the quotation and asked If any
boy or girl could tell hlm why we always hav the
poor with us. "Please, slr," said a Ilttle, curlyheaded rascal, son of a traveler for a paper house,
"I speck's because they can't a:trord to travel.''

ISHED A T"THE TRUTH SEEKER

VILLA.INY that Is vigilant w!ll be an overmatch tor
virtue, If she slumbers at her post, and hence It Is
that a bad cauee has often triumphed over a good
one, for the partisans or the former, knowing that
their cause wUl do nothing tor them, hav done
everything for their cause; whereas the trlends of
the latter are too apt to expect everything from their
c~use, and to do nothing tor themselvs.-CI>!ton'•
Lacon.
DRAwiNG Its forces from another existence and
placing man's true destiny ln th~t lnvlslble and untried sphere, religion necessarily depreciates this
poor world where we are now In exile an<\ probation
and enjoins the depreciation on Its dlsclple3 who
must, from the very beginning ot their sp!rltualllte
l n baptism, renounce the world and their own flesh
along with the devil, and vow themselvs to life-Ion~
warfare with the three, as enemies or God and their
salvation. Salvation, In th6 technical sense, !s
man's only a:tr•lr, and this Is lmper!led by caring
for the things of earth and time.- Through Rome On.

NoT proven. Presbyterian minister: "D)n't you
know It's wicked · o catch flsh on the Sabbath ?"
Small boy (not having had a bite all the morning):
"Who's catching fish ?"
A OALJFORNIA. missionary spent the best part ot
the summer endeavoring to Ohr!stlanl~e a Oh!naman. The missionary thought he was getting along
verynlcelyuntll "John" made a proposition to hlm
to" put In" with hlm and stat't a taro bank.
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CONCORD DISCORDS,
The henceness of wherefore,
The thenceness ot therefore,
The whatness of whyness,
The dr!nkness of dryness,
The thickness of thinness,
The slnness of s!nle•s,
The whlchness of howness,
The sweetness of sourness,
The hltchness of sh!verty;
The richness ot poverty,
Though sounding like Ocmcords,
Abounding In wrong words,
. Like sun-set ot dawn-light,
Or sober man drunk tightThese, t,hough all are pedantic,
Yet are also as antic
As though the A.tlimtlc
Had discovered Oolumbus,
Then kicked up a rumpus
For losing a compass.
Yours,
H. NJ:THAN BUMPU1!1
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If Lhe
object of the meeting was not a fanatical cru- ifested by Roman Catholics.
sade against vaccination,- but simply to get the Roman Catholics succeed in their efforts for a
miscalled freedom of worship bill, it will all
truth of the matter.
be owing to the supine indifference of the
THE
Andover
Review
says
that
"the
intelliTHE Prohibitionists hav organized a lecture
COLONEL JNGEl!BOLL has BOld his house in
voters of this state. We are not sure but such
Washington, and will take up his residence in gence and heart of the Christian church nnt res:ults, bad as we should consider them, would bureau to send speakers all over the country.
-merely decline to accept the old dogma of perNew York city.
THE billiard match at Chicago between
dition of the heathen--they repudiate it." work some good in awaking people from the
"A MINISTER elected to the legislature is not This statement is indignantly denied by the Ripvanwinklian snooz3 which they seem to be Schaefer, Slosson, and the Frenchman Vignaux
resulted in a tie all around.
worth so much as a Spitz dog," says a speaker Presbyterian Banner and the Examiner, which, now so greatly enjoying."
at a New Haven Prohibitionist meeting.
PRINCETON defeated Yale this year at footAN odd story of systematic theft mingled
as the saying is, still " hope for better
ball.
!low the boys get along with their
A COLPORTEUR, who has been going through things."
with piety comes to the Herald from Birmingstudies is not reported upon.
Connecticut, says that in eighty towns he canham,
England.
It
shows
that
fiction
cannot
THE clericals in Belgium are using their
GERMANY has acquiesced in the pope's settle.
vassed there were 500,000 people who never present parliamentary power in overthrowing compete with real "life in thrilling narrativ.
ment of the Carolinas question. It only reentered a church.
the system of secularized national education John Sturgess went to church regularly and mains now to giv it a definit form.
A MAINE newspaper says that the village of organized by their opponents. Fifty-three was a sincere and devout Christian. When the
CAPT. JAB. B. Eans has under considerProspect Harbor, Goldsboro county, "has no more communal primary schools hav just banns of a well-to-do couple were published,
churGh society, no temperance society, no gin- been suppressed, and the puplls of two hun- however, a very devil lurked in his eye as he ation the construction of a ship railway across
mill, no drunkard, and no pauper."
dred and twenty public primary school hav listened; for therein lay the secret of his life. the peninsula of Florida. The di5tance is
about 120 miles.
KATE FIELD lectured at Chickering Hall last been transferred to the convent schools The He managed to keep his thoughts and plans to
himself, and at home he was an affectionate
THE editor and manager of La Monde, newsSaturday evening on Mormonism. She made I.ondon Freelhlnker ventures to prophesy that
father, in society a genial talker, and in the paper, huv been indicted by the grand jury of
the absurd suggestion that. there should be a a powerful popular reaction will hurl the
estimation of the dominie, or rector, a gentle- Montreal for criminally libeling Mayo• Beaupriestly party from power as soon as their
" national marriage law" for all the states.
man and a scholar. There waR something grand of that city.
term
of
office
expires.
They
will
then
cant
THE Lick Observatory at San Jose, Cal., is
peculiar in the way- he spent his time. His
PAsTOR DoWNs, the Boston clerical adulterfr,
now ready, and regular astronomical observa- and whine about the oppression, and tyranny, day began after dark and ended before sunrise.
having been evicted by his church, hired Music
and
spoliation
involved
in
the
reversal
of
their
. tions will begin as soon as the large telescope,
This, however, seemed to be an eccentricity- Hall last Sunday, and preached to three
own despotic policy.
now being finished at Cambridge, is set up.
nothing more. Not a breath of suspicion at- thousand persons.
AccoRDING to a dark report from Scotland a tached to him. At last the mystery was
IT is reported that the complete correspondIN McDonald county, Mo., a prisoner who
ence of Carlyle with Goethe has been discov- Dissenting minister up .there, who was once roughly solved. The business to which he de- confessed the killing of a deaf mute for money
respected
with
the
best
of
them,
has
fallen
a
voted himself was, it seems, stealing wedding
ered in the Goetne archives. Copies of the
was tHken from jail by a mob, on the 22d, and
original letters of Goethe to Carlyle were also victim to the passion for ·tobacco. Even on presents. After the banns were published he hanged to save expense.
week days a minister of the Free Kirk might kept an eye on the couple. On the weddi:gg
discovered.
find something better to do than smoke; but night when all was quiet he crept into the
SENATOR SHARON, the western millionaire,
Miss KATIE TABB, a well-known and popso long as he confines himself to poisoning the house by a window, bagged everything he died recently. H'l won great notoriety through
ular young lady, was fatally burnt a short
atmosphere of his back-garden only with his could lay hands on, and made off. He has the courts as defendant in a suit for divorce
time ago. She was not attending a dance at
tobacco, a free and liberal congregation would done this for years. He was polite, religious, brought by Sarah Althea Hill.
the time the fatal accident occurred, but was
leave him alone. This rash clergyman, how- and a scoundrel.
CANADIANS are holding indignation meetings
kneeling by the grate in prayer.
ever, is said to ha v gone further than that. His
F. S. RYMAN, of Boston, calletl on Colonel over the execution of the rebellious Riel.
A YOUNG Salvation Army girl recently fell infatuation for the baneful weed has tempted
very ill in Portsmouth, N.H. The captain re- him to a furtiv pipe on Sundays; and, with Ingersoll after the latter's lecture in Boston, Riel's body was buried in a vault under the
church of the Immaculate Conception.
fused to permit her to go to the hospital, and success, he has become overbold. The ru- and his impressions of the event are ~iven to
PARNELL opposes Gladstone, and has insaid she must work till she died. She there- mor has gone like wildfire through his con- Goodall's &m. He said: "I consider it a great
upon deserted, and the indignation of the peo- gregation that on Sunday nights, when they ev~nt in anyone's life to meet either Mr. or dorsed the Tories in a speech at Liverpool.
pie is aroused.
are supposed to be safe in hed, the misguided Mrs. Ingersoll. They certainly are an ideal Some representativ Irish-Americans in this
RoBERT CoLLYER says that "it will not be man may be seen sitting at an open window in couple. Mrs. Ingersoll is an acute reasoner city recently subscribed $7,000 for the support
many years before it will be as difficult to find the manse, puffing exultantly at a small clay and a splendid talker, and she is very enthu- of Parnell.
THE Servians and the Bulgarians are still
an intelligent person doubting the theory of pipe. He can only be seen. from the top of the siastic in regard to all the discussions that hav
evolution as it is now to find a person who be- back-garden wall, and it is said that on Sun- made Mr. Ingersoll so justly famous. In ded- fighting. Servia is a principality of Europe
lieves in the old doctrin that our earth is the day nights a row of black heads may now be icating one of his books to her, Mr. Ingersoll tributary to Turkey, and Bulgaria is a province
speaks of her as 'a woman without supersti- of Turkey. Exactly the aause of the war
center of the universe."
observed peering over it. It is the kirk seation,' and it is, I believe, a literal fact that she would be difficult to point out.
LAsT year the opening prayer of the Exposi- sion collecting evidence.
has no superstitious notions whatsoever. She
THE mother superior of a convent at Con·
tion was made by a Brooklyn preacher,· who
THE English newspapers should hav their is one of the very grandest women I ever met.
cepcion, in South America, recently buried
was brought here for that purpose, and the sporting editors attend church. Such items as I cannot express my contempt for those people
the body of a nun under suspicious circumweather that followed was simply disgusting. this, for instance, from the London Truth, be· who accuse Mr. Ingersoll of unkindness or unstances, and has been sent to jail for ten days
Better arrangements hav been made this year. long to that department of journalism: A gentlemanliness. He is, without doubt or disfor not complying with legal requirements.
-Ne1o Orleans Picayune.
most unseemly row took place on Sunday week pute, one of the kindest and most courteous
THE Rev. Robert F. White, of the Purdy's
Sam a Salvation captain to a convictinpeni- in a parish church in the diocese of Salisbury. gentlemen I ever met anywhere in my life,
tentiary: "My poor unfortunate brother, I There had been differences between the vicar and, to my certain knowledge, no mau can be Station Methodist church, was arraigned in
trust that since you hav been in this wretched and the curate, and the temper of the former much more charitable toward people of op- White Plains, N.Y., last week, on the charge
place you hav been able to find Jesus?" Con- reverend person seems to hav entirely given posit opinions than he is. Toward nothing of assaulting Miss Elfreda Robinson while she
viet (positivly): "I havn't seen a thing of way on the sacred day. He arrived at the is he severe but open and armed bigotry. How was on a visit at the parsonage. He pleaded
not guilty.
him. What tier is he on?"
church shortly before the hour c.f morning truly could he say:
A DIBPATOH to last Monday's papers reads as
IT is said that Miss Butt, the young Illinois- service, and, on entering the vestry, found the
"'I am in love with love,
follows: "BoMBAY, Nov. 22d.-A serious relig·
ess, who was raised from her death- bed by curate arraying himself in his surplice, with
And the only thing I hate is hate.'
prayer, has eloped with Pastor Kent, who the intl)ntion of reading the prayers, as usual I wish those who think it a duty and a delight ious riot took place to-day at Broach. One
leaves a wife and four children. This pmyer- The vicar ordered him to leave the place, and tn write against him could hav seen him as I English official was killed and threil others
cure treatment leads to bad results. Those on his refusing some strong language passed saw him this morning in social conversation, were wounded. Five of the rioters were shot
who contemplate experimenting with it should between the enraged divines, the soene ending I am certain that all these silly slanders would hy the police."
try it first on a dog.
in the vicar rushing furiously on his subordi- be silenced fo·rever. Mr. Ingersoll showed me
THE Mormons are turning the tables upon
REuBENB. CLAFLIN, father of Victoria Wood- nata and tearing the surplice from his back, photographs of his two daughtera. They hav their prosecutors by arresting gentiles for lewd
hull and Tennie C. Claflin, died Nov. 19th. after which he threw the garment into the very beautiful, intelligent faces, proving that conduct with diE"reputable women. A deputy
Tennie writes to the New York 61.m that her churchyard.
The clerk hurried into the they are the ideal ohilJren of an ideal mate- marshal and a United States commissioner
father was killed by grief over an article about, church and summoned the 'squire from his ship. Wit-h a just pride Mrs. Ingersoll spoke were arrested at Salt Lake City last week on
his daughters in the New York World. Yet the pew to mediat_e between the combatants. ~he of them in the highest terms of praise. I do the above charge.
old man had much to grieve over apart !rom result of his mterference was that the VICar not believe that Cornelia was prouder of her
JoHN L. SuLLIVAN, the pugilist, has signed a
any newspaper article!
presently proceeded to the _readin!S desk, leav- children, nor do I think that she more fully contract to make a tour of Europe and Austra,A BURNING question of centuries has been ing the curate to compose himself m the vestry. comprehended the sublime and mysterious lia next year. He agrees to meet any man who
settled by the decision of a petty Minnesota
THE Christian at lVo1·k says: "Attention has office of motherhood. ::-.Ir. Ingerso_ll is the may be brought against him, at any time, uncourt. ASwedish pastor and his congregation been directed to the fact that in severallocali- same jolly joker in private life that he is on the der any circumstances, with or without gloves,
quarreled over the dogma of predestination. ties during the recent election contest Roman stage, and few points in conversation come up and under any rules.
The case was carried into the civil court, Catholic priests instructed their people from that he is not able to illUEtrate at once with
AT Wallingford, Conn., a father's anxiety for
which decided in favor of the pastor, and, pre- the pulpit as to the legislativ candidates they some comic and appropriate story. My desire the success of his daughter, who was singing
in
this
letter
has
been
to
describe
Mr.
Ingersumably, of the dogma.- St. Paul Pionw· Press. should vote for. In this the priests exercised
for -tb e first time in the choir of the Episcopal
soll as he is, so that his circle of friends, great
AT an anti-vaccination meeting in New York a right which is every way theirs; and it is
church there last Sunday, was so great that
as it is, may be increased, and his power f~r
at which Henry Bergh presided, Dr. Gunn quite as fitting that they should do this as that
while she was singing a solo be fell in an
era:licating error augmented. I lcnow that h1s
read some statistics, among which were the clel'gymen of the Established Church in Eng. heart is as pure and grand as the 8 ublimest apoplectic fit and expired shortly afterward.
following: Before Jenner's time 18 8 per cent land, and dissenling ministers in Scotland, period that ever left his lips, and I honor no
A crncuLan has been mailed by Walter N.
of small-pox patients died. To-day, in spite should urge the support of Parliamentary can- other public person now ],ving. He is good 1 Thaytr, president oi the New York State
of improved sanitary methods, 18.5 per cent of didates for and against disestablishment re· and grand; more I could not say if I W>-LS to :Workingmen's Assembly, to all the trade ~nd
patients die. Before Jenner's day 39 people spectivly. The American, as a rnle, is not apt write a year, and I am positiv that no one of , labor organiutions in the state, . requesting
in 100,000 died from small-pox. To-day 71 to look to his minister for instruction as to his any creed could maet him without likiug him_- . thut_ delegates ba sent_ to _the tw~nLieth annual
people in a million die directly from vaccina- vote, and any movement in this direction does As Mr. Sleaster says, 'Genius will bo h1s 8e8BIOn of the orgamzatl~n whiCh he repre·
tion. In short, he declared that neither not seem to be rEquir~d. But it is a pity that monument the everlasting memory of man his Bt nt~, which will be held lD Albany Oil TueS•
1
reason, authority, nor results proved the ad- among Protestants there is not even a part of heaven.'" '
pay, January 6, 1886.
"Vantage of vaccination. Mr. Bergh said the the interest shown in the election that is man-
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needed now as the indispensable frame-work of the theocracy of the Patriarchs, 'or Auguste Comte the
transformation scene wherein shall be revealed the papacy of the Middle Ages.
opening of the reign of peace and the law of Humanity
Open Letter.
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific on earth. This result should and could be brought
about, as Thomas Paine suggested, by a congress of To Grover Cleveland, President qf the United States of
Gospels.
the great maritime nations by delegates to frame a
.America:
A LECTURE BY T, B. WAKEM;\.N (CONTINUED),
code of international law, and then to provide for its
SIR: I hav just read Your Excellency's proclamaIX.-THE HUMAN RACE IS AN ORGANISM OF GRAND AND EVER- enforcement. If it is not accomplished in this Way the
INCREASING COMPLEXITY,. WHICH CAN ONLY COME TO English-speaking peoples will bring about the unity tion, appointing the 26th day of the present . month
ORDER, PEACE, AND WELFARE BY MEANS OF A GRAND of their great populationS, and then the rest of the as a day of national Thanksgiving to "God." And
FEDERAL REPRESENTATIVE REPUBLIC OF CIVILIZED NA- world Will hav to be content to occupy a subordinate now, by the right of an American citizen, and of one
TIONs.
position to the English in the affairs of this planet. of your most earnest supporters, I respectfully ask
In order to understand any organism it must be What Bismarck and Prussia did to unite Germany, you to giv the authority by which you issue this
regarded as a whole, and the relation of the parts to England will do for the English race and· the world, proclamation. In asking this information at your
the whole must be considered first, and then the re- unless the statesmen of Europe are wise enough to hands, I voice, as I verily believe, the wish of milllation of the parts to each other. Next, the history anticipate that step by a wiser one of prudence and ions of the citizens of our common country. I hope,
·or evolution of the organism and its parts must be prominence to their peoples. When destiny is mani- therefore, that you will cheerfully respond to this
letter.
followed as the correlative of its environment. Then fest it is time to provide for its alternatives.
The offering of thanks to a God is, as Your Excelthe future line of its progress may be traced, and thus
Here it is proper to note two or three of the princilency
well knows, a purely religious rite, just as
our wills, if we choose, may become the complement pal errors of Auguste Comte in which the Liberal
of its laws and aid its progress. Practical sociology world have not followed and cannot follow him, and a much so as the offering of prayers, the performance
and government consist in the application of these knowledge of which is necessary to explain his career, of baptism or of mass, etc. As a private individual,
general and ~imple laws to the human race and its and the relations of Liberals to it in view of this you undeniably hav a right to engage in any of these
organization. It is evident, from a glance at the sur- movement for a temporal Federal Republic of Man- religious rites, and even to exhort others to engage ·
in them. As president of the United States, howface of our earth, that each of its continents or grand kind.
.
divisions has been for ages occupied by, and thus
It is now clear enough that Comte's purpose was ever, you cannot, as any part of your official duties,
has contributed a different race of people to,.our formed in early life (and, notwithstanding the efforts either engage in these rites yourself, or exhort others
.
common humanity; that they have interests to some of Mill and Littre to the contrary), was substantially to engage in them.
In
the
first
amendment
to
the
Constitution
of the
extent common and otherwise adverse; that these adhered to to the day of his death, and bequeathed to
races are often divided into separated nations or gov- his hierachy and its adherents. That purpose was to United States, we find the following language: " Conernments; that all of these have rulers and modes of re-establi~h ns the government of the world the Ro- gress shall make no law respecting an establishment
foreign and internal administration, resulting from man Catholic papal regime of the Middle Ages., Th!s of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."
their different origins and environments.
papacy was to rest upon his statement of science, or When called upon to issue some such· proclamaNow if we look at these races in true, that is, in science at large, instead of theology which science tion as the one you hav just issued, President Jefferson refused to do so, saying: "I consider the govtheir historic, evolution, it is evident that they have had discredited.
pa~ed, through similar stages of progress. .These
To accomplish this purpose, ever before his eyes, ernment of the United States a~ interdicted by the
stages have been the supports of each other in build- he worked out his grand synthesis of human science Constitution from intermeddling with religious instiing up civilization. They may be described as five and history known as" The Positive Philosophy," and tutions, their doctrins, disciplin, or exercises" (JefAnd Jefferson
successive integrations or modes of social organiza- thereupon sought to found his Positive polity, realiz- ferson's Works,. vol. v., p. 236).
tion, religion, and government, viz:
ing his papal, spiritual regime. The world has largely probably understood· the Constitution as thoroughly
1. The early Feticbistic societies, e.g., the Negroes, used his philosophy, and should do so, perhaps, still as any man has ever understood it.
Failing to profit by the example of this great statesIndians, Polynesians, and Chinese.
more freely, while the inevitable law of evolution has
man,
Your Excellency, in issuing the proclamation in
2. The Astrolatry empires, e. g., the Egyptians, As- shown that his papal project was a social fogsil made
syrians, and Persians.
to order, which no mpount of genius or devotion question, bas very unwisely, as I think, established a
3. The Polytheistic cities and empires, e. g., could ever restore to life. The course of historic dangerous precedent, or, rather, has followed a danGreece and Rome.
•
evolution leads up, not to a papacy, but to the Federal gerous precedent already established, which clearly
4. The Monotheistic empires (especially of the Republic of Man; and Comte's polity is a false deduc- presupposes that the above-quoted amendment to the
Popes and of Islam).
tion in history and sociology. To speak correctly, it Constitution has become null and void, and that a
5. The Federal Republics, e~ g., of Switzerland and was not even a deduction, but a pre-judged conclu- national religion has been established in the United
of the United States, tending toward the republic of sion he had inherited from Loyola, De Maistre, and States. Your proclamation clearly takes it for granted
Man, through the gradual federation of the world.
his Catholic parents and ancestors. He had never that "God," the principal deity of the Christian sect,
We appeal to history, that these integrations, been out of the shadow of the papacy, and never had is already a recognized authority in the United States,
which began by circling the Mediterranean, have any true conception of representative or Federal gov- and that the people thereof owe him some kind of
been successive, progre~sive, and a series of ascend~ emments. He regards the Federal Republic of the honor, service, or allegiance. You hav, therefore-!
ing steps, until finally the grand republic of civilized United States as colonial and temporary. In a word, hope not intentionally-prostituted, so far as lay in
peoples already has its foundations laid in the neces- be was lost in history as soon as he was unable to your power, the almost limitless influence of your
sities and hearts of all of the peoples of the more ad- follow the trail of the Roman Empire, the papacy, and high office to the establishing of a theocratic desvanced nations of the earth.
the Latin race. He could not appreciate the view so potism upon the ruins of our republic. Had you
We say in the necessities, for otherwise the peace, often pointed out, that the Roman Empire never thus officially called upon the people to acknowledge
order, and intercourse needful in the further progress added (or but little) to what the Roman Republic their allegiance to Joss, Brahma, Allah, or any other
of mankind cannot be secured. The only cure for had acquired; and that the papacy destroyed this god except the god of the Christians, a howl of inwar, conquest, rivalry, or non-intercourse, is federa- empire, and went on, from bad to worse, until the dignation unprecedented on earth would hav gone
tion. In the striking words of VICTOR HuGo, ad- dominant power of humanity passed over to the Gar- up against you all over the land. You would almost
dressed to the present selfish rulers of Europe: " I manic and Anglo-Saxon peoples, with their represent- certainly hav brought upon yourself impeachment, if
announce to you a novelty. The HUMAN RACE ative chiefs and governments, their parliaments and not assassination. And yet your offense, in that case,
exists. The era of Federation is at hand." Now it juries. From them that power is plainly destined nev- would not be any greater than it is in the present
has been abundantly proved by John Fiske, and er to depart again to make room for any new popes. case. Indeed, it would not be so great, since in that
many others, that the only practicable way in which
Among the reasons why the Latin Papacy can case you w.ould be sustaining a God who has too few
the federation of mankind can be brought about is never displace the Federal Republic as the Ideal of followers among us to ever prove dangerous to our
government; whereas, in the present case, you are
by a Congress and then a federation of representa- the future, it is sufficient to note three, viz:
tive republics. It was the dream of Thomas Paine
1. The Papacy was developed by, and is, the gov- sustaining the cause of a God who, through a large
that America, England, and France would become ernment of theology, with its revelation from a God and rapidly growing political party, is making the
republics and inaugurate this movement. This con- to be imposed and taught as and by authority. It is most strenuous efforts to overthrow the doctrin that
elusion I have been, with many other Liberals, stating therefore in its essence ileRpotic, anti temporal, static, " all civil governments derive their just powers from
and proving for years, but Professor Fiske, in his and unprogressive. Thus Comte's spiritual polity is the consent of the goverued," and to hav himself, by
little work, "American Political Ideas," has left only retrogressive, and in many respects like Mormonism. constitutional amendment, declared to be "the rightful sovereign of all men, from whom (and not from
a reference to his statement of " Manifest Destiny "
necessary, and to his work I refer.*
2. The government of the present is, and in the the people) the just powers of government are deA."s under our last head we pointed out how all re- future must be, more and more " of the people, for rived, to whose laws (given in the Bible, of course,
Jigions could be used and harmonized by incorpora- the people, and by the people" directly, or through and interpreted by the priests) human enactments
tion and interpretation into the higher Religion of agents and representatives responsible to them. This should conform" (the parentheses are mine). You
Humanity, so the various peoples and nations of the arises from the constant changes in the enviroilments hav greatly strengthened this great conspiracy against
e~th can only be used, saved, and reconciled by and the cmaditions of all human socieiies, great or our liberties by thus giving in your allegiance to the
bemg bound together so as to further the general in- small. This fact necessitates the practical predomi- " sovereign " of the conspirators, by urging the people
terests of the world by this projected Federal Re- nance and extension of the state or temporal power of the United States to acknowledge their allEigiance
public.
over the administration of human affaus. This ad- to hi~ by doing him solemn public homage, and by
Nor is this idea impractical, utopian, or useless. ministration requires, as above shown, the Federal declaring, with the conspirators, "that peace, pros->
Our Socialists, and political and economic reformers Union of nations, whose internal governments must perity, and happiness can come to the people only
generally, are mistaken in supposing that their theories rest upon the consent and approval of intelligent when their laws of the national and stfl.te governments
can be tried, much less realized, until this republican peoples, co-operative in republics of their own.
are in accord with the [his] divine will." And who
3. Science, and especially social science, is not a is this would-be "sovereign" of the United States
federative step is at least undertaken. For in no
other way can war, conquest, and the fear and fixed and exclusive creed, like the revelations and before whose throne you would hav us bow in servil
danger of war, with its consequent armaments; and authority of a theological papacy, butiseverchanging homage on the 26th day of the present month? Is
war governments with their consequent leaders and and growing, and tree to all. Therefore, no papacy he in any sense an American, and has he ever exofficers, emperors and kings, aristocracies, priests,and can ever be established upon it which can be recog- pressed a truly republican sentiment? ·Does a rein a word, the practical slavery of the people, ever b~ nized and sustained by all, and thus be a substitute publican-does· any friend of liberty-ever wish to
removed. Until this war regime is over each nation for a :fl.exibl", temporal, general republic, even if one hav a whole nation emasculate themselvs of their mancan be little more than a robber in a kind of feudal man could ever understand, much less represent, the hood and bow their serv:ll necks to the galling yoke
system of nations, and the people must remain little temporal wants and conditions of the various peoples of his single arbitrary will, as interpreted by his
more than soldiers or serfs. No change in rulers or on th" tarth; but this no man can do. Even Comte army of fawning and well-paid flatterers? In panlaws, or treaties, or tariffs, or economics can avail could find no one to succeed him as a pope.
dering to this great conspiracy, Your Excellency·
much until this important change is begun. The
Thus it seems clear that the Federal Repubiic will has spoiled a good president and made a poor
federal republic of commercial civilized nations is be the final repository of the temporal power, while theologian.
the Universities will be the tepositories of learning
And even admitting that this " God " were our
* ";\MERICA~ PoLITICAL IDEAs, Viewed from the Standpoint Iand s~ience f.or a.ges to ~ome, at l~ast. T~e law of "rightful sovereign," admitting all that your procof Umversal History," by JoHN FrsKE.(Harper & Brothers, New ev~lutwn, whteh lS mamfest destmy, forbH1s that lamation presupposes-that we do, as a nation, owe
):ork.)
Brigham Young shall bring back as our future the him the homage due to a "rightful sovereign "-the

f!Iommunilfalions.
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reasons you ass~r!,n ~by w~ should offer him E.olemn I hundreds of millions of dollarfl, thus enhanr.ing the
Lawyrr Chamberlain Expres-:rs an Opinion.
thanks on the 26~h aay o.f thiS mont~ are very faulty .. ! gains of the .bankers by creating a scnrcity of money
Want of space will penmt me to notice only a few ~f and compelling the people to pay to these financial
~'o ·rHE EDITOR OF T!!E TRUTH SEEKER, Si1· : A few
thes? reasons. YOu ~~y tb~t we ~hould thank this cormorants ruinous rates of interest, when these im- pmnts seem to be lost sight ot' in the discussion of
pRrtlcular Go~ for ~~e blessmgs ot peace, and for our mensa sums of hoarded money should be expended the Albany arrest, which ought to be supplied. In
sa~ety and qmet. whtle wars and ~umm·s o~ wars ha~ in. l~qu_idating the public debt (?) (fraud), thus di- the first place, as a matter of fact, there was nothing
agttated and sffl.tcted other natwns of tn~ earth. mimshmg the burden of taxation now borne by the obscen~ or offensiv in Mr. Seward Mitchell's paper.
But _are yon sure that any go_d, and esp~Clally this people, and, by making money plenty among them, The d1scharge of the accused proves this, but it
particular God, bas had anythmg to do with our ex- render them no longer the victims of the bankers?
would hav been the fact none the less if be· had been
emption from "wars and rumors of wars?" If not,
You, and others of the fortunate few to whom he held. Secondly, the paper was not put fC>rth as the
th~n are y~u sure th~t we owe him any t~anb for ~as given "prosperity and contentment," may do 80 utterance of the Convention, and neither the ConventhiS exemptwn ? I wlll ask the same q ueshons also If you like. I however and tht~ millions of others tion nor any individual present, except Mr. Mitchell
iB r_egard to." o~r securi.ty against t~e sco.urge of whose toils ha~ produced all the wealth enjoyed by was at all responsible for it. ThesA two consider~
pestilence, which m o~her lands has cla1m~d Its dead thes~ fortunate few, but whose own lives hav been ations made the intervention of Mr. Palmer not only
by ~~e thousands, ana filled. the stre~ts w1th_mourn- embittered by cold, hunger, and anxiety, owe him no unnecessary, but undignified. The same dishonesty
ers. What proof can you giv that this secunty came thanks, and I, for one, w.ill giv him none. I hav no mali~nity, and falsehood that m~de the charge of ob:
from !l'ny god, and e_specially thi? particular God? use ~or any such God, and I hav very little use for a sceruty also made the effort to connect it with the
And If our. exemptwn from tb~s and t~e ~ther presi~ent, or other official, who is willing to thus Convention. The infamous purpose was manifest.
scourges named really be due to this God, this "right- prostitute. the powers of his office to the foisting of The same scoundrels who did this stand ready to
~1 sovereign," then t~e questi~n arises, Did _we or s~ch a "G<?d," such a would-be~· sovereign," with vilify Mr. Palmer or anyone else for the glory of
did we. not deserve thts exempt10n? If. we did d~- his vast arm1es of worse than useless parasites, upon God. They will incarcerate on false or frivolous
charges, by means of corrupt judges, and chuckle
serve 1t, then we surely do not owe this God, thts the already overburdened American people.
over it, as they did in Bennett's case. Indeed, an
rightful sovereign of all men, any thanks on the 26th
· Yours truly,
JoHN R. KELSo.
Albany editor did not scruple to say that "twenty
day of this month, or on any other day, for not
Longmont; Col., Nov. 15, 285.
scourging us when we had done nothing for which
years in a dungeon was inadequate punishment" for
Mr. Mitchell. Christianity is driven to the last ditch.
he ought to scourge us. No judge, no rightful sovNo Mud on Colon.el Ingersoll's Boots.
The only argument now left is abuse. The accusaereign, is entitled to our thanks for not cruelly punishing innocent men. But if we did not deserve exI notice in the daily papers .attacks upon Col. tion that Liberals are unclean must be expected. It
emption from these scourgings, if we were guilty of Robert G. Ingersoll, as a party to the alleged fraud- must be met, and it should be met with dignity.
New Yodc, Nov. 14, 1885. ED. W. CHAMBERLAIN.
something for which we ought tq hav been scourged, ulent land entries in Colfax county, N. M. One
then is this God of yours, this rightful sovereign, en- paper says tbat "the history of the quarter section
A Rejoinder from Mr. l,ahner.
titled to thanks for his monstrous partiality in thus upon which the colonel's log-cabin stands indicates
letting· us off from deserved punishment, while he that the claim upon and under which it is held is
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, S?:r: M;r.
cruelly punished his more faithful subjects, the fraudulent, and that the name in which that claim Mitchell, Mr. Heywood, and Mrs. Sever!tnce miss the
Spaniards and the Canadians? Is any judge, any is entered is fictitious. Such at least is the report of whole point of my letter entitled "That Arrest at Alrightful sovereign, entitled to thanks for turning Inspector Hobbs."
bany." They hav no warrant in describing me ·as a
loose without any punishment a criminal who cerIt is true that Inspector Hobbs reported that the Freethinker assailing Freethought. My attitude at
tainly Ot]ght to be punished? Should Your Excel- land had not been cultivated, and that he believed Albany involves no such inference. I would deny to
lency, by having thanks offered to this God for his that there was no such person as Abeytia, who was none of the above parties, and to no man, the right or
unjust partiality, encourage him in so reprehensible the homestead claimant. This does not prove that exercise of free speech or free printing. N !ty, l go
a course? This year he is unjustly partial toward Ingersoll had any knowledge of any fraud.
further and applaud them for their .courage and deThe facts in regard to Colonel .Ingersoll are that votion in publishing and defending their unpopular
us. Next year, if the showing of partiality becomes
a fixed habit with him, he may be just as unjustly when the claim was proved up he had no knowledge convictions.
partial against us. Let us not, by offering him un- of the fact. The land was examined by Inspector
I neither entered nor proposed to enter, however,
deserved thanks, render his character any worse than Dunn, who reported no fraud in the proof under date into the merits or demerits of the sex and marri•1ge
it is. Remember that be is a chronic office-seeker, of November 8, 1883. This land was then in the question. The only point I made, and on that I am
and remembe1·, too, that your high office makes your possession of S. W. Dorsey. This report was filed in clear, is that at that lime and under those circwnslances,
influence almost boundless with individuals of this the Department of the Interior at Washington.
in the face of a convention held for a special and
class. Do not abB.se that influence!
The receiver's certificate was issued April12, 1883, well-defined purpose, it was not ouly unbrotherly
You argue that we should thank your particular and the land deeded to S. W. Dorsey May 3, 1883. and discourteous, but also an invasion of freedom, for
God for" plenteous crops which reward the labor of Inspector Hobbs's report was not filed until June 21, them to force their Freelove issues upon us. A
man's house is his castle; the hired h11.ll of n conventhe husbandman and increase our nation's wealth, 1884 ·
and for the contentment throughout our borders.
In March, 1884, John B. Alley, Murry Nelson, and tion is its castle, and the one should be as free from
which follows in the train of prosperity and abun- Colonel Ingersoll purchased the Bosler interest in intrusion &s the other.
The question of the marriage reh~ion I reg!l,rd
dance." Are you sure that your God had anything the Palo Blanco Cattie Company, and. cert11.in
to do with our plen~eous crops? And if he had, did ranch lands of S. W. Dorsey. This Abeytia claim as not ouly the most delica~e but the most difficult in
he do anything ~ore than his duty? Did not the was reserved by lVIr. Dorsey, and soon after he sociology. I hav studied it most carefully on all sides,
husbandmen, by their fatthful labor, earn a right to announced that he was going to build a log-cabin and hav not yet been able to come to a full and fixed
plenteous crops? And is this God of yours entitled on it and present it to Colonel Ingersoll. The house conclusion concerning it. If ever I do definitivly make
to thanks for not depriving them of these rights? Is was in process of construction when Hobbs visited up my mind, I trust I shall hav no fflar about exany man entitled to thanks because he refrains from the land. When the rep()rt was completed it was not pressing my belief, no matter how radical a convicmade public until February 28, 1885. From .July, tion I may arrive at.
burning his children's houses or otherwise unjustly 1884 , to October, l884, Colonel Ingersoll was on the
I fully indorse the resolution which we passed at
injuring them ?
Pacific coast, and came to Chico Springs, N. M., Albany affirming that "Liberty is the mother n.nd
As to the "contentment," the "prosperity," etc., of about October 14th, and remained one month. The nurse of all reform," but as far as my insight now
which you speak, they do not exist among the great land, however, was not deeded to him until January, leads me, I can only see that a free and equal lifelaboring masses. While it is true that the Cleve- 1885. This homestead application of Miguel Abe:vtia long union between one mll.n and one woman, based
lands, the Beechen'!, and other fortunate persons who was indorsed "No fraud (see report 1883, 105, 910, upon affection, chararJter, and common sense, is the
are drawing enormous salaries-while it is true that in Div. P., General Land Office, Washington, D.O.)." highest ideal, and that in order to realize it much in
the Goulds; the Vanderbilts, the Stanfords, and other
This record shows that Colonel Ingersoll was no the way of impulse should be sacrificed.
great monopolists-are enjoying great "prosperity" party to fraud, even if he bad been a purchaser of
CounTr,ANDT PALMER.
and " contentment," there never was a time in the the land. But the land was given to him.
Lecturer Stewart's Views.
history of our country in which want, discontent, and
Inspector Hobbs, in his report, says he was incrime-the inevitable result of want and discontent formed the improvements were being made by
Mn. PALMER, Dear Sir: Allow me to congratulate
-were so rife among the great laboring mll.sses, the Colonel Ingersoll. He was wrongly informed. Sen~ you on your manly, dignified letter in TrrE TRuTH
· sole producers of "our nation's wealth." When were ator Dorsey made them. He was the owner of the SEEKER. We cannot afford to recognize the pestiflabor strikes-the premonitory symptoms of revolu- land. He had an opportunity to know whether there erous nonsense known as social freedom, and advo_tion-more frequent, more extensiv, or more deter- was fraud or not in the proof. Colonel Ingersoll was cated by a certain class of alleged Liberals. It will
mined than at present? When were our roads more not in a position to know anything about it.
swamp any cause that tou~hes it, and it ought. to.
thronged with want made tramps? When were our
If the land was entered by fraud, his hands are
I tried to commit the Cleveland Conventwn, by
cities, towns, and villages more crowded with prosti- clean.
introducing the following resolution, but the comtutes, selling their womanhood for bread? When
But the newspaper judges who are crying fraud mittee deemed it advisable not to adopt it:
were our hospitals and poorhouses more crowded seem to think it is sufficient cause to cancel a claim Resolved That the moral code of civilization is not the result
with wretched inmates, without visibly diminishing because a special agent reports that he believes there of any system of theology, but is the outgrowth of human dethe want and disease that reign outside? When was no ~uch man as Abeytia. The interior depart" velopment, and it is therefore. th':l duty of all t.rue JJJ.bera!s to
render obedience to all the pnnC!ples of morahty wh1ch he at
were our asylums. more crowded with want-ruined ment bas ruled that in every case a hearing must be the
foundation of social order and harmony.
intellects, without visibly diminishing the mental had; that the special agent must first make out his
I
need not say, " Stand your ground," for I know
suffering that reigns outside? When were our pris- case at the bearing by witnesses produced and exons more crowded with want~ made criminals without· amined. N 0 such hearing bas been had, nor lias Mr. you will do so without any such admonition.
Ottumwa, Iowa.
C. \V. STEWART.
.visibly diminishing the criminality that reigns out- Inspector Dunn been proceeded against criminally.
side? • When were our PottAr's•Fields more crowded If his report is a fraud; if he bas violated his oath of NOTE BY THE EDITOR OI' TUE 'l'mrru BEEKRR -1\lr. Stewart O!Tered
the resolution In committee but we suggested that w put In such an
with the graves of paupers, the victims of starvation office in filing it, why does this reform administration exhortation
would Imply that Lloerals harl departed from" all the
or of suicide, without visibly diminishing the armies allow him to go scot-free?
principles which lie at the foundation or social order and harmony,"
anfi as we were not aware that they hn!l Ao <lAparted. or needed hiA
If he has filed a false report., let him be punished. exhortation
of paupers and of prospectiv suicides that still move
to be virtuous, the r~..;olutlon woultl l">e superfluous 11.ncl
mournfully on outside? Are we to thank your Special agents who fail to do their duty, or file false a slur upon them. In our opinion, the last part or the resolution would
more appropriate In a congress or ml ls·.ers. H certainlY was not be
"God "-the God of the rich only-for this state of reports, need to be attended to, and public censure needed among the body of men antl WOtnf~ll n.sHAmblerl at Cleveland,
things? Are we, the laborers, under any obligations should follow them, and not be placed upon men who nor ror Liberals at large. Mr. Stewart acqutecced In this view, anrl he
matter was dropped.
to thank your " God" for having inspired Your are put in a false position by their official reports.
~xcellency to favor the demonetization of silver, a
If editors wish to put down fraud, let them attack
We are Glad You Hav Fonnd It Out.
measure calculated to greatly enhance the value of the guilty persons instead of attacking men who abThe intolerance and aggressivness of the Romish
gold and to increase the enormous profits of the bar fraud, and are innocent of it. To attack the inbankers, gold merchants, and other capitalists, and nocent is dishonorable. Such defamation is a crime. church is asserting itself more and ~ore ~ith t~e
increase of numbers. Whereunto thifl thmg will
to greatly augment the want, the discontent, the sufSpringer, N M, Nov. 12, 1885.
W. S. Busrr.
grow unle~s arrested b.v an aroused public s~ntiment
fering, and the consequent insanity, criminality, and
is readily seen by a glance at Roman Cathohc counother evils which prevail among the laboring classes?
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Companv's publics>- tries or a slight examination of history.-Southern
Are we to thank him also for having inspired our
Christian Ad vocale.
government to hoard up in the J;>Ublic treasury tions sent free upon application.
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The Liberal Club.
moon were the latter asserted. He who affirmB must I of these gatherings held at the residence of one of
Tbe capacit,y of the hall where the Manhattan Lib- prove. There was more practical work before man- the principal members of the association, the Sunday
-eral Club held its 389th regula~ meeting was none kind than standing in open-mouthed awe before the Trauelet says:
A reception was tendered Mr. Charles Watts, of London,
too great fm· the audience which assembled on that unknowable.
Dr. Eccies replied to his critics with great energy England, by Mr. and Mrs. George H. Abel Thursday
occasion. The crowd ·round the treasurer's table
and length the one being limited only by his capac- nig?t. The spacious parlo~s of Mr. Abel's reside':lce on
was so large that the man with the badge-pin, by the "t
d th ' th b ·
t ff b th
·a t h Smithfield street were filled With guests who were anx1ous to
1
e o er emg cu o . Y . e pres1 ~n ' W o meet this noted speaker. After the reception, which Wi s
?xercise of a little timely activity, was enabled to get Y an.
told
him
he
would
bav
to
stop
If
he
mtended
to catch thoroughly enjoyed by all who participated, an elegant supm at the same rate as a Presbyterian. While lookthe last train home. The doctor sorrowfully admit- per was serv~d. Among those who. took paTt were Robert
ing about fot a seat the visitor took occasion to note ted
necessity of stopping sometime and there Rogers and w1fe, John Monge! and wrfe, S. F. DeJones, Frank
the alarming increase of lady attendants at the club. was the
hearty and long-continued applause: The ver- Baker, Harry H.oover, W. S. Douthitt, an.d Roman Staley,
More than one-half, perhaps, were of that sex; the diet was that the speaker bad made the greatest
I hav received [r~m Mr. Sturgis, of U pp~r Sanrest of the audience, of course, were males. A curi- effort of his life.
dusky, a very artistically executed cray~m hke~~;ess
ous fact as to the latter was remarked: though many
The same subject will be continued in the next take~ from a p~otograph of myself. It IS full. s1ze,
of them were well along in years, there was to be seen
meeting,
Mr. Wakeman participating, and it is rea- ~nd ~n .the opmwn of these who are cap.ab~e of Judghardly any of those }:laid and shining domes of
thought which .attract the vagrant fly in church or sonable to assume that he will not play the corpse on mg, It IS ~n excellent work of a;t. This. IS not t~e
that occasion. The whole business can be taken in fir~t specn!l~n that M~. Sturgis has gxven of his
reflect the gashgbt from the front seats at the ballet. for five cents. Presbyterians and Mr. Shook need umque ab1ht;r as an ~tist, as those who hav seen the
Dr. R. G. Eccles was the speaker of the evening, not pay anything
crayon portrait by th1s gentleman of the late D. M.
and "The Knowable 1:ersus the Unknowable" was
·
Bennett well know. I thank Mr. Sturgis for his
his subject. As has been before remarked in these
Passing Notes.
valuable present, and sincerely hope that our friend
reports, the word venms in the title of a lecture is
will receive that business support from Freethinkers
The ultimate results of the recent Cleveland Con- in the States which he undoubtedly deserves.
always full of vague and inscrutable significance, but
wh~n, as in the present case, the knowable runs up vention will largely depend upon the continued acA CORRECTION.
agamst the unknowable, it is to be expected that the tivity of friends throughout the country. To meet
There is evidently an impression among the Lib, contest will be one of exciting interest. And so it in Congress and decide upon a definit course vf acproved. The discussion arose out of the differences tion is the right thing to do. But that is by no erals of the country that I am at present engaged by
of belief between the Agnostics, represented by Her- means all that is required. Such decision must be the American Secular Union to lecture, for which I
bert Sl?encer, .and the PoEitivists, represented by followed by both individual and concerted action, am paid out of the funds of the Union. Permit me
Fredenc Harnson, the speaker taking sides with and this is what is now desirable to be done by every to state that this is an erroneous idea. I am, of
Mr. Spencer.
Freethinker and Secularist in the States and Canada course, lecturing in the interest of the Union, but
Dr. Eccles opened proceedings promptly. Said he: who is anxious to see the Liberal cause succeed as a entirely upon my own responsibility, and do not derive any pecuniary advantage whatever from the
" Whatever is is unknowable. The unknowable is public factor.
While still having the honor of being first vice- Association. I prefer this course at present, so that
the all. Our knowiedge is as a broken window; the
unknowable is the stone that shatters it. As the president of the Union, I hav preferred, for this year the directors may hav the means at their command
fingers that touch our ribs are not identical with the at least, not to renew my official connection as lect- to do what in their judgment is necessary to advance
tickle, so what we see in the landscape does not con- urer similar to that I bad last year. Being upon my the interest of the great Secular movement in this
vey to us the real facts. The earliest form of worship own responsibility, I shall· be the more free to ascer- vast country.
CHARLES wATTS.
Nov. 19, 1885.
placed a ghost in everything. Nature worship de- tain what should be done and to gain practical
veloped out oi ghost worship. The reverence evoked knowledge as to bow to do it.
by wonder will always remain. Those who do not revFrom the Convention I proceeded to Boston, where
Pennsylvania State Convention.,
erence t.he unknowable never think about it at all. I lectured to two grand audiences. Alluding to my
After the meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Not one particle of credit is due to humanity for the visit, the Boston Investigator says:
progress it has made. Our fathers were forced by Both of these lectures were among the very best we ever American Secular Union on Thursday, Nov. 5th, to
the unknowable to be better than their progenitors. heard. As a logical reasoner and an eloquent orator, pleasing discuss and plan measures for the general advanceThe overruling power did it all. Philanthropy is in style and dramatic in manner, Charles Watts is entitled to ment of the cause, and under a1vice of our secretary,
rank with the most popular and attractiv speakers in the coun- S. P. Putnam, I proceeded to Philadelphia to connot worship. lVIorality is not reverence. Prayer is try.
His audiences were large and enthusiastic, applauding
the ~oul's. sinc~re desire spoken or unexpressed; the heartrly nearly every sentence he uttered, and they will be sult with Prof. Wm. Seymour, president of the Pennmotion of a hidden fire that trembles in the breast. very glad of the opportunity to giv him another fraternal wel- sylvania State League, as to time and place to bold
the Pennsylvania state annual meeting.
It is the province of the Atheist to prove that there come to Boston.
Having notified the professor of our intended visit,
is no God, because the Theist is the first in the field,
It will afford me much pleasure to revisit our Bosnnd has the majority with him. Who can tell what ton friends at the earliest opportunity. The very we were agreeably surprised on the evening of our
is impoEsible with the unknowable ? The universe warm reception afforded me and the many marks of arrival at his hospitable home to nnd that be had asitstl~ may be a ponderous brain. Why do things kindness shown me during my eight days' stay in the sembled about twenty friends to welcome us. Eleg~av1tate towo.rd a ~ammon center? A man goes to city will not be soon forgotten. Horace Seaver, gant music was provided, and we enjoyed a most dedmner becam•e he Is hungry. Nature may get hun- J. P. Mendum, Ernest Mendum, and Mr. G. N. Hill lightful evening. Aniong the friends we were proud
gry. It looks mig~tily like it was. I would suggest are gentlemen worth knowing. Their company is and glad to greet were Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Longford,
that the theory which looks upon all mind as matter not only interesting but intellectually profitable. , and the ever genial, fearless advocate of Liberalism,
and upon all matter as mind is the only tenable
My next scene of labor was Greenwich, Mass., Wm. Burrow. To George Longford more than to
one."
where I gave five lectures in the very hotbed of or- any other is Philadelphia indebted for the success of
The speaker concluded by reciting a hymn, and thodoxy. These were the first Secular addresses its Liberal organization.
In consultation it was decided, subject to the apwas heartily applauded by Madam Delescluze. lVIr. ever delivered in this pious town. To Mr. Chandler
Wakeman nplained that he would like to make M. Powers is the credit due for making the ar- proval of the friends there, that Pittsburgh would be
some observhtions upon the discourse to which we rangements for the lectures. The particulars of this the best place, and the first or second week of Dehad listened, but was under. stipulation to play the very excitable event bav already appeared in THE cember the best possible time, to hold the State Concorpse that Dr. Eccles had been dissecting. The TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator, and I refer to the mat- vention.
It is proposed to exercise rigid economy, bav the
flool' was now open. Members of the club had the ter now principally to express my pleasure at meetpreftrence in speeches of ten minutes each.
ing that veteran reformer, Parker Pillsbury, who Convention a really representativ meeting of the
It was some time before any one moved. The presided on each occasion. Although time begins to Liberals of the state, at which tho wants, needs, and
average member of the Liberal Club is careful about tell upon his physical powerf!, ample indications re- wishes of every part of the state shall be considered;
fo?ling with the. unknowable; but at length lVIr. main of that mental force which in the past did to depend mainly on the talent within the state for
~mg was seen gm?g forward, and the applause was such useful work in the antislavery and temperance speakers; and to promote sociability by closing with
b11ll and supper. If the workers of Pittsburgh apImmense. Mr. Kmg, who is a Positivist did not movements.
recognize whom the lecturer had been dissecting,
On Nov. 1st and 2d I spoke three times in Phil- prove, the success of the Convention is assured.
bu~ be.thought ibe.corpse had been having a pretty adelphia, where I found crowded audiences, although They are excelled by none in providing feasts of reaqmet time .. 1\Ir._ Kmg took no stock in Agnosticism. a much larger ball had been engaged than the one I son. When it comes to hall and supper, they are
simply unapproachable. Friends at Pittsburgh hav
It was the ttlle chosen by Spencer to distinguish him had spoken in on my previous visits.
t:-om the general run of Atheists, but it meant pracGeorge Longford is as activ as ever. He is cer- the matter under advisement. We hope to giv positically the same as Atheist. Agnostic was no bet- tainly a most hard-working and consistent officer-a tiv appointment in the next issue of THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
c. B. REYNOLDS,
ter ~ord .than Atheist. A nian might feel better by service and a credit to any society.
Sec. Penn. State Liberal League.
calhng himself an Agnostic, but he was no better.
Professor Seymour is doing good work in the inFive. ce~ts' worth of George Jacob Holyoake's tracts, terest of real Liberalism, while Mr. Burgess, from
Freethought in the Orient.
obtamaole at TnE TnuTn SEEKER office would throw England, manifests the same love of duty and desire
more light on the subject than all 'spencer ever for practical Secularism that he always evinced in
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
w~ote. Mr. King believed in reverencing the highest the old country.
much pleasure in informing you that the old "Hindoo
tbmg a person might know of. A man's mother for
Last Sunday I lectured twice in Pittsburgh-to Freethought Union" in this oity bas been reininstance, was worthy of respect. Dr. Eccles w~uld crowded audiences on each occasion. There was not forced by numerous European and Caucasian friends
hav the son regard his maternal parent as merely a even standing-room left, the ante rooms being also of the cause, and that its name has been changed to
pr.oduct of nature. "The man," concluded Mr. filled. The daily papers on Monday gave a very fair the "Madras Secular Society," to allow of these
Km~, ".who ~ontends that there is no good in hu- epitome of the lectures. Of course I could not es- friends joining as meD1bers.
manxt.y IS gomg to get left.".
A circular (copy of which I hav forwarned to you
cape being" interviewed" on· reaching Pittsburgh.
Mr. Langerfelt took the platform next, and every- It was not my fortune to do so on previous occasions.. with the Thinker) has been addressed to Freebody was pleased to S9e him, as he had not been This time the reporters discovered my whereabouts, thinkers all over India, asking for their aid in the
there before for ~ome time. He said that the dis- and were anxious to know my opinions upon the good cause which is making such rapid progress all
cussion seemed to be about terms, and otherwise political situation in the old country-the Irish diffi- over the world.
there was little disagreement. Mr. Spencer's object culty, and the prospect of the comin~ English elecA hearty response is expected to the circular, and
was "deanthropomorphization." This word marched tions. Two of the principal Sunday papers con- steps will be soon taken to provide a good meeting
once around the hall and then went out the door and tained a lengthy account of my views upon thel:!e room and lib1·ary, and to improve the aize and tone
started toward the East river. A sea serpent was subjects.
of the Thinker, the organ of the society.
reported the next day by a Long Island fisherman.
I hav to request that you will kindly giv the so9iIt appear.3 to me that there is a good future open
Dr. Ringet said that if Spencer agreed with the for the Pittsburgh Secular Society. Most of the ety a copy of your valuable pa.per, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
lecturer .be feared he was returning to his infancy. members are men and women of the right stamp, in exchange for the Thinker.
It s.omehmes Lappened that early teachings resumed many of whom occupy prominent positions both
The gain will, of course, be all on our side, but as
tbe1r sway over the reason when the mind was weak- socially and commercially in the town. The society it will be laid on the library table of the society, we
ened by old age. Dr. Kinget held that the Atheist has an excellent little paper of its own, Truth, which hope that s Jme of our members will be led to subwas no more bound to disprove the existence of God is carefully edited by Mr. Pearce. During my visit scribe for it.
JoHN UPSHON1 Ron. Sec.
than he was to disprove the existence of a man in the I attended several social meetings. Referring to one
Madras, India.
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The Campaign Fnnd.
Previonsly acknowledged,
Wm. Wadsworth (paid),
Q. S. Sheppard (paid), Mrs. Donbaband (paid),
Mrs. E. G. Robinson (paid),
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The Union has been presented with five volumes of Voltaire's Romances by Peter Eckler, and 1,000 copies of "Ingersoll Catechised," by C. P. Farrell .. These are for sale by the
se~retary, for the benefit of the Union.
CoaRECTION.-On the list of contributors to the Campaign
Fund at Cleveland, acknowledged Oct. 24th, the name of
Daniel Kitchen, of Massillon, 0., should replace that of
Samuel Watson.

The Opening of the Museums on Sundays.
This movament meets with the hearty co-operation of the
press. The New York llerald, the Ttmes, the Post, the News,
hav openly declared in favor of the petition. No doubt the
people generally outside of the churches are also of the. same
mind, and what is required is the largest .possible expression,
of public opinion. This opening of the museums is especially
desirable for the workingman. It helps to giv him a happy
Sunday. It relieves him from the misery that too often ac.
companies his weekly toil. As John Swinton says, there
could be no greater boon than such a Sunday, where the
treasures of human art and history are placed before the eyes,
and noble thoughts are excited. John Swinton refers to the
beautiful Sundays of Paris, where all the museums and galleries are open-the Louvre, the Luxembourg, etc., and amid
whose immense halls and corridors nearly half a million people enjoy the m!).gnificence of art. What an example for our
nation to follow, especially New York, so cosmopolitan, and
yet in many respects so narrow and stupid! Let us learn of
illustrious Paris, where the art of living has been so excellently
attained. And Sunday for the people is what we need, and
the American Secular Union, in the way of its Nine Demands,
could not accomplish a more practical good than the opening
of the museums on Sunday. Much will be accomplished in
every way by such a success. It will be the triumph of the
Secular idea. It will be a means of education. lt will be for
the happiness of the world, and it will giv dignity to labor, for
Sunday will be for the millions, instead of being, as it now is,
the Sabbath of the rich who worship on their cushioned pews,
while the coachmen hav to sit and get along the best they can
outside the elegant churches, in all sorts of weather, rain or
shine, with only one consolation, and that is, that they don't
hav to listen to dull sermons, which, no doubt, is the worst
affliction of pious wealth. Instead of this gloomy Sunday
dedicated to hypocrisy and tyranny, there should be a glorious holiday for the people, so that all the delights of the out.
ward world-the sunshine and the flowers, the woods and the
streams-shall help make sweet their lives; and with these the
elevation of mind, thought, and deed, the music in the park,
and the noblest strains of melody that reveal inner depths of
nature, and the treasures of science, of natural history, of the
past, giving hope to the future. If such a Sunday as this could
be had in New York, the old, gloomy ngime would receive a
deadly blow. Would not such a Sunday be a minister of liberty and progress? Would not a free Sunday help to diminish
the slavery of week-day toil, and bring amelioration for the
bitter lot of so many? No doubt all Libemls throughout the
country will feel deepest interest in this endeavor for a real
holiday and Sunday for the people, for the sake of humanity,
and not for the sake of God.
However, though there is such a vast interest in this ma~ter,
a prodigious amount of work must be done in order to reach
the desired end. John Swinton says that two hundred thousand names should be on the petition. That number of
names could be obtained if the proper instrumentalities could
be used. But right here is the difficulty. Our means are not
so great as they should be for the thorough accomplishment
of this work. It takes time and money to reach two hundred
thousand people and hav them cast their vote. It behooves
everyone, therefore, who is interested in the matter to do his
level best to secure signatures to this petition, and to induce
others to work in the same direction, and in every possible
way advertise the fact that there is such a petition at the headquarters of the Union, 33 Clinton Place, to be had upon application. One BJan cannot do this needed work. It is necessary that all friends should join in and voluntarily advance
the matter, for we hav not those financial means at hand by
which otherwise a thorough canvass could be had of the whole
city, and a vast and significant expression of public opinion
made. I hope that no one will be lax in this matter under

the impression that we are on •• the crest of the wave " and
are bound to sweep to victory whether or no. This is'a mis·
take. The opinion of the majority is with us, but this opinion
must be crystallized, bodied forth, put into a material shape in
the form of a solid petition, before it can be made available
for success. There is a determined opposition to the opening
o~ the museums on Sunday. Money has been and is given
w1th the express understanding that they should be kept
closed on Sunday, so there is a dark mass of bigotry right in
our way, not easily to be overthrown, not to yield unless there
is a most imposing expression of public will.
Already many signatures hav been received from leading
men and officials of the city, and if there is only a sufficient
effort put forth by every Liberal in New York city, there is
every prospect of winning the battle. But it cannot be won
unless there is a most enthusiastic and continued action
among all the friends of progress of every shade of opinion.
The American Secular Union has been enabled to take an
effectual part in this movement, because it is a national or.
ganization, and all the power of the Liberal element through.
out the country can be brought to bear for the time being
upon this most favorable point. All Liberals from Maine to
California are interested in the movement in New York city,
and through the Secular Union can lend a hand and giv power
and the needed instrumentalities of work. If we were to depend Rim ply upon the local element, it might not be. strong
enough to consolidate for effectiv campaigning, but by this
national combination of all scattered forces, a unity is created
which makes a great gain for local advancement. We, in
New York city, depend upon all the friends of freedom in the
land for moral and financial aid in this battle for a people's
Sunday. Let us win here, and all will feel the prosperity of
the result, and will be stronger in their own localities. If our
forces in New York score a victory, if we make an impression
at Albany in the matter of legislation, so that a present failure will make our success in the future, then we hav done
that which will be of universal benefit, and will enhance the
power of Liberalism in every community, and from these
points of advantage the Union can go on to other points in
other states and cities, and by its unity of forces accomplish
still another triumph. We must select points and push the
attack at weak places of the enemy, and thus each year will
see something attained toward the goal of perfect liberty and
universal progress.
I· hope that all Liberals will realize the importance of the
American Secular Union in this regard, and feel wherever
they are that they hav a deep personal interest in this matter
of opening the museums in Central Park, and so aid, in every
possible way, the work that is now going on, for the victory
will be of immense significance to the whole national life of
the Liberal party.
MOST I!IIPORTANT.
The time of the secretary of the Union is at present occu·
pied with the petitions both for New York and Albany, to be
acted upon this winter, and with lectures in places neighbor.
ing to New York, both Sundays and week days, as required,
and correspondence with the various Leagues and Liberal
friends in all parts of the country; the preparing of blanks,
circulars, etc., for the formation of new societies, all of which
requires a large amount of office work, and which precludes
for the present work in the field. After January, when the
needs of this work hav been fairly met, the secretary will take
the lecture field for activ campaigning for several months, to
speak every night, if :possible, in every place wherever an
audience can be gathered together. He will speak in the interests of the American Secular Union. to show its work, its
aims and methods, the justice of the Nine Demands, and in
every way possible forward the fellowship of Liberals throughout the country upon these Demands. He proposes to visit
the far Western friends of our cause-to cross the Nevadas
and look upon the blue Pacific. He has had calls from every
section of the country, and he desires to fulfil them. In
order to do so, however, there must be a combination of effort,
and a course marked out 80 that in a trip from the Atlantic to
the Pacific he can reach the greatest number of communities.
He desires especially to visit Colorado, Texas, Utah, and all
the Pacific states and territories, California, Oregon, etc.,
wherever a Liberal center finds a place for him to speak, in a
hall or log-cabin-anywhere. If one cannot secure a hall, let
him arrange for a meeting in his own house. Hav a meeting
of some sort, some manifestation of hope, and it will do good.
So let all friends communicate at once with the secretary of
the Union, in order that arrangements for the Western tour
can be made. so as to produce at the least expense the largest
possible results. By such a personal effort the Liberals of the
East and West, of the North and South, can be brought into a
better and more powerful companionship, for the secretary
will giv full reports of all meetings, etc., and thus in a man·
ner Liberals will be introduced to each other, and know how
the work is going on in a hundred different localities.
VINELAND, N..T.
On Sunday, Nov. 22d, I was at this beautiful village, which
is quite alive with reform of every kind, and I felt quite at
home and enjoyed my Sunday's work very much indeed. In
tbe morning I lectured on the "Work of the American Secular
Union," and in the evening on" The Demands of Humanity."
Almost all my audience were of the Spiritualistic pe1·suasion,
and they do say that the spirits-good ones, of course-did
hover about my brain. However that may be, there was de·
lightful harmony, for the genuin Spiritualist is a genuin Secularist, who believes in making the very best of this world and
would work for humanity as the noblest duty of th~ hour.
There is nothing to separate, for a philosophic belief in a future life which shall be the fruit of this, grand and beautiful,
because one has endeavored to make this life so-such a belief is by no means antagonistic to the Secular philosophy.
It is simply a broadening of the field of labor-that is all. It
does not change the kind of labor, the motiv for which we
work, nor the value of the results here and now. It adds hope,
but it does not make this life nothing, nor does it c:reate a tyr-
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anny like that of church belief, which limits instead of amplifying human joy and effort. I found the most cordial acceptance among these noble Spiritualistic friends, who tire most
devoted to human emancipation. Mrs. Mary E. Tillotson,
well known, I guess, to most Liberals, is full of cheeriness,
good hope, and health. She believes most thoroughly in dress
reform, that shall make for the physical welfare of woman. I
think she must be about right, for she bears her age. of almost
seventy, quite lightly, as if she were tw~nty years younger,
and I hav no doubt that, with her bright philosophy, exultant
and unconquerable spirit, and free exercise in the open air
she will liv to a century and thus see many a triumph of re~
form that to-day seems ·almost impossible. She is secretary of
the society here, and does her duty well amid many discouragements. Mr. Street, the president, is quite enthusiastic, and
a steadfast worker, a thoroughgoing Spiritualist, but an ardent
believer in reform here and now, and of poetic fervor.
Mr. A. C. Cotton, editor of the Roslnon, is doin[{ first-rate
local work for reform, and is animated by n most liberal opirit.
Mr. Young, the eloquent lecturer now here, is in cordial sympathy also with our work, and will joiu heart and h>tnd for its
success. Vineland is indeed quite a place for the gathering
together of the friends of progress, and I think that eventually
a Union will be in operation here for practical good. However,
there are sixteen churches in this place of seven thousand
people, and so, of course, there is a very great deal to be done
before all obstacles can be removed.
These are pretty heavy battalions to work against with a
church to every five hundred inhabitants. Satan's kingdom is
not tumbling down quite yet. He has too good a bank account for that.
I enjoyed a pleasant call upon Mr. and Mrs. Gage, subscribers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, who for many ye11rs hav been
stanch advoc.ates of emancipation, and whoHe old age is illuminated with all the bright rays of ment,<llibmty, and 80 they
seem as young as ever in the ardor of their Freethought convictions.
And so, with a pleasant memory and muny a bri~ht hope,
.and illuminated perhaps by a thousand spirits, and touched
by the magnetic influence of the Summer Land, I leave these
friends of Vineland who hav done so much for libe1·ty, and
whose work will end only with life, and who will indeed hav
the immortality that belongs to noble pmpose.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAlii.
-------.~------

Lectures ami llleetiu gs.
THE Wisconsin State Associlltion of Spirit.nnli~;ts will hold
their next quarterly meeting in Armol'y Hall, Portage, WiH.,
Dec. 11, 12, and 13, 1885. All interesteLl in Preothonght are
invited to participate. The plutform is 11 freo one. Dr. J. C.
Phillips, of Omro, Wis., is secrehtry.
W. F. JAMIESON is just closing his debate with Eliier .T. W.
Damon in the Christian church, Sav~tnllah, Mo. He is engaged to deliver lectures in the following nnmed towi.JH: Morrill, Kan., November 26th, 27th, 28th; Paola, Kan., December
3d, 4th, 5th, 6th; Union Star, Mo., December 17th, 18th, 19th,
20th. Debate with Elder D. H. Dungan, of Des Moines, Ia.,
beginning December 22d. S~~«. sesoions at Maitland, Mo.
Address, Paola, Kan.
THE Ottumwa, Iowa, D,;,ily Democrat, of the 15th, givs
notice that "Mr. John E. Hemsburg, one of tho most noted
speakers in the field of Liberal thought, willlectnre >tt Libeml
Hall, Sunday forenoon and evening; also on I\Iowl11y eveniug.
His subjects will be, 'Sabbath Breaking,' ':False Claims'
and ···Bible Morals.' Mr. Hmnr;burg is recommended by
United States Sen11.tor Ingalls, United Stu.tes Dibtrict Jndge
Arnold Krekel, and many otherd."
NovEMDER 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th Prof. W. F ..Ltmier;on
debated with J. W. Damon, Christian, at Srtvurm:th, l\Io. J\ir.
Jamieson affirmed that the Bible is of human origin, and Genesis and geology are irreconcilable, botl1 of which propodlions
the Christian denied, affirming in his turn that t1w teachings
of the Bible are moral and ennobling, and that Chlislianity is
conduciv to the moral and intellEctual elevation of munldnd.
Mr. Jamieson denied these assertions. We hav no report of
the debate, but presume-leaving Mr. Jamieson's itbiliiy out
of the question-that the Infidel had the be8t of his opponent,
because he had the right side of the nrgnment.
l'HE Wabash }Vee/ely !Jw1·ier reports Mr. Bell's lecture in
that place in these words: "Prof. W. S. Bell, of Chicngo, an
advocate of what certain misguided citizens cuphouiously
torm 'Freethought,' bnt which i~ neither more nor less than
rank Atheism, addressed a corporal's guard composed ehieily
of scoffers at Infidelity at the city hull on 'l'ncsdr,y night.
Bell is a bright man, an interesting spenh1·, and it is to be regretted that he should hav chosen his present crmtic course.
The idea of which these apostles of 'Frcct.honght' are pos·
sessed is a cranky one. Jn this hrou.d n·puhlic every man hag
the privilege of thinking aK he pleaHes on all subjects, and the
people who entertain the belief that there is a God, a heaven,
and a hell, are not disposed to persecute Mr. Bell and other
workers in, as Mr. Arthur Everett puts it, 'the caustl which
needs assistance,' because of their queer notions."
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and bigotry, and shielding their perpetrators from were equal to his justice, and upon his own authority they
were entitled to call him father and to C!lll for mercy at his
the consequences of their own deeds.
hands.
H. H. GARDENER.
Mr. R€corder De Montigny, who recently bad small·pox in
his family, received communion at this morning's service as a
Library Vandals.
thanksgiving.
I am a stranger in your city, but through the
SUPPLEMENTARY.
,
After mass the hon. judges present and the batonnier went
131
courtesy of one of the directors of that remarkably
From the Nw York Sun of November
"'
to the vestry and offered their thanks to Mgr. Fabre and to
fine colltJction of books, the Mercantil Library, I was
Library thieves were discussed by the New York I the Rev. Mr. Colin. HiH lordship congratulateo them and the
Club in the Columbia College library yeste1-l· members of the bar upon their Christian ac.t. Over one hunrecent ly enabled to "Lxami·n a large number of vol- Library
d
dred dollars were subscribed at this Aervice, and as the exumes. I hav made the same sort of examination of ay.
.
.
.
.
.
penses are small, the amount will be given to the Sisters of
books in leading libraries in eight or ten of the large
Dr. Buel, librarian of Umon TheologJCal SemmaTy, Charitv for distribution among the poor a:ffiicted with smallcities of America, in all of which cities I hav found was asked how he get along with the ministers. He •. pox. ·This morning's service was held in honor of St. Roch.
said he was afraid that. ministers were as bad as any- who is.considere<l an~ong.Roman <:J~tholics ~s a spe~ial l?roevidence of the vandalism of ignorant partisans and one else in this respect for since he had been libra- 1tect?r m ~as~s o.f epidemic. Trad.Itlon ha~ It that thrs samt,
bigoted sectarians.
.
'
dnrmg h1s hfe-tlme, was served with a wr1tten document by
Th 8
t 1 bl b k
d' fi
d b
rian more than one thousand volumes had been an angel from heaven, said document being to the eff~ct that
mos va ua 8 00 s are IS gure
Y mar- stolen "One minister," he said, "kept a book any one imploring him in the event of contagious diseases
ginal notes which show the capacity of the readers in
h
d
·
no enviable light. And these vandalisms are not twenty-three years, but finally returned it, with a w(;mld receive sure elp an ~elief. T~e confid.enc::e I!l the
note to the effect that he needed the book no longer samt among the Roman Cathohc,l?opulation of this e1t:~; IS ~Incommitted by young and light readers, as the char.
. . ,,
' bounded, nnd booksellers are sellmg any number of his prctacter of the books will show, as well as the mature as he had ?~tamed ? better fdihon. .
. . nres, which are to be found in almost every Catholio ho~sepenmansbip. For example, Buckle's "History of
" My opmwn," said Mr. Peoples, "Is that muns- hold.
·
Civilization" is annotated and marked throughout, ters are not to he tru~ted in a !ibrary .any I?~re than
If the small-pox is really sent as a cbastisment,
and you can tell the religious belief of almost every anyone eJse. They hke to wnte their opmwns: on as Mr. Calin says it is, it seems that the pious are
one (and there are a number of different ones repre- the margms of books also. I found a book so marked the sinners or that the Lord dislikes them more
sented) who saw fit to display his ignorance or mal- one da~, and, :e~ognizing the hand~riting ~s that of than he do~s the Infidels. In either case the logic
ice at the expense, and through the medium, of an a promment divme, sent a note to him, askmg to see of the situation is against the church.
institution so important as the Mercantil Librarv. him at my office. He came, acknowledged that he
The most copious and frequent display is made by had written in the book, but said that his writing
Mr. MaJlonee Against Woman Snfft•age.
h
·
R
C
th
1·
I
ma!le
it
more
valuable.
To
THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir.· Mrs.
n many cases,
",Others do not think so,' I said; • 80 if you will
some one w o Is a oman a o Ic.
where Buckle has made a point, this reader does not
Iliohan inquires," Can it be possible that Mr. Malfollow the argument beyond the first line or two, get '?~ a new book, you may keep the mol'e valuable lonee, of Cleveland, should begin his speech at the
wten he immediately proceeds to indite a marginal one.
.
•. ~
Convention by saying 'the just right to govern comes
note of denial, or protest, or ridicule, the basis for
Mr.. Han~a~ said that a Staten Is1and mmisoer from the consent of the governed,' and afterward
fl.ll of which iH fitly disposed of if be had only read came mto h!s hbrary one ~ay to. consu!,t some forty make a motion to strike out the resolution favoring
far enough before he had his spasm to take the posi- or fifty volumes on a cer~am subJect.
.I placed the woman suffrage ? " I will say such is not only postion taken by the author. This fact does not deter books on a ·t~ble fo: hm~ and . left him .. Shortly I sible, but true. What then ? If Mrs. Ilioban or any
him from making the same silly blunder on the next afterward, while passmg him ag_~m, I saw him throw one else can giv one logical reason why that resolupage. He never seems to learn to wait until the a volume on the fio~r, and lookmg unde: the table, tion should hav been passed by that Convention, I
close of an argument before he rushes at it and beats saw twenty books lymg there. I a~ked h~m what be should like to hear it. I for one do not propose to
his own brains (or what serves him in that capacity) th.rew the ~ooks on the floor f~r. . Oh, I m throu~h put a power into the bands of our opponents whereout against the authors' bulwarks. Then a Predes- With those,. he answered. I ~?'d him I guessed he bv to retard Secularism half a century at least. If
tinarian takeS Up the fight, and it is amusing-if it was, and Wlth the others, too.
we are bound to indoroe the views of a faction
were not so disgusting-to see him sail between
,
. .
.
simply because it is asserted tbat in S•)me unexScylla and Charybdis. He wants to refute Buckle,
Small-pox for Chnsbans Exclusivly.
plained way such views if carried out would bl'lllefit
but he yearns equally to ilemolish his unknown
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Not- humanity, we might just as well advocate FreeCatholic arlversa:ry; and the air is full of" You're an- withstanding the small-pox scare, we pursue the even,·love or Anarchy, or any other idea, simply because
other," "No such thing,'' etc. By the time he pays tenor of our way, and hold our meetings as usual. It the advocates happened to be Liberals. I accord to
his respects to the Romanist and the author the mar- is a remarkable fact that although, according to the 1 woman all the ri?"hts I claim for myself, and one
gin is filled, and he finds himself without space to Catholic bishop, God is so angry that he bas sent the 1 mo:e, the right to be protected-protectefl from the
state his own case more elaborately than by a "What small-pox as a" punishment,'' not a single Freethinker necessity of participating in the public affttirs of the
is to be will be,'' or "Whatever is is right," or some bas yet been attacked with the disease. If this is so, nation. Your woman suffrag·ifuts are always talking
equally antiquated and fallacious epigram.
he mus~ be wonderfully well pleased with our record about the right to cast a ballot; why do you never
Is tnere no way to protect valuable library books ill the past, and we can assure him that in the future talk of carrying a musket, eerving in the militi!l,
and intelligent readers from this sort of trashy criti- we shall endeavor to beat it if we can. We are either police force, etc.? 1\'Iy wife has sufficient confidence
cism? A thoughtful reader does not care to waste basking in the smiles of his sunshine, or else he in my ability not to demand the righr. to buy her in-·
his time reading through such nonsense to get at the has taken alarm at our propagandist efforts and has dividual coal or ask to do her individual voting;
printed page. He cannot help seeing it., because it gone into the angel-manufacturing business whole- neither does she consifler hei'seli a slave, and I am
overruns the print. He cannot help being more or sale, for fear of there being a scarcity of material in quite cerla;n she stands the peer of any advocate of
less distracted by it. A student does not wish to be the near future. Whatever may be the object, it is woman suffrage to-day. It has proved a failure
forced over and over to tread these childish paths in an undeniable fact that the numbers of the "faithful" wherever it has been tried. My wife would not
his serious reading. He does not wish to be forced are being rapidly reduced. Some of our orthodox 1vote, neither would other women of her clasfl. When
to dig his social or natural or political sciences out friends suggest, however, as an explanation of our 1we were married we formed a copar!nership, the obfrom under theological crusts or sectarian venom. exemption from attack, that" Auld Clootie" being ject of which was happine~s. Two things were abIs there no way to protect him? In one of the such a near and intimate neighbor of ours, we are solutely necessary, our home and the means of mainlargest libraries in this country I discovered that consequently in receipt of a regular and. liberal sup- taining it. I am ready to recogni~e the fact that she
they had James Parton's" Life of Voltaire." They ply of the necessary sulphur and brimstone for fumi- is mistress of the home, and she compliments me
had had it less than two weeks. It had been drawn gating purposes. Not only that, but they believe· by trusting in my hands the financial and public afbut once, yet when I asked for it to refer to I found that his usual midnight ramble through our premises fairs of our life. To make woman a mental duplitwo pages torn or cut out clean with the back. They is more efficacious than a visit from an average cate of man (as indeed you will if there be any point
were the pages containing the story of compulsion as Health Board official. After all, it is not the first to your argument) is to destroy the very q•1alities
practiced by the Catholic church to force Voltaire to time that the devil has done a good turn for poor which every woman should seek to retain. Strongretract. It was well known who had drawn the book. humanity when its creator was suffering from a fit of minded girls usually die old maids. The resolution
The m?tiv ~or the mutilation was plain, but the reply bad temper; and if he will only do our business of adopted was as much out of place as a resolution
to my mqmry was: "We eould not directly accuse a disinfection well, we shall be eternally obliged to supporting tbe claims of t.he Spiritualists or Matedivine of such a thing as that. It would make a him.
C. STEVENS.
rialists would hav been. The only thing upon which
scandal." I said, "The scandal is already made.
Montreal, Can.
the Americ<m Secular Union can agree is the DeThe proof is here. He has wilfully mutilated and
.
mands of Liberalism, and we hav our hands full
destroyed public property. Is he to be protected
T.he f?llowmg, from. a Montreal paper, reads as without ch'l.IDPioning a pet scheme of the enemy.
against the consequences of his act? If a man we Imagm a report might of a fourteenth-century
Cleveland Ohio
J D MALLON.EE
gathering in Italy-that is, if the Italians of those
'
·
· ·
'·
breaks a glass in a public building, if he throws a days had had newspapers, or been able to read them
sto~e and, destroys a lamp purposely, iA he shielded if they had had them:
As 'l,hings Are.
agamst the consequences of his deliberate act?
In reviewing t.be political situat-ion, we find the
.
·
d
·
f
A
solemn
religious
service
was
held
this
morning
in
the
N ow th
· IB mis emeanor IS o a double character: churc h of Nore
t Darne, at the request of the hon. juuges
"
and hi'therto two great leading parties beinO'
" forced to the
it mutilates public property and it aims to suppress members of the bar of this city, the object being to offer pray- wall of concession by the pressure from without.
truth. There should bEta double punishment." The ers for the disappearance of the small-pox epidemio. With The Democracy has fairly accepted the workingman
librarian shrugged his shoulders and said: "I do not a very few excep,tions all the Catholic members of the local as a factor in politics, and by his vote a prepondert 1
1
If
'11
·
bench and bar were present. Seats bad been prepared in
care o ose my Pace.
you Wl wnte an account front of the altar railing for the judges and members of the ance has been emphatically secured at the state alecof it to any paper in the city, and. if the editor will bar, and among thoRe present were noticP-d the Hon. Mr. Mer- tion. And it will go bard with the leaders of the
'publish it, I will assure him (privately) that the facts cier, battonier; ths Hon. Ju~tices JettE\. Papineau, Mousseau, trades unions if they will :not be found as claimants
are as given."
Loranger, Desnoyers, Mr. Recorder DeMontigny, the. Hon. of the spoils of office. Catch the astute fellows let! d 1·d
N t
· th
•t
d
Sheriff Chauveau, the Ron. Senators Trudel and Lacoste,
•
so.
o a paper m
e Cl Y waul pubEsh Deputy Recorder Bourgoin and others
ting slip good chances! They deserve all fair reThe religious service was performed by his lord~hin Mgr. wards. They hav skilfully and courageously manIt. I thereupon set about getting up a fictitious
case. I told of the mutilation of several tbeological Fabre. The Rev. Mr. Marcoux, vice-rectot• of Laval Univer- aged to interpret to the men of the bench, through
works. The librarian was not consulted. The mat- sity, acted as assistant, and Rev. Messrs. Hanon and Gaudin the medium of their unions, the equality of the ·rank
t
· t d 'th
d 1
as deacon and subdeacon of honor.
er was prm e Wl . out e ay, together with a de- A number of the members of the choir of Notre Dame, who and file with the boss element as participants in inmaud for just retribution, and the next dav the had volunteered their services, rendered Gounod's Messe breve dustrial profits, and the ease with which the t.rade of
l~brary w~s besieged by zealous and indignant Chris- with much effect. The cburoh was crowded with a large num- society might be conducted for the benefit of alltians, askmg for books that never existed outside of ber of worshipers. The Rev. Mr. Colin, superior of the semi- Socialism, " for to that complexion· must it come at
th b · f
· · k
A d t
t ld
nary, delivered a short but very effectiv address. He congratb
e ram o a grim JO ·er.
n ye we are o that ulated the members oE the bench and bar upon the spirit of last "-instead of, as now, ringing the merest pitthere is one law for all in this land of freedom, and faith displayed by them, and the good example thus set to the tance to the employee while making millionaires of
that church and state are separate. This does not whole community. After acknowledging the good works done employe1'S. The basis of the social war is Syndicate
look like it to an unprejudiced observer.
by the several civic organizations, he said he was happy to see vs. Labor.
•
But whether these library vandals are offenders the leading citizens doing more, and coming to implore the
Society is fairly awakened to t.he fact of overwhelmhelp of their God. The present act was one both of faith and
against Christian or. Agnost~c prejudices, they are charity, as their offering~ would go to help the suffering poor. ing abuse in our industrial relations. The general
~qually offenderA agamst pubhc welfare and morality, !n.offering prayer in the Lo:<l;'s house tb~y were reap.y humil- intellect of Christendom, throwing aside the authority
''11 · ' there should be some way to reach them all, and lEitm!? themselvs·ancl recogmzmga .s~penor power, a supreme' that has so long dominated the masses baR resolved
, . k
bl' l'b ·
th ·
b ·d
God In whose hands rest our destimes. They came here to
f
d
. d
f b' 'd .
".: ··~u, e P:U IC ~1 r~nes ~OJ?e mg ~BI e~ a means I acknowledge the justice of the Lord's ohastisment, but at the hence orwar to act m ependent o t e at hitherto
!.Jl bl_Jt.. w:tmg and I:!ltensifymg ~ectar1a11 Ignorance same time they could not forget th11t hiB goodness and mercy so humbly deferred to,
Men hav found that they

{IOII(U(Ut(ica.tions.
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hav been duped, made to meekly bear the degradationa of poverty through the systematic machinations
of humbugs and despots. Deception has been on
tbe rampage through all the centuries, dooming the
many to all severities of toil in favor of the few, while
thanking their enslavers for the barest means of life.
Civilization has been pivoted on the madness of a
theory born of church teachings and the idiocy growing out of a barbaric system of ranks. And so imperiously hav the false claims been enforced that
habits of thought and conformity of action bav, to
the common mind, made the conditions impossible to
be changed without insulting the " great author of
all" under whose guidance society has been shaped.
It is only within the past century that a general
change has come over the l.lpirit of life's dream in the
matter of social relations; and perhaps not more than
twenty years that resistance to the old regime has
been insisted on-modestly at first and with an appearance oi uncertainty as to the rightfulness of the
modern interpretation of social life. No truer delineation of the monstrous lie embodied in society can
be found than in the lines of the obscure versifier:

in Massachusetts ag-ainst dead-beading the churches
is that nobody claims that they ought to be exempt<ad on account of their merits as religious institut!ons. Some ~ppe!ll to their architectural beauty,
whiCh would brmg m a new standard of taxation,
ana by which the rich man's palace might go free.
Othe~s claim that a church raises the value of prope1·ty m the neighborhood, which again is just as true
of the palace. Moreover, I hav known the owner of
a bouse fail to get a tenant on account of the noise
~~de by the bell of the adjacent church. So, again,
It 1s urged that there are somA churches t.hat could
not afford. to pay their taxes. Many individuals are
equally unfortunate. The difference in favor of the
poor church is that it is sure of help from wealthy
societies in the same denomination. The old plea
that churches are public charities is simply ridiculous
to those who notice how few keep their seats free,
and how many systematically keep strangers standing
11.t the door, until the procQedings are far advanced.
There is no public charitv in a private pew. Most of
thA churches are simply Sunday club-houses.
Let me add that the movement in Massachusetts
And everywhere they went they saw
has taken a new form, through the vote of the town
· A thou'lland of the rank and file,
of Princeton-thirty-six to twenty-five-to request
·With four the rest to overawe,
th 1 · 1
To keep one specious rogue in style.
e egis ature to repeal the law ~y which the churches
·
t
1
f ll ·
·
th
are
exempted. All honor to Prmcel·on.
A n d th e verse Imme Ia e y o owmg Is
e capF M H
sheaf magnified to the culminating horror justifying
· · OLLAND.
revolution:
Crooked Church VVork.

a·

They halted at the Stock Exchange;
Where prowls the mean commercial knave,
Who seeks a "corner" to arrange,
The public market to enslave.

I
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lecting their claims at ma~urity, and the almost universal repugnance to foreclosing and selling churches
at sheriff's sales? How, then, are you t.o be sure you
will collect your loans from all the 853 churches to
whom you hav loaned ?"
Mr. Price prom•eds, criticising the statement that
the board held $70,000 " in marketable securities "
and expresses surprise that the Methodist chur~h
should engage in stock jobbing. He also overba11ls
the expense accounts, which to the extent of $21,556
are. ~o be met before any money can be used for
legitimate church work. In closing he accuses the
church ag~nts .of making false representations to secure contributiOns. He demands an explanation of
the board's methods, and urges that all dishonest and
oblique .procedures be at once stopped.

At the Graye.

Died, at Minneapolis, Kan., Sept. 27, 1885, Warren. son of
Warren and Ella Reed, aged 1 year, 5 months and 8 days.
Th~ following tribute, at the grave, from the pa~ents, was the
entire ceremony. No prayers were offered no son""s were
rendered. "Friends: We bury here the re~ains of o~J.r once
lovely, loving ?oy. To us he was the sunshine of happiness:
~n emblem of mnoce~ce, .purity, love, and joy. In the eve of
m!ancy! he wa~ dawmng mto the morn of childhood, bringing
with him the Ideal of our hope and pride. To nR he was an
offspr~ng of love, a fru!t o~ happi_ness, a treasure of joy. Nature kmdly touched him mto a JOyous gem; she kissed him
into a shining light, then unkindly smote him with the wand
of death. The casket we deposit here; the gem of light has
flown we know not whither. but if thore is life beyond the
grave, we hope to meet our little darling when we are ushered
.
A sensation of the first magnitude occurred in thither."

Philadelphia, on the 13th in st., n~>ar thA close of a
Aession of the Methodist. Church Extension Society.
Sabbatic Trouble Among the Jews.
Force has had its day. Fraud now must succumb. These meetings are usually of the most quiet and unFl"om thdlebrew standard.
The people swear by the great facts of life that a exciting character, but on this accRaian a my~>terious
Our rJtbbis "hav eyes but they will not see " that
change must come-not in Christendom alone but P~':p~>r was prePentAo by a lay-member. Mr. TbomaR their efforts to bring about a revival of the old spirit
throughout the big world. The gage of contest has VV. Price, of No. 505 Minor street, who introduced of Judaism are simply wasted because miRdirected.
been thrown; its acceptance forced. VVhere the de- the paper, had taken the precaution to hav the mat- Of the thousands of Sabbath-breakers in New York
fiance of tyrants has been most strongly felt the ter printed. Mr. Price has been one of the most city, we venture to assert. that not one-tenth part
scourged hav sought the aid of dynamite. Let H be liberal givers to the cause of Methodism in that ci.ty hav bAen interested in the Kohut-Kobler controversy,
for us to seek the agent hallowed as the gift of the for many years. The startling character of his or understand the difference between Mosaic-Rttbbin" fathers," and used by them, the ballot, hopeful of pamphlet, therefore, has additional weight. He ical and Prophetic Judaism. The addresses of our
so accomplishing releasement from the idiocy of arraigns the society for carelessness in the manage- eloquAnt divines at the Baltimore conference were
thraldom. But accomplish we must. It is so nom- ment of its business affairs. After overhauling the doubtless very interesting, the proposed publication
inated in the bond. .A.nd in obedience to the force- a<>~ounts of the German conferenceR, Mr. Price says: of catechisms and Jewish booko very laudable, but
ful mandate Great Britain is now thrilling in the " The saroA want. of agreement is found in your re- the fact, the stubborn fact, still stares us in the face,
throes of a revolution made rampant by an American port for 1883. On aDA page you say :v~u paid for a fact. disgraceful to orthodox and reform aliketramp, Henry George-a modern Peter the Hermit, mt.erest $22 563 29. Y?nr treasur11r chums t.o ~av that Jewish plac~s of business are open on the Jewarousing the people for the redemption of the land paid but $16 341.02, a difference of $6,222.27. VVhwh ish Sabbath, and that the numbet is con.~tanlly ·inureastorn from their ancestors by the remorseless avarice IB correct? Large as your expenses are, you seem to ing.
of the lawyer legislators of the past.
need some one th'lt can make out a report tbat can
And our rabbis still fiddle, while disintegration
The acres are the people's, the heritage of life,
be understood. You hav rio paid-up capital, as all and destruction are perceptible everywhere. They
Unowned by any, owned by all, without a chance for strife;
trust companies are compelled to hav, as a basis of may preach upon the subject of Sabbath desecration,
And the question has gone forth to each beneath the generous doing such business; and yet, whether you take··the but they preach to empty pews and an array of empty
. sun,
repo-rt of your secretary, or that of :vonr treasurer- benches.
Shall one man own a million while a million owns not one?
the :first declaring that you pR.id $23 985.84, the other
Catechisms and conferences hav no more effect
LeRoy, N. Y.
M.
claiming to hav paid only $20,628.70-you bav far upon the disease under which we are laboring than
exceeded your receipts for intAres~: for in 1883 your so many bread pills.
Taxing Churches.
receipts for ir:~terest were $13 704.51, while your -payNature might hav worked a recovery had Judaism
This would certainly. work well in New York, for it menta were $16,341.02. In 1884 you received from been left alone, but the "doctors " hav so drenched
works admirably in California. One of the lea,ding R.Jl ynnr loans $16.550 60, and paid out for interest us with their quack nostrums that their nauseating
clergymen in San Francisco, Rev. Horatio Stebbins, $20,628.70, or $4,078.10 more than your receipts. In effects hav produced an apathy and a stupor from
D.D., who has been there since 1864, says:
my simplicity, I take this to be a clear violation of which it seems almost impossible to awake.
The law requiring all property to be taxed here arose in the your chR.rter; and, as the governor of this comUnless the.Y are interested in keeping us at the
tendency to accumulate great values in ecclesiastical estates, monwealth is a member of your boarn, I would call point of death, our learned doctors can if they wish
especially in the Roman Catholic church. It has been in
operation nearly twenty years. . . . The law works as well as his special attention to the matter. He may feel it spPedily bring about a recovery.
Let them organize themselvs into a religious saniany law regulating taxation, which is not saying much, if you to be his duty to refer the case to the attention of
mean by regulation equal justice. The disposition is to value the attorney-general, as he recently did thA case of a tary corps, and personally visit the infected portion
church property. at a low figure, and make the taxation rela- gr,at railroad corporation in this state. Excuse me of the city. L~t Dr. Gottheil visit our Jewish banktivly light. I do not see how the idea of the law can be upset. if I ask, 'Is it right for R. great religious board to set firs and brokers in VVall street, and tell them how
It is just, though at some points it works hardship, and at
Jewish financiers became eminent and amassed
others an apparent incongruity. Something might be done to at, defiance the civil law?'
"Last year-1884-you receivAd on all your lonvs, wealth and still kept their Sabbath. Let Drs. Mendes
relieve this by setting a limitation within which property
should go free. There is no limitation here. A religious wbicb you tell us are $464,718.33, the sum of $16,- and Jacobs buttonhole the wholesale clothiers and Dr.
society here cannot receive a bequest. I do not think that the 550:60, which is IJ bout 3 1-2 per cent, aPd von paid Kohut smoke out the cigar merchants, and personally
law has any effect to hinder the churches m any work, or
teaching, or influence for human welfare, any more than it interest on $324,254.30 the Rum of $23,985 84; in urge them to abandon their evil ways.
As for Dr. Kohler, he can stay at home, for his perhinders an honest man in his business to pay his taxes. There other words, yon receive a little over 3 1-2 per cent
is no money he spends that he gets so much for.
and pay nearly 8 per cent. I truAt you may be able suasiv eloquence would only urge them t0 continue
The plan of limited exemption is now followed in to make me out to be mistaken. If so, I will gladly their 11acrifice to the Yhvh Moloch of trade, so that
they might recognize the Sunday Sabbath, to the
Rhode Island; but it was given up after a brief trial do what I can to correct my mistake.
" I must now call your attention to what you des- observance of which he leans very much. If twenty
in New Hampshire, partly because the rich churches
got themselvs so grossly undervalued as to make the ignate as 'Named Loan Funds,' in relation to which or thirty wholesale merchants and bankers woull}
law a dead letter, and partly because its constitu- you tell us that, 'VVe reaffirm that no part of said close their buoiness on Saturday the rest would foltionality was contested. If any churches ought to be Loan Fund shall ever be donated for any purpose or low, and our New Y0rk rabbis could then number
taxed, they should all be-Justice makes no excep- used for current expenses, bnt shall be preserved them among their Sabbath audiences.
tions to her rules. In Massachusetts, last winter, two without diminution a perpetual fund.' To carry out
MOST OF THE .JEWS OF NEW YOUK ARE INFIDELS.
proposals were made simultaneously, and with little this pledge you must do injustice to the church at
From. the sun.
discord among their advocates, to tax all churches large by diverting fundR from the purpose for
Saturday is the great day in VVall street where the
without exception, and to tax all whose value ex- which they were given. You hav outstanding loans
ceeded $10,000. Both. plans were opposed with to the number of 853, varying in amount from $13,- Jews especially congregate, and in all business it is
equal vigor, and all the open resistance came from 120 to $11, amounting in the aggregate to $428,- the principal day. Then steamers sail, the shipthe Roman Catholics. No wonder that the clergy of 280.90. Now, I aver that since the organization of menta of merchandise are heaviest, the exchanges are
this sect are peculiarly averse to taxing churches. human society there never was a man or corpora- most activ, and the Hebrew merchant or broker is
This is the only body of ministers which holds all the tion of men that loaned to 853 different parties that most needed at his desk on Saturday.
The consequence is that a great part of the Jews
property of the denomination in its own hands and did not lose some part of their loans; and you must
manages it in its own way. Send the tax-gatherer to remember that your loans are, 'as a rule,' made to of New York, already weakened in their religious
a Protestant church, and he goes to deacons and parties who cannot borrow of any other inoney- faith, hav more and more abandoned the synagog,
wardens, who perhapf.l gain more individually by the lenders, for the reason that they are not considered and paid less and less attention to the requirements
of their religion. They are out-and-out Infidels, and
reform than they lose as members of the corporation, safe.
"The fact is that, while church-members may be carry their skepticism further than recreant Chrisall their taxes on other property being diminished by
the levy on the church. VVhen the tax-gatherer gets perfectly honest in their personal relations to society, Hans are apt to do. All days are alike to them, and
among Roman Catholics, he has to put his hand into in regard to church liabilities they are, to put it Judaism and Christianity are both childish superstithe pocket of the priest, who has no property e:s.cept mildly, careless, as in your board. You are 1).11 bon- tions in their eyes.
.
· - - - - - - .- - what he gets in virtue of his office. Thus our strug~ est men, but in the management of the affairs of your
"To Impr?ve the race IS a slow . and laborioH
gle is mainly with the Romish priests-a fact which board you hav been-careless. Is it not well known
that the chief reason why moneyed m~>n or corpora- work; t~ere 18 no short cut to perfectiOn. Little l·y
ahould be made plain to all sensible Protestants.
Another remarkable fep,ture o1 our long struggle tiona do not loan to churches is the difficulty of col-1little ie It doue, Work and wait."
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same day. This he should do, if done at all, by
writing to the governors. His proclamation to the
people
is null and void-he cannot create a religious
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holiday. To attach the seal of the United States to
Editor. a private document is illegal-as much so to Mr.
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Business Manager. Cleveland's suggestion ·to various governors as it
would be to a document of his law-partner, Mr. BisPUBLISHED BY
sell, of Buffalo.
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Mr. Cleveland's civil service reform might appro·
priately begin in this very matter of Thanksgiving
33 (JllDton Place, New York.
proclamations, and very close to the White House.
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Elizur Wright Dead.

.Addreu all CommunicaUom to THE '!RUTH SEEKER COMElizur Wright died last Sunday, Nov. 22d, at his
P .ANY. Make all Droft8, Chuks, amd Postal Order& payable
tJ CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
home in Malden, Mass., of paralysis, aged eighty-one

excelled him in forcible writing. Especially does
THE TRUTH SEEKER owe him a large debt of honor
and gratitude for his many aets of noble friendship
to its founder. The tens of thousands of friends of
Thomas Paine are also indebted to him for his kind
exertions to save the Paine Memorial Building in
Boston for its purpose. When the depreciation of
property which occurred a few years ago had endangered that noble structure, his advice and open
purse enabled Mr. Mendum to hold the hall until it
could be freed from debt and owned by the ad~irers
of Paine.
Mr. Wright was plain and unassuming, generous
almost_ beyond his means. Though hated. by the
Christians, and regarded as a conspirator by the pro
slavery people, no mean act was ever charged upon
him, so blameless was his life. He leaves a family
and to them we offer sincerest sympathy. As ochil
dren and relative they sustain a sad loss; as citizens
of the republic they lose one of their country's best
friends.

years.
This sudden loss of him who was justly called the
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 28 • 1885 · Nestor of American Liberalism will be learned with
grief by the Freethinkers, not only of this country,
Shall We Hav Pictures~
but England as well, for he was widely known among
Since we asked the question, "Shall THE TRUTH the Secularists of the mother country. Only a little
SEEKER be illustrated?" many favorable replies hav over two months ago he attended the New York
The Sunday Opening of the Museums.
come in, and considerable substantial aid is promised. State Freethinkers' Association Convention, and read
If the trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art
We print a few of the letters this week in the "Let- a long essay upon Bible revision. He was then ap- carry out their promises to Mr. Beekman, president
ters from Friends." It will be noticed that two or parently in remarkably good health for a man of of the Park commissioners, that when they found out
three varying suggestions are also made. To these fourscore, and his hundreds of friends went away that the public really desired that the museums
we ·can only say that probably every subscriber from that convention expecting to see him at the doors should be unlocked on Sundays they would
could suggest a different plan, and probably nine- next.
open them, there is every prospect that the working
Mr. Wright was born in South Canaan, Conn., on men and others of New York who can visit Centra
tenths might be good plans. But we would be utterly unable to carry any of them out. The idea we Feb.- 12, 1804. He was graduated at Yale College in Park only on Sundays will be able to enter the muse
hav in mind as being the most practical is to print 1826, and for two years was a teacher in Groton, ums that day.
each week a first-page picture like "The Modern Mass. From 1829 to 1833 he was professor of mathThe petition being circulated by the American
Balsam " with several others about half the size on ematics and natural philosophy in Western Reserve Secular Union has shown that the very element-the
differe~t pages. The pictures shall be well done, College, Hudson, Ohio. In 1833 he came to New laborers-,-that the museum trustees said did not care
upon live religious issues as well as upon Old and York, and was for five years secretary of the Ameri- whether the institution was open or not, do care. One
New Testament topics familiar to all. As fast as we can Antislavery Society, editing, in 1834-5, a paper petition circulated in a labor meeting was, with two
hav the means we can improve upon this plan. called Human Rights, and in 1834-8 the Quarterly exceptions, signed by the entire audience. A por
In addition to ·encouraging letters, we hav been Antislavery Magazine. He went to Boston in 1838, tion of the church people are also in favor of the
promised pecuniary aid. Mr. John Desmond, of and in April, 1839, became editor of the Massachusetts movement-the Episcopalians and the Catholics. The
Chicago, says he will giv one hundred dollars per Abolitionist. In 1846 he establiehed the Ohronotype, latter, however, do not want the doors opened before
year toward the project, and Mr. Frank Smead, of which he conducted until it was merged in the Com- twelve o'clock, as the priests wish to force their
the same city, thinks he can do as much. Another monwealth in 1850, of which he was also for a time parishioners to spend Sunday morning in devotion.
friend promises five dollars.
the editor. From 1858 to 1866 he was insurance The Episcopalians, Ingersoll says, with a few more
This is good, and we shall certainly try to deserve commissioner of Massachusetts, and has since been rites would be Catholics; with a few less, nothing.
well of such generous friends. No doubt there are prominently connected with insurance interests. Episcopalianism is generally regarded as a very
many more equally as kindly disposed toward the 1\{r. Wright published, in 1841, a translation in verse worldly religion. The principal opposers of the
project of an illustrated paper, but are without the of La Fontaine's "Fables," a work entitled "A Curi- movement are the Presbyterians, Methodists, and
means to help as much. They can, however, aid osity of Law," in 1866, and many pamphlets and re- Baptists. Undoubtedly the leading men of these
effectually, if so disposed, by getting new subscrib- ports. The part taken by Mr. Wright in the anti- sects will use all the influence they possess with the
era. Indeed, this last is the best, for the help of new slavery contest was conspicuously heroic, and the trustees of the museums, and it will require a strong
subscribers will be solid and permanent, and insure black race of America owes to but few men more showing on the part of the_public to overcome their
a oontinuance of the illustrating, which donations than to him. After the abrogation of slavery, Mr. malevolent interference. The petitions should therenow and then would not, because when the gifts were Wright devoted himself largely to the discussion of fore be unceasingly circulated. One hundred thouexpended there would be an emptiness in the cash- Freethought, and was one of the chief supporters of sand names ought to be obtained within the next
drawer fatal to the artists' skill. But let every one the Boston Index until the course of Mr. Abbot toweek.
of our present readers secure a new subscriber when ward the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER alienated biro
The daily press is almost unanimously in favor of
sending his own remittance, and the pictures will from that journal. In the discussion over the Com- the people in- this matter. In printing a page of
come to stay. ·
,, ·.
stock law, during the three years following D. M. opinions of eminent men on the subject, the New
Every dollar that comes into the TRUTH SEEKER Bennett's persecution by the notorious Comstock in York Herald of Sunday, November 15th, said:
office is spent on THE TRUTH SEEKER and books. We the interest of the Christian church, Mr. Wright's
"The strong array of weighty names of persons in favor of
believe that pictures will induce people to read the clear thinking led him to espouse the side of the so- opening the museums and libraries on Sunday which the
paper who do not now read it, and will therefore do called repeal party; and during the years he was Herald prints to-day should attract general attention. The
good. We hope that everyone in favor of the ill us- president of the National Liberal League he never subject is one that interests every house·holder, every taxtrations will take a little pains to get new subscribers. ceased to talk and write for the repeal of the uncon- payer, every official, every citizen.. There is no person living
We will renew the subscription of an old subscriber stitutional law under which so much injustice has in New York who would not be Immeasurably benefited by
the free opening of our museums and libraries to the public.
and send one year to a new subscriber for $5. Let been perpetrated. And since he resigned the presi- For it is not only to the advantage of those who avail themus hear promptly from the friends, as we wish to dency of the League he has been activly opposed to selva of the privilege, but the general tone of society would
inaugurate the new departure with the nrst number the doings of the clerical spy engaged by Samuel feel its benign influence, the cause of temperance would be
of the new year.
Colgate's society. Three weeks ago he was chosen advanced there would be less wor'k for the police, and the
l~boring ~lass in particular would largely benefit by such an
president of the National Defense Association, a so- improvement in their opportunities for education and culture.
An Illegal Act.
ciety whose object is the rescuing from the clutches "It is not remarkable that the many ways in which such
In last week's TRUTH SEEKER one of our contrib- of Comstock such innocent people as that individual action as the Berald advocates in regard to free access to our
museu~s and libraries on Sundays should appeal with great
utors had a good poem showing the absurdity of may entrap for his own glory.
our merchants, and those who hav
force
''Thanksgiving;" in this issue Col. John R. Kelso
Mr. Wright was also one of the foremost members chargetoofourthemanufacturers,
preservation of the public peace. It is to such
has a ringing open letter to Grover Cleveland, pres- of the American Forestry Commission, and last year as these that the welfare of the city is most important, and
ident of the United States by the suffrages of the traveled over several states in the interests of that their words of appreciation of .the value of this movement are
people and not by grace of any particular god.
society. He led the local movement for the preser- strong evidence of its wisdom and justice."
There is one point, however, which Mr. Kelso fails vation for public uses of the rocky wooded tract of
The Times of November 18th said:
to bear down upon; that is the illegality of attaching land between Malden and Stoneham, known as the "Many thousand copies of a petition requesting the trustees
the seal of the United States to a religious document. Middlesex Falls. In his business as actuary he stood of the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the American Museum
He points out the unconstitutionality of the presi- at the heatl of the profession, being recognized as an of Natural History to open, free of charge, to the public these
institutions on Sunday are being circulated in various parts of
dent's issuing such a proclamation, but another point authority in all life insurance matters.
the city. The petitions were prepared by S. P. Putnam, to
is that in attaching the seal of state to the document Through the glorious years of that party, Mr. Wright whom, when filled with signatures, they will be returned, at
the president has committed an illegal act.
was an ardent Republican, having been, as editor of No. 33 Clinton Place. 'I feel very much encouraged over our
The constitutions of the various states giv the gov- the Ghronotype, almost its founder. He advocated the work,' said Mr. Putnam, 'for the indications are that half a
ernors power to appoint holidays. The president has abolition of slavery by political means, disagreeing hundred thousand persons will join in our request.' When
no such power. The governors can appoint any day with Garrison and his friends. The four years' civil the petitions are all signed they will be turned over to Park
Commissioner Beekman, who will present them to the trustees
they please, and the day so selected is a legal holiday, war showed the wisdom of his views.
of the museums for action.
with the exemptions of business customary on holiThe Freethinkers of America owe much to Elizur "The agitation for the opening of museums and libraries on
days. The most that the president can legally do is Wright for his bold, clear, and logical advocacy of Sundays is carried on with a persistence that of itself proves
to suggest to the governors that they all select the their views. Though not a brilliant orator, no man how important many intelligent people consider it. That fa-
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vorit argument of inert conservatism, 'the entering wedge,'
can scarcely now be urged against the proposition. The force
of this argument was exhausted in this city last year when the
Park commissioners added music to the attractions of the
Central Park on Sunday. A logical adherence to the practical
motiv of the opposition to the opening of public institutions
on Sunday would require the closing of the Park itself on that
day, for the contention pf the rigid Sabbatsrians is that people should spend Sunday 'at home O:f.. at church.' To those
who know what the allurements of New York tenement
houses are the advice to people who are doomed to inhabit
them to spend their Sundays. 'at home' seems a piece of
ghastly satire. Nevertheless, this employment of the day is
prescribed by people who hav comfortable homes"to people
whose homes are merely shelters. The mere contemplation
of such of the beauties of nature as are to be seen in the parks
does not, as it has been demonstrated, altogether satisfy the
people who most need recreation on Sundays. They require
to hav •something going on.' In a word, they need amusement, and if they do not get it in innocent forms they will
take it in vicious forms. This was the craving the Park commissioners met when they supplied music in the Central Park
on Sunday. The result was a complete and triumphant vindication of their action. The Park became a more popular
resort than it had ever become before. The greatest throngs
it had gathered dwindled into insignificance by comparison
with the enormous numbers of people who were attracted to
it by the announcement of the music."

The Daily News of the same date reported :
"On Friday last copies of a petition were distributed for
signatures, asking the trustees of the Museum of Art and the
American Museum of Natural History to open those institutions on Sunday. Mr. S. P. Putnam, who took charge of the
distribution of the petitions and to whom they will be returned
at his office, 33 Clinton place, reports that so far only two of
the petitions hav been returned to him, one bearing over 200
and the other over 300 names, all of which were obtained in
two societies and were subscribed as fast as the men could
write. Mr. Putnam thinks he will collect, without difficulty,
a surprising array of names of people who favor the Sunday
opening of the museums. Some of those who hav placed articles in the museums for exhibition hav threatened to withdraw them in case the museums are thrown open on Sunday,
and to all such the answer is made that articles not fit to be
seen on Sunday are not fit to be seen on week-days."

The same day the Evening Post expressed the
opinion that :
"The Museum will be worth five times as much as it is now
as a civilizing agency if open on Sunday; and there are five
persons willing to contribute 'to whatever helps to refine and
elevate the mass of the people for the one who is willing to
help the well-to-do to gratify their curiosity or cultivate their
taste."

On the 20th the World came into line:
"Tho World has constantly advocated the provision of Sunday amusements for the people. We believe in them for
more than one reason. Sunday is the only day on which
hundreds of thousands of our citizens hav an opportunity to
enjoy recreation of any description. We are not in f~vor of
making their only holiday in a week of toil a day of gloom
and sadness without sunshine or brightness.
" The idl~ and even the vicious are made better by findin~
unobjectionable amusements ~t their command on Sunday. .If
a bad man can be induced to go among respectable and orderly
people, he generally behaves himself. It is from idleness
and when driven among vicious companions that weak men are
tempted to evil. Hence it is an advantage to society to afford
the people all the proper recreation possible on that day of
the week when their time is their own, to employ as they see
fit or as opportunity offers.
"The opposition made to the opening of the museums on
Sundays is unjust as well as unwise; The public museums
are the property of the people, and it is not fair that .those
should be excluded from them who hav no opportumty of
visiting them ~xcept on Sunday. They are places of instruction as well of amusement, and certldnly an orderly company
of visitors to such institutions cannot be regarded as a dese·
oration of Sunday. The objection mad!! that people must. be
employed on Sundays to attend the doors and watch the buildings is not valid, as the churches themselves are compelled to
keep a certain number of persons employed on Sunday even
during the services.
.
"The Sabbatarians are honest, but they are mistaken. People a:.:e made more contented, more ch~erful, bette~ citi~ens in
every way when they can enjoy their only holiday m the
week as a day of recreation and be at_Hberty to ~~use themselva in their own way. The brighter religion can ~e
painted the more attractiv it will be. The more opportumties affo~ded to a man to pursue pleasure with his family on
Sunday, the less likely he is to spend the day in dissipation
and vice."

The Herald and News especially are urging the
matter and if it shall be successful great credit will
accrue' to them. The Herald enlisted in the cause of
its own accord· the other papers were led to speak
at this time be~ause of the petitions being circulated.
While the result depends upon the trustees of th_e
museums yet it is thought that they cannot refuse 1f
the press~e upon them by the public is great
enough. The museums are the people's and it see~s
an anomaly that they should hav to beg for what IS
theirs by right. We much prefer that the petition
shall be considered as a demand in which all the
people unite. That such demand may hereafter be
needless, the Sunday laws should be swept from the
state statute books.

Editorial Notes.
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WHEN some of Bradlaugh's friends applied for the use of the
~own Hall in Stalybridge for a political meeting, the applica-

WE learn from the St. Croix Cour~r, of St. Stephens, New
Brunswick, that a branch of the National Liberal League is tion was referred to the hall committee. During the discussion which took place in the committee, "one gentleman is
about to be established in that town.
reported to hav expressed the opinion that the point they had
S. PARIS DAVIS, of Paola, Kan., wants the names and ad- to consider was whether, if Jesus Christ had been on the earth
dresses of all house and'sign painters. He has what he says he would have voted for letting the hall to Mr. Bradlaugh:
are valuable points for them, in the shape of a book which he ~other sapient councillor immediately capped this by remarkis trying to sell to raise money enough to save his home.
mg that whether Jesus Christ voted for it or not, he wouldn't!'
1
THE Ohristian at W01·Tc says that under the stimulus of the No means were available for discovering Jesus Christ's opinion
thought ~nd cultus of the day sermons hav become literary on the knotty question, whether or not Mr. Bradlaugh should
moral essays, which, but for a possible allusion now and then lecture in Stalybridge Town Hall, so in default of divine guidto Christ, might as well hav been delivered in the Forum at ance the matter was referred to the council. The latter body
answered the question in the affirmativ.
Rome eightee~ hundred and eighty-five years ago.
THE Independent finds fault with those "Christian men, and
women even, from the East, who often find time to visit the
Chinese places of prostitu~ion in San Francisco by night, un.
der the escort of a policeman, whom they pay liberally, though
they giv neither time nor money to the Christian work for the
salvation of the Chinese there."
THE Methodist Review says: "The Madura Mission of the
American Board has rEIOently adopted a resolution to the effect
that converts who hav in heathenism contracted polygamous
marriages in accordance with caste laws may, in exceptional
cases, be admitted as communicants without putting ·away
either wife." Methodism in Madura would be called Mormonism in the United States.
ONE reason for disestablishing the English church, given by
a "country squire," is that "the rural clergy are become a
sacerdotal despotism-a despotism tempered by much selfsacrificing kindness, but still a despotism. And the new
electors are showing in unmistakable ways that this despotism
has become hateful and intolerable to them, and that now
they hav the power, they will abate it." To an American
this would seem about as valid an argument as could be advanced.
So wholesale :was the dead-beating at Boston this year, says
the Philadelphia J?ecord, that the American Board of Foreign
Missions will no longer send delegates and their families into
private families to be guests during convention wee)!:. This
year there were four thousand visitors that enjoyed free
board. Some pastors brought large numbers of relativs and
friends; six thrifty bridal couples spent a week of the honeymoon ":P. H." Where three or four "delegates" were invited six or eight came; and so on.

SEcULAIUSM received a boom at Cleveland, and the echo~s
hav not yet died away-in fact, the reverberations are booming
back again in the form of an eight-page journal, called the
Secular Age, published by J. D. Mallonee, a'sisted by G. c.
Stoll. Mr. Mallonee is secretary of the Cleveland League, a
young man of vigorous but conservativ thought, a close and
clear writer, and a genial and pleasant gentleman to know.
Mr. Stoll we do not remember to hav met. The Sec1tlar Age
contains straightforward editorials, interesting communica.
tiona, and judicious selections, and is well printed. We welcome Messrs. Mallonee and Stoll to the fray, believing tbeywill
strike heavy blows in Freethought's behalf. Mr. Mnllonee
has an article on "Woman's Suffrage" in this isijue of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, with which we disagree, but from which our
readers can judge of his style.

"THE parish without a school,'' says the Catho'ic Review, "is
a doomed parish. The children are worse than the fathers,
cooler in the faith, apt to fall into the indifference peculiar to
the AmericRn soil, when brought up on the slim diet of a fivecent catechism. The influences here Rre all Protestant. There
are no traditions but Protestant, no glories which are not Protestant or so made. The good pastor, steady in his governmEnt
and ever watchful, will train his children into orderly adults,
but his influence is purely personal, principle is absent, and
withdrawn from his care they are inclined to follow the crowd.
They hav not a real faith, for they hav little knowledge, and
nothing of that which takes the place of knowledge-Catholic
instinct. Catholics of this sort are frightfully numerous, particularly numerous in the parishes without schools." Ednca.
tion does not agree with Catholicism, that is certain. If Catholic astronomy had prevailed, the sun, moon, and stars would
yet be traveling round the earth, or rather over the four corA CLIQUE of bishops recently made the president a visit at ners of it.
the White House. They are represented in jolly mood, but
reminded him that he was the son of a bishop. He replied he
THE story is going the rounds of the press that a grent many
well remembered his father and every word of the catechism. missionaries to the East are getting rich. This induces the
They said they prayed for him. He said he was glad; hoped Methodist journal of this city to issue this challenge:
they would pray for him. Undoubtedly they will. It is pre"We challenge the writer, or any othAr, to giv us the names
sumable the visit was not without policy; perhaps precedes of the mission'aties who hav become rich while engaged in
favors to be asked through legislativ sanction. " Their ways missionary work. We know thRt most of them are barely able
to liv on their salaries, Rre unable to educate their children at
are past finding out," till the ends are gained.
home except by special assi~tance, when superannuRted are
W. H. HuRLBURT, a journalist who failed to make the New often in great straits for the necessRries of life, ani! die poor,
York. World a success because of his piety, has just. returned leaving no legacy to their children but that of a self-denying,
devoted, and unblemished life."
from Europe. He reports that the French Assembly never
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 2, 1885, we copied from the
misses an opportunity of "making faces at religion and the
church," and that in England Mr. Chamberlain, the real mas- National Reformer a letter from an Indian governmental offiter of the Liberal-Radical party, has gone beyond the advo- cial to Mrs. Annie Besant, one of the editors of that paper, in
cates of disestablishment and " menaced the English church which was described the life of an American Methodist misunder cover of a general attack on religious instruction in the sionary: "Of this man's income," says MrR. Besant's correspondent, "I shall try and giv you Rs near Rn nccount ns posschools, and on endowments for religious purposes."
sible, though it will fall short of what it actually is. He gets
OuR readers will regret to learn that Mr. Holland, secretary a salary equivalent to £300 per year of English money, his wife
of the Free Religious Association-an article from whose pen one of £96, and he has three children, for each of whom he ie
appears on another page-has been ill for several weeks, but allowed £30. Thus you will see his income amo1wts, in cash
will rt>joice that he is able now to recommence the fight for only, to £486. Besides this he is found n house, and this is
justice. Though too ill to write letters, Mr. Holland says he without exception the most commodious in the station, and
has "been able to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and has found it.s has a large kitchen garden and fruit orchnrd attached. He
bold, clear words as refreshing and strengthening as a tonic." is supplied with servnnts and a horse and phaeton. When he
We hope the author of "The Rise of lntellPctual Liberty" goes out in the winter months, ostensibly to preach to the
will be able to often supplement THE TRUTH SEEKER's out- poor benighted hen then in the surrounding districts, hut r11ally
to hav one constant picnic, for camp-life in the winter in India
spokenness with his own equally clear words for justice.
is nothing else, his considerate employers giv him, in addition
SoME son of genius calling himself "American" occupies to his salRry, one shilling per mile as traveling allowancA, bAnearly two columns in Luciftr in criticising Courtlandt Palmer sides finding for him all the carringe he mRy require for bis
because the Business Committee of the New York State Free- camp equipages. This is a station with about, at most, a popthinkers' Association objected to the hawking about in the hall ulation of twenty EuropeRns, and has a grand edifice in the
at the last Convention of a prurient poem. and the editor of shape of a church. This, by some oversight, has never been
Lucifer complacently sRys "American's" luP.ubration may stand consecrated, and I hnv heard it said, and that with every nsas his criticism of the American Secular Union ! If the czar stuance of the truth of the statement, that were it not for this
of Russia should make a pilgrimage to Rome "AmArican" church being, as it is, unconsecrated, the Wesleyan MethodiRt
would probably abuse Grover Cleveland and Mr. Harman would not be allowed to preach therein, as at present he does
would call it his opinion of Colonel Ingersoll. There is an every Sunday. Bigotry could not go very much farther. Colenormous amount of logic in some Anarchistic craniums !
lections are taken up every SundRy evening, but I will leave
A CITIZEN of Maurepas, La., in the M>urq>fls (}qzefle, makes you to make a tolerably correct guess of bow they are disposed
some very pertinent inquiries, and reveals a rather suspicious of when I tell you that the services in the evening Rre held at
lack of honesty somewhere among the Methodists of his dis- four in the afternoon, because the church cannot afford ·lights
trict. "How is it," he asks, "if the members of a church are to hold them later. It is needless to tell you that this hour, in
so very good, and receive so much benefit from the preaching our Indian climate, is almost without exception the most unof the gospel, that they do not support their ministers? Last pleasant of all the twenty-four. The Wesleyan to whom I
year one of the deacons of the Methodist church here came refer was originally a cowboy in Texns, nnd then was called to
to me and stated that unless they raised the munificent sum the ministry. He hRs m~<de a good investment, though the
of five dollars, t.hey would be deprived of a preacher for the two former, as being more useful, were the more respectable
coming year. I gave them one dollar that I sadly needed my- callings of the three." Unfortunately the name of the selfself. A few days ago this same deacon came to me again and sacrificing missionRry is not given, but perhaps Dr. Buckley
asked for another contribution, stRting that the preacher only can identify him from the description. If he is not getting
got seventy-five cents here last year, and that he, the sairl rich, he is at least on the highroad to a comfortable pro~
deacon, contributed that. Well, what became of my dollar? perity.
Is that deacon lying? Did he keep the money himself that I
N. G. W.-The ],·onclad Age is still published by Dr. Monroe
gave him for the preacher? or hRB he forgotten it?" We hav
no sympathy ~or this citizen in the loss of his dollar, for he at the corner of 'l'ennessee street and Indiana avenue, Indiandoes not seem to believe in the Christian religion, and is not apolis, Ind. The Age is a first-rate Iuficlel paper; and th011gh
a member of the church. If he had spent his dollar for Free- the editor's personality is too excessivly strong to permit bis
thought literature, he would hav had the double satisfaction co-operating with others, he is yet doing a valiant work in LiH
of knowing where his money went, and of knowing he had own way. More power to his elbow, and a hale old age for
the Ironclad I
done some good.
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after examining the woeful thing, threw it on the back steps of
the kitchen-as if to let us know they had found out what
wicked Infidels we were. Then, finding that the Presbyterian
boarding-house was almost without boarders, and with no
SPRINGVILLE, UTAH, Nov. 12, 1885.
prospect of getting any more for the season, they all skipped
MR. EDITOR: In reading my ~'RUTH SEEKER I see it speaks
over there, led by one of the lambs of God who was one of
favorably of more pictures in future to illustrate our journal
the company. One on the Presbyterian side told me that the
of Freethought, provided we can increase the number of subreason they left was because I was an Infidel and kept Infidel
scribers, or bring in means otherwise to pay the expense
tracts in my house, which, coming to the knowledge of Christhereof. I, for one, am in favor of the plan, and will do as
tians, would disgust them and drive them from the house.
Many are apt to be faint-hearted, of little faith, and say,
far as my time and limited means will admit, feeling assured
And he also said that the story was around that I had comWhat
does
all
this
agitation
amount
to?
They
can
see
no
the company will do their best to favor their subscribers.
mitted the heinous crime of writing to some northern paper,
And, judging by what I read, we hav some noble leaders or advancement. The ooean with itil oeaseless motion purifies stating th.at this would make a good place for an Infidel colony.
champions in our Freethought organization, and we should all and givs health; the stagnant and inactiv body of water givs I think so still. If Freethinkers would come here, and stand
be up and doing our best with them to aid the cause for the miasma, fever, and death. The hands on t~ dial oi time by one another, their enterprising proclivities would build up
emancipation of the human race from bondage to priestcraft, show us changes that are imperceptible from day to day. business so that all could make a good living. PresbyterianFrom 1630 to 1644 " no man could vote in this state unless he
or any other craft that tends to our injury.
ism will thrive on very poor sofl, but Liberals who hav to
I send you my dollar for the Campaign Fund, which you was a church-member. Then it required a certificate of oontend against odds must hav a good chance in order to suctwo
ministers.if
he
went
to
a
new
town."
To-day
our
voting
will oblige me by giving to Mr. S. P. Putnam, our secretary,
ceed well.
when convenient, who, I expect, will send me a certificate of list does not reflect a list of church-members. Change is the
We hav advantages over the surrounding country that will
rule in the material world as well. In 1833 a man in Connecannual membership.
make a thriving town here in the near future. For climate
ticut
thanked
God
that
he
lived
"in
a
hilly
oonntry
where
it
I hope to be able before long to do a little for the Tent and
and health we hav no equal in the~United States. This givs
Bruno Funds, as they should not be forgotten by any of us, was impossible to build a railroad." Now the oars of the air- one more solid comfort in the course of the year than can be
line
railroad
run
directly
through
his
yard,
within
four
feet
of
and all who are able should spare a little money for the good
had anywhere else; i. e., if other things are equal.
it would do in the cause in which we are engaged, and by the his house. If that man has not ohanged his views of God, he
I think more of THE TRUTH SEEKER now than ever. I hav
many little sums we should be able to "lend a hand " for the cert(liuly has enlarged views about building railroads. Life been a regular subscriber for eight years or more, and shall
would not be worth living were it not for new thoughts, ideas,
advancement of the cause of truth.
always be as long as I am able to pay for it-unless it should
I want to get another subscriber along with me for THE designs, inventions, and a giving up of the old, thus showing at some future time become too conservativ. I would be glad
TRUTH SEEKER, so I may not send before next month. In- a transformation scene eclipsing any on the stage, to men of to get you more subscribers, if I could.
thought. How many believe in the new, yet profess to believe
olosed I send a bill of what is wanted this time.
The most earnest Liberals hav gone away, and the rest do
in the old l Hypocrita from fear. The men and womon who
L. W. GALLUP.
say they accept what their intellect and reasoning powers not appear to be educated up to the present demands of the
compel them to believe take no notes for pay in the future, cause; at least they cannot be organized so as to sustain one
MAIDEN, MoNT., Nov. 11, 285.
at
some time when it is popular. They are paid at once in a another against the oppressions of the church. The most
Mn. EDI:ron: THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 31, 1885, is at
coin
that has been acknowledged since time began, yet cannot appear to wish to hold on to the name of Christian, "to take
hand, and as yon ask, "Shall we illustrate THE TRUTH
away their reproach;" others are afraid of being connected
be
bought
with gold.
SEEKER?" I hasten to answer, by allllleans, yes.
with
cranks; others are disheartened by this environment, and
" Hypocrisy will serve as well
Mr. R. S. Baker is a regular brick in his liberal offer, but I
do not see the use in enduring social ostracism and loss in
To propagate a church as zeal,
think the necessary wherewithal could be bettAr raised by an
business for no apparent good. A few good Liberals, who
As persecution and promotion
increase in the price of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Do equally advance devotion;
.
fully understand our wants and are willing to serve the cause,
Should THE TRUTH SEEKER become illustrated like Jilrank
So round, white stones will serve, "they say,
would giv others heart and courage. It is a deplorable fact,
As
well
as
eggs,
to
make
hen's
lay."
Leslie's, or anywhere near as well, none would expect to havit
however, that one must hav plenty of money, or be in a way
furnished for $3. It would be worth, at the very lowest estiCHARLES C. JOHNSON.
to make money, in order to hav influence for the good of an
mate, $4, if not $5, and I would be willing to pay $5 for mine,
unpopular cause.
or take two at the same price it is now, and if it would. only
SARNIA, ONT., Oct. 28, 1885.
The Presbyterian church is now finished, and stands in full
cost $75 a week more, wouldn't 50c. advance in price pay that?
MR. EDITOR: I take great pleasure in announcing to the view of this house. It is the idol of their worship, and the
Yours for illustration,
S. G. SHARPLEss.
illuminati that "the people which sat in darkness saw great majority of the other Christians appear to hav joined them in
light, and to them which sat in the region and shadow of that worship. Having built God a fine house, they seem now
STRASBURG, ILL., Nov. 5, 285.
death light is sprung up." .Mr. J. E. Remsburg gave his new determined to help him further by driving away his enemies.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to see that the prospect is bright- lecture on "Sabbath-Breaking or Sunday Tyranny'' to an ap- Their minister told me, two years ago, when the project of
ening for the Liberals to hav a picto:rial paper. The Brothlff preciativ audience of about .five hundred, in our town hall building the church was commenced, that as I was .tearing
Jonathan, published in New York, used to illustrate the Christ- on the evening of the 20~h inst. This is the first lecture ever down his work by my influence, he should work against memas week number, and if you are not tired of "suggestions " delivered in this place by a Freethinker, and created consider- or words to that effect. This I had forgotten; but it appears
and "motions," I will suggest that THE TRU'rH SEEKER be able confusion amongst the ranks of the enemy, who had ex- now that he has been doing it-in an indirect way, at least.
illustrated New Years or Christmas week, Easter week, Fourth erted themselvs for several days prevbus to the lecture,
We rejoice at the success of the cause elsewhere, and the
of July week, and Thanksgiving week. That will giv us four either to prevent its being delivered, or to prevent a good conventions, and are pleased with the work of Watts, Putnam,
pictorials a year, and far enough apart so as not to become audience attending. Fortunately both these schemes were and Reynolds, and cheered by the good w.:Jrds of Ingersoll.
monotonous, and at a time of year when they would .hav a frustrated by the common sense and love of justice which con- We still hope that Watts and Putnam will visit our town.
large sale at ten or fifteen cents per copy. Be sure and giv trol the majority of our people, even if they are partially muzJosEPH FRITTS.
Yours for the right,
the above your prayerful attention.
A. YoRK.
zled and blinded by superstition. The lecturer did not arrive in town till nearly half an hour after the time announced,
FREEMAN, Mo., Nov. 1, 1885.
but when he did appear, lost no time in proceeding to busiMILFORD, MAss., Nov. 15, 1885.
MR. EDITon: Having watched the columns of each issue of
FRIEND EUGENE: I hav just been reading THE TRUTH SEEKER ness, and continued to the end without any interruption, in our organ during the six months I hav been a subscriber
while thoughtless men and women are wending their way to his usual gentlemanly manner. Having proved by numerous thereto, hoping that some one of your many correspondents
the church to attend to their devotions. What better act of quotations from the hightlst authorities that the Sabbath (or would hav something to say on the subject of mottoes, and
devotion can I perform than to inclose three dollars for THE holy day) as now kept was neither instituted nor observed being disappointed in that hope, leads me to take up the
TRUTH SEEKER, although the paper is paid for till January 1st? either by Christ or any of the early Christian fathers, he took cudgel, or rather the Faber, and endeavor to direct Liberal atI enjoy reading the editorials-always excepting the ones to his seat amidst the plaudits of a delighted audience.
tention to this overlooked field of minor importance. I
The good work goes bravely on. In this town ten years ago scarcely know, either, that I am fully justified in using the
delinquent subscribers. Liberals, above all others, should
pay their subscriptions promptly. I pay nothing for that there were only two men who avoved themselvs Freethinkers; term "minor" in this particular, for it is beyond question o.
great trinity of poverty-breeders, priests, tobacco, and liquor. to-day I should judge there are nearly two hundred.
thing of faot that the minds of young children (who must be
E. A. VIDAL.
By so doing, strange as it may seem to some, I still retain my
the coming army of Liberals) are greatly influenced by this
personal liberty, and am enabled to obey the injunction of
thing of wall mottoes, emblems, pictures, designs, etc. The
Paul, "Owe no man anything." Send in your subscriptions,
HIGHLANDS, N, C., Nov. 11, 1885.
writer well remembers early impressions from several of these,
and THE TRUTH SEEKER will greet you in better spirits. The
MR. EDITOR: Find in the inclosed envelope six dollars- particularly that of a plaster:of-paris representation of the
Westminster Catechism was once supreme in this state, and three to pay my year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and crucifixion which was brought to his notice at about five years
would hav debarred me from my devotions in this letter. What three for James Beal. Mr. Beal requests me to ~hank you for of age~ He can see it with the "mind's eye" yet. These
was taught as our duty then? This was the great question him for waiting ·upon him; also to tell you how it fares with thoughts, then, together with the fact that no one else has
then: What is the chief end of man? To glorify God. Laws the "godless in this Christian town. I am also behind time done so, lead me to offer something on the subject of mottoes.
were enacted to make us glorify according to their belief, and with my payment, for the reason that our season was late, and
First, well-wrought and properly framed mottoes are an atpenalties prescribed and executed. The New Haven Colony, we met with a reverse on the start that it took some time for tractiv and ornamental kind of furniture. Children are used
Oct. 25, 1639, voted, "The word of God shall be the only rule us to recover from. I will not tell you all about it, for you to them, and Christian homes, churches, and Sunday-schools
to be attended unto in ordering the affayres of government in might tell Aunt ·Eimina-and she never kept a hotel in High- abound in them. Every reader of THE TRUTH: SEEKER rememthis plantation."
lands; and if she had, she would probably hav done about as bers from childhood the "Rock of Ages," "!Simply to the
How plain that was, for the book roads, "that the wayfaring we hav done in regard to being true to conviction.
Cross I Cling,"" Gates Ajar," and scores of other word and
We hav never felt at liberty to say anything to strangers that design mottoes that hav long been used to further the superman, though a fool, need not err therein." Yet sorrow and
suffering followed that godly law. In 1647" William Blayden might in any way expose our radical views, _and hav carefully stition of the Christian mythology. Now the question is, can
was publicly and severely whipped for. not attending meeting, kept our Liberal books, papers, and tracts in our family sit- not Liberals beat this sword into a plowshare to turn under
although he pleaded that all the clothes he had were unfit to ting-room, which is well filled with them. And- whenever some of this rank and weedy growth of superstition, and oul·
wear, being all wet through the preceding Saturday, as he had anyone asks for them, they get all they want without reserve; tivate instead the fair flowers of the Religion of Humanity?
been abroad after cattle in the woods in a violent rain, and on or when anyone seeks to know our views, we do not hesitate
I will offer here a few mottoes that I hav designed myself,
the Sunday had kept his bed." Those law-makers fled from to frankly tell them just where we stand. Hence we hav be- and do so rather as suggestiv than otherwise, and in the hope
godly laws, for all laws are claimed to be such, representing come well known as Irifidels in this part of the country, and that some other member of the "Aristocracy of Freethought ''
the ideas of God held by the people who made them. Compare the preachers and opposition houses appear to be making oap- may also offer something in the same connection:
our privileges this Sunday with the time that William Blayden ital out of the fact.
1. No gods revered
suffered! We only learn by comparison. And yet priests are
We hav no prejudices in our minds that would cause us to
Nor devils feared,
Nor prophet, priest, nor king;
often holding those law-makers up to us as paragons of vir- show the least difference between guests on account of seo·
Here Love remains
tue, men whose footsteps God in a special manner directed. tional or sectarian differences. We hav tried to be true to self
And Reason reigns ·
Macaulay says, "Those who compare the age in which -and hence to all-and to be consistent with all the demands
Supreme in everything.
their lot has fallen with a golden age which exists only in of reason and right; and we feel we hav done our duty to the
2. "Rock of Ages," fare thee well!
their imag~ation, may talk of degeneracy and decay; but no best of our ability. But we hav had to meet and liv against
Thou hast lost thy magic spell;
man who is correctly informed as to the past will be disposed prejudice in our business here, beyond anything we could hav
Hark thee to thy funeral knell
to take a morose or desponding view of the present." We take imagined. We began to think we had lived it down to that
Rung by science' golden bell.
a cheerful view of the present, although laws are still on the degree that we could go on our way unmolested, but we were
3. ..No sovereign but the People,
statute that would make my Sunday devotions be followed by suddenly made to know our mistake. We now know what to
No deity but the Goddess of Liberty.
penalties could they be enforced. But, thanks to the Noncon- expect, and are waiting to see how things will turn.
4. God and the people are one.
formists of the centuries, we are safe from the effects of those
The hard times hav hurt our trade; so last spring we adver5. Peace be unto our home.
laws. 'rhere is an unseen, unwritten law-tradition, custom, Used, and succeeded in getting a nice company together6. Reason reigns in the realm of reality..
call it by what name you will-that holds and controls more mostly from Charleston, and nearly all Presbyterians-who
7. "Science versus superstition."
1 Aople than the statute law does.
They are controled more came to stay very late. They soon found out we were" d--d
. if"ctually because the mind is captiv to superstition. They Yanks "-and, worse yet, unbelievers; and curiosity must hav
[Piotorial motto, to contain a healthy youth (Science) with
uai e not be free from old rites and ceremonies for fear of. !ld some one to take a TIIUT!'ll:il!.liOtUllll from our room, and, some appropriate emblem in his hand, standing eJ"ect o"Vel' the
ridicule from taking a new position. Men that can face death
at the oannon's mouth fail to face slurs, jests, and all manner
of ridicule for following where an opinion says "Come." We
believe in new ideas that are demonstrated, and in results that
follow them. We do not believe that
" Earth was made by 01;1.e almighty,
And to meddle is to mar;
Change is raeh and ever was so,
We are happy as we are."
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vanquished form of a skeleton (superstition) in whose bon 1bo 0k
·
·
hands ar.e clutched the sword of the inquisition and roll
' and they profess to beheve this book to be the inspired hundred persons met to cultivate the acquaintance of the
manusonpt church forgeries.]
word of_ Go~. Now, for the present we will accept their claims eloquent Englishmen and enjoy the sooiabilities of the
for thmr Bible, a~d see what follows. In the language of occasion.
8. J~ove ~s the light of life,
. P;~fessor Dr~ per m his work, "Science and H.eligion," "A
. Fear IS but blight and strife
Mr. Hoover opened the exercises with a short speech on the
Now, Mr. Editor, I hope that some of these fhav suggested diVIne revelation can admit of no improvement no change no necessity of cultivating our social natures.
may pass muster, and if any Freethinker anywhere should advancement." And this would seem to be ~ommon se~se
Mr. Watts, being called upon, responded with a speech
adopt either one or more of these to adorn his or her hollis, I Has t~is Bible never been revised, never been changed? If upon the necessity of organization, and recited "The Old
~hou~d- be glad to hear from that one. I hav adopted them all t~e~e IS any scholar, a good Christian representative, who is General"s Address to His Troops."
m spmt, a_n~ expect soon to do so in letter. I will also agree wlllmg to affirm that the Bible never has been revised or
Mr. W. S. Douthitt recited a poem entitled "Euoher- or
to adopt similarly any and all good mottoes and Liberal em- changed. over, we would like to hear from him through an Go it Alone." Mr. Grundy spoke upon education and th~ in:
blems that any other good brother or sister may suggest.
open, prmted letter, and hope he will tell us what he knows fluence of woman.
T. M. HoRNE.
on the subject, and give us his authorities. We have before us
The exercises closed by Mr. Watts reciting, as only he can
mor_e than a dozen volumes of different authorities on this recite, a selection from "The Lady of Lyons," Claude Mels~bJect,
some
in
the
church,
and
some
outside;
some
on
this
ON INF!DEL!TY.-AN OPEN LETTER TO JAMES BERRY.
notte's Apology. With music, chat, and eloquence the time
side of the ocean, and some on the other side-all are schol- sped swiftly, and when the parting hour arrived all were
•
ADRIAN, MicH., Nov. 6, 285.
DEAR FRIEND: In our conversation a few days since you spoke ars and representative men-that we might refer you to but as ready to repeat with the Dutch Baptist, "I vash so glad I vas
of me as an Infidel. When I told you that I was not aware of this is an open letter, James, to thee, and my renegade Quaker here dis night."
On ~unday? the l~th, Mr. Watts again lectured nt Maltby
being an Infidel, you said you thought I was, as I had once church, I will merAly refer you to one or two standard writers
told you that I was an Infidel. Now, friend James, when I among the earl_v Friends. But first let me say that it was Hall, h1s subJect bemg "The AmericfiU Secular Union: Its
told you that I said at the same time, "According to Webster, about the middle of the third century that Origen, the cele- Necessity and the Justice of Its Demttnds." This lecture was
as an exponent for the Christian church." You said if I added brated Christian father, a ~an who had almost unlimited a lucid exposition of the nature, aims, and methods of the
power in the church, thought proper to make a selection from union, and a searching and exhaustiv examination of the
that you had forgotten it.
Suppose, friend James, you were in Turkey, and the pious the great number of books then current among the Christians. Nine Demands. A better plea for the demands and a more
Mohammedans were to tell you that there was one god, and The selection included the canon in circulation at this day. complete vindication of their justice was never made, and its
Moha_mmed was his prophet, and that he was divinely inspired Through the. dominant influence Origen possessed in the effect upon the massiv audience was of the most salutary
to ':"nte .t~e holy Koran, which all good Mussulmans accept as ~hurch at this period, his selection soon became popular, and character.
In the evening Mr. Watts spoke again at Mendell's Hall his
thmr religiOus text-book; and that if you didn't believe this m the year 363 was declared by the council of Laodicea to be
subject being "The Nightmare of Theology."
'
you were an Infidel; what woulEl you think of that? He would the only genuin scriptures.
"Reason and theology always hav been antagonistic to each
William Penn, in speaking of this council, said: "I demand
ref~r you to their dictionary, compiled by their lfoxicographers,
which defines an Infidel to be one that denies Mohammed as of our adversaries if they are well assured of those men who other. The basis of theology is speculation, and its field the
the prophet of God, and the holy Koran as a divine revelation. first collected, embodied, and declared them [the scriptures] emotional nature of man It is incompatible with civilizaAgain, do you not know that with the Roman Catholic authentic by a public canon which we read was in the council tion. Theolog,l' is born of fear an<l. credulity. It is a fiend
church all the Protestants are Infidels, and with the more of Laodicea, held 363 years after Christ. I say, How do they dressed in sable ready to crush intellectuality and destroy
strict evangelical Christian churches the more Liberal Chris- know that these men rightly discerned true from spurious? human feeling." Cited, Te1·tullirm, Calvin, Knox, ancl Loyola.
tia_ns are called Infidels? So you see this is confounding Now, sure it is that some of the scriptures taken in by one "The Inquisition was Catholic; the stur chamber was Protesthmgs, and we by no means get the true rendering of the word. co~noil were rejected by another for apocryphal, and that tant. Until the seventeenth century every scientist w11s inNow, friend James, since you have been so kind as to open which was left out by the former for apocryphal was taken in sulted by theology, and it is only restrained to day by lack of
your lumber-yard office, and seat it for my old orthodox Qua- by the latter for canonical. Now, sure it is that they contra- power. The martyrs of science did more than Christ. He
kers-if it is not a misnomer to call them such-and as they dict each other, and as true that they have erred respecting never added one scientific fact to the knowledge of his day.
have made it a point for a long number of years to speak of me the present belief" (Penn's Works, London, 1784, vol. i, pp. Theology demoralized even Chi·ist hin:s(•lf, and its evli influence has continued down to the present time."
to others as an Infidel, which they, in their ignorance of the 301-4)
Much more was said that would b~ar repeating, but space
.Robert Barclay, a scholar, and standard writer for the prinderivation of the word, use as a term of ~~proach, in both their
written and printed discourses-and in my younger years I ciples of Friends, says: "We, that is, the Society of Friends, admonishes me to be brief. At the close of the lecture he
did not care to hav the tei'm applied to me, but of latter years do not accept the scriptures as the primary rule of faith and made an urgent appeal to the audience to criticise the same,
but either because all agreed with him, or the orthodox party,
it has lost all its scare-it is possible, friend James, that a little practice."
George Fox, in his "Journal" (Leeds edition, vol. i, p. 187), warned by the fate of Mr. Thresher, failed to respond.
light on this subject of Infidelity might be of use to you, as
During the week the following item appeared in the Pittswell as to my old Quaker friends. Now, in order to get at the says: "I directed them to the divine light of Christ, and his
true meaning of a word, we must go back to the root of that spirit in their hearts, which would let them see all their evil bw·gh Leadt1':
"It seems a little strange that Rev~. CoovArt and ForHcntt
word. In doing this we will find that "Infidelity" has its thoughts, words, and actions that they had thought, spoken, and
MPssrs. Moore et al., do not appear to be in a hurry t~
or
acted,
by
which
light
they
might
see
their
sin.
This,
I
told
derivation. from the word "fidelity," that is, faithful, loyal,
meet Mr. Wat.ts in open debat_e. Now is the time, anrl they
them,
was
the
first
step
to
peace,
even
to
stand
still
in
the
true, etc. Hence "Infidelity" would be the opposite of that,
should not wmt till Mr. WattH 1~ gone and then pound him to
light that showed them their sins."
pieces in the local pulpits, as ministers usually do."
that is, unf~ithful, untrue, etc.
Joseph John Gurney wns a member of the English EpiscoNow, friend James, as you have been acquainted with me
This had the effoct to bring out the Rev. Mark H. Forsoutt
some, in trade and otherwise, for a number of years, I guess pal church up to his riper years, and then fell in with the So- in a card, and a debate mu,y possibly grow out of it on Mr.
you will not say that I have ever been. unfaithful in my prom- ciety of Friends, and, though still holding on to his Episcopal Watts's return to the city.
·
ises to you. Very well, then; I urn not Infidel with you at this notions, became a preacher among them. He visited America
Mr. Watts, during his stay in the city, was the guest
forty
years
ago,
and
spent
some
four
years
here,
preaching
and
point. Has ever any of my old orthodox friends reported to
of those whole-souled Secularists, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Abel,
you that I .ever wronged, or tried to wrong, him, in either word writing. In his first American, from the third London edi- of 635 Smithfi~ld street. Mr. Watts left on the 1Gth inst. to
or deed, out of his just dues? If so, please fetch him to me, tion, p. 101, he says: "Now, it is in the scriptures on!; that fulfil engogements in Ohio, bearing with him the best wishes
and let him make it appear, and I will agree with you now to the attributes of our heavenly father are fully made known to of ull tl1e SecnlariHts, and the I·espect of such Christians as
pay him back fourfold. Now, if they can't fetch any charge us, and therefore it is only through the religion of the Bible were fortunate enough to make his acquaintance.
against me, at this point, then I am not an Infidel with them that we can obtain an adequate notion of sin. But the cardiYours fraternally,
HARRY HoovER,
here. "Bnt then," I think I hear you say, "we don't mean nal point revealed to us in scripture, an·'l only in scripture,
Sec. Pittsburgh Secula1· Society.
without
a
knowledge
of
which
it
is
impossible
for
any
man
to
to charge you with being an Infidel-that is, unfaithful-in
your worldly business, but it is in your non belief or faith form a full estimate of sin, is this, that God so loved us as to
HAGERSTOWN, IND., Oct. 2\l, 285.
in God and in his son, Jesus Ohrist -our Lord, as revealed to us send his only begotten son into the world to be a sacrifice for
MR. EmTon: The valiant, brilliant J. E. Remsburg lectured
our sins."
thrugh the holy Bible, or word of God, that youare an Infidel."
Now, friend James, I think it is not hard to see that there is at Hagerstown October lGth on "Sabbath-Breaking." He
·well, now, let us see about that. If you have carefully read
a vast difference between the base that these early Friends handled his subject in a masterly manner. There was a good
my little letter so far, you have seen that, from a Roman Oathlaid down for their followers to build a religious life on and andienctl, both ladies and gentlemen, mtmy of whom wore
olio standpoint, the Protestants are all Infidels, and that the
that of this English aristocrat-which he was-that had never 01-thodox Christians. All were well pleased. 'l'he Liberals
more Liberal Christian churches are Infidel with the more
got out of the Episcopal faith of the church of his childhood. say we must hav him again. If we could hav such lecturers
conservative. Hence, as I have said, we confound language
And now, while these Quakers profess to be Friends, they do here every week I would go if we lived twenty miles away,
when we thus mix in words where they don't belong. ·Now,
in deed adhere to the Episcopal doctrine of J. J. Gurney, and and I had to walk. I always feel happy after such lecturesfriend James, allow me to give you the scientific rendering of
AL;-,rmA l'n'JIER.
other leaders with him, and on the first page of their new as though I were in heaven already.
the word "Infidel," as given by one of our Revolutionary pat~
Discipline they have the Episcopal creed inserted, as a test of
riots, who was in his activ life one hundred years before Webmember~hip. And yet, as I have said, they profess to be the
PoE, 0., Nov. 1, 285.
ster was born. Hear him:
·
·
Society of Friends, and accordingly have captured their prop
MR EDITOu: John E. Remsburg lectured in Phenix Hall,
"Infidelity does not consist in believing or in disbelieving,
erty wherever they have been able. Now, friend James, if Medina, 0, Oct. Gr,h, 7th, and 8th. Owing to the very inclement
but in professing to believe what he does not believe."
they are not Infidels, in thus professing On'l thing, for a pur- weather the audience was not a~ l!lrge as we should hav deNow, taking that rendering of the _word as the correct one
pose, while they are something else, I fear they are some· sired, but it was generally a vary intelligent oue. The first
-which I think you will understand it to be, when you think
thing wor~e.
SAuiL. D. MoORE.
evening Mr. Remsburg's theme was "False Claims;" second,
closely ever the matter-we will now compare notes, and try
"Sub bath. Brealdng;'' third, "Bible Moru,ls." He is a young
to see who is the Infidel and where he is. And first, as rePrr<rsnunGH, PA, Nov. 17, 1885.
man of undoubted ability, a fluent speaker, and handles his
gards myself, as I don't profess loyalty to the Catholic Bible,
MR. EDITOR: It having been duly annout~ced that :Mr.
nor yet to King James's version of it, or to any other holy, Charles Watts would shortly arrive in the city to deliver a suhject with candor and skill, convincing those who hear him
that he is fully posted on the matters of which he treats.
written Bible, I can't be Infidel to any of them, though I may course of lectures, and would hold himself in re;tdiness to deFor fully ttn hour ancf a half each evening he kept his audibe an Infidel in the e) e of the orthodox Bible devotee. And bate the respectiv merits of Secularism and Christianity with
ence in rapt attention, and at the finish was enthusiastically
for "this the pious Christian used to have the In:lidel beheaded any accredited representativ of the Evangelical Alliance; it was
or sent to the Inquisition, there to be tortured to death or confidently expected that some valiant champion of the applauded Come again, Brother Remsburg.
Yours as ever,
W. L. FARNSWOll'l'II.
openly burnt at the stake. Or as the poet has it:
church would stand up in defense of her dogmas, but, so fur,
" When hapless unbelievers were condemned
we hav been dis~ppointed.
As sacritices and burnt offerings;
Maltby Hall, on Sunday the 8th inst, was crowded to its
ORTONVILLE, MrcH., Nov. 13, 1885.
And the black smoke of h1!man holocausts
utmost capacity long before the time for the opening of the
MR. EDITOR: Find herewith four dollars, for which please
Hung like a frown upon the face of heaven
exercises. The lecture was entitled, "Secularism: Destructiv send me one copy of Andrew Jackson Davis's !rtst book, antiAnd seemed to blot out, pity from the skies,
and Constructiv."
tl~>d, "Beyond the Valley;'' one copy of "Pocket Atll1s of the
Tainting the ambient air with nauseous steams
And suffocating stench of burning human flesh,
Sunday evening Mr. ·watts lectured at Mendell's Ht~ll in World," as per your a<lvertisment in 'THE 'I'mJ'l'H SEEKER.
Incense appropriate to the fiends alone,
Allegheny City on, "Unbelief: What is it, and What has it The remaining two dollars please apply to my subscription for
Yet thought to be acceptable to God
Done for the World?" At the close of the lecture an in vita- THE TRUTH SEEKER.
As sweet and savory odors are to men.
tion was given to any one to criticise the same. A certain Mr.
:Friend "1fac," THE TRUTH SEEKER continues to show noble
And this was deemed a righteous· act of faith."
But that happy time for the Christian church when they Thresher felt called upon to stand up for Jesus, and defend E-ffort on your part. Please say to your brother that I never
were able to hav everything their own way is now past, we his creed, which he did in pretty good style, but when Mr. miss a line of his truly intereRting communications when on
hope never to return. About all that they can now do is to Watts got through with him, and the applause had subsided, hts annual tour to New England. They are thoroughly interslander and abuse, and warn their young members to hold no he more resembled a sheaf of wheat thoroughly threshed than eoting and instructtv. He is a fine writer, and impresses hiH
a thresher.
kindly, intelligent manhood upon every sentence; while your
communion with the unbelievers.
·
The hall was packed, and an intense interest was main- own remarks, iu connection with s~ladin's fine notice of you
Now, how is it with these Episcopal Quakers, that you are
so kind as to turn your lumber-yard office into a church for tained to the close of one of the grandest lectures ever list- in his Lonclon paper, are most noble. You are ever selfthem one day out of seven? Tb<>y have left the fundamental ened to in Allegheny City, and Mr. Watt 8 was urged to deliver S£lcrificing, and true as steel to the memory of the great Ben
nett. But I wish your brother George could see a photograp;•
doctrine of the Society of Friend-!, viz., the light within, and another before he left for tho West.
Friday evening, November 12th, Wa8 utilized by Mr. Watts I hav of you, if he likes to look upon verdaney. A reguL.\·
no"{ profess to take King James's version of the old Jewish Bito giY ~ :recepticm to his friends ~t Maltby H~.ll. About one . singed cat!
Your old friend,
T. 8. ANDREWtl.
\>~e, with ~~e Ifew Test&meut adcled to~ thei~ relisiolll! te~t-
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ing, with shouts of laughter and merry, sun" What does he want, I wonder?" thought to Percy, just before the departure of his gen.
burnt faces.
the old gentleman, closing the door BB the boy erous friends, "will you please tell me what
put it in your kind heart to present me with
"And to be asked if I wanted to buy a tur- hurried away.
But after reading it he was just as much as my old property ?"
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, l<e.ll River, key for Thanksgivin', when I used to raise' em
"Yes; it was this," and the young man
Mass., to whom all Communications for this by the hundred!" he mournfully said to his ever in the dark.
Oomer should be sent.
In a large, buainess hand, he read these handed his old friend a little pamphlet, entiwife. " And to be livin' -here over a grocery
tled, "The Religion of Humanity."
store, and on a back street at that, when I used curious and somewhat puzzling lines:
In less than two months both Mr. Mayfield
"Between the dark and the daylight,
"Jl.b. JoHN MAYFIELD, My Dear Sir: Would
to hav all those green :neadows to look at, and
When the night Is beginning to lower,
the sweet smell of autumn woods to breathe in. like to see you; will call with carriage at 10 and his wife were outspoken Freethinkers.
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
Lexington, Ky.
DAVID B. CoZINE,
I tell you, Mary, it ain't livin' at all, and we'd be A.M. Be ready.
That 1s known as the Ohlldren's Hour."
"Respectfully,
PERCY WrnN."
better off if we were dead. It ain't the same
"Read that and tell me what you think of
The. Rain-drO}) Patter.
world it used to be, since old Deacon Rochesit," and the old man tossed the mysterious letA Wicked Old Cat.
ter forclosed that mortgage and turned us out of
Listen
I Listen to the rain-drop
ter to his wife.
house and home. And young Winn-even he
P"tter, pattertn~>: on the house-top!
Tbe old ca.t sat on the garden ran,
"It is perfect nonsense to me," said she,
Urchins toted off to bed
is changed. I met him to-night, but he didn't
Waving her paw and wagging her tall,
after reading it. "I don't know no more
In the attic overhead ;
Teaching her kit• ens to growl and hiss.
speak. I hardly thought he would do the like,
Little tongues soon cease to clatter
what he means than the man in the moon."
Now, what do you think of a cat like this?
Infidel as he is, 'specially when his father and
When they hear the rain-drop patter,
"Neither do I, and I suppose we will hav to
The kittens five all sat i 1 a row;
I were such good friends before he died. But
Snug In bed and all secure
wait until he comes for its solution.'' And
Whatever she did, they did just eo,
Under the rafters. To be sure,
as I'm gettin' old I must expect to be slighted
First she meowed, and then Rhe spat.
then the old couple sat down in silence to
They're not lonesome. Ah I they know
and forgotten, for the world has no use for await its author's arrival.
Now, what do you think of a cat 11ke that ?
Father and mother are just below.
old people like us, Mary."
• However, they had not long <to wait, for
Patter, patter, on the root,
She taught them ali her wicked old plans,
On the shingles, water-proof.
To lick the cream from the dairy c:'ans;
•:No, that's so, ~ohn.:• agreed his wife, presently they heard clattering footsteps on
" My 1 It lightens I How It 11ashes
While to steal the meat she said wa~ bliss.
while through her mmd flitted thoughts of the the stairs and Percy stood panting and eager
Through the windows! Hear the crashes
Now, what do you think of a ca.t like this ?
many happy Thanksgivi?~s she had spent .at before th~m.
Of the thunder! Hearltroar,
She taught them to sing from D to F,
Maywood Farm, and VISions of snow-white
"Get your things quick! We've a long
Raln1ng harder I Hear It pour I
Till all the nelghb~rs were nearly deat;
biscuits, era~ berry sauce, the stea~i?g tea- ways to drive ! " gasped he.
Let It roar and let It rain; ·
And neve-r to catch a mouse or rat.
We're not scared, are we, Jane?''
pot, and a mce brown turkey came VIVIdly be"Drive? Drive where?" demanded his old
Now, what do you think of a cat like that ?
0\1, the music tn the rain-drop
fore her.
friends in one breath.
But her lec:ure didn't continue long,
P"tter I P.. tterlng on the house-top,
"No time for explanation now," cried Percy,
For a big dog heard her teacolnga wrong;
Patter, patter In the dark,
" I wonder what can be keeping Percy ? It's
He snatched her up by the end of her tall
breathlessly, hurrying them down-stairs-Mrs.
On the highway, In the park,
time he was here," said young Mrs. Winn,
And dropped her Into the water-pall,
On the land and on the water,
Mayfield with her shawl wrong side outward,
peering anxiously through the lace-curtained
And the kittens were left to weep and wall.
O'er the landscape, p 1tter, patter.
and Mr. Mayfield with his hat on crooked.
_ _ _ _ _.,.._ _ _
-_o_h_ic-.:ago Tn.bwne.
window.
Fainter rolls the rumbling sound,
"We're all going to spend Thanksgiving out
"Oh, nothing, Cora," and that young genAs If •twere echoing underground,
of town, and my ·wife is there waiting for us."
A Thanksgiving Story.
tleman burst into the room like a gale of wind.
And showers so. copious lust before
"But where?'' asked Mr. Mayfield, vainly
Thanksgiving eve, and a dreary, gloomy eve " It's all right, dear; the deed is signed and
Are waning and will soon be o'erWill soon subside till not a drop
it was, with its dark, threatening clouds and delivered, and I hav it here in my pocket, trying to adjust his hat.
Can patter upon the old house-top.
"In the country, to be sure. But comechilly winds. Nevertheless, the city bristled ready to hand over to our homeless, friendThe pattering done, the thunderlngs cease,
with life, the shop-windows glowed with less, and poverty-stricken old friends," he get in, or we shall be late."
And alii• quiet, allis peace.
As no satisfactory explanation could be eliclights, and gay throngs of young people added, as soon as be recovered his breath.
0 pattering rain, thou'lt come again,
ited
from
their
young
friend,
the
old
couple
promenaded the streets, while at the market
And charm us with thy rich refrain.
"Is that so? Oh, I'm so glad !''and Mrs.
With grateful hearts It shall be ours
place the old folks ~ere busily engaged in Cora smiled until her face looked all rose-red allowed him to assist them into the carriage,
To profit by the welcome showers,
which was waiting at the foot of the stairs.
purchasing turkeys for the morrow, and sam- lips an-I pearl-white teeth.
Whose patter upon the house-top thrills
pling piles of fragrant apples, which were
"Yes. And now all we hav to do is to carry
They went on and on, for ten miles or more,
Recipient souls, Inspires, and 11lls
heaped like glowing topaz and ruby on the aut our pre-arranged plans. And what do you then stopped; and the old people, looking out,
A void-perchance Ignored beforeB.F.R.
Till many hearts are m rapport.
many stalls round about. Apparently every- think, Cora? I met the old gentleman to- recognized Maywood farm.
body was happy and at ·peace with the world. night."
"Mr. Winn," said Mrs. Mayfield, " we
But one poor, shabbily-dressed old man, with
"You did!"
would rather spend Thanksgiving anywhere
Onr Puzzle Box.
a troubled look upon his care-worn features,
"Yes, face to face; and he seemed surprised else than here."
1.-'-PALINDROliHC RIDDLE.
did not seem as happy as one of his age that I didn't speak."
"Oh, nonsense!" returned that young genThere is a lady known to fame,
should, as he stopped beside a stall, and eyed
Forward or backward spell her name;
" And why didn't you, Percy?"
tleman. ·
with an almost greedy expression a large, fat
Now, rodents, you must bear in mind
"If I had I couldn't hav kept the secret
"It recalls old times too vividly," said Mr.
This lady she was very kind.
tu,rkey.
five minutes."
Mayfield.
Although she lived for quite a while,
"Would you like a turkey, sir?"
"Pshaw!" ejaculated Cora.
Only the day before both would hav given
I cannot say Ahe dressed in style.
The old gentleman, whose name was Mr.
" It's true, nevertheless. And, Cora, you apything to behold once more the dear old
She had no sister and no brother,
Mayfield, looked vaguely at the mddy-cheeked havn't the slightest idea of how I feel."
maple-trees and broad meadows; but now
And all the peoole called her mother.
market-man, as if he hardly understood what
AltJOfla, Pa.
WILLIAM J. BuRNS.
"How's that?" asked Cora, with a merry they shrank from them with a vague feeling
the latter meant.
of fear.
twinkle in her dark eyes.
"No, sir, thank you. I shall dispense with
2.-ENIGMA.
"I feel so happy-feel as if I had done
And as Percy walked toward the pretty, picta turkey this year. I am only an old man, liv something to alleviate the sufferings of my uresqne, but old-fashioned house, with the In new, not in old;
ing alone with my wife, and not much food is fellow-man. Surely I am the happiest mortal aged couple leaning on each arm, they saw In silver, not in gold;
In cold, not in shiver;
required," replied the old gentleman sadly.
alive," and, throwing his fur cap into the air and the same old swamp, with the B!tme ·old trees In stream, not in river;
"But this is Thanksgiving eve," said the deftly catching it again on his head, our young growing alongside, and the same old meadows In son, not in daughter;
butcher, "and most of our customers hav en- friend executed a "clog" in such an able and fields, all looking just as natural as when In land, not in water;
gaged one."
manner as to elicit hearty applause from his heartless Deacon Rocheoter turned them out My whole was one of Eogland'R greatest admirals.
GEORGE M. BATESON.
"That may be," responded Mr. Mayfield, better half, who stood by an amused spectator. of house and home.
"but we can get along without one; and beAt its conclusion Cora burst into a hearty
"What does all this mean, anyway, Mr.
ARITHMETICAL,
sides," with a hard, bitter laugh, "I don't laugh.
Winn ?" asked Mr. Mayfield, at a loss to unBDJ)AGAJI(JFG
see that I've anything to be thankful for,
" Percy," said she, "what a child you are! derstand the real motiv in bringing them out
ADG
and--"
Act sensibly, and sit down to your supper; it here, for he knew his young friend had someBut just at this moment a finely-dressed has been waiting some time."
thing else in view than a mere invitation to
GJJ
young man of som,e twenty-five years, fol"Perhaps I am a child," said her husband, the country to enjoy a Thanksgiving dinner.
BDJ
lowed by a servant carrying a huge bBBket dubiously, taking his place at the table; "but
The young man stopped, and took both their
FJDI
filled with groceries of every description, I cannot help thinking of poor old Mr. and hands in his.
FJDI
pam<ed before the stall.
"It means, my dear old friends," said he,
Mrs. Mayfield and their wretched condition."
The above is an example in long division;
"What are your turkeys worth?" he asked.
"Yes, they are indeed wretched. But hav "that I hav bought the old place back from each letter represents a figure. Giv thl' work
"Only ten cents per pound, sir," answered you sent the turkey and thingg ?'' inquiringly Deacon Rochester, and am now about to pre- in its figures.
PENN, EsQ.
the polite butcher. "Do you wish one?"
asked his wife.
sent it to you. It shall be your home for the
'"Yes; the largest one you ha7," replied the
"Yes, everything is gone. Bill, the coach- rest of your days; and Cora and I will visit ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
NOV. H, 1885.
young man, without taking the slightest notice man, has just left with them in company with you often, to look after the farm and see that
of the ragged old man by his side.
Ann, the cook, and by the time we arrive dil'..· everything is going right. No, no; no th'!.nks,
1.-1. Marc, cram. 2. Lias, sail. 3. Bank,
"That's Percy Winn, the wealthy young ner will be waiting."
please; but come along, for here is Cora, wait- knab.
2. May, lily (Ma-y, lil·y).
Infidel. I wonder why he didn't speak?
" Well, then, that's all that is necessary,'' ing to welcome you home."
3. He is led (lead).
Surely he hasn't got above a respectable old said Cora, as she pictured to herself the hapAs Percy paused, the door opened, disclosSolvers: I. A. Pool, Rate Branton_.
man like me, even if I am poor!" said the lat- piness of that coming dinner.
ing to view a roaring wood fire, and a table,
ter to himself, as he walked slowly and someThanksgiving morn broke clear and bright. spread with blue-edged ware, loaded down
D. B. Cozine writes:
what feebly away. "Maybe his recent mar- There had been somewhat of a storm in the with every good thing imaginable, while Cora,
riage has something to do with it.· Yet that night, and a flurry of snow, but it was all over all dimples and smiles, stood on the threshold
"I think you condnct your departm1.1nt in
an excellent manner and to the satisfaction of
can't be, for only yesterday I met him, and he now, and the sun came out and its golden rays with extended hands.
·
l).ll,
and the children, no doubt, enjoy the good
spoke as politely as you please. There's some penetrated the little room where sat old Mr.
"Allow me to welcome you home, good old
other cause. However, it doesn't matter; be- and Mrs. Mayfield at their lonely breakfast. A friends," said she, radiantly, grasping each by things you furnish each week."
[We thank our friend for his kind appre'3iasides, I needn't expect anything better of an small bit of beef-steak, which they had left the hands; "the turkey's done to a turn, and
Infidel."
over from supper the evening before, a slice of Ann is just about ready to taka up the cran- tion .of our efforts. It is a satisfaction to us to
know that our friends think we are doing our
By this time our old friend had reached his hard baker's bread, and two cups of weak tea berry sauce."
home. Going up 11. pair of dilapidated stairs constituted the meal.
"Am I dreaming, or am I not,'' asked old work well, and we shall always endeavor to
that threatened to fall at each step, he entered
"A fine morning," commented Mrs. May- Mr. Mayfield, his eyes filling with tears. "Oh, merit their approbation as well as the love of
a shabby back room with only one window.
field, looking at the narrow glimpse of blue Mrs. Winn, how can we thank you and yom the children who find interest and amusement
in our Corner. In another column may be
Here he sat down before the sml)ldering sky which was visible from the little window. kind husband?''
handful of coals, to think of the good old times,
"Yes, and I'm glad of that for the sake of
"By accepting this, and saying no more found a pleasant story of a genuin Thanksgivto ponder over the golden dayR that were long those who hav the means to enjoy themselvs. about the matter,'' and Percy pressed into the ing.-ED. C. C;·]
Aince gone by. Oh, how it all came back to But Thanksgivin' is no more that other days to old gentleman's hand a legal looking docuCorrespondence.
him now-the bright afternoons at Maywood us, Mary,'' added the aged husband with a sigh. ment.
farm, witli its wide -spreading fields, the loads
FoRT
BUFORD, D. T. Oct. 20. 1885.
"True, and--" but just at that moment
Then the latter thought of what he had told
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN: J will not 11sk you to
of grain creaking over the barn floor; his wife, "Rap, rap,'' came on the door, frightening the the market-man the day before-that he had
pardon this intrusion, for, if it he unwelcome,
h:>W old and feeble as he, standing on the old people nearly out of their wits.
nothing to be thankful for; but then he didn't such a request could not make it any more to
kitci;.<ln threshold, watching the chickens as
''Bless my soul!'' ejaculated old Mrs. May- know he would hav a noble and manly heart be desired. My only excuse is that I hav been
they str.-:ved hith.'r and yon amid the yellow field, "who in the world can that be?"
to thank for a kind and generous gift.
reading the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885,
~tnbble of he reaped rye-fields, the tall ma"I don't know," answered Mr. Mayfield,
So the sun went down, all red and golden, and your article on the "Relation of Childp! es uplifting their crimson heads by the ?oing ~~word the door as fBBt as his age and lb?hind the de~r. old maple-trees, over the hap- hood to Freethought" particularly attracted
my attention.
~wamp, and the neighbors' children (he had mfirmities would allow.
p1est ThanksgiVIng of the old couple's lives.
You hav struck the keynote.
,
one of his own) coming back from nut-hunt.
''A note, air," s~id a bo-y, "f.rom Mr. Wi-nn."
"My dear young friend/' said Mr. Mayfield
To build any kind of Liberal structure that
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ASHORT LESSON
upwards of two thousands years has been ret0

IN HISTORY. VOLTAIRE'S. ROMANCES.

·
.
r?grade. Fro~ the burning of Ptolemy's I A double-page ptcture contrasting science and
hbr'!'ry to the e1ghtee~th century, the true Lib· theology showing how the one has labor d f
erahsm had but few lights, and the fog of su- h
'
.
e
or
perstition and rascality surrounding these so uman advancement, and how the other has
thick that they were often obscured or put out. always opposed 1t. The German-American thus
But in Paine, Franklin, Washington, J~ffer- · describes it in detail:
son, an<;! their supporters, we had _a ~alaxy
Tbe palmy days or tbe cburcb witness the burnwhose hght yet shmes for us, and mdicates . lng at the stalre of Bruno, tbe pope and priests witthe roR.d we are to take.
1ness lug the burning or the heretic with expressions
The world is yet nearly two thousand years i or joy. Gal!leo Is represented sitting In his study,
.
.
, the pope holding the sword or !nqu!s!t!on over hls
behmd hme, and the progress we make to- i head and to save his me being rorced to recant his
day will be of no avail if the children do not philosophy. Martin Luther Is represented tacking
take it up to-morrow.
np his" Right or Private Judgment." Be bind hlm
You are doing your part well very well stands the pope with the bull or excommunication
.
•
· drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
If I were addressmg a man I should say," Long ax ot !ntall!b!llty. In their study are Morse and
may you wave."
Stephenson applying their Inventions to practical
In the latter part of the ANNUAL for 1885 is tests, and In the rear ot them the Presbyterian pul· t·
f th
f L ·b 1 plts are fl.lled by two or the broadcloth gentlemen
an a d verlismg no ICe o
e town o
1 era ' denouncing the !nvent!one as" Thwarting the wm
Missouri. I bad beard of the place befere, and · ot God," and branding these men and tbe!r tnvenonce saw an article in a leading paper which, tiona as "Heralds or Antichrist." Ingersoll stands
to say the least was not complimentary to the 00 a platform apparently delivering his lecture
.
'
"Wb!ch Way?" whlcb he holds In his hand. Talplace nor 1ts people. · I would be glad to learn mage approaches the platform at the colonel's back
the address of some reliable person at or near pulling alter him, by the arm, the chle! ot pollee:
this town who would tell me facts about the who holds In his hand the warranto! arresttor blash ld you k now of s~c h a one you spleeny,
phemy. The colonel seems to take no notice or the
P1ace. S ou
cadaverous torm ascending the platform at
would•confer a favor by sendlDg address to his rear. Then come the modern teachers or salvaundersigned.
ERNEST ELWIN.
t!on, tbe Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,
tamqour!nes, and streamers, (and screamers, too),
... ___________
also a fac sim!Ie ot our crazy armY. A group ot likeneeses of the teachers or sclence,Haeckel,Humboldt,
Agents. for The Truth Seeker.
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, Is also shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkably correct. As a
CALIFORNIA.
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
CANADA.
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
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is a complete exposition of principles underlying the Rystem of mental healing. It contains a full course of instruction in the philosophy and practice of the Mind-Cure. Price
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nature and laws of magnetism, and its application to the cure of disease. Price $1.25.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON

Soul aud Body; or, The Spiritual

By THOMAS PAINE,
;,The Author-Hero of the Revolution."

fluence of the Mind on the Body both in
Health and Disease, and the Psychological
Method of Treatment. Price $1.50.

Tbe Greatest of' all Aati-:Bibll·l
Science of Health and Disease. Price $1.00.
cal Works
The Mental Cure, illustrating t.he InPrice, Single copies, 20 cents.
for $1.00.

Eight copies

THE CRISIS ..
By Thomas Paine.

Speaking or this work In connection With the proposed independence ot America trom Great Britain,
Washington wrote: "A tew more such flaming
arguments • . . will not leave numbers at a loss
to decide on the propriety or a sepa.·rat!on."

All the above books sent by mail, post-paid, on
receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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a LIFETIME,

A ROMANCE.
MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Price, 3~ cents.
"The great charm or this novel Is Its abRolute
· • fidelity to nature. Its personages are those one meets
F or e1· tb er of these work s, or any of p atne
s with In common l!!e and are portrayed with a
writings,] A.ddress THE TRUTHSEEKER,
vividness and persp!~u!ty I was scarcely prepared
to expect to JID<l, In such a marked degree, even
33 Clinton Place, New York.
trom so girted a pen as that or Miss Wixon, whose
brilliant and lucid style Is tam!l!ar to most readers
In the Freethougbt ranks. • • . But what. pleased
: me most In this charming story was tbe untl!ncb!ng
honesty with which Its author bolds up to tbe de·
OC the
r!s!on or the world the rottenness or average min·
!ster!al character, particularly that ot rev!va!!st
type. I hav not space here to treat, In deta!I, ot the
characters ot this truly ahsorb!ng novel. Suffice It
to say that it is sate to predict f.hat anyone who
Containing
reads Its first chapters will he loth to lay It down
COLORED MAPS OF Eti.OEI !<TATE AND TERRI·' t!ll the denouement Is reached. Miss Wixon haslon~
TORY IN THE UNITED STATES; also
been doing a n••ble work In educating our clilldren
MAPS OF THE CEIIEF GRAND DIVISTONS WITH Into the ranks or true Liberalism, thereby robbing
'
the church or hundreds or those who, In arter
COMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNTRY ON
years, mlgbt bav become its w!ll!ng dupes and serTHE FACE OF TEIE GLOBE.
v!l tools, and she certainly deserves tbe generous
Illnstratt>d by IDOre than One Hundred , and substantial recognition or all l!'reeth!nkers.
Colored Diagram!!, Tables, Etc.
Let everyone send tor a. copy or • All In a Lifetime.'
It wm yield a liberal reward tor the outlay.''
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
The POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD conPrice, $1.50,
Address, THE 'rBUTBSEEKEB.
tains 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page colored maps,
and 57 pages are reading matter, colored diagrams,
etc. The book is new throughout, everything being made expressly for it. The binding is flexible
Leatherette-an imitation of RusRia; gold side
stamp, round corners, aHd red edges.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
BY
50 cents, by
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P0 CK E T A TL A S•
VTORLD.

Tha BiOla Analyza~.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,,
33 Clint on Place, N V.

.Jobn R. Kelso, A.M.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creat!on.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The M!racle:S or the B!ble.-Tbe Errors or the Blb!e.-The
Prophec!es.-The Devil or Satan or tbe Btb!e.-The
Heaven and tbe Hell or the B!b!e.-The Sahbath or
Every Liberal should hav dne of our beautiful the B!ble.-The God or the B!ble.-The Mees!ah or
Savior.
MOTTO CARDS,
Cro\/n octavo, 833 pp, Splendidly executed. Sent
bY' mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.
(7x22), ready for framing, for their homes.
Twenty-five cents per copy.
Also Large Cards (14x22), and expressing the IMMORTALITY INHERENT I~
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Two New Pamphlets Something New!
BY

CHARLES WATTS.
The American Secular Uniou: Its
Necessity; and the Justice of its
Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
CONTENTS:

NINE DEMANDS OF LIBERALIS1f.

Thirty cents each.
Circulars sent FREE. Address all orders to
LIBERAL MOTTO SUPPLY CO., Troy, N. Y.
40tf

NATURE.
BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.

Price, 60 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Intt·oduction. (L) The Necessity for the Amer33 Clinton Place, N. Y
REPLY
can Secular Union having Principles upon which
all [Secularists] can agree. (II.) The Twofold
TO REV. L.A. LAMBERT'S
Bible Fabrications Refuted
Nature of the Advocacy Adopted by tho Union.
"NOTES
ON INGERSOLL."
(IlL)
The
Catholicity
of
the
Nine
Demands
and
and
His Ans-w-ers
the Ground to be Covered. (IV.) An Exposition
By B. W. Lacy.
Tile Errors of' the BlblcExpo!led.
To. a Number of Vital Questions Propounded and Defense of Each of the Nine Demands.
A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's
BY 0. B. WIIlTFORD. M.D.
(V.) An Appeal to Secular Fidelity.
by the Editor of the San .Franciscan.
sophistry, unfairness, and historPrice, IIi centB.
32 pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.
ical misstatement.
Address THE TRUTH SEI£KER CO.,
Millions of these should be circulated by
Price, Cloth, U; Paper, ISO Cents.
Freet~inkers.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
SECULARISM :
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Destructiv and Constructiv.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
$1; 100 copi11s $3. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
CONTENTS:
"SAYS On. EA!>ON,
1
' of Edinburgb, ScotIntroduction. Secularism: Its Nature and N ea graduate of three universitieF, and retired after 50 yea~' practtcc, he
cessity. Its Destructiv Aspect. (1) Biblical
: "The "'ork Is r,rlceles8 In value, and cateulatcd to r~;
;enerate Noclety. It 11 new, •.tartllnJC, a1_1d very luatructlve.
Idolatry. (2) Natural Depravity (3). Theolog·
Lt iB the most J!(!pulm' and comprehens1ve book treatmg of
ical Supremacy. (4) The Alleged Fall and Re•.
MEDICAL, SOCIAL, AND SEXUAL SCIENCE,
demption of Man. The Constructiv Aspect of
p roven by the sale of llntf' a Mllllint to be the most ropula R
Secularism. (1) That the True Guide in Human
Readable because written in language plg,m. cba~tc. and forctbl E ~1 netructive prnctical_pre6Ciltationof •·Medical Qomrnon Scnf'.C'' med1 A/
Actions is Reason Assisted by Experience.
y aluable to'invalids, showing new means by whtch.t.hey may b~,cure D
A pproved by editors. physicians. clergymen, cnt1cs. and Incrat 1
(2) That Sup.reme Attention Should be Given to
T horough treatment of subjects especially import.'lnt to Yflllng" li:lC eN
the Facts and Duties of Existence, Regardless of
E veryone who •· wants to know, you know," will find 1t mtercstm
any Considerations of a Life Beyond the Present.
4 Parts, 35 Chapters, 936 Pages, 200 Illustrations, a nil
just introduce<!, consistsofa!l<rles
(3) That Science is a more Trustworthy Proof bea.utiful colored nr:tntom ..
* * * This marvelous hou~:e has been built more than vider for Man than Relying for Help from any
leal charts, in five colors, gunra~tee4 supcr~orttho any btefottre octlii.ev~e~nW qaJi~k:
800tia~esfrom our plans· itisso 1cell plamu:dtbatltafforlls
u1
hysiological book and rendenng 1t agam c mos a ra
. .
Supernatural Power. (4) That Morality is of
ample room even for a' large family. 1st fl'Jor shown
arllp
who have already found a rzotd m.lne llllt. Mr.
above; on2d floor are 4 bod-rooms and Jn attic 2.more.
Natural
Growth,
and
has
no
Necessary
Connecse m~
Koehler writes: "I sold the first""' books in two
Plonty of Closets. The whole warm.ed hy one chtmoey.
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Many
agents
take
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100
at
once,
at
special
rates.
Send
for
terms.
8 1
tion with Any of the Theologies of the World.
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0 Conwnts Table of Plain Home Talk. red, whit<: and
-blue ~ifculars, and a sample or Dr. Foote'slleallh Monthly.
to $6,500, may be 1ound in "8llOPPRLI.'B MoDERN Low..
CosT HoUSES," a. large Qltarto pamphlet, showing also
perior to thts IS the Wtsest and Noblest Use
Ed'tl
$3 25 ~ Same print and illustrations. the
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Ingersoll Catechised:

REMARKABLE B()OK

A N EW FEATURE'
AGEN.'fS

R EE

But mostly and now the lilac that blooms the It is gratifying to know that such women as our 1 himself in comi_Jany with a ~weet-faced, venerfirst,
.
.
th e w 0 r k .
able old man With snow-whrte. looks and a. full
gifted author are t o con t mue
Copious we brenk. We brenk the spr1gs from
LucY N. CoLMAN.
beard. He wore a long whrte robe, wrth a
the bushEs,
Syracuse, N. Y., Nov. 13, 1885.
cord around his waist. This old man's comWith loaded arms we come, pausing for you,
A Story of Freder: cksburg.
mission was to show him the future of the
For you friend beloved-our sleeping friend."
DEAR OLD TRUTH SEEKER: I want to say world, but more particularly of North AmerIt was after the battle ot Fredericksburg;
-Whitman (adapted).
through your columns how more than delight- ica. During ten consecutiv nights this was.
The ground was strewn with the fallen foe,
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
They lay in ranks on the side of the hlll
ed I was to receive, with the compliments of the done. By way of contrast, however, this venSnowville, Va., Nov. 12, 285.
With their front to us; and a boy could throw
author the charming book, "Men, Women, erable old gentleman, whom we strongly susA stone to the nearest rank, so close
and Gods," by our talented lecturer, Miss pect to be old Father Time, neve_r mis.ses an
Had they pushed their way to the frowning edge
Tribute to an Old Friend.
Helen Gardener.
or our rille pite In the last mad charge,
opportunity to represent before him thmgs as
Born
in
Liverpool,
England,
1814,
died
at
· When they struck our lines like an angry sledge,
I h11.v read it aloud in my family, and the they are to-day. The contrast is kept up so
his home in Scott Township, Steuben county,
And fought up under the very guns
hearty laughs, as well as the useful informa- vividly that the reader carries both sides of the
Tlll the blue line wavered, and turned, and broke, Indians, Oct. 7th, 188fi, aged 71 years,- Thomas
tion, did us good. I wish every Christian question in his mind from firRt to last.
And the stragglers sullenly disappeared
Tasker. Funeral Rervices from the residence
woman in the world could read it.
Behind the mantle of pitying smoke.
First he describes the external appearance
on Sunday, Oct. 11th, a.t 11 o'clock A.:.lr, J. H.
F. C. REYNOLDS,
of New York city, then the state, then the
There was one tall man tn the nearest rank,
Burnham, of Michigan, officiating. Our deSec. N. Y. State Freethinkers' Association.
So tall he had towered above the rest,
whole Mississippi Valley, then the whole conparted brother had a well-cultured mind, had
As we watched him bearing the tattered !lag.
North Parma, N. Y., Nov. 9, 1885.
tinent as it could be, and as he sees it will be
been
a.
reader
of
THE
TBUTH
SEEKER
for
a.
He lay with a. rille ball through hl~ breast.
under the coming republic.
number of years, had each volume bound and
We thou,;ht him dead, but he turned a.t last,
Written delivered, and compiled by Miss
If the world can ever reach the place he saw
And raised himself on his elbow there,
kept for reference; he was one who took great
Helen H.' Gardener, touchingly dedicated to in his vision, it will be a much more desirable
And looked down over the bloody field
pleasure in the investigation of truth; his
Mrs. Eva Ingersoll, and right royally intro- plat;Je than a Christian could ever imagin his
Tnen hack at us In a fierce despair.
mind was unusually clear, and his reasoning
w., saw him tumble beneath his coat,
duced by Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, this book heaven to be. To describe it would require a
powers
of
the
higher
order.
He
was
free
And feebly draw with a shaking hand
conclusivly shows both by una.nRwera.ble argu- series of lengthy articles. It can be done in
from
the
blight
of
superstition
and
defects
of
A little package or letters stained
ment and historical proof that between the but few less words than are found in tha.book
With use and tied with a faded band.
an early education. He accepted, like an
mills of men and gags, woman has been itself.
honest man, what his reason approved; he
He spread them out, and he picked up one,
ground into fine dust beneath their feet and
In that vision, however, he saw no churches,
The smallest letter of all the store.
was no slave to mistaken dogmas nor mythowings· that the best qualities of womanly temples, prisons, or oourt-buildi~gs. They
w .. knew that his eyes were filled with tears
logical fictions. He accepted the teachings of
na.tur~ hav been narrowed and become morbid were absolutely unnecessary. Crrme was unThat blotted the tiny packet o'er.
science as the most reliable facts within the
He tried to read, but his head dropped low,
through long ages of social, governmental, and known, and man had learned that temples for
grasp
of
the
human
mind;
he
was
untrammeled
On his breast, and his hand fell nervelessly;
religious restriction and oppression, and that religious worship exclusivly were unnecesby the chains of priestly creeds and fables; he
But the stiffening fingers stlll keot their grasp
the systems enforcing such conditions hav not sary. His description of our present pell-mell,
On the words that his eyes could no longer see.
sought to know the truth and the right, and
only begotten moral evil and degeneracy to pugnis et calcibus way of living is not the least
embraced them with the full ardor of his nf!t·
A murmur ran through the rifle pits;
women, but, like any and every other form ?f interesting portion of the book.
we had watched him there from our sheltered ure. He was a kind, indulgent parent, and a
serfdom or slavery, ha.v generated rottenness m
stand;
The New Republic is not only grand for
warm, devoted friend.
He hesitated not to
society and homes, instability to governments, what it contains in its farms, schools, instituWe tell to wondering whose hand had traced
avow his honest convictions; he was a lover of
The letter he held In his blg, brown hand.
,,
and the grossest hypocrisy, and cant, and ~er tions, communes, villages, and cities, but it is
his ra.ce;.he led a good life. One who leads
"Hts wtte!" sa.td one; No, his sweetheart, boys.
secution in religions institutions, all of whrc~,
Said another.· "His mother I" said one, whose !ace such a life a.s our friend has led has no need if not working absolute moral death to therr quite as remarkable for what it does not co~
t11in. Among the things he could not find m
was fresh and ta.lr as a gtrl's; he dropped
to fear death nor what may probably follow
propagators and upholders, hav a.t least, a.s a.~ it we summarize the following:
His gun and clambered from out the place.
after it. He dreads no ang:r:y being,no vinwa.ys, le t them in a worse condition than therr
1. Custom-houses, or bonded wa.rE\hauses, a.s
He ran to the dead man's side a.nd raised
dictiv personage from whom to expect venunfortunate subjects.
Ttle hand, and there In a childish scrawl
the word is, under the new order, are gone, and
geance and wrath. He is perfectly willing to
The
accompanying
portrait
of
this
brave
Was written: "I love you, papa dear."
all are brethren; no tariffs were collected,
meet the consequences of a. well-spent life.
The hand had closed o'er the rest, and all
little lady-who has dared face the lions of
therefore no such institutiOns were needed.
If death ends all, as was our friend's belief, if
That had cheered his soul in that lonely place
theology in their lair, or rather, wh~ stands a.t
2. Banking houses and brokers' o:ffi.ces were
we gently fall into a quiet, peaceful sle"p which
was the simple note ot a. little chlld,
the mouth of their dens where she IB not ptr
And yet It had sweetened the taste or death,
non est. Wall street was literally wiped out.
knows no waking, we are a.t lea8t free from
mitted to enter, but with sweet, unfalte~ing
For It seemed to me that the dead man smiled.
3. Such respectable gambling- houses a.R
pain, care, and anxiety. If we hav a. continued
voice utters her protest-scarce does her JUS-Herbert W. Collingwood, in the Sun.
existence there are no just grounds for 11-pprestock exchanges, produce exchanges, and
tice. Upon close inspection. however, a. friend
hending that that other life has any more terboards of trade were numbered with the
can discover those fioe lines about the eyes
rors than this. We will meet the same unithings that were.
One More Good Man Sleeps.
and mobile mouth, indica.tiv of the wit and
4. Life, health, and fire insurance comThe last and best office we can perform for verse with the same forces and laws; there can humor with which she treats the absurdities
our friends who go from us is to put on record not be any other. So whichever belief pr,oves and incongruities of ma.n-ma.de governments panies could not liv.
5. There were no court-buildings or pristheir virtues and good deeds, so they may stand, true, whichever is correct, we ha.v little to fear nd religions, while, even in a. wood-cut, the
ons with their appendages of lawyers, judges,
not only a.s a memory of the beloved one, but in the future; it is all right with our old large soulful brown eye speaks for itself.
a.s a. shining example for all :who may come friend who has left; peace be with him. This
Th~ critics of the press unite in an allitera- juries, sheriffs, clerks, and hangers-on in
from his old friend,
general.
after.
tiv term for this modern representativ AmeriAngola, Ind.
6. The little petty stores that now crowd
DB J. H. MooRE.
Strong, fearless, and independent Li~e~als
can young woman, "Heathen Helen!" But
each
other so in our large cities had all given
---~~--are so few in this part of the old dommron
the Chicauo Int,r- Ocean compares her to "Hyplace to the new order of things.
Book Notices.
that when one is developed and maintains his
patia, of ~ld Alexandrian days, who was sacri7. Not one grog-shop in all the New Reintegrity amid such unfavorable surroundings, MEN WoMEN, AND GoDs, and Other Lectures. ficed to fanaticism and intolerance, but whom
By
Helen
H
Gardener.
With
a.n
lntroducpublic.
. .
.
it is meet that his name and character be put
mEin went to hear by the thousands, and marduction by Col. R. G. IngerHoll.
8. Private and distinct swell family resion record as deserving of kindly remembrance.
veled
at
her
words."
LEwrsE
OLIVER.
The above is the title of a.n unmually inter.
dences were all gone.
Peyton Randolph Ross was born and reared
eating book just published by the Truth
9. Church edifices bad given place to that
in Patrick County, Va., and died there August
RATIONAL CoMolUNISM. The Prese~t and the
Seeker Company, N. Y. The general appearFuture Republic of North Amerrca. , By a which was useful.
15 1885. lie was nearly seventy-two years of
of the book is attractiv-beautifully
It would take a. volume no smaller than the
Capitalist. New York: The Truth Seeker
a.g~, and was the father of nine living children, ance
printed on good paper, with a. fine etching of
Corupuny. Price, $1.50.
one
under review to tell what took the place
all of whom loved, honored, and respected
the author a.s frontispiece; but it is not to write
We hav read every word of this volume of of all these.· The author illustrates the failhim as one of the best of parents. He was
of the external book that I ha.v taken my pen. five hundred pages with very much more inter- ures in our private property system as folkind and affectionate in his family, and wa.a
The Truth Seeker Company is somewhat est than we anticipated when we took it up- lows:
guide, father, and friend, all in one. He did
famous for sending out to the world good-look- in fact, with increasing interest from the first
"Suppose that a thousand men were desirous
not believe in punishment a.s a. reformatory
ing publications, and this book is no exception to the last word.
of reaching Liverpool; suppose the~e were n~
measure; but had full faith in a. good heredity,
to its general work; but of the contentd of the
The author of these pages, being a capitalist, vessels to convey them, and then, mstea.d_ of
backed up by good example and moral teachbook I do not hesitate to speak in the highest was not driven into this investigation as hun- uniting their efforts, building a ship and go~ng
ings. He did not instruct his children in repraise. It is a. long, long time since I ha.v dreds of others are, by pinching want driving together each should build a. <'anoe for himself and' undertake to paddle himself acr~ss.
ligioR, but gave them a good secular education,
car:ed much about "the holy scripture." It him to seek some way out; but as a man of This would be precisely a.nala.gous, as I v1ew
and grounded them in the truths of nature
has seemed to me almost a waste of time to wealth and leisure, he could not help but ob- it, to the pr·esent plan of each strivmg to ~a.ke
and the moral philosophies of the day, and
expose its absurdities or notice its obscenities, serve the difference between the rich and the his own way in the world, regardless, m a
showed them, by the little daily deeds of his
but Miss Gardener has given us an argument poor. Why one party, neither industrious nor great measure, of the rest. Nine-tenths of
own life, the value of his teachings.
so perfect in its way tba.t even I, who cared so fru"al should become very wealthy, and an- those who should thus set out to cross the
He was sick but three days, and suffered too
ocean in their individual canoes wo:nl~ be
little about it, could not giv up the reading oth~r ' intelligent, honest, industrio'Q.s, and likely to come to grief. And s_o, by ~herr md~
much to do a great deal of talking, though he
until I had finished the last page. I think the temp~rate in all his habits, continued, in spite pendent ooiuse, an equq.l portron fail of therr
assured them h9 was dying as he had livedhumor of the book, which the reader will find of all his exertions, to be poor, ~as a proble~ purpose in the pursuit of the comforts and
an Agnostic and a philosopher. When told
on nearly every page, is one of its great at- he sought to solve. Day and mght he medi- joys of life."
by D.r. Taylor that "Tom Paine '' had recanted
Those interested in the subject this book intractions. I wish every Liberal man who has tated on the various questions which continand professed religion on his death-bed, he
a wife and daughters who persuade him to giv ually ask themselvs concerning our social re- troduceR will find this the most readable work
calmly assured the doctor that it was Christian
to the church what he ought to giv to the im- lations and the final come-out, if things go on yet issued on the questions it discusses.-New
calumny and falsehood-only tales ra.isad by
provement of· his fellow-man, would buy a. as the; are now going. For days his mind had Thought.
priests, and told for effect; that they had been
copy of this book, and instead of putting it been absorbed in trying to solve the causes of
refuted again and 'again, and a.s often resuron the shelf, persiRtently read it alowt, inviting inequalities everywhere existing wh~n, in
rected and re-told as a part of their stock in
his wife to take a. copy of the Bible and so turn June, 1880, a vision was presented to hrm and
trade.
mOLUDING
to all the quotations, and convince herself that was continued night after night for ten conHe had no fear for the future, nor did he
these quotations are gonu.in. I'm sure the secutiv nights until he saw the whole earth as Works in Western New York .and
fear death. He was a TRUTH SEEKER worother StaMs, together with Structwhole thing would make her ashamed of her he supposes it will be in the Republic of the
shiper, and loved the paper better than anyures in Central America.
advocacy of the "divinity of the scriptures." Future. During the day previous to the first
thing in this world outside of his own family.
Woman, like the negro of the South, has instalment of this vision he had visited some
He lent out his TRUTH SEEKERs, and gave them
bowed down to her oppressor-gloried in her of the homes and the workshops of the most ByFREDERICJK LA.RKIN, M.D.
to anyone who would read them, preferring to
shame ! for is it not her shame that she rever- abject poor. He had looked upon such. anMember of the
send them out as messengers of light to darkences as authority a book which denies her guish of heart, squalor, poverty, degradatron,
.Amertcan .Association fiJI' the .Ad~cr.ncemmt of Sdmce.
ened minds, to even filing them as precious
equal rights with man?
misery, and emaciation as he had n_ev~r seen
heirlooms for his children's children. He was
Every woman's rights person, man or in his life before. He had also been mVIted to Neatly Printed, with Numerous IDustra.tions.
linked by this love for our paper to the heart
·
290 Pages.
woman, should possPsB the book, and if any of a brilliant and fashionable wedding among
of every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
our rich friends who wish to help the Secular the-" meek and lowly followers,. of the origPrice, Cloth, $1.50.
this is why I hav given you a few lines in
Society would supply the agents with a. large inal Communist.
memoriam.
number of them, their distribution would do
The gorgeousness of the splendid extravaA PHOTOGR-APH
"Blossoms and branches green to thy grave a.n immense good.. I a.m rejoiced that Miss
gance displayed among these followers of. the OF THE BIBLE'S FLAT EARTH AND SOLID
will we bring;
Gardener, a young and gifted woman, has '' meek and lowly " put his mind in the rrght
For fresh as the morning, a.
HEA.VEN.
song wonld we taken up this work for woman and against condition to be the recipient of what was to
chant.
A Picture of the world a.s described in Gen·
superstition.
Some
of
us,
who
almost
might
All over bouquets of roses,
follow.
.
esis with the texts of the Bible teaching the
0 friend! We cover you with roses and early be said to ha.v "trodden the wine-press alone,"
In the first vision he seemed to be lifted doctnn, and the passages from pr~fa.ne writer
lilies,
find that age is upon us. Our work is done. about a thousand feet in the air, and found supportin~ it
:Prrce 25 cents
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In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods;"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality, •· and " Heretics and Heresws."
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The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25 This is the best and most thorou..-h
.,
'
bath trom a rational point or vie,v.
Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," " The Declaration of
LARGE AND H&NOSOME PRI~T.
Independence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
TI
tl
1
"The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander
•e ques on " dis ·U!i8ed under the t"ollowln; )leach:
Clark,' '' Tlw Past Rises before Me Like a
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Stem Wind, $22; tht~ oame, fine movement, In best
gold filled cSbe, :>:15; with cheap movement, $~5.
La.dl<'s' Solid G,,lu. Elgin stem-wind wa.tches, $:..0,
$24, and $32-14 ka.ra.t, upwa.rd. Watches clea.neu,
finest wot k. In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. work
tor the tra.de at reduced t·ates and agente sending

Origin of the Sabbatic Idea-The .Jevvish Sabbath-The 'iri":~~~'1o':sw~:k~o"~Y~ver~::~u:/:C~~c'ie~nf~n t;:
Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath- Exan1ination of ;;.:~: $1.rr;'~:pods must s~~.~~"W~.J';8¥~fN~e
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 Sunday ,Arguments-Origin of' Christian Sabbath-'l'esti- Patentee or Wettstein's NewFreethought Badge.
cents; cloth, $1.25.
n~<;:>nY of the Uhristian _Fathers-'l'he Sabbath during the The most beautltul badge ev"r placed upon the
Ao-e~ Tl
·
· I or
market. Immense sale. Elegant present for Lady
Interviews on Talmage. Paper,50 cts. ; M1ddle
.
, b
t:;le .PUri ta.n S a bb ath - T estlmOnV
of' (j lll'lSGent. Solid gold, $3; $3.ou; bXtra heavy, $4;
plain cloth, $1.25.
han Reformers, Scholars, and Divines- Abrogation of with diamond, a.rtisucalty ena.metea, $10.
What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa- Sunday Lavvs.
per, 25 cents.
Priee, 26 Cent's; Six Copies, $1.00.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.
Address
BY MAIL POST·PAlD.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Dream," and "A 'rribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Ingersoll, Jndge Jereruiah S. Black, and
Prof. (}eorge P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.

Ot·thodoxy.

56' pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
in large, cletll' type, and containing as much
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectmes.
'l'his nmkes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New Yark · Observer, by
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

33 Clinton Pl., New York.

MEN, WOMEN, AND GODS.
BY HELEN H. GARDENER.
A Great Med.ica.l Work on Manhood

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline in Man, Errors or YOULh, .. n.I
the untold miseries resulLing from lndls~retlon or
excesses. A book for evf'ry man, young, middle·
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic disease,, et1ch one of which Is It•·
valuable. So round by the author, whose exp.,r!ence tor 23 years Is such as probably never befot'e
tell to I he lot of any physlcla.u. 3()0 pages, bounl1 In
beautiful French ruusltn, embosaed covers, full gllt,
guaranteed to be a liner work In every sense-n,~
chanlcal, literary, and proteselonal-than any other
work sold in this country for $2.50, or the mouey
will be refunded In every Instance Price only $1 t>ll
by mall, post !>ald. lllustra!lv sample 6 ceUtb.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by t!Je
National Medical Association, to the president ol
which, the Han. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
or the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for Instruction, and by the amlcted for relief. IL
will benefit all.- London Lancet.
'rhere Is no member of society to whom 'l'be
Science or Lite will not be useful, whether yo~<ll>,
parent, guurdlan, lnstrucLOr, or clergyma.n.-.Argo-

In connection with another firm we have jnst published Helen H. Gardener's first volume.
Helen H. Gardener was first introduced to the public by Col. Ingersoll, since when she has
won a place in the hearts of all Freethinkers by her ability, and by the bnlliancy of her leet·
price $1.50 each. Every admirer of these nres. The contents of the volume are:
apostles of Religio•1s Liberty should have MEN, WO;>.fEN, AND GODS: Introductory;
mies; Geographical Religion; Revelation; Evithese busts.
deuce of .Faith; Did He tall<'? What Yon
Accident Insurance; Chiefly Women; Wlly
Photog1·aphs of Colonel Ingersoll. Women Support H; What It Teaches; From May Think; Intellectual Gag-Law; 'L'hc Vicarious Theory the Cause of Crime; Revision;
:Moses to Paul; The Fruit of the Tree of KnowlSuperb photographs, 22 x 28, $5;
panel,
The Church's .Money-Box; Shall ProgTe~s Stop?
edge; Knowledge Not a Crime; As Much In10 1-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
spired as Any of It.
HIS'l'ORICAL FAC'l'S AND 'l'THOLOGICAL
card, 20 cents.
FICTIONS: Church Fictions; Historical Facts
VICARIOUS ATONEMENT: Fear; Beginning
lngN·soll's Lectures Complf'te.
--(Civ1lization, Comparativ St:~Lus, Women as
to 'l'hink; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
.Pm·sons, Education, As Wil'es, Nut \Vmnan's
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian Invenfor Mr. Ingersoll's w_:orks, the publisher has
tion ; 'fwin Monsters from Intellectual· Pig- . ~'riend, Morals).
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Ornaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w.
thodoxy,'' bound in one beautiful volume, in
Priee,
Cloth,
$1.00;
'paper,
SO
Cents.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulllnch litreet, Boston, Mass ,
half calf, library style, and containing over
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
skill an<.! experience. Chronic und obstinate dl~
The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts,
e!ISeS that have ballled the skill or allLI
Loth or
low price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
s u c·
physicians a speclll.ity. Such treatedn
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Plrtce, New York.
Tributes. There hav been so many
cessfully, without un Instance orr
\1 ~II;.
failure. Mention this paper.lyl4
I \:1 ~
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," ''The ·Vision of W3.r," the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent address over ''Little Harry Miller's Grave,''
Is a regularly ed ucattlmt they h:w been printed on heavy toned
ed and legally qualiThe S,ole Faetor8 and
paper, l8x22, 1llummated border, and in
fied physician, und
the most successful
large, clear ty}!le, suitable for framrng, and
Exact Ratios in Its Aequirement and Apportionment.
as his practice wll.
the fonr will be forwarded to any address,
prmve. He has for
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.
twenty years treated
By J. K. INGALLS
exclusl;oly all dlse!ISes
Pros11 Poems and Selections. This
of the f:!exual Organs,
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
in the cures or whlcil
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a hrief re- ership; Private Property in Land: Capital and
he stands preeminent.
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest, view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opS P E 1t MA'l'OI\RlliliA
best e1•er issued. It contains, besides the Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase: eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
and IMP 0 •r EN (; \
celebrrtted "Decoration Day Oration," never profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth; Of Value or Bconomic Ratios; 'l'ax~1liou as a
as the result or sellabuse In youth and
before pubhshed, and all the famous " trib- Tools and Improved Machinery; The Natnre of Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions
sexual
excesses in nw.utes'' hemtofore printed in various shapes, Wages; Priv:c~te and Social Wealth; Land Own- to Legislators; Conclusion.
t.urer years, causlut:;
but never brought together till now, many
n i g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
other gems, selected from the speeches, arPRICE, CLOTH, $1,00.
power,renderlng mar
guments, lertures, letters, table-talks, and
rlage Improper and unh opy, etc., are cured per·
day-to-day conversations of the author. The
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
manently by a.n outside al,plicatlon In sixty day>.
work is desig·ned for, and will be accepted
NO STOMAOH MEDI01N USED. It is one of llt.
by admiring friends as a rare personal souFellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely UIJ·
known to the medical profession. !:!end five 2-co1, t
venir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine
stamps tor hla "Pr~vate Oounaelor," giving full l!. ·
steel portrait, with autograph fac simile, has
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vlueland, t·.
beeu.prepared especially for it. Price, in silkJ.,and say where you saw thle advertlsrnent.
THE PRESENT
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;
Prom the Ironclad Age.
m half-calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary
"Dr. Fellows ls an outspoken Infidel, therefore Ufj
AND
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, excheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the land
Iy:<
quisitely fine, $7,50; in full tree calf, highest
THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA. should giv the doctor their patronage."
possible style and finish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,
BY A CAPITALIST.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Reme~dy_ for Povert;y, ,Vice, and. Crime. It de:tls with
S3 Clinton Place. New York.
::nylUedical ComtJonnd nnd lmJ•roTed
the present conditions of society in this conn try, pomting ont the1r tm~e~fections, and showmg how
Elastic Snp)Jorter 'J'ruHH iu)rom 30 to
it is almost impossible that the people should be other t.han poor and Vtcwus und~r .our pr~seJJt sysJJIO~U.S, POPES,
UO dav~. Heliab1e references gi1en. Bend
I tamp fat circular, and •aJJ i-r~ trJhat papttem. The remedy the author thinks, is in communal ltfe; and he has dra1~n a VJV1d ptcturc of the
AND
:vou laW mv advertts~mtn(. "Addre.!Jn Of.jl'e,
future Republic of' North America, as it will be whe?- soctety shall ~e orgamzed on the pnnC!ples of
:W, A. !l<II!!~~.SJ~!,I!Ir!lltJ~~ ~ W.il
THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES. Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and mterestmgly written.
CONTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External A_rpearance.of ~nr.Re·
BY JOHN ALBERGER.
GERMAN Sllt.IPLIFI.f.:D.
public; Government and Laws; Finance; Public. Improve~en.ts; ProductiOn an~ Dlst_nb:Jtwn;
An easy and practical new method, adapted for
WE HAVE JUST RECFJVED A LARGE NUMBER Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage. an~ Dtvorce; Ltfe 1_n the New Repubhc; Life m the
a.s well a.s for use In schools. To
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WH!UH Existing Republic· Examination of the ObJeotwns to Cornmumsm ; Metho~s Proposed for the self-Instruction
of about twelve numbers. Eleven numbors
WR: WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES Traus 1tion ·from the System of Individual PropertY to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger. consist
now published. Sent to any addt'Obs on receipt of
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE PO.
the price, 10 cents per number, by THE •rJtU'l'H
C
Cl'
Pl
N
y k C't
LITlnAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH Pnce, $1.50.
SEEKER CO.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker ompany, 33 mton ace, ew or
1 y.
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH REGARD
•· 'l'hese bookS contain a. wealth or knowledge for
TO THE AMERICAN. REPUBLIC.
selt-lnstructlon."-ED. Albany Union.

The B11sts of Voltait·A, Paine and In·
gersoll. Cabmet enze; true to hfe,
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SOCIAL -w-EALTH:
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LF

DR. R. P. FJ:;LLOWS

RATIONAL GOMMUNISM,

RUPTURES, CUREDby

Price, 50 cents, 75 cents, and $1.00, ac•
cordinr;t to conditton of book.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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BIBLE MORALS.

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BIBLICAL· ANTHOLOCY
BY SCRIPTURE.
A Collection of Passa;-es
Falsehoo<l
and
Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hoblllustrating the
bery-Adultery
and
Prostitution-Murder-WarR of ConPurity and_ Morality of The Bible.
quest
and
Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance
a~d
. Price, paper, 35 cents; fl?xible cloth, 50 cents.
Persecution-InjuRtice
to
Woman-Unkindness
to
ChilAddreRs THE TRUTH SEEKER.
dren-Crueltyto Animals-Human Sacrifices-CannibalCHRISTIANITY
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polygamy- IntemperanceA R E WARD F 0 R C R I M E. Poverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocy- ObSnbstan1oiated by the Bible.
scenitY.
:BY

0. B. WRITJ!'ORD, M. D.
Price; 10 Cents.
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Per Dozen,$1.00
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BY JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Price, Sln;-le Copies, 26 cenu;

6 Copies, $1.00

Special Dlacoont on Larcer Quantltlea.
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THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER 'l'HAN

Eternal Punishment.
BY M. BABCOCK.
The subjects discussed in this finely-printed
pamphlet are, besit.les the title above ~d\'cn,
Satan and Hat.les, Some Reasons Why I am ~ol
a Christmn, Divinity of the Bible, Theolog-ical
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preael~er~
SoniCtimP-s Differ, Infant Damnotlion, Prayer,
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid,
No Fear of Bcmg Damned, But What arc We
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKJm,
33 Clinton PL, New York,
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To the Senate and Assembly o£ the State of New York:
I AM able to report but little Freethought ln Scot·
land. Ptl'Sbyterlanlsm obtained a strong foothold
here, and It Is Intensely lnlmlcal to free and Liberal
thought. When I meet a man In such surroundings.
who has the lntelllg~nce and courage to be lndepend·
ent, It does me much good.-D. M. Bmnett.
TO THOSE who do see the cogency of the evidences
of modern physiology and modern psychology In
this dlrec• !on, 1t Is a very serious thlni" to consider
that not only the earth ltsel!, and all that beautiful
face or nature we see, but also the living things upon
11, and all the consciousness of men and the Ideas of
society which hav grown up upon the surface, must
come to an end. We who hold that belief must just
face the fact and make the best of It; and I think we
ate hel{>ed In this by the words of that Jew philosOI>lter who was himself a worthy crown to the splendid achievements or his race In the cause of progress
during the Middle Ages, Benedict Splnoz'l.. He said,
" The free man thinks of nothing so little as of death,
and his wisdom !g a meditation-not or death, but of
life." Our Interest lies with eo much of the past as
may serve to guide our actions ln the present, and
to Intensify our pious allegiance to the fathers who
hav gone before us, and the brethren who are with
us; and our Interest lleswlth so mach of the future
as we may hope will be appreciably a1Iected by our
g,od actions now. Beyond that, as lt seems to me,
we do not know, and we ought not to care. Do I
seem to say, "Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow
we die?" Far from It; on the contrary, I say,'· Let
us take hands and help, for this day we are alive to·
gether."-Prof, Wm. Kingdw 0/zjford'$ The First and
Last Oatastropho.
HAY JOn never seen the righteous forsaken, and
hls seed begging bread? I see lt every day or my
life. You may never Jaav known lt; the psalmist
may never hav met with lt In his experience, but
there Is no man who walks the streets or New York
on any day of any week, or any month, of anY year,
who does not see a hundred Instances. . . . I know
men and women who hav been made better by advers11y, who hav glorified by lt; bu~ for every one of
them,! know ten who hav been crushed by It-soured,
embittered, made utterly d~jected, and completely
prostrated by lt.-Frolldngham's Ocnsolati<ns of .Ra-

The Constitution of ·our State guarantees that "tbe free exercise and enjoyment of religious
profession and worship, without di8crimination or preferenre, shall forever be allowed in th.is State to all
mankind." The general princjple of Am~rican Government is equality of all men before the .law.
This, as Your Honorable Body is aware, involves the principle, already acknowledged in theory, of the
Total Separation of Church and State. But, Church and State are now practically united by the
following statutes:
1. The law exempting Church Property from Taxation.
2. The laws appropriating Money from the Public Treasury for the support of Institutions
founded and managed chiefly by Sectarian Denominations.
3. The law compelling the Observance of Sunday as a religious holy day.
The undersigned, Citizens of the State of New York, do therefore respectfully but eamestly
petition Your Honorable Body to repeal all the laws or parts of laws of this State which are violations of the above principles. Our reasons for asking this are :
1. The Churches are voluntary associations properly to be supported by the voluntary contribu.tions of their members. 2. The State is compulsory. Every citizen must pay t::xes. And we
submit that it is unjust to a large and growing body of voters to be compelled to pay for the support
of Churches which they. cannot conscientiously attend; for the hire of Ministers in our Legislature
and Public Institutions, in whose doctrines they are unable to believe; and to observe as holy a clay
to them no more sacred than any other. We also submit that the exemption of Churches from taxation~ the appropriation of money for the hire of Ministers and the support of Sectarian Institutions,
and the Legal observance of Sunday as a holy day, are discriminations in favor of one form of religion,
are abridgments of the free exercise"" of religions preferences, and are therefore unconstitutional.
NAMES.

RESIDENCE.

HELLEBORE will kill currant worms just as lt dld
before the new version.
"IF I cannot hav the fat ot the land I can take a
111tle Jean," said a tramp, as he rested against a
lamp-post.

tionaliS'm.

BLASPHEMY Is a misdemeanor at common law, and
Is held to Include" any denial of the truth of Chrlstlan11y In general, or of the existence of God, whether
the terms of such publications be decent or otherwise, u or 11 any contemptuous reviling, or ludicrous
matter relating to God, Jesus Christ, or the Bible, or
the formularies of the Church of England as by law
established." Under the statute, lt ls blasphemy
"to deny any one of the persons ln 1he holy trinity
to be God, or to deny the Christian religion to be
true, or the holy scriptures of the Old and New
Testament to be divine authority." By this statute,
were It equally ajlplled, all the authors of heretical
books, and the publishers and printers of such, are
liable to Imprisonment-Huxley, Tyndall, Colenso,
Herbert Spencer, F. W. Newman, Miss Cobbe, Swinburne, Lecay, Fronde, Leslle Stephen, Stopford
Brooke, Charles Voysey, the Duke of Somerset, the
Marquis of Queenberry, James Martineau, and all
the Unitarians and the Posltlvlsts; and equally the
publishers of the works of Mill, Darwin, CIUiord,
Carlyle, Fmerson, Sir George Cox, and a host of others.-M. D. Conway (Index, Aug. 81, 1882).
HOME argues that 1f the faculties with which we
are endowed are unable to discover a future state,
and If the most attentlv consideration of their na•ure
serves to show that they are adapted to this Ute and
nothing more, 11 ls surely Inconsistent w11h any conception of justice that we should be dealt with as 1t
we had had, all along, a clear knowledge or the fact
thus carefully concealed from us. What should we
think of the justice of a father who gave his son
every reason to suppose that a trivial rault would
Only be visited by a box on the ear; and then, years
afterward, put back for a week for the same fanlt?lluxlfy's Hume.

HEiR the verbal protestations of all men: nothing
so certain as their religions tenets. Examln their
lives· you will ~carcely thln.k that they repose the
smallest confidence In them. Their greatest and
truest zeal glvs us no securlly agalnsL hypocrisy:
the most open Impiety Is attended w11h a secret
dread and compunction. . . . The whole ls a riddle,
an enigma, an lnexpllcable mystery. Doubt, uncertainty, suepense of judgment, appear the only
result of our most accurate scrutiny concerning this
subject. But such Is the frailty or human reason,
and such the Irresistible contagion of opinion, that
even this deliberate doubt could scarcely be upheld,
dld we not enlarge our views, and, opposing one species or superstition to another, set them a quarreling;
While we ourselvs, during their fury and contention,
happily make our escape Into the calm, though ob·
scure, regions or philosophy. -Hume'a Natural Hi• lory
of .Religion.
THE mnr" a statement of fact confilcts with prevl·
ous experience, the more complete must be the evidence which Is to jusllty us ln bellevlng lt. It ts
upon this prlnctple that everyone carries on the
business of cvmmon lite. If a man tells me he aaw
apiebaldhorseln Piccadilly, I belleve him without any
hesitation. The thing hself ls likely enough, and
there Is no Imaginable motiv for his deceiving me.
But H the eame person tells me that he observed a
z<bra there, I hesitate a little about accepting his
testimony. But If he tells me that he beheld a cmtaur trotting down that famous thoroughfare, I
should emphatically decline to credit his statement·
and th!B, even I! he were the most saintly of me~
and ready to surrer martyrdom ln support of his be·
lef.-Huxley's Hume.
0 DEATH I the poor man's dearest friend,
The kindest and the best 1
Welcome the hour, my aged limbs
Are laid with t bee at rest I
The great, the wealthy, fear thy blow,
From pomp and ple.asures torn I
But oh, a blest relief to those
That weary.Jaden mourn 1
,.-Burns' Man Was Made w Mourn ..
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"AH, that's a grave mistake," remarked the boss
resurrectionist, when his assistant dug Into the
wrong hole.
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"WAs Rome founded by Romeo?" Inquired a
pupil ot the teacher. "No, my son," replled the
wise man. "It was Jul!et who was found de,ad by
Romeo ...
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"SMITH, dld you see my wlte go down this street?"
"Yes, she passed about an hour ago." "wonder
what my chances are for overtaking her?" "Good.
The sldewallt ls just lined with show windows."
AN Engllsh paper reports that, during recent ex•
ploratlons at Nineveh, a petrified umbrella was
found ln one of the temples. Near by was the pet•
rified man who was just about to make o1I with lt.
As a drug clerk the female Is not a brllllant success. When you wink at her across a soda fountain
she doesn't know whether to put a little "Balm or
Gilead" ln your soda, or hang her head and blush.
AN eight-year-old Brooklyn boy, the other day,
after a few moments spent ln deep study, turned to
hls mother and asked: "Ma, don't you think we'd
better send word that we don't want any more chll·
dren ?''
IN the celebrated dialog which occurred between
Alexander and the robber, the latter explained that •.
he stole from the rich to glv to the poor. Our mod·
ern char11y fairs are conducted upon the same prln·
clple~.-Boston Transcript.
A GENTLl!MAN who was habitually guilty ol llber·
tles with the quean's English was returned as. a
member for a colonial parliament. Delighted with
the Importance of his new position, he lOse, on the
first chance that o1Iered, to make his malden speech.
"Gentlemen," he said, by way of Introduction,
"what 'av we before the 'ouse to·nlght?" "I think
we hav h before 'ouse, gentlemen," was the prompt
reply or a member of the op~osltlon.

NEW YORK:

Thomas Paine,
R. G. Ingersoll,
D. M. Bennett,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Elizur Wright,
James Parton,
Parker Pillsbury,
S. P A•drews,
W. F. Jamieson,

GOING security for a relatlv Is a good deal llke
llcklng a red-hot poker with the tongue. There ls
nothing to be gained, and only about on<) man ln a
mllllon can dolt W11hout being scorched.,
"ABANDON the direct progression to the straight
thitherward, and devote by lncllnatory and aberrant
dextrogyratlon Into a dextral Incidence." They
were Boston oxen and they promptly "gee' d."

CE. M. 285J

Freethought in the United States, 1884,
The National Liberal League,
•
The D. M. Bennett Memorial,
Inspiration. By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll,
Materialism, alias Atheism. lly the
Hon. Elizur Wright,
• · Liberalism: What to Do and How
~ to Do .Jt. By Charles ·watts,
A Dream of Earth and Man. By
Courtland! Palmer,
An English General Election Fifty
Years Ago. By Thomas Mead,
The Demands of Liberalism. By w.
S. Bush, Esq.,
•
The New Apostolic Succession. By
T. B. Wakeman, Esq., •

THE musicians of Fngland hav held a convention
to agree on a standard pitch. We ought to hav One
ln this country, and hav a law to enforce lt at camp.
meetings.

Luther Colby,
J. P. Mendum,
J. L. York,
Chas. P. Somerby,
E. M. Macdonald,
Juliet H. Severance,
Susan H. Wixon,
Wm. Denton,
Mrs. H. S. Lake.

"FOR goodness's sake, Mary;" asked the young
lady's mother at breakfa&t, ·'what was the matter
with you and Harry ln the parlor last night?' You
lowered and quarreled for half an hour like a pair
or pickpockets." "Oh," she replled, "Harry
wanted me to take the big chair, and I wanted him
to take lt because he was company, you know."
"How dld you settle lt, finall~ ?" "Well, mamma,
we-we-we compromised and both or us took U."

AT one of the stations of the San Francisco and
North Pacific Raliroad a few Sundays since an
elderly man goto!I the cars to take brief obsetvatlons
during the stoppage of the train, The assistant at
the station rushed out and made a regular baggagesmasher's a tack on a trunk, which he slammed
about with a reckleEB disregard for consEquences.
The old man Interposed: "Young nian, won't you
break that trunk?" The "young man" turned a
withering look upon the old gentleman, and lmpu·
====~====~~~=~~~=~~===~=~===~~========~ dently Inquired: "What's the matter with you? Do
\youownthlstrunk?" "No,slrl"camebacklna
9
•
tone that evinced much Indignation, "but I'll hav
From Tradition to Reason. A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE. you to understand, sir, that I own this railroad."
As PreEildent Donahue moved back to the train the
BY ROBI!.R1 (,, ADAMS.
BJ' Robert C. Adams.
llmp young man reclined against the statton tor
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IJolts and !J1lippings.

GovERNOR CURRIER's Thanksgiving proclamation, which is as liberal as his own religious
views, and omits the usual phrases like
"Thanksgiviog to Almighty God," and neglects to call upon the people to observe the.
day in places of worship, did not suit the New
Hampshire minist.ers. Many read Cleveland's
proclamation Sunday, and others read and
criticis!!d the governor's. Governor ·Currier
merely proclaimed the day as one of Thanksgiving, recre11tion, and rejoicing.-Sprin!Zfield
Republican.
A MAN living at Toronto, Can., recently got
up what he called a temperance beverage, and
named it Blue Ribbon beer. For some time
it was noticed that several old topers left off
drinking the death-dealing rum and took to
the new drink as naturally as a duck takes to
water, and their friends were glad to see the
change. At last some one came to the front
and claimed that the Blue Ribbon beer was
just as intoxicating as any other. Finally a
test was made upon two men, who after drinking seven glasses became howling drunk and
offered to lick any tw.:> men in the town. The
men were taken home in a hack, and the court
decided that Blue Ribbon beer was intoxicating.-Peak's Sun.

public thanks thus rendered for the termination of the epidemic. To make this lesson all
the more effectiv, the procession, which might
hav been concluded in half an hour, was prolonged for four or five hours and late into the
night. This supplied the pretext for the display of illuminations, fireworks, and the firing
of rockets along the whole route followed by
the statue. The people, many of whom imagined that they had been saved from cholera
by this very image, cheered wildly, uncovered
themselvs, knelt in the mud, and otherwise
displayed the most fanatical frenzy."

J/ltws olf tht fltth.

KING ALPHONSO of Spain died on the 25th ult,
A NEW sect has sprung up in Canada whose
THE Grant monument fund has turned
doctrin is that women hav no souls, because
$100,000.
the Bible nowhere mentions women angels.
The leader is a Frenchman.
THE Prohibitionists carried the city of At.
A GIFTED poetess writes: "The devil arose
lanta, Ga., by a majority of 224.
from his little bed, and washed his face and
CANON FARnAn's farewell lecture took place
combed his head." We hope not to be conat the Academy of Music in this city Thursday
sidered prof!lne if we ask where in hell he got
evening, Dec. 3d.
.
his water?-New York Graphic.
SEVERAL prominent Socialists are on trial at
JosEPH CooK says: "I hav seen' around this Warsaw charged with attempting the life of
THE Episcopalians are trying to inaugurate
globe characters attaining to final permanence, the czar of Russia.
a revival of religion among workingmen.
crystallizing into the love of what God loves
Thus far the workingman does not take to the
THE government report to the Reichstag in
and, the hate of what God hates, without the
scheme with very marked avidity. A meeting
Berlin announces with regret that Socialism is
knowledge of the historic Christ." If this is
called at Clarendon Hall last Saturday evening
rapidly spreading in Europe.
true, says a ministerial correspondent of the
was a dismal failure.
THE belligerent Servians and Bulgarians are
Clwistian Union, "it is the most damaging arTHE Andre monument affair has had the efrestiBg
on their arms under an armistice. Augument
against
foreign
missions
offered
to
an
fect of putting Mr. Field before the British
American audience in the history of the Amer- stria had thre11tened armed intervention.
public in a light he may not relish. The Lonican board. To those of us who for years
EIGHT Indians were hanged at Battleford in
don. Echo writes of him as "an able, pushing
past hav been trying to open men's eyes to the Northwest Territory on· the 27th ult. to
man of business, not too scrupulous to jeopthe need of heathendom and our duty it is atone for the massacre at Frog Lake last April.
ardize success, but, on the other hand, eX·
like a wet blanket thrown over our zeal."
ceedingly vain and fond of associating his
A HEAVY easterly storm flooded the riverside
THE Charleston (S. C.) News says: "A letter streets of New York last week and did great
name with persons of eminence and rank,
of our Beaufor·t correspondent describes a de- damage to wharves and shipping along the
more especially in this country."
plorable condition of morals and manners coast.
A WRITER in our orthodox theological conDuRING the month of December a celebra- among the colored people on the Sea Islands.
temporary the Homiletic Review (Rev. Dr.
THANKSGIVING day was observed in the
Funk, editor) says that clergymen are victims tion will be held at Philadelphia under the What is most needed perhaps, as our corre- usual manner, although the death of Viceof dyspepsia, "firstly, because clergymen are auspices of the Historical Society of Pennsyl- spondent shows, is an earnest campaign President Hendricks made the idea of any
physically the laziest people in the world, and vania, to commemorate the two hundredth against immorality. There is no lack of 're- especial rejoicing rather repugnant to the
secondly, because many of them are invited to anniversary of the introduction of the art of ligion,' even in the most benighted districts, thoughtful patriot.
eat big dinners." This is a strange revelation printing into the middle colonies of North but it is unfortunately true that it is not always
THREE men were killed outright last SaturAmerica. On the evening of Dec. 11th George a kind of religion that conflicts with a low view
' for a theological magazine whose circulation is
Dana Boardman will deliver an address in the of morals on the part of many who are church- day by falling down a shaft on the new Croton
wholly among the orthodox clergy.-John
hall of the Historical Society, and on the fol- goers. If left to themselvs, the colored people aqueduct in Westchester county, N.Y., a dis·
Swinton.
lowing evening a dinner will be given in the on the islands will sink to the lowest level of tance of 150 feet. A fourth workman was se"I AM very tired," said the lady at the head same place, to which will be invited from other degradation within a few generations, and it riously injured by being struck by one of the
of the boarding-house table, Monday morning, cities representativs of all branches of the is, therefore, incumbent upon their friends, falling men.
to the good natured minister who sat at the craft. In Philadelpt.ia much that relates to North and South, to look niore closely after
ExPERIMENTS hav recently been i:nade at Fort
other end. "You should not be," said the the advancement of printing had its origin. It them than heretofore."
Lafayette, near New York, with a dynamite
parson; "you didn't preach a sermon yester- was there that, in 1685, William Bradford set
"OuR Lord God Almighty ! 0 most merci- gun, i. e., a gun which fires dynamite carday." "No,"- said the lady, almost uncon- up his press. In December, that year, he
ful father ! Thou has shed thy loving beam tridges. The gun is about fifty feet long, with
sciously, "but I listened to one." Then fol- gave to the public his first venture, an almanac
upon me. Thou has plucked a brand from an eight-inch bore. It is charged with comlowed an oppressiv silence,· which gave the for the year 1686.
burning. Thou hast washed my sins away in pressed air, and throws one hundred pounds
minister time to reflect that he had come out
THE Dublin Mail recently published the the precious blood of thine only begotten son, of dynamite a distance of two miles. The car·
only second best.
following communication from a correspond· Jesus Christ, whose blood was an atonement tridge explodes when it strikes.
THE Boston Herald says: "Whatever is noble ent: "I inclose a copy of an inscription in for my sins, and not only mine, but the sins of
IN making a genufiexion in a New London,
and generous and just in society finds its re. medieval Latin from a stone discovPred during the whole world. And 0 God, our father, I Conn., church last week a man ruptured the
flection in the columns of the press, and it the excavations now proceeding at Cork Hill, pray thee that thou wouldst open the doors of muscles attached to the knee-pans of both
carries its incitements to virtue and goodness near which stood a church dedicated to a saint love to sinners standing here this day t€1 show legs. He rose, tottered a few steps, fell, and
where too few modern clergymen are found- and missionary known to the chroniclers by them thy loving kindness and tender mercy, was unable to rise. The physicians are of
in the abodes of poverty and sin and suffering. the name of Uncatua Ambulans. The inscrip· and that thou canst strengthen them, and that opinion that he will be confined to his house
People who are too poor to go to church are tion is as follows:
thou will be with them to the last. And 0 for at least three months, and fear that he will
not too poor to buy a newspaper, and they can
" I 'SA.BILLI-H<ERES • AGO
God, our father, I know that thou nrt with me never recover the full use of his legs.
winnow the wheat from the chaff in chairs as
'FORTIBUS' EB IN. ABO
and in my presence this moment, and I comTHE Rev. Mr. Conkling, of New York, is now
well as they could in pews."
Nosoms 'MARI 'THEBE 'TRUx
mend myself to thee through the blood of Jegetting aired through the newspapers, It apPROFEBBOR SUMNER, of Yale, says a good
'VOTIS. 'INNEM ·
· PES 'AN DUx,"'
BUB Christ, whose blood cleanseth from all
pears that he induced Widow Mary J. Morgan
thing once in a while. "People talk about Upon this the Freeman's Journal observes that, iniquity." The foregoing prayer is not the to endow him previous to her death with
the rights of parents," said he, the other day, though not versed in antiquarian lore, it offers performance of a dying saint going peacefully about one million dollars in stocks and prop"and the duty of the child, but I tell you that a translation which may suit all purposes. down the valley of the shadow after a well- erty. His relations to the late Mrs. Morgan
.a man who is the cause of his child's existen!le Here it is:
spent life. It embodies the closing words of he refuses to talk about. There are said to be
owes the child everything instead of being
"I say, Bi\ly, here's a go,
B. Simmonds, hanged in London, Ont., Nov. some letters in existence which greatly comowed everything by the child. Birth is a dire
Forty 'busses in a rov>
27th, for murdering his paramour by stabbing
promise the Rev. Mr. Conkling.
No, says Mary, they Le trucks.
her half a dozen times.
misfortune for many children, and their
THOMAS A. HENDRICKS, vice-president of the
~::e~~se c~:bn~~t!~ e~~;:~~efo:n~e:i!~o:.:~~:~
What is in 'em? Peas and ducks."
IN an interview with a Sun correspondent, United States, died suddenly of paralysis at
THE Granada correspondent of the J,ondon Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, member elect for
Times thus describes the treatment for cholera Northampton, said: "Personally I believe I Indianapolis, Ind., on Wednesday, Nov. 25th,
which they bestow upon them."
aged 6G years. Mr. Hendricks was born at
PRIME MINISTER EsTRUP of Denmark is cred- by the pious people of Spain, and how the stand a better chance of being permitted to
Zanesville, 0., Sept. 7, 1810. He was elected
ited with a long-cherished design to imitate same people are humbugged by the priests: take my seat under the Tory government,
to the Indiana legislature in 1848, and to ConPrince Bismarck in his anti-Socialistic policy, "The '11! Deum was sung, and a grand proces- which is likely to remain in power, than ever
gress in 1851. He was appointed commisand Rasmusser's attempt on his life will giv sion of the patron Virgin elicited an enthusi- I would hav under Mr. Gladstone's cabinet.
sioner of the general land office in 1854 by
him a good excuse to begin the work. The astic display of wild fanaticism. An image of My sympathy for Mr. Gladstone has tied my
President Polk. In 1860 he ran for governor
leading Danish Socialist paper sells twenty-two the virgin, which is supposed by the ignorant hands, and I frequently snuffed myself out to
of Indiana on the Democratic ticket and was
thousand .copies a day, and it is remarkable to be endowed with supernatural power, was avoid harming his party, I hav no reason to
defeated. He was opposed to the civil war,
that Socialism is found equally among the ru- carefully confined in its church while the epi- spare the Tory government. I am able to
being what was termed a "copperhead." In
ral and urban populations. The former as- demic continued to devastate the town. The bring against it every kind of weapon, includ1863 he became a United States senator. He
sisted the latter by giving a home gmtis to clergy were implored to bring out the image, ing what might be called street-forces. Hithdefended President Johnson in the impeachtheir children during a recent great strike.
for its presence in the streets would assuredly erto my display has been made peacefully in
ment trial of the latter, and was a prominent
THE state of religious affairs at Lake George, suffice to dispel the cholera. They, however, Trafalgar square." Mr. Bradlaugh, continu- candidate for president in 1868 when Seymour
as reported by Rev. Chauncey Giles, is not en- allowed the death-rate to reach its maximum, ing, said he had caused the defeat of twenty was nominated. In 1872 he was elected govcouraging. The Episcopal church is the most and waited p!ttiently till the number of new Liberals by running Radicals in the same dis- ernor of Indiana, and nominated for viceflourishing of any, but it is open only three cases was so small that they did not equal the tricts, because he ·preferred Tory to Whig president of the United States in 1876, being
months in the year. The Baptist church is a number of deaths resulting from previous at. opponents. He declined to divulge his plans defeated with Samuel J. Tilden, who was candesolate looking building, seating 150 people. tacks. When it thus became evident that the as to the future, stating that he had hitherto didate for the presidency, but in the last
The minister was an earnest and hard working epidemic had reached its last stage, la Patrona d·amaged his cause by prematurely divulging presidential election he was f!Uccessful and
man, but they starved him out. The Presby- de G1·anada was taken in solemn procession up what he intended doing. "I shall," he said, was inaugurated vice· president on the 4th of
terian church is larger than the Baptist, but it 1 to the cathedral. In this manner the cessation "observe absolute secrecy in the future to- March. His record is unsullied by any charge
makes little difference how large it is, for it 1 o~ the cholera is associated in the popular mind ward friend and foe alike." The Sun's corre· of official corruption. Among the candidates
.has not been opened for years, and is going to 1 with the appearance of the image. To render spondent's impression is that Mr. Bradlaugh for the position of successor to Mr. Hendricks,
decay. Mr. Giles says that the doctriils held the connection all the more clear, the statue will swear in with the first batch of members Edmunds, Sherman, and Logan are the most
by the Lake George people are as rusty as II was brought back to its church after the Te elect offering themselvs to take the oath of
prominent.
their churches.
. Deum had been sung in the cathedral, and , office.
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Professor Roscoe, that " beat is only a form of motion;" "a fixed and definit quantity of heat can be
got from a given amount of mechanical force and
Th
ht
f
S
•
.
vice versa;" "that the quantity of beat obtained by
·
Some
oug 8
Cience.
.
any mechanical action is directly proportional to the
WA !'11 know, and I trust we all love, the names of Liberty, amount of mechanical force expended; that by the
Equality, and Brotherhood. We feel, I trust, that these f ll 0 f 772
h
f
fo t h t
d thr
words are too beautiful not to represent true and just ideas, . a
poun s
ou~. a space ? one 0 • ea
and that therefore they will come true and be fulfilled some lS always generated suffiCient to raise the temperawhen, somewhere, s_omehow. It may be in a shape very d~f-j ture of 1 pound of water 1° Fahrenheit.. " Newton,
ferent ~rom that which you or I or any man expects, but still' observing the fall of the apple, traced out and estabtbey
be fulfilled.
, d' " as ProfesButwill
if they
are to come true . it is we the individual men 1'ISh e d th e 1aw 0 f gravi'ta t'10n-" prove
who must hPlp them to com~ true fo; the whole world, by ear Tynd~ll says, "that only did the sun attract the
practicing them ourselvs when and where we can. And I earth and the earth attract the sun as a whole, but
tell yo~ in beco~in~ scient.ific me!l, in studJ:ing science and that every particle d the sun attracts every particle
acq.m!mg the scientific habit '?f mmd, you will find yourself! 0 f tb
th nd th reverse His conclusion was
enJoymg a freedom, an fquahty, a brotherhood, such as you
e ear • a.
e
·
.
Will not find elsewhere jubt now,
that the attra~twn of the .masses was fj.Impl! the f!Um
Freedom l what do we wAnt freedom for? For tbis at least: of the attractiOns of their . . . constituent parThat we may be each and all able to think what we choose, ticles" and "be familiarized the world with the con·'
f
l ,_ ~
"
and to say what we choose also, providing we do not say it,
rudely or violently, so as to provoke a breach of the peace., captwns o mo eauv,r Joroe.
That was Mr Buckle's definition of freedcm of speech. That
But it remained f )r John D~lton, the poor schoolwas the o~ly limit to it 'Which ~e :wo:nld allow, and I think master of Manchester, to place the atomic theory in
that that IS Mr: Job? Stuart M1ll s hm1t also. . . . . B11t tbe list of demonstrat 9 d facts. This theory intrawhat I compl11ID of IS, that when mPn hav got the freedom,
::r
.
' .•
three out of four will not use it. "What!" somA one will duced by tbe graud old pagan philosophers, utilized
answer," do you suppose that I will not say what I choose, by Newton, the astronomer, ana D~Iton, the chemist,
and that I dare not spe.ak my own min? to any man?" Dvub~- supposes that the dements of all matter are. comless, but are you sure first that you think what you choose, or posed of minute indivisible particles never at rest enonly what some one else choo~es for you? Are you sure that
.
.
.
'
you make up your own mind before you ~peak, or let some one do wed With the attractiOn and repulsiOn of ~he magne.t.
elae mttke it up for yon? Your speech may be free enough, my Ba1four Stewart says: "In order to reahze what lS
good friend, and heaven forbid !hat ~t should be anything else. meant by an inorganic molecule, let us take some sand
B11t are your thought~ free. hkew1se? Are you sure that, and grind it into smaller and smaller particle> and
though you may hate bigotry In others, you are not somewhat
. .
.
.
'
of a bigot yourself? . . . . You should a>k yourself that these agam Into still smaller. In point of fact, we
question seriously and often, A.re my thoughts really free? shall never reach the superlativ degree of smallness
- . . I say it deliber.tely As a stu~ent of society and his- by tLis operation, yet in our imagina1 ion we may
tory.. Power will pass m?re ~nd more ~fall goes heal tb1ly and suppose the subdivision to be carried on contin.
.
wellmto the hands of sCifDhfio men-mto the bands of those
who hav made due use of that great heirloom which the uously, always makmg the partiCles smaller and
philosophers of the seventeenth century left for the use of smaller. In this case we should, at last, come to an
future generations, and especially of the Teutonic race.
ultimate molecule of sand, or oxide of, si.licon, or, in
Thus writes the Rev. Charles Kingsley, canon of the othe.r ~ords, we should ~rrive at the smallest unit;y
English church of Coaster; and in view of the posi- retammg all ~h~ properties of sand, so th~t were It
tion taken by the cl,urch in times past, I am glad poEstble to divide the m~Ie~ule ~arther, ~he only r.eto note' such Liberal sentiments from so eminent a sult would be-to separate 1t mto Its chemiCal conshtrepresentativ. .A.nd what is science? The above uents consisting of silicon on the. one side and oxyautbority, quoting Huxley, says it is "only common gen on. the other. Thus we ~rrive .a.t last at the
sense well regulated," and to Jearn scienc(l we should smallest body which can call Itself s1hcon, and the
"alway!! try to explain the unknown by the known." smallest which can call i~self oxygen, a1;1d we hav no
"Suppose, for instance, that you found a dea,d bird reason to suppose that either of these IS capable of
on the top of a cathedral tower, and were asked bow subdivisi~~ into something else, s_ince we r~gard oxyyou thought it had got there. You would say • of gen and sth.con as elementa~~ or simple bodies. Now
course it died therA.' But if a friend said, • Not so, these constituents of the siliCon molecule are called
it dropped from a balloon or from the clouds,' and atoms. .
_Now a drop of water no less than a
told you the prettiest tale of how the bird came to so grain of sand IS build up of a very great number of
strange an end, you would answer, 'Not so. I must mo~ecules attached. to ~ne another by the ~orce of coreason from what I know; I know that birds haunt heswn, a force which IS much. stronger In the sand
the cathedral tower, I know that birds die, and there- than in the water, but which neverthel'3sS existfi. _in
fore let your story be as pretty as it may, my com- both. .A.nd, moreover, Sir Wm. Thomson, the aismon sense bids me take the simplest explanation tin~uisbed phy~icist, h.as recently arrived ~t the foland say it died there.' In saying that you would be lowmg conclusiOns with: regard to the s1ze of the
talking scientifically; you would hav maue a fair and molecule of water: _:He 1magins a drop of water to
sufficient induction from the facts about birds' habits be magnified until It becomes as hrge as the earth,
and birds' death which you knew. But suppose that having a diameter of eight. tboll:sand mihs, and all
when you took the bird up you found that it was the molecules to be ma.gmfied m the same proporneither a jackdaw nvr a sparrow, nor a swallow, as tic;m, and he then conclud~s that a single molecule
you expected, but a bumming-bird. Then you w1ll appear, under these Circumstances, as somewhat
would be adrift again. The fact of its being a hum- luger than a shot, and somewhat smRller than a
ming-~ird would be a new fact, which you had not cricket bsll," and tb_is. '!oul:l beth~ smallast body of
taken mto account and for which your old ex plana- water. .A. farther d1v1Sion would giv us two atoms of
tion was not sufficient, and you would hav to try a hydrogen and one of oxygen-gases ltke the air we
new induction, to use your common sense afresh, breathe, colorless and invisible. "It is considered,"
saying, 'I ha,v not to explain merely how a dead bird says Wm. Spottiswood, "as established that lipbt is
got there, but a dead humming-bird;' and now your due to the vibrations of an elastic medium which, in
imaginativ friend chimes in, 'Do you not see I am the ab~ence of any better natne, is called ether. The
right after all? Do you not see that it fell from the ether IS understood to pervade all space, and all matclouds, that it was swapt away hither all the way ter, although its motions are a~ected i~ di~ere~t
from South America by some southwesterly storm, ways by the molecules of the vanous med1a whiCh It
and, wearied out at last, dropped here to find rest in permeates.''
a sacred place?' You would answer, 'lVIy friend, that
.A.nd Professor Tyndall shows, by his beautiful exis a beautiful imagination, but I must treat it only as periments, that, while traveling together, the li~Zht
such as long as I can explain the mystery more wave and heat wave are not one and the same. He
simply by facts which I do know. I do not know separated them, and found tbat the most powerful conthat humming-birds can be blown across the Atlantic centration of light was unable to mdt the most dtlialive. I do know that they are actually brought cate boar-frost, while by the beat, brought to a" dark
across the Atlantic dead-are stuck in ladies' hats- focull, sheets of platinum are raisfd to vivid redness,
I know that ladies visit the cathedral, and, odd as the zinc is burnt up, paper instantly lljzes, magnesium
accident is, I prefer to believe, till I get a better ex- wire is ignited, charcoal, within a receiver containing
planation, that the humming-bird bas simply drop- (1xygen, is set burning; a diamond, similarly placed,
ped out of a lady's bat.' There again you would be is caused to glow like a star."
speaking com~on sense an? using, too, sound indueScience hal:' not, as yet, I believe, successfully antlv method tr_ylDg to explam wh~t you do not know swued the. question, What is tlectricity? Professcr
from what you do know already.
Tyndall givs the theory of Symmu the rreftrance.
Nature is but another name for cause and effect. ''According to it, elechical actions are produced by
.A.Il we eee and feel and know are effects produced by two fluids. each self·repuldiv, but both mutually atnatural camea, and tbefe cause!! are the df"cts of tractiv. These fluids c:ing to the atoms of matter,
some pnceding cause, links in the grand chain which and carry the matter to which they cling along with
reaches back to " the beginning of things." The ale- them. Every body in its natural condition pos!'esses
menta of nature, of which the chemist bas counted both fluids in equal quantities. .A.s long as the fluids
some sixty odd, and all matter, vegetable, animal, are m1xed together they neutra1ize each othu, the
minHal, or atmospbHic, visible and invisible, which body in which they are thus mixed being iu its
fills all space, are of or composed of these elements natural or unelectrical condition." He adds, "Thewhich can neither be created nor destroyed. Though oretic conceptions are incessantly checked and cor" final ruin fiercely drives his plowshare o'er crea- rected by the advance of lmo\\ledge, and this theory
tion," and the world itself be "consumed iB fervent I of electnc fluids is doubted by many eminent scienbeat," and a mighty explosion scatter its ashes 1 tific men. 1t will, at all events, hav to be translated
throughout space, not one atom of all its matter :into a form which shall connect it with heat and light
would be destro_yed; and Dr. Joule, of England, before it can be accepted as complete." And later
demonstrated that not only matter but force or en- Herbert Spencer writes, ".A.nd now that beat and
ergy is equally indeat:ructible, showing, according to jlight are proved to be modee of :motion, it baa become
df'
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obvious that all the allied m~nifest"tions of forJe
must be modes of motion. What is the P"rt.icutar
mode of motion which constitutes electricity? thus
becomes the question. That it is some kind of molecular vibration, different from the molecular _.vibrations which luminous bodies giv off, is, I presume,
taken for granted by all who bring to the consideration of the matter a knowledge of recent discoveries.
Beyond those simple oscillations of molecules from
which light and beat result, in some cases, arise compound osciUations. Let us consider whether the
conditions under which electricity arises are not such
as to. generate compound oscillations, and whether
the phenomena of electricit,y are not such as must
result from compound oscillations."
Faraday sought to establish a common origin for
all the forces of nature. He was quite successful in
showing a bond of union between electricity, gravitation, chemical action, magnetism, etc. Elecbricit_y
pervades all. It builds up and tears asnnder. · It
annihilates distance and disregards all obstacles. R
A. Proctor writes: "On the 1st of September, 1859,
Messrs. Ct~.rrington and Hodgson were observing the
sun, one at Oxford and the other in London. Their
scrutiny was directed to certain large spots which at
that time marked the sun's face. Suddenly a bright
light was seen by each observer to break out on the
sun's surface, and to travel slowlv. iu appearanc~, but
in reality at the rate of about 7,000 miles in a minute,
across a part of the sun's disk. Now, it was found
afterwards that the self-registering magnetic instruments at Kew bad made at that very instant a
strongly marked jerk. It was learned that at that
moment a magnetic storm prevailed at the West Indies, in South America, and in Australia. The signal
men in the teiegraph stations at Washington and
Philadelphia received strong electric shocks; the pen
of Bain"s telegraph was followed by a flame of fire,
and in Norway the telegraph m"chinery was set on
fire. .A.t night great auroras were seen in both
hemispheres. n is impossible not to connect these
startling magnetic indications with the remarkable
appearance observed upon the sun's disk.'' .A.nd in
ful'ther proof he tells us that observation of the sobr
spots and oscillations of the magnetic needle tallies
exactly in their variations; while W. T. Barrett, in
his experiments, shows that electricity "not only
passes through space and influences distant bodies,
but farther, this wonderful magnetic influence is not
interfered with by the presence of opaque ol' dense
substances. On one side of my asBistant's bead I
place our needle and now on the other side I hold
the magnet, though the magnet is entirely screened
from viaw. Yet observe, the needle is drawn aside;
here the magnetic action has passed through the
skull and the delicate tissues of the brain, and, as
1\'Ir. Williams could tell y.ou, without the leash sensation being experienced." He also shut his magnet
up in a box and sealed it hermetically in a glass tube,
and still the magnetic power was not in the least
affected by being thus confined.
Life, according to Professor Huxley, is " built up
of ordinary matter and again resolved into ordinary
matter when its work is done.'' "The physical basis
or matter of life'' is protoplasm, which "pervades
the whole living world" with " a threefold unitynamely, a unity of power or faculty, a unity of form,
and a unity of sabstantial composition," and it matters not in what development it may appear. "The
microscopic fungus-a mere infinitesimal ovoid particle, which finds space and duration enough to multiply into countless millions in the body of a living
fly; the wealth of foliage, the luxuriance of flower
and fruit which lies between this bald sketch of a
plant and a giant pine of California;" or," turning to
the other half of the world of life," all animals, from •
" the great Finner whale, hugest of beasts that liv,"
to those "invisible animalcules-mere gelatinous
specks, multitudes of which could, in fact, dance upon
the point of a needle with the same ease as the angels
of the schoolmen could in imagination." He takes
the fine hair of the nettleweed, and shows that it
"consists of a very delicate outer case of wood,
closely applied to t.be inner surface of which is a layer
of semi-flaid matter, full of innumerable granules of
extreme minuteness. The semi-fluid lining is protoplasm, which thus constitutes a kind of bag full of
limpid liquid, and roughly corresp~:mding in form
with the interior of the hair which it fills. When
viewed with a sufficiently high magnifying power the
protoplasmic layer of the Mttle·hair is seen to be
in a condition of unceasing activity. . . . If a
drop of blood be drawn by pricking one's finger, an~
viewed with proper precautions, and under a sufficiently high microscopic power, there will be seen
among the innumPrable multitude of little circular,
dissoidal bodies, or corpuRcles, which float in it and
giv it its color, a comparativly small number of colorless corpuscles of somewhat larger size and very irregular shape. If the drop of blood be kept at the temperature of the body these colorless corpuscles will
be seen to exhibit a marvelous activity, changing
thsir forms with great rapidity, drawing in and
thrusting out prolongations of their substance, and
creeping about as if they were independent o;rganisms. The substance which ira thus activ is a mass of
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protoplasm, and its activity differs in detail rather
than in principle from that of the nettle."
"Protoplasm is the great organic builder. It is
found in the blood, making blood; in the bone, making bone. Nerve, brain, fat, and the tissues each and
all are built up by his little architect. Beast and
fowl, reptil and fish, mollusk, worm, and polyp are all
composed of structural units of the same character,
namely, masses of protoplasm with a nucleus. There
are sundry very low animals each of which, structurally, is a mere colorless blood corpuscle, leading an
independent life. But at the very bottom of the
animal scale even this simplicity becomes simplified
and all the phenomena of life are manifested by a:
particle of protoplasm without a nucleus.
" The £>xistence of the matter of life depends on the
pre-existence of certain compounds, namely, carbonic
acid, water, and ammonia. Withdraw any one of
.these from the world and all vital phenomena come
to an end. They are related to the protoplasm of
the plant as the prCltoplasm of the plant is to that of
the animal. Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitro·
gen are all lifeless bodies. Of these carbon and ox~
ygen unite in certain proportions and under certain
conditions to giv rise to carbonic acid. Hydrogen
and o.xygen produce water; nitrogen and hydrogen
g iv rise to ammonia. These new compounds, like
the elementary bodies of which they are composed,
are lifeless; but when they are brought together un·
dar certain conditions, they giv rise to tbe·still more
complex body, protoplasm.
" When hydrogen and oxygen are mixed in a cer· proportion,
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Tylor shows that in many languages one word
1
and disposition of its molecules." Thus we find atoms, ~nd that chemiCal combmatwn s the result ~f serves for shadow, soul, spirit ; echo is also identified
modern science classifying, simplifying, and' utilizing se:cualmtercourse of the ele~ents. Instead of ?lassi- with the spirit or soul of the departed ; the breath
all the forces and properties of natute; matter, force, fymg the elements as metallic and non-metallic, he
d the beating of the heart by some are called the
and necessity, or law is all they find, alike unknown would. clas~ them as .male and female. "If all atoms :~ul or spirit. "The Seminoles thought the breath or .
and mysterious because unknown. While Professor are alive, mdestr~ctibl~, and, 80 to speak, male and spirit of a dying person might be caught in the
Huxley "repudiates the Materialistic philosophy," f~male, and n?thmg e:n~ts sav~ those atoms, th~n all mouth of another and the receiver made stronger by
he says, "I take it to be demonstrable that it is ut- hfe may be said to or!p-mate from the sexual.mte~- this additional life. At the death-bed of an ancient
terly impossible to prove that anything whatever may ~our.se. of the a~o~~·
P~ofessor Huxley, m his Roman, his nearest kinsman inhaled· his dying breath
not be the effect of a material and necessary cause. Origm of .sp.ect~s, speaki~~ of the proc~ss of a to receive his spirit. .
. These ideas are not
.And while it is thus a philosophical impossi- sexual multl]:)_hcatwn, s~ys, I say there IS g~od simply those of savage tribes, but they continue to
bility to demonstrate that any given phenomenon is reason to believe that It would com.e to an end If a influence the religion and philosophy of men through
not the effect of a material cause, anyone who is ac- ~ew .commencement were not 0~,tamed by a con- every stage of advancing thought and life. . . .
quaintecl with the history of science will admit that JUnctw:c of the two gexual elements.
The primitiv man, as wo know from numberless exits progress has in all ages meant, and now more
Professor Tyndall: "Trace the line of life back- amples, thinks of the world about him aH peopled with
than ever means, the extension of the province of ward, and see it approaching more and more to what ghosts. His belief in ghostly ancestors generally
We changes to belief in spirits, that is, he ceases to think
what we call matter and causation, and the concom- we call the purely physical condition. .
itant gradual banishm~nt from all regions of human break " magnet, and find two poles iu each of the of the invif:!ible 1u1 dead men, and only thinks of them
. thought of what we 'call spirit and spontaneity." fragments. We continue the process of breaking, 11.1:1 the unseen agent1:1 by which the phenomena of
,. Professor Huxley calls this "the Materialistic termi- but however ~:~mall the part~:~, each carries with it, nature and life take place. '!'hey are feared as the
nology." Well, it is good enough. Not knowing though enfeebled, the polarity of the wbi,Je; und cau1:1e of ~:~torm1:1, they are ~:~ought to aid in the labors
exactly what the ".philosophy" is, "I am content." when we can break no longer, we proloug the intel· of the cha~:~e." Diseaf:!e if:! attributed to spirits. Evil
Professor Tyndall regards •· nature as an organic lectual vision to the polar molecule!!. Are we not spirits enter the body and cau1:1e no end of trouble;
whole; as a body each of whose members sympa- mged to do t:~ometbi:ug similar in tLe case of life ·t whence came the prie~;t to "cast out devils." The
Believing, a1:1 I do, iu the continuity of nat- idea of a grelit spirit i~; formed from natural phenomthizes with the rest, changing, it is true, from ages
to ages, but without one real break of continuity or a ure, I cannot stop abruptly where our microf:!cOpe8 enll. He !lee!! the lightning loap from the cloud and
single interruption of the fixed relations of cause and cease to be of uf:!e. Here the vision of the mind rend the oak. The tornado levels the fore~:~t, the floods
effect." .And the changes are from the simple to authoritativly tmpplementa the vi~:~ion of tue eye. By drown out hit:~ cavern home, and his original god is
complex, from homogeneous to the heterogeneous, an intellectual nece~ot:~ity I cro1:1s the boundary of tbe a demon to be propritit~t.ed with 8acrifiee. It is not
beginning with "fire mist,"" cosmic vapor," and end- experimental evidence, and discern in matter . . . tme thut all rac1:11:1 worship a 11upreme being; many
ing with .a solar system. But evolution is not con- the promis and potency of all terrestial life." Mr. tl·ibeB hav no idea of God, and worship is not to be
fined to making worlds; it is a universal operation. Darwin approl'ingly quote~:~ from 110me "divine" who found aruong tbe lowest tribes, and the half civilized
According to Spencer, "Whether it be in the devel- think!! "it is just a8 noble a eonception of the deity who huv evolved one or more godf:! make them a litopment of the earth or in the development of life to believe he created a few original forms capable of tie more powerful, but frequently les1:1 cunning, than
upon ita surface; in the development of f:!ociety, of self-development into other and needful form!!, a8 to themselvf!. Thutt we find tile idea of soul, spirit., and
government, ·of manufacture, of commerce, of Ian- believe that, he required a fi'et:~h act of creation to God is but the endeavor of pl'imitiv man to account
guage, of literature, seienee, art, thif:! same advance supply the void~:~ eaused by the actions of Li::i law~:~." for natural phenomena. Oooke say11: "'l'he common
from the simple to the complex through successiv But, really, would it be a lfltlS "noble couception" to theologictt.l ideu!l about 11pirit probably could never
differentiations holds uniformly. F.1om the earliest go a little farther back aud t:lay that when he created hav had an e.x:istenoe but for this obscure origin, and
traceable cosmic changes down to the latest retlult!! the elements he endowed them wit.L power "eapable would not to-day be tenable conceptio~s ~ut f~r the
of civilization, we shall find that the transformation of r>elf-devalopment into other and needful form~:~'(' !lurvival of culture which makes them still firm m the
of homogeneous into the heterogeneous i1:1 that in But inasmuch as the elementH and fo1·ee1:1 of nature grasp they hav on our thought. 'l'he ':'e~y distinction
. are alike indestructible, may we not believe they mane by theologians of soul and spmt, the one.as
which evolution essentially consist!!."
Tyndall: "No one, indeed, doubts now that all the never were crllated (making something out of noth- vitality or the life principle, and the other as t~e Illhigher types oJ life with which the earth teems bav ing il:l unthinkable); that matter, force, and nectH· tangible existence which merely has its abode m the
been developed by the patient process of evolution sity constitute the trinity of nature, "capable of body and does not die with it, is one m~de by primifrom lower organism, and in logical constancy we are self-development into othe1· and needful forws't'' '!'his tiv rll(ltlH by (Jausel:! the most natural Ill the world.
bound to trace back the serie1:1 to the ~:~implest foi·ws may not be ill:! "noble a conception of deity," Lut it A i!cieutitio psychology banishe1:1 1:1uch a di~:~tinction,"
of protoplasm which the microscope reveals to ui! a1:1 is possible out· " conct~ptiotl8 of deity" htt.v been 11IHl when we come to regard the fact that those
living unit!!. But all thii! is but the outcome of life shaped more by our ideas of grandeur and .nobility deM uav oome down to Ull " through a long line of
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ancestors" coupled with the ideas of faith ; that all the spiritual world, and is the. source o~ ~·eligion in and higher still we pass, laboring for still nobler
reason upon the subject was rank treason, and that its threefold aspect, or synthesiS, of the mtellect, the developments.
Westward the star of empire holds its way,
doubt was death to the soul, we see that we inherit our emotions, and action.
.
The first four acts already past;
·
religion.
In science we· start, as the farthest off, w1th the
The fifth shall close the drama with the day;
George Eliot:
simple affirmation of the unknown; then out of that,
Time's noblest offspring is the last.
What! Shall the trick of nostrils and of lips
which to our thought is an infinit f~n~ss, come_s the
This concluded the debate, which was maintained
Descend through generations, and the soul
cosmos as the mind of man beholds It m the SCience with great ability on both sides. That Mr. Eccles is
That moves within our frames like God in worlds
of astronomy· thence we come to the earth as of all
the stars the ~earest and the most important in its an industrious student none will deny. He knows
Imprint no record, leave no documents,
Of her great history?
relati"ons to ourselvs·, thence we proceed to dvital or Spencer by heart, and defends him with exceeding
Shall men bEqueath
ability. Mr. Wakeman is perfectly at home in these
The fancies of their palates to their sons,
organic forces upon this planet, and upwar to the regions of thought, and his discourse was a .fine inAnd shall the shudders of restraining awe,
highest form of all humanity itself, and to our own
The slow-~ept teflrs of contrite memory,
selfhood. This is the objectiv process of thought. tellectual entertainment and instruction. The audiFaith's prayerful labor, and the food divine
SubJ"ectivly we begin with the ego, and proceed to ence was delighted with his wide-reaching discussion
Of fast ecstatic-shall these pass away
t f th of a most fascinating problem.
Like wind upon the waters tracklessly?
moral motiv and action as the outcome-no o
e
free material universe, but of the ideas which man him'l'he Opposition.
But science will dispel the dark shadows and
self has of this universe.
WHO WANT THE MUSEUMS OPEN?
the mind of all such superstition.
There are five processes of the growth of t~e .raFron~ the New I'<wk Observer.
W. K. Clifford: "The dim and shadowy outlines ligious sentiments in .the mind of man. Rehg1?n
A morning paper says thatof the superhuman deity fade slowly away from be- begins with the mysterious, or the unknown, and _Its
fore us, and as the mists of his presence float aside emotions are simply awe and wonder, together w1th Many thousand copies of a petition requesting the trustees
we perceive with greater clearness the shape of yet a fear and terror in the earlier ages. Then comes as- of the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the American Museum
Natural History to open, free of charge to the public, these
grander and nobler figure-of him who made all gods trology, or star-worship, where the knowable begins of
institutions on Sunday are being circulated in various patts of
and shall UUimake tht~m.''
and impresses wit,h majestic order, and hence. the the city. 'rhe petitions were prepared by S. P, Putnam, to
Comtlandt Palmer:
feelino- of admiration. Afterward comes Polytheism, whom when tilled with signatures, t-hey will be retnrned. "I
So now the role of man
by which nature becomes animated with innu?1erab~e feel v~ry much encouraged over our work," said Mr. Putnam,
"for the indications are that half a hundred thousand persons
In his own manhood on earth shall be played.
deities but deities that can be understood m their will
join in our request."
So now the soul of man
'
1\!T
th ·
Finds the true go11l of man,
motiv and action. Then, fourthly, comes .1u.on eism
Tui" Mr. Putnam is the secretary of the National
Heavenly realms by this world overweighed.
in Cilristianity and Islam, but :with a God. that .can Liberal· Le11.gue, now called the Ame:rican Secular
H
1
"Th
·
f
t
1
still be comprehended. As this God varnshes mto U uion, of which the notorious Infidel, Robert Inger·
S mence per ux ey:
e Improver o na ura th 6
k
b-1 th
k
bl does not remain as
knowledge absolutely refuses to acknowledge authorun ?-owa e, ~ un now~ .6
soll, is the president. The object of this society is to
·
· th e h"1gh es t of the baeis tlof the highest
I"ty as sue h . F or h"1m sk ep t"Imsm
IS
.
threhgwus
t sentiments, tbut
to secularize the government of this country, to prevent
duties; blind faith the one unpardonable sin. The permanen y prevai1s as
e grea . power ne~res.
the Bible from being used either as a book of morals
man of science has learned to believe in justification oursel~~ and b~s~ kn?wn, out of vyhiC~ and f~r which or as a text-book, a~d to destroy as far as possible the
·th b t b
"fi t' "
the spirrt of rehgwn IS made mamiest m subhme mo- Christian ideas of the nation. Mr. Putnam is also the
no t b y f m ' u
Y verJ ca wn.
.
d
Th. . h 1 -.
d th
bl t
t1v and con uct.
Is Is t e ast an'
e no es chairman of the Ex:ecutiv Committee of the New
Theology per Zion's Herald:
stage of human development.
York State Freethinkers' Association, whose beadThiok not at all. Think not, but kneel and ask.
In this historic view of man no religion dies, but quarters are at the office of THE TRUTH SE~:KER, which
0 friend, by thought was never creature freed
From any sin, from any mortal need.
is transformed-it takes on ampler life, as it allies it- was the organ of D. M. Bennett, the man who was
Be patient; not by thought canst thou devise
self more and more with increasing knowledge and sentenced to the penitentiary for one year for the
What course of life for thee is right and wise.
self-respect.
·
crime d publishing obscene literature. It is well
It will be written up and thou wilt read.
The human soul should order human events for that the public should know the sort of men who are
Courtlandt Palmer:
human welfare. This is the highest voice of religion endeavoring to get the mugeum3 open on Sunday
The soul of humanity
to-day. Comte was right, except in one thing. He in this city. Do decent and respectable citizens
Is the goop gained; the bad quelled through all time.
did not understand democracy, and under the regime care to traiu in s·1ch a company? It may suit the inFrom dead Christianity
New-risen sanity
of science he would retain the hierarchy of the Mid- terest of soma of our city journals to hav all Sabbath
Saves no baptiz~d in the race.soul sublime.
dle Ages. But thi!! Religion of Humanity is for an restrictions removed, that their violations of the SabThus in a unity
ideal
republic. We must not repeat the past, but go bath by Sunday public11tion may seem less offensiv
Midst natme's processes man will be found.
on to new conditions with new institutions of human to Christian people ; but let it ba known that the
· From such community
Fresh. opportunity
co-operation. Spencer makes the human will me- chief advoc'!.tes f )r this Sunday opening are not tired.
Flows for the race in one brotherhood bound.
chanical, Comte makes it dynamical-a living force. workinomen and women, nor the cultivated and inThis is the profound distinction between these two telligenh portion of the community ; not at all! They
Bu(f'alo, N. Y.
A. L. BALLou.
thinkers. One says, "Let things alone; all will be are the comrades of the man who affronts all religright by the process of evolution." The other,ays, ious senti'ment by his ribald blasphemy, and who has
The Liberal Club.
Rep01·ted for The T•·utk Seeker by Mr. Putnam.
"Make an eff01·t; labor for the ideal; out of the ma- neither character nor reputation of any sort to lose.
There was a largG audience at the Liberal Club on terial of the past build a better future for the human In a warfare upon the quiet, self-respecting, anUbeFriday eveninf!, Nov. 27th, for it was expected that race."
nevolent part of the community, who sustain in the
After Mr. Wakeman sat down Dr. Eccles mounted largest proportion all education, art, science, and reabetween Wakeman and Eccles the universe could be
so thoroughly pulverized that the heart of its mys- the platform, and smilingly informed the audience sonable amusement in this city and this land, they
tery would be exposed to full view, and instead of that he was a very live corps 3. Indeed he was. are assJciated with men who seek to defile our schools
sedng through a glass darkly, like the Christian Having digested the Unknowable, how could he be with impure publicatious, who invade our families
saint in glory, we should look face to face. Mr. Eccles demolished? He declared that Mr. Wakeman bad with attacks upon marriage, and would, if they could,
having caught the Unknowable and analyzed and utterly misunderstood and misrepresented Spencer. ''unchain the tiger" of Infidelity and license throughdissected its huge rotundity and described it as fully He had mistaken the shadow for the substance. Ra· out America. 'rhose who work with such people
as if it was in the museum of curiosities; and W aka- ligion was not in humanity, for it proceeds from that against the sanctity of the Sabbath and its heavenman having a pretty thorough understanding of the wbich was above humanity. As there was no sweet~ sent rest wiil not be long in descending to the lower
knowable, of course, amid such a conjunction of ness until one had tasted of sugar, S') there was no deep where foulness and corruption are united with
forces the sparks of information would fly fast and religion until one had tasted of the Unknowable- Atheism and Communism.
flll"ious, and the secret of the ages would be revealed. eaten it, so to speak, as the Christians eat their God.
In order to add dignity to the interesting occasion Then there is a religious sensibility, but not before. "INGERSOLLIS~I" ORGANIZED FOR OFFENSIV WAR AGAINS'f
Dr. Foote, Jr., presided with impartial and Jove-like The Unknowable is not in the far-off stars, but in the
ALL THAT'S "SACRED."
loftiness over the giant combatants and prevented very essence of our being, in the action of our faculJ?rom the blail an(l Exp1·ess.
fatl\l cons<quences, so that at last the audience es- ties themselvs. In every phenomenon, objectiv and . One of the main and most efficient officers of the
caped from the fiery furnace as unharmed as the an- subjectiv, there is a something-a substance-which American Secular Union, which is the sole agency at
cient children of Israel under similar circumstances can never be known. The religious progress of hu- work circuhting pE?.titionR for the Sunday opening of
when the heat was seven times hotter than usual. manity depends upon the amount of information it the Metropolitan Museums of .A.rt and Natural HisThe Liberal Club never witnessed a question dis- has concerning this Unknowable; that is, the more tory, is Mr. Samuel P. Putnam. Who is Mr. Putcussed with such fervent enthusiasm. It seemed to we know of the Unknowable the less we know of the nam, and what convictions, sentiments, and interests
be at the boiling point all the time.
knowable, the leEs important it becomes, until, finally, has he in common with the great mass of the classes
After the secretary's report and announcements by as Proctor says, whi!.t we know is nothing, and what of our community whose efforts and energy and conthe chairman of the evening, Dr. Foote, Jr., Mr. we don't know is everything. Therefore, to be is not tributions to the two M<:Jtropolitan Museums bav
Wakeman gave his most interesting address, mainly to be. This is the sapient conclusion of the Spencer- made them, so largely, what they are?
upon Comte and his philor:.ophy. He spoke of the ian formula, as stated by Eccles. Moreover, the will
A copy of the New York organ of the more ramsuppi·essed book and showed that Frederic Harrison of man is simply the outcome of circumstances. He pant and aggressiv Infidelity of the country, entitled
bad just cause for objecting to the publication of the cannot help himself, and therefore is entitled to no TuE 'fnuTH SEEKER, will perhaps answer this question.
book in the form in which it was put forth, since it credit for anything that he does. He is not worthy This paper, in its issue of October 17th, gave a full
did not sufficiently regard the rights of both parties. of our gratitude-not even a mother's devotion; it is report of the remarkable proceedings of the ninth
As a result the book was suppressed, but the ideas of all mechanical, like the glow of lightning. The Un- annual Convress of the National Liberal League at
the book are well known to most readers of current knowable is the source of all. The Supreme Baing, Cleveland. :Mr. Charles Watts, the first vice-presiphilosorhy.
it arranges all, and is alone worthy of worship.
dent of this aggressiv organization, spoke at length
The bone of it all really was the philosophy and
Mr. Wakeman, in his reply, cried shame upon this upon the object and mission of the American Secular
religion of Comte. Mr: Wakeman regarded Comte mechanical philosophy. Man is an intelligent power, Union, which is apparently opposed to everything
as one of the few great philosophers of the world. higher in quality than anything we know of the Un- that is " sacred."
He was the man who cleaned up things, while Spen- knowable, and therefore the oneness of all menThe American Secular Union was formally inaugcer aimed to be a man who darkened counsel by Humanity-is the Supreme Being, and the most urated on this occasion, with the following officers:
many words. So far as he, Spencer, had any value worthy c,f reverence. The cry of "let alone " is not [HEwe follows a list of the d:ficers of the Union. J
in his disquisitions, he unconsciously copied after the conclusion of a true religion-every man for him"Ingersoll ism "has thus become an organic evil, in
Comte and reproduced his words and ideas.
self, and the devil take the hindmost. Humanity is the form of this American Secular Union, whose inComte was the expositor of the knowable as the not a straggling line, but a circle, and in that circle dustrious secretary Mr. Samuel P. Putnam is. How
foundation of religion. He was the first philosopher all are included-the least with the greatest, the industrious he bas been may b€l judged from his own
to declare the correlations of the evolution of life. weak with the strong. Such is the ideal for which report to the assembled Ingersollites, as follows:
He discusses the two phases of existence, the ob- we strive-a happy human race, in this new world. "Your secretary has visited over fifty different cities
jectiv and the subjectiv. In the objectiv he givs the From the infinit unknown and the starry cosmos, and villages, and lectured from one to three times in
science of tbe progres-siv material universe; in the from plants and animals, from human beings, and each place. He has traveled nearly 8,000 mil~s,
subjectiv he proclaims the ideas and motivs of hu- thence humanity, and thence society, and at last a over a territory 1,800 miles long and 1,200 miles
manity, culminating in the ego from whence arises united mankind-from these and to these higher wide," etc.

TH~ TRUTH S~EKER, DECEMBER 5. 1885.
Two. of the specific objects of the American Secular Umo~ are the taxation of church buildings and
war agamst the Christian Sunday. If half the
churches ?f the coun~ry were sold for taxes, as they
would be 1f the Amencan Secular Union had its way
and if the Christian Sunday were made wholly "Sec~
ular," few things now rega1·ded as '' sacred'' would
long remain.

Receive~ bulletins of the campaign in Utah from Wm. Reynolds, cha1rman of the state committee, and letter from Robert Wilson, lecturer, show the progress of the wo;:k. Ex.tracts
will be given next week,
·
To TliE FREETHINKERS OF NEW YORK STATE.
P~sh the petitions for church taxation, etc., rapidly. If
poss1ble, fin~ out what kind of a man your l.'epresentativ is,
and what att1tude he will take on the question when before
the legislature.
~'=======================
TO THE LIBERALS OF l>IEW YORK CITY.
Push the petitions for the opening of the museums on Sunday. ~et each get one hundred names. Return all petitions,
when s1gned, as soon as possible to 33 Clinton Place.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
Vice-Presidents.

OH~RLTIB

WATTS,

JOHN E. RE~ISBURG,
'fHADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
MATTIE P. KHEKEL,
ELIZUR WlUGH'£,
JAMI!.S PARToN,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Sec.,
33 Clinton Ptace. New York.
0IIARLES B REYNOLDS,
Ohair. E:r. Com.

HORAOE REAVER,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
WILLIAM ALGIE,
ROBERT 0 ADAMS,
TITUS L BROwN,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
OOURTLANDT PALniEB. Treas.,
SGO Broadway, New York.
E. M. MACDONALD,
Chair, Fln. Com.

'l'he Campaign Fuml.
Previously acknowledged,
'fhos. Knight (paid),
W. E. Scott (paid),
Ralph Helm (paid),
John F. Helm (paid),
F. C. Ladd (paid),
A. C. Forbes (paid),
Charles Couderman (charter fee, paid), -
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5 00
1.00
10.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00

Total, PLEDGES PAm.-F. M. Borden, $4.00,

1,480. 72

The Secretary's Western Tour.
Let all friends of Freethought in the West make every possible effort for lectures in this tour. The secretary will present the cause of t.he Ame1·ican Secular Union, its work and
its methods. Especially will the friends in Colorado, Texas,
Utah, and the Pacific states enter at once into correspondence
in ugard to this matter. It is desirable to make an extended
tour and to visit all places possible, uo matter how small or
how few the Liberals. Hold a meeting, get together, and by
companionship realize the value of the work for liberty and
justice. Let there be a grand rally all along the line, and let
the cheering word puss from company to company.

'fho Opening of the Museums on Sunday.
The work progresses, as will be seen on another page of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. _Important and inflttential names are signed
to tpe petition, b<?sides vast numbers of the working people.
Felix Adler spoke Sunday morning last on "'fhe Right Use
of Sunday. 11 Chickering Hall was crowded to the .utmost to
listen to this noble discourse, which was a ringing plea for a
bright and cheerful Sunday, for a festival day for labor such
as it used to be in the olden time before Constantine made it
an ecclesiastical institution and baptized it with his blood-red
hand of murder.
The Sabbath, Professor Addler said, was fundamentally in
the ancient Jewish regime a day for humanity; for physical
rest; for the lightening of the burdens of toil. It "as the
poor man's day; it was the prom is of the slave; it was the
protection of the homestead, as witness the Sabbatic year, and
the grand Sabbath of years every half century, when the bond
went free, and the debt upon the house was removed-a
beau"t4ful Sabbath; and such a S tbbath should again make
lovely the paths of human toil, and proclaim liberty and justice. Professor Adler ·declared there should be a Sunday
League organized for the great purpose to rescue Sunday from
the clutches of ecclesiasticism, and devote it to the welfare of
all, and m>tke every path open to amusement and profit. Such
a league is the American Secular Union, and it thus fulfils a
g1·eat want, and in this regard has a much needed mission to
perform. What a magnificent work there is for each Secular
Union to accomplbh in every community cursed by a gloomy
Sabbath. What an immense benefit is conferred upon the
working.people by filling this rest day with human happiness;
by providing theaters and music, the treasures of art, and all
that can adorn and make beautiful the life of man. This is
pre-eminently a constructiv work. It is making a Sunday for
the people. It is adding dignity to labor. To remove all re.
strictions from the Sabbath, to make a Secular holiday, will do
more to destroy superstition than almost anything else that
the Union can do. We havbegun the fight here in New York,
and we intend to keep it up all along the line, and get the
world rid of the tyranny and hypocrisy that u;es the Sabbath
as a mask for all sorts of attacks upon mental freedom.
SUNDAY. EVENING LECTURE.
On Sunday evening I lectured before the New York Spirit.
ualistic Association on the "New Heaven and E•<rth," and on
the points presented, the audience and myself seem to be
pretty well agreed. Whatever may happen in the he1·eafter,
we are all interested in that humanity to which we now belong, and to which we a! ways shall belong though we may liv
forever; therefore to make this earth a happy spot is the
grand aim in which all men and spirits, if·there are such, are
interested. After this lecture, Dr. Teed-erst the opponent
of D. !II. Bennett-gave an astrological discourse in which the
in filtence of the stars upon human destiny was quite vigorously expounded. It was good enough to be true, but for all
that I don't know whether it ~s true or 'not. At any rate I
like to see the moon on my right shoulder, and I hope that I
was born under some happy star. I like the poetry of it, although the science of it is rather uncertain.
l:innday next I lecture before the Newark Society on the
American Secular Union and its work. I hav just received
the Liberal. Lively as ever, and it reports progress in the
Southwest, and renewed interest and enthusiasm.

In Memoriam.
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
There is a glory when the full ripe years
Of noble effort close in death's white crown
And the rich effi uence of one's life appears;
When youth and ages are blended in one stream·
And the bright promis of the morning's hours '
Irradiates all the glow of evening's sky.
Thus our brave Nestor passes to his rest,
Sweet as a babe-yet stro.:~g'tis worth can be;
A soldier ever in the van of fight.
Green laurels for thee, tried and veteran one
Quick ever to the glowing light of truth,
'
As sways the magnet to its burning star.
Thy heart was steadfast and thy mind was clear
Thro'llgh all the years of battle and defeat;
Each triumph only made thee still more firm
To meet the conflict's ever deepening throes.
Thou sought'st the perfect, not the partial good,
The unattained was still for thee the goal,
Each conquest made was but the rugged space
For harder trial and more earnest stroke.
What memories crowd the mind of thy long years,
Eventful years whose action pulsed sublime
With the wide world's enormous clash of arms,
When millions gathered 'neath the smoke of war,
And freedom's banners shook from sea to sea
With the fierce thunders of a nation's march!
These years before us pass-earth's greatest years,
When liberty attained its noblest power;
When from uncounted limbs the chains were struck
And the black brow was wreathed with freedom's fire.
Yet deeper chains there are, and deeper wounds
To the fair life of Justice-so the sh·ife
To finer i~sue, clearer aim proceeds;
And in each fresh advance thy ardent mind
Was ever ready with exultant zeal.
Age could not dim the keenness of thy thought,
Or crystallize the fervor of thy heart
To dull complacence with the victories war..
As if one's duty were forever o'er
When he had made one sacrifice for truth,
Or reaped one golden harvest for the race;
As if each hour did not new duties make,
And every year new seeds to harvest bring.
To grandly die, one still must grandly liv,
And to the latest breath a soldier be
For freedom-and rest only 'n~ath the flowers.

'i''/3

~pending the day in such reading, are readily led to consider
1t a safe and proper thing when they see the pa ,er brought
into tbe f><mily, and even purchased from the stand by members of the church.
There is no influence more insidiously seductiv than this
for the demor::t.lization of our Christian ho'usehohls. Its air of
respectability, the brief notice of some religiom> event in a
corner. of the sheet, the fact carefnlly proclaimed that the
paper 1s ~ot made up on _Sunday, all furnish easy excuses to
the co~smence f'?r harbonng and encouraging tbat whieh unfits
the mmd for ~enons thoug!'t, which draws it away from God's
word, and whlCh thus nullifies all the sacred inflthmces of the
Lord's _day. Tb_e .mind thus led becomes filled with thoughts
on busmess, pohtlCs, games, theaters, and crimes (which form
the staple of newspaper literature), at the time when the Lord
calls us especially to consider the things that belong to our
higher, spiritual welfare.
No Christian can yield to such an influence without deadenin_g his piety, chilling his faith, and destroying his usefulness.
Hts extample, also, becomes most pernicious sowin<> broadcast
tb~ ~eed~ of worl?liness an~ ~nfidelity. The ungodly world
reJOICes m beholdmg the rehg10n of Christ brought down to
its own level, and Satan will use every effort through the
power of fashion to accomplish this end.
The Sunday newspaper is a powerful engin to achi<we this
result. To refuse it, to oppose it, demands a firm resolute
posi_ti': spirit, a~d this is too se!dom found among profesRmg
Chnstmns. It 1s so much easter to drift with the tide. But
our Lord calls us to a bold ~tand, squt<rely to f,we such as·
saults upon the godly life, and we are derelict towarcl him if
we weakly or timidly yield to Satan.
Dear brethren of this church, we believe better thingq of
you. _We hav seen your zeal ~n C_brist's cause and your earnest
devotwn t_o every good work m h1s n11me. -we know the purity
of your fa1th, and the ardor of your Christian love. We are
assured, therefore, that yon will receive t.his fratProal word of
exhortation with the spirit in which it. is addressed to you·
an~ if any_one Of yoU haV thoughtlessly 80CfJUI'Hged tbe great
ev1l to whlCh we hav alluded. that yon will strive to correct
the error, and stt<mp the Sundf\y newsp!lper witil your enrnest
practical condemnation. We all desire tho spread of God's
truth through the community. We dasiro to Roe souls sttved
and Christians edified through the me!Ln>l of gmce. We recognize God's holy day as prominent among those me>>ns, and
would not hav thl!t Jay robbed of its power and men.ning by
the use of the Sunday newspaper. Let us. then. with these
desires, pray and labor 'faithft1lly to OVill'Come thi~ device of
Satan against the gospel of Sttlvation. Youm in UhriRt,
HoWAI<D CnosnY. Pastor.
Ralph Wells, C. W. Brinckerhoff, Willi~tm F. f,ee, Walter Edwards, George Pancoast, Geo. E. Sterry, J <i><. Jlii. l!'arr, A.
J. Langdon, Charles N. Taintor, Warner Vtm Norden,
Reuben Langdon, and Jno. Stewart, elder~.

TO CROSDY AND HIS ELDEBS.
From tiV!Ne.o Yor/c Sun of Noventbrr 17th.

The Rev. Howard Crosby, D D., ltnd the elders of his Pl·esbyterian church in Fourth aveune hav adrlressed a letter to the
firwk, exhorting them to giv up the reruliug of: ~.wilny unwspapers, on the ground that it "unfits tho mintl for serious
thought," "draws it away from G,Hl's wort!,'' >mel "nullifies
all the Sllcred influences of the Lord's d~ty. 11
If Dr. Crosby and his elders sincerely believ~ th,Lt God's
law reqnires that the whole of Snnrl~ty should be spent in worship and religious meditation only, tmd nro accustomed to so
employ its hours themselvs, they were entirely juKtified iu
sending out their words of eondemnation nnd of warning. IE
his conception of duty dewands of a Pr<lsbyteri.m that on the
the fir~t day of the week he should tbroughont resolutely turn
his thoughts away from the affairs and pleasur~e~ of tl.!is worltl
and fasten them unchangeably on the thiogq of eternity, he
011ght by no means to read a Sunday nell'spaper, whether it is
secular or nominnlly religious, for in both be will find mneh
to draw his attention to earthly concerns. IIo rnust pass the
day in prayer, in listening to spiritu11l discourses, ttnd in reading books occupied only with sacred subject~
Such is thy rest. Thy toils at length are o'er,
But iE neither Dr. Crosby nor anv Oll•l o[ his dcler:; so obIn Death's serene and beautiful domain;
serves Sunday, what shall we say? D >As not then· letter s~tvor
Tby laurels now all won, and ever bright
of hypocrisy and giv enconragement to hypocri"y, a vice
In the majestic silence of the grave;
which does more. harm to religion than all its othf!l' enemies
Placid thy sleep, as if on mother's breast
put together?
For people know that, as a mrtttf'r of f,tct, Pros b) terians,
Thy cheek was laid 'mil love's caresses dearboth clergymen and laymen, do not /-iv np to tlto precepts of
As if·again upon thy snows of 11ge
that letter. During the hours of servictJ a liuo of carriages
The roses of thy youth were shining soft,
stands in front of Dr. Crosby's Fourth >lvonuo eh urd.1, and tl10
To make a ga;:land for tby death so fair.
coachmen amuse each other as best they can while tho doctor
is preaching his sermon. They are the e,trrLtgrJi tta·l HorV.u.Jts
Immortal st.i!l thy life to ·us-to allof elders and other J;nembors of the chnrch whn 1m1 inHirlo lisThy word still breathing to make bright our hope,
tening to the pulpit eloquence, and work is req>rireil of thorn
And urge us to the no bkst one can do.
on Snnday, when in re~tlity there is no occasion for it. Yet
lhiq lettf'r attacks the Sunday newspaper because it necessiThere shall be no retreat. The glorious flag
ttttes Sund>1y labor-because it "employs a large uumbe1· of
Beneath whose slorm-tos~ed folds thy life was spent
perqons for its sale upon God's holy day!"
Shall still be borne by us to ampler bights.
When the sermon is over and tho last hymn ~UHf\, tho conWe will not rest, however great the g~in,
greg~tlion begin to pour out from Dr. Cro,;by's church, and the
For thy bright spirit shall still lead us on,
pt1sser-by observes that they talk together as they ntep forth,
and their conversation is evidently 11bout otb.er Umu HpiritU>tl
Scorning the paqt when the vast future calls
matters, for they laugh and seem in first·rate >lUi!Httl spiritH,
To constant service in the ceaseless toil.
as if they were glad to get once more into the free 11ir. 'l'hey
are pretty sure to be hungry, too, and they hnrry hn1ue to eat
From thy most peaceful grave and quiet sleepa hearty dinner, provided it was the moJ'!Jing service, and,
From the sweet silence of thy closed lips:_
the meal over the great part of them prob>il.>ly proceed to
From thy pale form the glow of virtue thrills,
enjoy the nap ~ith which they regularly rcli<Jve tlw ter_lium of
And sweeping onward from thy lofty soul,
Sunday. 'fhe convers>ltion of the housebol rl nl!ly be lll P•trt
about Dr. Crosby's eloquent discourse, Lnt in gnnrmtf it is
Becomes a part of human progress still.
about the same >IS on other days, and if the h<:arl or t.ho family
SAMUEL P: PUTNAM.
hns a business venture on his mind he is pretty ""r" to thiok
------~~--------alll.he nwre about it beMuse of hiil irllnness H ,w Wtll tho
Hark, }'rom the '11omb a Doltful Sound!
market go this week? C,ln thiR speculation Ja,t. anclare not
CROSBY, AND BIS ELDEHS, TO THE l'EOPLE.
t.he public skating on very thin ice? EvAn J[ ho takeR UJ.I tbe
The Rsv. Dr. Howard Crosby has written t.he fol- Bib] e to read, he u man not accustomed to sturly, hiH thoughts
away to "business, politics, ga.we~, thc.tters, and crimes,"
lowing pastoral letter to the members of the Fourth fly
or his head drops in slumber.
Avenue Presbyterian church. The letter was writ- Tile truth is that not one l'resLyterian in a thonsHnd
ten in accordance with the action of t,he General actually observes Sunday in the spirit of this letter. Dr.
Assembly of the Presbyterian church on May 29th, Crosby him•elf doeR not do it; none of the elderH who ~igned
letter does it. And the people know that tlte practice of
condemning the publication, sale, and reading of the
these men belies their professions-that they do not devote
Sunday newspapers:
Sunday exclnsivly "to the things that belong to our higher
DEAR BRETHREN IN THE LanD: The session of the Fourth spiritual welfare."
Avenue church, of which you are members, feel that a word
They know, too, that of all the rertcling to which men and
to you of affectionate counsel will be both in accordance with women 11re commonly inclined, the most whole;ome is furtheir duty as spiritual officers of the church and with your nished by a good Sunday newspaper, which helps to m>tke
own Christian views and sentiments.
profitable a d11y that without it would be passed in so large a
We hav seen with great sorrow the entrance of the Sundrty part in intellectual torpidity, in idle talk, or in injrnious disnewspaper into Christian families, and, having witnessed the sipation. Outside of their hours in his chnrc_h Dr. Crosby's
unhappy results of this admission, are desirous of warning congregation probably are most usefully and wnocenily emyou against the growing evil. The Sunday newspaper not played on Sundrty when thA:V are reading snch a newRpaper.
only employs a large number of persons for its sale noon the
Is it any wonder that the Hev. Howard Crosby, D. D , ~as so
Lord's holy day, but it furnishes sAcular reading to divert the little influence among the people as a mom! and somal re·
mind from the holy themes especially appropriate to the Sab- former? Yet he works very hard and very earnestly to force
bath. Our young people, who would not otherwise think of • Puritanical notions on the public.
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tiona of government now irregularly and expensively
performed by monopolies and corporations. To that
end we may predict that the state, by the aid of the
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific general government, will provide and regulate the
Gospels.
currency and the means of trade and travel as is
already projected.
A LECTURE BY T. B. WAKEMAN (coNTINUED).
But it will do more. As in olden times the soldier
;t,-'l'HE GRAND FEDERAL UEPUBLIC WILL REST UPON THE WaS led to meet the enemy and WaS supported in the
PEOPLES ORGANIZED INTO SEPARATE, FEDERAL, INDUS- Campaign and after, together With those WOmen and
'!'RIAL, REPRESENTATIVE, SOCIAL, DEMOCRATIC REPUB- children dependent upon him, SO Humanity Will reLICS, WHICH WILL BE THE EMBODIMENT AND EXERCISE quire that the Captains of industry shall do at }east
'l'HE FUNCTIONS OF THE TEMPORAL POWER, SO AS TO as much in the great industrial campaign against the
SECURE THE WELFARE OF THE WHOLE PEOPLE.
bounty of Nature. The state, by a proper departWhile the general international interests of man- ment, will regulate labor so as to secure its general
kind will be watched over, protected, a:ed adminis- success in securing abundant means of subsistence
tered by the Great Federal Republic or Parliament for all. Nor, by the aid of science and improved maof Man, formed by the federation of the advanced chinery, will there be any insurmountable difficulty
peoples of the earth, it is evident that the peoples in accomplishing this. The means of food-producthemselves will always have local, special, and do- tion on land and in the sea are now almost unlimited,
mestic interests which must be administered by gov- and the law of Malthus will not reach us, as to subernments of their own. That these governments will siste~ce, under any proper manage~ent of our inbe republics is evident from the facts that by natural dustnes, for ages to come, and tb~n It can ?e o?e:yed
selection the cheapest, easiest, most stable, and yet ~y a voluntary control of populatiOn and Its hmitamost flexible and most effective government is the t10n to the best parentage.
popular republic. This is seen throughout history
Nor let any one fear that the subsistence thus prowhere nearly every people bas had its origin and duced, or even the money into which it may be contype of government in the commune, tribe, gens, or verted, cannot be distributed to the producers and
mir, whel!-ce the Democratic Republic bas naturally to those of the Commonwealth who need iis so as to
evolved whenever opportunity bas been afforded for prevent the gross inequality and misery which now
the free play of the social factors. This evolution is prevail. The trouble is that we are now trying to
well illustrated in the history of the Germanic and administer an industrial commonwealth upon habits
Anglo-Saxon and Swiss peoples, as Professor Fiske and principles of competition derived from the Feuhas shown. The great obstacles to this republican dal system. It is, in a word, comminuted robbery.
evolution have been war, theology, and the conse- The old robbers of the castles, and their victims and
quent interest and ambition of usurping rulers and serfs, have their representatives in monopobsts, specupriests, illustrated so fearfully in those two grand lators, and employers, with their exclusive and unjust
monstrosities of sociology, the Roman Empire and gains and herds of wage-slaves, who are not sure of
the Roman Papacy, which stand as an everlasting subsistence from day to day-not so sure as Gurtb,
admonition of the dangers of despotism and super- the Saxon in "Ivanhoe," was of his pork from the
stition, though in their time they were stag€s of swine he t~>nded for his lord Cedric-not even so sure
progress.
as Cuffee was of his meal out of the corn he raised
The best types of the future Federal republics for his Southern master.
which the civili~ed peoples ?f the earth will imitate
Now there is nothing in the science of sociology if
are the Fed~l'atwn of tb~ Swiss Cantons an~ the Fed- such injustice cannot be removed by realizing a
eral ~epnbhc .of the Un1~ed ~tates of America, under greater social equity. The reign of peace should not
o~e s1mple written ConstitutiOn for general purposes, be less just or merciful than the wages, salary, pen'!Ith separate canton~ or states for local and dome~- sion, and ration systems which are used in all military
t10 purpose.s. Experience has proved that there IS administration. The equity which calls for the adopmore _Pra.cbiCal wt.sdom and states~ansbip in our tion and wise application of these means of payment
Co~shtutwn than m ~ll the speculatwns of all of the o1· disttibution in the regime of industrial war for
philosophers from Anstotl~ dow~. It seems ~o have subsistence against Nature's bounty is evident. It is
b.e~n t~e res1;1lt of a sp~c~al exigency by whiCh the the fact well proved that all riches, wealth, or propCitizens allegiance was divided for general purposes erty are social in their origin and should be in their
to the General Feder~! government, and for all other destination. Society, nay, Humanity itself, stands back
purposes was left to his own ~tate, CountJ:, an? Town. of the laborer, and receives from his total work a proT~us the stre~gth of protectiOn of the mightiest em- duct which goes on increasing in its results and value
pires are. obtamed, and yet made to sec?I'e t~e most for ages. It follows that the wages pai.d to the laborers
perfect hberty of ~he smallest groups lD whiCh the are on the average but a fraction of the value of the
peo_Ple ~bose t? umte fo~ local purposes or to express total work to society. Hence there is a general intheir ~Ill. This comp~s1~e Federal system of gover~- crease of wealth, but the competition of laborers for
me?t IS capable of. unhmited deve~opment and apph- the opportunity to work prevents any great increase
cab~m. It only will en~?le mankmd to mana~e the of their wages, and they hav no share in the surplus.
affairs of separate locahbes, and at the same time of The result is that by this competition with each
the whole planet, with peace, safety, ~nd liberty. The other for a chance 'to labor, the poor tend to become
fir~t g~ea.t lesson of a.ll ref.or~ers .I~ to under.stand constantly poorer, and the capitalist, as a class, richer,
this pr~nmple of federa~10n With ~ts divide.d allegiance, and now more than ever is this so by means of scisovereignty, and functiOns, for If evoluho:n and his- ence and machinery which employers chiefly own or
tory teach anythinf!, it is that the higher integration control.
'
or t~e Religion of H~manity will be fi~ally realized,
Equity requires that this surplus product of labor
not m any Papal Begmu~, but as the Umted States of should be redistributed to the producers, and that it
the ·world.
.
.
should be recognized as the fund from which espeIn order to reac.h th.B result, ea?b nation an? state cially the producers of society, to wit, the women and
should be :epubli~amzed as rapidly as pra~tiCable. children, should have a property and a subsistence
The hereditary kmgs, empe.rarB, and aristocrats sufficient at least to prevent starvation and misery.
should ~e replaced by a Council,. Assembly, Co~gres11, As society now stands, there is no equitable division
or P.ar~Iament, '!bo sh?uld a~pomt the Ex~cubve and of the spoils of industrial war. This could be readily
admmister pubhc affans as simplY: as possibl_e for the brought about by adjustment of the (1) wages, (2)
general welf~re. As the era of wars, revolutiOns, and salary, and (3) pension systems to peaceful industry
conquests Will have passed away under the Republic as well as to war.
It might be done this wise, as a suggestion: As the
of M..a~, ~very people will. become industrial instead
of.~Ihtaiy. T.he .state WI.ll t~erefore .cease to be a Feudal system goes out of use we shall have more
military org~mzat10n, as It .still re~ams to a large and more a commonwealth of laborers and producers
exten~. It will have fout· mam funct~ons: (1) To pro- under capitalists. While employed, they will receive
teet hfe and property; (2) to prov1de and r.egulate wages to support themselves and those dependent
t~e ~on~y and the gene~al means of production and upon them. In proportion to their years of labor
~Istnbutwn; (3) to provide proper mean~ .of produc- they should, when disabled by age or otherwise, have
twn, a.ad nec~ssary support to. every Citizen, man, a pension, as well as the soldier on the retired list,
:;m~a~, or child~, .(4) to. establish and sustain ~be for himself and family. For the sustenance of women
spiritual. power lD tbeu work of general educatiOn a regular pension should be provided so as to secure
their comfort and independence; nor less should
as the b.asis o~ suffrage to .bo~b men and women.
In this outlJ~e lecture, It Is not possible to. dilate support be provided during the education of their
upon the details o.f these .four classes of fu~ct10ns of child~en. The professional classes should be made
the regenerated mdustnal state. To reahze them salaried public servants-such as professors inventm~st be the work af.years t~ come. If t~ose named ora, teachers, physicians-while the lawyer~ should
strt~e you as novel, ImpractiCal, and utopian,. the re- be made notaries, cousellors, judges, and arbitrators,
ply Is that they are not expected to be realized to- rather than mere advocates as at present In this
~arrow~ nor ever, except by the course of evolution way all of the social advan'tages derived· from the
ID w.orki_ng out the ~ammon welfare.
But are they learned professions would be sec-ured, while their
not mev1table d.educt10ns from what a Republi~ must numbers could be largely decreased. They should
do ~ben war gives way to peaceful co-operation in be compensated by salaries, to be lessened and
a~nculture, m_anufactures, and commerce? The state turned to pensions on retirement from active service.
WI~l become ~he c?m~on cen.t~r and ins.tru~en~ of T~~ fee system should be everywhere strictly prothis .co-operatiOn With It~ provislon and distributiOn, hib1ted as a source of extortion and corruption.
It will not only protect life and property better than Tramps vagrants or those unable to find any emnow, ?ut will rem.o~e the sourc.es of injustice and in- ployme~t, should 'be employed by the town or county
equality among Citizens by taking to itself the func- at lesser wages than usually paid. By such provi-
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sions as these every person would be assured of a
livelihood by reasonable exertion, and the great terror of life-want, poverty, and misery, especially in
sickness and old age-would be impossible to man,
woman, or cbild.
Why should not this result be attained when the
labor of adults for five or six hours per day would
abundantly provide for all? Why should not the
surplus of labor, which belongs on every principle of
production and equity to the producer or to society,
be thus equitably redistributed instead of being left
in the hands of a few men, as the result of cunning
or accident rather than justice?
If it is asked, Whence -will come the immense fund
for these wages, pensions, and salaries? the reply is
easy: The surplus of the prodncts of labor already
raises this fund, as above stated; but it goes larg€ly
into the wrong bands, and is wasted in luxuries and
follies. We may intimate some sources of income
thus. 1. A graduated income tax would do much to
remedy this great wrong. 2. The ground rents over
a certain per cent would be another source of income,
as Henry George bas proposed. 3 The inct>me from
railroads and telegraphs would be another large
source. 4. A tariff or tax on alcoholics, tobacco, luxuries, etc., would be another resource. 5. A tax on
transfers and descending estates over a certain sum
would still remain, as Mr. Edward Clarke has proposed. These steps could be taken in the present
state of society.
.
Such hxes would soon change a society comeosed
largely of drones, sharpers, and parasites into producers or professions useful to them. The change of
distribution would not be so great and beneficial in
amount as in its certainty imd equity. For instance,
most women and childt·en are now wholly or largely
supported by men, but in a way-often precarious and
humiliating, and by those who should not-bachelors
and widower.s not fairly contributing. H would be
easier for aU to have. this support collected and distributed surely and equitably. The woman should
never be forced to compete with men in manual 111'bor. They have a more important service and a higher
duty to Humanity to perform. As we emerge from
barbarism, our women will be callHd out from the
field and the shop, but will not be left to starve in
consequence.
Nor let it be supposed that this mode of co-operation and insurance against want will be humiliating.
On the contrary, it will be, and will be felt to be, the
simplest justice and equity taking the place of pl:esent injustice and wrong-the giving to each his due;
that is all!
Nor will the motives to exertion be lessened. The
worker "'ill do his best to earn and to make his retiring pension as large and as early as possible. The
employer and Captain of Industry will be honored
by his success and the large amount be can contribute to this "commonwealth," as Generals are honored in war; while co-operation in production and
distribution would become possible, and be extended
to many departments where thousands are now striving, without any benefit to the public, to displace each
other. The women, not being materially dependent,
'rill for the first time act and live from affection" and
for the care of home and children. They would be
proud to show that they are worthy of the in dis pens 1ble
duties which nature and the commonwealth require of
them. Nor will the learned professions be compelled
as now to sacrifice their talents, meant for Humanity,
to the sordid arts of money gettin~. It will for the
first time be to their interest to make and keep the
community intelligent, healthy, and peaceful, instead
of otherwise, as is now the case, under the fee system, by which they are rewarded in proportion as
the people are ignorant, sick, and litigious.
This brings us to the consideration of the functions
of these learned professions under the social Republican regime.

The Epidemic at Montreal.
The terrible pestilence which for several months
has been raging in the beautiful city of Montreal,
carrying away thousands of its inhabitants, teaches a
painful lesson of the malign consequences to a community of ignorance and sup~rstitwn when strong
enough to set at defiance the resources that intelligent experience bas furnished to arrest its progress.
It is not as if the people bad been· struck by some new
and mysterious disease before which they were
powerless. It is not as with the plagues of former
ages, when nothing was known that could be done to
arrest them. The saddest aspect of the Montreal
calamity is not that multitudes bav been swept into
unripe graves, but that this vast mortality could bav
been avoided. That small-pox is practically a preventable disease is established; but to what purpose
when all the appr.ratus of self-defense in a civilized
community is completely paralyzed? A comparativly
&mall element of the population, ignorant, prejudiced,
and pious, makes a blind and desperate resistance to
the only measures that can bring relief, and they resort to penance, invocation· of saints, prayers to
heaven, and solemn processions to arrest the course
of contagion, over which these bav no more influence
than they would hav to arrest the course of the St.
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Lawrence I The chief ravages of the disease hav
been confined to that portion of the French Canadians who were unvaccinated. But such bas been the
passion of religious ~anaticism, anii •the intensity of
race hatred, that th1s small minority made a fight
stubborn enough to defeat all effectual public action.
There hav been defiance of authority and constant
danger of mob violence, which hav intimidated the
controling officials and so diminished their effectivn~ss. The authorities in ~barge of the leading hospital of St. Roche are sa1d to hav favored neither
vaccination nor sanitation, and such was the inefficient and horrible condition of that old establishment
that many advocated burning it down.-Popular Science Monthly.

tabl~, ~et some one,~all for something to be written- make them b9lieve that spirits are the agents ema sp1nt or name.
Here three names were given ployed in the phenomena?
an? yretty soon Mr. Truesdell announced that th~
I will. only ad?, for this article is already too long,
wntmg had taken place. On withdrawing the slates that while I behave that these mediums are th11s dethey_ were cut apart by the one who had tied them ceiving, I shouM consider myself recreant to the
and, to the surprise of all, the names indicated wer~ truth that I so dearly love, and for which I hav sac~
found written upon the upper side of the lower slate. rificed so much, if, knowing what I do know, I
Mr. Truesdell refused to tell how this was done to should ho.ld my peace, and not to cry aloud and
t~e company, as also a similiar test the evening pre- spare not, In the language of scripture, while this imVIous, when the slates were first laid on the hand of position is being perpetrated upon thous3.nds of ina gentleman, then Mr. Truesdell's hand placed ~nder nocent, unsuspecting victims, whose only defect is
his, and the goblet of water placed on the ~late their ignorance and credulity.
·ELLA. E. GxBSoN.
when " I · am here" was found· written on the slat~
under the same conditions. As Mr. Truesdell ex- How a Miracle Might Hav Been Performed.
M. Boutibouse, the French savant, served in Napoplained others fully as intricate all were satisfied that
it was as he said, simply a tri~k, and I am forced to leon's army, and was in the heat of the battle of WaRemarkable Seances in Barre, Mass.
believe it, ye~, know it, .as he gave me proofs not gram. While reloading his musket he was shot down
T? THE EDITOR oF TEE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : By re- ~warded the .circle, ~nder promis of secrecy until he by a cannon· ball. The ball seemed to pass throuah
his legs, completely severing them below the kne~s,
fernng to THE TRU'-:H SEEKER for March 14th, May IB ready to d1vulge m his forthcoming book.
Another test. The slates were tied together as be- and he sank down about a fuot. His body fell back
9th, and June 27th, 1t will be seen th 6 t I vindicated
Mr. True.sdell ~y stating that be said he performed fore, and, apparently not leaving our sight, were on the ground and his senses were paralyz~d by the
the mamfestat10ns attributed to the spizits of the placed on the center of the table, when after about shock. Taus he lay among the wounded and dead
dead, and that they were simply tricks. I there five minute&, writi';lg was heard, and, on'opening the all night, not daring to move when consciousness
urged that if he did not perform them as he claimed slates, two well-wntten messages appeared. For ~:>x~ partially returned, lesb the loss of .blood should b'a
then be was a liar and fraud, as charged by his ene- planation of this t~ick see" Bottom F~cts,"page 143. increased and death ensue in a few minutes. He felt
mies, admitting thus far bis guilt. Remember, I rhe .slates were simply changed, the messages writ- no pain, but he thought this was because of the
there stated that he "said" he performed them and ten lD the a!ternoon, ~nd the names signed to one shock on his nervous system, and he was mentally too
"ij" be did not he was a liar, etc. I am nov/ pre- that waa ltbtal!led the mght previous and to the other numbed to be able to reason as to why he had not
already bled to death. E trly in the morning an army
pared to drop the " said" and "if" and to affirm from after the circle was convened.
'
my own observation and personal experience that be
Another. Mr. Truesdell asked a member of the doctor came around and asked hirn what was the
does perform them, having witnessed his feats in two circle to clean a slate and hold it on ·the palm of his matter. M. B •utibouse replied th11t his leg3 had
seances on the evenings of August 29th and 30th at hand, and~ after placing some bits of pencil upon the been carried off by a cannon·ball. Tue doctor made
our residence in Barre, Mass.
upper surftl.ce of the slate, to pass it under the table an ex'l.mination and then said, "G3t up; there is
Let me say at the outset that Mr. Truesdell con- .and close up to the l~af.. After he bad done so ttlen nothing the matter with your legs." M. Bmtibouse
s~nted to sit only with a view of explaining, after the Mr ..Tr,uesdell .put ?Is right h~~d under the other sprang up in astonishment and found that he had not
Circles were over, that spirits in the body were the persons, and ID this .shape wr1tmg was heard, and been wounded at all. He had been shot down by a
only ones that bad anything to do with the phenom- when the slate was Withdrawn, a. long message, di- cannon-ball, but the bi!.ll had passed under his feet,
making a hole in the ground, into which he had sudena.
rected to the holder, was found.
It will be impossible in a newspaper article to conMr. Truesdell ihf?r~d me t~at Mrs. Simpson bad denly fallen, and the shock and apparent shortening
of stature had given him the impression that his legs
vey any adequate conception of these performances. never performed thts trwk, to h1s knowledge.
been shot off.
Suffice ~o say, of the eignteen different persons pres~
N d.mes were m~de to appear on Mr. Truesdell's arm hadWhen,
by any means, an· impression is made on
ent, besides Mr. Truesdell, my sister, and myself, not whiCh were exolamed and 1llustrated. See" Bottom
the
sensorium
that a cedain thing has happened or
one was cognizant of the fact that Mr. Truesdell him- Facts," page 167. "Ella" and "Mary" were obtained
that we see, hear, or feel anything, the sensation is as
self was the spirit who played the "Bottom Fttcts" the first even~n~ through a member of the circle inas if the suppo:!ed occurrence had
that so astounded them. He first got en rapport with advertently g1vmg them away, which put Mr. Trues- real to the subject
place, though there is in f11ct nothing
actually
taken
the circle through the ballot test, a la Charlet! Fuster, dell in possession of the names; so on the second day
of the kind. This accounts for a large percentage of
opening the ballots and reading them while sharpen- he labored diligently with pencil, knives, gum-arabic, the so-called Spiritu~l phenomena, materialtution,
ing his pencil-Foster performing the same feat while etc., to transfer these names to pasteboard for the
etc., all of which are illusion, when wilful deception is
lighting his cigar (see ·• Botliom F~cts," pp.133-142). evening's. me, and so far succeeded as to exhibit to absent, and by which the BJ-called medium is probHe next pretended to see spirits, and by these meth- tbe astomsh~d gaze of the mothers of these woinen ably often dec3ived as well as his or her staring dupes.
ods fcrced his ~ircle unwittingly to giv him all the and to th.e Circle-''E!la" and "1\'Iary"--:-the former in See how as good a miracle as any of Cnrist's might
information he bad, which be cleverly handed back to large capitals, and the latter in italic letters on his arm hav been performed in the case above related. Supthem, they all marveling at his wonderful knowledgt! in deep ind~ntations. These pasteboards are still in pose a person of known integrity and truthfulness
Mr. Truesdell performed slate~ writing in many dif- my possessiOn and afford ocular demonstration of bad come to M. Boutibouse in the night and made
ferent ways, all apparently independent, but after- t~e ~ruth of Mr. Truesdell's asseveration, "I know I inquiry and the supposed wounded man bad made
ward explained several methods, showing conclusivly d1d It myself.'' Besides he placed his dies on the arm a solemn declaration that his leg3 had been shot off
that he did the writing insteai of spirits of the dead of a lady present, before us all, and the same name and he bad only a few hours to liv, had sent word to
-another evidence that things are not always what was produced that had been seen on his own arm, said his family, etc, and suppose the interrogator bad
they seem, and that "it is nevt:r safe to bet on a man's ~ hav been,done by spirits, when the modus operandi then been called suddenly away without making a
own game."
IS concealed from view.
personal examination and had gone home and sent
One test was as follows: Mr. Truesdc3ll called for
To produce the raised letters on the arm another word to the newspapers all over the country about
two slates, asking the circle to make a careful process can be resorted to, viz. : take a match and the sad fate of his friend, stating that be had received
examination to see that there was no writing on write with the phosphorous end on the arm rather the account of the death-shot from the dying man's
them, put a grain of pencil between them, and tie heavily, and t~e letters will appear, after rubbing, in own lips. Upon producing M. BJutibouse, alive and
them tc.gether closely by cords passing around all red, swollen hnef!.
well, B)me years after, would it not bav been easy to
sides of the slates. A critical person in the presence
I do not believe there is a medium in the world hav convinced ignorant, superstitious people that a
of us all, in strong light, did the work as directed, who can sit down in the same circumstances as Mr. miracle had been performed? Tl:ie age of miracles
tying the strings in hard knots and then cutting the Truesdell did in our house and giv as many tests, will never pass away as long as bipeds, professedly
ends off closely so that they could not be easily un- and such good ones of their kind. E:1Ch medium bas human, march up and down the aisles of a church
tied, even by a person using both bands; these slates some particular "phase," but none excels in more carrying a statue of the Madonna " elevated on a
weve then placed upon the open right hand of Mr. than one or two, while Mr. Truesdell combined some dais," and crucifixes and swinging censers, for the
Truesdell (this being the first time he bad touched four or five phases of the most noted mediums, Slade, purpose of securing the intercession of the Virgin
them, if our senses can be relied upon), while his left Manslitld, Foster, Watkins, Caffray, and last, but not Mary to arrest the ravages of the small-pox. Tlle
was at all timE: a during the exploit in plain sight of least, Mrs. SimpsJn; and Mr. Trmsdell really sur- only means of overcoming these idiocies is by the
all. A goblet nearly filled with water was then placed p3.sses her at her own game, for in the report of that propagation of children who will place the reasoning
upon the slates, when a'l was passed under the leaf tamous sitting of Savage's with her-when the slates faculty above all others. It is pretty well demonof the table and then elevated until the top of the were tied together, no writing of any account occurred strated that this power is given only to those of a
goblet pressed against the under surface of the table. -a few illegible scratches at one time, and a name certain conformation of brain, hence by persistent
Mr. Truesdell then put both feet on an ottoman in very badly written at another, but when the glass of cultivation of the reasoning faculty the proportion of
plain view of all, be sitting with his right side next water rested on an open single slate the writing was off,pring with brains of the proper shape and texture
the table, and, at least, one foot away from it. After clear and distinct, showing conclusivly that she did will increase through the influence of hereditary tenall was arranged members of the circle were allowed it; while Mr. Truesdell wrote in the same position a dencies. Let everyone who professes to be even
to look under the table and see the position of the go<?d, fair communication.
partially free aid to the extent of his or her ability in
slates arid Mr. Trueaddl. As soon as all were satisThe way Mr. Truesdell discovered her trick I am the cultivation of reason and we may rest assured
fied Mr. Truesdell said, as nearly as I can remember: not permitted to divulge. He visited her for that that the "fittest will survive."
What has become of Mary Baird Finch, the "sweet
"This test is an exact duplicate of the one given by purpose and succeeded-itself a trick second to none
Mrs. Simpson, the celebrated medium of Chicago, to that any medium now performs to deceive a gullible singer" of N ebrask!i.? Her poetic talent, compared
with that of the majority of rhymesters, is like a meRev. Minot J. Savage, who was so impressed with it public.
at the time that he declared it was apparently imposIf Mr. Truesdell can thus deceive even the very teor to a rush-light. I hope THE TRUTH SEEKER will
N. G. W.
s~ble for the m~~ium. to do the writing in that p~si- elect, and is but occal:lionally practicing these tricks, get more songs from her bri\liR.nt pen.
hon. The Spmtuahsts made a good deal of capital cannot those whose only business is mediumsbip perA Barning Qllestiorr.
out of tbis, and half counted on .Mr. Savage as a con- form them likewise? Mr. Truesdell allowed me, on
The
Independent
has publisued testimony from Presvert to their cause, but' there is many a ~lip between the second evening, to sit in such a posit.ion that I
the. cup and the lip' [here Mr. 'I'ruesdell's listeners could plainly see him open and carelesEly read the byterian, Mettwdist, Datch R<3formed, and Q.1aker
began to stare]. Mr. :::>avage has since ch>mged his ballots, unobserved, however, by other members of sources, that Sir MosEs Montefiore has not, a~cord
mind, for last January, at the Clifton House, in the circle who were not as fortunate as myself; and I ing to orthodox belief, gone to "endless sorrow."
One point in all this testimony cannot be missedChicago, in the presence of a western editor who know that he wrote some of his messages before the
bad published a challenge to giv one thous!lnd dol- circle convened, that be changed the slates, and be that i~, that the opinion of tile witnesses is o11ly their
lara to anyone who would perform the same t€st in showed me his tools by and with which he did the beliefs. None of them can know, and it would be a
U1e presence of the same witnesses, I exhibited to writing. Therefore I am sure he is justified in de- senseless chatter were it not that Christianity had
Mr. Savage this phenomena, and, after making them claring. "I know I do it myself," even though his inculcated the hideous dogma that there is a~ hell for
both promis not to expose the trick, I thoroughly ex- Spiritualistic friends to this day declare "spirits do all unbelievers, and so drilled the people in that
plained it to them. [More staring and exclamations it!'' Now, if he so deceives them, or they are so dogina that to most Christians their hell is a reality.
from the circle.] Now to prove to you all that if self-deceived, notwithstanding all his protestations to The effort to keep the soul of Sir Moses out of that
writing appears upop. the slates I now hold, it was the contrary~ may not others be deceived in the same hell is but an indication that the people are breaking
not done before the slates were passed under the way by medlUms who are using every endeavor to away from that belief.
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The Museum ouestion.
~

David McAdam, Chief Justice City Court of N.Y.
Recorder Frederick Smyth (Court of General Sessions).
Maurice J. Power, Judge 1st Police Court, and 11 officers
of the court.
Michael Norton, Judge 1st Judicial District Court, and 10
officers of the court.
David E. Austen, Deputy Auditor, sends 35 names besides
his own.
J. Henry Ford, Judge Court of Special Sessions.
J, T. Kilbreth, "
"
"
"
Charles P. Daly, Chief Justice Court of Common Pleas.
Nathaniel Jarvis, Chief Clerk "
"
"
B. W. Ellison, Secretary Department Docks,
John M. Coman, Chief Clerk District Attorney's Office.
F. G. Gedney, Judge 8th District Court.
Charles M. Clancy, Justice 2d. District Civil Court, signs
"with pleasure."
Benj. S. Church, Chief Engineer Aqueduct Commissioners.
In returning the petition sent to him, Judge Norton says:
"I herewith return yonr paper with a few names, together
with my own, as frilly approving the good work that your
Union is doing in behalf of the great body of workers of our
city that hav been deprived of so many of their rights."
Judge Gedney writes:
"I am a strong believer in the law of snbstitntion-one
thing for another; and while men are edncating themselvs by
stndying works of art and good books, they cert&in1y are not
occnpied in matters which destroy them; but in museums and
libraries they learn that which elevates them and makes them
better citizens. We must not blame men who lead wicked
lives if they know of no other.,
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We print elsewhere what a couple of Christian
journals hav to say to our request to the museum
trustees to open the institutions under their control
on Sundays. The remarks of the Mail and Express
were to be expected; the vulgar slander of the Observer
is also characteristic of that paper. The ObJ'ect of
both journals is to influence the public men and private citizens of the city not to sign the petition. In
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Secretary Of the Unl
inent in municipal affairs. In religious belief they
Our Level-Headed Tax Commissioner.
vary from Catholic to InfideL Among them are:
Michael Coleman, president of the Department of
S. B. French (President), Police Commissioner,
Taxes and Assessments of this city, was· before the
J. J. Porter,
"
"
Senate investigating committee a few days since.
John R. Voorhis,
"
"
E. Duyfous.
He gave the committee considerable information inWilliam H. Kipp, Chief Clerk Police Commissioners.
teresting to the tax-payer. There is, he said, about
John Henry McCarthy, Judge Fifth District Court, and 38 $267,000,000 worth of property in this city exempt
others.
0arl Jussen, Secretary Fire Department, and eight others. by aot of the legislature. Considerable over $40,000,G. F. Britton, Sec. Department Charities and Corrections. 000 of this belongs to churches. Commissioner
Rollin M. Squire, Commissioner Public Works, and 5 others. Coleman mentioned as the most conspicuous propD. Lowber Smith, Deputy Commissioner Public Works, and erty down town exempted from taxation, the ceme17 others.
teries attached to Trinity and St. Paul's churches.
john H. Chambers, Register (Water) Dept. P. W.
The ,property of the Trinity corporation, the comJoseph Blumenthal, Supt. Bureau of Incumbrances
Martin J. Reese, Keeper of Buildings in City Hall Park, and miBBioner said, was worth millions of dollars, and
11 others.
was increasing in value all the time. By actual calAdolph L. Sanger, President of the Board of Aldermen.
culation the property was worth about $100 per
Jacob Seabold, Deputy Commissioner Department Street square
foot. The commissioner mentioned as other
Cleaning.
·
property which pays no taxes, and which should be
M. J. Morrison, Chief Clerk Depart. Street Cleaning, and 8
others.
taxed, the Jewish cemeteries in the Fourth and SixMichael Coleman, President Dept. Taxes and Assessments, teenth Wards, and the Catholic cemetery between
Alston Culver, Water Purveyor Dept. Public Works.
East Eleventh and East Twelfth streets, in none of
Charles H. Woodman, Secretary and Executiv Officer Civil
which, as in Trinity and St... Paul's cemeteries, burials
Service Supervisory and Examining Board.
are now made.
Ferdinand Levy, Coroner.
Another flagrant exemption he mentioned is
Henry P. McGown, Justice Ninth Judicial District Court
~5~~
' Bloomingdale Insane Asylum, occupying all the
R. P. H. Abell, Book-Keeper City Record, and 13 others.
property between 112th and !20th streets and the
Patrick Keenan, County Clerk, and 14 others.
Boulevard
and Tenth avenue. The asylum pays no
Thomas W. Byrnes, Police Inspector, and 10 others.
Alfred Steckler, Judge Fourth Judicial District Court, and 14 taxes, and is a bar to improvements in that part of
others.
the city. It is not a charitable institution in any
'Thomas Boese, Chief Clerk Superior Court, and 36 others. sense, and it has no just claim to the exemption from
Randolph B. Martine, District Attorney.
taxa.tion. The property occupies an area of about
William N. Penny, Assistant District Attorney.
seventy-five
acres, and the income of the asylum is
Delancey Nicol,
"
"
"
f
h d f •t
·
Gunning S. Bedford, "
"
"
ar a ea O 1 B expenses. Every pattent in the
Ambrose H. Purdy,· "
"
"
asylum has to pay from fifteen to fifty dollars per
Julius Catlin, Jr.,
"
"
"
week.
Edward L. Parris,
"
••
"
The Catholics hav an institution of so-called learnJohn Sparks, Clerk General Sessions
· · thi 8 01•t
h' h
b
d
1
Andrew J. White, (ex-nominee for Sheriff of County De- mg lD
y, w 10 can e patronize on Y by the
mocracy.)
·
children of the wealthy, named the Convent of the
G. W. Cregier, Secretary 6th District Police Court.
[Sacred Heart. As it stands it is an obstruction to

°

°

pu.blic improvement, preventing the cutting of all
the streets through for several blocks. It is, of
course, exempt from taxes. At the last session of
the legislature, Mh. Coleman said, the legialature exempted several other parcels of private property.
The owner put a few children and old women in
some houses, and succeeded in having a bill passed
exempting the property from taxation.
"All anybody has to do," added the commiBBioner,
"is to go up town, put up a building, or buy a field,
and call it after some saint if he wants to get the
property exempted from taxation."
Other places mentioned by Mr. Coleman as unjustly exempted, and which he considered should be
shown no such favor, are the Young Men's Christian
Association building, the Masonic Temple, and the
Academy of Medicine.
Mr. Coleman seems to be a level-headed man.
No property should be exempt from taxation but
that owne.d by the state or towns and muncipalities.

The Andre and the Paine Monuments.
A few years ago Cyrus W. Field built at Tappan,
this state, a monument to the spy, Andre, who was
hanged during the Revolution. To complete the insult to Americans and make his toadyism to British
"aristocracy" more noticeable, he induced an English
churchman, Dean Stanley, to write the inscription on
th t
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of the ndre monumen, on he 19th ult. found itself
exhausted until this bright idea hit it:
"For tlfree-quarters of a century there has stood on the
highway 1ea a·mg m
. to New Roc he1le a conspicuous monument
inscribed to 'Thomas Paine, A.uthor of "Common Sense." •
•
It is an offense to every decent man that passes it. It is an
attempt to honor a thoroughly dishonorable man, who was repeatedly dismissed from positions of confidence for breaches
of trust, who uttere d a most scandalous and virulent assault
on George Washington, and who was one of the most blas·
· in trouble and died in disphemous Infidels that ever lLved
honor.
"And yet this monument, as it stands there, untouched by
hostil hands, is a tribute to the law-abiding spirit of the community that will not resort to vandalism to get rid of it, but
rather endures the offensiv sight than adopt any cowardly
dynamite methods to destroy it. It is rather strange, however,
that such a monument in honor of Atheism and Anarchy and
dishonesty should be allowed to stand untouched, while one
whose purpose is 'not to perpetuate the record of strife, but
in token of those better feelings which hav since united two
nations, one in race, one in language, and one in religion,'
should be repeatedly assaulted in the most cowardly manner."
we trust the foregoing has permanently eased the
mind of Cyrus. But to show in what differing estimates Thomas Paine is held, we will quote the comment of the World upon this screech of unreflecting
rage. The World says:
·"Where one man in the United States can be found to contemn Thomas Paine ten thousand can be found who believe
that John Andre was a spy, and that when he was found dis~
gnised inside the American lines seeking an interv'iew with a
traitor engaged in betraying the sacred cause of Liberty he
deserved ~he dea~h that George Washington permitted him to
die."
We prefer that others should speak for our hero,
for we may be thought predjudiced. We quote
again, this time from a journal of Roman Catholic
proclivities, the St. Louis Repuhlican. The date is November 20, 1885, and the editorial is a comparison of
John Bright of England, and Thomas Paine, once a
resident of the same country :
·
"LoNDON, November 19.-Mr. Bright, speaking at Birmingham last night, said he thought that the days of great and
powerful estates were passing away. He favored a wide distribution of land, abolition of the game laws, and more equal
taxation.
"Verily the world moveth, and such items as this not only
indicate the direction of the movement, but enable us to form
some idea of its rate. Nobody in or out of England is now
surprised, much less startled, by the views of Mr. Bright. He
has long held them, and never hesitated to proclaim them
publicly whenever proper opportunity offered. In short, they
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are a part of that broad and comprehensiv political creed peculiarly his own, which has given him a personal popularity and
power second to no other man in England save Gladstone.
Conservativ org!lp!!l and orators may criticise the Birmingham
speech rat.her sharply, and some tender-footed Liberals may
mildly object to its characteristic features; but the speaker will
be treated with sufficient respect, and there is not a lunatic in
the three kingdoms crazy enough to suggest that he ought to
be punisheq. by the law for expressing such opinions.
"Yet what John Bright can do with perfect impunity in 1885
Thomas Paine was prosecuted for doing in 1791-92. In thes~
years appeared Paine's famous 'Rights of Man,' bei~g a reply
to Edmund Burke's once famous 'Reflections on the French
Revolution.' To Burke that revolution was the sum of all political iniquities and horrors, and he discussed it accordingly.
To Paine, who had breathed the atmosphere of the American
Revolution, its French successor was the death-knell of consecrated tyranny in Europe, the dawn of liberty for oppressed
millions-and he discussed it accordingly. On· the one side
was the splendid eloquence of perhaps the greatest master of
English rhetoric the world has seen enlisted in the cause ot'
the divine rights of royalty and aristocracy.. On the other
side was plain, incisiv common sense, strong and fearless
logic, defending the divine rights of democracy and equality.
The~, of course, Burke was, by the vast majority of readers,
considered the victor. Now a much larger majority assign the
victory to Paine; and the 'Reflections ' would hardly be read
at all, but for the reply which demolished it. In these ninetythree years popular sentiment has been marching further and
further away from the political principles of Burke and nearer
a~d nearer to the political principles of Paine.
"Though the 'Rights of Man ' was primarily devoted to
a' vindication of the French Revolution, the author did not
confine himself to France, but pointed out those English institutions which he thought demanded either radical reform or
complete destruction. He, like Bright, predicted 'that the
days of great and powerful estates were passing away;' he, like
Bright, 'favored a .wide distribution of land, abolition of the
game laws, and more equal taxation;' and we very much doubt
whether the arguments used at Birmingham last Wednesday
were as powerful and convincing as those employed by Paine
nearly a century before. How effectiv these latter were may
be inferred from the fact that a few weeks after the appearance of the second part of the 'Rights of Man' the government issued a proclamation against ' wicked and malicious
publications.' Paine's book was not mentioned by name, but
the proclamation was specially intended to reach it, for on the
very same day the attorney-general commenced a prosecution
of the author, who would certainly hav been fined and imprisonei had he not fled the country while the trial was pending
to take his seat in the French National Convention as member
for the department of Calais. Nor did he ever dare to again
put his foot· on English soil.
"It may, then, be remembered to the credit of Thomas
Paine, when so much is alleged to his discredit, that ninetythree years ago he anticipated and advocated the very same
changes in England which are now being urged on English
platforms and in English journals, and that nineteen years before John Bright was born he narrowly escaped severe punishment in purse and per~;~on for writing and printing what
Bright may now preach to applauding audiences from one end
of the island to the other. If England has gone so far in the
direction of the 'rights of man' in the last century, where is
she liable to go in the next? And who was the wiser prophet
in 1792, Edmund Burke or Thomas Paine?"

Slowly the right comes uppermost. Let us call as
our next witness the New York Sun, edited by kir.
Charles A. Dana. The Sun says:
"Mr. Cyrus W. Field's newspaper, the Mail and Express,
declares that the monument to Thomas Paine at New Rochelle
is 'an offense to every decent man that passes it,' and expresses surprise ' that such a monument, in honor of Atheism
and Anarchy and dishonesty, should be allowed to stand untouched,' while Mr. Field's monument to Andre has been 'repeatedly assaulted in the most cowardly manner.'
"And yet Mr. Cyrus W. Field is an Am eric ail and his newspaper is published in the chief city of the repuplic whose establishment was largely due to the passionate love of liberty
with which Thomas Paine animated his countrymen !
"When the Revolution was over, it will be remembered,
Congress voted to this ardent patriot a sum of money for his
inestimable services during the period of trial; and the state
of New York gave him a house and a farm of three hundred
acres at New Rochelle, where the monument to which Mr.
Field objects was placed.
"The meil who conquered our independence honored
Thomas Paine as an apostle of liberty and democracy who had
kept his courage strong when others quailed. They knew that
he, more perhaps than any other, had fired the heart of the
people with a desire for freedom, and that he had been from
the first the great disseminator of democratic ideas, the ideas
which hav borne their fruit in the great republic of to-day.
Other enemies of England could not throw off aristocratic
prejudices and misgivings, but Paine, like Jefferson, never
doubted the people or their capacity for self-government.
"Thomas Paine was a light on a hill during the R.evolution,
and shed warmth and illumination all around. He was a man
of enthusiasm, and gave his whole heart to the patriotic
cause. If he was a skeptic in religion, he.did not go so far as
very many of the doubters of this period, both inside and outside of the church, for he believed in God and a future life,
while they hav no faith whatever, and believe only in what
they see or what can be demonstrated to the reason.
"Yet Mr. Cyrus W. Field's paper cannot understand why
American citizens honor the memory of Thomas Paine, the
patriot and democrat, and are outraged by the erection of a
monument to the British spy hanged by Washington!"

ation. To show that the writer is only some hired intellectual ruffian totally unacquainted with the history
of the ma.n he was abusing, it is only necessary to point
out the errors in the two paragtaphs. The first error is in the first sentence :
1. The monument to Paine has not stood for threequarters of a century. It was erected in 1839. 2. It is
not an offense to any decent man-only to such fellows
as Field and his writers. 3. Instead of being an attempt to honor a dishonorable man, it is a successful
endeavor to keep green in the hearts of at least a few
people, the memory of a man who did as much as any
other one man-and more than any one other, except
Washington-to free this country from British rule.
4. Paine was never dismissed from a position of confidence for a breach of trust. 5. It is true Paine attacked
Washington, but Washington deserved it. 6. Paine
was not a blasphemer, and (7) did not liv in trouble,
nor (8) die in dishonor. 9. This monument has been
touched by hostil hands, and has had to be restored,
to the eternal shame of the Christians. 10. Paine
was not an Atheist, but a Deist, and he was not an
Anarchist.
We d"o not sympathize with the destroyers of the
Andre monument. The land on which it stood belonged to Mr. Field. He paid for the monument,
and paid for the inscription. All that was his right,
and no one had a legal or moral right to destroy the
monument. Let Mr. Field do as he pleases with his
own; he should be punished only by the contempt
of the public for his toadyism. But when considering the brutal attack of Mr. Field's journal upon the
reputation of Thomas Paine, we lament the insufficiency of the English language to properly describe
its infamous character. We can, however, rejoice in
the fact that among really honorable people Thomas
Paine is beginning to receive that justice and honor
to which his services to the United States of America
entitle him. His friends can well afford to treat with
contempt such impotent slander as this friend of a
detected spy is given to indulging in.

Editorial Notes.
SA.Ys E. H. Heywood: "'Social Wealth,' by J. K. Ingalls, is
the most exact and comprehensiv exposition of politico-industrial economy ever published. Labor, price, value, trade,
money are clearly defined in the light of fundamental equity;
interest, rent, and all other forms of speculativ profit are conclusivly shown to hav no basis whatever in essential right; all
the great problems involved in labor reform are solved by the
fre~ play of natural forces incarnate in human being. It is a
book which should be studied in every school and home, especially by all interested to travel toward abolition of poverty,
through knowledge of the whole truth about labor.''
IN THE TRUTH SEEKER of October 31st, our correspondent
"Laokoon" had an article on "The Trojan Horse," etc., in
which he used a Latin phrase. In THE TRUTH SEEKER of
November 21st, another correspondent, "N. G. W.," criticised
"Laokoon's" Latin. "Laokoon " writes that the Latin in his
"copy" was all right, but that our compositor blundered and
the proot reader failed to detect the error. This may be so,
for printers and proof readers are human. "Laokoon's "
manuscript has not been preserved, and comparison is now
out of the question. "N. G. W.. , will, therefore, please transfer his criticism to the printer, whose shoulders are broad, and
to the proof-reader, who is indurated.
IN the Milwaukee Sunday Teleg1•aph of the 15th ult, Dr.
Juliet H. Severance trains what the editor terms a "six-gun
battery" against the opponents of woman suffrage. She concludes with these ringing sentences: "The women who are,
and hav been all tb ese years, laboring for woman's political
recognition in the government she helps to maintain, are
thoughtful, earnest, loyal women who understand the principles of republicanism, and long to see them fully carried out
as the only way to perpetuate our liberties. Women who hav
sons and daughters whose interests they wish to subserve;
who love humanity and wish to make its existence more tolerable, and its possibilities for happiness greater; who are willing, with this hope for the future, to make present sacrifices,
and travel the thorny road of a reformer's life with bleeding
feet, bearing all the shafts of ridicule and scorn that ignorance
and malice can invent, with calm, unruffied spirit trusting
through the long and weary years they may be called to 'labor
and wait,' to the inevitable triumph of truth." Dr. Severance
should labor with Mr. Ma1lonee.

THE two papers in the December number of the North American Review which all Freethinkers will desire to read are

"Motley and Monarch," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, and" Rome
and the Inquisitions," by Alfred R. Glover. Of the last they
will say it is a strange paper for a scholar to write. Colonel
Ingersoll's paper is what the publishers call a "prose poem"
on Abraham Lincoln. Like all of Mr. Ingersoll's writings, it
is unapproachable in its way, and if Mr. Rice will not prosecute us for inftinging the copyright law, we shall reproduce
it. The other articles are "Halleck's Injustice to Grant," by
F. D. Grant; '' 'l'he Progress of Texas," by Gov. Ireland;" An
Acquaintance with Grant," by J. B. Fry; "A Chapter on
Thus the language of the Mail and Express, as Mon~tary Policy," by S. D. Horton; "The Capture of John
applied to Paine, becomes simply silly vituper- Brown," by Israel Green; "Johnson's Plots and Motivs,"

by G. S. Boutwell; "The Mistakes of Grant," by W.
S. Rosecrans; "A .:Sisfranchised People." by Editor Rice, and
Note and Comments by G. P. Lathrop, F. S. Woodbury, J. N.
Clark, H. Rawie, and J. W: Bell. The latter criticises Dr.
Parkhurst for his l!lisleading statement as to the growth of
Christianity. The North American R6view is published at 30
Lafayette Place, this city. Price, 50 cents for single numbers.
AccoRDING to a correspondent of a Western journal the
churches of this city choose their pastors as much for their
personal beaaty as for their piety. It is a positiv fact, he says,
that when an assistant to a certain Fifth avenue rector was
lately needed, and an application from a London young clergyman was received by the ve~try, accompanied by such indoreements as to ability and sincerity as convinced them that
he was the right man so far as those things were concerned,
they sent back for photographs of him in order to see whether
he was handsome. enough to favorably impress an eXt\Cting
congregation. In response to this call the applicant sent several, and also was shrewd enough to describe his complexion
as clear and his bight as six feet.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. PECK writes that he will lecture for the Pittsburgh,
Pa., League on the Sundays of December, and will answer
calls to lecture week-days in the vicinity.
W. F. JA.~IIESON is lecturing in Morrill and Paola, Krmsas·
He has calls to debate and lecture in Missouri up to Jan. 1st,
and prefers to lecture in Kansas for five or six weeks after
January 1st. Address him at Paola, Kan.
C. W. STEWA.RT writes of Mr. Remsburg's visit to Ottumwa,
Iowa: "Mr. John E. Remsburg has just finished a course of
lectures in this city, which, in point of attendance and enthusiastic interest, hav never been excelled. Mr. Remsburg was
not well when he arrived here, having hurt himself while
kindly assisting a little boy on the train, but, with his characteristic energy, he went on with his lectures as if nothing
nothing was wrong, and did his work splendidly. His subjects were, 'Sabbath-Breaking,' 'Bible Morals,' and ''rhonmR
Paine.' At the close of the last lecture a motion was m:de to
tender the speaker a vote of thanks, which was unanimously
carried. Many were the congratulations and encouraging
words that poured in upon him, and he curries from here the
good wishes of the intelligent people of Ottumwa. For clear,
concise argument, and cultivated oratory, Mr. Remsburg has
no superior on the Liberal rostrum." In addition to the work
announced in his regular program, J. E. Remsburg lectured
at Millsville, Wis., November 2d. He also orgrmize,l a Secular
Society there of which Judge Dewhurst is president, and W.
S. Colville secretary. Mr. Hemsburg's recent lecture on
"Sabbath-Breaking" in Prescott, Iowa, was the innocent
cause of considerable fervent street-preaching by a woman.
CHA.RLES WA.TTS delivered two lectures at the Opera House,
Kalamazoo, Mich., Nov. 24th and 25th, to full houses; subjects: "Secularism, Constructiv and Destrnctiv," and '' U nbelief." This city, like all thriving Western cities, contains many
people of culture ond advanced thought, and Mr. Watts's re·
ception by them was very gratifying to him. The n~trrow
minded Christian element opposed him more by silent than by
open demonstration, and yet among his audience were ministers and professors. Great dissatisfaction was justly felt by
the gentlemen who contributed toward the lecture, from tho
fact that one of the city papers failed to review Mr. Watts's
lectures, and to even mention the presence of that gentleman
in their midst. The paper also failed to insert certain advertisments left, to be paid for, after having agreed to insert them.
These gentlemen believe this was the result of contemptible
design, and as they are prominent business and professiowtl
men it was poor policy on the part of the press to insult them
and ignore their guest. The proprietor of the G<tzette, however, Andrew J. Shakspere, is a man of liberal and cultured
mind. He is the city postmaster under the new administration. After the lecture he sought out Mr. Watts and congratulated him in person. Mr. Watts was entertained while in
the city by Artist A Van Sickle, und his lectures were arranged for by Author Lucius C. West, known in literature as
"Uncle Lute." Mr. Watts has just concluded a most successful lecturing tour through the States, where he has been lect.
uring to crowded and enthusiastic audiences. He has now
gone to fulfil a six-weeks' engagement in Canada, after which
he returns to the States. All his Sundays for Cunada are engaged, and those societies throughout the Dominion requiring
him to lecture on week-nights should immediately write Jirect
to Mr. Watts, whose address is 82 Berkeley street, 'l'oronto,
Ont., Canada.

Rt>solntions on the Death of Elizur Wright.
To THE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: At a
meeting of the National Defense Association, held
Wednesday evening, Nov. 25th, the following resolutions were adopted concerning the death of our late
president, the Ron. Elizur Wright:

Resolved That in the death of the Hon. Elizur Wright, the
president ~f our associ!l-tion, the cause ~f liberty has s~ffered
an irreparable loss, bemg thereby deprived of the services of
one of the stanchest advocates of freedom, who for more than
half a century had devoted himself with. nn;fi"g!ling courage to
the cause of the oppressed and to the vmdicauon of perHonal
rights.
.
Resolved That the example of this heroic officer ~t the Defense Ass~ciation shall stimulate its members to still greater
exertions in behalf of ·personal liberty, for which. to th~ hour
of his death our beloved leader was ready to sacnfice himself
to the utmost.
Resolved That we extend to his familv our heartiest sympathy and believe that in the hour of !1-fr!iction they wi!l find
noble'consolation in the memory of his years of devotion to
the higbest welfare of humanity.
Resolved That a copy of these resolutions be sent by the
secretary ~f this association to the family of our deceased
preident.
E. B. FooTE, Jn.,
New York, Nov. 27, 1885.
Secretary.
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MR. PALMER.
BosToN, MAss, Nov. 17, A.s. 285.
MB. EDITOR: I am sorry to find that so many Liberals are
unwilling to work heartily in the cause of freeing honest
meetings from undesired matters and things.
It seems to me that no person, even, has a better right to
such freedom_ th~n has a meeting, and for the l_>iain rell.I!On
that progress m either one or the other requires if.
No end of hampering things might be brought forward, and
all meetings broken up, if the principle is sound and just.
The freedom of meetings requires, in my opinion, that they
should be as free from annoyance of any sort as our homes are
meant to be. And the officer!! or the major portion of the
members of any meeting ought to be exactly, as in the case of
a husband and family, the sole judges of what is either judicious or right to allow in or about the premises, with power to
prosecute or otherwise punish trallflgressors. Meetings for
FreAthought and all other honest purposes must be really free,
and that means in the sense that an honest individual or honest home is freE>, and can resent, stop, and punish all undesired help, hindrance, or other annoyance-and this, too, just
as much in the case of a friend offering irrelevant matters as
when an enemy tries to work mischief. Nothing but simple
opposition to mind-slavery or religion is evl'lr really proper in
or about a mind-freeing meeting, except by consent.
Cordially yours,
GEo. N. Hrr,L.
~Im>ORSING

SELBY, ONT., Nov. 18, 1885.

MR. EDITOR: I do not care to meddle with other people's
business, or interfere in thut which does not directly concern
me, but I cannot refrain from giving expression to my entire
sympathy with the position Mr. Courtlandt Palmer has taken
on the Albany question. Upon reading hiH letter on the sub.
ject I felt like grasping him warmly by the hand as a man and
a brother. Nor is my opinion changed after reading the answers and criticisms of his position in the last number of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Most of the wi·iters against manage to avoid
the rtal point in issue, and the gentleman most directly con.
oerned-Mr. Mitchell-manages to avoid the main ctnestion
altogether. My intention, however, is not to reply to them (Mr.
Palmer is well able to attend to that), but to express my concurrence in the eminently reasonable and proper positions
taken in the premises by Mr. Palmer.
Respectfully
ALI,EN PaiNGLE.
BROOKLYN, Nov. !:!3, 1885.
Ma. EDITOR: I inclose you two clippings containing criticisms of Colonel Ingersoll's lecture, which, I think, may possibly hav escaped your notice, as neithAr is referred to in your
last issue. One is from the Haald, the other from the Wo1·/d
-the former being an editorial, while the latter is a critical
report from the pen of '' Nym Crinkle," a well· known dramatic
critic and formerly publisher of a dramatic paper, of whom
you probably hav some knowledge. He wrote a somewhat
similar criticism of another of the colonel's lectures some four
or five years ago, whbh was published in Byrne's Dramatic
Times. It is easy to account for the animus of the Herald's
remarks, that paper being edited by an ex-reverend; but it is
somewhat difficult to understand why a man connected in any
way with the stage should undeztake to uphold the church, in
view of the fact that the latter institution has always been bitterly opposed to the former. Judging from the tone of his
remarks, this ''Crinkle" must be actuated by personal spite,
or else by a craving for notoriety. While I am not prepared
to assert that none of his objections hav any force, I regard
the bulk of his criticism as extremely silly. For instance. he
ridicules the idea of Galileo and Copernicus being anything
but Christians, because they were educated tmder Christian
influences. Just as if a man could be called a Christian who
promulgates a theory which flatly contradicts the Bible and
upsets the whole system of theology! As such arguments as
these appearing in the daily press are liable to mislead people
who are incapable of reasoning logicully, they should not be
all~wed to pass unnoticed.
For this reason I send you the
clippings.
Fraternally yours,
THmrAs JoHNsTON.
[We saw the criticisms referred to by our good friend Johnston, but did not consider them worth noticing. We hav so
much to do in aggressiv movement that it is not always possible, even if desirable, to take up all the senseless criticisms of
Liberals and Liberalism.-En. T. S.]

many Materialists to Spiritualism." We do not contradict
CLEVELAND, 0., Oct. 12, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I hav for some time wanted to be enlightened anyone, and will not now; but in all sober sense and reason
on a subject that has long troubled my mind, in connection I will ask him to explain how he knows mi~ to be indepen·
with evolution. I hav read all I could get hold of without dent of matter. Please explain also how the blood can be
being able to decide. Some things to me look like evolu- made to course through the body without a pump, or purified
tion, and some look like a new creation. Now, I will state without lungs; how a man can walk without legs, or talk
briefly what has come under my own observation during my without a tongue. When he has time and feels inclined to
life. I hav seen three living creatures called horse-hair answer in any way satisfactory he may be the means of consnakes, and they all appeared to possess intelligence enough verting another Materialist.
Yours,
C. 0.
to fl.,e from danger as far and as fast as they could. They
were all very activ and lively in their efforts to get away from
TO MRS. a. FANNIE ALLYN.
us, who were looking at them, which satisfied me that they
DEAR MADAM: In a recent ~umbe of TI!lll T
S
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I stripped the flesh off, the hair never moved again. I had a ove.
With great respect,
W. laVING TILLOTSON.
stripped the hair so clean that all agreed that it was a real
FINGAL, ONT., Nov. 3, 1885.
horse-hair. The hair was about eighteen inches long, and a
Ma. EniTOB: Will you grant me space in your valuable pa·
very strong one too.
per for a question? It is this: Why is a man who holds a
Now I will relate something more wor.derful. About nine
plow and looks back unfit for heaven ? This evening I atyears ago I visited the Mammoth Cave, and spent the first
tended a hallelujah meeting held in the Methodist church of
half day exploring the short route. After supper I retired
Fingal, and about the middle of the holy man's address, hE>,
early, and about eleven o'clock that night a coach-load of visthe pastor of the said church, said, "He that holdeth the
itors arrived. The roads were very dry and dusty, and all
plow and looketh back is not fit for the kingdom of heaven.''
went to the wash-room and washed and combed before retir·
What harm would it do the Lord for a plowman to look back?
ing. The one in charge of the room retired leaving everything
Why should looking back m!lke the plowman unfit for heaven ?
as the guests had left it, intending to clean the room in the
Perhaps some learned divine can tell, but for myself I fail to
morning before the guests would want to use it. As I had resee any reason or sense in it.
A SKEPTIO.
tired early I got up early, and when I arrived at the washroom the person in charge was there to empty the wash bowls
MAITLAND, Mo., Nov. 22, 285.
and put things in order. All of a sudden he called me to come
MR. EDITOR: On the evenings of the 19lh and 20lh Helen
to him, and when I came he told me to look into a certain
wash bowl and "see a wonder." Following bis directions I H. Gardener delivered in this place her well known lectures,
saw from fifty to one hundred human hairs, from four to six "Men, Women, and Gods," and "Historical Facts and Theoinches long, all alive and struggling violently but unsuccess- logical Fictions," to large and appreciativ audiences. She gave
fully to get out of the bowl. They would dart from side to her view from a woman's standpoint, and when it was
side, apparently trying to escape. I noticed that each hair through there was not an iota left for a Christian to hold to.
had what apt~eared to be a head end. It was an enlargement The theologian is not yet born, and in my judgment never will
similar to the root end of a hair, and in its movements that be, who will answer the first one; it is simply unanswerable.
end was always ahead. They appeared to fear our approach. Miss Gardener brings at once to the Liberal rostmm a world
These hair were in the water not over six hours, and in that of knowledge, keen sarcasm, brilliant wit, together with grand
time became clothed with flesh, nerves and joints, and life. powers peculiar to the pure and noble of her sex, and energy
born of deep conviction. To hear her is to be convinced.
He nor I had seen the like before.
Now, what I want of you is that you or some of your able Slight in stature, gentle in mien and manner, but a giant for
scientific contributors should explain what relation such good in the field of reform, we hope she will be kept busy
delivering these lectures. The world needs them.
creatures hav to evolution or a new creation, if any.
H. B. MAXWELL, M.D.
HIRAM VAN PELT.

BALLSTON SPA, N. Y., Nov. 8, 285.
Ma. EDITOR: I will send subscription for THE TaUTH SEEKER
for 286 be'ore my time expires, as THE TRUTH SEEKER is indispensable gospel in my house. I would like to ask why so
many of your correspondents use the Christian date 1885.
Why not date from Bruno, and so shake off the last vestige of
superstitious myths? I find no fault with T:aE TnUTH SEEKER
and only wish I had known of it years ago; but as for me and
my' house, we want nothing to do with Christianity or any
such fables. May THE TRUTH SEEKER and its publishers liv
long, and be powerful in pulling down the crumbling walls of
. superstition and bigotry, is the wish of your life.long friend,
WILLIA:\r THORPE.
1\IY LAST SBOT.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
MR. EDITOR: A little plain talk is in order. I clearly perceive that Materialism is treated rather rough in your estab.
lishment. Letters of a most scurrilous kind hav been willingly
published in your paper ~ainst me as a Materialist, and no
notice taken of my replies to these canting scribblers. This,
I protest, is unfair. I am justified in my self-defense against
every class, sect, or clique of religious fanatics; and I denounce that deoeptiv clique called Spiritualists as the most
bitter and malignant enemies of a sincere Materialist. I want
no.more of it, unless I can hav an equal privilege.to reply to
IW:Y of those abusiv bigots.
T.Ko~ WINT.Iil~, Materialist.

CHraAao, ILL. 1 Nov. 17, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: We-Mr. Bell and myself-were pleasantly
surprised a few days ago at seeing the genial face of that earnest self-sacrificing worker in the caus(j of humanity, Mr. 0.
P. Somerby, the business manager of the. Truth Seeker Co.,
beam in upon us. Mr. Somerby is on a business tour in
the interest of the Truth Seeker Co., with the view of introducing some of their more recent scientific and humanitarian
publications into the general book trade. But in this, as in
every other step the Liberals make for the improvement and
betterment of the intellectual and physical condition of mankind, Mr. Somerby finds numerous obstacles thrown in his
way. Even in this city of Chicago, the great metropolis
of trade for the Northwest, jobbers were reluctant to take
hold of books bearing the imprint of the Truth Seeker Co.,
no matter how meritorious the books in' themselvs might be.
No one feels more keenly the power of the Christian church
than does the publisher of Liberal and purely scientific and
social books and papers. The Christian church, both Catholic and Protestant, through its paid hirelings, claims a censorship of the entire press of the country, and what she cannot
do by the force of law and legislation, she tries to do by
a well-organized system of boycotting. And to such an extent
is this censorship felt by the large wholesale dealers in books
WABASH, INn., Nov. 11, 285.
Ma. EDITOR: Last night Professor W. S. Bell delivered his and periodicals that it is with caution and hesitancy that they
famous lecture, "Liberty and Morality," to a fair audience in dare attempt to put Liberal publications upon the market.
Mr. Somerby left here last Saturday for Kansas City, and
the City Hall-the first Freethought lecture ever delivered in
this city. Many came through curiosity to see what a Free- from thence he returns to his arduous duties at THE TaUTH
thinker looked like, and went away exclaiming, "I could sit SEEKER establishment. Mr. Some.rby's stay with us was all too
all night and hea).' that man. Why l I never thought a Free- sho1 t. We enjoyed his society very much during the short
thinker could be so smart." Only those who hav sat and time he was with us.
Prof. W. S. Bell, who is making his headquarters here with
heard him on this subject can realize the power and depth of
intellect that is portrayed in the delivery of this grand theme. me for the present, is busy. trying to open correspondence
Defining the terms both of liberty and morality, he thus with the prominent Liberals of Illinois, with the view of doing
showed up the false and pernicious course of the church in some missionary work in the Liberal lecture field during the
destroying man's individuality. Liberty, clothed with its coming winter over this and the adjoining states; and I hope
proper definition under his oratory, shone forth enthroned as that anyone who is anxious to hav lectures 'in his town
the acme of ethical culture. With it was the grandest, high- or vicinity will write him at once, so that he can arrange his
est position made attainable to the human family; without routes of travel, Mr. Bell is an able lecturer, and an earnest,
it, the lowest depth of degradation was the finality. Truly devoted Liberal, and he should be kept constantly at work in
(in Wabash), never man spake like this man. The mythical the lecture field.
I hav been thinking lately whether it would not be advisable
Christ, in a~l his putativ life and teachings, never prod need
the salvation to the square inch as did Mr. Bell, last night, in to hold a state convention of the Liberals and Free.thinkers of
that one lecturt". Now that he is gone, the dogs of theology Illinois some time during the spring or summer of 1886, in orwill undoubtedly begin to bark; but if they do, one will be der to devise and put in motion some unity of action in regard
to trying to elect a state legislature that would repeal all laws
among them taking notes.
exempting church property from taxation in this state. If the
Yours for the destruction of myths,
calling of such a convention should meet the approval of the
ABTHUB C. EVERETT.
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER in Illinois, let them express
their wishes and views in the matter by corresponding with
WILMINGTON, DEL., Nov. 9, 1885.
Ma. EDITOR: In looking over the paper TRUTH ~EiilKER of me, and provided there is a response favoring such a meeting,
the past week my eye fell on the article of C. F. Slight, of ~ will in my official capacity, as secretary of the State League
California. He tells us he used to be a Materialist but is now and Sub. Committee man of the Secular Union for Illinois,
a Spiritualist, and has been the " instrument of converting call a convention at such time as may s8em most likelY to as·

MASSILLON, 0., Nov. 23, 1885.
Ma. EDITOR: Mr. Charles Watts delivered his lectures, as
announced, on the 18th and 19th, and with satisfaction to all.
We had three counties represented at the meeting. Mr. Burgess, an old-time Infidel, and a friend, came seventeen miles
to hear .Mr. Watts. Wayne county was represented by Mr.
Robuck and a number of friends. North Lawrence, eight
miles f•om Massillon, was represented by ten or twelve ladies
and gentlemen. But the best of all was a young lady of
seventeen years, attending school at Fulton, a distance of nine
miles, who attended the first lecture, took boarding for the
night, and returned to school next morning. I was sorry
next day when hearing of it, as I would hav taken charge of
her, and taken her home with me, and it sho-uld hav cost her
nothing, and my wife would hav made her comfortable. All
parties were plell.sed wiQI the lectures, and they were pronounced to be the best that had been delivered here for a
number of years. In conclusion I would s~y, as we all cannot
be Ingersolls, Underwoods, Remsburgs, or Wattses, and as the
League is in good working order, I hope that there will be no
petty jealousy to destroy the harmony that is amongst us.
RoBERT BELL.
Yours for Freethought,

7'/9
sure ite success. Let all friends address either Mr. W. S. Bell
or myself at 802 State street, Chicago, lll.
I hope to see a largely increased activity in the Liberal
movement under the new name of the "Secular Union," and
a generous '·contribution of funds to its treasury, so that there
may be sufficient means to help all of the Liberal lecturers
-the old war-horses, who hav given their services for years to
the cause, as well as the more recent acquisitions to our ranks.
I remain yonN, for U. M. L.,
F. F. FoLLET,
Chairman Sub. Com. Secular Union of Illinois.
ELMO, ARK., Nov. 23, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I am reoeiving my TRUTH SEEKER all 0. K.,
and expect to receive it, or some paper of its sentiments, as
long as I liv. And, sir, I beg to say this through the columns
of Tm: TRUTH SEEKER, that I will pay the subscription for
THE TRUTH SEEKER two years to any person who will reproduce the calculation determining the sun to be 93,000,000
miles from the earth: and, further, that I will pay the same
price to any person who will by geometrical calculation prove
that the sun is over 12,000 miles from the earth. This offer to
st9.nd good for three months from date. If agreeable to all
parties, reply through THE TRUTH SEEKER.. I claim that it can
be proven by geometrical calculation that the sun is not over
12,000 miles from the earth. My address is Elmo, Ark.
JOHN IIINDl\fA.N, Surveyor and Civil Engineer.
NE\VPOllT, ME, Nov. 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: For the life of me I cannot see why '- N. G.
W." should write that criticism on that very important communication of "Laokoon" in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 31st.
And right here I want to say that any person who can furnish
such a grand paper as that ought to be proud to giv their
name. What better comparison of the hypocritical work of
the Christian prohibitionists than the deception practiced with
the Trojan horse? No more important statement can be made
than the closing one of "Laokoon," viz.: "The Prohibition
movement, and all other temperance efforts, may clip off the
outer branches of the upas-tree of drunkenness, but they do
not giv one deadly blow at the roots."
No person livs or ever willliv that can prove that statement
false. Except the curse of the Christian religion, Maine
never had a greater curse than the~rohibitionists, first working with the "Maine law," and now with the Gad-in-the-Constitution Prohibitionists. And when such fanatics as Neal
Dow say that law has lessened the sale of liquor in Maine,
they say that which is false. The only real, good temperance
work ever done in Maine, or anywhere else, was the moral
suasion, Washingtonian movement, many_ years. ago. There
was no Christian fanaticism with the Washmgtomans, nor was
there any "come to Jesus," as there is now in all the socalled temperance meetings.
No Liberalist can go into a temperance meeting anywhere
now without being disgusted with their talk. Much of the
time is spent in disgusting prayers, and the senseless t_alk
about trusting in God and Jesus to keep you from gettmg
drunk. One man said in a temperance-come-to-Jesus meeting, "I never could keep out of a dram-shop if ~t was not for
the help of God. Going by a saloon one day With a firm reliance on God to save me, suddenly I saw a run-away horse,
when I turned into the street and was saved." Why" N. G.
W." wanted to waste time and valuable space in criticising one
of the most important papers ever printed in THE TRUTH
SEEKER is amazing to me. Whoever aids the Prohibitionists
helps the Gad-in-the-Constitution party.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
ToRONTO, CA.N., Nov. 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I notice that our celebrated orthodox preachers
are formulating questions for Christians to put to .Ath.eists.
What is the meaning of this? Is it that common sense IB becoming popular, and that their luxurio_us livi?g is i~ dange~,
that they are building a breastwork behmd whio~ to hide theu
dupes for a few more years? Canon Farrar has mstruoted the
Christians to put the following questions to Atheists: 1. What
did matter come from? 2. Where did mobion come from?
3. Where did life come from? 4. Whence came this exquisit
order and design in nature? If one told you that mil_lions of
printers' types should fortuitously shape themselvs mto the
" Divine Comedy" of Dante or the plays of Shakspere, would
you not think him a madman? 5. ·whence came consciousness_? 6. Who gave man free will? 7 and last. Whence
came conscience? These questions can be as properly put to
Christians as to Atheists, but if you wish a reasonable reply,
a reply within the bounds of probability, oerta_inly ask the
Atheist. 1. What did matter come from. We migbt an~wer,
if we thought the one asking the question oo~ld appremate a
reasonable answer that it came from the bmls of Joshua at
the time God oom~anded the sun to stand _still to convince
Joshua that he would not die; or from the bmls of the muohafllioted Job. We know that matter is indestructi~le. We
can change the form, that is all, and we see a umverse of
matter before us. Then, which is the more reasonabl~ supposition that the matter of which the universe is made did and
always ~ill exist, or that it was spoken into existence by some
being whom it is death to look in the f~oe-but you may get
into the crevice of a rock and see his hmder parts? We hav
in the Bible a description of the great, only, and eternal God,
and it always seemed to me that he was just a big, powerful
savage with not sufficient sense to build a barn, let alone
being the creator and manager of a universe tha~ is proved by
his own supposed revelations that he knew nothm~ of.
Can a dead thing create itself? I suppo11e what _Is meant by
this question is, can inanimate matter produce hfe? In. all
probability this is closely connected ~th.the second question,
Where did motion oonie from? MotiOn IB a property of mat.
ter and matter is eternal. You dig iron ore from the earth;
yo~ say this is motionless, or ~ead ~atter; you convert the ore
into a bar of railroad iron; 1n laymg the track they ~now
enough to make allowance for expansion. What makes 1t exptmd? You II&Y heat. You illl a buoket with water and freeze

the same, what bursts the bucket? Expansion of water by was a x between opera and church music (and, by the way,
cold ! It is a good general rule that heat expands and cold he would be a very good singer if he did not try to exaggerate
contracts, but it is a rule with exceptions, showing that the so much). Then he gave us a shorb exhortation, but not one
atom,s of which different materials a1·e composed are in con· new idea, and before he dismissed us he gave all who could
stant motion, and are differently influenced by cold and heat. do so an invitation to remain to an experience meeting, which
While cold agitates the particles of one substance to greater he said would immediately follow, and wishing to see the
activity and produces expansion, heat does the same thing for whole play, we staid, and I must say that the after-piece was
the other, proving that motion and matter are inseparable. far the best, for in it he told all those who wished to be
"Whence came the exquisit order and design in nature?"
prayed for to stand up, but your humble servant and several
Now comes a supposition which is really silly and mislead- others kept their seats; seeing this, Mr. Chubbuck came up
ing. If one told you that millions of printer!i' type should the aisle beb.ind me, and putting his hand on my shoulder,
place themselvs into poetry, you would certainly consider that he asked me "if I knew God." I told him "No, and I did
he would be well qualified to write a bible. The art of print- not believe any one else did; that I had only come here to
ing is something entirely foreign to any ideas that ever agi- look on and see the play, and that I had got over all such
tated the intellect of ,Jehovah. The inspiratioon -of Shakspere foolishness long years ago;" then he left me and went on to
came from a grand knowledge of the experiences of humanity, the front. Now I think he ought to hav made a greater
so that none who read can doubt but what he has written is effort to save so great a sinner. I do not know of their contruth. If as much could· be said of the revelations of your verting anyone that night, and it was a good night too. I rebarbarian God, then might we hav some little faith that he ceive my TRUTH SEEKER regularly and should be very loneGEo. M. HARE.
had sufficient serise to design and keep in repair the worlds he some without it.
never dreamed of.
"Whence came consciousness?" Consciousness is the reSoUTH OTSELIC, Nov. 8, 1885.
sult of material action and life. Can you get any opinions or
MR. EDITOR: About three weeks since I visited yonr city on
ideas from a dead man? Common sense says you can:t; but business, and having recently lost a very dear relativ, I felt
Christians pray for help and pardon from a man who has been that possibly an opportunity awaited me of receiving some
dead well on to two thousand years. When I 'hear of the message from her, on account of my being in a city of medigreat things Jesus is doing for people, I feel like saying, ns ums. Accordingly, afte1· seeing the advertisment of Mr. and
Mark Twain did when shown the Egyptian mummy, "Is he Mrs. Caffray, I repaired to their residence one morning about
dead? -Yes, dead four thousand years. Well, now, if you hav 10 o'clock, and was met at the door by a gentlem;m of medium
a good, fresh corpse, trot him out."
bight, rather light complexioned, with brown eyes, and rather
"'Vho gave you free will?" The same power in nature, and a haughty, striking appearance generally. I asked if I could
the same experience that teaches one that there is always a Pee Mrs. Caffray. 1'he gentleman asked if I wished to see her
certain amount of dampness when it rains, and to come in out upon business. I replied I did, whereupon he invited me into
of the wet. That there is always more or less heat in fire, and the f1·ont hall, and called Mrs. Caffray from the front p!ll'!or to
the experience of all animals, except it might be man some- see me. A short and very fresh lady, of, I should jndge, not
times, teaches them to avoid whatever givs them pain or dis- over twenty-one or two years, answered to the cull. I informed
comfort; and if they can ever become so refined that they will her I had called to ascertain something of her mediumRhip,
suffer-pain rather than inflict it upon others, they become the charges, etc. She replied she was the materializing medinm;
superior of the Christian God-they become a man or woman. that her husband was the slate-writing medium, and that she
"Whence comes conscience?'' Conscience is the result of would not giv a seance short of $10.00, and that >\ sitting fo1·
education. If one has a respectable parentage, good associa- slate-writing would be $3.00. She inquired if I had ever seen
tion, the chances are they will be about right, so that it will anything of the phenome•a. I replied I had. I had attended
not be necessary to be born the second time. Nothing like
materializing seances at Moravia, with :M:l'H. Andrews us mebeing born right the first time. A father, in this city, was in
dium· and I mioht hav added I had received wanifestationM
the habit of sending his two little sons out through the day
from 'Slade, Po"rter, and several others, and had been acand evening to steal anything that was not too hot nor heavy
to carry away. If they did not meet with good success, he quainted with Spiritualism for twenty years. I told her I
would beat them and send them to bed supperless. These would take a slate-writing, whereas she spoke to Mr. Caffray
boys would, no doubt, hav a terrible pricking of conscience if upon the subject, he making reply that he could not giv It sit·
they did not succeed in bringing enough stolen property home ting till between 12 and 1 o'clock. Mrs. Onffruy remarked
that Mr. Caffray did not like to giv sittings in the forenoon, ns
to satisfy their father. Then whence comes the consciences
·of educated and intelligent priests who preach piety and prac- he hardly ever got any writing. She explained how the writing is done; that Mr. Caffray washed two slates clean, then
tice the reverse? A man who can pull the wool over the eyes
placing a pencil between them, and then, himself holding
of ignorance, and make long prayers about something he can
them under a table, all the time in plain sight of me, received
positivly know nothing of, and knows that he is a deceiver, is
the writing. I bade her good-bye, to return to my hotel and
in a grand school to make them a3 they are, aad shown by
wait till 1 o'clock. Upon my journey, of several blocks, the
statistics to be, the most vicious class of men.
thought a:.:ose in my mind that I would purchase and prepare
As Mr. Ingersoll said, in his lecture at Albany, " Giv me the
a couple of slates of my own. Consequently I bought two
opinions of a scientist, a man who would travel around the
slates, look and hinges; took them to my room, adju~ted
world for a new fact, and would not lie about the m·eanest bug
the hinges and look so that the space between them would just
that crawls," in preference to priests who for money tell their
admit of a pencil the size of a grain of wheat. -After thordeluded dupes about an unknown God whom they ignorantly
oughly cleaning the slates and looking them with the pen.
worship.
WM. CHURCHILL.
oil inside I started again, full of hope, for the Cali ray resi.dence, arlving there at the appointed hou~. My ring being unCLA.YVILLE, N. Y., Nov. 15, 1885.
swered by Mrs. Caffray, abe invited me mto the front parlor,
MR. EDITOR: I feel deeply grateful to you for your faithful- where Mr. Caffray was seated practicing upon his cornet. I
ness to me in sending me the invincible old TRUTH SEEKER so took a seat at the opposit side of the room from him. He
long after the expiration of my term of subscription. Sir, I seemed so charmed with the melody of his inBtrument us not
cannot receive your paper without rendering you a just com- to be aware of my presence. After waiting in silence a few
pensation. The God within will not allow it.
moments for a pause in Mr. Caffray's brilliant performance,
Mrs. Caffray cautiously broke upon his reverie by announcing
" If the god within says well done,
to him that "the lady was there to see him," after which he
What are other gods to me ?
Hell is his frown, and where his smiJe,is.
looked up, laid aside his cornet, and, suying he did not know
There is heaven for the free."
whether I would get anything or not, proceeded to assist his
Inclosed find one dollar. I will send you more as soon as I wife to set a square-topped stand out in the room, covered
can get it. When I feel unable to pay you I will say so, then with felt cloth and thoroughly curtained to the floor on all
you will know what to depend on. You and I are infinitesimal sides with the'same. Then both retired through a curtained
portions of the sum total, or infinit whole. Out of the eter- doorway to the next room. Upon their retnrn after 11 f_ew
nity of the past we came forth. We now stand in the eternity minutes I said to Mr. Caffray that if it did not matter to him,
of the present, and, as natural law makes no retrogra~e move- we would use my slates, as I had some with me. 'He inquired
ments we shall go on evoluting throughout the etermty of the if my slates had been magnetized. I replied they had not,
futur:. One set of circumstances with us will continue until and prooeded to undo them. As I showed them to him he
their mission is completed, when they will gradually expire, remarked that they" had brass on them, that he could not
and from their ashes, a new order of things will be born into use slates that had not been magnetized, and had brasH on
exi:tenoe. And so the great law of progress will ever continue them." The hinges and back were of brass, I asked if people
to go on, composing and decomposing, laying off old ~orms ever brought their own slates to him, and he re~lied "t?ey
and taking on new. And every new form taken on Will be did, but they were not like mine." He seemed a httle ex~Ited
one peg higher. in the scale of development than its preceding and his disposition slightly ruffled at the appearance of me
one, and so we shall ever increase in knowledge, wisdom, and and my slates. He said that "those lockod slate_a s~owod an
goodness-in knowledge pertaining to the great fundamental aversion to the subject at the outset." I asked him If he ever
law, governing and controling the originating forces o_f the sed pencil and paper. He replied that he never used anyuniverse while we ascend the emerald-crowned mountams of ~ing but his own slates. I asked if he charged $::1 If we did
progress' forever.
J. P. SMITH, Spiritualist.
not receive anything-" $3 just the same wheth~r you get n_nything or not." After the conversation, of wh~ch I hav Jnst
given a verbatim account, Mr. Caffrey seat~d hunself and reOsHKOSH, Wis., Nov. 7, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I herewith send you a couple of Oshkosh pa- sumed his practice upon his corne~, leavmg me to my o';n
per& with some items marked to draw your attention. We hav contemplations. As I was deliberatmg whether to n!Jo:v hi~
had what they call a lot of revival meetings here 'of late, and to use his own slates, pay my $3.00, and run th~ riB~ of
as the papers said so much about the singing of Mr. an~ Mrs. getting anything, Mr. Caffray ceased his me~ody and mqmr.ed
Chubbuck I thought I would go one evening and take m the of his wife when his music-teacher was oommg. After ~eCeiv
show. W~ll, one evening last week I took my W:ife with me ing her reply that he came at three, he arose, took _hlA ~at,
and got a seat pretty well in front, as I am a little hard of and proceeded toward the door, when. Mr~. ?affray mqmred
hearing. As near as I could learn, this was a sort of a oom- of him if he were going out, and received. his reply th ,t he
to tell
'bination of four or five different churches, and some five or w as t and that if his teacher called before his return
h t
six preachers were on the stage, for this first M. E. church him "he would soon be in." He walked out Wit ou any
was formerly a theater, but was too sm11ll, and on that account further remarks, leaving me to bring my call to a clos~ as soon
was sold to the church. I should say it will hold about five as possible; which I did without comment, but feehn~ v~ry
hundred people, but with all their zeal it was not more than much disappointed, and with strong doubts a~ t~ the genmnness of the Caffray mediumship, also a conVIctiOn that Mr.
h~f~.
.
A fiUBSCll.mlllR.
Well, Hr. Chubbuck and wife gave us some lli.nging that Ca1fray wa~ anything but a gentlelll8Il.
0
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"'SO

' the length of their bodies. If this is not a disproportion in the process of evolution I should
like to know what to call it. An insect with
Edited by Miss SUSAN H. WIXoN, Ft.ll River, legs a thousand times as long as his body!
Mass., to wlwm aU. Communications for this Others with a double-jointed head, the outer one
Chwner should be sent.
all eye, a strong parabolic eye lens, so that his
whole body must hav been a retina to accom"Between the dark and the daylight,
modate the reflection of so gigantic an eye.
When the night Is beginning to lower,
Here were Mr. and Mrs. No-Eyes in company
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
with Mr. and Mrs. All-Eyes! How, or in what
That Is !nown as the Ohlldren's Hour."
manner of way, must they hav been performing to find out each other as neighbors, and
Potatoes and Prayer.
pry into each other's business? And to think
The following poem admlnlgters a severe though that each developed from a germ which a
just rebuke to wordy Christianity. It Is a fragment
of a charity sermon preached many years ago by an twenty-five hundred diameter power could
eccentric minister who thought more of works than scarcely discover, is a still .greater mystery.
prayers. The poetry Is rather homely, but the mor- And may not this train of reasoning on facts
al It conveys Is lnstructiv.-Investigaror.
bring us to the inevitable conclusion that away
[If a brother or a sister be naked, and de•titute of down in the arcana of nature all is life'?''
dallY food, and one of you say unto them, De pan In
I hav been sometimes asked, "How shall we
peace, be ye warmed and filled; no withstanding ye
glv them not thuse things which are needful for the lead the young away from the whirlpool of
bo<ly; what doth 1t profit?-James ii, 13, 16.]
dissipation, and teach them to shun and deAn old laily sat In her old arm-chair,
spise depravity and vice ?"
With wrinkled visage, disheveled hair,
One way to do that is to show them a better
And hunger-worn features;
way,
a more pleasurable and enjoyable path.
For days and for weeks her only rare,
Let them know the delight there is to be found
As she sat there In her old arm-chair,
Had been potatoes.
in an intimate acquaintance with the activ, industrious forces of insect and ·plant life.
But now they were gone; or bad or good
Not one was left for the old lady's food,
Show them the million story-books of nature,
or those potatoes;
and teach them how to read their pages, illuAnd she sighed and said," What shall I do?
minated with forms of glowing life and beauty.
Where shall I send, and to whom shall I go
Teach them the wholesome facts, the sweet
For more potatoes?"
poetry_ of life and duty as revealed in earth,
And she thought of the deacon over the way,
air, and sky. Show them the teeming, swarmThe deacon so ready to worship and pray,
ing life above, below. and around, ever invitWhose cellar was full of potatoes;
And she said, "I will send for the deacon to come; ing acquaintance and friendship. Above all
He'll not mind much to glv me some
and with all should there be self-knowledgeor such a store of potatoes."
a deep, far-reaching understanding of selfAnd the deacon came over as fast as be could,
hood, boyhood, girlhood. They who know
•.rhlnklng to do the old lady some good,
themselvs, and hav interest in the myriad
But never once thought of potatoes;
schools of nature, who are able to read at sight
He asked her at once whR.t was her chief want?
And she, simple son!, expecting a grant,
the "books in the running brooks," the "ser.
Immediately answered, ''Pvtatoes."
mons in stones," the poems in the daisies and
But the deacon's religion didn't lie that way,
the grasses, the history in the bee. the butterHe was more accustomed to preach an•J pray
fiy, the bird and the worm, and in all the
Than to glv of his hoarded potatoes;
So, not hearing or course, what the old lady said• forms of creeping, floating life, will find no
time for dissipation, for idle. hours or sinful
He rose to pray with uncovered head,
excesses.
S. H. W.
But she only th.ought of potatoes.
He prayed for patience, wlodom, and grace,
But when he prayed, "Lord glv her peace,"
She audibly sighed, "Giv potatoes I"
And at the end of each prayer which he said,
He heard, or thought he heard In Its stead,
'l'he same request for potato~
The deacon was troubled, knew not what to do.
'Twas very embarrassing to hav her act so
About those "tarnal potatoes!"
Bo ending his prayer, he started for home;
Bu ·, as the door clo"ed behind hlin, he heard a
deep groan,
OIL! giv to the hungry, potatoes.

And that groan followed him all the w&y homa,
In the midst of the night It haunted his room" Oh! giv to the hungry, potatoes;"

He could bear !>. no longer, arose and dressed;
From his well-filled cellar, taking In haste,
A bo.g of his best potatoes.
Again he went to the widow's lone hut,
Her sleepless eyes had not yet shut;
But there she sat In tltatold arm-chair,
With the same wan features, the same sad air,
And, entering In, he !JOured on the floor
A bushel or more from his goodly store,
or choicest potatoes.
The widow's heart leaped up for joy,
Her face was haggard and wan no more.
"Now," said the deacon, l'shall we pray?"
"Yes," said the widow, "now you may."

Her sweet f9.lr face was fi ushlng
Like a blushing pink-white rose,
As the met·cness j•sts and laughter
Higher and louder rose.
For some one had found a letter,
Written by this sweet chili!;
It was, so they said, a love-letter,
And their laughter grew still more wild.
The sweet lips were half aqutver,
But the pretty race trying to frown,
Half-pleading, half· frightened, half-angry! longed to knock them down.
I had hoped-but that Is over! had longecl to stand by her side
And shield this tender blossom
From all that might betide
But It angered me beyond measure
•.ro see this thoughtless crowd
At what Is most sacred and tender
Jesting, with voices loud;
To drag out the sweetest, ancl truest,
And tenderest heart on earth,
Ani! make Its most sacred feeling
'.rhe subject of j~sts and mirth.
B 2t I snatched the Jetter from them,
And 'twas my pleasure and pain
To restore the dainty m1sslv
•.ro the child I had loved In vain.
lrliJin, Ia.
REKAB ESIUOL H.

And he knelt himself down on the sandy floor,
Where he had poured his goodly store;
Ana such a prayer the deacon prayed,
As never before his lips essayed;
No longer embarra··sed, but free and full,
Origin of the Fork.
He poured out the voice of a liberal soul,
Forks
made
their appearance about the tenth
And the widow responded aloud "Amen I"
century. We find mention that a certain FaBut said no more of potatoes.
ther Galveston, a favorit of Edward II., had
And would you, who hear this simple tale,
sixty-nine silver spoons and three forks. But,
Pray for the poor. and praying "prevail,"
Then preface your prayers with alms and good it is added, these three forks were intended
deeds;
solely for the eating of pears.
Search out the poor, their wants and their needs;
Qneen Clemence, of Hungary, in 1328, was
Pray for peace, and grace, and spiritual food,
the possessor of thirteen spoons and one fork,
For wisdom and guidance, for all these are good,
and Queen Anne, of Bourbon, had one of gold
But don't forget tli£ potatoes/
which was inherited by Charles V., king of
France This king himself owned seven or
Acquaintance with Nature.
eight, according to an inventory made in 1380.
One can never be without conpanions, and The one left him by will he subsequently had
very interesting ones at that, who has an ac- ornamented with p1·ecious stones.
quaintance with natural objects. The great
The silver ware of Chancellor Duprat, which
chain of life presents a never-ending variety an expert declared to be worth £33,848-a
of subjects to interest, amuse, and instruct the considerable amount in those days (1536)-inintelligent observer. I wish every boy and cluded only one fork, while it contained two
girl in this world posRessed a microscope. I dozen spoons.
wish I owned one myself, for the pleasure and
The inventory of the possessicns of the
instruction· to be derived from the use of one Prince of Conde (1588) records but one fork.
is beyond description.
lt is <'lescribed as silver, coated with gold, and
J. R. Perry writes: "I attended a picnic last was reserved exclusivly for the use of the
summer, and, with a large microscope, I spent prince.
much time viewing va1ious specimens of life
The f1rst inventory in which a number of
·too fine for the eye to discover, and, of all forks are mentioned is that of Gabrielle d'Esthings to be wondered at,• are those which trees (1599). It includes twenty, of which
elude ordinary vision. I found specimens of eight were made of silver, the others being of
inseets in full vigor of life that had no organic iron with coral handles. But these forks were
eye, or lens structure, at all, but which de- used only for toasting bread, and Gabrielle,
pended on feeling their way, and the protrud- the prince of Conde, sovereigns, and the com.
ing arms were about fourtien hundred times mon people, all ate with their fingers.

It is a strange fact that the introduction of
forks for table service at first provoked scandal.
A curious pamphlet attacking the minions of
Henry III. speaks indignantly in the following
stra,in: " In the first place," says the anonymous letter, "they never touch meat with their
fingers, but use forks, which they raise up to
the mouth while stretching out the neck.
They eat their salad with forks, for it is forbidden to touch meat with the fingers, no matter
how difficult it may be, and they prefer touching their lips with this little instrument rather
than with their fingers."
Before the introduction of the fork, there
existed a sort of code of fine manners for the
use of persons of culture. Among other
t.hings, it is ordained that "when something is
offered at table, it is proper to take it with
three fingers, and also it is considered a breach
of fine manners to touch one's nose with the
hand in which the meat is held."
At the present time, in certain countries the
fingers constitute the only forks in use. The
Turks and Arabs still adhere to this primjtiv
custom; in China two little sticks are employed, wherewith the favorit rice is eaten.
But, in general, the fork in one shape or another is now used, and it is often not this instrument, but the tempting viand to plunge it
into, which is a desideratum.

My 5, 6, 2, 3, 8 is a cell beneath a, church for
burying the dead.
My whole is a creature to be shunned by everybody.
FANNY RoGERS.

O.evel!.!nd, Ohio.
3.-DOUBLE AOROSTIO.
1. A sudden fright. 2. Uncommon. 3.
Stately. 4. Trifling task. 5. An image. 6.
Weary. 7. Extreme. 8. To vary. 9. Deus.
Primals.
Everlasting.
Finals.
Ephemerides.
Connected.
Certain prizes given for original puzzles contributed to this column.
Santa Clara, a,tl.
GEORGE I. DIBBLE.
4.-REBUS.

Advise to .capitalists.
5.-PUZZLE.

A Fable.
Once, through some transaction not necessary to mention, a man came in possession of
a hyena that was extremely savage and ravenous. It had killed many persons, and, in fact,
had lived for some time principally on human
fl·,sh and blood. The people were afraid of it,
and it had been permitted to roam at large,
devouring whatever came in its way, and doing pretty much as it please d.
But this man had it caged and deprived of
the prerogativs it had previously enjoyed, and
denied it the pleasure of subsisting on human
flesh. Although the hyena opposed every reform proposed by the man until it was compelled to adopt it, after many years it became
domesticated, and, forgetting its past life,
claimed to hav always been as harmless as a
dove. The man was good and kind, and the
foolish people, strange as it may seem, said:
"See how the hyena has civilized the man ! ·
Note how affectionate he is! What a civilizing influence the hyena has on the man ! how
tender, how sympathetic, it makes him!"
That man represents the people, and the
hyena, popular religion.
WM. ScoTT.

Osceola Mills, Pa.

A Dog That Understands.
There is a Newfoundland dog of the his.torian's acquaintance, Lion by name, who givs
daily proof of his comprehension of what is
said to him. A lady called on his mistress the
other day. During her call Lion came in
rather slyly, lay down on the parlor carpet,
and went to sleep. The conversation ran on,
and the visitor said finally:
"What a handso~e Newfoundland you hav!"
Lion opened· one eye. "Yes," said his
mistress, "he is a very good dog, and takes
excellent care of.the children."
Lion opened the other eye and waved his
tail complacently to and fro along the carpet.
"When the baby goes out he always goes
with her, and I feel perfectly sure then that
no harm can come to her," his mistress went
on.
Lion's tail thumped up and down violently
qn the carpet.
"And he is so gentle to them all, and such
a playmate and companion to them, that we
would not take a thousand dollars for him."
Lion's tail now went up and down, to and
fro, and round and round with great and undisguised glee.
,
"But," said his mistress, "Lioll has one serious fault."
Tot~ subsidence of Lion's tail, together
with the appearance of an expression of great
concern on his face.
"He will come in here with his dirty feet
and lie down on the carpet, when I hav told
him time a~d again that he mustn't do it."
Here Lion arose with an air of the utmost
dejection and humiliation and slunk out of the
room, with his lately exuberant tail totally
crestfallen,-Bvston Record.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.- ·MIXED LETTERS.
Do thirg nto sceabue ti is ocylip_ tub cabsuee
it si itrgh; hits is retu hhypoospil.
PENN, EsQ.

2 -ENIGMA.
I am composed of nine letters: .
My 5, 4, 3, 2 is a transcript from an original.
My 6, 7, 8, 9 is a formal ceremony.
My 8, 4, 3 is a toy.
My 1, 4, 2 is a small coasting-vessel.

118Jt57T:Jt 2.

ttffi!J/I/5t7ol8
Those who believe that "figures won't lie"
may find a great moral adage coRcealed in the
numbers above.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
NOV. 21, 1885.
1.-$2,~.65. 2.-He gained one foot each
day till the last day, when he made four feet,
so that the well was 6 plus 4 ft.=10 ft.
Solvers.-Geo. W. Williams, Kate Anderson.
CHAT WITH PUZZLERS.
We welcome to the Puzzle Box Fanny Rog·
ers, Penn, Esq , George I. Dibble, and Geo.
W. WilliamR. While we are always fond of
our old friends, we are ever pleased to meet
new ones.
G. W. W. writes thus: "Tell Wm. Scott to
giv us some more questions in arithmetic."
Had you not better be careful, G. W. W.,
how you invite mathematical problems? We
had one corresp:>ndent who declared our
mathematical puzzles "brain-splitting." As
we hav heard nothing from him of late, we
fear the puzzles ha7 got the best of the brain~.
However, we think your brains can stand a.
good deal of hard puzzling. Mr. Scott and
others will pleas·e prepare for battle.
ELLA T.-No, our puzzlers are not all little;
they are pretty well grown, some of them; but,
you know,.
" Men are only boys grown tallHearts don't change much, after all."
JoHN JoNES.-You ask us: "If love is not a.
puzzle, what is it?" Look in the dictionary,
sir, and don't ask foolish questions.-ED. C. C.

CotTespondence.
LINDSAY, ONT., Nov. 14, 1885.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I read about the calendar being offered to the person who would
originate a. puzzle for the Children's Corner,
so I thought I would try. I am 13 years old
and I go to school. I read the Children's
Corner and take much interest in it. I inclose
a puzzle. Yours truly,
GEo. M. B..lTESON.
[We would be pleased to hav a longer letter
from George when he has leisure.-ED. C. C.]
FIDELITY, Mo., Nov. 14, 1885.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: My father takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER, though he has not read a word
for twenty years. Ma reads it and thinks it
the best paper she ever read. I read the
Children's Corner every time. I see that
other little girls write, so I thought I· would
write too. I never did write a letter before.
If you don't think this good enough, please
don't hav it printed. I hav a curiosity in seeing one of those curious and interesting calendars, so I will send you some puzzles. I
am going to school, and I think some time I
can write a better letter than this one
Yours truly,
VICTORIA GRUBB.
[The above is a good letter for the first one,
and Victoria will improve with practice. We
shall always be pleased to hear from her.
But she must send the answers to her puzzles
or we cannot print them.-ED. C. C.]

TRUTH:
A Poem in Three Parts.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth Finder.
SECOND EDITION.
Price, 25 Cents. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clillton Place, New York.
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'l'he Primitiv Mind-Core. The Nat-

A double-page p1cture contrasting science and
nrc and !'ower of Faith; or, l~Iementtti'Y Los·
theology, showing how the oue has labored for A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Ensons in 'l'ranscendental llfedicin. This work
gra.ving8,
Pr~face,
and
Notes.
1
human advancement, and how the other has
is a complete exposition of principles uuderlyiug the Rystcm of 1nental healing-. It conalways opposed it. The German-American thus
CONTENTS:
·tains a full course of instmction in the phidescribes it in detail:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
losophy and practice of the hlind-Cme. Price
The palmy days of the church witness the bul'l.J·
$1.50.
Zadig; or, Fate.
lng at the stake or Bruno, the pope and priest~ wit·
The Sage and the Atheistnesslng the burning or the heretic with expressions
of joy. Gallleo Is represented sitting In his study,
'l'he Divine Law of CUt·e. A stanThe Princess o~ Babylon.
the pope holding the sword of Inquisition over hie
lhu·d work on the philosophy and practice of
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
head, and to eave his life being forcea to recant hie
tho Mind-Cure, a reliable text· book mall th
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
phllosoplly. Martin Luther Is npreeented tacking
schools of mcnH>l healing. No work has ever
up hie" Right of Private Judgmeut." Behind him
Micromegas.
stands the pope with the bull or excommunication
been written of more practical value to physi·
The W arid as it Goes:
drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
c1ans of ail schools. The book is the re;;nlt of
'l'he Black and the White.
ax of Infallibility. In their study are Moree and
the ex tcnsiv learning and research of the an·
Memnom the Philosopher.
Stephenson applying their Inventions to practical
tests, and In the rear or them the Presbyterian pul·
thOl', and exhibits a familiarity with the lit·
Andres Des ·Touches at Siam.
pits at·e lllled by two or the broadcloth gentlemen
eratme of the snbjc.ct. His profoundly religThe Study of Natnre.denouncing the Jnventlone as" Thwarting the will
ions without being offonsivly dogmatic. It
A Conversation With a Chinese.
of God," and branding these men and their lnven·
has been mceived with universal favor by all
tlons as, " Heralds of An tlchrlst." Ingereoll stands
Pluto's Dream.
on a platform apparently delivering his lecture
who a1·o seeking lip;ht on the subject on which
A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
"Which Way?" which he holds In his hand. Tal·
it treats-the cmc of disease in'onrsclvs and
An Adventure in India.
ma!(e approaches the platform at the colonel's back,
othe1·s by mental and spiritual agencies.
pulling alter him, by the arm, the chief ot pollee,
who holds in his hand the warr11nt of arrest ror bias· Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
l'rico $1.50.
phemy The colonel seems 10 take no notice or the
67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
'Mental M.edicin. A. Theoretical and
spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers or ealva·
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
Practical 'l'rcatis on ·Medical Psyclwlogy.
tlon, the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
'l'his book contains a full exposition of the
tambourines, and streamers, (and· screamers, too),
Address Tlll!l TRUTH SEEKl~R,
nature and laws of magnetism, and its appli
also a facsimile or our crazy army. A group or like·
neeses or the teachers of sclence,Haeckel,Humboldt,
cation to the Clli'C of disease. Price $1.25
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, is also shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkab'ycorrect. As a
Soul aml Bod~·; or, The Spiritual
pictorial history the caricatures contai(\ volumes.
4'
II a t" B"blScience of Health and Disease. Price $1.00
an t· t I· ·
Tlte G rcat cs t o.. a
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
CJal Works
:The lUental Cure, illustrating t.he Intwenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
By THOMAS PAINE
flucnce of the Mind on the Body l.Joth in
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethonght
,
Hcahh ami Disease, and tho Psychological
'
would distribute thousands of these telling pict"The Author-Hero of the Revolutwn.
Mot.hod of Treatment. Price $1.50.
ures.
Price, Single copieR, 20 cents. Eight copies J
·
for $1.00.
All lhe abo1'0 books sent by mail, post· paid, on
·
receipt of priee.
TRE MODERN BALAAM:.
Address TFm 'l'RU'l'H SE!~KER.
Showing the Balaam of modern tinie8 to be the
T H-~ CRISIS.
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
By Thomas Paine.
·
per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
Speaking of thiS work In connection with the lll'OAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
posed Independence of America from Great Britain,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
Washington wrote: "A few more such !laming
A ROMANCE.
arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a lose
to decide on the propriety of a separation."
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Price 31) cents.
'"l'he great charm or this novel le Its abROlute
.
'
f
. , lldellty to nature. Its personages aretho8eonemeets
For either of these w01·ks, or any o Pame s wltb In common ure. and are portrayed with a
writings,, Address THE TRUTHSEEKER,
vlvl<lness and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared
33 Clinton Place, New York.
to expect to 1lna, In such a marked degree, even
from so girted a pen as that or Miss Wixon. whose
-BYI brilliant a.nd lucid style Is familiar to most road ere
f!"
! In the Freetbonght ranks. . • • Bat what pli"Med
.._
I me moRt In thl" cllarmlug erory was 1 he untllnchlng
honesty with which Its author holds up to the de.
Of tile
rlslou or the world the rottenness of avoragl' min·
Revised and Enlarged.
lsterlal character, partlcnlarly that or revivalist
Working the Year of Science
tvpe. I hav not space here to treat, In detail, of the
Price,
10
CTS
SINGLY;
75
CTS.
PER
DOZ.
And the Common Computations.
characters or this truly absorbing novo!. Suffice It
to
Aay that It Is safe t.o predict that anyone who
An Almanac Forever.
AS A
Containing
roads Its tlret chap1ere will be loth to lay It uown
OOLORED
MAP:!
OF
EAOII
Fl'l'A'rE
AND
'l'EIHU·
Showing the day of the week for any day of MISSIONARY
till
tho deno1tMnm' te roached. Miss Wixon hne long
DOCUMENT
b~en tlo!Pg an ble work In educating our chllclr~n
TORY IN TIIE UNITED 8'1',\'l'EB; also
the month for all time past and present and
Into
tho ranks of truo Liberalism. thoro by robbing
MAPS OF THE OHIEF GRAND DIVIS'ONS, Wl'l'H the clmrch
to come, and other useful information. Price,
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
of hundreds ot those who, In after
OOMPLE'l'E INDEX OF EVERY OOUN'l'HY ON
40 cents; three for $1.
years, rulghl bav become Its w!lllng dUlles and ser·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
, Among the subjects considered by Mr.
vii toolo, and ehe certainly deserves the generous
THE FAOE OF THE GLOBE.
substantial recognition of all .Freet.hlnkers.
Canvassers address L. Martin, Brunswick, Ga. Remsburg are:
lllustrat<"d by more tluH• One llnnd••etl and
Let everyone send for a copy ot ' AJI In a Lltetlme.'
Colurcd IH:tgraans, 'l'abl~s, Etc.
The Church and Morality; Criminal StatisIt will yield a liberal reward for the outlay."
ELLIOTT PRI'.STON,
The POCKET A1'LAS OF THE WORLD contics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
Address, THE 'l'RU l'BSEgKER.
Price, $1. 50.
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza- tams 128 pages. Six pages are gil'en to title,
tion; the Church and Science; the Church index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page colored maps,
His Ans-wers
11nd 57 pages are reading matter, colored diagrams,
To a Number of Vital Questions Pr()pourided and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the etc. The book is new throughout, everything be·
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the ing made expressl.Y ~or it. The bind~ng is flexible
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance Lcatherette-an Imitation of Russu1; gold s1de
stamp, round corners, aud red edges.
.
Reform;
the Church and the Republic.
Millions of these should be circulated by
Sent by mail to any address upon reccrpt of
These
pamphlets
should
be
circulated
by
l!~reethinkers.
BY
the thousand. Let every reader send for a 50 cents, by
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Expelled from Masonry.

IJotlrg.

Some months ago King Solomon's Lodge,
No. 22, F. & A.M., of Toronto, Ont., expelled
one of its members for holding Agnostic views.
The Sprites' Revel.
The lodge's action in the matter was sustained
A PANTHEIBTIO POEM.
•• What time the goos kept cunlval
by the grand master of the province, who cited
Tricked out In star and flower
instances where the same position had been
Ami In camp elf and sanrtan forms
They'swathed their too much power."
taken by grand lodges elsewhere, notably in
-Emtr!on.
New York. The expulsion was commented on
A green tree stood In a lone green wood,
quite· generally by the press of the country at
The leaves aglow' In the golden sun,
OvPr the earth an l'merald web,
the time, and attracted the attention of W. C.
Threaded with ecarlet and gold was spun.
Bryant, of North Star, a member of Ithaca
'Tween w~rp and woof and the shining sand
Masonic Lodge, who addressed the following
These worts W"nt forth through I he sea and land,
letter to the Toronto lodge:
"Come out, gay sprites, In the white starlight,
And dance In the golden glow or the night.
"NoRTH STAn, MICH., April18, 1885.
"SEcRETAllY, K. S. LoDGE, Ton-oNTo, Dear
·rhe twilight fell; to the pink or a shell
Sir: I hav recently seen in the papers an acThe sky toned dow~;~ from crlmeon and gray,
count of the treatment of a Mr. Harrison at
Then 'mid the green leaves of the lone green tree,
the hands of your lodge, and to say that the
A thousand lights llaeh and quiver and play.
object of this is to express my indignation at
And this I~ the way that the pJa.y began,
such treatment of any man is a mild way to
As from Greece came piping the old god, Pi>n:
put it. I hav been a master Mason for four"Art come, gay Rprltes, In the white starlight,
teen years, and during ten years of that time
To dance In the golden glow ot the night?''
hav held to the creed of an Agnostic, or, in
Tben there was a. cry, a. twitter or Aver"
other words, that there was no proof or eviWh!le never a sprite returned a nay,
dence of the existence of a great Boog.a-boo,
Str..nge little feet twinkled over the green,
beyond the clouds, so many call a God; and I
Upon this rosy.robed night In May.
hav never been anyways mealy-mouthed about
A gJ)w-worm wal'z~d with a bright firefly,
it either, and my views are well known to all
·A pairing and m&tlng of low and high,
the members of our lodgtb who hav sense
Lightly the•e sprlt.es, In the bright starlight,
enough to know that man, and not creed, is
WaJiz,ld under the golden glow ot the night.
what makes a lodge and a Mason.
A star In the eky bsnt down trom on high
"Now I know nothing about Mr. Harrison,
And kissed Into blushes a. pontt llly white.
and never heard of him until I saw his name
On the golrlen sand, In the depthsbelow,
in the paper. But I do know that if every
He lett her hlq face so charming and bright,
Mason wbo holds Agnostic or Infidel opinions
Anll whlsp,red or >ecrets weir<! and old,
should express his contempt by letter to
Worth more to men than alchemists' gold.
you for the manner in which you plainly said
'Cheee words the sprites, In the white starlight,
~o the W?rld that you tliink difference of opinr,-,arned nne! er the golden glow ot the night.
IOn a crime, you would be flooded w1th such
an avalanche of letters that would make s'ome
A gra<shopper epry choee a gay butterfly,
o~ your intolerant members (who, no doubt,
And 1nrlulgerl in some most wonderful poses,
wmk at such offenses as drunkenness wife~'"'"a fl!nglng nf limb~. such a glancing of wings,
beating, vulgar or obscene language}' think
Ttl:tt :he len.v~ 1 were brushed trom the roses.
that they might be much better employed
Th<~·• th~8e belles, Jlke belles In th" upper world,
than to be qurreling with members about subWlth ec0rn for the PQSers their red leaves curled,
jects
th~t admit of proof purely and wholly
Anrl l!glltly d»nced In th-. white starlight,
specula!Iv.
naueell un<ler the gol'Jeu glow of the night.
"-Now, Mr. Secretary, I shoula advise you
This revel then, l!kfl the revels or men,
to get .some light reading for your lodgeGrew mwlder and ma·1der, till from the holes
somethmg that will tell t':lem in plain English
In the o•ks and poplars, maples and elms,
and small words that this earth is round and
Peepe-d eolHn foce~, ouce l1vlng men's souls;
that i~ is a long time since they burnt p~ople
Wtten the gr.rt of love trom a pink sea-shell,
for bemg heretws; alRo that witches are very
c~me with lnve.r.Ipped arrow, the sport to quell,
scarce, and that ghosts hav to be hunted dow~
Oil BFLcch t!s Jauglled In the white starlight,
by telegraph. And with proper education
An•l tlauce<l in the golden glow ot the night.
there may be some hope for your lodge yet.
"Yours,
W. C BRYANT,
The playful breez• ewevt through the trees
"Ithaca Lodge, No. 123, F. & A.M."
'rha.t with blushing llowera and leaves were
thrcmglng,
Soon after the receipt of Mr. Bryant's letter,
Anrllhe llnborn burls wrapped snugly In gr,en
the
worshipful mRster of King Solomon Lodge
Sighed soUiy with an lnflnlt. Jonglngof Toronto sent a copy of the same to the worlcllghed to be roses and Hites run blown,
shipful master of Ithaca lodge, when the nec·AB buds o! h umflnlty long to be grown.
So slgl1ed theee sprites In the white starlight,
essary machinery was set in motion to try Mr.
Sighed uncler the golden gl"w or the night.
Bryant for the off.,nse; it being in direct vio'rhe rock• and the sand, the sea and the land,
lation of the spirit of Freemasonry to allow
'l'he green eqrtn below, the stars In the sky,
any of its members to entertain the belief exGlowetl Into life, with thoughts so grand
pressed in Mr. Bryant's letter, if the fact be
'l'h11t c ea.tlon drew an ecstatic sigh.
known, as no Agnostic or Infidel can be knowFrom hade9 :1nd heflven, below and above,
ingly made a Mason, nor can one retain a place
C LlllP tbE:'813 ntHg1cll words, "Our god la Lnve !"
At Ills the gprltes,in the whltes•arllght,
in a lodge should the fact be known that he
Bent low, In the golden glow ot the night.
entertains such views. After a duly consti'rbt'1 gr:11.111 Pld world, to eternity hurled,
tuted Masonic tria!, therefore, Mr. Bryant was
From eternlr,y ev~r 10 roll,
found guilty of the charges, viz., that of being
Each force and atom Imbued with this Jove,
an Agnostic and also of the transmission of an
Whl"'h Is ltfe to tbA sand, and life to the soul.
For the lrPes and the leaves, the birds and the insulting letter to a neighboring lodge. He
HrJWfH'8,
was then expelled from the lodge and forever
·Are part or the lite or this grand world or oursafter debarred the rights and benefits of
Evan tbeee sprites In the white starlight,
Masonry. This is the only case of the kind
'rltat dance In the golden glow or t.he night.
that ever occurred in the United States, and
·MUS, A.-M. FREEMAN.
probably the second expulsion for this cause
in the world, each of which will be looked
Hom(' and Early Days.
upon as of more than passing importance to
Hnw oft, through the noisy street
all good Masons the world over, it being a carI listless, sM, and weary roam I
dinal principle of the fraternity that its memA dream comes o'er me, pure and sweet.A memory of my boyhood home I
bers must believe in a true God. Mr. Bryant's
And I hen I am a boy again,
position and action is sincerely regretted, as
OareiA"s an<! full or noisy glee,
he has an excellent record as an honorable and
BouuJing o'er vallAY, hill, anrS }JJa\n
straightforward business man, and is socially
Tn guttwr flowers or cbase the bee.
1\:IY fat)her's welcome vole~ I hear;
above reproach.- Gratiot Journal, Ithaca, Mich.
1 meet my mother·s tender smile;
11

Brolh~rs

are

th~re,

and sisters dear

With gent!" mirth the hours beguile.
On olrl Rcq,r. h!ll H.!?atn I Hta.nd,

Or In the sballow river wade
With bt>g of coe•tnutd In my hn.ud
A D<1

wn.lnut~

from the sunny glatle.

bappy was the summer day
Wlw•• It became my working part
To "preFtd and rake the new. mown bay
And ride upon the rumbling cart.
Tile little sch•Jol-hous~ painted red,
Clr,•e by a tiny purllug brookOnce more the weiJ.worn pH.th I tread,
With jacket torn, and mangled book.

All·1

J rHe again ' 1 Olll Uncle Hugh.,
1

Bore from his !ntlt-trees sternly cba~e;
see Ills home• pun frock of blue,
His bf>ttered hat and kindly face.

Now

fAd~s

the dream; all, all are gone,

Aoci I am here on ea.rrh alone,

Wearied anrl worn to struggle on
Till Dea•h sball kindlY claim his own.
C+EORGE M. DAVENPORT.
A YOUNG lady asked a gentleman why he

never attended a church entertainment. "It
only costs ten cents to go in, you know," she
added. "Yes," was the reply, "it costs only
ten oents to get in, but it costs about four doliars to get out."

Book Notices.
SomAL WEALTH: The Sole Factors and Exact
Ratios in Its Acquirement and Apportionment. By ,J K. Ingalls. New York: The
Truth Seeker Company. Price, $1.50.
This volume is by one of the few living men
who connect present social and labor agitations
with a generation .long past. He was associated with the band of veterans who in the
time of Jackson's administration inaugurated
the movement against the monopoly of public
lands, in favor of the abolition of "imprisonment fo.r debt," of th~ reco&nition of the 1·ights
of married women to property, the mechanic's
lien law, homestead exemption, and free
homesteads upon the public lands to actual
settlers, etc.
But although still adhering to the fundamevta~ thought of Spence, Evans, Douglass,
etc., he has in this volume evinced a mind free
from bias and has canvassed the subjects
treated with vigor and clearness, and discusses
with candor as well as ability the latest pha~es
of the industrial qnel!ltion.
He seeks to prove that laud ..Ltd luLol' }'ru
duce all social wealth, 'l'his question of the
p:rodu11tiY factors o:r ageuts 1 it will be :readily
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seen, is vital to any exact solution of the problem of "work and wealth." If they are dual, as
most modern writers agree, of course then no
other factor or agent can share in the equity of.
division. If they are tri pa?·tite, as those contend who justify the claims of capital to a
share, or if they are many sided, as Mr. Macleod
claims, it would then appear that. labor holds
by a very shadowy and uncertain tenure, and
might as well submit to its conditions and
make the best terms it can with the other
agents in producing wealth. Whoever feels
an interest in this discussion can find the dual
theory plainly and forcibly stated in these
pages.
In pursuing the inquiry, however, he takes
up the question of land ownership and private
prop·erty in land, showing that they hav arisen
from changing the common ownership to a
separate ownership, and that " Dent has
arisen, not at all in the way which economists
and writers on law represent," but "by converting the public tax formerly levied upon
the land into a private claim or debt due to
him who had perverted the pnblic revenue to
his private use, and then claimed dominion of
the land from whence it was derived." Profits,
rent, and interest are treated as "income
without work," and as fraudulent, as indeed
they must bl3 if the productiv factors are only
dual.
He shows, moreover, that the production of
all social wealth is co-operativ, and that therefore the title to the full products of his work
is the only equitable system of compensation
for him who does the work of th'l world; and
that all that is necessary to complete eo-operation on the grandest scale is to apply principles of honesty in keeping the accounts of any
collectiv industry or enterprise, and in the exchanges of commerce.
He givs an interesting sketch of the three
schools of political economy, and of what he
calls a "retrograde school "-Carey's. 'l'he
tise of capitalism is also briefly but graphically stated. But what will more particularly
challenge the attack of the later school of
economists is the treutment of values. He
divides value into three kinds: Value in utility; value in service, and value ill exchange.
The first of these, he claims, is invariable, the
second stable, ancl the last alone fluctuating,
but which has a given mean-the value in service. The confounding of these wholly different valu-=s as one is the error of the economists.
Value of the land and of the laborer, as under
chattel slavery, he shows to be forcefully imposed upon the economic balance, vitiating all
transactions thereunder, not only because they
are subject to no operation of the law of supply and dsmand, but because they are no
proper subjects of traffic or exchange whatever.
As to remedies, he discards all which do not
depend on a comprehension of economic sad
social law. He treats in a caustic manner
those proposed by Carey, Kellogg, George,
Clarke, and others, especially those which
rely upon taxation, although acknowledging
the great· service these authors hav rendered
in calling attention to the evils of our land,
money, and trade systems, and which, he admits, they hav so ably exposed. The chapter
on "Taxation.as a Remedy ' is quite radical,
but is at least suggestiv, and calls for attention.
In place of "remedies," he makes certain
"suggestions to the legislators" of what they
might do, if they desire to increase the confidence of the industrious people in hunian
government, and really desire to promote
equity and justice. Among these he instances
repeal of all laws of land tenure, leaving occu.
pation the only title to lli.nd. While legal
monr>polies ancl corporations remain, the requirement is that labor shall be paid Ly them
by an eight-hour standard; that laws for the
collection of debts, or, at least, of profits, rent,
and interest, which represent no service, shall
be abolished; and that all questions of division calling for a social arbitration, shall be
treated as if the worker were a co partner
to the extent of his proportionate contribution in the value of his labor, and in
the risk to life and health, which his labors

page a thing of beauty, a daisy; that charms
the eye of the reader every time it rests upon
it. We thought when reading l(elso's "Bible
Analyzed" that it was unsurpassable in typographical excellence, but "Rational Communism " equals, if indeed it does not excel it, in
this respect.
The author has done his work in "good
form," as no one can lay down the book after
carefully reading it without indorsing in a very
large degree the sentiments it voices. His aim
is to lucidly expose the barbarism of civilized
society and to point out methods of escape
from them into a higher and better social state.
The subjects discussed are not new, but the
writer treats them in a very interesting and
suggestiv manner, and leaves his reader swayed
by a noble enthusiasm of humanity, which, by '
the way, is no indifferent achievement in these
days of indifference. He touches and stirs the
moral sentiments of man by pointing to a
heaven on earth which is some day to dawn.
Those who know nothing of Communism,
and all those who foam at the mouth when
"Communism" is mentioned, will do themsel vs a great service if they will talte pains to
read this new and valuable contribution to
Liberal literature.
W. S. BELL.
302 State .~t., Chicago, Ill.

ANEW BOOK!
B,y Andrew Jacli:son Davi8,
entitled

Beyond the Valley
a sequel to the

MAGIC STAFF
An Autobiography of

Andr-ew Jackson Davis.
Six llhtstrations Picturing wiwt M1·. Davi.~ say.~
he he~s seen.
•· Be.roml the Valley" is a record of events and
scenes in his private and public career, beginning
where the :Magic Staff ends, and bringing his
psychological and private experiences truthfully
up to the present day. This attractJve volume
will interest thousands who hav never read his
preceding works. It will answer the ever-recurring questi9ns concerning remarkable· events in
Mr. Davis's private life, and fully explains his
various public labors for mankind.
"Beyond the Valley'' is a companion volnmo
to the "Magi~ St~ff," and resembles it in style
of workm:msh1p-m paper, press-work binding
etc. 408 pages. Price, $1.50.
'
·'
For Sale by THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER-

sEY GRA.VEB, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents~
cloth, $1.
Bibl~ .of Bibl~s ; or, Twenty-seven
J?IVIne RevelatiOns, containing a descript~o~ of t.wenty-seven bibles and an expoSitiOn of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history, morals, religion and
general events. Also a delineation ~f the
charact~rs. of th_e principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
of their doctrines. Prfce, $2.

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains. Price, 35 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors;. o!, Christianity Before Christ.
Contammg new and startlincr revelations
in religious history, which "disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princip.les, precepts, and mimcles of the Christian New Testa.ment, and furnishing a
key for unlocking many of its sacred
mys~eries, besides comprising the historv
of sixteen or:ie~tal crucified gorls. $2.00

WHY DON'T HE LENn A HAND
AND O'I'U.ER

POEJD.~.

By S. H. PUTNA.rtl, Author or Ingersoll and Jeeus, Prometheus, Golden Throne, Waifs
and Wanderings, Problems ot
the Universe, etc.

CONTE~TS: Why Don't lfe L&nd a Hand ? The
Golden Age, The Ideal and !he Real Not Dead but
Llvln!(, Fruition, 'Flop!', Thomas Paine, Nature's Gospel, Andress to Deity, G!v us Light (Holdreth's poem
otten recited by Oharlea Watts).
PRICE 10 CKNTS.
involve. •
If the author has not settled to general
Address THK TRU'l'H SEEKER Office.
satisfaction all these questions-which, by the
way, he does not claim-he has certs.inly presented them with sufficient force to challenge
lNOLUDING
the respectful attention of all those persons
who feel interested in the questions now engag- Works in Western New York and
other States, together with StJ:ucting the he~t thought of tht> ~ocial and indus.
trial world.
ures in Central America.

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA.

RAT!ONAr. Co~tMUNis~r- 1'he Present and the
Future Uepublic of :North America. By a ByFREDERICK LARKIN, M.D.
Capitalist. New York: The Truth Seeker
Membr:r of tlu
.Am<rlcan .Associati<m fw tlte .Advancemmt of licit:ntU.
Company. Price, $1.50.
"Rational dommunism" ill a work that t·etlt:cts much credit upon both publishe1· lind Ncntly l'rint..d, witL NUlllbrOU::I lllutltl·utionjj,
290 Pages.
authox. The mechanical p111:t is execufed with
. p~ecisio:u and cleanness, making the printed
:P:rice, Cloth. $1.50,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 5. 18815.

Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In five lectnres, comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paille," "Individuality," and" Heretics and Herestes."
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S1\B:B1\ Tif•B:REAKil\I ·G.

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

POPULAR JEWELRY !STORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.
Headquarters for Fine GoodH In the line of ~nuln
Diamonds; Fine Gold and Sliver Watches; Ohalna;
Bracelets; Wedrllng and Presentation Rings; Jew.
•lry Of Latest &tyle; Gold Pens; Silverware; Optical
~nd Fancy Goods; S ounce Coin Sliver E•gln Watch,
SlO; 4 ounce. Full Jeweled, Ad lusted Pat. Regulator
item Wind, $22; this same, fine movement, In best
~old filled case, $35; with cheap movement, $~5.
L"dles' Soltd G. Ill Elgin stem wind watches, :ho,
$24, and $32-14 karat, upward. Watches cleaned,
finest work. In the world, $1. Springs, $1, and returned per. reg. mall or ex., paid one way. Work
ror the trade at reduced rates and agents sending
work. once a week. from every state In the Union are
making IotA or money. Best spectacles In the
world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back on demand. Try tn"l
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Patentee of Wettstein's New Freethought Badge.
The most beautiful badge ever placed upon the
market. Immense sale. Elegant prePent for Lady
or Gent. Solid gold, $3; $3. 'U; extra heavy, $4;
with dla.plOnd, artistically enameled, $!0.

BY, JOHN E. REMSBURG.
AUTHOR OF

11

LIFE OF PAINE," "FALSE CLAIMS,'' "BIBLE MORALS," ETO.

The Ghosts. l'aper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 Thh is the best and most thorough work ever wrlttt n on the Sab·
batil :from a rational pomt of view.

Contents: "The Ghosts," ""Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," 11 The Declaration of
Independence," ".A.bout Farmin(l,'"in Illinois,"
11
The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander
Clark,'' "The Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream," and ".A. Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

·

LA.RGE AND HANDSOME PRINT.
The question is dis ~n~sed onder the :followln; heads:

Origin ofthe Sabbatic Idea-The ,Je-wish Sabbath-The
Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath- Examination of
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 Sunday Arguments-Origin of' Christian ~abbath-Testi
cents; cloth, $1.25.
m~my ofthe Christian Fathe:r·s-The Sabbathduring the
Interviews on Talmage. Paper,50 cts.; .1\'llddle Ages-The .Puritan Sabbath-Testimony of Chrisplain cloth, $1.25.
han Heformers, Scholars, and Divines- Abrogation of'
What Unst We Do to be Saved t Pa- Sundav Law-s.
per, 25 cents.

The

Chri~>tlan

Ingersoll, Judge Jerelliiah S. Black, and
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

Price, 2o Cents; Six Copies, $1.00.

B.eligion. Ry R. G.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. l?rinted
in hi.rge, cle<>r type, and containing as much
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Address

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 O!inton Pl., New York.

BY MA.IL POS'r-PA.ID.

MEN, WOMEN, AND GODS.
BY HELEN H. GARDENER.
A G·1•eat .b-Iellical Work on Manhood

Introduction by

· Vindication of Thomas P<tine from
the attacks of the New: York Obserrer, by
Robert G. Ingersoll. Pnce, 10 cents.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

·Address on the Civil B.ights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

In connection with another firm we have· just published Helen H. Gardener's first volume.
Helen H. Gardener was first introduced to the public by Col. Ingersoll, since when she bas
won a place in the hearts of all Freethinkers by her ability, and by the bnlliancy of her lectprice $1.50 each. Every admirer of these ures. The contents of the volume are:
apostles of Religio•Js Liberty should have :MEN, WO~fEN, .A.ND GODS: Introductory;
mieH; Geographical Religion; Revelatiou; Evithese busts.
Accident Insumnce; Chiefly Women; Wby
dence of Faith; Did He talk? What You
Women
Support
It;
What
It
Teaches;
From
May Tbink; Intellecttml Gug-Law; The ViPhotoga·aphs of Colonel IngersolJ.
Moses to Paul; The Fruit of the Tree of KnowlSuperb photographs, :!2 x 28, $5; panel,
carious Theory the Cause of Crime ; Revision ;
edge;
Knowledg·e
Not
a
Crime;
As
Much
InThe Church's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop?
10 1-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; eabinet, 40 cts.;
spired as .A.ny of It.
eard, 20 cents.
HISTORICAL FACTS AND. THEOLOGICAL
VICARIOUS ATONEMENT:- Fear; Beginning
FICTIONS: Church Fictwns; Historical Facts
I.ngPrsoll's Lectures Complete.
to Think; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
-(Civilization, Comparativ Status, Women as
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian InvenPersons, Edneation, .A.s Wives, Not Woman's
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
tion; Twin ..:Monsters from Intellectual PigFriend, Morals).
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Orthodoxy,'' bound in one beautiful volume, in
Price, Cloth) $1.00; Paper, oO Cents.
half ealf, library style, and containing over
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceeding-ly
'l"'he
Trade
Supplied at Special Discount:-::,
low price of $5. Sent by mail po~tpaid.

The B11sts of Voltait·e, Paine and In·
gersoll. Cabinet size; true to life,

Tributes. There hav been ao many
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of W3.r," the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent address over "Little _Harry Miller's Grave,"
that they h~tv been printed on heavy toned
paper, 18x22, 1llummated border, and in
large, clear type, suitable for frammg, and
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, Now Yo1-k.

SOCIAL VVEALTH:
Tbe Sole Factors and
Exact .Rat.ios in Its A«!qnirenicn t and Aa•port.ioJI men t.•

By J. K. INGALLS

Pros.., Poems and SeJections. This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
bBst ever issued. It contains, besides the
celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never
before pubhshed, aud all the famous " tributes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till now, many
other gems, selected from the speeches, m·guments, leetures, letters, table-talks, and
day-to-day conversations of the author. The
work is designed for, and will be accepted
by admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir.· To help it serve this purpose, a fine
steel portrait, with autograph fac simile, has
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silkcloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;
m half-ealf, mottled edges, elegant h\mu·y
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, highest
possible style and finish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place. New York_

MONKS, POPES,
AND

THEffi POLITICAL INTB.IGUES.
BY JOHN ALBERG$R.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED, WHICH

WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED RATES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE POLITIOAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH RIIGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a hrief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capit>tlism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Consen•ation of ·wealth;
Tools and Improved ~[achincry; The Nature of
Wages; Pnvate and Social Wealth; Land Own-

PRICJE, CJLOTH, $1,00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
THE PRESENT
THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY .A. CAPITALIST.
.A. Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals with
the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their im~e;fections, and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and VICIOUS und~r _our present system. The remedy, the an thor thinks, is in communal life, and be has dtm~n a vJv1d pw~nre of the
future Republic of North America, as it wm·oe when society shall be orgamzed on the prtnCiples of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CONTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appcaram•e of Our Ronublic · Government and Laws· Finance· Public Improvements; Production aud Di~tl"ibution;
Ednca~ion; Morality and Relip:io~; :Marriage and Divorce; life in the New Republic; Lifo iu the
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Metho~s Proposer! for the
Transition from the System of Individual Property to a System of CollcctJv Property; Dang:.,r.
Pnce, $1.50.
.
.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Cimton Place, Now York Ctt.y.

BIBLE

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

~!ORALS.

RR Olfntnn Pl.. NFnv Vnrk.

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY
BY SCRIPTURE.
A CJollectlon of Pa!lsoges
lllustrating the
Falsehoocl and Deception~Cheating-Theft and H.obPurity and Morality of The Bible. bery-Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder-Wan:; of ConPrice, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents. quest and Extermination-DeRpotism- ~ntolerance a~d
·Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to ChilAddreRs THE TRUTH SEEKER.
dren-Cruelty to Animals-Human Sacrifices-CannibalCHRISTIANITY
ism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polygamy- IntemperanceA R E WARD F 0 R C R I M E. PovertY and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocv- ObSnbstantia.ted by the Bible.
scenity.
BY
BY .TORN E. REIDSBURG.

0. B. WHITB'ORD, M. D.
P:riee,IO Cents.

I

Per Dozen,n.oo

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Bll Ollnton Place, New York

Price,

Sln~;le

Copies, 2li cents;

naut,

Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bullluch ~treet, Boston, Mass ,
who may be cc.usulted ou all diseases requiring
sktll and expericuee. IJhronlc and obstinate dis
ell.Ses that have b•tlled tbe sktll of allH EALo1her
physicians a Bl>eciH.Jty. Such treated
suoceasfully, without an tn~lance
\1
~:.
!allure. Mentlou this paper.IyU
I
a;
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DR. R. P. Fl:LLOWS
Is a regularly ed ucat-

ed and legally quail·
tied physician, and
the most successful
as his practice wll.
pr111ve. He ha.s tor
twenty years treated
exclustvly all dlsellfles
or the l:lexual Organs,
In the cures of Wblch
he stands preem lnent.
S P E R MA.TO RRH<EA
and IMP 0 'l' EN 0 Y
as the result of self·
abuse In youth and
sexual excesses In rna·
turer years, causing
u 1 g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
1 ower,renderlng marriage Improper ann unu "PY, etc., are cured per·
manently by an outside a], plication 1n sixty days.
NO STOMAOH MEDI01N USED. U Is one of Dr.
Fellows• valuable discoveries, Which Ia entirely un·
known to the medical profession. Send five 2-cent
stamps lor his "Prlvat~ Counselor," giving full Information. Addrees Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say where you saw this advertlsment.
Ji'rom tht Ironclad Age.

AND

Price, ISO cents. 71S C4'1ots, and $1.00, ac•
cording to condltson of book.

Address

ership; Private Property in Laud; Capital and
the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operatiou; Law of' Contract~; Money and Credit;
Of V<tlne ot· Economic Ratios; Taxntiou us n
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Sug-g·cstions
to Legisl<ttors; Conclusion.

Eshausted Vltallty, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Declluo In Man, Errot·s of Youth, and
the untold miseries resulting from lndlsJretlon or
excesses. A book !or every man, young, middle.
aged a.nd old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic dtseases, each one of which Is Invaluable. So fouud by the author, whose experience !or 23 years Is such as probably never before
feU to the lot or any physician. 300 pages, bound In
beamlful ~'re>wll m uslln, em bossed covers, full gilt,
guaranteed 10 be a finer work In every sense-mechanical, Jltemry, and professional-than any other
work soh\ In this cnumry lor $2.50. or the money
wllJ be reftwdetl In every lustauce Price only $1.00
by mall, poet prtltl. Illustratlv sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal &warded t.he author by the
National Medkal Association, to the president ot
which, the Ron. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
<•! the Board thtl reader Is respectfully referred.
•rhe i:lcience of Life should he reaa by the young
for Instruction, and by the atlllcted lor relief. It
will benefit all.-Lond<m Lanoet.
'J'here Is no member or society to whom 'J'he
Rcleuce ul Life will not be useful, whether youth,
!!Brent, guaratau, lllbtrucwr, or clergyman.-.Argn-

6 Copies, $1.00

Speciai Discount ou Larl'er Quantitiei.

'• Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken Infidel, Lhere!ore no
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of thl.'l land
•ltould alv the doctor their patronage."
lyR
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GERMAN SIMPLIFIED.
An easy and prllctlcal new method, adapted tor
s~lf·lnstructlon as well as lor use tn schools. To
conAISt or about twolve numbers. Eleven numbers
n0w publiAhed. Bent to any urldrefS on receipt ot
the price, 10 cents per unmber, by THE TRUTH
SEEKJ<R CO.
"'J'hese books contnln a wealth ot knowledge for
sel!-lnbtruetton."-En. Albany Union.
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The snbjeetH diHCUBHed in this finely-printed
pamphlet are, besides the title above g-ivon,
Ratan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
a Christian, Divinity of tho Bible, Theolog-ical
Log-ic, Preachers arc Not Honest, Preacher~
SometimPs DiJicr, Infant DamnatiOn, Prayer,
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were .Afmid,
No Fear of Bmng Damned, But What are WA
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Not Pray for the 'Dnmned? Conclusion.
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To the Senate and Assembly of the State of New York:
IN lnfilctlng torture and taking !He tor opinion's
sake Christians ha.v far exceeded the belleverH In
all otber rellglvns. -D. M. Bmnett.
IN the whole course of Bl\lllcal history Relmarus
bad not only falled to discover traces of the divine•
but haLl round, on the other hand, much of what Is
human In the worst sense: the patriarchs he pronounced worldly, selfish, and crafty men; Moses an
lambHlous pereona.ge, unecrupulous enough to procure the enactment of an lndl!Ierent code by deceit
and crime; and David-the man after God's own
heart--a. cruel, voluptuous, and hypocrltlca.l despot.
. . . The axioms of the Oltrlstlan system are false
and tun of contradictions, entirely opposed to all rational religious Ideas and decidedly unfavorable t1
the moral Improvement ot our race.-Strauu's Old
and New Failh.
"I CALL a complete and generous education that
which fits a man to perform jus'ly, skllfully, and
magnanimously all the offices, both private and publlc, of peace and war." Thl3 ls the true Mllton.
When he ctr~ra, In another page ot the" Tractate,"
as equlvalenl, a definition ot the true end ot learnlug," To repair the ruin of our first parents by regaining to know God aright," we hav the theological liillton and what he took on from the current
language Of his age.-Pattison's J!lilton.
THERE Is many a horse that Is better fit for lmmortallty than the man tha· rules lt. There Is many a
dog that has more disinterested love than the man
that ewns lt. And wily should not they hav a chance
hereafter?
I don't know but they wlll.-H,nry
1Va1'd Bep_chF.1".

UP to tile end of last century physical science was
regarcJed rather as an amusement ot dllettantelsm
than as an oocupat ion for serious men. or astronomy we were taught the general results. We knew,
In words, that the eart1l was round; that It traveled
round the sun as one of Its planets: and that the solar system was perhaps but one ot an lntlnlt number
of s1o1ch systems. But the knowledge had not penetr:tted beyond our memories. For practical purJ•Oses, we e;lll believed that our own earth was the
most !mpvl'!ant part or the universe and man the
central object for wltlch all else had been made.-

The Constitution of our State griarantees that "the free exercise aml onjo_ymo11t of reljgious
prvfession and worship, without discrimi-nation or pnfe'l'cnr·c, shall forever be allo~vml in this St:ttc~ to all
mankind." The general princjple of Arm~ric:m Government is equality of all meu before. the· la\v.
This, as Yom Honomble Body· is aware, involves the principle, already acknowleLlged i1i theory, of the
Total Sepamtion of Church and State. But Church and State are now practically united by the
following statutes :
1. The law exempting Chmch Prop01·ty from Taxation.
2. The laws appropriating :Money from the Public Treasmy for the support of Institutions
founded and managed chiefly by Sectarian Denominations.
3. The law compelling the ObseTVance of Sunday as a religious holy day;
The undersigned, Citizens of the State of. New York, do therefore respectfully but earnestly
petition Your Honorable Body to repeal all the laws m· parts of laws of this State which are viohttions of the above principles. Our reasons for asking this are :
1. The Churches are voluntary associations properly to be suppOTtecl by tho ,;olnntary contributions of their members. 2. The State is compulsory. Every citizen must pay taxes. And we
submit that it is unjust to a large and growing body of voters to be compelled to pay for the support
of Churches which they cannot conscientiously attend; :for the hire of Ministers in our Legislature
and Public Instit"i1tions, in whose doctrines they are unable to believe; and to observe as holy a clay
to them no more sa.m·ecl than any other. We also submit that the exemption of Churches from taxation~ the appropriation of money for the hire of :Ministers and the supp~:n·t of Sectarian Institutions,
and t110 Legal observance of Sunday as a holy clay, are discriminations in fay or of one form of religion,
61
are abriclgm•mts of the free exercise of religious preferences, and are therefore unconstitutional.
RESIDENCE.

NAMES.

"YES." said old Mrs. Badger, "I hav mat Colonel
Ingercoll, and I tbougllt he was a very pleasant gentleman; but I hav heard);hat he Is a regular amethyst."

Ftoud,e's S!Ji•:nc-! and Tlteol~!JY·

IN thae old times, they thought the moon,
Ju8t lllie asark or pair o' shoon,
Woro by degrees, tj!l her last roon
Gaod past their viewing,
And shortly arter she was done,
Tiley gat a new one.
Tllls pMsed for certain-undisputed;
Ir. ne'er cam 1' their heads \o deubt It,
Tlll chlele gat up, anrl wad confute It,
Aad ca'd It wrang;
And muckle din there was about It,
Haith loud and lang.
-Btn·ns's Epistle to William Simpson.
AllOVEall, I must llav a definlt and distinct concep.
!lou or him In whom I am to belleve, whom I am to
Imitate a' an exemplar or moral excellence. A being
of whlcll I can only catch fitful gllmpses, whJch remains obscure to me In essential respects, may, It Is
t-rue, Interest me as a problem for scientific lnvestlgatlon, but H must remain Ineffectual as regards
l>ractlcal Influence on my llfe. But·a being with
<llstluct features, capable of a!Iordlng a distinct concep1lon, Is only to be found In the Christ of faith, of
legend, and there, or course, only by the votary who
Is wllllng to take Into the bargain all the J.mpo>slbllltles, all the contradictions, contained In the picture.
'l'he Jesus or Ills tory, ot science, Is only a problem;
but a problen. cannot be an object ot worship, or a
pattem by which to shape our llves. -Th< Old Faith
and tltP. Ntw, by D. F. Strauss.
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'l'UAT wlllclt 18 past Is gone and Irrevocable, and
wise men hav enough to do with thlngil Present and
to come; therefore they but trifle With tbemselv~
that labor In past matters. There Is no man aoth a
wrong for the wroiJg's sake, but thereby to purchase
blmselt !JruJl•, or pleasure, or honor, or the like;
therefore wily •hould I be angry Vllth a man for lovIng hlmrelt b"tter than me ? And If any manshoulcl
cto wrong merely out or Ill-nature, wby lt Is but yet
l!l<e the thorn and br er which prick and scratch,
becum:!e they CA.U do no o~her.-B1crn's E1says.
LoOinr<a at it historically, as an outward event,
tile resurrection or Jesus hall not the very slightest
luundatlon. R,uely has an Incredible fact been worse
attested r•r one so Ill attested been more Incredible
In Itself. . .
'.raken hlstorlcally, i
comparIng the Immense ell'ect of this bellef with Its absolute baseles~ness, tho story of the resurrection of
JeEus can only be culled a world-Wide deception. It
may be llumlllatlug to human pride, but nevertllele<s the laCL remains: Jesus might stlll hav taught
an<! embodied In hlsllte all that Is true and gootl, as
well as what hr•ne-olded an• I harsh-the latter, after
all, "IW>tYB producing tke strongest Impression on
the mas -ee-nevenlloless, Ills teachings would hav
beet\ blown away and SC8.ttered like solitary leaves
by tile wind ll~<d t110se leaves not been held together
am! 1hus vreservud, as It with a stottt, tangible bludlug, by an Illusory belle! In llB resurrectlon.-
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,JEses IJ<egau to say unto llls,llsclples flrst or <J.ll, Beware ye uf tbe leaven nt tbe PcHti"lsees, which 19 hypocrisy. Fur tllore ls nothing covered that shall not
be revealed; ne!Lher llld, tbat shall not be known.
-Luke xii, 1, ~.

PARSON GRIDLEY, of WRCO, Is very much opposed
to dancing. He Fald rceantly to a young lady of the
congregation: "Are you one of those giddy girls to
whomdan'lng Is a heavenlyp•sttme?" "No, I don't
think dancing Is perfectly heavenly." "Ah, that's
right-." "Dancing Is not perfectly heavenly," continued the young lady, "tor, you see, tt comes to an
end too soon; but It Is very much llke heaven as ·
long as It lasts."
IN England it Is the bishops that examln candidates tor orders; and some Nshops hav been very
lax In their requirements. "I would advise you,
sir,'' said one English diocesan wlt.hln living memory, "not to write your own sermons-for some time
to come, at least." "I am afraid," aa.td a_nother to
a candidate who had falled In the sormon, "I cannot pass you. If yon can't write a sermon, how could
yon do at all?" "Oh 1 my Lord, I should preach extempo1·e." "Ahi well, then, I'll pass you."
AN ECONOMICAL DEFECT . .
"I ha-l an Rgent once," said a lecturer to the Ban
Francisco Chronicle, "who was the best fellow In hls
business In the world. He saved me more money In
advertising, anrl got me more notices In the newapapars than I could acc.1unt for."
"What was his particular virtue?"
"He stuttered."
" One would 1magln that would be a very serious
objection."
"Qnlt<' the reverse. At lea.t I didn't object, but
other pe.ople dtd. He stuttered very badly. He
would go Into a newspaper offi ·e with· au advertlsment.:
" 'H-h--how m-m-m-uch t-f-for th-a-t
ad?'
" 'Ten dollars.' '.!'hen he b~gan to stutter very
badly.
·
"'I th-th-tll-ln-k you'd b-b-b-et-t-ter-'
"• Geewhllllkl•·s! make It five dollars.'
1
P-p-ut lt in!
"If they'd only waited, he meant to tell them to

"

put It In a.t ten dollars."

Strau,ss's Old and 1Vew f!',!ith.

1\JIJ.TON w~<s not the slave of a n~me. He cared
nor. tur tt.e wurd '' RepuOU~" so 11 was well wlLh the
commonwealth. P J.rlluments ol' single rulers he
, kuew are but mel:l.US to an end; if tha:: end was ob·
tah1ed, no ma.ner It tbe constitutional guarantees
<xl•t or not. fiLmy o! ilillton's pamplllets are certu.inly party Jllt:n.dlugCJ, choleric, one-sided, perHOllt1.l. uur. UHougll them all runs the one redeemlug ella.mcterlmlc-that they are all written on the
sllh' .or Uberty.
He defended rellglous Uberty
ugalust the pr~la. es, clvllllberty against the crown,
the llber•y or tile !Jrese agFLlUSt the executlv, liberty
or ctmtclenee against the P eBbyterians, anct dor:beetlc liberty agalntthe tyrat1UY ol canon!<J.W. M•Lon"s
pamphlets might hav oeen stamped wltlt the motto
whlctl S<!.l~<uln l•J>crlbsd (In Greek) In all bls books
"Liberty before everythlng."-M•rk PoJI!ison s Millon.

WIFE: "I must get the chlldr('n some llnsey Woolsey for wlnter waar." Husband: "What-that bluelooking stu!!?" Wife: "Yes." Husband: "Say, 1t
you call the blue-looking stu!! llnsey woolsE'y, you'd
call the red-looklog stu!! C!lrdlnal Wolsey-wouldn't
you?"
WHAT'S In a name? Deacon Scriptures Is one or
the cfficlals of Parson Downs's Boston church.· The
p rson announced a. colle~tlon at the very beginning
of the service. Deacon .Scriptures took up the collection. Only fifteen dollars resulted, but Downs got
back hl~ bat. He should search tile Scriptures.
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SUNDAY night, relates the Jll.Cksonvllle, Fla.,
Ti-mes- Uni· n, the exercises In the Oongregatlonal
cnurch had proceeded decorously anough until the
choir bad reaclletl the last line of the second verse
of the llrat bymn, ,Just as. tbey struck that every
llght In the church went out, and the notes ot the
singers and the strident tones of the O"ll:aa vanished
into t.he darkness. A few momenta sufficed to relight the gas, and the good dominie, with his mouth
muffied by his band to hld"e an audible smile, said:
"The ChOir wlll plea<e slog the closing verse of the
h~mn," and 1 hey at ouce b:;;>gan,
·
" Cum A, light serene l ail<l still
Our Inmost bosoms fill,
Dwell in each breast."
The soprano sar·g a queer compound of snicker and
psalm as her eyes caught the words, and the wbole
audience was on the broad grin to the close of tbe
verse, wlllch was given In good style. It seems that
a young miscreant had stolen into the ba•ement and
turned the gas uff just wben he Imagined It would
make a sansatlon. He was nabbed as he tried to
sllp out by two young men, who took him part ot
the way to the lockup, and, not tlndlng a policeman,
Jet him go tor the time being. He wlll, nevertheless,
get his deserts at the proper time.
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BROTHER C. P. SoMERBY, of the New York wicked and clumsy fabrication. Paine was
TRUTH SEEKER, was in this city Dec. 1st and the most snocessful pamphleteer of his time,
2d, and materialiZed in the Ironclad ranch. The and yet he never took a penny for any of his
brother is on a business tour, and has taken in literary work. His pay as exciseman for about
FoR'lY-NIJ\E bartenders were arrested by New
GRA.B nA.as at charity fairs are prohibited in most of the prominent western and north- twelve years, and for about three years' public
Ymk policemen for selling liquor labt Sttnday.
Washington by the police.
western cities, together with a proper quantity service in America, never could hav supported
!JEN. ALEx. SnALER, president of the Board
CA.RDINA.LS Manning and Howard hav writ-. of the free air of this almost boundless region, him. And yet he was never poor, and was
ten to the pope in favor of canonizing Joan of He looks as if the "tower" agreed with him. able to donate one year's salary as clerk of of Health, is under arrest charged with receiving bribes.
Arc.
Brother Somerby seems to be a genial sort of the Pennsylvania legislature to save WashingSENATOR JOHN SnERMA.N has been selected by
ton's
army
at
Valley
Forge.
How,
then,
did
MAINE paid $53,950 of internal revenue last person, and one that you can get acquainted
year. There are 1,014 retail liquor dealers in with in about four minutes or four and a half. he liv? In early life he· enlisted on a priva- the RepublicdnS to preside over the Senate in
the state.
He left for Louisville Dec. 2d, and will head teersman and rose to the 1ank of captain. It place of Vice President Hendricks.
is probable, therefore, that he quit the service
l'IIA.YOB GRA.CE of New York has brought a
LIZZIE McGRATH, aged twenty-five years, of eastward from that point.-Ironc~ad Age.
CmcULA.RS are now being e:xtensivly distrib- with a considerable share of prize money, libel suit against the New York lV01·:d, l>lying
Jersey City, fell dead on the street last Sunday
evening, while on her "way to church.
· uted throughout the workshops, counting- which he ever after used in doing good. It is the damages at $50,000. The W01·ld had called
generally believed tlaat he received $3,000
HALF the world (the Christians) are praying rooms, and factories of this city, asking that from Congres3. That sum was voted to him Mayor Grace a fraud.
the
Metropolitan
Museum
·of
Art
be
thrown
WM. H. VA.NDERDI:(.T, the New York milroad
for immort11lity; the other half (the Buddhists)
open to the public on Sundays. This petition by resolution of the Continental Congress; king, died suddenly of apoplexy in his Fifth
are praying to be freed from its yoke.
but
they
had
no
money
and
he
was
never
should be signed by all who believe that instiavenue palace on 'fu<s.~ay, the 8th. aged 64.
IN one of the many Bibles scattered about a
tutions which are ·supported by the people paid. Paine deserves a monument higher He was tho richest man in the world.
hotel in Grand Rapids for the use of its guests,
than
that
of
Washington;
but
the
stone
erected
should be conducted in such a manner that all
a matter-of-fact drummer wrote in large letters
CnARLEfl RAY, of this city, having diHcovered
may be benefited thereby, and that those who in honor of the British spy by Cyrus W. Field
on the title page an appeal for "fewer Bibles and
that his wife was untrue to him, shot her and
are confined in the workshop and factory six ought to hav been blown up."
better beds."
then poisoned himself. lie was bnrietl last
days in tho week shouldJhav an opportunity
IN calling attention to several columns of Monday, but his wife will recover.
TnERE is trouble in a Catholic church at one day in the week to visit the museums, liDetroit, Mich. One day last week some of braries, and other public institutions of the mercantil opinions in favor of op!>ning the
UNITED STA.TE~ troops hav been sent to S ,Jt
the women of the congregation tried to eject' city. These institutions, for the preservation museums on Sundays, the lltr<Jld says: "It is Lake City in anticipation of a Mor11•on outclear
that
our
merchants
are
almost
unanithe priests from the pulpit, and succeeded in of which every citizen contributes his share,
break against the l!'etleral officers. 'fhere h
mously in favor of the movement. Their readisrobing one.
·
should not be run for the benefit of the "!!e- sons are, of course, practical. They believe, said to be little probability of any trouble.
La Tronada, a weekly Spanish anticlerical lect few."-The Boycotter.
THE boycott of Straiton & Storm's cigars
as we do, that the poor man should not find
journal published at Barcelona, has reached
"THERE are," says the Rev. Jesse H. Jones, every avenue to culture closed to him on the bas been declared at an end, and the two thouits one hundred and eightieth number. It is " three thousand Congregational ministers in only day of the week when he has leisure. If sand employees who were recently looked out
giving Its readers translations of some of this land, and Lyman Abbott, Noble (unknown it is morally elevating to look at beautiful by the firm will resume work dnring the pres·
Colonel Ingersoll's lectures.
near New York), my friend, and myself-five pictures and statuary, if it is a beneficial stim- ent week.
THE domestic felicity of Mr. and Mrs. Hen- souls out of the three thousand-are all who ulus to stand in the alcove of a library and
Two trains on the Brooklyn bridge ornshetl
dricks was a proverb in Indiana. At a wedding hav ever lifted up a voice on the labor question, see the books which hav been written on im· together last St\turd>ly, in consequence of the
ceremony in She! by ville, three years ago, the unless you count Beecher's 'bread and water.' portant subjects, then every man, rich and grip failing to hold the cable by which t.he
offi-ciating clergyman, after shaking h!lnds with It took ten souls to save Sodom; and they poor alike, should hav the door to snoh influ- cars are drawn. Five persons were seriously
the newly-married couple, gave them his ben- were not found there, and ten are not found ences thrown wide open. The rich man can and others slightly injured.
ediction in these words: "May you be as happy here. Five souls out of three thousand ! And go through that door when he plea~es. The
CANON FARRAR, in his farewell address, said
where can you find five· more in all the Pres- poor man, who toils all the week for bread, that he had nowhere been treated kinder than
as Mr. and Mrs. Hendricks are.''
THE city authorities of Providence, R. I., byterian, Mflthodist, and Baptist denomination finds it bolted against him on Sunday. There in the United States. ITh hoped America
hav refused to license roller skating rinks. of all grades? I remember just one, a Baptist is something unfair in this. An open museum would lead England in temperance, as England
They hold that these pieces hav been found who was in'Paterson, N. _J. If any one does or library is an invitation to larger and broader led America in emancipation.
to promote immorality. Boston might take know of others, let their names be recorded thinking. The church should be the first to
THE Baptist conference has added to the
the cue from Providence, and suppress some on high. They are a chosen and precious few. demand that every noble impulse should be Rev. Mr. Downs's other troubles by .(,ljsolaimof her more prominent places of religious The spirit and temper of the ministry should encouraged, and in every possible way." As ing all fellowship with him, and expelling him
amuse1nent, beginning with Pastor Downs's be taken account of in this thing. One and the Herald says, the church should be the first from the conference. This is the way of the
all, in a solid mass, they are as shut against to demand the enconragement of noble im·
circus.
religious world: Kick a man when he isDowLB.
this subject as a great iron door in a stone pulses, but our diurnal contemporary will be
THE first volume of General Grant's "MemJ. K. EM~tET, the comedian, recently went
wall slammed to, and bolted and barred. greatly mistaken if it imagins the church will
oirs" was put upon the market on the 2d inst.
on a spree the expense of which, inc! uding
They consider that these problems are in no- do so.
The first edition will pr~bably comprise a half
broken engagements, was not less than forty
wise in their province; that their work is the
ALL the Chinamen closed their laundries
million copies. Six hundred thousand hav
thousand dollars. He tapered off his drunk
'conversion of souls,' the 'nurture of the
been sold by subscription. Mrs. Grant's profits church,' and nothing else."
early last Saturday night, and went to Mott with an attack of delilum tremens, and is now
street to help to move to a new temple the
on tbe book already amount to more· than
in the hospital.
W. H. BURR, of Washington, D. C., writes sacred god Joss, who conquered the heathen
$500,000. The second volume will be ready
S1x children, of Newark, N.J., who h~v been
as follows to the New York Sun: "The Mail of the north, and brought the provinces of the
in March next.
and Expnss says that the monument to Thomas Celestial Empire under a central government. bitten by a rabid dog, will be sent to Enrope
THE pope has written a letter to the Oath- Paine is 'in honor of Atheism, Anarchy, The first temple to Joss, in this city, was to be treated for hydrophobia by M. Pasteur, the
olio bishops of England, approving of their and dishonesty.' Those words contain three opened about two years ago at number 16 Mott French chemist. The parents of the children
opposition to the radical scheme of free edu- falsehoods. I think I know more of the life street. Forthwith there followed an era of are poor, and the expenses of the trip will be
cation. If the pope were to express himself and character of Paine than any other man. prosperity in the Chinese quarter that was at- paid by subscription.
fully, it would probably .be found that he op- His religious, political, and moral creed was tributed only to the influence of Joss, and, in
THE boycott upon a German theater man:
poses general education of any kind, except expressed by himself in these words: 'I be- gratitude to him, the merchants decided to ager of this city by the labor unions because
enough to make a Catholic, which, in the case lieve in one God and no more, and I hope for establish a temple and altar worthy of his he employed "rat·~ musicians is reported sucof many good papists, is far short of the happiness beyond this life. S0ciety in every prestige and power. Two thousand dollars cessful, the manager having capitulated and
three r's.
state is a blessing, but government, even in its was recently subscribed for the erection of a paid all costs. It seems that the workingman
A QUESTIONABLE method for raising funds is best state, is but a necessary evil. I hav lived new temple at number 202 Chatham street, and can make himself effectiv anywhere exc~pt at
to be resorted to at a· church entertainment an honest and useful life to mankind; my to purchase genuin Chinese furniture and dec- the polls.
in Dayton, Ga. Each lady attending will be time has been spent in doing good, and I die orations. Leon Zoo, ex-priest of the Tauists,
WINTER came down upon New York last
wrapped in a gossamer waterproof and veiled. in perfect composure and resignation to the a sect dating back three thousand years n c., Saturday night with a wiltl swoop and a cold
They will then be "sold "at auction to the will of my creator, God.' There is abundant was made tempor111ry priest. At twelve o'clock wave. Some snow fell on frozen ground.
highest bidder, and the purchaser will secure proof that he lived up to this creed and was the Chinese consul, accompanied by fifty mer- There was a great gale at sea, and much damthe lady's company as a partner for the rest of an exceptionally upright man. I need only chants in silken robes, entered the old temple. age is reported. Dispatches from Aspinwall,
the ·evening, and a share of the contents of her adduce the testimony of the eminent and ven- The air was fragrant with burning incense and C. A., announce a terrific norther, which
lunch basket.
arable Quaker, Willett Hicks, who knew him sandalwood. Flaming red candles illuminated wrecked a half-dozen vessels with a loss of .life
Tms is a queer world, and it is difficult for intimately. He said in 1841: 'Thomas Paine the scene. Bending low, priest and people which is unknown.
a person possessing any sense of humor to was a good ·man-an honest man.' Unfortu- asked of Joss his gracious permission to move
Mas RoBERTS, wife of the postmaster at
keep his face straight. Our risibilities are just nately the earliest biographies of Paine were him to his new temple. Joss sticks were ig· Tampico (Wash. Ter.) complained that htr
now excited by a little Catholic fetich V'hioh is libels. To counteract the effects of his' Rights nited, and rice wines spilled to invigorate the husband habitually beat her, and one day last
at present in the pocket of the writer. It is a of Man,' in 1791 Lord Roxbury paid an anony- god for his short journey. The following week a dozen women of the place took the
statue of St. Joseph about one inch in hight- mous writer £500 to produce a pretended life prayer was chanted: "0, merciful great Joss! wretch out and gave him a public flogging.
a sort of pocket edition, as it were. He has an of Paine. Again, just after Paine's death in We thy servants hav humbly this day prepared He left for unknown parts, and the wife is now
infant in his arms, but, strangely enough, the 1809, Cheetham, a convicted libeler, wrote a new sanctuary, where thou and thine may acting postmistress with a hope of being conhead of the saint is not decorated with horns. another biography. Both were filled with lies. eat and drink in peace, and where thy presence tinued in the position by President Cleveland.
The statue has been duly blessed, the peculiar But worst of all, in 1846, just after the death will be unprofaned by the language of wicked
IN accordance with a sanitary scheme resuperstition attached to it being the belief that of Bishop Fenwick, of Boston, a long letter foreigners." When the god arrived at the new
cently adopted, the municip11l authorities of
the person carrying it about him will always was published, purporting to hav been written temple this prayer was addressed 'to him:
Marseilles, France, ordered the demolition of
hav money in his pocket. The statue, bless- by him to his brother many years before, de- "Welcome, thou mighty influence, representthe church of St. Martin. The clergymen coning, tin case, and all, costs, we believe, five scribing a visit by the young priest to the bed- 1 ing all that is good, to thy new mansion~ a
nected with the church strenuously opposed
cents. By the way, following the precedent side of the dying Paine. The letter, though small token of thy humble servants' loyalty."
the execution of the order. On the 6th a mob
laid down in the case of Voltaire, it is probable! accredited to the bishop by his biographer, is, When the invocations to Joss ceased the comof five thousand people gathered around the
that if the writer, at death, should be found! doubtless a forgery. No Catholic priest ever pany arose and feaste-d r.o.yally in his honor. church and assaulted the priests as they were
with this fetich in his possession, he would be visited Paine on his deathbed, and the pre-1 The priest at the altar chanted a song, and the
leJ.IVing the edili,c(). Many arrests were m.ade.
set down as, after all 1 a Catholic at heart,
tllnd\ld IIQCOUnt Of. ~4e deAthbed SQ6M ~ II rioU~ revelry Oontinued Until dawn,
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the grass. You must sit by the fireside of the heart; The Harmony and Ml'aning of the Scientific
Gospels.
abon the clouds it is too cold. You must be simple
A LECTURE BY T. B. WAKEMAN (CONTINUED).
in yoiir speech; too much polish suggests insincerity.
The great orator idealizes the real, transfigures the XI.-THE LEARNED PROFESSIONS WILL BE RECOGNIZED AS A
Motley and Monarch.
common, makes even the inanimate. throb and thrlll,
SPIRITUAL POWER SELECTED AND APPOINTED FOR THEIR
From the North .American Review.
fills the gallery of the imagination with statues and
APPROVED FITNESS TO EDUCATE, ADVISE, AND CONSEStrange mingling of mirth and tears, of the tragic pictures perfect in form and color, brings to light
CRATE.-THEY WILL TAKE THE PLACE OF THE OLD
and groteEque, of the cap and crown, of Socrates and the gold hoarded by memory-the miser shows the
PRIESTHOOD AND BE PAID AND HONORED AS SECULAR
Rabelais, of lE3op and Marcus Aurelius, of all that is glittering coin to the spendthrift hope-enriches the
AND NECESSARY FRIENDS, EDUCATORS, AND ADVISERS OF
gentle and just, humorous and honest, merciful, wise, brain, ennobles the heart, and quickens the ·conTHE PEOPLE.
laughable, lovable, and divine, and all consecrated to science. Between his lips words burl and blossom.
The
states or counties will prov.ide for the limitathe use of man; while through all, and over all, an
If you wish to know the difference between an or..:::: overwhelming sense of obligation, of chivalric loy- ator and an elocutionist-between what is felt and tion and payment of the members of these profesalty to truth, and upon all the shadow of the tragic end. what is said-between what the heart and brain can sions, but will not limit the liberty of others to pracNearly all the great historic characters are impos- do together and what the brain can do alone-rt~ad tice these professions if the people prefer to advise
sible monsters, disproportioned by flattery or by Lincoln's wondrous words at Gettysburg, and then with them. It is not probable, how:ever, that the
calumny deformed. We know nothing of their pecu- the speech of E:lward Everett. The_ or~tion o~ Lin- people will to any great extent prefer to consult and
liarities, or nothing but their peculiarities. About coln will never be forgotten. It will hv until lan- pay those who are unlicensed and unsalaried when
the roots of these oaks there clings none of the earth gaages are dead and lips are dust. The speech of they can have the dispensations and services of others
of humanity. Washington is now only a steel en- Everett will never be read. The elocutionists believe free; nor is it probable that any really fitted for prograving. About the real man who lived, and loved, in the virtue of voice, the sublimity of syntax, the fessional work will long stay outside of professions
and bated, and schemed we know but little. The majesty of long sentences, aBd the genius of gesture. adequately supported by salaries. Learning will, as
glass through which we look at him is of such _high The orator loves the real, the simple, the natural. now, have its permanent home in universities, which
magnifying power that the features are exceedmgly He places the thought above all. He knows that the will be increased in number, supported by the states,
··
indistinct. Hundreds of people are now engaged in greatest ideas should be expressed in the shortest and be subject to their general control.
smoothing out the lines of Lincoln's face-forcing all words- that the greatest statues need the least
One of their chief duties should be the education
of teachers and their nomination as such for the purfeatures to the common mold-so that he may be drapery. '
known, not as be really was, but, aqcording to their
Lincoln was an immense personality-firm but not poses of common school or public education, but the
pear standard, as be should bav been.
obstinate. Obstinacy is egotism-firmness, heroism. support of the schools and teacliers should be proLincoln was not a type. He stands alone-no an- He inflaenced others without effort, unconsciously; vided by the state and county, and every school discestors, no fellows, and no successors. He had the and they submitted to him as men submit to nature, trict should have the ultimate approval or even selecadvantage of living "in a new country, of social equal- unconsciously. He was severe with himself, and for tion of its teachers.
The methods of education will evidently be modiity, of personal freedom, of seeing in the horizon of that reason lenient with others. He appeared to
his future the perpetual star of hope. He preserved apologize for being kinder than his fellows. He did fied so as to develop the faculties of the pupil instead
his individuality and his self-respect. He knew and merciful things as stealthily as others committed of stuffing the memory, and the branches taught will
mingled with men of every kind; and, after all, men crimes. Almost ashamed of tenderness, he said and be-rearranged so as to give a general view of the
are the best books. He bec11me acquainted with did the noblest words and deeds with that charming world as it is, instead of traditions and dead languages.
the ambitions and hopes of the heart, tl;le means used confusion-that awkwardness-that is the perfect To this end tbe Positive classification of the sciences
to accomplish ends, the springs of action and the grace of modesty. As a noble man, wishing to pay should be presented to the students' mind as early
seeds of thought. He was familiar with nature, a small debt to a poor neighbor, reluctantly offers a as possible, ·in its simplest form (mineral, vegetable,,
with actual things, with common facts. He loved hundred-dollar bill and asks for change, fearing that and animal), which should be enlarged and extended
and appreciated the poem of the year, the drama he may be suspected either of making a display of to details as the student proceeds, so that the whole
of the seasons.
wealth or a pretense" of payment, so Lincoln hesitated course of education to the highest degree would be
In a new country a man must possess at least three to show his wealth of goodness, even to the best he but an enlargement of the same system of clagsificavirtues-honesty, courage, and generosity. In culti- knew. ,
tion which was put into his hands when a child as
vated society, cultivation is often more important than
A great man stooping, not wishing to make his the foundation and beginning of all knowledge. By
soil. A wt-ll-executed counterfeit passes more read- fellows feel that they were small or mean.
means of this positiv or scientific classification of all
ily than a blurred genuin. It is necessary only to
He knew others, because pezfectly acquainted with human knowledge the whole world lies before the
observe the unwritten Jaws of society-to be honest himself. He cared nothing for place, but everything mind as a map and is intelligible. Those who have
enough to keep out of prison, and generous enough for principle; nothing for money, but everything for not grasped the order of this classification never have
to subscribe in public-where the subscription can independence. Where no principle was involved; any clear idea of the world into which they have
be defended as an investment. In a new country, easily swayed-willing to go slowly if in the right di- stumbled. The prejudice is blind and foolish which
character is essential; in the old, reputation is suffi- rection-sometimes willing to stop, but he would not does not adopt this wonderful principle of the corcient. In the new, they find what a man really is; go back, and he would not go wrong. He was will- rehotive sciences as the basis of all learning and
in the old, be generally passes for what he resembles. ing to wait. He knew that the event was not wait- education. By it the student will acquire a general
People separated only by distance are much nearer ing, and that fate was not the fool of chance. He outline map of that learning which those who have
together than those divided by the WiLlis of caste.
knew that slavery had defenders, but no defense, and special talents or leisure will, in the several learned
It is no advantage· to liv in a great city, where pov- that they who attack the right must woB.nd them- professions, §!pend perhaps a lifetime in pur~ming and
erty degTades and failur,e brings despair. The fields selva. He was neither tyrant nor slave. He neither unfolding. Thus the mass of the community, includare lovelier than paved streets, and the great forest knelt nor scorned. With him, men were neither ing the women, will be informed generally as to all
than walls of brick. Oaks and elms are more poetic great nor small-they were simply right or wrong. the sciences, which only their professors will be able
than steeples and chimneys. In the country is the Through manners, clothefl, titles, rags, and race, to master in detail.
idea of home. There you see the rising and setting he saw the real-that which is. Beyond accident,
Nor will the traditions, histories, and langu~tges of
sun; you become acquainted with the stars and policy, compromise, and war, he saw the end. He past ages be wholly omitted from the course of lectclouds. The constellations are your friends. You was patient as Destiny, whose undecipherable hiero- ures and study. The politics, religions, arts, and
hear the ,rain on the roof and listen to the rhythmic glyphs were so deeply graven on his sad and tragic languages of each of the five great historical integra.
sighing of the winds. You are thrilled by the resur- face.
tiona of the human race will be revived and made as
rection called spring, touched and saddened by auNothing discloses real character like the use of real as possibl~ -to our modern world. Thus Greek
tumn, the grace and poetry of death. Every field is power. It is easy for the weakr to be gentle. Most and Latin will reappear as parts of the science of
a picture, a landscape; every landscape a poem; ev people can bear adversity. But if you wish to know language and of history. They can never be excluded
ery fl.;wer a tender thought; and every forest a fairy- what a man really is, giv him power. This is the su- from the curriculum, but will be taught in a ftl.r more
land. In the country you preserve your identity- preme test. It is the glory of Lincoln that, having rational way than now. They will-for years to come
your persr,nality. There you are an aggregation of almost absolute power, he never abused it, except form the best illustrations- of the grand sciences of
atom~, but in the city you are only an atom of an
logic and language, as well as the chief repositories
upon the side of mercy.
aggregation.
Wealth could not purchase, power could not awe, of the treasures of the past.
Lincoln never finished his education. To the night this divine, this loving man. He knew no fear exAnother step of progres3 in education can be readof his death he was a pupil, a learner, an inquirer, a cept the fear of doing wrong. Hating slavery, pity- ily foreseen: that is, that it will bav more and more
seeker after knowledge. You hav no idea how many ing the master-seeking to conquer, not persons, but a concrete industrial and practical side wherewith to
men are spolled by what is called education. For prejudices-he was the embodiment of the self- rt3alize and balance it~ theoretical instruction, and
the most part, colleges ar~ placEs where pebbles are denial, the courage, the hope, and the nobility of a this will be followed by more decided attention to
polished and diamonds are dimmed. If Shakspere nation. He spoke, not to inflame, not to upbraid, art, morals, and motives. In a word, the scientific.
had graduated at Ox:ford, be might hav been a quib- but to convince. He raised his hands, not to strike, and hum~n theory of education will reach alike the
bling attorney or a hypocritical parson.
but in benediction. He longed to pardon. He loved Head, the Hand, and the Heart (the three H's), and
Lincoln was a many-sided man, acquainted with to see the pearls of joy on the cheeks of a wife whose insure the development and culture of our whole
smiles and tears, complex in brain, single in heart, husband he had rescued from death.
nature. By ·natural and artificial selection, those
direct as light; and his words, candid as mirrors,
best
fitted would pass into the learned professions;
Lincoln was the grandest figure of the fiercest civil
gave the perfect image of his thought. He was never war. He is the gentlest memory of our world.
others would naturally go from the university, or
afraid to ask-never too dignified to admit that be
high schools, to the active. life most suitable to each.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL•
. did not know.. No man had keener wit or kinder
Two ad,ditional aids to education will doubtless be
humor. He was not solemn. Solemnity is a mask
found of great importance, and are worthy of inEmbracing Presbyterian Widows.
worn by ignorance and hypocrisy-it is the preface,
creased attention: viz., the kindergarten and the
prolog, and index to the cunning or the stupid. He
The dignified president of the presbytery, who has Sunday-school. While it is true that education must
was natural in his life and thought-master of the a goodly number of D.'s and L.'s appended to his begin in the home and nursery, it should not be left
story-teller's art, in illustration apt, in application per- name, directed a brother clergyman to communicate, there unguided even in childhood. Even at that
fect; liberal in speech, shocking Pharisees and either orally or by letter, with the widows residing early period there is keenly felt the pleasure of play
prudes, using any word that wit could disinfect.
within the bounds of the presbytery, and inquire and activity where companionship, guidance, and
He was a logician. Logic is the necessary product after their domestic wants and comforts, and report protection are afforded. There the young ideas first·
of intelligence and sincerity. It cannot be learned. at the next convention of the clergy. At the ap- learn to shoot, and the real bent of character is formed
It is the child of a clear head and a good heart. He pointed time Brother Jones reported. The dignified for life. Our educated and Liberal women are emiwas candid, and with candor often deceived the de- president, who knows how to enjoy a good joke, when nently fitted fo~ this work, and its organization and
ceitful. He had intellect without arroll,ance, genius made with clerical solemnity, arose- and said with prosecution is recommended to their earnest attenwithout pride, and religion without canT-that is to impressiv gravity: "Brother Jones, are you c~rts.in tion.
say, without bigotry and without deceit.
that you hav embraced all the widows in our presbyNor less can the new Faith dispense with the SunHe was an orator-clear, sincere, natural. He did tery?" The clapping of hands and stamping of feet day schools or Sunday meetings of old and young.
not pretend. He did not say what be thought oth- and convulsiv la.ugbter satisfied the sober-minded Wherever sufficient numbers can be found there will
ers thought, but what be thought. If you wish to be president that Brother Jones had been faithful in his be felt the need of meetings to further the knowledge
sublime you must be natural-you must keep close to duty.
of the people by lectures, exhibitions, and instrue-
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tiona; and also to keep up and satisfy the needs of Prolegomena) he substitutes Pla.utus for Cicero, as holy? But false history is· only mischievous· it is an
social life by recreations where art, and music, and one of the four genuin Latin authors. Plautus was enemy sowing tares.
'
.
the dance may be used without abuse. On frequent a comic poet who lived a hundred years before
In 1690 it first dawned upon me that the worka of
occasions, and always on Sundays, the libraries, mu- Cicero. If Hardouin at first supposed that the writ- Augustine and others were fabricated. In 1693
seums, and the collections and productions of art ings of Cicero were authentic, he doubtless afterward when I announced my conviction that all the ancient
should be freely opened and exhibited to the people. found cogent reasons for believing them to be patristic writings were spurious, -certain Catholics
On Sunday the life of the people should be opened spurious.
disputed it-good men of sound minds, but nevertheup to the true sun-worship in the enjoyment of natPeirarcb, who died in 137-!, at the age or seventy, less 'rather weak. For they did not realize that the
ure as far as possible, aided by all that learning, art, ap{ltlars to hav been the first finder of ancient manu- Calvinists of Holland and Germany were most vocifand social gatherings can add to the joy and glori- scripts buried in the duet of monastic libraries. ~rous against _me, because it was plain enough that
fication of all that . is good and noble in human About 1335 he succeeded in finding some of Cicero's 1f St. Augustme was taken away, their foundation
nature, and all that tends to its welfare and advance- "Familiar Epistles,,. and two of his orations. He was gone.
Wit_h God's hell? I hav already (in former works)
ment.
was not able, he says, to procure any of the rare
Here it is proper to note, as before, the reason why works of the renowned Roman orator, except two demolished Augustme, Bernard, and Thomas (AquiLiberals have not concurred and cannot concur in Au- books on "Glory," which, however, h~ lost again ~as)! together with ~any councils, and now, if my
guste Comte's view of the offices of the Professions or very soon by lending to a friend.
hfe 1s spared, I am gomg to assail other similar writ" Spiritual power" in the future. To them with
In the next century, Poggio Bracciolini (who is ings. And if the holy apostolic see wishes hereafter
their pope at Paris he practically commits the future now proved to hav forged the" Annals" of Tacitus) to pass judgment upon my present work, may I liv to
of the world organized under a Spiritual Hierarchy. discovered the entire collection of Cicero's "Epistles see'the day, but I trust it will not submit the case to
The temporal power will in his view fall into small to Atticus," also a few to Brutus and to Quintus. judges taken from the royal family (famaia Reguunconfederated states, under the practical control of Many years later some more epistles of Cioero to lari), who think that because any part of these sothis Hierarchy, who shall "advise, regulate, and con- Brutus and of :IJutu"! t.o Cicero. were found in Ger- called ancient writings emanated from their bosom
secrate" as to all affairs of importance. We have many.
·
therefore they must be saved at all hazards. Let the
pointed out that instead of this papacy the line of
Suspicion now began to be entertained, not per- case be submitted to secular theologians, or to men
evolution plainly shows that the peoples, in demo- haps of the genuinness of the writings discovered by of character and standing belonging to those orders
cratic and federated republics, will do the regulating Petrarch and Poggio, but of those last found. Eras- who wish ta preserve only the good in religion, an<l
as a practical secular power. The educating, advis- mus regarded the letters of. Brutu5
the cleclama- are willing that the bad should perish.
(This is a reflection on the unfairness of his trial
ing, and consecrating power will therefore be subject tory compositions of some Sophist; other~ said the
to the support and practical control of the people and same of Cicero's .letters.
and condemnation in 1708.)
.
of these Republics. In a secular world the secular
In 1741, Dr. Conyers Middleton, librarian of the
It was necessary for these impious forgers to protemporal power, resting on t.he consent o~ the gov- University of Cambridge, published a "Life of duco very many books so as to make it appear that
erned, must needs control and regulate alt practical Cicero,'' in which he made great me of these sus- unwritten tradition is opposed to the ancient record!'.
affairs, as before shown. The learned professions, pected letters. This brought out an assanlt upon And by a multitude of volumes they hoped to render
therefore, will not be able to interfere with popular their genuinness by the Rev. l\I r. Tunston, orator CJf \ t te fraud less easy of detection. As many works in
freedom, although they to their best,will advise, ed- the sa1ne university, who main tainecl th~ t thy we 1 ~ Latin, so many in Greek were necessary, lest it
ucate, and consecrate. In performing these duties forged by some Sophist. Dr. l\iidtlletoll aJh\\ered should be suspected that itwas all done in the Latin
they will confer the greatest benefits they can upon in an elaborate defense of all but o;~e o' tl1e letters, quarter. And they made a distribution like this:
the world, which will for the first time in centuries namely, that of Cicero to Octavius, 11 ilich he con- To Greece they gave (Gregory) Nanzianzen and
be free from the l'egulating of popes, priests, philoso- ceded to be a forgery,
Ch1·ysostom; to Cappadocia, Basilius and (Gregory)
This was in 1743, ~;even years before l\Iiddleton's Nyssenus; to the East, Theodoret~s and Eusebius;
phers, and ideologists generally, until they have been
able to convince the people, so as to make their ideas death, and twenty-two years before the publication to Egypt, Clement, Origen, Atbanasius, and Cyril; to
practicable and finaily practical through the people. of Hardouin's posthumous work, in which be substi- Italy, Ambrose, Leo (I.), and Gregory; to Palestine
This fundamental separation of the temporal and tuted Plautus for Cicero, as one of the four genuin and Syria, Justin and Cyril of Damasous; to Cyprus,
spiritual powers of church and state-to use the old Latin authors. Dr. Middleton therefore knew little Epiphanius; to Africa, Tertullian, Cyprian, Optatus,
phrase-is the fundamental condition of popular lib- or nothing of Hardouin's argument against the Augustine, and Fulgentius; and to other parts many
erty and of safe and healthy evolution. Comte's authenticity of the ancient Latin and Greek litera- more.
It was necessary to bav so many volumes of hismistake was, not in working out the distinction of ture-:-only perhaps that as early as 1592 he had asthese powers, but in assigning the regulating and serted that there were but four genuin Latin authors tory-, so many of councils, and so many of other
supreme power to a Spiritual Hierarchy instead of to whose works had survived, one of whom was Cicero; kinds; to fabricate so many decretals, canons, definithe temporal se.cular Republic, which he did not fore- . and that for the publication of this, together with tio.us, forms of prayer, histories, controversies, etc.
see. The head and hand will always have to meet some other similar opinions, the learned Jesuit had These writings were continued through all the ages,
and tackle with the active world, but back of them been compelled to recant in 1708.
lest the fraud of one age should be suspected. So
should lie the educated and enlightened heart as
As a true Catholic, TT ardouin was bound to maintain the work was divided into ages, with the parts astheir inspiration and motiv power. Thus only can the paramount autho•• ty of the sacred scriptures and signed to each, and thus the pretended doctrine and
be realized Comte's admirable maxim:
tmdition. But he saw that the opinions of the so- disciplin grew up by degrees.
"The intellect should always be the servant of the called fathers was often opposed to the traditions of
The lying rascals did not cease their work, but
heart, but never its slave."
the church, therefore he consistently denied the kept on fabricating false monuments of the former
authority of the fathers as against tradition, and times. They meant to cover the world with their
Ail Extraor<linary Book.-I.
when he discovered, as he undoubtedly believed, forgeries, so that noth~ng should be read, if possible,
ARE MOST OF THE LATIN AND GREEK CLASSICS, TOGETHER that all the Writings of the fatherS Were forged by except What they furmshed.
wr.rH ALL THE WRITINGS oF THE CHRISTIAN FATHERS, Benedictine monks, he felt it his duty to expose the
They forged apocryphal books: fo~ ~xample, t_he
.J'ORGERIES oF THE FOUR'.rEENTH, FIFTEENTH, AND srx- fraud in the interest of Christianity.
"Clementines" (Homilies and Recogmhons contamTEENTH CENTURIEs?
He saw that modern heresy was based on the ing the story of Clement of Ro?le ), the "Preaching
.
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of the fathers, particularly St. Augustine; of Peter," and the "Pastor of Humas." AN'.riCHRIST.
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v, age
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eighty-three years. He was deeply versed in history, t ere fore, 1 It co
e s own
a . ese wrl 1?gs •
C I
languages, and nurri.ismatology. At the age of forty- ~ere forge~, ~eresy would ~av _no sohd foundatwn.
.
ran .ery.
six he began to suspect that certain writings of the The Bened1ctme ord~r was mshtuted about the year
Cranke~y 1s the ex~ltation of enthusia~m. Its ex·
Christian fathers were spurious, and soon became con-~529, and from th~t time through all t~e .da~k ages cess only 1s to be avmde~. The crank IS above all
vinced that none of them were genuin. ·Then turn- 1hey were the m_am. prop.~gators. of Chnstiamty, and others the au~nt c?urier. m progress. ~o marshals
ing his attention to the-Greek and Latin classics, he, the ~:mly repo~1tone~ or learnmg. T~e ~rderr: ~f the .w~y soCiety 1s gomg, ~nd such ll;stJ:ume?ts
found evidence sufficient to convince him that most of Jesmts began ~n _1534, and of Jansemsts m 1o~o. as his It has to use. ~e needs no_ bell to m~Ite _hi!D,
those also were forgel·ies. He admitted only two In the full conviCtion that all the ~arly_ church h1s- and instead of expressmg the des1re t?at h1s vr~hm
G eek and four Latin authors to be genuin The tory was a forgery, Father Hardoum sa1d:
may not hear the knell that summons h1m, he shneks,
G~eek authors were Homer and Herodotu~; the 'fh~re was no p~blic heres:f, nor any public p~rsecution, in he yells, he "disturbs the it;l~ from its p~opriety,': to
th
c· . Pl' th ·a H
( I the ~~urch from ItS foundatiOn among. the gentrl_es! and the giv all warning. He is a modern Cassandra, bowhng
.
L at m
au ors, wero, my · e e1 er, orace _ on Y abolitiOn of the synagog up to the time of Wrchff (1324· ·
·
t
,
d 11 tb t
.the Satires and Epistles), and Virgii (only the Bucol- 11 1384), who first used th~ forged books under the names of; aroun~ the ra~parts, mti,matwg 0 ~acn an . 8
a
ics and Georgics). The writings of the Old and New Augustine, and others, as weapons against the church. So Ithe Pnam family of ~oaern days_ are armmg, and
Testaments he of course acknowledged to be gen- Aug':stine begat. Wicliff, Wioliff begat Luther, Luther begat about to go for the TroJans of ~ur t1m~s. ~hanks f?r
. b
ll th
t f th Cb . t'
.,
t
Calvm, and Calvm begat Jansen. And these are about all the Ithe crank 1 Society may exclaim agamst h1m as b 1te res o
e
riB 1an 1bera ure, pur- heresies Christianity has ever seen.
.· l
b t
th d , " Th
t
um, ut a
porting to emanate from the fathers of the church, . All the heresies that. we read about in these preten<l.ed te~ly as It hp edases, .u ,has ~ty~ ~.a :L\e, h. e c\
11
too-ether..with all the Greek and Latin classics, with anci~nt book~ are fictions, gotten up for the_ purpose of prop- will mew, t e ~g WI . av I s ay."
I e IS g,;ea
pt' ns above named he maintained were ogatmg ~thms~ under the p_retext of ?pposmg he~esy. They prototype, he will contmue to say, Ecce ~omo, or,
th"'6 6
• xce IO
. .
'
. .
are all mexphcable and srlly-Jiilamcheans, Armns, Mace- as the darkey put it "I are he." Let us kmdly bear
f~bri~!l~ed , ~Y. Be?ediCtme monks, after the mid- donians, Eutychians, Nestorians, Pelagians, and all the rest with the crank. s'ome one said: "The mission of
d1e of the tmneenth century.
(p. 212).
.
bl
t
d
h other" Well
Believing that the Latin codex of the New TestaIn our further extraots from Hardouin's book we culture IS to ena e us ~ e~ ur~t~ac lust ~ton ued
8
ment was the earliest, ~~:nd that the Greek was a later shall not undertake to make a full and literal trans- let ue endure. -~ sha~e . an WI "xg~ abe!d " g
translation, he as~erted. th*at Jesus and his apostles lation, but wil~ endeavor to giv his meaning in as few br~~~~ S:i~t;~:y:: .~~~ie~a~ranky over ~ur pet
spoke and wrote m Lat_m.
. .
. words as possible.
.
.
th · , and thereu on ets cranky. He becomesunFor some of these btzarre op1mons he was repr1For the purpose of upholdmg the great fraud, he
eori~B,d . h' b ~ld ~ng despe.ir The blackness
manded by his superiors and debarred from promo- says, it WIJ~ necessary, in the first piace, to write e~am[ e. m IS d h"YI eN t a singie 'star is to be seen
tion in the church. The Parlement de Paris sup- ecclesiastical history, for thus it could be ~ ·ade to ap- ? af es ~s :r,oun Im. ;. There's husbandry in life"
pressed his book, and in 1708 he was compelled, like pear what the faith and practice of the ~nurch had 1nt a 1 sodclle Y s calnl opyt. A fearful fttture shuts 111
• th.e
1 s can es are a ou .
G n
t
k
bl'
. t'
B t h
.
l t'
A d .
.
th. b. t
\1 eo, o made a duh_Ic re~r~c Ion..
u the n~v·- b( ~en~~ ~r y b~mes. d nth m )pr.~parmg IS IS o~y witches' cauldron of the past, when the weird sisters
th~ ess repro ulce. d .19 tobpmf Ionsh. md a~ho. er172o9 ' t e.,bC? h use ms ~n of Rers I wast'ftinecessk~F-Y _ot were seen pouring in sow's blood and other tid-bits
written or comp e.e JUS e ore IS eat m
.
esta hs a successiOn o
oman pon I a, ma mg I f z bl ·
h'l
hant;ng their cheerless rhythm
. In this .I~ test exposition of his jud~m~nt of the an- appear about w_hat time ~ach one held the o~ce .. So ,?1~~t1 !r~~:bl~ etot and trouble." Over the gloomy
ment wr1tmgs (Ad Censuram Scnptorum Veterum pseudo-_Augushne des~r~bes them up to his t~me. archway ~f life i; everywhere seen the line of Dante
But the1r names are :ficht10us. Fo_r example, of Lmus burnin on the gateway of hell: "Let all who enter
• The notion of Hardouin was scarcely more absurd than (the successor of St. Peter) there IS no trace at all at b
l g h<'fp b hind "
that Jesus and, his apostles spoke or wrote in Greek. It is Rome-no. ohapel, no memoria_l. Not but that ther_e eMreuechavetht'nkei.ngehath. made the Donn mad. My
now known and conceded that the vernacular of Palestine
b t th
was Aramaic, which was substantially Syriao, and we hav an was an unmterrupted successiOn of popes, ?eir versifier has said:
I grant the Donn replete with vim,
ancient version of the New Testament in the Syriac language. names and characters are not to be determmed by
The learned Josephus, when he came to translate his "An- 1 these books.
Acrostic, dazzling, subtle,
tiquities." i~to Gr·eek, sai~: "I gi·ew_ weary a~d went on , Some will be shocked at being told that ecclesiasti~'lying thoughts' et~rnal shuttle, .
slowly, 1t bemg a large subJect, and a dr:fficult thmg to transl h. t
.
tl fab l
· But why? Is not
But soundness there IB naught to hrm.
late our history into a foreign, and to us unaccustomed, Ian- 1 ca olShoryl. lS ~~~s Yd. . u ousd.
t 't ·a· tr'
The Donn has evidently taken the role of the Welsh
guage."
.
1 the at o 1C re 1g10n 1vme, an are no 1 s oc lllB
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knight, calling spirits from the vasty deep, and one
has c~me at his bidding-a demoniac Frankenstein
monster, to poison and curse his life.
You will search in vain in our current literature
for a loftier example of the high-toned lugubrious
than one of the Donn's letters affords, published in
John Swinton's Paper of the late September issues.
The diatribes of the man of Mac-o'-cheek are fearful;
more terrible by far than are the denunciations of
the prophets of holy writ, which involve only a certain amount of vengeance, then a season of quiet and
plenty. With the Donn life is a prolongation of
tweedledee and tweedledum; no change beyond "out
of the frying-pan into the fire." Our little lives are
rounded with a dream of coming ill. All the while
there is a steady: accretion of social combustibles;
then a flaring out of :flames of wrath-a cryinD' out of
havoc" and letting slip the dogs of war; each ~ubsid
ence into the deceptiv quiet but to gather fre!!h fuel
for periodic devastations. Cheerful, ain't it? M.

The views then passed on, taking in pictures of
the "creation,'' Jacob's well, Bethany, Gethsemane,
including the oliv-tree under which Jesus sweat, as
it were, great drops of blood, and other miscellaneous
views.
Mr. Reynolds's lecture accompaniment was a sharp
and thorough examination and refutation of most of
the claims made about happenings in this so-called
holy land. The pictures were not all succe~fully
brought out, but most of them were realistic and
beautiful. Whatever defect existed was attributable
to the man with the badge-pin, who burnt his fingers
and worked himself into a profuse perspiration, besides seriously alarming the lady visitors by illuminations and mysterious noises not contemplated by
the lecturer. It takes as much skill and experience
to run a stereopticon as to manage a large family.
Taken altogether, the entertainment was an interesting one. Mr. Reynolds is an· able talker, the stereopticon is a powerful instrument, and the views are
magnificent. Owing to the size of the stage the
spread of curtain on this occasion was not ample
enough to admit of the instrument" doing itself justice. But with skill and familiarity attained by operator and lecturer, and with a good surface of canvas, this will be one of the best and most instructiv
entertainments to be found anywhere.
The exhibition was followed by a short commendatory speech by Mr. Wakeman, a little criticism from
Mr. Pink, and a few words of thailka from the lecturer.

unction·" in some priestly form. And all priesthoods
see it and know it. And Jew, Catholic, and Protestant people will in the final struggle make common
cause against th13 people, especially all such as dare
question their authority or defy their power. Not
the "three unclean spirits that went forth like frogs
out of the mouths of the dragon, the beast, and the
false prophet" in the visions of Patmos were more
loathsome or more fearful (vide Rev. xvi, 12-16) I
And permit me, Mr. Editor, in a word, to caution
your patrons and readers, and all who dare enter the
terrible encounter ere long to be waged, not to
underest.imate their foe, in numbers, in influence, in
power. Truth and light will triumph at last. They
only are Omnipotence. And they are Omnipotence,
no matter about other name.
Pardon so much trespass on space and time. My
errand to you, not yet done, is to ask you to be so
kind as to inform the proper officer that I desire my
name erased from the roll of vice-presidents of the
new association, and from the association itself, if
found amon~ its membership, as possibly it may be.
And then, Mr. Editor, you may still count on me
to the best of my humble powers, as faithfully, hopefully, workfully (hopefully because wor!tfully) yours till
victory crown our struggles or death discharge us
from them.
Yours for every good word, work, and way,
Concord, N.H., Dec., 1885.
PARKER PILLSBURY.

'fhe Liberal Club.
The 391st regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club was, in the language of the secretary, held
at the usual time and place. It was the occasion of
• Mr. Reynolds's first appearance as an illustrated lecturer. Across the end of the ball where the platform
is, a large curtain concealed the piano and the bust
of the great Masonic jabberwock which adorns
a bracket at the rear of the stage. In the center of
the room was a black screen drawn around a frameMr. Watts at Grand Ral)ids, Michigan.
work some six feet high, and through a rift in the Treasurer's Report of the National Liberal OrOur Liberal friend, Mr. D. A. Blodgett, continues
end of this a" stereopticon peeked out with fiery eye,
phans' Home.
to make it interesting for our orthodox friends in
and threw its glance on the curtain. The man with
this city. He brought Mr. Watts here again last
a badge-pin was inside the screen, manipulating, in
In the last number of the Liberal Mr. Walser sub- week. On last Sunday Mr. Watts delivered two lectthe manner necessary to the best effect, the setscrews, mits the following remarks and financial report of urea; one in the morning on "The Bible: Its Origin ·
faucets, sli_des, and other gilguys that go to make up the condition of this projected institution. He says: and Teachings," and in the evening, ''Unbelief: Its
a stereoptiCon.
. We hav done· nothing as yet in the way of erecting buildings Nature and Services to Humanity." The very large
The audience came in early and last, and soon for _the Home, for the reason that money c~ll~es in too slowly opera house (Power's), which has a seating capacity
filled the hall. Many insisted upon sitting in the to nsk a comlll:encement; ~nd we deeme~ It .proper t? keep of two thousand, was well filled in the morning, and
aisle in front of t~e mac~ine. One gentleman with a ~~~ ~~~~~ °f~i~~~:~:~:sn;~~cae~~~aJe:h:;v~~~cl~d!~~ :OI~~~~~ literally packed in the evening. The attention and
bald head got d1rectly m the range of the im,tru- thing worthy of big-hearted philanthropists and advanced interest of the audiences was most intense, frequent
ment, and the manipulator threw an ornamental and thinkers.
.
outbursts of applause demonstrating the hearty apbrilliant invitation to "SuBSCRIBE FOR THE TRUTH Ther~ seems_ to be a strong desueamong manyto engraft on proval of the speaker's utterances. After the eventhe National Liberal Orphans' Home a home for the old and ·n l t
f S un d ay, a recapt"ton was given
.
M r.
which we think could very well be done. There are 1 g ec ure o
sEEKER , .on h"IB d epi.1at ed poll . D r. Fi oot e, J r., k"lD dl.Y infirm,
stepped mto the a1~le, caught the same legend on his thousands of old people who are homeless, many of whom hav Watts at the parlors of Sweet's Hotel, at which many
back, and inouced the baldheaded man to move.
some money, which they would gladly add to_ a permanent were present, a majority ladies, to make the personal
All this was preliminary. The regular proceed- h~me where they could hav all the comfo.rt~ of life to be trans- acquaintance of the affable Englishman. It was a
b
h
p
·a t W ak eman tntro
.
d
d mitted through all t1me to bless the declmmg years of others. l
t :ff .
·
mgfi! egan W en res1 en
uce This is a feasible thought and well worth the consideration of P easan a air.
.
'
·
By special request, and in order tQ clear up some
Mr. Reynolds and a gorgeous picture came on the our friends.
curtain bearing the word " Welcome " in conspicuous The site for t!J.e Home is with~n the corporate. limits of Lib- misapprehension, a little ignorance, and much misletters. Mr. Reynolds explained that these lectures eral, Mo._, and ls .a ~ost beautiful one, on which we should representation of the aim and purposes of the Amer.
. were the result hav, creditable buildmgs.
·
S ecular U mon,
·
M r. W atts remained and dean d VIews
wh.ICh h e proposed to g1v
cR.
1can
$2,105.00 livered a lecture upon that subject, Monday night, to
of the late D. M. Bennett's trip around the world. 42 10-100 acres of land at the present value of A fine likeness of Mr. Bennett appearing here was Cash donations,
- 1,113.14 a crowded house. Mr. Watts is so favorably known
- welcomed with applause. The first scene. repre- Interest collected up to March 1, 1885,
. 129.00 that a mere mention of his name in this city brings
5·00
sen t e d D amascus, one of the oldest cities in the Grass sold in 1884,
____
_ out f u1ly t wo th ousand of our most intelligent peaworld. Then came the site of the house of Naaman, Total Cash Receipts,
1,247.14 ple to hear him.
All three lectures were grand
the man who was told to dip seven times in
nR.
efforts, all so logical and based upon immutable histhe Jordan as a cure for leprosy, but who, with con- Uash for blank b.Jok, 1.00 torical data that they carry conviction to the most
8 50
·
siderable local pride, preferred the waters of Parphar ~~l~t~~ ~~~~~: ::~~foipo~ation ~nd certilicate~ of
obstinate mind. Mr. Blodgett says he will hav Mr.
and Arbana. A mosque at Damascus, both exterior
membership, ·
50.00 Watts here at least twice a year. He pays all bills
and interior, followed. Then came a characteristic Sketch of proposed buildings
10.00 and givs the lectures free-so generous is he.
.30
We hav five dailies in this city, all of which descene in Palestine representing travelers mounted Express on books,
1· 25
on .camel a. Th e next moun t was M ount Hermo11, Recording mortgage,
____
_ vo t ed roue h space to repor t•mg the meetings and
whiCh the psalmist exhorted to rejoice in the name Total,
71.05 synopsis of the lectures. The following, clipped from
of the ~ord. Following came Cesarea Philippi, then
- - the Eagle, an evening paper, of the 23d inst., is a
1,176.09 sample of the universal expression of all the papers:
a spemmen of the cedar of Lebanon; the man at Total cash on bands,
· possessiOn
·
·
- _'
2 105
present m
of p a1es t"me, b emg
an Arab; Value of land, ___
·00
_ Po~er's Opera House was well filled yesterday morning
also Cana of _Galilee, where, at a wedding, Christ Total assets,
3 281 09 and hterally packed in the eve_ning, with listeners eager t~
turned water mto wine to keep up the hilarities of Liberal, Mo., Nov. 23, 1885.
G. H. WALsER, Treas~rer:
!::~~i:;:~~~ec:%"l:,s a~~t!i,~:td :~es~~:r~u~!~e ~;;~~e:~~
the occasion. Now we hav the Sea of Galilee the
What does the "recording mortgage" mean?
humanity of "unbelief." The audiences in point of intellismallest sea in the world. Here is a view of Tib~rias
gence and culture would bear comparison creditably with
near Lake Genesereth. It was in this lake that th~
those in attendance at the churches, and the better classes of
swine are supposed to hav commited suicide by
A. Letter from Parker Pillsbury.
entertainments. A very large proportion were ladies.
drowning, this bel"ng the only bodv, of water that has
T o THE E DITOR OF T HE T RUTH S EEKER, S ir: Cir- hasMr.notWatts
not an
in not
his style
of oratory.
the issame
veinIngersoll
of satire,
the same
aptness He
at
tombs within two miles of it, which distance the cumstances are just now transpiring bringing to my humor. His appeals are not destitute of fine irony, of vigorswine must hav run before they s~ruck water. knowledge the fact that at the recent Liberal Con- ous sarcasm, of logical wit; but his strong point is in appealNazareth
follows. It will
to the intellect, to the judgment, the common seDse, and
· f t J
· be remembered that the grass in Albany my humble name was used as a vice- ing
the reasoning powers of those.whom he addresses. He does
lD an
esus was earned to Nazareth that the president for the association under its new name and not seek to beat down others by the assumption that they are
prophecy might be fulfiled which says he shall be plan of organization.
either fools or knaves, but labors to show wherein he thinks
called a Nazarite, and which has no more reference to
I did not know that I was held as really a mem- them wrongly educated and mistaken. He has a power of enNazareth than to any other city.
her of the body under any name. I hav not for a listing the minds of his auditors, and moving upon their feel'l'h
1 ·
· d
ings in such a way as to secure close attention to the end of
e way P owmg lB one in Palestine was repre- number of years attended any of its meetings, hav- an address of more than the average length of public lectures.
sented by an Arab agriculturist stopping to rest his ing in all that time kept aloof from public conven- This is attested by the unflagging interest shown by his large
team. The cattle, which looked about the size of tiona and gatherings of that description as no more audiences yesterday and last evening.
two-year-old heifers, were yoked together in a very my appropriate field of service and operation.
Last evening after the close of·the lecture a pleasant recapbungling manner, and attached to a plow made of
M eant·1me 1et me not b e presumed, even at my ad- spices
tion was held at the parlors of Sweet's Hotel under the auof Mr. D. A. Blodgett, at which about one hundred
the crooked limb of a tree. The Arab standing by vanced age, to hav wearied in or retired from the con- ladies and gentlemen of the best society were present and
h?ld a goadstick in his ~and so big as to throw the fiict. On the contrary, I am expecting to witness, made the personal acquaintance of the speaker, Mr. Watts.
piCture out of proportion. The goad was rather and, in my way, participate in, even fiercer battles It was rendered a very enjoyable social gathering, and all who
larger than the plow.
.
than any we hav yet waged with "the powers of :Y:~af::e~:~ighted with the heartiness and geniality of the
N<>w the se~n-globul!l'r summ1t of Mount Tabor darkness," especially in "the high places" of the
J. M. JAMIESON.
~?o!Ds up. Th~s sum~!t has be~n regard~d a~ the church.
.
• Grand Rapids, Mich., Nov. 24, 1885.
h1gh mountam apart from whiCh Jesus 1s sa1d to
The pulp1t has not yet put forth half its power.
hav ascended or been transfigured in the presence Not half, Mr. Editor! Remember, I was once up
Jo Cook's Temper.
of.Peter, James, and JohJ?-. As the top of this moun- there myself, and only testify to wbat my own eyes
Jo Cook is still alive, and much himself. He has
tam, however, was occup1ed by a ~ort1fied _town two hav seen. • And the capital of the nation is at its been down in Maine, and the Bangor Commercial
hundred and fifty years before Chnst and SlXty years command· and so is the Conscience too so far as it thus reports his temper:
afterwar?, it is po~sible that thi~ is a n!istake.
is the cr~ature of clerical formation,' as well of It appears that a certain prominent city official, whose brothSam.ana, next vze~ed, stands m ab~ut the center of women as of men, if not, indeed, more. And the er was a classmate ·of Cook's, conceived in his hospitable
Pa~estme. Seven miles from Samar~a is Shechem, fears. of myriads of what they call " the ungodly and spirit that it would be quite appropriate and polite to call on
W~ICh has ~ome~hat replaced Samaria as a metrop- the smners" are more with them than with anybody the lecturer and treat him to a drive about the city, with visits
to various places of interest, etc. Accordingly the gentleman
ohs. The .~am antans hav an ol~ so-~alled "Penta- else.. Scarcely one sinner of them all dares die, get from
the City Hall called upon Mr. Cook at the latter's rooms
teuch roll, sh.own o~ the curtam, sa1d to be 3,4.00 marr1ed, or be buried without a priest. As well Prot- at the Bangor House and e:x;tended his invitation. To his
years old. It 1s pos~!lblT f~u~ huud~ed year~ old.
. estaut sinn.er as C~J.tholic will1 muf:!t1 4!\v " e&treme great ama21ement, the lecturer, instead of receiving him cour-
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teously, glowered like a thunder-cloud, and stormed out: "I
don't want anything to do with the peopfe of Bangor; I want
none of their attentions and don't want to see them!" or words
to that effect; then, pacing the room like a caged tiger he
added that Bangor was a by-word and a hissing from one' end
of the_ continent to the other, saying that Neal Dow, Cyrus
Hamhn, an::l Rev. Dr. Spear had assured him that such was
the fact. The city official coolly asked the ferocious seeker
after truth where he obtained such notions of Bangor and
was simply answered that it was all true enough, and that
Messrs. Dow, Hamlin, and Spear furnished the information on
which he based his convictions. Then the Bangor man venture~ to_ c?rrect Mr. Cook:s erroneo:ns impressions, whereupon
that mclividual became fauly frantic with rage and ordered his
visitor out of the room, threatening to use 'force if be did not
go immediately. The well-meaning visitor was taken completelJ: aback at this, ~nd was actu~lly in fear of bodily harm.
He retued from the Irate theologian's presence, however, in
good order. These are the facts in the case, substantially and
bri!l~Y, and they wi)l convey a fairly correct idea of the deep,
rehgwus fervor which characterized Mr. Cook'a final lecture
here. It is a question, after all, whether the people of Bangor
should take the slanders quoted above much to heart, because
of the nature of their origin and the character of their circulating medium. The people of this and other states who are
acquainted with Neal Dow, of unsavory reputation in connection with the indorsement of ex-State Treasurer Peck's bond
and ill-success in the prosecution of fanatical measures; with
the Rev. Dr. Spear, who, on account of his wild fanaticism,
was f~rced to seek fields more _congenial than t_he J!lrst Congregational ?hurc~ here, or w1th the pre-Adam1te litterateur
Cyrus Hamhn, will understand the low source of the slurs
flung out by the theological mendicant, Joseph. Cook. But
for the benefit of those who do not know these men it should
be said that r~ecturer Cook's mental machinery is apparently
drifting back to its one-time state of aberration, and hence he
is liable to circulate statements even more absurd and false
than he would if perfectly rational. It is certainly a diseased
or a basely prejudiced mind that can see decency and consistency in accepting the half-dollars of a well-read, well- behaved,
and progressiv community, and denouncing them in advance
as unfit to associate with.

71:39

free speech, free press, and a free vote.

Let it look dience requested me to giv them another lecture, which I did
the night following, and I think we drove a wedge in that hidebound place that they will never be able to get rid of. Aftel.'
having considerable argument with some of their would-be
smart men, I answered their arguments, which is easy
enough to do. I will say here in this flying trip of ours I hav
neve!.' found one of them who would accept a challenge to discirculating a petition to open the museums on Sun- cuss either in public or private the tenets of their faith or creed.
day ? The Independent puts on the workingman's It seems that all they can say is that I am a dangerous man,
mouilh a gag, and then lusti].y shouts, "The working- and they advised the people not to come and listen to me.
men don't want the museums onen on Sunday, be- They came, though, for all that, because we giv the people
"'
food for thought. There is quite an agitation, and a disposicause they don't say they do." How CI\D they, with this tion among the people for inquiry, and if a good speaker and
threat held over them? There has been, and can be, a man acquainted with their systems could be kept in the fielil,
no fair trial in this matter until all threats are re- with a fair salary, so that be could be somewhat independent,
moved, and without fear or favor all the workingmen I would hav no fears for our cause in this territory. They
can express their opinion. There will not be much would flock to our standard by the hundreds. I hav said
enough on this subject, or my letter will be too long. I left
doubt of the result then.
Nephi the next day by train for Payson. The depot is about
The church professes to.be the friend of the work- two miles distant from the town of Payson. I got aboard the
ingman. What more precious gift can it offer than hack, which brought me to Dr Greer's residence, who is a
that of liberty, the liberty to fully express his opinion stanch Infidel, and you can imagin how well I was received
by the doctor and his noble spouse. I cannot speak too well
upon every subject? The church in this case, how- of them.
While the doGtor and myself were talking matters over, who
ever, has fully allied itself with slavery.
W6
t S d
f th
l b t th
h
h should drop in but the veritable H. S. Brooks himself? Hqw
h
wa!ld a u~ a~ or e peop e, u
e c urc well it makeR one feel when we meet ·and associate with such
as alrea Y put•Its ~ron hand upon the pr~position, men, men who are true to themselvs and stand on their own
and says no.
Am1d all the flqwers of Its rhet- individuality. Friend Reynolds, if yon are not personally ac•oric, it still carries the weapon of the tyrant. Whom quainted with friend Brooks, I would like you to be, for he is
the gods wish to destroy they :first make mad. The a stanch adherent of our cause, and a man that is capable of
·
f d t
t'
'
'f t · th
1 · t' 1 doing much good, and certainly the right man in the right
Signs o es rue 10n are roam es ID e ecc es1as tea place, as one of the executiv committee. There is also Charles·
powers of to-day. They appeal to the methods-of the Long and several others I could mention who are firm to our
savage in the midst of civilization. It is an _omen of cause living in PayRon and its neighborhood. Friend Brooks
and others soon made arrangements for me to lecture in the
death
'
Opera House at Payson. They went to work and hired the
·
REPORTS FROM THE FIELD.
Opera House for two nights. They thought it would be best
Our activ and splendid worker, E. A. Stevens, give for us to go to Goshen, a town some fifteen miles from Payson,
us some glimpses of the interesting labor that be is and giv them a lecture first. By that means it was considered
doin!!, whenever he can, for the Secular Union. The Payson would be better advertised, as we wanted to create as
field demands his constant service:
much agitation in Payson as possible, it being the leading
town in that part of the territory. Friend White, of Goshen,
BATTLE CREEK, Mrcn., Dec. 2, 1885.
treated us grandly, and I lectured in the school-house at
MY DEAR PuTNAM: I hav been on the wing incessantly, ex- Goshen in the evening to a very attentiv andienoe, and Rome
cept the last week, since tbe -Congress. On Sunday, Nov. of the audience told me that it was the largest gathering of
8th, I had a most enjoyable visit with the Children's Lyceum at the people tlley had seen iu that school-house for some time
Cleveland, of which, under Thomas and Miss Lees's leadership past; and on the 12th and 13th inst., as per announcement, I
there is certainly no mismanagement, and it well deserves the lectured in the Opera House at Payson to a large and appreROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
wide reputation it bas obtained. Reared in a British barracks, ciativ audience, and I do not know when I ever felt better
Vice·P1'P.sidents.
and while yet a stripling trained as a military martinet, I than I did when addressing that audience. It seemed to me
HORACE BEAVER,
CHI.RLES WATTS,
could thoroughly enter into the spirit of their maneuvers and that they were sick of their old musty creeds and dogmas of
WILLIAM ALGIE,
JOHN E. REMSBURG,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
ROBERT C. ADAMS,
must pronounce the calisthenic performance the best I hav the past, and were hungry for something more tangible, someMATTIE P. KREKEL, •·c
'J'ITUB L. BROWN,
ever seen, except by professionals.
thing that would benefit them here in this life. A good many
JAMES PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
The same afternoon I occupied the rostrum at the Secular of the andience wanted us to hold forth again on the 14th
COURTLANDT PALMER, TreRA.,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, SeC,
Union, and told what we don't know about God, having for inst.; our engagements ahead would not allow it. On the
850 Broadway, New York.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
my chief antagonist in debate the erratic individual who, at 14th inst. we held forth in the school-house at Bengemrm, a
E. M. MACDONALD, .
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS,
the Congress, opposed the law of gravitation, and was so small town some four miles from Payson, to an attentiv
Chair, Fin. Com.
- Chalr. Ex. Com.
anxious to confound Colonel Ingersoll with his "profound audience.
The next flay friend Brooks got a team and spring wagon
mystery." B:e succeeded in getting very angry. The next
Sunday I listened t_o Mr. V. B. St. Clair's splendid paper giv- from Brother Hone, at Ben gem an, and we drove over to Spring'l'he Campaign Fund.
ing personal reminiscences of that greatest of Britain's sons, ville--about eighteen miles from Payson. It is quite a large
- $1,480.72 Charles Bradlaugh.
Previously acknowledged,
settlement close on three thousand inhabitants. We stopped
5.00
My stay in Cleveland was made delightful, from a social with friend Gallup, who is firm to our cause. We visited
Alexander Cochran (paid),
1.00 point of view, by Mr. and· Mrs. Lucas and Mr. and Mrs. Mal- friends PMkard, Dougall, Huntingdon, and others who are
G. W. Collins (paid),
1.00 lonee. You hav undoubtedly seen more of the Secular Age solid. We tried to get a place to lectm-e in. Failing in that,
A. B. Genung (paid),
1.00 than I hav, having seen but one copy, but that initial number and the theater not being completed, Mr. Packard, being the
G. W. Gorum (paid),
1.00 was a delightful su,rprise-that such a well edited and worthy principal owner, informed us it would be completed in about
A. Pionnie, (paid),
1.00 paper can be published by Liberals in almost the center of two weeks, and, all things considered, they thought it would
George Cort (paid), 1.00 our great continent. My experience in such ventures is not be better for me to come down some time this winter and giv
Alexander Jarvis (paid), 2 00 the most encouraging. but I do hope that our brother Mal- them a course of lectures in the theater. Thus it would giv
Newark Liberal League, per A. Pionnie,
1.00 lonee will be sustained, and keep on with a succession of euch our cause a good start. Here I parted with my companion
Josephine Daune (paid),
and friend, H. S. Brooks, and, I can assnre you, I felt like
1.00 surprises.
J. B. Thompson,
I arrived in Chicago just in time to hear our new Recretary, parting with an old and tried friend, and not wiLh a man that
1,495.72 Mrs. Ella· LePage (Mrs. Freeman's daughter), lecture on I ha<i only known about eight or ten days. I boarded the train
Total, woman's rights, and a splendid lecture she gave. The influence for Lehi. Met friends Dawson, Goody, and Dr. Wadsworth.
Next day we made arrangements and hired the Music Hall,
of heredity is clearly demonstrated in her case.
Opening of tile Musenms.-The 'l'iger's Claws. Sunday last we had Charles Watts in Chicago, and his lect- which is the largest hall in Lebi. I set to and printed a lot of
ure will hav a marked influence upon the Secular movement large posters and we soon bad the town well informed as to
The ecclesiastical . power is very agreeable on the o£ that city. I hav not time to write you an adequate_a?count our lecture. 'I was surprised to see so many come. All the
outside so long as it thinks but little can be accom- of those le~tures, but suppose you hav been fully apprised of I.Mormon dignitaries of t?e place were there.. The ne~t day
E. A. STJCVENs. lih~re was an excitement m the town. Onr frtends say It was
plished against it, but when it sees the near triumph them by this.
The following letter from our pioneer worker in the· best thing they ever ha~ for that town to bre_ak do_wn
of some secular principle and the loss of opportunity
.
- b
d 'th
t · t
t superstition and they feel satisfied that much good will sp1·mg
for itself, then it begins to show its nature for a :fight, Utab, R?bert W llson, will e rea WI grea ~n eras out of it. The following day I took train for Salt r~ake City,
and the claws appear. The signs are that the mu- by all Ltberals throughout the country, and Will sho.w and being very anxious to see ~y sick_ folks, I came by the
seums will be open on Sunday, if the power of public what a valuable work Wm. Reynolds bas started m evening train to Ogden, and havmg a shght col<l on the chest,
thought_ that two or three. days' rest would do me_ go?d.
opinion can prevail against the wealth of a few big- behalf of the American Secular Union. in the great IHence
I did not go and see friend Ashman and others m Salt
h
West.
We
need
a
few
more
sue
men·
Lake
City this time. and if they can make arrangements for
oted ecclesiastics, whose gifts are like that of the TroO~mEN,
UT;AI!,
N~v.
21,
28~.
me
to
lecture
there,'! can go on short noLice.
jan horse-they bear destruction in their way. The
WM. REYNOLDs, EsQ., Dear ihend: Havm~ arrived at home,
Friend Reynolds, I hav given you a brief account of my
moment the church sees this appearance of a victory for after an absence of seven weeks, an~ knowmg yon would be missionary trip through southern Utah, an~l I do think conLiberal ideas then it puts forth the hand of persecu- glad to hear from me as_ soon as possible r~sults of our propa- siderable good will grow out of it, and it will cause hundreds
tion. One man has already lost his situation aa a ga_nda w01·k, first, I will say, on my arnv~l h?me I found in that dark, priest-ridden country to begin to think for tbemworkman because he was generous enough to take t!:nngs more favorable thaD: I expected, ?nt It ~1d seel!l for a selvs. The people are poor in cash down there, but a great
~Ime,h~~;t le~st_, that everflyt_hmg :wa:hwork~nfh~g~ms~t me m tda\ many of them are large in heart. Next, there nre qmte 11
the trouble to secure the names of his fellow-work- m~
t ~s missiOnary or ymg tr1p ro~~~
1~ ~rri ory, ~n . number that hav promised to subscribe for our papers as soon
men on the petition. This is a specimen of the hee- thmk If tb~re was a spark o~ superstitiOn. w1tbm my bemg It as they can raise the money and it seems to mo that the I~ib
dom that Christianity allows. It makes one's blood would cert~I?lyh~v brought It out; ?ut ben1:g a firm adherent eral papers will hav a good deal to do with our sncceAs in
to the Positiv sc1ences, thus you Will readily see that I am Utah The fires are started now and they should be kopt
boil to think that at the present day this tyranny wholly
'
governed by cause and effect; and as we find that the bti :
should still exist, and be able to strike down the hon- darkest cloud has a bright side to it, a cause may bring about
rmng.
.
.
.
The Newark Liberal League lS shU progressing.
est thinker. Does not this show what the church a better condition. I presume fri!lnd Veile gave you an acwould do if it had the power? Would it allow any- count of our doings down in his part of the territory. I will I lectured there on Sunday afternoon on the Amerthing that se.emed in opposition to it to be estab- simJ?lystllte here th~~;t we had four public mee~ings_in_ Fillmore, ican Secular Union and its work. The members of
on'El1n Kanosh, ~ne m Petersb~r~, and three m SCipiO, ~o good th- L
in hearty co-operation with the
lished? Would it not use the sword if it could to en- and· attentiv audiences. In SCipiO they wanted me to giv them
IS eague ar~
.
th
e
force its demands? The Independent says that the another lecture, but there came on such a severe storm that plans of the Unton, and behave that we are on
workingmen do not w.ant the museums open on Sun- we had to giv it up. There are several noble men and women right basis for an advance movement. They hav
day. The signatures already received to the peti- in that settlement, and particularly in Fillmore. Space will lectures every Sunday afternoon. E. W. Chambernot permit me to name all who are firm to our cause. I feel l · l t
t Sunday afternoon on "Prison Betion show that they do. But I would like to ask the compelled though to mention friends Robinson Kelly and tun ec ures nex
L.
Christe~son,
an.'d
if
I
was
religiously
inclined
i
would
say
form,"
and
a
week
from Sunday Mr. Wakeman·
Independent how we can hav any honest expression of
the desires of the working people when if they under- you were con~iderabl:V: inspired i~ choosing ~riend Veile for one speaks his word.
REYNOLDs's ILLUSTRA'rED LF.C'rDRE.
take to do so they are threatened with a loss of situ- of the execntiv committee. He IS a trump m reference to. subscribers for our literat_ure. 1f.Ioney is very scar~e, and _bemg a
I
't d lighted with C. B. Reynolds's )eelation. Before the Independent insists upon its cla-im, long way from the rrulroad, It seems almost Impossible for
was qUI ~ e
.
C
T .11
let it see to it as a fair-minded journal that the con- farmers to cash their grain, otherwise I think we would hav had ure on Palestme before the Lt_ber!Ll lub.. . h_e 1 ustrations are very fine, and g1v a very VIVId Idea of
ditions are made for the full voice of the people in several subscribers for our papers, etc.
Nevertheless, we created quite an a~tation ~mong ~be ~eo- the country and the people. These illustrated Iectthis matter. Let it first of all put aside the hand of ple, and caused several of them to reahze that It was h1gh time
are a novelty aud are admirably adapted for
the despot; let there be no persecution, and no fear for them to think and reason for themselvs. Samuel Rowley, at ures
'.
h
ht Th
t
ey WI a in the minds of those that vote, and then let us see Scipio, who is a firm Freethin~er, hitched up his team _and the work of adva~cu;g Freet oug ·
what the people really desire. Are the Christian drove over with me to Juab, a distance of twenty-four miles. tract all classes, wtll mterest both old and young, and
It was storming at the time. We had a .very _cold tr_ip_of it. I will do much to remove false ideas in regard to hischurches afraid of the voice of the workingmen that boarded the train at Juab, c~~;me on to Nephi .. Th1s Is one of t y and the meaning of the Bible. I hope that Libthey thus put on the thumbscrew, and virtually for- the most priest-ridden and hidebound places m that part of or
.
.
t f
bid the expression of their desires in this matter? the territory, but I was determined to lecture there, come what erals everywhere Will mak~ arran gem en s or a
would.
Friends
barson
and
Berndt
did
all
they
could
in
reacourse
of
these
lectures.
It
wdl
be
a
source
of plea~
The point made by the Independent is utter1y weak
son to make it a success. We hired the c~urt ho_nse for one ure to themselvs and profit to the cause, and Wtll
so long as this suppression of what one's wishes are night. I set to work and marked off some bills statmg th~ snb- enable Mr Reynolds to do a much-needed work fot'
is a part of the method of the church.
. ·
ject off lecture. By this means _the town was duly notified. L'b
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
The Independent baa been a stanch advocate of We had a good and sttentiv and1ence, and several of tb.e au- 1 era1Ism.
at home; let it look at the Christians' tactics here in
New York city, and do a littlA missionary work
among its own friends. A free country this, is it,
where a man is thrown out of employment simply for
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1'he Life of Elizur Wright.

1~,

dred scholars in the class-many of them Southerners.
These were generally well supplied with money. It
The late Elizur Wright, who died Saturday after- had been the fashion for each boy to giv fifty cents
noon at his home in Medford, was not only a man of toward providing bats and oars for athletic sports.
rare originality and thinking and peculiar traits of Henry Laurens, of South Carolina, proposed that this
character, but he had a singular life experience, only sum should be iJ;J.creased to a dollar. In the meeting
the outlines of which hav been given in the obit- held to consider the subject yuung Wright objected
uaries which hav thus f.tr been printed in the press. that such an amount was not necessary, and cO'uld
In conversation at one time with him, he gave me a not'be afforded. Laurens answered him by ridiculhistory of his lifa, which so interested me that I at ing his clothes, and calling him 0: nondescript from
once made a minute of what he said, which I bav Ohio. Wright retorted that his mother spun and
here written out for publication in the Herald. Mr. wove them, and that they should not be insulted, and
Wright is the laBt of the prominent Abolitionists who said that all the clothes Laurens's people had had
cast their lot in Boston. But the career he had was descended to them from their ancestors, whereat the
not altogether identified with the cause of Antislav- boys cheered lustily. Two grandsons, respectivly, of
ery. He was a man of varied intellectual attain- General Putnam and Seabury Ford, a fut~re govmants. He was a theologian, a scholar, a pbilos- ernor of Ohio (all Ohio students), backed him up.
opber, a journalist, and a mathematician during his He carried his point. On going back to his room,
lifetime, and his talents in this last field finally be found Laurens there before him, and bullying his
brought him a fortune, though not until he bad had roommate. Wright asked him if he had been ina severe struggle with poverty for almost half a vited there. Laurens said no, but he intended to
century.
stay, upon which Wright collared him and pitched
Elizur Wright was born in South Canaan, Conn., him headlong into the entry. Considerable bad feelin February, 1804. He descended from three Elizur ing was afterward awakened between the Southerners
Wrights in direct line before him, the most remote and Westerners. The former put torpedoes against
of thes 9 ancestors being a deacon of a church in the doors of the Western students and blew them in
Springfield, Mass. They were all pious men. The and blew the windows out; but one of the Putnams
mother of Mr. Wright came from a line of mariners, lay in wait, and detected a student doing this, when
who belonged to New York city. She went to Con- he shot him with a gun loaded with salt, and the
necticut to teach school, where· she became the sec- Southerners were never afterward seen in college.
ond wife of the father of the subject of ~this sketch. This ended the persecutions.
She also was a reliaious woman, but less decidedly
Mr. Wright was graduated in 1826. When he
~o than her husband. E'izur was put early to learn took his degree, the Rev. John Todd, who was then
his catechism, but Le remembered questioning its in his Groton (Mass.) settlement, was in New Haven
doctrins bafore he was six years of age. He would in search of a person to teach ,the Groton Academy.
not acccept its view of hell, and took exception to Professor PhijJps seems to hav attached small irnother tenets. When he was six years old his father portance to Mr. Wright's tendency to heresy, and
decided to remove to the West. Daniel Bacon, a recommended him for the place. Mr. Wright was in
missionary of that section, and father of Dr. Leonard full agreement· with Horace Bushnell at that time,
_ Bacon, now of New Haven, persuaded him to settle who was in college with him. But he -proved far
in Tallmage, near Akron, in Ohio. The family from being orthodox enough for Dr. Todd. Mr.
started in 1810, with its members in a carriage Wright offended him by attending a Unitarian ordrawn by a span of horses, and with two ox-wagons, dination in the town. The doctor labored with him,
each drawn by two yokes of oxen, to transport all its and urged him to read commentaries upon the
effects across the Alleghany mountains. They were scriptures. This study Mr. Wright pursued so
thirty-nine days in making the journey. They found closely for two years as to affech his health. He rethe place a wilderness when they reached it, but set- membered riding up from Boston at that period in
tlers came in and it was rapidly cleared.
the stage with a singular, spare-looking man, who
The elder Wri~bt was a graduate of Yale college, talked with such intensity as to leave the impression
and was both a f~rmer and a mechanical engineer. that be would not liv long. He rmt out of the stage
He established an academy for the youth of the place, at Concord to attend to a hous_ he was. building
and one of his daughters taught a school, which there. It was Ralph Waldo Emerson. Mr. Wright
Elizur Wright and Leonard Bacon attende~ together. was warmly interested in the temperance reform at
Elizur afterward studied with his father, who fitted this time. He found his wife in one of his scholars
him for college, and especially trained him in mathe- here.
Chiefly on account of his heaHb he left Groton and
matics. When he was seventeen years old a great
revival of religion took place. His father was much obtained work as an agent of the Tract society under
interested, his mother less so. The lad was still dis- Arthur Tappan. He rode 1,400 miles in and about
posed to dispute the prevailing theology, and kept Pennsylvania, and had great success as a lecturer and
clear of the revival meetings. One day, when be missionary. His father wanted him licensed as a
was at work on the farm cutting corn with a sickle, preacher, but the presbytery dodged the subject be:bis fati:ler came to him and asked him to go and hear cause of his heresies of belief. He was married that
the preacher, offering to take his place at labor. He year-1829. He bad two call9:;:-to a tutorship in
went reluctantly, e,nd was not impressed.. But when Yale and a professorship of mathematics in Western
he came back be found his father bad cut himself 4Reserve College, which his father had done much to
badly with the sickle. The boy then said to himself: establish. He accepted the latter at $400 per year,
There may be something in this atonement by blood, and lived on this for four years, with some aid from
after all. He still denied the vicarious feature, but his parents, notwithstanding children were born to
he was touched by the analogy between his father's him. Here he read Garrison's Liberator constantly,
suffering a wound for him, a!ld the savior's suffering a~d. be.gan to fael. that ~olonization, which most Abfur the race. He went agam to the meetings, and ohbomsts bad behaved m, was wrong. He attacked
came under the influence of their magnetism. When coloniz!l.tion in the Hudson O'Jserver, the local paper.
he presented himself for admission to the church, be Six hundred of its subscribers signed a paper threatstill refused to believe in the historical Christianity, ening to withdraw their patronape if the articles were
and was heretical on other points. The church de- not stopped. A brother of Ben Wade wrote up from
ferred the decision as to admitting him, but at a Cleveland offering to make the place of every one of
second meeting agreed to his membership by a small them good. The feeling among the colonizationists
majority-probably out of deference to his father's against the new school of Abolitionists was intense at
desires.
that time. Mr. Wright went to Groton on a visit,
. Mr. Wright's Antislavery ideas began to be im- and from there repaired to Boston, where the Coloplanted at this time. His father was strongly opil' nization Society was in session. He was challenged
posed to slavery, and the bouse was visited by bond- to a discussion with Professor Finney, which was
men fleeing toward Canada. His father determined held for two days in Park Street church. At its close
to educate him fot· the ministry. In 1822 he sent the proprietors voted not to allow eHher side to be
Elizur to Yale college. The one hundred dollars heard in the church in the future. Mr. Wright gave
with which be bad proposed to equip him was di- a course of lectures on geology also, which offended
verted to the .minister, who. needed i~ for a wedding the religio~s people by their fr~e dealing with the
outfit, and Ehzur set out with only s1x dollars in his text of scr1pture. He was ready to leave when Arpocket. He was provided with a horse, and a lad thur and Lewis Tappan invited him to go to New
pamed Sturtevant (now President Sturtevant of Jack- York and edit the Emancipator.
sonvi~le, Ill., college) furf:lished the carriage. They
He went to New York in 1834, and was chosen
took m two other boys With them, who were coming secretary of the American Antislavery Society, soon
East. The roa~ was bad, and the horse cou_ld only after formed in Philadelphia. He also edited a paper
c.ar;y t'!o at a t1me. So they turang~d to "nde ~nd cal!ed Human Rights, also published in New York.
he, as It was c.alled. Two rod~ a d1stance and tied Th1s was the seas~n of mobs for Antislavery men.
the horse, star~1ug on ahead, :vhlle the other~ ca~e :M:~. Wright never boasted of physical courage. He
up on foot unt1l tbe:z reached It, and ~'!rove on m their sa1d he should probably hav acted as did J obn
tu:n. They t!·1welea five hu;:tdred m1les and more in Brown, had be possessed it in equal degree. But he
_this way: When young Wught reached New Haven _was determined not to giv way an inch before the
h? had two do!lars and twelve ce?ts left, and be sold mobs. When they threatened his bouse in BrookbiB horse, whiCh had become SICk, for twenty-five lyn, William Goodell asked him what be should do.
dollars.
.
.
.
Pointing to an ax, he said he should lock the door,
He.was very poo~ m college, ~ut pll.ld his way by and the first man that should come through it would
teacbmg school, With som~ assistance from home. hav his skull split. The mayor of the city asked him
Be wore clothes spun by ~Is mother, and made up to leave fo:r: Jamaica till the storm was over. He said
awkwardly by a woman tailor. There was one hun- if the city wouldn't protect him he would protect
"Ttmpl•ton," ;,. the Boston Herald, Nov. 2&,IS85.

1885.. ,
himself, but he would not stir. He was not disturbed, but constantly slept with his house barricaded and with people prowling about it. A pilot
boat from South Carolina was anchored in the harbor three weeks, its owners intending to kidnap him
and Mr. Tappan and carry them privately to South
Carolina. They were warned, knew the crew and
s~w them often, but never were taken off their guard.
Once he attended a pro-slavery meeting, was identified there, and, though be effected a retreat, was followed through the streets, and protected from bowie
knives at last by some teamsters whom he knew.
The bravest and most efficient service in nrotecting
free discussion iu those days in New York, Mr.
Wright says, was rendered bv William Leggett, of
the Evening Post, and Charles King, of the New York
American. Their names ought always to be remembered with honor. Mr. Leggett was finally driven
from the Post. Mr. Bryant had the disposition to
protect him, but did not dare :run the risk. He would
probably hav sacrificed himself without aiding his
partner. Tammany Hall wanted to send Mr. Leggett
to Congress afterward, but his Antislavery record
prevented.
In 1838 there was a division among the Antislavery
men on the subject of political action. Mr. Wright
believed in organizing a party and in voting. He
was prevailed upon by Henry B. Stanton and others
to come to Boston and edit an Antislavery paper
called the Massachusetts AboWionist. He worked
hard here, but there was not capital enough behind
the movement. His salary was to bav been $1.500.
At the end of the year only half of it had been paid.
He felt obliged to resign his position, for be ha:l now
six children depending upon· his efforts. He was
then without money. His father bad died, but he
bad brothers who were well-to-do in Ohio who offered
him a home. He decided to sta.y where he was and
run the risk of starving. He came as near want as
his worst forebodings had brought him to dread. In
moments of leisure, he had undertaken to translate
La Fontaine's" Fables," to entertain his own- children. He determined to publish an elegant edition
of this book. For this -purpose he made arrangements tQ import a lot of Granville's (French) illustrations. His brother-in-law was to aid him pecuniarily.
But before the plates arrived this brother-in-law bad
failed, and payment came back upon Mr. Wright. He
had literally nothing with which to meet it. But the
book was -printed,· and by a desperate effort be got
the edition bound, in part with the plates. It did
not sell, and his heart fairly failed him. In this emergency his wife determined to try her luck as a canvasser. Leaving an absolutely destitute family at
home, Mr. Wright himself taking the whole charge
of the children and the household, doing all the
cooking, and even the washing and ironing of the
family, she tried her persuasivness among some of
the rich people of Boston. In a week she sold twenty
copies, for which she brought home $200. ( lt was
an edition de luxe for those days, remember.) This
gave them new hear~. The next week Mr. Wright
started out, in his turn. For the next two years be
canvassed for this and other boob, at last going as
far as E agland. He did not end till he had sold the
whole edition of one thousand copies of "La Fontaine.'' During this time the Lawrence brothers
(Abbot and Amos), .whom he had known at Groton,
aided him by introducing him to their friends, and
lending him small sums of money, which were fully
repaid after several years with interest. When he
took his book to Washington he carried from Abbot
Lawrence a letter to William C. Preston, of South
Carolina. He spent an evening with this senator,
who appeared much interested in him. They talked
of literature principally. At last Mr. Preston said:
"What were you doing, Mr. Wright, during all the
years that preceded your literary labors?" "Fighting your peculiar institution," was the blunt reply.
Mrs. Preston, who was pr~sent, turned pale as ashes;
but .the senator was not discomposed, and urged Mr.
Wright to go South in order to get a more correct
idea of the state of slavery.
.
Thh period of Mr. Wright's life, with the years
that immediately followed, w_as. a severe struggle
with pover~y. Children came into bi9 family with
almost every year. There was :Q.Ot money enough to
pay servants, and he learned to do every kind of
housework. About- every m~ment that he cvuld
spare, when at home, from brain labor, was spent in
aiding an equally overtasked wifa. He wrote for the
Emancipator and the Chronicle, and edited the Chainbreaker, started to rcs'st the annexation of Texas and
earned a dollar or two by his pen whenever h~ bad
an opportunity. It was a band-to-mouth fight. When
this was at its worst, and he had about a dozen of
children to feed, be conceived the audacious idea of
starting a daily paper without capital. A broker
who was his friend, gave him a corner of his roo~
for an office.. He bought jash one ream of p.1per,
took it on hii own shoulder, with his "copy" in his
pocket, and started for the printers, whom he instructed to print as large an edition of the Chronotype
(the name he gave his new venture) as the paper
would admit of. He wrote the whole of the first
number and of m.any others that followed himse;tf. 1~
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was not an exclusivly Antislavery sheet. It was rather to hav dreaded his assaults as much as did the slave- leaving the evening receipts for the Leagues and
. a precursor of the Bohemian journalism that came holders in his early life. He was at one time offt~red societies getting up the entertainments.
la~er, with the i!llmorality left out. It was bright, an annuity of $10,000 to retire from activ service.
Surely the time bas come when e:ffJrts should be
w1tty, unconventwnaJ, and a little reckless, discuss- This he indignantly declined.
made to win honest-hearted Christians from their
ing a great variety of topics, but neve:r forgetting AnT~e later career of Mr. Wright is familiar. He rev:eren?e of ~rror and superstition, that they may
tislavery and temperance. It was a success but so conhnued up to the time of his death to be earnestly umte w1th us m efforts to secure the Nine Demands
modestly did its editor estimate his own ~ervices interested in public aff"irs. He wrote often for the of Liberalism.
that when some businefs men took hold of the paper, papers of ~oston, the columns of any journal helle
I desire to make up route, so as to avoid needless
in-a year or two, with him, he was willing to work bemg read1ly open to him. He was very sound on travel and expense, and shall be pleased to forward
for $10 per week. The paper had four .thousand cir- the currency question, was a pronounced free trader, terms and full particulars to all who desire to avail
culation at this time. The California fever had such and an a,rdent woman suffragist. Upon the recon- themselfs of this opportunity to popularize Liber~n effec~ in .1849 th~t it was thought best to suspend struction question in its rPlation to the South he alism in their neighborhood. 1ts pubhcatwn, but 1t started again and became more early accepted Liberal views. No man labored more
Address, care of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton
prosperous ~han ever. At this time Henry Wilson earnestly or made more sacrifices for the slave while place, New York.
C. B. REYNOLDs.
was determmeq_ to own a Free Soil daily organ in slavery was triumphant in the land. But in 1868
MassachuRetts. There were in existence the Boston Mr. Wright personally visited tha South, and he reOnly Sleeping.
Daily Whig, afterward the Republican (once edited by peated the visit several times later. He came home
The
following
clipping,
from the Missouri RepubliCharles Francis Adams), and the Chronotype of Mr. in the :first instance convinced that there was nothing
can
of
Nov.
12th,
shows
that
the spirit of the InquiWright. GenEral Wilson's plan was to unite these to fear fro~. the remaining spirit of the r9bellion,
sition
is
not
dead,
but
only
sleeping:
in a new paper to be called the Commonwealth. The and each v1s1t afterward made confirmed this view.
THE WATOB:MAN"S CLUB,
Chronotype had at this time seven thousand cir- The negro he believed to be no longer in danger, but
Father Phelan is unusually severe on his Protestant coculation. Wilson offered Wright $5,000 for his paper, he held that what the nation most needed was re- laborers
in the Christian cause this week, ns will bq seen from
$2,500 in cash, and $2,500 in stock in the new enter- union and reconciliation between the sections. He the following editorial paragraph in the W,sltrn 'Wulchmnn:
prise, with a position on the latter at $20 per week. pleaded for the subdued and impoverished slave
"The Central Boplise assures us that Mr. Currey's knowled""e
It was accepted. The $2.500 cash paid the Chrono- master in the same spirit that he formerly pleaded of Catholicism 'is thorough and exbaustiv.' This is the fi;st
we ever heard of 8 Baptist knowing much about anything.
type's debts. The other half WllB Mr. Wright's re- for the slave. From an abolitionist of so extended a time
"Hypocrits, blasphemers, and drunkards often put themmaining capital. But unfortunately General Wilson record this testimony was important. The wife who selva in our way, and we must beal' with them. A preacher is
had everything to learn about journalism. He put was the companion for so many years of Mr. Wright's 8 lawless villifier of God and God's church. When Lucifer
the Rev. John G. Palfrey in as editor, and in two struggle against adverse fortune, and of whom he was harangued the angels, he preached the first Protestant serThe first man who opened his mouth against the church
weeks the paper had lost three thousand subscribers. wont to declare with much feeling that she was as mon.
of God deserved death. Those who preach against her in our
Before Mr. Wright could sell his stock it was worth good a woman as God ever gave to earth, was per- day can claim in extenuation that they know not the heinousnothing. He continued to work on the paper for two mitted to enjoy only a portion of his prosperity. ness of their crime. But crime it is, and materillly its magniyears, but he grew poorer again, and it became less She died from the effects of an accident. Of his tude ilil not lessened.''
children six survive.
and less profitable.
This Father Phelan, editor of the Catholic organ
above mentioned, is the same editor of the same
Up to this time Mr. Wright had demonstrated an
THE FUNERAL.
paper that sought to vilify th~ memory of the great
extraordinary capacity and remarkable versatility of
From the Investigator.
Victor Hugo by such misrepresentations of his last
talent. He had been successivly teacher, missionary,
~ourn.era gathered at the late residence of Elizu:&. hours as only a Catholic journal could be guilty of.
almost a preacher in the ministry, a college professor,
an antislavery writer and speaker, a translator of W:nght, m Medford, on Wednesday, to. pay the last "He lived without a principle, and died without a
French literature, and a really brilliant journalist. tnbute of respect to the departed fnend, so well prayer," is the verbatim rendering of one amcng
He had done everything but learn the art of utilizing known for many years. The. severe storm detained several falsehoods which that priest and paper pubfor money purposes his rare talent. Few men needed many, .but yet there were m the parlors a large lished concerning the dead Hugo. Oh, how sore the
money more. His family went on increasing. He delegation from Boston and other places, among Romish church feels because that master genius
had been the father of eighteen children, nearly all the number being Judge S~well, Judge White, of snubbed the officious bishop of Paris, who endeav~
born before this time, and he had probably never ~ew York, Dr. H. I. Bowd1tch, William I. Bow- ored to intrude his services (?) where they ''ere
been in receipt of $1,500 in any one year. The tide d1tch, Horace Seaver, who, with Jas. Harris and J. neither wanted nor needed l True might it hav been
was about to turn, though some years were yet to A. O'Malley,. represented as delegates the Ingersoll said of that greatest citizen of republican Fl'ance,
-elapse bdore pecuniary prosperity was really to visit Secular Soc~ety; Theodore W ~ld, Hon. F. W. Bird, "He lived alone by principle, and died without a
Fra~k Garr1son, Jam~s B. Rtchards, of New York, priest." But Phelan and the Watchman are rarely
him.
In 1852 the Union Mutual Life Insurance Com- Lew1s Prang, Carl H~mzen. There ~ere numerous betrayed into stating -truth.
Can't you see the animus the deep-rooted spirit of
- pany was started in Boston. ,Its directors applied to elegant floral decorahons sent by relattvs and friends,
Mr. J. Ingersoll Bowditch to prepare mathematical the Ingersoll Society offering an ivy wreath and a bate and intolerance, cropping out in the extract I
tables for its use. Mr. Bowditch remembered that she.af of wheat. The ex~rcises~consitlted of addresses send? "The first man who opened his mouth against
the church of God deserved de'ath." Of course the
his distinguished father, Dr. Nathaniel Bowditch, delivered by personal friends of the departed.
Horace
Seaver
made
an
eloquent
address.
Catholic
church-Phelan's church-is the "church
had entertained a high opinion of 111-. Wright's
Mr. Theodore D. ¥Veld, an old antislavery friend of of God·'' and if the Catholics had power-:- if this
mathematical talent, and he recommended Mr.
Wright to the company. They engaged him, and he Mr. Wright, gave a very interesting address on the same p~iest, Phelan, had powu--the Inq ui>ition
· left figures of speech for figures of arithmetic. He history ?f Mr. W~igh~, detailing his public career, his woul1 be revived to-day. It i1:1 certainly as much of
made and printed tables for them, for which here- home hfe, and h1s hterary labors. Mr. Weld gave a crime to steal or murder to-day as it was y€sterceived (about a year's labor) $5,500. This was many anecdotes of Mr: Wright's antislavery career, day; and, from the Watchman's standpoint, the last
indeed a change, though ihere was considerable ex- and_ ~escrib~d him as a vny excellent man-decided, man who speaks against the "church of God" compense to be deducted from the gross sum. He con- posJttv, and mdependent-wbo. could not be swerved mits as great a "crime" as the first, and deserves as
tinued to make tables and do other work in kind up from what he thought was right. Mr. Wright, he great punishment. If this is not logical, show us the
e10ror.
to 1858, Then, having long seen the need of rdorm also said, was the best English writer of the day.
Ron. Frank W. Bird, an old friend of Mr. Wright,
Yes while Protestantism is to be feared if clothed
in insurance management, he set about procuring a
law to be passed for the supervision of the com- spoke very highly of the moral character of the de- with too much authority, Catholic political power
means certain death to all human liberty.
panies. He drew up a bill and carried it to the State ceased, and eulogized him as a public benefactor.
A let.ter fJ,"om John G. Whittier was read, in which
The sweeping denunciation contained in the clipHouse. He had no influence, and could not get for
the
poet
spoke
very
highly
of
Mr.
Wright
as
an
old
ping,
while hurled at Protestantism in general and
the subject attention. The last day of the session
was reached. The members of the Senate were hav- friend, and declared that he himself would certainly Baptists in particular, of course includes all Infidels
ing a mock session. One of them-a silent member hav come to the funeral had not age and ill-health and Liberals-all who speak "against the church of
God." While not all priests of that faith are as in-had asked nothing through the whole winter and prevented.
At the close of the exercises the body was taken to discreet as Phelan, they all at heart hav the s!l.me
spring. In rallying him for his reticence, his brother
members pledged themselvs to adopt any measure he Mount Hope Cemetery, where it was interred with- thoucrhts, motive, and intentions concerning those
who ~ven speak against that which R~manism promight. now ask for. "Pass Wright's bill, then," said out further ceremony.
RESOLUTIONS.
:uounces
holy. The sword, the rack, and the thumbhe. They did pass it instantly. Mr. Wright was
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: At a screw are rusting in the vaults of disuse only for the
present, and saw his opportunity. He followed the
bill down to the House of Representative, where his meeting of the Pittsburgh Secular Society on Sun- lack of power, not will, in the UBEri!. But once let
old college classmate, Julius Rockwell (once United day, Nov. 29t-h, the following action was taken on the them get the powEr, once let them gain state control
as of old, and the oil of distilled bate will remove the
States senatdr and since a judge), was in the chair as death of the Hon. Elizur Wright:
speaker. The speaker put it through quickly, the The Secular Society of Pittsburgh desires to record its ap- rust, and these instruments of torture in the hands
of God's faithful, warmed up and lighted by t.he
governor signed it, and, to the surprise of everybody, preciation of his noble services to humanity and its grateful
fagot-.t:l~me
of fiery peraecution, will be as potent fvr
tribute to his memory: therefore be it
it became a law.
Resolved, That in the death of the Hon. Eliznt Wright the human woe and degradation as when poor Bruno's
Governor Banks had his favorit all ready for ap- country
has lost one of its best citizens, Humanity a Vttliant noble heart was burned out of him for trying to lead
pointment as commissioner under it. But that gen- soldier, and Liberalism a true and tried friend. His bereaved
the people out of the dark.
tleman, after reading the law, told him that he had family hB,S our heartfelt sympathy in its affliction.
Now, Mr. Editor, I ask you (and I want you to
4
not the capacity to execute it, and, further, that he
RoMAN STALEY, President.
append your answer to the foot of this letter)-I ask
did not believe anybody else in the state had except
HARRY HoovER, Secretary.
you, sir-do you not believe that Phelan's hl!guage
Mr. Wright. There was no alternativ but to giv Mr.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 30, 285.
voices the sentiments of every adult c~thohc, layWright the appointment then. He took it at a salman, or priest in all this land? And if this is true,
ary of $1,500, with pe1·mission to make figures in
Illustrated Liberal Lectures.
is not Roman Catholicism the master serpent, the
leisure time for outside parties. He held the office
Since
the
Cleveland
Congress,
after
safely
housing
very leviathan whose head is tirst to be crushed by
eight years, but its labors were so onerous that he
the
Tent,
I
hav
been
in
New
York,
to
take
adLiberalism
in her noble warfare on behalf of human
80
88
bad little time for other work. His independence
vantage
of
the
great
libraries
for
reference
and
veriliberty?
Surely
"eternal vigilance is the pritJe of
and honesty made him enemies, and at last they succeeded in reorganizing the system and legislating fication of data., in the preparation of Illustrated Lib- liberty," and Phelan and the Watchman need many
him out of office. He had lived in comparativ com- eral Lectures, which I am now prepared to giv, using watchmen among Liperals.
All honor to you, sir, and THE TRUTH SEEKER, for
fort, financially, from his insurance connection up to the magnificent stereopticon and views procured by
the
late
D.
M.
Bennett
on
his
memorable
tour
round
your
.well-aimed efforts against the "Freedol'!l of
the present time. Now bega:a a season of real pros- the world.
Worship" bill. That is dead, and I hope your ready
perity. He invented a revolving arithmetic, which
The pictures are really superb, and everything per- heel (or rather your handy "Faber") may continue
was of gNat aid in facilitating long a;ithmetical caltaining
to the stereopticon the very best obtainable. to crush the corn on the pope's big toe.
·
culations, and his services b_ecame widely sought.
The lectures hav been very carefully prepared, with
Freeman, Mo, Nov. 15, EM- 285.
T. IvL HonNE.
The first year after be left the state's service his in,
.
come was $12,000. His aggr~ssiv habits were still especial design to awake thought.
The afternoon matinees, at the very lowest rates of . CATALoG of the Truth ~ee~er Oompan:y s :publica..
upon him. He insisted upon reforming insurance
practices. Some of the men engaged in these appear admission, will generally pay the entire expenses, , ttons sent free upon ap~lioatiQJI.,
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Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALS, and we hope all
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures next
year, the subscription list must be lengthened.
W a will renew one old subscription fur a year,
and seni THE TRUTH SEEKER to one new subscriber
for a year, for $5. Will not every one, in renewing, try to get a new subscriber?

Christmas Books.
Those of our readers who are intending to celebrate the pagan sun festival, now called Christmas,
by making presents to their friends should not forget that books are very appropriate gifts, and that
we haT several different works that wlll fill the
bill.
Fqr the youngsters "The Sbory Hour," with its
scores of fine illustrations, is just the thing. For the
older children "App\es of Gold " and "All in a Lifetime" will prove acceptable presents. A good thing
for Freethinkers to present to their Christian friends
is a scientific or Freethought work which will set them
to thinking. But perhaps the b.est of all works f >r
the season, it being designed especially for a gift
from friend to friend, is Ingersoll's "Prose Poems."
It is magnificently printed and bound, and is a thing
of real beauty as well as a joy to the Freethinking
possessor. Another beautiful work is the complete
works of Ingersoll, and still another is D. M. Bennett's" Around the World," in leather or morocco.
But send for a catalog and make a salection. We
hav scores of works that are good.

The Museum Question.
The ministers of the city evidently feel that the
Sunday opening question is assuming too large proportions for safety to the integrity qf their congregations, and are casting an anchor to wind ward by advocating a Saturday half holiday for the workers.
This, they say, will giv the people ample opportunity
to visit the museums without violating the "holy
Sabbath."
While we are as strongly in favor of the Saturday
half holiday as any preacher of them all, we do not
see how this can affect the justice of the demand fo'r
Sunday opening. As a matter of fact, a half holiday
on Saturday would not afford the workers the opportunity of visiting the museums, for by the time the
people reached home and changed their clothes, and
then went to the park, it would be so near dark as
to make the visit not worth while. But the question
is not only one of opportunity, but of right. The
people pay for the museums in large parb, and they
hav the moral right to visit them when they -ehoose;
and, judging by the alacrity with which the petitions
are Pigned, Sunday is the day the wo~ing people
choose. So, while we sympathize with the Saturday
half holiday movement, we c1n,not allow it to be substituted for Sunday opening.
Last Sunday Branch Five of the Socialistic Labor
Party, about two hundred and fifty voting, indoraed,
with but three dissenting votes, the request to the
museum trustees. The Central I.abor Union of New
York, which is the representativ of all the trades
unions in the city, unanimously adopted a resJlution
indorsing the petition. Several local unions of the
different trades hav also in iorsed it.
The Housesmith UniJn also P!Jo~sed the foll~wing
manly resolution:
" Resolved, That we, as citizens of the United S~ates, demand that these museums be opened to the public on all

Sundays in the year, so that we may the better
selvs and our families."

educa~e

1~,

1885.

our- must believe it solely upon the word of him whosays

The printera, numbering several thousands in this
city, are heartily supporting it. About the only excaption to this is a foreman in Martin B.Brown's
printing establishment. His name is Myers, and he
ap:I'ears to be a religious bigot. A copy oft h e request was sent to the office, and Mr. A. J. Hanson, of
235 West Thirty-fifth street, circulated it among the
compositors. He had obtained the names of nearly
every man upon his floor, when he was called to the
foreman's desk, and given notice to leave the employ
of Mr. Brown. As Mr. Hanson had before this circulated lists among the printers without objection
being made, he is naturally indignant at the outrage.
He will bring his discharge before the Typographical
Union, and that body will prob1.bly be able to force
his reinstatement. As Martin B. Brown makes his
money by doing the cif.y printing, for which the p~o
ple · pay, and pay royally, it seems a particularly
fl. \grant injustice that has been perpetrated upon
Mr. Hanson.
Our subscribers in the city will aid this movement
by using all possible expedition in geUing the petition signed and returning them to Mr. Putnam, care
ofthis office.

The Growing Disbelief in Miracles..
In the present age of more or less perfect science,
whatever parbakes of the supernatural in its character is at once "sat down upon," dismissed as unworthy of credence. Even the spirits which are said
to return to earth must be natural-that is, material,
though of an exceedingly subtil kind-or they can
find no place in the philosophy of the day. The oldfashioned apparitions common to Christians in the
days of literal devils and real witches are at present
pooh-poohed, and hughed out of mind~. Alleged
occurrences m•1st appeal to human reason, or they
hav no standing in court. The age is practical, scientific, and materialistic.
Admitting this, and it is generally admitted even by
churchmen, yet what an anomaly do we find! In
this country there are some eighty-one thousand
men trained to disc~urse weekly of the supernatural
-that is, Christianity. They talk of divine truths, as
if divinity were a reality, and propound dogmas
baged on a religion not developed by the wisdom of
man, but asserted to be miraculously communicated
bo the humau race. Yet these dogmas are all
superhuman, or they'are untenable. If the doctrins
said to be revealed ware of an ordin"'ry c1uracber or
naturally attainable, the claim that they were tlivinely
revealed would be without the slightest support
Unless there was a supernatural. revelation, and unless Christianity is that revelation, it has no reason
for being, and has no claims above other theologies
for belief.
Every land, almost, has its supernatural revefation.
In this respect Christendom is but an imitator. Long
before Chri:ltianity claimed its supernaturalism India
had its divine revelation. Indian theologians claim
that the whole of the Veda is the work of deity.
z~roaster and Mohammed claimed the same for their
superstitions.
Professing, then, to be divinely revealed, or supernatural, Christianity must ef necessity depend for
proof upon supernatural evidence, for humanity can
not of itself go outside of nature, and doctrins which
depend for their truth upon the truth of the miraculous ca~not come within the range of human intellect, and cannot, therefore, be proved by human
intelligence. The miraculous must first be substantiated before the supernatural can be admitted. In
other words, upon the truth of the miracles in the New
Testament depends the whole system of Christianity.
The testimony of the most eminent churchmen is that
"in all points Christianity is emphatically a supernatural religion, claiming to be divine in its origin,
superhuman in its essence, and miraculous in its
evidence. It cannot be accepted, without an absolute
belief in mi:t;-acles, and those who profess to hold the
religion whilst they discredit its supernatural elements-and they are mauy at the present day-hav
widely seceded from ecclesiastical Christianity."
A miracle, to be a miracle, must be a phenomenon
for which human intelligence can in no wise account.
The actual occurrence of the phenomenon must also
be attested by evidence in which there is not one
flaw, however slight. A miracle, then, is the most
equivocal evidence that can be used, for as man can
not comprehend the' nature of the phenomenon, he

he saw it. The story of the whale swallowing Jonah,
says Paine, borders greatly upon the marvelous, but
it would hav more nearly approached the idea of a .
miracle if Jonah had swallowed the whale. In this
the matter decides itself by the query, Is it more
probable that a man should hav swallowed a whale,
or told a lie ?
·
As with this, so with the o~her miracles upon which
Christianity depends. They are incredible of themselva, and are unsupported by any reliable evirlence.
Being occurrences outside and contrary to the operation and effect of natural law, they are .,.incomprehensible, being supported by no known w.itnesses .
There is no reason for trying to believe them. The
minor alleged miracles of the Old Testament are but
a low species of sleight-of-hand. The most stupendous of all miracles-the creation of a universe out of
nothing-has been overwhelmingly discredited, and
he who believes it now is looked upon as a fossiliferous relic of barbarous days. The feeding of the multitude by Jesus has been gradually transformed from a
material transaction into a figurativ ecclesiastical rite,
and most people now think that Lazarus was only in
a trance. The miracle of the resurrection, the chief
pillar of the church, like all the others, has been discredited. The authorship of the" historical" books of
the New Testament has been indisputably showB to
be anonymous, and the unreliability of the writers,
whoever they were, is so thoroughly proven that the
only ground upon which a miracle can be believedthe testimony of witnesses of the phenomenon-is
utterly removed from under this resurrection miracle.
Supposing a dead man could come to life-which is
positivly contradicted by the known facts of science
-there is no reliable evidence that Jesus did come
from the tomb. No reliance can be placed on a
single detail of the stories of the four evangelists,
and as evidence they are absolutely of no value.
They are full of wild stabements and irreconcilable
contradictions, of glaring inconsistencies an'd impossibilities, and though we may excuse them for their
numberless contradictions, the excuse itself is an admission of an incompetence which renders their evidence valueless. If God inspired them they should
hav told the truth; and truth being an agreement of
statement with fact, there should be no contradictions
to excuse.
"If Christ be not risen," said Paul, "then is. our
preaching vain." If there is a Christian in the
world who can reconcile the statements of the four
evangelists and the apostle Paul concerning the
resurrection, and rescue the reputations of all four of
them, his coming forward may allay tke feeling of dis- .
gusb with which all rehtions of supernatural events
are regarded in this skeptical age. Unless there be
such a one it looks as though the scorn of the practical toward miraculous events will be turned to distrust of Christianity and desertion of those who
teach it.

The Rights of Soldiers and Militiamen.
An Infidel soldier in the regular army who should
from conscientious scruples refuse to attend so-called
divine worship when ordered to do so by his superior
officer would be subject to court-martial. 'rhough
he might afterward appeal from the order, his conscience would hav heen outraged, and his rights
under our national Constitution tyrannically violated.
And it is doubtful whether a Christian commanding
officer or secretary of war would consider that an
Infidel soldier had any religious rights they were
bound to respect.
The laws for militia vary in the different states.
The Fourth Regiment Michigan State Troops has
just had an interesting experience with the chaplain
question. The militia law of Michigan provides each
regiment with a chaplain. The Detroit Evening News
thinks the legislature made the provision on the principle that the office would sound well, come che_!Lp,
and do no particular harm. Just what a chaplain
could do for a. regiment, it says, the assembled wisdom of the state had no very clear conception. The
dangers of the state camp and the dress parade not
furnishing the chaplain any opportunity of exercising
his ministerial function, he has to drag his office in
by the neck and heels, so to· speak.
" It was in such a manner that Chaplain Williams of the
Fourth regiment made his regiment and the public aware of
the fact that they had such an officer. He extended ' a cordial invitation' to the regiment •to attend divine service'and the invitation, filtrating through the colonel and adjutant,
took the fofm of 'General Orders' as follows:
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" HEADQUARTERS FouRTH REGIMENT}
" MICHIGAN STATE TROOPS,
"DErROIT, 0 Ct • 24 , 1885.
"GENERAL ORDERS t
. No. 16.
"This comma~d, having received _a _very cordial invitation
fro~ ou_r chaplam, Capt. G. Mott Williams, to attend divine
se_rvice m Gr~ce church, Sunday, November 8th, at 7 PM.,
will assemble m front of the Jefferson avenue armory at 6:30'
P.M., sharp on that date.
"It is hoped and earnestl:y requested that each com an
will turn out as large numbers as possible.
P Y
"Chaplain Wi~Jiams has_ arranged an appropriate service
fo~,such an occasiOn, t? be mterspersed with music, etc.
~ompany dreNB umforms. Stde arms only.
"J I I
"By order of
EuGENE RoBINSON,
. • IA.IGHT,
"Col. Commanding
"1st Lieut. and Adjt."
·

·r
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This general order provoked the men. The regiment
has within its ranks, says the News, men of all denominations and of none-Infidels, Agnostics, Episcopalians, Methodists, Baptists, Jews, etc., etc., etc., who
are all willing to fight together if need be for their
country, but object to.having a sermon of any particular sect thrust down their throat. The consequence
was that only about a hundred of the regiment paid
any attention to t.be order, the rest remaining away,
and now the interesting query risen, ~tan they be
court-martialed for disobeying orders?
We think bey can. The order, as promulgated
by the colonel, was plainly an order, and not an invitation, and the men who remained away from
church are guilty of diuobedience, to be punished
after court-martial by such fine or reprimand as the
court may direct. And we hope they will be. Probably most of them are nominal Christians of some
sort, and after they hav had a taste of the petty tyranny
which citizens of nearly all our states suffer by having
Christianity made a part of the state statutes, it may
be that they will demand the thorough secularization
of their laws. We sincerely hope that everyone of
them will be punished.
Meantime, we urge them to seriously weigh the
words of the News in considering their case: "What
pusiness has the state to hav a chaplain at all, if his
authority is to be ignored, his functions disregarded
and the 'general orders' of the colonel command-'
ing in reference thereto treated with contempt?
Where does the usefulness of the chaplain come in?
Would it not be better, more in consonance with the
purely secular character of the government of Michigan, and more in harmony with the constitution of
the state, to excise the chaplain from the statute ?
A functionary without a function, an officer without
an office, a title and rank stamped with the sanction
of the state, which only creates disagreeable bickerings on a delicate subject with which the state bas no
constitutional concern, were certainly better abolished. In its most harmless aspect it suggests a legislativ interference with conscience, a governmental
recognition of a special church, which is intolerable
to the true American spirit that insists that every
man shall look after his own soul in his own way, and
that government has nothing to do with spiritual
affairs."

Editorial Notes.
THE Thanksgiving number of the Ini!ependent publishes
Charles Lamb's poem entitled "Beauty and the Beast," illustrated. The poem is well enough, but in the In!lependent's
illustrations the Beast is considerably more recognizable than
the Beauty.
·
C. W. STEWART writes: "I hav received a copy of Mr. J. E.
Remsburg's elaborate work on 'Sabbath-Breaking,' and consider it one of the ablest and most valuable documents in our
Liberal literature. It should be in the hands of all sticklers
for the effete ~unday law of Christian superstition."
A GENTLEMAN who is activ in circulating the petitions for
the opening of the museums on Sunday reports that "the
principal opposers of the movement are rum-sellers and
ministers."
This is perfectly natural, as opening the
museums would be injurious to the business of both.
THE Sunday visitors at the Art Museum in Boston sometimes
number three or four thousand, but they giv much less trouble than the comparativly few who come on other days when
a fee is charged, and who sometimes act as if they had bought
the right to take liberties with the pictures and statues.
IN the program of the Evangelical Alliance for the week of
prayer, the following is the text: "Occupy till I come" (Luke
xix, 13). The "I," which is coming, might be construed to
mean the taxation of church property, until which event religious people will continue to "occupy" as deadheads.
FREDERICK W. F.um.rn's lectures in this country hav been
marked by manly, generous sentiments and a catholic spirit;
and his visit to us, like that of Dean Stanley, has contributed
somewhat to strengthen the friendship between his country
and O)lr own.-Religious Exchange.
.The chief bond of common interest between England and
America established by Canon Farrar's visit to this country
will be the large number of American dollars which that
~cclesiastic carries home with him as a souvenir.
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A.L~IN, editor of the London Secular Review, givs notice
that he will shortly lay' before his readers Mr. John E. Remsburg's "Sabbath-Breaking." In doing so he will be performing a praiseworthy act. "Sabbath-Breaking" should be
printed in all lands, and in all tongues. We hav just issued
it in handsome pamphlet for
·oe 25
t
·
m, pri
oen 8 •
THE ministers and religious people who oppose the opening
of the museums lay great st
th 1 ·
S
ress upon e o am~ that unday
IB a day of rest established liB such by a law which should be
enforced. Yet thes~ sa~e people ignore the fact that there is
an unenforced lawm_ this state making eight hours a day's
work. An argument IS due from the pulpit on that subject
if it honestly desires to lighten the burden of labor
·
SoME o{ the critics of the American Secular Union seem to
hold the opinion that in order to be a true Freethinker a person must necessarily be disreputable. Mr. E. C. Walker,- for
instance, announces that "the Union ill dead, i.e., respectable." Another class of alleged l!,reethinkers, represented by
Mr. Underwood (provided that gentleman represents 11nybody
besides himself) find fault with the same organization for an
exactly opposit reason. Between these two the Union may
pursue the even tenor of its way confident of its ability to
achieve the ends for which it was founded without pausing
to vindicate itself in the estimation of either.
•

•

THE Christian Advocate printed a passage in defense of
Christianity attfibuted to James Russell Lowell. The Congregationalist wrote to Mr. Lowell for a complete copy. This is
the reply: "The passage which has been going the rounds of
the papers is in very small part mine. Somebody has taken
what I said, and supplied to suit himself in language very unlike any that I am in the habit of using." "But," inquires the
editor of the Advocate, "will not Mr. Lowell favor the public
with just what he did say?" Perhaps if Mr. Lowell were to
express his real.sentiments about Christianity, they would
not be of the sort that would exactly suit the Rev. Mr. Buckley,
editor of the Advocate.
THE editor of Queries, a magazine published at Buffalo, having been asked to "name ten authors whose works hav oondt:tced in the greatest degree to the spread of Infidelity," puts
the question to vote among his readers, with the following
res1Ilt:
1. Paine,
60 ~· 6. Gibbon, 38
2. Voltaire,
- 60 7. Rousseau,
• 36
3. Ingersoll, 53 8. Hume, •
35
4. Huxley,
•
• 481 9. Tyndall,
•
• 31
5. Darwin, 42 10. Spencer, •
30
Strauss, 28; Renan, 24; Hobbes, 20; J. S. Mill 16· Volney
10; Bolin~broke, .8; Shell~y, 7; Haeokel, 6; D'Ale~bert, 5';
Locke, Spmoza, 4 each; Diderot, Collins, 3 each; Harbert, H.
Martineau, Hwedenborg, Parker, Godwin, Goethe Byron
Buckle, 2 each; scattering, 9. Total, 600.
'
'
It will be observed that this list of men accredited with
having helped to spread Infidelity includes nearly all the
great names of which history loves to boast. The readers of
Queries would find it difficult to mention thirty equally distinguished names of men who could be accused of having done
anything toward spreading superstition.
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Lectures and Meetings.

Mas. H. S. LAKE, who has been lecturing to large audience~
at Grand Rapids, Mich., since Sept. 14th, will speak for the
Independent Congregation of Alliance, Ohio, for the month of
December.
T. M. HoRNE, of Freeman, Mo., announces that after January 1st he will be r&ady to visit any place in his state or eastern Kansas to lecture upon Freeth ought subjects. For several
years, Mr. Horne writes, he has been teaching and lecturing
upon elocution.
C. B. REYNOLDS willlect.ure to-morrow, December 13th, for
Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia, atindnstrial Hall.
Subjects: afternoon, "Defense of thf'l Devil;" evening, "The
Nine Demands of Liberalism." S. P. Pntnam will speak for
the Laegue on Sunday, December 20th.
ANNOUNCING a recent lecture nt Maitland, Mo., by Miss
Helen H. Gar<lener, the Maithmd Monito?· says: "Miss Gar·
dener is a fluent speaker, and although your views on religion
may not exactly coincide with hers, yet many new ideas may
present themselvs that will giv you ground for serious reflection, and may be of much help to you both morally and intellectually."
IN selecting topics for the winter's lecture work, C. W.
Stewart has chosen those upon which the general public very
much needs enlightenment. He has prepared a series of lectures upon evolution, including "Astronomy," "Matter and
Force," "Geology," the "Origin of Life," and "Origin and
Evolution of Intellect.'' Mr. Stewart will be at Lancaster, Ia.,
from the 12th to the 18th inst., at Hayesville during the third
week of this month, and at Ottu:nwa during January.
J. L_. ANDREW rep?rts: "Since I last wrot? Ihav,Jeotured in
!=\candia and Marysville, Ran. On the first mght at Scandia the
audience numbered about one hundred; on the second night
at least three hundt·ed. The impression produced by these
lectures is among the best I hav yet seen. At tbA request of
the prominent Liberals I shall revisit Scandia, nnd expect to
hav a still larger aurlience than before. I hope you will be
successful in making THE TRUTH SEEKER an illustrated paper.
I will do my best in increa~ing yflur list of subscribers."
J. E. REMSBURG has reached Kansas after a tom- of eight
thousand miles. He delivered eighty lectnres. Mr. Remsburg is now in Kansas. He spoke at Netaw11ka December 12th
and 13th; Concordia, Hth; Minneapolis, 15th, 1Gtb, and 17th.
He lectures at Dunlap, 19th and 20th; Newton, 21st, 22d, anti
23d; Wichita, 24th; Weir City, 26th and 27th. New '17wught
says: "On. Monday evening J. E. Hemsburg delivered his famous lecture on Thomas Paine. The hall was crowded to its
utmost with attentiv listeners. Never was the author-hero
more eloquently defended than on that occasion. This lecture is s11id to be one of Mr. Remsburg's best efforts. While
he avoids any expression calculated to offend the most delicate ear, his cool sarcasm outs like a Damascus blaile; his
withering rebukes are arguments in tbemselvs; his fine language, perfect articulation, and sound logic never fail to captivate an intelligent audience. Undoubtedlybis lectures in
Ottumwa hav given the Liberal movement a new impetus.''

THE Republic COttnty Chiif, Scandia, Ran., says under date
THE following political sentiments are attributed to Colonel
Ingersoll by th·e Washington correspondent of tlie New York of Nov. 27th: •• Mr. ,J. L. Andrew, of England, gave fl·ee lectWorld. They may or may not correctly represent his views, ures in the city hall here last Monday and Tuesday evenings
but they are interesting reading about one who has in past years on the subjects of 'Modern Infidelity,' and 'Christianity
been such a prominent figure in Republican politics: "Colonel and Modern Civilization.' Monday evening he discoursed on
Ingersoll visited Washington this week for the purpose of the subject of 'Modern Infidelity,' sticking to his text, and
winding up his affairs here. He came here in 1877 and has made a good, sound plea in behalf of Infidelity. Tuesday
always spent his winters in Washington since. I met him on evening he ably handled the subject of 'Christianity and
Pennsylvania avenue yesterday morning and got him to talk Modern Civilization,' and maintained by logic and philosophy
politics for a few moments. He is out of politics now, and that the teachings of Infidelity were better, more pnre anu
elevating, than those of the orthodox. His lectures are highly
does not care to talk much on this subject. What he did say, interesting and instructiv, and giv food for thought to the
however, was interesting. He said that the only advantage most matured an& brightest of minds. He is a philosopher, a
that he coni d see for the Republican party in the late election rapid thinker, an~ a splendid reasoner, and does not deal with
in New York was the fact that the Mugwumps had to stand up ridicule in his lectures. He gave to orthodoxy some hard nuts
and be counted. When counted the line was found to be very to crack. His train of Freethought is deserving of more than
a passing notice, and should be well weighed by all who hear
short at both ends. The colonel said· that the Republican him. His teachings are refining, practical, and to the point.''
party, in their past fear of the Mugwumps, were like the terMas. A. M. FREEMAN, chairman of the lecture committee
rified boy who had lain awake all night shuddering with terror
of
the Chicago Secular Union, writes: "Last Sunday, Nov.
at the sight of a ghost standing over his bed. But when davlight came the ghost was his sbirt. He believes that the Re- 29th, Mr. Charles Watts gave two lectures before the Chicago
publican pat·ty has go~e out of power for a long time. He Secular Union. In the afternoon Mr. Watts spoke to a large,
says that the only thmg that can help them is a new con- intelligent, and appreciativ audience upon 'Unbelief.' In
science. I asked him what he thought was the cause of the the evening he gave a magnificent lectnre to a magnificent audownfall of the Republican party. He said it had gone to
pieces on account of its loss of honesty and morality. He dience upon • The American ~eoular Union-'rhe Necessity
said that the attempt to make the Southern issue prominent and Justice of Its Demands.' Mr. Watts, as all those who
now since the party had gone out of power was a great blun- hav heard him know, is a brilliant speaker, and for presenting
der. It was too late for that sort of thing. The Republican facts and incontrovertible reasoning is secllnd to none. The
party had had its opportunity for over twenty years to settle lecturer was frequently interrupted with bursts of laughte:.·
what they are pleased to call the Southern question. The
trouble was that they had never been honest in their standing and applause. Mr. Watts made many warm friends and seup for the negro in the South. Grant laughed when Ames cured many admirers in Chicago, and those hearing him eawas driven out of Mississippi, and Hayes and his crowd traded gerly expressed their desire to havhim come to us agam. Mr.
off the very last rag of the claims of the Republican party in Watts is a grand ad<lition to Freethonght in America, an<l
the South to obtain national power. The party had lost its shonld be heard in every city, town, and community in the
old strength, and until it regained something of that sort it country. Wherever speaking, he must do an incalculable
could never hope to succeed. The party, too, had been amount of good. The people need to meet him face to face,
cowardly on the Chinese question. ' Why,' said the colonel to feel the magnetism of the man's earnestness, to appreciate
'when Hunt was minister to Russia he sent a letter to Artbu; his sincerity, loyalty, and devotion to the cau~e. In th~ aftertelling him of the persecutions of the Hebrews in Russia. He noon Mr. E. A. Stevens presented a paper m memoriam on
urged upon him the importance of his using his goo1 offices the death of Elizur Wright. I am sorry that I am unable to
with the Russian government to protect them from such re- send a copy of it, as it embodied in touching and eloquent
volting cruelties as were practiced upon them. Arthur said words an appreciation of the dead hero's life and work and the
that he would ask them in an unofficial way to interfere, but immortality be had carved out for himRelf by having so lived
he did not dare to ask them officially, for fear they would turn that he had won an enduring remembrance in the llearts of
about and ask us why we did not pro~ect the Chinese in this men. On Saturday evening a reception waR given Mr. Watts
country before looking abroad for oppressions to correct.' 'l'he at the residence of Mr. O'Neal, a whole-souled, earnest Libercolonel then wound up his post-mortem examination of the alist. The evening passed very pleasantly with recitations and
Republican party by saying: 'The Samson of the Republican singing, Mr. Watts himself contributing no little to the occaparty has been in the toils of the Delilah of policy, and as a sion by giving in fine style a selection from 'The Lady of
necessary consequence has been shorn of his strength and has Lyons.' Prof. A. Nolan Martin gave some inimitable characgone down to ruin.' I asked the colonel if he thought that ter representations, also a scene from 'Toodles' and 'HamBlaine would ever be a c~ndidate again. 'Oh, I guess not,' let.' The Chicago Secular Union is in a flourishing condftion.
said he. ' I should not thmk he would want it. I can hardly At the sami-annual election of officers, Dr. J. H. Handall was
imagin his wanting to go through with another fight of the re-elMted president, Mr. E. A. Stevens vice-president, Ella
kind he had last year.' The colonel said he took very little in- L. Page secretary, Mr. Thom11s Galpin treasurer, and Mrs. A.
terest in this administration, but what he knew of it pleased M. Freeman financial secretary. The Union has a number of
him. He has a special admiration for Secretary Lamar. He members who often lecture for it: Mr. Randall, Mr. Sawyer,
thinks that he has one of the greatest brains of any man in the Professor Orohardson, Mr. Stevens, Mr. Magie, Mr. Hayne!!-!
cabinet, and one of the fairest and. most liberal of minds."
Ella L. Page, Mr. Abbott, and others."
·
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"What is the difference in effect if I, by force, overpower a
_ Mr. Mitchell, in THB TRUTH SEEX:ER of the 14th ult., places
great stress upon the fact that this country has laws against person and take his property, or I weaken his faculties by
the publication and circulation of obscene literature, and poison so he givs me his property?"
If he be fool enough to take the poison, he must run his
what Mr. Heywood terms "physiological intelligence." T)lese
CLEVELAND, 0., Nov. 30, 1885.
laws our honest but our misguided old friend would ignore own risks and pay his own costs. The priest poisons the mind
MR. EDITOR: In regard to illustrating XHE TRUTH SEEKER, I and set them aside simply because he desires to sell his de- of his dupe with his lies about the gods and devils, and heavwould say that I should be pleased if it can be done, and to moralizing paper "unmo:lested by any power in the worl~." ens and hells, and so "weakens his faculties" that he givs the
that end will pledge ten dollars (9110) a year:
He is working for his own individual self, and cares nothmg priest his property. "What)s the difference in effect" beHoping you will receive sufficient aid to carry out the pro- for the feelings, morals, or the rights of others; indeed, the tween this way of fleecing his victim and "by force" overpowVery truly yours,
J. C. Rom.
ject, I remain,
ering him and " taking his prop:rty ?" There is none, and
latter is chiefly a secondary consideration with him.
All the papers, according to Mr. Mitchell, with the single yet Mr. Martin will not hav the hardihood to say that the
THE ALBANY CONVENTION.
exception of the Nonconformist, hav been on the side of " des- priest should be "prohibited " from exercising his functions.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Nov. 29, .1885.
potism," and uttered no protest against the "outrageous But did Mr. Martin desire to be consistent he would frankly
MR. EDITOR.: There has been a good deal said about this tnrest." And these papers were right. Mr. Mitchell knew at say this or abandon Prohibition once and forever.
"But for those who will place upon the market anything
subject by a number of persons who S€em to look at matters the time, and now knows, that he was breaking the laws of
from different standpoints, and of course come to very differ- his country by selling his obscene sheet. He also knew the that is injurious to others-Prohibition." So? Well, how
ent conclusions. I feel called upon to add a few lines upon penalty attached to such disobedience, and now for him to about tobacco, tea, coffee, pork, lard, corsets, face paints, etc.?
E. c. wALKER.
several matters discussed, making some corrections in regard publicly rebuke those offending journals and those three
to reformers in past times, and some suggestions to my fel- "ruffian officers" for doing their duty by arresting an "innolow-reformers of to-day. And first, I want to say to friends oel\t man," is simply an acknowledgment of his guilt. The
SHALL WE 'HAV FREE RUM?
Mitchell and Heywood.that frAe speech was often disallowed old gentleman has no one to blame but himself. He went to
KENT, 0., Dec. 1, 1885. ·
in antislavery conventions, and men and women stooped, as the Convention witb. his eyes open, and with full foreknowledge
MR. EDITOR: I hav known Mr. E. H. Heywood too long and
they do to day, to calling each other bad names because of of what was required of him; knowingly broke and violated too favorably to really _believe him capable of cherishing
opinions hone&tly entertained, which were not in accordance the laws of his country; allowed his paper, the World's Re- grossly irrational views, but it is undeniable that, with an
with the mor!lls of the past. I hav seen a woman taken up forme7·, to be represented as the organ of the Convention, with- almost matchless command of superb English, he allows himbodily by two men and set down outside the h8.ll and not al- out correcting the mistake, and now, instead of abiding by the self to be misunderstood by such sensible people as do not
lowed to go in again, because she was considered, in the lan- consequences, as a true man should, in silence, he proves him- know him as well as they ought. He has, assuredly, set himguage of to-day, a crank, and would say things not agreeable self, as indeed he is, an hoslis virh!!ibus inope1·atione by charging self right with reference to the "God" superstition (see THE
to the majority. I hav seen a man Wh(l had given hundreds Mr. Palmer and the Convention with complicity in the alleged TRUTH SEEKER, Nov. 7th) with an explicitness truly commendof dollars to the work of the slave's emancipation turned outrage.
able.
from the table where a free lunch had been prepared for those
If the "silly twaddle" of C. R Reynolds is not worth reMr. Heywood's deep grief on account of my inconsistencies
who came from a distance, and told that a man who bE>lieved plying to, why refer tq JI.Ir. Reynolds at all? This reference is very flattering to me. But if I understand myself, I apply
in the social freedom, which Mr. Heywood advocates, was not of Mr. Mitchell is a confession of weakness on the part of the the same principle to all phases of human &Ctivity. I tolerate
welcome, inasmuch as his presence.compromised the respect- latter gentleman, and proves that the statement of Mr. Rey- free rum in precisely the same sense that I do free love. Tolability of the antislavery convention, and those who attended nolds, instead of being "silly twaddle," is true in every par- erate is the word in either case. I hold rum ixr perfect abhorit. ~o, my friends, others before you hav been sufferers for ticular.
rence, and hav not much greater appreciation for most of what
their opinions, and at the hands of, I hesitate not to say,
Mr. Mitchell has a right, he says, to sell anything, be it ob- are called "love manifestations." I believe in freedom. It is
as noble a set of people as the world has ever seen; but they scene or otherwise. ;Ras he? But granting that he has, the the right of humanity, and the only condition of development.
h1ul their limitations, and so failed to allow to others the free- same argument can be applied with equal force and propri- But freedom is a universal principle. He who is not in favor
dom they demanded for themselvs.
ety to the murderer and robber. These criminals, if Mr. Mitch- of freedom as a principle is in favor of slavery. The worst
We all wish to be respected, but I believe the reformers of ell's sophistical remarks (were true, ;would hav the same tyrant or bigot on earth is in favor of opportunity to do what
the nineteenth century will be obliged, like Jesus of Nazareth, right to publish papers advocating murder and robbery as he approves. He who tolerates free thought; free love, and
"to make themselvs of no reputation," if they will save the our old friend has to publish and sell papers advocating ob- free rum because he believes in them, but upholds a tariff
world; and yet in the end chaucter, not reputation, triumphs. scenity. But as we hav laws, moral and legal, against both, becauee free trade does not meet his notions, is a slaveholder.
No matter if Courtlandt Palmer should attend twenty conven- Mr. Mitchell can just as legally and morally sell obscenity as I Every human being has a right to do anything he or she
tions where there should be men who advocate entire social can go out and kill my neighbor. A true citizen, under what- pleases that does not infringe the right of any other. This
freedom and women who sell Anarchist papers, no person, ever circumstances he may be placed, will invariably obey the principle is the only just rule of action, the only rational basis
man or ~oman, could be in his presence five minutes with- laws of the land, however much he may dislike them. Other- of an orderly human society. Mr. Heywood would, unwitout pronouncing him a gentleman in the best sense of that wise, he is not only a law-breaker and criminal, but a traitor tingly perhaps, convey the impression that I .would interfere
word. I am sorry he did not giv his "hand to Mr. Heywood." to his country as well.
with a man's freedom to drink rum. Not at all. I would deA man in Mr. Palmer's position cannot afford to be petty; he
Mr. Mitchell would like someone to tell him what right any fend his right to dri11k all he could hold, in the same spirit
can afford to be magnanimous. A man capable and willing body of men hav to dictate what he shall sell to anyone who that I would defend one of his Freelove conventions against a
to write and deliver such a lecture as he (Mr. Palmer) gave at chooses to buy. If the article he sells demoralizes instead of pro-marriage mob. But I hold society to be under no obligaAlbany, need not be troubled, even should he be accused of elevating the purchaser; destroys the peace instead of pro- tion whatever to endure outrage as the result of rum-drinking,
"eating with publicans and sinners." When the real re- moting the happiness of the people, and inflames lustful pas- "love-making," or the gratification of any other human
former, I mean the consistent Freethinker, shall come, we sions, instead of. teaching that it is manly and womanly to re- impulse. It is a very nice thing, I admit, to draw the
shall find him far above what any of us hav reach_ed as yet, strain such passions, I say, and· all other law-abiding citizens line, in practice, between those performances that are, and
but he shall come at the right time and place. He will not find will say the same, that he shall not sell anything to anyone those that are not, an infringement of others' rights. But
it his duty to complain of the style of Mrs. Tillotson's dress, who chooses ~o buy. Any man, be he Infidel or Christian, there can be no possible doubt as to the soundness of the
or be mortified that she comes into a convention dressed in a who publishes and circulates obscene literature,· or any books principle.
fashion that is not approved by the majority, and our friend or papers demoralizing in their tendency, should be compelled
Whatever may be said of the bare question of Prohibition,
"Mallonee, of Cleveland," will not hold up to woman the by law to resort to more decent employment for a living. I the "Prohibition P!lrty" merits the utterest contempt for the
scarecrow of the past, "old-maidism," to frighten her out of hav not the least sympathy for Freelovers and their filthy reason that, while it is avowedly a temperance party, it is run
her human rights. He says, "She has a right to be protected publications, and I would respectfully submit to all such, if in the interest of religion, by a set of priests who would' probfrom political work;" it seems to me she has a right to be they wish to practice-their abominable doctrin, that they emi. ably do nothing for it if it was merely a temperance party, and
protected from man in the position of a brutal husband grate to Utah or some other country where-they would not be gave these hypocrits no opportunity to peddle their own wares
whom the man-made law allows to tyrannize over her. Who required to acknowlede ob temperantia legibus, and where they and grind their own axes.
shall protect her but herself? I hav no possible objection to would not be annoyed with the displeasure and opposition of
But Mr. Heywood charges me with being a Greenbacker. I
::VIr. Mallonf'e ordering coal for his wife, but I will introduce decent people.
plead guilty to this charge. If it is a bad thing to be a Greenhim to a woman should I ever meet him, who,.though she has
There are some points in Mr .. Heywood's and Dr. Juliet H. backer, I am one of the worst men in America. But where
been married t;ice, has for thirty years not ~ly ordered her Severance's articles I would very much like to notice, but this the "tyranny" comes in I am too stupid to see. If we are to
coal but has earned and paid for it full price, though she has communication has already grown too long-much longer than hav a government at all, I do not.see why it should not hav
received for work about half the amount paid to a man for the I expected it would-which precludes the possibility of· my the right to issue its own notes, a right Mr. Heywood is undersame, and then, if he likes such acquaintances, thousands doing so at the present time.
stood to claim for himself. I do not understand his system of
more in like circumstances. Death does not stop in his fatal
And now, Mr. Editor, after submitting the above without banking as well as I hope to do, but know of no objection to
work to ask if his victim is a married man. Where oui: friend fear or favor, and hoping that Mr. Palmer may be as success- it. But he must giv lJncle Samuel an equal chance-there
finds his "strong-minded girls" who are "old maids," I can ful in his fight as Caa3ar of old, who hostes aggressus (ugavit, must be no monopoly.
not make out. If he will make out a list of such I will quad- I cannot close without thanking him, Mr. Palmer, most heartI beg leave· to congratulate Mr. Heywood for his eloquent
ruple the number with married women, but if there are ily for the manly,-noble, and heroic stand he has taken in this and masterly defense of correct positions taken in- his letter in
women who choose not to marry, what then? Are such per- matter.
THE TRUTH SEEX:ER of Nov. 14th. The same to Mrs. SeverEons any less respectable and respected? If Mr. Mallonee
Yours ever for the right and against the wrong,
anoe.
FBANOIS BARRY.
was where I was during the war he saw many women
D. B. CoziNE.
doing as valiant work for freedom as carrying a musket;
BROOX:LYN, N ..Y., Nov. 29, 1885.
but my note is long and I must stop. Yours for freedom in
PROHmiTION FALLACIES.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. W. Perkins having declared war of exterthought, word, and deed,
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
VALLEY FALLS, KA.N., Dec. 1, 1885.
mination against all gods anq goddesses, and expressed a deMR. EDITOR: Frank Martin says: "What is the thing de· sire to read fro~ the pens of truth-loving Freethinkers, promNEWPORT, ME.
sired to be prohibited? Is it intoxicants-as we would pro- ising that he will find time to answer, I would invite his
MR. EDITOR: "The individual must be supreme, and there hibit a crime? No ! It is the criminal part-the traffic."
attention to Liberty, an old heathen divinity who has a historimust be no authority!" A grand idea.• Why did not the genWhat nonsense ! The crime alone comes in when the indi- cal record of licentious debauchery and .vindiotiv cruelty.
erals of the Albany Convention think of that before? But vidual under the influence of liquor commits it. The selling That record appears to hav been corroborated by what is
better late than never.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
of the liquor is no more a crime, in itself, than is the selling called the Reign of Terror, in France, when Liberty ruled suof a butcher knife. The buyer of the latter may use it where- preme and her worshipers rioted in human blood.
LEXINGTON, KY., November 16, 285.
with to kill his neighbor. Shall the sale of butcher knives
Liberty does not appear to be a synonym of freedom. LibMR. EDITOR: I hav read with great interest the arguments therefore be prohibited? Yes, according to the luminous erty implies license, and will not admit of restraint, for where
pro and con of the Mitchell-Haywood case, and if not imposing logic of Mr. Martin.
restraint begins liberty must end. But freedom implies extoo much on your good nature and those of the parties en"It does not prohibit intoxicants from being made and emption, and obviously requires just restraint to make it pracgaged in the controversy, I would like to add a few words my- used, but from being made and sold as a drink."
ticable. Liberty cannot consistently recognize any law, nor
self to what has already been said on this interesting subject.
This is the old sophistical argument, and is disposed of in yield to any, but of force; freedom appeals to justice for her
But I do not want pt<gnare pttgnam with our kind friends, but the single incontrovertible statement that to deny the means vindication. Justice-stern, despotic justice-should be the
on the contrary I cupio me erse clementem with all whom I hav to an eod is to deny the end. To prevent intoxicants from chief merit of superior intelligence, and should secure to us all
dealings with, and as this question is in the interest of all "being made and used" is the sole end and object of Prohi- the liberty that is compatible with equity. The efforts of man
Freethinkers, I hope the two gentlemen, Mitchell and Hey- bition, else it has no end and object. What rank dissimula- to secure more hav consigned us to slavery, and slavery to
wood, will not consider that it is always insipientis est dwere_non tion, then, to aver that Prohibition is not intended to prevent Mammon, who is the most licentious and cruel of all the gods,
intoxicants from "being made and used," but only from being and unfortunately is not a myth but an outrageous reality.
ptolaram to offer a few remarks.
The'gentlemen named I hav no personal acquaintance with, "sold as a (sic) drink!" Not one Prohibitionist in a hundred Mr. Perkins appears to hav overlooked the claim of this timebut from what I hav read of them I hav no doubt but that has the manly courage to stand up and frankly say that he honored old curmudgeon to our especial. attention when raidthey are honest and sincere, however wrong they may be in desires to prevent, through Prohibition, the use of intoxicants. ing upon the gods. I think we should hav the courage, and a
their teachings. Yet their dootrins of Freelove and Anarchy Oh, no, it is only the sale I They know that the people would disposition, to make a dash at him occasionally, and not waste
hav no place in the Liberal movement, and if the issue is not listen to them if they should stand by the logic of their all our valor on phantoms of a distorted human imagination.
forced upon our organizations, the quicker such organizations position and make an honest statement of their real intentions.
Mammon appears to be a term employed to personify private
r.:re disbanded the better for thi cau~e.
fio they talk sophistically about " preventini the 11ale only I"
monopoly of wealth. Private ownership makell divisiQn and

i,tffqrs from JJI[itnds.
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a distribution of wealth to its several owners an absolute necessity. Then those who do not believe in division and dis·
tribution of wealth cannot consistently reject community of
wealth, which, as the term implies, is the antipode of division.
Nor can those cons~tently reject it who do not believe that a
men who has two coats should giv somebody else one of them.
For community of wealth should not admit of any being so
poor as to hav need that others should giv them anything, nor
that any should hav such a superabundance as to well afford
to giv. But it requires that- every man, woman, and child
shall hav enough of all things to abundantly serve their need,
which should be satisfactory to all but those who desire an excess with which to enact the. dog in the manger. I freely admit that community of wealth should effectually muzzle that
brute and shall expect to hear him howl, growi, or whine about
being deprivei of liberty to save his greed, regardless of the
effect his doing so may hav on the efforts of others to serve
their need. He may also indulge in a tirade about despotism
and tyranny, but I shall prove that his tirade will be like
sounding brass-plenty of sound, too much brass, and hollow
as a bubble.
Despotism simply implies authority from which there is no
appeal. We should hav but little confidence in, nor respect
for, a government that is not invested with such authority, for
instead of protecting us from fraud and spoliation, it will be
the servil tool of grasping knaves, who will carry it in their
breeches pocket and proclaim it the very best government
under the sun, and a venal press and deluded ·people will
echo its praise again.
Tyranny simply implies a strict enforcement of law, and
vigilant guard against its violation. We shall get but little
protection from law that can be violated or evaded with impunity. Licentiousness and cruelty being incompatible with
justice, neither despotism nor tyranny can be unjust nor cruel
when applied to the administration of just principles.
The actions of ·men being necessarily controled by the conditions to which they are subjected, we should not reasonably
expect or require them·to be just unless they are subjected to
· established conditions that will enable and compel them to
be so. Therefore, giv liberty to brutes, who hav not intelligence to comprehend and appreci!lte. just principles, but giv
men stern, despotic justice, -tyrannically administered, for we
can hav no reasonable hope that man will be just to man un'
til the nations are ruled in equity with a rod of iron. The ~od
should find its strength in the will and wisdom of the governed. The nations hav hitherto been ruled with the barbaIian"s club, the club being wielded without reg·trd. for justice,
honor, or decency; through the agency of an organized institution called government we hav an enlightened Christian civiliz~tion. Will Mr: Perkins please respond?
J. A. TUTTLE.
ALLIANCE, OHIO, Nov. 20, 1885.
MR._ EDITOR: According to arrangement, Mr. Charles
Watts, the great English Secularist, lectured here on Monday
and Tuesday evenings, the 16th and 17th. He had splendid
audiences both evenings. The subject Monday evening was,
"Secularism, Destructiv and Constructiv;" on Tuesday evening, "Unbelief, Its Nature and What It Has Done for the
World." 'l'o say they were well handled is only telling you
· something you and everyone else knows that has heard Mr.
Watts. Good seed was sown and we expect a rich harvest in
the near future, as the Secularists in this neighborhood are
waking up to a sense of their duties as advocates of liberty
for "Man, Woman, and Child." We expect Mr. Watts here
again during the winter, and feel certain he will hav larger
audiences then than on this visit, as everyone who heard him
speaks in the highest terms of praise. Let the good work go
on.
G. W. THORNBURGH.
ITHA.CA., N. Y., Nov. 15, l88 5.
MR. EDITOR: As one who has been liberated from church
organization more than forty years ago by Freethought, I
wish to say a few words on that subject. When I left the
church, I. knew nothing of the effects of liberty except from
the experience of Freethought. They said I could never
d outside the church for I was like a ship at sea with~:~c:ecompass or rudder. 'But I composed myself. FretJ·
thougl'tt was the rudder upon which I was entirely dependent
for steerage, nature was my guiding star, and the winds of
evolution and progression hav wafted me onward until I hav
anchored, and still find myself, upon the rock of Freethought.
And what is Freeth ought? Freeth ought is the independent
action of the brain. When I was a church-member, and belonged to that organization, my thought was submitted to the
general action of the brain, which gave no individual Freethought or independent liberty to the action of personal brain.
Thus, if chained to church organism, my mind becomes
clogged and bewildered. It seems to me impossible to join in
a central point of organism and yet be free; my libe:tties are
forced by the law of enactment. It is very true that there is
a standard to which all must be attracted, but there are diverse routes befitting our individual organisms, leading direct
to the general central point, or standard, to which all must
come by Liberal Freethought, and that standard is made known
to us through the laws of nature. We are not to be pointed
to it by organized enactment. It is funda.mental, and written
on the brain, and can be made known only by independent
thought. If we are to depend upon our brothers' thoughts, or
any general enactment, we shall never find the truth, which
is Christ. Christ is not a· person, but is the mental philosophy
of Nature; or, in other words; the generator of intellectual
knowledge. We hav been educated in Catholicism and Prot.
estantism, which depend wholly upon the letter, and are
killed by it; and many of us who profess Freethought hav not
yet a~sen from the deadness and stench of the letter of the
Bible, but are laboring under the burden of its shadowing expression. Thus the cloud of the letter is so dense that the
spirit of it (the Christ) has ascended out of sight, and thus
Freethought is left to wallow in the mire of sectarianism.
~our conventions are glorioulil and triumphant; your leaders
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are very able men; your president's philosophy is immeasurable. Though a man may hav all knowledge, and be able to
speak with angels' tongues, without charity he becomes as sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal, as Paul truly said. You often
quote from the Bible when its passages fit into your argument
When you place the Bible as a useless myth you put out yom:
own eyes. The letter is a stumbling stone, because it is gen·
erally metaphorical. The whole tenor of the teaching of
Jesus was in metaphors or parables. "Thus without a parable·spake he not unto them." His whole teaching was figurativ and prophetic, and we hav just come to its application.
He lived and died in his time as all animal nature must-by
the laws of Nature; but his prophetic metaphors liv to-day,
and their philosophy can be seen ·in the organism of liberty,
the female of nature, which is embodied in man. The woman
now comes to the surface in the organization of Freethought
(the freedom of woman). The. way will now open for the personal liberty of woman, who must obtain her natural freedom
from the selfish enactments of man. Man in his brutal selfishness will enslave her as long as he can, but her ingenuity
and mental credulity will giv her the victory.
It has b"ecome very important that woman should obtain her
personal liberty, as it is from her as the generator of life that
we are to hav: a more perfect knowledge of physiology and the
uses and abuses of the human structure. And when a perfect
knowledge is thus gained, and other corresponding improve.
menta befitting our knowledge of the human structure to be
applied in every case of necessity, what is to hinder the lives
of the next generation from being vigorous and strong, having
a thorough knowledge of all the natural wants and necessities
of the body, and the wisdom to avoid all excesses? Oh, what
pleasure and happiness when a person's youth will exceed a
hundred ye!lol'B- when his aches and pains are forever abridged.
Gen. ii, 9: "And out of the ground [woman] made the Lord
God to grow every tree that was pleasant to the sight." The
true signification of the comparison is that every tree (person)
that is born at the time when the knowledge of the human structure shall prevail, is pleasant to behold. Every tree (offspring)
shall be pleasant to the sight, because begotten and born of
healthy and vigorous parents. Every child (tree of life) will
be beautiful, being the offspring of virgin freedom, and educated in the unity, equality, knowledge, and non-distinction
tree of good and evil. 'l'his last enetny, death (distinction),
must be swallowed up in victory. The Jesus of organization
must deliver np his kingdom to the father (nature), that
verity, the woman of collectiv Freethought, may be all- in all.
Thus this corruptible (Jesus) must put on incorruption, and
this mortal (letter of the Bible) must put on immortality. The
old heavens of orthodox education with a personal Jesus must
and will be rolled together as a scroll, and the earthly idea of
a physical creation is being burned up, and to be replaced by
the new heaven of Freethought and a new earth of liberal and
personal enactment by woman.
ZENA.S KENT.
CoRVA.LLIB, OR, Nov. 23, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The courteous letter in' THE TRUTH SEEKER
of November 7th, by C. L. Ja)lles, without any legal ~robbers
or dynamite prescriptions, was truly appreciated. Government should be credited with the good parts of civilization,
because, with few exceptions, it is found in harmony with
them, while, with correspondingly few exceptions, it is against
the evils which exist in spite of, not by reason of, law. The
comparison of the sexual relations of savage and civilized
people was an unfortunate one for his theory. The savage
woman being the slave of every man is the result of utter absence of law, while the civilized woman being, as he puts it,
the slave of but one man, is evidently the result of consider-.
able law. I am well pleased that Mr. James so cheerfully
agrees with me as to some of the social usages, for in social
usage caa.be traced the origin of law. Instead of its being,
as Mr. James says, a robber conspiracy, in other words, law
has been and is evolved from human necessity, either real or
fancied. What is public op_inion or soci~l usage to-day be, comes ~aw to-morrow, provided a_ revulsiOn does not ta~e
place either b~fore or after becommg law: If after, then It
becomes what IB termed a dead letter. I w1sh to congratulate
all Materialists, for terra firma is the only sure foundation we
can stand on.
L. JoY.
GRA.ND RA.Pros, MroH., Nov. 30, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: In a late number of the THE TRUTH SEEKER
appeared two letters from Grand Rapids, giving some account
of the status of Freethought in this city, but as both your cor·
respondents seemed to be unaware of many facts in connection with the work here, I feel constrained to add a little to
what they wrote. As stated, this city has a large Liberal element, which, however, is not due in great degree to the desul.
tory warfare of occasional visiting lecturers, but to the steady
labor of different associations and organizltions that hav come
to stay.
Knowing, by long experience, that THE TRUTH SEEKER is
devoted to the cause of liberty and progress, and is not the
special organ of any particular branch of the army of Freethought, I propose to giv credit where credit is due. In the
first place, the chief credit for the growth of progressiv ideas
in this city is, without doubt, due to the Spiritualists, who
are numerous and generally fully abreast with the times and
the developments of science. For many years they hav kept
up their meetings in _some form or other almost constantly,
and their numbers are continually increasing, being drawn
mostly from the churches, thus weakening the enemy while
adding to the army of progress.
The Universalist Society has been ministered to for the last
ten years by one of the ablest and most progressiv ministers
in the Liberal pulpit. He is entirely without superstition,
and the Liberalizing tendeftcy of his discourses is marked
and permanent. In addition there is a Unitarian Society, well
attended and thoroughly progressiv and Liberal. There is
also a Liberal Society or church among the Hollanders, which
people are very numerous hereabouts. So you see by the

above that the "means of grace,'" Liberally speaking, are
very plentiful in this thriving and beautiful city.
For two months Mrs. Lake and myself hav been holding in
dependent meetings at Science H!ill with excellent attendance
and increasing interest.
' If I had any criticism to make it would be that the Liberal
forces are too much divided, and therefore the work is too
expensiv. Could the Liberal element be more consolidated
the expense would be greatly lessened and the support of
the workers would be more in accord with the value of their
labors.
The lectures by Mrs. Krekel and Messrs. Remsburg and
Watts, under the auspices of Mr. D. A. Blodgett, were well attended, especially those of Mr. Watts, whose Sunday evening lectur~ was listened to _by nearly eighteen hundred
people, an evidence of the success of the Liberalizing means
above referred to, as well as a fine compliment to the ability
of the lecturer, who unquestionably made a lasting impression on nearly all who heard him.
Mrs. Lake and myself hav closed our meetings her~· for the
present, Mrs. Lake having a call to Alliance, Ohio, for December, and the writer being engaged to spea)r for the Secular·
Society at Pittsburgh, Pa., during the same month. It is
probable that we may return here before the winter is over.
In closing, permit me to say that THE TRUTH SEEKER is
-without disparagement to others-the best strictly Liber·al
paper published, and although the editor modestly repudiates
the claim, the paper has improved since it changed hands,
and this may be Raid without detracting a particle from the
acknowledged ability of its founder, the lamented Bennett.
W. F. PEcK.
Fraternally,
LAKE CITY, !A.., Nov. 15, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: We hav been having quite 11 quickening of
the spirit among us the past week. About three weeks a15o I
placed a notice in our town paper that one of the most noted
Freethought lectmers of the present age, John E. He1mbnrg,
would deliver a course of three lectures in Lake City on the
lOth, 11th, and 12th of November: I then went among the
people of the town and vicinity whom I knew were in favor of
free speech, and easily raised forty dollars to defray e:xpemes.
The time came and with it Mr. Remsbmg also, and ull wexG
imprEssed with the thought that we had a gentleman among
us. His lectures were "]<,alae Claims," "Bible Morals," and
"Sabbath-Breaking." You are aware that his lectures are unsurpassed by any man living. But his manner of delivery is
also unsurpassed, charming all, both Freethought and Christian alike. Our attendance was good, and I think the results
will be lasting. Public sentiment is fast changing here. But
a few years ago I hardly dared express my sentiments; now
they are almost popular. I hav thrown Puine's works broadcast over the country, and they will yet redeem the world.
J. L. T01!PKINS.
MoNTEZUMA., N. Y., Nov. 24, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Accept my thanks for your kindness in not
discontinuing THE 'fRUTH SEEKER after my subscription had
expired. I cannot do without it. I am an outspoken Libe:ral
and a truth sePker, and may success crown the efforts being
put forth for the overthrow of ignorance and superstition and
for the advancement of science and knowledge and the elevation of humanity.
There is but one fault I find with THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
that is I regret to see so much of its valuable space devoted to
Spiritualism. It is one of the greatest humbugs of the age. I
hav seen a great deal of it for the last thirty years. ~::lome of
its leaders are naturally smart men, but they are fanatical and
cranky, and their follower8 are men and women of low morals, and I find nothing in their religion which is calculated to
elevate or enlighte' humanity. If spirits of the departed can
come from the other world and talk with us, why do they not
tell us something about it? They ought to be the ones to decide the que~tion between religion and Infidelity.
B. F. LARKIN.
HENDERSON, MICH., Nov. 22, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4 25, and oblige by giving $2.75
to Mr. Charles B. Reynolds, the brave and generous pioneer;
the rest to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER for six months.
Long liv the Secular Union.
If THE TRUTH SEEKER contained a lecture each week it
would do more for humanity than all the cartoons the Hochester, N. Y., engraving house could turn out in three months.
People read speeches. Pictures need interpreters to be appreciated. If in good health as now, I expect to giv at least
$5 toward the 'l'ent Fund next June.
LA.HOY W. CusHrNo.
WA.TERTOW:-1, 0., Nov. 20, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find stamp for "The Religion of Humanity Better Than Eternal Punishment,'' by
l'l'f. Babcock.
I hav been a reader of your valuable paper for a few months.
I think it splendid, and expect to continue taking it as long
as I am able to pay for it, and hope it will liv till the De- .
mands of Liberalism are obtained, and as much longer as i~
necessary.. Freethought is gradually gaining glound here, and
people are beginning, even in this orthodox place, to hav their
eyes opened, and to see the light. Wishing you ever success, I am,
Yours for Fr.!ethought, JoHN D. MA.R'riN.
DUNKIRK, N.Y., Nov. 23, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find three dollars ($3.00), which
please credit to my subscription.
I el;ljoy very much the "Gems of Thought" column, the
editor of which, I think, must be a genius. He knows how to
cull and arrange the good things for the intelligent thinker;
but I d-o not deem it necessary to offer any suggestions or
praise for THE TRuTH SEEKER. Any unbiased person who
reads it will11t once admit it to be par excellence.
Yours,
W1r4. H. Wn.u.l!.
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There were some who seemed from choice
Our Puzzle Box.
to delve in the mire and filth for the most
1.-ENIGJII'A.
abhorrent plants and poisonous insects, then
In now, not in then;
In what, not in when;
F..dited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fe.Zl River, apparently taking d!llight inburdening and
In sell, not in buy;
lfass., to whom all Communications for this tormenting others with them.
In wheat, not in rye;
Looking at them attentivly as they passed
Gomer should be sent.
In hill, not in dale;
along, it was hard to tell what each was laden
In gin, not in ale;
with, and I wondered how or in what manner
"Between the da.rk and the daylight,
In large, not in small;
When the night Is beginning to lower,
all should be finally known, and each justly
Not in low, but in tall;
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
'In ol.d, not in new;
rewarded for his toil, as they seemed to expect
That Is known as the Ohlldren's Hour."
In many, iiot in few.
a recompense in some way.
I saw farther on there was a dark, deep river,
In girl, not in boy;
'11he Little Grenadier.*
In grief, not in joy;
where the highway terminated, and where all
In grave, not in gay;
were compelled to unburden themselvs of all
On the field of Balaklava,
In night, not in day;
The British grenl\dlers
they carried, and were then taken, one by one,
In sun, not in earth;
Marched !n the van or bl\ttle
into a boat and ferried across the river.
In gloom, not in mirth.
With clear and ringing cheers.
I observed that some, on coming to the river,
My whole is the name
And with them, keeping time and step,
Of a writer of fame.
laid down their burdens with joy, and left
A lad Iiot twelve years oldLEE BELL.
them behind with an air of triumph, while
ThA,Pet of the Third Battalion,
Ove1·lon, Ga.
Wearing their red and gold.
many were loth to let them go, and clutched
2.-ENIGMA.
at their possessions when forced from them as
Amid the ceaseless ra!n of fire,
Amid the clash or steel,
I am composed of 11 letters.
they left the shore, for none could carry anyHts little h 'art throbbed high to know
My 1, 9, 10 is a part of the wheel.
thing away with them.
The joy that warriors reel.
My 2, 6, 5 is a part of the clothing.
On
looking
into
the
various
bundles
left
From point to point, with small, fleet feet
My 3, 2 is an exclamation.
scattered
about
I
was
surprised
to
find
that
And eager face allgh t,
My 4, 8, 7 is a heavy weight.
H€1 passed, undaunted and unharmed,
the most worthless things had been often held
My 11, 7, 7, 11 is a girl's name.
Through all that bloody fight.
:My whole is a large city in one of the Southwith the greatest tenacity, and that gems and
But when the darkness called a truce,
flowers of rarest excellence and beauty had ern states.
SAM. B. REED.
Aliceville, Kan.
And men a resplt found,
been cast aside freely for the use of those who
And fifteen hundred Engll'hmen
might
come
after
them;
yet
I
beheld
that
Were lying on the grou od,
3.- CONUNDRU~r.
those who had possessed them appeared in the
Then gentle Mercy stooped and gave
boat
with
shining
garments
on,
and
wore
The order to his heart;
And then the l!ttle hero filled
bright crowns upon their heads, decorated with
A more than hero's part.
gems far more brilliant than the ones left beAmong the wounded grenadiers
hind, while those desirous of taking their
With hopeful words he sped,
worthless treasures with them were clothed
Plllog tho stocks of broken guns
with. only filthy rags, and were loth to leave
He round among the dead;
the shore.
And while men watched him flit about
Iu the cold, misty night,
As I gazed upon the scene, pondering upon
Wondering what purpose he could hav,
its meaning, I heard a 7oice that seemed to
Up sprang the blazing l!ght.
come from the other side of the river, saying:
Making one bright and cheerful spot
"Life is but a journey of a clay, a mystic
Where au was dark and cold,
thread woven into the destined pattern of its
.And spreading saving warmth around
grand ultimate, of which earth life is but the
The men In red and gold,
While with a skilful haste he brewed
wrong side. Each life is as a thread running
The warm, refreshing tea;
through the light and dark shades of the grand
A common service, but to them
Of what troublesome disease does the above
design, beautiful when fully complete; and
An angel ministry.
there is use for every experience, however picture remind yon?
To some It was a draught or life;
dark and dreary it may be, for thus only can
To some It only gave
4.-DJAl\rDND PUZZLE.
the light of good deeds best be made to appear.
A moment's rest, ere they could wtn
True wisdom will be found when men shall
Tho quiet of the grave.
But, oh, what eyes were ratsed to hl3l
learn that life, like all else, grows up and out
What words were muttered low!
of low conditions; and that the best minds are
What fervent blessings followed him
those that hav unfolded, like the pond-lily,
As he passed to and rro l
from th"e dark mire of life's lowest strata, up
His colonel loved him tor the deed,
through its dark waters of afilictions, until
And far and wide 'twas told
they hav bloomed upon the surface, and their
How on that dark and bloody field
fragrance and life-giving power were shed
The boy In red and gold
Ha1 made the tea and served the men,
abroad over all the world."
With none to help or cheer;
Just then I felt a hand laid on my shoulder,
And noble hearts praised everywhere
nnd a voice called out: "Hadn't you better
•rue little grenadier.
light the lamp?" This ended my reverie.
LUNA HuTCHISON.
*The llttle grenadier Is Thomas Keep, of the Third
Battalion or British Grenadier Guards. JJis valor
[Mrs. Hutchison always writes to some pur~oth In the battles of Inkerman and Balaklava was
-~onsldered worthy of special praise, a'ld Oolonel pose.
She is sowing good seed that will blOB·
.vood, ot the Tnl'd BR.ttallon, wrote an account or
·ne lnclden·, as did Pnlllp Gilbert Hamerton. who som and bear fruit hereafter.-ED. C. C.]
•nakes the chlld"s age ten yeara.-Ih•·p.,·"s Young
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ure of the Frog" is ten feet deep. Hoping
your life may be spared for many years that
you may continue the good work you are engaged in, I remain,
Your friend,
LILLIAN WoRKS.
[We are glad Lillian like'l the Corner, and
that her good mother takes THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Liberal papers should be supported by Liberals, and we trust those referred to by our friend
may be induced to subscribe for THE TRUTH
SEEKER soon, and we feel sure they will never
regret it.-ED. C. C.]
OMAHA, NEB., Nov. 23, 1885.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I forgot to write before,
thinking Mamma would care, but Ahe enid Ahe
did not. You must excuse my writing. I am
well, and hope yon are the same. I am ten
years old, and hav two little sisters, both
younger than myself. I am in the fifth grade
at school. I do not wn.nt to make my letter
too long.
Yours with love,
MAGGIE E. GRIFFITH.
[Maggie writes very well for a girl of ten
years, but she, as well as others, can write a
still more interesting letter if she will try. We
hope to hear from her again.-ED. C. C.]
PITTSBURGH, PA, Nov. 29, 1885.
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN: I hav long admired
your department, which is ably conducted, and
contains just such matter ns will interest and
instruct children. The paper comes to our
house on Friday, and when I come home in
the evening I usually find the wrapper torn
off and the paper folded with the Children's
Corner outside, which shows that the younger
members of our family appreciate your services.
Respeotfuly,
EDWARD BAMBACH.
[Such kind words as the above encourage us
to persevere in our labors for the children,
who hav a warm place in our affections.-ED.
C. C.]
MuRRAY, IDAHo, Nov. 19, 1885.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: As I saw my other letter
published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I thought. I
would write again. I like to reacl the Children's Corner, and think it is very nice. Papa
has taken THE TRU'.rH SEEKER ever since it
was first published in Paris, Illinois. I will
send you a puzzle for the Children's Corner.
I will close, wishing success to the Children's
Corner.
·
Yours truly,
MELISSA ERVIN.
[Thanks for your letter, Melissa, but in nil
caRes puzzles must be accompanied by their answers, or we cannot print them. When you
write again, tell something about the part of
the country you liv in, and your daily occnpations.-ED. C. C.]

ITHACA, MicH., Nov. 27.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: As I see so many little
correspondents in the Children's Corner, I
thought I would write, too. I am eight years
old, I help mamma wash dishes. I hav pieced
two quilts, and they took the first and second
premiums at the fair. I go to school every
day. I am a little niece of Fanny Kelly, who
was five months a captiv with the Sioux Indians. She sent me a present for Thanksgiving-the history of her life while a captiv. My
papa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. He bought
People.
me the "Story Hour" of Mr. Reynolds when
Our Kitten.
he was here. I think it very nice. If you can
read my letter, I may write again soon.
There was a. wee kitten that Jived In a shoe,
A Twilight Reverie.
Yours truly,
FANNY KELLY .
And the longer It staid there the older It grew;
One evening, while seated at my window And It's," Pray, little kltten now, how do you do?"
[Few children of eight years are superior to
1
looking at the changing forms and colors of "Oh, I :pl. pretty well, madam, pray how are you?
Fanny. She is a bright, intelligent little girl,
the sunset clouds, I began reflecting upon life
"My mother Is Stoofln, the best of her kind;
Form a diamond, the central word to read and we are pleased to add her name to our list
and its varied experiences, remembering what She's gone down the garden a mousie to flnq;
of friends.-ED. C. C.]
the same downward or across.
a philosopher once said, that " our experience She's gone of! a· hunting and left me behind;
was the best legacy that we could bequeath to And she told me to stay where I am, and I'll mind. ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
CLEAJiWATER, N:Eii., Nov. 24, 1885.
posterity, as this alone can add to the sum of "The shoe Is right cosy, and pretty, and warm,
NOV. 28, 1885.
MY DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I believe I hav not
human knowledge."
·
And heTe I'm In safety from a.ll.klnd's or harm,
1.-Eve. 2.-Nelson. 3.written to yon since I received your kind let302)64628(214
While thus watching the panorama of the There's nought to annoy ma or brlng me alarm,
ter in regard to the pleasure-boat for podt old
604
Father Hacker. I havn't heard whether anymoving clouds, I fell into a deep reverie, and, And the shoe It Is Mary's, and fits to a cha.rm."
LeRoy; N. Y.
M.
thing was done for him or not, and should be
instead of the glowing clouds, I beheld a mul422
glad to know if the friends of humanity betitude of people of all ages, sexes, and condi302
came interested in his behalf. .l hav been
Wonders of the Body.
tions, busily gathering every conceivable thing
very sick, or should hav written before.
1208
that came in their pathway. Nothing escaped
Suppose your age to be fifteen or thereI hav another little plan, which is this: 'fhat
1208
being taken up and appropriated by the vast abouts. You hav two hundred bones and six
to all the children, grown or otherwise, who
G.
W.
WillSoLVERs.-Edward Bambach,
will send him, say, from 25 cents to $1, I will
concourse of old and young, rich and poor, hundred muscles; your blood weighs twentyiams, I. A. Pool.
select ±rom my geological specimens and send
_.._
noble and ignoble alike.
five pounds; your heart is five inches in
to them some very pretty pieces of petrified
Some few gathered only flow era and precious length and three inches in diameter; it beats
wood and of volcanic stone, both of which
Correspondence.
gems, which they freely displayed, and even seventy times per minute, 42,000 times per
make beautiful ornaments for watch-chains,
gave- away to those who admired them, and hour, 100,800 per day, 35,792,000 per year.
MIDDLE FALLs. N. Y.. Nov. 27, 1885.
etc.
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Dea1· Friend: The
I inclose some of both kinds to you that you
were adorned with these rare gifts, while the At each beat a little over two ounces of blood
Corner
grows
better
from
week
to
week,
and
may be able to judge of them. In the petrireal owners went on, poorly clad and destitute is thrown out of it, and each day it receives
is a potent factor for good among the children fied wood the concentric rings made by the
of the good things of life.
and discharges about seven tons of that won- in every family it visits.
growth of the tree are plainly visible; also, in
But further on I saw the graves where these derful fluid. Your lungs will contain a gallon
Very truly,
D. Lours BoDGE.
the stone supposed to be of volcanic origin
kind and benevolent ones were buried along of air, and you inhale 24,000 gallons per day.
[Thanks for poetic favors and for your kind there are many little bubbles imprisoned, so
the highway, and these were covered ·with The aggregate surface of the air celli of your opinion of the Corner. It shall be our aim to to speak, in each one, and were undoubtedly
fresh wreaths of immortelles by many of the lungs, supposing them to be spread out, ex- continue to merit the approbation of its pat- made when it was in a liquid state.
Now, let each boy and girl who would like
passers-by.
ceeds 20,000 square inches. The weight of rons.-ED. C. C.]
something that will make a nice present for
Many others would hide away whatever they your brain is three pounds; when you are a
some friend for the holidays send in their mite
found, or pilfer from those who had secured man it will weigh about eight ounces more.
to Father Hacker, and write to THE TRUTH
.
JAMESTOWN, Wrs., Nov. 27, 1885.
more desirable objects.
Your nerves exceed 10,000,000 in number.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I hav often thought of SEEKER the amount, and I will select the handAll carried large packs upon their shoulders Your skin is composed of three layers, and writing to ;the Children's Corner, but hav somest pieces I hav nnd send without delay. I
shall hav to ask that they send me two twowherein they crowded everything that came in varies from one-fourth to one-eighth of an inch neglectecl doing so before. I noticed George cent stamps to prepay postage, and write their
their way, whether good or bad. Some, in in thickness. The area of your skin is about Eliot's poems offered "liB a prize for poetry, and address very plain. If they would like larger
I thought I would try, but I am afraid I am too
their haste and greed, would snatch up Rer- 1, 700 inches. Each square inch contains late. I liv with my grandma, three miles from specimens, send four stamps. Yours, for huMARY B. FrNcH.
pents and other vile things, and make desper- about 2,500 sweating tubes or perspiratory Jamestown, but I am home for a few days, and manity;
ate efforts to conceal them from the view of pores, each of which may be likened to a little noticed the offer. My rna takes THE TRUTH
[We commend the above proposition of our
others, but none were successful in eluding draining-tile one-fourth of an inch long, mak- SEEKEB, and we children like it better since always good friend, Mrs. Finch, to our readthe Children's Corner WIIB added. Ma is
the vigilance of those who were ever on the ing an aggregate length of the surface of your the
only one in town who takes THE TRUTH ers. We hav received the specimens sent us,
lookout to detect and expose the mishaps and body of 88,541 feet, or a tile ditch for draining SEEKER, although there are other Liberals and they are very curious and pretty. She
misfortunes of their fellow-travelers.
the body almost seventeen miles long.
here. The well spoken of in the "Misadvent- will please accept our thanks for the same.

•

________

________

THE TRUTH SEEKER. DECEMBER 12, 18815.
Grandpa Hacker's address is J. Hacker, Berlin, N. J., to 'vhom all donations should be
sent direct, while Mrs. Finch may be addressed
as above.-ED. C. C.]

Agents for The 'frnth Seeker.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY. VOLTAIRE' 8. ROMANCES.
A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for .A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Engravings, P1·ejace, and Notes.
human advanllement, and how the other has
always opposed it. 1'1Ie German-American thus
CONTENTS:
describes it in detail:
'
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
The palmy days of the church Witness the burnZadigt or, Fate.
lug at the stake of Bruno, the pope and priest!; witThe Sage and the Atheist.
nessing the burning of the heretic with expressions
of joy. Gallleo Is represented slttlng lu his study,
The Princess of Babylon.
the pope holding the sword of luqulsltwu over his
Tho Man of Forty Crowns.
head, and to save his life being forced to recant his
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
phlloaophy. Martin Luther Is represented tacking
up his "Right of Private Judgment." Behl!nd him
Micromegas.
stands the pope with the bull of excommunication
The W orla' as it Goes.
drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
The Black and the White.
ax of lufalllblllty. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their luveutlous to practical
Memnom the Philosopher.
tests, and In the rear of them the Presbyterian pulAndres Des Touches at Si11m.
pits are filled by two of the broadcloth gentlemen
The Study of Nature.
denouncing the luveutlou~ as" Thwarting the wlll
A Conversation With a Chinese.
of God," and branding these men and their luveutlous as "Heralds of Antichrist." Ingersoll stands
Plato's Dream.
on a platform .apparently delivering his lecture
A Pleasure in Having No Pleasure.
"Which Way?" which he holds lu his hand. TalAn Adventure in India.
mao:e approaches the platform at the colonel's back,
pulllug after him, by the arm, the chief of pollee,
who holds lu his hand the warrant of arrest for blas- Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
phemy. 'fhe colonel seems to take no notice of the
6~ engravings.
Price, cloth, beveled
spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
Ills rear. Then come the modern teachers of salvaboards, $2.00. Half calf or half
tion, the Salvation· Army, with their drums, bones,
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.
tambourines, and streamers, (and screamers, too),
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
also a fac slmlle of our crazy armY. A group of likenesses of the teachers of scleuce,Haeckel,Humboldt,
Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, Is also shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkably correct. As a
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents The Greatest or all Allti·Biblitwenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
cal Works
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought
By THOMAS PAINE,
would distribute thousands of these telling pict"The Author-Hero of the Revolutron."
ures.
Price, Single copies, 20 cents.
Eight copies
for $1.00.

CALIFORNIA.
Dr. J. L. York, S!tn Jose, Cal.
CANADA.
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Out.
ILLINOIS.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street., and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
1\IASSACIIUSETTS.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MICHIGAN.
A. At:wood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Co., 87Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
NEBRASKA.
'fhos. Foreman, 106 & lOS So. 14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
OHIO.
N. Hexter, 303 Superior street., and_VanEpps
& Co., 259 Superior street, Cleveland.
OREGON.
W m. Chance, Astoria.
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
'fHE MODERN BALAAM.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
PENNSYLVANIA.
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesb::~rg.
.Address THJ!l TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., l'hila.
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
TENNESSEE.
Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
-BYJohn A. Jost, Ogden.
VIRGINIA.
Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Revised and Enlar~ed.
Bre,ntano Bros.
ENGLAND.
Price, 10 CTI:! SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
AS A
London.

FALSE CLAIMS.
J_ E. REMSBURG.

BOOKS FOR OBILDRENI
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STORY OF THE B!GHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE
Price 10 centa.

BUTLER

BROWNE

For sale at this office.

"APPLES OIF COLD."
A story-bookfor the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. wrxo '· Second edition. Prlce,$1.25. This very
excellen work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
author which adds very much to the value of the
volume.

33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK

Price 20 cents.

'rnE YouTH's LIBERAL GuiDE.
By Prof. H. M. KoTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
'rhls volume alms at the education of youth In the
prluclples of Freethought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
taudpolnt of pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Perpetual Calendar.
Working the Year of Science
And the Common Computations.

An Almanac Forever.
Showing the day of the week for any day of
the month for all time past and present and
to come, and other useful information. Price,
40 cents; three for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Canvassers address L. Martin, Brnnswick, Ga.

Ingersoll Catecbised:
His Answers

r_r HE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work lu connection with the pro·
posed Independence of America from Great Britain,
Washington wrote: "A. few more such fiamlug
arguments • • • wllluot leave numbers at a loss
to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 3ii cents.
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writings, Address THE TRUTHSEEKEI{,
33 Clinton Place, NewYork.

POCKET ATLAS
Of" tbe

VTORLD.

Containing
OOLORED MAPS OF EA.Ofl ATA'l.'E AND TERRITORY IN 'fHE UNITED STA'l'ES; also
MAPS OF THE OFIIEF GRAND DIVISIONS, WITH
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
OOMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY OOUNTRY ON
Remsburg are:
THE FAOE OF THE GLOBE.
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis- lllust.rated by 1nore Hu•n One .IInndred
Colored
IHagralns, 'l"abhs, Etc~
tics, showing the creeds of the priRoners in
The
POCKET
ATLAS OF THE WORLD conthe penitentiaries; the Church and· Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church tams 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page colored maps,
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
and 5~ pages are reading matter, colored diagrams,
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the etc. The book is new throughout, everything beWoman's Rights Movement; the Temperance ing made expressly for it. 1'he binding is flexible
Leatherette-an imitation of RnsRia; gold side
Reform; the Church a~ the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by stamp, round corners, ayd red edges.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
50 cents, by
dozen at least, Address

MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

THE TRUTH S.EEKER.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles
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SEND TO ELMINA FOR THEM.
DIANA.-A startling book I Originv

lu theory, scleutlflc lu treatment, and unobj ectlon
able In language. None should marry WltPout read
ln~t '• Diana." SexualsatlsfacLlon t.hrough magnet lc
lnfiueuce. Love rendered permanent and last.lng
~~~~ ~~~~~~~ enlarged, revised, and Improved
2

SOCIOLOGY.-Consisting of essays

PLems, short lives ot Land R, formers and other re
forma. ory topic•; worth $2; bound In cloth and ~;ole
for 50. cents. Wtltteu by Masquerlet•, a good old man
who has spent a ltf"llme lu trying to help humault.y

THE DARWINS.-By Elmina. Price,

50 cents. "I have read • The Darwlus.' .and am
Pleaeed With It; and so are all to whom I have lent
it. Were such works more Plenty, Ohrlstlaus would
be less numerous. "-D • .Nielson. Three books for
$1 oo, and Gteen's Fre~thought Dhectory, price,
$2.00, sent aloo for $1.10 $2.10 for all tour.
Address MRS. E. D. SLENKER, Snowville, V a.

---------------------------------WORKS OF DR. W. F. EVANS

The Primitiv Mind-Cure. The Nat
ure and Power of Faith; or, Elementary Lessons in Transcendental Medicin. This work
is a complete exposition of principles underlying the Rystem of mental healing. It contains a full course of instruction in the philosophy and practice of the Mind-Cure. Price
$1.50.

The Divine Law of Cure.

A stan

dard work on the philosophy and practice of
the Mind-Cure, !I reliable text-book m all th
schools of mental healing. No work has ever
been written of more practical value to physicians of all schools. The book is the 1 esult of
the extensiv learning and research of the author, and exhibits a ftlm iliarity with the literature of tho snbjollt. lt is profoundly relig. ions without being oJiensivly dogmatic. it
has been received with univers:1l favor by all
wl)o are seeking light on tho suujollt on which
it treats-the cure of disease in oursel vs and
others by mental and spiritual agencies.
Price $1.50 .

Mental llle(liciu. A Theoretical and
PracLical Treatis on Medical I'sycltolog:y.
This book contn.ins a full exposition of tho
mttnre and laws of magnetism, and its ttppli
cation to the cure of disease. Price $1.25

Soul antl Body; or, The Spiritual
Science of Health and Disease. Price $L 00
~lental Cure, illustrating t.he Influence of the Mmd on the Body both iu
Health aud Disease, aml tho Psychological
Method of 'l'reatment. Prien $I.u0.
All the 'tbove books senL by mail, post· paid, on
receipt of price.
Address THE TRU1'H Sl~EKER.

The

ALL 1n a LIFETIME

A ROMANCE.
SUSAN II. WIXON.
"The great charm o! this novel Is Its abeolut~
tldellty to nature. Its personages are those one mee1s
w!Lh In common life. and are portmyed wll.h a
vividness and perspicuity I was scarcely preJmred
to expect to Hurt, In such 11 mnrke<l degree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon. whostl
brilliant and lucid style Is famlllar to most readers
In the Freet bought ranks. . . . But what plPused
me most In this charm lug story was the uufilnchlnr;
honesty wllh which Its author bolos up to the derision of the world the rottenness of average mlulsterlal character, partlculnrly thLtt of revivalist
t~pe.
I hav not space here to treat, lu detail, of the
characte-rs o! this truly absorbing novel. BufllcA It
to say that It Is safe to t>redlct that anyone who
reads its first chapters will be loth to lay It down
Llll the dimouemenl. Is reacher!. Mls~Wlxou has long
been doing a n"ble work In oducatlug our cfill<lrPn
THE TRUTH SEEii.ER CO.,
Into the ranks of true Liberalism, tiler., by robbingthe church of hundreds of those who, In after
33 Clinton Place. N Y.
years, might hav become lt.s willing d unos and eer40
vll tools, and she certaluly deserves the generous
nud substantial recogultlou of all lfreethlnkere.
Let everyone send for a copy of • All In a Ll!Atlmo.'
It wlll yield a liberal reward for the on tiny."
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
Address, THE TRUJ'IT8EEKER.
Price, $1.50.
Every Liberal should hav one of our beautiful
BY MISS

Two New Pamphlets Something New!
BY

CHARLES WATTS.
The American Secular Union:· Its
Necessity, and the Justice of its
Niue Demands.

MO'TTO CARDS,
(~x22),

ready for framing, for their homes.
Twenty-five cents per copy.
Also Large Cards (14x22), and expressing the
NINE DEMANDS OF LIBERALISM.
Thirty cents each.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
Circulars sent FREE. Address all orders to
CONTENTS:
LIBERAL MOTTO SUPPLY CO., Troy, N.Y.
40tf
Introduction. (I.) 1'he Necessity for the Amercan Secular Union having Principles upon which
all [Secularists] can agree. (II.) The Twofold
REPLY
Nature of tho Advocacy Adopted by the Union.
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
IIII.) The Catholicity of the Nine Demands and
the Ground to be Covered. (IV.) An Exposition "NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
and Defense of Each of the Nine Demands.
By B. W. Lacy.
(V.) An Appeal to Secular Fidelity.
A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's
32 pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.
sophistry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.

SECULARISM:
Destructiv aud Constructiv.

-

The BiDle Analyze~.
BY

.John R. Kolso, A.M.
OONTENTB:
The Old Tostameut.-The New Testament.-Tho
Oreatlou.-The Deluge.-Tho Exodus.-Tbe Miracles of the Blble.-The Errors of Lhe Blble.-'fhe
Prophecles.-'fhe Devll or Satan of the Blble.-Tlle
Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
the Blble.-The God or the Blble.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Oro\ln octavo, 833 pp. Bplencll<l!yexocuted. Bent
by mall, post p!tld. Price. $3.00.

IMMORTALI'I'Y 11\'.IBlEREN fi IN
NATURE.

Price, Clotb, $1; Paper, 50 Cents.

Address

TH.l!l TRUTH SEEKER.

BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.

To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded

CONTENTS:
Price. 60 cents.
Introduction. Secularism: Its Nature and NeAddreea
THE 'l'R.UTH SEEKER,
cessity. Its Destructiv .Aspect. (1) Biblical
a3 Ollutou Place, N. Y
A Poem in Three Parts.
Millions of these should be circulated by Idolatry. (2) Natural Depravity (3). Theological Supremacy. (4) The Alleged :I!'all and ReBY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth Finder.
Freethinkers.
CHRISTIANITY
demption of Man. The Constructiv Aspect of
SECOND EDITION.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies Secularism. (I) That the True Guide in Human
A REWARD FOR CR.Il\IE
$1; 100 copies $3. Address 'fHE TRU'l'H SEEKER .Actions ia Reason Assisted by Experience.
Substantiated by tbe Bible.
(2) That Supreme Attention Should be Given to Price, 25 Cents. THI<J TRUTH SEEKER CO.
BY
the Facts and Duties of Existence, Regardless of
3S Clinton Place, New York.
any Cotlsiderations of a Life Beyond the Present.
0. B. WBI'IllORD, M. D.
PHOTOGRAPHS
(3) 1'hat Science is a more Trustworthy ProPrice, 10 Cents.
1
Per Dozen,$1.00
Bible Fabrications Refuted
OF
vidor for Man than Relying for Help from any
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
0 L. R. G. 1 N G E R 0 L L,. Supernatural Power. (4) That :Moralit_v is of
and
HH OJtnt.on PI"""'· New Vorl<
WITH AUTOGRAPH,
Natural Growth, and has no Necessary Cormec- The Errors or the BibiCEX})OI!ed.
Price, 20 cents.
tion with Any of the Theologies of the World.
•ul
in ~lcdieal Science.
BY 0. B. WHITFORD. M.D.
(5) That the Best Preparation for a Life Su~~It:~~
vv~~~~~~=~·p he me th (_) d 0 f
Price,
15
cents.
S{'CCia1
auy
and
111(1ht
treatment
i.!:i ~he c~nly one that
perior to this is the Wisest and Noblest Uae
(JADINE'I' PHOTOGRAPHS,
ves prompt and permanPnt reliC! Ill cascH or
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
of the Existence We Now Hav.
or Epilepsy. 'fwo trinl Bottles sent. free.
fi'ico, 40 Cents.
_EPIL&PTIO REMEDY ()0.,.47 Broad St.~. Y,
1!3 Clinton Place, New York.
22 pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.
A-ddress this Office.
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
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Astound lng the old faith on which bigots stlll feed.
Ruperstltlon he handled with hands all ungloved,
Putting reason on top of a tyrant unloved,
Aesumlng that God Is a father most kind,
In his works still revealed to tbe studious mind.
Now the age Is at band In our life's fitful span
Every truth-loving soul will revere such a man.
Freeman, l>fo., Oct., 1885.
T. M. HORNE.
(The name of the man rererrAd to In the above
trtbute may be found In tbe first eleven lines by
refldlug the first letter or llrst line In connection
with second letter of second line, rhlrd of third, and
eo on. Also th9 acrostic of laat eleven lines.)

propaga.ndism. Queerly enough, a tribe called
"Methodists," or "Wesleyaus," wants to send
its own gospel to the very China whose people
suffered in the Wyoming massacre. Egotism
and bad logic are characteristics of all false
religions. One would think that those murderers should perceive that China will dis.
count and contemn a pretended ~erciful gospel which slays Chinamen, and lays Chinese
homes in nshes. Thnt American savagery
seems stubborn, as is proven by the fact that
the people recently tried to elect to their chieftaincy a man named Blaine, or Blame, or
Bland, or some such nomen, who tried to defeat his rivals by saying that the Chinese hav
no business in America. That unsuccessful
chief was defeated by another candidate whose
party is pledged to oppose the Chinese. That
party contains multitudes of foreigners, called
"Irish," or "Erinites "-one cannot quite
make out these obscure names-who believe
that nobody ought to be allowed to immigrate
except thel!lselvs. Those Irish or Erinites are
fighting for liberty, and declare that their
adopted country "should be free "-ot Chinamen! Curiously, these Erinites, who hav
never ruled their own country, are willing to
undertake the task of ruling America. There
were early rumors that China would retaliate
by excluding Americans from China, but the
project will probably be abandoned as worthy
only of savage America, and entirely unworthy
of a monarchy like China, and a religion that
worships idols.

Thanl{sgiviug Prayer.

1'he Truth Was Not In the Insp·ector.

/lotfrg.
.A. Tar<ly Tribute.
THE TillED AND TI\UTHFUL GBEA.T.
There was one or the "heroes of '76"
Than whnm none In the service put In "better
'!'0

licks,u

Whose pen was the prompter both or sword and of
~~d

0

From. the pamphlet and press to the drum on the
field.
With a mind like a sage and soul full of lire,
His waa the bold language tbat could soldiers Inspire;
And the peace that was won, when our goddeas was
crowned,

Makes a

n~tme

to

be classed with the world's most

renown en:.

Yet not as in warring 'gal net a tyrannous king
Did that han•l of a hero work out Its best tblng;
For hts llng .. rs wrought deftly In liberty's cause,
Taking boldly a stand 'galnst all unequal laws,
Hitting BlAdge-hammer blows on TheolQgy's head
Ou behalf of the people so long dumbly led;
Making war on the church, on the pope, priest, and
creed,

DY M. BABCOCK.
0 thou mysterious, unknowable, incomprehensible, inconceivable, invisible something or nothing, and if something, who art
aupposed to dwell 'way up in the skies, I ad.
dress thee thi3 day, Thursday, the 26th day of
Noveml1er, by r€quest of tbe president of the
United SmteH; 11nd if it is true that thou dost
manage the things in this world, being a Democrat, I feel and hav no doubt that our most
worthy president will most heartily join us in
thanking thee for the change in the administration.
Bat it seems to me that our worthy president's 1·equest, in asking James G. Blaine and
the Republican party to join us in thanking
thee for the defeat of their party, is a little
tough on our Republican friends, and I havno
dotlbt that our worthy president, who paid one
thonsH.nd dollllrS to he! p win the election in
New York, will thank thee that his money was
not expended in vain.
Wilt thou, if thou art able, see that on this
great day of stuffing and f£ a ;ling all men shall
see that all dogH, cats, horses, cattle, a.ad every
living thing that liveth are fe-d, and well fed,
on this day. And if thou wilt see that the
poor as well as the rich hav their~ full share of
t-u-r-k-e-y-s, with digestion fully e·qual to their
appetites, thou shalt hnv all the praise that I
am able to bestow upon thee.
And if it woultl be proper for me to make a
suggestion, inasmuch as it is said that ten
thousand people in India annually die of
snake-bite, most respectfully I would suggest
that thou wilt, at least on this day, restrain
them somewhat in their desire to bite unless
they will bite the bad and spare the good.
And "·" my wife and I hav invited a poor widow
to help us eat turkey this day, wilt thou see
that Peter marks the net on the right side of
the leJgBr.

From fht Pittsburgh L-ader.

EDIToR Leader: The inclosed communi ca.
tiona are of sufficient significance to "point a
moral and adorn a tale:".
"fl8 FIFTH AVENUE, PrTTSRllRGH, PA., }
"November 17, 1885.
"Mr. T. D. Casey, 8ec1·etaJ·y nj the Western Pen.

itentinry:
"Dwr Sir: -:\Irs. Mattie P. Krekel, w\fe of
United States Di•trict .Judge Arnold Krekel,
of Kansas city, Mo , will shortly arrive in this
city on a lecturing tour, and desires, by yonr
permission, to address the prisoners in the
Western penitentiary
Can she do so next
Sunday morning?
YourR truly,
" HARRY HoovER,
•· Secretary Pittsburgh Secular Society."

"T. D. CASEY & Co..
l
"htPrmTERS & WHoLESA.T,E LIQTTOR DEAL's, l
"971 LIBERTY ST., PITTSBURGH, Pt...
I
"November 18, 1885 j
" T,J 11m-ry HiJoc•e·, Esq., Sec1·elctry PiltsTJm·gh
Seen! · r So :iety:
"Dern· Sir: Yours of the 17th inRt , asking
permission to allo\V MrF!. Mttt.tie P. Krakel to
lecture to the inmates of the Western penitentiary, ifl dt!ly received; and in reply I would
say that we will· hav to decline granting such
privilege, as we hRv ~<lways done in the past,
ani! we cannot make an exception in Mrs. Krekel's ease. Shoulfl we grant such privileges to
any, we would hav to do so to all, and you can
unrlHstand such a state of affairs would not
work in an institution like ou?s.
"Respectfnlly,
T. D. CASEY."
So it would appear that in their zeal for impal·tiality the officers of the Western penitentiary hav not "grante<l such privilege to anyone," so that the convicts hav been without
spiritual aid or moral instruction. If ail hav
been treated ,.-ike, Secularists certainly hav no
cause to complain, anrl there is nothing more
to b<' said.
But picking up a copy of the Pittsburgh
Di.9palch. I read: "In Philadelphia and New
York O<>tholics are fighting for the right to hav
Au Out,.ide View of a New Heathen- priests in similar institutions, while here the
dom.
doors are open." Ah! Free to whom?· To
li'1·nm the 1YJrthwcstern Ghri~tian Adtincat~.
all? Let us re:td a little further: "Mr. GoulWe r,re pained by news from the United den said that the Rev. Dr. Powers. principal
Statrd, a rer.enlly discovered quarter of the of the Catholic college, hall attended to the
woricl, wherein, us it would appear, a religion Western penitenti~ry and the R~form Sc:lJO ,]
which we Ut.Hic:rstu1:1d iH called "Evangelical," last year at the re'l'lest of 1Ir. T. D. Casey.
or "Protestant," or "Christian," fails to re- Dr Powers w11s p->id $500, $200 ·of which was
sLrrtiu the Rav,-;ge passions of a race which prtid by Mr. CHH,,Y out of his own funds."
bo!lfi[R of having stndied the precepts of one Then it would seem that Mr. Casey is not so
'' Christ," or ''Messiah," or some such name, disinterested anu impartial after all. Perhaps
for many centuries. The "republic" which another paragraph mny explain his solicitude:
profeBHes to invite all nations to come and en- "There are eight hundred prisoners in the
JOY the liberty of its citizenship, now all at penitentia1·y, of whom three hundred are
once collapses when a few Chinamen offer to Catholics." Now I do not complain of Mr.
labor at wages lower than the nativ Christians Casey providing for those of his.taith, I only
ask. At a place iu the interior, called Rock object to shutting out others. But, after all,
Springs, in Wyoming territory, an armed mob I do not see that we bn.v anything to complain
of evangelical Uhristians attacked a Chinese of, for I suppose that if the Western penitencamp and shot from fifty to one hundred, tiary were searched from attic ~o oellur with a
leavrng their buts in ashes. It is said that the Zentmeyer microscope, not even the ghost of
Chinese lament the evant chiefly because the a Secularist could be found.
trngcdy might hav been averted had Chinn
Yours for fair play,
done her duty ages ago by sending heathen
HARRY Hom·En,
missionaries lo Americfl, whose teachings might
Secretary Pittsburgh Secular Society.
bav neutralized the savngery of the prevailing
evaugelical reiigion. The civilizjld world must '' SF.E," cries the choms of admiring preachers,
hereafter be more thun E:ver impressed by the ''How Providence provides for all his creat.
uc;ceHsity <?f sending the truth to America. At
ur~sl"
the H•1.me time we hear that the i:eligiou that ".lfiH care," the wo:rrn said, "even !be ins~ct
pennitH thi~ fresh Wyoming massacre is hard
follows:_
at wo~k to raise 11 million of dollars for self- For us he has provided wrens &Ud swallows."

Book Notices.

INBlGHT INTO SPIIIITUALIBM: Exposure and
Attack. By the Imperial Arch-Duke Johann
of Austria. With "Logic of Facts." By
the Austrian Author and Natural Philosopher, Baron L. B. Hellenbach. Boston:
Mutual News Co.
This is an ornamen~al pamphlet of 114
pages. It seems that his Imperial HighneRB
Johann of Austria invited Baron Hellenbach
to his house at Vienna, bringing his medium,
Bastian, with him, with a view to observing
such spiritual manifestations as should occur.
Other guests at the first seance were the
Crown Prince Archduke Rudolph, Archduke
Eugene, Hofrath Dr. Widerhofer, Regierungsrath Ritter von Weilen, and other gentlemen
with names and titles outside the pronouncing
abilitiPs of the average reader. These ar·
ranged themselvs in the orthodox circle, and
the trouble began. A" guitar, a. musical clock,
and a dmm emitted noises of a more or less
mysterious nature. This constituted the first
part of the seance. In the second part male
and female forms appeared.
·
At tlie second seance a. distinguished company was also present. The guitar and a glass
tube :floated unexplainably in the air or
lodged in the laps of the guests. Then the
medium was tied by the experimenters, but
was shortly thereaHer found to be untied.
At the third seance the m.anifestations of the
two previous ones were repeated with variations. But here the Archduke Johann devised a device against th.e peace and well-being
of the medium. In collusion with the. crown
prince he arranged some ropes in such a manner as to close two large and heflvy doors between the materialized spirit which emerged
from the cabinet into the room, and the
medium who was supposed to remain in the
cabinet. When the ghost was thus <.'aptured
it was ex'lminerl find found to be Medinm
Bostian masquera<ling as a knight .. A white
material like lace neoesRary to the impersonation of· fl'male spiritq WRA fonnrl on tbe
medium. The archduke regwded this in the
light of an exposure, ~nd thereupon makes
some remarks reflecting upon the genuinness
of spiritual phenomena.
The reply of Baron Hellenbach is a scientific
treatis on Spiritualism. 'l'he capture of Bastian by the archduke and his co.conqpira.tors
he explains on the theory thRt the knight was
Mr. Bastian transfigured. His strit~tures upon
the Imperial Johann and his methods are
8eve1·e and CA.ustic in the extreme. He adduces many facts which are incapable of
denial and _appaTentlyunexplainable on any
other than the Spiritualistic hypothesis. All
of which goes to shiJW that facts often appear
to conflict with other facts, and that a great
many queer things in thia universe are still
left to be classified and told-off to their proper
Rpbere. Between the two, Baron Hellenbach
is the more earnest Aid sincere, the Archduke
Johann's style being somewhat trivial and
flippant.
The price of t.he book is 4G cents; to be obtained of newsdealers.

which are said to present tbemselvs to married
people. "Diana" can be obtained by addressing the publisher as given.
THE English National Secular Society's Almanac for 1886 is .out. It contains "The
Story of 1885," by Mr. Bradlaugh; "Life as It
is and as It Might Be," by Mrs. Besant;
"Bible English," by G. W. Foote; Hypatia
Bradlaugh, who has lately become Mrs. Bonner, contributes an article on " The Last
Vision of the Virgin;" "Speaking Out," is by
John Robertson; "Women and Marriage," by
Alice Bradlaugb; "W ooler and the 'Black
Dwarf,' " by George Standring, etc., etc.
This almanac sells in England for'sixpence and
in America for 25 cents. It can be ordered
through the Truth Seeker Company. "The
Freidenke~Almanach" for 1886 is also at hand,
with its treasury of valuable thoughts, to.
which the German reading person alone has
the key. Price, 25 cents. These almanacs
are both able publications.
The latest publication from the press of
FowlE>r & Wells is "Heads and Faces: How to
Study Them." Octavo, 185 pages and 188 !1lush·<ltions. Price 40 cents. This is a very
interesting and readable book. Nelson Sizer,
one of the oldest character readers in America,
and Dr. H. S. Drayton, editor of the Phrenological Joun~.al, a1·e the authors. There are
nearly two hundred illustrations, exhibiting a
great variety of faces, human and animal, and
many other interesting features. It is worth
the price for the portraits alone.
"The Nazarene, and Other Poems," is a. collection of verse by T. D. Curtis, of Syracuse,
"thrown off between the discharge of duties."
This is a neat little volume of two hundred
pages. The poetry is sensible, well constructed,
and has few defects. Considering the strength
of his work, it is surprising that the author has
not become better known to fame through his
muse. He is in every sense a poet, and we
wish him the appreciation his merit deserves.
"The ~Iormon Problem the Nation's Dilemma" is discussed by T. W. Curtis, of New
Haven, Conn., in a pamphlet of sixty-two
pages just received. It is a plea for justice
from the government toward these L<ttter Day
saints, and a discussion of the marriage question generally. It is ably written, and contains
many valuable thoughts and figures. Price,
25 cents.
"Saladin," editor of the Secttlar Re-vi£w, has
written and published a pamphlet entitled,
"The Confessional: Romish and Anglican."
It is an exposure of the inside workings of the
church, which are in all respects diabolical.
Some of the book is, for obvious reasons,
printed in Latin.

"Bible Romances" and "Bible Contradictions" are the titles of two new pamphlets by
G. W. Foote, editor of the London Freethinker.
Either is a more valuable commentary on the
" Facts and Mysteries of Spiritism," by scriptures than anything ever published by
Joseph Hart.man, is a work written to show the Bible Society.
the reality and also the danger of intercourse
"The Liberal Hymn-book," we are glad to
with spirits, in both of which the author
firmly believes. The author thinks that com- riote, is increasing in circulation. It is an exmunion with spirits produces insanity-a kind cellent collection of songs for the use of Libof t·eligious deli>·hm• l!·enww, as it were. The erals in their meetings and in their homes.
mental strength of the author may be judged Price 25 cents.
l:Jy his Dedication, which reads thus: "To one
now in the realms above, in whose beautiful The Best and Cheapest Home in
and filial earth-life the spirit of the Divine
ltlarion.
l\Ia,ter shone conspicuously, and whose mem.
'l'be Best County ot' Land in l''lorida,
ory clingH to me like a guardian angel, ever di· :m~J,ty, forty, twenty, or ten acres arc offnred for
reoiiug my affections and thoughts to the Foun- one half the price put on .n. section heavily tim·
tain of a.ll Trnth nnd Goorlness-my blesseil ber·ed, ndjoiuing- uor'tb.
l>fin0 i~ clPared; 200
~pirit d~tughter Dolly-these pages are aff.;c. orange-trees, two good honRes, and spring near
tionately," etc. Starting out with a belief in by, of pure water. It will bring- double the
,~ "divine master," a "fountain of all truth price now asked for it in one or two yearH, as the
oranges p.-ro;,- :m<l mr)]'e fnrit is set out See it or
and goodness," "guardian angels," and ·a write me. for pnrticulars. It is one-m~d-n-half
"spirit daughter,"' an author may arrive at miles from San~s, H.. R. town.
almost any miraculous conclusion without
W. PrmKINS, Ocnla, Fla.
iloiLg violence to his premises. The book
contains nearly 400 pages, and sells for $1.50.
"Diana: A Psycbo-Fiz;ologica.l Essay on
Sexual Relations for Married Men and Women.
Third edition, revized and enlarged. New
York: Burnz & Co., 24 Clinton Place. 1885.
Price 25 cents." So 1·eads the tHle-page of
this unique work. In this third edition appear
numerous letters expressiv of the estimation in
which the doctrine of ''Diana" are held by the
writers of them. The whole work has under~
gone a revision, nnd some points which in former editions were left rather doubtful are now
clearly stated. It is claimed to be the most
scientific treatis on the peculiar subject which
it discusses that has ever been published, and
its chaste language adapts it for reading by old
and young. It attempts, and approaches after
a manner, a. solution of some of the problems

'rHE '11RUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
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Ingersoll's 'Works.
Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In five lectures, comprising, ~·The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and" Heretics and Heres1es."

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25
Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of
Independence," ".A. bout Farming in Illinois,"
"The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream," and ".A. Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll.''
t
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The Gods.
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Holi~ay Goo~s!

BY JOHN E. REMSBURG.
AUTHOR OF"LIFE OF PAINE," "FALSE CLAI.JfS," "BIBLE MORALS," ETC.

All my Lib> rat trtend• are reminded that If they •

·This is the best and most thorou~h work ever 'writtt n on the Sab· Will kindly tavor me with their orders ror hollda,•
gtrts I will gua•antee to undersell any other firm
bath :from a ratlonal_pom t. of view.
or cheerfully refund cash upon return or goods.

My stock embraces all that Is elegant, rich, and
new In the market, a.s w~ll as a fllll line of goo,!

LARGE 'AND Ht\NOSOl'IE PRI~T.

medium-grade goods, v1z .• genuln diamond rings,
pins, ear-drolJB, studtls. collar buuon~. elegant.

Tbe question Is discussed under the following heads:

diamond-set watches, gold and sllv~r watches ot every gra~e, chains, bracelets, gold nnd best goldplated Jewelry, goltl pens, goH and sliver he'l.Jed

Origin ofthe Sabbatic Idea-The .Je-wish Sabbath-The

Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath- Examination of
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 Sundav
Arguments-Origin of Christian Sabbath-Testicehts; cloth, $1.25.
m~:my
ofthe
Christian_Fathers-'l'he Sabbathduring the
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50 eta.;
plain cloth, $1.25.

canes, opera gla..~t'es. gold snecta.cles, solid sll ver an•l

plated ware, plu•h and art goode, etc., etc.

And what ls a nicer

present for either
your !ltuy or gentle-

~'hddle Ages-The Pur1tan Sabbath-Testimony of' Uhris-

·

man

Reformers. Scholars, and Divines- Abrogation of'
What Mnst We Do to be Saved 1 Pa- tlan
Sundav La-ws.
per, 25 cents.
Price, 2ii Cents; Six Copies, $1.00.
The Chri&t1an Religion. Ry R. G.
Address

Ingersoll, Judge Jerellliah S. Black, and
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
in large, clear type, and containing as much
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
,

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.

pro\'ed modPl

tic~lly e-llarnt1 lf\r1 iu
t.hreA colore. ? Pr·l~f',
$3, $3 60 $4. Wlth
genulu dla.monr1 In
rlslugsno, iS aud $]0.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

BY HELEN H. GARDENER.

LhH.n

badgl~R

In sollll gol<l, arils-

M'EN WOMEN, AND GODS.

'

friend·'\

one or my Itt•est lm·

~~
,:,1~OTTO WETTSTEIN,
~~Jroi!JQH~
Rochelle, Ill.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
BT IIIA.IL POST·PAI!t.

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

The B11sts of Voltaire, Paine and Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to life,

.In connection with another firm we have just published Helen H. Gardener's first volume.
Helen H. Gardener was first introduced to the public by Col. Ingersoll, since when she has
price $1.50 each. Every admirer of these won a place in the hearts of all Freethinkers by her ability, and by the bnlliancy of her lectA Gt•eat Medical Work on Manhood
apostles of Religious Liberty should have ures. The contents of the volume are:
Exhausted VItality, Nervou8 and Phyelcal Debllltr,
these busts.
MEN, WOMEN, AND GODS: Introductory·
mies; Geographical Religion; Revelation; Evi- Premature Dt:>cllne in Man, Errors ot Youth, hUll
the untold ml•~rles resultiiJg from intll>'~r<)llon or
Photog•·aphs of Colonel Ingersoll. .Accident Insurance; Chiefly Women; Wby deuce of Faith; Did He talk? What You excesses.
A book tor every mon, young, rult\<llP·
Women Support It; What It Teaches; From
May Think; Intellectual Gag-Law; The Vi• Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5; panel,
and old. It contains l2fi prescrl IJUC•HS for ull
Moses to Paul; The Fruit of the Tree of Know lcarious Theory the Cause of Crime ; Revision; aged
10 1-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
acute and chronic dtsea.Be~, each one of which is ill·
edge; Knowledge Not a Crime; As Much InThe Church's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop? valuable. So found by the author, who"" <'Xp~ri
card, 20 cents.
ror 23 years Ia such oa prohA bly uev••r l.wfore
spired as .A.ny of It.
HISTORICAL F.A.CTS AND THEOLOGICAL ence
l.ngf'rsoll's Lectnres Complete.
!ell to the lot of any physician. 3fl0 pr,ges, bound In
VICARIOUS
.ATONEMENT:
Fear;
Beginning
FICTIONS:
Church
Fictwns;
Historical
Facts
beautiful
French muBiln, mu boef'led (:,. 1ver.s, full gilt,
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
to Think; Cteeds; Self-Control What We Need;
-(Civllization, Comparativ Status, Women aR guarantoed to be a llneor work 111 t~vt~ry ~euse-m~·
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
chanlcal,
literary,
proresetor•al-tllall nny uthor
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian InvenPersons, Education, As Wh·es, Not Woman'R work sold in this and
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Orcountry !or $2.50, (,r the lllC1Dey
tion;
Twin
Monsters
from
Intellectual
PigFrieud,
Morals).
will
be
reluuded
In
every
lnstauc" Price only $LOu
thodoxy,'' bound in one beautiful volume, in
by mau, post paid.
Illuf1trat1v sunHlie 6 ceut~.
half calf, library style, and containing over
Send
now.
Gold
medal
nwarded
the llUtllor by t!Je
Pt•icc, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, SO Cents.
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
National Medical Association, to the vresldeut of
which, r.he Hou. P. A.. lllssell, and RSBociato officers
low price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
The Trade ~upplied at Special Discounts,
or Jbe Board the reader Is reopecltully refBrre.t.
Tribntes. There hav been so many
The Sctonce or Life should bo read by ll1o young
for Instruction, and by the aflllctou for roller. It
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
will benefit all.- London Lancet.
His Brother," "The Vision of W'l-r," the
There IS no member or society to whom '£Ju>
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent adRcteuce or Ute will not be useful, whetlJc,r youth,
parent, guo.rd.!a.n, instructor, or clergyruu.u.-.A1'JJ()·
dress over "Little Harry Miller's Grave,"
naut.
that the:y hav been printed on heavy toned
Address the Peabody Medical Instltule, Ol' Dr. IV.
paper, 18x22, 1llummated border, and in
H. Po.rker, No. 4 Bultlnch l-'treer, Boston. Mass,
The Sole Factors and
who may be consulted on all dl"eakes r equlrlng
large, clear type, suitable for frammg, and
slr.lll and expertenee. Obrontc and r.l.:etlH11lll ow
the four will be forwarded to any address,
Exact Ratios in Its Acquiremm1t and Apportionment.
ewaes that have baffied the sk111 of all;,.
0 otlwr
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.
p!Jyslelans a specialty. Such tteateu~ i ?'!~au c·
cesstu
lly,
wlt!Jout
an
lnste.uce
or
\4
~.'
r.,
Pros>~ Poems and Selections. This
By J. K. INGALLS
failure. Mention this paper. lyH
I .:lf 1\,;,
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a l>rief re- ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
best ever issued. It contains, besides the
celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opbefore published, and all the famous " trib- Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase: eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
is u. regularly ectucuL·
utes" heretofore printed in various shapes, profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth; Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
ed and !<•gaily quallbut never brought together till now, many Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions
fieu PhYoieian, aU<t
th6 l!JV~L l;UC\:eb8!Ul
otller gems, selected from the speeches, ar- Wages; Pnvate and Social!> Wealth; Land Own- to Legislators; Conclusion.
as
hla practice w!!,
guments, leC'tures, letters, table-talks, and
pr<>vo.
Be b!iB for
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00.
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Eternal PunishmE:mt.
BY M. B.A.BCOCK.
The subjects discussed in this finely:printed
pamphlet are, besides the title above given,
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
a Christian, Divinity of the Bible, Theological
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Preachers
Sometimes Differ, Infant Damnation, Prayer,
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid,
No Fear of Bemg Damned, But What are We
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Not Pray for the Damned? Conclusion,
PBICE, 10 CENTS.
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IT Is bard to make him seem like a just and loving
Parent wbo does so w~ll by some and so llll by
hundreds of others.- D • .M, Btnnett.
NoT only. our earth, but the whole solar system
as well, has been what It Is not at present-bad a
one time no existence as a. system, and will one day
cease to exist a.s such. Time has been when our
earth was not yet inhabited by a rational creature,
and yet farther back not even by a Uvlng creature;
nll.y, a. time when it was not as yet contracted to a
solld body, When it was not as yet separated from
the sun and other planets. .But If we contemplate
the universe as a whole, there never has been a. time
When it did not exist, when there did not exist In It
a distinction between the heavenly bodies, Ills, and
reason; for all this, If not as yet existing In our part
of the cosmos, already existed In another, while In a.
third It had already ceased to exist. Here it was in
the act of blooming, yonder In full !lower, at a. third
place already In decline; but the cosmos Itself-the
sum total of ·lnfiult worlds, In all stages of growth
and decay, abode eternally unchanged, in the con·
stancy of Its absolute energy, amid the everlrnulng
revolution and mutation of thlngs.-Bltau•s's Old and
New Faith.

SECULARISM means belief In th13 world and the
uses of this world, and regards the duties of
this world as consisting in seeking happiness through morality, and it measures morality by its conduclvneas to promote the welfare of
others as well as the welfare of the Individual. Secularism seeks this welfare by the employment of
material means, bec,.use these means are most cer·
taln, and everybody can employ them. It does not
bel!eve In bel!~vlng; It believes In working. The
:Qlost Ignorant, and idle, and unscrupulous cla•s can
excel in bel!evlng, but only the intelligent and honest can or wllJ vote for the weltare of themeeJvs
and for others. But the best-Intentioned persons
will not work with zeal unless they are certain of results, and certainty of result can only be attained by
wl<elychoeen material eJiort.-G. J. Holyoake.
l<'l\01\I Shelley's "Address to the lrlsh Poople" I
select flUCh passages as seem to me most valuable
for the llght they throw on his own opinions: "All
religions are good which make men good, and thway that a person ought to prove that his ruetholl o
worshiping God Is best Is for himself to be better
than all other men." "A Protestant is my brother
aud a Oathollc Is mY brother," "Do not Inquire If a.
man be a heretic, or If he be a Quaker, a. Jew, or a
heathen; but be he a virtuous man, It he loves liberty and truth, IC he wish the happiness and peace
or human kind. If a man be ever so much a believer
and love not these things, he Is a heartless hypocrl t,
a rascal, antl a knave." "It Is not a. merit to toler·
ate, but It Is a. crime to be intolerant," "Anything
short of unllmlted toleration and complete charity
with all men, on which you Wlll recollect that Jesus
Ohrlst prlnclpa.lly Insisted, Is wrong." "Be calm
mild, oelibera.re, patient, ." "Think, and talk, and
dlecuSB." "Habl's of sobriety, regularity, and
thought must be entered Into and firmly resolved
tip6~ •,:;;::-Bymonds; i qhelley.

6

THE, Ql:lrlstlan schems is a complete logical sys.
tern, compactly fitted together. Its parts all cohere.
'.rhe dislodgment of one point endangers the securIty of the structure. •.ro deny the trinity Is to deny
the deity of the Ohrlst. To deny the deity of the
Ohrl.st Is to deny the sulll~lency of his atonement. Te
deny the atonement Is to deny the desperate need of
man. To deny this is to deny human depravity, Is
to deny the necessity of grace, Is to vacate the offices
of the church, and reduce to nothing the s!gnlflcauce
of Christendom. '.rho dogm& of eternal pun shment
is essential to all the rest. It follows logically from
the dogmas of depravity and rodemptlon.-Frolldng.
ham (Radical Pulpit).

.EACH to his taste: we know that there are plenty
of people who prefer a count or a baron, Impoverished by .lals lllssolute llfe, to a cltlz9n who has
won his way by dint of energy and talent. Our taste
Is the reverse, and therefore we are also of opinion
that mankind has far more cause for pride If from
miserable, brutish beginnings it has gradually, by
the lnceesa.nt labors of countleSB generations, worked
Its way up to Its present standpoint, than If It Is de.
scended from a pair Who, created in the Image of
God, were cast out of paradise, and even now Is far
from having attained the level from which, It origInally sank. As nothing Is so thoroughly depressIng as the certainty of never being able entirely to
recover a forfeited advantage, nothing, on the other
hand, is so Inspiriting to enterprise as to hav a path
before us the bight and scope of which it is lmpos.
slble to foresee. -Strauss's Old and New Faith.
BEFORE meals and after I let myself loose from a.11
thoughts, and now would forget that I ever studled. A run mind takes away the body's appetite
no Jess tt.an a full body makes a dull and unwieldy
mind. aompa.ny, discourse, recreat.lon, are now
seasonable and welcome; these prepare me for a diet
not gluttonous, but medicinal; the palate may no;
be pleased, but the stomach is; northa.tfor Ita own
sake; neither would I think any of these comforts
worth respect In themselvs, but In their use in their
end, so rar as they may enable me to better things.
If I see any dish to tempt my palate, I fear a serpent in that apple, and would please myself in a
wlltul denial; I rise capable of mor~, not deslroua;
not now immediately from my trencher to my book,
bUt after some intermission. Moderate speed Is a
sure help to all proceedings; when these things
which are prosecuted With violence of endeavor or
desire, either succeed not or continue nut.-B.slwp
Hal! (1574-1656).

THE contemplatlv Atheist Is rare; a Dlagoras, a
Bien, and Lucian, perhap3, and some others; and yet
they seem to be more than they are; for that all that
Impugn a received religion or superstition are, by
the adverse part, branded with the name of Atheists;
but the great AtlJelsts Indeed are hypocrits,. which
are ever handling holy things, but wlt.hout reeling,
so as they must noells be ca.uttlrlze<I In the end.Bacon's Essays.
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Sepher Toldoth · J eshu;

or, the Book
of the Generation of Jesus. First translation into English of a remarkable Hebrew document, giving the original from
which the story of Jesus was made up.
20 cents.

Sixteen Saviors of None.

By KERSEY
GRAvEs, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents.
cloth, $1.

Six Ler.tures on Astronomy.
• PROF. R. A. PRocToR.

By

20 cents.

Resurrection of Jesus.

Showing the
contradictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved. · By W. S. BELL. Revised edition. 25 cents.

Revelations of Antichrist.

An exhaustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian era. 446 pages and full index. Price, $2.

Socialism : Reply to Prof. Roswell The Anonymous Hypothesis of Creation. A Brief Review of the soD. Hitchcock. The Professor's
sophistries fully exposed.
cents; cloth, c50 C'lnts.

Paper,

25

Supllrstition;

The Religion of Believe
or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St.
John's School Board. By M. BABcocK.
25 cents.

The Adventures of Elder Triptole·
mus Tub. Containing startling
and interesting disclosures about hell, its
locality, magnitude, climate, employments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERS,
15 cents.

'l'he Besant- Hatchard Debate.

A
two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE
BEsANT and Rev. A. HATCHARD on Th<'
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character,
and the Influence of Christianity on the
World.
Held at the Hall of Science,
London, December, 1880. 25 cents.

called Mosaic Account.
By JAMES F.
FURNISS. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Brain ami the Bible.

By EnGAR
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RonERT G.
lNoEnsOLL, who says of it· "This book,
written by a brave and honest nian, is
filled with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments it presents cannot be an:
swered by all the theologians in the
world." Price reduced to $1.

The Creed of Christendom.

Its

foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By W. RATHBONE GREG. One
of the cleareHt an 1 ablest works ever
written. $1.50.

The Essence of Religion..

From the
German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to 50 cents.

A.SIOUX chief Is learning to ride the bicycle, and
the final eriermlnatlon of the aboriginal race Is !lOW
only a question of time.
··
TH.E wag"'s of sin being death, we can't under
stand why a lot of people don:t get paid oJI at once
and hav their Eetvlces stopped. ·
SCIENTISTS say that c!garet smoking leads to
Idiocy, but the impression is gaining ground that
the scientists hav got the cart before the horse.
A HARRISBURG man played on an accordion to a
crazy man, having heard that the music woul1
soothe and cure. .Both player and accordion are in
the hospital.
"JULIUS, do you know the tenth commandment?"
11
Yes'm!' "Very well. Recite it." "I can"t!'
"Bntyousaldjust now you knew it." "Ohl·y.,s.
I know It when I see it."
EvANGELIST MOODY has denounced church-fairs
because he read that at a. recent one they permitted
men to kiss the girls at twenty-five cents a kiss.
Moody is right. '.rhey ought to hav charged a dollar.
MR. lSAACSTEIN: "My trent, I sells you dot goat
for seventePn tollar und a ca-vorter, und I vlll
never dake a cent Jess."
Customer: "What's the quarter for?"
Mr. Isaacsteln: "Vot's da.t ca-vorter for? Dot's
my profit on de goat. You tlnk I can subbort a ramBy und glv dot goods avay ?"
'
LoNGFELLOW and Fields were making a short
pedestrian tour some years ago, when, to their surprise, an angry bull stood in the pathway, evidently
determined to demolish both poet and publisher.
"I think," said Fields, "that It will ba prudent to
glv this reviewer a wide margin." "Yes," replled
the poet, "it appears to be a disputed passage."

MINISTER'S wife (looking over the paper): "-You
are referred to In this morning's paper, my dear, as
A • a distinguished clergyman.' "
History of all the women who figure in the
Minister: "H'm. I thought that my sermon yesBible. Sharp and telling. iu style. Paper, terday would attract attention. Is It publiMhed in
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
full or only a synopsis given ?''
Wife: "Neither. You are spoken of as 'a distinThe Contrast : Evangelicalism and The Heathens of the Heath. A finely guished
clergyman' In connection with that patent
Sfciritualism Compared.
By
written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family ruedlcln testimonial you sent to Dr. Quack."
J\1 osEs HuLL. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc.
500 pages.
"PA," said Bobby, who had been allowetl to sit up
The Darwins. A domestic Radical.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25,
·• little while atter dln!ler with the distinct understanding
that he was to ask no foolish questions,
story. By Mrs. ELIIIINA DRAKE SLENE:EB, ' The Holy Bible .Abridged. Containauthor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
ing the choice passages and lovely mor- u can God do everything?" "Yes." "Oan he mn.ke
and numerous essays. 257 pp .. Paper,
ceaus prurticularly pleasing to CoMSTOCK. a two-foot rule with only one end to it ?" "One
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts. more such question," said the old man, "ar d you
will be packed oJI to bed." Bobby nodded sleepily
The Ghost of St. Johns. By M. BAB· The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate. A for ten minutes and then asked," p,, cau a carnAl
cocK. 25 cents.
nine-days' debate on God, the Bible, go seven day3 without wate1· ?" "Yes." " Well,
The New Dispensation; or, The He~v·
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between how many days could he go if he had water.?" '.rhe
1 K' d
B D W H
p ·
,V. F. JAMIEsoN and Rev. JAcoB DITZLER, next thing Bobby knew he was In bed,
en Y mg om.
Y
• ULL.
nee,
D.D. Pa.oer, 50 cents; cloth, 75 oents.
'a5 cent.s.
IN the course of a parody of Lord Tennyson's lat.
est poem, 11 Vastness,, occur these declarations;
.Proceedings and Addresses at the The Question Settled. A CareM "Ra vlng editors, never at rest, and never letting
Comparison of Biblical Modern Bpiritualc
contributors beWatkins Convention. 400 pagea
What is it a.ll but a clamor for mill tone of bill! one of
ism. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1.
of excellent Speeches and Essays. Pnce
trllllons of rhymes from me ?
reduced to $1. 00.
The Roaring Lion on the Track. By " Rhymes to this word, rhymes to that word, poems
enough to fill the Times.
Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relati<m oi
M. BABCOCK. Price, 15 cents.
Thoueands of publishers yelling to me for a popular
Ancient E:;yp.tia_n Uivili;Zation to 'the ; The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and
torrent of rhymes upon rhymes.
Hebrew Narr~~:tlv In .GenesiS and Exodus,
the Philosophy and 'l'reatment of Medicand th~ Relat1v <?lm~s of Mo~es and the
mania.
By FREDERIC R. MARVIN M.D. "Life is a hurry and bustle ror poets exactly as if
t.hey were commonplace men;
Pyramid to InspiratiOn Considered. By
Cloth 50 cents
'
Truly, whenever they publish nonsense, they're sure
VAN BuREN DENSLow, LL.D. 25 cents.
'
·
to be called on to do it again.
Rel' · Not H'sto
A
bl
A Business Man's Social and Relig1
!~~~~ion of the ~ro:ars· and ~h~ol:g;~f
ions Vi~ws. Bold and. trench~nt "What t.he facility, what the rapidity, what the ferthe New Testament.
By Prof. F.· W.
bl<?ws agamst theology and !nhumamiy.
tility misunderstood ?
What the true poetry lost In the meaninglE-ss, much
Newman, of the London University. 25
Pnce, $1.
that Is rubbish, and little that's good?
cents.
A.lamontada, the Galley-Slave. Trans- "What Is it all, If they all of them only want someOutline of the French Revolution:
lated from the German of Zschokke bJ
thing tl!at. noetry might hav been;
with Fastness, lost In dullness, drowned
Its Causes and Results. A clear
IR.a.
MosHER,. L~.B. A cle.eply pi;ilo- Scribbled
In the deeps of a cheap m agaztne ?"
and comprehensiv portrayal of this inter.
SOJ?hical natratiV, mtensely mtereshng.
esting portion of human history. By W.
Pnce, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
"HE THAT BELIEVETII NOT SHALL BE DAMNED."
BELL. 25 cents.
Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be die· The unparsable gentleman known as the Rev.
Outlines of Phrenology. By F. R
tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly Sam Jones preached a sermon in St. ·Louis a few
AsPINWALL, M.D.
Most acceptable to
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Swetlen- days ago, in Which he said that any maa who did
Liberuls of anything of the kind pub·
borg, through the mediumship of Mrs. not "ask a blessing before his dinner was eleven·
tenths a hog."
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
FRANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LUNA
He also said: " When any man tells me he don't
HuTCHINsoN, with a steel engraving of
believe the Bible, I don't argue with him. I never
Randolph. Price, $1.50.
Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
spent five minutes In my life arguing with a dogPrice, ~0 cents.
Career of Religious Ideas; Their Ul- and I never spent five minutes thought on whether
timate the Religion of Science. By HuD- the Bible Is true or not."
He then preached a sermon on "Prisoners Without
soN TuTTLE. Paper, 50 (Ients; cloth, 75
Hope," in which he turned us all over to the devli
cents.
PAINE'S WORKS.
Who were Inclined to spentl more than live minutes
Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship-of on a book before accepting its entire contents as abPaine's Theolol-!;'ical Works, includsolutely
correct, whereupon a friend scribbled the
Yahvell or Jehovah Shown to be
ing The Age of Reason, ExaminatiOn of
the Worship of the Devil, witu observa- following lines on a ·piece· of paper and handed It
Prophecies, Letter to the Bis.uop of Llantions on the horrible and cruel ordinance to me. I do not know whether you think they will
daff, Reply to Mr .. Erskine, Letter to Ca.
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Saeri- do justice to your "Odds and Ends" column or not.
mille J0rdan, ett.-., etc., with a life of
fices and Burnt Offerings. By the Ver~ If not, they will ornament your waste-basket, I am
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
'
Rev. EvAN DAviES (1\tlyfyr Morgnnwg), D. sure:
In pape;· covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Gre>J.t Britain. In the. good old dayR gone by,
When angels and witches ate figs,
Translated from the Welsh by MomoN, B.
Paine's Great Works (complete)
The jay birds llfted the heaviest weights,
C. Price, 25 cents.
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
And elephants perched on tWigs;
$4.00; morocco, $4.50.
'.rhe hippopotamus !lew,
Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.
Or sang to his charming mllote,
Paine's Political Works, including Gottlieb: His Life. A Homance of While
Moses and God planned their new campaign
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
Beautifully
As they swung on the garden gate.
Man. Cloth, $1.50.
written. By S. P. Pt·TNAIII. 25 cents.
seasons were hot and dry
The Age of Reason. An investiga- Hereafter. A Scientific, Phenomenal, Whom
And famln assailed each door,
tion of true and fabulous theology.
and Biblical Demonstration~of a Future Tills all-wise God, with a wink and a nod,
Whhout a peer in the world. P11per, 2&
Rained bugs and frogs galore;
Life. By D. W. HULL. Paper, 50 cents;
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
And nothing tickled him more,
cloth, 75 cents.
His sense of humor was such,
The .Age of Reason and .An Exam- Issues of the .Age. Consequences In· Than
to answer prayer to the good and rare
ination of' the Prophecies. PaBy
drowning them out with too much.
volved in Modern Thought.
A work
per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
showing much study and great familiarThe asses and snakes all talked,
ity with other writers and thinkers. By
Common Sense. Paine's :first work.
And men often swallowed whalE'S
HENRY C. FEDDER. Price, $1.
While the fish ate With forks in the middle of the
15 cents.
day,
The Crisis. Containing nnmb'ilrsfrom Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teach- Antl
the cotton grew In bales;
ings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELL.
I. to XVI. incl1tsiv. 'Paper, 40 cents;
(Jamelopards grew on·trees
25 cents.
cloth, 75 cents.
·
And churches were alwa.ys jammed;
domestic The angels chewed tobacco In those rare good old
The Rights of Man. For the op- John's Way. ABy pleasing
daysllbs. E. D. bXJtmtli:!I..
Radical story.
pressed of humanity. l'ape:r, 40 cents:
lM1eve lt all Qr bt> <ta.mned,
lJ. B; G,
15 oenti,
oloth, 76 oenta.

The Clergyman's Vjctims.

A Radical story vividly portraying the wrongs
committed by the professed men of God.
By lVIrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.

The Godly Women of the Bible.
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IJlotts and !J1li11ings.
tlE:iiMANY devotes 9,000·,000 acres to the cui·
tivation of the potato;· The j'ield last YEllu was
23.000,000 tons.
THE population of Oregon, according to the·
county assessors, is 204,000, being an increase
of 28,800 since 1880.
J. B. MANNIX assignee of the estate of Arch·
bishop iluroeli, ha!l misapptopriated by speculating in stocks some $200,000 of the.assets.
AN octogenarian attendant at the recent
English Church Congress said that he had only
heard one sermon against war in all his life.
.A BEEF. known as the Culaberas, sixty miles
from Tonga Island, in the South P<toific, has
become ·an aotiv volcano three hundred feet
high.
'l'ttE 1'ories in the British Parliament are repotted ttl be greatly scandalized because some
of the membets recently elected are workingmen.
IT is believed that in ten years Yankton,
D T., will be an inland town. In front of the
city, where the river ran twenty feet deep five
years ago, there are now one hundred acres
of land six feet above high water mark.
MR. SHAW·LEFEV.RE, ex-postmaster-general,
said lately that there are a million of children
in England who do not attend school by rea·
son of the poverty of their parents. It may be
added that in half of these cases drink is the
cause of it. ·
Mnn:BTER's wife: "Are yon going out this
morning, Henry?" Minister: "Yes, I gueRB
I'll take a stroll down to the public library."
Minister's wife: ''Then you'll want rour large
overcoat, won't yon? It's a good thing I
mended those pockets."
· 'l'ttto: other day a man wanted to bet that a
half dozen men. could not be found in Waycross who knew which was the fourth commandment. On passing the question around it was
answered in ten different ways, and onl:y one
was fight.-.Macon (Ga.) Telegraph.
TitE Dnke of Somerset, who died a few days

11.go at the age of eighty-one, was a noted Infidei. lie was the attthor of a work entitled,
"Christian Theology and :Modern Skepticism,"
in which he contended that the mandate,
"Search the Roriptures," had "undone the
world."
FrvE barbers were fined by a police magistrate in Ottawa, Ont., on the 26th nit., for
profanation of the Sabbath by following their
calling on that day. The magistrate said that
printers and telegraph operators, unless work·
Jng for the government, were liable to a similar
penalty.
WEIMAn, in Germany, intends to persecute
the pianists with the utmost rigor of the law.
An edict has just been issued forbidding the
players of pianos to- hav their windows open
while playing, under penalty of a fine. Any
person who givs a reunion 1nusicale must pay a
fine ot fifty marks.
"TJIEBE is no room to doubt that the influence of devotion to the study of the physical
sciences npon an nndevont mind tends to
Materialism. Materialism is another name for
.Atheisr:n.-Christian Advocate. This is equiva·
lent to admitting that education is destrnotiv
of superstition, Christian or otherwise.
THE emperor of Germany, who makes nnotnons speeches declaring that religion is ali-inall to him, deems it consfstent therewith to
tear from their homes in winter women on the
eve of oLildbirth, and paralytic old men, and
pack them over the frontier for no other cause
than that they were born Poles. He is thus
responsible for the death of dozens.
IN a letter to the Medical Record, Prof. A.
Sabetti, S. J., states in regard to the operation
of craniotomy-in which the unborn child is
destroyed in order to save the life of the
mother-that all Uatholics are bound in conscience to admit its sinfulness, and that anyone who performs it knowingly "incurs the
guilt of homicide." The opinion is based npon
decisions of the Holy Office of the Inquisition
at Rome.
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AN object of public curiosity, near New Philadelphia, Ohio, is a man who never shears the
wool from his sheep, or pl uoks his' geese, or
"rings" his swine. lie says it is sinful ! to
interfere with nature. His own hair and beard
are neter shorn, nor are his nails cut. Every
utensil about the farm is home-made.
• A coRnEBPONDE:Nf of the New Orleans Medical
and Eurgical Journal tell~ of a remarkable result of the use of steam as a disinfectant of
ships. The vessel to be treated was made
tight fore and aft, and the steam turned on for
the requisit time.. The hold was found to be
in good condition after the cleansing, and the
disinfectors entered the cabin. nut here they
discovered that the fine furniture and cabinet
work had fallen apart and lay in a comprehensiv heap on the floor. The steam had melted
the glue.
As almost every member of the English cabinet is a peer or a relativ of one, it may be interesting to see what peers and their relativs
hav received from the state between 1859 and
1884. Dukes, £9, 760,000; marquises, £8,305,950; earls £48;181,202. These are large sums,
and no ten thousani families of those who are
not peers hav received one hundredth part of
the amount. It may be an excellent plan that
the executiv should be in the•hands of the
aristocracy, but cheap it is not. These Brahmans know how to take care of themselvs and
their relativs.
"UNCLE RASTUs," said an Episcopal minister, "did you look over the prayer-book I gave
you last week?" "Yes, sa h." "Well, what
do you think about joining the church?" "I
'spec's I can't affo'd it, Bah." •• Can't afford
it?" "No, sah. Yo' sees, sah, dare's one pa't
ob de service wha' it says on ebbery page,
• Collect fo' de day.' I don' min' chippin' in a
nickel fo' 'ligun once a Sunday, but I hain't
like rich folks·what kin keep goin' in an' outtan dey're pocket fru de hull service. I guess
I'll jine de Baptis' chu'ch, sah; it's cheaper
dan de 'Piscopal."

~ 33 ClfiNTON PLACE. }$3.00 per vear.

. FROM time immemorial pickled cabbage.· has
beJln denounced by doctors as outrageously
indigestible. Of late, however, that dietetic
preparation has grown to be quite respectable.
THE Grant monument fund has been inIt has risen to the dignity of an alkaloid prodno~t.
:M. Tuyapogu has isolated the sub· creased to over $104,000.
stance, and finds that it suppresses the delirTHE mayor of I,ouisville, Ky., has just been
ium due to a prolonged uBe of alcohol. So the fined for disorderly conduct.
whisky seller, in placing pickled cabbage upon
QuEEN VrcTOl!IA has donated $2,500 to the
his lunch table, has been for years uncon- fund to relieve the wounded Bulgarians.
sciously engaged· in providing his guests with
THE public library of Chicago, Ill., has just
proper scientific treatment.
·
received a bequest of $2,500,000 through the
WHA.T is human greatness? inquires the death of Mrs. Jnlia Newberry.
Chicago News. Here was William H. VanderTHE Rev. Mr. Charles McLain is being inbilt, the richest man on the American conti- vestigated by a Presbytery at St. Paul, Minn.
nenti he dies suddenly, and the obituary He is charged with deception, forgery, fraud,
editor is told to write him up. Where are the and other clerical conduct.
data to be had? Neither the "American EnW. C. WALKER, a theological student at
cyclopedia," nor "Appleton's Annual," nor
Meadville,
Pa., shot himself dead.Iast week.
" Men of our T~mes," nor the "Biographical
Dictionary," nor the" Domestic Encyclopedia," He left a note for his mother, saying that he
believed God would forgiv him.
nor the "Dictionary of Universal Biography,"
THE funeral of Louis Riel, the Canadian
nor "Famous Americans," by .Parton, nor
Harper's publications for the last ten years- rebel leader. took place last S 1turday at St.
none of these works contains a line about Wil- Boniface. The ceremonies were Catholic
liam H. Vanderbilt! Yet what a hold this Many masses hav been said for the repose of
man had on the railway system in this country! Mr. Riel's soul.
Bow vast was his influence in business circles !
Two clergymen of Buchanan, Va., the Rev.
But, crttel iconoclasts that they are, the book- Mr. Myers and the Rev. Mr. Cooper, are
makers and biography writers never saw him. under indictment for fighting each other. The
His millions couldn't get him a place between Rev Mr. Myers smashed the Rev. Mr. Cooper
the covers of a cyclopedia.
on the head with a chair.
THE Rev. Dr. MoLain, formerly pastor of a
THE Bun of December 11th says: "The Oatholics of Rhode Island, like their brethren of Presbyterian church in St. Paul, has for some
New York, are contending for freedom of wor- time been on exhibition in a dime museum as
ship in the institutions supported by the state, a mesmerist. L11st week he called a visitor a
and in both cases, it seems to us, they hav the "damned liar," and the museum manager deright on their side, so long as any religious posed him.
THE surviving partners of the late William
worship is conducted in such establishments.
In his addre~s before the annual convention of E. Dodge, the pious gentleman who defrauded
the Catholic Temperance Union of Providence the government and has a public monument,
the other day, Father Burns, the president, hav been sued for damages for alleged false
spoke forcibly against the persistent violation representations made by Dodge while alive.
of the article of the State Constitution which The damages· are laid at $18.000.
provides that 'no man shall be compelled to
SEvERAL bodies hav been incinerated during
CANOGA, Seneca county, N. Y., was thrown frequent or support any religious worship,
the past week at the Fresh Pond, Long Island,
into great excitement on the 11th inst. by the place, or ministry whatever, except in fulfildeath of Lott Schaw, aged about twenty-three ment of his own voluntary contract.' In the crematory. Some complaint is made that
gases escape from the furnace during the inyears. His death is attributed to religious ex- face of that explicit declaration, said F<tther
cineration. The managers say that all gases
oitement produced at a revival meeting held Burns, , The Catholic people of this state are
at the Methodist Episcopal church, Canoga, obliged to contribute to the support of a Prot- are burnt before they reach the top of the
chimney.
Sunday, Nov. 29th. The projector of the estant minister, who is employed to conduct a
B. GBATZ BRowN, who was nominated for
meeting exhorted the young man till ~after worsh"1p an d t o prea ch a doot rm
· wh"oh
the
1
y vice-president on the Greeley ticket in 1872,
midnight to accept religion, and the youth was believe to be false and heretical. • In the State
finally carried home a raving maniac. Since Prison and Hou~e of Correction Protestant died of heart disease at St. Louis, Mo., on the
then he had spasms, in which he jumped services are conducted every Sunday, while the 13th. He was fifty-nine years old. Mr.
up and shouted, and fell back stiff and sense- mass is permitted on only one Sunday in the Brown had been an editor, a United States
less. In one of these paroxysms he died. His month, and , the Protestant minister is paid Senator, and the governor of Missouri. He
parents are said to hav been weak-minded.
out of the treasury of the state $1,400 a year, was a Free Trade Democrat. He was quite
wealthy until fifteen years ago, when he met
THE twelve children of the late A. B. Fox, and has also the use of a horse for himself and with reverses. Since his defeat in politics he
of Gowanda, N. Y., none of whom is less than family without charge, while the Catholic priest had devoted himself to the practice of the law.
6 feet high, the lightest one weighing 216 is paid absolutely nothing.' Besides, the Oath· He leaves a widow and nine children.
pounds, are to hav a reunion. Their parents olio inmates of the correctional and reformA CHURCH council at Newburgh, N.Y., havlived together sixty years, their father dying at atory institutions are 'compelled to attend the
the age of eighty, and his widow the next day, services so conducted.' The Constitution is ing examined some charges against the Hev.
at the same age. Old Mr. Fox was 6 feet 2 thus violated, continued Father Burns, al· M.. L. Ferris, Baptist, almoet unanimously
inches high, and weighed 250 pounds. His though the Catholics of the state hav become adopted resolutions expressing their utter abwife was 6 feet 1 inch, and weighed 200 pounds. so numerous and are increasing so rapidly that horrence of his conduct as a man and a minisThe twelve children are all married, and each • Rhode Island is likely to be the first state in ter, and declaring they believe him utterly
one has six children. One of these, aged the Union to hav a majority of its electors of unworthy to fill a Christian pulpit. They
seventeen years, is 6 feet 3 inches. high. There Roman Catholic creed, and the property q nal- warn all churches against him as a man who is
are two years between the ages of the twelve lfication for foreign vote!B will not long operate only in the ministry of the Baptist denominachildren, and the same difference between the to prevent such a result.' The Protestants tion because a church has been misled into
ages of all their children.
.may hav the upper hand now, but the day is following him into separation from the associA OOMPARATIV table of the strength of the not far off when the Catholics will hav the su- ation, and thus shielded him from deposition
merohant navies of the world, which has just periority. That is a warning to which Protes· from the ministry, which, by his own persistbeen published in France, shows that Great tants outside of Rhode Island may well giv ent wrongdoing, he deserves.
W. H. VANDEI!BILT, who died last week, was
Britain possesses 22,500 trading vessels, with heed. The Catholics in all the manufacturing
an aggregate tonnage of 11,200,000 tons. Of states especially are increasing at a more rapid worth $200,000,000· His will has been adthese vessels, 4,649 are steamers, with a ton- rate than the Protestants, so that the day may mitted to probate. The sum of $40,000.000 is
nilge of 5,919,000 tons, or rather more than one- come when the agitation for freedom of wor· left in trust for his children and $42,000,000
half the grand total of burden. The United ship will be on the Protestant side. Is it not are given to them absolutely. Mrs. Vander·
States makes a very bad second, with 6,600 very dangerous for the Protestants to be estab- bil t gets the use of the deceased millionaire's
sail and 2, 700,000 tons. Norway has 4,200 ves- lishing precedents which can so easily be used house for life and an income of $200,000 a
sels, with 1,500,000 tons, arid Germany, which against them? The only logical ground to year. Various bequests, large and small, are
comes immediately after her, has 3,000 sail, take against the Catholics in this matter is one made, including $2,500,000 for various religwith a total of 1,400,000 tons; France, Italy, which shooks the clerical opponents of the ious, charitable, and benevolent purposes
and Russia bring up the rear, each with less Freedom of Worship bill. It is that consist- The only conspicuous charities which Vanderthan 3,000 vessels. The proportion of steam- ently there can be no religious worship or in- bilt is known to hav indulged in while living
ers IB, however, of greater importance than stmction in the public institutions, since we were a half million given to a medical college,
the total-number of ships engaged~ trade, and hav no state religion to inculcate. Until the $150,000 toward bringing tl1e obelisk from
in this regard France stands second, although enemies of the bill consent to take that posi- Egypt to Central Park, and $lOJ,flfl0 ton theshe has but 458 steamers of 667,000 tons in tion squarely, and in the face of all its copse- ological seminary. There were religious ser1
an,-to England's 4,649. Germany presses her quenoes, they are bound to be beaten by the vices at his funeral, and the choir sang
1
"Nearer, my God, to Thee."
closely with 420 steamer!! and 476,000 tons.
Catholics in the argument."
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abolition of rents and usury. He bas a very imporWhere the Money Went.
giommnni~ations.
tant chapter of suggestions to legislators as to the
A corporation in Flint; Michipan, bas been operneedful legislation to accomplish this fundam~~tal ating a saw-mill for just twenty years, but has now
The Later Phases of Socialism.
reform. Mr; Ingalls g~s our orthodox pohtiC~l closl.d in consequence of the exhaustion of pine. It
economists short shrift, nor does he hesitate to g1v is stated that this corporation has cut '160,000,000
These two works* are something new and solid in Mr. Henry George· and Mr. Edward Clarke a very feet of lumber and paid $360,000 out fl)r wages. It
social speculation. They are from two venerable decided knowledge of their shortcomings.
.
is not stated how much they sold their lumber for,
We bav said enough to show the very great mter- but probably not less than an average price of $15
Americans who are federal republicans, and who do
not propose to haul down the stars and stripes before est this work bas for reformers and thinking people, per thousand feet. This would make a total of
the red flag or any other flag. The only country as a practical step in sociology.
.
$2,400,000, a sum nearly seven times as great as that
Mr. Ingalls's land reforms naturally lead up to ?ur paid for wages. The corporation consisted of three
that has as yet succeeded in getting partially emancipated from kings, aristocracies, and standing "RATIONAL CoMMUNIST." He pursues the subJect men none of whom could hire out for more than $1,000
armies-the only country that has a chance, therefore, upon the broader plain of socialization not only of. a ye~r-perhaps not more than one-half of that sam.
in which liberty and social ideas can be re!¥ized-is the land!_but of all. of the means and the res~lts of Suppose we allow them for wages $50,000; and s~p
the republic called into existence by the pen of Paine productiOn. He drffers. from a!l the Commums.ts we pose we allow the mill to hav, cost $150,000 durmg
and tha sword of Washington. The European So- .bav read or heard before, 1D showmg how to be ratwnal. that time anrl that the government sold the pine
rlialists will hav to wait until they hav a federal He has" Father Time," with flowing beard and van- lands for $1o,OOO.,......a high estimate. We then get the
United States of Europe before they can hope to do arable form, bring before us our own city and state followin"' figures:
more than to whisper, dream, and suffer. The armies of New York, anq the United States transformed into
o
$ 10,000
of Europe must be disbanded or taken out of the a Communistic or Socialistic Commonwealths. This g~:~ ~~ ~ll~, and land,
150,000
50.000
control of its despots by political changes before is rational, for ifthis thing is to be done it is high Cost of superintendence,
360.000
flocial progress can make h(ladway there. Politics time that some one should show how it can be Wages to laborers,
and economics must be worked out together, and only done; and, of all others, Father Time is just the one
Total outlay,
570 000
where the republic has been achieved. America has to do that very thing. The place where to do iiit t~o, 160,000,000 fee~ of lumber at $15 per 1,000, 2,400,000
been, and ought therefore to be now, more than ever is just here in America, not in some Island Atlantis, Net profit to corporation,
1,830,000
bdore the land of true social progress. The exertion or Utopia, or Erebwon (Nowhere), or Holmes's Hole,
In
addition
to
this,
the
corporation
still
own
the
of founding and establishing our republic, followed by to be entered by the North Pole.
the great antislavery movement, and the consequent
We bav a vision in this book, therefore, of the land, which we will suppose is now worth -five times
civil war, are the chief reasons why speculations of transformed United States looking up under the the sum paid to the government for it, or $50,000,
this character, always rife, bav not more often wand of Time like a Paradise. Yet it all comes to making a net profit of $1,880,000.
It is not pretended that the above figures are ab"taken the name of action." Still the Shakers, the light under the American Flag, and from and out of
Fourierite movements, the Brook Farm, and the the actual means, institutions, circumstances, men, solutely correct, but they are near enough so for all
many societies whose stories hav been preserved by women, laws, and motivs which now exist. All this practical purposes, and will serve •to illustrate the
·
Noyes and Nordhoff, show full well that the dream comes, too, only by the gradual operation and evolu- work of corporations generally.
What would we think of a farmer who would sell
of co-operation is the next idea sure to rise in the tion of eauses which move us every day.
great., and finally emancipated, land vf liberty.
We shall not try to transfer this vision to the a field of wheat to his neighbor, and then, after it
Now first sure to rise, for by the abolition of reader, for that would be to spoil it. It is a practical was cut and threshed out, buy the wheat back at a
slavery we are in a condition to proceed in the picture worked out by a practical man, and he is to price, after allowing for the expenses of cutting and
attempts to realize our social utopias.
be congratulated upon his success. At least one man threshing, seven times greater than, be sold it for?
There was something sublimely inconsistent in the has been able to show how Communism can be Would we not call' such a man a fool? Yet this is
just what the people of the United States hav been
position of the great" Democrats," John C. Calhoun worked out in a large cou'l:itry and in detail.
and Charles O'Conor, standing before the American
Happy the man who can thus in his old age rever- doing with their pine timber. They hav sold it to
people and proclaiming that slavery was the only way ence the dream of his youth, and troosmit it to corporations and then bought the lumber back at a
in which justice could be rendered to the laborers, and others to be reverenced until it may be realized! To price, after paying all the expenses of converting it
further tnat the "divine institution" was the· only the rising generation he sends words of cheer and into lumber, seven times greater than we sold it for,
bulwatk of society against crushing social and eco- hope. • This is not all a dream; it is guaranteed by after adding all the expenses of converting it into
nomic innovations. As Mr. Ingalls points out, Cal- the law of evolution itself; it is inherent in the moral lumber.·
And these are the corporations which for more than
houn "foresaw, and correctly foretold, that the aboli- nature of man; it springs out of the necessity of cation of slavery would lead directly to the conflict be- operation, the elimination of waste, and the pre- twenty years bav been corrupt!ng our members of
tween labor and capital which now confronts us" vention of the misery which all must suffer as long as Congress to get them to pass " protection (?) laws "
(p. 30). His point was that slavery had originally it is suffered by even a few. The human will counts to enable them to demand a higher price for lumber
built up civilization, and was far more just and justi- for something in the order of human events, and it on the preten!!e that it was necessary to enable them
fiable than the wages slavery, which took what was must control those events for the common welfare to pay higher wages to their employees. We now
good out of a man, and then threw him away to more and more. Organize and co-operate, therefore, see that they could hav afforded to p1l.y five times the
starve, while the products of his labor were· accum- until your community, and finally the whole family wages they did and still come off with a good profit
nlated by soulless capitalists or corporations. The of nations, Bhall become a social circle, ~n interna- themselvs. Or they could hav sold their lumber at
men and women of head and heart were not likely to tional co-operation based upon the realization of the one-fifth the price they did and still had a fair profit.
This is why Michigan is full of men who hav to be
rest undet chattel slavery, and it has disappeared brotherhood of man in every land and clime.'
kept from starving every winter by public charity.
only to bring the wages system under violent critiS
h
·
f
cism. The air is full oflabor unions, socialisms, and
uch is the spirit and inspiration t at nses !'Om
lis pa{l'es. Alas ! that Father Time is the only one If the nearly $2,000,000 given to three men had been
divided equally among the fifl;y laborers, very f!OW of
projects of colonies, societies, and reforms, the object likely to see anything like this vision realized !
them to-day would be paupers.
of which is to replace or supplement the laws of
wages and competition by the laws of co-operation,
But in order to clear the way, our Rational Co.mHow could this evil be remedied? It would bav
prudence, and equity. These two books now in hand munist improves the interim by throwing over into been much better if we had not put a tariff on foreign
are remarkable in that they come from "grave and the limbo of vanity the various obstructors who stand lumber, for then poor people could hav got cheaper
reverend seigniors," with white and flowing beards, in the way of its realization, especially the orthodox lumber, and cheaper lumber means more and better
which make them resemble "Father Time," from whom political economists, the laissez-faire people, and par- homes The corporation would hav made less and
our "Rational Communist" claims to be inspired. ticularly Mr. Herbert Spencer. This last and most the rest of us would hav had less to pay and be!)n
More strange still, both are retired capitalists, living unfortunate of the philosophers.receives the roughest proportionately better off.
upon the proceeds of 8 system they are frank enough buffetings at the hands of old "Father Time." He
But this would hav been only a partial remedy.
to tell the world ought to giv way to a better.
is charged with leaving out the human will, conscious The true remedy is not to sell either the timber or
Mr. Ingalls is well known as the veteran of our land effort, and, therefore, all morality from social evolution. the land to corporations. The government might
reformers. He insists upon beginning with our arti- Father Time shows how that he bas been at work for hav let contracts of cutting lumber, so many millions
ficial and unjust land-tenure as the wicked founda- ages to get these very faculties to blossom out as the o~ feet at a time, to the highest bidder, and then sold
tion of rent, usury, and unjust taxation of every kind. glory of human nature, and now comes a man who is the same at depots at all business centers at the cost
He insists upon a return to the original and natural vaunted as the great social philosopher of England of manufacture and sale. Had this been done, how
tenure of land, viz., occupancy and use.
and omits just these alHmportant factors! Father many families to-day would be living in homes of
It will surprise those who hav not followed the sub- Time admonishes Herbert that silence becomes a man their own instead of miserable rented houses!
ject with Mr. Ingalls to learn from his book how who "proposes nothing." The sociology which bas no
J. G. MALCOLM.
------~~-----manifold are the robberies that result from the meta- prevision nor provision, in a word, no Socialism of
physical instead of the actual occupancy tenure of the any kind, is a barren science which deserves only conThe. Instruments of Free Exchange.
soil. He shows(page281)that though thevalueofcap- tempt. By omitting the direct conscious action of
The
true question is, not that of a gold, nor of a
italinindustrialenterprisesmayexceedthevalneofthe the moral faculties upon the world and human pragsilver,
nor
of a double standard, but of the expedilands of a country, yet that all of the "exploitations" ress, he has made evolution a blind and "beastly"
ency
of
pu~ting money under the control of legisof capital rest upon the primal one of estates in land process. These are also in substance the objections
separated from its occupation. For instance, "with- which Mr. Frederic Harrison, and the Humanita- lation.
Nature affords no absolute standard of values, but
out a power to monopolize the coal-lands our coal rians generally, hav taken to the Spencerian philosomonopolies could not exist;" the transportation phy, and which seem fatal to it, until they are to be without the intervention of government individuals
may contract for ex~hange of any specified values· for
monopolies thrive because of a monopoly based upon obviated by some future work of that philosopher.
a particular occasion. Is any money necessary for
the road-bed and termini. The landlord, capitalist,
It is to be hoped that Mr. Spencer will, in com- such exchanges? Merchants dispense with money
and the state combine to rob labor. though they may plating his philosophy, crown· it with a practical by bills of exchange. The extension of this method
somttimes wrangle about the division of the spoils, moral republican polity which will bring it into bar- to all kinds of business is feasible, on the same terms
" which they call rent, interest, taxes, and profits.''
many with the moral sense of the advanced peoples of enlightened probity. Labor exchange banks hav
How cunningly all this robbery is brought about of the world. Else it will remain throughout aU time a been devised to facilitate this process. The notes of
Mr. Ingalls's book is written to show, and 1 shall be sort of devil's Bible, as if inspired by Mephistopheles. such banks may be either certificates of values deglad to hav some one point out wherein be is mis- How necessary it is that thie. should not be the re- livered and held in deposit, or of certain kinds and
taken. The first step toward social wealth and social sult of Mr. Spencer's career no one has made more amounts of labor to be rendered on demand. If not
justice, he shows, is a return to a usa of the soil as apparent than our Rational Communist.
too ambitious of doing a large business, but confinthe only title to it, the breaking up of large estates
New York, Nov. 15, 285.
T. B. WAKEMAN.
ing their transactions to an organized local autonomy, _
and of abstract or paper titles, and the consequent
the sooner such banks are instituted the b.etter for
FoRTY years ago 93 per cent of all marriages in all hone~;~t people. The' decent way of withdrawing
* SociA.L WEALTH: The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in
Its Acquirement and Appor~ionmen~. By J. K. INGALLS. England and ·wales took place in the churches of the government from a dangerous meddling with proEstablishment. Last year, according to the report duction and exchange will be by having it put the
Price, $1.00. New York: 'fhe Truth Seeker Company.
RATIONAL CoMMUNISM: The Present and the Future Re- of the registrar general, the proportion of marriages official stamp on certain weights of the precious
public of North America. By a C,apitalist. !'rice, $1.50. elsewhere than in the churches hP.d ri~en from 7 to metals of a given and constant rate of purity, but
30 per ce~t.
·
·
New york: +'4e TJ."ut4 Seeker OompanJ',
Mtin:J the P.<~otmt of this cojnage be regulated, just
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as the sale of postal stamps, by individual demand proper_to disestablish the Irish church, but then he bier and rolled. into the auditorium and before the door o£ the
now is. Then remove all prohi: was not pecuniarily interested in that, and the move- retort. The mica peep-holes showed that a fierce white heat
bitwns to the Issue of honest currency by private ment brought him great credit; but when it comes· was raging iB.side. At 3:15 as expert Bermsderfer slowly
banks, so that.the official coinage shall hav no force so near home, he finds th• the Established Chu...,h; oopened the door there was 11. bush broken by the sobs of
f 1
dd d
·
•.., Lievre's relative, and as the inside of the retort slowly became
o · aw a e to Its inherent virtue in controling is not so very corrupt after all, and will quickly visible blue white flames 'Crept out from the top of the openproduction and exchange. If the precious metals amend any ways that are found to be at all objec- ing and shot up above the door.
Tlie cra.matory assistants, with long iron poles, pushed the
;are sh<>wn to control these naturally, and yet incon- tionable.
veniences result therefrom, men submit without
The Church Defense Assoct'ati'on l's publl'shi'ng cradle in, and the tongues of flames shot through the hundreds of holes on th.e top and sides of the retort. The retort
caviling to _evils. inherent . in the nature of things, pamphlets innumerable to show what a wicked act is door was quickly '\llosed. The last seen of Lievre's body
and not arbitranly imposed upon them. Genius in- contemplated, and it is gravely asserted that the showed it env4o-ped in fierce :fl.t\mes on every side.
vents or discovers means of obviating natural diffi- Church of England does not take, and never has
The relative a'lld other~> took turns looking through the mica
lt·
b t
· · ·
t t b f
th 1 · 1 t'
t k
peep-holes, 'lllml the directors and stockholders watched the
cu 1es, u gem us IS Impo en
e ore e egis a 1011 a en, a smgle penny from the state; in fact, as the progress of the incineration until after nightfall. It was then
of authority. That is a Gordian knot which only the church is many centuries older than the state, every- deciaed not to open tlie door of the retort until next morning.
sword can loose. It is too much to expect that in tel- thing really belongs to the church, and it is extremely The re1artvs and friends lingered for a long time in the audiligence shall submit to hav production and ~xllhaoge generous in allo.wing the state to possess anything at toriu.m, and took away with them bunches of the smilax that
1 k d
d th
t ·
f
b
b
I
had been around the coffin. Adolph Lievre said it was his
'oc e up, an
e ar enes o commerce locked y all.
fancy such reasoning rather overshoots the father's dying wish that no clergyman should officiate at his
prohibitory financial legislation, or the arbitrary ac- mark, and those interested in keeping things as they funeral. He also requested to be cremated.
·.tion of a secretary of the treasury, who sequestrates now are may hav occasion to pray to be saved from
Louis C. Knickman, John G. Scheper, Judge Francis Mc:Bpecie and refrains from paying off debts.
their friends, as such absurd statements must be Kenna, and John Heeg, of theN ewtown Board of Health, were
Our actual finance laws are prohibitory. They fix rather too much for any sane individual to sw-'low.
present
incineration.
They they
did not
in anyThey
way interfere
w
with it, at
as the
it had
been intimated
would.
decided
a standard of value, not only for existing public It is very much of a satire on the faith of the clergy, that it came under the statute applying to bone-burning.
-debt, but for ait buying and selling, and then limit when it is seen how very little they believe in it Accol.'ding to a rule of the company, the coffin and pine box
the supply of money. This is as though government themselvs; they hav a great dread of trusting in their which held Lievre's body were burnt at the furnace in the cre;should first fix the length of the yardstick, then fix deity to feed and clothe theril, should their incomes matory
Friday
Saturday
morning
Lievre's
ashes
were
the retort
by means
of steel
brushes,
taken from
the night.
bottom of
•On a very scarce kind of wood from which yardsticks be taken away from them. They much prefer the inclosed in an urn, and given to the nearest relativ present.
:must be made, except a certain number, which may hard cash to taking their chance of what will be sent
The New York Cremation Society, the J?arent of the Uni~ed
ibe made of another wood not quite so scarce, but them from above. Tb.ey know full well if they did, States Crem~tory Company, wa~ formed m M~roh, 1881, wrth
'f
b
h
k
h
· h
h
a membership of about fifty resrdents of the City of Brooklyn.
,on1y I governmelilt uy t is wood and ma e t em, this t ey would hav to go on rather s ort commo~s Since then 15(i) members he.v joined the society. Among their
:and finally hav its officers lock them up, lest there be most days, but many would be able to leave for thell' r.mmber are physicians, clergymen, journalists, lawyers, and
;too many yardsticks.
.
heirs such an amount of money-£85,000, as the iate, about thirty ladies. Professor Ad~er and Felix i\dler, his
State Socialists boast of the mails as proving the bishop of Manchester did. .
brother; Courtlandt_Palmer, Kate Freid, Mrs. Mer.edrth Read,
't d
f
t f
·
t
.A f
d
ill
·
•h r
l
and And.rew. Carnegte are some of the more promment memaph u e o governmen or economic managemen .
ew ays w now decide w e.hoc OhaT es Brad- .bers. The United States Crematory Company was started last
Our post-office department does not pay its expenses. laugh will be once more elected by his constituents spring wi.th a capital stock of $35,000.
Our express companies doing. the same kind of busi- to represent them in the next parliament. There
At midnight Ex:pert Bermsderfer ~aid the body had !ong since
ne6S make profits on it. China, with eight times our seems to be a diveraity of opinion whether he can ~een reduced to ashes. He consrdered the. ex:perrment en.
k h'
· h
. tirely successful. He had not put any coal mto the furnace
population, gets its mailage done to general satisfac- ta e IS seat m t e same marmer as other members.· for several hours He was letting the retort cool off gradually
.tion by private enterprise.
It will be well that he is able to do so, as he is a JlAI!.'ll in order to hav the ashes thoroughly blea.chQd.
Gold or silver dollars, or deposited bonds and imbued with strong principles mostly for the go.&d of
mortgag!ls, or credited certificates of labor, whether the community; and being a powerful and tllever
u.. h es;.rmg
•
A PLEA FOR CREMATION.
' pro duce or d ynamiC
' m
. capam'ty, wouJd , orat ~r, h'IS speech es are a}
concret e m
. ways worWJ.
and
under the same securities as at present, be just as readmg. But for the unfortunate hitc,h that oc- READ BEFORE THE sociETY oF MEDICAL, JURisPRUDENCE AND
real, J·ust as valuable (while more available), without curred in the last Parliament he would h
d
i
sTATE MmDwrN BY WILLIAM M. MLA.UnY, M.D.
.
'd
f .hi
'
av ~a .e a; In the course of human events, laws, customs, ceremomes,
prohibitions, as the privileged dollars of our mint.
splen d I name or mself, an~ hav been by this tnne1 and even habits of thought change. There is 8 law of proFinancial freedom does not exist. It is distrusted, far better able to take a promment part in foxming a gression that manifests itself through individuals as well as
like free trade. Between gold-bugs and the advo- strong Radical party in the House of Oommons. .As nations. There a:e more indioati~ns of peaceful progress ?f
{lates of the silver viceroyalty, the difference is as might be expected his time is now so take!! np w'th our r~ce toward hrg~er modes of life now th~n _ever. before m
't' 1
tte th' h
r.
,
I
the hrstory of mankmd. One change that IS mevrtable, and
small as between the protectionist who excludes po l I 1ca ma r~
at e has been to a 'gteat extent becoming more and more necessary for health and comfort in
foreign built ships, and those commercial Liberals compelled to neglect the advocacy olf Freethought, our nation, is in the disposaJ of the dead. By our habits of
who whittled down the demand for free shipping to which course has somewhat alien.atred the good feel- t~ought, by our laws, by our religious ceremonies! we are
the admission of very large vessels built abroad, but ing of some of his former friends who consider that srlently and solemnly taught that to revere?tly deposrt the re.
'
. .
mains in a grave dug beneath the ground IS the only way of
.owned by .Americans and sailed only by .Americans he should h.a~ kept t~ his first love; but this lS a showing proper respect to our departed friends. And with
unde1· the United States flag, and exelusivly in our matter of opmw!l. .It lS cle&r, however, that he can- many, no doubt, the religions sentim.ent taught of the phys!cal
ioreign trade.
not do proper JUstice to eihher while attempting to resurrection of the body would con~mne to be ~ great obJecEven this has been denied by government, and do both. When he is fairl.v admitted into th Hous tion to their giving consent to ~~bstrtu~e crematw~ for _i~hu•
>~
• •
• e
e, mation. But safety for the hvmg, w1th change m rel!gwus
.consistently ; for are ·not ships instruments of ex- and meets With none of the opposttwn to which he has sentiments must in time overcome all such scruples .
.change as well as money is? It is the freedom of been exposed so long, h.a will hav more time at his
The orie~tal nations that hav practiced cremation for cycles
.exchange that government prohibits and curtails in disposal, which it is to be hoped he will devote to of time are more philosophic and hygienic than we who selfJavor of monopolists.
assailing superstition.
J D
ishly plume ourselvs on our highly enlightened Christian
' '
civilization.
·
Modern United Sbates statesmanship is simply a·
London, Eng., Nov. 23, 1885.
Greece in her palmiest days crematecl her dead. The anstring of prohibitions upon productions and excients held to four elements in nature-air, water, earth, and
change. No wonder men are idle that are anxious
OpeniDg the Crematory.
fire, the latter being the most powerful, as it is capable of
h
·
f d s t's
changing purifying, and destroying each of the others.
t o wor k · It I 00 k s as though t e genms 0
e po I m ATHEIST EUGENE LIEnE's BODY BURNT AT FRESH POND, L. r.
In our ~wn oountry, with its vast ex:tent of soil and climate,
were avenging itself through our representativ sysSunlight glittered on the unfurnished front of the crematory there is a great difference in the danger to the living from the
tern, for infraction by our Declaration of Indepen- at Fresh Pond, L. I., on Friday, December 4th, when about a inhumation of the dead. In country places, where the popudence.-J. L. Walker and Edgeworth (substantially from hundred persons -gathered to see the body of Atheist Eugene lation is not dense and the location of the cemetery is hygienthe Galveston News).
Lievre, enveloped in its shroud of 'alum-saturated cloth, and ically chosen, the danger to the living may be said to bo very
resting in its chilled Norway iro!l eradle, enter a retort regis- slight. But, as our country becomes older and more poputering 2,&00 F&hrenheit degrees of heat.
lous the danger becomes increased in a geometrical proporFrom the kuge iron band that tops the chimney in the rear tion: It will be conceded by all that cemeteries in the vicinity
Our London Letter.
of the building, and which makes the whole stl.'ucture look of cities are a source of increasing danger to those cities. 'l'ake
The parliamentary elections hav so engaged the somewhat like a locomotiv with a demolished cab, feathery the city of New Orleans, fox instance, where the graves canattention of the members of tbe press that the article clouds of sooty smoke ascended at intervals, and told the vii. not be dug so as to bury beneat!J. the surface; hence the coffins
in the current number of the Nineteenth Century, enti- lagers that Superintendent Merriam and Expert William are placed on the surface and mounds are built over them. In
Bermsderfer, of the Lancaster crematory, were forcing the fires process of time some of theBe become levele_d and broken; ?Ontled" The Dawn of Creation and of Worship," written to hav the heat up in the thousands at 2:30 in the afternoon, sequently the escaping gases from putr_efymg c_orpses porson
in reply to Dr. Reville's "Prolegomena to the History when Lievre's body was to arrive from Greenwood Cemetery, the air for miles around, threatening seriously friends and· employees who attempt, to repair the da~age. ~o~ ?nly is the
of Religions," has met with but scant notice in the where it has lain embalmed in a vault for three weeks.
A few minutes 'oefore 2 o'clock horses with mourning trap- air poisoned by ceme~er~es, but wa~er m t~e VICIDity. Wells
general newspapers, though probably it may be no- pings,
drawing s hearse, from which nodded black plumes, are sunk in close proxrmrty to decaymg bod1es, and I hav often
ticed in future issues of those magazines that admit and a single carriage containing the dead man's son, ascended myself perceived the cadaveric odor in drinking water of wells
into their columns of subjects this description.
the hill and entered the crematory grounds.
so situated.
Professor Eames, under whose directions the furnace and
Dr. Gray, of Orange, N..J., whom I met at Ocean Beach this
The different Freethought organs hav, however,
examined Gladstone's paper, and hav fully shown up retorts were built, was present to witness the result of his summer told me of a well in his town so near the cemetery
chaages from the original plans. At first it was intended to that the 'men, while digging a grave, being driven from their
its weaknesses. It certainly does seem somewhat build the furnaces and retorts in the basement where only the work by a sudden and violent thunder-storm, as they returned
strange that a man reputed to posse&s mental powers employees of the crematory could witness the incineration. to their work found the grave nearly filled with mud~y r~in
much above the common run of mortals should com- A hollow catafalque was to be built in the auditorium above. water, and, as they repaired to the nearest well for drrnkt?gIt was intended to place the coffin containing the body in the water found the well-water also muddy; and, on extending
mit himself to what is so extremely nonsensical; but catafalque,
throw a pall over it, and, during the funeral ser- their 'observations found a subterranean communication beI think it will be often seen that statesmen who hav vices, it was to be noiselessly lowered through the hollow cat. tween the grave they were di~ging and the well,_ which they
made a considerable mark in their time are by no afalque to the furnace room below. The pall would still keep proved by filling the grave wrth water and findmg a corremeans close or logical reasoners; but this may be to the s!J.ape of the catafalque, and the relativs would be relieved sponding rise of water in the well.
from unpleasant thoughts at the time the body was being put
I hav often seen graves dug where the wat_er had to be
a cedain extent accounted for by their frequent use into
the retort. The directors of the company learne:l that bailed out repeatedly while the grave was bemg dug, and
of diplomatic language, which is frequently merely a the relative of the forty or more dead persons awaiting incin- bundles of straw or hay thrown in just before the coffin was
euphemism for lying, and eventually their thoughts eration objected to such a plan. It is said that some of them lowered, to prevent the mourners hearing the coffin splash
follow their words, and the mind becomes so dis- threatened to bury the bodies, which had been in the Second into the water.
By cremation we avoid another horrifying thing in ~egard to
street, Greenwood, Cypress Hills, and other cemetery vaults,
torted that they get into the habit of sophistical unless
the plans were changed, and the relativs permitted to burial-it is the vermin infesting grave-yards. It IS a fa~t
reasoning; and this habit becomes so firmly im- see tlie body go into the retort. They wanted to be sure that well known by all gravr-diggers that rats are abundant m
planted that even when writing on or discussing they got the right ashes. Accordingly, the furnaces were grave-yards and burrow from grave to grave, gnaw the coffins,
subjects in no way connected with politics, it still placed on the ground floor, with the doors of the retorts open- and feed on the dead bodies so tenderly and reveren~ly P!aced
ing into the auditorium.
there. All these things, so distressing to sympathetic -fnends
clings to them and cannot be got rid of.
The coffin was then carried to the reception room, and and mourners, would be avoid~d by the simJ?l~, cleanl;r, revGladstone may perhaps believe what he has writ- again, having the pine. box for a bier, it was opened. The erent deposition of the dear frrend:s or relatlv a body ID the
ten, and probably has persuaded himself that it is body had been embalmed, and the odor from it was hardly fragrant retort gleaming with rosy li_ght.
f h t· 1't 18
·
We cannot overestimate the samtary agency 0
e~ •
true; but even if it were not so, it would not answe~ perceptible. It was dressed in black, and showed Mr. Lievre
to hav been large and powerfully built, and about six feet tall. the only thing that will utterly destroy the cryptogam!~ sp~~e
• his purpose to dispute any portion of a creed which The
body weighed about 185 pounds, Five yards of white J.md annihilate the mycelium. Freezing. ren~ers m_rcro Ia
has been so profitable to him and his family. ' The muslin had been saturated in a solution of alum. This pre- dormant and inactiv but they easily thaw mto hfe agam, and
fact of one of his sons holding one of the richest liv- vents the· clothing of the body from burning while it is iihoved become as activ and' propagativ as ever.
If we will only rationally compare the differen~e between
ings in England has doubtless a very considerable into the retort. The alum sheet also should retaiq its shape
about the body until it is entirely incinerated, when the ad- burial and cremation, we may see how much ~here 18 every w~y
effect upon him, and therefore he cannot see his way lllinistration
of a current of air to bleach the ashes crumbles in favor of the latter. 'fhe slow putt:efactwn, the o.ffensiv
to even suggest such a drastic measure as the ex- it like the fabled Dead Sea apple. The body was enyeloped stench, the mine:matio effluvia, the porsonous gases of contreme members of his party :e_:ropose, viz . , dis.esta·b.- in the sheet and placed in the cradle, wj:Iich rested on the tagious disease[! and plagues, the burdensome _expense of
lisbment ~ud t:lfs~P--9own:u~nt~ J.t W~!l quite :ri~ht and pef11e~t f:!oor. '!'lie cradle waR then nlaced upo~ ·the ro!Jjng funeralR~Illl n~jf avoi{led by thfl airnple, !lconormcal, health,
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ful reduction of the human remains to ashEs by the chemical
ag~>ncy of beat amid the fragrant odor of sweet spices.
From the legal side of the bouse we may bear the objection
against cremation that, in cases of crime {felonious poisoning,
- for instance). the evidence of the crime is immediately and
forever swept into oblivion. I would say, in reply to this objection, that the changes going on in society through this and
other improvements in life will so elevate the standard of
public morals and so modify the selfishness of individuals that
heinous crimes of cruelty against the person will be of very
rare occurrence. Radical improvements in the customs, habits,
and ceremonies of a people or nation never go singly. A change
of this kind would rid the people of an immense amount of
superstition. It would be economic as wdl as hygienic. It
would economize IR.bor as well as material, and thus save
thousands of dollars to poor people, who annually bury an
immense amount of money which is greatly need~d for food
and raiment for the survivors. This they waste and bury,
thinking that thereby they honor the dead. When we lighten
the burdens of the poor we lessen crime. Criminals are made
so by the hardening systems under which they liv.
We are still living in the midst of error. We look back and
commiserate the people of the "dark ages." A few generations
hence people will look back to our time and wonder why we
did not reform abuses and correct our e:rrors.
It is pertinent for this society, in its domain of state medi·
cin, to suggest feasible methods as to the erection and estab·
lisbment of crematories in all towns and cities where the public health makes it necessary for their establishment, and hav
the entire business as a department of state.
But we hav first to agitate and educate the public mind up
to such a condition that it will think and act upon the subject.
This may be done by issuing tracts and circulars, and through
the daily presA, and directing earnest attention to it through
national and state offices and officers. The various boards of
health would be powerful aids in helping to mold public opin·
ion.
To the members of this society, or the public who wish to
further investigate this subject, I would recommend a very
able paper read by my friend, Dr. P. C. Coal, before the
Northwestern Medical and Surgical Society, and also to a more
lengthy paper by Dr. E. J. Bermingham, published by him in
1881.
I would also call attention to an excellent pap!'r by John 0.
Marble, M.D., of Worcester, Mass., publiAbed in the ·• Medical
Uommunications of the Massachusetts Medical Society," Vol.
xili, No. 4, 1885.

been very successful, for after such an inoculation
the subject is found to be entirely proof against
hydrophobia. An excellent oppo~tunity to test the
new treatment was affdtded by a lad, twelve years
old, named Meister, who bad been bitten fourteen
times by a rabid dog, and who was brought to M.
Pasteur. As there seemed no doubt of a speedy and
painful death, should nothing be done for the child,
he was considered a proper subject for experiment.
In thirteen days the inoculations made upon the lad
were gradually increased in strength, until the last
was from a rabbit that had only died on the previous
day. At the end of a hundred days the lad was in
perfect health, and the experiment was pronounced a
decided success. Another lad, named Judith, who
was :fifteen years old, and had been bitten by a· mad
dog, was progressing satisfactorily after a week's
treatment:, and a fortnight from the time of the accident.
To carry this system into effect, it will be necessary
to hav rabbit farms established, where the animals
will be kept constantly inoculated with the disease,
just as we now hav bovine farms for the production
d vaccine virus. Two lines of treatment are mentioned, the inoculation of. human subjects and the
blotting out of the dise~t.se by the compulsory inoculation of dog-s for several generations. The origin
and nature of hydrophobia are undersbood but imperfectly, and it is too SO"n to make any definit asser·
tions in regard to 1\I. Pasteur's system. It is
probably but the first link in a chain of elaborate
investigation. The honor, however, in such uniq11e
inquiries is to him who break& the ground.-Saientijic
.American.
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fables. Such is the whole history of the church in
Africa as we now read it.
Not only did they write on parchment, but sc:5metimes on leaden plates. And we hav had recent
imitators of this. About the year 1599 a manuscript
in Arabic was cited as found in a cave near Granada,
and attested by D. Petro D. Castro, archbishop of
that city. It contained many fables concerning the
Infant Savior (the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy?).
These leaden plates were, after many years, examined
at Rome, in the pontificate of Alexander VII. (1655-7),
and condemned as apocryphal. There are many of
this kind of leaden sheets said to hav_ been deposited
in the tombs of the saints with the names either of
princes or consuls inscribed upon them. False inscriptions are also found on stones.
As in our time the Jansenists, who are heirs of the
former impiet.y, write elegantly in the Gallic vernacular, so in the fourteenth century those who wrote
the best Latin gave us Cicero, Virgil's lEaeid, L!\ctantius, and other authors must noted for elegant
writing. But they took care to hav. their own lucubrations appear under these great names, because by
concealing themselvs they had no fear of t.he powers
that be, and by giving pretended authority they
could fortify their Atheism in all time past. In the
use of the names of Virgil, Cicero; Plutarch, and
others, they were more desirous of propagating their
impiety than of acquiring fame.
If in one Parisian college the various essays of the
last thirty or forty years were to be inscribed ou
smoky parchment-all the tragedies, orations, poems,
panegyrics, treatises, and ot,her scholastic exercisesthere would appear new Qaintiliani, Senecre, Plinii
juniores, Statii, H()ratii in Orlis, and perhaps superior works to any of these. But now the art of forgery, as Well as the motiv, formerly 80 prevalent, no
longer exists. The "Constantinus" of our Mambrun (died 1661) is not inferior to the lEueid; the
"odes" of our "Sarmatian Horace," Sarbriewski
(died 1640) are in my judgment better than those of
psf!udo-Horace; the "Sedecias·" of Malapert (died
1630) outshines any work of pseudo-fleneca.
There is a wonderful agreement among these
writers, even when they seem to be very contradictory. · These differences are the result of labor, lest
the writers should appear to conspire among- themselva. Their unanimity is apparent in this: that
their writings ara almost all allegorical, historical, or
enigmatical; wherefore, although the names, places,
and times are different, there is the same allegoric
and occult signification. Hence, you perceive how
much useless writing there is in our time, in the
vain endeavor to reconcile these forgeries and to get
at the facts of ancient history.
. Missio?arie~ fro!ll Persia _hav retu~ned to us bri~;tg
~ng Persian histones ~f their wars with Rome, whiCh
o not agree at all With our own annals. And yet
those Persian writers are not to be considered any
more truthful than our own supposititious ones.
Before the time of Mohammed, the boob of Anbian history were the merest fables and dreams, as I
hav been told by those who are skilled in the Arabic
la~~::~here then no books before the fourteenth

ARE MOST OF THE LATIN AND GREEK CLASSICS, TOGETHER
WITH ALL THE WRITINGS OF THE CHRISTIAN FATHERS
FORGERIES OF THE FOURTEENTH, FIFTEENTH, AND SIXIn Memoriam.
TEENTH CENTURIES?
The Nestor of American Liberalism is no more.
Wbv is it that not one of the Greek fathera wrote
An irreparable gap is made in t.he list of vice-presi- good Greek, not even Dionysius the A.reopagite? All
dents of the American Secular Union. He who for use the same dialect. In the Gallic language there
more than half a century has fearlessly fought in hav been many changPs in 500 years; in the Greek.
every struggle for mental and physical freedom; no change appears in 1,500 years; all the pretended
whose name has been synonymous with secular re- fathers and historians use tbe same dialect and the
forms; whose voice and pen hewed out in the realms
same syntax. Baleamon (1186-1204), writes in the
of thought the victorious pathway along which our same
style as Justin, Basil. an<l Chrysostom. So,
slower feet may now in safety tread; who breasted also, in Latin, St. Bernard (1091-11 53 ), and Alger (of
and cruil_hed each wave of oppression and tJ ranny, Liege, who died about 1150), write as elegantly and
Hon. Efizur Wright, ex-president of the National elcquently as St. Augustine.
Liberal League, lies still and calm in Death's emIn the ~ixth century no heresy was invented; therebrace at last. This grand pioneer of· freedom and fore there are very few writings of the fathers in
Freethought now
that century.
Procopius (495-56 5 ), professes to
"Sleeps the sleep that knows no waking."
compile his work from earlier lucubrations. Bv the
Nevertheless, to-day we are called upon to commem- year 600 the system offorgery WM exhausted. From
orate the immortality to which a life consecrated to that time until the tenth century there was little
freedom and humanity has secured, and here pay our writing either in Greek or Latin. It is ll d th
age of ignorance.
ca e
e·
tribute of homage to him who,
In all the Patriarchal sees there were pretended
" Departing, leaves behind
Footprints on the sands of time."
heresiarchs or abettors of heresy. At Alexandria,
How much more triumphant is this great hero who, Dioscorus, Peter 1\~ong-us, et al; at Antioch, Paul of
without expecting a -future existence, labored so Samosata, Peter Cuapheus, et al; and at Rome, lest
nobly to make life worth living in this!
the see of St. Peter should be thought devoid of erThe history, achievements, and life-work of this ror, Honorius and Tiberius.
In fabricating Roman and Greek history they se- century? Yes, indeed, many. But there were very
intrepid abolitionist, humanitarian, philosopher, and
great-hearted philanthropist, throws a halo of glory lected many names of men from ancient coins, of few of such books as we now hav in great numbers
over American Secularism, and adds new luster to w~ich there was a great quantity; for throu~h these in our libraries-books which nobody wanted to
coms the names hav come down to us. The names not preserve, unless for the promotion of typography,
the bdght record of our nation's true noblemen.
We refr~in from enumerating in brief the services, found on coins or in Pliny (the elder); they took from such as were neither costly nor large. But our more
trials, virtues, and talents, it would take volumes to the He brews. That no Roman or Greek history, such noted libraries despised and excluded all such books.
portray, ~ut earnestly hope that the contemplation as we hav, existed, is manifest from the fact that our How then could it be that before the invention of
of his intellectual greatness, his moral grandeur, his histories are strangely at variance with the ancient printing not even one book t.xisted which was even
intrepid heroism and profound scientific attainments, coins, not only in regard to genealogy and chron- in one dogmll Catholic, and in the libraries care was
may be the inspiration of the germ of emulation ology, but in the affairs of princes. This we hav taken to hide and preserve only those bonks which
shown -from an examination of the imperial coins were fabricated by some of these impious fellows?
within us all.
[TO BE CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.]
'
[Passed unanimously by the Chicago Secular Un- from Cresar t o H eraclius (A D., 641), an d oth ers.
If there were no written annals of the sixteenth
ion, Sunday, Nov. 29th.]
FIRST usE oF THE TERM CHRISTIAN.-The term Chrisand seventeenth centuries further than brief records
tian
is first used by Suetonius, AD. 110, but the orig11. Pasteur's Researches in the Treatment of of the reigns in their order, with decrees, names and inal word was probably Ohrestian. Its next occura
task
it
would
be
for
a
rumors
of
wars,
how
easy
Hydrophobia.
forger to write a fabulous history of those times. rence is in the letter of Adrian, between AD. 117 and
The entire civilized world has for some time past He would describe civil wars in different provinces; 138, and there also it was probably Ohrestian. Then
been watching with intense interest the experiments then wars in foreign countries-England, Batavia, comes Justin, between A:D. 147 and 161, who at first
on the treatment of hydrophobia conducted by the Germany and Spain; then leagues and treaties of most certainly, if not always, wrote the word Chrescelebrated French scientist, Dr. Louis Pasteur. peace. Such was the condition of things for twelve tian. After that, in the course of :fifty years, it beThese researches hav now been so far completed that hundred years and more after Christ, when our an- came popular, the term Chrestian meanwhile giving
the results hav been presented by the investigator to cestors preferred devout living to writing erudite way to the more appropriate one of Christian.
the French Academy of Sciences. The first step in annals.
W. F. JA.MIEBON writes: "Having been so much occupied
\ these investigations, as reported by cable to the
Without the art of printing and with no public during the past two months in travel and lecture-work, there
Herald, was the inoculation of a rabbit with a frag- records how could we know who was bishop of Paris was but little time left for sending in reports of progress. I
ment of tissue t!lken from the spine of a rabid dog. 150 or 200 :veare ago? And yet there was no public never ·saw greater interest manifested by the people in FreeThe incubation Of the poison occupied fifteen days. register in Gaul before the middle of the thirteenth thought than now. This/week I am engaged in delivering a
As soon as the animal died, a portion of its spinal century.
cou~se of lectures in Paola, Kansas; am stopping with my
marrow was in turn inoculated into a second rabbit,
If any one should wish to prepare a history of old friends, Mr. J. T. Haughey and wife. Brother Haughey is
and the process continued until sixty rabbits had Morocco and Fezzan or Algiers, not in ancient times a lecturer on Spiritualism, and a very Liberal-minded gentlebeen treated. Each inoculation increased the power but. in our own day, could he not falsify with im- man. Mrs. Haughey is a clear-minded thinker, identified
of the virus, so that the last incubation occupied but pumty ? So, also, If he should choose to write a with benevolent work, and, at the same time, like Elizabeth
seven days. As dried air diminishes the power of history of Persia, he might say that the Christian Cady Stanton, is a model housekeeper. In Paola reside Dr. •
the virus, the spinal marrow of the inoculated rab- religion flourished among the kingdoms of Arrica· Firebll.ugh and wife, S. Paris Davis and wife, Eislen and wife,
bits was kept in bottles of dried air. In beginning he might deFcribe celebrated councils and narrat~ and many others, activ Freethinkers. It is seven years since
lectured in Paola. The city has greatly improved, and
his experiments, therefore, M. Pasteur inoculated his cruel persecutions; he might name the kings, some Ithelast
state itself is full of progress The grand prairies, gently
subject with the old tissue, and :finished the opera- Christia:r;t and others Mohammedan; in short, he rolling, are a feast to the eye. It is gratifying to meet the
tion by the injection of tissue that had been bottled could fabricate whatever he wished with impunity. old-time friends of ten years ago. I am expecting to spend
only two days, the period of incubation of which How much more easy it was to do such things in the Rix weeks in Texas; will be in Dexter City, Mo , early in
where I can be addressed by Texas Liberals who
would not exceed a week. These experiments hav fourteenth century than in this age which abhors January,
desire me to deliver lectures in their locality."
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Union will fight it out I'D that line and no small
fight it will be either. HowPver, th~se who choose
====================== to make other issues more important in ·their eyes
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
hav our heartiest sympathy. The success of one is
Vi,..Presidenu.
the success d all. Variety is the spice of life, and of
OH.\RLES WATTS,
' progress, too. Let each one do his level best against
~~~~~Ms~~~~:,·
JOHN E. REMSBURG,
'.rHADDEUS B. WAKEMAN;
ROBERTo
ADAMS,
the common enemy, and not strike a blow at friends.
MAT'l.'IE P. KREKEL,
TITUS L. BROWN,
JAM~S PABToN,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
soME NEW BOOKS.-REMSBuna's "sABBATH·BREAKINa."
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Bee.,
OOUBTLANDT PALMEB, Treae.,
I hav just had the pleasure of reading Rem~; burg's
33 Ullnton Place, New York.
850 Broadway, New York.
"Sabl-ath-Breaking." As usual with Mr. Remsburg,
OHABLES B REYNOLDS,
E. M. MACDONALD,
he givs a masterly Pxposition of his sn.bject. I wish
Ona.tr. Es:. Oom.
Ohair, Fln. Oom.
all Liberals could hear this lecture, and if they can't
hear it then they should read it, and; while buying
'l'l1e Campaign Fund.
it, they should -buy an extra copy· for an orthodox
E. M. Davia, $10. Total, $1,505. 72.
. neighbor to read. If we can once get the orthodox
notion of Sunday out of people's heads, I bdieve more
News and Notes
will be accomplished for human welfare than by any
The following, from the New York Herald, shows other t'ne thing. The old Puritanic Sabbath is simply
the progress of Secular ideas, and likewise the kind horrible. It is the Inquisition on wheels, and from
week to week makes millions unhappy, crushes out
of opposition that is made:
Some 'members of the House hav promised that they will life, and manufactures hypocrite by the ten thousand.
introduce bills ordering that the National Museum, the Naval Read and circulate Remsburg's book. Its historic
Observatory, the Patent Office, the Botanical Gardens, the facts cannot be disputed. Its arguments are unCongressional Library, and Capitol building shall be open to answerable. I wish we ·could drculate a million
the public on Sundays from nine o'clock in the morning until copies of this lecture. The ecclesiastical power is at
halt. past four in the afternoon. The practice now is to close
all ot those places to the public on Sundays, and it is a fact pusent intrenched in the Sabbath. This seems to
that there are thousands of persons who hav resided here for be the foundation of its tyranny. If we could take
years who hav not had an opportunity to enjoy the benefits of the Sabbath from the church its backbone would be
these places, for the reason that their employments keep them gone. Its monopoly would be destroyed. Room
engaged during the hours when they are open. Already the
Evangelical Pastors' Union hav given notice of their intention would then be made for more cheerful and humane
to oppose this measure in any shape that it may be presented. instrumentalities. The world would then bav a holiIndeed, it is said the Pastors' Union, recently organized, was day that would be a constant incentiv to better
organized especially to oppose this Sunday opening movement. things.
At present the only public places that are open on Sundays
SUSAN WIXON's "ALL IN A LIFETIME."
are two beer parks. Some hundred bar-rooms hav back doors
open for their customers. There is a very large class who do
That Miss Wixon is a born New-Englander we
not desire to attend sacred (?) concerts at beer gardens on
Sundays,. but do desire to get the benefit of these museums might know by this book. It breathes of the soiland public buildings. They desire that they shall be open on and the people in it we know-for in early life we
Sunday, and they are moving strongly in that direction.
met many of the same- sort, and can vouch for the
·In view of the fact that this Sunday opening lies accuracy of the ·painting by the gifted authoress.
within the jurisdiction of the national Congress, all The descriptions are exceedingly interesting. The
Liberals throughout the country should endeavor to poetic charm is there, and nature is seen in her beauty
hav their influence felt in the matter. In every and grandeur. This book is written also with a purcongressional district letters should be written imme- pose, and is alive with humanity. It sparkles with
mediately by friends of Sunday opening to their rep- Liberal sentiments, and deep and grave problems
resentative urging the passage of the proposed bill. are discussed with the insight of a woman's soul. It
The Pastors' Union of Washington is up in arms on is a fine contribution to advanced thought, and no
the opposition side, and no doubt the orthodox party time is wasted in reading this romantia delineation
will use every effort for the defeat of the bill, and of life. Instruction is gained, while the mind is free
will perhaps succeed, unless the Liberals show an to charming effects. The plain prose of life must
equal energy in expressing their opinion. If sev- sometime be translated into romance, in order that
eral thousand letters were written by the Secularists sufficient stimulation may be acquired for the cheerto their representa!ivs no doubt such an expression ful endurance of labor. When Liberals feel a little
discouraged with the severities of our matter-of· fact
would bav a very great weight in legislativ action.
Let there be no delay, but an immediate work, so conflict with evil, let them read this ·dE:lightful story
that public opinion can be expressed. Here is an and take courage, for only in the ideal Clin we see
opportunity for every individual Liberal to do a ser- the nobleness of the practical, and meet its duties
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
vice for the cause. Let him not only write himself, with unconquerable spirit.
but induce others to write, or circulate petitions and
forward to the member of Congress. If the museums
The Liberal Club.
at Washington and New York are opened to the pub.
The 392d regular meeting of the Manhattan Liblie on Su~day a most liberal influence will go forth eral Club was a source of great pleasure and profit
for other reforms. It will be a biumph which will to the writer of these lines, and this notwithstanding
giv vast encouragement to our work.
that, every chair in the commodious hall being occuThe progress of the petitions in New York is shown pied, he was fain to content himself with a campby the following from the Evening Telegram of De- stool. Thus humbly seated, it was only by the most
camber 9th:
·
fortuitous combination of circumstances that a sight
The entire labor preRs and all the labor organizations are of the platform could be had between the heads of
actually clamoring for the opening of the museums, public
libraries, and art galleries on Sundays. Circulars are now those sitting in front, especially as it pleased many
being distributed urging that the opening of those institutions of the ladies there present to wear large, tall headbe demanded by the citizens.
gear, the glory of a woman being her bonnet.
And this also from the Sunday Time.~ of Dec. 13th:
Some prdiminary business came up in the form of
"I don't see bow the requests of so many persons of all notices of other meetings, elsewhere to be held. A
denominations and faiths can be refused," Mr. S. P. Putnam, committee consisting of Robert Blissert, S. P. Putwho has charge of the petitions asking that the museums in nam, and Charles Eckhart was appointed to inquire
Central Park be opened to the public on Sunday, remarked · t 0 th
tt
f M H
't
d'
yesterday. "I am now summarjzing the large lists of peti- lll
e ma er o
r.
anson, compos! or, lB
tioners we hav received and getting the whole matter in pre- charged from the c.ffice of the city printer for circusentable shape, so that when our request is laid before the lating a petition asking the managers of the Central
trustees of the American Museum of Natural History and the Park museums to open on Sunday the institutions
Metropolitan Art Musenm it may be easily read and thoroughly
d th · h
understood. It is my intention to bring the question of open- un er elr c arge.
ing the museums on Sunday before the trustees of those instiThen Mr. Putnam presented a resolution upon the
tutions within the next few days, so that an answer may be death of the Hon. Elizur Wright, of Medford, Mass,
had, if possible, by the first of the new year."
.
whereof the following is a true·copy:
On Friday a petition with 650 names was received Resolved, That rn the life of Elizur Wright we recognize the
headed by Roscoe Conkling and other prominent services of one whose spirit was as broad. as humanity, and
citizens. The merchants and business men of the whose aim was as lofty as jus~ice; in his death the close of an
·
T
honorable and eventful work; and in his memory a constant
he general inspiration to greater dforts. And to his family the members
city are largely in faver of the opemng.
voice of the working people as ex.pressed in numer- of this club extend their cordial sympathy, and with them are
ous signatures and resolutions is equally emphatic. consoled in his loss by the undying influence of his self.sacriIt does not seem possible that a demand for simple ficing and heroic labors.
justice so universal as this can be refused, yet
When the president asked if that was the sense of
bigotry dies hard, and viotory can be won only by this meeting, all who spoke responded "A.ye !"so it
persistent and combined effort.
was passed and put upon the records of the club.
From all along the line the reports are most enHe who was to make the lecture for the evening
. couraging. There has never been such a. busy lect- was Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, and tbe mbject would
uring season as at the present time. Watts,· be the "Aristocracy of Freethought." Mr. Palmer,
Remsburg, Bell, Jamieson, Stewart, Stevens, C. B. being a wealthy man and an aristocrat from birth,
Reynolds, Wileen in Utah, Helen H. Gardener in yet a democrat from conviction, not liking still to giv
Missouri, are making things lively for the orthodox up his birthright of pre-eminence, would make shift
party and highly interesting and useful to the Secu- to find a new aristocracy whereof a man might parlar sided the question. Keep these brave men and take and still be a democrat. This he would call the
women at work. A friend inclosing a contribution aristocracy of Freethought, and the test of it should
for t~e Union says: "You are doing a go?d ~ork in 1 be merit and service. Unlike the past the true arispushwg the Demands. Keep your orgamzatwn and: tocrat would not be born altogether such, but wou1d
effort confined mailjly to these." All critics to the 1 make himself into it. As to what constitutes a gencontrary notwithstanding, the American Secular· tleman, about that there is much difference of opin-

'
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ion;tbeprizefighterwouldsay,foranersample,thatJ.
L"wrence Sullivan is a perfect gintleman, spelling
gentleman with an i. To Mr. P11.lmer's mind, there
had been many true gentlemen. Such was Buddha,
and A.ug-uste Comte, and Jesus Christ, the latter
being a Freethinker in his day and generation, who,
if now on earth, would be in attendance upon the
'
f
regular meetmgs o the Manhattan Liberal Club.
The lecture of Mr. Palmer being couched in fine
and well-arranged parts of speech, the effect-besides
the charm of the way he spoke it-was such that
often while he talked, and again when be had given
over, his hearers applauded in good earnest.
The lecturer of the evening having made an end
of his speaking, Mr. Wakeman desired Thom!ls Davidson, professor, to come forward and please the
·audience by addressing them. So he spoke shortly,
then recited a poem, not telling whose it was, whether
by himself or not. NeverthEless it was a good one,
and worthy being spoken by a learned man. ·
Then followed Mr. Putnam, agreeing with the
lecturer mainly, but holding that there must be
heroes as well as saint!:', work as well as prayer, and
action as well as aspiration. A.ll of Christianity and
rehgion having good in it he accepted, but was not a
slave to it. Mr. Putnam's speech had good efftJctwitty, some of it, making laughter and applause also.
Mr. BliFsert, as a Christian, had to thank Mr.
Palmer for his compliment to Christ. His Lord appeared superior, thus described, to what he was from
the Ar.chbishop of Canterbury's likeness of him. The
workingmen had just canonized a new saint., Mr.
Blissert said; the same was St. Boycott.
Van Buren Denslow, the lawyer, erstwhile litterateur and editor, wbo comes out of the west, made a
speech next. Once, he said, the problem was about
making agreement betwixt men and God. Now,
there being no gods or devils found in clouds or
storm or stream, men's chief concern was harmony
with one another-the rich with poor, employer with
employed. Men assuredly are not equal, nor were
created thus, if created they were at all, of which
there exists much doubt. Evolution, the process of
everything, works the same change in men as with
things else. Making man above the brute, it puts
one man above his fellows. At the next meeting,
Mr. Denslow, who is to be the speaker, will plead the
cause of quality, which is to say, capital and king11,
against the doctrin of equality.
Bdnre they went home those of the "audience acquainted with him shook bands with the lecturer, and
complimented him for his fire effort. The poem below, whose author's name we hav not, mi~ht hav
been w:ritten by Mr. Palmer, so near does it come to
expressing what he said. It givs the/ spirit of his discourse better than this prosy record of it:
In that old world, so dimly seen,
So high renowned in story,
When gay knights tilted on the green,
And bards were in their glory;
When every river had its sprite,
And every dell its fairy,
All dancing light, by day and night
In garments light and airy;
Then heaven was near, and stars were then
Not half so dim and distant;
They played a part, they mixed with men,
Obstructiv or assistant.
The knight rode forth, all free from care,
Amid the foe and stranger;
·
His steadfaRt star was watching there,
And kept hrm safe from danger.
The new world smiles and shakes its l-ea'!,
And talks of law and science;
The lights are fled, the sprites are dead,
The faith and the reliance.
'Tis long since that old spell we broke;
Regain it can we never;
Yet what the heart of man once spoke
Remains a truth forever.
The forms that clothed a noble truth
May change, but cannot perish;
The old man thinks not as the youth,
Yet still his dream would cherish.
So still we see, by di,ty and night,
Forms bright, and quaint, and airy,
And still the river has its sprite,
And still the dell its fairy;
And still we go, all free from care,
To do the work before ns,
And trust-we Pearce know how or wb ereSome star is wat,hing o'er us.

Lectures and Meetings.
PRoF W. S. BELL lectured at Hegeswitch, Ill., Dec. lOth
and 11th, at Carpentersville on the 13th, and at Algonquin
on the 15th. His addnss is care F. F. Follett, 302 State
street, Chicago.
C. FANNY ALLYN speaks in Norwich, Conn., during February, and in Manchester, N. H., first two Sundays of March,
1886. She will accept New England engagements during the
rest of the spring and summer.
S. P. PuTNAM will lecture for tbe Frienflship Liberal L~ague,
Philadelphia, on Sunday, the 27th. at InclustriBl H•lt, Broad
and Wood streets. Subject, afternoon at 2 30, "The Demandll
of Humanity;'' evening, at 7 30, "The American Secular Union;
Its Work and Methods."
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Persecution in Australia.
From the Harbing.-r of Light.

A few weeks since the editor of a South Australian
•ournal, a man of good repute save that he was a
J
Spiritualist, was committed to prison for expressing
his disbelief in the political honesty of a member of
the legislature. More recently here in Melbourne
there hav been published in the three principal
journals statements regarding the editor of this paper ten times more damaging, and destitute of any
substantial foundation, and for which we are as yet
unable to btain reparation.
0
Religious pnjudice is evidently at the bottom of it.
It is well known that numbers of professed Christians of the dogmatic type who hav made up their
minds on a priori grounds that Spiritualism is a
fraud, look upon all those who are prominently connected with the movement as deh;tdeJ s of the public,
and, if they hav Freethought proclivities, as enemies
to religion.
·
These people from their ignorant standpoint think
they are doing God's work when they succeed in
putting a superfluous spoke in the wheel of the man
they hav 80 wrongly judged, and are therefore ever
· h
k
on the alert for an opportunity to push m t e spo e,
and either cause him a breakdown or stop his progress. It seems probable that such a one has been
the instigator of the proceedings in the matter we
are about to bring before our readers, and if so it
· ·
will be seen that he has foun d pl enty of willing cooperators in his persecuting work.
I!l the early part of the present year a friend in
New Zealand settt us a journal called the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKE-Rs' ALMANAC, published
by the Truth Seeker Company, Clinton Place, New
York. It contained essay. s bv.. Courtlandt Palmer,
Horace Seaver, Stephen Ptarl Andrews, and other
writers of good repute and literary standing. It was
illustrated with excellent portraits of celebrated reformatory speaker_s and writers, including R. G. IngerBoll, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and the late Professor
Denton. Its articles were temperately written, and
the whole tone elevating. Within its covers was a
catalog of hooks sold at the publishing office, and
as several were outside our catalog, and apparently
suitable for additions thereto, we made a selection
therefrom and sent a sample order for Freethought
books, supplementing it with some lines on medical,
social, and sexual science from the Murray Hill Publishing Company, who advertised in its pages (this,
with physiology, phrenology, and hygienics being a
branch of our business for which we hav a special
catalog).
In due course the books arrived in Melbourne,· and
on being sent for after clearance were marked to
c
• "
d
t ·h d t
·
d
'examm, an our carer a · o go a secon time
for them. On this occasion the landing waiter took
exception to a pamphlet entitled "An Open Letter
to Jesus Christ," and refused delivery of the case
until he had shown it ta some one else. On the following day we visited the customs to ascertain the
f th d 6 1
d
k db th 1 d'
cause O
e
ay, an were as e Y e an mg
surveyor if the pamphlet referred to was a proper
thing. We informed him that not having read it we
were unable to say, whereupon he proceeded to read
a few lines, but got hopelessly stuck at the word
"psychologized,"
which we
'tt d h
· t had to read for him.
W e om1 e , owever, to m erpret it, and fear that
he has taken it for something fearfully blasphemous.
We stated, however, that it was not apparently the
style of book we should care about circulating, but
there was nothing in it to justify the detention of our
case, and demanded to know when the examination
would be finished. A time being given, the case
was again sent for, and our messenger returning
'th t •t
t
Th d
d
WI · ou · I 't wethwro e on· · urs ay,
f 22t u1t., a letter
of mqmry 0
e commiSSIOner o cus oms.
On the 23d there appeared in the three morning
papers paragraphs as follows:
_
_
The customs department has seized a case of blasphemous
and indecent publications, imported from America and addressed to a bookseller in Russ9ll street, Melbourne. The
author of many of ~hem is D. M. Bennett, who has served a
year's imprisonment and been fined $300 in America for an
offense committed in contravention of the Indecent Books
act. The whole of the publications are to be destroyed.-

Argus.

addressed has applied to the commissioner of trade and· customl!l to hav it delivered, but Mr. Langridge refused" point
blank to accede to the applioation."-Age.
The customs authorities hay just seized a large box of blasphemous periodicals which came from America, addressed to
Mr. Terry, bookselier and druggist, of Russell street. The
customs department is empowered under clause 50 of the
Customs act, 1853, to seize any blasphemous, indecent, or
obscene prints, pictures, books, or cards, and it is in accordance with this bill the present action has been taken. Prominent amongst this collection of literature are Truth Seeker
Tracts, written with the special purpose of ridiculing religion and the Bible, the Iangu~e and matter most flagrantly
licentious. One of the Tracts 1s entitled" An Open Letter to
Jesus Christ," by D. M. Bennett, who was tried some time ago
in America under t.he indecent-book act and imprisoned for
three years, as well'as being mulcted in.a penalty of $300.
Another of the tracts bears the title "Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds.,. -1 elegraph.

d"
th b
b t
W 6 were 9 l mos t st unne d a t rea mg e a ove, u
this feeling speedily gave way to righteous indignation and a desire to find out and bring to book the
author of the scandal. The animus of the proceed·
'd t
h d
t 'tt t th
mg
flVI en ; even a we no wr1 en o e com. was
.
misnoner, we should hav been called upon fer an
explanation before such damnable statements were
furnished for publication; but in view of our explan· ·
·
b 1 t 1 b t 1 A
at ory• Ietteal
r, th ell" Issue ISk a so u ed y ru a .·
mans mor character blac ened an almost Irretrievably tarnished without his knowingly having
done· anything to jmtify it., or having the slightt:st
o
t "t t h k
t th bl
N
d'd
ppor un1 Y o c ec or aver
e cw.
ever 1
we f ee1 the need Of the consciousness Of rectitude
more than on this occasion; to know that hundreds
of thousands of our fellow-countrymen were reading
and believing that we were panderers to immorality.
Th
1 h h b
1 d ·
· 'l
'ti
ose on y w o av een p ace m a simi ar posi on
can appreciate our feelings, and there are very few
of such.
Our first step was to our solicitors; our next to the
newspaper offices. The editor of the Herald received
us very courteously, examined the. evidence put before. him, and promised an expla'Ilatory paragraph,
whiCh he duly published. From the editor of the
Age we demanded his authority for the statements he
had made, and one of his subordinates who was summonad
statedWthat• it. came from the com· · to explain
f
t
missioner o cus oms.
e ootamed a prom is that an
explanatory letter, together with a copy of our letter
to the commissioner, should be inserted in Saturday's
issue, but it was not published till Monday. The
Daily Telegraph accepted our explanation, and published our letter promptly. The editor of the Argus
was not in town, but his "sub" directed rs to send
in our letter in good time for publication. This we
did, but as it dirl not appear, and the office was, as
usual, deserted· by the staff on Saturday, we wrote
the following Jetter, to be delivered at the earliest
opportunity:
84 RussELL STREET, MELBoURNE, Oct 24, 1885.
EDITOR ARGUS, 1:3ir: I saw your sub-editor yesterday in reference to a pa,ragrapb on the recent SE'izure of a case of books
belonmng to me by the customs·, explained to him that said
b.
paragraph contained a most damaging libel on my character
as a citizen, and furnished him with evidence of its incorrectness. By his advice I sent a brief letter explaining the circumstances in as concise a manner as possible, and am surprised and pained to find that said letter has not been published. I hav documents to prove the correctness of every
statement made in it, and your omission to publish. it, after
giving publicity to the exparte statement of some custom
house official, is most unjust. As far as I am at present informed only 3s 9d worth of the contents of the case, or a hundredth part of its value, are objected to, yet the inference is
that the whole contents are both blasphemous and indecent.
A grievous wrong has been done me in this matter, which the
publication of my explanation can only partially rectify, and I
trust you will make amends, so. far as now practJ·cable, by
publishing my letter in Monday's issue. I am, sir, yours
truly,
W. H. TERRY.
Copy of invoice of goods inclosed herewith.

On the same day, having no answer from the commissionu to ours of the 22d, our solicitors wrote to
him as follows:
13 CoLLINs sTREET WEsT, MELBOUHNE, Oct. 24, 1885.
7'he Hon. the Commissioner cf Customs, Melbourne,

Sm: We hav the honor to inform you that Mr. W. H. Terry,
of Russell stre. et, Melbourne, importer of books, has consulted
us re~ativ to your action in seizing a case containing books,
etc., 1m ported by him from America, and he has requested us
to_p~int out that he was at the time he sent the order, and
stJll_Is, unaware of tlle contents of the books, etc., consigned
ts h1m.
We respectfully submit on his behalf that you should infor~ us the names of the books, etc., to which you take excaption, and deliver to him the remainder of the goods in the
case, and afford him an opportunity of inspecting the books
condemned by you, in order to see whether they come within
Sec. 50 of 47 Viet. No. 768.
We hav also to refer von to the serious imputation to our
olient's_character by the publication in all the daily papers of
your seizure of the case, from which it would app(lar that the
whole contents of the case were found to be of the vilest and
most nauseating character. Our client is a man well known
in this ~ity ~or his probity and respectability, and as serious
damage IS bemg done to him by the publication of the abovemen~ioned statement, we would urge that yon should at once
furmsh us with the information asked for to enable our client
to put himself right with the public with regard to the consignment _of th~ doeuments to him, and to clear the imputations
contamed m the publications in the daily papers. We hav
the honor to be, sir, your obedient servants,
WESTLEY & DEMAIN.

The commissioner of trade and customs, under the powers
conferred by clause 50 of the Customs act, 1853, which rende~s ~11 blasphemou~ or inde~ent literat_ure, obscene prints,
pamtmgs, cards, or lithographic works, hable to confiscation
and destruction, has seized a large case of pamphlets and
tracts printed in New York under the title of THE TRuTB
SEEKER, aud addressed to a well-known person in Melbourne
~ho combines the sale of patent medicins and Spiritualisti~
literature. When t.he contents of the case were examined
they were found to be of the vilest and most nauseating character. One of the pamphlets purports to be an open letter
written to Jesus Christ by D. M. Bennett, a man who gained
an unenviable notoriety some yearR ago in New York where
he was tried under the Indecent Books act for publishing
0 M d
26th
A
' our rgus letter of the 23d was
h
blasphemous ll.teratitre, and, be1'ng conVI"cted, was sentenced 8t 'll n onbl"ay,
to thirteen months' imprisonment, and compelled, besides, to
I unpu lS ed, and we received instead the followpay a fine of $300.
Saints ing evasiv epistle:
d "th tractt is1 ent-itled
f h' "Sinful
h
'· h Anot.her
an d S enBUa1 S uep E'T 8,
e COD en B 0 "I' JC are So truly
AnGUS OFFICE, MELBOURNE, Oct. 25, 1885.
disgusting aRd so remarkably devoid of any kind of merit . D~ar Sir: I am directed by the editor to acknowledge the
bhat it is impossible to c0n~five what class of taste the write~ receipt of your letter of the 24th in st. He however cannot
attempt~\l to cater for. The person to !hom the parcel was regard it as satisfactory, as it mentions b~t one pa'mphlet,

making no mention of a worse publication which the customs
officers reported to be included in the consignment, and entitled, "Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds." The editor is
at present prosecuting~further inquiries as to the facts of the
case.
I am, sir, yours faithfully,
.
C. L. SMrTB, pro the Editor.
W. H. TERRY, EsQ.

To which we promptly replied:
84 RussELL ST., MELBOURNE, Oct. 28, 1885.
TBE EDITOR oF TBE AnGus, Sir: I am at a loBS to know
whether yours of yesterday refers to my letter of the 24th or·
the letter to the commissioner of customs. If the former, the•
3s 9d referred to includes both the pamphlets; if the latter,
it is based upon the information I had at the time it was writ-·
ten; but under any circumstances your paragraph was incor-·
rect and libelous, and your delay in publishing my explana-tion is adding insult to injury. You state, first, "The customs:
department has seized a case of blasphemous and indecent pub-·
lications." Now, the two pamphlets referred to only form one•
hundredth part of the case, as I advised you yesterday. Secondly, the sense in which the word" indecent" is used would'
imply that the said literature is t>bscene, which I hav reason t<l'
think it is not, and this is where the wrong comes in. I am
charged with a crime, pronounced guilty, and punished with·
.
.
out a h earmg,
or h avmg
any evidence b eyond my accuser's
that I hav committed it.
Secondly, your allusion to the bald fact of D. M. BennAtt'"
conviction under the Indecent Books act intensifies the reflection upon me, because it would be assumed that I knew he was
an immoral man. As a matter o~ fact, I know very little of
him beyond this, that I hav before me a picture of a maaniti•
cent monument, erected to him in Brooklyn oemete1·y by" a
thousand friends," which satisfies me that he could not be
altogether a bad man. There are a few copies of his trial in
the case which would probably hav thrown some light on the
subject, but they hav been misused to get the fact without the
context. I do no not ask the favor of your inserting my letter, but demand it as a simple act of jtistice, and a very poor
recompense for the injury you hav contributed to do me.
I am, sir, yours truly,
W. H. TERRY.

And on the following day our letter appeared with
an editorial note as under, the animus of which is
apparent:
[We hav delayed the publication of the above letter to enRble us to make further inquiries, and we find, as we expected,
that the
the only
pamphlet
the title
of which
by which
Mr. Teris Yobis
not
publication
inclt!.ded
in is
thegiven
invoice
jected to by the customs department. Some eight or ten pamphl~:~ts, we understand, are alleged by the customs officers to
be blasphemous or indecent, and these are now under consideration by the law department, with a view of further action.
Mr. Terry asserts that he is not an importer of indecent publications, but among the contents of the detained consignmenf·
is a pamphlet (a copy of which is in our possession) which is
grossly and vulgarly indecent.-En. A.]

He " expected" thero was more, and .i.s evidently
delighted that the hunters hav found some. In view
of the information he posses~ed of the circumstances
under which the case was imported, the last part of
the paragraph is mean and contemptible in the extreme. "'We immediately consulted the invoice and
catalog to try and find out what the indecent pamphlet could be, but could.get no clue from either, so
sent the following memo.:
.
84 RussELL sT., Oct. 27, 1885.
The government appears to be more accommodating to you
th ·t · t
d
r 't
h h
r d(
an I IS o me an my so JOJ ora, w o av app Je up to the
present time in vain) for copies of the objectionable literature.
Would it be asking too much of you to furnish me with tbe
name of the "grossly and vulgarly indecent" pamphlet
alluded to in your editorial note this morning?
W. H. TERRY.

No response, however, came to this, but on the

28~h the following item appeared among the para-

graphs:

The minister of trade and customs received a communica·.
tion yesterday from the crown solicitor in reference to the recent seizure of blasphemous and indecent publications, and
at once gave instructions for the case to be put into the hands
of a solicitor.-Argus, October 28th.

0 n th e same mornmg,
· · fi n d"1ng th at no answer ha.l

been returned by the government to our solicitors'
!l'pplication for copies of the books objected to, we
mstructed them to make a more urgent application,
complaining of the damage we were suffering f. om
their being withheld. We then personally waited
upon the attorney-general with the view of eliciting
some information; the matter )lad not, however,
reached his hands, but he ascertained by telephone
from th e soI"ICI"tor-general' s office t h at a legal oninion
11
had been given on a case submitted, and the matter
referred back to the customs. By Mr. Kerferd's directions we saw the collector of customs, by whom
t
t6 d
t
•
1
d k" dl
H
we were rea
mos cour~eous Y an
lD Y·
e
disclaimed responsibility for the paragraphs which
had appeared in the daily papers, and assured us of
his impartiality in the matter. He called attention
to a portion of the "Open Letter" before referred
to, expressing his opinion that we were not aware of
the contents of the book, which we assured him W<l.S
the case. Remembering after leaving that the" Open
Letter" was a pamphlet, while he had quoted from a
b 00k
d
h f 0 ll
• we ad ressed hi~ t e
owing memo.:

A. W. MusGRAVE, EsQ., Dear /:3i?·: I omitted to notice the
titles of the· books you had before you, which I presume are
those objected to. Will you kindly furni~h me with same?
The Argtts speaks of a book from the case other than the
"Open Letter.'' Query-How did they obtain this? Yours
truly,
W. H. TERRY.
To which the following is a, reply:
Dear Sir: The books referred to are (1), "Trial of D. M.
B enne tt, " an d (2) , "Truth S eek er T rao ts. " y ours fa1·th f u 1ly,
A. W. MusGRAVE.

At last we had S:)mething def:init,· at the time we
now write, Oct. 28th, 10 PM., the mountain bas d windled down to a molehill. The "case" of blasphemous and indecent books has decreased to two, and
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one of these the rep ort of a trial for a breach of the
postal laws, which must hav been previously published in the press; until we get the opportunity we
are at a loss to know how this can be blasphemous
or indecent, unless some of the witnesses .. used bad
language. I{owever, time will show.
The following is a copy of the invoice of the goods
contained in the case:
1 Golden Tllrone; 1 Waifs and Wanderings; 5 Ingersoll and Je~us;
1 Hclence In Story; lO'il~xnal Pby~lology; 2 Motller•s M•nual; 10 ea.
S~xual SCience Series; 10 ea. Sanitary Sc!enc9 Series; 1 Trmh Seeker
Around
the World;
1 Champions1orThirtY
the Church;
1 Gods
and Rellglnns; Jnclalsm
and Christianity;
Discussions;
1 Humphrey.
Bennett Dtsc•lSS!on; 2 Bennett-Malr; 10 Great Relt~lnns; 10 Answers
ro Christian
10 Gods
of Superstition;
10 J. c.
An Intltlel;
10
An Hour Qu"st!ons:
with the Devil;
10 Slnfnl
Saints; 13 onen
Letrer
to J. C.
* 5 'l'rlal of D. M. Bennett In the United States O!rcnlt Court upon
the charge or depositing Prohibited matter In the mall. This gJva
a. run history or this celebrated case, and shows what monstrous lnjnstlce was perpeorated upon Mr. Bennett.
25 Age of Reason; 5 Common Sense; 5 The Crisis; 1Essays and Lect·
nrPq; 5 What Liberalism ocrers; 5 Splrltu•Itsm from Mat. Stand..
IO P;.lne's Polttlcal Works; 10 Woman, hAr Past, etc ; 10 Crimes and
OrueltiAA; 1 Burgess-Underwood Debate· 5 A.•lv. of Science; 1 Bu•lrress
Man's V.lews: 1 A.lamontada; 5 Amberl~y·s Christ; Ecce Dlaholous; 2
Gottlieb,
HIR Ltfe; 1 H.,r,after; 1 J. c. HI• Life: 5 John's wav; 2 Last
Wlll and Testament; 5 Pocket Theology; 5 l:lepher Tnldoth; 1 Sixteen
Saviors: 20 Ads. of Etaer Trip; 1 Bratn and Bible; 1 Essence ot RA·
~~;w: 1 Heathen or the Heath; 2 outcast; 2 Radical Fulplt; 5 Km
*2 sets Truth SePker Tracts Bound In volumes or 525 pages each:
IIL, IV., and v., each volume containing 525 page•, thtrty
· vola.
trACIB1.;orII.,
more,
a library within themselvs of most excellent Radical
reMtng
matter
at a low price.
5 Herf'rlttary 'l'ransmts•lon; 10 Evolution; 10 GrRduated Atmospheres; 10 Unseen World; 10 Evolttt!on. 1\.thelsm, etc ; 1 Litho. R G I.;
IShortHtstoryof
the Bible:
3 Mora! Physiology; 2Htstoryof ourtstlanlty; 1 Bible Analyzed;
6 Bible Mor..ls; 12 False Claims; 1 Healt·h
Hints to women, 10 What musr. we do, etc., 25 Ingerson Catechlsed,
10
'l'ruth Reeker Annuals, 20'Self.contradlctlons, 6 Hand-books, Otergy
a Source or Danger, 10 Responsibility of Sex.
The items marked with an s.sterisk are those objected to by the government.
s uc h Is· t h e case as It· now stands, and our readers
will dearly perceive the infamous wrong that has
been done to us; but we do not mean to submit
quieily to it. The filthy charges against us hav been
circulated far and wide, and we know too well how
scandal travels, especially when prejudice is behind
•t A 1
t"
f th
d t
1.
arge sec ton o . e press are ever rea y o
· h old of an d use t o th e a·JEa dvan t age of S p1n· "t
se1ze
.t
S · •t 1th t
t .
I
ua 1s s or p1n ua Ism any weapon
a comes o
h d
d "th
th d" t" th b tt .
0 f th
an • ~n •. WI .~any . em, e Ir Ier e e er'
the;r will nsk smlmg thetr o~n hands for the opportu~:nty to blacken the r~putatwn of people. whose only
cru;ne ha~ b~en searchmg for trut~ outs1de the p{escnbed_ hmits, and a bold as~ertton t~at they . av
found It there. We mar be mvolved .m law s;ut~,
and hav wealthy antagom~ts to cope With, but 1t 1s
necessary for the re-establishment of_ ~ur good name
t~at as great or even greater pubhCI_ty should be
g1ven to the facts as to the fal~e and hbelous. stat.ements. we _sha!llook to our friends to help us Ill this,
as the blo~ 1s atmed not a_lone at us, but at the cause
we hav faithfully and aBSldU?t?sly ~epresented.
~av worked not alone for Spmtna!Ism, but for re 1gIous a~d. mental freedom, and we ha~ endeavor~d to
do th1s m s~ch a way as not to mer1t the enmity of
th.ose who differed fr?m us, and we tr~st th~t the
fnends of progress Will rally round ns m a time of

re

~eed.
-Tile Case of Mr. Symes, of Australia.
Front the Liberator, Melbourne.

There is only one country in the world where people enjoy so much liberty as in Victoria, and that is
holy Russia. We in England used to flatter ourselvs
that we had made some degree of progress. And in
leaving for the colonies we were told people here
were far more free than in the old country. On arrival here, it was reported that all the members of
the government were advanced Freethinkers; that
Mr. Justice Higinbotham was almost an Agnostic, and
one or two other judges were still more advanced.
Bishop Moorhouse wat;~ held up as a latitudinarian,
and the Argus and Age were represented as devoted
to the most advanced views. And the reality? Victoria is the most cant-ridden place in the world,
probably. Faith is dead, but its rotting carcass is
everywhere, especially in the ranks of respectability.
Tbe pending prosecutions show how free the country is. One judge may deliver an essay so Agnostic
as to get Mr. Strong into a sea of hot water; another
may issue a book repudiating in scol'llfullanguage the
orthodox views of Christianity. But yon must not hold
Secular meetings on Sunday and charge for admission, although government, cabs, 'busses, parsons, etc.,
may take as much money as they can on Sunday, or
work on that day for money paid at other times!
Cant is great, and his power is infinit.
On Wednesday, September 30th, Mr. Symes was
in a fix. He had _to answer three police court summonses, and went up to town for that purpoes. ~e
found the Liberator appeal case was down for hearmg
in the Full Court at the very same time. He went
to- the latter place and told ·the judges his predicament, and they let him off to a~tend the police court.
In that place he met the charges of keeping an orderly disorderly house, on three separate Sundays,
the witnesses for the prosecution in each case affirming that the proceedings were pedectly proper. The
farce was carried through, and the defendant committed for trial in each case. As mattErs now stand,
Mr. Symes has to meet four distinct summonses in
the Supreme Criminal Court in about a wee~'s time I
.AftH meeting these charges in the police court on
the Weduesday, the defendant had to scramble
through his preparation to argue the Liberator case

be~ore the Full Court on the follo.wing morning.
Th1s was rather hard work. The Full Court decided
against us, for which we desire to be thankful. One
point insisted upon by Mr. Justice Higinbotham is
worthy of being laid to head by Victorians. Mr.
Symes argued that to construe the Act of Parliament to mean that every separate issue of a paper
constituted an offense, and was liable to a penalty,
meant ruin, not punishment. His honor emphat· II d 1 d th t th t
b"
1 ·
ICil Y eC are
a
a WaS the 0 JeCt of the egiS·
lature; that they did mean to ruin the man that rafused to giv the guarantees. We should sc.arcely hav
believed this if a J"udge had not told us so. And
what is the fault for which a man is devoted to ruin
b th 1 · 1 t
? I "t
d ? N
F
?
Y e egis a ure
s 1 mur er
0.
orgery
Members of Parliament may do that. Swindling?
AII
h
l ·
T
parsons av carte b anche in that trade.
he ruin
of youn_ g girls? No; that is a saintly fault, and one
that stamps a man respectable. Is it sedition? Oh,
no; the Age may do any amount of that. Blasphemy?
A judge may commit that with impunity. Ah, no!
What then? A man is to be ruined who will not giv
guarantees to pay all .fines that may be inflicted upon
hi"m for publl'shi"ng blasphemous and sedi"t1·ousl1"bels
in a cheap newspaper! That is the crime. He won't
take out a Ticket-of-Leave; he claims the right to be
free,· he obJ"ects to be punished before he has offended! And for that atrocious crime be is not to be
punished, but ruined! We are extremely glad to

hav drawn this open dictum from his honor, for now
Victorians know that the legislature does realljllintend to ruin everyone who dares to be a man! And
all that is in the interest 'of what? Priestcraft and
kingcraft. The world is certainly progressing.
And the upshot? We prophesy that Mr. Symes
will go to p· rison. That is almost as certain as the
revolution of day and night. He fully expects it, and
that, too, at no distant date. The conspiracy against
h" · b
·
d
1 t th t ·1
more ·an .more
eJ{e; f de 01 ds
f1mh"Is ecommg
·
d comp
h"
1
o IS enemies are c osmg roun
1m; er er an
B
a·
t th · a1 ·
t tak th
erry are espera e; eu s .ar1es are a s e; ey
must hav an electioneering cry, so they laugh in each
other's face, wink with infi.nit meaning, and resolve
to gull the parsons and their dupes by prosecuting
the editor of this paper. It will bring them votes.
Parsons are easily imposed upon; piety is extremely
simple; the members of the kingdom of heaven hav
become as little children; Berry and Kerferd pat
them on the head; the innocents say, "They are two
extremely nice men; we'll vote for them!"
Ay ! but there is a future beyond the next election.
aow will these prosecutions be regarded then? Just
in the same light that we now consider the governmental and judicial crimes of former days, when aristocrat and parson and judge (in many cases) maintained their position and emoluments by crushing all
that was manly in the people. Will Victorians keep
up their "respectable " classes at the cost of independence ? For a while they may, but a few years
will show them who their true friends are and reveal
the hypocrisy and malice of the present persecutors.
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kept silent. These then isolated cases were the feelers put out to prepare and familiarize the public
with this phase of opposition. Ere the sound of
these faint mutterings ha.d died away, others more
loud and respectable were heard, until to-day they
are echoed far and wide by priest and bishop. Catholicism never sleeps; it is Argus-eyed, seeing every
opportunity, and losing none, to advance its interests.
We hav no right to find fault with Rome in leaving
no stone unturned to maintain her supremacy, and it
is worse than driveling idiocy to accuse Catholics of
dishonesty.
They are honest to the core• measured by their
standard; consistent to perfection along their lines
of thought; persistent to devotion, sacrifice, and
heroism, wherever and whenever the claims of the
church are in question, and their readiness to giv in
labor and means without stint is a proof of their sincerity and singleness of purpose.
While Catholicism is one consistent and harmonious pile of superstition, Protestantism is a vast
conglomeration of superstitious inconsistencies, inasmuch as it attempts to mix reason and superstition in
about equal proportions. Rome understands that
the " free school system " develops reason and prepares the mind for self-reliant and independent
thought, and_ as such preparation endangers the
position and influence of the church, the school nwst
go. This is the legitimate conclusion; they can take
no other ground and be honest Catholics.
What then? Simply this. The lines are fairly
drawn, the battle is upon and before us.
If the people demand a secular education, one that
shall seek to denlop mind in harmony with the
principles of reason, popular science, and the principles of the Declaration of Independence, the free
school system will be maintained, and the persistent
machinations of the Catholics to overthrow it will
but cement all the Protestant elements in ils defense,
and ere the war is over all church properties will hav
to pay their just share of taxation.
It is yet an open question which side will be the
victors. The open, almost defiant, action of the
Catholics, coupled with the universal apathy of the
Protestants on this question, has a look of sixteenth
century darkness, and we shall not be surprised at
any move, in or out of Congress, the adherents of
Rome may take. Of this we can rest assured, they
mean business, and that is either the destruction of
the free schools, or a division of the public moneys
for school purposes, which latter will be the death,
knell to the system.
In view of these facts the duties of the Secularists
are imperativ.
Now, if ever, all available means should be used to
further the object of secular government, every available missionary should be in the field, and all Liberalists should feel it a pleasure, as well as a duty, to
do something to forward the necessary work.
The great state of Illinois should not be behind in
the move, for, doubtless, we hav many good workers
for this part of the harvest. Where is Brother Bell ?
Can he not ring his way along with the pleasant
sounds of true freedom, justice, love, and eqnity?
The poorest of us hav bed and board for the missionaries and in addition many a point will be strained
to show that we wish well to truth and liberty, and
realize that "the laborer is worthy his hire." Set the
ball a-rolling, and let the words go forth: Freedom
for all irrespectiv of sex or color, with free speech,
free s~hools, exact and equal taxation, with complete
and absolute separation of church and state.
Lockport, Ill.
GEoRGE LYNN.

Watch and Work.
A few years ago, when the .clear-seeing few who
understand that eternal vigilance is the price of liberty affirmed that our free school system waf.l in danger of destruction from the narrow-minded bigotry
of Protestants and the deep-laid schemes of the
Catholics, they were told that their fears were
groundless, as their utility and benefit were too well
understood by the masses for the people ever to
submit to their abolition or displacement.
Bigotry is always blind, as well as perverse and
unjust, and on this account the Protestants contended
Nearly .All Methodists.
so stubbornly for the retention of the King James's
version of the Bible.
The Alamosa Independent relates a good joke about
This furnished a (reasonable) pretext for the Oath· Rev. C. E. Brooks, chaplain of the state penitentiary
olics to object, and expose the injustice of compelling at Canyon City. Shortly after Brooks arrived at
their children to listen to that they deem heretical.
Canyon City and entered upon his duties as chapWhila all Liberals understood that it was only a lain, he was walking through the grounds. of the
pretext on the part of Rome, their position was such penitentiary, when he was accosted by a conviCt, who
that Liberals, so far as the Bible in the schools was said:
concerned, had to take the same ground.
"You are our new chaplain, I believe. What
·This species of Protestant bigotry was so satu- religious persuasion do you profeEs ?"
rated with simon-pure Puritanism that it felt it had a
"I am a Methodist minister," replied the reverend.
" thus saith the Lord" right to do all it had the
" I am very glad of that, brother," replied the conpower to do, in forcing its own superstitious notions, vict. shaking his hand heartily. " We are nearly all
regardless of every P,rinciple of justice, and in viola- Methodists here."
tion of natural and constitutional rights.
The simple truth was apparent that the Prote-stant
OmmN oF THE NAME PETER.-A Galilean messiah
orthodox church controled the schools, and to that makes a proselyte of a fisherman named Shemeun,
extent that no stone was left unturned to keep teach- and re-christens him Kepba, saying that he wants to
ers of the Catholic persuasion out of place.
build a church on that Kepha (rock). So starts the
We reasoned with them, and endeavored to show story, which, by degrees, growll into a gospel. B_y
that their position was untenable and that ere long and by the Greek and Roman ~on verts to _the Messithey would discover that their supposed strength anic faith became acquainted w1th the Syrian legend,
was a source of weakness, that it would giv and wanting a rock of their own on which to erect
their opponents the vantage ground to that extent their church, they translated the Syriac go~pels into
that they would show their true colors, and be pre- Greek, changing·Kepha to ~et;ros, and makmg Jesus
pared to undermine the grand structure of the " free talk Greek to his humble diSCiples .ere they are enschool system." They were too blind to heed. the dowed with the miraculous gift of tongues.
warning; behold the results. At fir~t only oc.caswnally 'did we read of some obscure priest refusmg the
.
rites of communion and absolution to his parThhioners
"W~ERE are the people who want to h~y a ~and 1n
who sent their childrE'n to the public schools. Thfse reformmg the world? Now is the Ime, come
obscure. leaders were deemed cranks, though R0me · along."
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When the Mormons commit an overt act against the
peace of the territory, they must be punished the
same as rioters in any state or territory are punished. To deprive them of their property, however~
is going beyond the law. That their hierarchy is
dangerous to the liberties of the people is true. So
is the Catholic, and the pope's last word to his.:flocks
consists of instruction to Romanize our government
wherever the papists are numerous enough to do so.
But Senator Edmunds has introduced no bill to confiscate Roman Catholic property, though there exists
the same speculativ re~sons for such a measure as
for the bill against the Mormons.
When will the Christians learn that one man's
right to his religion is as sacred as another's, and
that with moral and religious questions the United
States government has nothing to do? Congress
may deal with the inhabitants of Utah as citizens, or,
if they break the laws, as criminals. With them, as
Mormons, Congress has nothing to do any more than
it bas with the inhabitants of New York as Catholics,
Methodists, Presbyterians, or Baptists.

Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALS, and we hope all
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures next
year, the subscription list must be lengthened.
Christian Tyranny in Australia.
We will renew one old subscription for a year,
The Christian bigots are rampant in Melbourne,
and send THE TRUTH SEEKER to one new subscriber
Australia, as will be ~een by the extracts we make
for a year, for $5. Will not every one, in renewthis4Jeek from the Liberator and Harbinger of Light.
ing, try to get a. new subscriber ?
Mr. Symes, editor o! the Li~erator, expects to go to
prison for having conducted Freethought meetings on
The Snppression of Mormonism~
Sundays. He is under three indictments for " keep·
·From W ashingto:;:}. comes the information that S~n ing a disorderly house," which is the language the
ator Edmunds will supplement his antipolygamy law uses to describe a Sunday lecture at which an
measures by a bill to wipe out the religion of Mor- admission fee is charged. In one day Mr. Symes
monism itself. The bill which he has ready to offer was compelled to answer three police summonses,
proposes that the act of the legislature of the state of and argue another case before the full court. This
Deseret, under which the church of Jesus Christ of is not prosecution, but persecution. The police sumLatter Day Saints was incorporated, shall b~ repealed monses were on the " disorderly house " charge; the
and annulled, and that the temporal affairs of the full court was bearing his defense of the indictment
church shall be managed by a board of trustees, to for publishing the Liberator withoat first depositing
be appointed by the president of the United Stat~s, security that he would not publish blasphemous and
by and with the consent of the senate, and shall close seditious libel. This last persecution is under an old
up the institution as rapidly as possible, under the and long disused.law. No other paper in Melbourne
direction of the secretary of the interior. The at- is required to deposit security, and the selection of
torney-general is directed to institute and prosecute the Liberator for prosecution is solely because of its
proceedings to forfeit and escheat to the United Antichristian character. A penalty attaches for each
States all of the property owned by the Mormon separate publication, and the fines, which are almost
church, with the exception of buildings used for pub- sure to be inflicted upon the proprietors of the Liblic worship, and the secretary of the interior is di- erator, will be simply enormous. Of course, they can
rected to sell it, and invest the proceeds for the never be paid. Mr. Symes called the attention of
benefit of the public schools. The laws organizing the court to this cumulativ penalty, and argued that
and creating "The Perpetual Emigrant Fund Com- fine could be in fl. icted only for the publication of the
pany" are also annulled, and the attorney-general is paper as a whole. To construe the act of Parliament
directed to dissolve the corporation, to pay its debts, to mean that every separate issue of a paper constito dispose of its property, and devote the proceeds tuted an offdnse, said Mr. Symes, meant ruin, not
to the benefit of the schools. The legislature is for- punishment. To this Judge Higinbotham retorted
bidden to create any company or association for the that the object of the legislature was to ruin the
pin-pose of bringing emigrants into the territory. man who refused to giv the guarantees. From this
This bil~ if passed, will do more to suppress Mor- answer it may be seen how likely Mr. Symes is to get
',monism, Mr. Edmunds and the Christians think, thaD justice from the court. But he is not despairing.
any other means that can be adopted, as the church He will defend himself to the utmost, and his hope
is known to be a very wealthy corporation, and money ilf'in the jury. There may be, he thinks, twelve boncauses a very close adhesion among the saints.
est men who will prevent the colony of Victoria from
Very likely this bill would destroy Mormonism, being disgraced by a religious crime. But if not he
though persecution of a sect has never yet been will not go as a lamb to. the slaughter, but, let the
thoroughly satisfactory to the persecutors. The con- rogues do their worst, the Liberator will continue to
fiscation of all the property except the churches of be published. Others will take up his work, and the
either Catholics or Episcopalians would prove a very last word he utters outside the door of the jail will
serious blow to those people. But such a step on be one of defiance.
the part of the general government would not onl:r
The 0ther outrage is described by Mr. Terry, the
be illegal, but tyrannical in the extreme. A bill to editor of the Harbinger qf Light, and is one with which
confiscate the property of the Methodists in the ter- THE TRUTH SEEKER has some connection, as it was
ritory of Montana would meet with a universal pro- from this office that the offending books were sent.
test from everyone in the country. Yet such a bill Mr. Terry's account is very clear, and from it we are
would be no more unfair than the one proposed by inclined to think Australian customs officials are
Senator Edmunds.
about as stupid as their fellows up in Canada who
For a year, now, the general government bas been confiscate Paine's and Ingersoll's works.
prosecuting polygamists, and the " twin relic " is in
The books objected to are the "Trial of D. M.
a. fair way of becoming extinct. Polygamy is a loath- Bennett" and the bound volumes of "The Truth
some and unnatural institution, but it is truly bibli- Seeker Tracts." We can easily imagin why Chriscal, and, as such, Christians should not cast many tians do not want these works read. But who ever
stones at it. The revelations of Brigham Young are heard of a court-record being classed as obscene!
as. authentic as those of St. Paul. We hav only the The trial of Mr. Bennett was a farce, and the book
words of the men themselvs for their .inspiration. shows it. The quoted passages from the book upon
But after polygamy is suppressed, there is no more which Mr. Bennett was convicted were a part of his
reason, if as much, for suppressing the religion of lawyer's argument, and, if not too obscene to be read
Mormonism than there is for suppressing Catholi- in a crowded court-room, ought not to be objected
cism. It is not for Congress to say what sects of to as a matter of history.
Christianity may br may not hold property.
The tracts in the volumes confiscated by the AusBut, we are told, the Mormons are banding to- tralian officers as blasphemous and obscene are the
gether to resist the enforcement of these laws. Very "Open I.etter to Jesus Christ" and" Sinful Saints."
well; the United States army is large enough to sus- It may please the customs officers to learn that Antain the Federal judges and enforce their decisions. thony Comstock once shared their opinion as to the

first-mentioned tract, and arrested Mr. Bennett for
selling it. But it ought to dampen their ardor to
know that the attorney-general at Washington did
not so regard it, and ordered the prosecutiondiscontinued. To "Sinful Saints" no one except Christians
can object. It is a record of a few of the Christian
criminals from Noah down to a recent date, and was
compiled by Mr. Bennett to confute his Christian
adversaries who constantly, and without reason,
charged upon Freethinkers the commission of all
sorts of crimes. It is a weapon which it would be
unnecessary to use were not the churchmen such unconscionable liars about Freethinkers. But as it is,
it is impossible to get along without it. Before
"Sinful Saints" Christians hav to double up and
kee.p silence regarding Freethinkers' lapses from
virtue. The customs officials must remember that
the wrong is not in recording a crime, but in coiQ·mitting it.
Taken all in all, from the judges who are condamning Mr. Symes to the officials confiscating a
whole case of books because two or three do not suit
their tastes, the Christians of Melbourne, Australia,
are a most tyrannical set. If Mr. Symes and Mr.
Terry should liv to reach a thousand years of age,
they would find the time all too short to civilize
their fellow-countrymen.
--------

The Snnday Qnestion.

Germany is recognized by all nations as among
the first in material prosperity and intellectual vigor.
She is the arbiter of Europe because of the strength
of character of her people. Her institutions and laws
are by no means all good, but as a nation she is powerful, and her people are vigorous.
One of the church arguments for a puritanical
Sabbath is that those countries which keep not the
Sabbath holy are decayed nations, weak and with no
in:fl·1ence among surrounding governments. Of this
argument Germany is a perpetual . refutation. A
writer in a Christian paper, who has been in Berlin,
says that such a thing as the "Lord's day" is practically unknown in that city. All classes of society,
the workingman, the merchant, the professional man,
when they open their eyes on Sunday morning, say
to themse}vs, "Now for a day of pleasure,'' and in
their own way they seek it. During the .summer
extra trains are run to the many small towns and
villages lying about the city, and early in the morning the great railway stations are crowded with men,
women, and children, glad for the chance of escapir g
from the narrow, crowded streets,· into the open
country. Within the city itself, summer and winter,
the streets· are more crowded than ever. A large
part of the stores remain open, and the sidewalks are
thronged with an ever-increasing mass of people of
all conditions and nationalities. All the theaters and
opera-houses are in full blast on Sunday night;· indeed, it is the most popular day of all the week, and
the tickets are generally all sold the day before.
Frequently the Royal Opera House is honored by
the presence of the emperor himself. Between six:
and seven o'clock Unter den Linden is at the hight
of its gaiety. The elegant Cafe Bauer, on the corner
of Friedrich straes, is a blaze of light; along line of
vehicles of every kind, from the common droshke to
the family carriage of some member of the aristocracy, is making its way to the opera house; the sidewalks are full of pleasure-seekers.
Germany, as is well known, is not a religious na•
tion. The government, it is true, maintains the
churches, but the people do not attend them. They
do not all.deny the Christian religion, but they are
indifferent. In Berlin only two churches are, filled
on Sunday-the cathedral and the garrison church.
But religion is not the attraction. In the cathedral
the royal family is visible on Sunday; at the garrison
church the military attend, and the civilians go to
see the military. So says our Christian writer.
France, too, makes a holiday of Sunday, the population of the cities spending the day in museums,
libraries, at the races, in the theaters, cafes, etc.
Elections are held on that day, when all are at leisure
to attend. France is Infidel as well as Germany, except the ignorant part of the populace, which is
Roman Catholic.
Now if Germany and France ·prosper so well with
their "continental" SundaJB, we fail to see how New
York and Washington are going to the demnition
bow-wows by opening their museums on that day.
The Lord is not striking dead many Germans and
Frenchmen for violation of puritanical Sunday ideas,
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and we do not think he would begin the slaughter of operation of individuals to be forc~fully' punished, the persons who hav written to be truthful, we judge.thBt the
the Gothamites and Washingtonians.
what difference is there between Anarchy and the in- town of Liberal has been in several respects grossly libeled,
and therefore we are truly s01·ry to hav given currency to the
stitution- of government? Or, is not the thief to be ill
report. American Christian papers should truthfully
Hobby-Ridden.
punished ? or are there no thieves in the world?
chronicle the real result of th~ sad experiment which is being
We find in the last issue of Liberty the following,
Just suppose for a moment that all the" natural worked out in Liberal, and should carefully abstain from a
by Monsignor X-, alias Henry Appleton, alias physical combinations" of humanity were "set free" word of exaggeration.-C. R. S.''
"Honorius;" of the Irish World-one of the brainy for a moment. We should hav Anarchy, of course.
GEN. T. J. THORP, of Michigan, an able lawyer and a Fiucere
but sophistical gentlemen who write editorials for Mr. But who could liv in such a society? The ruffians, Theist, givs Remsburg's "Sabbath-Breaking" the following
unqualified indorsement: "I hav read it with care, and hav
Tucker's paper:
would rule, and the decent people, averse to conten".Friend Putnam says he is an Anarchist, but has no sooner tions, would be slaves. " Ah, but," says Mr. Apple- placed it in my library where I can re-read it to my children
and friends. The logic contained in this lecture completely
said it than he shrugs himself together anxiously, scratches
his head thoughtfully, and in painful hesitation remarks: 'But ton, "Nature has provided the system in the very in- rends the cloud of superstition, and lets in the su ulight of
I don't quite see how your plan would work in the eatle of a tegral order of things, if only the grip of authority truth. The lecture is a fearless assault, not upon principles
man who insisted upon the individual right of standing his can be loosened from human concerns and liberty be of morality and truth, but upon a relic of p~~gan worship
neighbor on his head and making a town pump of him. It is allowed to awaken the responsiv life of natural reci- which not only degr!l.des the glory aud dignity of the God of
the difficulty I find in solving a few such problems as this procity in social commerce." "Nature," with Mr. the universe, but dwarfs the rational spirituality of man."
under your institution of Anarchy that keeps me from coming
"JusT now," says the Christian at Worlc, "as the pope in hiFI
Appleton, seems to hav taken the place of the the- encyclical
out a full-fledged Anarchist.'
is enjoining upon Roman Catholics to do all in their
"Macdonald, the valiant iconoclast of THE TRUTH SEEKEa, ological God. Bllt " nature" is as vicious as "god," power to cause the constitutions of states and legislation to
concedes cheerfully that he goes a long way with the Anar- and no more humane. Nature may be likeBed to a be modeled on the principles of the true church, it is a queschists; 'but what I want to know,' he says snappishly,·' is huge whirli~g millstone, revolving unceasingly, tion if Protestants hav not devolved upon them the duty of
how your institution of Anarchy proposes to deal with ruffians
grinding everything in its way, whether it be a man carrying their distinctiv religious views directly into the heart
who go about breaking heads, flinging greek-fire and dynaof politics.'' So, so; then we are to hav the two great sects
mite bombs into the faces of innocent pedestrians, and raising or a molecule. There is no charity in nature, no fighting for spoils of political office I In such a contest the
hell generally at other people's expense. I hav stumped humanity. It never weeps, it never pities, it never long experience of Roman Catholicism at filching from public
Tucker to solve these problems and answer my puzzles, but rejoices. It is uniform, and swerves not from its treasuries places that church at an immense advantage over
cannot get a word out of him. Your system is all head and course. The provisions that obtain in nature are the Protestant. But the followers of Luther do nobly when
no body-impracticable bosh.'
that the strong devour the weak, the cunning outwit they hav the chance !
"Young Dr. Foote, brave and progressiv, says that his tenA WELL·KNOWN merchant of Philadelphia, whose buRiness
dencies are all Anarchistic; 'but what I want to know,' he the open-hearted, the fittest survive. But the "fit- requires him to travel considerably in different parta of the
says, 'is how the institution of Anarchy proposes to deal with ness" of nature is strength and adaptability, phfsical country, writes the Christian Advocate concerning the desecrBa leper or small-pox victim who insists on the right as an in- or mental, and the system. of survival is one of cruelty. tion of Sunday, which he is constrained to witness. He states
dividual sovereign of squatting in a healthy, thickly-settled
-The most "natural " man was a savage. By asso- that he feels especially saddened, as v~ry much of 1his deseneighborhood.'
ciation
he has "got rid of his tail," and evolved for cration is by ministers and members of the MethodiRt Epi•co"'Now, all these timid doubting Thomases are sirqply instipal church in going to and returning from camp-meeting on
tution-ridden. Anarchy is not an inetitution, but illther the his own security and comfort the civilized society Sunday. Since the early part of July, he observes, "I hav
which
protects
Mr.
Appleton
in
his
assaults
upon
it.
sworn enemy of all institutions. Its essential mission is the
traveled through many parts of Pennsylvania, Obio, Indiana,
disintegration of in~titutions wherever found. An institution That too much "society " has been evolved is true. Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, as far as St. Pan! and
implies authority and force. Anarchy poises itself on consent. The people are oppressed by the natural tyranny of Minneapolis, and hav been grieved by reading in the secular
Every instituted machine denies liberty. Liberty is the lifethose. they hav chosen to enforce their rules. But papers notices of the running of Sunday trains to camp-meetprinciple of Anarchy; hence liberty and the institution are
ings where distinguished ministers of our church were named
natural enemies. The Anarchist finds order (natural social governments can be modified by those governed, and to preach." He speaks of one of the Methodist bi~hops
combination) only in liberty, just as the chemist in his labo. reduced to the minimum of force necessary to pro- preaching at a camp-meeting of this kind on a Sunday mornrat or~ only finds natural physical combination (cheruical order) tect all al~ke. This social adjustment is going on. ing, and says that the bishop in his sermon spoke against
when the given elements are 'set free.' To view Anarchy, We are doing what we can to help it by destroying traveling on the trains on Sunday. On which the Chicago
then, as an in~titution is to utterly distort it, and render a corpriestcraft, though we do not propose to murder the Trib1me, in its notice of the sermon, sarcastically remarked
rect understanding of its aims and workings impossible. To
" that the bishop did not think that a great proportion of his
attempt to study out the workings of Anarchism in given so- priests. Liberty for ourselvs includes liberty for audience broke the Sabbath in going to hear him, and would
cial problems involving good order by instituting correspond- them as well. But it is not necessary for the public again break it in returning to their homes in the evening." He
ences with existing machines is to artificially make i~ the very welfare that we support them. The public welfare observed, also, in the Indianapolis Journnl, that the Sunday
thing which it starts out not to be, and nothing but confusion does demand that we hav a government. There are morning services at one camp-meeting were delayed until the
is obtainable.
of the excursion train from Indianapolis, which was
millions of people, including these priests, ready, arrival
"Anarchists are not trying to set up a system. Nature has
behind time, from the large number on the train. He says
provided the system in the very integral order of things, if through the proclivities given them by nature, to vio- that in Rochester, N. Y, the summer before, he attended a
only the grip of authority can be loosened from human con- lently invade individual rights the moment they can Methodist church, and the minister gave notice of a campcerns, and liberty be allowt d to awaken the responsiv life of safely do so, and Monsignor X knows it. We recom- meeting commencing that week. "And," said tbe minister,
natural reciprocity -in social commerce. As surely will the mend, therefore, that he cease his vapid bosh about "those of our Christian friends who cannot attend during the
week can hav the opportunity of hearing the prominent minvery best methods of social adjustment respond to given wants
Anarchy being liberty, and come down to solid facts isters (whose names were given) on the Sabbath, as trains
as fast as men are set free as do the laws of natural combination respond in the chemist's laboratory the moment he sets as we hav them to-day. When the millennium arrives would leave every half hour." Mr. Buckley's friend adds:
gi7en elements free. Liberty is to the social laboratory what we will vote for the repeal of all statute laws. We can "As I witnessed the crowds going to and returning from campheat is. to the chemical. It is the universal disintegrator-the not do it to-day, because the Christians are too thick, meeting on the Sabbath, I could but conclude that it is not
Communists and Infidels who are the sole cause of the
eternal promis of natural order."
and there are too many people around with loose the
desecration of the Sabbath." All of which, we submit, is
So far as the editor of THE T:RUTH SEEKER is con- notions of meum and tuum. Let Mr. Appleton revery sad!
cerned, it is unnecessary to say he never said any- form the world before he universally disintegrates
IT is with the sincerest sorrow that we record the death of
thing of the kind. But nevertheless Mr. Appleton everything.
Byron Boardman, of Norwich, Conn., which occurred Decemhas managed to pretty faithfully express the editor's
er 6th, a result of consumption. Mr. Boardman was born in
MAKE your children a Christmas or New Year's Griswold, Conn., April 14, 1831, and removed to Norwich in
sentiments.
1851, entering the employ of C. B. Hogers & Co., where he
What Mr. Appleton evidently thinks are reasons in present of "The Story Hour."
learned the machinist's trade. Here for many years he unsupport of Anarchy are, however; but a bundle of
Some attractiv books will also be found in the l:st folded his inventiv powers with devotion and enthu~iasm. The
assertions, without support in fact, or sound basis in published on our last page.
result of his intense application was the development of variphilosophy. Whether Anarchy be called an instituous useful machines. His most important invention, that
which brought him financial success, and proved of incalculation, a system, or a philosophy, it is equally unfitted
ble value, was a very complicated machine for making what
Editorial Notes.
-judging it by the words of its professional exare known as ''Boardman's barbed blind staples." He was
pounders-for this age of the world, or for any age SrNoE the Congress of the American Secular Union at Cleve- greatly esteemed among business ::nen for his honesty and
land tlie people of that city hav been treated to a good deal of
of which -we can conceive short of the millennium.
Freethought ~hrough the columns of the Plaindealfr, tbe editor integrity. Mr. Boardmat. was well known to the ieadHs of THE
The individual initiativ and voluntary co-operation of of which paper seems to be a very fair-minded man. Though TBU'.rH SEEKEU when Mr. Bennett was in trouble, through his
which it consists, according to Mr. Tucker, is impoh- many Christians of the plR.ce object to his spreading Infidelity writings defending the imprisoned editor, and for his personal
sible of realization. But were it possible, the volun- before the public, he refuses to waste-basket Freethought efforts in his behalf. Mr. Boardman was an untiring worker
in supporting the rights of medical men in his state, and in
tary co-operation j!OCiety would be an institution as communications and persists in reporting the doings and say- defending Freethought from the churchmen. He was also a
ings of the local Freethinkers. We congratulate him upon
much as any community that ever existed, and would the rigidity of his spinal column.
fervent Spiritualist. He organized in Norwich the "First
Spiritual Union," and was the guiding spirit and supporter of
speedily fall to pieces unless a restraining force were
SoME time ago Mr. Spurgeon's Sword and the Trowel, pub- the society. He was on Athfist as well, and his last writing
exercised against the "individual initiativ" which
lished in London, copied from an American journal Clarke was a circular arguing against a'' God" in our national Conshould attempt to invade the rights of others. In Braden's libel upon Liberal, Mo., heading it "Practical Re- stitution. This circular is now being distributed throughout
other words, destroy to-day every vestige of govern- suits of Atheism.'' In the last number of the Sword and Norwich. He di;d without fEar, and in asking a friend to
ment, and a new one must necessarily be instituted the Trowel appears this correction: "In the month of August write for him to us, he said, "Tell En gene that I stood by my
to-morrow. If this should be done by voluntary co- we extracted a paragraph concerning the town of Liberal principles to the last, and passed away with neither fear nor
operation instead of by electing officers, it would yet from one of our American exchanges, which had taken it from dread, and that I shall be often with him assisting and watchthe Burlington (Vt) Free Press. We inserted the extract with ing over the interests of the dear old TnuTH SEEKEII." He
be an institution exercising a restraining negativ the name of the originating paper, and supposed it to be in talked affectionately of Mr. Bennett, and looked forward to
force to prevent violent invasion of individual rights, all respects accurate. The truth of the description having death as to a journey to meet him. Mr. Boardman was twice
and also exercising a positiv force to secure individ- been challenged, we promised that we would insert a dis- asked to accept the presidency of the Connecticut state
ual liberty. The best of governments is a necessary claimer, if we were furnished with evidence of its untruthful- League, but his failing health rendered it impossible for him
evil, yet that it is necessary no man in his senses can noss. At once we wrote:to friends in America. The evidence to perform the duties of the office. He was, however, a
which we hav received is very conflicting, but we feel bound worker to the last, as his circular, writ.ten only two weeks predeny. If Anarchy is the sworn enemy of all institu- to say that we judge the article which we insert.ed to be far vious to his death testifies. Of him it can truly be said, His
tions, then it is the enemy of order-even of that from correct, and· to hav been written in a prejudiced spirit. good works liv after him, and whether his death is eternal
order which might obtain under voluntary co-opera- We should never hav dreamed of inserting it had we "known sleep or but the opening of a door to another world, he has
what we now know. We desire not only to print the truth, attained immortality; for he has done much to Literalize his
tion.
but also nothing but the truth, whatever the subject may be. community, and the effects must be for permanent good. 'fhe
"Anarchy poises itself on consent." Does Mr. It is not right to paint one's opponent in any colors but his address of his literary administratix is Lessie N. Goodell, 63
Appleton suppose he would ever get the consent of a own and we will be no party to the blackening even of Athe- High street, Norwich, Conn., and those of his friends who can
' thief to his own imprisonment? But if a thief's vio- ists ~nd Freethinkers. We are not in a position to giv a judi- help to carry on bis work by distributing his "God-in-thelent invasion of individual right is by voluntary co- cial opinion, for we cannot weigh the evidence; bnt supposing. Constitution" circular may address her for copies.
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WICHITA, KAN., Nov. 22, 1885.
MR EDITOR: I hand yon herewith $72.75, for which yon will
please send to me by fast freight books as per inclosed list.
These books, with a few volumes that hav been donated from
private libraries, are the beginning of the library of Wichita
~cientific and Liberal Association. Last April Messrs. Watts
and Putnam came here, and after their lecture we succeeded
in organizing a Liberal League. While we hav a very strong
Liberal element here, we hav not so far succeeded in getting
our Liberals to work together in an organizt~.tion to any great
extent. The business of a Liberal heretofore has been to keep
himself under cover, and thus escape persecution, and a
great many persons yet hesitate to identify themselvs with an
Infidel organization, and thns proclaim to the world that they
hav become emancipated from the slavery of creed. They
think that to do so means a loss of business and social ostracism. But we hav some who hav manhood enongh to entertain an honest opinion, and to givexpression to it on occasion,
and who propose to keep abreast of the most advanced
thought.
About a month ago Mr. 0. A. Phelps gave four lectures
here, and succeeded in creating quite a revival among our
folks, and in shaking up the dry bones of the old fossils of
Hebrew mythology. The common theme of our preachers since
bas been "The Evidences of Christianity." Mr. Phelps is a
forcible speaker, and one of the clearest and most logical reasoners that it has ever been my good fortune to hear, and it is
a great pity that he is not kept constantly employed in the
lecture field.
We are just now organizing ourselvs into a corporation
under the laws of the state of Kansas, and are getting in a
shape ~hat we can transact business as any other corporation.
Onr purpose is to start with a small library and reading-room,
and the order that I send herewith, together with the books
that we already hav, will mako over a hundred volumes to start
with, and we hope to add to this number from time to time.
In addition to the regular library and reading-room, we are
going to procure a lot of tracts, such as Ingersoll's lectures,
and hav them sold on the streets by newsboys. We think we
can make this scheme self-sustaining, besides making it a
means of distributing a large amount of Liberal literature.
We would like very much some good man, who is thoroughly
competent, to come here and start a Ltberal paper. We hav
the most thoroughly wideawake city in the West. It is now
only fifteen years old, and has a population of nearly twenty
thousand, and it is growing rapidly. New railroads are being
bnilt, and this is coming to be the distributing point for all
of Southwestern Kansas, a part of the Indian territory, and
Colorado. Of course, the man who starts a paper here is not
going to be carried !!.Way on fiOWEJrY beds of ease, but he
must expect hard work in the beginning; but I do not know
of such a good field for a live, wideawake paper. If anyone
seeing this letter thinks he would like to embark in such an
enterprise, let him correspond with me.
Yours,
G. w. COLLINGS.
ALLIANCE, 0., Nov. 29, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I am a patron of TIIE TRUTH SEEKER and all
Liberal works, and as I was thinking of making a few presents
about the holidays, I thought a selection of such works as
"Complete Works" of Paiue, Ingersoll, and Bennett, the most
appropriate. What think you? Please send me a catalog of
your pnblica'ions and lowest prices. By all means let us hav
pictures in TIIE TRUTH SEEKER. I will pledge you my support, and think. I can get you a subscriber occasionally.
Yours,
H. H. HoYER.
LINDSAY, 0Nr., Dec. 6, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Being a subscribEr to THE TRUTH SEEKER
since its early existence in New York, and having perused its
every copy with a deep interest, I write to say something in
reference to making it an illustrated paper, and also to make a
few general remarks. Judging from the few illustrations already inserted, I am fully of the opinion that to "illustrate
every copy would make the paper irresistibly attractiv. Who
is there that does not reach for an engraving or picture of any
kind ? And these are so demonstrating and so convincing that
to my mind there is no doubt as to the increased influence it
would giv THE TRUTH SEEKER. Of course the additional cost
I do not understand, and therefore cannot discuss, but should
that be deemed too heavy, an illustration every other week, or
even once a month, might be practicable; at any rate, even a
monthly, well-chosen illustration would, I contend, add to the
effectivness and in the .end to the circulation of the paper. I
am deeply interested in the spread and progress of Freethought, and anxious to see the best means employed to overthrow ~uperatition, which is after all only a matter of time.
When I see such lights of science and friends of this race pass
away as D11.rwin and Hugo, and such great and good men as
Garrison and Wright, all at very advanced ages, all opposed
to superstition and ignorance, and all, with thousands of our
best minds, opposed to that bloodiest of superstitions, Christianity, I anxiously wish "Oh, that such men could liv longer
and keep up the fight!" Yes, what a pity that the immortal
Bennett had to succumb to the inevitable, to lay down his
arms just when he was beginning to wear his well-won laurels!
I support THE TRUTH SEEKER because it is waging a great battle against vice, wrong, superstition, and priestcraft; 1ut if
there were no other cause I would support it because it was
instituted by D. M. Bennett, than whom no bolder champion of
right ever lived. He unfurled the banner, and although the
gallant general is fallen, yet his warriors hav increased and
still they flock to th~t standard, still they fight.
Amid the darknl'lss that superstition envelops our Canadian
people in there are most encouraging indications of breaking
clay. People here read more, think ::nore, and therefore
doubt more. The old revival system so long practiced by the

Methodists, and later by the Presbyterians and even the Episcopalians, has lost its charms, and when a few "seekers" are
induced to "come forward," how noticeable it ia that they are
almost exclusivly women and children. In fact, we hav but
little now of revivals. Hell has lost its terror, peopl:'e are be·
ginning to believe that they should be governed by what the
senses can grasp, and that the clergy hav too long continued
to teach for dollars and cents what they told them cost
neither money nor price; too long been teaching what they
do not know themselvs. The lectures of Mr. Underwood,
Mr. Chainey, and Mr. Watts hav had their effects, and Mr.
Remsburg should indeed be included. But we want more
lectureR, many more. Mr. Reynolds's tent is, I believe, a
grand thought, and would work well in this county. I sincerely hope ·it may soon be tried. One cannot but notice the
strained efforts that are put forth to sustain the churches.
Lotteries (~ambling), pound socials, basket socials, church
fairs, bazaars, etc., etc., and after all this, and begging besides, the Freethinkers hav to help pay their taxes; they are
paupers on the state. This cannot last, there must come a
time when each will worship aR he pleases, or not if he
pleases, and every man pay his own taxes. Why should wellfed, well educated men be parasites on society? Heavenly
fortune-tellers, celestial gypsies, placing great burdens on
men's backs heavy to be borne; our churches are costly,
cushioned, and nearly all mortgaged, while poverty"s loud
calls for charity can be heard almost in their very shadows.
The churches supply the criminals, screen the guilty clergy,
tax the masses, and impoverish the state. Christians belie, defraud, deceive, imprison, burn, and hang one another. When,
oh when ! will men do right because it is right, and not for
fear otJhell, or to get paid in heaven?
Bnt then the Bible says, "Many are called but few are
chosen." If this were true, how much better for the brute.
No evil forebodings about hell, no anxiety about death, disease, hunger, disappointment; no terror about small-pox,
cholera or war, pestilence or famin, etc. " Man hath no
pre-eminence over the beast of the field," said Solomon. How
reasonable it is for those who believe in it to become in sane
from fear of hell, and oh! how many hav; and that excres·
sence, the Salvation Army, stands out very conspicuously
here, and yet how their deluded dupes increase ! Truly has it
been said, "the common people love to be deceived." The
final struggle must be between the papacy on one side and
Freethought, Liberalism, and science on the other, for they
are antipodes. Protestantism is beset on one side by popery,
wealthy, imperious, numerous, aged and powerful, and on the
other by Freethought, progressiv, aggressiv, persuasiv, meritorious, just, which in the enti must conquer all. It is even
now reflecting its benignant advent ahead. We will continue
to hope and wait.
THos. A. MIDDLETON.
AunuRN, N. Y., Dec. 5, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: In the issue of the Auburn D--tily Adve1·tiser of
Nov. 30th there appeared an editorial (which I inclose) entitled
" Ingersollism Organized." I at once replied to it, severely
criticising the Advertise1· for parading Mr. Ingersoll as an "organic evil," in behalf of the American Secular Union. I say,
I took the editor of the Advertiser at once to task in rath~r se·
vere terms for his very unjust onslaught against the Union and
its honored officers, and vindicated them in their worthiness of
purpose, mission, etc., as much as could be done in a newspaper article, showing who Mr. Ingersoll and all the exemplary officers were.
Yesterday morning, on receiving THE TRUTH SEEKER, I saw
the same "Ingersollism Organized " published on page 772,
copied from the Mail and Exp1·ess. Previous to this I was at a
loss to know where the Auburn Daily Aiverliser got its information enabling it to publish" Ingersollism Organized," knowing full well that it had no exchange with THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The secret is now solved. The Advertiser plagiarized "Ingerso)lism Organized" from the Mail a11d Exp1·ess and palmed it
off as being its own production in relation to the Union.
Upon submitting my reply to the Advertiser for publication in
answer to its now known plagiarized, unjust attack upon the
Union, th.e " editor" appeared very reticent and made several
untenable excuses to absolve himself from publishing any
reply from me. But after much presentation of the merits of
the case he agreed to publish the reply provided he could
"revise" and " condense" it; which being done by him,
leaves the reply only half its length, and in a form much different from what I wrote. Every exposure ot his unfairness
and injustice has been expunged, and he lets himself down as
easy as possible.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.

story to tell, and he never forgets it, nor does he hav anything
besides. As a rule, they are as incompetent to throw any
light on the questions which agitate modern politics as they
are of grappling with the philosophic arguments of Infidels.
I recently met a young preacher, a itir representativ of that
class. During our conversation I asked him what course he
pursued in his attempts to refute Infidelity. "By preaching
Christ," he replied. I informed him that, as a rule, those who
were called "Infidels" had some philosophic reasons for their
unbelief, and he would never be successful in reclaiming them
unless he refuted those reasons. The very attituJe of the
church to Secular matters precludes the possibility of its being
an important factor in civilization. Everywhere this !leems to
be understood; and the only reason that the. church is supported is because it has the prestige of age and organization.
In nearly every place where I hav lectured the church labors
hard to keep people away from the lectures. Special meetings
are called, but only the old and the feeble attend them. Audiences range 1\ll the way from fifty to three hundred, and with
only one or two exceptions· I hav had the most desirable attention:There is one practice of some of our lecturers that I never
adopt except by Rpecial request. I refer to the habit of distinctly announcing either on the bills or from the platform
that anyone may ask questions or make any reply. With but
a few exceptions I hav found th"at only igno_rant fanatics say
~mything. I regard it as humiliating to any lecturer to invoke
the criticism of a class who are incompetent to logically state
a proposition. If they will present a representativ who is
willing to debate questions at issue, it is all right. My conviction is that no good can result from either debates or criticisms
unless there is acknowledged ability on both sides.
There are more fearless Liberals in Nebraska th11n in any
othOJr state I hav yet lectured in. There are, of course, ma~y
who are afraid of the church, and even support it. But with
a constant agitation, by lectures and the distribution of Liberal
literatur~ that· state would soon rank among the strongholds
of Liberalism.
It is to be deplored that so many of our Leagues are inactiv.
Without a doubt, that is not the best method of organization,
except in large cities, where lectures can be regularly given.
Very few of the Leagues can record more than a few times of
gathering, and the interest first manifested soon passes away.
The most advisable plan, to my mind, is to call a convention
either for these Western states, or, for each particular state,
and by assembling the most activ Liberals, methods could be
agreed upon for local work. Mr. E. C. Walker recently .suggested in Lucije1· the propriety of having a convention at
Omaha. I think that Kansas City is a more proper place; and
if properly managed would call together a large number of
Libera~s from Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, and Nebraska. The
subject deserves constant discussion until a convention is held
somewhere in the West. It is not strange that so m11ny Liberals are indifferent, when nothing is done to excite their enthusiasm. Every community should, as often as possible, be
furnished with lectures; and every Liberal should support the
Liberal press. On these two things does our success depend.
Every year brings great additions to our ranks, and every year
should bring with it increased energy of purpose among the
friends of our cause. We are not working for another life, but
for this. The realities and possibilities of this. world are
enough to inspire any man with the loftiest zeal.
The two conventions recently held hav cast an influence
over the entire country. The religious as well as the Secular
press of the West hav criticised them, and many who were
doubtful of the Liberal movement are now convinced that,
with prudence and purpose, it will become a powerful agent
in the future history of this people.
I shall be pleased to hear from all Liberals, both in ·Kansas
and Nebraska, who are desirous of securing lectures. Subjects
and terms sent on application.
J. L. ANDREW.

PACIFIC, Mo, Nov. 2, 1885.
Mn. EDITOR: On Oct. 10, 1885, my subscription to THE
TRUTH SEEKER ran out. My liking and love for it, as well as
your need of money, demands a renewal. I inclose $3 for
TiiE TRUTH SEEKER for '86. Please find, and excuse the short
delay.
"Conditions" must be "favorable," you know, for a perfect
and true materialization-so say Spiritualists, and so say I.
Bnt, Mr. Editor, it would go hard with some of our Materialistic friends, co-workers of Freethought, who ridicule the idea,
were they brought to a "test" in their own condition. Nature is against them-the seasons, seed and harvest, birth and
death, thought and ideas, every aim and purpose. Now, they
know all that, but do they observe it? No! Now, that is one
FORT ScoTT, KA.N., Dec. 1, 1885.
and the great reason that there is so much controversy, so
MR. EDITOR: During the late summer and fall I hav been much dispute, among Liberals, Materialists, and Spiritualists.
constantly lecturing in Kansas and Nebraska, and hav given If
·
particular attention to the condition of the Liberal movement
many would only adhere to the laws and principles as
found in nature, and laid down by the rule of science, all disand its prospects. In one respect, at least, what is true else- pute and ill feeling would .be avoided. Dut with all the knowwhere is true here, that unbelief of religious dogmas is unprec- ·
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man, and not almighty, and differs widely in mind; and spirits
are but th~se of the dead; and while like causes can pro~uce but like effects; and while people are a good deal alike
m nature and habits, in sp~ech and temper; and while, as is
well known, a man cannot lift himself by his own ears nor a
cause explain itself-with all of these facts of a natur~l condition, the idea or call by mediums for a proper or " favorable condition "is ridiculed. Is that fair? Matter is eternal.
ow d_o t_hey k~ow? If it is, then the mind is; then thought
IB, for 1~ Is of It, cannot be less than it; for like cal!lse pro~ uces ~Ike effec~, and so the same principle on; the same prin.
mple, life, or bemg, after death is insured. A. H. KRUGER.
P.S.-I spoke of myself as a Spiritualist. Now, with that
or _by th~t I do not mean that I am not like any other human
bemg, with needs and wants, and the love and liking of all the
good things of this world, for that is natal to us all. And further, I hold that care and knowledge of the laws of nature as
we see it; the manners and methods of life as we are it as we
liv it, are of "first and greatest importance." S~ you ~ill see
that ~ ~m ~rst a Materialist, and through contact and thought
a Spmtualist; and what I hav through contact and repeated
experience, through sight and hearing, constitutes in law and
equity a "knowing" as to that and me. And further as to
that: If "believe" made people Spiritualists, then, what must
the Roman subjects be, or any church bigot? No one will ac· A. H. K.
cuse them of being too spiritual.

811

Philadelphia. I invited Mr. Ingersoll to lecture for us in tire in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I will take a dollar's worth of the
West Chester, which he promised to do, but has not yet papers containing it.
favore~ us. There are other lecturers that we would very!
I do not know why you should charge the person who sold
~uch lik~ to ~ear, but I fear they could not get an audience that poem as a" hawker." It does not sound very respectful
m our 'ime_st-r1dden town.
to use sue!). language toward a gentleman eng>\ged in a very
If I liv till next summer I intend to use all effort to hav Mr. important work.
.
Reynolds pitch his Tent in a pleasant grove in the borough
The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav but little idea of the
limits of West Chester.
R.I. LAMnORN.
number, and the grand letters from almost every state in thi~
country, speaking in the highest terms of commendation of
HuTCHINSON, KAN., Nov. 10, 1885.
the paper and the poem; and one writer to whom a dollar
MR. EDITOR: It is customary for young ladies to go ,to was returned, thinking it was sent by mistake, says, "The
church, especially in the evening, and for their "fellows" to two copies are cheap at one dollar; so I return it."
go and wai_t for them outside the church for the pleasure of
It_is said that history repeats itself. In the days of Aboliaccompanymg them home. It is no uncommon thing out here homsm the church and clergy ranged themselvs on the side of
in Kansas to see from ten to twenty of these yet beardless despotism and against liberty. What did the Abolitionists
youths thus waiting outside a popular church in the evening, contend for? Freedom, that is all. What are the Freelovers
and tht' conversation indulged in by these lords of creation is demanding? Freedom-nothing. more, nothing less. During
usually in strange contrast with that going on inside. ·.The the fiery contest for freedom through all the fierce battle of
following is a fair illustration:
the Abolitionists, and the fearful struggle on the battle-field,
First youth (to one who had just come out of the church): the sheep took their natural places on the right hand of Freed~m, ~nd the goats on the left hand of Despotism. And what
" What the devil is the old fellow talking about to-night?"
Second youth: "About the· devil tempting Christ. You Will history say of those who fought with all their demon like
ought to go in and hear him."
strength to perpetuate the accursed system of slavery on this
First youth: "Oh, the devil ! What the devil do I care continent? Will they not be branded as the foes to liberty
whether the devil tempted Christ or not ?'•
and the enemies of their race?
Second youth: "The devil you don't."
And is hist_ory to repeat itself in the action of the FreethinkBut the preacher inside is laboring hard, and trying to seem ers toward liberty? Is there to be another sepamtion as in
.
WHEELING, Va., Dec. 5, 285.
in earnest, to prove that the devil did tempt the_ eternal God, the days of Abolitionism? Will Infidels hav to be counted on
Mn. EDITOR: Allow me to congratulate you upon the man- and that by proving this he is rendering them a service the side of Despotism ?
ner in which you are conducting your noble sheet, THE TRUTH at least worth the amount of his salary. Is it any wonder tliat
To liken a private home to a public m• eting, where everySEEKER. Every week it comes freighted with good and whole- the young men should say, "What the devil do we care one was invited to aUend, is the weakest argument I hav rertd
some truths. Indeed, it is a sledge-hammer worthy of the whether the devil tempted Christ or not?'' It is a mattefl'of no for a long while. A given number of persons hav a right to
man who faithfully pounds, by the force C1f its and his logic,. more moment to them than the stories of "Bluebeard • and meet together, and make laws or rules for themselv~ only.
the· stuffing (in Western phrasology) out of theology. The "Jack the Giant killer." How many things there are of much They hav no right to count in one single person outside. 'l'o
last number is especially interesting, as it commenced with a more importance for these young men to know than this two- g_iv out a genera~ ir;tvitati?n for ~ll ?erson_s to attend a conve~very able and iristructiv article on scientific subjects, by the thousand-yeai-old story of the devil and Christ! J. G. M.
twn, and then Circumscribe their liberty m the least degree, 1s
·
despotism pure and simple, that is all. SEw ann i'IIrTcHELr ..
worthy pen of Mr. Ballou. In regard, though, to the opinions
of men of great distinction upon tha mysterious problem of
P. S.-Why were the inspired pages of TrrE Tnu·rrr SJ·:EKim
SouTH LoWELL, Mass., Nov. 25, 1885.
soiled with the account of that trickster and frautl, Tmes<lell 'I
electricity, he or they take opposit grounds from our worthy
MR. EDITOR: To. day I send pay for another year. I would I was disgusted with every word. A person who will pen au<l
and lucid writer, Mr. Milleson, of Indianapolis, Ind. Mr. Milfeel lost for intellectual food without THE TRUTH SEEKER. send to such a grand paper as THE TRUTH SEimn:u such a villeson, in my opinion, in his article on" Thunderstorms," does
When D. M. Bennett was imprisoned I took his paper from lainous affair as that, is no true friend of any good cause.
the subject of electricity justice. Whether these conclusions
sympathy, and it has been a better educator than all the clergy
S.M.
of his are from scientific researches or from other writers I
of forty years' experience. Now I know something; then it was
cannot here say, but this much, his deductions were eminently
believe. J. D. Shaw has condensed finely my views, so far as
NEviNVILLE, IA., Dec. 3, 1885.
practical, 11nd I must say they coincided with my ideas of the
he goes.
MR. EDITOR: The thick shadows of superstition hav enrather mysterious problem of the electric :fluid; and, as I hav
A paper· that givs all sides a hearing, and leaves the reader wrapped this poor, benighted village, ever since its foundabeen a great admirer of the electric spark ,as it shoots from
to decide on their worth, must assuredly cause the mind to tion-thirty years ago. For a few weeks past I hhv been
pole to pole, or along its great attractiv center, the air, I
grow.
looking forward to the event of J. E. Remsburg'~ leetnre ht,rB
feel intensely interested in hearing it discussed· by men who
The reports of conventions and speeches are food for mind on the 20th of November, as announced in previous issues of:
appear at home on the merits of that wonderful phenomenon.
growth. Where Prohibition and anti Prohibition, 1:-'piritual- THE TRUTH SEEKER, as a ray of light bursting from behind It
I would suggest that Mr. Milleson giv us a digest of his obism and anti-Spiritualism, are each and all given a hearing, da1·k cloud and presenting a strong contrast to the gloomy imservations, through THE TnuTH SEEKEII, on the subject of elecleaving the reader for the jury, there must be a good method aginations of theology. And for that purpose I had engage<l
tricity. And then, if Mr. Ballou, or any other individul, sees
to gain truth. Then the friendly letters giv further variety, the Town Hall of one of the shareholders. But alas·! "The
proper to differ from that gentleman on the merits of the
and such fair editorials go to make THE TRUTH SEEKER one of best laid plans o' mice an' men gang aft a-gley." And so it
same, let them show irrefutable arguments to the contrary.
the best papers in my knowledge.
proved on this occasion. The hall is owned by a stock comAnother article deeply interestir g in your columns is the arIf laborers could all be employed at good living wages your pany, and the controling vote is in the power of an orthodox,
guments presented by Mr. Michael Coleman to the Senate Insubscription could be doubled in one year. Go on with your A. T. Jay, who is also one of the three school directors of tha
vestigating Committee. These statements hav the right ring
work, and may you hav the good wishes of two worlds.
Nevin district. Therefore all doors were closed on the speaker
about them, and shows that, even in our state and municipal
DB. J. K. DEARTH.
at this point. But while my Christian friends ware successful
authorities, a few men are bold and conscientious enough to
in depriving Mr. Remsburg of a hearing on the preHent occal~nd a voice in oppo.sitiqn to priestly and ecclesiastical dictaPAYSON, UTAH, Nov. 21, 285.
sion, I giv them my pledge, on the honor of an Infidel, th>tt
tion. Field's attack upon the character of that apostle of libMR. EDITOR: It may be intnesting to some of the readers of unless I "experience a change of heart," they shall yet hear
erty, Thomas Paine, is the most malig_o.ant and damnable utterance that ever broke through the lips of man. But when THE TRUTH SEEKER to hear a little from-the land of Zion, the the truth proclaimed in clarion tones in the midst of them.
we recollect that this man has toadied to Queen Vic. and her home of the saints of the latter days. There has been a grow- Nor shall as able a defender of mental liberty as J. E. Hemsminions by erecting a monument to that arch-traitor, Andre, ing interest of late here among some of the Liberals to organ- burg be kept in silence one evening for want of a house while
your readers can draw their own inferences. Hoping that the· ize, and hav a lectuier to travel through the territory, and to depending on me to provide one, pntil I hav been denied all
world may see their error and :flee from the wrath to come, I this end a few of the leading Liberals about six weeks since suitable buildings within reach. Accordingly, I repaired to
concluded to send Mr. Robert Wilson, of Ogden, through the Cromwell, the nearest station on the main line of the C. 13. &
Yours truly,
OCTAVIUS J. ~nosrus.
subscribe myself,
territory. His mission was to visit all the Freethinkers in the
railroad. There are many Liberal-minded people in Cromdifferent towns, and to find out the strength of the same, and well and its surrounding country, among whom are George
GLEN HALL, Pa., Nov. 28, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I see by the gentle monitor, the little tab on the to lecture wherever he could get the privilege to do so. I do Johnson and A. S. Bailey, M.D., who own jointly a fine ball,
wrapper of my paper, that I am in arrear@, and the only remedy not propose to giv the full particulars of Mr. Wilson's travels and who kindly extended to Mr. Remsburg the courtesy deis to forward $3, which please find inclosed. The season of so far, but suffice to say that he lectured in Payson two nights nied him at Nevin.
The evening was providentially fair, and this being the first
year is here for long nights and protracted meetings, which last week in the Opera House, there being about four hundred
are being held among the various denominations, and our people present. The people seemed to take quite an interest time Liberalism was ever voiced in Cromwell, no little curilittle daily local, in order to cater to the popular feeling, givs in the subject, which was, "Infidelity vs. Christianity, and osity was excited. The house was filled until all standingdaily accounts of the many converts. Such is not the fact, as Agnosticism vs. Superstition." Mr. Wilson is a very fair room was occupied, and close attention given throughout the
I hav lived in this section for forty years, and I do not know speaker, and should be by all means kept employed in this discourse. Some good people who dropped in, expecting to
of one denomination that hav half the number of members territory, continually lecturing and organizing, and he should hav a quiet doze under the soothing influence of a clrow~y
that they had twenty-five years ago, with the exception of the also be supplied well with Freethonght literature, and also be sermon, were observed to start from their seats and catch a
the agent for all the Freethought papers. If he could be thus long breath, as if they heard the Angel Gabriel's trumpet, at
Catholic.
Our little paper givs account to-night of one Baptist church employed he would do more, in my opinion, than all the the first sound of the Iconoclast's hammer, as he proceeded to
having thirty converts, all to be ducked next Sunday. It judges on the bench in Utah could do in destroying polygamy demolish the Christian Sabbath. The work was complete,
surely ought to make a great change in a neighborhood to turn and uprooting superstition. I hope the Liberals of Utah wiJI and cordially received by many, of whom it is the earnest dP-thirty sinners to saints. I hav been surrounded at different feel enough interest to keep the fire that is being kindled by sire that Mr. Remsburg· may favor them with a course of lecttimes by persons who hav passed through these changes, and Mr. Wilson burning. And let us organize the territory into a ures sometime in the future.
Union or League; next we can organize other Leagues
In closing, permit me to add that in meeting Mr. H.em<>burg
I find they are still human, only a little more so.
On the first of November I went to Philadelphia to hear a throughout the territory, and then the kingdom of God, so- at Prescott, from whence I was to accompany him to Nevinlecture by Charles Watts delivered in the afternoon to a called, will vanish like snow before the summer sun. In this ville, I had the additional pleasure of meeting a number of
crowded house of more than a thousand persons; also in the vicinity there· ara about twenty-eight persons who are willing activ Liberals of that vicinity, and also of clasping the warm
evening to an audience equally as large; and also on Monday to organize, and we intend to try it at an early day-perhapR hand of Brother Vincent, of the Nonconformist, of Tabor, Ia.
evening, to a very respectable number, at a charge of twenty- on Thomas Paine's next birthday. I am satisfied that if the I tell you, Mr. Editor, it is a treat to meet among Freethinkfive cents each. These lectures were well received, often with Freethinkers of Utah would half try, we could convert as many ers to a man who is accustomed to associate with those who
much applause. I could not avoid noting the great change in to Freethought as the Mormon missionaries could convert consider him as fit only for kindling for sheol.
Yours,
F. I. GREEN.
public feeling in the past ten years. It is not many years abroad to Mormonism, and thus keep the disease from spreadsince it would hav been almost at the risk of Mr. Watts's life to ing. What do you say, fellow-Freethinkers of Utah, shall we
MARYsVILLE, KAN., Dec. 3, 188G.
H. S. BnooKs.
giv such lectures. Now it is to crowded houses with general try it?
MB. EDITOR: Our mutual friend, J. L. Andrew, is doing a
applause. Truly we are progressing.
heap of good work in this part of the country for the "good
NEwPORT, ME., Dec. 5, E.M. 285.
The Mormons are being fined and imprisoned for indorsing
cause," as pious people usually say, but which means in our
MR.
EDITOR:
Und<lr
the
heading
.of
"Editorial
Notes"
in
and carrying out what they no doubt honestly believe to be
case as much as Infidelity straight. In our city he gave three
the requirement of the Bible. Thirty years back this section THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 28th, someone is charged with
goocl lectures lately, on "Christianity," "Infidelity," and
of Chester county was the stronghold of Mormonism. Quite "hawking about in the hall of the last Convention a prurient
"Liberty and Law," on the right of personal freedom and the
a number of families embraced the Mormon faith and left poem." As a friend, I kindly ask the writer of that note to
legitimate jurisdiction of civil government. All these lectures
comfortable homes and journeyed to Nauvoo. I am not a tell me who the person was who was in that kind of business. gave the fullest satisfaction to those present-not only those
. believer in Mormonism, nor the book that justifies such teach- I was at every session of the Convention, except an hour's who sympathized with his sentiments but also good Christianfl
absence at the police court, and I saw no one in that kind of
ing.
and church people, who pronounced him an able, logical. and
I liv six miles from West Chester, which has a population business. I am proud to say I sold a very grand poem enti- intEresting speaker. Hoping the good \1 ork of this kind being
tled
"The
!teign
of
Love
and
Freedom,"
by
Frances
Rose
of eight or nine thousand, and is the county town of Chester
done at presP.nt will be crowned with universal succesg in the
county. About two years past I attended a lecture de- Mackinly, a poem good enough to adorn the pages of any and near future, I am,
Yours,
JOHN MERKLINGHAUS.
livered by Col. R. G. Iniersoll in the Academy of Music in every Liberal paper in the world. And if you will print it en-
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fe.ll River,
Mass., to whom aU Communications fiYT' this
Glrner should be sent.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night Is beginning to lower,
Oomee a pause In the day's occupations
That Is knOwn as the Oblldren's Hour."

Lilly aml the llrooklet.
{We hav recelvecl In response to Mr. Scott's ~rrer
several beautiful poems, ""cb one well worthy of a
prize. It was bard to decide where all had so much
medt, and, not wishing to be accueert of pRrtlallty,
we called to our 11.ld the talent of a lltPrary critic,
who, after some deliberation, finallY decided upon
the poetry belvw by Dr. Bell. As we bad silently In·
ell ned to Ibis poem ourself, we eelect It as one jewel
from a number of !{ems, and to Dr. Bell Is awarded
the prize-George Eliot's poems. H there Is no ob·
jectlon the poenytbar. bas been sent In as contesting
tor the prfz, wlll be printed berearter.-En. 0 O.J
Down beside rbe purling brook,
In a grassy shady nook
Lilly, with her picture bOok,
Bat and watched the babbling rill
As It dashed ad own the bill,
Headlong rushing, babbling still.
This same malden with her book
Had her reading quite forsook,
Gezlng at the shining brook;
And while Idly gazing on
This bright streamlet In the sun,
Ever present ever gone,
She was puzzlert, she was ~by,
But she asked the reason why
Its bright waters rippled by.
" Why not stop and rest awhile?
Why go many a weary mile?
Why not stop and bid me smile?
Oome and hear the red bird sing,
Bee the blood red of his wing
In this happy hour of spring.
Why do you go dashing past
Down your bill-side path so fast,
And your crystal waters cast
So against the frowning rocks
In such rough and rugged shocks
Making white your foamy Jocks?
H you further onward go,
You will meet a doom of woe
In that precipice below."
But the stream went hurrying by,
Laugbln'l: wit b Its crystal eye,
Thus addressed the malden shy:
" Should I stop within the nook,
With you and your pretty book,
I could never be a brook.
l've a duty I must do
In the storm and calm time too,
Never faltering, ever true.
Urged forever from my source
By a mighty unseen force,
I must speed my onward course;
Stopping not to fear the woe
That may meet me far below,
I must to the ocean go.
If I stay one moment there,
Basking In the sunny air,
Sister streamlets everywhere,
Happy In their duties done,
And their races rightly run,
And their goals In triumph won,
Would forever leave behind
Me, the laggard of my kind,
In severe remorse of mind.
Orystal waters now so fair,
Leaping In the balmy air,
Would sink into dull despair.
Lips like yours would from me shrink,
Fvul and filthy worms would sink
To my bottom from my brink.
Stagnant, I should be a pest,
On my bosom slime would rest,
Dark repulsion Ill! my breast.
Leaping now from bill to bill,
Joyous, limpid, running rlll,
I am on my duty still.
At1 d unto both flab and beast,
Vegetatlc n West and Fast,
I'm a never ending feast.
So to man both high and low
I'm a blessing as I go
In my constant, constant ll~w.
Now my little malden dear,
Ask me not to Idle here
In a life so dark and drear.
Learn from me, as there you sit,
Watching my bright sparkles lilt,
Tb&e bright gems of wisdom's wit:
Your young life Is like to me
On my journey to the sea,
Full of joyous song and glee.
Naught of good can you achieve,
Naugu•; of woe can you relieve,
Naugbl of wrong lOUr past retrieve,
H you Idly Jolter on
Pa bs where duty may be done,
Wbe• e may gems of worth be won.
/
Make now hence your purpose blgb,
Vow to do the right, nor elgb
'Oause of danger frowning nigh.
Struggle on with cheerful heart,
Never dread disaster's dart,
Never from your duty part.
Every idle thought control
On and onward to the goal
Be the purpose of your soul.
Then at last will peaceful be
Your lost mingling In the sea
Of the great eternity. "
Thus the brooklet spoke and said;
Through the grassy glen It sped,
Down lis rocky h1!1-s1de bed.

188~.

"Obstacles exist to be.overcome," said Emily,
thing that she needed was a warper. She
knew how the old-style warping· bars were "and I hav often told you the truth that
made, but with them the warp had to be ' Where there's a will, th1rre' s always a WI'Y ' I
looped on the hands and then it was necessary wanted to see what I could do at hand-loom
to hav a!l.other person to hold it, and still an- weaving, and I hav· done just what I thought
other to hold the rake, and one more to turn I could."
the beam to run the warp on, making three to
Our Puzzle Box.
do one particular thing. Emily wanted to
invent something whereby she could do it all
1. -ARITHMETICAL.
herself. She studied over the matter for a
A says to B, " Giv me $5 and I will hav
week, for she did not care to start her weaving twice as much money as you." "No," says B;
VIsion~ bright begaq their sway,
apparatus until she had her model complete. " giv me $5 and then we will each hav the
Dancing on their merry way
She was bound to accomplish what she had same amount."
Tbrougll her mind In gay array.
WM.-SCOTT.
Hew much had each ?
undertaken, and she hardly ate or slept, and
Slowly fell the curly bead
On the book berore her spread,
looked pale and bad; indeed, she lost ten
2.-LETTER "S" BEBUS.
Darkness o'er her eyelids shed.
pounds of flesh that week.
Fast asleep dear Lilly lay,
Sam said he would break the old loom up
While the sun's long slanting ray
and burn it, for he was afraid the worrying
Now foretold the clOsing day.
over
it would kill his sister.
Emily said;
And the blood-red setting sun,
"Just giv me one more day, for I know I can
With his dally duty done,
do it."
Soon behind the bills was gone.
That night she lay awake till three o'clock
Mamma asked !or Lilly dear.
11 Mamma., Ltlly is not bPre."
thinking and pondering. She said she thought
Is not here? Then where, ob, where?
her head would burst, for when she would
Oall her, children, tell her cqme.
think she had one thing all right, then someLet not shadows dark and gloom
thing else about the machine would be out of
Spread upon my child from borne."
fix. The great trouble was how to pick up the
In the somber twilight late
leece at one end and hav the cross on the other
Mamma wanders through the gate,
end of the warp, and then hav it so it would
Lilly calls, dl<consolate;
Calls with voice both loud and shrill.
wind off the frame on the beam for weavi~g all
Echo answers from the bill,
at one time. How to do it came to Emily toEcho only answers still.
ward daylight, all at once, like a flash.
"Search the garden In around,
Out of bed she bounded, and, taking some
Thirteen words of two syllables each.
Search the orchards, all t.be ground;
stiff pasteboard, made the model in a jiffy,
Lilly, LIIIy, must be round.
3.-CONUNDRUM.
John, look yonder; Mary, there,
wound on the thread, picked up the leece at
Past the dairy, up the stair;
the :first start, and at the last end made the
Look, my children, everywhere."
cross in the thread. She then unwound it
Gates fly open, fences fall,
and found it was all right and no mistake.
1
Obalrs lie tumbled ln the ba 1,
The next morning she took her model down·
Wild confusion seizes all.
stairs. and showed it to the folks.
Papa comes with weary limb;
"Well! well! well!" said Sam. "I never
Mamma, In the twilight dimMamma frantic calls to him.
saw the like ! If you don't beat all the girls I
ever came across ! "
" Lilly's lo•t, our darling pet."
"Surely not," he said, but yP.t
Emily ate a good breakfast that morning and
Gloom upon his f~atures set.
marched proudly into the carpenter's shop
" Don't despair. Down Ill tile glen
with her model, and commenced work on the
Well I',JJook," said he. "and then
frame. It took her three days to make it, and
Find, rerbaps, our child again."
the way she made the saws, hammer, chisels,
Hueh! 'Tis Mary's calling clear
and jack-planes fly around was a caution to
Ringing on the evening air,
Sending welcome words or cheer.
carpenters.
Lilly found ? Not founcl, but yet,
Then she went into the blacksmith's shop
Through the grass so dewy wet,
that was on the premises, struck up a fire, got
Mary tracks the precious pet.
What terrible weapons of war do you behold
some iron, and made some bolts to hold the
here?
A little farther Mary stopped,
frame together.
Saw a wild flower Lilly topped,
A lady who was boarding in the house where
And a bookmark she had dropped.
JusT for fun, write your age in years on a
Now upon this track. and trace
Emily livs, observing the smoke issuing from slate or piece of paper- never mind the
Papa hurries on apace,
the smithy's shop, thought the building must
months, weeks, and days. Multiply the same
Heart and soul both In the race.
be on fire, and ran out to see. When she
by two; add to that result the figures 3768;
'Yond the brook was LIIJy found,
reached the building, there stood Emily, as
then add two, and divide the sum by two.
Free from harm, all safe and sound,
calm as you please, in her old dress and strong
From this result subtract the number of your
Sleeping on the mellow ground.
apron, blowing the bellows, heating her iroBs, yeat"s, and perhaps you will be surprised at
Strong and loving arms tben took
and looking as grave as a judge. When the
From that quiet, cosy nook
the figures thus obtained. Try it.
iron was red-hot she took it out of the fire &nd
Little LIIJy and her boolr.
J. E. BEer., M.D.
commenced to hammer away upon it, like a
man. The woman was highly amused, and ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
DEC. 5, 1885.
sat right ~wn on the floor and laughed as
:Emily's Carpf t;
1.-Do right, because it "is right. This is
hard as she could.
OR, "WHERE THERE'S A. WILL THERE's A WAY."
philosophy.
"I should like to know, Miss Emily," said true
2 -Hypocrite.
Emily is a good-sized girl, smart and ener- she, "if there is anything you can not do?"
3.Pan i C
getic, and, mo• than all, she is a living girl
"Always do what I undertake," replied
Ext r A
to-day, and this that I am going to relate is a Emily, grimly.
RegaL
true story.
P r at E
When she was through with her blacksmith·
E
k oN
Emily thought she would like to weave an ing she was rather tired and thought she
T i reD
old-fashioned rag carpet, such as her mother would quit work for that day; so she went in
U 1t r A
used to weave in a loom by hand-and, by the the.house, changed her dress, and sat down to
A 1t e R
way, these "rag carpets .. are the original of the piano and played a few turies for recreaL a i r S
all the handsome Persian, moquettes, Brus· tion. While she was playing, Mrs. S. came in·
4.-Investigate before you (ewe) invest.
sels, ingrain, and other carpets that are common the parlor, and stared at Emily.
5.-Hold the numbers before a mirror, and
in our time. Away back in the past there were
"I never should think, ·• said she, "that you you can read the Latin adage: "Sic transit
no carpets, and kings, even, had their floors were the same girl I saw blacksmithing a couple glflrif!, m1tndi "-Thus -passes the glory of the
world.
nicely covered with straw and thought it quite of hours ago."
Solvers.-E. Bambach, G. W. Williams.
good enough, because they had never seen or
"I'm the same one," remarked Emily, deheard of any other sort of carpet. It was once murely, as she dashed off a few notes of sri
rorrespondence.
the pride of housekeepers to hav the floor opera, and then commenced singing:
scrubbed white, and nicely sanded with fine
LOGANSPORT, IND., Dec. 7, 1885.
"I'm Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines,
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I hav seen a good many
white sand, and this was supposa-l to be good
·I feed my horse on pork and beans!"
letters in THE TRUTH SEEKER from little folks .
enough for anybody. The first rag carpet 'I"BS
Well, the next day she finished the frame, and I thought I would like to write one. I
probably considered a marvel of beauty, inhav one of your books, "Story Hour." I take
warped
the piece, and commenced weaving it to school and my teacher reads stories from
dustry, and patience, and without doubt it was
the carpet. In seven days it was all com- it to the scholars.
thought almost too nice to walk upon.
Mr. Reynolds was here with his tent last
Well, as I said, Emily thought she would like pleted, and it was nicely, neatly, evenly, and
to weave a carpet. She had the material for handsomely done. If she had worked upon it summer. Papa and mamma and I went to all
his lectures; we liked him, and Mr. Tilney's
the carpet, but no loom, which was the impor- steadily, it would not hav taken so long a time singing also. Mr. Tilney took supper with us
as that to do it, but she did not hurry about it. one avenin,;, and he went to a little picnic we
tant adjunct.
She thought and thought, and :finally surShe sold the carpet for eleven dollars. She had in the woods the Sunday he was here. I
prised Sam, her brother, and the other mem- spread the money out before Sam, who was as do not know where he is now, but I would
like to hear from him. My letter is getting
bors of the family, by saying, " I'll make a delighted as Emily.
too long. I will close now.
loom."
"There, Sam," said she, "I earned that
Yours respectfuly,
DELIA STOLL..
"You'll kill yourself," said Sam.
money, all myself; and, bE>sides, I hav become
[We are pleased to hear from Delia, and hav
"Guess not," said Emily; "I'm not killed an inventor."
added her name to our list of good gills, and
so easily."
"\Vell, you always were smart," said Sam. we shall always be glad to hear from her. If
Ed, another brother, told her to go ahfa "But wouldn't some of your friends hav Mr. Tilney should see her letter above, he will
and build the loom, and gave her the use of laughed to hav seen you carrying your tools perhaps write to her.-ED. C.C.
the workshop for that purpose. So she and things back and forth, sometimes in yeur
cleaned up the shop, and went to work, made arms and sometimes in a wheelbarrow, with
WEsTBORO, MAss, Nov. 29, 1885:
the loom, and set it up all right. Then she your dog trotting at your heels? '
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I rec'd your letter in d11e
time,
and
was
very glad to hear from yon. I
"They would hav thought I had some perhad to make a harness for the loom, and she
liked those cards which you sent, and I thank
traveled all over San Francisco-for Emily livs severance, I guees."
you for them. I hav none like them. I was
in California-to find a reed. At last she
"I didn't think you woulJ. finish the carpet, sorry to hear that your mother had been sick,
found one at the Golden Gll.te Woolen Mill, though, one spell,'' remarked Sam, "there and hope this will :find yon all well. We are
just what she wanted, txactly. The next were so many obstacles in your path."
all quite well except Willie, who has a sore
Lilly caught each passing strain,
Paused to bear Its voice again,
But the brook was orr amain.
Now she rondered well the voice,
Made obedience her choice,
In the right she would rejoice.
In her bea.t"t burnt highest Blm,
Ne'er on her should rest a blame,
Duty should each hour claim.
Now Within her sunny hair
Wreathed she blossoms bright and fair,
Johnny.jumpups growing there.

11
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H
E STORY H 0 u R.! SHORT LESSON IN Hl~TORY ..
I

~ye, and has to stay home from school and
near a shade.
·
·
We are going to hav a Christmas concert at
our church, and I am going np to the chapel '
Thursday to get a piece to speak.
Dtd yau hav a pleasant ThanksgiVing? We
invited to ladies -who liv down stairs to spend
the day with us, ·and we had quite a pleasant
time; In this letter I will send you a picture,
and I hope you like it. Giv my love to poor
mother and Mrs. Phillips, and good bye, with
much love from your little friend,
ELIZA

MAY

FoR

CHILDREN

.A double-page ptcture contrasting science aud
theology, showing how the one has labored for
b.um!ln advan~.:ement, and how the other has
always opposed it. The German-American thus
describes it in detail:

YouTH.

AND

Tne palmy days or the ch'Urch witness the burnlug at the stAke or Bruno, the pope and prlest• wltaesslng tlle burning or the heretlc wlth expre!!Slon•
>t Joy. Gallleo ls represented slttlng ln hls study,
.he pope holdlng.the sword or lnqulsltton over hls
tlead, and to sn.ve hls Ute belng torced to recant hls
~hllosoptly. Martlu Luther ls npresented tacklng
up his" Rlght ot Prlve.te Judg~>eut." Behlnd hlm
otands the pope wlth the bull of excommunlcatlou
drawn, and best.te hlm the heademan's block and
u or lnt«lllblllt}'. 1u thelr "tudy are Mol'Se and
~teph~nsou avplylng their lnveut.!ons to practical
r.ests, and lt1 tbf-'1 rear or them the Presbytf'rla.n pul·
J!ts a.re ~lletl by two or the brotl.dcloth gerllemen
1enounclng the tnventlon~ as ·• Th wartlng tbe wIll
or God," and brancllng tlwse men aud tbelr lnven. tlons as "Heralds ot Alltlcllrlst" 1ngersollstands
m a plat!orru apvarently deliv<rlng hls lecture
"Whlch Way?" whlcb he holds ln bls hand. Talma~e approaches the platform at the colonel's bAck,
~Ulllng alter hlm, by tbe arm, the cblet o! pollee,
who holds ln hls band t.he warrantor arrest for biasph., my. The colonel seems ro rake no notlce or the
<J.;leeny, cadaverous form ll.l'Cendtng the platform at
nls rear. Then ccme the modern teachers or salvaion, tl1e Salvarion Army, with their d.r11ms, bones,
ambourlnAs, anrl strearners, (and screa.mere, too),
a.l•o a rae stmlle or our ~razy armv. A group or likenesses of r.be teacbArs or sdence.HaeckE"l,Humboldt,
Darwtn. 'ryudall. and Huxley, i"i also sllown. TbA
tikenes~e8 throughout H.r~ re.marka.b ycorrect. As a
plctorlal hlstory the caricatUres contain volumes.

BY SUSAN H. \VIXON.

ALEXANDER.

[Thanks, Eliza, for your letter, and the
pretty picture. We are all well now, and hope
this may find Willie and all the family in good
heal_th. Baby Lillian will also accept our
thanks for her photograph. She is a bright
attraotiv child, and so is little Mattie Ehoa,
Mrs. Blenker's grand girlie, who has also
favored us with her likeness, for which she
has our th~tnkR.-En C. C.]
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Cottinger is a Freethinker, r.nd in his reports
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
truthful freedom not found in ordinary his
tories. He dates his work from the beginning
of historical certainty and not from the mythical Eden, as do most "universal " historians,
and brings it down to 1883, with a brief mention of subsequent important inventions and
disoovel'ies.
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years n c. on up to 1883, all ln a nut-shell.-Eimina.
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a.n Important place; In the tamllY lt would be no Jess
Important, as conveying lnlormarlon that all should
be acqualnted wlth.-Susa.n lVixm.
Mr. Oottlnger's lntl'ntlons In wrltlng th!P book are
excellent, and his stand point admirable. It may bP
commended as fullllllng lts pnrpo&eo! a oonci•<Htnd
lnterestlng his•orlcal text-book. -Milwa.uket Sentinel.
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Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $3.
In theory, sclentillc In trea.tinent, and unobjection.Address THE TRUTH SF.F.KF.R
able In language. None should marry wlttoontread33 Olinton Pl.. New YoTl< city.
lnfl!' Dl><na." Bexualsatlstactlon t.hrough magnetlc
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tnlluence Love rendered permanent and lasrtog.
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SOCIOLOGY.-Consisting of essays,

poems short llves or Land R· formers and other retorma 'ory topics; worth $2; bound In cloth and sold
tor 50 cents. Wlltten by Maequerler, a good old man
"'ho has spent a ttrAtlme In trying to help humanity,

THE DARWINS.-By Elmina. Price,
50 cents.

CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
TH~

Speaking or this work In connection with the pro.
posed Independence or America from Great Britain,
washington wrote: "A rew more such !laming
arguments , , . will not leave number~.at a lose
to decide on the propriety of a separation.

Price, 35 ce11ts.
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writings
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"I have read 'The Darwlns.' and am
pleaeed with It; and so are all to whom I have lent
It Were such works mor" plenty, Ohrlstlans would
b~ lees numerous. "-D. NieZ.<m. Three books for
$1 on and Green's FrePth0ught Dl• ectory, prlce,
$2 co: sent al•o tor $1 10 $l, ro
•ll lo01r . .
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.Address MRS. E. D. SLENK[•,R,
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in Medica1 Science.

A NEW DEPARTURE 'l'he method of
..- es prompt and permanent rellef tn cases or
l£VITS or Epilepsy. 'fwo trial Bottles sent free.
e!;lnl.e.!c~la~l~ii!.!ay~an~:cti=n~l~"~hf"tt!!:r~eu~tt:;m~e~n:':'t is ~he ~nly one that
LEPILEPTtO REMEDY oo.,.t7Broad St.~. Y.

* • •

P'.A"·

This m;\.rvelnns honc:e baR been bt_tilt m_ore than
it il'l~oO Jrf'll)Jlo.Jmct_l thnt I tn:tror~.1
l!mple ro.Jm evan lor a large famtly. 1st fl_o~ shm\n
~hove; on 2d floor are 1: b<>tl- room to~ and 1n ntttc 2_ more.
P1ent:V of n!P').;••ts. The w!Jnlc w:, rmed _l,y on~ chJmn(•y.
1 .r·ge i1!. 1 ..;tr=ttinn.~ and full dc~cnpLJlm ol the above
3(.1(tti.nt>~> from our p_ an:.;

!I.S well as or 3D otlH•r· hou ..cR, ran:.dng in cuRt from $.JPO np
10 ~6.fJOO. may be JO'Ind !D "~HOI'PF.J.I :H :'l!oPJ~R::-' L(!\~'
rosT HoU .... F:S, 11 a lar...;-e quarto j.J:I.IIl]-l•H~t. ~\ •• /·~Ill~ abo
how to J!Plect HiWfl, get loa. a a, &_e. 8f't• ~ \'o-:t p:.u.l o_n re-

ceiptof50c. s·.amp~taken.or"end$1ht\ antlwewtHre
turn the cbanee. AddretoB, BUILDI~G PLAN A~OCIATIO.S,
(HeDI!Oillhlol'oper.)
24 Beelunan St., (Box 2702,) N.Y.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics; showing the creeds of the priRoners in
the penitentiaries; the Ohurch and Ctviliza~ion; the Church and SciencE.'; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Ch'.lrch and the AntiH!avery Reform; the
Wcman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least, AddreRs
THE 'I'RIT'J'H NEEHER.
a~ Olint-on Ph"'·"· NEW VORR'

Two New Pamphlets
BY

CHARLES WATTS.
The American Seculm· Union: Its
Necessity, and the .Ju~tiee of its
Nine Demands.
(Dmlicated to Colonel l{obcrt G. Ingersoll.)
CON'l'E:\TS:
Iutrouu~.:tion.

(I.) 'l'hc NccesHity for the A mer-

can Secular Union having Prinl!iplcs upon which
all [Sceitlal'ists] I!ILII ag-rco. (ll.) 'l'hc Tll'ofold
:s-atun' of the Advocacy Adopted by the Uuiou.
lfll.i The Catholicity of tlw Niue lJemauds allll
the Ground to ue Col'ered. (IV.l An Exposition
aud ])cf"""' of Each of tl•e Niue !JcrnandH.
(V.) An Appeal to Secular Fidelity.
:;~ pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.

SECUL \UISM:
J)estructiv and Cnnstruciiv.
CONTE :-ITS:

l!Jtl'l!duction. Secul:criMn: Its Nature and NecresH\ty. lts De;tructh• Aspect. (1) lliblil'al
Idolatry. (2) Natural Depravity (3). Theolog-ical Supremacy. t4) Tl•e Alleg-ed Fall and Redemption of Mau. Tl1e Coustrucliv Aspect of
Secularism. (1) '!'hat the Tl"Uc Guide in !Iuman
Actions is Reason Assi>;ted by Experieuee.
(2) That Supreme Att<'ntion Should bo Given to
the Facts and Duties of Existence, Rei[ardless of
any Cou,id8t'ntions of a Life Beyond the Pt·e,ent.. (.1>
(3) That Science is a mo>rc Trustwonhy Providet· for Man than Relying- for Help from auy
Snperuatmal Power. (4) Tlt~t :Morality is of
Natural Growth, and lws no Necessary .Connel'tion witlt Any of tl>e 'l'hcologics of the World.
(5) That tile ~ost !'reparation for a Life Superior tn this IS lite \\'tscst and Noulcst u~c
of the ~~xist.!'nec \Ve Now Hav.
22 pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.
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lfotfrg.
The Order of Ages.
M•m's Bible tr lle Is nature's mount,
By science' light we read It well;
No falsehood mars the true account
There kept ror us who on It dwell.
In 11erfect order the're unfurled,
We trace the progress of the world.
I:s vast material wonders yet,
And pictured histories or stOJle,
Yet. glow, like gems In order set,
With recor<la of the days bygone,
Fuotprlnts or ages on the earth,
Ere history was, or man had birth;
When, roaring round the ba.sal rock,
•roe pent-up surges sounded hoarse;
Ere lightning's fi~sh, or thunder's shock,
Bad, ror the waters, cleft a course;
BAfore, beneath the sun's bright ray,
'!'he mollusk spanned Its tollsome way.
'l'tlroughou ·the old red sandstone time,
When vegetable life was seen:
When, rising from old ocean's slime,
The agll fish filled sea and stream.
In various forms, rejoicing, rife,
Aod all '·he waters teemed with lite.
Then ~oon the marshy fens were crowned
WHh giant fern~, ex~lted, high,
While monstrous reptils, crawling round
'rhe!r baees, sought their rood supply,
Or, on their brethren breaking fast,
In anger, snatched their fierce repast.
o·erwhelmed benea;h the murky wave,
The giant forests sunk In rest,
Au<! earth, wltllln her darksome cave,
G<ve them the shelter or her breast,
'I'" form within her furnace hurled,
'l'lle motor or a. future world.
Tbus, In a wild and wondrous way,
Great Nature's Bible tells the tale;
l'rogress Is wrlt on gran it gray,
And ou the flower that decks the vale,
IL !llls the universal plan,
And the whole scheme seems crowned by man l
Man's Bible tru,e Is vature's mount,
By science' light we read It well;
Nn falsehood mars the true account
There kept for us who on 1t dwell.
In perfect order there unfurled,
We trace the history or the world I

Opinions of New Boolrs.

excursion, after laboring all the week in grimy,
ill-ventilated factories.
All these and many other outrages Sabbatarianism commits, and for· doing so it has not
one jot or tit.tle of authority in the Bible from
the first verse in Genesis to the last word in
Revelation. The daughter, Sabbatarianism, is
more arrogant than the mother, Superstition.
The church has everywhere made war upon
science, but she has good Bible reason and
authority to do so. Astronomy upsets the doctrin of Genesis that the earth is flat, is the cen·
ter of the universe, and that the sun, moon,
and stars revolve round it to enlighten it.
Geology givs the lie to its "inspired" teaching
that the earth was created out of nothing, less
than six thousand years ago. Paleontology
proves that it was not woman who, in the Garden of Eden, introduced death into the world,
but that animals of all kinds, whose remains
are coffiued in the rocks, lived and died millions of years ago. Chemistry is under the
Bible ban also, because it demonstrates the
absurdity of the cardinal doctrin of religion
that the identical bodies of the saints are to be
resurrected from the dead after they hav been
converted, by the law of change, into countless other forms of vegetable and animal life.
Evolution, like dynamite, blows up the foundation of the whole theory of the fall of man,
and his recovery by the church and its doctrins of faith. No wonder, then, that the
church has been and is in constant war with
science. But Sabbatarianism, as you hav
shown in your book, stands before the world
with a heart and will of iron and a face of
brass, exercising over men, governments, and
institutions a power for which it has not one
shred or patch of authority, 'either in the teaching and example of Christ and his apostles,
or that of the Continental reformers of the
sixteenth century, but in diametrical opposition
to both. Sabbatarianism is a hybridous monster
begotten and born several hundreds of years
since, in the British Isles, and wag the unnatural off>pring of the adulterous connection of
church and state. It came to this country with
the Puritans, and, with their blood and notions, has extended its sway all over the land,
till we are now a subject people. You hav
done well, therefore, in bringing your batteries to bear upon it.
It would be superfluons in me to say that
I am in favor of Sunday as a day of rest, of
recreation and enjoyment after the toil of the
week, and, if the people please, of hearing
lectures and sermons. It is only the unwarranted claim which Sabbatarianism makes of
the peculiar sacredness of the first day of
the week that I oppose. It has no more
authority from reason and the Bible to make
such exactions as it does than the Catholic
church has to make it a sin for a man to eat
flesh meat on Friday.
A. B. BRADFORD.
Knon Valley, Dec. 1, 1885.

but of an exceedingly sweet-featured, refined,
and charming young woman. O'ver her strong
and yet delicate brow there fall clusters of
careless curls, and over her :finely chiseled
features there lies just the saupcon of the
"pale cast of thought "-just enough to impart a classic grace, but not sufficient to mar
the tenderness and spirii1.telle. The lady seems
to be a personal friend of Colonel Ingersoll,
who writes a very pretty and appropriate "InMEN, WOMEN, AND GoDs, an~ Other Lectures. troduction "to the volume; and we envy the
By Helen H. Gardener, With an Introduc- gallant colonel the charm of such a friendship.
tion by Col. R. G. Ingersoll. New York: -London Secular Review.
The Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton
Place.
RATIONAL CoMMUNISM. The Present and FutThe author is defiantly in open rebellion
ure Republic of North America.
against the Gods in heaven and the peculiar
The above IS the title of a new book written
methods of their peculiar people on earth. by "A Capitalist," and published by The
The book is more than a protest; it is an ex- Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New
posure and refutation of supernaturalism -the York city. It is altogether hypothethical and
Pandora's Box of human misery. The writer theoretical, but is strongly written. The
never forgets the infinit wrongs perpetrated author evidently clearly understands the priupon woman, in the name of the gods, simply mary principles of a truly republican governbecause she was woman. Hers is a magnificent ment as well as the social relations of the
battle, against time-honored customs and doc- people. As to the present status of American
trin and the sanctions of heaven, for the rights government, reasoning from the standpoint of
of her sex. She has acquitted herself splen- the political economist, the author undoubtdidly. The work abounds in humor and wit. edly proves himself complete ·master of his
It would, however, be impossible in a brief theme; while his speculations as to the future
note to do jnstice. to it. Readers of THE delineate a government composed by a prosTRUTH SEEKER would do well to supply them- perous, thrifty, intelligent, and happy people.
selva with a copy, to keep at hand, for-it is not The author, when he raises the tight-drawn
a production that can be skimmed through at veil from over the dim and uncertain future,
one reading. I predict for it a permanent reveals a new republic, in which nothing but
place in the literature of Freethought. The· that which tends to the elevation and enlightfrontispiece, although fairly good, does not do enment of the people h~lds sway. Religion
jus~ice· to the original. The introduction by
is no longer fettered by hide·bound dictums
Col. R. G. Ingersoll is one of his literary gems and dogmas molded and formed in supersti-and therefore needs no words of praise.
tions; on the contrary, it stands forth as a
W. s. BELL.
thing rational in all its bearings, and t;~apable

convince the world of the f!in and wickedness of the Sabbath laws, as they are now
and to-day. Speaking of the clergy, Parker
Pillsbury says: "With their holy day must
go their holy office, and with it their holy and
reverend selvs."
All honor to our Remsburg, and success to
his little giant of a book, " Sabbath-Breaking."
ELMINA D. BLENKER.

It is a new departure for a woman to write
such a book as this 'so well calculated to upset
established theories. The church has claimed
to be the educator and elevator of woman, but
the author emphatically denies this and even
dares to doubt the plenary inspiration_of the
Old Testament. It may be quite bad enough
for a man to linger on the abyss of skepticism,
but for a woman to deny what bas been so
long accepted as truth, is well calculated to
alarm the faithful sentinels on the walls of
Zion. Those who are not afraid to gratify
their curiosity at the expense of settled convictions can get the book l!t the Truth Seeker
office at 33 Clinton Place. New York, by remitting one dollar.-R. L Pend1~lum.

of being understood by all; hence the people
are all honest and true to each other-so much
so that courts and jails are only known through
the pages of history. Marriage is considered
a mere civil contract to be dissolved at the will
of either of the contracting parties; yet the
people are happy in the sacred union, and
divorces are seldom heard of. Why? Because husbands and. wives are more considerate of each other.
Finally, we consider the book to be one of
considerable merit and well w01·th the time required to peruse its pages. It is sold by the
publisters at $1.50.-Sunday Gazetteer.

SAnnATH-BREAKING. Ol'igin of' the Sabbatic
Idea.-The Jewish Sabbath.-Examination
of Sunday Arguments.-Origin of the Chri9tiA.n Sabbath.-Testimonv of the Christian
Fathers.-The Sabbath During the Middle
Ages.-The Puri~an Sabbath.-Testimony of
Christian :Reformers, Scholars, and Divines.
-Abrogation of Sunday Laws .. By John E.
SomAL WEALTH: The Sole Factors and Ex:act
Remsburg. Large 12mo., 83 pp.; handsome
R~tios in Its Acquirement and Apportionprint. New York: The Truth Seeker Co.,
ment. By J. K. Ingalls, New York, The
Miss Gardener is one of the increasing num33 Clinton Place.
Truth Seeker Company. Price, $1.
ber of women who hav discovered that gods of
I bav read your new book on "Sabbath
This book is from the pen of J. K. Ingalls,
the
masculin
gender
hav
always
been
particBreaking," tracing your argument from beginularly oppressiv ·to women, and she writes with and is entitled "Social Wealth: the Sole Facning to end. How relentlessly cruel you are
a power and plainness of speech on this sub- tors and EHct Ratios in its Kcquirement and
in not leaving the Sabbatarians a leg to stand
ject that rivals Colonel Ingersoll's masterly at- Apportionment." The table of contents introon!
ta~ks on the idols of superstition. The book duces the reader to a wide range of subjects;
Christian Sabbatarianism, which attaches a
is
divic1ed into three parts: First, "Men, each of which is extensivly treated ..· Among
sanctity to the first day of the week that the
'Vomen,
and Gods." Second, "Vicarious them, Economic Schools, a brief review of
other days do. not possess, is a peculiar and
This is a real gem of a book. Just what is
their origin and growth; Rise and Growth of
unique system of religion and morals in the needed to show to the world the imposition of Atonement." Third, "Historical Facts and Capitalism; Unearned Increase; Conservation
Theological
Fictions,"
with
an
appendix,
the
hi~tory of the world.
Just see what, in its the Sabbath laws. and that they work solely in
of Wealth; Tools and Improved Machinery;
super-abounding impudence, it did, and does. the interest 4t the clergy and the churches, whole covering 157 pages, and making a book rfhe Nature of Wages; Private and Social
It took the liberty of changing the time of the· and that the poor are the aetna! sufferers by which every Infidel in the country will read Wealth; Land Ownership; Private Property in
divinely.appoiuted Jewish Sabbath from the the enforcement of Sabbath laws preventing with pleasure and profit.- Winsted Press.
Lands; Capital and the Productiv Factors;
seventh 'to the first day of the week, after com- all ·amusements and the opening of public
Partnership and Co-Operation; Law of ConplGtely shearing it of its char,lcter as a simple institutions of interest and instruction on this
"Men, Women, and G)ds," by Helen Gartracts; Of Value or Ec~momic Ratios; Taxation
day of rest from labor for men and animals, day. The wealthy bav home amusements and dener, is a book we should like to commend to
as a Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suganr1 converting it into a day of going to church books and papers, and a thousRnd modes of our readers. especially our readers of the gengestions to Legislators, making a book of 320
to listen to sermons. In 1876 it shut the doors passing the hours agreeably indoors, that the tier sex. Dear, trustful woman, whose conpages with an appendix containing a summary
of our Centennial Ex:hibitiou, to all except poor are deprived of.
fiding innocence and artless virtue impel her
of definitions " economic and isonomic."
deadheads, ou Sunday, and prevented from
Incidents are related in the book showing so frequently down the track of vice and
The two books ("Social Wealth " and '' ItaHeeing and studying its interesting objects that Sabbath-breaking is often more surely and misery, believes the Bible is her friend, betiona! Communism") would be a fit and acceptthousands of people who were employed all severely punished than murder. Remsburg cause the priest tells her so. The priest.furable ·present to any family, the two heads of
the week in labor and could not enjoy that Rays:
ther tells her that it is to the Christian faith
which are worthy of the compliment which
right unless they did so on Sunday. It has
"Three thousand years ago, for a trifling sbe owes all. the delicacy and dignity which
such a present delicately implies.- Wn;ted
imprisoned in times past, and now fines, farm- violation of this law a man waH stoned to distinguish her position from that of the
ers who to save their crops in a wet season death. The one who had been chosen to pro- squaw, and the poor dear soul believes that P?·ess.
bring them into the barn on Snnday. In all claim the law, and who in this case was its ex- baseless falsehood, and in gratitude goes "to
A good preface is a good guaranty of a good
onr lflrge cities it shuts up museums of natural ecutor, was an unpunished murderer."
church to help the Beetle-of-God with his
history, galleries of art, and other places of
This book givs the origin of the Sabbatic psalm-singing incantations, and teaches the. book, and here is the opening passage of this
iustrnction and recreation on the only day in idea-the Jewish Sabbath ·and the Christian child at her knee to say "Our Father which work which will giv a very accurate general
the week the laboring classes could visit them, Sabbath-and shows up many instances where art in heaven" with a tenderness, a beauty, idea of the work itself.·
and when it is the public money which helps Sabbath-breaking was cruelly punished, and a pathos which imprint a religious prej"The purpose for which these pages are
offered to the public is simply to direct inquiry
to sustain these institutions. It partially closes though the "criminals" were really engaged udice for life.
to
questions related to all human life and emthe pe·Jple's post-offi3as, and has been strng- in humane and charitable work.
If woman's head were as prone to think as
ployment, so that no useful member of society
It is a perfect magazine of facts and argu- her heart is ready to feel, this sort of thing need remain indifferent to them. We are livgling for years to stup entit'ely, not only the
ruail trains, but the passenger and freight ments against the enforcement of laws making would suddenly come to an end, and the priest ing under a system of capitalistic aggrandizetr<.~i 118 OD the raihoadB which pursue their VO• this ODS day in seven a holy day.
WOUld hav to giv Up his SUperstitioUS mum- ment, or commercial monarchism, which has
c~tions aq common Mrriers on Sunday. It has
One incident is imagined as occurring during maries, and betake himself to an honest call- no parallel in the history of the race. Our
embodied itself in the laws of Englaud, and of t.he prevalence of the rigid Sunday law that ing J'.iiss Gardener's book is a valuable con- teachers in economics do not disavow, if they
dp not expressly put fortb, the claim that this
this country, au•l tl'!lmples down the natural, forbids parents to kiss their children on the tribution to-the bringing about of this most impoverishment of the many to enrich the few
~oJitll, and buqiness rights of subject and citi- 1 Sabbath. He says, "A little child. stretched desirable consummation. It is, moreover, not is in accordance with thq orduly evolucion of
zen alike. It is now making war in all our. upon a bed of mortal sickness might throw its a stiff and didactic performance, but is face- society, and in harmony with the natural laws
dtiea against Sundily newspapers, because' loving arms around its mother's neck and tious, anecdotal, easy, eloquent, and emi- of trade."
4 they invite the people to a more profitable en- crave with its last breath her farewell kiss. nentlyreadable. As a rule, when a lady writes
Winter is just here, the season for organizing
tertainment than they could find in going to and to grant that dying child's request would a book she does not write it over well; but literary and debating societies, and this work
tile churches and listeuin.~ to the cold discus- be a violation of these Sabbatarian laws." Miss Gardener takes her place among the has come just in time for those who wish to
~ion of moth-e.~.ten and worn-out topics of Think of it, friends! A pious mother, fearing more brilliant exceptions to the >i'Uie. If she post themselvs on the economic questions,
<logmatic medieval theology. It even pun- her God, loving her child, and not daring to has not been born with a pen in her hand, she which a grinding system of government is
ishes the barbers who shave and clean up the kiss it lest she incur that God's wrath, anr1 h-ts been l:iorn with fingers with a special apti- forcing the people to consider. The young
workiugmen, so that they may make a decent cause him in his anger to send the little dar- tude for handling one. Her portrait em bel- men who master the questi0ns discussed in
,, pp~amnce on the street on Sunday, or go 1}ing to hell as a punishment for har sin.
lishes the frontispiece of her volume, and it is this book are bound to be the leade:)'ij jq tlHlij~
\1 /t~) t)Jejr wives flllll P!!i!t4-en On 80ill8 pleasure. We n.eeq ju~t ~oo,ooo,ooo•of t!W!IJ lJOO#ij t<l. not tb.!l port~ait gf ~ blU!'HtocJ>ing or ~ scrasl apciet!ea.-Nonconformi{!!.
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Ingersoll's W"orks.

~
JJ

"The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In tive lectures, comprising, "The Gods"
"Humboldt,"" Thomas Paine"" Individu;l.
ity,'' and" Heretics and Her~stes."

The Ghosts. .J:>aper, 50ct~ cloth, $1.25

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of
Independence,"" About Farming- iu Jllinois"
"~'he Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexand~r
Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream,",and ".A. 'l'ribute to !!;bon C. Ingersoll."
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BY.JOHN E. REMSBURG.
AUTHOR OF" LIFE OF PAINE," "FALSE CLAJjjfS,'' "BIBLE .MORALS," ETC.

Thb is tltc best and most thorough work ever writttn on tile Sab·
bath 1'rom a rational point of vie,v.
LA.RGE AND Hi\.NOSOJIE PRINT.
The question I!!! dis ·u~scd under the 1'ollowJng Jwads:

Address

Orthodoxy.

!0 cents.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

$1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
Ill larg-e, clear type, and containing as much
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
the attacks of the New· York Obsm·ver by
Robert G. Ing·ersoll. Price, 10 cents.
'

.Addt·ess on the Civil Rights Bill.
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BY HELEN H. GARDENER.

Vimlication of Thomas Paine from

W,W

plns, ear-drops, studds, collar buttons

O:r:ig~n oftl~~ Sabbatic Idea-The ,Je·wish Sabbath-The
Chnst1an.
Scr1ptures and the Sabbath- Exan"l.ination. of
Some .Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 Sundav Arguments-Origin
of Christian Sabbath-Testicents; cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on 'falmage. Paper, 50 cts.; m?nY of the Ohristian_Fathers-'l'he Sabbath during the
}\1.lddle 4ges-The .Puritan Sabbath-Testimonv of Uhrisplain cloth, $1.25.
Heformers, Scholars, and Divines- Abrogation of'
What 3lust We Do to be Saved 1 Pa- han
Sundav Lavvsper, 25 cents.
Price, 2il Cents; Six Copies, $1.00.
The Chri~>tian .Religion. Ry R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeren.iah S. Black, and
Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents·
cloth, $1.
'

All my Libera.\ !rlenda a.re reminded that If they
y !a.vor me with their orders !or hollda.y
g s kitngl
w 1 guarantee to undersell a.ny other firm
or cheerfully refund cash upon return o! goods.
My stock embraces a.ll that Is elegant rlcb an<t
new In the market, o.s well a.s a full ll~e o! 'good
medium-grade goods, vtz., genuln diamond rln~s

eleg;nt

diamond-set watches, gold aud sliver watches o! every gra.~e, chains, -bracelets, gold a.nd best goltlpla.ted JeWelry, gold pens, gold a.nd silver heuJe1
canes, oPera gla"ees, gold S(Jecta.cles, so ill\ sliver am\
plated ware, plush and art goods, etc.• etc.
And what Is a nicer
present for el•ber
your lady or gentleman friends tbu.n
one of my la•est 1mproved model be.uges
Jn eolid gold, anlt:~·
Ueally enamtjJI~(I tn
t.hre~ colors 'i I)rlcP.,
$3, $3 50. $4
With
gen uln diamonli 1't
r!Sll!g Sun, asaull $10.

.~~

....:li'J

~~!ID~aH~

OTTO WET'£S'l'EIN
nochene,

m.

"S'l'ANDARD lUEDIC"L 'VORJi

}'orYOUNG&MlDDLE·AGED ]}lEN
ONLY U JSY :UA1L1 1•0S'i'I•A10.

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL .

Large size acta vo, paper, 15 cents.

The Bttsts of Voltaire, Paine and Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to life,

In connection with another firm we have just published Helen H. Gardener's first volume.
Helen H. Ga;dener was first introduced to the public by Col. Ingersoll, since when she has
pt·ice $1.50 each Every admirer of these won a place m the hearts of all Freethinkers by her ability, and by_ the bnlliancy of her lcetA Great JJJ'edical Work on Manhood
apostles of Reliitus Liberty should have nres. The contents of the volume are:
these busts.
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Doblllty,
MEN,_ WOMEN, AND GODS: Introductory;
mies; Geographical Reliu;ion; Revelation; •!Evi- Premature
Decline in Man, Errors of Yout.h, h.ll~t
Photogt·aphs of Colonel Ingersoll. Acctdent Insurance; Clticfiy Women; vYhy dence of Faith; Did He talk'! W!1at Yon the untold mleerles
resu!Ling 1'rom lnlllAoretlon or
Women Support It; What It Teaches; From
:May Think; Intellcct.ual Gag-Law; 'l'he Yi- excesses. A book for every man, young, middleSuperb photographs, . 22 x 28, $5 ; panel,
Moses to Paul; The Fruit of the 1'ree of Knowlcn.rious 'L'heory the Cause of Crime; Revision; aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
10 1-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
acute and chronic disease•, each one o! wlllch Is lnedge; Knowledge Not a Crime; As :Much InThe Olmrch's .Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop'? valua.ble. 8o found by the author, whose <·xperlcard, 20 cents.
spired as Any of It.
HISTORICAL J<"ACTS AND 'L'HEOLOGIOAL ence for 23 years Is such as probably never before
lng~rsoll's Lectures Complete.
fell to the lot ot a.ny physician. 3!JO pages, bound lu
FICTIONS: Ohnrch Fict.wns; Historic<Ll Facts bea.utlfnl
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand VICARIOUS A'L'ONEMENT: Fear; BetrinninoFrench mnslln, embossed covet·s, lull gilt,
-(Civtlization, Comparativ Status, \Vomeu as gna.rantoed to be a. finer work In every een•e-mefor Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has . to 'L'bink; Creeds; Self-Control What W~ Neecf.
cbanlcal, literary, and professlonal-th~>n auy ou1er
Vicarious
Atonement
Not
a
Christian
Inven~
Persons,
Education,
As
\Vh·cs,
Not
Woman's
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Orwork sold In this country for $2.50. or tho money
tion; Twin :Monsters from Intellectual PigJ<"riend, :Morals).
thodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in
will be refunded In every Instance Price only $1.00
by mull, post !Juld. Illustmtlv sample 6 cents.
half calf, library style, and containing over
Price, Clotlt, $1.()0; Paper, 50 Cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
National Medical Assocla.tlon, t.o tho presldPnt u!
.low price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
wblch, the Ron. P. A. Bissell, lLnd ~tssocla.te ,,meers
· The T1~ade Supplied at Special Discounts,
of the Board the reader ls rospeetfully referroll.

Trtbutes. There hav been so many

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of W:tr," the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent address over "Little Harry Miller's Grave,"
that they hav been printed on heavy toned
paper, l8x22, 1llnmmated border, and in
large, clear type, suitable for frammg, and
the four will be forwarded to any address,
prepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.

Pros" Poems and Selections. This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best. ever issued. It contains, besides the
celebrated "Decoration Da.v Oration," never
before published, and all the famous " tributes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till no>\·, many
other gems, selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and
day-to-day conversations of the author. The
work is designed for, and will be accepted
by admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose, a fipe
steel portrait, with autograph fac simile, has
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silkcloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;
m half-calf, mottled edges, eleg-ant library
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, highest
possible style anwish, $9.
Sent on receipt of ~.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.
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THEIR POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
BY JOHN .ALBERGER.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF THIS BOOK, SOME OF THEM DAMAGED. WHIUH
WE WILL SELL AT GREATLY REDUCED R<\.TES
THE OBJECT OF THE WORK IS TO SHOW THE POLITICAL NATURE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND ITS TREASONABLE DESIGNS WITH RlliGARD
TO THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC. .
~0 cents, 7~ cents, and $1.00,
cordtn~r to condition oC book.

Price,
I

Addretl8

SOCIAL VVEALTH:
Tbc Sole Factors and
Exact Ratios in Jts Acquii·emeJJt and ApportiOiiment.

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER TH.A.N

Eternal Punishment.
BY M. BABCOCK.
The subjects discussed in t-his finely-printed
pamphlet are, besides the title above given,
Satan and Hades, Some Reasons Why I am Not
a Christian, Divinity of the Bible, Theolop-'..,al
Logic, Preachers are Not Honest, Frear ,1ers
Sometimes Differ, Infant Damnation, Prayer,
The Cloak of Charity, The Clergy were Afraid,
No Fear of Bemg Damned, But What are We
to Do? But Why Should I Be Damned? Why
Not Pray for the Damned? .Conclusion.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
.4-ddrllllll
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
~3 Cji.nfion fl., ¥ew York1

EA

By J. K. INGALLS
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a [!ric[ review of their Origin and G rowtli; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of \Vealth;
'l'ools and Improved :Machinery; The Natnre of
Wages; Pnvnle and Social Wealth; Land Own-

crship; Prh·ate Properly in L1mil; Cn]lital and
the ProtlncLiv ]<'actors; P,trtnet·ship allll Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money aml Credit;
0 [ Value m· Economic Ratios; 'l'axation as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies ; Snggcstwns
to Legislators; Conclusion.

DB. R. P. FELlOWS
l.t:la roguturJ,}' tH.lUeb.L-

ed and legally quaillied pbyslelnn, and
the must ~uecet~sful
lJ.S his practice wn,
}•reve.
lie bu.s for
twenty years treute<.l
exdushJy all d l!:H:'UBtH'i
o! the ~ex nal Orguns,

PRICE, CLOTH, $1,00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Plnoe, New York City.
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RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

S P E It MA'l'OltHHillA
and I MPO '1' EN U Y
as tho result or selrabuse In youth and

THE PRESENT

sexualexcessesfn n•uturor yearu, euuHJDg
n 1 g b t oruJoolons by
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dreams,

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY A CAPITALIST.
.A. Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It dcalK with
the present condttions of society in this country, pointing out tltoir irnpCJ·fectiolls. and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicions nuder our present system. 'l'he remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has dmwn a vivid picture of the
fntnrc Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organhed on the principles of
Rational Commnnism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CONTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External A ppcarancc of Our Republic; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribntion;
J~dncatiou; :Morality and Religion; Marriage >tnd Divorce; Life in the New HC'pttblic; Life in the
Existing- Republic; ]~xllmination of the Objections to Communism; },[Rthods Proposed fur the
Tmnsttion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
Pnce, $1.50.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
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The tlclence of Ll!e should b9 nmu by tile yonllg
!or Instruction, a.nd by the uffilcted for rellof. H
w111 benefit a.li.-London La11cet.
'£here Is no member o! society to wbom 'l'he
<Jclence of Ll!e wlll not be useful, whether youth,
parent, gul:t.rttia.n, instructor, or clorgyinan.-.Aroonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Jnstltnte, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfiuch 1-'lr.,et, Boston, M~>ss ,
who may be consulted on all diseases 1·rqu!rlng
skill and experience. Obro!Jlc and obstlnuce dis
eases that have barued the skill of alliiJ.
lather
physicians a. specialty. Such treated It
s u ccessfully, without an Instance ofT
'V '-' c
!allure. Mentlf)U this pa.per.ly14
I 0 II;.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
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los~

or eexltl:l

power,renderlng mur.
rlage Improper and unh npy, etc., a.re cured permanently by an outside Bl,pllcatlon In sixty daye.
NO STOMAOH MEDIOIN USED. It Is one of !Jr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entlr<'IY nnknown to the medical profession. It IR not a ca'ehpPnny get-np. E-UCh ns a pad,

b~H,

PI1Btllle, nul'

lllll~·

uetlc appll!>DCe, but simply a me\llclne to be a)•J·Il· d
externally on tlJ~ }JLU'lti atr~ctcd, which curt't~ tJy
ab'e' pllon. !lend tlve 2-oent stamps tor !Jis "P!ivate Uonnselor," f!IVIng full Information. A<ldre~s
Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.J., and sa.y Where yuu
saw this a.dvertlsment.
From til.< Ironclad .Age.
"Dr. Fellows Is a.n outspoken Infidel, there!f)r(' no
ehea.t /or bum lHlr.!. The Freethinkers ol the !aut!
;hould f!lv t.he doct ll' tbelr patronage."
I v•

RUPTURES, GU RED!Jy
.:nyiUedlcal (~om pound nud lmJ,royed
EhuuJc Srrvporter 'l,ruH~ iu.fj·o111.:J0 to
90 day~ Ueliable r~fen•un·s glfen. Seu,_l •
I tamp toz circular,. und lUll '"'' wh.d ~J:•t:pt
you "aw mv cdvM"tlJemznt•• A~dri!I~C ?..·~ s
~·+r. i.\, IJI;l!w•.• w-•.<.o.>rl..U•)~~··· ~ ~. ;(

TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
GERMAN SJMPI.IFH~D.
BY SCRIPTURE.
An easy and practical new method, adapted for
self-Instruction a.s well as for use In schools. To
Falsehoocl and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Hob- consist
f)f about twelve numbers. Eleven numb~rs
now publlshed. Sent to any a.<ldrP8s on reuolpt n!
bery-Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder-vVars of Con- the
price, 10 cents per number, by THE 'I'llD'l'H
CO.
quest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and SEEKER
"'.rbese books contain a. wealth of knowledge for
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Chil- self-lnstrnctlon. "-ED. .Alba11y Union.
3t!
dren-Cruelty to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibalism- Witch01:•aft- Slavery-Polvgam y- Intemperance- BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY
PovertY and Vagrancv - Ignorance and Idiocv - ObA Collection of Pa!lsogciS
Dlustrating the
scenity.
BY .TORN E. REMSBURG.

Prfce, Single Copies, 25 cents;

Purity and Mo1•ality of The BiblP..
6 Cople11, $1.00

jpeclaJI·:PliCUUUt QU J..arare:r (lQ~Q.tltlcll.

Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cE<ntH .

Addre1111 T:ij:Jjl 'fJWTH S:Jl}EKE!t.
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WHEN an Atheist brings a suit against a Ohrlstlan
and In a Ohrlstlan court he cannot expect to receive
impartial j ustlce.-D. M, Bennett.
THAT the orthodox, the bellev.ers In revelation and
In miracles, should brandish their repugnance and
Its accomoanylng weapon, ridicule, against Darwin's
theory, Is perrectly ln~elllglble. They know what
they are about and hav good re..eon, too, In combatIng to the uttermost a principle so inimical to them.
But those sarcastic newspaper writers, on the other
hand-do they, then, belong to tbe talthtul ? Oertatnly not, as regards the vast maj0rlty; they swim
With the stream ot the times and hav nothing to say
to miracles or to the intervention ot a creator In the
course ot nature. Very well; how, then, do they
eltplaln the origin or man, the evolution ot the organic from the Inorganic, If they find Darwin's explanation so ludicrous? Dv they Intend evolving
primeval man, a human organism, however rude
and untormed he be, immediately trom !he Inorganic-the sea, the mud of the Nile, etc ? They are
bardly so daring; but do they reallz~ that the choice
'Only lies between the miracle-the divine artificerand Darwin ?-Strauss's Old and New Faith.
lT le ot no use to perouade ourselvs, as some hav
'done, that we possess the best work ot men untimely
elain, Bad Sophocles been cu•. of! In his prime, be·
~ore the composition or "<E I! pus;" had Handel
never merged the tame or hls torgotten operas In
the Immortal music or his oratorios; had Milton
been known only by the poems or his yotir,h, we
might wlt.h equal plausibility hav laid that flatterIng unction to our heart. And yet how shallow would
hav been our optimism, how fallacious our attempt
at consolation I There Is no denying the tact til at
when a young Marcellus is shown by tate tor one
br!et moment and withdrawn betore hlssprlng-tlme
h!I.S brought forth tile fruits of summer, we must
bow In silence to tht> law ot w~U~te that rules Inscrutably In nature.--Symonds'l Sheluy.
AccoRDING to the Trinitarian scheme, one part or
God Is represented by a dYing man and another
part, called the Holy Ghost, by a flying pigeon, hut
It Is utltlrly impossible that anything worthy or the
nameot belufr.an attachitsetr to such wild and hlgh11ylng conc,lts.-Pain<'s Age of Reason.
AB the tacultles ot the mind are supposed to be
naturally alike In every indlvld UBI-otherwise nothlng could be more trultless than to reason or dispute
'together-It were Impossible, it men affix the same
~dellS to the! r terms that they could so long form
'dl1ferent views on theeame subjoet; e~peclally when
'they communicate their views and each party turn
tthemselvs on all sides In search ot arguments which
·may glv them the mastery over their antagonists.
It is true that It men attempt the dllcusslon or q UABtlons wlalch Ue entirely beyond the reach or human
. capacity, such as those concerning the origin or
worlds, or the PCOnomy ot the Intellectual Pysrem or
region ot spirits, they may long beat the a!r in the' r
truitless contests, and never arrive at any determinate conclusion. Rut it theq•testlon reg~rd any subject or com:non lite and experience, nothing, one
would thluk, could pres~>rve the dispute so long undecided but some amb guous Pxpresslon' which
keen the antagonists still M a dl>tance and hinder
them from grappltng with each other.· This has
been the ca•ein the long disputed question concernIng liberty and n•cesslty; and to so remarkable a
degreethat,lr I be not much mistaken, we shall flnd
~hat 1\ll mankind, both learned and Ignorant, hav
'BIWRY·' been of the oame opinion with regard to this
subject and that a tew intelligible deflnltlons would
immediately hav put "n enol to the whole controversy.-Hume'• Lib.e:rty and Necessity.
A8 man did not come forth trom the han~ of God,
but arose trom the depths or nature, his firPt es·ate
was not paradlsalcal, but almost brutaL Neither, or
course, did he In our eyes fall with the first step and
thus torte It paradise. Be did not begin his career
on " great elevation, to sink very low immediately
atterward; on the contra•y, he began very low, to
rise, although very slowly, yet gradually to even
greater bights. By this means alone he is lncl uded
In the umversal law of development, from wlllch
the Ollrlstlan conception with~ raws him at the very
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Any of tb'e f'ollo~tn., books will be sent postpaid on. rel'elpt ••f'pvtce.
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WHAT, good .cousin BenvdliO,.!' faith-cured l)am?
Away with thee, Benvollo, away wlth.thee.

HARRISON, th~oy preacher, Is only averaging a
LOCKHART'S SPANISH :BALLADS AND' :MOORE'S POETICATJ WOltKS. With notes
dozen converts a.-day, It this thing continues, he
SOUTHEY'S CHROXICLES OF THE CID. . Gold stamp on back. 75c.
~
75c.
MILTON'S POETICAL WORKS. Gold stamp will hav t{) go Into the retail busln.,ss.
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on back. 75c.
.
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-INDIA. 75c.
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and side. $1.25.
"
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-SPAIN. 75c.
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Dickens. Gold
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AND SCOTLAND. 75c.
stamp on back. 75c.
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. •• My good woman, don't go away. The baby dllesn't
POETICAL WORKS OF POPE, memoir. 50c. COMPLETE I!ISTORY OF THE CIVILW.AR disturb me." "it i•n'ttor tllat l taMe, sir," 1Vas the
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portrait. 75c.
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D.ANTWS VISION OF HELL, PURGATORY,
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and when the congregation assembled on Sunday
LIVES OF l~MINENT NOVELISTS AND HISTORY OF NAPOLEON BONAP.ART.K
morning and heard the frightful and plalntlv comDRA111ATISTS. By Sir Walter Scott. 75c.
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DRA M.A. By Sir Waiter Scot•. 75c.
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speeches. 2 vols. in one. Gilt back. 85c.
No matter how expensiv clothes they can pur- ·
HOMER'S ODYRSEY. Trans. by Pope. 75c. LIFE OF ANDREW JACKSON. By Walker:
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CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
Port. Gilt back. 85c.
mantle or charl'y.- Whitehall Timer. But they will
From Edw. I. to Henry VII. By Hallam. 75c. LIFg AND
0:)1' THdMAS JEFFER- take the cloak ot religion, which doesn't cost a cent . .,,
CHILDREN OF THE ABBl~Y. 50c. With
SON. Schmucker. Port. Gilt back. 85c. B!ld covers a multitude ot ains,-G,.ham Mountaineer.
gold stamp on back. 85c.
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critical, etc. Gilt back. · 75c.
Schmucker. Gilt back. 75c.
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON.
Illus.
Gold AMERICAN PATRIOTISM .. Speeches, letters, wrile across the ruled llnes~tead ot with them~"
"Nativ and chll.rBtlterlstic independentle, sir/' "insbamp on back. 75c,
elc., compiled by Peabody. 60c.
dependence!" "Yes, sir. You don't suppose i am
LORENTO'S AMATEUR
AMUSEMENTS. THE DANITES AND OTHER CHOICE BE- going ttl allow any obscure paper:maker to dictate
Gilt stamp 011 hack and sides. 75c.
LECTIONS. Joaquin Miller, Gilt back and to me how i shall write i "
ANDERSEN'S FAIRY T.ALJ~S. Illus. Gold
side. 60c,
BRoWN: "Then you hav given up the Idea of bestamp on back and side. 85c.
A GOOD FtGil:T A:Nb OTHER STORIES.
coming a writ~r?'' Robinson: ''Yes ... Brown:
FANCY'S FROLICS, OR XMAS S1'0RIES.
!Ilns. Gilt back. 60c.
Farley. Gold stamp on back. 75c. .
tiFEOFGEORGEIV. ByBanvard. Gi!tback. "But I thought you had all your plans matured,
that you were going to avoid prolixity, to write
100 1 EARS OF A NATION'S LIFK With ado
75c.
dresses of Washingtou and Jackson. Lives of POI~TICAL WORKS OF OWEN MEREDITH. nothing but short, sharp, sententious sentences, in
all the presidents. Gold stt~mp on back. 75c.
G.e. Elaborate design in gilt on b'k and side. $1 short, that you were ~:olng to be a regular conTALES FROllf SH.AKSPERE.
:By Lamb. POJ<;TICAL WORKS O:F MRS. J-IKMANS. denser?" Robinson: "Yes, that was my plan, and
Illns.
Gold stamp on back and side.
$1. . Memoir. G.e. Gold stamp back and side. $1. I attempted to carrY it out." Brown: "well?"
THE SKE'l'CH-BOOK. By Washington Irving. CLEVER JACK AND OTHER 'l'ALES. By Robinson: "Well, I set out to write, but I'm
blessed It I could think of anything to condense."
Gold stamp on back and side. 85c.
Anne Boman. Gold stamp on back .85c.
"I REAR you are without a preacher over In your
OUH. RED-COATS AND BLUE-JACKETS. JACK-SHEP .ARD. A Romance. BY Ainsworth.
congregation?" -' "Yes, he left two weeks ago,"
Wat· Pictures by Land and Sea. Illus. 75c.
Gold stamp on back and side. $1.
OLIVER TWIST. By Charles Dickens. Ill us. Lllm AND ADV.F.NTURES OF HA.J.TI-BAB.A. "Bad a call at a higher salary, I presume?" "Not
Edited by J. Marier. Gold stamp on back 85c. as I know ot." "Health talled him, perhaps?"
Gold stamp on back and sides. 75c.
SCOTTISH CIIIEFS. By Jane Porter. Ill us. R5c. COUNT SILVIUS. A Romance from the Ger- "No; his health seemed to be good.'' 11 Congrega•
N APOLEON AND HIS CAMP .AIGNS. Graphic
man. By M, J. Safford. Gold stamp back and lion didn't like his preaching, then?" "Yes, they
seemed to." "Well, then, he restgred?" •· No, not
acconut of his armies and generals. lllus.
side. 60c.
Gold Rtamp on back. 85c.
OUTRE-MER. .A Pilgt'image beyond the Sea, exactly. Fact was, he unlo~ded a lot of railroad
stock on us at 74, and the shrinkage, together with
WILLY REILLY AND HIS COLLEEN B.AWN.
By Longfellow . . 60c.
Gold stamp on back and side. 85c.
JOURNEY OF DISCOVImY ALL .AROUND· some talk about tar and fe!l.thers, took him out Just
as the stock touched il2."
POETICAL WORKS OF Jl~AN INGI•:LOW.
OUR HOUSE. Companion volume to Inquire
ONE sunny Sunday morlllng the late ttev. Samuel
Gilt edge, stamp on back and side. $1.
Within Upon Everythiug-. 60c.
ADV. OF GIL BLAS. Srnollett. 58 illns., gold BOOK OF SCOTTISH .ANJWDO'l'E. Humorous, I:tamlltoll found ltlmoelt preaching to an attentlv
coogreg>ttlon In· a Kentucky town. it so hS.ppell!!d
stamp on back and side. $1.25.
Social, Leg-endat-y. and Historical. 81.25.
SH.AKSPERE WITH MEMOIR Gold stamp PLYMOUTH CHURCH. Its PaRtor n11d HiR that a tipsy man strayed like a black sheep Into the
011 back, 75c.
Accusm·s. Doyle. Portraits. Gilt back tt11d fold; but ilo one objected and things ran smoothly
enoUgh. 1' resently a small dog entered at the tlplln
SHAKSPERE. Ill us., gold stamp on back. Bds.
stde. $1.
leather back. $2.25.
WILD SCENES AND WILD i-tUNT!•;Rs, Ro- door and trotted down the aisle iintll It reached thll
SHAKSPERWS SONNl<JTS. By Gerald Masmance of Sporting. Gilt back and side. $i.1o. front of the ptilplt, When lt·set up a furious barking
sey. 12mo, 603p. $3.
IN,THl•; CAMARGUE. Gold stamp on back. 60c. at the minister. The tipsy man, with the titmost
CO:.OfPLETE DRAM.ATfC AND POETICAL PUBLIC AND PARLOR RJ<JA.DINGS in Prose gravity, arose and walKed stea,llly down the atsie to
where_rhe dog was barking; Bell!itng the anlmai by
WORKS OF SH.AKSPERE. With summarv
and Poetry. Mu11roe. $1.35.
outline of life of poet.
Port. sheep. Bv~, BRIEF
BIOGRAPHICAL
DICTIONARY. the neck, he held him up betore the congregation
for a moment, and then, shaking hlill furiously, he
marbled edges. $4.75.
Hole and Wheeler. $1.10.
broke out wttll:, "Tree a preacher, will you, yoU
SHAKSPI<:RJ<J (13 vols. in case). 16mo, clo., $5. SW ABlAN STORIES.
lly Theodore '1\ltou. lll-bl'ed pup." This was too much for Mr. Harrill·
HISTORY OF THE MEXICAN WAR. Gold
Gilt top and back. $1.50.
. .
tOn, wb0 could not restrain his laughter and took
stamp on back. 85c.
l!'REEMASON'S MON1TOR. By Z~A. Davis. his seat.
PROSE WRITERS OF AMERICA. Cheever. 75c
Port. of Jas, Page. Gold stamp on side. 85c,
BROTHER GABRIEL. B good and senslbie old rliail,
KINGSLl~YS NOVELS:. .
FREEMASON'S MANUAL. J. How lllus. 85c.
ltAVENSHOE. Gold stamp on back. 75c. HOME COMFORTS, OR THINGS WORt'II hos charge of one of the colored congregations in
New
Orleans. Here Is a portion of an exhortation
HILLYARS AND 'l'HE BURTONS. Gold
KNOWING. $1..
stamp on back. 75c.
TAINE'B HISTORY OF ENGLISH LlTERA- wblch I heard him deAr at a class meeting;
llrct.-Strau .. ·• Old and New Faith.
Gl~OFFREY H.AMLYN. Gold stamp ou back.
TURE. 'l'rans. by Van Lann. 2 vols. g·ilt b'k "Breddren an' slstern in ~wd-Dere is big sins
an' dere Is little slns-stealin\ ~yin', klllln', an'
75c.
$il.50.
So must men struggle tor Intellectual liberty. You
sech; dem is big slns-reg'la~ busters, an' de debAUSTIN
ELLIOT.
Gold
st11mpon
back.
75c.
COMMON
SENSE
IN
BUSINESS.
$1.10.
must be willing to risk discord In ·your family, to
bel's got his speshel fryln'-pan all bet up an' reddy
~ilLTON'S
PROSE
WORKS.
Gold
stamp
on
CORRESPONDENCE
AND
CONVERSArisk a name and place and r"putatlon and glv up all
fur dem kine ter pitch rite in au' slzzul. But den
baclc
75c.
TIONS
OF
4-LEXIS
DE
TOCQUEVILLE
but your own selt-consclousnese or right It you
ag'ln, dere'" sr eaklness an' cussin' a.n' backbltln',
P
ARJS
WITH
PEN
AND
PENCIL.
Bartlett.
with
Nassau
William,
Sr.
2
vols.
Gilt
back
would buy the highest prlz~. Inward calm and
dat ole Mas' l>eb'l ain't q ulte so ferce on; dese Is mo'
Gold stamp on back, 75c.
and side. $2.75.
peace.-Felix.Adler, .Radical Pulpit.
littler sins. 'Mungst de blgges' ob de3e little sins is
GEO. HERBERT'S PROSE AND POETICAL OUR BOYS in the Army of the Potomac. Gilt one you's all parteck uster; yes, my breddren In de
NoT to speak even or such books as the Revelation
WORKS. Gold stamp on back. 75c.
back. $1.
ot St. J,>hn, and mostot the prophets or the Old Tes- POP]!j'S POETICAL WORKS. Gilt edge. Gold LIFE AND MILITARY CARl~ER OF JI<;F- Lawd, dar's ole t1nk'l Peter In dat dark corner,
'bout ter fall Inter it dis blessed minnit. [Unk'l
tament, let it not be deemed that Le>slng's "Naback and side. $1.
FlmSON
D.A VIS AND STONEWALL l'e·er tries to look solemn and sits b0lt upright.] l
than" or G1ethe~s "'R'erma.n and Dorothea" are
JACKSON. Steel engravings of each. $1. means de sin ob gwlne ter sleep in meetln'. Whiles
more dlflicult ot comprehension and contain fewer SCHILLER'S POI~TICAL"\VORKS. Wilh port.
Gold stamp on back. 75c. Gilt edg·e, gilt WHITJ<J AND BLACK.
The outcome of a I Is rastlln' wid Satan fur yore pore mlzz ~rbulsoule,
"saving truths" than an epistle or Paul or a disstamp back and side. $1.
visit to the U. S. By G. Campbell. $1.
·you Is takln'. good, comferbulllttle cat-naps rite In
course ot Ohrlst as reported by John. Let It besoeclally considered whether it our peliSant chtldren BRl'rlSH l<'EMALE POETS. With biographical WILD WHITE CATTLEOF GRl~AT BRITAIN. de tern pul ob de· Lawd, an' 'tore dose eyes, w'at 18
and critical notices. Gold stamp on back. 75c.
By late Rev. John Storer, M.A. Gilt back and streemln' wid tears at res'in' on such desput wick·
should be less nlagued In the village school with the
side. $1.
edness. Bewar'l my breddren an sletern In de
geography ot Potleotlne and the history ot the Jews, POE'r!CAL WORKS OF DRYDEN. !llemoir.
Gold st:tmp on back. 75c.
BLUE AND RRD LIGHT, OR LIGHT AS Lawd, les' you duz lak de giddy gal In de Testawith unintelligible articles or talth, and Indigestili{F;DICIN. S. Pancoast Gilt back and side.60r: ment, whar de grate 'Pvstle Paul wuz a.-preachln'
ble precepts, there would be all the more time to HISTORY OF DON QUIXOTE. 75c.
Arthur. ENGLISH ECHOES Ol!' GERMAN SONG. and a-strlvln' wid de Sperlt in de tent' story ob a
educate them so as to awaken their lntHest In the 'l'J<:N NIGHTS IN A BAR-ROOM.
Smalll2mo. Gold stamp on back. 75c.
With 12 steel engs. Trans. by Dr. R. K Wal- high bull din'; and a giddy ll!'l projeckln' 'bout
Intellectual life ot their own people and to lead them
lace, Dr. J. D. 1\{orrell, and ·F. D'Anvers. G;e. couldn't set in her seat lak fokes God made, but
on to dr~>w tor themselvs rrom such abundant HISTORY OJ<' ODR OWN THIES l!'ROM: 18;37mus' hlghst shesel', up In de wind or sill, cuttln' one
sources or culture. -St,·ausa's Old and New Faith.
56. $1.50.
Gilt side and back. $1.25.
PERSONAL LIFE OF DAVID LIVINGSTONE. HOMI<J SCENES DURING '!'HE REBELLION. eye at de b'ys "n' tudder at de preacher, an' lettln'
IT ha!! been by wandering rrom the Immutable
"r
· D. D., L.L.D. Port. Gold stamp
her min' gad 'bout a.n• so she 'gan ter nod, an' tus'
n. 1cr.• Bl at·1ne,
Stt·ebor. Gilt side. 75c.
laws nt sctence ana the right use ot reason and setb k
on ac · 85c.
BOOK OF BEAUTY,
A souvenir..
8 steel thing everybo~y know'd she wuz fas' ter sleep an'
ting uo an Invented thing, called" revealed rellg- LIFl' OF JO N C C
los' her lialunz, an' tumble plum out'n detent'-;tory
!on," that B<> many wild and blasphem •uA conceits
~
Hr
·
ALHOUN. Jenkins.
engs. G.e. Gold stamp b'k and side. 4to. 75c. winder down on to der banket (banq.,et) un~er
hav been tormea or the almighty. The Jews hav
Gold stamp on back. 75c.
TREASURY OF ENGLISH SONNETS. Ed. by neaf, an' lo an' beholes, wen de great 'PJstle p j,ul
made him the assliSBin or ·he human species to SANTA CLAUS. His friends St. Nicholas and
David M. Main. 12mo. 470pp. $1.75.
an' de res' ob de bret;ldren glt down dar they picked
make room for their religion; the Ohrlstlans hav
Kriss Kringle. 3 vols. iu one. Gold stamp on AMERICAN ]<'ARMER'S HANDBOOK 400 up twelve baskits ob de fragmmtrl Dis, my belubed
made him the murderer of hlmselt and the touuder
back and side. 75c.
engs. $2.50.
breddren an' Bistern, Is de awful condlshun dem'll
ot a new religion tosnpPrsede and expel the Jewish VICAR OJ<' W AKKB'IELD. Goldsmith. Ill us. LIFE OF QUEEN ELIZABETH. By Ao-nes fin' deyselvs In w'at take de Lawd's tempul fur a
religion. And to find pretense and admission for
Gold stamp Oil back. 75c.
Strickland. $1.75.
"
bo'din' house.''-Detroit Free P1·eu.
these thlogs, tbeY must hav supposPd his power FLOWJ~RS FROM FAIRY-LAND.
By A. CEL.lmRATED SPEECHES OF CHATHAM,
and wls~om Imperfect or his will changeable; and
Smith. 80 illns. G6ld stamp on back anrl
BURKB~, AND ERSKINE. $1.65.
nhangeablenessotthewllllsthelmperrc!onofthe
side. 75c.
.
PUBLIC .ADDHESSES OP JOHN llHIGH1', INTELLECTUAIJ DEVELOPMENT
judgment. The phllosonher knows that the laws or FA:IIOUS STORIES BY 'rH.ACKEH ,\. Y, HAWM.P. Ed hv J. K T. Rogers. Gilt b'k. $1.25.
A HISTORICAL SKETCH.
the creator hav never ~hanged, with respect either
THORNE, l•:•rc. lllus. Gold st,mp on back LIFE AND WRITINGS OF LORENZO DOW
:Price 25 cts.
to tbe principles or fCience or the proper.les or
and sides.· 72c.
Sl.25.
' By G. F. RINEHART.
matter. Why, then, is It snpposed that thAy h"v I!W:3Sl AN FAmY TALl~S.
By w. R. s. DtCTIONARY OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
}langed with respect to man ?-Pain<'s Age of Reason.
Halslon, 1L A. Gold stamp back and sides. 7i:ic.
Reid. $1.
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A CoNNECTICUT deacon received a slight injury to one of his eyes, which gave the organ a
peculiar fixed expression. Hence, when he
asked the village drug clerk for soda-water,
that experienced person believed he recognized the mute request for superior old pale
which prevails in many temperance villages.
He acted on this belief. The deacon was really
surprised, and flushed slightly as he drained
the glass, but he has become a regular cus·
tomer for "soda," and the salary of the clerk
has been raised.
OUGH!
The plough boy whistled behind his plough,
For his lungs were sound and he had no
cough;
He guided his team with a pliant bough,
·And watered it well at a wayside trough.

IN a recent lecture on caisson diMase, Dr. A.
V. Meigs rel9:tes that a visitor once opened his
brandy flask while in the compressed airchamber, and, recorking it, placed it in· his
pocket. When he got back to the outer air,
the flask exploded with considerable violence.
"No more telling story could be told," said
the doctor, "than that of the brandy flask to
show what must occur with every liquid and
gas contained within the human economy
upon coming out o£ the air-chamber." While
under pressure none of the workmen were attacked, but on leaving the chamber they were
all "chilled to the bone," and their vital energies paralyzed. The men are now kept under
strict medical control while doing this work,
and the percentage of mortality is stated to
hav been ve,ry_Iargely reduced.

BoTA.NISTS are entering earnestly upon the The toil was hard, for the land was roughIt lay on the shores of an Irish laughstudy of bacteriology in its relations to .plants.
But
his well-fed team was stout and tough,
In a paper by Mr. J"'J. Arthur, before the AsAnd he plied his bough to flank and hough.
sociation for the Advancement of Science, the
disease known as pear blight was stated to be He toiled all day and the crow and cough
Flew around his head, though he oft' cried
·produced by a bact1lrium classified as the micshough.
rococcus amylovorous.
J. J. McKAIN, Roman Catholic bishop of the But his plough at eve struck a hidden sough
With a force that sent the share clear through.
diocese of Wheeling, has ordered his priests

THE Brooklyn Eagle reports that Saint Comstock is again waging war upon the picture
dealers of that city; It records: "Two dealers placed in thei:~; windows a copy in photogravure of a picture by Dubufe entitled,
'Profane and Sacred Music,' the original of
which was in the French Salon of 1884, where
it was seen by thousands, perhaps millions, of
people. The picture presents the two phrases
of music under the aspect of an allegory. In
an arched panel on the left a young man is
seen seat.ed on the pedestal of a statue playing
a flute, while down a flight of steps behind
him descend a number of nymphs waving
their arms to its strains. In;the foreground beside a pool is a nymph who is caressing a swan
tbat has glided up to the edge of the marble
step. The right hand space is filled with
sweeping lines of architecture, suggestiv of a
great temple. Slanting rays of sunlight fall
athwart the columns and rest upon a group of
singing angels. At an organ is seated a figure
in dark relief against the glimmer of sun and
seraphs' robes, her head crowned with a
saintly nimbus, while along a colonnade in
the distance a procession of winged spirits is
seen, advancing and playing on violins. It is
a picture of great beauty, and displays a vivid
imagination. Mr. Comstock is represf'lnted in
Brooklyn by a man and woman who notify
him whenever a picture or photograph is
shown in a public place that, according to
their ideas, should not be displayed there,
One of the art dealers received an anonymous
letter in a female hand on the night that he
first exhibited the picture, directing him to
take it out of the window and avoid trouble.
The letter was supposed to e::nanate from Mr.
Comstock's spy, and the picture was at once
removed, but on advice of an interested party
it was replaced on the following day, and that
brought Anthony himself around.
' Mr.
- - - , ' he said, on entering the shop, 'you'll
hav to take in that dirty picture in the window.'
'Mr. Comstock,' responded the
dealer, 'the man who calls that a dirty pict.
ture has a dirty mind.' 'I didn't mean that
it was exactly dirty,' said Comstock, 'but it
comes nnder the law and you must remove it.'
'Can't we hang it in our gallery at the back of
the store?' 'H'm ! You can, but if you do
you must be prepared for the consequences.'
Comstock then went to a second dealer who
had exhibited a delicately colored copy ~f the
same photogravure and ordered him to re.'
move it from sight. The order was obeyed.
He next went to the shop of a dealer who did
not hav the picture in his possession and who
has always been cautious as to the character of
work exhibited in his windows and his gallery.
Seeing nothing to carp at in the shop, he 88 •
cended the stairs into the frame maker's
apartment, where he found a picture he objected to, ' That's not for exhibition,' said
the dealer. 'That was sent here by a customer for framing. I'm not responsible for
the taste of my customers. A man can hav
anything he likes on his own wall.' 'No,
he can't' said Comstock. 'There's a law
against hanging objectionable pictures where
they can be seen, and a man has no right to
hang such a picture as that in his parlor.'
Mr. Comstock went to New York after he had
arranged the art affairs of Brooklyn and ordered the 'Profane and Sacred Music' out of
a print dealer's window over there, remaining
in the shop until it had been removed."

.Jlolts and f/ilippings.
EDITOR CoTTON, of the Vineland Rost?·um
has lost his house by fire:
'
THE Missouri Cremation Society has four
hundred members, twenty-five of whom are
women.
THE Fort Worth, Texas, Gazette reports the
acquittal by 11 jury of a man tried in that town
for shaving on Sunday.
THE lJnion Pacific Railway Company now
operates 4,499 miles of road, ana either controls or has proprietary interests in 1,305
miles more; total, 5,804. In operating this
system, which penetrates five states and territories, over 20,000 men are employed.

not to administer the sacrament to any Catholic The frightened team ran off with the plough,
With the speed of th.e wind from the plough
who subscribed for or made a practice of readboy, though
ing the I1·ish World. He also said that no
Catholic could be a dynamiter or in sympathy He shouted, Whoa ! And into a slough
It plunged where the mud was soft as dough.
with any movement of that class of people.
WoMEN m!).y now be admitted to pratice law The plough boy wept, for the wreck was thoroughin Oregon, the legislature having passed a bill
to that effect. In the Senate there was not a He fled that night from the farm to the borough.
-Boston Courier.
vote against it, and in the house only twelve
members were on the negativ. In an hour
THE Christian Leader says of the Young
after its first introduction it had passed three Men's Christian Association that it " will hav
readings in both. branches and became a law.
nothing to do with Universalists except to
MR; W A.LBER has procured the services of solicit money from them, nor with UniversalJay Chaapel as associate editor of the Liberal, of ism, incipient or avowed, save that of condemnLiberal, Mo. Mr. Chaapel is an experienced ing it as a heresy. Yet Canon Farrar comes
newspaper man, a pleasant writer, and an over committed . to most of the postulates
affable gentleman. He ought in conjunction which the association brands as heretical.
with Mr. Walser to make the Liberal a very in- But the prestige of his position and his perteresting and useful Freethought journal, and sonal reputation was a sore temptation, and at
Detroit the association invited, what it got, a
we believe be will.
lecture from the heretical churchman ! Says
THE .Freeman's Jot!rnal of this city, in discuss- one of the Detroit papers: 'In the sense used
ing Sunday concerts, says that there is noth- by the Young Men's Christian Association
ing wrong in them, and criticizes the incori- Canon Farrar is not evangelical. He could not
sistency of some people who attend them. with his present beliefs become a member of
"People," it says, "who would shudder pub- the assoCiation. To make use of his fame,
licly at the suggestion of secular music or a therefore, in order to replenish the treasury of
game of cards on Sunday night do not hesi- the association is a gross inconsistency; not as
tate to amuse themselvs in all manner of sec- gross, but of the same kind, as it would be to
ular ways on a holy day of obligation. The invite Col. Robert G. Ingersoll to lecture behypocrisy and inconsistency of 'Sabbath- fore the association even on a secular subject.
keeping ' are good themes for a censor of There would be as much propriety in a total
American customs."
abstinence society's inviting a notorious chamIN some recent scientific experiment on the pion of the liquor-dealers to appear for their
effects of cold two frogs were frozen solid in a entertainment and instruction. There is an
temperature of 20° Fahrenheit, and kept in absurdity in the affair which greatly weakens
that condition for half an hour. On thawing the severe orthodox position taken by the asslowly they recovered perfectly, but it was sociation.'"
found that longer periods of exposure invariM. GoBLET, the French minister of public
ably killed the animals. The expflriment was worship, has notified the bishop of the Aritried of freezing hermetically sealed meat, so ege department that from the 1st of Deeemas to kill its bacterial organisms, and thus ber the stipends of thirty-five priests.who hav
render it incapable of putrefying. It was compromised themselvs during the electoral
found, however, that so low a temperature as period will be stopped. The charge preferred
80° below zero would not destroy the vitality against them is that of having, "by disloyal
of micro-organisms, It was thus made clear maneuvers, sermons, insults, calumnies, and
that the attempts to preserve meat for a long threats," sought to damage the Republican
time by a momentary freezing of it must be cause. The responsibility for the conseabandoned.
quences is laid by the minister to the charge
THE Seventh Day Adventists in Arkansas· of the bishop himself, whose counsels, it is
hav been for some time annoyed with the Sun- intimated, encouraged the priests in their proday law, which is interpreted by other Ohristian ceedings. The bishop, in reply, after protest.., sects to forbid labor on Sunday. The latter ing against the cruelty of the measure, claims
seem very desirous of forcing the Adventists to for the French priesthood the right at election
rest two days in a week, or cease to respect time to use its influence against candidates
the Sabbath of the Bible. The Adventists hav who are notorious enemies of the Christian
taken a case to the Supreme Oourt of the state faith. The bishop admits further that he told
to test the law. The proper way to prevent the representativs of sixty-five parishes who
such petty meddling with the consciences or successivly solicited from him the appoint.
the tastes of the people, comments the Sunday ment of a priest that the only way of obtainGazeteer, is to abolish all laws making any II ing their wishes was to return candidates who
"rest" days compulsory, leaving it to each in- would demand the reinstatement of the redividual to "keep" any day as he pleases, so trenched ecclesiastical credits. The bishop
long as he does not encroach upon the rights I concludes by declaring that the clergy will not
and privileges of his neighbors. The Advent- I look on unconcerned when France is being
ists ought to receive a decision in their favor, j diminished, the Catholic population disand will if they get justice.
quieted, and God driven from theil: temples.

JJltws o/( lht Jlleeh.
UPwARDS of $111,000 has been subscribed to
the Grant monument fund,
SEvERAL star pugilists, including Sullivan,
hav left the ring, and are studying the peaceful art of posing as statuary in theaters.
yv A.RD, the former partner of General Grant,
has been set at treading a printing-press in the
prison at Sing Sing, where he is confined.
RoBERT TooMns, the life-long Confederate,
died last week. It is said that his. last words
were (to a relation), "Lend me one hundred
dollars."
THE children who went from this port to
Paris to be treated for hydrophobia hav
reached their destination, and are in the hands
of Dr. Pasteur.
GLA.DSTONE has come out in favor of home
rule in Ireland. He says that country should
hav a parliament and sovereign power to manage its own affairs,
BrsHOP WrooER, just returned from a visit
to the pope, givs it as his opinion that Cardinal McCloskey's successor will be either the
bishop of Boston or the bishop of Baltimore.
THm former editorial room of . THE TRUTH
SEEKER, at 141 Eighth street, is now occupied
by a workingman's free library. The place
where the composing-room was is used as a
meeting room of the Central Labor Union.
THE Brooklyn and New York New England
Societies hav held their annual celebrations of
the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers. It cannot
help being remarked that this event could as
appropriately be celebrated on the other side
of the Atlantic.
A SPECIAL agent at San Francisco reports
that during the three years ending Aug. 1, 1885,
the number of Chinese who left the United
States was 41,322, and the number who arrived
20,077, making the exodus more than twice
the immigration.
THE caving in of a coal mine at Wilkes
Barre, last week, imprisoned twenty-six men,
the main passage to the surface being closed
by the debris. Hope of rescuing them alive is
almost given up, and the men will probably
meet their end through starvation or suffocation.
JoHN SWINTON, who edits a labor paper
named after himself, talked by invitution lust
Monday to about forty ministers of this city
on "The Condition of the Workingmen and
the Ministers' Duty toward Them." He told
them that the clergy should not always be on
the side of capitaL
Dn. JoHN DRA.PER died on Sunday, the 20th,
at his residence in this city. The cause of his
death was pneumonia. He was the son of
Prof. John William Draper, anthor of the
" Conflict BetwePn Religion and Science.'' He
had contributed largely to the literature of
science and medicin.
NEAL Dow, the temperance advocate, recently alluded to Bangor, in Maine, the prohibition state, as the drunkest city on the continent. Bnt the editor of the Bangor Commercial shows by printing tM police record that
Portland, where Neal Dowlivs, haR eight times
as much drunkenness as Bangor.
IT was discovered last Saturday that .John B.
Mannix, the assignee of Archbishop Purcell,
had withheld from his account $132,000, which
he invested in government bonds. Mr. Mannix seems to be a greater fraud than the archbishop. These Catholic gentlemen show up
badly as financiers when the public eye gets
fixed on them.
THE Rev. Joseph Stumpe of St. Mary's
church, Morrisania, and his counsel, Matthew
P. Breen, hav asked the board of estimate and
apportionment to appropriate $40,000 for
damages done to the church property by the
opening of !50th street. Nothing can excel
the assurance of the churches. The board of
estimate and apportionment should ask the
Rev. Mr. Stumps who built the road by which
St. Mary's church is reached by its congregation, and how much, in the form of taxes, the
church has ever paid toward the construction
of the eame.
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our land. Sell their votes will the wage·workers There are multitudes besides Dr. Abbott who begin
when once this great labor organization is perfected? to see that to conduct matters in a way to secure the
Lay not the flattering unction to thy soul!
greatesj; good to the greatest number, which should
Why
does
the
wage-worker
sell
his
vote
now?
be
the object of government, requires combined effort
"Danger Ahead."
Because he believes that the three to five dollars lie- and action; marshaling society into a more homoAn article in the Cent1try, for November, under the receives for it is really more to his benefit than any genous whole, and in a manner whereby the wisest
above heading, by _Lyman Abbott, is proof of the difference which may accrue to him from the result heads will naturally come to the front to devise and·
fact that the world still moves. It is really surprisplan for all, and mankind working together to secure
the comforts, the happiness, which naturally belong
ing, as matters go, that the learned doctor should whichever candidate is elected.
Let the. issue once fairly come, however, between to a high civilization. They begin to feel that we
have plucked up the courage to write, or the Century
to publish, an article so Socialistic in its tendencies. capital and labor, wealth and poverty, and under hav had quite enough of the laissez-faire, hap-hazard
One might readily suppose that the doctor had just these conditions let candidates be broggbt forward mode of conducting affairs, which in the matter of
arisen from an attentiv study of "Rational Commun- for election that shall represent the two "factions, and property is simply the granting of a license to any
rest assured there will be no selling of the votes of one man to acquire the earth, if capable, and comism."
· But Dr. Abbott, in the article referred to, has wage-workers. We may ~xpect, then, that ~t a. not maud the inhabitants thereof to betake themselvs to
brought prominently before the public mind a sub- very distant day the labonng {l}as~ea are. commg In~o Jupiter or the Moon.
in our land, and that with this event will
.
ject which, whether it would or not, in some shape power
come some pretty radical changes in the enactment
I defy all the sages of earth to successfully defend,
it will be obliged to meet and pass judgment upon of our laws and the administration of our govern- in logical argument based on justice and humanity,
in the near future.
ment, which will be quite sure to transform our ex- the system of unlimited private p·roperty. This being
I refer to that never-ceasing conflict between great isting industrial, financial, and social fabrics.
simply impossible, is it then so clear that the system
wealth and great poverty, which, under the prevailDr. Abbott, in "Danger Ahead," has drawn not of private property either lim1'ted or unhmited is the
ing property system of the world, all peoples, sooner only a succinct and faithful picture of our existing best that has been or may be devised?
or later, are called upon to face. How this conflict
Is it not possible that the system of collectiv propof interests has invariably been met among the na- order of society, but he has done that which is bettions of the Old World has been suggested in Dr. ter-he has suggested the remedy for its evils and erty, advocated by some of the French writers, and
Abbott's valuable article, and may be briefly stated discomfiture. I trust he will take no offense from which John Stuart Mill after studying political aeonthus: By wresting from the people the right of my assertion that in hinting the remedy he has fairly amy all his life declared in his last work had ".a case
self-government, through that power which wealth indorsed the essential elements of modern Socialism. for trial," may not after all be the the best for securWhat, then, is modern Socialism? The idea. which ing the greates~ good to ~be greatest number? The~e
makes practicable, and fstablisbing monarchical governments, bulwarked by great standing armies, to the average journalist bas formed of it may be JUdged are great questwns_, and If no~ n~w, ~o Ion~ as !Dul.tihold the Qppressed in subjection under their known from the picture which be invariably draws of the tudes of human bemgs are wntbm~ m their miseries
Socialist, namely: A ferocious-looking biped, half und~r the pres~nt order of tbmgs, .they should
w~~
.
Thus this bitter conflict has invariably been waged, clothed in rags, with a package of dynamite and a. rece1ve the attenti_?n of every.lo~er of his race. ~ut
but thus it has not been settled, nor will it be settled torch in one band, a bludgeon and a long knife in bow are these subJects of Somalism an? Commumsm
thus so long as an instinctiv love of justiee and the other; prowling through the country to frighten trea~ed gen.erallJ: to-day by those Jvvmg t~e power
to either d1ssemmate or suppress to a great extent
women and children.
liberty remains in the human soul.
The Century's picture of the Socialist is not true their. tenets and teachings?. I n;tean the editors and
The people of the Old World, at the present moment, with more unanimity of sentiment than ever to the prevailing conception. It does not lack in pu.bhshers of books, magaz4tn~s, JOUrna_ls, etc. Why,
before, are asking to hav given back that right of determination, but is far too respectable, too refined. It IB well known that every.hmg favonng these subself-government which was wrested from them, and The description above given of the Socialist has been jects is. suppres~ed, " sat down. upon," so _fa~ as t~e
the struggle will never cease until the sacred right is held up before the eyes of the community with such generality of editors and publishers hav It m their
.
. .
restored. But what is of greater importance to us a persistency that no wonder the average citizen power to do .so.
is as to how this great question of conflicting in- shrinks back horrified when the subject of Socialism . M?reover, no poEstb~e opportu.mty Is neglected. for
terests which has now planted itself so firmly in our is named in his presence. I do not deny that there pickmg up or mventmg anythmg whereby odmm
pathway is to be met a:ad disposed of in our own is a class of mortals who call themselvs Socialists of may be cast on the Socialist or his cause ; and these
land. The last quarter of a century has been pro- whom the above· description is a fair representation. contemptuous, venomous slurs are bandied from one
lific of such wonderful changes in the pecuniary A class, indeed, which, had it the power, would com- journal to another throughout our la~d. But, o~ the
status of our people, has eo widened the bonds be- pel a division of propert:y or more likely, would take other hand, let a work appear attackmg the subJects
' '
and, however weak it may be, long and highly !autween wealth and poverty, as to change the whole it all themselvs.
But when multitudes are out of work and cannot datory notices of it are quite sure to appear in all our
aspect of our political horizon.
The struggle between great poverty and great proc~e it, hav not eve? a chance afforded them to ~rea~ jour~als, and every effort is put forth to extend
.
. . .
.
wealth, which has so often convulsed the nations and earn the necessities of hfe, and yet see arom~d ~hem Its Circul~twn. .
Why th1s habitual boycothng of all Soqiahshc wntthose who never earried a dime by honest toll m all
peoples of earth, is now squarely before us.
How is this conflict to be met? is the serious their lives luxut·iating in elegance ~tnd splendor, is it ings? I~ is because they contain unanswerable
question which every lover of his country and of hu- to be wondered at that some should become desperate truths which the powers that be fear to hav co~e beand form themselvs into such a class as that of which fore the people. But progress must nece.ssarlly be
manity should put to himself.
Shall it be met by opposing force to force in fra- I am speaking? It is absurd, however, to take the slow 'Yhile such intole~anc,~ exists: . .
Besides the "boycottmg of Sociahshc utterances
ternal combat, as has been the course of nations crude notions the follies the wild rodomontade which
these
poor
ig~orant
mo;tals
so
o~te?tirries
~lurt
forth
w~ic~
I h~v alluded to, the spread of Socia~istic
heretofore ? If so, then we hav not only the horrors
of civil war to encounter, but the loss of our self- as an index and measure of SoCialism; while, never- prmmples IB no doubt greatly retarded by that msagovllrnment, our republic, according to all past his- theless there is sometimes much truth embraced in tiate love which human beings ever seem to hav to
tory, is sure to follow. Having then before them the their ~ild rantings, as it does not require any great arrange themselvs on the popular, or what is someexperience of the past, it seems hardly credible that stock of wisdom to discern what is justice, what is thnes called the respectable, side of a question. This
. unquestionably a~is.es from a lack of moral c~urage,
our people will be so blind as to attempt settling this right conduct between man and man. _
Modern Socialism, as taught by the German but nevertheless It IB there. I hav been forcibly requestion through a bloody strife between factions.
There will, no doubt, be strife-earnest, determined scbool, and usually accepted, I think, by American minded of this pro.pensity of mankind to range themstrife-but it will be carried on as we see it now at Socialists of the higher order, does not imply a s~lvs upon w~at Is thought. to be th~ r~spe_ctable
every election, and it will be ballots, not bullets, that division of property, or necessarily a community of side of a questwn f~om readmg_ an editorial m. the
property. Its distinguishing feature is .that it Ne": York Times this ve~y mornmg upon the diseswill decide the contest.
And he who can read aright the signs of the times, would hav the public asssume control of Its own tabl!sbment of the Enghsh church.
The writer of the article spoke~ of holds that ~r.
will discover that we are already upon the eve of this affairs. To this end, through its chosen officers, it
should assume control over that which has been Gladstone should hav ranged himself on the s1de
important con:tlict.
given by nature to all mankind as their ?i~thright, with those "w~o. are attached tC? the church, not l;>Y
The laboring classes bav been organizing in our namely the land; it should wholly admimster the reasoned conviCtiOn, but by sentiment and by habit.
country for the past few years at a most tremendous finance~· should own control, and administer all It is good form," he goes on to say," in England to
rate, and, as they are vastly in the majority, what is works of a public ch~racter, such as the telegraph express respect for the church, and there ~s no
going to hinder them when once their organization
is perfected-which it is now clear will soon be the and telephone, the railways, canals, and all other country where a fondness for good form, a desire ~o
facilities of internal transportation; should furnish be convention~lly proper, counts for so mu<;h as m
case-from electing the majority of the legislators to
the facilities for supplying water and gas to the cities England. It _Is extremely bad form to. be eit~er an
enact our laws, and who will be most likely to enact and towns; in short, should own, control, and regu- Infidel or a D1ssenter, and, fro':ll the pomt of view of
them in behalf of the laboring classes?
late all important works of a publio nature similar to the English upper class, there IB no~ much to cho~se
Some idea of the extent and power of the labor those I hav mentioned.
between these two characters. This was very stnkorganization of our land may be gathered by turning
This sort of Socialism, if I mistake not, is like to ingly illustrated in the case of Bradlaugb. Perhaps
our eyes upon G!tlveston, a city far remote from the be brought prominently before the public mind upon half the members of the House of Commons held
life-throbbing center of this prodigious movement, the advent to power of the laboring party. I am opinions not distinguishable from those of Bradlaugh
and only reached through its arteries, but which well aware that many, both of the leaders as well as upon the formality of the ?ath. Yet the House -of
only a few days since lay completely paralyzed, so to the rank and file in the labor organization, do not Commons voted to commit a gross outrage upon
speak, at its behest. Were not the facts already so take the view of ma~ters above stated. The strong Bradlaugh and upon the electors who had chosen
well known as to make it quite unnecessary, similar and laconic remark of one of its prominent officers, Bradlaugh as their representativ, simply because the
illustrations might be brought forward in abundance, that "a paternal government is an infernal govern- House of Commons detested Bradlaugh as a 'cad'
demonstrating that this prodigious movement has ment," has not escaped my notice. To this, however, for giving public utteranc~. to its o":n opinions."
extended itself and is making itself felt all over our I would reply that it seems to me it depends wholly How much of the very spmt sbo":n m the above
land. And when it is remembered that it has taken upon where the power is vested. If vested in the extract there is existing, not only m England, but
but little more than a decade from its incipiency to people, the more paternal the government the better, throughout the world !
reach its present huge proportions, we hav the data but if vested in a monarchy, an oligarchy, or a pluMen are angry at, and read;r to. cond~m~ and
furnished us for forming some little idea of its pos- tocracy, then the less paternal the better. The prin- squelch, those who utter that wh1~h m their mnersibilities. The Rip Van Winkles of wealth, hitherto cipal object of this article is to impress upon the most souls they know to be true, simply because they
so all-powerful, may well start up and rub their eyes public mind the importance of considering as it never hav precipitated a matter which they ar.e not ready
in amazement to behold the chaEge that has taken yet bas done these great questions. Instead of ig- for yet; nor will they ever be ready for It so long as
place while they hav been sleeping and dreaming of noring or attempting to brush them aside contempt- they can prevent its being brought forward.
what they yet hoped to acquire and accomplish by uously, they should receive the immediate attention,
According to the writer in the Times, ha~f. the
planting their feet still a little more firmly upon the the careful and thorough consideration, of our states- members of the House of Commons held opmwns
necks of their fellow-men. Yes, the signs of the man, philosphers, and all men or" thought. Matters upon the formality of the oath not distinguisb~ble
times are so apparent now that no supernatural in- of public welfare which hav raised up a party in from those of Mr. Bradlaugh, ~~ond yet these egregwus
spiration is required to discover that this great labor Germany casting a vote in 1871 of only 123,975, and hypocrite were ready to sac~ilice their honor to s~ub
organization is soon to be perfected, and that when in 1884, of about 6,000,000, are hardly matters to be one who dared face a questwn that ought long smce
~omplete it is going to dictate the order of things in ignored or considered superficially in our land. to hav been brought forward and settled.
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But supp1·ession a11d obloquy seem to be the inevitable fat~, not onlx of the reformer, but of all
great questwns brought forward in the interest of
reform. As an illustration of this fact, take the
'question of slavery in our land. Forty years ago
how few were to be found who had the moral courage to confes_s themselvs Ab?litionists. To-day,
though there IS no such questwn at issue all are
Abolitionists in spirit. Is it because any p~rticular
change has taken place in the public mind as to the
justice or injustice of slavery? Not a bit of it.
Every sensible human being in our country forty
years ago knew as well that human slavery was a
great. and inex~usable wrong, as he does to-day; but
the difference IS; th~~ f~rty years ago it was unpopular to be a~ _Ab_ohtwmst, while now it is popular.
Where ~bo_htwmsm stood forty years ago in our
land, Soc~ahsm and Communism stand to-day. They
are questwns not to be agitated, but to be ridiculed
-su-ppressed. The system of unlimited private property IS as well known to be unjust to-day as slavery
was forty years ago; and within forty years this fact
will be generally acknowledged.
AuTHOR OF "RATIONAL CoMMUNISM."

The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific
~
Gospels.
A LECTURE BY T. B. WAKEMAN (CONCLUDED).
XII.-FROM THE SCIENTIFIC SOLUTION OF THE WORLD AND
OF MAN RELIGION WILL ENTER UPON A NEW PHASE OF
TRUTH, COMFORT, AND SATISFACTION TO HUMAN NATURE, AND FROM IT MORALITY, CHIEFLY RESTING UPON
HUMANITY, WITjli SANCTION AND REGULATE, LARGELY BY
UTILITY AND CHARM, THE INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE
EFFORTS OF MANKIND.
· The continued use of the word Religion" to express
the general sum and effect of the new view of the
:wor~d is. a stumbling-block to many. But this use is
Justified by truth, custom, and convenience. The
word Religion in its t:rue and general sense means
as Webster defines it, "Any system of faith and wor~
ship; as the religion of the Turks, or Hindoos, or
Christians; true and false religion," etc. The word
has no necessary connection with the Theistic or
Theological worships which are comparatively quite
recent, and of which a majority of the people andreligions of the world have no knowledge; for instance,
the Buddhists and Chinese. Religion in this general
meaning of the word may be defined as the sum and
synthesis of a man's relations to the world and humanity. To his hands these relations are at first concrete and empirical knowledge; to his head they become the special sciences correlated and integrated
into the Positive or Scientific Philosophy; to his heart
they appear as the source of his feelings, hopes, and
motives. But, taken altogether, they form the true
religion and solution of the world and man-a faith
according to knowledge. lVIr. Spencer has used the
word integration, which is admirable in the philosophical point of view, but which cannot cover the
concrete or the emotional aspects of the new view of
the world, also included in the word religion. The
Religion of Science and Humanity, therefore, founded
by Auguste Comte upon the Positive or Scientific
Philosophy of the world, stands justified in name and
substance, as the outcome and flflwer of all past
phases of thought and feeling; nor because its founder
made an error in seeking to use it to resurrect the
Papacy instead of inaugurating the Republic of lVIan,
is there a reason why all Liberals, Secularists, and
Positivists should not turn its face to the future and
cordially co-operate to make that Republic a reality.
Many steps must be taken and tnany changes occur
before that ideal can be realized. But the first step
must be to get that ideal thorouphly, and as early as
possible, implanted in the hearts and minds of the
advanced peoples of the world. To this end the
philosophy, zeal, and "religiosity" of Comte need
only to be considered as directed and applied to the
grand Republic, the true ideal, in order to make his
life-work of the very highest utility. Those who
have approached Comte hitherto seem to have been
either prostrated, as before some God, or repelled as
by a demon. The time has come to cheerfully use
all he has left us, including his example of devotion
in the service of the great Humanity whose chief exponent he undoubtedly was. Equally repugnant to
this beneficent use of him are the detraction or
neglect on the one hand, and the abject prostration
on the other, with which his career has been followed.
If he could translate the devotion of Thomas
a Kempis's "Imitation of Christ" into Humanity,
certaillly we ought to be al:>le to translate his papacy
into democratic Republicanism and d~ it usefully too.
The devotion which he gave to the impracticable
ideal papacy we must give to the real practical Rapublic. When that is done the heartfelt change of
view from the old egoistic, selfish objects of life
to the new altruistic sentiments will regenerate the
world as if a new sun had risen. Only by this Re~
ligion of Humanity in the hearts of men, women, and
children can the world be saved. It only can realize
the reforms by which the waste, misery, and wretchedness of the world can be relieved. That is only
possible under the spirit of devotion which says it is
more blessed to give than to receive. There must
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be a _change of heart: No political or legislative which should be recognized relatively and temporarily.
machmery, no economic balancing of supply and de- at least, as ~eneficent or tolerable. The "charity for
mand, or of production and distribution can ever all. and _maliCe toward none," which evolution thus
satisfy the selfishness of man· much less ca~ it form brmgs mto play, may well be one of the best corthe basis of a healthy morality or of a motive that rectors for the old oppressive ostracism and dogma"!"il.l make life worth living. The Theological Re- tism which can only denounce and crush. Thus
l~gwns have held men quiet under wrong and injus- every phase of the past in the lower races, and even
tiCe by means of hopes of a future heaven which are stage~ of morals and culture, may be moralized,
now seen to be illusory. Liberty must ~nd in the sanctwned, and protected relatively, and made to aid
general scramble for personal enjoyments which will the general welfare. To "live for others" will be found
subv:ert order and progress, unless some dominant to be the only life " in the whole the true and the
portwn of our race can rise to the new scientific and good " whic~ shall be possi~le u~der the i~spiration
hum~:ti solution _of the world, and found upon that and ent~us11':sm of Humamty, based upon Science.
solu~wn th~ ba~Is o~ a new social order realizing the Such a life will gladly recognize, save, and use every
motiv_es which 1t discloses as true, good, and perma- s~age ?f prog:ess, and every phase of morals or indinent m the ever-renewed life of our race.
vidt!.ahty, as. parts of the ''unity in multiplicity"
What other hope is there for- a better future ? necessary to msure the grand progress leading into
T~e. ':ery name_s C?f the words Atheism, Agnosticism, ~he better w~rld. ~he hi~h~r integration must ever
Nihilism, Pessimism, Protestantism, or Anarchism mclude a wider differentiatwn as parts of its ever
disclose in their meaning only a spirit of denial, higher unity.
So to live is heaven;
doubt, n!')gation, or opposition. Their results so far
To make undying music in the world,
show that nothing permanently good can come from
Breathing the beauteous order that controls
this spirit and tone of negative feeling. Spiritual
With growing sway the growing life of man.
dynamite cannot be the permanent and healthy food
of ~he human race. It may be in place now for revoMerry Christmas.
luhonary purposes, but among the more intelligent
An Acrostic from the Freethinker.
it must gradually give way to the
Religion of Rome, or to the
Mirth-moving Christmas ! Happy, festiv day !
Enriched the rich are with its bounties gay;
Religion of Humanity;
Remorseless Christmas wind o'er town and moor
To the Papacy or the Republic;
Redoubles all the mis'ries of the poor.
To Jesuitism or Freedom.
Yes, Christmas is a merry, sorry d_ay!
Between these the Secularists and Liberals of the
Cold blows the wind; keen nipR the biting R.ir;
World have noW the Casting vote. The retrograde
Housed children hope, and homeless ones despair;
spirit of Roman Catholicism is plain to all except its
Round ruddy fires fair faces gayly glow;
In slush and sleet want wanders wiLh its woe;
devotees. Its very basis is authority-a government
Sighs blend with song; shrieks drown the festiv cheer;
from without. It cannot exist except by a meddling
Ten hundreds feast; ten thousands fast and fear;
priesthood to impose and regulate, ta command and
Men sing in cushioned pews; men sob on clay.
All nature in derision seems to say,
to absorb the souls and substance of the people. It
Sure Christmas is a merry, sorry day !
is the order of death.
_ _ _ _...,_ _ _-_fJ-. L. Mackenzie.
The progressiv, evolutional, growing, healthy order
of Science and Humanity is manifested in the lives
Mr. Mallonee to lJirs. Colman.
and influence of the best and most enlightend peaTo !J.!HE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
pies the world over. The welfare of the race is to be
secured only in the increase of this spirit. Its charm read with interest the various opinions expressed pro
will doubtless in time be expressed in appropriate and con upon the Palmer-Haywood aff~ir at Albany.
art, symbols, and wmship. There is little doubt, too, Also I notice in THE Tnu'l'H SEEKEr~ of December 12th
but that Comte has correctly indicated whence many that lVIrs. Colman bas given h€r opinion of the true
of these will come, however absurd they may seem Liberal-a man who will advocate Freelove and
at first. De· not fly at the word "worship." It means woman suffrage. Now if there be any meaning in
simply the ascription of worth to things. To know words, according to Mrs. Colman, a man who does
the world and man by the head, to use it by the hand, not advocate such doctrins is not a true reformer.
is not enough; it must and will be appreciated by the We do not dispute the statement that Mrs. Colman
heart. That appreciation is worship; to join with has seen women doing just as hard work as carrying
others in such appreciation and in artistic expression a musket. And yet it is just suc)l work that proves
of it is the social' delight and education of the heart my position to be the only tenable one, for this reawhich human nature will not and cannot afford to lose, son, that woman was out of her apbere in that place.
and which has never, in fact, been so glorious in I am ready to build up the moral and legal bulwarks
music, painting, and their sister arts, as now. The of her right to be protected from such work
I am astonished that a woman of Mrs. Colman's
new view of the world sanctifies and adorns everything upon which its light rests. Its life wells up years and experience should so presume upon the
within, and is the source of a stalwart individualism, ignorance or stupidity of the reading public as she
ever rfjoicing in the charm of sympathy. Let such does by the reference to the man-made law which
worship be gladly recognized, even in its rude begin- allows a brutal liusband to tyrannize over the wife.
nings and day of small things, as the legitimate ex- There is not a state in which the laws are not in
prsssion of feelings which in time will have sponta- favor of the wife, and let me remark right here that
neously its festivals and celebrations continuing and any man or women who needs law in the family,
enlarging with higher meanings those which began that is, "maR-made" laws, had better draw out of
in the early ages of Astrolatry. Especially may this the contest; they are not Liberals, they w v :r will be,be true as to those festivities which, like Easter and and the sooner they join a church the better for the
Christmas, St. J ohn'R Day and the Harvest Home, cause of Liberals.
A woman without a dime marries a man worth a
coincide with, or by the quarters of the moon date
million; immediately he becomes responsible for all
from, the equinoxes and solstices of the year.
As to practical morals, they are largely the religion her debts. He is compelled to support her" to the
of a people reduced to practice. The solution of the best of his ability," and when he dies she is his heir
world founds the religion of a people. Religion is for life. There is not a law upon the statute book
philosophy felt and put into practice. Then religion but which is interpreted in favor of woman. And
inspires and sanctions a people's morality. Morality again, it is &!ways asserted that if woman had the
is religion applied to daily life. That the morals of ballot she would, by some unexplained means, obthe new faith will differ from the old, in being larger tain the same pay as does a man for the same work.
and more comprehensive, follows at once from its in- What fallacy! Price depends always upon supply
ternal and evolutional character. The spirit of life and demand, and you can no more fix such matters
will take the place of the dead or formal letter of by law than you can compel people to be happy.
I am sorry that anybody has been twice a widow,
authority.
As the sailor is safer with the compass than his but cannot for the life of me see bow that applies to
predecessors were with all his coast-lines, or even all this case. Neither can I see how Freelove or woman
the stars, so now the needle in the heart will always suffrage is going to lower the price of coal, or inpoint with admonishing and unerring accuracy to crease any woman's ability to earn money except by
Humanity as the great center of all human feelings, the violation of a law higher than thoae <; m 1n made. ·•
If more of the girls of Ame<rica were taught that a
thought, and activity, individual and collective. How
true
wife, a true mother, were the highest tyre3 of
this new direction given to all sublunary affairs will
harmonize them has been already indicated as to eco- womanhood, there would be fewer unmarried women
nomic and social changes. The process of differentia- seeking employment. On the contrary, they are
tion will certainly work out and establish the individual taught a lot of twaddle about " slaves to man,"
man ~nd woman with the right or privilege of the ballot "woman's wrongs," and other nonsens-e which, once
as the 1init of society. Consequent changes in poli- imbibed, totally unfits her for the duties of life. I
tics, in the rights of property, in the family, and in hav no sympathy for any person or class who seek to
social customs, will doubtless ensue. But let no one destroy the sacred institutions of marriage and home.
Clevdand, 0.
J. D. MALLONEE.
fear that Science, which is but another name for
order, and Humanity, which is but another name for
It is time those who deny the efficacy of prayer
the good, will lead to changes which, however they
may a£ first appear, will be other than beneficent in were suppressed, and here is a hct that does it. A
New York minister who owned a pair of horses had
the end.
.
It may well be that, as every religion has had some- one of them stolen. He thereupon prayed that the
thing of good in it which still remains in sentiment, thief's conscience might be so quickened that he
at least, in the human heart, so each stage of social would return. His prayer was answered. The next
and moral evolution may present some modes of life night the thief returned-and stole the other horse1

•
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their institution that kind of work was suited to their intellectual poverty; the aristocracy of health, some
children being born with vitality enough to last only
hands.
ARE MOST OF THE LATIN AND GREEK CLASSICS, TOGETHER
All the codices were manuscripts at that time, and a few years. What a sarcasm was this upon the stateWITH ALL THE WRITINGS OF THE CHRI~TIAN FATHERS,
were as unknown as those that are not yet taken ·aut ment that all men are created equal! Mr. Denslow
FORGERIES OF THE FOURTEENTH, FIFTEENTH, AND SIXof the depositories. Nor were they at once pub- proceeded to point out other inexpugnable inequaliTEENTH CENTURIES ?
lished when written, as is now usual with printed ties, and argued from them that poverty was neces.The forgers hoped that if their frauds were not books, but they were laid aside and not taken out sary to human happiness, and that without want
detected in the course of. thirty years, they would until years afterward
there would be no work, as no one would exert himnot lack abettors, some, like themselvs, Atheists and
A great many codices lie hidden in the libraries self unless it was necessary. A Socialistic distribucomrades in impiety, others good but simple-minded that hav not yet seen the light. Some of them may tion of wealth was therefore absurd. The speaker
men, who were unable to detect such frauds.
be almost four hundred years old; there arB no older said that labor reformers were inconsistent. In the
Sometimes there were more than one fabricator manus(J('ipts except the sacred scriptures. But because name of liberty they joined societies or orders
of the same work, the last one taking it up after the these codices hav lain hidden so long, and no one in that restricted their liberties more than did the most
deatli of the former by imitating his style and argu- all that time has proved them to be false, should they despotic governments. Mr. Denslow is a brilliant
ment. Thus there were two, three, or more writers therefore be regarded as authority? How absurd! casuist, and might hav a deleterious influence on an
of the same work in one age.
In Gaul there are many Latin manuscripts; in audience unacquainted with sophistry.
The amount of work done was not, however, so Italy but few. On the other hand, there are many
At the end of the lecture Mr. Wakeman announced
very great. The writings of all the Greek and Latin Greek manuscripts in Italy. But they are of recent that Burnham Wardell, the prison reformer, was sick
fathers do not exceed in quantity what Luther and date and apparent translations from the Latin. and in destitute circumstances in this city. Mr.
Calvin and their associates produced in fifty years. Hence I suspect that most of the Greek books were Wakeman thought that a slight Socialistic distribuThe works of Augustine do not exceed those first written in Latin, and were then sent to Italy- t.ion of wealth in that direction would be appropriate.
of Alphonso Tostado or Albert le Grande. There to Venice, or Milan, or Rome, or Naples-where A collection of $15 was thereupon taken up for Mr.
were, in the sixteenth century, many learned men in they were translated into Greek. Then a few went Wardwell, and then Mr. Blissert introduced Mr.
Italy, and if those had united in a common purpose, to Constantinople, but most returned to Gaul, from Hinton to the club, and said he was an orator who
how many works they could hav produced in Greek whence a few of. the Latin works were transmitted to could probably make the temperature of that haU
and Latin, in prose and poetry, far superior to those Italy.
equatorial for Mr. Denslow. The chair invited Mr.
of Augustine, or Ambrose, or any of the rest, for in
Charles V., surnamed the Wise (1364-1380). Hinton to the platform. Mr. Hinton said ten minrecent times we hav had writers who could vie with founded the Royal library, consisting of about nine utes was a short time in which to combat the philosCicero and Virgil.
hundred volumes. That was the largest library of ophy of despair and the religion of diabolism.
Clement of Alenndria, Eusebius of Cesarea, Thea- the time. Pope Nicholas V. (1447-1455) collected He was fearful of dynamite. Mr. Hinton said
. doretus of Syria, and Justin of Rome all had the same Greek books, and translated them into Latin. But that he was not a dynamiter; he believed in evolibrary, for they praise the same authors and repeat in 1304 Simon, bishop of Paris, had no other volumes lution, at which the lecturer had so elaborately
the same fables. So also with the rest.
which he could bequeath to his church than books sneered. Applause at some of his remarks had an
Their style of writing is similar, indicating one of the chapel for the use of the church. And in 1279 encouraging effect on this speaker, and he shouted
age. At first they wrote apologies, epistles, treatises bishop Stephen gave to his church in Paris the fol- and flung his arms about to such an extent that the
against heretics, and homilies; afterwards, commen- lowing list of books: 2 Missalia; Evangelium et chair felt called upon to rebuke him for his superflutaries and studies of the earlier fathers; and, lastly, Epistolas, in 2 volumes; 3 Gradualia; Ordinarium ous activity.
theological summaries and commentaries on sum. Episcopale; 1 Collectarium; 1 Troperium; 3 BreviMr. Blissert followed. He was glad to hear this
maries. The author's name was sometimes wanting, arium (large and small); 1 Bibliam postiUatam, in 2 lecture. He hoped it would be delivered all over the
being purposely suppressed, so that in a later age volumes. Those were all; no Augustine, no Jerome, country to arouse the dormant activity of those who
the work could be ascribed to some great name.*
no Chrysostom, no Gregory, no master-mind, no believe in human rights. It was the devil' a own docTo me it is apparent that before about the year great name, no fictitious religious writer.
trin.
1300 the Greeks had none but Latin Bibles and
After the capture of Constantinople by Mohammed
Dr. Kinget had heard the same kind of lectures
Liturgies, just as there are none other now in India II. there were only about fifty manuscript codices twenty-five years ago. It was the old story of the
and America-no, not even a Greek Psalter. And in that Patriarchate, and in the whole city only about priest back of the oppressor, telling the people to be
they hav not yet a printed edition of the Greek Old one hundred and eighty-and what has become of content with the position in which the Lord had
Testament, nor did they hav a Greek New Testament them nobody knows.
placed them. Dr. Kinget announced it as his firm
before the year 1638.
In all Greece this side of Byzantium, except per- conviction that .Mr. Denslow did not understand the
The error concerning the procession of the Holy haps Mount Athas, where we do not know how many a b c of the labor problem.
Spirit from the Father alone had its origin with these books exist, you can scarcely make out, from MontMr. Palmer was called for, and after some urging,
impious forgers. Nothing is more certain. There- faucon's description, more than one hundred Greek and amid a great deal of applause, he took the platfore the Greek schism bFJgan about the year 1300.
MSS. Of the rest of the East we know nothing; but form and spoke briefly. He said:
It was necessary for these forgers to fabricate with in the West, i.e., Italy, Gaul, England, Germany, and I am glad to hav listened to-night to the most brilliant
great study, labor, and perseverance, a history of Batavia, there are some twenty thousand. Why so exposition I hav ever heard of the theory of capitalistic inByzantium, and to continue it up to the time of Leo many more than in the East? Because they were equality. I think Mr. Denslow is right in saying that aristocracy always has existed and always will. But the fault
X. (1513), so as to cover the period of all councils, all fabricated in the West.
·
·
that I hav to find is, that he has left out the most imporheresies, and patriarchates. Hence there are many
The gang of forgers had alphabets of all ages in tant aristocratic factors of all-those that I mentioned in my
more manuscript codices in our Royal and Colbertine every language, especially Graek and Latin; also paper last week: I mean the aristocracy of justice and the
Libraries than in all the East. And hence in these ink and parchment of all ages; and in some instances aristocracy of religion. I should call this lecture the apotheosis of inhumanity. It is the doctrin of each for himself and
Greek manuscripts are found many Gallicisms.
the fraud is made apparent by the striking similarity the devil take the hindmost, and the world he describes
From about the year 1350 to 1480 this system of of the letters to those of old New Testament codices, is the world I don't want to liv in. It is a world that is utforgery flourished. Pliny (the elder) in his work showing a plain imitation, as if done by the same terly opposed in all its spirit to the \"hole course of evolution
of the human race. It is the attempt to deify selfishness. I
praises many authors whose works unfortunately are hand.
believe in the religion of fair play-in the religion of being
now lost. Antiquity neglected them; it has pre[TO BE CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
good and being kind. There is absolutely no kindness in his
served only Plautus, Pliny, Virgil (nine Eclogues and
theory. As far as the history ef religion goes, tht> religious
the Georgics), Horace (the Satires and Epistles),
idea is based upon this, that each should be for all and all for
The Liberal Clnb.
each. Monotheism has been the basis of brotherhood, and as
Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, and nine books of HerWhen the man with the badge-pin reached the
anthropomorphic God is fading away into thin air, we
odotus. It has also allowed many of its most im- door of Masonic Hall, to attend the 393d regular the
find the religious spirit spending itself upon humanity. In
. portant monuments to be destroyed. Why, there- meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club, he perceived other
wo.rds, humanity becomes the be·all and end-all of
fore, should it hav guarded a multitude of works an unusually bright light shining over Stuyvesant life. Anu when this enthusiasm becomes the enthusiasm
which the learned justly despise, on account of their Park, a short di~tance away. It looked as if it of us all, then will be inaugurated the industrial and social
"'·
poverty of reasoning, mediocrity of style, and many might be opening night for some hostelry in the commonwealth.
Mr. Wakeman here accepted a pressing invitation
other faults, unless these same learned men, in order neighborhood, and the observer started off to investo preserve those mediocre works, took care to de- tigate. The illumination was found to proceed from from the a:udience, and said a few words. He dis·
posit them in libraries, not of private men, who in an electric light suspended in front of St. George's agreed altogether with the lecturer of the evening.
those times had no libraries, but of monks, whence Episcopal church on Rutherford Place. A revival is Mr. Denslow had represented the human race as an
army with wolves in the rear to devour the stragthey could be taken out only with great difficulty?
in progress there, and an occasional person was
Before the invention of printing all the monastic strolling in. The women, as usual, carried· the glers. He had left out the factors of the human will
libraries (and there were none others before about prayer books. The observer did not go in. He had and conscience. This was the last chapter of the law
1370) were nothing but so many magazines of Athe- attended St. George's church once, and had seen the of evolution. Herbert Spencer had made the same
ism and heresy, which for the three hundred years "worshipers" go down on their knees and mumble omission, but it was the glory of Auguste Co.mte that
past (1429 to 1729) hav sorely vexed and torn the the lip service. It reminded him of a morgue. So he had included it in his philosophy. Humanity
should be made one great life insurance company.
church. When these forged books began to be he went back to the Liberal Club.
When Mr; Denslow came to close up things, he said
brought to light, about the middle of the fourteenth
In spite of the rainy weather, people enough were
century, they were eagerly accepted without examin- present to fill the. hall. President W akenian was that the Liberal Club- still retained many superstiation. Of the more important, or such as the impious reading the program of exercises for Christmas eve. tions. Among these was the doctrin of Altruism as
gang of forgers wished to be most used, they took We were to hav a speech, recitations, singing, and opposed to Egoism. It was a great mistake to be
care to make many copies, which they sold at a great other musical proceedings, to close with a benedic- kind or to relieve the distressed. Charity and helpprice. They boasted of their skill in writing and tion. Then Mr. Wakeman said that he had great fulness were relics of barbarism, and were found as
their industry in illuminating, for from the nature of pleasure, and esteemed it an honor, to introduce to pronounced among the invertebrata as in the human
family. If the young man of theN ew Testament had
this audience Mr. VanBuren Denslow, formerly of followed the advice of Christ, sold all he had, and
•As an instance of anonymous forgery, when, in 1468, the
"Annals of Tacitus" was first published, there wag likewise Chicago, but now fortunately of New York who given to the poor, the just remark would be, " A fool
'
appended to it "A Dialogue Concerning Oratory," which, would deliver the lecture of the evening.
and his money are soon parted." Mr. Denslow hoped
though anonymous, was assigned to Cornelius Tacitus. It
Mr. Denslow received this introductory blandish- to . present hi!3 views further at some future time.
purported to be written in the sixth year of Vespasian, A. n. 75. ment gracefully, and went ahead unfluttered. He
In 1574 Lipsius published the first good edition of the works
There were few present who could go far with the
of Tacitus, including the "Dialogue," which he pronounced said there was a gopd deal of delusion about the so- lecturer, and a general dissent was expressed.
in point of style, beauty of invention, and sound judgment, c~al problem. Some people seemed to think that inMr. Shook was not present. Neither was Dr.
equal to the best models of antiquity. But he could see noth- equality among men was the result of injustice, when
ing of the peculiar style of Tacitus in it, and was unable to the fact was that rich and poor both owe their posi- Eccles nor Mr. Cohen, nor Mr. Huhn, nor Professor
determin who wrote it. Other scholars could not agree
Vaughan, of Virginia. The echo of their voices has
whether it belonged to Tacitus, Pliny the Younger, Snetonius, tion to the flow of natural law. There are numerous died out of the German Masonic Hall, and there is
Qnintilian, or some unknown author. But Brotier (1723-1789), aristocracies. First was the aristocracy of muscle,
one of the best of all the editors of Tacitus, was unwilling to and here the lecturer drew a fine word-picture of a. nothing to ,explain why this is thus. The admission
rob him of the authorship of such a beautiful and judicious stalwart glaRe-blower, and contrasted him with A. T. is only five cents. Ladies and Presbyterians are enessay, especially since it was ascribed to Tacitus in the first
couraged to come free of charge. Ministers will be
edition ever published. The truth is, it cannot be ascribed to Stewart, a pauper in health, who starved to death paid to attend
any ancient author. It was probably forged by Poggio Brac- because his stomach could digest nothing. Then
piolini, wbo all!o wrote the "Annals" of Tacitus in 1429.
there was the aristocracy of learning, ignor~~once being
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News and Notes.
The following from the New York Times of Dec.
18th and 19th shows the progress of the effort for
the opening of the museums on Sunday:
. ~· P. Pu_tnam, who has charge of the circulation of the petitiOns askmg for the opening of the museums in Central Park
on Sundays, wrote yesterday to the directors of the American
Museum of Natural History, and the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, the following letter:
To Morris K Jess_ttp, John Taylor Johnson, and others,
GENTLEMEN: I mclose you a petitio.:t for the opening of the
museums on Sunday. To this petition I hav received several
thousand sig?a.tures fr_om the officers of the city, judges of the
courts, promme~t busmess men and citizens, and large numbers of the workmg people, and also resolutions in its favor
f~om almost all of the labor organizations of. the city. These
Bignatur~s of our be~t citizens represent a. great part of the
com~umty. ?'here IB but little oppodition, and it is only a
~uest10n of time as to lengthening indefinitly the list of
Big_n~rs. But we hav preferred to obtain an expression of
opim_on fro~?~ men who of themselvs adequately represent
~ubhc sentuhent r!-lther than to multiply names. Their desue thus expressed IB worthy of a most careful consideration
on the part of the directors of the museums. I should like an
opportunity to present this petition, and to state the reasons
there are for the opening on Sunday of the institutions under
Y:our care. I also desire to hear from f6u or others the objectiOns there may be to Sunday opening. The demand for this
is.based upo:EJ. justice and public policy, and should be met
With the utmost respect, and all reasons for or against be fairly
and openly stated, so that a thorough understanding can be
arrived at .. A question of such importance sho'Qld be wisely
discussed and decided in order that the public may be satisfied _as to the course ultimately adopted.
Will ;y-ou please arrange for a meeting of the board of directors m a few days, so that I can present this petition and
the reasons why it should be granted? All the petition~ circulated hav not yet been returned. I presume, however, that
some day next week, or the week after, will do for the meeting. I should like to hav the matter decided before Jan. 1st,
in order that during the coming winter the people may enjoy
the benefit of a trial in favor of the petition. I hope that you
will respond cordially to this reque~t for a conference. Surely
only the right can prevail where there is a free open and
thorough discussion among reasonable men. You;s truly,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Secretary of American Secular Union.

tarian in its conduct, and its instrumentality be used
for the welfare of the whole people, and not merely
for a select few.
The m?seums hav also received a bequest from Mr.
Vanderbilt. What do they propose to do with it?
The New York Times suggests as follows:
Mr. VanderbiH's bequest of $100,000 to the Metropolitan
Mnsenm of Art is likely to reawaken interest in the proposition to keep that institution open on Sundays. Some time
ago,· when· the trustees of the museum were petitioned to
allow the public free access to the museum on Sundaya, one
of the arguments used against the petition was that there was
no money in the hands of the trustees to defray the extra
expense. Now that the coffers of the museum are about to be
filled, through Mr. Vanderbilt's generosity, some of the petitioners are hoping that their request will be considered more
favorably.
·
"The trustees of the Metropolitan Museum hav no official
knowledge that Mr. Vanderbilt has left 'the institution $100,000," said a member of the board yesterday, "and until the
museum receives. the money it would hardly be becoming for
us to discuss what use shall be made of it. Personally I am
in favor of investing the money as advantageously as possible,
and devoting the interest to the purchase of works of art.
Certainly, we ought to hav the means of adding to our collection from year to year. The experiment of keeping the museum open Sundays might be tried in this way: Suppose a
nu~~er of well-to-do citizens who favor the project send a
petition to the trus~ees, accompanied by the tender of a sufficient amount of money to defray the extra cost of keeping the
institution open on Sundays, for a. stated period, say through
the winter. T-hat would leave the trustees practically no
ground on which to refuse the request."
"That suggestion is a very good one," commented another
one of the trustees, "for, should the experiment of keepiag
the museum open on Sundays be a success, the trustees would
be obliged to continue the practice, and no doubt the force of
public opinion would open some way to their obtaining the
necessary funds."
"How much does the city pay toward defraying the ex·
penses of the museum?" was asked.
"It costs about $33,000 a. year to run the museum and keep
it in repair, and the city pays about $12,000 of that amount,"
replied the trustee.
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tarian one. Will they dare to state this reason and
thus make the issue plain between a Sunday for the
peopl~ and a Sunday _for the/ulpits only? This is a
most Important question, an the sooner the issue is
made the better. It will be met, and the result is
not uncertain. The principles which the Americrn Secular Union is organized to defend will prevail
in this American republic.
SA!IIUEL P. PuTNAM.

Canadian Notes.
CHARLES WATTS IN THE OPERA HOUSE.
In the morning at 11 o'clock Mr. Watts lectured on
"Secula~ Societies,,their Mission and Triumphs." In
th~ evenmg, at 7 o clock, the lecturer eloquently discoursed on " The American Secular Union" under
the presidency and genial influence of Colon~l Ingersoll. The Toronto Secular Society, and the various
Secular organizations throughout the whole of the
Dominion of Canada, are in affiliation with the American Secular Union. Hearty and prolonged applause
greeted the appearance of the lecturer upon the platform, and at the closing peroration Mr. Watts received an ovation. On Wednesday he will lecture
on the "English Elections and the Irish Q11estion."
Charles Watts is a prime f~tvorit with all classes of
the community; his pure Euglish pronunciation and
accent, his clef\r and distinct enunciation, delight the
ears of the "Euglish, you know." It is a pleasure to
listen to the simplicity of his language, interspersed
with sonorous sentences of Johnsonian impressivness
and power.

The Toronto Secular Society hav taken a lease of a
most elegant hall, close to the post-office, in Millichamp's block, with a seating capacity of about six
hundred, which renders the Toronto Secular Society
independent of owners of lecture rooms, as our own
This is further emphasized by an editorial in the hall will accommodatll Charles Watts, and other prosame paper:
fessional Secular lecturers, when visiting Toronto.
Mr. Vanderbilt's bequests to the American Museum of NatMr. Arthur Tilney has received the appointment
ural History and the Metropolitan Museum of Art will make
the maintenance of those institutions considerably easier than from the Toronto Secular Society to the position of
it has heretofore been. It is not to be supposed that the ef- their city missionary, and from the zeal and energy
forts of the public-spirited citizens to whom we owe the museums will be relaxed, nor their own gifts diminished, by he displays in the dissemination of Freethought litthese bequests. They will simply find themselvs at liberty to erature, he is eminently qualified for the office.
do more than they hav done heretofore, and to carry out plans
Toronto, Dec. 14, 1885.
R. B. BuTLAND.
they hav no doubt already formed.
Scarcely anybody who does not object, on religious grounds,
Mr. Reynolds at Jobstown, N. J.
to the opening of any place of secular instruction or entertain-.
menton Sunday will dispute that the most important extenThanks to the energy of that stanch advocate of
sion that can be made of the usefulness of these collections
is to open them to the public on Sunday. In fact, it is only the Nine Demands, Mr. S. R. Wetherill, and the genon Sunday that they can be opened to the majority of the erous liberality of Mr. John W. Black, who is ever
dwellers on this island, who hav their bread to earn on the ready to ·aid and help the cause of Liberalism, we
In answer to his letter to the trustees of the American other six days of the week. The experiment of giving to Can- had the pleasure of delivering on Sunday afternoon
Museum of National History and of the Metropolitan Museum tral Park on Sunday the additional attraction of a concert was and evening, Dec. 20th, the first Liberal lectures ever
of Art, inclosing petitions of many citizens who desire those so successful that he would be a bold person who should now
institutions opened on Sunday, Mr. S. P. Putnam received counsel the Park commissioners to abandon it. But excellent delivered in this town. The meetings were held at
the following yesterday:
·
as that movement was, it was scarcely so much needed as the Wetherill's Hall. In the afternoon the hall was filled.
I.
opening of the museums on Sunday.
In the evening it became necessary to crowd in addiAMERICAN MusEUM OF NATURAL HrsTO:in:, t
In summer all but the very poor can go out of town on tional seats, and even standing-room was at a preNEw YoRK, Dec. 17, 1885. 1
their day of rest, and they take advantage of this opportunity
Samuel P. Putnam, Esq., Secretary of the American Secular Union: in great numbers. In winter there is no place for them to go mium.
At the afternoon meeting we spoke on "The SabDEAB Srn: I hav received your letter of yesterday inclosing unless they go to ch-qrch, and church-going does not take up
a petition praying for the opening of the museum on Sunday. the whole of anybody's Sunday. Those who do not go to bath," and it was evident that the conviction settled
You ask for an opportunity to present the petition in person church hav the choice of stayin!! at home or of betaking them- upon the Christians present that they had all their
and to hear whatever objection there may be to granting it.
selvs to"the nearest groggery. Considering what "at home"
Some of the chief objections, or rather difficulties, in the means to the dwellers in New York tenement houses, it is hard lives been deceived in regard to the teaching of the
way of opening the museums on Sunday were stated by me in to blame them for breaking the excise law. In the saloons Bible on this subject. Several so expressed theman address before the Board of Estimates and Apportionment there is at least something goin€1 on, an_d to an ed~cated man selva. '.l:hus they were prepared to listen with less
on October 30th last. This address I shall soon hav printed, -?r. woman, who ca;u find entert!-lmment m a boo_k o_r m thought, of prejudice in the evening, when we refuted the
- It IB ~ard to conceive the dreanness of a day Withm doors and
when I will send you a copy.
As to y9ur appearing before the trustees to present the pe- nothmg to ~o to an uneducated person. The absence of any charge that Liberals were ignorant of the Bible, and
tition in person, I can only say that the board does not meet w~oleso~e mtere~t begets the cra~n~ for the unwholesome knew nothing of the character of God as it was reuntil the second Monday of February next, when I will lay stimniation to W~Ic_h t~e ~aloo~s mimster. The mo~t useful vealed in his holy word.
your letter before them and communicate to you their pleas- functiOn of pubhc mstitutiOns hke the two museums m quesAt the close of the evening meeting we organized
ure in the matter.
Yours truly,
ti_ol? is the substi~ution of an innoc~nt and improving for a
the Jobstown Secular Union, with the following offiMonms K. JEsUP President
VICIOUS and debasmg form of entertamment.
. II.
'·
'
Some moralist has maintained of mankind in general that it cers: President, John W. Black; vice-president, J.
· -..
METROPOLITAN MusEUM oF AnT,}
knows not how to be idle and innocent. Whether the propo- S. Bolton; secretary, Sam. R. Wethflrill; treasurer,
NEw Yonx, Dec. 17, 1885.
sition is universally true or not, it is certainly true of a very T. F. Wright; vigilance committee, James Kelly, J.
.
Samuel P. Putn'lm Esq., Secretary of the American Secular Union: large proportion ef the population of modern cities, including S. Bolton, and C. P. Horner; educational committee,
Srn: I hav to acktiOwledge receipt of your communication, New York. A wise ohilanthropist, seeing that several hununder date of the 16th inst., which will be laid before the dreds of thousands of people who did not know how to be idle J. S. Bolton, J. W. Black, and S. R. Wetherill; social
trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art at their firflt and innocent were left to their own devices on one day of committee, James Kelly, C. P. Horner, and T. F.
every week, and reflecting upon the amount of mischief which Wright.
meeting. I a.m yours respectfully,
JoHN GAYLOR JoHNSTON, President.
Satan finds for idle hands to do, would endeavor, one would
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Sunday, Dec. 13th.-Notwith.
imagin, to provide some innocent occupation for the idle day.
We shall await With great interest the objections All the efforts of all the Protestant churches to attract the standing the deluge-for it rained all day as though
and the difficulties in the way of this demand for people who most need this oocupation meet with only a very the mythical promis had broken, or the bow in the
justice, and shall be prepared to fully meet them. A moderate degree of success. The most obvious expedient is to heavens had got out of order-we were alike surfair and square discussion of the question must in try the effect of those Secular institutions for instruction and prised and delighted to find nearly two hundred
entertainment which are admitted by everybody to be innothe end open these museums to the people.
cent and improving on six days of the week, and the benefits persons assembled at Industrial Hall, the new head·
The American Museum of Natural History yesterday asked of which two-thirds or more of the population hav no chance quarters of Friendship Liberal League No. 257, on
the board of estimate and apportionment for an appropriation of getting except on the seventh.
Sunday afternoon, and there was an overwhelming
of $200,000 for the purpose of an addition to the museum
It is hard to see any justification for refusing to try this exbuilding, which addition should contain a lecture hall for the periment with these two museums except that of lack of verdict of acquittal after we had delivered our "Deuse of teachers in public schools, as well as accommodations funds, and this the Vanderbilt bequests may remove by ana- fense of the Devil." The presence of the indefatigafor the display of the museum collections that are now stored bling the trustees to use for this purpose money heretofore ble business manager of THE TRUTH SEEKER, Mr.
away. President Morris K. Jesup, of the museum trustees; needed for other purposes. But, as one of the trustees aug- Cbas. P. Somerby, added interest to the occasion.
School Superintendent Jasper, Park Commissioner Beekman, gests in our news columns, there should be no trouble on this .All seemed much gratified to meet the able and
and others urged the granting of the appropriation, one-half score if the people who believe in the Sunday opening will
of which is asked this year and the remainder next year. guarantee the cost of trying the experiment. A fair trial, it courteous representativ of the model Liberal paper
Mayor Grace gave assurance that the matter would receive is to be noted, cannot be a short trial. The Sunday opening, of the world.
careful consideration.-Herald.
which may easily be arranged so as not to conflict with the
In the evening, the lull in the descending torrents
There is no doubt the museum will receive the hours of church service, should be kept up until it is certain resulted in full attendance. We spoke on the right,
that the people whom it is intended to benefit are made aware
above amount for its improvement provided all the of it. If that condition is fulfilled we hav little doubt that it justice, and need of the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Friendship Liberal League No. 257 has very happeople who, by their taxes, contribute to the pay- will appear that the public usefulness of the museums is
ment shall hav the benefit of the enlarged facilities. greater on Sundays than on all other days of the week to- pily succeeded in weeding out an orthodox and
otherwise discordant and objectionable element, and
But if it is simply for the use of only a few on week gather.
days, and the expenditure of this vast sum is shut off
These extracts from the New York press show the now give evidence of healthy, rapid, and vigorous
from the people on Sundays, when it can do the almost universal demand there is for the opening of growth.
Perfect harmony prevails, and a spirit of emula~
most good, then we affirm it is an injustice, under the the museums. The effort in this direction will not
circumstances, to graat the money desired.
The be abandoned. Again we .say to the objectors, state tion as to who can most advance the cause of Libermuseums will hav every facility given them for public your objections fairly and let us see if they cannot alism in general and the interest.s of Friendship
improvements, if, first of all, its directors will make be removed. The real reason, after all, in the minds Liberal Leagu~ No. 2q7 in particular.
B. REYNOU>S.
the institution tborou~hl;r democra.tic a»d llul!lani- of ~O~fJ tba.t oppose the ~u~da;y opening, is fl. S!!obb2-

.

c.
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Qiotl(ti(Ut(itations.
The Integral Investigators.

.---=-

Among the many societies, institutes, lyceums, and
clubs which hav come forward to grapple with the
questions included under the general term "social,"
perhaps the one that has undertaken the most difficult task is the Council of Radical Investigators.
There can be no doubt that something is wrong in
society. Certainly it is not a just state of affairs when
deserving people are poor and destitute, while unworthy people fare well. Civilization has not reached
its ultimate when those who produce nothing practically own everything, and those who earn all the
wealth of the world enjoy none of it. If there was
not enough of everything necessary raised and manufactured on this planet to satisfy the natural wants
of all mankind and womankind, the condition of
affairs might be viewed more calmly if less hopefully;
but while the world is rich enough to giv everybody The following are the universological comments to be made
comfort, those who do not enjoy that comfort are not upon Mr. Cook's first proposition; or rather two propositions
forever going to be cheated out of it without a pro- in one paragraph;
test. That would be altogether a:::~reasonable and The Individual is the Unit of the Radical and Democratic
•

UDJUSt.

,

sented his side of the question. He assented to
the statement of lVIr. Cook, " that society is founded
on the individual," but he demurred to the statement
"that society is no more than a congeries of individual expressio:J;~s;" he also demurred to the statement
"that society is based on moral ideas." Society, he
said, is also founded on the necessities by which human nature is dominated and the law of evolution of
human progress, out of which moral ideas arise, and
that these ideas are brought to bear through education and moral persuasion, but not through the 'compulsion of even the best and wisest.
The practical work which Mr. Wakeman proposes
will be found well laid out in his series of articles
at present publishing in THE TRUTH SEEKER. His
methods are but little less radical than those of the
Capitalist who has written the book " Rational Communism."
With the Individualists and Collectivists so widely
at variance, Universology intervenes and holds out
the olive branch to both. Mr. Andrews said:

The social problem is therefore up for discussian, and the question, What should be done? is
leading to great divergency of opinion. And so sects
hav sprung up, as in the church, each thinking itself
right and endeavoring to convince the world that it
has struck upon both the difficulty and the remedy.
These eects are as widely oppose.d in their methods
•
as it IS possible for one method to differ from another, and, employed ~hiefly in defending themselvs,
they appear to make httle progress toward any practical measures. There seems to be, therefore, a
necessity f or some b odY of leaders interested in these
social topics who instea<l of antagonizing each other
should come together to com;ult and find out, if possible, how far reconciliation is practicable among
.
. f.
t h em. ·Th e b eI IB IS entertamed that, so soon as representativ minds can organize themselvs on some
common intellectual basis, reform will take on a new
character, manifest its real strength in the world, and
.
.
fulfil its high calling, instead of frittering away its
resources upon needless and unprofitable discussions
about secondary and subordinate issues. This is
what the Council of Integral Investigators endeavors
· d
It · h d
•
to be and to o. . IS . ar ly ~ec~ssary to say that
the central figure Ill this council IS Stephen Pearl
Andrews. The word Integral means whole or allsided. Mr. Andrews claims that the reconciliation
· f
·h
b h d'
·
soug~t for ~a urms ed Y t e Iscovenea and researcnes which he has made. Others who also rec·
ognize the urgent necessity of this reconciliation
hav joined him to help find out how it can be effected
.
~n d h ow reform can b e ma d e a f act lD t~e world as
m the church, the state, and other orgamzed enterprises, or whether it must forever remain a mere body
of broken fragments.
.
.
T here are two sch ools o f radiCal soCial reformers
who seem to desire to get at the bottom of the difficulty and ·commence there. These are the so-called
Anarchists and the so-called Communists-that is to
· ·a· 1' t
d C 11 t' · t
s.ay,. Ind~VI ua IS s an
o ec IVIS s-t~e former behevmg Ill no government, the latter Ill all government. The Individualists would leave everything to
individual enterprise· the Collectivists would hav the
h'
f 11
tt
f
~overnmen t t ak B C arge o a ma ers o general
mterest. Between these two schools there seems to
be about as much distance as there is between the
east and the west.
·
b
tl'
f th
d't'
f th'
t
S uch IS
a are ou lll~ o
B con .I 10~ o
~ngs a
present, of the work whiCh these radicalmvestigators
hav before them, and of the material with which they
hav to deal.
One meeting of the council has been held at this
writing. The members gathered at the study of Mr.
Andrews, who has been for some time in ill health
and who, feeble of body but with mental powers un~
diminished, presided from his invalid chair. There
were present about a dozen persons. As a text for
discussion, Mr. F. F. Cook, on behalf of the Individualists, presented the following "Postulates on Social
Organization:"
1. Society is fou~ded ':m ~h_e individual, and society is no
more than a congenes of mdmdual expressions.
2. ~ll ~xpressi~ns, to hav any value,_ ~ust be_ outworki~gs
a~o?g mdiVIdual hnes, or they are a _positJv handicap upon mdividual and, therefore, upon orgamc growth.
3. Society is based on moral ideafl, and any society is good
or bad as these ideals are realized in individual action, inde.
pendent of legislativ attempts to make them conform to the

ld~~I.All compulsions are hindrances to development, whether
set on foot in the name of religion purity Liberalism God
devil, humanity or freedom. In fadt, the p'urer the motfv be~
hind the compulsion, the greater the hindrance to progress
the greater the crime.
'

This statement is eminently.Anarchistic, and would
probably be unqualifiedly subscribed to by Mr.
Tucker, Mr. Heywood, Mr. Ssward Mitchell, and
many others. It means the largest personal liberty,
including freedom in thought, speecn, press, mails,
· and love. It is anti-prohibition and anti-church, and
leaves the state very little to do.
As opposed to Mr. Cook's "postulates," Mr.
WAkem.~P 1 who iB g~.ore of 11 Oolleetivir;t1 pre-

constitution of society; and so most fundamental; in which
sense society may be justly said to· be founded on the individual.
Stopping here, this is Anarchism, pure and simple,
But the family, or the least aggregation of individuals in
society, is the consocia/Jle unit (as the foot-rule is the unit of
measure, and the pound of weight) of all social aggregation,
and so of society itself. In this there is Rank, Hierarchy,
Subordination, and Governmental Intervention, and thence
Order, and the Aristocratic type, as contrasted with the Democratic type, of social organization.
In fine, Pantarchism is the reconciliativ harmony and mutual scientific adjustment of these two types in a third and
higher type of social development than either. The steps of
this reconciliation are these;
1. The recognition of the fact in the nature of things, that
freedom and order are co-ordinate and ever-present principles
of all existence; and that they are harmonized in the higher
productions of Nature.
2. Of the fact that Individuality (Anarchism) an·d Archism
are the recurrence, in society, of these two universal principles
of freedom and order-archism being some sort of Governmental interference.
·
3. Of the fact that Archism or Governmental interference
laps back from the Sociability to and upon the Individual; in
which form it is self-Government; but that it is archism or
government still, in the constre.int which it puts upon the
otherwise unconstrained or unlimited freedom of the Ind_ividu~l; and that in prop?rtion as self-government along
!Ight hnes of developm_ent mte;venes, fore~gn governmental
mterference (Heterarchism) retires or subsides, as no longer
necessary, but that, in the mean time, which is practically
forever, in varying degree, Heterarchy (government by the intrusion of others), is a ~ecessary evil, which, in t~e whole
a~gr~ga~e of hu_man aff11:ns, assumes large proportions, and
willm1nst on bemg practically attended to.
4. That society as practically existent is always, and will always be, something more than a congeries of mere individual
expressions. It is t~at ~o~geries plus the new and forei~n
e~e~ent of Order, which .Is Impo:ted n?t from the sel?arate ~ndiVIdual, but from the nght soCial adJUstment of diverse m·
dividuals; and is Mathematical and Ideal, rather than Entical
and Real; in other words scientic, as contrasted with the
mere Natur11l. It is the expression not of the Individuals as
such, bu~ of t~e aggregate ~f all I_ndividuals and th~ir inh~rent relatiOnships, or the umversahty as contrasted with themdividuality of integral existence and as a distinct and counterparting idea.
'
5. That there are gr~~es of foreign ~overnmental•in_terfer
.ence~, from pure unmitiga_ted compulsJO~. up to the eXIstence
and mfluence of mere soCial charm, which last, pantarchally
organized, so coincides with the exercise of right self-govern.ment that reconciliation and harmony ensue; and the two
principles, F:eedom and Order, then appear as one, while
nevertheless, m abstract theory, they always remain two.
6. An Army is thus something more than the individual
soldiers of which it is composed, whether taken distributivly
or collectivly. Collectivly, they are a mob, and not an army
until the intervention of the other and opposit principle~
the Mathematical and Ideal principle of Order or regulated
Adjustment. When the Individuals are trained not only to
accept but to love, and to love to serve, this Ideal regulativ new
element, and its embodied representativ institution, the true
Government, it is then that the raw or unripe Individuality
becomes harmonized with the higher purposes of organization.

The foregoing statement is not exactly what might
be styled light :e~ding, but it yields readi~y to ali~
tie study, and It IS hoped that no one Will pass It
without a fair attempt to understand it. This statement shows that the opponents are only looking at
opposit sides of the shield. It is well that the rights
of the individual should be emphasized, because they
are too apt to be overlooked, in spite of the oftrepeated maxim that the good of one is the good of
all. Neither should duties tmyard society be f.Jisregarded, because the good of allis the concern of each.
In en~eavoring to show that neither of the parties
to the discussion has the whole truth and th t
h
.' .
a ~ac
?assesses a half truth, Mr. Andrews IS merely brmgmg together the sundered parts of a unit; in his
own words, giving society two legs to stand on ins~ead o_f one. How his efforts are to be appreciated
time Will tell.
G. E. M,

Justin Martyr.
The writings of all the apostolic fathers prior to
and contemporary with Justin (A.D. 150) do not aggregate more than two hnndred printed pages. The
undisputed works of Justin alone exceed those of all
the contemporary and prior fathers. Justin appears
ta be the first authenticated Christian who recognizes
Jesus as born of the Virgin Mary and crucified under
Pontius Pilate, and his information is derived from ~
gospel not now extant, which he calls "Memoirs of the
Ap.ostJ~s/' ft.D.4 from the A.po9ryphal ' 1 Acte of Pil~J;te,"

The Cardinal.
Stony must be the heart that is not interested in the
playful infantil gambolings and songs of young
children. Recently the writer paused to listen to
and observe the merriment of a small group of young
girls forming a ring, with clasped hands, merrily singing (as I supposed) the old childish refrain, " Ring a
ring a rosy," etc., etc., as they danced around in a
circle; but what was my surprise and abhorrence to
hear the following:
"Ding, dong, dell,
All heretics will roast in hell,
Ding, dong, dell."

The average age of the children I should imagin ·
about ten years.
The writer is not opposed to religion, but there is
something peculiar in the Catholicreligion; peculiar,
inasmuch as it not only assumes domination over
every other, but inculcates and teaches hatred to all
dissenters-particularly the Protestant.
Connecting these reflections with the recent death
of a distinguished Catholic cardinal, the following
ideas came uppermost. The cardinal had the. reputation of great learning and kindness. Fatherly in
deportment, meek, and always approachable to the
humblest of his parishioners, he was a prelate of the
Catholic church, and as such had the direcLion of
immense power in the ministry. His funeral, as it
was from being in accordance with the deportment
of such a concentration of piety and meekness, therefore is open to criticism. H1s remains lay in state
in his pontifical robes in his favorit cathedral, and
were only to be approached through the solemn peal
of the immense organ, through smoking incense and
demure subserviency.
· It strikes the W~~iter (as it must all Liberal minds)
that. there could be no religion better devised or invented to enslave the human intellect than that of .
the Church of Rome. It assumes not only tam poral
or worldly power over the minds of mankind, but
also power over their spiritual condition. That we
should not seem unjust, let the thinker turn to the
New Testament, Matthew xvi, 18, 19: "I say unto
thee that thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will
build my church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. And I will giv unto thee the keys of
the kingdom of heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt
bind on earth shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be looaed in
heaven."
Now, if we believe in the .divinity of the New Testament-and many do-here they are, hard and fast,
ticketed for heaven or hell at the caprice of an ignorant priest-flerhaps a mere boy of twenty-two,
dubbed a "holy father," a confessor.
But this world is fast becoming skeptical; and
even Protestant believers and church rulers, although
they.may know this to be an ancient monkish interpolation, dare not admit the fact, fearful of bringing
the whole orthodox church fabric about their ears.
But to our cardinal-our learned prelate. The
question arises, how could he, as a man of learning,
and in all domestic relations irreproachable, so debase his manhood by avowing allegiance to the
bloody and cruel hierarchy of the pope of Rome,
with its cruel and bloody record of tens of thousands of burnings of advanced thinkers, sages,
philosophers, and philanthropists I Or how could he
so stultify his intellect as a guardian of morality, sustain the idiot doctrin of "absolution "-the forgivness d sins-which, in effect, is a direct premium for
every uncommitted crime ! How could he close his
eyes to the fact that the greater portion of the criminals in our prisons are of this self-irresponsible belief, or that two out of three of our executed felons
are Romanists ?
But stop; we as Liberals, as thinkers, should not
be too severe on our learned prelate, or censure his
method of doing good. He is but one among the
many priests, papal or Protestant, who assume the
responsibility of doing the thinkmg and directing
the footsteps of all mankind. But of one thing we
may be certain-for it is too apparent-that from its
power of concentration the Romish church is a ·religion totally unsuitable to our republican-iemocratic
government.
That this church has a dangerous power of controling its forces was too manifest at our late presidential election. The untimely utterance of the
Rev. Dr. Burchard, "Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion,"
however true, was unfortunate; for it started at once
all the apostles of St Peter to their feet, and for the
time being emptied all our brothels and dram shops.
Whether it is possible .for the world ever to exist
in a happy state of oneness without some form of religion based on what is known as an expected future
after death, as at present, is a question, but the divarsity in competition as to the surest method of salvation must, of necessity, tend to neutralize their
power of doing mischief.
•
As no man, or body of men, ever act without motiv, is it not safe to conclude that the numerical prosparity of any religion depends much upon the numbar of interested hirelings, outriders, or missionaries
of any particular sect? Observe that the unobtrusiv
Society of J!'riends1 or Quake~s1 who l»'e o:p:po!!ed to
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all hireling priests, after an existence of one hundred years are far, far in the minority when compared with. other sects of Christians. Verily, it
almost amounts to a truism as spoken by Jesus:
" Where the carcase is, there will the eagles be
gathered together." The carcase being wealth, ease
and ostentation.
REFORMER. '

What the Opposition Say.
ON THE WRONG TRA.CK.
From the Dalla• Morning News.

The Ingersoll Secularists are on the wrong track in wanting
to tax church property. It is not by taxation that freedom is
advanced.
WHAT LEO, P. P. (PROFESSIONAL POPE) SA.YS.
FriYln His Last EnC1Jclical.

There was once a time when the philosophy of the gospel
governed states; then it was that that power and divine virtue
of Christian wisdom had penetrated into the laws, institutions,
and manners of peoples, indeed into all the ranks and relations of the state; when the religion instituted by Jesus Christ,
firmly established in that degree of dignity which was befitting,
flourished everywhere in the favor of rulers and under the
due protection of magistrates; when the priesthood and the
government. were united by concord and a friendly interchange
of offices, and the state composed in that fashion produced, in
the opinion of all, most excellent fruits, the memory of which
still flourishes, and will flourish, attested by admirable monuments which cannot be destroyed nor obscured by any art of
the adversary. If Christian Europe subdued barbarous peoples and transferred them from a savage to a civilized state,
from superstition to the truth; if she victoriously repelled the
invasions of the Mohammedans; if civilization retained the chief
power and accustomed herself to afford others a leader and
mistress in everything that adorns humanity; if she has granted
to the peoples that and manifold liberty; if she has most
wisely established many institutions for the solace of wretchedness-beyond controversy is it very greatly due to religion,
under whose auspices such great undertakings were commenced and with whose aid they were perfected. When the
kingdom and the priesthood are agreed between themselves,
the world is well ruled. the church flourishes and bears fruit.
Men who really believe in the existence of God, if they are
to be consistent and not ridiculous, will of necessity understand that the different methods of divine worship involving
dissimilarity and conflict, even on thA most important points,
cannot be all equally probable, equally good, and equally
accepted by God; and thus that faculty of thinking whatever
you like and expressing whatever you like, to think in writing
without any thought of moderation, is not of its own nature,
indeed, a good in which human society may rightly rejoice,
but, on the contrary, a fount and origin of many ills. Liberty,
in so far as it is a virtue perfecting man, should be occupied
with that which is true and that whfch is good, but the foundation of that which is true and that which is good cannot be
changed at the pleasure of man, but remains ever the same,
nor, indeed, is it less unchangeable than nature herself. If
the mind assent to false opinions, if the will choose for itself
evil and apply itself thereto, neither attains its perfection, but
both fall from their natural dignity and both lapse by degrees
inte corruption.
The church of Christ is the true teacher of virtue and guardian of morals. From the decisions of the t>opes it is clearly
to be understood that the origin of puLlic power is to be
sought from God himself, and not from the multitude; that
the free play for sedition is repugnant to reason; that it is a
crime for private individuals and a crime for states to observe
nowhere the duties of religion, or to treat in the same way
different kinds of religion; that the uncontroled right of
thin·king and publicly proclaiming one's thoughts is not inherent in the rights of Citizens, nor to be placed among those
things which are worthy of favor or patronage. In private
life, indeed, the first duty is to conform one's life and manners to the precepts of the gospels, and not to refuse if Christian virtue demands something more difficult to bear than
usual. Individuals also are bound to love the church as their
common mother, to keep her laws obediently, to giv her the
service of due honor, and to wish her rights respected, and to
endeavor that she be fostered and beloved with like- piety by
those over whom they may exercise authority. It is also of
great importance to the public welfare diligently and wisely
to giv attention to the duties of citizenship, in this regard
most particularly with that concern which is righteous among
Christians to take pains and pass effectiv measures, so that
public provision be made for the instruction of youth in religion and morality, for upon these things depends very much
the welfare of every state. Besides, in general it is useful and
honorable to stretch the attention of Catholic men beyond this
narrower field, and to embrace every branch of public administration. Generally, we say, because these our precepts
reach unto all the nations. But it may happen in some particular place, for the most urgent reasons, that it is by no
means expedient to engage in public affairs or to take an
activ part in political functions. But generally, as we hav
said, to wish to take no part in public affairs would be in that
degree vicious, in which it brought to the common weal
neither care nor work, and on _this account the more so because Catholic men are bound by the admonitions of the doctrin which they profess to do what has to be done with integ.
rity and with faith. If, on the contrary, they were idle, those
whose opinions do not in truth giv any great hope of safety
would easily get possession of the reins of government. This
also would be attended with danger to the Christian name, because they would become most powerful who are badly dis.
posed toward the church, and those least powerful who are
well disposed. Wherefore it is evident there is just cause for
Catholics to undertake the conduct of public affairs, for they
do not assume these responsibilities in order to approve of
what is not lawful in the methods of government at this time,
but in order that they may turn these ve~y methodR, s~ far ~s
may be, to the unmixed and true pubhc good, holdmg thl;!
purpose in their minds, to infuse into all the veins of the commonwealth the wisdom and virtue of the Catholic religion, the
most healthy sap and blood, as it were. It was scarcely done
otherwise in the first ages of the church; for the mar.ners and
desires of the heathen were divergent as widely as possible
from the manners and desires of the gospel. for the Christians, always true to themselvs, most cheerfully entered every
walk in life which was open to them. Now, indeed, in these
days it is as well to renew these examples of our forefathers.
For Catholics, indeed, as many as are worthy of the name.
before all things it is necessary to be, and to be willing to be,
regarded as most loving sons of the church; whatsoever is inconsistent with this good report without hesitation to reject;
to use popnlar institutions as far as honesty can be to the advantage of truth and justice, to labor that liberty of action
shall not transgress the bonnds ordained by the law of nature
11nd of God; f!O ~o work that the whoJe of publio l}fe J?hall be
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transformed into, as we hav called it, a Christian image and to the Churches:" Infidels announced that he woUld debate
likeness.
with Clark Braden, who had lectured in Weiland not long before. ~fter the lecture he went ~o Waynesburg, Pa., and debated With Clark Braden. -The Circular annexed will tell the
CA.THOLIC POLICY PUT IN PRACTICE.
From the CrLtlwlic Revi-:w (immediately after the recent elecrion in this state). result. Mr. Watts did not return to resume his "aggressiv
campaign " when ~he debate was over, for he knaw that brethThe election of last Tuesdav. with all its attendant circum· ren would meet h1m at every place with Clark Braden's chal.
stances, made the lessons of ·1884 so clear that the Cltholic lenge. He was ann~mnced to lecture in ;pittsburgh, and a
Review need not dwell on them. vVhat the "independent vote" challenge was published to any theologum of recognized
was, and who cast it in both years, will not be forgotten du1·ing this ability._ Brethren accepted the challenge for Clark Braden.
genemtion.
Infidels replied, saying the challenge was to all the world e~We observe that a number of men who" failed to come to cept Clark B1·aden!
'
time" on the Freedom of Worship bills, or who opposed them,
The next that is heard of Mr. Watts is that he is in New
hav disappeared from public life. Candidate Attorney-Gen- England, and wants to lecture in New England, We hav few
eral Thomas, Penator Daggett, Labor Advocate Hooley, Brook- churches to challenge him in New England. He wants to
lyn Representati'l' Lewis A. Meyers, hav joined Governor k~ep clear of all places where we hav churches to challenge
Cornell and Erastus Brooks in that bourne whence no politi- him to meet Clark Braden. We want all brethren and sisters
cian returns. "We hav a little list of some who'll not be to preserve this paper containing Brother Braden's challenge.
missed," and so forth.
If Mr. Watts comes near where they are, publish the challenge
in local papers, and show it to Watts's backers. Attend his
lectures;
challenge him to meet Clark Braden. Write, or telTHE PURITA.NICA.L SA.RRA.TH GOING,
e!lr!lph to Clmpbell Jobes,_ Claysville, Washington Co., Pa.,
From the Christian Advocate.
No man who is interested in the future, either of the church givmg place and date of his lectures, and Clark Braden will
or society, in this country can wisely remain indifferent to the rise before him to sear his affrighted eyeballs, as Banquo's
present aspects of the Sabbath question. If we do not mis- ghost arose before Macbeth. Let us drive this Infidel braggaread the signs of the times, our Sabbath will ere long be over- docio to the wall, and nip this Infidel raid in the bud.
CAMPBELL JonEs,
whelmed by the tide of Secularity unless proper measures for
its llrotection are undertaken at once. The rise of this tide Preaching for the Christian Church, Beeler Station, West
Virginia.
P. M. WooDs,
has been so gradual, and its advance so insidious, that many
are not fully aware that much ground has already been lost, Preaching for the Christian Church, Clarksville, Green Co., Pa.
nor that the current is rapidly increasing in volume and velocity. It is even now a serious qnestion with some of the
The Bible Made Me an Infidel.
more watchful friends of the Sabbath whether it is not too late
During a few months past, I hav been thinking
to regain what has been surrendered, or even to stay the progress of the evil. Some of the elements of the Continental Sab· and inquiring, reflecting and trying, to asc&rtain how
bath hav already entered into our Sabbath, A.nd while we are or by what means I was c~mverted from Christianity
at the extreme, perhaps, of reaction from the Puritan Sabbath, to Infidelity. And strange as it may appear, I hav·
the foreign influence exerts its force to carry us still further
from the median line. The tendency is to make of our holy come to the dispassionate conclusion that the simple
day a holiday, and of our day of rest a dav of labor. A Sab- reading of the Bible has done it. I hav tried to perbath was, a few weeks ago, election day in France, and all the suade myself that the great change has been effected
turmoil and excitement of a political canvass attended it. The by reading the writings of Infidels; but I am not
people were distracted with influences of a purely Secular, if
not of a corrupting, character, and the chnrch was dishon- able to satisfy myself that the writing of any Infidel
ored, the day was. dishonored, and God himRelf was dishon- alone, or the writings of all that I hav read, when
ored. We recoil with horror at the thought of such a desecra- taken together, hav worked out this mysberious retion being possible in our nation. It is a long way from: the sult. All my convictions aim directly to the influence
Puritan Sabbath to the French Sabbath, but no longer than
from the Sabbath of the French kings to the Sabbath of the of the Bible. Theologians hav always admitted that
French Revolution, when it was sought to destroy-utterly the the Bible itself constitutes its best and most reliable
last vestige of the institution, together with Christianity itself, commentary. Indeed, among all the commentaries
by decreeing that every tenth day should be observed as a day on both the Old Testament and on the New, I hav
of rest. A body moving down an inclined plane gathers force
with every moment and every foot of. progress. It is time to never found a more correct and satisfactory comlook to our barriers and strengthen them, lest this anti-Sab· mentary than the Bible itself.
bath movement get beyond our influence and control.
From my childhood, there always seemed to be no
A.

CHARITABLE COMPARISON.
From th• Troy Daily Times.

Ingersoll's antitheses are so reckless and sweeping as to be
self-destructiv. The following are specimens: "There is
more spirituality in Burns's poem, 'A man 's a man for a'
that,' thA.n there is in the whole of the New Testament."
" There is something more spiritual in the sayings of one of
Shakspere's clowns than you can find in all the Pentateuch."
"There is more spirituality in the Declaration of Independence than there is ia all God said to Moses on Mount Sinai."
The concentrated hatred of the lecturer toward the Hebrew
writings because of their supposed supernatural character is
too apparent. He resembles one of those snakes found by
Stanley in the Congo, that project their venom "in a stream
from a distance of six feet. "-Rev. E. Wentwm·th.
WHOOP!
Ftom the

Am~rican

Cln·istian lleview.

We wish to call the special attention of all brethren and sisters to a matter of vital importance to Christianity in America.
The Infidels of the United States and Canada hav just perfected an org•mization, with the title, "The Secular Union of
America." R. G. Ingersoll is president, and Charles Watts,
of London, England, now making his headquarters in Toronto, Canada, is vice president. They claim to hav over
three hundred local leagues, and more than three hundred
lecturers, male and female. They claim to hav nearly a score
of periodicals that are avowed advocates of Infidelity, and assert that a large portion of the so-called scientific and literary
periodicals, sympathize with them, and aid them. They hav
several publishing houses and book-stores, and claim that news
companies and news stands, and many book-stores, are in
sympathy with them, and circulate their books, papers, pamphlets, tracts, and cards. They imitate all the work of our
tract societies. They announce that it is their intention to
make a vigorous and aggressiv campaign during the coming
winter. Ingersoll will doubtless be in the field, when there is
most mona,' to be made. He will lecture. He dare not debate. Their main reliance as a debater is Charles Watts.
They announce that he is the ablest defender of their system,
in debate, now living. Watts is the editor of the Secular Re·
vietv, the leading organ of Infidelity in England. He has been
lecturing for Infidelity for about thirty years. He has had
twenty-five set debates with representative of Christianity.
He is the author of about a dozen books and scores of pamphlets, that Infidels regard as among the ahlest productions
on Infidelity. He has been lecturing in the United States and
Canada during the last four or five years.
It has been his custom to hav his lectures announce'd with a
great flourish of trumpets, and Goliath-like, to challenge all
preachers and Christians to come and hear. and ask questions,
raise objections, make replies or debate. This givs notoriety
to his harangs, attracts attention, and enables his backers
to bulldoze and taunt believers. It produces in the minds of
the rabble the impression that no one dares to defend Christianity or to assail Infidelity. It has been his custom, after
each debate, to olose up with a whoop of defiance, chellenging
any other representativ of Christianity who may be so rash as
to take up the gauntlet. All his debates except the last two
hav been with men hampered with creeds and theologies. He
has assumed that an attack on creeds and theologies was an
attack on the Bible. His opponents were so hampered with
these systems that they had to defend them instead of the
Bible. After his debate with Aaron Walker, in Weiland, Canada, last February, a change came over the spirit of his dream,
and he modified his challenge, and limited it to all l!tthodo~
believers. Evidently he had had enough of debate with A. man
who defended only the Bible. LA.st summer the Infidel organization of Canada announced that Charles Watts, who was
then in England, would on his return begin a vigorous and
aggressiv campaign all over Canada. Mr. Watts would lect.
ure, invite objections and queries, and challenge anyone to
reply or debate. On his return, Mr. Watts began the campaign with a lecture in Welland1 11nnon,nced !lfl "A Ohal!enge

small amount of obscurity concerning subjects which
I thought a wise and aU-knowing God ougat to hav
made perfectly plain and intelligible. Then, again,
after having read the Bible through and through
(usually once every year), it did not seem to be such
a book as a great creator of such a world as this
would giv to his creatures.
There s~emed to be inaccuracies in its statements,
and contradictions in some things and lack of agree~
ment in others. Yet I was assured that it was the
veritable word of God, and I must accept it as such.
When I was not able to understand it I must believe it all the same. Well, after I became a man,
and had decision enough to B!I.Y that I did not need
a priest to think for me and to tell me what I must
believe, I perceived so many absurdities and incongruities, and so many unphilosophical statements in
it, and so many recorded declarations "for God's
own truth," which are nothing but practical impossibilities, that I soon came to the conclusion that no
great creator of heaven and earth (even if there is
such a bPing) ever wrote such a book as the Bible.
When I reflected how long a time I had reposed
all my confidence for time and eternity in the divine
authenticity of the Bible, and then thought that I
had been deceived all my life, and did not now believe that th-e great God of heaven had any more to
do with writing the Bible than he had with compiling Webster's Dictionary, I almost shuddered at the
contemplation of my own honest opinions. But I
hav no more anxiety now concerning the authenticity
of the Bible. I feel perfectly satisfied that it is only
a production of men who had no more inspiration
from the creator of this world than the writer of
" Esop's Fables,'' or the best novels that were ever
published.
SIGMA.

Eusebius.
To Eusebius, bishop of Cesarea, on the coast of
Palestine, from A.D 315 to 340, we are indebted for
nearly all we know of church history prior to his
time. . . At the very outset of his work Eusebius
makes this startling confession and apology for it:
I freely confess it will crave indulgenca, especially since, as
the first of those that hav entered upon the subject, we are
attempting a kind of trackless and unbeaten path. . . We
are totally unable to find even the bare vestiges of those who
may hav traveled the way before us; unless, perhaps, what is
only presented in the slight intimatioDs which some, in different ways, hav transmitted to us in certain partial narrativs of
the times in which they lived.

He was a scholar and a courtier, an author and an
orator, a bishop and a man of the world. He it was
who wrote Constantine's Address to the Clergy, in
which the Sibylline Acrostic is cited as proof positiv
of the divinity of Christ; and he, too, doubtless approved, if he did not write, the sentiment expressed
by that emperor before the Nicene Council, that secrtlt impurity would be less pernicious than public
scandal; and if he should happen to surprise a bishop
in the act of adultery, he would cast his imperial

mantlE!
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when they had been requested to do so by the Park
Department and the Board of Aldermen he would
feel inclined when this extra appropriation was asked
for to comply by voting in favor of at least a part, if
not the whole, of the sum which is asked."
If the officials maintain this attitude, the museums
will be opened, although Mr. Jesup has such an antipathy to the movement that he will issue a pamphlet against it. But his principal argument, that
he has no money to pay expenses, has been anticipated and answered. The money will be voted
freely enough, and if the law stops the yearly appro·
priation at $30,000, perhaps the legislature may
change the law, so universal is the desire for Sunday
opening. At any rate, what public money is now
granted the institutions should be used for the public benefit. Practically the museums are private
property exempted from taxation by the state and
further subsidized by the city. Either this exemption
and subsidizing should cease or the museums should
be open when the public can visit them. Even Mr.
Jesup must acknowledge that it is unfair that the
people should pay for what they do not and cannot
get.
·

Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALS, and we hope all
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures next
year, the subscription list must be lengthened
We will renew one old . subscription for a year,
and send THE TRUTH SEEKER to one new subscriber
The Opposition.
~for a year, for $5. Will not every one, in renewWe print this week (p. 823) a few extracts from
the sayings of our enemies. We enjoy an occasional
ing, try to get a new subscriber?
excursion into the Christian camp because of the
many encouraging signs we are sure to see.
The Museum Business.
The first saying, from a Dallas paper, we obtained
The policy of the directors of the two museums for
through the medium of an Anarchistic journal which
the opening of which on Sundays the press of this
hates the Freethinkers and the state with about
city has been clamoring, and the people petitioning,
equal intensity. It is a queer idea some people seem to
is at last developed by the application of the secrehav that it is not by rectifying wrongs, but by comtary of the American Secular Union for an opportunity to be heard upon the question. Their policy is mitting others, that justice is attained. We should
to procrastinate, and wear out the patience of those not tax the churches, say the Anarchists, but should
abolish all taxes! Therefore they will not aid the
haviag the matter at heart.
Secularists,
but rather glory in the church-exemption
There are, however, two features in the question
as
a
step
toward
Anarchy. Well, church-exemption
which may hasten their action. The niost important
has
brought
Anarchy
in many countries, when to
is, that the Museum of Natural History w:ants
save
themselvs
from
the
brutal domination of the
$200,000. The Metropolitan Museum of Art last
priesthood
the
people
hav
been
obliged to confiscate
year received $162,500 fr,om the city to enlarge its
the
churches.
And
the
Anarchists
of Boston may
" buildings, and by Mr. Vanderbilt's death comes now
some
time
see
that
particular
ideal
of
theirs realized
into possession of another $100,000. So that instituif
the
Secularist
ide!\
shall
not prevail.
in
this
country,
tion is not particularly in need. The directors of the
The
words
of
the
pope
were
to
be
expected.
His
Museum of Natural History b13ing, however, supplisentiments
hav
been
known
a
great
while.
He
wishes
ants at the treasury doors, will be considerably more
reasonable in the matter, especially as the city offi- to go back to the good old times when the " philoscials having the power to grant the money are all in ophy of the gospel " governed states, and Christianity
favor of the Sunday opening. And, further, these was ingrained in every law, institution, and manner
of the people, and when the priesthood and the govofficers appear disposed to insist on the Sunday
opening as a condition of recommending the grant. ernment were united by a " friendly concord and a
friendly interchange of offices." This, indeed, would
Nearly all of them, too, hav signed the petition, and
be paradise-for the pope! But it is doubtful if the
their sentiments are known. In a conversation with
world can :reverse its order of movement and go back
a Herald reporter Comptroller Loew, who is one of
so far. These were the times when Catholicism enthe Board of Estimate and Apportionment, said:
joyed herself. Heresy was easily punished. All the
"I do not care to discuss at present what the Board of Ap- faithful had to do was to condemn the heretic, turn
portionment will do, as I do not think that it would be proper
for me to intimate that appropriations for museum purposes him over to the state, and then, by a " friendly interwould receive a more favorable consideration at our hands if change of offices," proceed to burn him. Now this
the demand made by the people and the press to open the is all changed, and the pGpe naturally grieves. How· museums on Sunday had been complied with. I also had a ever, he does his best to revive the power of the
talk with Mr. Jesup a few days ago, and I stated to him that,
church by exhorting and commanding his subjects
in my opinion, the Museum of Natural History ought to be
to
do what they can to make the governments under
opened on Sunday. I suggested to him the advantages that
everybody would derive from having the museums open on which they liv conform to the church ideas. " It is
that day, so that the great mass of people who can visit them generally useful," says the pope, "to stretch the atten., at no other time could then go there with their families. Mr. tion of Catholic men to embrace every branch of
Jesup said to me: 'Will you agree to giv us $25,000 per year
·. for the maintenance of the Natural History Museum, instead public administration." To support this, he instances
of $15,000 as at present, if it should be opened on Sunday?' the early Christians who "cheerfully entered every
The inference I drew was that if we gave the increase the mu-· walk in life which was open to them." If history
seum would be opened on Sunday, although Mr. Jesup did does not belie these early Christians, they entered a
not say so in so many words. He informed me that to open good many walks which were not open to them, the
the museum on Sunday would be to incur extra expense, and
proprietors of the walks being away.
that the trustees did not know where to get the money from,
That the pope is likely to be obeyed in his instrucexcept it was appropriated by the board. I told him that the
law stated that the sum to be appropriated to the museums tions to his people to make the whole of public life a
must not exceed $30,000. It is within our discretion to ap- Christian image and likeness, may be seen from the
propriate that amount, but not more."
extract from the Oatholic Reuiew. In fact, the inMr. Loew's intimation that the trustees of the mu- structions of the pope were anticipated, and we are
. seum would more readily obtain the $200,000 if they all but told in plain words that the "independent
promised to open the institution on Sundays was vote " in this state is the Catholic vote, thrown which-made a positiv condition by Tax-Commissioner Cole- ever way the church directs, for those men who do
man, also a member of the Board of Estimate and her will, or against the presumptuous mortals who
Apportionment. He told the reporter that so far as refuse. The opponents of the Freedom of Worship
he is concerned he should "be guided in passing bill ~v disappeared from public life, crows the
upon all requests for appropriations to enlarge or Reuiew, and the impression is plainly conveyed that
maintain these museums by the use that they will be their disappearance can be accounted for by applyto the public. When the trustees conclude to open ing to the Catholic church. If this be so--and we
these museums on Sunday I shall then consider their are far from disputing it-how long will it be, does
JJ.pplications in a more favorable light." Mr. Sanger, the Reuiew imagin,. before there will be voting done
president of the Board of Aldermen, said that " if on the other side? Not long, we think.
t)le trustee~ h~tcl. 9Ply opened
th~ J!.l.PSe11m.ij
p;g. (i?@day
Th~ wa.U of tl!~ 44vocatc ove~ the ~oin~ of the Pu·
...
.

---------
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ritanical Sabbath is a grateful sound.. When the
Methodists learn something new, then, indeed, is
there 'hope for the world. This individual wail is
sgueezed from the purple lips of authorativ Metho~
ism by the pressure of public sentiment on. the question of opening the museums on Sunday.
The Rev. Mr. Wentworth's comparison of Ingersoll
to a snake is peculiarly a Christian thought. Snakes
play an important part in the theology of Christianity. Some French artist has pictured the snake,
however, as possessing the head of a priest. Such a
conceit is a pretty faithful likeness of woman's
tempter since Christianity was established, if not
before.
The whoop of Elders Jobes and Woods about Braden and Mr. Watts· we copy as a text for a few words
concerning Braden. Several hav asked us how the
debate eame out between Mr. Watts and Braden,
and why Mr. Watts will not further discuss with
his " Christian " opponent. The Freethinkers of
Waynesville were deceived in arranging for the debate between Mr. Watts and the fellow Braden.
Braden was put forward by Jobes, and indorsed by
the Christian (Campbellite) church. Mr. Luse, who
made the arrangements for the debate, 'Was unaw'llre
of the unsavory ~!J.aracter of Braden, and though we
wrote him as soon as we heard of the proposed meeting, he considered it too late to withdraw. The debate itself was unsatisfactory. Braden did not
adhere to the propositions, did not advance any argument~ in support of Christianity, but dealt almost
wholly in abuse of Infidels. Mr. Watts bore this for
two nights, adhering to the propositions, proving his
positions, and disproving those his opponent had
engaged to defend, until the last night came. Then,
apologizing to the audience for descending in a
measure to Braden's level, Mr. Watts gave his
opponent such a scoring as those who heard it say
seldom falls to the lot of fallen ministers. From
what we know of Mr. Watts's powers of sarcasm and
ridicule we can well imagin that Braden feels hurt.
But such is the unconquerable impudence of Braden
th~~.t he afterward proposed to Mr. Watts that they
make a tour of the country, discussing Christianity.
"There is money in it," said Braden. Of course Mr.
Watts indign~:n:tly refused, and Braden is now writing and getting Jobes to write all manner of abuse
of Mr. Watts.
THE TRuTH SEEKER did not take any interest in the
Waynesburg debate, feeling somewhat humiliated
that Mr. Watts had been so" taken in" as to meet Braden, who is unworthy of any notice whatever. There is
hardly a prominent Liberal in the country whom
Braden has not slandered, and he piled Pelion on
Ossa but a few weeks before this debate by his
wholesale libel on the town of Liberal, Mo. A<lded
to this is the fact that he has been in jail for swindling, and escaped a visit to the penitentiary only by
a technicality in the indictment, and we think there
are sufficient grounds for any reputable person declining ·to meet him. That Elders Jobes and Woods
and their church still sustain Braden and put him
forward as their champion, only shows either their
ignorance of his true character or their moral obliquity of vision. In the past Mr. Watts has said
he was willing to meet any Christian in debate. In
the future, although it shuts out Braden, he will
qualify his proposition with some such word as "decent."
But, for all that, our batch of opposition grumbles
is interesting reading.

Prayer at Harvard.
The fight as to whether students at Harvard shall
be obliged or not to listen to prayers is on again.
President Eliot is pious, and insists that the students
shall also be pious.
But if the real state of things at the college is as
~n alumnus states in the Euening Post, practical
morality, if not religion, will. be a great gainer by
the abolition of compulsory attendance at alleged
worship. "There is no feature of religious observance," says this graduate of Harvard, "which givs
rise to so many expressions of disrespect and irreverence as this system of morning prayers. Prayers
are looked upon by the average student as a nuisance, and any compulsory religious observance can
hardly create other feelings. Prayers are avoided as
much as possible, and lying to get rid of them is
hardly thought wrong by many, and considered entirely jqstift~l;>le by sor:qe. fetitiOD!i b1 the ~core fo7;
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fictitious reasons are handed in every week in the
year, and doctors are sought to giv certificates for
severe illnesses which do not exist. It' is gen:erally
d
t d h
h
t
un era oo t at t e B atements in the petitions are
taken to be true unless the authorities happen to
know to the contrary. So, as there is little danger of
detection, and as lying in this case is not considered
very wrong, this _performance goes on year after
-year."
The students evidently feel that to thwart tyranny
they are justified in resorting to lying. To an unpredjudiced observer, therefore, it would seem that
,. the oversee~s of the coll~ge would do well to rem~ve
the. temptatiOn by allowmg the .students to exerCise
theu own pleasure ~ t~ attendi~g ~rayers. ~very
_commo~ form of C?r1st1an su~phcat10n runs,. .~ead
us not mto temptatiOn, but dehver us from .evil We
recommend t~e ov~rsee~s to extend to theu charges
the same lemency 1n th1s regard that they ask from
one they suppose to be even stronger in power than
themselvs.

And the Pot Calls the Kettle Black.

commerce, and yet it i_s as far away from Western Christianity
as it was a oentnry ago.
"Japan discards its traditional costume, and adopts that of
Enrope, bnt it ohoses for imitation, so far as religion goes, not
the faith, bnt the Infidelity of Christian civilization.
"The only way to get rid of the Mohammedanism of Tnrkey,
experience shows, is to kill off the Mohammedans. The
actnal conversion of a Mohammedan Tnrk to Christianity is
almost an unheard of thing.
"Christianity in Africa has meant to the nativs chiefly shot
·
and shell, and wholesale slaughter.
What, then, hav these nineteen millions done ? They
hav furnished fat salaries and comfortable living for
the thousands of mission harpies, who use up fifty dollara to get one dollar to a foreign shore, and they hav
satisfied the alleged consciences of the three millions
of Methodists in the country who. gave the money.
The donors are complacently satisfied that in paying a dollar for about a thousandth part of a heathen
they hav fulfilled their duty, and are consequently
entitled to a harp with a little more gilt around it
than their neighbors will get.

Editorial Notes.

DuBING the week ending November 30th the generous citizens of New York gave the Catholill Protectory $19,414.21; the
New York Infant Asylum, $6,5~.57; and the New York
Juvenile As~lum, $16,725.38.
N. J. TRENHAM, in sending us a collection of photographic
views of the Park Region of Minnesota, as well as a new subscriber, incloses also cabinet photographs of W. S. Bell, W. F.
Jamieson, and E. C. Walker, three Liberal lecturers who hav
visited Mr. Treriham's town the past few months. He asks us
to state that any friends of either gentleman can hav a copy
for twenty-five cents each, or the three together for fifty cents.
We hav an interest in selling these photographs, for Mr.
Trenham adds that all the money he receives for them he will
spend in buying Liberal books and distribute them in his locality. His address is Alexandria, Minn.
BELOW we giv an abstract of the transactions of the finance
department of this city for the week ending November 21st, so
far as relating to charitable institutions. Money was paid as
follows:
Association for Befriending Children and Young
Girls,
- $ 740 57
Nursery and Child's Hospital,
9,084,18
New York Catholic Protectory,
• 19,414.21
New York Infant Asylum,
6,506 57
New York Infirmary for Women and Children,
400.00
New York Juvenil Asylum,
16,725 38

Total,
- $52,870.91
. TEE present chaplain of the Honse of Representativs is
In connection with the payment of money we note that our
The Home _Mission Monthly tells as follows how the blind. "And if the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into
city government is made defendant in a suit of the " Shelterpope claims to hav made a great discovery:
the ditch."
ing Arms," to vacate an assessment for grading Tenth avenue,
"A_few months ago Pope Le~ XIII. i.ssued a btill announcing
IN the criminal snit agaist him for lecturing on Snnday Mr. which passes by it. By this it appears that the church· instithe discovery at Compostella, m Spmn, of the bones of the ·Joseph Symes, of Melbourne, Australia, has "stood off" the tutions use some of the money given them by the city to fight
Apostle James. He narrates as certain trnth a .mass of absnrd Christians. The jury disagreed, being evenly divided. We the city's charges for improving their property. At a meeting
tradition regarding the carrying of the body from Jndea to shall be able to giv further particulars when the next Austra· of the board of estimate and apportionment, held November
Spain, the loss of all knowledge of the spot where it was lian mail arrives. We get this scant information via the Na- 25th, further sums were voted from the excise moneys to supbnried, the rediscovery of the remains through the appearance tional Riformer of London.
port the institutions named:
of a miraculous star whose rays pointed out the place of in$7,748.14
Institution of Mercy,
IT
seems
that
the
reason
the
Austrian
government
did
not
terment. With a minute rehearsal of childish fables "'hioh we
4,16543
St. Joseph's Asylum,
might hav considered a forgery had it not been officially at- want Mr. Keily as the representativ of this country to its St. Stephen's Home for Chililren,
3 \J70 43
court
was
that
his
wife
is
a
Jewess.
Secretary
Bayard
retorts
tested, the pope declares that the recently discovered bones
Mission of the Immaculate Virgin,
8,816.29
that
he
cannot
take
the
religious
opinions
of
a
man's
wife
into
Missionary
Sisters,
Third
Order
of
St.
Francis,
3,809.14
are really those of the great apostle."
account in making appointments to office, and the Austrian Asylum Sisters of f:lt. Dominic, 3,264 57
The editor of the Monthly comments:
Dominican Convent of Our Lady of the Rosary,
3,030.46
mission very properly remains vacant.
1,029 57
Association for the Benefit of Colored Orphans,
"Now when it is remembered that Pope LeO is considered
TEE Rev. Kristofer Janson, of Minneapolis, is the first StJames's Home, 1,204.57
one of the most intelligent and broad-minded of all the men Christian minister we hav read of who can discourse of "In- Association for Befriending Children and Young
who hav occupied the papal chair, we cannot but be appalled gersoll and Ingersollism " without every other word being a
172 29
Girls,
at the thought of the superstition and credulity which must misrepresentation of the great orator's character and doo- St. Ann's Home,
256.86
American Female Guardian Society and Home for
exist ii;t the minds of the more ignorant of his flo!Jk."
trins •• Judging him from his sermon delivered December 6th
1,024. 29
the Friendless,
to
his
congregation,
we
should
say
that
Mr.
Janson
is
a
genThe editor of the Monthly should first free his own
Asylum of St. Vincent de Paul,
49914
1,149.43
St. Agatha's Home for Children,
eyes from beams before pointing out the motes in tleman.
387.71
Michael's Home, A STA.TE Senate committee has been exploring the city to St.
his Christian neighbor's. In Matt. ii, 1, ff., we read:
3,174 29
Hebrew f:lheltering Guardian Society, find some way of equalizing taxes. One of the committee told L~dies' Deborah Nursery and Child's Protectory. 3,796.29
"Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, in the
a World reporter:
days of Herod the king, behold there cam.e wise men from
Total,
$47,498
90
"I may say we hav found that personal property is assessed
the east to Jerusalem,
·
at only one-eighth of the relativ value nt which real estate is
The foregoing sums were voted for the month of August _
_"Saying, Where is he that is born king of the Jews? for we assessed. We find, too, many devices on the part ot corpora- last only. The Home for Fallen and Friendless Girls for the
tions to evade the tax-collector. Take, for example, the action same month received $218.63.
hav seen his star in the east, and are come to worship him."
of the New York Railroad Company in moving its officeR to
When Herod had ordered the wise men to go to Albany in order to avoid paying its taxes here; and the EleJA.MIESON's debate with Rev. D. R. Dungan commenced
vated Railroad Company's move to Irvington for the same purBethlehem, we are told further that:
pose. Then we hav found in some oases that the method of December 22d at Maitland, Mo., to last six days, two sessions
"They departed: and, lo, the star, which they saw in the collecting a state tax of three per cent costs the state two- each day, on the following propositions: 1. "Infidelity is
east, went before them, till it came imd stood over where the thirds of that amount. There are many evils to be remedied, better calculated to advance mankind morally, physically,
but I cannot mention them in detail now."
young child was born."
and intellectually than Chistianity." Jamieson affirms. 2.
We would respectfully suggest to the committee that one "The Bible is the best guide in inorals and agrees with
Now the editor of the Mission Herald probably beway-and an exceedingly just way-of equalizing taxes in this
lieves this last story. But if he is one
the most city is to collect the regular assessment of $2!1 on a thousand science." Dungan affirms. Jamieson's debate with Rev. J.
W. Damon on "Prophecy" will take place at Savannah, Mo.,
intelligent and broad-minded of the Protestant edi- of valuation from the fifty or sixty million dollars' worth of
Dec. 29th, 30th, 31st, and Jan. 1st.
tors, what really intelligent man can help being ap- church property now untaxed in this city. A million and a
palled at the thought of the superstition an~ credul- quarter might in this way be added to the city revenues.
Pennsylvania State Liberal Convention.
ity which must exist in the minds of the _more
"A woRKMA.N" writes to the Detroit News, giving some reaIn
cqmpliance with the requirements of the Consons why his fellow-craftsmen do not attend church. Among
ignorant of his readers?
his reasons are theJ;~e expressions which he has heard work· stitution, and by and with the advice of the Execumen utter: "A preacher in a pulpit alw~ys mlikes me think tiv Committee, it has been decided to hold the Second
What B:av They to Show for It 1
of a man churning buttermilk. These preachers think they Annual Convention of the Pennsylvania State Liberal
At a meeting held in the Academy of Music, in this are little gods on wheels, but when you get down to cold facts League at L~fayette Hall, P1ttsburgh, Pa., on Friday,
city, to chuckle over the sixty-sixth anniversary of the they don't know any more about kingdom come or the other January 29th, 1886, at 10 o'clock A.M.
Representations of every League and district, orformation of the Methodist Foreign Missionary place than a cast-iron dog. Oh, a preacher is all well enough;
the women like to hear him talk, and once in a while he'll find ganized or unorganized, throughout the entire state,
Society, the Rev. James B. Buckley stated that dura man he can really benefit by shaking him over the bottom· are cordially invited.
ing its career the society had collected and spent less pit and soaring his life out of him; but a man that knows
We especially solicit the Liberals of the state to be
nineteen millions of dollars.
•
enough to behave himself hasn't any need of him. There is present at our meming session, to take part in the.
This may be true. No- doubt, if the society has just this about the preaching business: The preachers claim business meeting, when the work of the League will
raised this sum, that the officers hav managed to spend that the Bible is a message from God to man. If it is so, then be set forth, and the matured judgment and suggesthe preacher virtually assumes to be smarter than God, for he tions from the best workers and thinkers are needed
it down to the last dollar. But we hav the same
makes a business of explaining what the Almighty, presum· to decide on the best means of carrying on the work,
curiosity that the Sun expressed when considering ably, wasn't able to make clear himself. If it isn't so, the
forming local and district Liberal Unions, affording
Dr. Buckley's statement: Hav these nineteen million whole business is founded on a fraud. So I conclude that the educational and social advantages, effecting more
dollars produced any results at all commensurate preacher must either be super-omniscient or a humbug."
efficient organization and in the selection and elecwith the sacrifice which the givers must hav made to
EVIDENTLY the church is short of funds. A revival has been tion of officers for the energetic carrying out ot the
raise so vast a sum ? The mission board should going on recently in this city, meetings being held at Trinity program decided on.
There are many matters of importance to be brought
stand their converts, of even this generation, up in a church (which church, by the way, holds some seven millions
of dollars' worth of untaxed property), at which the Rev. Mr. before the Convention, among others, the change of
row, that they may be counted and the cost per head Aiken has done his best to scare the wealthy men of Wall
name to that of "Pennsylvania State Secular Union."
reckoned. Olear the dry goods out, and put them street. Here is one of his shrieks to them:
We trust that every lady and gentleman having
along on the first floor of the Methodist Book Con"Do you never think yo_u've g~t to die, you rich ~en? It's interest in the cause will realize the necessity of
cern Building, that all New York may see how many a healthy occupation to thmk of It. Do you ever thmk of the making especial efforts to be present, so that by
tiny line among the death :aotice.s a~out you_? T~in~ of your
there are.
self in that hour whe1:1 you are smkmg, smking, smkmg-good united effort the state organization may be made a
powerful factor in the great work of securing the
We do not think they would very densely crowd God, where?
.
.
.
"0 poor rich man ! Blown hke a l~af mto the darken~ng Nine Demands of Liberalism, insuring equal rights
that spacious edifice, for these statements of the Sun void. Sinking into ghastly depths with ~he cry of terrible
and privileges to all, regardless of religious faith, or
agony on thy lips-lost! lost! lost! The JII.WS of death gape the lack of it.
are indisputably true:
to swallow you. And yet your soul might hav bee~atisfied
"It cannot be said that during the last half century ChrisThose attending the Convention will be enabled to
if you had wished.
tianity has made any decided advance in the East, whe~e
"What are you worth? That's the question you hear and participate in the Grand Paine Birthday Celebration,
Christian missionaries to the heathen hav expended theu you ask everywhere. It is not what your banker has. You under the auspices of the Ptltsburgh SP.cular Union,
chief efforts, and what has been done has in great part been orily seem to possess what you own; for you are worth only who in catering acceptably for Liberals' mental and
counteracted, or even neutralized, by the greed and cruelty of what you are, and ther~, is a bankruptcy court on the other physical needs hav never been surpassed.
side of the Dark Valley.
Christian commerce and conquest.
W:r.t:. SEYMou~, Pfel}ident,
Pr.:>bably if these rich men would contribute a thousand dol"India is under the dominion of Christian England, and
CaAa. B. REYNOLDs, Secr~tar1,
lars
apiece
to
·his
church,
the
Rev.
Mr.
Aiken
would
find
a
ret it remains hostil to Christianity.
P~Q!lmbet" 19th, 1885.
ff(}J@~ Jj.~~ \>!l~P,. QOJ.li.Jlll!J!ld W PJl!lP ~!!oJ'lwJ'I! W W~t!lf» more {lOJ:P.fo$.ble place for them. W drop into When thel die,
·
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,. EL PAso, TEX., Dec. 10, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I think the idea of illustrating THE TRUTH
SEEKER a very good. one, and shall do my best to get new
subscribers for it from this part of the country.
I beg to suggest, also, that you reserve a space in your paper
for the publication of the principal officers of the local Leagues
or Secular Societies belonging to the American Secular Union,
giving the address of the secretary of each, and, if possible,
the time of their regular meetings. Such information, I. am
sure, would be welcome to many Freethinkers whose occupation or business compels them to traveltmost of the time. If
this were done once a month, or once in three months, it might
fill the_bill.
CHAs. PETERS.
MAITLAND, Mo., Nov. 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: May I claim the privilege, through the grand
.old TRUTH SEEKER, to tell what we are doing down in our
moral vinyard in interest of the infant cause? We hav
secured and had delivered two courses of lectures within the
last three months by Prof. W. F. Jamieson, and hav arranged
for a debate between W. F. Jamieson and a Mr. Dungan, for
the 22d of December; and last,'.but not least, there was a
·course of lectures delivered here on the 19th and 20th of this
month by Helen H. Gardener, which hav had and will hav
some good eJhct. She was greeted with splendid and intelligent audiences who were loth to retire at the end of each
lecture. Miss Gardener is rather small in point avoirdupois,
but in point of intellect she is a giant. She has splendid delivery, holding her subject in hand with ease, and the same
time with that firmness of decision that is pleasant and convincing. It would be hard for one to pay a fitting tribute to
the little lady. I would advise all our Liberal friends wishing lectures in the interest of our cause to secure the services
of Miss Gardener if possible.
Respectfully,
F. B. SPRINGS.

ot

REw CITY, PA., Nov. 26, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Thanks for your excellent management of
the glorious TRUTH SEEKER. Thanks for the privilege of re.
newing my subscription to this trifling extent, and for the
courage to speak aloud -the principles culled from its pages,
and to declare I will never be without it while I can spare a
dollar to send you for it. At different times in the last two
years we hav found by the outspoken result of thought and
reason, and the circulation of tracts and books, enough Liberals to hav organized quite· a respectable club, but the fluctuations of trade in the oil fields render our stay in one place
so uncertain that the attempt was impracticable on account of
the certainty of its failure, as I hav reason to believe is the
case in the city of Bradford, the metropolis of the oil country.
I would be thankful for life to see the day when the ignorance and superstition of orthodoxy will be cleared away, and
teachers be compelled to pass an examination in the sciences.
w. N. WEST.

granted by that just and unbiased judge, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
of pointing the finger of friendly commep.t at one or two of
his inconsistencies. He asserts that his wife " and all the
women of her class would not vote." Must all the women of
the United States be refused the ballot because of that fact?
Mrs. Mallonee would not be compelled to vote if she did not
desire to, while Mr. Mallonee is no doubt a paragon of all domestic virtues, whose one individual ballot may be safely relied upon to represent his wife, daughters, "his sisters and
his cousins and his aunts "-even his mother-in-law if she be a
widow. It is possible that some men in this great commonwealth are not so qualified. 'Mr. Mallonee refers to "strongminded females" as all being "old maids." Admitting this
(but there are widows among them), who, may I ask, is to do
their thinking and acting for them? I myself am one of
those much-despised strong-minded old maids, a Freethinking
Spiritualist, but not a Freelover in any but a Christlike sense
of the term. Now, supposing I desire to vote against a Sunday law, what am I ·to do? Must we be restricted by Mrs.
Mallonee and women of her clas3? Has our misguided
brother overlooked the fact that among the foremost toilers
in the fair fields of reform are many " old maids " who for
years hav been demanding the privileges extended to the ignorant African and the drunken American? If, after calm reflection, Mr. Mallonee still believes that liberty is a blessing
only when pogsessed by the sterner sex, I would advise him
to join the Presbyterians and to teach the ancient doctrin of
Saint Paul to people who hav not outgrow~ the idea that a
woman must forever be a mirror, reflecting only the virtues or
vices of her lord and master. The inclosed poem was written
long before I saw Mr. Mallonee's article, and though it may
sound a trifle harsh, is not intended to be personal, ex~epting
as a reply to personal remarks. Hoping Mr. Mallonee will
accept my comments and queries with the same friendly spirit
in which they are sent, I remain forever a Freethinking,
strong·minded old maid.
A VINDICATION.
It is frequently said by a prejudiced few
That" strong-minded females" are coarse and low;
I know that some people believe this true,
But inquiry proves that it is not so.
In a skating-rink, 'mid the giddy whirl
I beheld the mother of children two;
She was known in youth as a reckless girl,
And since as a wife who is far from tme.
I said to this matron of doubtful fame,
As we glided on 'neath the dazzling lights,
"Will you kindly deign to affix your name
To my list of toilers for women's rights?"
In tones of decided severity,
She said, ''Do you take me, sir, for a fool ?
A woman should liv for her family,
It is not her mission the world to rule."
I entered a ballroom and met a dame
Who bore the brand of society's slave,
To lead the fashions had been her aim,
In radiant gems she approached her grave.
I said to her, •' Madam, your name I crave
As an aid on my woman's suffrage list."
To me a contemptuous stare she gave,
"I am not a fanatic, sir," she hissed.

•

MoNMOUTH, ILL., Nov. 15, 1885.
I questioned a creature than whom few worse
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 to get me within hailing disHav ever darkened this beautiful earth;
tance at least. We shall hav to keep THE TRuTH SEEKER at
Upon all things pure she had breathed her curse,
all events. It is our Sunday readin_g and better than all the
And to many vile deeds had given birth.
orthodox sermons preached in the land. I see by this mornI asked, as I gazed on her beautiful face
And into her dissolute, bloodshot eyes
ing's paper that Birmingham, Alabama, has gone back to the
Though I knew the question was out of place
dark ages in her new Sunday laws. Well, if the people there
And wondered much what would be her reply:
can stand it, I don't know but that we can who are so far
"Do
you think that women should hav the right
away.
Of casting votes, or help make the laws?
The U. P"s. here circulated petitions to hav the trains on the
If so, are you willing your name to write
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railroad stop running cars
With those who are friends to the woman's cause? "
on the Sabbath. But this road, which is running from
She took my pen in her talon-like claws
thirty-five to fifty trains a day, does not see it in that
And these are the words the reprobate wrote:
light, so the passengers do not hav to be put to such delay " I decline to giv you my name, because
Saint Paul did not think women ought to vote."
and expense, and freight is movin~ as rapidly as usual over
this, one of the best (if not the best) roads in the country.
. Thus each old ha€1 that I questioned replied,
Sunday was made for man, and man alone is responsible as
And each young girl who had strayed from the right,
And many a matron devoid of pride,
to how he uses or abuses it. All the cant of preachers to the
That their names on my list they would not write.
contrary does not affect this truth. One day for rest or recreaThose women whose li7es were an empty show;
tion is just as necessary as light and heat, and let us all make
And those most deficient in heart and brains,
the best use of the privilege.
S. W. SMITH.
Who believed they knew all there was to know,
Denounced my list with pronounced disdain.
GREENSBURG, PA., Dec. 1, 1885.
But the silver-haired dames with records pure,
Ma. EDITOR: While the discussion that is now going on in
Those mothers whose children were cared for best;
•regard to the successor of the president, should he die or be
Those brides with integrity most secure;
disabled during the present juncture caused by the death of
And girls with decorum and prudence blest;
Those who nursed the ill and dying by night;
the vice-president, is taking a wide range. some going so far as
Those who sought to reform the low and depraved;
to declare it 'Unconstitutional for any oflL·e,holder to fill his
Those who helped to fight the foes of the right;
place, eve.n temporarily, I should think that some wnuld see
That mankind from their errors might be sa.vedof what little consequence it is whether we hav any president
Lo!
these were the ones who willingly signed
at all. If the president of the Senate were authorized to sign
Their names to my list as wise women ought,
all bills and appointments to offioe, what wonld be the use of
With unselfish heartq and impa.rtial minds,
·a president or vice·president? The cabinet offices could be
For righteousness's sake, and freedom of thought.
filled by the Senate and House of Representative, and each
Thus it is ever; an unstable mass
would make his own appointments with the consent and adHav checked the march of progression each day.
vice of the Senate, as now. Then what is gaim•d by having a " Strong-minded women " contend with this class,
And use all their strength in clearing the way.
president elected every four years, exciting the people and
EIDDA.
spending thousands of dollars, injuring every legitimate business, to elect a president, who, perhaps, may be antagonistic
TONTOGANY, 0., 1885
.to the majority in Congress, causing four years of wrangling
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a Republican all my (voting) life,
and clogging the wheels of government for that time, when,
but two years ago I voted for Hoadly on account of his Libif the president of the Senate performed the duties of presieral views. Soon after the election I took a trip to Florida,
dent, he would always be in accord with the majority (as it
and on my way I stopped at several places, among the rest
would take a majority to elect him) of the Senate, and there
Atlanta, Ga. While there I went to see General McPherson's
would be no j,mgling? Hundreds of thousands of dollars
monu7t, and while roaming over the battle-field I came
would be saved, besides the fifty thousand that now goes as
across an old, very old, colored man, with whom I had an interthe president's salary.
J. DowNES.
esting talk. His deep, sad tones revealed his forlorn conditioy.;
his sad countenance showed that his last smile had long since
CHILLICOTHE, 0., Dec. 7, 1885.
taken wings and flown away, never to return. I would gladly
MR. EDITOR: I hope 1\'Ir. Mallonee will forgiv the fact that relate the whole of our conversation, but fear it would. be too
I was much smprised by his Saint Paul like attack upon wo- lengthy. I shall quote the speech that he delivered to me
;Q~a;t} ll1lffrage1 as I am about tv cl!lim the privilege always (one neve:r to be forgotten). In deep, pathetiQ tones, he'said;

"I spent all my days of strength, and all the days of my
usefulness, in your service, and now I am old and crippled
with the 'rhumatiz,' which makes me almost helpless, I am
turned out like ari old horse to pick up what I can and then
starve. I see you are a stranger here, looking for relics. You
must hav plenty of money. Can't you giv me a little? I am
so needy."
After I got my heart swallowed down sufficiently to speak, I
informed him that he did not know whom he wa,s addressing;
that I was from the North; that I earned all the money I had
by hard work with my own hands and. mind. I aske.d him
why young colored people could not help the old. His answer
was:
"All of our best men are on the chain-gang in the mines,
and it is all the next best can do to take care of themselvs, and
the old are in a starving condition. I hav a little job of wood "
cutting here, as you see, ~hich will help me a right smart bit,
but when that is done I don't know what I will do to make a
living."
I asked him if he could not get enough to eat. He said,
"Sometimes I hav something to eat and sometimes I havn't."
I gave him what loose change I had, without counting, and
departed a sadder but wiser man.
I hope the day is not far distant when we Secularists will be
able to buy a home for all such as the above, and gather them
to it in the name of humanity. I presume there are some
Christians and Jews whos.e hearts are sufficiently tender to
aid us in the . noble work. Let us make haste lest it be too
late to assist the most deplorable class (ex-slaves). If this
old man could deliv.er a five minutes' lecture in every town in
the North we could raise the money to buy a home for allsuch is my opinion. Please pard~n the digression.
This fall, when I went to the election, the sound of those
clanking chains was still ringing in my ears; therefore, I could
aot vote for Hoadly. When we make our Nine Demands an
issue, I shall be ready to vote them.
M. BROWN.
WALKERTON, ONT., Dec. 12, 1885.
MR. EPITOR: Thinking it would be interesting to you and
the patrons of THE TRUTH SEEKER to know what we Ble doing
to advance the cause of Freethought in this section of Canada,
I, at the req aest of several Liberal friends, take the liberty of
sending you this short report of three lectures, recently delivered here by Mr. Chas. Watts, being his second engagement
in this place, and it pleases me to say he was attentivly listened to both times by large and well-behaved audiences.
The subject of the first lecture was "Secularism, Destructiv
arid Constructiv." It i~ no more than just and fair to· say
that I do not think it could hav been handled better, and that
it was thoroughly sound throughout.. $orne of the most intelligent and non-prejudiced Christians who heard the lecture,
and with whom I conversed about it. said they agreed with
the most of it and that it would be diffiault to answer the rest
of it. The arguments seemed to me impregnable. The second
was on "Unbelief-Its Nature and Value to Mankind." It
rather surprised most of the orthodox attendants to learn they
were all unbelievers, and that all cha.nge and reform is the result of unbelief in the exi3ting and established order of things.
They seemed to appreciate this lecture better than the former
one, perhaps because they understood it better.
The third one was on the "History of the New Testament."
I suppose it is at least not necessary to state that quite a
number of the hearers were made uneasy, especially those
who had discarded the Old Testament and pinned their faith
to the· New, when Mr. Watts quoted largely from Christian
writings and" authorities to prove that the origin of the New
Testament i~ and always has been unknown, that there were
other gospels besides M<\tthew, Mark, Luke, and John;
that they did not write the ones ascribed to them, and that if
any of them were genuin they did not know which, etc.
Mr. Watts is a very forcible and logical speaker, and often
eloquent during his discourse, and to giv only an approximate
account of these lectures would requirtl a lengthy article which
probably you would not like to publish in your· over-contributed paper.
Trusting you will con•ider this very inadequate report
worthy of publication, I remam, Fraternally yours,
J. H. BOBIER.
HAMILTON, 0NT., Dec. 11, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Watts has again paid us a visit, and, like·
a briUiant meteor illuminating this most orthodox neighborhood, he has disappeared for a short season only, we hope, as
the two discourses he rendered were considered by those who
heard them as the grandest they had ever heard him giv in
Hamilton. Several attempts hav been made (both through
the press and privately) to induce the orthodox champion, Dr.
Sexton, to enter the arena of debate with our representativ,
but the wily doctor knows too much to trust himself on the
platform with an opponent such as Charles Watts. There
seems to be quite a dearth of orthodox sentiment just now,
and the clergy find it uphill work drumming sheol into their
hearers. It has not the terror that the old orthodox hell had,
with its brimstone dungeons and devils, its darkness, its chains
and fire; these things hav been no longer believed in except
in popish theology and the Salvation Army, both of which we
hav amongst us. The latter craze seems stagnant. They are
not so blatant as they were, and many who formerly belonged
to them are now as-hamed of their unseemly and grotesque
antics on the streets. I am pleased to let you know that a
larg3 quantity of Freeth ought liter~~oture has been sold at every
Freethought lecture, the people being hungry for more knowledge. I had the pleasure of witnessing an incident which will
illustrate the growing desire for more information: At the
afternoon lecture, a well-dressed lady (unaccompanied) came
to the entrance of the hall, and it could be seen at once by the
timidity of her movements that she was a stranger to our
meeti:rags. She put the inquiry, "Are there any ladies present?" "Oh, yes, madam, a great many," was my answer.
This seemed to afford )fer some satis~action, 11,nd sh!l paased
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into the room and took .a seat well toward the front. It was
evident to me that she had not been to any of our previous
lectures, and I therefore cone! uded I would watch the effect
of the lecture upon her, and observe tll.e different changes in
her countena~ce as the gifted orator explained the principles
of th_e A_merrcan Secular Union, their Becessity, superiority,
and JUStice. To describe the changes from grave to gay
and vice vers-t, I will not attempt, but it was ,evident she
had been greatly edified, for I noticed that she had induced
her husband to accompany her to the evening lecture on" Unbelief." Both of them gave vent to their appreciation as pronounced as any in the hall, and I noticed at the close of the
lecture that they went to the table (where one of the friends
sold our literature) and purchased a copy of Paine's "Age of
Reason." We shall see that lady and gentleman again, I am
sure, on Mr. Watts's next visit, an:l more books will be sold. I
may tell you that since Mr. Watts's first visit to this city two
years ago, we hav sold nearly two ·hundred copies of Paine's
"Age of Reason," a work more dreaded by the clergy than the
advent of small-pox. Hundreds of copies of THE TRUTH
SEEKER hav been put in circulation, and when it becomes an
illustrated weekly journal, which all of your subscribers should
hope for, then what a mighty howl will ascend from the pulpits of Christendom, and Hamilton in partic\llar ! The socalled reform press of the city ignore our lectures, but are always eulogistic of any crank who shines undtlr the auspices of
the Young Men's Christia_n Association. Whilst this is so, the
Conservativ or Tory journal, the Spectator, givs us an impartial
and .friendly notice whenever we meet, with a synopsis of the
lecture. I can well understand our Materialistic friend
Winter, of Cincinnati, calling Spiritualists by the euphonious
name of crank. We had one on the platform to reply to Mr.
Watts, and he told the audience that he had seen the future
home of the damned, the orthodox hell. He had been privi~
leged to see, also, tile golden stairs and the heaven of the Sunday-school books. It was apparent to the audience that he
was what he professed, a Spiritualist, or what friend Winter
would call a crank. Yours as ever for the truth,
GEORGE MADDOCKS.
LowELLVILLE, 0., Dec. 8, 1885.

the ways and means of obtaining the Nine Demands, as well
as the one or two which were added.
·
If all who differ from a few managers are to be excluded
from participation in the proceedings, and all heresy or unpopular subjects, too, the creed ought to be stated in the call.
Associations of this kind are only responsible for what may be
adopted as a platform, and not for error and falsehood, heresy,
and folly uttered by individuals in discussion. To call upon
all the vari~ties of Freethinkers to attend these meetings, and
when there to make them behave according to some narrowminded standard and keep silent, is an undertaking that is
likely to fail.
The Nine Demands, or some of them, forty years ago were
just as unpop1;1lar and disreputable as those subjects which
now secure the name of crank and other opprobrious names
to those who advocate them. And those who by sacrifice and
suffering.,hav made,jthe Nine Demands somewhat respectable
hav no objections to others sailing on the popuh.r current, but
they do object to their joining the multitude in denouncing
advocates of those Demands because they are in favor of other
reforms which are, or may be, just as important (or more so)
as any of the nine.
Freethinkers generally were invited and urged to attend the
Congress-to giv emphasis to the proceedings and to the Demands; but the officers and all the speakers were of the same
variety, to wit, Materialists. The Spiritualists, however-and
there were quit~ a number of them there-behaved well and
said nothing, and consequently it was not necessary to advertise them as strays, and the Association as in no way responsible
for their behavior or for their attendance. It seems to me
that Freethinkers can in no way be united but on a free platform-! mean free discussion, and the Union responsible only
for what it m~y adopt as a platform of principles. Freethought implies free speech, and freedom must be· taken with
the inconveniences and consequences incident thereto, freedom being a necessity, and always preferable to the gag or. the
bondage of a creed. And discussion is always necessary to
keep the wheels of progress in motion; and when suppressed,
meetings of every kind become nurseries of egotism and intolerance. And we need a panacea for these idiosyncrasies
much more than we need nurseries.
Intolerance has been a curse of the ages, and ought not to
be cherished among Liberals; and discussion is quite an effectiv remedy for this relic of Christian !barbarism. Yes, listening to error, silly twaddle, and even s01pething abhorrent to
our sense of propriety and right, is good as a cure for intolerance, and not at all dangerous on a free platform. Witness
THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Manhattan Liberal Club-they
both liv and prosper, though free discussion is a prominent
feature. ·Let intolerance cease, but I at us hav free disaussion;
hear both sides, and gather truth and wisdom wherever they
may be found.
WM. WATSON.
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nonsensical laws hav we that they were never are not and
ne~er will be obeyed, and cannot be, and are d~ad lette:s. I
cannot believe and cannot see how anyone can commit a crime
when he has not harmed and does not harm anyone.
~b-at we the most need is a better education in good, sound
prmmples, which will make us better and freer with less laws
will make millionaires and paupers. equally unknown.
'
FREDERICK KOEZLY.
Yours for progress,
OLD Du QUOIN, ILL, Dec. 10, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5-$3 00 to pay for THE TRUTH
SEEKER for 1886; $1.50 for Dr. Sunderland's ''Ideology;" 30 cents.
for "Short Lessons in History," six copies; 20 cents for the
"Modern Balaam," eight copies.
Permit me to congratulate you upon your able and successful management of TH& TRUTH SEEKER, and to express my unqualified approval and indorsement of its editorial department.
I hav been a subscriber from the beginning, and hav closely
read every number of THE TRUTH SEEKER ever issued and
although always good and interesting, there has been ; constant improvement noticeable, and I now regard it as better
than ever, and by far the most entertaining paper of the six
CHARLES ZEIGLER.
(leading papers) I read. Yours truly,
TRENTON, TEXAS, Dec. 8, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, which place to my credit on
THE TRUTH SEEKER account; $1 for which send THE TRUTH
SEEKER to the trial subscribers herein named; also twenty
cents, for which send Remsburg's "False Claims of Christianity," and Ingersoll's "Defense of Thomas Paine as to his
Life, Death, etc.," to the address given. Witll the best wishes
for the Secular movement, and the growth and spread of 'l'HE
TRUTH SEEKER, I am yours,
THos. H. MAuauM, M.D.
NEw ALBANY, IND., Dec. 10, 1885.
MB. EDITOR: Herewith please find $3 to pay for my copy of
your valuable and indispensable paper, the dear old TRUTH
SEEKER, for another year. I am now in my seventy-ninth
year, and find great comfort and satisfaction in its perusal.
JOHN BROWN.

PnovmENcE, R. I., Dec. 4, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Some time has elapsed since my last commufrom contamination seems to me to hav been, to say the least,
nication to TuE TRUTH SEEKER. But I am still living and tryuncalled for. It was a Freethinkers' convention, and Freeing to wake up the mental energies of the people in my secthinkers were invited and urged to attend. Unlike the
tion of "Puritanic New England," and enlist them in the
church, the association does not indorse the character of its
cause of truth. I distribute my papers freely among those
members, and • deliver over to Satan or cast out any one
who will read them, hoping thereby to win subscribers.
hereBy, and it follows that it is not responsible in any way for
I am ·a member of a Liberal Debating Society, recently
for the character or reputation of those who may attend or
formed, and I am hoping to get them to organize a local union
take part in the proceedings of conventions. And this is as
in conjunction with the American Secular Union. The quesit should be, though different from church rules and prac
tion for next Sunday is "Resolved, That the Bible should be
tices. To exclade those who most need the benefit of good
read in the schools," which proposition will, no doubt, be torn
influences from philanthropic institutions of any kind would
all to shreds.
BAKEBFIELD, CAL., Dec. 3, 1885.
seem to be irrational and absurd.
Before closing, I must mention my visit to your city last
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 on subscription for
When peopls attend a Freethinkers' convention they do not
expect the platform to be converted into a coward's castle like THE TRUTH Sl:EKEB. I find quite a number of Freethought Septemb&. Though short, it was one of the pleasantest octhe pulpit:: Where no two agree, or think alike on the vari- persons here, but all too timid to express their thoughts or casions of my life.
I had the good fortune to become acquainted with Mr. C.
ous subjects of reform which loom up for consideration after opinions for fear of being termed a crank or lunatic; others
a reign of ignorance, darkness, and superstition for thou- are afraid they would lose custom. We need what the P. Somerby and family, by all of whom I was entertained in
sands of years, it does not seem to be quite the fair thing for churches term a revival, a good lecturer to stir them up to the most agreeable manner.
The six hours spent in Central Park, with its many attracsome individuals-even officials-to assume the prerogativ of think for themselvs. We hav two churches here, one Catholic
making rules as to what may be said and done; thus infring- and oneE P.M. church, which has its beggus for the erec- tions; the tree~ decked in their autumnal gnrb; the thousands
of parti-colored dresses, moving to and fro to the music of
lsuc GA.MBEL.
ing upon the right of free speech, which seems so closely tion of another church.
the band, resembling a great moving panorama of "crazy
allied fo Freethought.
quilts," and all enjoyed in the company of so entertaining a
NEw YoRK, Dec. 12, 1885.
Some or us, who lost our reputation forty or fifty years ago
MR EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of NovemiJer 14th ap- gentleman as Mr. Somerby, impressed that Sunday on my
by onposing slavery, and soon after lost it again by advocating Fteethought on the subject of religion, and hav suffered pears an article from J. B. Severance, 1\i.D., with which I mind in a manner never to be forgotten.
Wishing success to the Truth Seeker Company, I am yours,
many degrees of social ostracism ever since, do not feel dis- fully agree, and it will not be answered, nor can it be conw. P. BLYTHE.
posed to allow new converts to compel us to giv up what we troverted. In THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 5th Mr. G. N.
hav sacrificed so much for and battled for so long, to wit, Hi!l comes out to unfold his great wisdom and let Freethinkers
AYER, MAss., Dec. 8, 1885.
freedom of speech and equal rights for all, even in conven- know what an "honest" (?) Freethought meeting should be
MR. EDITOR: Having read the call to arms for battle of
tions, and hav things brought down to a respectable basis to like. He would giv us all the freedom to assent and follow a
accommodate those who hav not learned that there is no respect- few leaders, who should be the sole judges of what is right might against right, I would ask, Whnt would the wards of our
and judicious to allow in such meetings. He would giv us all spiritual welfare hav us do on Sunday ? Empty the min d,
able basis for reforms until they are accomplished.
And how strange it would seem for an association of Free- the liberty to vote for resolutions the leade~s may. bring in fast from all tangible facts-every thought and idea of the real
thinkers-in imitation of the church-to proclaim to the world their pockets ready cut and dried, to pass them, and to pun- -in this beautiful world, in order to force an appetite for
that Freethought and free speech, heresy and heretics, would ish all dissenters. This is a concensus for " bnbes," but it will doleful sermons on total depravity; and through wordy praynot be permitted to come within the sacred precincts of its never do for Freethinkers. Mr. Hill may be an Infidel as to ers get an introduction to God, and improve the opportunity
Bible belief, but he misses the first principles of Freethought in thanking him that he has not wholly cursed us for trying
conventions or meetings.
It is claimed, however, that the speakers were of the right yet. So also in to-day's TRUTH SEEKER (December 12th) Mr. to be happy in this world of beauty.
Why don't these keepers of the fold instruct the Lord to
kind, both at Albany and Cleveland, and that there was pro- D. B. Cozine has a long article of similar conservativ freedom,
gram enough to take up the whole time, just as though that the same freedom the Protestant and also the Catholic church adopt his old commissary plan of deal, and hav the cows concompensated for everything. It is also said that an opportu- will giv to e.ny and all who follow their regulations-no more, structed upon that wise plan, that they will double their yield
nity was given for discussion on all topics presented. The no less. Messrs. Hill and Cozine cannot see tlleir narrowness, of milk on Saturday, and so contemplate the divine economy,
time, however; was taken up by the program, and when any- or else they ought to know that Mitchell and Heywood can instead of assimilating food on Sunday, and so prove "all
one attempted to break in on it, they were generally sneered not he more obnoxious to them than they themselvs are to things possible?" It looks very much like a bnsineBS contract
to giv one day in every seven to the Lord, in which to praise
at by some one and laughed at by others. And the program the Christians.
There are many grades of Freethought. The most devel- him for his "wonderful goodness," and keep him good-natwas often or sometimes followed without giving proper time
for discussion, as it seemed to me. Thus: "You hear the oped giv us the widest scope, and the least and weakest wants ured and blind to their conscious errors and preHumptiv sins.
resolution, all in favor say 'Aye.'" A few say " Aye." Those and asks for all kinds of regulations, laws, hedges, and fences; When the clergy turn tlleir attention to the popular sins that
opposed will manifest it by the same sign, it's a vote." All the and, according to Mr. Cozine, anyone not satisfied had better affiict and degrade humanity, instead of persecuting, slanderstops were commas, and no time given for any one to consider emigrate. Would it not be better to burn such a one up, and ing, and calling pet nam~s such as are thus engaged, they will
be done with him for ever, as of yore? Would this not suit hav struck tb e keynote of the song of "Moses and the Lamb,"
whether he was opposed to it or not.
the embrace of heaven and earth-heaven on earth.
There has been a good deal written and said about the him better?
The Sabbath-one day in seven-is among the best instituI hav never seen a paper from Messrs. Mitchell or Heywood
necessity of organization, and quite an effort made to induce
Liberals of the country to unite with or become members of and need not defend them, but will defend Freethought, and tions the stream of time has brought down to us. A day of
the National Liberal League and its auxiliaries, and many of ask these would- be Freethinkers to argue and controvart these rest-change-neither sleep nor death-perpetual activity is
men out of their-to them-obnoxious doctrins, if they can; life. The Sabbath-a day exempt from manual labor-is in
the different varieties hav done so.
the very nature of things under the great law of necessity, and
The call for the late ConveBtion or Congress at Cleveland and if they cannot, then their side is show.n to be weak.
Messrs. Hill and Cozine's opinions are fully as obnoxious would be if "Remember the 8'l.bbath day to keep it holy" had
says: "The basis of the Association is Universal Mental Liberty, and its platform the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Its now to the church, but what is obnoxious to-day may become not been in the Bible. Suppose we should remember every
"day to keep it holy," instead of one day in which to confess
object is to stimulate Freethought and investigation among popular to-morrow.
However, in this long controversy I admit that if any one or how unholy we had been in the other six.
the people in regard to their civil, religious, and political
The problem is how best to use this grand blessing so as to
rights, and to encourage the investigation of questions relat more persons pay for a hall, such payers hav a gooll. right to
extract the greatest amount of good from it. "Let everyone
make
their
own
rules,
but
the
more
fenced
in,
the
less
freeing to religion, science, and reform."
be persuaded in his own mind," and be deferential to the
And one of the Nine Demands is that "all laws shall be dom there exists. And further, it is good policy to unite with
rights of all others. As competition is the life of trade, so
conformed to the require~ents of natural morality." Now, it any and all forces for one purpose-as for the Nine Demands
variety of opinions is the soul of progrPSS.
seems to me that this ought· to secure a free platform, and the -to which even many Liberal Qhristians wili giv us their supThe difficulty begins in contention; when, instead of muport-than
to
split
our
_power
and
influence
for
many
aims
privilege of free discussion to anyone who may wish to discuss
tually lighting by each othera' candles, we authoritativly atany of the subjects embraced in the call or in the Nine De- with less aid.
1!]. M¥mcx.
We ~uffer now from too ma~y bad Jaws, a~d suoh ourseq a~d tempt to blow thelll out,
p:umds! ~nq ill )lil! C?Wn way, Orinions may b!l dift'erent ~s to

lb. EDITOR: The effort to screen the Albany Convention
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"Now, you're not a-going to keep that oat, I
This is done to insure, as they think, a good
fruit year. In Scotland, it is considered very tell you," exclaimed the other lady rather
unfortunate to spin on Christmas, fearing, if sharply.
"I know who'll keep it, and be glad to," said
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WnoN, .li&ll Rivllf", they did, the cattle would run mad or limping.
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
It is said that the people of Kranz, on the the first, and picking me up, after putt~ng on
Oot-ner should be sent.
Moselle, wrap a wheel in straw, and roll it her hat and shawl she wrapped me m the
down hill while burning. If it reaches the shawl and started with me down the street.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
"0 Lord !" I screamed, softly, "I hope she
water burning, it is a good sign.
When the night Is beginning to lower,
The yule log, ever since the old Scandinavian isn't going to drown me !"
Oomes a pause In the day's occupations
liy heart beat violently as we turned a corfeasts in honor of the god Thor, is surrounded
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
by many superstitions and Christmas fancies. ner and she ran up the steps of a comfortableWhile it burnt, enemies became friends; be- appearing house, and was met at the door by
The Children's Christmas Visit to side its blaze, old disputes were put aside for- the sweetest-faced little girl I had ever seen.
"I've brought you a present," she said to
ever, hatchets were buried to be dug up no
Fairyland.
more, and merriment and good feeling pre. the little girl.
'fhen they went to the Land or Cakes,
"Is it a libe [live) one?" inquired the child.
vailed. The charred log was always saved
The Ice Cream land where the Jelly-tree shakes,
For answer she let me drop, and the little
Where Blanc Mange rocks are white and cold,
from one year to another, and was thought to
And crystallized Jujubes shine like gold,
act as a charm in subduing storms and plagues. girl, whose name was Susie, took me up and
Like yellow gold In a sunset brlgh t,
When the new yule log was brought in, all laughed and patted me tenderly. Not to mulLike sovereigns new In a glorious light;
travelers and sojourners were respectful, and tiply words, here I found a royal welcome, and
Where the Plum Cake mountains rise so grand,
lifted their hats to it, and if a squinting person made up my mind to stay as long as I lived.
Overlooking the plains ot the Biscuit Land;
Where the trees are ripe with the lemon drops,
or any one barefooted came in while it was I returned to my old home once, however, but
And sugary snow still crowns their tops,
was so terribly insulted and maltreated that I
burning, it was regarded as a bad sign.
And sugar snow ts down below.
By Candlemas day it must be burnt out, and escaped and hastened to my little mistress as
And the children play on the Almond Rocks,
all greenery swept up, for, if not, a goblin, it fast as my legs would carry me. It was she
· While the elves pre pare a big toy box,
-To take away as a Chris mas treat,
was supposed, would appear for every stray who gave me the name of Roger.
or toys and every sort or sweet,
Oh, such jolly times as little Susie and I
leaf or twig, and a death in the family would
Plied up to the brim with toys;
had, playing on the big rock, and in the yard !
many
strange
cusfollow.
Folk-lore
is
full
of
Dolls ror the girls and tops ror the boys,
toms belonging to Christmas time that would :r.. followed her everywhere, and she used to
With a heigh heave hoI
take much space and time to relate. The talk to me as if I were a human being. She
The ropes they hug.
And over the plains the box they Jug,
most beautiful custom of all is the remem- would put me in her doll's cradle and rook me
And the. children, dressed In gloves and muli,
brance of friends by the distribution of !Htle to sleep, and play I was a little "nigger baby,"
Rick about In the sticky stu!I.
gifts at this season, if we except the burying only she never said that, but said " a small col·
Tlll they're helped out by Puck and his elves,
of feuds and family disturbances, the uniting ored child." She let her canary out one day,
They're quite unable to help themselvs.
And the toys are stacked,
of friends in peace, love, and harmony, which and I foolishly caught it, hurting it so that it
And the box Is packed;
takes precedence of all else belonging to the died. I was so sorry, and afterward I caught a
Sweets, and tops, and dolls ror all,
bluebird and carried it as a peace-offering in
day.
Not a single one let tallThe bringing of gifts comes more particu. the house, but it could not liv in a cage, and
Stowed away with art eo rare,
larly from the Germans, who regarded St. that died also.
Labeled," This side up with care,"
I became greatly attached to little Susie, she
Then In a great big wagon placed,
Nicholas, or Santa Claus, as the patron saint
Firmly, solidly encased,
was so good to me, and when she was taken
of Christmas.
0 II they're sent by !airy train,
The significance of Christmas as a religious sick it seemed as if my heart would break, for
Never to retltL'n again.
holiday is not generally observed, except by I felt she would never be well again. I could
the Catholics and Episcopalians, and not with not play nor go out all during her illness, and
Mistletoe and Holly Green.
reason by them, since it does not betoken the when I heard them say she was dead, Ilobody
real birthday of Christ, but is, as stated in the can know how grieved and lonely I became.
A GIFT DAY (CHRISTMAS) SONG.
beginning
of this article, of Pagan origin,and of The world seemed like one deep grave in which
The mistletoe grows In the forest hall;
Bravely each little bird sings,
a very ancient period. As a holiday (we hav all my love and hope were buried. Not to
Fat II'tle fellows like feathered balls,
none too many of them) and a gift-day, a dwell upon this painful part of my experience,
With merry hearts under their wings.
term we like better than Christmas, it is of I will say that I was so lonely that I began to
" 0 mistletoe, mistletoe,
value and beauty, wherein friends are remem- be dissipated. I would go off to cat concerts
Gre'en may you ever grow I
bered and friendships strengthened and ce- and cat theaters, frequently being away all
Bummer burns and winter chills,
mented, not by costly presents always, but by night long. In the day-time I followed the
Ll!e has pains and ll!e has Ills,
little tender mementoes and offerings, some- steps of little Susie's mamma. · When she took
But joy llva on forever I"
'
times by only a word or smile, testifying truly a walk, I walke! along beside or behind her.
On the bank green hollies grow,
The neighbors all know me, and would say as
to love and good-will.
S. H. W.
Loudly chatters a equlrrel,
often as they saw us walking together: " It is
A saucy fellow with merry eyes,
Coquettish as a girl.
little Susie's cat. She misses the child." And
Roger.
so I did, and do still. Things went on smoothly
"0 holly, holly, holly,
My name is Roger. I am a cat.
until last spring, when I took it into my head
Wisdom llvs In au that's jolly I
Your green leaves show ll!e goes on,
Being connected with a literary family, a that I would like some fresh chicken. I hav
Your red fruit that blood nows onmember of the same has kindly consented to been borrowed to catch mice and rats, but I
Joy llvs on forever 1 "
act as my amanuensis while I relate some don't fancy that kind of meat. And although
The mistletoe hangs In the testlv hall,
incidents of my history.
the butcher is very thoughtful and brings me
Gayly the children sing,
I am juntas black as jet in color, and am of beefsteak daily because he promised little SuLittle folks short, and little folks tall,
fine physique for a cat, large and handsome.
sie he would see to me, and he always will, yet
'Til they make the welkin rlng,
When quite a youth I ran away from my I a1ll fond of chicken, and it was such fun to
"0 mistletoe, mistletoe,
home, being of a roving disposition and having nab Neighbor D.'s little chicks! Ani I didn't
Green may you ever grow 1
Blgn or never-dying youth,
a strong desire to see a little of the world. I think it any harm, but he did, however. He
We w1ll not forget your truth,
wandered along the highway, scampering and made an awful fuss, and said if they-my folks
Joy llvs on forever I "
capering, until, feeling weary and hungry, I -did not take care of me he should kill me;
Scarlet holly berries glow
approached a modest, unpretentious dwelling that he would hav killed me before, only he
In the yule log's light,
and boldly walked up to the back-door.
knew the circumstances of my life, and that I
Merry little folks below,
"Jlole-ow! Me-ow !" said I.
had been a pet of little Susie. My folks conBing with rare delight.
lady
opened
the
door
and
looked
at
me.
cluded to take me with them to the seaside in
A
" 0 holly, holly, holly,
"What a pretty kitten !" said she.
order to save my life, and I was placed in a
Wisdom llvs In all that's jolly 1
We'll hav cheer as lite goes on,
"I've heard that remark before," I said men- box and put aboard the oars one warm day in
Just as sure as blood !lows on,
tally, as I hopped into the kitchen, singing June, and started for Onset, and there I had a
Joy llvs on forever 1 "
softly and rubbing myself against her dress.
most delightful time. I roamed at will in the
J. Wlii. LLOYD
"Me-ow !" I exclaimed. "I want something woods and on the shore. I caught birds, squirto eat."
rels, and tree toads; chased the fiddlers on the
Christmas Time.
What did she do but go right away and beach and purre,d over clams and razor-fish,
The observance of Christmas is old as the bring me a saucer full of rich new milk, which Everybody noticed me, and "Uncle John Garhills. It is of Pagan origin, and was originally I ate greedily, for I was very hungry.· After side " and "Aunt Sue" were very kind. So
celebrated as the festival of the winter solstice. finishing the milk and washing my face, I were the Howards, Mrs. Britnall, and Dr.
A host of beautiful recollections cluster aronnd looked about the room, and as everything Brigham's people. I lived on the fat of the
it from time immemorial. Decorating with seemed neat and comfortable, I partially made land. Nothing occurred to vex me, except
evergreens comes from the old Druids, up my mind to remain there, especially as the that Bonnie, the lady's dog who is acting as
who worshiped in leafy temples, amid the family seemed to admire me, and rather coaxed my scribe-not the dog, but the. lady-was forsomber shade of green trees. The mistletoe me to stay.
ever teasing me. I hate that dog, he is such a
was held in great venemtion, and the high
"It's a tramp cat," said one of the ladies. little spitfire, but Tommy, our own dog, I like.
priest of the Druids used to cut it with a "You'd better let it go. We hav already one
Well, we had to leave the "summer land"
golden sickle, while, at the same time, two cat, and we don't want another."
at last, and returnd to our city home. I had
snow-white bulls were tied beneath the oak
"Oh, but she is so cunning-just look at had such good living that I was as fat as an
and s \Cl·ificed. It was thought that it would her!" said the other.
·
alderman. I frolicked about, and ran over to
save from poison, and protect one from evil
I was curled up there in a chair, but I was Neighbor D.'s one morning to see if there was
spirits. There are many superstitions relating only feigning sleep, and I .heard eve.ry word anything in his hen-yard fit for a cat like me
to Christmas-tide, some of them quite fun- that was said.
to eat. But the chickens had turned into old
ny. For instance, it was thought that bread
In the course of an hour, if you will believe hens and very proud roosters. But one day I
baked on Christmas eve would never get it, the one who called me a tramp opened the chanced to go past Mr. R. 's lot, and oh! my
moldy-a foolish idea, as bread baked at any door when no one was looking, and turned gracious! there was a whole yard full of half
time of the year will mold if kept long enough. me out in the street. Yes, she did, and after grown chickens. Said I to them:
In some parts of Wales they bake eleven Christ- wandering around a w.file I returned to my
"Let's play high spry !"
mas puddings, one for each of the apostles, ex- home.
They were proud and wouldn't play, and,
cept Judas, and tllese are eaten, one by one,
I suppose you think I remained there. I just to show my agility, I jumped and grabbed
the last as the year is finished, in order to hav did not. I didn't like my folks, and in a day one. "Squawk ! Squawk!" and that chicken
good luck. In Devonshire, they dip a hotcake or two, back I went to the modest, unpreten- was no m6re forever.
in cider, and carrying it to the orchard, guns tious cottage.
Oh, if the chicken's owner didn't rage when
are fired, and the company sing:
"Meow ! Let me in !" said I.
he found what I had done!
"Bear good apples and pears;
"Oh, here is that lovely black kitten again !"
He said he would shoot me, and what do
J3ams full, bags fuH, sacks t'llll."
said tile younger of the two h~di!ls.
;you suppose m!. mist.reijs did then? She

looked me in the cellar, where I was kept a
prisoner till I thought die I should. One rainy,
windy night the cellar window fell down, and
I made a flying leap for liberty, and landed on
terra firma. Oh, how nice it was to be free
once more ! But next day I was again imprisoned, and kept so until they thought the
chickens had outgrown me. But I caught
them all the same. I knew it was wrong,
but it was such fun to leap on them unawares,
and see them wiggle. I don't know how many
I caught the last time, but Mr. R. said, in all,
I had killed twenty pounds of chicken,! r'
think he stretched it a little, for he has been in
business, and knows the tricks of trade.
"Why," said he, "I never saw such a oat!
She. must be of the wildcat species! I believe
she'd catch old hens !"
He! he! he! I laughed, and licked my paws.
He was just as mad as he could be. He caught
me-it was on Smiday-and thrust me ignominiously into a wash boiler, and clapped the
cover on. Oh, I was so mortified at the insult!
He took me in the boiler, I grumbling and
growling, to my home, and told what I had
done, and said that if the praot\oe was continued he would surely put me out of the way.
My mistress cried, and then he relented and
said he would not kill me, but she must keep
me at home. I was again imprisoned, but
allowed the liberty of the kitchen. One day
I discovered a wing that my mistress used to
dust off the stove.
"Ah hal" said I. "Now for a little sport.
I'll play this is a chicken!" and then I went
for it with an awful howl. I tore it with my
teeth, and, while I was playing with it, my
mistress stepped behind me and hit me a
awful lick with a long horsewhip, and it hurt,
too, I tell you. This she repeated whenever
I touched that wing, until, when the 6'<ing
was shown to me, I would run for life. This
set them to thinking, and, as a result of
thought and discussion, my master one day
took me in the same box in which I went to'
Onset, and I thought we were off for another
excursion. I was in high glee, but, alas! he
went no farther than Mr. R. 's hen-yard,
when he and Mr. R. talked together awhile.
One brought the carcase of a chicken which
I had destroyed, and showed it to me. I
quaked with fear while they pinioned me,
and then heat me with that dreadful horsewhip.
"Oh, how my back tingled with pain and
and shame ! I got away as soon '!I.S I could,
and ran to little Susie's grandmother's and hid
in the shrubbery. The memory of that day
will remain with me as long as I liv. Such
names as they called me-old Grimalkin,
Roger Dynamite, J;!.oger Rackarock, and other
names too dreadful to speak; even was I called
a witch cat I
They say, however, that they hav broken me
up of killing chickens. Perhaps they hav, but
they can never know the indignation of my
heart at the treatment I hav undergone. My
proud spirit is crushed, my lofty ambition
humbled. I hav my liberty now, but am told
I must not abuse it, and I shall always hav it.
I feel humiliated, and sometimes it seems that
I shall go mad with grief at the indignities that
hav been heaped upon me. I am not subject
to fits, but no one would wonder if I should
hav a fit under the circumstances, and become
a raving maniac. Whether I shall die in my
shame and despair or liv out my nine lives, I
know not, but in any case I leave with ~on
this brief sketch of my history and sorrows,
saying this only: Don't meddle with other
people's belongings; if you do you will surely
come to grief, as I did.
RoGER.
N.B -The last thing I hav done is worth
recording. My folks bought a dozen eggs the
other day. I stealthily crept irito the pantry
and was looking around on the second shelf,
anc;t, in squeezing behind the egg-dish, all at
once it went smash, crash on the floor, and
every egg was broken.
My mistress threatened to break my neck.
"It's too much," said she, "eggs forty cents
a dozen, and just before Christmas, too ! You
mean old black D-utchman !"
· I would giv worlds to restore those eggs, but
they are gone forever. The Lord only knows
what I shall do next. It seems as if I was possessed.
R:

Onr Puzzle Box.
CHRISTMAS PRIZE PUZZLE.

Dedicated to the Young Folks.
DOUBLE DIAMOND.

Ye sifters, all come forth and try
The answer to this puzzle tell,
When, sifting it, you will espy
It reads adown, and across as well.
.Across.
1. A letter of the alphabet
Near K, L, M, N, and 0;
2. A nickname.for the next you get;
You are correct, now don't be slow,
3. An ancient prince in Bible namedHis reigll Wlls not the be!:Jt
·
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4. A plant for this, I hav"framed,
Now don't leave off and rest,
5. But go ahead, a male name find
One which perhaps you own;
'
B. A female nickname this brings to mind
And now I am nearly done,
7. One letter more, 'tis found in known
And now one-half you hav won.
Down.
1. Again a letter of the alphabet take,
One, perhaps you know ere this;
2. A verb is next; now don't mistake
But write it vis-a-vis.
'
3. A singing bird for this you note
'Tis found in France, also in Sp~in;
4. A town in Turkey for this I quote,
Now don't forget but write it plain;
5. A kind of ·armor here is seen
'Twas used in times of old; '
6. A male nickname is this I ween
Which wxite in letters large and bold;
7. A letter now, and then adieu;
To solve it out I leave to you.
Prize: To each and every one of the first six
correct solutions received, I will send a copy
"Puzzledom in a Nutshell." Send answers to
Miss S. H. Wixon, edhbr of Children's Corner.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. E. JuERGENS.

PRICE,

~s.

Agents for The Trut11 Seeker.

~1.25.

THE STORY HOUR.
FoR

CHILDREN AND

YouTH.

Bv SUSAN H. WIXON.
Author of APPLES OF GOLD, ALL IN A LIFE'TIME, Etc.

WITH NEARLY ONE HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS.

2.- MA.THEMA.TIOAL.
If a man walk nine miles south, and then
go directly west until he is twice as far from
his startiug point as the distance he has gone
west, how far has he traveled? •
3.-NUMERICAL ENIGMA.,
I am composed of thirty-two letters, and
form a very old Raying.
My 19, 10, 6, is a forest tree.
My 15, 26, 21, 28, 18, 16, 4, 5, is tough.
My 29, 30, 31, 12, 13, 8, 22, 32, 13, 17, 25, is a
bird.
My 14, 3, 9, 11. is a fish.
My 20, 24, 7, 2, 1, 27, is an untidy person.
My 23 is a vowel.
G. W. WrLLIA.MS,
.Aledo, 0.
4.-CONUNDRUM.

".Between the dark and the daylight, when the night begins to I ower,
Comes a pause iu the day's occupations that is known as the children's hour."
LONGFELLOW.

NEW YORK:

What useful thing always found in a grocery
store may be seen in this picture.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
DEC. 12, 1885.
!.-Washington Irving. 2.-Chattanooga.
3.-Cat-tar (catarrh). 4.F
HEN
FENCE
ACE
E
Solvers: H. E. Juergens, Bertha La Fever,
Wm. S. Galloway, G. W. Williams, Edward
Bambach.
RuTH BRINEGA.R-Try again.

BOOKS FOR OBJLDREN!
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A

STORY OF THE BIGHTWA.Y ALMSHOUSE,

BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
For sale at this omce.

Prlce 10 cents.

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSA.N
H. WIXO '. Second edltlQn. Price, $1.25. This very
excellen work for young masters and misses, hae
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price or $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
author whlch adds very much to the value of the
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Ri.ddles
Price 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.

PUBLISHED BY THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANYt
'~'~

CT.TNTON PLACE.

ELEMENTS
OF

IT NIVER SAL HISTORY

Price, Cloth,

u.r;o,

For Schools, In Quantities, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Bi~le Analyze~.
BY

.John R. Kelso, A.M.
* * *

PlAN~

This marvelous bClu.:e has been built more than

~~;i,~I~~~:~~~~~ Pfo~n~; ~~/~: f~~ifi~nnj~~thti~tol;~~~~~

n!Jo.ve; on 20 floor are 4 be~ rooms and Jn attic 2 more.
The whole warmed Uy one chimney.
Large illustrations and full d_escrlptlon of the above
as well as of39 other houses~ randngrn co11tfrom $400up
to $5,500, may be tound in 'SHoPPELL'B :MommN LowCosT HousEs,~' a large: quarto pamphlet, showing also
)lOW to select s1tes, get loans, kc. Sent postpaid on re·
ce!ptofliOc. Btampstaken oroendSlblllandwew!llre•
l'leuty of Closets.

turn the cbani(O.

.A.<I4re011 Btr!LDIIIG Pw.N .A.SBoou.rroll",

IX...IIoall>ll raptr.)

:, JIHIIIII&A &,., IIIGlli f1113,) Ji, :'1!

A double-page pJCtnre contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advaneement, aud how tho other has
always opposed it. The German-American thus
describes it in detail:
The palmy days of the church witness the burn
lng at the stake of Bruno, the pope and prlestE wit
nesslng the burning or the heretic with expressions
ot Joy. Gallleo Is represented sitting In his study
the pope holding the sword of lnqulsltton over hls
bead, and to save his life being !urcell to recant biB
phllosophy. Martin Luther le represented tacking
up his" Right of Private Judgment." Behind him
stands the pope with the bull of excomm unlcatlon
drawn', and beside him the headsman's block and
ax of Infallibility. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their Inventions to practical
tests, and In the rear or them th~ Presbyterian puJ.
pits are filled by two of the broa<lclot.h gentlemen
denouncing the lnventlonP as •• Tbwartlug tile w!ll
or God," and branding these m~n and tholr lnven·
Iugorsoll atn.nda

•ambourines, and atreamers, (and screamere, too),

Freethinkers will find this, for an outline
history, the best for their use, as Pxofessor
Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
truthful freedom not found in ordinary histories. He dates his work from the beginning
of historical certainty and not from the mythical Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
and brings it down to 1883, with a brief mention of subsequent important inventions and
discoveries.
TESTIMONIALS:
This book Is just what the bu!y world or to-<lay
needs-a perfect compendium or history from 2.000
years B.O. on up to 1883, all In a nut-ahell.-E!mina
As a text-book In schools, the book would occupy
an Important place; In the ramlly It would be no I eBB
Important, as conveying tnrormatlon that all should
be acq ualnted wltb.-Suzan Wixon,
Mr. Oottlnger's Intentions In writing this book are
excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It may be
commended as fulftlllng Its purpose or a concise and
Interesting historical text-book. -Milwaukee Sentinel,

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

tiona as "Heralds or An tlchrlst.''

By Prot'. H. M. Co1ttnger, A.r.I.

Slmke:r.

<JA.LIFORNIA..
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OA.NADA..
W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
ILLINOIS.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street., and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KA.NSA.S.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
liiA.SSA.CHUSETTS.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MICHIGAN.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
NEBRASKA.
Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
OHIO
N. Hexter, 303 Superior street., and VanEpps
& Co., 259 Superior street, Cleveland.
OREGON.
Wm. Chance, Astoria.
A.. Erwin, Lebanon.
B. F. Hyland, CorvalliR.
PENNSYLVANIA..
George Longford, 25 Otter st., l'Lilaclelphia.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesb:1rg.
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 Nort.h 8th st., Phil a.
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler street, P1ttsburgh.
.
TENNESSEE.
Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. J ost, Ogden.
Vll\GINIA..
Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
.
WA.SHINGTON, D. C.
Brentano Bros.
ENGLAND.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Comt, Fleet street,
London.

on a platform apparently delivering hls lecture
"Which Way?" wnlch be holds In ills hand. 'l'almao:e approaches the platform ·o.t tlte cnlon.el's bHck,
pulllng aUer him, by the arm, tho cll!el of pollee,
wbro holtls In his band the warrautof arroHt for lJlnephemy. The colonel seems to lake nu Iwllce of the
gpJeeny, cadaverous form a.sceodtng the platform at
ills rear. Then come the modern tellChers or salva·lon, the BalvaUon Army, with their drums, bones,

FOR
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prot. H. M. KoTTINGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00,
Thls volume alms at the education of ¥OUth In the
principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
lnculca.tes moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint otl'd~r~~ason ~n::'.fR~~~s~~~KER.

CONTENTS:
The Old Teatament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreatlon.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles of the Blble.-The Errors of the Blble.-The
Prophooles.-The Devil or Satan or the Blble.-The
Heaven and the Hell or the Blble.-The Sabbath or
the Blble.-The God or the Blble.-The lllessla.h or
Savior.
Oro\m octavo, 888 pp, Splendidly executed. S'lnt
J17 lllftll, poat pald. l'rlce, p.oo.

8~9

1885.

a!Ao a rae slmlle or our crazy armv. A group olllke·
neeses of the teachers or ecience,Haeckr.l,Hum boltlt,

Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley, lo also shown. 'J'he
likenesses throughout are remarkH.b'ycorrect. Ae a
pictorial history the carlca•ures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 ccritS
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the fr·iends of Frcethought
would distribute thousands of these telling viet·
ures.

THE MODERN BALAA"l'I.

VOLTAIRE' 8 ROMANCES.
A New Edition, with Sixty-seven Engraving8, Priface, and Notes.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
Zadig; or, Fate.
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
Tho Mau of Forty Crowns.
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature.
Micromegas.
The World as it Goes.
The Black aud the White.
Memnom the Philosopher.
Andres Des Touches at Siam.
The Study of Nature.
A Conversation With a Chinese.
Plato's Dream.
A Pleasure in Having No rleasure.
An Adventure in India.

Showing the Balaam of moucm times to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argumcr.t. Price,
per dozen, 30 ceuts; per huudrcd, SJ.GO.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKJm CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

1-IISTORY
OF

THE

INTEL"LECTU AL DEYEI.OPlUENT
Of Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRA.PER, M.D., J.JL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf
33 Clinton Pl., New York city.

The Perpetual

Cal~ndar.

Working the Year of Science
And the Common Computations.
An Almanac Fo1'cvcr.
Showing the day of the week for any d~ty of
the month for all time past and present and
to come, and other useful information. Price,
40 cents; three for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
Canvassers address L. Martin, Brunswick, Ga.

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With
6~ engravings.
Price, cloth, beveled
boards, $2.00. Half calf or half
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00.

1.'HE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.

Address T&IE TRUTH SEEKER,

Price, 1!6 oenttl,
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to hav been created, it has_ had the terrible and then adopting the Pauline and European
effect of putting dishonor and privation upon idea, that woman had no political, and few
the female sex for centuries of years. It o-ther rights, which men-vi1·i-were bound to
kes 8 man's blood boil in his veins if he respect.
ma
'
ever had a woman for a mother, to read, first,
But our fathers, after all, were not hypod
h d
what Paul (who had vastly more to do in giv- crits.
The pie ge which, in t e ay of
)
h
h
1
d
ing character to Christianity than Jesus had their trouble, t ey onest y gave, an emteaches; and then what the ascetics in the bodied in the Declaration, was meant to be
J
.
.h
early ages of the church taught; and then what redeemed. And leaden-heeled ustlce, wtt •
governments, under such teaching, hav done the relentlessness of fate, overtook their sons,
A0 d'
t 0 th "·
and compelled them to redeem it, as they fully
~~i::~~;~p~~t~~~aa~~iage ~~r o~; a Ieg:l a:~ did, on the first day of January, 1863, by
prudential safety-valve against the evils of in- President Lincoln •s signature to· th e Act of
.
discriminate unchastity; and a man, in .con- Emancipation, which, in an instant of time,
. .
.
tern plating his origin, cannot feel pleased, as converted four mt 11 tons of chatte1 saves
mto
1
he ought to feel, that he was the product of freemen, and members of the body politic.
the mutual love of his parents, and sent for to Ours is, therefore, no longer a white man's govcome into this beautiful world and enjoy a ernment. It took thirty long yeal'!l of agitation
residence here, but that he is the child of a to bring about the partial redemption of this
legalized whoredom that grieved his mother pledge; and the success of the effort is the
There is no question that the author of this
when he was born. Kept in profound igno- only encouragement we hav in believing that
work, the late Dr. Sunderland, was possessed an introduction b:y Robert G. Ingersoll. We ranee for centuries; compelled to hear the day will yet come when the principle of the
of a marvelous and mysterious power over hav read it over very carefully, and do notre- vituperation of hypocritical priests and monks pledge will be applied to woman, as well as
those upon whom he chose to exert his infln- member being disgusted with a single typo- generation after generation, that she was nnde; negro slaves, and when the administration of
ence. At his volition, and apparently without graphical error in the whole book of 158 pages.
r ·
d
f h .
the government will proceed upon the generic
0f G d
volition of their own, subjects becameinsensiTaken as 8 whole, thts volume is 8 plea and :!:r~;::~g ~:::~ an:. d::n=i~: ~~toa~~: word "homines," instead of the sex word
a protest; a plea, and a very powerful one, for
ble to pain, or felt pain where none existe d .
world, it is no wonder that in her conscious "viri."
They were deaf to all actual sound, or heard the natural rights of woman, in contradistinc- weakness she should hav succumbed to her
The latter half ef the nineteenth century has
that which was beyond their hearing; they be- tion to those few privileges graciously accorded fate, and that the bitter and debasing effect of brought more hope for the elevation of woman
came blind to actual objects within the range to her dlll'ing the last eighteen hundred years her ancestral experiences should, by the laws than all the other generations of the past. The
. d m
. h er sex an d B'bl
th o f h er ortgm,
. . an d h er nnpar d onOf Ordl· nary Vl·sJ·on, or wt'th closed eyes per- by the church and the state; and a protest of heredity become orgamze
1 e my
ceived concealed objects; they were dumb so against the public sentiment of the world be transmitted to her female offspring ~s we able sin in introducing natural and moral
·
f
wpich still constitutes woman a subject class
far as concerned the ntt enng o their own .
. t
It b
d .
d
I'd a u see it to-day. For the wonderful anomaly is death into the world of men and animals, is
'11 d h t m soCie y.
a onn s m goo so 1 rg thoughts, or spoke whatever he WI e t a ment; and nearly every page glitters with scin- before our eyes that the church, which uttered fast being laughed at, thanks to the skeptical
they should say. Those who at a distance held
this foul libel against women and had the spirit of the age which demands proof for every
views diametrically opposit to his own, in his tillations of wit, all at the expense of the old
t · · 1
f ' 1 d' · ·
proposition it is asked to believe. The govern.th
hun'
.
.•
Methosuperstition
which
has
so
long
reigned
supreme
!!tate
emblody i m tts_ awfis od cr_nt e ts_crimt m~t f th U 't d St t
h'l 't f b'd
presence became at One Wl
·"tion for ong centurtes n s 1 s mams ay m men o
e m e
a es, w 1 e 1 or 1 s
·
t f'
E
th
women to cast a vote,· most inconsistently to
dist minister, he broke through the Disciplin, in the world of thought. It might be expected
reached heretical sermons, and was arraigned that a woman who has intelligence enough to the zealous support So w?ml edn.
very ot . er b
1
th
.
'bl
·r
P
know, and self-respect enough to feel, the living thing, excep
pame ogs, resen s m- e sure, emp oys em m responst e post Ions
for trial. He conducted his own defense, and
J·nry to the extent of t'ts power But church t'n the treasury and other departments. Men
injury inflicted upon her sex, would express
·
although prosecuted by the ablest men in the
o e · · t · d of hating the very letters which hav defaulted to the government to the amount
could
be
found
to
convi'ct
her
indignation
at
the
wrong
in
all
rhetorical
w
m
n,
ms
ea
d
1
h b
f ill'
b t
. th
bl'
'ur·y
no
Church'
J
e pn tc serways. In this book Helen Gardener has done Spell the Word' are now ' an a ways av een ' o m tons, u no woman tn
the ch'ef
support
of
that
iniquitous
corpo:r;avt'ce
has
ever
been
known
to
plunder
the govhim, and he was in every case triumphantly
1
so. She proves herself to be, not only an able
acquitted.
His prosecutors were all the
tion In this age of free discussion and.,con- ernment of a dollar. The "Homines" princibishops, the New York Conference, Bishop attorney for her sex, but 8 brave one too; for
·
r ht
t th h ' h b 'ld ple of the Declaration has been recognized by
Soule, Bishop Hedding, Nathan Bangs, and she does not throw away an effectiv weapon in ~:i:~~ti~i;fc~:~;ry ~o~~: be ~o~s:~n b:;or·~ all the states in the Union in the matter of adFrancis Hodgson. As the Christian Advocate the' fight because, forsooth, it may be an nn- the close of the celitury, and become the ucation, and no discrimination has been made
·t ·
h
t pleasant one to handle. She is in dead earadmits, 1 IB remarkable that e was no
roosting-places of owls and bats which hate
·
nest in the work she has undertaken, and her the light; or else be converted into halls of against the female sex in any civil institution
crushed, t·hough innocen t ; 1'f gm'Ity, amazmg.
supported by the taxation of the people.
Under the first sermon Mr. Sunderland ever faithfulness and courage must command the science for the instruction of the people, and Only the old monkish institutions called colrespect of all men, and all intelligent women.
preached the entire congregation fell upon the
their growth in the adornments of a true civil- leges, inheriting the prejudice of the Dark
floor entranced. He then thought that it was There are two theories concerning the proper ization. But it is the women of the church Ages, continue to insult woman by shutting
. t'JOn, seem t o
th e " power of G od . , I nvest'tgat'mg th e sn b - place of woman in society. The first is. the who, in upho ld'mg th a t orgamza
their doors against her as a student, as if she
ject, he found that with the power of God left Enro~ean, or Old World, and the second 18 the rejoice in the c19se of their degradation, and were incapable of high culture, or would conout of the question the same results were ob: Am~rtcan, or New World, theory. The whole kiss the hand that smites them to the earth.
taminate her brothers by her presence and
. d H th
. th t e e
d d th t
subJect comes under the law of progress, and
h
hl'
f th
tmn~
e
erenpon con~1n e
a con- the one theory is but an evolution from the
The c nrc mgs o
e press c1atm a v ry bad influence. The nineteenth century has
versiOn was a mere psychologtcal phenomenon, th
Th fi t t k
th
d th t th blessing the world enjoys is the gift of Chris- individualized woman. She is no longer a mere
.
.
. o er.
e rs a es
e gronn
a
e
G d
d
t
M
t th "lw
an complement, or appendage, necessary to the
wtth no supernatural power about tt. Th1s
.
.
.
rna1e crea ure an-no
e
mo, , b u t th e tianity, and hav charged Helen ar ener,
d
t th h d f
bl
the large class of intelligent and goo women rounding out and symmetry of the male charwas the occasiOn of hts leaVIng the church. " . ,. t d
•
•
Vt?' ·-s an s a
e ea o our su unary
·t d · th
There was not power enough m It to expel
t'
d . .
t d b h'
t
'th she represents, with base ingratl n e m
e acter. She evinces a laudable ambition to
y IB crea or WI
.
th
t
d th
.
.
crea JOn, an IB tnves e
htm, but the strength of hts own reason forced
th 't
ll th
th . h b't course of opposttion
ey pursue owar
e make practical use of the education which the
0
1
the conviction upon him that all religions supreme au orl Y ?ver a . e
er m a - church and its religion. But if they would state has given her, in supporting herself.
were alike and that all religion was snpersti- ~nts of the planet, m the air, on the ~arth, and reai the appendix to her book, in which is a Hundreds of women are practicing physicians,
t'o
m the sea; that as woman's sex dommates and storehouse of undisputed facts, all bearing on and colleges are built for their education as
1
Mn. 8 d 1 d h 1 ft th' b k ( . t d absorbs every other feature of her character,
d
t t
f
d
. .
. . . th
as e
IB oo
pnn e h
't f 'f t the re1Igtons an 1ega1 s a us o women, ur- such. Thousands make a comfortable living
r. nn er an
since his death) as a record of the phenomena er ~ 0 1e f~nctiOn 18 ~ m · e cap~ct y 0 WI ~· 0 ing the present, as well as past ages, their re- as teachers in the public schools, and prove
which he witnessed or produced. Though furm~h htm an ~bJect of conJugal aff~ctiOn, proofs would be changed into expressions of themselvs to be peculiarly adapted to the
writing to explain how the different psycho- a~d m ~he capaCit:l:' of ~other, to proVId~ for wonder that every woman on earth, on learn- work. Hundreds, especially in the West,. hold
logical states are induced, he falls short of htm ObJects on which hts pater~al aa:echons ing the facts of the case, does not hate and land in their own names, and conduct the culdoing so. However vividly he may describe can be placed, thus complementmg hts cha:- scorn the church as her bitterest enemy. The tivation of it to their own profit. Thousands
the scenes he has beheld, he does not tell what acter as ~ man, and hers as ~ woman.. Thts only apology we can make for this anomaly is, of others occupy positions of trust, as clerks in
produced them, nor why, if they were "self- theory clatms that a w~man 18 an article of that women, generally, are entirely ignorant stores, and other vocations in life, and enjoy a
induced " his presence aud influence had any- property, a daughter bemg owned by her fa- of history, and the teachings of the Bible personal independence which the women of
thing t~ do with bringing them about. He t~er, and w~en sold, or given away, in mar- bearing on this subject, and the absorbing antiquity never dreamed of as possible.
omits to say how a subject may either be mes- riage, becommg the property of her husband, character of that blind devolionalism which
Some meri-vi?'i-affect to be, and probably
merized or mesmerize himself. The reason the very ring on _her finger ?eing placed the:e they call their religion. They are mere chips are, afraid that this spirit of independence will
probably is that he did not know.
as a token of his ownershtp; that, her bram float 1'ng on the current, and carried whither it harden the character of woman, and deprive
being smaller, and her person weaker, than
Every person who is not paralyzed is given a man's, she is incapable of standing alone, will. They hav no positivness of character, her of that delicacy and helplessness which.
the power to control his own motion and but, like a vine, can only fulfil her destiny They hav no convictions which are tbe result appeal so pow~rfully to the generosity of man
speech. Lal'toy Sunderland was given the when the tendrils of her nature twine round a of reading and thought, and, therefore, are for protection and support. It is feared
power to control the motion and speech of
a husband for support; that, being the mere easy subjects for the manipulation of the she will become coarse and mannish, amothers. And yet one gift is no more mysteribitious for wealth, and lose her attractivappurtenance, or complement, to the man, her priesthood.
ous than the oilier. When some person can
The American, or New World, theory of ness in the department of love, and thus
name and individuality are so merged in his
explain how he raises his hand above his head,
that the debts she incurs are deemed his debts, woman's place in soeiety, and the one advo- marriage and the family institution be disthe mesmerist may explain his ability to make
and he, and not she, is legally responsible, in cated by Helen Gardener, is that, in respect of couraged. It is true that her individuality
a subject do the same.
many respects, for her conduct; That this natural rights, she is the equal of men. The of character and her spirit of independence,
Therefore, if Mr. Sunderland has not given
was the legal and social status of woman for fa~hers of this republic, in the immortal act shown in standing upon her own feet and
us all the inform!l.tion we might desire, he has
ages in England is clear from what Petruchio, which separated the thirteen colonies from making a living for herself, will cease to make
given us all we could reasonably expect. The
in "The T<1ming of the Shrew," says of his the British crown, declared that "all men are her a drug in the matrimonial market, and that
things related in this book are doubtless true;
c1·eated equal." Had they spoken in the Latin she will no longer be tempted to marry, as
wife Kate, that:
most of them are attested to by numerous
tongue, the word men would hav been expressed thousands hav done, merely to get a home and
witnesses. The power of delusion, which he " She is my goods, my chattels; she is my by the term "Homines," which is a generic support, or to avoid the disgrace which fools
house,
treats of to some extent, may be observed My household stuff, my field, my barn,
term, and means mankind, as distingnished of both sexes attach to an uncourted spinster.
every day in imaginary cures of imaginary dis- My horse, my ox, my ass, my anything;
from all other kinds, or races of animals. But she will never cease to be a woman, and
eases, as by the influence of prayer; but outTouch her whoever dare."
They declared, over and over again, that it lose the womanly virtues which constitute her
side of this there is a range of phenomena . This cruel discrimination against woman by was the rights of lmman nature they wished to charm. She will only subordinate the woman
which do not so readily yield to explanation.
legal statutes, and the common law, or cus- secure by the Revolution they inaugurated. to the human, the special to the general. She
· As a relic of a singular man with marvelous toms of society, all grew out of the charge And when they succeeded, they invited the will be prudent and quit the custom of her
gifts, this book is a valuable one. Many useful brought against her in the Bible that, under oppressed of all nations to come to our shores sex, in throwing themselvs into poverty and
hints are given, and much mystery is cleared the incantation and magic of the devil, appear- and enjoy homes of their own under a flag misery by an unwise love.
up. It brings the reader back from his star- ing in tl:ie garden of Eden in the form of a whose staff was planted on the eternal, selfAnd the reflex influence of her character
gazing with Andrew Jackson Davis and other speaking serpent, she took the forbidden fruit evident truths of the Declaration. But alas ! will be seen in making men giv up their vices
visionaries to what really exists all around, of the tree of knowledge, gave it to her inno- they had not the courage of the mighty prin· and cultivate their manly traits, so that they
to which we must look for the cause of many cent, but easily tempted, husband, and thus ciple for which they fought. For, while the may become worthy to be the husbands of
manifestations believed to be spiritual. It introduced death into the world, and all the Declaration is a part of our Constitutional such women. The charms of good, intellectwill not be kindly received by revivalists and woe that men and animals hav ever since en- laws, and furnishes the foundation principles ual, and practical women of positiv character
other humbugs, because frauds do not like to dured.
on which all legislation by Congress and the never fade. They inspire platonic love in
be exposed, but all who honestly desire to
Although every school-boy now knows that state legislatures should proceed, they virtu- in their admirers which lasts, and even inknow the truth about the subjects it treats of this is a sheer myth, because geology proves ally expunged the word "homines," and sub- creases, when personal charms are gone. Such
will ftnd in it a great contribution to their that death was in the world millions of years stituted the sex word "viri," thus making the love is the only safe basis of a true marriage,
knowledge.
before the imaginary Adam Gand Eve are said government, first, a white man's government, if it ever take place; a marriase which neve

IDEOLOGY: Mental Anesthesia Self-Induced,
Miraculous Cures Self-made; Involution and
Evolution in the Human Mind as in the
Whole of Things. By Dr. J,aRoy Sunderland, Foundation Fellow of the Society of
Science, Literature, and Art, London. Boston: J.P. Mendum. Price, $1.50.
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two hundred pages, the author has stated, in
a somewhat roundabout way, perhaps, his explanation of those psychological phenomena
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which, breaking out at revivals and campmeetings, are attributed to the moving of the
·
b
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"spirit." All these he behaves to e self-mduced.

MEN, WoMEN. AND Gons, and Other Lectures.
By Helen H. Gardener, with an Introduction by Col. R. G. Ingersoll. New York:
The Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton
Place
·
In old times it was customary to say of a
young man just setting out into the world to
make his fortune that if he had a good "presence" it was equal to a letter of recommendstion. Forthereissomethingin self-respecting
looks and a pleasing manner which opens the
way and furnishes an inducement to seek further acquaintance with their possessor.
The same may be said of a new book. If
the printers and bookbinders hav done their
duty it is clothed with an attractivness which
modestly invites one to open its pages and see
if it be not worth reading. This service has
been rendered by the publishers to Miss
Helen H. Gardener's volume, now on sale,
entitled, "l'Yien, Women, and Gods," with
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dre11ms of divorce, but which makes home and
the family e. heaven. of happy souls. To attain
such grand results in all their plenitude is, if
we understand the author, the noble design of
Helen Gardener's book.
A. B. B.

Enon Valley, Pa.
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"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individual·
ity," and" Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of
Independence," "-About Farmiug in Dlinois,"
"The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander
Clark, •· ''The Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream," and " A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper,50 cts.;
plain cloth, $1.25.
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What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
Chri~>tian Religion. Ry R. G.
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AUTHOR OF "LIFE OF PAINE," "FALSE CLAIMS,'' "BTBLE MORALS," ETC.

The Christian church was the bulwark of
African slavery in America. So La.Roy Sundel."land found it, so Parker Pillsbury found it,
so it is, and so it will continue to be. Parker
Pillsbury has just issued a pamphlet entitled
"The Church as It Is; or, The Forlorn Hope
of Slavery." In this he shows that the church
defended slavery while it existed, never opposed it until it had been abolished, and
would uphold and assist an attempt to establish it again. This pamphlet is the third
edition of the work, tbe first having been published nearly forty years ago. It appears that
slavery was in those days- regarded as a divine
institution, and about those who criticised it
it was said, as it is now said of Freethinkers,
that they attacked all that had hitherto been
considered sacred. If the theologians of those
days were right, there is reason to suspect that
God has damned many an honest man for not
believing in slavery. The statements made in
this book would almost surpass belief if they
did not accord so well with the history of the
church for all time. The price of this pamphlet is 25 cents.

The Gods.
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56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed
in large, clear type, and containing as much
_as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

All my Liberal friends are reminded- that 1! they

This l8 the best and most thorough work ever writb n on the Sab· will kindly favor me with their orders ror holidav
gilts I will guarantee to undersell any other firm
batb :from a rational poutt o:f view.
or cheerfully refund cash upon return or goods.
LARGE AND

Tlte question is dis ~m•scd under ihe :following bead11:

Or:ig~n of'th~ Sabbatic Idea-The ,Jew-ish Sabbath-The

ChriStian Scriptures and the ~abbath- Examination of
Sundav Arguments-Origin of Christian ~abbath-'.resti
m~:my of the Uhristian_Fathm·s-The Sabbath during the
~llddle Ages-The Puritan Sabbath-Testimony of' Uhristian Heformers, Scholars, and Divines- Abrogation of'
Sundav Law-s.
Price, 25 Cents; Six Copies, $1.00.
Address
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The B nsts of Voltaire, Paine and In·
gersoll. Cabinet size; true to life,
price $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles of Religious Liberty should have
these busts.

Photogmphs of Colonel Ingersoll.
Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5 ; panel,
10 1-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
card, 20 cents.

Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
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Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
In connection with another firm we have just published Helen H. Gardener's first volume.
Heleu H. Gardener was first introduced to the public by Col. Ingersoll, since when she has
won a place in the hearts of itll l!'reethinke1·s by her ability, and by the bnlhancy of he1· lect·
ures. The contents of the volume are:
A Gt•eat Medical Work on Manhood
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Deb111ty,
MEN, W01fEN, AND GODS: Introductory;
mies; Geographical Religion; Revelation; Evi- Prem~tture
Decline In Man, Errors ot Youth, tmu
Accident Insurance; Chiefly Women; , Why
deHCe of Faith; Did He talk? What Yon the UntDld miseries resulting from lndls~retlon or
Women Support It; What It 'l'eaches; From
1\Iay Think; Intellectual Gag-Law; 'l'he Vi· Bxcesses. A book tor every man, young, middleaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions tor all
Moses-to Paul; The Fruit of the 'free of Knowlcarious Theory the Cause of Crime; Revision; acute
and chronic dlseaeeA, each one or which Is In·
edge; Knowledge Not a Crime; As Much InThe Church's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop'/ valuable. So round by the author, whose experispired as Any of It.
HIS'l'ORICAL FACTS AND THEOLOGICAL ence ror 23 years Is such as probably never before
tell to the lot ot any physician. 300 pages, bound In
VIC:ARIOUS ATONEMENT: Fear; Beginning
FICTIONS: Chmch Fictwns; Historical Facts beautiful
French muslin, embossed covers, run gUt,
to. 'l'hink; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
-(Civ11ization, Comparativ Status, Women as guaranteed to be a finer work 1n every sense-me.
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian InvenPersons, Education, As Wires, Not Woman's chanica!, literary, and proreselonal-than any other
work sold In this country tor $2.50, or the money
tion; Twin Monsters from Intellectual Pigl!'riend, .Morals).
will be refunded In every Instance Price only $1.00
by mall, post paid. Ulustratlv sample 6 cents.
Price, Clotll, $1.00; Paper, 50 Cents,
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
National Medical Association, to the president or
which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers
The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts,
ot the Board the reader Is respectfully referred.
The Science or Lite should be read by the young
ror Instruction, and by the amlcted tor reller. It
Address THR TRU'l'H SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
will bene!! t all.-London Lancet.
-There Is no member or society to whom The
Science or Lite wlli not be usetul, whether youth,
parent, guardian, Instructor, or clergyman.-Argo-

SOCI.f}L VI"EALTH:

The Sole Factors and
Exact Ratios in Its A«'qnirement and Apportionment

By J. K. INGALLS

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a hrief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
the attacks of the New York Observer; by profit, interest, rent; Conservation of- \Vealth;
Robert G. IngersolL Price, 10 cents.
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature_ of
Address on the Civil Rights Bill. Wages; Private and Social Wea-Jth; Land OwnLarge size octavo, paper, 15 cents.
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ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economic Ratios; 'J'axation as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conclusion.

PRICE, CLOTH, $1,00.
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Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bul!lnch r<treet, Boston, Mass ,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
skill and experience. Chronic and obstlllate dis
eases that have ba!lled the skill or allH
Lather
physicians a specialty. Such treated
s u C·
cesstully, withOut an Instance orr
!allure. Mention this paper.ly14
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Is a regularly educu.t·
ed and legally qualified physician, and
the most successful
as his practice wll,
preJve. He has ror
twenty years treated
exclustvly all dlse!ISes
of the tlexual Orgalltl,
In the cur~s of whlci.J.
he stands preem lnent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
and I MPO 'r EN OY
as the result or self·
abuse in youth and
sexual excesses In ma.
turer years, causing
n 1 g h t emls.slone by
dreams, los.s of sexual
power ,rendering mar.
rlage Improper and unn npy, etc., are cured per·
manently by an outside a!, plication in sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDWIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely un
known to the medical profession. It Is not a catch·
penny get-np, such as a pad, belt, pastille, nor mag.
netic appliance, but slmplyamedldne to be applied
externally on the parts at:rected, which cures by
abeerptlon, tlend flve 2-cent stamps tor his "Prl·
vate uounselor," giving lull Information. AddreBS
Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.J., and eay where you
eaw th\.8 sdvertlsment.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
BY A CAPITALIST.
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Orthodoxy,'' bound in one beautiful volume, in
A Book Advocating Associate Life af\ a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals with
half calf, library style, and containing over the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their imperfections, and showing how
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present sys·
lQw price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
tern. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
Tributes. There hav been so many future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CONTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Re·
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent ad- public; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvemf?nts; Production and Distribution;
From the Ironc!M .Age.
dress over "Little Harry Miller's Grave," Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
"Dr. Fellows Is an outapoken Infidel, therefore no
that they hav been printed on heavy toned Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Metho~s Proposed for the cheat or humbug. The Freethinkers of the lam!
ly8
paper, 18x22,. 1llummated border, and in Transition from the System of Individual Propetty to a System of CollectJv Property; Danger. should glv the doct)r their patronage."
large, clear -type, suitable for frammg, and Price, $1.50.
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ST. ·PETER: Who are you? Shades: Ex-receivers
ot the·west Shore Railway. St. Peter: How did you
happen to die? Shades: We were next appointed
receivers tor the earth, and claimed the solar system
as our salary.
•• MAMMA," said a llttle tour-year·old boy, "what
do de angels do w'en dey glt tired or fiyln'?" "Oh,
I don't know, WUlle, I suppose they sit down and
rest." " I dess I dot you dere, mamma. De angels
ain't dot nothing to set on, 'cept de back of der
necks!"
DE STORY OB DE GAWDEN.
[As sung by de Ooontown Glee Olub, accompanied
by de music ob de jewshawp an' de bones.]
.
At tus• w'en dis ole ear! war made;
Dar warn't nary puBBon
To do the oberseeln' an'
De bossin' an' de tusstn. •
De Lawd went huntln' roun• a spell
Fer truck to make a fellah,
An' whar de hogs had rooted roun•
He toun• de.dlrt war mellah.
(Oho'us.)
Oll,lookee out dar! Oh,lookee out, chlllunsl ·
Jls' mine now w'at I ea.y,
De debbll am bonn' to tote yo• oft
Atoah de broke o' day.
DeB lookee out dar! Oh, lookee out, chUlunsl
, ,,
Oh, lookee out dar! Oh,lookee out, ohllluns!
Oh, lookee out dar I Oh, lookee out, chlllunsl
Till the debbll am gone away.
Den de Lawd made Adam outen mud
1·"
An' used up all de daubln'
But Adam went a mopln' roun'
A-pouttn' an' a sobbin'.
An' so de Lawd tuk pity on.
Dat berry lonesome gawdner,
An' tole him, If he'd stop hiS triss,
He'd fix blm up a pawdner.
(Oho'us de same.)
Bo den, w'en Adam war asleep
An' snoring like a snoozer,
Dey took a rib an' ma<le his wife,
An' tole him not to 'buse her.
Den Ebe an' Adam spooned aroun',
A-makln' lub togedder,
Au' dough dey had no ap•uns on,
Dey didn't mine de wedder.
(Oho'us llke de tus•.)
De Lawd, he planted out some truck
Down on the tswm In Eden,
An' put dat Adam dar IO wuk,
A-hoe1n' and a-weedln'.
But, El>e she war not satlslied,
An' t'ot she'd lots o' bodder,
Wld numn In de worl' to do
But cook a' eat de fodder.
(Oho'us anuddah time.) De debbll sald,lt dey would eat
Ob de 'Bimmon-Tree ob Knowledge,
De bote 'ud be so pow•rulsmawt
JIB like dey'd been to college.
So Ebe, she went a meddlin' roun'
JIB like all other wlmmens,
A-longln' an' a-hankerln'
~o tas'e ob dem p'almmons.
('Peat dat cho'us.)
Den Satan glb to Ebe a tas'e .
To proobe de troot wa•nt pizen,
De way dat woman eat de troot,
- J ;.·'
I tole you, war surprlzln'l
To see de debbll a-cou'tln' Ebe
Made Adam berry je'lous,
An' s0 he sat an• eyed 'em bote
A-slghln' Hke a bellus I
(Oho'us agln.)
At tus' Ebe tuk a leetle bite,
JIB llke 'twar good to' nuill1',
But attah dat shells kep' on
A-stuflln' an• a.-stuilln', .
An' Ebe an• Satan sot an• eat,
A-huggln' an• a-bussln',
,..
Wid Adam, 'hind de tater hole,
A-swarln' an' a-cuasln I
(Sing dat cho'us,)
Ebe glb some froot to Adam, too,
Jls fo' to keep him quiet,
An' dlden' hab to coax hlm niucb
. \.
To glt hlm to• to try lt.
I
But w'en dem folks had dun an• gone
Into dis dlserbeyment,
Right all to onct dey noticed dat
Dey's raddah skase o' raiment.
(Oho'us some mo'.)
Dey bote were den so drertul shamed
Dey skiJ1t down In the holler,
An' Adam, quick as he could dress,
Put on a paper collar.
But Ebe, she blushed, an' went to work
An' made de fig-leabes rus'le,
I,
An' ln a berry leetle time
).)
She made herse't a bus'le.
(Doan' let' out dat cho'us.)
De Lawd, he dlden' llke de fit
Ob dem •ar home-made ga'ments,
But made 'em breeches out de skins
Ob coons and odder va'mente.
And den, bekaze dey diserbeyod,
He wudent grant 'em pawdon,
But sent de sheriff, Jerry Blm,
An' kicked 'em out de gawden I
(Goober dat oho'us.)
Now all you tolkses, wlte an' brack,
Dat Use'ns to dis story
Mus' mine de traps an' keep de track,
Er nebber get to glory.
For Batau am a sneakln' roun'Jls all you folks take wa'nln',
An' look de do', an' bolt It tas',
TUl 'arly ln de mawntn'.
(Shout dat cho'us.)
Our Christian friends are at liberty to compoee
muslc for the above to BUtt themselvs, and use lt as
a sacred song tor the instruction or the brethren and
WATSON HESTON.
tb.ellOrf of God, .
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